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THIS YEAR, 

your Christmas shopping 

can be real fun, 
thanks to the happy antics of 

DENNIS THE MENACE 
and the at-home convenience 

of Sears Catalog. 

INDEX BEGINS ON PAGE 273 

"TM GOIN To BED! SO YOU CAN COME ANYTIME NOW!” 





INDEX STARTS ON PAGE 261 

You can count on us 
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INDEX STARTS ON PAGE 3«& 

You Can Count on Us 
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Ghristmas E 
1969 T 

America's Favorite WISH BOOR 

INDEX BEGINS ON PAGE 253 

Door decoration from our 
Della Robbia collection, 
pages 332-333 

For the easiest, most convenient v 
have your catalog gift orders sent 
of-town relatives or friends, use 
"Ship-A-Gift" Service ... See 

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., 

Satisfaction Guaran! 



MENACE 
into 

your home.. 
just for the 

of it 

The fun starts right on this page! Below 

is just one of the 86 different cartoons of 

DENNIS THE MENACE placed through- 

outthis catalog solely for your enjoyment. 

We hope you'll agree that these cartoons, 

each one done by DENNIS' original 

creator, Hank Ketcham, will make your 
Christmas catalog shopping at Sears 

more fun now than ever before. 

In addition to the DENNIS cartoons, 
you'll find new, exclusive DENNIS THE 
MENACE items, like those at right, that 

are sure to delight the children—and 

sure to give you and Santa some new, 

fun, gift ideas. 

“YOU WANTED A BOUNCING BABY BOY?....” 

Copyright 1967 by Sears, Roebuck and Co. Printed In U.S.A. 
Following cartoons of DENNIS THE MENACE characters Copyright 
The Hall Syndicate, Inc. T.M.@: 1952, page 331; 1958, pages 328, 
377; 1959, pages 203, page 481; 1962, pages 145, 177, 
289, 309; 1963, pago 326: 1964, pages t, 381; 1965, 
482; 1966, page 522; 1967, page 574. All other carto: 
NIS THE MENACE characters Copyright 1967, Ha 

Characters rcaxy dustrations of Winnie-the- 
2 [Sears] aisis © 1064 Walt Disney Produ ns 
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An exciting world of TOYS 
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1 DENNIS Ski Pajama. Cozy cotton flannel- 
ette. Pullover top is made with rib knit 

crew neck, cuffs and bottom . . has lively 
screen printed picture of DENNIS on the 
Íront. The pants have all around elastic waist 
and rib knit cuffs. Machine wash, medium. 
Yellow with brown. 

State size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. 
29 N 3260F —Shipping weight 6 oz...... $2.99 

2 DENNIS Jump 'n Float. Use indoors or out, 
as a raft or trampoline. Bounce or jump 

on it . . great fun and it helps develop coordi- 
nation. Heavy duty rubber tube, metal valve 
and heavy cotton duck covering with colorful 
pictures of DENNIS and RUFF. Strong 
webbing supports add extra spring. Inflates 
to about 3 feet wide, 1 foot high. Deflates to 
11x11x4 inches thick. 
49 N 24096—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz... . ..$8.77 

3 DENNIS Terrycloth Robe. Great for both 
boys and girls. Novelty styling features a 

cute screen printed picture of DENNIS on the 
back. All fine cotton. Self-fabric belt loops 
and belt. Neatly hemmed cuffs and bottom. 
2 pockets. Machine wash, medium. White. 

Stale size 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. 
29 N 9810F—Shipping weight 15 oz. .$3.99 

4 DENNIS Lamp. Here he is, America's 
favorite cut up together with his dog 

RUFF, realistically reproduced in molded 
composition. Note the excellent quality of 
the coloring, the precise attention paid to 
the smallest detail. 8x7x8-inch shade is wash- 
able fiber glass with a jaunty trim of red, 
white and blue fabric. Push-through one- 

witch. Lamp is 18 inches high overall. 
UL listed for 110-120-v., 50-60-c. DC. 
21 N 2184—Shipping weight 4 lbs.. . ...$7.98 

( 5 ond 6 ) Bedspread and draperies are ma- 
chine washable med. . . little or no ironing. 

5 DENNIS Bedspread. Lovable DENNIS 
and his friends vividly reproduced on a 

spread of cotton and rayon. Colors are applied 
one at a time—detail is sharp and clear. 
Wrinkle-shy. 78x110 inches, 19-inch drop. 

Colors 4(multi on blue); 29(multi on yel- 
low). State color number. 
24 N 334H—Shpe. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz... . .$12.90 
6 Matching Draperies. pleated, all 

cotton. 1-in. side hems, 3-in. bottom hems. 
48x63 in. long. State color number above. 
24 N 335H —Shps. wt. 2 lbs. 15 oz. Pair $10.90 

i 

7 DENNIS Wotch. Has a colorful picture of 
DENNIS and his dog, RUFF, on its fully 

numbered blue-and-white dial. Chrome-plated 
metal case and expansion band, Shock resist- 
ant precision Swiss movement. Unbreakable 
mainspring. Anti-magnetic feature. 
4N 1912—Shipping weight 4 oz...... -37.99 

DENNIS Slippers. Soft cotton knit uppers 
are backed with polyurethane foam for 

more comfort and better support. Plastic, 
skid-resistant soles. Perky DENNIS motif. 
Machine wash, medium. 

Sizes S(fits clothing size 2-3); M(4-5); 
L(6-6x). State size S, M or L. See Measuring 
Chart on page 202. 
29 N 1230F—Brown 29 N 1231F—Red 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. ........ Pair $2.29 

Tabana Scane tr MIA nei édlochei cel Con 



Seven beautiful Dolls 

dressed daintily in the ruffles 

and fairyland colors 

that little girls are sure to love 

Sweetie Pie .. so angelicon her cotton-candy 

pink nap-time pillow. Her eyes open, close; 
she coos, drinks and wets. Dressed in cotton eye 
let, rosebud trim, bow-belt; lace-trimmed slip 
and panties. Ribbon-tied slippers, socks, ID 
bracelet. Washable vinyl; rooted hair. 16 inches 

tall. 
49 N 3045— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... $9.98 

Baby Cup Cake, the 12-inch elfin that little 
moms love to care for, Coos, drinks, wets. 

Washable vinyl body, Soft blonde rooted r 
in a cute pixie style, great big blue eye 
Dressed in a short eyelet dress, pink cotton vel 
veteen sleeves. Matching bloomers, hair ribbon 
49 N 3050— Shipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.. .. $4.98 

9 Sugar Plum . . so life-like—she even says 
“Mama”. Her body is filled with soft kapok 
smooth, pliable arms, legs and head of vinyl; 

rooted hair, A cuddly armful in pink cotton vel 
veteen with peek-a-boo eyelet insert, lace-trim- 
med sleeves, cotton petticoat and bloomers, 
Socks, slippers. 18 inches tall 
49 N 3080— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs........$7.98 

A, Gumdrop . . the pug-nose imp with whim 
sical smile and devilish eyes. She has spun 

sugar platinum hair . . waist length. Cotton vel 
veteen dress has white polished-cotton top. Col 
lar and bib trimmed in eyelet, Bolero has eyelet 
rufle trimmed sleeves. Polished-cotton 
ers, slippers, socks. She's 16 inches full of fun 
49 N 3079— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 0z.... $5.98 

loom 

Candy Kid . . sweet as can be in pink velve- 
teen A-line dress with eyelet, lace and ric 

trim. Headband matches dress. Lace trimmed 
taffeta panties, slippers, socks. Washable vinyl, 
11 in, tall, A pert pixie playmate. 
49 N 3101— Shipping wt. 12 0z........$3.49 

Sugar Pie . . all set to go in a pink cotton 
velveteen coat with scalloped cape collar. 

Bonnet trimmed with imitation fur, matches 
muff. Under coat, a cotton eyelet dress, lace. 

trimmed bloomers. Has cuddly, kapok filled 
body, soft vinyl arms, legs and head, Opens and 
shuts her eves, even s “Mama”. 24-inch baby 

with blonde rooted hair. 
49 N 3098—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. .$12.98 

Honey, the cheery, freckled M 

blonde roo hair, moving blue eyes. 
Dressed in mint green A-line cotton velveteen 
frock trimmed with eyelet and rosebuc Tatch- 
ing bloomers. Suede-like slippers, socks. Wash- 
able vinyl. A delightful lady. inches tall 
49 N 3099— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs........$7.98 
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I'm only 9 iiches tall . the very 

littlest child can kolz bottle, change me 

and dry my tears when L cry 

= Tiny 
Tears, 

CNIES REAL TEARS 

DRINS, OTS 
NCTE wae 
SUT'Y tuto 

Teenie Weenie Tiny Tears Gift Set 
Only at Sears. Doll with carry-case, clothes 

and accessories . . by American Character 

$ 499 

This cuddly baby doll is 9 inches tall. She 

drinks and wets, cries real tears. Her hair 

can be shampooed . . her soft vinyl body is 

completely washable. 
Teenie Weenie is dressed in pink cotton 

dress with lace trimmed collar. In her layette 

trunk is a pink checked top with white 

jacket, matching can-can panties and plastic 
bib. Magic sponge and magic shampoo in- 
cluded for bath-time fun. Also bottle and s 

pacifier. 
49 N 3036—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz....Set $4.99 

Teenie Weenie alone. Bottle and pacifier. 
49 N 3035—Shpz. wt. 8 oz.... $2.94 

4 SEARS rca. 

Catalo page scans by chrisinias nmanselecdiwical Gon 

Extra Outfits 
I-time knit set. . 

leggings and bonnet 
For 9-inch Teenie Weenie Tiny Tears. 

sweater, 

49 N 3037—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ..$1.79 
For 12-inch Teeny Tiny Tears. 
49 N 3077—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... 2.77 

pron dress and leotards. 
Teenie Weenie Tiny Tears. 

49 N 3038—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ..$1.79 
For 12-inch Teeny Tiny Tears. 
49 N 3041—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... 2.77 

Dolls not included with outfits above. 

'Teeny Bathe-Her Set 

12-inch Teeny, dressed for bath- 

time in terry robe . . carries her 
own towel. Portable bather be- 

comes carryall and seat. Ship- 
ping wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 N 3039. ..$6.87 

I can drink and wet, 
cry real tears and 
blow bubbles, too 

Teeny Tiny Tears 

$396 

Soft, lovable 12-inch baby doll 
with smooth vinyl skin, roo 
hair . . completely washable. 
Press her tummy after feeding 

al tears. Pretty 
frosty white 

r, bottle, bubble 
1 Ib. 4 oz 
dic $3.96 

d 

. she cries 
pastel dress 
trim. Pa 

pipe. Shr 
49 N 3013 

Teeny with Trunk 

12-inch Teeny Tiny Tears with 
storage trunk of clothes, acces- 
sories. Fashions include: extra 
dress, blanket, bib. Sponge and 
shampoo. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 3032 $7.77 

Doll described at top of page 

New 17-inch Tiny Tears 

This chubby, cuddly baby doll is al- 
most life- She drinks, wets, 
blows bubbles and cries real tears. 
Rooted hair can be combed. Dressed 
in jumper-dress and accessories. Her 
layette includes: pink checked sleep- 
set . . jumper with T-shirt . . bottle 
. . pacifier . . bubble-pipe. 
49 N 3042—Wt. 2 lbs. 10 07.$9.89 



Bring DENNIS into your home.. 
just for the 

] DENNIS THE MENACE Punch-Me. This jolly 42-inch tall rascal 
takes a roundhouse punch and comes bouncing back for more. 

Made of strong inflatable vinyl, the weighted bottom always re- 
turns DENNIS to an upright position. All children love him. ^ 
49 N 24095— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces... $2.79 

DENNIS Two-way Sleeping-Bag-Comforter. Zip it up—sturdy 
cotton sailcloth sleeping bag is tops for trips, overnight visits . 

100% virgin polyester fiberfill gives extra warmth. Unzip—generous 
comforter features DENNIS print on tan background . . revers 
to provincial print. Solid color border, Machine wash and dry, warm. 

FITS UP TO 4 YEARS. 24x48 in. 5 TO 10 YEAR SIZE, 33x66 in. 
sleeping bag; 48x48-in. open. sleeping bag; 66x66 in. open. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 6 oz. 
29N485......... .88.99  29N 486. $12.99 

Sleeping bag 
zips open to 

3 Long-sleeve Polo Shirt. Knit of 100% Pak-nit® combed cotton 
. . won't stretch or shrink out of shape. Rib knit crew neck and 

cuffs. Hemmed bottom. Burgundy, blue and white. Machine wash- 
able, medium temperature. 

Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). State size S, M or L. 

29 N 4817F—Shipping weight each 5 oz. Each $1.37; 3 for $3.99 

4 DENNIS PERMA-PREST Bib-top Overalls. Just like DENNIS 
wears. 1134-oz. denim is rough n’ tumble, no-iron blend of 50% 

Fortrel polyester and 50% cotton. Double knees. Metal suspender 
snaps adjust, Snap side openings. Strain points bartacked. 1 front, 2 
back pockets, Simulated leather DENNIS patch on back pocket. 
M i edium; tumble dry. Vou can shorten, but not lengthen 
P MA-PREST pants, 

Sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. Please state size, 

29 N 7702F—Blue 29N 7700F—Navy 29N 7701F— Loden green 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. Each $3.66 

hine wash 

5 DENNIS Long-sleeve white Sweatshirt. DENNIS figure screen- 
printed on chest. 100% cotton, warmly fleeced inside, Rib knit 

crew neck, cuffs, bottom. Machine wash, warm. 
Sizes S(2-3); M(4-5); L(6-6x). State size S, M, L. 

29 N 6012F— Shipping weight 5 ounces $1.79 

6 DENNIS PERMA-PREST tapered Jeans. Rugged, no-iron 1144-02. 
denim is 50% Fortrel polyester and 50% cotton, Strain points 

bartacked; vulcanized double knees. 2 riveted front pockets; 2 bar: 
tacked pockets. Talon Memory Lock® zipper fly front. Elastic 
backwaist. Simulated leather T IS patch on back pocket. 
Machine wash, medium; tumble dry. Fou can shorten but not lengthen 
PERMA-PREST pants. > 

Sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6x. Please state size. 
29 N 7709F—Loden green 29 N 7708F—Navy 29N 7710F—Blue 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. á Each $2,99 

Qj DENNIS THE MENACE 4-speed Phonograph. Sosimpletousethat 
youngsters can easily play any record speed or size—without help. 

Includes Sears built-in 45-rpm adapter that children can’t misplace. 
All-metal turntable can't warp or split . . padded so records won't 
slip, Needle is safe on all records—even delicate stereo type. Tran 
sistorized circuits can't shake loose . . sound comes on instantly 
Whisper-quiet motor oiled for life at factory. ur-in. speaker. 
Washable bl 1 white plastic-coated covering. Screen-printed 
picture of DE: S and his girlfriend MARGARET on inside of lid 
About 11x5x13! j inches wide. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
57 N 8255—Shipping weight 9 pounds. .......... eese $17.95 

8 DENNIS Oxford. Lustrous moss green leather uppers, reinforced 
and riveted at points of strain to take all the rough-housing your 

little Dennis can dish out. Vamps lined with cotton drill. Rugged 
Duracord laces. Wedge-type crepe sole and heel 

Little boys sizes D(medium wide) width in 10, 1014, 11, 1112, 12, 
1214, 13, 1314, 1, 115, 2, 214, 3. Stale size when ordering. 
15 N 15090F—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ............ $4.97 

Sears] c. ES 
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Sears PULS at your. fingertips i: 

ij more of what Americas childrert Want most 

These Bonomi dolls from 

Have you ever seen 
a face so cute. . 

a side glance so wistful? 

Have you ever seen 
outfits so smartly styled, 

7 b 

4 N 

so beautifully detailed, , A HN 
so definitely continental E # Der | 
in fashion? EN 

| 

Doll and Outfit $798 Dress Only $3 98 E 

4 SEARS Krams 

Cutloa pane scans by crisi 

Rich black taffeta frock, accented with 
white, complements platinum blonde 

hair of this 15-inch vinyl doll. Box pleated 
skirt, long puffed sleeves, sash. Crisp, full 
pettislip. Knit panties and socks. Vinyl 
shoes. 
49 N 3353—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $7.98 
49 N 3368—Oress only. Wt. 4 oz... 3.98 

Q Pink cotton velveteen party dress is 
perfect with her chestnut hair. Misty 

lace edges collar, cuffs, dickey-front. Full 
bouffant skirt. Crisp, full skirted petti- 
slip. Knit panties and socks. Vinyl shoes. 
15-inch vinyl doll. 
49 N 3369— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 802.$7.98 
49 N3373- Dress only. Wt.407.... 3.98 | 



Tiny 
Betsy Wetsy 

Drinks, wets, 
cries real tears 

$499 

By Ideal 

Betsy drinks her bottle, wets her diaper, and if 
you gently press her tummy, she cries real tears. 
Her eyes open and close. Washable, rooted Saran 
hair that feels soft and real . . jointed arms and 
legs. Vinyl body. About 12 inches tall 
49 N 3125— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.99 

Little Dew Drop Tears $499 
Help dolly drink her bottle— then hold her forward 
and she'll cry real tears. She wets, too. All vinyl, 
fully jointed head with sleeping eyes. Soft, rooted 
hair. Wardrobe trunk includes coat, hat, print dress 
and hangers. About 12 inches tall. 
49 N 3127 —Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz $4.99 

Bubble Bath Baby $399 
This baby really takes to water , . drinks and wets. 
too. She has her own bathinette, with bubble bath, 
soap, clothespins . . even a plastic duck to “play” 
with. Dressed in diaper and terry cloth bath out- 
fit. She has a change of clothes, too. Rooted hair. 
Vinyl. About 12 inches high. 
49 N 3128— hipping wt. 2 Ibs. $3.99 

Cutsoa pane Scans by cheisimasmuseledwici cons 

$599 

This is Sears very own baby, and 
she's very special. Just turn her over 

and spank where it says “here” 
shell fuss like a real baby. Feed her 
from bottle. Soft, rooted hair . 
sleeping eyes . . soft, chubby arms 
and legs. Vinyl. Dressed in red play 
outfit. About 20 inches high. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 13 oz. 
49 N 3126 $5.99 

Pat her back gently after her bottle 
. «she'll burp like a real baby 

Mattel's 
Baby Pattaburp 

$666 

She's beautiful—and so real. Feed her, 
place her on your shoulder, pat her on the 
back . . and she burps. And she can burp 
again, too. Put her down for her nap, and 
she'll close her eyes and go to sleep. Rooted 
hair. Soft body. Dressed in a flufly pink 
jacket trimmed with lace and ribbons, 
pink panties and terry cloth booties. 
Comes with her own special baby bottle . . 
and the milk disappears when you feed 
her. It magically refills itself. Baby Patta- 
burp is a cuddly 16 inches high. 

49 N 3119— Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $6.66 

Little One in Musical Cradle 

3699 

13-inch drink and wet v 

baby doll snuggles in her 

cradle. Fully jointed 
rooted hair. Cradle lined 

and trimmed. Baby wears 
2-pc. flannel sleeper. Wood 
cradle about 17 in. long. E 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz. EX E 
49 N 3020C......$6.99 n reat SEARS 5 

n 7. 
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These are the Tiny Chatty Babies by MATTEL 

Outfits for Tiny Chatty above 

5 Hat and coat for outdoor ramblings 
49 N 3092—Shpg. wt. 8 oz $1.88 

Long nightie, fluffy robe and house slip- 
pers for baby’s sleeping hours. 

49 N 3093—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... $2.49 

New gingham smock, stretch tights, 
vinyl shoes for romping around. 

49 N 3129—Shpg. wt. 8 oz........ $1.88 

(Dolls are not included) 

6 SEARS zrem 

rv Scans by chvisinas paseia con 

18-inch Chatty Baby 
says 18 phrases 

$987 

She's a full 3 inches taller 
than her little sisters and 
brother. She talks when you 
pull the Chatty-Ring. Eyes 
open and shut. Plastic body; 
vinyl head, arms, legs. Root- 
ed hair you can comb and 
brush. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz 
49 N 3094......... 59.87 

Swinging Cradle 

$599 

Cradle designed es- 
pecially for Chatty 

Baby. Fits dolls up to 
20 inches long. 

Swings gently on the 
pendulum principle to 

lull baby to sleep. 
White, high-impact 

polystyrene plastic. 
Plastic-covered mat- 
tress, 24x13x20 inches. 
Sent unassembled. 

Shipping wt. 4 lbs. 
79 N 9322C. ..$5.99 

Tiny Chatty and her Baby 

Brother are 15 inches tall 

. . they cry, laugh and 

say 11 phrases 

‘62 
Precious Tiny Chatty Baby 
cuddles up to you and talks in 
a doll-like voice with a gentle 
pull of the Chatty-Ring . . says 
darling things. 

If you tire of talking, just 
put baby to sleep because her 

eyes open and shut. When 
awake, Tiny Chatty's winsome 
smile gives a peep of two pearly 
baby teeth, and her cheeks are 
petal-smooth and rosy. 

You can have the fun of tak- 
ing care of Tiny just like a real 
baby because you can comb 
and brush her hair. Plastic 
body, soft vinyl head and 
arms are jointed so she can sit 

or stand, hold out her arms 
and turn her head. 

Shipping weight each 2 
pounds 4 ounces. 

] Blonde Tiny Chatty Baby. 
49 N 3088. ....... $6.66 

2 Tiny Chatty Baby Brother. 
49 N 3031........$6.66 

3 Brunette Tiny Chatty Baby. 
49 N 3089........ $6.66 

4 Colored Tiny Chatty Baby. 
49 N 3090........$6.66 

Play Table 

$997 

9 Take Tiny Chatty 
Baby with you 

wherever you go. She'll 
stay clean and fresh in 
this pretty case. 

Large see-through 
window shows her off 
to everyone you see. 
Her name and picture 
appear on the front. 

Vinyl plastic. Plastic 
handle. 13x4x16 inches 
high. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 9211C...$2.97 

$949 

10 It's all things to 
Chatty Baby . . 

play table, lunch table, 
rocker, car seat . . and 
she'll love sitting in it 
while you play. 

Plastic chair, metal 
play tray and frame. 
Tabletop 16x16 inches. 
Over-all height 24 
inches. Sent unassem- 
bled. Doll not included. 

Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 9282C. ..$2.49 



Sears puts a£ your fingertips 

more of what America's children want most 

This Petitcollin 
Doll from 

Her big bright eyes 

look out from 

under an upswept hairdo 

created by a 

noted French hair stylist 

Her dresses are 

Paris-designed to captivate 

even the most 

fashion-conscious girls 

Doll and Outfit Outfit only 

$1198 $ 498 

Doll in Pinafore-style Dress. Demurely 
perfect for a party, for an afternoon 
white dotted cotton. Bow trims each sleeve 
and skirt. Bouffant petticoat adds flare to 
the skirt. Doll is also wearing shoes, socks, 

panties. All, except the plastic shoes, are 
cotton and washable. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 

49 N 3387 $11.98 

Outfit only. 

49 N 3395—Shipping weight Soz. $4.98 

Basic Doll with Slip 
and Panties 

s728 

One look at this saucy little doll and 
you'll know she’s French. Wide little-girl 
eyes have a flirty glance, are fringed with 
thick, sweeping lashes, and close dreamily 
when it’s bedtime. 20 inches tall, she’s all 
vinyl with fully jointed head, arms and 
legs. Her rooted blonde hair is swept up 
in a delightful style. Basic outfit includes 

SE. socks and shoes. Build her wardrobe by 
ordering outfits from these 2 pages. 

H m Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
Dress colors may vary N D 49 N 3388 $7.98 

6 SEARS Asi 
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Tiny Kissy . . clap her hands 

| Squeeze our tummies and we pucker up 

. . give you a great big loving kiss 

They're ready to join in the fun of 
your family group. Cousins are 
dressed in matching outfits. Hair 
is rooted in so you can comb it to 
keep them neat and tid y. Put them 
to sleep with open-and-shut eyes. 

Jointed plastic bodies, movable 
Vinyl arms and legs. 1114 in. tall. 

4 Kissin’ Cousin Boy 
49N3130-Wt, 1 lb. 6 oz. $4.99 

Kissin’ Cousin Girl 
49N3131-Wt.11b.60z. 4.99 

Kissin’ Cousins Together. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. 
49 N3135............ Set 9.44 

We're Kissin’ Cousins 
3499 Š E Mw m 

and she kisses you 

99 
each 

puckers up when you press her 
arms together. Jointed plastic body sits or stands. 

Move her vinyl arms, legs . . clap her hands, play 
pat-a-cake. Comb her rooted hair. 16 inches tall 

She’s so adorable 

1 Kissy in pink. Shoes. Panties attached to dress. + 

49 N 3132— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz.$7.99 E 

2 Kissy in her Sunday best. Shoes. Panties. 

49 N 3072— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

3 Kissy in a party dress. Shoes. Panties. 
49 N 3009—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

Coquette is a real beauty 
with TRU-BLU eyes and 
long, curly lashes. Her cot- 
ton velveteen party dress 

is a miniature reflection of 
her mommy’s high-fashion 
taste in A-line dresses. 

She is fully jointed . 
move her arms, legs like a 
real girl’s. Cotton panties, 
rayon socks, vinyl shoes. 
Holds a fuzzy kitten. 1634 
inches tall. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N3162........ $4.97 

7.99 

7.99 

eM $497 RA 

Baby doll is chubby. She 
drinks, wets. Tend her just 
like your Mommie did 
when you were little. Mov- 
able arms, legs, head oí soft 
vinyl. Open-and-shut eyes, 
long lashes. 
Comb her rooted hair to 

keep her neat and trim. In 
romper, bonnet, socks and 
shoes. Bottle and fuzzy 
kitten. 16 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 N 3160........$4.97 

Tinipon Scale by chdimacumiedlbciudcad pond 

Red Velveteen $497 
Bikini Baby 4 

She'll be the hit of the sand 
pile set in her oh-so-modern 
swim suit. She drinks from 
her own bottle and wets. She's 
all vinyl and fully jointed so 
you can move her arms, legs. 
Comb her rooted hair. 

Open-and-shut eyes let child 
put her to sleep when she's 
tired. Coos when tummy is 
squeezed. 12 inches tall. Sun- 
glasses, cotton beachwear. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49N3102......... -$4.97 

Cuddly Kissy 

soft and sweet 

a> 

The softest baby . . Cuddly has a cloth body . . snuggles right 
up in the crook of child's arm. Vinyl arms, legs and head . . 
clap her hands and play pat-a-cake with her. Squeeze her 
tummy and she gives you a kiss with a sweet little pucker of 

her lips. Open-and-shut eyes so little girl can put her to sleep. 
Her golden curls are firmly rooted so they can be washed, set 
and combed. Gay party dress. 17 inches high. 
49 N 3123—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces... $8.88 

roo. SEARS 7 



Outfit only 
d2e5 — ue 

You can order a Petitcollin Doll 
with any one of these French outfits 

jJ Doll with Scoop-neck Jumper. For school, movie dates . . cordu' 

roy. White on white blouse, big puffed sleeves. Cotton 
49 N 3339—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces $11.98 

49 N 3392—Outfit only. Shipping weight 5 ounces. 4.98 

Doll with Jocket Dress. For shopping trip. Pleated skirt has 
matching top. Bolero . . frog closings, gold-color buttons. Cotton 

49 N 3342— Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces $12.98 
49 N 3390—Outfit only. Shipping weight 5 ounces. 5.98 

3 Doll with Pleated Dress. For an afternoon out. 4 pearl-colored 
buttons, pocket chain. Checked cotton. 

49 N 3337—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces $12.98 
49 N 3389—Outfit only. Shipping weight 5 ounces. 5.98 

Doll with A-line Jumper. Set for school checked blouse sewn 

to slip. Belt matches blouse. Cotton. 
49 N 3338— Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces $11.98 
49 N 3394—Outfit only. Shipping weight 5 ounces. 4.98 

Doll and Outfit 

31198 

Outfit only 

s498 

Dress colors may vary 

"one SEARS 7 



Tearful 

Tiny 

Thumbelina 

After my bottle, I shed real tears 

My eyes open and close when I move. . $888 

14 inches tall. So lif 
for a little girl 

will have 
like doll. She drinks fron le i Fully rooted ha 

Thumbelina 
She wriggles and cries 

until Mommy picks 

her up 

3099 

About 20 inches long. J 

B SEARS rem 

Gualo pao scané by ia a cona 

Tiny 

Thumbelina 
Suchalazy baby.. 

she moves and 

stretches as if 

she just woke up 

$629 

She's 14 inches long. Just wind disc in back and she 
lifelike )vements, Vinyl head, arms and leg: 

o Rooted Saran hair can be washed, set 

ars lovely pink lace-trimmed cotton organ 
e lip, diaper and bootie 

49 N 3211—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $6.29 

Extra Outfits for Tiny Thumbelinas 

could resist Tir ] Creeper Set. What little x 
in t an all set, bootec Three clothe 

h Doll not include 
weight 6 ounce: $2.19 

9 Pajama Set. For sleepy-time hours. Hot water bottle 
® cot rycloth animal for play. Doll not include 
49 N 30: Shipping weight 6 ounce $1.94 

?-piece suit with 
Doll not included. 

3 Pram Suit. To keep bab 
hoo: 

Thumbelina .597 Rock-a-bye " 
x $99 E d 

Carry-all $2 A Cradle $2 : 
Plast with calf-finish Picture Tiny Thumbelin 

y 14-inc nis pink and whit: 
Thumbeli 

49 N 920! 



Sears puts at your fingertips 

more of what Americas children want most 

These six attractive Dolls.. 

dressed in the classic 

favorite of children 

Meet “My Baby Doll" . . she cries 
wistfully when she’s put down 

s998 

ished cotton to match-her flounced cotton petticoat and panties. Dainty 
eel slippers, knit Vu Mise velveteen hairbow. About 23 
inches tall. i ight 4 , 
fu eem cce tse eee eee RE $9.98 

Cutsioa abe scans by chisinias nesetecindeal. com 



So sweet and drowsy 

SNOOZIE 
Her head moves . . 

her eyes open and close 

:127 
real sl 

with drowsy del 

control knob and 

opens and closes her eyes, cries softly to be 

Snoozie oy head as she squirms 
Turn her back 

she moves her head 

picked up and cuddled. Her Saran hair 
can be combed, set and washed. Vinyl 

limbs, head; cloth body. About 20 in tall. 

49 N 3122—Shpz. wt. 4 lbs $12.77 

"a 
g e 

Pudgy and soft, mischievous too, "ow 
Posing them gives you lots to do ~ e bm. 
So soft to touch, so 

much fun to play with 3 
Their 17-inch plastic 
foam bodies are made for E 
cuddling . . and posing <’ 
Just bend them into any a 
lifelike position and there wi Y | 

they'll stay. The mis | T hb E 
chievous expressions 
seem to say, "I'm lots of 
fun." Dressed in cotton 

Shpg. wt. each 
1 Ib. 12 oz 

Lullabye Babies 

Stretch and turn, snuggle deep $479 
Music box plays as they sleep 9 Posy Pixi in pink 

49 N3141...$7.44 A 
All vinyl fully jointed lullabye baby with fingers 
bent into fist like real-life baby. As music box in 9 Posy Pixi in blue 

side her plays “Brahms’ Lullaby," she moves 49 N 3140 $7.44 » 
naturally like a real baby. 12 in. tall. Rooted Saran 
hair can be combed. Striped cotton 
outfit, stocking cap. 
49 N 3003— Shipping weight 1 pound $4.79 

lannel sleeping 

Ej Same, except molded hair 
49 N 3145—Shipping weight 1 pound... 3.99 

Little Mother 
carries her baby 

$699 

16 inch, fully jointed 

with moving eyes. Her 

long auburn rooted 
hair flows over her 
flannel Mother Hub. 

Baby Cupcake in her , 499 ‘Jama Baby helps $489 
drop-seat pajamas s4 keep room tidy 

bard gown. Bonnet This all-vinyl drink-and-wet baby has A clever idea to help little miss keep 
Mother cuddles her her own bottle. She’s fully jointed her room clean. This adorable doll’s 
own &inch baby doll and has moving eyes body is really a pajama bag. In the 
that drinks from her Squeeze her tummy and hear her morning, the little gal will be eager 
own little bottle. . wets coo. A perfect first doll; decorative to put her pajamas where they belong 

and moves her eyes too. Dressed in white cotton flannel in Jama Baby. Eyes open and close 
Plastic body and legs, ette pajamas with pink floral drop. Rooted hair. About 12 inches tall. 
vinyl head and arms. seat. She sleeps on a pink floral pillow 49 N 3142—5hpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.89 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. with ruflles, 12 inches tall 
49 N 3143... .$6.99 49 N 3144—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....$4.99 ww. SEARS 9 
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49 N 3551—Sbipping weight 2 Ibs, 6 oz.......... $7.98 

Q Meet" "^. . merry 15-inch pixie with mischief 
eot uoce eiii cotton jumper 

4 Coll me “Mary Jane." Winsome 13-inch toddler all 
ready for a party . . dainty organdy dress bodiced 

plastic body, legs; pliable vinyl head, arms, Washable. 

5 This “Twinkie” has her own nappie pillow. She cries, 
drinks and wets; head turns. Dotted swiss dress has 

cotton velveteen bodice, bow-belt, Personalized ID 
bracelet. Taffeta panties. Satin ribbon-tie slippers, knit 
socks. All washable vinyl; rooted hair. 15 in, high, 
49 N 3075— Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 10 07......... $7.98 



Miss Peep 
Hug her, she coos; pinch her arms, she cries 

$7599 

dame Alexander is 
light, soft-as-can-be 
just right for the small 
child. Big go-to-sleep 
eyes, dimpled smile are 
framed by her rooted 
baby hair-do. She cries 

Doll and Car Bed. 
Take her bye-bye in 

print dress and bonnet or 
for sleeping in kimono, 
diaper, booties, with soft 

blanket. 13-in. doll with 
smooth vinyl arms, legs, 
head with rooted pixie 

3 Ma-ma Kitten, by 

Madame Alexander 
cries and moves her head, 
arms and legs lazily when 

back-knob. 
she stops 

you wind 
Pick her up 
crying but continues to 

wriggle, Huggable cloth 

So very soft, yet she can be bathed 

filled with softest cotton and foam 

makes baby sounds, Dressed so sweetly in infant kimono and booties 
with her own receiving blanket 

49 N 3066 

Mama's baby in 

christening dress 

Bedecked with cascades of 
lace rufíles and ribbon 

streamers on hat and dress- 
with-slip. She's a little dream 
with sleeping eyes, rooted hair. 
Cries with a baby voice. Cot 
ton-stuffed cloth body, vinvl 
limbs and head. 20 in, long 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz 
49 N 3055 $4.99 

peann 10 SEARS Kosto 
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just like a real baby 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces 

$197 

Cuddly baby with 
her Wonder bottle 

5 Perfect little playmate 
for the young child 

shedrinks from her magical 
bottle . . milk seems to 
disappear, then reappears 
when bottle is upright 
Soft vinyl arms, head 
Molded polyethylene bod y 
16 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 3133 $1.97 

Doll clothing may vary in print and color on items (4 

This 18-inch newborn is all vinyl, 

press her anywhere and she 

$5.99 

MA-MA when 

Soft tricot robe is lace 

cloth body 

49 N 3134 

Pretty baby in 

posy-pink print 

6 So gently soft with easy- 

to-hug body of cloth. 
Dainty vinylarmsand legs 
face with go-to-sleep eyes 
is framed with rooted pixie 
hair. In knit booties, pretty 
dress with matching ruf 
fled bonnet. 13 in. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 3058 

long. 

$2.99 

through (9). 

frilled. Vinyl limbs, head 

14 in 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

moved. hair; cloth body. Pretty body, soft vinylarmsand 
plastic car bed; 15x7x legs. Go-to-sleep eyes, 
i-in. metal frame. rooted hair. Dainty lace 

long. Dressed in print romper. edged rayon gown. 18 in 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz 
49 N 3258. $5.99 

long. Shpg, wt. 3 lbs. 
$6.89 49 N 3069. $10.99 

Outfits for 12 to 21-inch Baby Dolls 

Y] Layette. Quilted bunting, romper, 2-piece knit sweater and 
short set; also diaper, shoes, socks, bottle, toys. Wt. ea. 1 lb. 

49 N 3564-12 to 15 in.$2.99 49 N 3566-16 to 19 in.$3.59 
49 N 3567—20 to 21 inches . 3.89 

Sleeper-and-robe Set. Dainty floral print. Wt. set 8 oz. 

49N3403-12to15in.$1.19 49 N 3405-16 to 17 in, $1.39 

49 N 3407—18 to 21 inches. ^ Ys dee 1.79 

9 Travel Wardrobe. Coat and bon: 2-pc. play set, print 
dress; also diaper, shoes, socks, bottle, toys. Wt. ea. 1 Ib. 

49 N 3136-12 to 15 in.$2.99 49 N 3137-16 to 17 in.$3.59 
49 N 3138—18 to 21 inches . 3.89 



rm Chatty Cathy 
I can say 18 different phrases. 

Just pull the “Chatty-Ring” and 

I'll talk to you 

She encourages pre-schoolers to Teach her songs, talk with her. Con- 
learn by saying "What time is it?", — cealed magnetic tape recorder plays 
“Count to 10", “Say your ABC's", back 25 seconds of conversation. 

plus 8 other sentences. Just pusha Erases when you record again. Order — 
button to hear her "hi-&" voice.. one 9-volt and 2 “D” batteries be- 
order 1 “D” battery below. 19 in. — low. 30 inches tall. Plastic; jointed 
tall, jointed vinyl, with go-to-sleep arms, legs, head. Rooted saran hair. 
eyes, ora le costume, 79 N 3665CM—Wt. 8 Ibs... $22.88 

49 N 3404— Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. $8.99 

“D” Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N4660....Each 16c; 4 for 60c — 79 N 4660....Each 16c; 4 for 60c — 

Chatty Cathy dressed in red velveteen bodice, lacy overskirt 

She is more talkative, but still the same lovable doll playmate. 20 inches tall 
with movable arms, legs; rooted Saran hair in pony tails. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz 

49N3560-White Chatty Cathy. .$9.88 49N3561-Colored Chatty Cathy. . $9.88 

Extra Outfits and Accessories for Chatty Cathy 

2 Sunday Visit Outfit. Nylon sheer 6 Chifferobe. 4 drawers, shoerack; 
rufiled dress, panties. Shoes, socks. sliding clothes rack, 6 ha 

49 N 3569 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.97 Durable plastic, 14x6x14 inches high. 

49 N 9278 —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz..$5.43 

TS. 

Playtime Outfit, Cotton denim shorts, 

32 97 
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shirt. Striped jacket. Sandals, hat. 
49 N 3573 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.23 

Sunny Day Set. Capri pants and 
appliqued blouse. Hat, sandals. 

49 N 3571—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ..$1.97 

5 Party Coat. Velveteen with fuzzy 
collar and hat. Shoes, socks not incl. 

49 N 3572 —Shpg. wt. 12 oz......$2.57 

Pencil Post Bed. Bedspread, canopy 
cover, pillow. 23x12x20 inches high. 

Durable plastic. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9277C —Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $5.43 

Sleepytime Set. Gets her ready for 
naptime, Flannel pajamas, match- 

ing night cap, fur-like scuffs. 
49 N 3570—Shpg. wt. 12 oz......$2.57 

Doll not included with any outfit 2 through 8 

6] $543 $543 



T "My Baby Doll" . . so cuddly and soft . . her kapok-filled 
body has a "real baby” feel. Vinyl head, arms, legs are 

beautifully detailed. She cries softly, eyes close when she's put 
down. Rooted hair is baby-fine, shampooable. Cotton velveteen 
jumper dress has sleeves of polished cotton to match flouncy 
petticoat, panties, Socks, satin slippers. 23 inches tall. 
49 N 3074—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. . . . . - $9.98 

2 “Gumdrop” ..a pixie mis- 
chief-maker in velveteen 

jumper, polished cotton 
blouse, panty; suede-like 
shoes, socks, Washable vinyl 
head, plastic body with root- 
ed platinum long-bob hairdo. 
Stands 15 inches tall, has 
sleeping eyes. Shipping wt. 
1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N3553....... ..$5.98 

Citai pace scans by dieisthiasmisetedwical con 

3 "Suzie Sunshine" . . freck- 
led darling all set for her 

outing in velveteen bye-bye 
coat, beret and fleece muff. 
Beneath are white pique 
frock and panties. Suede- 
like shoes, socks. Rooted 
brunette hair; molded plastic 
body, legs; vinyl head, arms. 

49N3551........,.$7.98 

Smiling Baby 
$098 (i $1 998 perd 

Adorable armful of fun . . this baby will add 
new, winsome personality to doll family play. 
Palest blonde rooted hair frames a face de- 
signed by Bonomi, Italy's top name in doll 
craft. Long-lashed go-to-sleep eyes are side- 
glancing, so lifelike. Entire doll of smooth 
vinyl, fully jointed; 17 inches tall. 

4| Doll in flannel play romper. 
49 N 3149—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 14 02..$9.98 

5 Doll in fleece coat, knit suit, kid booties, 
49 N 3147—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 07..$12.98 

Bareskin Baby 

fa vn 97799. 

All set for her classic portrait . . so 

Sleeping eyes. 
Doll on rug. 
49 N3011—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.....$3.97 FW 
Doll, rug, wardrobe and trunk, Trunk | 
holds slack set, dress, pajamas, pants, 
shirt, bath ni 3 hangers. 
49 N 3087—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ....$7.99 

Motorized doll creeps to you, stops 
until you call again. No wires or but- 

tons . . operates on sound wave. Metal 
and plastic. 12 inches long. From Japan. 
Order one 9-volt and 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 3146CM—Wt. 4Ibs..... $12.98 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660. ...2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49N6417M.........-. es 350 UN 

cute and comfy on her make-believe N 
bearskin rug. 14-inch jointed vinyl WEM X 

J 

Call me by i 
name .. 

come to you 

Crawling Baby 

(7) 51295 
without batteries 

Restes SEARS ll 



36-inch Walker. This 
darling doll actually 
walks . . just hold her 
arms and guide her. She's 
ready to walk anywhere 
with you. Lifelike right 
down to her fingers and 
toes . . plastic with joint- 

ed arms, legs and head. 

Permanently rooted hair; 
sleeping glassine eyes. 
Wears size 3 children's 
clothes. Outfit, as shown, 
included 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 

79 N 3440L $9.94 

Let's go walking . . you lead the way 

Big and Little Sister Wolkers. 
All dressed up for a trip to the 
corner candy store. Light 
weight plastic body, moving 
arms and legs of molded plas- 
tic. Her vinyl head turns, her 
rooted ponytail hair-do is tied 
with a perky bow, and when 
the day's play is over, her 
go-to-sleep eyes close. Outfits 
are included. 
27-inch size. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 

79 N 3576C $6.99 

16-inch size. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 3577. $3.99 

Porty-dressed Beauty. 
Little mothers will love 
this doll that comes all 
dressed-up to attend 
someone's birthday par- 
ty. Head and movable 
arms are vinyl; molded 
plastic body has moving 
legs. Her fluffy hairdo is 
rooted and she has go-to- 
sleep eyes. She's 15 inches 
of adorable charm. In 
cludes panties, socks and 
shoes. 

Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 3578 $2.99 

ô to look like schoolgirls 

What fun to color a picture! 
Schoolgirl 
Writing Doll $ 7 88 

Two can color as quickly as one. Our brand new 18-inch toddler 

has a specially molded hand that holds a crayon so youngsters can 
guide it to color pictures or write a letter. She’s all vinyl, full 
ball jointed arms can move in all directions. Moving eyes, rooted 
hair. Plastic carrying case, 4 crayons. Drawing board not incl. 
49 N 3408—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. . $7.88 

Doll with School Wardrobe for the weel 
15 inches tall, vinyl with jointed head, arms, 
legs. Rooted hair. Wears a perky cotton dress 
and black leotard-type stockings. Wardrobe 
includes leatherette jacket with skirt to 
match, cotton flannel coat and beret, 3 cotton 
dresses, white socks, shoes, umbrella and 
beauty accessory kit. 

49 N 3432—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.97 

Gutboa pane scans by chaisinas musebecindc Md pui 

Doll with Wardrobe and Trunk. 15 inches tall, 
jointed vinyl with rooted hair, moving eyes. 
She's wearing a nylon dress, panties, shoes and 
socks. Wardrobe contains a checked cotton 
dress and blouse, polished cotton smock and 
stretch leotards. Also comb, brush and mirror 
set, two hangers and purse. Packed in fiberboard 
trunk, 16x10x6 inches deep. 
49 N 3433—Shipping weight 3 pounds $4.97 

Doll with Wardrobe and Flower-decoroted Trunk. 
Dressed in the latest dolly style with poodle hairdo 
topped with a bow. Trunk contains pajamas, lounging 
robe, party dress, slack set, cape, plusa straw hat, comb, 
brush and mirror set. Also, three-piece luggage set, 
tissues and curlers to keep her hairdo in perfect condi- 
tion, Toddler is jointed vinyl, 15 inches tall. 
49 N 3499—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz. $6.99 

wo. SEARS 1] 
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Fashion Dolls from 

ANGELICA $799 

In boots ’n plaid 

Her washable strawberry-blonde 

rooted hair can be styled in oh 

so-many ways. Long-lashed 

eyes, open and close. Moist 

looking lips, tinted nails 
true Italian craftsmanship 

Jointed 
vinyl body, 134 inches high 
49 N 3448-Wt. 1 lb. 802.57.99 

cheerily dressed. 

PChKM 12 SEARS ai: 
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In pompon knit 

Precious little cherub in a soft 
pink knitted dress that goes 
perfectly with her brunette root 
ed hair. Hair can be washed then 
set in any style. Moving eyes. 
Dainty fingernails polished 
match lipstick 
body. 1334 inches high 
49 N 3446-Wt. 1 lb, 8 07,$7.99 

jointed vinyl 

French Coquette 

MARIELLA 499 

A perfect little pixie. Brunette 
rooted hair tied up in ponytails 
with ribbon to match dress, hat 
Big blue moving eyes, with curly 

curly lashes. All plastic jointed 
body, vinyl head. In a cheery cotton 
party dress, the little Italian miss 
stands a pert 12 inches high 
49N3439—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. $4.99 

3 Dolls and outfits 
direct from France 

ANTONIETTA $179 

Italian 
stately 20 in. tall. Dressed in lined wool cape 
and wool pleated skirt dress. Hat sits smartly 
on long, long nylon hair that can be combed 

Sophisticated signorina stands a 

Cotton socks, high boots complete 
outfit. This proud beauty has eyes that open 
and shut; "Mama" voice. Blown polyethylene 
plastic. Hair color may vary 
79 N 3437C— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs 

washed 

$17.99 

BELLA $799 
In gay blazer and pleated skirt 

So chic this Frenchy miss. Her wool blazer is 
fully lined. Has nylon petticoat, knit panties 
Beret perches perkily on rooted nylon hair 
that can be 
Curly lashed eyes open and shut. Fully jointed 
plastic body, soft vinyl head. 16 in 
49 N 3457—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz 

tyled . . includes shampoo booklet. 

$7.99 

CALINE $499 

In knit sweater, cotton skirt 

School girl in well-made outfit, knit socks, 
pants, vinyl shoes—so real . . made of soft vinyl, 

moving parts. Long curled lashes, go-to-sleep 
eyes; delicately sculptured hands, facial fea. 
tures. Rooted vinyl hair. 13 inches high, com. 
plete with writing book and pencil 
49 N 3444— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz $4.99 

CALINE $499 

In 2-piece cotton print dre 

Saucy cherie whose long-lashed moving eyes 
peer flirtily from under pert straw hat. Vinyl 
body, moving arms, legs, head. Fine features 
Rooted vinyl hair prettily styled in twin pony 
tails. Vinyl shoes, Knit socks, pants, Even has 
purse to match dress. 13 in. high. 
49 N 3445—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz $4.99 



NaN* 
B LLS 
Clap our hands, play pat-a-cak 
we'll pucker up and give you 
a real big kiss 

Tiny Kissy . . 16-inch toddler |... 

in your choice of 4 perky outfits |. 7 

Dol $ 
with outfit 

She gives you a real kiss with a resounding smack. She 
loves to have you comb her hair, even goes to sleep. 
Her jointed plastic body lets her sit or stand. Moving vinyl 
head and arms. 

So much fun to take on an 3 Take Tiny Kissy to park or 

De luxe Kissy Kissy Baby 

2 inenos 31249 22 inches 31249 

5 More grown: up, but 6 Just the size of a 
outing in her crisp red-and- 

white check dress with matching 
panties. White shoes and socks 
match white trim on her dress. 
49N3009-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8oz. .$7.77 

9, Tiny Kissy lovesto havelunch 
and play with you in 2-in-1 

aqua gingham check play outfit 
appliqued 

playground . . she's in a play- 
ful mood in her pert and pretty 
pink-and-white cotton playsuit 
and dress combination. 
49N3071-Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $7.77 

4 She's wearing her Sunday 
best to meet all your friends. 

A one-piece red cotton outfit 
with starchy white pinafore. 

just as sweet and 
affectionate as her 
smaller sisters. She's 
dressed for a party in a 

. [ pink dress with match- 
— " ing slip, lace-trimmed 

4 ~ } anties. Jointed plas- 
tic body. Vinyl head, 
arms. Rooted Saran 
hair. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

real baby. She's 
cute and dimpled; even 
her legs are curved 
into baby sitting posi- 
tion. Kisses like her 
older sisters, goes to 
sleep, has fully jointed 
plastic body, vinyl 
head, arms. Rooted 
Saran hair. Wt. 5 Ibs. 

72-Wt. 2 tbs. 802..$7.77 

12 SEARS zrcsot 

mn——————á— 

79 N3073C...$12.49 79 N 3010C...$12.49 

Smoochie . . hugs, kisses. 3 extra outfits 

Press her tummy. She hugs, kisses with real kissing 
sound. 16 in. long. Soft cloth body, vinyl head, legs, 

arms. Rooted Saran hair to comb. style. Goes to sleep 
49 N 3059—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. RER 

Bibsy . . feed her and she really drools 

B Let her drink, squeeze her gently . . bubbles like real 
baby. Makes baby noises too. Vinyl body. Plastic bib 

keeps dress dry. Bottle, formula, spoon included. 23 in 
79 N 3019C — shipping weight 4 Ibs $12.89 

16-inch Baby Doll with fuzzy kitten 

She’s just come in from playing in the snow and is still 
wearing her soft, warm snowsuit. All vinyl jointed 

body, she drinks from a bottle and wets. Platinum 
rooted hair in pixie-cut. Go-to-sleep eyes. Kitten included 
49 N 3012—shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $4.92 



The Unpuatt G ..& bouffant doll from our Italian collection 

Exquisite in every detail from fabulous coiffure and delicate 

features . . to the rustle and sweep of hoop skirt and pantaloons 

wt. 3 It 
79 N 3469C. $20.00 

CAROLA $1500 

$30.00 

sss SEARS 13 
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Lovable Baby Doll 
in her own basket 

Warmly dressed 13-in. baby doll 
ribbon-tied 

blanket. Her portable woven fiber e 
basket (about 14x9 in.) smoothly 
lined and trimmed with ruffied net. 

Vinylarms, legs and face. 
air. Go-to-sleep eyes. 

49 N 3057—Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 0z..$5.99 

wrapped in soft 

Cloth body. 
Rooted pixie 

Baby Doll loves her own 
car bed, has complete layette 

Dress her in a print dress and bonnet or 
put her to bed in kimono, diaper and 

booties. She'll sleep soundly in her plastic 
car bed (about 15x7x4 in. metal frame), 
covered with soft blanket. 1 
body dressed in romper. Vinyl arms, legs 
and head. Rooted pixie hair frames her face. 
49 N 3258—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. . $5.99 

Clothing for Baby Dolls 12 to 21 inches 

Sleeper and robe set. Wt. 4'oz. 

49N3403-12 to 15 in. .$l.I9 
49 N 3405—16 to 17 in. . 1.39 
49 N 3406—18 to 19 in. . 1.59 
49 N 3407—20 to 21 in. . 1.79 

Coat and hat set. Wt. 4 oz. 
49N3490-12 to 15 in..$1.49 

1.59 49N3427..... 
1.69 20 to 21-inch size 

49 N 3493—20 to 21 in. . 1.92 

49 N 3491—16 to 17 in. 

49 N 3492—18 to 19 

Citai Dade scans by deisimiacmasetedimical com 

Lullaby lulls Baby Doll to sleep 
as she rocks in her cradle 

Baby's snug and warm in her 2-piece sleeper. 
Her musical cradle plays a pretty melody 
ry time you wind the knob. 17-inch long wood 

cradle is lined with whispery ruflles. Wide ruflle of 
tulle around outer edge. And she drinks and wels 
too. 13-inch fully-jointed plastic body. Rooted 
hair you can comb and style. 
49 N 3020—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz.....$6.99 

Pretty Baby Doll 
so soft and squeezable 

4| Soft and sweet 13-inch infant has a cloth 
body with vinyl arms and legs. The 

perfect “baby” for your little girl. Rooted 
pixie hair fringes her face. Her go-to-sleep 
eyes open and shut. She's dressed for an 
outing in a pretty print dress, matching 

bonnet and knit booties. 
49 N 3058—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 402....$2.97 

n. long. Cloth 

Baby-Doll Layette 

Dress, bonnet, slip, Q Especially for infants. 
shoes. Wt. 4 oz. Layette includes quilted 

bunting, printed romper, 
2-piece cable-stitch sweat- 
er and trousers outfit. Also 
diaper, shoes, stockings, 
bottle, rattle, pacifier. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 
49N3564-12/15-in. $2.97 
49N3566-17 to 19-in.3.59 
49N3567-20 to 21-in. 3.89 

12 to 15-inch size. 
49 N 3425.. ..$2.29 
16 to 17-inch size 
49 N3426..... 2.39 

18 to 19-inch 

49 N3428..... 2.59 

$1099 

She cries when 
you tilt her 

Kitten . . the soft-body 
dimpled baby doll that 
loves cuddling. Fine de- 
tailing—even to her finger- 
nails. Choose 14-inch or 
full 18-inch size. 

She has a cloth body 
with soft vinyl arms, legs 
and head. Silky rooted 
hair. She wears a fluffy 
diaper and nylon-tricot 
kimono. 
9 14-in. Kitten. Wt. 21bs. 

49 N 3067 

10 1n. Kitten. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 3068. 

EXQUISITELY MADE BY 

This doll wiggles 
and says “Mama” 

11 Kitten moves her arms, 
legs and head when you 

gently wind knob in back. 
She'll say “Mama” 'til you 
pick her up. Then she stops 
talking but still moves just. 
like a real baby does. 

Her pink-cheeked face 
and arms and legs are of 
softest vinyl. Cloth body. 
Shiny rooted hair, go-to- 
sleep eyes. 18 inches long. 
She wears a soft, lace- 
edged rayon gown. Ship- 
ping weight 3 Ibs. 
49 N 3069 

282 sears 13 



3 delightful kitty dolls 

with wash-and-comk 

hair . . wistful faces 
sculptured by famou 
Italian craftsmen 
long-lashed go-to-sleep 
eyes. All are 15 inches 
tall, made of vinyl 
They wear vinyl shoes 
full pettislips, knit 
panties and socks. 

Long ponytail 
plaid outfit 

1Miss 
gy blonde 

Chicblue 

with sw 

hair wears a blue knit 
cardigan. Plaid trim on 
sweater matches pleat 
ed wool plaid skirt 
White socks. Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 3516 $7.98 

Bubble-cut hair, 
black vinyl coat 

9 Platinum-hued hair 
contrasts smartly 

with leatherette easy 
snap-close coat, pert 
hat. Doll wears red 
cotton dress, socks. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 3515 $11.98 

c Flip-up hair, 
| velveteen dress 

3 Cranberry-pink 

party dress of cot 
= ton velveteen compl 

ihe italocremona ments doll's chestnut 
iair. Lace-edged collar, 

Bonomi Fashion Doll cn weight 1 Ib. 8 oz 

from Italy ee ei 

l 

Outfits for every occasion . . made in Italy for your Bonomi Doll 

Resort Set. Chic clam-digger cot 6 Plaid Dress. Fringed scarf tie 8 Wool Coat Set. Wa lined coat 10 Beach Set. l-piece play suit 
ton pants. Print jacket and hat roomy hem-placed pocket Chin-tie hat. Rayon print dre Hooded terry jacket. Cotto 

49 N 3375—Wt. 4 oz $2.98 49 374—Wt. 4 oz. $3.98 49 N 3382—Wt. 5 oz $5.98 49 N 3376—Wt. 4 oz $2.98 

Fou-weather Set. Plastic rain "7 Sweater Set. Q Nylon Ball Gown. Lacy white Lace-trimmed Pajama. So femi 
cape. Slacks, knit shirt Perky ple: overlay caught lor r leisure hours, Cotton. 

49 N 3379—Wt. 5 oz $3.98 49 N 3377—V 49 N 3386 —Wt. 5 oz $5.98 Wt. 4 oz $2.49 

14 sears ‘eos Doll not included with outfits 

nere mancaicindead coah 



Sears puts a£ your fingertips more of what Americas children want most 

now with her own 

Li 
HUNGRY 

Just 15 in. tall .. cry, laugh 

and say 11 different things 

s637 each 

Endearing Tiny Chatty Baby: 
snugly in your arms, looks up at 3 
with a baby-like appeal wit 
open and shut. Pull the 
and each one talks in a sweet, í 
like voice. 

The winsome smile is even 
with two tiny baby teeth. Smootl 
rosy-checked face. You can comb an 
brush the hair. Vinyl body joint 
you can sit, stand doll , . hold ow 
arms, turn head. 7 

Shpg. wt. ea, 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

] Blonde Tiny Chatty Baby 
49 N3088 ..$6.37 

Q Tiny Chatty Baby Brother 
49 N3031.. . 637 

3 epo sot "ei 6.37 ee 18-inch Chatty Baby 
4 Colored Tiny Chatty Boby now says 18 phrases 

NONIO: inon 6.37 39 44 

Outfits just right for 
Tiny Chatty Baby 

Fun-time outfit for casual play. 
Perky kitten face decorates the 

yoke. Comes with matching shoes. 
49 N 3091—Shpg. wt. 8oz.....$1.48 

6 She's off on a shopping trip, goes. 
to meet your friends in her 

styled coat and hat. 
49 N 3092—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

She's grown a full 3 
inches more than her 
little sisters and 
brother. She talks to 
you when you pull the é 
Chatty-Ring. & 

Her smooth vinyl 
+ head, arms, legs move, 

to make her a playful 
“little girl.” Her eyes 

E! open and shut for play , 
g and nap-time. Plastic She's snug and warm in her body. Comb and brush printed long nightie and fluffy her rooted hair. Shpg 

with matching slippers, pe wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 3093 — Shpg. wt. Boz... 49 N3094.....59.44 É NS 

14 SEARS 252 (Dolls not included.) fé 
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Pert'n perky playmates 

HAPPY and NAPPY 

is Happy, the miling. She 
m 

Nappy is her sleepy sister, a grand com 

Here twin that's always 
has go-to and is around all day, eae ep eyes 
be cuddled 
panion for the night-time hours. 10-inch dolls with 

baby-fine rooted hair you can comb and brush. Vinyl 
heads and cotton-stuffed bodies 

In bunk beds. Twins wear lace-trimmed checked 
flannel nighties and diapers. Wood beds stack or 

separate. Dainty, lace trimmed pink rayon blankets 
and pillows are included 
49 N 3154—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz Set $6.47 

In blanket. Twins wear warm fleecy hooded jackets and 
diapers. They share a soft lace-trimmed plaid bunting 
49 N 3157—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.. .. Set $3.99 

'Twin treasures from Italy . . 

ANNETTA and 
FELICINO 

Friends from afar whose fresh beauty a child 
will cherish. Exquisite detailing. 11!4-inch 
vinyl, fully jointec rich rooted 
hair for you to comb and brush 

Set for Sleep. Both wear nightcaps and hold 

real candles. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 3489—Girl in nightgown. . Each $6.99 
49 N 3488—Boy in paja Each 6.99 
49 N 3487—Boy, girl set. Wt. 3 Ibs.. . 12.98 

Dressed for Day. Both 
from caps to shoes. Shi 
49 N 3506— Boy in re 

49 N 3509-—Girl in coat 

49 N 3505— Boy, girl set. Wt 

ompletely outfitted 

z. wt. each 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
suit Each $6.99 

Each 6.99 

3 Ibs...12.98 

Playmates dressed for a winter day 

Let winter winds blow and snow fly. This winsome 
twosome will stay toasty warm in their snowsuits 

and long mufflers. Fully jointed plastic 10-inch dolls 

with lashes. Girl has 

freckles and rooted hair vou can comb. Boy's hair 

open-and-close eyes, long 

is molded. Snowsuits trimmed with braid. 
49 N 3158—Shipping weight 1 pound... . Set $4.99 

m————— 

Playmates dressed for a summer day 

Two pals ready for a picnic or a romp in the park 
Two 10-inch dolls can be bathed, too. Fully jointed 
plastic. Open-and-close eyes with pretty 
Freckly girl has curly rooted hair; boy's hair is neatly 
molded. They're dashingly dressed in matching 
striped outfits. Lacy bonnet for girl; cap for boy 
49N3159 Set $3.99 

lashes 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 

Twins drink, wet, hold bottles 

15-inch tall pair have jointed 
Vinyl heads, arms, legs. Go-to- 

ooted hair. Girl wears pert red 
cotton cordana dress, boy is dressed in snappy 
red cotton Eton suit. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49 N 3085— Girl doll 
49 N 3084— Boy doll 

Appealing 
plastic bodie 
sleep eyes. 

$2.99 
2.99 

tate: SEARS 15 



Baby Lor The nese. (eye) y 

Her very own nursery set for Chatty 
Baby or Tiny Chatty Baby. She'll 
have such wonderful sleep in her own 
bed. While she sleeps, her clothes stay 
clean and neat, hanging in her ward- 
robe (removable drawer, hanger rod). 
When she wakes she'll sit beside 
in her chair. All 3 pieces of. 
board in pink and blue. Doll 
cluded. Easy to assemble, 

Assembled size: crib 22x13x10 in.; 
wardrobe 17x13x6 in.; chair height 10 
in., seat 9 in. wide, 6 in. deep. 
79 N 9253C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs...$3.99 

Chatty Baby 9-way Stroll-a-Buggy. 
Fits any doll up to 20 in. tall. It con- 

verts from carriage to stroller, a carry-all 
bed, a swing, a car seat, a rocker, a swing- 
ing bed, a rocker seat or a backward-facing 
stroller. Strong attractive vinyl with stur- 
dy steel frame. Handle 28 in. high. Easy 
to assemble. Doll not included. 
79 N 8242C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs... . . $9.99 

2 Chatty Walk 'n Talk Stroller. Sturdy 
plastic strap lets even youngest 

"mothers" pull the Chatty-Ring to make 
doll talk while strolling. Fringed canopy, 
vinyl body, wipes clean. Removable 
wardrobe carrier. Rolled steel frame. 27-in. 
high handle, top rail chrome-plated. Fits 
all Chatty dolls. Doll not included. 
79 N 8253C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ..... $5.99 

3 Bedding Set for ( 
Chatty Baby 9- 

way Stroll-a-Buggy. 
Durable mattress 
and pillow. Cotton 
blanket 14x19 in., 4 4 
plus ruflled cover 
and matching pillow. 

Shipping weight 
1 pound $ ounces. 
49 N 8269....$3.79 

Swinging Pendulum Cradle 
Designed especially for Chatty Baby, fits 
dolls up to 20 in. long. White, high-impact 
polystyrene plastic. Plastic-covered mat- 
tress. 24x13x20 inches. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9322C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs.....$5.88 

Caitsioa pads scans by deisimaxmaseledimical com 

Drop-side Crib 
Has impish twirly-bird in headboard. Thick, 
soft mattress included. Made of high impact 
polystyrene plastic. Fits any doll up to 16 in. 
Measures 21x11x16 inches. 
79 N 9280C—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs....... $4.98 

It's all things to Chatty Baby . . play table, lunch 
table, rocker, car seat. Plastic chair, perpen 
frame. Table top 16x16 in. Overall height 24 in. Easy 
to assemble. Doll not included. 



“Talk or sing 16 me.. 
lil repeat everything 

word tor word" 

Actually 30 inches tall 

Kor $1499 2 
Can you imagine anything more fun than a doll 

ything you say to her? She 
has a magnetic tape recorder built right in. 

Plastic . . jointed arms, legs and head. Her rooted p 
blonde hair can be combed. Order 2 "D" bat I can say 18 different 
teries and one 9-volt battery below phrases at random” 
79N3665CM-Shipping weight 8 pounds $14.99 

"D" Batteries. Shipping weight each 4 oz. Im Chatty Cathy 
79 N 4660 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c by MATTEL 
9-volt Battery. Shipping weight 4 oz. 

79 N 6417M Each 35c 3088 

She is more talkative, but still the same lovable 
doll playmate. Chatty Cathy is dressed in bright 
red velveteen bodice, dainty white lace skirt over 
swishy taffeta underskirt. Her rooted Saran hair 
can be brushed, combed and styled, 20 inches tall. 
Movable head, arms and legs. Plastic, 
49 N 3560—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz.. . $9.88 LOOK- 

ALIKES 

Scooba-Doo 
by MATTEL 

Says 11 

different - 
things 

$897 

Ss Wat 
BA $237 

Extra outfits for Chatty Cathy 
Big doll is 27 in, tall and wes Cordana 
ica. She caes barter Id E E Wet Party Coat. Perfect to wear when you take her She's the singin’ swinger doll . . just pull her — dris ays paries Her own Sin drink and wet out (and show her off). Red velveteen coat with Chatty-Ring and she far-out things like fuzzy white collar. Hat with flowers. rooted hair, sleeping glassine eyes with lashes “Play it cool . . don't be a square." She's Wears gib chos 49 N 3572—Shipping weight 12 0z...... $2.37 

23 in. tall with a soft, cotton-stuffed body, v Y i 4 sculptsted vinyl head. Woeked heir Baby dressed in matching cotton Cordana Q Sleepy time. She looks so cute and cuddly in 49 N 3634— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. $8.97 overall outfit. Nursing bottle. Rooted hair pink and white pajamas, ruffled nightcap, 
Both plastic 49 N 3570—Shipping weight 12 oz... .... $2.37 16 SEARS v. 79 N 3410C—Shpz. wt. 5 Ibs $8.97 Doll not included with outfits 

CGutsiod pane scans by cheisimasmisebeciaicH pun 





16-inch Baby Loll with wardrobe 

3499 
“Baby Buttercup” drinks from bottle, wets her diaper. 
Fully jointed, has sleeping glassine eyes. Vinyl plastic. 16 
in tall. Layette consists of cotton dress, matching bonnet, 

bed jacket, diaper, cotton sunsuit, cotton flannel pajama, 
booties, bottle, sponge. 

49 N 3106—Shipping weight 1 lb. 15 oz... ......$4.99 

15-inch Toddler 
with her own trunk 

A cute little doll with 3 cute out- 
fits. She wears nylon dress, knitted 
panty, vinyl shoes and rayon 
socks. Comes with checked taffeta 
dress and blouse and tights with 
smock. Comb, brush, mirror. 
Rooted hair, moving eyes. Plastic 
body, jointed arms, legs. 
49 N 3433—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 02.$4.97 

Little Nurse looks so crisp and clean 
13-in. fully jointed toddler doll dressed in 
white percale uniform with matching hat, 
blue cape. For her off-duty hours, a ta 
feta dress, 2-piece pajama set, robe. Root- 
ed hair. Plastic. Snap-lock trunk. 

49 N 3512—Wt. 2 lbs, 4 oz... ...$4.97. 

itabi abe scant by Geisha’ naisetedimical Gon 

Blushing Bride 

with wardrobe 

Here comes the bride . . all dressed up in 
her stunning wedding gown, long net 
veil and bouquet. And packed in her 
trunk, a trousseau to please any bride . . 
or any little girl. Outfits from evening 
gown to negl include afternoon 
dress, slip. Rooted hair. Plastic, fully 
jointed. 16 inches tall. 

49 N 3513C— Wt. 4 pounds. $6.94 

This cute little patient with ponytail is 
sometimes sick, and she needs you to cure 
her. She comes complete with arm and leg 
casts, crutches, bandages, toy hypodermic 
and candy pills. 13 in. tall, rooted hair, mov- 
ing eyes. Plastic. 
49 N 3424—Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz.. $3.94 

d 

Which outfit 
shall I wear 4 

today? 
15-inch Toddler Doll with 

school wardrobe for the week 
3499 

Vinyl body with jointed head, arms, legs. Rooted hair, 
has sleeping glassine eyes. Wears a perky cotton dress 
and long red stockings. Wardrobe includes leatherette 
jacket with contrasting skirt, cotton felt coat and 
beret, 3 cotton dresses, white socks, shoes, purse and 
beauty accessory kit, 
49 N 3432— Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 oz.. . . . „$4.99 

Striped Trunk 

for Dolly 

For dolls up to 16 
inches. Nontoxic vinyl 
lithographed steel cov- 
ering over sturdy wood 
frame. 16x9x8-in 

Hangers. Shipping wt. 
5 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49 N 9275. . . .$4.97 

pa l \ $10? 

Marybel by Madame Alexander 

Has casts for arms; legs; crutches, dark glasses, 
bandages. Give her measles or chicken pox with kit. 
Rooted hair. Plastic, jointed body. 15 in. tall. 
49 N 3670—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz .$10.99 

Rebates SEARS 17 



Se LA eee she's cuddly soft. 
Dressed in a cotton knit outfit. Rooted Saran hair . . 
fun to comb into place, Vinyl head, arms, legs; cotton 
cloth body filled with plastic foam, Has her own bottle, 
carryall, and diaper bag. 
49 N 3004 —Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz... .. ., $11.88 

ee 
Staind page scans by cheisiiatndiselediwical conr 

Lullabye Baby 
Moves like a baby 
as music box plays 

$479 
Stretches and twists . . seems 
almost alive, Just wind key 
in her back . . imported Swiss 
music box in her body plays 
Brahm’s Lullaby. Music box 
animates doll . . she moves her 
head and body just like a 
real-life baby. Doll made of 
vinyl plastic, fully jointed. 
Bent fingers form a fist. Hair 
is rooted . . styled in wispy 
baby hairdo that’s easy to 
comb. Dressed in striped cot- 
ton flannel sleeping outfit with 
matching striped stocking cap. 

49N3003-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz, $4.79 

Thirstee Cry-Baby 
Bottle changes her tune 

$1399 x; 
Hungry, she cries . . fed, she 
gurgles happily. Record player 
in body has about 1 minute 
crying, 12 seconds gurgling. 
Push button in back and she 
cries. Put “Carnation” bottle 
to mouth and she gurgles. 
When she stops gurgling, 
mechanism moves needle back 
to start, Dressed in shirt, 
diaper, blanket. Has 2-pc. cot- 
ton pajamas, lace trim. About 
21 inches long. Order 1 "D" 
battery below. 
49 N 3044—Wt. 4 1bs.$13.99 

“D” Battery. Wt. ca. 4 oz. 
49 N4660-Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Crying, go-to-sleep Dolls $494 an 
Cry voice like a real baby. Soft-to-hug cotton-stuffed cloth body has vinyl arms and legs. 
Rooted pixie hair fringes her lifelike vinyl face. 20 in. long. Dressed 3 ways for your choice. 

In cotton romper with In 2-pc. cotton gabar- 3 In dress, hat, slip. 
rickrack trim. Matching dine snowsuit, bonnet. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

panties, bootees. Shirt, panties, socks, bootees. 49 N 3055.......... $4.94 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N3053.......... $4.94 49 N3054.......... $4.94 ww: SEARS 17 



With movable arms, legs, head $192 

Shorter than Barbie . . just 914 in. tall. But same dashing 
flair for dressing. Wears smart red and white swim suit, 
red shoes. Has her own brush, comb and headband so you 
can change her hair style every day and keep every rooted 
strand neatly in place. Plastic. Comes with wire stand. 
49 N3706—Shipping weight 10 ounces......... $1.92 

Party Time for Skipper $497 
Gift Set. Includes Skipper in swim suit. Red velvet coat, 
button-trimmed, matching red velvet hat, purse. Chic 

N Fancy” party dress. . red velvet top, white satin 
skirt with ruffle at hem, gold-color braid at waist. 
White shoes, socks, gloves; gold-color headband. 

From School Day Casuals to Party Pretties 

Under-Pretties. Petticoat and panties. 6 Flower Girl. Dress with over-skirt. 
49 N 3283—Shpg. wt. 2 oz...... 77c 49 N 3279—Shpzg. wt. 2 oz....$1.57 

9) Silk 'N Fancy. Party dress, headband. 7 Red Sensation, Dress with white hat. 
49 N 3281—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... $1.24 49 N 3282—Shpg. wt. 2 oz....$1.19 

Masquerade Party. Costume and hat. Ballet Class. Leotard, tights, tutu. 
49 N 3280—Shpg. wt. 2 oz....$1.27 49 N 3278 —Shpg. wt. 4 oz....$1.99 

Dress Coat. Fitted coat, purse, hat. 
49 N 3277 — Shpz. wt. 4 oz....$1.97 Dreamtime. Pajamas, robe, slippers. 

49 N 3274—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... $1.97 

School Days. Blouse, sweater, skirt. 
TA Skating Fun. Tights, sweater, skirt, 

49 N3276—Shpg wt. 40z....$1.89 10) Fetine rin T muff, shoe skates. 
Dolls not included with outfits 1 through 10. 49 N 3275—Shpg. wt. 4 oz....... $1.94 18 SEARS rcst 
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Two of a kind mean 

Twice the Fun 

We drink, wet and hold our bottles 
Wide-eyed sister and brother play together and with you. Each is 14 in. tall, Jointed 
plastic body, vinyl head, arms, and legs. Go-to-sleep eyes. Rooted hair you can comb. 

Little Girl Twin. Dress, panties, socks, shoes. Little Boy Twin. Suit, cap, socks, shoes. 

49 N 3085—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4.02....$2.94 49 N 3084—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.... $2.94 

Bareskin Baby on Rug 

$399 

This lovable baby has just had her bath r " 
and she's oh-so-comfortable on a fuzzy  Bareskin Baby with wardrobe $7799 
simulated bear-skin rug. She’s all vinyl 
with jointed head, arms and waist for 
natural baby poses. Carefully sculptured 
to look like real baby. Her eyes open for 

This 14-in. bareskin baby has her own wardrobe of 
slack outfit, dress, pajamas, white pants and shirt, 
diaper and pin. Also soap, sponge, rattle, 3 hangers. 

: : She's sent to you lying on her own simulated bear- lay. close for naptime. About 14 inches. : y : i No soii- we 21b. 120r... $3.99 Ski rug, and in a trunk. Jointed waist, head, arms 
on vinyl body. Go-to-sleep eyes. 

18 SEARS sc 49 N 3087— Shipping weight 3 Ibs... $7.99 
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e. Mattel's famous Dolls A 
dressed for the beach KEN, LLAN 

BARBIE 
Barbie . . stands 1114 in. tall; MIDGE [ 
has movable legs, arms, and 

head for easy dressing. Rooted 
Saran hair. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 3701— Bubble-cut. $1.92 

49 N 3805—Ponytail... 1.92 

Ken . . Barbie's boyfriend, 
and a teenager's ideal. Stands 

12 inches tall. Realistically 
molded hair. Movable arms, 

T à legs, and head for easy dressing. 
49 N 3731—Wt. 12 oz.. $2.29 

v Her wigs make 9 Midge . . Barbie's best friend. 
T n And she's exactly the same 

! this Barbie a size, so she fits perfectly in 
a Fashion Queen Barbie's clothes. Jointed for 
€" Y easy dressing. Rooted hair. 

$396 49 N 3806—Wt. 12 oz..$1.92 

Allan. . he’s a buddy for Ken, Change her hair style to go with 5 
y 8 a boyfriend for Midge. He's her costumes . . bubble-cut, page à boy cand MADER: The exactly the same size as Ken, so 

secret: 3 high fashion Saran wigs. mn dm ail of Ken’s smartly 
Wig stand included. All Barbie sss ied 1 
clothes fit Fashion Queen Barbie. 49 N 3716—Wt. 12 oz.. $2.29 
49 N 3819—Wt. 12 0z....$3.96 

$ A 

J = SHE 

Ü RUNS 

R HEN 

r 
R 4 
A 

E^ N $ » 
im MA S So lively . . her knees bend, her eyes close ^ 

k Miss Barbie with 3 Wigs, . 99 | 
Lawn Swing and Planter s4 1 

Miss Barbie's shapely lifelike legs actually bend at the knees . . and the r sels feasts : n : SHE 
joints that allow this movement are completely invisible. She can DANCES 

pose like she's running, cheerleading, modeling . . and can even cross 
her legs when she sits. 1134 inches tall. Saran wigs. Wig stand. Plastic 
swing, planter. Swing unassembled. 
49 N 3704—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces $4.99 

9 Borbie ond friends are plastic; with wire stands. They and clothing 
are made in Japan. Costumes sold separately on pages 23 and 24. xx. SEARS 19 
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Extra Outfits for Teeny 
and other 12-inch Dolls 

Sunday Best. Adorable big-brimmed bonnet 
to frame dolly’s face. Matching cotton dress 

in sleeveless style with peter pan collar . . 

trimmed with perky white lace. Bootees, rattle. 
49 N 3081 —Shipping weight 4 oz Set $2.94 

Playtime. Perfect for good times with Mom- 
my. Gay cotton corduroy overalls with bib- 

top; long-sleeved shirt of floral-print knit cot 
ton; ribbon-tie knit bootees. Rattle included, 
49 N 3078—Shipping weight 4 oz... Set $2.94 

Travel Time. 3-piece set of pretty knit . . just 
right for outings and buggy rides. 3-button 

) 7 ks) Teeny Tiny Tears 

21 i 

4 

I'm so small, so soft to cuddle. . 

I drink and wet, shed real tears 

| A and blow bubbles, too 
p 

New 12-inch Baby 

$6399 
] My little Mommy can 

hold me with ease . . my 
dainty size is just right to 
bathe and shampoo . . my 
petal-soft vinyl skin and soft, 
rooted Saran hair thrive on 
water. She can hold my 
bubble pipe, my bottle, give 
me my pacifier . . my play 
things add hours more fun. 

Put me down after feed. 
ing, I cry tears and wet, just 

like a real baby. My dress 
is a pretty pastel, with frosty 
white trim. Order more fun- 
time clothes at left. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
classic cardigan sweater, full-length leggings, 
ribbon-tie bonnet. White. 
49 N 3077 —Shipping weight 4 oz... .Set $2.94 

49 N 3013. $3.99 

Dolls not included with outfits above. 

Teeny and her 

Storage Trunk of 

Clothes and Toys 

Just like doll above . . here 
completely outfitted; wear 
ing white ruffled dress, dia. 
per, knit bootees. Other fash. 
ions are lace trimmed “baby | 

doll" pajamas, appliqued 
jumper over white knit shirt e~ 
Bottle, bubble pipe, pacifier 
included. Pastel carrying 
case goes visiting with Mom- 
my. About 3x9x13 in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 3016 $7.99 

Tiny Tears is 16 inches tall 

Chubby and lovable toyland celebrity cries real tears, blows bubbles, 

drinks and wets. Body, jointed arms and legs, head all velvet-soft vinyl 
. . washable as can be. Baby-fine rooted hair. 

With Bather-Feeder. Tiny's sheer — () With Playpen. 2-pc. bunny- 

Citai page scans by diams nisetedimical con 

pajama is pretty pastel. She loves 

bathtime . . her plastic bather floats, 
doubles as feeding stand too. Bottle, 
bubble pipe, soap, sponge, pacifier incl. 
49 N 3017—Shpg. wt. 21bs. 8 oz. .$7.99 

hood pajama and bootees. 
1&in. plastic pen. Bottle, 
bubble pipe, rattle, pacifier. 
49N3082-Shpg. wt. SIbs.$9.97 

xw.» SEARS 19 



Entire Campus 
fits into this case 

20 sears fests 

Tibia pase scade by diuina aa 

Sets up in 
just minutes 

Four true-to-life campus scenes in one chipboard unit 
that opens over 5 feet long, yet stores compactly. 

Look no further, it's available only at Sears 

Barbie gets all A's in college. She works hard in 
class but has lots of fun on weekends. 

Barbie likes to visit the Sweet Shop for delicious 
sodas after leading cheers for the football team in the 
College Stadium. 

Some evenings Barbie studies in her Dorm Room 
with Midge or enjoys a movie at the campus Drive-in 
theater with Ken. College life is wonderful and Bar- 
bie and Midge love every minute of it. 

Open the chipboard Campus, set up the Sweet 
Shop with booth, soda bar, stools, phone booth. 

BARBIE'S DORM 

AMIS 
by MATTEL 

Dormitory has twin beds, rug, lamp, nightstand, 
built in dressing table, chair; desk with chair. Sepa- 
rate closets for Barbie and Midge's campus wardrobe. 
On reverse side are football stadium and drive-in 

movie theater plus various campus scenes. 

Campus folds compactly for storage. Place fur- 
nishings and accessories inside case. Convenient 
handle for carı 
79 N 9303C. ipping weight 8 pounds... . .$4.99 

NOTE: Dolls and clothing are not included. 



Pebbles Flintstone charms little ones with her 
pixie face and "peeking" tummy. Wears 

sleeveless-top, bikini panties. Pony tail tied with 
bone. Jointed legs, arms. Vinyl. 16 inches tall. 

49 N 3620—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $7.97 

Popeye the Sailor whistles through his pipe 
when pinched. Pose him many ways . . even 

flexes his muscles. Jointed vinyl. 13 inches tall 
49 N 3503—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. $3.97 

20 SEARS ico 

Taon Base beans by a ai 

$597 

Kewpie sits, tilts her head, and moves her 
arms and legs . . poses for you a hundred 

different ways. She coos, too. Plastic. 13 in. tall 
49 N 3542—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. . $2.97 

Poor Pitiful Pearl changes from a drab 
ragamufln to a cutie with an extra party 

dress and your loving care. Fully jointed vinyl 
body with long rooted hair. 18 inches tall. 

49 N 3502—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $5.97 

Two colorfully dressed 
characters step out of 
a fairy tale into every 
boy's and girl's heart 

HANSEL 
and 

GRETEL 

oe 
Imported from Germany. . 

Artfully designed by 
Europe’s Master Craftsmen 

Imagine caring for Hansel and Gretel 
from the famous, old tale. Lay them on 
their tummies and they call for “Mama.” 
Put them on their back and their eyes 
close. When you stand them up, their 
eyes open to a beautiful, clear blue . . 
high-lighted by tiny, soft eyelashes. 

Style their rooted blonde hair any- 
way you like . . each with a plastic 
brush. You can even give them a sham- 
poo or bath. Both have hard plastic 
bodies, stand 16 inches tall. Arms, legs 
and head are fully jointed, 

Honsel dressed in pants, shirt, jacket 
and straw hat. Shoes, socks. 

49 N 3397—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. . . .$12.98 

2 Gretel in apron-print dress and hat. 
49 N 3398—Shpg. wt. 2 1bs.$12.98 

What will they say next? 
You never know with winsome, 

Mattel Talking Characters 

$597 $497 
Casper the Ghost. Talk to him. Pull the 
ring . . he says one of 11 diffe things like, 

“I’m a friendly ghost; I like you.” White rayon 
plush; stuffed body; plastic head. 15 in. tall. 
49 N 3604—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 02..$5.97 

B Sister Belle. Talks to you like your own sis- 
ter. Says "Sing me a song; lets play house.” 

Pull on the ring to hear one of 11 phrases. 
Wears removable pinafore, yarn hair. 17 in. tall. 
49 N 3625—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. .$4.97 



(] «ge 
Ken and Barbie love to drive 

1 Hot Rod. Drag-race 
rear wheels, bucket 

= seats, roll bar. Plastic. Tur 

quoise; red trim, white in 
terior. 8x18 in. long. Shpg. 
wt. 4 pounds. 
49 N 9318C.......$3.88 

‘Stated pace scans by dieisihasmisetediical com 

2 Sports Car. Plastic; 
chrome-color fittings, 

clear windshield, bucket 
seats. Rubber-like tires on 
steel axle. 73x18 in. long. 
Shpg. wt. 3 pounds. 
49 N 9320C.......$3.88 

Barbie? Ken* and Midge® 

Pep Rally Gift Set 

Complete Se! includes “Drum 
Majorette,” “Drum Major" and 
"Cheerleader" costumes below 
49 N 3750—Wt. 1 lb. 402.$5.87 

3 Drum Majorette. Pleated skirt, 
velvet jacket, nylon tights, hat 

boots, baton, gloves 
49 N 3752—Wt. 5 oz $2.44 

Drum Major. Trousers, jacket, 
plush hat, shoes, socks, baton 

49 N 3753—Wt. 60z $2.77 

Ej Cheerleader. Full skirt, sweat- 
er, socks, shoes, pompons, even 

a megaphone. 
49 N 3751—Wt. 5 oz $1.87 
Dolls not included on this page. 
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Floppy, button-eyed darlings 

] Musical Suzy stretches . . squirms when 
wound. Swiss music box. Rayon plush. 

49 N 3626—11 in. long. Shpg. wt. 11b. 202.$2.94 

9, Musical Sleepyhead. Gentle tune from 
music box lulls baby to sleep. Painted 

face, yarn hair. Rayon plush body. Foam-plastic 
and cotton filled. 14 inches lon; 
49 N 3504—Shipping weight 1 pqund....$3.94 
Sleepyhead only (without music box). 
49 N 3527—Shipping weight 14 ounces.. 2.47 

B. (4j *299 
Cuddly Wuddly doll. Wears 
bonnet, apron dress in as- 

sorted prints. Yarn hair, painted 
face. Cotton filled. 14 in. long. 
49N3501-Shpg. wt. 12 o2.$1.47 

4 Braided rag doll. Bright yarn 
hair accents painted face, 

eyes. Wears gingham, ruflles. 
Cotton filled. About 18 in. long. 

49 N 3635-Shpg. wt. 1 1b.$2.99 

Stay crisp looking with removable clothing for washing. Cotton 
stuffed fabric bodies, yarn hair. Cheerful faces 

We're life. 
ond actually 

walk and dance 
with you 

Attach bands on feet to your 
shoes . . floppy bodies move 
you. Lightweight fabric bodies . . 
cotton stuffed. Colorful faces, yarn 
hair. About 40 inches tall. 

5 Dancing Girl. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N3530.. . $3.17 

6 Dancing Boy. Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 3637...... ..$5.99 

painted on. 

ww. SEARS 2] 



Ken and Barbie on Campus 
Dress up for 

a special date 

Campus Queen, 
Satin gown with a 

bouffant overskirt. 
Loving cup, roses, long 
gloves, jewelry and 
shoes. Shpg. wt. 5 oz 
49 N 3728....$2.97 

Special Date, 
Handsome suit with 

shirt, tie, shoes and 
socks. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 3738. ...$2.97 

s'e clothes also fit 

Ken's fit 
included, 

22 SEARS 2a 
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16 
m 

Be M 3 

ll Senior Prom. 
49N3709-Wt. 502.$2.17 

12 Crisp 'N Cool. 
49N3748-Wt. 3 oz, 1.27 

13 Knit Separates. Skirt, 
blouse, slacks, shoes, scarf. 

49 N 3727—Wt. 4 oz. $1.22 

]4 Pajama Party. Pajamas. 
49N3867-Wt. 3 02.51.17 

15 Stormy Weather, Rain- 
coat, hat, umbrella, boots. 

49 N 3850—Wt. 5 oz. $1.87 

Knitting Pretty. Pink 

sweater set, skirt, shoes. 
Needles, yarns, scissors. 
49 N 3730—Wt. 4 oz. $2.27 

cap. Tray, sodas, spoons, 
napkins, (Pants not incl.). 
49 N 3726—Wt. 3 07..$1.54 

18 Sleeper Set. 

391i 4245 

A Friday Nite Date: Corduroy 

jumper, blouse, accessories. 

49 N 3783—Shpg. wt. 5oz.$1.99 

Campus Corduroys. Jacket, 
slacks. (Shirt not incl.) 

49 N 3739—Shpg. wt.30z.$1.92 

Masquerade, Have a party . . 
and dress Barbie for a gay time. 

49 N 3833—Shpg. wt.50z.$1.69 

B Masquerade. Ken is hard to 
recognize in mask, costume. 

49 N 3837—Shpg. wt.5oz.$1.69 

n x 

Fountain Boy. Jacket, 

49N3811-Wt. 3 oz. 1.29 

9 Fraternity Meeting. White 
short sleeved shirt, brown 

slacks, cardigan sweater. 

49 N 3749—Wt. 02..$1.97 

Compus Hero. Pullover 
sweater. Whiteduck slacks 

49 N 3791—Wt. 5 oz..$2.19 

Terry Togs. Robe, scuffs 
and accessories. 

49 N 3812—Wt. 5 oz..$1.64 

prer 42356 

Victory Dance. Ken looks great 
in blazer, slacks and vest. 

49 N 3732—Shpg.wt.502.$2.83 

Garden Tea Party. Cool dress. 
white gloves and shoes 

49 N 3784—Shpg. wt.40z.$1.64 

$^ 

9 10 
Graduation. Allan is so dis- 
tinguished in cap and gown 

49 N 3841—5hpg.wt.507.$1.24 

Graduation. Barbie's in tas. 
seled cap, gown. Diploma. 

49 N 3842—Shpg. wt.40z.$1.24 



; E Spank Me S I cry Baby Cupcake . . thinks she's meti 

pretty cute . . and she is 

When this little Q All playful lovableness! Baby Cupcake is 12 Y7 Exclusive with 
doll misbe- in. tall. . all vinyl, fully jointed . . and a rs . . lovely 

haves, just turn "drink and wet" baby, Her hair is rooted, her its gleefully 
her over, spank eyes move. Dressed in pretty lace-trimmed pink to share her lolli- 
where it says panties, she holds her powder puff in one hand, pop with somelittle 

she'll cry her mirror in the other. Wears necklace, ribbon girl. All vinyl. Ful- 
!" 19 inch- bow in hair; has her own drinking bottle. ly jointed, molded 

es tall with vinyl 49 N 3060— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $3.97 plastic body with 
moving arms, legs head, body, arms Choose her wardrobe from 4 adorable outfits. and head. Rooted and legs. Whispy 3 Sundress in smart checks, matching panties rooted hair, Go-to- 49 N 3061— Shipping weight 2 oz 97c Saran hair. Dressed 

sleep eyes. Wears 4 Hat ond Coat Set S ; in flared top, long 
2-piece lace trim- at and Coat Set . . gaily trimmed. pants, matching 
med playsuit, dia- 49 RADSA= Shipping weight 4 ok 5127 slipper-socks. 18 
per, bootees. 5 Printed Bathrobe of cotton flannel. inches tall 

Shipping weight 49 N 3063—Shipping weight 2 oz. 97c Shipping weight 

2 pounds 8 ounces. 6 Flannel Pajamas . . with drop seat. 2 pounds, 
49 N 3007..$5.99 49 N 3062—Shipping weight 2 oz. 97c 49 N 3416..$9.66 

Dolly has her own Dog Baby Dollikins sits, stands, kneels New born Baby Peep coos, cries 

$599 $7764 $597 

Demure little girl, 21 in. tall . . jointed plastic She loves to pose. With 11 flexible joints she takes all — Hold her gently so helpless. Com- 
sleeping eyes . . rooted hair. Dress with appliqued natural baby positions. All vinyl with rooted pixie hair pletely washable to stay 
apron. Holds plastic leash of "fuzzy" dog. and go-to-sleep eyes . . an adorable playmate for a little Hug her, she coos. Pinch her arms, she cri 
49 N 3498—Shipping weight 21bs. 8 oz.. ..$5.99 mother. Also drinks and wets. Attractively dressed in AIl soft vinyl, cotton and foam filled. Has 

coverall, socks and shoes. 21 inches tall kimona and receiving blanket. 18 inches tall. 

22 SEARS rca 49 N 3065—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $7.64 49 N 3066—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz $5.97 
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Ken and Barbie Outdoors 
Speedboat, It's a real dream- 10 Barbie Skin Diver. 2-piece 

boat. Now Barbie and Ken (or orange and lime swimsuit, 
any other twosome) can go foran sweatshirt, mask and fins. 

honest-to-goodness boat ride. 49 N 3760-Shpg. wt. 3 02.51.44 
Floats in water or moves smoothly 
over floors on free-rolling wheels. 
Plastic, chrome-plated trim. Buck. 
et seats, steering wheel, wind- 

1 Skin Diver. Striped trunks, 

sweatshirt, mask, fins, snorkle, 
49 N 3772-Shpg. wt. 3 oz.$1.44 

shield. About 20 inches long, 8 12 The Yachtsman. Ken in den- 

inches wide and 614 inches high. ims, jacket, tee shirt, shoes. — 
49 N9314-Wt, 2 Ibs. 9 02.84.97 — 49 N 3790-Shpg. wt. 6 02.82.37 

il Barbie in Hawaii. Exotic 2. Ski Queen. Barbie at fashion 

piece swimsuit, grass skirt, lei heights in realistic ski outfit 

49 N 3284-Shpg. wt. 3 oz.$1.19 49 N 3829-Shpr. wt. 5 02.52.66 

Ken in Hawaii . . goes native to Ski Champion. Ken takes to 

tune of his uke. Straw hat, lei the slopes completely outfitted. 

49 N 3285-Shpg. wt. 3 oz.$1.19 49 N 3830-Shpz. wt. 6 oz.$2.66 

_% M 

E 
1 

26 pP 
Time for Ten Ken's set to go Fun on Ice. Ken glides along in 

in sweater, shorts, shirt argyle sweater, slacks, muffler, 

49 N 3826-Shpg. wt. 5 oz.$2.33 49 N 3838-Shpg. wt. 6 0z.$2.39 

Tennis, onyone? Barbie's a Icebreaker. Barbie skates in 

match in tennis dress, sweater. leotard, skirt, jacket, tights. 

49 N 3825-Shpg. wt. 5 o2.$2.33 49 N 3840-Shpg. wt. 5 o2.$2.39 

13 Barbie's Little Theatre has 4 18 Play Ball. Uniform, bat, glove. 

backdrops, 7 scripts, props 49 N 3818—Wt. 5 0z,.$1.99 
and tickets. 22x19 in. high. Chipboard. U Ersa AE 19 Roller Skate Date. No slacks. 
79 N 9307L—Wt. 9 Ibs....$4.93 49 N3293—Wt 402. $1.22 

Touchdown, Football outfit 
14 King Arthur. Armed for battle. Z0 Ioan Nt Gos $2.19 

49 N 3286— Wt. 8 o2..$3.29 
Í r : 9] Casuals. Tee shirt, slacks, cap. 

15 Guinevere. Elegant in velvet. 49 N 3810— Wt. 4 oz..$1.64 

49 N 3287—Wt. 7 oz..$3.29 
22 Country Clubbin'. Jacket, 

16 Cinderella. Before and after. slacks. Shirt not included. i Plane tana he 

49N3289-Wt.7ox.Set$3.19 — 49 N.3290—Wt.3o5....91.97 
Sabie Sports Plane amis 2 GONE 
incl). Includes retractable landing gear, 

17 Red Riding Hood. Wolf mask. — 09 Rally Day. Car coat, caponly. turning propeller. 27x27x12 in. Plastic. 

49 N 3288—Wt. 8 oz..$3.17 49 N3809—Wt.402.91.64 — 79 N 9315C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... ..$5.66 

Dolls on this page are not included xu. SEARS 23 
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Marybel needs you 

to help her get well 

$1029 

] Exquisitely fashioned by Ma- 
dame Alexander, Marybel 

wears lace-trimmed rayon satin 
shortie pajamas, robe, removable 
slippers. Has casts for arms and legs 
..rutches just her size . . dark 
glasses . . Bandaids and bandages 

. red spots for measles, yellow 
for chicken pox. Rigid plastic body 
with jointed arms, legs. Turning 
waist, vinyl head with rooted 
Saran hair, go-to-sleep eyes. 15 in. 
tall. In fiberboard case. 
49 N 3670-Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. $10.99 

Dr. Ben Casey's Patient 

$472 
Perfect patient . . 

Fully jointed—p 
doll with rooted hair, Package in- 
cludes arm, leg casts, crutches, hy- 
podermic, candy pills, bandages, 
Bandaids, sunglasses, gold-color 
stars. Also special pencil gives pa- 
tient measles . . washes off when 
“cured”. 14 in. tall. 
49 N 3486-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz..$4.72 

Beauty Shop Doll 

$397 

Play hair dryer with cap, comb. 
brush, mirror, curlers, lipstick, 

compact, manicure set. 15-in. 
plastic doll in cotton dress, panties, 
socks, shoes. Jointed arms, legs, 
head. Rooted hair and closing eyes. 
49 N 3443-Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz.. $3.97 

Se 

Her hair “grows” 
so you can create 

fashionable new 
hair styles 

$6384 

Turn magic key right or left. Tressy's hair length changes 
. . short, long or medium . . for ponytail, upsweep. top knot, 
page boy hairdos. Dressed in shift dress and panties, high- 
heeled shoes. Figure so perfect she fits same outfits as other 
fashion dolls. Comes with special stand. Made of sturdy 
plastic with movable legs, arms, head. 1134 in. tall. 
49 N 3923—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . . . ........$3.84 

Enchanting Boudoir Doll 20-inch Ballerina and Outfits 20-inch Vinyl Bride with Trousseau 

$598 $699 $987 

Glamorous doll dressed in full-length rayon Wears tutu over stretch tights. Vinyl, legs jointedat In suitcase: formal, blouse, skirt, shorts, jacket, 
satin gown with tulle overskirt that sweeps way hips, knees and ankles; rooted hair; sleeping eyes. raincoat, petticoat, nightgown and accessories. 
out when she’s seated. Has high-heeled shoes, Wardrobe includes party dress, panties, shoes and .$9.87 
rooted acetate hair. Cotton fabric body with ^ practice-leotards. Can walk when led. .. 4.89 
plastic head, arms and legs. 26 inches tall. 49 N 3484 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs............$6.99 
79 N 3043C— Shipping weight 3 Ibs.....$5.98 — 49 N 3485— Ballerina only. Wt. 1 Ib. B oz....... 5.94 reaot SEARS 23 
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]] Pr. Ken on duty. 
49N3845-Wt.5oz.$2.27 

12 Registered Nurse Barbie. 
49N3846-Wt.507.$2.35 

& i m 

49 N 3729— 

14 
Candy Striper Volunteer. 
49N3759-Wt.60z.$1.97 

5 Ms 
15 Airline Captain. 

49N3758-Wt.507.$2.89 

14 Airline Stewardess. 16 Ballerina Barbie, 
49N3860-Wt.507.$2.89 49N3735-Wt.802.$2.39 

20) 

20 Pes 'N Duds. Plush 
— dog for Barbie with ac- 

cessories and food bowl. 
Shipping weight set 5 oz. 
49 N 3725........$2.37 

24 SEARS rcst 
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9] Barbie's Wig Ward- 
robe. Three differently 

styled Saran wigs with wig 
stand. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 3969........ $2.64 

Barbies dressed up 

Red Flare. Velveteen coat, hat, purse. 
49 N 3823—Shpz. wt. 6 oz... 

3 Career Girl. Tweed suit, 
49 N 3787 —Shpg. wt. 

4 Sheath Sensation, Sheath, hat, gloves. 
49 N 3781—Shpzg. wt. 4 oz.. ..$1.27 

5 After Five, Collared dress, hat. 
49 N 3776—Shpg. wt. 5 oz.... 

Fancy Free. Cotton dress with rickrack. 
49 N 3774—Shpg. wt. 3 oz... .$1.22 

"7 Lunch Date. Print dress with overskirt. 
49 N 3299—Shpz. wt. 4 oz....$1.24 

Suburban Shopper. Dress, hat, purse. 
49 N 3775—Shpg. wt. 5 oz....$1.96 

9 Satin Separates, Skirt, jacket, hat. 
49 N 3297—Shpg. wt. 3 oz, 

10 Theater Date. Satin coordinates. 
49 N 3796—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.... 1.58 

Dolls not included on this page. 

C 

(22) 49N3296—Boudoir Set. Wt. 1 oz. 

(23) 49N3273—Shoe Wardrobe. Wt. 1 oz. 

(24) 49N3868— Lingerie Set. Wt. 1 oz... 

(25) 49N3295— Purse, Shoe Sets, Wt. 1 oz...89c 

4 

] It's Cold Outside. Coat and hat . . 
Color may vary on this item. 

Shpg. wt. 5 oz... $1.33 

$1.99 

gloves. 
0z....$2,33 

1.67 

$1.47 

16 

11 Barbie Baby-sits. Apron, 
dock, snacks. Jointed 

baby doll . . diapers, bottles, 
basket. Dress not included. 
49N3848—Wt. 6 02.$1.97 

18 Army and Air Force. 
49N3814-Wt.507.$2.19 

19 Sailor. 
49N3813-Wt.502.$2.39 

B9c Barbie Patterns. 12 fashion 
EE designs . . sewing guide. 

49 N 3804—Shpg. wt. 1 0z...$1.00 
.89c 97] Sewing Accessories Set. 

49 N 3294—Shpg. wt. 1 0z..89¢ 



We're the happy Littlechap Family by REMCO 

Dr. John 

976 

15-in. plastic. 
Has molded hair. 

Jointed arms, legs. 
Head turns. Robe, 
stand. Wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 3941... .$2.76 

Pert Libby 

3944 

9, 104-inch plastic. 
Has rooted hair. 

Jointed arms, legs. 
Head turns. Sarong, 
stand. Wt 8 oz. 
49 N 3942....$2.44 

Teenage Judy 

3964 

3 1334-inch plastic. 
Has rooted hair. 

Jointed arms, legs. 
Head turns. Sarong, 
stand. Wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 3943... .$2.64 

Mother Lisa 

$ 2 64 

15-in. plastic. 
Has rooted hair. 

Jointed arms, legs. 
Head turns. Sarong, 
stand. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 3944....$2.64 

OUTFITS with accessories for each member of the family 
Dr. John’s Tunic 

$922 

Side-closed tunic. 
White oxford cotton 
slacks. Stethoscope, 
tongue depresser, pen, 
watch,bag,shoes,socks. 
Doll not incl. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 3945.....$2.22 

24 SEARS arco 
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Libby’s Dress 

$ 194 

Cotton velveteen dress 
with taffi lining, 
long torso accented by 
sash and wide circle 
skirt. Ruffled petti- 
coat, bow, necklace, 
gloves, shoes, socks. 
No doll. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 3947 $1.94 

Judy's Dress 

$157 

Sleeveless party dress 
with low scooped neck- 
line, bell-shaped skirt 
and large flat bow. 
Ballet slippers, bag. 
choker, bracelet, but- 
ton earrings, gloves. 
No doll. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 3946.....$1.57 

Lisa's Dress 

$194 

Basic black dre 
slim skirt, high- 
effect accented by vel- 
vet bow. Bag, button 

earrings, necklace, 
pumps, gloves, hair- 
bow with veil. 
No doll. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 3948. ....$1.94 

Designed for the 
Littlechaps . . 

3-room furnished house 

Naser Bedroom $333 

Highly decorated chipboard. Easy to assemble. 
5 Dr. John's Office. Desk, chairs, file cabinet, 

scale, sink, examination table, cabinets. 
79 N 9363C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs.. ..... $3.33 

6 Family Room. Wardrobe, desk-dresser, TV, 
tables, chairs, sofa bed, record player, pillows. 

79 N 9364C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs,..... $3.33 

7 Master Bedroom. Bed, dresser, stool, table, 
pillows, 

Save $1.00 . . a 
Complete cia Set $899 

Rooms fold into carrying cases with handles. 
79 N 9366C3—Shipping weight 15 Ibs... Set $8.99 



Barbie boves elegance 

her constant companion 
Midnight Blue. Gown, satin lined cape 
49 N 3754— Shipping wt. 8 oz. ... $3.44 

Ken's Tuxedo, Satin-faced lapels. 

49 N 3821—Shipping wt. 7 oz.... 3.44 

49 N 3724— Shipping wt. 5 oz....$1.67 
3 Golden Evening. 2-pc. knit, belt, bracelet 

4 Solo in Spotlight, Flounced sheath, “mike.” 
49 N 3707 —Shipping wt. 5 oz... .$2.39 

Sophisticated Lady. Velvet cos 
49 N 3705—Shipping wt. 8 oz ao 

Dinner ot Eight. Hostess pants, coat 

49 N 3708—Shipping wt. 5 oz. $1.94 for] 

17 Black Magic. Sheath, tulle cape, gloves 
49 N 3757 — Shipping wt. 5 oz. ...$1.66 

Q Silken Flame. Strapless dress, belt, purse. 
49 N3737—Shipping wt. 3 oz....$1.27 

Natural Mink Jacket made of natural mink 
sections. Price includes 1075 Fed. Tax 

49 N 3755E—Shipping wt. 4 oz $9.99 

10) Evening Splendor. Brocade ensemble; hat 
49 N 3797 — Shipping wt. 5 oz....$2.97 

r 7 [^ ]] Orange Blossom. Whiteeyeletoversheath 
x 49 N 3794— Shipping wt. 5 oz... $1.96 
1 

1 Bride's Dream, Traditional satin, chiffon. 
i 49 N 3820—Shipping wt. 5 oz $2.57 

^ TW / 13 Slack Set. Slacks and blouse of satin. 
Fa 49 N 3298—Shipping wt. 4 02...$1.47 

f£ RS 
Ay 14 Nighty, Negligee. Pleated peignoir, gown. 

49 N 3798— Shipping wt. 5 oz. ..$2.33 

Dolls not included on this page. 
Prices for outfits only. 

Calialoó Dad scade by a naiéelochdical cont 



the 

teenager 

voted 

i ~ most 
Lucky for both . . Tammy’s clothes fit her Mom, too i ~ MU silikely 

vem — to 
| succeed 

~ m m 

Meet my family 
on next page 

Puddle Jumper. Prepares for rain in print Cutie Co-ed, Strollsin jumper... sweater 
chesterfield coat . . boots, umbrella. Leotards, play transistor radio. 

49 N 3890 —Shipping wt. 4 oz $2.17 49 N 3767 —Shipping wt. 5 oz $2.57 

Pizza Party. Harlequin top.. leotards, $ Underwear Cui. Feels so giha ih 
49 N 3891—Shipping wt. 4 02....$1.97 49 N 3895 — Shipping wt. 3 oz $1.74 

Tee Time. Golfs in smart dress ..sun hat, —[() Knit Knack. Scoop neck dress. Beret 
Sneakers. Bag holds clubs and balls. 49 N 3896—Shipping wt. 3 oz...$1.74 

49 N 3892—Shipping wt. 4 oz $2.17 ]] Ring-a-Ding. Slacks, blouse. TV, phone. 
Beau and Arrow. Hits the target in 49 N 3897—Shipplng wt. 4 os. ..$2.97 
hooded shirt .. dungarees. Bow, arrows. 12 Formal Wear. Big date in wrap, heels. 

49 N 3766— Shipping wt. 4 oz $2.17 49 N 3898 —Shipping wt. 5 oz...$2.99 

5 Tennis the Menace. Jamaica set, Racket 1 Model Miss. Matching coat, hat. Hatbox. 

49 N 3765 —Shipping wt. 4 oz $2.17 49 N 3899 —Shipping wt. 6 oz...$3.43 

]4 Snow Bunny. Ski outfit. Boots, skis, poles. 
irl. Cardigan, shea i Sweater Girl. Cardigan, sheath skirt PPIE EESHA REET EE A 

49 N 3893—Shipping wt. 4 oz $2.55 

15 Figure Eight. Skates in warm pants, 
Cheerleader. Bulky top, fared skirt. arf, pompon hat. Skates 
49 N 3894— Shipping wt. 4 oz....$2.37 49 N 3902 —Shipping wt. 6 oz $3.99 

Doll not included with any outfit 

Mix and match Accessories for Tammy and her Mother 

Selected to help you combine them or to 21 Flared Skirt. 

accent other outfits. Hangers included. 49 N 3909—Shipping wt, 1 oz 92c 

16 Sheath Skirt. 9. Dog with chain, shoes, pocketbook. Walking Her Pet Basic Doll 
49 N 3904— Shipping wt. 1 oz 77c 49 N 3910—Shipping wt. 1 oz 77c Outfit $174 $192 

nl 
Blouse. 93 Curlers, spray net, brush, comb, mirror. = 
49 N 3905 —shipping wt. 1 oz.....92c 49 N 3911—Shipping wt. 1 oz.....77¢ Tammy makes her way Tammy, the fashion doll 

> down the walk and up the created in the image of 
Sees DG : 35 24 Rr ene D Gic abet tease fashion ladder in leather- today’s teenager. 12 in. 
n Shipping wt: Los = IUSSLEr Ships wee = look vinyl skirt . . plaid — tall. Rooted hair. Moveable 
Sweater: 95 Camera, travel case, airline ticket. top. Matching bag, shoes. joints. Plastic. No choice 

49 N 3907—shipping wt. 2 oz. ....99c 49 N 3913 Shipping wt. 2 oz... .77c Dog on leash. Doll not in- — of hair color. 
duded. 49N3761-Wt. 8 oz.$1.92 

20 Striped Blouse. 26 Typewriter, phone, directory. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

49 N 3908—Shipping wt. 1 oz. ....92c 49 N 3912—shipping wt. 1 oz.....77¢ 49 N3903.........$1.74 ran SEARS 29 

£italoó side cane by Ceridian adina 



Complete with 
‘mannequin 

showease window 

Barbies Fashion Salen 
Tastefully designed with curtained stage, alcove for hanging clothes, 
built-in cabinets, dressing room entrance, even a mannequin with 

movable arms. Salon furnished with 3-way mirror, arm chairs, coffee 
table, display case, hat rack. 38x24x17 in. high. Folds for storage; 
plastic handle. Chipboard, unassembled. Dolls, clothing not included 
79 N 9306L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ................$4.47 

26 SEARS ra. 

$447 

Cito Dade scans by diania nersetecdmicel com 

^ Barbies New Dream House 
Living room, bedroom, kitchen and patio 

Barbie can live like a princess, Rearrange the floor plan daily. Maxi- 
mum floor area 44x42 in, Living room-bedroom has bed, night stand, 
sofa, chairs, tables, lamps, TV, rug, clothes hangers. Chaise on patio. 
Kitchen with built-in units, Furniture unassembled. Sturdy chip- 
board. Folds to 21x10x15 in. high. Dolls, clothing not included. 
79 N 9304C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . 

Plastic sets of Doll Furniture for Barbie snap together 
Each set includes indoor or outdoor backdrops plus some of the following: 

telephone, radio, TV, magazines, pictures, games, tumblers, tray 

4-in-1 Gift Set $466 Individual Sets QQec to $147 
Gift set: convertible sofa-bed, tables, chair, ottoman, chaise lounge, lawn swing, 
planter, accessories, Made up of 4 sets below, Indoor, outdoor backdrops. 
49 N 9376— Shipping weight 2 pounds... ... 3 Set $4.66 
1 Convertible sofa-bed, foam cushions; 2 Two-position reclining-back chair, 

coffee table, simulated tile top. ottoman, end table (match sofa-bed). 
49 N 9323—Shpz. wt. 12 oz. Set $1.44 — 49 N 9324 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ..Set $1.22 

Lawn swing. Planter with "plant." 
49N9360-Shpzg. wt. 10 oz.. Set $1.47 

Chaise lounge, matching side table. 
49 N 9327—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set 99c 



This is lammy‘s Delightful 

| 
| 
Tammy on 
preceding 
page 
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Sister Brother 

Dad $2376 — J4ow $2264 Feppex $187 “Ted $229 
Basic Dad doll. Stands 13 in. Basic Mom doll. Stands 12 in. Basic Pepper doll. Stands 9 in. Basic Ted doll. Stands 13 in. 
tall Dressed in slacks, sport tall. Dressed in cotton shift tall. Dressed in playsuit, with tall, like Dad. Wears shorts, 
shirt and shoes. Plastic. dress and shoes. Plastic. shoes. Plastic. shirt and shoes. Plastic. 

26 SEARS rco. 49 N 3926—Wt. 8 oz.. .$2.76 49 N 3928—Wt. 9 oz...$2.64 49 N 3930— Wt. 6 oz...$1.87 49 N 3921— Wt. 7 oz.. .$2.29 

———m——Á—Ó— 



Vinyl Cases with 
brass-plated fittings 

Plenty of room to hold doll, plus 
clothing and accessories. Made of 
electronically sealed washable vinyl 
and fitted with plastic hangers. 

Plastic handle. Shipping weight 
for all cases except (4) 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

(1) 49 N 9301— Skipper...$1.87 

(2) 49 N 9309 — Barbie. 1.87 

(3) 49 N 9381—Midge 1.87 

(4) Ken's Case. Wt. 2 lbs, 2 oz. 
49 N 9328 $2.37 

7 Barbie's Wardrobe. 13 in. high. High-impact plastic. Full-door 

Trunks for your favorite 

11!4 and 12}4-inch dolls 

Ej Barbie and Midge Trunk. Spaces for both dolls, plus all 
their clothing and accessories. Electronically sealed 

washable vinyl, brass-plated fittings, plastic hangers 
49 N 9330— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 13 oz. $3.97 

6 Trunk for 3 dolls. Holds Barbie, Ken and Midge, plus 

their clothing and accessories. Electronically sealed 
washable vinyl with aluminum frame, brass-plated fittings, 

accessory drawers and plastic hangers. 

Dolls and clothing not included, 

49 N 9331— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 5 oz... . . $3.97 

Trunk for all miniature ¢ 597 

dolls (including Skipper) 

This de luxe trunk holds 4 dolls 

914, 11% and 12% inches tall 

. .. plastic rack for Barbie wigs 

Vacuum-formed plastic inserts will hold Barbie, Ken, 

Midge and Skipper. Vacuum-formed plastic trunk 
with aluminum bands around it for extra strength 
and durability. Brass-plated fittings, plastic hangers 
Dolls and clothing not included. 
49 N 9302—Shipping weight 4 Ibs..... $5.97 

Extra Hangers 
Set of 48 hangers of high impact sty- 
rene in assorted high fashion colors. 
49 N 9382 — Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. Set 97c 

Barbie has her very own plastic furniture 
mirror, shoe rack, hat rack, 3 drawers, hangers. Clothing not incl. 

49 N 9321— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces... . $2.94 

B Barbie's Music-box Piano. 9 in. high. Lift-up li 
Wind-up movement. Plastic. Piano bench, fabri 

49 N 9383 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces 

Jewel box area. 
at. (No dolls.) 

$6.67 

Bedding for 4-poster below. Top sheet, fitted bottom sheet, pillow 

case, soft blanket. All of cotton; all to add to Barbie's comfort. 

49 N 9358— Shipping weight 3 ounces. Vise cel cube Deb 3:99 

]() Barbie's 4-poster Bed. White plastic; molded vinyl mattress, pil- 
low. Under-bed chest. Pink plastic spread, canopy. Unassembled. 

49 N 9248— Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. ... .$2.84 

Cutsioa paGe scans by Beisthissamüsetediwical Gon 

Bed with secret drawer . . Chifferobe stores her clothes 

. . Vanity comes with padded stool, mirror, even a rug 

11 Queen-size Bed. Spread, bolster match tufted head, footboard. 18x12x10in. high. 

49 N 9357— Shipping weight 2 pounds............--- ETAS $4.93 

12 Chifferobe. Swing-out door one side; 4 drawers other side. Top drawer has “‘se- 

cret lock.” 2 sliding pull-out clothes rods; hangers. 1334x5}4x14 in. No clothing. 

49 N 9384—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 02....... e $5.47 

13 French Provincial Vanity, 7x4x13 inch 

49 N 9326—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.. rca. SEARS 27 



Family 
Sears puts at your fingertips 

more of what Americas children want most 

Outfits for 

Mom and Dad 

Mom's Party Dress has 
long, trim lines . . looks so 

fashionable and sophisticated 

n Mother's mature figure. On 
big dates, Tammy likes to 
wear it, too . . fits her per 
fectly. Evening wrap is just 
what Mother wants for parties 

use it with other outfits 
Doll not included 
49 N 3929 — Wt. 6 oz...$1.64 

Dad's Suit is neatly tai 
* Jored . . just right for Sun: 
days or special occasions. And 
the most co nt thing 
all Dad’s clothes fit Ted, too 
To make the outfit complete 
Dad also comes with dress 
shirt and striped tie to accent 

uit. Wears shoes. Outfit only 
Doll not included 
49 N 3927—Wt. 6 oz. . .$2.44 

Tiii nase écane tir dubitat n dlocivicab Cont 

For Tammy's brother Ted 

Blazer and Slack Outfit adds to Ted 
sporty, casual appearance. Looks as good or 

Dad a: ed. Doll not included 
49 N 3925— shipping weight 6 oz. $2.77 

Car Coat and Cop just right for breezy 
afternoons. ‘Ted likes to wear them when he 

sports car P 
pping weight 6 oz. $1.69 

F Shirt ond Slack Set smartly tailored . . ideal 
for an afternoon of golf 

49 N 3922— Shipping weight 6 oz $1.69 

For Tammy’s sister Pepper 

2 Pepper's Party Dress smartly st 
veteen and nylon. Doll not inc 

49 N 3935— Shipping weight 3 oz 

7) School Dress with matching pantie 
49 N 3932 — Shipping 

Petticoat and Ponties, 
49 N 3936—ship! 
Coat and Hat wit 
49 N 3934— Ship 

1 Slack and Sweater Set. 
49 N 3931—Shipping weight 3 o; 

weight 3 oz. 

fuzzy collar. 
weight 3 oz 

Matching Striped Nightwear 

All are cotton, flannel . . with slippers. 

Pajamas for Pepper. 
49 N 3939—Shipping wt. 3 oz. .... 99c 

Pajomas for Ted or his Father. 
49 N 3940— Shipping wt. 6 oz... $1.27 

Nightgown for Tammy, Mother. 
49 N 3937 —Shipping wt. 60z.... 1.19 

Tammy’s Bed Set 

Set up a sleeping area just for Tammy. 
Plastic vanity with bench (not shown). 
Her bed has wood base and is skirted in 
peppermint stripes . . velvet headboard, 
pillow. 
49 N 9359—Shpg, wt. 11b. &oz. .$2.97 

Tammy’s Sports Car 

Designed with bucket seats to fit Tam- 
my comfortably. Bright-colored plastic 
with whitewalls. Even holds brother Ted 
and other 1134-12-in. dolls, Pennant on 
front fender. Dolls not included. 
49 N 9355 —Shpy. wt. 2 Ibs. 802.$3.97 

‘Tammy loves to travel 

11 13-in. plastic case has compartment 
for Tammy, clothing rack, 6 han- 

gers, accessory drawer. Shiny finish. 
49 N 9332—Shpg. wt. 11b. 802. .$1.77 

Her family travels, too 

JQ Allin one. . a compartment for each 
doll in Tammy's family, plus a re- 

movable bed and pillows. 2 racks in 
wardrobe, 12 hangers, 3 drawers. 
49 N 9354—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 102.$4.66 

rcx. SEARS 27 



Her hair “grows” 
So that you can 
fashion it in 
any style 

New hair glamour headquarters for 
all fashion dolls. An atmosphere of 
beauty reigns in high-style colors 
and professional furnisi : 
dryer-chairs, ottoman, manicure 
table, shampoo stands, beauty bar. 
Laminated chipboard. 22x9x14 in. 
Salon folds, Unassembled. 

Change her hair length to short, medium or long 
by simply turning her removable “magic key” 
then create the fashion hairdo that best suits 
Tressy's social calendar for the day. Style any- 
thing from a casual ponytail to a formal top- 
knot. A figure-perfect 1144-in. tall in jointed 
plastic, she wears the same clothes as other fash- 
ion dolls. In shift, panties, pum; tand. 

49 N 3923—Shipping weight 12 ounces. .$3.47 

Dolls not included with outfits. Tressy fashions also fit Barbie, Midge and other 11% inch 

79 N 9317C—Wt. 7 lbs $5.87 

] Miss American Character. Top winner at At- 
lantic City .. gown, bouquet, trophy, gloves, tiara. 

49 N 3964— Shipping weight 7 ounces... ..$3.29 
9 Hootenanny. Slack set, bag, guitar, music book. 

49 N 3782—Shipping weight 4 ounces. .$1.97 
3 Executive Sweet. Smart suit, blouse, pad, pencil. 

49 N 3788— Shipping weight 2 ounces. $1.64 
4 Miss Suburbia. Gaily checked shirt, Bermudas. 

49 N 3792— Shipping weight 2 ounces. .$1.57 

5 
49 N 3799 

6 

7 

8 

Campus Casual. Bulky knit sweater, plaid 
corduroy skirt and boots. 

hipping weight 2 ounces. . . ..$1.64 
Sophisticated Lady. Empire style velvet shift. 
49 N 3801— Shipping weight 2 ounces. .$1.37 
Neat Knit. Jersey jumper, blouse, rope belt. 
49 N 382 ipping weight 2 ounces. .$1.33 

Black Magic. Velveteen gown, stole, accessories. 
49 N 3828— Shipping weight 3 ounces. .$1.97 

dolis. 

Hairstyle Kit $199 
Every hairdressing need . . hair roll- 
ers, curlers, lotion and bottle, pins, 
spray, instructions, carryall. 
49 N 3780— Wt. 8 oz.. . Kit $1.99 

28 SEARS rx. 
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Curler Set 79c 

Here's realistic inspiration for new 
dolly styles. Scaled to size for all 
miniature 11 and 12-in, sophisti- 
cates. Comb, brush, mirror set and 
actual curlers included. 
49 N 3911—Wt. 1 oz.....Set 79c 

Hair Dryer $947 
It blows air like the real thing. In- 
cludes comb, brush, mirror, hairset, 
curlers, bonnet. Needs 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 9369—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. .$2.47 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660. ....2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

$499 

13-inch vinyl case with nickel-plated 
trim. Just the thing to keep Barbie, 
Ken, Midge, Tammy, Tressy or 
Brenda Starr fresh as new. Colorful 
lining, accessory drawer, hangers. 
49 N 9370—Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz.. . $4.99 



Sears puts a£ your fingertips more of what Americas children want most 

BARBIE AND HER FRIENDS WITH 

4 PAGES OF WARDROBES AND ACCESSORIES Barbie Ken, 

Barbie . . smart, chic, fashion-wise. 
Stands 1114 inches tall; has movable 
legs, arms and head for dressing. 
Rooted Saran hair. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49N3701 —Bubble-cut hair style. $1.92 

49N3805— Ponytail hair style... 1.92 

28 SEARS: roam 

tsitaloó pase Séane by aa a 

Ken . . Barbie's boyfriend, and 
a teenager's ideal Stands 
1244-inches tall. Realistically 
molded hair. Movable arms, 
legs and head. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 3731. $2.29 

Midge . . Barbie's best friend and 
she's exactly the same size, so she 
fits perfectly in Barbie's clothes. 
Jointed for easy dressing. Rooted 
hair. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49 N 3806... +- $1.92 

le FASHION 

QUEEN 

My three 
differently styled 

Soran wigs can be 
changed to wear 

with various outfits 

~~ "These famous Dolls by MATTEL come dressed for a day at the beach 

Fashion Queen Barbie . . the new 1134-inch 

Barbie doll that lets you change her hair 
style and color. Complete with 3 high-fash- 
ion wigs . . Bubble-cut, Page boy and Side- 
part flip styles. Special wig stand included. 
49 N 3819—Shpg. wt. 12 oz........ $3.96 

Borbie, Ken, Midge are plastic and include stands. Dolls ond their clothing on these 4 pages are made by fine artisans in Japan 



pem. 

Here's Tressy's modern 
Penthouse Apartment 

$688 

Floor plan in-the-round is complete 
with kitchen, studio-type bedroom with 
fold-out bed; wardrobe and dressing 
area, dinette, living room, terrace. All 
in decorator colors . . including put- 
together furnishings, accessories. Sturdy 
chipboard opens 27x39x20 in. high. 
79 N 9367C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.. $6.88 

Candy Cane 
Carrousel holds 
4 small dolls 
and wardrobes 

$466 

Revolving wardrobe 
displays fashion dolls 
up to 12 inches and 
stores their needs 
adds a gay note. 12x 
32 inches high, with 
48 hangers. Dolls and 
clothes not included. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
49 N 9371 ..$4.66 

Stav 
3379 

Her beautiful wig 
can be styled 8 ways. 
Wears clothing of 
other 1134-in. dolls. 
Moving eyes. Jointed 
plastic with bending 
knees. By Madame 
Alexander. Stand is 
included. 

Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 3854...$3.79 

Tataba paad ceat by aiia 

| 

Create hundreds of 

ultra-smart hat styles 

Hats, hats, hats . . you, as 

Tressy's exclusive milliner, 
can make over 300 different 

designs from the basic 

crowns and posies, 

feathers and veils . . 

Tressy’s 

Millinery Shoppe 

$999 

For Tressy and all 11 and 12-in. dolls, 
Match a chapeau to every gown. Mir- 

ror reflects her beauty as she tries on 
every original added to collection. Hat 
box, 5 crowns, ribbons, flowers, feather, 
hatpins, veils, hairpins, hat stands. 
Stool, built-in cupboard, vanity, 
shelves. Chipboard. 20x3x15 in. high. 
79 N 9316C— Shpg. wt. 3 1bs..$2.99 

. oi 

root SEARS 29 



Bibi ana 
twosome in doll town 

the most popular 

49 N 3820— Barbie: Bride's Dreom. Shipping weight 8 oz. . . $2.29 
49 N 3821— Ken: Tuxedo. Shipping weight 8 oz 3.44 

49 N 3823— Barbie: Red Flore. Shipping weight 8 oz 1.99 
49 N 3822— Ken: Saturday Dote. Shipping weight 8 oz. 3.19 

49 N 3825— Barbie: Tennis Anyone. Shipping weight 8 oz 2.33 
49 N 3826 — Ken: Time for Tennis. Shipping weight 8 oz. 2.33 

49 N 3829— Barbie: Ski Queen. Shipping weight 4 oz.. 2.66 
49 N 3830— Ken: Ski Chompion. Shipping weight 8 oz. 2.66 

Give a Mix 'N Match Outfit 
from Barbie's fashion bar ~ 

Packages of attractive clothes and acces 
sories with their own delicate hangers, — 
Designed and color coordinated to blend — 
with other fashions in Barbie's wardrobe, — 
Sorry, no choice of color or style. 

Dress with accessor 
49 N 3862—Shipping wt. 2 oz... 

10 Shoes, gloves, sunglasses, jewelry. — 
49 N 3864—Shipping wt. 2 oz.. „896 

]] Lingerie with slippers and mirror. 
49 N 3868—Shipping wt. 2 oz.. . 89¢ 

12 Two-piece pajama set. 
49 N 3867—Shipping wt. 1 oz....97c 

13 Jacket with matching hat. 
49 N 3870—Shipping wt. 2 oz.. .89c 

1 Blouse. 
49 N 3866—Shipping wt. 1 oz.. ..77c 

15 Skirt with accessories. 
49 N 3869—Shipping wt. 1 oz... . 77c 

] Slacks with accessories. 
49 N 3863—Shipping wt. 2 oz....77c 

Cutiod gant Scans by christmas masetecimicHd pun 

now have coordinated outfits 

49 N 3833 — Barbie: Masquerade. Shipping weight 8 oz $1.64 
49 N 3837 — Ken: Masquerade. Shipping weight 8 oz 1.64 

() 49 N 3840— Barbie: kebrecker. Shipping weight 8 oz 2.34 
49 N 3838— Ken: Fun on ke. Shipping weight 8 oz. 2.34 

49 N 3842 — Barbie: Grodvotion. Shipping weight 8 oz. 1.19 
49 N 3841— Ken: Gradvation, Shipping weight 8 oz 1.19 

49 N 3846— Barbie: Registered Nurse. Shipping weight 4 oz.. 2.27 
49 N 3845 — Ken: Doctor. Shipping weight 8 oz. 2.27 

1? Borbie Baby Sits. 
Apron, snacks. 

Jointed baby a. dia- ^ 
pers, basket, bottles. Dress 
not ind. 
49 N 3848— Wt. 8 02..$2.27 

18 Ballerina. Leotard plus 
silver color, white tutu, 

Tiara, shoes, bag. 
49 N 3735—Wt. 8 oz.. $2,39 

19 Winter Holiday. Warm 
in hooded shirt, gloves, 

Tote bag holds shoes. 
49 N 3859 —Wt. 8 o7.. $2.89 

20 Roin Coat. With hat, 
umbrella and boots. 

49 N 3850— Wt. 8 oz.. $1.84 

21 American Airlines 
Stewardess. Outfit, 

hat, shoes. Carries hand 
and tote bag. 
49 N 3850— Wt. 8 oz.. $2,89 
Alf dolls on poge not included 



Pos’n Tammy and Ted.. 

bend us in any position 

Outfits for Tammy and Ted (dolls sold below) 

Tammy's Cutie Coed Ensemble, Blue corduroy jumper, flame red 
sweater, tights, shoulder bag. “Transistor” radio, locket, shoes. 

49 N 3767—Shipping weight 6 ounces 

Q Ted's Shirt and Slack Set. Go-togethers of plaid "n' plain. 
49 N 3922—Shipping weight 3 ounces. . : 

Juke Box, Plays dance tune on wind-up Swiss music box. 8-in, 
high plastic, like the real thing . 

49 N 9374—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

New, bendable ac- 

tion limbs allow 
Pe trucas life poses. 

E © In red ballet tutu, 
` leotard. Shampoo, 

M F set her rooted hair. 
8 rollers. 12 inches 
tall. Plastic. 

E Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 3301 . $3.27 

30 SEARS ra 
14 
hu) 
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Pos'n 
Brother 'Ted 

Doll 

$999 

Flexible arms and 

legs for lively pose- 
and-play fun. In 
navy-red knit shirt, 
navy shorts, and 
white sneakers. 
Molded hair. 13 in. 

tall. Plastic. 

Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 3302.$2.99 

for doll dance parties. 

Here's why 

Tammy's 

known as 

the best dressed 

doll in town 

LL fae v 
Snow Bunny. Ski outfit with boots, sk 
49 N 3901— shipping weight 6 ounce 

and poles. 
vans 

"Fur" 'N Formal. S 
49 N 3898—Ship; 
Cheerleader. Bulky-knit with skirt, cap, socks, 
49 N 3894— Shipping weight 6 ounces 
Underwear Outfit. Slip, bra, panties, scuffs, brush set 
49 N 3895— Shipping weight 6 oun $1.74 

On the Town. Fur-trim coat, dress, hat, accessories, 

kling date in brocade, wrap, heels. 
g weight 6 ounces $2.99 

«c 00-130 C 44 

49 N 3304—Shipping weight 6 ounces $3.37 
Pizza Party. Harlequin top, tights, tray, specs, shoes 
49 N 3891--Shipping weight 6 ounces $1.97 

1) Beevend Arrow. Hooded shirt, jeans, bow, arrows, target. 
49 N 3766—Shipping weight 6 ounces $2.17 

]] Fraternity Hop. Eyelet-skirt dress, stole; accessories, 
49 N 3305—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ..,.... $2.47 

12 Puddle Jumper. Raincoat, scarf, boots, umbrella, bag 
49 N 3890— Shipping weight 6 ounces $2.17 

18 Turtleneck sweater and skirt. 
49 N 3306—Shipping weight 3 ounces $1.79 

14 Striped blouse with flared skirt 1? 
49 N 3307—Shipping weight 3 ounces. .......$1.79 

]5 White blouse and plaid slacks. wee doggy 49 N 3308— Shipping weight 3 ounces $1.66 
16 Blazer and slack outfit for Ted. With shirt, tie, shoes. 6 ounces. 

Walking her 
Pet. Vinyl and 

wool ensemble with 
pal 

Shipping weight 

49 N 3925—Shipping weight 3 ounces. .......$2.77 49 N 3903 $1.92 
Doll not included with any outfit 

$192 
e" 

12inch tcen-type 
fashion miss with. 
rooted flip hairdo. 

we 

In sporty knit- Accessory Package cdged- short outfit, 
Transistor" radio, case; purse, sneakers. Smooth. 

glasses, magazine, camera, tri jointed plastic. No 
el case, plane ticket, typewrit choice of haircolor: 
er, phone, date and phone books. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 3320-Shpg. wt. 4 oz, $1,99 49 N 3761 $1.92 



FORMAL WEAR for New Year's Eve and fancy Balls 

Where is she going? Whatiwill she wear? Pick from this complete selection of evening wear 
to suit any occasion. Includes matching accessories as shown. Dolls not included, 
QY 49 N 3705—Sophisticated Lady. Full. collated coat, gown. Shipping wt. 8 oz. $3.19 
(2) .49 N 3707—Solo in Spawight. Tight-fitting sheath, flounce: Shipping. wt. 89z.... 2.44 == — 
(3) - 49 N 3723—Party Date. Strapless cocktail dress, wide belt, Shipping wt. 4oz.... 1.27 
(4) 49 N 3709— Senior Prom. Strapless gown with tulle.overskirt. Shipping wt. 8 oz.. 2.17 
(5) 49 N3708—Dinner at Eight. One-piece hostess capri pants, coat. Wt. 8 oz 1.97 
(6) 49 N 3719 Enchanted Evening. Stole. Gathered swirl sheath. Shpg. wt: 8 oz. 3.22 

So that all 3 dolls can share them.. 

Clothes fit and 

rs E CASUALS for day-long good looks 

Any time of the day, any season, Barbie's flare — |] Busy Morning. Suntop dress, hat 
for fashion gets admiring glances everywhere. 49 N 3775 Shipping weight 4 oz $1.96 
Accessories shown are included. Dollsnot included. 12 Mood for Music. Capri slacks, cardigan 

7 Knitting Pretty. Matching skirt, sweaters. 49 N 3785—Shipping weight 4 oz $2.39 
1 49 N 3730—Shipping weight 4 oz 32.17 13 After Five. Organdy dress with collar, hat 

Gies Rd E Gi 49 N 3776—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$1.64 den Party. Print dress with eyelet, ruffles. 
8 49 N 3784 Shipping weight 4c... 31.64 14 Swinging Easy. Full skirted, cummerbund. 

| irse s 49 N 3778—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$1.64 
K^ Q Movie Date. Candy stripe, organdy overskirt Sheoth Sensation. Fitted with large pock - E 3 E arge pockets 

| d 49 N 3779—Shipping weight 4 oz s22 lő 49 N 3781—Shipping weight 4 oz. ....$1.22 
10) Foncy Free. Two-toned cotton with ricrac. Jf} Friday Nite Date. Jumper, blouse-slip. 

30 SEARS *rco 49 N 3774—Shipping weight 4 oz $1.22 49 N 3783—Shipping weight 8 oz $2.11 
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1 Cat's Meow. Slack set and pet 

49 N 3313-Wt. 4 oz .$2.17 

After School. Hooded sweater 
and slack outfit, ping pong set 

49 N 3314—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $1.69 

3 Happy Holiday. Candy-stripe, 
game of shuffleboard included. 

49 N 3315—Shpz. wt. 4 oz. $1.77 
4 Party Dress. Velveteen 'n' nylon. 

49N3935-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $1.64 

5 Coat, Hat. A-line, “ fur” trimmed 
49N3934-Shpz. wt. 2 oz. $1.69 

6 School Dress. Tyrol embroidered 
49N3932-Shpg. wt. 2 oz...99c 

loves 

lots of 

outfits, 

too 

Slack-sweater Set. 
49N3931-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $1.27 

Underwear Set. Nylon panty 
slip with lace, pearl trim. 

49 N 3936—Shpg. wt. 2 oz.. ..88c 
G Snowflake. Ski pants, hooded 

parka, mittens and sled 
49 N 3316—Shpg. wt. 4 oz..$2.97 

1 Flower Girl. Bouffant foor- 
length gown, gloves. basket 

49 N 3317—Shpg. wt. 4 oz..$2.58 

11 Budding Ballerina, Net tutu, 
ballet shoes, carry-all. 

49 N 3318—Shpg. wt. 4 oz..$1.22 

Note: for these 2 pages: Doll not included with outfits 

Pepper and Tammy travel in style 
in these patent-look vinyl cases 

epper's 10-in. case for doll, clothes. Ac- $185 
ory drawer, compartmented. 5 hangers | 12 ^ c y 

49 N 9377 —Shipping wt. 1 lb. 

k 18 Tammy's 13-inch case 

49 N 9332—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

1 Tammy's 14-in. Telephone cast 

phone in each booth. 2 drawers, 8 hai 

(Doll not included.) 
49 N 9378—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz 

E = — 

compartments for 
doll clothing. 5 hangers, accessory draw 

Basic 

Pepper 

$1.87 9-inches tall 
pre-teener 

in shorts 
playsuit 

ne: Plastic; joint. 

Princess ed arms, legs. 
rs. Wt. 6 oz. 

49 N 3930 
$3.99 Each...$1.85 

Cubana scane by cudimar uentectudcal com 

Pos'n Pete 

“Pepper calls 

me ‘Pesky’ . . 

I don’t know why!” 

(5 $199 

This is our 

Palomino 
Pal 

($399 

15 Pos'n Pepper. Posable arms, legs act out 
all games . . she’s outfitted in pleated skirt, 

with matching knit cardigan, panties; vinyl 
flats. Long-flip rooted hairdo can be set and 
styled over and over. 9-in. tall, in jointed vinyl. 
49 N 3309—Shipping weight 6 oz. $2.37 

16 Pos'n Pete . . the scallywag with action 
limbs that figure strongly in his mischievous 

ways. In knee-patched dungarees and knit polo 
shirt, vinyl loafers. He's 8 inches tall, vinyl. 

49 N 3312—Shipping weight 8 ounces. .$1.99 

17 Pony 9x10 in. long. Saddled, bridled. Plastic. 
49 N 9375—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $3.99 rm SEARS 31 



has an outfit 

for every occasion 

Ken's smartly-tailored wardrobe fits 

perfectly. Accessories, as shown. 

Q Campus Hero. Duck-style slacks 
with striped pull-over, oxfords. 

9 N 3791 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.09 

() Cosvals. Knit T-shirt complements 
cotton slacks. Cap, 2-tone shoes. 

49 N 3810—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $1.64 

H5 Dreomboot. Sport jacket, tailored 
short sleeve shirt. Hat. 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.99 

12 Terry Togs. Matching terry scuffs 
and robe . . "K" on pocket. 

49 N 3812—Shpg. wt. 8 0z.....$1.64 

13 Seiler. Anchors aweigh in middy 
B dup h tie, b a 

For Barbie and Midge, good dressing “just right" for the TENET Fuera paneer: Bo 
particular occasion. For such occasions, their wardrobe includes these: 

€ irl, T. office, weed M eeveless put over: ^v 4 Play Ball. Regulation 2-piece 

2 SR Odo mper dre eed eos $1.99 i 14 striped uniform. Bat, ball, x 

(2). 49 N 3797-Golden Elegonce, Trimmed with "fur." Wt. Box: 3.19 i A9: N 3918—Shpg wt Bios: 
(3) 49'N 3796-Theuter Date, Satin coordinate. Shpg. wt. 402s. 1, * : 5, Touchdown. Padded pants, shoul- 
(4) 49 N 3795-Sorority Meeting. Sweater; sheath. Wt. „È der guards over sweat shirt 
(5) 49 N 3798-Orange Blossom. As bridesmaid. Shpg. wt. 4 ox Matching helmet . . football 

> 3815—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.....$2.39 
Dolls not included on this page 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $ 

fj Army ond Air Force. Summer uni- 
form, tie. Overseas cap, Wings. 

49 N 3814—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.39 

, ^ " f M 17 Sleeper Set. Striped 2-piece pa- 
l ; jamas, Accessories: snacks, clock, 

$7 iP / , ) 49 N 3811 Shpg. we 402... 31. 

AKH , / , 18 Rolly Dey. Three-quarter length 
car coat, (Slacks not incl.) 

49 N 3809— g. wt. 4 oz. $1.64 

]Q Bermuda Shorts. Contrasted with 
gay print shirt. Socks, shoes. 

Lovely, frothy 49 N 3789—Shpg. wt. 4 02.....$1.64 

LINGERIE 

6 Nighty Negligee Set. 
Full-length gown, 

grecian bodice. Pleated 
peignoir. Dog included. 
49N3798-Wt. 802.$2.27 

Yochtsmon. Denim jacket and 
slacks. Knit trim. Striped T-shirt 

49 N 3790—shpg. wt. 8 oz. 28 

Sweet Dreams, Em- 
broidered Baby Doll 

pajamas, Clock, diary. 
49N3802-Wt. 4 oz..99¢ K 

E r 3 
Floral Petticoat. r A f ! 

8 Springtime fresh g I J 
pattern . . matching bra, , ‘a 
panties, Mirror, brush. i 
49N3803-Wt. 4 oz..99c " 

Barbie Pati 
(they fit Midge, too) 4 3 

Sew your own Barbie fashions 
with 12 specially designed Ad. 
vance patterns. Each of the 12 
patterns are different. All are 
printed on tissue. Simply pin the 

tissue to your fabric and cut it 
out. You're ready to sew a new 
dress for Barbie. Step-by-step 
instructions are e: to follow, 
plus a "Barbie Sewing Book" 
included. » 
49 N 3804 —Shpg. wt. 202..97c QU reo: SEARS 31 
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MEET 

EIRA 
Oleg Cassini’s 

Little Lady of Fashion 

with the newest, most 

exclusive wardrobe 

877 

Tina arrives in “Smart Sport” 
outfit. Includes hat, blouse 

jacket, skirt, stockings, loafers. 
Doll is 12 inches tall. Movable 
joints, rooted 
49 N 3861-Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.77 

Elegant ‘TINA’ fashions 
designed by Oleg Cassini 

Glitter Gal. Dress gloves, ker 
chief, shoes, "pearls," bag. 

49 N 3865-Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $1.77 

Sea Queen. Jacket, slacks, 
blouse, scarf, sunglasses, shoes. 

49 N 3856-Shpzg. wt. 402.$1.77 

Dine 'n Dance. Gown, gloves, 
jewelry, high heels, ribbon. 

49 N 3855-Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $1.77 
Dolls not included with outfits 

New Pre-teen 
Betsy McCall Doll 

Mary Poppins . . 

a storybook favorite 

$469 $999 

12 in. tall—fully jointed. Vinyl. 

Rooted hair. Dress, coat, hat 
and carpet bag included. Um- 
brella actually opens. 
49 N 3853-Wt. 12 oz. $4.69 

1114 in. tall. Sleeping eyes, 
lashes. Rooted hair. Linen 
jumper, tights, shoes, 
headband. 

Many of the Barbie and 
Tammy clothes fit Betsy. 

32 SEARS rea 49N3852-Wt. 8 oz. $2.99 

Cutiiod babe scans by cheisimas-muaseveciaicu oom 

Matching Cotton Nightwear 
for Tammy and family 

Pajamas for Pepper. 
49 N 3939-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $1.29 
Pajamas for Ted or his Father. 
49 N 3940-Shpzg. wt. 3 oz. $1.29 
Nightgown for Tammy or Mother. 
49 N 3937-Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $1.29 

Dolls not included 

Tammy’s Bed Set 

Three pieces: bed, vanity set. Bed 
has wood base, velvet headboard, 

cushion. Vanity has 
* plastic chair. 

49 N 9359-Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. $3.47 

Tammy’s Family 

Tammy's Dream House $499 

Has soda fountain, juke box, set, 
table tennis table, shuffleboard, built-in 
desk, closet. Pictures, dart board, chaise 
longue, table, barbecue pit. Chipboard. 
Folds. Unassembled. Doll not incl 
79 N 9361L—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $4.99 

This is Tammy’s Dad 

He stands 13 inches tall. Plastic. Jointed 
limbs, movable head. Dressed in sport 
shirt, slacks, shoes. 
49N3926-Shipping weight 9 oz.. . $2.87 
49N3927-Suit, shirt, tie. Wt. 3oz, 2.59 

Tammy’s Delightful Mother 

She is 12 inches tall. Plastic. Hair may be 
washed and reset. Jointed limbs, movable 
head. Print dress, belt, shoes, 
49 N 3928-Shipping weight 9 oz. . $2.87 

49 N 3929-Dress, wrap. Wt. 3 oz. 1.69 

Tammy’s Exciting Sports Car 

Unbreakable plastic. In Mediterr an 
blue with red bucket seats, chrome-color 
fittings, rolling white wall tires. One-piece 
windshield, red Tammy banner. 18 inches 
long. Dolls not included. 

49 N 9355—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $3.97 



Pert Betsy McCall 
Walks, sits, kneels . . has 5 outfits 

] Sinch plastic doll dre chemise, socks and Cuddly Li’l Dear has 4 outfits 
hoes. Saran hair. Moving eves = 7 This chubby, lovable doll is a wee bundle of joy 

49 N 3002-—Sbipplog weight. 8 our PUT 8 in. long with soft cloth body; arms legs of 
Extra Outfits belou skin-like vinyl plastic. Vinyl head has sleeping eye 

Q Bon Voyage . . cotton cordur rt rooted Saran hair. Dressed in robe of easy-care 
& ja ket, Print blouse. Shoes and socks. Toy 49 N 3949— Shipping weight 7 

ue see EOE MI Sago Extra Outfits . . Doll not included 9 Party . . dress, pantie hoes, socks 
49 N 3955—5 ng $1.79 & Loce-trimmed topper set . . perfect for playtime 
TV Time . . jumper, tores tic TV set 49 N 3950 — Shipping weight 2 oz. $1.49 
49 N 3954 pping weight 4 $1.37 Bateman "T blue jersey for sweet dream 

E Winter Weekend . . ski outfit with skis and pole 49 N 3952 —Shipping weight 2 oz. $1.49 
O 49 N 3953 shipping weight 4 $1.79 
B Patio Party . . perfect hostess Tea set, tray Embroidered dress, lace trimmed . . fit for a queen 

49 N 3956 — Shipping weight 4 ounce $1.79 10 49 N 3951 —Shpg. wt. 2 oz $2.87 

Bride, trunk, Teenage Doll, 

3-pc. outfit trunk, outfit 

$499 $499 11}4-inch tall 
4 4 Fashion Dolls 1134-inch bride with — 12-in. doll with rooted 

embroidered bridal hair. Plastic. Wears Ak c 
gown plus 3 complete shoes, multicolor only 
changes: robe, party 

and sport outfit. — ou Extra outfits 88c each ointed plastic. Trunk dress, afternoon 
has plastic handle dress, playsuit. With . Tall slim model has pretty, painted 

Shpg.wt.21bs.8oz. trunk. Wt.21bs 8 oz. $ features framed by shining, rooted 
49 N 3873 $4.99 49 N 3874 $4.99 Saran hair. Plastic novable vinyl 

head, arms. Arriving in cotton-knit 
Ben Casey Debbie Drake bir paper ony bri oven 
and Nurse does exercises 1] White don 

hite do 
$437 $984 49 N 3962 —Wt. 7 oz 88c 

9 Colored doll 
12-in. Ben has stetho. 4-inch plastic doll 12 49 N 3969 Wt. Tos 88c 
scope, intern's outfit. assumes almost any 
11}4-in. nurse w pose. She's fully joint Extra outfits for doll above 
dress, cap, cape ed, amazingly flexible 

nce ation 3 Tutu and ballet slippers. tic. Movablearms,legs, Has leotard, just like 13 A9 N3959- Wr fee Sóc 
ach can wear the real Debbie. Can 

clothesoflike-sizedolls. wear clothes of like 14 Sports jacket, stacks. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. size doll. Wt. 12 oz 49 N 3961— Wt. 3 oz 88c 

49 N 3957 49 N3958 
15 Sports jacket, pleated skirt, 

49 N 3960— Wt. 3 oz......88c 32 SEARS rco. 
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MARLENE owns a fully-equipped vanity table 

A pert 1134-inch fashion doll dressed in gown and 
$ peignoir. She's plastic, completely jointed for 

posing. Rooted hair. Plastic storage hassock, 
vanity with flip-up mirror, cosmetic bottles, hand 
mirror, comb, phone, picture (Note: print and 
color of peignoir may vary.) 
49 N 3851— Shipping weight 1 Ib........$2.88 

Lilly, 1134 in. tall, has rooted hair. Four extra 
outfits: bridal gown with veil; cotton dress 
with bow trim; party dress with silver-color 
metallic trim; felt coat, panties, shoes, flowers. 
Plastic; jointed head, arms, legs. 
49 N 3832—Shipping weight 7 oz... ..$2.99 

/ ‘TeenageSUZY a 
with 4 daytime outfits $299 

Suzy is 12 inches tall. Has rooted hair in a 
popular teen-age style. Dressed in colorful 
sunsuit. Other outfits include: 2-piece culotte 
ensemble; cotton dress, sleeveless dress, 2- 
piece knit suit. Purse, shoes. Vinyl head; joint- 
ed plastic body. 
49 N 3834— Shipping weight 8 oz.. . . $2.99 

b rany of these, 

Bunk beds 
pP. 

This little girl has rooted hair. She's dressed 
in a sporty sunsuit. 4 extra outfits: blue jeans, 
checked sleeveless blouse; felt weskit with 
skirt; coat; housecoat. Other accessories: 
panties, hangers, purse, belt, comb, Vinyl 
head, jointed plastic body. 
49 N 3831—Shipping weight 6 oz.. . .$2.99 

LX MW moa 

KIDDYPLIANCES* 
look and act like big appliances 5-in-1 Twin Bed Set 

. . place it anywhere in 

Vacuum Cleaner. Picks up dust from the doll house. Easily 
dolly's carpet. Power pack included. Also 

carpet, upholitery and diapery attachments.  cpanges from. bed to sofa 
About 2x2 inches high. Order 2 “D” batteries 

below $369 
49 N 9379— Shipping weight 10 oz.. ..$2.66 

Bed converts from Hollywood-style 

He's off to the beach, in trunks and jacket. | Washer-Dryer. Actually spins when plug twin beds to a sofa; bunk beds or 

Wardrobe includes: slacks, print shirt; 2-pc. i ged in. Power pack included. Basket twin beds with single headboard, 

pajamas; 2-pc. cabana set. Accessories: sun | clothesline, pins, detergent. 3x4 in. high sofa with bed. 814x16 inches long 

glasses, soap, sponge, towel, slippers. Vinyl | Order 2 “D” batteries below with headboard. Birchwood, 2 pil- 

head; jointed plastic body. 49 N 9380— Shipping weight 12 oz.. . .$2.66 lows, coverlets. 

49 N 3836— Shipping weight 7 oz... .$2.99 "D* botiscde ee Ea eg LA Ku 49 N 9373—Wt. 1 lb. 8 0z...$3.69 

: j 49 N 4660 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c SSNs SEARS 33 
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Barbie 4-poster Bed 

$984 

White high-impact plastic with molded 
vinyl mattress, pillow and under-bed 
chest with sliding drawer. Spread and 
canopy are ruffled pink plastic. 7x12x13 
inches. Easily assembled 
49 N 9248—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $2.84 

Bedding for 4-poster a. 

4-pc. set $199 

Add to Barbie's comfort with fitted bot 
tom sheet, top sheet, pillow case and soft 
blanket. Cotton 18x12x10 inches high overall. 
49 N 9358— Shpg. wt. 3 oz.....Set $1.99 Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

5187 sge (3 

$347 Barbie, Ken Carrying Cases Trunk Carries all 3 Barbie-Midge Case 
j 4 Ken's Cose is washable vinyl, as- 6 Holds Barbie, Midge, 7 Tote both dolls on trips. Vac- 

sorted colors. Brass fittings, hangers, Ken—and their clothes. uum formed section even holds 

double drawers. 11x4x13 inches high. Electronically sealed vinyl; their wardrobe and accessories. 

49 N 9328—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz, $2.37 aluminum frame. 10x7x13in. Electronically sealed. Screen print- 

5 Matching Borbie Case, 10x3x12 in. high. Doll, clothing not incl ed vinyl. 18x4x14 inches high. 

49 N 9309—Wt.11b.802.....$1.87 49N9331-Wi31b.50:.3.99 — 49 N 9330—Wt. 3 lbs. 13 oz. $3.88 

Watch us whiz down the road 

New! Hot Rod for Barbie and Ken $4.77 

Big drag-race rear wheels, bucket seats, roll bar. Plastic. 

Turquoise; fuchsia trim, ivory interior. 74x18 inches long 
49 N 1460—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces $4.77 

Snappy Sports Car for Barbie $377 

Midge and Ken can go riding. Peach plastic body with 
chrome-color fittings, clear windshield, aqua bucket seats. 

Free-wheeling rubber-like tires on steel axle. 734x18 in. long 
49 N 1405—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces $3.77 

Dolls not included. ress SEARS 33 
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Glamour Puss $999 

She's a cute kitten in extra-long acrylic 
pile with a silky feel. Beautiful green 
plastic eyes, rayon plush ears and tail, 
rayon felt tongue. 12 inches tall. 
49 N 4008—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. $2.99 

34 SEARS sco 

Cutslod pane scans by chriimas Wesetecindce com 

Chic Peke $449 

South American dyed lamb's fur 
gives our wistful Pekingese the silk- 
iest coat a dog could ask for. Soit 
rayon plush muzzle. Cotton felt 
tongue, glass eyes. Rayon satin bow 
16 inches long. 10% F.E. Tax incl 
49 N 4070E-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.49 

Sophisticated Sophie . . the pooch with a personality 
1 Elegant, from her shaggy feet to her little plastic curlers. 

locked-in eyes with drooping eyelashes, pompon nose give her a dev 
agers, and captivates small fry. may-care look that intrigues teen- 

$579 

ir 

Long acrylic pile coat can be groomed. Colorful fabric clothes and 
fancy ribbon bow put this pup in a class by herself. She's extra. tall 
too: a whopping 24 inches. 
79 N 4069C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Frisky Freddie 

This shaggy pup 
wants to romp. His long cotton 

felt tongue hangs out . . his locked. 
in eyes are sparkling with eager. 
ness. Brush, shape his acrylic pile 
coat to style you like best. (Brush 
included.) Big felt nose, ribbon 
bow around neck. 20 inches long, 
12 inches high. 
49 N 4090C-Wt. 3 Ibs. 

winsomely 

$7.79 

Pretty Poodle $449 

Looks every inch a champion, with 
that lustrous, high-pile rayon plush 

coat. Sparkling black plastic eyes, 
rayon felt lashes and tongue, pom- 

pon nose. Trimmed with rayon satin 
ribbon, tiny flowers. 17 in. tall. 

49 N 4082—Shpze. wt. 2 Ibs, $4.49 

$7.79 

Terry the Terrier 

So shaggy but oh, so friendly. 
He loves to have his long 

acrylic pile coat groomed. (Brush 
included.) Securely locked-in eyes, 
black plastic nose, bright ribbon 
bow add to his perky appeal. 
Cotton-and-foam stuffing makes 
him ultra-soft and squeezeable. 
16 inches long, 13 inches tall. 
79 N 4093C-Wt. 3 Ibs... .$5.79 

Siamese Kitten $399 

Soft dyed rabbit's fur and sparkling 
rhinestone collar show this charmer 
is a Very Important Puss. Crafted 
with luxury details: imported glass 
eyes, hand-embroidered nose and 
mouth, Rayon plush trim. 15 in. tall. 
49 N 4085—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.99 



THE LIVING ROOM 

THE BEDROOM 

34 SEARS Koss 

Cutbod pane scans by chistes maselectwdcM pom 

DOLL HOUSE 
Three completely furnished rooms 

and a patio, all of corrugated board, 

scaled to fit Tammy and her family, 

or Barbie and her friends 

Modern, colorful home opens $ 5 9 9 
to almost 4% feet long 

Delightful home where your doll can live like a little princess. Living room 
has couch, chairs, table, lamp, movie projector, TV and Hi-Fi sets, wardrobe 
cabinets with sliding drawers. Kitchen includes breakfast bar, 2 stools, 
refrigerator-freezer, dishwasher, sink, stove with oven. In bedroom: vanity, 
chair, bed. Patio: picnic table with umbrella, chaise, grill. 53x22x13 in. high 
when open. Folds for storage; handle for easy carrying. 
79 N 9308C—Shipping weight 9 pounds.. .......... na... 0000an $5.99 



Bugs Bunny. Famous cut-up wise- 
cracks funny phrases, clutches big 
carrot. He's a whopping 2634 inches 
tall. Soft rayon plush with vinyl 
face and hands; cotton filled. No 
batteries needed to make him talk 
49 N 4181—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $7.99 

Wind us up.. we love to make 

Meet 3 Talkative 

Crackers 
the Parrot 

Larry the Talking Lion has plenty to 
say—11 amusing phrases. And his 
mouth actually moves. He's a hug- 
gable fellow, too, in soft rayon plush 
stuffed with cotton. Mouth is vinyl 
13 inches tall. No batteries needed. 
49 N 4095C-Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $8.99 

music 

Mousie $399 Boo Bear $399 

His teddybear-lullaby lulls 
tykes to sleep. Swiss music 
box inside. Bright plastic 
eyes, soft vinyl nose give 
him lots of charm, Rayon 
plush, cotton and foam 
plastic stuffed. 13 in. tall. 
Gay ribbon bow. 
49 N 4157-Wt.1lb.$3.99 

CGutioü pane scans by cuisines museteciudc M pv 

Swan $ 99 

Her head moves round and 
round, back and forth 
as Swiss music box inside 
plays a pretty tune. 
This 10-inch high swan is 
a beauty in high-pile rayon 
plush . . trimmed with 
daisies and bow ribbons. 

49 N 4089-Wt.11b.$3.99 

Fleecy Lamb $399 

Wind him up, and his head 
moves back and forth . . 
round and round, as music 
plays. Rayon plush, stuffed 
with cotton, trimmed with 
a pretty rayon ribbon bow. 

Swiss music box inside. 
11 inches tall, 7 in. long. 
49 N 4307-Wt.1Ib.$3.99 

This rascal has musical 
talent . . wind him up and 
see. Polka-dotted fabric tie 
matches ears and feet. Rest. 
is finest rayon plush, 
ton and foam plastic filled. 
Locked-in eyes. 15 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 4096... .$3.99 

Cx pull the ring and these 
Mattel toys chat away 

Crackers the Parrot is a funny bird. 
Makes 11 different remarks, as his 
vinyl beak moves. No batteries 
needed. Lift him from his plastic 
perch and carry him around. Rayon 
plush body. 1534 in. tall on perch. 
49 N 4094C —Wt. 5 lbs... $8.99 

Flip-flop $399 
Floppy puppy can sit up or lie down. 
He's comfortable in any position. 

Cotton felt eyes and tongue and a cute 
pompon nose give him a lovable 
expression. Pat-able rayon plush body 
with Swiss music box inside. 14 in. long. 
49 N 4159—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... .$3.99 
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Here Barbie can 

put on a fashion show 86399 

in her own new shop 
t. Mannequin t is in back. 3-way mirror. 2 arm chairs assure 

with movable arms pose se windo "customers " comfort. Coffee table. Chipboard 
Shelves and built-in cabinet adjoin display alco ion shop stands 1744 in. high. Carrying handle. 

hang fashions here. Display case. Note curtained lds compactly for easy storage 

stage .. use it as dressing room, too. Model's en- 79 N 1408L— Shipping weight 8 pounds. .. .$3.99 

NOTE: Dolls and clothing not included with ony Doll House on these 2 pages. All assemble easily. 

Barbie relaxes in her furnished Studio $440 Tammy entertains in her Playroom or Patio $440 

d suitcase . . it’s Barbie’s colorful la fountain, juke box, TV set, table tennis table, shuffleboard, built-in 
ings include sofa, chair, ottoman, . closet. Pictures, dart board game on wall. Patio has chaise lounge, side 

ts record albums, Ken's table, barbecue pit. Chipboard. Folds, with handle. 26x33x144 inches high. 

y Pictures, pennants 79 N 9361L—Shipping weight 8 pounds $4.40 

3x14 inches high 
$4.40 ro: SEARS 35 



Suzy loves 

to stretch music her hands 

$999 $389 
Wind the key and Gentle tune from im- 10 
little Swiss music ported music box lulls 

box plays a gay tune baby to sleep. Painted — just 
while Suzy stretches face, yarn hair. Rayon she 
and wiggles . . you'd 
almost think she's 

plush body. Foam-plas- 
tic, cotton filled, 14 in. 

alive. Rayon plush tall. Wt. 1 1b, 
body. Cute vinyl 49 N 4016...... $3.89 
face. 11 in. tall. Wt. — Sleepyhead without mu- 
1 Ib. 2 oz. sic box. Wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 4009...$2.99 49 N 4017......$2.79 

4 Gay Clown Beany Boy 

$599 $199 
Each plays its own tune Pippo..gayasa His take-to-bed 

STORYLAND $497 
Musical Dolls x 

All soft enough to cuddle, cotton 

stuffed, beautifully outfitted, 15 
in. tall. Wind-up music box 
Musical Jack and Jill. Each has 

3 Little Bo-Peep has a staff 

49N3641-Wt.11b.1002.$4.97 

little Boy Blue with horn. 

49N3642-Wt. 1 lb. 8 0z.$4.97 

circus. Painted 
mask face. Soft 
terry cloth body. 
Trimmed in 
bright rayon. 25 
in. tall. Wt. 2 lbs. 

79 N 3652C 
i $5.99 

softness delights 
the little ones. 
Dressed in twill 
overalls, T-shirt. 15 
in, tall. By Mattel. 
Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 

49 N 3646 
$1.99 

bucket. Wt. each 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

1) 49 N 3636—Jack. .$4.97 

(2) 49 N 3638—Jill... 4.97 

Mistress Mary has watering can 
to sprinkle her garden. 

49 N 3643-Wt. 1 lb. 10 02,$4.97 

Dancing 

Partners 
Life-size 

dolls follow 
every step 
with you 

i fii] Cuddly Wuddly 

Wears bonnet and apron 

169 apa assorted prints. 
Yarn hair, painted face. Cot- 
ton filled. 14 inches long. 
49N3501-Wt. 12 oz $1.69 

Attach bands on doll's feet to your shoes 
floppy bodies move as you move. Light 

weight fabric bodies, cotton stuffed. Color. 

ful faces, varn hair. About 40 in. tall. 

Dancing Boy. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79. N 3637C ........... .- -$5.99 12 1n gingham and ruffles. 
Dancing Girl. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Sexe painted face. 
49 N 3530....... ..$3.17 Cotton filed. 18 in. long. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
36 SEARS reo. 
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These New Sears Doll Carriages have 

SCULPTURED ALL-STEEL BODIES 

for lasting beauty and strength 

20-inch styles 

with washable linings 

Baked enamel finish stays 

fresh . . undercarriages of 

chrome-plated tubular 

steel stay new-looking 

s079 

Lively coil springs give a smooth, 
easy ride. Stylish two-tone sculp- 
tured steel body. 3-bow hood folds, 
matches dainty, washable vinyl 
lined interior. Handle is 2434 in. 
high. White rubber 734-in. tires. 
Lever brake. Body 20 in. long, 12 

in. wide, Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 
79 N 8234C— Lavender. $9.79 
79 N 8244C— Yellow 9.79 

Matching vinyl mattress-pillow sets. 
49 N 8292-Lavender. Wt. 7 oz. 89c 
49 N 8293- Yellow. Wt. 7 oz 89c 

24-inch style has shackle-type 
undergear to smooth out bumps 51449 

Sculptured steel two-tone body with 3-bow folding hood and lining of 
pretty, washable vinyl. Handle, 26 inches high, has sturd 
carrier. Lever brake. 8-inch white rubber tires. 14 inches wi 
weight 16 Ibs. 

79 N 8250L— Yellow 

pack 
* Shipping 

$14.49 79 N 8233L — Blue. $14.49 

Matching mattress-pillow sets for above. Cotton-filled vinyl 
79N8295C-Yellow. Wt. 11b.$1.29 — 79N8294C-Blue. Wt. 1 Ib. 1.29 

36 SEARS rcs 2 pages Doll not included with any item on thes 

m—— —Ó 

OUR BEST 

All chrome plating 

—even fenders, m 

and de luxe basket 

$1949 
Rich-looking detail 
even has clear vinyl 
storm shield. Welt-edged 
upholstered interior and 
3-bow folding hood of sturdy 
vinyl. Package or blanket car 
rier below 27-in. high handle. 
Cab floats on gentle shackle 
gear. 8-in., 12-spoke white rub 
ber wheels. Lever brake. Sculp- 
tured steel body is 24 in. long, 
14 in. wide. Metallicaqua color. 
79N8237L-Wt. 18 Ibs. $19.49 
Matching mattress-pillow set. 
79 N 8296C—Wt. 1 1b..$1.49 A 

Unusually low price 
for carriage with 

spring suspension 

Coil springs smooth dolly's ride. 
3-bow folding hood of two-tone 
washable vinyl. Cab is colorful 
baked enamel. Pusher handle is 20 
inches high. 

Sculptured steel body 17 inches 
long, 934 inches wide. 6-inch white 
vinyl wheels. 
49 N 8232—Wt. 7 Ibs. 8 oz..$4.98 



nkin’ 

Violette 
by MATTEL 

My lashes flutter 

. . my lips actually 

move when | talk 

$767 

Just pull her Chatty-Ring 
and she repeats 11 different 
phrases. Lovable star of 
TV's “The Funny Com- 
pany” brings you a new 
idea in talking dolls. And 
she’s so soft. 12 inches tall. 
No batteries needed. Shpg. 
wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 3614 $7.67 

Matty Bozo Casper 
'Talking Boy the Clown the Ghost 

$499 $564 $599 

Hostof Matty'sFun- Pull his Chatty-Ring — He's such a chatter- 
nies. Pull the magic to hear any of his box. Pull the ring 
ring and hear him re. remarks like he'll say any one of 11 
peatanyofllphras- “Hi! What are you different things; 
es. Rag doll with  doodly-do-do-doing: maybe "I'm a friendly 

hard-to-break head. Bright blue and white ghost; I like you." 
Cotton T-shirt, polka dot suit. Flam- Stuffed body covered 
shorts, felt crown. ing red hair firmly root. with whiterayon plush. 
Orange wig. 17 in. ed in vinyl head. 18 Plastic face. 15 inches 
tall. Wt, 2 lbs, 4 oz. in. tall. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. tall. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. 

49 N 3644...$4.99 49 N 3675....$5.64 49 N 4018....$5.99 

À 
4 re Ll2 

Thad a This way — 

Betty Buttons loves to pose $499 

Accomplished performer. Winsome rag doll has 
buttons sewed on various parts of clothes 
Several loops with buttonholes on flexible arms 
and legs. Button the buttons . . doll poses iit 
innumerable positions. Dressed in pinafore gniiis 
Silk-screened face. 21 inches tall. 
49 N 3606—Shipping weight 1 pound. -$4.99 

Cutuoü nabs scans by chrisimat-muselecimici com. 

too! Now they're 

15-inch Raggedy Ann and Andy 

Who $4.77 aima, $097 music box 

Raggedy Ann, long time favorite. Raggedy Andy, famous companion 
Now with imported music box. In Also with imported music box. In 
multi-colored cotton print dress blue cotton trousers with contrast 
with sparkling white apron. 15 ing red and white checked shirt. He, 
inches tall too, is 15 inches tall. 
49 N 3629—Wt. 1 Ib $4.77 49 N 3630—Wt. 1 Ib. $4.77 
Raggedy Ann, no music box Raggedy Andy, no music box 
49 N 3580—Wt. 13 oz 2.97 49 N 3592—Wt. 13 oz 2.97 

So lovable . . 2 sizes 

Raggedy Ann and 

Raggedy Andy 

2m. $ 77 
-— each 

Beloved friends of 
small children over 
the years. Dressed 
like pair above, cud- 
dly, non-musical. 
20-in. Raggedy Andy. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 3603...$4.77 

27-in. Raggedy Andy. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 3627C-$6.99 
20-in. Raggedy Ann 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49 N 3583...$4.77 
27i. Raggedy Ann 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 3624C-$6.99 



VINYL Soft-side Doll Carriages 

Our lowest priced 
soft-side doll carriage 
folds flat for storage 

$979 

Easy-care washable white vinyl b 
trimmed with gay blue-and-gold c 
Metal frame has aluminum-coated fi 

Carriage locks easily into rigid position. 
Two-tone folding 3-bow vinyl hood. 17 in. 
long; 8 in. wide. Handle 21 in. high. 5-in. 
white vinyl wheels. 
49 N 8236—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

Ride your doll nice and easy 
inside a smooth vinyl body . . . frame is all-chromed baler steel 

0 pets 979 3979 Extra-big and bouncy . . 
folds flat for storage 

$3.79 

Woven Fiber Buggies 

200 in. $999 $599 

20x9- 

plated. d 

—-— 2 justs. Whitespoke wheels; red tires. White. x 
4 79 N 8267C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs 

an ON 
v. 

a D d 

Y dis 5 " body. Rigid tubular gear is r - > 
4n. high handle. Hood ad- » 

/ $6.99 
ai | 

/ / / / v 18x8-in. body. Tubular gear. Pusher Carriage Quilt ond Pillow. Keeps dolly 
Q 4 25 in. high. White spoke wheels. Hood snug. Printed rayon crepe, cotton filled. 

ph tilts to front or back. Pink 22x18 in. Ideal for cribs, too. Yellow. 
$1.29 79 N 8265C —Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 

LS 
pu 

$5.99 49 N 8299—Shpg. wt. 8 oz 

Sleeper Strollers SE 

Soft vinyl body 
with steel frame 

Folds compactly for storage. 
White with pretty blue-and-gold 
trim. Attractive sunshade. Flat 
stock steel undercarriage. 8x9-in. 
seat; 23-in. handle height. Vinyl 
wheels. 
49 N 8228—Wt. 3 Ibs. .$2.89 

Satna pabe scans by cheisimasmuselecimicM oom 

Chromed steel frame 
with rubber tired wheels 

Sleek styling . . chrome-plated 
tubular frame. Reclining seat. 
Removable canopy, shopping 
basket. Pink quilted vinyl, white 
trim. Handle 2934 in. high. 934x 
11-in, seat. Double-disc wheels. 
79 N 8229C — Wt. $ Ibs...$5.79 

Easy-swivel front wheels . . 
removable spinning parasol 

Jaunty vinyl-backed green ’n’ blue plaid. 
Back reclines; shopping basket and foot 
rest adjust. Plastic playtray. 32-in. high 
handle. Chrome-plated tubular steel 
construction. Seat 10x11 in. Double-disc 
wheels. 
79 N 8230C—Shpg. wt. 7 1bs.....$8.89 

Dual-purpose Stroller . . 
converts to dolly Car Seat 

Seat lifts out. Removable shopping bag, 
canopy. Chrome-plated tubular steel 
pusher, 28-in. high. Turquoise vinyl with 
quilted vinyl print. White vinyl wheels. 
79 N 8254C —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs $4.99 
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Touch their hair for luck 

impish Trolls are terrif: 

$144 

Pot-bellied, bow-legged Trolls need you 
for a friend. About 2 4 in. tall. Plastic 

1)49N3674-Bride (2)49N3676-Groom 
3)49N3677-Nurse (4) 49N3678-Indian 

1 Shipping weight each 3 ounces. . .. $1.44 

^ 

Av 

Wardrobe for Troll Troll Doll 

spe 72 
A complete wardrobe for your Stirs imagination. 214 
Troll Doll. Fits any Troll on this inch Wishnik Good 

Leotard, skirt and straw Luck Troll becomes what 
hat, bikini, net tutu, jewelry set, — vou want. Plastic 
shoes, socks, formal gown Shpg. wt. 2 oz 
49 N 3672—Wt. 30z.....$1.89 49 N 3664 72c 

Straight from the land of make believe 7 " 

into the hearts of boys and girls Xe". 
sy, Lad 

Two Fairy Tale Charmers A 

HANSEL 4» GRETEL E A 
G 

Artfully designed by 99 
famous German craftsmen 5 : 

From the country where this heartwarming tale grew up, two loving story- i 

book dolls so perfectly crafted that they're almost collector's items, Care b 
for them . . lay them on their backs and their eyes close. When you stand 1 
them up, their eyes open to a beautiful clear blue . . highlighted by tiny soft 
eyelashes. Rooted blonde hair. Plastic bodies Tiny Tiny Popeye the 
Hansel dressed in pants, jacket, Gretel dressed in print cotton dress, Bamm Bamm Pebbles Sailor 
hat. 1134 im. tall. Fully jointed. hat, apron. 1124 in. tall. Fully jointed $447 s447 3999 
49N3510—Wt.1407....$5.99 — 49 N 3511—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... $5.99 

Shy fellow, in leopard Fred Flintstone's His pipe squeaks 
skin, carries his trusty daughter wears smock, when he's pinched 
club. Plastic. 12 in. bikini. Soft plastic. 12 Jointed plastic. 13 
tall. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz in, tall. Wt. 11b. 402. — in. tall. Wt. 11b.30z. 

38 SEARS rx 49N3656....$4.47 49N3655....$4.47 49 N 3503... $3.99 
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Front View 

Has playground, swimming pool, 
patio furniture, picnic table, car, 

stone wall, fence, trees, 14 figures . . 

even a furnished backyard playhouse 

The same style as the one above, but 

for use on a smaller “lot.” Furnished for 
lots of fun, with rumpus room that 
includes juke box, piano, ping pong 
table and even a home soda fountain 
complete with 2 stools. 

no pase Scans by cuisines maseda conn 

44-piece Set 
Colonial 

Doll Mansion 

43 inches long 

$697 

Two TV sets, too. Furnished living 
room, dining room, rumpus room, den 
kitchen, bath, bedroom, nursery and 
utility room. 43x10x16-inch high steel 
house, plastic accessories. 
79 N 1409C — Wt. 10 Ibs Set $6.97 

All items on both pages are easy to assemble 

105-piece Doll House Set 
Fully furnished inside and out 

sO8s 

This 8-room mansion is designed for “the good life.” Large double-wing 
style has two chimneys, two cupolas, door that opens, bay window, 
doorbell and three awnings. There's a completely furnished living and 
dining room, den, rumpus room, bedroom, nursery, kitchen, bath and 
utility room. The patio is furnished too, has a stone-type grill. Play 
ground has plenty of toys, swimming pool has water toys, and the 
playhouse is furnished right down to little pots and pans. All steel house 
is 43 inches long, 10 inches wide, 16 inches high. Plastic furnishings. 
79 N 1444C —Shipping weight 11 pounds Set $9.88 

All the charm of an Early Colonial house, with the modern con- 
veniences little doll families love. Six spacious rooms are completely 
furnished, including rustic redwood-look outdoor furniture and a 
stone-like grill for the patio. Barbecuing adds to the outdoor fun for 
the whole family. There's a living room with TV, dining room, 
kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, nursery and utility-laundry room. The 



44-piece Soup and Sondwich Set, Perky pink- 
poodle design on white plastic for the little lunchers. 
Has soup bowls, luncheon plates, cups and saucers, 
large soup tureen, soup ladle, salt, pepper shakers, 
white plastic cutlery, paper napkins. 
49 N 957—Shipping weight 1 pound. . .Set $1.88 

32-piece “First Lady” Tea Set. Stately service for 
afternoon tea and crumpets with friends and digni- 
taries. Metal plates, saucers. Plastic cups, goblets, 
sugar bowl, creamer, teapot; silverware-look cut- 
lery. Paper napkins. 
49 N 943— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz,....Set $1.88 

Complete 

Service 

for 4 
. . including cups, 

saucers and plates 

and tableware for 

your little hostess. 

Sears offers you a 

choice of 7 sets 

ONLY 

37-piece Festive-color Plastic Set. Four bril- 
liant colors set off with silver-color cutlery, but- 
ter and cake knives. Teapot, sugar bowl, 
creamer and service for 4 with tumblers, nap- 
kins . . all set for party-time. 
49 N 956—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.. .Set $1.88 

27-piece Breakfast Set .. Mechanical metal 
toaster actually pops up, ticks like a real one. 

set Gay leaf pattern on metal 10-inch tray, plates, 
cups, saucer. Plastic pitcher, cutlery. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
Set $1.88 

32-piece Aluminum Party Perk Set. Just like Mom's 
with percolator and 6-inch chip 'n dip tray. Invite 
friends for snacks again and again—dishes never 
lose their bright gleam . . edges rolled for safety. 
Percolator even has cord with suction cup “plug”. 
Service for 4 has cutlery and paper napkins. 
49 N 969—Shipping weight 1 pound. . .Set $1.88 

26-piece Blue Willow China Set. Delight a small girl with this service for 6. . 

actually a miniature version of a grown-up set. Traditional Blue Willow 

oriental design on white. Set includes 6 cups, saucers, plates; casserole, 6-inch 
platter, teapot and sugar bowl with covers, and creamer. From Japan. Boxed. 
Perfect for the dainty little miss. 
49 N 932—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces.......-.-.---- Set $1.99 

Cutlod pane scans by chvisinias miseen conn 

34-piece Dainty Blue Daisy Pattern 
lithographed on metal—sized for lit- 
tle ladies and their tea-time guests. 

Teakettle, 9x14 in. tray, large guest 

plates, dinner plates, cups and sau- 
cers, cutlery, napkins. 

49 N 959-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Set $1.88 

39-piece Bright Red Cherry Jubilee pattern. . 
so modern on bright white styrene plastic. Set 
includes Italian styleteapot with cover, creamer, 
sugar bowl and butter dish. Modern-style 
service for 4 has white plates, red cups, white 
cutlery, napkins and tumblers. 
49 N 960—Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 10 oz. Set $1.88 

luscious-looking meats, 

fish, vegetables, bread, rolls, eggs, desserts. Plastic place mats, candle. 
Plastic Play Food. Time for playtime dinner . 

60 pieces. Serves 4 
49 N 967—Wt. 5 oz..Set $1.47 
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90 pieces. Serves 6 

49 N 966—Wt. 6 oz.. .Set $1.97 



235 pieces in all 

m , Suburban Estate Set 
poor oPENS pooRBELL TOM LIGHTS Y More people and accessories $1:388 without 

than in any set we've ever sold battery 

Very few people have it “so good” as the doll family that lives and entertains meadow, people and animals on a “hunt”, trees, bird bath with birds, vegetable 
in this gracious estate. The split level house is furnished in the most lux garden, stone wall, boxwood fence and a sports car. 29x15x14-inch high 
urious manner, from modern sectional sofa to elegant patio furniture. There'sa steel house, plastic accessories. Order 1 “D” battery 
living room, dining room, dinette, bathroom, kitchen, bedroom, nursery, 79 N 1445L—Shipping weight 14 pounds Set $13.88 
utility room. Outside you'll find a swimming pool, playground, horses in the 79 N 4660 —"D" Battery. Shipping weight 4 ounces Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Family “comes to life" in this 

Magnetic Action Doll House 
'These dolls actually move . . 

just use the "Magic" wand 

It's all done with magnets . . Mary Mag. 
Powr goes to the refrigerator, gets food 
out, Fifi the poodle plays with Mimi the 
cat who chases Gigi the mouse, Dad works 

D outside. Modern 5-room home is com 

et, pletely furnished, even real mirrors on the 
$397 26-piece wall, plastic windows, free-swinging doors. 

Colonial House Set There’s a fireplace, chimney, removable T 
roof. Chipboard house mounted on a 20x 
26-inch pressed-wood table, has sturdy 
legs with non-skid suction-cup footings 

Southern-style 5-room house features the warmth of two chim- 
neys, tall-column front entrance. Fully furnished living room, 
dining room, kitchen, bath, bedroom and nursery. 17x11x15-inch 834 in. high over-all. Hand-painted plastic 
high steel house, plastic furnishings. fus ace Bis in. hick. Dac wana 
79 N 1440C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... Set $3.97 79 N 1448L — Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .....$9.97 

Unfurnished 
4-room Ranch House 

Just move right in . . it's all ready for a little girl to furnish to her 
taste. Living-dining area, bedroom, bath, kitchen-utility room 
and outdoor patio. Windows have painted shutters and shrub- 
bery, create a split-level look. Steel, 33x9x10 in. high. 
79 N 1447C—Shipping weight 5 pounds......... v. $2.97 

Sabina pace scuns by cheisimas.maselechnicM oun 
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Patio Broiler-Party Perk Set. 

“Plug” broiler and coffee urn to wall —suction 
cups hold where put. Serve from chip "n dip 
tray, serving tray or covered bowl. All alu- 

minum 36-piece set has 6 each: coffee mugs, 
Cups, saucers, spoons, paper napkins. 

49 N 974—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . Set $2.99 

62-piece Barbie Tea Set 

Sure to please every Barbie fan as she sets her table 
for 6 . . break-resistant plastic set has a soup tureen 
with ladle, soup plates; teapot; a sugar bowl, creamer; 
salt, pepper shaker. Plates, cups and saucers, goblets, 
napkins, cutlery. 
49 N 980—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz... Set $2.99 

Full banquet-size 90-piece 
dinner set with 12 big serv- 
ing pieces... service for 6. 

Smart modern square styling 

looks like Mom's cookware but 

TERRACE WARE 
is made of high impact plastic, 
so itis highly break resistant. 

$399 

Dishes galore to delight the little homemaker 
"Electric" coffee pot has real-looking cord and 
plug . . sits on warming stand during dinner. Play 
meals go right írom stove to table 
have clear plastic covers to show food ' 
handles for easy serving. Server base and soup 
ladle, too. 

Her table is set for fine dining with a relish 
dish, fruit bowl with plastic fruits, salt and pepper 
shakers. And she can serve 6 friends or dollies: in- 
dividual soup servers with covers, individual c 
rafes, plates, cups and saucers, cutlery, goblets, 
napkins. Everything needed for a dinner party 
49 N 958—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz... Set $3.99 

Pottery-like Fallen Leaves Tea Set 

Little gals treasure the modern styling, warm colors 
of this graceful tea set. Rounded teapot highlights 
60-piece plastic set. One large salad bowl, 6 small 
ones, Square plates, saucers and cups. Sugar bowl, 
creamer. Cutlery, goblets, napkins. 
49 N 977— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. „Set $2.99 

66-piece Blue Tulip Tea Set 

Cool blue on white for a lovely table . . Plastic 
set has teapot; creamer, sugar bowl; salt, 
pepper shakers. 6 ea. salad bowls, butter 
dishes, plates, cups, saucers, cutlery, goblets. 
49 N 993—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. . . Set $2.99 

Pottery-like Sunburst Tea Set. 

Truly the bursting warmth of the sun, this 57-piece 
plastic set. A young lady can indeed set a gay table 
with 6 v. goblets, 

teapot, 
creamer, sugar bowl, salt and papper shakers, silver- 
color cake knife, butter knife. 
49 N 995— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... . . Set $2.99 40 sears feos: 

Cunmioa pane scans by cheisimasdmuseteciwdc oon 

Princess “Cut glass" Plastic Tea Set 

Sparkles almost like real crystal . . set off by silver- 
color serving dishes. 53-piece set creates a brilliant 
effect. Clear hors d'oeuvre, relish dishes; silver- 
color butter, candy dishes, cutlery. Teapot, sugar 

bowl, creamer complement plates, saucers, cups, 
napkins. Final touch of elegance . . 2 candelabra. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz..Set $2.99 



36-piece Plastic 
Doll Furniture Set 

sQ77 

Now you can keep house . . and place 
your furniture where you like it best. 
Made of high-impact plastic, resists 
breakage. Sliding drawers to open and 
close; other moving parts. Approxi- 

mately 334 in. high. Complete fur- 
nishings for living room, dining room, 
bedroom, kitchen, bathroom . . in 
decorator colors. 
49 N 1420—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..$2.77 

Doll House Plastic Accessory Sets with lots of “play people” 

. Backyard Play Set. 27 pcs. incl. figures. Front Yard Landscaping Set. 45 pieces 
Furnished 49 N 1427—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz... Set $1.88 — incl figures. Hedge-lined walk, picket 
Doll Rooms Set of People only. 18 figures. fence, trees, stone wall, hedge, car 

fold into their 49 N 1428—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.....Set 88c — 49 N 1459— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . Set $2.97 

own carrying cases 
Dressed Dolls 3 Table Lamps 

$088 Bendtopose'em. AMENS Light up doll 
each 236 to 5-in. plas- house. Plastic. 3 

Each has 12 pi f furni u ith freph tic. Made in bulbs, 3 batteries 
ach has 12 pieces of furniture jving Room with fireplace. Hong Kong included, 234 in 

and S-inch doll, Opens to 32x 49N1457-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02. $2.88 Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $ high. Wt. 6 oz 
15 inches deep. Closed, 16x3x Bedroom with mirror on wall. 49N1404.$1.77 Ue 49N1426-Set94c 
12 inches high. Fiberboard. 49N1456-Wt. 11b. 12 oz. $2.88 . 

Fiberboard Playhouse 
Almost 4 ft. high . . lots of inside room. 
Double swinging doors, 3 reinforced 

windows. Use indoors or out. Snap-on 
plastic straps for carrying. 30x40x45 in. 
high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 1423C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $3.88 

Card 'Table Playhouses 

Slip one of these gaily printed cotton cloth 
playhouses over any standard 30-inch 
square card table . . just push the wooden 
dowel into the block, then place in the 
center of the table to form peak of roof. 
Side flap lifts for easy entrance as well as 
for extra ventilation. 

4| Fire House for boys. 
49 N 1415—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 02.$3.97 

5 Kiddy Kottage for girls. 
49 N 1414—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 3.97 
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Green Tradition Dinner Set 

$366 

Inspired by a famous English design . . 68- 
piece plastic dinner set. Service for 6, 

plus silver-color serving pieces: cruet 
holder with 2 bottles; 2 candelabra; 

butter, cake knife. Matching teapot, 
creamer, sugar bowl; salt, pepper shaker, 
and candy dish add unity to the setting 
49 N 994-Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. Set $3.66 

Famous Russel Wright Design 

$ 488 

Created to be treasured for years . . extra 

thick plastic looks like pottery. 58-pc. set 
has sugar bowl, creamer, teapot, gravy 
boat with stand, large casserole, platter 
Service for 6 includes plates, cups and 

saucers, cutlery, goblets, napkins. 
49 N 944—Wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz.. Set $4.88 

Skandia Dinner Service 

$399 

Scandinavian influence in striking 87-pc. plastic set— 
sized just right for the modern Miss. Matching covered 
serving casserole with warming stand; large salad bowl 
with fork and spoon; snack tray; salt and pepper shak- 
ers; teapot, sugar bowl and creamer, napkin holder. 
Complete dinner service for 6. 
49 N 975— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 2 oz Set $3.99 

Cubo pane scans by chaisimasmgseteciadcM coed 

Little Hostess Buffet 

Elegant French Provincial buffet 
has lots of storage space . . even 

drawers that open. Complete with 
luxurious 58-piece tea service for 4 

Suddenly her world of make-believe comes true. . she learns to 
be the perfect little hostess. What a lovely buffet setting she can 
arrange . . silver-color candlesticks and candles, fruit bowl with 
real-looking fruit. Her friends feel so grown-up as they serve 
themselves from the charming tea service on the buffet: hostess 
trays, plates, cups, saucers, glasses, cutlery and napkins. The 
graceful buffet stores everything away. Sturdy molded plastic 
about 36x11x23 inches high. Partially assemble: 
79 N 928L—Shipping weight 15 pounds Set $13.47 

Gold and 
Burgundy Set 
Regal elegance for 
your little queen 

$499 

She'll feel like a real grown 
up lady at tea-time . . rich 
looking 68-piece practical 
plastic set designed just for 
the little girl who loves 
beautiful things. 

Includes gold-color tea 
urn, creamer and sugar 
bowl; cruet holder with 2 
bottles; butter dish; cut- 

all set off by clear 
; salt, pepper shak- 

ers; fruit dish. On white 
plastic lace-look doilies she 
can set service for 6. Two 
gold-color candelabra 
make a truly royal setting. 
49N962-Wt. 2 Ibs. $4.99 xa: SEARS 41 
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32-piece Aluminum Party Perk Set 

. . child-size version of Mom's own 

Invite friends for snacks time and again when you 
have such durable dishes . . edges rolled smooth for 
safety. Percolator looks so real with its own cover 
and cord. There's a 6-inch chip "n dip tray, as well 
as a full service for 4, cutlery, paper napkins. 
49 N 969 Shipping weight 1 pound. . ... Set $1.82 

Ae 

34-piece Floral-decorated Plastic Set 

Wide edges add elegance. A fancy service for 4 with 
a French-style teapot, sugar bowl and creamer—all 
with covers. Silverware-look cutlery, paper napkins. 
49 N 961—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz..... Set $1.82 

32-piece Tea Set of metal and plastic 

Luxurious "First Lady" service for sipping tea with 
dignitaries and very important friends. Metal plates, 
saucers. Plastic cups, goblets, sugar bowl, creamer, 
teapot; silverware-look cutlery. Paper napkins. 
49 N 943—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... Set $1.82 

of plastic. 

Cuts pant scans by cuisines nesebi co 

31-pc. Barbie Cutlery Set 

gleams like silverware 

$188 
Cardboard chest holds 6 knives, 
forks, teaspoons, soup spoons; gravy 
ladle; salad fork, spoon; butter and 
cake knives, 2 candle holders. Made 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
—— Set $1.88 
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37-piece Candy Stripe Set . . 

rich-looking metal and plastic Each Set has 

cups, saucers, 
dinner plates 

and tableware 
in a complete 
service for 4 

.. yet look at this 
low Sears price 

Makes table settings look as gay as a party. Here are 
large metal plates, cake plates, cups, saucers, sugar 
bowl and creamer. Also a metal serving tray, 1034 
inches long. Lovely white plastic teapot and white 
plastic cutlery. Paper napkins. 
49 N 954—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. «+ -Set $1.82 

37-piece Festive-color Plastic Set 

Four striking colors set off with silver-color cutlery, 
butter and cake knives, Teapot, sugar bowl, creamer 
and service for 4 with tumblers, napkins, 
49 N 956—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz... .. .Set $1.82 

44-piece Soup and Sandwich Set 27-piece Breakfast Set 

Mechanical toaster actually pops up . . 
ticks like real. Durable metal 10-inch tray, 
plates, cups, saucers in gay leaf pattern. 
Plastic pitcher, cutlery. 
49 N 963—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $1.82 

Charming service for 4 in plastic with poodle design. 
Has soup bowls, luncheon plates, cups and saucers, 
large soup tureen with ladle, salt and pepper shakers, 
white plastic cutlery, paper napkins. 
49 N 957—Shipping weight 1 pound. . . ...Set $1.82 

Plastic ga. 
Play Food 5* $146 

Time for playtime dinner. Roast beef, 
turkey, lobster . . bread, rolls and cake. 
5 vegetables, bacon and eggs, franks "n 
beans, steaks, salads and eclairs. Plastic 
place mats, candle. 

90 pieces. Serves 6. 
49 N 966—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
60 pieces. As above, serves 4. 
49 N 967—Shpg. wt. S oz.....Set 1.46 

Set $1.88 
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Allm- Kitchen ~ 4 
Corrugated Fiberboard "NV 
Sink has faucet that really works 

Play food. 22 formed 
Range has “burners” that glow, plastic meats, 

oven with see-through window 

Refrigerator has 2 shelves on door 

Cabinet has handy storage shelves 

foods: 
eggs, bakery and dairy 
goods galore. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 1182-Set $1.48 

Kitchen complete with 
sink set, pots ’n’ pans 

$1099 xz. 
Save $1.36 on combination. Includes l-unit 
kitchen described below plus 20-pc. plastic sink 
set, plus 20-pc. plastic pots 'n' pans set. (See sets 
on pages 44—45.) Order 2 “D” batteries below. 

79N1146L3-Turquoise 
79N1147L3-Limed oak finish 
Unassembled. Shipping wt. 15 Ibs. ...Set $10.99 

Fruits 'n' Nuts. Life- 
like plastic, natural 
colors. 6 dozen asstd 
nuts, 6 different kinds 
of fruits. Made in 
Hong Kong. Wt. 1 lb. 
49 N 1111-Set $1.67 

Kitchen alone $899 xisi 

Plastic sink top has pump-action faucet, water 
recirculates from waterproof basin underneath. 
Printed decorations. Range has "burners" that 
glow realistically when knob is turned on. Order 2 Grocery Packages . . 
“D” batteries below. 28x12x46 inches high. 40 unfilled boxes in 
79N1145L-Turquoise scale size. Colorfully 
79N1177L-Limed oak printed to look like 
Unassembled. Shipping wt. 12 Ibs. .. Each $8.99 real “brands.” 

ed E Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 
"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 49 N 1102-Set $1.33 
79 N 4660.......... ......2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

a AI 
Pink Play Kitchen of Corrugated Fiber 

Has amazing structural strength, yet 
Canned goods . . 24 so light a child can easily move them empty 3-inch cans in 
scale si mous 

brand name items. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49 N 1101-Set $1.77 

. T 
Lo L 
an 0 
Full molded plastic 
food. 44 full-dimen- 
sional fruits, vege- 
tables, meats, gelatin. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 1136-Set $2.97 

4A Tow 
ES v Save $1.75 on 4-piece set. Cupboard, refrig- Sove $1.65 on 3-piece set. Sink, range and “ax SS. & yg erator, range, sink. Separate prices total $15.52. refrigerator. Seporate prices total $11.64. Order Q > az Order 2 “D” batteries above. Unassembled. 2“D” batteries above. Sent unassembled. te Sy - 79 N 1158CA—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. .... $13.77 79 N 1157C3—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs....... $9.99 ra e ~ 
te~ & r 

Refrigerator with “freezer,” Sink with running water.. Cooking Range. Red plastic Cupboard. Has ample coun- 2 drawers. Plastic handles. — pump-action faucet recircu- burners “glow” when knobs — ter space for working, 16x11 Refrigerator items. 
Metal door catches. 17x11x37 lates water. Waterproof plas- are turned. (Order 2 “D” in. deep. Two big compart- 22 plastic ‘‘perish- in. high. Sent unassembled. tic basin-tray. 16x11x27 in. batteries.) Plastic oven win- ments for pots, pans. Silver- ables” . . dairy goods, 
79 N 1134C-Wt. 7 Ibs. $3.88 
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high. 2 lower shelves for 
storage. Unassembled. 
79N1135C-Wt. 6lbs. $3.88 

dow. Printed clock timer.15x 
11x27 in. high Unassembled. 
79N1133C-Wt.5 lbs. $3.88 

ware drawer pulls out. 16x 
11x40 in. high. Unassembled. 
79N1139C-Wt. 6lbs. $3.88 

vegetables, meat. 
Shipping wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 1132-Set $1.77 



151-piece Plastic EUM 
Terrace Ware Set 

Big enough for a banquet . . with a “glass cookware” look 

and more extras than any other set we've ever sold 

* Service for 8: Plates, cups, saucers, — eIndividvol pieces: fruit in bowl, vinegar- 

knives, forks, tea and soup spoons, 

goblets, place mats, napkins . . plus 

individual casseroles and carafes 

oil cruets, percolator, bud vases, can- 
delabras, salad set, ladle, serving set, 

sugar bowl, creamer, salt, pepper 

Let's have a party! Set table for 8 with this lavish dinnerware. Modern square styling 
id small serving casseroles to delight young chefs . . clear plastic covers to 

show food "cooking." Knives, forks and teaspoons gleam like silverware. Fruit bowl, 
cruet tray, butter dish and candelabras also sparkle with silver color. Plates 5x5 inches, 
tray 10x7 inches, All of high-impact plastic, washes clean when dining’s done 
49 N 971—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. Set $7.99 

i J J 15-piece Terrace Ware 
1 f- - d Serving Set $159 

Serve make-believe entrees “piping hot” in 4 
* A e. covered casseroles. Includes handle, play per- 

€ $ SF colator with cover and cord, warming stand, 
i = - serving trivet and 10x7-inch tray. Plastic. 

rR L^ Le Sai 49 N 972—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... ..Set $1.59 

Cutiod pane scans by chaisimas museteciadcu conn 

90-piece Patio Ware Set 
‘caine abe 6 n 

Five serving pieces and skillet have clear and opaque covers to 

plates, Se inte ee a cups, saucers, | mats, of 

forks, spoons; 1 each tray-plate with fruit relish 

toaster, cruet; 2 each salts and peppers, bud vases: 
49 N 973—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $ 02............- 



ETT 

Save 51.75 or 
82.41 on a Set 

3-pc. set. Stove, refrigerator, sink 
cupboard combination. Separate prices 
total $20.40. Order 2 “D” batteries on 
opposite page. Unassembled. Shpg. 
wt, 38 lbs. 
79 N 1151L3— Set 414,912.99 

Duci pte! A stronger, longer-lasting fiberboard cupboard combination. Separate prices 
total $14.74. Order 2 "D" batteries 

on opposite page. Unassembled Play Kitchen in natural wood-grain finish. 
79 N 1152L2-Wt. 24 Ibs. Set $12.99 , 

It's all new and only at Sears 

Stronger because the various units are reinforced with wood 

. . yet so lightweight a child can move units anywhere 

2-in-1 Cupboard with double-basin sink Range with Coldspot 

Press the faucet and water really runs **glow" burners Refrigerator 

] Little gals love it because there's so much to do. Cabinet has plenty Top oven has plastic window, Has 2 shelves on door, 2 inner 

of room for utensils double stor; space below has shelf on each “broiler” shelf. Back panel has shelves, 2 crisper drawers for 

side, overhead cabinet has sliding doors. Back panel with real-looking clock, salt, pepper mill painted on. fruits n' vegetables. Lower “freezer” 

kitchen utensils painted on. Double-basin sink has plastic drainboard, lots Order 2 "D" batteries, opposite compartment also has shelf. About 

of space for working area. The pump faucet really works water runs. page. No accessories. About 18x12x 20x12x46 in. high. Accessories not 

About 28x12x46 inches high. Accessories not included. Sent unassembled. 46 in. high. Sent unassembled. included. Sent unassembled 

79 N 1128L— Shipping weight 14 pounds eas ..$8.77 79 N 1127C—Wt. 10 lbs. $5.97 79 N 1129L—Wt. 14 lbs. $5.66 
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Children can entertain up to 6 friends 
with any of these complete sets 

Yes, get a full service for 6 

at Sears surprising low price 

Patio Broiler-Party Perk Set 

All aluminum—with covered broiler . . 
coffee urn to help prepare meals. “Plug” 
to wall (suction cup holds wherever it's 
put). Serve from chip "n dip tray, serving 
tray or covered bowl. 36-pe. set . . spoons, 
cups, saucers. Coffee mugs, paper napkins, 
49 N 974 —Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z,..$2.99 

Fallen Leaves Tea Set 

Serve a crisp salad in individual salad 
bowls . . one large bowl. Rounded teapot 
highlights 60-piece pottery style service. 
Square plates and saucers with cups. Sugar 
bowl, creamer. Knives, forks, spoons, 
goblets. All plastic. Paper napkins, 
49 N 977 —Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 202..$2.99 
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Barbie Tea Set 

Invite friends to see these plates, saucers, 
decorated with fashion pictures. Soup 
tureen with ladle. 62-piece set includes 
cups, soup plates, goblets, teapot, sugar 
and creamer, salt and pepper, cutlery. 
All plastic. Paper napkins. 
49 N 980—Shipping wt. 2 tbs. 2 oz..$2.99 

Gütaloó Habe scade by chrdtimar deedlbctedca pom 
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Morning Glory Tea Set 

Greet breakfast pals with gaily decorated 
plastic set. Covered teapot, silverware, 
creamer, sugar bowl, cake and butter 
knife are silver color. 54-pc. set has plates, 
saucers, spiral-fluted cups. Clear plastic 
goblets. 6 paper napkins. 
49 N 978—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz.....$2.99 

Sears Exclusive Dinner Set 

Serve guests with this delicately shaped, 
floral set, on individual, lacy-plastic place 
mats. Large serving tray. Covered coffee 
server, sugar bowl with creamer. 54-piece 
set has plates, cups, saucers. Silver-color 
cutlery, All plastic. Paper napkins. 
49 N 979-—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz....$2.99 

Tammy Tea Set 

Decorate your table with the teen-age 
image of Tammy on metal plates and 
saucers. Cups and tumblers for beverages. 
Covered teapot, sugar bowl with creamer. 
Silver color plastic knives, forks and 
spoons. Six paper napkins. 53 pieces, _ 

49 N 981—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.82.99 

Inspired by a famous English design 

Blue Sussex 

Serving carafe 
with 6 individual carafes, 

casseroles with covers. 
6-inch service plates. 

90-piece $ 5 "272 
service for 6 

Set a beautiful table for any meal you prepare. 
Carafes, casseroles . . 1 large carafe, Matching 
teapot, salt and pepper shakers, creamer, sugar 
bowl add unity to setting. Lazy Susan, napkin 
holder, paper napkins. Raised, white design high- 
lights dinner plates and saucers. Service plates, 
cups, goblets, glassware, and cutlery. All plastic 
49 N 976—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 10 oz. $5.77 
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Featuring the Range 

that's so much 

like a real 

Kenmore 

Classic 
Coppertone or white 

12” 
Fully stocked with 

"food," pots and pans 

Save *3.10 to $4.26 
on Appliance Sets 

Range has 2 see-through 

windows, 4 play burners, 

6 oven selector knobs 
and 2-door storage area 

4-piece set . . 3-piece set . . 3-piece set . . 
refrigerator, sink, refrigerator, cabinet, 

range, cabinet sink, range sink, range 

99 99 49 
Fully stocked Unstocked $37 $27 827 

Separately total $42.25, Separately total $31.59. Separately total $30.59. 
79N1196L4-Copper- 79N1197L3- Copper- 79N1120L3-Copper- 

tone tone tone 
79N1195L4-White 79N1194L3-White 79N1123L3-White 
Shipping weight 73 Shipping weight 54 Shipping weight 53 

PPP $37.99 pounds....Set $27.99 pounds.. ..Set $27.49 

Save $1.76. Range with 22-pc. Play Range without accesso- 
Food (49N1132 on page 42) and 17-pc. ries. Unassembled. 18x15x 
Cook Set (49N1122 below). Unas- — 36 inches high. 
sembled. 18x15x36 inches. Wt. 21 Ibs. — 79N1153L-Coppertone 
79N1114L3-Coppertone.Set $12.99 79N1190L-White unds. 

79N1140L3-White......Set 12.99  Shpg. wt. 19 lbs.. .$10.99 Po 

17-pc. Aluminum 23-pc. Plastic Gourmet 
Cook and Bake Pots N' Pans Set. Set. Gaily 
Set. Inc Roaster ble ecor 
coffee i white 
kettle, ca eel 

cake an mixi Ty 

pans, and more more. kettle, bowl 
v Wt. 11b.40z. 

9 N 1137 
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Corrugated Fiberboard 

All-in-One kitchen 
Has Sink with running water, Range with “burners” that glow, see- 

through oven. Refrigerator with “temperature” knob and Cabinet with 

2 open shelves. Light, yet super-strong with special interlock assem- 

bly . . looks built in with its simulated wood-grain, limed oak finish. 

Kitchen alone . . no extra 
steps when you “keep house" 

$7799 zs 
Plastic sink top has pump-action faucet 
recirculates from waterproof basin under 
Printed decorations, clear plastic oven wi 
plastic knobs that turn glow "burners" on and off. 
Order 2 “D” batteries at right. 28x12x46 inches 
high. Accessories not included . . see combination 
offer at right. 
79 N 1177L—Shipping weight 10 pounds.. $7.99 
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Kitchen with Sink Set 

and Aluminum Bake Set 

$099 E. 

Save $1.21 on combination. Includes one-unit 
kitchen at left plus 18-pc. Plastic Sink Set with 
dishes and drain plus 18-pc. Aluminum Cook and 
Bake Set with po 
on page 47.) Orde 
79 N 1199L3—Sh 
“D” Battery. Shippi 
79 N 4660 

, percolator. (See sets 
tteries below 

weight 15 $9.99 

weight each 4 ounces. 

Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Sturdy Fiberboard China Closet 
looks like it's real mahogany 

8697 

Strong, but light in weight . . with interlock 
assembly for added durability. Finished in 
dark brown simulated wood grain. See-through 
plastic doors let you show off your pretty 
dishes on inside shelf. Dishes not included. 
Handy pull-out drawer, large storage space 
below. About 22x14x47 inches high. 
79 N 1063L—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $6.97 

Gay Corner Cabinet in smart 
Pennsylvania Dutch design 

$347 

Sturdy hutch cabinet made of durable cor- 
rugated fiberboard with interlock assembly. 3 
open shelves give you a place to show off your 
pretty dishes; 2 shelves below for extra stor- 
age. No accessories included. About 26 in- 
ches wide, 13 inches deep, 57 inches high. 
79 N 1156C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ...... $3.47 



Double Basin puer 
Sink . . 

water flows 
from faucet VY 

3894 

Really filis with water from back-panel reservoir 
. empties, too. Chrome-color spout, faucets, 2 

stoppers. 23}4-in. high counter top, matching 
splash board. 2-door cabinet. 18x15x2734 in. high. 
Steel. No accessories, curtains. Unassembled. 
79 N1154L-Coppertone 79 N 1191L-White 
Shipping weight 15 pounds. .........- ...$8.94 

i 9-018 & rings. So handy for 
ue kitchen. Two suction 
16-pc. Coppertone Kitchen 11-pc. Fiesta Ware Set. Size 20-pc. Sink Set. Mat, drainer cups hold it to wall 

. um molds, salt a kitche Covered pots with lishpan, brush, spoon, funne cabinet. Sturdy p 
pepper shakers, cookie cutter handles . . spatula and ladle p sils. t i tic. Memo book 
pans. serving. Steel and pla boxe ch more tic pencil. Wt. 11 oz 

49 N 1119-Wt. 8 oz.. $1.92 49 N 1121—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 $2.99 49 N 1187 —Wt. 1 Ib..$1.39 49 N1141 99c L0 
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Handy Storage op m 
Cabinet . . " 
top doors 

slide open 

Roomy 2314-in. high counter top looks like 
mosaic tile . . matches sink at left. Sliding over- 
head doors of clear plastic. Cutlery drawer. Ample 
work surface and storage space. 18x15x36 in. high 
over-all. Steel. No accessories, Unassembled. 

79 N 1193L-White 79 N 1159L-Coppertone 
Shipping weight 19 pounds. 

Save $1.59. Get 22 Refrigerator Items, 40 Grocery 
Boxes. 18x15x36 in. high. Steel. Magnetic catches. 
79 N 1161L3—Coppertone 79 N 116213—White 
Unassembled. Shipping weight 22 Ibs. . .Set $12.88 

Unstocked Refrigerator. Unassembled. 
79 N 1155L—Coppertone. Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. .$11.66 
79 N 1192L—White. Shipping weight 20 Ibs. 11.56 

Wall Phone 

99c 
Dial turns and bell 



VORBEI TURNER ISO 

Pound for pound, stronger than solid wood 

Sears Fiberboard Play Kitchen 

Order 2 “D” batteries on opposite page. 

79 N 1158C4—Shpg. wt. 25 Ibe 

Spacious Cupboard 

with counter space 

$377 
Ample counter space for working 
area... 16x11 inches deep. Two big 

compartments (at top and bottom) 
for pots, pans. Silverware drawer actu 
ally pulls out. Accessories sold on 
pages 46 and 47. 16x11x40 in. high. 
79 N 1139C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs...$3.77 

NOTE: All fiberboard kitchen items on these 2 pages sent unassembled to save you shipping cost 

Cutiod Dade scans by chrisimaxmuseleciudcM pvo 

Save 51.32 to *2.09 on Sets 
4-piece Set. Cupboard, sink, range, re 
frigerator. Separately, would cost $15.08. 

$12.99 

3-piece Set. Sink, range, refrigerator. 
Order 2 Separately, would cost $11.31 

“D” batteries on opposite page. 

79 N 1157C3— Shpg. wt 

Sink with 
running water 

$377 
Q Running water from pump-ac- 

tion faucet recirculates. Plastic 
basin-tray covers entire top . . water- 
proof. 2 lower shelves for storage. 
Accessories sold on pages 46 and 47. 
16x11x27 inches high. 

79 N 1135C—Wt. 61bs $3.77 

Turn faucet 

runs. Turn knobs 

burners glow 

18 Ibs. 

. water 

plastic 

$9.99 

Range with 

“glow” burners 

$977 us 
Four red plastic burners glow 
when knobs are turned. (Order 

2 “D” batteries on opposite page.) 
Plastic oven window. Play timer. 
Accessories sold on pages 46 and 47. 
15x11x27 inches high. 
79 N 1133C—Wt. 5 Ibs... $3.77 

Double-reinforced by corrugated inner-layer 
and interlocking construction . . yet so light- 
weight a child can easily move them about 

Refrigerator with 

2 drawers, “freezer” 

$377 
4 Drawers keep fruits “fresh,” vege- 

tables "crisp". Roomy freezer com- 
partment on top. Plastic handles on 

both doors. Metal door catches. Ac- 
cessories sold on pages 46 and 47. 
1734x11x37 inches high. 
79 N 1134C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs...$3.77 

we SEARS 45 
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Y = Make 20 delicious cakes, pies, pastries, buns $699 

with the 24 utensils in this 101-piece Set 
Fix up these mouth-watering favorites: 
* 20 frosted, decorated cakes 
* 2 chocolate, 2 vanilla cookies 
* 2 apple pies, 1 pudding 
* 1 each corn muffins and biscuits 

46 SEARS xs 

Cubo pane scans by cheisimasmusetecimdc M cond 

Easy to prepare . . just follow the recipe 
book included. Utensils include 2 cake 
pans, 2 pie pans, bread pan, cookie sheet, 
muffin pan, rolling pin, mixing bowl, 
pudding bowl, measuring spoons, cookie 
cutters, decorator nozzles, 36 candles. 
49 N 1216—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.......$6.99 

Bake and decorate 20 cakes 
with this 80-piece 

Jr. Chef Cake Mix Set 

Set Includes decorator nozzles, € 99 
8 other utensils, 96 candles 

Little girls love to bake and win praises. This 80-piece set 
provides all the incentive and materials they need. Young 
chefs can take pride in mixing, baking, then decorating 
these delicious cakes all by themselves. A recipe book is in- 
cluded to give them the needed directions. Nine packages of 
Frosting mixes give them a choice of icing for their cakes. 
Also included are 2 cake pans, a loaf pan, 2 mixing bowls, 3 
measuring spoons, 3 types of nozzles for decorator. 
49 N 1215—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 14 oz..........$4.99 

Make over 60 different treats, 
even tasty pies and pizzas 

131-piece Jr. Chef Food Mix Set 

Our largest set, complete with $ 
32 utensils and 36 candles 

Look what your young chef can prepare with this set: 
* 27 frosted cakes in many flavors 
* 7 packages of cookies, both chocolate and vanilla 
* 2 tempting apple pies 
* 2 pizza pies with sauce and cheese 
* Plus corn muffins, biscuits, puddings, pancakes with 
maple syrup, brownies, even gingerbread men 

Besides the mixes, there are cake pans, pie pan, bread pan, 
cookie sheet, pizza pan, muffin pan, mixing bowl, pudding 
bowl, measuring spoons, pancake grill and turner, cutters, 
decorator and decorator nozzles. Plus a recipe book. 
49 N 1217— Shipping weight 7 pounds. .......... $9.88 

Make 3 cakes, $99 
other treats . . 33-piece Set includes 16 utensils 
Frost your cakes with either the vanilla or chocolate frostings inciuded. 
And you can make fudge cookies, vanilla cookies, gingerbread, biscuits, 
butterscotch pudding, brownies, corn muffins, apple pie, pancakes. 
Utensils include square cake pan, 2 layer-cake pans, pie pan, muffin 
pan, 2 cookie sheets, 6 assorted plastic cookie cutters, rolling pin, tea- 
spoon and tablespoon. Plus recipe book. 
49 N 1214—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. ........... $2.99 



Sears All-Steel Play kitchen 

Child-size 
Refrigerator 

designed just 
like a big 
Sears 

Coldspot 

Magnetic door 

catch operates 
ever so quietly 

Sliding plastic 
panels let you see 

inside crisper 

Three shelves 
on door add to 
storage space 

A Big Refrigerator 3 feet tall 

$1144 Tum 
without accessories. 

Roomy and attractive to please any young, modern home-maker. Ice trays 
printed on freezer compartment, food items on door. Lots of shelves for 
storage space. 18x15x36 inches high. 
79 N 1155L—Coppertone 
Unstocked. Shipping weight 20 pounds.. 

Fully Stocked Refrigerator. Save $1.77. Get Coppertone model with 22 » " Posey 3 y Terma 
Refrigerator Items (49 N 1185 below) and 22-pc. Play Food (49 N 1132 : € =. 
below). Separately $14.65. 3 
79 N 1160L3—Shipping weight 22 pounds......... sous. ^^ Set $12.88. 



Large Electric Oven with thermostat control 
mixes, Oven Ow pam 81799 ox 91.499 

Bakes bigger cakes . „ takes cake, pie and cookie mixes; 
pans up to 7-in, diameter, 5 pans, cookie sheet, rolling 
Heats from 250° to 425°. Fiber ELS cutters. UL listed. 
glass insulation. 225L-Wt. 22 1b5.$17.99 
oven window. Steel, 1136x — Electric Oven A 
12x13 im. high Includes $ /9NI226L- We 3 Ib, 14.99 

oven door to open. 14x12x7 in. 
deep. Includes 3 slide-through 4- 
inch baking pans, mixing bowl, 
spoon, spatula, rolling pin, recipe 
book; 12 mixes . . cakes, brownies, 
cookies, pie, biscuits, pizza, pret- 
zels, candy. Made of high-impact 
plastic. UL listed. 
79 N 1219C—Wt. 7 lbs..$10.97 

Electric Mixer 
really works 

Mixes pie, cake, cookie batter 
smoothly. . makes delicious drinks, 
whipped to a delicate froth. Mixer 
blades of soft, pliable plastic . . 
won't harm little fingers. Includes 
mixer blade, 2 egg-beater blades, 
mixing bowl, measuring spoon 
8 in. high with blades. UL ap 
proved. 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC 
49 N 1268-Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 02.56.88 

$688 

20-piece Set 

of Cake Mixes 

Young chefs can test their bak- 

te 

$199 

You'll never run out of things to 
ing ability with 6 easy-to-fix — prepare, even make pancakes for 
cake mixes, 5 frosting and breakfast. 12 mixes include 
decorating mixes; 2 baking 2 cakes, pie crust and filling 
pans, 6 other handy kitchen zerbread, biscuits, pancakes, 
utensils. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. — muffins, cookies 
49 N 1297 $1.99 49 N 1249-Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.$1.49 

% 

mr — 

24-piece $99 
Aluminum Set 

Bake set includes cake, muffin, 
loaf pans, fry pan, cookie sheet, 
double boiler, saucepans, covered 
bowl, measuring spoons, mixing 
spoon, measuring cup, colander, 
cake turner, cookie cutters. 
49 N 964—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..$1.99 

MAGIC-COOL ELECTRIC OVEN 

Pull cake through bake-and-cool areas with 
outer control knobs . . hands never enter oven 

1829 
Place pan in open-loading chamber . . it automatically feeds into baking oven. 
Child never touches heated portion of oven, Watch foods bake through double 
“see-through” glass window, When done, twist knob and pan slides down into 
cooling chamber. Heavy gauge metal, lithographed in aqua, white, black and red. 
Heavy-duty heating cord. 11x10x6 in. deep. Takes pans up to 4-inch diameter. 
Includes 2 cake mixes, frosting, pie crust and filling, corn muffins; also cake, pie 
and muffin pans, rolling pin, mixing bowl, teaspoon, cookbook. UL listed. 
49 N 1222— Shipping weight 9 pounds. ........ cesses $8.99 

NOTE: Electrical items on page UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

27-piece Aluminum Set 

with “pressure” cooker 
$999 

Set includes measuring spoons and cup, lay 
cake pan, biscuit pan, cookie cutters, cookie s ^ 

scoop, mixing spoon, turner, colander, muffin pan, 
saucepan, frypan, double boiler, roaster, teakettle. 
49 N 930—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... Set $2.99 

roo: SEARS 47 
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Curtains 
Plastic, striped in 
yellow, gold color. 
Includes tiebacks, 
valance, parts for 

hanging. 2314 inches 
wide. Matching 
apron ties on “cook.” 
49 N 1148 
Wt. 11b... Set $1.44 

duidümar 

Handy Storage Modern Play Range 
Cabinet to double basin looks like 

hold all her Sink really | | a Kenmore 

pots and pans fills with . has two 

. counter top water . . “see-thru”’ 

empties, too a= ovens 

er ae 

eo 18-piece Sink Set 17-pc. Aluminum Cook, Bake Set 
P, 2 wash pans, drainer, mat, spoons, forks. Apron, Roaster, coffee pot, teakettle, cup, 8 pans. 

iL Plastic. Empty , Suz boxes, much more. 49 N 1122— Shipping weight 1 Ib...... $1.99 

49 N 1198—shipping weight 1 1b......$1.22 wa: SEARS 47 



Sears brings you Doll Carriages 

with sturdy steel bodies 

SCULPTURED 
for a 3-dimensional look 

and they're $ 498 
only each 

Priced low, yet these 17-inch carriages are 
sturdy steel to take years of play. Chrome 
plated gear, 20-in. pusher stays sparkling. 3 
bow folding hood is washable 
body has baked enamel finish. 

pension gives dolly a gentle ride. Vinyl wheels. 

yl. 17x10-inch 
oil-spring sus- 

White body with 2-tone print hood. 

48 SEARS ro 

Cutiog Dade scans by cheisinias-muasetechwdci com 

49 N 8232— Shipping wt. 8 lbs. ....$4.98 

Matador red body with print hood. 
49 N 8240— Shipping wt. 8 Ibs 4.98 

3 Gold-color body with gay printed hood. 
49 N 8241— Shipping wt. 8 lbs. ....$4.98 

Green body with print hood. 

49 N 8255— Shipping wt. 8 lbs 4.98 

NOTE: Doll not included with any item on these 2 
pages. All carriages sent partially assembled. 

Big 20-inch carriages 

with washable linings 

.. sculptured all-steel 

bodies for strength 

i2 
Baked enamel finish stays fresh 

of chrome-plated 
stay bright. Lively 

Smart 2-tone bod: 

undercarria 

tubular ste 

coil springs 
20x12 in., with fol 
hood. Plastic linings. Chrome 
plated handle, 2414 in. high. 
White rubber tires. Lever brake. 

3-bow vinyl 

5 Lavender with printed hood. 
79 N 8234C-Wt. 12 lbs.$9.79 

6 Blue, gold-color Mylar*-trim 
hood. 

79 N 8256C—Wt. 11 lbs. $9.79 

Vinyl Mattress-pillow Set. In 
matching lavender 
49 N 8292 —Shpg. wt. 7 oz. .89¢ 

wt. 7 oz..89c 



Enough mixes to bake 21 cakes 

plus cookies, pies and pizza pies 

. . also includes 41 utensils just 

the right size for the mixes 

141-piece Junior Chef 

Food Mix Set 
$097 

Look what your young chef can prepare with this de luxe set. 

*21 decorated and frosted cakes © 4 chocolate brownies 
* 52 cookies (Gingerbread men, Dogs, e4 pancakes with syrup 
Angels, Santas, Stars, Hearts) +2 pies 

* 8 corn muffins * 2 pizza pies 
e4 biscuits e 1 bowl pudding 
Besides the mixes there are aluminum baking pans (6 kinds 
for making angel cakes, birthday cakes, pies, pizza pies, muffins 
and bread), cookie sheets, pancake grill and pancake turner, 
Also 6 plastic cookie cutters, 3 bowls, measuring spoons, rolling 
pin, egg beater, cake decorator, recipe book, 36 candles. 

* Devil's Food 
49 N 1260—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 1 oz. 

* Banana 
* Lemon 

L 
que QE). 108-piece set makes 12 cakes 

. . has 35 kitchen utensils 
34-piece set makes 3 cake: 

has 17 kitchen utensils 
It's quick "n to bake these mouth-watering treats to bake just like Mom. 
* 12 frosted, decorated cake * 8 corn mu 

* 20 cookies * 4 pancakes with syrup 
ans of 8 brownies 

e 8 biscuits 

Handy utensils include e 
turner, baking pans, rolling pin. Recipe book, 24 canc 
49 N 1265—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz Set 

48 SEARS 4x 
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If your little girl likes ruffled dresses, 

lots of petticoats and ribbons in her hair 
E .. she'll be enchanted with 

Our most elegant 
Doll Carriage 

Sculptured-steel body 
. . hood and lining of 
tapestry-look vinyl 

Charm her with a 24-inch version 
of an Early American doll car- 
riage. Its golden-brown metallic 
body boasts gold-color feathery 
decoration . . . welt-edged uphol- 
stered interior . . 7-bow folding 
hood. 27-in. high pusher is flam- 
boyant gold color. Brake, tires, 
Strong all-welded steel body. 
1234 in. wide. Part assembled. 
79 N 8201C-Wt. 181bs.$16.88 

Modern sculptured-steel Carriage with 
clear vinyl stormshield, handy wire basket 

Lucky little dolls ride in stylein The 24xl4-inch body floats on 
this 24-inch carriage, Tubular- shackle gear. White rubber tires, 
steel pusher, undercarriage and brake. Partly assembled 
fenders lavished with chrome plat- 79 N 8237L—Wt. 18 Ibs, $14,98 
ing. Welt-edged upholstered in- Matching Mattress-pillow Set. 
terior and 3-bow hood are vinyl. 79 N 8296C— Wt. 1 Ib. Set $1.49 

3-in-1 Carriage with sculptured-steel “‘lift out" 

body that doubles as a handy car bed or bassinet 

and body lining. 4-bow hood, brake, 
er tires. Partly assemble 

79 N 8257L—Wt. 20 Ibs.. $19.89 
ru 

rcs SEARS 49 
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277-pc. Aluminum Bake Set 
with whistling teakettle 

**pressure" cooker and roaster 

$992 

Roast, boil, bake and fry with this set. Even has 
a cooker with make-believe pressure gauge 

Set also includes measuring spoon: 
cup, 4-in. layer cake pan, angel cake pan, biscuit 
pan, cookie cutters, cookie sheet, scoop, turner, 
colander, muffin pan, saucepan, fry pan, double 
boiler and 6x334-in. oval roaster. Plastic handles. 

measu 

Lightweight $192 
aluminum 

24-piece Bake Set. Includes cake, 
muffin and loaf pans, fry pan, 
cookie sheet, double boiler, 
saucepans, covered bowl, meas- 
uring spoons, cup, colander, pan- 
cake turner, cookie cutters. 
49 N 964—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 of.$1.92 

Easy-to-fix Mixes $199 
in this 21-piece Set 

utensils and a recipe book. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 1238 

Cuniod dade scans by cheisimasimuselechmicH com. 

49 N 930—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

z tastes as good as a cake you 
ourself. Set includes 6 cake 
frosting and decorating mixes, 
z pans, 6 other handy kitchen 

Set $1.99 

mots. 

Larger utensils 92 
Heavier aluminum 33 

26-piece Bake Set. Longer wear, easier 
cooking. Plastic handles. Includes shak- 
er, measuring spoons, cups, cake deco- 
rator, pancake turner, cake pans, 2-qt. 

mixing bowl, 5-qt. saucepan, cookie 

sheet, pie pan, recipe book, etc. 
49 N 931—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. .$3.92 

Food Mix Refills 

d, b pie crust a 
cuits, panc 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

Set $2.92 

Young chefs need $149 

Keep one of these refills on hand and 
you'll never run out of things to pre- 
pare. Includes 12 mixes for 2 cakes, 

49 N 1249. $1.49 

Really bake full-size 
cakes and pies in this 
Jr. Chef Electric Oven 
Has thermostat dial to set 
and keep any temperature 

from 250° to 450° s148 

rau 
AtOSLG 3 SEARS 49 



VINYL Soft-side 

Doll Carriages 

fold flat for 

storing, carrying 

an $497 

21 inches long . . vinyl wheels 
Body and hood are yellow vinyl, printed 
with gold-color dots and gray design. 
Wipes clean, Center section of white em- 
bossed vinyl. 3-bow hood folds. Chrome- 
plated pusher handle, 2634 in. high. 21x10- 
in. body, vinyl tires. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8264C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... ..$4.97 

TANDEM 
STROLLER 
for two dolls 

iaar sea ordon 
and bundles 

Chrome-plated frame with springs, adjust- 
able footrest. Plastic wheels. 20x11 in. 

over-all in washable vinyl. 30-in. pusher. 

Partly assembled. 

79 N 8273C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. $9.98 

50 SEARS arce NOTE: Dolls not included 

Cubo pane scans by derimas maseiediica conn 

Delightful dickybird on cherry tree, screen print- 
ed on green leather-look vinyl. 4-bow vinyl hood 
folds. Chrome-plated metal. Braced tubular under- 
carriage. Lever brake. 7-in. spoke wheels. Body 
25x13 in., 32-in. high pusher, Partly assembled. 
79 N 8231L —Shipping weight 10 Ibs... . .$9.89 

Seat lifts out. Re- 
movable shopping 
bag, canopy. 28-in. 
chrome plated steel 
pusher. Vinyl body, 
10%x10 in. Unas 
sembled. Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 8270C.$4.89 

Extra big and bouncy, with soft padded box edge, rubber-tired.wheels 

Q7 11-in. Carriage 
$389 

T 
¥ Rose-printed white 

) vinyl is trimmed in 
e giddy red. Center 

section of white em- 
bossed vinyl. 
inch size, with 21-in. 

EM / 

Jaunty red ploid vinyl body and hood. All 
chrome-plated frame and gear lock into rigid posi- 
tion. Big springs absorb bumps. Folding 4-bow 
hood. Brake, 7-in. wheels, chrome-plated hub caps. 
26x13 in. with 32-in. pusher. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8266L — Shipping weight 10 Ibs... . .$9.89 

17x8- 

Po aluminum-coated Mattress, Quilt, Pillow Set 
BE eus ceo Keep dolly snug in carriage or crib, 

Pil cem NU ̂  he Soft printed rayon crepe in beautiful 
De o ore pdt yellow. Filled with cotton. 22x18 in. 

79 N 8204C-Wt. 2 ]bs..... $1.99 

(2) Woven Fiber Buggies 
p 9599 ^ J 20%9-inch body. 

7, Plated tubular steel 
gear. Hood adjusts. 
White spoke wheels, 
red tires, 27-in. high 

/ pusher. White. Partly 
assembled. Wt. 7 lbs. 
79 N 8267C. ..$6.99 
Q 18xB-imch body. 

Tubular steel gear. 
Hood tilts to front or 
back. 25-in. high push- 
er. White spoke wheels. 
Pink. Partly assem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 8265C...$5.99 

Soft vinyl 
body, strong 
steel frame 

$998 

Stroller has pretty rose- 

print white vinyl body, 
with matching sun- 
shade. Plastic wheels 
23-inch high pusher. 
Body 9x8 in. Unas- 
sembled. Wt.3 lbs. 

49 N 8268 .$2.98 
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NO MONEY DOWN 
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Made of the finest 

NORTHERN MAPLE 

The natural beauty of 

maple . . its deep-down 

strength . . have long en- 

deared it to adults. Now 

your children can enjoy 

its elegance and its 

amazing endurance. One 

of the nicest ways to 

teach the "little ones" to 

appreciate fine furniture 

2-coat protection 

against scratches 

Handsome maple protected 
Írom scratches, stains by 2 
coats of clear varnish. Pieces 
support adult's weight. Shaped 
legs are lathe-turned . . preci- 
sion joints cemented with finest 
furniture glue . . table legs 
clamped in place. 

Table 26x20x21 inches high. 
Over-all chair height 24 inches; 
seat size about 12xl4x12 in. 
high. Chairs assembled 

Table, 2 Chairs. Wt. 35 Ibs. 
79 N 9140N.....Set $19.98 

Extra Chair. Wt. 9 Ibs 
79 N 9141L..... Each $5.89 

Walnut Finish Set, 

Captain's chairs 

Like adult furniture in every 
detail. Charming table, com- 
fortable curved-back chairs 
have rich walnut finish. 

Turned table legs have 
strong iron corner braces for 

extra support. Table is 28-in. 
diam.; almost 21 in. high. 
Over-all chair height 20 in.; 
seat size about 11x13x13 in. 
high. Chairs assembled. Dishes 
not included. 

Table, 2 Choirs. Wt. 34 Ibs. 

79 N 9028N... ..Set $24.95 

Extra Choir. Wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 N 9030L.....Each $6.98 

Note: Catalog numbers fol- 
lowed by “N” shipped by 
freight (railor truck) or express. 

Colonial-styled Set 
with ruffled 
table top 

gie $1689 

A warm, appealing style the kid- 
dies will love. Made of solid hard- 
wood with maple finish. Chairs 
upholstered in colorful cotton print 
. . have removable back pillows. 

Table about 21x21x21 in;high. 
Chair seats about 14x12x10 in. 
high. Partly assembled. 

Table and 2 Chairs. Wt. 26 Ibs. 
~. -Set $16.89 

hpg. wt, 7 Ibs. 
79 N 9033C. .......Fach $5.89 

Child-size 

Chrome-plated Dinette Set 
has plastic table top . . 

padded chair seats 

‘ee $1998 

Big 30-in. round table top of high-pressure 
laminated plastic resists scuffing, heat, stains. 
1-inch thick table legs mounted on adjusting 

brackets to assure leveling on any surface, 
Comfortable 13x11} in. seats padded with 

1} thick Tufflex® cellulose fiber . . cov- 
ered with soft, tear-resistant vinyl, All rounded 
corners. Easy to assemble. Wt. 32 lbs. 
79 N 9034N—Table, 2 chairs.. Set $19.98 
79 N 9037C— Extra chair. Wt. 6 Ibs. 5.98 

3oiece ^Y $699 

Kindergarten Set 

Rugged plywood construction . . gay red 
enamel. Crayon marks and spills wipe off with 
ease. Chair seats about 10x8x8 in. high. Table 
20x15x16 in. high. Partly assembled. 

79 N 9134C—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs.. .. Set $6.99 
79 N 9149C—Extra chair. Wt. 4 lbs. 1.99 



Let's meet at the 
Mickey Mouse Club $89? 

Call the meeting to order in rugged vinyl 
playhouse that is roomy enough for the 
whole group. Colorfully decorated. Sturdy 
rigid frame of lightweight steel tubing. 4x 
4x5 ft. high . . set up indoors or out. Un- 

assembled. 
79 N 5016L—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs...... $8.99 

Set it up as playhouse, playpen or corral 
Playtime Plastic Timber and Interlocking Logs $099 
make assembly fun, and storage a simple matter 

Give youngsters endless projects to create with 75- or a fort to keep out Indians. Next day a picnic 
piece set of assorted plastic timbers plus a plastic- table for outdoor cookouts. Color yellow. Freight 
coated roof. Today a playhouse (inside measures (rail or truck) or express. 
39x39x49 inches) .. tomorrow a corral to keepin pets 79 N 5015N— Shipping weight 13 lbs...... $9.99 

See milk disappear 

Cry Baby Magic Bottle 

69¢ 
Little mothers will delight in keep- 

Ls $988 ing dolly happy and healthy. Crying 
.Crawl-in Playhouse 9 comes from bottle during feeding 

Enjoy hours of fun and play in easy-to-store and stops as bottle empties. Bottle 
house. 3 reinforced windows, double swing- refills itself like magic. There's no 
ing doors. Corrugated fiberboard. Snap-on mess, no spilling. Made of non- 
plastic straps for carrying. 30x40x45 in. toxic plastic. About 6 inches long. 
high. Unassembled. Instructions. 49 N 9201—Shpg. wt. 5 oz....69c 
79 N 5018L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.. ,. .$3.88 

white enamel finish. 
Steel . . break resistant, 
sliding tray. Rattle, 
warmer, bottle, mug, 

Card table Playhouse 1399. 
Make a house over any 30-inch square cerd 
table. Playhouse is made of brightly printed 
cloth. Loads of fun, indoors or out. Side 
flap lifts for easy entrance and ventilation. sembled. Wt. 3 Ibs, 8 oz. 
Includes instructions for setting up . . folds 49 N 9272. ..Set $2.87 
for convenient storing. 
49 N 5019—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz....$3.99 E rem SEARS 51 
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Furniture Sets 

Set of Chrome-plated Steel 
—stain-resistant table top 

“ue 81589 - 

molding. 
20x30x20 in. high. 
Chairs have matching 

Set of Table ond 
2 Chairs. Wt. 27 lbs. 
79 N 9017L..$15.89 
Extra Chair. Wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 9018C...$4.99 

Bronze-color Steel 
Folding Table and Chairs 

piece $1094 

Ideal for game-time, 
meals, playing house. 
Just fold to store 
Seats, table top, easy- 
care vinyl. Table top 
removes for replace- 
ment. Chair seats have 
non-slip locks. 

Tableabout 24x24x20 
in, high. Chair seats 
about 11x11x13 in 
high. Shipped assem- 
bled, ready to use. 

Set of Table and 
2 Chairs. Wt. 22 Ibs. 
79 N 9001L..$10.94 
Set of 2 extra Chairs. 
Wt. 10 Ibs, 
79 N 9003C. $5.94 

Data Set 

ee $088 

d steam-bent chair 
.— legs. Table legs bolted and 

corner-braced for extra 
strength. 
Chair seats are 11x10x10 

inches high. Table about 
18x25x18 inches high. Easy 
to assemble. 

Set of Table and 2 Chairs. 
Shipping weight 18 Ibs. 
79 N 9148C.. .Set $9.88 

Set of 2 extra Chairs. 
Shipping weight 9 Ibs, 
79 N 9120C.. Set $5.88. 

Cutiod page scans by chrisimas qmuseleciudcl com. 

= 
Store things neatly 

in Bookcase-Toy Chest 8888 

A blackboard too—all in one fun-filled piece of furniture. Sliding doors 
double as blackboard. Even chalk and eraser are included. Two big space- 
saving shelves. Extra large area for toy storage. Beloved Disney characters 
decorate Masonite Presdwood over natural wood frame. Measures 36x20x37 
inches high. Easy to assemble. (No books or toys included.) 
79 N 9151L— Shipping weight 25 pounds . $8.88 

Accessories on page not included 

[2] $1189 

Western Wood Toy Chest . . with 
maple finish. Wheels for easy mov- 

ing, rope handles for lifting or carrying. 
Lid has safety catch. About 30x15x15 
inches high. Assembled. 

79 N 9025L—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. $11.89 

Space Saver 

Has 22x15-in. blackboard 
and 22x10-in. bulletin 

board. Three open-side shelves 
(each about 9 in. high) for 
easy access. Roomy area in 
bottom for toys. Masonite 
Presdwood; wood frame. Over- 
all 48x24x17 in. Easy to assem- 

ble. Sent freight (rail or truck) 
or express. Shpg. wt. 34 Ibs. 
79 N 1738N. $7.99 

Padded Wood Toy Chest . . with 
colonial (light maple) finish. Padded 

lid (use it as a seat) . . provincial-print 
vinyl. Wheels, wood handles. Safety- 
catch lid. About 28x15x16 inches high. 
79 N 9026L—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. $11.89 

Push-around Toy Cart 

s644 

What a fun way for young- 
sters to pick up their toys. 

Rugged steel frame and Ma- 
sonite Presdwood body take 
long, rough wear. Sturdy 
casters are steerable. In 8 
bright colors. About 24x16x 
22 inches high. Shipping 
weight 14 pounds. 
79 N 9013L $6.44 ra SEARS 51 
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Dolls up to 18 inches just love this 

French Provincial 
Furniture 

Luxurious white furniture with gold-color decora 

tion . . sure to delight dolly and her "little 

mother." It's gracefully turned, strong hardwood 
Non-toxic finish. Striking provincial-print bedding 

covers. All pieces partially assembled. 

Crib has convenient drop-side . . makes it 
easier to lift out doll. Vinyl-covered pad and 

pillow wipe clean. 22x12x19 inches high 
49 N 9265—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz.. ...$7.79 

High Chair. Lift-up tray makes it realistic 
enough to delight small fry. Seat is 14 inches 

high. About 24 inches high over-all. 

49 N 9264—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. . $4.89 

3 Cradle. Rock doll-baby to 
sleep in this pretty cradle with 

soft vinyl-covered pad and pillow. 
About 22x14x16-inch size. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 N 9263C Ss $7.79 

4 Bed. Just right for toddler 
dolls. Vinyl-covered pad and 

pillow are softly padded, can be 
wiped clean. 22x13x12 in. (Doll 
not included.) 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
49 N 9260..............$6.99 

Just like a real baby's Crib 

Our biggest—with drop sides, 
uper and ege $699 per mattress 

Everything to charm dolls up to 23 inches . . even jumbo play 
beads. Teddy-bear design makes the cotton-padded mattress 
and bumper a knockout. Luxuriously roomy; made of natural- 
color solid hardwood, with soft wax finish. Rolls on plastic 
casters. About 26x16x20 in. Partly assembled, (Doll not incl.) 
79 N 9271C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . 

Pink-paneled Crib 
For dolls up to 22 inches. 
Hardboard end-panels are 
dreamy pink; rest of crib is 
natural-finish hardwood. 
Drop-side. Print cloth-cov- 
ered mattress, bumper. Plas- 

$189 

.$6.99 

Budget Crib 
For dolls up to 20 inches. 
Lightweight, colorful . . has 
natural varnish finish wooden 
slats, and drop side for easy 
play. Even at this price, 
there are play beads and 
decal, Partly assembled. 
About 22x12x17 inches. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 N 9305C........ $1.99 

Spread and Pillow Set 
Pink rayon satin is 
trimmed with white 
lace. Cotton lined. 20x 
23-in. spread is daintily 
ruffed. 7x11-in. pillow, 
filled with cotton felt. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 9250. ...$1.89 



KIDDYPLIANCES? for fashion dolls 

—— like Barbie, Tammy 

Pack listed below. Accessories as shown. 

1 Vacuum Cleaner Starter Set, Picks 
up dust from dolly's carpet. Power 

Pack included. Order 2 “D” batteries 
below. Doll not included. 
49 N 1019—Shpg. wt. 5 oz..... $2.49 

9 Hoir Dryer. Blows air from cap. 
Portable. 8-piece vanity set. 

49 N 1024—Shpg. wt. 5 oz..... $2.49 

3 Dishwasher. Hear it “play wash" a 
full service for 4 plus cutlery. 

49 N 1025—Shpg. wt. 5 oz..... $2.49 

4 Rotisserie. Make-believe turkey 
turns on spit. Red light goes on to 

pretend the right temperature. 
49 N 1034—Shpg. wt. 5 oz..... $2.49 

5 Washer-Dryer. Drop in Barbie's 
clothes . . see tumbler rotate. 

49 N 1035—Shpg. wt. 5 oz..... $2.49 

Power Pack. Operates 2 Kiddy- 
pliances at once. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 1036—Shpg. wt. 3 oz....... 79c 

"D" Batteries. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660......Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

No water, no fuss with 

Laundra-Magic Washer 

Little girls marvel at this 

realistic, fun-to-operate 
toy. Looks like it's wash- 
ing dolly's clothes. Just 
open the door, put in 

clothes. Set automatic 
timer for 3-cycle washing. 

tumbles 
and builds up real soap- 
suds in the specially sealed 
"magic action" window. 
21x15x9 inches high. Uses 
2 “D” batteries (not in- 
cluded, order from listing 
above). Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1043. $5.97 52 SEARS srcoot 
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3-piece doll-sized 

Metal Kitchen Set 

$597 

Young homemakers appreciate this beautiful 
kitchen. Lustrous enamel finish in popular 
coppertone and ivory on sturdy heavy-gauge 
steel. 11-inch high stove has “see-through” 
oven window, sliding shelves. Faucet control 
on sink has shut-off. 15-inch high refrigerator. 
Pots, pans included. 
79 N 1016C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs Set $5.97 

= Compact Copper-color Kitchen 

with dishes, pots and pans $388 

Help dolly do the “cooking” with this all-in-one metal and plastic kitchen 
set. Coppertone-color finish, white trim, Refi 

shelves with plastic food. Dishwasher has agitator for make-believe wash- 
ing of many plastic dishes . . strainer for drying on sink. Cabinet space under 

sink. Hood over range. Wall oven has see-through door. 23x5x11 in. high. 

79 N 1115C—Shipping weight $ pounds. $3.88 

ator has two compartments 

Just add soap and 
water and let the agi- 



Play Pen for baby-dolls 

$997 

Keep a young doll from getting 
into mischief . . put her in this 
small but sturdy pen that looks 
like baby brother's. Steel frame, 
nylon net, and colorfully patterned 
hardboard floor. 18x18x12}¢ in. 

79 N 9214C—Wt. 4 Ibs....$2.97 

Swyngomatic Jr.® 

$499 

Swings 10 minutes under its own 
power after you wind it up. Doll 
(not included) has a swinging 
good time. Plastic chair, tubular 
steel legs, 25x15x25 in, Partly 
assembled. 
79 N 9347C—Wt. 4 lbs.. . $4.99 

Bunk Bed . . use 2 ways 

Converts to twin beds. Full end 
panels of varnished plywood; wood 
frame; 27x15x26 in. high. With 
ladder, side rails. Plastic-covered 
mattress, Partly assembled. 
79 N 9273C-Wt. 11 Ibs.. . $6.98 

Citai pagi scant by dieisiniasnisetedqical com 

Maple-finish Furniture . . 
just right for some lucky 11 to 15-inch doll 

It looks Early American . . comes in strong, solid wood to take lots 
of play. Every piece has non-toxic maple finish. 

1 Wardrobe, Keep her clothes neat on plastic hangers on full- 
length clothes bar. (Clothes not incl.) Roomy 2}4-inch deep 

drawer, too, Maple-finish with sliding Masonite Presdwood® 
doors in ivory color, About 6x13x16 in. high. Assembled. 
49 N 9262C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 407z............. $4.98 

Q Bunk Beds. What fun—even a ladder. Sweet dreams for 2 
dolls on vinyl-covered pads, pillow. Can be used separately as 

twin beds. 17x10x18 in. Partly assembled, 

49 N 9258—Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces.......... $5.99 

3 Crib has drop-side to make tending baby-dolls easy. Vinyl- 
covered pad and pillow. About 17x10x14 in, Partly assembled. 

49 N 9255—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces.......... $4.98 

4 High Choir for make-believe meals. Shaped lift-up tray, 
gracefully shaped posts. 18 in, high; 7x7-in. seat. Assembled. 

49 N 9259C—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces.,....... $3.79 

Maple-finish Cradle 

Early American styling any doll 
would be proud of . . from the 
Colonial print mattress to the 
eagle decal on foot panel. Strong 
select hardwood, finished in high 
gloss. About 25x15x19 inches. 
Partly assembled. 
79 N 9270C-Wt. 7 lbs...$5.99 

Doll’s Musical Cradle 
Turn key in foot panel. A soft, 
soothing lullaby puts dolly to 
sleep as you rock her. Natural 
finished wood cradle has print- 
ed pastel hardboard end panels. 
21x12x11 in. Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79N9288C.......... $3.98 

zl = 
De luxe Spray Bath 
with 10 Accessories 

$497 

Recirculating Show'r Spray for 
bathing fun. Put top down. . it’s a 
dressing table. Has powder, cotton, 
clotheslines, clothespins. Chix dia- 
pers, sponge, rattle, more in acces- 

sory pockets. Watertight vinyl tub. 
14x22x24 in. high. Assembled. 
79 N 9283C—Wt. S lbs... $4.97 

D 3349 — 
Table Top Bath 

Flip top, and folding bath is a dress- 
ing table . . with accessory pockets, 
tray. Shower spray recirculates 
water. Leakproof vinyl tub, back- 
splash. Enameled tubular steel 
frame, 22x13x6 in. Assembled, 

79 N 9279C—Wt. 3 lbs... $3.49 

Budget Cradle 
For sleepy dolls up to 20 
inches. Natural varnished 
wood, about 20x10x12 in. 
Partly assembled. 
79N9276C-Wt. 3lbs. $1.19 

Mattress, Pillow Set. 
49 N 9240-Wt. 4oz....89c 
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Really cleans clothes, 

spins them dry 

for ironing i 

CAN-O-MATIC 97 
Opens cans automatically 838 i 
Safe . . no sharp edges sun 

Place can into Can-O-Matic, press the lever and watch it 

revolve . . lid simply pops off. Won't scratch little home- 
makers because cans are plastic, lids pre-cut. Lids fit back 
on cans . . use them over again. Eight cans of different 
Libby’s foods contain built-in plastic food. Plastic and 
metal opener is 6 in. high. Order 2 "C" batteries below. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz .... $3.97 
Battery. Wt. ea. 2 oz... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

4 Just turn crank and agitator churns water 
Watch it perk *174 like a real washer. For spinning, turn a 

knob and agitator shifts into high. “See 
through” plastic lid lets you watch the 

Just add water . . no batteries 
or winding necessary. Actually 

Sized just right for little girls. 
49 N 1042—Wt. 12 oz..$1.74 

$453 

as 

Revolving Clothes Dryer. 
Almost 20 feet of cotton 
clothesline—gives plenty of 

eet drying area. Sturdy metal 
and wood stand is 25 inches 
high. Six plastic clothespins 
included. Folds compactly 
for easy storage. 
79N1058C-Wt. 2 Ibs.$1.53 

— 
gs 

die. 31 in. high. Brillo, apron, dust 
cloth, mop. Uses 3 “D” batteries. handled broom with plastic bris- 
79N1150C-We. 2 Ibs.. „Set $3.99 tles, dust mop and pam. Plastic cm 
^D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each oz. apron. Shpg. wt 2 Ibs. T 
79N4660....Each 16c; 4 for 60c 79 N 1302C...........Set $1.97 

De luxe Electric Iron. 

‘tind pace scans Dy cuisines nuselediudcl com. 

perks water without heat or whole operation. Easy loading, unloading Store entire set in 334-ft. high simulated 
wiring. Air pressure draws from top. Sturdily made of heavy-gauge wood closet . . easy-to-reach shelves. Ad- 
water up the spout in the steel. Easy emptying with drain hose. Holds — justable ironing board in pink, turquoise . . 
center of the Wonder Perk pot up to 1 quart of water. Measures 2334 has pad and cover. Big 7-inch chrome-plated 
Comes complete with play inches high to the work surface, 18x15x2734 — electriciron. Endboard hamper, 6-ft. clothes- 
stove. Both of white plastic inches high over-all. Jine, plastic clothespins, apron. 
with black trim. 6 in. high. 79 N 1060L—shpg. wt. 19 Ibs.. ..... $9.88 — 79 N 1027C —Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... Set $6.88 

4-piece Electric Ironing Set, 
22x30-inch steel table with 
pad, cover. . pink trim. About 
634-inch chrome-plated iron. 
79 N 1056C —Wt. 6 1bs.$3.99 

Ironing table, pad, cover only. 
79 N 1021C—Wt. 5 Ibs.$2.58 
Ironing table only. 
79 N 1002C —Wt. 5 1bs.$1.99 

Non-electric Toy Iron. 
heey Chrome-plated metal base, Chrome-plated metal base 
Friction" Vacuum Cleaner #197 hood. 614 in. long. Plastic with plastic handle. Imitation 

Run it across floor . . motor hums, draws in air; brush handle. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. cord, plug. 614 inches long. 
revolves to pick up.dirt. No batteries. Bag inflates. . 49 N 1038. ..$1.97 49 N 1039—Wt. 12 oz....88c 

slips off to empty. Metal, 27-inch wood handle. NOTE: Electric irons on page are UL ap- 
49 N 1203— From Japan. Shipping weight 2 Ibs..$1.97 proved for 110-120-volt, 0-cycle AC re: SEARS 53 



Really iron clothes on adjustable 30-in. ironing board in 

Miei 

DE and CODE (Car gan cares DH LR P T-inch 
Endboard 6-foot chrome-plated electric iron. 

clothesline, plastic clothes-pins, apron. Store everything in 
314-foot high simulated-wood cabinet with shelves. 
79 N 1027C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs.. 

1 Ww 

Indoor Clothes Dryer. Almost 
20 feet of cotton clothesline 
for plenty of drying area. 
Sturdy metal and wood stand 
25 inches high. Folds com- 
pactly for easy storage. 

You also get 6 wooden 
clothespins. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
79 N 1058C.......... $1.66 

De luxe Electric Iron. Chrome- 
plated metal base, hood. 
Plastic handle. 734 in. long. 
49N1038-Wt.11b.302.$1.99 
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Set $6.99 

$399 

4-pc. Ironing Set. 22x30-inch 
steel table with pad, cover . . 
pink trim. About 6-inch 
chrome-plated electric iron. 
79N1056C-Wt. 6 lbs.. $3.99 

Ironing Table, pad, cover. 
79N1021C-Wt. 5 Ibs..$2.77 
ironing Table only. 
79N1002C-Wt. 5 lbs, $1.99 

Non-electric Toy Iron. Metal 
base, plastic handle 634 in. 
long. Imitation cord, plug. 
49 N 1039— Wt. 10 oz...88c 

NOTE: Electric irons on page ore UL ap- 
proved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

“Cook” something special in this all-in- 
one metal and plastic kitchen set. Re- 
frigerator has two compartments . . 
shelves with plastic food. Dishwasher 
boasts agitator for make-believe washing. 

All-metal Stove, Oven and 

Refrigerator . . 

Lustrous enamel finish in coppertone 
and turquoise on heavy-gauge steel. Big 
11-inch high stove features a “see-thru” 
oven window and sliding shelves. 

Compact copper-color Kitchen 
complete with dishes, pots and pans 

$388 

There's even a strainer for "drying" 
dishes on the sink. Cabinet space under 
sink is most handy. Hood over range. Wall 
oven has see-thru door. 23x5x11 inches. 
79 N 1115C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.....$3.88 

e599 53 
Sink fills with water from reservoir in 

doll-size 

back . . faucet has shut-off knob. 15-in. 
high refrigerator. Pots, pans included. 
79 N 1094L— Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs., Set $5.99 

42-pc. assorted Fruit 
and Vegetable Set #193 

Plastic fruit and vegetables let you set an 
eye-appealing table . . sized to fit with 

appliances above. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 1116—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. . Set $1.33 

Add soap and water, turn the crank and Washer is sturdy steel Seta . white with 
let the agitator do all the scrubbing. turquoise 
Adjustable rubber roller wringer gets . volving dryer. 
clothes damp-dry. 12-inches high. 

trim. Hang clothes on re- 
6 pins, woven basket. 

49 N 1030— Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. Set $2.99 



She gets everything a young beauty could want. . 

cosmetics by TUSSY, a brush and comb set, 

a hand mirror and costume jewelry in the 

Budding Beauty Vanity 

Dresser and Bench Set is just her size 

$360 
Plenty of room for all her beauty aids and even room for books. Helps her 
keep things neat and orderly. Center cosmetic shelf, two drawers and 4 open 
shelves. 37x33x11}9 in. deep with plastic framed mirror. In dainty pink and 
blue provincial pattern to brighten any room. Sturdy pieces made of 

reinforced, corrugated fiberboard. Easy to assemble . . parts lock together. 
Accessories not included, see below 

79 N 1113C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. .. $3.60 

Dresser Set $187 Make-Up Kit $987 

What a luxurious way to "pretty up." Provincial-style vanity is beautifully 
shaped and delicately detailed. Makes any young miss feel like a queen. Sturdy 
plastic construction. Compact center compartment has flip-top mirror . . holds 

brush and comb, mirror, jewelry (bracelet, ring, and locket). Cosmetics include 
lipstick, 2 beauty soaps, 3 bubble baths, after-bath powder, toilet water and 
hand lotion. Nail polish and remover for manicures. Informative booklet of 
“Beauty Hints." 23x24 inches wide. “Tufted” plastic hassock also has storage 
compartment inside . . stands 1214 inches high. 
79 N 1304L—Shipping weight 14 pounds $9.88 
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Teach good grooming. Deli- 
cate pínk set includes plastic 
comb, brush, 2 jars, mirror, 
tray, picture frame. Sbipping 
weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49 N 1322...........$1.87 

Jewelry and Chest $957 

Vinyl chest (5x7x234-in. high) with 
tray. Metal jewelry includes neck- 

arrings, rings, charm bracelet. 
ed. Ex. Tax. incl. b 

49 N 1387E—Wt. 1 Ib. $2.57 

Save raids on mother's cosmetics. 
Includes 18 pcs. . . lipstick, rouge, 
powder, puff, 4 nail groomers, 
bubble bath, mirror, etc. Vinyl 
case. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 1371 ~- -$2.87 

Fiber quilt-lined basket (9x6x5 

deep) has plastic lift-out tray. 
Needles, thimble, 8 spools thread. 
Made in Japan. 
49 N 1223-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.44 



Sounds like a big Vacuum . . 
even picks up light dust 

* Dust bag inflates . . has zipper to 
make emptying dust simple 

* Flick switch to start fan motor, flick 
it to stop vacuum 

* Exclusively designed to look like a 
grownup-sized Kenmore 

* Electric light in front acts as dirt- 
finder . . top light tells it's on 

$497 xz 
She'll enjoy her own Kenmore bat- 
tery-operated vacuum cleaner with 
steel body, handle. 39 inches long, 

ig pi z 834 inches wide. Beige and brown. Big 5. piece Cleaning Set $197 From J Partly auentbed” 
keeps a little girl oh-so-busy Order 3 “D” batteries. 

Pick up hard-to-get-at dirt with ^ handled broom with plastic bristles, 49 N 1301—Wt. 2 lbs, 902.$4.97 
metal sweeper's fiber brush. Bottom dust mop and pan. Plastic apron. , M n E ^ "D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. opens for emptying. 24-in. wood — 79 N 1302C—Wt. 2 Ibs. Set $1.97 49 N 4660--2 for 32¢; 4 for 60c 

Kleen-A-Kart totes 
loads of clean-up tools 

$499 

Rolls out the housekeeping fun any- 
where she wants to play. Sweep dirt 
up with real broom, right into the 
plastic dust pan. Whisk dust away 
with the dust cloth or dust mop. 
Then, wash the floor with a real 
rayon wet mop. 

This kit includes a big cotton bag 
for toy pickup. And to help get in 
the cleaning mood, just slip on the 
full-size plastic cleaning apron. Cart 
is metal wire with big, easy rolling 
plastic wheels. 28 in. high. 
79 N 1345C—Wt. 6 Ibs. $4.99 

“Friction” 
Vacuum Cleaner Replica of 

world-famous 
$199 Regina 

Floor Polisher 

Run it across floor . . 
motor hums, draws in 
air; brush revolves to 
pick up dirt. No bat- 
teries. Bag inflates . . 
slips off to empty. 
Metal, 27-in. wood 7 

49 N 1203... . $1.99 

Wonder-Perk and Can-O-Matic opens cans Battery-operated $497 

Pop-up Toaster safely—no sharp edges Floor Polisher Catteries 

Wonder-Perk with play stove — Placeplasticcan into Can-O-Matic, press Whirls and polishes just like a 
looks like a real coffeemaker.. lever, watch it revolve. . pre-cut lid pops real polisher. Non-mar safety 

just add water, watch it perk. off. over and over. 8 cans with bumpers protect furniture. 
No winding, no heat, no bat- built-in “food.” All plastic; metal mech- White and gray plastic. 28 in. 

teries. Pop-up toaster with play nism. 6 in. high. Order 2 “C” batteries. high. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
toast, play butter, dish and 49 N 1040—Wt. 11b. 12 oz.....$3.97 79 N 1346C—Wt. 3 lbs. $4.97 
spreader. All plastic. "C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. "D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49N1347-Wt.1lb.loz.Set$2.88 ^ 49 N 4665......2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 79 N 4660-2 for 32c; 4 for 60c : — 
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It's Sew Simple . . to make your own doll clothes 

$]99 5n $944 $944 un 

Ready to sew . . materials are pre-cut so there's no cutting. Detailed 
illustrated instructions are easy for little girls to follow. Complete with 
coordinated accessories. Trimmings, notions, and hangers included 

for 12-13 in. 
Newborn doll 

|| Baby Doll Wardrobe. Fits Tiny Tears, Betsy Wetsy, many other 
baby dolls. Makes a dress, panty, pajamas, coat and bonnet 

49 N 1449—(12 to 13-inch baby doll) Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz $1.99 
49 N 1450—(16 to 17-inch baby doll) Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 2.44 
49 N 1451—(20 to 21-inch baby doll) Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 2.88 

Newborn Baby Doll Layette. Fits Thumbelina, Baby Dear, many other 
newborns. Makes a dress and bonnet, slip, kimono, coat and bonnet 

49 N 1452—(12 to 13-inch newborn baby) Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... ..$2.44 
49 N 1453—(14 to 15-inch newborn baby) Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz., 2.88 

49 N 1454—(18 to 20-inch newborn baby) Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 3.33 

3 Fashion Doll Trousseau Wardrobe. Fits Barbie, Midge. Makes a play 
dress, party dress, pajamas, panty and bridal gown 

49 N 1455—(Fits all 1134-inch fashion dolls) Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $2.44 

MARX 

E-Z Weaver Loom 

$797 

REMCO 

Spinning Wheel 

$496 

Plug it in and start sewing . . steady stitches 

make it easy to do better work every time 

Little girls feel a true sense of accomplishment as they develop their sewing 
skills on a deluxe electric machine. They learn to sew at a faster speed with 
steady, even power . . gain control with safety on-and-off switch, Machine refuses 
to start until wheel is turned by hand. Rubber-covered cord and plug. 

Well-built hardwood base makes it easier to sew sleeves and collars . . has 
drawer for accessories. Streamlined contour of stamped steel head allows gen- 
erous movement of fabric . . just what you need for larger, more complex patterns. 
Thread tension adjusts to fabric thickness . . holds firm with pressure foot. Makes 
a strong chain stitch. Uses standard 12x1 size 14 needles. Extra needles and 
thread included. For girls 8 years and older. Operates on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. Measures 934x5x714 inches. Made in West Germany. 

49 N 1299—Shipping weight 4 pounds $14.97 

Both hands are 
free to control 
fabric . . with 
battery-powered 
Sewmaster 

$897 
Without batteries 

Sewmaster provides constant power . . has safety guard to protect little 
fingers. Raised base . . streamlined stamped steel sewing head. Converts to 
hand operation when wanted. Thread tension adjusts to fabric thickness, 
pressure foot adjusts to fabrics. Chain stitch. 

Uses 12x1 size 14 needles. Thread, needle, clamp included. 814x454 
inches wide. Order 2 “D” batteries below. Made in West Germany. 
49 N 1202—Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces. $8.97 
49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz., . , Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Make novel gifts for friends or many 
useful items for yourself with this real 
yet easy, modern handloom. Made of 
strong plastic in wood grain . . com- 
plete with shuttle, harnesses, warp 
strings and spacing wires. 

Simple instruction book contains 
many suggestions. Over 400 feet of red 
and white "Bernat" banded yarn 
included, 12x13x13 inches high. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 N 1372C $7.97 

Cibona scane by eidimas mecdtci dca com 

What fun pioneering with this won- 
derful, old-fashioned method of spin- 
ning. Turn the wheel, loop the wool 
pull, and out comes finished braid. 
Sew together to make hats, rugs, pock- 
etbooks, etc. 4-ply red wool yarn, 2 
needles, 3 spinning heads included. 18 
inches high. Red plastic. 
79 N 1243C—VWt. 4 lbs... 
Extra Yarn. 
100% virgin wool, 105 yards. Red. 
49 N 1274—Shpg. wt. 6 oz......88c 

Cn 
$987 

Beginners' Hand-operated 
Machine. Safety guard. Thread ten- 
sion; pressure foot. Enameled 

$697 

Advanced Hand-operated Machine. 
Extension table for more complex, 
larger patterns. Hardwood base has 

steel, die-cast head, plated trim drawer for accessories. Enameled 
Uses standard 12x1 size 14 needles. steel. Uses standard 12x1 size 14 
Extra needle, thread . . clamp needles. Extra needle, thread, metal 
included. 8x4 inches high. From clamp. 12x5 inches high. West 

West Germany. Germany. 
49N1250-Wt. 1 Ib. 1402...$3.87 49N1221-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz...$6.97 
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Folding Dinette Set with 
maple-grained laminated top 
and brass-plated steel legs 

3 piece set $1998 

Children can spread out their games and coloring books on 
5 sq. ft. of play area. High pressure laminated plastic top. 
retains good looks even with hard use. Resists heat, scuffs. 
Best of all, legs are easy to fold. Table 30x24x20 inches high. 
Vinyl upholstered chair seats, 11x11x12 inches high. 
79N9086L-Table, 2 chairs. Shpg. wt. 28 Ibs. Set $19.98 
79N9087C-Extra chair. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs....Each 5.98 

Captain's Chair Set with walnut finish Early American styling with warm maple finish 

Like adult furniture in every detail. Elegant yet durable. Shaped legs One of the nicest ways to teach "little ones" to appreciate fine furniture. 
are lathe-turned. Comfortable chairs have full-sweep curved backs. Mellow finish protected from scratches by 2 coats of varnish. Lathe-turned 
Table legs supported with strong iron corner braces. Round 28-inch table legs . . precision joints cemented with finest furniture glue. Table 26x20x21 
is 21 inches high. Chair seats 11x13x13 inches high. Chairs assembled. inches high. Chair seats about 12x14x12 inches high. Chairs assembled. 
79 N 9028N— Table and 2 chairs, Shipping weight 34 Ibs.. .Set $24.98 79 N.9004N— Table and 2 chairs. Shipping weight 35 pounds. Set $17.98 
79 N 9030L—Extra chair. Shipping weight 8 pounds....Each 6.89 79 N 9005L—E:xtra chair. Shipping weight 10 pounds....... Each 6.49 

5 pieces for only 

Fun gathers around this Dinette Set 

with vinyl-coated top, chrome-plated legs 

Am | ) uie! $1998 
[ e 

e 
A Enough seating room for 4 to play games or have their 

meals. Round 28-inch table puts everything within easy 
reach. Tubular-steel legs gleam with chrome plating. Top 
has sunburst and gold-color flecked design on white. Vinyl 
coating protects its luster . . shrugs off spills and stains. 
Wipes clean. Table is 21 inches high. Chairs have uphol- 
stered seats 11x11x12 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 9067L—Table, 4 chairs. Shipping weight 34 Ibs. 

$19.98 

SHIPPING NOTE: All “N” items (as 79 N 9028N) 
sent by freight (rail or truck) or express 

Ü 
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Maple-finished Furniture scaled for 11 to 15-inch dolls 
Early American styling in sturdy hardwood that lasts and lasts 

Just like a real baby's crib 
Our Best Drop-side Crib is extra-roomy . . 
has large play beads, bumper and mattress 

$697 
For dolls up to 23 in. . . the utmost in dolly luxury. Natural- 
color solid hardwood has a soft wax finish. Cotton-padded 
mattress and bumper have teddy bear design. Plastic 
casters. About 26x16x20 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9271C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs.............- 

Catsbod pane scans by Gatsinas nisle dud on. 

Bunk bed . . converts to twin beds 

T This bunk bed will give a comfy, restful sleep to two of 
your favorite dolls . . can be used as twin beds. 

Warm, beautifully grained maple finish with solid maple 
panel headboard and footboard. Includes ladder, protective 
side rails. Strong Masonite Presdwood bottoms with mattress 
pads. Two pillows included for the softest sleep 2 dolls ever had 
Bunk stands 18 in. high, about 18x10 in, wide, Easily assembled. 
49 N 9267—Shipping weight 5 Ibs... $5.89 

High Chair for happy mealtimes 

Feed dolly right at the table in her very own high chair 
Gracefully shaped posts add a touch of distinctive col. 

lector’s-item styling . . warm maple finish completes the au- 
thentic look. Shaped lift-up tray makes it easy for you to place 
dolly in chair or remove her. Square seat measures 7x7 inches. 
Chair is about 19 inches high over-all. Easily assembled. Doll 
not included. 
49 N 9259— Shipping weight 2 Ibs... $3.79 

Crib has handy drop side 

3 Has the comfort and convenience of our regular baby-size 
cribs. Drop side allows for easy “in and out” doll tending. 

Warm, mellow maple finish on sturdy hardwood . . crib will 
stay beautiful and last for years. Solid maple head and foot 
panel gives extra-long wear. Print pillow and mattress. About 
18x10x14 in. high. Easily assembled. 
79 N 9261C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... $4.49 

Wardrobe keeps dolly's clothes neat 

This spacious wardrobe will hold all dolly’s clothes . . lets 
them bang straight and pressed. Wardrobe comes complete 

with pretty plastic hangers on the full-length dowel clothes bar. 
Dolly’s foldables fit neatly into the full-length bottom drawer 
that's a roomy 214 inches deep. Double sliding Masonite 
Presdwood doors are ivory-color; maple-finished hardwood 
case, About 6x13x16 in. high. 
49 N 9262—Shipping weight 7 Ibs... $4.98 

Dolly will love this 
pink paneled Crib 

5 For dolls up to 22 inches 
powder-puff pink 

hardboard end panels make 
this the most delightful crib. 
for sweet dreaming. The rest 
of the crib is sturdy hard- 
wood in attractive natural 
finish. 

Padded, plastic-covered 
mattress and bumper. Plas- 
tic casters. About 24x14x19 
in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79N9319C-Wt.131bs.$4.99 

Easy-on-the-budget 
Drop-side Crib 

For dolls up to 20 in. . . 
lightweight crib is made of 

pink-enameled wood slats, 
cardboard bottom. Measures 
about 22x12x17 in. high. Easy 
to assemble. 
79N9305C-Wt. 4 Ibs. $1.94 

Plastic-covered Mattress. 
Fits crib above, Will give 

dolly hours of happy napping 
.. Cleans with a damp cloth. 
49 N 9251—Wt. 4 oz....79c 



Folding Set of chrome-plated steel 
with stain-resistant table surface 

3-piece set $1 498 

Stands up to rough wear . . damp cloth cleans it. 
Folding mechanism so simple even the youngsters 
can store it away. Coated vinyl table top shrugs off 
spills . . gold-color flecked design on white, 30x20x20 
in. high. Upholstered chairs padded with Tufllex® 
cellulose fiber , . seats 1134x12x13 inches high. 

79N9084L-Table, 2 chairs. Wt. 26 Ibs. Set $14.98 
79N9085C-Extra Chair, Wt. 6 lbs. Each 4.98 

Bronze-color steel Set 
with folding table and chairs 

3-piece set $] 166 

So handy for game-time, meals, playing house, using 
crayons or modeling clay. Just fold to store. Table 
top and seats of easy-care vinyl. Table top removes 
for simple recovering with any vinyl sheet. Chair 
seats have non-slip locks when unfolded . . chair 
backs are of smooth, contoured steel. 

Table measures 24x24x20 inches high. Chair seats 
are 11x11x13 inches high. 

Table and 2 Chairs. Shipping weight 20 pounds. 
79 N 9001L.. NR ..Set $11.66 
Carton of two extra Chairs. Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 
79 N9003C.............-...-.... Carton $5.98 

Culsion pau Scans by Bieisthia:niselediaical Gom 

b] 

s459 

Soft foam padding takes bounces in stride 
Vinyl covering looks like rich leather 

Your child will love to relax in any one of these. 
Takes even “rec” room wear . . wipes off clean. 
Pure vinyl coverings with trim, neat welting. 
Cushiony plastic-foam padding. Coppertone- 
enameled steel tubing. Walnut-finished hard- 
wood armrests. Unassembled. 

Walnut-finish Hardwood Set 
with turquoise trim 

apiece set $] 598 
Cheerful-looking dinette in the contemporary 
manner, Combines the wood-grain richness of 
fine furniture with enameled accents on table 
and chairs. Bolt-anchored metal braces table 
and chair legs. Table 25x18x21 inches high. 
Chair seats 12x12x13 in. high. Unassembled. 

Table and 2 Chairs. Shipping weight 27 Ibs. 
79 N 9035K... Set $15.98 

Extra Chair. Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 N 9036C......... eee Each $5.89 

Select Hardwood Set 

3-piece set. 3089 

Get all the sturdiness and beauty of hard- 
wood—at a low price, Light maple finish. 
Table legs bolted and corner-braced for extra 
strength. Chair legs steam-bent for a graceful 
look. Table about 25x18x18 in. high. Chair 
seats 11x10x10 inches high. Unassembled. 

Table and 2 Chairs. Shipping weight 19 lbs. 
79 N 9148C............ eere Set $9.89 

Carton of two extra Chairs. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
79N9120C.......... e Carton $5.98 

Kindergarten Set 

3-piece set $699 

Pleases your youngest tots—it's just their 
size. Crayon marks and spills easily wipe off 
red enameled plywood. Table 20x15x16 in. 
Chair seats 10x8x8 in. Chairs assembled. 

Table and 2 Chairs. Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 
79 N913AL... Set $6.99 

Extra Chair. Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N9149C........ eee Each $2.19 

Child-size Upholstered Furniture 
Chair. Tan. 15x12x23 inches high. 
79 N 9080C-Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs...$4.59 

Settee. Persimmon, 29x12x23 in. Des. 
79 N 9082L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $6.79 
Rocker. Turquoise. 15x12x23 in. high. 
79 N 9081C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $4.89 
Chair, Settee and Rocker. 
79 N 9099L3-Wt. 24 Ibs, Set $14.99 



Doll Bath with Spray 

Quilted vinyl top becomes a handy 
dressing table. Roomy pockets store 
all dolly's bathing and dressing needs. 

Sling, metal tray, white vinyl tub. 
Metal frame folds for carrying or stor- 
age. Complete with sponge, comb and 
soap . . all you need for bathtime. About 
21x12x27 inches high. Assembled. 
79 N 9345C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... $3.77 

Wind-up Cradle plays a 
lullaby as it rocks baby doll 

Early American styling in maple-finished 
hardwood with a genuine Swiss musical 
movement. Soft, cotton-filled mattress 
in authentic colonial print. 24x12x17 in. 
high over-all. Cradle can be removed 
from stand. Easily assembled. 
79 N 9298C-Shipping wt. 8 Ibs. $9.98 

For twins . . Bunk Beds 
with full end panels 

Separate to make 2 beds. Ladder incl. 
Varnished plywood panels and wood 
frame. Stands 26 in. high, 27x15 in. wide. 

Plastic-covered mattresses . . easy to 
keep clean. Side rails keep dolls safely 
tucked in bed. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9273C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $6.98 

Cumioa sace scans by cheisimas imuseteciaicM poi 

Musical Cradle gently 
lulls dolly to dreamland 

Just turn the key in the foot panel 
and rock dolly to sleep to a soft, 
soothing lullaby. 

Natural-finish wood sides with 
gaily printed pastel hardboard end 
panels. About 21x12x11 in. high. 
Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9288C—Wt. 4 Ibs....$3.98 

Cradle with mattress 
. . Early American design 

Rock dolly to sleep in this big 
hardwood cradle with a mellow 
maple finish. Sturdily built to last 
through several generations of 
dolls. Colonial-print cotton covers 
mattress and pillow. Partly as- 
sembled. About 26x14x18 in. high. 
79 N 9247C—Wt. 9 Ibs.. $5.97 

Trunks for Dolly 

1 20-in. trunk is gray and 
white metal over wood 

frame. Poodle design on sides. 
1 drawer, slide bar with plas- 
tic hangers. 2 snap locks. Han- 
dle. About 9x10x20 in. high. 
49N9227—Wt. 8 Ibs.. $5.77 

2 14-in, trunk for 2 Fashion 
type dolls plus accessories. 

Plasticized paper over strong 
wood frame. Each side has 
drawer, slide bar, plastic hang- 
ers. About 7x10x14 in. high. 
49N9344—Wt. 4 1bs..$2.98 

High Chair Set 

Indudes Magic Milk Bottle, 
bottle warmer, juice strainer 
and play orange, divided feed- 
ing dish and spoon, cereal box, 
measuring cup and spoon . . 
all plastic. All-steel high chair 
is break resistant, has slidirig 
feeding tray. About 28 in. 
high. Easily assembled. 
79N9274C-Wt. $ lbs. $3.77 

Budget-minded Cradle 
for dolls up to 20 in. 

Sturdy cradle made of finished 
hardwood painted a dreamy pink. 
About 20x10x12 in. high. Unas- 
sembled. Order mattress set below. 
79 N 9276C—Wt. 2 Ibs.....99¢ 

Mattress, Pillow set. Padded vinyl. 
49 N 9240—Wt. 4 02.......89¢ 

Swyngomatic Jr.® 
swings 10 minutes 

$488 

Just wind it up, swings under its own 
power. plastic chair. 
Tubular steel legs havenon-skid tips. 
25x15x25 in. high. Doll not included. 
79 N 9347C—Wt. 4 lbs. $4.88 



Wing-back Rocker $999 

Colonial-style hardwood rocker 
in warm maple finish. Plastic 

foam padded seat and back; up- 
holstered in gay red and green cot- 
ton on white background. 26 inches 
high overall. Seat 1434x1334 inches. 
Partly assembled. 
79 N 9075L—Wt. 11 lbs.. . .$9.99 

Tall Musical Rocker 
..88 charming as a 

New England antique 

Platform Rocker $1079 

2 Walnut-finish hardwood frame, 
Neatly welted vinyl upholstery. 

Plastic foam and cotton felt pad- 
ding. 22 inches high. Seat 17x15 in. 
Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 17 pounds. 
79 N 9076L— Turquoise. . .$10.79 
79 N 9077L—Persimmon.. 10.79 

Wing-back Chairs 

Early American styling. All North- 
ern hardwood frames with sagless 
seats and backs padded with cellu- 
lose fibers. Covered with washable 
colonial-print plastic. Hand-sanded 
maple finish. Partly assembled. 

American Provincial-style Arm- 
chair, Useful companion piece to 

matching platform rocker. About 
20x18x27 inches high. Seat about 
14x15 in., 11} in. from floor. 
79 N 9078L—Wt. 18 lbs.. .$12,89 

American Provincial-style Rock- 
er. Heavy-duty coil rocker spring 

in base for extra strength. 27 inches 
high. Seat about 14x15 in. wide; 11 
inches from the floor. 
79 N 9031L— Wt. 18 Ibs.. $13.79 

Rock to music in this gaily decorated 
hardwood Boston rocker that is a full 28 
inches high overall. 

Richly attractive with multicolor decals, 
gold color trim: Turned posts and legs, 
contour arms. Extra comfort with tall 
back. Smooth action with long runners. 
Seat about 13x12 inches. Partly assem- 
bled. 
79 N 9144L—Black 
79 N 9145L—White 
79 N 9146L—Maple finish 
Shipping weight 10 pounds...Each $9.99 

| Chair or Step Stool $999 
Helps tot reach top of sink to brush his 
teeth. Converts to chair for TV watching by 
flipping up the lower step. Sturdy, brightly 
decorated wood with Mickey Mouse em- 
blem. 16x13x8 inches. Unassembled. 
49 N 9027—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs........ $2.99 
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Early American $779 

Early American style. Careful 
detailing enhances this sturdy 
Northern hardwood rocker, ideal 
for a small child. Finished in 
American maple. 21 in. high 
overall. Seat is 14x12 in., 12 in. 
from floor. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 N 90101.:.5.25: eas $7.79 

Portable Kiddie Kot $1299 

Strong lightweight aluminum cot is easy to carry 
or store in small area. 26x24 in. wide, folded. + 
Opens into 52-in. long cot. Perfect for isolating 
sick child from others. Tubular head and foot e 
rails hold spring-supported frame. Foam plastic 
mattress 134 in. thick. Vinyl cover. Ages 2 to 6. 
79 N 9045L—Shipping weight 11 Ibs... .$12.99 

Musical Rocker $699 

Musical mechanism plays as 
chair rocks. Gold-color trim, 26 
in. high overall. 12x12-in. seat. 
Hardwood. Unassembled. 

Black enameled finish. 
79 N 9147L—Wt. 10 lbs, $6.99 

Natural finish. 
79 N9109L—Wt. 10 lbs. 6.99 

All Hardwood $499 

Solidly built with rich-looking 
Bradford maple finish. Well 
fitted joints join so tightly no 
glue or nails are used. Shaped 
seat 12x12 in., 10 in. from floor. 
23 in. high. Freight (rail or 
truck) or express. Assembled. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 N 9029N... ..$4.99 



Every girl loves to play the part of a “grown-up” 
Formal gown with accessories. Sized to fit youngsters Three Vinyl Wigs. Be a blonde, redhead or brunette. De 
no more tripping over long skirts. Acetate comes signed in 3 stunning, different styles. Always ready to 

complete with bag, hat, necklet, ring and orchid. No shoes. wear with no combing necessary. Just smooth one of them 
Sizes S(1-4); M (5-7); L (8-10). State S, M, L. n over your hair. Fits girls 3 to 8 years old. 
49 N 1281F— Red. Shipping weight 8 ounces $2.97 49 N1295—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $1.77 
49 N 1290F— Black. Shipping weight 8 ounces 2.97 Open-toed Sling Pumps. Elegant fabrics in Italian-style slip 

Complete ^ o ,.. stole Set. What girl doesn't dream of wearing dia- Pers. Steel shanks... inner soles. State S, M or L, see below 
FORMAL 2 monds and furs? Pretend it’s true, dressed in a stole of Shipping weight 13 ounces. 

n " E ning. PI (5) 49 N 1393F —Quilted golden-silver color mesh $2.99 

7) 49 N 1395F — Denim-look bright stripes ; 2:99 
$997 49 N 1360—Shippin : Open-toed Sling Pumps. Steel shanks . . inner soles. State S 

Hair-like acetate fiber wig. Now you can style hairdos M or L, see below. Shipping weight 12 oz. 

weight 1 pound 2 ounces $2.47 

" " 8 49 N 1388F —Red straps ce red with flowers..$1.99 as you choose . . shampoo and comb them L meh- (3) 49 N 1SRSE— Red traps centered with e 129 
backing. Fits all sizes. Not returnable if worn 10) 49 N 1390F — Turquoise, white dotted 1:39 
49 N 1434— Light blonde. Shipping wt. 12 oz. $2.44 (11) 49 N 1392F— Multicolored floral print 1.99 
49 N 1435 —Ginger. Shipping weight 12 oz. 2.44 Sises Small (3 to 5); Medium (6 to 7); Large (8 to 10). 

i 9 ue e 

4-pc. Set of fiberboard 
Play Luggage Hatbox 

s]77 +28 
Fashionable way to bring along dolly's J9 2-pe. Weekender Set. Well-built 15-in. J4 Candystripe Luggage Set. With protective rounded edges, bright 
clothes. Matching luggage set, in favorite overnight, 10-in. train case. Vinyl cov- red and white stripes. Vinyl covered wood. 14 and 8 in. long 
colors, provides enough room to take every- red wood frames. Locks, keys 49 N'9237E—Shipping weight 4 pounds... ja $5.77 
thing you want. Just the right si: r short 49N9229E-W] Wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $7.98 
play trips, too. One each: 8-inch, 9-inch, 49N9231E-Blue. Wt. 6 lbs. 8 oz..Set 7.98  ]5 Plaid Umbrella-Suitcose. 12-in. fabric case unzips to open . . 

a i6) $194 

10-inch, and 113¢-inch cases. Nest for white plastic binding. 21-in.rayonumbrella in boot. Plastic handle. 
storage. From Spain. 13 Matching Hatbox. Pocket inlid..wash- —49 N 9341E— Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces $2.79 
49 N 9238—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. $1.77 able linings. Wood frames covered with 

er. Red Ballerina Cose. 

Catalog numbers ending in “E 49 N 9233E— White. Wt. 2 Ibs. $2.94 prevents crushing. Viny 
58 SEARS reso. include 10% Fed. Excise Tox — 49 N 9235E—Blue. Wt. 

vinyl. 12 in. in diam rate compartments hold shoes, tutu . . 

case has patent-look . . 10 in. long. 

Ibs. 2.94 49 N9362E—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. «y= $1.94 

Satins pane scans by cheisimas musebecimicM con 



Fiberboard Play Luggage. Fashionable match- 

ing set, in favorite colors, with room to take 
everything you want when going on short play 
trips. Just right for dolly's clothes. 4 pieces, 1 
each: 8-inch, 9-inch, 10-inch and 1134-inch cases. 
Nest for easy storage when you and your dollies 

home mood. From Spaii 
hpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... . Sel 

in. 
t $1.66 

Barbie and Midge 
Travel Cose, Holds 
everything a doll 
needs for an over- 
night trip. Smooth 
black vinyl with zip- 
per top and handle. 
6x10x7)4 in. high. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 8451 ..$1.66 

Wonder Corn Pop- 
per. Sounds real . . 
crackles, pops. Acts 
like a real corn pop- 

| per. No batteries, no 
heat, nothing to wind. 
Real kernels, popped 
corn included. Shpg. 

wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 8452...$1.66 

Fantabulous Paint 
Box Set. Includes 100 
watercolors, good 
quality brush. Beau- 
tifully designed box 
1434x934 in. Mixing 
instructions. From 
England. Shpg. wt. 
1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 8455...$1.66 

Slinky Toys. Colorful items are made of flexible 
spring steel and styrene. Dog is 10 in. long. 
12-in. long train has whistle. With pull cords. 
49 N 8456—Slinky Dog. Wt. 1 lb...... 
49 N 8457—Slinky Train. Wt. 12 oz. .. 

Cataibh page scans by deisintasnisetediwdcal com 

Beatle Dolls. Made of life-like vinyl plastic 
with rooted hair in the famous Beatle mop 
cut. Each caricature is 44 inches tall. 
49 N 8445—Ringo Starr 
49 N 8446—Paul McCartney 
49 N 8447— John Lennon 
49 N 8448— George Harrison 
Shipping weight each 8 oz.. ...Each $1.66 

Bendee Quintette 

Doll Set. 4 girls in 
pink bunting, 1 boy 
in blue. 3 have open 
eyes, 2 are sleeping. 
Vinyl faces with 
blond bangs. Each 
7 in. long. Shipping 
weight 6 oz. 
49N8450-Set $1.66 

VAWES 
The ki 

Amsco's Magic Gas 
Pump. Attach suction 
cup nozzle to car or 
truck. Turn handle 
and pump appears to 
feed gas into car. 
Pump refills auto- 
matically. Break-re- 
sistant plastic. 614 
in. high. Car not 
included. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 8458... $1.66 

Fill ‘or up! 
Attach suction 
‘cup nozzle to 
car or truck 

Cord Table Tent. Fits 
all 30-inch square card 
tables. Made of embossed 
vinyl with green camou- 
flage print Front en- 
trance flap forms canopy 
(canopy wood bracing 
ind.). Pyramid top. 30x 
30x36 inches high. Shpg. 
wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 8461......$1.66 

nd you expect at Sears 

Fashion Doll Boudoir Set. Thoroughly feminine 
3-piece matched set fits Barbie, Tammy, Tressy 
and other dolls to 12 inches. Includes bed 
upholstered in floral printed plastic with pillow 
and spread; skirted dressing table in modern 
kidney shape and matching hassock. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 8449. Set $1.66 

Tiny Tot Toy Set. 
All colorful wood. 
Has 7}4-inch long 
pounding bench with 
hammer, 4}4-inch 
stack, 8-inch roller, 
14 beads with cord 
io string them on. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 8453...$1.66 

Wind-up Tractor. 
Climbs easily over 
obstacles, shooting 
off harmless sparks. 
Steel body, rubber 
treads. Clock-spring 
motor. Big key. 914 
inches long. Shipping 
wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 8454...$1.66 

Fireman Set. Red 
fire hat with em- 
blem; 12-in. extin- 
guisher. 14-in. fire 
axe, siren whistle . . wy 
all flexible plastic, 6 
“Fire” signs. Shpg. 
wt. 11b. 6 oz. A 
49 N 8459...$1.66 

Combat Soldier's Out- 
fit. Cleverly camou- 
flaged helmet; machine 
pistol, 734 in. long; 12 
play bullets. Also can- 
teen with cup; mess 
kit, knife, fork, spoon. 
All sturdy plastic. 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 oz. 
49 N8460....$1.66 
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Roomy, hardwood Rockers keep youngsters happy for hours 

Attractive, rocker has mu- 
sical mechanism that plays 
as rocker moves. Simple lines 
with gold color trim. 26 in. 
high over-all, 12x12-in. seat. 
Easy to assemble. 
79N9147L-Black enameled 

Solidly built hardwood rock. 
er has rich-looking Bradford 
maple finish. Well-fitted 
joints meet so tightly no 

glue or nails are used. Shaped 
seat is 15 in. wide. Smooth 
rocking 20-in. runners. 23 in. 

Careful attention to detailing 
is a feature of this Early 
American-style rocker. Turned 
posts, arms, legs. Provincial- 
print cotton upholstery, re- 
movable back pillow, skirted 
seat cover. 24 in. high over-all, 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79N9109L-Natural finish 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $6.94 79 N 9029L 

Juvenile Platform Rocker 

Holds to floor, gives plenty of padded com 
fort. Single-coil springs, padded back, arms, 
non-sag spring seat. Covered with linen 
look plastic. Plated nail trim. Hardwood; 
walnut finish. 23 in. high over-all, seat 15x14 
in. wide. Easy to assemble. Wt, 18 Ibs. 
79 N 9022L— Turquoise $11.44 
79 N 9044L—Persimmon (orange)... 11.44 

$6.94 high, 10 in. 
Assembled. Wt. 

seat height seat 12x1414 in. wide, Partly 
assembled. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 9139L $5.94 

10 Ibs. 

$4.94 

Danish-style Modern Rocker 

Smooth modern styling with non-sag springs 

in seat . . stays new looking longer. Easy-to- 
wipe clean upholstery is heavy gauge vinyl. 
Hardwood construction with handsome wal- 
nut finish. 24 inches high over-all. Seat 15x13 
inches wide. y to assemble. Wt. 14 Ibs. 
79 N9111L $9.44 
79 N 9112L 9.44 

urquoise. 
Persimmon (orange) 

Always room for one more guest with Portable Kiddie Kot 

Strong yet lightweight aluminum cot is easy 

to carry or store in small areas . . even fits 
in car trunk. Folds in half, (only 26x24 in. 
wide), to take along on trips . . perfect for visit- 
ing or for isolating sick children from others. 
Larger families can use it as a regular bed. 

‘ating pane scans by cheisinias museleciudcM pn 

Tubular head and foot rails hold spring 
supported frame. Foam plastic mattress is 114 

inches thick protected by attractive 
heavy-duty vinyl cover. 52x24 in. wide, when 
open. For children from 2 to 6 years old. 
79 N 9045L—Shipping weight 10 Ibs. $12.94 

'Tall Musical Boston Rocker 

Rock to gay melody in decorated rocker that is 28 inches 
high over-all. Musical mechanism plays as rocker moves. 
Rich in color with multicolor decals, gold color trim. 
Turned posts, legs. Extra comfort with tall back, contour 
arms . . smooth action with long runners. Hardwood 
11x11-in. seat. Easily assembled. 
79 N 9144L— Black finish. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $9.94 

79 N 9145L—White finish. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 9.94 

79 N 9146L— Maple finish. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 9.94 

Versatile TV Chair-Table 

$594 Converts to a snack or 
homework table by simply 
turning back over to front 

in. tray. Plastic seat. 
back. Tubular steel frame, 
black baked enamel finish. 
22 in. over-all. Easy to 
assemble. Wt. 8 lbs. 

79 N 9043C $5.64 

Combination Chair-Step Stool 

$999 

Converts to chair by lifting 

first step up over second 
Reach sinks watch TV. 
Sturdy bright-colored wood 
with Mickey Mouse emblem. 
16x13x8 in. Easy to assemble. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
49 N 9027. $2.99 



— Siéetéie Orga 
= $4898 NO MONEY 

See how easily children learn to play tango, waltz, rhumba and other rhythms— 
without lessons. The secret's a pre-set arrangement of 18 buttons for left hand 

. 6 bass tones for rhythm; 6 major and 6 minor chords for accompaniment. 
Right hand plays the melody. "Number Selector" method: organ keys match 
number strip of sheet music. Loud-soft volume control slide bar, stainless steel 
reeds. Feather touch, finger-tip action. 3 full octaves . . 37 treble keys, 18 bass 
buttons. Cabinet of mar-resistant vinyl in two-tone walnut grain . . sealed 
onto wood veneer for long life. 4 steel legs. About 24x10x30 inches high. Music 
book of 22 melodies included. Bench not included, order below. 
79 N 604L— Shipping weight 18 pounds. ............ sees $48.88 
Five Extra Music Books. “Number Selector” method. For organ 79 N 604L above 
and organs 79 N 603L and 79 N 602C on Mv page. 
49 N 616— Shipping weight set 8 ounces. 
Organ Bench. Padded vinyl seat, steel legs. About 14 in, high: 
79 N 619C—Shipping weight 8 pounds... ............. esses. 7.99 

Set $3.49 
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Get a richer, more resonant tone 

from this Electric Chord Organ 
because the cabinet is walnut veneer 

Full 3-octave keyboard . . 37 standard-size black and white keys. 
18-button chord player with major and minor chords. Rhythm 
bass to deepen chords and provide rhythm accompaniment. Easy- 
to-play “Key Selector” method uses real notes for playing music 
more easily— without lessons. Smart-looking walnut veneer cabinet. 
Music book of 45 favorites. About 15x31x32 in. high. Bench sold 
separately at left. Shipped freight (rail, truck) or express. 
79 N 567 N—Shipping weight 43 pounds..............+ $74.99 

| Organ 36499 NO MONEY i - 

Ll 

Consolette Electric Chord Organ 
See how quickly you can learn to play this full-toned electric organ! 
With “Key Selector" method you play real music . . no lessons 
needed. Full 3-octave keyboard with 37 black and white standard- 
size keys. Major and minor chords at finger-touch. Rhythm bass 
deepens chords, provides rhythm accompaniments. Decorator 
cabinet of walnut veneer . . 4 brass-finished legs. Music book with 
45 selections. Order bench separately at left. About 12x31x34 inches 
high. 
79 N 565L— Shipping weight 35 pounds. 

3 "Key Selector" Music Books. For organs 79N565L and 79N567N. 
49 N 593—Shipping weight set 1 pound.............. Set $3.89 



‘ke a big typewriter 

anywhere. 

Made with die-cast metal type and 

plastic key mechanism so strong you 

can type as many as 5 carbon copies . . 

all clearly legible. Lever action returns 

the carriage . . advances the paper by 

1 line. 28 keys . . type a total of 58 

characters 

Child's Typewriter 

s1444 
with case 

s1244 
without case 

In its case of wipe-clean embossed vinyl, this typewriter travels 
Made like big portables. Left and right releases 

easily move carriage in either direction. All controls are outside, 
induding ribbon reverse, Brake keeps ribbon smooth. Top re- 
moves for cleaning. Big keys contoured to fit small fingers. 
About 11x10x4 in. high. Blue plastic shell. From Japan. With 

2 paper, envelopes, 6-in. ruler, eraser, 2 sheets carbon, clips. 
49N1796-Shipping weight 11 pounds. 
49N1891-Typewriter only, no case. As above. Wt. 10 Ibs, 12.44 

49N1893-Extra Ribbon. Black. Shipping weight 3 ounces 

$14.44 

69c 

DIAL TYPE- 

WRITERS 

38 Characters $919 
Dial a letter, tap corresponding key . . type- 
writer prints it. Capital letters, standard-like 

keyboard. Numbers, punctuation. Takes 
814in. wide paper. Plastic. 11x12x4 in. high 
49N1724-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.19 
49N1714-2Extra Ribbons. Black,red.20z.29¢ 

Individual key operation . . 
standard keyboard arrangement 

EXECUTIVE-style nylon type makes clear, easy-to-read 
characters. Keyboard includes 56 capital letters, numbers 
and punctuation marks. 

There's a finger tip spacer . . shift keys . . ball-bearing 
carriage. Takes paper up to 814 inches wide. 

Shell is molded in a light blue plastic, with all white 
trim. 1114x12x414 inches high. 
49 N 1861—Shipping weight 7 pounds 4 ounces. .$9.99 

Magic Designer $422 

Set Hoot Nanny's arms . . magically draws 
designs to color, use for embroidery, etc. 7x8- 
in. metal base. Discs, pencil, instructions. 

49N1838-Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 1102....$4.22 
49N1809-130Extra Paper Discs. Wt.607. 89c 

Extra Ya-inch wide Black Ribbon. 

49 N 1776—Shipping weight 2 ounces.. ..... 

- 60 SEARS e 
79c 

Cutiod page scans by dabsimas nuseledwdcl com. 

40 Characters $377 

Dial a letter to "type." All-capital letters, 
numbers, punctuation. Dummy keyboard. 
Use paper 8} in. wide. Plastic. 11x7x4 in. high. 
49 N 1789— shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz...$3.77 
Four Extra Ribbons for above. 2 black, 2 red. 
49 N 1848— Shipping weight 2 ounces 29c 

Prints red and black programs, ads, notices, 
etc, 3}4x5}4-in. size. Plastic type tray, 200 
pieces of rubber type, ink, extra roller, 2 pic- 
ture dies, paper, tools and idea book. 
49 N 1663—Shipping weight 3 pounds $4.66 



Our finest Junior-size Piano 

has full 314-octave Keyboard 
Special color-key selector system makes it so easy to play 

.. match colored notes in songbook to keyboard color chart 

48-key Spinet Piano $2999 

with Matching Bench 

Junior edition of a real spinet piano with 48 black and white plastic keys. Wide 

334-octave range makes this spinet an easy step up to a full-size piano. High 

carbon steel tone rods give a rich, resonant sound. 
Cabinet has attractive walnut finish over finest plywood. 31 inches long . . 26 

inches high. Matching bench is 12 inches high. Bench and cabinet have 13inch- 

29-key Spinet Piano 
with matching bench $1489 

Lustrous walnut-color finish on attractively designed plywood 

cabinet and bench. Has 234-octave range. 12 inches deep, 20 
inches high, 20 inches wide. Matching bench is 8 inches 

high. Songbook with favorite tunes is included. 
79 N 576L— Shipping weight set 18 pounds. . 

25-key Spinet Piano 
with matching bench 

.,,$14.89 

Sturdy plywood cabinet with solid wood sides, Semi-glossy 
black finish with gold-color trim, Cast-iron tone bar. 2-octave 

square legs. Color-keyed music book and color chart included. 

Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 620N—Shipping weight set 40 pounds..... DIU AS EC: ..$29.99 

NOTE; All organs shown have off-on switches, and are 

UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC systems 

8-button Electric 
Chord Organ $2999 

Play 4 chords and 4 bass notes with left hand 
for resonant tone and definite rhythm. Right 

hand plays melody with the help of an easy 
numbered note system. Volume-control slide 
bar . . fine quality stainless steel reeds. Wal- 

nut-grain vinyl covers the wood veneer cabi- 

net . . protects against scuffs and stains. 
18x9x7 inches high. Songbook with 22 
selections included. 
79 N 602C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. $29.99 

Cutiod pane Scans by cheisimas muaselectadc cons 

6-chord 
Electric Organ 31999 

Resonant organ with finger-touch chord player. 
Play sharps and flats, 2 full chromatic octaves 
on 27 full-size black and white keys. 6-button 
automatic chord player gives full, rich tone. Key 
selector simplifies playing. Walnut grain plastic 
cabinet. 19x9x8 inches high. 
79 N 589C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs... $19.99 

Three Music Books for organ above. 
49 N 590—sShipping wt. set 8 oz......Set $2.39 

span; chromatically tuned. About 17x10x18 inches high. 
Bench almost 9 inches high. Color songbook and key chart. 
79 N 566L—Shipping weight set 17 pounds .$11.89 

Full 12-button Electric 
Organ in Tapered Case +3999 

Superbly made portable has stainless steel reeds for 
rich tone. Volume control slide bar. 30 easy-action 
keys. 6 pre-set chords, 6 bass tones played by left 
hand which sets rhythm . . right hand plays melody. 
Easy number system for child who can't read notes. 
Music book. Wood veneer cabinet . . vinyl covered. 
22x11x8 in. Italy. 
79 N 603L—Shipping weight 15 lbs. ..$39.99 
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BEA 

CAR DESIGNER 

Design space vehicles, cars, boats, planes. 
15x934-in. plastic desk with bulb, tracing pa- 
per, pencils, sharpener, eraser 
79 N 1894C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs, $5.77 

Electric Drawing Sets with design sheets to trace 

BEA 

DRESS DESIGNER 

Design Barbie's fashions. Her poses make it 

easy. 15x934-in. plastic desk with bulb, trac 
ing paper, pencils, sharpener, eraser 
49 N 1895-Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz..$5.77 

Both sets above UL listed for 110-120-v0lt, 60-cycle AC 

Sketch A Graph 

Enlarge or reduce almost any drawing in color 
in perfect proportion. 4 arms, 3 scales for dif 
ferent sizes, Extends to 24 inches. The 3 ball 
point pens draw in red, blue or green. Suction 
cups hold copy flat. Red plastic graph, 14 
inches high. Drawing paper, sketch book 
49 N 1693— Shipping wt. 1 lb. 10 oz.. $2.27 

Cutsios abe scans by Bebuniqimiselediical con 

Etch A Sketch 

Sketch screen draws like magic. Just turn the 
knobs . . you'll be fascinated by lines, circles, 
diagonals that app under the fi glass 
base. Forms pictures, letters, intricate designs, 
and all erase with just a shake. High-impact 
red plastic. Measures 934x734x134 inches. 
49 N 1878—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.89 

Desk boasts bookshelf, 
drawer, swivel lamp, chair 

$1298 
See how desk aids in studying. 
Lamp beams light where need- 
ed, Store supplies in drawer 
books on shelf, Coral-colored 
hardboard top. Black steel 
frame, 24x16x38 in, high. 

Chair, 22 in. high, Easy as 
sembly. UL listed. 110-120-v. 
60-c. AC. No bulb, books. 

Shipping weight 23 pounds, 
79 N 9065L Set $12.98 

Hardwood Desk 
and Chair in 
maple finish 

$1398 
Desk and chair are so good- 
looking even studies seem 
more fun. Selected hardwood 
finished in glowing maple col- 
or. Roomy side drawer for sup. 
plies. Desk, 27x15x24 in. high 
Chair 21 in. high. Assembles 
easily. 

Shipping weight 21 pounds. 
79 N 9042L. Set $13.98 

Create your own pictures. . 

Just dial the size 
of background and characters 

by EMENEE without 
batterios 

ENLARG-A.GRAPH $F 55 

Be an artist. Just turn dial and create hundreds of origi. 
nals—from space scenes to Westerns—by tracing from 
illuminated transparencies, For 3-dimensional look, just 
dial the projected images larger or smaller, Gives perspec 
tive and true-life color. 16x9x8-inch case, 

Includes 44 transparency slides (made only for Enlarg 
A-Graph), portfolio, drawing paper, color pencils, eraser, 
sharpener. Order 4 batteries below 
79 N 1655C— Shipping weight 5 pounds 
"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces 
79 N 4660 Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
Extra Transparencies for Enlarg-A-Graph 
49 N 1896— Pky. of 88. Cartoons and 

$5.55 

iry Tales, 
49 N 1897— Pkg. of 78, Military, History, Sports. 
49 N 1898— Pkg. of 69, Still Life and Fashions. 
Shipping weight, package 4 ounces Pkg. $1.66 

Steel Desk and Chair Set 
Typewriter shelf slides out 

Polish off homework here . . desk is made for it. 2 big 
drawers hold supplies. Wood-grained hardboard top. 
Medium brown enamel. 32x16x26 in. high. Folding 
chair is 26 inches high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 1725LY —Shipping weight 35 lbs... „Set $15.66 
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Easier to play than most 

guitars . . has broader neck, 

metal strings spaced wide 

for easier fingering, and tun- 

ing keys geared to hold a 

true tone longer 

Danish Guitar 
Time-honored Danish crafts- 
manship makes this guitar a 
remarkable value at the low 
price. Its sound chamber is 
molded from a special plastic 
material chosen for its strength 
and tonal qualities. Attractive 
styling and handsome 2-tone 
beige and brown-tone color. 
Metal tuning gears (see small 
view) provide easier, more 
positive-hold tuning. Long- 
lasting, metal strings assure a 
rich mellow tone. 31 in. long. 
79 N 577C-Wt.41bs. $14.99 

$1499 

Folk-Singer Guitar 
Professional-style design 

Strum 6 nylon and metal 
strings, listen to a deep, 
rich, resonant sound. 

Cutsod pane scans Dy daisies nusetedwdc corn 

Now a Phonograph that projects slides and describes 
the scenes at the same time . . all with automatic ease $1999 

Lionel's Phono-Vision 
Combine a 78-rpm record player with a slide projector 
and you've hours of fun. Here's Phono-Vision, 
Lionel's new sight-and-sound sensation. Flip on a 
record, insert a colorful slide . . see and listen while 
some of your favorite stories “come alive." 

Record and slide synchronized to give you complete 
“home movie” entertainment. Set includes two 78- 
rpm records with a story on each side and four slides of 
8 color scenes each. Pyroxylin-coated case is 15x12x7 
in. Inside of cover or nearby wall serves as screen. 
UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 653—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 8 oz. ....$19.99 

Slip record in . . it plays instantly 

PLAYSKOOL 
Battery-powered Magic Phono 

39175 sizes 
Plays record automatically and shuts off 
when finished. Takes 7-inch 3334 or 45-rpm 
records. So simple to operate that a pre- 
school child can play it alone. Speed and 
volume controls concealed from youngsters 
- . only parents can operate. It's a fine 
sounding machine that boasts a transis- 
torized circuit. 
Case measures 10x8x5 inches and is made 

of tough plastic. Included is a 45-rpm record. 
Order 6 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 4490—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs....... $21.75 
"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces, 
49 N 4660........ 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Record Sets for Magic Phono 

Seven-inch, 3334-rpm record and 2 books. 
49 N 4466-Runaway Kangaroos; Kitten 
“49 N 4491-Little Fox; Little China Pig 
49 N 4492-Little Penguin; Little Bear 
49 N 4493-Milkman Bill; Tim & His Train 
49 N 4494-Gingerbread Man; 3 Little Pigs 
49 N 4497-Story of Toby; A Pet for Peter 
e weight each set 9 ounces. 

For more entertainment buy addi- 
tional sets below. Each set has 12 
film slides (12 stories with a total of 
96 scenes) and six 78-rpm records 
(stories on both sides). All views in 
full color. 
49 N 660— Military Heroes 
49 N 661— Fairy Tales 
49 N 662— Western Stories 
49 N 663—Space Adventures 
49 N 664— Sports Thrills 
Shpg. wt. each set 1 Ib... Set $2.89 

speed Portable 
Poeti? . with 
gold-color Stand 

Record-Rack, 6 records 

$1999 

Set the Dial-O-Matic speed se- 
lector and listen to your favorite 
records. Front-mounted speaker, 
hi-gain crystal pick-up, perma- 
nent-type synthetic sapphire 
needle, heavy-duty amplifier de- 
liver full, wide-range sound. Vol- 
ume control. Case coated with 
washable, scufi-resistant pyrox- 
ylin in turquoise and white. 13x 
11x7 in. UL approved for 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Stand un- 
assembled. 
79 N 654C—Wt. 141bs.$19.99 



Big Easel $499 
Blackboard 

Genuine slate in oak frame. 
Reverses . , use either side, 
Forms good-sized desk; folds 
flat when not in use. 45 in. 
high over-all. Has chalk rack, 
chalk, eraser. Board 16x14 in. 
high. Has 18xll-in. cork 
bulletin board on top—good 
place to pin up pictures to 
copy: 

Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 
79 N 1857L $4.99 

Convertsto 
good-sized 

desk 

14x12-inch 99 
Blackboard $3 

Budding artists can copy 
scenes from 6 pictures at 

g top. Easel blackboard . . 
Eye-easy green surface on write on both sides. Slate 
one side of Chalkboard . . N surfaces framed in oakwood. 

1 Folds flat for storage. With 
non-glare black on the other chalk rack, chalk, eraser. 

$4.99 
39 in. high over-all. 

Shipping weight 10 lbs. 
79 N 1868L $3.99 

Two big 37}9x26-inch chalkboards in one. Perfect for ' 
children to use when they play “school.” Alphabet and 
numbers to copy screened on natural-wood frame. Sturdy 
cadmium-plated tubular-steel stand, 50 in. high, with 
eraser-chalk rack attached. Assembles easily— just attach 
stand sections to framed board. Chalk, eraser included. 
79 N 1736L—Shipping weight 14 pounds. ....... $4.99 

Draw 'N Paint 44 
Set with Easel $4 

Big 24x16-in. high chalk- 
board on adjustable easel of 
strong tubular steel, 44 in. 

high over-all. Gives a child 
hours of creative pleasure. 

Masonite Presdwood Wallboard $194 dde dom 
Smooth surface lessens glare on 36x24-in. high board. Natural-finish stencil, paper, chalk, eraser: 
wood chalk rail. Design with alphabet to copy. Chalk, eraser incl Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 N 1704L—Shipping weight 8 pounds $1.94 79 N 1781C.. . . Set $4.44 

Presto-Sparkle $9129 Color-Paint Set Oc Water-color Set {Qc 
Color 10 pictures, 6 greeting cards, ere 3 ana We can DN ictures Children enjoy learning the names of 

3 then daub on jewel-like Sparkle paint. xl l-in. size. 20 crayons crayon — colors. . how to mix and blend them. 
Coloring Toy $933 12 Presto colors, 5 Sparkle paints. ud 10 water paints, brush. All labeled. 60-pc. set with brush. 

49 N1667-Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Set $2.29 — 49 N 1749—Shpg. wt. 8oz..Set 99c 49 N 1866—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.....89c 
Designed by Charles Eames. r 
Contains enough die-cut, wipe- 
off pieces to make a dozen odd- 
shaped people or animals that 
move. Designs are limited oi 
by child's imagination. Wi 
crayons permit use over and over. 

Shipping esit 1 1b. 2 oz. 
49 N 1709. . Set $2.33 

Presto-Paints $166 Coloring Outfit $7199 

Paint Popeye and friends with solid Finish 210 pictures with crayon, paint 
ints i tic holders. . no brushes or pencil plus 12 paint-by-number and 

+ 12 Presto paints, two 8- 12 pencil-by-number pictures. Paints, ber. Learn of ^ 
strips and 6 pictures. brush, crayons, pencils, sharpeners. includes 13-inch globe and 100 colors. 

49 N 1882—Wt. 1 Ib... 66 49185 Wt. 1ib. 6 or. Set $1.99 — 49N1810-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz..Set $1.88 

Colorola $169 

Hours of fun for the young artist 
at home, in the car, in a sick bed. 
Color, wipe off, and color again. 
Three re-color rolls, each with 
8-panel story, plus crayons, Cartoon Stamp Set $55 
sponge. Red plastic case with 
carrying handle. 914x11 in.long. Print and color Huckleberry Hound, Create pictures on pre-sketched pencil- 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Yogi Bear, Quick Draw McGraw, Top by-number sheets. Match the Tus num- 
49 N 1689........ Set $1.69 Cat, Flintstones. Wood-back stamps, bered pencils to numbers on picture, 18 

hes co n stamp pad, crayons. pictures, 9x12 in. With .. wood spatulas, i E 
62 SEARS ra 49 N 1890—Wt. 8 o.....Set $1.55 — 49 N 1881—Shpg. wt. 8 oz..Set 99c 49N1877-Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $1.59 
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What a combination . . Electric Phonograph 
with 4 speeds, volume control and 

electronic amplifier at a low, low price 

Versatile performer? You bet. Plays records at all speeds, picks up. 
tones from rumbling bass to faint treble and does it with ear-pleasing 
tonal clarity. Dial-O-Matic speed selector lets you listen to 16, 3345, 
45 and 78 RPM discs up to 12 inches. “Whisper-quiet” motor, high- 
gain crystal pickup and permanent-type needle. Wide-range volume 
control. Scuff-resistant case. Eight 45 RPM records. 
49 N 659C—Shipping weight 8 pounds.............se.e0.- $16.99 

Phono with twin, detachable speakers $ 99 
fills the room with your favorite music 24 

Fully transistorized for a pure tone and wide sound range. Enjoy the rich, full sound you like best by adjusting tone and volume control. Dial-O-Matic speed selector. Plays all records up to 12 inches in diam- eter, all speeds. Flip cartridge, dual synthetic sapphire needle. “Whis- per-quiet" motor cuts down on all the sounds excepit the ones you want to hear. Pyroxylin-coated case. Six 45 RPM records: 
49 N 655C—Shipping weight 13 pounds............. -... $24.99 

Mickey Mouse Electric 

Acoustical Portable 

3999 

Scuff-resistant case 

coated with pyroxylin. | 
Plays 78 RPM records 

up to 12 in. Loud and 
soft needles for volume 
control. Integral tone 
chamber for clear sound 
"Tone arm locks into cup. 
You also g 
and a 24-place record 
rack. 11x11x6 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
49 N 651 $9.99 

10 records 

Cutie pane scans by cheisimasamiseleciudcMd pov 

Here's the Phonograph that lasts and lasts . . 
never needs tube replacement . . produces a 

true-to-life, pure tone . . all because it's 

Fully Transistorized 

Electronically Amplified 4-Speed Phonograph 
Tiny transistors increase sound range, add tonal clarity and cut down bothersome distortion. You'll like the up-to-date cabinet styling, 

Open the case and phonograph drops down to a playing position. Set 
the speed at 16, 3314, 45 or 78 RPM with Dial-O-Matic selector. Off-on, 
volume dial. Super-silent motor lets you hear every beautiful sound. 

Includes 6 delightful 45-RPM records. Pyroxylin-coated scuff. resistant case. Size about 13x12x6 inches high 
49 N 658C—Shipping weight 9 pounds... .. 2 ++. $19.99 
NOTE: Record players on this page are UL approved for 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC 

2-speed Electric 

Acoustical Portable 

$1199 

Plays all 45 and 78 
RPM records up to 12 
in. Turntable has pop- 
up adapter disc for your 

45's. Dial-O-Matic 
speed selector. Loud 
and soft needles con- 
trol sound. Five 45 and 
78 RPM records and a 
24-place record rack. 
About 13x11x6 inches. 

Shpz. wt. 7 Ibs. 8 oz 
49 N 652 $11.99 



Fold-a-Way 
Peg Table 9499 

Triple play . . blackboard, pegboard 
or work desk. Ponderosa pine with 
baked-enamel steel legs. Fold to 
store. Mallet, pegs, chalk, eraser. 
Bench 914 in. high. Over-all 18x23 
x26 in. high. Easy assembly 
79 N 1813C—Wt. 10 lbs.. $4.99 

Milton Bradley 
Flash Cards 
Lo red OF 

Child learns quit calling out. 
answers to Ecos ue cards. 
49N1760-Add-subtract. Grades 1-3, 
49N1761-Multiply-divide. Gr. 3-6. 
49N1764-Numbers, Grades 1 and 2. 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz.. Each set 99c 

49N1762-Picture Words. Gr. 1-3. 

49N1763-Set 1 Flash Words. Gr. 1,2, 
49N1766-Set2 Flash Words. Gr. 1,2. 

49N1770-United States. Gr. 3-7. 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz........ Each set 79c 

49N1765-Alphabet. Kindergarten 
to grade 2. 
49N1767-Phonetic Words. Gr. 1-3. 

Flip-top 
Peg Table for 2 $699 

Learning is twice the fun with 
a 2-seat desk. Two sets of 
chalk, erasers, mallets and 
pegs let two children share 
their play. Two chalkboards 
slide back to show pound peg- 
boards beneath. Or flip the 
top to white enameled side and 
decorate it with wipe-off cray- 
ons. Ponderosa pine body, steel 
frame, 9}¢-inch high fold-up 
seats. Over-all 45x17x23 inches 
high. Assembles without tools. 
79N1615L-Wt. 20 Ibs. $6.99 

Cobbler-style ) 
Peg Table $299 

Table, bench combined with stur- 
dy tubular steel frame. With drop- 
lid closed, there's room for books, 
pencils, chalk. Opens to peg board 
Mallet, pegs, chalk, eraser. Desk 
top 18x13 in. Over-all 24x18x23in. 

79N1607C—Wt. 7 Ibs. $2.99 

ig, 
Junior Password for $169 

Based on popular "Password" TV 
program . . specially designed for 
children in grades 3 to 6. Uses sight 
and picture words found in primary 
and elementary rooms, Stimulates 
thinking . . builds vocabulary. 5 round 
discs with words on both sides. Each 
word has point value. 
49 N 1862—Shpg. wt. 14 oz...$1.69 

two or entire class 

Funny World i 
ede Qo», 5196 Pog 89° 

Give Mr. and Mrs, Jolly Metal globe in box Spell words, learn num- 
Cholly hundreds of dif- with information about bers. 32 wood pieces 
ferent faces . . change tides, zodiac, coun- slide in slots on 9x9-in. 
eyes, mouths, hats, held 
in place by magnets. 5- 
inch molded faces. Plas- 
tic. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49N1883...... $1.69 

Citai pane scans by daisies naseke oom. 

tries. Diameter 9 in. plastic 
1114 in. high over-all. 
Plastic graduated 
Wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. 
49 N 1836....$1.66 

board. Letters 

arm. side. 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

49 N 1845......89c 

Big Play Center 

Boreae tr ceras. 1099 
One of the finest toy values we've ever offered, and it's available only at 
Sears. Magnetic letters make learning to spell fun. Table top sections form an 
easel for wipc-off drawing and writing (crayons, chalk and eraser included). 
Games printed on one side of top (all playing pieces included). Lift-off the 
top and there's a big peg surface with lots of colored pegs and a hammer, It's 
an ideal table for snack-time. Extra sturdy chrome-plated steel frame, solid 
wood seats and play box in rich red and black enamel. 
79 N 1608L—Shipping weight 20 pounds, , 

Pick a question . . feed card into 
Think-A-Tron . . get answer on screen da 

battories 
Electronic answer-computer amuses and instructs a child. Choose any 
of 300 questions, put card into computer. Then watch the wheels turn, 
lights flash . . then the answer suddenly lights up on the screen. In- 
cludes 150 cards, each with 2 questions; 3 stack-up card holders. Gray 
plastic, blue trim. 8 in. high. Uses 2 “D” batteries; order below. 
49 N 1630—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 N 1774—50 additional question cards. Shpg. wt. 2 oz... 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz.... 

$3.91 
Pkg. 77c 

Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Fun for 5 to 12 year olds. Bulb flashes when they correctly answer any 
of 850 questions about arithmetic, nature, spelling or reading. '' d 
battery included. 
49 N 1752—Shipping weight 1 pound. $1.66 
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Fully furnished 

Split-level House 

of sturdy steel 

Nicest house in the Dolltown 

suburb has 65 total pieces. 

Dive into the fun, 

with swimming pool 

and accessories. There are 

6 doll figures, playground 

items and even a barbecue pit 

Only s7 99 

Have a whirl at the most luxurious in suburban 
living. This beautiful split-level has living room, 
dining room, bedroom, nursery, kitchen and 
bath, utility room and patio—it’s all there. 
Furniture includes everything from sectional 
sofa, TV and vanity to washer-dryer, refriger- 
ator and high-chair. And outside, there's more 
fun: a swimming pool complete down to the in- 
flatable duck, a playground with all the fixings. 

Four dollhouse figures are ready to move in. 
About 29x16x14-inch high house in steel; 
ac 
79N1413C shipping weight 11 pounds.$7.99 

essories, pool in plastic. Unassembled. 

The roomy playroom extension 

is an added plus on this big 

Two-story Rambler 

$499 

Table tennis, anyone? ‘This delightful Colonial 
ion gives its proud owner not only table 

nis, but a little piano and TV set—all in the 
fun-filled playroom extension. Living room, din- 
ing room, bedroom, nursery, kitchen and bath, 
utility room and patio are furnished with 36 
pieces of furniture, (playpen, washer, bed, and 
much more). 

About 10x30x15!4-inch steel house has a 
door that really opens. Accessories are plastic. 
Unassembled. 
79N1411C—Shipping weight 8 pounds, $4.99 

Comes with plastic awning, 

patio chairs, 4 doll figures 

The Classic 

Colonial House 

$3917 

Plenty of fun for lucky doll family. Living room 
with TV, dining room, kitchen, bath, bedroom, 
nursery, laundry-utility room . . complete with 
29 pieces of furniture. Sun deck on second floor. 

nch high steel house with 
plastic accessories. Unassembled. 
79N1402C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. $3.97 



Three Washable Cloth Books $137 
Toddlers love brightly colored pictures of simple objects and gay playthings. 
High-quality cloth hand washable in warm, sudsy water. All colors nontoxic 
. . harmless for baby to chew on to his heart's content. Widening pages let 
tiny hands easily leaf through books. Titles include: Up We Go, Down We 
Go, Step By Step. 3 books in set. Each 6 pages with color, 6}4x8% in. 

3N 860—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $1.37 

Bath-time Books 

Make bath-time fun-time, too, for 
baby. Three large washable cloth 
booksand a soft, cute "Dunky Duck” 
sponge. Little fingers can easily 

turn the bright, colorful pages. 
Colors harmless if tots nibble. Titles 
include: Play With, Show Me, Tell 
Me. 834x614 in. Attractively boxed. 
3N650—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.... Set $1.84 

Play Pen Pals 

3 cloth books with full-color pictures. 
2 “stretcher” board books open to 
nearly a yard wide. 1 board book 
with beautiful pictures. 1 easy-to- 
assemble puzzle. 7-piece set. 
3N511—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... Set $1.87 

Winnie-the-Pooh Set 

4-piece set featuring big 7}4x9-in 
Winnie-the-Pooh book with beauti- 
ful color pictures and rhymed text. 
2 other books: My Toys, My Animal 
Babies with simple picture on 
each page. Cuddly elephant squeak- 
toy filled with foam rubber. All 
books 8 pages. Machine washable. 
3N510—Shpg. wt. 4 ox... Set $177 

*"Tell-A-Tale" Series 

15 tiny books for tots. Each 28 pages, 
hard covers, color pictures. Titles in- 
clude: 3 Little Pigs, Mother Goose, 
Peter Rabbit, 3 Bears, Red Riding 
Hood, 10 more. 5°A0x634 in. 
3N527—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... Set $2.29 

Baby's First Set 
of Books $157 

Six colorful doth books. Large 
pictures. All colors non-toxic to 
baby. Finger marks wipe off 
quickly with damp cloth. Titles 
include: This Little Piggy, Baby's 
Playthings, Busy Boy, What the 
Animals Say, Cuddly, Rollin’ 
Along. Each book 8 pages. 64x 
834 inches. Packed in attractive 
4-color box. 
3N651—Wt. 14 oz... . Set $1.57 

Ta 

AS — 

“Touch and Feel" Books 

$166 
Full-color pictures; stories. Spiral 
binding, sturdy pages. «4054 in. 
Shpg. wt. each 7 oz...... Each $1.66 
3N 661— Po! the Bunny, (Feel furry bunny, 
daddy's beard, mommy's ring, etc) 
3N 500—Tovch Me. (feel scratchy sand, 
squashy sponge, sticky tope, etc.) 
3N $01—Who Lives Here? (find deer in 
forest, frog in pond, etc) 

New Rebus-style Books 

Stories are more fun when colorful 
pictures are used for words. 6 books 
Titles: 3 Little Kittens, Gingerbread 
Man, Jack and Beanstalk, 3 more. Ea. 
24 pgs., hard covers, 8x11 in. Boxed 
3N 526—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $1.97 

es 
wi 

ANI 

New Dial Books 

$156 TZ 
Tots love to dial the scenes and look 
at the colorful pictures as mommy 
reads the story. Book of Nursery 
Rhymes describes 16 dreams about. 
popular Mother Goose characters. 
Book of Animals tells what 16 ani- 
mals would really like to be. 9!4x16 
inches. 2-book set. 
3N 503—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... Set $1.56 

Very Young Mother Goose 

A big book (10x1214 in.) for little 
people (ages 2 and up). 96 pages, 185 
rhymes . . all illustrated in glorious 
color. Hard covers, heavy paper 
pages, reinforced side-sewn binding. 
3N512—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.37 

New Alphabet Zoo 
Two accordion-folded pan- 
els stretch out to length of 
6 feet. 50 pictures in full 

Story 

pages 
color. 734x634 in. Ship- 
ping wt. 8 oz. 

3N502 Set 89c 
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New Baby's Companion Books 
with gay color photos of charming 

puppets who look almost real. 14 heavy board 
in each book . . rounded corners. 7x10 in. 

3 N 504—Alphobe! Sompler 
3N 505—How Monyt 
3N 506—ls Anybody Home? 

3N 507—Mother Goose 

ing weight each 9 ounces. Each 76¢ 

“I Learn To” Series 
Stories and full-color pictures help 
your child learn to button clothes, lace 
shoes and tell time. Includes real but- 
ton and shoelace plus clock face with 
movable hands. 3-book set. Shipping 
weight 3 pounds 3 ounces. 
3N6S59... Set $1.66 

New Playtime Library 
Set of 4 books with exciting 3-dimen- 
sional scenes that pop-up when page 
is turned. 4 pop-up pages plus 6 regular 
pages in each book. Full-color animal 
stories. 374x6 inches. In colorful box 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 

3N524 $163 

MAT tHe | MALS Say 



Point a Magic-Mover wand, and the magnetized 3 on 
doll-family glides into motion. Modern 5-room 
house with over 40 pieces of furniture and acces- 
sories can be arranged many ways. 15 walls, 2 
removable roofs, trees, shrubs. Also 5 dolls and a BY 
snappy little car. 20x26-inch sturdy Masonite ed 

Move family of 5 dolls from room to room 

as you watch through clear plastic roof 

Presdwood base with 4 legs. Partly assembled. 
B Magnetic House $397 

Over 100 pieces 

Unfold this Ranch House, and there are all the people 

When a youngster’s finished playing with 
the six delightful rooms full of plastic “Ttal- 
jan Provincial” furniture . . this house 
closes up like a suitcase. Easy to tuck away. 
So complete, with 48 pieces of furniture and 

'Table Lamps light up 
her doll house 

st O'fc 

Shining success in any doll 
room. Only 234 in. high, but. 
they really work on 3 batteries 
(ncluded). Plastic. 3 bulbs. 

49N1426-Wt. 6 oz. . Set 97c 

Ctslod page scans by deisiniaxnseledimical Gov 

You can really pose 
these Bendable Dolls 

Bend these 5 Twistoys into al- 
most any position, and they'll 

stay put. 234 to 5 in. high, in 
plastic. From Hong Kong. 
49N1404-WL. 8 oz. Set $1.89 

7 doll figures. Nursery has a baby and every- 
thing a baby needs. Living room, dining room, 
bedroom, kitchen and bath fully equipped. 
House is chipboard. Open: 10x20x22 in. 
79 N 1466L —Shipping wt. 3 lbs... . $3.97 

Set $189 

79 N 1465C — Shipping weight 6 Ibs . $3.97 A ? d 

Make your own dolls 
with EMENEE'S 

FORMEX "7" 
Doll Casting Set 

$499 

Melt Formex “7” compound in pan 
on Dyna-Cast thermal unit . . pour 
into plastic molds . . cool in tank. Now 
take out: Mother, Dad, 2 children and 

their 2 pets. Paint included with set 
Non-toxic natural-color compound is 
re-usable (order extra compound on 
page 98). Thermal unit, 6x4 in., heats 
with electric bulb (included). 
79 N 1464C— Wt. 6 Ibs... Set $4.99 

Extra Mold Kits. 
49 N 1467—School Room (2 stu- 
dents, desk and teacher) 
49N1468—3 Dolls of other countries 
Shipping weight 1 pound Kit 92c rena SEARS 65 
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to delight, E 

Our lowest prices ever 
for these books by Dr. SEUSS 

Look at the low price for these big, beautifully-illus- 
$ 17 trated story books . . stories and rhymes that children 

mid have loved for generations. Printed in large type . . 
exceptionally large full-color illustrations on every page. 

Big, Big Story Books 
your child will love! 87. 

Come join the wonderful world of Dr. Seuss! For over 25 Each 32 pages, 1044x1284 inches. 
years, the ii sinative verse and irresistible drawings of Dr. Titles 11(The Three Pigs); 12(The Gingerbread 
Seuss have hted youngsters ages 4 to 10. And it's no Man); 13(The Night Before Christmas); 14(Peter 
secret that adults love these laugh-filled books, too. Each Rabbit); 15(Fifty Favorite Rhymes from Mother 
about 54 Each colorfully illustrated— with those zany, Goose); 16 (Come Play With Me). Wt. each 1 Ib. 12 oz. delightful Dr. Seuss drawings, of course! About 8x11 in. 3 N 530F— State title number. ...2 for $1.66; Each 87c 

Titles 18(Dr. Seuss's EU Aesee qr little yawn sets off a 
chain-reaction of sleep); 11 (How the Grinch Stole Christmas— 
a grinch is so bad, he tried to stop Christmas from coming—a 
cheery and suspenseful fantasy); 12(If I Ran the Zoo—Gerald 
McGrew thought the old city zoo was a pretty dull place); s VT. 14 (The Sneetches and other Stories— would you like to meet Get 4 big stories in $919 a Sneetch . . or a Zax?). one colorful volume each ,. 13 (Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories—3 stories of amaz- 
ing animal antics); 10 (Horton Hatches the Egg—Horton These new Favorite Books from Rand McNally are a proves that an elephant's faithful—100 per cent); 15 (Happy wonderful story-book value—you get 4 complete stories 
Birthday To You—journey to the land of Katroo, where every , Íor the price of just one book. Quality illustrations birthday isan earth-shaking event); 16 (If | Ran the Circus— throughout each volume . . all in beautiful color. Sturdy 
see what a circus can become in the hands of Dr, Seuss). hard-cover binding for many readings. Each book has 
3 N 874F-State title number, Shpg, wt. ea. 1 Ib, 202. Each $2.17 112 pages. 934x1254 inches. 

Titles 11 (Favorite Animal Stories— fascinating tales 
about domestic pets and forest animals); 12(Favorite 
Pastimes—stories combined with hints on how to learn 
or improve skill in swimming, riding, etc.); 13(Favorite 
Read-aloud Stories—Sleeping Beau! Three 
Bears, The Children Who Lived in 
Present for the Princess); 14 (Favorit 
Verses— wonderful collection of beginning Bible stories) ; 
15(Favorite Nature Stories—4 popular stories help 
your child to understand nature's ways); 16(Favorite 
Pillowtime Tales—bedtime stories to delight little lis- 
teners); 17(Favorite Nursery Classics—Jack and the 
Beanstalk, Little Red Riding Hood, Aesop's Fables, 
and Rip Van Winkle). 

Shipping weight each 1 pound 10 ounces, 
3 N 535F— State title number. 2 for $3.99; Each $2.19 Dr. SEUSS and other books 

beginners can read by themselves 

$47 
each Giant-sized collections 87 c 

of delightful stories each 

Over 230 pages each—collections low in price, big in 
size and contents. Just right for read-to time, and older 
boys and girls can read them by themselves. Large type, 
hundreds of 2-color illustrations. 756x1034 inches. 

Titles 11(365 Bedtime Stories); 12 (Mother Goose); 
13 (Big, Big Story Book); 14 (Fairy Tales); 15 (Animal 
Stories); 16(The Christmas Book); 17(Huckleberry 
Hound Stories); 18(Bedtime Bible Stories). 
3 N 529F—State title number. Shipping weight each 
2 pounds $ ..3 for $2.39; Each 87c 

an amazingly low price for these delightful beginning 
eaders. Entertaining stories with favorite characters will 
make any youngster want to read on his own, Designed to 
amuse as well as instruct, these books have been approved by 
many leading educators. Each 64 pages, with a wealth of 
full-color illustrations. 634x934 inches. 

Titles 25(Hop on Pop, by Dr. Seuss—brand new . . the 
simplest Seuss for youngest use); 21 ( n Eggs and Hom 
by Dr. Seuss); 22(Put me in the Zoo, by Dr. Seuss—a hilari- 
ous story shows how much fun reading can be); 26(Are You 
My Mother?—the zany adventures of a new-born bird); 
24(Go Dog Go!—meet all kinds of wonderful dogs); 
19 Snow the beauty, wonder and excitement of snow); 
27(Big Honey Hunt—Papa Bear tries to fill the family pot); 
12(The Cat in thefHat, by Dr. Seuss—a long-time favorite 
about an unforgettable cat); 13(The Cat in the Hat Comes 
Back by Dr. Seuss); 16(One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue 
Fish by Dr. Seuss—introduce your child to 276 exciting new 
words); 17 (Bennett Cerf's Book of Riddles—34 funny riddles 
for the younger set); 20(Robert the Rose Horse— Robert has 
a terrible time with roses . . every time he smells one he 
sneezes); 28 (Dr. Seuss's ABC Book—the fun way to learn the 
A B C's); 14(A Fly Went By—the delightful story of an ex- 
citing chase); 10(Little Black; A Pony—a small pony wants so 
much to be big); 29(Little Black Goes to the Circus). 
3 N 873F—State title number. Shpg. wt. ea. 10 oz... Each $1.47 

Favorite Children's Classics 
Grimm's and Andersen's Fairy Tales, Most beloved 
fairy tales of all time. 2-book set. Each 8}4x11}4 in., 
72 pages, have many beautiful color illustrations. 
3 N 1571—Shipping weight 2 pounds... Set $1.66 

The Real Mother Goose. The big, beautiful Mother 
Goose book that’s been a favorite for many years. Con- 
tains the famous Blanche Fisher Wright illustrations in 
lovely, clear colors. 128 pages. 954x113 in. 
3 N 532— Shipping weight ea. 1 pound 12 ounces $2.47 

Casiod Dabs scant by diaaa maaien cook 
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€. $133 
This happy family is i [ designed to live in the 
beautiful rooms on this 

à and facing page. Moth C er,father, brother, sister t and dog are in correct 
h- scale for rooms 

Build and move furniture, 

design room settings 

to suit your own taste 

Just for play, or for budding architects 

and decorators . . hundreds of combinations 

limited only by your imagination 

Simply move wall panels to enlarge a room, put 

cushions on benches or in chairs, combine chair 
base with table top to have a coffee table . . it's 
all up to you. Furniture is accurately scaled, 
beautifully styled. Included are floors, paintings, 
sculpture, lamps, even towels for the bathroom 

. all in House and Garden coordinated colors. 
Every homemaker, be she six or sixty, will enjoy 
letting her imagination run free to create her 
dream rooms. A gift to delight the entire family, 

C £ 2 5-piece 
Doll Family 

and 
furniture.Colorful plas- 
tic.From British Crown 

Colony of Hong 
Shipping wt. 3 oz. 

49 N1476. Box $1.33 
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Funways-to-Learning Books 
—an exciting new series 

from Parents’ Magazine 

86s. 
Here are delightful books that offer hours of read- 
ing fun with a serious purpose. Each highly enter- 
taining story, written expressly for this series, 
teaches a simple lesson about good manners, 
simple arithmetic, etc. For ages 4 to 8. Many 
beautiful color illustrations. 48 pages. 834x114 in. 

Titles 12 (The Picture Puzzle Book—a big collec- 
tion of exciting picture puzzles and games); 13 (The 
King Who Could Not Smile—a delightful fantasy 
about an unhappy king); 14(Lenny's Twenty 
Pennies—a jolly story in rhyme, with lots of penny- 
counting); 15(Never Ask For a Goochoo Bird—a 
story that’s both funny and wise); 16(Tell Me a 
Riddle—the funniest riddles ev 17(Mike the 
Mailman and other rebus stories—easy-to-read 
stories told in simple words and pictures). 

3 N 531F—State title no, Wt. ea. 12 oz.. . Each 86c 

Parents' Magazine's 

Commended Classics 

91s... 
Beautiful story books carefully selected to bring 
your child only the best versions of the best of chil- 
dren's stories. A must for any youngster's story 
time, they'll entertain children of all ages. Each 
book has many color illustrations by well-known 
artists. 48 pages. 814x114 inches. 

Titles 11(The Magic Fishbone by Charles 
Dickens and Other Stories); 12 (Puss in Boots and 
other famous stories); 13 (Princess on the Pea and 
other stories—by Hans Christian Andersen); 
14 (Jack and the Bean Stalk and other stories). 

State title number. Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. 
3N528F 2 for $1.57; Each 91c 

A cavalcade of small-fry favorites 
Little Golden Books . . many teachers recommend 
them, children love them. Stories include many TV 
favorites. Each about 24 pages . . 634 x 8 inches. 

Titles 11 (Cinderella); 12 (Snow White); 13 (Sleep- 
ing Beauty); 15(Donald Duck in Disneyland); 
16 (Huckleberry Hound); 17 (Yogi Bear); 18 (Quick- 
Draw McGraw); 19(Lassie Shows the Way); 
20(Baby Animals); 21(The Night Before Christ- 
mas); 22(Little Golden Mother Goose); 23(Three 
Bedtime Storie 24(Nursery Songs); 14(Walt 
Disney Mother Goose), State title number. 
3 N 561F—Wt. each 4 oz.. ..6 for $1.44; Each 26c 

Top-Top Tales. Delightful stories send tots happily 
off to dreamland. Each about 28 pgs. 634x754 in. 

Titles 11 (Lion and Mouse); 12(Mother Goose); 
13(Gingerbread Man); 14(3 Little Pigs); 15(Teena 
and the Magic Pot); 16(3 Bears); 17 (Yogi Bear); 
i8(Flintstones); 19(Sneezer); ,20(Dr. Goat); 
21(Hildy's Hide-away); 22 (Buckle My Shoe). 

State title number. 
3 N 560F—Wt. each 8 oz.. .6 for $1.44; Each 26c 

Great Classics in beautiful editions 
that make very special gifts 

Winnie the Pooh. A.A. Milne's 
immortal stories of Christo- 
pher Robin and all his wonder- 
ful friends. Handsomely 
bound, and illustrated. with 
the well-loved drawings of 
Ernest Shepard. 162 pages. 
54x73% inches. 

3 N572—Wt. 11 oz... .$2.77 

The Fairy Tale Book. A fresh 
collection of 28 fairy tales from 
all over the world .. many a 
new delight to American chil- 
dren. 83 imaginative illustra- 
tions . . many of them in full 
color. 155 pages. 934x1234 in. 
3 N 707-Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. $3.29 

Peter Pan, J.M. Barrie's un- 
forgettable play retold in story 
form . . a favorite for many 
generations. Now in this 
handsome gift edition, with 
many fanciful illustrations. 
176 pages. 634x9 inches. 
3 N 586—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 02.$4.67 

A Child's Garden of Verses 
by Robert Louis Stevenson, 
‘The poems every child should 
know—in a large and superb- 
ly-illustrated edition. Hand- 
somely bound, with many 
colorful drawings. 104 pages. 
83x12% inches. 
3 N571—Wt. 1 Ib. 802.$2.47 

The Wind in The Willows by 
Kenneth Grahame. Special 
Golden Anniversary edition of 
this favorite children’s classic. 
Many color and black-and- 
white illustrations. For adults 
and children alike. 150 pages. 
63439 inches. 
3 N 568—Wt. 11b. 802.$4.67 

The Little Mermaid and Other 
Fairy Tales by Hans Christian 
Andersen. A new collection of 
these popular stories by the 
old master—in a superbly 
bound and illustrated gift edi- 
tion. 4 wonderful stories. 126 
pages. 814x10% in. 

3 N 566-Wt. 11b. 1202.$2.99 

Golden Treasury of Won: 
ful Fairy Tales. Six fanciful 
stories, including The Misfor- 
tunes of Abner, TheLong Nose 
Dwarf, The Little Tailor. 
Sparkling color illustrations, 

154 pages. 914x121 inches, 
3 N 762-Shpg. wt. 31bs.$3.29 

Aesop's Fables including the 
fables of La Fontaine. A truly 
beautiful edition of these fa- 
mousstories. Full-colorillustra- 
tions on every page. Bright, 
colorful binding. 56 pages. 9x 
1234 inches. 
3 N 584-Wt. 1 1b. 7 oz..$2.67 

Alice Through the Looking 
Glass. Here's a fresh, colorful 
edition of this wonderful story. 
Charming full-color illustra- 
tions on every page will cap- 
ture any youngster's imagi- 
nation. Bright, cheerful cover. 
106 pages. 9x1234 inches. 
3 N 585-Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz..$2.67 

Illustrated Treasury of Chil- 
dren's Literature. A complete 
child's library in one volume 
—250 fairy tales, fables, 
poems and stories for children 
up to 14 years of age. 550 
illustrations . . many in full 
color. 528 pages. 73x101 in. 
3 N567-Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.$5.47 



236 separate pieces . . 

enough furniture for 5 rooms 

$7799 

Five rooms with furniture, all in coordinated colors from House and Garden magazine 

lesign furniture in combinations you alone dream up. Interlocking 

ble no glue or tools needed. 
-dboard wall panels and floors, even fabric rugs, 

Decorate rooms, 
plastic parts are interchar 
cabinets, fixtures. Decorated 

doll family. About 39x10x6 inches high. Accurately scaled. 

49 N 1469—Shipping weight 5 pounds 6 ounces. . 

Individual Room Sets 
68-piece Dining Room Set. Ready to be trans 
formed into a room handsomely furnished for 
dining. Has dining table with centerpiece, com 
fortable chairs and storage cabinets. About 10x 

10x6 inches high 
49 N 1471—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz... Set $2.99 

64-piece Kitchen Set. With sink, range, refrig 
erator and cabinets . . even dishes and utensils to 
combine, interchange and enjoy. Set is excellent 
for pre-planning your real kitchen. About 10x 
10x6 inches high: 
49 N 1472—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz... Set $2.99 

62-piece Bedroom Set. Watch room take shape 
before your eyes . . with cabinets, shelves, beds 
that can be varied, even stacked to form bunk 
beds. Includes walls, floor, lamps, too. About 
10x10x6 inches high. 

49 N 1473— Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz... Set $2.99 

43-piece Bathroom Set. A fabulous family-size 
bathroom in minutes. Has basin, tub, shower 
and dozens of other pieces—all in House and 
Garden magazine colors. Walls and floor in 
cluded, About 10x10x6 inches high. 

49 N 1474—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz... Set $2.99 

94-piece Living Room Set. 
Has a fireplace, modern 
chairs, wall cabinets, 
tables and 6x10-in. step- 
up floor. About 1914x10x6 

in. high. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. 
49 N 1470... Set $3.33 
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164-piece Studio Apartment $ 499 
5 junior-size rooms 

Lovely, livable studio apartment designed in scale. . walls, 
floors, furniture and accessories of great charm. Dozens of 
different arrangements possible as many pieces interlock 

no tools or glue needed. An exciting lesson in color, taste 
and homemaking for future decorators. About 1934x10x6 
in. high. Architectural scale 34 inch equals 1 foot 
49 N 1475— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 0z....-. Set $4.99 

mets: SEARS 67 



Nancy Drew . . young detective solves 
exciting mysteries. Dangerous and thrill- 
ing adventures as Nancy interests herself 
in the work of her father, a famous crimi- 
nal lawyer. Fast-paced reading for ages 8 
to 15. 5x7% inches. 

Starter Set. First 3 books in series: The 
Secret of the Old Clock; The Hidden 
Staircase; Bungalow Mystery. Set of 3. 
3N1775-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. Set $2.48 

Additional Titles 22(Moonstone Castle 
Mrs 39(Clue of the Dancing Pup- 
pet); 38(M, fystery of the Fire Dragon); 
A ystery y at Lilac Inn); 12(Secret of 
the old. i lock); D ry Staircase); 
ec in the Diary); 15(Nancy’s Mys- 
terious Le 16(Sign of the Twisted 
Candles); 17 (Password to Larl ur Lane); 
18(B: w Myst ; 19(Message in 
the Hollow Oak); 29(Mystery at the Ski 
'ump); BT Wwhiopering Statue); 23(Clue 
in the Jewel Box); 27(Haunted Bridge); 
25(Secret in the Old Attic); 26(Clue in 
the Crumbling Wall); 35(Haunted Show- 
boat); 28(Clue of the Black Keys); 
20(Mystery of the Tolling Bell); 30(Clue 
in the Old Album); 36(Secret of the 
en Pavilion; 32(Ghost of Blackwood 
Hall); 34(Clue of the ing Chii sp 
24(Secret of the Wooden. ); 31(Clue 
of the Witch Tree Symbol); 33(Hidden 
Window Mystery); 37(Clue in the Old 
Stagecoach); 96(Secret of Red Gate 
Farm); 40(Scarlet Slipper). 

State title number. She wt each 12 oz. 
3N1713F—Each. . . 99c 

m Hard) v Boys . . thrills galore as 
Joe solve exciting mysteries. 

orden] adventures as the boys dig up 
clues, follow them far and wide and bring 
criminals to justice. Dramatic reading for 
ages 8 to 15. 5x73 inches. 

Storter Set. First 3 books in the series: 
Tower Treasure; House on the Cliff and 
Secret of the Old Mill. Set of 3. 
3N1776-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. Set $2.48 

Seaitions! Titles 42(Viking Symbol Mys- 
bts 1(Ch red A the vis Owl); 
40(Desert WA 11(Hunting 
for Hidden Gold); 12(Missing Chums); 
13(Shore Road Mystery); 20(Secret of the 

OO Mot M; peni 
Hapi ety 18(While the 
Cloc! ke); 19(CI lue in us Embers); 
14(Hidden Harbor Mystery); 21(Clue of 
the Broken Blade); 22(Tower Treasure); 
23(House on the Cliff); 43(Short Wave 
Mystery); 25(Secret Panel); 36(Secret of 
Pirates’ Hill); 37(Ghost at Skeleton Rock); 
38(Mystery at Devil's Paw); 24(Secret of 
the Old Mill); 32(Phantom Freighter); 
33(Secret of Skull Mountain); 34(Sign of 
the Crooked Arrow); 35(Secret of the Lost 
Tunnel); 26(Wailing Siren Mystery); 
27(Secret of Wildcat Swamp); 28(Criss- 
cross Shadow); 29(Yellow Feather Mys- 
tery); 30(Hooded Hawk Mystery). 

Siate title number. Shpg. Wt. each 12 oz. 
3N1724F—Each....... eee 99c 

Cherry Ames . . fun ond adventure in a young 
nurse's life. Her glamorous career leads her to 
romance, adventure and service to humanity all 
around the world. Ages 9-15. 5x734 inches. 

Storter Set, First 3 books in series: Student 
Nurse; Senior Nurse; Army Nurse. Set of 3. 
3 N 1721—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.,,.. Set $2.48 

Additional Titles 24(Staff Nurse); 22(Rural 
Nurse); 21(Island Nurse); 11(Veterans’ Nurse); 
12(Army QNSE 13(Chief Nurse); 14(Senior 
Nurse); 1! (Camp Nurse); 20(At Hilton Hospital); 
15(Clinic Nurse); 16(Dude Ranch Nurse); 17(De- 
partment Store Nurse); 18(Rest Home Nune]: 
23(Country Doctor's Nurse); 27 (Student Nurse} 
65(Flight Nurse); 26(At Spencer). 

tate lille number. Shipping v wt. "d 12 oz. 
3N1720F—Each......... 99c 

Bobbsey Twins . , delightful and amusing adven- 
tures. Generations of young readers have chuckled 
and smiled over the antics of the twins in far- 
ranging travels. Ages 6 to 11. 5x73% inches. 

Starter Set. First 3 series books: Of Lakeport; 
At the Seashore; In the Country, Set of 3, 
3 N 1727—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... ... Set $2.48 

Additional Titles 22 (Big River Mystery); 55(Gold- 
fish M; sei S4(Volcano Land); 11(Mystery at 

if 12(At Snow Lodge); 13(Houseboat); 
14(In A Great City); 15(At Home); 17(In the 
Country); Pin London Tower); Si(Forest Ad- 
venture); 46(Horseshoe Riddle); 21(Of Lake- 
port); 16(Camping Out); 23(At the Seashore); 
24(At Pilgrim Rock); 53(Mystery Cave). 

number. Shipping w wt. C di oz. 
3N17 1717F Each, iie 

Chip Hilton . . ris stories with drama ond 
excitement. Thrills of rugged competition and 
cheering crowds as this star high-school athlete 
always displays championship form, team spirit 
and fair play. Ages 8 to 15. 5x73 inches. 

Starter Set. First 3 books in series: Touchdown 
Pass; Championship Ball; Strike Three. Set of 3. 
3 N 1729—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... ...Set $2,48 
Additional Titles 24(Buzzer Basket); 23(Back- 
court Ace); 22(Triple-threat Trouble); 11 (Clutch 
Hitter); 12(Hoop Crazy); 13(Strike Three); 
14(Pass and a Prayer); 15(Championship Ball 
16(Touchdown Pass); '17(Fourth Down Show- 
down): 18(Tournament Crisis); 19(Hardcourt Up- 

; 20(Payoff Pitch); 21(No Hitter). 
"ine title number. Shipping wt. each 12 oz. 

SN 171982355, 1-1. s crie: 

Tom Swift Junior . . wonderful inventions lead 
to strange adventures. Tom and his friend, Bud 
Barclay, explore around the world, under the sea, 
out into space. For ages 9 to 15. 5x7% inches. 

Starter Set. First 3 books in series: His Flying 
Lab; His Jetmarine; His Rocket Ship. Set of 3. 
3 N 1723—Sbpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... ... Set $2.48 
Additional Titles 22(Asteroid Pirates); 24(His 
Megascope Space Prober); 23(His Triphibian 
Aic). 1itilis Giant Robot); 12(His Atomic 
Earth Blaster); 13(His aue Space); tes 

99c 

99c 

Diving Seacopter); 15(His et Ship); 16(His 
Jetmarine); 17(His Flying Lab); 18i 
tronic Hydrolung); 20(The Cosmic Astronauts); 
21(The Mu From et X). 

State title n . Shipping wt. each 12 oz. 
3N 1722F Each. EE HEURE CE 99c 

NOTE: All series books above have about 200 pages 

Citai gane scans by diina wersetecinical com 

yanm RS Thrilling & A 
SEL fiction for “A 
has the e the young i 
1 lyou want, reader q” 

The adventures 

| of America's 
Í favorite doll 

New 3-in-1 $ 37 
volume 

3-in-1 Volume—The World of Bar- 
bie. For girls 8 to 12. 3 exciting 
books in one. 576 pages. 534x814 in. 
Includes Here's Barbie; Barbie's 
New York Summer and Barbie's 
Fashion Suc see below. 
3 N 533—Shpg. wt. 2 1bs....$3.37 

Additional Barbie Stories. 192 pages. 
534x814 inches. 

Titles 11(Here's Barbie—8 stories 
introduce Barbie, Ken and pals); 
12(Barbie's New York Summer— 
Barbie wins a trip); 13(Barbie's 
Fashion Success—intrigue in the 
fashion. world); 14(Barbie Solves a 
Mystery—and makes a town happy); 
15(Barbie and Ken—seven more 
about Barbie, friends); 16(Barbie's 
Hawaiian Holiday—tropical ad- 
venture) 

State title number. Wt. each 1 Ib. 
3 N 534F-2 for $2.99; Each $1.57 

NEW Fiction Series.. prepared by 
Boys’ Life and American Girl 

Stories of excitement and suspense, 
love, romance and thrilling sports 
action. Rip-roaring ATUS and 
tender moments. Skillfuly woven 
stories, beautifully illustrated, that 
appeal to young imaginations, 
Boys’ Life. For ages 11 to 16. 554x 
8% in. About 192 pa es. 

Titles lM(Mutiny in the Time 
Machine); 12(Mystery Stories); 
13(Horse Stories); I4(Football 
Stories) 

State title number. Wt. each 1 Ib. 
3 N 569F-2 for $2.99; Each $1.57 

American Girl. For ages 10 to 15. 
Each about 192 pgs. 514x8% in 

Titles 11(Horse Stories); 12(Dan- 
ger Rides the River Road); 13(First 
Dates); 14(Pat Downing, High 
School Sophomore) 

State title number. Wt. each 1 lb. 
3 N 570F-2 for $2.99; Each $1.57 



The most luxurious play furniture we've ever offered 

. . precise in every detail 

This is the majestic 

FANTASY FURNITURE ™ 

For the little girl who delights in fine 

doll furniture, and who wants to treas- 

ure it for years to come. Pieces are 

luxuriously designed in fine satins, 

exquisite brocades, porcelains, glass 

mirrors, and other fine materials. 

Illustrated at the right is a perfect 

example of the kind of Japanese 

hand-crafted detail that makes this 

plastic furniture so cherished. 

Elegant Grand Piano 

$022 

The top opens to a fine art reproduction, which is 
repeated along the side. Deftly styled down to red 
velvet bench, tiny metronome, detailed sheet music 

truly a tiny masterpiece only 4 inches long. 
49 N 1048—Shipping weight 7 ounces. $2.32 

E 

| 

| 

| 

I 

Fantasy Room. Create an elegant set 49 N 1049—Pink, Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz, 77c 
your furniture. Ci 49 N 1095—Blue. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 77c 

49 N 1096—Yellow. Wt. 1 lb. 1 0z....77c 
68 sears 2. Heavy cardboard, u 
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Awordor & 
thrilling fà 

fiction for fff Y 
teen-age NM 
readers 

87s. 
Teen-agers will love these fresh, new novels about girls 
like them—girls with feelings and problems exactly like 
their own. These are outstanding stories that will be read 
again and again. Handsome cover designs. Each about 
225 pages. 556x734 inches. 

Titles 11 (When Sara Smiled—the heart-warming story 
of a shy, sensitive girl); 12 (Charmed Circl 
becomes caught up in freshman yea: 
stone Summer— Judy learns to face adult responsibili- 
ties); 14 (Minnow Vail—a teen-ager seeks a role in her 
home town's yearly pageant); 15 (Then Came November 
—Dulcy tries to become popular and learns the truth 
about herself and her friends); 16 (Practically Twins— 
Mary Ann finds many problems in adjusting to her new 
stepsister); 17 (When Debby Dared—Debby breaks away 
from her circle of friends and finds a more rewarding 
way of life). Shpg. wt. ea. 12 oz. 
3 N 536F —State tille number 

New Novel Series especially 
written for teen-age girls 

2 for $1.66, .. Each 87c 

47:. 
Romance, mystery, sports, adventure—exciting stories 
designed to interest readers of junior-high and high school 
age. Quality books selected by an advisory board com- 
posed of noted educators. 444x746 inches. 

Titles for boys 11 (Quest of the Snow Leopard—ad- 
venturous search for a strange arctic animal); 12 (Moon- 
fieet—2 teen-agers hunt for pirate t ure); 13(Mys- 
tery of Sotellite 7—space-age intrigue); 14(The Red 
Car—a boy of 16 proves that racing can be fun and 
safe); 15(Fury—a famous horse and his young master); 
16(Off The Beam—misadventures of a high school junior). 

Titles for girls 17 (She's My Girl—ambitious young 
girl opens a school for dogs); 18(School Nurse—the 
life of a young school nurse); 19(Froncie—American 
girl in a British boarding school); 20 (Remember Today 
—2 young lovers are reunited); 21 (Breaking the Bonds 
—2 young teachers join the peace corps); 22 (The Day 
and the Way We Met—girl gives up her dreams to care 
for her motherless family); 23(Watch for a Tall White 
Sail—Florence Monroe’s hard, lonely island life is 
interrupted by the coming of a ship, State title number. 
3 N 562F—Shpg. wt. each 8 oz...3 for $1.33... Each 47c 

‘Tempo Books—new paper bound 
novels for boys and girls 

Thrilling Stories of mystery, suspense 

Rod Serling's Twilight Zone. For ages 12 to 16. Suspense 
and excitement with 13 imaginative stories of the super- 
natural. Based on scripts from the popular CBS TV show. 
14 color illustrations. 224 pages. 7x10 inches. 
3 N 763—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces... . $3.37 

Alfred Hitchcock's Haunted Houseful. Nine spooky stories 
about haunted houses and ghosts for ages 8 to 12. In- 
cludes stories by noted writers: A. Conan Doyle, Mark 
Twain, others. Over 200 pgs. Color illust. 7x10 inches. 
3 N 706—Shippingjweight 1 pound 4 ounces. .....$3.37 

Alfred Hitchcock's Ghostly Gallery. Thrillers and chillers 
from the master of suspense—for ages 11 to 14. Authors 
include H., G. Wells, Robert Louis Stevenson, Algernon 
Blackwood, others. Color illust. 224 pgs. 7x10 inches. 
3 N 540—Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.37 

Alfred Hitchcock's Solve-them-yourself Stories. Five 
baffling cases for young detectives ages 11 to 14. With 
clues, solutions, Illustrated. 192 pages. 7x10 inches, 
3 N 539—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $3.37 

Bennet Cerf’s Houseful of Laughter 

Masterpieces of comic prose and verse selected for ages 
12 to 16 by one of America’s favorite humorists. Includes 
works by James Thurber, Ogden Nash, Mark Twain, 
Robert Benchley, Max Shulman, Walt Kelly, many more. 
Over 190 laugh-filled pages. Many illustrations. 7x10 in. 
3 N 580—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $3.47 

aitalos paoi scans by deisinasmdsetediwical cont 

Stories 
by these 

best-known 

authors: 

O. Henry 

Poe Introduce your child to the 
London world's great literature 
Kipling 

Mark Twain Great Writers Series 
Conan Doyle 

Each 
Only 

H. G. Wells $247 

For many years, children and adults alike have thrilled to the ex- 
citing stories of these famous authors. Now you can get collections of 
their best-known works—novels, short stories, poems—chosen par- 
ticularly for their appeal to teen-age readers. Each volume also con- 
tains a biography of the author. A wonderful gift . . and a wonderful 
value at this price. Each about 480 pages. 554x834 inches. 

Titles 11 (0O. Henry Stories—35 stories); 12 (Edgar Allan Poe 
Stories—27 stories, 8 poems); 13 (Jack London Storis 2 full-length 

18 stories); 14 (Kipling Stories—28 stories); 15 (Mark Twain 
-2 full-length novels . . Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn); 

16(Conan Doyle Stories—6 stories of the adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes); 17 (H. G. Wells Stories—2 full-length novels . . The War 
of the Worlds, The Time Machine . . and stories) 
3 N 579F-State title number. Wt. ea. 11b. 8 oz, 2 for $4.47; Ea. $2.47 

Jp 
The best of favorite 
children's books in 
editions beautifully 

Here's a wide selection of always-popular 
rage etn ao oer ort Eacn handsome editions with 

peo eee stoga dad up fo 1 

bound. 534% Sunt Ince ch about 
Titles 10 (Huckleberry Fi oe mes rere sert 

14 (Alice in Wonderland); 13 
16 (Gulliver's Travels); SEL 
Book); 20(Ki ); 2 Ring | his Ki 
Men); 29 (Little Women); 23 ( 
25 (Swiss Re H PCa le of "ree ta 30 

Junior Library 

New budget-priced 

volumes for only 

87s. 

Nice editions of books that should be part of every child's reading 
. Sturdy binding will give years of home or school use. 

Well Each about 280 pages . O SMIN i in. 
Titles 11 (Alice in Wonderland); 12 (Heidi); 13 (Five Little Pep- 

pers); 1 'amous Fairy Tales); 15 A 'omen—abridged 
version); 16 (Little Men); 1 Ady Huckleberry Finn— 

version); 18(T: of Edgar ‘Allen, Both: Joale; 
20(An Old-fashioned D; 21(Treasure Island); 22(Rebecca of 
Sunnybrook Farm), 
3 N 537F—State title number, We. ea. 12 oz.. -2 for $1.66. . Each 87c 



The ultimate in 

Living Rooms 

2 Salon Drum Chair, Fully Heirloom Table Set. 134 in Hostess Str. 1 

49 N 1050—Wt. 4 oz. $1.33 49N1052-Wt. 3 oz. Set $1.33 49N1053-Wt. 3 

Save 66c on grouping 1 through 3: Salon drum chair, heirloom table and 2 hostess straight chairs. 

49 N 1054—Shipping weight 10 ounces. Separate prices total $3.99. 

Fantasia Candelabra, Brass 
4 stand, 5 candles. 6 in. high. 
49 N 1068—Wt. 4 oz. $1.99 

1 Salon Wing Chair. Fully upholstered. Foam 
cushion removes. About 314 inches high. 

49 N 1059—Shipping weight 3 oz $1.64 

Salon Curved Sofa, Three 
removable foam cushions. 

49 N 1055-Wt. 10 oz. $2.33 

Occasionol To! 

49 N 1057-Wt 

trim. 
49 N 1061 Shipping weight 2 oz. 

Save $1.07 on grouping 4 through 8: Candelabra, so 

49 N 1065—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces, Separate prices total $8.06 

_ trm 

She sleeps in 

royal splendor 

]() Little Princess Royal Bed. Tufted headboard with gold-color decoration. Pink 
satin bolster and coverlet. Pleated skirt, 2 pillows. 5!? in. long. 

49 N 1067—Shipping weight 9 ounces rae 

ll 

12 Lyre Table Set comes with lovely bird-figure lamp and gold-color framed painting. 
Fashioned in white with gold-color lyre, marbleized top. About 2 inches high. 

.$2.44 

Palace Chest has 3 drawers that open and close. 
49 N 1069— Shipping weight 8 ounces 

315 in. high. With picture. 
É 14-91 

49 N 1070—Shipping weight 3 ounces Set $1.33 
Save 64¢ on bedroom group: Bed, chest and table set, all with accessories. 
49 N 1071—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. Separate prices total $5.41. -Set 4.77 

All Petite Princess Fantasy Furniture is hand-crafted in Japan and boxed for gift-giving 

Cutuiod page scans by cheisitias-masetectmicH com 

upholstered in costly lamé high. Marbleized top, an Red-velvet seat cushions. Telephone Set. 
ple foam plastic seat tique gold-color trim. Brass Chairs brushed with gold color This precious con: 
About 214 in. high. lamp, books and bookends. About 314 in. high. Box of 2 aloh Pe ta 

diam. Accessories 

B Tier Table Set. Marbleized tiers, gold-color 
Complete with fruit bowl and lamp 

occasional table, wing chair, tier table. 

Petite Princess 
FANTASY FURNITURE 

ht Chairs. The Fantasy 9 

2 Box$1-33 ay authentic minia- 
ture replica of an 
antique French tel 
ephone. Receiver 
lifts off temptingly 
Base sits in center 
of clear-top carved 
end table. A prin- 
cess may want an 
extra extension. 2/4 
inches high. 

Shpg. wt 
49N1084 

Set $3.33 

ble Set. 3-in. 

3 oz. Set 77c 

Set $1.33 

3 oz. 

Set $6.99 99c 

13 Reve! Dressing Table has real glass mirrors with. gold-color 
Ə baroque frame. 6 in. high. With 4 perfume bottles, slipper chair. 

49 N 1073—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . Set $2.44 

14 Salon Coffee Table Set has brass coffee pot, creamer, 2 bowls 

and even a tiny vase with a flower. About 21-inch diameter. 
49 N 1075—Shipping weight 3 ounces. wed Set 77¢ 

15 
Save 55c on be 
49 N 1076— 

Occasional Chair with Ottoman. Both fully upholstered in velvet. 
49 N 1074—Shipping weight 4 ounces. -.... Set $1.33 

loir group: Dressing table, coffee table, chair. 
pg. wt. 1 Ib. Separate prices total $4.54... Set $3.99 
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New! Badger Books—for boys and 
girls who need something special 

to make them want to read 

88s. 
Here’s a series designed especially for younger children, ages 
7 to 12—perfect for “problem” readers, too. These lively, en- 
tertaining books will capture your child’s imagination with 
stories of history and adventure. Easy to read, yet accurate 
and informative. Full-color illustrations on almost évery 
page. Length and type-size are just right for young readers, 
96 pages each. 734x9746 in. Sturdy, colorful covers. 

Titles 11 (Lost Worlds); 12 (Words Through Space); 13 (Sto- 
ries of Great Battles); 14 (Trailblazers of America); 15 (Af- 
rican Adventures); 16 (Giants of the Animal World); 17 (Walt 
Disney’s Animal Adventures in Lands of Ice and Snow); 
18(The World of Weather); 19(Iron Horse to Diesel); 
20(Wagons Ho); 21 (Treasures Beneath the Sea). 

Please state title numbers of books desired. 
3 N 538F—Shpg. wt. each 1 tb... ..3 for $2.47... Each 88c 

Sunrise Library 
. - collections 
of great fiction 
and stories of 
famous men 

$177 
each 

* Selections chosen for 
their importance to 
young readers 

* Written in a way 
that will appeal to 
any boy or girl 

Here are fascinating and informative collections that will be 
treasured by your child for years to come. Simply and clearly 
written, they've been commended by many librarians and 
educators, and are used as supplementary reading in many 
schools. Each book is handsomely bound and illustrated by 
a well-known artist. Printed in large, legible type on fine- 
quality paper. 192 pages each. 614x834 inches. 

Titles 10(Great Short Stories—6 stories including works 
by de Maupassant, Chekhov and Tarkington); 11(Great 
Suspense Stories—a chilling collection of horror stories); 
12(Great Adventure Stories—absorbing, fast-paced tales); 
14(Great Mystery Stories—famous who-dunnits featuring 
Sherlock Holmes, Arsene Lupin and others); 16 (Great Amer- 
ican Heroines—true stories of the women who have played 
an important role in history); 17(Great Men of Science— 
exciting true stories of famous scientists and their discoveries 
throughout the ages); 18 (Legends of King Arthur—thrilling 
adventures of King Arthur and his knights); 19(Myths and 
Legends of Many Lands—a treasury of wonderful stories to 
thrill any child); 15 (Myths and Legends of the Greeks—the 
well-loved favorites of classical mythology, related in simple, 
clear-cut narrative); 20(Great Stories about Horses—chil- 
dren love stories about horses, and these are sure to please); 
13 (The Sign of the Four—Conan Doyle’s famous Sherlock 
Holmes mystery story); 21 (The Call of the Wild—Jack Lon- 
don’s stirring story of adventure, set in the wilds of Alaska). 

Please state title numbers of books desired. 
3 N 699F—Shpg. wt. ea. 1 lb. 1 oz. .2 for $3.27... Ea, $1.77 

Citao page scans by dinaa naledi Gom 

World history 
comes alive with 
famous Landmark Books 

Now Sears offers Starter Sets of 

books for 
the price of 

$ 334 

* Written by outstanding authors 

* Long approved and recommended 
by educators and parents alike 

The largest selection of Landmark 
books we've ever offered! Books that 
give children greater understanding 
of current events and history. 

Written especially for youngsters 
8 to 16. Fast-moving, entertaini 
books recreate famous event: 
the lives of famous people. Each 
book fully illustrated with 20-25 
two-color maps, drawings or photo- 
graphs. 192 pages. 534x814 inches. 

Buy 3. books for the price of 2. 
Starter sets make wonderful gifts 
certain to please any youngster. 

Starter Set of 3 Books. Titles in- 
cluded: John F. Kennedy and PT- 
109; Americans in Orbit and The 
Sinking of the Bismarck. 
3 N 558—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, Set $3.34 
Starter Set of 3 Books. Includes 
Lawrence of Arabia; The Rise and 
Fall of Adolf Hitler; D-Day. 
3 N 559—Shpg. wt, 3 Ibs, Set $3.34 

has the books 
ou want 

Excitin 
RS history d Ve 

adventure M 

for school-age | 

children 

List of Authors and 
Titles includes: 

William L. Shirer—The Sinking of 
the Bismarck; The Rise and Fall 
of Adolf Hitler, 
Alistair McLean— 

Lawrence of Arabia 
Bruce Bliven—D-Day 
Richard Tregaskis—John F. Ken- 
nedy and PT-109 
Gene Gurney—Americans in Orbit 

Additional Titles 10(Americans in™ Orbit); 
11(Sinking of the Bismarck); 12(John F. 
Kennedy and PT-109); 13 (Lawrence of Ara- 
bia); 17 (D-Day: June 6, 1944); 21 (Rise and 
Fall of Adolf Hitler); 23(Thirty Seconds 
over Tol 16(The F.B.L); 14(Story of 
U.S. Marines); 18(Story of the Secret Ser- 
vice); 24(Guadalcanal Diary); 25(Story of 
the Paratroops); 27(Story of Submarines); 
26(Story of U ir Force); 28(Story of 
U, rogmen in W.W. II); 29 (War in Korea); 
30(Cleopatra); 31 (Great American Fighter 
Pilots of W.W. II); 20 (Pearl Harbor to Oki- 
nawa); 19 (Swamp Fox of the Revolution). 

32(Battle of Britain); 34(The Flying 
Tig 33(Winston Churchill); 15 (Battle 
of Gettysburg); 37(Florence Nightingale); 
35 (Clara Barton); 38 (The Story of the Early 
West); 36 (Queen Victoria); 40(Custer’s Last 
Stand); 39(The Vikings); 44(The Alaska 
Gold Rush); 43 (Joan of Arc); 42(The Texas 
Rangers); 41(Wyatt Earp: U Marshal); 
45 (Betsy Ross and the Flag). 

State title number. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 
3 N 1680F.... «asr. Each $1.67 

Triple-title Books . . 

terrific fiction and 
non-fiction stories 

8947 
each 

Collections of the best writing by 
noted authors on subjects of parti- 
cular appeal to teen-age readers 

Prepared for youngsters who are too old for 
"juveniles," too young for adult books . . 
subjects are geared to teen-age hobbies and 
interests. Each contains about 16 selections 
. . over 200 pgs. 634x914 in. 

Titles 11 (Doctors—include stories by Pearl 
Buck, MacKinlay Kantor); 23(Speed— 
stories of races in jets, hot rods, trains and 
submarines); 13 (Love-—stories and poetry); 
14 (Witches— thrilling stories of witchcraft); 
25(Ghosts—favorite stories of the super- 
natural); 16(Indians—exciting tales from 

early America); 20 (Jokes—rib-ticklers old 
and new); 21 (Riddles—over 1,500 riddles, 
including puzzles, charades); 22 (Nurses— 
stories that young girls always love); 
24(Sport—true stories of major competi- 
tion); 12(More Sport—great athletes dis- 
play skill and sportsmanship); 26 (Danger— 
tales of thrilling Miei 

State title numbers of books desired. 

3N692F-Wt. ea. 1 Ib. 2 for $4.66; Ea, $2.47 
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Detite Princess 
FANTASY FURNITURE ~ 

Treasure Trove Cabinet. Doors and 
drawers open, Red v vet and gold color 

inches high. 
49 N 1079—Shipping wt. 6 oz... . . $2.44 

Guest Dining Chairs have red velvet 
seats and backs. “Brushed gold-color 

finish. Each`3 inches high. 2 to a box. 
49 N 1062-Shipping wt. 2 oz. Box $1.33 

Royal Buffet. Red velvet-covered doors 
open and close. Two porcelain vases 

and show-plate add charm to set. Mirror 
(not shown) edged in gold color. 5 in. long. 
49 N 1078—Shipping wt. 5 oz.....$2.44 

Royal Candelabra. Brass with perma- 
nent candles. About 214 inches high. 

49 N 1081—Shipping wt. 2 oz. $1.64 

Dining Room Table. Marbleized top, 
antique gold-color finish pedestals, 

Framed picture. Table 514 inches long. 
49 N 1077—Shipping weight 5 oz. $1.99 

G Host Dining Chairs. Lush red velvet 
seats, backs. White frame brushed in 

gold color. 3 inches high. 2 to a box 

49 N 1080-Shipping wt. 2 oz. Box $1.33 

Save $1.18 on entire grouping (1 through 
6). Table, buffet, treasure trove, cand 

e set guest chairs, one set h 
parate prices total $11.17, 

49 N 1082—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Set $9.99 

st 

For Petite Princess Family. Sit, stand. 
Pliable plastic. Father 514 inches tall. 

$2.44 Dining in 49 N 1092— Shipping wt. 4 oz. 

the grand 8 Rolling Tea Cart. Delicately framed in 
brass; red trays. Carries a wine bottle 

and 3 glasses. About 2 inches high. 
49 N 1093—Shipping wt. 2 oz. 

manner 

99c 

Relax and entertain in the Regal Sitting Room 
Boudoir Chaise Longue. Upholstered in shiny pink satin. Mate 
sled bolster, separate cushion. About 414 inches long. 

49 N 1085—Shipping weight 4 ounces 

tas 

$1.64 
10 Hearthplace. Marbelized panels, mirror, accessories. About 5 in. long. 

49 N 1066 

]] Salon Planter. Open-work brass bas 
49 N 1086—Shipping weight 2 ounces 

Save 41c on boud 
49 N 1087—Sh| 

70 sears : 

Shipping weight 5 ounces 
foliage 

wt. 11b. Separate prices total $4.05 

oste All items on page made in Japan 

Cutioa page scans by dheisiimasmusetechicM pom 

r group (9 through 11). Chaise, hearthplace 

$1.64 

About 214 inches long. 
77c 

, planter, 
Set $3.64 

12 Guest Chair upholstered in 
^ gold-color satin. 314 in. high. 

49N1088-Shpg. 20z. $1.33 

14 Grandfather Clock and Folding Screen. 

Clock is artfully panelled, hands move. 

Screen has mural. Both are 6 inches high, 
49 N 1083—Shipping wt. 4 oz... Set $1.64 Table Set 

brass lamp, flower v 15 Pelace Table Set has porcelain decanter, zed top. Table 2 in. high. 3 cups, brass-leaf ashtray, 214 in. long. 49N1089-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $1.33 49 N 1090—Shipping weight 2 ounces 77c 
Save 60c on grouping (12 

Shipping w 
49 N 1091—Se 

agh 15). 2 table sets, clock, screen and chair. 
t 1 pound 2 ouno 

ate prices total $5.07 Set $4.47 
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Books that 
explore the 
wonderful 

Learn-About Books 
Colorful and entertaining 

beginning science books 

5 c 
each 

A real value at this price 

Here are bright, stimulating books care 
fully designed to catch and hold the young 
reader's interest. For ages 7 to 11. More 
than 50 full-color pictures in each book. 
Written by well-known authors, Easy-to 
read type. 64 pages. 6x8% inches. 

Tiles 11(Caves and Their Mysteries); 
12(Rocks and What They Tell Us); 
13(Adventures in Science); 14(The Micro- 
scope and a Hidden World to Explore); 
15(Astronomy); 16(Birds Around Us); 
17(Animals of Field and Forest); 18(Flow- 
ers and What They Are); 19(Trees and 
How They Grow); 20(Turn to the Sea); 
21 (Our Earth—what it is). 

State title numbers of boo 
ping weight each 12 ounces. 
3N544F 3 for $1.49 

desired. Ship- 

Each 56c 

First Books help your child 

gain a basic understanding 
of important subjects 

$227 cach 

e Clearly written to be both entertaining 
and informative 

* A wealth of drawings and photographs 

e Durable picture-cloth binding 

Even adults will find themselves interested 
in these delightful books. Each has been 
planned and written by a noted science 
authority; checked and double-checked for 
accuracy and y. Fundamental science 
facts are presented in an easy-to-under- 
stand way to the young reader age 9 and 
over, Each book fully illustrated, many in 
full color. Indexed. Printed in large, clear 
type. About 90 pages. 734x834 inches. 

Titles 11 (The First Book of Astronomy); 
12(The First Book of China Clippers); 
13(The First Book of Light); 14(The First 
Book of Maps and Globes); 15(The First 
Book of The Ocean); 16(The First Book of 
Plants); 17(The First Book of Ships); 
18 (The First Book of Snakes); 19 (The First 
Book of Stone Age Man); 20(The First 
Book of Stones); 21(The First Book of 
Volcanoes and Earthquakes); 22(The First 
Book of Weeds); 23(The First Book of 
Indians); 24 (The First Book of Presidents); 
25(The First Book of Basketball); 26 (The 
First Book of Football). 

State title numbers of books desired. Ship- 
ping weight each 13 ounces. 
3N582F 2 for $3.99 ..Each $2.27 

All-About Books 
More advanced reading in specially-selected 

subjects for ages 9 and up 

nc a id ipis each 

e Written by outstanding authorities in each field 
* Endorsed by critics and educators throughout the country 
e Richly illustrated with many drawings and photographs 

These lively, easy-to-understand books have won the enthusiastic approval 
of many parents, educators and librarians. Written for boys and girls ages 9 
and up, award-winning All-About books give your child clear, simple explana- 
tions of interesting and important subjects. Each 160-page book is indexed, 
and illustrated in two colors. Sturdily bound. 7x934 inches. 

Titles 11(Dogs—the history and development of many famous breed: 
12(Our Fifty States—maps and important facts about each state); 13 (The 
Human Mind—a clear, simple description of the brain and how it functions); 
14(Dinosaurs—includes methods for fossil hunting); 15 (Satellites and Space 
Ships—the perfect gift for today's space-minded youngster); 16(Heredity— 
the story of heredity in man and animals); 17(Undersea Exploration—the 

mysteries of the underwater world); 18 (The Flowering World—plants—what 
they are and how they grow); 19 (Changing Rocks—the ever-changing surface 
of the tarth); 20 (Snakes—how they live and their importance to man); 21 (The 
Human Body—a basic introduction to anatomy); 22(Weather—the many 
kinds and causes); 23 (Chemistry—how it enriches our lives); 24(Birds— 
interesting information about many kinds of birds); 25 (Butterflies—the excit- 
ing story of these fascinating insects); 26 (Electricity—what it is and how we 
make and use it); 27(Sound—the story of sound, its use in research, etc.); 
28 (The Planet Earth—man’s explorations of the carth, seas, space). 

State title numbers of books desired. 
3 N581F—Shipping weight each 1 pound 1 ounce,......... +++ Each $1.56 

'The Easy-To-Read Science Library 

. . new basic science readers 

Get 3 books for the price $ 934 
of 2—starter set only Set of 3 

This new Random House seriés for ages 7 to 11 presents 
science subjects in easy-to-read story form. Illustrated 
by leading artists. 60 to 92 pgs. 634x914 in. Set of 3 
Books: The Friendly Dolphins; In the Days of the 

he Wonderful World of Science. 
3 N 546—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz Set $3.34 

Additional Titles 11 (The Sun, Moon and the Stars); 
Satellites in Outer Space); 13(Your Body and How 

14(The Earth in Space); 15(Friendly 
16(Days of Dinosaurs); 17(Wonderful 
ience). 

State title numbers of books desired. 
3 N 545F—Shipping wt. each 11 oz. .Each $1.67 



ROOMS-IN-MINIATURE 
Finely furnished individual rooms for use as 

tor's item or interior € 

A lifetime interest fc 

Living Room-in-miniature 

Bedroom-in-miniature 

Each exquisite room-in-miniature has handcrafted wood furniture from 
Japan, upholstered in decorator fabrics, meticulously made with many 
movable parts . . drawers that actually open, sliding cabinet doors and even 
an extending dining table. Accessories include framed reproductions of 
paintings from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, real flowers dried for 
permanence and wonderful little lamps, dishes and vases. 

There's even the luxury of wall to wall carpeting. Walls with vertical sup- 
ports have adjustable brackets with reversible wall panels, Clear plastic ceil- 
ing and front wall gives picture-window visibility and protects room from 
dust, removes for easy access. Room, furniture, accessories scaled 34 inch to 
1 foot. Rooms each measure 1034x534x7 inches. 
49 N 1477—Living Room. Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.99 
49 N 1478— Dining Room. Shipping weight 2 pounds : 3.99 
49 N 1479— Bedroom. Shipping weight 2 pounds 3.99 

Cutiod pane scans by christmas maseda com 

Rainy Day Outfit to keep her dry . . 3-pc. Set $499 

Lunch box, 1734-inch umbrella and strap for casy toting and space for a 
hooded cape, all of white vinyl with vacuum bottle. Umbrella fits in 
gay and colorful design. Lunch box carrying case on box. 
is 10x10x3}4inches..hasashoulder 49 N 1017—Wt. 3 lbs.. .Set $4.99 

ie íi 
ri Fg 

Ballerinas in lovely colors pose 
on this black vinyl patent ballet 
box. Measures 10x10}4in, has full Measures 10x1014x334 in., has all- 
length carry strap and separate around zipper, carrying handle 
compartments for costumes and and waterproof inner liner. Ideal 
shoes. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. for overnight visits. 
49 N1004E......,...... $1.97 49N1031E—Wt 11b....$1.92 

Case and Umbrella $988 

If she runs into rain on her trip, an um- 
brella is handy, contained at the side of this 
12-inch red plaid fabric case. Has zipper 
closure, 21-in. metal-ribbed umbrella. Price 
includes 14c Fed. Excise Tax. 
49 N 1033E—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. $2.88 

Catalog numbers with “E” include 10% Fed. 
Excise Tax unless otherwise stated 



Tut WOR! 

The Golden Treasury Learn fascinating The World Library 
facts about and . . big, beautiful 

his world with books for hours of Knowledge 
Dr. Dan Q. POSIN of family reading New illustrated children's encyclopedia 

s267 17 
Now you can get this new series 
written for young people by Dr. 
Dan Q. Posin, well-known scien- 
tist, lecturer and TV educator. 

His lively and fascinating books 
dramatize the story of man, set- 
ting it against the natural won- 
ders of the earth. 

For ages 10 to 14. Each 128 
pages, 120 two-color illustrations. 
Sturdily-bound with full-color cov- 
er designs, 734x9 inches. 

Titles 11(Man and the Earth— 
the story of man and his never- 
ending struggle for existence); 
12(Mon ond the Desert—the 
great deserts of the world and their 
people's customs and traditions 
are dramatically described); 
13(Man and the Seo—the won- 
ders of the oceans and man’s ef- 
forts to make them serve him); 
14(Man and the Jungle—join an 
exciting safari through tropical 
jungle and rain forest), 

State title number. Shipping 
weight each 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
3 N 543F-2 for $4.99; Ea. $2.67 

These wonderful books bring you 
important, interesting informa- 
tion about the world of man and 
nature—with rich, full-color 
illustrations on every page. 
Large size (1034x1234 inches) 
is perfect for family reading . . 
everyone can see and read to- 
gether. All volumes are care- 
fully designed . . have sturdy, 
colorful binding. Each has 112 
pages. 

Titles 11 (Birds Everywhere— 
birds of all kinds, depicted in 
their natural surroundings); 
12(The World of Nations—ma- 
jor countries in vivid words and 
pictures . , chapters on govern- 
ment, industry, etc.); 

13 (Astronomy—an extensive ex- 
citing description of the uni- 
verse plus a history of flight 
and space travel); 
14 (The World of Animals— wild 
and domestic animals from all 
over the world). 

State fille number. Shipping 
weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. 
3 N542F.......... Each $1.77 

Golden Handbooks and Nature Guides 
.. a favorite with young and old alike 

Handy pocket-sized guides to nature subjects, out- 
door activities and geographical areas. Make wonder- 
ful reference books for both expert and amateur 
easy to carry along on feld trips. Written and pre- 
pared by leading experts in each field. Many full- 
color illustrations. Paperbound. 160 pgs. 4x6 inches. 

Titles 11(Birds); 12(Insects); 13(Mammals); 
14(Flowers); iS(Fishes); 16(Weather; 17 (Stars); 
18 (Reptiles and Amphibians); 19 (Rocks and Minerals); 
20(Zoology); 21(Fossils); 22(Trees); 23(Moths and 
Butterflies); 24 (Seashells); 25(Game Birds); 26(Sea- 

; 27 (Sailing); 28 (Guns); 29 (Camping); 30 (Pow- 
; 31(Rocky Mountains); 32(American South- 
33(Everglades); 34(American Southwest); 

35 (American Northwest). State title number. 
3 N 541F—Shpg. wt. ea. $ oz.....,.......--Each 79¢ 

Citai pads scans by dieisihiasnmisetediwical Gom 

11293 
* Big, 16-volume set .. 1,600 pages . . thousands of exciting subjects 
* Over 2,000 full-color illustrations . . every page illustrated 

o All articles checked and verified by leading authorities 
e Written especially for youngsters . . clear, simple and easy to read 

Here’s a set that will be an invaluable help in schoolwork, a handy 
reference source for the whole family. It instantly answers questions, 
simpl problems and entertains. You get an accurate and dependable 
source of information that’s quick and easy to use. Many illustrations 
help to explain the text and make it more fun to read. 

Articles are grouped by subjects—not alphabetically as in most en- 
cyclopedias. This fresh, new presentation makes reading more lively, 
more enjoyable. Each volume forms a unit in itself . . you can read it 
as you would a magazine. Find any article you want quickly and easily 
using the special index volume. Each 734x104 inches. 
3 N 547C —Shipping weight 18 pounds. Set $12.88 

Young Pathfinder Books give your child a basic, yet thorough knowl- 
edge of exicting subjects. Written in easy-to-read story form by 
leading authorities—to entertain as well as instruct. Beautiful gift 
editions are handsomely bound and have many color illustrations. 
For ages 10 to 14. Each 128 pages. 734x934 inches. 

Shipping weight 1 pound $2.87 
nakes. Shipping weight 1 pound. .......... 2.87 

Young Scientist's Reader, A fascinating new collection of eas; 
read articles about a wide range of scientific subjects . . from dinosaurs 
to atomic power. Many color illustrations. 128 pgs. 7x9 inches. 

3 N 765—Shipping weight 1 pound........... CM $2.87 

Easy Science Experiments. More than 100 safe, fascinating experi- 
ments that boys or girls can conduct all by themselves—using inex- 
pensive household materials. Many illustrations. 192 pgs. 834x6 in. 
3 N 766—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces... .... CUP rri 
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She gets everything a young beauty wants. . 

even cosmetics by Tussy and a brush-comb set 

Budding Beauty Vanity by Marx 3099 
What a luxurious way to “pretty up" .. makes any young miss feel like 
a queen. Provincial-style vanity table is beautifully shaped, delicately 
detailed in sturdy plastic. Compact center compartment with flip-top 
mirror holds comb and brush set, mirror, jewelry (bracelet, ring and 
locket). Cosmetics include: lipstick, 2 beauty soaps, 3 bubble baths, 
after-bath powder, toilet water and hand lotion. Nail polish and remover 
for manicures. Informative booklet of "beauty hints," too. 23x24 inches 
wide. “Tufted” plastic hassock with extra storage compartment inside 
stands 1214 inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 1304L—Shipping weight 13 pounds eere -$9.99 

My Secret Heart Safe 

$166 

The perfect hi 
every girl's mementos. Molded 
polypropylene plastic safe has 
lock with 6 easy-to-change 
combinations. Pink. 7x7 in., 
room for picture of the reign- 
ing favorite. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 
49 N 1317...........$1.66 

ng-place for 

Citiloj pane scans by chaisimat maseteciadcMd conn 

Dresser and Bench Set—just her size $997 

Plenty of room for all her beauty aids and even room for books, Helps 
her keep things neat and orderly. Center cosmetic shelf, 2 drawers and 
4 open shelves. About 37x33x12 inches deep. Plastic-framed glass mirror. 
Sturdy pieces made of reinforced, corrugated fiberboard . . natural wood 
finish. Unassembled . . parts lock together. Accessories not included. 
79 N 1342C—Shipping weight 8 pounds rixicu 45:92 

Vanity and Bench . . matching Wardrobe $699 

Perfect accessories for every little girl's room. Vanity table with lift-up 
mirror, spacious compartment below for “cosmetics” . . about 21x27x15 
in. deep. 11-in. round bench with gilded vinyl top. Spacious wardrobe 

about 29x17x10 in. deep, perfect for holding doll clothes . . drawer at 
bottom. Reinforced fiberboard, natural woodgrain finish, Colonial print 

ign. Unassembled 
79 N 1351C—Shipping weight 14 pounds iis... Set $6.99 

Make-Up Kit Jewelry and Chest Cosmetics Set 

$991 $997 $997 

Jr. Miss won't raid A "treasure chest" of “Fair Ladies" learn 
mother's cosmetics now. metal jewelry: necklaces, habits of cleanliness and 
Includes 18 pieces: lip- earrings, rings, bracelet, ^ beauty with cologne, 
stick, rouge, powder puff, tiara in 7x5x3-inch vinyl- ^ hand lotion, soap, bubble 
4 nail groomers, bubble covered case with tray. bath, comb, brush and 
bath, mirror, etc. Vinyl tic Fed. ax incl. mirror. 10% Fed. Ex. 
case. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 N 1371 $2.97 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

49 N 1340E.....$2.97 
Tax, incl. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 1348E Set $2.97 
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Handsome editions every youngster will 
cherish . . richly illustrated in full color 

$323 each 
D-DAY. 

s OF POLA ROE 
EXPLORATION pim 

GREAT en 

THE C 

Here's a wonderful way to bring history to your child— 

with these exciting Books from American Heritage 

You'll be amazed at the fine quality of these books from the editors of American 
Heritage and Horizon magazines. Written to capture all the drama and adven- 
ture of history , . easily understood and enjoyed by children and adults alike. 
A wealth of illustrations, many in full color, taken from maps, prints, paintings 
and drawings of the period discussed . . to give added appeal and help develop 
your child's taste and knowledge. Carefully researched, each text has been 
Verified by a noted historical authority. Each volume a permanent addition 
to your family library . . a wonderful gif! urdy binding. 154 pages. 7x10 inches. 

plore the excitement, heroism and humor American Heritage Junior Library. 
that make up America’s great past. 

Titles 11(Yankee Whaling); 12(Indians of the Plains); 13(Discoverers of the 
New World); 14(Thomas Jefferson and His World); 15(Great Days of the 
Circus); 16(Steamboats on the Mississippi); 17(Texas and the War with Mexico); 
1é(Railroads in the Days of Steam); 19(Men of Science and Invention); 
20(Cowboys and Cattle Country); 21(The California Gold Rush); 22(Trappers 
and Mountain Men); 23(The Pilgrims); 24(Naval Battles and Heroes); 
25(Pirates of the Spanish Main); 26(D-Day); 27(The Oregon Trail); 28(The 
French and Indian Wars). 
3 N 577F— State title number. Shipping weight each 2 pounds.. 

Horizon Caravel Books. Great eras of world history come to life, 
Titles 11(Russia under the Czars); 12(Heroes of Polar Exploration); 

13(Knights of The Crusades); 14(Alexander the Great); 15(Nelson and The 
Age of Fighting Sail); 16(African Explorers). 
3 N 573F— State title number. Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 6 oz.. 

Each $3.23 

Each $3.23 

Encyclopaedia Britannica's 

NEW True-To-Life Books 

"19s. 
Stories of history, people of other 
lands, the animal kingdom—actually 
photographed on location. Brilliant, 
full-color photographs of real, true-to- 
life settings accompany every page. 
32 to 36 pages. 81óx11 inches. 

Titles—age 8-12: 11(Tom Savage); 
12(Sioux Buffalo Hunters); 13 (Life in 
Forest); 14(Knights of Middle Ages); 
15(Birds in Summer); 16(Eskimo 
Family). 

Titles—age 4-7: 17 (Adventures of a 
Squirrel); 18(Elephant Baby); 
19 (Pablo-Boy of Mexico); 20(Ugly 
Duckling); 21(Farm Children). 

State title number. Wt. ea. 11 oz. 
3 N 575F—Each........ .79c 

Cubo pae scans by dieisimasnaisetedimical com 

New Great Events Books . . published 

for your child by Parents' Magazine 

Here's entertaining reading for ages 7 to 12—a new series about 
important and exciting events. Written with eee ee ee 
adventure rope book is carefully researched and historically 
accurate. Illustrated by top artists. 48 pages. 836x115% in. 

Titles 12(Man in Orbit—the remarkable story of the first men to 
enter space); He First Microscope the history of the microscope 

. from past esent); 'ony Express—story of brave mail 
riders o of the Ate erly Was) 15 15(The Golden Spike—the first transcon- 

railroad and the adventures of the men who built it). 
[remis naue Vor ot os 

3 N 578F—Shipping weight each 12 ounces....... sasaaa Each 876 

Military History of World War II $217 
Read the dramatic account of the second world war on land, sea and 
E nue seven-' ete set covers the entire Euro] action, Written 

ees 

Tiles 11(Vol. 1—Europea: 
European Land Battles 1944-45); 13(Vol. 3—Land 3 
Africa, Sicily and Italy); 14(Vol. 4—The Naval War in the West: 
Raiders); 15(The Naval War in the West: Wolf Packs); 16(The Air 
War in the West: 1939-1941); 17(The Air War in the West: 1941-1 Sp, 
3 N 576F— State title number. Shpg. wt. each 12 oz......Each $ 2.17 
3 N 767— Set of 7 volumes. Shipping wt. set $ Ibs. 4 oz....Set. 11.88 

McCall's Make-It Book. The most complete book of crafts and activities 
for children ever published . . makes rainy afternoons fly by for ages 
6 to 14. Step-by-step illustrated directions on how to make and do 
over a thousand things—party favors, toys, games, etc.—most using 
simple, household materials. 160 pages. 814x111 inches. 
3 N 1598—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces ..$2.66 

McCall's De ‘It Book. The companion to the Make-It book. Easy in- 
structions for 200 more things to do and make. 160 pgs. FERA in. 
3 N 947—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. " ($2.66 

101 Science Experiments. More than 100 illustrated projects explain 
inciples of air, magnetism, etc. The demonstrations use common 
Tot p rg For ages 8 to 13. 160 pages. 814x10% inches. 
3 N 574—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...-..........-...-...-+ $3.17 

ene for Young Campers. The perfect guide to camping and outdoor 
fun. Crammed with practical, down-to-earth advice—all clearly ex- 
plained, Many illustrations. 192 pages. 714x1044 inches. 
3 N 550—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ....... erento teas $3.57 



Stole and Jewelry Set 

$966 

4-piece Stole Set. Every girl wishes for 
jewels and furs. Pretend it's true with a 
stole of deep-pile rayon and cotton . . 40 
inches long with rayon lining. Plastic 
ring, simulated pearls and orchid for 
extra glamor. 
49 N 1360—Wt. 11b. 2 oz..... $2.66 

Acetate fiber Wigs $097 
Wigs are the rage of the young set, 
too. And these pixie-type styles of 

acetate fiber feel like real hair . . have 
a soft luster and sheen. Your youngster 
will love setting and combing them . . 
restyling them again and again. Elas. 
tic band inside for snug fit. Shipping 
weight each 9 ounces. 
49 N 1353—Blonde......... $2.97 

49 N 1358—Brown. 2.97 

Bag and Shoe Bag 99c 

For all her doll's clothes. Roomy 5- 
inch diameter bag with golden zipper, 
noise squeaker. 3-inch matching shoe 
bag. Red vinyl patent. From Japan. 

49 N 1357—Shpg. wt. set 8 oz. 99c 
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Let's-pretend Elegance 
Capelet and Accessories 

$499 

3-piece Capelet Set. Little girls will be 
the height of fashion in this luxurious 
"leopard-skin" capelet of plush acetate 
pile. Rayon lined . . hook-and-eye clo- 
sure. Set includes matching headband 
and drawstring bag. 
49 N 1350—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....$4.99 

Plastic Wigs 47 $188 

Four wigs in four different styles. There's 
a glamorous, jet-black Cleopatra style . . 
a sophisticated blonde bee-hive a 
dramatic red-headed boufant . . a 
brunette style in a sleck feather-cut with 
a top knot. Soft plastic wigs are molded 

so they're always ready to wear without 
combing. She just smooths them on over 
her hair. Fit girls 3 to 8. 
49 N 1356—Shpg. wt. set 12 oz.. .$1.88 

Mommy’s Purse $922 

Contains all the treasures found inside 
mommy’ 's purse: play money . . pill-box 

. cosmetics, etc. Patent vinyl 
back, red inside, clear plastic front. 
49 N 1306—Shpg. wt. 13 02..... .$2.22 

Girls love these Dress-up Outfits 

Formal gowns and accessories sized for youngsters. Dress sizes 
S (1-4), M (5-7), L (8-10). State size S, M or L. 

6-piece Set. Acetate taffeta gown with bag, hat, necklet 
ring, and corsage for that added touch of glamor all little 

girls love for dress-up time. Shoes not included. 
49 N 1281F— Flame red dress 
Shipping weight set 8 ounces 

De luxe 9-; 

49 N 1283F —Aqua dress 
.$2.99 

ece set. A Sears exclusive. Formal gown is 
styled in lustrous blue acetate taffeta with separate net over- 

skirt. Also includes glovelets, handbag, bat, stole, ring, neck- 
band and corsage. Shoes not included. 
49 N 1285F—Shipping weight set 12 oz... . 

Dress-up Shoes 

Sling Pumps with steel 3 
shanks . . inner soles. Shoe à 
sizes S (8-10), M (11-13) and 
L (1-3). State size S, M, E 
Open-toed Pumps. State size 
S, M or L, see above. Ship- 
ping weight each 12 oz. 

3 49 N 1388F-Red straps, 
flowered center. ...$1.99 

4 49 N 1389F-Red-tipped 
rayon plush......$1.99 
49 N 1391F-Striped, red 
heel strap.... .$1.99 

6 Silver and Gold-color 
Pump. State size S, M or 

L, see above. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49 N 1365F........$2.99 

1] Gold-coler Print Pump 
with red, blue, black. 

State S, M or L, sce above. 
49 N 1366F — Shipping 
weight each 12 oz. . ..$2.99 

.$3.97 
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Big, colorful Gift Books 
the family will enjoy 

Life Magazine's Wonders of Life on Earth. 
Now you can get this famous series with text 
adapted for young readers—and with the same 
magnificent full-color illustrations as the 
original edition. Read the story of how life 
emerges, di and changes into its many 
wondrous forms. A beautiful book to be en- 
joyed by all ages. 100 pages 5x9 inches. 
3 N 594—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 12 oz., $3.99 

Got a question? Look it up 
ing book. It's a big, exciting 

treasury of facts and figures on hundreds of 
subjects—from presidents to satellites, from 
weights and measures to famous floods. 
Answers questions, settles arguments, helps 
with school work and provides limitless fun 
for everyone. More 500 color illustra- 
tions. 150 pages. 8x10 inches. 
3 N 595—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 0z..$3.99 

The Human Body. The marvel of the human 
body, its structure and how it functions—all 
explained in clear, non-technical language for 
readers 8 to 80. Illustrated with more than 
200 accurate, detailed color pictures, 140 
pages. 8x113 inches, 
3 N 596—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $3.99 

Great American Guns and Frontier Fighters, 
written and illustrated by Will Bryant. The 
euo illustrated story of the famous fire- 
arms that helped win the West, and of the 
brave men that used them—from Colonial 
times to 1900. 100 drawings in 2 and 4 colors. 
834x103 inches. 160 pages. 
3 N 597—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 07,..$3.37 

Great Cors of All Time. Here's a thrilling 
account of the most famous foreign and do- 
mestic automobiles of the past 65 years . . the 
Stanley Steamer, Stutz Bearcat, Mercedes- 
Benz, Dusenberg, Ferrari and many others. 
Each car beautifully illustrated in a full-page 
color portrait. With black-and-white draw- 
ings. 814x11 inches, 222 pages. 
3 N598—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz... $3.99 

100 Greatest Sports Heroes. Read the dra- 
matic life stories of the top personalities ir. all 
sports . . past and present. Written in clear, 
fast-moving language and illustrated with 
many drawings and photographs. Fun for 
everyone to read and excellent for reference. 
834x11 inches. 160 pages, 
3 N 599—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 802....$2.37 

Now—get the Sears World Atlas plus a 
special “Talking?” Map—all for one low price! 

Our full-featured atlas plus a “talking” map that comes alive with 
sound, voice and music. Travel to Africa, South America . . the 
summit of Mt. Everest—45-rpm record takes you around the world 
in 13 minutes. You follow trip on big, 50x33-inch color map. 

Atlas is packed with facts, full-page maps and many plus features 
the whole family will enjoy. You get exclusive quick-index that tells 
how to find all given facts about a country, Census figures, Canadian 
gazetteer, Holy-land maps, the races of man, and a full-color astro- 
naut chart, showing the men and their routes in space. With forward 
by Dr. Wernher von Braun. 388 pages. 934x1214 inches. 
3 N 1047—Shipping weight 5 lbs. - ++. .$6.77 
3 N 4405—“Talking” Map only. Shipping weight 5 ounces... 94c 

en ai oe oa 
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Everybody loves books 

about HOR SE S 

Books by Marguerite HENRY 

Album of Horses. A delightful, thrilling book for 
all horse lovers—young or old. Accounts of 22 
important breeds, each with a full-page portrait. 
112 pages. 934x111 inches. 
3N1651—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. $3.17 

Black Gold. The true story of a famous Kentucky 
Derby winner and the man and boy who trained 
him to win. Wonderfully told and illustrated. 
176 pages. 714x934 inches. 
3N1652—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz......$2.97 

King of the Wind. The story of “Sham,” a golden 
red stallion born in the stables of the Sultan of 
Morocco. Illustrated. 176 pages. 734x934 in. 
3 N 954—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.......$2.97 

All About Horses. Read the history and ancestry 
of the horse and his long and useful service to 
mankind. 160 pages. 7x934 inches. 
3 N 725—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. $1.59 

Brighty of the Grand Canyon. The true and cap- 
tivating tale of a little burro who blazed trails 
for men in the Grand Canyon. Illustrated. 224 
pages. 714x934 inches. 
3 N 724—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.97 

Misty of Chincoteague. The favorite tale of two 
Íreedom-loving ponies and the boy and girl who 
want to own them. Swift-moving, vivid story with 
many illustrations. 176 pages. 74x9% in. 
3 N 953—Shipping welght 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.97 

Sea Star, Orphan of Chincoteague. New—a 
heartwarming story about the wild ponies of Chin- 
coteague. Illustrated. 176 pages. 714x944 in. 
3 N955- Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.97 

Other Popular Books about Horses 

learning to Ride, Hunt and Show. Gordon 
Wright. Lessons that teach riding tbe easy way. 
Also sections on training, grooming, jumping, 
shows, etc. Illustrated. 124 pages. 11x84 inches. 
3 N 911—shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. $3.47 

Horse Fever, Pat Johnson, Learn how to select, 
equip and ride a horse, i 
horse shows, etc, 92 pages. 834x11 inches. 
3 N 967—Shipping weight 1 pound $1.63 

enner. An illus- 
about horses. 

Horses, Horses, Horses. Phylli: 
trated collection of exciting stori 
257 pages. 634x9}4 inches. 
3 N 734— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz.......$2.47 

Snowman. Rutherford Montgomery. True story. 
Farm horse who became the greatest jumper in 
America, Illustrated. 133 pages. 634x934 in. 
3 N 751—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.......$3.17 

s famous clas 
a new, illust . 276 pages. 5x 
3N549—Shipping weight 15 ounces... ... 

Save $2.57 on Two-book Set 

Two. beautifully-illustrated books by. Jeanne 
Mellin tell the history of horses. 1034x8 in. 

Shpg. wt. each book 1 lb. 4 oz.; set 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
3 N 739— Horses Across the Ages. 3.77 
3 N 740 —Horses Across Amer 
3 N 744— Set of both books 

The Black Stallion Series 

Delight your child with these thrilling stories of 
great Arabian stallions by Walter Farley. For 
ages 9 and up. Each book illustrated, from to 
320 pages. 514x834 in. Kids—write to Mr. Farley 
at 457 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. and you'll 
receive a personal reply and an official button in 
the Black Stallion Club. 
3 N 1631— Black Stallíon 
3 N 745— Black Stallion's Sulky Colt 
3 N 1633—Son of Black Stallion 
3 N 1639—New. Black Stallion Revolts 
3 N 1641— Black Stallion Mystery 
3 N 912— Black Stallion and Flame 
Shipping weight each 1 pound.. ,..... Each $1.99 



It's Sew Simple. . It’s Pre-cut 

A little girl can easily sew 

a play costume for herself and 
one for her favorite 11-inch doll 

Only $947 

Sesat: 35 to 42 in. tall; Medium: 43 to 51 in. toll; Lorge: $2 to 60 in, rail, — 

74 sears Ss ae MED 
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E-Z Weaver Loom 
by Marx 

3897 
Make novel gifts . . or useful things 
with this easy, modern handloom. 
Strong plastic with shuttle, harness, 
warp strings and spacing wires. 400 
ft. red and white yarn. 12x13x13 
inches high. Instructions. 
79 N 1372C—Wt. 4 lbs.. ...$8.97 

Old-fashioned 
Flat Weaving Loom 

3597 
Completely assembled with weaving 
started. 2 shuttles filled with as 
sorted colored yarn to weave doll 
blankets, place mats, scarves. Frame 
made of hardwood with plastic comb. 
About 18x14 in. wide. Instructions. 

49 N 1224—Wt. 3 lbs. $5.97 

Knitting Set $177 

Two wood needles, 2 spools, 
12 balls yarn packed in at- 
tractive carrying case. Wt, 1 
lb. 3 oz. 
49 N1241.........$1.77 

SNIPPY 
Electric Scissors 

with ten 3-D cutouts 

$397 

Slim 6inch scissors fits child's 
hand. New vibration blade pro- 
tects his fingers. Tapered switch. 
6-ft. cord. UL approved (110-120- 

v, 60-c AC). So easy to make fancy 
animals and toys, Instructions. 
For other cutouts, see below, 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 1242 $3.97 

Castle Cutouts. Full,  Toy-Doll Cutouts. 18 Party Toy Cutouts. 
beautiful colors. 18 sheets of dolls. King, Party favors and deco- 
sheets child makes queen, court attend- rations.. hats, plates, 
castle, towers, flags, ants and court jester goody baskets. 18 full- 
trees and walls. Hours pairs up with castle color sheets . . makes 
of fun. cutouts. parties more fun 

Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Shipping wt. 6 oz. Shipping wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 1256 69c 49 N 1257 69c 49 N 1253 69c 



See the Flintstones—the Jetsons— Yogi Bear 

—Huckleberry Hound . . and all their friends 

Battery operated Give-a-Show 

Projector by KENNER 

with 112 Color slides 
* am - I - 

ALL FOR ONLY GIVE-A-SHOW PROJECTOR 
with 168 slides, Kaleidoscope 

$ 8s plus draw-your-own “shows” 
without batteries $633 Without, 

Show slides of 24 TV favorites as the Flint- 
stones, Mighty Mouse, Also project beautiful 

i i kaleidoscope patterns, color slides, Special color- 
ede apti deca cach one oe ing pencils and wipe-off frames let you project 
vp ila SxS (t. on wall ot sorlace: Tage your own shows. Order 3 “D” batteries below. 
RÀ itch, pull slides through. 79 N 1846C— Shipping weight 3 Ibs.. ...$6.33 
Projector of plastic . . ad- "D" Battery, Shipping wt. each 4 oz. 

. About 9 in. 79 N 4660........ Each 16c; 4 for 60c | 
ng. Order 3 “D” batteries below. 

49 N 1844—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz.....$3.88 

"D" Battery, Shipping wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660,..... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Extra Slides for Kenner Projectors 
Each set includes 84 color slides to 
give 12 exciting cartoon shows. 

Popeye, Dick Tr: Magoo, etc. 
49 N 1650 shpr. wt. 8 ox. Set $1.66 
Huck Hound, Flintstones, etc. 
49 N 1852—$Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Set $1.66 

| Tru-Vue® Electric Theater with 
140 Walt Disney color slides 

and 10x10-inch screen 

$Q66 | 
Show 20 stories of your favorite characters. 
High-impact plastic projector has 30-watt bulb, 
focus lens and turn knob, 5-ft. cord, UL ap- 
proved, 110-120-v, 60-c AC, 3-D stage has 
screen, playbill board plus i 
screen, Plastic viewer to pre-view shows. 
49 N 5093—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz........ $8.66 
Extra Slides for Tru-Vue Theater. Each set 
has 70 pictures. Shipping weight 3 ounces. 

49 N 5094— Bugs Bunny. Set $1.66 
49 N 5096— Fairy Tales., 

KENNER Super Show 

Electric PROJECTOR 
Electric 

GNAJECTOR 

Produce 5 different types of shows at home in bright, clear color . . even Enlarge magazines, comics, newspapers, snapshots, maps up to 
create your shows using toys and objects up to 6x6x2 inches high. 4 feet wide, in color or black and white . . no film needed. 

Show action cartoons with 12 movable ^ Images project and magnify into huge 
8 slide shows of your TV fa 4-foot sq i all or screen. 

4 “funny fotos” cover all but projector about 15 
faces of family photos . . project charts, standard 100-watt 
maps, comics . . project while you draw. 3 

ack Magnajector has adjustable lens, easy-turn switch, handy card 
ner. Set of 54 Rand McNally Flash Cards— "Know Your U.S.A.” 

a ” Also 12 cards with color drawings plus 12 re- 
usable plain cards and 6 wipe-off crayons to make your own shows. UL 

E a oved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Uses 60-watt bulb (not in 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. cluded). Plastic projector is about 12 inches long. 

74 SEARS rce 79 N 1849C-Shipping wt. 61bs.$9.44 49 N 5021— Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces. , $7.66 
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Remove cover . . pull out extension table 

and attach to machine . . just plug in 

and start sewing . . steel head and base 
provide necessary stability 

Sears Electric Sewing Machine 
for girls 

Here's a truly portable machine designed just like our 
newest full-size Kenmore, Powerful, heavy duty 
motor and switch lets her sew a neat chain stitch. Die- 
cast steel head and base give extra stability when she 
sews heavier fabrics, more complex patterns. Safety 
guide protects fingers; spring-type thread tension 
adjustment. Plastic extension table fits into slots in 
plastic cover when not in use. Can be hand operated, 
too. Metal snap locks. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. About 
9x5x7 in. high. From West Germany. 

49 N 1204—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 8 oz... 

Hand-operated Machines 
of enameled steel 

Beginner's. Safety guard. Thread 
tension, pressure foot. Die-cast 

head, plated trim. Standard 12x1 
size 14 needles, Extra needle, thread 

. clamp. 8x4 in, West Germany. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

49 N 1250. +. $3.97 

2 Advonced, Extension table for 
larger patterns. Hardwood base 

with drawer for accessories. Uses 
12x1 size 14 needles. Extra needle, 
thread, metal clamp. 12xS inches. 
Made in West Germany. 
49 N 1221—Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz..$6.97 

Citai Dade scans by cieistimasaudisetedwical com 

$18.88 

Battery-powered . . 
designed like a Kenmore 

Both hands are free to control fabric 
.. safety guard protects little fingers. 
Raised base , , streamlined die-cast 
steel sewing head. Converts to hand 
operation, Thread tension adjusts to 
fabric thickness; pressure foot ad- 
justs to fabrics. Chain stitch. Uses 
12x1 size 14 needles. Thread, needle, 
clamp included, 8}4x5 in. wide. 
Order 2 “D” batteries below, Made 
in West Germany. 

Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 1205..... $11.97 

"D" Batteries. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660—2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

3m ik 

80-piece Boy Doll Wardrobe. 
Clothes to fit Ken, Andy, other 12- 
inch boy dolls. Instructions, needle 
and thread included. Clothing: 
sport shirt, slacks, sport jacket. 
Dress shirt, full-dress tuxedo; cum- 
merbund, bow tie. Also striped pa- 
jamas, doll shoes, socks, 6 hangers. 
49 N 1263—Wt. 8 oz... Set $2.44 

Wardrobes for 11 to 12-inch Dolls $944 

Electric Sewmaster . . 
just plug in and sew 

Little girls can learn faster with 
steady power . . gain control with 
safety on-off switch, Machine starts, 
as switch goes on, Rubber-covered 
cord and plug. Hardwood base 
drawer for accessories. Contour of 
stamped steel head allows easy 
movement of fabric. Thread tension 
adjusts. Makes chain stitch. Uses 
12x1 size 14 needles . . extras in- 
cluded. For girls 8 and older. Oper- 
ates on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
About 10x5x734 inches. Made in 
West Germany. 

49 N 1299—Shpg. wt. 41bs.$13.97 

44-pc. Trousseou Wardrobe. Fits 
Barbie, Midge, Mitzi, other 1135- 
inch fashion dolls. Instructions, 
needle, thread included. Clothing: 
bridal gown . . flocked nylon net and 
tafieta; bridal veil, Play dress, 
white strapless party dress, panty, 
shoes, belts, gloves, purse. 
49 N 1455—Wt. 6 oz.. Set $2.44 

Singer Electric . . 
molded plastic body 

Presser foot acts as finger guard . . 
frees right hand. Great for the more 
advanced, more practiced seam- 
stress . . fast, makes a perfect chain 
stitch. Sure to please the older girl. 

Sleck plastic machine with handy 
carrying case for storage. Comes 
complete with kit that includes ma- 
terial, patterns, thread, appliques 
and instructions for making colorful 
clothing bag. Operates on 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. UL approved. 
Over-all 11x5x6 inches high. 

Shipping weight 9 lbs. 

49 N 1261.... $14.97 

Quilt-lined 
Sewing Basket $966 

Fiber basket, plastic lift-out 
tray. Needles, thimble, 8 
spools thread, pin cushion. 
From Japan. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49N1223 ... 2 $2.66 
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Make farm family and animals 

PLAY-DOH FORGE PRESS 

$299 

Just insert Play-Doh compound into 1 of 6 molds and press 
down handle of forge press. Forms 3-D figures that dry hard 
in 24 hours, Animals are horse, pig, turkey, lamb, dog, cow. 
6x5x814-in. plastic forge press, 4 cans Play-Doh, instruction 
booklet. Order extra Play-Doh compound below at right. 
49 N 1784—Shipping weight 3 pounds 7 ounces. . Set $2.99 

Build a city, planes, trains, ships 
Play-Doh Fun Factory $355 

Make rings, bracelets, pins you can really wear 

Play-Doh Jewelry Maker 

This 30-die set lets you build everything from airports to shop 
ping centers . . even create your own navy. Set includes 12 
basic-form dies plus 6 dies each for planes, trains, ships; plastic 
trimmer; 4 cans of Play-Doh; city map (to help you plan a 
town); 36x36-in, plastic sheet to cover tabletop; instructions. 

49 N 1783—Shipping weight 4 pounds 15 ounces... Set $3.55 

dr. Fun Factory 

Tot-size high-impact plastic 
extruder for 3-D creative 
modeling with clean, soft, 
colorful Play-Doh. Includes 
dies to make 10 different 
shapes, trimmer, three 2-oz. 
cans of Play-Doh. Wt. 11b. 2 oz. 

Includes forge press, 4 sets of molds, $8 3 77 
4 cans Play-Doh, 130 jewelry fittings 

Form gem-like shapes that attach to any 
of the 130 fittings for rings, necklaces and 
other jewelry items you can design. Just 
insert Play-Doh modeling compound into 
1 of 4 color-keyed matching molds . . place 
it in the Jewelry Maker forge press, and 
press down handle, Dries hard in 24 hours, 

Play-Doh Modeling Compound 4-Pack 

Use as refills for our Play-Doh kits or for hand-modeled 
objects you create. 7-oz. cans. Red, yellow, blue, white. 

so you can wear your own personal jewelry 
next day. Set contains 6x5x8 34-inch plastic 
forge press, 4 sets of plastic molds, 130 
jewelry fittings (all non-metallic), four 7-oz. 
cans of Play-Doh (red, yellow, blue and 
white). Idea book included, 

49 N 1727 —Wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz Set $3.77 
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49 N 1728. «Set $149 49 N 1871—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Pkg. 72c 

MAGNETIC BOARDS 
For busy fingers and minds . . 

reverse to wipe-off crayon boards 

1 Deluxe 73-piece Spelling and Numbers 
Board. Extra-large 2044x23-in. wood frame 

securely holds durable metal board. Letters, 
numbers, arithmetic signs are colorful 3-dimen- 
sional polyethylene with built-in permanent mag- 
nets. Wipe-off crayons and sponze eraser included, 
79 N 1772C— Shipping weight 5 Ibs... . . $3.55 

2 37-piece Numbers Board . . the fun way to 
learn all the important basics of arithmetic . . 

encourages solving problems in addition, subtrac- 
tion, multiplication, division. Colorful numbers 
and symbols have built-in permanent magnets, 
Metal board has strong plastic frame . . 14x20 
inches. Wipe-off crayons included, 
49 N 1750— shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz....91.94 

Mold and paint Disney favorites 
with Mickey Mouse Modelcast 

$159 

Cast the characters in plaster simply by using the 
colorful plastic molds and special modelcast plaster. 
Then, just color the 3-dimensional plaques and hang 
them on the wall. Set includes 4 molds, 2 bags plaster, 
paints, brush, plaque hangers. 
49 N 1855—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.......$1.59 

36-piece Alphabet Board . . easy, enjoyable 
way to learn words, sentence structure and 

spelling. Gaily colored letters have permanent, 
built-in magnets. Metal board, plastic frame . . 
14x20 inches. Wipe-off crayons. 
49 N 1730—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. ..$1.94 xs SEARS 75 
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Yummy-Yum-Yum. 
Make creamy rich ice cream 

in this “old-fashioned” Freezer 

Freezer bucket, 6 mies, 4 toppings, $ 488 
i, 6 spoons and recipe 

Pick your favorite flavor . . vanilla, chocolate or strawberry and make 
homemade ice cream. Bucket operates with crushed ice or ice cubes 
and table salt , . has creamer, dasher and turning handle. 

49 N 5025—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 oz.. . . $4.88 
49 N 5026— Refill Set. 6mixes (3 flavors), 2toppings. Wt. 11b. Set. 1.49 

Deposit a coin . . gum ball rolls out 

Gum Ball Bank $119 

Saving money can be fun when you get 1 gum ball for 
each penny, nickel, dime or quarter deposited. Plastic 
globe, base; 6 inches high. Key to open. 25 gum balls. 
49 N 5189—Shipping weight 14 ounces.........$1.19 
49 N 5191—200 Refill Gum Balls. Wt. 11b. 20z. Pkg. 79c 

76 SEARS s» 
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Corn Popper Set $588 
Makes caramel corn, too 

Pop corn is a carnival of fun to make. 
Easy-to-clean aluminum popper has 
heavy-duty cord. Includes dipper, spoon, 
bowl, tray, salt, 4 boxes pop corn, 2 
caramel toppings, 6 bags, instructions. 
49 N 5029—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. Set $5.88 

Refill Set. 10 boxes of pop corn, salt and 
2 boxes of caramel topping. 
49 N 5032—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Set $1.99 

Sno-Cone Machine 
by Hasbro 

$392 

Enjoy Sno-Cones, Sno-Pops, Sno- 
balls . . shaved ice topped with syrup 
or candy. Place ice cubes in machine 
+. turn crank . . out comes a frosty 
treat that’s a pure delight for any 
youngster. Syrup, paper cups, dis- 

pensers, funnel, molds, 4 packs syrup, 
candy. Plastic machine 914 in. high 
.. metal grinder. 
49 N 1629—Shpzg. wt. 3 lbs. $3.92 

Coke Dispenser 

$1 97 

At your next “Coke-tail” party, let 
children serve themselves from handy 
dispenser. Small replica of those found 
in allsoda fountains. Holds regular-size 
Coke bottle, Easy-to-clean red and 
white plastic . . 10 in. high. 4 glasses, 
49N1706-Shpg. wt. 11b. 14 oz, $1.97 

Kool-Aid Kooler 

$919 

Earn extra money. Set up your own 
Kool-Aid stand. Just press the button 
and out pours refreshing Kool-Aid 
from the red and white plastic cooler 
topped with a glass jar. Holds 1 quart. 
About 7x11x5 inches. Includes 2 packs 
Kool-Aid, holder to dispense paper 
cups and 20 paper cups. 
49N1720-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 2 oz, $2.19 

pu 
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Popping Machine $6966 
Pope corn in minutes 

Corn popping is great for rainy days 
or for TV snack time. Machine makes 
corn popping quick, simple and fun to 
do. Watch corn pop under glass cover. 
Spout on hopper allows easy flow into 
colored bags. Red enameled steel pop- 
per is 14 in. high. Corn included. 
79 N 1669C—Shpg. wt. 81bs....$6.66 

All electrical applionces on poge UL approved 
for 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC 



Spin a froth of Cotton Candy 
Plug in electric maker . . 

As much as you want in 
minutes and it's so easy. 

It's a carnival of fun to make and eat. Heat ordinary, household sugar 
in plastic machine. Spins candy onto paper cones as you tilt them down- 
ward and turn them about. Complete with 

n. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c AC. diameter. Easy to cl 

49 N 1805— Shipping weight 7 pounds. 

Citai Dabs scans by didina solenita Gon 

pour sugar in spinner 
and out comes candy onto your cone 

Plenty of dishes, cups ond holders. 
to entertain all your friends 

$7766 

uction book. 14-in. 

$7.66 

topped with syrup 

$987 
So few, economical ingredients 
yet such a delicious treat. 
Sno-man machine shaves ice 
cubes into snow. Just turn the 
crank . . snow comes out cen- 
ter. When your cup is full, 
simply top with your favorite 
fruit syrup. Syrup dispensers, 
paper cups, funnel and 4 packs 
of syrup included. Plastic ma- 
chine stands 934 inches high . . 
has metal grinder. 
49 N 1629—Wt. 3 1bs..$3.87 

Prepare sundaes . . sodas 
LC —. at your own Fountain 

without 
batteries #49 

Was $9.99. Watch spray 
action in see-through 
bowl. Holds 134 quarts 
20 in. blue and yellow 
base. 12 paper cups, 24 
straws; 2 banana split, 
2 sundae dishes; scoop, 
4 spoons, 3 Kool-Aid 
packs. Uses 2 “D” bat- 
teries. Wt. 4 lbs. 
79N1106C...... $4.99 

"D" Batteries, Wt. 4 oz. 
79 N 4660— Each. ..16c 
BOR in a siete Siac em a .60c 

Pepsi Dispenser 

$238 

Let children serve themselves 
from easy-to-clean dispenser . . 
they love it! Holds full 16-oz. 
“Pepsi”. 934-in. high white plas- 
tic. 4 miniature glasses. 
49 N 1807-Wt. 2 Ibs, 10 02,$2.38 

Kool-Aid Kooler 

$227 

Set up your own stand. Press the 
button and out it pours from red 
and white plastic cooler. Holds 1 
gallon. 634x1034x534 in. Includes 
20 paper cups, 2 packs Kool-Aid. 
49 N 1720—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 02.$2.27 

nm 

Pop corn fast— $599 
electrically 

See corn pop under glass cover. Great 
for rainy days or for TV snacktime. Spout 
on hopper allows easy flow into colored 
bags. Red enameled steel popper is 14 in. 
high. UL listed. AC-DC . . 110-120-v. 
Corn included. 
79 N 1669C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs...... 

(Popcorn... Hot Dogs 

Coke Dispenser 

$199 

Serve from handy dispenser at 
your next “Coke-tail” party. 
Holds regular-size Coke bottle. 
Easy-to-clean red and white 
plastic . . 10 in. high. 4 glasses. 

49 N 1706-Wt. 11b. 1202.$1.99 

Ice Cream Machine 

$139 

Make any flavor in minutes. 
Add ice, salt and pudding 
through top. Turn crank . . out 
it flows. Plastic, 9x534 in. high. 
Cups, sticks, recipes incl. 
49 N 1605-Wt. 11b. 1202.$1.39 

Cook several on 
Electric Dogger 

$388 
“Jr.” chefs can cook 
their hot dogs in or 
out of doors. Sealed-in 
heating element with 
aluminum grill . . in- 
sulated cord. Hooded 
top. Steel body, plastic 
legs. 8-in. diam. UL 
listed, 110-120-v, 60-c, 
AC. No hot dogs. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49 N 1064.....$3.88 



Open for business . . come and look around 

The Corner Store $363 
t's play store. You be the clerk , . I'll be the customer. 
lect groceries from tiny boxes of brand name foods. Or 

phone in orders on plastic phone that hangs on store wall. 
Add up purchases at movable check-out counter. Make 
change with play money from 9-inch cash register . . has 
sliding drawer. Blue and gray corrugated fiberboard. 32x17x 
64 inches high. Folds for storage. Unassembled. 
79 N 5035C—Shipping weight 10 Ibs. $3.63 

Shop with cart, check out and pay for groceries, even get trading stamps 

My Own Supermarket $766 
Pick miniature packages of name brand items 
off the shelves and put them in 18x8-inch wide 
shopping cart with plastic wheels. Just like 
Mother does when she goes shopping. 

Stack groceries on a check-out counter with 
plastic conveyor belt that really works, Cash 

register operates like a real one, too. Sliding 
drawer opens to reveal plenty of play coins, 

paper money and trading stamps. Bags are 

easily stored in extra compartment. 
Store and cart are made of sturdy reinforced 

corrugated fiberboard. Printed in 3 colors 
with gay pattern of fruit, fish and vegetables. 

Market stands 20x47 inches high. Counter 
measures 24x27 inches. Unassembled. 

79 N 5037C—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs, $7.66 

- uil IM 

Ring up sales—write sales checks 

Cash Register 

3988 
When pretend customers want receipts, give 

them a play Sears sales check with every pur- 
chase. Side arm holds pad of paper and pencil. 

Just push one of 13 numbered keys to show 
the amount of sale . . amount pops up and bell 
rings . . just like real register. Push lever and 
drawer opens to bank of plastic coins and 
paper money. Made of red, strong steel. Stands 
9 inches high. 
49 N 1751—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs, 12 oz.. .$2.88 

Combination Safe 

$995 

Only you know combination 
to open steel safe. Top slot 

for coins, Alarm rings when 
door opens. Enameled. 7 in. 
high. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1768....... $2.95 

itabi paQe scuns by dieisttasnmirseledaical com. 

Roll-A-Coin Bank 
$14 

Count savings at a glance. 
Bank sorts, counts, stacks 
coins. Plastic with chrome- 
plated steel frame. Lock 
with key. About 7 in. high. 
49 N5039-Wt. 13 02.$1.44 

chatting on the Talking 
Mickey Mouse Phone 

$477 vts 
Dial the phone and hear the voice 
of Mickey Mouse . . talk back to 
him, Wait a second and hear 

s pals . . Donald Duck, 
Jiminy Cricket, Goofy, Ludwig 
Von Drake, Minnie. Talk to them 
all. Red plastic with 2 inter- 
changeable records. 17 inches high. 
Order 1 “D” battery below. 
49 N5030C-Wt. 2 lbs. 802.$4.77 

Talk ’n’ Tell Phone 
. . talks back to you 

$999 without 
battery 

Push button, youngster is asked 
“How old are you?”, “Do you love 
me?" , . 10 more sayings. Dials, 
bell-like ring. White plastic. 3}¢x 
8 inches. Order 1 "D" battery. 
49 N 4714—Wt. 1 lb. 2 02.$2.99 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660-2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

While away the hours - MICKEY MO 

Uncle Sam Bank 

$988 

Deposit Sc, 10c, 25c . . pull 
lever, total registers, bell 
rings. 25c loci it ..: opens 
at $10. Bill slot. Steel. 6 in. 
high. Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N 5117... $2.88 

Musical Phone 

$199 

As you turn handle, phone plays 
"London Bridge" tune. Children 
love to sing along. Phone rings 
when dialed, too. Plastic. 8 in. long. 
49 N4751-Shpg. wt. 11 02$1.69 rca SEARS 77 
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Gum Ball Bank 

$119 

Deposit penny, nickel, dime, gum 
ball rolls out. Plastic globe, base; 
6in. high. Key to open. 25 balls. 
49 N 5189 —Wt. 14 oz... $1.19 

200 Refill Gum Balls, 
49 N 5191—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz....79c 

Adding Machine 

$ 192 

Easy-to-use machine adds, sub- 
tracts up to 9999, Makes fun out 

of figures. Sturdy steel construc- 
tion . . 9 x 6 inches wide. 
49 N 1799—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 02.$1.99 

‘States pads Scans by dieisihiarmisetedwical com 
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Use for playing store, bank and 
Teaches how to make games. 

change. Scenes engraved on 25 
assorted coins. Plastic rack, re 
ceipts, ink pad, stamps. 

49 N 5156-Shpg. wt. 1 1b., .82c 

Å 

Uncle Sam Bank 

$289 

Deposit 5c, 10c, 25c . . pull lever, 
total registers. 25c locks it. . 
opens automatically at $10. 
Bill slot. Steel. 6 inches high. 
49 N 5117-Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 0z.$2,89 

Write and ring up sales . . 
keep money and receipts in safe 

Cah $988 
Register 

Now you can give your customers a 

play Sears sales check with every 
purchase . . side arm holds pad, 
pencil. Push one of 13 numbered 
keys . . amount pops up, bell rings. 
Push lever and drawer opens to 
bank of plastic coins, paper money. 
Red, strong steel. Stands 9 in. high. 
49 N 1751— Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz..$2.88 

Your Corner Store 

$363 

Take phone orders while your 
customers shop. Plastic phone 
hangs on corrugated fiberboard 
store wall. Tiny boxes of brand 
name foods on shelves. Add up 
purchases at check-out counter. 
Make change with play money 
in sliding drawer cash register. 
Blue and gray store stands 32x 
17x64 inches high. Folds flat for 
storage . . easily assembled 
79 N 1112C—Wt. 9 Ibs. .$3.63 

Combination $0188 

Every combination is different so only 
you know the 2 numbers that open 
your all steel safe. Burglar alarm rings 
when full length, hinged door is open. 
Deposit coins through top slot. 
Baked-enamel finish . . heavy rubber 
legs. Roomy enough for many valu- 
ables. 9 in. wide, 7 in, high, 6 in. deep. 
49 N 1768-Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.$2.88 

Build, rebuild 
Tic-Toy Clock $414 

Unlike most clocks, this one enjoys 
being taken apart and reassembled by 
mechanical minded youngsters. Easy 
color-keyed gears. Tells time, too . . runs 
about 14 hours on one winding. Spring 
movement. Plastic . . 1144 in. high. 
49 N 5077—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz.$4.44 

Learn 101 tricks $389 
Keep your friends wondering how you 
do them. Pass time practicing . . prove 
the hand is quicker than the eye. Gain 
19 magical effects . . secrets from Adams’ 
famous book. From nut-shell game to 
vanishing quarter. Plastic, paper cards. 
49 N5097—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.89 

rca SEARS 77 



Crossbar 
control 

23)" 

Or. 

VHHVBESE! aan Li 

World-famous marionettes fully jointed for maximum action 
: they dance, run, hop, skip, even wave their arms, Crossbar 

keeps strings tangle free. Made of wood .., hand detailed, 
fully costumed. With instructions. For ages 8 and up. 

Just 
push 
ontrol 
keys 

78 SEARS wa. 

Cutsiod pace scans by dieisihiainanselediwical Gom 

Push-button 
Marionettes 

$969 osch 

Simple to operate. Control keys 
on plastic paddle produce com 
ic actions. Tangleproof strings. 
Molded vinyl heads, cotton- 
stuffed bodies. 12 in. tall. 

14 Bozo the Clown. Wt. 12 oz 
49 N 6198 $2.69 

]5 Huck Hound. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 6199 $2.69 

16 Yosi Bear. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 6196 $2.69 

17 Alvin, Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49N61 $2.69 

Puppet 'Theater converts 
to Marionette Stage 

Hang plastic curtain from top and 
there's a marionette stage. Shift the 
curtain and you have a hand puppet 
playhouse, Sturdy reinforced fiber- 

board theater is colorfully printed in red 
and blueon white background. Interlock- 
ing assembly. Big 5-foot, height gives 
needed performing room for junior pup- 
peteers. Puppets not included. 
79 N 6203C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.. .$4.89 

Our simplest Puppets 
even toddlers can work 

Each $999 

One-hand control gives easy animation. 

Control, hands, feet molded of durable 

plastic. Molded vinyl heads; 12 in. high. 
(18) 49 N 6130— Jiminy Cricket. 
(19) 49 N 6131—Mickey Mouse 
(20) 49 N 6133—Olive Oyl 
(21) 49 N 6132— Popeye 
Shipping weight each 10 oz. . Fa. $2.99 



5-foot stretcher 
actually carries 
the "wounded" 

o. 
8-piece Medical Corpsman Set $777 

Be a front-lines medic. Set stretcher down on its rigid plastic legs. 
Give battlefield “casualty” water from canteen, hypo "shot, " 
transfusion—even pills that taste like candy. Bandage 
and lift him onto sturdy cotton-and-steel stretcher. Includes adjustable 
plastic helmet and medic armband. All in military colors. 
79 N 1863C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. $7.77 

70-piece Doctor and Nurse Kits with $ 3 55 

Stethoscope that picks up heartbeats 

The sets have stethoscopes that detect heartbeats just like the one your doctor 
ses ch kit includes growth chart, physical fitness exercises, alth record 

chart, plastic tweezer, play hypo needle, thermometer, microscope, slides. Also 
plastic earoscope, watch, head reflector, reflex hammer, microbe-meter, wash 
pan, spoon, vaseline can, shingle, eye chart, play pills, cotton, various slips and 
signs, diploma and instructions. Chicken pox and measle patches to give dolly 
fake “diseases.” 

Doctor Kit also includes arm band, ^ Nurse Kit also includes cap, cape, apron, 
nose shield, medical history book, office hot water bottle, funnel and scissors. 
clock, and more. Black plastic bag. Red plastic bag. 
49 N 1614—Wt. 1 Ib. 60z......$3.55 49 N 1628—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $3.55 

60-piece Combat Medical Kit $399 

Play combat “Medic.” Real-looking set with field helmet, shoulder 
bag, first-aid belt pouch and armband insignias, all in military colors 
And over 50 medical items for “battlefield” care. 
49 N 1864—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces, $3.99 

Hear your own heartbeat 
8 8c with this Stethoscope 

It really works. This stethoscope, 
with an amplifying diaphragm, is 
designed like the one used by a 
family doctor. Made of plastic, rub- 
ber. 1014 in. long. 

49 N 1653—Wt. 11 oz 88c 

Doctor Kit includes microbe-meter, office Nurse Kit includes cap, arm band, 
sign, head reflector, play stethoscope, ^ tweezer, funnel, reflex hammer, vaseline 
microscope, slides, play hypo, and more. can, play stethoscope, hypo needle, 41 
Black plastic bag. other items, Red plastic bag. Take care of 
49 N 1622—Wt. 11b. 202.....$2.55 49 N 1632— Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $2.55 your doll with 

Hospital Cart 
Medical Kit 

. . has more than 
20 play items 

$944 

Compact 26-piece 
Doctor, Nurse Kits 

$149 

Small plastic bag holds play steth- 
Oscope, earoscope, hypo needle, 
thermometer, microscope, slides, 
diploma, head reflector, wash pan, 
spoon, shingle, eye chart, certifi- Be your doll's private nurse with own hospital cart and medical 
cates and other items, and instruc- ^ supplies. Take her around on plastic cart, 13x9 in. high, Give her 
tions. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. complete examination with stethoscope, eye and ear tester, ther- 
49 N 1627— Doctor kit...$1.49 mometer. Also microscope, candy pills and more. Red plastic bag. 

78 SEARS ro 49 N 1652— Nurse kit 1.49 49 N1854— Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. .. $3.44 

Gtsioa Dade scant by dieisthistniselediwical com 
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Puppet Pets $089 oach 
Simple to operate with easy 2-string control, 

Puppy barks, kitten squeaks when “bone” 
r "fish" handle control is pressed. Make 

them run, sit, dance, do tricks. Molded 
vinyl; jointed legs and heads. 

] Pokey the Pup. 10x3}4x10 in. high. 
49 N 6161—Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 4 oz. .$2.89 

9, Alley the Cat, 10x334x10 in. high 
49 N 6160—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. .$2.89 

MATTEL'S Talking Puppets $499, 
Just pull their rings . . each says many different comic phrases at random. 
No batteries required . . move their mouths for a realistic effect. 

'. Vinyl face; vinyl fluff plush body. 15 inches to ears. 
3 Aer: —Shipping weight 1 pode 6 sine . $4.69 

er. Vinyl head, soft cloth body. 15 inches overall. 4 SN eres Sbiprins weight 1 pend ones ie e eM 
Mr. Ed. Vinyl head; rayon plush body. He's 1234 inches 

5 49N 6172- shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces........ his 4.60 

Molded vinyl heads. Brightly 
colored cotton percale bodies 
with cotton felt accents. All 
are washable. 10 in, tall. 
(6) 49N6117-Bozo the Clown 
(7) 49N6114—Huck Hound 
(8) 49N6113— Yogi Bear 
(9) 49N6119-Fred Flintstone 
(10) 49N6189—Alvin 
(11) 49N6201 —Mr. Ed 
Shpg. wt. ea. 6 oz.....Ea. 89c 

Magilla Gorilla 
Puppets 

896 ean 

Youngsters will spend hours 
creating new adventures for 
these frisky TV characters. All 
have colorful cotton bodies; 
soft vinyl heads. 10 in. tall. 
(12) 49 N 6210 —Magilla 
(13) 49 N 6211— Ricochet. 
(14) 49 N 6212—Droop-a-long 

(15) 49 N 6213— Punkin Puss 
(16) 49 N 6214— Mushmouse 
Shpg. wt. ea. 6 oz.. ... Ea. 89c 

Topo Gigio or 
Farfel the Dog 

$989 each 

7] Topo Gigio. Italian 
mouse is ready to per- 

form tricks. Vinyl head; cot- 

ton body. 12 in. high. 
49 N 6163-Wt. 12 oz. $2.89 

8 Farfel the Dog. “Talks” 
when you put fingers 

and thumb in his mouth. 
Vinyl head; cotton body. 
49 N 6159-Wt. 12 oz. $2.89 

Ventriloquist 
Dummies 

dust like the types 
professionals use 

$589 ana $689 

You work the strings and both Danny and Jerry 
"talk." And now, you can add to the realism with 
a 3314-rpm record (below). Both have movable vinyl 
heads, cotton stuffed bodies. Instructions. 

9() Danny O'Day. Sportily dressed in checked jacket, 
solid color pants, white ascot, shoes. 30 in. tall. 

49 N 6158—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz .ı $6.89 

Shari Lewis TV Puppets 
Q Lamb Chop, Hush Puppy and 

Charlie Horse have soft vinyl 
heads—make funny faces. Cotton 
bodies. About 10 in. tall. 
49 N 6202—Wt. 1 Ib..Set $2 49 

m pans scans by daaa meani Conk 

9] Jerry Mahoney. Dressed in cotton gabardine suit, 
sewn-on shirt front, tie shoes. 24 in. tall. 

49 N 6157—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.......$5.89 

33'%4-rpm Record and Skit Book by Jimmy Nelson. 
49 N 6204 —Shipping weight 1 pound. .......$2.89 

rcx. SEARS 79 



Fun-filled Footwear 

that has everyone 

Jumping 4 

Tubular-steel Stilts with Jump Sticks with 
rubber tips and foot treads rubber tips and foot treads 

Beginner's Stilts. Ages 4 to 8. Easy- For weights to 90 pounds. Heavy-duty 
striding curved grips. Foot rest steel spring built into strong steel 

height 10 in. Turquoise finish. 42 in. high. shaft. Red enamel finish. 46 in high. 
79 N 2917C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... $2.97 79 N 2448C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $2.99 

Adjustable Stilts. Ages 6 to 14. For weights to 150 pounds. Our best 
Three foot rest height adjustments is rugged double-bar steel. Chrome 

from 10 to 16 in. off ground. Finished plated for lasting good looks. Heavy-duty à : 
in green and gold enamel. 5 ít. high. spring adjusts. 41 inches high. Satellite Jumping Shoes $ 88 
79 N 2916C—shpg. wt. 5 Ibs....$4.88 — 79 N 2458C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs..... $6.66 Rubber bottoms protect floors 

For ages 4 to 14. Dual springs bounce you like a trampoline. Big 
base plates give you a firm landing surface. Helps build muscles 
and appetites. Helps develop coordination and balance, too. 

Fit over regular shoes . . straps adjust. Foot and base plates are 
rugged red enameled steel. Strap and lace band are tough plastic. 
49 N 2412—Sbipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces $4.88 

Junior Outdoor 
Jumping Shoes 

$299 

For ages 3 to 7. Be the bounciest one in your neighborhood. A great 
way for young boys and girls to play off their excess energy. And 
they'll learn balance and coordination while they're doing it. Good 
for developing young muscles. Single-coil springs give plenty of 

Indoor-outdoor Roller Skates 

For ages 2 to 6. All Norolon plastic. 
Frame adjusts 6 to 734 inches. 

49 N 2452 —Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. $1.39 

6 For ages 5 to 12. Ball-bearing wheels 
are hard rubber. Norolon-plastic 

frame adjusts 7 to 814 inches. 
49 N 2566— Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. .....$3.97 

bounce. The foot plate is rec enameled steel. Adjustable strap and 
lace band are plastic. About 10 inches long. 
49 N 2915—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. ...... $2.99 

Mi 

Bop 'em in the nose 

. . hear 'em beep! 

Inflatable vinyl 

Puncho's* 
Knock 'em down . . they bounce back for more. 
Gay sparring mates have weighted bases. 

7 Fred Flintstone. Stands 36 inches high. 

49 N 2919—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... .$2.27 

8 Yogi Bear. Stands extra tall . . 50 inches. 

49 N 2489—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 12 oz.. ..$2.99 Popeye the Sailor. Beany.Lovablelittle Socko the Clown. 

All-time favorite TV hero stands 27 Stands 50 in. tall. In- 
Q Huckleberry Hound. Stands 37 inches high. tough guy stands SL inches tall Inflates fates by mouth. Vinyl. 

49 N 2488—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... .$2.29 inches high. Inflates by mouth. Made of Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 

by mouth. Vinyl. tough vinyl. 49 N 2918.....$1.55 
10 Mighty Mouse. Stands just 26 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49 N 2557—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz....$1.69 49 N2537...$2.99 49 N 2592...$1.66 rcs SEARS 79 
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cm ~ Mechanical Combat Soldier turns 
head . . raises, sights and fires rifle 

Rough and tough GI scans right and left, raises his 
rifle, sights his target and fires a series of loud shots. 
Then he lowers gun and repeats the action. 

lights youngsters with its realistic movements. 
Powerful wind-up motor with permanently attached 
key. From Japan. Decorated metal, 614 inches high. 
49 N 8423—Shipping weight 11 ounces. . ...... 82c 

Speedy Crashmobile 
explodes on impact 

Wind it up, turn it loose . . it 
speeds aloi en crash! “Ex- 
plodes" wl it hits solid 

Soars 100 
.. parachute opens 

E 27-piece 
| Plastic Tool Set 

- Flexible, non-marring . . Launch 14-inch Combat 
: hammer, 2 cene Paratrooper with rubber Object. Plastic car is 11 in. 

y 3 wrenches, saw, pliers, strap. Zooms up . . para- long. Simple to put together 
again. Brightly colored. 
49 N 8424—Wt. 6 oz...82c 

ruler. 18 plastic nails. From chute ejects from pack . . 
British Hong Kong. he floats down. Plastic. 

APN 8421-Wt. 8 oz. Set 82c 49 N 8422-Wt. 5 oz. 82c 

4-head ~ 
Kaleidoscope 
Put 1 of 4 plastic heads 
on 9-in. tube . . see 
49 N 8425-Wt. 8 oz. B2c 

Toy Binoculars 
3-power, adjustable, non- 
prismatic. 6 inches. Plastic. 
49 N 8426-Wt. 8 oz. 82c 

Control Jet . S5 
Makes jet sound as it runs on floor. 6-in. 
metal. Order 2 "D" batteries below. 
49 N 8427— From Japan. Wt. 6 0z...82c 

Coase 

"A 

Pkg. of 2 * Ferryboat hauls 6 cars Boat Hovler carries a 
they balance. over and over, . . floats, rolls. 14-inch yacht, seaplane, 14-inch 

3- Metal, about 3 in. high. motor. Japan. 5-in. metal. plastic. From Germany. plastic. West Germany. 
Shipping Shipping weight 10 oz. Shipping weight 9 oz. Shipping weight 14 oz. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
N8428 49 N B429......Pkg. 82c 49 N 8430. 82c 49 N 8431. -820 49 N B432.... 82c 

Pony Pull Toy. Gallops, 
makes clicking noise as it's 
pulled. 91$ inches long. 
Colorful plastic. 
49 N 8433-Wt. 8 oz, 82c 

Friction Locomotive. Bell 
rings; bear moves in win- 
dow as engine races. 8-inch 
metal. Made in Japan. 
49 N 8434-Wt. 9 oz. 82c 

Friction Fire Engine. Bell 
rings; siren sounds . . fire- 
man waves flag. Metal, 
over 8-inch. From Japan. 
49 N 8435-Wt. 9 oz. 82c 

'TV pals pose for you 

Make your TV favorites come to 
"life" with these miniature toy 
twistables. They assume any 
position—just bend their arms 
or legs. Firmly stuffed, rayon 
lush bodies with cute vinyl 
eads, colorful cotton felt outfits, 
Eachabout8in. tall. From Japan. 
(1) 49 N 8439-Magilla Gorilla 
(2) 49 N 8440-Droop-A-Long 
(3) 49 N 8441-Ricochet Rabbit 
(4) 49 N 8442-Mushmouse 
(5) 49 N BA43-Punkin' Puss 40 Snap-lock Beads for Holster Set. Leather hol- Combat Idents. 85 famous 
Shpg. wt. each 6 oz. Each 82c tots. e bracelet or ster, plastic belt. 744-inch military insignias transfer 

z chain. Squeezable plastic. long t pistol with to any fabric with iron. 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 134 inches. Hong Kong. white “bone” grips. 4 sheets, all servi ng 2 i. ices, 
49 N 4660. ....2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 49N8436-Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 82e 49 N 8437-Wt. 9 oz. 82c 49 N B438-Wt. 6 oz, 82c 
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Speedy “Crashmobile” 
explodes on impact 

Wind it up, turn it loose . . it 
speeds along the ground—then 
crash! "Explodes" when it hits 
a solid object. 

High-impact plastic car is 
11 inches long, easy to put to- 
gether again. Modern hardtop 
styling, brightly colored. 

49 N 9472—Wt. 10 o7..,..,.72¢ 

Zooms up 100 feet Long Tom Cannon shoots 8 plastic shells 

Basketball .. parachute opens Realistic-looking mobile field 
E : : cannon, 13 in. long, has pull- Squeeze bulb . . air jet Launcher stick works like Gar bisach bedi pud 

sends Styrofoam ball to- à space-age slingshot. Fit button spring-action firing. 
ward basket. Make foul sleek, 9-inch plastic rocket Ai Meas ycauty vee, Mie 
shots or play regular game. on large rubber strap. Pull ada ds o Ate aA 
11x7-inch plastic base. back and let go . . it soars, break-resistant plastic. 
Cardboard backboard. then floats down. Pierius 
49 N 9470—Wt. 12 oz... .72c 49 N 9471—Wt. 6 oz... . 72e 

Army Combat Set. Jeep, 6-in. long tank with swivel tur- 
Add-A-Count Scole. Teach-A-Time Clock, ret, four 2-in. soldiers and equipment. Flexible plastic. 
Learn to add. Plastic, 6 in. Hands turn. 7 in. Plastic. 49 N 9473— Shipping weight 14 ounces. 72« 
49 N 9483 —Wt. 8 oz... .72c 49 N 9482—Wt. 8 og... .72¢ 49 N 9474— Set of 100 plastic soldiers. Shpg. wt. 8 oz... ..72c 

Counting Jump Rope. Dial Binoculars. 3-power lenses. Water Color Set. 54 colors. Peg Bench. Wood mallet, 
built into red plastic handle Center focusing wheel About 10x6-in. metal box, reversible 10x4}4x5-in. 
counts jumps up to 45. Black pebble-grained plas- EACH 9 mixing sections. Brush pounding board. 6 slotted 
Braided rope is 7 feet long. tic. 5 inches long. From England. pegs. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 9417—Wt. 10 oz.. .72c 49 N 9416—Wt. 8 oz. 72¢ 49 N 9441—W't. 1 Ib. 72c 49 N9454, . 72 

Willie the Missile Man. 
Pull string. Launches satel- 
lite up walls, across ceilings. 
Plastic, 5 in. 
49 N 9499 —Wt. 4 of... .72c 

1 bottle "milk'" 
1 “orange juice” 

Magic Bottles appear to 
empty when tilted, refill 
when upright. “Warm- 
er” included. Plastic. 
49 N 9476—Wt. 6 oz...72e 

Slinky. Walks down stairs, 
slopes by itself. Rolls 
around in your hand, 3-in. 
diameter spring steel. 
49 N 9481—Wt. 11 oz.. .72c 

16-pe. Metal Teo Set. Five 
4-in. plates. Cups, saucers, 
7iin. tray. White with 
ivy, strawberry design. 
49 N 9448—Wt. 13 oz.. .72e 

Barbie Wallet. Comb, 
emery board, Holds 
coins, bills, photos. Plas- 
tic. Shipping wt. 4 oz, 
49 N 9477 72e 

[4 

Kaleidoscope. Turn end, 
see hundreds of color-de- 5-in. Gyroscope. Defies 3 Metal Tops. Hear them Magic Gun. Shoots plastic- Disneyland Bank. Coins 
signs. 1 1-in. “Mouseketeer” gravity, does stunts, Steel hum or whistle as they coated paper roll about 5 roll down mountain into 
case has metal rims. rotor and frame, With cord, spin. One even bounces. feet . . recoils automati- bank. Has peephole. 
49 N9478—Wt. 7 oz... .72¢ wood stand. 5}4-inch diameter. cally. Plastic. 10 in. long. Plastic, 6 inches high. 

k 80 sears Tess 49 N9475—Wt. 9 oz... 72 49 N 9480—Wt. 12 oz.72« 49 N9418—Wt. 6 oz.. ..72c 49 N 9479 —Wt. 8 oz... 72e 
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spinning youngsters 

Just wind up the ladybug family . . and 
watch them “spin” away home. Made of 
colorfully decorated metal. 12 inches 
high. 134 in. high. From Japan. 
49 N 8417—Shpg. wt.602.......- 82c 

Go-Go, the 
. Jumping Frog Comb and emery board. 

Holds coins, bills, 
tos, Plastic. 

2 3 49 N 8410E— Barbie 
49 N 8413— Beagle 49 N 841 1E— Beatles 
49 N 8414— Poodle Wt. 4 02.....Each 82c 
49 N 8415—Dachshund 
Shpg. wt: 12 or. Each 82c Ind To fax 

repeats 
winding. He's colorful 
plastic, $ inches tall. 
49 N 8416-Wt. $ oz, 82€. 

Sleck convertible seats 2. 
Blue plastic. 7x16 in. long. 
49N8409-Wt. 14 oz. 82c 

Savings Bank. Colorfull 
decorated metal, 734 in. tal 
49 N 8418-Wt. 8 oz. 82c 

Washable vinyl body, plush 
trim. Cotton stuffed. 7 in. 
49 N 8412-Wt. 6 oz. 82¢ 

Valuable toy 

packed inside 

this sturdy 

HASSOCK 

1 bottle with "milk" 
1 with “orange julce'* 

Magic Bottles appear to Yogi Bird. Pull string, he Counting Jump Rope. Dial 6-inch Doll. with. Puppy. 
Rooted haic wA wi ipu. across ceil- built into red plastic han- empty when tilted, refill 

ing. Colorful plastic. Bell. dle counts jumps up to 45. Movable arms and legs. when upright. “Warmer” 
6 inches long. Braided rope is 7 ft. long. Vinyl body. Chenille dog. included. Plastic. 

49N 8419-Wt. 4oz. 82c 49 N 8420-Wt. 8 oz. 82c 49 N 8408-Wt. 3 oz, 82c 49 N 8407-Wt. 5 oz. 82c 

Blue-eyed 
freckled 
Boy Doll 

16 inches tall. | 
SR ze ed 
"shirt. ue > 

a He ii d 
wears cap on tte mel — d 

molded head. 
jointed plastic. Doll Set. Doctor has stetho- 

scope, nurse carries baby 
and bottle. Jointed plastic. 
12 in. Hong Kong. 
49N8406-Wt. 10 oz. 82c 

7 = 

- eZ What fun. Pop off the 
GC m lid, &nd your valuable 

A surprise . . could be just 
what you wanted most 

e q2 mud LA of all 
Plastic hassock has a 

cheerful, comic face 

28-piece and removable lid. 11- 
" in. diameter, 13 in. tall, 

Kitchen Set so there's room to store 

28 pieces. Set includes Set includes beater, other favorite toys. Be 
E x. with ees 3 Ll ONE pan, sure to order by catalog 

forks, 3 knives, 3 spoons, lou! ler, saucepans umber for boy or girl. 3 saucers, 1 sugar bowl | with lids. Also rolling pin, VO ee hs 
1 cream jug, 1 rack. 5-pc. deep fryers, measuring 79 N 9060C— Boy's 

5-piece Cleanin. Food Mix Set, 4 boxes of coffee lator is 5 in, spoons, cookie cutters, . thang: 4ibe, 
23-in. dust mop. mix. 8 utensils, including igh. color. Plastic. scoop. Durable plastic. Each.,..........$5.99 

cake pan, tin, 4 From Hong Kong. From Hong Kong. Ship- 
cookie cutters, more. —— jippii t 8 oz. ping weight 9 ounces. — 
|. 49 N B403-Wt. 11b..82c 49 N 8401—Set.....82c 49 N 8402—Set.....82c sas SEARS 8l 
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Shuffleboard, checkers 

3 racing games 

all included in this 

6-in-1 
Bowling Alley 

Bowling Outfit $387 
even has a pin spotter 

Bowl right in your own living room. The polyethylene ball and 
pins are easy on the furniture as well as the ears. Regulation 15- 
inch high pins have plenty of bounce. Big 9-inch three-hole ball 
hooks like a real one. Vinyl sheet has regulation spot positions. 
79 N 2581L—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $3.87 

No matter what your mood for fun, you're sure to find a game here you'll want to play. 
Easy to move runner can be used either indoors or outdoors. 

Bowling—with ten big 15-inch polyethylene pins and a three-hole 9-inch polyethylene 
ball. Shuffleboard— with 4 pushers and 8 d . the whole family can play. Three racing 
games—with 6 automobiles, 6 horses, 6 jet planes, all of colorful plastic. Just twirl the 
spinners . . the number it stops on is the number of spaces you move, Al a favorite— 
a large imprinted checker board plus red and black checkers. 

Big linoleum runner is 14 feet long and 3 feet wide . . has markings for bowling, shuffle- 

All Star Bowling Set $/4 88 board, racing and checkers. 
pins flip up when hit 79 N 2575L—Shipping weight 17 pounds ...Set $8.99 

"Charge It” if you wish . . use , Sears Easy Terms Just flip pins down and you're all set for the next frame. Two 
wood pegs raise back to give slight slant to the base, Ten 4-in. 

tame Meal luc ioxeloien forigesantup, ^ Automatic Pin Setter Bowling Alley 
79 N 355C—Shipping weight 5 pounds..... Y ...Set $4.88 

and Shuffleboard Set 
Automatic pin setter speeds up 
the game, does all the work . . : 
leaves the fun for you. Magnet- 
ically holds ten 734-inch plastic $098 
pins when they're hit. Plastic 
frame pr down. Sturdy 
metal base. Two 3-inch poly- 
ethylene bowling balls included. 
10x2-foot linoleum runner also 
marked for shuffleboard. Comes 
with 4 pushers, 8 plastic discs 
and score pad. For all ages. 
Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 N256812........ Set 

When ball hits, 
pins flip up. . 

press-down action 
sets them up again 

Inflatable Marble | Court $987 
has smooth fabri 

"Those rainy days won't keep you from Musis marbles now. 
And there’s plenty of room for action on the big 45-inch 
court, marked off for regulation play. Made of smooth fabric, 
there are no humps or hollows to spoil your shots. Inflatable 
vinyl plastic ring circles the court. Lightweight, easy to carry 
from place to place. Deflates quickly for easy storage. In- 
cludes large bag of marbles and instruction booklet. 
79 N 306C—Shipping weight 2 pounds.........,.Set $2.87 
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11x10x6 in. Song 
For music, fun and happy Per ide tam 
sounds . . it's the 9-piece 

Š 25-key Piano Mickey Mouse p" 
Rhythm Band Wath, yon 

$388 plastic keys, heavy 
cast iron tone bar. 
14x13x6 in. Color- 
keyed song book. 
Wt. 4 lbs, 12 oz. 
49 N 506....$4.89 

Mickey Mouse goes musical. Youngsters 
can form their own combos or have a real 
old-fashioned marching band, Their 
"songs" can vary, too, because they can 
play everything from a Western ballad to 
a favorite child's melody . . even try some- 
thing with a South American beat. 

Includes: 1 tambourine, 2 maracas, 2 
percussion sticks, gourd noise maker, 
wrist bells, triangle with striker and 
Mickey Mouse rhythm guitar. 
79 N 534C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

25-key Console 

3699 
Smooth, light walnut 
finish. Plastic keys, 
metal tone bar. Color 
Chart matches keys 
to song book notes. 

14x10x9 in. Shpg. 
wt.7 
79 N 511C.. $6.89 

$3.88 

Turn the 
crank for 

a real 
,/ organ-music 

sound 

MELODY 
PLAYER 

+589 
Mattel’s Ge-tars for tots 

Fun for the entire family because you can 
tan $] 49 have rollicking songfests. Handsomely 

lithographed steel box plays interchange- 
able tunes when cranked. Because it con- 
tains 16 reeds, music has pleasant, organ- 
like sound. Three perforated rolls play 
“Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star," “Mary 
hada Little Lamb," “Thunder and Blazes.” 
About 9x7x7 inches high. 
49 N 575—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs........$5.89 

49 N 561—Woody Woodpecker 
49 N 588—Bugs Bunny 
49 N 594— Casper the Ghost. 
Shipping weight 10 oz. Each $1.49 

Silver-color 

Trombone y 

Beautifully detailed with 
a gleaming metallized fin- 
ish. Trombone extends to 
full 18 in. Four tuned reeds 
give a clear amplified tone. 
Plastic. Instructions. Wt. 
11b. 
49 N551......... $1.59 

Emenee “Golden 99 

"Trumpet" :2 

Four tuned brass reeds give 
rich, full tones. With mute, 
two mouthpieces, plus 
easy-to-learn song book and 

Bale Naddaome music rack. Sturdy plastic. 

headdress. Shipping aac hos. wt. 

— re segre] 29 49 N 538 $2.99 

4 Battle $139 
"3 True-Balance Regulation size for smooth per- ue 

Super Baton formance. Made of steel; with Realistic army style. Plas- 
$169 chrome-plated finish. 26 in. long. tic. Tuned reeds. Booklet. 

82 SEARS we 1 79 N 545C—Shpg. wt. 21bs. $1.69  49N694-Wt. 11b...$1.39 
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Broadside $944 

Defend your harbor, scuttle the enemy. Learn ma- 
neuvers based on strategy used in War of 1812. 
Masts fall or ships sink at each hit. You win if all in- 
vading ships are sunk. Book of battles, 20 plastic 
ships, buoys, shore cannon. 2 players. Ages 10and up. 
49 N 168—shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz $3.44 

RICAN MERITA w. 

controls plane" 
throw of dice. 

Battle Cry $355 

Command Union or Confederate forces. Attack; 
capture all enemy troops or force him into a pocket 
and you win. Moves determined by dice and your 
strategy. Book of battles, 44 plastic pieces, dic 
24x1914-in. board. 2 to 4 play: Ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 128—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.55 

AMERICAN HERITAGE 

DOGFIGHT 
Recreate air battles of World War I.. 

“shoot”? down enemy planes 

$922 

Put planes “in flight” and send them on patrols. Even greenest pilot 
has chance for victory 
to "shoot down” enemy 
“in flight” into a 

he Dogfights against opponent in effort 
planes and win. You maneuver each plane 

strategic position for Dogfighting. Set of cards 
tion once in position. Moves are determined by 
tra cards give greater fighting power to “Ace” 

planes that have scored victories. 
23x19-in. board, 16 anti-aircraft guns, 12 plastic planes, 4 stands, 

4 sets of cards, holders. 2 to 4 players. Ages 10 to adult 
49 N 356—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

32-page booklet on top war pilots, 

$3.22 

Stratego $394 

Capture the enemy flag and win. Guess how his 
forces and bombs are placed by advancing across 
field. When playing pieces challenge each other, 
one with lesser rank drops out. 80 wood pieces, 
18x15-in. board. 2 players. Ages 9 to adult. 
49 N 167— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $3.94 

Strategic Command $585 

Capture enemy headquarters . . knock off opponent's 
planes, tanks and ships along the way. Magnetized 
pawns make opponent's strategy completely un- 
predictable. 19-in. tall panel. 2 players. Ages 10 up. 

79 N 366C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. . ....$5.85 

Quest $ 5 66 

Find your way through a maze of constantly chang- 

ing pathways on durable plastic board. First person 
to anive at circle opposite starting position wins. 

Built-in spinner. 2 to 4 players. Ages 8 to adult. 
49 N 378—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 12 oz $5.66 

How to Succeed in Business $947 

It's a spoof on big business. Throw dice to move 
from window washer to chairman of the board 
18x16-in. playing board, qualification cards and 
6 plastic pieces. 2 to 6 players. Ages 10 and up. 
49 N 421—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz $2.47 

Careers $933 

Here's your chance to be a big success careerwise . . 
earn money, fame. Choose from 8 different careers, 
advance according to your own success formula. 
18x18-in. playing board and pieces, cards, dice, score 
pad, play money. 2 to 6 players. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 286 shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. ..... ..$2.83 

82 SEARS xc 
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Sorry $2 64 

Draw and play Sorry cards to move pawns around 
the board. Point scoring rules for adult and club 
play make an exciting and challenging variation of 
the regular game. 18x18-in. playing board, cards 
and pawns. 2 to 4 players. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 420—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $2.64 

'The Game of Life $433 

With a car and $2000, start down 3-D road of life. 
Fate runs you into snags, good luck. Make de- 
cisions. Pull into Millionaire Acres and win. 
Autos, 1934x24-in. board and play money, cards, 
certificates. 2-8 players. Ages 10 and up. 
79 N 169C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .. .$4.33 



: i i 

11 white and 7 black 8 white and 5 black 
keys. Range over 1 oc- full 
tave. Left hand plays 
hythm, 

sg -N 
Portable Organ . . play this battery 

operated, 24-key instrument anywhere 

Big 2-octave range with sharps and flats. With special 
book of popular songs . . music is made by matching 
colored notes to organ keys. Clear plastic cover raises 
to turn organ on . . becomes handy music stand. 13x6x4 
in. high. From Japan. Order 4 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 562—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz.......... $6.99 
49N4660-“D” Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 2 for 32c; 4 for 60 

Cutshod Dade scans by deistiigsmiasetedimical com 

Mastro Snare Drum 
Outfit 

Receive excellent tonal quality, 
deep resonance with this good 
looking outfit. Handsome gold- 
en-toned trim on rich red 
body. 14x614 in. deep. Fine 
instrument for beginners. 

Sturdy plastic body. Weath- 
er proof Mylar plastic head 
regulates for tuning. Steel 
tripod stand is adjustable. 
Two wood drumsticks. In- 
struction booklet included. 
49 N579C—Wt.71bs.$11.99 

/ 
28-inch Guitar f 
with wire and H 

nylon strings . . 
even has d 

Shoulder cord 1 

4 
t 
4 

child gain an interest in musi 
in ivory color with rich maple-toned 
shadings. Wood fibre sound chamber 
handsomely decorated in black and 
white. Six sturdy wire and nylon 
strings, plastic pegs, shoulder cord. 
Complete with easy-to-follow instruc- 
tions for both tuning and playing. 
79 N 583C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. . $3.44 

Beginner Trap Drum Set 

Fine weave cloth heads on drumming surfaces. Pearl-like 
finish. Included: 10-in. drumsticks, wood block, cow bell, 
two 614-in. cymbals. Bass 21-in. diam.; Snare 9-in. diam.; 
Tom-Tom 6%-in. diam. Freight (rail, truck) or express. 
79 N 540N—Shipping weight 11 lbs.............- 5.89 

Bongo Set 

Handmade drums of fine 
wood. 5 and 534-in. goat- 
skin heads. Lacquered 2- 
tone finish. With maracas. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N 524......... $3.89 

$389 



Clue, the Detective Game $999 

Who's guilty? What weapon was used? In what 
room was crime committed? Player to come up with 
answer wins. New plot every time. 3 to 6 players. 
19x19-in. board is victim's mansion; cards, weapons, 
dice, detective notes. Age 8 to adult. 

ipping wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. $2.99 

ev 

Ages 8 to adult. 

Monopoly $356 

Test your business sense as you handle thousands 
of dollars. Buy, rent, sell railroads, houses, 
hotels, and utilities; become the richest player 
and win. 2 to 8 players. Tokens, houses, hotels, 
dice, play money, cards, included. Age 8 to adult. 
49 N 285—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. $3.56 

49 N 237—Shipping weight 13 ounces, 

Parker Brothers, Inc. 

Mille Bornes 

Plan your strategy . . overcome hazards 
played by your opponents . . be first 
to go 5000 miles and win the game 

$199 
A popular game in France for years, Mille Borne (pronounced “Meel 
Born") now comes to America. Each distance card you play is indeed 
a milestone because your opponent plagues you all the way with 

ything from stop signs to accidents. Stopped by an opponent, 

you can't add to your distance until you draw a remedy card to 
overcome the hazard. With only 6 car 
the right discard takes shrewd playing. Score bonus points for 
tricky strategy used. 2 to 6 players. 112 cards, plastic tray included. 

allowed in your hand, making 

$1.99 

Concentration $997 

Use your memory. Match items hidden behind 
numbers to solve picture-word puzzles. Each match 
exposes more. Guess what picture says and win. 60 
puzzles, "cash" prize cards, 2 prize holders, 30 
plastic slides. 2-5 players. Ages 10 and up. 
49 N 298—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... $2.97 

Square Mile $488 

Buy, sell . . build your way to a fortune. Be a 
wizard at land promotion. 2314x19%4-inch game 
board, cards, markers, play money, 3-D roads, 
buildings. 2-4 players. Ages 12 and up. 
49 N 138—Shipping weight 4 pounds $4.88 

SEVEN KEYS 

Seven Keys $2 87 

Win the key that “unlocks” your favorite prizé by 
answering questions on every subject imaginable— 
nicknames, historical figures, animals, sports. In- 
cludes question box, prize cards, prize board, 
many other items, For 2 players, ages 10 to adult. 

49 N 132—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $2.87 

Tatoo Dade scans by daiman alenia 

Stump the Stars $944 

Contestant pantomimes a stumper within 2 min. 

If his team guesses it, they score points. If not, 
opponents get points. 160 suggested stumpers, 
40 hand sign clues. 2 min. timer. Age 10 to adult. 

49 N 423— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz.. $2.44 

the mabeh game 

The Match Game $999 

Write down most likely answer to questions 
which have many correct answers . . only answers 
that match win. 550 questions, 6 scribble boards, 
6 wipe-off crayons, wipe-off papers, plastic peg 
board, pegs, chips. 3-7 players. 10 to adult. 
49 N 283—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 07.......$2.99 

Candid Camera $997 

Discover where opponents have hidden candid 
cameras and win. A hilarious game for 2 to 4 
players that catches you unaware. Playing pieces, 
cards, game board, 1 dice, racks. Ages 12 and up. 
49 N 287— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. $2.97 

Video Village $196 

Magic mile is paved with prizes but you may have 
to go to jail, do stunts, answer questions. Be lucky 
with dice, win most "cash" and finish first. 18x13- 
in. game board, dice, jail, bridge, chance cards, 
play money. 2 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 N 126—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... $1.96 
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Just for the play pen set.. 

Cloth Books that are 
These S sets have bright, fast, nontoxic colors—baby can chew 

on them harmlessly all day. Books picture simple objects and gay 

playthings 

$137 
Lots of fun with Up We Go, Down 
We Go and Step by Step. Each 
has 6 pages. 634x854 inches. 

3 N 860—Wt. 12 oz... Set $1.37 

actually feel scratchy sand, Sco nd 
the frog in the pond. 
objects (sand, sponge, etc. 

the nature of 

T 3 

Wonderful stories baby loves . . about kit- 
ties, doggies, babies. Safe big books with 
large pictures, non-toxic colors that you 
clean with a damp cloth. Titles include 
Rock-A-Bye Baby, Three Little Kittens, 
Baby's Book, Bow-wow, Bye Baby Bunting, 
Peek-A-Boo. 8 pages. 634x854 in. Packed in 
an attractive 4-color box. 
3 N 709—Shipping wt. 14 oz... Set $1.67 

Four-piece Set 

$177 

Big 73śx9-inch Winnie-the-Pooh; 
2 other books. All 8 pages. Plus 
cuddly, squeaky elephant toy. 
3N510—Wt.4 Set $1.77 

*I Learn To" Books 
teach needed skills 

sa $177 

Set of 3. Combine interesting fun 
with important learning. Teach 
child to button clothes, lace shoes, 
tell time. Include shoelace and 
button, clock face with movable 
hands. 3 sturdy books, 9x8 in. 
Each page illustrated in full color. 
3 N 659-Wt. 11b. 3 oz, Set $1.77 

Play Pen Pals. . 
full-color books 

st $167 

Set of 7. Look at all you get at 
this low price: 3 animal stretcher 
books that open into “panorama” 
play books over 35 in. wide, have 
colorful pictures on both sides; 4 
easy-clean cloth books 774x954 in., 
8 colorful pages. Storage box. 

3 N 553-Wt. 11b. 4 oz. Set $1.67 

rash: 

have widening pages tiny fingers can turn easily 

Five-book Set 

$917 
Include Up We Go, Tell Me, Show 
Me, Down We Go, Play With Me. 
6 illust. pages each. 634x834 in 
3N861-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.Set $2.17 

Big Play-and-Learn 
Books by Golden 

Set $967 

Set of 3. Delightful, colorful 
activity books, each 814x15 in., 
20 pages. Sturdy board covers 
and pages, large text, many 

pictures. Inchude: Sleepy Teddy, 
Polite Elephant, Happy Puppy. 
Entertaining and educational. 
3 N 658—Wt. 11 oz. Set $2.67 

Pop-up Books that 
spring to “life” 

su $463 
Set of 4. Scenes pop out when 
page is turned, add a third 
dimension to these delightful 

animal stories children will love 
to recreate. Each book has 4 
pop-up and 6 regular pages. Full 
color. 33x6 inches. Storage box. 
3 N 524—Wt. 1 Ib...Set $1.63 



Camouflage $333 

Hunt for each object camouflaged by a maze of 
see-through overlays. First to pinpoint and trace 
objects wins. There are 48 different objects. 
Takes alert eyes to win. Includes spinner, tracing 
crayons, play money, question book, plastic 
holders. 2 or more players. Ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 110—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz.....$3.33 

The Nurses $164 

See who can graduate first as you experience fun 
and excitement of a typical student nurse . . 
classes, vacations, etc. Rules change as you com- 
plete years in school. Cards, markers, spinner, 
game board. 2 to 4 players. Ages 7 to 14 years. 
49 N 314—Shipping wt. 11b. 9 oz.. ....... $1.64 
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PASSWORD 
Guess the password from one-word 

clues given by your partner 

$188 

A game of wit and entertainment that builds your 
vocabulary, The more words you know, the easier it 
is to win. Keeps young and old alike occupied for 
hours. Red window in card holder reveals the pass- 
word. Includes 24 password cards, over 700 “pas: 
words," 2 leatherette card holders, score pad, rule 
book and scoring dial. 4 players. Ages 10 to adult 
49 N 212—Shipping weight 12 ounces $1.33 

Ben Casey $]55 

Make hospital rounds with Ben Casey. Collect re 
ports on patient’s condition as you go. When you 
think you have enough reports, you can try a 
diagnosis. If you're right, you score! Punch-out 
Ben Casey figures with plastic bases, 1 die, 
66 cards. 2 to 4 players, Ages 10 and up. 
49 N 425—Shipping weight 2 pounds $1.55 

P T Boat 109 $199 

Win a naval victory. Sink all opponents’ ships . . 

keep part of own fleet up. Cardboard divider 
keeps you from knowing location of 8 plastic 
enemy ships. If 2 of same kind are lost . . fire pow- 
er is reduced. 2 players or teams, Ages 8 to 14. 
49 N 299— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz,....$1.99 

Ripcord $959 

Gain $10,000 for completing rescue 
missions to win. Blow parachute up . 
try to land in clearing on 27x15-in. 
board. Depending where you land, 
save time or money. 4 plastic planes, 
parachute and ejector, play money, 
cards. 2 to 4 players. Ages 8 to adult 
79 N 289C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. . .$2.59 

Chit Chat $163 
Hugh Downs’ new game of conversation. Players 
score points by making statements using word 
cards and "Lucky Letters" , . lose points if chal- 
lenged and judged inaccurate. Cards, bell, rule 
book. 3 to 10 players. Ages 10 and up. 
49 N 424—Shipping weight 12 ounces. .... $1.63 

Combat $144 

Free your men, occupy enemy headquarters to 
capture opponent's 6 soldiers. Meet face to face 
in combat . . spin to see who is captured or es- 
capes. Decision cards tell moves. 12 soldiers, 
spinner, board. 2 players. Ages 7 to 14. 
49 N 297—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz...... $1.44 

Dr. Kildare $]55 

Move your “patient” through 13 wards, Diagnosis 
card tells wards to visit, First player to complete 
trip and decode illness from analyzer wheel be- 
comes best doctor and wins. Board, cards, mov- 
ers, spinner, analyzer. 1 to 4 players. Ages 7 to 14. 
49 N 179—Shipping weight 2 pounds...... $1.55 

Beverly Hillbillies $166 

Hilarious family fun to collect old possessions 
“outside,” place them on matching squares inside 
Hillbillies’ new mansion. Number value of posses- 
sions vary. Bonus points, too. Highest score wins. 
Game board, 4 decks of ownership cards, colored 
markers, 1 die. 2 to 4 players. Ages 7 to adult. 
49 N 229—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... ..$1,66 



Great Children's Literature 
edited by Bryna and Louis Untermeyer 

The familiar, the unusual, classics and modern 

works. All illustrated in full color. 

Handsomely bound, a beautiful child's library 

em. 8991 evum. am $1599 

Each volume is more mature in appeal and content than its predecessor; 
this wonderful series takes your child from pre-reading days to adult 
hood. Such favorites as Red Riding Hood, Winnie-the-Pooh, Mary 
Poppins, Tom Thumb, Peter Pan, Rapunzel. 714x10 inches. 

Titles 16 (Volume I—Big and Little Creatures. 175 pages.) 
11 (Volume II—Beloved Tales. 178 pages.) 
14 (Volume II—Fun and Fancy. 165 pages.) 
12 (Volume IV—Old Friends and Lasting Favorites. 155 pages.) 
13 (Volume V-—Wonder Lands. 155 pages.) 
15 (Volume VI—Unfamiliar Marvels. 155 pages.) 

3 N 508F—State title number. Shipping wt. each 2 Ibs... Each $ 2.97 
3 N 509— Set of 6 volumes. Shipping wt. 12 Ibs. Set 15.99 

The Very Young Mother 
Goose. Illust. by Margot 
Austin. Color. 10x1234 in. 96 p. 
3N512-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.37 

Bedtime Stories by Thornton 
W. Burgess. Illust, some in 
color. 834x123 in. 108 pages. 
3 N 440-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.37 

Golden Book of 365 Stories. 
Original stories, verses. Full 
color. 814x1034 in. 168 pages. 
3N548-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.37 

Golden Book of Story Time 
Tales. Famous authors. Color 
834x1034 in. 168 pgs. 
3N551-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $2.37 

Cutiod page scans by cuisines maseteciudc Gi 

own library. Each book bas 28 
pages. Each page has a full-color 
picture. Titles include 3 Little 
Pigs, Mother Goose, 3 Bears, 
Huckleberry Hound, Lassie and 
10 other old and new nursery 
rhymes, fairy tales and TV 
favorites. S*/ex634 in. Sleeve- 
type box. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
3N527 Set $2.47 

Here are the Big Picture Readers 
youngsters really love 

7 

Nearest 

Giont Tell-A-Tales. Tots love these and will learn them by heart and pretend 
to read them. Full-color illustrations, 28 pages (except 21). Titles 23(Mary 
Poppins); 11(3 Little Pigs); 12(Gingerbread Man); 14(Peter Rabbit); 16(Come 
Play With Me—rhyme story); i7(There's an Elephant in the Bathtub); 
18(Jack and the Beanstalk); 21(Hey There, It's Yogi Bear—20 pgs.) 

3 N 530F—State title number, Shipping weight each 1 pound Each 79c 

Funways to Lea! Sparkling, humorous stories. Illust. 8}4x11}4 in. 48 pages. 
Titles 13(The King Who Could Not Smile) 14(Lenny’s 20 Pennies) 

15(Never Ask for a Goochoo Bird) 17(Mike the Mailman) 
3 N531F—State title number. Shipping weight each 11 ounces. .....Each 79c 

Big Golden Books. The perfect introduction for kindergarten and ist graders 
to the concepts of alphabet and numbers, Full-color illust. 934x1214 in. 24 pgs. 
Titles 11(Animal ABC) 12(Counting—with rhymes and pictures) 
3 N 513F—Slate tithe number. Shipping weight each 13 ounces... ...Each 79c 

Giant Story Books 

862- 
Big easy-to-read text, de luxe-quality 
binding, hard covers. 232 pgs., except 
11(384 pgs.) and 17(200 pgs.) 
Titles 11(365 Bedtime Stories) Mary Alice Jones. Fully illust. 

Washable covers. 32 pgs. 8x10 in. 12(Mother Goose) 
Titles 11(Friends of Jesus); 13(Big, Big Story Book) 
12(The Baby Jesus); 13(Prayers 14(Fairy Tales) 

15(Stories of Animals) 
16(The Christmas Book) 
17(Huckleberry Hound) 
18(Bedtime Bible Stories) 

State title number. 75x10} inches. 

3 N 529F-Wt ea. 1 lb. 8 oz. Ea. 86c 

for Little Children); 14(Bible. 
Stories); 15(Jesus and. the Chil- 
dren); 16(God Loves Me). State 
title number. Shpg. wt. ea. 1002. 
3N498F....... ++», Each 67c 

Set of 6 titles, 
3 N 499-Wt. 4 Ibs.. Set $3.57 sae SEARS 85 



ex 

Ideal's Haunted House $966 
Escape with hidden treasure. Move up floors to 
attic . . spooks pop out to reveal clues . . change 
each time with random selector. Must locate 
secret “you win" sign once you find jewel in attic. 
17x14 in. high. 2 to 4 players. Ages 6 to 12. 
79 N 294L—Shipping weight 5 pounds... . $6.66 

Mattel's Lie Detector $372 
Expose real criminal . . become chief-of-police to 
win. Examine testimonies of suspects to see if 
answers are true or false, A different suspect is 
guilty each time you play. Mechanical lie detector, 
cards, warrants, scoreboard. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 193— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz,...$3.72 

Whirligig $296 
Last Teddy bear to have a seat wins. It's just. 
like musical chairs . . turntable plays different. 
tunes. Played in rounds, each player has 3 bears 
to seat when music stops. One loses out each 
time around. 2 to 4 players. Ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 281—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz... . $2.96 

Chest of 68 Games $599 

Ideal for larger families or to have on hand when 
children come to visit. Many popular party games 
like Pin-the-tail-on-the-Donkey. Bingo game has 
cards, markers and plenty of call numbers. 6 
card games including Old Maid, Hearts. Plasti- 
cized Rummy Royal sheet. Winner Spinner for 
younger children 3 to 6. For entire family. 
79 N 428L—Shipping weight 6 lbs.. . $5.99 

Citao pane scans by dieisihiacmasetediadcal com 

Build the wackiest mousetrap ever, then see it really 

work as it traps your opponent's mouse to win the game 

IDEALS MOUSE TRAP GAME * 
You actually build it while you 
play the game. Each time a pl: 
lands on a white space, one may 
add another part to the trap. You 

ly catch opponent's mouse 

if the plastic trap is comple 
built, Turn of crank sets the tra 
in motion. Player who has last 
mouse remaining on the 21x2114- 
in. board wins the game, You'll i 
laugh from start to finish, Throw 
of dice determines moves. 2 to 4 
players. Ages 7 to adult 
79 N 293C-Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. $3.73 

Jetsons Fun Pad $933 Skix 6-in-1 Game $996 

Test your skill at balancing. Put all 18 space Set up the board with wheel nearby . . you're 
cars on Fun Pad of swaying plastic dome with- ready to play 6 new games all in one box. Just 
out letting any fall off. Then try to take them 
off again. Player causing cars to fall is out game. Moves made on board with space 
Spinner dial tells player on which pad to place ch game. Includes Badlands, Spell-N-Score, 
car. 2 to 6 players. Ages 6 to adult. Hill Champ and more. 2 to 6 players. All ages 
49 N 282— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 0z.....$2.33 49 N 249 Shipping weight 2 pounds., .. . $2.96 

isc of plastic roulette-type pinball table 

Mattel’s Talk to Cecil $399 54 Game Box $289 

Cecil is a hand puppet that really talks—via a Here's the answer for rainy days. In one box 
built-in sound unit (needs no batteries). Hedirects are all the pieces to play Old Maid, Pick-up 
the game himself with 11 different clues. Game is — Sticks, Bingo, many more popular and exciting 
played on bright, cardboard puzzle track. Fun ^ games, Includes playing boards, boxed card gamest 
for children 6 to 12. For 4 players. instructions, equipment to keep things moving 
49 N 136—Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.99 49 N 363— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 oz. $2.89 

Giant Block of 30 Games $399 

Youngsters can take their choice of 
games . . play them right on the block 
itself. A turn is all it takes for 6 
board sides. And, it acts as a store- 
room, made of rugged corrugated fiber- 
board. Includes checkers, dice, pawns, 
spinners, instructions. 165¢ in. high. 
79 N 385C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. .$3.99 



Here's the wonderful make- 

believe world of Dr. SEUSS 

that makes it fun 

Each 
only 

STour 
— i CHRISTMAS 

Imaginative 
E have charmed 

Laugh-filled books 
have about 60 pgs. 
(except 19). Color- 
fully illustrated 
with those zany 
Dr. Seussdrawings. 
Ages 4-10 and any 
adults who want to 
peek. About 84x 
11M in. State title 
number. Shpg. wt. 
each 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
3N874YF 
Each....... $2.14 

Bookmark only. 
Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 

3 N 452.....29c 
86 sears fests 

Tani paad —— 

to learn how to read 

$014 

Our 29c Mary Poppins leather- 

ette bookmark included FREE 
with each book. 

verse and drawings that 

children for over 26 years 

Title 19 (New— The Cat in the Hat Dic- 
tionary—1,350 words defined, illust.; 
basic words emphasized; 144 pgs.) 
Other titles 10 (Horton Hatches the Egg 

—a 100% faithful elephant) 
11 (How the Grinch Stole Christmas— 

a bright and cheery fantasy) 
12 (If Ran the Zoo—Gerald McGrew's 

zoo has the oddest creatures) 
13 (Yertle the Turtle, Other Stories—3 

tales of amazing animals) 
14 (The Sneetches and Other Stories— 

meet a Sneetch, or a Zax) 
15 (Happy Birthday to You—birthdays 

in the wonderful land of Katroo) * 
16 (If I Ran the Circus—the Circus 

McGurkus—wow!) 
18 (Dr. Seuss’s Sleep Book—one little 

yawn, then off to sleep) 

by themselves. Some are in 
thyme, all have enchanting colorful illus- 
trations. About 64 pgs. 634x944 in. 

rolled vocobulory books. ked (f) 
Y (fT) 100-200, (FHH) over 200. H E H 

[2 EXER 
d 1 CILLE: 

Harper's Blue Ribbon 
Books and Others 

du 
Books especially written to go beyond the ` 
first beginner books. Ages 4 to 10. Titles 
with asterisk (*) are educator-approved out- 
standing Blue Ribbon books. All have color 
illustrations. 64 pages. 534x834 in. 

Each book has 64 pages. 53x834 inches. 
Borbie Starter Set. Includes Barbie; How 
Animals Get to Zoo; Cat in the Box. 
3 N 441—Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 oz.. ..Set $1.27 

` Set No. 2. Incl Question, Answer bk.; 
Jokes, Riddles; Boy Who Fooled Giant. 
3 N 442—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. ..Set $1.27 

CHOOSE FROM 21 TITLES 

32(New—Why I Built the 
Boogle House)t 

33(New— Bike Lesson)tt 
34(New—How to Make 

Flibbers, etc.) ttt 

By Dr. Seuss 
12 (TheCat in the Hat) +++ 
13(The Cat in the Hat 

Comes Back) ttt 
16 (One Fish Two Fish Red 

Fish Blue Fish) Ft 
21 (Green Eggs and Ham) t 
22 (Put Me in the Zoo)t 
25(Hop on Pop)tt 
28(Dr. Seuss's ABC) +t 

By other authors 
17 (Book of Riddles) 
31 (Animal Riddles) 
24(Go Dog Gol)t 
26 (Are You my Mother?) 
20(Robert, the Rose 

Horse)tt 19(Snow)tt 
27 (The Big Honey Hunt)t 
10 (Little Black, a Pony) tt 
29(Little Black Goes to 

the Circus) +t 
14(A Fly Went By) tt 
30(Ten Apples Upon Top)t 

State title number. Ship- 
ping weight each 10 oz. 
3 N 873YF.. Each $1.44 

OOSE FROM 14 TITLES 

11 (Greg's Microscope)* 
12(The Happy Birthday 

Party)* 
13 (Seeds and More Seeds) 
14 (Little Bear)* 
15 (Little Bear's Friend)* 
16(Father Bear Comes 

Home)* 
17 (Lucille) 
18(Danny and the 

Dinosaur)* 
19 (Stanley)* 
20 (Little Bear's Visit) 
21(Prove It)* 
22(The Secret Three)* 
23 (Sammy the Seal)* 
24 (Morris is a Cowboy) 

Please be sure to state 
title number. 

Shipping weight each 
book 8 ounces. 
3 N470F,.,.Each $1.87 

CHOOSE FROM 13 TITLES 

18 (Barbie)t 
11 (Barney Beagle)tt 
12(Too Many Pockets)tt 
13 (Big Green Thing)ttt 
14 (The Little Gray Mouse 

and the Train)tt 
15 (Arty the Smarty)tt 
16 (TheBirthdayParty) ttt 
17 (Monkey in Rocket) ++ 
19(How the Animals Get 

to the Zoo) tt 
20(Cat in the Box)t 
21 (Question and 

Answer Book)+tt 
22 (Jokes and Riddles) ttt 
23(The Boy Who Fooled 

the Giant) ttt 
State title number. Ship- 

ping weight each 6 oz. 
3N443F...... Each 51¢ 



Scrabble? for Juniors $184 

Children from 6 up start with picture identifica- 
tion words on one side of board . . advance to 
more complicated words on other side. Scoring 
based on number of words spelled. Includes 1834- 
inch board, 100 lettered tiles. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 235 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. $1.84 

s488 vtov 

Bridge for Juniors $184 

A 2-sided board gets 6 to 12-year olds started with 
trumping, trick taking and suits (all in apples, 
strawberries, plums, blackberries). Second side 

teaches bidding, scoring. Includes 52 cards, racks, 
instructions. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 370— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $1.84 

*"Put-the-finger-on" any one of these 
8 well-known villains with the aid of 

Dick Tracy Crimestopper 

by IDEAL 
Take a spin to get a clue number. Decode it, then 
partially expose face of hidden criminal. Could take 
as many as 8 to 10 spins to expose face completely. 
Pick a suspect button . . if you "finger" the right 
one, “Guilty” lights up and you win. Plastic board, 
1 foot high. 2 to 4 players. Fun for all ages, Uses 1 
“D” battery, order below. 
49 N 295—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz... $4.88 

battery. Wi. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Chess for Juniors $184 

Real chess made easy for children. A 2-sided board 
gets ages 6 to 12 started on elementary, basic chess 
moves. Second side has advanced version for all 
ages, 1834x18%4-inch board, 32 chessmen, elemen- 
tary directional pieces. For 2 players. 

49 N 277—Shipping weight 2 pounds... . $1.84 

Scrabble $2152 s, 
y-building fun for ages 8 to adult. 2 

to 4 players form crosswords on board with let- 
tered tiles. High score wins. Board, tiles, racks. 
49 N 139—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $2.52 

79 N 227C —Turntoble lor Scrabble. Wt. 4 Ib... 2.99 

Fascination Pool $]?9 

Player holds table in hands 
colored balls into 6 pockets of matching colors. 
Plastic 17x12-in. board, rack, balls, score pad 

tries to direct the 6 

49 N 239— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz 

86 SEARS rcs 

$1.99 

States page scans by chiisinias neseleceicel com 

Bridg-It $169 

A fast-moving game for two, easy as Tic-Tac-Toe, 
with the fun and skill of chess and checkers. Your 
aim: build a bridge across the board while opponent 
tries to block your moves. Ages 6 to adult. 
49 N 373—Shipping weight 1 pound........$1.69 

ft when players spin the plastic rings. 
ou sink your 5 marbles in the center 

nd you need skill to move 
without helping your opponents. 2 to 4 players. 
10-in. diam. stadium, 20 marbles. 
49 N 156—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.99 

Fascination Checkers $199 

Played on a unique checkerboard, this new version 
of checkers allows no diagonal moves, only up and 
down and side to side. For 2 players. Ages 6 to adult. 

Plastic 17x12-in. board, check-men. 
49 N 240—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz $1.99 

2-in-1 Checkers $169 

Regular and Chinese . . paired in one 2-sided metal 
board, 153g-in. diam. Thin as a azine—it slips 
into the tightest storage space. Even packs its own 
playing pieces right inside. 60 marbles, 24 checkers, 
instructions. 2 to 6 players. 
49 N 399—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. Set $1.69 



World's Greatest 

Children's Stories 

Now in beautiful editions that 

make wonderful gifts. Fully 

illustrated in rich color. . hand- 

some hard-cover bindings. 

Better Homes ond Gar- 
dens Story Book. 50 
childhood classics, illus- 
trated. 151 pages. 74x 
1014 inches. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
3N609.......$2.67 

Peter Pon. Gift edition 
by Eleanor Graham. Il- 
lustrated by Edward 
Ardizzone. 175 pages. 
634x9 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
3N586.......$4.57 

The Wind in the Willows. 
Kenneth Grahame. 
Many delightful illus- 
trations, 241 pages. 6x 
9 inches. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
3N568... $4.57 

A Child's Garden of 
Verses. Robert Louis 
Stevenson's complete 
66-poem classic. Bx 
1234 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
3N571.......$2.47 

THE ILLUSTRATED 

TREASURY OF 

CHILDREN'S 
Tasha Tudor Book of 
Foiry Tales, 4 Picture 
Puzzles. 1034x1234 in. 
Illust. every page. 96 
pages. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
3N480.......$3.97 

The Reol Mother Goose. 
300 beloved verses. n 

. F. Wright. 
in. 128 pages. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
3N532.......32.47 

The Little Mermaid and 
Other Fairy Toles. Hans 
Christian Andersen. 
834x103 in. 128 pages. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
$2.97 

Children's Stories. 43 
stories and verses. Au- 
thors include Carl Sand- 
burg, R. L. Stevenson. 

344 pgs. Wt. 21bs. 100z. 
3N410.......51.79 

LITERATURE 
md end e m dut by rri [gt 3N566 

The Illustrated Treasury of Children's Litera- 
Little Visits with God. ture. A magnificent child's library in one 
200 devotions to guide Jarge volume. 250 nursery rhymes, fairy tales, 
children. 134 illust. 6}4x legends and stories to read as the child grows. 
8M inches. 304 pages. 165 authors and artists. 550 illustrations, 528 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. pages. 734x104 inches. 

3 N 2094 $2.77 3 N 567—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz 

Treasury of Catholic Chil- 
dren's Stories. Over 60 
stories, 52 illust. 534x 
$34 inches. 319 pages 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
3N618.. $4.57 

Murburs Story of the 
Bible. 168 stories retold 
for children, 800 pages. 
634x944 in. 208 illust 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
3 N 2089. $4.73 

"s Book of 
21 stories, 

71 illustrations, maps. 
634x104 in. 298 pages. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
3 N 2092......$2.77 44.97 

The Enchanted Princess. 
12 stories. 101x134 in. 
160 pgs. Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
3N761... ......$2.97 

Wonderful Fairy Toles. 6 
fanciful stories incl. Little 
Tailor, Long-nosed Dwarf. 
914x124 im, 160 pages. 

Fables of Aesop ond La 
Fontaine. Animal stories with 
a moral Illust. each page. 
9x1214 inches. 54 pages. 
3 N 584-Wt.11b.702.$2.67 

Alice Through the Looking 
Gloss. Lewis Carroll. 106 

13(When We Were 

Titles 11 (Winnie the P. 
dore At Pooh Corner); 

'ooh); 

Very 
Young); 14 (Now We Are Six). 
5x734 in. State lille number. 
3N430F-Wt. ea. 11 oz. $2.77 

pages. Illust. 9x1244 inches. 4-book Set, Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
3 N 762- Wt. 3 1bs.$2.97 3 N 585-Wt.11b.702.$2.67 3 N 431..........Set $9.87 

Wonder Books Top Top Tales 

i movie characters, 
uus ist (Sword in the s Stone); 12 (Fred 

Bewildered Baby Sitter); 13 
finde du ache Turtle and Fire Dod; A Teo 

Birthday Surprise); 16 lerra 
the test); 17 (Mary ins); 

be sure lo state ti 
3 N 414F—Shj wt each 6 go Each 26c 

3 N 444F-Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. Each 26c e Mera O-book Set. Includes all 

order n titles shove First Readers and save 85 to 15% IRAI Sipe. weis Bor. Set 82.39 

over individual prices More "Top T Top Tales 
nen Golden Books ra Qgc it 5063 13:9 $239 

18. 
pde ‘Si pebble 22 (Pinnochio! 
8 inches. 24 pages. State title pene 
3 N 602F—Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. Each 26c 

12-book Set. Includes all titles above. 
3 N 603—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs...... Set $2.63 

10-book Set. Includes all titles above, 
3 N 413—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8oz. .. Set $2.39 

TBE. sears 87 

Cutod Dane scans by chistes paseia Don 



Chess ’n Checkers $184 

Play these two old favorites on the deluxe, heavy 
leatherette playing board. King size, 3}4-in. high 
plastic chessmen have authentic Staunton design. 
Complete set of plastic checkers. Instructions. Packed 

in sturdy, colorful, set-up box 
49 N 369—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $1.84 

'Tripoley 3178 

Turn ány table top into plenty of fun. Red, white, and 
green vinyl plastic layout (27x27 in.) provides the 
base for Hearts, Poker, or Michigan Rummy. 2 to 9 
players. Cards, poker chips not incl. 
49 N 358—Shipping weight 1 pound. $1.78 

Big 5 Game Set $955 

Five times more fun for the entire family. Choose 
your favorite from chess, checkers, backgammon, 

Each complete 
sary equipment—board, dominoes, checkers, 254- 
in. Staunton-design chessmen. Instructions. 

49 N 275—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

— = 

dominoes, acey deucy ith neces- 

$2.55 

Parcheesi $ 184 

Original game of India in the Gold Seal editi 
Ivory-color folding board and beautiful match 
box. Polished wood pawns, dice, 4 dice cups. For 
2 to 4 players. All ages. 

49 N 194—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz $1.84 

Spin the dial . . switch from 

low to high gear. . 

your opponents in a whirl of fun 

MATTEL’S 

High Gear 

$4328 

Strategy, skill and luck combine in this game 
that teaches simple principles of gear mechanics 
to players age 7 and up. 2 to 4 players spin 
and dial each move on the Dial Gear, trying to 

guess which way all the gears will whirl to 
advance their pegs without helping their oppo- 
nents. First player who advances all four of his 

pegs from low gear to high gear wins. 16x16-in. 
plastic board with colorful gears, 20 plastic pegs. 
49 N 290—Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 14 oz. $3.28 

Hardwood Dominoes 69° EE 

28-piece set. Plays up to double 6's. 
49 N 361—Shipping weight 1 pound 69c 

55-piece set, Plays up to double 9's. 
49 N 398—Shipping weight 2 pounds $1.39 
91-piece set. Plays up to double 12's. 
49 N 323—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $1.89 

ec vs 

Real Bingo $344 

Looks like the big time. Large revolving metal 
cage filled with 75 num! d wood balls . . selected 
automatically as cage spi Complete with mas- 

terboard, markers and 30 Binge cards. 

49 N 161—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz..... 

ins 

$3.44 

Bingo $192 

A turn of the plastic dispenser and out pop Bingo 
numbers one at a time. And you'll find plenty of 
cards . . enough cards to supply up to 60 players, 75 
plastic numbered pieces, large checking chart and 
wooden markers. Fun for all ages 
49 N 124—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $1.92 

Satna pane €— —PáÓ— 

2 to 8 can play Flinch $194 

A great favorite for family play and parties, this 
numerical card game has many fascinating varia- 
tions . . including Sol e and a special children's 
game. With plastic tray, 3 decks of 50 cards each, 
a total of 150 cards. Instructions. 
49 N 429—Shipping weight 14 oz $1.94 

2 to 4 can play Rook 99«c 

Different variations of this popular game can be 
played with just a single deck. Rules include 
special games for large groups. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 430— Shipping weight 8 oz 99c 
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Different sizes and shapes 

fascinate children..and stor 

books are no exception 

Tall Books 

$ TZ 
each 

The Nutshell Library Giant 4-in-1 Story Books 

Each 4-book Set $967 $197 
tach 

Fully illustrated. 234x534 in. The 
pictures and unusual format add 
greatly to the narrative appeal. 

Each set of 4 books is so delightfully tiny (2 /(ex3 "Ac in. 
they easily fit a child's hand. Full-color storage box. 
Superbly illustrated in 3 colors. Wt. ea. set ! Ib. 14 oz 

Beautifully illustrated in full color, each hard-cover book 
has 4 complete stories. Big . . 954x128 in., 122 pages 
Titles 11 (Favorite Animal Stories) Titles 11 (Bible Stories—with 12 (Favorite Pastimes—of riding, swimming, etc.) over 100 pictures) Maurice Sendak Library Christmas Library by Hil 13 ( 

12 (Fairy Tales—16 include includes: Alligators All ary Knight includes these Beauty, 3 Bears, CI 
Cinderella, Tom Thumb) Around (a joyous alphabet titles: A efly in a Fir 14 (Bible Stori 

13 (Make Believe—over 30 

avorite Read-aloud Stories including Sleeping 
ldren Who Lived in a Shoe) 

beautiful stories for beginners) 
imaginative tales) 

14 (Mother Goose rhymes) 
15 (Nursery Tales—24 incl 

Red Riding Hood, 3 Bears) 

State title number. 92-128 pages. 

book); One was Johnny (a 
counting book both 
ways); Chicken Soup with 
Rice (a book of months) 
Pierre (a cautionary tale 
in the best tradition 

Tree (a unique version of 
12 days of Christmas); 

Night Before Christmas; 
Angels and Berries and 
Candy Canes; A Christmas 
Stocking Story 

15 (Favorite Nature Stories) 
16 (Favorite Pillowtime Tales—including Choo-Choo, 

Mr. Bear's House, Chester—the Little Pony) 
17 (Favorite Nursery Classics—including Jack and 

the Beanstalk, Little Red Riding Hood, others) 
Please state title number 

3 N 473F-Wt. ea. 10 0z.Ea. $1.77 3N471.. 

First Reference Books.. 

valuable aids to learning 

Encyclopaedia Britannica True-to-Life Books. 
Stories of history, peoples of other lands, animals. 
Full-color photographs, taken on location, on every 
page. Each 32 to 36 pages. 814x11 in. 

Titles 12 (Sioux Buffalo Hunters); 13 (Life in the 
Forest); 14 (Knights of the Middle Ages); 16 (Eskimo 
Family); 17 (Adventures of a Squirrel); 18 t 
Baby); 21 (Chil on a Farm); 22(The Monarch 
Butterfly): 23 (Katie's Zoo); 24 (Trail to Santa Fe); 
25 (Life the Seashore); 26(Animals on the 
Farm). State title number. 
3 N 575F—Shipping wt. each 11 oz. .....Each 79¢ 

My First Dictionary. For Picture Dictionary for 
first grade. Children. Tested and 

-approved 
or, 600 words, 600 pic- grades 3-5. 5,079 
tures. 634x9 in. 144 pgs. words, 1,442 illust. 834 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. XU i IM. pese 

aes 1 ipping weight 3 N453..... $1.27 2 Pp LÀ 

3N456.......932.67 

Cubo pane scuns by cheidimat muselecdiadc Md cosh 

Set $2.67 3N 472 Set $2.67 

First Books of Puzzles, 

Games and Riddles 

Jokes, Riddles, Funny Stories. 814x11 in. 108 pgs, 
3 N 457—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 02..,.. $1.67 

Fun-time Books. 674x8 in. 88 pages. Wt. 6 oz. 

Funways to Leorning. Illust. 844x115¢ in. 48 pgs. 
3 N 454— Picture Puzzle Book. Wt. 11 oz...86c 
3 N 455—Teil Me a Riddle. Wt. 10 oz. .....86c 

It, Charlie Brown); 12 (It's 
rown); 13(You Can't Win, 
Snoopy; 

3N621F-Stale litle number. Wt. ea. 8 oz, Ea. 89c 

3 N 535F—Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 10 oz.Ea. $1.97 

First Readers 

Classical Treasures 

All Time Favorites. 2-book Sets. 
Ilust. Wt. each set 1 tb, 12 oz. 
3 N 554— Little Women and 
Black Beauty. «Set $1.67 
3 N 555—Robin Hoodand Sher- 
lock Holmes... Set $1.67 

The Night Before Christmas. 
full-color art creations 

each page. 874x115 in. 32 pgs. 
3N451—Wt. 14 oz.....51.67 

Family is for Christmas. For 
ii chord organ or guitar. 40 
full-color pages. 844x124 in. 
3 N 420—Wt. 12 oz.......89c 

A Christmas Carol. Dickens. 
Illust. 854x1134 in. 40 pages. 
3 N 610—Wt. 11b. 11 02.$2.67 

Golden peers ct Pogtry. d 
to grow with, y 
Ui Tilust. each 'ntermey: 

page. 7x10 in. . 324 pages. 
BN ely Wi 20s 6 02.4.57 



Marbles advance up the hill —tumble down again 

until the lucky one pops to the top and becomes 

King of the Hill 

$366 

Be first to get your marble to top of the hill and win the title "King of the Hill". 
Tilt-move" selector advances players arbles by showing number of steps 

marbles may be moved. As marbles move up hill and pass hole they may be penal 
ized or fall through to land anywhere on the board. First player to the top drops 
marble in crown which pops up. 
to 4 players, Colorful, break-res 

asy-to-learn game of luck and suspense for 2 
tant plastic hill and base. “Tilt-move” selector. 

2 

4 marbles included. 1034x1034x6 in. high. For ages 6 to 12 

49 N 324—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $2.66 

Giant Cootie. Build your big cootie 
first and win the game. Also use the 
bodies of the 4 cooties as banks—each 
has coin slot on top, door on bottom. 
6 plastic sections in mix or match 
colors of red, blue, yellow, 
black. 10x9x934 in. high. With die. 
For 2 to 4 players, all ages. 

49 N 157—Shpg. wt, 3 Ibs. 12 oz..$3.88 

Cootie, Win by building your cootie 
first . . putting pieces together at roll 
of dice. 4 cooties come in red, blue, 
yellow, green, black, and pink sec- 
tions. Made of sturdy plastic. Not a 
bank. For 1 to 4 players, all ages. 

49 N 176—Shipping wt. 12 oz 

88 SEARS rco 
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Bongo! Bongo! Rap or tap the end 
of the case with Bango stick. You win 

if you get all 6 marbles into your 
channel before your opponent. In. 
cludes 8x834-in. break-resistant plas. 
tic case with 12 marbles sealed in, two 
7 in. long Bango sticks. For 2 players, 
ages 7 and up. 
49 N 435—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz.. .. $1.54 

Marble Roller Coaster. It's exciting. 

Watch marbles roll down trackway, 
drop through opening onto another 

track and head in another direction. 

Marble rolls until it bounces into score 
bin. Player who gets marble there first 

wins. 33x6x1l4 in. high. Wood con- 
struction. 1 or 2 players. Ages 3 to 10. 
79 N 438C—Shipping 4 Ibs. ..$2.99 

Gingerbread Mie » 

Gingerbreod Mon. Win the 
game by building your ginger- 
bread house puzzle first. For 2 to 
4 players, pre-school ages. Match 
picture to picture to build house. 
Includes game board, 4 ginger- 
bread houses, 4 pawns. 
49 N 443—Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz.. $1.66 

GEO-grophy. Race to see who 
can "tour" the world fastest. 
Flick spinner . . it points to a let- 
ter. Set timer, see how many 
places you can peg beginning 
with letter. First to place all 
pegs wins. 22x13 in. map board. 
2 to 4 players. Age 10 up. 
79 N 302C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.59. 

Tickle him, but 
don't get "stung." Right, left, 
up, back, he buzzes through 12- 
inch enclosed maze. He's looking 
for his beehive. Player who finds 
it wins. Magnetic tickler moves 
the bee at a finger's touch. 10 
can play. All ages. 
49 N 362—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $1.34 

Mickey Mouse Whizzer Wheel. 
Spin the Whizzer Wheel It 
points to a face card when it 
stops. Player who has same pic- 
ture on his cartoon card gets 
face card, First player to cover 
his cartoon card with face cards 
wins. 2 to 4 players. Ages 5 to 10. 
49 N 439—Wt. 21bs. ...... $2.99 

Candyland Game. 2 to 4 players, 
age 4 to 8, advance along a rain- 
bow colored path on playing board. 
Players draw cards; move by 
matching picture on card with pic- 
ture on board. Nothing to read 
in order to play game. 

49 N 160—Wt, 1 Ib. 15 oz... .$1,99 

Go to the Head of the Class. An- 
swer questions; move from desk to 
desk, grade to grade. First player 
graduated to college wins. Knowl- 
edge of all subjects counts most. 
Ind. game board, 792 questions 
and answers, dice, 8 moving pieces. 
For 2 to 8 players, ages 8 to 80. 
49 N 388—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... .$2.59 

Tumble Bug. And they're off! It's 
the start of the zaniest race you've 
seen. Four tumble bugs hop, skip 
and wobble their way down the 
roller-coaster runway. 1 to 4 
players just choose their color, line 
them up, then watch the fun. 
Plastic. 21 in. long. All ages. 
49 N 230—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... ..$1.34 

Mickey Mouse Fun Tray. All metal. 
Glamorized with lovable Disney 
characters and decorated with sev- 
eral games for hours of fun. Has 
solo games as well as family games 
such as checkers. Use as TV tray, 
car tray, bed tray. 21x14 in. wide. 
Ages 2 to 10. 
79 N245C—Wt. 4 Ibs........ $244 



'The Golden Illustrated Atlas 
and Dictionary .. 12 volumes 

Set $088 

Crzated to make the grade-school youngster's study easier, more in 
teresting. Li easy-to-read text. Definitions and explanations appro 
priate to the group. Colorful, de luxe-style binding 714x104 in. 
The Golden Book Illustrated Dictionary. More than 10,000 of the words 
most often encountered in grade-school classes. Illustrations are in full 
color—3,000 of them. A total of 720 pages in 6 volumes. 
The Golden Picture Atlas of the World. More than 1,000 maps and pictures 
in full color. Includes cities, countries, rivers, oceans, manufacturing 
centers, just to name a few of the many, many o! 
set. A total of 6 volumes, 1,140 pages. 

aF 
separately both 

sets ore $2276. Includes 
Atlas and Dictionary at 
leít—plus Encyclopedia 
at right. 

Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs. 
3N624K2..Set $19.88 

The Golden Children's Encyclopedia 
. 16 volumes beautifully illustrated 

Set $1288 

Imagine such a low price for this most readable and useful reference work. 
Created for grade-school children. 16 volumes that cover 1,375 most-needed 
topics in simple, accurate language. The text, about 500,000 words in all, is 
printed in large, clear type and dramatically illustrated with more than 6,000 

color pictures. In addition, there are 375 maps in color, The beautiful binding 
is Smyth-sewn laminated board, exciting! olorfully illustrated. 

The arts, business, communications, famous persons, government, history, 
music, religion, sports, transportation—just æ few of the subjects la 

3N622C-12 volumes: Atlas and Dictionary. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. Set $9.88 

First Books on 

How-to-do It 

McCol 
d Over 200 projects 

common materi- 
ais "Pasto in. 224 pages. 
3 N 1598-Wt. 1 Ib. 120z. $2.67 

McCall's Do-it Book. Over 200 
projects. 814x10% in. 156 pages. 
3 N 947-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. $2.67 
Golden Book Crafts and Hob- 
bies. A wealth of information, 
illustrations, diagrams. Includes 
wild animal pets and chemistry 
experiments, 834x103 £in. 112 pgs. 
3N615—Wt. 11b. 302..$1.57 

Betty Crocker Cookbook for 
Boys and Girls. Over 100 rec- 
ipes. 534x734 in. 192 pgs. Ilust. 
3N616—Wt. If oz......- 89c 
First Books. Illustrated. 7}4x8}¢ 
in. 62-69 pgs. Titles 11 (Music); 
n (Orchestra); Isigan; 

agic). State title number. 
SNG14F Wt ea, 120z.Ea.$1.97 

Cutsod pane scans by cheisihias musetecimcH com 

First Boo 

great stories in ea 

bi 
trated. 536x17 n. 288 pages. 
ie title number below. 

ittle Women. ipae iur 
May Akott) 

16 ide Men by Louisa May 

17 (Huckleberry Finn {abridged} 
Mark Tw: 

18 (Tales of Allan Poe) 
19 (Freckles by S. Porter) 
20 (An Old-fashioned Girl by 

uisa May Alcott) 
23 (War of the Worlds by Wells) 
24 (Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain) 
3N537F-Wt.ca.120z. Each 87¢ 

rings of this wonderful covered a way to make learning the adventure it should be. An invaluable 

help in schoolwork. Each volume measures 734x101 inches. 
3 N 623K—16-volume Encyclopedia, Shipping weight 23 pounds. . Set $12.88 

s of the Classics .. 

-to-read, illustrated editions for children 

Illustrated Junior Library Classics 

‘The most popular tales in 
literature, Witten especial- 
A for children's enjoyment 
and understanding. From 
the magic of Lewis Carroll 
in the Alice tales the | 

ng suspense 
feat Two Cities, these 
books are a wonderful 
value. Handsome full-color 
covers. Fine-quality cloth 
bindings. Each book is 
534x834 inches, has about 
350 pages. 

Shps. wt. each 1 lb. 8 oz. 

dient Finn) 10 (Adventures of Hucl 
n ac ot Pierio) 
Cece of Tom Sawyer) 

rabian Nights); bo In Won- 
Js Glass) 

[e JL ERAS Des 's ea) 

ae Brinker) pea 
2 (Robin Hood! 
24 (Robinson come 
25 (Swiss Family Robinson) 
27 (A Tale of Two Cities) 
28 (Little Men) — 29(Little Women) 
30 (The Three Musketeers) 
35 (Treasure Island) 

8-book Gift Packs $87 

3 N 1700F....Ea. $1.57 

Girls. Alice in Wonderland, 
ad or 5 

ZO Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer, 
"of the Wild, Gulliver's Travels, 

Jong Book, Hans Brinker, Robinson 
Treasure Crusoe, Island. Fully illustrated. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 10 oz. 

PLY ees 21 12 Set $8.87 
oa SEARS 89 



Uncle Wiggily. Two to four players, 
ages 5 to 9, will love helping 
Uncle Wiggily on his race to Doc 
Possum's. The first one to finish 
the race wins. Includes 120 charm- 
ing verse cards, 18x18-inch board, 
4 colorful plastic rabbits. 
49 N 391—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 07......$1.99. 

Choo Choo Train, Spin the spinner . . 

it points to a number and color. 
Choose railroad car matching that 
number and color. Player who 
builds train first wins. Spinner, 12 
cars, 4 locomotives, 4 tracks. Easy 
instructions. All plastic. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 4 to 10. 
49 N 440—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. 

Electric Fascination, Get through 
maze and light up fascination 
tower first. Ages 6 to 12, Includes 
2 double-sided mazes and 6 steel 
balls. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
49 N 106—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. . .$2,96 
"C" Battery. Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 4665. ..... Each léc; 4 for 60c 

Dishonest John. Pass the cards as 
you try to collect pairs, 3 or 4 
of a kind. Get rid of DJ card be- 
fore DJ jumps up and stops the 
play. Consists of spring-tension 
DJ, 11-in. metal scoreboard, 44 
picture cards and 2 DJ cards. 
For 2 to 6 players, Ages 6 to 12. 

49 N 107—Wt. 1 Ib, 2 oz,....$1.97 

Topper. Each section of playing Dennis the Menace, Try to catch 
surface has 12 holes. With each Dennis the Menace if you can. He 
spin of color wheel underneath, 
holes change colors. All 4 players 
place matching topper pieces in 
their section after each turn of 
spinner. First to match all 12 wins. 
Plastic case, 48 pegs. All ages 
49 N 190—Wt. 4 Ibs. 14 0z.....$5.99 

Red Riding Hood. The little girl 
in red is off to visit her grand- 
mother, but the wolf has other 
plans. He's magnetic, remote con- 
trolled. There's a swinging bridge, 

has a lot of tricks up his sleeve 
s0 it isn't easy to overtake him. 
Player who does, wins. 18x18-in. 
game board, set of playing pieces, 
dice shaker, instructions. 2 to 4 
players. Ages 5 and up. 

49 N 199 —Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz..,.$177 

$986 

Barbie Game. Be elected Queen 
of the Prom when you win this 
game. You can do it if you play 
your cards right. Includes 18-in. 
board, dice, cards, play money. 

8 playing cards, 4 plastic pieces, Activities involve shopping sprees, 
spinner. 2034x1334-inch board. For 
2 to 4 players. Ages 4 to 10. 
79 N 180C—Wt. 2 lbs... . .....$1.82 

Citai pate Scans by dieislhias nisetedwical Gom 

earning money, school clubs, par- 
ties. 2 to 4 players. Ages 9 and up. 
49 N 454—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... .$2.86 

without batteries 

>R 

) ego 

He plays real music. . calls tune for each player's 

move . . first one to get 5 notes in a row wins 

Mattel's Musingo 

$44 

Players move monkey markers around playing boards according to throw of 
dice, get a chance 
his spinner shows which r 
ing boards, 4 monkey move 

pay and play the Mu ngo Man. He plays a tune and 
es on card can be covered with markers, 4 play 

dice, play coins, 48 plastic markers, instruc- 
tions. A delight for 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 10. 
49 N 210—shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz 

Noah's Ark. Here's an ideal game for 
pre-school tots. No reading or num 
ber knowledge needed. Spinner 
shows which little animals to put 
into colorful three-dimensional card- 
board ark. Complete with an ark 
full of stand-up animals. For 1 to 4 
players. 

49 N 113—Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz. $1.59 

Tammy Game. 2 to 4 players are 
dealt 7 cards, Spin spinner and 
move around board, drawing and 
discarding until 1 player has 3 cards 
of akind and 4 cards of a kind. This 
gives her a hip-flip card. First pi 
to have 3 hip-flip cards wins. Ex- 
citement galore for ages 7 and up. 
49 N 432—Wt, 1 Ib, 14 oz $239 

$2.44 

Hansel and Gretel. Get to witch's 
house first and win. Spinner points 
to number of spaces you move along 

path. Suddenly wheel in center 
moves and paths change sending 
players in all directions. Game 
board, spinner, center wheel, 4 
markers. 2 to 4 players. Ages 5 to 10, 
49 N 442—Wt, 1 Ib, 3 oz. $177 

Miss Popularity Game. Become Miss 
Popularity by filling bulletin board 
with highest value cards . . win 
trophy cup. If card says “call”, dial 
answer-phone for instructions. 2 to 
4 players. Ages 9 and up. 
49 N 467 —Wt, 2 Ibs, 14 0z.....$4.48 
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* Nancy Drew 

p -- 

| NANCY DREW MYSTERY STORIES | 

f the | ES The Secret o MI 

NANCY DR 

The Hidden 
Staircase 

Nancy Drew—fomous young detective solves exciting mysteries. 
5x7% in. About 200 pages. Starter set includes titles 12, 13 and 18, 

3.N1775Y—Starter Set plus FREE bookmark. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $2.48 

Other Nancy Drew Mysteries 

97 (New—Clue of Whistling Bagpipes) 26 (Clue in the Crumbling Wall) 
11 (Mystery at Lilac Inn) 27 (The Haunted Brid, 
12 (Secret of the Old Clock) 28 (Clue of the Black 
13 (The Hidden Staircase) 29 (Mystery at the Ski Jump) 
14 (Clue in the Diary) 30 (Clue in the Old Album) 
15 EEA Mysterious Letter) 31 (The Witch Tree Symbol) 
16 (Sign of the Twisted Candie) 32 (Ghost of Blackwood Hall) 
17 (Password to Larkspur Lane) 33 (Hidden Window Mystery) 
18 (The Bungalow Mystery) 34 (Clue of the Leaning Chimney) 
19 (Message in the Hollow Oak) 35 (The Haunted Showboat) 
20 (Mystery of the Tolling Bell) 36 (Secret of the Golden Pavilion) 
21 (The Whispering Statue) 37 (Clue in the Old Stagecoach) 
22 (Moonstone Castle Mystery) 38 (Mystery of the Fire Dragon) 
23 (The Clue in the Jewel Box) 39 (Clue of the Dancing Puppet) 
24 (Secret of the Wooden Lady) 40 (The Scarlet Slipper Mystery) 
25 (Secret in the Old Attic) 96 (Secret of the Red Gate Farm) 
3 N 1713F— State title number. Shipping weight each 12 oz. ...Each 99c 

Cherry Ames—fun, adventure and 
service to humanity in a young 
nurse's life. 5x734 in. About 200 
pages. Starter set incl. first 3 books 
in series, titles 12, 14, 27. 
Starter Set plus FREE bookmark. 
3.N1721Y-Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set$2.48 

Other Cherry Ames Stories 

66 (New—Companion Nurse) 
11 (Veteran's Nurse) 
12 (Army Nurse); 13 (Chief Nurse) 

1 14 (Senior Nurse) 
16 (Dude Ranch rse) 
17 (Department Store Nurse) 
18 (Rest Home Nurse) 
19 (Camp Nurse); 20 (Hilton Hospital) 
21 (Island Nurse); 22 (Rural Nurse) 
23 (Country Doctor's Nurse) 
24 (Staff Nurse); 26 (At Spencer) 
27 (Student Nurse); 65 (Flight Nurse) 

Stolte title number. 
3 N 1720F—Wt. ea. 12 oz. Ea. 99c 

5 (Clinic Nurse) 

*Cherry Ames *Bobbsey Twins 

Romance, mystery, comedy in these favorite 

fiction stories for girls 

Bobbsey Twins—long-time favorite ad- 
venture and humor in the twins far- 
ranging travels. 5x73 in. About 200 pgs. 
Starter set incl. first 3 books in series, 
titles 17, 21, 23. 
Starter Set plus FREE bookmark. 

3 N 1727Y—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz... Set $2.48 

Other Bobbsey Twin Adventures 

56 (New—Greek Hat Mystery) 
11 (Mystery at School) 
12 (Snow Lodge); 13 (On a Houseboat) 
14 (Search in the Big City) 
16 (Camping Out); 17 (In the Country) 
21 (At Lakeport) ; 22 (Big River Mystery) 
23 (At the Seashore); 24 (Pilgrim Rock) 
46 (The Horseshoe Riddle) 
51 (The Forest Adventure) 
52 (London Tower); 53 (Mystery Cave) 
54 (In Volcano Land) 
55 (Goldfish Mystery); 15 (At Home) 

State tile number. 
Ea. 99c 3 N 1717F—Wt. ea. 12 oz.. 

re's more exciting reading for girls, ages 8 to 11 

The Tuckers Annette 

49*.. 
Adventures of Walt Dis- 
ney’s popular movie and 
TV star. 554x774 in. 216 

Nurses Three 

88... 88%... 
Stories of courage and ex- Entertaining, merry adventures of 
citement as the three Scott — a typical American family. Many 
sisters all choose nursing color illust. 596x776 in. 288 pgs. 
as their profession. 55¢x Titles 11(That Kitten Again); 
7% in. 224 pages. Titles 12(The Wonderful House); 13(The 
11(On Call for Trouble); Special Secret); 14(The Adven- 
12(First Assignment); tures of Plum Tucker); 15(Trouble 
13(A Very Special Girl); on Valley View); 16(The Cottage 
14(A Career for Kelly); Holiday); 17(Tell a Tale of The 
15(Danger Island), Tuckers); 18(Here Comes a 

Adventures of Trixie Belden Tammy 

en 885. 
She'll love to take 
a trip with her 
favorite teenage 

Thrilling and spooky stories of mystery. 
lllust. 534x774 in. 288 pgs. Titles 
11(Mansion Secret); 12(Red Trailer); 
13(Gatehouse Mystery); 14(Mysterious fashion doll Illus- pgs. Tiles 11(Desert Inn 
Visitor); 15(Glen Road Mystery); trated. 554x774 in., Mystery);  12(Mystery 16(Mystery in Arizona); 17(Mysterious 224 pages. at Smugglers Cove); Code); 18(Black Jacket); 19(Happy Titles 11(Tammy —i3(Mystery at Moon- Valley); 20(M: d Mystery) 21 in Hollywood); stone Bay); 14(Sierra (Bob White Cave); 22(Blinking Eye); 12(Tammy in Summer); 15(Mystery at 23(Cobbett's Island). State title number. Squaw Valley). Medicine Wheel). 
3 N 416F—We. ea. 12 oz. Ea.88c State title number. State title number. State title number. Friend); 19(The Turn-about Sum- Wt. ea. 12 oz. Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. Shipping weight each120z. ^ mer). Stale title number. 

90 SEARS ss 3N619F Ea.88c 3N418F....Each 49c 3. 626F. Each 88c 3N 417F-Wt. ea. 12 oz.. . Ea. 88c 
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50-inch size 

Low priced Pool Tables 
Sizes just right 

for pre-teens and up 

s3195 «1895 

All with 

6-foot size 

Accurately scaled fror 
always go straight and 

finished to look just li 

6-foot Table, Sixteen 134 
tips, 2 chalks. 72x39x30 
79 N 274N —Shipping 

79 N 273N Shipping 

50 

For hours of family fun 

Big Folding 

Pool Tables 

by Burrowes 
Tru-play bed-levelers 

5-foot size 

50 *490*t 
m professional-sized pool tables. Shots 
true because you can level both the legs 

cash 

and playing surface. Rubber cushions give lively ball action. 
Enclosed ball returns. Hardwood and Masonite Presdwood frame 

ike limed oak and walnut. Folding legs. 
Green cloth cover, Instructions. Freight (rail or truck) or express, 

in. balls, two 48 in. cues, rack, 6 extra cue 
in. high. 

weight 82 pounds............+- .$68.50 

5-foot Table. Sixteen 1%¢ in. balls, two 42 in, cues, rack, 6 extra 
cue tips, 2 chalks. 60x33x30 in. high, 

weight 62 pounds. ........ $49.50 

NO MONEY DOWN ON EA TERMS 

41-inch sizo 

Ruggedly built to withstand many a rough game. Rubber cushions for fast 
ball action. Folding legs. Ball return. Hardwood and Masonite Presdwood 
frame finished to look like limed oak and walnut. Green cloth cover. 

50-inch Table. Sixteen 134-in. balls, rack, two 38-in. cues with leather tips, 
instructions. 50x27x27 in. high. Freight (rail or truck) or express. Compact 38-inch Pool Table 
79 N 272N— Shipping weight 30 pounds... 
41-inch Table. Sixteen 15j,-inch ball 
tips, instructions, 41x2234x25 inches high. 
79 N 271L—Shipping weight 23 pounds. 

Table Top Pool with big time features 

Exact scale model of regulation tables in convenient-to- 
store size, Just 30x17x634 in. so you can use it on any 
table. Non-marring "feet." Steel frame and automatic 
ball return. Hardboard base with green flocked playing 
surface. Rubber cushions. Sixteen !5ís-in. balls, two 
24-in. cues, score beads, rack, rules. For ages 5 to 10. 
79 N 484L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ...,.....$7.88 
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rack, two 30-inch cues with rubber 

$31.95 

..$18.95 

Compact Table-top Model Pool 

Specifically designed for pint-size pool players of ages 3 to 
7. They can easily make a shot since table is just 25 inches 
long, 15 inches wide. Steel frame with safe rounded cor- 
ners. Steel ball return. Live rubber cushions. Hardboard 
base with green flocked playing surface. Sixteen 34-in. 
balls, rack, two 21-in. cues, rules. 
79 N 269C —Shipping weight 6 pounds........... $4.95 

Here's a table built for great fun. Sturdy steel frame, ball re- 
turn. Aluminum legs fold for storage. Blue-green 
hardboard base. Score markers on frame. Sixteen !5f« balls, 
rack, two 24-in. cues. 38x22x28 in, high. Ages 6 to 14. 
79 N 270L—Shipping weight 18 pounds. $14.95 

Cue Sticks 

$588 

To shoot your best 
game of pool you need 
quality hardwood cues 
like these. They're ta- 
pered just right and 
precision balanced. 
Just hefty enough—a 
full 48 in. long. Leather 
tipped. Handsome wal- 
nut finish.” Set of 2. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
79N486C. .Set $5.88 

Durable Plastic Pool Balls 

Box of 16 balls including cue ball. 
49 N 451—1X4-inch size. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... $2.88 

49 N 450—1 9¢-inch size. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... 4.88 



The MYSTERY 
n $ 

ware WATT 

PES 
wv E e S 

2-book Set: Figure Skating and Ballet. Take 
ly training, exercises, histories, 

modern companies. Each 734x108 in. 7 
Set $2.47 

The Home Book of Verse for Young Folks. All 
familiar, best-loved poems. Index. 704 pgs. 

$4.47 

Giants of Invention. Ilust. 816x104 in. 128 pgs. 

you through e 

3 N 497—Shipping wt. 8 oz. 

3 N 837—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs 

3 N 458—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
History's 100 Greatest Events. 
3 N 459—Sbipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
Illustrated Minute Biographies. 150 dramatic 

life stories of famous people in history. 
3 N 460—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

Citali pane scans by cuisines nusebecimic owi 

$2.67 

Blue Ribbon Novels 
and other books 88:.. 

Outstanding stories of excitement, mystery, romance. 
About 225 pages. 554x774 inches. 
New! Title 21 (Mary ins becomes a most un- 

usual “nanny” to two English children. 216 pages). 
Other titles 11 (When Sara Smiled—a shy girl) 

12 Circle—busy freshman Lauralee) 

18 (The Defiant Heart—Laura has a new home) 
Pe ar alic ces ay 
20 Certain Girl—Teddy’s personal values 

are put to the test) 
3 N 636F—State title number. Wt. 12 01..... Ea. 88¢ 

Books for girls by the 
American Girl Magazine 

itt. s327 s159 
Starter Set. Save 31% on first 3 books. Includes 

Mystery and Suspense, Book. , Beauty 
-Set $3.27 

in. 192 pages. 
romance) 

Pat Downing, 
3 N 495— Shipping weight 3 Ibs.. .. 

14 (Pat 

16 Petry and Suspense 6 
17 (Mystery of the Water Witch—about a horse) 
18 (Teen-Age Questions—answers 

3 N 570F— Siete title number, Wt. 1 Ib. ... Ea. $1.59 

-Each $2.67 

lE GIANTS OF 
«Invention 
"e 

IA 
" 

100 Greatest Composers. Illust, 834x103 in. 
3 N461—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.67 
Gionts of Medicine. 27 brief, inspiring profiles 
400 B.C. to present. 814x103 in. 160 pes. 
3 N 462—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $2.67 
Great Trains of All Time. Facts, figures, full- 
page color portraits. 854x103, in. 160 pgs. 

3 N463—Shpzg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $4.67 

$2.67 My American Heritage. Best-loved selections 
of prose and verse. 634x914 inches. 320 pages. 

$2.67 3N496—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.67 

President Book. All about L. B. Johnson and 
the 34 others. Fully illust. 8x11 in. 108 pgs. 
3N608—Shpeg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. «= $2.67 

Follow the exciting 

adventures of 

Barbie, Ken and Midge 

the (bubons Barbo. Aen aml 
j thia maam friede 

A dem ie ante 

PSION 
"EID 

Other titles 

31 55 

3-in-1 Volume 

Only $327 

Big 3-in-1 Volume: The World of Barbie. Includes 
Here's Barbie, Barbie's New York Summer, Barbie's 
Fashion Success, 534x814 inches. 576 pages. 
3 .N533—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

sach 

-$3.27 

Other Titles. 534x834 inches. 192 pages. 
Titles 11 (Here's Barbie—8 stories) 

12 (Barbie's New York Summer—she wins a trip) 
13 (Barbie's Fashion Success—the fashion world) 
14 (Barbie Solves a Mystery—an adventure) 
15 (Barbie and Ken—7 stories) 
16 (Barbie's Hawaiian Holiday— tropical fun) 
17 (Barbie in Television—a lot of hard work) 
18 (Barbie's Secret—mystery and suspense) 
19 (Barbie, Midge and Ken—they meet Skipper 

and Allen) 
State title number. 
3 N 534F— Shipping weight 1 Ib. Ea. $1.55 
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Sears puts a£ your fingertips more of what Americas children want most 

6 and up. Fi 

anand pac scans by chaidimas miselecinicH px 

Bowl 'em over with SKITTLES 

Spin the top and watch it ricochet wackily 
off sideboards, through holes. The more 
tenpins knocked down, the higher your 
score. Exciting fun for one player or four. 
Wood ‘‘bowling alley" 32x15x4 in. high with 
2 tops, wind-up string, 12 tenpins, rules. 

79 N 374C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. ..$5.89 

Fast-action KIKIT 

“Kick” or pass the ball toward opposing 
team’s goal or block shots at your ow 
you just flip the wood kick-sticks. For 2 to 
6 players. 29x12x3-in. high rink of fine 
lacquered hardwood; net pockets. 

79 N 371C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. ..$5.89 

“$377 

$1944 ^ Table Tennis Set. Four 

m~ Table Tennis Set and 
4x8-ft. folding table 

Here's a tablé'that can take all you can di: 
back up and slam away. Braced wooden le 
Presdwood top, green with white mark 
type brackets, 2 sandpaper-faced paddl 

ight (rail or truck) or expi 
79 N 495N— Shipping weight 60 pounds......- 

paddles made of rugged 5- 
ply wood have rubber faces 
to give you that extra re- 
bound. You also get a stan- 

hout..just dard size net with sturdy 
Masonite steel screw-type brackets, 

Net, screw- — ball, hand wire wall rack, in- 

1 ball: For ages structions, rules. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
$19.44 49N447............$3.77 

this Game OAR R O/M 
and 105 other family games all on one board 

Crokinole, etc. 2814-in. square board of 
warp-free 3-ply plywood will last for 
years. Solid wood frame. Reversible net 
pockets. Includes 30 plastic Carrom 
rings, 2 cues and 10 tenpins of strong 
hardwood, 3 spinning tops, 15 numbered 
discs, 3 green flies, 3 yellow flies, one 
pair of dice, score tab, rule book. 
79 N 489L—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs...... . $6.92 

Box of 30 extra Carrom Rings. Plastic. 
49 N 459—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... . ..89c 

Revolving-top 

Stand for board. 
It turns, not the 
players. Stores 
board, accessories. 
Smooth hardwood. 
About 26 in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 225C .$2.95 

You can play 10 different skill games with 

MAGNETEL by Mattel 

$386 
A bonanza of fun and games ranging from skid pool to skid 
tic-tac-toe—some easy enough for a 6-year-old—others in- 
triguing enough to challenge an adult. “Shoot” by snapping 
back spring-loaded cues. Plastic board measures about 26x 
16 inches, has side and corner pockets, 9 magnetized spots. 
Includes 6 magnetic and 10 non-magnetic discs. Complete 
with cue disc, rack and instructions. 
79 N 147C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... .......Set $3.86 

rcs SEARS 91 
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The Hardy Boys..Chip Hilton 

T THE HARDY BOYS 

THE MYSTERY 
AZTEC OFTHE 

WARRIOR 

ung solve mys- 
teries. Includes title numbers 
22,23and24.5x7*4in.192pgs. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 
3 N 1776Y ..Set $2.48 

Single Titles 

44 (New 
11(Hunting Hidden Gold 
12(Missing Chums 
13(Shore Road Mystery 
14 (Hidden. Harbor My 
tery); 15 (Cabin Island 
16 (Great Airport Myste 
17 (What Happened at Mic 

ht); 18 (While the Clock 

aves); En (C! jus 
Broken Blade); 22(Tower 
Treasure); 23(House on os 

; 24 

Crisscross 
29 (Yellow Feath- 

3(Skull Mountains: 
(Crooked Arrow); 35 (Lost 

unnel); 36(Pirates’ Hill); 
37 (Ghost at Skeleton Rock); 
38 (De Paw); 39(Chi 
nese Junk); 40 (Desert Gi 

le number. Ship- 
ping weight each 12 ounces 
3 N 1724F Each 99c 

m———— 

title numbers 11, 12 and 13, 
53x7% in. 188 pages. 

Chip Hilton 

Starter Set plus Bookmark. A 
champion in the world of 
sports. Includes titles 13, 15, 
16, 192 pages 5x73% in. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 
3 N 1729Y Set $2.48 

State title number 

25(New—Home Run Feud); 
11(Clutch Hitter); 12(Hoop 
Crazy); 13(Strike Three); 
14(A Pass and a Prayer); 
15(Championship Ball); 
16(Touchdown Pass); 
17 (Fourth Down Showdown); 
18(Tournament Crisis); 
19 (Hardcourt Upset); 20 (Pa: 
off Pitch); 21(Tokyo No- 
hitter); 22(Triple Threat); 
23(Backcourt Ace); 24(Buz- 
zer Basket), Wt. ea. 12 oz. 
3 N 1719F Each 99c 

|. ..Tom Swift Jr. 
Exciting adventure 
series.. mystery, sports, 
science to thrill and 

Tom Swift Jr. 

Starter Set plus Bookmark. 
Outer space adventures, In- 
cludes titles 15, 16, 17. 192 
pages. 5x7*4 in. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 
3 N 1723Y Set $2.48 

State title number 

25 (New—Aquatomic Track- 
er); 11 (Giant Robot); 12 (A 
tomic Earth Blaster) 
13(Outpost in Space); 
14(Diving Seacopter): 
15 (Rocket); 16 (Jetmarine) ; 
17(Flying Lab); 18(Elec- 
tronic Hydrolung); 20(Cos. 
mic Astronauts); 21 (Visitor 
from Planet X); 22 (Asteroid 
Pirates); 23 (Triphibian At- 
omcar); 24(Megascope 
Space Prober). Wt. ea. 12 oz. 
3 N 1722F Each 99c 

3 N 839—Leatherette Bookmark only. Shpg. wt. 1 oz... 29c 

Brains Benton . . 
mystery, suspense 

Starter Set plus Bookmark. 
Two teen-age sleuths take 
youngsters through delight- 

adventures. Includes 

Dig Allen . . adven- 
ture in outer space 

Storter Se! plus Bookmark. 
Rockets, strange peoples, in- 
terstellar distances, 
and tough adversaries. In- 
cludes title numbers 11, 12 
and 13. 554x834 in. 188 pages. 

robots 

NDS vet 2 Ibs. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
3 N 604.. ..Set $1.99 3N606.......... Set $1.99 

Single Titles Single Titles 
Missing Message) 'orgotten Star) 
Counterfeit [x] i Captives in Space) 

Hus Stolen Dummy) 13 Journey to Jupiter) 
Roving Rolls) 14(Trappers of Venus) 

ie Waltzing Mouse) 15 (Robots of Saturn) 
ES pees e ee 16 ET of Uranus) 

title number. 
Shipping t ge 11 oz. weight each 11 oz. 

3N605F....... Each89c 3N607F......... Each 89c 

Contain more advanced 
reading in specially 

selected subjects 

s] 

to understand, these books are written 
ng estare in their fields . . approved 

Manaia w ith iE drin is licia RIN illustrat with m; awi an 

Each book is x94 inches, has 160 60 pages. 
DE nu zi 12 (Dis Fifty States); 

Lively, eas; 
Hu outst 

Flowering World); b 9 (Changing Rocks)” e ering orid); 

20 Snakes); Hi The luman yz 
22 (Weather); 23 (Chemistry); 

25 (Moths and P Butterflies); 
27 (Sound and Ultrasonics); 

28 29 (Aviation); 
30 (Rockets and Space Flights). 

3 N581F—Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 1 oz. . , Each $1.49 

All About Games 

Each with All About 
book, flash cards for 
fun, fast learning. 

Wt. ea. 1 1b. 14 oz. 
Dinosaurs. 
3N 466..... $2.39 

Exciting Major League Fiction 
Stories by big league baseball players and their 
Collaborators. Each also has batting, — tips, 
etc, SMx8M in. 192 pgs. Shpg. wt. each 1 
Behind the Plote. Y. Danger in er Field. 
Berra and Til Ferdenzi. WW Mays, Jeff Harris. 
3 N 426 ..$2.77 252.77 
The Fight A el ae Right. Ri 
Whitey Tod, Southpaw. Mark and JOB 

EN E $2.77 23N429........92.77 

Save 31% on 
Starter Set 

Includes title numbers 
14, 15 and 16 below. 3 
books in set. 

Sbpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
3 N 494... Set $3.27 

Fiction from Boys’ Life Magazine 

Skillfully woven stories that appeal to young imagina- 
tions. Fully illust. Ages 10-14. 192 pgs. 534x8 in. 
Titles 11 (Mutiny in the Time Machine) 
a ‘Mystery o d 14 (Football Stories) 

Stories) 16 Cuter Space Stories) 
i7 lying Stories) State title 
3 N 569F—Shpg. Sard ces ..Each $1.59 



penny-arcade amusement 
right at home 

Electric Pinball 
Bells ring, lights flash, 

and the scoring is automatic 

Exciting entertainment for 
adults or teens. This elec- 
tric pinball works and 
sounds like a full-size ma- 
chine. You can run score 

metal parts. 31x16x45 in. Knock out the 
high. Motor UL approved. enemy nest with 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. ider Target Game 
Partly assembled. d á 

Shipping wt. 25 Ibs. Ready. Aim. Fire! The enemy bites the dust. For 
9N142L. sharp-shooters young and old. Nose of plastic 
b replica automatic pistol enclosed in frame, Just pull 

the trigger, metal pellets burst from gun. Spring- 
motorized target revolves . . colorfully illustrated 

with enemy soldiers in action poses. Steel, enclosed 
in clear plastic. Metal legs. 21x7x12 in. high. 
49 N 259— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. ....$3.59 

4-in-1 Game Alley 

Play bowling, skill ball, 
shuffleboard or horse rac- 
ing. Runway automatical- 
ly returns ball . . it rings 
bell. 10 pins, 2 bowling 
balls, 2 pucks, 4 horses, 
spinner. Wood frame. 52x / A 
11x22 in. high. Easy toas- © / 
semble. Wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 4531... 

Battery-operated Automatic Score Pinball Machine 

Action-filled fun for your recreation 
room . . lights flash, bell rings when 
ball strikes bumper. Score climbs 
automatically on back panel 

You keep the ball whizzing with a 
hand-operated kicker. Steel body 
with clear plastic top, spring trigger 
5 steel balls. Uses 4 “D” batteries 
(sold below). Measures 26x13x15 
inches high. 
79 N 204L-Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $9.99 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
79 N 4660. .. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

5-in-1 Triple Alleys 
Play bowling, skill ball, shufHe- 
board, horse or auto racing. Balls Space-age Pinball Game return, ring bell 4 shuffleboard Win 18 prizes with “3 Keys to Treasure" 

Revolving treasure wheel pops open when you win pinball Shoot 3 rocket (ball) to the moon and RU nani pias 4 bull 2 
game, Prizes are trinkets, charms. Clear plastic top, metal Lus i DG Peir de pa gets; pete Eel ae 
base, plastic legs, marbles. 22x10x12 inches high. D SOSA On ag DUM ert Cer spinners. Wood frame. 60x29x26 in. 
79 N 433C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.99 Plastic case Five steel bells included. high. Fasy to assemble. Freight (rail 4 Measures 15x8x2 in. high or truck) or express. 92 SEARS no 49 N 448—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz....$1.77 79 N 452N-Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs. $9.99 

Cutod pane scans by cheisimasdmisebeciudc M conn 



John F. Kennedy 

and PT-109 
Famous LANDMARK Books 
Here are the great events of world history 

told in denen: fast-moving books 

specially edited for children ages 8 to 16 

The War in Koreo, 
Robert Leckie 

The Flying Tigers. U.S, Frogmen of 
John Toland. Their World War Il. Wy 

att Blassingham Gripping account matchless record 

Exploits of Navy of U.N. “police ac against almost 
demolition teams. tion," 1950-53 overwhelming odds. 

Title number 12 Title number 13 Title number 11 

Guadalcanal Dio- 
ry. Abridged. Rich 
ard Tregaskis. On- 
the-spot account of 
a famous battle. 
Title number 21 

Thirty Seconds 
Over Tokyo. Law 
son and C 
Exciting acc 
& daring raid. 
Title number 20 

er" and the Third 
Reich. 
Title number 19 

about famous 
people. . beautifully 

illustrated 

49°~ 
Each book is a collection of short stories about men 
or women who have left their mark in their chosen 
field of endeavor. Each 556x734 inches, 216 pages. 

Titles 11 cei ad of Ice by Robert Webb— stories 
of polar explorations) 

12 (Famous Investigators by Richard Deming— 
about criminal sleuths such as J. Edgar Hoover) 

13 (Stories of Great Physicians i Raymond F. 
Jones—battles against disease and suffering) 

Tay arose. Who esd. the War ty Ane ei 
Cateau De Leeuw—valiant nurses of history) 

3 N 419F-State title number. Wt. ea. 12 oz... Ea, 49c 

‘ating vade scans by christmas nuiseleciwdcl com. 

GREAT AMERICAN 

FIGHTER PILOTS 

OF WORLD WAR II 

14 (John F. Kennedy and PT-109) 
15 (Americans into Orbit) 
16 (Great American Fighter Pilots) 
22 (D-Day: June 6, 1944) 
23 (From Pearl Harbor to Okinawa) 

Seabees of World War II) 
S. Border Patrol) 

27 (The Sinking of the Bismarck) 
28 (Lawrence of Arabia) 
29 (Our Independence and 

Constitution) 
31 (The Wright Brothers) 
32 (The Vikings); 35 (Gettysburg) 
33 (The Story of the U.S. Marines) 
34 (Custer's Last Stand) 
36 (Betsy Ross and the Flag) 
38 (Clara Barton of the 

American Red Cross) 
39 (Abe Lincoln) 
40 (Witchcraft of 
41 (The West Point Story) 
42 (The Secret Service) 
43 (America's First World War) 
44 (Remember the Alamo) 
45 (The Story of the Paratroops) 
46 (The American Revolution) 
47 (Story of the Naval Academy) 
48 (The Battle for the Atlantic) 
49 (Story of the U.S. Air Force) 
50 (Swamp Fox of the Revolution) 
51 (Joan of Arc) 
52 (The Battle of Britain) 
53 (Story of Albert Schweitzer) 
State tithe number.192 pgs. 544x844 in 
3N493F-Wt. each 1 lb, Each $1.59 

Winston Churchill. 
Quentin Reynolds 
Story of one of 
England's most fa- 
mous statesmen. 

Title number 18 

Dwight D. Eisen- 
hower. Malcolm 
Moos. Story of a 
great American in 
war and peace. 
Title number 17 

The Story of Sub- 
marines. George 
Weller. From 300. 
B.C. diving bell to 
nüclear giants 
Title number 24 

The F.B.I, Quentin 
Reynolds, Authen. 
tic account of its 
origin, history and 
operation. 
Title number 37 

Badger Books . . nonfiction for 

young readers who want to ex- 
plore the worlds they like best 

88°- 
science, paleni exploration, om ‘italy A etc. iut = 
Tustrated in full color. T394 inches. 96 pages. 
Titles 11 (Lost Worlds, the Men Who Found Them) 

13 (Stories of Great Battles) 
14 (Trailblazers of America) 
15 (African Adventures); 17 (Walt Disney's 

Animal Adventures in Lands of Ice, Snow) 

(Treasures. at ) 
3 N 538F-State lille number. Wt. ea. 1 lb. Ea. 88c 



Moving-target 
Shooting Gallery 

"our" s488 

Aim any toy bullet, cork, 
dart gun like 79 N 2726C 
and 79 N 2637C below, at 6 
targets on turning wheel. 
Score and it resets itself. Run 
by 4-minute clock spring 
motor. Also, when you hit 
swinging bullseye—it rings . . 
3 ducks—they fall. Fiber- 
board. 434 ft. Unassembled. 

7 

Archery Set with 

two 46-inch hickory bows, 6 arrows 

and sturdy Bullseye target 

Long-borrel 
Repeater 

Score points in a 2-man archery match. Easy-pull 
bows, pla grips. Rubber suction tips e 18- 
in. arrows stick to big 2244-inch target with wood 

2 tripod. 2 wristguards, 2 finger guards. 
Q 79 N 426C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs... . .Set $4.44 

$299 

Rifle 
shoots 

plastic balls 

Daisy rifle has 2-way 
lever cocking action, 

14-inch aluminum Shoots twelve, 50-cali- 
barrel. Includes 6 ber cork balls. 34 inch- 

-barrel targets. es long, Ideal for shoot- 
stock. 28 in. ing 

over-all. Wt. 2 Ibs. i 
79 N 2726C..$2.99 

Sharp-shooting fun. 
Load 2 silver-color 
pistols with 5 corks 
each, Ready . aim. .. 
pop! All stick on im- 
pact to 22x18-inch 
target. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 455C. . $2.87 

biis E ED 

Taine Give younger archers 
this 42-in. bow . . 4 arrows 
16-inch 4-color target mounted on Masonite 
Presdwood. Hickory bow, hunter's grip. Rubber- 
tip arrows. Plastic quiver, arm guard, finger tab. 
79 N 2540C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... .Set $2.93 

Pitch ball into chute . . f 
volume Play Ball Toss with the 

Pope is score-keeping Jolly Clown 

Toss a ball into his hat . . action starts. If you're a good bopper, the beetles fly 32-inch Huckleberry Hound. Instant-playmate doesn’t talk 

Head swings side to side via but really s ball. Pitcher into big frog's mouth. He snaps shut and His eyes spin . . score clicks in his mouth 

spring. Snag it with 3 rings, ges each windup. In- you score. All in fun and Mr. Frog doesn't and ball pops back out of his bow tie. Tar- 
land 3 bean bags in mouth, hit — clu target.. pinch. Includes: 1234-in. frog trap, two get, 1934 in. high. 4 balls. Plastic. 
Masonite Presdwood target clock spring mechanism, 4 plas- 4x6-in. polyethylene Beetles and two 49 N 327—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. .$2.99 

with 3 suction-cup darts. tic balls and easy instructions. ^ 1914-in. Beetle Boppers. 
79 N 466C— Wt. 5 lbs..$3.29 49 N 121—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.$4.87 49 N 392—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 3 oz.. . $3.43 xs: SEARS 93 
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For horse lovers of all ages . . 

Album of Horses by Marguerite Henry 
Fascinating accounts of twenty-two important breeds of borses plus the 
mule and the burro. Each account is accompanied by a gorgeous full- 
page portrait in full color. 112 pages. 934x113 inches. 
3 N.1681—Sbipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces.................$2.74 

Wesley Dennis Album of Horse Paintings. 16 beautiful full-color paint- 
ings from the Album of Horses (above). 40 pgs., 1254x1434 in. each. 
3 N 446—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces . $3.67 

Cumiod pane scans by cheisintas-muaselecimic com 

Books by Marguerite Henry 
. superbly illustrated 

Stormy, Mis es 
Mi. Kal vas om 
aftermath of a great EI 
71914 inches. 224 pages. 
3N635-Wt. tlb. oz. $2.74 

Misty of. raca aatan a 
Sana sister pe 

wild ponies. 
ex ret 176 pages. 
3N953-Wt. 11b. 402, $2.74 

cory: Ma; teogve. Li: 3 
wild po j Chincoteague. 
7 in. 176 pgs. 
3N955-We 11b.4oz. $2.74 

Block Gold. Award-winning 
tacky Dens the famous Ken- 

tby winner. 7! 4x 
DA in. 176 pages. 

3N1652-Wt.1Ib.8oz. $2.74 

King of the Wind. Newberry 
award winner about " ra 

3N724-Wt. 11b.8oz. $2.74 

ede Rs 

749% ln. en 
3N633-Wt. 11b. 8 oz, $2.74 

humanity. 68 
7x914 in. 160 pages. 
3N725-Wt. 11b. 6oz. $1.59 

Bering en Put 

e mur to nee bee 
tarts. 774x934 in. 48 pages. 
3N634-Wt. 8 0z....$1.79 

Black Stallion Series 
by Walter Farley 

+19 
Exciting stories of great Arabian stal- 
lions. Illustrated. 256-320 

Kids, write Mr, Farley t 
Stallion Club, get official 
457 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 

913—New—Black Stallion Challenged (race with island stallion, Flame) 
Black Stallion 

Black Stallion Mystery 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 

fury Horse Stories by Albert G. 
T. Must. $1735 in. 192 pgs 

State title number. 11(Stallion of 

i A(Frog: the 
thet Pie na Mens) 15(Sorrel 
Stallion). 
3 N 435F—Wt. 14 oz Each $1.77 

GoldenStollion.8$ (x 111(in.64, 
3N432—Wt. Moz... 89e 

Notional Velvet. A heart-warmi warming 
story, Illust. 834x12 in. 108 pgs. 
3N436—Wt. 11b. $ oz, ..$2.67 

All Horses Go to Heaven. 30 fa- 
mous illust. stories. 6x9 in. $12 pgs. 
3N437—Wt. 11b. 12 oz. .$4.67 

'. Best-loved st 
eid 1234 in. pia 
3N 653—Wt. 13 oz. 

Bie Ane e Ger le 

3N475—Wt. Ed $4.67 

Boys' Life Book of Horse Stories. 
LO exciting tales. $9428 in. Di 
3N487—Wt 11b...... 1.57 

American Girl Book of 10 Fuel 
MUT A T in. 192 pgs. 
3N488—Wt. 11b........ eerta 57 

3N 745—Black Stallion's Sulky Colt 
3N1639—Black Stallion Revolts 
3 N 912— Black Stallion and Flame 

Each $1.99 

Cavalcade of American Horses. All 
light breeds conformations, per- 
formance, history. 624x9 in. 311 pgs. 
3 N 628—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 0z....$2.83 

Warne ete for de 
Western rider. 654x914 in. 111 pgs. 
3N627—Wt. 12 oz,........$2.67 

Horses, Horses. 32 full-color 
Over 300 illust. 811034 in. 160 pgs. 
3 N 629—Wt. 11b. {1 oz... "32.83 
Horses of Tedov. een oL 

various breeds. po E y EA in. 128 In. 

Errcter vei : p 
The Thoroughbred. story 
cU TE noaa 96pgs. 
3N632—Wt. ($4.67 

Fenner. 6x9: me pgs. 
3N734—Wt. 1 Ib. 502.....$2.67 

px ET or lust. in. 1. SN WE Lie ann sae 
Men e War. Walter arly. 
winning 6 
3 SN 11b. 1.83.47 

Learn to Ride, Hunt ond Show. 
Gordon Wright. Illustrated guide. 
834x1134 in. 128 
3N911—Wt 1 lb. 60z.....$3.47 

ros ted Johnson. Guide on 

Shoe 
ete. Suge in So pee 
pg. wt. 11b... .$1.77 

Popular Animal Stories 
Dogs, Dogs. 8x1034 in. 160 pgs. Ilust. 
3N637—Wt. ! Ib. 12 oz $2.83 

Cats, Cats. Ilust. 8x1034 in. 160 pgs. 
3 N 638—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.83 

Dogs: Heroes, Adventurers, Friends. 
30 famous stories. 614x9 in. 336 prs. 
3 N 478—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz $3.67 
Bob, Son of Battle 83 x1114 in. 64 pgs. 
3 N 465—Wt. 12 oz. 89c 

Lassie Come Home. Eric Knight 
Color illust. 514x734 in. 256 pages 
3 N 625—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.....$2.99 
The Yearling. Pulitzer prize winner. 
about boy, fawn. 7x934 in. 400 pgs. 
3 N 943— Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... .$4.67 
Smoke Across the Highlands. 2 boys, 
a Scottish collie. 514x774 in. 208 pgs 
3 N 479—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, $2.37 



———— * 

ELECTRONIC (am 
RIFLE RANGE 

Guns shoot harmless, 
noiseless bullets of light . . 
target lights up and 
bell rings when you 
score a hit on bullseye 

$999 

without batteries 

Electronic 
Rifle Range 

Become an expert marksman with this action-packed, 
skill developing target set. 35-inch hi-impact plastic 
rifle shoots at the speed of light with pr 

curacy, has adjustable, telescopic-like . Target 
with photo-electric cell is 16 x 20 inches high, Spring- 
action motor keeps bullseye in motion and act: 
scoring “timer.” Targi 
uses one 9-volt battery . . 

Electronic 
Pistol Range 

Realistic, replica of a 45-caliber automatic 
target pistol of hefty plastic. 16 x 13- 
inch high target has photo-electric cell. 
When you score bullseye the word HIT 
lights up, bell rings. Pistol operates on 
one 9-volt battery, target on 6 “D” bat- 
teries . . order below. 

isa 
uses 6 “D” batteries, rifle 

order below. 

79 N 2719LM—Shipping weight 9 Ibs....,., $13.99 49 N 2718M Shipping wt, 5 Ibs... $9.99 
Heavy duty 9-volt Battery. Shipping w 5 oz. 49 N 6417M—9-volt Battery. Wt. 4 oz 

p Each. Š 45c 79 N 2670M h $1.45 
79 N 4660- Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. “D” Battery. 

Each. 16c; 4 for 60c 49 N 4660.. 
hipping weight each 4 oz. 
ie Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Release the flying “skeet bird", o0 e 
down it with 
Daisy Rifle 

Flying Duck 
Shooting Gallery 

$397 

Now you can practice winging 
ducks as they whirl in flight. 
You fire from a standing posi- 
tion as the 3 duck targets cir- 
cle at least 12 times with each 
setting. When hit, ducks flop 
down .. just as they do in a 
genuine shooting gallery. 

The 2134-inch plastic rifle 
shoots rubber suction- 
cup darts. Three darts are in- 
cluded. Metal target stand is 
434 feet high. 
79 N 379C—Wt. 5 1bs..$3.97 

Stand back (up to 15 ft.) .. step 
on the pneumatic release that 
springs "bird" from behind the 
10-inch skeet house. As metal- 
rimmed target soars up, bring it 
down with your Daisy "western 
style" lever-action rifle. Heavy- 
gauge steel with plastic forearm 
and stock. Fires 12 cork balls 
with 1 loading. Includes pop- 
apart “bird target,” that can be 
re-used, 24 cork balls. 
79 N 337C—Wt. 5 lbs....$7.84 94 SEARS res 

D 
Calteiod page scans by distintas amiselediaical com 



American history in words and pictures— 

The American Heritage Junior Library 

Bach 9337 SemJ27.0" s1770 
Famous Battles of American History. Pages 
thunder with history in the making from 
Bunker Hill to D-Day. Dozens of pictures, 
about half in full color. A rich addition to a 

,.154 pages. 

Battle ot Gettysburg); 15(Texas and the 
War with Mexico); 16(D-Day, The Inva 
sion of Europe). State title number. 
3 N 903F— Postpaid. (Wt. 21bs.) Ea. $3.37 

Full Set of 6 books above. 
3 N 902— Post paid. (Wt. 12 Ibs.) Set 17.70 

The Real West. Not the storybook V S 
but the real West and the real people who 
made it all it was. Packed with illustra: 
tions, about half in full color. Researched 
by leading authorities. 7x10 in., 154 pages. 

Titles (Cowboys and Cattle Coun 
try); 12 (Westward on the Oregon Trail); 
13(Indians of the Plains); 14(The Cali 
fornia Gold Rush; 15(Railroads in the 
Days of Steam); 16(Steamboats on the 
Mississippi). State title number 
3 N 905F-Post paid. (Wt, 21bs.) Ea. $3.37 

Full Set of 6 books above. 
3 N 904-Postpaid. (Wt. 12 lbs.) Set 17.70 

^ 

AKA UC 

"cat 

~ 

Beautiful 15-book 

library of classics 

in American and 

English literature 

All for $ 1 1" 

Gives the budding reader 
a broad sampling of 

Great Writers Series for ages 12 and up 

y 8967 
Stories, novels, poems—all the highly readable and 
enriching kind that you can really enjoy. Fascinating 
biography of the author. New Melville and Bret 
Harte editions, Each about 480 pages. 554x834 in. 
Titles 11 (O. Henry Stories—35 stories) 

12 (Poe Stories—27 stories, 8 poems) 
13 (Jack London—2 novels, 18 stories) 
14 (Kipling Stories—28 stories) 
15(Mark Twain Stories—2 novels) 
16(Conan Doyle—6 Sherlock Holmes stories) 
17 (H. G. Wells—stories and 2 novels) 
rey be Harte Stories—over 10 stories) 
19 (Melville Stories—Billy Budd and the best 

of Moby Dick and Typee) 
State title number. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

3N579F € . Each $2.67 

Giant Full-color Books on nature, 
astronomy and foreign lands 

JUR 
Facts made fun. The Whitman World Library 
Series provides big, fact- -filled 1034x123{-inch books 
with full-color pictures on every page. 112 pages. 

Titles 11 "e apex 
12 World of Nations—all about life in 
SM countries) 

13 rom it about the universe, 

14 (The World of o Animals) 
15 (Insects in Our World) 

State title number. Shpg. Km 
3N542F.. Each $1.77 

Whitman Learn-About Books iia 
on nature, —— A 

ieu to 
to the Future); 

|. Shpg. wt. Pus Bor 

‘Siting Dade scans by cuisines maseteciuc com 

tterflies, and 
A Ero Out First Step 

Since the World Began); 31 (The 

.. ..Each 57c 

| KIPLING 
7| STORIES 

H.G. WELLS | 
4 

great works to help him 
develop and widen. his 
tastes while he satisfies 
his reading hunger. In 
cludes novels, plays, an 
autobiography and short 
stories. You can thrill to 
an exotic Poe mystery 
tale, chuckle at the do- 
mestic intrigue in Jane 
Austen, discover the 
range of human experi- 
ence in a Shakespeare 
dassic. Why just wish 
you could read all the 
works at right when you 
«an! Hardbound. Each 
534x754 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 
3N845....Set $11.77 

List of Titles 

Treasure Island 
Pride and Prejudice 
Shakespeare's Masterpieces 
Tom Sawyer 
Robinson Crusoe 
Silas Marner 
Poe's Mystery Tales 
Last of the Mohicans 
Travels of Marco Polo 
Tale of Two Cities 
Wuthering Heights 
Black Beauty 
House of Seven Gables 
20,000 Leagues Under 

the Sea by Jules Verne 
The complete Autobiog- 

raphy of Ben Franklin 

Golden Handbooks 

82. 

loves the outdoors and 

reference books for 

State title number. 
3 N 541F—Wt ca. 5 oz. Ea. 82c 

and Nature Guides 

body who 
ias a touch 

of curiosity. Pocket size. Excell 

on held 

For young and old—an: eaves 

and amateur, easy to carry 
trips. Written „and prepared by 

field. Man; 

lent 



Shoot the moving grizzly bear 
with your dart-firing rifle 
and he'll stop . . roar.. 
and then try to run away 

$7799 without 
batteries 

The indoor-outdoor bear hunt game that includes a lifelike battery- 
powered grizzly bear, a double-barrel rifle with 6 rubber-tipped 
suction-cup darts, As bear moves the hunter sights and fires . . bear 
roars as he's hit, and scrambles in the opposite direction. Another 

Shotgun Crow Shoot 

$166 

It's shoot-'em-up time for these plastic 

crows and the object of this game is to 
knock the five birds off their wire perch 
for contest points. You've got a 21-inch 
double-barrel steel shotgun and 10 cork 
“bullets” to do the job. 
49 N 150—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 02..$1.66 

Carnival Shooting Gallery 

$397 

The rabbits go ‘round and ’round and the 
ducks parade in a continuous row . . all by 
means of a well constructed wind-up 
mechanism. Colorful metal shooting gal- 
lery 17x10 in. high with plastic dart gun 
and 4 rubber-tipped darts. 
49 N 264—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs, 8 oz....$3.97 

Gutsiod pae Scans by dinaa maienc com 

shot (without reloading) 
plastic, 1034 in. high. 28 in. long spring 

79 N 260C—Shipping weight 3 pounds... 

and he howls again. Bear of high-impact 
on rifle of high-impact 

plastic. Order 4 "D" batteries 79 N 4660 listed below at right. 

$7.99 

Rabbit Hunt 

$269 

Loads of fun as you test your marksman- 
ship and try to hit this freewheeling 

rabbit. Just wind him up and then set him 
to go straight or in circles. 24-inch double 
barrel plastic shotgun, 2 suction cup darts 
and a 9-inch mechanical rabbit. 

79 N 384C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs.. ..$2.69 

Mickey Mouse Target Game 

$922 

Your favorite characters in a brand new 
game. Just hit the bullseye on Donald 

up target with le 
tol, 3 darts, 2 plastic ducks. 
49 N 333—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.22 

HUBLEY'S Jungle Hunt for Big Game Hunters 

s] 544 without batte 

Take careful aim and shoot big game as animals pop in and out of the 
bush. When hippo, leopard, lion, gorilla or rhino appear, turn pistol 
grip to aim Hunter. Pull trigger . . if aim is right animal falls over. 
Here's the jungle in durable, molded plastic .. dense, dark and 
realistic. 25x22x8 in. high. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 252L— Shipping weight 9 pounds. . 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery, Shpg. wt. 4 oz 

es 

er $15.44 

ich 16c; 4 for 60c 

Beam of light 
hits the bullseye 
and spins wheel 
for your score 

Zipees® Electronic Shot 'n' Spin 

$1266 without batteries 

Full-size 30-in. plastic rifle shoots a safe, accurate beam of light at 
the colorful target; bell rings while wheel spins. Target and gun 
are break resistant. 9x7x8-in. high target has metal stand. Order 7 
“D” batteries 79 N 4660 listed above. 

79 N 2722C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . -$12.66 

rca SEARS 95 
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Illustrated Military History of World War II 

h 
Volume $217 

European Theater. 1939-45. On, under the 
sea, in the skies, on land . . all seven titles 
listed below. 60 to 91 pages. 744x844 in. 

3 N 767—Wt. 6 lbs. 2 oz. Set $11.88 
State title number below 

11 (European Land Battles 1939-43) 
12 (E. ropa an Land Battles 1944-45) 

1 Battles N. Africa, , Italy) 
War in the West ders) 

val War in the West—Wolf Packs) 
Air War in the West 1939-May 1941) 
Air War in the West 1941-April 1945) 

3N576F—Wt. ca. 12 oz. Each $2.17 

Cutie vade scans by cheisimatmuseleciudcd pom 

Mie $1188 

Pacific Theater. War in China, Burma. Japa 
nese expansion 1845 to her surrender in 1945, 
Incl. all seven titles below. 66 to 116 pages. 
3 N 768—Wt. 6 lbs. 2 oz Sct $11.88 

State title number below 
] Battles—Allies in China) 
s—Japanese Asian E 

nd Battles— Japanese Ambiti 

21 (Naval War in the Pacific o Tokyo 

22 (Pacific Naval War: Rising Sun of Nippon) 
23 (Air War with Japan: Air Power Leads Way 
24 (Air War with Japan: Victory in t 
3 N 576F—Shpg. wt. ea. 12 oz.. Each 

Stories of the Air 
in war and peace 

$497 
A collection of books for adults ranging from the 
first attempts at ht up to and including 

3 Alley" in Korea and the cold war. Each 
book is beautifully illustrated . . with a har 
some, colorful cover. Cloth binding. Each is 

hes. 256 to 345 pages. about 614x914 

State tithe number below 

11 (World War II in the Ai 
12 (World War II in the A 
13 (Great Air Battles) 
14 (Air Escape and Evasion) 
15 (Early Air Pioneers 
16 (Test Pilots) 

Shipping weight each 1 pound 14 ounces. 
3 N769F Each $4.97 

ope) 
he Pacific) 

The Game. Official history of 
Nat'l Football League. Incl. 288 

full-color action photos, 150 
k and white, facts, records. 

3N775—Wt. 3 ibs. 1 oz. $8.97 
Illustrated History of Olympics. 
From 776 B.C. Roster of all champs 
1896-1960. 400 illust. 340 pgs. 
3N776-Wt 3 lbs. 1o o. Bex 67 

Story of Baseball. Lively, infor- 
mal history. Most exciting high- 
lights, records, 100 photographs. 
3 N 777—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $3,37 

Table-top Car Racing. Track lay- 
outs, techniques, ügns, rules, 
instr. on how to build cars. 
3 N 778—Wt. 11b. 2 oz... $4.47 

Pointers on Athletics by West 
Point football, baseball, basket- 
ball and track and field coaches. 
3 N 779—Wt. 11b. 2 oz.. . $3.67 

Pro Football's Hall of Fome. 
Award winner. Gridiron immortals. 
3 N 789—Shpg. wt. 1 1b... $4.47 

MacArthur: Life 
of a General 

Fascinating life story by John F. Kennedy. A study 
A. P. Julian. Mlust. 59gx of 8 great Americans. 514x 
814 in. 179 pgs. 

Leathernecks 

History of U.S. Marines Charles Mercer. Vivid his- 
from 1775. 644x934 in. tory of the French Foreign 
277 pes. Wt. 11b. 7 oz. Legion, Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

$4.47 38N771.......... $5.47 

814 inches. 192 pgs. 

3N772-Wt. 120z. $3.67 3 N 773-Wt. 14 oz. $2.37 

Legion of 
Strangers 

$427 
Each book brings you a rich 
heritage. Richly bound and il- 
lustrated accounts of their ori- 
gins up to their present day 
duties and organization. 6x9 in. 

State title number below 

11( Compact History of the U.S. 
Marine Corps—336 pages) 

12 (Compact History of the U.S, 
Air Force—352 pages) 

13 (Compact History of the U.S. 
Navy—368 pages) 

14 (Compact History of the U.S. 
Army—288 pages) 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

3N786F......... Each $4.97 

Youngsters love 
Science Fiction 

3287 h 
Imaginative stories of time, 
space and other worlds by noted 
authors, 534x834 in. 192-224 pgs. 

State title number below 
11 (Attack from Atlantis) 
12 (Outpost of Jupiter) 
13 (Spacemen Go Home) 
14 (Stadium Beyond the Stars) 
15 (The Star Conquerors) 
16 (Rockets to Nowhere) 
17 (The World at Bay) 
18 (The Mysterious Planet) 
19 (Missing Men of Saturn) 
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For Basketball at its best.. 
Pull spring-action levers to shoot ball 

into basket from any of 16 spots 

$69? 

28x14-inch metal court 

You'll soon be a high-scoring sharpshooter on 
long shots, hook shots and free throws. Just aim 
the ball from any position, pull a lever and watch 
your shot whiz through the basket. Chance of 
losing ball to opponent makes every shot even 
more exciting. Large size court is realistic looking; 
6 levers rim the outside 

Flippers adjust for more accurate aim (tool 
supplied). Keep score by moving dials on metal 
backboards. One to 6 can play for team competi- 
tion. Plastic net baskets, 2 plastic balls, rules incl. 
79 N 449C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. ..$6.99 

Just aim the golfer, then press button .. 
club swings and hits ball right into the hole 

GOLFERINO *1244 
Test your skill on this complete 9-hole miniature golf course. There 
are realistic bridges, tunnels, sand traps and hazards like those you 
find on a golf course to make the game a real challenge. When the ball 

goes into the 9th hole, a bell rings and a gold-colored loving cup pops 
up, announcing the winner of the game. It's great fun for youngsters, 
adults . . the whole family. This colorful, compact set is designed of 
sturdy molded plastic to withstand the rugged wear and tear of en- 
thusiastic players. About 23x24 inches long. Rules and score cards 
are included. 
79 N 250L—Shipping weight 9 pounds... $12.44 

Skill Drive Magnetic Raceway Game 
Guide cars around obstacle course 

; $169 
Speedway thrills for 
the racing-car fan 

Take the wheel your- 
self and maneuver a 
sports car over wild, 
twisty course right on 
1034x14-inch card- 
board raceway. 
Two miniature plas- 

tic cars tear around 
curves, under tunnels, 
past roadblocks. You 
control each car with 
magnet under the race- 
way—just work wheel 
right, left, to or fro. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 383 $1.69 

Citai pace scans by Deisthiatnisetediwical com 

BAS-KET $329 
Enjoy the thrills of basketball as you zip through action-packed games on this 
20x12-in. fiberboard court. 6 lever-controlled flippers let you sink basket from 
any of 12 different spots. "S ' the ball from your opponent, too, when it 

comes into your area. Set up the game in seconds everything you need is 
right in the box: realistic backboards, fold-down net baskets, plastic ball and 
metal flippers. Keep score by moving dials on backboard. Complete set of 
rules, One to six can play for team competition. 
79 N 202C— Shipping weight 3 pounds 

4-lane Electric $588 
Road Race 

4 plastic cars speed over wide, vibrating 
track. Hardboard base, steel frame. 28x15 
inches wide. One spinner. Plug into any 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC outlet. UL listed. 

79 N 417C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs...$5.88 

$3.29 

Battery-operated $239 
without 

Road Race batteries 

4 cars, vibrating track. 20x13 in.; plas- 

tic. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
79 N 244C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. . $2.39 

"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 2 oz. 
79 N 4665... .. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 



Brothers Karamezov. Dostoyevsky. 
3 N 890—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.77 

War and Peace. Abridged. Tolstoy 
3 N 893—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ..$3.67 

Three Musketeers. Alex. Dumas. 
3 N 929 —Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.77 

Rebecco. Daphne du Maurier 
3 N 896—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ..$1.77 

Old Man and the Sea. Hemingway 
3 N 944— Shpg. wt. 8 oz....$2.97 
The Virginian. Owen Wister. 
3 N 863—Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz...$4.47 

Red Badge 
of Courage 

Crane's classic 
novel of the Civil 
War. 
Shpg.wt. 13 oz 

3 N 936..$1.77 

Our Incredible Civil War. Davis. 
Unique and curious events, etc. 
3 N 825—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.....$4.47 

The Land They Fought For: the 
Story of the South as the Confed- 
eracy 1832-65. Clifford Dowdey. 
3 N B09—Wt. I Ib. 12 oz. ..$5.27 

This Hallowed Ground: the Story of 
the Civil War, Bruce Catton. 
3 N 810—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 

Two Years Before the Most. Dana. 
3 N 926—Shpg. wt. 13 oz...$1.77 

Age of Fighting Sail: Story of 
Naval War of 1812. C.S, Forester. 
3 N 811—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. ...$4.47 

H. M. S, Bounty. Alexander McKee. 
3 N 819—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $3.97 

Around the World Submerged. 
Commander Edward L. Beach. Voy- 
age of the nuclear sub U.S.S. Triton. 
3 N 824—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz $4.47 

Run Silent, Run Deep. Cmdr. Beach. 
3 N 823—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $3.37 

Everything But the Flak. Caidin 
1960 flight of 3 WW II bombers. 
3 N 826—Shpg. wt, 14 oz...$4.47 

$5.77 

Hi-teen Hootenanny Guitar 

Bill Magill—top pro—teaches the 
right way to play guitar. Illust. In- 
cludes chord section, term dictionary, 
10 extensive lessons, 100 songs. 
3 N 794—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 12 02.$4.77 

Hootenanny Song Book 

ing and playing 

for guitar, piano, 
3 N 433—Shpg. r r EPA 

Cutie pane scans by cheisimas waleetecindcal pom 

Specially selected for young adults 

by Wm. Shakespeare 
Comedies Vol. I: Tempest, Tw: 
Gentlemen of Verona, Merry Wives 
of Windsor, Measure for Measure, 
Comedy of Errors, Much Ado 
About Nothing, Love's Labour Lost, 
A Midsummer Night's Dream. 550 
pages 
3 N 907—Shpg. wt. 13 oz 
Comedies Vol. Il: Merchant of Ven- 
ice, As You Like It, Taming of the 

$1.77 

All's Well That Ends Well 
12th Night, Winter's Tale. 567 pgs. 
3 N 908—Shpg. wt. 13 oz...$1.77 

Tragedies Vol. I: Coriolanus, Romeo 
and Juliet, Troilus and Cressida, 
Titus Andronicus, Macbeth, Timon 
of Athens, Julius Caesar. 592 pe 

1.77 3 N 909 Shpg. wt. 13 oz 
Tragedies Vol. a 
Lear, Othello, 
patra, Cymbeline, Pericles. 696 pgs. 
3 N 910—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. ..$1.77 

Revisited 

Rod Serling. 13 
weird, wonder- 
ful tales. Wt 
2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
3N818-$3.37 

Twilight Zone. 13 stories. 
3N763-Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 02.$3.37 

Great Tales of Terror and the 
Supernatural. 52 authors. 
3 N 900-Wt. 2 lbs. . . $2.67 

Alfred Hitchcock's Haunted House- 
ful. 9 spooky tales from the classics. 
3 N 706—Wt 1 Ib. 4 oz $3.37 

Alfred Hitchcock's Solve-them- 
yourself Mysteries. 
3 N 539—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 
Alfred Hitchcock's Ghostly Gallery. 
Spirited tales of terror and suspense: 
3 N 540—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. ..$3.37 

$3.37 

Complete Tales of Edgar Allan Poe. 
3 N 935—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ..$3.47 
Fourteen Great Detective Stories. 
3 N 898—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.77 

Popular-pri 

greatest novel 

The Poems of Longfellow. 
3 N 931—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
Golden Treasury. Palgrave. Lyric 
poetry, incl. Khayyam’s Rubaiyat. 
3 N 925—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.77 

Sonnets From the Portuguese. Eliza- 
beth Barrett Browning. 
3 N 816—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

$1.77 

$2.37 

Complete Poems. Robert Frost 
3 N 822—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ..$5.37 
Family Book of Verse. Gannett. 
3 N 815—Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz... .$4.47 

The F.B I. 
Story 

Don White- 
head 192 
pages. 83x11 
in. Illustrated 
Wt. 2 Ibs. 

3N843-$3.37 

Profiles in Courage. John F. Ken- 
nedy. Handsome memorial edition. 
3 N774—Wt. 11b. 8 oz $3.67 

When the Cheering Stopped. Smith 
Woodrow Wilson's last years. 
3 N 820—Wt. 1 1b. 8 oz.....$5.37 

Men to Match My Mountains: the 
Opening of the Far West. Stone. 
3 N 812—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ..$5.37 

Life and Writings of Abraham Lin- 
coln. Philip Van Doren Stern. 
3 N 942—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz...$2.67 

Men Who Made the Nation: the Ar- 
chitects of the Young Republic 
1782-1802. John Dos Passos 
3 N 788—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ..$5.87 
Benjomin Franklin's Autobiography, 
Selections from his Other Works. 
3 N,939— Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.77 

The White 
House 

A historical 
guide. Full-color 
hard-cover bind 
ing. 219 illust 
incl. 178 color. 

Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
$3.37 3 N840 

We The People: Story of the 
U.S. Capitol. 175 illust., incl 
136 full-color. 144 pages. Hard 
cover. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
3N841.. $3.37 

, poetry 

d editions of the world 

nd nonfiction 

Gone With 
The Wind 

Margaret Mitch- 
ell's classic story 
set during the 
American Civil 

3 N 866... $4.97 

Kim. Rudyard Kipling’s beloved 
novel of adventure in India. 
3N930-Shpg. wt. 12 oz..$1.77 

Diary of A Young Girl. Anne Frank 
3 N 938—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.77 
Ovt of My Life and Thought. Life 
story of Albert Schweitzer. 
3 N 791—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz 

A Tree Grows In Brooklyn. Smith. 
3N817—Wt. 1 1b. 12 oz...$4.47 

How Green Is My Valley. Llewellyn. 
3 N 867 —Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz... $4.47 

Tess of the D'Urbervilles. Hardy. A 
novel of implacable fate. 
3 N 922—Shpg. wt. 12 oz 

$3.67 

$1.77 

Dear 
Teen-ager 

Abigail (“Dear 
Abby") Van Bur- 
en. À helpful guide. 
Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
3 N B32...$2.67 

The Catholic Youth's Guide to Life 
and Love. Rev. Msgr. G. A. Kelly. 
Boys and girls, ages 12-20, 
3 N 804—Shpg. wt. 14 oz...$3.67 

Walden. Henry David Thoreau. 
3 N 937 —Shpg. wt. 12 0z...$1.77 

Act One. Moss Hart. Warm, engros- 
sing story of the theater. 
3 N 921— Shpg. wt. 13 oz...$1.77 
Best American Humorous Short 
Stories. Incl. Thurber, Twain, etc. 
3 N 927—Shpg. wt. 12 02...$1.77 

Hilarious! Charlie Brown and Pea- 
nuts by Charles M. Schulz. Illust. 
New—the latest, | Need All the 

Friends | Can Get. 
3 N 411—Wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz $1.59 

Happiness Is a Warm Puppy. 
3 N 799—Shpg. wt. 7 oz.... 1.72 
Security Is a Thumb and a Blanket. 
3 N 802—Shpg. wt. 7 oz.. ..$1.72 

best known, most widely loved and 
sung American folk songs. Includes: 
complete piano Meer e for 100 
songs; y lines with guitar and 
banjo chords for the rest. 
3 N792—Wt 31bs. 6 oz..... $7.67 

In His Own Write 
dm ret 's witty and hilar- 

poems, parodies and 
inimitable Lennon. 
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AIR JET $966 
4-in-1 Game 

Two can play tennis, one or two can play bas 
ketball, bowling or tic-tac-toe. Squeeze the bulb 
and air jet shoots out plastic ball over tennis 
ne or into scoring holes. Game can be set up. 

easily. Converts from one game to another 

quickly. About 23x7 inches wide. Plastic and 
chipboard. 12 balls included. Ages 5 to 16. 

49 N 341—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.66 

Battery-powered $966 te: 
Compact Bowling battories 

battery-powered arm zooms 
ound, brushes against adjust 

able aimer and goes down to knock over wooden 
bowling pins. Bowler controls direction and 
speed. White molded plastic base with red and 
yellow trim, 14x21 in long. Order two "D" 
batteries below 
79 N 349C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs $3.66 
"D" Battery. Shipping weight cach 4 oz 
79 N 4660 Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

z 

TOPTEN $988 
Bowling 

All the skill and scoring of real bowling. Spin the 
and knock 

down wooden pins for perfect strikes. Aluminum 
frame with plastic-coated playing surface. 14x 
24 in. Score sheets and rules. 
79 N 342C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. $3.88 

plastic bowling top down the la 

Citao Dabs scans by drida mienia Gon 

Spring-action shooter fires ball up the ramp 

. . has automatic scorer and ball return 

Skee Ball by ELDON 

Big action-packed game for the — ONLY 
whole family . . any number of 
players and any age group. About $ 44 
314 feet long with all the realism 
of popular games in amusement 
parks, Sturdy plastic. 

Player aims, pulls plunger, 
and ball whizzes up ramp to- 
ward five rings on target, valued 
from 10 to 50 points. 

Score climbs automatically on 
back panel. Adds up to 500 
points. Turn it back to zero after 
each player shoots his ten balls. 

Scoring balls drop through 
holes, return through enclosed 
alley. Release lever lets them 
roll into convenient position for 
quick shooting. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79N255L.........-... $6.44 

Robot bowler shoots ball down 4-foot alley 
. . automatic ball return, “spare” pinsetting 

Bowl-A-Matic 
by ELDON 

Score spares, strikes, gutter balls 
on this realistic model, just like 
actual bowling. Fun for every- 
body, ages 6 and up. 

No batteries needed. Bowler and 
ball-release controlled by levers. 
Place ball in bowler's hand, 
position him, release the lever, 
his hand swings forward and 
away goes the ball. 

Pinsetter picks up standing 
pins, clears off fallen pins, re- 
lowers pins left standing. Set 
pins manually after each frame. 
Sturdy plastic "alley," bowler, 
pins, ball, Instructions and 
scoring pad included. 

Shipping wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 N 347L. ..$10.99 

ONLY 

$1099 



Mold your own troops . . quickly, easily with 

Emenee's FORMEX “7” 

Military Casting Set 
Make 3-inch high soldiers, jeeps and cannons. Build your own army . . up to 
24 figures. Just put Formex “7” compound into pan on Dyna-Cast thermal 
unit . . standard electric bulb melts compound. Then pour into casting molds 
and dip into cooling tank. Remove hardened compound begin military 
maneuvers. Non-toxic Formex “7” can be re-used countless times for hours 
of fun and enjoyment. Set includes 1 pound of compound, Army green color; 
electric bulb. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 1662C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .. . Set $4.99 

Extra Molds, Compound for Formex “7” 

Formex “7" Compound. 1-lb. package. 
49N1668-Green — 49N1671-Neutral 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz... .. Package 82c 

Refill Sets. 3 plastic molds and 4 oz. 
Formex “7” compound. Wt. ea. 7 oz. 
49 N 1694-Monsters. . Set 82c 

49 N 1679-Cowboys, Indians. Set 82c 
49 N 1687-Jungle Animals. . . Set 82c 
49 N 1698-Military Vehicles. Set 82c 

ss i us 

Turn handle, dazzling discs whirl the colors 

Color Turn-A-Scope by Emenee 

Watch the exciting swirl of colors and patterns . . constantly changing, 
different designs with every turn. Get fantastic kaleidoscope eflects 
discs supplied. Or create your own beautiful designs by coloring reverse 
sides of discs. Even use disc as pattern and cut out colorful pages from 
magazines. Sturdy plastic Turn-a-Scope, 9x9x4 inches high. Set includes 6 
color discs, color pencils and sharpener, eraser and scissors. 
49 N 1646—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces .............. Set $2.99 
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Play-Doh Fun Factory 
12 interchangeable dies form variety of shapes 

Just extrude Play-Doh compound through modeling dies. Form building 
blocks, logs and other play shapes. Have fun making your own buildings, 
cabins, fences. Set comes complete with two 7-ounce cans of clean, non-toxic 
Play-Doh modeling compound, trimmer and instruction booklet. Order extra. 
Play-Doh compound below. 
49 N 1695—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces ..Set $2.88 

Play-Doh Jewelry Maker 
Make rings, pins, bracelets you can really wear 

Form beautiful gem-like shapes . . attach to any of 130 fittings for necklaces, 
rings and other jewelry items. Just insert modeling compound into 1 of 4 
color-keyed matching molds place it in Jewelry Maker forge press and 
press down handle. Dries hard in 24 hours . . wear your own personal jewelry 
the next day. Set contains 6x5x834-in. plastic forge press; 4 sets of plastic 
molds; 130 non-metallic jewelry fittings; 7-ounce can of clean, non-toxic 
Play-Doh; ides book. Order extra Play-Doh compound below. 
49 N 1696—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. . . . Set $3.88 

Play-Doh Play-Pack 

For lots of modeling fun 
Junior Fun Factory 

Totsize high-impact plastic ex- 
truder for 3-D creative modeling 
with soft, clean, colorful Play-Doh. 
Includes dies to make 10 different 
shapes, trimmer, three 2-oz. cans 
of non-toxic Play-Doh. 
49N1728-Wt. 11b.60z. Set $1.59 

Four 7-oz. cans of Play-Doh compound 
and easy-to-use tools. Contains 6 plas- 
tic Play-Doh cutters, 4 outline pictures 
for wall plaques. Idea booklet. 

49N1870—Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $1.59 

4-pack Play-Doh Compound Set 

Use as refills for our Play-Doh kits or for hand-modeled 
objects you create. 7-oz. cans. Red, yellow, blue, white. 
49 N 1871—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz... Package 72c 



Be a friendly 

Bear 

$4.95 

This smiling bear is 
sure to get a warm wel- 
come. Washable brown 
cotton corduroy adds 
furry effect. Extra snug 

with knitted anklets 
and cuffs . . hood has 

d ears, zipper 

acrylic fiber, is sewn 
on. Wear with or with- 
out mask, Small size 
only age 3-5. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib 
49 N 801 $495 

Size Chart for Playsuits. . Be sure to measure. 
Sises small, medium, large. State S, M or L 

Size is Smol | Medium lorge 
i height is.. .|35 Yo 42 in.|43 to 51 in. 52 1o 60 in. 

Size Chort for Hats. State S, M, L 
Size is Smoll | Medium | large 
If head is 17-18 in. | 19-20 in. | 21-22 in 
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Bunny. Hop along in pink cotton 
corduroy, Hooded top has shaped 
satin-lined ears. Sewn-on bib of 
fluffy Acrilan® acrylic. Ribbed 
knit anklets, cuffs. Zipper clos- 
ing. Small size only. 
49 N 816—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, ..$4.96 

" A BS me! 

Girl Mouseke! "Sing our 
song" in 3-pc. outfit. Insignia on 
hat, cotton shirt. Washable 
flared skirt of black cotton twill 
trimmed in red and white. State 
S or M, see chart. 
49 N 809F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $3.94 

You're “one 

wearing the genuine 
insignia on cotton felt hat . , cot- 
ton knit shirt. Washable cotton, 
black trousers have boxer top . . 
zipperfly. State Sor M. See chart, 
49 N BOBF—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. $3.94 

It's fun to pretend in Sears costumes for 

$438 
without helmet. 

Union Soldier. Fights play 
battles in realis blue 

uniform, matching cap. Sturdy 
cotton with gold-colored but 
tons. Elastic-back trousers. 

Gun not incl, State S, M, L. 
49 N 812F-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $6.65 

Confederate Soldier. Be 
ready for playtime battle 

in handsome gray uniform. 
Strong cotton with gold 
colored buttons, cap and 
badge. No gun. State S, M, L. 
49 N 814F-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $6.65 

Astronaut. Blast off in 
olive-green uniform , , cot 

ton twill. Insignia, full zipper, 
cap. State S, M, L, see chart. 

49 N 836F—Wt. 1 Ib $4.96 

Helmet, Plastic face shield 
lifts up. Voice vibrator on 

“Mike” mouthpiece. Fits all. 
49 N 824—Wt. 2 Ibs......$3,17 

5-Star General, Head the 
troops in olive-green San 

forized® cotton uniform. Gold 
colored buttons and braid; 
metal insignia. Elastic-back 
tr zipper fly. Cap in- 
cluded. State S, M, L, see chart 
49 N 838F-Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $5.94 

G Ranger. One-piece, olive 
drab cotton twill camou 

flage suit. Full zipper. Insig- 
nia. State S, M, L 

49 N 822F—Wt. 1 Ib. .$4.33 

Helmet. All plastic. . realis 
tic leaves hed. Fits all 

49 N 823—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. . 64c 



Lionel MOVIE-JECTOR with 192 slides 
Projects brilliant color slides up to 5x5 feet 

. . lever advances notched film strip to next slide 
See fairy tales; stories of military — 12 Extra Shows. Set has 96 slides. 4 
heroes, sports, westerns: 13-inch Fairy tales and animal stories. 
plastic projector with adjustable 49 N 5013—Wt. 8 oz..Sct $1.88 
lens focus, on-off switch, frame  Mililory, western, sports stories. Enjoy 24 
advancer lever, bulb. Order 3D" — 49 N 5014—Wt. 8 oz..Set $1.88 — —each one 
batteries at right. "D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. notched 
49N5012-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $4.99 49 N 4660—2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

VR 

Electric SUPER SHOW by Kenner . . projects 5 types 
of shows . . even toys and objects up to 6x6x2 in. high 

Show action cartoons with 12 movable 
puppets . . 8 slide shows of TV favor- 
ites. 4 "funny fotos" cover all but 
faces of family photos. Project maps, 
comics . . project while you draw. 

4x4-ft. image on wall or screen. Ad- 
justable focus. 15-in. plastic projector 
uses 100-watt bulb (not incl). 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
79 N 1849C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs..$9.44 

Electric MAGNEJECTOR with its own design set 
. . projects and enlarges any printed matter 

for photos, color strips; instructions, 

Easy-to-focus lens projects image up 
to 4 ft. wide. Plastic; decorative side 
panels. Turn switch. Uses standard 
60-watt bulb (not incL). 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. UL listed. 
49 N 1697—Wt. 3 lbs. 3 oz.. .$6.88 

Enlarges color or black and white 
snapshots, magazine pages, pictures. 

Create your own shows . . trace or 
color and make moving designs with 6 
Rainbow designer colors and pad. Set 
includes snap-in reflector and frame 
for 344x3-in. pictures; acetate cover 

Kenner’s STEREO VIEWER SET 

Famous TV characters in 3-D 
. . 105 cartoon scenes 

See 15 complete shows come to life 
all in beautiful full color. Have hours 
of fun and entertainment. Watch 
Dick Tracy, Dennis the Menace, Mr 
Ed, 3 Stooges, Mister Magoo, Bozo 
the Clown, Superman . . and more! 
High-impact plastic viewer. Non- 
electric . . no batteries or bulb needed. 
49 N 1817—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz...$1.48 

$148 

‘utuiog pace scans by christians muselecimicul vom. 

Kenner's battery-operated GIVE-A-SHOW Projector 
See the antics of Magilla Gorilla and other 
TV favorites in 112 different color slides 

Give 16 full shows . . each on 35mm 
strip of 7 slides. Projects up to 
5x5 ft. on wall or screen. Just snap 
on switch, pull slides through. High- 
impact plastic projector, 9 in. long. 
Adjustable lens focus. Order 3 “D” 
batteries below. 
49 N 1844—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz.,$3.88 

“D” Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 

49 N 4660—2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Extra Kenner Shows. Each set has 
84 color slides for 12 shows. 

Popeye, Dick Tracy, Magoo, etc. 
49 N 1850—Wt. 8 oz..Set $1.66 
Huck Hound, Flintstones, etc. 
49 N 1852—Wt. 8 oz.. Set $1.66 
Mighty Mouse, Bozo, Popeye, etc 
49 N 1856—WL. 8 oz..Set $1.66 

Woody Woodpecker, Lassie, etc. 
49 N 1858—Wt. 8 oz.. Set $1.66 

Electric TRU-VUE* PROJECTOR and THEATER 
Show 140 Walt Disney color slides on screen or wall 

See your favorite characters in 20 
stories on 10x10-inch screen or on 
wall up to 3-ft. wide image. Plastic 
viewer to preview shows, projector 
with 30-watt bulb, focus lens. 110- 
120-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed. 

49 N 5093C-Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 02,$7.99 

Extra Slides for Tru-Vue® Thea- 
ter. Each set has 70 full color 
pictures. Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
49N5094-Bugs Bunny.Set $1.66 
49N5096-Fairy Tales.Set 1.66 
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Barbie. “Grown-up glamor” in 
brocade-like rayon taffeta with 

full ruffled bottom . . sheer nylon 
Soft pile stole 

has matching lining. Tiara, even 
S,.M, L; see chart on 

yoke, sequin br 

"ag. S 
or 
49 N BI3F—Shpg. wt. 1 1b.. . $4.86 

osite pa 

O Dale Evans. Western cotton 
twill skirt with rayon satin 

shirt, Tie. No hat, boots. State S, 
M, L; see chart on opposite page 
49 N 821F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... $4.86 

3 Western Hat. Decorated with 
rayon scart, State S, M, L; see 

chart on opposite page 
49 N712F—Shpg. wt. 1 1b... .$1.79 

4 Drum Majorette, Smart look 

iyon satin costume leads 

the parade h-stepping fash: 
ion. Hat and tassele 

iz touch. Baton i 
S, M, L; see chart 

te page 
49 N 829F—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. .$475 

boot tops 
add the fini 
cluded. $ 

E, Visiting Nurse. Neat-looking 
cotton, belted uniform and 

crisp cap. Colorful cotton twill 
$ cape | R N” name tab. All 

washa Shoulder ba; State S, 

M, L; see chart on opposite page 
KEN 49 N 799F 

-— 

$394 a estat ens EE 

ipg. wt. 1 1b... $3.75 

in white rayon taffeta with bro. 
cadelook dress. Topped with 
tiara, veil. Imitation pearls, r 
State S, M, L; chart on opp. pi 
49 N776F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... $3.94 

7) It's Superman! No mistaking 
him as he speeds to the rescue 

in suit of Sanforized® (max 
shrink. 195) cotton twill cape 

waving the breeze. Snug-fit 

elastic top trousers. Made for 
rough play 

State, M, L; ch 
49 N 730F —Shpg. 

t on opp. page 
1 1b.. . . $4.84 

Marine-Sergeant, Ready for a 
parade in his dress suit of wash 

ible Sanforized® cotton twill. 
Elastic back trousers, zipper fly 
Cotton cap, plastic belt, insignia 

State S, M e chart 

49 N 837F—Wt. 1 Ib. 2....$6.82 

Roy Rogers. Chap style San 
forized® cotton twill trousers 

poplin shirt. Tie. State S, M, 1 
Hat and boots not included 
49 N 818F—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.86 

10 Western Hat. Black wool felt 
with embroidered crown. Chin 

cord. State S, M, L. 
49 N 828F—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib... $1.79 

1] Highway Trooper. On duty in 
his sturdy Sanforized® cot 

ton uniform with plastic cap and 
les. Metal badge, whistle 

handcuffs, plastic in holster 
on belt. State S, M, L; see chart 

49 N 827F—Wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz... $5.96 

12 Ben Casey. Performs neces 
sary duties in official uniform. 

rt with 3 pockets, but 
ton closure. Elastic-back trousers 
have zipper fly. Both are of 
Sanforized® cotton twill. State S 
M 
49 N 839F —Shpg. 

5 
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You can actually hear heartbeats 
with this stethoscope 

70-piece Doctor and Nurse Kits $359 

Stethoscope, with an amplifying diaphragm, is designed like the one 
used by a family doctor. Made of plastic, rubber, 1014 in. long. Kit 
also includes growth, health record and eye charts, exercises, micro- 
scope, slides, watch, head reflector, reflex hammer, microbemeter, wash 
pan, spoon, vaseline can, shingle, cotton, slips and. signs, diploma, in- 
structions, chicken pox and measles patches. 

Nurse Kit also includes cap, cape, 
apron, hot water bottle, funnel, 

Doctor Kit also includes arm band, 
nose shield, medical book, office 
clock and more. Black plastic bag. scissors, red plastic bag. 

49 N 1614— Wt. 11b.602.$3.59 — 49N1628-Wt. 1 Ib. 602..$3.59 

49 N 1653—Stethoscope only. Shipping weight 8 oz. . . . 88c 

Kenner’s Let’s Play Hospital $588 
Like a real hospital . . even an elevator that stops at 4 floors. Remova- 
ble wall panels form rooms and wards. Rearrange, decorate with put-on 
and take-off curtains, clocks, pictures, signs. 35 pieces of plastic furni- 
ture and equipment. Dress and play with 20 plastic doctors, nurses, 
daddies, mommies, children and babies . . many stick-on, pull-off out- 
fits. Play from all 4 sides. 200 pieces. Made of sturdy fiberboard and 
plastic, 29 in. high. 
79 N 1623C— Shipping weight 5 pounds... ................ $5.88 

100 SEARS :»s 
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50-piece Doctor and Nurse Kits $959 

Nurse Kit includes cap, arm band, tweez- 

er, funnel, reflex hammer, vaséline can, 
play stethoscope and a play hypo 
needle. 41 other items. The little nurse 
can carry it all in the red plastic bag. 
49 N 1632—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.....$2.59 

Doctor Kit includes microbe-meter, of- 
fice sign, head reflector, play stethoscope, 
microscope, slides, play hypo needle to 
give shots, and more. Carry everything 
in the black plastic bag. 
49 N 1622—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. $2.59 

Compact 26-piece Doctor and Nurse Kits $159 

Small plastic bag holds play stethoscope, earoscope, hypo needle to “give shots,” 
thermometer, microscope, slides, diploma, head reflector, wash pan, spoon, shingle, 
eye chart, certificates and other items, also complete instructions. 

49 N 1627—Doctor kit. Shipping weight 15 ounces. 
49 N 1652—Nurse kit. Shipping weight 15 ounces. 

$1.59 

1.59 

Rescue is on the way with this Corpsman Set $777 
Be a front-lines medic with this 8-pc. medical corpsman outfit. You can actually carry 
the “wounded”. Set 5-foot stretcher down on its rigid plastic legs. Give battlefield 
“casualty” water from canteen, hypo “shot,” "plasma" transfusion—even pills that 
taste like candy. Bandage “wounds” and lift him onto the sturdy cotton-and-steel 
stretcher. Wear the adjustable plastic camouflaged helmet and. medic armband. All 
in military colors. 

79 N 1863C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ...... $7.77 

60-piece Combat Medical Kit $999 
Just like the army medics on TV 
requirements used by the army medics. Plastic helmet, plastic canteen, 2 "dog 
tags" with chain, first aid kit, sound stethoscope, hypo needle, blood plasma bottle, 
emblem pin and whistle, plus 50 medical items for “Battlefield” care. 
49 N 1699—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . Á 

. a modern-day outfit complete with all basic 



NFL Electric Football 
played on 36x21-inch gridiron 

Running, blocking, passing, kicking . . y 
find all the fast action of real football right 
here on this big vibrating field. Set includes: 
2 teams of 3-dimensional figures in color . . 
plus a separate kicker-passer. Workable 
scoreboards mounted at each end; goal posts, 
3-man yardage marker, NFL plays and in- 
struction sheet. The hardboard field is set in 
steel frame. Operates on 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC only. UL approved. 
79 N 401L— Shipping weight 12 pounds, $9.88 

NFL Electric Football 
played on 28x15-inch gridiron 

Put all your football know-how into action 
with these teams of 3-dimensional pli 
Flip th re in motion . . 
ing, kicking, int them in 3 
favorite team colors with the paint and brush 
set included. Metal scoreboards, goal posts, 
kicker-passer, magnetic ball, yardage marker 
and instruction sheet with NFL plays. Hard- 
board field is set in steel frame. UL approved 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 141C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. $5.32 

Play New Vibro-Power Football 
on this 20x13-inch field 

Here’s a football game packed with fast moving 
excitement at a low cost. Plastic gridiron vibrates 
on battery power, sending play 
positions. Order 2 “D” batt 
ers are 3-dimensional plastic 
passer, goal posts, instructions. 

100 SEARS rcs 79 N 243C—Shpg. wt. 3 1bs.$2.97 

play- 
Includes; kicker- 
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Watch these 3-dimensional football players go into action 
. and run off exciting 

National Leagu 

Play all positions in 
Electro Magnetic Action Baseball 

An electronic coil propels the pitching arm. 
At touch of a button you can pitch curves, slow 
and fast balls. Slam magnetic baseball into play 
with lever action bat. Hardboard base 19x19 
in.; steel frame, 9 metal players. UL listed, 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

79 N 418C—shipping weight 6 Ibs .$5.97 

Electric Pro d 

teams in realistic: on-the-move positions’. “ready for you 
to paint with special paints and brush included 

plays on a big de luxe gridiron 

n*1158 

Big grandstand section in center with workable 

attached underneath 
board, Operates on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
only. UL approved. 
79 N 105L—shipping weight 13 pounds. 11.98 

Foto-Electric Football on lighted gridiron 

Quarterback your own team, This 
in motion . . duplicates all the 
citement of regular football games, 

Includes: field with illuminated Play-Viewer; offensive 
and defensive play cards; dials for kicks and runs in box 
measuring 18x1334xS inches, Play-Viewer operates on 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC, UL approved. 
49 N 216—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz 

viewer shows every play 
1 hitting action and ex- 

$4.99 

E " 
'Tap button to play Remote- prana 
Battery-powered Baseball Game 

Play ball! Control pitching and batting action with 
remote controls (order 4 “D” batteries below). Bat 

can be moved to right or left for switch hitting. Plastic 

field measures 30x20 inches. Includes: ball, metal 
pitcher, instructions. For 2 players 
79 N 350L—shipping weight 5 pounds. ..$4.99 
79 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Wt. 4 oz. Ea. 16€; 4 for 60c 



Speed up to 160 MPH as you 
race ten thrilling laps to win 

FORMULA 1 $399 

You'll need a daring kind of skill to guide your 
car around the track. You decide your speed 
with each move. Individual dashboards keep 
track of laps, tire and brake wear. Penalty, 
tactic and pit stop cards hinder or help you win. 
2214x21-in. board, 2 decks of cards, 2 dice, 6 
cars and 6 dash boards. For 2 to 6 players,any age. 
79 N 479C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... . .$3.99 

Red, white and green vinyl plastic layout turns 
any table top into the perfect base for Hearts, 
Poker or Michigan Rummy. It’s 27x27 inches. 
Keeps 2 to 9 players interested for hours. Cards 
and poker chips not included, 
49 N 358—Shipping weight 12 oz...... $1.88 

Here's a favorite for family play and parties. 
Discover fascinating variations with this nu- 
merical card game—including Solitaire and a 
special children's game. Plastic tray, 3 decks of 
50 cards each and instructions. 2 to 8 can play. 
49 N 429—Shipping weight 14 oz.... $2.32 

Rook $109 

Bid for contract, name trump and try to make 
your bid. Capture "tricks" that contain point- 
count cards. Score 150, 300 or 500 points to win. 
Rule book has 21 more games besides Rook. 

For 1 to 8 players, ages 8 up. 
49 N 430—Shipping weight 8 ounces....$1.09 

Cutioa pace scans by cheisimasmuseteciadcM pom 

Press the motorized spinner, roar away from starting line 

Avoid an oil slick, fight a spin-out, watch those pit stops . . 

as you scoot around a big 3-foot track to win 

ee > s without ower 4" Car Racing Game $566 ss. 
Like the drop of a starting flag, this game holds Quite unpredictable so much more the fun. 

promise of fast, exciting action, With a little bit — Gameconsistsof:20x36-inch vivid-color race track, 

of luck you'll roar across the finish line carrying — 80 pes. of play money, 48 prize or penalty cards, 
the fattest purse. The object: win the most prize — 7-in. diam. spinner with marbles, 4 plastic racers 

money. Motorized spinner with color-keyed with rubber tires. Order 2 "D" batteries below 
marbles tells the tale. . move ahead .. pick a 49 N 310—Shipping weight 4 lbs, $5.66 

card for a penalty or a bonus lap or win lap "D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ourices. 
money. Many are the possibilities. 49 N 4660 ..«.2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

From old family favorites like 
Bingo and Checkers . . to 
new thrillers like Air Race 

76 Games $499 
Whoever said “It’s more fun than a barrel of mon- 
keys” must have been talking about this tremen- 
dous collection. There are 7 playing boards for such 
games as Checkers, Pa-chiz-si, Pot Luck, Nine Tag 
and more. Complete outfit for Bingo games. Also 
Anagrams, Dominoes, inks and more, Book- 
let of instructions included. All neatly packaged in 
a carrying chest with handle. 
49 N 463— Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz.. ...$4.99 

Golden Treasure Set $398 58 Variety Games $999 

Family games such as Checkers, Bingo, Domi 
noes, Pa-chiz-si, racing and tag games. 7 heavily 
varnished playing boards. Magic tricks, too. 
Carrrying case about 18x13x2 inches. 
49 N 476—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. .$2.99 

Teen-agers and adults will enjoy these 
game favorites. Set includes an attractive jade 
green and ivory-color Chess-Checkers set, an 
8-inch Roulette Wheel and vinyl roulette lay- 
out. Also Backgammon and Horse Race. Sturdy 
2-sided 15x15-inch playing board. Instructions. 
49 N 464—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 0z.. . $3.98 rea SEARS 101 



$1499 iis 

Floor Model Hockey Game 
with realistic 3-D figures 

Big rink action in all steel frame, aluminum 
folding legs. Players individually controlled . . 
twist, turn; skate forward, back; use sti 
handle and shoot magnetic puck. 

block side t: le. 
Light signals score (order 2 “D” batteries 

below at the right). 36x 21-inch rink, puck 
ejector, pennants, rules, paint set to color 12 

polyethylene players. 
79 N 419L—Shipping weight 18 Ibs... $14.99 

Wide-open play patterns with 
slide-action hockey players 

Goalies rove, block, pass. 3 forwards, 2 de- 
fense men on each team skate up and down 
rink, even behind nets . . pass, block, spin, 
shoot, score. Extra forward for last minute of 
play when goalie is removed. Puck dropper on 
side panel with scoreboard, crowds. 36x18-in. 
hardboard rink, steel frame. Light signals 
score (order 2 “ batteries below at right). 

79 N 292L—Shipping weight 11 Ibs., $10.88 

Curved and “S” shaped slots put the punch and excitement of 

$988 real SKATING action into every match 

Players shoot marble puck Canadian Electric Hockey Game 
for a fast game of Hockey 

i! ithout 

Players block and shoot marble puck from With 24 extra players.. $ Í Í 99 asi 
fixed positions on rink. Goalies block from enough for 6 full teams 
side to side. Skaters are controlled by metal 

rods. Strong hardboard rink is set in a steel Cover the ice like the pros on this big 21x36-in. ice Set includes: overhead scoreboard; championship 

frame, 36x18 inches. Shoot, pass, block . . get the “feel” of regular — badge; rule book, instructions, "regular" puck and 
Includes 10 players, 2 goalies, 6 pennants ick handling with magnetic puck in motion. “magnetic” puck. Hardboard rink in metal frame. 

in authentic colors. 2 plastic nets, plus rule Maneuver players by twisting metal rod . . gear — 2-6 players. Order 2 “D” batteries below 
and instruction bool mechanism in figure. Clear protective window 79 N 335L—Shipping weight 13 pounds $11.99 

79 N 224L —Shipping weight 12 Ibs... . $9.88 shields around ends with grandstands at sides. 79 N 4660—"D" Batts. Wt. 4 oz. Ea. 16c; 4, 60c 

«s SEARS 101 
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Build your train first and win 

CHOO CHOO 
Number-and-color Game 
with vinyl-mat layout 

you'll find only at Sears 

$999 

‘Twirl the spinner . , watch it point to a number and color. 
You get the railroad car matching that number and color— 
even if it's in an opponent's train. Plenty of rivalry for 2 to 
4 railroad builders, 4 to 10 years old. (Children who can't 
read, match colors.) With 12 durable plastic cars, 4 locomo- 
tives, 4 tracks, colorful vinyl play-mat printed with tracks. 
Instructions included. 

49 N 313—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. $2.99 

Amsco's 
Marble Raceway 

$147 

Line up colorful mar- 
bles, watch them pass 
on curves, collide and 
race for the lead posi 
tion. Player whose 
marble finishes first, 
wins the game. 

4 molded plastic 
tracks, 15 inches high, 

$999 

Marble Roller Coaster. Marbles zoom down wood 
5 marbles. trackway, drop through opening onto another 

Fun for 2 to 5 play track, whiz off in another direction. Player whose 
ers of all ages. marble reaches score-bin first, wins. 33x6x14 in. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. high. For 1 to 2 players, age 3-10, 
49 N315 $1.47 79 N 438C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs.. ........ $2.99 

Twizzle. Aim spiral marble-shooter right, and 
“bowl” marbles into scoring gates. (Don't bowl 
marble in same gate twice; you lose points.) 

Build your 10-inch cootie first and 
win. Extra-large pieces make it easy for little 
hands to handle. 4 plastic cooties each with 6 

High scorer wins. Yellow molded plastic, 13x8x4 different colored parts represented by number on 
in. high. 8 marbles. 2-3 players, age 4 up. dice. 2 to 4 players, all ages. 49 N 317—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.....$2.32 49 N 157— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. $3.88 

tells which piece to 
Four 43-inch plastic cooties to 

build, For 1 to 4 players, any age. 
49 N 176—Shipping wt. 12 oz... $1.37 

102 SEARS wa 

Nibbles N' Bites. Fish with magnetic poles. 
Pull in “sailfish”, “perch”—and score. Catch a 
“shark”—you're penalized. Highest catch in 
limited time wins. Timer, 13x13-in. "lake", 2 
poles, 24 fish. Plastic. For 2 or 4; age 5 to 9. 
49 N 303—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz......$2.32 

Action Tic-tac-toe. Shoot the ball into “pails” 
on board. First to shoot 3 pails in a row, and 
mark them X or O, is the winner. 3-dimensional 
board with mechanical shooters, ball, score 
markers, in 20x10-in. box. Age 6-12, 2 players. 
49 N 261—Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 6 oz.. .....$1.69 

‘tind pace scans by cuisines nesedia com. 



CENE ee 

Good for miles of traveling fun 

A Stake Wagon 

Lift off sides . . and 
it’s a racing coaster 

Only $1044 

Hardwood body on extra 
heavy-duty steel chassis. 15x 
30 in, long. Front, back edges 
of bottom bev 

fit. Recessed tie rods. Stake 
brackets brightly plated for 
rust protection. Natural finish 
with Seminole red stakes. 
Graphite bearings need no 
oiling. Fit-Grip handle, 7x11 

ad for smooth 

Ready to haul BIG loads 

This Wood Stake Wagon is 36 inches long, 814 inches 
deep with sides. Has smooth-running nylon bearings that 
can’t stick or rust and big 10-inch wheels with 15¢-inch 
semi-pneumatic tires, Reinforced with steel cleats and 

in, semi-pneumatic tires can't box rods, Easy to steer even on sharp turns. Lift off sides 
puncture: Shipping wt, 25 lie to have a sp ter. Clear varnished hardwood 
79 N B119K. .......$10.44 body enameled red with white trim 

79 N 8060L —Shipping weight 41 pounds. +. $16.66 

No pinched fingers 
oll wagons ex 

cep! Tot-size Ball-bearing wheels for 
the quietest, smoothest 
ride you've ever known with smooth 

rounded edges 

Wagons to thrill little fellows 

Smoll-size. All steel body Tot's-size, Bright red 

with turned edges . . bright steel body turned 

red enamel finish. 13x28 in. edges. 12x25 in. long 

long. 7-in. wheels with 1!4 
in. semi-pneumatic tires 
make easy riding. Graphi 
bearings never need oil. Fit 

6-in, white wheels, black 
molded rubber tires. 
Black handle with regu 
lar grip. Aluminum-color 

p handle. Wt. 17 Ibs. hub caps. Wt, 12 Ibs. 

79 N 8113C $5.37 79 N 8110C $3.33 36-inch long Steel Wagon 34-inch Steel Wagon 
Rugged, sleck styling for the boy-on-the-go. Joy for a boy . . fast, smooth riding mx 
Heavy gauge steel body with rolled edges Bright red enameled steel body with 
enameled bright red with white trim. 1714x36 white trim. 15x34 inches long 8! 4-inch 

long. 10-inch ball-bearing white double ^ ball-bearing white double disc whe 
wheels, Ball-bearing housing pressure housi pressure-packed with gre: 

packed with grea Puncture-proof, semi- | Undergear and handle are bi 
pneumatic 114-in. tires. Black enamelec 
gear and handle, Handle has tubular D.  semi-pneumatic tires. 
79 N B116L—Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. $8.88 — 79 N B114L—Shpg. wt. 28 Ibs...$6.99 

NOTE: Ail items on page partly assembled . . easy to set up 

Trail Cover 

Live the Old West days. 
Tear-resistant cotton 
cover fits any wagon 27 
in. long or longer. Over 
30 in. high. 3 wire hoops 
included. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 8104C $3.56 

handle with tubular Fit-Grip. 14-inch 

7988 $1544 “ype 3988 
| 

Mickey Mouse Scooter 

Mickey keeps a stea 
this 3-wheel scooter. 

Scooter Chief Jr. Scooter Speedster Bucket-Seater 
course on 38x34 in. high, with 10-in. — 31x29 in. high, with 6-in. Push-pullhandleworkschaîin Work handle back and 

ring ball-bearing wheels and wheels, 34-in. molded rub- drive. Feet steer it. 8 and forth, steer with feet handle, wood footre steel 14-inch semi-pneumatic ber tires. Convenient park- 12-inch ball-bearing wheels. — Tubular-steel frame, 34 in. frame. Colorful plastic figure and tires. Has foot brake, rear g stand kicks down into — Semi-pneumatic tires. Steel, — long. 7-in. front wheels with 6-inch wheels. 30x31 inches high fender and parking stand. place. Steel construction 35 in. long. Red, white trim. rubber tires. 10-in. rear 
79 N 8804C—Wt. 8 Ibs.....$5.44 All steel, bright red finish with bright red finish. Ship- Freight (rail or truck) or wheels with semi-pneuma. 

102 SEARS rca 
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Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. 
79 N BB13C.. . .$5.66 

ping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 N 8809C $2.88 

express, Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs. 
79 N 8927N..... $15.44 

tic tires. Wt. 17 Ibs. 

79 N 8932L. ..... $9.88 



Y PAS WU Pull Chatty Ring? to hear 
VOS 00" any of 12 animals "speak" MC qu y a spea 

A ANIMAL TALK 
by Mattel 

$343 

Be first to make a complete animal-picture out of 4 cards, 
and win this amusing talking game. Each player moves 
his “Farm Truck" marker around playing board, by 
throw of one dice. Land on a lucky square, and you can 
pull ring of Talking Barn . . take any of opponent's 
cards showing the animal that speaks. Other squares let 
you pick animal cards, get extra turn, etc. Colorful 16x12- 
in. board, cards, markers. 2 to 4 players, ages 5 up. 
49 N 288—Shipping weight 2 pounds ...$3.43 

Marbles race to climb hill . . 
tumble down start again. 
First to reach top becomes 

KING OF THE HILL 

Condyland. Reach Rock Candy Mountain by 
traveling along rainbow-colored path. You draw 
cards, move by matching up picture on card 
with picture on board. Nothing to read. For 
2 to 4 players, age 4 to 8. 

49 N 160— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $1.99 

Winnie the Pooh. Pooh, Piglet, and others 
move along storybook path according to 
color drawn from grab-bag. No need to read 
or count; fun for pre-schoolers. 17x19-in. 
board. Up to 4 players. 
49 N 320—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. -$1.66 

Pig In The Garden. Spin dials, make move . . Crown pops 
first player to fill his garden with vegetables 
wins. 4 plastic pigs, 48 vegetables, 4 markers, 
4 gardens and 2 pictorial spinners—nothing bles tumble back. Sturdy tic, 10x10x6 in. 

to read. 2 to 4 players, ages 3 to 8. high. 4 marbles. 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 318—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . . $2.66 49 N 324—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .§2.77 

Musingo. Roll dice for chance to pay and play 
Musingo Man. He shows which notes to place 

on board. First player to cover 5 notes in a row, 
wins. 4 playing boards, 4 monkeys, 50 coins, 
48 notes, all styrene. Fun for 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 210—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz...$1.66 

Old Meid—2 games in 1. Play with cards 
Nooh’s Ark. Ideal for pre-school tots . . no Tickle Bee. Tickle him, but don't get “stung.” : IE Nares 
reading or number knowledge needed. Spinner Right, left, up, back . . he buzzes through 12- or = b yrs eren vesper 

shows which little animals to put into colorful, inch enclosed maze, looking for his beehive. Get rid of Old Maid card. Ages 4 and up. 

3-dimensional cardboard ark. Lots of stand-up Player who finds hive wins. Use magnetic 49 N 319—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 88c 
tickler to move bee. 10 can play, any age. 
49 N 362— Shipping weight 6 oz...... $1.37 

animals included. 1 to 4 players 
49 N 113—Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 5 oz......$1.69 ras SEARS 103 
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Sears puts at your fingertips more of what America's children want most 

BATTERY-POWERED MARX RIDERS 

They stop easy, turn, go into reverse . . . and a safe 5 MPH is top speed! 

at —red, racy, realistic 
1920's. Bucket seat, running boards, hor 

crank in f Steel cha 

The f 
rse. Handbrake for quick 

ch wheels. Order 12-volt battery at left 

TONY-THE-PONY . . is saddled-up and ready to gallop 

when you step on the stirrup. It's his starter, speed con- 1 m k 

trol and reverse pedal all in one. Pull on the reins and 

he'll turn right or left . . and take you round in a circle. s is 

For a wonderful, fun-packed ride, just hop on and go. $27.77 

d racing goggles 

Scaled down in size. . hugs This rollicking sidewalk hobbyhorse is heavy-duty plastic alo. 
mino equipp foot and handle bars. ized and wide orward anii reverse Hand 

wheels for sure-footed going. It works on a 12 ot t at trong steel frame with 514 
cluded, order below). 33x16x23 saddle height csl da x. "Uses ooe 12: wol. 
79 N 8610NM —Shipping weight $24.88 atte t in 
79 N 8611M — 12-volt Hot-shot Battery. Shipping weight each 10 pour 4.44 79 N 8608LM —Sh t 19 po $19.97 

[ NO MONEY DOWN on Sears Easy Terms 

$4999 Heavy-duty Electric-Drive Kart. 
without Dalley. x A boy-sized version of a regular racing go-kart. 

It has car-like stick shift and link steering . . 

a hand brake... even deep tread rubber tires - 

.. and it scoots along at an easy-going 5 MPH 

So whisper-quiet, it just purrs along. Rugged tubular steel frame: 27 ii 

79 N 8916N —Shipping weight 45 pounds... . . 
28 N 349N — 12-volt Battery. Shipping weight 41 14,98 

NOTE: Items with suffix ""N'* (os 70 NB916N) sent freight (rail or truck) or express. - idi 28 
rs SEARS 103 | 
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Clue, the Detective Game $999 

Be the detective to discover who committed the crime. 
Use clue cards to find criminal. New plot every time. 3 to 
6 players. Ages 8 to adult. Weapons, notes included. 
49 N 390—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz........-. $2.99 

Lie Detector 

Test your detective 

Enjoy fun-filled hours on long trips 

Allstate Travel Games detector. With 
cards, warrants, 

2 to 4 4 games to amuse children at home or away $388 Sa to 

» » featuring a real compass to decide plays Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 193. . $3.76 Available only at Sears. Uses a compass that or through town on a shopping spree—with 

really works, Each player covers compass 3 peg-hole game boards, Dice add variety. 
case, turns it, gives it to the next player . A fourth game uses deck of 54 cards. 4 
arrow points to the color he can move to. autos, play money, tray. Ages 5 to 14. 
Race around a speedway, across the U.S.A. 49 N 187—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $3.88 

49 N 477. .$1.55 

Sorry! 2 to 4 players 3964 

Exciting game for ages 6 and up. Point 

Beverly Hillbillies $169 

Collect old possessions, win bonus points. Pick your success 
scoring rules for variations in adult and Game board, 4 decks of cards, markers, kranli iara 
club play. 18-in. board, cards, pawns. 1 dice. 2 to 4 players. Ages 7 to adult. rd 

happiness points to 49 N 229—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz....$1.69 win. 2 to 6 players, 

Ages 8 and up. 
Cards, dice, score 

49 N 420—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... .. $2.64 

49 N 286..$2.49 

Bingo 

Plastic dispenser 
pops out Bingo 
numbers one at a 
time. Cards in- 
cluded . . enough 
for upto 60 players. 
75 plastic number- 
ed pcs, plus mar- 
kers. Wt. 11b. 120z. 
49 N 124, . $1.95 

Latest numbers craze 

ZIP-CODE 
Draw, sort, discard “mail” . . 

fill rack with letters to win 

s rins 
Six-in-One — 

Play Real Bingo with large : All family favorites. 
$299 revolving cage, wooden balls Chess, Checkers, 

Made like real professional-type Bi t Bi AESA DEEA z Es ade like real professional-type Bingo set. Big cey-Deucey, 
Timely and exciting gameforthewhole metal cage is filled with 75 numbered wood balls Michigan Rudy 
family. Includes 4 decks of letter- | selected automatically as the cage spins. Large and Horse Race. 
imprinted cards, realistic mail box, 2 — taster board holds balls as you call out numbers. Two-sided board, alant dice ^ ante ip ae vi Fun for family and friends with enough Bingo plastic pieces, dice, 49 N 434—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. . .$2. cards and markers for 30 players. cup. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

104 SEARS rs 49 N 161C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. ...... $3.44 49 N 184. . $1.97 
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Outstanding Compact Steel Tee Bird 

] Sidewalk version of the famous 
Sears values sport car. Ball-bearing drive, 3. \ 

position adjustable pedals, jet-type 
. steering wheel; 8-inch rubber molded 
im tires. 33x15 inches overall. Shipping 

weight 25 Ibs 
Pedal 79 N8953L—White $9.83 

79 N 8952L— Blue 9.83 

! Cars Polyethylene Sportster 

2 Polyethylene makes it light and 
only maneuverable—it actually weighs > i less than 16 pounds. It's tough, too, D J 83 and the color is built right in. Has 

ball bearing drive, 2-position adjust “J i?» -— S able pedals, rubber tires. Over-all size 7 2 is 38x15 inches, Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. 
ien each 79 N 8954L $9.83 

HOOK AND LADDER OUTFIT 
Flashing red light, clanging bell, wood ladders 

$1888 a Fire Chief’s Special Car Fun with a Tin Lizzie 
Now, roar out in your own fire- Æ An old-time squeeze honk horn engine red speedster. It's g real running boards for your pals Room for 2 volunteer firemen. Steel body, spinner hub caps, removable lad n eerd eearri t folding windshield. Also, ders and 8-in. ball bearing wheels, rubber tires. 17x45 in. long, has 5-position bell. S-position adjustable pedals. big 10-in. wheels, ball bearing axle adjustable pedals, ball bearing drive. Order 2 “C” batteries below Rubber tires, ball bearing drive support and a drive that gets 79 N 8906L — Shipping weight 35 pounds $18.88 Steel body: 17x36 in. long. Order — rid of dead center push make it easy 

79 N 4665—"C" Batteries. Shipping weight each 2 oz.... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 2 “C” batteries at left to pedal. Steel, 34 inches long. Shipping weight 27 pounds. Shipping weight 30 pounds. 104 SEARS :«« All items on both pages p y 79 N 8903L $14.88 79N 8913L $17.77 
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Toot! Toot! For tiny tots $399 
Delightful toy game for young pre-school children. No 
reading or counting . . only color association. Trains, 
2 gates, signs, turntables. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 394— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz...... $3.99 

Three games by 
Parker. Peanut the 
Elephant; Porky 

complicated rules. 
Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49 N 411..$1.77 

years. Wt. 1 lb. 
49 N 442. $1.88 

Uncle Wiggily 

Help Uncle Wiggily 
race to Doc Pos- 
sum’s. Be first to 
finishrace. Includes 
120 charming verse 
cards. 4 plastic rab- 
bits, 18x18-inch 
board. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N391..$1.99 

cards, markers, 
Ages 4 to 10. 

89 _ Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 180C.$1.89 

‘tind pane scans Dy damarna oom. 

version of new TV-show game 

Shenanigans by Milton Bradley 
Carnival midway of side shows . . $ 97 
“take a chance” to win cash prizes 

Experience all the thrills and excitement as 
you move along the 3-dimensional board 
that looks like the TV studio set. Something 
happens on every space . . go to the dog 
house, or try to win more Shenaniganzas at 

Peebles Pet Shop. First 
one to get them back 
wins. Board, spinner, 4 
pawns, 40 cards. 2 to 4 

play, ages 5 up. Shpg. 
wt. 11b. 2 oz. 
49 N393...... $1.59 

Play your cards to build or 

take apart your 

BUG HOUSE 

Fast, fun and frustrating describes this 
new game for the whole family. Kids from 
6 to 60 can enjoy it. Set includes plastic 
bases, tools to build house. Cards indicate 
players’ moves. 2, 3 or 4 players. 
49 N 377—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.$2.32 

the Bowlaganza. Visit the Snake Charmer, 
or try your hand at Pie-in-the-Eye. Get 
contests, penalties and surprises galore. For 

2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 201— Shipping weight 2 Ibs, . .$1.97 

Popular action game 
played by any num- 
ber of children or 
adults . . indoors or 
outdoors. Large 
board, instructions, 
spinner, markers. 

Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 405....$2.29 

Chills as opponents stick 

pins into your voodoo doll 

$397 

The mystic skull dances on the end 
of a gnarled limb, then stops; tells 
which voodoo doll has pins stuck 
in it! Contains board, bone stirrer, 
tokens, 4 dolls. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 232—Shpg. wt. 2 1bs.$3.97 rs: 105 



without 
batteries 

Husky Ranch Wagon . . pedal drive with a big working Sears zippy pedal-drive Sportster . . with fender 
spotlight, a drop tailgate and good strong handrails mounted bombsight reflectors and spinner hub caps 

Lots of extra space for toys. Ball bearing drive, 5-position pedals, fender ^ This one's loaded with style: wrap-around windshield, radio antenna, instru 
reflectors, spinner hub caps and windshield. 45 inches long. 8-in. rubber-tire ment panel decals. Ball bearing drive, S-position pedal adjustment, 8-inch 
wheels. Steel. Beige, white. Order 2 “C” batteries on facing page. rubber-tire wheels. Steel body. 36x17 inches overall. White with red trim. 
79 N 8908L—Shipping weight 33 pounds. $18.92 79 N 8901L—Shipping weight 27 pounds $14.88 

goes faster with less 

pedaling because it has 

Super Tot-Rod Chain-drive Racer 

Whip around your backyard track like a pro. This 
red and white flash is tubular steel with drop wedge 
frame for plenty of stability. It's 41x23 inches over- 

all with roll bar and rubber tires, 
79 N 8976L —Shipping weight 30 pounds... $14.88 

It's quick on the getaway, corners like a dri 
» . looks like the real thing right down to tl 
chrome-color exhausts and vinyl covered roll 
bar. The bucket seat adjusts as you grow— 
and that means years of racing fun ahead. 
Ball-bearing wheels—10-inch rear, 8-inch 
front. Heavy-gauge tubular-steel body, 23x41 
inches long. Finished in white with bright red 
trim. Nylon bearing chain-drive mechanism is © 
covered for maximum safety. 3 
79 N 8920L—Shipping weight 32 Ibs. $18.92 

Easy-pedaling Chain Drive 
Lightweight Chain-drive Race Kart 

$1488 ] Heres a competition-looking model rigged with 
steel hood, jet steering wheel and adjustable seat. 

It has oilite bearing wheels with rubber tires, Tubular 
steel, 42x17 inches overall, red enamel finish. 
79 N 8937C—-Shipping weight 20 pounds $9.88 

Roadability? You bet! And this 
snappy one-passenger model was built 
for fellows who like their driving fast 
and easy. An all steel body is finished 
a bright red . . trimmed with white. Bucket-seat Pedal-drive Race Kart 

The wheels have oilite bearings, all 
rubber tires and a set of sporty look- 2 Yellow-black speedster with 1-inch steel tubing 
ing hub caps, Turn-on-a-dime steering ame. Knuckle-type steering for easy, shorter 
—jet type wheel. Size: 33x16 inches. s turns. Ball bearing drive. 10-in. rear wheels; 
And the chain drive is fully enclosed. 714 in. front wheels, Pedals adjust. Size: 42x18 in. 
79N8909L—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs. $14.88 79 N 8942L—Shipping weight 25 pounds.....$9.88 
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Win a glamorous career with 

Barbie's Keys to Fame Game 

$022 

Luck or skill? Win your imaginary career as movie star, ballerina, stewardess, 
fashion designer, nurse, mother, teacher . . even an astronaut. Two to six 

players “build” Careers, spin the spinner to win their Keys to Fame. When 
a player has all Career Cards and the right Key to Fame, she wins her career. 
Set includes 8 plastic Keys to Fame, brightly colored plastic playing tray, 
48 Career Cards, 8 Key Cards and score pads. 
49 N 228—Shipping weight 1 pound. š 
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Play to win the most 
votes for trophy . . 

Miss Popularity Game 

$448 

Girls love to dial and win a date, go 
on a picnic, win a formal gown, get a 
dented fender fixed . . other variations. 
Fill the bulletin board with the highest 
value cards . . win a Miss Popularity 
trophy cup. Set includes plastic “answer- 
phone" with dial, plastic tray with play 
money bills, playing cards. 2 to 4 
players. Good for ages 9 and up. 
49 N 467—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. $4.48 

Mary Poppins 

Magic Spinner Game 

$197 

Play as singles or as teams in this 
exciting race from Cherry Tree Lane 
to the Park. Magic whirl spinner, with 
Mary on one side, Bert on the other, 
gives directions for play. Each player 
"asks Mary" for directions and makes 
the move Mary indicates. Additional 
directions found on various squares 
you land on. Set includes game board, 
magic whirl spinner, 4 plastic playing 
pieces and complete instructions for 
playing. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 460—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. ..$1.97 

Barbie Queen of Prom 

Play your cards right and be 
elected Queen of the Prom. Set 
includes board, dice, cards, play 
money, Go shopping, spend mon- 
ty, have parties. 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 222—Wt. 21bs....$2.97 

WOW! Pillow Fight 

lt's fun! It's safe! Use plastic 
beds to shoot the dainty, soft 
pillow over the wall and knock 
down the opponent's pajama- 
clad team. For ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 422—Wt. 21bs....$2.37 

2 to 4 players are dealt 7 cards. 
Draw and discard as spinner 
moves you around board. Land 
on a special square and you gain 
advantage. First to hold 3 hip- 
flip cards wins. Ages 7 and up. 
49N432-Wt. 11b. 120z. $2.39 

Nancy Drew 

Fast mystery game . . find which 
case Nancy is solving. Winner 
discovers Nancy at one of 8 
locations. Board, cards, markers, 
4 autos, dice. 2 to 4 players. 
49N461-Wt. 11b. 1207. $1.88 

Patty Duke 

Join these TV favorites, Patty 
and Cathy. Takes luck, skill and 
memory to match the Patty and 
Cathy cards as you travel 
around the board. Ages 7 to 15. 
49N458-Wt. 1 Ib. 120z. $1.89 

Petticoat Junction 

Based on popular TV show. Trav- 
el on the Hooterville Cannon- 
ball Train. Includeslarge, colorful 
game board, 1 dice, 32 game rings 
and 4 markers in assorted colors. 
49N497-Wt. 1 Ib. 1202. $1.69 

Attract a boy . . pick up a friend- 
ship ring . . go on a date. Plastic 
base has revolving knob. Move a 

ized heart disc and try to 
"click" with other disc symbols. 
2 to 4 players, ages 9 and up. 
79 N 444C—Wt. 4 Ibs... $5.96 

My Fair Lady 

Stimulating game for all the 
family based on famous musical. 
Includes board, 4 sets playing 
chips, 4 game markers, dice, 
instructions. 2 to 4 players. 
49N446-Wt. 11b. 12 oz. $1.79 



This Chain Drive Sidewalk Bike 

converts from sturdy 4-wheeler to 2-wheeler 

as child learns to ride 

at YS 
MES 

qc 
Boy's or Girl's Sidewalk Bike 
with “big-bike” Coaster Brake 

Put your child in the “big bike 
league." With training wheels at- 
tached it's steady as a tricycle. No 
bar, so boy or girl gets on or off with 
ease. Bright red with white trim. Rolls 
smoothly on 13-inch wire wheels, 
semi-pneumatic tires, nylon bear- 
ings. Steel frame, chain guard, ad- 
justable seat. Plastic pedals and 
grips. For 16 to 19-inch leg reach. 
79 N 8620L—Wt. 27 Ibe...$14.44. 

What size tricycle? See below 

g reach (from crotch 
10 inch 14 to 17 inches 
12 or 13 inch + +16 to 19 inches 
16 inch. . E 18 to 20 inches 

Re 20 inch 20 to 22 inches Mi^ 

81697, 
Gets up speed with easy pedaling. 
Front wheel has ball bearings: Red 
and white steel frame has step-up 
platforms, safety chain guard. Metal 
seat and chrome-plated handlebars 
adjust. Semi-pneumatic tires. Plas- 
tic grips, bow-form pedals. 

12-inch front wheel. 8-inch rear 
wheels. 16.to 18-inch leg reach. 
79 N B602L- -Wt. 32 Ibs.. .$16.97 

16-inch front wheel. 10-inch rear 
wheels. 18 to 20-inch leg reach. 
79 N 8603L—Wt. 37 Ibs... $18.88 

Big 14-inch rear wheels make 
this our steadiest 3-wheeler 

Surefooted even on the turns. Easy riding with all 
ball bearings, springy vinyl seat, 16-inch front 
wheel, semi-pneumatic tires. Strong red-and-white 
steel frame, Seat, chrome-plated handlebars adjust. 
Leg reach 18 inches and over. 
79 N 8796L—Shipping weight 37 Ibs.,,...$22.88 

Citai paQe scant by dima maaien com 

At Sears, a Tricycle with 
de luxe styling for only 

s987 
Easy pedaling with ball-bearing front wheel. Frame of 
13-inch tubular steel in red and white. Step-up plat- 
form simplifies mounting. Steel seat and chrome-plated 
handlebars adjust. Plastic grips, streamers, pedals and 
hub caps. Semi-pneumatic tires. See chart at left. 

79 N 8710L—10-inch front wheel. Wt. 191bs...$ 9.87 
79 N 8711L—12-inch front wheel. Wt. 21 Ibs... 10.87 
79 N 8712L—16-inch front wheel. Wt. 26 Ibs... 11.87 
79 N 8713L—20-inch front wheel. Wt. 301bs... 13.87 

trim. Stirrup-step 
Seat, handlebars adjust. See chart, left. — 
79N8723L-10-in. front wheel. Wt. 21 Ibs. $13.77 
79N8724L-12-in. front wheel. Wt, 22 Ibs. 14.77 
79N8725L-16-in. front wheel, Wt, 27 Ibs. 16.77 
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Hardwood Dominoes 
28-piece set. Plays up t» double 6's. 
49 N 361—Shpg. wt. 11 oz....74c 

55-piece set. Plays up t» double 9's. 
49N398-Shpg. wt. 1 lb 4 oz. $1.44 

91-piece set. Plays up to double 12's. 
49 N 323—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 07....$1.95 

Bridg-It 

Fast-moving game for two, with the 
fun and skill of chess and checkers. 
Build a bridge across board; your 
opponent tries to block your moves. 
Ages 6 to adult. 
49 N 373—Wt. 11b. 4 0z....$1.77 

Get through maze, light up towers 
first. 2 double-sided mazes, 6 steel 
balls. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
49 N 106—Wt. 2 lbs........ $2.96 

"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. ca. 2 oz. 
49 N 4665...2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Kookie Chicks game 

Exciting action for ages 5 to 12. 
“Maneuver plastic chickens with mag- 
netic wand . . they twirl and wobble, 
bumping plastic eggs all around 14x 
11-in. board and into nest. 2 players. 
49 N 431—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ..$2.29 

Cumiod pane scuns by cheidimas nuselecimdc id pom 

Regular and Chinese . . paired in one 
2-sided metal board. Thin as a 
magazine. Packs its own playing 
pieces right inside. 60 marbles, 24 
checkers. 15}4-in. diam. For 2 to 6 
players. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49N399 Set $1.69 

Stadium Checkers 

Marbles shift as players spin plastic 
rings. First to sink 5 marbles in 
center wins. Takes skill to move 
without helping opponents. Stadium, 
20 marbles. 2 to 4 players. Ages 8 up. 
49 N 156—Shpg. wt. 11b....$1.99 

Teaches simple principles of gear 
mechanics. First player advancing 
all 4 of his pegs from low to high 
gear wins. Includes 16x16-in. plastic 
board with colorful gears, 20 plastic 
pegs. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N290C......... se $3.97 

POW! Cannon game $932 

Game of skill for ages 5 to 12. Toy 
soldiers on either side of barrier 
moved forward, backward as spinner 
directs. Spring-loaded plastic can- 
nons knock down opponent's soldiers. 
49 N416—Wt 2 lbs......- -$2.32 

« 
by Ideal 

Wackiest way to get a man out of bed. . 
clock starts all the crazy action 

3387 
All-time record for generating amusement and amazement. 2 to 4 
players play with a deck of cards that indicate which part each 
player is to assemble. Player who holds the last card wins the 
chance to snap the key on the clock . . the clock pushes the broom 
into the cat . . on and on in a wacky series of crazy happenings . . 

until the sleeping man leaps out of bed. All plastic pieces. 
79 N 231C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... $3.87 

Catch “mice” with 
wildest trap ever 

3987 

Dice determines move. Land 
on white, add part to plastic 
trap. When built, turn crank, 
ball rolls down into plumbing 
to make men dive into pool, 
and drop trap. Last mouse 
left wins. 2 to 4 players. Ages. 
7 and up. 
79N293C-Wt. 4 1bs..$3.87 

Time Bomb creates 
excitement as players 
try to get rid of it 

before it goes “bang” 

$227 

Try a fast game of “catch” with 
this exciting toy. One player sets 
timer, tosses Bomb to next player. 
Get rid of it before it goes BAN 
Player holding bomb is eliminate: 
5-inch black plastic bomb is break 
resistant. 
49 N 206—Wt. 1 1b....... $2.27 re SEARS 107 



Looks and sounds like a big Tractor 

Chain Drive Tractor hitches to one-seater 

Dump-Trac that dumps load by lever action 

s1888 5.59388 
Tractor. Shift gear to hear “motor sound” from chain 
drive. Full ball bearings. 37x25 inches high, 22- inch 
wheelbase. Steel chassis with plastic exhausts, “plug: 
adjustable seat, step plate, hitch. 8-inch front, 10- 
inch rear semi-pneumatic tires. Red, white. 
79 N 8934L—Shipping weight 34 pounds. . $18.88 

Dump-Trac. Steel seat, dump box. 33x15}4 in. wide. 
79 N 8917C—Shipping weight 16 pounds... . $7.88 NOTE: Items on both pages 

sent portly assembled, "N" suffix 
items (os 79N8933N) sent 
freight (rail or truck) or express 

Tractor, Dump-Trac. Save $2.88, Separately $26.76. 
79 N 8943L2—Shipping weight 50 pounds. . $23.88 

New sensation! 

Chain Drive 

SPIN-A-ROO 
tilts up to spin ý 
or rides level $1897 

like a 3-wheeler 
Tago $1397 Win $1731 
Tractor. Ball-bearing drive and 10-inch rear wheels. 37x26 
inches high, 17}¢inch wheelbase. Steel. Adjustable seat, 
trailer hitch. Semi-pneumatic tires. Red, white trim. 
79 N 8933N—Shipping weight 26 pounds... ....... $13.97 

Trailer. Hauls rider or groceries. Steel, 32x15 in. wide. 
79 N 8923C—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

Tractor and Trailer. Save $1.93. Separately $19.24. y 
79 N 8944N2—Shipping weight 36 pounds. . .....- $17.31 

üc body, steel front 

Full 37x17}4x26 inches high. 10-inch ball-bearing rear wheels. 
Seat adjusts. Has hitch, semi-pneumatic tires. Red. 
79 N.8945L—Shipping weight 22 pounds. ..........$9.88 

ARAS £ ig (RESET de RUD Ten Phe 
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Twice the fun. Go forward or backward 
on 3 wheels . . or turn in circle, lean 
back and it spins like a rearing pony. 
Low center of gravity, so it won't spill. 
Adjustable seat with high back and 

Two can ride on this 
Pedal-drive Motorcycle 

$1588 
Pal sits at rear as child patrols side- 
walk. Training wheels remove to make 
it a 2-wheeler. Plastic body with 
chrome-plated steel handlebars, 12- 
inch wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. 
Red, aluminum color. 36x24 in. high. 

79N8607L-Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. $15.88 

Delivery Cycle hauls 

a pal, toys or groceries 

"357 
Has ball-bearing pedal wheel, plastic 
windshield, red-and-white steel body, 
semi-pneumatic tires can’t puncture. 
79 N 8612L—12-inch front wheel. 
Shipping weight 26 lbs.. $13.87 
79 N 8613L—16-inch front wheel. 

Shipping weight 30 lbs.. $14.97 

Horse and Sulky 

pedals like a bike 

$997 
Tyke is off to the races. He guides 
horse with steel hoop on saddle. Plastic 
horse and seat, steel frame. 5 and 
7-inch rubber-tire wheels. Leg length 
adjusts 12 to 16 in. 34x19 in. high. 
79N8619C-Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $9.97 

jet-type steering wheel. Sturdy steel, 
51x21x24 inches high. Red, white. Ball- 
bearing wheels, 6-inch front, 10-inch rear, 
semi-pneumatic tires; 5-inch swivel. 
79 N 8915N—Shpg. wt. 45 Ibs. $18.97 
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Devel bul ny eget Same ce’ SCRABBLE” :24 
Here your word really counts—in points. 2 to 
4 players form crosswords on 14x14-inch 
board. Numbered letter tiles. High score wins, 
100 wood tiles, 4 racks. Ages 8 to adult. 
49 N 139—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. .$2.44 

"Turntable for Scrabble $299 

Revolves on base so players can view cross- 
word from any direction. Cork corners hold 
board firm, Fiberboard, 20-inch diameter. 
79 N 227C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs....$2.99 

Word for Word by Mattel $999 

Just like Merv Griffin's TV show. Any number 
play—2 at a time. Beat the Gyro-Timer . . score 
for each word you form from letters shown in red 
window. Earn prizes by unscrambling mystery 
words. Be top prize winner. Board, pad, cards, 
markers. Ages 10 up. 
49 N 481—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. . ....$2.99 

What's What? $189 

Test what you know with Sears new quiz game. 
Dial-a-matic panel checks your answers to 720 
questions on history, geography. Top scorer wins. 
Question book, score pad. 2 to 12 players. Ages 
8 to adult. 
49 N 254—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. =.. -$1.89 

GG S —— 
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Guess 'N Bee $229 

Guess the secret word or you'll get “stung.” 
Puff a letter with plastic bellows . . correct 
guess pops up letter, wrong guess “stings.” 11 
stings and you're out. Bee and scoring dial 
move. Low scorer wins. 10x8-inch plastic 
case. 2 to 4 can play. Ages 7 to adult. 
49 N 308—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. ..$2.29 

Go to Head of the Class $259 

Move from desk to desk, grade to grade by an- 

swering questions. Graduate to college and 
win. Knowledge of all subjects counts most. 
Includes board, 792 questions and answers, 
dice, 8 pawns. For 2 to 8 players, ages 8 up. 
49 N 388—Shipping weight 2 Ibs... ..$2.59 

Form words with cubes 
to score the most points 

SCRIBBAGE $177 

Set timer, roll down 13 cubes . . you have 214 
minutes to line up letters into words and 
crosswords, Educational fun for ages 8 up. 
49 N 485— Shipping weight 12 oz.....$1.77 

Edition No. 2 . . has new words. Children from 6 
up start with picture identification words on one 
side of board . . advance to harder words on other 
side. Spell the most words to win. 1814-in. board, 
100 lettered tiles. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 235—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz....... $1.84 

Educational PASSWORD $169 

Based on popular TV show, Designed for children 
in grades 3 to 6. Uses sight and picture words with 
point values . , the most points win, Panel, 5 discs 
of words, sheets. For 2 or entire class. 
49 N 1862—Shipping weight 14 oz....... $1.69 

è paphy : 
- mE 

“Tour” the world faster than an astronaut. Spin- 
ner points to a letter. Quick—set the timer . . see 
how many places you can peg beginning with let- 
ter, First to place all his pegs wins, 22x13-inch 
map board. For 2 to 4 players, ages 10 up. 
79 N 302C—Shipping weight 2 lbs... .... $2.69 

Meet the Presidents $297 

Get 8 Presidents into the White House and win. . 
learn historical facts about every President along 
the way. Spinner tells moves, asks questions for 
extra moves. 1834-in. board, 35 aluminum coins 
(Washington to Johnson). 2 to 4 play, ages 8 up. 
49 N 437—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz... .$2.97 



ONLY AT SEARS 

Flying Arrow Sleds 

Full-sweep safety runners 

eliminate sharp ends found 

on most low-priced sleds . . 

an extra safety feature you 

get when you buy from Sears 

Whoosh! The hills retreat behind the 
smooth, gentle speed of a Sears sled. 
Swoop right or left with just a slight pres- 
sure on steering bar. Large, hardwood 
tops finished with weather-defying var- 
nish. All steel parts enameled bright red. 
High-carbon steel runners; grooved for 
fast getaways. A size for every child, 
listed below. Tow rope not included. 

Set [ion IE: 
79 N 83381) 66 in. 15 Ibs. | $9.44 
79 N 83371| 60 in. 13 Ibs.|_ 8. 

2 79 N 83361) 56 in. 12]bs.| 6.88 
79 N 8335L| 47 in. 10 Ibs. | 576 
79 N B334C| 42 in. 9]bs.| 4.88 
79 N 8333C| 38 in. Blbs| 3.87 

NOTE: tems with suffix "N (as in 79N8330N) 
* shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express 

Needs just the lightest 
touch for quick, positive 
turns. Works with pre- 
cision because mecha- 
nism is all steel. Steering 
bar and front gleams with 
chrome plating. Blue vinyl 

to cause injury or tear clothes). 

97 c Adjustable Polyethylene Tow Rope. Adjusts up to 9 feet. 
Attach it to any sled (see view at top of page). 

108 SEARS se 49 N 8329—Shipping weight 4 ounces............- 97c 

Cutsloó page scans by diina maledice 

37-inch Economy Sled 

Varnished hardwood top, shaped steering 
bar, 4 steel knees. Grooved high-carbon 
steel runners curled at rear, no sharp 
edges. Steel parts enameled red. 

79 N 8332L—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs... ... $2.99 

Steel Toboggan-Sled 

Strong steel body; grooved bottom, steel 
tube side hand-rails. Plastic capped rail 
ends. Hardwood dash covers all exposed 
forward edges. 16x34 in. long. Seats two. 
Fused red finish. 
79 N 8302C—Shpg. wt. 81bs...... $4.87 

Snow or Water Slide 

Was $29.99 

$1999 

91$-ft. galvanized-steel 
slide 14 in. wide for sleds to 
48-in. Use as pool slide in 
summer. 4l-in. high plat- 
form, steel frame. Vellow, 
green. Wt. 75 lbs. 
79N8330N-Now $19.99 



Exploring $269 
Based on NBC’s TV show. Spinner sends you off 

to distant areas. Pick up 1 Fact card from all 
11 locations to win. Interchange 3 sections of big 
board for many variations, Includes Explore cards, 
Fact cards, 6 pawns. For 2 to 6 players. 

INMU —MÜRIVHIMAOMOS:* 

4'CONC 0 

Concentration $997 

Use your memory. Match items hidden behind 
numbers to solve picture-word puzzles, Each 
match exposes more, Guess what the picture says 

and win “cash” prize cards, 60 puzzles, 30 plastic 
slides. For 2 to S players. Ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 298—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... ...$2.97 

Game of Life $448 

With a car and $2000, start up 3-D road of life. 

Make the right decisions and the “Wheel of 

Fate" may spin you into Millionaire Acres as 

winner. 24-inch board, 8 cars, $7 million in bills, 

cards, certificates. 2 to 8 players, ages 10 up. 

79 N 169c—Shipping weight 4 Ibs.,.....$4.48 

TEC O VILLAGE 

Video Village $2.27 
Prizes galore await you on the Magic Mile—but 
you may have to go to jail, do stunts, answer 
questions, Be lucky with dice, win most “cash” 
and finish first. 18x13-inch board, dice, jail, bridge, 
chance cards, play money. 2 players, ages 10 up. 
49 N 126—Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz... ...$2.27 

Ciltoloa Dade Scans by deisintasnisetedindcal con 

Test your skill in deduction . . get “Hot Tip" clues, 

track down foreign agents—then question them with 

SPY DETECTOR by MATTEL 
An enemy agent has stolen our secret Rocket 
Fuel formula, Round up 24 witness suspects 
Examine their testimony to see if an: s are 
true or false. Analyze —and accuse 
one of them of being the Spy. Unmask the 

nt the FON PACED TF de 
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The Match Game $099 
Extra-sensory perception might help you win. 
Write down most likely answer to questions 
which have many correct answers . . only those 
that match win. 550 questions, 6 wipe-off crayons, 
6 scribble boards, pegboard, pegs, chips, 3 to 7 
players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 283— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz.....$2.99 

Let's Make a Deal $229 

With $500, try to increase your money by bidding 
and making deals for “surprise packages.” You 
may be delighted or disappointed. Draw for jacl 
pot, door prizes. Game sheet, 35 cards, pl 
money. 2 to 6 play, ages 10 up. 
49 N 6506—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.29 

Help partner identify famous 
names with “You Don't Say" 

Play in pairs like the TV show. Give your 
partner up to 3 clues by using incomplete 
sentences. If he guesses 3 names, your 
team wins money and a chance to play the 
Bonus Board for more money. 4 dice, 
1000 names. 3-4 players, ages 10 up. 
49 N 483—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.37 

$937 

guilty one and you're promoted. Become Top 
Secret Agent and win. A different suspect is 
guilty each time. Mechanical Spy Detector, 

cards, scoreboard. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 221—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $3.32 

— yg = PASSWORD F 

Password $144 

A party game of wit and words. Played just 
as it is on TV. Guess the password from one 
word clues given by your partner. Red win 
dow in card holder reveals password. Scoring 
dial, score pad, 24 cards with over 700 words, 
2 card holders. 4 players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 212—Shipping wt. 12 02,,,.... $1.44 

Bid it Right $169 
Based on “The Price is Right" TV show. Out- 

bid and outguess your opponents to earn the 
most valuable prizes. Don’t overbid—you'll 
lose what you bid. Bid cards, prize cards, 
play money. 2 to 4 play, ages 10 to adult 

$1.69 49 N 6504—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 



Convertible Sled with Guard 

Protective back guard allows baby to sit 
up in comfort. Handle is long enough to 
let you pull sled without stooping or bending 
over. Both guard and handle detach, giving 

you a sled a toddler can handle by himself. 
30 inches long. Hardwood top and red- 
finished steel runners. 
79 N 8326L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.. .. ... $6.97 

De luxe Baby Sled with Wheels 

Now you can take baby sledding during any 
season. Push him over snow, wheel him 
over sidewalks, bare ground. Guard helps 
keep him comfortably upright. 31 inches 
long. Hardwood and red steel frame. 
79 N B303L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs....... $9.97 

Convert any sled to baby sleigh 

Sled guard provides firm back support for your tot,,helps 
protect him from falling off. Just attach it to any sled and 
pull him along. Wood sides and back . . 
struction, smooth edges. Includes metal clamps. 
49 N 8325—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. ....$2.94 

expert dowel con- 

Jet Sno Wing? $4.88 
Shaped for speed, safety. Center runner 
holds direction, steers easily by leaning 
from one side to the other. Web hand grips. 
Red enameled steel. 37x3034x3 in. high. 

Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 8316N—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs....... $4.88 

Speedy Toboggan $387 

Made of rugged red polyethylene; even sub- 
zero weather won't affect it. Full length 
yellow plastic rope handrail. Outside ridge 
for extra safety. 35x15 inches wide. 
79 N 8324L—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... ..... $3.87 

Magic Snow Carpet $154 

It’s a sled, a toboggan. Durable red plastic 
snow skimmer takes the place of both. 
Light, flexible, specially ribbed for stability. 
48x22 inches wide. 
49 N 8318—Shpg. wt. 14 0z......... $1.54 

35-inch Sno-Boggan $997 
Red polyethylene snow glider shaped on the 

principle, steers by twisting. 
Knee bend provides comfort and safe hand 
grip. No sharp edges. 1234 inches wide. 
79 N 8312C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... ..... $2.97 

Spin and turn and race 

down the hill on 

SNOW DISCS 

Fiber glass 

$387 

Tough, speedy snow 
disc turns and spins by 
your shifting weight. 
25-inch diameter. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N B317L....$3.87 

Steel 

$387 

Spins and slides 
smoothly, 26 inches. 
Decorated, Flush hand 
straps, rolled edges. 

Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 
79 N8331L $3.87 

Aluminum 

$987 

25-inch Sno-Slider has 

smooth beaded edge 
for rigidity. Heavy 
web loops. Spins or 
goes straight. Wt. 4 lbs. 

79 N 8308L $3.87 Y iw 

Tough Plastic 

$397 

Extra big 30-inch size. 

Sturdy red polyethyl- 
ene disc has rope hole 
with metal eyelet, 2 
safety webbed handles. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 8307L $3.97777 

Big 2-seater Bobsled with front runner steering 

Nearly 5 feet long . . holds 3 children or 2 
adults. Maneuvers smoothly with 40* turning 
angle and full floating bobs. 254-inch skis slide 
anywhere regular skis do. Attached steel run- 

ners even glide over hard-packed snow. 
Wide underslung construction curves close 

to the ground for added safety. 
Styled after Olympic sleds. Hardwood with 

steel hood and tubing. Seat cushion acts as 
shock absorber . . made of water-resistant 
vinyl fabric with bucket-shaped seats. 59x22x 
10 inches high. Shipped either by freight (rail 
or truck) or by express. 

Shipping weight 32 pounds. 
79 N 8322N $29.97 
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PARKER BROTHERS 
GREAT CLASSIC GAME 

Based on Napoleon's “balance of power" con- 
cept during the 1800’s. Players place armies 
on all 42 territories. Then roll of 1 or more 
dice pits army against army. Attack neighbor- 
ing territories with each turn . . control en- 

Dogfight $384 
Bean Air Ace of World War I. Put plane on 
patrol, "shoot down" enemy planes. In- 
cludes dice, flight cards, 16 guns, 12 planes, 
board. 2 to 4 play. Ages 10 up. 

49 N 356—Shipping weight 3 Ibs.. . $3.84 

‘Staind Dade scans by deisiniasnisetediwical Gom 

Build up armies in strategic spots 

to invade continent after continent 

bold plan to conquer the world 

RISK! o» 549 
tire continents to gain more armies. Win by 
occupying every territory on big 22}4x21-inch 
board. 450 wood army pieces, game cards, 6 
dice. For 2 to 6 players. Ages 10 and up. 
79 N 214C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs.... $4.99 

Battle-Cry $384 
Command Union or Confederate arm- 
ies. Force enemy into pocket or capture 
troops to win. Dice, 44 pawns, book, 
board included, 2 to 4 play. Ages 10 up. 
49 N 128—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 02.$3.84 

“Pull your rank” as you 

challenge enemy's pawns 

and try to capture flag 

STRATEGO 

$388 

It takes smart tactics and cool 
nerves to win. Guess how the op- 
ponent's men and bombs are placed 
as you advance across the field. 
Each pawn's rank is hidden. When 
challenged, one with lesser rank 
drops out. 80 wood pieces, 18x15- 
in. board. 2 play. Ages 10 and up. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

Conflict. All-out war as you move ships, planes, 
guns over land and water areas, Roll back enemy 
forces, capture his home circle. Dice, 8 planes, 20 
guns, 20 ships, board. 2 to 4 play. Ages 10 up. 

49 N 178—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 12 oz.. . $2.66 

Combat, Free your men, occupy enemy headquar- 
ters to capture his 6 soldiers. Meet face to face in 
combat . . spin to see who is captured or escapes. 
12 soldiers, cards, board. 2 play. Ages 7 to 14. 

49 N 297—Shipping weight 1 lb, 8 oz.. $1.52 

Broadside, Fight sea battles with authentic tactics. 
Defend harbor or attack with fleet. Masts fall, 
ships sink with “broadsides,” buoys, 4 shore can- 
non, 20 ships, 24x19-in. board. 2 play. Ages 10 up. 
49 N 168—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. . $3.84 

Strategic Command. Move ships, planes, tanks on 
192 grids . . magnetically repel opponent's forces 
behind 19-inch panel. Use strategy to capture 
headquarters. Spinner, 22 pawns. 2 play. Ages 9 up. 

79 N 366C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . $5.85 

Tongle. Block, surround and capture hexagons with 
varied-shape pieces. Use strategy . . many hexagons 
and shapes score more. 50 points win. Plastic . . 15- 
in. board, 116 pieces. 2 to 4 play, all ages. 

49 N 188—Shipping weight 2 pounds... ... $3.22 



ge 

with light 

$268 
without 
batteries 

300-ft.-beam light swivels. 3-way on-off- 
blink switch. Polyethylene cap has elas- 
tic headband. Leather belt holds 2 “D” 
batteries (not incl.—order at right). 
49 N 2908—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.......$2.68 

5-foot long 
Ski Outfit 
for boys or 
girls 8 to 12 

The skis are 
carefully crafted 

of Adirondack 

hardwood and 

have a metal toe 
piece plus an 

adjustable heel 

Strap. And you 

Get set for backyard 

“jungle warfare" 

REMCO'S 
Camp Set 

Only 

$497 

Just like the equipment used by guerrilla fighters 
patrol. Just pick a site and pitch your tent. Water-rej 
lent headquarters tent is cotton canvas duck . . great for 
shelter. 42x36x36 inches high. Olive-drab color. Comes 
with ropes, metal sta and wood poles 

You also get a mess kit with knife, fork and spoon; a 
1-pint canteen; and a camouflaged helmet with attached 
“leaves” . . all of high-impact plastic 
49 N 2547— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz Set $4.97 

Explorer's Belt 
. . 9-piece outfit 

Leather belt and pouch. 
Field glasses, harmonica, 
whistle and Band-aids. 

Compass-canteen, 4- 
blade knife, color-signal- 
ing flashlight (order 2 
“D” batteries below). 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 2524. 

get two 40-inch 
poles, too 

$889 

Unusually fine quality at 
this price. Sleek black-lac- 
quered skis sweep youdown 
slopes in split-second time. 
Grooved for smooth track- 
ing. Toe pieces and heel 
straps hold feet firmly. 
Long aluminum-color poles 
have plastic snow rings 
and hand straps. 

Shipping weight 8 Ibs, 
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1 54-in. Ski Set. Ages 6 to 10, 
Blue hardwood. Toe pieces ad- 

just. Two 40-in. wood poles. 
79 N 2401L— Wt. 7 Ibs. Set $5.89 

9, 48-in. Beginner's Set. Ages 6 
to 9. Ash skis. 30-in. poles. 

79 N 2433C—Wt. 5 Ibs.Set $3.89 

Shorty Ski Set 
Just 32 in. long! Fit shoes up to men’s size 
8 . . no special boots. Hardwood. Adjust- 
able toe pieces. 39-in. aluminum poles. 
79 N 2582C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. .Set $7.89 

Ice and Snow Skates 

3 Sno-Go. Tots to teens. Snow- 
shoes or skis. Metal construc- 

tion. Red finish. 18 inches long. 
49 N 2583—Wt. 3 Ibs....$2.99 

4 Snow Ski-Skates. Ages 2 to 6. 
Hardwood bottoms. 16 in. 

long. 
49N2570— Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.$1.49 

Ej Ducl-runner Skates. Ages 2 
to 6. Steel. Adj. 7 to 8 in, 

49 N 2545—Wt. 11b. 202.$1.43 

6 Sled Skates. Ages 2 to 5. 
Wide runners. Steel construc- 

tion. Adjust 6 to 8 in, long. 
49 N 2501— Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz..95c 

Helps develop pitching control 

$697 and $897 

Fun way to gain keen coordination, 
Nylon net held by coil springs in 
ruggedly-braced steel frame, Stakes 
and cut-out home plate included. 

40x58-in. size. For Little Leaguers. 
79 N 2538C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs...$8.97 

36x54-in. size. For younger athletes. 
79 N 2477C —Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs...$6.97 

Baseball, 

Bat and 
Glove 
Set 

$347 

Regular-size baseball 
with horsehide cover and 
cork center. Junior 
League bat . . 28 in. long, 
made of sturdy hard- 
wood. Genuine leather 
glove with deep hand. 
formed pocket. 

Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 

79 N 2906C. .Set $3.47 

Record strikes, balls and outs as they 
happen with the touch of your finger. 
Metal and plastic. 
49 N 2907—Wt. 2 of... ........ 88c 

| 20-piece Fishing Kit 

| 3395 
Two-pc. fiber-glass rod, 434 ft. 

|| long. Single-action reel. 50-ft. 
nylon line, leader, stringer, arti- 
ficial bait, 3 sinkers, 7 asst'd 
hooks, snelled hook, hook box, 
fishing book. Steel tackle box. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 2551 Kit $3.95 



Twilight Zone. Cope with the unknown as you try 

to crash out of maze. Dead-end cards open doors as 

you go. First to get back to reality wins. Spinner, 

board, 12 cards, 4 markers. For ages 7 to 14. 

49 N 478—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... .. $1.66 

zm 
$479 

Allegiance. Know about our country's Constitution 

as you play for points in this card game. Form 
“melds,” arrange provisions in right order. 176 

cards, Constitution booklet. 2 to 8 play, ages 10 up. 

49 N 6503—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... . . $4.79 

Great party game for 3 to 6 players. Tests 

your knowledge of famous phrases, quotes, 
persons, places or things. Red window in disc 
holder reveals message. Teams mark clues on 

Ticker Tape. Buy and sell stocks . . gain most assets 

to win. Write in price changes on "quote" board as 

token moves. Certificates, play money, dice, cards, 
erasable marker. 2 to 8 play. Ages 10 up. 
49 N 6502—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 12 oz...$4.99 

o xS cS 

Monopoly $356 

Bankrupt closest friends, handle thousands 
of dollars. Buy, rent or sell railroads, hotels, 
utilities. Richest player wins. 19x19-in. 
board, dice, tokens, houses, hotels, money, 
cards. 2 to 8 play, ages 8 up. 
49 N 285—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz... . $3.56 Probe. Guess hidden words letter by letter. Each 

letter adds points. 300 points win. 432 cards indude 

letter cards, blanks and activity cards. Four 12- 

letter card trays. 2 to 4 players, ages 10 up. 

49 N 482—Shipping weight 2 pounds...... $3.99 

CHARLES GOREN’S 

Bridge for Two 

Two-handed card game 

that deals 4 hands as 
in regular Bridge play 

$237 

When only 2 can play, just add 
2 “dummy racks” to the deal. 
Bid, play, finesse and score as in 
4-handed Bridge. Official Goren 
Point-Count system, score pad, 
instruction booklet. Ages 12 up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 462 $2.37 

Mille Bornes (pronounced “Meel Born”). French 
card game where you overcome road hazards to play 
your distance cards (milestones). Go 5000 miles to 
win. 112 cards, tray, score pad. 2 to 6 play. Ages 8 up. 
49 N 237—Shipping weight 14 ounces. . ...$2.19 

Cunioa pane scans by cheisimax nusetediaicH Di 

Home version of the new TV Game 

by the originators of “Password” 

GET the MESSAGE 
Guess a hidden message from secret 

one-word clues given by your team 
$ ]2 

4 re-usable slates just 8 clues allowed. 

Score 3 points on dial to win play money. 

30 discs contain 720 messages. Ages 10 up. 
49 N 6505—Shipping weight 8 ounces. $1.32 

De luxe Monopoly $559 

Enough money and equipment for 10 
players. Also convenient 19x14-inch plas- 
tic "banker's tray" that neatly stores 
money, title deeds, cards, tokens, dice. 
Durable, reinforced board lasts for years. 
79 N 6501C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.....$5.59 



6-piece Youth 

Fitness Gym 
with 

Strength Tener 
51349 

Work out with the double-spring 
chest pull, rower with spring “oar” 
pulls, twin dumbbells, chin bar or 
twin hand grips. Then have fun mea- 
suring the power of your grip on the 
Strength Tester. Measures from 
“cream puff" to “champ.” Comes in 
easy-to-store box. 
79 N 2914K-Wt. 23 Ibs.Set $13.49 

Net. Air pump. Wt. 14 Ibs. 
79 N 2909L. ....Set $6.99 

i 
i | Mun 

LE EC 

E Regulation Sports Balls 
i ——— 

Either or 

$18: 

The Football. Pebble- ^ ine saskeroou, 1 cu! 
grained imitation  blegrained molded 
leather. Kicking tee, vinyl. Inflating nee- 
inflating needle incl. dle included. 

Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N2913.....$1.88 49 N 2509...$1.88 

Air Pump. For inflating sports equipment. Steel 
case, wood handle, 
49 N 2911—Shipping weight 40z.........49¢ 

chin bar that locks in any standard door frame 
without screws. Strength Tester measures 
your muscle-building progress. 
79 N 2903L—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... .. Set $8.99 

Floor-or-wall 
Puncher 

$587 

Floor 
| Puncher 

$392 

Jr. Barbell and Hand Grip Set 

Set inflatable leatherette bag 36 to On floor, adjusts 36 to 47 in. high. Barbell has four 134-Ib. and four 214-Ib. weights plus | 
47 in. high. Then POW—a K.O.! Converts to hang on wall Steel  30-in steel bar. Adjustable from 4 Ibs. 10 oz. to 1734 
Base and flexible rod are steel. frame, leatherette bag. Pump. Ibs. Two steel-spring hand grips, too. 
79 N2542C—Wt. 4 Ibs......$3.92 79 N2429C—Wt. $ Ibs......$5.87 — 79 N 2590C— Shipping weight 18 pounds. .Set $6.88 vce SEARS lll 
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Bowl-a-Matic 
Position bowler, release the lever..and ball rolls 
down the alley. . pinspotter automatically resets 

You put the ball in the robot's hand . . release lever . . see his hand 
swing forward to roll ball. Fun for home bowlers . 
Pinsetter picks up pins. Then it re-lowers pins left standing. Plastic 
alley, pins, ball. No batteries needed. Instructions, scoring pad. 
Overall about 51x11x10 inches. 

79 N 347L—Shipping weight 8 pounds.. 
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- age 6 and up. 

Skee Ball 
Aim it . . release shooter . . ball zooms up 
ramp to score..ball returns automatically 

Shoot at 5 rings on target, valued from 10 to 50 points. 
Aim for highest-point pocket . . with a little bit of luck 
your score soars. Score totals automatically on back 
panel. Adds up to 500 points. Turn it back to zero after 

each player shoots 10 balls. Balls return automatically. 
Release lever lets them roll into position for quick shoot- 
ing. Plastic. About 40 in. long. 

79 N 255L— Shipping weight 5 pounds..........$6.77 

Hit the Spot 

Drop the ball into the cup with the 
highest score . . takes skilled working 
of metal rods. Sturdy wood con- 
struction . . maple finish. 21x10x4 in. 
49 N 165—Wt. 4 lbs. 6 oz. .$2.88 

Rainy days won't keep 
you from playing mar- $299 di 
bles now. Big 45-inch 
court marked off for 
regulation play. Made 
of smooth fabric . . no f 
lumps or hollows to 
spoil your shots. In- | 
flatable plastic ring |. 
circles court. Light and | 
easy to carry. Deflates 
quickly for easy stor- 
age. Includes large bag 
of marbles and instruc- 
tion booklet. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
79 N 2471C..$2.99 

Play marbles indoors on inflatable Court 

Klik Pool 
Shoot ball up ramp.. 

not too hard, not too soft. 
Takes skill and practice 
to really pile up points 

Shoot a total of three balls to build your 
score. Tap them across the stops with 
the cue stick (just like in pocket bill- 
iards). Each ball clicks over plastic 
pivoting stops, and comes to rest at a 
spot. Each spot has a number. Add up 
all three and that's your score. Any 
number and age can play. Green molded 
plastic game board . . hardwood cue and 
balls. About 32 inches long, 7 inches 
wide. 30-inch cue. Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 
79 N 148C +. .$2.99 

Across the U.S.A.. 

Twist dials . . tilt the board up, 
down, sideways. Steel ball mustn't 
drop in a hole as it rolls. Wood. 
About 11x14x4 in. 

49 N 166—Wt. 3 lbs. 5 02...$3.88 



eS pl 
Pegboard Workshop 

; Workshop only Workshop with Bench \ 

51247 7394 
Great idea! Pegboard just like dad's . . loaded with tools, ready 
to hang, ready to use. Our biggest set . . in 24x24-in. steel frame. 
Has 6-pc. crosscut saw set; coping saw, 5 blades; brace "n bit; 3 
chisels; folding rule; 3 wrenches; 2 screwdrivers; pliers; hand drill, 
9 bits; level; square; nail set; pencil; hammer; plane; 24 hooks, 

NUR Ee e 13 pounds... ....... s. . 
29N1507L2-Tool tet Workbe Be $2.00. We dois See 13.44 
Deluxe Workbench. 32x16x32 inches high. Like a rock . . no wob- 
ble. 18-inch measure edge, 5x3-inch woodworking vise, 8-hole tool 
rack, drawer. Hardboard and pine. Easy bolt assembly. 
79 N 1505K—Workbench, Shipping weight 27 pounds... ...$8.97 

49-piece Junior 
Pegboard Workshop 

"no $99 

Hang it up . . pegboard keeps 
tools where you want ‘em. 18x 
18-in. steel frame. Hand saw; 
coping saw, 6 blades; hand drill, 
9 drill bits; chisel; 3 wrenches; 
level; pliers; hammer; plane; try 
square; ruler; screwdriver; and 
more. Instructions, hooks. 
79 N 1542C— Wt. 9 ibs...$6.99 
Workshop plus Bench. Save $1.00. 
Shipping weight 22 pounds 
79 N 1518C2 Set $11.98 
Jr. Workbench with ruled edge. 
nail and screw chart, wood and 
steel vise. Hardboard and pine. 
24x14x30 in. high. 
79 N 1544C— Wt. 13 1bs.$5.99 
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30-piece Shop Tool Set in 
its own steel storage chest 

Build a bike stand, bench, bookshelf . . all kinds of 

way to use it and a basic set of patterns—from in- saw, coping 

w, claw hammer, screwdriver, cor 

sanding block and sandpaper, wood mallet, triangle 
chisel, pliers and more, 
49 N 1541—Shipping weight 6 pounds.. Set $4.89 — 49 N 1540 

23-piece 
dr. Tool Set s288 

set of tools. 
3 in.: hand 

w and 4 blades, 
ction book. Red steel chest, 16x8x234 in.: hand- hammer, screwdriver, try 

aw and 5 square, wrenches, 
block plane, block and sandpar 

pliers, triangle, ruler. Ship- 
ping weight 3 lbs. 

$489 

Here's a basi 

Steel chest, 1 while you learn about each tool—the right 

brace with 2 bits, 3 wrenche 

Set $2.88 

Tool Apron Set for Jr. Carpenters 

Pint-size but all you'll need 
to make the sawdust fly. 
There's an 11-inch saw, ham. 

mer, screwdriver, pliers, pencil 
and how-to-do-it instruction 
book . . all fitted out in a tic-on 
plastic apron 12x9 inches 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 1539 Set $1.72 

with Flashlight 

For tool-totin' carpenters . . extra 
heavy top grain cowhide belt that 
packs a handsaw in safety scabbard, 
pliers in holster, claw hammer, tack 
hammer, screwdriver, folding rule, 
friction tape. Plus a 300-ft. beam 
flashlight. (Order 2 batteries 
below.) Tools are full-size, strong 
alloy steel. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1524. . 

Ly 10-pc. Tool Belt $388 

Votis 

15-pc. Tool Belt. .ourbigone.Heavy — 7-pc. "Linemon's" Too It. Top grain 

full grain leather, full size alloy steel leather, Holds hammer, screwdriver, 

tools: regularand Phillipsscrewdrivers, pliers, tape, play safety strap, and 
pliers, hammer, wrenches, rule, tape, flashlight, Takes 2 “C” batteries. Or- 
flashlight (order 2 "D" batteries). der below. 
49 N 1525—Wt. 31be.....Set $4.96 49 N 1523-Wt, 2 Ibs... .. „Set $2.89 
bs a r Shy L. 4 "or . Shpg. wt. ea. 2 oz. 
49N PE Fach 16c; 4 for 60c 49 N 4665. .....Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

All bels fit 22 o 30-in. waists, 

3 big projects in 1 kit 

Here's how to get your new shop tool 
set into action. Make a birdhouse . . 
a book rack . . and a weather vane 
duck with moving wings. Every- 
thing you'll need is right here: 
wood, pattern outlines, cutting and 

finishing instructions and hardware. 
49 N 1519-Wt. 3 Ibs. 8oz. Kit $2.27 



CARROM 
Revolving 
Top Stand 

Revolves freely, turns 
board for each player 

Here's the perfect stand to use 

with your Carrom Board. Care 
fully made of smooth hard- 
wood, this stand turns freely 
to give each player the perfect. 
position for playing. About 
26 inches high 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 N 225C...........$2.95 

Spin with SKITTLES 

Spin the top and watch it rico- 
chet wackily off sideboards, 
through holes. The more tenpins 
knocked down, the higher your 
score. Wood “bowling alley” 32x 
15x4 in. high with 2 tops, wind- 
up string, 12 tenpins, rules. 
79 N 374C—Wt. 9 Ibs... $5.99 

Puck-chasing game involves dever 
shooting, speedy stick action. Wood 
railed board with mitered corners 
locked with steel strips; hardboard 
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Send your ring sliding across the board and 

CARROM . . you pocket another point 

106 family games all on one board . . play CARROM, 

checkers, spin-top, Crokinole and other favorites 

'[2-piece Set 

$68. 
Warp-resistant 3-ply plywood board, 2844 inch square, score tab and rule book. 

with 2 playing sides. Strong solid wood frame. Reversi- — 79 N 489L—Shipping weight 10 pounds....... $6.88 

ble net pockets. Everything you need is included: 30 

plastic Carrom rings, 2 cues, 10 hardwood tenpins, 3 — Box of 30 extra plastic Carrom Rings. 

spinning tops, 15 numbered discs, 6 flies, 1 pair dice, — 49 N 459—Shipping weight 8 ounces ...-..-...- 97c 

Fast-action KIKIT 

Just flip the wood kick-sticks to 
pass the ball toward opposing 
team's goal or to block shots at 
your own goal Fine lacquered 
hardwood rink, 29x12x3 inches 
high with net pockets. Exciting 
fun for two to six players. 
79 N 371C—Wt. 7 lbs... $5.99 

play surface; 25x37x214 in. high. 

Plastic score counters; hardwood 
play sticks, pucks; goal nets. 
79 N 332L—Wt. 10 Ibs. $4.99 

Ten active skill games . . Mattel's MAGNETEL 

A bonanza of fun and games for all ages, ranging from skid pool to skid 

tic-tac-toe. Some easy enough for a 6-year old . . others intriguing enough 

to challenge adults. “Shoot” by snapping back spring-loaded cues. Plastic 

board, measuring about 26x16 inches, has side and corner pockets and 

9 magnetized spots. Set includes 6 magnetic and 10 non-magnetic discs. 

Complete with cue disc, rack and instructions. 

79 N 147C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $4.66 

Miniature Pool $229 
Fun for the whole fam- 
ily. Plastic table about 

1034x19 in. long with 
6 pockets, felted sur- 
face, automatic return 
ball feature. Two 

spring-loaded cue 
sticks, 16 colored balls 

and ball rack. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 170..... $2.29 x»; SEARS 113 



@ A 
Battery-powered 

Saf-T-Saw 

$999 "^ Ws a a Drill a Sander, a Jig Sow a Lathe 
: child-size and o Grinder or | and a and o 

Styrofoam® plastic Bench Saw. . Router a Polisher.. | Sabre Saw..| Turning Tool 
‘lumber’? in ready-to- 

saw sheets, Cut anything 
you trace. Patt book, E 
iis aa iet KeS Sears Battery-powered Workshop for children 
sheets included. Works on 
2 “D” Batteries (order at "Toys, gifts, decorations: you name it.. on-off switch. Instructions included, plus 
right). Cuts foam not fin- and you can make it out of lightweight 12 pieces of Styrofoam plastic “lumber.” 
gers . . stops at slightest Styrofoam. Base tool is 20 in. long, 7 — 49 N 1526—Shpg. wt. 4Ibs.. ..... $7.66 
pressure. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. inches high. 4 “D” batteries (order 
49 N 1550 $2.99 49 N 4660 below) keep it spinning. Just a Refill Kit: 12 pieces of white Styrofoam 

> A a quick click turns it from lathe to saw. plastic. Varied width, 12 inches long. 

venio we E "el of Sty- Plastic tools stop at finger pressure. Has — 49 N 1537—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. 
Peet Me bà 49 N 4660 —"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. . 

| és F s n Motorized Home 
f " 1 Workshop by KENNER 

Actually 7 power tools in 1 
. . turns, shapes, drills, 

bores, saws and sands 

$697 seis 
one 

Shape plastic “lumber” like it was 
wood. You're ready to start with 
3 “D” batteries (order below). Use 
project book. Shop is 12-in. long. 
Snap-on tools are plastic and metal. 
Motor stops at press of finger. In- 

: cludes 17-pc. plastic "lumber," 4 
Battery-powered ..has 7 attachments $323 jJ pieces balsa each 12 inches long, 
It’s a handful of fun. Looks like dad's but works on batteries n Ap 
(Order 2 “D” batteries above.) There's a mixer, a grinder and B ; 
sparking flint axe, a buffer for toy cars and a gyro-top that spins Refill kit: 12 pcs. plastic, 2 pcs. balsa. 
on the floor. Use wrench, screwdriver and trip hammer for rat-tat-tat 12-in. long, varying widths, colors. 
work on the work and play bench. All fit the chuck. Red and silver- 49 N 1536—Wt. 10 or... Kit $1.78 
color plastic. Trigger action. 1f pressed against skin, drill stops. "D batteries. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 1515—Shipping weight 1 pound 15 ounces.. .... ...$3.23 79 N 4660— Each. .16c; 4 for 60c. rca SEARS 113 
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Wing “flying birds" in $788 
Backyard Skeet Shoot 

Stand back (up to 10 ft.), press pneumatic 
foot release to spring “bird” from behind the 
10-inch skeet house. Shoot soaring metal-rimmed 
target with Daisy “Spittin’ Image" lever-action 

Let the grizzly have it with both barrels 

. . he roars, turns and runs for cover 
99) wien rifle. Rugged steel with plastic forearm, stock. 3899 xen Fires 12 cork balls with 1 loading. Includes a uU E v a A “bird target” that can be used again Go hunting” indoors or outdoors, Realistic battery-powered grizzly pon apart bear is high-impact plastic, 1014 inches high. Spring-action rifle, 28 inches and again. Includes 24 cork balls. 

long. 6 darts, rubber suction cups. Order 4 “D” batt 
79 N 260C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . .. 
79 N 4660—"D"' Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz..... 

ies below. 79 N 337C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. $7.88 

Army Shooting 
ge 

: » AC 

3 
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Shooting Gallery $333 Crow Shoot $166 

Load 19}¢-in. pop-gun with cork. Bang! It's shoot-em-up time for these plastic 
Crows on perch tip back, show points. crows and the object of this game is to 
Targets revolve when hit. Ducks on revolv- knock the five birds off their wire perch 
ing target pop up for next shot. Spring-wind for points. Includes 21-in. double barrel 
motor. About 19x10 in. high. 10 corks. steel shotgun, 10 cork bullets. 
49 N 108—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. .. $3.33 49 N 150—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $1.66 

Hit hare on the run 

1 Score direct enemy hits. Pull the trigger, metal pellets 
burst from gun. Nose of plastic replica of automatic pistol 

is attached to frame. Spring-motorized target revolves . . color- 
fully illustrated with enemy soldiers in action poses. Enclosed 
in clear plastic. Metal legs. 20x7x12 inches high. 
49 N 259—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces........ $3.66 

Q Bag big game, just like a hunter on safari in the jungles i air im Just like a real carnival. The rabbits go Improve your shooting ability as you try of Africa. Plastic replica of automatic pistol shoots steel "round and 'round and the ducks swim in to hit this freewheeling rabbit. Just wind pellets at 3-dimensional jungle animals. Pistol attached to a continuous row . all by means of a sturdy him up and then set him to go straight or steel frame, self-feeding. Moving target bell. Clear plastic wind-up mechanism. Colorful metal shoot- in circles. 24in. double barrel plastic cover. About 14x6x5 inches high. ing gallery 17x10 inches high. Plastic dart shotgun. 2 suction cup darts and a 9-in. 49 N 372—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. ....... $2.66 put niic did diti mechanical sane. 
114 SEARS ro 49 N264C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 0z...$4.44 — 79 N 384C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs...$2.75 
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Famous PLAYSKOOL 
Wood Puzzles in tray 

Hand jig-sawed of 4-inch plywood . . 
Non-toxic colors . . backed with 36-inch hardboard 

8 Golden Book Puzzles 

Ages 2 to 8. With 8 subjects 
including animals and every- 
day scenes. Fach is 8 x 10 
inches. Each has 12 to 18 
pieces to fit within frame. 
Gay colors; made of heavy 
cardboard; smoothly finished 
by Playskool. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
49 N 4703........ Set $1.49 

Walt Disney Puzzles 

Playskool inlaid plywood puz- 
zles, hardhoard backing. Non- 
toxic colors. 12 to 15 pieces. 
Each 9x11 inches. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 4592— Mickey Mouse 
49 N 4598— Donald Duck 
49 N 4599— Pinocchio 
49 N 4754— Thumper 
Wt. each 1 Ib. 2 oz.Each $1.19 

Simple Puzzle Plaques with large pieces . . for ages 2 to 4. About 9x11 inches, 
49 N 4538—Humpty Dumpty. 12 pcs. 49 N 4531— Rabbit. 10 pieces. 

? 49 N 4506— Jack-In- Box. 9 pieces. 49 N 4536— Fish. 11 pieces, 
49 N 4513— Chick. 9 pieces. 49 N 4527 —Duck. 8 pieces. 

Shipping weight each 1 pound 4 ounces. .Each $1.19 

5 Educational Puzzles 

Good way to teach pre-school- 
ers time, months, seasons, 
alphabet, U.S. map. Made of 
heavy cardboard. Varied sizes. 
All 5 come packed in 14x11- 
inch box for easy storage. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 

Ten Inlaid Puzzles 

Brightly colored pictures of 
story favorites will delight 
tots. Easy for small child to 
work, About 14 big pieces to 
fit in 9 x 634 in. frame. Heavy 
cardboard. Ages 2 to 8. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49 N 4743.........8(t $1.29 49N 4742... Set 94 Nursery Puzzle Plaques with many favorite subjects. Ages 2 to 6. About 9x11 inches. Sr 4 ists 

49 N 4557 — Farm. 15 pieces, 749 N 4534— Panda. 13 pieces. 
49 N 4545 — Woman in Shoe. 16 pcs. 49 N 4551—Airplane. 15 pieces. 

- 49 N 4533—Locomotive. 12 pleces. 49 N 4546— Tractor. 14 pieces. 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 4 ounces. ....... Veauengsekaeeevesres ++» Each $1.19 

Puzzle Plaques with more advanced subjects. Ages 2 to 6, About 11x9 inches, US. and World Map Puzzle 
49 N 4564— Train. 22 pieces. 49 N 4563 — Balloonman. 21 pieces. 
49 N 4565— Tow Truck. 27 pieces. 49 N 4562— Riding Hood. 18 pieces. 
49 N 4528— Firetruck. 19 pieces, 49 N 4559 — Three Bears. 20 pieces. 

Shipping weight each 1 pound 4 ounces... .. 6... 6.6666 e cee cee eee eee Each $1.19 

Learn geography the easy way. This puzzle has the U.S.A. cut 
up into state-shaped pieces on one side and the world map on 
the other. Teaches youngsters aged 7 to 13. Sturdy fiberboard 
with wood center. Approximately 20x14 inches. 

49 N 406—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces... .. $1.77 

MAGNETIC Puzzles . . made for small fingers 

114 SEARS rcs 
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Child Guidance, Flexible plastic 
pieces with built-in magnets. Design 
on metal tray. Removable “picture 
window” snaps into frame, forming 
design outline. About 10x12 in. 
49N4569-Lion, 14 pieces. 
49N4540-Dog. 12 pieces. 
49N4581—Monkey. 15 pieces. 
49N4578-Clown. 16 pieces. 
49N4549-Choo-choo Train, 18 pcs. 

Also availabi 
49N4541-. en. 11 pcs. 
49N4582-Mary, Little Lamb. 14 pcs. 
49N4583-Old King Cole. 14 pes, 
49N4590-Hey Diddle Diddle. 13 pcs. 
Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib... . . Each $1.19 

Teach-A-Tot puzzle pieces 
of high-impact styrene plas- 
tic with built-in magnets. 
Details silk-screened on 
pieces. 1034-in. diam, metal 
tray with full-color remov- 
able placement guide, 
49N4768-Panda. 11 pcs, 
49N4773-Rooster. 11 pcs, 
49N4782- Balloons, 15 pcs. 
49N4781-Fire Truck. 13 pcs. 
Also ovailoble: 
49N4774-Dog. 11 pcs. 
49N4780-Train. 13 pcs. 
Wt. each 14 oz... Each 88c 



Score by getting eggs in basket. Shoot suction- 
cup dart from 61j-in. plastic gun to hit hen's 
target. When you make direct hit, egg releases into 
basket. 3 plastic eggs, 3 plastic suction-cup darts. 

Colorful metal target, 17x14 in. wide. 
49 N 344—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $2.49 

Reach for the sky, pardner. You can really make 
this figure move. Masonite Presdwood, 28 in. high; 
3 supporting legs. Shoot hat off . . he draws his 
2 plastic guns. Shoot guns out of his hands . . he 
raises arms. Hit belt buckle . . gun belt falls down. 
Plastic dart gun, 4 rubber suction-cup darts. 
79 N 351C—Shipping weight 5 pounds.....$4.99 

Cuniod pace scans by christmas museleciwic pom 

Fire from a standing position 
as the 3 flying-duck targets cir- 
cle at least 12 times with each 
setting. When hit, ducks flop 
down . . just as they do in a 
real shooting gallery. 

The 2134-inch plastic rifle 
shoots rubber suction-cup darts. 
Three darts are included. Metal 
target stand is sturdy, 434 feet 
high. Unassembled. 
79 N 379C—Wt. 4 lbs...$3.97 

Separate mouthpieces 

—— are washable..can be 
used over and over. 
Darts have soft tips. y= 

Safari Blow Dart Game 

$929 

Have your own big game hunt. Metal dart 
board has fierce-looking wild animals on 
one side, progressive dart game on other 
side. About 18x14 inches wide. 3 plastic 
blow tubes, mouthpieces. 9 plastic darts 

with suction cups. 
49 N 353—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz....$2.29 

Throw ball in my hat and my eyes spin, 

my nose twists, and your score adds up 

in my mouth. Ball pops out of 

my bow tie and into return rack 

Jolly Clown Ball Toss $999 

Just like a game on the circus midway. Take 
careful aim, then toss a ball into his top hat. 

Colorful Jolly Clown looks so funny as his eyes 
roll. Score shows in his mouth. About 19 inches 
high, 18 inches long. Includes 4 balls. All plastic, 
49 N 327—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... $2.99 

Huckle-Chuck 
3-in-1 Game 

“ $929 

It's three different games 
on one action-packed 
board . . ring toss, bean 
bag and darts. 32-inch 
Huckleberry Hound has 
spring-mounted head 
that swings from side to 
side. Snag it with 3 plas- 
tic rings, land 3 vinyl 
bean bags in mouth, hit 
Masonite Presdwood tar- 
get with 3 rubber suction- 
cup darts. 15 inches wide. 
Shipping weight 5 

pounds. 
79 N 466C......$3.29 

Bop the Beetle $366 

The object is to tap beetles into frog's mouth. If 
you're a good bopper, he snaps shut and you score. 
Includes 12 14-inch frog trap, two 4x6-inch polyethyl- 
ene Beetles and two 1914-inch Beetle Boppers. 
49 N 392C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. . 

rca SEARS 115 
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Santa's Fun Box $4.97 

What better way to celebrate Christmas than with 
old Santa Claus himself! Every child will love un- 
packing this chimney-full of fun, which includes: 

1 Giant 232-page Christmas story book containing 
31 children's stories with 2-color illustrations 
1 Toyland portfolio of paperboard push-out 
activities featuring push-out puppet theater 
1 Christmas Carols song book with words, music, 
organ chords; 36 pages in full color, 8x12 in. 
1 Hi-Ho Santa Claus game with accessories. Be 
the first to trim the Christmas tree! 
1 Night Before Christmas coloring book with 
fuzzy Santa on cover; 132 pages with famous poem 
1 Sticker fun book with 70 push-out pieces 
1 Book of Christmas stencils, 8x10 inches 
1 Night Before Christmas story book, 28 pages 
6 Paint, color and activity books, each 24 pages 
6 Sewing cards, yarn; 1.paint and crayon set 
3 N 521—Shipping weight 6 pounds $4.97 

Animated Doll Book Set $187 

So lifelike! Set includes 2 board dolls, each 13 
in. tall, 1 with eyes that wink, the other with 
lips that kiss. 

Each has 14 pages of dresses and story. Also 
3 animated-cover doll books, each with 8 sheets 
of pre-cut punch-out dolls, clothes. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
3N515. $1.87 

Cusios Dabs Scans by deisimiqtmiselediaical com 
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Playtime Chest of Fun $366 

Just watch your favorite little boy’s eyes sparkle 
with joy as he opens this big chest . . loaded with 
lots of outer space fun. Set includes: 

1 Paint-by-number book with 64 pages of land- 
scapes, still life, animals, etc. 1034x14 in. 
3 Super game boards for playing over 60 games, 
32-page instruction booklet, 38 playing pieces 
5 Sheets of Frontier Town push-outs to make 
37-piece frontier village in full color 
1 Man and Missiles 48-page illustrated story 
book in full color, 844x107¢ in. 
1 Flash Gordon 80-page coloring book featuring 
Flash, Dale, Emperor Ming, others. 814x102 in. 
1 Space punch-out book in full color, 849x124 in. 
1 Lockheed Ramjet Missile puzzle, 10Ł6x14 in. 
1 Crashcup and Leonardo magic slate, stylus 
1 Plastic paint tray with 8 colors, 1 brush 
1 Box of 16 crayons, 1 large 8-in. pencil 
3 N 665Y—Shipping weight 4 pounds... $3.66 

Change foce | 
in seconds 

“7 Dolls in 1" Set 76c 

Here's a doll whose personality changes as easily 
as her clothes. Just slip 1 of the 6 removable 
faces into invisible plastic shield and presto! . . 
you've got a doll with a brand-new look 

Set includes 14-inch board doll with stand, 6 
pre-cut cardboard faces and 28 lovely costume 
pieces . . all in full color. Packed in attractive box. 
3 N 525— Shipping weight 12 ounces Set 76c 

r RN 
Growing Thingy ENI N 

Super Fun Maker $276 

Filled with activities to help teach your youngsters 
to think, to recognize various colors and shapes 
and also how to use their fingers. Set includes: 

Sears new plastic paint-and-crayon selector 

containing 1 box of 8 crayons, 8 water colors, 2 

water wells, 1 paint brush, 1 pencil and 1 pair of 
3-inch metal safety scissors. 
20 Activity books, 514x8 in. Coloring, games, etc. 
1 Wet-a-brush book, 8x11 in. Paint using water 
1 Trace-and-color book, 1 connect-dots book 
3 Coloringactivity books, each 16 pages, 514x54in. 
4 Wipe-of cards to color and erase, 1 eraser 
2 Paint-by-number boards, 7x1014 in 
1 Paint palette with 12 colors, 4 stencil cards 

1 Andy Panda magic slate with stylus 

2 puzzles, 11x14 in., 2 punch-out circus boards 
3 Sewing cards with 3 beautiful colored yarns 
1 Bricko game with 6 boards, 1 memory game 
3 N 664Y—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz... .$2.76 

Busy Day Fun Box 3197 

Chatty Baby in 3 big activities: Chatty Baby 
1114-in. board doll, costumes, 96-page coloring 
and activity book, Chatty Baby 11!$xL4-in. jig- 
saw puzzle. Also sewing cards, yarn, magic slate, 
paint-and-crayon set, drawing paper, straws, laces, 
weaving strips, daisy chains, sticker sheets, scissors. 
3 N 516—Shipping weight 
2 pounds 8 ounces.. -$1.97 seme: SEARS 115 



“Shoot” Wild Game on “Safari Hunts" / 
. . compete with a friend to see 

who gets the best score 
on the Bull's-eye Target 

nn 
Detar Archery Set | 1l 1 LI 
Equipment for two 

Double your fun by competing with a friend for accuracy 
and high points. Rubber suction-tips make arrows stick-to 
2234-inch bull's-eve and the two 16x24-inch colorful animal 
targets on wood tripod. Eight 22-inch feather-fletched 
arrows, 4 yellow, 4 white. Two 46-inch flat hickory bows 
with heavy plastic grips and bow strings. 2 plastic finger 
tabs and 2 wrist guards included. 
79 N 2472L— Shipping weight 8 pounds.......... $5.88 

Imitation leather foot 

olds. 
Wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. 

$997, 

Backyard Sport Balls 

1 Bosketball. Pebble-grained vinyl. 3 Sports Set. Pebble-grained vinyl foot- 
49 N 2509-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $1.88 ball, bas! ^ ir pump, needle. 

49N2413-Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $3.66 
9, Football, Tee. Imitation leather. 

49 N 2913—Wt, 12 oz...$1.88 — A Boc-Yard Basketball, Goal Set. Vinyl 
basketball. 18-in. steel goal. Net 

116 SEARS scs 79 N 2517L—Wt. 7 Ibs... ... Set $2.97 
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with white stripe and 
double-bar face guard 
. » foam rubber-padded | 
at neck and forehead 
for greater comfort and \ 
protection. Plastic 

ball; plastic kicking 
tee. For 6 to 10 year 

49 N 2912... Set $4.95 

Double Archery Set 

Two 46-in. hickory bows, plastic 
grips, right and left-handed arrow 
rests. Six 18-in. arrows, suction- 
cup tipped. 2234-in. diam. hard. 
board target on tripod. 2 finger 
tabs, 2 wrist guards. 

79 N 2474L—Wt. Slbs. Set $4.49 

Pitch Back 
Great pitching and fielding work- 
out. Returns any ball thrown any 
distance. Nylon net, steel frame. 

38x38-inch size. Unassembled. 
79 N 2476C—Wt. 5 Ibs...$4.99 

38x56-inch size. Unassembled. 
79 N 2480C —Wt. 9 Ibs. ..$7.44 

$995 

Archery Set 

42-in. hickofy bow, 
hunter's grip. 4 rubber- 
tip arrows. 16-in. tar- 
get on tripod. Arm 
guard, finger tab, plas- 

tic quiver. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 2540C. . .Set $2,95 

abs 

Stan Musial's Slugger Kit $222 
Take “power swings” without chasing balls. 
A pal pitches fast, slow, high or low by swing-_ 
ing ball on nylon cord with sliding handle, Hit 
ball with 30-in. plastic bat. 

79 N 2481C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.... Set $2.22 

Baseball Set 
Horsehide covered 
ball. 28-in. wood bat. 
Genuine leather 
glove with deep 
hand-formed pocket. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 2906C- Set. $3.59 



Now .. You are a doll! 

Imaginehow excited your 
little girl will be when she 
finds this 16-inch doll 
whose face is her very own! 

My Fun-filled Playhouse of Stars $399 
Make your little girl the top star of this exciting playhouse: We'll include 
with your order a special self-addressed envelope in which you enclose 
a color snapshot or negative. Face will be enlarged, adhesive applied and 
returned to you within 5 days so you can stick right over doll's face . . 
all included in price of set! Complete set includes the following: 

1 “You Are A Doll" board doll over 16 in. tall with lovely costumes 
1 Large-size Shari Lewis statuette board doll with beautiful dresses 
1 Shari Lewis 24-page coloring book with 16 stencils; 1 box 8 crayons 
1 Shari Lewis lacing fun sheet with yarns, costumes; 1 paint palette 
2'Sheets of Shari Lewis finger puppets, 2 sheets of sticker pictures 
1 Angela Cartwright super treasure slate with stylus, 816x1324 in. 
1 Board doll over 9 in. tall with wavy hair, colorful costumes 
1 "Once Upon A Wedding Day" 80-page coloring book, 8x11 in. 
1 Book of ballet paper dolls with complete wardrobe, 834x1134 in. 
3 Games in one box: "Storm the Castle,” “Splash” and “Bunny-Ho” 
4 Color-by-number pictures with printed frames, ready for hanging 
4 Easy-to-assemble die-cut puzzles in full color, 7x1044 in.; 1 brush 
5 Sewing tards, 4 plastic-tipped yarns, 1 pair 3-in. plastic scissors 
3 N 517—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . -$3.99 

ACTIVITY SETS for boys and girls 

ARTT 

Space Age Set featuring Jetsons $393 
Ready on the launch pad! Your junior astronaut will go “into orbit” when he 
opens up this big box. It's just loaded with popular “out-of-this-world” TV 
characters from his favorite programs. Here's what he'll find: 

1 Jetsons coloring book, 128 pages of space scenes to color or paint 

5 Jetsons board dolls featuring George, Jane, Judy, Elroy and Astro with over 50 
push-out costumes for outer space; packed in big 10x13-in. portfolio 
1 Jetsons jigsaw puzzle; 100 interlocking pieces . . makes 14x18-in. picture 
1 Flintstones magic slate with plastic stylus, size 814x13 in. Just lift the film and 
everything written on slate disappears like magic! 
7 Flintstones magic rub-off cards with wipe-off crayons and cleaning cloth 
1 Top Cat sticker fun book, size 10x12 inches. Push out, stick on and color such 
scenes as Top Cat eating in a restaurant, visiting in a hospital, etc. 
1 Yogi Bear picture story book with hard cover, 28 pages, size 514x614 in. Funny 
story about Yogi and his super scooter . . with all pictures in full color 
1 Huckleberry Hound picture story book with hard cover, 144 pages, 554x774 in. 
1 Pair of 3-inch plastic safety scissors; 1 package of drawing paper 
1 Paint and crayon set with plastic tray; 1 package of paper play money 
1 Paint-with-water paint book, 64 pages. Brush water on . . watch colors appear! 
3 N 514—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces $3.93 

Ses 

New Ark Full of Fun $127 

A boat-load of activities! 14 coloring books, each 
734x534 inches, 16 pages. 6 paint-by-number 
animal pictures, 514x8 inches. Wood stylus, 8- 
color paint palette, brush, self-erasing slate, 4 
assorted crayons. Daisy-chain gummed sheets . . 
make 88 colorful chain links. Safety scissors. 
3 N 556—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz... ...$1.27 

116 sears iss 
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Rainy Day Box 86° 

Lots to do on sunny days, too. Set includes 
large 8)$x11-in. 32-page coloring book, 28-page 
full-color picture story book, 16 sheets of drawing 
paper, magic slate with plastic stylus, 4 straws 
and plastic-tipped yarn, package of daisy chains, 
colorful sticker construction sheets, 4 weaving 
stríps, box of 6 crayons in assorted colors. Ship- 
ping weight 1 pound. 

New Pop-up Books $167 

Turn the page and POP! . . a full-color scene springs 
to life. Eight dramatic 3-D scenes in each book . . 
complete with small plastic props. Heavy paper 
with plastic spiral bindings. 2 books in each set. 

Farm and Doll's House Set. 
3 N 519—Shipping weight 1 pound. Set $1.67 

Wild West and Garage Set. 
3 N 520—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $1.67 



6-in-1 Game Alley 
lets you choose 
what to play 

$688 

Bowl on 2x9-ft, long lino- 
leum with 10 bowl-spots 
at end, Ten 1134-in. poly- 
ethylene bowling pins, two 
5-in. balls. Shuffleboard 
with printed triangles both 

ends; 2 pushers, 8 discs. 
Plus ring-toss base, pole, 2 
sets of 3 numbered rings. 
Printed dart target on lino- 

leum, 4 suction cup darts. 
2 racing games; spinner, 4 
each racers and jet planes, 
printed track. With carrier 
to store pins and balls. 

Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 2459C. .. Set $6.88 

All Star Bowling 

with flip action 
pinsetter 

$488 

Big excitement for 3 to 12- 

year-olds n to bowl, 
making strikes, spares, 
splits. Pins flip up when 
ball strikes. Ball returns 
automatically, Raise tray 
to reset 4-in. polyethylene 

pins; 2}4-in. plastic balls. 
Steel alley with multi- 
colored design. 1634x1644x 
9 in. high. Wt. 4 Ibs. 10 oz. 

49 N 2410 Set $4.88 

Bowling Outfit 
with pin spotter 

$389 

Set it up, start rolling. You 
and your family can bowl 
in living room or outside. 
Polyethylene balls and pins 
are easy on the ears. Regu- 
lar 15-in, high pins add 
realism to game. Big 9-in. 
ball with 3 finger holes 
looks like real ball, Vinyl 

Automatic 

sheet included with regu- Pin Setter 
lar spot positions. 

Hit pins . . 

Shipping weight 6 Ibs. they flip up 
79 N 25B1L... Set $3.89 Push down . . 

they reset 

automatically 

10-in-1 Bowling Alley 
features timesaving 

Automatic Pin Setter 

$099 

Play 10 different games. Bowling . . a fast game with two 5-inch 
balls. Shuffleboard with 4 pushers, 8 discs. Ten checkers for 
checker pitch, shuffleboard bowling, Tic-Tac-Toe and golf. 
Three racing games, 4 each racers, horses, jet planes. Four 
darts for target. Plastic parts. Printed linoleum, 2x12 ft. long. 
79 N 2456L— Shipping weight 14 pounds ...Set $9.99 

re: SEARS 117 

Indoor-outdoor 
HOPSCOTCH 

$944 

Help youngsters build 
sturdy muscles while de- 
veloping good balance. 
Linoleum layout is printed 
with hopscotch markings, 
2x8 ít. long. Includes 2 

hopscotch pitchers. Outfit 
also includes ringtoss base 
and pole with 2 sets of 3 
rings each, numbered for 
scoring. Plus a set of Jacks 
and bouncy rubber ball 
Instructions for all 3 games. 

Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
79 N 2460C. .. Set $3.44 
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TV CLUBHOUSE 
: Exclusive 

starring at Sears! 
* Mickey Mouse * Mouseketeers 
* Annette * Donald Duck $587 

It's our finest assortment of activities to help keep the “little ones” 
busy with interesting things to do. Here's what they get 

1 Mouseketeer 28-page book showing how Mousketeers are picked 
1 Mouseket 36-piece ji w puzzle with Walt Disney characters 
2 Mouseketeer stand-up board dolls featuring Karen and Cubby with 

' colorful costumes . . packed in handy portfolio 
4M Disney starlet board dolls, including Annette, each standing 
9 inches tall . . with 45 costumes, accessories; in sturdy carrying case 
1 Annette 256-page coloring book showing her dancing, modeling, 
dressing, camping, etc., 1 box of 16 assorted crayons 

1 Donald Duck 28-page picture story book in full color 
amp 65-piece sticker fun book 

puzzle measuring 14x18 in. 

d the Tramp 128-page coloring book of favorite scenes 

Plus—1 zoo-animals punch-out book, 6 coloring books, 12 picture 
story books, 1 deck of animal rummy cards, 1 tracing and coloring 
book, 4 sewing cards with yarn, 1 paint and crayon set, 1 magic play 
slate, 1 safety scissors, 4 sheets of 20 stencils with parer, 4 weaving 
strips, 4 straws with lace, daisy chains, play money 
3 N 518—Shipping weight 8 pounds. $5.87 

WA Ceca qose Ve 

Modern Miss PLAY BOX 

.. featuring Barbie and Ken 
Complete with 9-in. tall Barbie and Ken board dolls! 

Exclusive $367 
at Sears! 

Popular Barbie and her friends, Ken and Midge, will almost come alive 
in your little girl's eyes . . ‘cause ther much to do! You ge 
1 Barbie and 1 Ken 9-inch stand-up board doll with 40 costumes, acc 

ked in attractive suitcase-styled box with plastic handle 
Ken and Midge 128-page coloring book showing Barbie walking 

rs with Ken, taking a plane trip, modeling a formal, etc, 
1 Barbie 52-page push-out, stick-on and color activity book showing 
Barbie and Ken on a date, Barbie studying in school, Barbie's sister, etc. 
1 Barbie 84-page color-by-number book showing Barbie at an outdoor 
barbecue, skiing, listening to records, dancing with Ken, etc. 
Plus—2 paint and coloring books, 2 cut-out paper doll books, 6 sewing 
cards with yarn, 1 pair of plastic safety scissors, 1 magic slate with 
stylus, 1 deck of hearts card game, 1 paint and crayon set, 1 package of 
four-color gummed sheets, 1 package of daisy chains with gummed backs 
3 N 593—Shipping weight 4 pounds 5 ounces $3.67 
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Portable 

Billiard Table 

Fun for boys and girls, ages 8 to 12. Molded-polyethylene pockets. Ball 
return at end of table. Folding aluminum legs. Blue-green cloth, hardboard 
base, Rubber cushions. Wire rack with score markers attaches to table 
frame. Sixteen '¥e-in, balls, rack, two 30-in. cues. 23x41x28 in. high. Rules. 
Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 122N—Shipping weight 22 pounds 

Exciting 5-in-1 
Game Alley $489 

For up to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 

Bowling ball returns automatically. 
Rings bell. 10 pins, 2 balls, 2 pucks, 
4 horses, 10 discs, spinner. Wood 
frame. 52x11x22 in. Unassembled. 

79 N 338L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs..$4.89 

Ping Ball 
by Parker Bros. 

Hit ball past opponent 

5 times and you win 

3589 

Here's a family-type indoor 
game you play like tether ball. 
Provides action, excitement 
For 2 players. Plastic stand 
with 2 straps attaches easily 
to table top. Ball on cord, 
plastic pole, 2 wood rackets. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N340. .......... $5.89 

118 SEARS rs 
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Simple to set up or store away 

Strong steel frame . . 41-in. long 

Play bowling . . skiliball , . 
shuffleboard . . horse racing . . 

or disc pitch. 

Scale model of regulation tables in an easy-to-store size. About 30x 
18x6 inches—use it on any table. Steel frame, automatic ball return. 
Rubber cushions. Blue-green playing surface on hardboard base. 
Sixteen 'Se-inch balls, two 24-inch cues, score beads, rack, rules. 
79 N 336L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . ........... sees $8.47 

Perfect for little pool players, ages 5 to 9. The small size makes shooting 
easy. 15 inches wide. Steel frame has rounded corners. Automatic 
ball return. Rubber cushions. Hardboard base, green-cloth playing 
surface. Sixteen 34-in. balls, rack, 2 cues, playing rules. 
79 N 269C—Shipping weight 5 pounds............... s... $4.95, 

A totally new concept in billiard-playing 

ELLIPTIPOOL.. make shots 
from angles you never thought possible 

+2398 
Play just like regular pool. Hole near center adds exciting challenge 
to the game. New geometrical shape lets you make unusual angle and 
bank shots. Can be used on any table. 32x34 inches long. Hardboard 
sides have handsome walnut finish. Green-cloth playing surface, rubber 
cushion. Non-marring bottom. Ball return. Ten 144-inch balls, two 
32-inch hardwood cues, rack. Instructions. Ages 10 to adult. 
79 N 334N— Freight (rail or truck) or express. Wt. 20 lbs... $23.88 



An amusement center right in the crib or playpen 

1 
ade of sturdy plastic. 16x1244x314 inches thick. 
| 4523— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. , 

4498— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces, , 

gives child hours of fun and enjoyment 

Musical Busy Box, Swiss music unit. Doors, drawers open; cranks, 
knobs and wheels move. Noisemakers. 10 play activities in all. 

a Vr vei a $5.77 

mu ical Busy Box. Like number (1) except does not play music. 

= 9 Non-musicol Busy Box, Jr. 6 play activities. Plastic. 18x6x234 in. 
49 N 4524—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

Crib Toys play music—make 
Musical Mobile. Birdhouse plays lullaby 
while birds glide about. Plastic. 18 in. high. 

i 79 N 4477C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... $4.44. 

Same os above, but no musical birdhouse, 
79 N 4482C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs....$2.55 

4 Crib Roll. Baby turns toy, beads whirl 
and make sound. Wood. By Playskool, + 

49,N 4554—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. ó oz... $2.48 

sound when baby pushes boat along crib 
rail. On floor it rocks gaily. Wood. 7 in, long, 
49 N 4553—Shipping weight 12 oz.....$1.29 

Jj Crib Roil Boot. Paddle wheel spins, makes $ 

Citao Dade scans by dieisthiasnmisetediwical om 

$2.44 

sounds 

| 
J Playmates. Washable 

cotton terry. Foam 

yard inhabited by removable ani- 
mals, Animals are squeeze toys with 
2-way voices. Wind-up Swiss music 
box. Plastic. 14 inches high. 
49 N 4453— Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. ..$3.47 

7 Musical Koo-Koo. Hangs on crib, 
playpen or wall. The music box 

plays as clock hands rotate and bird 
moves, Pull the ring to start motion 
and sound, Winds by pulling ring or 
by using wind-up knob. 11x934x3 in. 
high. Plastic. 
49 N 4470—Wt. 11b. 5oz.. 

ee ^ 

S000 8 
6 tO Buildings and 

13 5 Swiss Bells. Per- 
manently decorat- 

Musical Cradle Gym. Baby pulls 
center ring to start music box. 

Gives musical entertainment for 
hours while baby gets exercise. Plas- 
tic and wood. Adjustable size. 
49 N 4422 — Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... $3.47 

Musical Mirror. Music for the 
“fairest of them all”—baby him- 

self! All high-impact plastic. Frame 
patterned with nursery pictures. 
Music box winds easily, Hangs in 
crib, playpen or on wall, 10x2x12 
inches high. 
49 N 4443—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $2.29 

TP 12 

]6 Baby Concertina. Mu- 
sical sound with slight- 

plastic filled. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 4034... . Set $1.89 

]] Boby Play Combina- 
tion, Chime float; bon- 

go drums; whirlee wheel. 
All plastic. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 4516... Set $1.99 

12 2 Bouncy Love Birds. 
Plush body; felt wings 

and tail. Elastic dangle 
band for easy hanging. 9 
inches long. Wt. 8 oz. 
49N4071..... Set $1.99 

ed. Fits any crib. Soft 
plastic. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 4473... Set 94c 

14 Jingle Blocks. 5 
plastic blocks deco- 

rated on 2 sides. 3 bells 
play jingle. Shipping 
weight 8 ounces, 
49 N 4474... Set 94c 

15 Nut ond Bolt Set. 
3 nuts, giant bolt. 

Plastic. Wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 4478... Set 94c 

est push or pull. Plastic. 
1034 inches long. Wt. 5 oz. 
49 N4487.........$1.14 

17 Stacking Turtle. Wood- 
en rings stack on plas- 

tic towers. Baby can rock 
or spin plastic body. Wood- 
en handle for carrying. 8 
in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 4488. ..$1.88 

18 Nursery Ball. Soft vi- 
nyl. 514-in. Wt. 12 oz. 



Compact, yet with all the action 

of big, professional tables. 

Ball rolls straight and true on beds 

covered with beautiful, green cloth. 

True-proportioned cushions are live 

rubber for plenty of rebounding action. 

Automatic ball returns. 

POCKET BILLIARDS 
by BURROWES 

Fold for storage . . set up in seconds 

] 3%-foot Table. Walnut-finished top rail. Hardwood and Masonite 
Presdwood frame. 2 steel girders support cloth-covered bed. Folding 

legs. About 23x26 in. high. Two 30-in. cues, plus sixteen ™e-in. balls. 
79 N 129N—Shipping weight 25 pounds. ............+..-+65 $19.88 

Q, 4¥%-foot Table. Leg, bed levelers. About 30x29 in. high. Steel- 
supported bed is cloth covered. Two 38-in. cues, sixteen 1%¢-in. balls, 

rack. Hardwood and Masonite Presdwood frame. Walnut-finished rail. 
79 N 133N—Shipping weight 45 pounds. ...... eee $38.95 

3 5'4-foot Table. For teenagers and adults. 2 bed, 4 leg-leveling de- 
vices. Standard bed, steel-frame support. Folding legs. Simulated- 

walnut finish. Hardwood and Masonite Presdwood frame. About 37x30 

SHIPPING NOTE: 
Billiard tables 
sen! freight aa : ^ " 
Penne est in. high. Two 42-in. cues, sixteen 134-in. balls, rack, score keeper. 
or express 79 N 137N— Shipping weight 79 pounds. ............2...2-+ 358.99 

d Qr P "ms. 
Hl Hardwood Cue Sticks Quality Billiard Balls 

x PA 3688 $329 ivinen see 
^ 

x To shoot your best billiard game you Box of 15 numbered balls plus white cue 
need quality hardwood cues like these. ball. Multicolored plastic 

They're tapered just right and preci- 134-inch size. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
sion balanced. 48 inches long. Leather 49 N451 Box $3.29 
tipped. Walnut-finish handles. Box of 2. 1%4e-in. size. Sbpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 
79 N 486C—Wt. 3 Ibs... . Box $6.88 49 N 450 Box $5.29 ra SEARS 119 
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Bugs Bunny-in-the-Music Box. 
With a big grin and floppy ears, 

Bugs Bunny pops up to the tune 
of "Hail, Hail. The Gang’s All 
Here." Steel, plastic. 5x5 i 
49 N 4568—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $1.94 

TWEE 

Clown-in-the-Box. Jumps to 
tune “Pop Goes The Weasel.” 

Metal and plastic. 514 in. high. 
49 N 4571—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz..$1.94 BOw.y 

3 Musical Dog House . . plays 
“Where Has My Little Dog 
Gone" until Fido leaps to the door. 
Plastic, metal. 7x8x8 inches. 
49 N 4438-Wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz..$2.49 

4 Choo-Choo Train Top. Small 
plastic train inside clear-plastic 

dome seems to race around track 
as top spins. Colorful towg and 
country scene on base, Easy-Work- 
ing lever spins top, makes choral 
tone. 8-inch diameter, 9 in. high. 

From West Germany. 
49 N 4725 — Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.. $1.66 

MEO 

Col-R-Tone Musical Top. Col- 
ors blend and change as top 

spins. Bright foil pieces mounted 
in clear plastic bell. Reed plate 
provides music. Plunger spins top. 
8-inch diameter, 1014 in, high 
49 N 4796—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..$1.24 

G Musical Top. Four-tone reed 
plate plays gay music as merry- 

go-round scene and junior space- 
men spin around this plunger-type 
top. About 9-in. diam., 7 in. high. 
49 N 4653— Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz....73c 

7 Musical Teddy Bear Roly Poly. 
Break tant polyethylene. 

His musical chimes play as he 
rocks and rolls. Weighted bottom. 
9 inches high. 

49 N 4431—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib...99c 

B Large Musical Clown Roly 
Poly. Built-in musical chimes 

give off a jolly melody as this gay 
clown moves, Break resistant 
polyethylene, Weighted bottom. 
12 inches high. 
49 N 4432 —Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz..$1.66 

Animal and Letter “Talking” Blocks 

$049 
Little ones squeeze these blocks and hear woof-meow-chirp-quack 
or squeal. Each makes a sound like the animal painted on the sides. 

The 5 giant nesting blocks stack 30 inches high. Sturdy fiberboard. 
49 N 4507—Shipping weight 2 pounds “ie $2.49 Q Musical Elephant Come-Back 

is a teasing playmate that rolls 

ay and rolls back. Bells tinkle 
as it moves. Plastic. 7-inch diam. 
49 N 4457 —Shpg. wt. 14 oz..99c 

]() Peppy Clown... squeaks when 
he's squeezed. Made of flexible 

plastic, stands 1034 inches high. 
49 N 4503 Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ..88c 

ll Small Rock-A-Stack. 6 color- 

ful plastic rings, size-gradu- 
ated fit center cone. 7% in. high 
Enameled-wood rocker base. 
49 N 4611—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. 77c 

]2 Giant Rock-A-Stack. 10 plas 
tic rings stack in sequence of 

the color spectrum. Removable 
ball holds rings on cone. 12% 
inches high. Enameled-wood rock 
er base, 5x5 inches. 
49 N 4601— Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. $1.64. 

19 Snap-lock Beads. 64 flexible 
plastic beads. Snap together or 

pop apart. e for teething . . too 

big to swallow (each 13-inch 
diameter). 
49 N 4460—Shpg. wt. 1402.$1.47 

Pot 'n Spoon. 6 wood blocks in round, 
square and triangular shapes are 

dropped into matching holes in the plastic 
pot cover. 10x4 in. high. Plastic spoon. 

49 N 4462—Shpg. wt. 11b... $2.64 

15 Pop Up Cone Tree. 6 plastic half- 
spheres nest on a rod in any position, 

Press down on eres from top to lock them 

in place on the "tree." Release lever, they 
come popping off. 11 in. high. 
49 N 4456 —Shpg. wt. 12 oz. +. $1.47 

13 xs SEARS 119 
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You work controls to move fighters around . . 

push buttons for smashing upper-cuts . . 

one who “connects” first 

scores a “knock-out” 

‘Rock 'em Sock 'em 

ROBOTS 
by Marx 

$7766 

It's a knock-out . . a no-holds-barred 
sensation. Boxing robots are hand 
controlled for hours of fun. Boxers 
move around, throw left and right 
punches. When socked on the chin, 
a spring mechanism pops the head 
up. Press head back and you're 
ready for next round. Plastic. 
79 N 155C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $7.66 

Test your skill 
with Basket *3°9 

T Zip through action-packed bas- 
ketball games on 20x12-in. fiber- 

board court. 6 lever-controlled flip- 
pers let you sink shot from 12 dif- 
ferent positions. One to 6 can play. 
Realistic backboard, fold-down net 
baskets, plastic ball. Rules. 
79 N 202C—Wt. 4 lbs...... $3.39 

Deluxe 
Basketball 3699 

9) Spring-action levers let you shoot 
ball into basket from 16 posi- 

tions. Realistic looking metal court 
is 28x14 inches. Aim ball from any 
position, pull lever, watch your shot 
whizz through basket. Flippers ad- 
just for more accurate aim (tool 
supplied). Scorekeeper on back- 
board. One to 6 players. Instructions. 
79 N 449C—Wt. 7 lbs... ...$6.99 

Challenging 
Golferino $066 

3 Complete 9-hole miniature golf 
course. Real challenge to play 

over bridges, sand traps, in tunnels 
and hazards. Just aim golfer, press 
button; club swings and hits ball. 
When ball goes into 9th hole, a bell 
rings and gold-color loving cup pops 
up. Molded plastic, 23x24 in. long. 
79 N 250L—Wt. 10 Ibs... ..$9.66 

4-lane Electric 
Road Race $588 

Thrills and spills as cars race on 
vibrating track. Watch 4 plastic 

cars race through tight turns and 
crossovers. Spinner determines who 
gets pole position. Big hardboard 
base, steel frame. 28x15 inches wide. 
Plug into any 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC outlet. UL listed. 
79 N 417C—Wt. 5 lbs...,..$5.88 

Skill Drive 
Raceway Game $174 

5 Take the wheel and try to maneu- 
ver a sports car over wild, twisty 

course. Two miniature plastic cars 
tear around curves, under tunnels, 
past roadblocks. You control cars 
with magnet under the raceway 
—just work wheel right, left, to or 
fro, 103¢x14-in. cardboard raceway. 
49 N 383—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. . $1.74 



'Sher-Price PULL TOYS 

Watch the driver bounce 
and turn his head in this 

Safety School Bus 
‘The 5 passengers can be taken out, too 

Teach basic traffic safety . . driver looks left and right . . 
even the colorful bus has rolling eyes as it "putt-putts" 
along . . stop sign swings out. Bus-load of 5 “pupils” 
can be seated through top, come out swing-hinged 
door. Wood, oversized wheels, 1434 in. long. 
49 N 5229—Shipping weight 3 Ibs.. .... $3.69 

Bright-eyed, 
Cackling Hen 

$192 
Farmyard 

comes to life. F 
n clucks, s 

and proudly 
about with her wings 

flapping up and down 
Vinyl comb and tail 
feathers. Wood, con- 
cealed sound mech- 
anism. 834x5x10_ in 
high. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 5244 $1.92 120 SEARS reso 
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Young “railroaders” love to play with this 27-inch long 

Huffy-Puffy Train 
Sturdy wood construction . . non-toxic colors 

Fascinate young ones with extra action, ind and color. 

Easy for little fingers to unhook and rea e their first 
27 train, yet couplers hold as cylinders 

$ rotate. Colorfully printe nel, bright non 
s v toxic colors. Carefully ro: d edges, concealed working 

parts, steel axles. 27x53x5 inches high 
49 N 5256—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . $3.27 

Prancing Twin-Pony Chime Favorite pet Snoopy Sniffer 

March to “Banbury” tune with delight- Laugh as the “hound-dawg” walks, bays 

fully decorated ponies hitched to musical “ow-00-0,” and wags his tail. Floppy ears, 
roller. Wood, plastic wheels. 134 in. long wood body, l leash. 1344 in. long. 
49 N 5316— Shipping weight 2 Ibs....$2.33 49 N 5320—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1 0z...$2.27 

Mickey Mouse Humpty Dump Truck 

Help Mickey lead the parade. Turn the 
xylo from side to side . . hear tones change. 
Wood, vinyl ears. 934 in. long, 9 in. high. 
49 N 5204 — Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 oz. 

Thrill to “roaring” engine . . 2 bouncy 
drivers. Wood truck lifts to dump. Color- 
ful Mother Goose design. 1134 in. long. 

$1.77 49 N 5231 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz..$2.32 



Action-filled fun for your recreation room. Watch score climb as 
ball hits bumpers, Score recorded automatically on back panel. 
Keep the ball whizzing with hand-operated kicker. Steel body 
with clear plastic top, spring trigger. 5 steel balls, Measures 
26x13x15 inches high. Uses 4 “D” batteries (sold below). 
79 N 204C—Shipping weight 9 pounds.. ........ 6.0066 $9.66 

“D” Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
DIS LT REEEEQS HEAT CCEPIT ETE 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

When ball is shot in right spot, door opens to reveal treasure, 
Plastic top, legs, metal base, marbles. 18 prizes, 22x10x12 in. 

Du aS $979 

Combat Pinball Grand Prix Pinball 

Husky plunger and play You can almost hear the roar 
spring, 10 sealed-in balls. of wild sports car engines as 
Steel base. clear plastic top. the ball whizzes over plastic 
10x16 inches. enclosed course. Replay spin- 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. ner, bell. Steel base. 1034x22 in. 
49 N 376........ s. $1.79 79 N 368C—Wt. 3 lbs.$2.79 

‘States pads scans by didia warsetedwicel com 
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Sears Exclusive Electric Pinball 
Bell rings, lights flash, score adds up 

dote. £955 
Dual flipper-buttons on each side send ball back to top for more scor- 
ing. Has automatic scorekeeper. Colorful metal head on sturdy wood 
frame. 31x17x47 in. high. Unassembled. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c, AC. 
79 N 354L—Shipping weight 25 pounds................$19.88 

TW 

Bells ring, lights flash $1788 
on this Electric Pinball 
Automatic scoring on brightly colored back. 
Scores up to 10,000. Two hand-operated kickers. 5 
steel balls. Strong wood frame with plastic and 
metal parts. For 110-120-v. 60-c. AC. UL ap- 
proved. 3ixi6x45 inches high. Unassembled. 
79 N 142L—Shipping wt. 25 lbs... .... $17.88 

a 



FOR AGES 

7 Queen Buzzy-bee “buzz 
buzzes” about spring an- 

tennae quiver. New gold-color 
flecked wings whirl. Wood, plas 
tic. About 6 inches long. 
49 N 5205 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 67c 

Q Sleepy Sue has extra-wide 
wheels to keep her walking 

upright in her sleep. Wags her 
tail as she "snoozes." Wood. 
About 6 inches long. 
49 N 5208 —Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 67c 

Clubs Dade scant by aiaa maena 

Happily ''squeaks" 
through the day. . 

sweeps broom side to side. 
Wood. 6% inches long. 
49 N 5219-Wt. 10 oz.78c 

Talky Parrot 
Comical sailor whirls 

makes “squawk” 
sound. Wood, plastic. 
49 N 5220-Wt. 12 0z.78c 

Playful Puppy 
3 Makes "gr-r.r" sounds. 

Shakes head, shoe . . 
ears flop, tail wags. Wood. 
49 N 5217-Wt. 11 oz.78c 

Bossy Bell 
Bell “clangs” and tail 
swishes. Wood, plastic 

horns. About 6 in, long. 
49 N 5218-Wt. 11 oz, 78c 

Mighty 'Tractor 

Farmer sways, spins 
head, bump "roar" 

diesel. Wood. n. long. 
49 N 5222-Wt. 13 oz.78c 

Toot-Toot Engine 
Copy of old-time steam 
engine . . piston rod ac- 

tion, “chug” sound, Wood. 
49 N 5224-Wt. 13 oz.78c 

B Peday Pig says “oink-oink” 
at his pocketful of candy . . 

tail twirls excitedly. Wood with 
big flexible vinyl ears. About 6 
inches long. 
49 N 5207 —Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 67c 

10) Suzie Seal proudly “arfs- 
arfs” at her performance. 

Ball on nose spins around, 
bounces up and down, Comical 
flapper wheels. Wood. 
49 N 5209 Shpg. wt. 9 oz, 67c 

] to 4 "^ 
CHATTER 

TELEPHONE 
Tots can “talk 
as they walk” 

$447 

Designed to develop 
coordination, teach col- 
or and numbers . . en- 

Voice 
roll. Turn dial . 
rings. Wood, plastic. 
About 6x7x4 in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 5309.....$1.47 

behind Mama as her head. 
wiggles. Whirling wings. 
Pleasant touch, . smooth 
wood. Steel connectors. 
Spiral fabric cord, 13 in, 
long. Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. 
49N5262....... $1.52 

]] Big Bouncy Racer has be 
ished wood body. Helmeted driver 

bounces as he races down the track with 
car motor “roaring.” Huge plastic balloon 
tires won't mar. About 10 inches long. 
49 N 5272—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

13 Patch Pony makes 
‘clippity-clop” sound 

- rolls up, down. Tosses 
springy head, tail. Wood. 
49 N 5227-Wt. 11b.$1.18 

4s 
Ving 

3 

egeo 
This Little Pig adds to 
storybook fun. Easy for 
little fingers to squeeze out. 
"oink-oink" sounds from 
each piglet, Washable soft 
plastic is even chewable 
for teething. 15 in. long. 
49 N 4637-Wt. 7 02.$1.33 

utifully fin- T Tip Toe 

happily 

...$1.59 

]4 Jolly Jumper goes 
“hippity-hop,” sounds 

s- 

49N5228-Wt. 13 oz.$1.12 

Turtle's legs rotate as he 
walks 

sounds wearing his Sunday dress hat. 
Colortul shell 
Wood, plastic shell and hat. 814 in. long. 
49 N 5326—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz..$1.57 

along to musical 

onceals sound mechanism. 

1h Tiny Teddy plays a 
tune on xylo with 

springy mallets. Wood, 
614 in. long. Wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 5242.. 
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Mary Poppins, heroine 
of Walt Disney's movie 

m] 
Mary Poppins, Blue and 
white top has bodiced look, 

neck rufe. Floral print skirt, 
Q Rey Rogers. Chap-style trousers and shirt blue ruffles. Ribbon ties on 

of Sanforized® cotton. Tie. No boots, bonnet. Parasol. State S, M, L. 
Order hat below. State S, M, chart 49 N 819F— Wt. 11b: 4 02.4.89. 

49 N 818F—Shipping weight 1 Ib... .$4.89 

Western Hats. Wool felt. State S. (fits heads 
17-18 in.); M. (19-20 in.); L (21-22 in.). 
(3) 49 N712F-Dale (4) 49 N 828F-Roy 
Shipping weight each 1 pound. . , Each $1.79 

Hi Dale Evans, Western cotton twill skirt 
with rayon satin shirt. Tie. No boots. 

Order hat below. State S, M or L; see chart. 
49 N 821F— Shipping weight 1 lb... , $4.89 

Princess. Robe-style dress 
of rayon satin. Detachable 

wings with tinsel-flock. Tiara, 
wand. State S, M, L. 
49 N 831F—Wt. 1 Ib. $4.89 

Lead field maneuvers . . 
be a Master Sergeant 

$679 

Rugged fatigue outfit of Sanfor- 

ized® green cotton (max, shrink 
age 1%). Jacket has 2 pockets, in- 
signia, stripes, name tab. Trousers 
have bellows pockets, zipper 
Ridgeway cap. State size S, M or L 
49NBO3F—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $6.79 

SIZE CHART for Playsuits 

Size is Small] Medium|Large 

Bea 

Mighty Warrior 329? 
Ranger. 1-pc. cotton twill 

camouflage suit, full zip- 
per. Insignia. Plastic hel 
met. State size S, M, L. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 802F $4.79 

122 SEARS sc. 
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5-Star General. Olive- 
green Sanforized® cotton 
uniform. Gold-color but- 
tons, braid, metal insignia. 

Elastic-back trousers, zip- 
per fly. Cap. State S, M, L. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 838F.. $5.89 

Union Soldier. Blue uni- 
form of sturdy cotton twill 

with gold-colored buttons, 
matching cap. Elastic-back 
trousers. Gun not included. 
State S, M, L. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. $ oz. 
49N812F.. $6.79 

Confederate Soldier. Au- 
thentic-looking uniform 
of gray cotton twill with 
gold-colored buttons, cap 
and badge. No gun includ- 
ed. State size f, L. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N814F $6.79 

You're the noblest Roman of them 
all with this authentically detailed 

outfit that includes helmet, shield 
and sword. Sturdy, well-detailed 
plastic. Helmet has web head pro- 
tection and adjustable chinstrap. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 825C.. $2.89 



E £4 

dm f 
e t- Fisher-Price Toys to intrigue 

Ste, A j < 

BEEP CT f The Greatest Toy Circus on Earth 

Wagon holds the 

entire 31-piece show 

$999 

Invite your friends when the circus 
comes to your house in a 15-inch wood. 

Looky Push Car 
Turns . . Honks 

8944 

Junior's busy at the wheel and 
delighted, too, Easy-to-grip 
steering wheel has push button 
horn to “beep.” Hard-working 
engine roars *brr-rumm." Head- 
light “eyes” go up and down. 
Wood chassis; plastic bumper, 
fenders, windshield, and balloon 
tires. 614x8x7 inches high. 20- 
inch long handle. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 5325,.............$2.44 Ages 3 to B, Inst 

d 49 N 5247—Wt. 8 Ibs. 13 oz.. $9.99 

19 
Melody Push Chime 

Spinning storybook characters 
add charm to pleasant musical 
tones from sturdy steel chime. 

Plastic balloon tires and yoke; 
knob handle. 

44-inch handle. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz 
49/N:5202.. sies $1.79 

Popcorn Popper 

Hurling wooden balls hit see- 
through plastic dome with a 
constant "poppety-pop" 
sound. Wood base; plastic bal 
loon tires. New-type safety 
knob handle. Beautifully en- 
amel 614 inches wide. 18- 
in. handle. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 100z. 
49 N 5230........... $1.47 

Musical Push Chime 

Twirling Mother Goose figures 
circle this colorful steel cylin 
der to delightful sounds 
Bright, non-toxic colors, Wood 
wheels; plastic knob. 844 inch 
es wide. 18!4-inch handle. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib, 12 oz 
49 N 5245.. $1.33 

Rattle Ball 
Tumbling wooden balls dance 
in rainbow of colors as 
they're forced against see i i 1 through plastic globe . . makes g , 22-piece Junior Circus Set “rattle” sound. Plastic yoke, n. & Watch your child thrill to the same Eleven S-inch wood performers have 
knob. 6M in. wide. 17-inch L3 | © a ¿ excitement everyone feels before a jointed plastic arms and legs... . amuse handle. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. group of circus entertainers. Fascinat- you on a center ring, 7 
49N5241.... nanana 78c "s ed beginners never tire of seeing the — eter. 2 ladders, trapeze, ball, ba 

“death-defying” acts, performed on more. Instruction booklet. 
aerial spinner, over and over again 49 N 5203— Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 07....$4.66 
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Up, up and away . 

No mistaking him as he speeds to the rescue in suit 

. it’s SUPERMAN 

and cape of sturdy cotton twill, Sanforized® . . max. 
imum fabric shrinkage 1 

give a trim, reac trousers 
State size S, 

e-Sergeant. Suit of 
jorized® cotton, E 

Cotton cap; 
insignia. State S, $ 

chart. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 N 837F ++. $6.89 

Dress up for 
fun and action 

1 Cinderella. Rayonsatin 
with glittering tinsel- 

flock trim. Long overskirt 
Silver-color tiara. State S, 
M, L; see chart. 
49N815F-Wt. 1 1b.$4.89 

Barbie. Brocade-like 
rayon taffeta with sheer 

nylon yoke, sequin braid. 
Soft stole is lined. Tiara, 
evening bag. State 
M, L; see chart. 
49N813F-Wt. 1 1b.$4.89 

gy Visiting Nurse. Crisp 
cotton belted uniform, 

cap. Cotton twill cape has 
"RN" name tab. Pre 
shrunk. Shoulder bag 
State size S, M, L; see chart 
49N799F-Wt. 1 1b.$3.79 

Drum Majorette. High- 
stepping costumeofray- 

on satin. Hat, baton and 
smartly tasseled boot tops 
included. State sise S, M, 
L;seechart. Wt. 11b. 12 oz. 
49 N 829F $4.89 

Cutiod pane scans by dakina: mdaselectmicd pois 

tting elastic-top 
for- take-off look. 

, L; see chart on opposite page. 
49 N 730F—Shipping weight 1 pound 

3599 

Highway Trooper. Sanfor- 
ized® cotton uniform, plas 

and goggles. Metal 
whistle, handcuffs. 

Plastic gun. State S, M, L; 
see chart. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz 
49 N 827F $5.99 

$4.89 

` s489 

= 3589 fo. 

E omms 2# 

Pre-Game Warm-up Suit. 
Pre shrunk (max. shrink 
1%) cotton. Rib knit col 
lar, cuffs. Elastic waist 
Bail not incl. State S, M, L; 
see chart 
49N826F-Wt. 1 1.55.89 

Chief's 
$, 429 Headdress 

Full feathered 
beaded. Adjustable 
leather headband. 
Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 
79 N 830C-$4.29 

Be head of the tribe 

Big Chief 
Lone Wolf 

$479 wii, 
Wow the pow-wow in 
this suit of Sanforized® 
cotton twill. Jacket has 
multicolor yoke. Pants 

have gold-color fringe. 
State S, M, L; chart on 
facing page. Wt. 1 Ib. 

49 N 832F ($4.79 



pre-school youngsters 

Learn to tell time 
with Musical Clock 

gu 
Just wind knob on back of clock to 
amuse little ones with “tick-tock” 
sounds . . “Grandfather's Clock” 
melody. Face, minute hand turn, 
showing pictures of daily events. 
Attractive wood case is delicately 
trimmed . . durable, too. Break- 
resistant plastic crystal, handle and 
face. Cannot overwind, 1034 in. high. 
49 N 4715—Wt. 2 Ibs, 2 02...$3.37 

Learn by ossocio- 
tion of pictures and 
time of day on back 
of clock. Adjust- 
oble honds on front 
canbe moved about. 

A melody plays on Musical TV Radio. . $922 

Wind center knob . . pictures and words help child learn a favorite rhyme by heart. 
Ten Little Indians tune. Sturdy 
wood case entirely illustrated. 
Handle . . springy "aerial." Can. 
not overwind. 734 in. long. Ship- 
ping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 4654 $2.22 

wood case 

49 N 4656 

Cash Register makes it easy 

to teach numbers and colors 

$337 

Press the numbered keys 
showing nursery rhyme lifts up before a clear 

sales-indicator 

plastic window. ‘Turn the crank to open cash 
drawer . . bell rings and sales-indicator drops 
back in place. Color coins only fit same colored 
slot, drop into drawer. Well-built wood con 
struction . . finished in bright, non-toxic colors 
Plastic keys. About 8x7x8 inches high. Shipping 
weight 3 pounds 2 ounces. 
49 N 4603 à $3.37 

Pull-a-Tune Xylophone 
helps tots learn to play a tune 

$235 
The only xylo of this type that plays when 
pulled. Keys are color-coded to song folder, 
helps you to teach child to play a tune. Pre- 
cision-tuned to give full, deep tones. Enam- 
eled, steel are mounted on well-propor- 
tioned wood chamber. About 14 inches long. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. 
49 N 5248 . $2.35 

Citai paGé scans by dieistniasumisetedimical on 

Jack and Jill tune. 
strong handle 

“aerial.” Cannot over 
wind, 714 inches long. Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Illustrated Farmer in the Dell tune. Family 
walking in field illustrated on 
ood case. Handle . ingy 

1 al.” Cannot overwind. 714 
inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz, 
49 N 4658 $2.22 

eZ 

Jee 
$2.22 

Bouncing Bell Boys 
turn pounding into music 

$999 
A direct hit of hammer on springboard 
sends one of 4 bell boys sailing up to 
ring a shiny silver-color bell. With more 
practice, energetic pounders get pleas- 
ing sound every time . . plenty of action 
from the start. Four bell tones are care- 
fully graduated to ring musical scale 
which is easily identified. Strong wood 
construction , , rounded edges . . well 
balanced frame. Brightly colored with 
non-toxic finish, 1034 inches high. Ship- 
ping weight 2 pounds, 

49 N 4607 

Musical 'TV-Phonograph 

$999 
Wind knob to turn on jumbo size “TV 
Screen." Music box plays “Parade of 
the Wooden Soldiers” as screen turns to 
show the story and rhyme in bright col- 
or . . phonograph turntable revolves, 

too. Three play records and moveable 
tone arm add to realism. Storage slot for 
records. "V" shaped "aerial" adjusts. 
Wood, plastic. 8x8x7 inches high. 
49 N 4608—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz...... $3.99 
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You get a total of 44 players . . 
paint them to make 4 different teams 

National League Electric Football $1166 
Players run, block, tackle . . even receive passes 

Set up your formations . . then watch these 3- 
dimensional players run off exciting plays on 
big 36x21-in. field. Vibrating coil in field keeps 
men in action: Spectacular kicker-passer actual- 
ly throws and boots magnetic football. 

Big center grandstand with workable score- 
boards at each end. Set includes pennants, goal 

124 SEARS ws. 
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posts, 3, magnetic footballs, 3-man yardage 
marker, instructions and NFL plays. Paints 
and brush so you can paint players to make 4 
different teams or offensive and defensive pla- 
toons. Hardboard field, steel frame. Cord, coil 
operate on 110-120-volt, 60-cy. AC. UL listed. 

79 N 322L— Shipping weight 13 Ibs.. .$11.66 

NFL Electric Football Games 

Big 36x21-inch gridiron 

Here's all the rugged action of real 
football. Watch your 2 teams of 3- 
dimensional players fight it out . . 6 
substitutes, the rest are “first-string.” 
Magnetic ball. Separate kicker-passer. 

Grandstand with 2 workable score- 
boards, 4 pennants. Goal posts, 3-man 
yardage marker. NFL plays, instruc- 
tion sheet. Steel-framed hardboard. 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
79 N 328L —Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. $9.88 

29x15-inch NFL gridiron 

Put your football know-how into ac- 
tion with these 2 teams of 3-dimen- 
sional players. Separate kicker-passer. 
Each team also has 2 substitutes. 

Grandstand with scoreboard, 2 pen- 
nants. Goal posts, magnetic ball, 
yardage marker. NFL plays, instruc- 
tions. Hardboard feld, steel frame. 
110-120-volt, 60-cy. AC. UL listed. 
79 N 331C—Sbpg. wt. 6 1bs...$5.44 

Foto-Electric 
Football $588 

Quarterback your own team. Li 

iron shows every play in motic 
action, 

hted grid- 

all the 

nse of top pro g 
"Hall of Fame" set includes offensive 

nsive play cards, dials for kicks 
scoreboard. 19x14x5-in. box. 

board. Play-Viewer oper- 
-v., 60-cy. AC. UL listed 

49 N 114C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. . $5.88 

Call the plays . . end-run, off-tackle, 

forward pass or a “trick play." Your 

opponent tries to stop your advance 

Pro Football 
by EMENEE 

Exciting battery-powered game lets you call 
your own plays . . opponent tries to select right 
defense. Your "quarterbacking" makes foot- 
ball move along playing field . . and score 

Set includes flashing automatic penalty indi. 

cator, first down marker, scoreboard and down 
indicator. Plastic frame. 26x10-in. Order 2 “D” 
batteries, above right on opposite page 
79 N 116C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs, $9.33 



] Postal Station. Q Take-apart Truck. Q Work Bench. 4 Lacing Boot. Tots F Landscape Peg 
Child learns to de Guide by hand or Tots learn to co unlace wood shoe Set. Kiddies love 

termineshapes."Mails" use pull cord. With ordinate their hands. to find "Old Woman" to rearrange cars 
12 wooden blocks in sides, ends off, becomes Has bolts, nuts, claw and six children. Re houses, trees, etc. on 

4 shapes... learns flat carrier. Smoothly hammer, ruler, place by matching stenciled back 
4 right slots. Stringer for ^ finished wood; about wrench, screwdriver Istringtocolored ^ ground. Wood board 

Like a real beading incl, 6xóxllin.  16x6x7 in. high. Screw- — Wood;aboutllxSin. holes. Wood. 8 inches — 13 in. long. Design 
high. Ages 144 to 344 driver incl, Ages 2 to 5 high. Ages 2 to 5. high. Ages 2 to 5. folder incl. Ages 3 to6. 

Pay Telephone Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz Wt. 4 lbs. 10 oz We. 2 Ibs. 8 oz Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz We. 1 Ib. 10 oz 
49N4719....52.94 49N4736....$3.84 49N4721...$177 49N4628.....$2.27 — 49N 4735... $1.77 

$944 
; 6 Cobbler's Bench. — 7] Hommer-Nail Set. Roly Color Stack. (J Nok-out Bench and — |(J Milk Carrier. 

Child deposits wooden coins Especially for Children can create 6 hardwood rings, Mallet. Child can Fun to pull a 

(2 nickels, 2 dimes, 2 quar pounding. Wood bang their own designs with graduated in size. pound to his heart's round by cord . . or 

ters). Money returns when bench is indestructi hammer, nails and Fit in sequence on content. Pegs inside liftoff base and carry 
receiver is replaced on hook ble. With mallet, 8  sticks..justpound on rocker base. Almost pop out when pegs in by hand. Includes 6 
Dial really turns, clicks. large pegs. Non-toxic 12-in. square composi 6 in. high; base 4-in. hole are hit. Smoothly wood bottles. 744 in. 

Phone stands by itself or finish. About 10x5 in. tion board. Design diam. For ages 3 to finished wood; 10 in. high; wood. Ages 144 
may be hung on door knob. ^ high. Ages 134 to 344. — sheet incl, Ages 3 to 6. — 18 months. long. Ages 2 to 5 to 344 
For ages 134 to 4 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 

49N4589-Wt. 4 Ibs..$3,44 49 N 4625 slló | 49N2724 5.49 49N4591 79C 49N24727 5.77  49N4718...$2.24 

Animals 

and Barn Rey 

Circus Train with animated figures 

$488 — 
As 5-car wood train is pulled, giraffe wiggles .. elephant and monkey seesaw You get 7 charming farm animals of washable, break-resistant plastic 
up and down . . figure in caboose bounces. A delight for pre-school children. Cars Plastic barn with weathervane. Each animal has own stall . . can be backed 
easily couple and uncouple so child can play with each car separately. Train into either side of building by matching shape to stall's shape. Helps 

is 27 inches long, has non-toxic finish. Made in Japan children learn coordination, identify shapes. 15x8x10-inch high barn. 
124 SEARS ra 49 N 5201 —Shipping weight 4 pounds. $4.88 — 49 N 4510 shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces $4.99 
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Catalog page scan: 

drops puck 
ace-offs" 

Red light flashes 
when you score 

6 full teams .. 
36 players 

'patteriet. 

Put your favorite 
team on “ice” against 
any of 5 opponents 

Exciting Electric Canadian Hockey 
Six full teams (36 players) . . puck ejectors speed up play 

*Crowds watch as you cover the “ice” like the pros on big Set also includes “regular” puck for slower moving game. 
22x36-in: rink. Shoot, pass, block . . get the “feel” of regular Overhead scoreboard. Hardboard rink, metal frame. Fold- 

ick handling with magnetic puck in motion. Curved and ing legs. 2 to 4 players. Order 2 "D" batteries below. 
shaped slots put excitement of real skating into every 79 N 119L— Shipping weight 13 pounds. .......- $11.99. 

match. Goalies shoot, block from side to side. 79 N 4660—" D" Battery. Wt. €a.4 02.2 for 32c; 4 (or 60c 

ip, 

All Star Hockey | National Electric Hockey 
2 teams . . 30x16-inch rink 2 teams . . 36x16-inch rink 

ers move up and down 
with magnetic 

box where 
10 puck 

electronic coil propels pitching arm. Lever 
action bat slams magnetic ball into play. puck. Score panel at 
Hardboard base 19x19-in.; steel frame. Nine radio and TV cove: 

ss, block, shoot magnetic puck. Roving ref- 
" anywhere. Light signals goal (or- 

»ve). Overhead scoreboard; 
lardboard base. 

der 2 “D” batterie 
puck ejector, windscre 

metal players. 110-120-v, 60-c AC. UL listed. controllers, Dynadriv . Round ricca ee pei pay 
79 N4180 Shipping weight 5bs...$5.99 | corners. Hardboard base. ae INE DPN eee eee: 

me 79 N 329L— Shipping weight 8 Ibs... .$6.99 s: SEARS 125 
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1 37 -piece Set. Includes 

loco; 3 railroad 

72-piece Set. Locomo: 
tive, 3 cars, 28 p 

track, 12 pieces 
starter, trestle, | 
turntable, drawbric 
tior water tower 
tower and 20 access 

Shpz. wt. 3 lbs 
49 N 4691 

vieces of 
br 

6 oz. 
$3.92 

Citai pace scans by dieisthiatmdseledimical com 

Tot 

Train Sets 

$192 to $592 

Made for Sears by Child Guidance Toys 

. . designed for young engineers, ages 

2 to 9 .. flexible polyethylene pieces are 

so resilient, they're shatter resistant 

The trains travel over and under a drawbridge 163-piece Set. Keep little hands busy 
managing their own railroad empire.3loco- ^ that opens and closes 

motives with cars zip around "miles" of track The set includes 45 sections of curved and 
made up of curves, switches, bridges, and6up- — straight track, trestle, bumper, water tower, 
down approaches. Watch the turntable switch signal tower, 8 cars and 20 other accessories 
cars from track to track, A big span of build- — that make this a working railroad 

nd 2 car barns overlook the tracks, . you It’s easy and fun to assemble for children 
m together yourself, Inside each car from 2 to 9 years ol 

barn are 2 cars 79 N 4692C —Shipping wt. 6 lbs $5.92 

Made for Sears . . 

Child Guidance 

Highway Systems 

$192 

and 

\ $392 

way system with plastic 69-pc. Set. 19 road, 7 overpass sections, 
npact plastic road sections. switch-exit section, building, 15 accessories. 
thylene 49 N 4613 wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.92 

sedans, schoc s, jeep, trucks Set. With 27 tions, 10 over 129-pc. 
5 pi es), entering ar op sections, ces, drawbridge ervice 

trestle, shr ery. All so real loc so much station, 3 cabi nd 30 a 

fun to assemble! 49 N 4616—Shipping weig! $3.92 
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See the world come alive 

in 3-dimensional color 
3N9750F—3-reel packets. Postpaid. (Wt. 3 oz.) State title number.Packet $1.25 

Order title numbers shown below ond additional titles cn facing poge. 

Lighted Viewer . . see bright pictures anytime 

aD rocis $573 3D reet $347 

No need to hold viewer to sunlight or lamp . . just touch the full- 
length lightbar and bright, vivid color pictures spring to life. Flip 
lever to change scenes. High-impact plastic. You get 7 reels—49 
lifelike scenes—with Hanna-Barbera characters . . Huck Hound, 
Yogi Bear, Flintstones, Top Cat, Quick-Draw McGraw. Attractive 
box. With batteries. 
3 N 9757—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. $5.73 
3 N 9765— Viewer with one special reel. Wt 1 lb. 4 oz. 3.47 

P o s » 

Standard Stereo Viewer with fun-filled reels 

Bide $364 shy, $148 
Priced so low, you can buy one for everybody. Get stereo viewer 
7 reels with Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Bambi, Snow White, 
Adventureland, Fantasyland, Tomorrowland. Colorful box. 
3 N 9766—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces............$3.64 
Viewer plus 3-reel Top Cat packet and special reel. 
3 N 9758—Shipping weight 9 ounces. ....... 
Viewer plus 1 special 7-scene reel. 
3 N 9755—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . ............. s... 1.48 
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Ys EPOR 

Construct big buildings 

a whole story at a time with 

Constructive Thinking Sets 
Design your own cities . . also boats and planes r 5 

with this interlocking brick system . . Lar $192 400 $ 592 pieces pieces 

LEGO BRICKS from Samsonite it contstraction (el youne AO IER DE tla 
take shape quickly. Each plastic section represents | story. 

1 2, Brick-patterne:| sidewalls, various-sized facing walls, 65 $369 324 s069 assorted roofs. Puild modular buildings with suspended pieces pieces 
wings, penthouses. Instructions included. 

Even autos and machines take shape with these precision-made bricks of high- 
impact plastic. Various sized bricks in red, white and clear colors make it fun 
to design with curves, corners . . to almost any scale. So creative and such down- 
right fun, even parents will be drawn into the building projects. Busy young Q 166-pc. Set. 72 sidewalls, 72 face walls, 22 assorted roofs. fingers and minds respond to the creative element . . will develop skills in plan- 49 N 4649 Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. ning, foresight while playing. : Just press together, they fit securely yet can be taken apart easily to form 3 358: pc Set, 136 sidewalls, 136 face walls, 36 

1 127-pc. Set. 54 sidewalls, 54 face walls, 19 assorted roof 
49 N 4635—Shipping weight. 2 pounds 4 ounces. 5 

Beams, 50 roofs. 

a different structure. This timeless, all-age toy is really a world of toys . . will 79 NAGSSC-RNIDDUNESNHEE dpa dese Vaca 
provide hours of fun for many years. Companion sets below. 460-pc. Set. (Not shown.) 184 sidewalls, 184 face walls, 36 “I” 
49 N 4711—165-piece Set. Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces....,.., Set $3.69 Beams, 56 roofs, 
49 N 4712— 241. piece Set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce, 49 N 4651—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .... eee nnn $5.92 
49 N 4713—324- piece Set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces. 

LEGO Wheel $479 
Toy Set 

Make movable toys . . a crane, 
an engine, trucks, trailers, jeep 

or windmill . . axles and wheels 
plus interlocking blocks make roll- 
ing vehicles possible. Children of 
all ages find joy in building . . 
especially with a quality high- 
impact set such as this. Plastic. 
49 N 4757 —Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz..$4.79 

LEGO $ 4 9 AA ; p 
Doll Set AMERICAN High-impact Plastic Bricks { 6 EGO 4f 5) Create your own dolls, or build 173 $227 585 s7 67 5 ballet dancer, clown, pirate, or pieces pieces 

n f dolls of many lands from instruc- 
" tions. Interlocking plastic bricks Build houses, garages, motels, schools. Blue asphalt-like cardboard 

in various colors and sizes provide ~ roofing adds to colonial look. Doors, transparent windows open, Peg- 
hours of busy, imaginative play. and-socket interlock construction . . unlocks for next project. Sets 

P. Colors suitable for patriotic dolls — interchangeable. Larger sets build more, bigger models. Instructions. 
fe of 12 nations, 49 N 4791 e Set. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.........$2.27 
E RU 49 N 4758— Wt. 11b. 902... $4.79. 49 N 4792 Set. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 oz.. 3.77 
Ü 49 N 4794 e Set. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 14 oz... .... 5.57 Be 126 SEARS zres 49 N 4795—S85. piece Set. Shipping weight $ pounds.......... 7.67 
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„a VIEW-MASTER 

The worlds of make believe, sci 
reels , , 21 full-color stereo scenes. (Civil War pa 
during the War.) Packets marked (*) have delig 
guidebook, real coin (when ava 
3 N 9750F—State lille number. Postpaid. (Shipping w 

NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 
A671— General Tours 
\ Night Scenes 
\673—International Area 
\674—Federal and State 
A675— Industrial Area 
A676—Transportation Area 

NEW RELEASES 
C282— Tussaud's Waxworks 
1376— Mary Poppins* 
B509— Space Mouse* 
B477—TV Studios 
M793— White House* 
B508— Woody Woodpecker* 
1761— Past World's Fairs 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 
1521—Cartoon Carnival* 
B518— Beetle Bailey 
B47. assie and Timmy* 
B519— Deputy Dawg? 
B315—Lady and the Tramp* 
B583— Flash Gordon* 
B361—Wizard of Oz* 
Bo17— Children's Zoo* 
H372— Peter Pan* 

Mother Goose* 
abes in 

Jack 

BA7S—Roy Rogers*# 
B511— Tom and Jerry* 

B526— Mighty Mous 
B870— Rudolph Reindeer* 

B411—A-B-C Circus* 
B374—Gulliver's Trav 
A135— Santa's Village 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Bo12— Wonders of the Deep* 
H619— Prehistoric Animals* 
B657—U.S. Man in Spac 
H014— World's Wild Animals* 
Bol8—African Wild Animals* 
B615—Strange Anima 
B581— Secrets from 
B790—U.S.Civil Wart(B&W) 
B611— Wild Birds* 

0— Easter Story* 
B380— Christmas Carol* 

View-Master 7-reel Packs 3914 
Each group below is one packet of 7 reels (49 3-D color 

Hound for stereo viewers only 
3 N 9776F —Stale title number. Shpg. wt. 9 oz.. Pack $2.14 

scenes). Huckleberr; 

007—Huckleberry Hound 
Hall of Fame 

008—Disney Cartoons 
009—Disney Fairy Tales 
013—Classic Stories 

SCENIC U.S.A. 
A306— Yellowstone Nat'l Pk, 
A655—Nia; Falls 

A120— Hawai 
A376— Carlsbad 

ew York City, 2 
Yosemite Nat'l Park 

-San Francisco 

ags over Texa 
Cypress Gardens 
-Alaska* 
California* 
Los Angeles* 

86— Black Hills* 
A900— Florida* 

Mount Rushmore 
-Miami Seaquarium 
Rock City Gardens 

-Chicago 
7— Cypress Gardens Show 

Rockefeller Center 
—Silver Springs, I 

er Miami, Fla. 
Redwood Highway 
ew York Sightseeing 

Hearst Castle 
- Honolulu and Waikiki 
San Diego Zoo 

—Lookout Mountain 
Parrot Jungk 

—Grand Teton Nat'l Pk, 
Weeki Wachi Springs 
Blue Ridge Parkway 

—Hoover Dam 
-Painted Desert 
-Pike's Peak 

as Vegas 
-Hawaii Hula Dancers 
-Cape Cod, Plymouth 

Sequoia Nat'l Park 
A323— Royal Gorge 
A792—Smithsonian Institute 
A526— Wisconsin Dells 
A631— Philadelphia 
A322—Rocky Mountains 
A988— Busch Garé 
A816— Mammoth 

016— Disneyland 
017—Animals of World 
010— Beginner's Bookshelf 
012—Fairy Tale: 
006— National Parks 

CGutsiod pae scans by dinaa maceda com 

nce, travel, and art are at your finger tips. 

ht 3 ounces)... 

The Civil War to 

the World's Fair . . 

Mickey Mouse to 

Huckleberry Hound . . 

Sears has over 190 

3-reel Packets 

$125 

Zach packet has 3 
acket is authentic black-and-white, taken 

htful story folder . . those marked (**) have 
lable) and stamp. Packets mark. «d (#) for stereo viewers only. 

„Each packet $1.25 

Puerto Rico 
'ortland Zoo 

Colorado* 
New Orleans 

H039— Puerto Rico 
A813— Williansbur Va 

ns 
Antonio, Austin 

Detroit Zoo 
Glacier Natl Park 
Mesa Verde Natl Pk 

A812—Mount Vernon, Va, 

WORLD TRAVEL 

11901—7 Wonders of World® 
B071—Argentina* 
8025—Panama* 
C485—Durech Tulip Time 
B009—Uruguay® 
8050— Venezuela 
AQ00— Canada** 
HI93—Germany** 
H262— Japan* 
BI78— Vatican City** 
A650 — Niagara F 
B251—Hong Kor 
BISS—Switzerland** 
36051— United. Nations* 

B172— France» 
BI8O— Italy 
B224— Modern Israe]** 
B001 — Mexico** 
C029—Rome 
Bi56—i 
B235 
B190. 
Bit 
C277 ndon 
B151—Sweden** 
A004 — Banff, Canada 
B198—Austria® 
A016— Huteliart Gardens 
H192— Berlin* 
B288— Australia 
B057 — Brazil* 
B252—Bali* 
H002— Mexico City 
B750—Canadian Mounties 
B058—Rio de Janiero 

B188—Belgium** 
B264—Tokyo 
A051— Montreal 

Our lowest price ever 
for a View-Master Theater 
Projector, screen, 140 Disney scenes 

All for only $7766 

Project bright, 2-dimensional color pictures on the 
screen. 10 special reels give 140 scenes. Includes 
Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Sleeping Beauty, 
Bambi, 101 Dalmatians, Peter Pan, Snow White, 
Goofy and others. Projector has 30-watt lamp, f:3 
lens for bright pictures, cool running, 110- 120-v., 
00-c. AC-DC., Colorful be 

3 N 9767 — Shipping weight 4 pounds. . ($7.66 

View-Master Walt Disney Theater with 14 Reels. 
You get 30-watt projector with sharp 
and reels with Mickey Mous 
Bambi, Tomorrowland, Frontierland, 20,000 Leagues, 
Goofy, Toby Tyler, and the Mousketeers, 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC . Special Christmas box, 

3 N 9760— Shipping weight 5 pounds 
3 N 8680-- Extra 30-watt Lamp, Shp: 

$9.44 

wt. 8 02,.99c 

100-watt Projector 

Extra. bright. viewing throuzh 
3-element £:2.8 lens. Just flick 
lever to change scenes. Carry- 
ing handle doubles as eleva- 
tion set. Cord stores in bottom. 
On-off switch. High-impact- 
plastic body. 110-120-v., 60-c. 
AC-DC. W 
3N9771 

Library Box 

Dust-free . . keeps viewer and 
about 60 reels clean and order- 
ly. Extra-strong . . made of 
styrene plastic. Brown and 

beige two-tone finish. 84x55 
inches high. (Viewer, reels not 

| included.) Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
3 N 9770.. ^ $1.96 
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Sears puts at your fingertips more of 

what Americas children want most 

Guidancetown USA Sets 
Plastic side and roof panels snap together . . 

build unlimited types of buildings pun. 

13$] 199 25 s9379 Sia 
pieces pieces 

Just right for the 3 to 7-year old. 
A whole town takes shape under their 
nimble fingers y colored high- 
impact plastic consti jon pieces are 
beautifully detailed. 18 differently 
designed panels, 4 roof types, 10 
styles of cars and trucks, 11 types of 
traffic equipment. Various trees, chim- 
neys, steeples, window plaques add 
to the joy of seeing and doing. Both 
sets have full scale strect layouts, 
illustrated instructions, Educates 
youngsters to the importance of traf- 
fic safety. Easy-clean plastic; self- 
storing box. 

1 225-pc. Set;36x44-in, street plan. 
79 N 4634C — Wt. 4 Ibs......$3.79 

30x40. in.street plan. 

Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. .$1.99 

Village Set 120 
pieces 

$399 

truct For junior city planners Id entire towns — 125. Complete with s and heavy 
with wood houses, office bi rs, churches, canvas storage bag. 8 Fun for ages 3 to 5 . . turn 
schools, train and depot, autos even trees 120- pc. Set with 32x32-inch layout, the merry-go-round, listen 
and train signals, Colorfully decorate 49 N 4716— Shipping weight 4 Ibs $3.99 to its goy, tinkling music 
layout shows streets, lawn: 190- pc. Set with 37x37-in. layout. (Not shown 

see page — 49 N 4639 — shipping weight 6 Ibs... .$5.99 Can use with any Tot Rail 

Fisher-Price Amusement Park 

with 6 action-filled rides 

$777 

Set up this 6-ride funland on its very own colorful 

AMERICAN Wood Logs 

103 $174 
pieces 

polyethylene layout . . hours of "let's pretend” play 
h musical merry-go-round, whirling chair ride, 

o, miniature boat ride, play 
nd tunnel, miniature auto ride 

All beautifully crafted in 
iyout shows 

for bridge 
ple can be moved 

ke-apart choc 
id swing, brid, 

from one ride to another, can be visitors or park 
attendants. Safe, non-toxic colors, Layout 30x30 

nches wide. Shipping wt 
49 N 4677 —203 49 N 4671—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. $7.77 
Shipping wt. 4 Ibs, 11 oz. 3.34 7 

49 N 4678—300-piece Set. rs SEARS 
Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 10 oz. 4.74 
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Now at Sears..a child's 

Typewriter that types both 

small and capital letters 

The letters are arranged in the same order as on 

adult keyboards. So your child learns good typing 

habits right from the start. Lever action returns 

carriage and advances paper one line. 28 keys 

type a total of 83 characters, even fractions and 

symbols. 

Typewritor Typewriter v 
only and Acce 

$1644 $194 

Die-cast type gives clean, clear-cut impression, It 

even back-spaces and has a line space lever. Beautiful 

two-toned chassis is molded plastic. Plastic space bar 

and keys. Comi th ribbon, cardboard case and in- 

structions. 11x11x5 inches. 
Special carrying case, plus accessories (see list at 

left) completes your equipment. Leather-look plastic 

case . . charcoal gray. Zips on 3 sides . . metal rein- 
forced, foam-rubber padded, 
Red and white Typewriter, Case and Accessories. 
79 N 1746C2—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. .... Outfit $19.44 

MD Blue and white Typewriter, 
79 N 1756C2—5hpz. wt. 12 Ibs 

e and Accessories. 
Outüt $19.44 

Red and white 
79 N 1778C 

Blue and white Typewriter only. 
79 N 1786C—Shipping weight 9 pounds.... 16.44 

Extra Ribbon for typewriters above. Black. 
49 N 1893— Shipping weight 3 ounces. .....-. 69c 

ypewriter only. 
e and Accessories ind i Case and Accesso) ipping weight 9 pounds... 16.44 

Including . . paper, eraser, 
envelopes, carbon paper, 
ruler, paper clips and pencil 

128 sears foot 

Ciltsiod Dade scans by danaa niseledimical Gom 

Modern Desk and Chair $] | 88 
Top lifts off , . storage area keeps supplies neatly 

out of sight, Strong molded polyethylene, Writing 

surface plastic-laminated hardboard. Chrome 

plated, tubular-steel legs. 22x15x19 in, high. Poly 
ethylene swivel chair is 19 in. high, Unassembled 

79 N 9068L— Shipping wt. 18 Ibs.. . . Set $11.88 
79 N 9064C-— Chair only. Shpg, wt. 6 Ibs 4.88 

Contemporary Desk 31988 

Maple-grained finish top of high-pressure pl 
provides 21x32 in. of writing à Hay 
Tubular-steel legs have 
high. Unassembled. Chair not incl, order b 

79 N 9057L— Shipping weight 28 pounds. $19.88 

Chair. Brass-plated steel. 27 in, high. Unassembled. 

79 N 9058C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. .. $4.88 

Steel Desk and Chair $1566 
i Has sliding sheli for typewriter, two roomy 

drawers to hold supplies. Wi ned hardboard 

top. Walnut brown enamel finish. Over all 32x16x26 

inches high. Plast jped legs. Matching chair 

folds up easily is 26 inches high. Unassembled 

79 N 9088L—Shpz. wt. 34 Ibs ....Set $15.66 



WORLD 
FAMOUS 

Storybook Marionettes, hand 
madein England. Fully jointed Number : (à 
arms and le; Tangle- free a) 49 N618 

crossbar control. Instructions — (2) 49 N 618 
included. Ages & and up (4) 49N617 

iolded wood com (5) 49 N618 All with molded " (S) 49 N6IS 
position heads except (4), (8) (2) 49N6187 
and (10) which have round (8) 49 N 6181 

wood heads. Hand-painted — (9)|49 N6186 
features. Witch (10) has mov. — (10) 48 N6123 
able mouth . . just pull string — (12) 49 N618: 
and she "talks 13)| 49 N 618. 

MATTEL’S Talking Puppets will amaze you 

$399 ands4.66 

Just pull their rings each says many different phr. at random. 
Need no batteries. You move their mouths as they talk. 

Dishonest John. Vinyl head 
hands. Cotton body. 1214 

49 N 6171-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$4.66 
Cecil. Rayon plush body 
wiggly eyes. 1314 in. tall 

49 N6173—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 02.$3.99 

128 SEARS rs 
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l Mr. Ed. Vinyl head, rayor 

plush body, 1214 i 
49 N 6172- Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.$4.66 

Q(J BugsBunny. Vinyl face. Rayon 
Huf-plush. 15 in. to ears 

49N6174— Wt. 11b. 8 07.$4.66 

Two-Show Puppet Kit 

3466 

wn shows with 
and “Moon 

| with 2 complete 
scripts for the 2 

Your 
this 
Trip,” 
shows 

45 RPM rece 

correspond 
shows and all necessary scenery beautifully 

ready to cut out drawn on cardboard 
color everything but the stage for 

complete shows. puppets made 
of cotton felt; 9 
49 N 6188—5l $4.66 

Pelham Puppets $499 to s'789 

Good quality Marionettes. 
Beautifully costumed 
Hand-made, fully 
wood bodies, hand-painted 

jointed 

round wood heads. Cross 
bar control Ages 8 and 
up. Instructions. 12 inches 
tall. Made in England 
14) 49 N 6176 — Mitzi 

15) 49 N 6175 —Fritzi 

(16) 49 N 6177 —Clown 

Shpg. wt. 11b.. Each $4.99 

Puppet Set with Theater 

s699 

shows complete with 
Scripts for 2 

Stage 
sound 

4 pupp 
stage and scenery 

people with corresponding 45 RPM 

record. The stars are Foxy Fox, Happy 
Hippo, George Giraffe, Ziggy Zebra . . all 
cotton felt puppets, 9 in. high. E 
set-up stage of corrugated fiberboard 
51 in. high, 28 in. wide, scenery drawn on 
cardboard, ready to color and cut out 
79 N 6122C 6 Ibs..Set $6.99 



Electric Toy Typewriter 
has nylon type, back-space key and 

ball-bearing carriage that moves smoothly 

Plug it in. . enjoy the convenience and clean-typing of an 
adult electric. Nylon type assures sharp impression . . pica 
style characters. 56 characters . . alphabet, numerals, 
punctuation. Takes paper 814 inches wide. Two-tone green, 
molded plastic shell. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60 cycle 
AC. About 11x14x4 inches high, 
49 N 1715—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. $26.66 
49 N 1776—Extra ribbon. Black. Shipping wt. 3 oz.. .79c 

Dial Typewriter, LARGE and small letters 

Takes paper 814 in. wide. 74 metal characters . . large and 
small letters, numbers, symbols, punctuation. Modern 
styling. Red crackle finish on metal. About 11x10x5 in. 
Comes in its own smartly styled carrying case. 
49 N 1731—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ... ..$3.99 

49 N 1732— Extra ribbons. 2 black, 2 red. Pkg. 2 oz...29c 

Dial Typewriter . . 38 characters 

Dial a letter, tap corresponding key . . typewriter prints 
it. Capital letters, standard-like keyboard. Numbers and 
punctuation marks. Takes 8l4inch wide paper. Sturdy 
plastic. Over-all 11x12x4 in. high. 
49 N 1724—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces... $2.19 
49 N 1714—2 extra Ribbons. 1 black, 1 red. Pkg, 2 oz. 29c 

World 66 
Globe dt 

Metal globe . . a great 
help in learning geogra- 
phy .. keeping up with 
world affairs. 9-in. diam. 
1134 in. high. Plastic 
graduated arm. Metal 
base. Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 N 1836......$1.66 

Caton gane scans Dy deiskmas iaseleciudcid com. 

It's made like big portables . . and the die- 
cast metal type and plastic key mechanism 
are so strong you can type as many as 5 
carbon copies. All controls are on outside, 
including ribbon reverse. Brake keeps 
ribbon smooth. Top comes off for easy 
cleaning. Blue plastic housing, white trim. 
About 11x10x4 in. high. From Japan. 

EN 

Educational Flash Cards 
Study math, facts, languages . . 
look at card, give the answer 

79° » 3169 
Mathematics to learn by sight or pictures. 
49 N 1760—Add-subtract. Grades 1 to 3 
49 N 1761—Multiply-divide. Grades 4-6. 
49 N 1764—Picture-numbers. To grade 1 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

Words and facts to learn by sight, pictures. 
49 N 1763— Flash words set 1. Grades 1, 2 
49 N 1766—Flash words set 2. Grades 1, 2 
49 N 1762— Picture words. Grades 1 to 3. 

49 N 1770—U.S.A. facts. Grades 3 to 7. 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

English to learn by sight or pictures. 
49 N 1765— Picture-alphabet. To grade 2. 
49 N 1767—Phonetic Drills. Grades 1-3. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

French and Spanish to learn by pictures. 
49 N 1711— French Nouns. 

49 N 1712— Spanish Nouns. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... Each set $1.69 

„Each set 99c 

Each set 79c 

Each set $1.69 

A child's Typewriter that 
OPERATES LIKE A BIG ONE 

Lever action returns carriage and 
advances paper 1 line . . 

28 keys type a total of 57 characters 

wes $1988 ma 3999 
ypewriter with vinyl case and acces- 

sories. Includes typing paper, envelopes, 
carbon paper, ruler, eraser and paper clips. 
79N1796C2-Shipping wt. 12 lbs. $12.88 
Typewriter a 
79 N 1795C—Shipping wt. 10 Ibs..$9.99 
Extra ribbon. Black. 
49 N 1893— Shipping wt. 3 oz.. 

Electronic Mr. Brain $399 
Answers 256 questions on science, geog- 
raphy, history. Just insert a pre-coded 
answer card in mouth. If correct, green 
eye lights up . . if wrong, red eye lights 
up and he buzzes. 10x4x7 in. high. Plastic. 
Includes "D" battery, 128 large cards. 
49 N 1681—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.99 
49 N 1682-128 extra cards. Pkg. 1 Ib. 88c 

Electromatic Quiz Game $] 96 
Fun for 5 to 12 year olds. Bulb flashes 
when they correctly answer any of 850 
questions about arithmetic, nature, spell- 
ing or reading. “AA” battery included. 
49 N 1752—Shipping wt. 1 Ib... .$1.66 
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control keys 

Push-button 

Marionettes 

$259 

Simple to operate . . even little tots 
can make them perform. Push but 
ton keys on plastic paddle control 
produce comic actions, Tangle 
proof strings. Molded vinyl heads, 

cotton bodies. 12 inches tall. 

] Yosi Beor. 
49 N 6196—Wt. 12 oz..$2.59 

Marionettes 
by Gund 

2m 
Junior puppeteers can start a 

fascinating hobby and put their 
imagination to work with these 
easy-to-operate cartoon charac 
ters. Simple one-hand control gives 
easy animation. Control, hands, 
feet molded of hard plastic. Mold. 

ed vinyl heads with painted fea 
tures. Colorful cotton percale and 

mouth for life- 
like tolk action 

Professional-type Ventriloquist Dummies 

Pm 5977 um, $577 
Donny O'Day. Kids can make Danny's 
wisecracks as they move his mouth with 

string manipulation. Movable vinyl head; 
cotton stuffed body. Sportily dressed in checked 
jacket, solid color pants, white ascot and shoes. 
Instructions. 30 inches tall. 
49 N 3639— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 02..$6.77 

]() Jerry Mahoney. Youngsters will have great 
fun making this TV character “talk.” Mouth 

s988 
ul Schoolteocher-Nurse. 

This 2-career personality 
is dressed as school teacher, 
ready to help you learn your 
lessons. She's wearing 2-pc. 
cotton suit with dickie vest, 
pants, high heels. Also has 
nurse's outfit . . with blue 
and white cap, red cross em- 
blem. Vinyl head, arms, legs. 

9 A197 Wi 1202. 2,59 felt costumes. 12 inches h opens with string manipulation. Movable vinyl  Cotton-stuffed body. Rooted 
S S (5) 49 N 6130— Jiminy Cricket head; cotton-stuffed body. Dressed in cotton Saran hair. Pull string 

3 Bozo the Clown. (6) 49 N 6131—Mickey Mouse gabardine suit, sewn-on shirt front, tie, shoes. to move mouth. Instruc- 
49 N 6198—Wt. 120z.. 2.59 (7j 49 N 6133—Olive Oyl Instruction book. 24 inches tall. Shipping weight tions. 30 inches tall Ship- 

4 Huck Hound. (8) 49 N 6132— Popeye 2 pounds 8 ounces. ping weight 3 pounds. 
49 N 6199—Wt, 12 oz.. 2.59 Shipping weight each 10 oz..$2.99 AD NOB a viscose one ETT $5.77 49 N 3650... ($9.88 

Shari Lewis TV Puppets 

TV Puppets 8 c 
each 

It's a dog's life with 

3 molded latex rubber 
puppies . . Rags, the 
Fire House Dog, Tom- 
my Terrier and Billy 
Beagle. Movable eyes. 
Detailed, hand-decor- 
ated. Easy to move. 

Youngsters can act out 
their own shows with Bring your favorite TV characters to 
Shari’s comic characters life. Molded vinyl heads. Brightly 
- . Lamb Chop, Hush colored cotton percale bodies with cot- 
Puppy, Charlie Horse. ton felt touches. Washable. 10 in. tall Shift the curtain and you have a hand puppet playhouse. 
Soft vinyl heads make (12) 49 N 6117—Bozo the Clown Sturdy reinforced fiberboard theater easy to set up, put 
the funniest expressions. (13) 49 N 6114—Huck Hound away. Interlocking assembly. Folds flat for storage. Big 
Cotton bodies. About 10 (14) 49 N 6113— Yogi Bear 5-foot height gives the needed performing room for junior 

Puppet Theater converts 
to Marionette Stage 

Hang plastic curtain from top and there's a marionette stage. 

Washable. 74$ to 93g inches tall. 45-rpm rec- (15) 49 N 6119— Fred Flintstone puppeteers. Puppets not included. 
inches high. Shipping ord included for dia (16) 49 N 6189—Alvin 79 N 6203C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $4.84 
weight 10 ounces. logue. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. (17) 49 N 6201—Mr. Ed 
49 N6195..Set $2.66 49 N 6202.. .Set $2.37 Shipping weight each 6 oz.. .. Each 89c »aw. SEARS 129 
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Electric Drawing Set with sheets, ¢ 499 
pencils and sharpener 

Drawing fun for everyone, 10x14-in. illuminated drawing 
desk allows creative designing of any subject. Includes pencils, 

eraser, sharpener, 15-watt bulb. Order complete drawing port- 

folios from subjects below. UL approved for 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 
49 N 1624—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces $4.99 

2 PORTFOLIO KITS FOR DRAWING SET 
Contains guide sheets and drawing paper 

Custom Styling (Cars, boats, etc.). | Walt Disney Cartoons. 
49 N 1603—Wt. 8 oz. 78c | 49N1708-Wt.8 oz.. 78c 

Barbie, Midge, Ken Fashions. Monsters Drawing Kit. 
49 N 1717—Wt. 8 oz. 78c | 49N1721-Wt. 8 oz.. 78c 

Etch-A-Sketch . . 
Draws like magic 

Citai page scans by duisinas Wesetecindce com 

intricate designs, and all 
erase easily with just a 
shake. High-impact red 
plastic. Measures 934x7 Méx 
134 in. Shpg.wt.1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 1878........$2.84 

to operate . . no batteries 
- er electricity needed 

.. DRAW-A-MATIC 
$994 

but feel they bave no talent. 
y Draw-a-Matic viewer is an all new and 

different automatic drawing machine. 
Just set up picture in front of viewer . 
mesi elected for cary copying. You an 

Be an artist with the Electric 3599 
ENLARG-A-GRAPH by Emenee 

Trace from illuminated transparencies; dial the projected 
images larger or smaller. 44 transparency slides (for Enlarg-a- 
Graph only), portfolio, drawing paper, coloring pencils, 

eraser, sharpener. 16x9x8-in. case. Order 4 “D” batteries. 
49 N 1655C— Shipping weight 5 lbs. 2 oz. $5.99 

“D” Bottery. (See above.) Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
49 N 4660 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Extra Transparencies for Enlarg-A-Graph 
49 N 1896—Pkg. of 88. Cartoons and Fairy Tales. 
49 N 1897— Pkg. of 78. Military, History, Sports. 
49 N 1887— Pkg. of 48. Horror and Monsters. 

Shipping weight, package, 4 ounces Each pkg. $1.66 

Sketch-A-Graph $927 
Enlarge or reduce almost any color 
drawing in perfect proportion. 

Extends to 24 inches. 3 ball- 
point pens draw in red, blue or 
green. Suction cups hold copy flat. 
Red plastic graph, 14 inches high. 
Drawing paper, sketch book. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz. 
49 N 1693 "PPP $2.27 

Set Hoot Nanny's arms . . 

Sears Exclusive 
Funtime Art Set 

$19 

Paint, pencil and crayon 
by number . . do free- 
hand coloring, too. 

100 assorted pictures 
to color, 8 coloring pen- 
cils; sharpener, 8 paint 
tablets; brush, mixing 
pan, 16 crayons, com- 
bination crayon holder- 
sharpener. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
49 N 1626...... $1.99 

Pre-sketched Sets 
Pencil-by-number 

1%. 
Sears exclusive. Match 
numbered pencils to 
numbers on pictures. 
10 full-size coloring pen- 
cils, plastic pencil sharp- 
ener, 10 color-keyed 12x9 
in. pictures. 
49N5172-South Pacific 
49N5173-Old Time Trovel 
49N5174-Animal Friends 
49N5175-Wonders of World 
Wt. 11b. 602. .. $1.94 

Magic Designer $432 
magically 

draw beautiful designs to color, can 
also be used for embroidery, etc. 
7x8-inch metal base. 

Discs, pencil, instructions. 
49 N 1838—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz,.$4.32 

“130 Extra Paper Discs. 
49 N 1809—Wt. 6 oz.. Pkg. 89c 



Jumbo 29-inch Bear 
Easy to carry because he only weighs 31% lbs. 

$ 494 

So realistic it's like having a baby cub to play with. Yet. 
he's lightweight . . can be taken along everywhere. His 
furry body seems life-like, too made of cocoa and 
honey-colored rayon plush. Sits up naturally wherever 
he's placed . . has shaped arms and legs, glassene eyes. 
29 inches tall. Cotton filled. Wears rayon satin bow 
79 N 4189C—shipping weight 5 pounds $4.94 

LD, 

Fully Jointed Bears 

50% Mohair and 50% Rayon 

18 in. tall. Movable 13 im. Mohair blend pile 

arms,legs..eventhehead ^ won't crush or mat. Mov. 
turns. Beige with simulated able head, jointed legs. 

claws on paw pads. Hand- Simulated claws, embroi 
embroidered nose, sewn-in dered nose, glass eyes sewn 
glass eyes. Cotton, foam in. Beige. Foam-plastic. 
plastic fill. Wt. 2 Ibs. cotton filled. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49N4123 $6.89  49N4142 $3.99 
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Sears wonderful world of 

TEDDY BEARS 

Baby Bear . . a happy traveling companion 
for any youngster. Plastic eyes, vinyl nose, 

eyes, mouth. Just right for hugging . . 1314 
in. tall. Brown, tan. Foam-plastic, cotton fill 

49 N 4102—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.99 

Begging Bear has outstretched felt paws; 
simulated claws. Pompon nose, button eyes. 

10 in. Brown, white. Foam-plastic, cotton filled. 
49 N 4077— Shipping weight 1 Ib. $2.99 

Y J 

w (5]:299 [6] 52.99 

Ej Cuddle Bear is traditionally the most popu- 
lar Teddy around. His rayon plush body has 

shaped arms and legs. Cotton felt nose and 
mouth . . plastic eyes. 18 inches tall. Beige. 
Foam plastic, cotton filled. 
49 N 4091—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $2.99 

Honey Bear has a lustrous, short pile plush 
body that's a pleasure to hug. Gold color is 

detailed with cotton felt tongue, paw pads, 
round plastic eyes and nose. 19 inches tall 
Lightweight cotton filled body 
49 N 4314—Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. $2.99 

Seated Bear closes his big blue to 
sleep . . sits up in a begging position. Highly 

styled body has extra long pile of lustrous white. 
Pompon nose . . plastic eyes. Soft blue trim 
19 in, tall. Cotton filled. 
49 N 4106—Shipping weight 3 lbs.. $5.89 

All Mohair Bear 
. . fully jointed with very fine pile 

that wears longer 

8 A full 20 inch brown bear to treasure for 
years. Closely loomed, thick pile won't crush. 

or mat. Head stuffed with cotton and excelsior 
for shape retention. Cotton filled body. Hand- 

embroidered nose, mouth. Imported glass eyes. 
49 N 4192—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $8.88 

Sizes from 10 to 29 inches tall 

Delightful characters in rayon plus! 

Smokey Bear looks alert for fires. Wears 
uniform pants of blue cotton denim. Plastic 

hat, badge and shovel. 14 in. tall. Brown and 
tan. Foam plastic and cotton filled 
49 N 4346—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.79 

Sleepy Cuddle Bear closes his eyes when 
put to bed has huggable floppy body 

Cocoa with brown eyes. 17 in. Cotton filled. 
49 N 4081—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $3.99 



Set type, print your 
own newspapers, 

signs, posters, cards 

BIG PRESS 
by IDEAL 

$099 

Have your own printing shop. The 
Big Press is simple to operate . . just 
set up your type and place it in the 
press. Then turn the crank and the 
type becomes inked. Push the lever 
and the paper moves into the press to 
become imprinted—like on a real shop 
press. Ruggedly built of sturdy plastic 

» » beautifully designed to turn out 
printed materials of all kinds. 

Prints on 5x8-in. paper. Comes 
complete with all the equipment you 
need . . 2 sets of type, tweezers for 
setting type, a typeholder, ink, blank 
paper, three 6x6-in. printing plates 
for comic illustrations. Machine is 
19x10x11 in. high. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 N 1648L. ........ ee $9.99 

DICK TRACY $499 Make the news yourself with EMENEE'S 

Code Printing Set 4 HEADLINE $444 
Prints red and black programs, ads, Devise your own secret code. Metal printer's PRINTER 4 
notices, etc. Ji$x514 in. long. 200 type to print stationery, notices, badges in i 
pieces of rubber type, red and black black, red or invisible ink. Wood code-maker, Put out your own special newspaper edition. Announce birth- 
inks, tweezers for type-setting, 25 type case, roller, paper, cards, manual. days, school or sports events. Type, type case, headline printer 
postcard-size sheets of paper, addi- 49 N 1816—Wt. 4 lbs. 6 oz. $4.99 frame, type press, ink applicator, ink, 20 pre-printed 11x15- 
tional ink cylinder with ribbon at- 49 N 1834—Small letters. Wt. 11b. Pkg. 1.99 inch newspaper sheets with headlines blank. 
tached, 2 rubber picture dies, tools. 49 N 1835—Extra Ink. Wt. 9 oz.......99c 79 N 1642C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. mm 
49 N 1713—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. .$3.66 49 N 1840—3 photo dies. Wt. 8 oz. Pkg.69c 49 N 1643— Extra ink, 20 newspapers, Wt. 1 Ib. 20z, Pkg. 88c 

Artist's Easel $499 Water Colors 97° Colorola $169 Melt ’n Color $399 

Red and black Mickey Learn to blend colors, 80 4 Keeps youngsters busy, at 5 Applicator melts crayons 
Mouse Art Easel grows quick-drying colors; brush. home, in car, in sickbed. to finish outline pictures 

with young artist . . all the 49 N 1619—Wt. 11b.302...97c Color, wipe off, color again. 3 included. Crayons, 3 plastic 
way up to 69 in. high. Sketch re-color rolls, each with 8- frames. UL listed, 110-120 v, 
board doubles as blackboard. Crayons $1.29 panel story. Crayons and — 60-c. AC. Wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz. 
Steel tripod. Brush, board clip 9 64 in colorfully decorated sponge eraser. Red plastic 49 N 1859..... ...$3,99 
6 bottles water colors. 4x6-in. steel box. case with handle. 91x11 in. 
79 N 1823L-Wt. 8 lbs.$4.99 49 N 1684—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z.$1.29 — 49N1689-Wt. 11b.602.$1.69 xs SEARS 131 
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Papa, Mama 

and Baby 

PANDAS 
Papa. Large 32 in. tall panda is cuddly and 
lightweight styled with shaped arms and legs . . 

fluff cotton filling. Black and white rayon plush has 
cashmere feel. Pla: es securely fastened 
79 N 4148C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $6.99 

Mama. Tweak "n squeak panda has voice maker 
inside tummy. Cotton felt tongue. . pompon nose. 

Realistic clamped-in eyes. Shaped arms, legs. Black 
and white rayon plush. 20 in. tall. Cotton filled. 
49 N 4153— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.. ....$3.99 

Baby. Easy-to-handle 13:4 in. Cub has vinyl snoot 
cotton felt eye patches centered with plastic 

eyes. Surface washable black and white rayon plush 

WE 

ou! 
ke Y" ag 

"ALK 

From MATTEL. . Pull the Ring and listen to them talk 

Beany. You never know which 
one of many phrases he'll say 
next. 17 in. rag doll has vinyl 
head, feet and hands. Painted 
face, hair, Wears shirt, cover- 
alls, copter hat. Needs no 
batteries, Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

Cecil. Comical serpent says 
many different phrases at ran- 
dom. Rolling plastic eyes. Big 
18in. high. . fluffy, rayon plush. 
Bright green body with color- 
ful cotton felt trim. Cotton 
filled. No batteries required. 

Bugs Bunny. Famous cut-up 
wisecracks funny phrases . . 
clutches a big orange carrot. 
Stands 2614 in. tall. Gray and 
white rayon plush, vinyl face, 
hands. Cotton filling, No bat- 
teries needed, Wt. 3 Ibs, 4 oz. 

49 N 3654. $6.71 49N4168-Wt. 31b. $8.61 — 49N4181.. $7.91 
Foam plastic and cotton filled. 

49 N 4126-— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz.. $1.99 

Friends 
you love 
from 'TV and 
Bookland 

hasshaggy snoot. .ope 
mouth. Realistically | 
styled in two shades of 
long and short gray 
rayon plush , . red œl- 
lar. Glasseneeyes. I5in. 
tall. Cotton fill. Shpg. 
wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz. 
49 N 4313... .$2.99 

on rayon plush, cotton 
filled. Open mouth, 
button nose. Realistic 
glass eyes. All pink 
with plastic leash. 16 
in. tall. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 4155... .$4.99 

and white rayon plush. 
Cotton filled. Stands 14 
in. tall. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 4199 $2.99 

We're real fur . . just feel and see IN a 
Fluffy Cat. Wonderful bed deco- 
ration for tots, teens, too. Soft rab- 

bit fur so pleasant to touch. Pure E 

white cat is 18 in. long. Stuffed with L3 
cotton. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 4 

$4.79 Qo 
van 

Kanga and Baby Roo. Remov 
able baby rides comfortably in 

Kanga’s pouch. Both have brown 
rayon plush bodies . , locked in eyes. 
Cotton filled. About 14 in. tall. 
79 N 4191L—Wt. 2 Ibs. $5.79 

Winnie-the-Pooh. Lovable bear 
from storybook land stands 20 in 

tall. Wears fabric 

Zippy. Squeeze him 
like a real chimp. 

shirt, red pants. Rayon plush with 
vinyl face, ears, hands and shoes. 
Cotton filled. 16 in. tall. 
49 N 4088—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz 

he squeaks 
Wears yellow 

49 N 4007E 

Basket with cat, 2 kittens, A whole 
family of cats in soft, white rabbit 
fur snuggle together in straw 

basket. Cotton filled. 12 and 5 in. 
long. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

$5.69 

Gaylord. Famous pup is 19 in 
long. Brown, white rayon plush. 

4 1 sweater over Cotton felt eai es. Cotton fill. 
cate ioo rayon plush body. Eyes are locked 49 N 4312—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....$3.99 

NOTE: Catalog numbers ending in in for safety. Cotton stuffed. 

“E” include 10% Fed. Exc. Tax. 49 N 4185—Wr. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $7.99 xw SEARS 13] 
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\A chalkboard that's really big—37}4x26 
inches. Eye-easy green surface with colorful 
Disney decals on one side. Reverse side of 
white enameled steel—use as a wipe-off 
blackboard, as screen for projecting pic- 
tures, as magnetic surface for 36 capital, 

‘Sitaios page scunt by dieisihiacmisetedaical com 

Fine for "show" 
pictures, tool 

Giant Blackboard reverses to a magnetic board 
. . has alphabet, numbers and arithmetic signs 

37 small letters, 37 numbers and arithmetic 
signs—all included. Sturdy cadmium-plated, 
tubular-steel stand. Unassembled—just at- 
tach stand section to framed board. You get 
chalk and eraser, too. 
79 N 1824L—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs... .. . $8.99 

Big Magnetic 
Board Set 
Easy way to learn 
letters, numbers 

$399 

Our finest, most durable, too. 
Sturdy wood frame 20}4x23 in. 
with lithographed non-toxic 
metal board. Holds 109-piece 
assortment of letters, numbers, 
arithmetic signs in colorful 
polyethylene with built-in 
magnets—36 capitals, 36 small 

letters; 37 numbers and arith- 
metic signs. Alphabet has 5 
extra vowels (A-E-I-O-U), 5 
consonants (D-L-R-S-T). 

Reverse side is for coloring 
and drawing. With wipe-off 
crayons, sponge eraser. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 N 1621C.......... $3.99 

Magnetic Letter Boards 

1 105-piece Set . . 36 capitals, 
38 small letters; 26 colorful 

cards, 1 for each letter of alphabet. 
Built-in magnets, Wipe-off back- 
board, 4 crayons, Plastic-frame 
20x14-in. board. With stand, 
79 N 1847C-Wt. 3 Ibs. Set $2.99 

9, Al-piece Set . . 36 capital let- 
ters. Builtin magnets. Steel- 

faced 20xi4-in. board, plastic 
frame. Write-on backboard. Set of 
4 wipe-off crayons. With stand. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 N 1869C......... Set $1.99 

Has Disney decals 
that you can copy 

yout $999 = 
style. 

Two 37V2x26-in. Chalkboards in one 

Tubular-steel stand, Eye-easy green on one side, the 
other in non-glare black. Wood frame. Cadmium- 
plated tubing stays new looking, 50 inches high, Rack 
with chalk, eraser included. Unassembled. 
79 N 1736L—Shipping weight 14 pounds......$4.99 

Wall-style. Size 37}4x26 inches, Black and green sur- 
faces. Wood frame, chalk rack. Chalk, eraser included. 
79 N 1860L—Shipping weight 10 pounds $2.99 

3-in-1 
blackboard . . desk 

and corkboard 

Easel-style reversible blackboard, 19x48 in. high. 
Smooth writing surface. Blackboard 15!4x13 inches. 

Cork board 1714x10 inches; fine for pictures, photos, 

cut-outs, trophies, Opens into a good-sized desk with 
green writing surface. Folds flat for storage. Complete 
with chalk, crayons and eraser, Partly assembled 
79 N 1874L—Shipping weight 9 pounds $3.99 

Work space, 

Storage space . . 

5 things in 1 

akes so little room 
. - dx2x1}¢ ft. deep 

$1179 

It's a desk. . a bookcase . . 
a blackboard . . bulletin 
board . . a toy chest. Plenty 
of room left over for shoes, 
caps and things, Black- 
board lid opens as spacious 
work-and-play desk, eye- 
easy green top. Sturdy 
wood frame plus hard- } 
board. Beige finish; red, 
yellow and blue trim. Un- § 
assembled. Shipping wt. E 
32 Ibs. Sent freight (rail or à 
truck) or express. 
79 N 9103N.....$11.79 



* Ride" with the cowboys 
on your own plush Horse 

Just the right size for TV watching. Straddle him 
or ride side saddle. Wide-eyed pony has cheerful 

cotton plaid body. Head, neck, hoofs and legs of 
short pile rayon plush. Takes plenty of wear with 
firm cotton stuffing. Touches of realism added by 
cotton yarn mane and tail . . cotton felt ears, 
nostrils. Vinyl saddle, bridle, reins. 23 inches 
long; 7-inch saddle height. 
79 N 4163C—Shipping weight $ Ibs. $3.99 

132 SEARS :«s 
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sit on 

Rocker Fawn, Imagine riding on Walt 

Disney's Bambi! She is rayon plush 
has cotton felt eyes, nose, tongue 
wire 
Shaped saddle and fiberboard base. Cot 
ton stuffed. Beige with white and brown 
markings. 22 in. long; 16 in, high 

79 N 4304L —Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $9.99 

ears and a ribbon about her neck 

Sit-On Swan. Ride gracefully on 
your own white swan. She's elegant 

Made of the finest quality rayon plush. 
Takes plenty of wear with cotton stuff 
ing . . securely locked-in eyes. Nestled 
wings and black trim. Decorated with a 
ribbon bow. 21 in. long, 26 inches high 
10-inch sitting height 
79 N 4306L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. . $7.79 

Rocker Pony. Little buckaroos can 
"ride" along with the TV cowboys. 

Concealed rocker with rubber runners in 
his body gives extra action. Attractive 
gold-color rayon plush. Firmly stuffed 
with cotton. Branded vinyl-coated "sad 
dle," plastic reins, bridle. 26 in. long; 
10-inch saddle height 
79 N 4124C —Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, $7.79 

Sit-On Pup. Make a comfortable seat 
of a handsome dog. He's brown and 

yellow short pile rayon plush . . has 
rayon ribbon neck bow. Plastic eyes, cot 
ton felt tongue, pompon nose, stubby 
tail. Cotton stuffed; sturdy cotton twill 
bottom. 24 in. long; 7-in. saddle height. 
79 N 4149C —Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... .$3.99 

Just wind us up . . 
you'll have music 
wherever you go 

"There's a Swiss music box inside 

Soft rayon plush or cotton outside 

Fleecy Lamb. Wind him 6 Gingerbread Man. 
up and his head moves Lovable toy in ginger 

back and forth, round and and white short pile rayon 
round as music plays. White plush. “Frosting” of brown 
rayon plush, trimmed with a cotton felt, pink and white 

pretty rayon ribbon bow; cotton yarn. 14 in. tall 
cotton filling. He stands 11 Cotton filled. Illustrated 
inches tall, 7 inches long. storybook. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz, 
49 N 4307 —Wt. 11b..$3.99 49 N 4308 $3.99 

Talented Alvin. Famous Musical Bear. Be lulled 
leader of the Chipmunk to sleep with a cuddly 

trioisacheery,musicalcom- ^ bear as he plays a tune. 
panion. Finest quality red Brown and yellow short 
cotton fabric with washable, pile rayon plush. Rayon 
hand-painted vinyl h ribbon bow on neck. Plas 
hat. Letter on chest. tic eyes, soft vinyl nose. 
Cotton filled. 14 in. tall Cotton filled. 13 in. tall 
49 N 4311 —Wt. 1 Ib..$3.99 49N4157-Wt. 1 1b..$3.99 

9 Flip Flop Dog. Sit him up, lay him down . . his floppy 
body is comfortable in almost any position. Made of soft 

short pile rayon plush. Cotton felt eyes and tongue with a 
cute pompon nose. Stubby tail, rayon ribbon bow. Soft 
cotton filling. 14 inches long. 
49 N 4159—Shipping weight 1 pound $3.99 



Mallet, chalk, eraser. 
Desk top 18x13 in. Overall 
24x18x23 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 1607C—Wt.71bs.$2.99 

$499 
Tray for storage when play is 
done. Blue steel frame, yellow 
wooden seat and desk. Mallet, 
pegs, chalk, eraser. Writing 
surface 1734x11 in. Over-all 
24x24x19 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 1638L-Wt. 101bs. $4.99 

2-seater Desk 
with Flip-top 
Peg Table 

doubles child's 
playtime fun 

Te 

Two sets of chalk, erasers, mallets and pegs. Two chalkboards 
slide back; 2 pegboards beneath. Or flip top to white enameled 
side and decorate with wipe-off crayons. Pine body, steel frame; 
9¥-inch fold-up seats, 45x17x23 inches high. Unassernbled. 
79 N 1615L— Shipping weight 18 pounds.............. 

NES ‘Wood $1189 

Sure to please any young cow- 
poke. Natural finish, decorated 
with western-style figures. Wheels 
for easy moving. Rope handle for 
lifting or carrying. Friction hinge 
on lid. About 30x15x15 inches 
high. Assembled. 
79 N 9025L—Wt. 20 Ibs. $11.89 

Padded Top 
Wood Toy Chest $1159 

Lid is padded for use as a seat. 
Colonial (light maple) finish . . 
provincial-print vinyl covered top. 
Rolls on wheels for easy moving. 
Wood handles. Safety-hinge holds 
lid securely. About 28x15x16 
inches high. Assembled. 
79 N 9026L—Wt. 18 Ibs.$11.89 

Moving Van $669 
Toy Chest 

Fun on wheels when toys are 
picked up . . fun as indoor wagon, 
too. Sturdy swivel casters. Rugged 
hardboard body, with gay Mickey 
Mouse figures. Steel frame. About 
24x16x2234 in. high. Toys not 
included. Unassembled. 
79 N 9102L—Wt. 14 lbs. .$6.69 

Citai Dade scans by dieisimasmgsetediwical com 

Play with games, magnetic letters, 
wipe-off crayons and pegboard 

Big Play Center for two $099 

Ideal fun-and-learning combination— 
à Sears exclusive. Magnetic letters 
help spelling. Table-top sections form 
easel for wipe-off drawing and writing. 
Games printed on one side of top (all 
playing pieces included). Lift off the 
24x17-in. top—there’s a big peg surface 

and lots of colored pegs and a mallet. 
Fine for snack time. Seats fold in 
for out-of-the-way storage. Chrome- 
plated steel frame, Wood seats and 
Play box in red and black enamel. 
Unassembled. 
79 N 1608L—Wt. 20 Ibs....$9.99 

Neatness comes easy with this 
Disney Bookcase-Toy Chest 

Bookcase . . chest . . and a blackboard, too—all in one. Sliding 
doors double as a blackboard; chalk, eraser included. Two 
big shelves. Large area for storing toys. Decorated with 
Disney characters. Sturdy hardboard over wood frame. 36x 
20x37 in. high. Unassembled. (Books, toys not included.) 
79 N 9151L— Shipping weight 25 pounds........... $9.99 

ra: SEARS 133 



A baby's delight . . 

lively, yet gentle 

OUO HY 
Either one Like floating in “water” .. 

the Happy Land Springer 

Tots from one to 214 years will enjoy the real- 
istic "boating" action enameled hardboard 
base rocks as if it were floating on a lake. Duck: 
shaped body is full-molded plastic, finished in 
pastel pink, blue and yellow. Play tray holds other 
toys, colorful play beads add to the fun. Adjust- 
able seat belt. Rustproof hardware. 33 in. long, Wonder Shoo-Fly Horse 
17 in. wide, 20 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 7516L—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. $12.44 ] Little ones from six months and up 

will enjoy Shoo-Fly’s floating bounce, 
Pink and blue plastic horse is mounted on 
suspension springs, rocks on tubular steel 
rockers. Play tray and colored beads keep 
him busy. Safety strap keeps him in. 
About 32x17x20 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 7513L—Wt. 12 Ibs........ ..$9.88 

Ducky Shoo-Fly 

2 Babies over six months will love the 
bouncing, rocking ride, the amusing 

duck seat. Duck is full-molded plastic, 
finished in pastel blues and pinks. Steel 
suspension springs and enameled hard- 
wood rockers give plenty of action. Play: 
tray and beads, adjustable seat belt. 33x 
17x20 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 7543L—Wt. 12 Ibs.. ..... ..$9.88. 

Buckaroo Shoo-fly with four coil springs. High 
Masonite Presdwood sides, wide seat keep baby 
snug in saddle, Hardwood seat and footrest, re 
movable steambent rockers, play tray. 4-color de 
ign. 32x17x19 inches high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 7552L —Shipping weight 12 Ibs. $6.99 

Baby's first . . Ding Dong Rocker 
Plastic Giraffe 

$199 is 33 inches high 
3 A gentle little rocker, just right for baby's first This wide-eyed rocker 

“mount,” 414 inches from floor to seat. Smoothly is so winsome you'll 
sanded naturally finished wood, painted pinto mark- want him around just to 
ings, red trim. Jingle bell on nose, hand grips on the look at. Beautifully de- 
head. 19 in. long. Easy to assemble. A" scr 
49 N 7597—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $1.99 p A hpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz eh meee ai tae 

For range riders, 6 mo. to 3 yrs. old rubber and plastic, hand- g y painted in lifelike non- 
4 Little Rider Rocker Pony shaped rocking toxic colors, Chrome- 

has a colorful horse horseall “saddled up" plated swing support is 
screened on shaped and for a realistic looking sturdy, 33x7x33 in. high. 
sanded wood. Body is “ride.” Sturdy plastic on 15-inch seat height. Set 
red enamel, yellow seat. metal rockers. In soft up. Sent freight (rail or 
Wood reinforced. 2234x pinks and blues. 24 in. truck) or express. Wt. 
9x15 in. high. Seat 834 long, 12 in. wide. 
in. high. Easy to assem- height 10 in. 
ble. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. assemble, Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 7517C....$2.99 79 N 7523C.... $6.47 

eat 25 lbs. 
to 79 N 7526N...$22.50 

Put him on “Hoss”-back 

"Hoss" the rocking horse has 
hand grips and reins, too, for 
more "giddap" and go. Select 
grade inch hardwood. Holds 

up to 200 pounds. All parts 
fitted, pre-drilled to match 
Wax-like smooth finish, brightly 
decorated. 31x12x27 in. high 

14-in, high seat. Ages 4 to 7 
years. Set up. Wt. 13 Ibs. 
79 N 7530L $9.98 

$647 

xs: SEARS 133 
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Roll ball and 
knock "om down 

Build a fun house big enough to play in . . 

Flintstones Building Boulders 
by Kenner 

3522 to $] 192 

Foam plastic boulders are strong Here are the sets you can buy: 
enough to stand on . - yet — 155 Boulders, 2 take-apart balls. 
amazingly light in weight, Inter- T < 
locking shapes mean your struc- 79 N 4695L—Shpg. wt. ó lbs. $11.92 

tures stay up. Blocks fit together snugly to make cars, castles 100 Boulders, 2 take-apart balls. 
chairs .. even boats that float. — 79 N 4694C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs, $8.22 
Red, yellow, blue flecked boul- 
ders, 6 to 24 in. long. Take- 56 Boulders, | take-apart ball, 
apart balls. 49 N 4693C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, $5.22 

Wood Block Set 
in Steel Wagon 

$199 

Little red) wagon, 15 in. long, has 
non-marring plastic wheels. Hauls 
19 smoothly finished pine blocks of 
assorted shapes. Blocks 7 in. thick. 
Natural color. —— 
49 N 4765—Wt, 3 lbs... ...$1.99 

Jumbo 
Building Blocks 
Strong corrugated 

fiberboard so tough they 
can support 200 pounds 

$379 

Here's the set of blocks to satisfy 
your youngster's need to build 
something big and “real.” Strong, 
yet light enough for young children 
to handle. So educational, they're 
used by schools. Practical . . can be 
wiped clean with a damp cloth. Set 
of 12 blocks, each 12x3x6 in. high. 
79 N 4705C—Wt. 9 Ibs. Set $3.79 134 SEARS re 
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foo pe "a 
Put up buildings as tall as you 
Constructive Thinking Sets n 

$292 to 3592 

qne H2 te Hin 12 
assorted roofs, 

49N4649-Shipping wt. 31bs, 4 oz... ..Set $2.92 
2 358-pc. Set. 136 sidewalls, 136 face walls, 36 

“I” beams, 50 assorted roofs, 
79 N 4638C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs... .. Set $4.92 

3 490-pc. Set. 184 sidewalls, 184 face walls, 36 — 
“I” beams, 56 roofs. 3 

49 N 4651C—Shipping wt. 7 lbs... .. Set $5.92 

Kindergarten Blocks 
by Playskool 

$244 to 3] 199 

Basic blocks for hours of ab- 
sorbing creative play. All 
shapes and sizes. Oblongs, 
squares, triangles, pillars, 
diagonals, ramps, buttresses, 
arches, half arches. Natural 
finish soft wood. 

85-piece Set. Wt. 26 lbs. 
79 N 4425K $11.99 
44-piece Set. Wt, 13 lbs 
79 N 4426C.. .$5.99 
32-piece Set. Wt. 10 lbs 
79 N 4427C. .....,.$3.99 
20-piece Set. Wt. 6 lbs. 
79 N 4428C........ $2.44 

$179 

Ideal for ages 1 to 5 years. 
Helps child learn colors and 
shapes. Smooth polyethyl- 
ene blocks with wooden 
dowels to stack them on. 

Nine each circles, squares, 
wedges . . break-resistant 
non-toxic, mar proof, wash- 
able. Blocks about 1x3 in., 
nine dowels 8) in. long. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
49 N 4429 ...... $1.79 



Scat Car Rider 

Kind to floors and furniture because it's 
made of flexible plastic . . extra sturdy be- 

cause of rugged steel frame. Easy to steer, 

with strong supporting backrest, foot 
mounts, husky front bumper. 

$366 

He won't set any neighborhood track records but will enjoy hours 
and hours of happy playtime activity. Scat Car Rider is every bit 
as sturdy as it looks . . it's built to last. Low, road-hugging design 
helps prevent tipping . . only 8 inches from seat to floor. Sleek, 
colorful body styling . . 534-inch plastic wheels have treaded de- 
sign. 29 inches long. 

| 79 N 5261L—Shipping weight 7 pounds ($3.66 

Car-Go 
Take-apart Bike 
Toddler mechanics love to 

ride it, haul it, fix it 

ll tots enjoy doing 
things with their hands. 
They'll have fun remov- 
ing rubber-tired wheels 
with wrench and screw- 
driver attached to back. 

This take-apart 3- 
wheeler is made for be- 
ginning walker . . se- 
curely balanced. Ste 
ing handles control ride 
easily and safely, Seat 
lifts for hauling and 
storage space. About 
18x11x15 inches high. 

For ages 1 to 234. Ship- 
ping weight 8 pounds. 

134 SEARS rs 79 N 53281 $5.99 
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$299 

Jeep Rider has large comfortable seat 
over rear wheels . . steering wheel guides 
right or left. Big bumper, square fenders, 
deep tread tires. Dummy grille, head- 
lights, 534-in, plastic wheels, Durable 
plastic over sturdy steel frame. 23 in. 
long, 9 in. from floor to seat. 
79 N 5260C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... .$2.99 

Tractor Rider . . 
work. Sturdily built for hard use. No 

ready for the day’s 

sharp edges . . scratch and break-resist- 
ant plastic construction, Authentically 

detailed, 4-inch wheel in front, 7-inch 
wheels in rear. 10 inches from floor to 
seat. 20 inches long. 
49 N 5275—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. . . . $3,66 

Fire Engine for young fire-fighters. Re- 
move ladder at scene of disaster. Rug- 
ged all-steel frame with dummy head- 
lights. Steering wheel guides front 
wheels right or left. 53¢-in, plastic 
wheels with deep tread tires. Over-all 

24x10x11 inches high 
79 N 5280C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $2.99 

Locomotive Rider. Gay red body adds 
to delight of pint-size engineer. No 
seams to split. Bell clangs when cord 
is pulled. Flexible, break-resistant 
plastic body . . won't scratch, mar or 
rust. Big 5-in. wheels, Seat 13 in. from 

floor; 25 in. long. 

79 N 5274C —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $2.99 

Pedal Riders keep active tots happy 
Pedal Tractor. Gaily colored in orange 

and blue with shiny black and silver- 

colored trim. Rugged plastic body has 
strong steel wheels with rubber tires. 
Front wheel is 7 inches; 2 back wheels 
each 514 inches in diameter. 

ing. 22x61gx1734 inches high. 
comes partly assembled. 
79 N 8623C —Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 

Pedal Trike provides hours of plea. 
sure. Sturdy steel frame in shiny red 
and white enamel finish. 834-inch front 

wheel with black plastic pedals; two 
S-inch rear wheels. Black plastic han- 
dlebar grips; solid rubber tires. Leg 

reach adjusts from 11 to 14 in. Partly 

assembled. 
79 N 8358C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs.. . $4.66 



120 blocks 

$397 

PLaYskc?* P 
OUFFLE Bac 

ORED BLOGS 

Tots can build forts, bridges, castles with 

Playskool Duffle Bag of Colored Blocks 

Like the blocks used in kindergarten, they keep the little ones 
safely entertained for hours and hours. Simple basic shapes . . 
76-in. thick wood blocks fit the building schemes of creative 2 to & 
year olds, All smoothly sanded .. won't snag fingers. All finished 
in bright, eye-catching colors. 

70 Blocks. Mesh bag. 120 Blocks. Washable twill bag. 

49N4731-Wt. 4 lbs. 402...$2.39 — 49N4730-Wt. 7 Ibs.Bag $3.97 

Hi-Lo Safety Wood 

Alphabet Blocks 

Gaily embossed in bright colors 
with letters, animals. Color- 
fast 134-inch cubes 
48-block Set, Wt. 4 Ibs 

Playskool 

Col-O-Rol Wagon 

Cubes and cylinders . . each with a 
hole in the middle. . youngsters stack 
themon rods. Handsome wagon helps 
keep them neat. Wagon 13x9x3) 4 in. 49 N 4777 Set $2.99 
Six rods, 6 cubes, 9 cylinders 30-block Set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz 
49N4722-Wt. 3 lbs. 12 02...$2.37 49 N 4776 Set $1.64 

Playskool Walker-Wagon 
. jingles as it rolls . . holds 18 blocks 

The toy that will amuse 
$388 toddlers, give pleasure and 

help confidence. Steel handle 

is adjustable for ginning 

walker or active pusher. Balls 
/ ^ rattle, bells jingle as wheels 

| J^ — roll Wooden wagon holds 
18 wood building blocks 

— in bright, safe colors. About 

8x18 in. long. For ages 114 to 
314 years. Wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N 4717 $3.88 

Cutioü pane scans by christmas museteciuic pom 

plastic. Over-all $14x10x4 in. high 
49 N 4430—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. . $3.39 handle. Non-marking plastic wheels. 

2 Steam Shovel. Simple to operate. 

extend and retract the boom and the 
bucket Strong pull string. Na 
wood fini: 

wheels. Over-all 6x12x16 
49 N 4433—Wt. 2 ibs. 120z...$4.99 49 N 4437—Wt. 2 lbs. 1002...$4.99 

(4) s499 

Playskool 

Wood-A-Motive Pull Toys 
Carefully selected wood, smooth-grained and 
lacquered to a high gloss . . assembled with such 
skill they look and last like fine, hand-crafted toys 

pushit..builtfor 3 Dump Truck. The all-time favorite 
els of non-mar of youngsters. The truck body 

goes up and down. Big and easy to 

rough play. W 

Over-all 6x17x5 inches. 

49 N 4435—Wt. 3 lbs. 1002...$4.99 

Cab pivots smoothly. Two cranks 
Tow Truck. Turn the crank . . lift 

ral the hoisting hook and derrick 
Non-mar black plastic — Non-marking black plastic wheels 

s Over-all 5x14x6 inches 

ra SEARS 135 



Plush-body Pony steers by turning wood 
handle. Sturdy cotton-stuffed body covered 
with rayon plush, Outfitted with red cotton- 
felt saddle pad, plastic saddle, plastic bridle, 

reins and stirrups, 4 rubber-tired steel wheels. 
Strong steel undercarriage. 17 in. long, 22 in. 
high. Saddle height about 15 inches. 
79 N 4046C—Shipping weight 8 lbs. ..$9.44 

Ride 'em Horse. Watch this sturdy steed 
k across the floor with his tail in the air. 

Made of firm break-resistant plastic, beauti- 
fully decorated. Wheels mount easily on 
metal axles. Stands 21 inches long, 7}4 inches 
wide and 184 inches high. Saddle is 11 inches 
from ground. 
79 N 5249C —Shipping weight 4 Ibs... .$2.33 

$799 

Cuddly-soft Brown Bear. Firm cotton- 
stuffed body with inner steel frame hol 
up to 100 Ibs, Covered with short-pile ray 
plush. Anchored plastic eyes, black plastic 
nose. Red plastic collar with 20-in. leash, 
4ié-in. red molded plastic wheels. 18 in 
long. Seat about 12 in. from floor. 
79 N 4056L—Shipping weight 6 Ibs $7.99 

y to steer 
front section turns, Realistically 

igned and decorated with colored button 
eyes, saucy black nose, bright red collar. 
Made of firm, bi resistant plastic for a 

sturdy life, Easy-to-mount wheels. About 
21x11x22 in. high. Saddle 12 inches high 
79 N 5253L—Shipping weight 10 1bs.$3.82 

Rider Toys of Sturdy Fiberboard 
Fire-red Fire Engine. Ride in it, push it, pull 
it, fill it up with toys. Or youngster can sit in 

this engine and be pushed. Light enough for 
child to carry . . strong enough for Dad to 
stand in. No sharp parts. Molded plastic 4-in. 
wheels on steel axles . . won't mar furniture. 
21 inches long, 10 inches wide, 11 inches high. 

$2.22 

Citai pace scans by dieisthiacnmarsetediical Gom 

Extra Roomy Jeep. 21% larger than fire 
engine at left. Colored olive drab like an 
Army Jeep. Wonderful to climb in and out 
. . holds big load of toys. Strong . . supports 
up to 200 lbs. No sharp parts. Won't 
scratch furniture or walls. Durable molded 
plastic 5-inch wheels on steel axles. 26x12x9 

inches high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 5264L—Shipping weight 4 Ibs...$3.66 

Tun-L-Fun 
Extends up to 10 feet long 

It’s a private hidea: a fun-filled way to play favorite 
games like chase 'n’ tag . . a spur to the imagination. 
Gay polka dot cloth covers 24-inch diameter hoops, 
Extends to 10 feet, collapses to 3-inch thickness . , easy 
to store in a small space. 

79 N 4744L—Shipping weight 7 pounds...... ($7.59 

Musical 
Locomotive 

Rolls along with a 

jingle, jingle, jingle 

red, black and yellow. 
Compartment below 

seat 12x4 in. Metal 
faceplate withstands 
lots of bumps. Four 
5¥-in. metal wheels 
1914 in. long over-all. 
Seat 9 in. from floor. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 5211.....$2.88 xs: SEARS 135 



BLIPPO The Builder "^, : Mr. Blippo 
You and Jolly Blippo can build p~ and 172-piece 
everything from robots to bridges to Construction Set 

ers with his sturdy plastic blocks ^ $944 

and panels. Made by REMCO. 
1 There's Blippo to keep an 

experienced eye on all your 
building projects. He knows 
you can build almost anything 

with his 116 blocks and 56 pan- 
els. They snap together, form 
practically any shape. Sturdy 
plastic, 114 to 3 in. long. 
Blippo. Instructions. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 N 4560. ...........$3.44 

Big Wind-up Van 
carries Mr. Blippo 
and 172-piece Set 

3699 
You get everything in the 
set above—plus a 20-inch 

long truck to haul it in. Blippo 
sits under umbrella while you 
crank motor in front. Watch it 
rumble on its way to construc- 
tion site. Van opens from back 
to unload. At nightfall, store 
blocks in van. Plastic. 
79 N 4555C-Wt. 6 lbs.$6.99 

Set of 80 blocks and panels 
to add to either set above. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 N 4561... Set $1.12 

Just plug In motor, 
needs no batteries 

or transformer 

Build exciting 

action models 

with famous 

TINKERTOY "TEES 
BUILDING | 

SETS 
$158 to $488 

Motorized Set Non-motorized 

345 $Q99 $128 to $339 Build pioneer towns Animal and figures perform pieces to P : à Sr 
à x . , with LINCOLN LOGS in 31-piece TOY CIRCUS 

Almost no limit to Neat Make hundreds of dif- 
active imagination can plan. ferent toys with the Build realistic forts, cabins, stockades reminis- Youngsters will love to invite their friends 
he eid e i 345-piece wood,plasticandcard- cent of the Old West and country life today. when this circus comes to the house in a 
move into action when motor is board parts. Bright ^ Lincoln Logs made of carefully selected wood, 15-inch wood circus wagon with removable 
plugged in, Operates 2 different Colors are non-toxic stained brown and then waxed. top. Hinged doors lower for unloading. 
parts at same time . . everything — 127-piece Set. Shpg. wt. Cables, chimneys and roof pieces are highly Eleven 6-inch wood performers have 
from a printing press to a trac- 1 Ib. 8 oz. colored. movable plastic arms and legs to entertain 
s IM ctu M UC UPS 49 N 4484... .$1.28 All logs 34-inch diameter. 335 piece set builds the audience with hundreds of exciting 
A eg rise . 110-120-volt, 60- — 155 iere Set. Wt. 2 Ibs, all 5 buildings shown above. acts. Notched plastic center ring, 11-inch 
Sees 49 N 4485.. ...$1.99 49 N 5303—91-pc. Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz..Set $1.58 diameter, 4 aerial ladders, trapeze, bal- 

49 N 4483—Wt. 5 Ibs.. .$8.99 31 &plece Set. Shpg. wt. pc. Wt. 2 Ibs. 14oz.Set 2.18 ancing board, ball barrel and more. In- 
3 Ibs. 4 oz. -pc. Wt. 5 Ibs. structions included. 

136 SEARS rs 49 N 4486. . . .$3.39 49 N 5306—335-pc. Wt. 7 lbs.. 49 N 5247—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 6 oz. . $9.99 
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Here's a big steed 

that loves to rock, 

bounce and gallop 

e 

DER 
“COMET” 

a plastic body so soft 

it almost feels like a real horse 

2.288 
Wonder “Comet” has the big size, the look, 
the springy action of a real horse . . and he 
doesn't cat a bite. The long soft vinyl body 
has "give," makes him feel almost alive under 
the saddle. His up-and-down bounce, back- 
and-forth rock give the child a rollicking thrill 
of a galloping horse. Beautifully colored brown 
and white pinto markings with Old West 
accessories; stirrups, reins, hand grips. Strong, 
balanced tubular steel base. Roomy saddle 
holds a child 1 to 7 years. Size: 31 inches long, 
25-inch saddle height. Easily assembled. 
Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express. 
Shipping weight 32 Ibs. 
PON POSING E ives sts 

Here comes “Thunder,” roaring across the 
plains with all the life and fun of a real pony. 
Rugged body is molded in life-like flexible 
plastic, detailed with richly decorated Western- 
style saddle. Pedestal base is strong, tubular 
steel. Strong springs give him his bounce. Base 

measures 39}4x23 in. wide. Body, 31 in. long. 
Saddle height, 2314 in. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 7545L—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs... ...$14.66 

136 SEARS sce 
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NO MONEY DOWN 

on Sears Easy Terms 

“Blaze” asks "How about some hay?,” and 10 other 
things. Whinnies and neighs, too, when you pull the 
Magic Ring. Rock him, all 4 legs gallop . . rock back, 
he rears . . rock forward, he kicks up his heels. Spring 
action is all inside his hi-impact, hard plastic body. 
Black and white markings, molded black saddle, red 
blanket. Reins, hand posts, 2-position foot rests. 36 in. 
long. Saddle height, 2714 inches. Strong tubular steel 
stand. For ages 1 to 7. Assembles easily. Shipped by 
freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 7555N—Shipping wt. 39 Ibs... . ..$29.95 

Here's a well-trained horse that was made in 
England. Dappled brown and white bronco "gal- 
lops" straight ahead when both stirrups are pushed, 
steers left or right when only one is pressed. When 
pulled by red plastic reins he follows the rider 
smoothly on 4 rubber wheels. Rugged steel, he's de- 
signed to keep riders 2 to 9 firmly in the saddle. 
Smooth baked enamel finish with realistic details. 
2654 inches long, 3034 inches high. Saddle height 
19} inches. Easily assembled, then ready to ride. 
79'N 7556L—Shipping wt. 25 Ibs.. $22.88 



A Sears exclusive, to which we have added 48 
scale-sized figures that give even more realism 
to this charming toy community. 

Just right for the 3 to 7 year old because 
gaily-colored, high-impact plastic pieces snap 
together . . an entire town takes shape under 
their nimble fingers. 18 different panels, 4 roof 
types, 10 cars and trucks, Also: 11 types traffic 

Guidancetown : 
U.S.A. Sets 

Full scale street layouts, illustrated instructions. 
Convenient self storing box. 

161-piece Set. 30x40-inch street plan. 
49 N 4624—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 02... .. $2.47 

273-piece Set. 36x44-inch street plan. 
79 N 4626C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.. (483.97 

Wood cubes slide together to 
form buildings . . top ‘em with roofs 

Build a small town with its 

surrounding countryside . . 

just stack colorful wood cubes 

on giant layout sheet 

Playskool 
Suburban Play Set 

$499 

Introduces your youngsters to the impor 

tance of community living but gives them 
hours of imaginative fun at the same time. 
114 wood parts fit on 21x42-in, full scale 
layout sheet, Buildings have beautiful 
detailing, lithographed on heavy enamel 
paper bonded to blocks. Includes houses, 
stores, schools, stable, barn, gas station, 

grain crib, trees, cars, trucks, animals, 
tractor, school bus. Layout sheet shows 
highways, lanes, brook, bridge, parking lot. 
49 N 4672—Shpg, wt. 4 Ibs, $4.99 

Set up your own expressway network . . Child Guidance HIGHWAY SYSTEMS 

129-piece Set. Roll bus, jeep, cars and trucks over 18 feet of track. Includes 
tions, 10 overpass pieces, working drawbridge, trestle—plus restaurant, 

hrubbery, highway signs and lights. The 2 trucks have — trestle—plus restaurant, building, shrubbe: 
lights. Flexible and high-i 

$3.97 49 N 4614—Shipping wi 

ge, 3 motel cabi 
6 interchangeable chassis. Flexible and high-impact plastic . . parts snap together 
49 N 4616— Shipping weight 3 pounds 

pieces 
129 $397 

‘tated Dade scans by dieisihiaxnisetedaical com 

over 12 feet of track 
85-piece Set. Roll bus, jeep, cars and trucks (2 bodies, 6 chassis) 

Includes 19 road sections 7 overpass p 
, highway signs and 

pact plastic . . parts snap together, 

eight 1 pound 10 ounces $1.97 

rs SEARS 13 



Wonder? Horses with soft plastic bodies 
The soft vinyl body feels as if there's real muscle underneath. Children 
love to pat their "pet" pinto. Legs are individually shaped, not molded 
together, for a more realistic look. Authentically detailed Western saddle 

removable reins and bits. Heavy tubular-steel frame is steady, sturdy. 
Assembles easily. 79 N 7533N sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
] 22-inch saddle height. 27 inches long. 

79 N 7549L—Shipping weight 22 pounds. . a $19.99 
2 24V4-inch saddle height. 31 inches long. 

79 N 7548L— Shipping weight 27 pounds, . ^ $23.88 
3 26A-inch saddle height. 35 inches long. 

79 N 7533N—Shipping weight 32 pounds $26.88 

Replacement Springs. Wonder® double-hook Protecto 
Springs, chromium plated, fit horses on this page. 
49 N 7534—(Package of 2). Wt. 8 oz... ,. . Pkg. 69c 

"Center Balance" for a non- 
tip ride, yet gives vigorous 
springy action. 143 -inch sad- 
dle height. 23 in. long. Easy to 
assemble. Wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 7535C...,.....$5.99 

Titou Dabs scans bycia nwisetediwical Eon 

Wonder? Horses with hard plastic bodies 
These sprightly mounts are a rich 4 17-inch saddle height. 25 in. long. 
golden-brown palomino, caught in mid- 79 N 7531L—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs...$8.66 
gallop, in break-resistant hard plastic. 
Spring mounted, give years of bouncy 
rides. Non-tip tubular steel frame. 
Two large sizes have reins, small size 6 25-inch saddle height. 31 in. long. 
has hand grips. Easy to assemble. 

5 22-inch saddle height. 28 in, long. 

79 N 7511L—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. $15.88 

79 N 7541L—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. $19.99 
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Jets and Rockets Chemistry 

Eight chemicals, pH test paper and 

Chart, stirring rod, bar magnet, 
labels, candles, cardboard figures 
for rebuilding molecular models, and 
test tubes with holder and rack. 
3 N970—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. ...$2.97 

Colorful, precision-molded  polysty- 
réne parts for assembling accurate 
cutaway scale model of jet engine. 
Shows how each moving part influen- 
ces operation of engine. 

3N971—Wt. 1 lb. 6 02......$2.97 

Mirrors 

Contains 5 packets of different kinds — Helps develop basic ideas about light 
of seeds, including fast-germinating and simple geometry. Includes 4 
mung beans. Germinating dish, 5X metal mirrors, 2 stands, parts for 
magnifier for examining plants, ver- — cardboard periscope, ruler, plastic 
miculite, plant food. sheets, angle-measuring cards, 
3 N974—Wt. 1 lb. 6 0z,...$2.97 3N975—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz......$2.97 

EXPERIMENT BOOK-LAB KITS $499 each 

Brainiac (K-25). Enjoyable and thorough introduction to digital computers 
(electric brains). 48-page manual covers basic circuitry principles of logic, 
codes, information wiring, games, puzzles and switching arrangements. Cir- 
cuits wired upon precision- -stamped circuit panels with 2 switch discs, banks 
of 5 bulbs, electrical wipers, jumpers, battery, holder, hardware. 
3 N 978— Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. .. $4.99 

Infrared and Heat. Features 2 patented Thermicon® cards that change 
from yellow to red when heated, and back to yellow when cooled. New ma- 
terials permit new types of experiments with infrared radiation principles. 
3 N 979— Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. ..... lisse $4.99 

Fossils. Fossils tell the dramatic story of ancient life on earth. Introduces 
experimental techniques of fossil collecting by means of experiments with 
12 fascinating hand-picked fossils gathered from all parts of the country. 
3 N 980—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces : $4.99 

Peek 138 SEARS 1ste 
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Learning becomes an adventure 
with Science Book Labs 
Each kit includes an educator-approved 48- 

page textbook with real equipment for making 

20 to 30 safe, pretested real experiments! 

Each Kit $997 

Magnets 

Includes 3 powerful ferrite ring mag- 
nets, 1 bar magnet, 48-page book, 
lodestone, compass, parts for mag- 
netic fishing game, assorted magnetic 
and non-magnetic objects. 
3 N 972—Wt. 1 Ib. 602......$2.97 

Air Experiments 

Make invisible air real to a child. 
Includes 2 plastic bags for trapping 
air; scale for weighing air in balloon; 
suction cups; pinwheels; air rocket; 
siren and air pump. 
3N976-—Wt. 1 lb. 6 0z......$2.97 

Mathematical Shapes 

Materials for constructing wide va- 
riety of 2 and 3-dimensional forms. 
Colorful cardboard and plastic com- 
ponents for building plane and solid 
shapes of many types. 
3N973—Wt. | Ib. 602...,$2.97 

Map Making 

All materials needed to master basic 
principles of elementary surveying. 
Map room first, then yard or block, 
and finally make simple measure- 

ments of distance, height. 
3N977—Wt. 1 lb. 6 02....$2.97 

ADVENTURE HOBBY KITS with books $157 sx» 
Rock Science Kit. Learn to identify rocks, their uses, Tripod magnifier for close 
itis of specimens, streak plate, 20 rock and REN ems, instr. 

|91— Shipping weight 11 ounces $1.57 

Weather Science Kit. Construct 8 weather-measuring instruments. Conduct 21 
Siege demonstrating apris fts shout weather and its causes. 

587—Shipping weight 11 ounces. $1.57 

Time and Space Kit. Four instruments, 6 risp fondi 20 Depam 
3 N588—Shipping weight 11 ounces. ........ + $1.57 

Machine Science Kit. Simple machines and how they work. Directions for 
constructing 9 working models; 20 experiments on wheels, friction, etc, 
3 N589—Shipping weight 11 ounces. ...... sese ....$1.57 

S Science Kit, 24 experiments; tripod mago to watch seeds go. 
'90—Shipping weight 11 ounces $1.57 

Magnet Science Kit, Make your own compass and 3 magnets. 6 working models, 
2 experiments show what magnetic force is, how to make, test epe. etc. 

92—Shipping weight 11 ounces. ......- esee 1.57 



Build a house big enough to play in. . 
and strong enough to stand on. . 

Flintstones Building Boulders 
by KENNER 

Build your own 
battery-powered 
Space Carnival 

$688 to $1388
 Rocket Ride 

Without batteries: 

Disneyland Construction Sets 
by WEN-MAC 

Big pieces snap together . . no bolts, nuts, glue 
or screws, Over 2 ft. high. For ages 4 to 9 

Rugged . . with big-rivet detail of structural steel. High-impact 
Roll ball and plastic resists breaking. Order 2 “D” batteries for each set. 

iow um dom 79 N 4759C—Space Wheel, 8 Capsules. Wt. 8 Ibs....Set $ 8.88 
; 79 N 4760L—Moon Orbit, 2 Capsules. Wt. 5Ibs....Set 6.88 

79 N 4761L—Rocket Ride, 8 Capsules. Wt, 10 Ibs...Set 9.88 
79 N 4762L—i-in-1 . . make any ride. Wt. 15 Ibs. ..Set 13:88 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. 4 oz.. ......Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

$522 to $] 192 

Foam plastic boulders are 

strong, yet amazingly light in 

weight . . interlocking shapes 

fit together snugly to form 

cars, castles, chairs—even 

boats that float Big Child-size Fiberboard 
Folding Playhouse Red, blue, yellow-flecked boulders, 6 to 24 

in. long. Also take-apart balls 

155 Boulders, 2 take-apart balls. 
79 N 4695L—Wt. 6 Ibs... .. .Set $11.92 Firehouse 
100 Boulders, 2 take-apart balls 
79 N 4694L—Wt. 5 Ibs.. ... Set $8.22 $597 
56 Boulders, 1 take-apart ball, 
49 N 4693—Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz....Set $5.22 Gaily printed in red 

brick and wood design 
. . yellow, black and 
white lettering, deco- 
rations. Window on 
side. Wide door shows 
pictured equipment . . 
boots, axes, hoses. 44x 
38x54 in. high. No ac- 
cessories. For fireman's 
helmet set see page 
143. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. 
79 N 1462L, ..$5.97 

Gas Station 

$397 

Complete service here 
3 for your truck or racing 

Jumbo Building Blocks . . Extra-large Wood Blocks car. And plenty of 
strong, corrugated fiberboard by FISHER-PRICE room to crawl inside. 

Printed in white brick 
Honeycomb construction..can support For building fun. Light, easy to handle . . design . . decorated in 
over 200 Ibs. Fully assembled. Educa- smoothly sanded pine. Splinter-resistant; blue, red and black. 
tional..used by schools. 12 blocks, each — split-resistant. In assorted shapes and sizes. Double swinging doors 
12x3x6 in. high. Can be wiped clean. 154 inches thick. . 2 windows. 37x29x46 

79 N 4705L-Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. Set $3.79 — 79 N 4696C-79 pcs. Wt. 19 Ibs. Set $9.69 inches high over-all. 
79 N 4664C-41 pcs. Wt. 11 Ibs. Set 4.59 Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 

138 SEARS ros 79 N 4663C-22 pcs. Wt. 6 Ibs. Set 2,29 79 N 1461C...$3.97 
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World-Wide Stamp Collector's MISTI S m 
ALBUM 

Outfit with loose-leaf album, 

300 stamps of the world, 

tongs,magnifier—everything 

Spaces for 16,000 stamps. 8,000 illustrations. Packet of historical stamps. 
100 flag adhesives, 81 coats-of-arms adhesives. Hinges. Pocket stock book. 

It took 833 pieces, picked by an expert, 

to provide you with everything you need 

to get well started on a coin collection 

DeL Con Gua. $059 
My First Stomp Outfit. Everything All-American Stamp Outfit, Starts you Assembled by famed numismatist R. S. Yeoman. 12 coin folders for 
to start and enjoy stamp collecting. as specialist collecting U.S. stamps. cents, dimes, nickels, quarters, halves. 128-page U.S. coin hand- 
Includes album with space for 4,300 All-American album with spaces for book. Inventory and checklist of Canadian and U.S. coins. 6 coin- 
stamps, 100 different stamps of the all U.S. stamps from 1847 to now, storage tubes, 6 coin holders. 350 envelopes with plastic file box. 
world, 100 flags of the world ad- New American Stamp Catalog, 100 Magnifier with case, 454 coin labels. Sturdy storage case, 
hesives, 81 coats-of-arms adhesives, different U.S. stamps, 1,000 hinges, 3 N 523—Shipping weight 5 pounds 14 ounces........... $9.59 
hinges, tongs, i pocket stock book, tongs, magnifier. * 
3 N 1482—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.. .$2.47 3N 671—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. .. .$7.99 

] World Stamps. All different. 3 New Americon Stomp Catalog. 
Shpg. wts. 8 oz. and 12 oz. Over 10,000 entries. 296 pages. 

3 N677—Pkg.of1,000.Pkg. $2.77 3 N 673—Wt. 1 lb. 8oz..... $2.57 Coin Folders. Open, they display Coin Starter Set. This colorfully 
3 N 678— Pk. of2,000.Pkg. 5.47 all coins at once. Only 534x734 boxed outfit includes 128-page 

inches when closed. Coin open- ^ handbook of U.S. coins; 3 ready- My First Stomp Album. 4,300 stamp ings labeled. Page of coin data — to-start coin folders for pennies, Q All-American Stamp Album. Gi- spaces. Fully illustrated. in cach, Padina nickels, dimes; inventory and 
ant, loose-leaf 1964 edition. 3 N 669—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib......$1.29 3 N 421—For ns checklist of U.S, and Canadian 

Spaces for all U.S. stamps issued 3 N 422.— For nickels coins; 2 plastic coin-storage 
from 1847 to the present. Each issue 5 World-Wide Stamp Album. Loose- 3 N 423—For dimes tubes; 50 envelopes; magnifier 
described in detail. leaf. 16,000 spaces. Illustrated. 3 N 424— For quarters with case. 
3 N 672—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs....$4.27 — 3 N 670—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.....$3.47 Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg.89c 3 N522—Wt. 21bs......$2.77 

Fun Kits chock-full of things to do 86° Magic with paper! From the Orient $387 
6 Rainy Day Box. Story book, Ç Stencil 'n Snip Box, Plastic scissors, come the age-old arts of cutting and dod 

stickers, yarns, crayons, straws, crayons, stencil boards, paper, folding paper in Kiri-gami and Origami = *t 
magic slate, paper, etc building paper. 
3 N 400—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 30z..86¢ — 3N 408—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3oz...86c Kiri-gomi Kit—paper cutting. Make ^ Kiri-gami Origami Set. You get 

delicate designs and figures just by both Kiri-gami and Origami mate- 
Fun Box. Animal rummy game,  ](J What Sholl | Color Box. Paints, cutting and folding. Colorful Kiri- rials as well as materials for mak- 
play money, puzzle, crayons, brush, crayons, 256 different pages gami paper, safety scissors, idea book. — ing Origami mobiles and for other 

magic slate, spelling squares, etc. to color. 3 N674—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..$1.97 folding and cutting projects. 
3 N401—Shpg. wt. 11b.302..86c — 3 N 409—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 86c Decorate rooms, gifts, party 

Origami Kit—poper folding. Lets tables. Special paper comes in a 
8 Yogi Bear in Jellvstone Park. — |] Things To Do Box. Cards to paint, you create colorful animal figures and — rainbow of colors. Bamboo sticks, 

Yogi, Cindy, Boo Boo, big park sew, stencil and color, needed designs with special paper from Japan. colored cord, safety scissors, 3 
playsheet, crayons, punchouts. tools, puzzle, much more. Paper, design and instruction book idea books and instructions. 
3 N 407—Shpg. wt. 11b.302..86c — 3 N695—Shpg. wt.11b........86c 3 N 957—Sbpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz.$1.77 3 N 675—Wt. 3 lbs. 602..$3.87 
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Famous Tinkertoy 
Building Sets 

Lowas $128 

Build colorful wood structures with 
parts that move. Each set includes 
easy-to-follow diagrams of all the 
things set can build. 
49N4631—-365 pcs. Wt. 3 Ibs. 11 02.$3.39 
49N4683-215 pcs, Wt. 21bs. 3 oz.. 1.99 
49N4682-149 pcs, Wt. 11b. 1002... 1.28 

Motorized Tinkertoy Set. American- 
made electric motor operates models. 
UL approved, 110-120-volt, 60-c AC. 
49N4483-345 pcs. Shpg. wt. $ Ibs.$7.99 

Brightly colored 
Tinkertoy Toymaker Set 
Youngsters enjoy making an endless 
procession of push-pull toys with these 
durable, colorful hardwood and plastic 
parts that simply snap together. You 
can build movable toys by the colorful 
dozen . . a dazzling variety of boats, 
trains, trucks and wagons, 53 pieces. 
49 N 4629—Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz... Set $224 

Create new animals 
with Tinker Zoo 

Build the world's funniest zoo or 
circus , . enchanting play for ages 3 
and up. Flexible plastic shapes and 
colorful wooden rods inspire a child 
to build dozens of fantastic creatures. 
All wood and plastic parts colorfully 
finished. 101 pieces. 
49 N 4630—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. . Set $1.55 

For young builders . . 
Construction Sets 
with Plastic Pieces 

Make big models of steam shovels, 
mechanical men, windmills, airplanes, 
buildings, trains, furniture. Plastic 
building pieces consist of wheels, 
beams, angles, nuts and bolts. Also in- 
cludes wrench, screwdriver, hammer. 
Plastic package, About 70 pieces. 
Made in West Germany. 

49 N 4617—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz... . Set $3,88 

Larger Set. About 170 pieces. 
79 N A618C-Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... Set $5.88 

MAGNASTIKS 
Magnetic power holds 
metal pieces together 

Enjoy hours of fun with this fasci- 
nating, creative toy. Build metal 
models, funny animals, “robots” and 
countless other objects without bolts, 
nails or glue. Set includes over 100 
nickel-plated parts with long-lasting 
magnets. Illustrated guide, In 12x9x3- 
in. plastic carrying case. 

49 N A748—Wt. 3 Ibs. 102........$3.28 

Hi-Lo Safety Wood 
Alphabet Blocks 

Gaily embossed in Bright oo colors with 
letters of the alphabet and various 
animals. Completely color-fast and 
brightly finished. 13-inch cubes. 
Set of 48 Blocks, 
49 N 4777 —Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.... Set $2.99 

Set of 30 Blocks. 
49 N 4776—Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz... Set $1.64 

Citao pae scans by dieisihiasndiseledimical com 

Help teach preschoolers color, form, tidiness 

Playskool Duffle Bag 

of Colored Blocks 

120 blocks in $6397 
neat twill bag 

Hours and hours of creative activity await your 3- to 
T$-in. thick wood blocks to stimulate their lively imagination 
like the blocks used in kindergarten; they keep little tots safe ntertained for 
hours. Forts, walls, bridges, castles and cottages will appear under their 
eager hands as they fit the blocks to new designs. All smoothly sanded . 
can't snag little fingers. All finished in bright colors. 
49 N 4730—120 Blocks in washable twill storage bag. Wt. 7 Ibs... Bag $3.97 
49 N 4731—70 Blocks in mesh bag. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. Bag 2.39 

Wood Block Set $199 
in Steel Wagon 

Little red wagon, 15 inches long, has 
non-marring plastic wheels. Hauls 19 
smoothly finished pine blocks . . assorted 
shapes, 74 in. thick, in natural color. 
49 N 4765—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $1.99 

Playskool Walker $369 
Wagon of Blocks 

Helps develop confidence of toddlers. 
Wooden wagon holds 18 wood building 
blocks in bright colors. Steel handle ad 
justs for beginning walker or active pusher. 

84x18} in. long, For ages 114 to 3%, 
49 N 4717—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $3.69 

Playskool Pull $395 
Wagon with Blocks 

Let your child enjoy endless building play 
with 52 wood blocks in 10 different shapes. 
In wood wagon 84x18 inches long. All 
pieces finished in brilliant primary c 
For ages 2 to 5 years. 
49 N 4766—Wt. 7 Ibs. 8 oz $3.95 «s SEARS 139 



There are hours and hours 
of fun packed into Mary Poppins' 

Magic Flying Carpet Bag 
Can you imagine a little girl with all these 
things to do? 128 pages to color from her 
8x11-in. Mary Poppins book . . Mary Poppins, 
Jane and Michael dolls with magic stay-on 
costumes from the 19th century . . 32 pages 
of Mary Poppins sticker fun . . Mary Poppins 
full-color jigsaw puzzle . . 12 coloring and paint 
books . . Mary Poppins magic slate 

$497 

And there's so much more! 8 extra-heavy, die-cut colorful board stencils 
in a variety of shapes and sizes with two 24-page play books and 12 
sheets of construction paper; 8-color paint palette with brush; plastic 

safety scissors; 6 crayons; 32 pages creative paper for drawing, painting, 
etc.; 256 activity pages to color and paint; 12 Tiny Tale picture story 
books; 3 magic paint-with-water colored boards; sewing cards; yarn 
laces; daisy chains; weaving strips; straws; four 8x10-inch sticker sheets 
in various shapes; color picture guide with instructions. 65 whimsical, 
color pieces in all that store in the big, colorfully decorated box that 
looks just like Mary Poppins’ famous Magic Carpet Bag... and it's made 
of heavy, sturdy cardboard. 

3 N 477—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. .......,..... -$4.97 
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For children 3-8.. 

Barbie, Ken and Midge 

Young Travelers Play Kit $388 

Here's what you get: Barbie and Ken dolls, Barbie and Ken puzzle, 1 set 
Barbie and Ken pre-cut costumes, 2 plastic stands, plastic scissors, Barbie 
Fan Club membership blank, Barbie magic slate, 4 sewing cards, 4 la 
6 crayons, set of 8 paints with brush, 3 coloring-and-paint books, 3 Tiny 
Tales books, 1 pkg. daisy chains, 4 weaving strips, 4 sticker sheets, hearts 
card game and a Barbie, Ken and Midge coloring book . . a total of 50 pieces 
plus 64 sheets creative paper. “Suitcase” carrying and storage box 
3 N 469—Shipping weight 4 pounds 13 ounces. .............. $3.88 

Tammy and her 

Family of Dolls $297 

Five board dolls . . Tammy and her delightful family—Mom, Dad, sister 
Pepper and brother Ted, plus a set of beautiful die-cut clothes; Tammy color- 
ing book of 132 pages; Tammy puzzle; magic water-color paint with board 
plus color picture guide with instructions; magic slate with stylus; magic 
wipe-off board with 5 magic crayons; plastic scissors; 6 crayons; 8 paints 
with brush; 4 sewing cards; 4 laces; package of daisy chains; 12-sheets multi- 
colored paper . . 52 pieces plus 32 pages creative paper. Storage box. 
3 N 694—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces. . . . dii ota 02:97. 

Chatty Baby Twins and 

their Busy Day Fun Box $197 

A set for the younger child . . includes simpler activities that will keep her 
amused for hours at a time. Tiny Chatty Baby twins with stands and their 
own 25-piece colorful punch-out twin outfits. Tiny Chatty Twins frame-tray 
puzzle. Even at this low price you get a set of 40 pieces plus 32 sheets of 
creative paper. Also includes a sturdy, handsome carrying case, 4 sewing 
cards, 4 laces, 6 crayons, 8 paints with brush, 4 play straws, 4 weaving strips, 
a package of daisy chains, 12-page picture story book, plastic scissors. 
3 N 425—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces .$1.97 



C © Gino loads the wand 

.. blows bubbles 

automatically 

Talk ’n’ Tell Phone talks back Phone plays a tune 

Push button, record asks “How old are you?,”” 
“Do you love me?,” “Will you call me again?” 

9 more sayings. Dials, bell-like ring. Blue 
plastic. 3}4x8 in. Order 1 “D” battery below. 
49 N 4714—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $3.99 
49 N 4660-"D" Battery. Wt. 407, Ea. 16¢; 4 for 60e 

Turn handle, musical phone 
plays a catchy tune. Dial, it 
rings. Plastic, 8 inches long. 
49 N 4751 —Wt. 11 oz... .$1.55 
Non-musical Phone. 
49 N 4793—Wt. 9 oz. 73 

Hear Mickey and Minnie Mouse, 

Donald Duck, Jiminy Cricket, 
Goofy, Ludwig Von Drake 

$999 ssi 

Mickey Mouse Club talking telephone — and the 
members are all here. Dial . . their leader says “Hi! 
I’m Mickey Mouse”. Wait a while, then hear an- 
other of Mickey’s pals, Pauses between sayings give 
child time to chat, too. Uses 1 “D” battery. Order 
below. Red plastic, 17 in. high. 
49 N 4787 —Shipping weight 2 pounds. $3.99 
49 N 4660—"“D" Battery. 
Shpg. wt, each 4 oz, 

Talking 
Telephone 

Each 16¢; 4 for 60¢ 

"TU 

L3 

e 
ODD OGG 

$866 x 
Roll a ball to Mr. Ogg . . if he catches 
it, he croaks and comes to you. Miss 
. » you get a razzing as he backs up. 
7x14 in. 5 balls. Plastic. Order 2 
“D” batteries above. 
49 N 5708 —Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 2 02.$8.66 

without 
batteries. 

Fill Gino’s pool with soapy water and switch him on. He clangs 
cow bell. Then—eyes following—he dips his wand into pool, 
raises it over tank that releases compressed air, Up drift big, bal- 
loony bubbles. Lithographed steel. 1034 inches high over-all, 
Order 2 “D” batteries at right. From Japan. 
49 N 5734—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces d m $379 

Walk along with 
PENNY 

the POODLE 
Jumpin’ 

Jiminy 
$488 

Want Penny to “speak”? Squeeze the 
leash handle—she yips. Tug it and 

Inflatable 

Trampoline 

Bounce on it, roll on it . 

Bounces you 
up in the air 

. . or float like 
a raft 

$688 

. take a running leap onto it and see how 
far you can broadjump. Heavy rubber and canvas. Metal valve 

inflates like inner tube to about 3xl-ft. high. Deflates fast . . 
fit: car trunk. Totes easily around yard, basement. Goes to beach 
in summer. Ride waves canvas-side up. Slip-resistant, easy to grip. 
49 N7045—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. . ...........$6.88 
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she trots along. 15x14-inch long play- 
mate obediently sits, stands too. 

Pom pon tail and movable legs are 
joined to all-plastic body by steel 
springs. Rubber head. Round-eyed 
Penny is in pink and blue . . wears a 
sweater—and a big friendly smile. 

79 N 5706C —Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. .$4,88 

Pretzel the Pooch $ 48 4 
returns balls 

Kids give wind-up Pretzel lots of 
puppy love . . he barks, backs up, 
catches a ball, rolls forward to return 
it. Plastic, 8x18 in. long. 
49 N 5288 —Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs......$4,84 

Wheelbarrow 99 
with Shovel s2 

Haul dollies in green steel barrow with 
yellow handles, or pile in sand, soil 
with 24-in. yellow shovel, 18x15 in. 
Semi-pneumatictire. Easily 
79 N 8010C—Shpsg. wt. 8 1bs.....$2,99 



handsome boxes containing activities to keep a child delighted hour after hour 
..on rainy or just busy days . . many featuring a favorite movie or TV character 

Woody Woodpecker and 

his TV Treasures 3388 

This is a wonderful set for the budding young artist.: Features a paint pal- 
ette with 8 colors, brush, three 1414x83¢-in. paint boards that can be matched 
by color or number, palette with 12 colors for paint-by-number boards, 
Woody drawing slate, stylus, 16 crayons, two 8x11-in. rub-a-pencil books, 
Woody coloring book. Plus metal scissors, pencil, two &x11-in. puzzles, 4 
exciting Woody games, 20 activity books, large scrap book, Woody paper 
doll book . . a total of 42 pieces. Colorful, sturdy carton. 
3 N 697— Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces, ., . ...... $3.88 

TV Clubhouse . . featuring Annette, $ 497 

Mickey Mouse and the Mouseketeers 

Every little TV viewer will want to join this club. Mouscketeers puzzle 
and Tell-a-Tale book; 4 Mouseketeer dolls, costumes, accessories . . 46 pieces; 
Annette doll, costumes; 256 Annette coloring pages; Mickey Mouse Club 
magic slate and coloring book, 6 crayons, 8 paints, brush; Lady and the 
Tramp puzzle and sticker fun book; Sword in the Stone punch-out book; 8 
Tiny Tale books; 6 coloring and activity books; sewing cards, straws, daisy 
chains, laces, sticker sheets, weaving strips. A total of 50 pieces. 

3 N 486— Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. . . $4.97 

Giant Super 
Fun Maker v2 

One of our most popular sets year after year . , you actually get 58 pieces at 
this low price. 8-color paint tray, brush; 23 activity and coloring books; 
“Chilly Willy" magic slate; 3 Casey Jones railroading games; memory game; 
2 big puzzles. 2 paint-by-number boards; dot-to-dot book; 4 magic wipe- 
off cards, eraser; wet-the-brush book; tracing and coloring book; 12-color 
paint palette; 2 stencil cards; golf pencil; metal safety scissors; scrap book; 
8 crayons; ball-point pen; sewing cards; yarns. Colorful storage box. 
3 N 696— Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. . ..... $277 

Doll House with 
3 Dolls, Furniture *157 

Yogi Bear and Magilla Gorilla 3997 

in Happy Circus Days 

Hey there—it's Yogi Bear and Magilla Gorilla leading a flock of fun and 
things to do. Includes 128-page Magilla coloring book, puzzle; Yogi Bear 
activity set with 10 cut-out boards featuring Yogi, Cindy and Boo Boo, big 

30x30-inch backdrop; Yogi Bear sticker fun; Flintstones magic slate; 6 
crayons; 8 paints and brush; plastic scissors; 4 coloring and paint books; 
play money; 4 sewing cards; 4 laces; magic wipe-ofl card; 4 sheets colored 
paper. A total of 37 pieces plus 64 sheets creative paper. 

3 N 693—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces........ 735521: 02419 

Barn Full 
of Fun 3147 

Punch-out doll house is easy to erect. Children 
will have hours of fun assembling the house and 
furniture. 4-room, 2-floor house is completely 
furnished and ready to move into when fully 
assembled. And there are two 15-in. dolls and a 
53¢-inch doll . . 17 complete outfits of punch- 
out clothing. All pieces are in full color. 
3 N 630—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz.....$1.47 

Caaloá pao scane by chides aaa com 

A chimney full of fun things to make and do to 
help celebrate Christmas. Includes The Night Be- 
fore Christmas Tell-a-Tale book and coloring 
book; Christmas stencils book; 3 coloring and 
paint books; 4 sewing cards; 4 laces; 6 crayons; 
8 paints, brush; 12 sheets red and green paper; 
Gay Purr-ee puzzle; 32 sheets creative paper. 

3 N 468—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz.....$1.97 

Includes fourteen 734x534-inch coloring and ac- 
tivity books . . 16 pages each; three 734x534-inch 
color-by-number books with 16 pages each plus 
8 crayons; metal safety scissors; self-erasing slate 
with wood stylus; gummed sheet to make 88 daisy 
chains; colorful palette with 6 paints and brush. 
Brightly-decorated barn stores everything. 
3 N 700—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ....$1.47 
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Giant 3-foot Pull Train 

with ringing bell 

All rugged plastic . . one car dumps, other car hauls pipe 

oe 

Any pint-size engineer would love to lead this big train around the block. Big 
makes it easy for little hands to handle all its working parts. Metal bell tingles with J 
every turn and bump. Stop on the way to dump a load of "gravel." Release chains prm) 
and unload 8 pieces of plastic pipe to form a make-believe pipeline. Each car about ae 
12 inches long . . just push apart to uncouple. All of smooth, flexible polyethylene 
Colorfully detailed. From West Germany, 
79 N 5239C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $7.66 

Tractor and Trailer haul milk cans $989 

Hitch up the trailer and take the milk to market. Grab handle on 
each of the 6 wood milk cans and load them on. Free-rolling tractor , 

Ideal’s Tu Tu the Turtle Watch ball float over actually steers—just turn steering wheel. Two bucket seats, Hood 
plays catch with you Magic-Puff Choo Choo raises to show detailed molded engine. Trailer also lifts to dump 

load. Multicolored plastic. 2 feet overall. From West Germany. 
$329 $989 iout 49 N 5496—Shipping weight 14 ounces n $2.89 

Big comical tossin' turtle is fun to 
play with. Just place ball in his 
mouth and push him backwards . . 
he “pitches” ball to you and comes 
forward to play some more. Colorful 
sturdy plastic. 14 inches long. Two 
plastic balls included. 
49 N 5842—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz..$3.29 

Mysterious Yogi Bird 

Defies gravity . . climbs walls, doors 
—even walks on ceilings. Pull ring 
on string and watch him go. Exotic- 
colored plastic with suction-cup feet, 
tingling bell. 6 in. long. 
49 N 4401—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.....94c 

Citai Dabs scans by deisimaxnmisetediwical oom 

Tot tugs on cord, locomotive rolls along 
and battery-run blower keeps plastic 
ball suspended in mid-air. Colorful 
sturdy plastic. 10 inches long. Order 2 
“D” batteries below. 
49 N 5291 —Shpg. wt, 2 Ibs, 1 oz, .$2.89 

“pr ry Shipping wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N4660....... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Oscar, the Drinking Duck 

He's in perpetual motion while his shifty 
eyeballs keep a lookout. One drink of 
water makes him bob back for more. 
Plastic with metal counterbalance, 1334 
inches tall, Plastic cup, play feed. 
49 N 1718—Shpg. wt. 6 oz....... $1.18 

Giant Dump Truck $679 

over 2 feet long 

Delight truckers of the sand-box set with this hauler. They can pile 
in loads of blocks and sand . . dump bed is made extra big. Handles 
easily, too. Just lift up dump bed—out goes load. Tie a string 
on front to pull it along. Extra-heavy polyethylene plastic, realistically 
detailed. Rolls easily. 25x9x10 in. high. From West Germany. 
79 N 5450C— Shipping weight 5 pounds $6.79 
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2- to 6-year olds delight in assembling 

Playskool Wood Puzzles 
Large pieces are fun for little fingers 

Hand jig-sawed of 14-inch plywood . . tray backed 

with %-inch hardboard. Non-toxic colors 

Intermediate Puzzle Plaques with 12 to 
16 pieces. Ages 2 to 6. About 9x11 in. 
-49 N 4545—Old Woman in Shoe. 16 pcs. 
49 N 4557—Farm. 15 pieces, 

49 N 4538—Humpty-Dumpty. 12 pcs. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz........ Each $1.19 
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Simple Puzzle Plaques with 8 to 12 
pieces. Ages 2 to 4. About 9x11 in. 
49 N 4506— Jack-in-the-Box. 9 pcs. 
49 N 4514—Helicopter, 10 pes. 
49 N 4527—Duck. 8 pieces. 
49 N 4533—Locomotive. 12 pcs. 
49 N 4517—Rocking Horse. 12 pes. 
49 N 4531— Rabbit. 10 pieces. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. .. Each $1.19 

Advanced Puzzle Plaques with 18 to 27 
pieces. Ages 4 to 6. About 9x11 inches. 
49 N 4565—Garage. 27 pieces. 
49 N 4520— Police Car. 18 pieces. 
49 N 4563— Balloon Man. 21 pieces. 
49 N 4562—Red Riding Hood. 18 pcs. 
49 N 4559— Three Bears. 20 pieces. 
49 N 4564—Streamliner Train. 20 pcs. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz... Each $1.19 

Child Guidance. Soft, flexible plas- 
tic pieces with built-in magnets. 
Design on metal tray. Removable 
“picture window” snaps into frame, 
forming design outline. Each puzzle 
about 10x12 inches. 
49 N 4532-Mickey Mouse. 14 pcs. 
49 N 4540-Dog. 12 pieces. 
49 N 4537-Donald Duck. 14 pcs. 
49 N 4578-Clown. 16 pieces. 
49 N 4549-Choo-choo. 18 pieces. 

Also available: 
49 N 4543-Cinderella, 13 pieces. 
49 N 4542-Pluto. 12 pieces. 
49 N 4582-Mary, lamb. 14 pieces. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 ]b.....Each $1.19 

U.S.A. and World Map Puzzle 

An casy way to learn geography. Puzzle has the U.S.A. cut'into 
state-shaped pieces on one side, world map on the other. For 
ages 7 to 13. Fiberboard with wood center. About 14x20 in. 
49 N 406—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $1.88 

Playskool's 8 Golden Book Puzzles 

with inlaid trays . . for ages 2 to 8 

Set $7155 

8 subjects, including animals and everyday scenes. Each puzzle 
8x10 inches. Each has 12 to 18 pieces to fit into frame. Made of 

smoothly: 

5 Educational Puzzles 

Pre-schoolers learn while play- 
ing. Set includes U.S. map, al- 
phabet, time, farm-scene, shoe- 
lace teacher puzzles. Made of 
heavy cardboard. All 5 packed 
in 10x14 in. box. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 4521 Set $1.29 

shed, heavy cardboard in bright colors. 
49 N 4703— Shipping weight 3 pounds... .. Set $1.55 

10 Inlaid Puzzles 

Story favorites and animals. 
Easy for small child to work 
; - about 13 big pieces to fit 
in 7x9-inch frame. Made of 
heavy cardboard. Ages 2 to 
6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 4529....... Set 97c 

MAGNETIC PUZZLES with colorful plastic pieces 
Teach-A-Tot.. . by Playskool. 
High-impact styrene plastic 
pieces with built-in magnets. 
Silk-screened designs. Metal 
tray (about 11-in. diameter) 
with full-color, removable 
placement guide. Each has 
7 to 15 pieces. 
49N4544-Giraffe. 
49N4550-3 Little Pigs. 
49N4547- Jack-in-the-Box. 
49N4552-Animals in Barn. 

Also available: 
49N4768-Panda Bear. 
49N4782-Balloon Man. 
Wt. each 14 oz.. . Each 88¢ 



,' 890-piece AXknored Attack Set 
Sada Jupes vba Fiver over skies Bridge se 

Al of loq lasting polyt paa 
Includes 37 soldiers in action poses 

Here's a force that plays war without one -resistant plastic mer 0-3 ae 
14-inch Puddle-Jumper—each with cannon that shoots harmless plastic 
shells (6 included). You also get spring-action land mine that explodes 
we over; supply truck, jeep and 37 soldiers. All pieces in olive 

ral 
79 N5459C—Shipping weight pounds... ..... 

Construction Set 9-piece Army Vehicle Set Fine-quality Imported Vehicles 

digs, dumps, hauls of flexible plastic powered by strong friction motors 

Here is heavy-duty equip- —Free-rolling land armada, set for big Carefully crafted of high-impact plastic (almost 
ment for big construction push to the next objective, 2 tanks with unbreakable). From British Colony of Hong Kong. 
jobs. Power shovel scoops swiveling turrets and guns guard a con: 
and dumps; has swivel cab voy of 2 cargo trucks, 1 armored car, 1] 
and hidden wheels. Truck jeep, 2 armored personnel carriers and 1 with wrap-around windshield, 12 inches long 
hauls and dumps. Cement personnel carrier armed with 814-inch 49 N 4208— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.79 
Mixer drum turns and long cannon. Gun moves up, down, and Q Custom Turnpike Liner. Sleek design features 

Custom Cargo Liner. Diesel-type truck designed 

dumps. All pieces made of swivels. Vehicles measure about 7 in xky view doma: 10 Wheel About 18 nitong 
shatterproof, flexible plas- — long. All come in olive drab color, Extra y : > 49 N 4207—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 2.89 , tic, 12 to 14 inches long.  pieces—3 soldiers in seated position 207 —Shibelig wee £ $ 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 3 T/C 600 Convertible. Trunk opens. 12 in. long. 
49 N 5405 Set $1.99 49N 5446 Set $1.99 49 N 4288 —Shipping weight 11 ounces 98c 

——— 

Giant Missile-firing Tank 

Over 24 feet long . . $3 74 
Turret swivels 360° 

Pride of the toy tank corps, this one can win play battles all by itself. 
Load cannon with plastic missile (4 included). Swivel gun turret 360 
degrees until target's sighted. Pull firing pin—zoom! Harmless plastic 
missiles soar up to 20 feet to score a hit. 17-inch long cannon barrel is 
aluminum. Rest of tank is tough, durable plastic, colored in army 
khaki. Rolls on concealed wheels. 14 inches high 

142 SEARS ro 79 N 5456L—Shipping weight 6 pounds. $3.77 
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New Rocker-Buggy seats 2 . . 

lets child take guest for ride 

Youngsters from ages 1 to 4 can ride on pony and in 
“buggy”. Colorful palomino pony of durable fully-molded 
polyethylene plastic is break-resistant. Wood seat, back 
and footrest. Sturdy frame of steel tubing is red enameled. 
Plastic floor tips help prevent marring furniture, floors. 
Safety bar om seat with enameled wood beads, Plastic 
reins. Unassembled. 12 inches wide, 43 inches long over-all. 

79 N 7520L—Shipping weight 13 pounds $9.44 

Get twice the fun . . 
“Scamper” converts from Rocker 

to Shoofly by adding springs 

‘This adorable, fully-molded plastic duck will bring hours of 

fun to your youngster. Scamper amuses him, also provides 

exercise, Actually 2 toys in 1. Use as regular rocker . . add 

bounce to the rocker by simply attaching 4 coil springs and 

base, included. Built to last. Charming pastel colors of blue 

and yellow with pink trim. Smooth plastic surface is easy to 

keep clean. Plastic safety belt holds child in seat securely and 

comfortably, Pink-enameled hardwood base, Hand grips on 

head, 33x17x19 inches high. Unassembled. 

79 N 7518L—Shipping weight 10 pounds.......-.. $10.88 

Citai paga scans by dieistiasmdsetediwical Gon 

Small-fry love the Shoofly Either one 

for its lively, floating ride 

Ducky . Babies over 6 months 
will like the attractive duck seat. Duck. 
is full-molded plastic, finished in pastel 
blues and pinks. Steel suspension 
springs and enameled hardwood rockers 
give plenty of action. Play tray and 
beads. Seat belt adjusts. 33x17x20 
inches high. Unassembled. 
79 N 7543L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.. .$9.66 

Wonder? Spring Rocker 

Rocks and bounces just like a real 
horsey. Durable molded plastic. In 
pastel nursery colors of blue, pink, and 
white. Tubular-steel base is blue en 
ameled. Coil suspension springs. 32x17x 
20 inches high. Unassembled. 
79 N 7501L—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs... $7.88 

g 
cv D 

Ding Dong Rocker 

A perfect little rocker for baby's first 

rides. 414 inches floor to seat. 19 in. long. 
Smoothly sanded wood is naturally 

finished. Painted pinto markings with 
red trim. Jingle bell on nose adds fun 
to ride. Hand grips. Unassembled. 
49 N 7597—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz... . . $1.99 

high. Rocker base. Ui nassembled. 
79 N 7513L—Shpy. wt. 12 Ibs...$9.66 

Buckaroo Shoofly 

For tiny cowpokes, High, 4-color Ma 
sonite Presdwood sides and safety strap 
keep baby secure. Four coil springs. 
Hardboard seat and footrest, removable 
steambent rockers, play tray. 32x17x19 
in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 7552L—Shpg. wt. 12 lbs.. . $6.99 

Little Rider Rocker 

4-color horse character is screened on 
sanded, shaped, red enameled Masonite 
Presdwood. Yellow seat. Hand grips on 
wood head. Reinforced. 22x9x15 inches 
high. Seat 8 inches high. For tykes 6 
months to 3 years old. Unassembled. 
79 N 7517C— Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. . $2.99 
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Fried Marbles Kit. Heat marbles 15 
minutes in pan . . drop in icy water 
Presto! They take on jewellik 
effect. Make a necklace, bracelet, ring 
Accessories, 19 marbles included 
49 N 9490—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.49 

Tiny Tot Toy Set . . All colorful wood. 
Has 7}4-in. long pounding bench with 
hammer. 4ljin. high stack with 5 
discs, 8-in. roller with 5 discs, 14 beads 
with cord to string them on. 

D : 

Midge 

Barbie's Hat Box. Ready to take 
a trip . . and Barbie can fit right in. 
High fashion luggage in bla 
look vii Pretty 
colors. ing lining. 
handk 

Cont: 
About 11 inches high 

ick calf- 
design in 4 

Loop 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49N9491 $1.49 

15-inch Fashion Model . . 
J Miss Seventeen, Wears swim 

suit. Durable plastic doll has 
jointed arms, legs and turning 
head. Stand included. 
49 N 9492—Wt. 1 Ib. $1.49 

Miss Seventeen and her Outfits 
from Crown Colony Hong Kong. 
Dolls not included with outfits C a © cO 

choice of 4 Outfits 
American a la mode. 
49N9493-Wt. 10 oz.$1.49 
Rage of Paris. 
49N9494-Wt. 1007.51.49 T 
Champagne Waltz. 
49N9495-Wt. 10 oz..$1.49 
On the Town. 
49N9496-Wt. 10 oz..$1.49 

Colonial 4-Poster Bed in birchwood. 
itted with decorator fabrics. Right 

size for all popular 11-12 inch fash- 
ion dolls. 13}4x8x7 in. high 

49 N 9498—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....$1.49 49 N 9497—Wt. 12 oz.. $1.49 

Fireman Set, Red fire hat with 
emblem, cushioned inside; 12-in 

"play" extinguisher, 14-in. fire 
axe, siren whistl ll flexible 
plastic. Plus 6 “Fire” signs. 
49 N 9423-Wt.1 Ib.60z. $1.49 

Emergency Repair Kit. Sturdy die- 

cast metal tools really work 
monkey wrench, box-end wrench, 
5-in. ball peen hammer, screw 
driver, pliers. Plastic helmet, belt 
49 N 9489—Wt. 2 lbs. $1.49 

Wind-up Tractor. Climbs easily over 
obstacles, pushes objects ahead . 
shooting off harmless sparks. Steel 
body, rubber treads. Clock-spring 
motor. Big key. 914 in. long over-all. 
49 N 9486—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.49 

Combat Soldier's Outfit. All set 
for army games. Camouflage helmet; 

a machine pistol, 734 in. long, 12 
play bullets; canteen with cup; mess 
kit, knife, fork, spoon. All plastic. 
49 N 9488—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..$1.49 

Detachable trailer is 8 inches long, 
holds speed boat. All lithographed 
steel. From Japan. 
49 N 9484—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib..$1.49 

Jeep, Boat with Friction Motor. Scale 
models of every junior sportsman's 
dream. Rugged jeep looks flashy with 
fringed canopy on top . . 7 inches long. Fill "er up! 

Attach suction 
cup nozzle to 
eor or truck 

Amsco's Magic Gas Pump. Boss a busy Automatic Toll Gate Set . . coin Super-Skates, Jr. . . ages 2 

gas station with make-believe gas operated. Wind-up car stops auto- to 6. Adjusts from 514 to 

pump. Turn handle to start or stop. matically at toll gate. Deposit 1c 7 in. long. Use indoors or 

out. Stay on securely with- 
out clamps, straps. No key 
needed. Child can wear 

them on any shoe. Blue 
break-resistant plastic. 
49N9487-Wt.1507,.$1.49 

or 10c to let car through. 15-in. 
steel gate, 8! 4-in. car. From Japan. 
Order 1 “D” battery below. 
49 N 9429-Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. $1.49 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660— Each 16: for 60c 

Double-wall pump appears to feed 
“gas” into car, refills itself automatic- 
ally, ready to start all over. Rugged, 
no-spill construction. Break-resistant 
plastic. 614 in. high. No car included. 
49 N 9485—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.49 
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Ride along 

merrily on 
this big 
locomotive 

Giant Ridem Tank 
fires soft plastic missiles 

from rotating turret-top cannon 
Realistic tank of molded green plastic with black camouflage 
decorations. Authentic-looking star and numeral decals. 12-inch 
shooting cannon. Easy-rolling swivel casters. 36 inches long . . seat 
height 10 inches. Partially assembled. 
79 N 5339L—Shipping weight 6 pounds................. $5.88 

Speedway Special . . sleek and streamlined 
for young racers ages 2 to 5 

Red Ride-a-way racer with sporty silver-color trim. Made of high- 
impact plastic for rough use. Polyethylene plastic steering wheel 
lets you turn front wheels easily. Horn makes “beep-beep” sound 
to clear the way. Treaded plastic balloon-type tires. About 16 
inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 5340C—Shipping weight 6 pounds,......... tent 

Pliable plastic is steel-supported 
. - big wheels roll with ease 

Toot-toot! Make way! Here comes your little engineer, steering the sharpest 
locomotive on the block. Realistically-detailed with bell and bellows whistle. 
Easy-turning swivel wheels, guided by steering handle. Sturdily built to take 
hours and hours of rough play . . steel frame and axles. About 28 inches long 
about 13 inches high. Black. Comes completely assembled. 
79 N 5240C—Shipping weight 8 pounds 

$4.88 
$3.78 

Dump Truck Scooter Bike Farm Tractor Fire Engine 
Slide-in seat can be removed to make 
a regular dump-truck . . tailgate opens 

for dumping. Steering-wheel actually 
steers. Red and white steel with rub- 
ber tires. Chrome-plated bumper 
and hubcaps. About 22 inches long, 
49 N 5341— Wt. 7 lbs. 8 02...$4.66 
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Sleek fire engine for the young fire- 
fighter at your house. Remove the 
plastic ladder at the scene of fire. Rug- 
ged all-steel frame with dummy head- 
lights, Steering-wheel guides wheels 
right or left. 544-inch plastic wheels 
with deep tread tires. Over-all 10x11x 
24 in. long. Partially assembled. 
79 N 5280C—Wt. 6 lbs. $2.99 

Streamlined red scooter of durable, 
sturdy polyethylene. Steering cross. 
bar handle shows instrument dials, 
turns steering-fork for front wheels. 
Platform area for coasting or carry- 
ing a friend. Heavy-duty wheels 
axles. Silver-color decoration. About 
23 inches long. Partially assembled. 
79 N 5234C—Wt. 5 lbs... $3.44 

Bright red tractor of tough poly- 
ethylene plastic with silver-color 
trim on body and wheels. Steering- 
wheel and gearshift lever. Hook on 
rear for pulling tot's wagon or other 
toys. Free-rolling wheels, heavy 
axles. About 20 inches long . . seat 
height 10 inches. Partially assembled. 
49 N 5237C— Wt. 4 lbs... $1.99 



MRMERCURY ’ * 
WALKS, BENDS, Robot 

GRASPS, LIFTS Commando 

by REMOTE /7—— x r by IDEAL 

CONTROL i E oe 
operate 

him by 
remote 

control 

19-inch Robot fires rockets or hurls 
missiles as he advances, turns left or 

right . . at your control. Plastic. 2 rockets, 
supply of missiles. Made in U.S.A, Order 3 
“D” batteries 79N4660, facing page. 
79 N 5802L—Shipping weight 8 1bs.$13.99 

Big Loo by MARX ! 
Moon Robot looms over 3 feet 
tall, says 10 different things. 

One arm fires 4 plastic balls, the 
other picks up. Base launches 
rockets, has compass. Chest shoots 
darts . . squirts water. Scope spots 
your target. Lighted eyes blink. 
Plastic, Rolls on hidden wheels, 
Made in U.S.A. Order 3 "D" 
batter 4660 on facing page, 
79 N 5716L—Wt. 10 Ibs.. ..$9.99 

batteri 

without batteries 

Hold control panel in your hand. Press 4 buttons—one at a time—to make pne 
him walk, bow from the waist, raise, lower, open and close his arms, Hands 
with plastic foam palms close together to pick up objects. Even his chest 
lights up when he walks. 30-inch flexible cable from control box. Gold-colored Fire darts from dinosaur pistol . . he roars, backs off, shoots ball 
steel, 13 inches tall. Order 2 “D” batteries at bottom of pane. when tail is hit. Press button, Zor charges, retreats angrily from ob- 
49 N 5783— Shipping weight 3 pounds. . + $5.99 stacles, changes direction, Plastic, 31 in. long. With 6 balls, 5 darts. 

Made in U.S.A. Order 2 “D” batteries 79N4660 on facing page. 
79 N 5756L—Shipping weight 8 pounds...... ert imm rns $12.66 

e) 

without 
batteries 

Whistling Tree creeps back Frankenstein walks again. Gorilla's head sways, he Haunted House by Marx. 8 Creeping Crab moves from 
and forth, leafy top rises up, Bends, moves arms up or growls, beats chest, walks. buttons control cat, ghost, side to side, raises, lowers 
sways. Arms move; eyes open, down, picks things up as Fur-look plush covers 11- shade, door, skeleton, e pincers menacingly. Wind 
close. Steel, 15 in. high. Order hands come together. . by inch metal body. Wears sound, quivering, wind. up clock-spring motor. Col- 
2 "D" batteries at right remote control. 13-inch steel. manades. Order 2 “D” bat- inch steel. Order 2 orful steel body with plastic 
49 N 5739—Wt. 3 1bs...$6.79 Order 2 “D” batteries below. teries. Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. batteries. Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. legs, 3 wheels. 14 in. long 

49 N 5786-Wt. 3 Ibs. $5.99 — 49 N 4223.. $6.79  49N5710 $9.99 49 N 4297—Wt. 11b..$1.99 
144 SEARS rce 49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. each 4 oz... . Each 16c; 4 for 60c NOTE: All toys on poge from Japon, except os noted. 
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Musical Locomotive 

Small engineers enjoy chugging 
around the house. Smooth wood 
body, brightly decorated in red, yel- 
low, black. Storage area below seat. 
Metal faceplate, big metal wheels. 
About 20 inches long, seat height 9 
inches. 
49 N 5211—Wt.Slbs.60z. . $2.99 

Sit-on Pup 

Winsome puppy makes such a cozy, 
comfortable seat for small ones. He's 
made of brown and yellow short 
rayon pile plush . . cotton stuffed. 
Perky ribbon bow. Plastic eyes . . 
felt tongue . . stubby little tail. 
About 24 inches long, seat height 7 
inches. 
79 N 4112L—Wt. 6 Ibs. ... $3.99 

Car-Go Bike 

Securely-balanced 4-wheel walk- 
er for ages 1 to 234. Can be taken 
apart for "repairs". . has screw- 
driver and wrench. Seat lifts for 
storage. Steering handles. Wood, 
with rubber tires. 18 inches long, 
seat height 10 inches. 
79 N 5328L— Wt. 8 Ibs..$6.66 

Wide-eyed pony with plaid body; 
rayon plush head, hoofs and legs. 
Firm cotton stuffing for plenty of 
wear. Cotton yarn mane and tail 
. . cotton felt ears, nostrils. Vinyl 
saddle, bridle, reins. About 23 in. 
long. . seat height about 7 in. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
79 NA113L...... ese $3.99 

Make and play in life-size wagons, 
coasters, one and two-seat chairs, 

rockers, carriages—even forts and 

carts with pop-cannon, cannonballs 

Kenner's ROMP and ROLL 

$699 and $099 

Sturdy foam plastic boards, wheels and shapes 

come apart to make a new toy. Big interlock . . 
enough to sit in, yet strong enough to stand on. 

"Cannon" actually pops 
plastic cannon bells 

23-piece Set. Includes 4 bucket seats, 1ixi4x 
11 in. high; 1 reinforced benchboard, about 
29 inches long; 2 rockers, about 12 inches 
long; 4 wheels, about 6 inches in diameter; 2 
wooden axles, about 18 inches; 4 rubber 
“hub-caps” for wheels; 1 pop-cannon, about 
15 in. long; 5 pop-cannon balls, 2 in. in diam. 
79 N 5342L-Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $9.99 

21-piece Set. As above, except includes just 
two bucket seats. All plastic. 
79 N 5343L—Shipping wt. 6 lbs. .....$6.99 

Cutioü pane scuns by cheisimatmaseleciwicd pum 

Ride-N-Tote Wagon 
Horn blows . . wheels click 

Ages 2 to 5 pull, push, or ride this wagon. Red polyethylene balloon 
wheels . v TUR ooa steering colum Magi ease st uA M 

Beautifully finished with 

About 20 inches long, seat height 8 inches. 

49 N 5338C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 2 ounces.........- $3.99 

Just the right size for riding or 
TV watching. Friendly horse 
has all rayon plush body, vinyl 
head, cotton stuffed. Mounted 
on caster wheel base. Plastic 
reins. About 19 inches long . . 
seat height a comfortable 10 
inches. 
79N4114L—Wt. 8 lbs.$4.99 

Watch television in 
sturdy bucket seats 

Ride-on Horse 

Soft rayon plush . . cotton 
stuffed. Steel-welded frame will 
hold up to 100 Ibs. Polyethylene 
wheels. Locked-in eyes. About 
17 inches long . . seat height 
about 12 inches. 

79 N 4115L—Wt. 7 Ibs.. $8.99 
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i 5 Whistle, clap or speak to nim. CLAP" “COM | ES 

RO YOU WHEN 
, YOU CALL 

$(399 
without 
batteries 

His bark is so full of mischief 
. . 80 real, moves like a live puppy 

Amazing, lovable pooch wags his 
tail, shakes floppy ears as he jogs 
toward you. Moves by converting 
sound waves into an electric impulse 
—no wires, no control buttons. Keep 
whistling, he comes closer. Has soft 
coat of rayon pile on cotton, steel 
Írame, concealed wheels. 11 inches 
long. From Japan. Order one 9-volt 
and 2 “D” batteries below. ` 
49 N 5743M—Wt. 3 Ibs... $9.99 

9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. bu 
49 N 6417M Each 45c & 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660.. . Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Comic robot walks and 
swings his arms as siren 
sounds, mouth opens 
and doses, bell rings. 
See how this famous 
wind-up fellow works 
. . just take him apart 
and put him together 
again. Easy-to-follow 
instructions, Comes as- 
sembled. Plastic with 
metal parts. 18 inches 
high. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 5873....$7.77 

Clancy the Great Dandy the Lion Gaylord the Pup 

by IDEAL by IRWIN by IDEAL 

Skates to you if you toss coin He's yours to train. Roars, Waddles right into your 
into his hat. Skates with you if stalks forward or backward, heart. Walks leashed beside Tuggy, the 2-headed Turtle Game 
you hold his hand. Nods head, rears up. Just tap him with — you,goesupshallowsteps,snares ^ py A C Gilbert. 13-inch Plastic. Order 4 “D” 
Jabbers. Wears non-marring roll. lion tamer’s whip to make him bone. Barks when you squeeze turtle moves and spins _ batteries below at left 
er skates, Plastic. 23 inches tall. perform. Plastic. 25 in. long. bulbon leash. Plastic, 23 in. long between 2ünihlinesina ' Shpg. wes Si 
Order 3 “D” batteries below Order 3 "D" batteries below. Order 4 “D” batteries below tug of war. Each player 79 N 5711C...48.99 
79 N5725C-Wt. 7 Ibs. $10.99  79N5728L-Wt.81b..$12.99 — 79 N 5753C-Wt. 61bs...$9.99 has forward, reverse but 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces 2essenessss..Each 16c; 4 for 60c tons. Keen timing winsit xxx SEARS 145 
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Adopt a whopping 29-inch Bear 
‘light enough to tote anywhere 

Only $499 

Children find him so realistic it’s like having a baby 
cub to play with . . yet he’s so lightweight they can take 
him on all their excursions, from the backyard to a visit 
to Grandmother's. His furry body is life-like too it’s 
made of cocoa and honey-colored rayon plush. He sits up 
naturally wherever he's placed , . has shaped arms, legs, 
glassene eyes, 29 inches tall, Cotton filled 
79 N 4189C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $4.99 

Fully-jointed Bear with fine 
mohair pile that lasts longer 

A full 20-inch fuzzy brown bear any child will treasure 
for years. Closely loomed thick pile won't crush or mat no 
matter how much he’s hugged and loved. His head is 
firmly stuffed with cotton and excelsior for shape reten- 
tion. Cotton filled body. Hand-embroidered nose, mouth. 

M Ld 

Imported glass eyes have a merry twinkle. 
49 N 4192—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

146 SEARS xx 
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Meet the cubs . . winsome rayon plush pals 
1 Boby Beor . . a happy companion for any 

youngster. Plastic eyes, vinyl nose, mouth. 
1314 in. tall. Brown. Foam plastic, cotton fill. 
49 N 4102— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.99 

9, Baby Panda. Washable black, white rayon 
plush. 1334 in. tall. Plastic eyes, vinyl snout. 

49 N 4126— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz.. $1.99 

RUM. sede 

Sleepy Bear $399 

He closes his brown plastic eyes when he lies 
down to nap or hibernates for the night 
after an active day's play with his master. 
His huggable, floppy body is cotton filled. 
Cocoa, high pile plush. 17 inches tall. 
49 N 4081—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz... .$3.99 

Siamese Kitten $349 

She's just waiting to be cuddled and loved 
by some lucky boy or girl. Made of fine 

* quality long pile mohair and rayon with 
a shredded foam and cotton filling. Eyes 
sewn through head for safety. 14 in, long. 
49 N 4062— Shipping weight 1 Ib...$3.49 

(5) $279 And 

wheel 

safety lock-in eyes. 
Ribbon bow. Wt. 11b. 
49 N 4060.... 

3 Smokey Beor. He looks super alert 
because he's on the watch at all times 

for that tell-tale wisp of smoke that 
means fire. Uniform pants of blue cot- 
ton denim, jaunty plastic hat, badge 
and shovel, Brown and tan. 14 inches 
tall. Foam plastic, cotton filled. 
49 N 4346—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 40z.,$2.89 

Jointed Bear $349 

Your youngster will spend many a happy 
hour with this bear that he can "train" 
to sit, to beg for goodies, to wave “hello,” 
Fine quality rayon plush, locked in eyes, 
ribbon bow, 15 inches high. Fawn color. 
49 N 4063—Shipping weight 1 Ib....$3.49 

Softy Puppy $349 

Just about as irresistible as a puppy can be. 
Long lasting, high pile mohair and rayon 
plush with perky ribbon bow; shredded foam 
and cotton stuffing. Eyes sewn through head. 
White with brown. 12 in. 
49 N 4061—Shipping weight 1 1b., , $3.49 

Squeaking, roll-along pets 
away we go. There's lots to explore when 

a youngster has a kitten or a puppy to follow 
him from one adventure to another. They roll, 
they squeak every time plastic bulb is pressed. 

4| Kitten. Rayon plush Pup. Wire frame 
with cotton and covered with soft, 

plastic foam filling, stuffed rayon plush. 
wire frame, plastic Plastic wheels. Vinyl 

ls. Noise maker; leash; squeeze bulb 
moise maker. Lock-in 
eyes. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

$2.79 49 N 4059.....$2.79 
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Hasbro Hurdy-Gurdy 
Insert pegs into roll to pre-set 
for any song . . patterns includ 
ed. Roller makes hammers tap 
out notes. 17 in. long. Plastic. 
79 N 523C— Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $6.96 

Magic Music Box 

$319 

It’s so easy. Simply slide a song 
sheet into keyboard, and follow- 
ing the arrows, touch tone bar 
above dot shown on sheet. 12 
sprightly tunes. Wood mallet in 
cluded for play as xylophone 
Plastic; metal. 19 in. long. 
49 N 607 —Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz $3.19 

.'| HUBLEY'S 

RADZ:MAPTAZI, piano 
iip in the plastic roll . . 
then tap the keyboard 

to hear a rollicking tune 

Each sturdy plastic roll 
Bells, Old MacDonald, Jack and Jill . 1 
molded plastic with see-through window for watching action, 1034 in, high. 
49 N 564—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces... iiec esee 

$888 

Kenner Banjo-Matic 
20 plastic tune players. In- 
sert one, turn handle, tune 
plays. Nylon string always 
in tune. Extra string. 17 in. 
49 N 555-Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 02.$3.97 

Musical Chairs 

$945 

Has a complete, authentic 

sicians, Chairs 
ful plastic; metal 
for musical tone: 
coded for easy pla 
ing mallets included. 
49 N 548-Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. $2.45 

contains six familiar children's tunes like Jingle fe 
. two rolls, 12 tunes in all, Red piano is 

Mattel's Getars for tots 

Colorful, sturdy, small-fry favorites. Turn the crank 
play a tune. Plastic with nylon strings. 

] Bvas Bunny. His eyes move, his tongue wags. Hear 
Bugs’ favorite tune. 14 inches long. 

49 N 588—Shipping weight 10 ounces. $1.49 

Casper. Hear “Pop Goes the Weasel.” Can also 
be strummed. Pick included. 14 in. long. 

49 N 594—Shipping weight 10 ounces. $1.49 

ves move, his tongue wags. Hear 
" tune. Pick included. 14 in. long. 

49 N 552—Shipping weight 10 ounces. $1.49 

296 $ 4 

DP, 

Push-button Uke 

Just push a button to 
* * right chord: Pro 

ional size. Friction-type 
tuning pegs; felt pick 
21-inch plastic; 4 nylon 
strings. Song book. 
79 N 557C—Wt. 31bs..$2.96 

Kenner Play-A-Tune 
With 20 plastic tune players. 
Insert one, turn, blow. Tune 
plays. Plastic; vinyl mouth 
piece. About 7 in. wide. 
49 N 554 —Wt, 1 Ib. 13 oz. $3.39 

Miniature Pianos 
4| Spinet replica. Tone bar gives a 

range of two full octaves. Lustrous 
walnut-finished hardwood; 25 black 
and white keys. Easy color chart for 
matching keys to notes in music book 

$239 is included, 15x10x9 inches high. 
49 N 640—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs, 4 02.$575 

Gives clear, true tone with stereo sound chamber. Easy 5 Table Model "Baby Grand.” With 
to-follow book of tunes will 24 large size black and white plas- 
have your child playing like an tic keys. Chromatically tuned with 
expert in no time. With ham- easy action. Formite; wood grain fin- 
mers. Plastic, metal bars. At- ish, Three hardwood legs. 15x14x7 

inches tractive design; 14 in. long 

49 N 630—Shipping wt. 9 Ibs... ..$4.96 49 N 510—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$2.39 

6 17-Key “Baby Grand." Over one 
octave range. Sturdy 

Stereo Xylophone 
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has 
blue lacquer finish. 11x9x5 inches high. 
Color chart for matching keys. 
49 N 556—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz.. .$2.94 



Tune in on the fun with 

MAGILLA GORILLA 
and his TV PALS 

Disney's favorite foursome 

ANY ONE $] 79 

Donald Duck, Pluto, Minnie Mouse and 
Mickey Mouse. So cuddly and cheerful at 
bedtime, for playtime. Rayon plush with 
vinyl faces, cotton filling. Colorfully de- 
tailed, From Japan. Each 13 in. tall. 
49 N 4110— Donald 49 N 4111—Pluto 
49 N 4109—Minnie 49 N 4108— Mickey 
Shipping weight each 10 oz. . .Each $1.79 

Zippy squeaks 
like real chimp 

3579 

And he looks just 
like one, too. Curly 

$188 

Here they are . . all the fun 
loving rollicking characters 
from the television show that 
skyrocketed to success. Ma- 

$, 466 

rayon plush body is 
cotton filled. Face, 
ears, hands and shoes 
are sturdy vinyl that 
wisks clean with a 
damp cloth. Dressed 
for playtime, this 
lovable chimp is 16 
inches tall. Shpg. 
wt, 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 4088...$5.79 

gilla Gorilla and his pals . . ac 
curately reproduced in short- 
pile rayon plush, with cotton 
felt trim and accessories. Start 
a collection of these funny, 
friendly characters . . they're 
good companions . . lots of fun 
to play with. 

1 Punkin Puss. There he 
stands with a happy smile 

and a floppy hat waiting for 
the fun to begin . . and with 
this group, it won’t take long. 

Shredded excelsior filling for 
shape retention, 12 inches tall. 
49 N 4075—Wt. 10 oz.$1.88 

Mushmouse. The mouse that 
runs the “mostest” in the hill 

country. He sports a tall felt hat, 
wouldn't make a move without it. 
Colorfully dressed; shredded ex- 
celsior stuffed for shape retention. 
12 inches tall. 
49 N 4076—Wt. 10 oz.. .. $1.88 

9 Droop-A-Long Coyote. He's 
the slowest gun in the whole 

wide West but his best friend 
Ricochet Rabbit couldn't do with- 
out him. Shredded excelsior filling 
for shape retention. 12 in, tall. 
49 N 4074—Wt. 10 oz.. ..$1.88 

4 Ricochet Rabbit, He's thesheriff 
and responsible for keeping 

law and order, and his vinyl face 
shows his happy confidence. Cot- 
ton stuffed, he’s 21 inches tall to 
tip of his ears. 
49 N 4073—Wt. 2 lbs... ..$4.66 

5 Magilla Gorilla. Here he is, 
the star of the show, the pet 

shop comic. Colorfully clad in his 
famous droopy trousers, long sus- 
penders and jaunty bowler hat. 
He has a cheerful vinyl face, a cot- 
ton stuffed body. 1934 inches tall. 
49 N 4072—Wt. 3 lbs..., .$4.66 

Fluffy Cat, Pet him, he's real white fur, a 
thick, soft coat that is pleasant to touch. 
A wonderful bed decoration for tots, teen- 
agers. 18 in. long. Stuffed with cotton. 
49 N 4007E—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 o7......$4.89 

Lazy Lion $659 

This king of beasts believes in taking it easy . . plop 
him on a bed, on the playroom floor, anywhere at 
all and he's ready to relax, He's soft and cuddly, 
too, makes a lovable pet. Fine quality rayon plush, 
cotton stuffed. Acrylic pile mane and tail. Gold 
color with brown. 22 in. long 
49 N 4068C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz .$6.59 

reo. SEARS 147 

Lying Tiger $489 

He looks so fierce but he's really friendly . . and 
he's looking forward to guarding the bed or joining 

in the playtime of some lucky youngster, Fine 

quality delustered, tiger-striped rayon plush. Green 

plastic eyes; felt backing. Plastic “jewels” in ribbon 
collar. Cotton stuffed. 17 inches long. 

49 N 4066C— Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 7 oz. ..$4.89 

Basket with 12-in. cat, two 5-in, kittens. 

Snuggled together in decorated reed 
basket. Cotton filled. White fur. 
49 N 4362E—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. . ..$5.89 

NOTE: Catalog numbers ja "E" 
include 10% Federal Tax. 
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nch Guitar 

with 6 Strings 

$1495 ed 

Endorsed by Roy Rogers. 
Helps your child gain an 
interest. in music. MESS 

NIMES r : w 
Transistorized 31-inch Guitar > Sie shoulder 
roni Gui ith 6 Stri 7 cord. Complete with easy- Electronic Guitar with 6 Strings to-follow structions rt 

Fine tone of 30-inch, 6 Metal, gear-action tun: / tuning and pl 
string guitar is enhanced ing keys t slipping. ven - Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
by 4-transistor amplifier Handsome wood-effect : 79 N 583C. ..$3.49 
Ampl also works with finish on sturdy plastic. 
phonographs, other instru Complete with shoul- 
ments. Order 9-v battery der cord, felt pick, in- 
79N582CM-Wt. 5 Ibs. $14.95 structions, 101 songs. 
9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79N6417M-Wt.4oz.45c 79 N 585C....$6.96 

Snare Drum $176 

Real snares give resonant sound 

j 

S» Emenee “Golden Trumpet." Four tuned brass reeds 

2 2 dte A reri ca give rich tones, control full scale. With mute, 2 
Y cH Coa a se iie mouth pieces, song book, music rack. Plastic. 13 in. long 

A 49 N 578. idis Ei the. $176 49 N 538—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.92 

Emenee "Silver Flute." Silver-colored finish on 
break-resistant plastic. Tuned reeds; full octave, 

Just follow numbers in music book. 18 inches long 
49 N 569—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $2.86 

UA 

Color Key Clarinet. Eight carefully tuned notes 
give a complete scale. Booklet has 8 full pages of 

color keyed songs to play. Plastic. About 15 in. long. 
49 N 587—Shipping weight 12 oz... $1.64 Beginner Trap Drum Set 

Mother-of-pear! lithographed finish on drum bodies. 
Reinforced cloth drumming surfaces, Easy to as- 
semble needs only four screws (incl). Bass drum x 
21-inch diameter; Tom-Tom 9-inch diameter; sm: '"'om- T. 3 65 È 
Tom-Tom, 634-inch diameter. Also, wooden block Tom-Tom Set $2 » 
with 2 cow bells and 2 cymbals, each with different 
tone, and two 10-inch drum sticks. 
79 N 573L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ...$5.96 

Multicolored wood fiber tom-tom, 8 
in, diam, Painted tomahawk has soft, 4 

shield, 2 mal- 
c chief headdress, 

49 N 598—Wt. 1 Ib. 13027...$2.65 

Mastro Trio of Horns 

ipee. S95, .s944 
$1195 

Receive excellent tonal 
quality and deep reso- 
nance with this good- 

‘Trumpet, clarinet and saxophone. Molded 
from strong hi-impact plastic. Each has four 
tuned reeds that control full scale, produce 
mellow tones. Instructions included 
4 Clarinet. 11 inches long. 

looking outfit, Hand- 49 N 560—Shipping wt. 6 oz 89c 

Pea me x Arbo ud codem Wee 
614 inches deep. Handmade drums of fine wood with duae Shippea we ote sse 

Sturdy plastic body. 5 and 5!£in. goatskin heads. Lac- G Saxophone. 8 inches long. 
Weather-proof mylar- quered 2-tone finish. Curved sides for 49 N 572— Shipping wt. 6 oz 89c 
plastic head regulates firm knee grip. Colorful maracas incl. Set of all 3 horns. 
for tuning. Steel tripod 49 N 524—Wt. 21bs.402....$3.87 49 N 563—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Set $2.44 

Drum sticks and 
easy-to-follow instruc- 

n booklet included. Roy Rogers Harmonica. Brass reeds gun 20 20-note o 9 Ac 
Shipping weight 7 Ibs. range. Metal cover, 4 inches long. Instructio 
79 N 579C...$11.95 49 N 622— Shipping weight 4oz.. ..... ave. rœ SEARS 147 
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Our finest Hobby Horses 
have soft vinyl bodies . . 

feel and look almost real . . 
give a smooth, gentle ride 

The soft vinyl bodies feel as though there's real muscle under- 
neath. Children love to pat their pet pinto pony. Legs are in- 
dividually-shaped—not molded together—for a more authentic 
look. Realistically-detailed Western style saddle . . removable 
reins and bits. Heavy tubular-steel frame is sturdy and steady, 

Unassembled. 79 N 7533N sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

26}4-inch saddle height. 35 inches long. 
79 N 7533N—Shipping weight 32 pounds $27.50 

24-inch saddle height. 31 inches long. 
79 N 7548L—Shipping weight 27 pounds. $23.88 

22 16-inch saddle height. 27 inches long. 
79 N 7549L—Shipping weight 22 pounds...... $17.98 

Wonder” Horses with 

hard plastic bodies 
These lively mounts are a rich golden-brown palomino, caught in 
mid-gallop. Made of hard, high-impact plastic that resists break- 
age. Spring-mounted to give your youngster years of bouncy 
rides. Sturdy, non-tip tubular-steel frames. Two large sizes have 
reins, small size has hand grips. Unassembled. 

4 25-inch saddle height. 31 inches long, 
79 N 7541L—Shipping weight 20 pounds.. . $19.99 

5 22-inch saddle height. 28 inches long. 
79 N 7511L—Shipping weight 16 pounds... . $15.98 

G 1734-inch saddle height. 25 inches long. 
79 N 7531L—Shipping weight 11 pounds... $ 8.88 

= Replacement Springs, Wonder® double- 
hook Protecto Springs (chromium-plated) 

LB , fit most spring-suspended hobby horses. 
Ug, Package of 2. 

49 N 7534—Wt. 8 oz... Pkg. 98c 

Hi-Prancer Colt 
for tots 1 to 3 years 

inches long. Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

79 N 7521C..... .$5.99 

Cutsioa pane scans by deisinasimüselediaical Go 



My 

Double Transistor $ 66 
Speaker Radio 

without battery 

Listen privately by earphone . . or switch 
to speaker. Brings in local stations with 
amazing fidelity and tonal quality. Built- 
in antenna, station selector and volume 
control. Durable plastic case fits in your 
hand, 4% inches long. From Japan. 
Order 9-volt battery 49N6417M above. 
49 N 2301M—Shipping wt. 11 0z.$6.66 
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Pick up receiver . . 

dial lights up 
Dial number . . 

other phone rings 

REMCO 
Empress 
Phone Set 

‘GF mat 

A dream come true for any little girl. She can 
talk for hours with her pals on these authentic- 
looking phones with 8}4-inch receivers, High- 
impact plastic. Light can be turned off with 
switch to save batteries. With 25-ft. connecting 
wire. Batteries not included (order 4 "D" 
batteries below). 
49 N 6387— Pink Set 
49 N 6374— Blue Set 
Shipping weight 3 pounds.......... Set $6.88 

"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
49N4660............. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Send your own 
voice over 30 feet 

As you dial, other phone rings . . 
push button, light comes on 

$666 ses 

Talk between offices, rooms. Use indoors or 
out. Gives unusually loud, distinct voice trans- 
mission. 8-inch receivers. Plastic bases are 4 
inches high. With 30-foot long connecting wire. 
Batteries not included (order 4 “D” batteries 
49N4660 above). 
49 N 6383— Black Set 
49 N 6386—Red Set 
49 N 6358— Blue Set 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9 oz... .. s.. Set $6.66 

aa 
Mickey Mouse 

Radio $1999 
This famous fellow talks and sings 
to you, brings you all the news . . 
because he's a 2-transistor radio. 
Station selector is on one ear, 
volume control on other. His 
mouth is the speaker. Also has 
plug-in earphone, telescoping an- 
tenna, 9-volt battery. Black plas- 
tic case 5 inches high. From Japan. 
49 N 1957—Wt. 1 ]b......$5.99 

REMCO 
Empress Desk and Phone Set 

$1044 aes 

She'll love this pink plastic desk and matching 
phone set. About 18x6x12 in, high. Phones described 
at left. Plastic ruler, letter opener, calendar clips 
incl. Batteries not incl. (order 4 below). 

79N2176C-Shipping weight 8 Ibs. Set $10.44 
79N4660-"D" Battery, Wt. 4 oz. Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

"Transistorized $1988 without 
Tape Recorder 

Records, rewinds, plays back, erases automatically. 
2 reels, 150-ft, magnetic tape. 8x9x3-in. plastic case. 
Order one 9-volt and 2 "D" batteries below. 

49 N 2153M— Tape Recorder. Wt. 3 Ibs...$19.88 

49 N 2162—150-ft. Tape. Wt. 6 oz. 79c 
49 N 6417M-—9-volt Battery, Wt. 4 oz 45c 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery, Wt, 4 oz. 16c; 4 for 60c 

THE BIG EAR 
Hear people 
talking a full 
block away 

$1399 mx 

Track jets . . listen for storms. Uses 
same principle as missile tracking 
antennas. Aim the big reflector disk 
. . Concentrates sound waves and 
feeds them into transistor receiver. 

Sturdy wood tripod adjusts. Has 
balanced aiming handle, earphone 
set with 3-foot cord. 42 inches high 
overall. Partly assembled. Order one 
9-volt battery. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79N2164CM.. $13.99 

9-volt Transistor Radio Battery. 
79 N 6417M—Shpg. wt. 4 oz..45c 



Mattel's BLAZE 
gallops, talks and whinnies 

52999 
Pull the Ring. . Blaze asks “How about some haaaay?"; 
he whinnies and neighs, says many more things. All 4 
legs gallop when he rocks. Spring action is completely 
contained inside his high-impact plastic body. Black and 
white markings, molded black saddle and red blanket. 
Reins, hand-posts, 2-position foot-rests. 36 inches long . . 
saddle height 29 inches. Sturdy tubular steel stand. For 
ages 1 to 7. Unassembled. Shipped by freight (rail or 
truck) or express. 
79 N 7555N—Shipping weight 39 pounds. .....$29.99 

Wonder® COMET has a plastic body 

so soft it feels like a real horse 

30998 

Comet is a trusty steed with the size, look and springy 
action of a fast-riding horse. Soft vinyl body makes him 

feel almost alive under the saddle. He bounces up and 

down, rocks back and forth to give the feeling of gallop- 
ing. Brown and white Pinto markings . . Old West saddle, 
stirrups, reins and hand grips. Strong tubular-steel base 

won't tip, 48x24 inches wide. Horse 31 inches long, 
saddle height 25 inches. For ages 1 to 7. Unassembled. 

Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 7551N—Shipping weight 32 pounds...... $22.98 

Cutiod pact scans by daisies naseke om. 

Rear back on a big 40-inch steed 

Blazon's WAR CLOUD 

Triple-spring mounting gives 89 4% 

a realistic riding motion 

War Cloud is specially mounted so he seems always to be rearing and prancing and ready- 

to-go. This sprightly Western Palomino gives young cow-pokes an excitingly real riding 

motion . . the secret is his unique full-action mounting. Saddle always stays comfortably 

level. Molded of hard polyethylene plastic. Beautifully and authentically molded western 

saddle . . braided plastic reins. 
‘The broad-based frame has been engineered to provide easy mounting as well as a secure, 

stable base. Rubber grips protect against slipping or marking on smooth floors. War Cloud 

is 40 inches long . . saddle height a full 28 inches. 
Unassembled. Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or by express. 

79 N 7522N—Shipping weight 29 pounds. 

[Ne Money Down on anything Sears sells | 
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TEUER 

du MATT ot 
Hand Phones 

High-impact plastic receivers 8 in. long. 2 wall 
hangers, 25-ft. wire. Push button to buzz for atten 
tion. Order 2 “C” batteries below 

49 N 2091—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $3.77 
49 N 4665—"C" Battery. Shipping weight 2 ounces. 

Each 16c 4 for 60c 

Two-way 5999 
Walkie-Talkie 

Great way for friends to keep "in contact" from 
room to room, attic to basement in your own home. 
Two red plastic receivers; each 814 inches long. 25 
feet of wire. No batteries needed 

49 N 1967—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz.. . Set $2.39 

Code Master Telegraph Set 
7-in. Morse code instruction record 

$992 

Easy way to learn telegraphy. Two t 
receiver units make it possible to comm 
tween any 2 points, Permits learner to send code by 
using buzzer, clicker or light bulb. High-impact 
plastic. Morse code molded into top of housing. 25- 
ft. wire. Instruction record, operator's manual in- 
cluded. Order 4 “D” batteries below 
49 N 1956—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... Set $2.92 

"D" Bottery. Shipping wane each 4 ounces. 
49 N 4660. Each 16c...4 for 60c 

THE BIG BLAST 
Send your voice 

MT E æ 

Talk with a friend 300 to 

COMMANDO 

Walkie-Talkie 

So easy to use . . no wires, 
no aiming, no earplugs 

s1288 zz 
Order two transmitter-receiver units and 
have the fun of 2-way conversations with 
your pals. Use indoors, house to house, in 
games, on camping trips, even boat to shore. 
They're as easy to use as your telephone. 
Just push button to talk, release button to 
listen. 3-transistor circuit. Transmits on 
Citizen's Band . . no license needed. Trans- 
mitter-receiver fits snugly in hand . . only 
414x2x1% inches deep. Plastic case has 
an olive-drab finish. 23-inch telescoping 
antenna. Perfect for ages 4 through 16. From 
Japan. Battery not included. Order one 
9-volt battery below for each unit. Shipping 
weight each 9 ounces. 
49 N 2180M—Each $12.88; 2 for $24.88 

9-volt Transistor Radio Battery. 
49 N 6417M—Shipping weight 4 oz... .45c 

DICK NA Two-way Wrist Radio 

Q without 
battory 

99 

Not just a toy. It's a useful communication 
instrument . . for everyone from 8 to 60. It 
sends and receives messages both indoors 
and out, through walls, up to 1500 ft. Two 
units required for two-way communication. 
Operates on channel 16 of Citizen's Band. 
No license required . . complies with FCC 
regulations. Power pack attaches to belt. 
Antenna is recessed and extendable. Shock- 
and-impact-resistant plastic case. Order 9- 
volt battery above. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 2179M-Each $14.99; 2 for $28.88 

Cutioa pane scans by cuisines musei conn 

Just squeeze the trigger to send 
your voice booming. Amplifier is 
completely transistorized. Ideal for 
playground, spectator sports, boat- 
ing or just plain everyday fun. 
Lightweight and compact . . made 

of high-impact plastic; colorful blue 
and green. 12 inches long. Perfect 
for all age groups. Batteries not incl. 
(order 4 “D” batteries above). 
49 N 2174—Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz...$6.88 

THE BIG VOICE 
Transistorized 

Public Address System 
works indoors or out 

$088 pues 

Speaker cabinet for desk use or wall 
mounting. Complete with shoulder 
strap for portability. Desk-style 
microphone stand. Microphone with 
special cable and clip on strap, also 
25-ft. microphone extension cord. 
Blue and ivory-color plastic, 734 
inches high. Batteries not included 
(order 4 **D" batteries above at left). 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. 
49 82178. oor rere is) $9.88 
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THESE CARS HAVE = p am 

Hear thrilling real-motor sound . . idles, roars . . revs up at turn 

of a dial. Even has a muffler screw to hush the exhaust sound 

Battery-powered so they really get out and move. .. 
scoot along at speeds up to 5 miles an hour, Stop easy, even reverse 

MARX RIDERS are fun to drive 
Authentic-styled Stutz Bearcat Roar down the straightaway 
straight from the roaring 20's in this scaled Marx-A-Kart 

without without 39988 ze: 31999 es 
Step on running board, sit back in Push the foot pedal down for a fast bucket seat, press the foot pedal and start . . grip the airplane-type steer- 

you're rolling. Clear the road with dis- ing wheel and drive to win. 
tinctive bulb horn. Heavy-duty plastic Hand brake on rear wheel. Strong 
body, red with gold trim chored to polyethylene body on steel frame. 514- 

1 chassis Measures 42x15 inches inch plastic wheels. Size about 15 inches Step on stirrups, pull on reins, $2438 with 534-inch wheels. Spare tire, hand- — wide and 37 inches long. Lad 7 $ brake. Za-Zooom motor needs 2 “D” Uses 12-volt battery for power (not gallop off on Tony-the-Pony batteries, order below. Order 12-volt included, order below). Za-Zooom motor Rollicking sidewalk hobbyhorse turns right or left, goes around Hot Shot battery below eds 2 "D" batteries, order below in circle when you pull on reins. Heavy-duty plastic crafted to 79 N B618NM—Wt. 29 1bs...$29.88 79 N 8621LM-Shpg. wt. 201bs. $19.99 look likea palomino Motorized with extra-wide wheels for sure- 79 N 8611 M—12-volt Hot-Shot Battery Shipping weight 8 pounds. adf footed “trotting.” Powered by a 12-volt hot-shot battery (not in 79 N 4660—"D" Batt Shipping weight each 4 ounces: . Each 180; 4 dee 60 cluded, order at right). 33x16x23 in. high. (1234 in. to saddle.) GUI ee eS eA d MEE NEG 
79 N B610NM—Shipping weight 20 pounds. L $24.88 NOTE: items ending with suffix “N” (os 79 N 8624N) sent freight (roil or truck) or express 

Drive it like Dad’s car 
* Floor accelerator, forward-reverse shift on dash 
* Goes up to 5 miles an hour on battery power 
* It's built big with plenty of room inside 

The Electra $4099 sive 
Roll in style in this all-steel snappy red and white car. 
Ball bearing axles, heavy-steel wheels and ribbed rubber 
tires for a smooth ride. Automatic circuit breaker makes 
driving easy. Chrome wrap-around bumpers both front 
and back take roughest use. Size about 42x18x19, wheels 
7x14 inches. Battery not included. 
79 N 8624N—Shipping weight 44 pounds.. ....$49.99 

x Order any SIZE 24 battery from page 1004, 150 SEARS Ons i Fall General Catalog, for above car. 
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Full 12-chord Electric Organ $3 499 
in luggage-type portable case 

From Italy comes our newest organ for children . . a portable to de- 
velop child's talent at home or away. Superbly made, it has stain 
less steel reeds for rich, full tone. Volume control slide bar. 30 keys 
and 12 chords. 6 pre-set chords and 6 bass tones are played by the 
left hand which sets the rhythm. Right hand plays the melody 

Easy number system is of special help to child who doesn't read 
notes. Music book. ra books sold at right (49 N 616). Wood 
veneer cabinet is covered with durable two-tone blue vinyl. 22x11x8 
inches high 
79 N 603C —Shipping weight 14 pounds s $34.99 

Note: Electric organs on both pages have on-off switch and are 
UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

8-button Electric $2499 
Chord Organ 

With left hand you play 4 chords and 4 bass notes to get resonant 
tones and definite rhythm. Rigħt hand plays the melody with the 
help of an easy numbered note system. Volume control slide bar 
and fine quality stainless steel reeds, Walnut-grain vinyl covers the 
wood veneer cabinet, protecting it from scuffs, stains, 18x9x7 
inches high. Music rack, 22-selection song book included 
49 N 602—Shipping weight 10 pounds $24.99 

6-chord $ 99 
Electric Organ 19 

Distinctive organ with chord player sounds resonant chords at a 
touch of a finger. Play sharps and flats, 2 full chromatic octaves 
on the 27, full-size black and white keys. 6 button automatic chord 
player adds fullness of tone to songs played. Key selector simplifies 
playing. Walnut grain plastic cabinet. 19x9x8 inches high. 

Get 18 different chords 

Just by touching buttons on the 

Sears Electric Chord Organ 

s4499 

See how easily children play tango, waltz, rhumba, other rhythms—with- 
out lessons. Secret . . a pre-set arrangement of 18 buttons for left hand: 6 
bass tones for rhythm . . 6 major, 6 minor chords for accompaniment 

Right hand plays melody. With “number selector” method, organ keys 
match number strip of sheet music. Loud-soft volume control slide bar, 
stainless steel reeds, Feather touch, fingertip action. 3 full octaves . . 37 
treble keys, 18 bass buttons. Cabinet is mar-resistant vinyl in two-tone 
walnut grain . . sealed onto wood veneer for long life. 4 steel legs. 24x10x30 
in. high. Book of 22 melodies. Bench not included, order on facing page. 
79 N 604C—Shipping weight 18 pounds $44.99 

Five Extra Music Books. “Number selector” method for 3 organs above. 
49 N 616—Shipping weight 8 ounces : Set $3.39 

Golden-pipe 

Electric Reed Organ 

$1299 
Rich in tone, this organ boasts a 
27-key range, covering over 2 oc- 
taves. Made for key-selector sys- 
tem. Cabinet is scratch-resistant 

79 N 589C— shipping weight 11 pounda. . ..... ..$19.99 E DM imp bs shade, brightened by gold-colo Three Music Books for organ above. Carols, children's favorites. ti, mpi messing 15x6x10 
49 N 590—Shipping weight 8 oz. -..Set $2.39 inches high. 16-song music book 

is included. 
150 SEARS sca |__NO MONEY DOWN on Sears Easy Terms 79N621C-Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.$12.99 
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NO OILING NEEDED 
Ball bearing housing is 

pressure-packed with grease 

Rugged Steel Wagons with ball bearing wheels 
for the quietest, easiest, smoothest ride yet 

Sleek styling for the boy-on-the-go . . . smooth and fast riding. Pure joy 
for all children. Heavy-gauge steel body with rolled edges. Bright red 
enameled body has white trim. White wheels and semi-pneumatic 
Aa proof tires. Black enameled undergear, tubular handle. Fit- 
Grip feature on handle helps prevent marks or cuts on little fingers. 
Shipped partly assembled. Instructions included. 

Medium Size. 16x34 inches 
long. 834inch wheels. 13-in. 

wide tires. Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs. 
79N8114L. Pe 

Large Size. 1734x36 inches 
long. 10-inch wheels. 134-in. 

wide tires. Shpg. wt. 31 Ibs. 
79 N 8116L............58.88 

Sized right for little guys 

Tot-size. Bright red steel body Small-size. Red steel body with 

. rolled edges. 6-inch white turned edges. 7-in. wheels, 134-in. 

wheels, molded rubber tires. —semi-pneumatic tires. Fit-Grip 

12x25 in. long. Partly assembled. handle. 13x28in. Partly assembled. 

79N8110C-Wt. 11 Ibs...$3.66 79 N B113C—Wt. 18 lbs..$5.47 

Scooter ‘Chief Jr. Scooter 

38x34 in. high. 10- 31x29 inches high. 
= in. ball 6-inch wheels, 3- 

inch rubber tires. 
Parking stand. 
Steel, red finish. 
Partly assembled. 
Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79N8809C.$2.99 

wheels, 1}4-in. 
rubber tires. Foot 
brake, stand. Red 
steel. Partly assem- 
bled. Wt. 15 lbs. 
79N8813C.$5,88 

‘lod pane scans by daisies nsed com. 

Rounded 
Fit-Grip 

handle for 
comfort, 
safety 

Strong, rugged for hauling . . a sleek coaster with sides off 

Hardwood body on extra-heavy-duty steel chassis. Front and back edges of bot- 
tom beveled for smooth fit. Recessed tie-rods. Stake brackets plated for rust pro- 
tection. Natural finish . . red stakes. Graphite bearings need no oiling. 7x1 K-inch 
semi-pneumatic tires. 15x30 inches long. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8119K—Shipping weight 23 pounds. . ,$10.66 

Big Stake Wagon 
for man-sized loads 

$1677 
This sturdy wagon is a full 36 
inches long . . 834 inches deep 
with sides. Lift off sides to have 
a speedy coaster. Reinforced 
with cleats, box rods. Big 10-inch 
artillery wheels with 15-inch 
semi-pneumatic tires . . smooth- 
running nylon bearings that can’t 

stick or rust. Clear varnished 
hardwood body enameled red 
with white trim. Partly assem- 
bled. 

Shipping weight 41 pounds. 
79 N8111L.. .$16.77 

Wheelbarrow with Shovel 

Haul your toys in this green enameled 
steel wheelbarrow or heap it high with C 
sand using the sturdy shovel. Wheel- | 75 97 
barrow body resists rust, l8x15x614 == 
inches deep. Yellow tubular-steel han- 
dies have plastic hand grips. 7}4-inch $999 
disc wheel has semi-pneumatic rubber 
tire with cleat treads. 24-inch shovel 
made of steel and wood. Unassembled. 
79 N BO10C-Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.. $2.99 

Skate Scooter 

About 25x27 in. high. 
Natural finish wood. 
Ball bearing skate 
wheels..rubbershock 
absorbers. Unassem- 

| bled. Shipping weight 
6 pounds. 
79N8802C . . $2.99 

35-in. Chain Drive Speedster 

Push-pull handle . . foot steering. Ball 
bearing wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. 
Steel; red and white. Partly assembled. 
Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79N8927N-Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs...$15.95 
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Our Finest Chord Organ for children—because 

solid hardwood cabinet adds a rich, full tone . . 

luxurious walnut veneer is hand rubbed like fine 

furniture . . full-size keys make it easy to play. 

Crafted exclusively for Sears 

18-chord Consolette Electric Organ 

"x SA OO "x 
Any member of the family can play songs as easy as A-B-C with the key- 
selector method. Full 3-octave keyboard has 37 black and white keys. 
Chord player gives both major and minor chords at the touch of a finger. 
Bass buttons add rhythm accompaniment. On-off switch. 31x13x11-in. 
high cabinet. Four brass-color steel legs. 45-selection music book. 
79 N 626L— Shipping weight 45 pounds $69.00 

Organ Bench. Padded vinyl seat. Brass-color steel legs. 14 in. high. 
79 N 619C —Shipping weight 8 pounds $6.94 

Three Key-selector Music Books for 79 N 626L or 79 N 599N Organs. 
49 N 593—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $3.78 

18-chord Electric Organ spans 3 full octaves, 

with 37 black and white keys . . chord player 

Table model NO MONEY 
without legs, bench $4999 DOWN 

So simple for your child to learn to play by following the key-selector method. 
Chord player has 6 major, 6 minor and 6 bass chord buttons, On-off switch 

has pilot light. Brown plastic cabinet, 30x11x11 inches high. Includes 32- 
selection music book. Order legs listed below to make it a consolette, Order 

bench above. Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 599N—Shipping weight 36 pounds $49.99 

Four Legs for organ above. Brass-color steel with swivel-action bases that 

set at any angle, glide easily along floor. 23 inches high. 
79 N 595C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

Cutulod gane scans by deisimas meseteini con 

Package $5.97 

Child-size Accordions from Italy 

e Swedish blue steel reeds 
hand tuned for true tone 

¢12 push buttons sound 6 
major and 6 bass chords 

*22 keys—9 black and 13 
white . . nearly 2 octaves 

* Bellows have metal-covered 
corners to prevent wear 

This instrument would please 
even an accomplished player 

. yet numbers above keys 
make it child's play. Deep red 
plastic over wood-veneer case. 

high. Has straps. With 
music, instructions. 
49 N 608— Wt. 5 Ibs. . $19.99 

18-key Accordion —11 white, 
7 black. Range, over 1 octave. 
Leít hand plays rhythm, har- 
mony, on 4 bass notes. Tuned 
plastic reeds. Durable plastic 
case. Shoulder strap. 9 in. 
high. Music book. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
49 N 574..............$5.76 

* Hand-tuned brass reeds 
*8 buttons for bass chords 
*21 keys—8 black and 13 
white . . 134 octaves 

e Easy-action bellows 

Play rhythm and counter- 
melody by pressing bass but- 
tons. Numbers above keys 
help child learn simple melo- 
dies fast. Handsome red 
steel case weighs less than 5 
lbs... easy to pick up and 
play. 1034 in. high. With 
straps, music, instructions. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 8 oz. 
49 N 614 ..$10.99 

13-key Accordion—8 white, 
5 black—plays full scale 
with sharps and flats. Tuned 
plastic reeds give good tone, 
fast response. Easy-action 

bellows. High-impact plastic 
body. 6 in. high. Music 
book, instructions. 
49 N 504—Wt. 2 Ibs. $2.74 
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Se iy Again eats 

Now—add exciting motor sounds 
to any bike, trike or pedal car 

P» 
2721.47. 3 
rs £. t SOUND OF POWER 
— 

NES?) M MARX 

PLAY "ENGINE"..SIMPLE TO ATTACH 

À 
S 

E X - 

3 E ER \ We 
í a) JIT PEUZ MZ 

- * Looks and sounds like real hot-rod engine Roll along with the mighty sound of a battery-operated "motor". It adds a new 
be i thrill to bike riding. Single-cylinder case made of high-impact styrene plastic. Dial 

* Idles, purrs and roars with a twist of a dial lets you set it for a sound from a timid idle to a mighty roar. Tone adjustment even 
" * Even has a muffler screw to hush the sound lets you choose the pitch. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order below. 

ee + Mount it most anywhere . . handle bar, fender or 49 N 8616—Shipping weight 1 pound 
X rear brace . . installation, a snap 49 N 4660—"'D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces 

MATTEL'S 

VRROOM! 
Tricycles with 
real motor roar 

Idles, revs up, roars 
at turn of a dial. Wheelbase 
adjusts to “grow” with child 

s1499 $1699 

Murray-Ohio 

THUNDER ROD TRIKES 
with true “Hot Rod" sound 

Stick shift for idle, rev-up or roar 
Twin spark plugs “glow” with power 

Winch 16-inch 

s1499 s1 G99 
Insert the key (just like Dad's ignition key) and the battery-operated "motor" Turn the "motor" on with excitingly-different stick shift. Styrene plastic 
starts to purr. Trike features unique size adjustment that lets you extend the case mounted on underslung bar. Ball-bearing front-wheel, white wall tires. 
wheelbase for years more use. Also has built-in shock absorber action, adjustable, Chrome-plated “highrise” handlebars capped with white knuckle-guard 
chrome-plated motorcycle handlebars, big Glide-Ride saddle seat and puncture- grips and multicolor streamers. “Banana” seat is adjustable. 
proof rubber tires. Unassembled. All steel in a delightfully dashing color we call In “flamboyant red." Vinyl pedals and plastic hub caps. Unassembled, 
‘flamboyant red.” Order 2 “D” batteries at right. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order below. 12-in. size for boys and girls from 2 to 
79 N 8614L—12-inch front wheel. Shipping weight 24 pounds. ....... $14.99 5 years, 16-in. size for ages 3 to 7. 
79 N B615L—16-inch front wheel. Shipping weight 32 pounds........ 16.99 79 N 8704L—12-inch front wheel. Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs. -$14.99 

79 N 8705L— 16-inch front wheel. Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs.. ..... . 16.99 
152 SEARS ræ 79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz.. . . .2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 
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4-speed 

Portable 

Phonograph 

plus 

wrought-iron 

Stand, 

Record Rack, 

6 records . . 

all for only 

$1989 

Electronic phonograph with front speaker, Dial-O-Matic 
speed selector, heavy-duty amplifier. Hi-gain crystal pick 
up, wide-range volume control assure the best in sound. 
Permanent-type needle; washable, scuff-resistant case 
Russet and white. 13x11x7 in. high. 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 
UL approved. With 24-place record rack, 6 records. 
79 N 682C—Shipping weight 14 pounds $19.89 

Play tunes your very first day 
on our finest Junior-size Piano 

Special color-key selector system makes it so easy to play .. just 
match colored notes in song book to color chart above keyboard 

48-key Spinet Piano with Bench $2999 4-speed Portable replays $1989 
records automatically 

Junior edition of a real spinet piano with 48 plywood. 31 inches long, 26 inches high. Gives you continuous music if you wish . . replays 12-in 
black and white plastic keys. Wide 334- ^ Matching bench is 12 inches high. Bench records automatically. New Dial-O-Matic speed selector. 
octave range makes spinet an easy step up and cabinet have 134-inch-square legs. Hi crystal pickup, permanent-type needle. Heavy 
to a full-size piano. High carbon steel tone Music book and color chart included. duty amplifier... -wilecanpe’ volume control. Cise is 
rods give a rich, resonant tone. Cabinet is Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. washable, resists sc has all-metal inner panel. 
beautiful cherry-mahogany finish over finest 79 N 620N—Shpg. wt. 40 Ibs $29.99 13x13x6 in. high. Six 45 RPM records included 

For 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL approved. 
49 N 684—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. $19.89 

29-key Spinet Piano 
with Matching Bench $1489 

Attractive plywood t and bench finished in lustrous walnut 

color. Has 244-octave 12 inches deep, 20 inches wide, 20 inches 

igh. Matching bench is 8 inches high. Includes song book with many 
favorite tunes. 
79 N 576L—Shipping weight 18 pounds $14.89 

25-key Spinet Piano 
with Matching Bench S L189 

Sturdy plywood cabinet with solid wood sides. Semi-glossy black 
finish, gold-color trim. Cast-iron tone bar. 2-octave span; chromatical- 

ly tuned. About 17x10x18 inches high. Bench almost 9 inches high. 
Color song book, key chart. 
79 N 566L—Shipping weight 17 pounds $11.89 

1 
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Motorcycle ridestwo.. 
makes motor noise 

31566 
1 As wheels turn, plastic flip- 2 

per vibrates against spokes 
to make realistic motor sounds. 

with rat-ta-tat gun 

You're fully armed to carry 
messages to the command 

Combat Bike 

$1945 

a tricycle . . training wheels easily 

removed as child learns to ride 

Chain-drive Sidewalk Bike 

Big bike styling, yet steady as 

12-inch wheels have semi- 
pneumatic tires. Training 
wheels come off to make it a 
fast two-wheeler, Plastic body, 
metal fenders, wheels, chrome- 
plated steel handle-bars. 

Red and aluminum color. 
36x24 inches, Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 17 Ibs. 
79 N 8625L......... $15.66 

post on this fully-equipped 
bike. Tommy gun mounted on 
handle bars lifts off to fire a 
full burst or single shots. Play 
hand grenades and combat 
helmet included. Camouflaged 
in olive drab colors. Detach- 
able training wheels. Punc- 
ture-proof tires. Unassembled. 
Shpg. wt. 33 Ibs. 
79 N 8606L. . $19.45 

$1477. 

See how easy it'll be for your child to learn to ride a two-wheeler, There's no bar, so 

boy or girl gets on or off with ease. Gaily finished in bright red and white trim. Nylon 

bearings, 13-inch wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. S 

justable seat. Plastic pedals and grips. For 16 to 19-inch leg reach. Unassembled. 

79 N 8604L— Shipping weight 26 pounds. . .....s sen tens $14.77. 

eel frame, chain guard and ad= 

Chain-drive 3-wheeler 
with step-up platform 

Front wheel rolls on ball bearings . . 
semi-pneumatic tires provide smooth 
ride. Red and white steel frame, 
chrome-plated steel handlebars. Plas- 
tic hand-grips, bow-form pedals. Safety 
chain-guard. 16-inch front wheel, 10- 
inch rear wheels. For 18 to 20-inch leg 
reach. Unassembled. 
79 N 8603L—Wt. 37 Ibs,....$18.88 

Citai pais scans by cheisinas miednica Conk 

Big 14-in. rear wheels make 

it our steadiest 3-wheeler 

Sure-footed even on sharpest turns. 
Chain-drive with all ball bearings, 
springy vinyl seat, 16-inch front wheel 
and semi-pneumatic tires. Strong red- 
and white steel frame. Adjustable 
chrome-plated handlebars. Plastic 
pedals and grips. Chain guard. Leg 
reach 18ínches and over. Unassembled. 
79 N 8796L—Wt. 37 lbs... . $23.33 

This Sidewalk Bike 
has a Coaster Brake 

Coasta without pedaling . . 
brakes to a fast, sure stop $1'798 

Low price for big-bike features: chain drive . . coaster brake 

allows coasting without pedals turning. Adjustable vinyl seat 

and chrome-plated handlebars with gay streamers. Remove 

crossbar and you have a girl’s bike. Training wheels come off. 

Metallic green and white. 13-inch semi-pneumatic tires, 
nylon bearings. 16 to 19-in. leg reach. Unassembled. 

79 N 8605L— Shipping weight 26 pounds........- $17.98 
reos SEARS 1 
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New “Dial-O-Matic” Phonograph 
Flip selector to any of 4 speeds . . 
phono plays all-size records . . 
has quiet motor . . volume control 
and electronic amplifier 

1588 
Complete with 6 

Walt Disney Records 

A super buy . , sure to delight tots 
and teens alike. New Dial-O-Matic 

speed selector moves smoothly to all 
4 speeds and a neutral position to 
prevent scratches when changing 

Whisper-quiet" motor and per 
manent-type needle for fine sound. 
Wide-range on volume, excellent 
amplification, Includes 6 delightful 
45-rpm Walt Disney records. Py 

d case is washable, 
seuf resistant . . has handle, metal 
latch. Dance design decorates inside 
of lid, 13x11x6 in, high. 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC, UL approved 
49 N 641—Wt, 9 Ibs, 8 oz... $15.88 

roxylin-c 

It's here . . fully transistorized 
electric Phonograph at a low price 

Only $ 88 Plays all-size records . . 
Ty all speeds.. Front-mounted 

speaker . . volume control 

Longer lasting with transistorized 
chassis for heat-free operation. 
Front speaker insures clear sound. 

Dial-O-Matic speed-seleetors 
quick and easy to operate. Heavy- 
duty amplifier, Over-all about 13x 
11x7 inches high. 

Colorful pyroxylin-coated case, 
with dual metal lid latches, 
washable, scuff resistant. Includes 
six 45-rpm records, 110-120-volt, 

le AC. Approved by Under- 
' Laboratories, Inc, Ship. 

ping weight 9 pounds. 
49 N 645 

* New Super-silent motor 
* Dial-O-Matic speed selector 
* Plays all 4 speeds. 

$ , NO MONEY 

* Wide-range volume control 24 on qud 

De luxe Model with full front speaker 
© Electronically balanced front speaker plus heavy-duty amplifier assure 

rich, full sound, Flip cartridge with permanent-type synthetic sapphire 
beedles, Separate tone and volume sontrols i D mitis. tuning. 
Overall size 14x13x6 inches high. 
__ Pyroxylin-coated bee rage ety scuff resistant. Outfit 

weight 

$19.88 

UL approved. 

Mickey Mouse Electric 
Acoustical Portable 

$988 

2-speed Electric 

Acoustical Portable 

Plays all 45, 78-rpm 
records up to 12 in. 
Turntable has pop-up 
disc for 45-rpm. Dial 

O-Matic adjusts to either 

Plays all 78-rpm rec- 
ords up to 12 in. Has 
integral tone chamber. 
Control volume with 
soft and loud needles. 
Tone arm locks into 
cup when not in use. 
Pyroxylin washable 
scuff-resistant case. 
Includes 10 children's 
records, 24-place rec 
ord rack. 11x11x6 in. 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle 

ber. Loud, soft needles. 
Pyroxylin-coated case. 
With 10 records, record 
rack, About 13x11x6 in. 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle 

AC. Approved by Un- 
AC. UL approved 
Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Inc. Shpg. wt. 8Ibs. 1207. 
49 N 632 $9.88 49 N 639 $11.88 ree SEARS 153 
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Sears Finest Tricycles 
have ball-bearings 
in front wheel for 
easy pedaling A 

3097. b 

Wide step-up platform makes 
mounting easy. Tubular-steel 
frame is red and white. Chrome- 
plated handlebars, steel seat are 
adjustable. Plastic grips, stream- 
ers, pedals and hub caps. Semi- 
pneumatic tires, Unassembled. 

10-inch front wheel. Wt. 19 Ibs. 

$1499 

Delivery Cycle hauls 
a pal, toys or groceries 

79 N 8710C........... $9.97 Bright red-and-white steel body. Ball- 12-inch front wheel, Wt. 21 ib bearing 16-in. pedal wheel. Heavy PO ERU WERE plastic windshield. Plastic handle 
&rips, and streamers. Semi-pneumatic 16-inch front wheel. Wt. 26 Ibs. tires won't puncture. Unassembled. 79 N 8712L. ......... $11.97 79 N 8613L-Shpg. wt, 28 1bs.$14.99 20-inch front wheel, Wt. 30 Ibs, 

79 N 8713L........ $13.97 

"Tot's Tractor 
has a hom 

Tots ride smoothly 
over big 12-inch plas- 
tic rear wheels, 834- 
inch front wheel has 
rubber tire. Sturdy 
plastic body, Rubber 
pedals. Steel front 
fork, ball-bearing. 
Orange, blue and alu- 
minum color. Partly 
assembled. Shpg. wt. 
12 lbs. 

79N8935L.$11.77 

Kiddi 

Trike 

Sized for tots with 11 
to 14 inch leg reach. 
Steel frame, red-and- 
white finish. White- 
enameled handlebar. 
Black rubber pedals, 
S-in. front wheel, 6- 
in. back wheels, Semi- 
pneumatic tires, plas- 
tic hub caps. Unas- 
sembled. — Shipping 

$699 
10-inch 

Even our lowest-priced Trikes 
have **u-frame" strength 

Tubular steel. Nylon-bearing front wheel. Semi-pneumatic tires. 
Adjustable m at, handlebars, Aqua and white. Unassembled 
79 N 8504C—10-inch front wheel. Weight 16 pounds. .. $6.99 
79 N 8505L—13-inch front wheel. Weight 19 pounds... 7.99 
79 N 8506L—16-inch front wheel. Weight 23 pounds..., 9.99 

Pedal-drive Army Jeep 

with bazooka that fires 
harmless plastic rockets 

Windshield raises, lowers. Pedals adjust. 8-in. wheels, nylon bear- 
ings. Rear axle supports. Tractor tread tires, semi-pneumatic. 

Chain-drive Army Tank armed with play cannon 

turn crank for machine-gun noise 
Olive drab, white trim. 40-in. long. Steel. 2 plastic rockets. Partly Chain-drive makes pedaling easier, S-in. wheels, rubber tires. About 35x15x18 assembled, faster. Chain adjusts with snap-in links, in. Partly assembled. 79 N 8914L—Shipping weight 35 Ibs... .. $16.88 Olive color steel; white, black detailing. — 79 N 8918L—Shpg. wt. 33 lbs...$18.97 
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Build the hottest hot rod on any "Drag strip" 

HOT CANARY BLUE STREAK 

= $. oes eae You can shift gears, 
[ae SR drive, steer, turn 

on headlights 

400 parts, scaled 
down, authentic 
to smallest detail Motor drives wheels 

through differential 
like a real car 

Gear shift stick disengages clutch . . gear-operated 

steering mechanism . . soft, upholstered plastic 

seats . . rubber-like tires, snap-on whitewalls 

3-in-1 Kit includes all 
components so you can build $ 

any 1 of the 3 cars shown above 
or create a car of your own 

od with every detail faithfully repro 
ile model. About 400 p: 

features a 1914 Model “T 
different makes of cars dating t 

r Spray Pla enamel bel 

A 
2-foot Dragster with twin motors 

t THE EXTERMINATOR 
EET Motorized 2-in-1 Kit 

from one of the most p 
mponents frc 

and cement separa 
ls $9.88 Those who know their hot rods will recognize Exterminator as 

CRAFTSMAN Model Cement for as one of the kings of drag racing. Has operating quick 
change rear end and clutch mechanism. Assemble as 

order two “D 

3-in-1 Kit. Shipping weig! 

Testor's Spray Pla? Enamel. Spra 2-engine finish on plastic, metal, wood, glass. 3.1 oz. ^ sembling plastics. 14-ounce tube 
49 N 6463 49 N 6464— Yellow 49 N 8050—Sh; 3 16c stripped "bomb" or a t-engine job with sleek hood. About 200 

Shit ERE HN Ap plastic parts. Order 2 "D" batteries, cement at left 

ree se Be Shr h xot 79 N 2057C — Shipping weight 5 pounds $7.99 
S 4660... Ea lc 

m—HO——! 



Chain-drive Tractor hitches to 1-seater 
Dump Trac that dumps by lever action 

Super Diesel Tractor 

Tractor hitches 
to Trail Trac . . 

has tail gate 
that opens 

Has authentically-styled engine block and dual front wheels 

Makes real motor sounds when you. shift the gears 

Troctor. Full ball bearings. 38x24x27 in, high. 8-in. front, 

12-in, rear wheels. Plastic fenders, adjustable seat. Semi- 

pneumatic tires, tractor treads on rear tires. Realistic detail- 

ing includes dual spark plugs, ignition wires, exhaust pipe. 

Red with aluminum and white trim. Unassembled. 
79 N 8938L— Shipping weight 40 pounds,...........$24.88 

Chain-drive 4-wheel Ranch Trac 
Tractor and Trailer 

A ^ 

yj. 
only 

e 

Ranch Trac Tractor. Sturdy steel hood. Spring-mounted 

seat adjusts, 934-in. rear, 7}4-in. front wheels. Yellow 

with black, white, silver-color trim. Unassembled. 

37x28x19 inches wide. 

79 N 8941L—Shipping weight 29 pounds $16.99 

Trailer. Steel. Fits all tractors. 23x19 in. wide, Red with white trim. 

79 N 8946C—Unassembled. Sl pping weight 11 pounds. . . 

Ranch Trac Tractor and Trailer. Unassembled. Sase $2.44, Separately $2243. 

79 N 8948L2—Shipping weight 40 pounds 

Citai pace scans by dieisthissmirsetediwical Gom 
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Dump Trac. Steel seat, dump box. Red 
with white trim, 33x15 in. Unassembled. 
79 N B917C—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. $7.99 
Tractor and Dump Trac. Unassembled. 
Save $3.30. Separately $32.87, 
79N8940L2-Shpg. wt. $6 Ibs. $29.57 

Tractor and 
Trailer $1799 

79 N 8949L- 

Trailer. Hauls rider or parcels. 
734-inch Steel, 32x15 in. wide. 

. $5.44 wheels. Unassembled. 

..$19.99 

Tractor. Universal steering joint for full 360° turn. 8 
inch rear wheels. Adjustable bucket seat, trailer hitch, Orange with 
black trim. Unassembled. 37 inches long, 26 inches high. 

Shipping weight 26 pounds 

79 N 8955C-Wt. 10 lbs. $5.27 

Sounds 
like a real 

Tractor. . 
Shift gear to get motor sound 

from chain-drive 

39999 T% $1988 
Tractor. Steel chassis with plastic ex 
hausts, “plugs.” Adjustable seat, hitch, 
step plate, Full ball bearings. 8-inch 
front, 10-inch rear semi-pneumatic tires. 
37x25 in. high. Red, white. Unassembled. 
79 N 8934L—Shpg. wt. 34 lbs... $19.88 

Tractor and 
Trail Trac 

Trail Trac Trailer. 12x6x11 in, wide. 

8-inch wheels. Red, white. Unassembled. 
79 N 8929C—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs.. .. $5.88 

Tractor and Trail Trac Trailer. Unassem 
bled, Save $2.77, Separately $25.76 
79 N 8939L2—Shpg. wt. 45 lbs.. $22.99 

Chain drive Tractor, Trailer 

restr $1397 
h front, 10- 

$13.97 

Tractor and Trailer. Unas- 
sembled. Save $1.25. Separate- 
ly $19.24. Shpg. wt. 36 Ibs. 
79 N 8960L2 $17.99 
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 Fiew JE T PROPULSION 
X Fill jet chamber with gas propellant.. 

à watch AeroJet streak skyward— 
then glide slowly 

back to earth 

Plane, propellant 
and extra wing 

Flies as high as 50 feet, gliding as far as 600 feet D 
Human Body before landing. Two wings, one 12-inch for racing, 

one 14-inch for duration flights, No engine noise `à 
Propelled by harmless gas (enough for 80 to 150 flights 1 

8299 included), No fire, heat or liquids. Rugged plastic. é 
4 Decorate with Air Force and Navy decals (included 

Resume for oy, ME 49 N 2037 M—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.99 
13-inch model is built like 49 N 2038M —2 extra chambers, fuel. Wt. 1 Ib. $1.98 

famous museum models, Clear 
plastic body shows major mus- 
cular and circulatory systems. ano] pens . . pilot ejects . . 'chutes 
Vital organs press-fit into fex- Canopy ol ^s tej y 
ible skeleton—no gluing. Take Soare EASA tokent Bi WEN-MAC RAF 
atomical study, Charts, in- 
structions, base, Wt. 11b, 8 oz, 

Without accessory kit, battery 

Turn prop once and let "er go. 
New automatic starter Hot 
Shot engine drives RAF 
Fighter at high speed at end 
of control lines, pilot ejects 
when control line is activated. 
Removable engine cowl, tri 
cycle landing gear, hinged can- 
opy, nose cannon and wing 
guns. 21x2134 inches. Plastic. 

Order battery, accessory kit 
wt. 3 Ibs, 

All 3 Wen-Mocs stort 
ovtomotically. Toke off, 
fly, dive and land with 
eosy Viet on 

re Cia 

without 
battery 

Build and watch V-8 Engine work 
Lets you see pistons, valves, fan actually operates and 
spark plugs light up. Over 350 plastic and metal parts 
in 4 colors. Miniature motor. 4-scale, 1434 in. long. 
Cement included. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
79 N 2028C— Shipping weight 5 pounds...... $7.88 
79 N 4665-"C" Battery. Wt. 2 02. Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

Jr. Go Kart 
with gas engine . . 
speeds 35 mph EN 

Se = z ia Flying Wing out-stunts 

f. 3 “Navy SNJ-3 flies 45 mph any plane we've ever seen 

Wen-Mac's authentic model of famed navy New fast-action contest stunter by Wen-Mac 
trainer with distinctive aluminum vacuum- has great power, fantastic maneuverability. 
plated plastic frame, red tail and cowling. Automatic starter Hot Shot engine, 24-inch 
Automatic starter Hot Shot engine. 2134-inch wingspan. Rugged red, white, blue plastic. 
wingspan. Order battery, accessory kit below.. Order battery, accessory kit below. 
79 N 1905CM—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. . $7.88 79 N 2035CM—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs....,..$7-88 

Without accessory 
kit and battery 

16-inch fuel-propelled speedster has .049 Wen-Mac auto- = Accessories for WEN-MAC Planes, Go Kart 
matic starter engine; steel frame; plastic seat, pedals 
and steering wheel; aluminum floorboard; rubber tires; a 2 ] Sterter Battery. 134-volt. Extra Fuel. J4-pint, Ship- 

= 

neoprene belt drive. Tether control included. Order 79 N 2259M—Wt. 1 lb. 40z..99¢ ping weight 12 oz. 
starter battery below and accessory kit at right. 2 Accessory Kit. 34-pint fuel, spout, 49 N 2143..........56¢ 

49 N 2212M—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz... . i $8.88 engine wrench, wire, battery clip. 
49 N 2259M —starter Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 99c E 49 N 2250—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ..$1.29 ws SEARS 155 
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31398 
without batteries 

Gangway! Here comes the Fire Chief’s Special Car 
with red flasher and big bell 

Roar out in your fire engine red speedster, with the red flasher signaling 
for right-of-way, with your big bell clanging to warn other drivers. Ball- 
bearing drive, 5-position adjustable pedals, sturdy 8-inch rubber-tired wheels, 
Steel body; 17x36 inches long over-all. Partially assembled, Uses 2 "C" 
batteries; order below. 
79 N 8903L—Shipping weight 27 pounds 
"C" Battery. Shipping weight each 2 ounces, 
79 N 4665 

$13.98 

2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 
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Put your child behind 
the wheel of a sleek 

sporty Pedal Car 

oa $097 

Sky Jet . . Sears steel Sports Car 
Imagine your child’s thrill as he flashes down the street in this 
bright orange auto trimmed in black. It’s the fun-way to help a 

youngster develop sturdy leg muscles. Pedals adjust for convenience and 
comfort. Ball-bearing rear axle supports make pedaling easier. Knuckle- 
type steering adds ease to turning and handling. 35 inches long over-all, 
with sturdy, long-wearing 7}4-in, rubber-tired wheels. Partly assembled, 
79 N 8961L—Shipping weight 27 pounds................0.00+ $9.97 

Compact steel Tee Bird 
2 Sidewalk version of the famous sport car, distinctively designed for 

active young drivers. Smartly styled in Bahama blue with gleaming 
white trim, Nylon-bearing drive for easy handling. 2-position pedals 
adjust to accommodate children of different ages. Modern jet-type 
steering wheel. Durable 8-inch rubber molded tires roll smoothly. 15 
inches wide, 33 inches long over-all. Partially assembled. 
79 N 8952L—Shipping weight 24 pounds. ......... ise $9.97 

Lightweight polyethylene Sportster 
3 Polyethylene makes it light and maneuverable . : it actually weighs 

less than 16 pounds . . so it's quick on the getaway. Easy for the 
youngest sports enthusiast to handle. And it's tough, too, built to 
withstand years of hard play. The bright red color is built right in. 
Has ball-bearing drive, 3-position adjustable pedals, sturdy rubber tires. 
Over-all size is 15 inches wide, 38 inches long. Partially assembled. 
79 N 8954L— Shipping weight 17 pounds... ..$9.97 

Dragster 

31588" 

Sears Dragster with chrome-plated plastic exhausts 
and hubcaps, fender-mounted bombsight reflectors 

Turquoise with red and white trim. Molded rubber tires on 8-in. wheels. 
Smooth ball-bearing drive; 5-position pedals; jet-type steering wheel. Plastic 
ignition lock and key. 17x36 inches long. Partially assembled. 
79 N 8902L—Shipping weight 27 pounds. .$15.88 

Fire Chief Gas Pump. Colorful steel replica of Texaco pump, Crank turns, 
bell ring: llons” register. Hose has plastic clicker nozzle, 12x14x30 
inches high. mbled, 
79 N 8928C— Shipping weight 10 pounds 
(p Trademark of Texaco, Inc. 

$6.99 



Steam Roller chugs % mile 

under its own power 
Drives or pulls other toy models, too 

1788 
Get up a good head of steam and watch it go. This 
whistle-blowing, steam-puffing roller is heavily built 
with cast aluminum wheels and roller. It’s 9 inches 
long, 7 inches high to tip of smokestack. Lock in the 
steering for free running or direct it yourself by attach- 
ing manual steering rod . . 25 in. long. Disconnect driv- 
ing cable and use it as power take-off for other working 
models. Uses regular rubbing alcohol. Not incl. Steering 
rods, funnel included, 
49 N 2139 —Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. .. ....| $17.88 

Fascinating to watch . . whip into 
action when connected by drive 
belt to power plant. All 4 in. high. 

1 Sausage Maker, Base: 5x3 in. 
49 N 2150-Shpg. wt. 11 02.$3,49 

2 Grinder. Base: 5x2 inches. 
49 N 2152-Shpg. wt. 11 02,$2.79 

9 Smith Forging. Base: 3x3 in. Whistle-blowing Steam Engines powered by dry-fuel heat 
49 N 2151-Shpg. wt. 11 oz.$2.79 u 

2-speed $1798 1-speed $1298 Best $788 

4 Our biggest—on 12x10- pj On big 8x10-inch base. ($ One-speed on 8xS-inch 
inch base. 5-inch polished 4inch polished brass base. 3-inch brass boiler. 

brass boiler has water-check boiler . . water-check win- — Single-acting piston. Safety 
window. Metal walls embossed dow. Double-acting piston valve, whistle. 

y to look like brick, Adjustable rods, brass cylinder. Safety Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. 
Power Toke-Off, Transfers power weight safety valve, whistle, — valve and whistle. Plus: cen- 49 N 2144 $7.88 
from steam engine to operate toys. double-acting pistons, Centrif- — trifugal governor. All metal, 
4 pulleys, 3 coilspring belts. Base: ugal governor keeps speed embossed. Funnel. 7 Esbit Dry Fuel, 40 pellets. 

6x2 in. From West Germany. steady, 11 inches high. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. Use 3 per pint of water 

49 N 1986—Shpg. wt. 7 oz.....98c 49 N2136-Wt. 6 Ibs..$17.98 49 N 2141 $12.98 49 N 2375—Wt. 6 oz... 79c 
Note: Items 1-7 made in West Germany; 4-6 use dry fuel listed above, 

; Shoot this Rocket 300 feet in the air 2-gun Space Fleet. Water-power 

: by remote control . . water-power thrust. ES Rocket Launcher and Astro-Pistol 

$477 ji ^N $333 

It’s your own space project. The 15-inch 
plastic rocket operates on water only . . 
soars-200 ft. The rocket falls free and 
capsule parachutes to earth. Friendship 

| capsule holds miniature astronaut. Set 
| includes launcher, filler and capsule. 

Plus: Astro launcher gun and 4 model 
flying saucers. Saucers fly straight up or 
horizontally. Rugged plastic. 
49 N 6365—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1002,.$3.33 

All you need is open sky and a little water to blast off. 
The Control Center is 8 feet from the launching platform . . 
connected by plastic hose. Select flight altitude . . set count- 
down timer . . pump-up pressure. The rest is 
automatic. Scale model rocket is 10 inches long. 
Control center: 9x$x5 in. Heavy plastic. 
49 N 1961 —Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $47 
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Chain-drive Super Tot-Rod Racer 

Whip around your backyard track like a pro. This 
vermilion red ánd white flash is heavy-gauge 
tubular steel with drop wedge frame, roll bar. 
Adjustable bucket seat. 41 in. long. Rubber-tire 
wheels, 10-in. rear, $-in. front. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8976L—Shipping weight 30 Ibs.... $15.88 

Cito pads Scans by pieisihtasmisetediwical Gom 

Hook another car to working derrick . . 
turn on flasher as you drive Tow Truck 

order 2 "C" batteries below). Partly 
assembled. 

$1988 zzz 
Ready for the big jobs. Ball-bearing 
bicycle-type chain drive makes it 
easy to drive faster. 3-position size 
adjustments. Realistic, wide pusher- 
bumper. 7}4-in. rubber-tire wheels. 
Steel, 45 in. long. Battery-operated 
warning flasher (batteries not included, 

79 N 8962L—Wt. 32 Ibs..... $19.88. 

Red light flashes and bell clangs on this 
pedal-drive Hook and Ladder Outfit 

$1899 zz 
Space for 2 young firemen. Steel 
body in flamboyant red, white 
trim. Spinner hub caps, removable 
ladders. 8-in. ball-bearing wheels, 
rubber tires. 5-position adjustable 
pedals, ball-bearing drive. 45 in, 
long. Order 2 “C” batteries. Partly 
assembled. 
79N8906L-Wt. 35 Ibs... .$18.99 

“C” Batteries. Wt. each 2 oz. 
79N4665. .2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Chain-drive Fireball Racer 

Tt's quick on the getaway, corners like a dream. 
Bucket seat adjusts. Ball-bearing, rubber-tire 
wheels . . 10-in. rear, 8-in. front. Heavy-gauge 
tubular steel body with exhausts, roll bar . . 
vermilion, whitetrim. 41 in. long. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8921L—Shipping weight 32 Ibs....$19.88 

Honk horn, shift “gears’’, check your 

rear-view mirror . . then zip away in 

your pedal-drive Super Sports Car 

Spare wheel mounted on chrome-plated carrier 
rack at rear. Plastic windshield, glove compart- 
ment, chrome color hub-caps, exhaust pipes. 3- 
position ball-bearing pedal drive. Steel body in 
saddle-tone finish, white trim; red and white 8-in. 
rubber tire wheels. Partly assembled. 38 in. long. 
79 N 8963L—Shipping weight 30 Ibs... . $18.88 

Pedal-drive Hook and Ladder Outfit 
with fire bell and wood ladders 

Here come the fire fighters, equipped with two 
ladders so they can climb up to reach the fire. 
Knuckle-type steering makes easier turning. Ball- 
bearing rear axle supports, adjustable pedals, 
74-inch rubber-tire wheels. Steel, bright red with 
white trim. 35 in. long. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8964L—Shipping weight 29 lbs... . $13.88 

Chain-drive Hot Rod, 10-in. wheels 

Black with yellow trim. Ball-bearing pedal cranks. 
Plastic windshield, chrome-color ornaments. Steel, 
35 in. long. Rubber tires. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8919L—Shipping weight 35 lbs.. .. $19.88 
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ner. . dissect earthworm, criy fish, froi 
follow the detailed, illustrated ma 
the precision, metal-frame microscope a 

Light source UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 
Practice 
use microtome to make thin sections of speci- 49 N 2129 

Basic Biology Laboratory 

BIOCRAFT Accessories g 477 
by LIONEL-PORTER 

Ideal addition for youngster who has his own microscope. Lab 
includes 3 animal specimens—fish, frog and crayfish . . plus 
a shrimp hatchery and shrimp eggs. Also contains a scalpel 
tweezers, spatula, 2 dissecting needles, microtome for making 
very thin sections of specimen tissue, and a manual. 
79 N 2130C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $4.77 

Casio page scans by deistmiatniseledinical con 

Watch shrimp hatch . . view slides 

through 450-power microscope . . 

study and dissect real specimens 

Senior BIOCRAFT Lab $ 99 
by LIONEL-PORTER 

Learn elementary biology in classroom-like man- — mens. stain smears with chemicals . . take notes 
on your observations. Set includes shrimp hatch. 
ery, shrimp eggs and plant seeds to investigate 
Also scalpel, eye dropper, forceps, spatuli 
secting needles. Stand-up metal cabinet has 3 

ab techniques as you prepare slides panels, rolled ed, 
Shipping wt. 8 Ibs. 8 oz. $14.99 

dis. 

opens to 29x13 inches high. 

- Biology Outfit with 
425-power Microscope 

Student BIOCRAFT $ 99 
by LIONEL-PORTER Cien 

Fine introduction to the wonders of microscopic 
organisms and the science of life. Has 4 animal 
specimens—clam, frog, crayfish, earthworm . . 
shrimp hatchery and eggs. Also scalpel, forceps, eye 
dropper, 2 dissecting needles, glass slides, manual. 
Order 1 "C" battery. Metal cabinet, 21x13 in. open. 
49 N 2098-Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 10 oz.. -Outfit $9.99 
49 N 4665-" Battery. Wt. 202. Ea. 16c; 4for 60c 

rically illuminated . . 3-lens turret 

magnifies 75, 180, 450 times, objective 
lens housing rotates 360° . . has v 

touch gear-drive focusing, movab 

Battery-power lighting 
3-lens turret magnifies 60, 

180. 425 times 
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Our Best Sleds 
Flying wedge steering bar needs . 

Sear S Flying Arrow Sleds just a touch for quick, positive turn 
Sturdy, all-steel mechanism for — — cao; eng Steel [Wh] 5, 

All have rounded full-sweep safety runners precision performance. Bright Number — [ches knees lbs. rice 
and smoothly sanded hardwood side rails chrome plating on steering bar, 79N8343N| 66 |..8..| 15 |$12.99 

front, and tubular-steel side rails. 79N8342N| 60 |..8..| 14 | 12.44 
Skim downhill smoothly on a Cetclog — fength| Stool JWET prico Rounded special-alloy steel run- 
speedy Sears sled. Guide right Number — inches |knees| ibs. ners—end chance of injury from © 79N8341N| 56 |..6..| 12 | 11.88 
or left with light pressure on 79 N8338N| 66 |..8..| 15 $9.77 sharp edges. Varnished hardwood 
steering bar. 79 NB337N| 60 |..8..| 13 | 8.99 top. Blue vinyl hand grips, Order ©. 79N8340N| 48 |..4..10| 9.88 

Varnished hardwood top. 9 79 N8336N| 56 |..6..| 12 | 6.99 tow rope (7) below. 
Red-enameled steel parts. 
Higi-carbon ateek fonai 79 N 8335N| 47 .| 10 | 5.99 7 Adivstable polyethylene Tow Rope. Can be easily attached to any sled, 
grooved for fast getaways. 79 NB334L | 42 |..4..| 10 | 4.99 then adjusted to length of sled. Nine feet long. 
Order tow rope (7) at right. 79 N8333L | 38 |..4..| 10 | 3.97 49 N,8329— Shipping weight 4 ounces. ...... cese 97c 
NOTE: Items with suffix “N” (as in 79 N 8338N) shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express 

& De luxe Baby Sled with Wheels. 
Convert sled to stroller with 

wheels by moving lever. Hardwood 
top, red steel frame. Tubular steel 
handle. About 31 in. long. 
79N8313C-Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. $9.97 

37-inch Sled 

9 Convertible Sled with Guard. 
Detach guard and handle for a 

regular sled. Long handle for pulling 
without stooping. 30 in. long. Hard- 
wood top, red steel runners. 
79N8326C-Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $6.97 

Hardwood top, 4 steel 
knees. Grooved high- 
carbon steel runners. 
Red-enameled steel 
parts. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 8332L ., $2.99 
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Sled Guard converts any sled to 
baby sleigh. Wood sides, back. 

Easily attached. With metal clamps. 
49 N 8325—Wt. 3 lbs... ,.. $2.97 
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Electric lomp at- 
taches for sub- 
stoge or for over- 
heod illumination. 

Catabi vade scans by Bieisimasmdselediwical Goo 

GILBERT 
Micro Viewer 

and Projector 

«1:360 
Magnifies 5, 20 and 60 times 

Versatile. Giv vou clean, clear-cut enlarge- 
ments of regular glass slides and transparencies 

or opaque items such as biology specimens, 
stamps, coins . . or, with a simple swing-around, 
rocks and other items too large to fit on stage. 
Projects enlarged images on its own television- 

Microcraft Biological 77 without 
Slide-making Kit s4 "ger: 

Kit includes equipment for making your own exciting 
slides: Electronic stage and power pack (order 2 “C” 
batteries below), shrimp hatchery, 3-specimen insect 
pack, dissecting needles, 6 slides, stirring rod, tweezers. 
79 N 2135C—Shipping weight 2 pounds $4.77 

79 N 4665—"C" Battery, Wt. 202. Each 16¢; 4 for 60c 
style frosted screen where they're easy to cnr 
trace . . wall, home-movie screen, or drawing ^ 
pad. Helpful for homework . . opens wide the ae 
wonders of the microscopic world for hours of 
sheer fun. Operates on 110-120-volt 60-cycle 
AC. UL listed 
49 N 1954—Shipping weight 6 lbs. . .. .$13.66 

Scientifically prepared s177 
Microscope Slides 

Extend the range and depth of your microscopic studie 
with these fascinating slides. Carefully mounted. 12 
slides in each box. From Japan. Shpg. wt. box 4 oz. 
49 N 2145— Insect Organs $1.77 
49 N 2146— Tiny Creatures 1.77 

x 49 N 2147 —Spiders and Disease Carriers 1.77 Con also project enlargement on wall, Aen 12 
n or drawing pad for tracing. 19 N? Sen Life eoe 49 N 2149 —Micro-organisms. IN) 

39; 

Lionel-Porter Field Lab Sets 

GEOLOGY Laboratory . . $1588 
to unlock prehistoric secrets 

6 fossil specimens, 20 rock specimens and complete lab 
apparatus for reading the engrossing story of Earth itself. 
Stand magnifier, alcohol lamp, charcoal block, test tube rack, 

4 chemical jars and vials, 2 thermometers, collector’s pouch; 
136-page manual. Metal cabinet, 38x13 in. high open. 
79 N 2131C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. .......Set $15.88 

Lionel-Porter Microcraft 
battery-illuminated Microscope 

Magnifies without 
60, 180, 425 times $59 Satter 

Three-turret student microscope with bat- 
tery-powered illumination (order 1 “C” 
battery below) and sensitive gear-drive 
focus adjustment. Specimens, slides, mount- 

MINERALOGY Lab 
to study rocks, crystals $998 

Analyze rocks by means of real test chemicals. 
Plastic stand magnifier with wide-range fo- 
cusing arm . . 30 rock and mineral specimens 
in plastic compartments for easy removal, 
non-spill alcohol lamp with blowtorch, chem- 
icals, streak plate, test tubes and charcoal 
block. 144-page illustrated manual. ing equipment and instructions, 

Stand-up 3-panel metal cabinet has smooth- 49 N 1951—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs......... $5.98 
ly rolled edges, 29x13 in. high open. “C Battery. Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
49 N 2101—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... ..... Set $9.98 49 N 4665.............,. Each 16¢; 4 for 60c 



lean to steer the 

Jet Sno Wing? 3497 
Delta-wing-shaped for gliding over snow swiftly. Center bottom runner 
holds direction. Secure hand grips. Red-enameled steel. 37x30x3 inches 
high. Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 8316N—Shipping weight 10 pounds.....-..-....++-+++ $4.97 

4 toet long 

Spin, turn and race 
down hills on 

Snow Discs 

Tough Plastic $399 

Extra big 30-inch size. 
Sturdy red polyethylene 
disc has rope hole with 
metal eyelet, 2 safety 
webbed handles, 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N8307L..... $3.99 

Fiber glass $399 

Strong, speedy snow disc 
turns and spins by your 
shifting weight. 25 inches 

Steel $388 

26-inch disc spins and 
slides smoothly. Gaily 
decorated with animal 
characters, Hand straps. 
Smooth rolled edges. 

Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N8331L..... $3.88 

Aluminum $388 

25-inch Sno-Slider with 
smooth beaded edge for 
sturdiness. Strong web 
loops. Disc spins or goes 
straight. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

79 N 8308L..... $3.88 

Plastic Toboggan 

$388 

Ruggedred polyethylene, 
resists breakage even in 
sub-zero weather. Yel- 
low plastic tow rope is 
extra strong. Outside 
ridge for extra safety. 
39x15 in. wide. Wt. 3 Ibs. 

79 N 8324C. $3.88 

Citai pace Scans by deisiniasnisetediwical con 

Front-runner steering, special underslung design 

P $ 9 About 

Olympic-style Bobsled 28 Wed 
About 5 feet long. Holds 3 children or 2 adults. Skis have steel runners. 40° 

turning angle and full-floating bobs. Bucket-shaped cushion is vinyl covered. 
Hardwood with steel hood and tubing. 22 in. wide, 10 in. high. 

79 N 8322N— Freight (rail or truck) or express. Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs..$28.97 

4 feet long. Same features as above. Holds 2 children or 1 adult. 

79 N 8323N— Freight (rail or truck) or express. Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs. $22.97 

| No Money Down on anything Sears sells 

Bob-Scat Sled has twin rudders that steer . . 

lower to double as brakes, too $1297 

Dash down snowy slopes in this light blue and white beauty. Operate 
rudders with tubular-steel handle. 14 inches wide, 48 inches long over-all. 
Wood frame, sides, seat and rudders. Steel front. Sturdy galvanized-steel 
bottom is grooved for easy sliding. Assembled except for rudders. Tow rope 
included. Sent by freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 8319N—Shipping weight 20 pounds. .......... cene $12.97 
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on this 750-power microscope 
Get slide in focus with binocular attachment, then snap 

in group viewer . . view slide on frosted glass or re- 

move screen and project image on wall or drawing pad 

whole group can view slides 

Lionel-Porter Electric 
Microscope and Laboratory 

Metal electric 5-turret 
head provides 10 separate magnifications 

from 30 to 750 times actual size. Operates — icals 
on 110-120-volt 60-cycle AC; UL listed 

microscope with 

at right), Mechanical stage moves side to 49 N 2126—Shipping weight 11 lbs.. $24.88 
side, forward and back for superfine focus — "C" Battery. Shipping weight each 2 ounces. 
adjustment . . makes it easy to find subject. 49 N 4665 Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

450-power Electric Microscope 

with Laboratory Equipment 

By Lionel-Porter $988 

A precision microscope . . has fine optical lenses, velvet- 
touch gear-drive focusing, 3-turret head. Magnifies 75, 180 
and 450 times. Overhead and substage lighting . . UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Set includes secting 

needles, forceps, slide mounting equipment and manual. 
Metal cabinet open size is 19x14 inches high. 

49 N 1952—Shipping weight 7 pounds. $9.88 

Cutsloa page scans by dieisihiacmiseltediwical Gov 

24 
Set includes complete equipment for making 
your own slides 

detailed, illustrated manual 
Metal 3-panel cabinet has rolled edges; open 

Electronic stage uses "C" batteries (order 2 size is 34x13 inches high. 

without 88 se 
cash NO MONEY DOWN 

hrimp hatchery . . chem. 

Easy-view binocular attachment 

on 450-power electrically-lighted 

Microscope . . with Lab Equipment 

By Lionel-Porter $1377 

For sheer enjoyment—and valuable help in 
homework. Heavy metal construction, precision 
opti j 
ing g 
curacy 

enses and velvet-touch 

e this microscope extraor 
3-turret head for separate magnifica- 

tions of 75, 180 and 450 times actual size 
Overhead and substage lighting . . UL liste 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

ac 

Set includes slides, mounting equipment 
and a complete, illustrated instruction manual 
Metal laboratory cabinet open size is 20x13 
inches high 
49 N 1953 —Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs $13.77 

Electrically-lighted microscope has bino 

mechanical stage and vernier-type fine focusing tor 
pinpoint accuracy you can see minute parts of cells 

Calibrated binocular eyepiece lets 
you use both eyes for clearer seeir 

at electrically-lighted magnifications 

of 75, 180 and 450 times 
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VN Everyone's jumping on 

Satellite Jumping Shoes 

“<== Rubber bottoms protect the floor $488 

*696 

Jump Sticks with 
rubber tips 

|] For weights to 90 Ibs. 
Heavy-duty steel spring 

built into strong steel shaft. 
Red enameled. 46 in. high. Jumping shoes fit over regular shoes . , 
79N2448C-Wt.51bs. $2.99 use the strong plastic strap and lace-up 

band. Foot and base plates are rugged 
steel, enameled a bright red. 
49 N 2412—Shpg, wt. 4 lbs... ... $4.88 

For ages 4 to 14. Dual springs bounce 
you like a trampoline. And you get a 
firm landing surface because of the big 
base plates Good way to help build mus- 
cles, develop coordination and balance. 

2 For weights to 150 Ibs. 
Our best, in chrome 

ae 

5-foot long 

Ski Outfit 

Skis are fine 
Adirondack 
hardwood, with. 

metal toe piece 

plus adjustable 

heel strap. And 

you get two 40- 
inch poles, too. 

3895 

Such fine craftsmanship is hard to 
find at this price. Black-lacquered skis 
sweep you down slopes in split-second 
time. Grooved for smooth tracking. 
"Toe pieces, heel straps hold feet firmly. 
Long aluminum colored poles have 
plastic snow-rings, hand-straps. 
79 N 2905L—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs..$8.95 

Junior Outdoor Jump Shoes $997 
For ages 3 to 7. Bouncy single-coil springs, with. 
foot plates in red enameled steel, Plastic strap and 
lace-band adjust snugly. About 10 inches long. 
49 N 2915—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 40z.,.,...... $2.97 

5 
$395 

Ski Sets 
Ej 48-inch Beginner's Set, Ages 6 to 

9, Strong ash skis, 30 in. poles . . 
Two tone red natural finish. 
79N2433C-Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, Set $3.95 

54-inch Ski Set. Ages 6 to 10. Blue 
hardwood skis with adjustable toe- 

pieces take hard skiing in stride. Two 
40-inch wood poles included. 
79N2401L-Shpg. wt. 7 lbs, Set $5.95 

plated double-bar steel. 
Rubber foot treads. Strong 
spring adjusts. 41 in. high. 
79N2458C-Wt.8Ibs, $6.66 

$139 

Next best thing 
to water skiing 

Tubular-steel Stilts 
Rubber-tipped 

3 Stilts adjust to 3 foot- 
rest heights, from 10 to 

16 in. off ground. Ages 6 to 
14. Green-and-gold enamel 
finish. Rubber treads. 5 ft. 
79N2916C-Wt.51bs. $4.95 

4 Beginner Stilts. Age 4 
to 8, Curved grips, Foot- 

rest 10 inches high. Tur- 
quoise. 42 inches over-all. 
79N2917C-Wt. 5 Ibs. $2.99 

Indoor-outdoor Roller Skates 

For ages 5 to 12. Whiz along on 
ball-bearing wheels of hard rubber. 
Good protection for floors, inside 
. . and fun outdoors, too. Norolon 
plastic frame adjusts from 7 to 
1014 in. for growing feet. 
49 N 2566—Wt.3 Ibs. 4 oz. $4.22 

Roller Skates for tots 2 to 6 

Indoor-outdoor, Break-resist plastic. 

Sooper-Skoots. Stay secure 
without straps or clamps. No key 

needed. Adjust 544- 
49 N 2597—Wt. 1 Ib. 

8 With straps. Adjust 6-7 
49 N 2452—Wt. 1 lb.. 

Whiz along on wheels 
3933 in : SKEE SKATE 

e Gaby poses ed e TR MEET T Seed. “Ski” or “surfboard” on your sidewalk. Push off with one 
t Shpg. wt. 11b, 4 oz. Bin. Wt: tib. 4 oz. 18 inch. Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz foot until you pick up speed, then put both feet on the board 

49N2570........ $1.49 49 N2545........ $1.66 | 49N2583...... $2.99 and glide—using “body English” to steer. Roller skate wheels 
riveted on plywood base. Red, 19x414 in. 

160 SEARS so 49 N 2453— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.......Each $2.33 
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LANCE . . accurately weighs 

chemicals 

menos 
w Rea CHEMISTRY | 

* Grow weird crystal "gardens" 

* Analyze colors 

* Perform over 170 experiments 

GILBERT'S $1144 
hout Chemistry in Color nithout 

Perform dozens of exciting projects such as cen- 
trifugal chromatography, separating compounds 
into layers of other compounds of various colors, 
using battery-powered Electro-Chem-Rotor. Set 
includes crystal garden tank, 18 bottles of chemi- 
cals, test tubes and plastic rack, other accessories 
and instruction sheets, Packed in steel chest that 
opens to 28x15 inches high. Ages 6 to 14. Order 
2 “D” batteries below 
49 N 2115—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 4 oz. 

"D" Bottery. Shipping 
49 N 4660, 

$11.44 

eight each 4 ounces. 
Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

/SIOM GRAM MOLECULAR 

Postage stamp—or tiny measures of 

In this CHEMCRAFT Set . 
A Centrifuge that separates liquids and solids in 

seconds (just like professional lab equipment) 

A Powered Agitator that stirs solutions right in test 

tubes like real laboratory blenders 

An Atomic Computer that gives you atomic weight, 

number, symbol, etc., for 63 chemical elements 

A Balance so delicate it can weigh a feather with pre- 
cision accuracy 

$1388 

Launch a chemical rocket, put on a show of chemical magic tricks, 
learn exciting secrets of chemistry with this Lionel-Porter set. Includes 
spectroscope for flame-color analysis, chemical rocket, non-spill alcohol 
lamp, chemical magic show, 20 bottles of chemicals, 2 racks with test 
tubes, other equipment and manuals. 4-pancl metal cabinet, 38x13 inch 
open. Ages 10 to 16. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
79 N 2118C —Shipping weight 9 pounds 
79 N 4665—"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. eaci 

579-experiment 
CHEMCRAFT Set 

without 
batteries 

dt : Set $13.88 
«Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

* Learn glass blowing 

* Experiment with atomic energy 

* See radioactivity 

812-experiment 
CHEMCRAFT Set 

This Lionel-Porter set includes chemical balance, chemical agi- 
tator, laboratory centrifuge, AC-63 atom computer, chemical 
rocket, spectroscope, experiments in atomic energy and glass 
blowing, chemical magic show, 28 bottles of chemicals, two test 
tube racks and other equipment, manuals. 6-panel metal cabinet. 
57x14 in. high open. Ages 12 and up. Order 2 “C” batteries above. 
79 N 2117C—Shipping weight 13 pounds Set $19.88 

31955. 
batteries 



Inflatable vinyl Punch-me's 
Knock 'em down . . they're weighted to bounce right back 

1 Yogi Bear. Keeps smiling and bouncing 4 Jingles the Musical Clown. 50 in. high. 
1988 back for more. Extra tall: 50 inches. 49 N 2462—Shpg, wt. 5 Ibs........ $3.22 

49 N 2489—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 8 07. ...$2.88 
5) Fred Flintstone. Stands 42 inches high, 

2 Bugs Bunny. That “What’s up, Doc?" wise 49 N 2919—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz... . $2.29 
guy has lots of bounce, 42 inches high. 

49 N 2463—Shpz. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... . $2.33 6 Woody Woodpecker. 42 inches high. 
49 N 2466—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz... $2.33 

3 Tippy Tiger. Only Sears has this ornery 
tiger with the mean green eyes. 50 inches. " Huckleberry Hound. 40 inches high. 

49 N 2441—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 8 oz.....$2.99 49 N 2488—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... $2.29 

Bounce on it— Float it like a raft 

2-way Puncher 3587 

Onfloor, adjusts 35 to47in. high. 
Also mounts on wall Steel 
frame, leatherette bag. Pump. 
79N2514C-Wt. 101bs. $5.87 

These take a punch without a sound "a pud que ape SEA 

Inflatable heavy-gauge vinyl. Weighted to bounce back Jumpin' Jiminy Trampoline 6?9 
Take it along to the beach for floating fun. Or bounce 
away indoors, or out in the backyard. Jumpin' Jiminy 
goes anywhere you do . . and helps build good muscles 

Magilla Gorilla in4 gay —() Mighty Mouse. Ready 
colors. A Sears exclusive. for smashing action. 

52 in, high. 34 in. high. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 o2. and co-ordination. Its heavy-duty tube infates 

49 N2483-Wt. Slbs. $2.99 — 49N2468........ $1.69 Floor Puncher toe to 3 ft. wide, 1 ft. high. Heavy duck cloth covers 
Set inflatable leatherette bag top and bottom. Strong webbing supports add lots 

Q Bamm-Bamm, cute new Jj Popeye the Sailor. 36 to 47 in. high. Then PON— of spring. Easy to inflate; deflates for storing. 
Flintstones TV character. Favorite tough guy, 51 a K.O. Steel base, flexible rod. 49 N 2434—Shipping weight 4 Ibs.,......-..$6.99 

34 in. high. Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. inches tall. Wt. 5 lbs. 79N2542C-Wt. Slbs, $3.88 
49 N 2467 .$1.69 49 N 2482 $2.99 ro SEARS 161 
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* Measure specific gravity of liquids. 

* Watch radio-active bombardment * Perform many other advanced 

experiments with Lionel-Porter's CHEMCRAFT Master de luxe Lab 

Includes chemical agitator, balance, centrifuge, atom computer, chemical magic 

Identify unknown compounds by flame testing 
* Build a gas generator 

show, chemical rocket, chemical pen, wash bottle, atom models, gas generator, 1000-experiment 
hydrometer, spectroscope, spinthariscope, glass blower, alcohol lamp, 33: bottles OQ set 
chemicals, Pyrex lab pieces, test tubes, racks, accessories, manuals. 6-panel metal 
cabinet opens to 69x13 in. Ages 12 and up. Order 2 "C 
79 N 2113C —Shipping weight 18 pounds. 

e a 
* Learn about crystal structures * Learn to test metals * Build an Stam j 

electroplating lab * Test for unknown elements * Do many high i 

School experiments with GILBERT'S big Research Lab 

mBo———8ut 
Set includes Electro-Chem-Rotor, ultra-violet ray gun, centrifuge, chemical balance, a 

ng brush, periodic table of elements, 40 bottles chemicals, mortar and dee M ^^ My 
pestle, special lab glassware, crucible, ring stand, test tubes and plastic test tube 

ccessories and manual, 
feet long; 14 in. high. Ages 12 and up. Order 2 “ 

clectropla 

rack, other laboratot 

79 N 2125C—Shipping weight 20 pounds. 
79 N 4660 —"D"' Battery, Shipping weight each 4 oz, l Each 166; 4 for 60c 

“Black” light makes colors glow in dark room 

D” batteries below. 

battories 

olding metal cabinet opens to 6. 249-experimenf« 

set $24.99 GILBERT set 

| NO MONEY DOWN on Sears Easy Terms 

Launch a chemical rocket 
350-experiment $ 4.66 
CHEMCRAFT Set 

Lionel-Porter junior lab set includes chemical 
rocket, non-spill alcohol lamp, chemical magic 
apparatus, 10 bottles chemicals, test tubes, 
rack, other accessories, laboratory manual 2- 

panel metal box measures 19x13 inches open. 
Ages 9 to 12. 
49 N 1909—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz... .Set $4.66 

Taitai pade scans by dieisihtasnisetedinicl ioo 

Weigh chemicals for greater accuracy 

483-experiment $088 
CHEMCRAFT Set 

A wonderful beginning to the fascinating study of chemistry. 
Lionel-Porter Student Lab set includes chemical balance, atom 
computer, chemical rocket, non-spill alcohol lamp, chemical magic 
show, 20 bottles of chemicals, two test tube racks, test tubes, lab- 
oratory accessories, lab manuals. 4-panel metal cabinet opens out 
to 38x13 inches high. Ages 10 to 16. 
79 N 2116C—shipping weight 9 pounds.............. Set $9.88 

batteries on facing page. $ 
. Set $29.88 88 - 

Fine beginner's set includes alcohol 
lamp, chemical magic, 8 bottles of 
chemicals, test tubes, rack, acces- 
sories, Ages 9 to 11. 

49 N 2137 —Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz...$1.99 

xs SEARS 161 



65-piece Pegboard Workshop 
Our biggest set with 2x2 ft. pegboard 

"t $1279 Ares $1966 
Loaded with tools, ready to hang and ready to use. There's a 6-piece cross- 
cut saw set . . coping saw with 5 blades; brace and bit; 3 chisels; 6 ft. folding 
rule; 3 wrenches; 2 screwdrivers; pliers; hand drill; 9 bits; level; square; 
nail set; pencil; hammer; plane; 24 hooks and instructions. Workshop goes 
great with bench below, order it, too. 
79 N 1543L—Shipping weight 13 pounds ............. sss. Set $12.79 
79 N 1507L2-Combination tool set, bench. Save$2.00. Wt.40]bs.Set 19.66 

Deluxe Workbench Solid as a rock . . no wobble. Woodworking vise, tool rack 
and drawer. Hardboard and pine. Partially assembled. 32x16x32 in. high. 
79 N 1505L—Shipping weight 27 pounds... ........esseeeesesee $8.87 

49-piece Workshop 

$699 «ex 
Pegboard keeps tools in place 
within 18x18-in. steel frame. 
You get hand saw, coping saw, 
6 blades, hand drill, 9 drill bits, 
chisel, 3 wrenches, level, pliers, 
hammer, plane, try square, 
ruler, screwdriver, hooks and 
more. Instruction book. 
79 N 1542C-Wt. 9 Ibs. . .$6.99 

Workshop and Bench Save $1.00. 
Shipping weight 22 lbs. 
79 N 1518C2 ..... Set $11.98 

Workbench with ruled edge, 
nail and screw chart, tool rack, 
vise. Hardboard and pine. Par- 
tially assembled. 24x14x30 in. 
79 N 1544C-Wt. 13 Ibs, .$5.99 

162 SEARS sic 
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30-pc. Shop Tool Set 
Includes plane, brace 
and carpenter’s level 

$, 489 

Build with handsaw, claw ham- 
mer, screwdriver, coping saw, 
5 blades, brace with 2 bits, 3 
wrenches, block plane, sanding 
block, sandpaper, wood mal- 
let, triangle, chisel, pliers. 
Steel chest is 16x8x234 in. 
Instruction, pattern booklet. 

Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
49 N 1541........ Set $4.89 

23-piece T'ool Set 

$988 

Tools you'll want in a steel 
chest that measures 12x5x3 
in. You get hand saw, coping 
saw and 4 blades, hammer, 
screwdriver, try square, 2 
wrenches, sanding block and 
sandpaper, mallet, pliers, tri- 
angle and ruler. Instructions. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 1540....... . Set $2.88 

9-piece Tool Set 

$18 

Pliers, wrench, hand saw, 
screwdriver, pencil, claw ham- 
mer, wood ruler and sandpaper. 
Metal tool boxabout 12x5x2in. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 1506. . Set $1.82 

7-pc. Lineman’s Belt 
$989 without 

batteries 
Top-grain leather. Holds ham- 
mer, screwdriver, pliers, tape, 
play safety-strap, flashlight. 
Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
49N1523-Wt.2lbs. Set$2.89 
"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 207. 
49 N4665-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

10-piece Tool Belt 
$388 without 

batteries 

Cowhide belt has handsaw in 
scabbard, pliers in holster, 
claw hammer, tack hammer, 
screwdriver, folding rule, fric- 
tion tape, 300-ft. beam flash- 
light (order 2 “D” batteries). 
Full-size alloy steel tools. Wt. 
2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1524........ Set $3.88 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660. ....... 2 for 32c 

Emergency Repair Kit 

$159 

Tools really work: monkey 
wrench, box-end wrench, 5-in, 
ball-peenhammer, screwdriver, 
pliers. Plastic helmet and 
leather belt. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 1545....... Kit $1.59 

3 Projects in 1 Kit 

Makea birdhouse, a book rack 
or a weathervane. Everything 
you'll need: wood, pattern 
outlines, instructions, hard- 
ware. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1519....... Kit $2.33 



Telescope-comera took this detailed shot 
of church spire over 4 mile away 

Astronomical Telescope 
converts to Spotting Scope 

Powerful 2-in-1 telescope gives sharp, clear views of 
far-off objects in outer space and on Earth. 

Study craters on the moon or rings around Saturn 

with 65 mm achromatic objective lens. Attach filter 

and diagonal adapter to see solar hydrogen explosions 
(sun spots). 60 to 170 power for astronomical viewing 
Gives an inverted image. Switch to 85 power with focus — All-metal Tripod for 2 
tube for upright views of earth-bound nature. White — in-l telescope at left 
vinyl-covered tubes adjust to 5 feet long. Mounting Adjusts 3 to 6 ft. high 
brackets. Easy to assemble. Shipping wt. 8 lbs. 
79 N 6371C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs..........$16.99 — 79 N 6345C.. $5.98 

t 
E z (2] $4.44 

Toy Telescope 

$999 
Low-priced scope comes 
with tripod for young- Telescope with ^ 2 

sters. Magnifies 5 times. 3 
Powerful Hand-size Spotting Scope 

Camera and 
Tripod metal sections adjust 10!4 Precision-made 30-power scope has fine 30 mm, 

to 17 in, White . . brass- coated objective lens. Adjusts from 734 to 1414 
$1988 plated trim. From Japan. inches long. White enameled steel case with rust 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. resistant chrome-plated trim, From Japan. 
49N1963.......$2.99 — 49 N 1964— Shipping weight 12 ounces $4.44 

Camera photographs Watch “stars” move through 24-hour cycle 
what Telescope sees Cosmorama Planetarium 

Sight moon, planets with 100  All-steel, 360° swivel mount and Duplicates heavens as they willappear Astronomy booklet, Order 3 “C” bat 
power eyepiece .. use 40 power — tripod locks in any position. In over any point on Earth at any time teries. White plastic, Assembles easily 
for broad-feld viewing. Mount structions, Box-type camera of any day, Stars projected on 28-in 79N1962L-Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs,..$16.98 
camera on eyepiece and snap pic- — easy to operate . . takes 127 film diam. dome. Illuminated control panel 
ture. Allc e in seconds. Ground (not included) has world map, synchrónized sky "C" Batteries. Shpg. wt. each 2 

and polished 3-in. mirror inverts 79N1927C-Wt. 7 Ibs..$19.88 chart. Movement can be stopped. 79 N 4665 Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

images. (2 eyepieces.) White Tower High-speed Pan 127 Film. 
fiberboard tube. Telescope is 18 — Black and white. 3-roll pkg. e IR 
inches z, 4 feet high 3N70B3-Wt. 6 oz, Pkg. $1.29 A "e $1698 

See planets close-up with Y \ 

this Reflector Telescope 4 
nmm 

Peer into the periscope lens and 
discover the fascination of astron- 
omy. Jupiter and Mars are brought 
close with this 40 and 80 power 
scope. Ground and polished 214- 
in. mirror inverts images. Black 
fiberboard tube. Revolves 360* on 
3-ft. tripod . . locks anywhere. 
Twelve-page manual included, 

162 SEARS rao 79 N 1966C—Wt. 5 Ibs... $9.66 
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$399 without 
batteries 

Western Explorers Pup Tent Set 

Tear-resistant, waterproof polyethylene pup tent is 
39x80x36 inches high, comes with 6 wooden ground 
stakes and tent poles. Also: magnetic compass, whistle, 
plastic canteen, cup and cap. Plastic mess kit with 
knife, fork, spoon, adjustable binoculars, plastic dagger, 
metal flashlight. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 2430C —Shipping weight 4 pounds. . .Set $3.99 

“D” Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
Hos VI AS. 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Child-size folding Fiberboard Playhouses 

Camouflaged gun slits, door, escape hatch. 31x31x 
38 inches high. Folds for storage. Unassembled.. 
79 N 5022C— Shipping weight 8 Ibs. . .. . $3.97 

batteries 
Explorer’s $& 499 without 

Leather saddle bag, belt with 
4-blade knife, flashlight with 
300-ft. beam. Order 2 “D” 
batteries on facing page. Also 
binoculars, whistle, strip band- 
ages, harmonica. Fits 22 to 
34-in. waists. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N2475.......... $4.99 

Citai pace scans by dieisthiasnmiseledwical con 

Push the button, hear one of 11 
recorded commands . . "Charge," 
“Enemy aircraft approaching," 
many more. Made of durable poly- 
styrene, 13 inches high. Order 1 
* D" battery on facing page. Ship- 
ping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49 N 4699...,......... $3.77 

Firehouse $597 
Gaily printed. For helmet set, see page 59. No 
accessories. Folds flat. 44x38x54 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 5023L—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. . ..$5.97 

12-piece $929 
Magic Set 

Keep all your friends guessing. 
Contains 11 magic tricks like 
mystic smoke, phantom cards 
. . lots more to prove the hand 
is quicker than the eye. With 
instructions and extra book of 
101 tricks. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 5024 ...$2.29 

A hideaway at home 

Tun-L-Fun 
Extends up to 10 feet long 

$699 

It’s a private hideaway . . a spur to the 
imagination . . a fun-filled way to play favorite 
games like chase ’n’ tag. Gay polka dot cotton 
cloth covers 24-inch diameter hoops. Extends 
to 10 feet but collapses quickly to an easy-to- 
store 3-inch thickness. Hoops are strong, tem- 

pered-spring steel. 
79 N 4744L—Shipping weight 8 lbs.. .$6.99 
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Sears new Jungle Carbine with grenade launcher 
offers junior commandos thrill-of-a-fighttime 

Camouflage-color dead-ringer for the Army carbine is of sturdy plastic, has 
durable metal working parts. Shoots roll caps. Built-in, spring-operated 

launcher lobs grenades up to 20 feet. Easy to handle. Comes with 2 realistic- 
looking polyethylene grenades. 2734 inches long. 
79 N 2814C—Shipping weight 2 pounds........... esses $1.99 

Action-packed Rifles $199 
Bolt-action Training Rifle 

. . easy to load 

1 For the boy who wants an au- 
thentic model. Pull bolt back 

and slip non-firing plastic cartridge 
into chamber. 

Bolt action cocks rifle for firing 
50-shot roll caps. Hinge-leaf sight, 
shoulder sling. 35 in. long. 
79 N 2628C-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $1.99 

For bold young troopers 
. . M1 Rifle with bayonet 

Have fun pretending to seek out 
and defeat deadly enemies with 

this high-impact plastic model of 
Mi Garand rifle. Fires roll caps, 
die-cast metal mechanism. Comes 
with 9-in. soft plastic bayonet and 
plastic carrying sling. 3134 in. long. 
79 N 2603C-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $1.99 

Mattel’s Winchester 
with secret trigger 

Hidden trigger gives every 
marksman the rapid-fire lever 

action he wants. Shoots caps and 
Shootin’ Shells, ejects cartridges. 
Includes 2 cartridges, 6 plastic bullet 
noses, Plastic stock easy to hold 
steady. 26 in. long. 
79 N 2794C-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $1.99 

each 

Be like today’s soldier 

with M14 Recoil Rifle 

2 Battery-powered model of U.S. 
Army automatic rifle adds real- 

ism to backyard battles. Recoiling 
muzzle, rat-ta-tat sound. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries. 34 in. long. 
79 N 2612C-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, $1.99 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
79 N 4660—2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Pump-action Shotgun 
ejects shells 

4 It’s open season on fun for 
junior hunting fans because the 

pump action is real in this exciting 
Upland Gunner outfit by Marx. 
Shoots caps, comes with dog whistle, 
hunting license and 3 shotgun-type 

shells. Plastic, 33 in. long. 

79 N 2620C-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $1.99 

Kadet Training Rifle 
sends cork balls flying 

Topple that target. Just load 
front of barrel with half a dozen 

cork balls, pull trigger. You get fast 
lever action every time. Kadet 
handbook, 10 cork balls included. 
Wooden stock with shoulder sling. 
24 inches long. 
79 N 2686C-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $1.99 

Famous-name Play Rifles with fine detailing . . all have smoking action 

Marx Telescope Rifle 

zeros-in distant targets 

The boy who wants to be a 
champ sharpshooter knows he 

needs a rifle with a “scope” sight. 
Telescope sight makes far-away tar- 

gets seem close. Fires roll caps. Bolt 
action loads and ejects cartridges, 
cocks trigger. 3 play cartridges. 

Metal and plastic. 40 in. long. 

79 N 2688C-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $3.88 

Daisy Saddle Gun makes 
bullet ricochet sounds 

9 Blast the bandits out of their 
hide-away with this unusual gun. 

Hear crack and noise of ricocheting 
bullets, feel recoil, see smoke. Barrel 
is of heavy-gauge steel. Plastic 
stock, forepiece. 30 in. long. 
79 N 2601C-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $3.66 

Shoot this Recoil-action Rifle . . hear it crack 

it pic 
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Mattel's Winchester 
ejects up to 8 bullets 

8 Take your choice . . this rifle's 
secret trigger gives rapid-fire 

lever action, triggers off single 
shots, too. You see smoke when 
you fire roll caps. Loads 8 metal 
play bullets in housing. Has wood- 
grained plastic stock and steel 
barrel. 33 inches long. 

79 N 2649C—Wt. 2 1bs...$3.77 

Daisy's Spittin' Image 
cracks, recoils, smokes 

Exact reproduction of the fa- 
mous rifle that helped bring 

law and order. Cock the gun and 
start firing . . thrill to realistic 
response. Plastic stock, metal 
barrel. 34 inches long. 
79 N 2636C—Wt. 3 lbs.. .$4.66 

This gun has the exciting features of a real carbine . . cock it, fire it—it 
recoils, smokes, makes cracking sound. You'll admire its rugged grained 
plastic stock with gun-blue metal barrel. 31 inches long. 

79 N 2656C—Shipping weight 3 pounds ..$2.49 

NOTE: Cop: are nct included 

with any cap-firing toy 
shown on this page. 
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Get electric pen with 
2 extra points, 6 
wood - plaques, plus 
silver-color foil, 6 
decorating paints . . 
all for only 

Introduce youngsters to the fun of wood burning. Instructions 
guide them step by step. 6 wood plaques have line markings. 
Electric pen traces lines. Clearly-etched design sbows up. 
Brush on water-color paints. Ready to hang: a graceful clipper 
ship, an Indian maid . . 4 more studies . . ready to burn and 
color. And youngsters made it themselves, Also includes 2 foil 
plaques, tapping tool for embossing, 4 cork coasters to decorate; 
foil transfer sheet. 
49 N 2157—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces......... $2.88 

E 

Pariscraft Sculpturing 
N Create real statues . . just 

form and combine shapes 

aol $399 2roll $266 

to create many art forms with 

21-piece Wood-burning Set . . 
even make tie rack with it 

Set makes handsome plaques . . 7 of wood 
to decorate, 2 of foil to tap. You also get 

unassembled tie rack to build. 3 extra 
points for electric pen. Metal box has 
water paints, brush tapping tool, foil, 
transfer sheet, instructions. 
49 N 2177—Shipping wt. 2 Ibe. $4.88 

NOTE: AI! electrical items on poge cre 
UL fisted, 110~120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC 

= 
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Sears de luxe set. Like to start with an 
owl? Instructions show you how. Put 
roll of Pariscraft (3 included) in plastic 

container; fill tray with water, Cut 
strip, Wet it. Put it over 1 of 5 reusable 
plastic molds, Cut more strips, wet, 
mold, lift off. There's your owl, dried 
hard. Paint him, build many other 
forms. Sculpt-stick, paint set included. 
49 N 2197—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $3.99 

2-roll Pariscraft Set. 5 molds, forming 
tube, sculpt-stick, 
49 N 2194—Shps. wt. 2 Ibs. ... $2.66 

3 Refill Rolls of Pariscroft, With sculp- 
ture stick, instructions. 
49 N 2198—Shpg. wt. 1 1b.. Pkg. $2.66 

Electric Metal Casting Set 
Mold an entire army of 
214-inch metal soldiers 

$498 

Start your own army with this 
easy-to-use set. The 3-figure metal 
mold makes a sharpshooter, ba- 
zooka-man and bayoneteer. Order 
extra molds at right. Electric 
stove melts the 18 pigs of casting 

metal (enough to form 6 figures). 

Pour casting metal with hand 
ladle. 

Set also includes ladle, candle 
and cord set. Complete with easy- 

to-follow instructions, 
49 N 6375—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.$4.98 

Extra 72 pigs of casting metal. 
49 N 2205—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $2.49 

Metal Casting Molds 

40-pc. Set for wood burning, 

carving . . even leathercraft 

Multi-craft set helps do great work worthy 
of a “pro”. Electric pen, 4 extra points. 4- 
pc. bookends for wood burning. 6-pc. book- 
ends, 4 plaques for wood carving. 6 cork 
coasters, 3 leather bookmarks, tie rack to 
build, 2 chisels, hammer, C-clamp, coping 
saw, foil, water paints, brush, transfer 
sheet, instructions. All in metal box 
49 N 2160— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs $8.88 

Extra Wood Plaques $177 

16 plaques made of white basswood with assorted 
subjects. A wonderful selection of extra projects 
for wood-burning fun. 
49 N 2156—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz Set $1.77 

9 

Make extra troops with extra molds . . knights, World War II com- 
mandos, Civil War soldiers—even a Civil War cannon that rolls. 
Heavy steel molds make 3 figures. Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

1 Medics in Action. 
Wounded soldier, 

stretcher, bearer. 
234 to 3 inches. 
49 N2218...... $2.49 

4 Two Union Mus- Confederate sol- 
keteers, mounted dier on horse, of- 

standard bearer. ficer, rifle loader. 
2 to 2M in. 2 inches. 

49 N2199....... $249 — 49N2168...... $2.49 

5 World Wor I 8 Confederate Sol- 
Machine Gunner. diers, Bi » of- 

Also 2 different rife- ficer, flag bearer. 2 to 
men, 234 inches. 214 inches. 
49 N2158...... $249 49 N2201...... $2.49 

non. One 33%- 
inch cannon .. from 

6 Mop-up EL Q Civil Wer Can- 

out 
tector. 214 inches. 3-pc. mold. 

49 N2169. ..... $2.49 

Molds of World War II Soldiers (not illustrated) 

Medical Corps. 
Stretcher bearer, 

, rescue 

dog. 134 to 234 in. 
49 N2209...... $2.49 

British Commandos. 
Grenade 
rifleman, bomb 

Tank Defense Squad. 
Rocket launcher, 
rifleman, machine 

thrower, 

thrower. 2 inches. gunner. M, 134 in. 
49 N2204...... $2.49 — 49 N2211...... $2.49 

Training Squad. Gre- — Air Commandos. M-1 
man, squad leader, 
Browning auto. 
ii 2 to 2M in. 
49 N2213...... $2.49 



When out on patrol, you need Remco's Camp Set 

stakes, wood poles. Also included: 
mess kit; 1-pint canteen; and 
camouflaged helmet . . all of high- 
impact plastic. 
49 N 2547—Wt. 4 lbs. 12 07.$4.99 

Your backyard becomes a jungle 
campsite when you pitch this olive- 
drab headquarters tent. Water-re- 
pellent cotton canvas duck. 42x36x 
36 in. high, comes with ropes, metal 

A new way to “‘attack’’. . shoot the sponge rubber balls 

around or over almost any object, with Kenner's 

Gun that shoots around corners 

You aim and shoot without being seen with this new "secret weapon”! 

Entire barrel pivots 180 degrees while automatic mirror sight swings 

to proper angle. Use it to “periscope-spot” targets. Semi-automatic, 

air-powered, Plastic, 21 in. long. Comes with 10 soft rubber balls. 

79 N 2623C— Shipping weight 2 pounds... ...... «eee $3.22 

s 
Rapid-fire $9388 upon - 

Machine Gun pene 

Blast back with realism. This 29-inch .50 

caliber camouflaged gun flashes, recoils, 
makes rat-a-tat-tat sound. Plastic, Uses 
2 “D” batteries (order below). 
79 N 2729C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. ...$3.88 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
79 N 4660........ 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

V 
Cms 

Contact headquarters 
with Signal Ray Gun 

Relay important messages 
through space with Morse blink- 
er code. Red, white and green 
lens allows variety of signals. 
Built-in buzzer. 8-in. plastic. 
Has 2 “C” batteries. 

49 N 2687—Wt. 12 oz. .$1.88 

Monkey Division 
Plastic Field Kit 

You're a daring member of the fighting 
Monkey Division, set for action with 
pistol, cap-firing grenade, whistle and 
camouflaged helmet. When the fighting 
lets up, relax with your canteen and 
mess kit. All items olive-green plastic. 
49 N 2648—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ...$1.99 

Cutsiod Dade scans by deisimarmisetedaical com 

.50-caliber machine gun goes rat-a-tat-tat as red flasher 

muzzle recoils realistically and shell cartridges fly out. 

Throw cap-firing grenades and hear them land with a “bang”. 

JUNGLE GUNNER SET $399 

This all plastic military equipment will really put you in the role of an aggres- 

sive jungle fighter. Pull-back 23-in. machine gun is camouflage-color and is 

mounted on a sturdy detachable tripod. There's more fire-power: 2 “‘explod- 

ing” grenades (use single shot caps, not included). Polyethylene helmet has 

netting and sergeant's stripes. Use binoculars to sight advancing enemies. 

Flexible machete is your protection in close combat, can be used to “cut 

away” underbrush, "mark" jungle trails. 
79 N 2645C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ......... ees 

Mattel's Guerrilla 
Poncho Gun Set 

$397 

Plunge into enemy territory fully 
equipped. Camouflaged 50-shot ma- 
chine gun fires bursts or single shots 
(roll caps, not incl). Plastic and 
metal, 25 in. long, sounds excitingly 
real Bolt action. Plus: 
vinyl poncho, flexible knife with 
scabbard, "Special Operations" beret. 

79 N 2676C—Shpg. wt. 3 1bs.$3.97 

Attack . . with barrel smoking. Fires 50 times in bursts or 

single shots. Sounds real with or without roll caps (not $937 
included). Bolt action. Plastic and metal, 25 inches long. 
79 N 2675C—Shipping weight 2 pounds......... $2.37 wa SEARS 165 



Mold and assemble a toy 

army out of plastic . . even 
make pistols that really 

shoot plastic bullets 

/ Electric 

; old Master 
by KENNER 

$877 

Now you can make your own toys of plastic, using the same injection 
molding method that toymakers use. Just pour plastic pellets into the 

t (exterior of machine 

Ee: 

Machine heats plastic 
sheet . . then you just lift 
and press on the handle.. 
presto, you've formed 

toy 

Make your own. plastic toys 
with Mattel’s Electric 

VAC-U-FORM 

e 

12 inch high Mold Master. They melt under low he 2 s 
s cool) . . then, push plunger to fill mold includes 9 molds to 50 molds for making cars, boats, airplanes, jewelry 

n entire combat group in action, plus 4 colors of reusable plastic, and disguises . . you even can make your own molds 
metal parts, paints. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 2017C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. $8.77 $ 55 

Extra Plastic Material. 4 colors. Also metal parts for shooting toys. 
49 N 2018—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Box $1.59 i 

You can make plastic models of any — Vac-U-Form is constructed of sturdy 
small object . . planes that fly, metal. 17x11x7 inches high. 28-page 
boats that float, signs, decorations. instruction book with all the details. 
Vac-U-Form has over 50 individual UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60- 
molds in their own storage drawer. cycle AC. 
You can make your own molds as 
well from clay, soap, wood—almost 
anything. 

Includes 65 sheets of plastic in 
red, yellow, blue, green, clear and 
chrome color. Paints, cement, clay, 
brush and cutting tool supplied. 

49N2021-Wt, 7 Ibs, 12 oz. $8.55 

Voac-U-Form Refill Material Paks. 49 
sheets of clear, colored and chrome- 
color plastic. Each sheet about S}6x 
334 inches wide. 
49 N 2221—Wt. 6 oz..... Box 88c 

PowerKingby MARX 
A battery-powered portable 

workshop for older boys 

$1199 ss 

Battery-run Miniature Power Tools E 
For boys 12 or older. Work with wood up to }¢-inch thick. Heavy- 
duty steel. From Japañ. Each needs 3 “D” batteries, order below. 
] Orit Press. Controlled by 3 Planer with chromed work 

spring lever. 9x5 in. high. surface. Moves vertically for 
49N1534-Wt. 1 Ib. 402. $4.66 thickness. Steadied fence. 

Circular Saw. Blade moves — 49N1527-Wt. 11b. 1202. $4.66 

More than a toy, you get complete home workshop. Has sander, jig saw, drill 
press, router, lathe, screwdrivers, polishing wheel and mixer by using various 
attachments. Instruction sheet shows how to build useful and decorative things. 
Steel and plastic construction. Ages 8 to 16. Needs 12-volt battery . . order below. 

to vary depth of cat. Fence... ig Saw. Tilt table for anale: 49 N 1513M-— shipping weight 5 pounds $11.99 
moves for width. 3x4! in. high. Cutting guard. 9 in. high. 49 N B611M-—12-voit Battery. Shipping weight 10 pounds. 4.44 49 N1533—Wt.21b...$4.66 — 49N1528-Wt. 1 Ib. 8az. $4.66 8 

xa SEARS 165 49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. each 4 oz......Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
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Drop behind 

enemy lines 

Slash through underbrush 
with your machete . „wipe 
out machine gun nests 
with your rat-ta-tat tommy 
gun, bullet-shooting .45 
or hand grenades. You 
even have map, compass 

and field pack. 

PARATROOPER 
JUMP MASTER 

Only Sears has this 22-piece $ 99 

set of authentic fighting gear 

You've buried your “chute”. Now set out on your 
mission with 19-inch Tommy gun, 7-inch cap pistol 
that shoots 8 plastic bullets, 2 grenades, holster and 
belt. Wear helmet with chin strap, insignia. Carry 
machete, field pack, map with case, canteen, mess 
kit. All plastic. Also wrist compass, ration box. 

Not sold in New York City or Massachusetts. 
49 N 2642G—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 12 oz....... 

166 SEARS ws ^ NOTE: No cops with ony gun 
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GUNG HO Commando Outfit by Marx 

Machine gun roars, flashes . . ammo belt actually moves $88 batteries 

Enough firepower and equipment to handle 
any assignment. Big battery-powered 31- 
inch machine gun . . 45-cal. pistol with 
holster, belt. Also field pack with shoulder 
straps, camouflaged poncho and helmet, 

Without 

plus all the field gear shown, Plastic. Order 
3 “D” batteries. Not sold in New Fork City. 
79 N 2607C 
"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. 
79 N 4660. 

Shipping wt. 6 Ibs.. $8.88 

«2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Jungle Fighter Set 
Launch grenades with the cap-firing M-1 carbine . . 
then Sabin" with your .45, Knife. mask and beret $495 

Blend into the covering terrain with cam- 
ouflaged gear. 273ś-inch carbine gently 
lobs 2 plastic grenades 20 feet. 734-inch 
metal pistol fires 50 caps. Plastic knife in 
sheath. Cover face with sturdy mask, 

elastic vinyl beret. Belt totes ammo 
pouch, sheath and holster—all leather, 
olive-drab color. Fits 22 to 28-in, waist. 

Not sold in New York City. 
79 N 2816CG—Shpg. wt. 3 1bs..$4.95 

NS 
The Leatherneck Set 
for underage Marines 

$289 

No matter how rugged the battle is, a 
Leatherneck always wins. Set includes: 
camouflaged helmet, machete that's 
flexible, 45 automatic that shoots 8 soft 
bullets and fires caps. Belt and holster 
with pouch in olive-drab color, hand 
grenade. All plastic. Nof sold in New 
Vork City or Massachusetts. 
49 N 2604G—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. $2.89 

Fighting Sergeant Set 
puts you in charge 

3396 

Lead your platoon with 35-inch bolt-action 
rifle that actually ejects cartridge after each 
firing. Shoots roll caps. Has sling strap. 
Bayonet knife is soft, flexible. . mounts on 
rifle. Helmet has net camouflage and ser- 
geant stripes. Canteen holds 3$ pint of 
water. Includes 2 grenades, whistle, infan- 
trymen's insignia. All plastic. 
79 N 2622C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs......$3.96 

Military Toy Chest has 
534 cubic feet of space 31149 

Roomy chest, about 31x16x20 inches high, 
stores all that important equipment. Solid 
wood, olive drab. Rope grips. Unassembled. 
79 N 9083K—Shipping wt. 22 Ibs. $11.49 



"Top-Hand Double 

Holster Outfit 

$989 

Low in price but features top-grain leather 
belt and holsters in the popular new quick- 
draw styling. 8-inch, S0-shot repeater pistols 
have bone-like grips. 6 play bullets. Leg ties. 
Fits 22 to 28-in. waists. 
49 N 2741CG—Shpg. wt. 11b. 14 02. $2.89 Be the fastest ‘‘Six-Gun” with this 

Quick-Draw 

Double Holster Set 

Load like real six-shooters . . $ 388 
just insert cap bullets into cylinder 

With these 11-inch Remington pistols you can take on any gunfighter, Stick 
single-shot caps on back of 6 metal play bullets. Cylinder revolves with every 
squeeze of trigger. Holsters with leg ties hang just right for quick draw. Holsters 
and full-contoured belt have Western-style tooling on natural-finish lop-grain 
cowhide . . won't crack like split-grain leather, Belt fits 22 to 29-inch waist. 
49 N 2742CG—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces $3.88 Wrangler’s Double Holster Set 

Low priced yet has detailed Western-design 
holsters in top-grain leather. 8-inch pistols 
break open to load 50-shot roll caps. Fits 21 
to 26-inch waists. 
49 N 2740CG—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1202. $1.92 

Roy Rogers " Low-slung"' Set 

Here's real firepower—two 10}¢-in. guns each shoot roll Favored by the quick-draw boys because guns Same big revolving-cyclinder gun with in- 
of 250 caps. Contour belt and holsters are natural buck- hang low in easy reach. Two 8-inch, silver sertable play bullets as in set above at left. 
skin and top grain cowhide decorated with silver-color ^ colored pistols hold 50 caps. Top-grain cowhide. Top grain cowhide holster with nail-head 
studs, leg ties. 6 play bullets. Fits 22 to 31-in, waists. — 6 play bullets. Fits 20 to 29-in. waists, design. Fits 22 to 28-in. waists. 
49 N 2748CG— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz... ... $3.99 49 N 2747CG—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... . $2.99 49 N 2739CG—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 14 02..$2.89 

Miniature Sets for tiny cowboys 

Roy Rogers Double aeoe $799 $159 Holster Set Holster Set 

Includes 27-inch automatic “‘flip-action” rifle in Sized for little fellows but looks like big brother's Top-Hand Single Holster Set 
plastic and metal; two 6-inch, silver colored pistols, outfit. Guns are 634 inches long, fire single-shot caps. 
colorful leather holsters, adjustable belt. Rifle Holsters made of top grain leather. For 16 to 21-inch Top-grain leather belt, quick-draw holster. 
shoots roll caps. Pistols shoot single caps. waists. 8-inch, 50 shot repeater pistol. Includes 3 
79 N 2753C—Shipping weight 2 pounds,.,.$1.99 — 49 N 2736—Shipping weight 14 ounces $1.59 play bullets and trophy buckle on belt. Fits 

NOTE: All guns on page except 2 miniature sets (above) not for sale 21-inch to 26-inch waists. 
166 SEARS sce in New York City. Caps ore not included with any cop-firing toy 49 N 2738CG—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.77 
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d PO > REMCO 
MONKEY 
DIVISION 

Get plenty of battle action with 
grenade shooting-pistol, machete 

and cap-firing hand grenade 

OKINAWA 
INVASION SET $438 

The enemy hasn't got a chance when you use this 
10-piece plastic arsenal. Pistol shoots roll caps 
and fires 2 grenades. Belt has pistol holster and 
machete scabbard. Grenade fires cap on impact. 

Squad cap is adjustable. Whistle and machete 
of soft harmless plastic. No caps. 
49 N 2610— Shipping weight 2 pounds. . .$4.38 

Jungle Combat Patrol Set 
2-way electronic Walkie-Talkie $499 
and 36-inch Bazooka really work 

Battle Jacket $377 
with accessories 

Cotton twill jacket adjusts. 2 There's the enemy. Contact other patrollers from 

pockets, grenade hook, place hidden positions with Walkie-Talkie—needs no 
for name, rank. Cap-shooting batteries. With 2 plastic phones, message pads 
pineapple grenade, pistol, belt, and 25 ft. of conductor wire. Plastic mess kit, 
knife with sheath. Plastic canteen, helmet (adjustable), camouflage leaves. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz Bazooka lobs up to 20 feet. 2 plastic rockets. 
49 N 2613 ‘ $3.77 79 N 2683C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs.. Set $4.99 

Versatile Monkey Gun $366 
It’s 3 weapons in 1 

For any battle. Use as a pistol; 
m, on barrel, it's a tommy gun. 
Pull trigger, hear loud burst. 
Shoots 2 soft-tip grenades. Plas- 
tic, 24 in. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
49N2634-Wt. 3lbs. 302.$3.66 

“D” Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
"4 49 N4660. 2Íor32c, 4 for 60c 

“Long Range” Bazooka $387 
shoots up to 30 feet 

The enemy pillbox is 30 feet away. Pop The enemy's position is wiped out. Bazooka is 
plastic rocket into tube chamber, adjust 39 in. long. Includes 3 rockets, pillbox. 
telescope sight and fire. W hammol 79 N 2606C—Shipping weight 4 lbs. ...$3.87 

- -— 

; s 

Helmet with movable visor $1” Jungle Mortar and target $999 

U. S. jungle fighters use one like it. Pull Knock out the enemy's pillbox. Gauge elevation 

radio antenna up, "receive" attack informa- and firing distance of shells. 60 mm mortar is 19 

tion. Chin strap. Plastic. 1 size fits all. in. long. 4 plastic shells. 
49 N 2635—Shpg. wt. 1 Ibs. 8 oz...$1.99 49 N 2685C— Shipping weight 3 Ibs... ..$2.99 

Shoots $ soft 
plastic shells 

Okinawa Gun 
and Basuine fl. 

Looks like a real, man-size automatic rifle. Put bandolier with shells over your shoulder. 
Carry weapon by its top-grip. 39-in. gun has bipod to support muzzle. Fill the magazine 
with 5 soft plastic shells and let 'er rip. Plastic gun, bandolier. Olive green color. 
79 N 2611C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ........ cessere nemen $3.73 roa SEARS 167 
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Never before at Sears. . 
so many Rifles with so much 

action at so low a price 

$198 

Bolt-action Training Rifle loads like 
real gun . . ejects cartridge, shoots caps 

for superior action features Ej Pull bolt back and slip non-firing plastic cartridge into 
chamber. Bolt action cocks gun for firing 50-shot roll caps. 

- » fine craftsmanship Hinge-leaf sight, shoulder sling, plastic stock. 35 in. long. 
$ "74 79 N 2628C—Shipping weight 2 pounds, .... 

each M14 Battery-powered Recoil Rifle 

6 Authentic model of the automatic rifle now being used 
Marx Telescope Cap Rifle ejects cartridge by U.S. troops. Has recoiling muzzle and loud, rat-ta-tat 

sound. Uses 2 “D” batteries (order below). 34 inches long. 
79 N 2612C—Shipping weight 2 pounds, ..... ........ $1.98 

79 N 4660—"D" batteries. Wt. ea. 4 oz... Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

Famous-name Guns . . noted 

Always one of our most popular rifles because any boy knows you 
can't be a champ sharpshooter without a "scope" sight. Bolt 

action loads and cartridge, cocks trigger. Fires rolled caps. 3 
nlay cartridges. Plastic stock, metal barrel. 40 inches long. 

Big Game Cap Rifle really smokes 79 N 2688C— shipping weight 3 pounds. .. .......... $3.77 
7 Replica of famous .348 caliber rifle, even down to the fancy 

Daisy’s Spittin’ Image cracks, recoils, smokes scroll-work. Lever opens housing for loading roll caps. Black ds : steel barrel, peep sights. Plastic stock. 34 inches long. 
Exact reproduction of famous "Rifle of the West" that helped 79 N 2765C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...... <.. .$1.98 
bring law and order to the Old West. Just cock it and start firing. 

Hear loud crack, feel the recoil, see smoke pour out, Heavy-gauge Pump-action Shotgun ejects cartridges 
metal barrel with plastic stock. 34 inches long R 
79 N 2636C—Shipping weight 3 pounds dns $377 8 Upland Gunner outfit by Marx shoots caps, ejects car- 

tridges and features real pump action. Includes dog whistle, 
al’, i B hunting license and 3 shells, Plastic. 33 inches long. Mattel's Winchester ejects up to 8 bullets 79/N 2620C— shipping welgbt 2 pounds.............81,98 

Has secret trigger for rapid-fire lever action. Triggers off single š d 
shots, too. Smokes when you fire roll caps. Loads 8 metal play Mattel's Shootin' Shell Winchester 

bullets in housing. Plastic stock, stecl barrel. 33 inches long. - , i 
79 N 2649C—shipping weight 2 pounds j $3.77 9 paste pete See TE electa, pps 

- " = and 6 plastic bullet noses. Plastic stock. 26 inches long. 
Daisy Saddle Gun . . hear “bullets” ricochet 79 N 2794C—Shipping weight 2 pounds............ ..$1.98 
No need to yell "bo-i-i-ng" when you start spraying “bullets” 

ideas 16 conchae Kadet Training Rifle fires cork balls around the rustlers’ hideout with this 

ingly by itself! Also hear crack, feel recoil, sce smoke.” Heavy-gauge Just load front of barrel with half a dozen cork balls, pull 
steel barrel with plastic stock. 30 inches long. 10 leper. Fast levet action: Kadet Handbook included. 

79'N 2601C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.77 Wooden stock with shoulder sling. 24 inches long. 10 cork balls. 
79 N 2686C—Shipping weight 2 pounds............. $1.98 

EE Western Gun, Clothes Rack 

3 ENT branding iron designs 
Y give this rack a real western look and 

may even remind Junior to keep his bunk- Lever:actión 
$042 house tidy. 6 horse shoe hooks for holding 2 f p 

guns, holsters, pants, shirts, hats. Bright Smoking Rifle MJ 
d thongs. No. : Sid Meg Es eere ines Cocks, recoils, smokes and makes cracking sound when fired, just like a real carbine. 

finish. Hanging hooks on back. 20x20 in. 1 plastic stock with gun-blue metal barrel. 31 inches long. 
TET rere BSEC ipping weight 3 pounds $2.42 
79 N 2734C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $2.99 NOTE: caps are not included with any cop-firing toy ræ: SEARS 167 
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All Holsters on this page are made of 

top-grain cowhide leather . . so supple, 

smooth and exceptionally long wearing 

—and all sets are exclusive with Sears 

ZZ M lightning-fast with this 

ing card and two 
Paladin "Have Gun Will Travel" Set, Your call- 

You “slap leather” 

Quick-Draw 
Double 

Holster Set 
Two “Texan” repeaters 
practically jump out of 
the no-snag holsters 

$388 

Stand-off tubular-style holsters let you 
wear guns “butts back” for fast action or 
forward for slick cross-draw. 1014-in. pis- 
tols fire roll caps . . cylinders revolve. 
Nickel-plated metal, simulated bone han- 
dies. 6 silver-color play bullets. 

Holsters and full-contour belt have 
Desert Suntone finish that resists stains. 
Western-style tooling with contrasting 
background. Fits 22 to 29-inch waists. 
49 N 2819G—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. $3.88 

250-shot repeaters warn who you 
are. Shiny black leather holsters tote 94-inch pis- 
tols. Leg ties, 6 play bullets. Belt fits 23 to 30-in. 
waists. Case with 25 cards and Paladin’s photo. 
49 N 2625G—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. ..$3.99 

NOTE: Gun sets on thi: is page not for sale in New York City. 
Caps not included with any cap-firing toy. 

168 SEARS srs 
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Bonanza Family 
Double Holster 

$399 

Hire on at the Ponderosa 
. - tote the Cartwrights’ 
two 93-inch repeaters 
that fire 250 caps. Em- 
bossed leather holsters, 
leg ties. 6 gold-color play 
bullets. Belt fits waists 
from 23 to 30 inches, 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. 
49 N 2630G....$3.99 

Roy Rogers 
Double Holster 

$999 

Low-slung holsters have 
bullet clips on pockets 
and sleek Desert Suntone 
finish. Two 8-in. metal 
repeaters break open to 
load 50 caps. Fits 20 to 
29-inch waists. 

Shpg. wt. 11b. 6 oz. 

49 N 2820G....$2.99 

Quick-Draw 
Single Holster 

$299 
Nickel-plated 1034-inch 
repeater fires 250 caps. 
Western-style tooling 
and Desert Suntone fin- 
ish on holster, contour 
belt. Fits 22 to 28-in. 
waists. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 2818G....$2.99 

Top-Hand 
Double Holster 

$995 

Hip-hugging contour belt 
and fast-draw stand-off 
holsters boast a stain- 
resistant Desert Suntone 
finish. Two 8-in. metal 
pistols fire 50 caps. Fits 
22 to 28-in. waists. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 N 2809G..., $2.95 

Wrangler’s 
Double Holster 

$197 

Deeply embossed West- 
ern design highlights 
these Desert Suntone fin- 
ish holsters. Two 734- 
inch metal repeaters fire 
50 caps. Fits 21 to 26-in. 
waists. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49 N 2808G. ...$1.97 

Top-Hand 
Single Holster 

$188 

Fast-draw embossed hol- 
ster has stain-fighting 
Desert Suntone finish. 
8-inch break-action met- 
al repeater fires 50 caps. 
Fits 21 to 26-inch waists. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 2806G. ... $1.88 



Mattel's *'Shootin' Shell" Buffalo Hunter Set 

Lever-action 26-inch Winchester rifle ejects shell . . single or rapid fires. 9-inch 
Fanner pistol. Plastic and metal, both shoot caps or shells. Flexible knife with 
plastic scabbard, leather holster and belt. Fits 25 to 34-inch waists. 9 cartridges, 
30 bullet noses. Not for sale in N. Y.C. or Massachusetts. 
79 N 2681CG—Shipping weight 3 pounds......-....-.+ .. Set $5.32 

You've never seen such shootin' irons! 

Carry these 3 guns and you'll rule the 

Old West: rugged lever-action Rifle- 

flashy Pistol with white bull-head 

handle—50-shot Derringer 

Mattel's Winchester Frontier Set 

Gear up for wide-open spaces. “Shooting” Shell" 26-inch rifle has lever action, 

Western Marshal shell ejection « - aingle or rapid free, 103(-Inch Fanner-50 pistol. Plastic and 
metal, both shoot caps. Black Dura-Hyde® plastic holster, belt . . fits up to 

9-piece Outfit 28-inch waist. 2 cartridges, 6 bullet noses. Not for sale in New York City 
79 N 2644CG—Shipping weight 3 pounds » Set $3.87 

Be prepared for any type gun-play. Use rifle for 
long-range duels . . fast-draw pistol for shootouts 

. fullsize derringer if trapped. All look real. 
Rifle has 32-inch steel barrel, nickel-plated 

working parts, walnut-colored plastic stock. Rifle 
and repeating pistol fire 250-shot roll caps. Der- 
ringer fires 50-shot roll caps. Both holsters attach 
to belt . . leather with dark saddle brown finish, > , " 
fits 23 to 29-inch waists. Includes batige, 3 silver A 3-gun Texas Ranger Set 
color bullets. Not for sale in New York City. Lever-action “Flip Rifle” has 50-shot rapid fire . . trigger 
79 N 2735CG—Shipping weight 4 Ibs.. .Set $4.88 [Y action, too. High-impact plastic with working parts of 

a > ~ NOTE: Cops no! included with any cap-firing gun ed die-cast metal. 27 in. long. Two 50-shot automatic 

5 N epeater guns of sturdy metal, bronze color; have stag grips. 
Rawhide-leather double holsters, adjustable belt. 

) 79 N 2754C—Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $2.97 

pes " 
D | 

2 Marx Detective Set 
do Has “Chopper” Tommy Gun, 
etx "'bullet-shooting" pistol, | 

; holster, wallet and badge | ideae 
M | Mattel's Dick Tracy Patrol Set 
rm ‘Only $ 49 Bolt-action 25-in. Tommy-Burst fires 50 roll caps, A : Ey singly or in bursts. Snub-nose .38 fires 6 Shootin’ 

3 ^ i 5 Shells, single-shot caps, 12 bullet noses, Dura- 
Ree You're fully armed to raid crooks! bideout. |. P de® plasticholster. Not for salein N. Y.C., Mass. d Bolt-action Tommy gun chatters like a real 79 N 2619CG—Shippi: ight 3 Ibs. Set $3.97 

> machine gun, barrel recoils. Plastic and metal, MEN HL? SRE 
19 in. long. Snub-nose metal pistol has re- 

e volving cylinder . . fires caps and soft bullets 
at same time. With 16 play bullets, Slip pistol i 
into black plastic shoulder holster, use wallet ! 
to show your credentials. 
49 N 2639CG -Shpg. wt. Ibs... Set $3.49 

I! Tommy-Burst Gun, the same one Dick Tracy uses 
ARE E Detective Holster Set ] MU d 

AE Pistol and holster as above. With 8 bullets. roll caps . . has sliding bolt action for single $199 ASIN 267866-Shoe. we 1 ib, Zor Se $1.99 | shotor bursts, 2Sinches. Plastic, metal mechanism. 
168 SEARS sco. Botn items above not for sale in N.Y.C. or Mass, 79 N 2725C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . $1.99 
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EN —- 
Raise the plastic saber . . 

fire authentic cavalry guns $95 

Become a “Horse Soldier" of the Old West. You pack 
a 26-inch cap-firing carbine . . a 94-inch cap pistol 
that shoots 8 soft bullets . . and a 26-inch plastic saber 
with scabbard. Plastic cavalry hat, canteen, belt with 
cartridge case, scabbard hanger and holster. Cotton 
bandana. (Not for sale in New York City or Mass.) 
79 N 2605CG— Shipping weight 4 pounds.. . ..$5.95 

Miniature Sets for tiny tots 

Fight it out with guns blazing. Use rifle 
for long-range duels . . fast-draw pistols 
for shootouts . . bowie knife for hand-to- 
hand combat. All look real. 3234-inch rifle 
has a strong steel barrel, nickel-plated work- 
ing parts, walnut-colored plastic stock. 

Mattel’s ‘Shootin’ Shell” Buffalo Hunter Set 

You're ready for any outlaw with this 4-weapon 

Western Marshal Outfit 
Rifle and repeating pistols fire roll caps. 
Knife flexible plastic. Leather holsters have 
rich dark saddle brown finish, belt fits 23 to 
29-in. waist. Includes badge, 
WEE (Not for sale in New York City.) 
79 N 2812CG—Shipping wt. 4 lbs.. $4.88 

Lever-action 26-inch Winchester rifle ejects shell . . single or rapid fires. 9- 
inch Fanner pistol. Plastic and metal, both shoot caps or shells. Flexible knife 
with leather scabbard, holster and belt. Fits 25 to 34-inch waists. 9 car- 
tridges, 30 bullet noses. (Not for sale in New York City or Massachusetts.) 
79 N 2681CG—Shipping weight 3 pound: $5.32 

Rifle and Double Holster Set. 27-inch “flip-action” rifle in 
plastic and metal; two 6-inch pistols. Leather holsters, ad- 
justable belt. Rifle shoots roll caps, pistol single caps. 
79 N 2753C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ..... $1.99 

Cun 
É eroest GH 
Mattel’s Winchester Frontier Set 

Gear up for wide-open spaces. "Shootin' Shell” 26-inch rifle has lever 
action, shell ejection . . single or rapid fire. 1034-inch Fanner-50 pistol. 
Plastic and metal, both shoot caps. Dura-Hyde® plastic holster, belt fit 
up to 28-inch waist. 2 cartridges, 6 bullet noses. (Not for sale in N.Y.C.) 
79 N 2644CG—Shipping weight 3 pounds............-.-.+ Set $3.87 

Double Holster Set. Two 
5}4-in. cast metal cap pis- 
tols. Black leather holsters 
with silver-color steerheads. 
Adjustable belt fits waists 
18 to 24 inches. 
49 N 2633-Wt. 8 oz.. .99c 

Roy Rogers Double Holster 
Set. Looks like big brother's. 
Guns are 634 in. long, fire 
single-shot caps. Top-grain 
leather holsters. Adjustable 
belt fits 16 to 21-in. waists. 
49N2736-Wt. 11 oz. $1.77 

Guns and Clothes Rack 
with real western look 

$319 

Helps junior keep ‘his bunk- 
house tidy. 6 horseshoe hooks 
for guns, holsters, pants, shirts 
and hats. Bright metal conchos, 
leather thongs. Solid pine, clear 

3-gun Texas Ranger Set 

Lever-action “Flip Rifle” has 50-shot rapid fire . . trigger action, too. 

High-impact plastic with working parts of rugged die-cast metal. 27 in. 

lacquer finish. 20x20 inches. long. Two 50-shot automatic repeater guns of sturdy metal. Leather 
Aada to Me or Sees e double holsters. Belt fits 20 to 25-in. waists. (Not for sale in N.Y.C.) 
ardware incl. Unassem Set $2.99 mi d met arit 79 N 2632CG — Shipping weight 3 pounds 

: rca SEARS 169 NOTE: Cops ore not included with any cap-firing toy. 
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Shout “FIRE” and it shoots 

$497 sis 
Voice-controlled cannon is actually t 
shooting by just the sound of your voice. Cannon is 
beautifully molded and outfitted in buccaneer style 
Pirate figures are die-cut cardboard 
plastic cai 
Order 2I 

Battery-powered 
Command Cannon 

red into 

Set includes 
on balls and muzzleloading plunger, 
batteries at right. 1334x7x6 in. high. 

ipping weight 4 pounds Set $4.97 

Johnny Reb Cannon $7788 

Load cannon ball down the barrel . 
tion with ramrod. Pull lanyard . . and boom . . fires it 
35 feet. Molded plastic muzzle-loading cannon, ram. 
rod, 6 cannon balls. Tow rope; flag. 30x12x11 in. high. 

79 N 5746C— Shipping weight 8 Ibs, Set $7.88 

ram it into posi 

Dart stops moving Tank s9 79 

batteries. 

Fire pistol at 7-inch metal tank. Strike target with 
suction-cup dart . . hood flies up, lights and noise 
cease, tank halts. Lower hood . . action starts again. 
From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries at right. 
49 N 5749—Shipping wt. 1 Ib.. .........Set $2.79 

Citai padd scans by dieisimaxmisetedwical com 

Battery-powered Cannon elevates, swings on target, fires missiles i 
Roll into action with this 23-inch long cannon Plastic with die-cast metal firing mechanism; s 
truck. Push button to raise barrel, push second steel barrel, Order 4 “D” batteries below. 
button to swing it left or right, push third but- 79 N 5774C—Shipping weight 10 Ib... . . $9.99 
ton to fire it. Shoots 3 rubber-tipped missiles. — "D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. 
Also fires roll caps (not included). 79 N 4660. ..........0.. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

£ 

Missile-firi 

Atomic Cannon 
with Targets 

$4.69 
Load, cock, fire by hand 
Young cannoneer rolls this mobile plastic 
cannon on 534-in. tires . . fires 4-in. shells by 
spring action. Elevating metal barrel. 4 
colorful stand-up targets, 3 soft rubber- 
tipped plastic missiles. 28x10x8 in. high, 
79 N 5745C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. . .Set $4.69 

Battery-powered Bulldozers 
1 Giant 18-inch Dozer pulls 16-inch trailer 

Two motors provide powerful push or pull 
to climb steep inclines. Levers control reverse, 
right or left turns. Blade raises and lowers auto- 
matically. Plastic body. Rubber treads. Order 4 
"D" batteries above. 
79 N 5788C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. ..$9.99 

11-inch Junior Si me action as 
From Japan. Order 2 "D" batteries below. 

49 N 5750—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs..... $3.79 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

«Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

bove. 

without 
baiteries 



It's really accurate. 

Electronic Rifle Range 
Become a real marksman with this action-packed target set. 35-inch plastic rifle shoots at the speed 
of light with precision accuracy. Adjustable, telescopic-like sight lets you really zero in. Target with 
photo-electric cell, 16x20 in. high. Includes 4 different wild animal heads that can be snapped on target. 
Score cards. Target uses 6 “D” batteries, rifle uses one 9-volt battery . . order both below. 
79 N 2638LM—Shipping weight 9 pounds. .. . . x 
Heavy duty 9-volt Battery. 
79 N 2670M.. 

ipping wt. 5 oz. "D” Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 

*.. Each $1.49 79 N4660............. 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

MARX DETECTIVE SET has “Chopper” tommy gun that goes 
"RAA-TAT-TAT" as muzzle recoils . . cap-firing .38 pistol that 
shoots soft plastic bullets. Official-looking wallet and badge 

E^ i 5366 
Yov're fully armed to capture every crook in 
town. Bolt-action tommy gun chatters like a 
real machine gun, barrel recoils. Sturdy plastic 
and metal, 19 inches long. Snub-nose metal 
pistol. has revolving cylinder just like a real 
gun . . fires caps and soft bullets at the same 
time. With 16 play bullets. Slip pistol into 
black plastic shoulder holster. If ha: : any questions tow vale With cient NENNEN 
Not sold in N.Y. City or Mass. E 49 N 2639 —Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... ......$3.66 454241111 

Rifle shoots bullets of light . . 

Electronic moving bull’s-eye lights up | 

and rings bell when you hit it 

Spring-action motor keeps 
bull's-eye in motion, and 

acts as a scoring “timer”. 

$1466 
without batteries 

Electronic 
Pistol Range $1088 satis 

Replica of .45 automatic target pistol shoots 
"bullets" of light. 16x13-inch high target . . as 
you score bullseye, word HIT lights up, bell 
rings. Plastic pistol uses one 9-volt battery, 
target uses 6 “D” batteries sold separately ^ 
below. 
49 N 2718CM—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.....$10.88 

9-volt Battery. Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
49 N'GSITM.., > REESE Each 35c 

"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660........... 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

as it is 
Fast, repeating rifle 
shoots plastic balls $299 

Tommy Gun ds shells $199 

Repeating action pumps 6 balls from 14-in. 
barrel. Includes 6 plastic-keg targets. Black 
stock. Shoulder strap. 28 inches over-all. 
79 N 2640C—Shipping wt. 2 lbs.. . . .$2.99 

170 SEARS rcs 

Gutiodn pas scans by dabimas naseem conn 

Now, capture underworld mugs with realisti- 
cally detailed gun. Pull-back bolt lever con- 
trols firing action . . shoot once or continu- 
ously. Red recoiling muzzle. Plastic, 19 in. 
long. 8 play shells included. 
49 N 2641—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz......$1.99 

Remco's Hamilton's Invaders $257 
Grenade Pistol, Helmet Set 3 

Protect against outer-space invaders with 
cap-firing pistol . . shoots 2 plastic grenades, 
too. Metallic blue helmet has built-in shaded 
goggles. One size fits any youngster. Caps not 
included. 
49 N 2624— Shipping wt. 2 lbs, ..Set $3.57 



Fighting Sergeant Set has bolt-action rifle 

Here's a natural for scrappy young “GIs”. The sling-strap 

Be a one-man junior army in the best equipped army-typé rifle actually ejects cartridge after each firing. 
airborne outfit around. Blast away on your Shoots roll caps. And there's a bayonet knife of soft, flexible 

plastic that mounts on your rifle, Helmet has net camouflage 
shell-ejecting Tommy Gun.. bullet shooting "45" and sergeant stripes. Canteen holds 3$ pint of water. 

Cap Pistol and have your practice Hand Grenades Includes two grenades, whistle, infantrymen’s insignia. All 
plastic. 
79 N 2622C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... ..es.0000+ +++ $3.96 ready. You're all set for a midnight drop 

behind enemy lines with helmet, mess kit a 
canteen. You'll be a fearless 

Charge with this Civil War Cavalry Set 

Ride with Jeb Stuart's raiders or Sheridan's Scouts. Your 
27-in. carbine and pistol fire caps and plastic bullets. 
26-in. saber is flexible. Belt, 24 bullets, holsters, scabbard. All 
pieces are durable plastic. Blue or gray wool felt hat with 
matching insignia. Nol sold in N.Y.C. or Moss. 
79 N 2706CG— Blue (Union Army Set). Shpg. wt. 3 1bs.$4,99 
79 N 2707CG —Gray (Confederate Army Set). Wt. 31bs. 4,99 

Authentic 14-pc. Paratrooper Outfit 
It's available only at Sears 

Track 'em down with Safari Hunter Outfit 

Your “bring-’em-back” equipment is a jungle helmet, big 
game Mannlicher Rifle with scope . . shoots darts, fires caps 

Combat alert gear includes: adjustal net with camouflage netting. Non-bullet A i p 
shooting burp gun with 8 play with holster, belt and 8 bullets. Mess and ejects shells, Plus binoculars, 9-m.m. Luger with 8 plastic 

kit with knife, fork, spoon, Cani des, paratrooper insignia, All plastic. bullets, belt and holster, canteen, flexible plastic jungle knife 
49 N 2626CG —Not sold in N.Y.C. or M g weight 4 Ibs. $5.88 and compass. No! sold in N.V.C. or Mass. 

79 N 2702CG—Shipping weight 4 pounds...........+ $6.49 

$392 xod 

Rapid fire machine gun Combat Patrol Field Kit Sonic Ray Gun The Kazooka 
Blase away with this realistic 2nd -50 cal. Lots of fun for your pint-size noncoms. Send Morse blinker code New hand weapon for Jr. 
camouflaged gun. Flashes . . recoils! Hear it They can pack their own mess kit with through outer space. anti-tank units. It 
Rat-a-tat-tat! Order 2 “D” batteries below. knife, fork, spoon. Includes canteen, net Built-in buzzer. Red,  bloops-out featherlight 
79 N 2729C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . $3.92 camouflage helmet, whistle and cap firing white, green lens, &-in. plastic balls (5) without 
7914450 D PAED Wi SOF e grenade, All are durable plastic. plastic. Has 2 "C" bat- reloading. Plastic, 18 in. 

Diode MD 49 N 2746—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 402. . $2.92 teries, Wt. 12 oz. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

170 SEARS rcs NOTE: Caps no! included with shooting toys. 49 N 2687.. 49 N 2699. «$2.27 
x 
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Magnetic hoist lifts up metal objects 
and releases them automatically at the 

top . . replace hoist with big bucket. 

Rugged .. made of heavy-gauge steel 

Michigan Shovel $699 
Cab pivots in full circle on this mobile crane 
truck. Bucket takes big bite . . automatically 
opens when raised to top by turning crank. Winch 
lifts and lowers 2-ft. boom, pushes in to lock. 
Twin jacks swing down for steadiness. Smooth 
baked enamel finish. Chassis 17 in. long. 
49 N 5493—Shipping wt. 8 Ibs. 10z......$6.99 

Ford Tractor has 9 actions 

$749 xis. 

Runs forward or backward, steers left or right, 
and lifts or lowers front scoop—all by remote con- 
trol. Pistons light up as it goes. Hand-operated 
drag scoop in back raises and 
dirt. It's a 20-inch 1, le model of the big Ford. 
Industrial Tractor. 
From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 4251— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 01.7.49. 

"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces, 
49 N 4660... .2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Smoking Bulldozer 

$597 ser, 
Rumbles forward and back, realistically steers 
left or right—just flick the levers. Smoke billows 
out Dy ee Blade operates manu- 
ally. Enameled steel, rubber treads. 12 in. long. 
From Japan, Order 3 “D” batteries above. 
49 N 4204— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz.. $5.97 

-e Da 

Big 4-foot boom swings wrecking ball, 
claw bucket, drag bucket or sky hook 

Super Crane $1950 
by MARX 

Claw up dirt, lift it high, rotate crane and dump load. Also topple structures, 
hoist “beams”—all automatically with button, lever, clutch and gear shift 
on cab. 2-ft. steel truck totes plastic crane, boom. Hand crank operates 
boom. Rolls on 6 tires. Order 3 “D” batteries. 
79 N 5811L—Shipping weight 10 pounds 
79 N 4660—“D” Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz... 

without 
batteries 

Peas zevss $12.50 

2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Cutlod pade scans Dy dabimas muselediadcl oom. 

Electrically-driven power steering, dumping and 

Za-Zooom sounds . . also power air brakes and horn 

Big Job Dump Truck ig Job Dump Truc 
Lifts and dumps 15 pounds. Runs forward, backward . . turns front wheels 
even in sand . . stops in its tracks . . sounds its horn . . makes idle, cruise and 
roar noises—all with 6 switches. Steel chassis supports rugged plastic body. 
Steering wheel turns by power; wiper blades work by hand. Rolls on 10 
heavy-duty tires. 29x11x11 in. high. Order 4 “D” batteries at left. 
79 N 5812L—Shipping weight 10 pounds... 

without 
batteries 
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REMCO MONKEY DIVISION 

for Jungle Warfare 

89937 ix 
Monkey Gun: it's 3 assault weapons in 1 

Pack it as a pistol . . slap on barrel— it's a tommy gun. Pull trigger . . fire loud 
burst. Also shoots 2 soft-tip grenades. Plastic, Order 2 "D" batteries, 
49 N 2634— Shipping weight 3 pounds. . : $3.37 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery, Shipping weight each 4 oz,.... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

s499 

Jungle Combat Patrol Outfit 

Quick firing Bazooka lobs soft-tip rockets a full 20 feet. 

There's a 2-way electronic Walkie-Talkie set with 25 feet of 

wire. Plus a regulation-type helmet with camouflage . . plus 

mess kit and canteen for carrying water 

2-way Wrist Radios Helmet with movable visor 

without Move out like a crack jungle veteran. Keep in contact from hidden posi 
$344 battery, s197 tions with your Walkie-Talkie . . no batteries needed. Set includes 2 plas 

See E I Reeve" volir atta tic phones, secret message pads and insulated conductor wire Plastic 
, and move iuto position mess kit and canteen snap on your belt. Helmet and camouflage leaves 

Jungle fighters come in “loud and 
clear": voice, buzzer plus click 
transmission. Order 1 “C’ battery... Our Jungle fighters use one like it. Plas ure plastic, Flexible inner lining . . one size fits all, Bazooka: 36 inches 

below. Includes 25 feet of wire. tic with chin strap. 1 fits all. long. Comes with 2 rockets of soft polyethylene 
49 N 1955—Shpg. wt. 11b..$3.44 — 49 N 2635— Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz $1.97 79 N 2683C— Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $4.99 

49 N 4665 —"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. Each 160; 4 for 60c 

Jungle Mortar with pillbox target “Long Range" Bazooka lobs shells 30 feet *Short Range" Bazooka 

Knock out the enemy's fortifications. Gauge Target —enemy pillbox. Result: demolition, as your 39 Blast away with soft-tip polyethylene plastic 
elevation and firing distance of shells. 60 mm in. bazooka shóots plastic rockets through the air ammo. Shorter range of 20 feet, for surprise 
mortar is 19 in. long. 4 soft-tip plastic shells Adjustable telescope sight. With 3 rockets, pillbox jungle raids. 36 inches long. Plus 2 rockets. 
49 N 2685 —Shipping weight 3 Ibs $2.99 79 N 2606C —shipping weight 4 pounds $3.87 79 N 2631C —Shipping weight 2 Ibs. ...$1.32 

$232 
Mattel Guan Gun Mattel Guerrilla Poncho Gun Set $958 

Attack . . with barrel smoking. Fires 50 G.I, (Guerrilla Issue) set includes cam- roll caps (not incl.). Bolt action; plastic 
times in bursts or single shots... sounds ouflaged 50-shot machine gun that fires and metal Plus: camouflaged poncho, 
real with or without roll caps (not incl.). bursts or single shots . . 25 in. long, flexible knife with scabbard, and “Special 
Bolt action. Plastic, metal. 25 in. long. sounds super realistic whether you Operations” beret with insignia, 
79 N 2675C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.....$2.32 merely pull the trigger or use perforated 79 N 2676C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $3.58 cw.» SEARS 171 
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The Rugged Vehicles 
big men need on the job 

ANY SET $988 
only 

Marx Auto Transport with 3 plastic cars. 
Big double-deck steel trailer . . 23 in. long 

over-all, Steel cab has dummy headlights, 
grille, bumpers, wide-view windshield. 
49 N 5582—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz.. Set $2.88 

2 Marx 21-piece Rancher Set. Haul 19 
plastic farm animals in this steel livestock 

van that's about 17 in. long over-all, Tailgate 
drops to load animals, Plastic corral. 

49 N 5609— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz.. Set $2.88 

3 Irwin Plumbing ond Heating Truck for your 
little handyman. A 15-inch plastic replica 

with storage compartments. Includes pipe 
sections, fittings and tools that really work. 

49 N 5556—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz.....$2.88 

4 Ford Econoline Pick-up Truck. Nylint scale 
model about 11 in. long. Steel body. Wrap- 

around windshield, chromed hub caps, white- 
walls, trailer hitch, and snap-action tailgate. 
Lawn mower has driver and 6 attachments. 
49 N 5439—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... . .. . Set $2.88 

5 Sears Friction-motor Rental Fleet. Trailer 
has drop tailgate, dosed hauler has rear 

door that opens. Truck with trailer is 24 
inches long. All steel bodies, rubber wheels 
with hub caps. 
49 N 4201—Shpg. wt. 2Ibs.......... $2.88 

6 Marx Farm Troctor. Battery-operated plas- 

tic tractor is about 7 in. long. Use any of 
3 attachments. Turn the wheel and watch it 
plow, rake, or dig furrows. From Hong Kong. 
Order 2 “D” batteries above at right. 
49 N 5663—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.......Set $2.88 

Military Combat Carrier 

with 8 Combat Vehicles 

3988 
Giant 21-inch military transport has pow- 
erful friction motor. Detachable steel 
trailer and loading ramp. Vehicles include 
jeep, 2 trucks, tank, ambulance, staff car, 
and 2 howitzers. From Japan. 
49 N 5675—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 13 oz. $2.88 172 SEARS fous 

Cutiod pace scans by deisimasmuseteciadci com 

Battery-powered Road Builders 
with $188 m 

Motorized to run on the ground. For different 
actions, just change lever positions. Dump truck 
has dump bed that raises or lowers. Cement mixer 
has drum that revolves. Bulldozer has blade that 
lifts and lowers. Each about 7 in. long and made 
of break-resistant styrene. Order 1 "D" battery 
for each vehicle below. Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. 
49 N 5669— Cement Mixer.. ... $1.88 
49 N 5670—Dump Truck. $413 ere E 
49 N 5671— Bulldozer. PONES | 

“D” Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces, 
: 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 49 N 4660 

$188 

Haul sand, livestock . . almost anything in this 
heavy-gauge steel truck with detailed features, 
Tailgate opens for easy loading. Whitewall tires, 
chrome-plated wheel discs. About 13 in. long. 
49 N 5430—Shipping weight 3 Ibs........$1.88 

Roy Rogers Hauler and Trailer 

Colorful all-steel van trailer about 15 in. long. 
Ramps in rear and side for loading. Included are 
plastic figures of Roy, Dale Evans, their horses, 
Pat Brady, jeep Nellybelle and Roy’s dog Bullet. 
49 N 5557— Shipping weight 2Ibs........$1.88 

Happy Ranchers Set 

$588 
Steel truck and trailer are 23 in, long over- 
all, have whitewall tires and chromed hub 
caps. Truck has removable panels and 
hitch. Paint set, brush to paint the plastic 
man and wife and 5 animals. 
79 N 5461C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.....$5.88 



Friction-powered 

Highway and 

Airline Set 

43 $ 
pieces 

Diversified fleet for fun-filled play. Colorfully 
decorated metal, plastic accessories. From Japar 
414 to 14 in, long. Includes surrey jeep, 2 var 
with doors that open, car with trailer and boat 
helicopter, auto carrier with cab and 4 free 
rolling cars, flatbed truck with cab and 6 case 
jet plane, 3 cars, 18 road signs 

49 N 5799 —shpy. wt, 5 Ibs, 8 oz $6.99 

Tootsietoys 

TAs. 
Die-cast metal and plastic. About 4 to 9 in. lor 
(1) 49 N 5515-Carrier, 3 boats, Wt, 5 oz... 74c 
(2) 49N5514-Carrier, 2 cars. Wt, 7 oz 74c 

(3) 49N5516-Fire Truck, Ladder. Wt.7 oz., 74c 
4) 49 N5510-Moving Van. Wt. 8 oz. 74c 
5 49 N 5511-€« rete Mixer. Wt, 8 oz. 74c 

6) 49 N 5519-Mobil Oil Tanker. Wt, 8 oz.. 74c 
7) 49 N 5520- Tractor, Harrow, Wt, 8 oz... 74c 
8) 49 N 5518-Bulldozer, Shpg. wt. 5 oz 74c 
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tSitaloó pase scare by diuidimdrnrsetocivtical con 

25-piece Combat Set 

Ready for a big battle. Junior sized. Jeeps, 
tanks, trucks, machine guns, cannon, soldiers 

just like in the army. A wealth of playtime 
fun for a child. Pieces are made of rugged, 
rubber-like vinyl. Set includes 2 tanks with 
movable turrets, 5 in. long; 2 reconnaissance 
cars with machine gun mountings. 6 in. long; 
2 jeeps each pulling 1 cannon, X in. long; 1 
truck; 16 soldiers; American fag. 
49 N 5575. hp. we. 2 Ibs, Set $1,89 

f 

23-piece Road Construction Set 

Includes all the equipment needed to get make 
believe roads ready for heavy traffic. Set made 
of rubber-like vinyl. 

Includes city light truck with movable boom; 
bulldozer with moving track and blade; road 
roller with tamper; 2 dump trucks: crane shovel: 
roadscraper; earth mover . . euch 7 to 11 inches 
long. Plus attachments, road signs and 4 workers. 
49 N 5488. Shpg. wr, 3 Ibs... ......Set $3.89 

15-piece Sportsman Vacation Set 

Whiz down the road with five 514-in. cars with 
rear hitches; 5 trailers (house, horse, boat, 
racer, U-Haul); horse, 2 boats, racer, pick- 
up truck with camper top. Metal and plastic 
49 N 5495 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz... Set $3.99 



$199 zat 
FIREBALL EXPRESS 

by Marx 

Drop fireballs in the fire-box . . 
catch 'em as they pop out stack 

Delight your little engineer with this 
battery-operated old-fashioned loco- 
motive. He keeps 16-inch plastic loco 
chugging with 12 red fireballs. Order 

D” batteries on facing page. 
49 N 5863—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. . $7.99 

Pinto Family 3989 
3-piece set 

Realistically molded of sty- 
rene to authentic scale, Beau- 
tiful black and white spot- 
ting. Stallion and mare about 
7 in. long, 6 in. high, Colt is 
5 in. long by 4% in. high. 
49 N 6035-Wt. 1 Ib. $2.89 

HAND PAINTED HORSES 

Just like driving a car..wipers 
swish, signals blink, horn honks 

FIREBIRD "99" 
$197 xz by Remco 

Mystery Locomotive 

Forward. .sideways..reverse—you 
never know where it goes next 

Watch smoke puff out smoke-stack . 
hear whistle blow see headlight 
glow. When 10-in, loco hits object it 
changes direction, Steel. From Japan. 
Order 2 “D” batteries on facing page. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 4239 $1.97 

Beverly Hillbillies 

Wind 'er up and this old 
2-ft. rattletrap wheezes and 

snorts, It's piled high with 
junk and removable figures 
of Jed, Jethro, Elly May 
and Granny. Plastic 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 5771C $7.79 

aking Oldtimer 

Watch it bump along then 
stop. 10-inch car starts to 
shake . . driver almost falls 
off, Working headlights. 
Detailed metal. From 
Japan. Order 2 bat 
teries, facing page. Shpg. 
wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 4242 $2.99 

POLL Turn the ignition key and you're off. Spin steering 
When it hits an object, 10 wheel . . watch speedometer move. Adjust mirror, 
inch metal jeep changes check gauges, turn knobs on dash, Open glove com- 

tion. Driver's hands partment and check your roadmap. Plastic, 13 in. 
actually steer. Real fringe, long. Order 2 “D” batteries on facing page. 
rubber tires. Order 2 "D" 49 N 5738—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... . $5.99 
batteries on facing page. 

beca 49N5803-Wt.2 lbs.$3.95 batterios 

Step on pedal. . steer 
car over moving road 

SKILL DRIVE £ Gr % 

wi4 a 4 
4 \ 

Your hands do the driving, your foot controls speed, 
Rearing Mustang and 59 Dashing Polo Pony and $198 your eyes watch “lap” counter, “timer” dial and 
“Tennessee Walker” 3959 Saddlebred horse 1 d indicator light to make sure you're on track. Com 

plete 20 laps in 1 minute for best score. Plastic, 36 
Horses have carved-from-woodlook. Mustang, Both horses molded from plastic. Nicely de- in, long. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 
10 in, high, “Walker,” 10 in. long. Plastic. tailed wood-cut effect. Each 9 in. long. 79 N 5768L—Shipping weight 15 lbs., . . . $14.99 
49 N 6067— Mustang. Shpg. wt. 120z. $2.59 49 N 6064—Polo Pony. Wt. 12 oz... . -$1.98 
49 N 6066—"Walker.” Shpg. wt. 120z. 2.59 49 N 6065—Saddlebred. Wt. 12 oz.. .. 1.98 «s SEARS 173 
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Sleek Jaguar XKE has friction motor 

$189 

Join the sport set with this gleaming white dream car . . 
beautifully detailed even down to the chrome-color 
trim, Bucket seats, transparent windshield, rubber tires. 

Sturdy steel body 12 inches long. Made in Japan. 
49 N 4235 Shipping weight 1 Ib. $ oz. $1.89 

Push Ford . . watch it make “U” turns 

99- 
Give it a push 
ahead a few feet—then it makes a ' 
back to you. Finely detailed interior. Made of stec 
has rubber tires. 8 inches long n Japan 
49 N 4212 Shipping weight 9 ou; 

p s]89 
6 famous Race Cars with friction motors 
World-famous Grand Prix racers— Porsche, 
Formula I, Fe son, Lola Climax, Cooper, Vanw: 

some of the greatest names in racing. 
strong, bre: 
painted. Each about 6 inches long. From Hong K 

49 N 5793— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

Looks just like the car grandpa used to drive. Watch it 
make pre-set circular turns. Gold-color bordered box 

Plastic lanterns really work. Interior finely detail 
windshield, on-off switch. Heavy-gauge steel . 

its friction motor will carry it straight 
U" turn and comes 

1 

Cooper 
all 

All are made of 
k-resistant plastic. Finely detailed and hand 

ong. 
Set $1.89 

Circle-action Car . . 
with motor that 

smokes and rumbles 

9 in 

long. From Japan. Order 2 "D" batteries below at right 
49 N-5791—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

Cuniod pane scans by dheidimasmuselecimicM pov 

$2.99 

Mr. Kelly's Car Wash 
by REMCO 

Fill the water tank, hook the car on the cable, press the starter switch. Presto! You get cleaning, 
scrubbing and drying action of a real automatic car wash. Under the protective see-through roof, 
watch the car being wet down by the no-mess water system, move through cleaning rollers, dryer, 
and out the back bright as new. Complete with 2 cars, wax cans filled with wax, towels, sponges 
and standing sign. 27 inches long. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 5718C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... . $e 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounce: 

$5.99 
Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Raise on four jacks 
for fast wheel change 

Powered by strong friction motor 
. . makes realistic motor sound 

built-in jacks and send it on its way again. 
Colorful steel body, 15 inches long. Built-in 
roll bar, clear plastic windshield, chrome-color 
trim. Treaded rubber tires. From Japan. 
49 N 4293—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... . . $3.79 

Just give it a push and it speeds straight 
ahead. When it roars to a stop, turn key at 
side and racer raises off the ground. Spin off 
wheel discs for fast change of tires (2 spare 
wheels and tires included), then lower the 

dump or grade with battery power 

3-piece Construction Set 

$4.99 ses, 
Motorized to run on the ground. For different 

actions, just change lever positions. Dump truck 

has dump bed that raises or lowers. Cement mixer 

has drum that revolves. Bulldozer has blade that 

lifts and lowers. Each about 7 inches long. Made 

in Hong Kong. Order 3 “D” batteries below. 

49 N 5839—Shipping weight 2 Ibs... . .Set $4.99 

49N4660-"D" Battery. Wt. 4 oz. Ea. 16c; 4, 60c 
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Flip the switch and this model of an army 
LST rolls to the battle. It stops, doors open 
‘and tank automatically rolls down ramp. Push 
buttons to launch 4 plastic rockets and 2 
depth charges. Red and green lights blink, 
radar and 8 gun mounts turn. Camouflage- 
colored metal. 16x6 inches high, From Japan. 
Order 2 “D” batteries on facing page. 
49 N 5699—Shipping weight 2 Ibs... $4.44 

“Duck” runs on land, water $397 

without batteries 

Amphibious "duck" moves on wheels, also 
floats on water, 10x4 in. high. 2 landing craft 
float, fit on trailer. Craft 6 in. long. 15 soldiers, 
2 in. high. All plastic. From Hong Kong. 

Order 2 “D” batteries on facing page. 
49 N 5666—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ....$3.97 

Cutiiod gage scans by Guisinas Waselecindce om. 

$589 

Cabin rocks as Tug “sails” 

Lights on deck shine, fog horn sounds. 
Moves on free-rolling wheels. Metal. 
14x634 in. high. From Japan. Order 
3 "D" batteries on facing page. 
49 N 4236—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. $5.89 

without 
batteries 

Big 25-inch long landing craft rolls 
“ashore.” Two20-mm gunsand helicop- 
ter defend as shell-fring tank destroy- 
er goes down lowered landing ramp. 
14 soldiers, 4 shells, AII plastic. 
79 N 5536C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $5.92 

Mystify your friends 

Ferry “steams” back and forth . . 

gates drop automatically as it docks 

$999 ex 

“Drive” cars up dock ramp and into boat. Press 
switch on smoke stack . . ferry makes trip along 
guide wire to other dock. With 16 metal cars, 
each 4 inches long. Metal docks are each 17x9 
inches wide; metal boat is about 16x7 in. wide, 
Order 2 "D" batteries on facing page. From Japan. 
49 N 4213—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 12 oz. $9.99 

EXPANDING 

“PHANTOM 
RAIDER” 
by IDEAL 

Converts from freighter to fighting ship 

- . Shift control lever . . hidden deck 
opens revealing 4 missiles, 2 “ash 

cans," 4 rockets—all ready for action 

S Q88 se 
Just cruising along the floor, it looks like an or- 
dinary freighter rolling with the waves. Suddenly 
it's attacked .. alarm horn and clanging bell sound, 
and ship expands. The hidden deck section comes 
alive as 3 hatch covers open automatically to reveal 
4 missiles,'2 depth charges and 4 rockets (operate 
manually). Radar antennas turn—also steer ship. 
Shift lever for forward, reverse, stop, attack and 
close. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 5872C— Shipping weight 4 lbs. $8.88 

"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
. 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 79 N 4660 

Army Set. Four 5-inch tanks, 20 Gls, 4 jeeps, 
4 trucks, 4 cannon, LST, trenches. All plastic. 
49 N 5550—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 402... Set $1.94 

Vehicle Set $989 

Metal jeep 6 in. long, ambulance, truck, tank, 
sedan, helicopter, cannon, 4 shells. Japan. 
49 N 4290—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz....Set $2.89 



Watch motorized elevator lift planes to deck s729 . : . . see catapult launch them. 
Battery-powered Aircraft Carrier Find Brei cavalo! dazu 

$588 batteries Turn on switch and 35-inch carrier moves forward on wheels. Use operating panel to control 
action. Press alarm button and a bell rings. Remote-control power switches move elevator up 
and down, lifting aircraft to flight deck. Place planes on catapult, press button and off they go. 
When enemy aircraft approaches, rocket launcher lets go with missiles. When planes come in 

for a landing, arresting gear catches them. If gear is missed, planes hit crash barrier. 
Indudes 12 pursuit planes, 9 bombers, 4 helicopters, 4 rockets, 1 tow truck and a 100-man 

crew. Gray and yellow plastic. (Not a water toy.) Order 4 “D” batteries 79 N 4660, left below. 
79 N 5724C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... cesses ems $7.99 

Fire 6 missiles and launch 2 planes by push-button con- 
trol Two helicopters actually fly. Working elevators, 
too, Runs along the floor on concealed wheels. Colorful 
steel, 21 in. long. From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries. 

49 N 4225— Shipping weight 2 pounds. $5.88 
49 N 4660—"D” Battery. Wt. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Walking Moon Explorer REMCO Barracuda Atomic Sub 
Watch it move b; wi without remote contol s $477 naties $866 pee 

Visit outer space. Press button on missile-shaped Giant plastic sub moves on concealed wheels. Twin pro- control box ..explorer moves forward, antenna re- — pellers turn. Signal flashes red. Warning chime sounds volves, cockpit lights up, Press another button .. — Transparent deck shows sub interior. 4 torpedoes, 4 missiles, door opens, spaceman "floats out." Steel, plastic, - a raft and a 24-man crew. 37 in. long. (Not a water toy.) Sin. long. From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteriesabove. Order 4 "D" batteries 79 N 4660 at left, below. 
49 N 4265—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 601....$4.77 — 79 N 5748L— Shipping weight 8 Ibs. $8.66 

REMCO Big Caesar 
REMCO Sky Diver s899 mes 

s866 E 

Switch on the motor and hear the 
jet's high-pitched whine. Put sky 
diver in seat—release canopy. Seat 
and chute are ejected into air. When 
seat separates, multi-color silk para- 
chute opens and sky diver floats 
to the ground. Includes motorized 
tractor to pull jet. Jet is 31 inches 
long; of high-impact plastic. Oper- 
ates on 4 "D" batteries (not includ- 
ed. Order below). 
79 N 5763L—Wt. 8 lbs. ....$8.66 

"D" Batteries, Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
79 N 4660..Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
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All the excitement of an ancient sea battle 
as you advance the giant galleon against 
its foes. A flick of the switch and the 
mighty ship moves into action—16 oars 
start to row . . on deck a 25-man Roman 
legion stands ready to attack . . 4 cata- 
puits take aim at the enemy . . 2 hofse- 
drawn chariots prepare to charge. Within 
striking distance looms the fortress, with 
25 warriors waiting to defend themselves. 
The 50 Roman soldiers include 30 spear- 

men, 10 swordsmen, 8 bowmen and 2 
captains. Made of plastic. (Not a water 
toy.) 29 inches long. White, orange and 
gold color. Operates on 4 “D” batteries . . 
see at left. 
79 N 5721C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $8.99 



BOMBS AWAY! 
When you score 

a direct hit, 
tank explodes 

CA 

2-foot Bomber, 

2 Bombs and Tank $889 
Twin-jet steel bomber runs along ground with friction- 
powered motor. When lifted (in flight), push button on 
top of plane and bomb-bay doors open. When bomb hits 
target . . turret, gun and housing fly apart. Plastic 
bombs. 4-pc. pl c tank, 8 in. long. 
79 N 4230C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .Set $3.89 

All items on page (except batteries) made in Japan unless slated otherwise 

Copter flies by remote control 

Dives, hovers, rescues 2 plastic men— 
you're in control. 9 inches long. Order 2 
“D” batteries below. Made in U.S.A. 
49 N 5870—Shpg. wt. 13 02.......$2.97 

Cuna pane Scans by cheisimas museteciudc il pomo 

Impressive 22-in. plastic plane taxis 
along ground on wheels. Loading door, 
ramp swing open. Inside: jeep, rocket 
launcher, 2 rubber-tipped rockets, 10 
plastic soldiers. Mobile cannon fires 
6 plastic shells. Searchlight truck, radar 
scanner. Made in U.S.A. 
79 N 5702L—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... . . $4.99 

Jet roars . . flashes lights 

707 Jetis metal and plastic. 19 in. long. Push 
button to release landing gear. Switch for 
lights. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 4277—Shpg. wt. 2Ibs....... $4.89 

Bristol Jet Bomber $989 without 
batteries. 

Engine makes jet sounds, lights flash. 16 in. long. 
Metal, plastic. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 5688—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 80z........$2.89 

4-motor Plane $997 without 
batteries 

Stop-and-go action. 4 props start revolving, 

stop in sequence. Goes straight, turns. Steel. 
15 in. long. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 5686—Shipping wt. 11b. 4oz.. ....$2.97 

Navy Bi-plane $189 ios. 

Engine lights up, makes noise. Metal, 10 in. 
long. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
49 N 4262—Shipping wt. 11b. 2 oz. 
"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. 

49 N 4665. ..2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Helicopter $389 ibo 

Blades spin, light flashes, engine makes noise. 
Door opens, ramp moves when copter stops. 

++. $1.89 

Metal, 1614 in. long. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 5687—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $3.89 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Flick “blast-off” switch . . rl 
smoke pours out . . lights blink 

. . hit control button 
and capsule ejects, 

parachutes back 

SEARS 
3-STAGE 
ROCKET 

9 ABO es 
Excitement really builds as the count- 
down ends . . minus 2, minus 1—blast 
off. Launching tower moves forward and 
back, chain hoists capsule to its launch- 
ing pad. Elevator moves up and down. 

Metal and plastic. 17x20 in. high. Order 
2 "D" batteries below, at left, 
49 N 4279—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.....$7.89 
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Swoop in low with this sleek, twin-jet bomber . . 
^, there's the tank ahead. At the right moment, push 
"button on top of plane and bomb bay doors open. 
Watch as bomb streaks downward—right on tar- 
get. Boom! , , turret, gun and housing fly apart as 
tank "blows up." There'sanextra bomb if you miss, 

They really fly . . 

all by remote control 

Supercar. You can make it take off, loop, 
figure eights . . all by pre 

its own power. Order à “D” b 
page. Red and yellow plastic. 12 inches long. 

| K P f Bombs 
Direct hit explodes tank 

_ Take part in an exciting, anti-tank bombing mission 
^ with long 2-foot steel Bomber, 2 Bombs—and Tank 

Away 
pe 

Sweep into turn and head back to your base. 
Land plane . . it runs along ground with friction- 
powered motor. Gleaming black with red and yel- 
low markings. Weighted plastic bombs. 4-pc. plas- 
tic tank rolls freely, 8 in. long. Made in Japan. 

79 N 4230C — Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . ..Set $3.89 

Globemaster Plane Set by IDEAL $399 

Big 22-inch plastic plane taxis along ground on free-rolling wheels. Swing-open loading 
door . . and a parade of power comes down its movable ramp. A jeep. A rocket launcher that 
fires 2 rubber-tipped rockets. Mobile cannon that fires 6 plastic shells. Truck with search- 
light. Swiveling radar scanner, Even 10 plastic soldiers. Wing span 1734 inches. 
79 N 5702L—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

49 N 5789—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 52.69 [5] $679 Sationes 

Catteries 9 Flash Plone. Red fuselage of high-impact plastic 
^ 12 inches long. Yellow and red plastic wings. Has 4 Big steel Corgo Plone, P Hustler Jet. Stop-and- Jet Fighter leaves smoke 
extra propeller. Order 2 “D” batteries 49 N 4660, fac over 2 feet long, hauls — "^ goaction,flashinglights — " trail. . whines like real jet. Sissi four 4-in. cars, Gas truck in- — inengines..canopy opens, Nose light goes on and off, 
PEE) oe cluded. Load or unload from closes on its 3 passengers. Nose wheels adjust for direc- 49 N 5817—Shipping weight 13 oz $2.49 front or rear ramps, both re- Front wheels adjust so tion, Decorated steel. About 

e E A tractable. Hinged tail sec- plane can run in circle or — 1134 in. long. Order 2 "D" 3 Helicopter. 9-in. fuselage of sturdy stee in. tion. Also has rolling pas- straight line. Metal. Order batteries 49 N 4660 on facing propellers of vinyl plastic, Blue and white with 
red propellers. Flies, maneuvers by turning hand 

crank on the remote control box, From West Germany 

49 N 5818—Shipping weight 15 oz $2.98 

Cunioa pane scans by cheisimaxmuselecimicH piv 

senger stairway. Red, white, 
blue and silver markings. 
From Japan. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
79 N 4217C.. .......$4,99 

3 "D" batteries 79 N 4660 
on facing page. 20 in. long. 
From Japan, Wt. 2 Ibs, 
79 N A224C ....... $6.79 

page. Japan. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
4844287... i $2.89 
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. . releases space capsule 
that parachutes to earth 

PROJECT 
MERCURY 

$499 

All you need is open sky and a little water to blast off. 
Pump air and water from control center through 8-ft. hose 
to rocket on launching platform. Pumping stops when cor- 
rect pressure for set altitude is reached. Set timer gauge and 
countdown begins. When it hits zero, your 10-in. Gemini 
rocket blasts off automatically. At peak of flight Friendship 
capsule is released and parachutes gently to earth. A second 
plastic rocket, without parachute, soars to 300 ft. 

49 N 6309— Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

| f Uses a new type 
non-explosive, 
non-toxic fuel kit 

176 SEARS «x 
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Flies over 100 feet 

ALPHA-1 
Ballistic Missile 

$999 

Blast off for fun and excite- 
ment with the missile de- 
signed by missile engineers 
and tested at Cape Kennedy. 

Mix oxidizer and fuel which 

forms gas that propels rocket. 
To launch it, pull cord and 
watch 10-inch red plastic 
rocket streak into the sky at 

any angle you select. 

It's rubber-tipped for soft 
landings. Includes rocket, 
fuel, measuring tank, remote 
launching cord, base pivot 
pin and instructions. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49N6310.... $2.99 

Fuel Kit, Oxidizer, fuel. 
49N6312—Wt. 4 oz.. .39c 

Race and rally = I 
with these seven 
DINKY TOYS 
made in England 

Metal Sports Cars— Road Racers Set $7788 

Your own fleet of free-rolling 3}¢-inch sports cars. The 
B.R.M., Ferrari, Mercedes, “E” and “D” Jags, M.G., and 
Triumph Spitfire. Finely detailed exact replicas . . canopy 
or cowl removes, doors open, seatbelt holds driver. 
49 N 2269—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. Set $7.88 

Handle construction jobs in 
miniature with this 5-vehicle 

set from the famous “MATCH- 
BOX" King Size Series 

$599 4 $9 © 

Parts move on 8-wheel tipper, rear dumper, tractor shovel, 
cement truck, jumbo crane. Same accurate detail as the 
famous miniatures. Metal. 4 to 7 in. long. England. 
49 N 2273—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 oz... . Set $5.99 

im. 

Sy BUDGIE mr 
$474 Die-cast metal 
4 Miniatures 

Timber transporter, cattle truck, tractor transporter, 
dump truck and hauler-trailer. 384 to 7 in. long. England. 
49 N 2268— Shipping weight 1 pound 14 oz... . Set $4.74 

40 Free-rolling $944 

Miniature Cars 2 
A package full of fun. Plastic trucks, foreign and sports 
cars. Assorted colors. From 134 to 2 in. long. Hong Kong. 
49 N 2122—Shipping weight 12 oz.. ... .. Package $2.44 
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Dual-track Wind-up Auto Race 
nearly 5 feet long 

LI 
Battery powered 

Horse Race 

3) 
$999 

Wind-up Cars zip down straightaway, fighting for lead roar over ler 
bridge around S6x25-in., figure-8 track. Two 4-in. steel racers. Clock-s g 

motors, stop levers. Molded plastic sections snap together. Posts, figures included 
49 N 5782—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounce $4.6€ 

9, Wind-up Train trav times arou ack 
* goes through tu el, over colo se è 

moves up, down. Plastic locomotive. Spri ed key. Metal 
tender, car. Base 22x1 wide. Train 11 in. lc 
79 N 5736C—Shit t $2.69 

8 Exciting Horse Race Game for Two. Horses race neck-and-neck around oval 
track. Jockeys t ce in the saddles. Button on remote control 

unit regulates Takes 4 
D” batteries. Ord: 

ections. 12-ft. lap. High-impact plastic 
top of page. Made in Hong Kong 
an $9.99 
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Control the speed of 

battery-powered 

Mercedes and Jaguar 
as they race on 10'^-ft. track 

$7799 

Just look at them go. Whizzing down the straightaway . . spin- 
ning as they whip around the turns. Lots of action, lots of speed! 
Two 44 in. racers . . one Mercedes, one Jaguar. Each has a guide 
pin for realistic spinning. You press the button on the battery 
control to speed them up or slow them down. Fourteen track sec- 
tions make a 2x4 ft., figure-8 layout. Snap sections together in 
other layouts of your own design. 1014 ft. lap. Two sections of 
lane cross-over track. Made of high-impact plastic. Takes 4 “D” 
batteries, not included. Order below. Made in Hong Kong. 

without 
batteries 

79 N 4238C—Shipping weight 4 pounds.......---+.-+ Set $7.99 

"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces, 
79 N 4660........ een nnn „Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

4) 

4 Wind-up Cars Tour Scenic Lake Resort, Figures and play accessori¢ 
start moving when the cars pass. Decorated metal. 29 ir 

Made in We 
ing weight 47 

wide, 2 up car 
79 N 4249C—s 

st Germa 

5 Triple-lane Straightaway Race Set. Position wir 
startin e, and V-O-0-M away they g 

snap tog to make a 3-lane straightaw 
c track 

z. Two 4-in 
mechanism ecring 

led for making startin, 
and finishing in West German 
49 N 5832 $8.69 

Extra track. 
49 N 5833 1.98 

Extra Cars. 4-in. plastic. Clock-spring motors. Sh 
49 N 5834 — Mercede $1.99 

aping weight each & o: 
$1.99 



Quick-change magic. Just mount 
high-performance, compact mo- 
tor and batteries on chassis . . 

snap on any 1 of 12 body styles... 
set steering . . flip switch— 
away it goes . . indoors or out. 

e$ 

[ET Rolls Royce 9 Imperial 

Start your fleet of world-famous cars with any of 
these lustrous-colored models. All the plastic 
bodies have detailed chrome-color trim, clear 
windows and headlights. All bodies fit same chas- 
sis. Makes for many combinations. 

Molded chassis has built-in drive gear, metal- 
plated parts, and 5-position torsion-bar steering. 
Set it for left or right, wide or tight circles, or 
straight away. Wheels sport white sidewall rub- 
ber tires and de luxe aluminum wheel covers. 
Order 2 “AA” batteries for each Body, Frame 
and Motor Set. 

49 N 4666M —"AA" Battery. Shipping weight each 1 oz... 

American LaFrance 
Fire Engine Kit 

$944 

An accurately detailed plastic A real challenge for any hobbyist. 145 

model of a 900 Pumper by parts—34 in motor alone. Die-cast metal 

Aurora. 1/48 scale (34 in. equals 
1 ft.). Molded red, black and 
silver-color parts. 914 in. long. 
49 N 2257—Wt. 11b..$2.44 

Cumiog gage scans by duisimas naseke oom. 

Re-create the DUESENBERG 

with chrome-color plastic accessories. Fold 
down windshield, operating steering. Wire 
wheels, flexible exhausts. 1 ft. long. 
49 N 1993—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. .$7.99 

(I casae 

] 49 N2358M—Sting Ray Set. Wt. 8 oz. $1.99 
49 N 2360—Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 oz..77¢ 

Q, 49 N 2356M-Continental Set. Wt. 8oz. $1.99 
49 N 2357— Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 oz..77c 
49 N 2363 M—Mercury Set. Wt. 8 oz. $1.99 
49 N 2364—Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 oz.. 77c 
49 N 2365M-Ford Truck Set. Wt. 8oz. $1.99 
49 N 2366—Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 oz..77c 

Ej 49 N 2371M-Ford Wagon Set. Wt. 8oz. $1.99 
49 N 2372—Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 oz..77c 
49N2373M-Grand Prix Set. Wt. 8 oz. . $1.99 
49N2374—Body only, Shpg. wt. 3 oz. .77c 

Fun to build . . 

$888 
without batteries 

Sting Ray .. XK-E .. Impala . . T-Bird 

. now race them ALL 

It's terrific, it's 

MOTORIFIC 
by IDEAL 

Accurate to the last 

detail. Each body, only 

4% inches long, will 

satisfy even the most 

discerning collector 

Body, Chassis and Motor 

99 
without. 
batteries 

='7'7e 
49 N 2354M—T-Bird Set. Wt. 8 oz...$1.99 
49 N 2355— Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 0z..77¢ 

8 49 N 2361 M-Rolls Royce Set. Wt. 802. $1.99 
49 N 2362— Body only. Shpg. wt, 3 oz,.77¢ 

9 49 N 2367 M—Imperial Set. Wt. 8 oz. $1.99 
49 N 2368— Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 0z..77c 

10 49 N 2369 M—Cadillac Set. Wt. 8 oz. $1.99 
49 N 2370— Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 77c 

ll 49N2376M—Impala Set. Wt. 8 oz. . . . $1.99 
49N2377—Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 oz..77c 

12 49N2378 M-Jaguar XK-E Set. Wt.80z. $1.99 
49N2379—Body only. Shpg. wt. 3 oz,.77¢ 

-Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Start . . stop . . control 

speed up to 15 feet away 

11-inch Lightronic II 
Solar-powered Car 

Just shine flashlight beam on solar cell to control plastic car. 
Can also be run on 2 “D” batteries, order below. Steer manu- 
ally. Unassembled, tools included. 
49 N 2222— Shipping weight 2 pounds.........,..-.. $8.88 

49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 
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Wind-up Roller Coaster 

Exciting amusement park and all you 

two levels at once. 
Each car has people painted at the 

windows to make it more realistic. Both 
cars 314 in. long; all metal. Track easily 
set up, 10 in. high. From Japan. 
49 N 4246—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.89 

Traffic Control Set 
by OHIO ART 

Cars wind up, run along the roads, around 
curves, into parking areas and you 
control them with 4 hand-operated levers. 
Set includes three cars, each 33$ inches 
long. Board is generous 14x1914 inches 
long. Entire unit is all metal to make it 
last. Painted cities and parks add travel 

interest. 
79 N 5701L—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $2.99 

Wind-up Train 
with clock motor 

$389 

Husky plastic steam- 
typeengine with tender 
shoots harmless sparks. 

Metal gondola, box 
car, caboose. Motor has 
speed governor, on-off 
switch. Train is 34 
inches long. 8 curved, 
2 straight tracks form 
84-foot oval. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz- 
49 N 5731....$3.89 

Cuna pan scans by deisimas: 

Battery-powered HO Train Set- 

locomotive smokes, whistles.. 

cars uncouple automatically 

89 
without 
batteries 

Hear it whistle, see it smoke as it chugs around the 8-foot oval track. 
Includes steam locomotive, coal tender, Santa Fe freight car, New 
York Central gondola, steel “power pack" control tower. 14 pieces 
HO-gauge track. From Japan. Order 4 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 5777—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces...... 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. Each 16c. 

Set $4.89 
. 4 for 60c 

Battery-powered 
Beginners' HO Train Set 

ww $489 
Rugged—takes rough handling. Lever on station roof 
starts, stops, reverses train. Set includes plastic engine, 
tender, gondola, caboose. 12 curved tracks, 1 straight, 1 
rerailer form 35x30-in. oval layout. Train 22 inches long. 
Order 3 "D” batteries above. 
49 N 5840—Train Set. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz...... $4.89 

“Train with a Brain” 

Train chugs into siding . , automatically $489 
loads miniature barrels . . chugs out again without 

batteries 
Plastic flagman flags train to either siding. Locomotive couples, 
uncouples. 2 gondolas. Barrel loader unloads 5 wooden barrels. 
Bumper switch, double switch, 8 curved track, 4 straight track 
makea 27x45-inch oval track layout. Order one “D” battery above. 
49 N 5779—Shipping weight 3 pounds -Set $4.89 
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9 levers in rumble seat 
control car's action 

in this new Guide-Whip Racer by Mattel 

a $327 

“Scootin Tootin" Button Hot Rod by Marx 

Buttons operate doors, wipers, antenna, horn, headlights, motor, steering, 
forward motion. 14 in. long. Order 2 “D” batteries on facing page. Japan. 

$9.79 49 N 5694— Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

$189 

Friction Crash Racer 

When it hits wall, hood, 2 front wheels, wind- 
shield spring off. Engine roars. Plastic and 
metal. 12 in. long. Reassembles. From Japan. 

$1.89 49 N 4221—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.......... 

Friction-motor Sting Ray 
Rev 'er up and let "er go. S-in. plastic. 
Rubber wheels. Metallic colorson bump- 
ers and hub caps. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 5656—Shpg. wt. 8 oz....... 99c 

178 SEARS are 
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6 Race Cars with friction motors 

World-famous racers with drivers—Ferguson, 
Lola Climax, Cooper, Vanwall, Porsche, Cooper 

Formuls I. Plastic, 6 in. long. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 5793—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz... .Set $1.89 

Sears Dragster Racer 

Give it a push and watch it speed 
down any drag strip. Friction- 
powered. Made of metal, rubber, 
plastic. 14 inches long. Made in 
Japan. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 N 4206......,--....- $1.97 

Looks and sounds just like the racers that roar around the 
track at Indianapolis. When the wheels turn, you hear the 
roar of the V-rroom unit. The faster it goes, the louder the 
noise. Use guide and whip-cord to spin car in circle, steer it 
in and out. Rev up racer 
High-impact plastic . . 
long. Instructions included. 
49 N 5808C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz......... 

. friction motor speeds it along. 
two-tone with numerals. 14 inches 

.$3.27 

Mr. Kelly’s Car Wash by Remco. 
2 cars move through wash water, cleaning rollers, dryer, out back for wipe and 
wax job. 27-in. plastic. Sponges, towels, wax. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 5718C—Shipping weight 4 pounds.. .... 

Friction motor carries it straight 
ahead a few feet . . makes “U” 
turn and comes right back to you. 
Made oí steel . . rubber tires. 8 
inches long. Made in Japan. 
49 N 4212—Shpg. wt. 9 oz..99c 

3 friction-powered Stock Cars 

Friction motor makes realistic roar. Set in- 
cludes XKE Jaguar, Corvette, MGA. Steel bod- 
ies, rubber tires. 8 inches long. Made in Japan. 
49 N 4276—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .Set $1.99 

Hot Rod Jalopy 

Heavy-duty steel dragster. Free- 
wheeling oversized rear wheels, 
removable spare. Deep-tread 
whitewall tires. Red with simu- 
lated fabric custom top. 9 in. long. 
49N5487—Wt. 11b. 3 o2..$1.57 



Let your imagination run wild. All the sets on this 
page have a new space-age design—NEW tapered ] 
and curved steel girders plus NEW specially shaped 
steel plates let you make bigger, stronger, more 

178 SEARS «s 

, realistic models than ever before 

NEW ERECTOR SETS 

Construct battery-powered models 
you maneuver by remote control 
Space scanner, outer-space platform, lunar vehicle— 

with *225 pieces you build these and dozens of other models 

LUNAR SET s1 599 ce 

Strips, angles, flat and curved plates. Pulleys, axles and realistic wheels, too. And all 
the screws, nuts and washers to put them together. Your cranes, cars, trucks and wheels can be powered by the battery motor with its remote control box. Order 2 “D” batteries 
below. Steel case 18x14x4 in. Enlarge set with additional accessories listed below, 
49 N 2331— Shipping weight 11 pounds.......... Set $15.99 
49 N 4660— D" Battery. Shipping weight cach 4 oz. . Each 16c: 4 for 60c 

ime | 

Planetary Prober Set with *350 pieces 
plus power hoist and battery motor 

s2688 without ma Oey 
ACA petras DOWN 

Make an astro digger, powerful crane or hundreds of other “out- 
of-this-world" models. Rubber belts, curves, angles, plates, girders, 
pulleys and wheels. Two-drum pewer hoist. Battery-operated mo- 
tor with remote control box. Order 2 “D” batteries 79 N 4660 
below. Steel case 15x14x8 inches deep. 
79 N 2337K —Shipping weight 22 pounds, . . . Set $26.88 

Master Power Set with 500* pieces 
plus battery-or-transformer run motor, 

programmer and power hoist 

NO 

$3998 zx: dis 
Build a concrete-mixer track—pre-set programmer to load, spin mixer, move truck and dump. Even build a fully automatic auto assembly line. Belts, wheels, pulleys, angles, girders, plates, curves. 
Transformer-run motor converts to battery power for use in mov- 
ing vehicles. 3-volt transformer uses 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
UL listed. Order 2 “D” batteries below. Steel case 18x14x8 in. 
79 N 2338K —Shipping weight 30 pounds. . ..Set $39.98 
79 N 4660—"D"' Batteries. Wt. ea. 4 oz Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

* You also get hundreds of nuts, bolts and washers in each set, 

‘Transformer 

> Converts house current 
77 (110-120-v., 60-c. AC to 

3-volt DC.) Reverse 
switch. UL listed. About 
4x3x2 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 2313.......$5.98 

Cutioa pane scans by cuisines usse dadcel com. 

Programmer 

Sets up automatic se- 
quence of movements 
with Erector power 
hoist. Plastic. About 4x 
3x3 in. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 2315.......$3.98 

Power Hoist 
Works just like a giant 
freight hoist, Has 2 in- 
dependently operated 
drums. Plastic. About 4x3x 
214 in. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 2316. .$4.49 



Guide your tank by remote control 

SEXPLODES= 
if it hits a hidden mine 

in this 4x3-foot battlefield 

O99 sitnowe Sold only $ 
at Sears 

Tank lumbers forward, backward, left or right. It's a game to 
see who can make it across cloth battlefield. 1014-in. plastic tank 
“blows up" if it rolls over 1 of 10 magnetic mines . . rebuilds 
easily. 6 wer Order 2 “D” batteries below. 

ipping weight 3 pounds 

" Battery. Wt. each 4 oz. 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

8979 

Wind-up Train on base 

See the town, pass through a tunnel, 
tour the countryside. Real moving 
signals go into action when train 
passes. Two metal cars with plastic 
engine, 11 in. long. Colorful metal 
base 22x13 in. wide. From U.S. 
79 N 5736C-Shpg. wt. 3 ibs. $2.79 

Wind-up Combat Tank 

Includes colorful metal base with 
scenes from the "front line." Tank 
crosses bridge, goes in and out over 
the battlefield, through tunnel, then 
back again. Metal tank is 2 in. long. 
Base is 15x7 inches wide. Strong 
clock-spring motor and key. 
49 N 4215—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...99c 

Cutiod pane scans by cheidimatmuseteciwdcu pvo 

batteries 

Set $5.99 

$169 

Wind-up Auto Race 

Starter waves his flag—they're off. 
Two 4-in. cars speed around 29x14- 
in. wide figure-8 track, Cars never 
collide at intersection . . one stops, 
other goes. Steel track snaps to- 
gether, From West Germany. 
49 N 4220—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $1.69 

$169 

Battleground Tank 

Watch tank go over bridges and roads 
just like real military action. Wind- 
up tank climbs up and over hill, then 
back again, without stopping. Color- 
ful metal base folds out. Metal tank 
is 4 in. long. Base is 33x3 in. wide. 
Strong clock-spring motor, key. 
49 N 5685—Wt. | Ib. 207... $1.69 

livestock . 

Little hands will keep busy for hours sending the cows to pasture, or 
just moving the anima i 
goats, chickens, ducks and a collie, too. There are 3 hand-painted farmer 
figures to run the farm. Other accessories are a building, 12 fence sections, 
a feeder and a windmill. All are made of durable plastic 
49 N 5673—Shipping weight 6 ounces Set 99c 

52-piece Farm Set with hand-painted 
. even a windmill that turns 99c 

around. Livestock includes pigs, cows, horses, 

91-piece Army Set with 30 soldiers, tank, 
helicopter, jeeps, trucks and cannon 99c 

Soldiers in varied action poses stand 114 inches high. Other pieces also 
included are: motorcycles, fence sections, cannon shells. All of plastic. 
49 N 5674— Shipping weight 6 ounces... . Set 99c 

Note: All items on page from Hong Kong or Japan unless otherwise noted 
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*145-piece Electric Set 

Build an operating draw bridge or a jet bomber 
model. Reversing electric motor has 2 power take- 
offs, It’s UL approved (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC), 
Chest 17x10x3 inches. Steel. 
49 N 2334—Shpg. wt. 10 Iba.. -Set $13.44 

*125-piece Battery Set 

Battery-powered motor lets you build a spinning 
helicopter or a revolving radar scanner. Cars and 
trucks, too. Set includes girders, plates, pulleys 
and wheels. Chest 16x10x3 inches. Steel. Takes 2 
“D” batteries. Order below. 
49 N 2333—Shipping weight 7 Ibs......Set $6.99 

h. ii 4 oz. 
49 N 4660... i.. oe Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

*You also get many nuta, bolts and washers in sets 

Motorless Set $366 
Good starter for your 
future engineer. Plenty 
of steel parts to build 
bridges, cranes . . even 
a giant mobile radar 
scanner. Includes girders, 

| e 

Sabina pane scans Dy cabinas maeedit com 

Build hundreds of exciting models that 

are truly realistic in looks and action 

MECCANO SETS 
Precision-made gears and moving parts are solid brass 

or steel. Plates and girders are accurately cut and 
drilled for exacting fit. They're made in England 

G 

Build a pulley-operated front-loader 
tractor, a realistic airplane . . 
trucks and cars, too 

*160-piece Set $1188 

Great way to start a hobby or career in engineering. 
Builds all kinds of models from simple buildings to ex- 
citing moving vehicles, Set includes curved, flat, 
flanged and flexible plates. Rugged girders, pulleys, 
wheels, rods and cranks, too. Easy-to-understand in- 
struction booklet included. 
49 N 2317—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 5 oz... .....Set $11.88 

*You alto get lorge number of nuts, bolts ond washers in sets 

Build geared construction equipment Build moving vehicles 

*230-pc. Set $1498 *85-pe. Set $598 

Crank-and-pulley crane, operating dump truck, realistic Build a mobile anti-aircraft’ gun that 
locomotive. These and many other moving models  rises.. a toy jeep that looks real, Set 
can be built with hundreds of parts, all carefully has lots of girders, plates, wheels, 
detailed for easy assembly. Set includes gears, as pulleys and rods in different shapes _ 
well as girders, plates, pulleys, wheels, rods and and sizes. Comes complete with detailed 
cranks. Easy-to-understand instructions. instruction booklet. 
49 N 2318—Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 9 oz. Set $14.98 — 49 N 2327— Wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz...Set $5.98 

Mechanisms Set makes simple pulley 

setups to complex differentials 

$798 

Huge variety of precision 
gears. Fascinating alone, 
exciting with Meccano Con- 
struction Sets. Shipping 
weight 2 oz. 
49 N 2329.......Set $7.98 

Beginner's Set 

s444 z 

*75 pieces include 
girders, plates, pulleys, 
wheels and rods. In- 
struction booklet. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz. 
49 N 2328..Set $4.44 rce SEARS 179 



without Smarty Bird by Ideal $849 zt 
He announces each movement with a proud whistle. 
Touch his tail, he goes backward and forward on 
rotating web-footed discs, eyes rolling merrily. Order 
3 “D” batteries at right. Plastic, 16 in. high. 

79 N 5865C— Shipping weight 6 pound ..$8.49 

79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces... .. 

Whistle, clap or speak to him.. 

"CHAP" comes to 
you when you call 

He wags his tail, shakes his floppy ears, barks as 
he jogs toward you on concealed wheels. No 
wires, sound waves activate inner mechanism. 
Steel frame, rayon plush coat. 11 in. long. From. 
Japan. Order one 9-volt battery below and 2 
“D” batteries above at right. 
49 N 5743M —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. .... $6.99 
49 N 6417M —9-volt Battery. Wt. 4 oz.... 
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Lady Gaylord by Ideal 544 
Irresistible plastic pull toy, completely feminine 
with long lashes and cherry-bedecked straw 
sombrero. Has dog house, wagon, play dog bis- 
cuits, feeding dish, fire hydrant. 16 in. long. 
49 N 5848C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz...$4.44 

Crowing Rooster 
by Marx 

Flaps wings, moves head, neck, (9 "E 
beak . . and crows. 30-in. flexible 9 
cable to contro] with 4 push but- 
tons to direct actions. Plush-cov- 
ered metal 13 in. high. Japan. Or- 
der 2 “D” batteries below. > 
49 N 5689—Wrt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.57 

Nutty Mad Indian f 
by Marx A 

Lets out a war whoop while beat- 

ing drum and making ceremonial 
movements. Even tongue moves, 
Felt-dressed, 12-in. tall, Metal 
and plastic. From Japan. Order 2 
“D” batteries below. 
49 N 5695— Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$3.79 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660. ..2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

The cutest, most fun-filled rabbit chase imaginable . . 
and you'll find it only at Sears. Bixby 
backward, right or left 
tail. Just push buttons or turn wheel on battery case. 

runs forward, 
. even barks and wags his 

$457 

without batterios 

The Big Parade by Marx $799 
Five cadets in sparklin’ full dress uniforms march 
along to the beat of the drum while you direct 
their movements with the magic baton. Plastic 
cadets 11 in. tall. Order 2 “D” batteries at left. 
79 N 5864C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs...... $7.99 

^«^ -2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

BIXBY and the BUNNY 
Remote-control Bixby chases a frisky Bunny, 
who hops away realistically when touched 

without 
batteries $494 

Wind-up Bunny moves when tail is tapped, then 
stops. Plush-covered metal . . 9 in. and 5 in. long. 
From Japan. 
49 N 5696—Shipping weight 2 Ibs 

Order 2 “D” batteries (49 N 4660). 

Set $4.94 



Join the building boom . . expressways, buildings, 
bridges are easy to make with. 

KENNER 

Plastic structures ore so 
sturdy, they con be 
picked up ond carried 
from room to room. 

LAM REE! d WE 

All sets con be added to HO 
and O gauge train layouts. 
Seale vehicles not included 

wok c 
$799 to 51 999 = 
De luxe 921-pc. 2-Motor Girder, Panel, Bridge 
ond Turnpike Building Set. Order 4 "C" batteries. 
79 N 2348C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs Set $13.99 

675-pc. 1-Motor Bridge, Turnpike, Building Set. 
Order 2 "C" batt listed below 
79 N 2346C—Shipping wt. 8 lbs. 

You can build much more with 
Combination Building Sets 

Build and run streamlined buildings, elevators, 
cranes . . most any power-operated struct: 
snap together the few basic parts 
come to life with the battery-oper 

Our biggest, 921-piece set has feo motors with 
switches and electric lights, pulleys, cables, elevator 
cabs, conveyor belts, other motorized parts and 
easy-to-read, illustrated planning 

Order “C 
612-pc. Bridge, Turnpike and Building Set. 
79 N 2323C— Shipping wt. 7 Ibs 

batteries at right for motorized sets. 

"C" Batteries. Shipping weight each 2 oz. 
180 SEARS x 79 N 4665. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
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Girder and 

Panel Sets 

$199 to $499 

crapers, railroad stations 
nterlocking girders . . snap 

on wall, window, roof, panels. No motor 
291-pc. Girder and Panel Set. 
49 N 2393 —Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

191-pc. Girder and Panel Set. 
49 N 2320—Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
113-pc. Girder and Panel Set, 
49 N 2319—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz 

houses, et 

Set $4.99 

Set $3.44 

Set $1.99 

Bridge and 
"Turnpike 

Building Sets 

$988 to $599 
Design and build an unlimited variety of 
bridges and roads. Sturdy plastic girders, 
braces and roadways snap together with- 
out tools. No motor unit included 
549-pc. Bridge, Turnpike Building Set. 
79 N 2325C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs, Set $5.99 
340-pc. Bridge, Turnpike Building Set. 
49 N 2322— Wt. 31bs. 4 oz Set $3.88 

215-pc. Bridge, Turnpike Building Set. 
49 N 2321— Wt. 1 Ib. 100... . Set $2.88 

30 Metal Cars 

Spin around highways and 
byways with these detailed 
miniature cars, trucks 

even sleek sport jobs and 

foreign models. Free roll 
ing. Enameled. 134 in. long. 
Japan. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz 
49 N 2191 Set $1.98 



ks, 

g toys of es funny noises. Big, bright, beg 
ilic imported from Hong Kong to delight every child. 

Then | hump my back, 

pull forward and go, go 
My head, eyes, tail 
and antenna wiggle 

Wind me, | push my 
front end forward 

, me up. Hold my 
hands and | flip 

Now | stop and — My eyes pop out, 
lean forward, ears snap up, 

pointing mouth opens 

1 yelp with joy 
| walk with ears 
and tail down 

chattering 

1 roll from. 
side to side, 
straighten up 

I step out shaking ^ Then up pops my ^ 
| growl, raise I stop, my head my head, wiggling head and | start Then | slowly walk away, 

my arms, sleep- ^ and arms whirl. my tail. | stop, off again making creaking joyfully 
walk and snore I face backwards pull in my neck funny noises 

Tinipon Scant by aaa Conn 

J Wocky Worm wis 
like a caterpillar. M 

noises. Wind hi 
creep. 15 inches long 

Shpg. wt. 1-1b. 7 oz. 
49 N 5852 $4.98 

Wacky Dog barks, yelps, 
walks, even points. He's 

so frisky. 14 inches long. 

ping weight 1 lb. 6 oz. 

49 N 5854 $4.98 

3 Wacky Monkey. Wind 
him up and he swings 

along, rol 'om side to side, 
even chatters. 12 in. high. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz 
49 N 5857 $4.98 

Sleepy Bear. He's hilari- 
ous in wild nightshirt and 

cap. Wind him up and hear 
him growl as he shuflles 
alc 15 in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 N 5856 $6.98 

5 Wacky Giraffe, Makes 
9 les his noises and wi 
tail. 17 inches hi, 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz 
49 N 5855 $6.98 

G Wecky Turtle comes out 
of his shell. Makes a 

reaky noise, too. 11 in. long. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

49 N 5853 $5.98 
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Send colored 
water rushing 
through tubes, 
tip scales, 
spin meters, 
fill tanks 
—all at 
your 
control 

Kenner's Motorized 

Hydro-Dynamic Sets 

$966 to $1388 u 

Design and build industrial plants, refineries, 
chemical plants, purification systems up to 

214 feet high. Regulate flow of water with con- 
trol pumps and valves. Watch water change 

color as it circulates . . just put color tablets 

im different tanks. Colorful, sturdy plastic 
parts snap together in a jiffy—without tools. 
Sets include plastic tray base and illustrated 
instructions. Motorized pumps operate on “D” 
batteries . . not included, order below 

Two Motor 634-pc. Set. 3 lights, 10 ft. of 
tubing, 20x13-in. base. Order 4 batteries. 
79 N 1912L—Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. 3. 

One Motor 437-pc. Set. 6 ít. of tubing, 
18x13-in. base. Order 2 batteries. 
79 N 1911C-— Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. $9.66 

pg. wt. each 4 oz. 
h 16c; 4 for 60c 

jatte: 
79 N 4660 

Cutsloa pade scans by cheisimasmusetecimicH com 

Watch Sky Cars 
streak in and out of buildings, 
whiz around curves in a fast race 

Kenner's New Deluxe Sky Rail Building Set 
has 2 Sky Cars, 2 controls and 18 ft. of track 

Let your imagination take flight . . and you'll 
build the most ultra-modern sky stations, sky 
ports, towers, terminals and heliports. 

‘Two separate remote control units mean that 
Sky Cars can be operated at the same time by one 
child or two. Cars go forward or reverse . . even 
have headlights to add to the excitement. 

$1488 ssc, 
Plastic girders, panels and insulated-steel sky 
rail sections snap together without tools, interlock 
to form strong, rigid structures. 

Can be used in combination with any Kenner 
Girder and Panel set. 753 pieces plus project book. 
Uses 4 “D” batteries (sold below left). 
79 N 1958C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs... ..$14.88 

Sky Rail Set with 1 Sky Car, 1 control, 9-ft. track $066 ten 
Offers the same fun and excitement of our Deluxe 
Set above but on a smaller scale . . 481 pieces. 

EL TN i (T 
F 

Build a Kenner Subdivision 
. erect 6 houses at one time 

or design your own mansion 

Kenner’s 410-piece set has patios, carport, 
swimming pools, chimneys, TV antennas. 
Design &inch high Cape Cod, Colonial 
Ranch-style and other homes. 

Add the finishing touch of landscaping 
with trees, shrubs, tre Plastic frames, 
panels are break res Six Masonite 
Presdwood foundations (four, 8x9 in., two, 
9x11 in.). Illustrated plans book. 
79 N 6327C—Shipping wt. 8 Ibs... .$7.99 

Uses 2 “D” batteries (sold below left). 
79 N 1965C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. .....$9.66 



Big enough ius 

to actually d 

move dirt +»: 

and gravel «<3 
v’ 

Big Power 
Digger 

Scoops up full load . . 

dumps automatically 

Rugged, detailed scale-model digger 
scoops up dirt in sturdy bucket. Swing 
boom around to spot for unload 

GS 
raise boom to t vlease. Positive winch J m control for boom. Crane cab pivots on a platform: Wide, suregrip tracks. Steel 

x7x18 inches hij Baked-enamel finish. a 
49 N 5499 wt. 6 Ih. $4.99 

Roar of a 

powerful 
motor 

Sounds like 

real truck 

] Mettel's Dump Truck. Motor idles . . races 
roars ~as yor operate controls. 19-inch 

truck vibrates. as jt runs forward, backward 
ahd ina circle. Dump bed raises and unloads. 
Sturdy plastic, Order 4 “D” batteries below. 
49 AN.SBOBC Shipping wt. 6 lbs. 8 oz. $7.99 

WY ee 5499 A Dumper 

Lifts heavy load. 
when latch is released 

MI-steel reat dumper with powerful hy- 
draulic action. Durable cylinder design. 
ed to push down easily, vet strong 
enough to lift “heaping” load of wet 
sand. Connection to cab has permanent 

pivot. Welded steel construction. with 

lish. 22x6x13 in. high. 
Shpz. wt, 5 Ibs.. . $4.99 

baked enamel 

79.N 5539C 

5666 n^, 

DO" Batfery —Shpg. wt. of two, 8 oz 
49 N 4660 2 for 32¢; 4 for 60c 

Mettel's Skiploader. Scoop. carry and 
amp load white V.rroom! wait roars 

P Mafidle controls. Sound lever on body. Plastic 
And metal, 27 in. Order 2D” batteriesat right. 
779 N'5B10C —Shippins weight 7 Ibs $8.99 

Marx Dump Tru many ck. ‘Perfo different functions. from three 
separate sw Ru high-impact. plastic track works with 
or without r istic mo Sound. Steel chassis rides op six heavy 
tires. 21x9. inches high. Order 4 "D" batteries below 
79 N 5419C — Shipping weight 8 pounds $6.66 
“D” Battery. Shipping weight of two, 8 ounces. 
79 N 4660 2 for 32c:4 for 60c 



Huge 9-unit Set 
Diesel-type locomotive with headlight 

. . automatic coupler . . over 14 ft. of track 

Train so long engine just misses caboose at crossover. You can 

run it fast or slow . . run it in reverse to any point along the 
sprawling figure-8 roadside track . . couple or uncouple cars 
all by remote control. Big New Haven locomotive lights its owr 
way around the 176-inch track circumference. Locomotive and 
cars scaled to look like the real thing. Includes 5 straight. 12 
curved track with roadbed, 90° crossover, 1 uncoupler section, 
1 "Ur 
approxi 
inches wide, 50-watt circuit-breaker transfo 

for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
79 N 9757C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. Set $19.88 

ouple Here" sign and 1 track connector. Train measures 

ayout about 63x27 
mer, UL approved 

ately 79 inches long. Track mak: 

6-unit Train 
Scanning searchlight, 

rocket launcher and cattle car 

Locomotive puffs clean smoke, cool steam. Headlight beams 
along almost 10 feet of track. Suddenly, launching car hits 
"countdown" lever—Minuteman missile springs up for “blast 

off and whoosh! It's on its way! Follow rocket with search 
light! Back cattle car along loading platform. Door opens and a 
steer moves from car to platform, pops in as train moves on. 

Tender and gondola. Remote control uncoupling; directional and 
speed control. 8 curves, 3 straight, 1 uncoupler track, 50-watt 

t former with circuit breaker. Train about 52 inches long. 
79 N 9619C— Shipping weight 10 pounds. Sec $19.88 

5-unit Diesel Freight Train 
with unloading log car 

Powerful Union Pacific diesel pulls an Allstate 
tank car, gondola, log car and caboose around 
8}4-foot track. Press lever . . log car dumps its 
load in roadside bin, Detailed metal and plastic 
train is about 43 inches long. 

28x37-inch oval includes 10 sections of road- 
bed track with attached uncoupling ramp. 

ncouple Here" sign, too. 25-watt transformer 
is UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9716C—Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. Set $14.97 

5-Unit " chug-chug" Freight 
Train with automatic log car 

Steam-type engine makes chug-chug noise as it 
speeds along. Headlight casts a bright beam. 
Adjust ‘speed fast or slow. Ease log car along- 
side bin and unload logs automatically. 8 
curved, 2 straight track, 1 track connector form 
102-inch oval. Train measures about 41 inches 
long. Includes 25-watt transformer UL ap- 
proved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

182 SEARS ra 49 N 9715—Shpg. wt, 6 Ibs, 4 oz... Set $8.97 
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Save 32.36 on 5-piece Army Engineer's Set 
Realístic floor toys in -heavy-gauge Stee! ; . detailed interiors. (1) 12-inch Dump 

Truck. Leyet raises body:'can be locked in dump position. (2) 12-inch Sand 
Loader, crank operated, (3) 19-in. Roa Grader, scraper blade adjusts. (4) 71+ 
inch Army Cub, folding windshield, (5) 12-inch Bulldozer. lever control. 

79 N 5541C—5-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. Separately $12.33... Set $9.99. 

Either Construction Set 

$C)99 

Both sets really 

dig, grade, 

load, haul 

P 

Save 53.89 on 4-piece Road Building Set 
Action-packed toys made of heavy-gatide steel. (6)' 18-inch Power 
Shovel >. automatic’ scooping, bucket-release action. Crank controls 
raising, lowering, togding . . cab tevolves. (7) 15-inch Hydraulic Dump 
Truck. Lever operated action. (8) 17-inch Read Grader, Adjust blade 
and steering. (9) 13}4-inch Hi-Lift Loader. Digs, lifts mps. 

(1) 49 N 5479— Damp Truck. Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 6oz,.; 1.99 79 N 5421L-4-piece Set. Shpg; wt.15 lbs, Separately $13.48. Set $9.99 
42) 49 N 5559— Sand Loader. Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 3.02...» 1.89 (6) 49 N 5646-Powér Shovel: Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 3 oz... 4.97 
(3). 49 N 5477— Road Grader. Shipping weight 3 tbs. 10 oz. . 3.99 (9) 49 N 5661-Dump Truck. Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 3 óz.... 2.97 
(4) 49 N 5558—Atmy Cub. Shipping weight 3 pounds 1.89 (8) 49 N 5614-Road Grader. Shipping weight 3 lbs, & oz... 2.97 

(5) 49 N 5471-— Bulldozer, Shipping weight 2 pounds 2:59 (9) 49 N 5484-Hi-Lift Loader. Shpa. wt. 3 Ibs: 12 6%, . 2.97 

Rugged Power-Brute Bulldozer Powerful Junior Dump Truck $397 

Single lever controls forward and backward motion. Levers control the forward, reverse and dump-body Pes bat 

The blade raises and lowers automatically when dozer action of the truck. Made of sturdy plastic. 1134 in. & 

is in motion. Body is made of high-impact styrene, long, Rubber-tire wheels . . front wheels can be turned 
11 inches long. Finely detailed with silver-color engine. Fr 

Big, sure-grip rubber treads climb over obstacles 

Plastic driver. From Hoi ong. Order 2 “D” batteries. 

49 N 5672—Shipping weight 2 tbs. 8 oz. $3.97 49 N 4660 

CGutiod pane scans by dheisimas muselecimicH pom 

om Hong Kong. 
49 N 5668 — Shipping weig 
"D" Batteries. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 

2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Battery-powered . . 
go forward 
and reverse 

$3.97 



Switch cars into sidings . . couple and uncouple them by 
remote control . . load and unload them with derrick 
Engine puffs smoke, cool steam, has bright headlamp. Couple or uncouple 
cars by remote control. Switch cars into siding, use trailer-truck and autos 
separately—many other fun possibilities. Set has 8 straight, 8 curved 
roadbed tracks; 2 uncoupling tracks, 2 '"Uncouple Here" signs, 2 switches, 
bridge, 8 telephone poles, 2 lighted lamp posts, billboard, 2 dead end bump- 
ers, station with figures, 6 autos, 20 empty cartons, track connector, smoke 
refill. Train 48 in. long; track about 28x64 in. 50-watt transformer, circuit 
breaker, UL approved, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9719L— Shipping weight 18 pounds. ............. KERN Set $29.88 

Regular Gauge 

Electric Trains 

Eith «780088 un 

Powerful double-unit engine pulls 7 cars 
at terrific speeds without jumping track 

If you like the excitement of a long train coming down the line and round- 
ing the curves at high speed, then this is for you. Magne-Traction holds 
train securely to track. Big “AA” Santa Fe diesel unit with headlight . . 
plus a realistic diesel horn you operate by remote control. Couple and un- 
couple cars by remote control. Two box cars; hopper car; animated rodeo 
car; miscellaneous car; tank car; caboose, 5 straight, 8 curved tracks; 1 
uncoupling straight track. Train is 87 inches long. Track 130 inches; forms 
28xS6-inch oval. Includes 60-watt transformer with circuit breaker, horn 
controller . . UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cydle AC. 
49 N 9730-—Shipping weight 13 pounds., 

REGULAR GAUGE TRAINS ON BOTH PAGES 
All trains on these two pages have die-cast wheels, three- 
rail 1%-in. wide tracks, and circuit breaker to protect 
against current overtoads. Engines about 4 inches high. 

$7789 
Complete 

Create a giant 4x8-ft. 

countryside layout 

3 Whistling Station 3 ——Jü arrain | | SCENE-O-RAMA 
pat en itt coL Picture your train or road race in a 
bight With wires ting like this. Or arrange 

cea IDEM es ioe 3 shades 5 trees, lots “Gravel roadbed” 3-tie Track shrubbery. Grass and earth mats of er AG rx Ee ana Mal DRE flocked-on fiber make roads, paths 'or or Marx regula uj je |, plastic. can be cut or ped. Snow. 
1 Curved Track, 934 inches long. capped plastic tunne lamps light 

49 N 9702—Shipping weight 4 ounces......... .28c ed to hook up to track of 
Q, Straight Track: 876 inches long. 6 7 ctric train or road race set . . 

h x € HO or regula: structions. 49 N 9701— Shipping weight 4 ounces ..28c J 
3 Crouover Track. 734x734 inches long. Soddeqessd ti 79 N 9713C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.$7.89 

4 Cone dA M d une. Suunto M listed, 110-120-v, 60-0 AC. es epe ar CUR An rack. ed to heavy paper. Cu a 49 N 9710— Shipping weight 4 ounces.......... 97¢~ G 50 watt. 7-13-v. for train, 13- fasvariety of apes. (Not alien) i S I accessories. . 5 position 1 ieit and 1 right witch. Wires, 7 74 ' 49 N 9721- Wr. 3 Ibx..$5.47 Grass Mat, 99x50 inches wide 
49 N 9706 —Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...... Set $6.88 ej 100 wan. 5-15-v. for train, 79 N 9571C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. $2.79 
Manual Switches. Lever control, no light. 1 left, 1 right. 15- for i Earth Mat. 48x33 inches wide. = H 49 N 9704— (Not shown.) Shpg. wt. 11b. 12 oz. Set $3.89 — 49 N 9722—Wt, 4 Ibs..$7.99 79 N 9572C— Shipping wt. 1 1b.94c cs 183 
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Sears Exclusive Design .. . 
Giant Steel TURNPIKE Trucks 
with husky friction motors 
that roar with power 

Off to the races with this sleek Transport 

that delivers 3 authentic Racing Cars to the “track” 
Speedway Tr: 
motor. Just a 

famous racing cars, ea 

port roll: s along on heavy rubber tires . . powered by a friction 
ler 2 feet long, this transport carries replicas of three 
about 9 inches long. The ramp lowers and out rolls a 

o compete in th bright yellow Ferrari 

two 
race" against the Ferrari, there are 

ne blue. Heavy steel body of the odel racers one red ar 

transport is inted for smoothness. 
g weight 7 pounds $8.95 

Auto Transport hauls 9 new-model Cars 
Load them up the ramp and onto the trans- friction powered too. All steel, plastic trim, port . . “rev-up” the friction-powered Transport is 2 ft. long. Rubber wheels, 
engine , . and deliver them to dealers all | Wrap-around windshield on detachable cab. 
over the country. Cars are 54y in. long.. — 79 N 4281C— Shpg. wt. 7 tbs,..... $8.95 

Crane Truck 
swings boom 

Cement Mixer 
@ revolves drum 

$397 

Livestock Truck has 
8 stock pens, side and center 

gates, 4 loading ramps 

$389 

"Truck carries 8 animals . . each in its own 
corral. Railings in center and on 1 side re- 
move. Ramps store neatly behind truck 
cab. Separate corral. Pen, ramps, corral, 

Hand crank operates crane. Boom pivots. Friction 
motor. Wrap-around windshield on front and rear 
cabs. Enameled steel, plastic trim. 14 inches long 
49 N 4231—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 11 oz. $3.97 

184 sears - i55 Items on this page made in Japan 

CGutod pace scans by cheisimas nalsebecindeal Dui 

Just press lever . . hydraulic- 
type action slowly dumps the load of "ce- 
ment." Cab sits between 2 diesel exhausts, 
Wrap-around windshield. Friction motor. 
Sturdy steel body, plastic trim. 14 in. long. 
49 N 4233 Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz.. $3.97 

and animals of molded plastic. 14-inch 
enameled steel truck. Friction motor. De- 
tailed cab interior with dummy steering 
wheel. Cab has wrap-around windshield, 
sits between 2 diesel exhausts. 
49 N 4234—Shpg. wt. 3 tbs.....,.$3.89 



Our Biggest HO-gauge Train 

and Track Layout 

7-unit Diesel Freight . . 2-level scenic board 44 feet long, 
almost 22 feet of track . . plus 65 other plastic play pieces 

Complete with $ 88 NO MONEY 
powerpack aah DOWN 

HO size—scaled 50% smaller than regular or 
“027” -gauge trains—yet every bit as exciting. 
T-unit train, 43 in. long, roars through the 
tunnel, past mountains and farmland, as it 
streaks up and down the scenic layout. Runs 

fast or slow, forward or reverse. Couples and 
uncouples cars—all by remote control. Plastic 
layout measures 47x54x5% in. high. Includes 
65 lifelike plastic play-pieces . . trees, telephone 
poles, farm set, service station with cars. 263- 

in, spiral track has 33 sections giving a contin- 

10% feet of track 

With powerpack 

19° 
184 SEARS ro 

Catia pand scans by cheisinas maseteciucM poen 

5-unit HO Smoking Freight 
on 4 ft. formed scenic base . . 

SAL SLES SSE ee 

uous over-and-under rail system. Uncoupler- 
rerailer operates coupler, lines up wheels on 
track. Plastic cars include Diesel locomotive 
with headlight, Diesel dummy “B” unit, flat 
car carrying 2 automobiles, chemical fuel 
tank car, hopper car, boxcar, caboose. UL 
listed 114-amp. powerpack (110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC) has 4 posts; gives 4 to 18-volt DC 
to run train, 18-volt AC for accessories. Sent 

freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9949N2—Wt. 22 Ibs. Complete $29.88 

Create your own scenic railroad layout at a 
minimum of cost and work. You can un- 
couple cars, run 263¢-in. train fast, slow, ̂  
forward, reverse. .all by remote control. Rock 
Island Diesel switcher pulls chemical tank 
car, hopper, gondola, caboose. Plastic, metal 
construction. 127-in. oval track includes one 

. scaled to HO size. 43-pc. Railroad Accessory Set 
Plastic sections snap together. Includes: for the rail 
yard , , a giant coaling station, a suburban and freight 
station with 3 people, accessories, switching tower and 
extras. Also red barn, silo, ranch house, 4 farm 
buildings with 16 animals, gas station with car and 
pumps, Cape Cod house, 12 telephone poles. 
49 N 9918—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

"uncoupler-rerailer, 15 track sections. 48x34-in. base is 
plastic detailed with tunnel, mountains, roads. You 
can add own accessories for more detail (see accessory 
set above). Powerpack has circuit breaker (reduces 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC to 18-volt DC). UL approved. 
Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9632N2—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs........ .Set $19.88 



rer 
LEP? 

Siren blows 

Basket with fireman 
can make 180° turn 

Pumper 
Fire Engine 

Save 51.08 
on Fire Truck Set 

Pumper. You're ready to answer the alarm to tires 
large or small, Move this fire engine by friction power 
and turn crank to hear the siren wail, Made of metal 
and plastic, Rubber-tired wheels. 16 inches long. 
49 N 4258 — Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz $5.98 

Snorkel Fire Truck, Press lever and see boom reach up to put out those high 

fires, Basket. with fireman can turn 90 degrees left or right. Moves out under 

Snorkel 3698 friction power. Metal and plastic. Rubber-tired wheels. 19 inches long 
Fire Truck * 49 N 4254 — Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. $6.98 

Save on Pumper and Snorkel Fire Truck Set, Separately prices total $12.06. 

49 N 5678—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ORE Set $11.88 

Build your own highways 

with Sears Road Equipment 

Dump Truck $989 

] Load up and haul away heavy loads. 
Press lever, hydraulic-cylinder raises 

body to dump load. Modern cab, rubber- 
tired wheels, wrap-around windshield give 
truck a big-truck look. 15 inches long. 

Friction motor propels it with power. 

High-impact plastic and metal. 
49 N 4284— Shpz. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz $3.89 

Big Road Scraper $589 without. 

Tame that steep hill, build that winding 
road. Big, underslung scoop cuts wide 

ath, hauls a big load. Goes forward and 
k. Made of metal and plastic. Order 2 

D” batteries. 18 inches long 
49 N 4263—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. .. $5.89 

“D” Battery. Shpg. wt. two 8 oz. 
49 N 4660. 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Cutsiba Dade scans by cieisasnwisetediaical Goo 
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5-unit HO Diesel plus two 22-inch 

jet-speed racers zoom around 

hairpin curves . . 112-inch track, 

130-inch speedway track 

By MARX 

c omplete NO 
wih $ c 

powerpack c ds DOWN 

Scenic plastic base 46x48x4*4 inches with 16 movable 

trees and 6 movable fence sections provides the back 
ground for this exciting train and set 

28-inch train of plastic and metal. Diesel-switcher loco- 

motive, tank car, hopper car, cement car and caboose. 
all by remote control 

112-inch track has 13 sections plus grade crossing 
Runs fast or slow, stops or starts 

1963 plastic Thunderbird and Corvette Si Ray 
automobiles each 214 inches long. Powered by electric 
motors, each has its own speed control to send it racing 
along the 130-inch, 13-section turnpike track 

UL listed powerpack with circuit breaker reduces 110. 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC to 18-volt AC-DC. Set assembles 
easily. Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9602N2—Shipping wt. 19 Ibs. Set $39.88 

17 pieces of asphalt- 

black track form 
2x4-foot figure 8 

By ELDON 

97 
powerpack 

Over-and-under track with sharp curves 
challenge two -scale 5-inch racers 

Test your racing skill in keeping the cars from skidding off those tight 
curves as they speed around the grooved track. 5-inch plastic cars are 
modeled after famous Indianapolis racers and ez 
push-lever throttle . . lets you control amount of 
lown or speed up, just like you were driving. 17 pieces of pre-v 

s its own pre-wi 
peed, Stop, start 

red tra 
fit together in minutes without the use of glue or tools. 6 cross-over supports 
hold track steady. 8 sections of polyethylene fence, decal set and instr 
for assembling included. 6-volt powerpack UL approved for safety 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC; output 3-volt DC, 1.5 amp. 
49 N 9513— Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces Set $9.97 

Cubo gan scans by cheisimaxdusebecimdcM pui 

Train and Speedway thrills galore 

Separate controls for split-second timing 

9 ft. of track . . 
15 pieces with 

2 lane changers 

By MARX 

Two !4-scale 5-inch racers speed around 

over-under track with dangerous crossovers 

You'll thrill to the exci 
meet at the tricky la 
bridge test your skill in 
are held in the metal track groov 
own push button control pack (input 110 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC; out 4 extra pickup 
shoes, 2 high trestles, 2 low trestles, bridge sides and 12 fence sections included 
49 N 9630—Shipping weight 7 po Set $14.88 

t of a near-miss when the Merce: and Jaguar 
track at the 

cles. S-inch plastic cars 

ch car has its 

rs. 3 pieces of narrow (chican 
through ob: 

plastic guide pins. 
xwered by the UL listed power 
it 3-volt DC. 2 amp. Ínstructic 

re SEARS 185 



Assemble cars on 

motorized conveyor belt 

4 
A PLACE STEERING WHEEL 

IN POSITION BEFORE 
PUTTING ON ROOF 

Pur on Nur Mil 
AND TIGHTEN NE 

PLACE CHASSIS 
ON MOVING 

PLATFORM 

B. SWAP ROOF ON 

3 
t ATTACH BOOY 
~ INSERT SCREW AND 

TIGHTEN 

FOR ADDING LEFT WHEELS 

Barney’s Auto Factory $7729 
by REMCO batteries 

Flick the switch and production line starts to chassis, axles, motors, bodies, bumpers, roofs 
roll. You go through the same steps as the big - steering wheels, accessories. Also screwdriver 
auto makers in Detroit. As car reaches end of wrench, ramp. 2234x9x10 in. high. Plastic. Order 
line, it's automatically swung around for final — 2 "D" batteries 79 N 4660 below 
assembly. Includes parts for 3 late model cars... ̂  79 N 5867C— Shipping weight 6 lbs $7.29 

This “dashboard” does the driving E .* AT - 

Remote-controlled Cadillac Big Bruiser by MARX Run a 48-piece Highway and Airport Fleet 

$397 iout $999 without $699 
JA Turn. on lights, drive car forward, re B Light flashes, siren wails. Goes for- Cars, trucks and planes roll over any terrain. All made of color v teer, honk horn from the dash vard, reverses. Pulls 15 Ibs. Wind fully decorated metal and plastic, 434 to 14 inches long. From board p 10 inches long. From shield wipers move by hand. Winch Japan. Includes surrey jeep, moving van with door that opens Hong Kong. Order 2 “D” batteries below lifts wrecks. Also: wrecked truck helicopter for reporting traffic conditions, auto carrier with 4 cars. 49 N 4291—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. .. $3.97 spare parts; jack; tool ki 25 Also flat-bed truck with 6 cases, 3 cars, 18 si big plane and air. "D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz in. long. Order 4 *D" batteries below port carrier with 2 wagons, 6 pieces of lug 49N4660..........2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 79 N 5709C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. $9.99 49 N 5676— Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces Set $6.99 

186 SEARS rca 79 N 4660—"D" Battery, Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. ...2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 
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Realistic Ferraris 
have headlights 
that really work 

Staion pane scans by cheisinas muscle pou 

of 

recting w 

(drive t drive be 

They're e 

Two h 
by UL aj 
two-lane 
4s 

You take complete 

control. Remote 

steering wheel 

guides car through 

turns, skids and i 

spins. Throttle control responds in- 

stantly to speed up or slow down car. 

And you can even shift it into reverse 

AMT Turnpike 

vaze $4488 

gun it. Beat him to the crossover. Cut your wheels 
off, He follows into the third turn. He spins. You hold and 

his ste 

realistically detailed in p 

long . . at 

79 N 9577L— Shipping weight 22 

Grip that wheel. You dart for the first turn, Ease off the throttle 

a little. Now turn the wheel, That's it, Let car drift around, cor: 

ith the steering wheel to avoid a spin. Another turn and 
You've cut 

illing away. He throws it in reverse, straightens out 
d charges after you. ing wheel a 

lerbird races a Chevy. Each has dual speed rear axle 
ìt can be changed for high or low gearing), Cars are 

and metal with rubber tires. 
ngineered so they c leave the track. About 8 inches 
ithentic 1/25th scale siz 

ld rheostat steering-and-speed controls. Powered 
power pack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). Enough 

track for layout about 4x8 feet long. Six curved and 
aight sections include two crossovers. 

pounds $44.88 

NO MONEY DOWN .25 55. re 

Our biggest model racing set eve 

lined with realistic pits, crews 

You sweep onto the course from a Le Man 
Danger lies ahead 

side-swipe fear with eve 

and skids 
it 

u drive right through the night. Two 
s chase victory with their headlights 

ng. Crafted of plastic and metal with rubber 
tires. About 6 inches long. 

Two rheostat speed controls. Powered by UL ap 
proved power pack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC) 

"Giant 34-foot Grand Prix Road Race by MARX 

r..arugged course 

and ARNIS $3988 

Plenty of two-lane track for a wide range of lay 
outs. Twenty-two curved and twenty-five straight 
sections inclu le narrow chicane, 2 hump sections, 
trick: section, pit turnouts, Le ngled 
starting set and automatic lap counters that recor 
up to 10 laps 
Two grandstands J with flags, 2 repair pits 

with 33 miniature too! in action poses, 

trestfe posts and bridge. All 
Checkered flag, 4 extra tires, 4 ext 
79 N 9574C—Shipping weight 18 



$999 4 

12 Dog Kennel Truck or Pickup 

See-through plastic, lift-off kennel has movable 
top and sides. A dozen individual pens keep a wide 
variety of dogs from scraping. Lifts off to become 
a permanent-type kennel 

Steel Ford truck complete with windshield, 
windows and white-wall tires. 11 inches long. 
Made ruggedly for years of fun by NyLint 
49 N 5407 — Shipping weight 2 lbs. 7 oz...$2.99 

Riding Academy 
Haul 4 horses in transport 

. . keep 'em in corral, too 
Load horses into heavy-gauge steel transport Sturdy plastic fence makes a neat corral for 

ling ramps. Interior stalls unloading horses. Transport truck about 18 
Buddy L . . . has spring 

from side or back 
keep each one in place. Transparent bubble-top inches long. Made by 

Structo Fire-Rescue Truck. Two ladders unhook window lets you check up on horses’ safety dur- suspension front wheels. 
for instant rescue work. Carefully modeled after ing long trips. 49 N 5548—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. ..$4.99 
a real fire engine. Steel. About 12 inches long 
49 N 5403—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz...$2.22 

Ice Cream Truck. Serve treats to neighbor. 

hood. Serving windows slide open. Has counters, 
refrigerator. Steel. 12 inches long. 
49 N 5547—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz $3.79 

Vista-Dome 
Steel, plastic. 9 in. long, 2 plastic soldiers. 
49 N 5546 —Shipping weight 15 oz..$1.49 

Let 

Comper-N-Cruiser. Steel ca 
indows, swing-open back door. Tows Station wagon has drop 'end-gate. Steel 

's go camping with the latest equipment 

nper truck with 3 Camper-Boater Outfit. Made by Buddy L. 

od a sliding P: 

N g plastic sport cruiser on trailer. 27 in. long. camper has tent sides of flexible plastic, foldout 

E 49 N 5455—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. ..$4.89 bed. Plastic boat has windshield and non-op- 
erating motor. Steel boat trailer. 37 in. over-all. 

Q Station Wagon with Motorized Boot, Steel 49 N 5416 Shipping wt. 5 pounds. .. .$7.77 
station wagon hauls plastic boat. 23 inches 

long over-all. Order 2 “C” batteries below, Station wagon only. About 15 inches long 
49 N 5838—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 02...$4.99 — 49 N 5409-Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. $3.79 

Kennel Truck. Heavy-ga' 

off kennel with pens for doi 
cludes 6 plastic do 
49 N 5544—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz $1.49 "C" Batteries, Shipping weight eac h 2 oz. 

49 N 4665 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c rca SEARS 187 

9 inches long. In- 
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Cor Kits for standard Strombecker Racing Sets in 
this catalog. 1/32 scale. Body of tough molded plastic. 
Frame of plastic and metal with realistic rubber tires. 
Fast, long-running motor. Cars are easy to assemble. 
About 5 to 534 inches long 

Shipping weight each 8 ounces. 
Ferrari Bes 

Cars for Eldon Racing Sets in this catalog. 
Va scale. Plastic and metal, rubber tires. 
Strong motor. Fully assembled. 
Models for Selectronic Set 79N9638C. 5 in. 

"Stock Chevy. 
49 N 9689—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... $2.97 

Stock Thunderbird. 
49 N 9690—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $2.97 

8 Models for Over and Under Set 49N9513. 
About 4 in. long. Shipping weight 8 oz. 

Cars for standard Marx Racing Sets in this 
catalog. 1/32 scale, Rugged body of molded plas- 
tic rides on plastic and metal frame. Ribbed 
rubber tires. Powered with strong, fast motor. 
Cars are sent to you fully assembled and ready 
to race. Shipping weight each 8 ounces. 
Models without headlights. About 5 in. long 

Martin, 10 ser 
49 N 9555 $3.44 49N9554 $3.44 

Models with operating headlights. About 6 in. 

netta. Corvette. 
49 N 9641.. .$2.94 49 N 9647... $2.94 
Jagvor XKE. Ej Cooper Formula f 
49 N 9644...$2.94 49 N 9646...$2.94 
Indianapolis-style Racer, 
49 N 9645 $2.94 

Accessories for standard Strombecker Sets. 

13 Straight Track. 1234 in. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 9596—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Pkg. $2.27 

14 Curved Track. 11-in. sections. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 9597-—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Pkg. $2.77 

15 Two Lane Changer Tracks. 1214 in. long. 
49 N 9659—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Pkg. $2.97 

16 Lap Counter. Automatically records up to 
99 laps for each car. Building, track incl. 

49 N 9635—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $5.44 

White Racer. 
49 N 9695. .$1.88 

Red Racer. 

Accessories for standard Eldon Racing Sets. 

13 

14 

17 

18 
49 N 9637—Shipping weight 1 Ib.. 

Straight Track. 534 in. long section 
49 N 9508—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

Curved Track. 
49 N 9509—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

Each 39c 

7 in. long. No fence. 
Each 59c 

Six Trestle Posts. For crossover. Plastic 
49 N 9662—Shipping wt. 4 oz, Set 77¢ 

Lop Counter Records up to 50 laps. 
Keeps count no matter which lane car is in. 

$2.44 

49 N 9696...$1.88 
1] Mercedes Bonz. 

Accessories for standard 
Marx Racing Sets. 

13 Straight Track. 714 in 
long. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

49 N 9593... Each 59c 
]4 Curved Track. 11 in. 

No fence. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 9595 Each 59c 

15 Two Lane Chongers. 
9 in. long. Wt. 10 oz. 

49 N 9660.. . Pkg. $1.97 

49 N 9556 $4.97 
12 Jeger XKE. 

49 N 9557 $4.97 

17 Six Trestle Posts. Plas- 
tic. Shpg. wt. ^ 

49 N 9664 Set 94c 
19 Hump Track, 734 in. 

long. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49N9661.........94¢ 

90) Repair Pit Turnouts. 
4 pes. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

49 N 9629.. . Pkg. $3.44 

21 Le Mans Start Track. 
4 pcs. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

49 N 9663, . . Pky. $3.64 

For Marx and Lionel HO Sets 

22 Marxó-in. Straight 
Track, Wt. 3 oz. 

49 N 9665-Each 49c 

Lionel Straight Track. 
9 in. long. Wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 9669-Each 38c 

28 Marx Curved Track. 
9 in. long. Wt. 4oz. 

49 N 9666-Each 67c 

Lionel Curved Track. 
12 in. long. Wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 9676-Each 48c 

24 Marx Lane Chang- 
er. Two. Wt. 6 oz. 

49N9667 Pkg. $2.44 

Lionel Lane Changer. 
Pkg. of 2, Wt. 6 oz. 
49N9677 Pkg. $1.57 

25 Marx Trestle Posts. 
Set of 8. Wt. 6 oz. 

49 N 9668.. .Set 88c 

Lionel Trestle Posts. 
Set of 6. Wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 9678...Set 94c 

Citai Dade scans by dheistiasniselediwical com 

HO Scale Accessories, 

26) 

h 

Track and Cars for Aurora HO Road Racing Sets 

26 Curved Track. 9 inches long. 
49N9681-Wt. 3 oz. Each 47c 

27 Trestle Posts. Plastic. Set of 6. 
49 N 9680-Wt. 2 oz. Set 77¢ 

Straight Track. 9 inches long. 
49N9679-Wt. 3 oz. Each 37c 

QQ Lane Changer. Package of 2. 
49N9682-Wt.6oz.Pkg.$1.66 

Powered by the Stirling Moss Thunder-Jet 500 motor, these 
beauties race up to 600 scale miles per hour. They’re plastic and 
metal with rubber tires. Each about 214 inches long. 

30 Corvette Sting Ray. $2 Indianapolis Racer. 
49N9683-Wt.20z.$2.27 49N9685-Wt.207z.$2.27 

33 Thunderbird Convertible. 9] Jaguar XKE Hardtop. 
49N9686-Wt. 202. $2.27 49N9684-Wt.207.$2.27 

kone SEARS 187 



Actual size bricks press to- 
gether firmly, yet come apart 
easily to make other designs. 

Make movable toys.. 

LEGO Wheel Toy Sets 

190 $479 
pieces 

Make a crane, an engine, 
trucks, trailers, Axles and 
wheels plus interlocking 
blocks form rolling vehicles 
High impact plas 

53 $924 
pieces 

Make an endless amount 
of push-pull toys with 
these durable, colorful 
plastic and hardwood parts 
that simply snap together. 

Build boats, trains, trucks. 

53 pieces. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz 
49 N 4629 

pieces. Shpg. 
49 N 4636 

Design buildings and cities, plus machines, 
boats, planes, animals and figures . . here's 

a world of creative fun for budding architects, 
mechanics and designers. 

LEGO BRICKS 
from SAMSONITE 

$369 to $069 

Even autos and machines take shape with these precision- 
made bricks. They're high-impact plastic that will take all 
kinds of rugged treatment, Various-sized bricks in red, white 
and clear colors make it fun to design with curves, corners , , 
and it can be done to almost any scale. So creative, and such 
downright fun, even parents will be drawn into building 
projects. Busy young fingers and minds respond to the crea- 
tive element , , develop skills in planning, manual dexterity, 

Just press together, they fit securely, yet can be taken 
apart casily to form a different structure. This timeless, all- 
age toy is really a world of toys. 

Also please be sure to see the Wheel Toy Sets and the 
Car and Garage Sets below, 
49 N 4711--168-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... Set $3.69 
49 N 4712—241-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz, Set 5.69 

49 N 4713—324-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz..Set 9.69 

LEGO 
Car and Garage Sets 

ach 72c 

Choose from six sleek models 
that come with their own 
garage; overhead door, Plas- 
tic. From Denmark. 
49 N 4641— Volkswagen 
49 N 4642—Opel Rekord. 
49 N 4644— Karmann Ghia 
49 N 4646 — Ford 
49 N 4650— Mercedes 190SL 
49 N 4652— Mercedes 2208 
Shpg. wt. ea. 3 oz,. Each 72c 

Create new animals 
with Tinker Toy Zoo 

$144 to $924 

Build the world’s funniest zoo 
or cireus. Enchanting play for 
ages 3 and up, Flexible plastic 
shapes and wooden rods in- 
spire a child to build dozens 
of fantastic creatures. 

Carnival Tinker Zoo with 147 
pieces. Shpg. wt. 11b. 6 oz. 
49 N 4632... Set $2,24 

Circus Tinker Zoo. 101 pieces. 
49N4630-Wt. 11b. Set $1.44. 



Cars that race at scale speeds up to 200 MPH 

. . that spin, skid, and fishtail like real 

ALLSTATE Slot-racing made by Strombecker 
Hour-glass 6-in-1 
Road Racer Set 

$0088 wssie 
* Ferrari Testa Rosa and “D” Jaguar with 
headlights that work for night driving 

* Hump and obstacle tracks test your skill 

* Lane changer track adds more excitement 

e 19 feet of track in all. . so you can duplicate 
any of 6 famous speedway layouts 

Squeeze trigger on remote controls and your car streaks away. You 
set the speed—speedometer is on the control, It still takes lots of skill 
to hold the lead. Great fun to watch 

Two motori. 
pistol-grip controls. Track include 
1 hump and 2 lane-changer sectior 
tors. 12 wooden trestles, 12 fence se 

more fun to run. 

„al 
cu 

ed racers are 143 14 in. long. 2 rheostat 
straight, 1 obstacle, 

ic with metal conduc 
es. Also decals, body 

putty, lubricant, 2 extra stock car shells, customizing kit (poles, 
banners, car numerals), Road Race booklet. Twin-circuit powerpack 
has circuit breaker. UL approved, 110-120-v, 60-c AC 

49 N 9628— Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces 
mma 

Set $29.88 

Citai pads scans by diaaa miednica com 

Sebring Road Race with 
torque-control and lap counter 

$3088 «ue 
* HotJaguar XKE and famous Berlinetta with headlights 

that light up to give you the thrills of night driving 

* Lap counter stand keeps track of each car's laps 

* 33 rpm record “Sound of Road Racing” puts you in 
the picture, you hear the real excitement of the race 

* 25 feet of track recreates famous Sebring Raceway 

Line up both cars, squeeze the pistol-grip rheostats—they're off and into the first 
turn. Torque control (acceleration) and over-all top speed varies by changing. gears 
Drive cars through the day . . at night headlights light the way. Go over and under 
2 bridge: click off. Grit your teeth and hit a lane-changer track. 

Two n 
Track inc 
all plastic with metal tors. 2 wooden trestl 

figures. Also decals, body putty, lubricant, 2 ext 
Testa Rosa and “D” Jaguar), customizing kit, Road 
powerpack UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
49 N 9631—Shipping weight 12 pounds 



Build the most exciting structures you can 

imagine .. everything from castles, to can- 

nons, to an ultra modern building 

ZYLYSS CUBES 
from SWITZERLAND 

$355 to $045 

A Sears exclusive . . this ingenious design that lets your 
children use their imagination to the limit . . allows them to 
build a er variety of h more fanciful 
way, than ordinary bui 
castle or a towe sk er.. a Vikin 
modern factory bi a Chinese p 
complete with furniture. Indeed, this is the building toy 

that keeps pace with their chan; erests day by 
stic cube. It's d 
interlockii 

Basic unit is a colorful 34 in. p 
h sturdy prong: for easy but firi 

ile your child can create even peaked 
bodies, anything he can think of. Other pieces include 

244-in. diam. wheels and axles 
49 N 4745—110-piece Set. Shipping weight 1 Ib... ..$3.55 
49 N 4746—204-piece Set. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... 5.85 
49 N 4747 —316-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz 9.45 

Gutaloa Habe scane by citimaraicdblciddcal Com 

Tot Train Sets 
by Child Guidance Toys 

(S el vr 95 

Complete city of sturdy plastic . . large 44x36-inch street 
plan with buildings, vehicles, 48 people, over 35 feet of track 

1 Amuses young engineers ages 2 to 9 for hours. Comes unassembled . . many varied 
track layouts are possible, use either side of track sections. Includes 54 track sections, 

wide assortment of railroad cars and equipment, signal, and water towers, turntable, 
drawbridge, car barns, 8 other buildings. Also self-stick signs, assorted trees and shrubs, 

79 N 4698C — Shipping weight 7 pounds 

2 163-piece Set. 45 track 
sections, railroad cars, 

signal and water towers, 
turntable, buildings, dra: 
bridge, car barns. Plus tres- 
tle, bumper, train station 
and 20 varied accessories. 
Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
79 N 4692C.......$5.92 

3 72-piece Set. Switch 
tracks with turntable. 

Has 28 track-sections, rail- 
road cars, signal and water 
towers, drawbridge, Plus 
trestle, bumper, train sta- 
tion and 20 varied acces- 
sories. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49N4691........ $3.92 

Actual size of cubes... prongs fit into 
each cube for a firm, smooth fit. 

EC vite ass vatur $7.95 

4 37-piece Set. Even our 
smallsethasmany track 

layouts possible. 15 track 
sections, railroad cars, sig- 
nal and water towers, 
bridge, starter, Also train 
station and 10 accessories. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 N 4690........ $1.92 



HEADLIGHTS FOR NIGHT RACING 
— 

ONLY AT SEARS.. 

ALLSTATE International 

ROAD RACE 
made by MARX 

Giant 97-piece Set with two high-pow- 

ered Ferrari racers, 16'2 feet of speed- 

way track and 5 of the most exciting 

features ever put in a model racing set 

$9) 488 NO MONEY 

The starting flag is down. Your car leaves other track pieces that include LeMans 
ning start and—you're off. start, lap counter, pit turnout, narrow 

tracks . . asphalt-black plastic with metal is tallied as cars whiz 

at speeds up to 1 
On into the ni 

s blazing, pit your skill 
him on thec 

the narrow chicane track on bridge 
jut at the pit stop to “refuel,” “re 

"drivers." or 
Set inc 2 plastic cars with lights, 

Va scale, about 6 inches long. Two re 
mote controls have lever action to slow 
down or speed up cars. 12 curved and 15 

conductors. Forms 1634-foot lap. Bridge 
and trestles to make overpass. 

For trackside realism, the grandstand, 
pits, 33-piece miniature tool set, 
12 fence pieces . . all heavy duty 

ed plastic for durability 
2 extra tires, 4 extra 

nd clips. Power pack pickup sl 
with circuit breaker is UL approved for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
79 N 9627C-Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs, Set $24.88 

LAP COUNTER peron zase SEARS 189 
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Listen to the music-box sound of 
“Skip to my Lou" . . see children 

Y dancing gaily on revolving screen 
in the rainbow's brightest colors 

MUSICAL TV 

PHONOGRAPH 

Wind knob to turn on - t 
fine quality music box po As 
As music plays, 316x -— 
344-inch screen and . o 

oie a er -cie: Tune-A-Vision 
volve. Movable tone 

Mr Mr 

Hear favorite nursery rhymes arm, retractable two- 
prong spring "aerial". 
There are 3 records While the music 
and storage slot in 
wooden cabinet. € 
not be overwound, 
Size: 8x6x7 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz 

see all the action on “TV” screen 
922 

an extra-wide screen illustrates the 

Screen is 24 in. high and 5 in, story in eye-catch 
wide. High rene case can take rough use. Cannot 
be overwound. Spring “aerial”. Extra-large handle, Size about 
8x7x3 in. For ages 2 to 5 years. Shpg. wt. 1 
49 N 4686—'Round the Mulberry Bush 49 N 4615. ...$3.99 49 N 4687— The Cat and the Fiddle 
49 N 4688— MacDonald's Farm 

keep little 

s Listen to the sound of 

Bouncing Bell Boys colorful wooden balls 

Turn playful pounding s£)0) PNR AORO RONIN 
into delightful music $2 POPPETY-POP-POP 

dx SWEEPER ver- 
Hammer the springboard, see one 
bellboys sail-up to a shiny 
color bell. With practice, energetic Pugh soeepér dd balls 

strike see-thru dust bag 
for "happy" sound. Front 
of wood base sports jolly 

id every time pounders get pleasing so 
s are carefully graduated 

to ring easily identified musical scale. 
wooden construction . . round. 

face of a smiling clown ^ ed edges. well balanced frame. Brig 7 PolyMby iege ee mark 
y colored, non toxic finish. About ing balloon tires. White 

inches high rubber grip. 2114 in 
49 N 4607 —Shpz. wt. 2 Ibs....$2.99 high. Ages | to 314 ` 

Shpz. wt. 4 Ibs. 

79 N 4707C.....$3.99 P 

Pay Telephone Postal Station Lacing Boot Dairy Wagon 
Child deposits wooden ^ Child'mails" 12 wood. Unlace wooden shoe to Pull cord to wheel 6 
coins (2 nickels, 2 dimes, en blocks in 4 shapes find "Old Woman" and wooden, colored bottles 2 quarters). Replace re- — . . learns right slots. — 6 children, Relace by ^ around, then lift car " ceiver, money returns. Stringer for beading. — matchingcoloredstring — rier to make a delivery b Dial turns and clicks 6x6xllin.Forchildren with colored holes. For — 7!$ in. high. Good fun Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. ages 114 to 3!4 ages 2 to 5. for ages 11$ to 3!4. 
49 N 4589. .....$4.19 Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 6 oz. 

190 SEARS «rca 49 N 4719. ...$3.19 49N4628....$2.29 49N4718.... $2.29 
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Built-in 
Speedometer 

Rheostot control shows the 
scole speed of your cor. 

190 sears 522. 

Tunog daos Scant Oy chdtimariedticisdca pom 

LE MANS 
Speedway 

by MARX 
High-powered racers leap from the 

Le Mans style standing start onto 

the tricky 15-foot course with its 

narrow lane bridge and spin-out 

treachery lurking at every curve 

$1988 

It's a grueling race! A narrow miss at the bridge, 
a spin on the tight downhill curve and you move 
into pit for a quick tire change. Back on the 
track, the automatic lap counter shows you're a 
lap behind. But you're a long way from being out 

Two powerful Ferraris. About 5 inches long. 
Detailed in plastic and metal with rubber tires. 
Two rheostat controls let you speed up or slow 
down at your command. Powered by UL approved 
powerpack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). 

Two-lane track makes layout about 244x6 feet 
long. Twelve curved and 9 straight sections. Two 
plastic repair pits, fence, trestle posts and bridge 
add to the realism. Two extra tires, 4 extra pickup 
shoes and flag are included 
79 N 9633C— shipping weight 9 Ibs.....$19.88 

Over-and-under 

Speedway 

by STROMBECKER 

Rear-engine Cooper challenges the 

powerful Indy and the race is on 

up 'n over . . slip through a narrow 

chicane (there's only room for one 

car) . . slide around a tight curve. . 

zoom down under—over 13 feet of 

spine-tingling road race excitement 

$1 988 

You're a driver in an international contest pitting 
Britain’s Cooper against America’s Indianapolis- 
style racer. The course is tough. Spins, skids 
chance of a side-swipe on every lap! 

Racers are handsomely detailed in plastic and 
metal with rubber tires. About 5 inches long 
Two rheostat controls vary speed as you tigh 
or loosen your grip (you learn split second coor: 
nation). Powered by UL approved powerpack 
(110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). 

Two-lane track makes layout about 234x6 feet 
long. Eight curved and 6 straight sections include 
chicane (single-lane section). Plastic trestle posts 
and guard fence add extra realism. 
49 N 9614—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . $19.88 



BIG-BIG WORK BENCH 
e Pound, build or repair with large-scale tools l 

Get two toys in one. Work or cleats, vise, 4 wooden nails, saw 
à tinker on bench top and base be- — plastic wrench, 3 nuts and bolts, 
` comes a saw horse with tray 5 screws and a cotton work apron. 
Yy Includes: wooden claw hammer, Partly assembled. About 17x17x A 

screwdriver, try-square, peen ham- — 8 in. Shipping weight 9 pounds. d 
^ mer. You also get 10 bolting — 79 N 4710C $6.99 

6% 

Carry tools along for 

on-the-spot repairs 

359 

Colorfully finished wooden tool tray filled with 

wooden claw hammer, screwdriver, saw, 6-in. try 
square and bolting cleats with plastic wrench 
nuts and bolts. Measures about 12x7x6 inches. 
49 N 4709— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.59 

fingers busy, teach coordination 
6 LM 

ud 
TN 
acl ey 

Take-apart Truck $419 B 

Smoothly-finished wood. Take off sides and è 
ends for a flat carrier. Screwdriver incl. Pull N 
cord. Size about 16x6x7 in. Ages 2 to 5. 

—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $4. x , $ EE ug wt F108 G 087- -44:19 Cobbler’s Bench $119 Work Bench $187 Nok-out Bench $177 
Wooden pounding bench so Here’sa quick, fun waytohelp Child can pound to his heart's 
tough, so ruggedly built it's your child learn coordination content. Pegs inside pop out 

Popeye practically indestructible. You as he grips hammer, wrench, when pegs in holes arc hit 
Pounder get a mallet, 8 large pegs. Non screwdriver or ruler. Working Smoothly-finished wood 

37 toxic bright finish. About 10 by 5 with bolts, nuts is great, too. painted to prevent splinters. 

39: inches. Just the thing for ages Wood. About 11x5 in. Ages ? — 10 inches long. Ages 2 to 5. 
134 to 344 years. to 5. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz 

Grip Popeye's 49 N 4625- Wt.11b.602$1.19 — 49 N 4721...........51.87.— 49 N 4727 ....... s. 1.77 
pe” (it's really a 

hammer), hit one 
of two triggers . . 
see can of "spin- 
ach" fly to other 
foot. 13x8x3 in. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
= 

—M- 49 N 4680 "4 d S9 

nok 

ù 

Landscape Peg Set $187 

it Se sour chiktren. create thelr. own. Dexia Arrange cars, houses, trees on stenciled, 13-in. 
hardboard. Designs. Ages 3 to 6. Y with hammer, nails and sticks. 12-inch square 

board. Ages 3 to 6. Designs included 49 N 4735—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ...$1.87 

49 N 4724—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.....$1.59 s: SEARS 191 

= 
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more of what Americas children want most 

ELDON Selectronic 

Road Race Set 

JUST PRESS A BUTTON—Selectronic Starter starts both 
cars instantly. Selectronic Lane Changer lets you switch 
lanes to gain advantage. Selectronic Speed Control 
gives you fully independent control of car's speed, 
even when both cars are in same lane. Selectronic Lap 
Counter records your laps no matter which lane you're in 

: 1955 ais 
With 16 feet of track 

your opponent. H 
solid lead. Watch it! He sv 
backstretch. He's coming up fast 

Two sleek Test 
rear axles (wheel 
just speed and pic 

Lap counters record 
up to 50 laps 

Each plastic and metal with rubb 

Mos 
Starter turns on Uf 

current for equally 
timed races fase SEARS 191 
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MUSIC BOX LACING SHOE 
Plays nursery rhyme “The Old Woman in the Shoe,” 

as storybook pictures revolve in the windows . . 

Toe raises to lift out 3 children. 

Helps teach tots to tie and untie shoes 

3% 

J ^ — Wind up chimney to play the 
J tune and sing along. Doubles 

as musical pull-toy. Wood and 
plastic, non-toxic colors. 11 in. 
long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz 
49 N 5324 $3.49 Double-screen Music Box TV $277 

“Hey, diddle, diddle”, this miniature TV set synchronizes 
the delightful nursery-rhyme melody with bright pictures 
that “move” across the screen. Realistically-detailed. 
Wood base . . plastic case . . carrying handle. Fine 
mechanism. About 6x7x8 inches high, 
49 N 5333— Shipping weight 2 pounds.. .... ED 

», 49 
Shen. prick 

Learn to tell time 
with a Musical Clock 

$337 
Just wind knob on back of clock to 
delight little ones with “tick-tock” 
sounds and “Grandfather’s Clock” mel- 
ody. Face and minute hands turn, show- 
ing pictures of daily events. Attractive 

wood case is delicately trimmed . . dur- 
able, too. Break-resistant plastic crystal, 
handle and face. Cannot overwind. 

< d Stands 1014 inches high. 

49 N 4715—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $3.37 

Wind center knob for 
nursery rhyme tunes 
and pictures. Can't over- 
wind. Each with handle 
and springy “aerial”, 
Brightly-decorated wood 
cases. About 8 in. long. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

4 10 Little Indians, 
49 N 4654. ..$2.19 

5 Jack and Jill. 
49 N 4656... 2.19 

6 Farmer in the Dell. 
49 N 4658. ,. $2.19 

] Bugs Bunny-in-the-Box. 
Gang’s All Here." Steel, pl 

49 N 4568—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
2 Soir. jhe: -Box. The Friendly Ghost pops up biked ke. : duces pi 

hen the theme song of "Matty's Funnies" is Nero x 
played. All metal construction. About 6 inches high behind dese hate window WU es 
49 N 4501—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $1.94 na Pes E pet fines d drop Dack into place. 

3 Clown-in-the-Box. Jumps up to tune “Pop Goes “coins”. Plastic keys. About 8x7x8 inches high, 
the Weasel”. Metal, plastic. 514 inches high. 49 N 4603— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. $3.37 

192 SEARS rs 49 N 4571—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $1.94 
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HO SCALE 
Tabletop speedways 

LIONEL Criss-cross Speedway 

$15?" 

* Two competition-style racers sprint around 

more than 10 feet of track 

* Narrowly miss each other at interchange 

* Cut from one lane to the other to block or 
pass opponent or take inside curve 

oads . . curves . . cut-in t-outs! All the thrills and 

have to think and act fast 

s Mercedes Benz 
led in plastic and metal 

model road racing. Y« 

A Corvette Sting Ray challenge 
300 SL. Each is handsomely di 
with rubber tires. And each comes ready to race 

Two rheo: 
gradually, F by UL approved powerpack (110-1 

olt, 60-cycle AC). Enough track to make an elongated 
urved, 1 four-way inter 

‘ols let you increase or decrease speeds 

figure 8 about 2x5 feet long. Eight « 
change and 2 straight, lane-cha sections 
49 N 9585 $15.97 Shipping weight 7 poi 

LIONEL 3-lane Set 

$2888 "um" 
* Not just two, but three powerful stock cars com- 

pete on this big 8-foot course 

* Demands precise speed control on the tricky up- 
hill and downhill curves 

Tough triple-threat race. Cars flank you on both sides as you 
pour on power for the uphill sprint. Ease that throttle back 
It’s easy to spin going into that downhill turn. 

Three internationally famous cars race over the long, 
3-lane track 

Ray, Merce 
at the same time. They're the Corvette Sting 

s Benz 300 SL and Mercedes Benz convertible. 
Each is carefully detailed in plastic and metal with rubber 
tires. Es mbled and ready to race 

Speeds are increased or dec 1 by 3 rhe 
Powered by UL approved powerpack (110 
cycle AC). Enough track for layout about 214 
Twelve curved and 4 straight sections. Plastic trestle posts. 
49 N 9601—Shippi is $28.88 weight 7 poun 

MARX Oval Set 

s988 

* Two American stock cars cut in and out as they 
run this rugged 5-foot circuit 

You dart for the turn. Power 

es on the straightaway. Speed up when you're on inside 
zoom into lead when you change to outside lane 

Powerful Thunderbird races a quick Corvette. They're 

»wn or you'll spin. Change 

both realistically designed in plastic and metal with rubber 
tires. Both come to you ready to race. 

Enough 2-lane track to form a compact layout about 
11gx2 feet long. Made up of 4 curved and 2 straight, lane 
changer sections. Two push-button controls give you on-off 
speed changing. Powered by UL approved powerpack that 
operates on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

192 SEARS ree 49 N 9583—Shipping weight 4 pounds , $9.88 
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Mr. Loud Alarm ^ 

Bells jingle merrily, hands spin 
around and eyes roll with glee 

-at each little tug. Hands 
can be dialed on both sides. 
Wood, metal. 7 inches high. 
49N5213-Wt.11b.802.$2.49 

Grasshopper 

s ® Looks so shy with his 
big eyes and bashful 
smile . . loves to be led 

along. Legs go madly, 

antennas quiver and he 
chirps happily. Wood 
and metal. 9 in. long. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 5212 $1.49 

RR Hand Car 

Two railroad men bob 
up and down as car is 
pulled. The faster the 
car goes, the faster 
they pump. Even clicks 
like a train. Wood and 
metal. 9 inches long 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 5214....$1.99 

BRIO 

Pull Toys from Sweden 

Windmill. Spinning arms form 
a wl ig color wheel as it 
rolls. Can be taken apart into 

10 pieces. Wood and metal 
with pull cord. 8 in. high. 
49 N 5337—Wt. 12 02.$1.49 

Fish. Take him apart, put him 
together again. Helps teach 
colors, shapes. 12 "slices." 
Wood and plastic. 8 in. long. 
49 N 5335— Wt. 10 0z.$1.25 

Whirling Log Cort. Log spins 
between plastic-tread wheels 
to form 2 whirling circles of 
color. Wood, metal. 6 inches. 
49 N 5336—Wt. 12 oz.$1.49 

Train Set. 4 wood cars roll in 
playpen, on floor or sofa. Cars 
detach. Wood and metal. 
Chrome-color trim. 14 inches. 
49 N 5334 —Wt. 8 oz. $1.25 

Ring the bell with 
Bopper-the-Clown 

3949 

Tots can “test their strength" by 
pounding button "with foam-pad. 
ded bammer. Clown soars up and 
metal bell tinkles. Durable wood 
housing, Enameled, 9 in, high. 
49 N 5221-Wt. I lb. 12 02.2.49 

Push Toys keep tots busy, indoors or out 

Flip-Flopper 

$189 

Humpty Dumpty is on £ 
oneside, Cutie the Clown 
on other. Just turn it S» 
over. Round eyes and 

tongue roll on floor. En A 
ameled wood. 28 in. long. a 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 5223 $1.89 

Twirl-Away 

$999 

See wheels whirl, spokes 
fly and wood balls dash 
madly in clear plastic 
cylinder. Center section 
removes. Enameled 
wood, plastic. 23 in. long. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 5215 $2.99 

£ 

D © 

NOTE: All toys on this page, 
except BRIO, mode in Japan. 

Here comes the Circus Train 

Chock-full of animated figures $399 

Busiest, cutest, 5-car wood train ever seen tagging behind a toddler 
Locomotive rocks as pistons pump . 

giraffe wiggles neck . . man bounces along. Enameled finish. 27 in. long. 
49 N 5201— Shipping weight 4 pounds $3.99 

elephant and mouse seesaw 

Th 

j 

See “bubbles” whi; 
in dome of Gas Pump 

3325 

Grab nozzle to "fill" tank. Crank 
handle—faster and faster . . num 
bers whiz by as wooden balls 
flutter like bubbles. Enameled 
wood; plastic. 14. in, high 
49 N 5216-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 2.$3,25 

T 
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ROAD RACE SETS 
..cars 2 to 2*/, inches long 

MOTORING 

The fastest cars in the world 

are in this AURORA Road Race Set 

With 15 ft 
of track $ 97 

and lap counter 

* Powered by Stirling Moss THUNDER-JET 500 motor 

* Indy-styled racers hit 600 scale miles per hour 

* Change lanes, brake to quick stops . . go in reverse 

th You're blazing down the long, elevated straightaway. Brake down f 
first curve. Out of the second curve, you're on the lightning-fast di 
straightaway. Watch it! That next curve comes up fast. Bra 
opponent just cut you off at the lane chi 

pulling away on the uphill straightaway 
r chance. Give it th 

Your 
g low Through the sweep 

curve you're rigbt behind him. He's 
He spins. Hit your brakes! Now’s y à 

Two Indianapolis-type racers, 1 red, 1 cream. Plastic and metal with 
rubber tires. Two rheostat controls—turn steering wheel to increase c 
crease speed. Built-i lometer, too. 18-volt power a 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Track layout about 4x6 f Sight 
12 straight sections atic lap counter. 
trestle ild-up kit 

AURORA Over-and-under Set 
with THUNDER-JET 500 Stock Cars 

With 12 ft. 88 
oftrack © 

You're bumper to bumper down the long 
ahead. 

on the uphill sprint for the first elev irve. Too fast 
You spin. Throw it in reverse to straig ut. Now the 
top curve, a sweep downhill, two fast turns and you're flying 

o take him 

fast straightaway 

ow gun it. You're Brakes! There're two quick t 

down the home stretch. You're going 
Two realistically crafted 1963 stock cars are Buick Riviera 

and Thunderbird. Both plastic and metal with rubber tires. 
stat controls with brake and reverse. Steering wheel 

s speed. Built-in speedometer. UL approved 18-volt 
power pack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). 

Two-lane track makes layout about 3x4-feet long. Includes 
8 curved and 8 straight sections. Plastic trestle posts and 
guard rails add to the road-race realism 
79 N 9687C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $16.88 

Tani Dake Scant by chiian conn 
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Huffy-Puffy Train 
Kiddies love the sound and action $ 27 

of this happy-go-lucky train "za 

Little railroaders are fascinated with the extra color S: 
sound and action of their wooden train. Little fingers ca 
unhook and rearrange train easily, yet couplers hold fast 
Pistons pump as cylinders rotate. Printed and enamele 
in gay, non-toxic colors. Carefully rounded e 

caled parts, steel axles. 27 inche 
49 N 5256— Shipping weight 3 1 

Doors slide 

Chatter 
Telephone 

A “talk and 

walk" toy 

Eyes roll 
up and down 

Designed to develop coordination, teach colors and n 
bers . . encourage dramatic play. Voice “chatters, 
roll. Ture dial . . bell rings. Made of wood and plastic. 
About 6x7x4 inches high. 

49 N 5309 —Shipping weight 1 Jb. 4 oz. .... $1.47 

Mother S 
Goose ) doNK 

3935 (One, 

Driver bounces, looks left and right. Colorful bus rolls 
its eyes as it “putt-putts” along. 5 passengers can be taken 
out, Wood . . oversized wheels. About 15 inches long. 
49 N 5229 —Shipping weight 3 pounds... . $3.69 

Plays when pulled or hit with mallet. Keys 
color-coded to song folder, Enameled steel 
keys . . wood chamber. About 14 inches. 
49 N 5248--Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $2.35 

Wobbles Waddling pull-toy wags h 
7 N feathers, nods her head. We 

^ $935 plastic. About 12 inches high. 
Wes 2 49N5307-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . $2.35 

B ARF 
Né 4 RE 

X "d N Snoopy Sniffer 
= x 

as he bounds - 

k 
$929 2 Youngsters thrill to the “roaring” engine. Two bouncy 

drivers. Wood truck lifts to dump. Decorated with color- along on huge balloon wheels. Wood and 
ful Mother Goose designs. About 12 inches long. plastic vinyl leash, About 14 ia. long. pe 
49 N 5231 —Sbipping weight 2 Ibs, 4 oz +... $2.35 49 N 5276—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .....$2.35 

Wobbles says “artar 

This comical “hound dawg” walks, 

gondola car oww—oww—oww,” and 
znetically. Pi his tail. Floppy felt ears 

, brakeman spins around. wood body vinyl leash. About 
plastic. About 20 in. long 14 inches long 

194 sears 10-Wt. 1 lb. $ oz....$2.35 49 N5320-Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 02.$2.29 
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Just like driving a real car 
Steer right or left to keep 

your car on the course . . . step z 

| on the "gas" pedal and the road 

| zooms by as you try to complete 5 
20 laps in 1 minute 

. . 

- Skill Drive = 
by EMENEE REMCO 

Firebird “99” 
Wipers swish, signals 

blink, horn honks 

$599 

Like driving 

"od batteries below 
3 oz 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each, 4 oz 
49 N 4660 Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Just "step on 
the gas"... 7 P 

and away 
you go! 

Yes, your bands do the driving, your foot 
controls the rate of speed, your eyes 
watch “lap” counter, “timer” dial and 
indicator light to make sure you're on 
the track. As speedway moves along on 
S-foot belt, you're in control.all the time 

just as if yow were driving. 
UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Vigh-impact plastic, 3óxl634x8i4 im. 
high: one car, about 5 in. long. Freight 
(rail, truck) or express 
79 N S768N~-Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. $19.99 

[<= 

Steer, stop, start, reverse just 

tap antennas with control stick 

seas COPMOBILE »; wea 
car Simulated mike makes voice sound like it is comi 

194 SEARS ra Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
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Gabby Goofies 

$162 

Babies wobble along behind Mama as her 
head wiggles. Whirling wings. Smooth 
wood has a pleasant touch. Steel connec- 
tors . . plastic cord. About 13 in. long. 
49 N 5262—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z..$1.62 

$ T5 

Feathery hen. clucks, squawks, 
struts about flapping her wings. 
Vinyl comb, tail feathers. Wood 
concealed sound box, 10 jn. high. 
49 N 5244 —Wt. 11b. 802. $1.92 

This bright-eyed little bear plays a 
tune on his xylophone with springy 
wood mallets. Wood . . nickel-plat 
cd steel keys. About 9 inches long 
49 N 5314—Wt. 11b. 6 oz. $1.58 

tic dome 

Safety-knob 

inches wide 

49N5230- Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $1.47 

Queen Buzzy Bee and 
Musical Push Chime 5155. 
Bee "buzz-buzzes" about . . spring an 
tennae quiver, wings whirl, Wood and 
plastic. About 6 inches long. Stecl 
chime cylinder with Mother Goose fig: 
ures. Wood wheels, plastic knob 
About 9 inches wide. . 18-inch handle. 
49N5319-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, Set $1.88. 

Playful Puppy and $155 

Mighty Tractor "Ls 

Puppy shakes his head side to side, tosses the 
shoe in his mouth. Floppy vinyl ears , . wagging 
tail. Wood. About 7 inches long. Farmer on 
tractor sways, spins his head as tractor roars 

along. Wood. About 6 inches long. Burt 
49 N 5317—Shpz. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.. .Set $1.55 oe 

Rattle Ball and 
Patch Pony $188, 

Wooden balls dance brightly as they're 
forced against see-through plastic 
globe. About 7 inches wide , . 22 inches 
long. Pony makes a "clippety-clop" 
sound . . rolls with a galloping action. 
Wood. About 7 inches long. 
49N5322-Wt, ] lb. 9 oz. Set $1.88 

Tiny Teddy and 
Mary's Little Lamb 5195, 

Teddy plays his xylophone with mallets as he's 
pulled along. Wood. About 7 inches long 
Lamb bounds along with up and down motion, 

nging his tail. Wood . . vinyl ears . . plastic 
balloon wheels. About 7 inches long. 
49 N 5318—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz...Set $1.88 

ibi page scans by dieisiniatnaiselediwical Con 

Popcorn 

Popper 

Wood balls hit see-through plas: 

with clicking sound. 
Wood base, plastic balloon tires 

$147 

handle. About 7 

18-inch handle. 

Ducky Flip-Flap, 

Toot-Toot Engine 

Looky Push Car 
turns and honks 

8044 

Junior's busy at the whe 
and delighted, too. I 
to-grip handle looks like 
real steering wheel . 
push-button horn to 

brr- 
eyes 

Wood 
plastic fenders. 

has 

Engine roars 

adlight 
roll up and down. 

beep. 
rumm.” F 

chassis 
balloon 

tires. About 7x8x7 inches 
high 20-inch long 
handle. Shpg. wt. 21bs. 607. 
49 N 5325 $2.44 

windshield | and 

with 

31 
Set 

Duck waddles from side to side, flaps 
its flipper feet. Calls **quack-quack." 
Wood. About 11 inches long 21- 

inch handle. Locomotive has piston 
rod action, makes "'chug-chug" sound. 
Wood. About 6 inches long. 
79N5323C-Shpg. wt, 3Ibs. Set $2.31 

Pudgy Pig and 

Melody Push Chime 3:28 
Pig says "oink-oink" and twirls his 
tail excitedly Wood. Flexible vinyl 
ears, About 6 inches long. Story book 
characters spin around the steel chime. 
Plastic balloon tires and yoke; About 
10 in. wide 18-inch handle, 
49N5321-Wt. ! Ib. 12 oz. Set $2.48, 



Tank goes 
forward or reverse 
«turns left or right 

$449 cio; 

Battery-drive Supercar travels 

along 8 mystery-action courses 

Does dipsy doodles, zigzags, ground loop the 
loops, figure 8’s, Virginia reel, stop-and-go, 
circles—even runs straight. 11-inch plastic car 
goes its wild way by inserting one of the 
magic cams. Order 1 “D” battery below at 

right 

49 N 5795— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .$4.49 

Mark mops 
to show 

where you hid 
the mines 

Siren Police Car flashes light 

Goes forward and reverse—by remote control. 

7%-in. enameled steel, chrome-color trim Guide your tank 
Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries below at right x remote control S es BIUDDISES 

if it hits a hidden mine 

in this 4x3-foot battlefield 

tan. $ 599 Mes 
$379 5 

It's a game—hide 10 magnetic mines beneath the cloth batth 

Roof of T-bird slides into trunk Only your map shows you how to maneuver remote-controlled 
tank across field without “blowing up". 1014-inch plastic tank rezi 

Runs, steers by remote control. 9}4-in. steel builds quickly. 6 maps. From Japan. Order 2 ^D" batteries below. 
Japan. Order 2 *D" batteries below right 49 N'4211— Shipping weight 3 pounds $5.99 
49 N 4266—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $3.79 sx 

49 without 
batteries. Amphibious car takes to 

land or water, switches from 
wheel drive to propeller 

Speeds along on the ground in a circle or str: 

"Tractor goes forward or reverse, even steers, 

blade lifts and lowers—all by remote control 
ightaway. — "D" Battery. Ship- 

s 2 Sue mue eme modes Fant Taia R: Push lever and watch it knife through water like a sport ping wt. each 4 oz 
inch scale model has pistons that light up and hand-operated ear cruiser. Propeller shifts left or right to change course. 49 N 4660 

scoop in back that picks up dirt, raises and dumps it. Heavy Metal and plastic body is watertight. 11 inches long. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
enameled steel. From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries at right. From West Germany. Order 2 “D” batteries at right. 
49 N 4251—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces... $7.49 49 N 5837 —Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... .$7.99 «s SEARS 195 
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CRIB TOYS 
play music, make sounds in motion 

Musical Mobile. Birdhouse plays lullaby 
as birds glide about. Plastic. 18 in. high. 

79 N 4477C— Shipping wt. 3 lbs.....$4.42 
Same as above, but no musical birdhouse. 
79 N 4482C—Shipping wt. 2 lbs.....$2.57 

Musical Farm 
Buildings and yard are inhabited 

: i with removable animals. Animals 
Crib Roll. Baby turns toy, beads whirl pneus cente 
and make sound. Wood. By Playskool. 

49 N 4554—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. .$2.49 
voices. Wind-up Swiss music box 
adds to fun, Plastic, 14 in. high. 
49 N 4453-Wt. 2 lbs. 8 02.$3.47 

9 Crib Rail Boat, Paddle wheel spins, makes | 
sound as baby pushes this boat along crib | 

rail. On floor, boat rocks. Wood. 7 in. long. | 
49 N 4553~—Shipping wt. 12 oz......$1.29 

Teddyb 
Back. Roll itout; comes 
back every time. Plas- 
tic, 7 in. Wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 4416. ,84c 

fall. 7 in. Wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 4566. 

Five Swiss Bells are 
permanently deco- 
rated. Soft plastic 
with gentle ring. Fit 
any crib. Wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 4473. .Set 88c 

$i 
baby. Plastic. 1034 in. 
long. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 4487 

a 

eg 

Tinker Box has 13 take- 
apart pieces. Screws, riv- 
ets, nails, hammer, screw- 

Puppy-on-a-boll. Turn 
disc, and 6-in. long pup 
and ball go round and 
round to merry tune. driver, 6-inch ruler. Rivets 
Colorful rayon plush. pop through inside box. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. About 10x7 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 

196 SEARS ms 49 N4011..,...$3.89 49 N 4574.......$1.94 
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Humpty Dumpty. Push 
off wall, put 4 plastic 
pieces together for new 

Baby Concertina gives 
musical sound with the 
slightest push or pull by 

Musical Koo-Koo 
playpen or wall. 

Music plays as clock hands ro- 
tate, birds move. Pull ring to 
start motion, sound. Winds by 
ringorknob. 11x914x3in. Plastic. 
49N4470-Wt. 1 1b. 502.$2.88 

Hangs on crib 

Cradle Gym amuses 
baby with music 

Baby pulls center ring 
to start music box. 
Plastic and wood gym 
makes music, while 
baby gets exercise. 

Adjustable size. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

49 N 4422,.,.$3.44 

Musical Dog House . . 
plays tune until Fido 
leaps to door. Metal. 
8 in. Wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz. 
49 N 4438....$2.39 

Musical Roly Poly. 
Bear chimes music 
when pushed, rights 
himself. Squawker 
voice, Plastic. Wt. 11b. 
49N4573-12in.$1.55 

Snap-Lock Beods. 64 
flexible plastic beads 
snap together or pop 
apart. Nice for teething; 
too big to swallow. Each 
134-in. diam, Wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 4460......$1.47 



Roy Rogers Hauler-and-Troiler. 15-in. 
steel trailer with two ramps, 3-dimen 
sional plastic figures of Roy, Dale 
Evans, their horses; Pat Brady, his jeep 
Nellybelle and dog, Bullet. 
49 N 5557 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 02.$1.97 

Structo Fire Rescue Truck. Two ladders 
unhook for instant rescue action, Care- 
fully modeled after a real fire engine, 
this toy has seat, steering wheel, wind- 
shield and gleaming, white sidewall tires. 
Steel, About 12 in. long. 
49 N 5403—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 02.$1.89 

Tonka Jeep Pumper. Hose pulls out of 
tank, sprays water when pumper is 
connected to garden hose, Ladder. Trail- 
er hitch and 2 hand “extinguishers,” 
Rubber tires. Steel. About 10 in. long. 
49 N 5412—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... 3.39 

PUMPER about 22 in. long . 
with hose that squirts water 
196 SEARS pcs 
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It's a 12-dog Kennel Truck or a Pick-up with drop tailgate 

"Transparent. plastic lift-off kennel has mov- 
able top and sides, 12 "houses" for plastic 
dogs: collie, boxer, bulldog, springer, Scotty, 
greyhound, Eskimo husky, dachshund, terrier, 

Tonko Pick-up Truck. Heavy-gauge steel body 
with carefully detailed features. Tail-gate 
opens and closes for ease in loading. Genuine 
rubber white sidewall tires with shiny chromed 
wheel discs. About 13 in. long. 
49 N 5430—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $1.99 

retriever, poodle and police dog. Steel Ford 
track has trailer hitch, windshield, windows, 
whitewall tires. 11 in. long. By NyLint. 
49 N 5407 —Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. . 62.92 

Tonka Jeep Surrey with a sporty cloth fringe 
on top. Gaily striped top and seats. Detach- 
able spare tire. White sidewall rubber tires, 
shiny chromed wheel discs. Heavy-gauge 
steel body. About 10 in. long. 
49 N 5435—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz... ...$2.49 

10-wheel Horse Van 

s489 
Buddy t's "highway stable" has 
spring-suspension front wheels, 
with three stalls for the plastic 
thoroughbred stallion, mare and 
colt. Van has bubble-top window, 
sliding side windows, door ramps. 
18-inch body of steel and plastic. 
Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 5452.. $4.89 

HOOK AND LADDER 

about 3 feet long . . 
ladder raises 5 feet 

Enameled Steel 
Fire Truck Set :12 pt 

Be the ofücial fireman on your block with these complete fire trucks. 
Exciting working parts add to the fun. 

Pumper-Fire Truck (at left) actually sprays water. Just hook hydrant to 
garden hose and turn valve. Has hook-on ladder, cab with dummy search- 
light and hydrant. 

Hook and Ladder (above) has main ladder on full swivel . . raises by 
mechanical hydraulic action. 2 other ladders crank up 5 feet. Also a remov- 
able tillerman's seat. 

79 N 5437L—Shipping weight 17 pounds........... . -Set $12.77 



Busy Driver 
‘Tot can spin the wheel, 
shift gears, honk horn 

379 
l'en activities, Noise-making gear-shift lever, rear-view 
reflector, in. 

ir seat to high chair, 
49 N 4579 

“aie 

Nursery Play Kit. Milk carrier 
set, cone with 4 rings, plus 7- 

inch bolt with 3 nuts, Plastic. 
49 N 4588—Wt. 14 oz. .88c 

Pop-up Cone Tree. 
Push lever . . plastic 
cones pop off “tree,” 
11 inch. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 4456....$1.47 

Pot "n Spoon. Drop 6 wooden 
blocks in round, square and tri 
angular shapes into matching 
holes in plastic pot cover. Good 
eye-training. 10x4 inches high 
Plastic spoon for extra play 
49 N 4462—Wt. 1 lb.. .$2.64 

Gtalon pads scans by deisintacnmdsetediwical Gor 

nd-out gas cap, turn signals, etc 
17 inches long 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs 

E x LR 1 

Rock-a-Stack. 
6 plastic rings, 8 inches high. 
49 N 4611—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 77c 
10 plastic rings, 13 inches high. 
49 N 4601—Wt. 1 lb. 2 07.51.64. 

Attaches 

Plastic 

$3.79 12 oz 

AcrobaticToe-Joe. Press lever; 
clown flip-flops around trap: 
eze. 16x9 in, Wt, 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 4593. ........$2.19 

Rings on cone. 

Musical Pony-go-round. Ponies 
go up, down and around—for a 
least 2 minutes on 1 winding. 

Imported musical 
Break-resistant 

movement 
acetate with 

plastic base. 7 inches high 
49N4424—W t. 1 1b. 9 02.$2.88 

T $124 

Ever-changing Col-R-Tone Top 

Colors blend, change magically as top 
spins. Music comes from reed plate. 

Bright foil pieces are mounted in clear plas- 
tic bell. Plunger spins top. 10% in. high 
49 N 4796 —Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz...$1.24 

Exciting Road Race Top 

Cars race each other around track with 
realistic motor noise, every time you 

press plunger and spin top. Bright “pylon,” 
countryside, Plastic 7-in, diam,, 9 in, high. 
49 N 4580—Shpy. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...$1.85 

Playmates. Washable cotton 
terry, Plastic filled, Doll 10 in., 
lamb 7 in, Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 4034,..... Set $1.89 

Baby Bolts squeaks when tot ham- 
mers nail or squeezes him. Wrench 
removes eye, nose, arm bolts. 14 
inches tall. Plastic. 
49 N 4594C-Wt.2 lbs. 4 02.$3.66 

t 

Cuddly Panda. A charmer in ray- 
h on plush and velvet, cotton stuffed 

for squeeze-ability. 12 in. high. 
49 N 4006—Shpz. wt. 11b.$2.89 

Spin Choo-Choo Top and watch 
tiny train whiz around track 

3 Small plastic train inside clear plastic 
dome seems to race as top spins. Colorful 

town, country scene on base. working 
lever spins top, makes choral tone. S-in. 
diameter, 9 in, high. From W, Germany. 
49 N 4725 —5hpg. wt. 1 1b. 4 07,...$1.72 

Talking Blocks 
Sound like 8049 
real animals 

Delight small fry with blocks they can 
eze and hear go woof, meow, chirp, quack 

al. Each sturdy fiberboard block 
sound like animal painted on sides 

5 nesting blocks stack 30 inches high. 

49 N 4507 —Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. $2.49 

«s SEARS 197 



Hauling Sets 
with steel vehicles 

$988 
Each Set 

21-piece Rancher Set. Delight any 
youngster with trucks and animals. 
“Loads” of fun here, whether driving or 
farming. Plastic livestock ride comfort- 
ably in steel truck and trailer. Drop tail- 
gate serves as loading ramp. Van and 
trailer about 17 inches long over-all. 
Plastic corral. 
49 N 5609—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. .$2.88 

Auto Transport with 3 cars. Double-deck 
steel trailer, 23 in. long over-all. Detach- 
able ramp for driving cars to upper or 
lower level. Steel cab detaches easily from 
trailer; has bumper, grille, dummy head- 
lights. Heavy-duty rubber wheels. Plastic 
cars about 5 inches long. 
49 N 5582—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. .$2.88. 

Sears Friction-motor Rental Fleet. Box- 
trailer has drop tailgate for easy loading. 
Closed hauler has opening door in back. 
Strong steel construction. Realistic rubber 
wheels with shiny nickel-plated hub caps. 
Truck with a trailer attached measures 
about 24 inches long over-all. 
49 N 4201—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.......$2.88 

Windows slide open on plastic camper, 
rear steps drop down. Plastic cruiser has 
twin non-operating outboard motors. 

Steel truck has spring-suspen: 
Steel trailer. 25 inches long ov 
49 N 5478—Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 

3-piece Vacation Set with battery-powered outboard motor 

Steel station wagon hitches to boat trailer, 
Seaworthy plastic boat really floats. 23 in. 
over-all, Order 2 "C" batteries at right. 

Just back this 27-inch steel hauler down to 
your favorite "lake," slip the sling on the 
plastic boats, crank the crane and up, 
over and down they go into the water. 

CGutsod pac scans by cheisimasmuselecimcH pow 

Transport unloads 3 boats into the water 

"C" Botte 
49 N 4665. 

Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
„Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Knee-action type spring on hauler's front 
wheels. 3 separate non-operating out- 
board motors. By Buddy L. 
79 N 5485C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs... ...$5.99 

2 

$499 vi 

49 N 5838— Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... $4.99 

Steel station wagon 

hauls camper or boat 

trailers .. you actually 
pitch the camper tent 

Station 2.977 sse 
Sears Exclusive Comper-Boater Outfit, made by Buddy L, 
Station wagon has drop endgate, dashboard and grille. Steel 
camper has tent sides of flexible plastic, fold-out bed. Plastic 
boat has windshield, non-operating outboard motor. Steel 
boat trailer, tent trailer hitch to wagon. 37 in. long over-all, 

7.77 

Colorful Steel 
load haulers 

Nylint Scale Model "Econo 
Van," Ford's most popular 
truck. Doors on right side and 
in rear. Has trailer hitch. 12 
inches long. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 5406. $2.66 

Structo "Cub" Station Wag- 
on. Top is removable. Side 
doors, windshield, rear win- 
dow, tailzate open and close. 
About 11 in. long. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz 
49 N 5404. 3.99 rca SEARS 197 



anges color for regular traffic control 

curving ramp rolls them back down to street level. Stop light regu- 
in all: two are metal and friction-powered, six are plastic and free 

rolling. also a take-apart car with 11 pieces to dismantle. Cars about 4 in. long. 
Use friction-power truck to tow them in. Station has working grease rack, jack . . plus 
scale model lubricator, battery charger, pumps, etc. Elevator uses 1 "D" battery (sold 
on opposite page). Steel building on base is 293śx16x14 inches high. Unassembled. 
Accessories, 10-man crew are plastic. 
79 N 6003C— Shipping weight 10 pounds... ... .. .. Mt TEE Set $8.89 

(2 friction power) 
* Working up-down grease rack 
* Friction-powered truck tows cars in " 

Boss a busy Service Station „82, $497 
Business is booming. Th id, s x 

6x14 i 

chanics . . each busy 

Triple-pump i 
tion, on a 3-dimensioi 

r mechani 
lots of service equipment for them to use roof 

cars a 
198 sears 

Cuius pade scans by deisiniacniseledimical con 

hips late-model cars up to the roof J EY $88 without 

79 N 6002C—Shpg. wt. 6Ibs......Set $4.97 

battery 

Service Station has hand-operated $999 
"a elevator to p: ars on roof 

level service for customers 
nick tire c 

a ed elevator stac ve attend- 
ants, pi 2 cars and other equipment are plastic; 
station anc are metal. Unassembled. 17x11x11 in 
49 N 6015 — Shipping weight 3 lb: $2.99 



Haul livestock, cars . . build roads 

Sears Turnpike Scale Models 

"action-packed highway giants" 

Tough, too . . here's how they're made: all have real 
working parts . . even friction motors that roar with power. 

Heavy steel bodies, tough steel gears, solid rubber wheels. 

Brilliant baked-on enamel. Made to Sears specifications. 

New Livestock Truck 
has 8 stock pens, 

side and center gates, 
4 loading ramps 

$979 

Truck carries 8 animals . . each in 
its own corral, Railings in center 
and on 1 side remove. Ramps store 
neatly behind truck cab, Separate 
corral. Pen, ramps, corral, and 
animals of molded plastic. inch 
enameled steel truck. Friction 
motor. Detailed cab interior, 
Dummy steering wheel, A Sears 
exclusive from Japan. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
AO'N'4234... ......... .. $3.79 

Auto Transport hauls 9 cars 
Load cars onto the transport . . “rev-up” the engine . . deliver to dealers. Detachable cab has diesel exhaust stack, metal ladder, dummy 
steering wheel. 28 wheels. Transport 23 in. long. All steel. Cars 54 in. 
long. All have friction motors. Sears exclusive. Made in Japan. 
79 N 4275C—sShipping weight 7 pounds $679 © 
198 SEARS ens locding Romp 

Saba pane scans by cheisimas mised Conn 

$6 
s379 EY 

Dump Truck hauls and dumps big 

Just press lever, hydraulie-type cylinder raises body to 
dump load. Modern cab . . wrap-around windshield . . 
dummy steering wheel, seat. Baked enamel on steel, 
15 long. Twin diesel-type engines. Friction motor, 
A Sears exclusive. From Japan. 
49 N 4232 — Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 14 oz.. .. $3.79 

Cement Mixer revolves as truck moves 

Just press lever . . hydraulic-type action slowly dumps 
the load of "cement". Modern cab with wrap-around 
windshield sits between the 2 diesel exhausts. Sturdy 
steel body, friction motor. 14 inches long. A Sears ex- 
clusive, made in Japan. 
49 N 4233 —Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. $4.79 

Crane Truck with pivoting boom 

Hand crank operates crane. 
Friction motor. Cab sits be- 84.79 
tween 2 diesel exhausts. Wrap- 
around windshield. Enameled 
steel, 14 in, long. Sears exclu- 
sive, Japan. Wt. 2 Ibs. 11.02, 
49 N 4231. $4.79 a 

Turnpike Van rear doors open 

Real-motor sounds from the friction engine. Rear doors 

you can really haul things. Steel bc 23 in 

able cab has diesel exhaust stack, dummy 
steering wheel. Sturdy all-steel construction. Rubber 
wheels. A Sears exclusive. Made in Japan. 

79 N 4274C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $2.79 



[SEARS 
amw Park 18 cars in this 4-level Garage 

Battery-powered elevator lifts 
cars to all floors of garage. 

Winding auto ramp rolls them 
back down to street level. 

Tank truck fills a real pump. 

There's even a take-apart car. 

997 cust 

Your rolling stock is a fleet of new-model 
cars a car that comes apart for overhaul 
(with engine block, lift-up hood) a tank 
truck that holds water . . and one car with a. 
fill’er up gas tank. Equipment ranges from 
working grease rack to dummy air pump. At- 
tendants, customers, cars, signs are molded 

plastic. Steel garage is 2 feet high, measures 
32x16 in. Unassembled. Order 1 “D” battery. 

79 N 6004L-Shipping weight 12 lbs.. $9.97 

“D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz 
79 N 4660 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Rush fire truck and police car to emergencies . . 

make people walk, cars move by Magnetic Action 

Magnetic Service Station $499 THIMBLE CITY by REMCO $788 

by Child Guidance Toys s4 b Thimble City. Bring The inhal 
nderground touch of a 8 vehicles. L 

i. Send p 

You're in cha ants: 10 people, a dog and a cat. 
ts of realistic details, from oil 

ckout counters in 
rket. Doors swing open or lift up for 

sle or vehicles to move through. Thimble 
City is strong plastic. 24x24x8 inches high on 

wands included. Partly assembled 

nts sprin steriously into action 
etly—with a touch of the M 
th the gas station 

Six cars and atte 
You control them 
Mover wand unde 

piece outfit, cc 
signals, and ped 
bodies for inspection if you like 

lice whiz- cans in gas station, to cl 

boss a 
traffic 

off car 
hanged 

the firehouse pedestri 
supermarket . . attendants 

nk, car wash, hamburger 

at a flip of your finger. High-impact plastic station can be city jail. Stop light con weight 8 Ibs. 

permanently assembled. Base 1934x26xS inches. 79 N 6088C $7.88 

79 N 6070C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. .........$4.99 «ss SEARS 199 
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S M: pe 
Save +1.47 on 5-piece Military Set 

Sears exclusive Army Englaeers set . . heavy-gauge steel . . detailed interiors. 
(1)11-in, Jeep. Folding windshield. Trailer attaches to Jeep. .844x544x2 in. 
trailer bed. (2) (9-in, Road Grader. Working steering wheel ;.. blade revolves, 
adjusts up and down, (J) 44 -in, Dump Truck. Steering wheel. Swinging tail 
wate: (4) 14-in. Bulldozer. Bucket raises, locks'in 3 positions, dumps. 

79 N 5422C — Complete S-pc; Set, Shpg. wt, 13 tbs, Separately $1140. Set p e 
(1) 49 N 5483— Jeep with Trailer. Sliipplug weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. T 
(2). 49 N.5477 —Road Grader, Shipping weight 5 ths, 10 9a. 
(3) 49 N 5479— Dump Truck. Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 6 oz. 
(à. 49N 47 L--bülldotec: Shipolag. weight 2f 

Mobile Crane Truck . 

Giant bucket ta. s full bite, 

Road Builder Set. 

sand and lifts it Loader scoops 
truck or hopp 
11-in. 

Scoop 

‘east daos 5cane by edtimax eater ad pow 

Both sets really dig, 
grade, load, 

. cab pivots in circle 

Adjustable screw jacks hold 

. hand-crank loader 

attaches to truck for hauling. 

k can be loaded by backing under 12-ir 

hute. Lever-action dump on truck locks in 

haul 

.71 on 4-piece Commercial Set 
Action-packed construction toys of heavy-gauge steel. (5) 18-in. Power 
Shovel . . automatic scooping, bucket-release action. Crank controls 
raising, lowering, loading, unloading; cab revolves. (6) 15%4-in. Hi- 
lift Loader . . digs, lifts, dumps. (7) 17-in. Road Grader , . raises, lowers 
blade; steers, (8) 15-in. Hydraulic Dump Truck. Lever operated. 
79 N 5421L— Complete 4-pc. Set. Wt. 15 lbs. Separately $13.70, Set $9,99 
(5) 49.N 5646— Power Shovel. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz, ... 4.94 
(6) 49 N 5484 —Hi-lift Loader, Shipping weight 3 lbs, 12 oz... 2.92 
47) 49 N 5614— Road Grader. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz..... 2.92 

49 N 5661 —Dump Truck. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 or... 2.92 

automatically when 
boom. Chain 

nish 17-in. chassis. 

$6.89 

on conveyor belt into 

hopper 

'e enameled steel 
nd $4.99 ecs SEARS 199 



Actual Size m. 
1% inches tall 

Play sets with 
Notice the minutely-fine detailing 

20 minutes to Berlin 174 s989 
enemy with his back 80 Mt ll rani ds 

], but he ac 

th The last 

the a is fierce. battle rage 

49 N 6055— Wt. ! Il 200 SEARS rcs 

Cutioa pane scans by daima: maseda pn 

Battle of Vikings and Knights 
Invading towers move in . . catapults hurl “stones” . . 

knights let down castle gate and charge out to attack 

143 
pieces 

s and 10 
the mara: 

z. $9.89 

s989 64 $7189 
pieces 

1 stle Their armor shining brightly, knights on 
chargers spring forth as other 
and there's exciting hand-to-hand co 
143-piece set 
49 N 6045—Wt. 2 lbs. Set $9.89 
64-piece set. 

Set 4.89 49 N 6046—W t. 11b. 

. see the life-like look of each figure 

18 g 
2n MM 

cavalrymen fight. desperately 
33 Indians on the rampage do 

ovs. Pla: essories let you 

the Old West in t 
mp fire, add “right-there 

Custer’s Last Stand 
g Bull's braves swar as Custer's 

s battle of the Little Big 
sand 14 

he summer of 
realism. 

$9.89 1 8 ounces. 



Hitch up 3 big tractors 
Roll them out to plow, disc, harrow or mow "fields", also rake “hay” 
Work out of big operating barn . . dust crops by plane. . load “corn” 
into silos with silo filler or elevator . . deliver produce by truck or jeep 

Our Biggest Farm Set $098 
has 257 pieces 

It's fun every day on the farm with this — overhead rail. Hand-crank silo filler loads 
much equipment to do the work. Justturn one silo through roof into chute, Other 
acrank and all your mechanical equipment ) has hand-crank elevator 
swings into action. Or ick 3-level steel 12 barn acce 
barn is 30x17x13 inches high. hay; 6 farmhanc 

ies such as feedbox, 
nimals, fence, garden 

A haylift raises bale to the hayloft, then — crop-dusting plane, prize livestock . . all 
across loft on conveyor system . . a litter — plastic. Easy to assemble 

and out of barn on an 79 N 6006C —shipping wt. 9 Ibs $9.98 carrier moves 

56-piece Livestock Farm Set 

$298 

Your young farm hands will enjoy many hours of ab- 
sorbing activity with this fascinating, scale-model, mod- 
ern farm. Colorful steel barn is a roomy 1334 in. wide by 
9% in. deep by 934 in. high. Silo with roof. Tractor and 
seven implements including wagon, plow anc 

section sturdy barbed wire fence. Complete with 
nine colorful fowl and 29 realistic farm ar All 
pieces 
79 N 6020C $2.98 

Cunioa pane scans by cheisimasmiseteciadcM pou 



See 48^ fearless Wiers of the Crown ride into history's most famous 
military assault. Cannon protects the native position . . hand-to-hand 
combat marks the fight. Trees, scarred by battle, rocks and vivid-color 
ground shect add realism to the action. 
Groups of cannon balls tell that the 50 Cossacks were prepared, 

Above the heat of battle, the British Union Jack proudly waves. 
49 N 6054—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces +. $9.89 

Actual Size 
1% inches tall 

The Sands 

of Iwo Jima 
296 $989 
pieces 

Re-stage this historic conquest with 
thrilling realism. Land troops on 

: beachhead, move them through gun 
304 sQ89 nests and barricades to capture a nvasion ay - 

Y pieces Japanese field post. See U.S. soldiers 
craft carry troops into the nest of the enemy raise "Old Glory" on an island 

gy with American, mountain top. 
Hit the beach! Landing 
Ships in the bay menace the enemy positions. Plan s 

British and Germa machine g howitzers provide Troops have tanks, guns, cannons 
the punch. Jeeps, ta storized-type action. Barbed wire, sand bags, and much more military equipment 
barrels, shell cases add a phere to set to stage a successful assault 

49 N 6047—Shipping weight 1 pou $9.89 49 N 6029—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz.. $9.89 W, SEARS 201 

Citao Dade Scans by diaaa wesekedwicel Goo 



Trrigation System 
with base and pump 

$979 

Irrigate “vegetables” in this 
realistic garden. Molded 
plastic permits water re- 
flow. 36 inches of plastic 

pipe in 12 sections with pipe 
fittings. Vegetables, pump 
and 6 farm people. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz 
49 N 6021 $2.79 

Farm Implement Set $179 Dairy Farm Set $179 

Work with 3 tough tractors plus hay Deliver fresh milk with 2 pickup 
rake, harrow, plow, mower and farm trucks and 2 jeeps. Haul bulk milk 
wagon, 10 farmers handle the equip- with 7-in. tank truck. Includes milk 
ment. Molded plastic platform, 6 milk cans. All plastic 
49 N 6022—Shpg. wt. 13 oz.. ..$1.79 49 N 6023—Shpg. wt. 12 07..$1.79 3 : 

117-piece Farm Set p 
Sliding litter carrier and hay lift really work pe 

s484 ue 
Features same working hay lift mechanism as set on facing page. In- X 
cludes open-back metal barn 14x914x1034 inches high, 94-inch steel silo — y 
with plastic top, tractor with hitching hook for attaching plow, harrow, 

planter, stone boat, scoop, scraper and wagon. 1963 pickup truck 

Livestock includes horses, cows, chickens, hogs, lambs, ducks, birds, 
Crop-spray Set $179 Prize Livestock Set *179 more. 10 plastic fence sections and accessories such as hay, pitchfork, 
t E 3 feed bags, milking stool. 3-dimensional plastic. y to assemble. wi 

Zoom plane in low over fields Champion blue-ribbon bull, steer, hog and 79 N 6005C—Shipping weight 5 pounds........... "Set $4.84 

and spray crops (with water). seven other beautiful prize-winning ani à MEDIE 
inch plastic plane, metal haog: als. 134 inches high. Two corrals. Molded NOTE. Play pieces in sets on both pages may vary slightly from description 

6-inch plastic plane, metal hang- mals. 134 inches high. Two corrals. Molded HONE Pier Pere ane nes eine natok 
er and 6 plastic figures. plastic, hand painted 
49 N 6024 —Wt. 12 oz $1.79 49 N 6025—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... $1.79 

and-painted Animal Sets 
s Artistically shaped 

Up to 7 inches long 

$979 Tobiano Pinto Family t: $279 
Western Riders ^ $498 'Thoroughbred Horses 

All about 534 inches high. Each rider has remov- ^ Authentic miniatures. Racers, hunters and jumpers yone will love this charming set. Black on 

able hat and dismounts from horse. Set includes have added to the classic form of this kingly breed. white stallion, mare and foal. 3-dimensional plastic 

Indian, 5 Western figures. Made of 3-dimensional ^ Note the long neck and powerful legs. Made of 3- 49 N 6035—Shipping weight 1 pound... .Set $2.79 

lifelike plastic with hand-painted details. dimensional lifelike plastic. 634 inches high. 
49 N 6033—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.......Set $4.98 — 49 N 6034—Shipping weight 1 pound... .Set $2.79 «s SEARS 201 
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UT 

FORT APACHE 
Protect the stockade against Indian attack . . save the 

wagon train from ambush. Cannons shoot play shells 

335 pieces $ 9 99 147 pieces $ 6 99 

Man your p 
alry building 

ts—the Indians are on the warpath! Authentic-looking steel cav- 

12x4x11 in. high, has its own plastic stockade. Unassembled. 

335-piece Set, Includes 45 Indians, 48 Fort Apache figures (214 in, high), 27 
plus stockade, cavalry accessories, all plastic 

79 N 6063L—Shipping weight 9 pounds $9.99 

t 

horses, 2 shooting cannon 

147 -piece Set. As e, but has 30 Indians, 26 cavalry, 12 horses, 1 cannon 

79 N 6059C —Shipi weight 5 pounds. * . $6.99 

49 N 6094— Landscape Base. 42x36-inch plastic sheet. Shpg. wt. 3 oz 49c 

Civil War Battle of Blue and Gray 
Mortar and cannon really shoot play shells 

. . bunker explodes with a direct hit 

200 pieces $ 797 167 pieces $ 497 

les, recreate famous Civil War battles. 51 Union, 

about 2 in. high. F 

50 Confederate 
alistic-looking trench unit, br boulders, 

ruin, split-rail fence, trees, tents, collapsible cots, stretchers and fl 
Plus horse s and 33 pieces of fighting equipment, “Ammo”, Set include: 

l War fi Lincoln, Grant, Lee and Davis. Plastic soldiers, accesso: 
E plantation house, 1014 inches wide. Unassembled. 

79 N 6001C—Shippii t 5 pounds Set $7.97 

79 N 5959C— 167-pc. set similar to above but fewer pieces. Wt. 5 Ibs.. 4.97 

Battlefield Layout Base. Detailed printed te 
49 N 6096—Shipping we 

n on 42x36-in. plastic sheet. 
$ ohnicág, (0: 4 o Ee Ren Sce CREER OT MOS 

m————— — —" 



Keep a 10-man crew busy in this big Service Center 
that has a motorized elevator to lift cars to roof 

4-way Stop Light changes color for regular traffic control 

Tow Truck has working hoist, friction-powered motor 
Take-apart Car lets you do fast dismantling and repair jobs 
Put this big Service Center right on a busy intersection and watch the cars pour in. 
When things get too busy, use the battery-powered elevator to deliver cars to upper 
level. A curving ramp rolls cars back down to street level. 

Stop light keeps traffic moving as 8 new-model cars move in and out of the station. 
Two are metal and friction powered . . six are plastic and free rolling. There's also a take- 
apart car with 11 pieces to dismantle. Cars about 4 inches long. Use metal truck to tow 
them in. 

Your station has operating grease rack, jack . . plus scale model lubricator, battery 
charger, air pump, display racks, tire stand, gas pumps, signs . . and a 10-man working 
crew. Automatic elevator uses 1 “D” battery (order from opposite page). Easy to assemble. 
Steel building, 28x1034x14 in., on 29x16-inch wide base. 
79 N 6003C—Shipping weight 9 pounds............. 

Boss a Busy 

Service Station 

* Friction powered wrecker truck 

* B cars (2 friction powered) 

* Working up-down grease rack 

gu 
You're the boss! It's a goo: 
on a 26x14-inch base. You've got a crew c 

ach doing a different job. And there's 

sized station, all steel . . 

equipment: a 
all in 3-dimen Grease rack raise 

chanic can work of parking, 
Two friction power cars and truck are metal. 6 cars of 
plastic 202 SEARS rcs 79 N 6002C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. Set $4.84 
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"THE DESERT FOX” SET with replicas of 

German and American Tanks..even gunsthatshoot play shells 

Recreate the famous battles of the North African Campaign . . lead the Allies to victory over Rommel 

efte 

312 pieces $C)99 217. piocis $799 145 pieces $499 

312-piece Set. Get res 

high. Support t 

or plenty of exci 
ittle. Troop 

with 18 tanks, 

side cars, 4 jeeps, 4 half-tracks 
German shell-shooting 

machin 
ports, tents 
79 N 6061L 

g action as 78 Americans op 
itting and action pose 

el carriers, 5 motor 
Combat toughens under fire of an M-88 
ell-shc owitzer, and 2 shell-shooting 

x13-in. camouflage net with sup- 

ert 
217-piece Set. Include 

24 in. hicles, 1 M-88 Germa 
cl shooting machir 

Amer n soldiers, 56 German soldiers, 29 ve- 

n, 1 shell ng howitzer, 1 shell 
h extra shells), army accessories. Plastic 

Shipping weight 7 pounds Set $7.99 79 N 6060L 

s (extra shell: 145-piece Set. Includes 
s, army acc M-88 and 1 n 

..Set $9.99 79 N 6056C 

31 America 
ne gun that shoot 
ipping weight 4 po 

32 German soldiers, 16 vehicles, 1 
ls, army accessories. Plastic 

Set $4.99 Shipping weight 9 pc 

49 N 6071— Plastic Battleground Layout. Adds realism to set 42x36-in. polyethylene Vests SEARS 203 
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4-level Parking Lot Garage parks 18 cars 

A battery-powered elevator speeds cars up 4 stories high s084 

A winding auto ramp rolls them back to street level. And a special 

tank truck delivers bulk fuel . . fills pump that actually pumps 
without 
batteries 

è 
Business is booming at the biggest little g town. Th taff of attendants and 
And there's plenty to work with. Your rolling stock: job . . plus a few customers. Also rea Take-apart Car 

a fleet of new-model cars . . a special car that comes apart All steel . . it stands 2-feet high, m with engine block, 

for overhaul . . a regular tank truck . . and one car witha Figures, cars (about 4 in. long), ac lift-up hood 

fill'er-up gas tank and radiator plastic. Easily assembled. Order 2 “D” batteries below 
Your auto service equipment: everything from a working 79 N 6004L—Shipping weight 12 pounds $9.84 

grease rack to dummy air pump, lube-guns, shop tools. 79N4660-"D" Batteries. Wt. ea. 4 oz. Each 166; 4 for 60c 

FJ = "s 
eme ALAT — 

A 2-level Service Station with roof-top parking 
Looks like a regular turnpike stop . - 

Drive right in for 24-hour parking, a lube job, Two model cars come with this outfit—one is 10 metal cars, trucks (4 to 5 in. long), 

or quick tire change. This metal station and — friction-powered. The five attendants, ps, pulled-in for gas. Fiberboard station 
base measures 17x11x11 inches high. It has a cars and other equipment are all plastic. Set ..2 working grease racks, 2 gas islands, 

hand-operated elevator that lifts your cars is easy to assemble. Shipping weight 3 pounds billboards, signs. 36x30-in. vinyl sheet, 
to the second story parking area where 5 ounces. Easy assembly. 

there's lots of room. 49 N 6015 $2.99 49N6016-Shipping wt. 31bs.. ...$3.94 pce SEARS 203 
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Flick switch, push 4 buttons and 4 telescopic corridors roll out electronically 

Load 2 planes at once, while lights blink and antennas spin on roof 

4 
There isn’t a JET TERMINAL 

like it anywhere but at Sears 

16-piece Set 8994 Batteries 

move 2 up to terminal 
s with automatic preci. 

»uttons on tower. 13x 
mbled. Plastic trucks, 
From Japan. Order 

Four sleek jets wait on field . . 
building. Corridors roll on whi 

Here come the 
Monstrous Insects 

by Remco 

eo ee 
e fiction stalk 
lton Spider to 

loft whirls 
ells. All 
ludes 9 

What a battle. From the world of 
11-inch Horrible Hamilton and 9. 

» victims with claws. Helic 
‘ops bombs . . moving 

sp zed—just pull cords. 
lefenders, 3 mini-monsters, cave. Durable plastic 
79 N 5815C—17-piece Set. Shipping weight 3 lbs.$8.89 
12-pc. Set. Shown below. Horrible Hamilton and heli- 
copter with spring-motors.. 6 men, 3 mini-monsters, cave. 
79 N 5814C— Shipping weight 2 pounds. .. .. Set $4.89 

ee 

SEARS :»coc 
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SCRAMBLE.. AND YOU'RE AIRBORNE 
You're part of SAC . . with planes in the air around the 
clock . . Our nation's instant striking power on the move 

Strategic Air Command Base 

179 $ 99 
pieces 

The big bombers . . 7 B-52's. The fighter jets . . 8 Delta wings. This base has "em! 
Plus Nike missiles and 3 short range rockets. All with finger-on-the-trigger alert- 

s. SAC headquarters is steel, 26x14x10 in. high. With trucks, jeeps, missile and 
launchers, radar, building accessories, airfield gear, security fence and 54 

airmen in action. Accessories, figures of molded plastic. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 6013C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ; Set $9.99 49 N 6097—Airfield Landing Sheet. 42x47-inch printed vinyl. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ...47c 
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walks, bends, grasps, 

lifts . . all by 
emote control 

NS saa 

Press one of 4 buttons on control box to control actions. 
Pick up objects with plastic foam palms of hands, 30-in 
flexible cable, 13 in. tall. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 5783—Shipping weight 3 pounds. $5.99 
"D" Battery, Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
49 N 4660....... 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

without 
battories 

Try to send the mechanical monster 

to opponent's end of lab by turning 

knobs. His direction is unpredictable 

Monster Lab by IDEAL 
It's fun when the plastic masked monster stops at either 
end of the board. He growls, throws up his arms and drops 
his mask to reveal an eerie monster face. Board set up like 
a laboratory. Movements controlled by a knob at each end, 
hidden from opponent's view. Lightning flashes to signal 
each player to turn the knobs, but there's no way to tell 

in which direction the monster will take off. 28 in. long. 
Order 2 "D" batteries. 
79 N 5866C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $9.99 
"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
79 N 4660 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

'The Creeping Hand 

$94 without 
batteries 

terious vinyl hand creeps and 
crawls. 814 in. long, 4 in, wide. 
Order 2 “C” batteries below. Ship- 

ping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 N 5861 $3.94 

"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. 
49 N 4665-2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Citai page scans by deisiniasnmisetediwical on 

Mr. Mercury 

Rocket Ship soars, 

turns right—left, 

hovers, goes up—down 

at your command 

Helios 21 Rocket Ship $1 A 
and Satellite by LIONEL 

"The most sensational toy to come out of the space age. 
Send up 26-in. high satellite . . the more gas you put in, 
the higher it goes. Then fly 4-foot long rocket ship up 
for space rendezvous. It flies up to 15 feet in any direc- 
tion. You control the tri-motored rocket with 2 levers 
on the illuminated space control center. Power is trans- 
mitted to motors through a thin wire. Both rocket ship 
and satellite are made of patented material combining 
ruggedness, lightness and durability. Silver colored with 
red and blue trim. Booster tank included, 
79 N 5871CM—Shipping weight 9 Ibs..... Set $14.99 

Lyter-N-Air Tank. Refill unit to give extra "boost" to 
space craft above, Simple to operate, Holds enough 
booster supplies to keep space craft inflated for months. 
79 N 5874M—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz... .. . . $5.99 

6-volt batteries. Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N 7004M—Box of two............ 

Use any train 
or road race 
power pack 

(seo page 232) 
or order. 
two 6-volt 

batleries above 

ræ SEARS 205 



Flight 744 now boarding at Concourse W-2 
Move the Telescoping Passenger Ramp into place . . drive up the tank trucks . . roll out 

the loaded baggage trailers . . wait for the final check . . the 707 jet is ready to roar 

International 
Airport 

98 pieces $ 899 

You run “control tower"! Keep track of heavy air 
traffic talk-in emergency landings. This big 
jetport is busy with six 707 jets, 2 electra prop-jets, 7 
small aircraft including a Beechcraft Bonanza and a 
helicopter. A íriction-powered airport bus; steel 
terminal building 2814x4x1034 in., and banger. An 
airport full of accessories: wind gauges, crash equip 
ment, searchlights, radar gear, loading ramps, trucks 
and 24 airport personnel . . all molded plastic. Easily 
assembled on 27x42 in., plastic airfield sheet. 
79 N 6026L —Shipping weight 8 pounds $8.99 

Tootsietoy*Airplanes - iP p 
22. pieces $949 SE 

Here come 14 scale model planes looking for a good place 
to touch down. Why not make your own landing strip. 
They're die-cast metal with rubber tires and brilliant Ah 
baked-on enamel paint jobs. You get 2 Sabres, 2 
Panthers, 2 Cutlass fighters, 2 Starfires, 2 Beechcrafts and E 
2 Skyrays .. 414 inches long. Also 2 Boeing 707 pass- 
enger jets .. 7 inches long. Includes 2 passenger load- CH eremagis t E p ` " ^ = " 

ing ramps, 2 tractors, 4 baggage carts. E í : P nud 
49 N 6032 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz....... $3.49 n Sy xe SEARS 205 
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408 pieces $999 

403-piece Set. Put tanks in position, set up field guns and adva 
Allies through Europe. Howitzers, machi 
shells as you overrun German positions 
72 German soldiers in battle positions. s about 234 inches high. 
Command a convoy of 16 vehic jeeps, tanks, and half tracks. Make 

beach landing with rafts, Milita sories. All detailed molded plastic. 
For more realism, order plastic battleground sheet at right. 
79 N 6007C—Shipping weight 8 pounds senses Set $9.99 

206 SEARS Koss 
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323 pieces $ 622 

323-piece Set. Like set at left except has fewer accessories. Inclydes 87 
American soldiers, 48 German s 10 military vehicles. Set does not 
include the rocket-firing P-39 pla ured in the big set atleft. All de- 
tailed molded plastic. For more realism, order plastic sheet below. 
79 N 6058L—Shipping weight 6 pounds... .. Set $6.99 

Plastic Battleground Sheet. Adds realism to any set. 36x42 inches wide. 
49 N 6099—Shipping weight 3 ounces.............. EET .49c 



= 
It's "D" Day—and you're in command 

as U.S. Troops invade Normandy 

The time is 0630 hours, June 6, 1944—you hit the beach with LCVP land- 

ing crafts . . air cover swarms overhead . . your paratroopers drop behind 

the lines . . tanks roll, howitzers and machine guns fire “shells”, hill ex- 

plodes. Detailed German soldiers man pillboxes and gun nests. 

350 pieces s084 

an 

ay 

350-piece Set. Stage a full-scale invasion 
with over 100 American soldiers advancing, 
48 German soldiers defending. Realistically 
detailed in action poses, 214 inches high. 15 
landing craft, field guns and vehicles . . jeeps, 
half tracks and tanks with turning turrets 
roll across pontoon bridges. 12 planes— 
Thunderbolt P-47s and Mustang P-51s. Put 

Gataloa Habe scáne by ida 

be^ et cw 

up barbed wire, sandbag emplacements, 
tank traps, land mines and logs. Place men 

behind trees or stumps and arm them with 
recoilless rifles or trench mortars. Many ac 
cessories: pistols, rifles, field phones, first-aid 
kits. All molded plastic. When the beach- 
head is won, raise the American flag. 
79 N 6012L—Shps. wt. 7 Ibs. Set $9.84 

175-piece Set. Like set at left, but fewer 
Is, 32 German soldiers; 8 
illery; 4 planes. 

—Shipping wt. $ Ibs..Set $5.79 

Battlefield Layout Base. Realistically 
printed terrain on 42x27. vinyl sheet. 

49 N 6098—Shipping wt. 3 oz... Each 47c 



Alert..scramble..intercept 
You're part of SAC . . with planes in the air around the clock 

to check any unidentified flying objects . . 
rockets and missiles 

that actually launch into space 

y Strategic Air Command Base 
179 pieces $ 99 t "uS 

The big bombers . . 7 B-S2's. The fighter jets . . 8 Delta wings. This base has ‘em. 
Plus Nike missiles and 3 short range rockets. All with finger-on-the-trigger readiness. 

SS SAC headquarters is steel, 26x14x10 in. high. Unassembled. With trucks, jeeps, 

NGG missile and rocket Iaunchers, radar, airfield gear, security fence. $4 airmen in action 
poses, 244 inches high. Plastic figures, accessories. 

79 N 6013C—Shipping weight 9 pounds....... v 2 Set $8.99 

49 N 6097—Airfield Landing Sheet. 42x36-inch printed plastic. Shpg. wt. 3 oz, 49c 

Lay down a real pipeline 
As chief construction engineer, you build the Big Inch with 

equipment that digs, hauls, grades . . water pump really works 

Sears Big Inch Set 

201 pieces s799 

Put down 20 feet of winding pipeline with shutoff valves and realistic fittings. Hand- 
operated pump keeps water flowing from a special reservoir. Rugged bulldozer-trench 
digger, earth grader, steam shovel and tank truck do all the heavy work. 5 other 
vehicles pull 5 attachments. Plastic workmen in action poses are 234 inches high. 
Steel quonset hut, 8x5x4 inches. Pipeline and hut are unassembled. 
79 N 6008C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ...... o «$7.99 
49 N 6093—Land Base. 42x36-inch printed plastic sheet. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 49c 

d 
t 
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Build the BIG INCH 
with equipment that digs, hauls and grades 

-- pump water through pipeline 

You're in for big fun, big action as Big Inch e 
When the job's finished, you can pump water th 

20 running feet of winding pipeline complet 
off valves and realistic fittings. A hand-ope 

keeps water flowing from a special deep 
To start, set up a field office, survey land, truck i 

your supplies. Now you're set to put down pipe 
The bulldozer-trench digger, steam shovel, earth 

grader . . work! The tank truck really hauls water. 

servoir 

‘ou have 10 more pieces of rolling stock with attach- 
ts. There's a steel quonset hut, 

, tools, construction equip 
1 plasti iccessories, 234-inch figures. Ea 

realism, order layout base below 
ag weight 5 pounds. $7.88 

Layout Bose. Lifelike terrain printed on 42x27-in. vinyl. 
49 N 6093—Shipping weight 3 ounces 

Barra 

Ani Mir 

200 pieces 

s788 



Operate a working hay lift.. 
a silo filler .. a litter carrier 

257-piece Farm Set has 3 tractors, jeep, 2 trucks, sO 98 

even a crop-dusting airplane . . it’s our biggest 

Hitch up 3 big tractors. Roll them out to 
plow, disc, harrow or mow “fields.” Rake 
“hay.” Work out of a big operating steel barn 
with 3 levels and open back; 30x17x13 in. 
high. Make haylift raise a bale to the hayloft, 

Hand-crank silo filler loads one silo thru roof 
into chute. Other silo has hand-crank eleva- 
tor. You deliver produce by truck or jeep. 12 
barh accessories including feedbox, hay, ani- 
mals, fence, garden, crop-dusting plane, prize 

overhead rail. 

117-piece Farm Set with tractor, working $ A97 
haylift and sliding litter carrier 

Open-back metal barn is the hub of activity. Measures 14x9x1034 inches high. 
Comes unassembled. Steel silo has plastic top, 9 inches high to hold “silage.” 
There's a tractor with hitching hook for attaching plow, harrow, etc. Pick-up 
truck, too. Fence, feed bags, hay, milking stool lend authentic touches. 

There's a barnyard with 28 livestock, 6 farmhands. All molded plastic. 
79 N 6005C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. . ..... Set $4.97 

208 sears 1s 
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then move it across loft on conveyor system. A 
litter carrier moves in and out of barn on 

livestock. Six farmbands. All rugged plastic. 
Unassembled. 
79 N 6006C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. . ..Set $9.98 

56-pc. Livestock Farm Set with 99 
tractor and rolling implements s28 

Young farmhands are sure to find many hours of rural fun with 
this scale-model farm. Colorful steel barn measures about 14 in. 
wide by 9 in. deep and 10 inches high. Tractor has rolling stock 
that includes wagon, plow and mower. 

Eight-section sturdy barbed wire fence keeps 29 farm ani- 
mals safely contained. There are 9 colorful fowl, too. All realis- 
tically designed in durable plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 6020C—Shipping weight 4 pounds..........Set $2.99 



AM 
Metal cap pistol shoots plastic bullets 

. . 5-inch plastic bow shoots 2 arrows 

208 SEARS rco 
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Sitting Bull's Braves swarm in pieces 

SU i ah UN 

Custer's men fight desperately as 187 $695 

1 Custer during the ste e of the Little Big Horn in 1876. Eve 
battle 

ind tomahawks to 

nch 
nd accessories made of molded 

79 N 6014C Set $6.98 

Landscape Layout Bose. 
49 N 6095—Shipping wei 47c 



Win against odds in the South Pacific 

The BATTLE of IWO JIMA 
Land U.S. troops on beachhead—advance across the 247 $6397 

island against fierce resistance—fight to moun- pieces 

taintop to raise American Flag. Shoot machine guns 128 $ 4 97 

and howitzers . . see machine-gun nest “explode” pieces 

128-piece Set. Includes 53 American, 32 Japa- 

Japanese soldi 
equipment—3 machine 
plane (with shells). 10 vehicle 
ing machine gun nest. 
79 N 6062C—Sbipping weight 6 Ibs. . S 

Just call Sears . . "Charge it” if you wish 



Fort Apache 

Whoop it up in the Wild West. Save the wagon train . . 

shoot the play cannon . . fight Indians on the warpath 

196 pieces $7784 

Here's a stockade on the prairi 
the walls. Add cavalrymen, Indians, idy to protect the fort 
Headquarters building is steel. 12x4x11 inches high. The stockade is detailed 
plastic . . with blockhouses and catwalks. For action: 20 cavalry men, 45 Indians, 
12 horses, 3 tepees, scaling ladders, wagons, well and bucket, totem poles . . plus 

village right outside 

89 pieces of cavalry equipment . . all molded plastic. Scale model cannons shoot 
soft plastic shells. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 5962C —Shipping weight 6 pounds $7.84 

Western Landscape Bose. Detailed printed terrain on 42x27-inch vinyl sheet 
49 N 6094 —Shipping weight 3 ounces. 47c 

The Blue and the Gray 

Mortar and cannon really shoot play shells 

. . bunker explodes with a direct hit 

200 pieces $687 160 pieces $487 

Zoom back 100 years. Choose sides and charge into a fierce Civil War battle. 
There are 101 soldiers in action . . 51 Union, 50 Confederate. On the battlefield 
realistic looking trench unit, bridge, boulders, building ruin, split-rail fence, 
trees, tents, collapsible cots, stretchers and flags. Plus: cavalry horses, harness 
horses, caissons and 33 pieces of fighting equipment. The set includes 4 great 
historical figures of the Civil War: Lincoln, Grant, Lee and Davis. All in 3- 
dimensional plastic. Figures are 234 inches high. “Ammo” is plastic. Steel planta- 
tion house, 11 inches wide. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 6001C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. UNS Set $6.87 
79 N 5959C—160-pc. set similar to above but fewer pieces. Wt. $ Ibs..... 4.87 

Battlefield Layout Bose. Realistically printed terrain on 42x27-in. vinyl sheet. 
49 N 6096 —Shipping weight 3 ounces. 47c 
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by Hasbro 

AMERICA'S MOVABLE FIGHTING 
He's over 11 inches tall . has 21 movable parts. Stands . sits 

kneels! Takes combat-action poses. Has equipment authentically 

G. |. JOE ACTION SOLDIER 

G.I. JOE is ready to carry out 
your orders in his army-green 
fatigues and cap, black boots. 
Put him through rugged basic 
training exercises . . he stands at 
attention, salutes, holds rifle in 
firing position, kneels, sits, lies 
flat. Plastic, 11 inches tall. With 
dog tag on chain, army training 
manual, insignias. 
49 N 5902—Wt. 1 lb. ..$2.32 

6 
Combat Helmet Set, Army- 
green plastic helmet has chin 

Field Jacket Set. Authentic 
jacket with plastic M-1 
rifle. Bayonet detaches. Car- 
tridge belt has snap-open 
pockets, Jacket has 2 pock- 
ets. Includes 6 plastic gre- 
nades, training manual. 
49 N 5903-Wt. 1202.$2.97 

Field Pack Set, Detailed 
pack has straps, buckles. 
Canteen and cover fit on 
pistol belt. First aid pouch, 
spade and cover. Mess kit 
with knife, fork, spoon. 
Training manual, 
49N5904-Wt.120z.$2.97 

YODHOVO®D 

Pup Tent Set. Set up fabric 
tent with posts and stakes 
for field bivouacs. Has cam- 
ouflage netting, foliage. Plas- 

tic machine gun with tripod, 
ammunition box. Spade and 
cover. Manual 
49 N 5905-Wt. 1402.$3.89 

scaled from actual G. |. issue. Even has dog tag, training manual 

Poncho Set. Waterproof 
poncho keeps G.I. Joe dry 
in field combat, Plastic 
field telephone, case, rpll of 
wire, Radio, .45 pistol and 
case, map and case, Plas- 
tic. Manual, Wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 5906 $3.49 

strap. With camouflage netting, 

plastic leaves for battle missions. 
49N5908-Shpg. wt. 3 oz...89c 

210 SEARS ise 

Rifle Set. Plastic M-1 Rifle with 

shoulder strap. Bayonet detaches. 
Cartridge belt, 6 plastic grenades. 
49 N 5909—Shpg. wt. 3 0z.....99¢ 

Machine Gun. Plastic, 534 in. long, 
scaled from Army model. Swivels 
on tripod. With ammo box. 

49 N 5911—Shpg.wt.3oz...99c 

Sandbag Set. When G.L Joe sets up his 
battle station in the field, he uses sand- 

bags for protection. Set of 3. 

49 N 5910— Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. . . „Set 89c 
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MAN in action 
a Training Manuals 
= v show how to outfit 
ie car G. |. Joe, how to 

use his equipment 

3932 

G.I. Joe is ready for rugged 
Marineaction in his camouflaged 

fatigues, cap and black boots. |. 
He's plastic and 11 inches tall. 
Outfit comes complete with dog | 
tag, set of branch insignias and 
Marine training manual 

49 N 5913—Wt. 1 Ib. . $2.32 

Beach-head Assault Tent Set. Official-design plas- 
tic flame thrower straps on G.I. Joe's back. 

Camouflaged tent sets up with poles, pegs. tol 
belt, first-aid pouch. Plastic mess kit has knife, 
fork and spoon. Training manual. ~ 

49 N 5915—Shipping weight 14 oz. ..Set $3.89 

Military Police Set. G.I. Joe will keep law 
and order in realistic "Ike-style" jacket 
and trousers. Army fabric and color. .45 
pistol and holster fit on belt. Other authen- 
tic accessories include M.P. arm band, 
plastic billy stick, duffle bag with carrying 
strap and training manual. No helmet. 
49 N 5907— Shpg. wt. 14 oz. .Set $3.99 

This smart dress uni- 
form is known around 
the world. Blue dress 
jacket has brass. but- 
tons, red trim. Trou- 
sers with red stripe 
down sides. White gar- 
rison cap, white pistol TETES 
belt. Plastic M-1 rifle. 

^w Paratrooper Parachute Set, Detailed pack straps on 
NS Manual. Shpg.wt. 1402. 

4 k. Plast bi 99 bac tic carbine, 6 hand grenades, knife and scab- 2o N 5916 eer 33. 
bard. Canteen, first-aid pouch, belt. Training manual. 

49 N 5914— Shipping weight 12 ounces. .... - Set $2.97 For Navy and Air Force 

Field Pack Set. Stores gear for combat NOTE: G. I. JOE not included with sets G.I. Joe, see next page. 
missions. Plastic spade and cover. 
49 N 5912—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ..Set $1.97 tau sears 211 
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411 pieces s999 

411-piece Set. Get your tanks in position, set up the fiel 
with Allies through Europe. Howitzers and machi 
you overrun German positions. Set up 90 Ai 
soldiers, all in action poses, each about 234 i 

Roll a mighty convoy of 25 vehicles 
up building ruins, a fo 
bridge. Lay mine fields with la rbed wire. Assorted 
equipment: recoilless rifle, me à g pole, flag 
tailed molded plastic. For more realism, order plastic battleground sheet at right 
79 N 6019C—Shipping weight 7 pounds Set $9.99 

s and advance 
stic shells as 

and 64 German 

and half tracks. Set 
t of trees, road blc 

1 min 
ar, pisto 

Tinipon beai by inaa 

attacks with-90 Gls, 25 assault vehicles and. - ** Sy 
real artillery fire to overwhelm 64,réalistic enemy soldiers = 

336 pieces s7 99 

pebea: 

220 an $ 5 79 

336-piece Set. Includes 89 American, 48 German soldiers, 10 vehicles 
only not as many as at left 

g pounds Set $7.99 

American, 48 German soldiers, 5 vehicles 
any 

same accessori 
79 N 6018C—Sh 
220-piece Set. I 
same accessories, only n 
79 N 6017C— Shipping we 
Plostic Bottleground Sheet. 
49 N 6099—Shipping weight 

Set $5.79 

alism to any set. 42x27 inches wide 
47c 

rc SEARS 211 



3 ] JOE ACTION 
SAILOR 

Sailor has 21 movable 
parts, takes action posi 
tions. Plastic. Navy work 
shirt, pants, boots, cap. 
11 inches tall. 
49 N 5918—Wt. 1 Ib.. .$2.32 

Attack Helmet Outfit 
with blinder light and 
binoculars, 
49 N 5924—Wt. 3 oz. .99c 

d Outfits include Manuals, do NOT include G.I. Joe. 

Pilot in zippered jump 
suit, boots, cap, with in 
signia, dog tag. 21 mov- 
able parts for action. 
Plastic. 
49 N 5925—Wt. 1 Ib,..$2.32 

a 
212 sears fone 

Crash Helmet Outfit 
with face mask, visor. 
49 N 5932-Wt. 3 oz. 99c 

Cutsiod pads scans by cieisimazmisetedqical com 

Frogman Outfit for scuba. 
diving. Scuba tank straps 
to back, knife scabbard 
to leg. Depth gauge fits 
wrist. Rubber suit, fins, 
head piece, face mask, 
play underwater dynamite. 
49 N 5921—Wt. 14 oz, $3.99 

Sea Rescue SUM Life 
raft, anchor, T 
first-aid kit, ina paddle. 
49 N 5920—Wt. 14 oz. $2.59 

Dress Uniform Outfit. 
k blue ja: 

t buttons, 
matching trousers, gar- 
rison cap. Light blue 
shirt and tie. Also pilot's 
wingsand Captain's bars. 
49N5926-Wt. 14 oz. $3.79 

Shore Patrol Outfit. Navy 
blue jumper, dress pants, 
neckerchief, ' white pistol 
belt, cap, billy stick, 45 
pistol in holster, "S.P." 
armband, sea bag with tie 
cord to carry equipment. 
49 N 5923—Wt. 14 oz. $3.99 

Navy Attack Outfit. Life 
jacket, field glasses, blinker 
light and signal flags. 
49 N 5922—Wt. 12 oz. $2.59 

Scramble Outfit, Action 
set with spp flight 
suit plus pilot’s air vest, 
pistol belt with .45 pistol 
in holster. There's even 
a clipboard with pad for 
making notations, 
49N5928-Wt. 14 oz. $3.59. 

AIl outfits include Manuals, do NOT include G.I. Joe. 

Parachute Pack with 
straps to fit on pilot's 

Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 N5933........$1.89 

“STONY” 
Paratrooper by MARX has jointed 

head, shoulders, elbows, wrists 

win como $0049 

Can take many action poses .. 11 in. tall. Molded in 
fatigue combat uniform with decorations. Plastic. 

Loaded with equipment: G.I. fatigue hat; helmet; 
mess kit with knife, fork, spoon; canteen with cap; 
K rations; belt with canteen, cup, bayonet in sheath. 

Field pack; entrenching tool with blade, handle, 
cover; paratrooper knife in sheath with strap. Also 
M1 rifle with sling; B.A.R. rifle; hand-operating 
machine gun; .45 pistol in holster; 3 hand grenades; 
50-cal. machine gun with tripod; tommy burp gun; 
binoculars, bugle, poncho and parachute harness. 
49 N 6069—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... . $2.49 
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It's gold against sil 
over the castle, 
Excitement so v 
the ring of sword against 
hurls “rocks” over the battlem: 
bridge spans a moat . . 

t tix7x7 

All hand painted 

in. high. 
n almost hear 

Catapult 
Draw- 

t's up to 

you if attackers will cross. Knights, 144 
in, tall, Hand-painted plastic. 1. 
layout. From Hong Kong. 

49 N 6031—Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz... 

Cumioa page scans by cheisias meselede pov 

5x20-inch 

$4.44 

s and minute 

s. Capture Japa 
dimb up to mou 
American flag 

of Hong Kong 

oric battle with thri 

Finely detailed miniature figures and equipment of molded plastic 

205 pieces $0944 88 pieces s444 

British 

205-piece Set. 44 American, 48 Japanese soldiers 
114 im). 4 tanks, 5 jeeps, 10 water craft, 10 

ich layout sheet 
g weight 12 ounce $9.44 49 N 6029—shipi 

88-piece Set. 30 GI's, 16 Japanese. Tank, jeep 
es. 20x15-in. layout 3 water craft, Fewer ac 

49 N 6028—Shipping weight 9 ounces, $4.44 

Aro 

Blue and Gray 

North or South 

Union troops fight 28 Confederate: 
battles from Bull Run to Gettysburg. La 

Authentic-looking 144-inch figures and [^ 

equipment . . all hand-painted plastic. Ac 
cessories include 2 cannons, horse-drawn 

Swing victory to 

ruins, barricades, cannon, horses, tent, 
supplies, flags. 20x15-inch layout sheet 
From British Crown Colony, Hong Kong 
49 N 6030—Shipping wt. 12 oz. ...$4.44 



c 

Giant 3-foot Tank 
Swings turret a full 360° . . fires 5 soft 

plastic shells up to 20 feet 

$388 
Destroy enemy fortifications and supply lines, knock out 
all strategic defense systems with one blast from the 18- 
inch cannon, Win any battle almost single handedly at 
the wheel of the most powerful tank ever, a weapon de- 
signed to use nuclear warheads in ground fighting. Molded 
of tough, durable polyethylene for the roughest kind of 
combat duty. Authentic army color lends realism. 14 

inches high, 1314 inches wide. 
79 N 5456C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ........ $3.88 

Cap-firing Tank, 15 GIs 

SATT vate 
Fires caps automatically as it moves 

forward and backward. White star 
on front and sides. 8 inches long. 
Made of plastic and metal. Hand- 
painted soldiers in action positions. 
From Hong Kong. Order 2 "D" 
batteries below. 
49 N 5664—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z...$4.77 

Remote-control Tank 

199 ee 
Ready to move in and blast out any 
enemy position, You guide it with 
remote control. Moves forward, 
back, turret revolves. Makes gunfire 
noise. Plastic, olive-drab color, 6 in. 
long. Made in Hong Kong. Order 2 
“D” batteries below. 
49 N 5660—Wt. 11b. 6 oz... $1.99 

Smoking German Tank 

3997 xis 
Panzer tank moves in all directions, 
Gun swings left or right . . fires with 
a blinking light. Diesel exhaust 
smokes as it clanks along. Metal. 94 
inches long. From Japan. Order 2 
“D” batteries below. 
49 N 4247—Wt. 2 lbs, 102. :.$2.97 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660. .2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Big "Long Tom" 

Sues $379 
Mobile, shell-shooting cannon for long-range fighting. 
‘Trails adjust to 17 in. wide, Barrel can be elevated to 
11 inches. Shoots six 2-inch polyethylene shells. Spring. 
power fires accurately. Durable plastic. 6 Marine figures. 
Cardboard gun emplacement. 
49 N 5549— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz... ...... $3.79 

Move mountains and rocks . . 
set up your defense lines 

33-piece Military 

Construction Set 

$898 zt a 
Gangway! Here come the army engineers. Switch i 
controls forward or reverse on each vehicle. 8-inch 
dump truck automatically dumps, 71-inch cement 
mixer has mixer control, 7-inch bulldozer has blade- 
lifting control. Also includes 15 hand-painted soldiers, 
boulders, rocks, trees, coal and detour sign. Set made 
of high-impact, olive-drab plastic. From Hong Kong. 
Order 1 “D” battery (sold above left) for each vehicle. — 
49 N 5665—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs, 4 oz... .Set $8.98 
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COLOR WHEE 
with prismatic lens and 150-watt bulb 
for the most dramatic lighting of all 

817 

Much superior in dramatic effect to our lower priced color wheels 
because à special 6-section prismatic lens and 150-watt floodlight bulb 
produce a deeper, more intense play of light and color. No annoying 
reflections from the rear. Use on floor or wall, Tough fiber-glass body. 
Gold:color housing, cord, 360° swivel base, on-off switch. 
34 N 3663—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces $7.77, 

Motorized COLOR WHEELS have extra-tough plastic bodies 

Identical in quality to color wheel above 10-in. diam., 6-section lens. Plastic 10-inch diameter, 4-section 

except has a built-in music box that swivel housi lows red when light is lens with 100-watt bulb. 

plays "Silent Night." Has separate on. Built-in reflector. Floor or wall hung. Tilts 45? up or down. Can be 

2t switches for light, music 100-w. bulb, switch hung on wall. On-off switch. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz 
34 N 3678 $12.77 34 N 3662 «$5.77 34 N 3652.. $3.77 

Floodlights or color wheels should be used in place of tree lights on metal trees 

INDOOR FLOOD KIT OUTDOOR 

$469 FLOOD 

4 KITS 
Complete . , nothing more to buy 
- holder, stand, lens holder; red, Install in a few 
green and amber lenses, 100-watt minutes . . com- 

bulb. Can be used as a clear flood- plete with bulb 
light. Gold-color aluminum. Cord. 
On-off switch. 
34 N 3618—Wt. 11b. 14 oz. $4.69 2-light Kit 

$1188 

E, 2-light Kit includes 
power outlet box with 20-ft. cord; 2 aluminum 

holders with 150-watt bulbs and 6-ft. cords. Ad 
justable bracket has wall plate and. ground spike 
34 N 3610—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. 10 oz. $11.88 

G 1-light Kit has 150-w. bulb, holder, cord, spike 
Spike detaches for wall mounting. No outlet box 

34 N 3606—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 5 oz......$3.88 

Bulbs no! included 
‘on numbers 
1 through 4 

twin-receptacle, spiked 

4 

Indoor "Orb" Holder. En Outdoor Holder. Weather 2 
closes bulb in high-impact pla proof housing, cord. Plastic Ww 

tic, white and gold-color orb. Use with spike or wall plate (incl.) 4 

Stand, switch, cord included 34 N 3687-—Wt. 1 1b. 11 oz. $1.39 ' ^ ~ 

34 N 3614—Wt. 2 lbs. $2.89 4| Outdoor "Orb" Holder. 4 ~ 

Indoor Holder. Includes gold Weatherproof housing, cord. 
color plastic m, stand, Plastic. Encloses bulb in orb. Use 

switch and 6-foot cord set with spike or wall plate (incl.) 
Wt. 11b. $1.39 34 N 3688—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. $2.89 All Prices Reduced on Floodlight Bulbs 

f} 3-outlet Plastic Extension Cord has 3 For Outdoor-Indoor use. Clear type is 150-watt . . regularly 
7 ae outlets spaced 4 ft. apart. 12 ft. long. Use $2.15 in Big Catalog: colored is 100-watt . . regularly $2.49. 

i A ^ on ra lios, lamps, clocks, etc 34 N 3982— Clear. Wt. each 1 Ib, 1 oz Each $1.88 

SEU No. 18-gau; 1) watts. Beige color. 34 N 3805— Blue 34 N 3806 —Green 
34 N 6024 —Shps. wt. 9 oz. $1.29 34 N 3807—Red 34 N 3808— Yellow 

25-8. Plastic Extension! Cord, 2-wire, Shipping weight each 1 pound 1 ounce Each 1.99 

No. 16-gauge. Bright orange. 1150 watts, For Indoor use (not shown). Was $1.09. 150-watt. Clear. 
34 N 5800—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz $1.27 34 N 3844—Shipping weight 6 ounces 99c <M; SEARS 213 
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Battery-powered HO 'Train Set 
has locomotive that smokes, 

22 realistic whistle sound, 
automatic car couplers 

$489 xis. 
Watch smoke rings rise as a 
"steam" locomotive puffs over 
9 feet of track. 22-in. train has a 
coal tender, gondola and caboose 
of high-impact plastic. 

Hear the realistic whistle wail 
as it passes by special track 
section. Everything has been 
faithfully reproduced and scaled 
down. 9-in. control tower holds 
4 “D” batteries (not included); 
order below. From Japan. 

Train with a brain . . 
automatically chugs 
into 2 sidings to load 
barrels, uncouple cars 

854" sy 
See a battery-operated locomo- 
tive, with 2 gondolas, switch 
cars , . couple . . and change di- 
rection automatically. Plastic 
flagman signals train to either 
siding. Train is 18 inches long. 
Metal track covers 120 inches 
around. Get: train, cars, track, 
bumper switch, flagman, barrel 
loader with 5 wooden barrels. 
Order one “D” battery below. 
49 N 5779—Wt. 4 lbs.. .$5.47 

"'D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49N4660-Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Battery-powered 
"Train with light 

Big 6-wheel locomotive barrels down the 
track hauling a coal tender, open freight 
car, tank car and a caboose. It s powerful 
headlight casts a long beam into the darkest 
night. All metal; train 25 in. long. Comes 
with 8 sections of track, 92 inches around. 
Made in Japan. Powered by 2 “D” batteries 
(not included), order above. 
49 N 4289—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz.. .$2.99 

$999 

without batteries 
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Just set lever, 
car unloads logs 
automatically 

Five-unit 

Electric Train with 

log car that unloads 
Midnight Freight **chugs" along 

as headlight throws beam up-ahead 

$097 

Steam-type engine makes a chug-chug noise as 
it speeds along . . adjust speed fast or slow. 
Ease log car alongside bin and logs tumble out 
automatically. Slant-back coal tender carries 
realistic embossed “coal.” Gondola and caboose 
tag behind. Big 027-gauge train is 41 in. long. 
Track includes 8 curved, 2 straight sections 
forms 102-inch oval. Plastic and metal. 25-watt 
transformer, track connector, UL listed, 110— 
120-v, 60-c. AC, 

49 N 9715C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 12 oz... $9.97 

Locomotive shoots 
harmless sparks 
from smokestack 

= +s 

Just wind up this husky Train . . 
see it run for over 2 minutes 

$389 

_ Steam-type plastic engine gets all its power 
from a long-running, wind-up clock motor. 
Motor has speed governor and on-off switch. 
Highly decorated coal tender, gondola, box 
car and caboose all metal. Eight curved and 
2 straight tracks form a 102-inch oval. 
Complete train is 34 in, long. 
49 N 5731—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. $3.89 
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Brighten your home with colorful 

2 for $498 

| 214 sears oe 
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Lighted Santa in Sleigh Set with three 
pairs of reindeer, Beautifully colored 

and finely detailed in 3-D vinyl. Can 
he staked into ground or snow, or hung 
from above, Santa glows from light of 
three C714 bulbs; each pair of deer has 
two bulbs and a 4-ft. 4-in. cord. Sleigh 
17x3314 in.; each pair of deer 2414x33 in. 
71 N 98227N3—Wt. 26 Ibs.. .Set $29.95 
Sunta, sleigh and one pair of deer 
71 N 98225N —Wt. 12 Ibs.. . Set $16.98 
Pair of reindeer (I-piece 2414xà3 ir 
71 N 98226L—Allow10 Ibs. postage.$7.19 

Q Lighted "Merry Christmas" Lanterns 
to string gaily over doorway, under 

roof .. between trees or poles. Weather 
resistant molded vinyl, each 1049x714 in 
Half-shell type, design on 1 side, Complete 
with 22-foot cord, outdoor sockets and 
fifteen C734 bulbs 
71 N 98028—Shpg, wt. 3 Ibs... Set $6.79 

Q Giant NOEL Letters of colorful weather 
resistant hardboard. Attach to side of 

o. Each letter is 
15x18 inches. Leaves 23x7 inches. 

house or garage 

71 N 98213L—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, Set $2,89 

Holly Garland. 18-ft. length decorates 
an entire door . . see page 216. 

71 N 91005 — Wt. 1 1b, 10 $3.89 

"13/8289 1 

E Decorator Door Panel with jolly Santa 
in full color to welcome your guests. 

Strong, extra heavy weather-resistant 

fiber-type paper stock. 72x36 in. Trim 
to fit any standard size door. 

71 N 98218C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... ..$2.49 

6 lighted Colonial Candles add a 
1 wight distinctive touch to your en 

trance, Entire candle ows from tip to 
base. Red with orange-color flame in 
molded plastic with color base. UI 
listed cord, plug and two C714 bulbs in 
each. 38 inches tall, 22x814-inch base 
71 N 98059C —shpy. wt. each 3 Ib; 
Each $2.69 2 for $4.98 

Lighted Santa Face . . looks almost real 
enough to chuckle. Excellent as a 

decoration for windows, mantels, 
Molded 3-D vinyl. 4-foot cord, C7 
included, About 13x14 inches, 
71 N 98040—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $1.49 

& Inflatable Life-size Santa . . a really 

walls. 

4 bulb á 

dramatic decoration for lawn, rooí 

or even indoors. Easily inflated to a 

full 5 ít. 8 in. tall. Extra strong plastic 
tested to withstand 20? below zero. 

Anchoring ropes and stakes included 
71 N 98245 Dg. wt. 6 Ibs $11.89 
NOTE: All electric items UL Ii r )-voli 

O cycle A indoors or ouid r 

Lifesize 
5 ft. 8 in. 

Tal A 
as 

$1189 — Pe 
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ALLSTATE 6-unit Electric Train on Trestle 

Locomotive smokes, 
steams, shines light 

Complete with 
transformer $1989 

Belches smoke as it chugs 
up grade, sweeps around 

curves of 20 foot track 

Authentic? You bet. Locomotive pours out the smoke, steam 
comes out of the mighty pistons and a headlight casts a strong 

beam. Hauls a tender, tank car, boxcar and caboose. 

Track, in straight and curved sections, rambles in two circles 
with an over-and-under bridge. Trestle set in gradual heights 
gives your engine hills to test its “muscles,” 

50-w transformer with circuit breaker lets you control all 
action. UL approved for 110-120-v, 60-c AC. Bottle of smoke 
making fluid. Train 4 ft. long. Over 20 ft. of track. 

49 N 9822C—Shipping weight 13 pounds Set $19.89 

3 : 
“Gravel roadbed” 3-tie Track 

For ALLSTATE or MARX regular gauge sets. 
Metal and plastic. 
1 Curved Track. 944 inches long. 

49 N 9702—Shipping weight 4 oz. 28c 

Straight Track. 874 inches long. 
49 N 9701— Shipping weight 4 oz. 28c 

Crossover Track. 734x734 inches. 
49N9703-Shipping weight 4 oz. $1.39 

2 

3 
4 Uncoupling Track. 874 in. long. 

5 

Complete with 
transformer 

$2989 

Run an ALLSTATE 9-unit 

Electric Train, 6 feet long 
Switch cars into sidings.. couple and uncouple them by 
remote control . . load and unload them with derrick 

49 N 9710—Shipping weight 4 oz. 97c 

Electric Switches. Push-button control 
panel. 1 right and 1 left. Wires. 

49 N9706—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. Set $6.88 
Manual Switches. Lever-control 
1 left and 1 right. (Not shown.) 

49 N 9704—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. Set $3.89 

action. 

>“ T7 
Transformers for regular gauge 

Steel cases. Circuit breakers. UL listed, 
110-120-volt, 60 cycle AC. 
6 50-watt. 7-13-v for train, accessories. 

ipping wt. 3 lbs. $5.47 

for train, acces 
4 Ibs. 4 oz. 

Citai Dade scum by deismasauiseteciwical Gc 

Highballing down the track, this freight 
puffs a trail of smoke from the stack 
and cool steam from the piston cylinders 
as headlight pierces the darkness ahead. 
Locomotive speeds up or reverses . . 
pulls tender, piggyback car with truck, 
gondola and side-rack flat car with car- 
tons, boxcar, hopper, tank car and 
caboose, Station with figures, 6 autos, 

NOTE: All items on this page are regular gauge, have 3-rail, 1⁄4 -in. wide tracks 

poles, lamp posts, billboard and derrick 
add realism to the 55x28-inch layout. 
Over 11 feet of roadbed track include 8 
curved, 8 straight, 2 uncoupling sec- 
tions, 2 manual switches. 2 bumpers, 
bridge. Plastic and metal. 50-watt trans- 
former with circuit breaker, track con- 
nector.UL approved, 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 
79N9825L—Wt. 19 lbs... .Set $29.89 
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9 Lighted Star . . blinks on and off. Hang 

from roof, over door, mantel or nativity 

scene. Weather-resistant 3-D molded vinyl. 

C714 bulb, 4-ft. 4-in, cord, 2934 in. tall. 
71 N 98210C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $4.79 

]() Lighted Santo, Sleigh Set . . Santa and 
two deer lighted from inside; sleigh has 

blinking red light. Weather-resistant full 
round polyethylene, Santa 1734 in.; sleigh 
2234x1236x10 in. UL listed cord, 4 bulbs. 
71 N 98074C —Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. Set $8.29 

2 Extra Deer (each 17!4x17x4 in.) Box of 2 
71N 98073 —Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. „Box $2.79 
71N 98072— Santa only, Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$1.59 

]] “Happy Holiday" Lanterns of heavy 
molded vinyl, resistant to weather and 

heat, each 744x1014 in. Half-shell type, design 
on one side. Fifteen C734 bulbs with outdoor 
sockets and 22-ft. cord. 
71N 98029 —shpg. wt. 3 lbs... ....Set $6.79 

12 Lighted Santa, Sleigh Sot of weather-re 
sistant plastic. 4 pair of deer, each 21 44x 

1314 in.; sleigh 1934x2014 in. Five C934 bulbs 
in aluminum reflectors. 10-ft. cord. 
71N 98061C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs Set $5.98 

13 Lighted Green Vinyl Garland . . 18 ft 
ideal for around doors . . see page 216 

71N 91014—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. $5.29 

m———— 

]4 Decorator Door Panel contented” 
snowman. Extra-heavy weather-resistant 

paper. 72x36 in. Fits any standard door. 
71N 98229C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.49 

]5 Lighted Candy-stripe Candles . . glow 
from tip to base. Weather-resistant plas. 

tic. Cord, plug, C74 bulbs. 48 in. Box of 2 
71N 98060—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Box $4.59 

16 Se! of Lighted Angel Singers . . lighted 
from inside. Weather-resistant polyethy 

lene; each 22x9 in. 2 sockets and cords. 
71N 98009—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, Set $6.49 

17 Lighted 3-Bell Cluster . . each translucent 
red plastic 5-inch bell twinkles on and off. 

C734 bulbs and cord. UL listed. 
71N 91156—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz... ..$1.92 

Metal Wreath Ring only. Greenery 
shown not included. Fits most lantern 

posts. Loops hold greenery in place. 32 in. 
71N 98095C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $3.49 

Pole Wrap and Bow in weather-resistant 

vinyl, 444 in.x16 ft. Big 16 in, bow 
71N 98209—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Set 99c 

() "Merry Christmas” Mail Box Cover of 
weather-resistant vinyl. From Japan. 

71N 97259 —Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 49c 

ceku 
AEG 
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^ BLAST OFF! 
Fire a “Long Tom" missile by remote control— 

a direct hit explodes the Target Range Car 

New Military Freighter by LIONEL 819 89 
Put yourself in command of this exciting mili- 
tary freight train. It's .027 regular gauge. 
Steam locomotive has headlight, pufis smoke. 
Pulls tender, flat car with removable army 
tank, exploding target car, Long Tom remote 
control firing car and first-aid caboose. At the 
first sign of an enemy ambush, push remote: 
control button . . roof of firing car separates 
and Long Tom cannon rises to firing position. 
Cannon blasts off automatically, shooting a 

plastic shell. Load rocket-firing installation, 

"Ww 

then push button, plastic shells take off at 
once. Direct hit explodes target car (reas 
sembles quickly). Includes 8 curved, 5 straight 
track with 1 remote-control track. 6-car train 
is 4 ft. 10 in. long; 11 ft. of running track. 
Includes set of soldiers and smoke fluid for 
locomotive. Plastic and steel. 45-watt trans 
former with circuit breaker. UL approved for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
49 N 9820 $19.89 

Fire a whirling satellite in Trestle Set by LIONEL 

$997 
Steam engine and tender speed up, 
down, and around slopes pulling 
Turbo-missile firing car, gondola car, 
caboose. Put satellite into space by 
pressing button on firing car. Change 
angle for a high-powered missile. 

Figure-8 “over and under" track ar- 
rangement is only one of layouts you 
can make with 6 straight, 12 curved 
sections of .027 gauge track. Train is 
42 in. long. Track 1414 feet. Includes 
graduated trestle set, billboard set, 
and 25-watt transformer. Plastic and 
steel. UL approved for 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 

49 N9813—Wt. 8 lbs........ $9.97 



Weather-resistant 
use yeor offer year 

indoors or out 
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1 Gold-color with 20 miniature lights bright 
metallic coated, full 4-in, width, 18-ft. long 

Concealed cord. Clear replaceable bulbs 
71N 91026—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz, 55.49 
71N 91018 Without lights. Wt. 12 oz, 1.89 

Green with multicolor outdoor lights . . thread. 
ed with silver color strands—sparkle day 

night. 18-ft. ... ideal around doors (see page 218). 
Extra full S-inch width . . with ten CO!4 lights. 
71N 91014—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 o. $5.29 
Full 4-inch width , , with fifteen C744 lights. 
71N 91016--Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz, * 
71N 91017 — Witliont lights. Wt. 12 oz, 1.69 

Lighted garlands have independent-burning lights , 
if one or more goes out, the rest remain lighted 

Gleaming Tinsel Garlands of flame-proof vinyl 
3 Green with 7 lighted red bells . . translucent 

plastic 5-inch bells can be made to remain lighted 
or to twinkle on and off, Full 4-inch width with 
silver-color threads that glimmer . . day or night 
18 feet long. Clear C7 14 outdoor bulbs, 
71N 91047 —shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz....$5.49. 

A Choice of 3 colors in glistening metallic-conted 
vinyl. Add a festive note to your holid: 

decorations with any of these or use all three, 
they're so low priced. 4 inches wide. 15 feet long. 
71N 91043 71N 91044—Gold-color 
71N 91045 color 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces, |... Each 94C 

"Traditional Holly Garlands of washable polyethylene 
Two-tone Holly Garland . . with bright 4-inch 
poinsettias and many pine neesle sprays. 10-ft 

lengths easily connected by built-in connectors. 
71N 91065 Green and white leayes, Wt: 8 02.9 5C 
71N 91064 solid green leaves, Shpg. wt. 8 oz,856 
NOTE: Holly garlands imported from Hong Kong, 
electric bulbs from ». Lighted garlands have 
concealed cord , , just plug in. 

G Extra-foll Cluster Holly. . S-leaf holly clusters 
6 inches wide with 6-inch double poinsettias and 

brilliant red berry clusters. 12 feet long. 
71N 91020.— slipping weight 10 ounces, 85c 
7 Holly with 16 miniature red lights set in center 

of bright red poinsettias. Cord inside stem. 
18 ft. long. . ideal around doors (sce page 214) 
71N 91005..shipping weight 1 1b. 10 oz,...$3.89 

Festive Holly Wreaths of durable plastic 
8 Lighted simulated Blue-spruce . . gleaming with 

12 replaceable green miniature lights, 17 inch, 
71 N 91197 —shipping wt; 2 Ibs. 6 oz $5.49 
71 N 91196 —Without lights. Wt, 2 Ibs 2.98 

White-flocked with gold-color bow-ball cluster 
accented by green holly sprigs. 16-in. diameter. 

71 N91106 —shipping wt. 1b. 12 oz. 52.69 

]() Red Vinyl with candle light. . poinsett vere 
color holly and removable “low halo.” Flame- 

proof. Red C734 bulb. 4-ft. cord. 10-in. diameter, 

71 N 91137 —slipping weight 10 ounces... 69C 

]] Peinsettia-Holly with: bix S-inch eye-catching 
blossom and many decorative 3-inch flowers, 

71 N 91160—t4-inch. Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
71 N 91161— 16-inch, Shipping wt. 12 oz.. $1.22 

Sparkling green pins-like needles, red lights 
and traditional holly trim. Red C714 bulbs. 

hited. Wt, 11b. 1252. $3.69 
71 N 91110—16-in. Unlighted. Wt. Vib. 1202, 2.29 
71 N 91112 —20-in. Unlighted. We. 3 Ibs. 402, 3.9B 

13 Traditional Holly with door ringer . . brass- 
plated bell provides welcome ring. 16 inch, 

71 N 91146 Shipping weight 11b. 14 oz.. $2.69 
NOTE Electric items for 110-120-velis AC-DC. (2), (3) and (8) UL listed for in-or-outdoors. (1) and (10) for indoors only 



YOU CONTROL THE MAGNETIC CRANE . 
. actually pick up steel culverts and load them into cars 

. just push button 

YOU CONTROL THE TRACK . . move train from outside 
to inside loop with manually-operated switches 

YOU CONTROL THE TRAIN . . couple and uncouple cars, 

go forward or reverse, all by remote control 

Giant Steam Freighter Set by Lionel 

6-unit electric train complete with 23-foot twin- s2 999 NO MONEY 

oval track, transformer, and two manual switches 

Get ready for plenty of railroading fun as this big 
freighter barrels around a curve. Powerful steam loco- 
motive will always keep this .027 regular gauge train 
on schedule. Has headlight, pufis real smoke. Pulls 
tender, hopper car, searchlight car, culvert pipe car 
and caboose. Guide train from one loop to the other 
with pair of manual switches. Move culvert pipe car 
into position under crane, push remote control button 

and watch as crane loads pipe by magnetic action. 11 
straight, 14 curved and a remote control track let you 
build many track layouts. Add the trestle bridge and 
billboards for added realism. Freight train measures 
about 55 inches long, 23 feet of running track. 45-watt. 
transformer with circuit breaker is UL listed for 110— 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9807L— Shipping weight 21 pounds. ..$29.99 

Lionel .027 regular gauge Train Accessories 

Cn 

90-watt Transformer. As below, except 7413- 
volt for train, 13-volt for accessories. 

49 N 9758—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 6 02.$10.95 

Q, 125-watt Transformer, Phenolic case, steel 
base. Circuit breaker. UL listed for 11 

60-c. AC. 5-15 v. for train, 15-v. accesso 
49 N 9756— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 10 0z.$15.95 

Cutslod pae scans by dieisthisnmisetedaical com 

3 Right-hand Manual Switch. 1034 in. long, 
49 N 9752—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 02.$2.99 

Left-hand Manual Switch. 1034 in. (Not shown.) 
49 N 9746—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz....$2.99 

4 Uncoupling Track. 8% inches long. 
49 N 9744— Shipping weight 4 ounces.. 2.39 

5 Crossover Track. 656x674 inches long 
49 N 9745—Shipping weight 6 ounces.. 1.59 

Track Sections. Metal rails with 3 plastic ties. 
6 Curved Track. 934 inches long. 

49 N 9759— Shipping weight 2 oz.......29c 

7 Straight Track. 8% inches long. 
49 N 9762— Shipping weight 2 oz. 29c 
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Our Biggest Outdoor Set NO. MONEY 

16 near-life-size pieces $7820 "TN 
Figures so wonderfully lifelike you almost expect them to move, A magnificent 
range of rich colors . . exquisite detail. Figures last for years—mounted on strong, 
light hardboard; extremely weather resistant. Standing figures are 4 feet tall, the 
rest in proportion. With mounting stakes, (Shelter not included; complete instruc- 

tions for building a shelter are furnished), 
71 N 98200C — Starter Set (Joseph, Mary, Christ-child). Wt, 9 Ibs... .. Set $12.45 
71 N 98201 N —Angel, 3 Shepherds, heep. Ox, Donkey, Wt, 20 lbs, Set 37.20 
71 N 98202N-— Three Wise Men, Shipping weight 13 Ibs, Set 17.45 
71 N .98203N — Camel only. Shipping weight 14 Ibi, ~... 13.45 
71 N 98204 N4 — Complete Set with camel, Shipping weight 50 Ibs t 78.20 

cash 

4-piece Outdoor Nativity Set s1 795 
with lighted fully-rounded figures 

Beautiful bone-white figures in durable, weather-resistant polyethylene . . look 

like luminous marble when lighted. 18-in. Christ-child has adjustable arms. Mary 

and Joseph are 27 in. tall. Each is lighted, has 6-ft. UL listed cord (no bulb). 
71 N 98010L— Mary, Joseph, Christ-child, manger. Shpg. wt, 13 Ibs,. Set $17.95 
71 N 98011L— Lighted Shepherd and 2 sheep, unlighted, Wt, 10 Ibs., Set 12.98 
Rustic Shelter of natural-color wood, 48x24x40 inches high, easily assembled. 

71 N 98012C-— shipping weight 131... eee Rend RR $4.79 

SHIPPING NOTE: Items with numbers ending in “N” shipped by freight (rail or 

truck) or express. When ordered alone 71 N 98200€ and 71 N 98012C are mailable. 

Ciad Dade scant by ceisihigsnmdsetediwical com 

15-piece Musical Set 
Our Best for indoor use $1895 

Tallest figure about 12% in. A really big set . . the ideal dramatic 
display for your holidays. Set it up under the tree or on a table , . to 
portray the real meaning of Christmas in your home. Cc Jed music 
box plays traditional holiday carol. Beautifully detailed figures of dur 
ible paper-maché, hand-painted in rich, natural colors. Includes Mary 
Joseph, Christ-child, three kings, a hovering angel, a gold-color foil 

star, three sheep, an ox and a donkey, Rustic-looking wood shelter 
16x10x20 inches. Imported from Japan 
71 N97165L—Shipping weight 4 lbs Set $18.95 

11 to 16-piece Sets designed for indoor use 

Musical 15-piece Set 

51298 
Tallest figure about 9 in, Music 
box plays carol. Mary 
Christ-child 3 kings, 

shepherd 3 sheep, cow 
of hand-painted 
Wood shelter 18x7*4x12 in 

From Japan. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 4.02 
71N 97148 Set $12.98 

Musical lighted 13 pcs. 

$569 

Tallest figure about 4% in, In 
cludes UL listed electric cord, 
plug, C7! bulb. Music box 
plays Christmas carol, Holy 
Family, 3 kings, shepherd, angel, 
2 sheep of hand-painted paper 
maché. Hardboard shelter 181x 
6x11 in. Figures from Italy 
71 N 97147-Wt. 5 Ibs. Set $5.69 

11-piece Set 

$379 

Tallest figure about 4% in. In 
cludes everything in 71 N 97147, 
above but no light or music box 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
71N97146 Set $3.79 

16-piece Set 

$929 

Tollest figure about 4 in. In 
cludes Holy Family, 3 k 
shepherd and 7 animals of ha 
painted plastic. Glittered star. 
Thatched cardboard shelter 13x 
414x12 in. Figures imported from 
British Hong Kong 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz 
71 N 97145 Set $2.29 
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75-piece HO Train Set by Marx 
Includes 6-unit train, 34 feet of curved and straight 
track, 3-D scenic base, a countryside full of accessories 

8 988 mse 
What excitement to watch the train circle the town, go through the tunnel, 
stop for delivery of a truck or a sleek new car. Realistic, vacuum-formed plastic 
terrain is 47x54x534 inches. Freight train of plastic and metal is 34 inches long. 
Consists of 1 industrial switcher locomotive with New Haven design, 1 each 
flat car with 2 automobiles, piggy back car with hauler and trailer, lumber car, 
New Haven caboose, boat car with boat. 

Also: 8 sections straight track, 1 half section straight track, 24 sections 
curved track, 1 uncoupler-rerailer track. 16 polyethylene trees add charm to 
the little town. More realism is added with 1 traffic set, 12 telephone poles, 
1 each plastic accessory set, farm set, service station with cars. UL approved 

1}4-amp. power pack with circuit breaker (110-120-v., 60-c. AC), 
79 N 9830N2— Shipping weight 23 pounds Set $29.88 

SHIPPING NOTE: Both sets on page sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

Complete with 
power pack 

HO Scale Road Race and Train Set by Marx 

NOTE: HO scale is 50% smaller than .027 regular gauge, has %-in. wide track. 

Citao Dade scuns by diidinan wersekedinicel com. 

5-unit HO Diesel and two 24-inch 
vehicles zip through the grade 
crossing . . 9}4-foot train track, 
1034-foot roadway—on 3-D base 

839088 "uu" 
Mountainous country terrain provides the back- 
ground for this exciting train and turnpike set. 
Watch Northern Pacific diesel switcher speed 
through tunnel—light beaming. Pulls rocket fuel 
tank car, hopper car, Portland cement car and 
caboose, Train is 28 inches long. Track includes 
12 curved, 1 straight section and 1 grade crossing. 
Roadway has '64 T-bird car with extra Corvette 

Sting Ray body and a dump truck with extra stake 
truck body. Roadway sections include 7 straight, 
5 curved and 1 curved terminal track, Also 2 speed 
controls, 6 fence sections, 16 trees, track connec- 
tor. Train, road race and base are plastic with 
metal parts. Power pack, 124 amps, with circuit 
breaker. UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC. 
79 N 9832N2— Shipping wt. 19]bs. Set $39.88 

Completo with 
power pack 
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Holiday Highlights 
1 Tinsel Card Displayer . . 48 card grips. 2 in. by 20 ft. 

71N 91028— Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

2 Red Acrilan® acrylic Plush Stockings. 
71N 97248—Small, 5-inch, Shpg. wt. 1 oz. 

71N 97249— Medium. 13. 
71N 97250— 

Door Ringers with brass-plated bells that really 
3 Tinkling Bell with holly, berries, blossom. 714 inches. 

71N 97263—Shipping weight 7 ounces. . 

4 Yule Log with 5 Bells dangling from ends of cotton 
velvet ribbons. Poinsettia, holly, 14x1614 inches. 

71N 97275 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 0z...........$3.89 
B Sleigh Bells on a 6-ft. long cotton velvet ribbon. 

71N 97276—Shipping weight 1 pound.........$2.89 

G Christmas Slippers of cotton felt . . bell trim, 
71N 97295— Toddlers’. 514-inch. Wt. 3 oz. ir 39c 

71N 97296— Children: inch. Wt. 3 oz... .. Pair 69c 
71N 97297—Adults’, 10-inch, Shpg. wt. 4 oz,. .. Pair 97c 

7 9:light Plastic Holly-Tree with gold-color wire frame. 
C74 lights glow inside festive Yule cups. 15x19 in. 

71N 91082—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4.0z..........$9.98 

8 3-light Candelabra . . similar to (7). 10x13 inches. 
71N 91081—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz... $4.98 

9 Musical Lighted Chapel Hour . . light reflects the 
beautiful colors of the gold-color “organ,” red and 

white chapel window and the 5 white-robed choir boys, 
An elegant accent of foil and styrofoam. 15x19 in, high. 
71N 97344L—Shipping weight 5 pounds., $18.95 

10 3-light Candolier , . gold-color mesh trim. 18 in. 
71N 91167—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz.. -$2.98 

Hi Pair of Pixies with Candle Lights. . cotton dresses 
with gold-color trim. Wire base stand. 10 in. high, 

71N 97294—Shipping weight 12 ounces Pair $3.98 

12 Ceramic Guardian Angel Night Light. C744 bulb. 12 in 
71N 91076—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $2.98 

14 1-light with C714 bulb. 314-in. 
71N 91050— wt. . ach 57c; 2 for $1.06 

15 3-light with C74 bulbs. 1134x214x10 in, high. 
71N 91051—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz Y 

16 B-light with C6 bulbs, 20x2 (x11 in. high. 
71N 91052—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz Each 1.97 

17 Musical Revolving Angel with Saran hair. 18 in. 
71N 97287—Shipping weight 8 ounces. $4.49 

18 Musical Revolving Tree of glitter trimmed hemp with 
revolving Santa and 8 reindeer. 17 in. high. 

71N 97406—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 02..........$3.79 
19 Musical Vinyl Boot . . brass-plated bell. 18 inches. 

71N 97293 —Shipping weight 6 ounces. . ..$2.98 

2 Musical Pixie in colorful cotton costume. 18 inch 
71N 97289—Shipping weight 8 ounces., $4.49 

21 Musical Revolving Carousel.. glitter trimmed. 1024 in. 
71N 97288—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz $4.49 

22 Christopher Card-Holder..expandable spring. 1014 in, 
71N 97204—Shipping weight 5 ounces 77c 

NOTE: All electrical items for 110-120-volt, &0-cycle AC, include 
cord, plug ond bulbs, all UL listed except (12). Items (4), (11), (12) ‘ond (17) through (22) and oll bulbs from Japan. 



Cors for HO scale Marx Sets. 
Plastic, 234 inches long. Chrome- 
plated trim and hub caps. Metal 
frame, ribbed rubber tires, Motor 
revs up to 375 scale mph. 

] Willard Battery Special. 
49 N 9961—Wt. 4 oz.. $3.77 

Q, Harvey Special. 
49 N 9960—Wt. 4 oz.. $3.77 

9 XKE Jaguar. 
49 N 9962—Wt. 4 oz.. $3.77 

4 90° Curved Track. Pkg. of 2. 
49N9948-Wt.802.Pkg. $1.69 

5 Straight Track with clips. 714 
inches long. Package of 2. 

49 N 9944—Wt. 6 oz...Pkg. 98c 

Lane Changer Track. 7 1 inches 
long. Package of 2 sections. 

49 N 9958-Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. $2.79 

2-lane Lap Counter. Records 
up to 10 laps for each car. 

49 N 9959-Wt. 4 oz. Each $1.59 

B Power Pack with circuit break- 
er. 14-volt DC. UL approved 

for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, 
49 N 9963—Wt. 11b. 8 oz. $4.98 

Repair Kit (not shown). 10 track clips. 4 each: tires, pick-up shoes, 
springs, 2 guide pins, 2 body screws. Lubrication. Instructions. D 
49 N 7631—Shipping weight 4 ounces 

13 M 

Cars for HO scale Lionel Sets. 
Handsomely detailed in plastic 
and metal with rubber tires, Ex- 
clusive “long drive" electric motor, 
About 214 inches long. 

9 Ford Galaxie Hardtop. 
49 N 9981—Wt. 2 oz..$2.44 

10 Bentley. 
49 N 9982—Wt. 2 oz, $3.44 

ll Thunderbird. 
49 N 9983—Wt. 2 oz..$2.44 

19 XKE Jaguar. 
49 N 9984—Wt. 2 oz..$2.44 

Kit 99c 

15 16 

13 90° Curved Track. 9-in. radius. 
49 N 9977-Wt. 3 oz. Ea. 48c 

14 Straight Track. 9 inches long 
49 N 9976-Wt. 3 oz. Ea. 38c 

15 Lap Counter. Automatically 
records up to 10 laps for ea. car. 

49 N 9978-Wt. 2 oz. Each $1.39 

16 Lane Changer Track. Pkg. of 2. 
49N9980-Wt. 11b. Pkg. $1.69 

117 Power Pack with circuit break- 
er. 14-amp., 14-volt DC, UL 

approved for 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 
49 N 9643—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz, $5.98 

Repair Kit (not shown). 4 each: tires, contact pick-ups and springs, 
motor brushes and springs. 2 guide pins, oil, screwdriver, instructions. 
49 N 7629— Shipping weight 4 ounces. . 

Citai pate scans by peisthissnisetedaical com 

Kit 99c 

Cars for HO scale Aurora Racing Sets. 
Go up to 600 scale miles per hour. 
Powered by the Stirling Moss Thun- 
der-Jet 500 motor. Each features clear 
plastic windshield, chrome-color bump- 
er and hub caps, rubber tires. Plastic 
and metal bodies. 214 in. long. 

18 Maserati. 
49 N 9694-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

19 Buick Riviera. 
49 N 9693-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

9(J Corvette Sting Ray. 
49 N 9692-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

9] XKE Jaguar, 
49 N 9697-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

2 Ferrari. 
49 N 9699-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

93 Hot Rod. 
49 N 9996-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

24 New Ford Mustang Hardtop. 
49 N 9998-Shpz. wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

.; HO scale Road Race Accessories 

25 Power Pack, With circuit breaker, 
on-off switch, 6-ft. cord. Supplies 

power for operation of car and parts. 
18-volt DC. UL approved for 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 7626—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.98 

96 90* Curved Track. 9-inch radius. 
Package of 2 sections. 

49 N 9673—Wt. 5 oz... ..Pkg. 98c 

Q Straight Track. 9 inches long. 
Package of 2 sections 

49 N 9672—Wt. 5 oz......Pkg. 89c 

98 Lane Changer Track. 9 inches long. 
Package of 2 sections. 

49 N 9674—Wt. 5 oz... .Pkg. $1.69 

9Q Lap Counter Track. Automatically 
records up to 10 laps for each car. 

9 inches long. 
49 N 9691—Wt. 4 oz.. Each $1.29 

Remote Speed Controls. Lever 
action slows down or speeds up 

cars, Package of 2. 
49 N 9675—Wt. 2 oz... .Pkg. $1.98 

Service and Hop-up Kit (not shown). 2 each: truck tires, guide pins, slicks, 
pick-up shoes, brushes, gears, axles. 4 racer hubs. Screwdriver, oil, decals. 
49 N 7632—Shipping weight 4 ounces. —Ó Kit 99c 
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Hand-painted viden: 

6 for $139 

Glittered and jeweled ornaments in 
assorted colors in gleaming glass 
Some have faceted, some have 
filigreed surfaces. About 2% 
From West Germany. Set of 6. 

71N 93624— Wt. 14 oz... Set $1.39 

Elf-like Figures 
15 fr +139 

Cleverly designed novelty orna- 
. include pine-cone dwarfs, 

Santas, angels, snowmen in a variety 
of assorted styles and colors, Can 
be stood up on any flat surface or 
hung from tree. Each about 334 
inches tall. From Japan. Set of 15. 
71N 93575 —Wt. 12 oz... Set $1.39 

ments 

Decorated Ornaments 

24 for +179 
Assorted bright-colored glass 
bulls, carriage lamps, reflectors . . 
some frosted, some with scenic, 
scroll or snowflake hand-painted de- 
signs, Each 2 to 244 in. Set of 24. 
71N 93554 —Wt. 11 oz...Set $1.79 

Bright red ball with spar 
kling silver-color spire. . a 
full 11 inches tall, A dra 
matic glass ornament 

71N 93625 —— Wt. 7 oz,.49c. 

JI 
Metal Ornament Hangers 

The easy way to put on and to re- 
move ornaments from any tree. Fit 
all size ornaments. Box of 100. 
71N 93019— Wt. 2 oz.....Box 10c 

m— —-——Ó" 

Silky, soft-spun 
Fiber Glass Tree 26% 

Beautiful y branches of white fiber 
won't mat. Flameproof . . will not ignite. Evenly spaced branches ar 

gracefully shaped with thick, f 
asy 

to trim. Easily assembled. Crush resi: ant, stores compactly. Includes stand 
(not shown). Garland, ornaments and stand shown are sold separately below 
71N 95046C—6-foot. Shipping weight 17 pounds $22.95 
71N 95047C—7 Shipping weight 18 pounds 26.95 

Our Best Revolving Musical Stand . . for artificial trees or natural trees 
ith trunks to 5 in. Turns tree as Swiss music box plays Christmas music 

Top revolves, has two outlets for lights. One stationary outlet for flood 
light or color wheel. Gold color and black. UL listed. 18x7 ! inches. 
71N 92020 —Shipping weight 12 pound: $18.95 

Glass Teardrop Ornaments . . bright accents for green trees 
especially elegant on white or aluminum. From W. Germany 

4% inches long. Box of 6. 
71N 93622— Blue 71N 93620 — Blue 
71N 93623 — Re 71N 93621— Red 
Shipping wt. 10 oz....Box 89c Shipping wt. 10 oz... Box 89c 

6 inches long. Box of 5 

Jewel-bright Styrene Ornaments . . hi impact, shatter re 
l to decorate trees ei in or out of doors 

24 -inch Bells. Box of 5. 
71N 93700 — Red 

71N 93697— Blue 71N 93701 — Blue 
71N 93698 — Gold 71N 93702 —Gold 
Shipping wt. 6 oz Box45c Shipping wt. 6 oz. 

5% -inch Teardrops. Box of 5 
71N 93696— Red 

2% -inch Balls. Box of 5 
71N 93683 — Red 

274 -inch Balls. Box of 4 
71N 93688— Red 

71N 93684 — Blue 71N 93689 — Blue 

71N 93685 —Gold 71N 93690—Gold 
Shipping wt. 6 oz. Box45c Shipping wt. 7 oz Box 45c 

Condy-stripe Garland of flame-resistant cotton and foil. 21 ft 

71N 93643 —Shipping weight 6 ounces 79c 

Decorative Fruit 

4-piece Set vist 

Inspired by the traditional 
Old World custom of using 
fruit to decorate a Yule tree. 
Beautifully shaped apple, pear, 

nge and banana of shatter 
stant vinylin natural colors, 

71N93380-Wt. 11 oz, Set 75c 

AAAAA 
rT Wette 

Tiny Santa Heads 

10 for 89c 

Snow white cotton beard and 
trim on red cotton felt cap. 
Gold-color tie strings, 4 in, 
high. From Japan. Box of 10, 

71N93335-Wt. 7 oz.. Box 89c 

Elegant Angels 

6 for 95c 

Dressed in pastel pink, blue, 
yellow and white . . with 
painted ¢ ces, foil wings, che- 

334 in, high. Will stand or can 
be hung. From Japan, Set of 6. 
71N93574-Wt, 8 oz.. Set 95c 

B-piece Set Oc 

Looks almost good enough to 
eat . . simulated gingerbread 
with realistic-looking icing. 
You get 6 men and 2 houses 
about 4 in. tall; cords, From. 
Japan. Shps. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
71N93389........ Set 98¢ 
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4-position stick- 
shift controls speed 

HO SCALE 
TABLE-TOP 

MODEL RACING 

Car actually flies through the air 

when you make the sky jump 

The Sky Driver by MARX 

$1079 

* 11 feet of track 

* Two Indianapolis-type racing cars 

* Exclusive stick-shift controls 

New competition-designed motors really make your 
racet scoot 
Lap counter records the race up to ten laps . . makes 

the race almost official and loads of fun. There's a special 
Lane Changer Track to equalize the course, a new ob- 
stacle wiggle track (duplicates a tricky oil slick or other 
such obstacle). Greatest thrill of all is the Daredevil Jump 
where your car takes off on one section, flies through the 
air and lands on opposite side. Race track measures 
41x4834 inches wide. 18-volt power pack. Controls, 
trestles and flags make it a rip-roaring race. 
49 N 9534—Shipping weight 6 pounds $19.79 

Just say "Charge it” and pay later 

Dare Devil Roadrace by LIONEL 

"1979 
* Two Mercedes 300SLs speed over 400 scale mph 

* 18 feet of track with bridge and trestle set 
* 16-volt power pack with 2 rheostat controls 

Press the control . . see your car streak away from the starting line. Scoot 
around the full length of the race track or if you feel like taking a chance zoom 
up the ramp that takes you on a short-cut trestle. 

Set has all you'll need for a thrilling day at the races. You get two cars, tilt 
bridge, daredevil leap, two lane changers and a springboard track with trestle. 
Guard rails, lap counter, even a flag set. 
49 N 9560—Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces.............. Set $19.79 

220 SEARS AGES Al Items on page UL listed, 110-120-volt, 6O-cycle AC; 

Tital paQe scans by cheisinas wersetedinicel com 

Oval Speedway by MARX 

$C)99 

* Streaking Thunderbird and Jaguar race to win 
* Roar down, zip around 8 feet of track 

* Control racers with rheostat, 18-volt power pack 

Watch ‘em really go . . that breakaway speed is yours thanks to a competi 
tion motor that promises great scale speed and miles and miles of fun. T 
keep the race on an equal basis . . cars change lanes on each straightaway 
Guard rails help keep racers on the asphalt-black track as they spin and 
fishtail around the curves. 

Set contains two brightly-colored racing cars, button controls, track, 
fence, powerpack and an overhead starting sign. 

Track covers 1834 by 26-inch area. 
49 N 9540—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $9.99 



Shiny needles swirled, 
glued and mechanically 
locked on. Easy to as- 
semble. Stand included. 

Apartment-size . , have 
uniform length branches. 

244-ft. with 25 branches, 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
71 N 95012... .....$2.29 
4-{t, with 40 branches. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 
71 N 95014 $4.29 

Larger Trees have more 
branches . . tapered for 
more realistic shape. 

with 91 branch 
ipping weight 8 Ib. 

71 N 950261, ,..... $9.49 
branches. 

eight 11 Ibs. 
71 N 95007L. .....$13.69 

Solid Color Glass Orna- 
ments. 12 of one color. 
21-inch. Box of 12. 
Z1 N 93556— Red 
71 N 93557 — Blue 
Shpg. wt. 12 02, Box 95c 
25¢-inch, Box of 12, 
71 N 93559— Red 
71 N 93560— Blue 
Shpg. wt. 11b. Box $1.15 

34-inch. Box of 12. 
71 N 93562— Red 
71 N 93563 —Blue 
Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. Box $1.95 

12 Assorted Colors 
includes bright and pas- 
tel solid colors. 

24-inch. Box of 12. 
Shipping wt. 12 oz. 

71 N 93615. . . .. Box 95¢ 
25-inch. Box of 12. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 
71 N93616. .. Box $1.15 
34-inch. Box of 1 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 12 oz 
71 N93617.. . Box $1,95 

e 
12 Rainbow Ornaments 
of blended colored glass. 

ch. Box of 12. 
Shipping wt. 12 o; 

7!N 93618 Box 95c 

25$-inch. Box of 12. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 

71.N93619....Box $1.15 
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Cars race into the stretch 
at scale speeds of 
over 400 MPH 

. .then go UP, UP, UP and 
AROUND the giant loop 
for the most thri ing 

Tk 

* Two detailed, HO stock car racer: 

* 14% feet of track with 

Loop-the-Loop section 

* Two rheostat controls and 

16-volt power pack 

See the starting flag drop, leap into the lead 

and the race is on. Your worthy opponent 
switches lanes at the change-over track and he's 
gaining on you. Slow down, there's a curve A, 
ahead . . if you don't you'll spin-out. Now pour 
it on . . you're headed straight for the Loop- 
the-Loop. Steady now, you're going up, up and 
around. Whee! The other racer, never one to 
quit, keeps up with the chase. Keep on sprinting 
and the winner's purse is yours. 
Two authentically designed, racing stock 

cars speed on 14 track sections, through a 
Loop-the-Loop and past a lap counter. There's 
also a power pack, guard rails, clips, two hand- 
held controllers and a set of flags. UL approved 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC ~ -— = f 

49 N 9546 —Shpe. wt. 7 lbs j * — ia m— 
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Simulated “Blue Sabin 
in super-plump 3-ply Vinyl 82 795, 

Our best vinyl tree is the bushiest we've ever sold . . and it 
has a beautiful blue spruce color and shape. Branches made 
of individual miniature trees for that extra full appearance 
Three-ply vinyl needles give a super-plump effect . . won't 
crinkle, fade or dry out. It’s flame, shock and weather-resist 
ant. Easy to assemble. Heavy metal stand included. Skirt not 
included. 

71N 95094L—-6. 

71N 95095L--7 
t. Shipping weight 13 Ibs $19.95 
not. Shipping weight 16 Ibs..Cash 27.95 

Red cotton flannel Skirt with colorful felt appliques. 36 in. 
71N 97284—Shipving weight 7 ounces $1.79 

White cotton batting Skirt with glittered speckles. 36 in. 
71N93232-—Shipping weight 6 oun 79c 

| NO MONEY DOWN on Sears Easy Terms .. 

m— 

Realistic '*Northwoods-look'" $1995 
Vinyl Christmas Tree 

So natural-looking . . so lifelike--sure to be the high point 
of your holiday decorations, year aiter year. Each branch is 
an individual tree that gives the entire unit that extra bushy 
appearance, 4-inch vinyl needles won't crinkle, fade or dry 
out. Flame, shock and weather-resistant. Each branch fits 
easily into pre-drilled holes of hardwood trunk. Extra heavy 
tree stand included. Skirt not included. 7 and 8-foot sizes 

have 22 and 25 individual miniature trees, respec 
ZIN 95072L —;-foot. White, Shpg. wt. 13 Ib 
71N 95070L — 7-(oot. Green. Shpg. wt. 13 Ib: 
71N 95073L —8-foot. White. Shpg. wt. 16 Ih 
71N 95071L—8-foot, Green. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. 

Trees below have branches of bushy 3-inch vinyl 

Z1 N 950681 —6-foot, Gre 112 branches), Wt. 12 1bs,.$9.95 
71 N 95069L—7 foot. Green (532 branches). Wt. 14 Ibs.. 11,59 

Holiday Village 

$169 

Revolving 

Musical Stand 

8629 

Satiny Ornaments 

71N 93060—R 
71N 93061 — Blue 

I 71N 93064 
Nt. 4 

ch. Package 
71N 93066—R 
71N 93067— BI 
71N 93070—T 

ch. Package of 12 
71N 93072— Re 
71N 93073 Bl 
71N 93076—1 

10 oz kg. $1 

` “> ^ yee WV 

Satiny Red 
Christmas Apples 

nch 

$2.69 

SEARS 221 
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Here in-one set are the four 

hottest cars in HO model racing 

plus 

big four-lane track, four separate 

222 SEARS rcs 

‘disks pase Sens y diuidi dt nidlóchalcat cod 

* Powerful Aurora Thunderjet 500 motors give cars tremendous speed 
(Racers capable of reaching scale speeds of 600 miles per hour) 

* Famous Ferrari, Maserati, Corvette Sting Ray and Ford Mustang 
racers accurately detailed . . scaled to exact size 

* 11 feet of 4-lane track . . converts to 2014 feet of 2-lane track 
(Track separates at center-line, all ends match perfectly) 

Double your racing thrills when not only two but four people can 
compete at the same time. Cars spin-out and weave just like real-life 
racers, for fun and excitement at every turn. Real skill and timing are 
needed to get fast lap times without a mishap. 

Cars are plastic and metal, about 244 inches long. Chrome bumpers 
and rubber tires. Make 23x5 ft. layout (4-lanes), guard rails and 
trestles included. Power pack UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

79 N 7623C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ... NT $29.88 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells 

AURORA Over-and-Under 
Two-lane HO Road Race 

* Two chassis with famous Thunderjet 500 motors 

plus 6 interchangeable body shells 

* 15 feet of running track makes 3x6-foot layout 

Press button on starting pylon . . the flag drops and the 
is on. Cars speed around tricky course at up to 600 

miles per hour. Wide, sweeping curve is banked for “all-out” 
run into the straightaway. Watch out for the squeeze track 

where your opponent may box you in. Be first to flash across 
finish line as checkered flag drops for the winner. 

Your stable of cars includes Ford Mustang Hardtop, Cor- 
vette Sting Ray, Ferrari, Maserati, XKE Jaguar and Ford 
Mustang Convertible. Plastic and metal cars are about 234 
in. long. 2 push-button speed controls, lap counter, guard 
rails. Power pack UL listed (110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC). 

79 N 7622C—Shipping weight 7 pounds...........$19.99 



DEE 
v 

II 

There's never been 

an HO Road Race like it . . 

SEARS PIKES PEAK 
HILL CLIMB by Lionel 

e Four people race and play at the same time . . and each controls his own car at all times g 1 9 9 9 

No Money Down 
on Sears Easy Terms 

* Full 22 feet of HO running track in an area no bigger than a table top (3x5%-ft. layout) 
* Scenic mountain course included . . plus wiring for exciting tag team or conventional racing 

The first racing set of its kind. Relay racing with 2 tag teams, where the Includes 4 electronically controlled cars . . plastic and metal, about 234-in. 
action is continuous and the thrills come fast and furious. Your teammate long. Each has separate grip-t control to operate car. Also 2 changeover 

waits at starting line until you “pass” the flag to him. Then he roars off lanes, guard rails, flags, power pack. Scientifically designed track attaches to 
to challenge the peaks and dangerous curves as you wait your turn again at mountain braces. Instructions. UL approved for 110-120-v, 60-c, AC. 

the line. Lap counters automatically record racing progress of each team. 49 N 9544—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ......... eese $19.99 

New O Gauge Road Race 
by Aurora 

e Size is 1/48 scale. . bigger than HO but smaller than 1/32 
scale models— sized right in between 

© 15 feet of running track make 214x6-foot layout 

Not only is the size new, but also the real customized hot 
rods that race on the track. Wild and sporty cars with a 
souped-up version of the famous Aurora Thunderjet 500 
motor under the hood. Action is lightning-fast. 

Plastic and metal cars about 4 inches long. Separate push- 
button speed controls. Track has 2 squeeze sections (to 
bump your opponent), trestle posts and power pack. In- 
structions included. UL listed (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). 

49 N 9598— Shipping weight 7 pounds.......-.. $24.99 

Sepsis SEARS 223 
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Never before.. 
model racers with front wheels that 

follow track, while bodies swing out on 
turns like real cars. These racers hold 

track better. .take hairpin curves at higher 
speeds . . give you the most realistic 

performance of any cars we've ever sold. 

STICK-SHIFT 
CONTROL 

Exclusive 

Sears speed 

controls 

let you shift 

through 4 gears 

like the pros . . you down- 

shift for turns and obstacles 

89495 

* Over 21 feet of track (414x8-foot layout) 

g track 

* Headlights that work for exciting night racing 

* St ard tý scale cars and raceway 

The starting flag drops. You slam into first gear and 
you're off. Shift into second to get around the tree in 
the obstacle island and over the narrow brid 
then speed-shift into third for the bi » 

Keep power coming on as your car fishtails through, 
z wildly. Slip into fourth 
Now! Down-shift to second for bumps 

curve, fighting all the way to stay on the 
nd still keep ahead. 

The competition's keen betw 
Ferrari race cars. Both have chrome 
hub caps and Allstate Guardsman tire 
a narrow chicane track, 

acle tr: 
xb-white checkered fd 

and metal cars (about 6 in. lor 16 fe 
trestle supports, 2 stick-shift controllers. 

Powerful 18-Yolt power pack UL approved for 110. 
120-volt. 60- AC. 
79 N 9519C—Shippi $24.95 



Change lanes by just 
pressing a button 

ELDON 
Selectronic Road Race 
Selectronic Speed Control gives independ- 

ent control of each car—even when both 

cars are in the same lane 

87179 

© Over 1734 feet of running track . . banked turns 
© Dual-speed rear axles . . adjust for speed or pick-up 
© Blazing headlights for realistic night racing 
© Big PLUS feature . . the exciting Obstacle Route! If your 

car hits the sharp curve too fast, it automatically switches 
into the long, rippling route, losing valuable seconds from 
your lap time. A real test of driving skill and control 
Standard V4: scale road race includes two sleek-lined 

racers about 5 in. long. Removable chassis, Two pistol 
type rheostats to control speed have built-in speedometers. 
Two lane-changer buttons. 10 straight, 16 curved tracks; 
2 switch-lane tracks, Obstacle Route switch-off and LeMans 
start-pit turnout. Guard rails, banked curve supports, 
bridge supports. Start-finish banner. UL approved power 
pack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). Instructions for hook-up 

and assembly included. Colorful decals and labels. 
Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

49 N 7624C . $24.79 

ELDON Figure 8 Set 
Over 9% feet of running track . . with powerpack, two gear- 

driven racers and two rheostat speed controls 

Only $999 

Standard '/$; scale set. It's a real test of driving skill to keep cars from s 
a: tail on the curves. Modeled after famous Indianapolis speedway 

race plastic car has electric motor. Two rheostat switches, with 
speedometers, let you control speed—fast, slow, stop, start or speed up. UL 
approved powerpack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). Plastic bridge set, track fence 
set. 12 curved, 5 straight track make 2314x4!é-foot layout. Pre-wired power 
track. Start-and-finish banner, instructions, decals, labels. 

49 N 9582— Shipping weight 7 pounds k Set $9.99 

ou 
each 

xu: SEARS 225 
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Grand Prix 

Road Race 
by MARX 

* 35/4 feet of running track 

* Reckless sky driver jump 

* Sweeping banked curves 

* Stick-shift speed controls 

* Standard 1/32 scale racers 

$3088 

Our biggest road race set with exciting 

features for thrills galore, from Le Mans 
start to checkered-flag finish. Two In 
dianapolis style racers (about 6 in. long) 
controlled by stick-shift speed controls. 
Shift through 4 gears just like the pros 
learn to down-shift for the sharp curves 
and lane changes. Full speed is needed 
for the daring Sky Driver Jump, where 4 
car actually leaves the track to jump% 
across raceway beneath. Watch cars fish 
tail and spin as you roar around the A 
high banked turn at top speed. j 

All the realism of an Indianapolis race| 
with pit stops, crew members to change wl 
tires, re-fuel, etc, even grandstands for 
spectators. Also pennants, flags and spare 
racing bodies for cars. 18-volt power pack 
UL approved (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). 
79 N 9521L—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. ..$39.88 

No Money Down on Race against the clock with the Pacesetter Timer Change lanes if you want by pressing your car-lane 
^ ~. Set the dial, press a button and the race is — control Two 143 scale racers S in. long plus 26 

anything Sears sells on. When timing cycle is completed, both cars sections of track, loop-the-loop, tilt bridge, lap 
automatically come to a halt to show winner. counter track, set of guard rails to help keep 
You run car up tilt bridge that drops it back racers on the straight and narrow. 
on the track . . a real test of skill. There's a set of track flags to lend atmosphere. 

‘The speed and action is fast when you put your set, two rheostat controls, power pack. 

31989 

226 SEARS rcs 
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49 N 9531C—Shipping weight 12 lbs.. . ..$29.89 

Indianapolis Speedway by MARX 
Cars change lanes . . controlled by stick shift 

* 14¥ feet of running track 
* Unique lane-changer track section 

* Standard 1/32 scale..cars 6 in. long 

Willard Special and Lotus Ford scoot 
around the track, over bridge, past nar- 
row lane changer and through obstacle 
track. Shift up or down with Sears exclu- 
sive stick-shift controls. Cars even can 
race on one lane at the same time. Change 
lanes by slowing down at lane changer or 
stay in same lane by speeding up. Power 
pack, UL approved (110-120-v, 60-c AC). 
79 N 9510C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs... .$19.89 



IMAGINE 

— s 

a/high-speed racer whipping up and 

around a giant loop 

atover 275 scale mph ..This is the kind of 

action you get in this all new road race! 

THE SPIN by 

AROUND LIONEL 

+ 17% feet of track 
* Hand-held controls & 
* Lap counter keeps tab 
+ Trestle and banked curves 

* Authentic 1/32nd scale 

Here's a real test of your skill and daring. You and your partner start fast 
ise the two S-inch ri g cars around the first curve. Then "gun" yours down 

the straightaway. Hit the banked curve at high speed. Zoom right through 
the giant loops. Steady now. Hold on tight as your racer climbs up . . over 
and down the giant "spin-around loop." It's the biggest thrill in road-racing 
sets today. Made exolusively for Sears by famous toymaker Lionel 

You get curved, straight and loop track sections to form a 4x7-foot layout 
Also flags, rails, trestles with banking piers to tilt 3 curves. Plastic and metal. 
Powerpa ith track connector. UL approved, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 9532C—Shipping weight 10 pound 



In this road race a big 25-foot track with so many 

thrilling obstacles we had to equip the cars with brakes 

ALLSTATE Monaco Speedway by 



The starter 

drops the flag . . 

Around the first hairpin . . then a burst 

of speed, and the XKE inches out in 

front. Now a tricky lane change . . then 

another. Still it’s the XKE. They hit 

brakes and head into the second hair: 

pin. The big red Ferrari makes its move. 

A good turn, and it takes the lead. 

Now—the dangerous "jump". . full 

speed, up and over. Hit the brakes 

into the far turn. Then pour it on— 

120..140.. 160 mph. Here's the 

tricky “hump”. Slow, steady, now roar 

on to the second lap. 

Winner of Lap 1: Ferrari. 
A new record! 

long. Starter automatically flags cars off to a fair 
start every time . . lap-counter mechanically ticks off 

up to 99 laps. 

changing tracks, one where only 1 car can pass at a 
time, 1 hump track and jump-over ramps). 2 rheostat 
controls with brakes. Power pack. 
79 N 9523C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs.. . . Set $39.88 

Strombecker Accessories 
You can have your own line of racing cars or add to 
track layout with accessories from page 233. 

NOTE: All electrical items om these two pages are UL 

approved for safety. Operate on 110-120-volt, 60- 

cycle AC. 

Cutioü pane scans by cheisimas maised com 

Torrey Pines Lake Set by Strombecker 
Switch lanes and brake on the turns on this 15-foot 
track layout with fast Jaguar and Ferrari racers 

Watch 'em whiz out of the LeMans start down the straightaway . . weave in and out 
on the lane-changing tracks . . spin around turns. Drivers’ skills are tested to the utmost 
by an obstacle track. Here are real racing thrills. For night competitions, both XKE Jag 
and Ferrari Berlinetta have headlights. Ferrari Testa Rosa and Corvette shells convert 
layout to sports car racing. ‘42 scale plastic and metal cars. About $54 in. long. Starting 

man flags cars off at the same instant. Complete with power pack, connector wires and 

lugs, guide booklet, and 12 sections of fence. Even lubricant to keep cars in top running 
condition. Two rheostat controls have button to stop cars. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
49. N 9528... ..- rv eese ers ^ Set $29.89 

Our lowest price 

ever on a 

Strombecker 
Road Race 

$1977 

Two "Maraudin" midget 
cars, 1/32 scale, tear around 
11 ft. of figure-8 track. Ascot 
Park set has starting man 
who gets them off to a good 
start. You're in command 
braking cars on turns. Cars 
swerve toward each other, 
daredevil style, on “chicane 
strip. 

Two hand controls with 
brakes, 10 curved track sec- 
tions, 10 fence sections, tube 
of lubricant, guide booklet. 
Power pack. Big $-ft. layout 
has terminal track that al- 
lows track-to-transformer 
connection without going 
under track. Wt. 8 lbs. 
49 N 9522 Set $19.77 ra SEARS 229 



Hear the roar of speeding 
cars as they zoom down 

10 feet of track 

DRAG 
STRIP 

by MARX 

se» a 

Thrill to a “jackrabbit-fast” start, a wind- 
whipping streak down the straightaway and 
a wheel-lifting turn-around. Drag race excite- 
ment . . long a favorite with racing fans . . 
now yours in ‘43 scale, Shift, as on a real car, 
and thanks to Za-zooom you can hear the en- 
gines "pound out the power" as you "pour 
on the gas." 

Jaguar XKE in red and Mercedes Benz 
300SL in blue with ALLSTATE Guardsman 
tires. You also get fence for turn-around and 
an 18-v. power pack UL approved. Track lay- 
out measures 20x120 inches long. 
79 N 9515L—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs.....$24.88 

of fun. Hand4 
ism, Along with 14 sections o 
16 flags for decoration and th 

ut measures 29x623 inches long. 

$19.88 

Here, now for the first time in miniature road racing— 

a Drag Strip that lets you "barrel-down" 

a straightaway then turn around and race back 

through 
4 speeds forward . . 

down shift into the turns 



powerful 
* Grooved track has elastic arresting cord 

Roar up to 50 MPH. Hot-to-go '57 Chevy, gas 

powered, with Hustler-version engine designed for 
lots of action. Foot-long steel chassis, rubber 
slicks, customized grill, roll bar, side exhaust and 
even a super-charger. Controls and 36 ft. of track 
with accessories. 
49 N 2228C—Shipping weight 9 lbs.. $19.99 

Cor ', Steel chassis, plastic body. 12 in. long. 
49 N 1—Shbipping weight 2 Ibs......... $7.66 

Extra Track. Six ft. long. (4-18 in. plastic sections). 
49 N 2227 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.....$2.99 

Accessory Kit, Includes 34-pint premium fuel, fuel- 
ing tube, wrench, battery wire and attached clip. 

2250— Shipping weight 12 ..$1.29 

Cuts pane scans by christmas nuseteciicH pow 

(non-electric) 

Instant Torque Dragsters by HUBLEY 

Simply wind the cars on the turntable—Get con- 
tinuous, full-power acceleration and speed all 

See your racer zoom down the straightaway at 
phenomenal speed. Operates from energy of special 
steel spring that measures a full 6 feet in length. 
That's power. Dragsters ruggedly built with 

aluminum chassis, steel axles, genuine rubber- 
treaded tires and slicks. Easily assembled. High- 
impact plastic bodies fasten to chassis by screws. 
Nylon gears assure smooth running. 

Race against the clock or each other. Nylon 
guide wires keep racers on the track. Great fun. 

Set includes two kits, 
track, nylon guide wires, 

brake strip and turntable 

the way to the end of the long 30-foot runway 

e [03923 

Fiat coupe about 6 inches long, competition 

coupe about 7 inches. 30-ft. soft plastic 
straightaway rolls up to store. Plastic braking 
strip compresses to absorb shock of car. 
79 N 1995C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs.$13.99 

1 Instant torque motorized Chassis. Powers 

model cars, adjusts for 1/25 to 14, scale. 
49 N 1996—Shipping weight 10 oz...$2.99 

Sea's SEARS 231 
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Cars for Marx Racing Sets. L43 
scale. Plastic and metal with All- 
state Guardsman rubber tires. All 
fully assembled with electric mo 
tors. About 6 to 644 inches long. 

Racer types, Without headlights. 
Lotus Ford. Latest “hot” one. 
49 N 9936— Wt. 8 oz. . $3.97 

9, Willard Battery. Speed demon. 
49 N 9939—Wt. 8 02..$3.97 

Sport Car types. With headlights. 
Both front wheels follow track, 
while bodies swing out on turns 
like real cars. Hold track better. 
take curves at higher speeds. 

Ferrari GT. Has sleek lines 
49 N 9943—Wt. 8 oz. . $4.69 

4 Maserati (Bird Cage). Speedy. 
49 N 9942—Wt. 8 oz.. $4.69 

Repair Kit (not shown). 4 rubber 
tires, 4 pick-up shoes, 2 body 
screws, lube, 10 track clips 
For racers (1) and (2) above. 
49 N 7633—Wt. 4 oz. $1.19 

For sport cars (3), (4) above. 
49 N 7630—Wt. 4 oz. $1.19 

Road Race Accessories for 

Parts for Marx Racing Sets. Plastic and metal 
5 Curved Track. 45° with 1414-in. radius. Has rail. 

49 N 9913— Package of 2. Wt. 10 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

6 Straight Track. 714 inches long. Package of 2. 
49 N 9910-Shipping weight 8 ounces. Pkg. $1.19 

7 Lop Counter Track. 744 inches long. Trip-levers. 
49N9914-Shipping weight 6 ounces. Each $1.69 

Turnout Set. Pit area for trackside repairs. 
49N9917-Shipping weight 12 ounces. Set $3.69 

Crisscross Track. 144 in. long. Package of 2 
49N9916-Shipping weight 12 ounces. Pkg. $2.47 

10 Le Mons Start Set. Angle onto 15-in. section. 
49N9931-Shipping weight 12 ounces. Set $3.69 

]] Power Pack. 18-volt DC. With on-off switch, cir 
cuit breaker. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c AC 

49 N 9963— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.98 
] Stick-Shift Controls. Package of 2 

49N9932-Shipping weight 5 ounces, Pkg. $1.98 
13 Motor Noise Set. Hear Za-Zooom roar as you 

speed up your cars. 2 special stick-shift controls, 
building, Order 2 “D” batteries below 
49 N 9935—Shipping weight 1 pound... Set $6.98 
49N4660-"D" Battery. Wt.ea.4oz.2f0r32c;4for60c 

14 Grandstand Set. Also 6 figures, flags, shed 
49 N 9615—Shipping weight 11 oz...Set $1.98 

Cors for Lionel Rocing Sets. 142 scale. Plastic and metal 
with electrical motor, rubber tires. Fully assembled. 
15 Corvette Sting Ray. Sleek fast-back. 5 inches long. 

49 N 9973— Shipping weight 8 ounces $3.99 

16 Ford Galaxie. Head and 
49 N 9974—Shipping w 

17 Buick Riviera. Head and taillights. 5 inches long. 
49 N 9975 —Shipping weight 8 ounces $4.99 

ghts. 5 inches long 
ht 8 ounces $4.99 

Repair Kit. 4 each: tires, contacts, springs, brushes. Oil 
49 N 7628—Shipping weight 4 ounces Box $1.19 

e. Plastic and metal. Parts for Lionel Racing Sets. 14: s 

18 Straight Track. 1134 inches lor 
O 49 N 9965—Shipping weight 4 ounces Each 89c 

19 Lane-changer Chicanes. 1134 in. long. Package of 2 
49 N 9966— Shipping weight 12 ounces. . Package $2.98 

20 Curved Track. 45? with 145¢-inch radius. 
49 N 9967—Shipping weight 4 ounces Each 89c 

9] Lap Counter Track. 1134 in. long. Tallies for each car 
49 N 9969—Shipping weight 4 ounces... .Each $1.79 

99 Speed Controllers. With wires, Package of 2. 
^& 49 N 9970—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . Package $3.89 

23 Power Pack. 14-volt DC. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 
49 N 9643—Sbipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. , $5.98 

Accessories for Aurora “O” Gauge Roadway . . 1/48 Scale 

Autos . . about 4 in. long. In new scale half-way between HO 
and 1/4; scale. Plastic ahd metal. Fast electric motor. 
24 '3! Ford Hot-Rod Pickup. Rarin’ to go. 

49 N 9901— Shipping weight 4 ounces.......... $3.29 
25 '36 Ford Sedan. Rugged jalopy. 

49 N 9902—Shipping weight 4 ounces. ..$3.29 

Tracks for "O" gauge. Plastic with metal conductors. 
96 Straight. 9 inches long. Package of 2. 

49 N 9671—Shipping weight 7 ounces.. Package $1.29 
917 Curved. 45° with 15-inch radius. Package of 2. 

49 N 9903—Shipping weight 7 ounces. . Package $1.29 
98 Power Pack. 18-volt DC. UL listed. 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 

49 N 7626—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . ......$4.98 



Standard 

Racing Cars for Eldon Standard 
Road Race Sets. Plastic and metal 
replicas of famous racing cars 
Each powered by electric motor. 
Gear-driven. Rubber racing tires. 
Decals included. Each about 6 
inches long, Fully assembled. 

Indianapolis Formula 1. Hand 
painted driver. “Wire” wheels 

49 N 9995-Shpg. wt. 7 02..$1.97 

Q, Ferrari Testa Rosa. Dual-speed 
rear axle. Clear windshield 

49 N 9993-Shpg. wt. 802..$2.97 

Racing Cars for Eldon Selectronic 
Road Race Sets. Can be con- 
trolled on either lane. Made of 
plastic and metal. Electric motor 
drives dual-speed rear axles 
(change assembly to adjust speed). 
Hand-painted driver, clear wind 
shield and rubber tires on “wire” 
wheels. Decals. Fully assembled. 

Porsche RSK, About 6 in. long. 

49 N 9992— Wt. 8 oz...$3.89 

4 totos 23. About 6 inches long 
49 N 9989 —Wt. 8 oz...$3.89 

Cutioa pane scans by chrisma musetectudcM cosh 

1/32 Scale Sets 

Track and Accessories. with 
all Eldon Standard or Selectronic 
Road Race Sets. Enlarge your 
racing layout with these track sec 
tions made of asphalt black plastic 
with metal conductors. Pre-as 
sembled. 

Straight Track. 6 inches long. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

49 N 9986 Each 39c 

6 Served Track, 6 inches long 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

49 N 9985 Each 59c 

7 Lap Counter. Counts up to 50. 
Pre-assembled track section 

has dial on each side, Keeps 
accurate record of laps for each 
car even when they switch lanes. 
49 N 9988—Wt. 11 oz.. . .$2.44 

Selectronic Power Pack. For 
use only with Eldon Selectronic 

road race sets. Has on-off switch 
and circuit breaker to prevent 
power pack from burning out 
due to shorts. UL approved for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

49 N 9987-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . $5.87 

Ro: Car Kits, About 5 to 6 in. 
7 with electric motor, 

rubber tires, decals. Unassembled. 

9 Jaguor XKE. Fast-back styling. 
49 N 7602-Wt. 8 oz.. Kit $2.94 

10 BRM. “62” Formula 1 champion. 
49 N 7605-Wt. 8 oz.. Kit $2.94 

ll Porsche RS61. “Silver Stormer.” 
49 N 7606-Wt. 8 oz.. Kit $2.94 

2 Lotus MK19. Sleek 2-seater. 
49 N 7607-Wt. 8 oz.. Kit $2.94 

18 Indy 6-in-1, Customize 6 ways. 
49 N 7621-Wt. 8 oz. Kit $2.94 

4 Ferrori Berlinetta. G.T.O. racer. 
49 N 7603-Wt. 8 oz.. Kit $2.94 

15 Cooper Formule 1. Ran in Indy. 
49 N 7601-Wt. 8 oz.. Kit $2.94 

16 Midget 6-in-1, Customize 6 
ways. 

49 N 7604-Wt. 8 oz. .... Kit $2.94 

17 Dragster, “Silver Ghost.” 
49 N 7620-Wt. 8 oz..Kit $2.94 

Racing Accessories. Plastic, metal. 

8 Curved Track. Package of 2. 
49N7609-Wt.120z. Pkg. $2.77 

19 Stroigh! Track. Package of 2. 
49N7608-Wt.120z. Pkg. $2.27 

20 Lap Counter. Up to 99 laps. 
49N7615-Wt. 1 lb. 802.. $4.97 

Starting Man. Drops flag. . opens 
al circuit, All cars start equally. 
49 N 7613—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. $1.00 

22 Jump Track. Set of two sections. 
49 75811 —Shipping weight 

11b. 4 os. Set... ... 5... pe x 

Rheostat with Brake. Pistol- oerip 
throttle, thumb brake cont 

49 N 7614—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. A .89 

94 Power Pack. Circuit breaker. 
On-off switch. 12-14 volts, UL 

approved, 110-120-v., 60-c AC. 
49 N 7616—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...$6.97 

25 LeMans Start Track. The famous 
action-filled racing start. 

49 N 7610—Shpg. wt. 12 0z.$2.27 

26 Lane Changer. Package of 2. 
49N7617-Wt.12oz.Pkg. $2.97 

Car Repair Kit (not shown). sei 4 pick-up wires, 4 tires and 1 guide pin. 
weight 4 ounces. 49 N 7627 —Shipping $1.19 
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With advanced aerodynamic styling and 

fine interior trimmings. Big 15-inch 

body in the car designers’ 1/12 scale 

(1 in. to 1 ft.). Motorized . . run it, shift 

gears, steer it, turn on headlights 

300-piece kit $5 an 

The grand touring car of tomorrow—conquers even the most 
rugged terrain at high speeds with its wide-track wheels, 
reverse airfoil design and independent 4-wheel suspension. 
Splendidly detailed with scaled 1960 Chrysler engine, twin 
Carter 4-barrel carbs, Halibrand disc brakes and mag-type 
wheels. Interior has bucket seats, padded dashboard. Steer. 
ing, real clutch and lights work. Purple plastic, clear and 
chrome-color parts. By Lindberg. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 1990C—Shipping weight 5 pounds, ...........$5.99 

49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

200.piece kit. 

$7 44 

Jaguar XK-E 
Authentic 21-inch model . . steers, 

doors, hood open, windows go up, down 

This Jaguar XK-E is exactly 1/8th the size of the actual car 
that you may hope to own some day. Hood lifts up to show a 

detailed replica of a 6-cylinder XK-E engine with "twin 
overhead cams." Learn how it's built while you assemble it. 
Accessorized even to wire spoke wheels. Red plastic with 
dear and chrome-color parts. Operating front suspension 
unit, Soft, rubber-look whitewall tires. By Monogram. 

Shipping weight 5 poude 
79 N 2344C er E753 ~. $7.44 

234 sears "as Cement not in kits, see at right 
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Fiat Drag Coupe 

12 inches long 

Powerful electric 
motor . . you shift 
gears, even steer 

The “top eliminator” could be that flash of a Fiat. The 1949 body has been com- 
pletely customized with 1960 Chrysler engine, Ford transmission with Hurst conver- 
sion, etc. Follows National Hot Rod Association rules for competition coupes. 1/12 
scale. Motor drives wheels through differential like a real car. Plastic. By Lindberg. 
49 N 1997—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. Order 1 “D” battery separately at left......$5.66 

16-inch 
Bobtail “T” 

Motor drives wheels through differential. Gear shift disengages drive shaft, Gear- 
operated steering. Headlights work. Detailed classic hot rod with "souped-up" 
engine, 1914 "T" bucket body on “A” frame, back spring mount. Plastic. By ar 
79 N 2389C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. Order 2 “C” batteries separately below. .. . . . $6.99 
79 N 4665—"'C" Battery. Shipping weight each 20z....... ..2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Build any of 3 

16-inch hot rods 

3-in-1 Customizing 

Motorized Kit 

Giant “show and go" hot rod has 
1914 Model "T" Ford bucket 
body, parts from the hottest cars 
to the present. 14 scale. Gear- 
operated steering. Motor drives 
wheels through differential. 
Drive shaft disengages. Head- 
lights work. Plastic. By Lindberg. 
Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 2052C—Wt 6 lbs. $9.66 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
79 N 4660-2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Model Cement. 1-ounce tube. 
9 N B050— Shpg. wt. 4oz..16c 



Pull remote-control stick . : plane zooms up. 

Push, and it power-dives . . bomb drops out 

RCAF BANSHEE RAIDER 

Ideal for backyard “bombing” missions. Authentic stick con- 
trol makes you the pilot. You'll enjoy taking control of Wen- 
Mac's RCAF Banshee, powered by the famous, easy-starting 
Hot Shot .049 engine. Rugged polypropolene construction. 
Comes with Rotomatic starter, dive breaks, bomb that drops, 
2-seat cockpit, authentic rivet detail. Wingspan, 22 inches. 

Fuselage length, 19 inches. 
(Starter battery, fuel and accessory kit are not included. 

Order from listing at bottom of the page.) 
Plane is guided to target location with remote control. Alu- 
minum post, “joystick” and flight lines included. 
79 N 2239CM—Shipping weight 4 pounds $11.66 
Plane only. Includes hand control with flight lines. 
79 N 2240CM—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ........$7.99 

They're jet-propelled 
Fill fuel chamber with propellant, and 
whoosh—they blast off and race away! 

Sturdy plastic with shock-absorbing 

CE» 
Tru-Jet Racer "Tru-Jet Plane 

Climbs up to 50 feet, glid- — Gas-pressurizing motor 
ing as far as 600 feet before chamber is quickly filled 

landing. Two wings, one 12 under pushbutton con- 
inch for racing, one 14 
inch for duration flights. 

49 N 2037........ $3.99 

trol with powerful but 
non-flammable gas. 
Enough for 80 to 150 
speed-runs included. 
Rugged, colorful plastic 
car is 1414 inches long, 
has 3 cushion-tired 
wheels, Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 2087......$3.99 

49 N 2038—Extra fuel, 2 chambers. Wt. 11b...$1.97 

Plane, Go-Kart Accessories 

uu For Wen-Mac planes, go-kart. 
2 ] Storter Battery. 134 volt. 

79 N 2259M—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 99c 

Q) Accessory Kit. 34-pint premium racing 
fuel, spout, engine wrench, battery 

y wire with attached dip. 
49 N 2250—Shpg. wt. 12 oz......$1.29 

= 

x Extra Fuel. }4-pint. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
498. 2185:5. 5. e rte Can 57c 

Cutslod page scans by cheisimas maselecimicM com 

Powerful FAU Marine Fighter 
with aluminum-color airframe 

Wen-Mac calls this one of the hottest flying 
ready-to-fly plastic planes they make! Hot 
Shot .049 engine, Wingspan, 13*4 in. 
Fuselage length, 1134 in. (Order starter bat- 
tery below... accessory kitat bottom of page.) 
49 N 2235CM-Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $5.99 
49 N 2259M-Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 99c 

Jr. Go-Kart with “gas” engine 

Shoots down the track like a lightning flash! 
16-inch fuel-propelled speedster has .049 Wen- 
Mac automatic starter engine; steel frame; 
plastic seat, pedals and steering wheel; 
aluminum floorboard; rubber tires; neoprene 
belt drive. Race in circular or straightaway 
course. Tether control lines included. 

Order starter battery above (49N2259M) 
and accessory kit at left. 
49 N 2212M—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz... $8.88 

P-63 King Cobra is a fighter . . 
fires 2 rockets . . ejects 'chute 

Aluminum metallized plastic with authentic 
rivet detail. Super-powered engine, remov- 
able cowl, tinted canopy. Wingspan, 2234 
in. Fuselage length, 21 in. Has hand control 
with flight lines, (Order starter battery and 
accessory kit at bottom of page.) 
79 N 2237CM—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.....$8.99 

Rugged Condor Helicopter 

Soars up to 50 feet high, Can be assembled in 
3 minutes. Automatically adjusting hub gives 
proper pitch angle to insure high ceilings and 
avoid tumble landings. Whirls into flight at 
the pull of a cord—no battery needed. Pro- 
peller span, 18 inches. Plastic, crafted in 
West Germany. 
49 N 2080—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. ...$2.99 
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ELECTRIC MOLD MASTER BY KENNER 

Find out how exciting it is to create 
your own plastic toys . . use this injec- 

tion-molding machine to form an en- 
tire road building company or a com- 
bat group in action. All HO scale. Each 
set comes with 9 different molds 

y A. DX ONES 

Road Builder Set can make more 3899 
than 50 realistic action pieces 

Mold movable, operating trucks, tractors, road graders, bulldozers, many more. 
Melting process thermostatically controlled. 834-in. high Mold Master is UL 
listed, 110-120 v, 60-c AC. Re-usable plastic, metal parts, adhesive, paints. 
79 N 2260C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . A ; $8.99 
Road Builder Kit. Molds, plastic, metal parts as above. Without Mold Master 
49 N 2019—Shipping weight 3 pounds $4.44 
Extra Plastic and Metal Parts for Road Builder Sets. 4 bags of plastic (red, 
yellow, orange, blue) plus metal axles, wires, etc., to make vehicles. 
49 N 2258—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ... Box $1.64 

Electric Metal Casting Set 

You're the toymaker 
Mold 2X£-in. soldiers 

s499 
These metal men really become 
your army . . you create them as 

well as put them "into action." 
The 3-figure metal mold makes 
a sharpshooter, bazooka-man, 
and bayoneteer. Electric stove 
melts 18 pigs of casting metal 
(enough to form 6 figures.) 

Set also includes ladle, candle 
and cord set, instructions. UL 
listed, 110-120 v, 60 c AC. 
49 N 6375— Wt. 3 Ibs...$4.99 

Extra 72 pigs of Casting Metal. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 2205. ....... 236 SEARS re $2.88 
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You mold your own army, even pistols, $899 
with this Combat Group Set 

Use famous toymakers' injection molding method to produce missile 
launchers, tanks, jeeps, 3 pistols that shoot short-range plastic bullets. 
Make different combinations each time with re-usable plastic in 4 colors. 
Exterior of Mold Master stays cool while plastic melts. Also get metal 
parts, paints, adhesives. UL approved for 110-120 y. 60-c AC. 
79 N 2017C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . 

Extra Plastic and Metal Parts for Combot Set. 4 bags of plastic (green, 
yellow, gray, red) plus metal gun barrels, triggers, springs, axles, etc. 

$8.99 

49 N 2018—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces........... .Box $1.64 

agr Z 
Extra Casting Molds 

Make more things with your metal 
casting set. Each mold makes 3 items. 
Molds are heavy steel. 

Civil War Cannon. 334 inches, from 
3-pc. mold. Actually rolls. 

49 N 2169—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz... $2.44 

Wounded sol- 
234-3 in. 

$2.44 

Medics in action. 

dier, stretcher, bearer. 
49 N 2218—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

Tonk Defense Squad. Rocket 
launcher, rifleman, machine gun- 

ner. 34, 1& in. 
49 N 2211—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ..$2.44 

4 Knights of the Round Table. 3 
gallant knights, 234 inches. 

49 N 2215—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .$2.44 

5 World War Il Machine Gunner. 
Also 2 riflemen. 2 in. 

49 N 2158—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $2.44 

4 5$ 



See what useful, amusing items you can make . . It's exciting to create your own plastic toys . . and so easy. 

,VAC-U-FORM Mold Kits Make planes, boats, cars, jewelry and disguises 

VAC:U:FORM 
by MATTEL 

Machine heats plastic sheet . . 
you lift and press the handle, 
a vacuum is created that forms 
plastic permanently into the 
exact shape of the mold and 
another toy is Vac-U-Formed! 

Animals. These Mattel molds produce à Medals and 
crazy pipe cleaner animal kingdom that ^ Badges. Molds for 
includes dog, horse, lion, crow and many crown, heart, 
more. You'll love making this colorful ^ shield, others plus 
group, as well as playing with it. Kit in- pins, 5 plastic 
cludes pipe cleaners and 7 plastic sheets. sheets. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 2289— Shipping weight 4.02...94c — 49N2290. ...94c 

E 

[d 
Military Vehicles. Trucks. 9 molds  Disguises. Make 
Tanks, jeeps, mis- form 21 trucks. noses, teeth, mus- 
siles, and others, 9 Wheels, axles, taches and others. 
plastic sheets. chassis. 8 plastic — 14 plastic sheets. 
| wt. 4 oz. sheets. Wt. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49N2291....94c  49N2292....94c  49N2282....94c 

OVS 
- 

Airplanes. Make Boats, Mold and Cars and Trucks. 
flying wings, delta float sail boats, 18 different cars 
and other planes. hydroplanes, and 2 trucks 8 
9 plastic sheets. others. 11 plastic plastic sheets 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. sheets. Wt. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 
49N2283 94c  49N2284....94c  49N2285....94c 

Vac-U-Form is made of sturdy metal $Q88 

. . Comes with over 50 molds 8 

p You can have hours of fun and entertain- — green, clear and chromie color. 28-page in- 
iv ment making plastic models of many small struction book, paints, cement, clay, 

objects. Take your pick . . planes that fly, brush and cutting tool supplied. UL ap- 
boats that float, cars that roll. Makesigns, proved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, 
decorations, comic buttons. And you can 49 N 2021 —Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 12 oz. $8.88. 

make your own molds from almost any- 
thing—clay, soap, wood. Vac-U-Form Refill Material Pak. 49 sheets 

CLE aMIRn iban 3 Tople" SDE: v he cles Vac-U-Form has storage drawer for of clear, colored and chrome-color plastic. 
alata, Af jitter, alphabets.: 36, Jn., aalay: chasis. 63 molds, is 17x11x7 inches high. Comes with Each sheet about 534x33% in. wide. 
tic sheets, pins. 15 plastic sheets. make 9 vehicles. 65 sheets of plastic in red, yellow, blue, 49 N 2221— Shipping weight 6 oz. . .94c 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 
49N2286....94c 49N2287 94c 49N2288....94c 

H BÀ 
Jewelry. Moldeye- Letters and Num- Car, Truck Parts. 

3-D's Draw, Draft and Design Kit by Ohio Art 
Fascinating aid for young engineers 

and designers. Mechanical square 

makes dimensional drawing easy 

$366 

You'll be fascinated as you learn to use this multi-purpose me- 
chanical square, which eliminates the need for many basic 
drawing tools. Flexible arm allows square to move in any direc- 
tion . . button control lets you set or change angles. Comes with 
17x11x}-inch durable Masonite Presdwood drawing board, 
divider and compass, pencils, masking tape, eraser, drawing pad. 
49 N 1946—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces.........$3.66 ee TE 
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Build operating elevators, cranes and 
bridges . . expressways, skyscrapers, too KENNE 

KENNER MOTORIZED SETS Brde reh Sets 
Send colored water 

$999 ay 1399 is CE p uie. sain 
turbines . . fill tanks 

| Build and run almost any power-operated structure. All you do 8 
is snap together the skillfully engineered basic parts. Thea $98 

| ^ watch them come to life with the battery-operated motor units. 
| Plastic buildings are sturdy enough to be picked up, carried. All and 

sets include illustrated planning book to make building easier. $1444 

| Deluxe 921-piece Set. 2-motor Girder, Panel, Bridge and Turn- withoot batteries 
| pike Building Set. Two motors have switches, 

cabs, motorized 
79 N 2348C— Shipping weight 11 pounds. s.s... Set $13.99 

675-piece. 1-motor Bridge, Turnpike, Building Set. Uses 2 “C” 
batteries , . not included, order below. 

N 79 N 2346C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. ..........Set $9.99 

79 N 4665 —"C" Battery. Wt. ea. 2 oz...2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

motor. 
79 N 2323C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Set $8.44 

Design your own refinery or chemical plant u 
As DR DO and O feet high. Control flow of water with pumps and valves 
gauge train layouts.Scal Watch water change color as it circulates—just put 
included, See 49 N 2122 on page T6 color tablets in different tanks. 

Colorful, strong plastic parts snap together fast— 

without tools. Plastic tray base, illustrated instructions 
included. “D” batteries needed, order below. 
Deluxe 2-motor 634-pc. Set, With 3 lights, 10-ft. tub- 
ng, 20x13-inch base. 
79 N 1912L—Shipping weight 8 Ibs........Set $14.44 
1-motor 437-pc. Set. 6-ft. tubing, 18x13-inch base. 
79 N 1911C—shipping weight 6 Ibs. . . ..... Set $9.88 
"D" battery. Order 2 for each motor. 
79 N 4660—Wt. ea. 4 oz........ 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

AWA. 

a & HE 376-pc. Set. With 13x19-in. pressed wood base. 
79 N 2296C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs..... . Set $5.99 

234-pc. Set. Two Sx16-in. pressed wood bases. 
49 N 2297 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz....... Set 3.88 

137-pc. Set. Two Sx10-in. pressed wood bases. 
49 N 2298—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz........ Set 2.22 

i Tp rs $988 to $699 

Kenner's HO scale Sone girders, parts snap together. 
Roads, toll houses, signs, light poles, traffic signals. 

736-piece Set with 40 feet of roadway. 
79 N 2299C—Shipping weight 4 lbs... . . . Set $6.99 

369-piece Set with 18 feet of roadway. 
49 N 2304— Shipping weight 2 Ibs.........Set 3.99 

246-piece Set with over 10 feet of roadway. 
49 N 2305— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.....Set 2.88 
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Send sky car 

Build and operate Sky Rail 
Systems of Tomorrow 

Build a 21st Century city, with sky-stations, towers, ter- 
minals, heliports. Watch Sky Car streak through build 

ings, whiz around curves, climb slopes. Operate car by 
turning knob on remote control battery case. Send cars 

forward or reverse. Turn on headlights for night trips. 
Plastic girders, panels, insulated-steel sky rail sections 

snap together without tools . . interlock to form strong, 
rigid structures. Combine any Kenner Girder and Panel 

Set on facing page with a Sky Rail Set to make an even 
bigger city. Project book has dozens of layouts. 

Single-Car Set. Includes 1 car and control box, girder 
and panel set, traffic signs and 9 feet of track. 481 pieces 
in all. Order 2 “D” batteries on facing page. 
79 N 1965C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs....,....Set $9.99 

Double-Car Set. Includes 2 cars, 2 control boxes, 18 ft 
of track. Share fun with a friend. Same materials as above 
but 753 pieces. Order 4 "D" batteries on facing page 
79 N 1958C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs Set $13.99 

Steam Roller chugs }4 mile 

under its own power 

Pulls, drives other toy models, too 

Get up a good head of steam and let ‘er roll. This whistle- 

blowing, steam-puffing roller can run free—just lock in 

the steering. Or direct it yourself by attaching 22-inch 

long manual steering rod. Heavily built, with cast alu- 

minum wheels and roller, it’s 9 inches long, 7 inches high 

to the tip of the smokestack. Can be used as power take- 

off for other working models if you disconnect driving 

cable. Runs inexpensively on regular rubbing alcohol; not 
included. Steering rods and funnel are included. 

49 N 2139— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz.......$17-99 

NOTE: Items (1) thru (7) made in West Germany 

Cutioa sace scans by cheisimas missid com 

481-piece 

l-car Set 
batterie 

zooming in and out of buildings 

KENNER'S 

SKY RAIL 

Whistle-blowing Steam Engines . . powered by dry-fuel heat 

] Ovr biggest—on 12x10- 
inch base, S-inch polished 

brass boiler has water-check 
window. Metal walls look like 
brick. Adjustable safety valve, 
whistle, double-acting pistons. 
Centrifugal governor keeps 
speeds steady. 2 speeds. 11 in. 
high. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz 
49 N 2136 $16.88 

Steam engine Attachments 

For action, connect by drive-belt to power plant. 
Ej Sausage Maker. 5x314x4 inches high 

49 N 2150—Shipping weight 11 oz. 
x3x4 inches high. 

49 N 2151—Shipping weight 9 oz 
Grinder. 314x314x4 inches high. 
49 N 2152—Shipping weight 11 oz. 

6 Smith Forgin 

On big 8x10-in. base. 4- 
inch polished brass boiler, 

with water-check window 
Double-acting piston rods, 
brass cylinder. Safety valve 
and whistle, plus centrifugal 
governor. 1-speed. All metal, 
realistically embossed. Fun 
nel incl. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N 2141 $11.88 

$3.49 

$2.66 

$2.66 

3 One-speed on 8x5-in. 
base. 3-in. brass boiler 

Single-action piston, Safety 
valve, whistle. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 N 2144.. $6.88 

4 Esbit Dry Fuel. 40 pellets 
3 pellets heat boiler. 

Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

49 N 2375 Box 79c 

ga 
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NEW ERECTOR 5-in-1 CONSTRUCTOR SETS . . Only at Sears 
z 

Each set makes any of 5 vehicles . . up to 12 inches 

long, all with moving parts. You can build and rebuild 

your own models . . over 100 steel and plastic parts. 

Munitions Car 

367 
Military Vehicles Set . . treads roll, turrets revolve 

Exciting realism , . each vehicle operates and has movable parts . . rolling wheels, 
treads, revolving machine gun and gun turret. Vehicles go together quickly with 

nut and bolt construction (screwdriver included). Over 100 sturdy parts in olive 
drab and silver army colors, army insignia stickers included. 
49 N 2293— Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $6.77 

Build this big 
Army Tank 

or any of the 4 
vehicles at right 

Armored Car 

Armored Howitzer 

Street Roller 

Bulldozer AS 7 Pickup Truck 

Road Construction Set . . truck dumps, shovel $677 Cars and Trucks Set . . tow truck hoists, $677 
lifts loads, crane swivels, all roll freely bus and cars have realistic trim parts 

You're ready for big jobs with this Erector Set that has over 100 black and Build and rebuild any one of 5 operating vehicles from over 100 multi- yellow steel and break-resistant plastic parts. Specialized accessories, rolling colored steel panels, brightly plated and molded parts. Assembly is fast wheels, treads add fine detailing. Assemble any one of 5 road building and simple with this Erector Constructor Set. Includes many nuts and vehicles in a jiffy with nut and bolt construction. Screwdriver, too. bolts, a screwdriver, too. To add realism there are molded plastic parts 
49 N 2294—Shipping weight 5 pounds....................5 Set $6.77 for dragster motor, seat, steering wheel, rollbar, grill bumpers, headlights, 

tail lights, front, fenders and treaded wheels. 240 SEARS ro 49 N 2295—Shipping weight 5 pounds................... Set $6.77 
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Build a bridge, jet bomber 

or rocket gantry . . plug in 

motor and watch them work 

Operate carnival rides, a radar tower, an oil pump, 
a crane, many more models. Powerful DC-3 motor 

uses 2 “D” batteries (order below). New-design steel 

parts packed in 22x14}4x2-inch storage box. 

79 N 2244C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. Set $5.99 

XXE 

Wilxxrrxirrrirriiirr 

i € ship, elevator. Sturdy steel parts 
packed in a 101 x634x134-inch storage box. 
No batteries needed. 

325-piece Set with electric motor 

Build a motorized crane that really lifts . . a motorized car that 
really runs . . a bridge that actually raises. Power them with for- 
ward and reverse 4-position gear motor that has 2 power take-offs. 

Because this is our most complete set, it will make all of the 
models described in the other sets on this page. UL approved for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Chest 14x10x3 inches. All steel. 

49 N 2334— Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces. . ... Set $13.88 

Variety of precision gears to make 
simple pulley set-ups to complex dif- 
ferentials. Fascinating alone or with 
construction sets. From England. 
49 N 2329—Wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. $4.66 

without 
batteries Build and run the Visible V-8 

Model is 34 actual size. Pistons, connecting rods, 
rocker arms, valves, fan actually operate . . even 
properly timed spark plugs. Over 350 plastic and 
metal parts in 4 colors. Miniature motor 1434 in. 

long. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
79 N 2028C— Shipping wt. 6 lbs........$7.99 
"C" Battery. Shipping weight each 2 ounces. 
79 N 4665. .............2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Visible V-8 Motor 
fits on chassis 

Build and run a 3-foot Visible Chassis 

Learn parts of a car as you build it . . all X4 actual size. Transparent plastic 

lets you see everything work. Battery-powered heavy-duty motor drives 
rear wheels through differential. Depress clutch, shift. See hydraulic fluid 

flow to force brake-shoe against drum. Steering box actuates linkage. 

Springs and shock absorbers also perform. Includes mechanics manual. 

79 N 2261C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. Order 3 '*D" batteries above.....-.- $14.66 

$1466 zz: 

rcs SEARS 241 
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Play Switchboard 

Press button on phone to talk . . 
pull switch to ring bell on board 

Phone a friend in another room . . or un- 
plug both phones from switchboard and 
use outdoors as Walkie-Talkies. 4 bell- 
ringing switches, 4 dummy plugs on 11x9x 
534-in. plastic switchboard. Message pad, 
operator's dial. Order 2 “D” batteries below 
and 2 "C" batteries at right. (Extra phone 
can be used; order 49N2091 at right.) 
49 N 2276—Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz.. . . . $6.66 

‘Gating gane scans by daisies nesedia oom. 

Up to five can talk on the new 

Multi-phone operating Switchboard 
Dial numbers . . ring bells . . plug in phone-to-phone calls 
Board automatically lights to show which phone is calling 

Asers $ 44 winot 
exclusive batteries. 

Talk room-to-room. As operator, you can plug in and 
connect any extension phone with other extensions. 
Signal and ring any extension phone just by pushing 
the proper switchboard key. 

Operator's phone with removable headband; plus 
one extension pink dial phone included with 11x9x6- 
inch switchboard. All sturdy plastic. Order 4 “D” 
batteries below. (For extra extensions, order any 
of the dial phones at bottom of page.) 
49 N 2275—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 10 oz. ..$11.44 

really work. Push button to buzz 
for attention. Both 8 in. long. 2 
wall hangers, 25-ft. wire. Order 
2 "C" batteries below. Shipping 

way voice plus 1-way secret 
code buzzer and click trans- 
mission. Order 1 “C” bat- 
tery at left. Includes 2 
plastic wrist radios, and 
25 feet of wire. 
49N1955-Wt.11b.$3.44 

"C" Bottery. Shpg. wt. each 2 
49 N 4665-2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Gay red or blue Have your own as well as black 
Private 

Phone System 
Setoftw, $i 88 without 
pink or blue batteries 

Lift receiver . . dial 
lights up. Dial number 

. - other phone rings. 

Now your little girl can talk for hours 
with her friends on her very own phone 
set—without tying up your line. No ex- 
tra phone bills to pay, either. These 
authentic-size phones come in charming 
pastel colors. Voices transmit clearly, 
loudly. You get 2 plastic dial phones 
with 834-inch receivers, 30 foot com- 
munication wire. Order 4 “D” batteries 
below. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 6320— Pink. Set $6.88 

49 N 6321— Blue.. Set 6.88 

Send your voice over 30 feet . . 
other phone rings, light comes on 

Such distinct, loud voice transmission over long distances 
you'll be amazed. These colorful sets let you talk between 
offices or rooms, indoors or outside. 

Other phone rings as you dial. Push button, light goes on. 
Set consists of two phones (receivers 8 in. long, plastic 
bases 4 in. high), plus 30 feet of connecting wire. Batteries 
not included; order 4 “D” batteries at left. 

49N6383—Black | 49N6386—Red | 49N6358—Blue 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. ............ Set $6.66 

"D" Battery, Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 

49 N 4660 ..2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 



— McHale's Navy Signal Sender 
Send by voice, Morse code or light blinker 

"Transmits messages 
up to 100 yards 

Ideal for hunters, boatsmen, 
campers or everyday fun. 

lifier transistorized. Navy gray 
high impact plastic with “Mc- 
Hale's Navy” decal, red neck 
strap, code symbols. Order 4 
“D” batteries. 
49 N 2280—Wt. 2 1bs..$8.66 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ex. 4oz. 
49N4660-2 for 32c;4 for 60c 

Commando Listening Post 
Listen to the “enemy” 

planning a block away 

$1988 wes 

Track planes . . listen for snip- 
ers infiltrating your line. 
Works on the same principle 
as missile tracking antennas. 
Aim 18-in. reflector disk . . 
sound waves are concentrated 
and fed into transistorized re- 
ceiver. Sturdy wood tripod. 
Earphone set with 3-ft. cord. 
42 inches high. Partly assem- 
bled. Order 9-volt battery 
below. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
79 N 2281CM..... $12.88 

9-volt Transistor Radio Bat- 
tery for above. 
79 N 6417M—Wt. 4 oz..35c 

Monkey Division Field 
by Remco 

Run wire off reel 
and you're set 

to send messages 

$544 m 

"Roger! Over and out." Young 
scouts can call infantry, tank. 
corps or headquarters. Click, 
dick. Contact. Light snaps on. 
*X-QI03 to headquarters! 
Enemy sighted. Over!” 
Works indoors or out for 

hours of secret talk. Complete 
with signal generator, reel, 20 
feet of wire, and 2 electro- 
magnetic phones. Uses one 
“D” battery. Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

N 1940... 
"D" Bottery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49N4660-2 for 32c; 4for 60c 
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$866 Md 

Phones 

Transmit messages up to 4 mile 

Spacephone MK II 
Clear, long-distance reception . . no earplugs or wires 

Now, crystal controlled re- 
ceiver and transmitter in com- 
pact case. Press to transmit 

“Do you read me? Over!" 
Release to listen . . "Read you 
loud and clear. Over!" Mes 
sages sent with max. author 
ized FCC power output. Great 
for combat games, hunting, 
fishing. Order two . . have fun 
of 2-way talks with pals. Fully 
transistorized. Uses citizen's 
band No. 14. No license need- 
ed . . no age limit. Pocket size. 
Shock resistant. Antenna ex. 
tends. Order 9-volt battery 
below. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
49 N 2279M. . .Each$15.88 

Forward Observer|Walkie-Talkie 

Talk to a friend 
over mile away 

$099 witnout totiery 
each 

Enjoy two-way conversations with 

friends that have transmitter-re- 
ceiver units. Push button to talk 

release to listen. 3-transistor cir- 
cuit. Operates on citizen's band 
No. 14. No license required . . no 
age limit. Fits snugly in hand 
only 43éx2x1A in. deep. Plastic 
case. 23-in. telescoping antenna 
Order one 9-volt battery for each 
unit. 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. 
49 N 2277M... Each $9.99 
9-volt Transistor Radio Battery 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
49 N 6417M...... 35c 

$1555 without 
battery 
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Astronomical Telescope 

s to Spotting Scope 

60 to 170 power for astronomical Aa 
viewing—switch to 85 power for 
viewing earth-bound objects 

“Ib” 
Powerful 2-in-1 telescope gives clear views of 
far-off objects whether they’re in outer space 
or just down the road. Study the heavens with 
65 mm achromatic objective lens—attach filter 
and diagonal adapter to see sun spots—gives 

Peer into the periscope lens and 
discover the fascination of as- 

tronomy. Jupiter and Mars are 
brought up close with this 40 and 
80-power scope. Ground and pol- 
ished 214-inch mirror inverts images. 
Black fiberboard tube. Revolves 
360° on steel tripod—locks any- 
where. Stands over 3 feet high. 
Twelve page manual included. 
79 N 1966C—Wt. 5 lbs... ..$9.88 
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A masterpiece of optical workman- 
ship. Ground and polished 3-in. 

mirror inverts images. 75-power eye- 
piece plus booster lens for 75 to 200- 
power viewing. Rack and pinion 
adjustment makes for effortless and 
precise focusing. All steel, 360? swivel 
mount and tripod locks in any posi- 
tion. Over 4 feet high. White fiber- 
board tube. 
79 N 6302C—Wt. 7 lbs $15.99 

inverted image. Switch to 85 power with focus 
tube for upright view of familiar earth-bound 
objects. Vinyl-covered fiberboard tubes adjust to 
5 ft. Mounting brackets. Partly assembled. 
79 N 6371C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs.... $16.99 

For use with 2-in-1 telescope at 
left. Sturdily built with heavy cast 
aluminum mounting plate. Legs 

adjust for heights 3 to 6 feet. 
79 N 6345C— Wt. 8lbs....$5.95 

$1988 
60-power Refractor Telescope with 4!4-ft. tripod 

See clearly and accurately for fantastic distances. Can be set for 15, 
30, 45, and 60-power viewing. Pinion adjustment for accurate focusing. 
All-metal tube is over 2 feet long. Philippine mahogany tripod with 
rubber-tipped legs—stands 55 inches high—makes full 360° sweep 
and 120* vertical movement. Lightweight tripod legs telescope to 29 
inches for compact carrying. From Japan. 
79 N 6301C— Shipping weight 9 pounds. $19.88 

Table-model 
Refractor 
Scope 

$699 

Strong 40-power viewing, mighty unusual in such a low-priced telescope. 
All-metal tube is almost 2 feet long. Table tripod stands 10 in. high— 
swivels 360° horizontally. From Japan. 
79 N 6303C-Shipping weight 2 pounds ..$6.99 

Hand-size Spotting Scope $488 

Precision-made 30-power scope has fine 30mm coated objective lens. 
Adjusts from 734 to 1434 inches long. White enameled steel tube with 
rust-resistant chrome-plated trim. Imported from Japan. 
49 N 1964—Shipping weight 12 ounces... 



Build HO racing cars with motor 
Experiment in light, electromagnetism 

Lionel Electric Set II $84 i i 

Over 100 challenging experiments illustrate and demonstrate 
the magic of electricity—and do it in a way that will entertain 

and amaze. With this kit you'll build and race your own car— 

build and use an electric eye—dabble in light, electro-magnetism 

and alarm systems—even build and play a number of intriguing 

quiz games. 15x12x34 inches high. Order four “D” batteries. 

49 N 6307—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces........$8.44 

49 N 4660—“D” battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. ..2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Harness nature’s 2 most potent forces 

Electricity and Solar Power Lab $] 188 witout batteries 

Actually shows how to build a light meter, a telegraph, a chemical 

battery—offers twenty other interesting projects—illustrates 

basic experiments to conduct with electricity and solar (sun) 

energy. Master control panel includes a “‘scope” with indicator 

lights, signal buzzer, galvanometer, push-button switches. Op- 

erates on solar cell or “C” batteries. No soldering or special tools 

needed. Solar cell included. Order four "C" batteries below. 

49 N 6306— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz .-- -$11.88 
49 N 4665—“C” battery. Wt. ea. 2 oz. ..2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Predict weather with professional-type equipment 

Lionel kit relays readings indoors $] 488 7:227 

Now you can make all readings needed to forecast the weather— 
measure barometric pressure, take humidity readings, measure 

wind speed and direction, identify cloud formations, take wet 

and dry bulb temperatures. 
Electric wind direction indicator permits you to read position 

of outdoor weather-vane on your indoor control panel. Includes 

a compensated aneroid barometer. Order 1 “D” battery above. 

49 N 6304—Shipping weight 5 pounds... $14.88 

Cutioü sace scans by cheisimas-masetectwdcM com 

Build and rebuild a transmitter, 

a telegraph and 5 different radios 

Lionel-Porter's Communications Lab $799 Veteres 

You work with real transistors, capacitors, coils and resistors— just plug parts into 

the control panel to connect the various circuits—no soldering is ever necessary. 

Explore the wonders of sound. Build five different types of radios or an electronic 

wireless telegraph. You ĉan even set up a broadcasting station in your home and 

transmit through home radios. And it's so easy to build and rebuild with plug-in 

circuits. About 15x4x8 inches high. Order 2 “D” batteries at left. 

49 N 2182—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces....... 

DIGICOMP I 
See a computer 

Add 
Subtract 

Shift 
Memorize 

Play challenging 
games 

Solve problems 

Teach new math 

257.99 

First operating Digital Computer in plastic $399 
Now you'll be able to see and understand fascinating operations hidden deep inside 

circuits of a giant computer. See logic in action. Digicomp I is a binary computer 

you can actually program its, multiplies, compares, processes data. 

‘Also answers riddles, does missile count down, satellite re-entry, missile checkout, 

bank accounts and many other problems. 
Complete with manual that explains scientific concepts behind modern elec- 

tronic brain. Computer is 1234x434x3X in. high. 

49 N 1998—Shipping weight 2 pound 4 ounces. 

Co 
Build a Radio and Public Address System 

Listen to local programs with headset of transistor radio. Broadcast in your home 
through microphone amplified by 4-in. speaker. Station tuner, diode detector 
included. Plastic cabinet. Order 2 “C” batteries at left.above. 
49 N 2190— Shipping weight 5 pounds Sat $7.49 
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450-experiment 

CHEMCRAFT SET 

Weigh chemicals with balance 
for greater accuracy 

Chemistry and 

Magic Set 

$899 

Build a test-tube gas generator and study gases . . explore the scientific 

field of crime detection. An excellent introductory chemistry set with 
chemistry and magic manuals. Equipment includes 24 bottles of chemi- 
cals, chemical test paper, 4 Pyrex test tubes, test tube rack, gas delivery 
tube, sensitive chemical balance, stirring rod. spill-proof alcohol lamp 
and other accessories. Rugged 3-panel metal cabinet opens to 29x13 44x 
114 inches deep. 

49 N 2264—Shipping weight 8 pounds 2 ounces 

Fun with Magnification 

Magnify and study tiny creatures. Spec- 
imens include honey bee, grasshopper, 
beetle, feathers, seeds, minerals, others. 
With magnifier, stand, tweezers, dis- 
secting needles and illustrated manual. 
49 N 1950—Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz.Set $2.44 
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Set $8.99 

LIONEL 
PORTER 

a, 

Beginners' Chemistry 

Fine first set includes equipment 
for performing over 250 experi- 
ments in chemistry and magic. 
Instruction manual, 8 chemicals, 
2 test tubes, rack and more. 
49 N 1920— Wt. 3 Ibs.Set $2.44 

Launch your own Chemical Rocket 
. . explore basic Chemistry 

325-experiment $999 
CHEMCRAFT SET 

Junior chemistry lab contains experiments in chemistry, plus magic, finger- 
printing and secret inks. Set includes 10 chemicals, chemical rocket and 
launching pad, 4 Pyrex test tubes, rack, non-spill alcohol lamp and other 
accessories. 2-panel metal cabinet opens to 19x13}4x1}4 inches deep. 
49 N 2262—Shipping weight 6 pounds 4 ounces..... Be AAS Set $3.99 

Chemical Magic Set 

Fool friends with invisible ink and 
liquids that change color at your 
command. 65 tricks. Alcohol lamp, 
3 measuring tumblers, test tubes, 
chemicals, magic manual. 
49 N 1934—Wt. 2 lbs, 4 02.$2.44 

Fun-in-Science Set 

Over 100 projects with light, 
sound, heat and space. Set in- 
cludes science manual, magnet, 
compass, thermometer, magnify- 
ing glass, chemicals and test tubes, 
49 N 1935—Wt. 2 Ibs, 102.$2.44 



Use this equipment to perform 

483 Chemistry Experiments 
A Centrifuge that separates liquids and solids in sec- 

onds (just like professional lab equipment) 

A Powered Agitator that stirs solutions right in the 

test tubes like real laboratory blenders 

A Chemical Balance so delicate it can weigh a feather 
with precision accuracy 

A Spill-proof Alcohol Lamp that holds Lounce of alcohol, 
will burn continually for an hour or more 

483-experiment $1399 yout 
CHEMCRAFT SET 

Reveals exciting secrets of senior chemistry with the added fun of chemical 
magic. Student chemistry and magic manuals take you through experiments 
using important scientific equipment. Set includes twenty 1-oz. bottles of 
chemicals, chemical test paper, gas delivery tube, 6 test tubes, cleaning 
brush, 2 racks, alcohol lamp, chemical rocket, balance with weights, battery- 
powered agitator, centrifuge plus other accessories. 4-panel metal cabinet 
opens to 38x1334 inches high. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 

79 N 2265C— Shipping weight 9 pounds.. 
79 N 4665—"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 

.Set $13.99 

for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Exciting experiments with a 
spectroscope let you identify unknown 

chemicals by their burning color 

657-experiment s1 399 
CHEMCRAFT SET 

alcohol lamp, balance with weights and other accessories. 
metal cabinet opens to 38x1334 inches high. 

Cutiiod pape scans by cheisimas-maseteciuic com 

Laboratory contains senior lab manual, special spectroscope 
manual and periodic table of elements. Included is bag of ore 
samples (copper, sulfur and aluminum) for spectroscope study. 
Chemistry equipment includes thirty-two 1-ounce bottles of 
chemicals, 3 test tubes, rack, cleaning brush, chemical test paper, 

79 N 1936C—Shipping weight 10 pounds............. $13.99 

GRAM MOLECULAR BALANCE 

Explore Hydroponics (soil-less 
gardening) with Chem-alloy that 
lets you speed up plant growth 

400-experiment $1399 
CHEMCRAFT SET 

Learn senior chemistry, plus hydroponics. Grow your 
own plants and study tbe effect of chemicals and 
minerals on plant growth. Lab includes student man- 
ual and special hydroponics folder, sixteen 1-oz. 
bottles of chemicals, Chem-alloy, tannic acid, 7 test 
tubes, 2 racks, alcohol lamp, other accessories. 4- 
panel metal cabinet opens to 38x1344 inches high. 
79 N 1937C—Shipping weight 9 pounds ...$13.99 

CHEMICAL AGITA 
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So much more professional-type equipment . . 
more chemicals and larger glassware 

Our Biggest Chemistry Set 
. . for Advanced Students 

1 Hagen 

UU PEU arias 100; ml. beaker, 15 ml. graduate, 

Cem inge pounda.............l Set $49. 
79 N 4665—"C" Battery, Shpg. wt. ea. 2 oz.. "Ei 32e 4 for 600 

P. x Expilote igh School  ERRRP 
w Chemistry at Nm 

Measure specific gravity . . identify unknown 
compounds by flame test . . blow your own glass 

1000-experiment 99 without 

CHEMCRAFT SET $29 ven 

35 chemicals in 1-oz. bottles, 5 fascina- ^ rocket, alcohol lamp, Pyrex lab pieces, 8 
ting detailed lab manuals. Accessories test tubes, racks, other accessories. 6- 
for performing experiments in chemistry, panel metal cabinet opens to 69x1334x 
magic, glass blowing and many others. — 114 in. deep. Order 2 "C" batteries 
Includes battery-powered agitator, bal- ^ above for agitator. 

248 SEARS xs ance, centrifuge, magic show, chemical 79 N 2266C—Wt. 18 Ibs. Set $29.99 
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plus color-injected specimens 

for the study of blood and body circulation 

39 Ae? Advanced Biology 
Laboratory 
by Lionel-Porter 

Our most complete biology laboratory has rugged metal 

frame microscope. Five turrets let you select magnification 
from 30 to 500 times normal size. 

Step-by-step “How to Dissect" manual explains and il- 
lustrates dissection. Color-injected fish and frog vividly 
illustrate blood and body circulation networks. Laboratory 
includes second fish and frog specimens for dissection plus 
crayfish, starfish, clam, shrimp eggs and hatchery, seeds 
for germination experiments, plant structure and growth 

chart and frog dissection chart. 
Instruments include surgical scalpel, surgical scissors, 

dissecting needles and spatula. With slides, microtome and 
slide covers for making your own specimen slides. 

Electrical lighting UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. 
4-panel metal cabinet opens to 38x1334x3 inches deep. 
79 N 1987C—Shipping weight 14 Ibs....... Set $24.99 

Over 50 pieces of equipment for dissection 

5-turret 
electrically-lighted 

Microscope has 

ZOOM lens for 
instant focus 

when shifting from 

30 to 750 power 

MONEY 
DOWN 

Electrically lighted 
microscope magnifies 
up to 450 times. .see 

tiny parts of cells 

Lionel-Porter Student 

feathers, seeds for germination experi- 
ments plus shrimp eggs. Dissecting instru- 
ments include dissecting needles, scalpel, 
spatula and tweezers. 

Basic Biology Accessories for any 
3444 

Laboratory contains microtome for mak- 
ing very thin tissue sections plus slides and 
slide covers for preparing professional- 
style specimen slides. Electric lighting is 
UL listed for 110-120-volts, 60-cycle AC. 
3-panel metal cabinet opens to 29x13}4x3 
inches deep. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
EET Set $14.99 

Biology Laboratory 3108 8 

Metal frame microscope magnifies 75 to 450 times 
normal size. Laboratory includes 3 animal speci- 
mens— fish, frog, crayfish. With manual, dissecting 
needles, scalpel, tweezers, slides and cover slips. 
Opens to 19x1334x3 in. 
49 N 1926—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 6 oz... ..Set $10.88 

Gut pane scans by christina misaeni pv 

youngster who has a microscope 

Fine introduction to the study of living matter. Includes 3 
animal specimens—fish, frog and crayfish. Also contains 
scalpel, magnifier, tweezers, 2 dissecting needles and micro- 
tome for making very thin sections of specimen tissue. 
Beginners instruction manual. 
49 N 2225— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz... .. ..Set $4.44 raz SEARS 249 



An Metal. J 
Microscope 1 

View slides of tiny creatures magnified 750 times 
through ZOOM eyepiece that keeps specimens in focus 

Lionel-Porter 4-turret Microscope without 
magnifies from 100 up to 750 power $1599 ew 

Rugged all-metal microscope has twist eyepiece — 2-panel metal cabinet opens to 19x13}4x3 in. 
for zoom, battery-powered substage lighting. deep. Order 2 "AA" batteries below. 
Box of 12 Tiny Creature slides, dissecting 49 N 1981M—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. Set $15.99 
needles, tweezers and slides for preparing your “AA” Battery. Shipping weight each 1 oz. 
own specimens. Microscope, slides from Japan. — 49 N 4666M 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Scientifically 
prepared Slides 

Set of 12 slides 

170 
Extend the range and 
depth of your micro- 
scopic studies with 
all these fascinating 
slides. 12 carefully 
mounted slides in 
each box. From Ja- 
pan. Wt. box 4 oz. 
49 N 2149—Micro- 
organisms... ..$1.77 Watch shrimp hatch and study 

i i S ry 
growth 450 times normal size. Lionel-Porter QONTISE d JA 
Zoom lens, electric illumination Microcraft Set 49N 2147— Disease 

i Carriers, ....- $1.77 i » make microscope study easy $599 49 MAIAS TI 
: magnifica =e herria Creatures... $1.77 

d T 49 N 2145—Insect. 
Lionel-Porter 3-turret Microscope s] 188 An Gees ras aS Me organs.,......$1.77 
magnifies at 75, 180 and 450 power Single-turret with battery-pow- dedecus à) 

f 3 ; ered illumination (order 2 “D” 49 N 6331— Blood 
View specimens through 3 different turret lens , , study larger objects at low power batteries below). Includes 10 atricture:....91.77 
or switch to stronger magnification for smaller specimens, Zoom lens eyepiece lets Honeybee slides, glass slides, 49 N 6332-Noxious 
you change power while keeping objects in constant focus. dissecting needles, instructions, Insects. ......$1.77 

Set includes electrically illuminated 3-turret microscope, shrimp hatchery, plus labels, slide covers. 49 N 6333-Aquatic 
tweezers, dissecting needles, lens cleaner, senior microscope manual plus slides for 49N1960-Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. $5.99 Beso Foz ste 91.24. 
preparing your own specimens. In 2-panel metal cabinet, opens to 19x13}4x3 
inches deep. Lighting UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. “D” Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 1975—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . Set $11.88 49N4460-2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Study . . analyze rocks and crystals 

MINERALOGY LAB 49 
Identify different minerals by Lab includes 30 rock and mineral 
means of chemical tests. View specimens, non-spill alcohol lamp 

specimens through magnifier. Plas. with blowtorch, chemicals, streak 
tic stand has le-range focusing plate, test tubes and charcoal block 

arm that adjusts magnification. —3-panel metal cabinet opens up to 
144-page illustrated manual on — 29x13!4x114 inches deep. 
specimen study and collection. 49 N 2101—Wt. 6 Ibs. Set $9.99 
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"Actually see and count | 
blood corpuscles 

Our most 
powerful 

Microscope 
4 turrets magnify 

up to 1200 times 1 : 

normal size Professional-type lab for conducting 
..80 precision bio-chemistry experiments . . includes 
engineered 12 Sea-life slides plus 3 manuals 
there's even a 

super-fine LionelPorter $ 88 eiout. 
adjustment gear Bio-chemistry Set 
,.plus 

extra-sensitive Analyze foods, molds, textiles, water, soils, fabrics and plant life. Lab equip- 

ZOOM lens ment includes 18 chemicals, alcohol lamp, test tubes, petri dish for making 
cultures, shrimp hatchery, manuals and man-made diamonds. 4-turret 
metal microscope magnifies 80 to 1200 times. Includes battery-operated 

light, microtome and slide-making equipment. 4-panel metal cabinet opens 
to 46x1334x3 inches. Microscope from Japan. Order 2 “A” batteries below 

and 2 “C” batteries at bottom of page. 
79 N 2224CM—Shipping weight 14 pounds Set $39.88 

"AA" Battery. Shipping weight each 1 ounce. 

79 N 4666M 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Tm Binocular eyepiece lets 
INVISIBLE WORLD you view with both eyes 

View. with one eye . . or with professional-type Binocular eyepiece . . 

Mechanical stage lets you keep moving specimens in view 

Lionel-Porter 5-turret Microscope Set . . s9 499 
with 110-volt plug-in electrical illumination 

Metal frame microscope has single eyepiece with ZOOM 
lens plus binocular eyepiece. Magnifies 30 to 500 times 
normal size. Electronic stage (order 2 “C” batteries be- 
low) lets you study effects of electricity on organisms. In- 
cludes shrimp hatchery, man-made diamonds, leaf and 
butterfly specimens. Instructions and senior manuals. 

Cutiod pane scans by chrisimasmasetectmcM com 

Glass slides, cover slips, slide labels, dissecting needles 
and tweezers. 4-panel metal cabinet opens to 38x1334x3 
inches. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 2223C—Shipping weight 10 pounds.. . Set $24.99 

"C" Battery. Shipping weight each 2 ounces. 
tel. Sepa Beene 2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 

Gd 
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Build and decorate 
pre-cut projects . 

Add your own artistic touch to tie and pipe racks, 
note and change holders, key racks or book ends. 
Set contains tracing paper so you can pick up 
patterns from magazines . . 
nal designs. 

All electricol items on this ore 
UL listed, 110-120v, 60e, AC. x 

Build 3 detailed models in 1. 
Skeleton holds press-fit vital or- 
gans—no gluing. Both fit clear 
body shell showing major muscu- 
lar, circulatory systems. Plastic, 
13 in. high. Charts, instructions. 
49 N 6380—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02.$2.99 252 SEARS ree 
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24-pc. Wood-burning Set $088 
Electric pen with 2 extra points, 6 wood 
plaques, assorted color foil, 6 water paints, 
brush . . six plaques have line markings. In- 
structions. Also: 2 foil plaques, embossing 
tool, 4 cork coasters, foil transfer sheet. 
49 N 2157—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 02.$2.88 

3699 zx batteries 

Toys, gifts, decorations . . make them all 
from Styrofoam plastic. Base tool is plastic, 
20x7 in. high. Batteries keep it spinning. Order 
4 "D" batteries below, 

Kenner Play Drill 

7 wit aiius $047 cut 
Trigger-action spins a mixer, grinder, 
sparking flint axe, buffer for toy cars, 
and a whirling gyro top. Use wrench, 
screwdriver and trip hammer for work 
on bench. All fit chuck. Plastic. Order 
2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 1515—Wt. 1 lb. 15 oz.. .$3.47 

Sears Battery-powered Workshop for children 

+> 
e—- ==> 

Motorized Saf-T-Saw 

Cut Styrofoam plastic in any 
shape. Plastic and metal; stops 
at slightest pressure, Pattern 

book, holder, decorations, glue. 
Order 2 “D” batteries below. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 
49N1550 

49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz... 

62-pc. Wood-burning Set $966 
Learn to do carving, even leathercraft. Elec- 
tric pen, 4 extra points. 10-pc. bookends, 4 
plaques, 6 cork coasters, 3 leather bookmarks, 
tie rack. 2 chisels, hammer, C-clamp, coping 
saw, decorating essentials. 
49 N 2160—Shipping weight 4 lbs... $8.66 

Extra Wood Plaques $177 

16 white basswood plaques with assorted sub- 
jects. An excellent variety of scenes. 

49 N 2156—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..Set $1.77 

Jio Sav, 
‘Sabre Son. sitos, 
tools in 1 

Quick click turns it from lathe to saw. On-off 
switch, Instructions, 12 pieces “lumber”. 
49 N 1526C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. $6.99 
49 N 1537—Refill Kit. Wt. 8 oz....... 1.39 

-— 

Refill Kit 
$999 without. 

batteries 89c 
Contains 36 sheets 
of 5-in. Styrofoam 
plastic just waiting 

for you to turn 

them into interest- 
ing objects. 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 1551. ..89c 

..$2.99 

2 for 32c; 4 for 60c 



0512588 
]] "The Princess” Doll . . famous Babes in Toyland 
— ballerina in a regal pink rayon s wn, royal 

Silver-color crown. All plastic body 
tands by herself. Turning 

head, go-to-sleep eves. Rooted acetate hair. 
79 N 3606C—32-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs 

blue cape 
movable arms and legs 

$15.88 

Gun Boat. Cannon "shoots" in any directior 
Admiral's head bobs humorously up and down 

from smokestack as boat rolls along. Bright wood. 

49 N 5322— 34 x7x514 in. Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 2 02.1.84 
suma 314 sears 5 
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3] Jumping Jack. Crazy clown wildly waves his 
arms and head as toy rolls on two irregular 

wheels. Smooth wood, brightly finish 
49 N 5305—8x6x7!4 in. Shpg. wt. 1 

[T] Hobby Horse. S neck lets hea 
wood horsie rides on 4 irr ur wheels. Felt 

blanket, saddle a 
49 N 5321 

1 stirrups. Yar 
wt. 1402.81.79 7x614x434 in. high. Shi 

[5] Soldier with Cannon. Moves arm to shoot 
captive out of cannon. Br 

49 N 5307—10x9x434 1 lb. 802..$279 

[E] Soldier on horseback proudly displays Amer 
ican flags. Horse and rider go up and down as 

toy is pulled. Bright-finished wood 
49 N 5306—9x8x3% inches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... .$2.39 

7] Soldier ond Guardhouse. Wooden soldier 
moves arms up and down to keep the "enemy" 

in hardboard guardhouse 

$2.49 
away. Stays "at ease" 
49 N 4521— Soldier, 9 in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 802 

[g Three Soldiers. Can twist into comic poses 
— Vinyl he 
49 N 3716— 

Cotton uniforms, wire frames. 
bout 12 in. tall. Wt. 1 Ib. Set $2.93 



179 UU. EST ün a qui ; 3 a ] | Annette Doll is 
10% inches tall [T] Locomotive. Pistons pump as engineer bobs his head up and down 

— 49 N 5323— Bright-colored wood. 7x6x414 in. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..$1.79 

7] Drummer Boy. Beats a snappy cadence as he rolls along. Bright wood 
— 49 N 5324—91¢x6x4 46 inches. Shipping weight 1 pound $1.84 

3] Wooden Soldier with Gun. Stands at attention . . arms and legs really 
— move. Separate gun, fits into slotted hands. Bright colors; non-toxic 
49 N 5302—9x3x1* inches, Shipping weight 8 ounces, $124 

Doll or Pillow ready to stuff 'n lace. Giant-size replica of the wooden 
— soldier from Babes in Toyland. Yarn, needle, stuffing, instructions 
plus unbreakable 45 rpm record of Victor Herbert's Babes in Toyland. 
79 N 1215C—283 inches high over-all. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz $2.88 

[5] Pegboard Playtiles, Capture the toy soldiers, admiral, battleship and 
many more Toyland favorites with these 336 colorful plastic tiles 

49 N 4517 —18x9-in. Masonite Presdwood board. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. .$2.49 

[6] Annette and her wardrobe. Charming 1014-in. vinyl doll with moving 
arms, legs, head and go-to-sleep eyes. Rooted acetate hair. She wears 

skirt and turtleneck sweater; lace-trimmed heel shoes 
Her wardrobe includes 3 party dresses with taffe ull-length 
rayon cape and hood; nylon stockings and extra hi-heel shoe 
49 N 3412—All packed in sturdy fiberboard trunk. Shpg.wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $7.97 

7] "Punch-me" Soldier. Knock ‘im down. Nose squawks . . comes back 
— for more. Inflatable vinyl with weighted base, 31 inches high. 
49 N 2569 —Shipping weight 2 pounds $1.99 

[8] Electric Portable Phonograph. Comes complete with six 78 rpm records 
— of Babes in Toyland and fairy tale music. Plays all 78 rpm records up 
to 12 inches. Sturdy fiber case . . colorful drum motif. 14x14x16 in. 
79 N 663L—110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC approved. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.$14.49 
79 N 652L— Phonograph only. Shipping weight 9 pounds 13.49 

[9] Indian Skater. Wind him up—he skates about with his bow and arrow 
= 49 N 5766— Bright lithographed steel. 634 in. high. Shpg. wt. 7 oz... .94c 

10] Mechanical Soldier. Really marches along floor beating his drum. 
— Sturdy metal with clock spring motor, attached key. With brake. 
49 N 5767 —5M inches high. Shipping weight 6 oz 94c 

fri] Wood Inlaid Puzzles. Babes in Toyland soldiers with drum; gun boat. 
— 49 N 4520— Each 734x314 inches, Shpg wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz Set $1.97 

fiz] Magic Gun shoots a roll of plastic coated paper 5 feet . . reloads auto- 
T7 matically. Durable plastic. 
49 N 2691—10 inches long. Shipping weight 6 oz. + ve 94c 

i| Ball end Jumping Jack. Hangs on crib or playpen. Arms and legs 
— jump up when string is pulled. Bright wood. 734-in. diam. vinyl ball. 99 
49 N 4535 —2-piece Set. Shipping weight 1 pound $1.94 T 
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r A Marionettes have 
tairplane™ control for 
greatest range of action. 
Bor separates from main 
control to operate both 
the hands and the feet. 

bout 12 inches tall. Tangle-proof ani 
ages 8 a up to control them 

(13) 49 N 5049—Pinocchio — (16) 
(14) 49 N 6134 —Gepetto 

(15) 49 N 5048—Gretel (18) 
320 SEARS «s Shipping weight e à ad 

Tini paa seai by caidas —— 

wt. each 1 Ib. 4 oz. heads, 

SeNousen-ESF 

Molded Wood Heads $669 

Beautifully costumed Pelham r 
tale characters. Molded y 

illy jointed. All are hand made in 

Beautifully dressed Marionettes 
with mouths that move 

$669 to $869 
Hazelle Marionettes. Arms and legs move real Best Pelham Marionettes, 

istically with cloth-bound joints. s, Mouth Charming storybook char- 

"talk" at flick 
color-keyed string on the 
tangle-free crossbar con 

cotton — trol. Hand-decorated wood 
ully jointed bodies 

Prince. .... $8.9 elaborate costumes—each 
8.69 

859 ir 
$49 Made for ages 
esp (9) 49 N6123—Witch 
669 (10) 49 N6124—Old Lady 
6.69. (11) 49N6125-MacHBoozle 

8.69 Wt. each, 1 lb. 2 oz $7.89 

acters 1 
Elaborate cc 
tall. Horse, 

iolded vinyl plastic a 

Round Wood Heads $499 

Good c 1 quality Marionettes designed by famed puppet master Bob 
Pelham « a filled hobby 
for ages 1 wood heads. Fully 

d bodies. Complete with necessary controls for 
tangle-free animation. 12 inches tall. Instructions. 

(19 49 N 6137—T (22) 49 N 5111—Mitzi 

20) 49 N 6138—T (23) 49 N 5157—Clown 
21) 49 N 5$110—F z 

Shipping weight 1 pound R se ..Each $4.99 

lifelike, 



From the wonderful world of 

Jack-in-the-Blocks $266 
6 giant fiberboard nesting blocks topped by a 
plastic Donald Duck jumping from top box. 
to 7-in. sizes. 35 in. high over-all 

49 N 4513—Assembled, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.8oz. $2.66 

Babes in Toyland 

GUNDIKINS 

Each $]99 
j 

p Famous Toyland 
characters in colorful. 
rayon plus. Cotton 

filled. Heads are soft 
vinyl. About 10 inch- 
es. Wt. each 8 oz. 
49 N 4978—Clown 
49 N 4979 —Soldiet 

316 SEARS so $1.99 Each 
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Mickey Mouse Music Box 
D Just turn the crank—plays 

gay tune, then up pops M 'y 

Mouse complete with bow tie and 
a mischievous grin. Metal box 544 
inches high and decorated with 
Disney characters 
49 N A570— Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 202. $1.99 

Disney Scenic Express 

Wind-up Train 

7) Zips around its magic kingdom 
about 20 times on one wind- 

ing! 22x13-inch 
attached grooved track, is decora- 
ted with Disney characters, 3-unit 
train has plastic engine with 

attached key, metal tender and 
car, 2 tunnels. 
79 N 9510C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, $2.94 

metal base has 

Walt Disney 

Xylophone 

Produces beautiful tones on 
the felt-cushioned, tempered 

steel bars. Disney characters add 
to the fun, 13 in. long. 2 mallets, 
music book included. 
49 N 606— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz $2.59 

Disney Puzzles 

amuse and educate 

(E) Four puzzles starring Don- 
ald Duck, Dumbo, Bambi, 

3 Little Pigs. 13x10 inches 
49 N 4689 —Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .92c 

Donald and Mickey 

Donald Duck's a hand; 
and Mickey Mou 
squeaking squeeze tc 
lasting vinyl in non-toxic colors. 
49 N 4463—Shipping wt, 9 oz 

[3] Set of 34 Disneykinsi), ‘The teeniest, weeniest, most lovable 
playthings in the whole wide world . , delightful as ornaments 

for a what-not shelf, too, Each is a character made famous by 
Disney, each is skillfully modeled in plastic and hand painted. 
49 N 5998— Made in Hong Kong. Shipping weight 1 Ib. $3.43 

[n Three Disneykin Play Sets, Each set's in its own miniature 
cardboard stage. First set stars Snow White and the 7 dwarfs; 

the second, Mickey and Minnie Mouse and 3 friends; the third, 
Pecos Bill and 4 others. Each set has 5 to 8 Disneykins, 
49 N 5988— Made in Hong Kong. Shipping weight 10 oz.. . ..$2.67 

Donald Duck 
Electric Portable 

Plays all 78 rpm records up to 12 
inches. Includes ten 6-inch records 
and 24-record plastic rack. Blue 
and white pyroxylin covered fiber 
case wipes clean. Tone chamber is 
amplified. Sound head locks into 
playing and rest positions. 

Replay attachment repeats 6 
and 7-inch records automatically, 
Loud and soft needles included. 11 
inches square, 6 inches high. 
49 N 696—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs, . $10.29 
49 N 676—Without rack, records, 

r. Shpg. wt. 6lbs. . $8.29 

Bom $1 69 

ap boat 
cute little 

Soft, long 

$1.69 



CCELI. 
5-foot Playtheater 

Hang the gay plastic curtain from the top 
and there's the sí ready for a marionette 
show, Simply shift the curtain and you have 

a hand puppet playhouse. Big 5-foot height 
gives the needed performing room for junior 
puppeteers. 

Made of sturdy reinforced fiberboard— 
easy to set up and put away; folds flat for 
storage, Interlocking assembly. Puppets not 
included, Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
79 N 4989C $4.89 

One-hand control 

[s^ Gund Marionettes $339 u ul 
Start junior puppeteers with famous cartoon able, extra large puppets with a new idea in animation. Push button keys on 
chayacters. Simple one-hand control gives sturdy plastic paddle produce comic actions. Tangleproof strings. 14 in. tall with 
easy animation. Control, hands, feet of hard 

Heads molded of vinyl with painted plastic ; t Each comes packed in box that can be used as a stage 
features. Colorful cotton percale and felt — _ x 3 
costumes: 12 inches high. Shipping weight [7] Raggedy Ann. All cotton fabrics. (g) Fred Flintstone. Rayon plush 
ek 10 ouices Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz body, vinyl head. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

49 N 6126 

»odies of cotto: 

Lights up 
Puppets perform 

before 

real footlights 

Converts to 
hand puppet theate. 

Sturdily made of hardwood and hardboard 
Happi-Time Footlights Theater designed for use as a hand puppet or marionette 

playhouse by lifting out stage floor. Four C74 footlights (included) light stage for 

realistic performances. Sliding “curtain” panels add professional touch. 

D Table Model, 24 inches high. Makes excel- 
lent use of limited space for playtime enter- 

tainment; easy to store. Youngsters can act out 
exciting stories with either hand puppets -or 
marionettes in front of castle background scene, 
Royalty red, yellow trim. UL approved. 110-120- 

o Floor Model, 49 in. high. Comes complete 
with two interchangeable background scenes 

—a castle scene and a forest scene—for a wide 
variety of thrilling action stories. Royalty red 
with yellow curtain panels, UL approved. 110- 
120 volt AC; 6-ft. cord. Stage size 21x8 in. Height. 

volt AC; 6-ft. cord. Stage 21x8-in. Assembles to stage 214 inches. Assembles easily with 8 
easily with 8 wood screws, Puppets not included. screws. Puppets not included. 
79 N 5073C—Shipping weight 13 pounds.....$8.99 — 79 N 5192L—Shipping weight 21 pounds.. .. $14.99 

Push-button Puppinettes' 

8599 
Easy-to-operate paddle control 

Oversized bodies soft to hug 

+ 
: 

t. rayon plush or rayon plusi 

$5.99 — 49 N 6128 

cotton fabric combinations. 

$5.9? (3) 49 N 6130—]Jiminy $3.39 
(4) 49 N 6131 — Mic 3.39 3] Terrier. All rayon plush. Shipping fp] Yogi Bear. Rayon plush body, 
(5) 49 N 6132— Popeye. 3.39 - weight 2 lbs. — vinyl head. Shpz. wt. 2 Ibs. 
(6) 49 N6133—Olive Oyl 339 49 N 6127 $599 — A9 N 6129 $5.99 »s SEARS 321 
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Pelham Marionettes 

$544 Any 9 for $1()54 
Could be the start of a fun-filled profitable 
hobby. Designed by puppet master Bob 
Pelham of England. Complete with neces- 
sary controls for lifelike, 
animation. Round wooden heads, bodies, 
metal joints. 12 inches tall. Instructions 
included. Shpg. wt., each, 1 Ib. 

Each $5.44 

d 49 N5111—Mitzi Any 2 or mor 
4| 49 N 5152—Cowboy í each $5,27 
(5) 49 N 5153— Cowgirl 

2-way Puppet Play Theater ¢ 499 

Not only provides hours of entertainment but could 
also start a profitable hobby. Big 5-foot fiberboard 
theater converts from a marionette stage to a hand- 

puppet playhouse by shifting plastic curtain, Plenty 
of standing room for puppeteers. Folds flat. 
79 N 4989 C—Wt. 9 Ibs. Puppets not incl....... 

Starring Walt Disney's belo 

Better quality Pelham marionettes. 
duction of a wi 
wood compos 
Tangleproof animation, 

E] 49 N 5055— Minnie Mo: 
49 N 5054— Mickey Mous 
49 N 5048—Gret 

9} 49 N 5050—Jiminy Cricket. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
t| 49 N 5056— Donald Duck. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
[i] 49 N 5047—MHanel. Shipping we 
lit] 49 N 5049— Pinocchio. Shipping weight 1 pound. 

ch $6.88... 

ed characters 

$688 Any 2 for $1332 

nown Disne: 
on hea 

or stor 

Shipping 

Shari Lewis Puppet Set. 
Youngsters will enjoy imitat- 

ing Shari talking to Lamb Chop, 
Hush Puppy and Charlie Horse. 
Heads have painted, washable 
vinyl faces, bodies are cotton. 
49 N 5026—Shipping weight 
1 pound ) Set $2.97 

ght 1 pound. 

ach is an authentic repro- 
book character. Molded 

, more elaborate costumes than at left. 
Zach about 12 in. high. Age 8 and over. 

ipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 o; 
veight 1 pound. 

any 2 or more, 

Walt Disney Hand Puppet Sets. All have 
squeaker voices, soft vinyl heads, cotton 
clothes. Box can be converted to stage. 

Shipping weight, set, 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

[ii] 49 N 5031 —Mickey and Minnie Mouse. 
Donald Duck, Pluto. Set $3.77 

49 N4997—Babes in Toyland charac- 
ters including the Cadet, Clown, Gon- 

zorgo, Toy Maker..... Set $ 

“Billy Goon" Sock Puppets (left). De- 
signed by famed puppeteer, Bill Baird. 
Includes Goony Bird and Alligator. Soft 
vinyl heads and cotton knit bodies. 
49 N 5038—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $1.99 

Huck Hound Hand 
Puppet Set. What a 
show they'll put on 
making believe they're 
Yogi Bear, Huckle- 
berry Hound, Jinxie 
the Cat and Pixie the 
Mouse. Washable vinyl 
plastic molded heads. 
Bodies are brightly 
colored rayon plush 
with cotton felt trim- 
ming. Shipping weight, 
set, 2 Ibs. 8 ounces. 
Set of four. 

49N4984..... $6.77 

s SEARS 317 



HAND PUPPETS 
We can wave, nod, bow 

| Animal Puppets . . so realistic $244 
we seem to come alive i 

idly creatures made in West Ge ny. Fur-look bodies 
s of soft plush . . 58% wool an 
Heads fii 

oking gl 
9 to 1034 

(1) 49 N 6102—M 

% cotton on cotton 
nly stuffed with excelsior seem so natural. 

s eyes, Embroidered or hand-decorated facial 

inches tall, 

key (4) 49 N.6105—Horse 
(2) 49 N 6103— Bear (5) 49 N 6106—Lion 
(3) 49 N6104—Kitten (6) 49 N6101—Te: 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. s.s.s eene + Each $2.44 

Glove Puppets . . full-length bodies $179 

for life-like walking, dancing P 

Almost as much animation as a marionette. Cotton “costumes” in 
bright colors and prints. Vinyl heads with expressive flexible 

mouths, Black plastic shoes. Heads remove easily to permit laun 

dering. 13 to 14 s tall 
(7) 49 N6107: n Crocodile (10) 49 N 6111—Gold Fish 
(8. 49 N6108—Tan Chipmunk (11) 49 N 6112—Green Frog 
(9) 49 N 6109— Blue Ja (12) 49 N 6110—Red Dragon 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. . ... essere m... Each $129 

TV Cartoon Puppets . . bring 89: 
your favorite characters to life 

Molded vinyl heads. Brightly colored cotton percale bodies with 

1 felt touches. Can be laundered, 10 inches tall. cottoi 
(13) 49 N6113-Yogi Bear (18) 49 N 6119-Fred Flintstone 
(14) 49 Néll4-Huck Hound (19) 49 N6120-Barney Rubble 
(15) 49 N6115-Pixie M (20) 49 N 6121-Dino the Din saur 
(18 49 N6116-Dixie M (21) 49 N 6117-Bozo the Clown 
(17) 49 N 6118-Quick Draw McGraw 
E g weight 6 ounces T ED Each 89 

Charge ít íf you wish . . 

see pages 24l and 242 

Puppet r, 4 Puppets, $699 
Record, Scenery to Color Set 

Easy to set up stage of corrugated fiberboard, 51 inches tall; 

Walt Disney TV’s Shari Lewis Billy Goon 

$379 $9279 

Mickey and Minnie Mouse, Lovable comic characters. and Allig 39 inches wide at roof, 28 inches at stage. Cotton felt puppets 
Donald Duck and Pluto Youngsters act TV s d by famous .. Foxy Fox, Happy Hippo. George Giraffe, Ziggy Zebra. 
chatter with s T Voices with Lamb Chop. Bil B Scripts for two people with corresponding 45 RPM record 
Soft vinyl heads and cotton Horse ush Puppy t vinyl heads, contain 4 complete puppet shows with character voices and 
clothes. Box converts to vinyl heads, cotton bodies. sleeve bod sound effects. All necessary scenery beautifully drawn on 4 
stage. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz Record included. Wt. 1 lb. wt. 1 Ib cardboard sheets . . ready to color and cut out. 
49 N 5031 Set $379 — A9 N 5193 Set $279 — 49 N 5038 Set $1.89 79 N 6122C—Shipping weight 6 pounds..........-.-Set $6.99 

322 SEARS » as r 
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Tiny Tears with case and layette $844 114-In. doll 

Lovable as baby sister and so much like her in so many wonderful ways. Chubby 
body has velvety soft vinyl skin, jointed arms and legs . . plastic head has creamy 
finish and rooted Saran hair. She arrives in a pretty fiberboard th me 
hinges and plastic handle . . just what little girls need when they take her travel- 
ing or need a neat place to keep her layette, Dressed for fun in cotton romper 
brings her own extra dress of cotton with matching panties, bonnet and booties. 

Care for her with diaper, bottle, washcloth, spon, pins, clothespins . . keep her 
happy with pacifier or bubble pipe. Instructions included for novice mommies. 
49 N 3236—1114-inch doll, layette and case. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs $8.44 
49 N 3239 —16-inch doll, layette and case. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz 10,97 
79 N 3238C—20-inch doll, layette and case. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 15.97 

A 
N J 

Tiny Tears and layette s77 bey 

1314-inch doll has same features as above. Shi 
charming armful and comes to your little girl in 
embossed cotton romper. Layette consists of cot- 
ton dress, panties. Accessories include: bottle, 

diaper, pins, sponge, bubble pipe, washcloth, 
pacifier, booties, instructions. Shipping weight 
3 pounds. 
49 N 3235—1334-inch doll. 8777 
11YA-inch doll. As above but without dress, panties. 
49 N 3230—Shipping weight 2 pounds $5.97 

318 SEARS soc 
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Ol feno. 
x . Rock me, I slowly close my 

eyes..squeeze me, I cry tears. 

Iblow bubbles, drink from my 

bottle, wet my diaper. I can 

T NE shampooed. 

Tiny Tears with Spra-bath and layette $1749 

16-inch doll has same features as Tiny Tears sold at left. Comes with action 
spra-bath designed to give her new mommy hours of bathing fun. Spray attach 
ment operates on battery-driven motor. Uses 3 standard flashlight batteries 

(not incl., order below). Doll can be showered in 1-inch of water . . re-circulates 
. no attachment to tap necessary. Polyethylene tub is rust, peal, leak and 

puncture proof. Soap and accessory sections molded in. Removable br: 
finished metal stand is 27-in, high. Detachable table for dressing Tiny Tears. 
She wears cotton romper. Layette: cotton dress, bonnet, panties, bottle, diaper, 
pins, sponge, bubble pipe, washcloth, booties, pacifier, clothespins, instructions, 

79 N 3252CM— Doll, layette and 26x14x5-inch bath. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs $1749 
79 N 4662M —" D" batteries. Shipping weight, two, 8 oz. 2 for 39c 

Tiny Tears with 

cradle and layette 

$1397 

16-inch doll has features described at 
left above. De luxe rocking crib of 
white plastic is sturdily crafted, ex- 
quisitely decorated, Handle-like cut- 
outs make it easy to move. Tiny Tears 

wears cotton romper. Lay 
dress with matching panties, bottle, 
diaper, pins, sponge, bubble pipe, 
booties, pacifier and complete instruc- 
tions. 
79 N 3249C. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... . .$13.97 

Tiny Tears with 

playpen and layette 

$1099 
16-in. doll with features described at 
left above . . except has painted mold- 

ed hair. Her 18-in. square plastic play- 
pen is easily set up. She wears white 
cotton romper, edged in pink. Layette 

includes: 2-tone cotton dress, match- 
ing panties. Also—bottle, diaper, 
pins, sponge, bubble pipe, pacifier, 
washcloth, clothespins, instructions. 

79 N 3237C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. ...$10.99 

"Charge It” . . see page 218A 



Tru-Vue® Electric Theater with 

20 favorite Disney Film Strips 

$779 

Show 140 color pictures. Insert 7-scene story 
strip in high-impact plastic projector . . has 
30-watt bulb. Focus knurled lens, turn knob 
to advance film. 5-ft. cord. UL approved, 110- 
120-v, 60-c AC. 10x10-in. screen on 3-D 
stage with playbill board plus "drive in" 
screen at rear. Separate plastic slide-viewer 
for pre-viewing shows. 
49 N 5093— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. B oz........$7.79 

Tru-Vue® Safari Picture Gun 

Start with 8-scene adventureland tour, then 
aim at an animal in one of the 10 dual- 
action, big-game pictures, pull trigger, see 
him “bite the dust" as film is advanced by 
trigger action. View all 28 exciting full-color 
scenes through telescopic picture sight. 15-in. 

Picture gun of break-resistant styrene. 
49 N 5147—Shipping weight 1 pound... .$279 

Be a “disc jockey” 
‘Transmit voice 10 feet with 

Junior Broadcasting Set 

$7799 without. 

Broadcast your own talent show . . discover 
the thrill of being a sports announcer or 
disc jockey with the electronic microphone 
and transistorized loud - Transmits, 
amplifies by means of 4 “C” batteries (order 
below). Adjust the aluminum stand from 10 
in. to 39 in. for use on floor or table. Plastic 
mike, amplifier, 10-foot cord. 
49 N 5142— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.. . .$7.99 

"C" Batteries. Shipping weight 2 ounces, 
49 N A665. ,....... s -Each 16c.,.4 for 60c 

Täti pads scans by cheiainas eselecieical Gomi 

e Huckleberry Hound 

* Quick Draw McDraw 

e The Flintstones * Yogi Bear 

with cartoon film strips 

$399 to $659 best 

Focus 10x6-in. high plastic projector on wall or ceiling . . snap switch, pull a strip of 7 color slides through. 
Enlarges any 35mm slide to 5x5 ft. Uses 3 “D” batteries (not included, order below). 

Projector, 112 color slides. 16 shows including Larger Set: projector, 224 slides. 32 shows, 21 
Huck, Yogi, Quick Draw, Flintstones, others. clear draw-and-wipe-off slides, 3 color pencils. 
49 N 5007—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 oz.....$3.99 — 79 N 5002C—Shipping weight 3 pounds.........$6.59 
49 N 4660—" D" battery. Wt. 4 oz. Ea. l6c;4 for60c — 79 N 4660—"D" battery. Wt. 4 oz.. Ea. 16c;4 for 60¢ 

Portable Magnajector enlarges 

maps, snapshots to 4 feet wide 

$669 

No need for film, slides or negatives. Projects photos, 
comics, charts, pictures in color or black and white. Just 
place them under 12x5x8-in. plastic projector or into sliding 
tray. Uses 60-w bulb (not incl.), has adjustable twin lenses, 
on-off turn switch. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 32x36-in. 
screen. 3x3% “Your World," “Your U.S.A.” projection 
cards, instructions, cord in carry case. 
49 N 5020—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces........ .$6.69 

Hocus Pocus Magic Set 

$389 

Everything you need to stage a 
complete magic show. Magic 
wand, phantom cards, shell trick, 
multiplying coins, many others. 
Book of 101 s shows you 
how to use 19 items in set to 
mystify your audience. 
49 N 5097 —Wtt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.89 

REMCO Showboat 

$777 

Set up scenery, raise curtain, on with 
the show. 243¢-in. Showboat of pink 
styrene, black trim; has 11}4-in. scaled 
stage for giving real shows. 16-page 
script for Heidi, Cinderella, Wizard of 
Oz, Pinocchio; each with scenery illus- 
trations, stage directions, sets for 2 acts. 
2 to 4-inch high cardboard characters on 
plastic bases may be maneuvered by 
hand around stage or on floor. 
79 N 1422C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs... . $7.77 

Battle of Bunker Hill 

$399 

Build log cabins, forts . . stage 
famous battle with shooting 
cannons. 63-piece battle set 
with ten 8-in. soldiers. 2 can- 
nons shoot 6 “pop” corks up to 
20 ft. 42 plastic logs, asst’d sizes; 
2 roof supports; 1 roof. 
79 N 5161L—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $3.99 

54-in. Twistables 

89: so 
Bend 'em into many comical 
positions, hang anywhere. Du- 
rable plastic with flexible wired 
arms, legs. Cotton cloth outfits. 

49 N 6150—]Jiminy Cricket 
49 N 6151— Pinocchio 
49 N6149—Mickey Mouse 
Shipping wt. 4 oz.....Each 89e 
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$1298 

BUTTERBALL .. a bundle of joy 

She's a 6-month-old infant, 22 inches tall, and has the most 

enchanting baby face. Molded of new “Magi-Foam” vinyl that's 

almost identical to real baby skin in texture and flexibility. So 

light in weight she floats in a tub and is washable. 
Sleeping ey e lashed. Her rooted Saran hair is fun to comb. 

See her in terry cloth robe with rabbit-eared hood, outlined in 

striped cotton. Matching panties. Knit booties. For a quick 
change she brings along her favorite pique dress with contrasting 

trim. Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N 3264C— Butterball with extra dress ...$12.98 

TOODLES .. her peek-a-boo 
eyes watch you from any angle $1545 

Our "little girl” doll has jointed arms and legs; turning head; 
toddling feet. Goes walking with play mommy’s hand in hers . . 
sits and stands. Open and close eyes love to watch mommy move 
about. Rooted Saran hair is fun to brush and set. Of smooth lifelike 
vinyl. She's stylish in 2-piece cotton Capri pajamas. Embroidered 
3 pants trimmed in lace . . rayon satin slippen 
pique dress with collar trimmed in colorful embroidery and trailing 
bow. Matching pique panties. White socks, “suede” shoes. 
79 N 3336C—25-inch Toodles and wardrobe. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. .$15.45 
79 N 33571 —30-inch Toodles and wardrobe. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... 19.97 

Citai nade scans by deisimasmiselediwical Gom 

'TOODLE-LOO . . soft as baby skin to touch 

o 21-inch newborn infant doll in bassinet. 
Wisps of rooted Saran hair, tied with bow, 

frame her precious face. Painted eyes. "Magi 
Foam" vinyl gives her petal-soft texture. Wears 
christening dress of sheer nylon, inserted with 
lace and scalloped in lace at hem. Diaper, 
booties. Bassinet rests on brass-finished tubular 
metal stand, rolls from room to room on plastic 
casters. Has liner, ruffled nylon, rayon bow. 
Shipping weight 12 lbs. 
79 N 3259L— Baby, Bassinet $16.97 

BETSY McCALL AA 
30 inches tall . . 
sits, poses, even 

stands on one leg 

See pre-teen Betsy featured in 
McCall magazine. She's jointed 
at hips, upper thighs, ankles, arms 
and wrists. Assumes many differ- 
ent positions. Long, glamorous 
Saran hair is rooted . . can be 
washed, set, Durable, lightweight 
plastic, 

Her dress $1698 
is cotton 

3) Full-skirted with ric-rac trim. 
White eyelet. apron. Panties. 

White socks, black slippers. 
79 N 3396C—Wt. 7 Ibs... . ..$16.98 

In pretty 
pinafore 81888 

[9 Rayon velvet pinafore with 
contrasting ric-rac. White cot- 

ton blouse, Rayon net petticoat 
buoyed with tulle ruffle. Knit cot- 
ton leotards, elastic in waist. Felt. 
shoes. 
79 N 3399 C—Wt. 7 Ibs... ... $18.88. 

Same 21 -inch baby doll sold ot left. 
She comes to her happy, little mother 

dressed in the daintiest can-can panties, 
Styled of embroidered sheer nylon . 

la. edged in flirty e ruffles . . and a sur- 
prise bow smack in the middle of back 
Topped with matching bib centered with 
pretty posies, Two-tone booties keep her 
toes warm. Order extra clothes on page 
320, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 N 3255— Doll only ++ $879 
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Picture Radios 
you hang on the wall 

Only 2 inches thick . . 3-transistor radio built into frame 
. speaker behind linen print 

You'll use this completely “portable” radio in any room. 
Beautiful 8x10-in, linen print of famous painting in full Your 
color is set in 134-in. genuine oak frame with white and Choice 
gold-color finish. Station dial, on-off and volume control 88 
at side of frame, Gives excellent local reception. Built-in $14 
antenna, Use six “C” batteries (order below). 
P 49 N 6390— Ballerina. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. ..$14.88 

49 N 6391 —Western. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. .. 14.88 

49 N 4665—' Batteries. Shpg. wt. 2 oz... Each 16e; 4 for 60c 

Add Picture-speaker to your transistor radio 

4798 
Hang picture on wall. Connect 
15-ft. extension cord and plug 
to any transistor radio that has 

standard earphone jack. Listen 
to rich, deep tones—amplified 
by hidden 8-ohm speaker and 
cabinet. 8x10-in. linen prints in 
134-in. oak frame, white and 
gold-color finish. Ballerina, 
Western Scene are shown above. 
Shpg. wt. each 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 6392— Disney Scene. . .$7.98 
49 N 6393— Ballerina. . .... 7.98 
49 N 6394— Western Scene. 7.98 

Three-transistor 
“Earphone” Radio 

Fits in your pocket . . 

just 4! 4x3x1l inch deep 

$498 ines 
Crystal earphone lets you enjoy local pro- 
grams clearly . . without disturbing oth- 

ers, Built-in antenna and leather carrying 
case. Volume control, tuner, 24-in. cord. 
Cannot be used with Picture-speakers 
above. Order 9-volt battery below. 
49 N 2326M—Shipping wt. 9 oz... ...$4.98 

9-volt Transistor Battery for above. 
49 N 6417M—Shipping wt. 4 oz... Each 45c 
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Listen privately by earphone 
. . or switch to speaker 

Powerful 3-transistor Radio viet 
has a built-in antenna $788 = 

Brings in local stations with amazing fidelity and tonal quality . 
yet fits in the palm of your hand. Smartly styled case molded of 
high-impact plastic. to-read station selector dial simplifies 
tuning. Volume control lets you adjust best level for listening. Sen- 
sitive built-in antenna makes aerial unnecessary. Printed circuit. 
Completely portable . . pocket sizes 414x2(x134 inches. With 
magnetic plug-in earphone, 30-in. cord. Order 9-v. battery below. 
49 N 2302M —Shipping weight 11 ounces ref 
49 N6417M—9-volt Transistor Battery. Shpg. wt. 40z..........45¢ 

REMCO'S Caravelle $1888 ad 
Radio and Transmitter ames 

Broadcast your own voice, send code messages to any radio in your 
home from this modern, “communications central.” You can even 
receive local radio programs . . . all without wires. Built-in “monii 
speaker lets you hear your voice as you talk. 

This exciting transistorized set has transmitter, 834-inch stand-up 
microphone, oscillator key to send wireless code, 334-foot telescoping 
antenna, loud speaker and Morse Code booklet. Light blue, molded- 
plastic console case 2234x10x4 inches deep. Requires one 9-volt transis- 
tor battery, order, below. No license needed. 
79 N 638? CM—Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 N 6417M—9-volt Transistor Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

-$18.88 
m 



Cuddly 21-inch baby with luxurious basket $098 

21-inch doll. Winsome as a living bab: 

of rooted “hair” fringing her lifelike face. 
legs, like a real baby's. Detailed to unbelievable prettiness 
hands and toes. Drinks from life-size “Evenflo” bottle. Wets, too. 

Wears knit shirt and plastic panties. Comes in cotton flannel blanket bound 
in rayon satin. Basket ruffled in printed rayon taffeta. Rayon satin lined, trim 
and handles, 
79 N 3175C—21-inch doll in 203§x1214x6-inch basket. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs... $9.98 

pg. wt. 5 Ibs. i» 6.99 79 N 3111 C—21-inch doll with blanket only. S 

Drink-wet, fully jointed and exquisitely dressed 

She has such a wide-eyed appealing look 
in her lashed sleeping eyes’. . you tan't help hugging her. Note the dainty wisps 

Soft vinyl body has chubby arms and 
down to her dimpled 

20-inch doll. A perky 
little armful with curly 

rooted Saran hair. Go-to- 
sleep eyes have long lashes. 
Plastic body with soft vinyl 
head. Wears sheer ninon 
dress and bonnet drifted in 
baby lace . . attached slip, 
cotton panties, rayonsocks, 
vinyl shoes, plastic bottle, 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 3038 $4.98 

23-inch cutie with big 
eyes has sweet baby 

face. Curly rooted Saran 
hair is spiced with dainty 
bow. Lashed, sleeping 
eyes, plastic body, soft 
turning vinyl head. Cot 
ton romper topped with 

embossed pique apron; 
plastic bottle, socks, 

shoes. Wt. 4 lbs. 
79 N 3050C $5.99 

[3] 26-inch baby car 
— ries own bottle. 
Soft, life-like vinyl 
body, turning head. 
Lashed sleeping eyes. 
Rooted “hair” tobrush. 
Dressed in stylish cot- 
ton coat and hat; rayon 
taffeta dress; knit 
panties, booties. Shpg. 
wt. 5 Ibs. 

79 N 3045C........$7.99 

Clothing for Baby Dolls . . Sizes 12 to 28 inches 
Keep ’em prettily dressed all year 'round. Smartly styled, nicely detailed. 
Well made of fine fabrics. Shipping weight each, 10 ounces. 
[A] Baby Sleeper and Robe Set. Cotton Snowsuit and bonnet of rayon 

sleeper, cotton flannelette robe, quilting. Trim on collar, sleeves, 
bonnet. Zipper closure. Tassel tie, 
49 N 3461— Sizes 12 to 13 in. 

49 N 3463— Sizes 18 to 19 in. 
49 N 3471— Sizes 20 to 21 in. 
49 N 3472—Sizes 24 to 25 in. 

Coat, bonnet - ; cotton cordana. ` (7] Dol Layette. Nylon dress and bon- 
Contrasting collar, Pretty trim net with pretty, ruffled trim. 

on bonnet, collar, cuffs. Cotton slip, socks and shoes. 
49 N3418—Sizes 12 to 13 
49 N 3425— Sizes 14 to 15 
49 N 3426—Sizes 16 to 17 it 

Y 49 N 3427— Sizes 18 to 19 
2.39 — 49 N3428—Sizes 20 to 21 i 

49 N 3429— Sizes 22 to 23 
49 N 3434—Size 28 inches... 

49 N 3494— Sizes 24 to 25 in. 
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Low priced yet fully jointed and nicely dressed 

Here they are—huggable, fully jointed and dressed to thrill your little girl—yet 
so economically priced at Sears. Each has rooted Saran hair to wash, brush and 
style for hours of playtime fun. Sleeping eyes are prettily accented with thick 
lashes. Bodies are lightweight plastic and easy to whisk clean with damp cloth. 
15-in. toddler. Greets 
her new mommy in latest 
style poodle cut, perched 
with dainty bow. Her 
plastic body is light- 
weight. Cotton and ninon 
dress is enchanted with 
dainty lace. Cotton pant- 
ies, rayon socks; slip-on 
vinyl shoes. Wt. 11b. 3 oz. 
49 N 3014 $2.97 

18-inch drink-and-wet 
baby brings her own bot- 
tle. Poodle hairdo is 
flashed with tiny bow 
to a little girl's liking. 
Molded plastic body. 
Printed cotton dress with 
lace and ribbon trim. 
Panties, socks, vinyl 
shoes. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 3036. . $3.89 

18-inch drink-and-wet 
doll. Wears coat and hat. 
Fluffed poodle hair style. 
Her rayon dress is trim- 
med with ric-rac. Arnel® 
triacetate and cotton 
coat, matching bonnet. 
Knit panties, rayon socks 
and vinyl shoes. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 3041 $4.98 



$9799 l ! 
i 

without batteries X 

Phone size . . 12 mile range 

EMENEE WALKIE-TALKTES 
No wires, no aiming, no earplugs . . these transistorized Walkie- 
"Talkies are as easy to use as your telephone. Just push button to talk, 
release to listen. Control volume, switch on or off. Not just a toy 
but a useful communications tool for hikes, sports, on the farm. 
Molded plastic, ivory color. 3-ft. steel antenna. Transmits on Citizens 
Band . . no license needed: Order 1 battery below. 
49 N 6382M—Shipping weight 4 lbs. : A Set $37.99 
49 N6417M—5-volt Transistor Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz......Each 45e 

Talk 2 ways 
up to 25 feet . . 
Hand Phones 

$ 379 without 
batteries 

Hold 2-way conversations with 
your pals. Press button to 

buzz for attention. Voice car- 
ries through clearly. Light- 
weight, bigh-impact plastic 
receivers; 8 in. long, 2 wall 
hangers, 25 ft. wire. Batteries 
not included (order 2 below). 
49 N2091—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $3.79 

"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. 2 oz 
49 N A665. . . . Ea. 16c;4 for 60¢ 

batteries 
REMCO Empress $966 without 

Desk and Phone Set 

She'll love the little cubby holes, swinging cupboard doors and pull- 
out drawers that she'll use in this 18x12x5%-in. pink plastic desk 
Two-way battery-run Empress phones are 34 phone size, pink plastic. 
Dial lights up, bell signals on other phone. On-off switch, 25 ft. cord 
Plastic ruler, letter opener, calendar, clips, etc. Order 4 batteries below. 
79 N 2176C— Phone and Desk Set with accessories. Wt. 7 Ibs. $9.66 

79 N 4660—'"D'" Batteries for above. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

49 N 6387— Phone Set. Order 4 “D” batteries at right. Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. $6.88 
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Any room is a whisper away 
Emenee's super-sensitive 

Intercom System 

From the master control center you 
switch to either of the 2 receiver- 
sending stations, Talk or listen . 
they'll pick up sounds from across the 
room. Saves steps when you want to 
talk to someone in the house. 6x5-inch 

$1688 cx 
ivory color plastic stations can be hung 

on wall, connected in any room. Master 
control 10x744 inches, operates on 4 
“D” batteries (order 49 N 4660 below). 
50-ft. cord. 
49 N 6388—NW't. 5 Ibs, 120z. . Set $16.88 

Now in 

black or red 

Phone Set transmits voices 

loud and clear over 30 feet 
String out the 30-ft. wire, dial 
and talk between offices, rooms, 
use indoors or out. Hours of fun 
as children of all ages carry on 
phone conversations. Gives un- 
usually loud, distinct voice trans- 
mission. 8-inch receivers. 

Plastic bases are 4x7x4 in. high, 34 real 
size. Order 4 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 6383— Black Set, Wt. 3 Ibs, 2 oz. 
49 N 6386—Red Set. Wt. 31bs. 2 oz... 

botteries. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 4560. ..Each l6c. . .4 for 60c 
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Betsy Wetsy with with. 
layette , , low as molded hair 

$588 

drinks, wets, coos 

and 

cries real tears 

sut M 
so p ME 

v s897 r 

Famous Betsy has the most precious baby face ever to win 
an adoring little girl's heart. Look at those big, moving, 

innocent eyes. Large tears well up in them and roll down 
her cheeks. Vinyl plastic body has a skin-soft touch. Arms, 
legs are jointed, head turns. Rooted Saran hair is baby styled. 

ty Now Betsy adds a new thrill to mother's care. She comes 
with bubble bath. And she loves to be bathed in her tub full 

of water, bursting with fragrant bubbles. Dressed in romper. 
Layette includes: assorted style cotton dress and bonnet; diaper; 

y pins; 3 powder puffs; bottle and nipple; soap; washcloth; 
6 clothes pin ooties. Molded plastic tub in size to fit 

each doll, along with package of 12-oz. bubble bath. 
49 N 3167—13-inch doll, layette and tub, Wt. 3 Ibs. $7.98 
49 N 3168—17-inch doll, layette and tub. Wt. 4 Ibs, 11.97 
79 N 3169C—23-inch doll, layette and tub. Her tub has bracket to 
fit across standard size bath tub. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... $14.97 

B Betsy with rooted Saran hair. Wears panties to match dress. 
Layette has two-tone cotton dress, bonnet; 3 powder puffs; 

soap; washcloth; bottle, tissues; 6 clothes pins and booties. 

49 N 3130—13-inch doll, layette. Shp 2 Ibs. PPE $6487 
49 N 3131—17-inch doll, layette. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs........ 977 

Betsy with molded hair. Otherwise the same as (2) above. 

49 N 3128—13-inch doll, layette, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 55.88 
49 N 3129—17-inch doll, layette. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs..... 7.97 

s pretty as a beauty contest 4 
D winner. Lifelike detail and skin tone. Her doting young 
mother can dampen, brush and set her rooted Saran hair. She's 
ready for feeding time with her own bottle. Fully jointed to 
assume lifelike positions. Drinks, wets and has sleeping eyes. 
Dressed for play in adorable romper outfit. A dainty bow ties 
her shining hair. Booties fancied with bows. 

i T 321 79 N 3190C—23-inch doll. Shipping weight 4 Ibs....... + -$8.97 we SEARS 
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Over 800 bein m dentes s 
learn glass blowing . . build models of atoms Set $1988 

Lionel-Porter Chemcraft Special Lab teaches elements of chemistry. Includes 
spectroscope for flame-color analysis, spinthariscope for viewing harmless radio- 
active particles, glass blowing, gram molecular balance (so delicate it can weigh 
a feather), centrifuge, atomic model kit, rocket, alcohol lamp, 28 jars chemicals, 
test tubes, racks, 5 manuals, accessories. 6-panel metal cabinet, 69x13 in. open. 

-. Set $19.88 79 N 2092C—Shipping weight 15 pounds. . 

Over 1000 experiments in chemistry, glass, Set s2988 
atoms . . even work with plastics and gases yo money pown 
Lionel-Porter’s largest Chemcraft Master Lab. Perform realistic experiments using 
the most “up-to-date” laboratory equipment: agitator, centrifuge, gram molecular 
balance, spectroscope, spinthariscope, gas generator, alcohol lamp, tripod, Pyrex 
beaker, florence flask, even a chemical rocket and a secret-writing pen. Also atomic 
model kit, wash bottle, 35 jars chemicals, test tubes, racks, 7 manuals. 6-panel 
metal cabinet, 69x13 in. open. Order 1 “C” battery below. 
79 N 2184 C—Shipping weight 18 pounds....... e*egevi Vramann Set $29.88 

79 N 4665—"C" Batteries. Shipping weight each 2 oz... .- Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
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A CENTRIFUGE that separates liquids and 

AGITATOR is 
battery-powered 

solids in seconds . . a powered AGITATOR 

that stirs solution right in test tubes . . a 

BALANCE so delicate it can weigh a feath- 
er. Each is a precision instrument that lets 

you perform over 500 experiments with 
utmost accuracy. Now, all this in .one 
CHEMCRAFT SET made specially for Sears. 

Only $1299 

Make soap, ink, even rocket fuel for the chemical rocket with 
this Lionel-Porter Set. Also with wash bottle, 20 jars of chemicals, 
2 racks with test tubes, 3 manuals, accessories. 4-panel metal 
cabinet, 38x13 in. open. Order 1 “C” battery below. 

ipping weight 11 pound: 
" Batteries. Wt. ea. 2 oz. 

Set $12.99 

PA 
"i 

500-experiment Set $995 
Lionel-Porter Set specializes in research thrills. Youngsters 9 
and up can test water and soil, make soaps, dyes and inks, grow 
crystals, launch a rocket. 20 jars chemicals, test tubes, racks, 
non-spill alcohol lamp, more. Plus gram molecular balance— 
weighs a postage stamp! Metal cabinet, 38x13 in. open. 
79 N 2078C—Shipping weight 11 pounds..............+. Set $9.95 

Lionel-Porter Set mixes fun 
with basic chemistry. Ages 
$ and up can shoot rocket, 
make soaps, dyes. 19-in. 
metal box holds non-spill 
alcohol lamp, 12 chemical 
jars, spoon, measure, test 
tubes, 7-hole rack, etc. Shpg. 
wt. 5 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 N1983......... Set $4.95 



THUMBELINA cuddly and soft 

. . even wriggles like a new born baby $1488 

20-inch infant that's almost alive! Note her darling baby face, A precious armful 
of softness that’s light as a feather to hold, Wind key in back 
slowly and realistically her body moves just like a real baby's. She can hold her 
tiny toes in her hand . . her thumb to her mouth. Cloth body, vinyl head with 
rooted saran hair, vinyl limbs, wears knit baby outfit 
49 N 3288— Cuddly Thumbelina. Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

and see how 

$14.88 
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FAMOUS 

TV DOLLS 

OF 1961 

d 

Regen go sleep Hedda is bedda 

HEDDA GET BEDDA 
This doll has three intriguing faces 

$697 

21 inches tall, Hedda holds new excitement for your little girl. Imagine, she 
has three faces . . “poor sick Hedda,” “sleepy Hedda” and “Happy, all Bedda 
Hedda.” All you do is turn pompon on top of nightcap and presto—Hedda 
changes her expression. All vinyl and washable. Dressed in embossed cotton 
pajamas, vinyl nightcap . . even carries her own play thermometer. 
49 N 3533—21.inch doll. Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces $6.97 

CARTOON CHARACTERS 

Bl Little Lulu —1414 inches tall, 
steps out of your favorite 

comic strip with big black eyes 
and black cotton yarn curls. Soft 

fabric doll, cotton stuffed. Paint 
ed face. Cotton dress, undergar 
ment. Simulated shoes. 

49 N 3843—Wt. 14 oz. $4.29 

Dennis the Menace. This lov 
able prankster is 14 inches 

tall molded in vinyl and has 
painted features. See how gay he 
looks in his striped cotton shirt 

and overalls (removable). Socks, 
molded vinyl shoes. 

49 N 3847—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.98 

(3] Popeye the Sailor Man. 
~ Jointed vinyl . . pose him 

many ways. Pinch his face and 
he whistles through pipe. Watch and legs . . assumes many poses 
him flex his muscles. Authentic- Wears cotton playsuit, socks, 
ally painted face and molded on shoes. Has jointed vinyl body, 
sailor suit. 13 in. tall head; painted features 
49 N 3503—Wt. 1 Ib, 3 0z.$3,89 49 N 3542—Wt. 1 Ib, 6 02.$2.89 

[4] 13-inch Kewpie coos softly 
— when you pinch her arm 
Sits, tilts her head, moves arms 

FAMOUS SHIRLEY 

Doll with wardrobe $'799 
(^ 12-inch darling with dimpled cheeks, sleeping eyes 

and a shiny bow in rooted Saran hair. Unbreakable 
vinyl, jointed arms, legs and turning head. Wears out- 
fit that goes nicely under dresses. Included are rain- 
coat with knitted collar; hat; pocketbook; party 
dress and simulated pearl necklace; school dress and 
sunglasses; 2-pc. lounging outfit. Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49 N 3986— Costumes may vary slightly... ....-. $7.99 

12-in. doll; outfits $347 A fs 

(s) Doll dressed in pretty chemise, socks, shoes. 
49 N 3938— Doll only. Shpg. wt. 1 lb.......-$3.47 

Separate Outfits. May vary slightly. Doll not incl. 
49 N 3853— 2-piece pedal kaša peat cotton shirt 

(4j with pique trim and straw hat 802.....9177 

49 N 3854— Party dress of feed mom. Attached 
petticoat, panties and purse, Wt. 8 oz.. $2.17 
49 N 3851 —2-piece outfit in cotton. We. 8 oz.. .89¢ 

[D] 42 N 3856 —3-piece cardigan suit. Pleated skirt. Pan- 
ties, purse, hat, shoes stockings. Wt. 8 oz.$2.97. 

49 N 3855— Coton felt coat, edis beret with tas- 
sel, medallion and purse, Wt, 8 $217 
49 N 3852—2-piece p: 
perky night cap. Wt. 8 oZ... -nns eee 



New stand magni- 
fier permits detailed 
observations of the 

crystalline structure 
of rock, mineral and 

fossil specimens 

Study the structure of crystals . . 

learn to identify earth's elements 

Lionel-Porter MINERALOGY $988 

Analyze the content of rocks by using real test chem- 
icals. Plastic stand magnifier has wide-range focusing 
arm . . ideal for indoor or “field trip" use. This big set 
contains 30 rock and mineral specimens in plastic 
compartments for easy removal, non-spill alcohol lamp 
with blowtorch, chemicals, streak plate, test tubes 
and charcoal block. 144-page illustrated manual. Stand- 
up 3-panel metal cabinet, 29x13 in. open. 
49 N 2101 —Shipping weight 9 pounds . ...........$9.88 

iii 

Figure math problems on real-working 
ancient abacus or modern slide rule 

Lionel-Porter MATHCRAFT $ 588 

All the equipment to make math actually fun . . helps 
you solve problems fast. Excellent manual provides 
short cuts, arithmetic problems. Set contains abacus, 
slide rule, protractor, compass, ruler, draftsman's pen- 

cils, two angles, modeling compound and tangrams to 
make geometric designs, spheres, pyramids, etc. 
79 N 2132C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .. ........$5.88 

Chemcraft Accessories 

$ 7 44 without 
battery 

Add to your set a chemical agitator 
(order 1 “C” battery, facing page), 
crime detection kit, centrifuge, hy- 
drometer, scale, wash bottle, chemical 
rocket, secret-writing. pen. 

79 N 2241 C—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. ..$7.44 

Cutiloa pane scans by chrisinaxmuselecimic poen 

Finest Authentic Metal 

Study specimens . . 

make slides . . 

learn lab techniques 

$1596 

Lionel-Porter Biocraft Kit 
includes detailed manual 

Youngsters can learn elementary biology in classroom-like man- 
ner as they dissect frog, fish, crayfish and starfish. Includes 
scalpel, surgical scissors, forceps, spatula, 2 dissecting needles, 
metal microscope at right. Also shrimp hatchery, slide prepara- 
tion kit, glass rod, methylene blue stain, rack, plant seeds, 
diatomaceous earth, feather, manual. Stand-up metal cabinet, 
3134x12 in. open. Light source UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 2099 —Shipping weight 10 pounds. ($15.66 

Even this low-priced 
Biocraft Set 

has 3-lens microscope 

it $988 e; 
Battery-illuminated micro- 
scope has 60, 180, 425-power 
lenses. Has frog, crayfish, 
clam, scalpel, forceps, dissect- 
ing needles. Dried bugs, flies, 
shrimp eggs, stain, dropper, 
diatomaceous earth, manual. 
Order 1 "C" battery below. 

Metal cabinet, 21x13 in. open. 
49 N 2098—Wt. 5 lbs. 802, $9.88 
^C" Battery. Wt. ea. 2 oz. 
49 N 4665— Ea. . .16c; 4 for 60e 

Biocraft Accessories 

$495 

Add to your microscope set dissecting 
instruments plus 4 animal specimens: 
frog, crayfish, worm, fish. Also shrimp 
eggs ready for hatching, plant seeds, 
microtome for sectioning, manual. 
49 N 6364—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . $4.95 

Precision Microscope in 
this set has 3-nose turret 
with 75, 180 and 450-pow- 
er lenses. Power pod ro- 
tates 360° for viewing 
from any side of micro- 
scope. Aperture control 

Gear focus adjustment. 



5-in. doll 25-in. doll 

s1799 s1699 p 

2 
Play "beauty shop" 

MISS IDEAL 

has rooted nylon hair that's so 

real you can shampoo it, set it, 

in many different styles 

Beauty kit with 
comb, curlers, 
waving lotion 

sates ait o 

Fully jointed . . she can even balance on one foot 
lashes, open and close. Jointed arms, hips, ankles, Has 
moving waist. Takes lots of lifelike poses. Carries beauty 
kit fitted with comb, curlers and waving lotion, 

Doll of molded plastic and shaped like a grammar school 
girl. So delicately tinted and precisely def , she almost 

comes alive. Her large, smiling eyes are twinkled with thick 

Miss Ideal in Campus Outfit. Long 
flowing hair easily pulled back into a 
long pony tail. Pink dress has puff 

Miss Ideal in Capri-styled Outfit (at 
right). Wears hair braided in long pig. 
tails with wispy curls fringing her 

Miss Ideal in Town and Country Out- 
fit. Long, curly bob with French bangs 

ling. Yellow and white 
et 'eless cotton dress teamed 

with black velvet. Floaty skirt with 

tiny bows. Velvet and lace trim top, 
velvet belt. Rayon velvet jacket 
“Straw” hat, Sewn in petticoat, hasnet 
ruffle. Lace trim panties. Vinyl shoes. 

sleeves. Red trim and bouquet set-off 
deep midriff. Top overlaid with sheer 
embroidery has squared neckline. At 
tached petticoat circles in gathers, net 

ruffle over hem. Lace-edged panties, 
vinyl slippers. 

pretty face. Gold-colored cotton smock 
top is gathered in billowy folds from 
rounded neckline yoke, snaps in back 

for easy dressing. Capri pants have 
flirty slash at side of leg. Carries sun 
glasses. Wears vinyl shoes. 

79 N 3669C-25-in. doll. Wt. 5 Ibs. $17.99 
79 N 3671C-30-in. doll. Wt. 7 Ibs. 19.99 

79 N 3667C-25.in. doll. Wt. 5 Ibs, $16.99 
79 N 3668C-30-in. doll, Wt. 71bs, 17.99 

79 N 3663C-25 in, doll, Wt. 5 1bs.$15.99 
79 N 3666C-30 in, doll, Wt. 7 Ibs, 16.99 

TEMPLE DOLLS 

15-in. dolls in beloved story book costumes 
Dimple-cheeked Shirley is fashioned of unbreakable vinyl. 
Has jointed arms and legs. Curly, rooted Saran hair to 
wash, comb and brush, Closing eves with long lashes. 

@ Pretty as a picture in her red cotton party dress. Gaily 
strung in rows of ric-rae, Attached lacy petticoat. Lace- 

49 N3312—Doll and outfit, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibe.,.........$647 

IH Shirley in her Swiss Mountain Outfit styled after her 
movie hit "Heidi." Colorful cotton dress trimmed in 

lace and embroidery, Lacy undies. Socks, vinyl slippers. 
49 N 3628—15.in, doll, outfit. We, 2 Ibs. Was $6.77... $6.49 
49 N 3629 —17-in. doll, outfit. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz, Was $8.88, 7.99 

B duty. Cpeskted top and hes beaded tara 
head. Attached rayon tafieta SENE iuis ous 

‘iste Habe scare by caries aielociv ical com 



View slides with pinpoint accuracy 

This MICROCRAFT LAB with its movable-stage $2999 
microscope lets you position slides perfectly 

without batteries 

Microscope stage Watch electrochemical reactions with electronic power 
moves side-to-side, for- Pack (needs 2 “D” batteries, order below) . . study film 

strip of specimens magnified 1000 times . . see prepared 
ward and back aS YOU side, through color filters. Make your own slides, too. Has 
twistvernier-type knobs shrimp hatchery; plant seed, grasshopper specimens; slide 
for superfine focus ad- mounting equipment; dissecting tools. 11-in. microscope 
justment. Makes it easy has projector-viewer and binocular attachments, electric 

z illumination. 4-panel cabinet, 46x13 in. open. 
to find your subject -. 791 4348c—Shipping weight 13 pounds... $29.99 
even a moving microbe. 79 N 4660—"D" Bottery. Wt. ea. 4 oz.. ... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

All microscopes on this page (except 49 N 2093) UL approved, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

Microcraft Set . . 450 power scope $988 

Use your 11-inch high S-turret microscope tó watch 
shrimp eggs hatch at 8, 24, and 48-hour intervals. Power 

pod rotates for 360° viewing and you get precise viewing 
with rack and pinion stage focusing. Electric illumination, 
slides, dissecting needles. Cabinet, 21x12 in. open. 
49 N 2094— Shipping weight 6 pounds. $9.88 

Junior Set . . 425 power scope $595 

without battery 
Good start for curious youngsters. 3 turrets magnify 60, 

180 and 425. A built-in battery operated light gives above 
and below stage lighting. Manual, specimens, slides and 
dissecting equipment. Order 1 “C” battery below. 
49 N 2093— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz... .. $5.95 
49 N 4665—"C" Battery. Wt. ea. 2 oz.. ... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Microcraft Lab . . 750 power scope $1988 

Study slides and specimens with new accuracy using Lionel's Master 
5-turret microscope. 10 magnifications, from 30 to 750 times. Rack and 
pinion stage focusing. Watch shrimp hatch before your eyes. Experi- 
ment with specimen dissection . . make your own slides. Includes new 
interchangeable binocular eye-piece. And the projector-viewer gives a 
lighted picture of what the microscope sees. Electric illumination. 
3-panel metal box, 32x13 in. open. 

328 SEARS ne 49 N 2095— Shipping weight 10 pounds. 2 $19.88 

Microcraft Slide Making Kit s444 

Operate your own specimen lab . . make exciting slides 
to add to your present collection. You have complete 
equipment . . prepared slides . . plus live shrimp éggs, in- 
sect specimens, stains and cement. Manual included. 
49 N 6369—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ....... $444 

Cutod par scans Dy daima isole dades com 
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Whirling 
P skirted 
cotton dress 

Velvet sheath, 
pretend 
fur stole 

We've got loads of Clothes . . 

and we're such fun to dress up 
25-inch stunning, slender model 

$'796 Doll and $198 Cotton $39 
accessories 

She's gorgeous! She's new! She's shaped like a real-life 
teenager. Molded of vinyl plastic with jointed arms, legs. 

Sleeping eyes are glamorized with long lashes . . just like 
a movie star's. Rooted Saran hair in flattering page boy . 

can be washed, curled and set to suit her separate outfits, 
Wears knit cotton bathing suit, coolie-styled straw hat, 

sun glasses, high heel slipper: sories include plastic bag 
with stockings and panties. Also, necklace, earrings. 

Velvet 
outfit 

79 N 3691C—With accessories. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs $7.96 
(2) 49 N 3562— Cotton dress, smartly striped. Wt. 10 oz... 1.98 
(3) 
with luxurious make-believe fur stole. Shpg. wt. 1 1b, 

16-in. Drink-wet Baby $388 
Cuddly, baby-faced doll. Vinyl with jointed arms and 
legs; sleeping eyes; sprayed hair, Wears cotton fleece 
robe with hood, diaper, knit bootees. Comes with 
lace-prettied dress of printed cotton, diaper to match 
for dress-up time. Layette includes: cotton flannel 
blanket with ribbon, terry towel, sponge, soap, 3 pow- 

der puffs, plastic nursing bottle. 

49 N 3146— Colored doll and layette. Wt. 2 Ibs. . 
49 N 3145— White doll and layette. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

.$3.88 

3.88 

Ctsloó Dade scans by dieismaxauiseledmical om 

49 N 3563—Long sheath in shimmering black rayon velvet 
$398 

She coos $187 

10-inch baby drinks and 
wets. 
jointed arms, legs and 
turning head. 
go-to-sleep eyes. Wears 
diaper and carries her 
own nursing bottle. 

49 N 3161— White doll 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz... 
49 N 3173— Colored doll 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

FLUFFY 11-in. sweetie 

$269 
4] Pretty vinyl doll has rooted Sarai 

air to comb and set. Jointed arms an: 
legs, turning head, go-to-slee 
undies with lace, sock 
49 N 3565— Doll only. Wt. 12 oz. 

yl shoes. 

Clothing for Fluffy. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 

eyes. Wears 

$249 

POLLYANNA of movie fame 

$'798 
n 9] 1034-in. doll has cute pug nose. Vinyl with jointed 
d arms, legs; turning head, sleeping eyes. Curly 

rooted acetate hair. Crisp checked gingham dress 
stands out over crinoline petticoat, pantaloons. Straw 
hat, vinyl shoes. Included: rayon taffeta and velvet 
gown, velvet bolero; cotton dress with organdy pina- 
fore; cotton camisole; cotton skirt, white middy blouse; 

10%-in, doll, 
wardrobe 

us Hi Pierres a le pid n hangers, nylon snood. Fiberboard trunk. Wt. 2 Ibs. — Checked cotton dress an 
pants, felt hat with check trim...$1.79 49 N 3450—1014-in. doll, wardrobe and trunk $7.98 

(7) 49 N3409—Cotton dress with Bermu- [i0] Larger size Pollyanna-—Doll only 
da shorts attached, Babushka 97c 79 N 3391 C—32-in. doll, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $14.98 

(8) 49 N 3381—2-pc, cotton sleeper 87c 49 N 3601 —17-in. doll. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 799 

All vinyl with 
and turning head. 

Lashed 

(11) 49 N 3344-Sci 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... 

Shpg. wt. 11b 

(13) 49 N 3345-Ba: 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

$1.87 

$1.87 

Mickey $266 leach 
11-inch vinyl All-American boy 
is tubbable. Jointed arms, legs 

tures. Removable cotton uni- 
forms, molded hats. 

(12) 49 N 3343-Football player 
: -$2,66 

Saran Wigs give 
dolly a “new” look 

tow $]13 

You'll be amazed at how a new wig dresses 
up a favorite doll. Can be dampened, 
combed and set again. Glue, instructions 
included. State color blonde or brunette. 
Shpg. wt. each 8 oz. 
How to order: Wig size is number of inches 
around doll's head. For fractional inch 
measurement, order next size larger. 

Painted fea- 

lor 

iru $266 Cot: No. Stent face pu Col No.. See}; ice 
49N3520| 8|$1.13 | 49N3523 | 12 | $177 
49N3519| 9| 1.29 |49 N 3525 | 13| 2.07 

“4 H2 10 He pn v nu 
yi 49 N 3522 | 11 | 1.59 | 49N 3529 | 

eser ic edes. M49 N3539| 16| 2:87 



Operate | 

| 

Foam-cast a model Mercury Capsule . . 

make a world globe by blow-molding 

Lionel Plastics-Lab $099 

You'll see a globe form before your eyes . . make miniature space capsules 
by foam casting . . heat-form signs and initials . . make photo cases by heat- 

sealing. Have the fun of actually making things you can use while you 
explore what happens in the world of plastics chemistry. Learn to identify 

and discover the unusual properties of plastic films, fabrics and molded 
specimens. Contains metal molds, decorated hemispheres, hand pump, 
foam styrene, plastics, manual and more in 15x4x8-in. case. 
49 N2110—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces... 

Gutsioa Dade Scans by dieisiasnisetedaical com 

$9.99 

can travel over wires . . pow- 
ered by sound itself. Every- 
thing you need to make a 
working replica of the tele- 
phone Bell invented in 1876 
is in this kit. A 6}¢-inch 
plastic bust of Mr. Bell him- 
selí is included. Does not 
use batteries. Includes two 
telephone units, 20-ft. wire. 
Metal and plastic construc- 
tion. Full instructiops. 
ping weight 3 lbs. 2 oz. 
A8 N2119.. 7... 28 $877 

this replica. But when it's 
finished you can record and 
play back voices and sounds. 
A special shaving device lets 

plus a 6¥in. plastic bust of 
Mr. Edison. Plastic and 
metal, Shipping weight 
2 pounds 13 ounces. 

Turn on circuits with ih light 

Lionel Basic Electronics Lab 

Introduces child to principles of electric 
circuitry. Build electro-magnets, electric 
bell, etc. No tools or solder needed to set / 
up working experiments. Light sensing | 
device, all apparatus and manual in 15x \ 
4x8-inch plastic lab case. Needs 4 “D” 
batteries, order below. 
49 N2102— Shipping weight 3 Ibs..... . $9.99 

'Turn on TV, radio, lamp 

with heat, drop of water 

Lionel Advanced Electronics Lab 

"Temperature and moisture sensing devices with 
UL listed power relay can switch on any 110- 
120-v, 60-c AC appliance. Control panel also 
sets up alarms, signals, electro-magnetics, 
rheostatic control, etc. Manual 15x6x8-inch 
plastic case. Order 4 ' D" batteries below. 
49 N 6308— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 6 oz...... $1499 

Hear people 

talking a block 

away with 

THE 
BIG EAR 

$1399 vis 
Hear distant voices . . track jets . . 
listen for storms. The big 18-in. 
reflector disc concentrates sound 
waves. Feeds them into transis- 

tor receiver. Wood tripod adjusts. 42 in. high. 
Earphone set, 3-ft. cord. Order battery below, 
79 N 5059CM—Shipping weight $ pounds. ..$13.99 
79 N 6417 M—9-v Transistor battery. Wt. 4 oz.. 45e 

EMIEINEE 
Power Megaphone 

$066 wire 
Press a button, send your voice 

as far as 300 feet. Lightweight 
amplifier has mike, volume con- 
trol Great for camping trips, 
cheerleading. 834x514-in. plas- 
tic case. Order 4 “D” batteries 
below. 
49 N 5033—Shpg.wt. 4Ibs. $9.66 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. oz. 
49 N4660. .. Each 1c; 4 for 60c re SEARS 329 



CHATTERBOX .. 

24-inch toddler 
that loves to talk 

$1788 

Her voice is natural, she speaks dis 
tinctly. Push button and she talks—lay 
her down, she stops. He 
the play plans she discusses with mom. 
my. “Who is coming to our tea party?,” 
“I hope we have cookies," and many 
more. Voice box is electronically oper 
ated on 2 “C” batteries, included 

Silkv lashes sweep her closing eyes. 
Bows glisten in her rooted Saran hair 
Sbe's beautifully detailed of hard plas. 
tic, has soft vinyl head. Her pique dress 
has front pleats, lacy-edged collar, puff 
sleeves. She wears white socks and baby 
shoes. Instructions included 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 N 3696C.. 5 TETS $17.88 

are some of 

MARYBEL the get-well doll $1177 
16-inch doll in search of a little nurse. She has a cast to heal make-be 
lieve broken arms or legs; crutches just her size; black glasses to wear 
when she’s dotted with red measles; yellow spots for chicken pox. Band- 
aids and bandages for minor scratches. When little nurse removes her 

i diseases and bandages Marybel gets well right away 

exquisitely fashioned with rigid plastic body and is realistically 

tinted, Has jointed arms, legs. Turning waist and vinyl head. Her long- 

lashed eyes go to sleep and her glorious rooted Saran hair is distinctively 

styled, Note her pretty shortie pajamas and slippers. Marybel has the 
fine workmanship so characteristic of all Madame Alexander dolls. 

49 N 3670— Doll, accessories packed in trunk. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 02..$11.77 

CAROLINES947 CUDDLY INFANT $1247 LITTLE WOMEN $947 
14-inch doll with the cutest expres- Lovable 23-inch baby. We call her "kitten" because she's Louisa May Alcott’s storybook heroines come to life 12 inches 
sion you've ever seen. Molded of so soft, chubby, dimpled and huggable. Her precious face high, Your little girl has read about them, loved them and 

hard plastic with jointed arms, legs. — will steal any little girl's longing heart. Beautiful closing ^ admired them. See what beautiful faces they have. Lashed eyes 
Note her chubby, dimpled hands. eyes have thick, sweeping lashes. Rooted Saran hair is — go to sleep. Saran hair is set in styles of the period. 
Soft vinyl head turns. Rooted Saran fine . . daintily frames her face in wispy baby style Plastic bodies have jointed arms, legs . . . turning heads. Each 
hair is curled and bow-tied. Lashed Made of soft vinyl filled with Kapok. Featherlight to doll wears wide-sweeping dress, pantalets, underskirt, nylon 
eyes dose at nap time. She's ready hold. So limp she flops into many poses . . can even put — socks, “suede” slippers. Clothes are well made of fine fabrics. 
for play in corded cotton jacket, ^ her finger in her mouth. Comes to her mommy’s arms in (1) 49 N3649—P. cotton dro ace edged pha drei 
slacks and brimmed hat. Underneath shirt and diaper . . and an adorable nylon tricot wrapper 8 +4 b Deere spe we e ced. pinafore, 

; E " i ES i peodisitey made —Tomboy Jo, pi red pinafore. 
is a cotton romper. White socks, ox- — with stitched trim and streaming bow. Exquisitely made p Fi enar elo pele e pindot drean Te lat sollt polished Gols 

fords complete her outfit. and detailed like all Madame Alexander dolls. tou dresa, cont astiaa trias (ne pitatoreie 

49 N 3676—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, $9.47 49 N 3276—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. $12.47 Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces . «s. Each $9.47 

"Charge It" if you wish . . see pages 218A, 218B for information saote SEARS 325 
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Study the 
wonders of the 

Human Body 

Clear plastic body lets you see and learn . . study by put- 
ting internal parts of the body in their proper place into 
a plastic skeleton of bone structure. Anatomically correct 
for accurate study. Shows circulatory and muscular 
systems. Anatomy charts, study guides and instructions 
included. 46 scale model . . stands a full 13 inches tall on 
its plastic base. 
49 N 6380—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. .......... ..$299 

$939 

Watch how blood 
flows through heart | 

Watch a Chick hatch 

Watch through window of this 3-egg 
polystyrene plastic incubator. Hatch 
chicks, pheasants, quail. Includes egg 
coupon (2 fertilized chicken eggs mailed 
from manufacturer upon receipt of cou- 
pon), egg holder; bulb, thermometer and 
instructions with guidebook. 
49 N 6377—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... .$4.49 

Observe an Ant Colony live 

See them dig, tunnel, build in escape- 
proof plastic case. Ants airmailed separ- 
ately upon receipt of certificate (except 

in Tennessee magnifying glass will be 
sent instead of ants because of state 
law). 15x10 in. Year's supply of food, 
feeder, sand. Ant watcher's guide. 
49 N 2196—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. ......$5.44 

Realistic Plastic Models 

15-inch Deep-Sea Lobster Kit. Learn 
biology as you put it together . . so real 
it seems to move, crawl . . legs, body, 
claws, antennae can be moved. Bright 

realistic lobster red. Tough plastic parts 
assemble easily. Instructions. 
49 N 6379—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz... .$2.99 

12-inch Giant Bull Frog Kit, Molded 
plastic kit includes detailed body in 
translucent green; flexible skeleton, full 

set of vital organs with both male and 
female parts; a display showing life- 
cycle of frog, instruction chart 
49 N 1982—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... $2.39 

Fish in a Flash 

emu $966 

Hatch real, live fish and shrimp . . 

The Visible Pumping Heart 
Shows life-like movement of 
blood flow in chambers of 
heart to parts of body and 

back again. Fingertip pres- 
sure pumps fluid. Accurate 
valve operation for educa 
tional, professional use 
About 9x11 in. Plastic heart, 
flexible tubes, stand 
49N6378— Wt. 1 lb, 4 02.$2.39 

n 

see them grow before your very 
eyes! Dramatic—and educational. 
Just pour in water. Includes trop- 
ical fish eggs, brine shrimp eggs to 
grow your own fish food, hatching 
mix, flake food, dropper, magni- 
fying glass, shrimp-arium, aqua- 
rium with colored stones, green- 
ery, Informative booklet. 
49N2242-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. $2.66 

330 SEARS rca 

Cast Soldiers Automatically 

Make your own army of Civil War soldiers, 
Electric melt pot. Lift rod, metal pours in 
vise-held 3-figure mold . . release rod, flow 
stops. 234-in. tall figures. 4 bottles paint, 
brush, candle, 12 pigs of metal make 6 fig- 
ures. Order extra molds and metal at right 
14x8xll-inch high metal foundry has 
built-in drawer. UL listed, 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. Instructions. 
49 N 2167—Shipping weight 11 Ibs.. $11.98 

Citai pao scans by dieistiiasmisetedaical com 

Cast 3 Civil War Cannons that roll 

Ladle Casting Set. Add authentic looking cannons to 
your Civil War armies. Makes 4-piece 334-inch long 
rolling cannons. 24 pigs of lead to cast 3 cannons. Elec- 
tric stove with 5-foot cord. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. Ladle has 8ij-inch handle. 4 paints: 
brown, red, blue, green; brush, vise. Instructions. 
1634x1034x24-inch metal carrying case. 
49 N 6376—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 8 oz.. . +... -$8.98 

Expand your army with extra Molds, Lead 

214-in. W.W. II grenade throw- ivil War cannon mold. 3- 

Beginners’ Casting Set 

Three-figure metal mold makes 
23-inch cavalryman, officer with 
pistol, rifleman (order extra molds 
below). Electric stove. Ladle, 
clamps, 12 pigs of lead, candle, 
cord set. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. Instructions. 
49 N 6375—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. .$4.98 

1 
— pe. mold makes one 344-inch 
cannon. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 2169... 0.0005 ee $227 

24-inch Confederate man on 
horse, officer, man loading rifle 
mold. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 2168.. 

er, bayoneteer, soldier mold. 
49 N 2159—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . $2.27 

244-in. World War II machine 
gunner, 2 different riflemen mold. 
49 N 2158—Wt. 1 1b. 8 oz. . $2.27 

Extra 72 Pigs of cast metal, 
49 N 2205—Wt. 3 lbs...$277 



HAPPI-TIME Doll 

10}4-in. . . looks like teen $7766 
A delight to dress, to pose . . she stands alone! Big 
glassene eyes are fringed in long, thick lashes. Beau- 
tifully molded head and arms of vinyl plastic. Turn. 
ing waist. Jointed vinyl legs. She's glamorous right 
down to her painted fingernails and toenails, Rooted 
Saran hair to wash and set. Wears bra, girdle, high 
heel shoes and earrings. Her wardrobe is a little 
mother’s joy. Includes rain outfit, afternoon dress, 

evening gown, crinoline, nylon stockings, high heel 
shoes, pocket book, sun glasses, imitation pearl 
necklace, 3 hangers, (Outfits may vary slightly.) 
49 N 3817— Doll and wardrobe. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 02..$7.66 

Best-dressed Dolls in town .. and their latest 

& BETSY McCALL 

8-in. . . walks, sits, kneels $189 

[1] See her on TV! Hard plastic, creamy bisque finish. 
Jointed body, moving eves. Chemise, socks, shoes. 

49 N 3002— Betsy McCall doll. Saran hair, Wt. 8 oz..$1.89 

Outfits. May vary slightly from illust. Wt. each 6 oz. 
X] 49 N 3849— Checked gingham dress. Mate ing coat lined 

in red. Black beret. Shoes, socks. . + $188 

B] 49 N 3824— White rayon satin Madii dress. Veil, bou- 
— quet, panties, half-slip under dress, slippers. ....$1.98 

[C] 49 N 3828—Straples evening gown in sheer nylon 
Matching slip, panties, "Straw" hat, Shoes. . $1 

[D] 49 N 3857— Cotton jumper over striped romper, Shiny 
brass button. Shoes and socks... . $139 
49 N 3858— Cotton velvet skirt, Taffeta blouse fod pan- 
ties combination. Shoes, socks. . $1.29 

[B 49 N 3844— White quilted robe with sash over two-piece 
cotton pajamas. -89c 

TODDLER with 
layette and trunk 

$789 

Charming, wide-eyed and 13 inches tall. Rooted plastic 
hair . . Dutch-style hair-do. Vinyl plastic body. Turn- 
ing head, moving arms, legs. . and eyes. Dressed in 
print cotton, sewed on organdy apron, knit stretch 
leotard, white shoes. Wardrobe; flocked nylon dress 
etched in lace, attached rayon taffeta slip. "Straw" hat, 
taffeta robe, 2 plastic hangers. Blue linen-effect fiber 
trunk (14x814x7}4-in.). White binding has gold-color 
spreckling. Plastic handle, brass color metal hardware, 
49 N 3032— Doll, wardrobe, trunk. Wt. 4 lbs É 
49 N 3039 — Doll and wardrobe. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
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8-in. drink-wet baby is 
fully jointed too..has layette $399 

Lovable infant is everything a little mother dreams 
of in baby dolls. She drinks, wets . . loves to be 
bathed and dressed . . closes her pretty eyes at nap 

time. All-vinyl body is completely jointed, nicely 
detailed. Layette includes one cotton, one rayon 

dress; matching bonnets; cotton dress and bib; cot- 
ton sleeper; sun-suit; diaper; clothespins; 3 sponges: 
bottle; cloth; shoes, Outfits may vary slightly. 
49 N 3531 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $3.99 

Tiny Baby Dolls 3 
love to be posed $249 dolls 

Soft 8-inch dolls. So lightweight a baby can 
hug them. Just a flip of the hand and presto 
you have a new pose. Gay trimmings for 
mantle, tree, little girl's room, Surprise 
stocking stuffers. Vinyl face, painted fea- 
tures, has blond bangs, Vinyl hands. Cud- 
died in cotton flannel bunting with hood. 
Assorted pastel baby colors. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 3202—3 dolls $2.49 

Look, I have six 
cut-out costumes $298 

Glamorous Collette is copied from a French 
idea. She's plastic, 934 inches tall, has a 
beautiful painted face and looks like a mod- 
el. Comes to your little girl with an exciting 
wardrobe. It’s fun to cut costumes from a 
master piece of crease-resistant cloth and 

\ġeasily fitted to doll. No sewing, just cut at 
neck and arms and slip over doll’s head. 
From Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 3834— Doll with costumes........ $2.98 



Gas engine powered . . automatic starter . . \ 

takes off instantly . . easy to fly . . - 

does aerobatics . . flies 45 MPH 

Wen-Mac AT-6 Trainer ` 
“Cadets, man your planes!” Historic “Texan Trainer” 
flies again . . thrills for young pilots, flight-school memo- 
ries for dads “come alive" with this exciting, authentic 
model. Automatic clutch starter . . 049 engine. Clear can- 
opy. Detailed instrument panel. Rugged “Dura-Flex” 
plastic airframe. Wingspan 2134 inches. Order starter 
battery, accessory kit, below. 
79 N 2173CM—Shipping weight 3 pounds... ......... 

All 4 Wen-Macs stort 
automatically. Toke off, 
fly, dive ond land with 
simple hand control 

Kingcobra . . gleams like silver 

Fly a Wen-Mac model of deadly "Cobra" that 
chased enemy from Pacific skies. New adjustable 
elevator control. Tri-cycle gear, droppable wing 
tanks, flashing silver-color plastic. 2234-in. wing- 
span. Order starter battery, accessory kit below. 

79 N 2189 CM —Shipping weight 3 pounds... . .$7.99 

For Wen-Mac Planes 
and Jr. Go Kart 

p Starter Battery. 1 volt. 
For boats and 

79 N 2259M—Wt. 1 Ib. cy 99c 

(2) Accessory M-pint 
fuel, spout, engine, wrench, 

Marine Scout . . drops bomb in flight 

Scout enemy with Wen-Mac’s detailed model of 
Marine's historic “dive-bomber”’. 2-seat cockpit, 
instrument panel, dive brakes, tail hook. Bright 
yellow plastic. 22-inch wingspan. Order starter 
battery, accessory kit below at left. 

79 N 6373CM —Shipping weight 3 pounds... .$7.44 

Jr. Go Kart with “gas” engine, speeds 35 MPH 

Beechcraft B-33 “Debonair” 

Learn to climb, speed or do stunts with Wen- 

Mac's new authentic “Debonair”, Tri-cycle gear 
for easy take-off, landing. Not over-sensitive. 15- 
inch wingspan. Order starter battery listed under 
Jr. Go Kart, see accessory kit below at left. 
49 N 2187M—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz......$5.99. 

Thrilling as Jr. Bahama Nationals. 13$ feet 
long. Simple operation . . 049 Wen-Mac auto- 
matic clutch starter engine. Steel frame. Plas- 
tic seat, pedals and steering wheel. Aluminum 
floorboard. Rubber tires. Neoprene belt drive. 
Race on straightaway or in circle. Order starter wire with battery clip. 

49 N 2250—Wt. 12 oz.. .$1.37 

Premium Fuel. 34 pint. 
49 N 2143—Shpg. wt. 1202.59c 

Build transmitter, intercom 

or 9 different radios 

Lionel-Porter Communications Lab. Go 
on the air with a broadcast station you 

| built yourself. Rig up private wireless 
telegraph, transmit your voice through 
any AM radio. Build, rebuild personal 
transistor radios. Own your own 2-way 
intercom . . talk room to room. Instruc- 
tions. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 6372—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 14 02.$9.99 
"D" Batteries, Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 N 4660.. Each 16e; 4 for 60c 

Cutsioa pane scans Dy daina neda com. 

\ 5-transistor Shortwave Radio 
pulls in foreign stations 

General Electric Shortwave Receiver Set. Puts 
you right on the spot when and where internation- 
al events break. Teaches principles of modern 
superheterodyne radio. Also receives amateur, 
and police broadcasts. Picks up aircraft and ship- 
to-ship or ship-to-shore calls. Easy to assemble. 
Illustrated, step-by-step manual, printed circuit 
and all necessary parts provide hours of building 
fun. Uses 4 regular “D” batteries (not included). 
Order batteries, at left. 
49 N 2166—Shipping weight 6 Ibs... . $19.88 

battery below, accessory kit at left. 
49 N 2212M—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 2259M—Starter Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 0z..99¢ 

.$8.88 
ut accessory kit, 

starter battery 

Build Broadcast or Receiving Station 

Erec-tronic Lab Set by A. C. Gilbert. Receive and broad- 
cast. Picks up standard or international shortwave signals. 
Lets you hear local, “ham” or standard broadcasts. No 
tools, solder or expert skill needed to build. 17 different tem- 
plates show where to place components in pegboard base. 
Instructions. Order 1 “D” battery at left, 1 “B” below. 
49 N 2359M—Shipping weight 4 pounds.............. $16.88 

45-volt "B" Battery for use with set, above. 
49 N 1971M—Shipping weight 1 pound.............-+ 2.98 
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high-fashion wardrobes 

BARBIE, teen-age model eit 
and her fabulous wardrobe $197 only 

[T] She's beautiful! So lifelike she almost breathes. Flesh 
toned vinyl plastic body is full jointed. Poses on re- 

movable wire frame stand. Rooted acetate hair, Wears 
striped jersey swimsuit, sun glasses, earrings, shoes. 
49 N 3701 — Doll 1134-in. tall. From Japan. Wt. 10 oz...$1.97 
1] Wardrobe for Borbie doll. From Japan. Shpg. wt. each 6 oz. 

LAJ 49 N 3702— Soilcloth sundress, white wedge sandals... . 76c 
[p] 49 N3706—Dressy gold color brocade outfit. Imitation 
LB) pearl jewelry, tricot gloves, velvet purse, shoes. . ...$1.66 
[E] 49 N 3704— Party dress. Velvet top. white satin skirt, gold 

color belt. Gold color bag. Black shoes $i. 
49 N 3734— Terry robe ond slippers. Bath towel, washclo! 
shower cap. bath brush, bath soap, powder puff... .$1.66 

f] 49 N3735— Complete ballet set. Black cotton practice 
J Jeotard and tights. Sparkling performance Tutu and tiai 

ballet shoes and shoe bag. Ballet prog 
49 N 3737 —Royon satin gown. Neckla and drop earrings, 

T) high-heel shoes, long gloves, simulated fur stole..... $2.66 

16-inch Doll. . trunk full of clothes $739 

A lovable bundle of charm with a bright baby face. Rooted, acetate hair 
with bow. Her lashed eyes close in sleep. Jointed plastic body, soft vinyl 
head. Wears flowering polished cotton with organdy apron. Knit panties, 
rayon socks, vinyl shoes. 

Wardrobe includes striped polished cotton housecoat; nylon nightgown; 
2-piece flowered cotton flannel pajamas; striped cotton dress with trim; 
cotton coat; straw hat. Accessories: 3-piece vinyl luggage set, Kleenex, 
Sab bp ours. Seea cual gere tu Ogiak Beebo bole 
with metal hinges, plastic handle. S 
49 N 3144— Doll. trunk FC ALSIP iA 

aka ris See 
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20-IN. BRIDE 

Comes with all-occasion 
trousseau and trunk 

$1097 

Here comes the bride—out of your little girl's dreams into her loving heart 
Radiant in heavy rayon satin gown drifted with net and lace. Finger-tip veil 
frames rooted Saran hair. Moving eyes have long lashes. She's made of sturdy 
vinyl plastic with jointed arms, legs, turning head, Wears rayon panties, high 
heel shoes—all ready to be dressed for the wedding. 

Trousseau: rayon taffeta formal with matching stole; print cotton afternoon 
dress, 2-piece slack outfit, simulated pearl necklace, crinoline; dress coat 
trimmed in leopard cloth print, matching hat; nylon hose; high heel shoes and 
pocketbook . . all packed in lightweight fiberboard trunk 
79 N 3686C—20-inch doll, 2014-inch trunk, clothing. Wt. 6 Ibs $10.97 

49 N 3607—15-inch doll, 15!4-inch trunk, clothing. Wt. 4 Ibs. . 7.98 

BALLERINA vem 
Walks too . . has wardrobe $987 Wardrobe 
20-inch star of the ballet! New feather hair 
style gives her a French appearance. Jointed 
with movable head, waist, arms, hips, knees, 
ankles. Dances on toes, can be posed in most 
ballerina positions. Walks when play mother 
guides her. Vinyl with plastic legs. Wears Tutu 
over knit stretch tights, ballerina slippers. 

Fashions include flower-strewn cotton sun- 
dress; long formal sheath in rayon taffeta with 
lame evening jacket; 3-piece assorted design cot- 
ton play suit; crinoline; sheer nightgown; pan- 

plastic handbag; high heel shoes; nylon 
molded plastic hat; fats and socks; 4 

plastic hangers. 
49 N 3685— Doll, wardrobe. Wt. 3 lbs. . $9.87 

49 N 3608— Doll only. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 5.98 sx. SEARS 327 



You can photograph what the 

Astronomical Telescope sees 

$1998 
Zero in on moon craters with your 40 and 100 power reflector tele- 
scope . . snap a picture for your permanent files. Or swing it down 

for a picture of wild life at a distance. Camera mounts on eyepiece 
ready in seconds. Telescope has 3-in. ground, polished mirror 

for inverted image and 2 eyepieces. 100x for astronomical sightings 
40x for broad-field viewing. All steel 360° swivel mount and 

tripod locks in any position, White embossed fiberboard tube. Uses 
roll of 127 film—not included, order below. 

79 N 1927C—Shipping weight 8 pounds....... $19.98 
Tower Fast Pan 127 Film. 3 rolls in package. 
3N7083—Shipping weight 6 ounces. Pkg. $1.29 

Predict weather with 

Astronomical and Spotting Telescope 

D Powerful backyard observatory adjusts to 5 feet 
long. 65mm achromatic objective lens lets you 

see moon's craters, Saturn's rings. Use the filter and 
diagonal adapter to view hydrogen explosions and 
spots on the sun. 60x and 170x interchangeable eye- 
pieces give inverted image for planet viewing. 85x 
eyepiece with focus tube gives upright image for 
mature studies. White vinyl covered fiberboard 
tubes, mounting brackets. Easy assembly. 
79 N 6371C—Shipping weight 7 pounds........ $16.98 

[2] Steel Tripod for above. Adjusts 4 to 6 feet. 
79 N6345C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. .. . $549 

Lock your telescope in a fixed posi- 
tion and look down into the periscope 
lens to see Jupiter and Mars. 40 and 
80 power scope gives inverted image 

revolves 360* on 3-ft. tripod. 
23¢in. ground, polished mirror. 
Black fiberboard tube. 12-page 
manual. 
79 N 1966C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... .$9.98 
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Lionel Weather Stations 

Master Weather Set . . 
readings relayed indoors 

$9950 "y NO ANY 

cash 

Indoor weather panel wired elec- 
trically to instruments outside. 
Take precision readings without 
looking out the window. Sealed 
clock-face, metal aneroid barom- 
eter gives pressure changes. Read 
wind speed and direction on 
electrically lighted panel. Weath- 
er manual and color cloud charts 
to consult. Made of heavy injec- 
tion molded plastic. Needs 1 
“D” battery. Order on opposite 
page. 
49 N 6305-Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $22.50 

Even Starter Set gives 
full weather readings 

s1088 
With this compact set you can 
study, compute and predict 

weather trends. Use the old 
seafarer’s method with plastic 
“Cape Cod Glass” barometer. 
Measure the “comfort index” 
with sling psychrometer and sep- 
arate T.H.I. computer. Includes 
rain gauge, rolling weather chart, 
plastic weather vane and elec- 

trically operated wind speed in- 
dicator. Order 1 "D" battery . . 
opposite page. 
49 N 2047-Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $10.88 

gives you a direct upright. 
image for nature studies 
with its 134-inch objec- 
tive lens. 35-inch sturdy fi- 
berboard tube with white 
vinyl covering, brass fittings. 
Swivels 360* with 75* eleva- 
tion on its 18-inch tripod. 
Tripod has plastic base, tu- 
bular-steel legs. 
79 N 1932C—Wit. 4 lbs...$5.98 

/] / Get a sharp close-up look at planets 

with this Reflector Telescope 



Los » = — 

$2399 “0 ponev $1588 $1388 $997 

They're big as life . . and oh, so lovable 
36-INCH HONEY-MATE DOLLS walk with your little girl like a kid sister 

* Hold our arms . . we walk when guided. Our eyes close for sleep * Care for our rooted “hair” as your mother cares for yours 
e Pose us . . our heads turn or tilt; our arms and legs are jointed * Our hard-to-break plastic bodies have life-like proportions 

You can fix her dark blond hair so So real, you can hardly tell her Dressed for rough and tumble fun in Just like a real little girl who is going 
many different ways! She's all from your playmates, It's fun learn- pretend corduroy slacks with matching to a party. This curly-haired miss is 
dressed up in a 2-piece, red rayon ing to braid her hair. She comes in a knit blouse. Help her put on the dressed like a princess in filmy, colored 
velvet bolero jacket and skirt white cotton print dress with a pinafore, leatherette jacket and nylon kerchief nylon with lavish lace trim; taffeta 
cotton blouse, with attached slip, Straw hat matches purse with a ker- when you take her outside to play. ^ underskirt. Lace also trims peter pan 
hat, panties, socks and shoes. chief in it. Panties, socks, shoes. Rayon socks and vinyl shoes. Dress-up collar, Shoes and socks. 
79 N 3367L—Shpg. wt. 91bs...$23.99 — 79 N 3678L—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs...$15.88 — clothes to fit her are shown on the — 79 N 36571—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs....., .$9.97 

opposite page. It's fun to wash and 2 N3624L—36-inch doll, (not shown) 
38-inch Boy Playmate (not shown) wears cotton pants, jacket set her curly hair. RN EN adu. MOM amd 
79 N 3378.— (Cotton shirt, cap, shoes, socks.) Wt. 10 Ibs, Was $25.95. . .$21.95 79 N 3677L—Shpg. wt. 81bs....$13.88 Shipping weight 7 Ibs. $577 

25-inch Life-size Infant 

So like a real baby, this dolly seems 
to snuggle close when you pick her up 

to hold her. She comes in cotton sleeper; 
diaper, ribbon-trimmed blanket. Plastic 
body. Jointed arms, legs and turning 
head of soft vinyl. Has her own bottle, 
soap, wash-cloth, booties. 
79 N 3229 C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs....... $15.97 

[2] Doll above in plastic high chair with 
removable tray and big play beads 

(see small view). 
79 N 3294C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs... .... $1979 

One-year-old charmer 

3] 28-inches of bouncing baby, yet light 
and easy for tiny mothers to carry. 

Curly rooted Saran hair. Plastic body. 
Jointed arms, legs, turning head of soft 
vinyl. Sheer nylon outfit has matching 
slip; panties, shoes, socks. 
79 N 3348 C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.......$12,99 
79 N 3347 C—23-in. 3. month-old Similar to 
above, wears booties. Wt. 5 
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*165-piece Electric Set $1299 

Build and operate your own drawbridge. Or 
tackle a rocket launcher that automatically 

fires rockets. In a 17x10x3-in. steel chest. 
2-way electric motor. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. UL listed. 2 power take-offs. 
49 N 2334— Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $12.99 

*155-piece Battery Set $999 
Without batteries. 

Here's action for you. Build a battery driven 

more, too. In 16}4x10x3-in. steel chest. Needs 
2 "D" batteries, order below. 
49N2333-Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs............. Set $6.99 
d ee, 

A2 Beginner's Motorless Set 

a. t 
3 Building fun for 

young engineers. 
Girders, wheels, 
pulleys to build 
bridges, cranes . . 
even a mobile 
radar scanner. 

Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 2332 Set $3.66 

| helicopter . . radar scanner and truck. Lots 

| 

| 
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ERECTOR 

Build big space age models 
rocket gantry, astronaut crane, 

action conveyor belt 

reese *1699 
Pretend you're the structural engineer for Cape 
Canaveral. The astronaut crane, mobile rocket gantry 
plus hundreds more can be powered by the forward 
and reverse, 4-position gear motor. In 19x11x3}4-in, 
steel chest. 2-way electric motor, 2 power take offs. 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
49 N 2335—Shipping weight 12 Ibs... + Set $16.99 

*370-piece Electric Set NO MONEY 
builds moon drilling rig 32450 DOWN 

Construct drilling equipment that spins. Or make yourself a 
robot that actually walks, a turning satellite tracker . . even 
an old fashioned Ferris wheel. 21x12x3-inch chest. 2-way 
electric motor, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
79 N 2336C—Shipping weight 18 pounds 

*618-pc. Electric Set puts up s3450 NO MONEY 
giant astronaut trainer 

Special equipment makes your model trainer rock and whirl 
at the same time. You can build a working parachute jump 
with miniature chutes. 20x16x3-inch steel chest. 2-way elec- 
tric motor. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
79 N 6324K—Shipping weight 24 pounds ..........Set $34.50 

Set $24.50 
E 

Make working models 
with structural steel 

"Total pieces do not 
include hundreds 
of nuts and bolts 



Pony-tailed Teenager 

walks when you guide her 

This 19-in. vinyl doll has flirting eyes 

and a cute, turned-up nose. She's the 
hit of the teen crowd in her fash- 
ionable leopard print cotton slacks 
and smart rayon taffeta blouse with 
lace, velvet bow. 

Arrange her pretty, rooted "hair" in 

the latest teenage styles. She has 
jointed arms and legs and a movable 
head. Her extra outfit for parties and 
dressy occasions is a colorful print cot- 
ton dress with rayon taffeta panties. 
She wears shoes and socks. 
49 N 3609—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. $5.98 

yrs 
eee 

waist, arm, leg and hat openings. 

49N3740-16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49N3741-20 to 21 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49N3742-30 to 32 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49N3743-34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

49 N 3447—16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 3458—20 to 21 inches. 
49 N 3459—30 to 32 inches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 3460—34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
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(4) 2-piece Circus-style cotton pajamas with hat. 6 
Pompons trim this adorable outfit. Elasti 

[5] Artificial leather coat, belt, beret ond purse — [7] 
smartly styled in white with rayon lining 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

Pantalooned 
"Toddler 

T) 18 inches tall 
and such a pretty 

darling in her cotton 
dress; gay pantaloons; 
pinafore with ruffled 
top; socks, shoes. 

Vinyl plastic body. 
Jointed arms, legs. Her 
head turns, eyes move. 

Her rooted Saran hair 
to wash and comb. 

Shipping weight 
2 pounds 13 ounces. 
49 N3674 $9.98 

ized 

Scouting 

"Toddler 

15 inches tall . 
wears official cot- 

ton uniform. With be- 
ret, panties, socks and 
shoes. All vinyl with 
rooted Saran hair. 
Freckled face . . sleep- 
ing eyes. Her head 
turns. Jointed arms, 
legs. Shpg. wt. each, 
1 Ib. 12 oz 

49N3545- Brownie.$6.98 

49N3648-Girl Scout (not. 
shown). As above $6.98 

- Es. 

Extra outfits for your doll's wardrobe . . sizes for 16 to 36-inch tod 

Sweater and Skirt Set. Soít rayon fleece 8 
sweater and tam. White 

knit trim. Cotton felt skirt is bright red. 
$1.29 — 49N3453-16 to 17 inches. 

1.59 — 49N3454-20 to 21 inches. Shpg. wt 
2.29 — 49N3455-30 to 32 inches. 

Shpg. wt, 14 oz. 
14 oz 

Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
269 — 49N3456-34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz 

$1.98 
2.59 
3.59 
398 

4-piece dress set: Pi 
white trim, nylon petticoat, socks and shoes. 

49N3744-16 to 17 inches, Shpg. wt. 14 oz 
49N3745-20 to 21 inche: 
49N3746—30 to 32 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49N3747-34 to 36 inches, Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

with multicolor 

ied cotton dres: 

"Toddler 

18 inches tall, in 
her Sunday best. 

Rooted “Perma-curl” 
plastic hair is fun to 
brush and set. Wears 
rayon dress, cotton 
leotards, shoes. Vinyl 
plastic . . head turns, 
eyes move. Jointed 
arms, legs. Distinct 
fingers, toes. 

Shipping weight 
2 pounds 1 ounce, 
49 N 3672 $4.99 

^u 

Big Walking Toddler 

30 inches tall. Ready for a party in her 
dainty, nylon dress with lace and ribbon 
trim. Attached slip and panties. Her 
rooted Saran hair is swept up in a pony- 
tail, but you can comb and set it any 
way you like: Lashed eyes open and close. 
Hard-to-break vinyl body has jointed 
arms and legs; turning vinyl head. She 
wears shoes and socks. She walks with 
you when guided. 
79 N 3656C—30-in. doll, Wt. 5 Ibs.. 
79 N 3652C—27.in. doll, Wt. 4 Ibs... 

$8.88 

699 

dlers and life-size dolls 
Fine quality materials, fashioned in the latest styles, painstakingly sewn and detailed 

Holiday Dress Ensemble of floral printed polished cot- 
ton; with sewn on lace trimmed organdy apron. 

49 N 3748—16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $1.87 
$1.49 49 N3749—20 to 21 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz 2.19 

198 49 N3750—30 to 32 inches, Shpg. wt. 14 oz 239 
277 49 N 3751—34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 279 

329 — f$] Coat Ensemble. Beautifully-edged, plaid coat is cotton 
cord. Matching hat; ribbon ties. 

49 N 3475—16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $1.98 
49 N 3476—20 to 21 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 229 

$1.98 — 49N3477—30 to 32 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz 2.98 
259 — 49 N3478—34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz 349 
379 
398 5&5 SEARS 329 



spin meters and fill tanks 
. . all at your control 4 | 

Kenner's Motorized 

fr S 

Build Superhighways . . 

Factories . . Draw Bridges 

Plastic structures so sturdy, they can be picked up, carried 

$933 to $888, zws 
Build a framework of girders and cross beams. Snap on prefab wall, window and 

roof panels. Run superhighways across bridges. Thrill to realistic action of motor 

and power units that make structures come to life . . lift bridges . . operate elevators. 

Create systems up to 3 feet high. Add to HO and O gauge train layouts 
Our bigges set has ba )were: teri, 2 5 is z 
ny biggest, 640 piece set has battery powered motor unit (order batteries below), Use sturdy, snap-together ic parts to and build 

plus switch assembly, pulleys, swivels, hinges and elevator cab cable. All building Aled m ens plasti dori design dee 
sets include Masonite Presdwood "foundations" and illustrated planning book. HO industrial pi at ar ares mi plants, iens ication 

scale vehicles not included, see 49N2165 30-pc. set page 460. systems . . up to 234 feet high. Control pumps and valves. See 
H 640-pi Motorized Brid 605-piece Bridge, T ik d Building Set water flow through your own hydro-dynamic system. With 

uge 640-piece, Motorized Bridge, -piece Bridge, Turnpike and Building Set. P E ^ : : > 

Turnpike and Building Set: 79 N 2323C-(No motor unit.) Wt. 7 Ibs. Set $7.88 plastic tray base and illustrated instructions. Batteries not incl. 

79N2346C-Shpg. wt. 81bs...Set $8.88 — 330-pc. Bridge, Turnpike Set. (No motor unit.) Two Motor, 600 pc. Set. 3 lights, 10 ft. tubing, 20x13 in. base. 

49 N 2322- Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 6 oz. Set $3.66 79 N 1912L—(Order 4 batteries below.) Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs... . . $13.88 

2"C" Batteries, above. Wt.ea.20z.  |89.piece Building Set. (No motor unit.) One Motor, i B i 

79 N 4665—Each 16e 4 for &0c — 49 N2320—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz Set $333 v 418 pc. Set, With 6 ft. of tubing, 1813 in. base. 
79 N 1911 C—(Order 2 batteries below.) Shpg. wt. 6 Ibe.......$8.88 

334 SEARS res 79 N4660—"D" Botteries for above. Wt. ea. 4 oz. Ea. 16c, 4 for 60c 
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Amaze your friends . . 

be a ventriloquist 

T) 32-in. Jerry Mahoney. Control his eyes, 
mouth and head separately as profes- 

sionals do. Instructions tell how to “make 
Jerry talk". Assorted colored cotton suit, 
sewn-on shirt-front, tie, shoes. Hard plastic 
head, painted hair. Fiberboard torso; cotton 
filled legs, arms. Vinyl plastic hands, Comes 
in corrugated valise, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
49N3591-With movable lifelike eyes. $18.66 
49N3588-With stationary painted eyes, 13.44 

"d [Z] Cotton gabardine sport suit: red jacket, 
tan pants, White shirt-front. Tie, shoes. 

49 N 3534-Fits 32-in. Jerry. Wt. 14 oz.. $4.59 

3] Tux: White rayon jacket has rayon satin 
lapels; black rayon pants, white cotton 

shirt-front. Black bow tie, shoes. 

49 N 3535— Fits 32-in. Jerry. Wt. 14 oz. $4.59 

Raggedy Ann and Andy 

The original button-eyed favorites of young and old for 
many years, Cotton-stuffed fabric bodies with yarn hair 

and merry, painted features, Ann wears assorted print 

3] 24-inch Jerry Mahoney. Mouth opens 
with string manipulation. Movable vinyl 

head; cotton stuffed body. He wears assorted 
colored cotton gabardine suit; sewn-on 
shirt-front, tie, shoes. Instruction book cotton dress with apron, Andy wears cotton shirt, pants 
79 N 3594C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $5.88 and hat. Clothing is removable for easy laundering. 

Choose from 3 big, floppy sizes. 
$] 24-in. Knucklehead . . replica of Jerry's ERT ig TR 

sidekick. Movable vinyl head and cot Size ‘atolog Number Shpg. wt Price 
ton stuffed body. Mouth moves by string (6) Andy (7) Ann each ach 

manipulation. Wears assorted style cotton 15 Inch 49 N 3592 | 49 N 3580 E: $3.26 
jacket, pants, sewn-on shirt-front, tie, shoes 2 inches | 49 N 3603 | 49 N 3583 Vib, 6 oz 4.29 
79 N 3540C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, $5.88 32 Inches | 79 N 3605C | 79 N 3585C |. .5 Ibs . 7.98 

Lovely wardrobe for slender, grown-up dolls 14 to 21 inches tall 
] Colors and patterns may vary slightly. Shpg. wts. for clothes, 14 oz. . .for dolls 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
(8) Vim! Doll. Saran Dress of rayon taf- Accessories: girdle, fj] Nylon Bridal Dress. 
——— hair, sleepy eyes. feta, blouse, panties, bra, nylon hose, gar- Panties, sash, veil, ny 

Chemise outfit. Shoes. attached slip, shoes. ters, shoes, plastic case. lon hose, slippers, shoes, 
49 N 3660—15 in..$4.88  49N3487-14to15in.$1.98 — 49N3449-14to15in.$1.39 

49N3488-181019in. 249 — 49N3451-I8to19in. 1.44 
+ 599 — 49N3489-201021in, 2,69 ^ 49N3452-201021in. 147 

(8) Coat, Hat, Muff of Im] Woven Red Coton (3) Gown and Negligee 
| 7 pile fabric, looks like Coat has tatting in sheer pink nylon; 
> fur. Rayon lined. trim. Beret hat. lace trim. Shoes. hose, slippers. 

49N3363-1410151n.$2.29 — 49N3474-14t015in,$1.57 . 49N3495-141015in.$1.9B — 49N3464-14to15in.$1.79 
/A9N3364-18to 19in. 269 — 49N3479-181019in. 179  49N3496-181010in. 2.59 ^ 49N3465-18to19in. 2.39 
/49N3365-201021in. 298 — 49N3480-201021in. 1.97 — 49N3497-201021in. 279  49N3466-201021in. 259 

ET 330 sears $35 s 
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Build up to 6 houses 

at one time 
Erect frame, snap on prefab panels 

a 

398 piece 
set 

Develop an entire subdivision . . or build a mansion. Our 398-piece set is 
complete with patios, carport, swimming pools, chimneys and TV antennas. 
Break-resistant plastic frames and panels form 8-inch high Cape Cod, Colo- 
nial, Ranch-style and many other homes. Landscape with trees, shrubs and 
trellises. Six Masonite Presdwood foundations (four 8x9 in., two 9x11 in.). 
Can use with Kenner Sets on facing page. With illustrated plans. 
79 N 6327C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. Ne cesses Set $699 

Build 3 homes at a time Double Home Set 

194 pieces with 3 foundations (two | Two 8x9-inch foundations plus 106 
8x9 in., one 9x11 in.), steeples, trees, parts. Build a variety of home styles. 
trellises, TV antennas, plans. Illustrated plans. 

49 N6328—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 9 oz. $3.99 — 49 N6336—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. $2.44 

Extra big, powerful 
2-speed fuel-burning 

Steam Engine 

$1798 
Double-acting piston rods give 
true-to-life action, Run fast 
or slow, 2-step pulley on fly- 
wheel operates toys, etc. (not 
included). 514-inch brass boiler 
has peek-in glass. Embossed 
metal walls look like brick. 

With weighted safety valve, 
whistle, centrifugal _ governor, 
funnel and pan. 12x10-in. base. 
Power take-off, dry fuel not 
included (order below). 11 inches 
high. Made in West Germany. 

49 N2136—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $17.98 

Quick heating 
Electric Steam Engine 
with erm lever 

(T) Big l-speed Steam Engine 
with double-acting piston 

rods, brass cylinder. 4-in. pol- 
ished brass boiler, glass side. Em- 
bossed brick-look firebox walls. 
All metal. Flywheel, grooved pul- 
ley, safety valve, whistle, gover- 
nor, funnel. 8x10¥4-in. base. 
914 in. high. From West Ger- 
many. Order dry fuel below. 
49 N2141—Wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz. $12.98 

Fill the nickel-plated brass boiler and plug in the 
cord. You're at the throttle valve as power builds 
in the 214x6-inch boiler. Control engine speed. 
Unit has water gauge, safety valve, whistle, brass 
cylinder, 3-in. diameter flywheel, 2-speed power 
take-off. Embossed brick-look firebox, nickel- 
plated engine parts. 9}9x1114-inch wood base, 
9 inches high over-all. With 6 ft. heavy-duty cord. 
UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c AC-DC. Made in U.S.A. 
49 N 6343— Shipping weight 7 pounds... .... $19.98 

[2] 1-speed Steam Engine with 
— single-acting piston rod, oscil- 
lating brass cylinder. Steam 
operates piston and turns grooved 
pulley on flywheel, Water heats 
in 34-inch polished-brass boiler. 
Embossed brick-look walls. All 
metal. Safety valve, whistle, 
8xS}¢-in. base. 814 in. high. 
From West Germany. Order 
fuel below. 

49 N2144—Wt. 1 Ib, 11 oz. $7.88 

Power Take-off. Trans- 
fers power from steam 
engine to operate toys. 
Has 4 pulleys, 3 coil- 
spring belts. 614-in. metal 
base. From W. Germany. 
Shipping weight 7 oz. 
49 N1985.........8179 

[3] Esbit Dry Fuel. Use 3 pellets 
per pint of water. 2 boxes 

—40 pellets. Made in Germany. 
49 N 2375—Wt. 6 oz... ... Set 9Bc 
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[1] 15-in. Raggedy Ann with bug- 
— gy. Ann has cotton-stuffed 
body; yarn hair, painted face 
Cotton dress. Buggy has 19-in. 
vinyl body with aluminum-finish 

23-in. high handle 

Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.. $7.68 

steel frame 

49 N 3587 

[7] Buggy only. No doll 
—— 49 N3584-Shpy. wt. 7 Ibs. $4.97 

3] 20-inch Plush Doll is about the 
most huggable naptime pal 

ever! Soft, cuddlyrayon plush bunt 
ing with hood. Vinyl hands, rosy 
cheeked painted face. Washable 
49 N3557—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... $4.97 

CGutshod Dade scunt by cheisihiasnmisetediwical Gom 

4] 14-in. Cuddly-Wuddly Doll 
à tiny girl's favorite, Cotton 

stuffed fabric body with cotton 
apron, bonnet in assorted prints. 
Painted plastic yarn hair. 
49 N 3501 —Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. .$1.39 

$] 30-in. Clown brings you all 
the fun and excitement of the 

ircus! This jolly fellow has big 
cotton felt hands and feet. Big 
pompon button; ruching at neck 
Felt eyes, mouth, pompon nose. 
Cotton stuffed rayon plush 

79 N3558C—Shipping weight 5 
$5.94 pounds 

Add to her "family" of dolls 

Squeezy Sleepyhead in three 
popular versions. Washable, 

cotton-backed rayon plush is 
plastic and cotton filled 

Vinyl face and curly cotton yarn 
hair, 14 inches long 

foam 

Sleepyhead on 9xl4-in. pillow 
Zip-up pocket tohold your pajamas 
49 N 3555—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib,.,, .$3,49 
Sleepyhead with Imported Swiss 
made music box plays a gentle 
tune for baby. No pillow 
49 N 3504—Shpyg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.39 

Sleepyhead only. Without music 
box or zipper pillow. 
49 N 3527 —Shpg. wt. 14 oz... $2.49 

$197 for as little as 

(7] 25-inch Patti is a big, flippity-foppity doll 
with assorted print cotton skirt and pinafore 

Painted plastic face, cotton yarn hair in cute 
ponytail style. Cotton stuffed fabric body 
49 N 3593—Shipping weight 2 lbs. $1.94 

8] 40-inch Patti. This life 
~ tually walk and dance with you, Elastic bands 

on her feet attach to your shoes. Made as above 
49 N 3530— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.27 

9] 15-in. Cutie has a soft, "coo" woice. One-piece 
cotton stuffed vinyl body; molded hair, Go-to 

sleep eves, Ninon dress, bonnet, undies, socks, shoes 
49 N3112—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz $1.99 

ij] 12-in. Colored Baby. Almost like real . . mov- 
— ing eyes; jointed arms and legs, turning head 

molded hair, bottle, cotton dress, bonnet 
49 N 3532—Wears undies, booties. Wt. 13 oz,.$1.97 

fil] 18-in. Drink and Wet Doll . . jointed arms, 
— legs. . turning head with molded hair, go-to- 
sleep eyes. Cotton dress, bonnet; panty, socks, 
shoes, bottle. Vinyl and plastic 
49 N 3042— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $3.87 

iz] 16-inch Doll in bunting. Vinyl with moving 
eyes, molded hair, jointed arms, legs. In 

diaper, quilted nylon bunting, hooded jacket 
49 N 3231 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs, $4.97 

[B] 12-in. Drink and Wet Twins. Go-to-sleep eyes. 
Jointed arms, legs, molded hair. Cotton sleep- 

ing sacks, blanket. Vinyl dolls, bottle. 
49 N3136—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $4.94 

j| 20-in. Drink and Wet Doll ha: born 
— infant" face and rooted baby "hair." She 
wears cotton flannel snowsuit with hood. plastic 
nursing bottle. Doll is vinyl and plastic. 
49 N 3274—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $5.94 
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BOBTAIL "T" KIT 
* Giant 16-inch Classic Hot Rod 

* Motorized engine drives wheels 
through differential 

* Gear shift disengages y 
drive shaft 

* Gear-operated steering 

* Working headlights 

320 piece kit 

$7766 zx. 

Perfect detailing . . plastic molded in 7 colors 

1914 "T" bucket plastic body on “A” 
frame and back spring mount. 8.00x15 
slick rear tires with Buick rims, 6.70x15 
tread front tires on 1949 Ford rims. Ford 
292 block, dual-point distributors with 
spark plug wires, finned aluminum valve 
covers, 6-Stromberg 97 carbs and rear fuel 
lines are just a few engine features. 

Cutslod pae scans by peisthiasnmisetedaical Gom 

Many parts simulate brass or chrome plat- 

ing. Seats, top of simulated Naugahyde 
plastic. Folding windshield. 16 in. long, 
9 in. wide, 8% in. high. Cement not incl. 
Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
79 N 2389 C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. ..$7.66 
"C" Batteries, Shipping weight 2 oz. 
79 N 4665 „Each 16¢; 4 for 60c 

They run automatically 
in pre-set patterns 

Cam-A-Matic® action 
for figure 8's, circles, 

even stop, reverse 

Mercer Runabout. Makes an- 
tique noises as she goes. Plas- 
tic kit includes motor. Red 
body, brass-color accessories. 
18 inches long. Cement not 
included. Uses 3 "D" bat- 
teries, order below. 
79 N 1943C—Wt. 4 lbs..$6.99 

Duesenberg. Scale model of 
famous car of the “Thirties.” 
Lights operate. Rumbles as 
she goes. Plastic kit includes 
motor. Yellow body, chrome- 
color accessories, Cement 
not included. Order 3 “D” 
batteries below. 
79 N 2385C—Wt. 3 Ibs..$6.99 

2 “D” bati below. 
79 N 6314C-Wt. 3 Ibs. $5.99. 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
79 N 4560. . Ea. 16c; 4 for 60e 

See parts 
work as 

V-8 runs 
Miniature motor, 

Visible Airplane Engine. 9 radially 
mounted cylinders in clear plastic 
for full view of functioning parts. 
Pistons move up and down as spark 
plugs ignite. Engine hitched to al 
able pitch 16-in. propellers. Operat 
ed by electric motor, Order 2 "p 
batteries below left. Cement incl. 
79 N 2394C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .$11.44. 

Hot Rod's V-8 engine has visible parts 

$376 

without 
batteries 

Engine, accessory sec- 
tion are power driven. 
Headlights really light. 
Detailed dash board, 
gear shift. Trunk lid 
opens. Plastic and met- 
al parts. 13 in. long. 
Order 3 “D” batteries 
below. Shipping weight 
11b. 4 oz. 
49 N 2349. ..$376 

"D" Battery. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660. . . Each lóc 



. . authentic English coach style 

wind ty 9377 

ds: 
"oas" 

$997 
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Knifes through 
the water at 

45 knots scale 

Set the switch and automa- 
lic action takes over and 
does the steering in pre-set 
patterns . . watch it ma- 

neuver in a figure 8, circle, 
rectangle and straight line. 
Power is supplied by heavy 
duty battery-driven elec- 

tric motor. 

Battery-driven Jaguars 
raceon plastic monotrack 

Everything you need to build two 
motorized Jaguars plus 36 ft. of 
plastic tubing to form a speedway. 
"There's even a driver in each car. 
One racer is red, the other is shiny 
chrome-plate finish. Each 634 
inches long, made of sturdy plastic, 
Cement not included. Each uses 
two "AA" batteries; order below. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
49 N 94M... cose 

"AA" Batteries, Shpg. wt. ea. 1 oz. 
Each 166; 4 for 60¢ 49 N4666M.... 

A 
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Kit 
$336 

without batteries 

Hubley Die-cast Metal Cars 
a 

Build highly detailed scale model 
of a 1930 Packard. With side 
panel upholstery, worm and sec- 
tor gear steering, chrome-plated 
accessories such as bumpers, 
open wire wheels. White wall 
tires. 14-piece engine under re- 
movable hood. Unfinished metal 
parts, paint not incl. 934 inches 
long. Screwdriver assembly. 
(5) 49 N 6363— Sport Phaeton 
(6) 49 N 6362— Roadster 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. Each $3.94 

iu. 1 

Each "ff c ns 

Each kit builds a 1-foot long 
battery-powered floating model 

Sail your own fleet! 4 exciting U.S, Naval ships in accurately detailed grey plastic. 
Each has a powerful motor, battery box, switch, all connections and a display 
stand. Each uses one “AA” battery, order under Jaguars at left. Cement not incl, 
49 N 6353M—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces... .... cesses Set $2.99 

[1] U.S.S. Rudderow Picket Ship. [3] U.S.S. Cleveland Cruiser. 
49 N 6349M —Wt. 7 oz... .. Ea. 77e 49 N 6351M—Wt. 7 oz.. ..... Ea. 77e 

(2) Aircraft Carrier Hornet. U.S.S. Missouri Battleship. 
49 N6350M—Wt. 7 oz... . Ea. 77c 49 N 6352M—Wt. 7 oz... ...- Fa. 77c 

Set up your own track with 4 cars, salt flat scene 

“Beasts of Bonneville” racers 
speed along straight drag strip 

Build 4 exciting racers and make your own minia- 
ture drag race at home. Friends can help and take 
part in the competition. Colorful 634-inch plastic 
cars powered by a rubber band mechanism , . all 
you do is wind 'em up and let "em go. Two plastic 
tethers for each racer . . one for the starting point, 
one for the finish. Attach a piece of string (not in- 
cluded) between the two tethers and the car follows 
the path of the string. Rear panel of kit box has 
cardboard cutouts for salt flat scene, Decals for 
each racer. Rule and suggestion booklet plus glue 
for kit assembly included. 
49 N 2353—Shipping weight 1 Ib.......... Set $2.44 

Steer battery- 

powered cars by 
remote control 

Build a detailed stock model, customize it into a hot- 
rod or turn out a competition machine. Order 2 “AA” 
batteries, under Jaguars; and 2 “D” batteries on 
facing page (49N4660). Cement not included. 

1925 Ford Model “T" Pickup. 6 in. long. 
49 N 6316M—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz......$2.67 

1951 Ford *'Victoria" Hardtop. 7% in. long. 
49 N 6318M—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz $2.67 

1940 Mercury Convertible. 734 in. long. 
49 N 6322M—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. ... - 2.67 



ITEMS BELOW SHOWN 
ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

Doll Carriages 

T) Deluxe English-style Buggy. Frame 
rests on 4 springs. Crests decorate 

hardboard sides. Padded rail. Vinyl 
covered, four-bow hood; visor. 914-in. 
white rubber tires. Brake. Storm 
shield. Chrome-plated fenders, 28-inch 
handle. 2534x123{x10 in. deep. No doll. 
79 N 8259L—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs......$1577 
Similar buggy (small view). No fenders; 
storm shield. 24-in, handle, 21x11x9 in. 
79 N 8268C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs.. ....$9.94 

Adjustable buggy 'grows up' with. 
her. Chrome-plated tubular handle 

can be set at 29, 32 or 34 in, Storm 
Shield. Chrome-plated fenders. 8-in. 
white rubber tires. Quilted gold-color 
and white vinyl. 27x1274x10 in. deep. 
79 N 8208C—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs... $12.97 

[F] Scotch plaid buggy. Sturdy rubber- 
backed fabric. Campbell plaid; white 

trim, 32-in, chrome-plated tubular 

pusher. Duchess gear. 4-bow hood, 
visor. 8-in. white rubber tires. Storm 
shield. Brake. 27x1234x9 in. deep. 
79 N 8207L—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs...... $9.97 

(4] Spring -suspension buggy gives your 
doll extra-smooth rides. Storm 

shield. Chrome-plated tubular under- 
gear. 3134-in. handle. Duchess action. 
Brake. 4-bow hood, visor. Red quilted 
vinyl; white trim, 734 in, tires. 27x13x10 
inches deep. 
79 N 8218C—Shpg. wt. 12 lbs $8.99 

Classic buggy. Quilted pink vinyl. 
2914 in. chrome-plated tubular han 

dle. Brake. Duchess gear. 634-in. white 
tires. 24 )$x11 4x8 4 in. deep. 
79 N 8256C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 8769 

Carriage Accessory Sets 

Plastic covered mattress. Rayon 
taffeta cotton-filled pillow (11x8 in.), 
and quilt (22x16 in.). Pink, 

49 N 8215—21x12 in. Mattress, Fits 
(1), (5). Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 02, ..$1.9; 

49 N 8216—26x12 in. Mattress, Fits 
(2), (3), (4). Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..$2. 

Doll Strollers 
(6) Convertible twin-stroller, Use 3 leg 

straps for twins . . unsnap 2 to give 
big dolly a ride. Handle adjusts 2844 to 
3134 in. Storm shield. Safety belt. Wire 
shopping basket, foot rest. Tubular, 
chrome-plated steel. Front wheels 
swivel. Black tires, Quilted vinyl. 123x 
644-in. deep seat. No dolls. 
79 N 8219L—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs......$12.97 

[7] Sleeper-stroller adjusts for ride or 
nap. Handle adjusts from 2734 to 

29 in. Seat unsnaps for easy cleaning. 
Wire foot rest, shopping basket. Front 
wheels swivel. Chrome-plated tubular 
steel. Turquoise, white vinyl. Safety 
strap. Seat 844 in. wide, 6 in. deep. 
79 N 8213C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs,,.....$7.97 

Reclining-back stroller becomes a 
bed for dolly, Chrome-plated front 

rail; 29 in. handle. Molded plastic step- 
up. Pink, white vinyl. Pink vinyl tires. 
Brake. Seat: 10 in. wide, 614 in. deep. 
Down as bed: 1734 in. long. 

79 N 8238C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. ..... $6.94 

[9] Convertible stroller-car seat. Lift 
— out seat . . . dolly can ride in the car 
like a real baby. Pearlized blue quilted 
vinyl. 281¢ in. chromed handle. Shop- 
ping basket. White tires. 934 x9 }¢-in, seat. 

79 N 8257C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.......$4.99 
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Quilted buggy. Take dolly for 
à walk in this pretty carriage. 
Quilted gold-color vinyl trim 
med with white vinyl . . gold. 
color starbursts, Folding visor. 
keeps sun out of dolly's eyes. 
Chrome-plated tubular handle 
is 26 inches high. 6-inch white 
rubber tires, Easy to fold and 
store, Body size: 23x10x7 in- 
ches deep. 
79 N 8258C— réblpping weight. 
6 pounds... + $4.99 

Buggy. Wheel dolly proudly in 
this blue and gold-color car- 
riage. Vinyl film is embossed to 
have a pretty, linen-look. Blue 
vinyl trim and 4!4-in. tires. 
Height of handle is 21 inches. 
Folds and stores easily and 
compactly. Body of carriage is 
18 inches long, 8 inches wide 
and 6 inches deep. 
79 N S239 C— Shipping weight. 
4 pounds .$2; 

Inexpensive “transportation” for your doll 

Woven fiber buggy isa sturdy 
‘first carriage.’ Red enamel 
finish, stenciled decorations. 
24M-in. handle, S-in. white 
tires. 18x8x7 in. deep. 
79N8214C-Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.$5.99 

Larger fiber buggy has white 
enamel fi Tubular ge 
handle, 6-in. red tires. 25-in. 
handle, 20x934x8 in. deep. 
79 N 8217C—Shipping weight 
9 pounds... . . $7.69 

Stroller. Keep purchases and 
dolly’s playthings in the 
matching shopping bag that 
hangs from the handle. White 
vinyl with blue and gold-color 
dots, blue vinyl trim and tires. 
Handle is 2244 in. high. Can- 
opy shields sun from dolly’s 
eyes. Easy to fold and store, 
Seat: 834x934x5 inches deep. 
49 N 8255— Shipping weight 
3 pounds. $2.79 

Sturdy Metal Trunks 

with wood frames 

Styled like real trunks. For “rugged travel.” Blue 
and white; pink lining. Bright stickers. Brass- 
plated trim. Plastic hangers. Handle. 

{io} 24-in. trunk. Lock, key, 2 drawers. 
79 N 9269C—24x11x9 in, Wt. 12 Ibs... 

j] 20-in. trunk. Lock, key, 1 drawer. 
79 N 9220C—20x10x9 in. Wt. 8 Ibs...... 6.39 

p] 14-in. trunk. Snap, 1 drawer. 
49 N 9264— x7 in. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... 4.19 

-$7.69 

Plastic-coated 
paper covers 
Wood Frame 

Trunks 

Find luggage the right size for all dolly's needs. 
Plastic hangers. Gray, pink lining. 
fa} 24-in. trunk. 2 drawers, lock and key. 

79 N 9324C —24x10x1134 in. Wt. 10 Ibs.. $5.59 

ji] 20-in, trunk. 1 drawer, lock and key. 
79 N 9320C —20x9x9 in. Wt. 5 Ibs. 

(i5) 14-in. trunk. 1 snap, 1 drawer 
49 N 9313— 14x7x8 in. Wt, 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 2.69 

4.29 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 

jj] 12-in. fitted case with comb, brush, mirror, 
49 N 9312E—10% Federal Excise Tax er 

n Barbie Doll Cases 

17)$199 

[7] Fashion Case for one doll. Put dothes in 
drawer, on hangers. White buff plastic. 

49 N 9309 —1034x1214x23 in. Wt. 2 lbs... $1.99 

jg] Trunk holds 2 Barbie-type dolls and clothes. 
— 2 drawers. Hangers. Black vinyl with patent- 
leather look. Fashion designs. Snap. 
49 N 9281 —13x10x734 in. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz.. ..$4.89 
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Get 18 different chords 
Just by touching buttons on the 

Happi-time Electric Chord Organ 
See how easily children can play without lessons . . how readily they learn 
the rhythms of waltz, tango, rumba, other musical tempos. The secret is a 

pre-set arrangement of 18 buttons for left hand: 6 bass tones for rhythm 
. 6 major, 6 minor chords for accompaniment. Melody is played by right 

hand. With "number selector" method, organ keys match number strip 
on sheet music. Loud-soft-volume control slide bar, high quality stainless 
steel reeds, Feather touch, fingertip action. 3 full octaves . . 37 treble keys, 
18 bass buttons. Beautiful cabinet is washable, scuff-resistant vinyl In 
two-tone walnut grain, sealed onto wood veneer to assure long life. 4 steel 

legs. 24x10x30 in, high. Book of 22 favorite melodies. Bench not included. 
79 N 604C—Shipping weight 18 pounds. . serene $4444 

Five Extra Music Books, Total of 110 titles e selector" method, 
49 N 616—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . eei sooo Set $3.39 

Our largest 18-chord Electric Organ 

wu 6999 "uw 

Every music-loving child will appreciate this simplé-to-play organ with its 18 
full chords: 6 major and 6 minor for accompaniment, 6 bass for rhythm. Children 
can learn to play so easily . . just touch the buttons for chords, play melody 
with right hand. Can also be played as a spinet . . Emenee Key Selector shows how. 
37 black and white keys (3 full octaves). Fine tone quality from plastic reeds. Hand- 
some cabinet has matching bench with vinyl-covered pad. Pilot light . . brass- 
finished swivel legs. 5 song books included: Christmas carols, folk songs, children's 
favorites. 38x16x33 in. high. Sent freight (rail or truck) or expres 
79 N 613N2—Shipping weight 50 pounds. $69.99 

NOTE: All organs on both pages have on-off switch 
and are UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
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Sa 
Golden-pipe Electric Reed Organ $1328 

What fun to hear the rich organ tones. 27-key range (over 2 octaves). 
Walnut color plastic cabinet trimmed with gold color. Withstands high 
impact. 16-song music book, key selector system. 15x6x10 in. high. 
79 N 621C—Shipping weight 11 pounds................4- $13.28 

4-Chord Electric Organ $1999 

You enjoy big-organ effect automatically. Just touch a finger on any 
of 4 chord buttons . . get beautiful full-tone chords. Key selector is edu 
cator-approved . . makes playing as simple as A-B-C. Rich, wood-grain 
color cabinet of high-impact plastic. 27 keys. 22xllxll in. high. 16 
song music book to please all youngsters 
79 N 637C—Shipping weight 12 pounds Ẹ $19.99 

8-button Electric Chord Organ $2499 NO MONEY 

Get enriched melody, definite rhythm, with 4 chords, 4 bass tones, in- 
tended for left-hand use. Right hand plays melod 
number system enclosed. Volume control slide bar, fine quality 
steel reeds. Veneer wood cabinet is covered with walnut-grained vinyl. 
18x9x7 in. high, Music rack, 22-selection music book included. 
49 N 602—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . . . * .$24.99 



Our Best 7-room House has 

Colonial-style mansion is extra roomy—over 334 
feet long. Plenty of space to occupy even the busiest 
little girl. Even has real draperies that can be re- 
moved, awnings for the second floor, towels for the 
bathroom, patio furniture for the sunporch, plus a 

family of 4 plastic figui Big, corner jalousie 
windows light up the family rec jon room. Each 
room completely furnished with high-impact plastic 

a sunporch uio: $999 

pieces . . all authentic-looking, scaled in proportion. 
Interior rooms include: family room, living-dining 
rooms, kitchen, utility room, bedroom, bathroom and 

ach room colorfull 
terior is “landscaped 

nursery 
to floor. 

rated from ceiling 
portico has simu- 

lated wrought-iron decor. House is steel, 44x15x18 
inches high. Easy to assemble, instructions included. 
79 N 1412L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

5-room House with pool that really holds water 

Colonial-style residence is over 2 feet long . . almost 3 feet long with pool. — living-dining room 

and umbrella table handle poc 
the car port. 

nursery, bathroom 
Equipped to let your little homemaker enjoy suburban living. Hollywood-style — from ceiling to floor. Exterior is 
pool has diving board, pool accessories . . holds 2 plastic children. Barbecue grille support front porch and carport 

ide snacks. There's even a sports car to park in — steel, 26x15x16 inches high. Easy to assemble. For a family of 5 plastic figures to 
h room completely furnished with high-impact plastic pieces live in house, order 49 N 1413 on facing page. 

see $644 
"landscape 

all authentic-looking, scaled in proportion. Interior rooms include: kitchen, — 79 N 1411C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

Travel Chums 

for the 

young Miss 

Gutsioó pase scane by a niéelochdlcaL cod 

$9.99 

bedroom. Colorfully decorated 
simulated wrought-iron pillars 

has posts with chain-link railing. House i 

$6.44 



THE PIANO-LODEON 
Both a 30-key Upright Piano 

and a fully automatic Player Piano 

$3988 rra 
Child can play actual tunes, “play” along with the roll, or just sit back 
and enjoy the music. Piano has 234 -octave range. Player is authentic 
miniature of a 19th Century model . . has sound amplifier system, auto- 

matic rewind. 1-pc.cabinet is high-impact plastic in burgundy color, gold. 
color trim. 20x10x20 in. high. 6 assorted rolls. (Order extra rolls below.) 
79 N 525L—Shipping weight 18 pounds . $39.88 
49 N 529—3 rolls Christmas songs — 49 N 531 —3 rolls children’s melodies 
49 N 533—3 rolls of group-singing tune: 
Shipping weight each set 12 ounces Set $2.88 

29-key Spinet 

with Bench 

$1499 

This lovely looking mini- 
ature spinet stands 20 
inches high . . has 2}-0c 
tave range. Plywood cab. 
inet and bench are finish- 
ed in lustrous walnut col- 
or. 12x20 inches wide. 
Song book with many 
favorite selections is 
included. Matching 
bench measures 8 in 

high. 
79 N S761 Shipping 
weight 18 Ibs... . $14.99 

24-key Spinet 

with Bench 

$1144 

Attractive miniature 
spinet for beginner con- 
cert artists. 18 inches 
high . . plays 2 full oc- 
taves in deep, resonant 
tones. Clear-gloss wal 
nut-finish cabinet and 
bench made of strong 
plywood. Spinet 11x16 
inches wide. Matching 
bench measures 8 inches 
high. Easy-to-play song 
book is included. 
79 N 596L—Shipping 
weight 14 Ibs..... $11.44 
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Start playing the first day 

Our finest Junior-size Piano 
Special Color-key Selector System makes it so easy 

to play ..just match the “color notes" in the song 

book to color chart above the keyboard 

48-key Spinet Piano rane $9099 
with Bench 

Discover how rapidly your child can learn to play with the simple color 
chart method. Perhaps he'll soon be able to amaze you with other tunes 
he enjoys playing. Wide 3}4-octave range makes this spinet an easy step 
up to a full-size piano. High carbon steel tone rods give a rich, resonant 
tone. Cabinet is beautiful cherry-mahogany finish over finest plywood. 
31 inches long, 26 inches high. Matching bench is 12 inches high. 
79 N 620N— Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. Wt. 40 Ibs........ $29.99 

Toy Pianos. Easy color chart—just match keys to notes in music book included. 

In Spinet replica. Lustrous walnut-finish hardwood. 25 black and white keys. 
Tone bar gives range of 2 full octaves. 15x10x9 inches high. 
N 640—Shipping weight 7 pounds..... $5.98 

17-key "Baby Grond." Strong plywood with pretty blue lacquer finish. 
Over one octave range. 11x9x5 inches high. 
N 556—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces $2.98 

B-key "Baby Grand." Red, cream-enamel wood, bell-liketone. 10x8x5 in. high. 
49 N 508—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces $1.8 
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5-room ranch style 
House with patio 

$399 

One-story home is 234 feet long with patio 
over 35 pieces. All the joys of home-ownership! 
Your little miss can rearrange furniture to 
suit her whim. Completely furnished in modern 
style. Scaled-to-size, high-impact plastic furni- 
ture. Interior includes: master bedroom, bath- 
room, living-dining rooms, nursery and kitchen. 

Family of 5 figures 88« 

Patio features simulated flagstone floor, has 
chairs and play pen for relaxing in the sun. Ex- 
terior is “landscaped.” House and base are steel, 
33x9x10 inches high. Easy to assemble. Order 
the family of 5 plastic figures below to move 
right in. 
79 N 1401 C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . . .$3.99 

All set to make themselves at home in any doll house iv 
listed on facing page or above. Mother, father, daugh 
ter, son and baby can sit, stand, “walk,” crawl, etc. 
Jointed arms, bodies, le 
plastic . . practically unbreakable. 
49 N 1413— Father ís 6 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 

IHE COR 

. Durable polyethylene 

B8c 

'The Corner Store 

Only $399 

Shop, add up purchases, make change. 
Shelves hold tiny boxes of famous 
brand groceries, Cash register has slid- 
ing drawer with play money . . is 
mounted on movable check-out coun- 
ter. Handy plastic phone hangs on 
store wall. Blue and gray fiberboard 

store folds flat for storage. About 
32x17x64 in. high. Simple assembly. 
79 N1112C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs... $3.99 

Doll House Mansion 

Only $499 

Just open the twin doors . . little Miss 
Homemaker can stand up and play 
with this 434-ft. tall house. 3 rooms 
equipped with fiberboard furniture. 
Living and bed rooms have 5-piece 
suites and simulated rugs. Kitchen has 
3-piece set and complete appliances. 
Beautifully decorated corrugated fi- 
berboard. Use as chest or book case. 
27x13x53 in. high. Simple assembly. 

79 N 1416C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs... .$4.99 

Little girls love Luggage uwwstrateo ON FACING PAGE) 

o 2-piece Weekender Set, 14x10x5-in. Over- 
night Case plus 10x6x5-in. Train Case. Linen- 

grained vinyl plastic covering. Aluminum edges, 
wood frames. Plastic stitched bindings. Nickel- 
plated locks with keys. Plastic handles. Train 
Case has mirror. State color white or blue. 
49 N 9219E—2-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... . .$10.49 

49 N9221E—Overnight Case only. Wt. 4 Ibs... 6.39 
49 N 9223E—Train Cose only. Shpg. wt. 21bs... 4.98 

5-piece Bobbi-Sox Set. White vinyl plastic 
with nifty, teen-ager scenes on each. 9-inch 

diam, Train-and-Plane Bag opens on 2 sides, plas- 
tic handle. 4-inch diam. Purse opens on 1 side, 
loop handle. 634x434-in. Autograph Book has as- 
sorted color pages. 6x534-in. Diary has ruled 
pages, padlock, 2 keys. 444x434x444-in, Money 
Bank holds 4 separate funds, padlock, 2 keys. 
49 N 9268E—5-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 3 ibs... $5.19 

Satins pace scans by cheisimas.maselectwdcM conn 

2-piece Travel Set. 12x12x5- < 
inch Suitcase plus 10x7 $x534- n 

inch Train Case. Two-layered 
patent plastic resists scuffs, Lilac 
with pink-and-white butterflies. hm 
Zip open. Plastic linings have floral 
print, Plastic handles, ID holders. 

49 N 9270E—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .$4,89 

(9 49 N 9272E—Hat Box. As above. 
11x12x4)4 in. Wt.tlb.12 02, $2.89 

[E] Umbrello, Suitcase Set. 12-in. 
vinyl 

bossed tweed-look . . zipper, plas- 

Convert your card table into playhouse 
Gaily printed, cotton cloth playhouse slips over any stand- 

ard, 30-inch square, card table . . makes it.a private hide- 

away. Fun for children from 2 to 9 years old. Use indoors or 
out. Side flap lifts for easy entrance and ventilation. Push 
wooden dowel into block, place in center of table to form 
peak in roof. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49 N 1414—Kiddy Kottage for girls... 
49 N 1415—Fire House for boys. 

$3.97 
3.97 

Miss Homemaker shops by phone $299 

Call the Corner Store (above) if that’s where you shop. Just 

30-in. diam. . . fitsin holster on case. 
79 N 9279 CE—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.98 

NOTE: Catalog numbers ending in “E” 
include 10% Federal Excise Tax in price - 

pick up replica of newest-style phone. Use the pencil to fill out. 
shopping list on pad. Wire basket with plastic handles holds 4 
Coca-Cola bottles in carrier and 30 name-brand packages. 
49 N 987— Basket is 15x10}4xS in. high. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 4oz.. .$2.99 
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like a flute . . 

sounds like a 

real bagpipe 

s914 

It's Kenner's 

Scottie Bagpipe 

Play favorite Highland melodies 
like "Annie Laurie", “Campbells 
Are Coming", "Coming Thru the 
Rye" . . simple playing guides in- 
cluded. Inflate bag by blowing 
(valve won't let air escape). Then 
continue to blow gently and finger 
pipes to get exciting bagpipe 
effects. Plays automatically for 2 
minutes after inflating. Can also 
be played as a woodwind without 
inflating. Red tartan plaid bag is 
made of sturdy vinyl, about 17x13 
inches. Also has a flexible vinyl 
mouthpiece. Suitable for all ages. 
49 N 568—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. ...$2.14 

Oc Plays 

Emenee's Self-twirling Baton. Grip 
the "magic" handle . . with a twirl 

Swiss-type Melodé Bells. Set of 8 
precision-tuned bells teach music 
by color. Bell handles and shells 
molded of colored plastic. Inner 
bell made of copper-plated metal 
with steel clapper produces remark- 
ably clear ringing tones. A self- 
teaching music book is also included. 
79 N 535C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... . $4.88 

of the wrist the baton whirls fast and 
fancy. With little effort junior ma- 
jorette can do interesting parade 
routines. Handle removes for con- 
ventional twirling. Steel shaft. 28 
inches long. Booklet also included. 
79 N 526C—Shpg. wt. 1 1b... ..$1.18 

Mattel's Casper Getar. Turn the 
crank and hear the catchy tune, 
“Pop goes the Weasel.” Or you 
can strum and play old favorites. 
High-impact plastic body; four 

nylon strings. Pick included. 14 
inches loi 
49 N 594—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ($155 

Mattel's Cecil Getor. Turn the 
crank and hear the theme from 
““Matty’s Funnies” TV show while 
the Seasick Sea-Serpent wags his 
tongue, rolls his eyes. High-im- 
pact plastic body; 4 nylon strings. 
Pick included. 14 in. long. 
49 N 552—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... ..$1.55 

Walt Disney Xylophone produces 
beautiful tones on 8 felt-cushioned 
tempered-steel bars. Disney char- 
acters "dance" around the sides. 
13 inches long. 1 rubber, 1 wooden 
mallet, music book included 
49 N 606— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... $2.29 

Just follow the arrows . . touch out 
any of 12 tunes on Magic Music Box 

So easy it seems like magic . . 

49 N 607 —Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

x 

simply slide a song sheet 
into keyboard and, following the arrows, touch the tone 
bar above dot shown on sheet. Youngsters can play favorite 

melodies as fast and easy as they 
Wooden mallet included so Music Box can be played as 
xylophone too. Plastic and metal. 19 inches long. 

Flintstone Xylophone. 8 colored 
metal keys . . gay plastic frame 
decorated with scenes from TV's 
Stone Age suburbia. Two 7-in. 
wood mallets and song sheet in- 
cluded. 1134 inches long. 
49 N 580—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz... $1.22 

can say Do-Re-Mi. 

$3.33 

Play rhythm 
and 
counter-melody 
by pressing 
8 bass buttons.. 
junior accordion 
has mellowtones 
of a full-size 
instrument 

10° 
Scaled-down model of an adult Accordion 

Built with many qualities of a full-size professional accordion. Piano- 
type keyboard plays over 134 octaves—21 keys (13 white, 8 black)—with 8 
bass buttons. Tuned brass reeds give exceptionally true, rich tones. Easy- 
action bellows. Handsome red steel body withstands hard wear, yet weighs 
less than 5 pounds . . so easy for any youngster to pick up and play. Adjust- 
able shoulder straps. Measures 1034 inches high. Extends to nearly 2 feet. 

18-key Accordion 

$ 5 88 

13-key Accordion 

$988 

8 white, 5 black keys play full 
scale with sharps and flats. Light- 
weight . . easy to hold. Tuned 
reeds give nice tone and a quick 
response. Easy-action bellows. 
Durable high-impact plastic body. 

11 white, 7 black keys play over one 
octave. 4 bass notes for left hand to play 
harmony and rhythm. Tuned plastic 
reeds give fine, rich tone. Easy-action 
bellows. Handsome high-impact plastic 
case with gold-color trim and fittings. Booklet included complete with instructions and music. Made in Italy. n 3 i i e Adjustable shoulder harness, Music Music book and instructions are 

49 N 614—Shi t4 ids 8 ee =. < $10.95 z " " x x v opti vp quia ee ; book included. 9 inches high. also included. 6 inches high. 
340 SEARS rc 49 N 574—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs $5.88 — 49 N 504—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. . .$2.88 
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Just like mommy's Russel Wright Set $464 

Dinner Set for six created by a famous designer especially for little 

hostesses. Wonderfully tough plastic in mottled pottery colors that 
stay bright. Set includes 6 each turned-edge plates (614-in. diam.), cups, 
saucers, metallized cutlery, clear plastic goblets, napkins. Also sugar 
^owl with cover, creamer, teapot with cover, gravy boat with stand 
arge platter and casserole with cover. 

49 N 944— 58-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 14 oz. $4.64 

Tea Set, Play Food 

$399 

Authentic copies of colonial 
hobnail milk glass in detailed 
white plastic. Tea set includes 
service for 4 6-in. plates; 
cups; saucers; dessert dishes 
tumblers; metallized forks, 
knives, spoons; pitcher, sugar 
bowl, ‘creamer, bread basket 
bud vase with bouquet. 

Plastic play food includes 
turkey, corn, asparagus, jello, 
baked potatoes, slices of bread. 
6 pie wedges. Paper napkins. 
49 N 989—69-piece Set 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... $3.99 

Plastic Play Food 

ur ego 
Roast beef, turkey or lobster 
entrees . . a loaf of bread and a 
cake for dessert. Also six indi- 
vidual servings of steak, 5 
different vegetables, 2 different 
lesserts, bacon "n eggs, frank 
'n beans. 6 gelatin molds, 12 
tinner rolls. Plastic place mats 
candle. Serves 6. 

49N966-90-pc. Set. Wt.602.$1.99 
49N957-60-pc. Set. As above 
but serves 4. Wt. 5 oz. $1.48 
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Ivy Plastic Tea Set $ 

Richly beautiful with 3-dimensional effect of 
white ich green. Clear plastic sugar plum 

». candy gum drops. Metal plates, 
aucers. Service for 4 . . plates, cups, saucers. 

tree plu 

knives, forks, spo place mats. Also covered 
teapot amer, 8x6-inch tray, salt 
and pepper shakers, napkin holder and 4 napkir 
49 N 988—43-piece Set. SI ing wt. 2 Ibs.. $3,99 

"Barbie's" own Tea Set $099 

With Barbie doll's full length picture in a different 
costume on each plate—and her portrait on each 
saucer. Set includes service for 4 . . plastic plates, 
ups, saucers, soup-plates, goblets, knives, forks 

spoons and paper napkins. Also modern 514-inch 
teapot, sugar bowl, creamer, soup tureen with 

over and ladle. Purple and white 
49 N 991—42.piece Set. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 02... $2.99 



Junior Guitar. Looks like a 
real adult model. Fiber body 
with stained finish, mahogany 
shading. 4 nylon strings, 
shoulder cord, pick, instruc- 
tions included. 24 inches long. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
79NS4IC ve $2.44 

Mattel's Strum-Fun Getor. 
Hidden disc plays familiar 
tune when you strum rhythm 
on 4 nylon strings. High-im- 
pact plastic. 21 inches long. 
Pick, song book, 8 discs, extra 
string included. 
49 N 605—Wt. 2 Ibs... . .$3.55 

31-inch long Guitar with 6 strings Brass-reed Harmonica 

Endorsed by Roy Rogers. Reinforced fiberboard 
body, shaped“ hardwood neck, raised plastic frets. 
Screw-locking friction keys can be tuned and played 
like adult guitars. Yellow with black. Nylon and 
metal strings. Cord, pick, instruction book included. 
79 N 559 C—Shipping weight 3 pounds.......... $4.33 

Play favorite Western tunes. 
Golden-toned brass reeds give 
a 20-note range. Metal-covered; 
engraved with Roy Rogers em- 
blem. Instructions. 4in. long. 
49 N 622—Shpg. wt. 4 oz..... 88c 

[I] Banio. Faithfully repro- 
duced in highly resonant 

plastic with precision finger- 
board, pegs, 4 nylon strings, 
grained resonator. Includes 
instruction book. 22 in. long. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
79 N $886... desees 

[Z] Banjo ond Uke Set. Ma- 
hogany and ivory colored 

heads. Nylon strings. Finger- 
boards marked with chord dots. 
Have tuning keys . . so easy to 

play. Plastic. Each 21 in. long. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
49 N678.... „Set $2.29 $4.88 

e» 

$. 498 

Electric Lighted Trap Drum Set 

Large 2034-in. drum with foot beater, 9-in. snare drum with 2 
wood sticks, 614-in. tom-tom . . all with parchment drum heads. 
“T” bracket holds cymbal, large triangle, cow bell, 2 aluminum 
bells. Socket, cord UL approved 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Player Drum 

$959 

Junior can beat out his 
own rhythms .. or turn a 
crank and hear a marching 
beat. Cloth head on drum- 
mer's side. Plastic neck 
sling. Two 12-in. sticks. 11 
inches in diameter. 

Tom-Tom Set 

$259 

Handsome chief headdress. 
Multicolored metal tom- 
tom is 8 inches in diameter. 
Painted tomahawk with 
soft molded rubber blade, 
cutout shield, 2 mallets. 

. Y Ib. 13 oz. 

Bongos and Maracas 

$ 3 77 

Handmade bongo drums of 
fine wood with genuine goat- 
skin heads. Lacquered 2- 

tone finish. Curved sides for 
firm knee grip. 5 and 534-in. 
heads, Colorful maracas in- 
cluded. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

79 N 570L—Shipping weight 7 pounds . . 

Soxophone. Beauti- 
fulsilver-coloredhorn 

molded of sturdy high- 
impact plastic. Eight 
hand-tuned reeds give 
fine tone. Color-keyed 
for easier learning. Car- 
rying case, instructions 
are induded. 15 inches 
long. Shipping weight 

[4] Emenee ''Silver 
Flute." Full-size rep- 

lica of professional flute. 
Silver-colored finish on 
break-resistant plastic. 
Tuned reeds. Plays full 
octave. Easy to play— 
just follow numbers in 
music book. 18 inches 
long. Shipping weight 
10 ounces. 

49 N 569. .$2.66 

Citai pae scite by cieislnasnaiselediaical oon 

-Set $4.98 

“Golden 
4 hand- 

tuned brass reeds give 
rich tones . . control full 
scale, High-impact plastic 
in polished gold color. 
Plastic mute, 2 mouth- 
pieces, song book and 
music rack included. 13 
inches long. Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49.N538.. 62e $2.99 

49 N 513—Wt, 4 Ibs. .$2.59 Set $259 — 49 N524........ e$3277 

Trio of Horns 88<., All 3 for only $2.38 

Trumpet, clarinet and saxophone . . let youngsters form their own 
"band", Molded from strong high-impact plastic. Each has four tuned 
reeds that control full scale . . produce mellow tones. 

Easy-to-follow instructions are included. 

@ 49 N 560— Clarinet. 11 inches long. Shipping weight 6 oz. 
49 N 584—Trumpet. 10 inches long. Shipping weight 6 oz. 

[8] 49 N 572— Saxophone. 8 inches long. Shipping weight 6 o; .. 88c 

49 N 563— Set of three. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz............Set $2.38 
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Patti Playpal Tea Set $997 

Beautiful blue plastic tea service with Patti 
Playpal motif. Complete service for 4 . . 
dinner plates; cups; saucers; cup and saucer 
stands; silver-look metallic forks, knives and 
spoons; place mats and napkins. Also serving 
platter, teapot and cover with stand, sugar 
bowl, creamer. Copper-color metal handles. 
49 N 948—43-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 2 1bs...$2.97 

Food-Mix Sets 
to bake all the 

things Mother does 

49 N1201—100-piece Set with 2 recipe books. 
pun bia acronis a Ep QOEM 
49 N 1257—72.piece Set includes 42 assorted mi 
29 utensils and recipe book. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.. Er 

FADA m mor Set includes 29 assorted. mi; 
Utensils and recipe book: We 3 lba 6 oz. B477 

PEpTET Set includes 17 assorted. 
tensile and recive took Sieg. wi d ibe. wert) 

17 120. 32 c Set includes 12 pudding 
crystals, 1 te book. 

Biupping weleht 1 Peer PL ec TIT 
pipe Set fpctiden i2 food mixes, 

lb Morc DTE. “Sites 
49 N 1264—8-pieco Refi Ser. 8 food mixes. 
Shipping: t 14 OUNCES... eee cere nee BME 

Fleur-de-lis Tea Set $199 

For sipping tea with “rather important 
dollies and visiting dignitaries. Service for 
4 in rich burgundy with gold-color trim 
Durable plastic and metal set includes 4 
each cups, saucers, 6-in. plates, sparkling 
goblets, napkins. 4 forks, spoons, knives 
with silver-color finish. Also sugar bowl, 
creamer and covered teapot. 
49 N 943—36-piece Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $1.99 
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Decorated China Set $997 

Fashioned after a lovely adult-size set. Service 
for six in blue with white dragon oriental 
motif and gleaming gold-color rims. Includes 
6 each of 33%-in. diam. plates, cups, saucers 
Also covered teapot, sugar bowl with cover, 
creamer, casserole with cover and large 
platter. Imported from Japan. 

49 N 946—26-piece Set. Wt. 3 Ibs. 13 07..$2.97 

Blue Willow China Set $170 

Colorful and pretty service for 6 in 
real china. Traditional blue oriental 
design on white background. Suitable 
for entertaining “dollies” or neighbor- 
hood friends. Includes 6 cups, saucer: 
334-in. diam. plate lso casserole, tea. 
pot and sugar bowl with covers, creamer 
and platter. From Japan, In gift box. 
49 N 932—26-piece Set. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 o..$1.70 

Picnic Set $999 

Dolly loves a picnic . . and so do little 
girls, They're all set with a miniature 
Coca Cola play cooler (514x5}4x4 in.) 
and 6 plastic cokes. 4 cach plastic plates 
of franks 'n beans; forks, knives and 
spoons. Also play replica of famous 
vacuum bottle; 6 dixie cups; plastic 
cake; metallized cake server; salt and 
pepper shakers; box of Kleenex napkins; 
plastic picnic cloth and 2 place mats. 
49 N 986—39-piece Set. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz...$2.99 

Breakfast Set $199 

Serves breakfast or Sunday "brunch" 
for four. Mechanical metal toaster ac 
tually "pops" up . . ticks like a real 
one! Colorful “leaf” pattern lithographed 

on sturdy metal. Four each plates, cups 

and saucers. 8x10 inch metal serving 
tray, 4 plastic knives, forks and spoons; 
pitcher. 

49 N 963—27-piece Se 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz.. $1.99 

“Grape” design Dinner Set $999 

Recalls the classic beauty of old Greece in 
pure, white plastic. Embossed grape design in 
blue and green. Dainty filigreed edge on plates 
and saucers, Service for 6 includes plates; cup: 
saucers; sherbets; tumblers; forks; kniv 
spoons and paper napkins, Also pitcher, sugar 
bowl, creamer, bud vase and bouquet of flowers, 
bread tray and bread slices. 
49 N 990—66-piec 

Shipping weight 2 Iba..........8299 Sot sears 337 — 



Keep a sound history of your youth . . 
record the voices of your friends and 
family . . news events . . party fun 

Electronic Tape Recorder 

Complete with microphone, 
monitor, 2 reels, tape 

$ 888 NO MONEY 

Imagine the thrill the first time your youngster hears his own voice on tape. 
Who knows? You may have a future radio-TV personality in your family! 
Recorder is easy to operate, Just plug in, touch a button to record, play back, 
rewind, erase. Comes with microphone sensitive enough to record conversation 
of a whole group seated around a table. Monitoring ear-phone. Two 3-inch 
reels, 150 feet of magnetic tape that can be used over and over again. Red and 
black fiberboard case. 14x11x534 in. 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
49 N 673—Shipping weight 10 pounds... ... NORMEN CTI ra .$28.88 

$2199 Cash 
without batteries 

NO MONEY DOWN Playskool Magic Phono 

Transistor phonograph automatically ^ Record-and-2 Picture Books sets. 
starts when record is inserted,stops when — 7-inch 33$ rpm. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
Le Dem 2 and bs play any € 49 N 4458-Farm Pets, MyToys.74c 

or 45-rpm record (see record sets à 
at right). Parent controls volume and 49 N 465-Puppies, My Truck.74c 
speed. Blue-and-white polypropylene 49 N 4466-Alexander Kitten, 
case, 10x8x5 in. Safe . . portable. Uses Runaway Kangaroos7 4c 
4 “D” batteries (order above right) 49 N 4475-Mrs. Hen Goes to Mar- 
49 N 4789—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. .$21.99 ket, Little Deer. . ..74c 

Junior Record Player 

Plays any size 78 rpm record. Comes 
with 24-record plastic rack, 10 children's 
records, 2 packages of needles (loud and 
soft). Teardrop shape. All metal. 14x8x7 
inches 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL 
approved. 

49 N 591—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 4 oz.. $8.99 342 SEARS ra 
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$1999 zes 

Happi- Time Transistor Tape Recorder 

Records, rewinds, plays back anywhere. Battery powered. Volume control. 
Erases automatically. 8x9x3-in. plastic case. Two 3-in. reels, 150 ft. of 
magnetic tape included. Order 2 “D”, one 9-volt batteries below, 
49 N 615M— Tape Recorder. Shipping weight 3 pounds $19.99 
49 N 4660—" D" Batteries. Shipping weight 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
49 N 6417M.—9-volt Transistor Battery. Shipping wt. 4 oz... ..... Each 45¢ 

“Talking Teddy” 
the bear that sings, talks, tells stories 

plays through “Teddy”, 
earphone or own speaker 

Keep youngsters entertained on stormy days, at meals. Perfect way to 
please small snifflers who must stay in bed. And pleasant “good-nights” are 
said more readily when they're followed by one of '"Teddy's" stories or 
lullabies. Plush “Teddy” has built-in speaker, extension cord, plug-in jack. 
4-speed phonograph shuts off automatically after record is played. “Talk- 
ing Teddy” story record, plug-in earphone included. Phonograph plays 
through own speaker when plug-in jack is disconnected. Rust, tan and 
white fiberboard case, 13x14x15 in. 110-120-v, 60-c AC. UL listed. 
79 N 675C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. Cash........ isses $28.88 

“Talking Teddy” Records 

Six delightful “Talking Teddy” records. 
12-inch size, 3334 rpm, Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 679— Bedtime Stories. 
49 N 680—Mealtime Stories. 
49 N 681—Sing Along with Teddy. 
49 N 683— When I Was Sick in Bed. 
49 N 687—Holidays, Birthday Parties. 
49 N 688—Rainy Day Stories... Each $1.55 



Kenmore Range 
has big oven 

$899 

2] So realistic with 
controls and knobs 

that really turn and 

Happi-time Sink 
..running water 

$899 

]] Faucet swivels to 
turn water on-off 

for all “dolly’s” dishes. 
Watertight plastic click. Big oven for 
basin, 8x8x2 inches “baking” her cakes. 
Chrome-plated han- Spring door, shelf, 

Chrome-plated handle. 
Lithographed kick 
plate, 18x15x27!4 in. 
high. Easy to assemble. 
Accessories sold at 
right. Shpg. wt. 15 tbs. 
79 N 1162C... . $8.99 

dles. Lithographed kick 
plate on cabinet base. 
18x15x27!4 in. high. 
Easy to assemble, Ac 
cessories sold at. right. 
Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. 
79 N Mé4C 

Save :3.88 to :4.54 on 

3-pc. Modern Kitchen, Range, refrigerator, sink, 

79 N 1152 C3— Separately $29.97, Wt. 46 Ibs,$26.09 

$8.99 

338 SEARS so 
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Coldspot Cupboard has 

Refrigerator ^ handy countertop 

s —— 519» 
Stores her “cook- — [4] Gives ample work 

surface and storage 
space for play food and 
utensils. Sliding over- 
head doors of translu- 

ing" needs. Large 
freezer compartment 

and shelf. Foot door 
lever, magnetic catch. 
Chrome-plated handle. cent plastic. Cutlery 
Lithographed double drawer. Chrome-plated 
doors and kick plate. handles, lithographed 
18x15x36 inches high. kick plate on base. 15x 
Easy to assemble. Ac- 18x36 in. high. Easy 
cessories sold at right. — to assemble. No grocer: 
Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. ies, utensils, Wt. 19 lbs. 
79 N 1163C $11.99 79NNóIC $10.99 

Complete Kitchen Ensembles 

4-pc. Kitchen. Range, refrigerator, sink, cupboard. 
79 N 1167 CA— Separately $40.96. Wt. 65 1bs.$36.42 

md 

DULL 

Kitchen Accessories for items at left 

49 N 1126—18-piece Plastic Refrigerator Set of bowls, 
bottles and make-believe food. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.44 

49 N 1132—22-piece Plastic "Play Food" Set. Wt. 8 oz. 1.90 

49 N 1122—17-piece Cook and Bake Set. Assorted 
aluminum utensils. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

49 N 1125—12-pi 

1.99 
97c e Plastic Sink Set. Shpg. wt. 1 1b., 

Kenmore Laundry Set 
5-piece Set $2099 

Specially chosen as a Sears Jubilee Value 

> Because lab tests 
prove everything 
really works . . just 
like mommy's 

> Because we've nev- 
er seen a laundry set 
of this quality selling 
for under $21 

Combination washer-dryer actually washes and spin d 
Just set switch to spin or wash dolly’s playsuits and pina- 
fores. Then turn the crank and watch fin-type agitator 
get out all the dirt, Top load, see-thru plastic lid. Heavy 
gauge steel. Drain hose for easy emptying. 

After laundry’s done—hang it up on revolving straight- 
line dryer. 6 plastic clothespins. Press out the wrinkles 
with real electric iron with light. Folding steel ironing 
table has heat-resistant Tufflex® (wood fiber) pad and 
silicone cover. 

Washer-dryer is 2334 inches high to work surface, 18x 
15x2734 inches high over-all. Electric iron UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. S-piece set is shipped by 
freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 1004N—5-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 24 Ibs. 
79 N 1060L— Wa:her-dryer only. Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs.. 

$20.99 
15.99 



^ 1199 
2-speed Portable . . automatic shut-off 

Acoustically amplified phonograph plays all 78- and 45-rpm 
records—even the 12-inch size, Comes with five 6-inch 78- 

rpm, five 7-inch 45-rpm records . . 24-record plastic rack 
Built-in tone chamber. Designed with 2-position sound 
head. Phonograph shuts off automatically after playing 

) it 

record, Case has tangerine and white pyroxylin-coated 

covering Tgx11x544 in. 110-120 v., 60-cy. AC. UL listed 

49 N 668—Shipping weight 8 pounds 3 ounces. $11.99 

Donald Duck Portable . . automatic repeat 

"Phonograph complete with 
six Walt Disney records 

ht tykes and teen-agers with recorded — 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL approved, 
, music, You can play 16-, 3344-, 45- — Sturdy, snap lock, carrying case with han- 

78-rpm records of all sizes on this fully- — dle, Attractive turquoise and white. Sil- 

Plays ai) size 1e69'95-8!! 4 speeds 
Electronic amplifier--Volume contro] 

1599 
electronic portable phonograph. Comes with houettes of dancing teen-agers inside lid, Acoustically amplified 78-rpm plays records up to 12-in 3 x 

size. 10 6-in. children's records, 24-record plastic rack, loud 6 delightful. 
and soft needles incl. Automatic repeater device. 2-position $ 
sound head. Yellow and green pyroxylin-coated covering 
11x11x6 inches. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL approved. 
49 N 696—Shipping weight 6 pounds 12 ounces. $10.44 

* Rich front-speaker sound c NO 
* T'one and volume controls s9 488 MONEY 
* Shuts off automatically cash DOWN 

Electronically Amplified Phonograph 

Modernistic angle-design. Complete with indexed 24-record-carrying case and six 
45-rpm records, 14x13x15-inches. This top-quality phonograph plays all speeds— 
16, , 45, and 78 rpm. All-size records, even big 12 inch. Shuts off automatically 
after record is played 

Front speaker fills room with full, rich sound. Adjust to suit your taste with a 
twist of volume and tone-control knobs. Flip cartridge. Hi-gain crystal pickup. 
Permanent-type needle. Decorative plastic platform. Cheery sunflower-yellow 
and tan case has pyroxylin-coated covering. Wipes clean with just a damp cloth 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL approved 

79 N 672C—Shipping weight 14 pounds Cash $24.88 

tliainó pase école by di idfri dr aa 

lightful 10-in. 78-rpm Walt Disney rec- — Overall size: 124{x11x514_ inches high. 
s. Wide-range volume control. Higain Shipping weight 10 pounds 5 ounces. 

j Permanent-type “needle. — 49 N 670. $1599 

; "Charge it” if you wish . . see pages 241 and 242 

4-speed Portable 
Phonograph plus 
a wrought-iron 

stand, 6 records 

Complete Outfit 

"192 
NO MONEY DOWN 

And what an outfit! Phono. 
graph that plays records of 
all sizes and all speeds . . 2 
piece black wrought-iron 
stand—easy to assemble 
without tools—rack holds 24 
records, Six 45-rpm records 
are included, 

Phonograph has big front 
speaker, electronic amplifier, 
volume control. Hi 
crystal pickup, permanent 

type needle. Olive green, 

ain 

white and beige case with 
pyroxylin-coated covering. 
So easy to wipe clean with 
damp cloth, 1434x1444x15 
inches. 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
UL approved. Shipping 
weight 16 pounds 
79 N 671L Cash $19.99 rca SEARS 343 



Vacuum Cleaners 
reálly pick up dirt 

ithout. $474 i 
Authentic copy of adult 
cleaner. Quiet “buzz” sound. 
Sweep finger gets into out-of- 
the-way places. Flexible hose 
for easy operation. Handle 
on 11x7}-inch tank. Pink 
and blue enamel finish. Uses 
2 standard flashlight ` bat- 
teries (order below). 

79N1301 CM—Wt. 2 Ibs.$4.74 
79N4662M—“D" batteries, 
Shpg. wt. two, 8 oz..2 for 39c 

$]?9 

As little housekeeper pushes, 
friction motor hums and 
“cold” sparks fly. Sucks in, 
revolves brush, Vinyl plastic 

They really wash and spin- bag inflates, top slides off to zeny and spin-dry empty. Sweeper 634x6x3 in. 
ithout E Over-all height 27 in. Fi f $399 non Hand-operated $999 n A E21 dn. Prom 

Flick the switch . . speed selector controls Looks exactly like the washer-dryer moth- — 49 N 1203—Wt. 2 Ibs,.$1.99 
wash or dry cycle, Watch tumbling action er uses. Turn the crank to wash or spin-dry 
through window. Watertight, heavy-gauge — dolly's clothes. Turn “wash” switch— 
steel. Pink enamel finish, chrome-plated clothes swirl as tub agitates. Switch to Floor Polisher 
trim. Uses standard flashlight battery “dry” for spinning action. Clear plastic 
(order below). 7x6x11 inches high. top. Drain hose. Heavy-gauge metal, pink $159 
49 N 1055M-Hose incl. Wt. 3 Ibs. 20z.$3.99 enameled. 8x7x1014 inches high. 
49 N 4662M-"D" Battery. Wt.8 02.2 for 39e 49 N1011—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz...$2.99 — Little homemakers will love 

to help mommy polish floors 
with their own polisher that 
really works, Whirrs as it 
buffs on 2 plastic mar- 
resistant wheels, Felt pads— 
easily replaced. 2 extras 
included with polisher. 

79 N 1303C—Wt. 1 Ib..$1.59 

10-piece Laundry Set 

$999 

Everything your little home- 

maker needs to keep “her 
baby’s” clothes clean. Wringer 
washer really works. Such fun 
to add soap and water, set lid 

5-piece Cleaning Set 

in place and turn the crank, 
Agitator gives good cleaning 
action, Hand-operated rubber 
roller wringer is adjustable. 
Pink finish on sturdy metal; 
plastic lid, 7x12 in. high. 

Set also includes revolving 
dryer with clothesline, woven 
basket, 6 wooden clothespins. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
APN 1033... 000005 Set $2.99 

Keep dolly's wardrobe neat 

Deluxe Electric Ironing Set has ironing table that adjusts 

to 3 heights, folds up. Pink enameled perforated steel top; 
turquoise tubular-steel legs. 22 in. high, 30 in. long. Heat- 

resistant Tufflex® (wood fiber) pad plus cover, Chrome- 

plated 7-in. electric iron with black plastic handle. 
79 N 1057 C—Shipping weight 6 pounds Set $5.99 
79 N 1049 C—Ironing Table, Pad and Cover only, Wt. 5 Ibs.3.44 
79 N 1032C—Ironing Table only. Shpg. wt. $ Ibs....... 2.94 
[Z] Electric Ironing Set—pink trim. 7-in. chrome-plated iron 

with pink plastic handle. Pink enameled steel folding 

table, perforated top. 22 in. high, 30 in. long. Tufflex® pad 
and cover are heat-resistant. 
79 N 1056C—Shipping weight 6 pounds....... Set $4.59 
79 N 1021 C—Ironing Table, Pad and Cover only. Wt. 5 Ibs. 2.59 
79 N 1002 C—Ironing Table only. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs........ 1.99 

3] Revolving Clothes Dryer. About 2C ft. of clothesline. 
Sturdy 25-in. high metal and wood stand. 6 clothespins. 

79 N 1058C— Folds for storage. Sbpg. wt. 2 Ibs........ $1.66 

(s) Toy Electric Iron. Chrome plated with black Bakelite 
handle. Cast metal base. 634 in. long. Really heats. 

49 N 1018—With cord, plug. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... .. - $1.99 

5] Non-electric Iron— faithfully copied. Chrome plated with 
77 black Bakelite handle. Imitation cord, plug. 
49 N 1012—63 in. long. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
NOTE: Electric irons UL listed for 110-120-voll, 60-cyde AC. 

Cutsoü pane scans Dy cuisines niaseleciudct corn 

$197 

Happi-time metal sweep- 
er, 934x7}4x2 in., has fiber 
brush to pick up dirt. Bot- 
tom opens for emptying. 
Plastic bristle broom, 24-in. 
wood handle. Dust mop, 24- 
in. wood handle. Dustpan, 
plastic apron. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
79 N 1302C.. -Set $1.97 



Electric Football on a sp s ge $7766 
28x15-in. vibrating board 

Put all your football strategy into action with a team of 
miniature players that leap into motion when the switch 
is flipped on your electric vibrating field. Kicker-passer 
sets up authentic plays. Ball can be kicked, passed and 
run. All 22 players block and tackle. Operates on 110- 

Game also 120-volt, 60-c; AC 
includes 2 magnetic balls. 
goals, marke: 
79 N 236C— 

UL listed motor. 
Hardboard field in s 

meus. 

Electric Track Meet : : $544 
with moving men 

A ch is the starting gun for real-action. It starts 

mile, quarter mile or low hurdle races, setting 4 plastic 
trackmen moving around vibrating 15x26-in. board. 
Plastic over metal. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed. 
79 N 348C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... . . $5.44 
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Just like playing a real football game. 
Backfield men, carrying magnet-tipped 
football, try for first downs and TD's. 
Linemen can block and tackle. A spring 
catapult, used for kick-offs and passing, 
adds more realism . . opposing team can 
intercept passes and take over. Offense 

Foto-Electric Football football. qd d 
on lighted gridiron 

Quarterback your own team! Viewer shows e 
in motion . . duplicates results, hard-hitting 

action and suspe f real football. Field with 
illuminated Play-viewer; and offense 

all in box 18x1334x5 inches. Includes 11 
players. Play-viewer is UL listed, opera 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 

49 N 216—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz.. .... 

Electric Cars race 
on 28x15-in. track 8688 

Speedway auto racing in miniature. Four plastic 
cars whiz over the tricky four lane track . . corner, 
pull away on the straights and speed over the 
finish line on the vibrating board. Hardboard in 
durable steel frame, Plug into any 110-120-volt. 
60-cycle AC outlet. UL listed. 
79 N 357C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. .. . .$6.88 

It's just like real football with 

plenty of body contact and 

broken field running. When 

the big 36x21-inch electrical- 

ly-controlled field starts to 

vibrate, all of the 22 men are 

set in motion. 

124 
National League 
Electric Football 
controls the push-button vibrator. The 
hardboard field is set in steel frame. In- 
cludes emblems, pennants, stick-on uni- 
forms, goal posts, markers, metal scoreboard 
and rules. Operates on 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC. UL listed. 
79 N 404L—Shipping weight 13 Ibs 26 $1244 

Battery-operated 32 66 

Spinner Football without battery 
The quarterback in this 
tery-controlled spinner. Signal code num- 
bers decide the plays. Wooden pegs keep 
score as the plastic football is moved 
up and down the 16x6-inch fiberboard 
field, Uses 1 “D” battery; order below 
79 N 367 C —Shipping weight 2 Ibs....$2.66 

"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz, 
79 N 4660 X Each 16e; 4 for 60c 

Skill Drive magnetic 
Raceway Game $166 

Racing-car fancier can take the wheel himself 
and maneuver sports car over a twisty course 
right on 1034x14-in. cardboard raceway. Two 
miniature plastic cars negotiate curves, 
bridges, run into road blocks. Player controls 
magnet underneath raceway. 
49 N 383—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. $1.66 



Specially chosen as a Sears Jubilee Value 

Because handsome set comes with 30-inch round table . . the 
latest table fashion for young set playtime. 

> Because high-pressure plastic table top resists scuffing, heat and 
stains . . practical for coloring books and juvenile mealtimes. 

+ Because sturdy tubular steel frames are chrome-plated for long- 
lasting, gleaming beauty and years of trouble-free usage. 

Lovely gold and silver-color diamond pattern on white table top repeated 
in plastic padded seat covers. Posture designed folding chairs have plastic 
leg tips to protect floors. Over-all chair height 22 inches; seat size 
12x13x12 in. high. Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9051N— Table, 2 chairs. Easy assembly. Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs, .Set $21.88 
79 N 9124C— Extra chairs. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. ...... .-.- -Pair 1144 

fA 
~ — 

[4] $2295 

$1398 
[5139 

Platform Rocker 
with Ottoman 



Play Basketball on big 28x14-in. metal court 
Sink baskets from any one of 16 spots on the realistic-looking court. 

nd 6 spring-action levers rimming outside challenge your 
and coordination. Chance of losing ball to opponent makes 

shot exciting. Flippers can be adjusted for more accurate aim 
with special tool supplied. Metal backboards, plastic net baskets, 2 plas- 
tic balls, rules. Keeps score by moving dials on backboard, 2 players 

Thrills of Basketball on a 
BAS-KET 20x12-in. fiberboard court $933 

n-packed game using 6 lever-controlled flippers. You'll 
develop a sharp ‘shootin’ s you toss the ball at the baskets from 12 points on 

the court. Set up the game in seconds . , . everything you need is right in the box: 

fiberboard court, backboards, fold-down net baskets, plastic ball and metal flippers. 
Official rules are used, Keep score by moving dials on backboards. Fast-action fun 
for all ages. One to 6 can play for team competition. 

Whiz through an acti 

79 N 449 C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $7.66 79 N 202C—Shipping weight 3 pounds... CAP A EE 

8-man Hockey Game, 
on 24x16-in. rink $499 

Expect plenty. of speedy play for 2 on 
this lightweight compact board. Eight 
separately-controlled men spin in fixed 
spots to block or drive the marble 
puck for goals, Game helps develop 
co-ordination. Heavy-duty hardboard 
rink and sides reinforced by metal 
corners. Players are metal. 
79 N 360C hipping wt. 9 lbs.. $4.99 

12-man Ice Hockey Game 
on big 36x18-in. rink 

You've got 10 men on the ice plus 2 goalies 
moving from side to side to give tl nk 

game lots of split-second timing. The skaters 
spin in place controlled by individual metal rods. 
They can block or send the marble puck sailing 
into opponents’ goal net. The strong hardboard 
rink is set in steel frame. Six pennants in authentic 
colors. For 2 players 
79 N 224L—Shipping weight 14 pounds. $9.88 

National League Hockey without 

Light flashes with each goal $1188 bate 

More action . . 10 men really cover the ice in this game. Th 
shoot, pass, block while skating forward or back. 2 goa 
rove from side to side—controlled by slide rods. Flip lever to 
send puck back in play from the net. NHL rule book, 
Stanley cup replica, pennants, plastic score clocks, tower, 
2 pucks. 36x18-inch rink of Masonite Presdwood; metal 
frame. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 2 players. 
79 N 441L—Shipping weight 10 pounds 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 

$11.88 

Each 16¢; 4 for 60e 

Play Bop Baseball 8599 
on 48x21-in. board 

Batter up! Pitcher sends the 
board. If you swing and connect, the ball — viewer. They give players the base-by-base 
lands on a scoring circle. If you miss, a gong results of every exciting play in this regulation 
sounds. Players follow regular major-league ——— 9-inning game. Operates on any 110-120-volt, 
baseball rules 

tallies, Two players. 
79 N 436L—Shipping weight 11 Ibs.......$5.99 

Citai pads scans by distat miselediical com 

all" down the 

and keep score on plastic 60-cycle AC-DC outlet. UL li 

Foto-Electric 
Baseball Game 

$599 

inches. For two players. 

Code-punched cards are placed on the lighted 

l. 18x14x5 

49 N 217—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz... .$5.99 

Magnetic-Action 

Push-Button Baseball 
Pitcher fires ball, you hit with lever- 

$599 

ction bat. Slam a 
eld.” Young fans 

s. 9 metal players. 
Hardboard base; steel stand. For two players. 
79 N 215C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . ........... $5.99 

rco2 SEARS 345 



Child-sized Furniture 
Sturdy Ensembles 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

T) en Comer Toy Chest with many 
. small hostesses may use 

the uad as a counter. Magazine 

racks on each end. Roomy storage 
space for toys. Over-all length 3734x 
3734 in.; width 1534 in.; height 1734 
in. Tough painted finish on wood. 
Easy assembly. Tangerine with buff, 
79 N 9067 N—Shpg. wt. 71 1bs.$22.50 

2] Painted Table and Chair Set. 
Color-coordinated to match toy 

chest above. Large table gives ample 
room for play. Tough painted finish 
on wood, Easy to assemble. Tanger- 
ine with buff. Dishes not included. 
See 49 N 944 on page 336. 
79 N9048L2424-in. table, 4 chairs 
Shpg. wt. 42 1 Set $13.98 
79 Noe aii, table, 2 chairs. 
Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs.. ........- Set $9.98 

3) Breakfast Nook, Small-fry can 
also have snack treats on this 

charming ensemble. Toy box beneath 
each bench seat. Masonite Presd- 
wood has red and gray finish with 
white round plastic edging, Easy 
assembly. Table size 26x161¢x1934 
inches high. Bench 2634x1234x24 in 
high. Seat 26x113 in. 
79 N 9062L— Wt. 49 Ibs... Set $19.44 

Aluminum Folding Play Set. Red 
honeycomb plastic fabric over 

Masonite Presdwood table top. Pad- 
ded red honeycomb fabric seats 11x 
11x13} in. high. Chair height 2334 in. 
79 N9102N—24x36-in, table, 4 chairs, 
Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. ....5 pc. Set $22.95 
79 N 9103L—24x24-in. table, 2 chairs. 
Shpg. wt. 13 lbs... ...3 pc. Set $12.98 
79 N Soc Extra Otairi, 
Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. E Pair 8.39 

(5) Colonial-style in little-girl size 
Maple-finished hardwood furni- 

ture, Back cushion and seat uphol- 
stered in provincial cotton print with 
print skirt, Lift-up seat on bench 
hides storage box. Legs attach easily. 

Cricket Bench. Seat 30x1234 in. 27 
in. high over-all. No doll. 
79 N 9096L—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs.$13.98 
Rocker. Seat 12}4x14}4 inches, 24 
inches high over-all. Assembled. 
79 N 9008L—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... .$6.98 

[E] Bookcase-Toy Chest. Yellow 
with 2 red shelves. Greenboard 

sliding doors conceal toy chest, dou- 
bles as black board. Tempered hard- 
board, wood frame, 18x36x32 inches 
high. Easy assembly. Chalk and 
eraser, Doll, books not included. 
79 N 9064L—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs.. .$8.98 

7] Platform Rocker with Ottoman, 
Two-tone plastic covers. Hard- 

wood frames. Single-coil rocker base 
springs. 3 springs in 1534x1334-inch 
seat; over-all width 21 in., over-all 

Ottoman 1234x10x5 4 

79 N 9057 N—Shpg. wt. 25 1bs.$13.98 

Upholstered Rocker. Wipe-clean 
red plastic cover. Feltex cotton 

filling. Hardwood frame, Seat is 
1334x12 inches; 1834 inches over-all 
height. 18 inches over-all width. 
Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9004C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. .$8.98 
Items marked “N” (os 79 N 9057N) shipped 

freight (rail or truck) or express. 
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Sturdy Folding Table and Chairs $1898 Spe, 

Tubular steel with bronze enamel finish makes a handsome set 
for children’s play. Table 2034 in. high with It. buff Masonite 
Presdwood top. Chairs 2454 in. high; seat 103x11 3x13 in. high. 
79 N 9104N—24x36-inch table, 4 chairs. Wt. 35 Ibs..5 pc. Set $18.98 
79 N 9105L—24x24-inch table, 2 chairs, Wt. 20 I pe. Set 10. 
79 N 9106C—Extra chairs. Shipping weight 10 lbs... .. Pair 6.49 

9] 3-Piece Wood Table and Chair Set. All hardwood construc- 
tion. Decal on table-top; legs have corner bolt assembly. 

79 N 9031L—18x24-inch table, 2 chairs, Wt. 24 Ibs. 3 pc. Set $14. 

jp] Matching Wood Rocker. All hardwood construction; Bra 
ford maple finish. Shaped slat seat 14 in. - wide, 12 in, high. 

79 N 9029L—Shipping weight 9 Ibs... . $4.98 

fi] Vanity and Stool for a young Miss America. French Provin- 
cial design constructed of hardwood finished in antique white 

enamel with gold-color trim. Surface is plastic coated fiberboard. 
26x14x24 in. high. Mirror. 1234-in. high stool. 
79 N 9122C—Easy Assembly. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs ..2 pc. Set $10.98 

jz] Matching Book Cabinet. Constructed of hardwood and hard- 
‘— board. French Provincial design finished in antique white 
enamel, gold-color trim. 2 open shelves; storage space below with 
sliding doors. 38x14x42 in, high. Books, toys not included. 

..515.98 79 N 9123L— Easy Assembly. Shipping weight 33 Ibs.. 

Knotty Pine Toy Chest. 
Natural varnish finish. Ex- 
tra sturdy as cleats add 
strength to front and lid. 
Colorful screen design. 
Rope handles, hinged cov- 
er. 30x1534x14% in. high. 
Easy assembly. Wt. 21 Ibs. 
79 N 9101L......... $9.98 

high, Books not 

tert tt ttt toot tts Sot included. 
79 N 9065L—Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. ..Set $11.98 

(Bulb not incl.) Matching chair 22 in. 

$4+44++4444444 
Musical Rocker 

[5] Hardwood with 
wax finish. Musi- 

cal movement, Easy 
assembly. 21 in. bigh. 
79 N 9068L— 
We. 7 Ibs.....56.98 

Boston Rocker 

[4] Hardwood with 
Bradford 

Convertible Jr. Sofa-Bed 
$2395 NO, MONEY 

cash 
Converts to chair, Rus lounge, 
high seat or bed; tray makes 
desk or table. Folds compactly. 
Sturdy aluminum frame. Aqua- 
marine vinyl cushion is easy to 
clean. Soft layers of plastic foam 
and Tufflex® wood fiber pad- 
ding. Open bed size: 48x20 in. 
Folded for carrying: 24x17x17 
inches. Bedding not included. 
79 N 9060L—Wt. 23 Ibs... .$23.95 
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AMERICAN HERITAGE 

varii MATTER come 

American Heritage 

BROADSIDE 
A swashbuckling new game, based on naval 
strategy actually used in the War of 1812 

Complete with 

Recreate the lusty days of great 
sailing ships as you defend your 
harbor or set out to scuttle the 
enemy. Rig your own ships . , learn 
maneuvers to bring you in position 
to fire broadsides. Masts fall or ships 

sink at each hit. You win if all 
invading ships are sunk. Enemy 
wins if he can sink the 4 merchant 
men in your harbor. 

Strategy tips included in the 

American Herit book of battles. 

Board, 20-full-rigged plastic ships, 
buoys, shore cannon. For 2 players. 

10 to adult) 

49 N 168—Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz $3.33 

BATTLE-CRY! 
AMERICAN HERITAGE GAME «^ 

Summit—a game of power politics. You're national $53 

leader, diplomat, strategist, tycoon . . rolled into one 

e steel mills, bases, Play it smart and you'll win with the most points 
Incl 19x24-inch 

You choose a country 

consumer prod Try to gain economic and it the Summit. Confere les 
military power us popular support at home and world map, chips, markers, current events cards, 
abroad. The current events cards that direct the instr. book, score | 3-6 players. (10 to adult) 
game provide the exciting element of chance, 49 N 130—Shipping weig! 8 oz. $5.33 

$377 

American Heritage 

CIVIL WAR 

A game of war tactics . . and a 

chance to change history 

Take command of Union or Confederate 
forces. Attack with infantry, cavalry and ar : = 
tillery. Capture all enemy troops or force him Stratego $399 stle Checkers $299 
into a pocket and you win. Moves are deter You: win ii you capture tbe game that combines the speed of 
mined by dice and your own strategy. In Guess how and | the challenge of chess. Reassemble 
cludes: illustrated American Heritage history Whe your 3-plece castles o »site side of the board 
booklet, 44 plas: 
board. For 
49 N 128—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $377 
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jieces, dice and 24x19 14-in the one with pieces along the 
1414x14-in. board, 

es 10 to adult) 
2 Ibs... $2.99 

Earn chips by car 
T'en years to adult way. Four can 

16 plastic castles, c 
49 N 131 49 N 167 
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Save 67c to $1.20 on Combinations 

3.piece Set. Includes sink, range and refrigerator. 
79 N 1157 CM3—Shipping weight 18 pounds. $10.47 

4-piece Set, Includes cupboard, sink, range, pn 
79 N 1158CMA— Shipping weight 24 pounds... . $14.13 

4-piece Set. Includes hutch cabinet, table and 2 chairs. 
79 N 1166L2—Shipping weight 18 pounds. ona 98,33 

o Kitchen Cupboard. Little cooks appreci- 
ate the big counter space when busy pre- 

paring meals. Two roomy compartments hold 
pans and dishes . . help keep kitchen trim and 
tidy. Handy silverware drawer. Pink with 
black trim. No accessories. 16x11x40 in. high. 
79 N 1139 C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs....$3,78 

[7] Toy Sink. Running water from the faucet- 
type spout recirculates to help avoid 

splashing and spilling. Plastic basin tray 
covers entire top. 2 inside storage shelves, 
Pink. No accessories. 16x11x27 in. high. 

79 N 1135C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. ..$3.99 

12-pc. Sink Accessory Set. Plastic. 
49 N 1125—Shipping weight 1 Ib........97¢ 

3] Toy Range. 4 red plastic burners glow 
when knobs are turned (order 2 "D" bat- 

teries, below). Plastic oven window. Play 
timer. Pink, coppertone top. No accessories, 

79 N 1133CM—15x11x27 in. Wt. 5 1bs..$3.78 
79N4662M-"D" batteries. Wt. two, Boz. 2for 39¢ 

17-piece Aluminum Cook-bake Set. 
49 N 1122—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz $1.99 

3-piece pink metal Kitchen Set for dolly . . 

3-pc. Set. Includes (7), (8), (9). Save 76c. 
79 N 1142C—Shog. wt. 11 Ibi... eee $5.18 

[7] Kenmore Range. Play controls, 4 
play burners. Plastic utensils. 

Strong corrugated fiberboard . . interlocking assembly 
Toy Refrigerator holds all the “food” for 
her make-believe family. Fruit drawer, 

vegetable crisper. Freezer compartment. Plas- 
tic handles, door catch. Pink. No accessories. 
79 N 1134C—1734x11x37 in, Wt. 7 Ibs. $3.78 
49 N 1126—18-pc. Refrigerator Accessory Set. 
Plastic. Shipping weight 1 pound... $1.44 

49 N 1132—22-pe. Plastic Food. Wt. 8 oz... 1.90 

Hutch Cabinet in colorful Pennsylvania 
Dutch design. She'll love the 3 big, open 

shelves for "showing off" her dishes. Spacious 
storage area below holds cups and saucers. 
White with bird and floral design in gold, 
green and red colors. No accessories. About 
26x13x57 in. high. 
79 N 1156C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs... .$3.78 

Table and 2 Chairs. Plastic-coated table 
top wipes clean with a damp cloth, resists 

scuffing. Gold, green and red colors, white 
background . . matches hutch cabinet above. 
Table 20x30x23 in. high. Chairs: Seat height 
1334 in.; 24 in. high over-all, No accessories. 

79 N 1165L—Shipping weight 12 Ibs 

$518 

.$5.22 

49 N 1140—6)4x11x12 in, Wi. 3 Ibs. B oz. .$1.98 

[8] Sink. Faucet runs water from rear 
reservoir to basin, Base cabinet. 

49 N 1127-7x11 x10 in. Wi 3 tbs, 4 oz.$1.98 

Coldspot Refrigerator with name- 
brand food boxes, ice cube tray. 

49 N 1141-572 x6x13V4 in. Wi, 3 lbs. 12 0z.$1,98 

C3 
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The fascinating new Game from 
Milton Bradley . . 

SQUARE MILE 
Buy, sell and build your way to 
a fortune in land development. 

$1399 
Game starts from scratch when 
each player gets one tract of 
undeveloped land. Railroad is 
built, zoning decided and some 
roads started. The rest is up 
to you. Buy more land, sub- 
divide. Build roads, bridges, 
houses, apartments, industry. 
If you're a wizard at land pro- 
motion you'll win by having 
the most money. 23}4x19}¢- 

in, board, cards, markers, play 

money, 3-D roads, buildings. 
2-4 players. 
49 N 138—Wt. 4 Ibs......$3.99 

land 
development 
game 

"THE BIG BOARD 

o um 

Easy Money $959 

Money-making game for home-style financiers. 
Luck has to be on your side. Includes: 1814x1834- 
in. board, movers, cards, houses, dice, play money. 
Good family fun. Deluxe edition. 2 to 6 players. 
49 N 389 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz......... $2.59 

Big Board for Juniors $299 

The ins and outs of buying and selling stocks, 
collecting dividends. Wisest investor wins. 194x 
194¢-in. board, cards, markers, chips, play money. 
(8 years and up). 2-6 players. 
49 N 219—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz......... $2.99 

Diners’ Club $388 

Object: get Diners’ Club card, use your credit to 

build a fortune. Player with a car, house and most 
money wins. Board, play money, markers, dice, 
cards, booklet. Ages 10 to adult. 2-4 players. 
49 N 135—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9 oz... .. .$3.88 

The Game of Life $4.66 

With a car and $2000 to start, you're off for a 3-D 

trip on the road of life. Move as the Wheel of Fate 
spins. Run into snags, get luck, make important 
decisions. Pull into Millionaire Acres and win. For 
2 to 8 players. (Ages 10 to adult). 1914x24-in. board, 
autos, play money, cards, certificates. 

79 N 16? C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... .. - $4.66 

Satins pane scans by cuisimas niee com 

Tripoley $177 

The old favorite that turns any table top into 

plenty of fun. Bright red, white and green vinyl 
plastic layout (27x27 inches) provides the 
groundwork for Hearts, Poker or Michigan 
Rummy. For 2 to 9 players. Cards and poker 
chips for games are not included 
49 N 358—Shipping weight 1 Ib... $177 

Scarney $399 

World-famous John Scarney presents 40 fascinat- 
ing games—all on one board. Each challenges 
your ability to outmaneuver, immobilize oppo- 

nent. 90-page rule book, 16 pawns, score pad. 
49 N 209—Shipping weight 2 Ibs....-....... $3.99 
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30-inch Electric Range $1088 

Every small homemaker wants her own stove just like Moth- 
er's. With this electric range she can cook on two top burners 
-. bake a cake for Dolly and friends in the thermostat-con- 
trolled oven. Has fiber glass insulated oven . . window to let 
her watch cake rise, Storage space below oven for pots and 
pans. “Pretend” clock and dials give added realism. 30 inches 
high. Cord included. 

79 N VI74L— Pink with black, white trim. Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs.$19.68 
49 N 1122—17-piece Aluminum Bake Set. Wt. 11b. 2 02... 1.99 

Cook Set $349 

27-piece set of true-to-life 
appliances and kitchen ac- 
cessories. Colorful fruit pat- 
tern on white plastic. . sturdy 
molded styrene. Includes tea- 
kettle, waflle iron-griddle, 
percolator with stove, pop- 
up action toaster, covered 
skillet and saucepan, canister 
set, fry pan, cake dish, ladle. 
Shpz. wt. 1 Ib, 6 oz, 
49 N 968. ............. $3.49 

Citai page scans by deisihiaxnsetediwical Gom 

Bake Set $188 

Mix, cook, and bake dolly’s 
favorite foods in this 24-pc. 
set of aluminum utensils. 

Includes cake pans, cookie 
sheet, muffin pan, loaf pan, 
fry pan, double boiler, sauce- 
pans, covered bowl, measur- 
ing cup, measuring spoons, 
colander, spoon, scoop, pan- 
cake turner and cookie cut- 
ter. Black plastic handles 
49 N 964-Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. $1.88 

Food Center $866 

Make ice cream, milk shakes, 
malteds with electric blender, 
mixer, ice cream maker. Tum- 
blers, sherbets, napkins, 
straws, spoons for 4. 6 pkgs. 
Nestle’s Quik. Wt. 4 Ibs, 13 oz. 
49 N 1145M—Set. $8.66 
49 N 4662M —"D"' batteries for 
above, Wt. two, 8 oz..2 for 39e 

Beverage Set $199 

Tiny hostesses enjoy serving a 
tea or coffee party for 6. 
Gleaming aluminum beverage 
service is sturdy, rust and 
stain-resistant . . edges rolled 
for safety. Cups, saucers, din- 
ner plates, knives, forks, 
spoons, napkins for 6. 

Also chip ’n’ dip snack tray, 
whistling tea kettle, percolator 
with strainer. Shpg. wt. ! Ib, 
49 N 965, ++ $1.99 

15-inch Electric Stove $1199 

Little hostesses can cook for their friends on 2 double 
burners . . bake in fiber glass insulated oven controlled 
by thermostat. Utensil drawer, lighted top, Pink finish, 
metallic gold color trim. Cook book, cake pans, covered 
saucepan, pie plate, cookie sheet, 3 cookie cutters. 
79 N 1146C—14 inches high. Shipping weight 12 1bs.$11.99 

Both ranges UL listed. For 110-120-volt AC 

3-pc. Set of Plastic Appliances. Save 76c. Wt. set 5 Ibs. 
79 N 1151 CM—Use 4 "C" batteries; order below... . 
79 N 4659M—"C" batteries. Shpg. wt, two, 4 oz. 

$8.66 
2 for 27c 

Percolator. Perks li 
49 N 1171M—Uses 1 

real coffee pot. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
battery; order below $2.88 

Skillet, Hear plastic egg, bacon sizzle. Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 N1172M—Uses 2 "C" batteries; order below. ......$3.66 

[3) Teoakettle. Whistles when switch is on. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 1170M —Uses 1 "C" battery; order below. 

49 N 4659M—"C"' batteries. Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz... 

cS] 

Plastic Sink. 
“Faucet” dis- 

penser pumps water. 
Dish drainer, soap 
fakes, towel, tum- 
blers, etc. 21 in. long. 
Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. | 
49 N 1317... ..$2.88 | 

[5] Mixer. Red, G 
white. Aluminum 

bowl. Slow speed. 
Order “D” battery 
below. Wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 1216M.. ..$2.57 

49NA4662M- Batteries. 

Wt. 8 oz.....2 for 39¢ 

Mr. Mixit. Whirl a 20-oz. drink in seconds. 4 
pkgs. Nestle's Strawberry Quik included. 
49 N 985—12 in. high. Shpg. wt. 14 02...$1.77 sx. SEARS 343 



Video Village . . just like the TV show.. 
walk the magic mile and win “money” 
The magic mile is paved with cash and prizes—but it’s a 
hair-raising journey to get there. You may have to go to jail, 
do stunts and answer questions along the way. Takes luck 
with the dice to win the most “cash” and reach the finish 
line first. 18x13-in, board, with 3-D dice cage, jail, bridge. 
Chance cards, play money. 2 players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 126—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . . 

| SEVEN KEYS 
Su 

Seven Keys $322 

Win the key that “unlocks” your favorite prize 
by answering questions on every subject imagi- 
nable—nicknames, historical figures, animals, 
sports. Includes question box, prize cards, prize 
board, many other items. For two players, ages 

10 to adult. 
49 N 132—Shipping weight 2 pounds.. $3.22 

-$1.99 

Camouflage $ 3 33 

Hunt for each object camouflaged by a maze of see- 
through overlays. First one to pinpoint and trace 

object wins. There are 48 different objects. Takes 
sharp eyes to win. Includes spinner, tracing crayons, 
play money, question book, 9x914-in. plastic hold- 
ers. Two, three, or more players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 110— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. $3.33 

noo 

Charge Account $ 299 

Just like Jan Murray's TV program. Build up a 
charge account—good for prizes—by making words 
out of scrambled letters. After 3 rounds, player with 
most money in prizes and cash wins. 2 charge ac- 
count recorders, prizes, letters, revolving drum, 
word sheet. 2 or more players, all ages. 
49 N 109—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 0z......... $2.99 

Concentration $ 297 

Match items hidden behind numbers to solve 
picture-word puzzles. Each match exposes more 
of puzzle. First to guess what picture says wins. 
Good memory is big advantage. Rollamatic 
changer with 60 puzzles, "cash," prize cards, 
plastic slides. 2 to 5 players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 298— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $297 
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Password $144 

Score points by guessing the correct password from 
one-word clues given by your partner. The more 
words you know, the easier it is to win. Red window 
in card holder reveals the password. Includes 24 
password cards, 2 leatherette card holders, score 
pad. For 4 players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N212—Shipping weight 12 ounces $144 

Your First Impression $344 

Ask the MC questions to discover which of six fa- 
mous historical figures he is representing. His answers 

provide the clues. 10 points for every right identi- 
fication, 100 to win. Includes questions, answers, 24 
figures on 6 drums, cylinder. For 3 or more players, 
ages 10 to adult 
49 N 174—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. + $3.44 



B 

Battery-powered 
Sewing Machine 

Free arm even lets you 
sew sleeves and collars 

s89 

1] Just flick the switch for auto- 
matic operation. Safety guard 

helps protect your fingers. You'll 
get good results because the thread 
tension adjusts to fabric thickness 
and pressure foot holds material 
firmly, Sews strong chain stitch. 
Uses 12x1 number 14 size needle. 
Can also be hand operated. Needle 
and thread are included. Made in 
West Germany of stamped steel, 
brightly enameled. ‘ah 

Fasten to table with the metal — (2) Style with extension table. 
clamp (included). Order 2 “D” Hardwood base has drawer. 
batteries below. Machine is 814 — 49 N 1221—12x5x7 in. high. Shpg. 
inches long; 454 in. wide. wi: 33b 12 8, ce Ms 
49 N 1202M—Wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz.$8.99 [F 
49 N 4662M—" D" flashlight batter- 
ies. Shpg. wt. two, 8 oz.. ..2 for 39c 

$ 422 

Hand-operated models 
(2) (3) Control the speed by 
turning the hand wheel. Easy to 
operate. Sews a strong chain 
stitch. Thread tension adjusts to 
fabric thickness; pressure foot 
holds it securely. Enclosed 
mechanism. Enamel steel, die- 
cast head, plated trim. Uses 12 x 
1 No. 14 needle. Extra needle, 
thread. Metal clamps hold ma- 
chine on table. Imported from 
West Germany. 

Without 
batteries 

Small Size for beginners. 
49 N1250—8x4}4x644 in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz... ...$4.22 

Kit with Doll 194 

Sew for this 7 in. plastic doll with 
moving arms, rooted plastic hair. 
Use the patterns, needle, thread, 
thimble, scissors, ready-to-sew 
dresses, fabric, snap fasteners, ric- 
rac. Case 18x13x14 in, 
49 N 1214—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... ..$1,94 

; e Spal e > 

TH E 
Stylofil Threadwriter 3987 

[f] Embroider as easily as you write. Just 
trace patterns in the set, or create your 

own. Make monograms, designs, appliques on 
blouses, napkins, hankies. Contains writer, 
roller, powder, pattern paper, 4 bobbins, 
thread, pattern cloth, stencils, designs. 

49 N 1256—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.67 
49 N 1286—Refill includes pattern paper, 
thread, bobbins, Shpg. wt. 2 oz......-... -87¢ 

40 in. tall 

3988 

This Shirley Temple 
doll is as big as the 
little girl who owns it. 
Doll and clothes of 
heavy duty cardboard 
on strong easel. Dress- 
es and accessories at- 
tach easily with giant 
snap-ons . . designed 
especially for small fin- 
gers. Five outfits are 

Sewing Basket 3984 

Keep all your sewing materials in 
this basket. To give you a start, it 
comes equipped with plastic thimble, 
7 spools of thread and a package of 
darning yarn in assorted colors, pin 

Knit-wit 970 

$] Make place mats, scarves, doll clothes 
without any knowledge of knitting or 

Weaving Loom $449 

Weave pot holders or even doll blankets on cushion, needles and a lift-out plas- 
tic tray. 9 x 614 x 4-in. basket has 
rayon lining with satin look. 
49 N 1285—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 02.$2.84 
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this authentic reproduction of a large loom. 
3 warp holders, assorted threads plus 2 shut- 
tles with colored yarns. Instructions. Sturdy 
wood construction. Assembled. 16x1134x14 in. 

49 N 1282—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs..... .$4.49 

crocheting. Easy for children to use . . knitter 
pops off continuous rows of rosettes and 
squares. With knitter, 2 adapters, needle, 
threader, yarn for any one of several items. 
49 N 1219— Instructions incl. Wt. 10 oz.. .$2.70 

from Shirley's greatest 
movies.. Heidi, Captain 
January, Wee Willie 
Winkie, etc. Wt. 4 Ibs. 

79 N 1320L..,....$2.88 
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DR. 
Medical Game For The Young 

= 

Dr. Kildare. . first doctor 

to diagnose case wins game 
Move your “patient” through 13 examining wards at Blair 
Hospital. Diagnosis card tells wards to visit and path to 
take. First player to complete trip and decode illness from 
analyzer wheel wins. Luck with spinner decides best 
doctor, Board, movers, spinner, analyzer, diagnosis and 
doctor cards included. 2-4 players, for ages 7-14. 

Dick Tracy $966 

As one of Tracy's deputies, you must recover 
stolen goods and capture the crook. Loot hidden 
in 28 different places—find it before villain 
does. When villain is caught—or skips the coun- 
try—game ends. Playing board, characters, 
spinner, loot card. 2-5 players, ages 7-15. 
49 N 123—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz...... $2.66 

49 N 179—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

Mattel's Lie Detector Game $388 

Calls for razor-sharp powers of deduction. Examine con- 
flicting testimony of suspects with lie detector. Dis- 
cover whether answers are true or false. Gain promotion 
by exposing the real criminal. Get to be chief-of-police 
and you win. Mechanical lie detector, suspect and guilty 
cards, subpoenas, warrants, scoreboard. 2-4 players. 
49 N 193—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 3 oz... . +s $3.88 

Surfside 6 $949 

A murderer is on the loose! Locate the scene of 
the crime . . study clues under a magnifying 
glass . . accuse another player of the crime and 
prove you are correct. Takes great powers of ob- 
servation to win. Game board, pawns, pencils, 

clue cards, die, 4 magnifying glasses. 2-4 players. 
49 N 127—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz........... $2.49 

Topper $ 599 

Each section of the playing surface has 12 holes. 
With each spin of color wheel underneath, the 
holes change colors. All players place topper 
pieces in their section after each turn of the 
spinner. First to peg all 12 wins. Plastic case with 
color wheel, 48 topper pegs, 4 players, all ages. 
49 N 190—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz......... $599 
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Play It Cool $7777 

Leap-frog 2 penguins up the mountain, using 1 hand 
only. When light’s green, everybody scrambles. When 
light’s red, everyone stops. Buzzer signals every light 
change. (2 flashlight batteries make it all automatic, 
order below.) 8 plastic penguins included. 2-4 players. 
49N 192—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .,....... $777 
49 N 4660—"'D" batteries. Wt. 4 oz. Each 16e; 4 for 60c 

Go to the Head of the Class $959 

Answer questions correctly and move from desk 
to desk, grade to grade. First player graduated 
to college wins the game. Knowledge of all sub- 
jects counts most, luck helps. Includes game 
board, 792 questions and answers, dice, 6 mov- 
ing pieces. 2 to 8 players, for ages 8 to 80. 
49 N 388—Shipping weight 2 pounds....... $2.59 
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Play house with Furniture 
just your size 

This amazingly sturdy furniture is made of reinforced, corrugated fiberboard. 
Interlocking parts make it very sy to assemble. Dainty pink and blue 
provincial pattern. Accessories are not included. 

[1] Studio Bed. Keep dolly's blan- 
kets in the roomy drawers when 

you use it as a sofa for visitors, Holds 
an adult’s weight. 40x1674x17)4 
inches high. Has plastic inflatable 
pillow. Big enough for 36-inch dolls 
(see them on page 328). 

79 N1410C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.. $3.88 

[2] Bedroom Chest has five roomy 
drawers. 1684x10x29 inches high. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
7ONTIZIC $3.80 

[3] Wardrobe has hangers for dolly's 
clothes, shelf for hats, 17x10x29 

inches high. Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 1130C...... $3.22 

Jewelry Set. (15 pieces includ- 
Try on mock pearl 

necklace with matching bracelet 
and ring. Also: stone ring; charm 
bracelet with 3 charms; 2 heart 
shaped barrettes, pin and neck- 
lace. 2 bow pins. Hinged 934x634x 
11¢-in. box has tray. 10% Fed 
Excise Tax included. 
49 N 1359E-Wt, 10 oz, $2.88 

[7] Betsy McCall's pac. Zip open 
the lid and lift out the tray to 

find: lipstick, lotion, talc, mail 
polish, emery board, tooth brush, 
hair brush, comb, 16-page beauty 
booklet. Washable doll hat box of 
sturdy, white, calf-grained vinyl 
has big bottom section. 11x314 
inches deep. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 
49 N 1283 $3.56 

Citali pace scans’ by dieisthiasnisetediwical com. 

[E] Junior-Miss Toy Make-up Kit. 
At Sears, you get cologne, talc 

and bubble bath in addition to: 
lipstick; nail buffer; emery board; 
white nail pencil; nail cleaner; 
cuticlescissors; powder, rouge com- 
pacts; atomizer; hand lotion; comb; 
powder puffs. Unbreakable con- 
tainers. Vinyl plastic kit 
49 N 1342—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... 52,82 

Automatic Dryer 

8333 without 
batteries 

Battery operated fan blows gentle breeze through 
dolly’s hair. Adjust height of hood from 21 to 28 

in.; swivel it up or down. Plastic base, hood. Poly- 
ethylene fan blades. Order 2 “D” batteries below 
49 N 1346M—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... .$3.33 

49 N 4662M—*'D” batteries, Wt. two,8 oz. 2 for 39c 

Musical Purse 3999 

Hand-wind music box in this 
toy purse plays a merry tune 
wherever she goes. 

Purse is gold color metal 
filigree. Plastic top and bot- 
tom. Mirror included. 5x3x3 
inches high. 

49 N 1052—Wt. 12 oz.. .$2.99 

(4 Vanity with real mirror ond 
bench. Center cosmetic shelf, 2 

side drawers and 4 open shelves. 5x8- 
inch mirror in plastic frame. 37x33x 
1144 inches deep. 
79 N 1113C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.. $3,80 

Dresser-type set of pink plastic in- 
cludes comb, brush, 2 mirrors, tray, 
2 jars and a picture frame 
49 N 1322—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.... $1.78 

Save on Combinations 

Set of (2(-)3)-(4) 
79 N 1147C3—Wt. 21 Ibs... . $10.29 

Set of (1)-(2)-(3)-(4) 
79 N1173C4—Wt. 29 Ibs... 13.84 

Pajama Party Set s577 

Just pack pajamas. Set has pillow; 
cold cream; lotion; lipstick; talc; nail 
polish, remover; orange stick; emery 
board; nail brush; toothbrush; 6 curl- 
ers; pins; comb. White plastic case. 
49N1357-15x11x4!4 in. Wt. 4 Ibs.$5.77 
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WEIRD 
OBSTACLES 

Mattel’s Talk to Cecil $449 

Cecil is a hand puppet that really talks—via a built-in 
sound unit (no batteries required). He directs the game 
himself with 11 different clues. The game is played on a 
colorful cardboard puzzle-track and is sure to delight any 
child from 6 to 12. Includes: puppet, die, 17-piece track, 
playing cards, card rack and 4 beany markers, For 4 players. 
49 N 136—Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. $4.49 

Giant Block of 30 Games $399 

Youngsters can take their choice of games . . play them 
right on the block itself. A turn is all it takes for 6 game 
board sides. And, the rugged corrugated fiberboard box is 
its own storeroom. Packed inside: checkers, playing pieces, 
dice, spinners, chips, and instructions for play. 1654 inches 
on all sides. 

$3.99 79 N 385C—Shipping weight 7 Ib... .. . 
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Bridg-It $166 

A fast moving game for two that's 
easy as Tic-Tac-Toe with the fun 
and skill of chess and checkers. Your 
aim: build a bridge across the board, 
while opponent tries to block your 
moves. Ages 6 to adult. 2 can play. 

49 N373— Shipping wt. 1 Ib... .$1.66 

60 Games in a chest. $599 

A deluxe game chest 17x11x614 in. high. Enough 
here to keep them busy for hours on end. 
games, playing boards, party games (even pin-the- 
tail-on-the-donkey), Tiddly Winks, games of skill. 
games of chance—plus all the checkers, spinners, 
marbles, dice, movers and markers they need, 
49 N 154—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 8 oz. 

For thrills and chills . . 

Go on a treasure hunt 

in Ideal's exciting new 

Haunted House Game 

$699 

Surprises and spooks in 3-D. Every move 
depends on the Owl Spinner. You never 
know when iridescent doors will pop open 
with a spook to give you directions. Your 
job is to get the treasure first. Then, get out 
with it safe and sound. Take as many as 
three with you and the fun begins. The 
tough styrene plastic house is 18 inches long 
and 14 inches high . . three inches deep for 
3-dimensional realism. Fun for one . . fun 
for the whole family. 
79 N 153L—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. .... .$6.99 

NBC-TV News with Chet Huntley $944 

A new game to test your knowledge of current events or 
world capitals. Toss the dice and land on a question card. 
It's yours for the right answer. Use it to challenge your 
opponents if they land. Their wrong answer gives you 
another card. Ten and you win. Good family fun. 19x19-in. 
cardboard. Board, markers, buttons, dice, 2 sets of cards. 
49 N 226—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz... $244 

54 Games $989 

Here's the answer for rainy days . . a baby 
sitter's dream. In one box are all the 
pieces to play Old Maid, Pick-up-Sticks, 
Bingo, and many more exciting games. Set 
incl.: folding playing boards, boxed cards, 
instruct., equipment to keep things moving. 

49 N363—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz... .$2.89 

Card 

$5.99 



Put "Barbie 

her own 1-poster 

to sleep in 

sed 

Just the dainty, feminine-type canopy bed that a fashion-wise 
doll like “Barbie” should ha 

ruffled pink fabric. Store Barbie’ 
plastic "under-bed" chest with drawers that open. Bed measures 
7%x12x1334 in. “Barbie” is not included, order on 
49 N 9248— Easily assembled. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

e, Beautifully made of detailed. 
molded, hi-impact plastic with comfortable molded polyethylene 
mattress. The matching bedspread and pillow cover is of dotted. 

things in the wood grained 

Beautiful Low-cost Cribs for Dolls 

Hardwood Crib in clear varnish 
finish. Pink end panels. Masonite 
Presdwood bottom has colorful 
nursery print. Strong construction 
and easy-rolling casters. 24x14x20 
in. high, Easy assembly 
79 N 9330 C—Shpg.wt. 8 Ibs..$4.98 
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Economy crib: wood slats, card- 
board bottom. Pink enameled. 
22x12x17}4 in, Easy assembly, 
79 N 9305C-Shpg. wt. 4 1bs.$2.29 

49 N 9251-Plastic-covered, pad- 
ded mattress (for above) 21x11 
in. wide. Shpg. wt. 8 oz......84c 

Fix ’n feed Set $192 
You'll need these things for 
Dolly’s formula: 5 polyethylene 
bottles, caps, nipples, metal ster- 
ilizer, cover, plastic rack, tongs. 
Measuring cup, 2 spoons, funnel. 
Orange juicer, strainer, dish. 
Brush, sponge. In doll-pleasing 
pastel shades. 
49 N 1373—Wt. 1 Ib. 13 ox.$1.92 

(1) Doll Bath with spray. Quilted vinyl 
top becomes dolly's dressing table. 

Sling, pockets, metal tray. Flexible, white 
vinyl tub. Aluminum frame folds. Sponge, 
comb, soap. 1514x2514x30 in. Assembled. 
79 N 9283L—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. ..$639 
79 N 9327L—12x21x27 inches. No spray. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs., , .......... -$3. 

[2] Deluxe Doll Crib, Natural wood finish. 
Pastel hardboard panels, drop sides. 

Padded mattress, bumper. Plastic teething 
rails. Colorful trim. 26x17x2134 in. 
79 N 9285C—Shipping. wt. 14 Ibs. .$849 

Doll-size Nursery Needs with grown-up features 

[3] Rigid Steel High Choir. M« 
to seat dolly easily. Shaped seat, 

back, tray, footrest. Tips on legs prevent 

chair from marring floor. Tubular steel; 
yellow, blue enamel finish. Bright decal 
on back. Easy to assemble. 26 in. high 
49 N 9254—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. . ..$3.98 

tray 

4] Musical Cradle. Turn the crank in 
foot panel and rock dolly to a lullaby 

tune. Natural finish wood sides with 
screen designs on pastel hardboard rock- 
er panels. 21x1214x1134 in. high 
79 N9288C — Unassembled, Wt. 4 Ibs, $3.69 

Doll Hospital Bed $5549 
Calling all nurses, doctors and little 
mothers with “sick or injured" dolls up 
to 23 in. tall. Turn the crank to adjust 
this bed to any angle, raising or lower- 
ing your patient. Made of white plastic 
With aluminum side rails and vinyl cov 
ered foam mattress. Doll not included 
(see page 322). Easily assembled. 
79 N 9250C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs.$5.49 

Latch-lock Diaper Bag 88c 

Here are the things dolly needs when 
she travels: polyethylene, milk-colored 
nursing bottle with nipple, feeding bib, 
absorbent diaper with gold-colored safe- 
ty pin. Bag is plastic in asst’d. colors. 
Tiny mothers can carry the bag eas 
with its handy double handles. 
49 N 1391 —Shipping weight 8 oz.. 88c 

Doll Bedding Set $198 
Learn how to make dolly’s bed with 
pink cotton beacon-cloth blanket 
24x17 inches; cotton sheet 27x17 inches; 
pillow with embroidery-edged cover. 2 
flannel diapers 7x7 inches, safety pins, 
plastic ornament also included. 
49 N 9275—Shipping weight 7 oz. . .$1.98 



Regular and Chinese Checkers in 1 game $169 

Two favorites paired-up for you in one board. Switch from one game to the other 
by just turning the table. Thin as a magazine—it slips into the tightest storage 

space. Even packs its own playing pieces right inside. 60 glass marbles, 24 inter- 
locking wooden checkers, 15}4-inch metal board. Instructions. 2-6 players. 
49 N 399—Shipping weight 2 pounds.. 

Checkers 99.c 

The old standby—fun for 2 experts or 
2 beginners. Here with a durable 1514- 
in. playing board and bright red and 
black plastic checkers. On reverse side 
- . directions for five different games you 
can play on the checkerboard. 
49 N 151—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..92¢ 

TESI ANS PUTES TOS 

Dominoes 6c ,2: piece 
Made of fine quality hardwood. 
Plays up to double 6’s—28 pieces. 
49 N 361—Shipping weight 1 Ib... ...66c 

Plays up to double 9’s—S5 pieces. 
49 N 398— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs... ....$1.39 

Plays up to double 12’s—91 pieces. 
49 N 323—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... ..$1.89 

* 23 DT 
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serene Set $149 

P-A-R-C-H-E-E-S-I $444 

A big favorite since grandma's day 
and still going strong. Now in a de 
luxe version. Board and box covered 
with rich leatherette and stamped 
with gold color. Polished wood pawns, 
dice, 4 dice cups, 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 162—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz...$4.44 

Bingo $187 

nt, y e 

Spin to win at Stadium Checkers $199 

Action starts and marbles shift when players turn the moving plastic 
rings. You win if you sink all yours in the center "arena" first. It’s tricky 
and you need skill to move without helping your opponents. 2, 3, or 4 can 
play. 10-inch diameter playing board, 20 marbles. 
49 N 156—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces.......-...--.... 

Chess Tutor $177 

Learn to play this classic game of 
strategy in 30 minutes! It’s easy with 
the illustrated step-by-step instruc- 
tion book. Strong 15-inch board, 
king size 3}%-in. plastic chessmen 
are included, too, 
49 N 220—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $1.77 

$1.99 

Chess Set $959 

Go ahead and jiggle the board! 
Black and ivory-color plastic chess- 
men are weighted and felted— 
helps keep them from tipping or 
shifting during play. Includes 
1514-in. leatherette board. 
49 N 171—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$2.59 
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Real Bingo $939 

A turn of the plastic dispenser and out 
pop Bingo numbers one at a time. And, 
you'll find plenty of cards to supply up to 
60 players. Set includes: 60 Bingo cards, 
75 plastic number pieces, large checking 
chart and wooden markers. 
49 N 124—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz... ....$1.87 

Here's a Bingo set that looks like the big 
time. The large revolving metal cage is 
filled with 75 numbered wood balls . . 
selected automatically as the cage spins. 
Professional looking master board, markers 
and enough cards for 30 players. 
49 N 161—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 0z.......$3.39 



[1] Convertible High Chair becomes a car 
seat. Big enough for dolls up to 30 in. 

tall Shaped plastic seat set securely on 
brass-finish metal stand, Plastic tray holds 
play dishes (not incl.). Vinyl leg tips. 
79 N 9252C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ^. $4.89 

(7) Battery operated Spra Bath. Give doll 
a shampoo and shower with a real spray 

attachment. Has battery-driven motor. 
Water recirculates . . no need for faucet at- 
tachment. Molded polyethylene tub won't 
rust or leak. Brass-finish metal stand. Re- 
movable sling. Tub: 26x14x5 in. (No doll.) 
Uses 3 “D” batteries, order below. 
79 N 9289CM—Shipping weight 7 lbs. . $9.88 
79 N 4662M—"D" batteries. Wt. 8 oz.. 2 for 39c 

Tub only. As above, but no spray device. 
79 N 9294C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... . $3.89 

Comfy Carry-All $7189 

Use this handy set in your doll carriage or 
crib. When you go visiting, it serves as a 
car bed and diaper-bag. Clear vinyl pocket 
holds soap, washcloth, doll bottle and 
clothespins. Vinyl cotton filled mattress; 
11x20-in. rich looking satin cover and pillow. 
49 N 9263—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. ......... $1.89 
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Have a Real Dolly Nursery 
Almost baby-size! Extra sturdy and realistic . . 

with features sure to please little mothers 

Playpen has swivel casters so even the 
littlest girl can move it easily. Put 

‘baby’ here to play. Sturdy wood construc- 
tion. Heavy decorated hardboard bottom. 
17x16x12 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9297 C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. nee $349 

(9 Deluxe Bassinette . . so pretty for dolly's 
naptime. Dainty organdy skirt with 

nylon embroidery-trimmed ruffle; pillow 
and mattress have matching coverlet. White 
enameled, wover fiber basket. Folding, 
lock-in-place legs with rolling casters. Light- 
weight. Movable, detachable hood. Basket 
is 23x12x26 in. high. (No doll.) 
79 N 9329 C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs........ $1144 

Fiber Doll Basket has movable hood, cast- 
ers. Legs fold, lock in place. Pastel trim. 
79 N 9255C—23x12x26 in. Wt. 6 Ibs.. ..$6.79 

Comfy Carry Basket $398 

Carry dolly and her things in this wood 
basket with luxurious satin pillow, coverlet. 
Pink vinyl lining, mattress. Nylon skirt, 
taffeta underskirt. Sheet, pillowcase, blanket 
in hidden compartment. Vinyl pocket holds 
washcloth, soap, bottle, clothespins. 
49 N 9243—15x10x6 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.$3.98 

Swing-Car Seat Duo 

Lift the seat off swing . . it 
has wire hooks for use as a 
car seat. Sturdy steel frame; 
silver-color finish. Flower print 
on white vinyl seat. Plastic 
(no-mar) tips on legs. 16x15x 
28 in. high. Folds compactly. 
79 N 9307 C—Wt. 4 Ibs.. . $3.98 

Colonial Cradle 

$679 

Rock dolly to sleep in this 
big cradle. Sturdily built 
to last the ‘babyhood’ of 
several dollies, it's made 
of hardwood with fine ma- 
ple finish. Well turned 
corner posts, dowel sides, 
rails. 19-inch steam-bent 
rockers, 634-in. head panel. 
Colonial print fabric cov- 
ers the softly tufted mat- 
tress and pillow. Size: 
26x14x18 in. high. Partly 
assembled. 
79 N 9247C-Wt.9 lbs. $6.79 

Bunk Bed Ensemble 

Stack the two 15x26 in. hard- 
wood beds . . you have a 27 in. 
high double decker! White fin- 
ish. White accessories: padded 
mattresses, rufüed pillows. 
Matching ladder and side 
rails, Fasy to assemble. 
79 N 9295C—Wt. 14 Ibs. . $9.98 
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Build a Cootie $132 

Four 334x3x3-inch high cooties come 
in bright red, blue, yellow, green, 
black, plus pink sections, Not a bank. 
Playing rules: 1 to 4 players vie to 
build a cootie first, putting pieces to- 
gether at the roll of the die. Plastic. 
All ages. 
49 N 176—Shpg. wt. 12 oz..... -$1.32 

Uncle Wiggily $199 

Two to four players age 5 to 9 will 
love helping Uncle Wiggily on his 
race to Doc Possum's, Includes 120 
charming verse cards, 18x18-inch 
board, 4 colorful plastic rabbits. 
49 N 391—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz.. $1.99 
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Tumble Bug $132 

And they’re off! It’s the start of the 
zaniest race you've seen. Four tum- 
blebugs hop, skip and wobble their 
wild way down the roller coaster run- 
way. 1 to 4 players just place their 
bets, line them up, then watch the 
fun. Plastic. 21 in. long. All ages. 
49 N 230—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. . .$1.32 

Red Riding Hood $177 

"The little girl in red is off to visit 
her grandmother, but the wolf has 
other plans. He's magnetic, remote 
controlled. There'sa swinging bridge, 
8 playing cards, 4 plastic pieces, 
spinner. 2034x1314-in. board. 2 to 4 
players, ages 4 to 10. 

49 N 180—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. $177 

—_—-_ 
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Tickle Bee $132 

Tickle him, but don't get “stung.” 
Right, left, up and back, he buzzes 
through 12-inch enclosed maze. He's 
looking for his beehive and player 
who finds it wins. The magnetic 
tickler moves the bee at a finger's 
touch. 10 can play. All ages. 
49 N 362—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... ..$1.32 

Candyland Game $199 

Two to four players, age 4 to 8, ad- 
vance along a rainbow-colored path on 
the 1814x1814-inch playing board 
through the peppermint stick forest, 
gingerbread plum tree, etc. Players 
draw cards and move by matching 
colors, objects. Nothing to read. 

49 N 160—Wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz....... $1.99 

NEW GIANT COOTIE 

10 inches long . . extra-large pieces make it 

easy for little hands to put together 

What's got six legs, a beard and a TV antenna? A cootie 
of course; and the player who can build one first wins game. 
Also use the bodies of the 4 giant cooties as banks—each 
has coin slot on top, door on bottom. 6 plastic sections in 

mix-or-match colors of red, blue, yellow, green, black. 10x 
9x914 in. high. With die. For 2 to 4 players, all ages. 

49 N 157—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. . . 

Jack Straws $129 

When buzzer sounds—light flashes 
. . somebody loses playing Electric 
Jack Straws. Trick is to pick out 
straws through the holes without 
touching 334-in. container. Develop 
finger dexterity, have fun at same 
time. 8 Jack Straws, battery. 

49 N 112—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. .. .$1.29 

Noah's Ark $169 

Ideal game for pre-school tots. No 
reading or number knowledge need- 
ed. Spinner shows which little ani- 
mals to put into colorful three- 
dimensional cardboard ark. Com- 
plete with an ark-full of stand-up 
animals. For 1 to 4 players. 
49 N 113—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. .$1.69 



Playing store's more fun 
register to ring up sales, 
and give paper receipts. 
keys—ic to $i—plus no-sale key. Just 
push key and sale registers in window . . 
push lever, drawer opens. 
order pad, pencil. Steel. Red. 9 
49 N 5027—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

Get realistic stote equipment 

Cash Register $339 

with a cash 
make change 
12 numbered 

Play money, 
high. 
.$339 12 oz... 

Store Scale $399 

Just like the ones used by grocers, only 
smaller. Price per pound indicator tells you 
price of item you're weighing. High impact 
plastic with removable weighing tray and 
dish. Measures in ounces up to one pound. 
Adjustable needle. Made in West Ger- 
many. 634x534x9 inches high. 
49 N 5089 —Shipping weight 1 Ib......$3.99 

Jolly Fisherman Set 

Young fisherman will enjoy, “‘fish- 
ing” in their own portable plastic 
lake. (1736x1014 in. wide.) Use it 
indoors or out. Two rods . . one has 
à magnet, one has a hook; 4 plastic 
floating fish with metal hook eyes. 

Waldo and Albert 

They keep bobbing and 
“drinking” as long as paper 
cup is filled with water. 
No springs or wires . . the 
water attracts them. Plas- 
tic, 714 in. high. Wt. 12 oz. 

49 N 5185—Wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz... 
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„S89 49 N4853.. Set $1.84 

Gum Vending Machine 
Holds 50 pieces 

standard stick gum 

$269 

A penny spent in this ma- 
chine is a penny saved be- 
cause it’s also a bank. Just 
insert a penny, push the 
lever and out comes your 
favorite gum (not included). 

Smooth working nylon 
parts. You can see the pen- 

nies mount up inside the 
clear panels. 834 inches 
high. Holds 50 sticks. Ship- 
ping weight 1 pound 4ounces. 
49 N 5008 $2.69 

Willie and Mr. Joggi 

These two fellows defy gravity . . go 
straight up wall, sideways, down, even 
around corners, For any non-porous surface 
flat, concave or convex. Willie zooms 

along behind "missile." Mr. Joggi prefers 
an auto. Plastic. 6 inches long. 
49 N 4999—Wt. 1 1b. 2 oz........ Set $1.84 

Build, re-build Tic Toy Clock $4.77 

Really tells time . . runs about 14 hours on one winding. 
Unlike most clocks, this one enjoys being taken apart 
and reassembled . . easy to follow, color-keyed gear assem- 
bly. Sturdy plastic: Spring driven movement. 
49 N 5077—1134 inches high. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 6 oz. 

"Ring" Register $439 

Sounds a bell when spring-operated 
cash drawer opens. Window shows 
amount when any of 9 ring-up keys 
are pushed. Paper roll feed, extra 
roll of register tape. Steel. 7x5}4x6 
inches. From West Germany. 
49 N 5016—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..... . $4.39 

Happi-Time Vault $ 339 

Authentic tumbler gears visible 
through clear panel . . operate with 

dial, Lock has secret combination. 
Alarm sounds when door opens just 
like real vault. Bell rings when 
coins from 1c to 50c are deposited. 
Baked-enamel finish. 7x8x9 in. high. 
49.N 5154—Wt. 3 Ibs, 8 oz......$3.39 

Double Door Safe $999 

Opens with the right combination 
and a warning alarm sounds. Double 
door style with throw-bolt latch. 
Coin slot in top for saving change. 
Safe storage for youngster's treas- 
ures. Rugged steel. Crinkle, enamel 
finish. 9x7x6 in. deep. 
49 N 5155—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... . $3.99 

Play Money Set 88° 

Teach youngsters to make change. 
They'll have fun playing store. Plas- 
tic coin rack holds quarters, dimes, 
nickels and pennies. Also includes 
bills, order slips, stamp pad, plastic 
stamps. Plastic coins have historic 
scenes, 
49 N 5156—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 88c 

Drawing Set; Adding Machine 

49 

H 

Adding Machine. Adds, subtracts up to 
9999, Easy to use. . instr. on back. Steel 
N 1799—9x6 in. wide, Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. $1.94 

Pre-sketched drawing set. 48 numbered 

49 
crayon pencils, 36 pictures. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
N 1644—50 sheets 6x6-in. paper. $1.99 



pow 
Shifty Gear Game $182 

Strategy, skill and luck combine in this 
game that teaches simple principles of 
gear mechanics to players aged 6 and 
up. A roll of the dice and you start 
meshing colorful, plastic gears. First 
to complete a gear train and turn the 
winner gear is the victor. 1 to 4 players. 
49 N 158—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.. . ..$1.32 

Electric 
Fascination 

ithout $999 t 
It takes skill. It takes action, 
It’s spellbinding entertai 
ment for ages 6 to 12, Each 
tries to get through the 
mazes and light up the fas- 
cination tower first. Includes 
two double-sided mazes, 
each measuring about 8 
inches and 6 steel balls. Uses 
2 "C" batteries, order below. 
49 N 106-Wt. 1 Ib. 10 02.$2.99 
"C" Batteries, Shpg. wt.2 az. 
49 N 4665-Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Dennis the Menace 
Game 

$169 

Try to catch Dennis the 
Menace if you can. He’s up 
to his usual mischie! and 
2 to 4 players are after him, 
Dennis has a lot of tricks up 
his sleeve so it isn’t easy to 
overtake him. The player 
who does wins the game. 
You get a brightly colored 
18-in. square game board 
plus a complete set of playing 

pieces, dice shaker and easy- 
to-follow instructions. 

49 N 199-Wt. 1 Ib. 10 0z,$1.69 

Flintstone's 
Brake Ball Game 

$188 

Modern stone-age game com- 
bines skills of polo, skillball 
and shuffleboard. Using one 
of two plastic launchers, re- 
lease the ball. It rolls like a 
stone up the 20x10-inch 
platform board and stops 
where you least expect it. 
First of 2 to 4 players to 
score 1000 points wins the 
game. Includes 8 colored 
trick balls. For ages 6 to 12. 

49 N 183-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$1.88 
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Turtle Game $ 2 99 

Magnetic turtle game packs all the excite 
ment of a live turtle race. 4 colorful, 
unpredictable little plastic turtles will in- 
trigue the whole family with their mag- 
netic actions. Object: be first to get your 
turtle off 1334-in. square plastic field. 
Dice included. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 159—Shpg. wt. 1 1b........ $299 

Watch out for 

MATTEL’S Dishonest John 

When he jumps you're in trouble as 

you try to be the first to score 250 points 

Pass the cards as you try to collect 
pairs, 3 or 4 of a kind. The idea: get 
rid of DJ card before DJ jumps up and 
stops the play. Surprise action for 2 to 
6 players, ages 6 to 12. Consists of 
spring-tension DJ, 11-in. metal score- 

Totem Game 

$444 

Rack ’em, stack 'em; it's 
absorbing manual and 
mental exercise for ages 6 
to 12. Each player gets a 
chance to build one of 
seven colorful totems by 
stacking up to 28 plastic 
playing pieces. Winner is 
the one who draws the 
playing cards that spell out 

the name of his animal 
totem. With 4 plastic card 
racks, 96 cards included. 
For 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 197—Wt. 2 Ibs. . $4.44 

Pot O' Gold 
Game 

without $588 xm 
Money, cars, oil wells, 
houses are yours if you do 
not tilt the 5x4-inch plastic 
pot o' gold. Battery-op- 
erated buzzer sounds your 
tilting errors. Timing mech- 
anism signals end of move. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries be- 
low. Wt.2 lbs. 13 oz. 

“D" Batteries, Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660-Ea. 16c;4 for 60c rcaz SEARS 353 



Typir j "s much fun 
on an easy-to-run 

Happi-Time Portable 

Our Good Quality $1444 

Grade-schoolers enjoy typing on their own portable, Helps develop accuracy 
and neatness. 56 characters arranged in standard sequence with easy-to-read 
capital letters, numbers and punctuation. 

Ball-bearing carriage, paper-advance lever. Tan enameled steel body, brown 
plastic carrying case. Takes $14-inch paper. 
49 N 1633—10x10}4x¢ in., }4-in. black ribbon. Shipping weight 10 Ibs, $1444 
49 N 1776— Extra }4-in, black ribbon for model above, and at right. Wt. 2 oz. 79c 

35-character Dial Typewriter. 
Youngsters can play office and do 

letter-writing on standard size paper. 
Prints capital letters, numbers. Dum- 
my keyboard looks like real typewriter. 
All-steel case. 10x514x4 in. high. 
49 N 1732—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. .$2.29 
49 N1714—Extra ribbons, one black, 
one red. Shpg, wt, 2 oz....... 2 for 29e 
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(2) 40-character Dial Typewriter. Turn 
dial to “type” numbers, letters, 

punctuation marks. Takes 8)4-in. paper. 
Dummy keyboard. 1114x71¢x414_ im. 
Molded plastic body, carrying case. 
49 N 1778—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 5 oz... , $6.59 
49 N1789—Typewriter above, without 
carrying case. Wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. $4.59 
49 N1848—2 extra ribbons, Shipping 
weight 2 ounces..............4 2 for 29¢ 

Bradley Educational Sets 

(3] Pre-school, kindergarten. Set of 3 
games. Alphabet picture cards . . 

help tots learn letters. Picture word 
cards . . build vocabulary by word 
association. Understanding numbers 
—beginning arithmetic. 

49 N 1685—Wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. $3.94 

4] 1st, 2nd graders. Set of 3. Phonetic 
drill cards . . form words by chang- 

ing letters. Number cards . . addition, 
subtraction. 100 basic word cards. 
49 N 1685—Wt. 3 Ibs, 3 oz... ... $3.94 

3rd, 4th graders. Set of 4 games. 

plication, division . . fractions. 
49 N 1687—Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz...... 

Our Best Child's Typewriter $1744 

Only 714 lbs. including case, yet exceptionally sturdy 56 sharp, easy-to-read 
characters include alphabet, numbers, punctuation. Individual feather-action, 
spade-shaped keys: letters arranged like standard keyboard. Ball bearing 
carriage with return and paper-advance lever. Takes paper up to 834 in. wide 
Handsome top deck, body of molded blue plastic. Charcoal gray luggage-style 
carrying case of strong polypropelene plastic. Order extra ribbons at left 
49 N 1642—11x1034x4 in., 44-inch black ribbon, Shipping weight 8 pounds. $17.44 

Toy Computer answers 300 questions $7779 wies, 

Realistic, dramatic . . wheels turn, lights flash and suddenly the answer to 
your question lights up on the screen. Fun and so easy to operate . . just 
select a data card that has a question you want answered, and feed it into 

the machine. Includes 150 cards each with 2 questions, 3 stack-up card 
holders. Operates on 2 “D” flashlight batteries (not included, order below). 
Plastic; gray with red and blue trim. 8 in. high. 

49 N 1630M—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. $779 
49 N 4662M—"D" batteries for above. Shipping weight two, 8 ounces. 2 for 39c 

Huck Hound Ed-U-Cards $954 
a Inm 

Three wonderful sets of educational 
aids for children of preschool age 
through 2nd grade. Such TV favorites 
as Baba Looey, Quick Draw McGraw 
and Yogi Bear help Huck to teach be- 
ginning reading, basic numbers and 
telling time. 

49 N 1643—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.54 



Electric Pinball Battery operated 
^ j Pinball Machine 

Bells ring . . lights flash . . $966 
scoring is automatic 

$1888 
All the fun of a penny arcade! Works 
and sounds like a full-size pinball ma- 
chine. Automatic scoring device rings up 
your score every time bumper is hit. You 

keep ball in play with 2 hand-operated 
kickers . . can run score up to 10,000, 
Entertaining for any number, any age 
group. (It's a perfect adult party game.) 
5 steel balls. Size 31x16x45 in. Motor 
UL approved. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. Partly assembled. 
79 N 142L—Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs... 

Without batteries 

Plenty of action! Lights flash on, bell rings when 
ball strikes bumper. Score climbs automatically 
on back panel, Keep ball whizzing with hand- 
operated kicker-lever. Steel body with clear plastic 
top, spring trigger, 5 steel balls, Uses "D" batteries 
(sold below). 26x13x15 in. high 
79 N204L—Shipping weight 10 pounds $9.56 

"D" Batteries. Order 4 for machine above. 
79 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Ea. 16c; 4 for 60¢ 

“3 Keys to Treasure" p 3 

E ^T 
with 18 prizes 

Pinball game with 18 prizes . . toy trinkets, and 
charms, Revolving Treasure-wheel pops open when 
you win. Clear plastic top, metal base, plastic 
legs, marbles. 22x104x12% in. high. 
79 N 433C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . $3.99 

8-in-1 GAME-0-RAMA 

$1188 
Eight kinds of fun in one easy-to-store 
game table! Bowling game with automatic 
ball return . . plus junior table tennis, 
Steeplechase, Sport Car Race, Drag Strip, 
Shuffleboard, Skill Ball, Horse Race. In- 
cludes paddles, ball, shuffleboard sticks, 
bowling pins and balls, other equipment. 
Colorful folding table, strongly built of 
aluminized tubular steel and masonite 
Presdwood. 5 feet long, 3014 in. wide, 24 in. 
high. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
Shipping weight 20 pounds. 

.$11,88 

4-in-1 Game Alley 

$399 

Keeps youngsters happy with 
Shuffleboard, Bowling, Horse- 
race, Skill-ball. 52-in. hard- 
board alley. Legs fold on wood 
frame. 22 in. high. 2 balls, 10 
pins. 4 pucks, 4 horses, skill- 
ball, spinner, ball return. 
79 N 346C-Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $3.99 
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Make them into any shape . . Wood-Doh and Play-Doh Modeling Compounds 
Play-Doh Modeling Set. Pump soft modeling compound from the red and gray 
Fun Factory . . mold it into figures, faces, and forms. Use the 12 interchangeable 

custom dies or just your imagination. Set includes Fun Factory (15x1134x3 inches), 
12 dies, trimmer, die storage tray, idea book, 4 cans of Play-Doh. (Wood-Doh at 
right can also be used in Fun Factory.) 
49 N 1853— Shipping weight 3 pounds 11 ounces. $3.29 
49 N 1856—Same as set above, but with 4 dies, no storage tray. Wt, 3 Ibs. 7 oz... .2.59 
49 N 1871—Extro Play-Doh to keep factory well stocked. Four cans in assorted colors. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces x 4 cans 82¢ 

on galvanic skin principle. 
parts. With batterie 

Lie Detector Machine $999 

Really works. Loads of fun. Just 
hand . . watch dial needle swing when fib is told. Works 

'orolon plastic cabinet, metal E; 
instructions 

49 N 1631 —9x8x514 in. deep. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 14 oz. 

Wood-Doh Modeling Set. Create many useful, decorative articles. Soft 
and pliable like clay . . but when it dries, it looks like real wood! You'll be 
able to sand it, drill it, paint it, even carve it. Won’t stain hands, clothing, 
or furniture. Harmless if accidentally swallowed. Set includes six cans 
Wood-Doh in real wood-colors (redwood, yellow pine, walnut brown), set 
of water colors, brush, pointer, trimmer, shaper, sandpaper, instructions. 

49. N 1876—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces $1.99 
49 N1792—Extra Wood-Doh. Set of three cans, one each of walnut, yellow 
pine, and redwood colors. Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 cans 82c 

Make-a-Funny-Face Game $199 

Youngsters will spend hours changing the faces 
of this funny couple—Mr. and Mrs. Jolly Cholly 
yes, mouths, and hats can be arranged in hundreds 

of combinations, are held in place by magnets. 
49 N 1883— Plastic. Shipping weight 10 oz.....$1.99 

strap contact to 

.$9.99 

Electric Corn Popper $ 529 

Watch corn pop in aluminum pan, empty into bop- 

per, pour through spout into plastic bowls, R 
ameled steel. Corn included. 110-120-volt AC-DC 
79 N 1669 C—14 in. high. UL listed. Wt. 8 Ibs. $5.99 
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Sno-Cone Maker $3 99 

Shaves ordinary ice cubes into snow. Snow is then 
placed in cup, covered with fruit syrup— delicious! 
Made of sturdy plastic with metal grinder. Includes 
4 packages of syrup, plastic syrup dispensers, paper 
cups, funnel, shovel 
49 N 1629 —914 in. high. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. « -$3.99 

Coca-Cola Dispenser $269 

Insert regular-size Coke bottle, pull handle, liquid 
flows out. Adds the fun of a “soda fountain” to 

the “pause that refre "' Great for parties. Real 

looking red and white plastic dispenser, 4 plastic 
“Coke” glass 
49 N 1819—10% in. long. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs..,,..$2.69 
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MAGNETEL 
$388 by Mattel 

Play 10 different games .. with a “magnetic” twist 

Games of skill . , from skid pool, to skid-tac-toe. Some easy enough for a 6-year 
old, others intriguing for adults. “Shoot” by snapping back spring-loaded cues. 
Plastic board about 26x16 in. has side and corner pockets, 9 magnetized spots. 

8 magnetic, 10 non-magnetic discs. Cue disc, rack, instructions. 

79 N 147C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $3.88 

Play Bowl-A-Matic 
You control the Robot Bowler 
shooting ball down 4-ft. alley 

$1099 

Score strikes, spares, gutter balls 
on this challenging scale model. 
It's all fun, no fuss . . with awo- 
matic ball return and pinsetting. 

No batteries needed. Bowler and 
ball-release controlled by levers. 
Place ball in bowler’s hand, posi- 
tion him, release the lever, his hand 
swings forward and away goes ball. 
Pinsetter clears off fallen pins, re- 
lowers pins left standing. Plastic 
“alley,” bowler, pins, ball. Scoring 
pad. Bowling fun for ages 6 up. 
79 N347L—Wt. 9 Ibs........ $10.99 

Automatic pinsetter 
and ball return 

CAROMS and 99 other family games 

. . all on one easy-to-store board 

Complete 64-piece Set $ 749 

“What'll we do next?” Super-Board has 100 ¢ 
entertaining answers on its 2 playing sides 

checkers, spin-top, Crokinole, ten pins, etc. 
This colorful 2834-in. square of warp-free Revolving 
3-ply plywood lasts many years. High-impact Stand 
styrene plastic corners defy breaking. Net $979 
pockets reverse. Included: 29 plastic playing 
rings, 2 cues and 10 ten-pins in strong hard- 
wood, 3 spin tops, 1 pair of dice, 15 number 
discs. Score card and rule book included. 
79 N A57L—Shipping weight 9 pounds.. , .$7.49 
29 extra playing rings, easy-clean plastic. 
49 N 465—Shipping weight 6 ounces. .89c 
Revolving-top Stand for board. // turns, not 
the players. Durable */e-inch steel rods have 
rubber tips. 30 in. high. Easy to set up. 
79 N223C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... .$2.79 

Ten-pin SKITTLES 

Spin the top, and watch it ricochet “Kick” or pass the ball toward 
wackily off side-boards, through ^ opposing team's goal, or block it 
holes. The more ten-pins knocked 
over, the higher you score. Un- 
predictable, exciting for one to four 
players. Wood “bowling alley," 15x 
32x4 in., with top and wind-up string, 

10 ten-pins. Rules included. 
79 N 374C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs... . .$5.99 

away from your own . . by flipping 
wood kick-sticks. Great sport for 2 
to 6 players. Wood rink, 12x29x3 in., 
with two end-zone net pockets. 
79 N371C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... . $5.55 
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85-piece Nurse Kit 

$339 

Even if your professional nursing 
career is a few years off, you can 

get plenty of practice with this 
set. You'll wear an apron, cape 

carry a beautiful 
red plastic bag to hold your equip- 
ment: stethoscope, hypodermic 
earoscope, microscope with slides, 

and arm band 

thermometer, medical forms, 

ploma, and more. Shipping weight 
1 pound 10 ounces. 
49 N 1875 

6 

$939 

Big enough to take care of office 

patients or emergency cases. 
red plastic bag holds such equip- 
ment as a stethoscope, hypoder- 

mic needle, eye chart, microbe 
meter, vue-scope, films, and other 
plastic medical replicas. Also in- 
cludes plastic wrist watch. 
49 N 1850—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
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4-piece Jr. Nurse Kit 

85-piece Doctor Kit 

$ 339 

If you're a young man who's look. 
ing forward to being a doctor, 
you'll like this big kit. You'll get 

a complete set of professional 
looking equipment to put in your 
sturdy black plastic bag. 

Scale with weights, intercom. 
reflex hammer, microbe meter and 
slides, microscope, earoscope, 
stethoscope, candy pills, and lots 
more. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 

49 N 1874... $3.39 

60-piece Jr. Doctor Set 

$939 

Young doctors will find this set 
especially handy for “house calls.” 
Black plastic bag holds up under 
travel, holds thermometer, tongue 
depressors, adhesive strips, candy 
pills, microscope and slides, much 
more. For the office, there’s a 
Diploma, shingle, medical forms. 
49 N 1859—Wt. 11b. 4 oz......$2.39 

Bring Dolly to your own clinic 
Like a real hos 
pital, complete 

with easy-rolling 
cart (all steel) for 

patients' comfort 
More than 30 pieces 
of equipment: steth- 

oscope, forceps, plas- 
ma bottle, first 
supplies, life-siz 
"Hypo-Phony" and 
still more. Shipping 
wt. 10 Ibs, 
79 N 16401... $8.29 

(7 Meet all doll 
— emergencies with 
this fully-equipped 
checkup table . . steel 
frame, molded plas- 
tic ‘top with blood- 
pressure gauge. Wrist 
watch, forceps, soap, 
hypo, scissors, band- 
aids, stethoscope, 
stretcher, much more. 
Doll not included. 
Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N1641C.. 36,49 

3] Enough medical equipment to 
open a junior-scale clinic 

just look at all you get! 
Doctor's bag and 

nurse's apron, wall-type plastic 
medicine chest, reflector, hypo, 
microscope and slides, earoscope, 
reflex hammer, thermometer, 
watch, tongue depressors, first aid 
supplies, medical forms, Diploma, 
eye chart, office sign,- telephone, 
hot water bottle, nose shield, and 
more—even a doll "patient " 
49 N1639—Wt. 3 Ibs....... $4.49 

uniform 

Low-priced Medic Kits 

$149 d bes 
Plastic bag holds stethoscope, hypo, 
earoscope, thermometer, watch. 
signs, Diploma, much more. 

[i] 49 N 1889—42-piece Nurse Kit 
with red bag. Shipping weight 

1 pound $149 
[5] 49 N 1888—1i2-piece Doctor Kit 

with black bag. Shipping weight 
1 pound. $1.49 
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Burrowes Folding Pool Tables 
with big 5 or 6-foot playing surface 

“sot 54695 
Your shots will always go straight and true on this 
table—you can level the legs and the playing sur- 
face as well. Green cloth cover, red plastic pockets. 

Pre-set rubber cushions for good ball action. Full- 
paneled pedestal folding legs. Automatic ball re- 

"iturn. Handsome walnut finish hardwood frame. For 
oungsters 8 to 80 years old. 

6-ft. Table. 16 134-in. balls, two 48-in. cues, rack, 2 
chalks, 6 cue tips, instructions. 72x40x30 in. high. 
79 N 493N—Shipping weight 80 pounds. .... . $64.95 

5-ft, Table. 16 1*/(,-in. balls, two 42-in. cues, rack, 
2 chalks, 6 cue tips, instructions. 60x33x30 in. high. 
79 N 492N—Shipping weight 60 pounds. .$46.95 

NOTE: “N” items (as 79 N 491N) shipped 
by freight (rail or truck) or by express 

Low-priced Pool 'T'ables 
for youngsters 

«^ s1895 
Small-fry size, sturdy enough to withstand many a 
rough game. Hefty wooden frame with rounded 
edges, sturdy fold-a-way legs. Ivory-color with 
black trim. Green cloth cover, red plastic pockets, 
ball return, For ages 5 to 12. 

50-in. Table. Sixteen 1}4-in. balls, two 38-in. cues, 
rack, rules. 50x27 34x28 inches high. 
79 N 491N—Shipping weight 32 pounds. .....$31.95 

40-in, Table. Sixteen 1544-in. balls, two 30-in. cues, 
rack, rules. 40x22x27 ‘chat high, 

Table-top Pool Game . . 
*8e^ the real McCoy in miniature Em 

Scaled-down version of regulation pool $589 — 
table, Just 30x17x63 inches to use on age 

table. Ne ‘Two precision-balanced 
hardwood Pool Cues 

To shoot your best game of Pool, you need quality 
cues like these. They’re tapered just right, leather- 
tipped, just hefty enough, full 48 inches long. 
Handsome walnut finish. Set of 2 cues. 
79 N 486C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. ........ Set $5.89 

s49 
Tiny Table Tennis Set 

32 in. long, 16 in. wide. 6-in. folding steel frame sits on 
any table, has non-marring plastic bumpers. Scaled-down 
plastic paddles made to fit tiny hands. Plywood top, green 
with white markings. 2 paddles, 2 balls, net with steel 
brackets that slip into place. Ages 6 and up. 
79 N 49AC—Shipping weight 9 pounds. .............. $4.99 

Table Tennis Set with 
4x8-foot long folding table 

Here's a table that can take all you can 
dish out. Braced wooden legs . . Masonite 
Presdwood top, green with white markings. 
Roomy enough so you can back up and slam 
away. Net, screw-type brackets, 2 sand- 
paper-faced paddles, 1 ball. For ages 6 
years and up, including Mom and Dad, 
79 N 495N—Shipping weight 60 Ibs... $18.95 
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4-paddle Table Tennis Set 

$ 3 89 

Paddles are rubber-faced for extra rebound. 
4 paddles, one ball, screw-type brackets, steel 
wall rack, regulation 5x56-inch net, rules. 
49 N 396—Shipping weight 2 pounds... .. $3.89 
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Magic Designer $454 

Just guide this famous Hoot Nanny and 

watch it draw like magic, Do countless designs 
for coloring, embroidery, woodworking. 8x7-in. 

metal base has intricate system of cranks, 
discs, circles. Shift lever moves easily to 
allow precision effects. Paper discs, pencil, 
instructions included. 
49 N 1838—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz... .$4.54 

49 N 1809—130 Refills for above. Wt. 6 oz, 89c 

lectric Drawing Desk 

Complete with g 5 99 
Patterns 

T) Betsy McCall Dress Designer. Make designs, patterns 
- for hundreds of costumes. Complete kit, instructions. 

79 N 1658C— For girls 7-12, Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs, $599 

7] Draw-and-Tell Story Sheets. Exciting way to show 
| — stories in color: circus, zoo, farm, towns, dragons, 

79 N 1659 C— For boys, girls 4-7. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $5.99 

3] Custom-Styling Kit. Design, make model autos, boats, 

planes, space vehicles from any picture or drawing. 
79 N 1660C— For boys 7-12. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $5.99 

All UL approved. For 110.120-volt, &O-cycle AC-DC 

Printing Press $479 

Print programs , . publicity for church, 
Scouts, 4-H, hobby clubs . . party in 
vitations, menus. All-metal printing 

press with type tray; makes 2-color 
prints 344x534, Set incl. red and black 
ink , , over 200 pieces type, 2 picture 
dies, 6-in. picture-backing rubber, pa 
per, 16-pg. Idea Book 

49 N 1663—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $479 

Count 'N Spell Molding Sets Water Color Sets 

Colored felt letters, de- — Moldandpaint6 TV stars: Children learn the names 
signs, etc. stick to “flannel” Huck and Yogi; Quick of dozens of colors as they 
board. E 

49 N 1662—Over 150 

49 N 1623—Over 100 pieces — 49 N 1661 

y to pull off. Draw; 4 Flintstones. 4x5 paint. All colors non-toxic 

eces in. molds, plaster, paint, —..labeled with color names. 
15x20 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 02.$3.49 brush, glaze. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N 1707 —100 colors, 2 brush- 

$2.69 es, Shpg, wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz.. .$1.92 
lixl5in. Wt. 1 Ib. 8.0z.. $1.74 — 49 N 1619— Smollset. Asobove 

4 molds 
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Flint stones). 49 N 1866—60 colors, 1 brush. 
Wt. 1 lb, 100z$1.74 ^ Shag. wt. 13 oz. 92e 

ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
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$499 

A sure pleaser because its big 31x 
26 inch Masonite Presdwood sur- 
face gives youngsters plenty of 
working room . , and they can use și 
both sides. Wood frame and stand 
is 49x35 in. overall. Screws loosen 
to allow flipping over. Includes 
alphabet, eraser, 3 sticks chalk 
79 N 1664L—Shpg. wt, 8 lbs... $4.99 

While o. 

Both DA 

From Easel Blackboard to handy desk 

Write on both sides of these easel blackboards. Each is easy to 
convert into a good-sized desk . . or fold flat to store. Wood 
frame with natural varnish finish. 6-picture scroll for young 
artists to copy. Chalk rack, chalk and eraser. 

79 N18671—16xl4-in. genuine slate writing surfaces, 
Oak frame. Over-all size: 43x20-in. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. ....$5.99 

$] 79 N1868L—14x12 in. genuine slate writing surfaces. Oak 
frame. Over-all size: 39x18 in. Shpg. wt. 12 1 2 $4.29 

79 N 1869L—(Not illustrated) 16x12-in. composition board. Hard- 
wood frame. Over-all size: 38x20 in. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs ..4$3.27 

Wallboard $ 129 

Masonite Presdwood. Big 36x24 

in. wallboard has smooth, glare- 
less surface . . is easy to erase. Gay 
stencils, alphabet to cop 
ural finish wood chalk rail. Chalk, 
eraser included. 
79 N 1704L—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .$1.99 



Automatic Pin Setter 

Bowling Alley per $998 

Automatic pin setter speeds up the game, does all the work . . 
leaves the fun for you. When ball hits, pins flip up. Simple 
press-down action sets them up and holds magnetically for the next 
frame. Holds ten 744-inch plastic pins, has plastic frame with 
sturdy metal base. Two 3-inch polyethylene “bowling” balls in- 
cluded. 10x2-foot linoleum runner also marked for shuffleboard. 
4 pushers, eee en uod sete ped Included. core 
79 N 256812— Shipping weight 12 pounds. * $9.98 

Bowling Outfit 

$377 
Bowl right in your own liv- 
ing room. The polyethylene 
ball and pins are easy on the 
furniture as well as the ears. 

Regulation 15-inch pins 
have plenty of bounce. The 
9%-inch, three-hole ball 
hooks like a real one. Pin 
setter included. Fill pins 
with sand or water for extra 
weight. 

Fun for the family, Ship- 
ping weight 5 pounds. 
79 N2581C Set $377 

All Star Bowling 

Pins flip up when ball strikes . . 
down for the next frame. Ten 4-in. styrene plastic 

just flip them 

pins, two 24-inch plastic balls, two wood pegs, thick. Hard rubber . . 
rules of the game. Metal base, 1614x1634 inches. 
For ages 6 and up. 
79 N 355C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. $477 49 N 134—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs? 8 oz... 
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Official-size Horseshoes 

Learn to play like the old-timers on 
this regulation-size set. 6x734x}4-in. 

play indoors as 
well as outdoors. 4 horseshoes, 2 rub- 
ber mats, wooden “stakes.” All ages. 

$3.33 

6-in-1 Bowling Alley 

$ 899 

No matter what your mood for fun, there's a game here you'll 
want to play indoors or outdoors. 

Bowling—with ten big 15-in. polyethylene pins and a three-hole 9- 
in. polyethylene ball. Shuffleboard—with 4 pushers and 8 discs . . for 
the whole family. Three racing games—with 6 autos, 6 horses, 6 
jet planes, all of colorful plastic. Just twirl the spinner . . the num- 

ber it stops on is the number of spaces you move. Checker set, too. 
Big linoleum runner . . 14 feet long and 3 feet wide . . has mark- 

ings for bowling, shuffleboard, racing and checkers. For all ages. 
Shipping weight 17 pounds. 

79 N2575L. s $8.99 

"Charge It” if you wish . see pages 241 and 242 

Marbles—rainy-day fun for the whole gang 

There's plenty of room for action on the 45-in. court, marked 
off for regulation play. Made of smooth fabric, there are no 
humps or hollows to spoil your shots. Inflatable vinyl plastic 
ring circles the court. Includes large bag of marbles and 
instruction booklet. 
79 N 306C— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. .$2.88 ra SEARS 357 



Peg Tables entertain . . help teach co-ordination 

Cobbler's style $ 399 

Keeps child busy drawing or pound- 
ing. Hinged blackboard folds over 
easily for access to peg board and 
storage space. 5-in. tubular-steel 
legs with baked-enamel finish. Wood 
seat and desk frame, hardboard sur- 
faces. Seat is about 12 in. from floor; 
desk 24 in. wide, 22 in. high over-all. 
Mallet, pegs, chalk, eraser included. 
Easy to assemble. 
79 N 1647C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs... $3.99 

n 
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SPELLING AND ,~ 

E COUNTING BOARD a 

X fag 

Spelling Board 92c 

Learn to spell or count, 32 slotted 

wood pieces with letters on 1 side, 
numbers on the other. Slide them 
into slots on 9-in. plastic board to 

spell words, add numbers. 
49 N 1845—Shpg. wt. 10 oz...... 92c 

Fold-A-Way style $ 499 

Draw, pound . . or use as TV table or 
work desk. Top tilts to any angle. 
And—it folds up for quick and easy 
storage. 54-in. tubular-steel legs, 
16-in. steel seat have baked-on 
enamel finish. Seat 914 in. from 
floor. Lightly stained Ponderosa 
pine desk, hardboard surfaces. 
About 18x23x26 in. high over-all. 
Mallet, pegs, chalk, eraser included. 
79 N 1813C—Shpg. wt. 10 1bs...$4.99 

ECD EAN WT WOR-R 
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Magnetic ABCs $199 
36 plastic letters contain magnets. 
20x14-in. metal board in plastic 
frame. White on 1 side for wipe-off 
crayons, slate finish on other for 
chalk. With crayons, chalk, eraser. 
49 N 1634—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.99 

4M 
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Easy Puzzles help little fingers learn to match things up 

Two-sided Map. The U.S. Ten Inlaid Puzzles made of Five Educational Puzzles. 

COMPANION 

FLIP-TOP 

ew E PEG TABLE 

Specially chosen as a 
Sears Jubilee Value 

Because your child and his pal can 
work, play, draw, pound—even dine 
Because entire desk top flips over 
for drawing pictures, having snack 
Because sturdy steel legs, fold-up 
seats assemble easily without tools 

Built for 2 . . with 2 sets of sliding chalkboards, pegboards, chalk, erasers, 
mallets, pegs. Sturdy wood-framed hardboard, 34-inch steel tubing. 
Seats 914 inches from floor. Red with black enameled steel. Includes 
wipe-off crayons to use on glossy, white enameled “bottom”. 
79 N 1615L—45x17x23 inches high. Shipping weight 20 Ibs....... 

+> > 4444444444404 

$6.97 

High-impact plastic. 
About 936x716x134 in. 
Wt. 11b.8 02, ` 
A9 N 1878... 

Listen..these Books actually talk 

Turn handle and each tells story as you read . . even tells when 
on 1 side, World on other. 
Tekwood 3-ply fiberboard 
with wood center. Descrip- 
tive printing. 20x14 in. Shpg. 
wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 406... ... $1.42 

Stated Dade scans by diiine maaleina Gom. 

heavy cardboard. Brightly 
colored pictures delight tots. 
Each 9x634-inch puzzle has 
about 14 pieces. Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49 N 4742 -97c 

Heavy cardboard. Teaches 
time, months, seasons, al- 
phabet, U.S. map. Varied 
sizes. In 14x11-in. box. Shpg 
wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 4743... $1.34 

to turn page. Automatically starts over at the end. 14 color pages. 
Enclosed talking mechanism. 814x11 in. Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. 
49 N 1648—Little Red Riding Hood... š $2.44 
49 N 1649—Mother Goose Favorites. 244 
49 N 1650—Bozo and his ABC Zoo 244 

Sus SEARS 353 



Aim Daisy rifle.. 

fire cork balls 

at targets 

you release 

Stand back (up to 15 feet) .. step on 
pneumatic release that springs “bird” 
from behind 10-in. skeet house. As 
metal-rimmed target sails up in 4-ft. 
high arc, bring it down with your 
Daisy repeating rifle. It's a close copy 
of the famous 94 Winchester . . heavy 
gauge steel with sight, plastic forearm 
and stock. Fires 12 harmless cork 
balls with 1 loading. Includes: 25 
target inserts, 24 balls. 
79 N 337 C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs.. . $7.95 

Flying Duck Shoot 

$397 

Practice winging ducks as they 
whirl in flight. You fire from a 
standing position as the three duck 
targets circle at least 12 times with 
each setting. When hit, ducks flop 
down just as they do in an amuse- 
ment park shooting gallery. The 
2134-inch plastic rifle shoots rubber 
suction cup darts. Metal target 
stand is 414 feet high. 3 darts in- 
cluded. 
79 N 379 C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ...$3.97 
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Rabbit Hunt 
Lots of fun as you try to hit this free- 

wheeling rabbit. Just wind him up and 
then set him to go straight or in cir- 
cles. 24-inch double barrel plastic 
shotgun, 2 suction cup darts, and 9- 

inch mechanical rabbit. 
79 N 384C—Shipping wt. 2 lbs... $2.66 

Guns 'N Darts on Target 

Play it two ways . . with bullets or 
darts. Both tipped with Velcro® fast- 
ener that sticks on contact with tar- 
get. Soft, won't mar or scratch. In- 
cludes: 1634x15-in. Velcro target, 2 
pistols, 3 darts and 10 bullets. 
49 N 387 —Shpg. wt. 1 pound . . ..$3.88 

Make Ludwig Von Drake 
launch a Cannoneer 

$944 

Everytime you hit the target Huey, 
Louey or Dewey roar out of the 
cannon. Catch them on the first 
bounce and you score extra points 
for competitive fun. The 12x16-inch 
stand-up target is Masonite Presd- 
wood. Pistol 3 suction cup darts, 
three 134-in. plastic figures. 
49 N 386—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... .. . $244 

Aim for the stars with 
the new AstroRay Gun 

S266 xta 
Just level a beam of light on the tar- 
get. Adjust it to pinpoint a planet 
and fire away with plastic rubber 
tipped darts. Hit smaller stars for 
highest points. Plastic gun, 1234-in. 
target, 6 darts. 
49 N 380—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 02.$2.66 

"C" Batteries (2) for AstroRay gun. 
49 N 4665—Wt. 2 oz. „Each 16e 

Shotgun Crow Shoot 

It's shoot-em-up time for plastic 
crows and the point of this game is 
to knock the five birds off their wire 
perch for contest points. You've got 
a 21-inch double-barrel steel shotgun 
and 10 cork “bullets”. 
49 N 150—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $1.66 

Mother Hen Target Game 

Hit the bull’s-eye and watch the 
hen lay an egg. It’s sharpshootin’ 
fun for 5 year olds and up. Includes: 
14x17-in. metal target, plastic gun, 
6 plastic eggs, 3 suction cup darts 
and cardboard basket. 
49 N 198-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 02.. $2.66 



Ready artillery? Fire! 
Civil War Caisson and Shooting Cannon 

Four prancing steeds move the big 19-inch gun to different firing positions. Un- 

hitch the caisson, muzzle load one of the 6 shells and elevate the cannon till it's 
and the battle is on. Playtime replica of Civil War artillery, 

with bronze colored cannon; movable caisson; 4 horses; 3 uniformed soldiers. 
All detachable; molded of break-resistant polyethylene. 40 in. 

on target. FIRE 

79 N 5131C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Send voices hundreds of yards, 

Pair $214 95 "tne 
without batteries. 

Firebird “99” Dash 
8677 xs: Datteries 

Just like Dad's car. Start by 
turning ignition key, Windshield 
wiper swishes . . signals blink . . 
speedometer moves ho 
honks, Plastic. Order 2 "D" 
batteries below. 
49 N 50809 — Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 02.$6.77 

49 N 4662M—“D" batteries. 
Shpg. wt. two, 8 oz. 2 for 39¢ 
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Send, receive on a beam of light any- 
where within line of sight. All-tran- 
sistor Astro-phone even works 
through glass, Needs no warm-up. 
Styrene plastic housings with ear- 
phones. Printed circuits. Uses 6 “D” 
batteries (3 per phone), order at 
right. 
79 N SIOSCM—Wt. 5 Ibs.. Pair $24.95 

—_— ee 

Two-way Walkie-Talkie 

$ 2 77 

Talk to your buddies in secret up 
to 25 feet away . . indoors or out. . 
day or night . . even around cor- 
ners. Needs no battery . . just at- 
tach the wire. Set includes two 
plastic phones, handy carrying 
case, 2 tiny secret message pads and 
25 feet of twin insulated conductor 
wire. 
49 N 5091 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... .$2.77 

long over-all, 

$3.99 

Fighting 
tady” 

$899 Without. 
batteries 

Ship ahoy! Boats for young sailors 

(I) Famous 3-mast Clipper Ship. 
Just set her afloat . . turn the 

masts and sails into the wind . . then 
watch her cut through the waves. 
Adjustable rudder. Removable 
weighted keel Unsinkable, poly- 
ethylene plastic, 22 inches long. 
79 N 5032C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... .$3.87 

Fighting Lady” Battleship. Ro- 
tating her big gun, she fires and 

ejects shells . . launches plane 
drops depth charg ends signals, 
With landing craft, 7 men. High im- 
pact plastic, 36 in. long. Not for 
water. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 5180CM—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.. $8.99 
79 N 4662M—"D” batteries. Shipping 
weight two, 8 ounces. 2 for 39c 

NCO Field Kit . . $287 

Get ready for field duty with realistic mili- 
tary equipment. Adjustable helmet with 
camouflage net, canteen, mess kit and 
cap-firing grenade. Olive color plastic 
49 N 5034—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz......$2.87 

B| Car Ferry. It floats . . it rolls on 
wheels. Carries. 18 vehicles—sta- 

tion wagons, convertibles, trucks—all 
on moving wheels. Retractable ramps 
fore and aft slide in and out of the 
ferry. Lock gates on deck. 4 life boats. 
Flexible polyethylene. 18 in. long. 
49 N 5141—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $277 

Week-end Skipper Set. Cruiser 
skims through water powered by 

tiny Elgin outboard motor. Unsink- 
able boat of high impact plastic; metal 
trailer, miniature Rambler Station 
Wagon. 23 in. long over-all. Order 2 
“C” batteries below for motor. 
49 N 5176M— Wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz. $477 
49 N 4659M—" C" Batteries. Shipping 
weight two, 4 ounces 2 for 27c 

Adjustable Plastic Helmets 

5 

49 

U.S. Astronaut-style Helmet with lift- 
— up transparent face shield and “mike” 
mouthpiece with voice vibrator. 

N 4990— Shipping weight 21bs. . ..$3.47 

Steve CanyonHelmet with lift-up visor. 
Simulated snap-on oxygen mask. 
N 5072—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz......$2.59 

Crash Helmet with safety chin strap. 
49 N 5039—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $1.82 



Beany, Cecil Skill Ball 
$166 

Play Skill Ball with your friends 
Beany and Cecil. Try your luck at 
rolling the big balls on to the board. 
Put a ball in Beany’s hand or on the 
end of Cecil's nose. Fun for young- 
sters 4 to 8 years. Includes: 15-in. 
board and 3 big skill balls. 
49 N 382—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 02.$1.66 

Huckle-Chuck Game 

$499 

Huckleberry Hound provides fun 

three ways. As his spring-action 
head swings from side to side snag 

his hat with rings . . land bean bags 
in his mouth . . or hit his target with 
darts. Masonite Presdwood target 
is 32 inches tall and includes 4 plas- 
tic rings, 4 vinyl bean bags, and 4 
suction-cup darts. Good party fun. 
79 N 375C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. $4.99 

Beany's Bean Bag 

Lob a bean bag into Beany's 
mouth and start the propeller on 

his cap spinning. Play it for 
points if you want. l6x36-in. 
Masonite Presdwood target, 3 
long-lasting plastic bean bags. 
79 N 381C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.$1.66 

Bop the Beetle 

If you're a good bopper, the beetles fly 
into the big frog’s mouth. He snaps 

shut and you score. All in fun and Mr. 
Frog doesn't pinch. Includes: 1234-in. 
frog trap, two 4x6-in. polyethylene 
Beetles and two 1934 in. Beetle Boppers. 
49 N 392—Shipping weight 3 Ibs....$3.59 

“Big game" target practice with 
Bow and Arrows for brave young hunters 

Bowl with 

Fred and Wilma 
The Flintstones 

“Pop-Up” Bowling 

$ 544 

Roll a ball up to the Flintstones front 

porch. Hit the right door and watch 
Fred, Wilma or their pet, Dino, spring 
up on the spot to reveal your score. 

h player gets five shots a turn. 
pring controlled backboard stands 28 

in. high. Made of heavy duty plastic 
and cardboard. The base has a built- 
in ball return. It's a game of real skill 
and coordinatien. Includes 5 balls. 
Ages 4 and up. 
79 N345C—Shpg. wt. 5 1bs.$5.44 

PopzaBall 

An instant-playmate that doesn't talk 

but plays ball. Just roll ball into chute 
and PopzaBall tosses it back. 50 throws 
each windup. Includes: 10-in. plastic 
target with clock spring mechanism, 4 
plastic balls and simple instructions. 
49 N 121—Shipping weight 3 Ibs.. . $5.66 

Toss a ball into his hat and the 
action starts. His eyes spin . 
score clicks in his mouth and ball 
comes popping back out of his 
bow tie. Plastic target is 1934-in. 
high. Set includes 4 plastic balls. 
49 N 327—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. $2.99 

Tripod Archery for beginners 

Best huntin’ this side of the “bush country" with big real-as-life 
animal targets . . a hickory bow and feathered arrows. Includes: 
Four 12x24-in. targets laminated on Masonite Presdwood with 
stand-up dowels, two 46-in. bows and plastic grips, eight 18-in. 
feathered arrows. Safety-designed rubber suction-cup tips. 
79 N 427\—Shipping weight 9 pounds. . .. . " Set $5.44 

A great way to get the "feel" of using a bow. The 
colorful set includes: 2214-in. official target and 
wooden tripod, two 46-in. hickory bows with plastic 

grips, six 18-in. feathered arrows with rubber suction 
cup tips, 2 plastic wrist and 2 finger guards. 
79 N 426C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs...... Set $4.44 ws SEARS 359 
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Junior Tool Kits for the urge to build 

cz es 

Mechanic’s and carpenter's tools, In- 
dudes screwdriver, metal square, rule, 

socket-wrench set, level, coping saw and 

blades, level, block plane and other ac- 

“Do-it-yourself” project book included. 
49 N 1508—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.. $6.94 

New! 36-piece Kit $694 

hammer, saw, pliers, drill, 11-piece 

cessories. 1614x8l4x2M4-in. steel box 

KA m 

21-pc. Mechanic's Set $399 
Fix up your bike . . do other repair jobs. 
You get all the tools you need. Set in- 
dudes 11-piece socket-wrench set, flat 
file, screwdriver, forged pliers, 6-foot 
flexible metal rule, dog bone" wrench, 
oil can and 10}4-inch hammer. Metal 
tool box is 12x5x3 inches. 
49 N 1501—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz.. $3.99 

12-piece Tool Kit $989 

Get the basic carpenter's tools plus a 
red, white and blue metal box . . all for 
less than $3.00. Includes a hammer, 
block plane, saw, screwdriver, T-square 
with inches marked on it, 12-inch 
ruler, sandpaper, sanding block and 
wrench. Also easy-to-read manual, 
"How to Make Things Out of Wood.” 
49 N 1502— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.......$2.89 

Citai pae scans by dieistianisetedaical con 

33 pieces in Wall Chest $897 
Steel cabinet opens to 18x18 in.—has place for 
each tool. Includes saw, hammer, level, pliers, 
coping saw, chisels, 3 wrenches, hand drill with 
9 bits, block plane, T-square, ruler. 
79 N 1512C—With manual. Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. $8.97 

79 N155512—Sate $1.77 on combination of 33. 
piece tool set, wall cabinet above, work bench at 
right. Shpg. wt. 36 Ibs $16.99 

23-pc. Carpenter's Set $4.99 
Low priced . . yet gives you all the tools needed. 
to do most any junior carpenter's job. Set in- 

dudes a 10-inch level, 15-inch saw, hammer, 
pliers, screwdriver, 3 open-end wrenches, T- 
square, block plane, brace and bit, coping saw 
with 3 blades, sanding block, sandpaper and 
ruler. All in a sturdy 16x8x2}4-inch red steel box. 
49 N1503—With manual. Wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz.. .$4.99 

Battery Saf-T-Saw $999 

Looks just like Dad's jig saw .. cuts — [T] 
Styrofoam®, sheets on power from 2 

below). Complete with Styrofoam® 

colored cutouts, glue. 
49 N 155OM—Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. $2.99 2 

49 N 4662M.—Batteries to operate above 
saw. Shpg. wt. 8 oz «+2 for 39c 

Good Tool Belts $399 
Good quolity leather with screw- 

— driver, 
flashlight batteries (not included, order chain, hammer, flashlight (order bat- 

teries at left). 
sheets, guide patterns, pattern holder, — 49 N 1516—Wt. 2 lbs, 8 oz. 

45-piece Kit . . teaches valuable skills 

get $1497 wa s979 
Our biggest and finest set of tools for junior builders. Big 2-foot 
square steel wall cabinet has a special place for every tool . . helps 
keep them organized and ready for use. Includes saw with cross- 
cut, metal-cutting, pruning and hack-saw blades; coping saw; drill 
with 9 bits; brace; claw hammer; T-square; folding rule; level; 
screwdrivers; chisels; pliers; block plane; 3 wrenches, auger bit. 
"How-to-do-it" manual. Order combination below, and save. 
79 N 1514C—Shipping weight 16 pounds... $14.97 

Work Bench. Finest western pine, sanded and all edges milled 
smooth. Work and shelf top of heavy 34-inch hardboard. Has metal 
wood-working vise, drawer, lower shelf and 8-hole tool rack. Pull 
out stops on drawer, 32x16x28 inches high. 
79 N1511L—(Tools not included). Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs, $979 

Combination. Save $2.07 on 45-pc. tool set, cabinet, bench above. 
79 N 1554L2—Shpg. wt. 43 Ibs. Separately priced, $24.76. Only $22.69 

Our Best Tool Belt $5554 
Junior Set . .Top-grain leather . . 13-pc. 
tool set includes regular and Phillips 
screwdrivers, 2 pliers, knife, tape on 
chain, 3 wrenches, rule, carpenter pencil 
and flashlight (batteries not included; 
order at left). Fits waists 22 to 30 inches. 

knife, pliers, tape’ on 

its waists 22 to 30 in. 

$3.99 

Junior Belt. Similar to above, but 49 N 15524 —Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... . . $5.54 

without knife or flashlight. 
49 N 1521—Wt. 1 Ib, 13 oz..... .$2.66 sx. SEARS 395 
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American Heritage Civil War Scenes 
Confederate Camp, 600 pes. 

Americana in Color Series of 7 
Old Train Stotion, 378 pes. 

US. and World Mop 
75 big pieces 

Religious-Art Series of 6 
The Last Supper, 350 pes. 

A Puzzle Travelog Series of 12 
Blacksmith shop, 300 pes. 

JIG SAW PUZZLES 
American Heritage 

Reassemble scenes of the Civil War in 
full-color art reproductions. Find his- 
toric descriptions in enclosed booklet. 
Each has 600 interlocking pieces. 

49 N 409—Hill’s Division at Gettysburg 
49 N 410— Confederate Camp at Corinth 
49 N 412—Lee's Veterans 
49 N 413—4th Pennsylvania Cavalry 
49 N 414— Prison Camp at Salisbury 
49 N 415—Drummer Boy 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces. 
Each 87c.. «93 for $2.34 

Pan-American scenes 

See all the dash and color of Bermuda, 
Rio de Janiero, Puerto Rico and Taxco, 
Mexico. Four puzzles based on full color 
Kodachromes. 400 pieces each. Set of 4. 
49 N 402—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $1.15 

Americana in color 

Here's a regular holiday of puzzle fun. 
Landscapes, the sea, mountains, rural 
scenes and our national parks. Box in- 
cludes 7 puzzles ranging from 300 to 600 
interlocking pieces. 

49 N 407 —Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $3.49 
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U.S. and World Map 

The U.S.A. cut up into state- 
shaped pieces. Good geography 
lesson for ages 7 to 13. World 
map on other side. Fiberboard 
with wood center. 20x14 in. 
49 N 406—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $1.39. 

Religious-Art Puzzles 

This set of 6 famous art repro- 
ductions includes Guardian 
Angel, Good Shepherd, The 
Last Supper, Moses Dividing 
Red Sea, Christ Blessing the 

Little Children, and The Cruci- 
fixion, When assembled each 
puzzle measures 19 x 14 inches. 

Each has about 350 interlocking 
board pieces. For ages 8 to adult. 
49N403- Wt. 7 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $2.99 

A Puzzle Travelog 

Take a picture trip right on your 
card table. 12 puzzles in bright, 
clear colors show country scenes, 
landscapes, seascapes, street 
scenes and beautiful mountain 
scenery. 300-piece puzzles mea- 
sure 18x14 in. 
49N408- Wt. 81bs. 12 oz. Set $3,33 

Scrabble 

Game $954 only 

‘The game where your word 
really counts—in points. 
And the more of them you 
know the better. 2 to 4 
players form crosswords on 
the board. The wooden 
playing tiles are numbered 
and the player racking up 
the best score wins. It's 
vocabulary building fun 
for anyone 6 to adult. 
Board, tiles, racks in- 
cluded. Weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
Tar MEC es $2.54 

Turn-Table for Scrabble. 
Cork corners hold board 
firm. Base has rubber feet. 
79 N227C—Wt. 4 Ibs. $2.99 

GEO-graphy $259 

Race to see who can “tour” the fastest. Flick the spinner . . it 
points to a letter, Quick—set the timer . . you have 30 seconds 
each turn to peg as many cities, oceans and rivers as you can 

starting with the same letter. The first one to place all his pegs 
wins. Big 22x13-inch map board. For 2 to 4 players. Ages 10 
and up. Shipping weight each 2 pounds 
79 N 238C—Geo-graphy U. S. A. Map. $2.59 

79 N 302C—Geo-graphy World-wide Map. 2.59 

SCRABBLE 102753 

Scrabble? for Juniors 

$77 

Here's Scrabble in simplified form 
for young spellers. Children from 5 
up get started with picture identifi- 
cation words on one side of the board 
. . advance to the more complicated 
words on the other side. Scoring is 
based on the number of words 
spelled. Includes: 1814-in. 2-sided 
playing board, 100 lettered til 
counters. For 2 to 4 players. S| 
ping weight 2 pounds 2 ounc 
49 N 235 ROM Te 

Bridge for Juniors 

$177 

The grown-up game of bridge is 
child's play from the start with this 
easy version for 6 to 12 year olds. 
A 2-sided board gets them started 
with trumping, trick taking and 
suits (all in apples, strawberries, 
plums, blackberries). Second side 
teaches bidding and scoring. In- 
cludes: 52 cards, racks, instructions. 
For 2 to 4 players. Shipping weight 
2 pounds 2 ounces. 
ANE PARC Po $177 



microcraft 

Microscopes magnify 75 to 750 times 
Big 11-inch metal microscopes with electric plug-in illuminators. UL approved, 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 4-turret Solar Star ocular gives 8 separate magnifications of enlarged field. 

Complete Microcraft Lab Set. 2] Biocraft Biology Lab. Follows [3) Microcraft Student Micro- 
Includes Electronic stage. school-endorsed approach for scope. Fitted with regu- 

Light intensity regulator, light teaching introductory biology. lator to vary light intensity. 
diffusion controller, light polariz Specimens include fro Set contains basic dissecting 
ing and color filters. Prepare your earthworm, crayfish, equipment and glass slides. 
own slides . . contains specimens, Dissecting kit includes scalpel, ^ Complete microscope instruc- 
dissecting apparatus, slide prepa- 
ration, mounting materials, micro- 
tone and insect pak. “Secrets of 
Nature" and instruction manuals. 
343gx134-inch metal cabinet. 

tweezers, spatula, scissors, dissect- tion manual also included. 
ing needles. Also, magnifier, micro- 
tome for microscopic sections. 
Test tubes, rack, slides. Manuals, 
3434x1334-inch metal cabinet. 

2-panel sturdy metal cabinet 
opens to 17x1134 inche: bas 
rolled edges. Shipping weight 
5 pounds. 

49 N 1992— Wt. 9 Ibs...... $18.88 — 49 N 1995—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs..$22.95 — 49 N 1996. . . $12.98 

Microscopes magnify 70 to 425 times 
. . give you 3 separate magnifications 

4] Basic Microscope Set. 3-turret microscope with electric 
plug-in illuminator. UL approved, 110-120-v, 60-cycle 

AC. Solar Star ocular lens system gives larger viewing field. 
Set contains glass slides, dropper, dissecting needles, tweez- 
ers and lens cleaner. Also includes shrimp eggs ready for 
hatching. "Secrets of Nature" and instruction manuals in- 
cluded, 21x1334-inch metal cabinet has rolled edges. 
49 N 1993—Shipping weight 5 Ibs.......... + $9.98 8998 ns 
(5) Explorer Microscope Set. 3-turret microscope with bat- 

tery-powered illuminator built in. Solar Star lens sys- 
tem . . gives a greatly enlarged and sharper field. Set con- 
tains dissecting needles, tweezers, glass slides, cover slips 
and instruction manual. 6x1034-inch metal cabinet with 
rolled edges. Order 2 “AA” batteries below. 
49 N 2285M—Shipping weight 3 pounds............ $5.98 
49 N 4653M—"AA" batteries. Shpg. wt. two, 2 oz... .2 for 25c 

Offers television viewing of subjects mag- 
nified 30 to 50 times. Adjustable lens pro- 
jects on 2x23-inch frosted-glass window. 
Off-on-switch. 3 slides. 434x2}4x6}4 in. 
high. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 

49 N 1985M—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz... . .$9.98 
49N4662M— Batteries. Wt. two, 8 oz. 2 for 39c 
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5 Play-Doh Fun Factory 
Pump handle down and compound squeezes 

into die-formed bar shapes 

Play-Doh Forge Press 
Mold a farmer, his family 

plus six farm animals $444 

Just insert Play-Doh compound into 1 of 6 molds. Press down 
handle of forge press. Forms 3-D figures including 3-inch 
farmer, wife, son and daughter; horse, pig, turkey, lamb, dog 
and cow. Figures dry hard in 24 hours. 6x5x834-in. plastic 
forge press, 4 cans Play-Doh. Instruction booklet. Order 
extra Play-Doh compound below at right. 
49 N 1784—Shipping weight 3 pounds 7 ounces......... $4.44 

Form Animol Set. Makes 5 animals only. Includes Forge Press. 

49 N 1785-Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces 

with this 12-die Set 
$299 

Pump soft, pliable Play-Doh from 
the sturdy, red and gray plastic Fun 
Factory . . mold any of 12 die- 
formed shapes into figures, faces 
and objects. Play-Doh is non-toxic, 
won't stain, dries hard in air. 

Fun Factory (83$x7x2 in.), 12 
plastic dies, trimmer, die storage 
tray, idea book, 4 cans of Play-Doh 
modeling compound included. you can work; instruction booklet. 
49 N 1853— Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. . Set $2.99 49 N 1783—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 15 oz.. ..Set $4.99 

49 N 1871—Four extra cans Play-Doh, assorted colors. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. „Pkg. 74c 

and ships with this 30-die Set 
$499 

With the Master Plan Fun Factory you are the 
architect, from the airport to the corner drug 
store. Even create your own navy. Build a 
shopping center, housing development. Set con- 
tains Fun Factory for pumping out different 
shapes; 12 basic-form dies plus 6 dies each for 
planes, trains, ships; plastic trimmer, 4 cans of 
Play-Doh; city map (to help you build town); 
36x36-inch plastic sheet to cover a table where 

Have fascinating fun molding 
and coloring TV favorites in plaster 

Children can make plaques of Huckleberry Hound, Yogi 
Bear, Quick-Draw McGraw, Flintstones. Then they'll 
proudly hang them for all to admire. Six 4x5-in. plastic 
molds, 3 bags plaster, paints, brush, glaze, instructions, 
49 N 1661 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces}... .$2.69 

PUZZLES to challenge and stimulate developing minds . . help coordinate small fingers 

Playskool Wood Puzzles in tray. Golden Book Puzzle Assort- Ten inlaid puzzles Magnetic. Removable “win- 5 educational puzzles. 
Hand jig-sawed. Non-toxic colors. 
Masonite Presdwood backing. 
Ages 2 to 6, Wt. ea. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 N.4778—Cowboy (25 pc.) $1.19 
49 N 4527 —Duck (7 pe.)......1.19 
49 N 4528—Fire Truck (19 pc.) 1.19 
49 N 4530—Dog (17 pc.) 119 

49 N 4533—Loco (12 pc.) 119 
49 N 4534 —Panda (13 pc.). ... 1.19 

Gütsiod pace scans by dieisiias miednica com 

ment for ages 2 to 8. With 8 
subjects including animals and 
everyday scenes. Each is 8x10 
inches with 12 to 18 pieces 
each to fit in place within 
frame. Gay colors; smoothly 
finished by Playskool. Shpg. 
wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 4703 Set $1.49 

made of heavy card- 
board. Brightly col- 
ored pictures of story 
favorites delight tots. 
Each 9x6%-inch 
puzzle has about 14 
big pieces to fit, 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. 
49 N 4742.. .. Set 94c 

dow" with outline guide. Mag- 
netized pieces hold to metal 
back. 10x1134-in. Wt. ea. 1 Ib. 
49N4539-Duck (10 pcs). ..$1.19 
49N4540-Dog (12 pcs.) ......1.19 
49N4541-Kitten (11 pcs.) .. 
49N4548-Chicken (15 pcs 
49N4549-Choo-choo (18 pcs.) 1.19 
49N4556—Jet plane (19 pcs.). 1.19 

Made of heavy card- 
board. Teaches time, 
months, seasons, alpha- 
bet, U.S. map. Varied 
sizes. In 14xll-inch 
box. Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49 N 4743. . „Set $1.29 
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Porter Chemcraft Kits 
Deluxe Master Lab. Designed for advanced studies, 
Perform 1,000 experiments in general and organic 

chemistry, plastics and other fields. You can even blow 
glass. Includes atomic energy spinthariscope, spectro- 
scope, balance, non-spill alcohol lamp with blow torch. 
Test chemical solutions with pH kit, make molecular 
models with valence illustrators. Chemical test papers, 
40 bottles and vials of chemicals, two 10-hole test tube 
racks. 7 illustrated manuals; 8 chemical charts, Pyrex 
glassware: beaker, flask, test tubes, graduate. Metal 
cabinet, 59x16 inches . . rolled edges. 
79N 1990L—Shipping weight 22 pounds. $29.95 

7] Master Lab. Perform over 900 experiments in chem- 
istry, related fields, Apparatus includes spectroscope, 

atomic energy spinthariscope, pH kit, alcohol lamp, bal. 
ance. Also, valence illustrators, two 8-hole test tube racks, 
chemical test strips, 33 bottles and vials of chemicals. 
Test tubes, glass tubing, 5 manuals, etc. Metal cabinet 
opens to 43x13 inches, has rounded edges. 
79 N 1989C—Shipping weight 13 pounds....... ..$19.98 

3] Student Lab. Perform over 650 exciting experiments 
with this chemistry lab. Many fine pieces of equip- 

ment including 20 bottles of chemicals, alcohol lamp, 
balance, two 6-hole test tube racks, and chemical test 
strips. 3 illustrated manuals. Metal cabinet opens to 
3834x1334 inches . . . rounded edges. 

79 N 1988C—Shipping weight 10 pounds............$9.98 

Slide preparation Lab 

For young scientists who already have a 
microscope. Specimens include live shrimp 
eggs and insects. Lab also contains glass 
slides, stains, dissecting equipment . . . 
enough material to prepare more than 

100 slides. 2 illustrated manuals. 
49 N 2373—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.. .$4.79 

<Sitsibs pace scans by diaman niselediaical Gon 

Biology Specimen Kit 

For the future biologist who al- 
ready owns a microscope. Speci- 
mens include frog, crayfish, earth- 
worm, fish. Also insect specimens, 
shrimp eggs, plant life specimens. 
Dissecting kit, test tubes, rack, etc. 
49 N 1994—Wt. 5 Ibs 

Wak f 

4] Beginner's Set. Ideal for junior scientists. Over 350 
chemistry experiments . , other experiments in test- 

ing water-growing crystals, making inks, dyes and 
chemical magic. 8 bottles of chemicals. 6-hole test tube 
rack, tubes, alcohol lamp, chemical test papers. Manual. 
Metal case, 19x1344 inches 

49 N 1987—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz............$479 

NOTE: No dangerous poisons or explosives im sets, 

4-in-one Slide Sets 

5 prepared slides with 4 specimens 
on each. Fit any microscope or 

projector on these 2 pages. Speci- 

mens include swamp grass, moss, 
feather, wasp nest, crystals, wool, 
many other interesting subjects. 

49 N 2296—Wt. 4 oz....... $134 

Laboratory Balance 

Extremely well constructed, accurate bal- 
ance made of cast iron, nickel-plated brass 
accessories. Pans of non-corrosive plastic. 
Pivots of steel. Set of 9 weights. Forceps. 
49 N 1991 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. $13.98 

...$8.98 so. SEARS 357 



Recreate famous inventions...actually make them work 

inventor Kita $7788 

Alexander Graham Bell: Telephone. Two sound — [3] Galileo: Telescope. Replica of invention that [5] Thomas Edison: Electric Light. Replica of ori- 

powered phones send voice through wire. helped man study stars. 8-power telescope. ginal incandescent bulb. Uses 2 “D” batteries 
49 N 2119 —Shipping weight 3 pounds i .. $7.88 49 N 2121—Shipping weight 3 pounds $7.88 (not included, order from center of page) 

49 N 21234 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. $7.88 

Basic scientific principles are brought alive in this Lionel famous-inventors series. You assemble authentic 
working replicas of the great inventions. Plastic and metal parts. A biography and 7-in high gold-color 
plastic bust of the inventor accompanies each invention. Clear plastic box. Manual included. 

Hero of Alexandria: Steam Turbine. Replica of 
original steam turbine, forerunner to today's 

jet engine. Uses water and special heat pellets. 
49 N 2122—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, $ oz. $7.88 

7] Samuel Morse: Telegraph. Sender and sounder 
for Morse code messages. Enclosed battery case. 

(Order 2 “D” batteries center of page.) 
49 N 21200 —Shipping weight 3 pounds. 57.88 

[E] Johann Gutenberg: Printing Press. A replica of 
first printing press with movable vinyl type. 

49 N 2124— Printer's alphabets. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 02,$7.88 

LIONEL Engineering Sets 

kwas. $698 

Advanced Seta 
Gllustrate d) 

$1998 

Plastics Engineering, Do injection molding (build a. Electronics Engineering. Build remote controls . 
chess set); do foam casting (build a toy boat); do sensing devices to turn on TV, radio, lights, 

trains, etc. with ray of light, drop of water or change 

in temperature. Do experiments in electrical circuitry. 

sy plug-in computer type connections, First 2 sets 
require 4 “D” batteries, order below. 

rotational casting (build a rocket capsule); do slush 
molding, blow molding, heat forming, heat sealing, 
learn the chemistry of plastics with this fascinating 
and timely set. All materials are included. Complete 

49 N 1926M—Advonced Set. Shpg. wt. 61bs.....$19.98 — instruction book 
49 N 1925H— intermediate, Set. As above but without Eo ; 
light be temperature sensing units. Wt. Sibe... $12.98 4? N2026—Advenced Set, Wt. 8 Ibe. 6 oz. 

Build simple 49 N 1924M— Basic Set. No sensing uni 
electrical units, electrical circuits. Order 
below. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 4662M—"'D" batteries. Wt. two, 8 oz. 2 for 39¢ 

Build Electric Models that really work $98 

Equipment to build an electro-magnet, flashlight, telegraph set, 4-way traffic 
signal, motor-driven hot rod, electric crane, electric tester and other exciting 
projects. Dozens of working parts—electric motor, two working panels, two 

buzzer units, double throw switch, two code keys and two batteries. 
79 N 2071C— Illustrated instructions included. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. .. ....$8.98 

Beginner's Electric Set. Build flashlight, bike horn, burglar alarm, directional 
signals, race car, telegraph key and others. Instructions included. 
49 N 2041— Battery and bulbs included. Shipping weight 2 Ibs..............$4.79 

358 SEARS s Electric sets above are Jim Prentice originals by Electric Game Co, 
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49 N 1922—Intermediate Se! 
for injection or slush molding. Wt. 7 lbs. 

49 N 1921 — Basic Set. As above but without molding or 
casting equipment. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... . . 

As above but no materials 

$19.98 

$14.98 

SERIES 

ee Tionde, 
Caton. fue S 

Build Broadcasting, Receiving Station $] 098 

Erec-tronic Lab Set by A. C. Gilbert. Build a broadcasting station or receiver 
in just 10 minutes no tools, solder or special skills needed. 17 different 
templates show where to place components into pegboard base. Build receivers 
and transmitters for regular and short wave radio. Hear “ham” and foreign 
broadcasts. With diagrams and instruction manual. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
49 N 2359 M— Batteries not incl., order “B” below, " D" above, left 
49 N 1971M—45-volt "B" Battery. Shipping weight 12 ounces 

$19.98 
2.98 

Erec-tronic Transistor Set. Similar to one above but builds 10 different radio 
sets including broadcasting station, receiver and code units. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N2358M— Uses one." D" battery (not incl., order above, left). $1149 



— a 

Be a Fashion Designer JR 

Electric Drawing Desks, Create unlimited design combinations . . put 
patterns on illuminated desk, drawing paper on top—then trace, Sears 
sets include DRAW-A-CARTOON Kit for making comic strips, 
patterns, pencils, instructions. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC-DC. 

etsy McCall Dress Designer. 
Draw Betsy in poses, create her 

fashion designs. For girls 6 to 12. 
79 N 1658C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, $6.49 

[2] Custom-Styling Designer. 
Design autos, boats, planes, 

space vehicles. Boys 6 to 12. 
79 N 1660C-Wt. 6 Ibs... . $6.49 

hie 

Colorola $169 

Color, wipe-off, color again 
or roll to new picture. 
Plastic box totes crayons, 
sponge, three 8-panel story 

rolls. 7x11 inches long. 
49N1689-Wt. 1 Ib. 602.$1.69 

Frame 'N Color $929 

To draw 6 different subjects, each set includes 
18 stencils, 934x514-in. plastic desk, pencils, 
sharpener, paper, frame. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N 1742—How We Travel. 
49 N 1740—At The Zoo SES 
49 N 1743—Sbhari Lewis' Friends 

Presto-Sparkle $ 224 

Paint 10 pictures and 6 greeting cards 
in water colors that glitter like jewels, 
Color with array of 1 to 12 Presto 
Paints, then daub on Sparkle Paint 
in 1 to 5 colors—done! 
49 N 1667 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...$2.24 

Etch A Sketch . . 
Drawslike magic $289 

red plastic, 944x734x134 inches, 
49 N 1878—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. . .$2.89. 

Sketch A Graph $044 
Pantagraph lets you enlarge or 
reduce almost any drawing . . in 
color . . in perfect proportion. 4 
arms, 3 scales for different sizes. 
Extends to 24 inches. 3 pens draw 
in red, blue or green. Suction cups 

keep copy flat, prevent skipping. 
Red plastic graph is 14 in. high. 
Drawing paper, sketch book, ball- 
point pens included. 
49 N 1693—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz...$2.44 

Magic Designer $4.49 
Famous Hoot Nanny draws like 
magic. Just set adjustable arms 
and watch intriguing designs ap- 
pear. Children 5 and up can color 
or use for embroidery or wood- 
burning projects. 7x8-in. metal 
base. Paper discs, pencil, instruc- 

49 N 1838—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz... $4.49 

130 Extra Paper Discs for above. 
49 N 1809 —Wt. 6 oz.......Set 89c 

Color and Slate $999 

6x8-in, wood-frame slate, 256 pre- 
sketched pictures, 18 number sheets 
for crayons, paints, pencils (included). 
Plus alphabet copy-card, stencils, 
brushes, chalk, sharpeners. 
49 N 1745—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs...... $2.99 

Water Colors $789., 
[3] 100-color Set. Children can 

learn names of colors . . all are 
labeled. With 2 brushes. 
49 N 1707—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
60-color Set. With 1 brush. 
49 N 1866—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. . ..89c 
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Coloring Set $199 

(4) 256 pre-sketched 834x11-in. sheets 
and 12 numbered 9x12-in. sheets 

make it easy for child to crayon, paint 
or pencil in colorful, fascinating pic- 
tures. With crayons, paints, brush, 
color pencils, 2 sharpeners. 
49 N 1747—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

$1.89 

$1.99 
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Pencil-Paint Set spo 

Just by following the numbers on 
the twelve 9x12-inch sheets, 

youngsters can create colorful art 

works. Includes 8 water paints, on 
cardboard palette, brush, color pen- 
cils, pencil sharpener. 
49 N 1748—Shpg. wt. 10 oZ.. .... $1.29 

6 

Color-Paint Set 99c 

Pre-schoolers, age 3 and up, can 
color 256 presketched 834x11-inch 

pictures. They fill them in by using 20 
crayons or 10 water paints on card- 
board palette. Also includes crayon 
sharpener, brush. 
49 N 1749 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz.........99c 



Brush and curry his genuine hide 
Looks and feels like he's alive 

Low as $6995 $7.00 down 
cash 

A child's dream come true—a dashing, life-like pony with real calf leather 
hide and flowing mane and tail. Made òf finest materials by a European master 
craftsman. Largest model has removable Western style leather saddle, 
saddle blanket, stirrups and bridle. Smaller models have removable English 
style plastic saddle, metal stirrups and bridle. Hardwood platform attaches 
to rocker. Easy to assemble. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N7558N- dle height 24 inches. Wt. 45 Ibs. $7.00 down Cash $69.95 
79 N7559N— Saddle height 34 inches. Wt. 85 Ibs. $12.50 down Cash 124.00 
79 N7560N— Saddle height 40 inches. Wt. 120 lbs. $20.00 down Cash 198.00 

356 SEARS s». 
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Without batteries 

Hand Phones $998 

Hold 2-way conversations with 
your pals. Press button to buzz 
for attention. Voice carries 
through clearly 
high impact plastic receivers; 8 

in. 
wire, Batteries not incl (order 

49 N 2091M—Shipping weight 
1 pound 6 ounces $3.91 

49 N 4659M. 
Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz. 2 for 27c 

Have fun building your own quality C 
amplifie 

of wire. Uses 4 “D” batter! 

Crystal Radio Kit $439 

You can build this real crystal diode 
receiver set in minutes. Nothing to 

solder, no special tools needed. Jiffy 
clips snap on to make tight electrical 
connections. Frequency dial lets you 
pick up different stations. Earplug for 
private listening. 8x6 in. pegboard 
base. No batteries required. 
49 N 2357—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $439 
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Crystal Radi: 

size, but terrific, Ready 
to play (no batteries 

Lightweight, nee 
adjustable antenna for 

long, 2 wall hangers, 25 ft. — good 
phone with 

2 below). clip 
plastic 

" Batteries. wt. 
49 N 1918 

Build a GE 3-transistor Intercom $1998 

No soldering required . . wir 
mote station have individual volume controls. peie d 

s (not included, order above, ri 
49 N 1917M—9x12x6 in. high. Instructions, necessary tools included. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz 

Low as 

Low-priced Earphone Radios $949 

Toy- —Happi-Time .. 

led). Big 33-inch ^ 4x23éxl-inch plastic case . 

Ear- pocket or purse. With cry: 
earphone, built-in antenna 

reception. 
“stay-on” 

Colorful, tough ^ leather carrying case, Order one 
ase only ix 9-volt battery at bottom 

134x334 inches. Shpg. page at right. Shipping weight 
5 oz. 8 ounces. 

$349 — 49 N 2326M $6.99 

Without batteries 
cash NO MONEY DOWN 

em. Learn basic principles of radio 
spring clamps. Master unit and re 

ance limited only by length 
ht). Clear plastic c 

“$19.98 

4 

Without batteries 

GE Transistor Radio Kit $] 598 
Learn basic radio principles and have the satisfac- 
tion of building a GE radio receiver with 2 
transistors. No soldering required. All needed 
tools included. Air loop antenna adds to listening 
qualities. Professional-type earphone. Easy-to- 
follow instruction manual included. Order 2 “D” 
batteries above, right. 9x12x6 inches high. Clear 
plastic case. 
49 N 1916M—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. ..$15.98 

3 transistors, No 
ground or aerial needed, Volume 
control, broadcast band tuning. 

small it fits easily into your 

Plug-in Phone Set that works like real one 

$798 Wino, 

Here's a phone you can move around and plug in . . talk between 
offices, betw houses, from kitchen to sickroom, etc. Special 
plug attachments let you arrange phone hookups in convenient 
locations. Just plug in phone and dial . . other phone rings. Press 
right button (which lights up when in use) to talk. Press left 
button when finished talking. Transmits voice clearly, Two 25-ft. 
wires incl. $% phone-company size . . black plastic, 8-in, receivers. 
4x4x7-in. bases. Powered by 4 “D” batteries. 
49 N 2027 M— Batteries not incl., order 4 below. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz.$7.98 
49 N 2240M—As above, but no plug-in feature or signal buttons, 
Uses 4 batteries, order below. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. $577 
49 N 4662M—"D" Batteries. Shipping weight two, 8 oz 2 for 39c 

Triple Transistor 

Radio with Speaker 

Speaker for regular listening . . 9 
Earphone for private listening s9 

Brings in stations with amazing fidelity and tonal quality and 
yet fits in the palm of your hand. Smartly styled case molded 
from high impact plastic. Easy-to-read station selector dial 
simplifies tuning. Volume control allows pleasant level of 
listening. Sensitive built-in antenna makes aerial unnecessary. 
New printed circuit. (Diagram shown inside back.) Completely 
portable . , pocket sized 434x234x134 in. With magnetic plug-in 

Without. 
battory 

earphone. 
49 N 2302M— Battery not incl. (order below). Wt. 10 oz... .$9.99 
49 N 6417M—9-volt battery for above radio. Wt. 4 oz... 
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SCHOOL PLAY 

Flash Card Sets $169 «^ 

88 add, subtract cards, 6 work sheets, 
board, 44 alphabet cards. For grades 1 and 2. 
49 N 1757—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz,...... Set $1.59 

88 division and multiplication cards, 6 work sheets, 
44 phonetic cards, fractions. For grades 3 and 4. 
49 N 1758— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. ...... Set $1.69 

Electric Kid's Quiz $166 

Lights the way to learning for any num- 
ber of 5 to 12-year olds. Bulb flashes 
when they correctly answer any of 850 
questions about arithmetic, nature, spell- 
ing, reading. With “AA” battery. 
49 N 1752—Shipping weight 1 Ib.....$1.66 

Feed cards into toy computer 

..8ee answer in lights 

Think-A-Tron 

$G66 without 
batteries 

Pick a data card printed with the question you want 
answered and feed it into this toy computer. Enjoy 
the activity as wheels turn, lights flash and the 
answer suddenly lights up the screen. Includes 150 
cards, each with 2 questions; 3 stack-up card holders. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries; order below. Gray plastic with 
blue trim. 8 inches high. 
49 N 1630-Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $6.66 
49 N 4660-"D" Batteries. Wt. ea. 4 oz. Ea. 16¢;4 for 60c 
49 N 1774-50 additional Question Cards. 

Shipping weight 2 oz. 666 

Press-paint with Wonder Art 

Finger-paint effect with no mess. Amateur artists 
3 years and up create fascinating originals yet 
never touch paint, Press down on plastic-covered 

Milton Bradley Fact Finder 

Quiz game as exciting as pinball. Ball bounces 
down 1 of 10 channels to Fact Card at bottom, 
dealing with math, reading, spelling, TV, 
sports, etc. To score, quickly block correct 
answer hole with plastic plug. Ages 6 to 14. 
49 N 1759— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz.....$3.99 

educational aid as used in many schools. 
49 N 1760—Add-wbiract. Grades 2 to 6. 
49 N 1761—Multiply-divide. Grades 3 to 6. 
49 N 1764—NHumbers. Grades 1 and 2. 

Shipping wt. 10 oz.. . Each set 99C 
49 N 1762— Picture Words. Grades 1 to 3. 
49 N 1763—Set 1 Flash Words. Grades 1 and 2. 
49 N 1766—Set 2 Flash Words. Grades 1 and 2. 
49 N 1769— Fraction, Grades 2 to 7. 

Nature Cards $949 

Play 3 instructive games with 

each of three, 50-card decks. 
Ages 6 up become familiar with 
North American wild flowers, 

Ed-U-Cards $949 

Five volume set. Ages 6 up learn in a 
flash about inventions and wonders 
of the world, rocks and minerals, 
astronomy, chemistry and’ science, 

Nature Kits Qc «^ 

Specimens of real sea shells, 
rocks and minerals, or butter- 
flies and moths come with Ed- 
U-Card sets. Picture cards have 

animals and birds. Each beauti- 
fully reproduced picture card 
has text on back. Cartoon strip 
cards, Descriptive verses in 
French and English. 
49 N 181—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... $2.49 

Five decks each have about 28 large 
cards with pictures and story de- 
scriptions chosen by editors of Book 
of Knowledge. Quiz game instruc- 
tions incl. 
49 N 1771—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz..... ...$249 

49N 1770 Ueted States, Grades 3 to 7. 
Shipping wt. 8 oz. Each set 79C 

49 N 1765—Alphabet, Kindergarten-Grade 2. 
49 N 1767—Phonetic Words. Grades 1 to 3. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. Each set $1.69 

descriptions, instructions to 
help build collections. 
49 N.6337—Sea Shells 
49 N 6341 —Rocks, Minerals 
49 N6342—Butterfies, Moths. 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz... Each kit 89e 

Spelling Board 89- 

It’s fun to learn to spell or count 
32 wood pieces have letters on one 
side, numbers on the other. Easy to 

just slide them into slots on 
9-in. diameter plastic board to spell 
grasp.. 

words, add numbers. 
49 N 1845—Shipping wt. 10 oz 

Citai pae scans by dieisiiasndisetediwical com 

Make a face $169 

Two faced? Not Mr. and Mrs. Jolly 
Cholly. Their 5-inch molded faces take 
on hundreds of funny looks when you 
rearrange different eyes, mouths and 
hats, held in place by magnets. Plastic. 
Amuse youngsters for hours. 

.89c — 49 N 1883— Shipping wt. 10 oz... $1.69 

Magnetic ABC $188 

Made for ages 3 to 6 to grasp easily, 
36 big 134-in. high plastic letters 
have built-in magnets . . stick any- 
where on the 14x20-in. metal board. 

Magnetic Board $369 

For ages 5 to 11. 20x23-in. metal 
board has wipe-off drawing board on 
other side. 36 plastic letters, 37 num- 
bers; crayons, eraser. Wood frame, 

Helps child learn while playing. 79N1772C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $3.59 
Break-resistant plastic frame. 
49 N 1695—Shpg. wt_3Ibs..... $1.88 ra SEARS 363 



Yippee-i-yo! 
Giddy-ap Go! 
ON A HIGH SPIRITED 
SPRING-ACTION HORSE 

Items described below illustrated on opposite page 

Soft body Vinyl Horse 

“Purtiest” palomino on the range and 
probably the fastest, too. Exceptionally 

durable but pliable and lifelike to the 
touch. Legs individually shaped (not molded 
together), Handsomely detailed with 
“tooled” Western-style saddle, bridle and 
brand. Heavy tubular steel frame. Measure- 
ments (below) are saddle heights. Easy to 
assemble, 
79 N7533N—26 in. Freight (rail x bi or 
express, Wt. 37 Ibs. $3.00 down. .Cash $29.98 

79 N7: —24 inches. Shipping — 30 
pounds. $3.00 down Cash $27.88 
Pla ag aera inches. Shipping. weight 23 
pounds. $2.50 down. Cash $24.88 

Firm body Plastic Horse 

Young range riders will thrill to this 
big, rugged dapple gray with his rocking, 

bouncing spring-action ride. Realistically 
sculptured in break-resistant plastic and 
sturdy steel frame. Measurements given be- 
low are saddle heights. Easy to assemble. 
79 N7537\—24 in. Shipping weight 22 22 pounds, 
$2.50 down.... ash $21.9: 
79 N7532L—19 in. ‘Shpe. wt. re 

Tot’s Horse . . Firm body 

The ideal spring horse for the tiniest 
cowpokes. Molded of rugged break-re- 

sistant acetate. Authentic Western style 

saddle with handy pommel rest. Safety steel 
frame, wood hand grips and foot rests. Sad- 
dle height from the floor just 1734 inches. 
Easy to assemble. 
79 N7534L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs........-. 

» He 

$9.49 

Lively but gentle Mounts 

for tenderfoot riders 

[9 Plastic Duck Shoo-fly on Springs. Beau- 
tiful, full-molded plastic body finished 

in soft pastel blues and pinks. Adjustable 
safety belt. Floating spring-action suspen- 
sion. Tray, play beads, enameled hardwood 
base, rustproof hardware. 20 inches high. 
Easy to assemble. 
79 N7543L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs......... $11.49 

(S Buckaroo Shoo-fiy on Springs. High 
wood sides, wide seat keep them snug 

in the saddle. Hardwood seat, footrest, play 
tray, removable steam bent rockers. Five 
gay colors. Four coil springs. 1514 inches 
high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N7552L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs...........$7.98 

Soft Body Caster Horse. Something 
new for the nursery set. A little master- 

piece in soft vinyl . . gets its go-power from 
smooth-rolling casters and busy legs. Rolls, 
spins and turns. In soft pastels. Saddle 
height 1034 in. Fully assembled. 
79 N7553C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs... .. $7.98 

Firm Body Caster Horse. This dashing 
brown beauty is molded in sturdy plas- 

tic, has colorful brown saddle and trim, and 
nimble-footed swivel casters. Saddle height 
10 inches. Shipped fully assembled. 
79 N7538C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.......... $498 

Cutsloa babe scans by cheisimasdusele iudicas com 

$4.29 

Kiddie Kar* 
Sparkling royal red with white 
trim in durable new "Lustro- 
Lume" enamel finish. Smoothly 
sanded hardwood. Big 6-inch, rub- 
ber-tired wheels. Seat height 934 
in. Easy to assemble. 
49 N7539—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs....$4.29 

Inflatable Trigger 

This plump palomino squeaks 
when tots bounce gaily in saddle. 
Tough vinyl plastic wipes clean 
with damp cloth. Decorated in 
authentic Roy Rogers and Trigger 
design. 23 in. to top of head. 

49 N7551—Wt. I Ib, 2 oz... 

*Reg. U. S. Patent Office 

$1.84 

Rider Horse and Cart 

Plays a merry tune as it rolls along. 
Giant roller on rear of detachable 
cart. Brightly colored wood with 
chimes in metal wheels. 914 inches 
high to the seat, 32 inches long over- 
all. Easy to assemble. 
49 N 5296—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 8 oz. $4.77 

$2.49 

Ding Dong Rocker 

Just 4M inches from floor to seat, 

he never throws his rider. Gay jingle 
bell on nose, hand grips on head. 
Smoothly sanded pine wood with 
painted pinto design. 17 inches long 
over-all. Easy to assemble. 
49 N7597—Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. $249 

Rocking Horse 

Gleaming white molded wood 
“Dura-fiber” with baked enamel 
finish, red saddle and trim. Sturdy, 
29-inch long red hardwood rockers, 
shaped to provide a “full ride.” 1334 
inches to saddle. Easy to assemble. 
79 N7524C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... .$6.19 

$5.49 

Rocking Shoo-fly 

Romper-set range riders love this 
gentle steed. High, pressed wood 
sides and wide hardwood seat keep 
toddlers safe and snug. Roomy foot 

rest and tray. Hand-screened colors. 
1514 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N7521C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs...$5.49 
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. Bring 

Outer Space 

down to Earth 3Y5x24-f. Space Map comes 
Y» "ui with each telescope below 

~ 191918 

üj*1199 Cy ” 
40 and 80 power Reflector Telescope. Uses a 24-inch ground and pol- 
ished reflector mirror for inverted images. Revolves 360*, locks in desired 

angle and direction, Two eyepieces included— 80x for distance, 40x for broad 
field viewing. Black fiberboard tube. 12-page manual 
79 N 1966C—24 in. long. 3 ft. steel tripod. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. $11.98 

@ 36 power Refractor Telescope. Gives upright image for moon watching 
Or nature studies. Tripod has plastic base, tubular brass color legs with 

vinyl tips. Telescope swivels a full 360° with a 75° elevation. Sturdy fiber 
board tube with glossy white vinyl plastic covering, brass fittings. 
79 N 1932C—35 in. long. 134-in. objective lens. Shipping weight 4 Ibs.. . .$7.49 

60, 85 and 125 power Refractor Telescope. A powerful backyard ob- 
servatory. 65mm achromatic lens lets you see moon’s craters, Saturn’s 

rings. Filter and adapter included for viewing nuclear explosions and sun- 
spots in the sun, Two interchangeable eyepieces give you an inverted image 
of 60x and 125x for astronomical use. The smaller eyepiece used with special 
focus tube included gives an upright image at 85x for land observation. 
Periscope-type eyepiece (incl.). White plastic-covered fiberboard tube. 

79 N 1998C—About 40 in. long. Mounting bracket incl, Shpg. wt. 7 1bs.$18.98 

Camera attaches to eyepiece adopter 

Photograph what you see . . this Telescope has a Camera 
ER 98 (4] 40 and 100 power Reflector Telescope. You can capture the actions of 

redo 819 animals and preserve them with a picture taken through this camera- 
en photograph the moon. Camera is easy-to-operate box type. 

Pelescope has 3-in. ground and polished mirror; two eyepieces . . 100x for 
astronomical use, 40x for broad-field viewing. All steel 360* swivel mount 
and tripod locks in any position. White embossed fiberboard tube. Film not 
incl., order below. 
79 N 1927 C—18 in. long, 4 ft. high. Complete instructions. Wt. 8 Ibs. $19.98 
3N7083— Tower Fast Pan Film, size 127. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 3 rolls 1.29 

mi 

Salvo Launching Site 

$379 Study Minerology . . search for earth's treasures 

NO EXPLOSIVES Pull release cord and launch two 6-in. rockets Learn to test and identify valuable minerals and start your own collection. 
t ; and one 13-in. missile with parachute manned You can find mineral specimens almost everywhere. Trade with your friends. 
Pressurized water gives jet- nose cone . . zoom up to 200 feet. Air pump built This big set contains 30 mineral specimens in plastic compartments for casy 
like action as rockets zoom into platform for firing one, 2 or all 3 at once; removal, non-spill alcohol lamp with blow torch, streak plate, charcoal block, 
wp to 200 feet into space hand pump fires one at a time. Also includes test tubes, lab candle and test chemicals. 

funnel, cord and base-anchor pins. 144 page illustrated manual. 2-panel metal cabinet measures 23x1314 
49 N 1928— Plastic. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $379 inches high when open, has rolled edges. 

360 SEARS so 49 N 1999—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. $9.79 
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Individual key operation . . 

letters arranged as on 

standard typewriter. . 

finger tip spacer . . 

shift keys . . 

ball-bearing 

carriage 

Works like a big 

Typewriter 

38 Characters $939 

Keyboard action . . dial a 
letter, strike corresponding 
key, typewriter prints it. 
Molded plastic body looks 
like "commercial" models. 
Letters arranged like stand- 
ard keyboard. All-capital let- 
ters, numbers, punctuation. 

40 Characters 377 

Dial a letter to “type.” In- 

cludes all-capital alphabet, 
numbers, punctuation 
marks. Molded plastic body 
with realistic dummy key- 

board. Takes paper up to 
814 in. wide. 1134x74x414 
in. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 7 oz. 
AS N NBO. ss$377 

Four Extra Ribbons for 
above. 2 black, 2 red. 
49 N 1848—Wt. 2 oz.. Set 29¢ 

Takes 814-in. wide paper. 
49N1724-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.39 

Extra Ribbons, 1 black, 1 red. 
49 N 1714—Wt. 2 oz... Set 29c 

EXECUTIVE-style nylon type makes clear, easy-to-read characters. 56 capital let- 
ters, numbers and punctuation marks. Takes paper up to 834 in. wide. Sturdy steel 
shell. Gray wrinkle baked-on enamel finish trimmed with red. LLL EE in, 
49 N 1705— Shipping weight 7 pounds 4 ounces. 

49 N 1776—Extra }4-in. black ribbon. Shipping weight 2 ounces. 

Our Best Child’s Portable 
With carrying case . . Plus these extras: 
push button paper advance . . rubber rollers 
to hold paper secure. 

So like a real portable . . letters arranged 
like standard keyboard. Includes 56 letters, 
numbers and punctuation marks. EXECU- 
TIVE-style all-capital nylon type makes 
easy-to-read characters, Ball-bearing car- 
riage takes paper up to 814 in. wide. Finger- 
tip spacer, shift keys. Hi-impact blue plastic 
Shell and carrying case. Typewriter 10}4x 
11x4 in. high. Has 44-in. black ribbon; order 
extra ribbons above. 

49 N 1723—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs... 22.2... $14.44 

Desk with bookshelf, 
chair, drawer, lamp 

$1298 

Black enameled tubular steel frame. 
Coral-color hardboard desk top and 
shelf. Lamp swivels . . UL approved for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Bulb and 
books not included. Desk 24x16x38 in. 
high. Matching chair 22 in. high. Easy 
to assemble. 
79 N 9065L—Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs. Set $12.98 

364 SEARS rs 
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and Blackboard, too 

$1198 

Closed, it's a blackboard . . open, 
it's a roomy desk. Lots of storage 
space for books and toys (not in- 
cluded) in sliding-door compart- 
ment and shelves. Made of Mason- 
ite Presdwood. Red with white 
edging. 22 in. high. Chair with 
tubular steel frame stores behind 
sliding doors. Desk 37x24x16 in. 
Chalkboard 24x14 in. Easy assem- 
bly. Shipping weight 32 pounds. 
79 N 9098 E 

The perfect combination for young- 

Print programs, publicity for church, Scouts, hobby clubs, 
party invitations, menus- in 2 colors on 344x5}4-in. paper. All 
metal. Plastic type storage tray. Set includes red and black 
ink, over 200 pieces rubber type, 2 picture dies, in, picture- 
backing rubber, extra ink roller, paper, 16-pg. idea book. 
49 N 1663—Shipping weight 3 pounds............. J 

AII Steel Student Desk 
and Folding Chair Set 

$1544 

Student's Folding 
Arm Desk Chair 

$549 

Youngsters can write or draw with 
sters’ homework. Rugged desk has 
sturdy slideout typewriter shelf, 2 
large drawers for student supplies, 
smooth wood-grained hardboard top. 
Attractively finished in beige enamel. 
32x16x26 inches high. 

The matching folding chair has a 
sturdy steel frame, stands 26 inches 
high. Easy to assemble. Shipping 
weight 35 pounds. 
ZEND ur -Set $15.44 

ease in this chair that conveniently 
folds for storage. Sturdy tubular 
steel frame finished in bronze- 
color enamel. Tablet arm makes 
handy work surface. Laminated 
tempered hardboard with printed 
woodgrain finish. Writing area 
9x11 in. Overall height 2319 
inches; height to seat 13 inches. 
Assembled. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 
79 N9137L...... Sepa Cà CY 



319.87 
Doll, Seat 

358 SEARS swns Use Sears Easy Terms .. see page 294 
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* Hard-to-break vinyl bodies with true-to-life proportions 

* Heads turn . . arms, legs are jointed . . lashed 

Handsome Brother 
[1] Big as a 4-year old and just as 

cute. A 38-in. playmate for 
boys and girls. His washable rooted 
Saran hair is cut in popular little 
boy style. He wears long cotton 

pants, red Blazer cotton jacket 

with crest on pocket, cotton shirt, 

Eton cap, shoes, socks. $3.00 down 
on Easy Terms . . see page 294. 
79 N 3378L—Wt. 10 Ibs $25.95 

Bundled-up Toddler 

[3] Our most life-like doll! Has 
— detailed fingers and toes 
swivel, as well as turning head, to 

assume practically any position 
“Perma-curl” plastic hair 

to brush and set. She wears a fluffy 
cotton coat, cotton felt hat, cotton 
skirt, knit blouse, panties, socks. 

roote 

shoes. 36 in. tall wears size 3 
children's clothes. 
79 N 33771—Wt. 9 Ibs. $1944 

Life-size Tiny 

5] Infant in her own bye-bye 
chair. True-to-life 25-inch baby 

from her plump legs to her tiny 
face. Comes in cotton sleeper-sack, 
diaper, ribbon-trimmed blanket. 
Has her own bottle, soap, wash- 
cloth and booties. Plastic chair has 
a removable tray with big play 
beads. $2.00 down 
79 N 3294C—Wt. 7 lbs. Cash $19.87 

79 N 3229 C— Baby with accessor 
less bye-bye chair. Wt. 6 Ibs. $15. 

close 

Brown-tressed Heidi 
(2] Realistic 3-year old now 

walks with your guidance. 
Her shining brown rooted Saran 
hair is swept back in a smart 
hairdo. She models a lovely cot 
ton dress, in traditional peasant 
fashion, slip. panties, shoes and 
socks. 36 in. tall. wears size 3 
dresses. $2.50 down, 
79 N 3388L- Wt. 9 Ibs, Cash $22.47 

Pert Playtime Gal 

3) Dressed for rough and tumble 
fun in corduroy slacks, cotton 

blouse, knit sweater, kerchief, 
panties, rayon socks, shoes. This 
typical 3-year-old will walk with 
a little help from you. Keeps 
young mothers occupied for 
hours. Her rooted “Perma-curl 
hair waves naturally fun to 
wash and set. 36 in. tall 
79 N 3369L-Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $15.44 

Tots to cuddle 
[6] Appecling l-year-old. 28 

inches of bouncing baby 

curls around her face. Dr 
sheer nylon outfit with matching 
slip. panties, shoes, socks. Wears 
size 12 months 

79 N 3348L—Wt. 9 Ibs.. ...$16.44 
79 N 3347C—23-in. 3-month old 
like baby above except wears 
booties. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. .$12.95 
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Wen-Mac RADIO CONTROL 
makes you the pilot 

Without fuel kit, batteries 

3'7688 
Control plane in flight with touch of transmitter cash 

button, Super-heterodyne receiver in plane 
picks up signal. New transistor system . . simple, 
small, light. Rejects other model control signals 
outside 100 kc range. Transmitter uses 9-v. 

battery. Receiver uses different 9-v. battery 
and two 134-v. batteries. (Order batleries, starter 
battery, fuel kit below at right.) 

itten" plane with 34-in. wingspan has .051 
engine and Bonner escapement for receiver-to- 
plane linkage. Kit of balsa wood, paper, dope, 
glue, pre-fab parts, hardware and instructions. 
79 N2216C2M—Radio Control Equipment ond 
Plane Kit. Shipping weight 8 Ibs.. ........$76.88 
79 N 2219 CM—Radio Control Equipment only. Use 
also with model cars, boats. Wt. 3 Ibs. Cash.$69.95 
79 N 2224CM.— Plane Kit only. Wt. 4 Ibs.... 14.98 

Flies fast 

$644 
Without fuel kit, 
starter battery 

^" Fires rockets 

$1188 
Without fuel kit, starter battery | Drops bomb 

$1188 
Without fuel Kit, 

startor battery 

N Wen-Mac “Gas” Planes 

* Fully assembled . .“‘Dura-Flex” plastic airframe, rubber tires 

* Flight lines and handle included . . you're the pilot 
* Glow-plug engines with automatic starters 
* One turn of the prop and engine roars 

Marine Corsair. Ground-support fight- 
er. Gull-winged design, cockpit with 
canopy. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 
49 N 2005M—14-in. wingspan. . . .$6.44 
Note: For the above 3 planes . . starter 
battery and fuel accessory kit not in- 
cluded; order below at right. 

Dountless Dive-bomber. Trainer for 
beginners . . flies slowly, is not over- 
sensitive. Drops bomb at your “com- 
mand." Two-seat cockpit, landing 
gear, arresting hook. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 2237 CM —22-in. wingspan. . . $7.98 

79N2247 CM- With remote control. 11.88. 

Bell Airacobra P-39. Fires rockets from 
each wing. Has glowing red navigation 
light. Canopy binges open. Removable 
cowling. Detailed cockpit interior. Ship- 
ping weight 4 lbs 
79 N 2210CM —22.in. wingspan $7.98 

79 N 2220CM— With remote control.11.88 

Withoutfuel kits 
starter battery 

Junior Go Cart runs on “gas” 

All ready to race with roaring engine and 
screeching tires . , just 15 inches long. Develops 
speed of 35 mph in circle or on straightaway. 
Fun to match against other model racers. 
Tether control included. Glow-plug engine has 
air turbine and automatic starter . . wind wheel 
one turn, then watch her go! Steel frame, plastic 
fittings, rubber tires. 

Starter battery and fuel accessory kit not 
included, (3) and (4) at right. 

49 N 2212M—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

Both models include a battery powered motor that makes these autos 
really go! Kits made up of all plastic parts . . easy and exciting to assem- 
ble . . even more fun to operate. Snaps together, no glue needed. Batteries 
not included. 

[1] 49 N 1997M—Astra 900 Sports Car. 10 in. long. Clear windshield, window 
screen. Tonneau cover. Order 2 “D” batteries below. Wt. 1 Ib, 8 02.$2.14 

[2] 49 N 2127M—Ho! Rod Racer. 934 in. long. Headlamps really light. Steer- 
ing mechanism. Decals. Order 2 “D” batteries below. Wt. 1 Ib. 802.$2.14 

2 for 39c 49 N 46629 —"D" batteries. Shipping weight two, 8 oz. $8.98 

Cutsiog page scans by deisimasnisetedimical com 

Airplane Remote Control. Pull 
“joy-stick” back and plane soars 
up . . push it forward and plane 

Also includes pivot post and 
groundline. Secure it on boards 
(not incl). For any engine-pow- 
ered controlline plane. Shipping 
weight 14 ounces. 
49 N2185—Aluminum.. 

di 

$449 

3] Starter Battery. 134 volt. 
For model planes, boats, cars. 

49 N 2259M—W!, 1 Ib, 6 oz, Eo. 99e 

p Accessory Kit. }4-pint pre- 
mium fuel, spout, -engine 

wrench, battery wire with dip. 
49 N 2250M—Shpg. wt. 12 oz..$1.37 
49 N 2143—14 -pt, fuel. Wt. 10 oz.59c 
Radio-plane Batteries (not 
shown). 
49 N 2256M—9-v. for Transmitter. 
Shipping weight 6 oz. $179 
49 N 6417M—9-v. for Receiver. Ship- 
ping weight 4 oz... =» s= +» =» +- -790 
49 N 6448M—1'-v. for Receiver. 
Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz.. ..2 for $1.25 
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Extra-large Playcenter 

with magnetic boards 

Seats 4. Flip top to easel $1288 
positions—2 magnetic 
boards appear. 72 mag- 
netic letters. Space to 
draw, Pegboard, 2 peg sets, 

mallets, erasers, chalk, 
crayons, Top has check- 
erboard, tic-tac-toe, horse 
race. . playing pieces. Easy 
assembly, 24x52 in. 
79N17371-Wt. 29 Ibs, $12.88 

Peg Tables provide hours of play and make learning more fun 

Cobbler’s style $399 

Two-in-one desk combines drawing 
blackboard with pegboard for 
pounding. Wood box frame holds 
pegs, mallet, chalk, eraser. Enamel- 
ed-steel legs. Wood seat, 12 in. high. 
24x22-in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 1647 C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. ..$3.99 

4-ft. Space Saver 

5119 
e Blackboard œ Shelves 
* Bulletin board e Storage 
Keeps playroom neat, adds play 
fun, too. Stow toys in roomy 
bottom cubicle. Easy access to 
games, books, via thre 
side shelves, each 934 inches 
high. Bulletin board is 2214x10 
inches; blackboard, 2234x15 
inches. Masonite Presdwood; 
wood frame. 48x24x17 inches. 
Assembles easily. 
79N1738C-Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. $11.99 

open- 

Citai pad scans by cheisinias warsebedinicel com 

‘old-A-Way style $499 

pine scores as pegboard or work desk se 
Fold to store. Top tilts to any 

angle. Baked-enamel steel legs, 9 34-in. 

pegs, chalk, eraser 

79 N 1813C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.. $4.99 

Easel Blackboards convert to Desks 

Write on both sides of these easel blackboards. Each 
converts easily to a good-sized desk . . folds flat when 
not in use. Budding artists can copy scenes from six- 
picture scroll. Both boards have slate surfaces, are 
framed in oakwood with natural varnish finish. Each 
comes complete with chalk rack, chalk and eraser. 
(1) 79 N 1867L-43x20 in. 16x14-in. board. Wt. 14 Ibs, $5.89 
(2) 79 N 18681-39x18 in. 14x12-in. board. Wt. 10 Ibs. 3.99 

Wallboard $194 

Masonite Presdwood. Smooth 
surface lessens glare on big 
36x24-in. board. Natural finish 
wood chalk rail. Note gay 

alphabet to copy. 
Chalk, eraser. 
79 N 1Z04L—W:. 10 Ibs. , $1.94 

blackboard of ponderosa Giv 

18x. 

y assembly, 

your youngster the 2 
of chalk, erasers, mallet 

. . Two-side 

Big 35x23-inch chalkboards givi 

Companion Flip-Top Peg Table $699 

seat desk . . twice the fun built right in. Two 

nd pegs to let him share his play with a pal 
They can slide back 2 chalkboards, pound pegboards beneath. Or flip 
the top to white enameled side, decorate it with wipe-off crayons, play 

23x26-in. high. Mallet, ^ games—even dine. Ponderosa pine body, bright steel frame. 934-in. 
high fold-up seats. 45x17x23 in. Assemble without tools. 

79 N 1615L—Shipping weight 20 pounds $6.99 

Sturdy tubular steel frame 

Blackboard $499 

youngsters work- 
ing room to spare. They can draw on the green 
or black side that is decorated with alphabet, 
numbers, Hardwood frame, cadmium-plated tu- 
bular steel stand. 39x17x50 inches high. 
chalk included. Easy assembly 
freight (rail or truck) or express 
79 N 1736N—Shipping weight 12 Ibs 

Sraser, 
Shipped by 

- $4.99 
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Chubby 2-year-old 

A little sweetheart with the 
true-to-life proportions of an 

irresistible two-year-old. Her 
curly pixie hair-do is treated so 
that it will always fall naturally 
into place. She's daintily dressed 
in cotton pinafore dress with 
matching slip, stretch socks and 
toddler-type shoes. 

79 N 3354L—32-inch doll. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds, Only 
$2.50 down on Terms. Cash $22.44 

79 N 3341L—28-inch doll. 
Shipping weight 7 Ibs..... 19.44 

Nurse with clinic 

The picture of efficiency in 
white polished cotton uni- 

form, cap, apron, nylon lingerie, 
white shoes, socks, Kidd-E- 
Clinic is all-steel cart (14x21x22 
in. high) with wheels, handle. 
Has over 30 hospital play items 
as stethoscope, forceps, charts. 
Shipping weight 18 Ibs. 
79 N 339412—83 dn. Cash $29.44 
79 N 3401L—36-inch nurse only. 
Wt. 9 Ibs. $2.50 down.Cash $23.95 
79 N3402L— Kidd-E-Clinic only. 
Shipping weight 9 lbs... .,.$8.98 

we now walk when guided 

* Our big-as-life vinyl bodies have jointed arms, legs, movable head 
* We have lashed sleeping eyes . . rooted plastic hair to wash, set 

Big Sister actually walks beside d 
carriage as you push it along! 

Of course, she'll even walk alone with you . . when you 
leave the buggy and baby at home. She has those features 
described above, too. Baby Sis, however, hasn't had time 
to grow much hair . . hers is molded plastic. Big Sis is 
35 inches tall in her pretty cotton bolero dress, cotton 
blouse, rayon panties, socks and shoes . . and she loves 
having her hair groomed. Baby is 25 inches tall, wears 
cotton flannel sleeper-sack, diaper (which she wets if 
watered) and has matching blanket. 

Carriage is of vinyl plastic with steel frame and folding 
hood. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 3342N—3-piece set. Shipping weight 30 Ibs... .$3875 

Beautifully styled extra Outfits 
for big or small Toddler Dolls 

5-piece Sports Ensemble. Includes print cotton cord 

skirt with loop trim, polished cotton blouse with 
cord collar, matching panties, vest and hat. 

49 N 3440—16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 

49 N 3441—20 to 21 inches. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

49 N 3442—30 to 32 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 o: 

49 N 3443—34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 15 oz.. 

[4) Sweater and Skirt Set. Soft rayon fleece sweater, 
tam, Multi-color knit trim. Cotton felt skirt. 

49 N 3453—16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 

49 N 3454—20 to 21 inches. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

Sister Dolls, Buggy 

3456—34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 1 1b... 

65 Cold Weather Outfit. Plaid print cotton cord coat 
with fine edging on collars and cuffs . . buttons snugly. 

Matching cord hat with ribbon ties. 

49 N 3475—16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. .$1.98 

49 N 3476—20 to 21 inches. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 2.9 

49 N 3477 —30 to 32 inches. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 2.98 

49 N 3478—34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 13 oz.. 3.39 
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Our Finest 2-speed Steam Engine 
Extra big and powerful for more action, more fun 

Double-acting piston rods give true-to-life action . . brass cylinder, Run fast or slow. 
2-step pulley on flywheel operates toys (not included). 514-in. brass boiler has peek-in 
glass. Embossed walls. All metal. Weighted safety valve, whistle, centrifugal governor, 
funnel, pan. 12x10-in. base. 11 in. high. German import. 
49 N 2136— Power take-off and fuel not included, order at right. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs...$18.98 

ERECTO 
waarmee A 

5388 to 32/789 "egg 
Ferris Wheel Set. Over 600 parts make rotating 
Ferris Wheel, modern satellite scanner, rockets, jets 
and many more. 2-way electric motor. 110-120-volt, 
60-cyde AC. UL listed. Set comes i. ugged steel 
chest for easy portability . . 21x13x3 inches. 
79 N 2336C—Wt. 18 Ibs. No money down..Cash $27.88 

Science Career Motorized Automatic Conveyor Set. 
24-inch conveyor belt moves parts to work area. 
Build rocket launcher, jet, bridges, derricks, other 
action models. 2-way electric motor. 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. UL listed. Steel chest 19x11x34% in. 
79 N2335C—2 power take-offs, Wt. 12 Ibs... . $17.88 

Science Career Motorized Construction Set. Build 
cranes, rockets, etc. 2-way electric motor. 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 2 power take-offs. 
7982334C-17x11x3)4-in. steel chest. Wt. 101bs. $12.98 

Science Career Automatic Radar Scanner Set. 
Build radar, trucks. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 2333M—17x9x334-in. steel chest. Wt. 7 Ibs. $8.59 

Beginner's Engineer's Set. No motor . . has girders, 
wheels, pulleys to make jet, robot, others. 
49 N 2332—14x5.in. diam, tube. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. $3.88 
49 N 4662M—"D" batteries. Wt. two, 8 oz...2 for 39c 

362 SEARS sx 
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Build hundreds of 
structural steel 

models that really work 

2-speed Steam Engine 

$1398 

Double-acting piston rods, brass 
cylinder. Throttle for fast or slow. 
4-}4-in, polished brass boiler, glass 
side. Embossed brick-look walls. 
All metal. Flywheel, grooved pul- 
ley, safety valve, whistle, centri- 
fugal governor, funnel. 8x1014-in. 
base. 934 in. high. German. Order 
fuel below. 
49 N 2141—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. $13.98 

1-speed Steam Engine 

$698 

Single-acting piston rod, oscillat- 
ing brass cylinder. Steam operates 
piston and turns grooved pulley on 
flywheel. Water heats in 34-in. 
polished brass boiler. Embossed 
brick-look walls. All metal. Safety 
valve, whistle. 8x514-in. base. 814 
in. high. German import. Order 
fuel below, 
49 N2144—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz,.,.$6.98 

Power Take-off. 4 pulleys, 3 belts, 
metal base. German import. 
49N1986-6}4 in. long. Wt. 7 02.$1.79 

Esbit Dry Fuel. Heats water. 2 

boxes—40 pellets. German import. 

49N2375-Use 3 per pt. Wt. 6 oz. 89¢ 

Build a scale model home . . 
just like a real carpenter would 

Use actual building techniques—with dimensional 
lumber cut to scale (1 in. to 1 ft.). Floor plans, 
model cement included. Genuine white pine. 
[1] 49 N 2291—3-bedroom Home Kit. 5 floor plans 

for 36x24-in. home. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs... ..$15.98 
49 N 2289—3-room Cottage Kit. 3 plans for 24x16- 
in. cabin. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 6 oz... $7.98 

(2) Finishing Kit. Dimensional lumber cut to scale 
(1 in. to 1 ft.). Material to strip doors, win- 

dows, etc. Squared shingles to cover roof. 

49 N 2284—With instructions. Wt. 2 Ibs,.... $3.98 



Watch spray action in see-through bowl that holds 
134 quarts of your favorite drink; 203¢-in. blue 
and yellow base. Includes 2 banana split-and 2 
sundae dishes; ice cream scoop; 4 spoons; 12 paper 
cups; 4 soda cup holders; 24 straws; 3 packages 

The Flintstones 
Refreshment Bar $299 | 

Fruit juice, pop or milk taste zingier 
pumped from 4 bottles with labels like 
“brontosaurus orange”. 4 cups, 4 straws, 
bar. All are plastic. 1634x834x5 inches. 
49 N 1719—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.. .. .$2.99 

Kool-Aid Kooler 

$929 

Set up your own Kool- | 
Aid stand. Mix the 2 | 
packs Kool-Aid (1 gal- 
lon) add ice cubes, | 
serve in the 20 paper 
cups. Red and white | 
plastic Kooler; 63¢x 
1034x514 inches. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 N 1720. ... ....$2.29 366 SEARS «e 
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Kool-Aid. High-impact plastic. Sears exclusive, 
lab tested. Uses 2 “D” batteries (order below). 
79 N 1106C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ., $9.99 
"D" Batteries 
79 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. ....Each 16e; 4 for 60e 

Coca-Cola Dispenser $199 

Double the fun of drinking a “Coke” at party or 
play time . . pour it from 1034-in. dispenser of red 
and white plastic. Put in regular-size “Coke” 
bottle, pull handle, fill 4 plastic “Coke” glasses. 
49 N 1819—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz. «$1.99 

Cotton Candy 
Machine 

Spin a froth of cotton candy in minutes with rust- 
proof, aluminum machine. All you need do is to 
heat some sugar. 2 plastic holders, scraper. About 
16 in. diameter. Order 2 “D” batteries above. 

$999 xi 

79 N 1787 C—Shipping weight 7 lbs... . ..$9.99 

Sno-Cone Maker 

Shaves ice cubes into snow. Snow fills cup. Top 
with fruit syrup—delicious! Syrup dispensers, 
paper cups, funnel, shovel, 4 packages of syrup. 
934 in. high. Plastic, with a metal grinder. 
49 N 1629? —Shipping weight 3 pounds. ... $3.87 

Ice Cream Machine $944 

Fill with ice and make tasty ice cream or sherbet 
in just a few minutes, Hand-operated plastic set 
is compact 1134x534 in. high. Junket ice cream 
mix, cups, spoons, recipes included. 
49 N 1741 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs.........$2.44 

Electric Corn Popper $ 599 

See corn pop, empty into hopper, then pour from 
spout, filling Gay pop corn bags. Red enameled steel; 
14 in. high. AC-DC. 110-120 V. UL listed. Corn incl. 
79 N 166? C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ........$5.99 



oodles. ..the Doll with peek-a-boo eyes 
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» [H $14.98 

Her eyes watch you from 
any angle . . never stray 

We walk with you when guided 

[1) Toodles goes for a Sunday stroll in her gay 
cotton dress, crisp white pinafore and saucy 

sailor hat. She wears patent Mary Jane slippers, 
socks, panties. Toodles is lifelike in every detail 
with jointed arms and legs; turning head; tod- 
dling feet. She “walks” with her play mommy's 
help, sits and stands. Her glassene eyes open 
and close, “follow” her little mother every- 
where. Lifelike vinyl with rooted Saran hair to 
brush, long curled eyelashes. You be the judge 
. . she will win the beauty contest. 

79 N 3310C—25-inch doll, Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs..$14.98 
79 N3311L—30-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. 16.98 

2] Toodles, the belle of the birthday party 
in a lovely Grecian dress exquisitely fash- 

joned” of permanently pleated embroidered 
nylon sheer. Sewn-in lace-edged taffeta slip has 
a billowing net ruffle and lace-edged panties. 
To complete her costume, she has a ribbon for 
her hair; imitation pearls ‘round her neck; rayon 
satin slippers. Toodles has all the wonderful 
features described above and “walks” with her 
mommy to the party! 
79 N 3308C—25-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs..$13.98 
79 N 33091—30-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. 15.98 

3] Toodles dressed for the pajama party in 
an exotic cotton and rayon quilted manda- 

rin robe sparked with “gold-color dust". Em. 
broidered robe has ruffle trim and two patch 
pockets. Underneath, Toodles wears embroid- 
ered cotton pajamas and matching slippers with 

gay pompons. Next morning, Toodles changes 
to her extra dress of cotton pique with lace trim 
with its matching panties, shoes and socks. 

Toodles has the same exciting features de- 
scribed in (1): walks, sits, stands, and has 
pretty peck-a-boo eyes! 

79 N 3315C—25-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs..$15.98 
79 N 3316L—30-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. 18.98 

We both will say “Mama” to you 

[95 Peek-a-boo-eye Baby Toodles plays in the 
snow in her cozy cotton and rayon flannel 

snowsuit, Knit-edged pompom hat, mittens, big 
scarf, booties keep her toasty warm. She wears a 
cotton romper underneath, carries her bottle. 
Too young to walk . . she still drinks, wets, has 
a waterproof “Mama” voice. Wash her molded 
vinyl body, comb, set her rooted Saran hair. At 
bedtime her eyes close. Her arms, legs are 
jointed; her head moves. 
79 N 3187 C—25-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs..$14.98 
79 N 3189L—30-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. 17.98 

(5) Baby Toodies stays at home in her em- 
bossed cotton romper topped by a full- 

length allaround embossed cotton pinafore. 
Her outfit is just like the ones real little sisters 
wear! Toodles is very proud of her adorable 
topknot hairdo and shows it off with a pert 
hairbow. She wears soft-soled rayon satin shoes 
and socks. Feed her from the bottle she carries 
and change her wet diaper. She has the same 
wonderful features as Baby Toodles (4) above. 

79 N 3186C—25-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. $11.98 
79 N 3188L —30-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.. 14.98 

Other Toodles dolls, see page 366 
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Build cities and superhighways 
—even bridges and derricks that actually work 

1359. to 1088. 
Start with a framework of girders, add prefab wall, window and roof panels. 
Run superhighways across bridges. Thrill to realistic action of motor and 
power units that make structures come to life . . bridge lifts . . elevator 
operates authentically. The building possibilities are unlimited. Plastic 
parts snap together to stay . . you can pick up any structure and move it. 

Can be used with HO or O gauge trains. Set includes 640 parts. Battery- 

powered motor unit (batteries not included, order "C" batteries below) 
plus power units with switch assembly, pulleys, swivels, hinges, elevator 
cab, cable and illustrated planning book. Order vehicles at left. 
79N2346CM-640-pc, Motorized Set. Order 2 "C" batteries below. Wt. 8 Ibs,$10.88 

ELEGANT BS : 
MNATURES ^ 30-pc. Set of Vehicles 

Realistic miniature vehicles— 794659 M-'C"' batteries for set above. Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz... 2 for 27¢ 

tanks, trucks, airplanes and 79N2323C-605-pc. Bridge, Turnpike, Building Set(no motor unit).Wt. 7 lbs.$7.98 

scale model cars. All have free- 49N2322-330-pc. Bridge, Turnpike Set (no motor unit). Wt, 3 Ibs. 6 oz... 4.49 
49 N 2320-187-pc. Building Set (no motor unit). Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 4 oz.,... 3.59 rolling wheels. Many have mov- 

ing parts. Enameled die-cast 
metal 2 in. long, 34 in. wide. 
49 N 2165—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. $2.79 

49N2311 M-Motor and power units. Order 2 “C” batteries below. Wt. 2 Iba. 4.69 
49N4659 M-'"C" batteries for motor above. Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz... . ...2 for 27e 

Make an entire army of Lead Soldiers 

Extra Molds $979 Automatic Casting Set $1298 

244-in. figures, Wt. set, 1 1b. 8oz. Miniature foundry melts metal in electric melt- 
49 N2169—Civil War Cannon. 3- ing pot, spring-held cover. Lift valve rod, 
piece mold makes 1 cannon...$279 metal pours in vise-held 3-figure mold . . release 
49N2168-Confederate man on horse, -i ivil W: 5 RTE RT AUS 2 E Ge Wes faura Orda 

Build Hydro-dynamic Marvels, motor $109 ox i: grenade thrower, foundry has drawer, 4 bottles of paint (red, x motor ^ bayoneteer, infantryman 
pumps colored water through pipes - 49N2158-World War II machine blue, gray and yellow), brush, candle and 12 

gunner, 2 different riflemen...$279 pigs of casting metal to make 6 figures. UL 

Young scientists will be wide-eyed with excitement as they watch Extra 72 pigs of cast metal. listed 110-120-v, 60-cycle, AC. 
spectacular Hydro-mechanical effects occur right before their eyes. 49N2205-Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs......$3.19 49 N 2167-With instructions. Wt. 11 Ibs.. .$12.98 

"Transparent pipes and tanks allow you to see and actually control the 
flow of colored liquids. Build and operate oil and gas refineries, atomic : s 
energy laboratories, chemical plants, water purification installations Ladle Casting Set $'798 7 
and many others. Easy-to-use plastic parts snap together. With instruc- LS p ZA Se. 
tions. “D” batteries to operate motors not included, order below. 3-figure metal mold makes 234-in. rifleman, 
79 N 1912CM—Two Motor Set. 2 plastic trays, 2 switches, 10 ft. of tubing and bayoneteer, bugler (order extra molds 
546 other parts. Uses four batteries. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. .... $16.88 above). Electric stove. Ladle, clamps, 18 - ) $ 

79 N 1911CM—One Motor Set. Switch, 6 ft. of tubing and 401 additional pigs, candle, 2 bottles paint, brush. UL & 

parts. Uses two batteries. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. US DELI listed 110-120-v, 60-cycle AC. 

79 N 4662M—"D” batteries for above sets. Shpg. wt. two, 8 oz.....2 for 39c 49 N 2039—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. $7.98 s SEARS 363 
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; The Corner Store 

Only $388 

Shop, add up purchases, make change. Tiny boxes 
of famous brand goods on shelves. Sliding drawer 
cash register with play money is mounted on mov- 
able counter. Plastic phone hangs on store wall. Blue 
and gray corrugated fiberboard store folds flat. 
About 32x17x64 in. high: Simple assembly. 
79 N 1112C—Shipping weight 10 Ibs.. 

Shop by Phone $997 

Phone your order, have it delivered. Big 12x10-inch 
high plastic basket, play phone. Pencil, pad, bags, 
sponge, play money. 25 assorted miniature boxes, 
plastic fruits, vegetables, turkey. Full packages of 
Wool Soft soap, tissues and gum. 
49 N 1433— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz......... $2.97 

C 

Push the key.. 
sale registers, 

bell rings, 

drawer opens 

$999 

Steel cash register with play money. Push one of 
12 keys, ic to $1, or no-sal register in the 
window; push lever—money drawer opens; tear 
off receipt at side. Red finish. 9 inches high. With 
order pad and pencil. 
49 N 5027—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz......... $2.99 

Prospector 

49 er Set 

Magic “ore” conceals “gems,” gold-color nuggets. 
Set contains everything a young prospector needs 
to get at his play "treasure"—shovel, rake, ore 
sifter, gem magnifier, scale, pouch, corn-cob pipe, 
hat, play “diamond” ring. 
79 NSI70C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs........ Set $3.69 
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Deposit penny, nickel, dime, 
| gum ball rolls out. Coins lock 
| in base. Plastic globe, base; 

6 inches high. Key, about 35 
balls included. 
49N5189-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.19 

200 Refill Gum Balls. 
49N5191-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..79c 

Deposit 1c to 50c, bell rings. 
Dial secret combination to 
open. Coin slot, tally bell, 
alarm, “Night Depository.” 
Holds bills, papers, too. 
Visible gears. Enameled 
steel. 9 in. high, 7 in. wide. 
49N5095-Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. $2.99. 

| | 

Plastic scale with removable 
weighing bed and dish. 
Registers to 314 oz. in 14e 
oz. calibrations. Ideal for 
candies, small items. Needle 
adjustment. 7x6x9 inches 
high. From West Germany. 
49NSO76—N t. 11b. 2 oz. $2.99 

Two 
Door 
Safe 

$389 

Opens with right combina- 
tion, warning alarm sounds. 
Has throw-bolt latch. Coin 
slot in top for saving change. 
Safe storage for kids' treas- 
ures. Rugged steel. Enamel 
finish. 9x7x6 in. deep. 
49 N 5155—Wt. 4 Ibs. ..$3.89 

Play Money Set Qc 

Teach youngsters how to 
make change. They'll enjoy 
playing store. Includes bills, 
coins, sales checks, order 
forms, ink pad and stamps 

. plus a plastic coin rack. 
Coins show historic scenes. 

..89c 49 N 5156—Wt. Lb... . 

Deposit 5c, 10c, 25c . . pull 
lever, total registers. 25c 
locks it . . opens at $10. Bill 
slot. Steel. 5x6 in. 
49 N 5117-Wt. 21bs. 402.$2.69 

ræ SEARS 367 



She now comes in sizes from demure 12-inch to big-as-life 36-inch 

Shirley . . separate Outfits 

g 12-inch Shirley has all features of big Shirley 
(described at right). In slip, panties, socks, shoes. 

49 N 3938— Doll only. Shipping weight 1 pound $3.69 
Separate Outfits. Shipping weight each 8 oz. Dresses may 
vary slightly. 
(A) 49 N 3826— Wee Willie Winkle outfit. (Doll not includ- 

ed.) Pleated skirt, jacket, cap. Socks, shoes... ..$2.77 
(8) 49 N 3802— Cotton "Heidi" outfit. Dress with sewn-on 

vest, apron. Pantie cks, purse $2.77 
(C) 49 N 3803— Cotton School Dress, panties......... 1.39 
(D) 49 N 3804— "Rebecco" costume. Shirt, overalls, hat. 1.89 
(E) 49 N 3809— Velvet Evening dress. Panty and purse. 1.89 

49 N 3808.— Plastic roin outfit. Coat, matching hat, tote 
bag. Not illustrated; an ideal extra outfit $1.39 

Shirley with Wardrobe 

Popular size, 12-inch doll with 4 outfits . . 
all in pretty gift box. Shirley is all vinyl 
with jointed arms, legs; turning head, 
rooted Saran hair and lashed, moving 

eyes. She's dressed in rayon slip, panties, 
shoes, socks. Outfits consist of: tailored 
trenchcoat, tote bag, visored babushka; 
cotton dress, plastic bag; sun dress with 

hat and sun glasses; party dress with its 
own slip and imitation pearl necklace. 
Buy other outfits at left. Shipping weight 
2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 3986—12-inch doll, 4 outfits. . $9.66 

Att Mico Revlon. 10 inch grown-up Doll . . dress her fashionably 

Big-as-life, 36-inch Shirley 

Dimple-cheeked doll is fashioned of unbreakable vinyl. 
Curly, rooted Saran hair to comb and brush. Lashed 
moving eyes that open and close. Jointed arms and 

legs. Turning head. She's dressed in her Swiss Mountain 
outfit styled after her movie hit, “Heidi.” Colorful 
cotton dress, lacy and embroidered—lacy undies, shoes 
and socks. 36-in. Shirley wears toy wrist watch; 17-in. 
and 15-in. carry purse. 
79 N 3689L—36-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
49 N 3629—17-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 8 oz. 
49 N 3628—15-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. ... 

Calo Dans scade by cuiddmax wancabacindead Dom 

| 49 N 3078— Bobbed hair doll. . 

CREAN 

; [2] Dress her, pose her . . she stands alone! Easy to-dress doll 
has jointed vinyl less, turning waist, vinyl plastic head and 

(Dresses may vary slightly.) Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 3076— Pony tail doll... s. Iovi SEAT. 

.287 

49 N3817- Revlon Gilt Set. Dol ove) anri piso 

1 pound 4 ounces. S747 

Clothing for 1034-in. Miss Revlon Dolls. Shpg. wt. each 8 oz. 
(A) 49 N 3810—2-piece pajama. Floral print cotton. . 

(B) 49 N 3811— Pretty cotton school dress, rick rack trim . 

(C). 49 N 3812—Knit dress, matching stole, crinoline slip... . 
(D) 49 N 3818— Felt coot, hat with knit trim. Purse. .... 
(E) 49 N 3819— Cotton bolero dress, crinoline. Hat, shoes... 1.84 

(F) 49 N 3829— Cotton ond velvet formal dress. Shoes, stockings 2.69 



Chrysler Slant 6 Engine 

[1] Father and son will get great pleasure 
and companionship assembling and 

tearing down this authentic }4-scale model 
engine. All parts that move in real engine, 
move in this model Breakaway front. 
Has overhead valves, radically advanced 
semi-ram fuel flow intake manifold. 350 
plastic and metal parts. Block and base 
are plastic. 14 in. long. Cement not in- 
cluded Order 2 “C” batteries below. 

79 N 1945CM—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, $10.98 

1962 Chrysler Corp. Car Kits 

(Not illus.). Build plastic scale models of 
new Plymouth Fury, Dodge Dart, Lancer 
“Gran Turismo" and Chrysler “Newport” 
convertible. Ea.abt.8!4 in. Cement not indl. 
49 N 2036—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, $4.98 

The Visible V8 Engine $898 

Scaled to 14-size, molded in 4 colors including "clear" so 
all moving parts can be observed. Over 350 plastic, metal 

without. 
batteries 

parts, plastic block. 1414 in. long over-all. Cement not incl. 
79 N 2028CM—Order 2 "C" batteries below. Shpg. wt. 6 1bs.$8.98 

2 for 27¢ 79 N 4659 M—" C" batteries. Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz. 

á 
Fires missile 

in ee 

18-in. Mercer Runabout Kit $744 24-in. Halibut Sub Kit $788 

Just set 1 switch and Cam-A-Matic® action takes over You're commander . . decide action you want and 

Chicken Little Kit 

Shows in scientific detail the 7 most dra- 
matic stages in development of embryo from 
fertilized egg to “hatched” chick. Each 
stage molded in colors to define different 
elements of embryo. As each is assembled, 
it is covered with transparent half-shell, 
so children can see for themselves this 
miracle of nature. Cement not included 
49 N 1946—Unassembled. Wt. 2 Ibs.....$4.98 

34-in. Model Ship Kit $888 

el builders’ dream, the history-making 
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and does the driving. Takes straight, circular, "S" 
curves in pre-set patterns. Even makes antique auto 
noises. When it reaches destination, it stops, reverses 
and returns . . all automatically. Complete plastic kit, 
heavy-duty motor, Brass colored accessories, red body 
Cement and batteries not included. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 1943CM—Uses 3 "D" batteries; order at right. $7.44 

you set it . . Cam-A-Matic® action automatically 
maneuvers Halibut sub in exciting pre-set patterns. 
Her hatch opens, missile carriage rises to deck and 
fires. Plastic kit is complete with motor and missile. 
Cement and batteries not included. Wt. 4 Ibs. 

79N2154CM- "D" batteries; order below.$7.88 
79N4662M-"D" batteries, Wt. two, 8 02... .2 for 39e 

For other exciting Cam-A-Matic ITC Hobby Kits, see page 230 

+ 
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Run a miniature race at home. Kit includes all parts 
needed to build two motorized Jaguar racers plus 36 
feet of pliable plastic tubing to form a speedway. 
One Jag is bright red, other has shiny chrome-plate 
finish. Each is 6}4 inches long and made of sturdy 
plastic; each is powered by two “AA” batteries; order 
below. Lay track on any smooth hard surface. Cement 

cS) 

ø Jaguars race on monotrack 
Build 'em . . Motorize "em . . Race "em . . Complete hit 

S.S. Kearsarge of Civil War fame. Giant, 
authentic model has plastic hull, molded in 
four colors; ship stand with nameplate, pre- 
formed ratlines, chain and thread. Movable 
parts include two-position gun ports and guns 

that pivot. 16-page instruction booklet and 

map of battle area. Cement not incl 
79 N 1938C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $8.88 

ES 

A 

Make a Violin $579 

Hobbyists of all ages will enjoy making 
and playing this reproduction of 
"Stradivarius" violin and bow. Fault- 
lessly molded pieces fit perfectly, 17 
in. long, 34 size for children up to age 
10. With self-teaching booklet, resin 
Collector's item for shelf or wall 
Cement not ind. 
49 N2163—Shipping weight 3 1bs.$5.79 
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Kits have over 85 pieces . . all the equipment 
a little nurse or doctor needs 

$944 

Each set has measle and scab patches, string telephone, hypo needle, microscope, 
6 slides, earoscope, sound stethoscope, thermometer, watch, spoon, eyeglass frames, 
wash pan, 8 tongue depressors, pill boxes, 5 Curad strips, box and bottle with 
candy pill cotton, Vaseline can, cold cream can, 12 appointment slips, 4 health 
certificates, 4 sick charts, 4 warning signs, 8 prescription blanks, eye chart, diploma, 
cloth arm-band, “Decorate” dolly with patches . 

Nurse Kit also includes cloth apron, 
plastic cape, funnel, scoop, microbe 
meter, booklet, comb, shingle, red plas- 
tic bag with brass color metal lock. 

49 N 1729—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ... $3.44 

then diagnose and cure. 

Doctor Kit also includes head reflector, 
"intercom," viewscope, slides, reflex 
hammer, tweezers, mouth purator, etc., 

and black plastic bag with metal lock. 
49 N 1733—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .$3.44 

Junior Nurse and Doctor Kits $944 

71-pc. Nurse Kit includes viewscope and 
slides, comb, funnel, scoop, microbe 
meter, microscope and slides, sound 
stethoscope, instruction book, shingle, 
51 other items and a red plastic bag. 
49 N 1734—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Kit $2.44 

42-pc. Kits for young 

nurses and doctors 

$144 

Plastic bag holds play stethoscope, 
hypo, earoscope, thermometer, 
watch, signs, diploma, many other 
realistic items. 
49 N 1889—Nurse Kit, Wt. 1 lb.. $1.44 
49 N 1888—Doctor Kit. Wt. 1 Ib. 1.44 
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68-pc. Doctor Kit includes sound stetho- 

scope, tweezers, mouth purator, micro- 
scope, pill boxes, Vaseline can, cold cream 
can, instruction book, office sign, shingle 
56 other items and black plastic bag. 
49 N 1735—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Kit $2.44 

ule cms 
Portable Hospital Cart $799 

Ready for “ cases.” Easy-rolling all-steel cart stocked ‘emergency 
with over 30 items including surgical mask and cap, stethoscope, 
plasma bottle, forceps, life-size play hypo, blood pressure gauge, 
sterile jars, many other “surgical” and first aid supplies, 22 in. high. 
79 N 1640C— Shipping weight 10 pounds -$7.99 

Nurse’s Hospital Set $444 

Tiny Town Hospital has 8-in. plastic doll for a patient, Fiber- 
board hospital room measures 1434x1134 in.; furnished with doll 
bed, night table, dresser. Set also includes wall medicine cabinet, 
red plastic bag, over 100 nurse's supplies for treating "illnesses." 
49 N 1726— Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces... . $444 

TYODZEGH 

X-ray Medical Center $366 

Portable "X-ray machine" uses 2 D batteries (sold below) . . lets 
junior medics "view" bone structures. Playtime clinic includes 
blood pressure gauge, earoscope, splints, an eye patch and chart. 

49 N 1739—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces, -$3.66 
49 N 4660—D batteries. Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. .........Each 16c; 4 for 60c 



Marybel the get-well Doll $11.45 

The perfect doll for little girls who like to play 
hospital. Marybel has a cast for make believe broken 
arms or legs; crutches just her size; red dots and spec- 
tacles for measles; even yellow spots for chicken pox. 
Band-aids and bandages are included for minor 
scratches. Remove her pretend diseases and bandages 
and Marybel gets well right away! She wears pretty 
shortie pajamas, slippers, a ribbon bow in her d 
tinctly styled rooted wig of Saran. Exquisitely fash- 
ioned with rigid vinyl body; jointed arms and legs; 
turning waist and head; lashed, go-to-sleep eyes. 
Marybel has all the superb details which always 
characterize Madame Alexander dolls. 

49 N 3670—16-inch doll. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz $1145 

Famous Little Women $8.77 each 
Louisa May Alcott's “Little Women” come to life! Plastic 
bodies with jointed arms and legs. Saran hair wigs are 
styled of the period. Turning heads; lashed, go-to-sleep 
eyes. Each doll wears little black suede slippers, white 
nylon soc 

1 

12 in. high. Shpg. wt. each, 1 Ib, 6 oz. 
49 N 3649— Amy, lovely in a cotton dross with ruffled 
floral pinafore, and pantalets..... . $8; 

[2] 49 N 3651 — Beth, shy and angelic. wears a polished cot- 
ton dress, lace-trimmed pantalets . $877 

49 N 3653—Meg, sensible Meg wears a lace-trimmed 
organdy pinafore, cotton dress, pantalets........$877 

49 N 3658—Jo, the tomboy wears a pin-dot cotton dress, 
red cotton pinafore, pantalets. ...... $877 

Beautiful extra Clothing for slender grown-up dolls 14 to 21 in.; Toddlers 18 to 35 in. 
Ballerina. Nylon tutu, 

Granny Sleep Set 

Cotton flannel nightgown, 2 pc. 
pajamas with elastic waist and 
ankles. Moppet cap keeps dolly 
warm. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

49 N 3416—14 to 15 inches$1.98 
49 N 3417—18 to 19 inches. 2.67 
49 N 3419—20 to 21 inches. 279 
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panties, 

nylon hose, slippers. Wt. 14 oz. 
N 3464—14 to 15 inches. $179 
N 3465—18 to 19 inches. 239 

49 N 3466—20 to 21 inches. 249 

Formal Gown. Lovely nylon net 

— and taffeta. Panties. Wt. 14 oz. 

49 N 3420—14 to 15 inches .$2.59 
49 N 3421—18 to 19 inches. . 279 
49 N 3422—20 to 21 inches. 2.98 

[7) Bridal Outfit. White rayon taffeta 
and nylon net gown. Bridal veil, 

petticoat and panties. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 3484—14 to 15 inches $2.98 
49 N 3485—18 to 19 inches . 359 
49 N 3486—20 to 21 inches...... 3.89 

Jumper Dress. Iridescent rayon taf- 
feta jumper, attached slip. Rayon 

ffeta blouse, panties. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
N 3430 —14 to 15 inches... ....$1.98 

49 N 3431—18 to 19 inches 249 
49 N 3432—20 to 21 inches 2469 
fg] Accessory Outfit. 2-way stretch 
— girdle, bra, nylon hose, garters. 
Shoes, plastic case. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

49 N 3449—14 to 15 inches .$1.39 
49 N 3451—18 to 19 inches. . 139 
49 N 3452—20 to 21 inches 139 
fio) Coat, hat, muff of Orlon® Dynel imi- 

tation fur. Rayon lined. Wt. 14 oz. 

49 N 3363—14 to 15 inches -$2.39 
49 N 3364—18 to 19 inches........ 2.67 
49 N 3365—20 to 21 inches. ....... 298 

Coat and Matching Hat. Cotton and 
rayon fleece. Flared coat. Wt. 14 oz. 

N 3351 —14 to 15 inches 2. 
N 3352—18 to 19 inches 2.98 

49 N 3353—20 to 21 inches. 339 

For Toddler Dolls 
i2] Artificial Leather coat, belt, beret, 

and purse. Rayon lined. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 3458—18 to 21 inches ..$2.49 
49 N 3459—30 to 32 inches. 2.98 
49 N 3460—34 to 36 inches.. 3.98 

jj] Big Set. Purse, shoes, socks, slippers, 
panties, leotard, hair net. Wt. 1 lb, 

49 N 3467—18 to 19 inches... 9 
49 N 3468—20 to 21 inches 249 
49 N 3469—30 to 32 inches 349 
49 N 3470—35 to 36 inches 379 



and Crafts 

Hatch a duckling $ 549 

See the entire hatching process from egg to duck- 
ling through window of this 3-egg polystyrene 
incubator. Can hatch chicks, pheasants, quail. 
Includes redeemable egg coupon (2 fertilized In- 
dian Runner duck eggs mailed from manufacturer 
upon receipt of coupon); egg holder; bulb, ther- 
mometer and guidebook, 
49 N 2029—914x6 in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... $549 

Watch Ant Colony $ 579 

See them dig tunnels, build rooms in escape-proof 
plastic case. Includes year's supply of food, 
feeder, sand, handbook and ant certificate. Ants 
air mailed separately upon receipt of certificate 
(except in Tennessee where magnifying glass will 
be sent instead of ants because of state law). 
49 N 2196—15x10 in. high. Shpg. wt. 31bs....$579 
49 N2055—9x6 inches. Same except food and 
feeder not included. Shpg. wt. 14 oz... .... $249 

Giant Bull Frog Kit $969 

A fascinating, educational gift for the junior 
biologist. Molded plastic kit includes finely de- 
tailed body in translucent green; flexible, frog 
skeleton that's practically unbreakable; a full set 
of vital organs with both male and female parts; 
a display showing life-cycle of frog; plus a detailed 
anatomy instruction chart. 12 inches long. Ce- 
ment not included. 
49 N 1982—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz...... $2.69 
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Burn pictures ond 
designs on wood 

Use paints and brush 
for color-finishing 

Make foil trans- 
fers on leather 

Air-cooled Wood-burning Pen Sets 

a fascinating and easy art . . outlining, shading, lettering 

@ Economy Quality. Electric pen, point, 2 extra points, 6 
water paints, brush, tapping tool, 6 wood and 2 foil 

plaques, 4 cork coasters, foil, transfer sheet. 

49 N 2157— Instructions. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 402,.....$3.29 

2] Good Quality, Electric pen, 3 extra points, 6 water 
paints, brush, tapping tool, 7 wood and 2 foil plaques, 

unassembled tie rack, foil, transfer sheet, metal carry box. 
49 N 2177— Instructions. Shipping weight 3 Ibs......... $4.98 

3] Fine Quality. Electric pen, 4 points, 6 water paints, 
brush, tapping tool, 4 large and 2 medium wood plaques, 
4 foil plaques, book ends, foil, transfer sheet, instructions. 
49 N 2178— Metal carry box. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.............$7.98 

[4] Best Quality. Basic tools for several 
hobbies . . wood working, wood en- 

graving, leathercraft and painting. In- 
cludes electric pen, plug-in point, 4 extra 

pen points, 4-piece book ends for wood- 
burning, 6-piece book ends for wood carv- 
ing, 4 wood carving plaques, 6 cork coast- 
ers, 3 leather bookmarks, unassembled tie 
rack; 2 carving chisels, hammer, C-clamp, 
coping saw, foil, water paints, brush, 
transfer sheet, metal carry chest. 

49 N 2160—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs...........$9.98 
49 N 2161—Pen, 4 points, 2 wood plaques, 
foil. Shipping weight 10 ounces... .. $1.98 

NOTE: All electrical items on page are UL approved, 110-120-volt, 60-c, AC-DC 

16 assorted Wood Plaques $198 

A wonderful selection of extra projects for wood-burning 
enthusiasts. Assorted sizes, designs. 
49 N2156—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces... 

Build a 7-color 
Illuminated Globe 

Only $888 

* Fun and educational to assemble 
* Light glows in metal-and-plastic base 
* Big, easy-to-read 1314-in, diameter 

It's new . . it's colorful . . it’s decorative. . 
it's educational. Makes a handsome TV 
lamp, handy geography reference. 

Constructed of high-impact plastic with 
accurately detailed, self-adhering, vinyl 
plastic map sections. Instructions show 
you how to assemble it. Complete with elec- 
tric socket, cord set. Uses 25-watt miniature 
bulb (not included). UL approved for 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 1934—Shipping weight 5 Ibs...... $8.88 



Friction motor 
propels Racer 

D Scalemodelof amidg- 

et Mercedes Benz 
racer runs along floor 
with a push. Sturdy met- 
al with rubber tires, 
nickel-plated hub caps 
and exhaust pipes. Plas- 
tic driver. 10 in. Japan. 

49 N 9420- Wt. 12 oz. 88c 

Hook and Ladder 
has real siren 

o Modern fire engine 

arrivesat the “scene” 
with a push . . has strong 
friction motor. Siren 
sounds, 10-in. ladder 
raises and lowers by 

turning hand cranks. 
Metal. 14 in. Japan. 
49 N 9421-Wt. 12 oz.88c 

11-inch Fashion Model . . 
choice of 4 extra outfits 

[EI] Rooted Saran hair, painted features. 
Wears cotton knit swimsuit, high heels. 

Moving vinyl head, arms. Plastic body, legs. 
49 N 9401— Doll only. Shpg. wt. 6 oz .. .88¢ 
Extra outfits for above. Wt. each 3 oz. 
(A) 49 N 9402— Tutu, ballet slippers. 
(B) 49 N 9403— Tailored cotton dress 
(C) 49 N 9404—3-pc. sport outfit. . 
(D) 49 N 9405—3-pc. slack ensemble. 

Long Tom Cannon 
shoots 8 plastic shells 

Mobile field cannon has pull-out breech loading, push- 
button spring-action firing. 4 heavy-duty tires, flexible 
axles. Sturdy, break-resistant plastic. 13 in. long. 
49 N 9422—Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

10-inch Baby Doll. Drinks, 
wets, cries when squeezed. 
Vinyl, movable head. Wears 
diaper, carries bottle. 
49 N 9406—Wt. 10 oz... .88c 

15-inch Playpen Doll. Soft, 
cotton-stuffed. Colorful fab- 
ric body. Plastic face, cotton 
yarn tuft of “hair.” 

Remote Control Squad Car. Siren 
sounds, light flashes as it goes. 8- 
in, steel, Order 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 9438—Shpg. wt. 10 oz... .88¢ 
49N4660-"D" battery.Wt.4 oz, Ea. 1 óc 

ym spin and defy gravity. 
Xecision flywheels. Metal, 

in. high. Two strings, 
2 pedestals. Instructions. 
49N9415-Wt. 11 oz.Set 88c 

Binoculars. Styled like adult's 
model. 3-power lenses. Center fo- 
cusing wheel. Black pebble-grained 
plastic. 5 inches long. 
49 N 9416—Shipping wt. 6 oz.. 88c 
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17-piece Tea Set. Service for 2. 
White plastic cups, saucers, cut- 

lery, S-in. plates. Pink sugar bowl, 
creamer, pitcher. Paper napkins. 
49 N 940? —Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. Set 88c 

Mini-Tools. Set of $. Die-cast 
metal box, wrench, pliers, screw 
driver, S-in. ball peen hammer, 
monkey wrench. All really work. 
49 N 9414—Shpg. wt. 7 oz, Set 88c 

Counting Jump Rope. Automatic 
counting dial in red plastic, handle 
tallies every jump up to 50, 7-foot 
long braided rope. 
49 N 9417—Shipping wt. 10 oz. 88c 

4-piece Cleaning Set. Pink metal 
sweeper with wood handle, 21 in. 
high. Hand brush, plastic dust- 
pan, cute vinyl apron. 
49 N 9410—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. .Set 88c 

49N9411-Shpg. wt. 12 oz.88c 

20-inch Wood Doll Cradle. Easy 
assembly. Order mattressset below, 

49 N 9407 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... .88¢ 

Mattress, Pillow Set, Padded vinyl. 
49 N 9408— Wt. 9 oz 

ep: 
Milk Bottle-Hommer Set. Poly- 
ethylene. 834-inch bottle holds 
stringing cord, clothespins, spools. 
9-in. hammer shakes bright beads. 
49 N 9413—Shpg. wt. 8 oz., Set 88c 

Magic Gun shoots a roll of plastic- 
coated paper 5 feet . . then recoils 
itself automatically. Reload lever. 
Durable plastic. 10 inches long. 
49 N 9418—Shipping wt. 6 oz. . 88c 

14-pc. Jungle. Lions, tigers, bears, 
kangaroos, penguin, reindeer, palm 
tree, etc. Hand-painted plastic 
miniatures. Made in Hong Kong. 
49 N 9412—Wt. 14 oz. 

Little Orby climbs walls, mirrors, 
smooth surfaces. Pull string pow- 
ers suction-cup wheel. 5-in. plastic. 
49 N 9419—Shipping wt. 8 oz. .88c 
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Ballerina with wardrobe 
37.87 

Pretty Prima Ballerinas 

15-inch vinyl baller- 
ina, has jointed arms, 
legs. Rooted hair to 
comb and set. Lashed 
moving eyes. Wears 
net tutu, panties, bal- 
let shoes, flowers in her 
hair. , . pretty as a 
picture. Fun to dress 
in other outfits, too. 
See page 362. 
49 N3625— Shipping 
wt. 1 Ib, 3 oz... . .$3.47 

Every Little Girl Wants a Costume Dott 5 

15 inci 

$4.5 

2 % -— 
Miss Revlon 

Glamour doll of all vinyl. 
Jointed arms, legs, turn- 

ing waist, head. Rooted 

Saran hair and moving 
eyes. Painted toes and 

fingernails, Wears undies 
and shoes, Order her 
wardrobe on page 362. 
49N3694-15 in. Wt. 2lbs.$4,59 
49N3695-18 in. Wr. 2 lbs. 4.89 
49N3699-20 in. Wt. 3 Ibs. 5.98 
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20-inch Walking Ballerina with Wardrobe. 
Full jointed arms, legs, knees and ankles. 

; plastic legs. Rooted hair, lashed 

slippers. Wardrobe has rayon party dress, 
high heels, hose, leotard, ballet slippers, 7 

cotton dres: jacket. A 
49 N 3635— . 2 Ibs. 6 oz $7.87 
20-inch Walking Bollerina-Skater. (Not 
shown.) Has features described above. d f 

Wears ice-skating outfit rf, skates. Has 
stage tutu, panties, ballet hose, slippers. 
49 N 3639— Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. Was $7.98.. $6.98 

h ar 
Girl Scout Dolls 

$4.79 

Walking Toddler 

15 inches tall and all vinyl; 
rooted Saran hair; sleeping 
eyes; freckles. Jointed arms, 
legs, turning head. Wears 
official green cotton uniform, 
neckerchief, beret, pants, 
and shoes. Shipping weight 
1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 3648—Gir Scout... -$6.98 
49 N 3645—Brownie Scout in offi- 
ciol uniform ino! shown) $6.98 

Sweet 15-inch toddler walks along 
when guided by her play mommy. 
She has vinyl jointed arms and 
legs, turning pretty head. Plastic 
body. Beautiful, lashed, glassene 
eyes open and close. Wash, comb, 
set her rooted. Dutch Bob style 
Saran hair. She wears a lovely 
lace-trimmed organdy dress, pan- 
ties, shoes and socks. 

49 N 3626—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $479 

20-inch Bride, Trousseau, Trunk $10.87 
Pretty as a picture in her bridal gown of heavy rayon satin 
becomingly trimmed with net and lace. Fingertip veil ac- 
cents her rooted Saran hair and lovely lashed sleeping eyes. 
Fashioned of sturdy vinyl with jointed arms and legs, turn- 
ing head. She wears lace panties, dainty slippers. Trousseau 
includes one rayon taffeta party dress; one cotton afternoon 
dress; a one-piece slack outfit; simulated pearl necklace; 
plastic hat; sheer housecoat; fur-look rayon jacket; crino- 
line; long nylon hose; shoes, purse. Sturdy fiberboard trunk 
with metal hinges and latch, plastic handle, hangers. 
79 N 3683 C—20-inch Doll; 2034-inch Trunk; Wt. 6 Ibs. $10.87 
49 N 3673—15-inch Doll; 1534-inch Trunk. Wt. 4 Ibs... 7.88 

^ $9.98 

Pony-tailed Teenager with Wardrobe 
20-inch vinyl doll has lashed, go-to-sleep green eyes, rooted 
carrot-red hair and a sweet adorable face with a cute turned 
up nose. Her jointed arms, legs, and head move. Wears 
cotton slacks under an artist's smock; shoes, socks. Ward- 
robe includes rayon party dress; cotton skirt and blouse; 
cotton and cotton-flannel combination sport jacket; leo- 
tards; panties trimmed with lace; vinyl hat with daisy 
trim; sunglasses, shoes. All in a 21x10x7-inch cardboard 
carrying case with metal hinges and latch, plastic handle. 
79 N 3684C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. . $9.98 
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PITCH BACK 

“BEST baseball training device 
we've ever seen," say Big Leaguers 

$1049 
40%88 Inches 

a baseball-minded youngster 
herry, and Harmon Killibrew 

. and it's a whale of a lot of 

. . , And just about the finest gift you could gi 
—take it from stars like Willie Mays, Larry 
Helps develop control, timing and coordination 
fun. Will return ball thrown from any distance. Includes tough nylon net in 
well-braced steel frame, cut-out home plate and stakes. Easy to assemble. 

40x58 inches. Best size for boys of Little League age and older. Steel coil 
springs. Bright red nylon yarn for outlining strike zone 
79 N 2538C — Exclusive adjustable bulls-eye target. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $10.49 
79 N 2477 C—36x54 in. Same except bulls-eye not included. Wt. 7 Ibs. 7.89 
30x30 inches. Rubber springs. No strike zone yarn or bulls-eye. 
79 N 2492C—Shipping weight 3 pounds . 3.29 

ls 

Sharpen your batting eye with an 
Electric Batting Machine 

1] Motor swings ball to right or left. When batter 
connects, reverse swing indicates a single, double 

etc. Helps develop ability to “time” a pitch, Adjusts 
to 30 inches high. Metal pole. 25-inch heavy plastic 
bat included. Battery not included (order below). 

79 N 2493 CM—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ...... -$5.99 
79 N 4702M—6-volt battery. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.. ..95c 

Baseball Glove 

$ 199 

Automatic pitcher delivers four plastic balls up A first class glove 
to a distance of 30 feet, one every 7 to 9 seconds. for youngsters up 

Plastic case is approximately 13x15 inches high. Plas- — through age 8. Gen- 
tic balls included. Uses 3 flashlight batteries (not uine cowhide, Strong 
included; order separately below). web, padded thumb, 
79 N 2535CM —Shipping weight 7 pounds. heel, little finger. For 
79 N 46620.— Batteries. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. left hand. Shipping 

weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
366 SEARS so. 49 N2503......$1.99 

..$8.69 
.2 for 39c 
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Pepe Hate develop passingand $ re 94 

Ae receiving skill 40 Inch diameter 
Take a tip from one of the top quarterbacks in the world today—a few workouts 
on PASS BACK and your youngster will start developing the football handling 
skills and bulls-eye passing accuracy he'll need in a real game. He and his pals 
will have long hours of fun learning to fake and throw like Unitas, or handling 
passes as they zoom back from the lively “elastic” nylon net. All-steel frame has 
heavy duty bracing. Easy to assemble 
79 N 2520C—Round target, 42-in. diam., 66 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 10 lbs... . . $10.49 

79 N 2463C— Same except 40-in. diam., 60 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 794 
79 N 2533C—Square target, 30x30 in., 42 in, tall. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs....... 6.59 

"Charge ít" íf you wísh . . see page 218A 

Junior Footballs 

(3) Plastic, simulated pebble grain leather for 
sure, easy grip. Standard size but lighter 

weight for juniors, Valve-type bladder, in- 
flating needle included, 11 inches long. 
49 N 2504—Shpg. wt. 13 oz.......-....$1.84 

[4] Lighter weight ball but same size as above. 
Inflating needle included. 

31.49 49 N 2479 —Shpg. wt. 10 oz... 

[5] Aluminum air pump. Fits all pump need- 
les. Resists rust. 9 inches long. 

49 N 2442—Shpg. wt. 6 oz... 49c 

T 

Football Outfit for grid $729 

stars 3 to 5 feet tall 
Colorful 4-piece set includes white plastic helmet with red 
decoration, red cotton jersey, white cotton twill pants with 
knee pads, and corrugated fiber shoulder pads. Helmet fits 
sizes 634 to 634 inches. 

Uniform comes in: small (35-42 inches height); medium 
(43-52 inches) or large (53-60 inches). Please state size. 
49 N 2549 —Shipping weight 4 pounds .$7.29 



Our Biggest Tool Kit 

$1488 
Big 2-foot square steel wall cabinet has a special place for every tool 
+ . helps keep them organized and ready for use. Includes saw with 
crosscut, metal-cutting, pruning and hack-saw blades; coping saw; 
drill with 9 bi brace; claw hammer; T-square; folding rule; level; 
screwdrivers; chisels; pliers; block plane; 3 wrenches, auger bit. 
“How-to-do-it” manual. Order combination below, and save. 
79 N1514C—Shipping weight 16 pounds $14.88 
Combination. Save $2.33 on 45-pc. tool set and bench at right. 
79 N 1554L2—Shpg. wt. 43 Ibs. Separately priced, $23.83.. .Set $21.50 

45 pieces, including saw with 
4 blades, brace, screwdrivers 

POCKETOOLS 

color fin 

18-piece Miniature Pocketool Set $388 

"They're small . . only 4 to 6 inches long, but they 
actually work. Die-cast metal in gleaming silver- 

ish. Claw hammer, ball pein hammer, saw, 
| drill and 3 screwdrivers have heav 
| Pliers, combination square, wrencl 
wrenches, 4 box wrenches complete the set. 

ecu 49 N 1538—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces .$3.88 

Carry your tools to the job . . 
just strap on a Leather Tool Belt 

Sturdy Work Bench 

Finest western pine, sanded and 
all edges milled smooth. Work and 
shelf top of heavy 34-inch hard- 
board. Has Sxj-in. metal wood- 
working vise, drawer, lower shelf 
and 8-hole tool rack. Pull-out stop 
on drawer. 32x16x28 inches high. 
Bolt-together assembly. 
79 N 1511L—Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs. $8.95 

plastic handles. 
4 open-end 

level, 15-inch saw, hammer, forged 
3 open-end wrenches, T-square, block plane, brace and 
bit, coping saw with 3 blades, sand block, sandpaper, 
pencil and ruler. All in a sturdy 16x8x2}4-inch red steel 
box. 24-page woodworking manual. 

49 N 1503—Shipping weight 6 pounds...,......Set $4.95 

33-piece Tool Kit $895 
Steel wall cabinet opens to 18x18 inches—has 
place for each tool, Includes saw, hammer, level, 
pliers, coping saw, chisels, 3 wrenches, hand drill 
with 9 bits, block plane, 
yourselí Manual included. 
79 N 1512C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs...... $8.95 

Combination. Save $1.91 on 33-piece tool set and 
work bench at left. 
79 N155502- Wt. 36 lbs. Separately $17.90. Set $15.99 

square, ruler. Do-it- 

23-piece Carpenter’s Set $4.95 

Low priced . . yet gives you all the tools needed to do 
most any junior carpenter’s job. Set includes a 10-inch 

pliers, screwdriver, 

Our Best, 15 pieces. Lea- 
ther belt, tool holster. Reg- 
ular, Phillips screwdrivers, 2 
pliers, hammer, knife, tape, 
3 wrenches, rule, pencil, 
flashlight (order 2 *D" bat- 
teries at right). Fits waists 
22-30 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 1552. ....... Set $5.66 
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7 pieces. Includes leather belt, 
flashlight (order 2 “D” bat- 
teries below), screwdriver, jack- 
knife, pliers, friction tape on 
chain and hammer. Belt fits 
waist sizes 22 to 30 inches. Ship- 
ping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
rA Set $3.99 

"D" Batteries for flashlights 
above and left. Wt. each, 4 oz. 
49 N 4660—Each 16c; 4 for. . 60c 

belt with loops. Includes 
screwdriver, pliers, fric- 
tion tape on a chain and 
hammer. Belt with play 

“Jineman’s” strap fits 
waist sizes 22 to 30 inch- 
es, A fine outfit for the 
younger handyman. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 N 1517. . ...Set $2.88 

21-pc. Mechanic's Set. In- 
cludes11-pc.socket-wrench 
set, flat file, screwdriver, 
forged pliers, 6-ft. flexible 
metal rule, "dog bone" 
wrench, oil can and 1034- 
in. hammer. Metal tool 
box is 12x5x3 inches. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49 NISOI.. Set $3.95 

12-pc. Tool Kit, Includes 
hammer, block plane, saw, 
screwdriver, T-square with 

24-page woodworking 
manual. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
49 N 1502. Kit $2.95 



Its IUN TO DE a venirij:0quist 

32-inch Jerry Mahoney 

moves eyes, mouth, head 

51798 
Now a young budding ventrilo- 
quist can have his own professional 
dummy patterned after the famous 

TV funster. Complete instruction 

booklet describes ventriloquism. 
Jerry’s eyes. mouth. and head 
movements are separately con- 

trolled as on professional dummies. 
Jerry wears assorted color cotton 
gabardine suit, sewn on shirt front, 

tie, shoes. He has a hard plastic 
head with painted hair. His torso 
is fiberboard; legs and arms cotton 
stuffed. Vinyl bands. Jerry comes 
in his own Jerry Mahoney corru 
gated valise. Shipping weight 
3 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 N3591—32-inch Jerry described 
above $17.98 
49 N3588—32-inch Jerry. Has all 
the above features but with sta 
tionary painted eyes $1244 

i 

:5.88 

24-in. Jerry Mahoney 

A replica of the TV Jerry. Mouth 
opens with string manipulation. 
Jerry has movable vinyl head; 
soft, cotton stuffed body. He wears 
assorted color cotton gabardine 
suit, sewn on shirt front and tie, 

shoes. Handy instruction booklet 
gives tips on professional tech- 
niques of ventriloquism. 

79 N3594C— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $5.88 

24-inch Knucklehead 

Replica of Jerry's TV sidekick! 
Fun to operate alone or with 
Jerry. Knucklehead has movable 
vinyl head and cotton stuffed body. 
Mouth moves by string manipula- 
tion. He wears checked cotton 
jacket, trousers, sewn on shirt 
front and tie. Sure to be the hit of 
the neighborhood! 

79 N 3540C— Shpg. wt 3 lbs. $5.88 

Look! Famous Character Dolls 

Here they are .. those lovable favorites of fun and fable 
(1) "Poor Pitiful Pearl." A sad sight in her patched 

cotton dress, scarf, and ragged socks and shoes. 
She changes into a happy little girl when you dress 
her in her good clothes—dress, shoes and stockings 

(included), Pearl is all vinyl with fully jointed body, 

go-to-sleep and rooted Saran hair 
49 N 3848 11b. 6 oz....$4.88 13 inches. Shpg. wt 

"Prithillo"—thumb sucking little tomboy in 
patched cotton dungarees, blouse, shoes, socks. 

Just squeeze her tummy and she'll blow up her 
balloon. Vinyl body with jointed arms, legs, turning 
head. She has rooted acetate hair in a cute Dutch 
bob, lashed sleeping eyes. 
49 N 3313—13 inches. Shpg. wt 33.89 
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cotton yarn curls. She’: 

49 N 3843 

[4] Popeye the Sailor Mon. Fully- 
pose him in a hundred and one ways. Pinch 

his face and he whistles through his pipe. Watch 

Little Lulu—Right from the pages of your favor 
ite comic strip with her big black eyes, black 

a soft, lovable fabric doll, 
stuffed with cotton. Painted face. 
dress, undergarment. Simulated shoes. 

1434 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

[5] through [8 

Bright cotton Removable 

$3.79 — (5) 493318 
(6) 49 N 3344. 
(7) 49 N3345- 
(8) 49 N 3343 

jinted vinyl 

him “flex” his muscles just as he does in the 
“funnies. Painted face, molded-on vinyl costume 
is painted and styled like the authentic Popeye's 
sailor suit outfit. Sure to make a hit. 
49 N 3503—13 inches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

shirt, overalls 
33.77 

49 N 3349— 

[8 Dennis the Menace 
molded in vinyl 

49 N 3847—14 inches. Shpg. wt 

Mickey, the 11-inch all vinyl, tub 
bable, all-American boy. Molded in 

fine detail with turning head, jointed arms, legs. 
cotton uniforms, molded-on hats. 

Painted features. Shpg. wt. each, 1 Ib. 

-Boxer. With robe, gloves $3.57 
Sailor 2.67 
Boseball Ployer 2.67 
Football Player 2.67 
Cub Scout (not shown). Was $2.79 2.34 

Lovable prankster 
Dressed in removable cotton 

vinyl shoes, socks. Painted features 
1 Ib. 8 oz... $2,98 



5399 
Floor Puncher 

Helps develop musde 
and coordination. Steel 
base supports steel rod 
with leatherette inflata- 
ble bag. Adjusts from 36 
to 47 in. high. Wt, 6 lbs, 
79 N 2542C $399 

Set x 

$749 NOS 
À X 

3-pc. Basketball Set 

Basketball’s more fun when you 
can bank your shots off a real 
backboard. 32x24-in. board has 
enameled plywood exterior. Set 
includes 914-in. vinyl ball, 18-in. 
metal hoop, net hooks, needle. 
79 N 243212— Wt. 11 Ibs.. Set $7.49 
79 N2446L—Same without ball, 
Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs....... - -$579 

B 66 S266 $366 
These happy Punch-me's 

always bounce back for more 

You can't imagine more perfect sparring partners 
—they never hit back yet never give up! Nose 
"beeps" when punched or squeezed on models 
1, 2 and 3. All are made of tough, inflatable vinyl 
with a weighted base that keeps them bouncing 
back into action. 

49 N 2506— Fred Flintstone. 42 Inches. 

2-way Puncher 

Floor model adjusts (rom Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces. . ....$2.99 ^ 
(2) 49. N 2488—Hockteberry Hound. 37 inches. 36 to 47 inches, converts 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. ..... to wall model as children 

49 N 2489 — Yogi Beor. 50 inches, get taller. Steel frame; 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces. .... 3.66 leatherette bag. Air 

pump, needle. Wt. 7 Ibs, 
79 N2429C.. $6.37 Net, Ball Set $999 

Fasten 18-inch metal hoop to wall 
and fire away. 934-in. vinyl ball 
with inflating needle. With net. 

Popeye the Sailor Punch-me’s 

49 N 2453—31 inches. Tough, inflatable vinyl. 
Weighted base keeps him bouncing back. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces... 

49 N 2537 —51 inches. Same as above. 

T? N 25286—Wt. 5 Ibe.. .....$299 Shipping weight 5 pounds. . ......... vee 289 
49 N 2520— Ball only. 
Shpg. wt. 21bs...... iss 189 

build physique 

$699 

[5] For weights up to 
150 pounds. Our 

best is chrome-plated 
steel, has adjustable 
heavy duty spring, non- 
slip grips, rubber tip. 41 
inches long. Wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 N 2458C........9699 

$999 

7] For weights up to 70 
pounds. Spring is en- 

closed in aluminum tube, 
has easy-to-grip sponge 

ball top. 43 inches long. 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
79 N2534C.......- $3.99 

Be an Explorer $597 

Everything you need to explore ‘wild’ woods or go 
on hikes. Snap-on leather belt and pouch, 4-blade 
knife, compass-canteen, whistle, field glasses, har- 
monica, Band-aids, color-signaling flashlight (order 
2“D” batteries below.) 
49 N 2524M—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 4662M—"D" batteries. Wt., 

Jumping Shoes $4.99 
So bouncy you'll feel like you're on a 
trampoline! Length is adjustable, will fit 
most youngsters 4 to 14. Rubber bottom 
bumpers protect floors. Leather strap and 
lace band. Red enameled steel. 
49 N 2412—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. .. .$4.99 

-$5.97 
for 39e so. SEARS 367 
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5 in 1 Multi-Craft Wood-burning Set includes 
tools for engraving, woodworking and leathercraft 

You'll be able to do a handsomely finished job with painting and foil-embossing 
equipment. 40-pc. set includes electric pen with screw-on point, 4 extra pen 

points, 4-piece book ends for wood burning, 6-piece book ends for wood carv- 
ing, 4 wood carving plaques, 6 cork coasters, 3 leather bookmarks, unassembled 
tie rack, 2 carving chisels, hammer, C-clamp, coping saw, foil, water paints, 
brush, transfer sheet and metal carrying case. Instructions. 
49 N 2160—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

M 

Big 25-piece Set $688 

Electric pen, 5 points, water 
paints, brush, tapping tool, 3 

large and 4 medium wood plaques, 4 
foil plaques, book ends, foil, trans- 
fer sheet, metal box, instructions. 

49 N 2178—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs..Set $6.88 

H 

Beginner's Set $995 

3] Electric pen, 2 extra points, 
water paints, brush, tapping 

tool, 6 wood plaques for burning and 
decorating and 2 foil plaques, 4 cork 
coasters, foil, transfer sheet and 
complete instructions. 
49 N 2157—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... Set $2.95 

16 Assorted Plaques 

$177 

White basswood in a wide selection 
of extra projects for wood burning. 

49 N2156—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z,..Set $177 

Citai Dade scans by deisniarmiselediaical om 

eer hn Set $9.98 

21-piece Set $488 

Electric pen, 3 extra points, wa- 
ter paints, brush, tapping tool, 7 

wood and 2 foil plaques, unassem- 
bled tie rack, foil, transfer sheet, 
metal carrying box. Instructions. 

49 N 2177 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Set $4.88 

Basic Set $177 
(4 Consists of electric pen, 4 extra 

points, 2 wood plaques and foil. 
49 N 2161—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. .Set $1.77 

NOTE: All electrical items on page 
are UL approved, 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC-DC, 

— 

s629 a 
Kenner's Motorized Home 
Workshop . . 7 power tools in 1. 
Work with 12-in. plastic “lum- 

paints. Make vehicles, doll fur- 
niture, planes that fly, even 
boats that float. 12-in. motorized 
multi-purpose home workshop 
becomes wood-turning lathe, 
machine lathe, drill, boring 
machine, jigsaw, plastic circular 
saw and sander. Project book. 
Order 3 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 1535C—Wt. 4 Ibs...... 

"D" Battery. Shipping wt. 4 oz. 
79 N 4660. . Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Plastic 12-pc. "Lumber" Refill 
Kit. Plus 2 pcs. balsa wood . . all 
12in.long, varying widths, colors. 
49 N 1536—Wrt. 8 oz... Kit $1.66 

— Sa 

RX $866 zino batteries 

Make decorations, novelties, gifts. Motor runs combination table saw, 
lathe, jig saw, grinder, buffer, sander, drill, router, turning tool. Uses 
4 “D” batteries (not incl.), see opposite page. 9 pieces of varied-width 
Styrofoam® plastic, each 12 in. long. Paint kit and brush. Instructions. 
49 N 1530—Shipping weight 4 pounds................. 605 $8.66 

Refill Kit. 12 pieces of varied-width white Styrofoam plastic, 12 in. long. 
49 N 1537—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . ...... esee Kit $1.29 

Battery-powered Saf-T-Saw $9997 ois. 
Cuts Styrofoam® plastic sheets. 
Use 2 “D” batteries . . order on 
opposite page. Styrofoam sheets, 
guide patterns, pattern holder, 
cut-out colored decorations. 
49 N 1550—Wt. 2 lbs. 5 02.$2.97 

Refill Kit. 36 sheets of Styrofoam, 
cut-out colored decorations. 
49 N 1551 — Wt. 10 oz...Kit 87c 

Versatile Shop King by 

ws SEARS 371 



Tots 

25-inch Patti 

A big flippity-floppity 
doll with striped cotton 
skirt and pinafore. Paint- 
ed plastic face, cotton 
yarn hair in cute pony- 
tail style. Her cotton- 
stuffed body is soft and 
cuddly. Sure to be the 
favorite bedtime doll and 
pal for play. 

49 N 3593—Shipping 
weight 2 pounds ...$1.97 

love a soft, stuffed Doll 

14-inch Cuddly 

Sweet little cuddly-wud- 
dly is only 14 inches tall 
for tiny hands. She has 
an assorted print cotton 
stuffed fabric body—just 
made to hug! Painted 
plastic face, yarn ring- 
lets. She wears bright 
cotton apron, matching 
bonnet. 

49 N 3501 —Shipping 
weight 14 ounces. . .$1.39 

Sweet Little 11-inch Fluffy 
[EI] This pretty vinyl doll has curly rooted Saran hair. 

Jointed arms and legs, turning head, go-to-sleep 
eyes. Dressed in lace-trimmed cotton pants, vinyl 
shoes and socks. Every little girl will love to dress her 
Fluffy doll in the different stylish and well made 
outfits below. 
49 N 3565—11-inch doll only. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... 

Clothing for Fluffy. (No doll) Shipping weight each 
8 ounces. 

[A] 49 N 3381—2-piece Cotton Sleeper ..........-- 87c 

49 N 3334— Cotton Bermudas, dress, babushka . 
o 49 N 3335—Polka dot dress of cotton with S 

felt hat. Matching panties...-....-.-.----+ 

[D] 49 N 3383— Rayon plush coat, bat, muff... 
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32.67 

..87c 

2.09 

$3.39 

Soft and squeezy Sleepyhead 

Washable cotton backed rayon plush. Featherfoam 
stuffed . . a real crib and play pen pal! Vinyl face. 
Curly yarn hair. 14 in. long. 3 popular choices! 

49 N 3555— Sleepyhead with her own 9x14-inch pillow 
(shown above) with a zippered pocket to hold tiny 

tot's pajamas or play clothes. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. . . $3.39 

49 N 3504—Sleepyhead with imported Swiss Music 
Box. Plays a gentle tune for baby's ears. (Pillow not 
included.) Shpg. wt. 11b...... seen $4.39 

49 N 3527 — Sleepyhead only. No music box or pillow. 
Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Our lowest price... $2.49 

e. 
head, moves her arms and legs . . 

assumes many, many more lifelike 
positions! Pinch her arm and hear her 
coo. Dressed in cute cotton pinafore 
and dress, patent leather shoes, rayon 
socks. Jointed vinyl body and head, 
painted features. 
79 N 3581C—25-in. Wt. 6 Ibs.. ...$979 
49 N 3542—13-inch (not shown). Dress- 
ed in cotton playsuit, socks, shoes. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz........ $279 

Brikette—a sassy, freckle-faced 
pixie with emerald green eyes 

that open and close. Rooted orange 

taffy hair. Jointed polyethylene body. 
Free-moving swivel waist lets her 
turn, bend, assume dozens of poses. 
Vinyl head and arms. Dressed in gay | 
cotton campus pajamas: black tights, 

red and white candy stripe top. Night- 
cap, pompon slippers. 
49 N 3332—16-in. doll Wt. 2 Ibs. $7.87 

79 N 3333C—22.in. doll. Wt. 3 Ibs. 9.98 

SSN 

[E] Pellyanna—fresh from the Walt 
Disney movie “Pollyanna” she 

wears a colorful, crisp gingham 
checked cotton dress with old fash- 
ioned puffed sleeves; buckram petti- 
coat with lace ruffle; checked cotton 
pantaloons; straw sailor hat; patent 

leather shoes with high white stylish 
spats. All vinyl body with jointe 
arms and legs. Turning head, turned- 
up pug nose, lashed sleeping eyes, 
rooted acetate hair. 
79 N 3391 C-31-in. doll. Wt. 7 Ibs.$15.88 

Raggedy Ann and Andy 

The original button-eyes favorites of tots and 
adults for many, many years. Soft, cotton-stuffed 
fabric bodies with yarn hair and merry, painted 
features. Ann wears assorted print cotton dress 
with apron, Andy wears cotton shirt, pants and 
hat. Clothing removes for laundering. Choose from 
three big, floppy sizes. 

Sue | Cotolog Number | Shpg.wt. | Price 
inches | (1) Andy (2) Ann eoch | each 
71$ |49N3592 |49N3580 lb. | $277 

20 |49N3603 |49N3583 | 1ib.6oz | 377 
30 |79N3605C | 79N3585C | 5x. 7.98 

sunos? SEARS 365 
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Dim the lights...The show is on! 
]] Junior Broadcasting Set. 2 Give-a-show Projector. Stage — [3 Portable Magnojector. See — [7 Tru-vue® Super Pak. Durable plastic viewer, 

Broadcast your own 
show . 

talent 
over the excitement of 

being a 'disc jockey" or 'sports an- 
nouncer’ with this electronic mic- 
rophone and loud speaker set 

4 "C 

nsmits, amplifies by means of 
cell batteries (not included 

order below). Adjust the alumi 
num stand from 10 inches to 45 
inches for use on floor or table. 
Plastic mike, amplifier and cord, 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 5142M.. $877 
49 N 4659M—" C" batteries. 
Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz. 2 for 27c 

Make photos in 60 seconds $986 

your own cartoon show! 112 
slides (16 complete shows—all in 
color) include Huckleberry Hound, 
Yogi Bear, Quick Draw McGraw, 
the Flintstones and many others. 
Sturdy plastic projector can be 

focused on wall, ceiling or other 
surface. Projects, enlarges trans. 
parencies to 5 ft. wide. 

Easy! Just snap on switch, pull 
sli tbrough. Uses 3 “D” bat- 
teries (not incl., order below). 
49 N 5007M—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.. .$4.44 

49 N 4662M—" D" batteries, 
Shpg. wt. two, 8 oz. 2 for 39c 

your snapshots, maps and 

comics enlarged up to 4 feet 
wide! Projects color or black 
and white illustrations. Adjust- 
able twin lenses. 

Set includes projector with 
Switch, screen and sliding plastic 
tray that locks cards in position; 
Rand McNally projection cards 
and instructions in smart, lug- 

gage-type case, cord, Projector 
takes up to 60 watt bulb (not 
included). UL listed. 110-120 
volts, 50-60 cycles AC. 
49 N 5020—Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. $7.99 

7 film cards (49 full color stereo views). Disney 
favorites: Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, 5 others. 
49 N 4992—Shpg. wt. for pack 12 oz. $2.98 

$] Our best 3-D Viewer. Press button to change 
scenes. Durable plastic viewer takes all Tru 

vue® film cards. (Order film cards below.) 
49 N 4993— Shipping weight 7 ounces $199 

E) Start a collection of exciting film cards! 
42 scenes in each pack of six. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 

49 N 4994—Snow White, Bambi, Cinderella, Goldi- 
locks, Ugly Duckling, Mother Goose. $1.99 

49 N 4995— Tom-Jerry, Casper, Mighty 
Woody Woodpecker, Vogi, Quick Draw 

Mouse, 
1.99 

Mom and Dad, too, will want prints of their favor- 
ite negatives. No dark room is needed . . use in sun. 
light or electric light. Kit includes: negatives, photo 
paper, “Fix-it” powder to make prints permanent, 
plastic bathing tray, vignettes for printing only 
parts of negative, frame, exposure guide. 
49 N 5013—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 80z....... $2.86 
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Beauty Aids $433 

Pond’s cold cream; tissues; lip- 
stick; toothbrush, paste; comb, 
brush; nail supplies (3-pc.) pow- 
der, puff; bubble bath, tumbler, 
chapstick, lotion. Plastic case. 

49 N 5019—Shipping weight 
2 Ibs. 8 oz.. $433 

Party Gags $399 

Practical jokers really go for 
"talking teeth," phony faucet, 
phony hypo, giant comb, rub- 
ber ice cream bar, huge bifo- 
cals. Loads of laughs 
49 N 4996— Shipping weight 
1 Ib. 8 oz. -$3.99 

Twist Toys $277 
Disney’s Mickey Mouse, Donald 
Duck and Goofy with flexible 

arms, legs. Twist into many posi- 

tions .. hang on lamps, bikes, bed- 
posts. Plastic. Real clothes. Shpg. 
wt. set, 6 oz. 

49 N 5151—Set of 3. + $2.77 
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All Sears Sleds built 
with FULL SWEEP 
Runners . . completely 
rounded at both front 
and rear so no sharp 
edges project to cause 
injury or tear clothes. 

Sleek front styling 
with “turn at a touch” 
Flying Wedge steering 
bar, 

372 SEARS ra 
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"Tubular steel side bars add strong reinforcement 
to the top that's further braced by red enameled 
steel knees. Gleaming chrome-plated steering and 
tubular steel side bars contrast with the handsome 
hardwood top, varnished to defy weather damage 
... and with red, special-alloy steel runners. (Note 
their closed-end styling.) White vinyl handlebar 
grips for a firm hold. Precision-built steering bar 
makes fast maneuvering possible. 

Mmm oe ^ rms 

Our Best Happi-Time Sleds 

7 Chrome-plated tubular steel side rails 

4 for extra strength 
where it's needed most 

Flying wedge steering bar needs just 
the lightest touch for quick, positive turns 

Our best Happi-Time sleds are tops in looks and 
períormance. Pick one to please your youngster 
and your purse from the handy chart below. 

Catalog Steel | Shipping | pj, 
Number | tete | ingos |_ “weight | Price 

79 N8321N | 66 inch B. 
79 NB320N | 61 inch |...8 

[f] 79 N8314L. | 56 inc 
B] z9Ns8311&. | 48 inc 

NOTE: Items with suffix N” (as in 79 N 8321N) shipped by freight (rail ortruck) or express 

Flying Arrow Sleds.. 
All hardwood tops with shaped steering bar 

Flying Arrow models speed down snowy 
slopes, swooping right or left with just the 
lightest pressure on the steering bar. Large, 
hardwood tops finished with weather-defy- 
ing varnish. Free of sharp edges, high-carbon 
steel runners sweep from íront to rear. 
They're grooved to assure quick getaways. 
All steel parts enameled in bright red. 
Choose from 6 sizes listed in chart at right. 

Catalog |. Steel | Shog. |, 
Number length knees wt. Price 

g 79N8315N | 65in. | 8 14 Ibs, | $9.44 

79NB3ION | 60 in. | 8 | 13 Ibs. | 877 

E) 7963061 | 55 in. | 6 |11lbs.} 6.88 

~ 79N8305L | 46in. | 4 |10lbs.| 577 
79N8304L lin | 4 Blbs.| 4.88 
79N8301 | 37 in. | 4 | SIbs| 3.66 

e 
Adjustable Polyethylene Tow Rope. Adjusts up to 
nine feet. Attach it to any sled. Yellow color. 
49 N 8329— Shipping weight 4 ounces............- 97c 



22-inch Baby Toodles in Super Kart $17.98 

She's vinyl plastic with jointed arms, legs . . head turns. Bathe her like a 
real infant . . brush and comb her curly rooted Saran hair. Coy rolling and 
sleeping glassene eyes with long lashes. Drinks from her bottle, wets . . has 
“Mama” voice. Wears cotton sateen romper, socks, sandals, Super Kart (18x 
13x23 in. high) is all steel with wood handle . . use it as a high chair or 
stroller. Removable basket. Boxes of empty name brand foods included. 
79 N 3203L— Toodles in Super Kart. Easy to assemble, Wt. 11 Ibs $1798 

16-inch Infant Toodles in Car Bed. $11.97 
Baby Toodlesis a great little traveler. Her quilted car bed has tufted air-filled 
mattress, sturdy metal frame. She nestles snugly in a glamorous lace-trimmed 
rayon satin bunting with matching bonnet on her curly rooted Saran hair. 
Underneath she wears a checked romper and knitted booties. Toodles has 
pretty sleeping eyes, jointed arms and legs, turning head to pose realistic- 
ally. She coos happily when you squeeze her. See how many ways her car 
bed can be used in small views above. 

49 N 3263— Infant Toodles in 20-inch Car Bed. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 10 oz 

366 SEARS «suc. 
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Su liny learo.. 
Rock me and I slowly close my sleepy eyes 

Squeeze me and tears roll down my cheeks 

I drink from my bottle and wet my diaper 

16-inch Tiny Tears in Crib $17.98 
Tiny Tears snuggled cozily in her white plastic rocker-crib, ready for sleep. 
Washable molded vinyl body, fully jointed . . Saran hair to comb and care 
for. Eyes open and shut . . cry tears. She drinks, wets too! Dressed in cotton 
romper and bonnet . . nice and warm under rayon satin brocade quilt that 

zips to keep drafts out. Pouch at bottom holds Tiny Tears’ bottle, diaper, 
booties, pins, sponge, bubble pipe, and pacifier. Fluffy cotton dress and 
panties included. Rocker-crib about 18x12x12 inches high. 
79 N 3243C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. $17.98 

Bin, doll 

Bee Da, MoCo walks, sits, kneels $1.98 
T) Petite 8-inch doll of hard plastic with creamy bisque finish. Jointed arms, legs, 

knees and turning head. Lustrous Saran hair . . lashed sleeping eyes. Wears 
lacy chemise, socks and vinyl shoes. Buy other outfits separately below. 
49 N 3002— Betsy McCall doll. Shipping weight 8 ounces. . ........... esses. $1.98 

Wardrobe Outfits. Carefully sewn of fine fabrics. Shipping weight each 6 ounces. 
Outfits may vary slightly 

49 N 3820—Sweet Dreams. Lacy-trim- D] 49 N 3823— On-the-ice. Cotton felt 
med nylon tricot peignoir over nylon skirt, jersey sweater, cummerbund, 

tricot nightgown. Dainty mules....$2.29 felt hood and ice skates... $1.84 

[B] 49 N 3824— Bride! Outfit. Overskirt of [F] 49 N3876—Sugar and Spice. Even- 
rayon satin and lace. Taffeta slip. ing gown with nylon net, tricot 

panties. Veil, bouquet, slippers. ruching. Slip, panties, shoes. Perky 
49 N3821—Riding Habit. Cotton Straw hat..-.-.---.--...-+-+-. $279 
blouse, cotton suede vest, brass-color [F] 49 N 3873— Schoolgil. Cotton vel- buttons, kerchief, felt jodhpurs.... .$1.39 vet skirt, blouse, panties.. ...$1.39 
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Revolving Target Set $569 

Shoots arrows or darts as target turns. 10 ex- 
citing games on two sides of 22-in. Masonite 
Presdwood target . . powered with wind-up 
motor. Set includes a 4-foot wooden Take- 
A-Part bow with plastic grip and linen bow 

string, three 18-in. feathered arrows, 3 darts 
_ - all with rubber tips. Wood tripod. 
79 N336C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.....$5.69 

* 
— 

Lunar Launcher $989 

Count down, fire! Astronaut and satellite soar 
into space when you hit the bullseye on this 
new satellite target game. 3 targets, each with 

spring-action "launching pad" and space ship, 
plastic dart gun, 3 plastic darts with rubber 
tips. Backboard 15x18 inches. 

49 N 338—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz oe $2.89 

Swish balls into the Jolly Clown’s hat 
and watch his eyes spin. Score registers 
in his mouth, Turn nose to re-set scoring 
dial. Balls return through hole in tie, 
Ball rack, 4 balls included. All plastic. 
194 inches high. 

49 N 327—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs., 

rh 

Sa 

»—- 

«+ $2.99 

“Bird” sails out of remote controlled skeet trap when gun- 
ner steps on trap release, Special Daisy rifle, copied after 
Model 94 Winchester . . heavy-gauge steel with plastic fore- 
arm, stock. Replaceable bird targets fit in metal hoops. 
Cardboard trap is 10 inches high. 

79 N 337 C—24 cork balls, 25 target inserts. Wt, 6 lbs. 
79 N 2637C—Rifle only. Shpg. wt. 4lbs..... 

Go “big game” hunting 
with Bow and Arrow ~ 

$7799 

Ram, bear, deer and jaguar are on the prowl . . you slip an 
arrow into your hickory bow and—Whammo—bull’s eye! A 
real fun game for indoor or outdoorsmen. Includes two 46-inch 
bows with plastic grips, ten 18-inch arrows with safety suction 
cups. Four colorful animal targets, 12x24 inches, laminated on 
Masonite Presdwood with stand-up brackets, 
79 N 334L—Shipping weight 8 pounds..................4 $7.99 

4 targets, 2 bows 
and 10 arrows 

Indoor Skeet 
$'799 

$7.99 

. 6.99 

Quick Draw McGraw and Rabbit Hunt. Hit the bunny 
Baba Looey. Charge back 
and forth. Fall over when 
hit. Flashlight battery not 
incl., order below, Dart gun, 
3 suction cup darts, 
49 N 4314—Wt. 11b...$2.69 

49 N 4662M—Battery for 
above. Wt. two, 8 oz.2 for 39c 
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with a dart as he scurries across 
the floor. 9-in. long plastic 
bunny powered with clock- 
spring motor. 24-in. double- 
barrel plastic gun . . gives you 
a second shot before reloading. 
2 rubber suction cup darts. 
79 N 384C—Wt. 2 Ibs....$2.89 

Crow Shoot. Hunt “crows” in 
your living room and deyelop a 
keen shooting eye. Five plastic 
birds balance on wire; when 
hit they s around and fall 
off perch. 21-in. double barrel 
steel gun with wood stock. 10 
cork bullets. 
49 N 150—Wt. 11b.6 oz. $1.69 

Egg-laying. Steady hand Bull's eye. A new and different 
and keen eye are rewarded 
with an egg in the basket. 
14x17-in. metal target with 
colorful picture of mother 
hen. Plastic gun, 6 plastic 
eggs, 4 rubber suction-cup 
darts, cardboard basket. 
49N198-Wt. 2 1bs.12 oz.$2.49 

Just say "Charge It" and pay later . . see page 218A for details 

version of the target game. 
Aim for the center. Styrofoam 
balls stick at point of contact. 
20x20-in. target surface cov- 
ered with plastic points. Helps 
develop throwing arm. 3 balls. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
79 N458C........ $179 
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Sit and steer the Bobster 
as easily as a bobsled 

Thrill the sledding set with the Bobster. Navigating playground slopes 
with Olympic dash, it turns easily and quickly thanks to the bobsled- 
modeled steering wheel. Silver-color steel runners support handsome, 
red and blue hardwood top. Weather-resistant varnish finish. 52 in. long 
79 N 8327L—Shipping weight 16 pounds.... . $11.88 

Sled Guard 
Converts regular sled in- 
to baby sleigh. Provides 
firm back support; guards 
tots from falling off. De- 
tachable, Steel frame, 
wood back and sides. 
Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N8325......... $2.94 

Convertible Sled with guard 

Protective back guard lets baby take the 
air sitting at ease, Handle lets you pull 
the sled while walking comfortably erect. 
Both guard and handle detach, trans- 

forming it to toddler-size sled. 28 inches 
long. Has hardwood top and red steel run- 
ners. Shipping weight 10 pounds, 

79 N8326L......... $6.88 

Easy to learn . . less chance of spills 

New Shorty Skis 
with aluminum poles 

Now, snow bunnies can make 
tracks for the slopes on skis 
just their size: 234 inches 
wide x 32 inches long. They'll 
fit shoes up to men's size 8, 
need no special boots. Ad- 
justable irons secure toe; 
fast-release spring holds heel. 
Hardwood, lacquered in red, 
white stripes. 2 tubular alu- 
minum poles, each 39 in. long. 
79 N 2582C—Wt. 6 Ibs. $7.88 

— Have a Sno-Hill 
in your own back yard = 

$2999 

It spans seasons—use it 
in summer as a pool slide 

Brings a winter-carnival of fun to the sledder 
on your list. Sleds up to 46 in. long glide down 
the snow-packed slide. Use it all year . . converts 
to a standard slide, also a pool slide in summer; 
just attach garden hose to the top. Safety de- 
signed: ridged steel steps, roomy 30x30-inch 
platform, plus 16-inch high guard rails. Strong 
tubular steel frame is carnival-colored in green 
with yellow trim. 14-in. wide, 9}4-foot long sur- 
face of galvanized steel. 41 inches high to plat-- 
form. Sled not included. Shipped by freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 
79 N8330N—Shipping weight 75 pounds. .$29.99 

Toboggon. Rugged red linear poly- 
ethylene; even sub-zero weather or 

rough riding won't affect it. Full-length 
rope handrail of yellow plastic. Outside 
ridge makes it easy to stay on as toboggan 
cruises downhill at a colorful clip. 39 
inches long x 15 inches wide. 
79 N 8324L—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. 

Fiber Glass Snow Disc. Turn or 
spin by shifting weight. 25 in. di: 

79 N 8317L—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs....... $3.66 

2] Steel Snow Disc. Flying saucer of 
the slopes spins, slides smoothly. 

26 in. Flush hand straps; rolled edges. 
79 N 8331L—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs........$3.97 

6) Red Metal Sno-Go. These combina- Dual-runner Ice Skates. Beginners 

Beginner's Ski Set. Ages 4 to [5] Junior Ski Outfit. Ages 6 to 
9 learn the feel of skis and 10 skim in great style on 

the fun of schussing down gentle these 54-in. skis. Adirondack 
runs. Northern Ash. 48 inches hardwood. Spring heel binding, 
long. Grooved bottoms, natural ^ adjustable steel toe pieces. Fit 
finish front and red back. Com- over galoshes without strap. 
plete with two 30-inch wood poles. Blue. Two 40-in. wood poles. 
79 N2433C—Shpg. wt. 51bs..$3.89 — 79 N2401L—Wt. 61bs...... $5.89 
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tion snow-shoes and skis strap on; balance easily on double, cadmium- 
will thrill youngsters from tots to teens. plated steel runners. Plastic step plates. 
Ribbed bottoms grip hills while climb- Vinyl straps adjust. For ages 2 to 6. 
ing; the dual grooving gives speed. 49 N2545—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... $1.49 
49 N 2583—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. ...Set $2.99 ^ 

[9] Sled Skates. Meant to fit youngsters 
from two to five years old, these steel 

skates glide on wide runners. Adjust 
from six to eight inches. 

7] Snow-Ski Skates. Two to six year 
olds find the going steady on these 

skates with slip-less bottoms of grooved 
hardwood, Natural finish; aluminum 49 N2501—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. ..... 92c 
heel plates. Red-trimmed straps adjust. 
49 N 2570—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. -$1.49 ræ SEARS 373 



I can blow bubbles, too. Bathe my molded 

vinyl body . . shampoo my rooted Saran hair. 

My plastic head turns . . is hard to break 

16-inch Tiny Tears with Case, Layette $11.89 

Sweet little Tiny Tears with glossy rooted Saran hair for you to comb, brush and 

set over and over again. She comes in a de luxe case of fiberboard with plastic handle 

. . just what little girls need when they take dolly traveling or need a neat place to 

keep her layette, Nicely dressed in embossed cotton romper . . brings her own extra 

dress of cotton with matching panties, bonnet and booties. Care for her with diaper, 

bottle, washcloth, sponge, pins, clothespins; keep her happy with pacifier or bubble 

pipe. Instruction booklet is included for novice “mommies.” 
49 N 3239— 16-inch Tiny Tears with case and layette. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
49 N 3236—11}4-inch Tiny Tears with case, layette. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

$11.89 
8.98 

$21.97 osom — "m. $9.97 
Little girls will love bathing Tiny Tears . . and giving her a shower rinse 

with the battery-operated spray attachment (uses 3 “D” batteries, not 

included). Water in tub is recirculated . . no need to attach anything 

to a water tap. And what fun it is to shampoo her rooted Saran hair . . 

rinse it and blissfully comb and brush back her curls. Life-size Tiny 

Tears drinks, and wets her diaper. Blows soap bubbles through her 

tiny bubble pipe. Terrycloth wrapper keeps her warm after bath. 

Accessories include dress and pants, diaper, pins, sponge, booties, 

washcloth, pacifier, 2 clothespins and complete instructions. 

The 26x14x5-inch deep tub is molded polyethylene plastic . . won't 

rust, peel or leak . . is puncture-proof, easy to clean. Tub sits on tubular 

metal legs; has fold-over dressing table top. 

79 N 3232C— Tiny Tears with Spra-Bath. Shipping weight 10 Ibs. $21.97 
79 N 3473C—Spra-Bath only. Shipping weight 7 pounds......... 997 
34 N 4650— Batteries for above. Size "D". Wt. three, 12 oz. 3 for 44 
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All Star Bowling 

Own your own automatic bowling 
alley. Ten styrene plastic pins with 

Huckle-Chuck Game 

Huckleberry Hound's 3 games in 1 . 

Without batteries 

]] Popeye Shooting Gallery . . hit 'em, 
hoop 'em, bang 'em. Own your own 

carnival. Set up big 26x14x59-inch high 
i fiberboard booth. Sell tickets to 3 exciting 
i carnival games: ring toss, ball toss, and 

shooting range. Award prizes to winners. 
Includes plastic pistol with 2 darts, 4 balls, 

j 4 plastic rings, discs and targets? 

79 N 343C— Shipping weight 9 lbs. $579 

Electric Pinball Machine. All the flash. 
ing lights and sounds of commercial pin- 

ball. Includes automatic scoring device that 
registers as bumpers are hit. Light flashes, 
bell rings and score mounts as ball rolls. 
Keep it in play with 2 hand operated kickers 
Run score up to 10,000. 5 steel balls. Wood 
frame 31x16x45 inches. Motor UL ap- 
proved, 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. Partly 
assembled. 

79 N 142L—Shipping weight 25 Ibs.....$21.88 

Play Ball Hockey 

, bean bag toss, dart game. 

$459 (1) 

Back and forth puck goes. Can you Sa 
knock it into opponent's goal? Can 

[3] Battery-powered Pinball Machine. Lets 
young "tilters" delight at automatic pin- 

balling. Shoot a ball into play. See and hear 
machine act like it's full-size. Bell rings, 
light flashes, score registers on back panel as 
ball hits bumpers. Keep ball in play with 
hand-operated kicker lever. See the action 
through enclosed clear plastic top. Spring 
trigger, steel body, 5 steel balls. Uses 4 “D” 
batteries (not included, order below). About 
26x13x15 inches high. 
79 N204LM —Shipping weight 10 Ibs. .. $9.66 
79 N 4662M— 
Shipping weight two, 8 ounces 

D" batteries (order 4 for above). 
2 for 39c 

(4] 4-in-1 Game Alley. Play shuffleboard, 

bowling, horseracing, skill ball. 52-inch 
hardboard alley. Legs fold on wood frame. 
22 inches high. 2 balls, 10 pins, 4 pucks, 4 
horses, skillball, spinner, ball return. 
79 N 346C—Shipping weight 8 lbs. $4.59 

Dunk-um Shooting Game 

y clown dares anybody at carnival 
to dunk him. Can you? In he goes, if 

metal wraps. Two 24-inch plastic 
balls. Colorful metal base (163/ís in. 
square), flip-action pinsetters. Two 
wooden pegs, and the rules of the game. 
79 N355C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $5.17 
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Huck’s spring-action head swings from 

and legs stand steady, 32 inches tall. 
Has 4 polyethylene rings, 4 vinyl bean 
bags and 4 rubber suction-cup darts 
with plastic feathe: 

79 N 375C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $6.28 

you block it when he tries to score? 
Two to four players use marbles instead 
of sticks. Roll them down ramps to hit 
wood puck up and down ice-rink. 36x 
14x7}4-inch corrugated fiberboard 
rink. 10 marbles. Shipping weight 5 Ibs 
79 N 339C. $2.44 

you hit target. Sturdy steel brightly 

enameled. 774x634x13l4-inch shoot- 
ing galle reen ''water" tank with 
dunking seat. 135¢-inch-long pop gun 

. plastic stock and corks. Shipping 
weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 231 $2.33 
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Fireman Set of sturdy, flexible plas- 
tic. 1334x10x8-inch red fire hat with 
emblem, cushioned inside, fits all 
sizes. 12-inch extinguisher, 3-inch 
siren whistle, 14-inch fire axe, 6 
printed signs. 
49 N 9423—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.4 oz. $1.79 

Coin-operated Toll Gate with Car. 
Wind-up car stops automatically at 
toll gate. Deposit coin to let car 
through. Steel 15-in. gate, 814-in. 
car. Order 1 “D” battery below. 
49 N 9429 —Wt. 31bs.302.... $1.79 
49 N 4660—" D" battery. Wt. 4 oz. 16c 

31-pc. Coffee ond Bake Set. Alumi- 
: plates, trays, cups, 

saucers, cutlery. Coffee pot, spatula, 

mixing bowl, spoon, cookie cutters, 
cookie pan, baking pans. Napkins. 
49 N 9431 —Shpg. wt. 14 oz... $1.79 

15-inch Baby Doll. Vinyl body has 
turning head, jointed arms. Her 
pretty head has go-to-sleep eyes, 
molded hair. Lace-trim dress and 
bonnet come in assorted styles. She 
also wears panties, socks and shoes. 
49 N 9432—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.79 
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Wind-up Tractor with Trailer. 
Climbs obstacles, pushes objects 
with scraper . . shoots harmless 
sparks as it goes. Rubber treads, 
steel body. Clock-spring motor. 
Big key. 17 in. long over-all. 
49 N 9424—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..$1.79 

DC-8 Jetliner. Friction motor 
makes realistic jet engine sound. 
Front wheels steer. Colorfully 
decorated steel. Includes plastic 

stand for display. 1434 inches 
long. From Japan. 
49 N 9425—Shpg. wt. 11b. $1.79 

Scrib 'n Draw Pad, Combination 
chalkboard and sketch pad. 
Hinged top, 12x11 in. over-all. 
Two legs. With tracing designs, 
crayons, chalk and eraser. 

49 N 9427 —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $1.79 

9/4 -inch Collette has 6 dresses. 
Her take-apart plastic body has 
beautiful details and painted 
features . . she looks like a model. 
Dresses printed on crease-resist- 
ant cloth. Easy to cut out . . no 
sewing, just slip over her head. 
From Hong Kong. 
49 N 9433—Shpg. wt. 120z, $1.79 

Set. Made of sturdy fiberboard 
in assorted colors. 84-inch, 944- 
inch, 1034-inch, and 1134-inch 
cases. Made in Spain. 

49 N 9$430—Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 0z.$1,79 

Wood Canopy Bed. Fits any 
1134-inch Barbie-type fashion 
doll. Walnut-finished mahogany 
veneer frame. Bedspread, cot- 
ton pillow and canopy of dotted, 
ruffed white fabric. Plastic-cov- 
ered padded mattress. About 
13x7x10 in. Partly assembled. 
49 N 9437 —Wt. 11b. 4 oz.. $1.79 

Piper Comanche. Friction motor re- 
volves twin props. Cockpit holds 3 
passengers, has clear plastic canopy. 
Colorfully decorated steel. Extra- 
wide 1314-inch wingspan. About 10 
inches long. From Japan. 
49 N 9426—Shipping wt. 12 oz. $1.79 

14-pc. Camper's Set. All plastic. 
26-inch belt with knife and axe in 
sheaths, sandwich pouch. Mess kit 
with knife, fork, spoon; 534-in. can- 
teen, wrist compass, 3 belt hooks. 
9-in. bugle plays taps. Music sheet. 
49 N 9428—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $179 

11%-ineh Fashion Dolls. Plastic . . 
jointed arms, turning head, painted 
features. Rooted Saran hair. Wear 
earrings, high heels, panties. 

ride. Doll wears rayon satin 
gown, lacy overskirt. Tiara veil, 

fake pearl choker, bouquet. 
49 N 9434—Shpg. wt. 9 oz.....$1.79 

2] In 3-piece Suit. Striped cotton 
knit skirt, leatherette jacket, 

belt with buckle. 
49 N 9435—Shpg. wt. 9 oz..... $1.79 

[3] Lounging. Wears black lace- 
trimmed nylon negligee, slip. 

49 N 9436—Shpg. wt. 9 oz.... $1.79 



and cries real tears 

12 to 22-inch Betsy Wetsy with bath tub, layette 

[T] The famous, life-like baby doll . . always a favorite on Christmas day. She 
— coos appealingly . . her vinyl plastic body is soft to the touch. Arms and 
legs are jointed, head turns. “Baby fashioned" rooted Saran hair lashed 
sleeping eyes. Betsy comes dressed in 2 piece romper, bib and booties. Layette 
has lace trimmed organdy dress, bonnet, slip, diaper, safety pins, powder puffs, 
bottle and nipple, soap, wash cloth, tissues, clothes pins. Her plastic bath tub 
(23x11x5 in. deep) has bracket to fit across standard tub. 

79 N3193C.—12-inch Betsy. With layette and tub. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs $ 899 
79 N 3194C-16-inch Betsy. With layette and tub. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs 1244 
79 N3196C—22-inch Betsy. With layette and tub. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs 14.97 

22-inch Betsy Wetsy 

in romper outfit 

B Big Baby doll drinks and 
wets just like Betsy sold 

above. A delight for young 
mothers. Comb, brush, dampen 
and set her shining rooted, 
bab; e Saran hair. She's all 
vinyl plastic . . fully jointed to 
assume a number of life-like 
positions. Has sleeping eyes 
with long lashes. Dressed for 
play in perky lace trimmed 
cotton romper outfit and knit 

booties. Comes with her own 

o 
$998 
22-inch dol! 

bottle and nipple. Shipping 
weight 4 Ibs. 
79N3199C $9.98 

Lots of fun to dress up oll your 
baby and infant dolls, see below 

Clothing for plump Baby Dolls . . Sizes 12 to 28 inches 
(8) Baby Sleeper ond Robe Sei. 

Comfy cotton sleeper and pretty 

flannelette robe. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

[7] Snowsuit and Bonnet. Cuddly out- 
— fit of cotton fleece with wool loop 
trim, knit cufís. Sbpe. wt. 10 oz. 

49 N3403—Size 12 to 13 in....$1.19 49 N3436—Size 12 to 13 in $1.69 
49 N 3405—Size 16 to 17 in 1.29 — 49 N3439— Size 16 to 17 in. 179 Betsy Wetsy with la pa .67 49 N 3406— Size 18 to 19 in 1.59 — 49.N3444—Size 134 y y with layette as low as $4.67 49 N3407—Size 20 to 21in.... 179 49 N3445—Size XN i 198 Betsy Wetsy in shirt and diaper with pretty Layette all in a Gift Box. Same life- 49 N 3423—Size 24 to 2.29 49 N3446—Size 2 like vinyl baby as sold above, but with dress, bonnet, slip and acce sories 49 N 3438—Size 28 2.59 — 49 N3446— Sl 1 shown. She drinks, wets, cries with coo voice as "tears" roll down her cheek: 

Your choice of 2 popular sizes . . with lustrous rooted Saran hair or molded hair. 

3] Betsy Wetsy Baby Doll with Saran hair, layette, gift box. 
49 N3114—12-inch Betsy. Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $544 49 N 3116—16-inch Betsy. Shipping weight 3 pounds $ 7.98 

4] Betsy Wetsy Baby Doli with molded hair, layette, gift box. 
49 N3108—12-inch Betsy. Shipping weight 2 pounds. $447 

49 N3178---16-inch Betsy. Shipping weight 3 ps 7.33 
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[E] Coat and Bonnet Set. Ra 8) s i 
a with dainty lace edgin 

baby’s “dress-up” wear. Nicely ma 
with fine detail. Shpg. wt. 10 oz 

49 N 3424 
49 N3435 

g) Baby Doli Layette. i 

49 N 3434— Size 28 in 



Run, kick, block, tackle 

National League Electric Football 

51299 
Be a quarterback, not just a spectator. Think up razzle- 
dazzle plays. As you position your team, stubborn oppo- 
sition sets up its defense. Chance of losing ball as you try 
for touchdowns makes each play exciting risk. Push 
button starts action. Motor vibrates field. Players race up 

and down field, tackling, blocking. Team with ball runs, 
passes, kicks. All-steel stadium set in authentic National 

League detail. Official emblems and pennants in official 
colors. Stick-on team uniforms. Goal posts, markers, 
scoreboards and rules. Plug into any 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC outlet. UL approved. 
79 N 404L—About 36x21x11 in. high. Wt. 14 Ibs...., $12.99 

Electric Football lets you quarterback 

Players run, pass, tackle, block and kick. Masonite 
Presdwood field, steel frame. 22 players, 2 magnetic 
balls, goals, markers. Vibrating UL approved motor. 
Operates on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 236C—About 28x15x8 in. high. Wt. 7 Ibs, $7.99 

Play National League Ice Hockey 

]] Pit the "Montreal Canadiens" against the “Toronto 
Maple Leafs.” Goal light flashes as puck sails past 

goalie into net. 10 metal players cover the “ice.” Goalies 
can "rove." Players face-off, block, pass, stick-handle and 
shoot . . controlled by sliding rods. 

Scoretower, pennants, plastic score clocks, 2 pucks, 
National Hockey League rule book, Stanley cup replica. 
Steel, Masonite Presdwood. Order 2 “C” batteries below, 

79N441LM-About 36x18x12 in. high. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $11.99 
79 N 4659 M—"C" batteries, Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz.. .2 for 27c 

Play Basketball 

2] Start the action at jump 

circle. Watch basketball go 
up and down court. Young 
“cagers” improve their timing as 
they pass, score and shoot with 

lever-action flippers. 
Chance of losing ball to op- 

posing team on each play makes 
every shot exciting. Sink field 

goals from any part of court. 
Play to pro rules. Includes all- 
steel court, 2 balls, 2 scoring discs. 
28x14x15 in. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 

Ice Hockey Game 

[3] Develops co-ordination and 
timing . . youngsters manipu- 

late players with levers . . try to 
get marble into goals. Masonite 
Presdwood base, steel frame . . 
rounded metal corners. Play 
whirl, block and pass “puck” 
back and forth. 

Ten players, two goalies, six 
pennants in authentic colors, 
complete playing rules 
About 36x18x4 inches. Shipping 
weight 14 pounds. 

79 N 449C $7.8? 79 N 2241. 

Own a Derby Time Racing Game 

Run 30 thrill-packed races an hour . . at your 
own track. Try to pick winners. Each horse has 
different color. Pull wind-up cord and "they're 
off.” Flywheel action keeps five horses racing. 
Any of the five has chance to win. They're neck- 

and-neck . . flag pops up as your pick noses out 
favorite at finish line. Size 26x8 inches wide. 
Metal and plastic construction. 

79 N416C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs, $5.19 
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. $9.99 

Plug it in . . see cars race 

Four racy sports cars take off for a cross- 
country rally . . speed along simulated country 
roads to the finish line. First one home wins. 
Colorful 28x15-inch plastic board has du- 
rable metal frame. Electric hidden vibrator 
motor provides all the fun and excitement. UL 
approved. Plug into any 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC outlet. Shipping weight 6 lbs. 
79 NAMC........ $696 

Push-button Baseball Game 

P-La-y b-a-l-l . . pitcher fires it over plate. You hit with 
lever-action bat. Magnetic baseball streaks into play. It's 
drawn to player, field or fence. Young fans thrill as they 
hit doubles, triples and homers. Three baseballs, nine 
metal players, score card and rules. Masonite Presdwood 
and steel. About 19x18x6 inches high. 
79 N215C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... $6.17 
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Haul big loads with our 
Wooden Stake Wagon 

Easily converts to a speedy coaster . . just re- 
move sides. Clear varnished hardwood 36-inch 
body, 814 inches deep with sides. Reinforced 
with steel cleats, box rods. Moves on nylon 
bearings that can't "freeze" or rust. 10-in. 
wheels with 15-inch semi-pneumatic tires. 
Easy to steer, even on sharp turns. Red and 
white enamel trim. 
79 N 8060L—Shipping weight 41 Ibs... $16.88 

NOTE: Items partly assembled . . easy to set up 

Wagon Trail Cover 

Use as a tent or put it on any wagon 27 inches 
long or longer to make a covered wagon. If each 
of your pals gets one, you can form a wagon: 
train just like the pioneers traveled in, Over 30 

inches high. 3 wire hoops included. Cover is 
made of tear-resistant cotton, 
79 N 8IO4C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs.......$3.60 

Chain-Drive Tractor 
roars like the real thing 

$] Tractor. Broad 22-inch wheel base, heavy 
duty semi-pneumatic tires. Detailed steel 

chassis with 8 plastic "sparkplugs," mounting 
step plate. Ball-bearing drive, adjustable spring 
seat. Hitch. Ball bearing 10-in. rear, 8-in. front 
wheels. Red. Over-all 37x25 inches high. 
79 N 8?22t— Shipping weight 35 Ibs... .. $19.88 

(8) Matching Dump-Trac with seat. Steel. 8-inch 
wheels. 33x1514 inches. 

79 N 8917C-Shipping weight 16 Ibs.........$7.88 

Tractor and Dump-Trac Outfit. Save $27. 
Separate prices total $27.76. 
79 N 892512—Shpg. wt. 51 Ibs. $24.99 

CSituioa Dabs Scans by diaa maledice Gon 

No scraped knuck- 
les or pinche 

fingers . . Wagons 

1, 3 and 4 have 
new Fit Grip Han- 

dies with smooth, 
rounded edges 

Wagon thrills for little fellows 

All-steel body Small-size. 13x28 inches long. 
with turned edges. 7-inch wheels with 1 

o 
M-inch 

semi-pneumatic tires, Graphite bearings never 
need oil. Bright red with black trim. 
79 N 8103C—Shipping weight 18 Ibs. $544 

2] Tot's-size. 12x24 in. long. Steel body, turned 
edges. 6-in. wheels, $4 in. rubber tires, Red. 

79 N8102C—Shipping weight 12 Ibs... $3.33 

7] Chain-drive-Tractor. Compact 1715- 9 
inch wheel base. Steel frame, ad- 

Chain-drive Speedster. fig 
2-to-1 gear ratio for 

d 

Our Biggest Wagons have 
ball-bearing wheels for 
a smoother, quieter ride 

Rugged, sleek styling your pals will really admire. 
Heavy-gauge, 1-piece steel body has rolled edges. 
Semi-pneumatic molded rubber tires. Rugged U-bar 
axle braces, Bright maroon with black trim. 

3] Large-size. 1714x36 inches long. 10-inch wheels. 
134-inch tires. 

79 N 8126L—Shipping weight 32 Ibs... . 
4] Medium-size. 151x34 

wheels, 134-inch tires. 
79 N 8105L—Shipping weight 28 Ibs. 

.$8.88 

ich inches long. 8! 

$744 

38x34-inch high Scooter. 
Ball-bearing 10-in. wheels, 

justable ball-bearing drive. Adjustable, 
spring-mount bucket seat, hitch 
front wheel, 10-in. rear wheels with tra 
tor tread semi-pneumatic tires. 37 in. 
long, 26 in. high. Yellow, red trim. 
79 N 8967L—Shpg. wt. 26 lbs... $15.44 

[8) Trailer. Steel. 714-inch wheels. 32 in. 
long, 15 in. high. Red. 

79 N 8923 C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.......$5.55 

Tractor, Trailer Outfit, Saw $2.00. 
Shipping weight 35 Ibs. 
79 N 8926L.... Separately $20.99. . .$18,99 

faster speeds. Adjustable 
steel seat. Footrest. Ball- 
bearing connecting rod, drive 
shaft, rear axle support and 
chain drive enclosed. Ball- 
bearing wheels, 8-in. front, 
12-in. rear. Semi-pneumatic 
tires. 35 in. long. Red with 
white trim. 

Shipped by freight (rail or 
truck) or express. Shipping 
weight 35 pounds. 
79 N 8927N $15.88 

11¢ in. tires. All-steel construc- 
tion. Complete with brake, 
fender, parking stand. Maroon. 
Shipping weight 15 pounds. 
79 N8801C......... «+ $5.66 

[ii] 31x29-inch high Scooter. 6- 
inch wheels, 34-inch tires. 

All-steel construction. Has park- 
ing stand. Bright red finish. 
79 N 8809C—Wt. 7 1bs......$2.88 
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$4.99 
20.in. doli 

37.99 
21-in. doll 

These precious Dolls all have lashed, go-to-sleep eyes 

Even at these low prices, they have jointed arms, legs, turning head of vinyl . . rooted plastic hair to comb 

20-inch Doll with bottle 
- . drinks and wets, She's 
outfitted in fluffy ninon 
dress with attached slip 
and a bonnet to match, 
cotton panties, shoes and 

Baby doll with coat and hat. 
Each finger and toe is dis- 
tinct. Drinks, wets . . has 
bottle. Molded plastic 
body. Dainty cotton coat, 
taffeta dress, bonnet. 

49 N 3079 —16-inch doll. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. .$5.88 
79 N 3080C—20-inch doll. 

Cooing Baby is all vinyl plastic 
with rosy cheeks. Large size, yet 
light as a puff . . easy to carry. 
Wears lace-trimmed sheer cotton 
dress, bonnet, panties, slip, socks 
and shoes. “Coos” with each hug. 

49 N3070—21-inch doll. Shipping 
weight 3 Ibs. 3 o2............ $799 

Toddler with Layette, Trunk. 13-inch charming little girl wears 
rooted hair in a Dutch Bob . . so like pre-school toddlers, All 
vinyl plastic body. She comes to you in print polished cotton 
dress with organdy apron over a long legging knit pantie . . plastic 
shoes, Her wardrobe consists of nylon party dress, half slip, taffeta 
robe, flower trimmed straw hat. Lightweight fiberboard trunk 
(14x814x714 in.) has plastic handle, brass latches and hinges. 
Equipped with drawers and 2 plastic hangers for her “extras.” 

49 N 3032— Doll, Wardrobe, Trunk. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. .$7.89 
. 489 

socks. Plump molded 
plastic body. Shipping 
weight 3 lbs. 
49 N3053...... ($499 Shpg. 

— 

14-inch Infant 

Lovable baby . . drinks from her 
bottle and wets. Jointed, soft 
vinyl body . . go-to-sleep eyes, 
molded hair. Dressed in panties, 

cotton flannelette robe, bonnet, 
booties. She’s snuggled down in 
cuddly quilted sleeper. 
49 N3125—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 0z..$3.98 

wt. 3 Ibs....... $7.88 

$5.87 = 

18-inch new-born Baby 

Sweet and soft . . what little girl 
wouldn’t love her. Easy-to-clean vinyl 
body . . arms and legs are jointed, head 
turns. Lashed sleeping eyes, molded 
hair. Comes dressed in diaper, dainty 
quilted print nylon zipper-bunting, 
matching sacque and hooded cap. 
49 N 3159 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... .$5.87 

Saran Wigs give dolly a “like-new” look. ‘3 $1.13 
You'll be amazed at how a new wig dresses up a 
favorite doll, Can be combed, dampened and set 
again. Glue, instructions are included. State choice 
of color, blonde or brunette. 

How to Order: Wig size is number of inches around 
doll's head. For fractional inch measurement, order 
next size larger. 

Catalog |sae| Shoo- | price | Catalog Sze) re | Price 
4983520 | [oc | $1.13 | 49N9525 [13 |7 ox. | $207 
49N3519 | 9|5oz.| 1.29 | 49N3526 | 14 | 8 oz. 
45nas21 | 10| 5o. | 1:37 | 49N3329 | 15| 3 o| 257 
49N3522 éoz.| 1.59 | 49N3539 | 16 |9 oz.| 2.87 
4983523 | 12| 6 oz. | 771... eu 

Citio pace scans by daisies waisele iudica oom. 

79 N 3071 C—24-inch doll. Shipping 
weight 5 pounds... .. 9.97 49 N 3039 — Doll and Wardrobe only. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

t 

Mary Jane and Baby . . look-alike sister dolls 

Twice the fun for “little mothers." Both dolls are vinyl with moving arms, legs, 
head and go-to-sleep eyes. Rooted Saran hair to comb, wash, set. Big sister is 
32 inches tall.. wears checked gingham frock, petticoat, panties, patent leather 
shoes, socks. 16-inch Baby sister drinks and wets. She wears organdy Christening 
dress and cap, I.D. bracelet; has bottle, rattle and sleeps in hooded, woven fiber 
basket which swings on swivel caster wood frame. 13x24x28 inches high. Has 
mattress, pillow . . coverlet, skirt. 

79 N 33971—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. . . Complete 10-piece set $4.00 down... . .Cash $35.88 
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#10495 
NO MONEY DOWN 

Our finest Jr.-size table has the massive pro- 
portions, the superb styling and finish of the 
better grade of adult-size tables. 

Features 2 bed-leveling adjustments; de- 

Big game action 

-- folding table 

convenience 

braces; enclosed-channel ball retun 
pocket liners; two-tone walnut y 

Equipment includes sixteen striped and 
solid-color 17$-in. balls; two 48 in. hardwood, 

mountable cloth covered rubber cushions; leather-tipped cues; 6 cue tips; triangle; chalk 
full, wrap-around wood pedestals with leg and instructions. 72x39x3 
levelers and quick-set, semi-automatic leg 79 N 482N—Shipping weight 119 Ibs... 

» high. 
$104.95 

NOTE; “N°” items (os 7? N 482N) are shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 

‘States Dade scans by deisthiasniseltediwical Com. 

Table Model Pool Table Outfit $899 

Set it up and you're ready for 
action . . any table will do fine. 
Automatic ball return steel tray, 
steel return alley. Masonite Presd. 
wood base with green flocked 
playing surface. Rubber cushions 
inserted in frame. Frame, pedestal 
base in metallic brown design with 
polished metal corners. 16 balls, 
steel triangle, two 24-in. rubber- 
tipped cue sticks, score markers, 
rules. 30x17x334 in. high. 
79 N 484L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. .$8.99. 

2 Pool Cue Sticks $ 589 

Professionally styled and bal- 
anced for top playing performance. 
Sturdy hardwood with handsome 
maple finish, leather tipped. 48 
inches long. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
79 N486C.... ..2 for $5,89 

or two, 

Bowl-Back . . resets pins, returns ball $864 
Keeps the pins from flying in all directions . . eliminates tiresome work of 
setting them up by hand . . speeds up the game tremendously 
the fun, A hit on the head pin gets all five . . a hit on the others gets one 

Spring-back nylon net returns ball and pins are reset automatically by 
pulling cord. Pins are 1134 inches high, S-in. ball, fills to adjust weight, 
both are high-impact plastic. Hardboard return ramp, metal frame. 
79 N 2454C—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

Junior-size Folding 

Pool Table Sets 

Low as $1945 

Designed for the pre-teen set—built for hard use, Wide, 
deep wooden frames with lively rubber cushions and 
rounded edges; hardwood legs sure-lock braces and 
leg-levelers; enclosed channel ball return; ivory and black 
finish; 16 solid-color balls; 2 cues; triangle; rules. 

KQoo9 | ' Dimensions | Boh | Coe [Wl Price 
79 N 478N | 60x33x30 in. high | 19% in. | 42 in. | $5 [$5055 
79 N A77N | 50x27x29 in. high | 134. in. | 38 in. | 34 | 3575 

n. 79 NA76L | 40x22x27 in. high 30 in. | 20} 19.45 

72-in. Pedestal Pool Table Set (not shown) 

All features of above plus full, box-type Masonite Presd. 
wood pedestals; bed-leveling adjustment; cloth-covered 
demountable rubber cushions; 134-in. balls; 48-in. 

leather-tipped cues; 6 cue tips; chalk. Ivory and black. 

79 N 487N—72x39x29 inches. Shpg. wt. 80 Ibs. $66.95 

Play Horseshoes Yogi's Pitch Game 

8998 $169 
Use indoors or outdoors,. See bow many you can 
see if you can get a ringer! knock down! Toss 3-in. 
Hard rubber, official size diam. polyethylene base- 

. 6x7}4x}4-in, thick. 4 balls at 534-in. high Yogi 
horseshoes, 2 rubber mats, Bear polyethylene dolls. 
wooden pegs. Wt. 7 Ibs. 8 oz. Includes 2 balls, 6 dolls, 

49N134.... (o $298 49 N 376—Wt. 12 02. .$1.69 

and adds to 

$8.64 



If your youngster's a Flintstone fan, he'll have 
a world of fun imagining he's driving around . 
the stone age suburb of Bedrock. Beautifully 
detailed 1-piece body in natural wood color 
and texture; heavy-duty pedal mechanism; 
3-position pedals; ball-bearing axle hangers; 
bulb horn; 7-inch steel wheels with Flintstone 

Chain-drive Racer | w: 
for “hot” pilots 323.88 $1958 

Sturdy, one-piece, polyethylene plastic body can’t 

dent or rust. Side-mounted ball bearing chain 
drive makes pedaling easy for 4 to 9-year-olds. 
Raised hood and open bottom give lots of leg 
room. 10-inch steel wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. 
Red. 52 inches long. Order now . . Save $4.00. 
79 N 8974N— Shipping weight 36 pounds. ...$19.88 
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discs and rubber tires. 19x44 inches long. 
Shipping weight 31 pounds. 
79 N 893082... een nnn $2377 

Car Without canopy. 
79 N 8911N—Shipping wt. 29 Ibs...... $19.88 

Canopy only. Peak of frame 334 ft. high. 
79N B 2C- Shipping wt. 21bs........ $4.97 

True-to-life Flintstone 
sport convertible com- 
plete with simulated 
leopard skin canopy and 
a prehistoric sculptured- 
log body of tough plastic 
(so tough it carries a 
new car body guarantee 
of one year against break- 
age). Amazingly detailed 
from dual headlights to 

horn that beeps. Plastic 
won't rust or dent, no 
paint to chip or peel 

‘230 
NO MONEY DOWN 

Flashy pedal-drive 
Motorcycle 

$1655 
He'll look just like Johnny Law himself on this 
red beauty. Realistic details molded into poly- 
ethylene plastic body . . won't dent or rust. Steel 
outriggers remove to convert to two-wheeler. 
Aluminum-color trim. Chrome-plated steel han- 
dlebars, 12-inch steel wheels with semi-pneumatic 
tires. Seats two. Measures 36 inches long, 24 inches 
high to handlebar. Leg reach 13 to 18 inches. 
79 N 8617L— Shipping weight 14 pounds... .$16.88 

Big 12-inch wheels take this 
Tractor through roughest fields 

Looks so much like a real tractor you almost expect it 

to rattle and roar. No sharp edges to mar furniture or 
"livestock." Rugged polyethylene body with realistic 
molded-in tractor details. Broad, 21-inch wheel base. 
8}4-in. rubber-tire front wheel, 12-in. all-plastic rear 
wheels. Steel front fork, axles, steering mechanism, ball 
bearings. Trailer hitch. Orange with aluminum color 
trim. 2614 in. long. For leg reach 10 to 15 in. 

79 N 8924L—Shipping weight 14 pounds. . $12.99 

ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE 

We guarantee the polyethylene body of vehicles 
on this page against breakage under normal use 
for one (1) year from date of sale. Should breakage 
occur, return vehicle and we will, at our option, 
replace or repair broken portion, free of charge. 

Chain-drive Scooter 
. . really scoots $1988 

Purrs along smooth and easy with just a few 
pumps on the chain-drive pedals. Authentic 
Scooter details molded into polyethylene plastic 
body. Won't dent or rust. Smart red chassis with 
silver-color trim. Chrome-plated steel handlebars. 
6-inch metal wheels with rubber tires. Outriggers 
remove to convert to two-wheeler. Leg reach 11 
to 17 inches. 38 inches long, 27 inches high. 
79 N 8601L—Shipping weight 14 pounds.....$19.88 

NOTE: Items with suffix ''N'' (as in 79N8974N) shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express 



22-inch Cuddly Doll drinks and wets 

p So like a real baby with her moving arms, legs and 
head . , “mamma” voice. Molded hair and go-to-sleep 

eyes . . soft, “easy-to-wipe-clean” vinyl body. Dressed for 
cold weather in rayon and acetate fleece coat, hood and 
leggings, all rayon taffeta lined. Underneath she wears 
cotton dress, shirt, diaper, I.D. bracelet. Has her own 
bottle . . young mothers will love caring for her. 
79 N 3184C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... ......... $13.97 

18-inch Baby Doll in her own rocker 

[2] Huggable toddler wears adorable cotton jumper and 
knitted booties. 18-inch vinyl body, fully jointed tor 

assume many positions . . big lashed go-to-sleep eyes . . ` 
molded hair. Rocker (1534 inches high, 20 inches long, 10 
inches wide) has tubular plated steel frame, embossed 
vinyl fabric seat, plastic beads. Chair has glider-like 
action for rocking baby. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 3017C2— Doll and Rocker complete...........$6.99 

17-in. Little Girl Doll is extra life-like 

[3) 17 inches tall and so perfect in detail even fingers and 
toes have distinct knuckles and nails. Jointed vinyl 

body has new "miracle" head that can be posed in prac- 
tically any position. Rooted “Perma-curl” hair in tie-back 
style . . sleeping eyes. Wears print cotton dress, ruffled 
cotton bloomers, long cotton stockings, felt shoes. 
49 N 3337 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.. $4.97 

These Dolls open and close their eyes 

rl 

GS 

f 

Lovable Babies, attractively dressed 

All three have easy-to-clean vinyl bodies, lashed sleeping 
eyes, turning heads. Comb and set their rooted Saran hair. 
Each wears lacy panties, socks and vinyl shoes. 

@ 19-inch Baby. An older toddler, fully jointed, stands 
alone. Dressed in Sunday best . . a striped rayon taffeta 

dress, coat and matching bonnet. 
49 N 3176—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz......... 

5) 17-inch Baby. Drinks and wets . . has her own bottle. 
Pretty party dress is lace-trimmed polished cotton with 

matching bonnet brim. Jointed arms and legs. 
49 N 3016—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 0z..... serene $3487 

^. $598 

6] 15-inch Baby . . coos when gently squeezed. Cotton 
stuffed one-piece body. Cute cotton dress. 

49 N 3014—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. .............. $298 

15-inch Cutie with soft "coo" 
voice. One-piece cotton-stuffed 
vinyl body, molded hair. In ninon 
dress, bonnet, half slip, knit 
panties, socks and shoes. 
49 N3112—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... $1.98 
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15-inch Toddler . . sure to win any 

child's heart. Jointed vinyl arms, 
legs, turning head . . stands or sits, 
assumes many poses. Molded hair. 
Stylish cotton dress, matching 
bonnet, knit panties, vinyl shoes 
and socks. 
49 N 3015—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. .$2.89 

17-inch Baby. Big, soft colored dolly. 
Cotton-stuffed one-piece vinyl skin 
body, turning head, Coos when 
squeezed. Rooted Saran hair topped 
with “bonnet-brim.” Fluffy sheer ni- 
non dress has attached slip. Panties, 
socks and shoes, 
49 N 3507 —Wt. 1 1b. 10 oz......$2.98 

B-inch Drink-wet Baby. Adorable infant has 
all-vinyl jointed body. Comes with wardrobe 
of nylon dress and bonnet; flocked nylon dress 
with bonnet; cotton dress and bib; cotton 
Sleeper; sunsuit; diaper bag; diaper; clothes- 
pins; blanket; 3 sponges; bottle; washclot! 
shoes. Baby wears panties, eyes close. 
49 N 3531 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.........$3.99 



It's your shot . . inflate ring to play marbles 

45-inch diameter vinyl plastic bumper ring encircles a fabric marble court 
stores easily. Court marked off for play 

79 N 306C— Includes large bag of marbles, instructions. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

Inflates, deflates in a jiffy . . 

Double Exposure 

$339 

Try to discover the identity of the 
person or place hidden behind the puz- 
zle . , just like the TV show! Game in- 

dudes Double Exposure spinner with 
different prizes and money values, 2 
puzzle boxes. 
49 N 207—Shipping wt. 2 lbs.. $3.39 

Table Tennis Sets $979 
4-paddie 

4-paddle Set. Sandpaper-faced wood 
paddles, 56-in. net, brackets, ball, rules. 
49 N 464—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $279 
49 N 329—2-paddle Set. As above but 
with 2 paddies. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $1.85 

49 N 463—6 bolls. Shpg. wt. 3 Oz... 45c 
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$2.99 

30 different games 

inside giant cube 

$419 

A block of games . . no 
matter which side of cube 
you turn up there's an- 
other game! 30 complete 
games are stored inside the 
rugged fiberboard cube 
Hours of fun for rainy days 
or every day for all 
members of the family 
Games include checkers, 
Chinese checkers, India, 
tic-tac-toe, etc. Measures 
1656x1654x165% inches. 
Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 N38SC.... $4.19 

54 Different Games 

$989 

There's no excuse for dull days with 
this fun-loaded set! Includes bingo, 
checkers, anagrams, old maid, par- 
chisi, rummy, hearts, crazy eights, pix 
pix, donkey party, etc. .. many old 
favorites, lots of new ones, too. 
49 N 363—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz...$2.89 

Complete Set . . table, 2 paddles, ball, net 

Big 8x4 ft. folding table has 
strong wood frame, metal-braced^ $ 
legs . . 2734 in. high. Hard-tem- 
pered Masonite Presdwood top, 
green with white plastic mark- 
ings. Includes net, screw-type 
brackets, 2 paddles and ball 
Perfect for recreation room . . 
excellent indoor exercise for the 
kids, all right for adults, too. 
Outfit shipped by either freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 

Shipping weight 45 lbs. 
79 N A61N. $19.95 

Play 100 complete games 

on l reversible board 
$795 

Here's 100 reasons for keeping indoor fun going strong throughout the year. 

You'll play checkers, crokinole, spin top, tenpins, many more games 
sides of the 2834-inch square board of glossy 
high-impact plastic, rounded edges. Reversible net pocke 

use both 
3-ply plywood. Corners have 

Includes 29 plastic playing rings, 2 sturdy hardwood cues, 10 hardwood ten. 
5, p 

rule book for the 100 games. 
79 N 457L— Complete Outfit. Shipping weight 9 pounds 
49 N 465—29 extra plastic playing rings. Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

Magic Dispenser Bingo 

$187 

Plastic dispenser mixes, selects, gives 
out Bingo numbers quickly, 1 at a 
time. Set includes checking chart, 60 
heavy cardboard playing cards, 75 
plastic number pieces and plenty of 
wooden markers. 
49 N 124—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz...$1.87 

Outfit 
1995 

3 spin tops, ! pair of dice, score card, 15 number discs and a complete 

$7.95 
89c 

Real Bingo . . metal cage 

$949 

Turn metal cage with attached arm 
and a number is automatically se- 
lected . . like professional Bingo! 75 
wood numbered balls, 30 bingo cards, 
large quantity of wooden markers and 
sturdy master board. 

49 N 161—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz.. $3.49 
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from a steady 9s 
Pcie to a 2-wheeler 
as child learns to ride 

Enclosed chain-drive and extra-big 
ball-bearing wheels make this 
our easiest-pedaling Velocipede 

Much easier to control, too, because you pump smooth and easy 
instead of fast and furious to get up speed. Big 14-inch rear 
wheels add to the stability on the turns. Rear wheels and 16- 
inch front wheel have 1%-inch semi-pneumatic tires. Super- 
strong 14-inch tubular steel frame; chrome-plated adjustable 
handle bars; adjustable vinyl-top seat with coil springs. Red with 

trasti vhite trim. 18 to 20-inch leg reach. e B" * 
DUM Cups aolght SV Goss ON esas 13-inch Sidewalk Bike with the smooth, 

easy action of a bicycle-type Chain Drive 
Measuring Instructions. Measure leg reach from foot to 
crotch with measuring tape. Items on these two pages Rides steady as a tricycle with train- chain guard. Double-block vinyl ped- 
are sent partially assembled. / ing wheels attached yet looks as grown- als and vinyl handle bar grips. Adjust- 
pinch RUD whee : ke seach ee pea up as big brother's. Smooth rolling, able metal saddle. Molded nylon 

IUGR ront VASE agai pd PCR 16:49 inches semi-pneumatic tires can't puncture. bearings, Red with white trim. 16 
leg reach 18-20 inches No bar . . easy to mount. 13-inch to 19-inch leg reach, see how to meas- 
leg reach 20-22 inches wire wheels with 5-inch training wheels. ure at left. Shipping weight 27 pounds. 

lM-inch tubular steel frame with — 79 N8620L......... Kex vao $13.88. 

Economy $299 Ball-bearing front wheel $088 All ball-bearing wheels 
3-wheeler 622.. for smooth, easy pedaling 10-inch plus coil-spring seat $1377. h 

Good. Has one-piece 134-inch tubular steel Better because it has ball-bearing front wheel; Best because it rides easier . . more smoothly. Vinyl 
frame; nylon-bearing front wheel; 15¢-in. stronger U-type frame; wider step plate; modern seat has double coil, chrome-plated springs. Has 
black sidewall semi-pneumatic tires; adjus hub caps; deep-well fender; chrome-plated steel extra-wide step plate, mounting plate, double-block 

able steel seat; 34-in. enameled handle ba: handle bars with red plastic grips, streamers. Semi- vinyl pedals, saber grips, streamers, white sidewalls. 
plastic pedals. Metallic aqua finish. Ship- pneumatic tires, steel seat. Flamboyant red. U-type frame, semi-pneumatic tires. Flamboyant blue, 
ping weights 15, 18 and 22 pounds, 79 N 8745\—10-in. front wheel. Wt. 19 Ibs... .:$ 9.88 79 N 8764L—10-inch front wheel. Wt. 21 Ibs $13.77 

79 N 8501L—10-inch front wheel... ... .$6.99 79 N 8746L—12-in, front wheel. Wt. 21 Ibs. 10.88 79 N 8765\—12-inch front wheel, Wt, 22 Ibs 1477 

79 N 8502L—13-inch front wheel. 7.99 79 N 8747L—16-in. front wheel. Wt. 26 Ibs..... 12.88 79 N 8766L—16-inch front wheel. Wt. 27 Ibs . 1677 

79 N 8503L—16-inch front wheel. . 21999 79 N 8748L—20.in. front wheel. Wt. 30 Ibs..... 14.88 79 N 8767L—20-inch front wheel, Wt. 32 Ibs 1877 

See How to Measure instructions above xs SEARS 377 
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15-in. Doll . . trunk full of clothes 

An adorable vinyl toddler with jointed arms, legs, 

turning head . . . lashed go-to-sleep eyes and rooted 

acetate hair that's washable. Dressed in rayon taffeta 

dress, panties, socks and vinyl shoes . . and a complete 

wardrobe including coat, street dress, hat, pajamas, 

nightgown, housecoat, 3-piece vanity set, tissues, 
curlers, set of luggage, all packed in 16-in. fiberboard 

Big-as-life Toddler 

All dressed up for a party in dainty cotton 
organdy dress, with attached slip and panties. 

Her rooted Saran hair is swept into a ponytail, 

but you comb and set it any way you like. 

Appealing lashed eyes open and close. Hard- 
to-break vinyl body has jointed arms, legs, 
turning head. Wears socks and shoes. 

trunk with metal hinges, plastic handle. 

49 N 3139— Doll, trunk, clothes. Wt. 4 Ibs, 9 oz. $6.99 

$9.44 
744 

79 N 3302C—31-in. doll. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 

79 N 3301 C—28-in. doll. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

An exciting new doll with fashion appeal for girls of all ages! So grown-up 
and life-like, she almost breathes. Flesh-toned vinyl plastic body has 

movable arms, legs and head making her easy to dress . . she poses on her 
plastic stand! Rooted Saran hair can be set and brushed to suit her outfit. 
Wears striped jersey swimsuit, sun glasses, earrings and shoes. From Japan. 

49 N 3701—" Barbie” doll 1134 inches tall. Shpg. wt. PIb....------+-+- $2.46 

Wardrobe for “Barbie” doll. From Japan. Shipping weight each 4 oz. 

(A) 49 N 3702— Cotton seilcioth sundress, wedge-heeled white sandals. . ..... 

(8) 49 N3704—Glamorous party dress with velvet top, white rayon satin 

skirt and gold color belt. Matching gold color bag, stylish black shoes $1.27 

C] 49 N 3705— Zippered sheath dress of polished cotton, matching shoes... 1.27 

D 

E 

87c 

49 N 3706— Dressy gold color brocade outfit. Accessories include imitation 

“pearl” jewelry, tricot gloves, velvet purse and shoes 52 FT 

49 N 3707— Casual ensemble, Cardigan and slip-on sweater set, cotton 

flannel skirt, shoes. Also tiny knitting bowl, needles, yarn, scissors... - 2 

Gutsiod pace scans by cheisimas auseteciudcHd pov 

17-inch Doll, Big Wardrobe, Trunk 

Our best . . has trunk, will travel! Soft vinyl doll is dressed 

for visiting in lace trimmed polished cotton dress, undies, 

socks and shoes. Rooted Saran hair, jointed arms, legs, 

turning head with lashed, sleeping eyes. Her vacation 

wardrobe features cotton dress, robe, coat and bonnet, 2 

pairs of shoes and socks and sun glasses. Sturdy, rein- 

forced fiberboard trunk (18x9x9 inches) has big drawer, 

extra hangers, metal hinges and latches, plastic handle. 

49 N 3338— Doll, wardrobe, trunk. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs...$12.97 

Collectors' Miniature Dolls 

Exquisitely dressed Happi-time miniatures (just 7M 

inches tall). Practically unbreakable plastic with jointed 

arms, heads, lustrous mohair wigs, open and shut 

lashed eyes. They all stand alone to model their gor- 

geous finery. Shipping weight each 14 oz. 

49 N3165—New Majorette. Rayon-satin cos- 
tume, rick-rack trim, crinoline slip. Baton. .. . $1.59 

49 N 3106— Nun dressed in black rayon taffeta. 
Crucifix, imported Italian rosary. No wig. . .. 

49 N 3101— Beautiful Bride. Rayon satin gown, 
flowing net veil and beribboned bouquet..... 1.69 

49 N 3102—Bridegroom (not shown). Wears tradi- 

tional trousers, tails and high hat. Painted hair . . 

sms? SEARS 371 
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"There's a thrill a minute with Stadium Checkers $922 

You enjoy the excitement and suspense of a real race. Object is to move all your 
marbles into your “home base" before the other players. The trick is to turn the 
rotating rings to move your marble without advancing your opponent. Brightly 
colored plastic rings turn on precision perfect tracks. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 156—10-inch diameter playing board. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz......$2.22 

Try and catch Dennis the Menace if you can $179 

Dennis is up to his usual mischief . . and everyone is trying to catch him. It 
isn’t easy because Dennis has a lot of tricks up his sleeves. But the player who 
can catch him first wins the game. You get a brightly colored 18-in. square game 
board plus a complete set of playing pieces, dice shaker and easy instructions. 
49 N 199—2 to 4 players. Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces esas s $179 

Build a Cootie Game $147 Tickle me, but don't get stung $147 

Right and left, up and back. The little Tickle Bee 
buzzes through the maze. He's looking for his bee- 
hive and the player who finds it first wins the 
“honey.” Special magnetic tickler moves the bee 
with a touch of the finger, As many as 10 can play. 

Lucky Star Gumball Game $399 

Takes a real penny to play . . gives a real gum ball 
for a prize. You win by moving the gum ball up the 
ramps to the Lucky Star—without letting it slip 
back. Coins remove easily. Comes with plentiful 
supply of gum balls. Styrene plastic dome. 

What's got 6 legs, a beard and a TV antenna? A 
Cootie of course; and the player who can build 
one first wins the game. Includes a complete set 
of plastic pieces for up to 4 cooties. Easy to learn 
and lots of fun for 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 362—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . 

Jack Straws $132 

Buzzer sounds . . light flashes. 
Somebody just lost playing 
Electric Jack Straw. The trick 
istopickout thestraws through 
the holes without touching the 
container. With jack straws 
and battery. 

49 N 112-Shpg. wt. 12 02.51.32 

374 SEARS s 
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$147 

Toyland Game 09.c 

All the excitement of this be- 
loved story brought to life 
again. With colored game 
board, playing cards, plastic 
playing pieces and platform 
with spinner. 2 to 4 players. 
Instructions included. 
49 N 232—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. .92c 

youngsters. 

ers. For 2 to 4 players. 

Scrabble® for Jrs. ¢]47 

‘The famous word game simplified for 
1814-inch double-sided 

board—one side has advanced ver- 
sion, other has easy pictorial version. 
Includes 100 lettered tiles, 33 count- 

49 N 235—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 0z.$1.47 

49 N 191 —12-inch diameter. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz... 

Bridg-it $147 

Actually span the board with 
a path of bridges—at the 
same time trying to block 
your opponent's path. The 

one to go across first wins. 
Plastic bridges fit in slots on 
raised towers. 2 can play. 
49 N 373-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.$1.47 

$3.99 

Practice solving crimes like the 
private eyes at 77 Sunset 

Strip. Plays differently every 
time. Use game clues and your 
own cleverness. Includes 4 
plastic detectives, clue pads, 
cards, pencil, dice.2 to4 players. 
49 N 377—Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 02.$2.49 

49 N 176—Shipping weight 12 ounces...... 

77 Sunset Strip $2.49 Build A Car $159 

Thrill to a race against time, 
See who can build his own 
car or truck first. Includes 
colorful game board, inter- 
locking cardboard pieces for 
2 cars and 2 trucks, 4 driver 
markers and spinner. 
49 N 185-Shpg.wt. 2 lbs. $1.59 

Patti Playpal $159 

Help Patti move into her doll house. 
The one who can finish fastest will 
be Patti's best buddy. Includes 4 
house frames, 6 die-cut rooms, deck 
of cards, 4 wooden Patti Playpal 
stands. 2 to 4 can play. 

J 49 N 182—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz... $159 



Push-type Racer. Rugged “track- — [7 
burner" has aluminum-finish 

steel frame. 8-inch graphite-bearing jet- 
adjusts to 5 positions . . 
easier pedaling. 
wheels; rubber tires. Retractable foot-rests. 
Red tubular steel frame. 47x23 inches wide. 
79 N 8007L—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs, 

wheels, 1!4-inch tires. Foot and hand 
brake, steering wheel, Masonite 
Presdwood back and seat. Over-all 
about 53x18 inches wide. 
79 N 8965L—Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. .$13.88 

3] Electric-powered Hot Rod . . with 
crash helmet and goggles. Just step on 

accelerator pedal . . go forward or in re- 
verse. Won't exceed speed of 2 MPH. Pull 
on hand brake to stop. Made of polyeth: 
ene plastic on rugged steel base. 514-in. 
plastic wheels, 37x14 in. wide. Uses 12-v 
battery (not included . . order below). 
79 N 5440LM—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs, Set $23.88 
12-volt Battery for cars (3) and (4). 
79 N 5704M—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs........$4.99 

378 SEARS ra 
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Pedal-drive Scot Cor. Colorful seat and 
airplane-type steering wheel give racy 
age appearance. Ball-bearing pedal drive 

seat is raised for 
front 10-in. rear, 734-in. 

-$13.99 

Speed along at 2 to 5 miles an hour . 

2388 "tg 
Without battery 

(4] Electric-powered Stutz Bearcat. 
Faithfully reproduced in all its 

rip-roaring glory—even toa start crank 
that gives off realistic engine noises. 
Goes forward and reverse up to 5 
MPH with fender mounted accelera- 
tor pedal. Stops when you pull on hand 
brake. Red steel chassis with bulb 
horn, tool boxes, gas tank, spare 

wheel. 714-inch plastic wheels. 42x 
1514 inches wide. Uses 12-volt battery 
not included, order at left). 

79 N 5759NM—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs.. .$28.88 

Tot Rod with bicycle-type chain drive 
for easier pedaling and smoother ride 

The smaller set will be rarin’ to go places in this sleek job! Jet-style 
steering wheel makes it a snap.to handle. Rolls softly on 10-inch rear, 
8-inch front ball-bearing wheels. All rubber tires. 74-inch tubular 
steel wedge frame with adjustable bucket seat. Rubber-covered roll 
bar. Nylon bearing chain drive mechanism. Fire-engine red with 
striking white trim. 41x23 inches wide over-all. 
79 N 8976L—Shipping weight 30 pounds 
NOTE: All cars on these 2 pages sent partly Escarbled ; 

$14.88 
. easy to sel up 

$4,099 no Monev 
cash 

Without an 

Electric-Drive Kart 

Shift from forward to reverse 
with auto-type gear stick 

Looks as fast as a real racing kart . . yet can't go more than 5 MPH. 
Step on the accelerator and off you go. Pull hand brake to stop. 
Tubular steel frame. Rugged auto-type link steering. Big 8-inch 
high, 1%-inch wide rubber tires with deep, knobby tread. Plastic 
foam seat. Bright red with aluminum trim. Over-all 46 inches long 
and 27% inches wide. Uses 12-volt storage battery, not included . . 

order below. To keep battery power up to capacity, order 12-volt 

battery booster 28H7169,from Sears General Catalog. 
79 N 8916N— Shipping weight 45 pounds.. „Cash $49.99 
28 N 349N—12-volt Battery. Shipping weight 41 pounds......... 895 
NOTE: Items with suffix “N” (as 79N5759NM) shipped by freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 



25's-inch Carriage 
with Continental styling 

Streamlined design 
l with conce 

that spreaders, 
mommy” d look out! 
Ail tubular, chrome-plated frame, Duches: 

type gear and full d i} 

e rubber tire 
avy ody measures 

254¢x12x9 in. deep. e 28 in. high 
79 N 8269L—Shpg. w $11.97 
79 N 8298L2— Car 
cessory Set below, 

Carriage Accessory Sets 

Plast 
cov 

eat i d 

floral print Plastic tips on le 
16x15x28 inches high. Folds easi. 
79 N 9307 C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

e is 
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- mattress, quilt and piliow 

vered 

49 N 8215—S. 
quilt, 11x8. 

A9 N B216—Set of 
quilt, 11x 
49 N &290— 

t. 11x&-in. piliow, Shpy. wt. 2 bs. 

l with attractive red 

and compact 
$3.98 

20)3-inch English-style 
Coach Carr: 

t rail padded 
lar írame 

x Spo 
with white Body 203¢xi1x9 

79 N 6268C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs ..$9.89 

79 N 8297 C2 — Coach Carriage plus 49N8215 
Accessory Set below. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. $11.69. 

rubber tires. 

Ruffed ray mat tuf 
quilt. Color: , cotton 

of 21x12-inch mattress. 
piliow, Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 2 

24-inch 
tubular ha 
body 

26x12-inch 
pillow. Sbpg. w 

30x12- 

tt 
1 Ib. piastic v 

piping. 8x9-inch 
49 N 8229— Wt. 3 

t of h mattress, 18x25.in 
$2.54 

ad forth action 
Dolly rocks and bounc -. enterta’ 
play tray helps to keep her sle 
amused. Has a steel frame 
with a stu 
print seat. 

X Has si 
steel frame, white vinyl body in 
pretty red floral print. Play beads. 
Convenient feeding tray. Fol: 
for compact storage. Size i8x91¢x 
18 inches high. 
49 N 9308—Wt. 3 ibs. 5 02.$3,39 

Fold them up after pia 

lulis ber to 
er-color enameled 

18-inch Woven Fibre Buggy. Yellow 

down ro 
sh up rockers and 
steel fra: 

White vinyl body 
over red floral p 
carrying handies. 
inches high 
79 N $305C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs..$3.49 

Size 2ixlixt 



SAN MURRAY 
TV word 

> 
New Word Game for the Whole Family $299 

Just as it’s played on Jan Murray's T.V. show . . you can even try your skill 
by playing along with the T.V. contestants. Pick letters from the revolving 
drum; then try to make words in the manner of a crossword puzzle. A challeng- 
ing game that will keep your interest for years. Includes price cards, Charge 
Account recorders, revolving selector drum, score pads, full instructions. 

Stimulating Games 
help keep their minds alert 

Tumble Bug $149 

And they're off! It's the start. 
of the craziest race you ever 
saw. Four thoroughbred tum- 
ble bugs . . hopping, skipping, 
wobbling their unpredictable 
way down the roller coaster 
runway. The whole family will 
enjoy their crazy antics. Just 
place your bets; put the tumble 
bugs at the starting line; then 
watch the fun. Plastic. 21 in. 
long. For one to four players 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N230...... 

Sea Hunt $179 

Experience all the thrills and 
suspense of this popular tele- 
vision show right in your own 

ue 
ees Z 

49 N 109 — Box size 13x18x3 inches. Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 2 oz 

Dominoes 7 Qe so. 
Fine quality hardwood dominoes. 
49 N 361—28 pleces, plays up to 
double 6's. Shpg. wt. 1 1b... ... ..72c 

49 N 398—5S pieces, plays up to 
double 9's. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $1.49 

49 N 323—91 pieces, plays up to 
double 12's. Wt. 1 lb. 6 0z.....$1.95 

[i] Chess Tutor. Now everyone in 
the family can learn this exciting 

game. The secret is the special in- 
struction book included with every 
set helps speed learning. It gives easy 
step-by-step directions that anyone 
can follow—even the children. 

Chess pieces are of attractive, 
durable plastic. Extra big 34-inch 
King size. With sturdy 15-inch board. 
49 N 220—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oa. $1.75 

[2) Salvo. Thrill to the excitement of 
a naval battle . .-two great fleets 

in a fight to the finish. Each player 
sets up his 8 ships on his side of the 
board. Center divider prevents players 
from seeing opposing fleet Then com- 
mence firing until one of the fleets is 
destroyed. Includes game board, 
colored easel divider, 16 attack ships, 
salvo discs, salvo hit markers. 
49 N 203—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz.$2.99 

Citai pagi scunt by deisinianmiselediwicalion 

PEXAITT 
FAMILY GAME CHEST pj 

Family Game Chest . . a complete 
entertainment center with six 

of the world's most popular games for 
onelow price. Chess, checkers, roulette, 
dominoes, horseraceand Chinese chess. 

The set includes these fine quality 
pieces: roulette wheel and layout, horse 

race game, dominoes, plastic chess set, 
checkers, dice, chips, combination 
chess board, and full instructions, 
49 N 222—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 02.83.49 

[4] Surprise Package. Captures all 
the fun and suspense of the tele- 

vision show. The object is to discover 
what’s in the Surprise Package box. 
You get clues and buy time to ask 

questions of your opponent. Winner 
keeps prize plus all remaining money. 
Includes a deck of prize and clue cards, 
a prize box and automatic timer, play 
money. 2 can play. 
49 N 186—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 802..$2.99 

($299 home. Brought to life again on 
this full color game board. 

You'll be part of the action 
as skin divers battle the under- 
water elements . . fighting to 
discover the fabulous sunken 
treasure. The winner is the 
player who finds the treasure, 

2 to 4 players can play. In- 
cludes 4-color game board, 
playing pieces. 
49 N 172—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz... $1.79 

(5) Fine quality Parcheesi Set. One 
of America’s most beloved games 

in a handsome new edition, Polished 
wood pawns are perfectly propor- 
tioned. Game board and box have 
rich leatherette covering—bound and 
gold-color stamped. Large dice and 
4 dice cups. 2 to 4 can play. 
49 N 162—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz,.... $4.14 
49 N194—Standard set with wood 
pawns, board. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... . .$1.75 

Bridge for Juniors. Now children 
can enjoy this popular card game. 

‘Two-sided playing board features ad- 
vanced and elementary versions for 
6 to 12-year-olds. Elementary teaches 
trumping, trick taking, etc. Advanced 
introduces simplified bidding, scoring, 
etc. Includes 52 cards (suits of apples, 
strawberries, plums, blackberries), 4 
card racks, instructions. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 370—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz.. $1.49 

7] Scrabble . . famous word game. 
Children enjoy it . . adults too. 

Rules are simple, easy to learn. 
Adds new words to your vocabulary. 
Build words from numbered letter tiles. 
Beat opponents by scoring more points. 

Lots of fun for 2 to 4 players. 
Economical too at Sears low prices. 
49N139-Gameonly, Wt. 11b.807.$2.59 
79N462C— Turntable only. Rubber feet. 
Fiberboard. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... ...$275 

8] Regular and Chinese Checkers . . 
two of the most popular games 

ever devised, dressed up with a special 
playing board for easier storing. Board 
has lever-action enclosures for storing 
the 60 glass marbles, plus 24 inter- 
locking checkers. 1534-inch diameter 
board in 4 colors, Instructions. 
49N399-2 to 6 players. Wt. 2 Ibs. $1.75 
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Haul sand, soil and rocks . . push down handle 

and hopper tilts back, dumping pay load 

All-Steel Dump Truck 

You'll need it for every building project. 
Ball-bearing pull straps and rear axle hangers 
let you adjust pedals to 5-positions for grow- 
ing boys. Body and hopper of finest heavy 
gauge steel. Extremely dent and bend re- 
sistant, All joints securely riveted and welded. 

Hook and Ladder Truck . . 
2 real wood ladders . . flashing, 

whirring red light . . gong bell 

Gangway! Here come the firemen in their new 
streamlined truck. Tubular hand rails; rear 
step. 8-inch ball-bearing wheels, rubber tir 
S-position adjustable pedals, ball-bearing 
pull straps and rear axle hangers. 45-in. lon, 
steel body. Red with white. Order two "C" 
batteries below. 
79 N 8906L—Shipping weight 35 Ibs 

"C" Batteries to operate fla light 
79 N 4665—Shpg. wt. 2 oz. . Each 16¢; 4 for 60c 

$19.99 

Citsloa pace scans by ceistiasnmdiseltediical com 

Built to take years of rough driving. Spinner 
plastic hubcaps, metal windshield. Four 
S-nch wheels, molded rubber tires. Yellow 
enamel, black trim. 47 inches long. Shipping 
weight 34 pounds. 
PARMO eene enne $1888 

Big 10-inch wheels . . 
semi-pneumatic tires cushion 

your ride in this TIN LIZZIE 

Bright Kelly green, yellow trim and old 
fashioned black running board, fenders and 
wheels. Folding windshield, bulb horn, radi- 
ator ornament, dummy “headlights.” Ad 
justable pedals with ball-bearing rear axle 
supports allow for more leg room as your boy 
grows. Improved drive gear eliminates dead 
center. Short turning radius. 34 in, long steel 
body 
79 N 8913L—Shipping weight 34 Ibs... . .$17.77 

Fire Chief’s Car $1488 wat 

A Sears exclusive . . this Fire Chief's Car features a real 
flashing red light on the hood. Also has gong-type bell 
S-position adjustable pedals, ball-bearing pull straps 
and rear axle hangers. 8-in, wheels, rubber tires. Steel 
body 36 in, long. Red. Order 2 “€ 
79 N 8903L—Shi 

"C" Batteries. 
79 N 4665—Slipg. wt. 2 oz 

batteries below 

g weight 27 pounds. $14.88 

Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Happi-Time Sportster $1488 

Sure to be the sharpest car on your block. Gunsight 

fender ornaments. Instrument panel and tail light decals, 
radio antennae, red windshield, spinner hub caps, 8-in 
wheels. 5-position justable pedals with ball-bearing 
pull straps and axle hangers for easy pedaling. Steel 

ig. Arctic white enamel with red trim 
79 N 8901L—Shipping weight 27 pounds $14.88 
body 36 inche 

Compact Tee Bird Auto $988 

Has that cool, sporty look. Pedals easily . . ball-bearing 
pull straps and axle ers. Adjustable pedals. 8-in. 
red and white wheels with rubber tires. Jet-type steering 
wheel. Sturdy steel body 33 inches long. Blue body with 
white trim. 

79 N 8952L—Shipping weight 25 pounds....... $9.88 

All items on this page partially assembled. pecas SEARS 379 



These 2 Doll Carriages adjust to 3 heights 

Can be set higher as your child gets taller 

Adjustable 26'A-in. Car- Our Finest. . 31-inch Carriage ad- 
riage folds, has 4-bow justs and folds! S-bow hood with 
hood, visor. Duchess gear. — visoramic visor. Padded draft rail 
Full draft rail Brake. and clear plastic storm shield. 
Chrome-plated tubular Brake. Duchess shackle gear. 
handle . . adjusts between  Chrome-plated fenders and handle. 
26 and 31 inches high. Tubular handle adjusts to 3 
Vinyl quilted body, 2614x ^ heights: 2634, 2914 and 32 inches. 
13x914 in. deep. Rubber Formed white rubber tires on 
tires. Wt. 12 lbs. spoked wheels. Vinyl quilted body, 
79 N8252L..... $8.99 31x13x11 in. deep. 

79 N829412—Corrioge plus 79 N8253L—Wt. 15 Ibs......$14.99 
Mattress, Quilt, Pillow Set 79 N829312—Corriage plus Mottress, 
49 N 8216 on facing page. ^ Quilt, Pillow Set 49 ̂  
Shpg. wt. 14 lbs.....$10.99 — page. Wt. 17 Ibs. $17.29 

$1499 
carriage only 

21-inch Rock-A-Carriage converts to cradle, — 25-inch Carriage with folding, quilted vinyl 
Bumpers swing down and around to form body. Full quilted draft rail, 4-bow hood. 
rockers. Folds. 3-bow hood and visor. Brake. visor. Channel steel Duchess-type gear, 
Chrome-plated, 24-in. handle, White vinyl brake. Tubular plated handle, 28 in. high. 
tires. Vinyl body, 21x9x7 in. deep. White tires. 25x12x9 in. deep 
79 N 8270C— Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $4.88 79 8251C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 37.64 
79 N8296C2—Corriage plus Accessory Set on 79N8295C2—Corriage plus Accessory Set on 
facing page (see 49 N 8215). Wt. 8 Ibs, $6.59 facing page (see 49 N 8216). Wt. 11 Ibs. $9.69 

Stroller with removable fringed Sleeper Stroller back reclines. Sleeper Stroller with removable Our finest Stroller has adjustable handle. Front 

canopy and quilted shopping Rigid 1114x1014-inch seat has wire basket and canopy. Back re- wheels swivel for easy steering . . chrome-plated 

bag. Vinyl body. Footrest. locking back brace. Fringed can dines for dolly's comfort, footrest tubular handle adjusts from 29 to 32 in. high! Has 

Axles welded to frame. — opy, footrest, wire basket and js adjustable, Rigid bracing. 14-inch reclining back, removable fringed canopy and wire 
28-in. chrome-plated tubular brake. 2814-inch handle and top chrome-plated tubular steel handle shopping basket. Quilted vinyl body. Rubber tires. 
handle. White rubber tires. rail are chrome-plated tubular 28 in. high. Rubber tires. Colorful Seat 11x914x514 inches deep with safety belt 
Seat 914x10 inches. Shipping steel. White tires. Vinyl body. vinyl body wipes clean. Seat meas- — 79 N8244C— Shipping weight 8 pounds 39.54 
weight 6 Ibs. quilted. Folds. 5 inches deep. 
79N8230C........... 4.54 — 79 N8250C-Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. $6.54 Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... $7.49 soa SEARS 373 
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GEO-GRAPHY —race against time as 
you peg in cities, islands, oceans 

$969 

Istanbul, London and Paris; the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans; 
the Black Sea; the Nile and Congo Rivers . . you'll travel to all 
of the romantic and exciting parts of the world! Just flick 
spinner, turn timer over and start your journey . . see how 
much faster you can complete your tour than can your op- 
ponent. A fine educational aid for youngsters from 10 through 
their middle teens . , approved by the Association for Childhood 
Education International. Complete with colorful map, hour 
glass timer, pegs and alphabet spinners. For 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 302— Shipping weight 2 pounds $2.69 

summi 

SUMMIT —in conference you decide 
the global strategy for the ‘“‘cold war" 

$596 

Now top-level decisions are in your hands. Should you apply 
economic pressure, gain popular support or “rattle rockets”? 

Your skill in extending spheres of influence forces the confer- 
ence . . there the winner is decided. 19x24-in. world map, chips, 
flags, mar , current event cards, instr. book and score pad. 
49 N 130—For 3 to 6 players. Shpg. wt, 3 Ibs, 8 oz. $556 

376 SEARS s 
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(5) Easy Money. Become a millionaire at a 
roll of the dice. Build a real estate empire, 

run an airline, hotel or theatre. Big money 
game for all ages. 1824x1814-in. board. For 2 
to 6 players. 6 plastic pieces, 6 sets of houses, 
give and take cards, dice, play money, trays. 

49N389-Deluxe Edition. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $2.69 
49N393-Standard. No trays, 2 Ibs. 2 oz... 175 

(6) Go to the Head of the Class. Who'll be 
first to graduate to college? Before you 

learn that, you'll have to answer a lot of ques- 

tions that make knowledge fun. With ingenuity 
and luck players advance desk to desk, grade 
by grade to college. 792 questions, answers. 

49 N 388—2 to 8 players. Shpg. wt. 2 1bs.$2.69 

Cadaco-Ellis 

Top Cop. There's fast action as Cops pa- 
trol city on crime wave alert! Search for 

clues that capture robbers on “Wanted” list. 
First to capture 3 is Top Cop. For ages 6 to 12. 

4 cops, 9 robbers, 9 wanted posters, 12 pegs, 
49 N 213—2 to 4 players. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $175 

= 

2] Seven Seas. The excitement of interna- 

tional trade . . venturesome traders com- 
pete for profit as they buy and sell cargo. 

Players travel around the world on 4-color 
board. High-seas fun for 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 177—Shipping weight 1 Ib, 12 oz..$2.75 

3] All-star Baseball. Aaron, Banks, Mantle. 
all the great stars play! Duplicates their 

actual batting performance . . just like a real 
ball game. Complete with 60 Major League 
player discs. For fans of all ages. 
49 N 395—EFor 2 players, Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $2.79 

[4] Noah's Ark. Ideal for pre-school tots. 
reading or number knowledge needed. 

Spinner shows which little animals to put into 
colorful 3-dimension ark. Complete with an 
ark-full of stand-up animals. Delightful fun 
for 1 to 4 players. 

49 N 113—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.... $1.85 

o 

Milton-Bradley 

[7] Deluxe Uncle Wiggily Game. You'll help 
Uncle Wiggily on race to Doc Possum's 

office through forest, cabbage patch, etc. 

Cards, 18x18-in. board, plastic playing pieces. 
49 N 391—2 to4 players. Wt. 1 Ib. 9oz... $1.95 
49 N 104—Stondard Edition, 4 wooden playing 
pieces. 16x16-in. board. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 87c 

(8] Alfred Hitchcock's "Why" Game. The 
master of suspense, himself, matches wits 

with every player. Find out “Why” the house 
is haunted. Spine-tingling thrills as each card 
is turned revealing ghosts, weapons and mo 

tives. Detective earning most rewards wins 
game. Excitement galore for 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 394—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . $2.65 
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Vithout helmet 

"Lets pretend” COSTUMES 

for parties and playtime 

June Bride .. . a charmer 
in rayon brocade-print 

ie even gets a make- 
lieve nose-gay to carry. 
ara, veil and imitation 

pearls, plus a wedding ring 
in silver-color metal. State 
sise from chart. 
49 N 776F— Wt. 1 Ib. $3.89 

5.Star General rates 
salutes in olive-green cot- 

ton uniform, with overseas 
cap. Gold-color buttons and 
braid, metal insignia. Elas- 
tic-back trousers, zip fly. 
Sanforized . . max. shrinkage 
1%: State size from chart. 
49 N 838F-Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $5.89 

Union Soldier . . fights 
play battles in realistic 

looking blue uniform, Sturdy 
cotton, with gold-color but- 
tons. Elastic-back trousers. 
Matching forage cap in- 
cluded. (Gun not include 
State sise from chart. Shpg. 
wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N BI2F...... $6.49 

Dole Evans . . Western 
embroidered cotton cor- 

duroy skirt , „ fringed, bound 
in red braid, Cotton cordu- 
roy vest. Rayon satin blouse 
with red cotton twill cuffs is 
washable. String t (No 
hat or boots.) State size from 
chart. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 833F. ...$5,89 

fa) Highway Trooper blows 
a whistle to stop small- 

fry speeders. Sturdy San- 
forized cotton uniform with 
plastic cap and goggles. 
Metal badge, handcuffs, 
plastic gun in.holster on belt, 
State size from chart. Shpg. 
wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 827F... $5.89 

jg] Drum Majorette can 
twirl her baton (includ- 

ed) in high-stepping fashion. 
Rayon satin costume with 
belt, hat and tasseled boot 
tops. State size from chart. 
A9NB29F- Wt. 1 Ib. 12:02, $4.69 

Adjustable plastic Helmets 
Fit 17-22-inch head sizes. Si 

49 N 4990 

Steve Canyon Helmet. 
visor and simulated snap-on oxy- 

gen mask. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 5072..... 

7] Astronaut Helmet. Lift-up face 
shield. “Mike” mouthpiece with 

voice vibrator. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

(2) Blue Foiry looks magical 
with her silver-color star 

wand, glittering crown and 
wings. Blue rayon satin bod- 
ice and star-decked puffed 
sleeves. Silver-color netting 
covers blue rayon taffeta 
skirt, State size from chart. 
49 N BIOF-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02.$4.99 

Marine: Sergeant . . 
dashing in cadet-blue 

and navy with red braid. 
Sanforized cotton twill . . 
max. shrinkage 1%. 
back trousers, zip fly. White 
cotton cap, plastic belt, in- 
si State size from chart. 
49 N 837F-Wt. 11b. 7 oz. $6.89 

(8] Confederate Soldier . . 
ready to storm pretend- 

forts in gray uniform, San- 
forized cotton . . won't shrink 
over 1%. Gold-color metal 
buttons, Confederate badge, 
forage cap. (Gun not in- 
cluded.) State size from chart. 
Shpg. wt. 1-lb. 8 oz. 
ONN, isan $649 

[ii] it's Superman! Speeding 
to the rescue in colorful 

cape and suit of cotton twill. 
Sanforized . . maximum 
shrinkage 1%. Elastic-top 
trou: fit snugly. Sturdily 

ade for rough pl State 
from chart. Shipping 

ight 1 pound. 
49 N730F..... $479 

jj Ben Casey official uni- 
form! Even has face mask 

for "tonsillectomies." Medic 
shirt with 3 pockets, button 
closure. Elastic-back trous- 
ers, zip fly. White Sanforized 
coton twill; max. shrinkage. 
1%. State size from chart. 
Shipping weight 1 pound, 
49 N 839F nm 

Astronout blasts off in 
olive-green uniform of 

tough Sanforized cotton twill 
.. max. shrinkage 1%. Spe- 
cial insignia, gold-color em- 
broidered stars. Full front 

ip. Cap has gold-color rayon 
id. State size from chart, 

49 N 836F—Wt. 1 Ib....$4.99 

Southern Belle . . daz- 
zling be-ribboned rayon 

taffeta costume. Ruffled, 
lace trimmed — pantalettes 
please little girls with their 
Old-South look. Pretty bon- 
net in matching floral print. 
State size from chart. 
49 N 820F-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.99 

Roy Rogers. Rough-rid- 
ing trousers . . Western 

embroidery on cotton cor- 
duroy front, n Sanforized 
cotton twill back. Corduroy 
vest, Sanforized cotton flan- 
nel pl shirt. String tie. 
(No hat.) State sise from 
chart. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
WNP... $589 

[i] Her Majesty. Gold-color 
plastic crown ties in 

place . . fits all young royal- 
ayon dobby gown. 

type panel on skirt 
es ribbon-edged cape. 

atin band across 
tate size from chart. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 807F m 

Visiting Nurse carries 
plastic shoulder-bag for 

"emergency calls." Cotton 
uniform with crisp cap, belt 
and cotton twill cape with 
“R.N.” name tab. All wash- 
able, all sure to please little 
ladies. State size from chart. 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 799F "m rid 

SIZE CHART FOR PLAYSUITS 

Sizes small, medium or large. 

Size is...... Small - 
W height is... 35 to 42 in. 

Be sure to measure. 
State S, M or L. 

| Medium |  lorge 
| 43 to 51 in. | 52 10 60 in. 

large (21 

Western Hats . . new wool felt 

Small (17-18 in.), medium (19-20 in.) or 
State size S, M or L. 

Embroidered. Chin cord. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
$2.99 49 N779F—Hlack ^ 49 N 806F— Red. . $1.89 

gj Girl's. Red, with sheer rayon scarf. 
Liitu B 49 N 712F—Shipping weight 11b. ....... .69 

7i) Boy's. Black with gold color stars. 
$2.29 EJ 49 N 717F—Sbipping weight 1 Ib....... L69 



Her own house . . little-girl size 

Shell fall in love with the pretty pastel pink walls the 
blue trimming around the four curtained windows , , the 
matching blue roof . . the simulated flagstone floor. She'll 

plan her parties here . . entertain . . and, of course, hold secret 
conferences. Set up out or indoors. Overall size 4x214x4 feet 

high; large enough to hold quite a crowd. Easy to assemble. 
Heavy plastic panels screw to pre-drilled wooden frame. 
walls (back is open). Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 1409N—Shipping ..$12.99 

'The Corner Store 

'erything little business people need to play store. Shelves 
hold tiny boxes of famous brand groceries 

sliding drawer . . is mounted on a movable check-out c 
has play money. Handy plastic 
wall. A delightful toy, helps youngsters 
up purchases. Fiberboard store folds flat for storag 
79 N 1112C —About 32x17x64 in. high. 10 Ibs, .$3.99 

Cash registe 

mounted to 
to make change 

Shpg. wt 

Girls' Luggage. Plastic coated cover 
in imitation white rawhide. Heavy 
plastic stitched binding. Aluminum 
edges. Plated snaps and lock. 
ty Prior qmd Lesa 1 

11}4-inch diame! 

[4 PT Nea RS Cose. Wt. 2 tis 
10x6x5 inches... .....-..--.- 

49 N 9219—Save on combination. Tı 
Case, Vanity Case. Shpg wi 9 be $878 374 SEARS sso 
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Doll House Mansion . . feet tall 

$444 

Just open the twin doors little Miss Homemaker can 
stand up and play with this exciting house 3 rooms equip 
with fiberboard furniture. Living and bed rooms have 5- 
suites and simulated rugs. Kitchen has 3-pc 

nearly 5 

5-1x 
set, complete 

atifully decorated corrugated fiberboard, appliances 
Use as storage chest 

79 N 1408C 

About 53x27x13 in 
le assembly. Shpg. wt. 10 Ib 

or book case 

$4.44 

"ueni c = 
Set for outdoor fun . . pool holds water 

Luxurious patio has built-in barbecue h 

fle-board court and is beautifully furnishe 
with outdoor furniture. Pool is equipped wit 
diving board, sail boat, life etc. Set ¢ 
playground equipment . . swings, slide, teeter 
totter, san 4 miniature people. Of co 
orful plastic, about 18x11x2 inches hig 
49 N 1404—Shipping weight 1 It $19 

Even dolly goes on the trip with her luggage all packed 

((4) (5) and (6) illustrated on facing page) 
Metal Trunks in 3 sizes. 
Wood írames. Brass- 

[5] Wood Frame Trunks in 3 sizes. Plastic coated 
páper covering. Plastic handle. Metal corners; 

brass-plated closures, lock. Inside has 2 drawers, 

@ 

Carry handle, plastic hangers on sliding metal bar. 
70N9269C-24x11x9in.Lock, 79 N9324C—24x10x11 in. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs.... $5.59 

TS, awers, AN, E he du 79 N 9320C: mode Dae WEE Ai 
49 N 9313— Has onl; 
die. 14x7x8 inches. 

(s) Matching aet, Cose. 12x9x4 inches Comb, 

pertes weight 2 pounds.......$2.59 

79 N9220C-20x10x9 n 

drawer. Shpg.wt. 8 lbs. PT 
pitt uoto e ag A 
Shpg. wt. 4 .$398 



] Foto-Electric Football, There's a 
I 2 

game 
pass for a touchdown! reat 
Foto-Football and a 

game with miniature players. Plan plays 
Írom over 1000 combinations. Gridiron 
11 plastic players, scoreboard, play 
heets and rules. Play-viewer operates 

on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. UL 
approved, 18}4x1444x534 
49 N251 

Sandiot 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

2] Foto-Electric Baseball. Batter up! 
You see the play at every base 

Watch the duel between pitcher and 
batter. Choose sides om 30 players. 
Scoreboard and scorepad. Playviewer 
operates on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC- 

DC. UL approved. 18 x14x574 inches 
49 N 217—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. .$5.99 

3] Tripoley. Intriguing adult card game 
= combines the fun of Hearts, Poker 
and Rummy, Played with standard deck 
of cards (not included) on 27x27-inch 
vinyl plastic layout. For 2 to 9 players 
49 N 358—Shpg. wt. 1 lb $1.69 

Life . . million $ game 
$459 

Players set out on the Road of 
Life a car and $2000 in 
play money travel around 
24x19-in. 3-D board past 
buildings, over hills, etc., win- 
ning or losing money at 
turn of the “Wheel of 

For 2 to 8 players. 8 pl 
autos, pegs, $7 million in 
play money, 32 insurance and 
stock certificates and 24 card 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N169C 

Concentration 

$344 

Uu) Match hidden items, num- 
bers to work out picture 

word puzzle solutions. Move 

numbered slides to win gifts 
and money. Rollomatic puzzle 
changer box provides 60 dif 
ferent picture word puzzles. 

Full of excitement for two to 
With plenty of 

play money, prize cards and 
numbered plastic slides. Ship- 
ping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 N 298... 2s S344 

five players. 

tssiiainó pa beans by duiifmatnicdlóciical con 

Video Village 

$959 

(5) At-home edition of pop 
ular TV program. Walk 

the Magic Mile and receive 
“money” and prize cards. 
For all ages from 10 on up. 
18x13-in. game board, dice 

5 plastic card holders, 
l, 3-D bridge, 5 shops, 2 

playing pieces, over 80 take 
a-chance cards and play 
money. For 2 players. Shpg. 
wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
MOV cis s SK PEA $2.59 

BAS-KET —you set, aim and shoot balls 

at realistic backboards and goals 

$422 

Take a lo ot from straight out, hook one in from the cor- 
ner or take your time and sink a 1-point free throw! Here's 
real basketball in miniature . . fast action plus suspense and 
thrills make Bas-ket a big favorite with all a 

Aim tbe ball from any position, flip the press-lever and 
watch your sbot whiz through the basket time you'll 
develop the sharpest in the neighborhood 
Steel mechanism, fiberboard court, scoreboards and rules, For 
1 to 6 players. Sets up easily and quickly, folds for storage. 
79 N 202C— Box size 208 x12 $4.22 

shootin’ eye" 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. 

"Charge It” if you wish.. 

see pages 218A, 218B 

CIVIL WAR—The Rebs against the 
Yanks and you’re the armchair general 

$996 

Bull Run, Shiloh, Vicksburg 
t skilled general, be he Yank or 
fought to the.tune of 44 plastic 

pieces representing Confederate and on forces, 2 ivory 
lice, 32-page illustrated booklet describing over 30 battles, 
and large 3-fold playing board 24x1944 in. 2 or 4 players. 

49 N 128—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $3.96 

Throw your history book away 

the battle goes to the m: 

Reb. These torrid battles are 

s SEARS 377 
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fully furnished 

Stylish split level home has 
pool that really holds water 

$866 

Lovely patio has light (powered by 
battery), a built-in barbecue and 
swimming pool. Door bell works. 
Front door swings open and shut. 
Has 9 beautiful rooms, 45 pieces of 
furniture including 3-piece sectional 
sofa, TV console, both a dining room 

and dinette set, breakfast bar, nur- 
sery crib, washer, patio table with 
umbrella, etc. Family of 6 (plastic) 

people lives here. House is steel (29x 
16x14 inches) . . has plastic railings, 
stairs. Over-all length of house and 
pool, 38 in, Battery not included. 
79 N 1471 C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.. .$8.66 
34 N 4650—2 standard flashlight 
teries for patio light. Shippin; 
8 ounces veces $o2 «22 for 30€ 

Big 2-story Rambler has 
porch light that works 

$566 

Seven very livable, completely furn 
ished rooms. . even a recreation room 
and a roof-top sun deck. Many pieces 
of authentic plastic furniture includ 
ing recreation room furnishings, 
laundry, play pen, patio chairs, etc. 
The porch light operates on stand 
ard flashlight battery (not incl., or- 
der below). Plastic porch has wrought 
iron decor. Door opens and closes. 
House is steel, 15x8x38 inches long 

79 N 1406C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... $5.66 

34 N 4650—2 standard flashlight bat- 
teries for porch light. Wt. 8 oz. 2 for 30e 

Tall columns rise before 
this Colonial Mansion 

$366 

Stately porch with graceful white 
columns give an air of real Southern 
hospitality. 6 beautifully furnished 
rooms . . living room, dining room, 
kitchen, bath, bedroom, nursery 
includes plastic TV console, dining 
room buffet, nursery equipment, 
even pictures on the wall. House is 
of steel and plastic. Over-all size is 
19x15x11 inches wide. 

79 N 1402 C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... $3.66 

Gutaloó pene Scant by cuddimar wicdltciudcal Doni 

[7) Umbrella, Suitcase Set. 
Smart, 13-inch rubberized 

rayon case, full zipper opening; 
30-in, diameter rayon umbrella. 
79 N 9290C—Set. 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. ....... $3.59 

(S) 13-inch Sophisticated Hat 
Box of patent-look black 

plastic. Zips all around . . has 
red plastic lining, pocket with 
mirror. Bottom rests on 4 studs. 
Waterproof, resists scuffs. 
49N9267— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02 $3.49 soi: SEARS 375 



A teen’s dream of a gift . 

a real Tape Recorder 

Get the whole gang in the act. . 
record songs, plays, discussions 

82.988 "xr 
Imagine the thrill the first time your youngster hears 
his own voice on tape. Who knows, you may have a future 
radio-TV personality in your family! 

Easy to set up, then just plug it in, flip the switch and 

start talking, singing or playing. Records, plays back 
rewinds and erases. A real booster for music lessons. En- 
courages voice and grammar improvement, too, Sensitive 
microphone will pick up the conversation of a whole 
group . . no need to hold it close 
Two 3-in. reels and 150-ft. of magnetic tape included 

Tape can be used, erased, and used over and over again. 
Durable charcoal and gray plastic-coated fiber case 14x 
11x5 in. high. 110-120-v. 60-cycle AC. UL approved 

49 N 655— With instructions. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 8 oz. $29.88 

Records from Barbie and Ken New! Barbie 
“Babes in Toyland” Record Album Record Carrier 

$127 s912 $127 
chanting music from Walt Barbie sings! Ken, too. Now Just the thing for the weekend 

y’s wonderful new movie. you can hear them both on hop—a dreamy tote-bag for 
Four 45 rpm records to hold these 3 brand new 45 rpm teenagers to carry records in 
any child spellbound for hours. ords. Selections include“In- Made of strong, black plastic 

Put a Juke Box in playroom or den Selections include: “Toyland” stant 'he Bu with a beautiful shiny patent 
and "March of the Vobody Taught M finish. 734 inches wide, 9 
“Just a Whisper a “Barbie,” “Ken,” and inches long . . holds as many as 

$3988 NO MONEY “Songs of the Bad Men,’ "and First Date.” The album every — twelve 7-inch records (not in 
cash “Toymal Song.” Wt. 8 oz. Barbie fan wants. Wt. 8 oz. cluded). Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

49 N 565... Set $1.27 49 N 506 » Album $2.12 49 N 562 $1.27 
Put on your favorite record, drop a penny or dime in the 
slot, and presto! The lights light up and the music plays, 

a big commercial juke box. A sensation for par- 
s can be removed at any time (operate it without 

money if you wish, but it's a nice way to save). 
4-speed turntable plays all records up to 12-in. si: 

Powerful amplifier with tone and volume control. 
5-in. speaker. Colorful cabinet is red plastic with white 
top. Simulated push-button record-selector panel 
15x23x36 inches high. 110-120 v. 60-cycle AC. UI 
approved. Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 654N—Shipping weight 24 pounds. . .........$39.88 

Baby-sitter Intercom Set 

$1799 

Relax, the intercom will watch baby for you. Super- 
sensitive microphone with built-in night light picks 
up the slightest sound . . it's amplified and relayed to 
you anywhere up to 50 ft. aw Covered in ivory-color 

plastic. 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. UL approved. 
49 N 658—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces $17.99 
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Either 3-piece Set 

Child-sized (table is 21 inches high), yet this S Table and folding chairs of extra-strong 

SOLID NORTHERN MAPLE SET : tubular steel . . chrome-plated 
is built like adult furniture in every detail s to stay shiny and like new for years 

h shaped leg is lathe-turned . . precision joints are cemented with the finest $ — e Big 30-inch round table-top of high-pressure plastic that resists 
furniture glue . . table legs clamp rigidly in place. In fact, any piece easily supports * scuffing, heat and stains, Crayon marks wipe right off 
an adult’s weight. A 

e Comfortable padded seats covered with soft, tear-resistant plastic. . 
Handsome maple protected by 2 coats clear varnish—extremely resistant to + ank or ‘Sukh WDEEM SNO 

scratching or food and juice stains. Table 26x20x21 in. high. Over-all chair height — * 2 f 
24 inches; seat size is 1134x1334x12 inches high. 500 Lovey gold and silver-color diamond pattern on white table top 
79 N ?9140N— Table and 2 chairs. Easy to assemble. . repeated in seat covers. Posture-designed folding chairs have plastic 
Shipping weight 35 Ibs. ? leg tips to protect floors. Table height 20% inches. Over-all chair 
79 N 9141L—Extra Chair, Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 1 0 height 22 inches; seat size is 12x13x12 inches high, See Shipping 

. Note at left 

* 79 N 9061 N— Table, 2 c rs. Easy assembly. 
SHIPPING NOTE: Ttems ending with "N" (as 79 N 9061N) are shipped * — Shipping weight 34 Ibs. a pu Set $19.98 

freight (rail or truck) or express. 5 79 N 9124C—EExtra chair. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Each 5.88 

[0 1295 
Piatiorm Rocker 
with Ottoman 

Colonicl-style Ensemble. Maple-finished hardwood. Graceful g Platform Rocker with Ottomon. Re- Winged-back Rocker. comfortable 
turned arms, legs, posts, stretchers. Provincial-print cotton up- laxing combination in jolly red plastic as it looks . . seat. d back are 
holstery; removable pillow back. Partly assembled. wipes free of spills. Strong hardwood ^ padded with Feltex® cotton. Hardwood 
1] Cricket Bench. 27 inches high. Seat 2844x1234 inches. Írames. 21-in. wide rocker + non- frame with light oak finish complements 

79 N 9129L— Shipping weight 13 Ibs. $10.98 springs, Feltex® cotton padding. heavy off-white plastic cover. care 

7] Cricket Stool. 934 inches high. Seat 1234x914 inches, high overall. 4  single-coil springs wipe clean with damp cloth. Spring seat 
49 N 9150—Shipping weight 4 lbs... 2.69 rocker base. Red ottoman is 12x10: 1314x13 in. 104 in. from floor. 1914 in. 

3] Rocker. 24 inches high. Seat 12x1434 inches. inches high. Partly assembled. over-all. Assembled. 
79 N 9139L—Shipping weight 7 Ibs... .........000eceenee 5.98 79 N 9127L—Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs. Set $12.98 79 N 9138L—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs... ... .$11.98 
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35-piece Plastic Tea Set 82.77 

Smart, modern service for 4. Four cups, saucers, 6-inch 
plates in white plastic; 9-inch tray in red. Teapot with 

cover, sugar bowl and creamer. Teapot, cups and sauc 
ers on black stands. Copper-color aluminum handles. 
Cutlery has silver-look plating. Napkins. 
49 N 958— Shipping weight 2 pounds. . $277 

Practice serving dinner or 

26-piece China Set $1.66 
Colorful and pretty service for 6. Popular Blue Wil 
low china in traditional blue oriental design on white 
background. Includes 6 cups, saucers and 344-inch 
diameter plates. Also casserole, teapot and sugar bowl 
with covers, platter and creamer. From Japan. 

49 N 932—Giít box. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz «$1.66 

27-piece Metal Set $1.99 

Serves breakfast for 4. Mechanical metal 

toaster actually “pops” up ticks like a real 

one! Four each of metal cups, saucers, plates; 
8x10-inch metal tray. 4 plastic knives, forks 
and spoons; 1 pitcher. 

49 N 963—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz $1.99 

Aluminum Beverage Service 

42-piece set $1.99 
Serves coffee or tea for 6! Made of 
sturdy, rust and stain-resistant alumi- 
num with rolled edges for extra safety. 
Set includes 6 each cups, saucers, din- 
ner plates, spoons, forks, knives; cun- 
ningly designed percolator with 
strainer and lid, 1 tea kettle . . there's 
even a chip ’n dip tray. Napkins. 

49 N 965—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.. .$1.99 
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Heritage Plastic Cook Set 
27-piece set $3.44 

True-to-life appliances and kitchen 
accessories! Sturdy molded white sty- 
rene plastic with colorful pattern 

pretty enough to serve in. Includes 
teakettle and lid, covered skillet and 
saucepan, pop-up action toaster, fry 
pan, wafile iron-griddle, percolator 
with stove, spatula, ladle, slotted 
spoon, pancake turner. Also canister 
set and cake dish. 4 play food cut-outs, 
49 N 968—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz $3.44 

Doll's Birthday Party Set 
72-piece kit $2.33 

Have a "play party" any day! Kit 
includes 6-piece solid plastic cake 
with decoration, candle holders and 
candles; 4 solid plastic scoops of 
"ice cream." Also 4 each of plates, 
napkins, cups, place-cards. Plastic 
spoons and forks, plastic place mats 
“Blow-outs,” balloons, parasols, hats, 
streamers, and many more. Gift boxes 
and gifts for dolly add to the fun 
49 N 981 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.. $2.33 

Plastic Play Food Sets 

90-piece set $1.99 
Serves complete meals for 6. Includes 
turkey, roast beef, lobster, loaf of 
bread, candle, cake, 6 steaks. Also 6 
individual servings of 5 different vege 
tables, 2 different desserts, fried eggs 
and bacon and franks and beai 6 
gelatin molds, 12 dinner rolls. Place 
mats for setting attractive table 

49 N 966—S ipg. wt. 6 oz... $1.99 
49 N 967 —60-piece set like above but 
serves 4. Shpg. wt. 5 oz... $1.44 



'The shortest way to a youngster's heart . . a personal Phonograph 

4-Speed Portable Phonograph, 
Carrying Case, Records 

s2455 
NO MONEY DOWN 

The fun begins on Christmas morning . . look 
what you get! A rich-toned electronic portable 
phonograph, a matching indexed record-car- 
rying case, and six 45 rpm records. Phonograph 

plays all speeds—333$, 45, 78 and 16 rpm 

up to and including the big 1 Size. Wide- 
angle directional speaker fills the room with 
music. Separate volume and tone controls ad- 
just sound to suit your taste. Flip-over pick-up 
cartridge with two synthetic sapphire needles. 
Case holds 24 seven-inch records, 

Case and phonograph have attractive, 
washable red-and-black pyroxylin-coated fiber 
cover. Phonograph 127$x1414x6 in. 110-120-v, 
60-cycle AC. UL approved. 
79 N 661C—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs, $24.55 

saerTY FIRST 
A ee aas F ry, 

4-Speed Portable, 6 records $1955 ^ 2-Speed Portable, Records $1239 

Fully-electronic . . wide-range volume control. Plays Acoustic phonograph plays rpm records 
3334, 45, 78 and 16 rpm records up to 12-inch size. Six even the 12-in. size, Comes w five 78 

delightful 10-in. Walt Disney records included. Hi-gain rpm children's records, 24-record , auto- 

crystal pickup, permanent type needle. Sturdy fiber matic repeater device. Built-in tone chamber ampli 

case has white and turquoise pyroxylin-coated cover— fication. 2 packages of needles (loud and soft). White 

wipes clean with a damp cloth. 13x11x514 in. high. and blue fiber case has plastic coating, 110-120-v 

110-120-v, 60-cycle AC. UL approved. 60-cycle AC. UL approved. 13x11x514 in. high 

49 N 659—Shipping weight 10 Ibs. $16.55 — 49 N697—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 8 oz $12.39 

2 speakers give you thrilling Tandemonic® sound $2977 MONEY 
cash Di 

Complete Outfit s2055 

stereo! Electronic amplifier has dual volume And what an outfit! A phonograph that plays 

and tone controls. Turn-over pickup cartrid; up to 12-inch, any speed black 

with 2 synthetic sapphire needles. Plays 3334, — wroughtiron stand with metal rack that 

45, 78 and 16 rpm records up to 12-inch siz holds 39 records . . plus five 6-in. 78 rpm and 
Complete with 24-record fiber carrying case -in. 4$ rpm records. Phonograph has big 

(for 7-in. size) and six 45 rpm records. Two- front speaker, powerful amplifier, volume 

tone gray fiber cabinet is pyroxylin coated. control. Hi-gain crystal pickup, permanent- 

1834x11)4x576 in. high. 110-120-v, 60-cycle type needle. Red pyroxylin-coated fiber case 
AC. UL approved 13x11x28 in. high on stand. Wt. 17 Ibs. 

79 N 662C—Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. $2977 79 N 660L—110-120-v, 60-cycle AC. UL $20.55 

Player, Records, Rack $929 

Plays any size 78 rpm record. Rigid teardrop 
design has gay enamel finish. With matching 
24-record plastic rack, 10 children’s records, 
2 packages of needles (loud and soft). 13x8x7 
in. 110-120-v, 60-cycle AC. UL approved. 

49 N 591—Shpg. wt. 7 Ib: m Ir 
49 N 577— Less rack, records, Wt. 5 Ibs... 7.29 

s SEARS 379 

Separate the speakers up to 8 ft. and you're 
surrounded with music . . it's almost like 

any siz 

five 
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Musical Boston Rockers 

High-back Rocker. Roomy and tall, for extra com- 
ine fort. Children enjoy rocking to gay music from the 

In 3 finishes musical movement. Sturdy hardwood, with multi-color 
. black, maple decals and gold color trim that look hand-painted. Long 

or white runners for smooth action. 28 in. high over-all, 1x11 
in. seat. to assemble. 
79 N 9144L— Predominantly black finish. Wt. 10 Ibs. $9.98 

79 N 91451 — Predom: tly white finish. Wt. 10 Ibs. 9.98 

79 N 9146L— Predominantly maple finish. Wt. 10 Ibs. 9.98 

Hardwood Musical Rocker . . in 
glossy black enamel finish, bright- 

ened with trim and screen design in 
gold color, Graceful steam-bent run- 
ners, turned arms. 26 in. high over-all, 
12x12 in. seat. to assemble. 
79 N 91471— Slipg. wt. 10 Ibs,.... $6.98 

Appalachian Hardwood Rocker 

Non-musical. Rich-looking Bradford maple 
finish, Solidly built joints are so tight fitting 

no glue is needed. Shaped seat. Long 20 
runners for smooth rocking. 
is 10 inches above floor, 23-inches high. 

79 N 9029L— Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

Child-size Furniture on these 2 pages 
is “just right" for your youngster 

(and it's made to take their rough 'n tumble) 

Modern Set in solid maple $159 ge 

(4) Natural blond finish is protected with lacquer, so crayon 
marks and spilled food wipe off. 25-inch round table, 

about 21 inches high, with full apron metal corner brace leg 
construction for strength. Chair backs are steam bent to a 

comfortable curved contour. Chair ts are 11x12x12 in. 
high. Freight (rail, truck) or express. Partly assembled. 

79 N 9142N— Shipping weight 27 pounds 3-piece set $15.98 
79 N9143L— Extra chair. Shipping weight 6 Ibs....Each — 4.49 

Set with Folding Game Table $1098 1-3 

Bronze-color tubular steel folding set nd table-top 
are easy-upkeep vinyl. Table-top removes for replacement. 

Table, 2014 in. high. Chairs have non-slip safety locks. Chair 
seats are 11x1114x13 in. high. Assembled. 
79 N 9001L— Shipping weight 22 Ibs. 3-piece set $10.98 

79 N 9003C—Set of 2 extra c rs. Shpg. wt. I0Ibs...Set — 5.98 

Kindergarten Set in red $69 Me 

Jolly red-enameled set pleases tots 2 to 5, because it's 
just their size. Crayon marks and spills wipe off with ease. 

Rugged plywood construction, with white play-block design. 

Seats on the two chairs are 10x819x8 in. high. Table 15x20x16 
inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9134C- ping weight 20 pounds. 3-piece set $6.99 
79N9149C—Extra chair. Shipping wt. 4 Ibs.. ...Each 1.98 

= 

Select-hardwood Dinette Set $988 ie 

7] Good features at low, low price: graceful steam-bent chair 
legs, table legs bolted and corner-braced for strength. 

Light maple finish. Chair seats are 11x10x10 inches high. 
Table 18x25x18!4 inches high. 2 chairs. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9148C—Shipping weight 18 pounds..... .3-piece set $9.88 

xs: SEARS 383 
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tea on Tot-size Dish Sets 

26-piece Decorated China Dinner Set 

Fashioned after a lovely adult-size set. Service for six in real china with rich 
hand-infused oriental design . . . suitable for her “most important” entertaining. 
Blue with white dragon motif and gleaming gold-color rim. Includes 6 each of 
34-inch diameter plates, cups and saucers. Also covered teapot, sugar bowl with 
cover, creamer, casserole with cover and large platter. Imported from Japan. 
49 N 946—Shipping weight 3 pounds 13 ounces $2.88 

32.88 52-piece Russel Wright Plastic Dinner Set $4.66 

Service for six created by a famous designer especially for little hostesses, 
Wonderfully tough plastic in mottled pottery colors that stay bright. Set in- 

cludes 6 each of turned-edge plates (654 inches diameter), cups, saucers, 

metallized cutlery, clear plastic goblets, napkins. Also creamer, teapot, sugar 
bowl, gravy boat with stand, large platter, casserole with cover, 

49 N 944 Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces $4.66 

42-pc. Plastic Dinner Set 

Service for 4 $2.66 
Authentic copies of colonial hobnail 
milk glass in richly detailed, white 
plastic. Set includes teapot, sugar, 
creamer, 4 each 6-inch decorated 
plates, cups, saucers, juice tumblers, 
dessert cups, napkins, knives, forks 
and spoons. Also bread basket with 4 
slices of sponge plastic "bread", bud 
vase, bouquet. All white except sty- 
rene cutlery has silver-look plating. 

49 N 953—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... .$2.66 

Cutioü pane scans by cuisines maiseid pn 

32-piece Plastic Tea Set 
Service for 4 $1.97 

For entertaining dollies or neighbor- 
hood friends. Set includes 4 each of 

plates, cups and saucers in durable 
styrene plastic and metal. Rich bur- 
gundy color with gold-color trim. 
Plates 6 inches in diameter. Creamer 
sugar bowl and covered teapot. 4 
forks, spoons and knives with silver- 
color metallic finish. 4 sparkling clear 
plastic goblets. 4 napkins 
49 N 943— Shp&. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $1.7 

50-piece Plastic Tea Set 
Service for 6 $2.97 

Set includes 6 each 5-inch plates and 
saucers in white and pink styrene 
plastic, pink cups. 6 forks, knives, 
spoons; teapot, sugar bowl, creamer, 

andelabra and "pop-up" toaster 
with silver-color plating. Toaster holds 
toast-shaped salt and pepper shakers, 
2 cake knives. White bud vase and 
artificial bouquet. Amy Vanderbilt 
Hostess booklet incl. 6 napkins. 
49 N 955—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $2.97 

42-pc. Plastic-Metal Set 

Service for 4 $3.97 
Beautiful Currier and Ives scenes are 
lithographed on all four 614-inch 
metal plates and on 1034x7 14-in. met- 
al tray. Set includes 4 cups, 4 saucers, 
4 goblets, 4 sherbets, creamer, teapot 
and sugar bowl with authentic chicken 
covers in "milk glass" plastic. 4 lace- 
look plastic place mats. Plated cutlery 

49 N 962—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 0z...$3.97 

sioe: SEARS 377 



Just follow the magic arrows . . 
touch out any of 12 tunes 

s419 

Small wonder it's called the Magic Music 
Box—now youngsters can play favorite 
melodies as fast and easy as they can say 
Do-Re-Mi! Simply slide a song sheet into 
keyboard and, following the arrows, touch 
the tone bar above dot shown on sheet. 
Can also be played as a xylophone; wooden 
mallet included. Plastic and metal. 

49 N 607 —19 in. long. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs $4.19 

Round goes the Old Dutch Mill 
as the bells ring out joyously 

s94 

Just touch the color-coded keyboard and colorful 
metal bells swing and play melodious bell tones. 
As you play any of 12 popular tunes watch this 
fascinating battery-powered toy swing into action 
20-in. blades revolve slowly during song. Colors on 
keyboard match colored notes in song book (i 
cluded). Any child can learn to play in just mi 
utes. Durable high-impact plastic. 25 in. high. 
Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 553 CM.—Shipping weight 5 pounds... . .$9.44 
79 N 4662M—"D" Batteries. Wt. two, 8 oz. .2 for 39c 

Without 
batteries 

1] Self-twirling Baton. Just grip the “magic” 
handle and with a twist of your wrist 

start the baton whirling fast and fan 
move handle for conventional twirling. S 
shaft. 28 in. long. Booklet with practice twirl- 
ing routines included. 
79 N 526C—Shipping weight 1 pound... .$1.22 

Trio of Horns, Trumpet, Clarinet and 
Saxophone really lets youngsters “blow.” 

They can form their own “band.” 4 reeds (on 
all) produce mellow tones, control full scale. 
Molded from high-impact plastic. Approxi- 
mately 8, 10 and 11 in. long. 
49 N 563—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. $2.69 

3] "Golden" Trumpet. A fine starter horn. 
— 4 hand-tuned reeds give rich, mellow 
tones . . control full scale. Plastic mute. 
High-impact plastic in polished gold color. 
Song book, music rack included. 13 in. long. 
49 N 538—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..$3.12 

4] Saxophone gives fine tone. Beautifully 
molded in rugged high-impact plastic 

silver colored. 8 hand-tuned reeds. Color- 
keyed for easier learning. Carrying case, in- 
structions. 15 inches long. 

49 N 586—Shipping weight 1 Ib, 9 oz... ..$2.69 

ES i 
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5] 21 keys (13 white, 8 black). 8 
bass buttons give full “pro-like” 

harmony. Imported from Italy. Plays 
over 134 octaves in rich, mellow tones 
. . ideal for any beginner. Tuned brass 
reeds, easy-action bellows. Red steel 
body withstands hard wear . . yet 
weighs less than 5 pounds . . easy 
for any youngster to pick up and 
start to play. Music book included, 
103 inches high. 
49 N 614—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz..$10.98 

AUG ey 

21 key model 

s1098 

(6) 18 keys (11 white, 7 block). 4 
bass notes for harmony. Plays 

over one octave, gives fine tone. 
Tuned plastic reeds, easy-action bel- 
lows. Plastic body. Music book in- 
cluded. 9 in. high. 

49 N 574—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....... $5.99 

o) 13 keys (8 white, 5 black). Tuned 
plastic reeds play full scale. Plastic 

body. Music book. 6 in. high. 
49 N 504—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .$2.99 

Just say "Charge It" and pay later . . see page 218A 



405 Bluebird Lane 

Eight-room luxury house built of steel. 
Two-story colonial style boasts these 
features . . ringing doorbell, living room 
light, vinyl-framed walk lined by plastic 
shrubs and a plastic picket fence 
around the swimming pool. 

Colorful steel house has 22 plastic 
doll inhabitants. Sc to-size, 88 
they're made to be moved to any $ 
of the 8 rooms: bath, nursery, bed- 

room, family room, kitchen, laun- 
dry room, living-dining area. At- 
tractive appointments include 
cloth draperies that frame 5 win- 

without batteries 

dows; 3 window awnings; plastic 
shutters and porch, Plus sports 
car. 52 plastic pieces furnish 8 
rooms, include record cabinet, 
bed, buffet, tableware, washer, 
lawn pieces, etc. Unassembled 
44x14x18 inches high. 

79 N 1424L— Wt. 17 Ibs $14,88 

79 N 4660 D" Batteries. Order 2 

for house lights. Wt. 4 c Each 16¢ 

Colonial Metal 
House has fall- 

out shelter 

$597 

7-room Northern Colonial Metal House with sun porch 

$997 

Steel house is painted to look like red 
clapboard and white brick, with “land 
scaped" exterior. Portico has simulated 
wrought iron door. Rooms include fam 
ily room, livi kitchen, 
utility room, bedroom, bath, nursery. 
Has 51 scaled-to-size plastic pieces. 
Awnings shade second floor. 4 plastic 
figures. Unassembled. 44x15x18 inches. 
79 N 1412L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs $9.97 

ining are 

Conversation-piece design has its own fall-out shelter! This 
15x8x38-inch house makes one of the most up-to-date toys you 
can give little girls. They like the other special features, too, 

like the plastic Dutch door that opens as one piece or swings 
open only at the top or bottom, and the breezeway. There are 
eight more attractive rooms, including the patio, den, living and 
dining room, bedroom, nursery, kitchen and bath. Rooms are 
tastefully furnished with 35 plastic pieces including chairs, sofas, 
tables, beds, etc., all colorfully designed and each one scaled to 
size. Assembles easily. 
79 N 1419C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ...... cesses $5.97 
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New Studio Bed . . big enough 
for “life-sized” 36-inch dolls 

$366 

Keep all of dolly’s clothes and blankets in the two roomy drawers 
of this realistic sofa-bed. You get an inflatable plastic pillow, too. 
Designed of corrugated fiberboard for play, yet it will hold an adult’s 
weight. 39x11x17 in. high. Pink and blue pattern matches Vanity 
ensemble on page 393. See the 36-inch dolls on page 358. 
79 N 1410C—Eosy to assemble. Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

Swinging Bassinette . . rocks 
baby to sleep. Lightweight for 
little mothers to carry. Woven 
fiber, enameled white . . sturdy 
hardwood frame. Plastic print 
liner, ruffle, pad. Easy to assem- 
ble. Basket: 12x23x26 in. high. 
79 N 9332L—Shpg. wt, 8 ibs.... $8.98 

Cutsoü pane scans by daisies muselediudct com 

$3.66 

Musicradle, Just turn the crank 
and rock dolly to the tune of 
“Rock-a-bye Baby.” Wood cra- 
dle, multicolor sides. Colorfully 
decorated head and footboard, 
decorated wood mattress, Crib 
is 18x11 inches wide. Easy to 
assemble. 
49 N 9274—Shpg. wt. 4 ibs.. .. $3.69 

Doll Bedding Set . . make your 
doll-baby cozy. Pink cotton bea- 
con-cloth blanket, 24x17 in.; cot- 
ton sheet 27x17 in.; pillow with 
embroidery-edged cover; 2 flan- 
nel diapers 7x7 in.; safety pins, 
plastic ornament are included. 
49 N 9275—5hpg. wt. 8 oz... . $1.98 

Paneled Doll Wardrobe. It's easy 
to be neat . . put dolly's things in 
the 3 big drawers and wardrobe 
with closing door, hanger rod. 
Masonite Presdwood, maple lum- 
ber frame, dowels. Pink and white 
enamel finish. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9331L—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs.. . . $9.79 

Fix Dolly’s Formula 

31-piece set: 5 polyethylene bot- 
tles, caps, nipples. Metal sterilizer, 
cover, plastic rack, tongs. Measur- 
ing cup, 2 spoons, funnel. Orange 
juicer, strainer, dish, teething cup, 
rattle, soap, brush and sponge. In 
doll-pleasing pastels. 

49 N 1373— Wt, 1 ib. 11 oz..... $1.92 

Drop-side Cribs and a Bunk-bed for Dolls 

[I] Hardwood Crib in clear varnish finish. 
Pink end panels, Masonite Presdwood 

bottom has colorful nursery print. Strong 
construction and easy-rolling casters. 25x 
14x20 inches high. 
79 N 9330C—Easy assembly. Shpg. wt. 9 1bs.$4.69 

(3) Natural-finish Wood Crib with open- 
panel headboard. Footboard has plas- 

tic play beads, Colorful screened nursery 
print on Masonite Presdwood bottom. 
Plastic no-mar casters. Soft plastic bump- 
er. Crib is 25x15x21 inches high overall. 

B Economy Doll Crib. Pink enamel fin- 
ish. Cardboard bottom, wood slats. 

22x12x18 inches high. 
79 N 9305C—Eosy assembly. Shpg. wi, 4 Ibs.$1.98. 

49 N ?251—Plastic-covered, padded Mattress 
{for above). 21x11 inches wide. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .79c 

@ Bunk Bed Ensemble. Stack the two 
14x25-in. hardwood beds . . you have 

a 26-in. high double decker! White finish, 
panel headboards. White accessories: plas- 
tic padded mattresses, ruffled pillows, 
matching ladder. Easy to assemble. 

79 N ?216C-Easy assembly. Shpg. wt, 13 Ibs.$7.49 

Doll Bath. After you bathe 
baby, put top down . . it 
becomes table for dressing 
her. Sling holds her in 
place. Handy pockets and 
metal accessory tráy. Vinyl 
plastic flexible white tub is 
quilted, and decorated 
with rosebud design. Tu- 
bular aluminum frame. 
Plastic drain plug. Sponge, 
comb and soap. 12x21x27 
in. high. Folds to store. 
Assembled. 
79 N 93271—Wh. 4 lbs.. $3.66 

Fold-up Steel High Chair. 
Easy to put away after 
play. Movable tray makes 
it easy to put dolly in, or 
take her out of the seat. 
Sturdily constructed. 
Shaped seat and back. 
Foot rest, no-mar tips on 
legs. Blue and ivory baked 
enamel finish with colorful 
decal on back. Tubular 
steel frame. Seat is 834x8 
in., stands 26 in. high 
over-all. Assembled. 
79 N 9291L—Wr. 8 lbs. . $6.49 

79 N 9231C—Shpg. wt. 12 lbs... ......- $9.44 

Rigid Steel High Chair has 
movable feeding tray. Seat 
and back are shaped to 

hold dolly safely. Scooped 
tray, footrest. Legs have 
tips to prevent the floor 
from being marred. Tubu- 
lar stecl, finished with blue 
and yellow enamel. Color- 
ful decal decorates the 
back. Easy to assemble. 
Size: 26 inches high. Order 
early to avoid the Christ- 
mas rush. 
49 N 9254—Wi. 5 lbs. .$3,88. 



Junior Guitar . . 
looks like real 

Now youngsters can pick out 
a tune just like grown-ups. 
Wood body with stained fin- 
ish, mahogany shading. 4 
nylon strings, cord, pick, 
instructions incl. 24 in. long. 
79 N SAYC—Wt. 2 lbs.. .$2.49 

Cii pas cde by dfi at n éelochdical oon 

Toys fo strum or E 
Lo» 

Strum-Fun Getar plays 

8 tunes automatically 

Just strum the proper rhythm 
and hidden discs play familiar 
tunes like Oh Suzanna, Jingle 
Bells etc. Plastic, 21 in. long 
Nylon strings, pick, song book, 
8 discs, extra string included. 
49N605—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. .$3.77 

Banjo and Uke Set 

There's some “hot Dixie- 
land" coming your way 

with these music makers. Ma- 
and ivory colored 

Nylon strings. Finger- 
boards are marked with chord 
dots and tuning keys for easier 
play. Sturdy plastic bodies. 

Each 21 inches long. 
49 N 678-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, $2.32 

Permatune Guitar 

It's a big-size chord guitar 
your child can learn to 

play easily. Six built-in chords 
never need tuning, stay ready- 

to-play. Plastic body. 6 nylon 
strings for regular play. In- 
cludes song book, felt pick, 
shoulder cord, 25 inches long. 
79N547 C-Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. $7.77 

Yogi Bear Getar 

(3) "Just a little bit better 
than the average bear's 

getar," says Yogi! You play 
Yogi's tune by simply turning 
the crank. Or you can play 
any tune you want manually. 
High-impact sturdy plastic 
body with 4 nylon strings. 
Pick included. 14 inches long. 

49 N 532-Shpg. wt. 8 oz..$147 

Casper Getar 

@ Here’s the famous Friend- 
ly Ghost ready to make 

music for you. A turn of the 
crank and you play the theme 
of “Matty’s Funday Funnies” 
TV show. Also, you can strum 
away and play any song you 
want. High-impact plastic 
body with 4 nylon strings. Pick 
included. 14 inches long. 
49 N 594—Shpg. wt. 8 oz, $1.47 

A mighty fine gittar for young "trail hand 
Endorsed by the "King of the Cowboys" hi 
Sturdy fiberboard body, hardwood neck, rai 

elf! 
ised 

frets and a real fingerboard with nylon and metal 
strings. Roy's picture is shown on front 
shoulder cord and music book included. 30 inc! 
in length over-all. 
79 N 597 C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Ideal for any “little drummer boy” 

5) Automatic Player Drum. If Junior gets tired of 
— beating it manually, he can just turn a crank and 
out’ll come a finger-snapping, marching beat. Cloth 
head on drummer’s side. Plastic neck sling. Two 
12-inch sticks. 11 inches in diameter. 

N 513—Shipping weight 4 pounds.......... $2.65 

Mohawk Chief Tom-Tom Set. Put on the big chief 
headdress and pound away. Multicolored metal 

tom-tom, hand-painted tomahawk with soft molded 
rubber blade, cut-out shield, 2 mallets. 
49 N 598— Tom-Tom 8 in. diam. Wt. 1 Ib. 13 02.$2.55 

a) Junior Trap Drum Set. He'll be a one-man drum 
band with this army of sound-makers. Includes 

bass drum, snare drum, steel foot beater, tom-tom, 
cymbal, triangle, metal shells and 8-in. drum-sticks. 
Bright pearl-tone finish. Cloth drumhead. 
79 N 575C— Bass drum 16 in. diam. Wt, 5 Ibs..$3.15 

Pick, 
hes 

Rey 

Cowboys from the Wild West played 
harmonicas just like this one! Gold- 
en-toned with brass reeds to give a 
20-note range. Play all of the west- 
ern tunes, Metal covered. Engraved 
Roy Rogers emblem. With complete 
instructions. 4 inches long. 
49 N 622—Shpg. wt, 4 oz... 89e 

Bongos . . offer all the excitement, mys- 
tery and rhythm of the jungle. Real 
bongo-type rawhide drum heads give 
needed low sounds. 414 and 534 inch 
diameter—toy-size but real “pro” in 
quality. Colorful tack heads, pearl-tone 
finish, extra-heavy tube construction. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 1 oz. 
49 NSVA. 2. cere cence eens ++ $259 

s: SEARS 381 



FUTURE 
Excitingly new, made 
with stained wood . . 
because there are no 
outside walls. child 
can play easily from 
all four sides 

$1788 

Give her a thrilling look at the 
future with this spacious open 
house. Inspired by newest de- 
signs that drop the boundaries 
between in and outdoor living, 
it’s made minus outside walls. 
She can play with ease from all 

four sides instead of one. 

Inside panels and partitions 
move wherever she wishes, stim- 
ulating her imaginative, dec- 
orating ideas. Beautifully fur- 
nished, it has gold-color, simu- 
lated carpeting on the first floor; 
simulated lights; fireplace; sun- 
deck; mock-tile patio; pool 
About 36x20 in. Wood and Ma- 
sonite Presdwood®. Assembles. 
79 N 1425L—Wt. 18 Ibs. $17.88 

Furnish 5 doll-house rooms $288 3 Table 88: Big Family and $788 
with 36-piece Set Lamps f Playground Set 

Made of high-impact plastic, each piece from sofa to Brighten her doll- Designed to lead an active life, plastic 
range resists. breakage, encouraging furniture-moving house with plastic figures shun breakage, fit right into 

play. Distinguished by fine design, pieces have slidi lamps that really plastic playground. With slide, pool, 
drawers, moving parts. Each, a light. 3 bulbs, 3 bat- seesaw, fence, gym 27 pe 

teries incl. 2% in. 49 N 1427—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz... . $1,88 

high. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 18-piece plastic set, Family only. 
49 N 1426... Set 88c 49 N 1428—Shpg. wt. 8 0z,..... s... 88€ 

Doll Houses in pairs make friendly neighborhoods 

= Both $744 
Houses 

Save 50 cents . . buy set 

of both houses below. 

Shipping wt. 13 Ibs. 
79 N 1431C2 Set $7.44 

6-room Colonial House. Has nursery, bedroom and bath up- 6-room Ranch House. Completely furnished bedroom, bath, 

livin, airs; kitchen, living-dining area and utility room with sun- Either House dining area, utility room, plus patio. Durable, colorful 
deck on the second floor. This colorful steel. model comes $397 zned to take lots of rugged play. 33x9x10 in. high. 
with attractive plastic furnishings. 2534x934x1534 in. high ud Plastic furnishings are scaled to size. 
79 N 1430C—Shipping weight 7 pounds.. s... u... os $3.97 79 N 1401 C—Shipping weight 6 pounds.................$397 rca SEARS 385 
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[1] bo san $5.99 Wardrobe $3.22 

Howe a Real Dolly Nuroory 
Almost baby-size! Extra sturdy and realistic . . 
with features to please particular little mothers 

(1) Doll Bath is dressing table too . . pockets 
hold baby's needs. Includes sling to hold 

baby, big metal tray. Quilted rosebud plastic, 
white plastic tub. Aluminum frame. Plastic 
drain plug. Folds up. Open: 25x16x30 in. high. 
Soap, washcloth, comb only, (no doll). 
79 N 9328L— Shipping weight 6 pounds $599 

Doll Chest and Wardrobe. Reinforced, corru- 
gated fiberboard with interlocking parts. 
Dainty pink and blue pattern. Easy to assem- 
ble. (Accessories not included.) 

Big Wardrobe with hangers to hold all 
of dolly’s clothes. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs 

79 N 1130C—17x10329 in. high... $322 

Roomy Bedroom Chest. Has 5 drawers. 
16x10x29 inches high. 

79 N 1131C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs... s... $3.44 

4] Deluxe Bassinette for dolly's naptime, 
Shirred organdy skirt with nylon embroi- 

dery-trimmed ruffle; pillow and mattress have 
matching coverlet. White enameled, woven 
fiber basket. Folding lock-in-place legs with 
rolling casters. Lightweight. Movable, detach- 
able hood. Basket 23x12x26 in. high. (No doll.) 

79 N $329 C— Shipping weight 7 pounds......$10.98 

Fiber Doll Basket has movable hood, casters. 
Legs fold, lock in place. Pastel trim. 
79 N 9255C—23x12:26 in. high. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.$6.69 

5] Big Playpen has its own plastic- 
covered pad. Put "baby" here at 

playtime. Sturdy wood construction, 
heavy Masonite Presdwood bottom 
with swivel casters so that even the 
littlest girl can move it easily. 17x16x 
12 in. high. partly assembled. (No 
doll.) 

79 N 9293C-Shipping weigh! 5 pounds.$3,98 

$6] Real Maple Doll Cradle. Rock 
dolly to sleep in this beautiful, big 

cradle. Made of solid maple with panel 
headboards, footboards and turned 
spindles. Sturdily built to last the 
‘babyhood’ of several dollies. Gay 
nursery pattern decorates the reversi- 

ble plastic pad and matching pillow. 
Size over-all: 1434x1414x28 inches 

long. Fits dolls up to 25 inches tall. 
Partly assembled. 

79 N 9242L-Shipping weight 8 pounds.$8.88 

7] Zip-up Diaper Bag contains all of 
dolly’s travel needs: polyethylene 

milk-colored nursing bottle with nip- 
ple, feeding bib, absorbent diaper 
with gold colored safety pin, Bag is 
plastic in pastel colors . . has handy 
shoulder or carrying strap. 
49 N 1310—Shpg, wt. 9 oz... .. ... ... 88e 

Just say “Charge It" and pay later . . see pages 295-296. 

Cutsioa vade scum by dieisintasnisetedinical Gor 
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$2299 «iis 

5266 
NO MONEY DOWN 

Electric Chord Organ 
Play songs in minutes without lessons Gay 90's 

Play-a-piano 
Just play 
by color 

32.466 
NO MONEY DOWN 

* Our finest child-size model . . a touch of a finger gives thrilling 
range of resonant organ tones automatically 

* Etude chord player has 6 major, 6 minor chord buttons plus 6 

rhythm bass buttons to deepen chords or add rhythm effects 

* Educator-approved key-selector teaches child to play instantly 
and read music at same time 

Beautifully hand-rubbed, walnut-colored hardwood cabinet on re- 
movable steel legs. 25 keys. Music book of 32 favorites. 

79 N 638L—26x12!4x364 in. high with legs, Wt. 33 lbs $52.66 

f 

J] 
New’ w 

a Build-a-Tune . . play any of twelve ý 
favorite songs . . or compose your own 

No hunting for notes . . just tap tone bars in sequence from left 
to right to play tune. To change tunes, rearrange tone bars on lly modeled after old-fashioned player asy to play. Colo 

roll. 30 keys create keyboard by match board match colored notes c olor of bars with colors on the music cards. 
tones in 234-octave range. Fini Allows child to make up new melodies, too. Includes 37 precision 2} I it and Victorian gold 

steel bars with bell-like tones, 28-in. hardwood keyboard, 12 full- color trim over hardwood. Manually-operatec al legs. 
color music cards, mallet, storage rack. 30 in. high. Cloth covered swivel stool ha: 
79 N 571C— Instruction pamphlet. Shipping weight 6 Ibs... .$7.29. 79 N 635N— Wt. 26 Ibs. Sent freight (rai k) or $24.66 

382 SEARS s 
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: Only steel is so long lasting and every main part of every piece is ser i 

otel aud .. right down to the hinges on each door. ; Ti 

. Only steel can be so authentically detailed. The finish of each unit 
1 hen ait ee glossy enamel and door handles are in gleaming chrome plating. Lith 

graphed kickplates seem like shiny metal . . a final touch that mak 

this play kitchen so realistic she can almost smell dinner. Acces: 

not included. 

Save :3.99 to *4.65 on Complete Sets 
3.piece set. Range, refriger- — 4-piece set. Range, reíriger. — 
ator and sink. Sold separately ator, sink, cupboard, Sold sep- 
at $28.76. Wt, 50 Ibs. arately at $39.42. Wt. 69 lbs. 
79 N 110743... Set $24.77 79 N 112414... Set $34.77 

AMAA | fi liM 
A A 

Cupboard with Happi-Time Sink Kenmore Range Coldspot 
handy countertop .. running water! ‘‘see thru” oven Refrigerator 

$1086 $866 $1144 

7] Young “mommy” (7) Just turn on plastic — [3] Room enough for 
has ample work sur- faucet . . . water even turn an lots of play food. 

face and storage space flows from back-panel click. Steel top looks Large freezer com 
for play food and uten- reservoir down to water- like ainless.'’ partment and shelf 
sils, Simulated “mosaic” tight plastic basin. Make-believe burners, Foot door lever, mag- 

tile matches sink top, Chrome-plated handles. electric controls. Plas- netic catch. ho- 
Sliding overhead doors Back panel and work tic oven window. Shelf graphed double doors, 

of translucent plastic. surface lithographed to lithographed to look 18x15x36 inches high. 
Cutlery drawer. 15: look like mosaic tile. like roast rack. 18x15x Easy to assemble 

36 in. high. Una 18x15x27 M4 in. Unassem- 27M in. U mbled. Shipping weight 

bled. Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. bled. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs 20 pounds. 
79 N 1188L.... $10.66 79 N 1184L z $8.66 79 N 1183L. $8.56 79 N 1186L. $11.44 

Combination Washer-Dryer actually 
washes and spin-dries clothes 

Tbs Now $099 
Just turn crank and agitator churns water like a 
real washer. Then to spin dry, turn a knob and 

or shifts into high, spinning water out of 
you turn crank. 
clothes come out clean and fresh. Top 

with see-through plastic lid. 
Sturdily made of heavy gauge steel. Drain 

is F hose permits easy emptying. Holds up to 1 

7 P quart of water. Washer-dryer is 2344 inches high + ii 
i to the work surface. M 5x2734 inches ee Sink Set, Plastic. 18-pc. Refrigerator Set. 

y high over-all. Shipping weight 19 pounds. Bii arain, pai i siiven: AN pinic Shipping yore, We i weight l 
386 SEARS rca 79 N 1060L. A ...$9.99 49 N 112 .97c 49 N 1126. ....$1.14 
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Bake all the things Mother does 

i| 72-piece Food-Mix Set. 8 Swansdown mixes, 12 Aunt 

\ Jemima mixes, 8 Flako mixes, 13 Junior Chef puddings, pie. 
frosting mixes, Log Cabin syrup. 28 utensils: 2 each of cake 

pans, pie tins, cookie sheets, measuring spoons, mixing bowls 
Rolling pin, bread pan, muffin tin, pancake grill and turner, 
7 cookie cutters, 3-nozzle and decorator, egg beater, cookie pan 
49 N 1257 —72-piece set with recipe book. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.$6.66 

49 N 1253—54-piece set includes 29 assorted mixes, 24 utensils 
and recipe book. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 6 oz $4.66 
49 N 1246—34-piece set includes 17 assorted mixes, 16 utensils 
and recipe book, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $277 
49 N 1176—12-piece Utensil Set. 12 food mixes. Wt. 1 Ib, 11 oz. 177 
49 N 1264 —8-piece Refill Set. 8 food mixes. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 89c 

380 SEARS sue 

Cutsion Dade Scans by deisimasnisetediwical com 

Aake puddings, too 

[Z] 32-piece Pudding Set. Contains 12 Junior 
Chef base mixes for instant pudding. No 

cooking, just mix with cold milk. 
Recipe book is included along with flavor 

crystals of vanilla, chocolate, butterscotch, 
strawberry, and lemon. Magic color crystals 
are red, blue and yellow. Set also includes 4 
pudding bowls, 4 measuring spoons, 2 table- 
spoons, and an egg beater 

All the utensils and ingredients here for de 
licious, easy-to-make puddings. A wonderful 
way to encourage eager, young cooks. 
49 N 1269—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz..$2.88 

ers and oven. 

winning baki 

79 N 1159L 
49 N 1122—17-pi 

in box below. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 

— 
aa 

Mix in these Utensils 

25-piece Aluminum Cook and Bake Set, 

black plastic handles. Saucepans, measur- 

ing spoons, cake pans, cookie cutters. Bowl, 
double boiler, muffin pan, measuring cup, 
cookie sheet, spoon, turner, scoop, canister, 

fry pan, colander, loaf pan 
49 N 964 1 1b. 1 oz. $1.77 Shpg. wt 

F) 26-piece Aluminum Gadget Set includes 
4 mei 

molds, 4-tip decorator set. Salt, pepper shak 
ers, scoop, funnel, ladle, cookie cutter, etc 

49 N 1160—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz $2 

uring cups, 4 measuring spoons, 3 

Cook on a Stove that really works 

Child-size 30-inch high Electric Range $17.99 

[5) Stand to cook, as Mom does. Turn separate on-off switches to control top burn 

Thermostat controls oven, keeps temperatures right for praise- 

g success, Fiber glass insulated oven, big window to watch cakes rise. 
Pretend clock, dials add more realism. Spacious storage below oven. 11x15x30 in. 

Pink with black and white trim. Cord included. Shpg. wt. 29 Ibs. $17.99 
e Aluminum Boke Set, (Partly shown.) Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 1.99 

[E] 49. N1278— Set of 3 aprons. All slip on plastic hoop around waist. Little girl is shown 
wearing denim play apron. Printed cotton apron, frilly, nylon party apron, Shown 

Set $2.66 

Both ranges UL approved, operate on 110-120-volt AC current 

13%4-inch high Electric Range 

311.99 

Thermostat automatically controls heat in 
fiber glass insulated oven with window. 
Warming oven, utensil drawer, 2 separate 
double top burners. Light illuminates top. 

15 x x 1334 inches high. Pink finish, 
metallic gold color trim. With oven rack 
cook book, covered aluminum saucepan, angel 
and layer cake pan, pie plate, 3 cookie cutters, 
measuring spoon 
79 N 1146C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. $11.99 

~ 
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Electric Organs are simple and fun to play 
]] Golden-Pipe Reed Organ. Creates rich organ tones over a 2 

octave, 27-key range. Handsome, high-impact plastic cabinet 
finished in attractive walnut color, trimmed with gold color. Music 
book of 16 songs, key selector system included. 
79 N 621 C—15x634 x10 in. high. Shipping weight 11 Ibs. s. $14.99 

7] Four-chord Organ. Superior to above because it produces big- 
organ chord effects automatically with just the touch of a finger 

on any of four chord buttons, Educator-approved key selector makes 

playing as simple as A-B-C. Rich, woodgrain color, high-impact 
plastic cabinet. 27 keys. Music book of 16 songs included. 
79 N 637C—22% x113¢x11}4 in. high. Shipping weight 12 pounds. $22.99 

3] Six-chord Organ. More resonant tone, more varied performance 
than above models because, with just the touch of a button, 

you automatically blend in any of six chords to add depth and 
beauty to the basic melody. Tone quality is superior because of the 
fine hardwood cabinet. Walnut finish. Includes music rack, music 
book of 28 selections and easy-play key selector. 25 keys. 

79 N 611 C—21x9x7 in. high. Shipping weight 15 pounds. ..... $2844 

NOTE: All organs on both pages have on-off switch 
and ore UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

24-key Spinet and Bench $1169 

18-inch high miniature spinet plays 2 full octaves, has 
resonant tone. Strong plywood cabinet and matching bench 
finished in clear-gloss walnut. Easy-to-read song book 
included. 11x16 in. wide. Bench measures 744 inches high. 

29-key Spinet and Bench $1 539 

20-inch high miniature spinet has wider range than model 
at left, plays 234 octaves. Plywood cabinet and matching 
bench finished in lustrous walnut color. Song book inclu- 
ded. 12x20 in. wide. Bench measures 814 inches high 

79 N 596L—Shipping weight 14 pounds. 

Toy Miniature Pianos for young music lovers 

4] Replica of a real 
spinet piano. Hard- 

wood cabinet has lus- 

wires gives range of two 
Full octaves. Color chart 
matches music book 
notes. 15x10}4x9 inches 
high. Shipping weight 
7 pounds. 

5) Strong plywood baby 
grand in handsome 

blue lacquer fi 17 
plastic black and white 
keys, over 1 octave 
range. Tone rods of pre- 
cision-ground carbon 
steel. About 11x9}¢x5 
inches high. Color chart 
matches music book 
notes. Shipping weight 
2 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 N556... nes $299 

Taió pate scie ir dubia niéelocidical con 

oe $11.69 79 N 576L—Shipping weight 18 pounds........ $1539 

[5] Sturdy wood piano 
finished in red and 

cream enamel. Easy 
and fun to play .. 8 
colored plastic keys 
match colored notes in 
song book. Tone bar 
fitted with tone wires 
for bell-like sound. 
About 1034x8x5 inches 
high. Shipping weight 
2 pounds 10 ounces. 

Just like Mom's 
big Spinet Piano . . 
and so easy to play 

$3495 
NO MONEY DOWN 

*48 keys, wide, 3}4-octave 
range . . an easy step up to 
a full-size piano 

* Beautiful cherry mahogany 
finish over finest plywood 
High carbon steel tone rods 
give rich, resonant tone 

Our nicest beginner piano is 
so much fun to play the simple 

color chart way, it won’t be 
long before you're actually 
playing songs from the easy- 
to-follow music book. 31 inches 
long, 26 inches high. Match- 
ing bench is 12 inches high. 
Sent freight (rail or truck) or 
express. Shpg. wt. 40 Ibs. 
79 N 620N.. - $34.95 

NO MONEY 
DOWN 

on Sears Easy 

Terms .. see 

page 226 



Play Kitchens of 

Corrugated FIBERBOARD 

Light, but super-strong, thanks to special 
inter-lock assembly. Chair holds 200 pounds! 

$799 

So many features that really work . . -complete “built in’ 
kitchen. She can click on red plastic "burne ove, and see them 
glow. (2 “D” batteries needed, sold separately below.) Printed "timer" 
and "outlets," plus see-thru oven door, make stove convincingly real 
Faucet on plastic-top sink really works. Refrigerator has "temperature" 
knob to twist, plus 2 open shelves to store play-food. Over-all size 46 
inches high x 1134 inches deep x 2834 inches wide. Simulated wood grain, 
limed oak finish. Printed decorations. No accessories. 
79 N 1177L—Shipping weight 10 pounds 

79 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Shipping weight 4 oz... 

A Sink, Refrigerator, Range 

and Cabinets all in one unit 

in a delightfully- 
" on 

? $7.99 
„p -Each 16c;4 for 60c 

Refrigerator. Fruit 
and vegetable 

Range. 4 red plas- 
tic burners glow 

Sink. Running wa- 
ter from faucet re- 

[n Cupboard. Big coun- 
ter space 16x11 in. 

a IH) B 
Two roomy compart- circulates. Water- when knobsare turned. crisper drawers, freezer 
ments for pots, pans. proof plastic basin- (Order 2 “D” batteries compartment. Plastic 

erware drawer ac- tray covers entire top. above). Plastic window handles, metal door 
catch. Accessories sold 
below. 1714 in. wide, 

oven. Play timer. Ac- 
cessories sold below. 
15 x 11 x 27 in. high. — 11 deep, 37 high. Shpg. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. wt. 7 lbs. 

$3.54 $3.54 

2 lower shelves. Acces- 
sories sold below. 16 in. 
wide, 11 deep. 27 in, 

tually pulls out. Acci 
sories sold below. 16 in. 
wide, 11 deep, 40 high. 

high. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
$3.54 79N1135¢....$3.94 79 N 1134C 79 N 1133C 79 N 1139C... 

Save $1.57 on 4-piece Set . . . Cupboard, sink, 

range and refrigerator. Order batteries above. 

79 N 1158C4—Shipping weight 24 Ibs. $12.99 

Note: All fiberboard kitchen items on this page 

‘anand pane scans by chaines masabda poen 

Save $1.14 on 3-piece Set... Sink, range and 
refrigerator. Order batteries above. 
79 N 1157 C3— Shipping weight 18 pounds. . $9.88 

sent unassembled to save you shipping cost 

(5) Hutch Cabinet in Pennsylvania Dutch design. 
Three big open shelves for “showing off" 

dishes. Spacious storage below holds cups, saucers 
No accessories. About 26x13x57 in. high. 

79 N 1156C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . ..$3.54 

$] Table ond 2 Chairs match hutch. Plastic 
coated table top wipes clean with damp cloth, 

resists scuffing. Table: 19x28x23 in. high. Chairs 
Seat height 1314 in. No accessories. 
79 N 1165L—Shipping weight 13 pounds. . ..$4.88 

Save 54c on 4-piece Set. Includes hutch cabinet 
table and 2 

37.88 79 N 116612 
airs. 
hipping weight 20 pounds 

"Charge It” if you wish . . see pages 241, 242 rca SEARS 387 



Buy complete 4-pc. set ; 
(2, 3, 4, 5 Below) 

Save $1.53 

Play kitchens come to life in amazingly strong fiberboard 
Hutch Cabinet in colorful o Toy Refrigerator holds (3) Toy Sink. Running water [4] Toy Range. Four plastic (5) Kitchen Cupboard. Little Dutch design. She'll love all the ‘food’ for her "from the faucet-type spout burners glow when the cook appreciates the big the 3 big, open shelves for make-believe family. Fruit — recirculates to help her avoid young homemaker turns the counter space when she's ‘showing off’ her dishes. Spa- drawer, vegetable crisper. splashing and spilling. Plastic knobs. (Operated on batteries, busy preparing meals. Two cious storage area below holds ^ Separate freezer compart basin tray covers entire top of not incl. See below.) Plastic roomy compartments hold cups, saucers, Sturdy, corru. — ment Sturdy plastic handles — sturdy corrugated fiberboard oven window. Play timer. Cop- — pans and dishes . . help keep gated fiberboard in white with and door catch. Corrugated cabinet. Pink. 2 inside storage pertone top. Sturdy corru-  kitchentrimand tidy. Handy bird and floral design in gold, fiberboard, Pink. 17!4xlix shelves. 16x11x27 in. high. No gated fiberboard, Pink i5xfix silverware drawer. Corru green and red colors. No ac- 37 in. high. Simpleassembly. ^ accessories. 27 in. No accessories gated fiberboard is pink with cessories. 26x13x57 inches high. — 79 1134C—wi 715. $3.66 — 79 N 1135C—W>. 61... $3.99 79N1133C—wi. $ ibs... $3,66 black trim. No accessories. Interlocking assembly 49N 1126 t — 49N1125—12 pc. accessory sei, — 49N1122—17 pc. aluminum cook. — 16x1 1x40 in. high: B-pc. Relriger 

79N1156C—W1. 7 Ibs...$3.66 accessories. Wi. | ib $1.40 — Shpg. wt. | Ib 97c bake set. Wi. 1 ib. 2 oz.....$1.99 — 79N1139C-Wr. 6 Ibs... $3.66 
79 N1157C3—Rolrigerator, sink, ronge above (2, 3 and 4). Assembly instructions included. Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. $10.44 
79 N 1158C4— Refrigerator, sink, range cupboard (2, 3, 4, $ abovel. Assembly instructions included. Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs... 13.44 

Hutch with Tea Set 
35.38 

All ready for a tea party . . handy 

cabinet of durable steel has its own 
matching accessories. Strikingly col 

ored and decorated with quaint, 
Tyrolean designs. Drawer opens 
with brass handles, bottom doors 
have brass hinges. Metal accessories 
are enameled in contrasting colors. 
3 graduated size canisters, 3 cups, 3 
saucers, teapot, sugar and creamer. 

17x634x2014 inches. A charming ad 
dition to the young homemaker's 
kitchen! 

79 N 1120C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs... $5.38 

Doll size set . . 3 pieces 35.44 

3-pc. Set of pink toy metal appliances, 
79 N Y142C— Includes (6). (7), (8). Wt. 11 Ibs.. $5.44 

Toy Electric Mixer for little cooks 

32.44 
"Turn it on . . this realistic kitchen helper 
looks and operates just like mother's. 
Made of aluminum, finished in red and 
white. Aluminum mixing bowl included. 
Operates at a slow speed will mix liq- 

uids. Powered by a standard flashlight 
battery (not included). 6 in. high overall. 
Gift boxed. 

49 N 1216—Shpg. wf. 13 oz. $244 
34 N 4650-Botteries. For use with 79N1133C 
range at top of page and 49N1216 electric 
mixer above. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 8 oz. -.2 for only 30c 

E) Kenmore Metal Range. Play controls, 4 play 
burners. Plastic utensils. Color pink 

49 N 1140—64x11x12 in. high. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $1.98 

[7] Metal Sink. Faucet runs water from the rear 
— reservoir to basin. Storage cupboard. Pink. 
49N1127—7x1114x1034 in. high. Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. $1.98 

[8) Coldspot Metal Toy Refrigerator with play 
name-brand food boxes, ice-cube tray. Pink. 

49N1141-5 34x8x1314 in. high. Wt. 3 Ibs, 12 oz. $1.98. 

so: SEARS 381 
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(2) =" 

Chain-drive Scooter. Purrs 
speedy with just a few pur 
lrive pedals. Authentic sc ‘ r , 
molded into body. Chrome-plat anc Chrome-plate handlebars. 12-in. ste 
bars. 6-in. metal wheels with rubber tires. — wheels with semi-pneums 
Outriggers rem riggers remove t 
Leg reach 11 tc 13 to 18 in. 36 

79 N B617L 79 N 8618L—Shir 

s1388 
384 SEARS so 
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Banquet-size 90-piece dinner service for 6. . packed with more fun-giving extras than any set 

we've ever sold. 5 big serving pieces to delight young chefs . . clear plastic covers to show 

food *'cooking"'. . modern square styling. PATIO WARE 

looks like Mom's new glass cookware . . but it's high- 

impact plastic (practically indestructible). 

a Complete 90-piece Set for six 

$99 

Break-resistant polystyrene, with hard-gloss finish that 
looks, feels . . even washes like glass. Set includes 5 big 
casseroles, tray, 2 warming stands, percolator, skillet, 
napkin holder, trivet, serving carafe, creamer and 
sugar, salt and pepper. Also six each: 5-inch plates, 
saucers, cups, goblets, knives, forks, spoons, napkins, 
individual casseroles and carafes. Print on white. 
49 N 933—Shipping weight 4 pounds.... Set $5.66 

Play meals go right from stove to 
table. Little hostesses can serve make- 
believe entrees “piping hot” in 3 
covered casseroles. Assorted sizes. 
Also skillet and percolator with cover. 
Warming stand. 
49 N 934—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.Set $1.44 

Famous Russel Wright design Tea Set with sculptured look 
58-piece Dinner Set serves 6 

"Highimpact plastic” $4.44 
Created by a famous designer especially for very 
little hostesses. The- wonderfully tough plastic is 
extra thick and durable. Pottery colors stay bright 
through years of doH parties. It’s extremely re- 
sistant to breakage. Set includes 6 each turned-edge 
plates (614-inch diam.), cups, saucers, metallized 
cutlery, clear- plastic: goblets, paper napkins. 
sugar bowl with cover, gravy boat with stand, large 
platter and casserole with cover. Delight your little 
girl with this pretty gift service. 
49 N 944—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz...... Set $4.44 

388 SEARS rcs 
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45-piece Set for 6 . . Classic $299 
applique in overlay plastic 

The rich 3-dimension patterning of this tea set 
fascinates little girls. They enjoy the complete- 
ness, too . . creamer, sugar bowl, and even 6 
miniature paper napkins are included. Six white 
634-inch plates with filigree border and blue- 
and-orange center des 6 matching saucers. 
Pitcher and 6 cups in fluorescent orange with 
raised white overlay. 6 knives, forks and spoons 
in metallized silver color. Overlay pieces are 
polyethylene, others are polystyrene, lasting 
through. countless tea parties. All pieces are 
break resistant. 
49 N 912—Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz... .. Set $2.99 

Hobnail-type Tea Set 
69 items, service for 4. . $399 
even includes play food 

Authentic copies of colonial hobnail glass, in 
white plastic . . . plus the fun of full dimension 
make-believe food (turkey, corn, fruit, jello, 
baked potatoes, 4 slices of bread, 6 pie wedges). 
Service for 4 includes 6-inch plates, cups, saucers, 
dessert dishes, tumblers, pitcher, sugar bowl, 
creamer, bread basket, bud vase with bouquet. 
Also metallized forks, knives and spoons. Little 
girls get long-wearing fun out of this tea set. 
Everything but the paper napkins is practically 
unbreakable plastic. Delight her with this play- 
time gift set. 
49 N 938—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. . .Set $3.99 
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A modern kitchen of heavy-gauge steel . . just her size 

Happi-Time Sink with a 
watertight 8x8x2-inch 

plastic basin. Lift stopper 

and water drains into pan 
not incl). Plastic handles 

on cabinet base. Size 18x15x 
2714 inches high. Easy to 
assemble. Accessories sold 
separately at right. 

79N1104C-Wt. 141bs. $8.88 

[7] Rite-HiteKenmoreRange 
uj a realistic toy with 
controls, knobs that turn. 

Big oven for "baking" her 
Spring door, shelí 

plastic handle. 18x15x2714 
inches high. Easy toassemble 

Accessories sold separately 

cakes. 

at right 
79N1102C-Wt. 15 Ibs. $8.88 

[3] Toy Refrigerator a 
— Rite-Hite Coldspot to 
store her “cooking” needs. 

Freezer compartment and 
f. Plastic 

raphed double doors 
handles on 

18x15x36 in. high. Easy to 

assemble. Accessories sold 
separately at right 
79N1103C-Wt. 20 Ibs. $11.88 

1] New Happi-Time Cup- 
boord 

istic! Sliding overhead doors 

of translucent plastic; cutlery 
drawer in front. Ample work 
surface and storage space. 
15x18x36 in. high. 
assemble. No groceries. Shpg. 
wt. 19 Ibs 

310.88 79N 1101C 

looks so real- 

Easy to 

Save $1.98 to $2.08 on Complete Kitchen Ensembles 

3-pc. Modern Kitchen. Includes range, refrigerator, sink 
79 N 1117C3 Save $1.98. Wt. 49 Ibs, $3.00 dn, Cash $27.66 

4-pc. Kitchen. Range, refrigerator, sink and cupboard. 
79 N 1123C4— Save $2.08, Wt, 68 Ibs, $4.00 dn, Cash $38.44 

Accessories for 

items at left 

18-piece Plastic Refrigerator 
Set of bowls, bottles and make 
believe “food.” 
49 N1126— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.40 

22-pc. "Play Food" Set. Plastic 
49 N 1132—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $1.90 

17-piece Cook and Bake Set. 
Assorted aluminum utensils 
49 N1122—Wt. 11b. 2 02. SI, 

12-piece Sink Set. Plastic 
49 N 1125—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. c 

These Steel Dinettes fold compactly, store conveniently after play . . 
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BAPPT TIME 
rasot, 

Advanced-design Trikes 
ILLUSTRATED ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

D Good. Economy 3-wheeler has one piece 1 -in. 
tubular steel frame; 34-in. enameled handle- 

bars; nylon-bearing front wheel; 15¢-in. semi- 
pneumatic tires; adjustable steel seat with locking 
seat post; double-block plastic pedals. See How to 
Measure leg reach in table below. 
79 N 8504L—10-in. front wheel. Wt. 16 Ibs... . . 
79 N 85051—13-in. front wheel. Wt. 18 Ibs. 
79 N 8506L—16-in. front wheel. Wt. 23 Ibs. 

Better. Has two step plates in rear for easier 
mounting, Deep-well fin fender with truss rods. 

15g-in. white sidewall tires. %4-in. adjustable, 
chrome-plated steel handlebars with white plastic 
grips, streamers. White plastic bow-form pedals. 
Ball-bearing front wheel. Adjustable steel seat. 
1-in, tubular steel frame. See How to Measure 
below. 
79 N 8734L—10-in. front wheel. Wt. 19 Ibs... .$11.44 
79 N 8735L—12.in. front wheel. Wt. 21 Ibs.... 1244 
79 N 8736L— 16-in. front wheel. Wt. 26 Ibs.. .. 1444 
79 N 8737L—20-in. front wheel. Wt. 30 ibs.. .. 15.99 

Our Finest. The one all kids OH and AH at. All 
ball-bearing wheels--2 smaller sizes have $-in. 

rear wheels, other 2 have 10-inch. Handsome deep- 
well fender. Vinyl double coil, chrome-plated spring 
seat. White sabre grips, streamers. Other features 
same as on (2) above. See How to Measure below 
79 N 8760L—10-in, front wheel. Wt, 21 Ibs $14.66 
79 N 8761L—12-in. front wheel. Wt. 22 Ibs. 15.66 
79 N 8762L—16-in. front wheel. Wt. 27 Ibs... 16.99 
79 N 8763L—20.in. front wheel. Wt, 33 Ibs, 18.99 

Measuring Instructions. Measure leg reach from foot 
to crotch with measuring tape. Items on these two 
pages are sent partially assembled, 
10-inch front wheel „leg reach 14-17 in. 
12-inch front wheel. . -leg reach 16-18 i 
13-inch front wheel. . leg reach 16-19 i 
16-inch front wheel leg reach 18-20 in. 
20-inch front wheel. . leg reach 20-22 in. 

4] Chain-drive Velocipede. Fully enclosed bicycle- 
type chain-drive; ball bearing wheels. 16-in. 

front. and 14in. rear wheels have 1^$-in. semi- 
pneumatic tires, Has 134-in. tubular steel frame; 
chrome-plated adjustable handle bars; adjustable 
vinyl top seat with coil springs. 18-20-in. leg reach. 
79 N 8796L—Shipping weight 39 Ibs, .$23.99 

5] SAF-JET 3-wheeler. Hardest of all to tip be- 
cause rear wheels do the turning, front wheel 

stays fixed. Aero-type steering wheel. Handsome 
steel body with flying bridge saddle support and 
chrome-plated chariot rail over wide step plate. 2- 
position seat adjusts from 1534 to 1934 in. leg 
reach. 13-in. nylon-bearing front wheel, 8-in. rear. 
15$-in. semi-pneumatic tires. 
79 N 8615L—Shipping weight 27 Ibs. $17.88 

6] Chain-drive Sidewalk Bike. Looks like big 
brother's. 13-in. wire wheels with 5-in. training 

wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. 14¢-in. tubular steel 
frame with chain guard. Double-block vinyl pedals 
and vinyl grips. Adjustable metal saddle. Molded 
nylon bearings. No bar makes easy mounting. 
79 N 8620L—Shipping weight 29 Ibs......... .$14.99 

EJ) Horse and Sulky. A few brisk pumps on the 
pedals and he's at full gallop. Guides easily from 

steel loop on saddle. Steel frame has plastic bucket 
seat, is adjustable to leg length. Rugged plastic 
horse, 654-in. steel rear wheels, 434-in. front wheel, 
rubber tires. 34x19 in. high. 
79 N 8619 C—Shipping weight 12 Ibs... . ...$13,88 

Rickshaw. Open a rickshaw taxi service on your 
block and watch the pennies roll in! Seats two. 

Steel braced wooden frame and canvas canopy in 
eye-catching yellow and blue finish. 16-in. wire 
wheels with heavy rubber tires. 54x29x48 in. high. 
79 N 8017L—Shipping weight 35 Ibs... $19.88 

Citai pads scuns by dieisimiasniseledwical com 

o Our Best Chain-drive Tractor even has a sound device 
to simulate a tractor's roar! Broad, 22-inch wheel 

base, heavy duty, semi-pneumatic tires, detailed steel 
chassis with 8 plastic “sparkplugs,” mounting step plate. 
Red. Other features same as on (11) below. 
79 N 8922L—37x25 in. high. Shpg. wt. 35 Ib.. . ...$20,88 

Matching Dump Trac with seat, Steel. 8-in. wheels. 
79 N 8917C—33x15}4 in. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs........ $8.88 

79 N 8925L2—Tractor ond Dump-Troc. Shpg. wt. $1 1bs.. 27.88. 

[i] Chain-drive Tractor. Adjustable ball-bearing drive 
over steel frame. Spring seat. Hitch. rear wheels. 

on tractor tread tires. Red. 1734-in. wheel base. 
79  8928L—37x26 in. high. Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs... $16.44 

Trailer. Steel. 734-inch wheels, 32x15x10 inches. 
79 N 8923C—Shipping weight 10 pounds, . ....$5.99 

79 N 8980L—Troctor and Trailer. Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs...... 194 

[m] Chain-drive Airport Cycle, Streamlined, heavy gauge 
steel body with storage compartment in rear. Full 

circle steering. Ball bearing action. Big 15¢-in. semi-pneu- 
matic front tire; 7$ in, rear tires. Tubular steel handlebars. 
Gong bell. Blue body with colorful screen designs. 
79 N 89581—36x22x20 in. high. Shpg. wt. 35 lbs... .. ... $21.88 

[is] Casey Jones Locomotive and Tender. Sit yourself at the 
“throttle”, clang the bell to clear the track—then watch 

the gang run to climb aboard! Red, yellow and black engine 
rolls on 9-in. wheels with 1-in. rubber tires; tender has 734 in. 
wheels. Adjustable pedal drive. Rugged steel. 
79 N 8971L—68 in. long over-all. Shpg. wt. 44 Ibs... $24.99 
79 N 89571—Locomotive only. Shpg. wt. 36 Ibs......... 2044 

Tot's Pedal Bike in shiny red and white finish. Steel frame 
with 83$-in. front wheel, 5-in, rear wheels, 

79 N 8358C—11 to 14-In. leg reach. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. ...$4.99 

Tot's Pedal Horse. Lively but gentle. White colored plas- 
fi aes Peer ute rane ne al Zaeta ba 

79 N 8020C—14-in. leg reach. Shipping wt. 7 Ibs,.....$9.44 
pk. 

" E 

i] Pedal-drive Tractor. Colorful 
red steel body and bucket seat 

over tubular steel frame, White 8- 
in. wheels with 1-in. semi-pneu- 
matic tire in front and 1-in. tractor 
tread tires in rear. Pedals adjust to 
different leg lengths. Hitch, 32x19x 
24 in. high. 
79 N 89641—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. $10.99 

fi Tiny Tot Tractor with Dump 
Trailer. Rugged red polyethyl- 

ene body won't dent or rust. Color 
is molded in. Lever raises trailer 
for dumping load. 65$-in. steel 
wheel in front, 534-in. in rear. Rub- 
ber tires. Trailer has plastic wheels, 
39M in. long overall. 
79 N 8021 C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $8.99 

[hg 



/. 89.piece set serves 4. Colorful 
in Lavender” makes a big hit with young tea- 
timers. Antique primrose motif in lavender 
and rose glows on white 514-in. plates and 

Lavender cups, pitcher, creamer, 
"MA bond have poean lines. White 
tumblers, sherbets, cutlery. High-gloss poly- 
styrene that defies breaking. Paper napkins. | 
49 N 909 —Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... Set $1.99 

3rsptece tet for d: Choeriulas its nime. 
_ Fiesta comes in the jolliest colors. 

lene squeeze plastic tea service includes fous 
6-in. plates in peach; 4 yellow cups; 4 brown 
saucers; pitcher, creamer and sugar bowl ín | 
peach. Break. polystyrene knives, 

L: oe cee bere dass 
cups in dazzling white, 4 paper napkins. 

| 49 N 908—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 3 oz.. ...Set 1.99 

Blue Willow Set . . . real china! 

26-piece set for 6, Delight her with this pretty, im- 
ported service , . , a miniature version of her mother's 
best china. Traditional Blue Willow oriental design 
on white; so attractive, it's perfect for entertaining 
neighborhood friends. Set includes 6 cups, saucers, 
34-inch diameter plates, Also casserole, teapot and 
sugar bowl with covers, plus creamer and platter. 
From Japan. It comes boxed for giving. 
49 N 932— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. ....Set $1.99 

Plastic Food “Se°° $46 

Roast beef, turkey,.lobster-entre 

Breakfast Set . . 

27-piece set for 4, Serve breakfast or Sunday brunch. 

pop-up toaster $ 129 

bread and cake. 6 servings Mechanical toaster actually pops up . . . ticks like a real 
vegetables, 2 dessert one. Watch its i 3 

"n' beans, 6 leaf pattern is lithe strong metal. Set includes 
rolls. Plastic place mats, candle, 4 each: plat s. 8x10-inch 1 serving 
90 pieces serves 6. tray. 4 plastic knives, forks. and speons; plus a plastic 
49 N 966—Shpg. wt..6 oz....Set $1.96 
60 pieces. As'above, but serves 4. 
49 N 967—Shpg. wt. 5 oz.. ..Set $1.46 

isis Bask Seana tr dtf dca idelochdl cal codi 

pitcher. 27 piece 
For a real treat, se 
49 N 963—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

l'as sturdy a 
dolly 

are attractive. 
‘brea 

. Set $1.99- 

Rich-looking metal and plastic 

3ó.piece set for 4, She'll love this luxurious — 
"First Lady" service for sipping tea with rather 
important dollies and visiting dignitaries. There 
are 4 rich burgundy metal 6-inch plates and saucers 
with gold-color trim. Other pieces are high-impact — 
plastic: 4 cups and goblets; 1 sugar bowl; creamer; A 
covered teapot; 4 forks, spoons and knives wits 5 
silver-color finish. Paper napkins. 
49 N 943—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. Set $199 i 

Aluminum Set with percolator 

46-pc. set for 6, Pretend-percolator has realistic 
“heat control" and make-believe outlet to plug 
it in. (Suction cup holds cord wherever the little 
hostess puts it.) It's just part of the fun of this 
party set. There's a chip-n-dip tray, plus 6 paper iod 
napkins. Also 6 cups, saucers and 434-inch plates — 

. all in gay blue printed design. Edges rolled for 
safety, 6 knives, forks, spoons, 

49 N 935—Shipping weight 1 pound.....Set $4.99 ^. 

43-pc. set for 4, Yogi 
on high-gloss polystyrene 
cereal boxes (empt 
6-in. plates with Y 
41-inch ce 
creamer, su 
49 N 913—Shipping we ight 11b. 7 o2. Set $244 
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Chrome-plated tubular steel, 
Smart styling, thick padding 

Our Best 3-piece Chrome-plated Tubular Steel 
Dinette. Table has a wide three-dimensional 
polished apron, tapered legs with floor-saver 

plastic tips. Top is of high-pressure plastic with 

white center, red border . . whisks clean, won't 
mar easily. Lavishly padded chairs are covered in 
red and white heavyweight vinyl to match table. 
Plastic cushion glides on legs. Easy to assemble 
: . @ smart set for your little homemaker. 
Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N9087N—Set. Table, 20x30x20 in. high; 2 
chairs, 22 in. high. 
Shipping weight 32 Ibs, $2.50 dw. Cash $23.88 
79 N 9088C—Extra chair. Wt. 6 Ibs. Ea. $5.98 

Chrome-plated 'T'ubular Steel 

3-piece Set in two sizes. Tables with mar-re- 
sistant plastic tops, sturdy construction. Chairs 

have Sears styled wire-back design, padded 
seats covered in turquoise vinyl. Plastic-tipped 
legs. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9082L-Set. Table with aluminum apron, 24x 
24x20 inches high; 2 chairs, 22 inches 
high. Shpg. wt. 30 ibs. $2.00 down. Cash. $19.88 
79 N 9022L-Set. Table with plastic molding, 18x 
24x20 inches high; 2 chairs, 22 in. high. 
Shipping weight 28 pounds $17.98 
79 N9083C-Extra Chairs. Wt. 10 Ibs. Pair 10.98 

Enameled Metal and Wood 

3-piece Dinette. A set to please any child . , at 

à price to please your budget! Made with black 
enameled metal legs and spindles. Table top, 

chair seats and chair backs of natural-finish 
plywood. Sturdy and serviceable. Tubular metal 
legs have protective plastic tips. Set includes 

table 18x24x20 inches high and 2 chairs 20 
inches high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9074L—Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. $10.44 

solve space problems 
Bronze-enameled Tubular Steel Set with 
easy-to-cl vinyl seats and removable 

table top. Non-slip locks on table. Plastic tips 

on legs. Table is 25x36x21 in.; chairs are 24 in. 
high. Assembled. 

79 N9002N—Set of Table, 4 Chairs. Freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 
Shpg. wt. 33 Ibs, $2.50 down, Cash $21.44 
79 N 90011— Set of Table (25x25x21 in.), 
2 Chairs. Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs, 12.44 
79 N 9003C— Extra Chairs. Shipping 
weight pair 10 Ib: Pair 6.89 

E) Gleaming Chrome-plated Tubular Steel 
— Set with mar-resistant laminated plasti 
table top. Vinyl plastic chair seats wipe clea’ 
Butterfly design chair backs. Plastic tips or 
legs. Easy to fold. Table is 25x36x21 in. high 
chairs 24 in. high. Assembie 

79N9025N- Tabie, 4 Chairs. Freight (r: 
truck) or express, Wt, 33 Ibs, $3 dn. Cast 
79 N 9024L—Set of Table (25x25 

325.88 

21 in.). 2 Chairs. Shpg. 20 Ibs 17.98 
79 N 9026C— Extra Chairs. Shipping 
weight pair 10 Ibs Pair 8.98 

ONLY 10% DOWN on orders of $20 or more 

She'll be all set for serving! 

Brass-finished Tubular Steel Tea Cart saves tiny 
home-makers many a step ’twixt table and kitchen. 

Sturdy frame on plastic casters. Rolls easily. Two 
removable serving trays in gay colors. 24 inches 
high. Easy to assemble 

79 N 960C— Shipping weight 7 Ibs $5.77 

CGutsioà page scune by diaa weseledmicel Gom 

. see page 294 

Come on . . let's do the dishes! 

Plastic Sink with "Running" Water has “faucet” 
dispenser that pumps water: Set includes plastic 
dish drainer, sink strainer, soap flakes, sponge, 1 
dish and polishing towel, scouring pads, 2 tumblers, 
juicer, strainer, brush. 
49 N 1317-Sink is 21x1014x3 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 02.$2,77 

su: SEARS 383 



Air Force Jeep 

Carry out important 
missions with chain-drive 
ease. Ball-bearing ped- 
al crank and rear axle 
supports. Windshield 
raises or lowers, 8-inch 
nylon-bearing wheels, 
treaded semi-pneumatic 
tires, Steel body. Auto- 
type steering. Blue with 
yellow trim. 4134 inches 
long. Easy to assemble. 
Shipping weight 
38 pounds 
79 N 8978L $19.99 

386 SEARS 5s» 
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NOTE: All cars on these 2 pages are 
partly assembled . . easy to set up 

D Electric-drive Kart. All you do is drive . . the battery does the work. Push gear 
stick up for forward, down for reverse or let it idle in neutral, Holds road when 

cornering . . won't exceed 5 mph. Pull hand-brake to stop. Automobile-type link 
steering. Tubular steel frame. Plastic foam seat, $-inch wheels with 134-inch knobby- 
tread tires, Red with silver trim, Uses 12-volt storage battery, order below, To keep. 
battery power up to capacity, order 12-volt battery booster 28 G 7169 from Sears 
General Catalog. Kart and battery shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 8977 N—46x27 14 inches wide over-all, Helmet not included Shpg. wt. 45 Ibs. $5: 
28 N 13N—12-volt battery. Shpg. wt. 47 pounds... 

2.88 
. 1895 

@ Chain-drive Tot Rod, The smaller set will be rarin’ to pedal places on this sleek 
Job! Jet-style steering wheel makes it a snap to handle. Rolls smoothly on 10-inch 

rear wheels, 8-inch ball-bearing front wheels . . all rubber tires. Sturdy tubular steel 
wedge frame with comfortable bucket seat. Rubber-covered roll bar, Fire-engine 
red with striking white trim, 41x23 inches wide over-all, 
79 N 8976L—Shipping weight 30 pounds. 

o Pedal-drive Scat Car. 
4 ft. long, almost 2 ft. 

(23 in.) wide! Smooth ball- 
bearing drive . . pedals ad- 
just to 5 positions. X-in. 
tubular steel frame. 10-in. 
rear, 7-in. front wheels; 
134-in. tires. Footrests ex- 
tend for coasting, Raised 
seat, roll-over bar, Red 
with black and white trim, 
Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs. 
79 N 80191... $1499 

Push-type — Racer. 
Rugged ''track- 

burner" has aluminum- 
finish steel frame, re- 
inforced axles, 8-in. 
graphite-bearing: 
wheels, 144-in. tires. 
Foot or hand brake, 
steering wheel. Ply- 
wood seat, Masonite 
Presdwood back. 53x 
18 in. wide, Wt. 22 Ibs. 
79 N 89651. $14.99 

[5] Push-type Tot’s Racer. 
Low, road-hugging de- 

sign prevents tipping on 
the turns, Oversize, non- 
mar plastic wheels—7-in, 
diameter in rear, S-in. 
front—add stability. Steel 
frame. Auto-type steering 
wheel. Adjustable foot- 
rests, Simulated motor. 
Masonite Presdwood seat 
and back. 42x18 in. wide. 
79N8018C—Wt. 10 Iba.$9,56 

Tee Bird Auto 

Hop in and give it a 
spin . . here's freewheel 
ing fun! Ball-bearing pull 
straps and axle hangers 
make pedaling smooth 
and easy. Adjustable 
pedals. 8-in. double-disc 
wheels with molded rub. 
ber tires. Jet-type steer- 

ing wheel Sturdy steel 
body. Blue with white 
trim, red wheels with 
white trim. 33 inches 
long. Easy to assemble 
Shipping weight 25 lbs. 

79 N 8952L.........$9.99 



Just add water and bake with our big 
120-piece Junior Chef Food Mix Set 

Utensils sized to recipes 

You can make 12 Swansdown Cakes 
plus all these tasty favorites: Only $847 

* 1 bowl each: vanilla, chocolate and but- e12 each: Junior Chef vanilla and choco- 
terscotch pudding late cookies 

© 8 decorated gingerbread men * 2 apple pies 
* 8 frosted brownies * 12 corn muffins 
* 4 cream puffs * 8 biscuits 
* 4 fortune cookies with fortune papers * 12 pancakes with Log Cabin syrup 
Learn-to-bake-set has 37 Junior Chef fillings, frostings; 12 Swansdown cake mixes. 33 utensils include 2 bowls, 2 small spoons, egg beater, plus pans, cookie sheets, recipe book, etc., and 36 candles. 
49 N 1234 —Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces............ eene Set $8.47 

60-piece set 8597 54-piece set $487 34-piece set $277 
ga You can bake 8 Swansdown Cakes, plus Bake 6 Swansdown cakes, plus 3 delicious Swansdown cakes, plus 

*4 each: fortune cookies, *1 ea.: bowl of vanilla, but- — e4 ea.: fortune cookies, * 24 frosted cookies * 4 ea.: biscuits, ginger- © 6 ea.: vanilla, cream puffs, brownies, gin- ^ terscotch pudding; choco- cream puffs, brownies *8gingerbreadmen bread men, brown- choc. cookies, gerbread men, biscuits late, apple pie and biscuits * 2 bowls pudding ies, cream puffs pancakes, muffins *12 ea.: vanilla, chocolate — «6 ea.: corn muffins, pan- e6 ea: muffins, pancakes — 2 apple pies 1 vanilla pudding ^ e1 apple pie cookies L cakes; Log Cabin syrup 
Beginners bake like mother with: 6 Swansdown Easy recipes on boxes: 3 Swansdown cake 8 Swansdown mixes; 24 Junior Chef fillings, frostings, mixes, cake mixes; 23 Junior Chef frostings, mixes, fill- mixes; 14 Junior Chef frostings, fillings, puddings. 26 utensils. Recipe book in all sets. ings. 24 utensils include decorator, pancake grill mixes. 17 utensils include cutters. 

49 N 1235—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces Set $5.97 49 N 1236—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz, „Set $4.87 49 N 1237 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. Set $2.77 
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Sofa-bed makes your little traveler feel at home. 
Perfect for naptime. Converts to desk and chair with 

handy tray for play or mealtime. Folds compactly for 
convenient handling and storage. A child cam carry 
it—frame is strong, lightweight aluminum. Soft, 
tough, waterproof vinyl cushion is easy to keep clean 

Swivel TV Rocker. Little loungers can rock 
and turn easily without moving position of 

chair. No-sag spring seat i$ comfortably padded 
with Tufilexà) wood fiber and cotton, covered 
with rich, red vinyl, Sturdy hardwood frame 
has lustrous blond lacquer finish. 23 in. high 
over-all. Seat is 14%9x14 in. wide. Over-all 
width is 18 in. Partially assembled. 
79 N 9078L— Shpg. wt, 25 Ibs. 

(51388 

$13.88 

@ Upholstered Rocker is softly padded for 
comfortable relaxing. Colorful red and 

white vinyl plastic cover can be wiped clean. 
3 no-sag springs support rugged pad with !4-in. 
thick Tufllex& wood fiber and cotton filling. 
Hardwood frame has blond lacquer finish. 
is 14x14 in. Rocker is 25 in. high over-a 
Assembled. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9073N— Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs, $9.88 

ll. 

513.98 

Colonial style is little girl-size now 

Maple finished hardwood furniture, Back cushion and seat upholstered in pro- 
vincial cotton print. Print skirt. Lift-up seat on bench hides storage box. 

[EI] Cricket bench. js 29x12 in, 26 in. high over-all. Assembled. No doll. 
— 79 N 9095N — Freight (rail, truck) or express, Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs.. $1398 
ir Rocker, Seat is 13x14 in. 24 in. high over-all. Assembled. 

79 N 9008L— Shipping weight 8 Ibs s 
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$9,995 s250 i 

Junior Convertible Sofa-Bed you can take along on trips 

and neat. Soft layers of foam and Tufflex® wood fiber 
cushion assure comíortable sitting and sleeping. Easy 
and quick to convert. Size open as a bed: 48x20 in. 

Folded for carrying: 17x24x17 in. Fully assembled. Bed- 
ding not included. Order now for Christmas. 
79 N 90601 — Shipping weight 20 Ibs, $22.95 



“Hottest” thing on wheels 
Junior's out of the turn, down the straightaway and across 
the finish line . . the winner “b; mile" in this sleek and 
speedy reproduction of a real spe y racer, Side-mounted 
ball bearing chain-drive makes pedaling easy for 4 to 9-year- 
olds. One-piece high-strength plastic body is lightweight yet 
super-strong. Can't rust or dent; never needs painting. Big 
10-inch steel wheels with semi-pneumatic tires. Raised hood 
gives extra knee room, open bottom makes getting in and 
out a breeze. Bright red. 52x25x20 inches high. Shipped 
either by freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 8974N—Shipping weight 32 pounds............++ 

66 :256€ 
NO MONEY 

DOWN 

ENS Pedals adjust on models 1 through 4 

5 5 seporate pedal settings give pro- 
We per leg room . . make pedaling easy 

end comfortable . . adjusts os child's 
leg-reoch increases, 

Fire Chief's Car. You're top man [i] Hook and Ladder. Hop on, "'smoke- @ A E, A 
wi you wi up to tl e) eaters," work's to be done! Clanging 

bell, red light-flasher lets 'em know you're 
coming. “Save” people with wood ladders. 
Partner jumps on rear steps, holds rails. 
Steel body. 8-in. ball-bearing wheels, rub- 
ber tires. Order 2 “C” batteries below. Red, 
79 N8918LM-17x45 in. long. Wt. 35 1bs.$21.99. 
79N4659M-"C" Batteries. Wt. 402.2 for 27¢ 

[E] Station Wagon. Now errand running 
for Mom is real fun. Rear has plenty 

of room for packages . . or pals! Jet-type 
steering wheel. Gunsight fender orna- 
ments. Steel body. Tubular steel hand- 
rails, windshield, 8-in. ball-bearing double- 
disc wheels, rubber tires. Beige with white, 
brown trim. 17x45 inches long. 

Shiny gong-type bell clears the way . . 
helps you get there first! Jet-style steering 
wheel, Fabric seat pad for a comfortable 
ride. 8inch  easy-rolling double-disc 
wheels, rubber tires. Steel body. Bright 
red with white trim. 17x36 inches long. 
79 N 8907L—Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs.. .... . $14.88 

@ Holiday Auto. You'll take plenty of 
tours around the neighborhood in this 

modern beauty. Jet-style steering wheel. 
Dual “headlights,” one-piece grille. Com- 
fortable fabric seat pad. Cool azure blue 
steel body with red and white trim. 8-inch 
easy-rolling double’ disc wheels, rubber 
tires. 17x36 inches long. 

79 N 8914L—Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs....... $17.99 — 79 N 8904L—Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs... .... $1477 

Just say “Charge It" and pay later . . see pages 2I8A, 2I8B 

'The Eldoro . . fit for a prince . . $1977 
or the luckiest kid on your block 

It’s brand spanking new . . from the grille in front to the “flying” fins 
in back. Modeled after a famous 1961 adult auto! One-piece plastic body 
is practically indestructible, lightweight, yet so strong. Pedals adjust to 3 
separate settings . . give plenty of leg room. Cut out bottom lets you slip 
in and out without effort. Loud squawker-type horn, streamlined steer- 
ing wheel. 634-inch wheels, rubber tires. 1534 inches high, 39 inches long. 
Blue, with silver-color trim. 
79 N 8973L—Shipping weight 19 pounds.......c eee $1977 
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Party Sets to make 
your favorite dessert 

Each sot $197 

1] 2!-Pc. Coke Mix Set. Includes 6 cake 
mixes, 6 frosting and decorating mixes, 

2 pans, 6 other utensils and recipe book. 

49 N 1238—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...... Set $1.97 

(2) 24-pc. Fortune Cookie Set. Includes 9 
cookie mixes, 3 frosting mixes, 2 pans, 

9 utensils, recipes and fortune papers. 

49 N 1240—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...... Set $1.97 

3] 18-pc. Cream Puff Set. 6 cream puff 
mixes, 6 pudding mixes, 1 pan, 1 bowl, 

3 other utensils and recipe book. 

49 N 1239 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 o: Set $1.97 

4) 18-pc. Brownie Mix Set. 6 brownie mixes, 
6 icing mixes, 2 pans, 2 measuring spoons, 

mixing bowl and recipe book. 
49 N 1248—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... ... Set $1.97 

Food Mix Refills. 12 mixes include 2 cakes, 
pie crust and filling, gingerbread, biscuits, 
muffins, pancakes and cookies. 
49 N 1249—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.......... $144 

Gütsiod paie scans’ by dieisiniaxnisetedimical om 

24-piece Aluminum 
Bake Set 

$188 

Junior cooks can mix, cook and bake 
for doll family in these utensils, 

Includes 4-in. cake pans, cookie 
sheet, muffin pan, loaf pan, fry pan, 
double boiler, saucepans, covered bowl, 
spoon, scoop, measuring spoons, mea- 
suring cup, colander, pancake turner, 
cookie cutters. Black plastic handles. 
49 N 964—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..... Set $1.88 

Junior Miss Bake Set 
. . made of extra heavy 
aluminum for longer 
wear . . easier cooking 

"qt" $988 

Larger sizes . . . heavier gauge alumi- 
num than other sets shown. Plastic 
handles. 

Includes salt, sugar or flour shaker, 
measuring spoons, cups, cake decora- 
tor, cookie cutters, mixing spoon, pan- 
cake turner, tea cake pan, 2-qt. mix- 
ing bowl, 5é-qt. saucepan, 14x10-in. 
cookie sheet, loaf pan, 8-in. layer cake 
pans, pie pan, recipe book. 
49 N 931— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... Set $3.88 

Really cook on this 
Electric Range $699 

An E een 
Never before at Sears so 

many pieces in an Aluminum 
Bake Set priced so low 

“Er $288 

Whistling tea kettle and pressure cooker with make-believe pressure 
gauge complete a kitchen set for hours of happy playtime cooking. 
Set also includes measuring spoons, measuring cup, 4-in. layer cake 
pan, angel cake pan, biscuit pan, cookie cutters, cookie sheet, scoop, 
pancake turner, colander, muffin pan, saucepan, fry pan, double 
boiler and 6x334-in. oval roaster. Cool plastic handles. 
49 N 930—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces....,........++ Set $2.88 

Electric 
Hot Dogger 

Roasts Delicious 
Hot Dogs 

in Minutes 

Lets boys and girls prepare their own hot dogs quickly and 
easily. Just roast the frankfurters on the top-side aluminum 
grill while buns are warming alongside, Roast 3 hot dogs, 

Junior homemaker bakes in insulated 
oven, cooks on surface unit. Steel with 
coral baked-on enamel finish. UL ap- 
proved 110-120 volt AC; 6 ft. cord. In- 
cludes 7-pc. cook and bake set. 8x9x15 in. 
high. Includes oven rack. 
49 N 1138—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 2 07... ..$6.99 

warms 2 buns. Made of bright red, baked-enamel steel, Hot 
Dogger has extra, open cabinet in back for storage of supplies. 

8x12x10 inches high. Operates on 110-120 Volt, AC-DC. UL 
approved. 
49 N 1178—Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces. ........ $477 
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Blackboard-Desk holds books and toys, too 

Big chalkboard gives you plenty of writing space when desk is closed. Storage 
compartment has doors that slide back to put toys away. Opened, desk becomes 
a solid working surface with shelves. Made of Masonite Presdwood. Red with 
white edging, Chair with sturdy. tubular stecl frame tucks neatly behind sliding 
doors. Desk is 37x24x16 in. deep. Chalkboard is 24x14 in, 

79 N 9096L— Desi, chair only, Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt. 28 1bs.... ... .$10,88 

Modernistic 

Modern Fruitwood beauty is child-size 

A beautiful furniture design, this desk is a striking addition to any room, 
Encourages good study habits. Two roomy drawers hold supplies. Lustrous 
finish. Sized just right: desk top is 34x20 in. Over-all height is 2& in. Sturdy 
chair is 2744 in. high over-all. Scat height is 1534 in. Seat is 15x113¢ in. 
Easy to set up. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9097N2 — Desi, chair only. Shpg. wt. 52 Ibs. 

Toy Chests teach your child neatness 

D BELOW SHOWN ON OFPOSIT 

inche 
Books 

included 

` 59.44 

diameter, 1 
79 N 9099.— 

ches hig iy assem 
hipping weight 15 1 

[7] Knotty Pine Ponel-Chest with natural v 
- Extra sturdy . . cleats add streng 

Gold-color stud decorations serve as tr 
screen design. Kope handles and hinged co 
1434 inches high. Easy groove-and-screw assem} 
79 N910iL—Shipping weight 20 Ibs 

Cutsioa pag scans by peisihiatnisetediaical Gom 

TV Chair-Table 

Just flip the back 

a seat with attached 
table for snacks or 
games. Strong tubular 
steel frame has black 
baked-enamel finish. 
Non-slip edge on 11x15- 
in, table top. Non-mar 

tipped legs. 
Vinyl upholstered seat 
and back, 15x25x23 in. 
high. Easy to assem- 

plastic Musical Rocker of hardwood has 
high-gloss natural finish. Musical 
movement plays a merry tune. 2144 
in. high over-all. Seat is 10 in. high. 
Easy screw-assembly, 
79 N9089L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs....$6.88 

y S | 
Chest stores toys now . . 

dolls or records later 

‘grows up’ with your child. When 
set on its back, cabinet is a toy chest with 
lift-up lid. Upright, it becomes a hobby 
cabinet or radio-phonograph stand and 
record cabinet. 2 removable partitions serve 

as dividers or shelves. Ponderosa pine with 
maple or natural varnish finish inside and 
out. Easy-rolling casters. We include decal 
letters for personalizing chest with child’s 
name. Over-all chest is 30x15x13 in. Assem- 
bled. State finish: maple or natural 

79 N 9072L—Chest only. Wt. 20 lbs. $14.98 

Actu 

Colonial-style Rocker is made of 
golden maple finished hardwood. 
Comfortably padded seat is 12x11 in. 
11 in. from floor. 23 in. high over-all. 
Fully assembled, 
79 N 9006L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs... $5.44 



Glide along 
on ball bearings 

Get in and go! Here's a wagon that really “takes off.” 
Heavy-gauge, 1-piece steel body is 1714x36 inches long, 
has smooth rolled edges. 10-in, double-disc, ball-bearing 
wheels. 134-inch semi-pneumatic molded rubber tires 
Rugged U-bar axle braces. Bright maroon baked-on en 
amel finish with black trim, Easy assembly, 
79 N 8126L—Shipping weight 32 pounds 
Medium-size Wagon. As above except 8}4-in. wheels and 
34x1534x434 inches deep. 14-inch tires. 
79 N 8105L—Shipping weight 28 pounds «$7.88 

Wagon thrills 
for smaller tots 

]] Old West Trail Cover. Use alone as a tent or put it 
on any wagon 27 inches long or longer to make a fun 

packed covered wagon. Over 30 in. high. Cotton 
79 N 8104C—3 wire hoops. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs + $3.99 

[2] All-steel Tot's Size Wagon. 20x10x3-inch deep body. 
— S-inch wheels with 34-inch molded rubber tires. 
Bright red baked-on enamel finish. Easy assembly 
49 N 8052— Shipping weight 7 pounds... ..$2.56 

(3] All-steel Super Wagon. 28x13x334 in. deep body, 
— rolled edges. 7-in. wheels, 1}{-in. semi-pneumatic 
tires. “Congo” graphite bearings. Easy assembly. 
79 N 8112C—Red baked enamel finish. Wt. 18 Ibs $5.99 

All-steel Flyer Coaster. As above except 10-inch wheels. 
36x1734x434 inches deep. Easy assembly. 134-in. tires. 
79 N 8! 15L—Shipping weight 32 pounds =. $9.99 
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79 N 8109L—Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. 

Rex Chief Wagon. A real rugged per- 
former. Heavy-gauge steel body, 834- 
inch wheels with 13-inch semi-pneu- 

ongo" graphite bearings 
never need oiling. Bright red baked-on 
enamel finish with stri 

matic tires. ‘ 

Body is 36 in. long. Easy assembly, 

ing white trim. 

$11.99 

>) 

Muscle Builder 
Rowing action helps 
build shoulders. arms 

$1966 

Push forward on the handlebars, 
then pull b: . spring action 
chain drive gives a speedy ride. 
Teaches co-ordination and helps 
strengthen muscles. Heavy-gauge 
tubular steel frame, adjustable 
steel seat, chrome-plated handle- 
bars, 714-in. wheels with rubber 
tires. 34 inches long over-all. Blue 
baked-on enamel finish with white 
trim. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 8621L—Wt. 22 Ibs $19.66 

and backward. Sturdy steel frame, 10-inch 

Wooden Stake Wagon. Just remove sides and it co. 
verts to a speedy coaster. Clear varnished hardwood 
36-in. body, 834 in. deep with sides. Reinforced with 

: ei box rods. Moves on nylon bearings that 
can't “freeze” or rust. 10-inch wheels with 1%¢-inch 
semi-pneumatic tires. Easy steering “fifth wheel” 
construction. Red and white enamel trim. 
79 N 8060L— Easy assembly. Shpg. wt. 41 Ibs $17.99 

38x34-in. high Scooter. 

1} 
stand. Brake, 
Easy assembly. 
79 

Ball bearing 10-in. wheels 
4-in, tires. Steel. Parking 

ender. Maroon. 
TERN i 

$344 cs 

N 8801 C—Wt. 15 Ibs... $6.44 

5 31x29-in. high Scooter. 

Ste 
stand. No brake. Bright red 
finish. Easy assembly. 
79 N 8809 C—Wt. 7 1bs...$3.22 

6-in. wheels, 3{-in. tires 
eel construction. Parking 

6 Wheelbarrow with shovel. 

body. 
semi-pneumatic tire. 
steel handl 
shovel. Easy assembly 
79 NB010C-Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $3.44 

18x15x634-in. green steel 
Tin. disc wheel, 13- 

Yellow 
2434-in, steel 

/ 



Sparkling white enamel; blue and rose trim. 
Coldspot refrigerotor—name-brand food 
boxes, ice tray. 15x714x634 in. Kenmore 
stove—4 burners, 4 play knobs turn, 4 = 
plastic utensils. 11x12x634 in. Sink—faucet | 
runs water from reservoir. Simulated stain-  & 
less steel top, storage space. 12x1 1x634 in, 
79 N 1149L—5hipping weight 10 Ibs..... Set $5.44 

D Percolator. Clear plastic cover. 
Order one “C” battery below. 

A9 N 1171—Shpg. wt. 11 02....$2.22 

Tooster. Shade selector. Red 
light. Timing mechanism 

cup plugs. On-off switches, White with black trim. 

[3] Teokettle. Whistles on. base, 
Order one “C” battery below. 

49 N 1170—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ...$2.22 

@ Skillet. With 2 plastic eggs 
and 2 slices of plastic bacon. 

makes batteries unnecessary. Order two “C” batteries below. 
49 N 1189—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. . 762. 22  49N1172—5hpg. wi. 12 oz.. ..$2,88 
49 N 4665—"C" Batteries, Shpg. wt. each 2 oz... .....- ~... Each Tóc, 4 for 60c 

27-pe. Cook Set $944 

Even has a toaster with pop-up 
action. Decorated white plastic. 
Includes tea kettle; waffle iron- 
griddle, percolator with warmer 
trivet, skillet, saucepan, canister 
set, fry pan, cake dish, ladle, 
49 N 968—W1., 1 Ib, 6 oz... . Set $3.44 

10-pe. Laundry Set $297 

Hand-operated wringer-washer. Just add 
soap and water and turn crank. Agitator 
cleans well. Adjustable rubber roller 
wringer. 7x12 in. White finish on metal; 
turquoise and pink trim. Revolving dryer 
and clothesline, woven basket, 6 pins. 

49 N 1030— Shipping weight 3 Ibs... . Set $2.97 

Crawl-in Playhouse of corrugated fiberboard 

. folds away flat for easy storage 

Almost 4 feet high with lots of room inside. And it can be used either indoors 
or outdoors. Three reinforced windows. Double doors swing in and out. Snap- 
on plastic straps for storage. Folds flat. 30x40x45 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 1423C—Shipping weight 8 pounds "rig sie M yi dye $3.88 
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Washer-dryer $997 

Hand operated. Just turn the crank, 
set switch on “wash” and tub agi- 
tates. Switch to dry for spinning 

action. Clear plastic lid. White 
metal; simulated stainless steel top, 
panel. 8x7 x10 in. high. 
49 N 1028— Shpg, wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz.. .$2.97 

Doll’s Bedroom $233 

13x32 inches—just right for fashion- 
model dolls like “Barbie.” Furnished 
in the most fashionable fabrics and 
colors. There’s even a real closet. 
Bed 11x634 in. Sturdy laminated 
chipboard. All you do is unfold it. 
79 N 1432C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. .. . . -$2.33 

Convert your card table into a playhouse . . 
have a Fire House or Kiddy Kottage in just seconds 

Gaily printed, cotton cloth playhouse slips over any standard, 30-inch square 
card table . . makes it a private hideaway. Fun for children from 2 to 9 years 
old. Use indoors or out. Side flap lifts for easy entrance and ventilation. To put 
it on, just push the wooden dow: el into the block and place in the center of the 

table to form peak in the roof. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49 N 1415—fire House for boys 49 N 1414—Kiddy Kottage for girls. . „Each $3.97 



Jet Pilot 

8577 

forized cotton twill flight 
it with realistic markings, 

simulated pockets. Zippered 
front; adjustable ankle straps. 
Overseas cap, flight plan pad 
with pencil and mask-type hel- 
met included. 

Helmet is lightweight mold- 
ed plastic with simulated oxy- 
gen mask; elastic band at rear 
for fit. State sise. Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 830, . 
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Dress-ups let them “make believe" . . add realism 
Playsuits below in sizes Small, Medium or Large. State size from Measuring Chart on opposite page. 

T) Superman suit of Sanforized cot- 
ton twill with cape. Shirt has 

Superman shield, trousers have elastic 
top. Metal belt buckle. e. 

49 N730—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $477 

4] Highway Patrolman. Sanforized 
cotton uniform. Plastic cap, gog- 

gles. Metal badge, “hand cuffs”; plas. 
tic belt, holster, pistol. State size. 
49 N 823—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz,..$5.88 

7) Drum Majorette leads the parade 
in lustrous rayon satin, trimmed 

with gold-color fringe, braid. Hat, 
boot tops, belt and baton, State size 
49 N 829 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... $4.59 

o Naval Commander. Sanforized 
cotton twill uniform with gold 

colored buttons, trim. Elastic top 
trousers. Officer's cap. Stale sise. 
49 N 819—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... $6.88 

5] Prairie Scout fringed jacket and 
trousers of Sanforized cotton twill, 

wool felt hat. Canteen, compass, knife 

and belt. State size. 
49 N 828—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $599 

8) Visiting Nurse. Makes her calls in 
a washable cotton uniform with 

belt, cap and cotton twill cape. Plastic 

shoulder bag. State size 
49 N799—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $3.88 

3] 5-Star General. Sanforized cotton 
twill uniform. Jacket has metal 

insignia, rayon braid trim, Elastic. 
back trousers. Cap. State size. 
49 N 729—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. .$6,88 

F) Skater cuts a fancy figure in flar- 
ing red cotton corduroy with white 

trim. Slide fastener. Cotton panties. 

State size. 
49 N 832—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....$4.99 

g) Storyland Princess . . . enchant- 
ing-sequined brocade-print rayon 

dress and cape. Yellow rayon wig. 
Silver-color ** E ra", wand. Stale size. 

49 N 834—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....$5.19 



$2444 "^ 
Without battery 

So simple to operate . . they'll be soloing in seconds | 
Electric-powered Hot Rod, Just step on the accelerator to 
go forward or reverse; pull up on the hand brake to stop. 
So low to the road it’s practically tip proof. Won't go over 
5 mph. Seat, roll bar, bumper, steering wheel and “engine” 
housing are tough polyethylene plastic; base is steel, Rolls 
on 534-in. plastic wheels, 37 inches long; 14 inches wide. 
Uses 12-volt battery (not included, order below). 

Electric-powered Stutz Bearcat. Faithfully reproduced in 
all its rip-roaring glory. Goes forward or reverse at 5 mph 
when you step on the fender-mounted foot pedal; stops 
when you pull up on the hand brake. Even gives off realis- 
tic engine noises when you spin the crank! Bright red steel 
chassis with old-fashioned bulb horn, tool boxes, dummy 
headlights, gas tank and spare wheel. 7}4-in. plastic 
wheels. Uses 12-volt battery (not incl., order at left). 
79 N 5759U4—42 in. long, 1534 in. wide, Wt, 20 Ibs. ..$29.99 

Tot-size Rider Toys . . they’re scratch and break-resistant plastic 

Jeep. Every bit as tough and sturdy as it looks. 
Heavy duty jeep has colorful polyethylene body 
over steel frame, 514-inch plastic wheels and steer- 
ng wheel. 8}4 inches from floor to seat 
79 N 5481 C—Shipping weight 5 lbs.. $3.94 

locomotive. Ding, ding 

13 inches from floor to seat. 
79 N 5411 C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 

look, Mom, I’m a train! 
Clanging bell and gay red body make this a special 
favorite of pint-size engineers. Four 5-inch wheels. 

Tractor. No sharp edges to mar furniture or live- 
stock. Authentic tractor detail molded into red 
polyethylene body. 4-inch wheels in front, 7-inch in 
rear. 10 inches from floor to seat 
79 N 5436C— Shipping weight 5 Ibs, $4.99 $3.99 

25-piece Combat Set. Soft, rubber-like vinyl. 
Includes tanks with movable turrets, 5 in. 
long; recon cars with machine gun mountings, 

6 in. long; jeeps with cannon, 8 in. long; 
truck, soldiers, other pieces. 
49 N 5575—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.... $1.99 

ciii Dai Scale tr c da 

Trailer Set includes 6-inch long convertible 
car with camping trailer and camping acces- 
sories; horse trailer with 2 horses; stock trailer 
with movable tail gate; rubber-like vinyl 
won’t scratch or mar furniture. 
49 N 5487—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. ...... 99c 

Road Construction Set. Rubber-like vinyl. City light truck with 
movable boom; bulldozer with moving track and blade; road 
roller with tamper; self-loading dump truck; crane shovel; 
roadscraper; earthmover, each 7 to 11 in. long; plus attach- 
ments, road signs, 4 workers. 
49 N 5488—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 13 oz....... . $3.99 
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5-pc. Power Sweep Set 5-pc. Cleaning Set 

$39 xz 
Sweeper actually cleans. 

Fingertip switch. Empties 
easily. Tubular steel handle, 
metal housing. Rose colored. 
31 inches high. Brillo, plastic 
apron, dust cloth, 27-inch 
mop. Uses three “D” batteries 
(order below.) 

$197 

Happi-time metal sweeper, 
934x734x2 inches. Has 

fiber brush to pick up dirt. 
Bottom opens for emptying— 
just like a real carpet sweeper. 
Plastic bristle broom has 24- 
inch wood handle, dust mop 
with 24-inch wood handle. 

3 

79 N 1150C—Wt. 21bs. Set $3.99 

D batteries, Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
79 N 4660—Ea. 16c.. 4 for 60c 

Plastic apron, dust pan. Ship- 
ping weight 2 pounds. 
79 N1302C.......... Set $1.97 

Friction Vacuum Cleaner $197 

Really picks up dirt. Motor hums, sucks in, brush 
revolves. “Cold” sparks fly. Plastic bag inflates, 
top slides off to empty. Metal sweeper 634x6x3 
in. Wood handle. 27 in. high. From Japan. 
49 N 1203—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...... $197 

Play house with Bedroom Furniture just your size 

Reinforced, corrugated fiberboard. Pink, blue provincial print. Easy assembly. No accessories. 

Studio Bed. Holds an adult’s weight. [4] Chest. S roomy drawers. 17x10x29 in. high. 
Two roomy drawers. Inflatable plastic 

pillow. 40x1676x17 44 in. high. Big enough for 
36-inch life-size dolls. 
79 N 1410C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. . . - . .$3.66 

79 N 1131 C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs...$3.44 

Wardrobe has hangers for dolly's clothes, 
shelf for hats. 17x10x29 in. high. 

79 N 1130C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. .$2.99 

[r5] 
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13-piece Laundry Set 

(98 

Almost 20 feet of cotton 
clothesline—lots of drying 
area. Sturdy metal and 
wood stand is 25 inches 
high. 6 plastic clothes pins 
are included. Folds com- 
pactly for easy storage. 
79 N 1058C-Wt. 2 Ibs. $1.57 

Toy Electric Iron. Really 
heats. Lightweight, easy to 
handle. Cast metal base 
and hood are chrome- 
plated. Black Bakelite 
handle. 634 in. long. Com- 
plete with cord and plug. 

49N1026-Wt. 1 lb. 202, $1.99 

© 334-ft. high closet holds entire set . . has 
simulated wood finish, easy-to-reach shelves 

* Ironing board adjusts from 15 to 22 in. bigh 
* Big 7-in. chrome-plated electric iron 

Has silicone-treated pad and cover, endboard hamper, 6-ft. cotton 
clothesline, 6 plastic clothes pins, plastic apron. 30-in. board is pink- 
enameled, perforated steel with turquoise-color legs. 42x9x434 in. 
hardboard closet. Iron has 6-ft. cord, black plastic handle. Assembled. 
79 N 1027C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

Pink trim. 7-in. chrome- 
plated iron. 22 in. x 30 in. 
steel table. Pad, cover. 
79 N 1055C—Wt. 6 Ibs. $4.44 

young ble, cover A 
79N oet Nt Sits. $250 

Ironing tabia b 
79 N 1002C—Wt. 5 Ibs. $1.99 

$199 

Non-electric Toy Iron, 
Chrome-plated metal base 
with black Plastic handle. 
Imitation cord and plug. 634 
inches long. 
49 N 1020—Wt. 8 oz... . .$77¢ 
NOTE: Eleciric irons UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

xs: SEARS 393 



Our best Tournament $ 
Table Tennis Set 1095 

Pebble-grained rub- 
ber facings give you 
finest control and ac- 
curacy. Vinyl handle 
bindings provide surer 
grip. New white net 
provides for better 
visibility on colored 
tables. 72-inch wide 
net..no around-end 
"sneak" shots. 

Our best quality set. Four 5-ply basswood paddles 
,. long lasting, resist chipping. Six balls. Auto- 
locking clamps let you adjust tournament-size 
net easily; keep it taut. Rule book is included. 
6 N 26094 — Shipping weight 5 Ibs. .... Set $10.95 

P li| Xe OQ 

Better quality Table Tennis Set $729 

Includes four paddles—5-ply basswood with 
pebble-grained rubber faces. Handles are lami- 
nated. Net with clamps extends to 66-in. width. 
6 tourney balls. Rule book included. 
6 N 26081 — Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 6 oz. ..... Set $7.29 

N Good quality Table 
+A 1 Tennis Set. Four 5- 

ply paddles . . tapered 
handles, rubber faced. 
Adjustable 66-inch 
net. 4 balls. 

Low-cost Table 
Tennis Set. Four 

wood paddles, 3-ply; 
pebble-grained faces. 
60-inch net. 2 tourney 
balls. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 
6N26051— 
Ee sons $3.29 

3 Tournament Table 
Tennis Balls. For 

smashing action. 
Package of 6. From 

England. 
Shpg. wt. pkg. 5 oz. 

6N26121— 
PE xri 79c 
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Tournament quality Fine quality 
Croquet Set s| 699 

For 6 players. Large cart with 6-inch wheels 
holds all equipment. Six 8/4-inch mallet heads 
with rubber padded tips for better ball control. 
23's-inch handles. Wickets have white plastic 
coating to fight rust, provide better visibility. 

Six crack-resistant compressed maple balls. 

Croquet Set :[299 

For six players. Wheeled rack has wide 
track, with tubular metal uprights, handle 
and legs. Six 8-inch maple mallets with 
latheturned and striped heads; 24-inch 
grooved, striped handles. 

Six compressed-maple balls . . epoxy fin- 
Includes end posts, rules. ished. Includes wickets and posts. 
6N 12402L —Shipping wt. 181bs....Set $16:99 — 6N 12392C — Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. . . Set $12.99 

Fine quality 5 
Badminton Set 997 

Four rackets have chrome-plated steel shafts 
for powerful swing. Laminated frame.. 
better response. 20x2-ft. net is tarred to re- 
ist weathering. Two free-standing square 

steel poles eliminate pegs, guy ropes . . no 

Volleyball and Badminton 
22-piece Yard Game Set :829 

For your family’s enjoyment this set has: 
Badminton: 4 balanced badminton rackets of 

laminated ash for strength. Strong nylon strings 
on countersunk frames. 2 shuttlecocks. 

Volleyball of sturdy, hard playing vinyl. 
tripping or patience-testing set-ups. 4 
shuttlecocks. Rackets from Japan. 
6 N 12231C—Shpg. wt. 6Ibs...... Set $9.97 

Big 6-game 
Combination Fun Set 

$| 799 
* Badminton * Takraw® 
* Horseshoes * Volleyball 
* Quoits * Deck Tennis 

A summer's fun. Set includes: 
Badminton: 4 rackets of 3-ply lami- 

nated wood with twisted nylon 
strings. Rubber grips for surer con- 
trol. 2 plastic shuttlecocks. 

Horsehsoes and Quoits: 4 rubber 
horseshoes and 4 rubber quoit rings 
with 2 outdoor wooden stakes. 
Tokraw®: 2 rattan bats, 1 plastic 

ball. Plus: One 20x1'/2-ft. tape-bound 
all-game net and two 3-piece gal- 
vanized steel net posts. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
6 N 12319C ............ Set $17.99 

Plus: a 20xl's-ft. tape-bound net for both > 
games. Metal stakes, poles. Instructions. 
6 N 12311C -Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs....... Set $8.99 

Chip 'n' Pitch Golf Aid 

Helps a golfer develop his short. 
game, accuracy in pitch shots . . 
often the difference between pros 
and duffers. 4 balls. 24-inch 
target adjusts for any angle, dis- 
tance..short chips to long 
pitches. Rim is polyethylene. 
Nylon net, metal stand. 
6 N 82534C — Wt. 3 lbs... $4.44 

Fun with Tether Ball 

4 Lots of action. Ball whirls 
around as you and your op- 

ponents hit it.. punch it and 
try to get line wound around the 
pole. Set includes 10-ft. steel pole 
with 9-in. ground sleeve. White 
vinyl ball.. regulation size, 
weight. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 
6 N I2553C.......... Set $6.97 

Official-size Kickball 

5 Enjoy soccer, kickball, play- 
ground games with this 

molded, laminated, all-rubber 
ball. Takes outdoor play. 8%2- 
inch diam. Scuff resistant. 
Needle. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. C 
6N12565............... $299 "e [Sears] 397 
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[1) 53.88 $5.49 1a 

to their play, fun to their parties 
]] Bride ... radiant in white. Brocade print 
— rayon gown with long sleeves, wrist ruffle, 
tiara with filmy nylon veil. Nosegay, imitation 

pearls, wedding ring. State size below. 
49 N776—Shipping weight 1 pound. ...... $3.88 

Annie Oakley . . . heroine of the Wild West! 
Red cotton corduroy skirt fringed in white; 

red cotton blouse with plaid cotton flannel yoke, 
fringe. Boots, hat not incl. State sise below. 
49 N 831 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $4.39 

49 N 738—Suit as above but with red cotton felt 
cowgirl hat. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. . $5.88 

Size Chart for Playsuits . . measure before you order 

The Rifleman . . . a TV favorite. Blue cotton 
corduroy pants with yellow chap belt and 

cotton twill backpants. Blue plaid cotton shirt 

with fringe. Hat, gun not incl. State size below. 
49 N 824—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.59 
49 N 818— Outfit above with red cotton felt hat 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz $54 

4] Walt Disney's Zorro in gold-color flecked 
shirt and elastic-topped trousers of Sanfor 

ized black cotton twill. Black rayon cape, red 
cummerbund. Plastic hat, mask. State size. 
49 N736—Shipping weight 1 pound. ...... $5.19. 

Order Size SMALL O MEDIUM |... MARGE. 
W Height is, 35 1o 42 inches. - 743 to SI inches. ...|....52 to 60 inches 
If Chest ls.. 1:20 to 23 inches... |. ...4 to 28 inches. ...|....29 to 32 inches 

Luxuries for little ladies 

Red Shoes, No-trip design. Elastic, heel, 
toe strap. Black with red heels. State Small 

(to age 4), Medium (to age 6), Large (to age 10) 

49 N 1081 —Shipping weight 8 ounces 89c 

Pink Shoes with rosebud decoration. Steel 
shank, elastic heel strap. State Small (age 

3-5), Medium (age 6-7), Large (age 8-10), 
49 N 1276—Shipping weight 11 ounces. ...$1.99 

7] Our finest shoes, gold-color heels, trim. 
— Steel shank. Plastic vamp. State Small (age 
3-5), Medium (6-7), Large (8-10). 

49 N 1280— State sise. Shpg. wt. 13 o2....82.99 

Dress-up Gown and Accessories. Red gown 
and handbag of 100% acetate. y feath- 

ered hat, necklet, ring and “orchid” corsage. No 
shoes. State Small (to size 4), Medium (to size 7) 
or Large (to size 10) 
49 N 1281 —Shipping weight 8 oz. 32.88 

=) 

[3] 6 piece Stole Set. Shaped, shaded mock fur 
C stole of deep piled rayon yarns; 40 inches 
long. Rayon taffeta lining. Also plastic “dia- 
mond” ring, “pearl” choker of snap-in beads, 
gold-color locket, earrings, artificial orchid. 
49 N 1005—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz $2.49 

‘ating pane scans by duima: wsetecindea com 

(4 $5.19 X 

Fairy Ballerina 

3449 

Frothy white bodice is 
fully-lined rayon taffeta, 

silver-color braid trim. 
Tiered skirt of nylon net 
and lace on underskirt of 
rayon taffeta. Matching 

panties. Translucent 
wings. Tiara and wand. 

State size at left. 
49 N 825—Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 5 oz...$4.49 



Fill ‘er up and away she goes. Runs straight or 

Without 
batteries 

Without. 
batteries 

batteries 

H:O Car and Pump 

Without $388 ee 

in a circle for full minute on one fueling. Sporty, 
bright-colored racing body of break-resistant 
polyethylene. Filling activates "D" battery 
(not included, order above). Car 10 inches long, 

O pump 534 inches high. 
N 5820€ —Shipping weight 14 oz... 

Runs up to 1 minute 
on each filling of water 

Without 
batteries 

Dilly the Dalmatian 

Full of pep! Walks, sits, chases pesky bee 
on tail. Continuous action. Rayon plush. 

Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries above. 
49 N 4259M—9 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..$3.88 

390 sears s 
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$ 995 

Toke-apart scale models 
of Volkswagen and Mer- 
cedes. High-impact plastic, 
friction motors. About 7 in. 
long. From W. Germany. 
49 N 4296— Wt. 1 Ib, $3.95 

Thrilling Motorized Action 

Steel vehicles that prowl forward or reverse on heavy- 
duty treads. Electric motors, powered by 2 “D” batteries 
(order separately, below). From Japan. 

a Shooting Commander Tank. 4 shell-ejecting cannon 
fire 24 rounds—2 or 4 at a time. Red, green lights. 

49 N 4278M—15 in. over-all. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....... $5.88 

[2] Scout Wagon with reconnaissance plane, Crank- 
Without operated crane raises, lowers; moves on tracks, 6 

headlights (2 red, 2 green flashers, 2 steady white beams), 
49 N 4276M—12 in, over-all, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz.. . $5.99 

3] Rocket Launcher, with giant sparking rocket that 
zooms up and away. (Soft-nosed; won’t mar furni- 

b ture.) Tilting launching tower moves on tracks. 6 head- 
lights, beam for neutralizing “radio-active” ground. 
49 N 4277M—12 in. over-all. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. . 
49 N 4662M—"D" batteri 

Without 
batteries 

Look out little green men! He 
walks, lifts automatic ray gun, 
fires, then puts it down, Contin. 

uous action, Gun lights, makes 
loud rat-tat-tat. Steel. 11 inches 

, high. From Japan. Order 2 “D” 
batteries at left. 
49 N 42584. —Wt. 11b. 120z, $3,88 

(o $7.88 

Shpg. wt. two, 8 oz., .2 for 39c 

Without. A creeping giant of a Bulldozer $4.89 5s 

Slide it into gear and watch the big shovel raise and lower as dozer plows 
ahead. Pushes loads, pulls loads, climbs grades, Looks like the real road- 
building earthmovers. Two switches by driver's hands give you complete 

control. Moves forward or backward . . straight, clockwise or counter-clock- 
wise. High-impact styrene plastic, brightly colored. Complete with plastic 
driver. Heavy rubber treads. From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries above. 
49 N 5804M—Measures L1x7x5M inches. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... ....... $4.89 

$199 

Crashmobile. Wind it up, 
let it go . . blows apart 
on contact. Rebuilds eas- 
ily. High-impact plastic, 
clear windows. 11 in, long. 
49 N 5812—Wt. 7 oz... .89c 

Tractor, Trailer, Scraper. 
Climbs, shoots harmless 
sparks, Rubber treads, 
steel body, clock-spring 
motor. 17 in. long over-all 
49N5733-Wt.1 Ib. 8 07.$1.99 

Shifty Shooting Tank. Fires 
rubber suction projectile, 
makes quick turn, fires 
again. Friction motor. 
Steel, 8 in. long. Japan. 
49 N 4226-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 02.97c 



Her very own Vanity Set 60 
sized just right +S 

Give your pre-junior miss this dressing table and bench designed to suit 
her size and needs. 37x33x11!4 inches deep, the vanity has 5x8-inch 
plastic-framed mirror. Center cosmetic: shelf, two side drawers and 
four open shelves hold everything from bathing-beauty aids to books. 
Brightening her bedroom in a pink and blue provincial pattern, both 
pieces are made of sturdy, reinforced, corrugated fiberboard. Parts lock 
together for easy assembling. Accessories not included. Dresser set 

shown is sold separately below. 
79 N 1113C—Shipping weight 8 pounds, ... $3.60 

Beauty Aids for lovely little girls 

White vinyl toy make-up Kit. — [8] Dresser Set. Tempting her to 
Pretend-beauty aids save raids the ways of good grooming is 

on mother's cosmetics. Includes: this irresistibly pretty set of pink 
lipstick; 1 powder, 1 rouge com- plastic: brush, comb, 2 jars, 2 
pact; 2 puffs; comb; 3-way vanity mirrors, tray and picture frame. 

mirror. 5 nail groomers. 1 ea.: 49 N! Wt. 11b. 3 oz... $174 
cologne; lotion; talc; bubble bath. Debbie's Bath 'N Beauty Set. 
APNISP hr we 2 Ie. $277 (8 She'll discover the basis of 

i beauty with these items. 1 ea. 
Blend your own original scents, cologne; bubble bath; hand lotion; 

Fascinating kit includes: 9 empty — talc; skin cream; atomizer bottle; 
perfume bottles; 5 bottles bou- — pump-dispenser bottle; cake sc 
quets. 1 ea.: perfume base; funnel; powder puff; shampoo; nail pol 
eyedropper; package ribbon, etc, ^ polish remover. Non-toxic. 
49 N 1378—W t. 2 Ibs. 10 oz..$3.66 49 N 1379—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02...$2.99 
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8] Make-your-own Perfume 
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Formal gown with Accessories. Red acetate 
gown, bag. Hat. Necklet, ring, play orchid. 

No shoes. Sizes S (small to size 4), M (medium to 
size 7), L (large to size 10). State “S”, “M” or “L”, 

49 N 1281F—Shipping weight 8 ounces. .$2.97 

[2] 4-piece Stole Set. Rayon lined, mock-fur stole 
is deep-pile rayon, cotton back, 40 in. long. 

Plastic, diamond-look ring; pretend pearls, orchid. 

49 N 1360—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $247 

3] Musical Purse. Gay tune plays when you open 

— purse. White, printed wipe-clean vinyl.6in.long 
49 N 1374— Shipping weight 1 Ib. $2.99 

Fashion-pacers . . her own High-heeled Shoes 

4) Luxurious Golden- [5] Royal red shoes. [6] Fancy Shoes and 
Color with attractive From plush-top toe Polished Nails. Slip 

quilted designs in relief to black high heel, these — on plastic finger tips 
on the feature strap . . elastic-strap sandals have polished paper 

inspired by Italian fash- show stepped-up style. — nails. Slip-on strap has 
ion. Black heels. Sturdy Steel shank construction. strong styrene sole and 
steel shank. State State size below. Shipping heel. Stale size below. 
below. Shipping wt.130z. ^ weight 12 oz. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

49 N 1355F. $2.99 49 N 1354F $1.99 — 49 N 1382F ...88e 

S : S (small, age 3-5); M (medium, 6-7); L (large, 8-10). State “: "eT 

DM e S 

Cabinet Filled with 
34 play Cosmetics 

$944 

Completely stocked cabinet of color- 
rene plastic measures 5x7x234 in. high. ful plastic has 3 roomy shelves for 34 
Lifting the lid she'll discover: mock- beauty aids, Includes: play bath 
pearl necklace, matching bracelet, 2 powder, puffs, 3 lipstick, 3 rouge and 
barrettes; heart on gold-color metal 2 eyeshadow shades, 2 sets plastic 
chain, matching bracelet, earrings, fingernails, hand and face lotions. 
3 barrettes; red and gold-color monkey Hinged door, handy drawer. Meas- 
pin. 10% Fed. Excise Tax included ures 64x10 in. Non-toxic. 
49 N 1380E—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.....$3.33 49 N 1381—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.....$3.44 

Jewelry Box with 
Precious-look “Gems” 

$333 
Pretty jewelry box of pearl-blue sty. 



Water-repellent Youth Camping Tents 
7x7-ft. Umbrella Tent. Folding wire eaves frame; wood 
center pole. Rear window has screen, tie-down flap. Canopy 

poles included. 6.74-ounce cotton drill fabric. 5 foot 3-inch 
center height. No floor. Green 
6 N 78028C — Shipping weight 16 pounds $16.99 

Q 5x7-foot Woll Tent. Great for backyard meetings or camp- 
ing adventures. 2 upright poles jointed with metal sleeves 

for easy handling. 6.74-oz. cotton drill fabric has water-repel- 
lent wax finish. Tie-down door flaps for protection on rainy days 
2-foot wall height. 5-foot center height. Guy ropes, stakes in- 
cluded. No floor. Green. 
6 N 78029C — Shipping weight 19 pounds $15.79 

4 5x7-foot Pup Tent. Nylon screen door zips down at center, 
snaps across bottom to 4-in. riser. 6.00-oz. cotton drill top 

and 40-oz. cotton skeeting floor with water-repellent wax 
finish. 3'/:-ft. center height. Stakes, long-wearing polyethylene 
ropes incl. Green, yellow. Order case at left. 
6 N 78059C — Shipping weight 13 pounds $17.50 

2S A 3 

Youth Umbrella Tent with quick-pitching 
outside frame... water-repellent, too 

#9950 E „n monthly 

] Quick pitching, no need for ropes . . no struggling with inner poles. 
Roomy 7x7-foot base provides plenty of sprawl-out sleeping space. Cen- 

ter-zip nylon screen door, rear window provide cross ventilation . . help keep 
insects out. Tie-down window flap and canopy for weather protection. 6-02. 

cotton drill top, sides, floor repel water . . treated to retard mildew, odors. 
5%s-ft. center height; 4-ft. high eaves. Green, yellow trim. 

6 N 78065C — Shipping weight 22 pounds $29.50 

Carrying Cose for oll tents on this poge 
Green 6-ounce cotton drill fabric. Draw 
string. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
6 N 78629 $2.79 

“Pow-wow” Play Tents 
Indoor-Outdoor Tent . . for young adventurers 

. . no stakes or ropes $ 1499 
5 6%ax4-ft. 10-in. Woll Tent. Field-general's 7x7-ft. Umbrello Tent. Durable cotton sheeting is 

Outside frame Dome Tent for outdoor as well 
as indoor play-camping fun. Sturdy fiber glass 
frame fits inside double-stitched seams to 
keep tent taut. Tent even has a sewn-in floor 
no annoying drafts outdoors, no scuffed floors 
indoors. Cotton sheeting fabric. Zippered door. 
4'/2-foot square base; 4-foot center height. Red 
and blue alternating panels. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
6 N 78031C $14.99 

397A [Sears] isis. 
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headquarters for backyard adventures. 

4V/s-ft. center height. Tough cotton sheeting. 

12x18.in. flag. Poles, rope, stakes. Blue. 
6 N 78032C — Shipping weight 8 Ibs. $11.99 

6 5-sided Indoor-Outdoor Tent. Wire 
stakes, ropes for outside; suction cups for 

inside. Red and yellow cotton sheeting. 41/2 
ft. high, 42-in. sides. Canopy, poles. 
6 N 78035C — Shipping weight 4 Ibs... $6.79 

lightweight, easy to handle. Canopy. Jointed wood 
center pole; wire eaves frame. 5-ft. center height; 2'/2x 
2V/.-ft. sq. eaves. Stakes, ropes included. Light green. 
6 N 78033C — Shipping weight 7 pounds........ $11.50 

5x7-ft. Pup Tent. Water-repellent. 6-oz. cotton drill. 
Jointed 3V/4-ft. wood poles. Stakes, ropes. Green. 

6 N 78034 — Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces. . $9.79 
NOTE: Tent fabrics subject to shrinkage due to climate and re- 
traction of tension applied during n facture. 



Musical Animals 

play happy tunes 

3] Fleecy Lomb. Head turns 
slowly as Swiss music box 

plays nursery melody. Short 
pile rayon plush body, cotton 
stuffing. Locked-in button 
eyes. red felt tongue. 10 in. tall 
49 N 4327—Wt. | Ib. $4.59 

Teddy Beor. Wind key in 
back, his tummy tinkles a 

gay tune. Short pile, beige and 
brown rayon plush . . Dryex® 
stuffing. Locked-in plastic eyes. 
13 inches tall 
49 N 4157— Wh. 1 Ib. $3.94 

Cuddlesome Pup delights 
all he plays a 

merry tune. Dryex® and cot 
ton stuffed. Smooth, short pile 
rayon plush. Swiss music box 
lock-in eyes. 14 in. tall 
49 N 4328-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.99 

ages as 

Here's Huckleberry Hound 

and all his TV Friends 

Alvin the Chipmunk . 
moves harmonica to mouth 

while Swiss music box plays 
“The Chipmunk Song." Cot- 
ton-stuffed rayon plush . . cot 

Pals ut D e ton felt t 10 in. tall. Yep, it's lovable Huckleberry Hound and all his pals. All are Featherfoam® filled with rayon — 49m4301. Wi. 1 Ine. $4.79 
dressed in colorful cotton felt accessories. 

[3] Boo Boo Bear, Yogi's best buddy. 
49 N 4188—10 in. tall. Wt. 1 Ib. $249 

4] Jinks the Cat . . looking for Pixie and Dixie 
49 N 4185—12 in. tall. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $2.99 

plush bodies and cute vinyl faces 
[1] Here's Huckleberry Hound himself! 

79 N 4171C—28 in. tall. Wt. 4 Ibs... $777 
49 N 172—184 inches tall. Wt. 21bs. 202. 3.97 

[7] Hi-ho, it's chubby Yogi Bear. 

(i Striped Skunk sniffs posies, 
plays tune. Vinyl face, ray- 

on plush, cotton filled. 9 in. tall. 
49 N 4025— Wt, | Ib. 5 oz.$4.79 

— 79N4173C—28 in. tall. Wt. 5 Ibs. $777 Pixie and Di: 13 inches tall. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 49N4158—Skunk without music 49 N4174—18 inches tall. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz.. 3.97 — (5) 49N4180-Pixie (6) 49N4177-Dixie. ta. $2.99 box or ection. Wt. 1 Ib... $277 

Perky Pony 

TV Seat, too 

Pony playmate firmly 
stuffed with cotton for a 
soft ride. Bright cotton 
plaid body with short pile 
rayon plush head, neck, 
hoofs, legs. Cotton yarn 
mane and tail, felt ears and 
nostrils. Vinyl saddle, 
bridle, reins. 23 in. long. 
Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. 

` -5 79N D 9 N4163C $3.98 

8 

o ..a playtime pal who's 
Sanitized. Short pile 

rayon plush, cotton stuffed 
felt snoot, ears, hoofs. Button eyes. 
49 N 4345— 14 inches tall. 

cotton 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz.$4.29 [5] Show-cut Poodle fig Fluffy Cat. Lovely coat of white 

suit, felt hat. 16 in. tall. 
49 N 4088 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $5.44 
49 N 4095—21 inches tall 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 
388 SEARS «sx. dd 
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stuffed, 16x15 inches tall. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
49 N4363E—10% Federol 
Excise Tox included. . $6.49 

has long-pile rayon — rabbit fur. Cotton stuffed. 18 
8] Zippy the Chimpanzee . . squeaks plush and lambskin in. long. 

when you squeeze his arm. Curly body. Red cotton felt Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
rayon plush body, cotton stuffed. Vinyl mouth, pl c nose, 49N4007E—10% Fed. Ex. Tax incl. $4.88 
lace, ears a s. C C y locked-in e x m " face, ears and hands. Cotton corduroy ey Cotton ia) Cot, Kittens in Basket. 12-in. 

at, two 6-in. kittens of white 
rabbit fur. Cotton stuffed. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
49 N 4362E—10% Fed. Ex. Tox incl. $6,49 



Unbreakable "squeeze" plastic models of real Equipment 

2-piece Fire Fighter Set 

Replicas of real equipment. 21 inches: Aerial Ladder 
Truck . . ladder rotates, raises, lowers, extends 2 
feet. With tillerman's seat. 16-inch Pumper Truck 

. . actually sprays water from 2-foot hose. Includes 
removable ladder. Each piece has 2 firemen. 
79 N 5469 C—Polyethylene. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $4.22 

10-piece Sportsman Set $999 

Snappy-looking truck pulls three different trailers; each carries items for an 
exciting outdoor sport. Interchangeable signs for truck indicate the sport. 

Includes horse trailer with 2 sleek racing horses; boat trailer with boat and 
"outboard motor"; speedway trailer with racer. Polyethylene. 

79 N 5468C— Truck 13 inches long. Shipping weight 3 pounds 

‘Stains page scans by dieistimasmisetediwical on 

Heavy-duty Turnpike Builders’ Set $099 

"These giants are right at home where there's 
"heavy construction work" to be done. Made 
of tough unbreakable polyethylene. 

Set includes: Power Shovel . . 
boom and shovel opens for dumping. 17 in. 
long with shovel withdrawn. 

cab swivels; 

Cement Mixer . . drum revolves as truck moves 
or turn it with crank, tilts into pouring posi- 
tion; trough swings out. 17 inches long. Dump 
Truck . . hand lever raises bed; tailgate opens. 
17 inches long. 
79 N 5420L—Shipping weight 9 Ibs... $929 

Giant-size Trucks . . all three are 214 feet long! 

Tow Truck. For those heavy towing 
jobs. Crank-type winch on 17 in. 
boom. Searchlight rotates and 
pivots in all directions. 234 ft. long. 
Rubber-like polyethylene plastic. 
79 N 5474C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.. $4.55 

$2.99 

Boat-Trailer Truck. Powerful look- 
ing combination. Huge cab and 
trailer . . 214 feet long. Sleek racing 
boat . . floats. Rubber-like poly- 
ethylene. 

79 N 5480C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs...$5.44 

Gas Truck. Mammoth. . 244 feet 
long. Tank cap comes off, lets 
you fill with water. Drains 
through valve controlled rubber 

hose. Rubber-like polyethylene. 
79 N 5475C-Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $4.55 

Tow Truck $199 

Cab-over-engine design. Hinged 
cab opens to expose truck motor. 
Crane works, has hook for pull- 
ing “stalled” autos. Tool box 
with play tools. Flexible poly- 
ethylene body. 19 in. long. 
49 N 5581—Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz, .$1.99 

Dump Truck $199 

Cab-over-engine design. Hinged 
cab opens to expose truck motor. 
Dump bed raises with lever, 
locks in position; tailgate swings 
open. Flexible polyethylene 
body. 19 inches long. 
49 N 5580—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02...$1.99 
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Hand-operated Sewing Machines 

Turn hand wheel . . child-sized machine sews 
strong chain stitch. Thread tension adjusts to 
fabric thickness; pressure foot holds it firmly. 
Enclosed mechanism. Enameled steel, die-cast 
head, plated trim. Uses standard No. 14 needle, 
Complete with extra needle, thread, metal clamp 
to grip table. Made in West Germany. 

3] Yarn Doll Kits. Just tie, 
cut and braid. Kits in- 

clude yarn, styrofoam head 
and accessories. You can 
make Oscar the Octopus 
with movable eyes, hat and 
Nina the Ballerina with 
felt eyes. Shipping weight 
2 pounds 9 ounces. 
49 N 1229........ Set $2.99 

Kit with Doll $189 

What fun for a young designer! 
7T-in. plastic doll with moving 
arms and rooted plastic hair. 
Make her a wardrobe with ready- 
to-sew dresses, patterns and 
fabric. Kit also includes ribbon, 
snap fasteners, needle, thread, 
thimble, scissors. Case 18x13x 
134 inches high. 
49 N 1292—Wt. 1 Ib, 5 oz.. .$1.89 

49 N 1221 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.......... 

[1] Style with extension table. 12x5x7 in. high. 
Hardwood base has drawer for accessories. 

$6.97 

(2) Small size for beginners. 8x414x644 in. high. 

49 N 1250—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... . $397 

. Lined with ray- 
pin cushion in lid. 

Accessories include 36-in. 
tape measure, thimble, 
scissors, needle threader, 
10needles, 10spools thread. 
5x&x4in. high. Japan. Shpg. 
wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N1231.. $1.97 
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tor runs this sewing 
machine, leaving both 

hands free to control 
fabric (just like Mom- 
my's full-size ma- 

chine). Provides 
steady power for sew- 
ing all kinds of doll 

standard No. 14 needle. Thread, needle, clamp. 
incl. 834 in. long; 454 in. wide. Order 2 “D” 
batteries below. Made in West Germany. 
49 N 1202—Shipping wt, 3 Ibs. 3 02,..... $897 
"D" Flashlight Batteries. 
49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

pressure foot adjust to fabrics. Strong chain 
stitch. Converts to hand operation. Uses 

Upright $397 

Loom 

(S) Flat Loom even weaves plaids 
REAL cloth up to 16 in. wide. Usé 

with any type or weight yarn. An authen- 
tic miniature of professional looms; 
weaves scarves, place mats, ties, etc. 
Pieces can be sewn together. Hardwood 
frame. Assembled with weaving already 
started. Yarn on 2 wood shuttles. 1844x 
20x414 in. 
79 N 1233C—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs... $8.88 

Upright Loom. Working miniature 
of large looms. Weaves small items 

. . pot holders, etc., up to 8 in. width. 
Assembled with 3 warp holders, assorted 
threads plus 2 shuttles with colored 
yarn. Wood frame. 16x1134x14 in. 
49 N 1282—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs.. .$3.97 

iH Spinning Wheel. Turn the wheel, 
loop the wool, pull and out comes 

finished braid. Sew together to make 
hats, bags, rugs etc. 4-ply red wool yarn, 
2 needles, 3 spinning heads included. 18 
inches high. Plastic. Assembled. 
79 N 1243C— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs... $5.88 

ExtraYarn. Red 100%virgin wool. 105 yds. 
49 N 1274—Shpg. wt. 6 0z,.......... 88e 



Take Along 

Slumber Bags 
Really “in” for those 
pajama parties where $ 9 G 
the girl-talk is as groovy 

as these flowery bags 

Flower-fields shimmer in blues, pinks or greens. “Slumber” 
comfortably while you talk about school news, latest movies. 
Quilted, washable cotton shell, liner with matching tote. 2 Ibs. 
of long-lasting bonded Vycron® polyester fiber fill. 75x34 in. 
100-in. separating zippers . . zip two bags together. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces. 
(1) 6N70316—Blue on blue. .... : $14.99 
(2) 6N70317 — Blue, pink and orange EAT 
(3) 6N70318—Green, yellow and pink............... 14.99 

pes 
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Cuddly Teddy Bears 

. . ready to love 

p Baby Beor . . a cute and fuzzy naptime, play- 
time pal. Easy to wash with soap and water. 

Short pile, beige rayon plush . . soft cotton and 
Dryex® stuffing. Locked-in eyes. 
49 N 4123—20 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 02.$3.99. 

[2] Smokey Bear . . a playtime forest ranger with 
his plastic badge, hat and shovel, Tan short 

pile rayon plush and blue denim stuffed with 
Dryex® foam and cotton. Locked-in button eyes. 
49 N 4346—14 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. .$2.88 

3] Teddy Bear. Jointed hind legs let him sit 
naturally. Soft, short pile rayon plush body is 

cotton stuffed. Red cotton felt tongue, sewed in 

button eyes, cotton felt eye patches, paw pads. 

Complete with gay rayon neck ribbon. 19 in. tall. 
49 N 4192—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. .. .$4.39 

3] Crouching Bear strikes an appealing pose. 
Fine, long pile rayon plush is white tipped 

with dark brown. Cotton filled. Button eyes, 
vinyl nose, mouth, cotton felt claws. Red ribbon, 
49 N 4347—18 inches long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $5.99 

Washable Teddy and Panda. When soiled, just 
scrub with soap and water . . they dry quickly. 

Soft, short pile rayon over Dryex® foam plastic 
and cotton stuffing. 1344 inches tall. 

(5) 49 N 4102—Teddy. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.99 
(6) 49 N 4126— Pando. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.. 1.99 

Send no money, pay later 
on Sears Charge Plan 

.. See pages 295 and 296 

[7] Bugs Bunny 
hops out of the 

comics into any 
child's heart. He 
sports a Bugs 
Bunny button, ray- 
on bow tie. Gray 
and white short pile 

rayon plush body, 

molded vinyl face. 
Wired ears you can 

shape yourself . . 
long floppy legs. 

29 in. tall over-all. 
Cotton filled. Wt. 
1 Ib. 12 oz. 

Í 49 N 4097...$3.49 

Quick Draw McGraw and his friends . . straight from your TV 
screen. All are Featherfoam filled with soft rayon plush bodies 
and comic vinyl faces. Accessories (hats, ties, collars, jackets, 
etc.) are of soft cotton felt. 

Quick Draw McGraw ..in (m Ba-Ba-Looey . . Quick 
his cotton neckerchief, cow- Draw's sidekick has South- 

[E] Frisky Pony . 
dudes will love his soft palomino coat of rs; 

on plush, his tot-size, plastic sheeting seat. Sup- 
ports 100 pounds! Cotton, excelsior stuffing. 
Has stecring handle, sturdy rubber tires. Seat 
height 15 inches. Shipping weight 8 lbs. 
79 N 4349 C—15314x8x21 inches high......$8.99 

Cut pane scans by cuisines musele ciue com 

boy hat and simulated plastic 

gun and holster. 
49 N 4350—19 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 02... .$3.97 
79 N 4351 C—28 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. $ Ibs $77 

Blabber looks so funny in 
his small-size hat. 

49 N 4354—17 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 0z....$3.97 

fi] Snooper holds onto his 
plastic magnifying glass. 

79 N 4355C—21 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. A $5. 

of-the-Border accent. 
49 N 4352—15 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ....$2.99 
79 N 4353 C—21 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.,..... .. $4.66 

[i] Augie Doggie . . funny 
face, cotton felt ears. 

49 N 4356—12 inches high 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. S oz.....$2.99 

[ig] Doggie Daddy . . with his 
cotton yarn tuft of hair, 

floppy cotton felt ears. 

49 N 4357—18 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz... $4.66 
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ALLSTATE 
Trucks 

with ALLSTATE tires 

‘{Sitelos pagi Scans by Heise narsetedimical Gon 

* Modern design cabs . 

* Built to Sears specifications . 

. wrap-around windshield, 
realistic interior has dashboard, steering wheel and seat 

unusually rugged 

* Moving parts on many make them real workers 
* Rust-resi: 

1] Giant Tandem Van . . nearly 
4 feet long. Two trailers with 

doors that open and lots of room 
for “freight”. Swivel hitch and 
safety chains between trailers. 
Dual exhaust and dummy air 
horns on cab, 10 wheels (and 1 
spare). Retractable dolly wheels, 
79 N 5434C—Wt. 14 lbe.. . .$9.99 

Cement Mixer. Revolves, 
unloads. You can actu- 

ally mix cement in drum and un- 
load it through the chute. Big 
mixer revolves as truck rolls or 
can be hand turned. Simulated 
water tank. 6 wheels. 23 inches 
long. Shipping weight 7 ibs 
79 N 5429C....... soo E 

Airlift Hydraulic Truck. Real 
hydraulic cylinder lift raises 

truck bed several inches to un- 
load directly into “plane.” Drop- 
type tail gate, colorful body with 
airlift design. 19 inches long. 
Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 5427......... $699 

ant finish . . two coats of baked enamel 

(4) Tow Truck. For emergency 
calls. Powerful boom sup- 

ports chain tow line with hook 
that operates on winch like real 
wrecker. 4 wheels plus spare 
on boom, 19 inches long. 
49 N 5425—Wt. 7 lbs... ...$5.99 

$] Dump Truck. For small and 
medium-size earth hauling 

jobs. Lever raises bed and tail- 
gate swings open. 19 inches long. 
49 N 5423—Wt. 5 lbs, 4 02..$3.99 

E) Deluxe Hydraulic Dumper. 
= Areal bruiser . . extra sturdy 
dump box, tandem dual wheels 
. . and it's automatic, too. Just 
press unload lever and box raises, 
10 wheels. 21 inches long 

49 N 5428-Wt. 8 lbs. 8 02...$7.99 

7] Sears Long-distance Van. 
Open rear doors and load 

up the good: there's room for 
lots of it. 27 inches long overall. 
Authentic Sears insignias. 
79 N 5426C—Wt. 9 lbs. $6.99 

(7) $699 



Early American-style Doll Furniture 

in maple-finished hardwood 

Just wind it up . . 
Cradle swings 
automatically 
as music plays 

Swiss musical movement softly plays lullaby 
as cradle swings gently back and forth. Qual- 
ity of craftsmanship shows in its mellow 
maple finish, its beautifully shaped body and 
stand. Truly, a lovely addition to any doll's 
nursery. The soft, cotton-filled mattress is 
printed with famed Early American Fife and 
Drum motif, in yellow, green, black on maize. 
24x12x17 inches high over-all. Cradle removes 
from stand. Easily assembled. 
79 N ?298C —Shipping weight 7 Ibs... . $9.98 

Charming maple finish four-poster 
accommodates tall dolls up to 24 
inches, is 14 in. wide. Fresh, cotton 
dotted Swiss covers the canopy 

that curves up to 21 inches, 
matches the spread. With cotton 
padded mattress and bolster. Easy 
to assemble; removable post tops 

secure canopy, frame. 
79 N9350C—Wt. 8 Ibs... . .$10.98 

Wardrobe with mirror 

Array dolls’ clothes neatly in 
roomy 7x14x27-in. high maple- 
finish wardrobe. Masonite Presd- 
wood ivory-color doors slide 
open, revealing pretty plastic 
hangers on full-length dowel 
clothes bar. Foldables fit easily 
in 234-in. deep drawer. Framed 
glass mirror adjusts, attached to 
well-turned posts. Height to ta- 
ble top, 17 in. Partly assembled. 
49 N 9349—Wt. 8 Ibs...... $6.49 
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Cradle with mattress 

Rock dolly to sleep in this big 
hardwood cradle with mellow 
maple finish. Sturdily built to 
last through several generations 
of dolls, it has well-turned corner 
posts, dowel sides, rails. Steam- 
bent rockers measure 19 inches. 
Head panel is 634 inches. Dolly 
rests in comfort on the softly 
tufted cotton mattress and pil- 
low. Colonial-print cotton covers 
match high chair at right; 27x 
14x18 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 N9247C—Wt. 9 Ibs... . .$5.99 

Upholstered High Chair 

Dolly can come right up to the 
table in this high chair, its col- 
lector's item look lent by dis- 
tinctive, Early American styling. 
Note the turned arms and back- 
posts. Mellow maple finish. 
There are four leg stretchers, 
even a footrest. Tray lifts up 
giving easy access to the seat. 
Seat and back are upholstered in 
cotton print with “Spirit of 76" 
motif. 12x13x28 inches high 
over-all. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9351L—Wt. 7 lbs... ... $649 

LX. 
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Bassinet of woven fiber 
rolls on plastic casters 

Reflecting Victorian elegance, our white en- 
ameled bassinet is perfect for baby dolly's 
nap time. 23x12x26 in. high over-all. Hood 
detaches. Folding legs lock. Nylon organdy 
skirt . . ruflle trimmed with embroidery. 
Cotton pillow, mattress have matching cov- 

erlet. Assembled. Doll not included. 
79 N 9329 C—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. ..... $10.99 

Hardwood Bunk Bed Set 

Several dolls can bunk in these blond-fin- 
ished beds that stack up to a tall 28 in., are 
25x15 in. wide. Animal decals decorate ply- 
wood panels. Plastic-covered mattresses flip 
Írom plain to print side. Assembled. 
79 N 9228C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs $7.88 

Musical Cradle plays lullaby 

Turn key in foot panel and rock dolly to 
lullaby. Natural-finish wood sides; screen 
signs on pastel hardboard end panels. 21x12x 
1134 in. high. Assembles easily. 
79 N 9288C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs........ $3.98 



» Bad 

Pronounced "high-light" and 
similar to jai alai but safer to 
play. Facing each other, you 
and your opponent throw the 
large soft vinyl ball to each 
other using the rattan baskets. 
2 baskets, ball, rules included. 
Hong Kong. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
8 oz. 

6 N 12471 ......... Set $5.97 

sockets. Get two sets, play 
family doubles. 

Set comes complete with two 
rattan bats, ball and playing 
rules. Hong Kong. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

6N12461.......... Set $3.97 
398 [Sears] "Kin" 
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Sock 'em to the target 
with Sears Darts and Targets 

14-pc. Dart Set.. 14-inch board 

$697 : 
This dart set really has double action 
one side has a regulation 20-pt. game, the 

other a poker game, both in color. Tightly- 
wound 18-inch diameter paper-wound board 
is more than 1*2 times as thick as our other dart 
board—dart holes close up almost invisibly. 
12 brass Longflite tourney darts with steel 
points. Heavy-duty case is useful as a wall- 

JARTS . . targets, darts 

Toss missiles underhand like 
horseshoes and try to get them in 
plastic circle target. Plastic-fin 
missiles have detachable gold- 
color metal shanks, silver-color 

metal points. 2 target rings, 4 jarts, 
2 extra fins, rules. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
6N 12511 Set $6.97 

BALL NETTO.. fast fun 
‘Test your skill . . you and your op- 
ponent each have a brightly colored 
netto of an elasticized material. 
‘Trick is to put the rubber ball in 
your netto and then, by quickly 
pulling the handles apart, snap the 
ball to your opponent who catches 
it in his netto and snaps it back to 
you. 2 nets, 4 balls. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
6N12505...... PESE. 8et $4.97 

hung cabinet. England. 
6 N 26245C — Shipping wt. 9 lbs. Set $6.97 

Crossbow Set with 7 pieces 

:947 

2 Here's what's new from the Middle Ages 
and exciting crossbow brought up to 

target fun. Molded high-impact plastic stock with wood-grain 
finish, fore grip, built-in sights. 15 inches long. Powerful 18-in. 
fiber glass bow won't warp. 4 fast-loading wood bolts with rub- 
ber suction-cup tips and two colorful paperboard targets. 

6 N 27302C — Shipping weight 3 pounds 

HORSESHOE SETS 

5 Indoor-Outdoor Horse- 
shoe Set. Now you can 

enjoy the excitment of a 
horseshoe tournament in- 
doors or out..on sunny 
days or even rainy ones. 

Set includes 2 red and 2 
green 12-oz. rubber horse- 
shoes; two 16-in. rubber 
mats with large metal bases 
and 5-in. metal pegs. Also 
two 16-inch heavy-duty red 
outdoor pegs. Everyone will 
get a kick out of this horse- 
shoe set. 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
6N12365.. . Set $6.97 

6 Outdoor Horseshoe Set. 
Backyard competitive 

fun. 4 (2¥%2-pound) num- 
bered, steel shoes. Steel 
stakes. Rules included. 

Shipping weight 20 lbs. 
6N12351C..... Set $7.97 

ate for indoor or outdoor 

10-pc. Dart Set..3/4-inch board 

+447 
© Multi-color 20-pt. game; poker hand 

game in 3 colors on reverse side. Paper- 
wound 18-in. board, metal dividers; metal 
rim, handle. 9 brass Longflite darts, steel 
points, instructions. England. 

6 N 26242C —Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. Set $4.47 

7-piece Set (not shown). As above board, 
not colored. 6 brass darts. England. 
6 N 26237C— Shipping wt. 4 lbs. Set $2.97 

Crossbow Junior 

$697 

High-impact 9-inch 

plastic stock with 
fore grip and sights. 16- 
in. fiber glass bow. 4 
bolts. 2 paperboard tar- 
gets. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
6 N 27303 . . . Set $6.97 

a super colorful 

Crossbow Jr. 

SHUFFLEBOARD SETS 

Aluminum Set with roller 
cue tips. Wear longer than 

other type tips. Four cues come 
apart for storage. Rubber grips 
with 66-in. aluminum shafts. 
Eight 6-in. bonded discs. Equip- 
ment wall rack. Court stencil, 
instructions included. 
Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

6 N 12489C....... Set $15.97 

Aluminum Set with regular 
cue tips of phenolic plastic 

72-in. aluminum shafts. 8 (6- 
in.) molded plastic discs. Stencil 
and playing rules included. 

Shipping weight 13 pounds. 
6 N 12485L....... Set $13.97 



54.44 
24-inch 

1] Shaggy Dog . . His irresistible, cuddly 
coat d. extra-deep pile rayon plush is softly 

tinted. Cotton felt eyes, floppy ears. 
79 N 43441 —34 in. long. Shpg.wt.12 Ibs. .$9.44 
79 N 4364C—24 in. long. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. 4.44 

(2) Comical Cat . . wears a winning smile and 
a ribbon bow. Felt nose and eyes, felt lined 

mouth, wiggly whiskers. Rayon plush body, 
Dryex®, cotton filled, About 15 inches long. 
49 N 4358—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $ oz...... $4.29 

[3) Cocker Spaniel with bright, button eyes. 
Cotton filled, short pile ravon plush body. 

Pink velveteen-lined mouth. 1214 in. high. 
49 N 4342—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 02... ...... $3.44 

[s] $1.99 @ Hilda the Hippo . . wearing cotton skirt 
win. size and plastic straw hat. Short pile rayon 

plush. Dryex®, cotton filled. Lock-in eyes. 
49 N 4189—1114 in. high. Wt. 11b. 8 oz.. $3.99 

(5) Betsy McColl Lamb spana” appealing. 
Shaggy rayon plus! tic eyes, 

face; Featherioam® filled. Washable 
49 N 4186 —14 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz... $3.66 

Tamed Tiger. Gold-color rayon plush, 
black stripes. Cotton stuffing. 

49 N 4064—22 in. long. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. .$2.99 
49 N 4065—16 in. long. Shpg. wt. 11b... 1.99 

| Poochy the Sle . A cuddlesome 
i i | ju pet with viser i Aus Cotton stuffed 

> i d š rayon plush, lined cars. 17 inches long. 
X 79 N 4l91C ing weight 3 Ibs......$3.49 

FS s499 
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Scribble Pup . . have the whole gang sign him! 
Cotton covering, stuffing. 18 inches long. 
N 4108—Shipping weight 2 pounds... ....$2.89 

Dancing Doll . . attaches to child's shoes. Cot- 
ton stuffed body, cotton yarn pony tail. 
N 3530—40 in. high. Shpg. wt. 31b. 80z. . ..$3.27 

Pink Poodle. "Show-cut" long and short pile 
rayon plush. Button eyes, pompon nose. 
N 4359C— 18 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $499 

Striped Skunk. Long and short pile rayon 
plush. Cotton filled. Felt tongue, eyes. 
N 4360C—13 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 31bs....... $4.44 

Floppy Lion Cub. Short pile, honey colored 
rayon plush. Foam rubber filled. 17 in. long. 
N 4335— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. . .$2.88 



Mobile Crane Truck 

$698 

Giant 26-in. steel girder-type boom 
with real 434 in, clam bucket. 
Bucket closes on load, then trip 
lever releases load. Boom folds 
back for moving to another site. 
Demolition ball and 2 workers in- 
cluded. 1634 in. long. 
49 N 5622—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs..$6.98 

Steel Construction Toys . . set of four $099 

Save $3.96 on Complete Set. Individual prices total $13.95. Baked-on, 
rust-resistant enamel over heavy-gauge steel. 4-pc. set includes: 

Hi-Lift Loader (1) with giant scoop . . digs, scrapes, lifts and dumps load 
Road Grader (2) with steering wheel that works. Blade raises, lowers, turns. 
Power Shovel (3) with automatic scooping and bucket-release action, Crank 
controls raising, lowering, loading and unloading. Cab revolves in full circle. 

Hydraulic Dump Truck (4) with lever-operated hydraulic cylinder to dump load, 

79 N 5421L—Complete Set. Includes (1), (2), (3), (4). Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs.. . ....$9.99 
(I) 49 N 5484—High-Lift Loader. 1514 inches long. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... 2.98 
(2) 49 N 5614—Road Grader. 17 inches long. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. BER A7 
(3) 49 N 5646— Power Shovel. 18 inches long. Rubber treads. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.. 4.99 
(4). 49 N 5661— Dump Truck. 15 inches long. Rubber wheels. Wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz... 299 

Camping-Boating Outfit for roughing it in style 
(5) All the comforts of home! Steel truck has built-in living quarters with sliding 

windows, fold-away rear steps. High-impact plastic cruiser has twin out- 

boards, rides on 2-wheel trailer. Truck has spring-suspension front wheels, lower 
separately 

49 N 5478—24 in. long overall. Whitewall tires. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz...... $4.99 

Bells clang . . ladders raise . . water squirts 

(6) -[7] Save $2.69 on Set of Two. Individual prices total $15.68. Exciting work- 
ing parts add to the fun. Rust-resistant enamel over steel. Plastic cab 

on pumper. Set includes: Pumper Fire Truck (7) that actually sprays water. 
Just hook hydrant to garden hose and turn valve. Has hook-on ladder, dummy 
plastic searchlight, hydrant and 3 firemen, Hook and Ladder (6) with main ladder 
on a full-radius swivel . . raises by mechanical hydraulic action. Crank elevates 
2 other ladders a full 5 feet. Removable tillerman's seat. 
79 N 5437L—Set. Includes (6), (7). Shipping weight 17 pounds. . 
(6) 79 N 5570L—Hook and Ladder. 3 feet long. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs 
(7). 79 N 5663 C— Pumper Fire Truck. 22 inches long. Shpg. wt. 7 I 

12.99 
8.99 

s.. 669 

Big Steel Haulers built to last, give “loads” of fun 

Auto Transport, Carries four 534-in, plas- — Roy Rogers Hauler and Trailer, Roy and 
tic sedans cross country to dealer’s show- . .all his gang in 3-dimensional plastic. Dale 
room. Ramp attaches to upper or lower Evans, Pat Brady and his jeep Nellybelle 
deck. Cab detaches easily from van. 9 and Bullet. Trailer has side and rear gate 
heavy duty rubber wheels. ramps for easy loading. 
49 N 5582—23 in. over-all. Wt. 4 1bs..$2.99 49 N 5557—1534 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. . $1.99 
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Cattle Van with Livestock and Corral, 
Nineteen pieces of plastic livestock 
ride comfortably in all-steel truck and 
trailer. Drop tailgate serves as loading 
ramp. 1734 inches long. 
49 N 5609—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $2.99 so. SEARS 393 



$322 
Without 
batteries 

High Chair 

Haslift-uptray. Seat, 
back, footrest of hea- 
vy formed steel. Tu- 
bular steel legs. Easy 
assembly. Yellow, 
blue enamel finish. 
26 in. Wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N9254......$3,69 

Hair Dryer 

Blows doll's hair. 
Swivel hood extends 
to 28 inches. Plastic. 
Order 2 “D” balleries 
below. Wt. 1 lb. 
49 N 1376. .....$3.22 
“D” Battery, Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660 , . . Ea. 16c 

Doll Bath . . Spray 

Quilted vinyl top becomes 
dressing table. Sling, pockets, 
metal tray. White vinyl tub. 
Aluminum frame folds. Com- 
plete with sponge, comb and 
soap. 1214x21x27 inches high. 
Assembled. 

79 N 9345L— Wt. 4 Ibs.. ..$3,99 

Drop-side Crib 

Pink-enameled wood slats, cardboard bot- 
tom 22x12x1734 in. Easy to assemble. 

79 N 9305C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs......$1.88 
Plastic-covered Mattress for above. E 5 * 
49 N 9251 —Shipping wt. 8 oz......... 6c Doll Crib with drop side 

Hardwood with natural finish; pink hardboard end 
panels. Padded plastic-covered mattress, bumper. 
Plastic casters. 19x14x24 in. Easy assembly. 
79 N 9319 C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ... . $4.99 

White, Colonial Canopy Bed $6998 

So dainty and feminine-like . 
inch fashion dolls. Sturdy four-poster is of finely 

. just right for 12- 
Wind-up-Swyngomatic Jr.® 
swings dolly 10 minutes 

Steel top houses mechanism that swings 
plastic chair. Wind it up . . swings under 
own power. Tubular steel legs with non- 
skid tips. 25x15 in. 
79 N 9347 C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... 

turned, hand-sanded hardwood . . canopy frame, 
head and footboards of smooth plywood. Blue cot- 
ton broadcloth bedspread, pillow and canopy covers 
need little or no ironing. Cotton mattress and pillow 
filled with soft, Tufflex® cellulose fiber. 1414x7}4x 
12 in. high. Doll not included. 
49 N 9348—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. oo $4.88 $6.98 

Citai pate scans by deistiasnisetediwical com 

Dolly Spray Bath with 

Pet Milk Magic Bottle 

Shower works . . 
giving dolls 
spray bath 

$598 

Recirculating shower spray. Works by hand. Table top 
turns back, showing leakproof vinyl tub . . water stays 
in. Accessory tray and pockets hold these included 
items: Pet Milk Magic Bottle, 9 Chix diapers and box, 
powder, cotton buds, rattle, clothesline, 12 clothespins. 
Enameled steel. 24x22x14 in. deep. 

79 N 9346L—Shipping weight 5 Ibs.............. $5.98 

Our Best Drop-side Crib has play beads 

Hardwood crib has natural birch finish, colored beads on 
foot panel, plastic casters. Padded plastic-covered mat- 
tress, bumper. 26x16x21 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9216C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. . $6.99 

x 
Swinging Pendulum Cradle — $944 

Created expressly for Chatty Baby, this lovely cradle 
also accommodates dolls up to 20 inches long. Just give 
it a push, it rocks back and forth. Beautifully styled of 
white, high-impact polystyrene plastic, Airy slat sides. 
Plastic-covered mattress pad is softly cushioned. About 
24x13x20 inches high over-all. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9322C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 2 $644 

rcs SEARS 397 



] Prime Top-grain Leather 
Football. Our finest foot- 

ball in official size, weight. 
Double rawhide laced, tacky 
finish for better passing, ball 
handling. Triple-lined with 
rugged cotton twill to hold 
shape. Lock-stitched with 
waxed linen thread. 2-pe. 
bladder. Needle included. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
6 N 2448. ^» $10.50 

The "Passer" Football. 
Select top-grain cowhide. 

Built to pro-league-style, easy 
to handle, made to be passed 

special tanning gives 
leather the right feel for posi- 
tive gripping. Double cotton 
twill lined for shape retention. 
Lock-stitched with waxed Pro-style Football Uniforms 
linen thread. Official size. 

for Boys 6 to 13 Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
6 N 2447 ............. $8.79 

Save'l on Outfit: 97 
3 td oe sat Dd Helmet, Shoulder Pads, Jersey, ALL $ 

Doubleined for befar Number-Letter Kit, Pants FOR shape retention. Needle incl. 
Official size. A High-impact plastic Helmet, Vinyl dipped padding. White. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Sizes S(6%»-6%/s); M(T-T'/4); L(7¥4-7%n). State S, M or L. 
6 N 2446............. $5.99 6 N 2424F — Shipping weight 2 pounds . $5.95 

es M Be T) Hi-density plostic shoulder pads, Good protection. Front, 
EN eae Dn $5.99 back laces. Foam pads . . elastic arm loops. 

. 6N2418- Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces $4.95 

Cowhide Football, Place- Qj Cotton Jersey. Sizes: S(28-30); M(32-34); L(36). State ize 
kicking Set. Helps kicking 6N2412F -Red 6 N 2413F — Blue 6 N 2414F — Green 

accuracy. Double-cotton twill Shipping weight 8 ounces... sosse. .$2.59 
lined, 1-pc. bladder. Needle Name-Number Kit (not shown). 6-inch number stencils, 
incl. Plastic place-kicking set 1%s-inch letter stencils, iron-on fabric. 2-inch self-stick 
—toe-piece, tee. Blunt toe helmet numbers 0 to 9. 
attaches to foot with rubber 6 N 2433 — Shipping weight 4 ounces. Kit $1.49 
heel bands. Official size. Wt. 
1 Ib. 8 oz. Cotton-twill Pants. Padded hips spine, kidneys, knees. 
6 N 2450 Set $4.99 Waist sizes: S(22-24): M(26-28): L(30-32). State S, M, L 

6N2415F — White 6 N 2416F — Gold-color PI ki ly. 
EY tig pti Sisi od: Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces coves. $5.99 

Complete Outfit. . separate prices total $20.97. State sizes 
s 5 Pebtex Football, resem- for Helmet, then Jersey, then Pants from listings above, 

3 bles leather. Strongly R6 N 2400C2V — Green jersey, gold-color pants 
stitched seams, takes lots of R6 N 2401C2V — Red jersey, white pants 

abuse. Valve-type, butyl rub- R6 N 2402C2V — Blue jersey, white pants 
ber bladder. Official size 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz 
6 N 2457. 

R6 N 2403C2V — Green jersey, white pants 
$2.59 Shipping weight 6 pounds................... Outfit $19.97 

No Money Down on 
anything Sears selis 

Economy Outfit 
Helmet, Shoulder Pads, Jersey, Pants, 

Letter and Numeral Kit 

ALL FOR $999 

For double face protection a double-bar face 
guard on rugged plastic helmet . . snug fitting; 

s999 

Football Shoes for rugged wear Four-point suspension, chin strap. Shoulder 
4 pads adjust both front and back for surer fit. 

Nylon-stitched split cowhide uppers. Everlite® Cotton jersey has *4-length sleeves with UCLA- 
nylon soles. Replaceable steel-tipped cleats an- B , iype stripes. Cotton twill pants with fiber 
chored to steel plates. Black. D(med.) width in thigh guards, padded hips, kidneys, knees. 
sizes 3 to 10. Half sizes. (Low-cut shown). Waist sizes: M(22-24); L(26-28). State M or L. 
Low-cut. State size, then width. 6N 2474F — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 5 oz. . . Outfit $9,99 | 
6N 11705F — Shipping weight 3 pounds... . $9.99 
High-cut. No trim. State size, then width. 

6N 11704F —Shipping weight 3 pounds... . $9.99 wu|Sears|399 MN 
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33.98 

Hand-operated Sewing Machines 

Each machine above sews strong chain stitch. Hand wheels control speed. 
Safe and easy to operate. Thread tension adjusts to fabric thickn 

[2] $6.99 

pressure 
foot holds it securely. Safe, enclosed mechanism. Enamel finish, die-cast 
head, plated trim. Uses 12x1 No. 14 needle. Extra needle, thread included. 
Metal clamps hold machine on table. 

]] Small size for beginners. Sews 
neat, straight seams, She'll have 

fun making dolly’s dresses. Imported 
from West Germany. Shipping 
weight 1 pound 14 ounces. 
49 N 1250—8x4x6 in. high... . .$3.98 

[EI] Sewing Basket just like mom's. 
Keeps sewing materials in one 

place. Basket tufted with satin- 
look lining, holds plastic thimble, 
7 spools of thread in assorted 
colors, pin cushion, package as- 
sorted color darning yarn, package 
needles, plastic tray. 9x634x4 in. 
49N1285—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... .. $2.84 

@ Needlepoint Pictures . . set of 
two. Youngsters take pride in 

becoming adept in the art of nee- 
dlepoint. Silk-screened designs in 
full color serve as guides. Pictures 
can be mounted in 2 plastic frames. 
Abundance of yarn, instructions 

included, 18x13x2 in. 
49 N 1251 —Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 802.$1.79 

Cutsiod pane scans by cheisimas museleciadcHd cons 

Our finest Sewing Machine is battery-operated $11.99 

Ready to sew. Sturdy, easy to use. Sews strong chain stitch. Automatic clutch. 

2] Our finest hand-operated style 

with handy extension table. 
Hardwood base has drawer. Im- 
ported from West Germany. Ship- 

ping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 N 1221—12x5x7 in. high.... $6.99 

= ges U 

n 

[S] Happi-Time Sewing Kit holds adorable 7-in. 
Doll. Has moying arms, go-to-sleep eyes and real 

hair. New “mommy” will love making fascinating en- 
sembles for dolly with the aid of this sewing kit. Kit 
contains patterns, needle, thread, thimble, scissors, 

ready-to-sew dresses, extra material, snap fasteners, 
ric-rac. Carrying case with metal handle and snap 
lock. Case, 18x13x13 in.; doll, plastic. 
49 N 1214—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... .. esee $1.89 

6] Weaving Loom . . authentic reproduction of large 
loom. Creative talents develop as youngster 

watches colorful pattern emerge from loom. Mom and 
dad may get new scarves, ties, doilies, pot holders . . 
dolly may even rate a new blanket. 3 warp holders, 
assorted colored threads plus 2 shuttles with colored 
weaving yarns. Completely assembled. Easy-to-fol- 
low instructions included. Sturdy wood construction. 
49 N 1262—16x1134x14 in. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.......$4.39 

Tension adjusts to fabric thickness; pressure foot holds fabric firmly. Metallic 

finish, hardwood carrying case, metal handle, Uses 12x1 No. 14 needle. Extra 
needle included. May be hand operated. From West Germany. 9x5x8 inches.high. 

Batteries not included. 
49 N 1213—Shipping weight 3 pounds 6 ounces. : 
34 N 4550— Two batteries for above. Shipping weight 8 oz... . - 

$11.99 

TED 2 for 30c 

Embroider as easily as you write $2.66 

Hard to believe but excitingly true you actually wnte with 
thread and the results look just like hand embroidery! Any child, 
teen-ager or adult can do it with the Stylofil Threadwriter. You 
don't have to be an artist— just trace patterns included with set, 
or create your own. You can make monograms, designs and 
appliques on blouses, hankies, napkins, greeting cards, etc. Set 

contains writer, roller, powder, pattern paper, 4 bobbins with 
thread, pattern cloths, stencils, suggested designs. 
49 N 1256—Shipping weight 1 pound. . . $2.66 
49 N 1286— Refill: pattern paper, thread, bobbins. Wt. 2 oz... .87¢ 

Make Pluto . . have him autographed $1.77 

Saucy autograph hound with rolling eye and plaintive voice is 

the center of attention when the crowd gathers. His 2034-in. 
length is roomy enough for many, many autographs, 

Just stuff sturdy, washable plastic Pluto with cotton wadding. 

Lace him together with yarn. Needle, pen and instructions are 

included, too. 

49 N 1319—Shipping weight 1 pound............-.--+ ca DI. 

sce? SEARS 391 



Regular Gauge ALLSTATE Regular-gauge Electric Train Sets are 
“Gauge” refers to 
size. Locomotives are 
about 4 inches high, 5 F 16) 

track 1% inches wide. : T us 

With track to make With track and switches er” s9499 “Sass «9988 Ku 92499 omer AOSS 

Our biggest set . . 9-unit train is nearly 7 feet long! 
e Smoking 8-wheel locomotive with Power Pull—strong enough to pull all these cars—and more 

e 3 exciting action cars—automobile carrier, piggy back truck carrier, and crane that really works 

» Extra-powerful 100-watt transformer has capacity to spare for lights and accessories you might add 

It’s a real thrill to handle a train this long—an engine has overload protector. Extra smoke refill—makes 
this powerful. Speed down the straightaway, glide — cl , white smoke. 

around the gentle wide-radius curves, hustle cars back ^ Plain Oval Set. Engine, cars, transformer, 3 straight, 
and forth, couple and uncouple cars—all by remote — & curved, 1 uncoupler track 
control, Engine is diecast metal, cars are sturdy plas- — 79 N 9634C—Wt. 15 Ibs. No money down, ..Cash $24.99 
tic and metal, All have fine detail—even rivet heads. — Switehtrack Set. As above, with 3 straight, 10 curved 
Set includes the 3 action cars, plus tender, tank uncoupler track, pair hand-operated switches 
girder car, box car, wrecker caboose, Transformer 79 N 9643C— Wt. 16 Ibs, No money down... Cash $29.88 

Diesel Freight with Rocket Car 

* Realistic new roadbed track now added to this low-priced set 

* Launcher raises automatically and blasts away with Minuteman rocket 

* 50-watt transformer has circuit breaker to protect against burning out 

Big 57-inch set has 2-unit locomotive with authentic New Haven Railroad colors 
and working headlight, rocket car, "supply" car, “rocket fuel" car and caboose 
Train travels forward or reverse . . cars can be coupled and uncoupled automatically 
by remote control. Realistically detailed metal and plastic construction. Forms 

$ QD rodeo have rear.  102-inch oval, includes 8 curved, 1 straight and 1 uncoupler track 
19 plastic gravel roodbed 79 N 9620C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $19.95 

EM GA CENTRAL - T s 5-unit 

2 | ML ^ — passenger 

Run train fast, slow 
or to a stop by 

remote control 

Both sets include 8 curved and 2 straight tracks to make oval 12934 inches around. 
Couplers are hand operated, Engines are steel and plastic. 25-watt transformer 

Passenger Set Big switch engine pulls sturdy metal mail car, 2 coaches, observation 
car with open rear platform. 3534-inch long train. 
49 N 9607 —Locomotive, cars, track, transformer. Shipping weight 6 lbs... . . ..$9.97 

TRANSFORMERS: All sets on these two pages include trans- Freight Set. Steam type locomotive pulls plastic tender, tank car, flatcar with 

formers to start and stop, also to control speed of trains.. ^ tractor: boose. Train is 40 inches long overall. 
394 sears S UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 49 N 9610— Locomotive, cars, track, transformer. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. $9.97 
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Wheel her in regal style 

Our Finest 

English Coach-style 

Doll Buggies have 

big 2514-inch bodies, 

chrome-plated fenders 

Ned $] 488 
body 

Extra easy to push because body rests on 4 
coil springs to iron out bumps—just as they 
do on our finest baby carriages. Silver-color 
crests decorate hardboard sides. Vinyl-cov- 
ered 4-bow hood and visor. Chrome-plated 
undergear and 28-inch high tubular-steel 
handle. Brake, storm shield, 9}4-inch tires. 
Fully lined. No doll. Body 13 inches wide. 
Shipping weight 18 pounds. 
79 N 8271L—Blue body, white hood. . . . .$14.88 
79 N 8259L—White body, blue hood..... 14.88 

English Coach-style Carriages have coil spring suspension 

P d 

(f =) Folding Buggies of quilted 

aJ] 

| 

22-in. hardboard body 

Bright red hardboard sides with 
silver-color crest. White vinyl 
4-bow hood has bright red pip- 
ing. Chrome-plated hub caps, 
undergear and tubular steel han- 
dle. Easy-to-reach 24-inch han- 
dle. Visor, storm shield, brake, 
upholstered rail, white rubber 
tires. Fully lined. Body 114 
inches wide. 
79 N 8248L—Wt. 13 Ibs......$9.88 

Citslon pae Scans by dieistmamisetediwical com 

18-in. hardboard body 

Light blue hardboard sides and 
ends are trimmed with white 
screened decorations. Extra 
roomy inside because the ends 
are curved. 3-bow hood with 
blue embossed vinyl. Chrome- 
plated steel undergear and 
handle. Handle is 23 inches 
high. Hub caps, white rubber 
tires. Body 11 in. wide. 
79 N 8245C—Wt. 10 lbs.. . $7.88 

18-inch steel body 

Ideal for 2 to 4-year-old girl 
because it's small, easy to ma- 
neuver. Durable, too. White steel 
sides, ends and bottom . . pretty 
blue decorations. 3-bow hood is 
covered with blue embossed vi- 
nyl. Gleaming chrome-plated 
underframe and 22-inch high tu- 
bular-steel handle. Hub caps, 
white vinyl tires. Body 8 in. wide. 
49 N 8243—Wt. 8 Ibs. $4.88 

vinyl. . suspension action 
[I] 23-inch body. New lock for easy folding, stor- 

age. White with blue, red. Chrome-plated tu- 
bular steel handle 23 in. high. Brake, 3-bow hood, 
visor, shackle-gear, red vinyl tires. 10 in. wide 
79 N 8227C —Shipping weight 6 pounds. $4.88 

2] 25-inch body. Blue, white print. Chrome- 
plated tubular steel handle 30-in. high. 4-bow 

hood, visor, rail, white vinyl tires. 11-in. wide. 
79 N 8247 C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $6.88 

3) 28-inch body. Gold-color and white with gold- 
color print. Chrome-plated fenders and tubu 

lar steel handle—handle 30 in. high. 4-bow hood, 
visor, rail, white vinyl tires. 13 in. wide. 
79 N 8248L—Shipping weight 12 pounds... $8.99 

Doll Sleeper-Strollers 
(9 Front wheels swivel. Back reclines. Chrome- 

plated tubular steel. Handle adjusts 27 to 30 
inches. Removable fringed canopy. Wire shopping 
basket, adjustable foot rest. Seat 11x1034 in. Blue 
vinyl with white print. White vinyl tires. 
79 N 8249C—Shipping weight 6 pounds, .. ...$7.99 

[S] Molded plastic tray for dolly’s playthings. 
It’s easy to put dolly in the stroller—tray folds 

forward, Reclining back. Tubular-steel handle ad- 
justs 28 to 30 inches, Wire basket, adjustable 
foot rest. Seat 9x11 inches. White quilted vinyl 
with pink and blue trim. Pink vinyl tires. 
79 N 8223C—Shipping weight 6 pounds...... $6.56 

[3] Convertible. Lift out seat, dolly can ride in 
car like a real baby. Chrome-plated tubular 

steel handle is 28 inches high. Removable shopping 
bag and fringed canopy. Seat about 9x9 inches. 
Pink and white quilted vinyL White vinyl tires. 
79 N 8260C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... .... $499 
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Exciting Games 
with the rich look of 

WALNUT 
Not only fun to play, 
but a decorative addition 
to your home as well 

(1 thru 3 ) Hardwood construction in a 
lacquered walnut finish. Dovetail joints. 
Masonite Presdwood® playing field. Buy 
them the easy way—order by phone. 

1 Dice Table Game Set. Combination 
dice, tric trac, horse race table. Play- 

ing surface covered with green wool felt. 
Contains leather dice cup, 6 plastic 
miniature horses, felt race track, mutual 
tickets, 5 spot dice, silk screened dice 
layout. set of 5 poker dice, 100 plastic 
poker chips, instructions. 30x16x3 in. 
3 N 28052C— Wt. 6 Ibs.. .Set $19.99 

Q Game of Skittles. Absorbing fun for 
one or more players . . player wins 

through skill and chance, Spin top to 
topple scored pins in the maze . . pull 
string just right and top will spill all of 
the pins for a grand slam! One try and 
you'll be fascinated with this exciting 
game. Marked for easy scoring. Includes 2 
tops, polished tenpins, rules. 30x14x4 in. 
3 N 28051C—Shpy. wt. 9 Ibs., $15.99 

Spoce-Moze. Fascinating game re- 
quires steady nerves and plenty of 

patience. Guide steel ball through maze 
by tilting 2 hardwood control knobs 
around corners, past low-scoring boles 
and on to payoff holes. Highest scorer 
wins. Incl. steel ball, rules. 14x12x4 in. 
3 N 28054— Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. .. . $8.99 

4| Trovel Box Game Set. Genuine wal- 
mut chest with brass-plated hard- 

ware. Leather dice cup, deck of poker 
playing cards, 5 poker dice, 5 spot dice, 2 
put-and-take dice, rules. 11x434x334 in. 
3 N 28055—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs....$8.99 

D) Roll-Up Game. Genuine walnut with 
lacquer finish. Get ball to drop in 

right pocket by spreading steel rods. If 
it lands jn penalty pocket, you lose 
points. Measures 203$x4x7 14 inches, 

3 N 28053—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....$5.99 

6 Inloid Chess Boards. Squares of 
northern maple and solid black wal- 

nut. Framed in walnut finished by hand. 
3 N 28057— Abi, 15xI5x] in. Wr. 6 Ibi. $11.99 
3 N 28056—Abt. 14xl4xl in, Wi. 4 Ibs, 7.99 

All-plastic Playing Cards 

So durable they are guaranteed 1 
year against cracking, peeling, 
breaking . . damaged cards re- 
placed free upon return. Outlast 
paper decks . . proved to be the 
finest we've tested. 

Special printing brings out 
subtle color tones . . nonfading. 
Shufle easily. Nonflammable. 
Washable. 2 decks incl. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
Prism Candles. Bridge. 
3 N 28603. ........Set $2.99 
Grecian Vases. Bridge. 
3N28601........ Set 2.99 

Grecian Vases. Pinochle. 
3N28602....... Set 2.99 

Chess Tables and Sets in 

authentic period designs 

Eorly Americon design. Ponderosa pine table with 
maple stain finish. Has 18x20-inch hand-screened 

playing surface. Stands 23 inches high. Shelf. Staunton- 
style brown and tan imported wood chess pieces from 
France. 344-in. king. Pieces weighted and felted. Sent 
unassembled. Set includes instructions. $4 monthly. 
3N 28018C— Shipping weight 13 pounds.Cash $28.95 

Mediterranean design. Black wrought iron legs. 
Stained mahogany finish and simulated leather, hand 

tooled top screened in green, gold color and black. Stands 
20 in. high. Playing top 18x18x3 in. thick. Felted storage 
drawer. Plastic Florentine chess pieces with wood 
grained finish. 4-in. king. Unassembled. 
3 N 28022C— Shipping wt. 18 lbs. $4 mo.Cash $29.95 

Mandarin Chess 

and Table Set 

3]995 

Skillfully crafted 

to bring out all 

the charm and 
excitement of 
the orient 

Ponderosa pine table lacquered to a black finish. 18x18- 
in. hardboard playing surface. Ivory-color squares, Table 
stands 1814 in. high. Drawer. Ivory and jade green-color 
plastic chessmen . . weighted, felted. 534-in. king. Instr. 
3 N 28021C—Shipping weight 15 pounds.Set $19.95 

Automatic Card Shuffler s789 

Handles 1, 2 or 3 decks 
all at once. Shuflles 
them more thoroughly 
than by hand. All you 
do is push a button. 
Operates on 2 “C” bat- 
teries (incl.). Compact, 
abt. 6x63¢x514 in. 

In handsome gold 
color and black steel. 
From Japan. End tire- 
some hand shuffling 
that causes annoying 
delays in the game. No 
cards. Shipping weight 
3 pounds. 
3N2825...... $7.89 



Youth Set $1394 
"and Target 

Youth Set. Proportioned 4'/2-ft. 
1 fiber glass bow, recurved styling. 
Overlaid grip, 20-Ib. draw. Four 24- 
in. target arrows, arm guard, side 
quiver, finger tab, instructions. 
Set and Target. Srparalely $14.94. 
6N27059L2 — Wt. 101bs.* . $13.94 

Set only. Shipping weight 10 lbs.* 
&N27006L. ener Set $7.97 

3 Intermediate Archer's Set. Recurved 62- 
inch fiber glass bow. Includes six 28-inch 

cedar target arrows, plastic arm guard, tab, 
quiver. Instructions. 

Sets with Target. Srjmrately 821,04. 
6 N 27044L2 — 25-30-pound draw 
6 N 27045L2 —30-35-pound draw 
6 N 27046L2 — 35-40-pound draw 
Shipping weight 10 pounds” . 
Archery Set only. 
6 N 27011L —25-30-pound draw 
6 N 27012L —30-35-pound draw 
6 N 27013L —35-40-pound draw 
Shipping weight 10 pounds* ., . , Set $14.97 

4 Beginner Archer's Set. Recurved 3'/2-ft. 
fiber glass bow. Approx. draw wt. 15 lbs. 

Arm guard, finger tab. Three 22-in. arrows, 
ui ver, target face, bow string. 
N 27004C — Shpg. wt. 2 lbs...... Set $5.97 

..$19.94 

New Take-down Hunting Bow $4,797 
Handle of ion-machined hard-metal knuckles for durability and 
perfect fit. Knuckles slide solidly together: . a tapered pin locks them in 
position. Epoxy fiber glass limbs, maple laminations. ' 
6 N 27135C — 40 to 45-pounds 6 N 27136C — 45 to 50-pounds 
6 N 27137C —50 to 55-pounds 
Shipping weight 7 pounds. S5 monthly .... Cash $47.97 

400 [Sears] crt. — *Alow 10 ibs. postage per postal regulations. 
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Complete Spinning Kit . . 237 pieces 

Reel; Open-face Hawk spinning, full bail, Prewound with line. 
Rod: 5Y2-foot, 2-piece fiber glass spinning. Cork handle. 
Lures: Spin Dizzy plug; popping plug; Red and White spoon; Duke lure; 
Philley lure. 
Also: 48 BB shot; 24 #8 shot; 150 Falcon hooks; 1'/-in. float; 6 hook 
guards; minnow dip net; stringer; scaler; disgorger. 
Tackle box: hi-impact brown polystyrene. And: How-to-fish book 

Kit $7.97 

Complete Spin Casting Kit .. 152 pieces 

Reel: Star "B8" spin casting with star drag. Prewound with line. 
Rod: 4 ft., 1-pe. fiber glass spin casting rod. Plastic handle 
Lures: Spin Dizzy plug and popping plug; Red and White spoon; Spinnie 
lure; Duke lure; Philley lure. 
Also: 48 BB shot; 24 #8 shot; 6 snap swivels; 50 Falcon hooks; 3 snelled 
hooks; float; cork hook guard; stringer; scaler; disgorger; net 
Tackle box: hi-impact brown polystyrene. And: fishing guide. 
6 N 33636C — Shipping weight 3 pounds Kit $6.97 

Complete Bait Casting Kit.. 117 pieces 

Reel: Open face Keystone "22" level wind. On-off click drag. 
Rod: 4-foot, 1-piece fiber glass bait casting. Plastic handle. 
Lures: Plugette plug; Red and White spoon; hammered nickel spoon; 
Duke lure and Satellite lure. 
Also: 50 yards of Monofilament line; 48 BB shot; 50 Kirby hooks; 6 snap 
swivels; stringer; scaler; hook disgorger 
Tackle box: hi-impact brown polystyrene. And: How-to-fish book 
6 N 33635C — Shipping weight 3 pounds Kit $5.97 

FREE! SEARS FISHING 

* EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
Write to: Sears, Roebuck and Co., Dept. 139 

at address on front cover 



Keep dolly's wardrobe neat 

Revolving Clothes Dryer—like mother's. Bright, sturdy 25-inch high 
metal and wood stand, about 20 feet of line and 6 clothes pins. 

79 N 1058C— Folds for storage. Shpg. wt. 2Ibs.............. $1.66 

Electric Ironing Set—pink trim. 7-inch chrome-plated iron with pink 
plastic handle. Pink enameled perforated steel board folds. 22 in. high, 

30 in. long. Tufflex® (wood fiber) pad and cover are heat-resistant. 
79 N 1056C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... » Set $4.59 

Same as 2 above except iron not included. 
79 N 1021 C—Shipping weight 5 pounds......-.....6+..ceeeeeeee Set 249 

Deluxe Electric Ironing Set—pink trim. Adjusts to 3 heights. 7-in. 
chrome-plated iron with black Bakelite handle. 22-in. high, 30-in. long 

ironing board folds; pink enameled, perforated steel top, turquoise tubular 
steel legs. Tufflex® (wood fiber) pad and cover are heat-resistant. 
79 N 1057 C—Shipping weight 6 pounds TE dece Set $5.33 
79 N 1049C—Ironing Board, Pad, Cover only. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. e| 333 
79 N 1032C— Ironing Board only. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. I. .277 

3] Non-electric Iron—faithfully copied. Chrome-plated, 634 in. long. 
49 N 1012— Imitation cord, plug. Black Bakelite handle. Wt. 8 oz. . .79c 

Toy Electric Iron. Cast metal base. Chrome-plated, 634 in. long. 
49 N 1018—With cord, plug. Black Bakelite handle. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $2.37 

NOTE: AU electric irons above UL listed for 110-120-rolt, 60-cycle AC. 

10-pc. Laundry Set 
Here is everything your 
little homemaker needs to 
keep dolly's clothes clean. 
Wringer-washing machine 
really works. Such fun to 
just add soap and water, set 
lid in place, and turn the 
crank. Agitator gives a good 
cleaning action. Hand-oper- 
ated rubber roller wringer is 
adjustable. Pink finish on 
sturdy metal; plastic lid. 7x 
12 in. high. Set includes: re- 
volving dryer with clothes- 
line, woven basket, 6 wooden 
clothespins. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N1033,...... Set $2.88 

CGutilod page scans by chrisimas museleciudcal com. 

Metal Appliances for a doll's kitchen 

Toy Kenmore Range. Double doors, 
realistic burners. Lithographed on-off 
knobs, griddle and timer. Pretty pastel 
green color. With aluminum tea kettle 
and covered pot to “cook” dolly's food. 
About 15x7x14 in. high. 

49 N 1143—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 07.$3.98 

Battery-operated. Just flick the switch 
. . twin speed selector allows control of 
washing or drying cycle. Watch the 
tumbler action through window. Water- 
tight, heavy gauge steel, pink enamel 
finish, chrome-plated trim. Uses stand- 
ard flashlight battery (not included, 
order below). 7x6x11 in. high. 

49N1055-Hose incl. Wt. 3 1bs.802.$3.99 
34N4650-" D" Battery. Wt. 8 oz. 2 for 30c 

e| 

Toy Washer-dryers really work 

Toy Coldspot Refrigerator. Separate 
freezer compartment, vegetable drawer, 
revolving shelf makes it so easy to store 

dolly's food. Enameled pastel green. 
Includes empty boxes of famous-name 
foods. 10x614x17 in. high. 

49 N 1144—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs...... $4.77 

Hand operated. Looks exactly like the 
washer-dryer mother uses. Turn the 
crank to wash and spin-dry dolly’s 
clothes. Turn on the "wash" switch, 
watch the clothes swirl—the top is trans- 
parent plastic. Switch to “dry” for spin- 
dry action. Tub revolves. Drain hose at 
side. Heavy gauge metal finished in pink 
enamel. 8x7x1034 in. high. 

49 N 1011—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz..$2,99 

Happi-Time 5-pc. Cleaning Set. Metal sweeper 
934x734x2 in. has fiber brush, bottom opens. 

Plastic bristle broom, 27-in. wood handle. Dust 
mop, 24-in. wood handle. Plastic apron, dustpan. 
79 N 1302C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs.......... $1.98 

[7] Friction Vacuum Cleaner. As little housekeeper 
pushes, motor hums and “cold” sparks fly. 

Picks up dirt by suction, revolving brush. Vinyl 
plastic bag inflates, top slides off to empty. Sweeper 
634x6x3 in.; over-all height 27 in. 
49 N 1203—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..... $1.97 



made extra sturdy . . simple to set up 

49 N 9617 —Shi; 

Economy-p 
ing 

Track sections have 
realistic gravel roadbed 

Run train fast or slow, forward or reverse . . 
remote control, Clean smoke and cool steam puffs as train travels—made by an 
automatic vaporizer in engine. Plastic and steel, highly detailed. Includes engine 
and tender, gondola, refrigerator car and caboose. All cars have automatic 
couplers, 10 sections of track form oval 102 in. around. 

ed Train, 

Detailed scale models 

of real railroad equipment 

SSS 

Í 

Train as 
shown 

weight 9 pounds 

49 N 9613—Not illustrated. Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

* Do all these fascinating things by remote control—run 

train fast or slow, forward or reverse 
couple cars... 
cattle car and box car at loading platform, watch door 
open automatically and men pop out—then go back in 

. couple and un- 
unload logs from lumber car . . . stop 

as train moves on 

e Light the big searchlight on worktrain caboose 

* Powerful Diesel modeled after Union Pacific engines 

[1]-[7] Wide-radius Track. Has 5 ties instead of 3, 
Curves are gentle— trains can round curves 

at full speed. Also fits Marx trains. 
N) 49 N9723—1234-in, Curved. Wt. 4 oz. 
(2) 49 N 9720—1134.in. Straight. Wt. 4 oz.. 

(3) Uncoupling Track, Replaces straight section 
to uncouple cars equipped with automatic 

couplers. “Uncouple here” sign incl. 
49 N 9749 —Shipping weight 4 oz........... 

22c 
22c 

79c 

n End-of-track Bumper. Keeps trains from run- 
ning off dead-end siding. With light. 

49 N 9707—2 in. high, plastic. Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. 

(5) Crossover. Build exciting figure-eight layouts, 
Each track 934 inches long. 

49 N 9726—Shipping weight 4 oz... . 

89c 

.$1.33 

Ciltslod page scant by deisimasauiseteciwical om 

Complete $ 98 No Money 
Set 19 seh DOWN 

Diesel engine pulls 4 ACTION cars . . Train 46 in. long 

with plenty of action — 

$1645 

40% in. 5-unit Freight Train . . 2 types 
* 8-wheel engine puffs smoke from stack, steam from cylinders 
* New roadbed 3-tie track gives added realism . . 
breaker transformer is UL approved, 110-120-v, 60-cycle AC 

couple or uncouple cars—all by 

50-watt circuit- 

$16.45 

Same as above but | engine L puli; smoke from stack 
only. 5-tie wide-radius track forms oval 129 in, around; no roadbed. 

. $14.98 

Most action-packed train set we've ever offered under 

$20, New roadbed-type track (small view above) adds to 
the realism, includes 8 curved, 3 straight and 1 uncoupler 
track to form oval 120 inches around. 

Rolling stock is highly detailed plastic and steel con- 
struction. Powerful 50-watt circuit-breaker transformer is 
UL approved for 110-120-volt 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9621 C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . $19.98 

NEW Roadbed 3-tie Track 
Each section is mounted on 
plastic molded base to look 
like the gravel roadbed of real 
railroads, Use with Marx or 
ALL-STATE trains, 

B 

6] Electric Switches. Push-button controls and 
— wires included. Signal lights show position. 
49 N 9727 —1 right. 1 left. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. . $8.33 
49 N 9775—Hand operated, no signals (not shown), 
1 right, 1 left. Shpg. wt. 1 ib. 12 o; $4.4. 

Transformers. Extra and larger transformers for 
big layouts, All have circuit breakers, 2 sets of 
binding posts. UL listed, 110-120v, 60c. AC. 

[7] 50-watt. 7-13 volt for train speed, 13 volt for 
— accessories. Steel case. 
49 N 9721 —Shipping weight 3 Ibs,.......... $556 
[8] 100-watt. 5-15 volt train circuit, 15 volt ac- 

cessory circuit. Steel case. 
49 N 9722—Shipping weight 4 lbs. . 
(3) 150-watt. 0-15 volt train circuit, 15 volt ac- 

cessory circuit. Throttle handle. Plastic case. 
49 N 9724 —Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 4 oz. ..$1245 

fig] Crossover for figure 8's. 
= 49 N9703—734x7% in. 
Shipping weight 4 oz. ...$1.42 
fig] Uncoupling Track. Use in 
— place of straight track to 
uncouplecarshavingautomatic 
couplers. 8% in. long. 
49 N 9710—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.94c 
[u] Electric Switches. Push- 

button control panel, wires. 
Signal lights show position. 
Sold in pairs. 
49 N 9706—Wt. 2 Ibs... $6.89 
Hand-operated Switches, Le- 
ver control (not shown). Pair. 
49 N9704—Wt.1 Ib, 1202.$3.94. 

No Money Down on Easy 
Terms. See page 226 for details. 

eS 
0) 9 Ya -inch Curved. R 

49 N9702—Wt. 4 oz.. .28e |l 
T) 8%-inch Straight. 
— 49 N9701—Wt. 4 oz...28c r 
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3-pc. Carriage Sets 

Plastic-covered mattress. Rayon 
taffeta, cotton-filled pillow 11x8 

inches; quilt 22x16 inches. Pink. 

Set for carriages up to 21 in. long. 
49 N 8215—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $1.97 

Set for carriages 22 to 26 in. long. 
49 N 8216—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $2.34 

Buggy or Stroller 
‘without doll 

Folding Buggy 
with 20-in. vinyl Doll 

$499 
Wide-eyed baby doll drinks, wets, 
sleeps. Dressed in playsuit. 18-inch 
carriage has aluminum painted finish, 
pink and white vinyl, pink plastic 
wheels, 22-inch handle, 3-bow hood. 
Doll and Carriage. 
49 N 8262—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... ..$4.99 
Carriage only. 
49 N 8263— Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... ..$2.88 

Chatty Baby Stroll-a-Buggy 

$944 

All little mommy has to do is lift or fold to turn 
one fun toy into another. 

Citai pagi scans brdima mledi con 

Sturdy, 
assemble steel frame. Pretty blue and white vinyl 
upholstery wipes dean. Handle is 28 inches high. 
For dolls up to 20 in. tall. Doll not included. 
79 N 8242C—Shipping weight 10 Ibs... 

UM " 

Woven Fiber Buggies 

[Z] 20:9 &-in. body. Plated tubular 
gear; 26-in. handle. White; red 

tires. 
79 N 8217C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs....$7.49. 

[3] 18x8-in. body. 2434-in. handle. 
Red enamel finish; white tires. 

79 N 8214C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... .$5.99 

3988 

Folding Stroller 
with 20-in. vinyl Doll 

$4.99 
Doll drinks, wets, sleeps—has 
bottle, playsuit. Stroller has 8x9- 
in. seat, pink vinyl with white 
piping, detachable bag. Pink 
plastic wheels, 23-in. long handle. 

Doll and Stroller. 
49 N 8224—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $4.99 
Stroller only. 
49 N 8261—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $2.88 

Chatty Baby 
Carrying Case 

Two drawers, zippered 
clothesbag, hangers. 
Pink vinyl plastic. 1044 
x20x234 in. (Doll not 
incl). Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 9352........ $3.59 

easy-to- 

mba Center $099 
@ 14x14x4-in, Drawer, hangers. 

Sturdy, reinforced pink plastic. 
49 N 9310—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs...... .$2.99 

[5] 24-in. metal trunk, wood frame. 
Blue and white; pink lining. Brass- 

plated trim, 2 drawers, hangers, stick- 
ers. Lock and key. 24x11x9 in. 
79 N 9269L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.. ...$6.44 

Plasticized Paperboard 
over strong wood frame 

[E] 20-in. trunk. Gray and red; polka 
dot binding. Metal slide bar, snaps, 

lock and key, Drawer, hangers; plastic 
handle, labels. 20x9x9 in. 
79 N 9343C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs..... $3.98 

p 14-in. trunk for 2 dolls, accessories. 
Blue; pink lining. Each side has 

tie for doll, drawer, metal slide bar, 
plastic hangers. Brass-plated snap, 
hinges; white plastic handle. 14x10x 
734 inches. 
49 N9344—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs........$2.98 

2-pc. Weekender Set. 14x10x5 
in. overnight case plus 10x6x5-in. 

train case. Vinyl plastic covers wood 
frames. Aluminum edges. Plastic 
stitched bindings. Nickel-plated locks 
with keys. Plastic handles. 
49N9325E-White. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $9.98 
49N9333E-Blue. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... . 9.98 

Overnight case only. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
49N9334E- White. 49N9335E-Blue.Ea.$5.98 

Train case only. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49N9336E- White. 49N9337E- Blue.Ea.$4.44 

Im] Umbrella-Suitcase Set. 12-in. 
plaid fabric case. White plastic 

binding, umbrella boot. All brass hard- 
ware. Zipper, gold-color plastic handle. 
Rayon plaid umbrella 22 in. long with 
plastic handle, 
49 N 9341E—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. $279 

NOTE: Catalog numbers ending in “E” 
include 10% Federal Excise Tax 

o Hat Box. Matches weekender set. 
Reinforced edges. Washable lin- 

ing. Snap catches. Plastic handle. 
11x1019x434 in. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
49 N 9338E—White. $279 
49 N 9339E— Blue. . 0229 

[ig] 2-pc. Ensemble. 1214x1014x614- 
. in. overnight case; 934x614x514- 
in. train case—each with lock, key. 
Strawberry pebble grain plastic cov- 
er; stitched edges. Plastic handle. 
49 N 9340E—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... $6.97 

T2) 2-pc. Beany and Cecil Set. Du- 
rable red vinyl plastic has calí- 

leather look. Decorated with pictures 
from Beany and Cecil cartoons. 8- 
inch train case has turn lock. 5-inch 
pocketbook has zipper. 
49 N 9342E—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.99 

ra SEARS 399 



Staunton-style Magnetic 
Set, Ivory-mahogany-col- 
or pieces molded of poly- 
sterene . . has concealed 
magnets, weighted, felted. 
25,-in. king. 12-in. sq. wal- 
nut-color board. Draw- 
string pouch for storing 
pieces. Instr. Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz 
3 N 28017 ..$4.99 

Ctslon pace scans by diaa nmisetediwical con 

All-wood Chess Set 
European made 

s[Q99 

Imported from France, Sturdy 
pieces in striking brown and 
natural boxwood with smooth 
matte design. Tra ‘onal 
Staunton design. Durable 
Philippine lauan mahogany 
board . . 4 inch thick. 

Edges encased in plastic so 
board won't scratch table. 
Hand-screened black 15j-in. 
squares. Weighted and felted 
pieces, King stands 314 inches, 
in proportion with other pieces. 
Pla; board measures 14x 
14x14 inch thick. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3 N 28004..........$10.99 

Visual Chess Set tells 
direction of movement 

3579 

Ideal for beginners . . each 
piece indicates direction of 

movemen perienced play- 
ers appreciate functional de- 
sign. Fine finished white and 
charcoal gray plastic pieces— 
weighted and felted. 

King stands 3} inches. 
Folding board with blue and 
white playing surface . . 1534x 
153% in. Includes easy-to-fol- 
low instruction booklet. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz. 
3 N 28023 ..$5.79 

Staunton-style Travel 

Chess Set. Smart black and 
natural boxwood pieces. 
King stands 214 in. Sturdy 
laminated cardboard trav- 
el case. Two drawers hold 
Chessmen . . hinged case 
opens to 12!4x12X-in. 
playingboard. Wt. 11b.80z. 
3 N 28002 $3.79 

Excellent 

follow. 

Yahtzee Dice Game . . 
lots of fun for the 

entire family 

s[69 
Played by any number of people. 
Each player keeps his own score 
on score card. Object of game is 
to obtain highest points. Con- 
sists of 5 dice, dice cup, score 
pad, 2 pencils, 20 bonus chips, 
instruction booklet. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

Extra Score Pads. Package of 4. 
3 N 2862—Wt. 10 oz.Pkg. 89c 

Staunton-style Starter Set. 

beginner. 
Large lithographed board 
1434-in. sq., numbered to 
make each move easier to 

Molded 
ivory and black pieces . . 
weighted, felted 
stands25 in. Wt.1 Ib. 120z. 
3N28001...... 

This superb Chess Set captures 

the splendor of Napoleon's court 

5% 
Molded in exquisite detail—French beige and im- 
perial-blue styrene pieces, heavily weighted and 
felted. All are mounted on imperial drum decor- 
ated with traditional crest. Napoleon is king . . 
stands a full 5 inches. Simulated leather chest with 
2 lift-out trays. Board 1634x1634 in. With in- 
struction booklet and historical outlines on pieces. 
Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
3 N 28005 —Shipping weight 6 pounds. $15.99 

As above but with 44-in. king. 1574-in. board. 
3 N 28006— Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz.. . .$6.79 

Staunton-style Chess Men. 
A chess player's personal 
chess set. Molded in tough 
unbreakable jade and 
ivory-color styrene plastic 
Felted and weighted. King 
stands 25$ inches. Packed 
in small, compact box. No 
board. Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. 
3 N 28024.....,...$1.79 

sí yrene 

King 

$2.79 

Chip Racks . . low as $399 

“Ject-a-Chip" plastic. Push down center han- 
dle—chips eject one at a time. Beige and brown 

color. Space for 2 card decks. 240 standard 14-in. 
diameter tilt-edge plastic chips in 5 colors. 
3 N 28014—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz... ..$6.79 

2 Solid Wood. Deluxe outfit richiy lacquered 

black walnut on felted revolving base. With 2 
decks of standard plastic-coated cards and 200 
tilt-edge chips in 3 colors . . 134-in. diam. Handle. 
3 N 28025—Shipping wt. 4 pounds... ..$10.99 

3 Plastic. Revolves at a touch. Mahogany color, 
200 tilt-edge plastic chips . . 134-in. diam.incl. 

3 N 2811—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 11 oz... ..$3.99 

ITS THE SAME AS CHECKERS 
.ONLY SLOWER,” 



Ted Williams® Basketball ^ 
and NCAA-size fiber glass Backboard 

Save *3.50 me dd $6699 niin 
Our finest quality basketball combined with our best backboard . . family fun for 
either driveway or hardwood court. Ted Williams Basketball has extra tough vinyl 
cover vulcanized over nylon-wound buty! bladder for better shape retention. Back- 

board is official size 54x35 inches, Made of 1-inch solid, molded fiber glass, it never 
warps, rusts or rots . . has just-right response for those special shots. ¥einch steel 
goal, all-weather 12-loop polyethylene net. 

This Ted Williams Basketball was approved by Jack Twyman because it has a raised 
seam design to improve shooting accuracy, make the ball easier to control . . will hold 
its shape better and longer thanks to over 2 miles of scientifically wound nylon over a 
tough butyl bladder. Goal has mounting hardware; mount backboard with flat wall 
or slant roof bracket shown below. 
6 N 1831N2 — Combination ball, backboard, goal and net. Wt. 55 Ibs. ..... Set $66.95 
6 N 1877N — Backboard, goal and net only. Shipping wt. 53 Ibs........... Set 59.95 

Combination ball, ¥s-inch goal and white cotton twine net (not shown) 
6 N 1824C2 — Shipping weight 10 pounds 
6N 1871C — Goal and cotton twine net only. Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 
6N 1818—Basketball only. Shi weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 

Extra tough vinyl Basketball, 
steel Backboard, '/2-inch steel Goal 

Save 32.50 combination $3932 
Our better quality basketball. Plays well on any 
surface. Butyl bladder, over a mile of nylon winding. 
Needle. Y2-in. steel goal, 12-loop cotton net. Steel 
backboard. 54x35 in. 
6 N 1825N3 — Shipping weight 71 Ibs. . . Set $39.32 
Steel backboard and goal. 
6 N 1861N2 — Shipping wt. 69 Ibs...... Set 32.95 
Ball, goal and net. 
6 N 1821C2 —Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. Save $/..Set 10.86 
6 N 1869C — Goal, net only. Wt. 61bs....Set 2.99 
6N 1812 — Ball only. Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. E 
Ball with *s-inch goal and net (i 
6 N 1827C2 — Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. Save $/ 

Rugged vinyl Basketball with 
Masonite Presdwood® Backboard, Goal 

Save $1.50 combination $2286 
Official size. Over Y+ mile of nylon wound over 
butyl bladder helps ball keep its shape. Needle. 
Steel goal has braced '/-inch rim . . cotton twine 
net, 8 tieless net locks. *s-inch thick Masonite 
Presdwood® backboard. 
6N 1826N3 —Shipping wt. 50 Ibs... .... Set $22.86 
Goal and Backboard Set. 
6N 1859N2 — Shipping weight 48 Ibs. . . Set $17.49 
Ball with goal and net. 
6N 1819C2 — Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs, Save 75c 
6N 1800 — Ball only. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... . 

Economy Basketball, Js-inch Goal Set 

Save 50* combination s656 

Good quality ball gives lively action. Pebble grain 
vinyl cover wears well. Needle included. Ys-inch 
steel goal, 8-loop cotton twine net. 
6 N 1816C2 — Shipping wt. 6 lbs. . . Set $6.56 
6 N 1849C — Goal and net. Wt. 4 Ibs.....Set 2.19 
6 N 1810— Basketball only. Wt. 11b. 4 oz... 4.87 

SHIPPING NOTE: “N” items (as 6N1825N) sent freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 

Casiod Dade scum by deisihiaitnisetedimical com 
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JACK TWYMAN 
Member of Sears Sports 
Advisory Staff, former N.B.A. 
star, now a sports commen. 
tator for AB.C. Basketball 
Game of the Week. 

Brackets for flat wall or posts. Rigid steel construction. 
Brackets extend 12 inches. Box of 2. 

6 N 1862— Shipping weight 8 pounds Box $5.99 

2 Brackets for slant roof. Steel. Adjust to any angle. 
6N 1864C — Box of 2. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. . Box $5.99 

Official-size 

Soccer Ball 

Official 32-panel design. Heavy 
gauge butyl bladder with genuine 
leather cover helps ball keep its 
shape. Black and white stitched 
panels in pro-look. Needle in- 
cluded. From Japan or Pakistan. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
6N2466.. Each $9.95 
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Pond's Beauty Bar 

She'll feel like a movie'star having all her 
own “beauty secrets." Includes: lotion, 
cold cream, tissues, lipstick, comb, tooth- 
brush, paste, hair brush, finger brush, 
emery board, orange stick, face powder, 
puff, bubble bath, tumbler, chap stick 
White molded plastic cabinet, sliding 
doors, Adhesive hangers. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N 5019—15x12x214 in. high..... $3.99 

Little girls 

learn grooming 

with these Toys 

Cosmetic Vanity 

Ponytail teenage motif on washable vinyl 
plastic case. Contains pretend lipstick, 2 
powder puffs, perfume bottle and atom- 
izer, 3-way vanity mirror, powder and 
rouge compacts, hand mirror, comb, 
cuticle scissors, emery board, nail buffer, 
nail-white pencil. 9x4x5 in. high 

49 N 1396—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 32.44 

Betsy McCall's Pac 

Sturdy, white calf-grained washable vinyl 

hat box with zip-around lid. Lift-out tray 
contains: lipstick, lotion, flower, nail pol- 
ish, emery board, toothbrush, hair brush, 

comb, 16-page beauty booklet. Roomy 
bottom compartment. 

49N1283-11x334 in. deep. Wt. 2 Ibs. $3.44 

Vanity with real mirror and bench . . 
big and sturdy to play "grown up” 

Looks just like mother’s. Of interlocking, reinforced fiberboard with 
dainty provincial print on pink. Center cosmetic shelf, 
4 open shelves, 5x8-in. mirror in plastic frame, 
79N1113C-3?x33x11}¢ in. high. Assembly instructions. Wt. 8 Ibs. 

Dresser-top Ensemble. 8-piece pink pearl-a-tone plastic set. Comb, 
brush, 2 mirrors, tray, 2 jars, picture frame. 
49N1322—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 

40 inches Tall 

Shirley Temple 

Paper Doll 

Big as the little girl who 

owns it is this large 
playmate, real as life. 
Doll and clothes are 
sturdily made of heavy- 
duty cardboard on strong 

easel, Dresses and acces- 
sories attach easily with 
exclusive new Giant snap- 
ons. . especially for small 
finge 

Five outfits are from 
Shirley's greatest movies 

Jewelry Case with assorted Jewelry 

Any girl will love this elegant light blue case with 12 
pieces of "grown up" size jewelry including: neck- 
laces, bracelets, pins, earrings and a ring. Simulated 
leather cover has gold color tooled design inside and 
outside lid. Removable tray, imitation suede-lined, 
has 12 sections, 5 ring slots. Rayon satin-lined base, 

"Bobbi-Sox" Accessory Set 

So practical to carry to school—and so much fun. 
Roomy, 7x7 inch bucket-style bag with fold-over flap 
and handle. Made of white, calf-grained vinyl plastic. 
Brightly decorated with 5-color embossed bobbi-sox 
figures. Holds matching; photo-album, 3x334 in., with 
10 acetate view-flaps. Autograph album, 634x4 in 

Captain January, Heidi, 

Rebecca of Sunnybrook 
Farm, Wee Willie Win- 

je, Little Miss Marker. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 

79 N 13201 3277 

inside cover. 814x546x234 in. 
4N4400E—18c Fed. Exc, Tax incl. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
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Pencil case with zipper closing 8x4 in. 
49 N 1284— Shipping weight 14 ounces $2.97 

Musical Purse 

She shall have music wherever she goes with 
this glamorous purse. Every time your little 
Miss raises the lid, she hears a lilting tune. So 
much excitement for her friends, too. Music 
box compartment in lid . . has hand-wind 
works. Purse itself is gold color metal filigree: 
Plastic top and bottom. Mirror included. 
About 5x3x3 inches high. 
49 N 1052— Shipping weight 1 Ib. $2.99 

$2.66 

Snap-Link Kit 

Let your youngster design 

jewelry by merely snapping 
any combination of pieces to- 
gether. Approximately 200 col- 
orful plastic links: round, oval, 
square and flower shapes in a 
big variety of sizes and as- 
sorted colors. 
49 N 1367—Wt. 1 1b....$2.44 



^ ASQ 

Regular Gauge 
Cars, engines, acces- 
sories for Allstate reg- 
ular gauge or any sets 
with 1%-in. wide track 

Twin Diesel. Headlamp 
lights up the track ahead. 

Equipped with automatic 
coupler. Electric motor has 
oilless bronze bearings. 
High-impact plastic; die- 
cast metal wheels. 2494 in. 
long. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 

~y i 

Diesel Switcher makes 
rhythmic diesel noise. 
Headlight. Automatic 
couplers on both ends. 
Electric motor, bronze 
bearings. Steel and plastic; 
die-cast metal wheels. 1034 
in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 

gauge Accesso) les 

Motorized Cars run by remote control 
Handcar, Two work- 
men pump the cross- 
bars as car goes around. 
track. Electric motor, 
oilless bronze bearings. 
Plastic and steel; die- 
cast metal wheels. 614 
in, long. Wt. 12 oz. 

49 N 9782 $11.99 — 49 N 9783. $9.99 49 N9753........$339 

Make landscape with Scene-O-Rama Kit $789 
Create a 4x8-foot life-like countryside for your train to scoot around. Kit 
includes: true-color lichen in 3 shades to make 15 natural-looking trees, lots of 
shrubbery. Grass-color and earth-color mats of flocked-on fiber to form roads, 
paths and contrast . . can be cut or draped for dozens of effects. Snow-capped 
plastic tunnel fits HO, O or Regular gauge trains, 3 tiny lamp posts light up, 
are wired to attach to any electric track. 
79 N 9713C—With easy-to-follow instructions. Shipping weight 5 Ibs... . .$7.89 

Operating Cars add action to your train 
Log Car, Touch button to unload 5 Wrecker-crane . . ready to roll in 
logs into plastic bin. Controls, wir- emergencies. Hand wheels control 

ing, special track section included. boom and cable. Cab swivels. 12 inches 
Plastic and steel car, 814 inches long. long, plastic and steel construction. 

N9761—Shipping wt. 12 oz., $4.39 — 49 N9786—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. , $3.99 

=) 

(3) lighted Passenger Cars, Haul 
Riders silhouetted in 

hiny metal. Astradome 

Cattle Car. As train stops, door 
slides open, steer steps out, climbs 

back aboard when train starts, Car, 
shown. Shpg. wt. each, 1 Ib. track, wiring, plastic ramp included. 
49N9770-11-inch, Astradome,.. $3.47 — 914.in. long plastic and steel car. 
49N9771-1034-inch Observation. 3.47 — 49 N9763—Shipping wt. 1 Ib... .. $3.47 

All cars have automatic couplers Io match Allstate Regular Gauge sets, die-cost metal wheels 
Wi. 

Working Pieces make a train layout more exciting 
[5] Remote Control Whistling Sta- o 

fig 
Lighted Revolving Beacon. 

tion. Steel, 9x5}4x5 in. high. 
Push button on control panel, hear 
loud train whistle. 
49 N 9739 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. . .$4:27 

[|] Remote Control Barrel Loader. 
Press a button, truck takes bar- 

rel from loading chute to car (not 
incl). Plastic, 8%x8x5 in. high. 
Plastic barrels, push button control 

ry wiring included. 
t. 1 1b. 6 oz : 

7] Automatic Grade-crossing 
Shack and Watchman, As train 

nears, watchman comes out with 
stop sign, gate lowers. Steel shack 
44 in. high. Base 7x634 in. Wires incl. 
49 N 9760—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... $3.39 

g) Plastic Water Tower. Adjustable 
spout, 834 in. high, 434-in. diam. 

49 N 9731 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. 7e 

396 SEARS sxuscois 
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Beams red one direction, green 
the other. Plastic, 1244 in. high. 
49 N 9740—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... $1.89. 

fo] Automatic 2-Light Block Signal. 
Train stops on red, goes on 

green. Manual switch. Plastic, 734 
in. high. 2 track sections included 
49 N 9745—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.....$1.89 

fii] Automatic Crossing Flasher. 2 
— lights flash alternately as train 
passes. Plastic, 7 in. high. 
49 N 9742—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... .$1.89 

fia) Crossing Gate. 8-in. arm lowers 
as train passes, Plastic. Wires. 

49 N 9743—Shipg. wt. 8 oz.....$1.89 

fa) Three Lighted Lamp Posts. Plas- 
tic, 6 in. high. Wires included. 

49 N 9737 —Shpg. wt. 10 oz... . $1.95 

tail, finishes 
steel. 18 inches long. 
49 N 9732—Shipping weight 2 lbs.. 

Colorfully lithographed steel. 
49 N 9729 —10 in. long, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

high. Plastic construction. 
49 N 9741 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 

ons, hand carts, signs, etc, Plastic. 
49 N 9772—Shipping weight 10 oz..... 

|] Trestle Bridge, Embossed rivet-head de- 
in bright aluminum finish 

$1.95 

(5) Tunnel. Decorated with landscape scene. 

87c 

16] Trestle-Viaduct Set. Create an exciting 
2-level figure-8 layout with grades and 

curves. 24 graduated trestles and viaduct will 
hold up to 22 feet of track. 14 to 414 inches 

$3.89 

I) 30-piece Accessory Set. 15 workmen, 
passengers, in various poses; freight wag- 

98c 

ij] 29 -pc. Railroad Kit. Ideal for any regular- 
C size train layout. Includes 12 telephone 
poles, 12 railroad right-of-way signs, sema- 
phore, signal, crossing gate, lamp post and 
grade cross 
Scenery 
49 N 975 

molded plastic. 
‘Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. - 

ng for autos (track not incl.). For 

$279 



All our Betsy dolls 
have these 

lovable features: 

The most precious baby face 
ever to win an adoring little 
girl's heart. Go-to-sleep eyes 
that seem to ask for the 
most tender loving care. 
Sturdy plastic body, jointed 
legs, moving arms and head 
have a skin-soft touch. 

Citai Dade scans by dieisihiainiselediwical com 

23-inch doll drinks, wets, 
coos and cries real tears. 

$1498 vs 

13-inch infant with 
rooted Saran hair. 
Drinks, wets, cries. 

Betsy Wetsy with tub and layette 

p Betsy loves to be bathed in her tub bursting with fragrant 
bubbles. Dressed in romper. Rooted Saran hair is baby styled. 

Layette includes: assorted style cotton dress and bonnet; diaper; 
2 safety pins; 3 powder puffs, bottle and nipple; soap; wash- 
cloth; tissues; 6 clothes pins; booties. Molded plastic tub in 
size to fit each doll, package of 12 oz. bubble bath. Betsy 
Wetsy makes a perfect gift all year around. 
49 N 3167 —13-inch doll, layette, tub. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $7.98 
49 N 3168—17-inch doll, layette, tub. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. ..M.98 
79 N 3169 C—23-inch doll, layette. tub. Her tub has bracket to fit 
across standard size bathtub, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... .... $14.98 

TODDLERS 

Bane ves $998 16-inch. 
Drinks, wets $679 

Infant Betsy with accessories 

(2) Betsy comes ready to be loved in cotton shirt, diaper 
and blanket. She cries softly when squeezed. Her 

accessories are washcloth, soap, booties, bottle, nipple. 
49 N 3156—13-inch doll with molded hair. Wt. 2 Ibs..$5.79 
49 N 3152—13-inch doll with rooted Saran hair. 

ipping weight 2 pounds d 6.66 
49 N 3166—17-inch doll w/rooted Saran (washable) hair. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 oz. ........ esee $94 

Betsy Wetsy Toddlers in 2-piece outfits 

Betsy grows up. She's perfectly proportioned to sit. like 
a baby or stand like a toddler. No wonder her expressive 
little face looks so perky . . she feels that way, dressed 
in her smart 2-piece outfit with pert matching bonnet 
and vinyl shoes. She's always ready for feeding time 
with her own bottle. Lifelike detail will capture toddler's 
heart. Has beautiful, rooted Saran hair. 
(3) 49 N 3051—16-inch doll. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $679 
(4) 49 N3155—19-inch doll. Shipping weight 3 lbs.. 9.98 

Happi-Time Doll in playpen 95 

with layette . . drinks and wets s9 
What little mother could resist loving this! 18-inch baby 
just asks to be hugged. Soft, vinyl head turns, has 
go-to-sleep eyes, “pixie” style Saran hair. Jointed, 
chubby little curved arms and legs, distinct fingers 
and toes. Wears cotton diaper, robe, knit booties. Has 

cotton dress, hat, plastic panties, jacket, diaper, towel, 
sponge, soap, bottle. 17x18x12-inches high varnished 
wood playpen has easy-roll casters and a padded floor. 
79 N 3120C—Shipping weight 7 pounds..........-. $9.95 



3M Games . . fascinating contests of skill and strategy $795 

BOOKSHELF GAMES .. FIT EASILY ON YOUR SHELF 

Twixt, Absorbing chess-like strategy of move and counter-move. Each play- 
er tries to connect his border with an unbroken chain of linked pegs before 

his opponent does. For 2 to 4 players. Case, board, pegs, links, instructions. 

3 N 2905— Postpaid. (Shipping weight 1 pound 15 ounces). .........$7-95 

Stocks and Bonds. Not a bit of risk as player invests thousands, trades and 
sells securities, Unique calculator totals profits, losses. For 2 to 8 players. 

Board, case, chalk, eraser, dice, calculator, rules. 
3 N 2904— Postpaid. (Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces). . . .......$7.95 

Facts in Five. Fast-moving game of knowledge pits players against time 

and each other, tests ability of quick recall of facts. For 1 to 6 players. 
Case, cards, letter tiles, timer, score pads, instructions. 
3 N 2914— Postpaid. (Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces). .........$7.95 

nbo Doc cate tyr di bid nisdlbcivi ca cod 

Solitaire Board 32 69 

Mini-board, cards and instruction 

book . . new fun with an old favorite 

Mini-board solitaire, has lap-size board 
(14x12x1 inch) of polystyrene with slots 
to hold cards in play, pockets for storing 
cards and 120-page book “150 Different 
Ways to Play Solitaire." Ideal for travel- 
ers, stay-at-homes, everyone. 
3 N 28027—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ..$2.69 

Giant Tripoley 3599 

Special design with extra large layout . . 
27x42 inches . . with ample room for 2 to 9 
players . . perfect for parties. Long-lasting 
vinyl plastic in green color with gold-color 
printing is foam-rubber backed, won't 
slide in play. Popular favorite for young 
and old, combines all the fun and excite- 
ment of poker, hearts and Michigan 
rummy.'Easy to learn. With 200 inter- 
locking plastic chips, decks of cards, rules. 

3 N 2848C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs......$5.99 

Compact Tripoley Set $)99 

Smaller Tripoley layout in vinyl plastic 
measures 27x27 inches . . wipes clean with 
a damp cloth. As few as two or as many as 
nine people can play at one time. Set is 
complete with 100 interlocking plastic 
chips, deck of playing cards, easy-to-follow 
rules. So easy to buy when you just use 
the phone. 
3 N 2844—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz.. .$2.99 

each 
SPORTS GAMES . . PLASTIC-COVERED GAME-BOARD CASES 

4| Thinking Man's Golf. Play 18 holes from the best courses in the U.S. Luck, 
strategic planning and skill govern scoring ability. Game board, distance 

finder, distance-and-direction chart, dice, score pad, pencil. 
3 N 2913 — Posipaid. (Shipping weight 1 pound 15 ounces). ..$7.95 

Big League Baseball. Player manages his own team, chooses line-up, calls 
pitches, calls for plays. Results of pitches, hits easily figured on the calcu- 

lator. Board, calculator, tabulator, 6 runners, dice, chart, cards, 
3 N 2912— Postpaid. (Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces).........$7.95 

G Pro Football. Player calls plays as action moves up and down the field. 
Governed by official rules, with gains, losses easily calculated. Board, 

calculator, tabulator, shift cards, dice, marker, ruler, pencil. 
3 N2911—Postpaid. (Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces)... ......$7.95 

Liar's Poker 3|79 

> The old Army game in a new, clever 
% — form. Poker-by-the-numbers . . you 
~ winor lose depending on how well 
= you bluff. For 2 players .. or a 

whole crowd. Two decks of special 
plastic-coated cards in plastic box, 
complete instructions. 

3 N 28026-Wt. 7 oz... Set $1.79 

- 

a - - 

Jigsaw Puzzles 

Each with over 500 
interlocking pieces 33 50 

Fascinating shapes, exciting sub- 
jects . . each one a challenge! 

7j Color Motion . . Op art at its 
most exciting in a diamond- 

shaped puzzle, 2034x204 in. 
Black-and-white. 
3 N 2824—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs..$3.50 

Race-a-bouts. Octagonal, 203- 
in. diameter with colorful re- 

creations of antique autos. 
3 N 2823—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs..$3.50 

9 Song Birds. Favorite birds of 
field and forest in all their bright 

plumage. 2034-in. diam. 
3 N 2821—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..$3.50 

1 Butterflies. 25 colorful species, 
shown in breathtaking color. 

2034-in. diameter. 
3 N 2822—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs..$3.50 



The Confidence Builders 

“A few minutes of daily exercise 
with these weights helps keep me in top shape," 

—says 

only man in history to win the 

Olympic Decathelon twice .. and now 
à member of the Sears Sports Advisory 
Staff 

Interlocking plates 

Ends 
throw 
when you're lifting 

Dumbbell bars 
Two 16inch dumbbell 
bars with locking collars 
are included in set 

402 

and collars 
shifting..won't 
you off balance 

TED WILLIAMS 
Barbell-Dumbbell Sets 

plus Padded Exercise Bench 
Vinyl encased plates end noisy clang. 

won't mar your floors 

Chrome plated steel knurled sleeves rotate 
for smooth, fluid lifts 

Bench lets you do a variety of weight lifting 
exercises 
Big pedestal legs swing out in 180° arc to 
help steady bench. 

J Barbell-Dumbbell Sets. Plastic coated 
collars,"protective vinyl end tips on bars. 

Positive locking outside collars. Set includes 
5¥s-foot bar plus two 16-inch dumbbell bars, 
wrench and instructions. 

160-Ib. Set. Four 2¥/s-Ib., four 5-Ib., six 10-Ib. 
and two 25-Ib. plates. Shpg. wt. 163 Ibs. 
6N 1516N3 $5 monthly . Cash $31.95 
210-Ib. Set. Four 2¥/2-Ib., four 5-Ib., six 10-Ib., 
and four 25-Ib, plates. Shpg. wt. 214 Ibs, 
6N 1517N4 —$5 monthly Cash $42.95 

Exercise Bench. Polyfoam padded . . vinyl 
covered. Adjustable arms. Partially as- 

sembled. Shpg. wt. 42 Ibs. 
6 N 1526L —$4 monthly Cash $28.95 

Barbell-Dumbbell Set with Exercise Bench. 

160-Ib. Set. Separately totals $60.90. Wt. 205 Ibs. 
6N 1538N4 —$5 monthly . Cash $58.90 

210-Ib. Set. Separately totals $71.90. Wt. 256 lbs. 
6N 1539N5 —$5 monthily .......- Cash $69.40 

PCBKM Sears} ‘nrg 

m— ——————— 

Patterned after sets for dad 
and big brother at left, this 

junior set has same vinyl-en- 
cased plates that interlock to 
prevent shifting. 

Set includes four 2'/s-Ib. and 
two 5-lb. plates; a 38-in. chrome- 
plated steel bar; two dumbbell 
bars and collars; a wrench to 
lock set-screws in place. In- 
structions included. 

Shipping weight 29 Ibs. 
6NI555SL......... Set $10.50 
NOTE: If unusual pain or disease 
exists, consult physician before or 
dering exercise equipment. 

e tts ong 
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Save $2 combination 

5 g90 160-pound 
Set with Bench 

Save $2.50 combination 

$6940 210-pound 
Set with Bench 

160-pound 
Set only :3 [95 

(3) 
Ted Williams 
vinyl-encased 
Dumbbell Sets 

Ted Williams 
26-pound 

Junior Weight 
t Sel 

s1050 

4 One-piece Dumbbells. Use 
them in the morning, be- 

fore lunch, at bed time or any- 
time to help tone up muscles. 
Bronze colored vinyl casing. 
Two per box. 

Box of two 10-pound Weights. 

6N 1550C — Wt. 21 Ibs... $9.50 

Box of two 8-pound Weights. 
6N 1549C — Wt. 17 lbs. .. $7.75 
Box of two 5-pound Weights. 
6N1548 — Wt. 10 Ibs, 4 oz.$6.75 

Box of two 3-pound Weights. 
6N1547 — Wt. 6 Ibs, 207..$5.75 

210-pound 
Set only 

14295 

he, 

36-pound Dumbbell Set. You 
can start using these right 

after that big Christmas dinner. 
Set includes two 16-inch bars 
with chrome-plated sleeves; 4 
collars; end-tip protectors and 
wrench. Four 5-pound and four 
2V.-pound bronze color vinyl 
jacketed plates that won't mar 
encased plates. 

Shipping weight 37 pounds. 
6 N 1522K.......... Set $11.50 

Shipping Note 

"N" items these 2 pages (as 6 N 
1538N) are sent freight (rail or 
truck) or by express. 



[i] Electric Corn Popper. Watch 
corn pop under heat-proof 

glass top. Dispense by tilting 

hinged popper . . fill bowls from 
vending spout. Aluminum pan, 
red, white steel dispenser, storage 
shelf. 4 plastic bowls, popcorn, 
recipes. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 12x9x17 in. 
79 N 1865C—Wt. 9 Ibs. 12 02...$9.39 

(2) Coca-Cola Dispenser. “Small 
fry” operate it easily. Dis- 

penses directly from regular size 
bottle . , up to 9 ounces. Bottle is 
easy to insert. Pull handle, liquid 
pours freely. Four 2-in. plastic 
“Coke” glasses. Red, white plastic 
dispenser. 6x9x1034 in. 
49 N 1819—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, $2.69 

Delicious refreshments 

served by young ones 

ice Cream, ice Pops Combina- 
tion. Takes less than 1 minute to 

make delicious ice cream or sherbet. 
Make, decorate Mr. Potato Head, 
Ice Pops too . . set includes 6 Lik-m- 
aids, 3 pkgs. candy sprinkles, 2 
Kool Shakes, 2 molds, 10 Ice Pop 
sticks, plastic spoon and instructions. 
12x12x6-in. plastic machine. 

49 N 1815—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. $2.99 

(4) Sodo-Pop Fountain. Serve re- 
freshments “drugstore” style. 

Holds 3 standard pop bottles, up to 
9 oz. Dispense by pressing any of 3 
pumps. 6 plastic cups, 3 sections 
with lids for ice cream, Flavor name 
inserts for each pump. Red and 
white plastic. 1014x8!4x11 in. 

49N1805-Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. $3.88 

Create funny faces 

Mr. & Mrs. Jolly Cholly. 
Youngsters spend hours 
changing faces of this fas- 
cinating “magnetic” funny 

face couple. Both faces can 
be changed just by switching 

eyes, mouths and hats (in 
cluded). All pieces stay in 
position held by permanent 
magnets. Use set over and 
over . . never wears out 
Sturdy plastic. 

49 N1883—Wt. 100z.. $1.99 

Mr. and Mrs. Potato Head 

develop into personality- 
plus characters with the help 

of fruits and vegetables. 
Dapper Mr. Potato scoots 
around in his car and boat 

< 

NU ̀ S 
5) Play-coins operate "Coke" Dis- 

penser. Let little one treat play- 

mates to cooling drinks. He slips coin 
into slot . . puts glass under opening 

presses button. Steel and plastic machine 

lights up, releases liquid in tank, shuts 
off. Includes 3 plastic glasses, "coins 
Uses 2 batteries (not incl., order below). 

49 N 1880—5x7x914 in. Wt. 2 Ibs...$3.88 
34 N 4650— Batteries. Wt. 8 oz...2 for 30c 

@ “Fizzies" Fountain. Dispenses color- 
ful "Fizzies" as soda pop . . tastes 

like real carbonated soda including 
fizz that tickles the nosé. Drop tablets 

into cylinders, add water . . presto . . 
real '*Fizzies" soda pop flows. Complete 
with “Fizzies”, cups, instructions. Du- 
rable plastic. 12x4x1234 in. 
49 N 1829—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $2.59 

Design with Play-Doh, forms made in exciting Fun Factory 

trailer while his gay Mrs. 
drives auto with shopping 

trailer. Set includes 2 sets 
plastic features—eyes, noses, 
ears, hats, glasses, bodies, 

Children make endless variations of modeling fun forms and shapes with Play-Doh 
modeling compound. They spend many quiet hours working with this red and gray plastic 
Fun Factory equipped with plastic pump action and extruder handle. Set includes 12 
interchangeable custom dies; plastic trimmer, die storage tray and instruction book of 
ideas. 2 cans of Play-Doh and 2 cans of Wood-D oh included. 

etc. Also cars and trailers. 49 N 1840— Size 15x1134x3 in. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. : $3.29 
Box is 15x1014x3 in. 49 N 1839—12x3x10.in. factory, 4 dies, 1 can Play-Doh. No tray. Wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. 199 

49NI751-Wt. 1 Ib. 402. $1.66 49 N 1871—Order extra Play-Doh. 4 cans in assorted colors. Wt. 2 Ibs. S oz 82c 
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$329 $445 
Add these exciting, plastic Scale Cars and Diesel Workhorse to your HO train 

Set of 4 Extra Cors,.tomakelong- — 1) Diesel Industrial Switcher, Yard 
switching is real fun with this pow- 
erful, compact unit. Operating cou- 
plers on front, back. Brass wheels. 
Powerful 4-wheel drive. 4 in. long. 
49 N 9997—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $4.45 

“Notional Model Railroad Association 
couplers on oll cars. See the following 
page for more details. 

Automatic Lumber Car. Unload logs 3] Automatic Box Car, Train stops, 
er trains and add more realism and by tapping a push-button. 6-in. car, — door opens, man steps onto plat- 

dispatching fun. All are high-impact log bin, special track, wiring. form, jumps back in as train leaves. 
plastic and have 8 nylon wheels (4 — 49 N 9946—Shipping weight 8 oz.....$3.29 — 49 N 9945—6-in. car. Wt. 8 oz. . .$3.29 
each on 2 nylon trucks), operating 
couplers, authentic R.R. markings. — [7] 
Box, cement cars; flat car with 2 
autos; gondola 5 to 6 in. long. 
49 N 9965—Wt. 11b. Was $4.99.$3.99 

$i 
Plastic HO Accessories 

Avto Carrier. Drive 4 scale model 
autos up the loading ramp. 2 

levels. 634-in. carrier. 
49 N 9576—Shipping wt. 4 oz, 

Operating Crane Car. 2 hand wheels — [1] 
. one raises and lowers boom, other 

lifts and lowers hook. Rotating cab. 

49 N 9938—S-in. car. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .$3.29 $1.89 

Landscape 
Materials 

Build mountains, roads, 
trees, shrubs with easy-to- 
use materials. No special 

= 

(8) tools or skills needed. 
fig] Grass and Earth Mots. 

Colored fiber glued to 
heavy paper 
79 N 9571 C—Grass. 50x99 

5) Crossing Gate. As train approaches, 
— gate swings down, raises after train 
passes. Special track, wiring included. 
49 N 9947 —3M in. long. Wt. 4 02.52.49 in, Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. $2.79 

A 79 N 9572C—Earth, 33x48 5) Crossing Flasher, Lights flash alter- "eoo «60. 2 
— nately as train approaches. Special i Eos in. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib......94¢ 
track, wiring included. 
49 N 9954—234 in. high. Wt. 4 oz. $2.49 

[7] 2-light Block Signol. Green light 
— changes to red as train passes. Spe. 
cial track, wiring included. 
49 N 9957 —274 in. high. Wt. 6 oz..$2.49 

[8] Semaphore. Arm lowers and light 
changes from green to red as train 

passes, Special track, wiring included. 
49 N 9955—4 in. high, Wt. 6 02...$2.49 

[9] Trestle Set. 30 graduated trestles, 
— plus bridge piers. Build over and 
under figure 8's, or add hills. 
49 N 9915— Plastic, Wt. 12 oz... 

IA WI 

fi] Tree and Shrub Mate- 
rial. Lichen plants 

treated to stay soft, flex- 
ible. True-to-life colors. 
49 N9573— Shipping weight 
12 ounces. -$2.79 

Remote Control Whistling Station. Press 
push-button on panel, hear loud train 
"woo-woo". Plastic and steel. 8 inches 
long. Wiring included. Shipping weight 
1 pound 4 ounces. 

.$4.98 

TITI 
Tw 

without 
batteries 

$2.69 

*H151 ^ Plenty rugged to take the rough handling of younger engineers. Powered 
by 3 flashlight batteries that fit into passenger station. Lever on roof 

| HG Yt ani stops, starts, reverses train. Set includes high-impact plastic locomo- 
tive, tender, gondola and caboose. 12 curved sections, 1 straight, 1 re- 

weer clo eir x ux railer-terminal. Track makes 3534x301¢-in. oval. 2134-in. train. 
49 N 9517M—Use 3 “D" batteries, order below. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... .$4.99 

Plastic Rail and Road Scenery Set. 
About 39 pieces in all. Includes rail. 
road signs, billboards, 18 telephone 
poles, people, and 4 cars, plus sema- 
phore signal and watering station. All 
built to HO scale. 
49 N 9964—Shpg wt. 11b... ..... $2.99 

Cutod pane scans by chistes müuseleciiicd pom 

Plastic Building Set. About 43 pieces in 

all. Fine detail and realistic coloring 
Includes switch tower, station, coal 
tower, 3 houses, 12 telephone poles, 
farm buildings, animals, figures. Build- 
ings snap together. All HO Scale. 
79 N 9967C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. ..... $5.98 

49 N 465624 —"' D" batteries. Shipping weight two, 8 oz. . ..2 for 39c 

Turn the page for complete HO Sets 



20-inch Thumbelina 

p Here’s an armful of cuddly softness. 
Wind disc in back and she begins to 

wriggle and cry as she stretches. Easy to 
spoil—just pick her up, she wriggles and 
stops crying. A joy to hold . . she's light as 
a feather. Dressed in knit cotton outfit 
Vinyl head, rooted Saran hair; painted 
features; floppy vinyl arms, legs; cotton 
doth body, plastic foam filled. Poses 
naturally like live baby. 
49 N 3245—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz.. ...$12.99 

. bounce her on your knee 

Go-to-sleep eyes. 

49 N 3631—20.inch doll. Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
79 N 3687 C—24-inch doll, Wt. 4 Ibs. 

(9 TAMMY. 
Saran hair. 

49N rdc Tb weight 12 oz. 

CGutiod pane scans by cheisimatausebecindcd pui 

and she coos gleefully 

(3) Winsome moods to please her mom. Flexible 
arms and legs allow her to be placed in many 

poses. Comes in nylon dress with cotton bloomers, 
knit booties. Viny! arms, legs, head. Her rooted 
Saran hair is wispy baby style and is tied with pretty 
ribbon bows. Cotton body filled with plastic foam. 

Famous T. V. Kissy Doll 

(z) Just press her hands to- 
gether, she'll pucker up 

and actually kiss you with a 

resounding smack. 22 inches 
high with lovely rooted Saran 
hair, go-to-sleep eyes, jointed 
plastic body, moving vinyl 
head and arms. Wears cotton 
dress with matching panties, 
shoes. Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 
79 N3291C $10.88 

$9.95 
12.95 

Tiny 14-inch Thumbelina 

. so cuddly and soft 
$677 

EE S r re Aea oas $2.28 (5) Wind her up and she wriggles like a real 
ta s kae Carefully sewn, finely detailed. Made in Japan. baby. Vinyl head with painted features, 

Outfit. Cotton pajama taloon bottoms, slippers. arms and legs. Cotton cloth body, filled with 

n sem Set her Lived with comb and cm included. Outát only. plastic foam, rooted Saran hair. Wears or- 
49 N 3764— Shipping weight 6 ounces. gandy dress, cotton slip, diaper, booties. 
(8) Tennis Outfit. Cotton overblouse with APRES e 49 N 3211—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz........9677 

rece m Ms tar p O Cotton Creeper; rattle, clothes pins, 
knit booties. Gift boxed. 

0 * Beau and Cotton sn tache hood; 49 N 3242— Shipping weight 10 oz......$237 

49 N3766 — Shipping weight 6 Cotton Pram suit; booties, 2 plastic 
(2) LUNO fe STE SSPE turtle-neck sweater, hangers. Gift boxed. 
tary and EDT. yen A Lo to match. Tiny dummy 49 N 3244—Shipping weight 10 oz......$3.49 

Eri ae eren eir vet gena ra SEARS 401 



Black and white prints 
in 10 seconds 

These two cameras give you color prints in 60 seconds . . 
Black and white prints in 15 seconds 

FAMOUS POLAROID CAMERA OUTFITS 

Polaroid Swinger 

Light-and-easy camera with built-in 

flash . . always in focus, always tells 
you when to shoot . . promises clear, 

bright black-and-whites 

sox. 91988 
Just turn a button until the Swinger says 
“Yes”, click the shutter, in ten seconds 
you have your 244x334-in. picture! Built-in 
flash uses AG-1 bulbs (not incl.) for great in- 
door pictures. Plastic body. Camera, plastic 
carrying case, one roll type 20 Polaroid film. 

3 N 9600—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... ..$19.88 

Polaroid 210 

Simplified rangefinder, 2 element 

lens . . sensitive electric eye helps 
you get clearer pictures both indoors 
and outdoors 

Camera, case, ce 55688 
Electric eye and shutter automatically set 
for correct exposure, outdoors or indoors 
with flash*, Set for color or black-and-white, 
adjust rangefinder . „ your picture is ready 
in seconds. Plastic body. Camera, case, 
color film. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
3 N 9601 C-Outfit. $5 monthly. Cash $56.88 

Polaroid 230 

Double-image rangefinder, 3 element lens, 

4 exposure ranges, electric eye ..can take 
good pictures indoors or outdoors without 

flash . . has wide accessory capability* 

mora, ease, eme s9988 
Versatile camera with sharp lens takes automatic time 
exposures up to 10 seconds, black-and-white indoors 
without flash, even some indoor color without flash. 
Has 2 exposure ranges for color, 2 for black-and-white. 
Fold-down rangefinder. Plastic body. Camera, case, 
color film pack. Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

3 N 9602C—Outfit. $5 monthly........ Cash $99.88 

"SEE OUR BIG BOOK FOR POLAROID ACCESSORIES AND FILM 

32288 
8mm Electric Movie Projector Kit 

Developing and 
Print Set for 

- black-and-white film Developing and 

Enlarging Set . . for 35mm, 
828, 126 or 127 

black-and-white film 

s|898 

Easy to operate and fun for the whole family. 
Compact table-top screen and durable metal pro- 
jector. Shows any silent 8mm movie up to 15 min- 
utes . . home movies, cartoons, travel films, etc. 
See the selection sold below. Projector has blower- 
cooled 150-watt lamp. Rapid rewind. Tilt control. 
110-120-v. 60-c. AC current. UL li 
included. For regular 8mm movie 
3 N 9296—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 

Regular 8mm 50-ft. silent 

black-and-white comedies 

Each reel runs about 3 minutes 
3 N 6873-Spooks (3 Stooges) 
3 N 6872-Astro-nuts (Flint 
stones) 
3 N6874-Pebbles, Daddy's 
Little Beauty (Flintstones) 

3N6875-Sadie Hawkins" 
Day (L'il Abner) 

3 N6876-Top Cat and his 

ed. 200-ft. reel 
NOT forSuper-8. 

Kit $22.88 

Print box for negatives up to 214x 
314 in, with built-in 7}4-watt 
safelight, 15-watt clear light. 
Quick-loading 16-oz. tank for 
35mm to 620 films. 714-watt am- 
ber light, plastic stirring rod- 
thermometer, plastic trays, 8-oz. 
graduate, 2 film clips, 2 Kodak 
Tri-Chem packs (developer, acid 
fixer and short stop.) 25 sheets 
Kodak contact paper. Instructions. 
3 N 6837-Wt. 4 Ibs. 602. $11.98 

BA 
Educational fun for youngsters, yet with enough 
standard equipment that beginning adult enthusiasts 
will like it, too. Includes everything needed for setting 
up a darkroom— chemicals, 3}¢x5-inch paper, safe- 
light, clips, developing tank and trays. Preset en- 
larger makes jumbo-size prints of any of the film sizes 
listed above as sensitive paper goes into the ap- 
propriate marked slot. Enlarger is UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC current. Set of easy- 
to-follow instructions. So easy to buy when you just 
use the phone. 

3 N 6838—Shipping weight 7 pounds .. . Set $18.98 

Gang (Top Cat) 
Shipping wt. ea. 2 oz, Ea, $1.39 | Wo Money Down on anything Sears sells s pase s | sese. [Sears] 397 
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SQUATS 

Weight Lifting Exercise Bench 

Polyfoam padded bench wu 5 $5 
adjusts to 5 positions — "^*^ :3859 monthly 

With this professional quality bench you can have a complete home weight lifting program to 
help keep you in top shape. The sure-stay back is quickly adjusted and offers you a wide variety 
of exercises. Support arms swing in 180" arc for better barbell support. Bench can be completely 
removed from support arm assembly and used for inclined dumbbell lifting and other bench 
exercises, Bench is constructed of heavy-duty angle irons and tubular steel. Attractive black 
crinkle coat finish. Protective end tips on legs prevent marring of floors. Pad co d in vinyl 
that wipes clean with a swish of a damp cloth. Instructions included. Bench measures 49x10/2x 
169/4 inches high. Una nbled. Instructions included. 
6 N 1563L — Shipping weight 45 pounds 

Barbell Storage 
Bench with the 

look of fine 
furniture 

legs. Hinged top section. 1-inch polyfoam pad 
covered in black vinyl. Exercise chart. 34x 
134x19 inches high. Partially assembled. 
6N 1562L —Shpg. wt. 32 lbs. ......... $20.95 

Makes a smart looking addition to recreation 
room and keeps weight set handy, but off 
floor . . out of the way. The *4-inch plywood 
cabinet is finished in rich walnut. Black steel 

== 

110-pound Barbell-Dumbbell Set 

with 12 vinyl coated plates 
:[638 

Economy price set with quality features. 
Vinyl coated plates keep noise down, protect 

floors. Each plate exactly calibrated. Outside 
collars lock into place. Solid iron bar has a ro- 
tating plastic sleeve for smooth, fluid lifts. 

Citai page scans by deistiiatnmisetedimical com 

Includes two 2¥2-lb., four 5-Ib. and six 10-Ib. 
plates; 68-inch bar, two solid iron 15-inch 
dumbbell bars; 6 locking collars, wrench and 
instructions. 
6N 1524N2 — Shpg. wt. 112 lbs. ... Set $16.88 

Set of 4 
Vinyl Boxing 

Gloves 

Elastic no-tie cuffs slip on, off fast. Padded 
wrist, reinforced thumb. Rolled grip. Wine 
colored. 4 gloves per set. 
For older boys (12 to 14). (Not shown). 
6N 1431 —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 3 or... Set $8.99 
For younger boys (8 to 12). 
6N 1428 — Shpg. wt. 2]bs........Set 7.84 
To age 8. (Not shown). j 
6N 1429 - Wt. 1 lb. Moz... Set 5.89 

Striking Bag, Platform, Mitt Set 

Save $2 #1637 
Separately total $18.37. Vinyl bag. Platform 
has oak frame (partially assembled), Vinyl 
mitts, Shipping weight 15 pounds. 
6N 1420L — Entire set . Set $16.37 
6N 1416 - Bag. Shpg. wt. .' 5.79 
6N 1419L — Platform. Wt. 11 Ibs..... 8.79 
6N 1415—Mitts. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. . Pair 3.79 

Exercise 
Mat NS 

Follow easy steps to physical fitness that are 
on this mat. Program for men and women 
developed by President's Council on Physi- 
cal Fitness. 1-inch polyfoam vinyl covered 
mat outlines program for men on one side 
and women on other. Gold on one side, fern 
green on other. 
6N 1597C — Shipping wt. 8 lbs. . ..... $9.77 

Folding 
Exercise 
Board 

helps you 

trim up 

go 
Exercise is more fun..takes less time. . 
more effective. Board uses gravity to make 
each movement count. Sturdily braced 
aluminum frame. Y2-inch particle board 
padded in inch polyurethane foam. 
Covered in blue vinyl. Nylon carry straps. 
Folding exercise handles. 20x72 inches. 
6 N 1525N — Shpg. wt. 28 Ibs........ $20.95 

"go" [Sears] 



85-piece Nurse Kit 

That professional look is achieved 
when “sis” dons cloth apron, plastic 
cape and arm band . . then sets out 

to help the ailing. Red plastic bag 

includes working stethoscope with 
metalized cone, hypo needle, earo- 
scope, microscope with slides for 
diagnosing, thermometer, other plas- 

tic equipment. Diploma, shingle, 
medical forms, certificates of health. 
10x43 4x8-in. bag. 
49 N 1875-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1007.$3.39 

64-piece Jr. Nurse Kit 

She copes with all cases like an 
"RN" when she treats patients in 
her office or out on emergency calls. 

She notes time on her plastic wrist 

watch, then takes red plastic bag 

filled with eye chart, other plastic 
medical facsimiles . . such as mi- 
crobe meter, vue-scope, films, and 
more. 10x4}4x8-in. bag. 
49N1860-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz, $2,34 

Satna Dane scans by cheidimas musste M pius 

85-piece Doctor Kit 

Young specialist sets up practice in pro- 

fessional manner as he examines his 
plastic equipment. Wearing his eye- 
glasses, glancing at his watch . . emitting 

a serious “hmmm,” he prepares for his 
next patient with all the aplomb of his 
grown-up idol. Black plastic bag includes 
scale with weights, intercom, reflex 
hammer, microbe meter and slides, 
microscope, earoscope, stethoscope, 
candy pills, etc. 10x4!4x8-in. bag. 
49 N 1874—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $3.39 

60-piece Jr. Doctor Kit 

Young intern goes about his "healing" 
in brisk manner when he takes black 
plastic bag in hand. 10x4}4x8-in. bag 
holds thermometer, tongue depressors, 
adhesive strips, candy pills, microscope 
and slides . . many others. All plastic. 
Doctor's diploma and shingle plus med- 
ical forms help lend dignity to young 
doctor's office. 
49 N 1859—Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 oz...$2.34 

Help set up their own 

Playtime Hospital 

Medical Center entertains youngsters +5.99 

Popular doctor and favorite nurse combine talents when they slip into ap- 

propriate costumes . . doctor's uniform and nurse's apron. Working smoothly 
at reinforced corrugated fiberboard medical cabinet, nurse checks contents. 
of doctor's black plastic bag. She makes sure it holds hypo needle, eye- 
glasses, tongue depressors, thermometer, head reflector, candy pills and 

other instruments. While she puts up office sign, doctor hangs his diploma 
before asking her for his instruction book, appointment slips, etc. 
79 N 1882C2— Measures 16x11x40 in. high. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. $599 

Low-priced Medic Kits 

Plastic bag holds plastic instruments 
stethoscope, hypo needle, earo- 

scope, thermometer, others; play 
watch, eyeglasses. Shingle, diploma, 
quarantine signs, etc. 9x7x4-in. bag. 

1] 42-pc. Nurse Kit. For little “RN.” 
49 N 1889—Red. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.44 

[2] 42-pc. Doctor Kit. For young medic. 
49 N1888—Black. Wt. 1 Ib...$1.44 

Jr. Traveling Case 

For the "lil' shaver” who imi- 
tates dad. Washable vinyl case 
holds non-electric play shaver, 
bottles of lotion, talcum powder, 
toothbrush, toothpaste, comb, 
etc. Good grooming booklet 

helps young men 3 to 7 develop 
good grooming habits. 
49 N 1818—Wt. 1 Ib......$2.34 

sme SEARS 395 



ALLSTATE® HO Trains are scaled 50% smaller than 

Power pull engines will handle extra cars . - 
sets have N.M.R.A.* operating couplers 

:9977 
NO MONEY DOWN 

7-unit Train with Scenic Base, 

Track, Accessories and Powerpack 

Run this powerful smoke-puffing freight through its own miniature empire 

Roar through the tunnel and past the farm. See the tiny watchman come out of 
his shanty as you flash by. Slow down for the curve by the lighted water tower. 
Stop at the station with its two lighted street lamps. Set the switches and back 
up to uncouple or couple cars on the inner track. Engine pufis real smoke, has 

big working headlight, goes fast, slow, forward or reverse by remote control. 
Rolling stock includes tender, cement hopper car, box car, tank car, flat car 
with two automobiles, and caboose . . all have nylon trucks and wheels. 

“SEARS DOES MORE" 
You get a complete HO layout with 

Molded plastic, landscaped base is 48x34 inches. The more than 60 plastic pieces 
include station, church, gas station, farm building, store, people, animals. 18 sec- 
tions of track with 2 manual switches for 112 and 127-inch ovals. Uncoupler-rerailer 
operates N.M. R.A.* couplers, helps put cars on track. Engine is die-cast metal. 
cars are plastic. 14-amp powerpack UL approved for110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
With 4 posts, 4 to 18-volt DC for speed, 18-volt AC for accessories. 
79 N9963N2—Freight (rail or truck) or express, Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs, $3977 

sgua 398 SEARS mus 
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7-pc. Switcher Set, Scenic Base, 

Track, Accessories and Powerpack . . 

ony 82688 
NO MONEY DOWN 

HO Accessories on preceding page 

Everything you need for a scenic railroad at a mini- 
mum of cost and work. You can uncouple cars, run it 
fast, slow, forward or reverse . . by remote control. 
Switcher pulls hopper, sliding door box car, piggy- 
back truck hauler on 6-inch flat car, gondola, tank 
car and caboose. Plastic and metal construction. 

Track includes 1 uncoupler-rerailer and 15 other 
sections. Base is formed plastic, detailed with tunnel, 
mountains, roads. Accessories include station, trees, 
telephone poles, people, animals, semaphore, etc. 
lamp powerpack, UL approved for 110-120-volt, 
50-cycle AC. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9942N2—38-inch Train. Shpg. wt. 16 lbs... $26.88 

Scenic Base only. Same as base with set 
at leít but does not include any track or 
accessories. Suitable for use with any 
ALLSTATE or Marx HO train. Base can 
hold up to 12 curved and 4 straight 
tracks. Shipped by freight (rail or truck) 

or express. 
79 N 9943N—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $7.99 

LR.A. (National Model Railroad 
Assoc.) standard operating couplers used 
on every ALLSTATE HO train and will 

fit any standard make of HO gauge car. 



16-inch Doll 
with Accessories 

Tiny Tears is an armful of chubby 
lovableness. Her life-like body is 
molded of soft vinyl plastic that 
feels like velvety skin. - Jointed 
arms and legs. Her adorable baby 
face has big shiny eyes with long 
eyelashes that close for sleep. 

Baby-fine, rooted Saran hair. 
She's dressed in 2-pc. cotton pa- 
jamas with “bunny-hood” terry- 
cloth robe. Has booties, bubble 
pipe, pacifier, rattle and nursing 
bottle. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. 

New exquisite face . . baby-fine rooted 
Saran hair to comb. Sleepy eyes close. 
She waves bye-bye..cries tears.. blows 
bubbles . . drinks, wets, loves baths 

20-inch Doll 
in Car Seat 

Big doll with all-new features of 
Tiny Tears. Raise her right arm 
above shoulder, squeeze her 
tummy gently and she waves 
“bye-bye.” With her shaped 
plastic car seat she’s ready to 
travel with her little mother. 
She comes dressed for traveling, 
too, in her cotton knit pants, 
‘sweater and cap. Tiny tears also 
brings along her diaper, booties, 
bubble pipe, nursing bottle, plus 
pacifier and rattle. 

49 NI1B0..... 21. eee $6.33 79 N 3246C-Shpg. wt. 41bs.$10.77 

Tiny Tears with Playpen $1029 

p 16-inch doll has the same 
new features as Tiny Tears 

sold above. In her 18-inch 
plastic playpen, she’s always 
where a little mother can keep 
an eye on her, Pen is collaps- 
ible . . . easy to set up and 
comes with embossed plastic 
pad. She's dressed in delightful 
2-pe. cotton shortie pajamas. 
Brings with her an extra dress 
of 2-tone woven gingham; 
diaper, booties, bubble pipe, 
nursing bottle, pacifier and 
rattle. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
49 3226-1215... $10.99 

Tina Toodles. . 
Watch those peek-a-boo eyes . . . they never stray . . . always keep looking for that very 
young and pleased mommy. Our "little girl” doll has jointed arms and legs; turning head; 
toddling feet. Goes “walking” with play mommy’s hand in hers . . . sits and stands. 
Smooth, life-like vinyl with rooted Saran hair to brush and set. Dressed in 2-pc. cotton 
Capri pajamas, trimmed in lace; rayon satin slippers. Extras in toodles’ wardrobe: pretty 
pique dress with trimmed collar, bow; matching panties. Socks and shoes. 
79 N 3336C—25-inch Toodles, Wardrobe. Shpg. wt. S Ibs. Was $14.98. . .... 
79 N 3357L—30-inch Toodles and Wardrobe. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Was $1977. . 

Tiny Tears with Bath $1299 

Bl 16-inch doll has all the same, fine features as 
those describing Tiny Tears above. Des- 

tined to be the cleanest doll on the block, this 
Tiny Tears will give her new mommy many 
hours of bathing fun. New, molded polyethylene 
tub is easy to handle-and take care of . . . can’t 
leak or peel . . . is 26 x 14 x 5 inches deep and sits 
securely on a brass-finished metal stand. 
It has a detachable dressing table sling where 
young mommy can play with her baby, dry and 
dress her. She comes in 2-piece cotton pajamas 
with "bunny-hood" terrycloth robe. Also has 
booties, bubble pipe, pacifier, rattle and nursing 
bottle. Tiny Tears makes a delightful gift to 
keep a youngster busy for hours. 
79 N 3233C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ..$12.99 

My peek-a-boo eyes watch 
you from any angle 

($1298 
402 SEARS rcs . 1498 
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It's so easy and fun to 

take good pictures . . just 

drop in a film cartridge 

.. pop on a handy 4-shot 

flashcube 

whether 

out..so 

398 [Sears] toss 
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READY-TO-SHOOT OUTFITS 

SEARS | 126 

indoors or 

just aim.. 

EASI-LOAD | . . with rapid wind lever 
which advances film, rotates 

flashcube and sets the shutter. 

Fixed focus lens..just aim and shoot! 

compe With 1 flashcube, 
Outfit no gadget bag 

s| 588 s[75 

Here’s a small camera with big performance, yet is 
actually our lowest-priced 126 flashcube camera. Take 
sparkling color slides or black-and-white or color 
snapshots 3}4x31¢ inches. One quick flip of rapid wind 
advances film and rotates flashcube automatically for 
next shot . . get 4 shots on 1 flashcube load indoors. 
Lightweight aluminum and plastic body . . so conven- 
ient to handle. Includes wrist strap. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 

Ready-to-shoot 127 flashcube 
Camera Outfit with imitation 

leather gadget bag 

emu $644 | Mun, $495 
Even at this low price you get a camera 
that takes black-and-white pictures or 
color slides on 127-size film. For shots 
indoors use flashcubes. So easy—just aim 
and shoot. Perfect gift for youngsters. 

Bright viewfinder. Plastic body with 
wrist strap. Complete outfit includes 

camera, 1 flashcube, 2 batteries, 12-exp. 
roll of 127 black-and-white film and gad- 
get bag. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
3 N 7934—Complete Outfit...... $6.44 

Outfit as above, but without gadget bag. 
3 N 7935—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs........$4.95 
Camera only. Without film. 
3 N 7936—Shpg. wt. 1 lb..... ... $4.19 

3 N7871-CompleteOutft.......... esee $15.88 

Camera, 1 flashcube and 1 color film, 2 batteries. 
3 N 7851-Shpe. wt. 21bs........ eese 

Each includes 12-exposure 

Kodacolor film, 3 flashcubes, 

2 batteries, imitation leather 

gadget bag with strap .. 

plus either EASI-LOAD 

Camera shown below 

Electric-eye EASI-LOAD 2M . . battery 

drive winds film, rotates flashcubes 

automatically. Zone focusing, 

3 shutter speeds, 3-element lens. 

With 1 flashcube, 

5350 
Complete 

Outfit 

:3688 

You get correct exposure every time you shoot because 
electric eye figures it automatically . . and for sharpest 
pictures, there's zone focusing and speeds to an 
action-freezing 1/200 second. Take 4 fast shots in- 
doors with rotating flashcubes . . 12 quick shots out- 
doors. Takes black-and-white, color slides or prints 
334x31% inches. Aluminum and plastic body with 
wrist strap. Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
3 N 7872-Complete Outfit. $5 monthly. Cash $36.88 

Camera, 1 flashcube and 1 color film, 2 batteries. 
3 N 7852-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $5 mo. Cash $32.50 

40x40-inch wide-angle 
Lenticular Screen 

s[266 
A terrific value at this price. This 
special screen gives you sharp, 
bright and "alive" pictures, be- 
cause thousands of tiny 
focus the light and intensify it 
More people can see, too, because 
this screen allows a much wider 
viewing angle than beaded screens. 

Screen fabric is washable, flame 
and mildew resistant. There’s no 
distortion whatsoever because a 
tensioning device keeps screen flat. 
Blue-steel case with carrying han- 
dle. So easy to buy when you just 
use the phone. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 
3 .N8554C............ $12.66 



Ski 

$3995 ntin 
Its realistic action helps conditio: 
muscular coordination, Chrome- 
foot treads and rides on ball-beari 
cold-rolled tubular steel. Can be 

T Compact Gym Set. Here are just a few of 
the exercises you can do: triceps press, 

front deltoid raise, curl, knee bends, shoulder 
shrug, cross chest pull. A wall clamp lets 
you do exercises like the alternate chest 
pull. Set includes 2 hand grips, 5-cable 
spring-steel chest pull, 2 chrome-plated 30- 
in. bars . . bottom bar with foot recesses, 2 
stirrups, hooks, wall clamp, and illustrated 
instructions. 
6 N 1577C — Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. Set $9.79 

Way 

Helps keep you 

in shape for 

the ski slopes 

all year around 

right in your home 

kapa bir and maintain 
ted platform has rubber 
nylon wheels. Frame of 

justed according to your 
skill. Comes with protective rubber tips for your ski poles. 
6N 1572N —Shipping weight 20 pounds . ... . T 3 

steel 
stirrup-shaped 

determines amount of 

Gym King . . just minutes 
a day help keep you trim 

Standing on chrome-plated 
Di bar and grasping 

handles, 
pull braided nylon rope back 
and forth through aluminum 
cylinder. 

Calibrated dial on cylinder 
force it 

takes. Use for kinnene, 
exercises too. Wood grips on 
handles. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
6 N 1595—$4 mo. Cash $27.50 

y 

c 

2-piece Vinyl 

Exercise Suit 
makes exercise do double du 

Men's and Women's. Shed pounds of 
excess moisture .. tone up your mus- 
cles at same time. Suit helps you per- 
spire freely while you're working out. 
Wear athletic clothing underneath to 
absorb moisture. Blue gray color. Wipes 
clean with just a damp cloth. 

you 

Chest sizes: S(34-36); M(38-40); 
L(42-44); XL(46-48). State size S, M, L 
or XL. 
6 N9718F —Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $3.99 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells st.c sox 

Spring-type Exercise Set. Includes one 2-spring 
wall exerciser, one 3-spring chest pull, two me- 

dium strength hand grip exercisers and interchange- 
able handles. 
6 N 1578—Shipping weight 7 lbs. Set $5.89 

Hand Grip Exercisers only, As above. Box of 2. 
6 N 1586 — Shipping weight 1 pound . . . . Box $1.19 
Chest-pull Exercisers only. As above 

83 — 3-spring. Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 0z.......... $3.69 
5-spring. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz... 4.69 

3 Isometric Kit. 2 chrome-plated steel bars, ad- 
justable strap, head harness. Instr. 

6N1570 Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. Kit $5.79 
4 Chinning Bar. 200-Ib. capacity. For 25 to 32-inch 

doorways. Chrome-plated steel 
6N 1575— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $4.87 
5 6-spring Hand Grip, Helps tone up forearms. 

6 N 1564 — Shipping weight 1 Ib..... $2.87 
6 Skip Rope. Eight-foot size. Wood grips 

6 N 1587 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1.89 

Wear these Leg Weights 
before you play . . 

then take them off 
and you'll 
move quicker, 
with moi lity 

Weights ei 
training." Hel 

"V" cutout 

Set of 2. 

404 [Sears] koste 
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Acris 

mploy principle of “overload 
Helps develop actual mus- 

cles used by making them work harder 
during warm-up and practice. Heel 

allows 
Each weighs 2 Ibs. Padded cowhide. 

free movement. 

. Set $8.69 

Exercise Boot Set, Includes two 4-lb. 
strap-on boots. Can be used with 
dumbbell bars inserted through holes 
in heels of boots. Helps build up your 
leg muscles. Bronze color. Order dumb- 
bells on page 402. Box of 2. Wt. 8 Ibs. 
4oz. 

. Box $6.75 

10-Ib. Weight Belt, Works on the same 
"overload training" principle as the 
leg weights. This torso exerciser helps 
tighten up weak stomach muscles. 
Made of tough, long-wearing cotton 
duck. ae to fit comfortably at 
the small of your back. Adjustable 
buckle weighted with lead shot. Tan 
with contrasting white stitching. 

Shipping weight 11 lbs. 
6N 1506. 2e $15.95 
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Blackboard Wall Desk 

Desk and Stool $6.99 

Big hinged wall desk provides plenty 
of space for play or study. Has 1714x 
15}4-inch green chalk board on out- 
side, white crayon board on inside. 
Crayon board doubles as desk surface 
when desk is opened. Built-in rack 
holds paper, chalk, etc. Chalk, cray- 
ons, eraser and picture scroll included. 
Desk and stool in lightly stained maple 
with varnished finish, Desk 21x21x23 
inches deep, Stool included. 
79 N 1846C—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. + $6.99 

36x24-inch Wallboard 

Masonite Presdwood with 
smooth, glareless surface. 

on the eyes, easy to erase ay 
stencils at sides, alphabet at top. 

Natural finish wooden chalk rail. 
Chalk and eraser included. 
79 N 1704L—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, $1.94 

Presto-Paint Sets 

7] Paint without water or brush! 
Solid water colors in tamper- 

proof plastic holders end spilling, 
dipping. Non-toxic. Easy to use . . 

go on smoothly, may be blended 
Holders 6 inches long. 
49 N 1709—12 colors, 9 ready-to- 
paint pictures(three, 14x10 
in.; six, 10x8 in). Wt. 1 Ib... $1.66 
49 N 1727—6 colors, six, 10x8-in. 
pictures. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 87c 

Water Color Sets 

3] Many colors; non-toxic. Teach 
colors, names. Instructions. 

49 N 1707—100 colors, 
2 brushes, Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... . $1.92 
49 N 1866—60 colors and 1 brush. 
Shipping weight 13 ounces 92c 

Our Best 55.99 

Our biggest . . 16x14-inch 

genuine slate writing sur- 
face . . on both sides! Opens 
into a large desk or folds 
flat for storage. Six-picture 
scroll for young artists to 
copy. Rack holds eraser 
and chalk. Oak frame with 

Smaller 

natural 

Easel Blackboards convert to playtime desks 

Fine $4.29 

14x12-in. 

genuine slate writing sur- 
face. Write on either side 

or use as desk. Chalk 
and eraser on rack. Has 
six-picture copying scroll. 
Sturdy oak frame with 

varnish 

Hren pren 

Good 33.27 

Green composition board 

16x12-inch writing sur. 
face on both sides. Natural 
varnish finish on hardwood 
frame, Opens into a desk 
or folds for storage. With 
six-picture copying chart, 
chalk rack, chalk, eraser. 

size 

finish 
natural varnished finish. Folds flat. Over-all size: — Over-all size: 38 inches 
Size: 20x43 inches high. 39 in. high, 18 in. wide. high, 20 inches wide. Shpg. 
Shpg. wt. 14 lbs. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. wt. 7 lbs. 
79 N 18671. $5.99 79 N 1868L $429 — 79 N 1869L $3.27 

Magic Designer . . just guide it and watch it draw! 

Famous Hoot Nanny creates an almost un- 
limited number of intricate designs . . like 
magic! Insert paper disc and guide arm . . 
pencil draws designs for coloring, embroi 
dery, woodworking. 8x7-inch metal base has 

Color-Graph Printing Set 

Now you can print newspapers, notices, 
greeting cards, party invitations, stationery 

. . in four colors! 
Includes 4 reproducing Hectograph pen- 

cils in assorted colors, plastic printing tray, 
gelatine, paper, 6-inch ruler, sponge and 
stencils. Instructions included. 
49 N 1728—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz.....$2.59 

ingenious system of cranks, discs and circles; 
shift lever moves easily to allow precision 
effects. Paper discs, pencil, instructions. 
49 N 1838—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz.. $4.54 
49 N 1809—130 Refills for above. Wt. 6 oz. 89c 

Amazing Etch-A-Sketch 

Just turn the knobs and lines, circles, 
diagonals appear from under the frosted 
glass base. Like magic! 

Etch-A-Sketch forms letters, pictures 
and intricate designs . . “erases” them with 
just a shake. Rugged plastic. Size about 
916x714x114 inches. 
49 N 1878—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz... .. $2.97 



Regular or “027” gauge Trains..have hobbyist appeal 

Expand HO layout . 
Powerpacks. Control speed, 
reverse trains. 110-120-v, 60- 
cyde AC is converted to low 
voltage. AC for accessories, 
DC for train speed control. All 
are UL listed. 
(3) Super Power. 45 volt amp 

output with 0-14 v, 1!4 
amp. DC .. 15 volt, 114 amp. 
AC, both with circuit breaker. 
49N9937—Wt. 5 1bs..... $8.97 

Standard Power. 20 volt 
amp output. 4-18 volt, 114 

amp. DC, 18 volt,1}4 amp. AC. 
49N9936-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8.02... $5.39 

[5) unco: ler-Rerailer. Oper- 
ates NMRA couplers, helps 

rerail cars. Serves as vehicle 
crossing. 734 in. long. y 
49 N 9926—Wt. 4 oz.......78¢ 

‘tales nae scans Dy dabmas masetediwdc o. 

. track, powerpacks 
Roadbed Track. Sections mount- 
ed on molded, colored plastic. 

E] 90° Crossing. TT | in, 
— 49 N9927—Wt. 8 oz....$1.39 

o Curved Track. 8% in. oe 
49 N 9925—Wt. 4 oz...... 19€ 

8] Straight Track. 734 in. long 
49 N 9924—Wt. 4 oz. 19« 

Switches. Sold in pairs only— 
1 right, 1 left. 
o Remote Control. Just push a 

button to open or dose 
switches automatically. 
49 N9929—Wt. 1 Ib. . Pair $6.99 
[uj Manual Lever Control. 

49N9928-Wt. 8 oz. Pair $4.69 
[mm bany Dead-end Bumper. 

lack plastic, red light. 
mon 34 in. high. Wt. 202.. 78c 

Allstate HO engines 
have Powerpull motors 

.. will haul as many 

5-unit HO Smoking Freight on 2-level trestle layout 
It takes a steady hand on the throttle to huff this mighty engine up the grade, over the 
bridge and around the curves. Like all Allstate HO trains, you can run it fast or slow, for- 
ward or reverse, couple and uncouple cars—all by remote control. Weighted, plastic cars hold 
to the track even at high speeds. Cars have N.M.R.A.* operating couplers to fit all standard 

HO gauge cars. 5-unit set includes metal and plastic engine with headlight; plastic tender, 
box car, gondola and caboose. Complete 190-inch layout includes 18 curved, 5 straight, 1 
uncoupler-rerailer track, 30 graduated trestles, 2 pillars and girder bridge. 3014-in. long train. 
49 N 9962— Powerpack not included—order at left below. Shipping weight $ pounds. ...... $1777 

0 s1988 
Without powerpack 

HO Train Sets priced low at Sears 
You get new roadbed-type track for added realism (rails in plastic base). Run train for- 
ward, reverse, fast, slow, couple or uncouple cars—by remote control. Metal and plastic 
engines, plastic cars. N.M.R.A.* operating couplers. Powerpack not included; order at left. 

E 

7-unit Triple Diesel. Workman pops out 
of automatic box car when train stops, 

draws back as it starts. Auto carrier car has 
ramp to unload 4 autos; wrecker crane car 
and work caboose incl. 4634-in. train. In- 
cludes 12 curved, 3 straight and 1 uncoupler- 
rerailer track to form oval 127 inches around. 
49 N 9975—Shipping weight 5 Ibs... ...$19.88 

6-unit Diesel Switcher with Bridge. 
Rolling stock includes engine, box car, 

flat car with 2 autos, cement hopper car, 
tank car and caboose with derrick. 3634-inch 
train. Complete with 18 tracks, including 
uncoupler-rerailer, bridge and ramp sections 
to form oval 142 inches around. 
49 N 9534—Shipping weight 5 pounds. $15.97 

4-unit Diesel (below). Engine, hopper, gondola and caboose make up a 23}4-inch train 
Indudes 12 curved, 1 straight, 1 uncoupler-rerailer track to form oval 112 in. around. Same 
quality and scale as above sets. Can become part of larger layout later on. Will fit scenic 
base on bottom of opposite page with addition of 2 straight track. 

49 N9533— Powerpack not included—order at left. Shipping weight 3 pounds. . $9.27 
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(5) 8-in. Betsy McCall . . 
walks, sits, kneels. Hard. 

plastic, creamy bisque fin- 
ish, Jointed body, mot 
eyes, Smooth Saran 
wig to set. Dressed in 
hemise, socks and shoes. 

(Order extra outfits for her 
below and at right). 
49 N 3002-Wt. 8 oz.. $1.69 

D| Pajama Party .. striped 
cotton 2-pc. pajamas 

embossed cotton robe. 
49 N 3844—Wt. 6 oz.. 89C 

Pony Pals . . cotton felt 
riding outfit, vest and 

colorful scarf. 
49 N 3880-Wt. 6 oz.. $1.29 
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Give the young 

ventriloquist a 

professional-type 

dummy 

32-in. Jerry Mahoney 

$1898 
Have fun, amaze friends with 
professional skills. Control his 
eyes, mouth, head separately. 

Instructions tell how to “make 
Jerry talk.” Expertly made 
with break-resistant plastic 
head, painted hair. Fiberboard 
torso, cotton-filled legs, arms, 
vinyl hands. Stores away in 
corrugated valise. 

1] With movable eyes, wears 
tuxedo with sewn-on shirt- 

front, pants, tie, shoes. 

49 N 3589 — Wt. 4 Ibs... .$18,98 

2] With movable eyes, in 
cotton gabardine suit 

(sewn-on shirt front, tie, shoes). 

49 N 3591 —Wt. 4 bs... $16.98 
With stationary eyes, in suit. 
49 N 3588—Wt. 4 lbs... . $11.49 

24-in. Dummies 

rm $579 Ji, 
Jerry Mahoney. Mouth 
opens with string manipu- 

lation. Movable vinyl head; 
cotton-stuffed body. Dressed 
in cotton gabardine suit with 
sewn-on shirt-front, tie, shoes. 
Instruction book included. 
79 N 3594C—Wt. 3 Ibs. ..$5.79 

$59 insiso 
Knucklehead, Jerry's side- 
kick. Movable vinyl head; 

cotton-stuffed body. Mouth 
moves by string manipulation 
Dressed in a cotton jacket 
with sewn-on shirt-(ront, pants, 

tie and shoes. 

79 N 3540C—Wt. 3 Ibs $579 

22-inch 

Fully jointed arms, 
legs and turning 
head—her wrist, 
waist and feet 
are also jointed 
to enable you to 

pose her 1001 ways 

The delightful little 

corduroy skirt sewed to 
cotton blouse, corduroy 
jacket; shoes and socks. 
Plastic carryall case. 
49 N 3883-Wt. 6 oz.. $1.79 
a Prom Time . . nylon 

formal with attached 
stole; panties, slippers. 
49 N 3884- Wt. 6 oz.. $1.84 

79 N 3681 C—Wt. 3 Ibs. 

In Plaid Dre: 

79 N 3680C—Wt. 3 lbs. 

Betsy McCall 

Ds alin ren in McCall's Magazine, 
— plastic rai i 

plasticumbrella,rainboots. Expertly made of dur- 
49 N 3881-Wt. 6 oz.. $1.33 ble, lightweight 

molded plastic with 
(0) — PE Napanee glamorous, rooted 

felt hat, shoes and socks,” Saran, air. Bright go 
49 N 3882-Wt. 6 oz.. $1.29 " 
t] Bon Voyage . . cotton [E] In Ballerina Outfit . . stunning 

rayon satin bodice, bouffant 
tulle tutu. Cotton leotard, slippers. 

. . charming 
cotton flannel with 

trimmed yoke and matching cuffs. 
Black cotton knit leotards, shoes. 

+++ $8.88 

Speak to Little Miss Echo $1988 
..repeats everything you say without 

batteries 
Teach her songs, rhymes, prayers or converse with 
her. Electronic voice uses 2 “D” batteries and one 
9-volt transistor battery (order below). She listens, 
plays back at the turn of doll's knob. 3-transistor cir. 
cuit with continuous magnetic tape. Tape erased 

automatically as you record again. 30 in. tall. Wears 
cotton dress, undies, has go-to-sleep eyes. Sturdy 
plastic with jointed arms and legs, turning head. 
Rooted Saran hair 
79 N 3682LM — Doll only. Shpg. wt. 8 tbs, $19.88 
79 N 4660 —"D"' battery. Wt. 4 oz. Each 16¢; 4 for 60¢ 
79 N6417M—9-volt transistor battery. Wt. 4 oz. Ea. 45¢ 

$9.98 

linen- 



Our lowest price ever for a 35mm Single-lens 
Reflex Camera with reflex viewing and 

. thru-the-lens exposure control 

This Auto 35TL camera is fully tic . . selects proper shutter speed 
opening combination. Thru-the-lens reflex viewing lets you compose exact scene you 
want—what you see ín the viewfinder, you capture on film. Single flick of rapid wind lever 
advances film, sets exposure counter, cocks shutter. 

Copal X metal focal plane shutter with speeds up to 1/500 second for fast action shots, 
plus “B” for time exposures. Micro-prism focus on 3-element £:2.8 lens for fast, instant. 
focusing. Easy-reference aperture scale is located in viewfinder, "Hot shoe"-type accessory 
mount for regular or electronic flash. See Big Book for extra lenses and accessories. 
Camera can be operated manually. Operating range; EV 7 to EV 17 with ASA 100 film. 

Use ASA film 10 to 400. Takes vibrant color slides, prints or black-and-white pictures. 
Metal body handles easily. Includes handsome leather case, Comes from Japan. 

Like everything else in Sears book, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
3 N 7350C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. 35 monthly. ........ eee Cash $89.50 

No Money Down on an @ Sears sells | $. 

Introducing ..a Slide Projector with ZOOM lens! 
Fill screen from any distance in the room without moving screen or 

projector. .then focus slides, run them forward or reverse by remote control 

‘show slides without getting up from your chair. Sharp 4 to 6-in. f:3.5 
anastigmat zoom lens permits dramatic close-ups. Powerful 500-watt 
lamp, cooled by turbine blower, projects “lifelike” pictures brightly. 

Projector takes all slide trays sold below. Slides preheated to prevent 
"popping." Cast aluminum base. Self-contained case. Dark gray. 11x 
1034x534 inches. For 110-120-volt, 50-60-cycle AC only. UL listed. 
3 N 9863C—Shipping weight 15 lbs.. -$5 monthly. ..Cash $88.95 
3 N 8655-Extra Projection Lamp. Code DAK. Shpg. wt. 6 oz... 3.84 

i 

Use any of these slide trays in either projector. Trays hold any 2x2-in. 
mounted slide intermixed, incl. Instamatic, 35mm and Sears EASI-LOAD. 

100-slide Circular Tray. Show slides continuously without tray change. 
Plastic. 
3 N 9985—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. , . ++ $2.45 
3 N 9987—36-slide Tray. Gray plastic. Wt. 5 oz. . 1.19 
3 N 9982—40-slide Stackholder. Metal, Wt, 1 lb, 602. ... s.. 5.69 

Save $5 on Slide Projector Outfit 

Manual Projector plus slìde sorter, five 36-slide 

trays and a carrying case for 24 trays 

TUE s4989 
Separate prices total $54.89. With sharp 4-in. f:3.5 lens and powerful 
500-watt lamp to project brilliant pictures. Built-in lamp-blower-off 
switch. Takes any slide in 2x2-inch mount, intermixed. Takes all slide 
trays sold above. Self-contained gray Cycolac® plastic case. Measures 
11x10!gx514 in. high. For 110-120-volt, 50-60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
3 N 9873C3-Complete Outfit. Shpg. wt. 26 lbs. $5 monthly. Cash $49.89 
3 N 9833C— Projector only. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. $5 monthly. Cash 38.95 
3 N 8693— Extra Projection Lamp. Code CZA. Shpg. wt. 1 oz... 4.03 
(1) 3N 9905—Slide Sorter. Metal back, sides. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 3.59 
(2) 3N 9961— Case for 24 standard slide trays. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 7.59 
(3) 3N 9987-EASI-LOAD 36-slide Tray. Gray plastic. Wt. 5 oz. 1.19 
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BONDED FILL 

holds 20% more 
heat because it's 
evenly distributed 

MULTI-LAYER CONSTRUCTION 

2 top and 3 bottom layers trap 
heat for real sleeping comfort and 
make it softer, more resilient 

Our finest 
ed Williams* COOL NIGHT 

Sleeping Bag for camping 
in 20°-50° weather 

100% Vycron® polyester bonded insulation. 50% head liner. Full length zipper on each side . . lets you 
cotton, 50% polyester gold-color oxford cloth cover; join 2 bags. SANJ*GARD treated. Washable, med. 
gold-stripe cotton flannel liner. Gold-color acrylic temp. Zip carrying case. 

Standard 34x75-inch size. 3.69 Tall 34x80-inch size. 4 pounds of King 40x85-inch size. 5 pounds 
pounds of insulation. insulation. of insulation. 
6 N 70024L—Wt. 10 Ibs. $27.00 6 N 70025L—Wt. 101bs. $30.00 6 N 70026L—Wt. 12 Ibs, $35.00 

Offset Top Cover zips closed to 
above shoulder height.. doesn't 
cover face 

Sears comfort-rated, proportioned-fit Sleeping Bags 

Youth-size WARM NIGHT COOL NIGHT Sleeping Bags . . bonded polyester insulation 

Sleeping Bag for over 50? weather Standard 34x75-inch size Tall-size 34x79-inch size 

E 100% Estron® acetate insulation. 67x34- 2 Reversible brown cotton cover; attractive plaid Reversible wine-color 50% cotton-50% polyester 

inch finished size. Water repellent cotton cotton flannelette liner. SANI*GARD treated cover; wine-color plaid cotton flannelette liner. 

camouflage cover. Olive cotton kasha liner. against mildew, odors. 100-inch zipper. Machine  SANI*GARD treated. 100-inch zipper. Machine 

SANI*GARD treated. 32-inch zipper. Tie- washable, medium temp.—pre-shrunk (max. shrink- washable, medium temperature—pre-shrunk (maxi- 
straps. 2 pounds of fill. Dry dean. age 3%). Zippered case. 3 lbs. of bonded insulation. mum shrinkage 3%). 3 pounds of bonded insulation. 

6 N 70001—Shpg. wt. S Ibs. 4 0z.....$8.44 — 6 N 70125— Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 12 oz.. .$17.44 — 6 N 70127— Shipping weight 7 pounds... .$19.44 

Space Sportsman’s Blanket 
Evolved from space research.. 

won't crack, rot or mildew. Fits 

in your pocket but unfolds to 
huge 56x84-inch sports blanket 

4 AirMattress. 32x80 in. Ted Williams? Air Mattress Only $697 
(deflated). Rubber- iy : A 6 

tend’ "eotton Sfr rahe Giant 86x36-in. deflated size. Rubberized Weighs only 12 oz. Reflective surface holds 
style; pillow. Red plaid. nylon. Tufted continental styling; pillow. heat. For ground cloth, windbreak. Silver 

Wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. Japan. Two metal valves. Royal blue. Japan. with blue or red (no color choice). 
6 N 70824 $8.97 6 N 70827—Shipping weight 7 Ibs..$14.50 6 N 74005H—Wt. 11b. 2 oz. .....$6.97 
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Peg Tables entertain and teach co-ordination 

Peg Table-Blackboard $3.99 

Handsome desk with built-on bench. Black- 

board top slides open to storage space and peg 

board inside the desk. 
Easy-turning scroll has alphabet chart and 

colorful nursery pictures to copy. Entire top 

may be removed and mounted on wall. Includes 

mallet, chalk, pegs and eraser. Smoothly sand- 

ed, unvarnished wood. Desk is about 25x18x28 

inches high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 1862C —Shipping weight 10 Ibs...... . $3.99 

Flip-Flop Peg Board 

Children pound with a wooden mallet on eight 
brightly colored wood pegs. Then, flip the top and 
begin once again. Helps to teach hand-eye co- 

ordination. Sturdily made of smoothly varnished 
hardwood. Size 14x6}4x4 inches high. Makes 
learning lots of fun! 
49 N 4762—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 o2.......--- -S177 

Fold-A-Way Peg Table $4.99 

It’s a peg table or a chalkboard . . . it's a TV 

table or a work desk. Work surface tilts to any 

angle. And—it folds up for quick and easy 
storage! Lightly stained Ponderosa pine desk, 
sturdy 54-inch tubular steel frame. 

Frame and steel seat with baked-on bronze 
enamel finish. Desk about 19x13x2 inches; 21 
inches high over-all. Comes with chalk, eraser, 
mallet, pegs, instructions. 
79 N 1813C—Shipping weight 10 Ibs. ... . $4399 

A QcK SAID 
SD The Lire x 

Listen . . this book talks! 

Turn the handle and it talks. Narrates the tale 

of Sylvester, the little duck who lost his quack. 

Tells the story as you read it automatically 

starts over at end. Tells when to turn pages, 
teaches child co-ordination. 12 full color pages. 

Enclosed talking mechanism. Size 844x11 inches 

49 N 1810—Shipping weight 10 ounces. ...$2.4 

Two of everything 

chalk, 2 

Each desk measures about 16x1134 inches . 

Companion Peg Table $5.99 

for twice the fun! Two-sided desk 
as "slide-off" composition top on each desk. 
le is a blackboard with printed alphabet and 
Each desk holds a pegboard, provides storage 

ts of pegs, 2 erasers. 
Lightly stained selected wood with built-on benches. 

. over-all size 

Two-sided Map teaches geography 

Colorful, accurate map . . . stimulates young minds! 

Map of United States on one side, map of the world 

on the other. Durably constructed of Tekwood, a 

3-ply fibreboard with wooden center. Brightly colored 

and descriptively illustrated. Interlocking pieces. 
Measures 20x14 inches when assembled. 
49 N 406—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.. ...,8.42 

Colorful inlaid Puzzles amuse and educate . . keep youngsters entertained for hours! 

Two Puzzle Books . . 

side cardboard covers. 
made of wood. 834x734 in. 
49 N 4690—Shpg. wt. 1 1b.. $1.74 

‘Guiting pans scans by daiman con 

. “Old Lady 
Who Lived in a Shoe” and “3 
Little Kittens”. Verses printed in- 

Puzzles 

Popular Disney Puzzles. Four colorful 
puzzles of Snow White, Donald Duck, 
Mickey Mouse, and Three Pigs. 13x10- 
in. heavy cardboard. Entry blank for 
Donald Duck Disneyland Contest incl. 
49 N 4689—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 o2.,.92 

Ten Inlaid Puzzles made of heavy 
cardboard. Brightly colored pictures 

delight tots! Each has about 14 
pieces, each measures 9x634 inches 
when assembled. 
49 N 4742—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz... .9 4C 

Five Educational Puzzles of heavy card- 
board, Teaches time, months, seasons, 
alphabet, U.S. map. Box 14x11 inches. 
49 N 4743—Shpz. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz...... $1.34 
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Train and Turnpike thriller 
Watch autos beat train to the crossing 

in this HO Train and Auto Race Set 

Complete with NO MONEY 
powerpack so 9 79 DOW cash 

Look at 'em go . . 1961-model Thunderbird and Corvette speed 
around hairpin cutve, climb overpass and spin through 3 more 
curves, Union Pacific diesel freight highballs it toward grade 
crossing. Autos must race the train or . . Hif the brake! Locomo: 
tive roars through crossing, its headlamp beaming. Coal hopper 
car, cement car, tank car and finally the caboose pass by. Off 
speed the autos again—right down the straightaway. 

HO scale plastic autos, 2 in. long, have electric motors, nylon 
guide pins on front. Two speed controls operate each auto inde 
pendently. 15 plastic road sections with metal contact strips snap. 

together to form 12-foot turnpike, 8 plastic trestles. 

HO train is 28 in. long. Plastic engine pulls plastic cars with 
N.M.R.A. couplers, nylon wheels, Run train fast, slow or in 

reverse—by remote control. 15 track sections plus rerailer grade 
crossing for turnpike form 127-inch oval. 134-amp powerpack 
with circuit breaker, 18-volt AC-DC, 

79 N ?523C— Train and Turnpike Set. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs 

Powerpack works both train ond outos. 
UL opproved. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

$29.79 

As cars complete track 
2 counters tally 1 to 10 laps 

ovtomoticolly 

Slow-poke 'Trains for 

beginning engineers 
mplete with 
werpack 

Battery-run 
motor 

Wind-up $ 397 
motor 

$989 

[T] Husky, steam-type locomo- 
International Sports Car Race counts each lap around~ 

Bi 
tim 

e for the turns and at top of overpass. Bridge narrows so only one car can pass at a 
an obstacle that requires daredevil skill to avoid collision. Lap-counter section tallies 

over-and-under track. 
are molded plastic and ride on metal 

held in grooves by nylon guide pins. 2 hand 

1 to 10 laps as each racer rounds the figure- 
Miniature Aston Martin and Lister Jaguar 

contact strips. Actually skid around curves . . 
thr tles control speed. 15 plastic sections plus narrow overpass snap together . . form 
a 5-foot figure 8 with 1514-foot lap. 4 plastic trestles. l-amp 18-volt D.C. powerpack. 
49 N 9521—UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.. $18.97 
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tive is powered by long-run- 
ning, keywind dock motor. 
Emits harmless sparks. Speed 
governor runs train at even 
speed. On-off lever. High-impact 
plastic engine and coal tender 
pull colorfully decorated metal 
gondola, box car and caboose. 
Train 34 in. long. 8 curved and 2 
straight track form 102-in. oval 

49 N 9512— Wt. 3 Ibs, 4 oz. $3.97 

(2) Ideal for tots because all 
parts are of soft, flexible 

vinyl plastic. Old-fashioned 
steam-type locomotive pulls 

coal tender, gondola and ca- 
boose. 31-in. long train. 10 sec 
tions of flexible vinyl track form 
a 92-inch oval. Uses 1 “D” bat 

tery . . order below 

49N9514M—NWt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$2.89 
49N4662M—" D" batteries. Shpg. 
wt. two, 8 oz 2 for 39c 



Girls of all ages love the enchantment 
this BOUDOIR DOLL lends their room 

26-inch glamorous doll is dressed in a full-length 
rayon satin gown with tulle overskirt that sweeps 
way out when she's seated on your bed or dresser. 
Wears high heels. Arrange her rooted acetate hair. 

Cotton fabric body stuffed with cotton. Plastic head, 
arms, legs sewn to body. Painted features. 
79 N 3043C—Shipping weight 3 pounds.......... $598 

$598 She sits, tilts her head; 
moves her arms and legs 

20-in. Kewpie Doll. Pinch her soft ` 
p "ES vinyl arm, hear her coo. Her jointed 

i > body poses 101 different ways. Vinyl 
prs head has painted features; molded 

plastic body, legs allow her to stand 
alone. Cotton dress, panties, patent 

leather shoes, rayon socks. 
49 N 3538-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $5,98 

13-in. Doll (small views). Wears cotton 
sunsuit, socks and shoes. 
49 N 3542-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz..$2.77 

Lullabye 
Baby 

3 Tiny Babies on Pillows 
are great stocking stuffers 

Set of 3 soft, 8-inch dolls love to show 
off their many poses . . they change 
positions with just a flip of the hand. 
So lightweight a baby can hug them. 
Their cute vinyl faces have painted 
features. Their hands are also made of 
vinyl. Cuddled in cotton flannel bunt- 
ing in assorted pastel colors, Imported 
from Japan. 

Shipping weight 7 ounces. 
assassinas Set $2.49 
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Doll wriggles like a new born baby 
while Swiss music box plays 

12-inch infant almost seems alive! Wind the key 
in back . . imported music box inside her body plays 
Brahms' Lullaby. See how realistically her body 
moves—just like a real baby's. She can hold her 
tiny toes in her hand, her thumb in her mouth. Her 
clenched fists and toes are beautifully detailed. 
Made from vinyl plastic, her arms and legs are 
jointed, her head turns and has “go-to-sleep” eyes. 
You can comb her rooted Saran pixie style hairdo, 
She wears an adorable cotton sleeper. 
49 N 3268—Shipping weight 1 pound.......... $479 

iG 55 m 

$55 [5 E [5 $55 

Pony-tailed Playmate 
walks when guided 

(2) 19-inch vinyl doll has go-to- 
sleep eyes and a cute, turned- 

up nose, Arrange her pretty 
plastic hair in all the latest 
styles. Her arms, legs and head 
jointed to move easily. She 
walks when you guide her with 
your hand. Green cotton blouse 
and print slacks; shoes and socks. A 
Her extra party outfit is an em- '. 
broidered cotton pique dress, 
rayon panties. 
49 N 3688—Shpg. wt. 2 1bs.$5.98 

Angela Cartwright 
. .'TV and Movie Star 

3) 15-inch Angela’s sure to 
please. Her look-alike plays 

“Linda” on the Danny Thomas 
show. Plastic doll is jointed, her 
eyes go to sleep. Has rooted ace- 

tate hair in long pony tail. White 
nylon pinafore tops checked cot- 
ton dress. Panties, shoes, socks. 
49 N 3362—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. .$3.98 



"ITS NO USE, ALICE ... WE'LL HAVE 
TO GET A MOVE CAMERA" 

Super8 Outfit has electric 
eye Camera with regular 
lens . . manual thread 
Projector with zoom lens 
. . plus 22x30-inch table 
screen, movielight, pistol 
grip, film and titler set. 

Complete Outfit 

Camera. Sets correct exposure. 15mm f:1.8 lens. Automatic 
footage indicator. Dim light warning. Uses 1 film indoors 
or out. No winding . . operates on 4 penlight batteries. 1 
Super 8 color film cartridge with processing and 4 batteries 
included in outfit. Die-cast aluminum body. Japan. 

Projector. Enjoy 15-minute movies on one threading. 
Sprocketless feed system is easy on film. F:1.6 zoom lens for 
close-ups, larger pictures. Fast power rewind. Forced air 
cooling. Die-cast aluminum body. Self-contained steel case. 
For 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. For Super 8 film only, 

Complete Movie Outfit. Use for Super 8 system only. 
3N9519C2-Shipping wt. 17 Ibs. $5 mo..... Cash $99.88 
3N9115C-Camera only. No grip. Wt. 3 Ibs...... 39.50 

18C-Projectoronly, Wt. 11 Ibs. $5 mo. Cash 54.50 
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For the easiest home movies ever 

SUPER 8 Movie Outfit 
Electric eye Camera with 2-to-1 zoom 

lens, self-thread Projector plus 
22x30-inch table screen, movie light, 

pistol grip, titler set, 50-foot 
cartoon, movie-making booklet 

Complete :[4888 ED 
Camera. Automatically sets correct exposure. 
Rotate lens lever to zoom in for close-ups. 
10-20mm f:1.8 lens, Automatic footage in- 
dicator. Dim light warning. Uses 1 film in- 
doors or out. No winding . . operates on 4 pen- 
light batteries. 1 Super 8 color film cartridge 
with processing and 4 batteries included in 
outfit. Die-cast aluminum body. Japan. 

Projector. Runs "whisper" quiet. F:1.5 lens; 
}-hour movies on 400-fóot reel (1 incl). 
Forward, reverse, still. Room light control 
socket. New jam resistant film handling sys- 
tem. Die-cast aluminum body. 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. For Super 8 film only. 

The Outfit. $7.50 mo, For Super 8 system only. 
3 N 9512C2—Wt. 20 lbs. ... Cash $148.88 

Camera only. Order batteries from Big Book. 
3N9116C—No grip. Wt. 3lbs....... $68.95 

Projector only. Shipping wt. 12 Ibs, 
3 N 9222C—$5 monthly... .... Cash 79.50 

Super 8 Camera 

and Projector . . 

buy both and 

Save $5.12 

Separately $74.00 

$6888 

Camera. Just drop in film cartridge and 
start shooting . . no threading. No wind- 
ing—operates on 4 penlight batteries (sold 
Big Book). Shoot 50-ft. film without in- 
terruption. Use same film indoors or out. 
Sharp 15mm f:1.8 fixed-focus lens. 

Manual exposure control. Automatic 
built-in filter. Footage indicator. Dim 
light warning. Metallic-gray die-cast 
aluminum. Japan. For Super 8 film only. 
3 N 9110—Shipping wt. 3 lbs.. .$29.50 

Projector. Easy on your film sprocketless 
feed system. Manual threading. Uses 200- 
ft. reels (1 incl.) for 15-minute movies. 
Truly quiet running. Fast 1-inch f:1.6 lens 
for bright pictures. Fast power rewind. 
Forward projection only. Die-cast alumi- 
num frame. Self-contained steel case. 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. For Super 8 only. 
3 N 9217C—Wt. 11 Ibs... Cash $44.50 
Camera and Projector Outfit. Save $5.12. 
3 N 9517C2—Wt. 12 Ibs.. Cash $68.88 



Vinyl-covered 
Rink Skate Case 
* Sturdy fiberboard frame 
* Nickel-plated hard 
* Molded plastic handle 
* Twin locks with key 

are 

This handsome and sturdily built 
case will help protect your skates 

against bumps and damage while 
you're not wearing them. And it locks 
securely to help keep your skates 
safe. 4x12Yx6'/2 inches deep 
overall. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds 

6 N 23069 — Blue $5.49 
6 N 23068 — Red 5.49 
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Rink Skates 
designed for really superb 

comfort and control 

_* Pro-style Trucks.. adjust for all 
types of skating 

* Uppers of fine split leather 
* Split Tongue with foam cushioning 

. . laces up tightly, comfortably 

* Rubber Composition Soles 
* Foot Plates of nickel-plated steel 
* Plastic Offset Wheels . . regulation- 

type recessed axles 

Only *| 6? 

Adjust the rubber cushioned trucks with 
the full 10° adjustment for dancing or 
figure skating on almost any floor. 
Loosen for freer turning action, tighten 
for general skating with less bounce, 
less pivot action. Rubber toe stops. 

Women's, Girls’. High top. White. 
B(rned.) width. Full sizes 4 to 9. State 

size then width, 
6 N 23305F —Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs..... $16.49 

Men's, Boys’. High top. Black. 
D(med.) width. State full size 4 to 10 

then width. 
6 N 23206F —Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs..... $16.49 

HOW TO ORDER RINK SKATES: If foot is 
medium width, order regular street shoe 
size. For '⁄} size shoe or if wide, order next 
full size larger. If foot is narrow, order nearest 
full size smaller. 

m 

A Rink Skate built with 

foot comfort in mind 

$)|99 

Comfort-features and performance found only in our finer 

skates. Double-action rubber cushioned trucks ..for 

greater flexibility and control. Track-tested plastic off-set 

top-graín leathe 

wheels with Ye inch ball bearings. Rubber toe stops. 
Split, foam padded tongue. Nickel-plated footplate. 
Women's, Girls’. High White. B(med.) width. Full 

sizes 5 to 11. State size then width when ordering. 

6N 23311F — Shipping weight 8 pounds $21.99 
Men's, Boys’. High top. Black. D(med.) width. Full sizes 6 
to 12. State size then width when ordering. 
6 N 2321 1F — Shipping weight 8 pounds $21.99 

Our finest . . world famous ROLLER DERBY Precision Skates 

Full-precision 

Men's and Women's 
$2799.35 monthly 

Highly polished, precision ground ball bearing con- 
struction gives you a smooth, quiet ride. Long wear- 
ing plastic wheels. Cast aluminum footplate; built-in 
toe stop. Adjustable trucks. Top grain leather uppers; 
suede lining. Padded tongue. State size then width 

B(med.) width. Women's and Girls’, Sizes 5 to 10. 
6 N 23391F — White. Shipping weight 8 Ibs. . . $37.99 

Men's and Boys’. D(med.) width. Sizes 6 to 12. 

6 N 23291F — Black. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $37.99 

Semi-precision s) 799 $4 

Men's and Women's cosh monthly 

You get all of the Roller Derby features mentioned 

at the left, except that the bearings are not full 

precision design. Action is still smooth, quiet. Com- 
fort is unparalleled . . these skates have top-grain 
leather uppers and soft suede lining. 
Women's and Girls’. B(med.) width. Sizes 4 to 10. 
6 N 23388F — White. State size. Wt. 8 lbs. $27.99 

Men's and Boys’. D(med.) width. Sizes 7 to 12. 

6 N 23288F — Black. State size. Wt. 8 Ibs. $27.99 



"Typesnitén; plastic case 

36.54 
Turn the dial to “type.” 40-character 
punch dial . . letters, numbers, punctua- 
tion marks. Dummy keyboard. Uses 
standard size paper. 1114x714x434 in, 
Has molded plastic carrying case, 
49 N 1778—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz, . .$6.54 

49 N 1789 — Typewriter above, without 
carrying case. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 7 02..$4.54 

49 N 1848—2 extra typewriter ribbons. 
Shipping weight 2 ounces..... 2 for 29c 

È SE 

Print your own newspaper 

Bright “typesetter” can print 2-column 
"digest" size (514x714 in.) papers; also 
menus, school programs, etc. All-metal 
press adjusts for heavy, light inking. 
600 pcs. type, 16 type slots, newspaper 

headings, 15 picture dies, rubber ce- 
ment, tweezers. Ink, paper, 16-page idea 
book included. Press is 11x7x434 in, 
49 N 1806—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs......$9.29 

Works like a real typewriter $1488 

Hapri-Time portable is a child-size version of a real typewriter. Helps 
youngsters develop sense of neatness . . increases spelling accuracy. In 
dividual feather-action spade-shaped keys arranged same as standard key- 
board. 56 characters . . capital letters, numerals, punctuation marks. Turns 
out clean, sharp, easy-to-read papers. Even has ball-bearing carriage re 
turn, Uses standard-size paper. Has standard 34-in. ribbon. 10x1014x4 in. 
49 N 1861 — Beige machine, metal carrying case. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $14.88 
49 N 1776— Extra black ribbon. Shipping weight 2 ounces 7% 

Adding Machine 
This efficient toy machine 

. not only adds, but it 
subtracts, multiplies and 
divides. Adds and sub- 
tracts up to 9999, Multi- 
plies any combination from 
1 to 10, Divides numbers 
up to 100. Accurate . . 
easy-to-use 4M-in. diam- 
eter calculator disk. In- 
structions printed on the 

back. Steel. 14x8 in. wide. 

49 N 1863— 
Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz..... .$274 

Our Finest Typewriter 

318.88 
Feather-action, spade-shaped keys ar- 
ranged like a standard keyboard. 56 
characters . . capital letters, numerals, 
punctuation marks. Carriage return, 

paper advance lever. Leatherette carry- 
ing case, zipper goes around 3 sides. 
11x1044x444 in. high. Uses standard- 
size paper. Ribbon included. 

49 N 1881 —Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. . .$18.88 
49 N 1776— Black ribbon. Wt. 2 oz.. .79c 

Low-priced dial Typewriter 

“Small fry" love to play "office" with 
tot-size typewriter. 35-character punch 
dial revolves. Prints capital letters, 
numbers. Uses standard size paper. 
Dummy key-board looks like real type- 
writer, All-steel case. Rubber feet. 51x 
10x4 in. high. 
49 N 1732—Wt. 2 Ibe. 10 oz... . $2.59 
49 N 1714— Extra ribbons, one black, one 
red. Shpg. wt. 2 oz............2 for 29c 

Educational Flash Cards . . the Fun way to learn . . Fast! 

Fact-packed Book of Knowledge Sets 
3 separate card sets . . Wonders of the World, Famous People, 
Important Events. Feature 54 subjects in each. Beautifully 
illustrated with authentic photographs. Concise, easy-to-read 
information printed on reverse side of each card. Includes 
exciting quiz game cards ior group fun-time participation 
and testing. Ideal for flash reference and study. Adults enjoy 
them as much as the children. 
49 N 1814—Set of three. 4x414x6 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz 
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Milton Bradley Educational Kits, pre-school to 6th grade 
Pre-school, kindergarten. One Set, 3 
games. Alphabet picture cards . . help tots 

learn letters. Picture word cards . . help build 
vocabulary through word association. Under- 
standing numbers . . beginning arithmetic. 

49 N 1685—1034x9 in. Wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz..$3.94 

3 

B Ist, 2nd graders. Phonetic drill cards 
hinged cards form new words by changing 

letters. Number cards . . drills in addition, 

words, sentences, playing word gam 
metic games 
and division 

49 N 1687—13x1134 i 

3rd, 4th graders. One Set, 4 games. Read- 
ing games . . build vocabulary by making 

Arith- 
provide drill in multiplication 
teach meaning of fractions. 

Wi. 3 Ibs. 2 02...$3.94 

Sth, 6th graders. (Not shown.) One set, 3 
games. United States cards . 
states. 

- facts on our 50 
Global cards . . geographical facts on 

subtraction. Basic word cards . . give drill in 
100 basic words found in children’s readers. 
49 N 1686—1034x9 in. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3 oz... $3.94 

principal countries of the world. Fraction-Per- 
cent flash cards . . provide 160 problems in more 
complicated mathematics. The fun way to learn. 

49 N 1688—1239 in. We. 4 Ibs. 10 oz.....$3.94 



Speed . . spins . . thrills 
Like real speedway driving! Travel as much 

as 20 feet around many different layouts 

Complete with $2997 NO MONEY 
DOWN powerpack pira 

Experience the fast pace, quick decisions and daredevil chances 
that top-notch drivers take on 6 great American speedways. Set 
up a new track layout—meet a new challenge every time. 

Fun to watch . . more fun to run. Feel the surge of power as you 
press your control throttle. Wheels spin. Your car races wildly, 
neck and neck with your opponent. Ease up! Here's that hair-pin 
curve, Watch that Jag! He's out of control! He's spun out! 

Ferrari Testa Rosa and D-Jaguar are 1/32-scale molded plastic, 
514 inches long, Ready to run with heavy-duty electric racing mo- 
tors. Nylon pins guide them along track grooves between aluminum 
contact strips. Watch them skid and spin realistically at the turns. 

Tndependently controlled by 2 push-button hand throttles. 
22 plastic sections (10 straight, 12 curved) slip together like 

train tracks. Form a 6-foot figure 8, a 6}4-foot Hour Glass, an 
814-foot Lake Garnett, or other famous track layouts. Instruction 
manual shows you how. 12 plastic trestles let you build overpass. 
12 plastic fence sections protect racers along the curves. Set in- 
cludes 134-amp powerpack with twin 734-volt DC circuits, circuit 
breaker, on-off switch. UL approved. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

49 N 9532— Electric Road Race Set, Shpg. wt. 9 lbs, 

It takes skill and daring to win 

this battery-operated Auto Race 

Ease up at the turns and at the dangerous crossovet 
— else you're in for a spill. Criss-cross racing on 4-foot 
figure 8 is sure to be full of suspense and near-acci- 
dents. Two 4-inch molded plastic racers have prewired 
electric motors, ride metal contact strips. They skid 

N Make any of these famous track 
layouts with this set 

Flag lowers automatically as winning car speeds across finish line 

and spin . . held to track grooves by plastic guide pins. 
Two on-off control buttons govern speed. 

17 plastic road sections, 8 fence sections snap to- 
gether. Battery box, connecting wires. Battery not 
included. Order one 134-volt dry cell battery below. 
79 N 9540CM—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . 
79 N4701M—1}4-volt Battery. Wt. 2 Ibs, S oz.... 1.10 

Citai Dabs scans by daidan mated Gon 

Plastic tower counts each lap around. When your 
racer goes 9 laps tiny flag goes up.. when you 
cross finish line on 10th lap flag goes down, mark- 
ing winner. Two 4-inch molded plastic racers travel 
over and under a 4-foot figure 8. Racers have 12- 
volt direct drive motors, plastic guide pins . . ride on 
metal conductors. Speed governed by 2 on-off hand 

controls. 24 plastic road sections and 8 fence sec- 
tions snap together. 8 plastic trestles. 

79N9525C-Powerpack not included. Wt. 5 lbs.$9.99 
49 N 9936—114-omp Powerpack. 4 to 18-volt DC 
UL listed, 110—120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. . ..$539 
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chatting on her 

Belle Telle 

whiles away happy hours 
talking telephone 

ove You VERY MUCH 
LL YOU LOVE ME TOO? 

we HAVE A PARTY? 
HOW OLD ARE YOU? 

$1298 
æm Belle Telle’s hand is sculptured to 

hold receiver, other objects. She 
loves to talk on her plastic phone 
with realistic dial. Mommy removes 
receiver, pushes magic button. Hear 
her say: “My name is Belle Telle," 
“Please play with me," “Please tell 
me a story.” She uses 11 sentences, 
repeats herself too! Phone has con- 
cealed record player with record. 
Operates on one flashlight battery 
(order below). 18-in. plastic toddler 
is jointed. Her vinyl head has go-to- 
sleepeyes, rooted acetate hair, Wears 
cotton dress, panties. Socks, shoes. 
49 N 3640—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. . .$12.98 

MAY 

Swinging Basket; Sister Dolls 
Imagine, a basket that swings, a cuddly infant 
and darling toddler to thrill your little girl. 
14-inch infant has painted features, rooted 
plastic hair. Printed cotton pajamas. Muslin 
body, stuffed with kapok, is light weight to 
hold. Her 18-inch toddler sister has big, 
bright eyes that close to sleep. 

Vinyl and rigid plastic with moving arms, 
legs and head. Rooted plastic hair is accented 
with a bow. Her lace-trimmed pajamas match 
baby sister's. She wears sandals. Her splint 
basket swings on a wood frame and is lined 
with dotted cotton batiste with nylon lace. 

“D” Batteries. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660, . „Each 16¢; 4 for 60c 

N FAMOUS EFF, - N BEE DOLLS 
Girls love Dolls 

in Sailor Costumes 

$979 
Stands 18 inches high. A 
beauty that delights in 
showing off her fashionable 
costume. Cotton dress is 
spruced-up in nautical 
print. Solid color coat has 
dashing sailor collar and 
bow tie. She wears a win- 

79 N 32484.. 

15-inch Scout Dolls 

They all have adorable faces with a cute 
turned up nose and rosy cheeks. Go-to-sleep 
eyes and richly curled, rooted Saran hair to 
comb, brush and set. Their bodies are rigid 
plastic with vinyl plastic moving arms, legs 
and turning head. They wear official cotton 
uniforms, panties, socks and shoes. 

With Blue Bird Uniform. White blouse, blue 
skirt and beanie. Red vest. 

some “sailor hat," panties, 49 N 3770—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz.. . .$5.98 

socks, shoes, Her moving w noie. or Ufo ee shown). 
H ik hite blouse, blue skirt, beanie, red tie. 

eyes are long-lashed, likea — 4o. 3771—Shipping weight 1 Ib, 6 02... .$5.98 movie star’s. Rooted Saran 
hair to shampoo, comb, With Girl Scout Uniform, Green dress and 

< ni: : beret, belt, yellow tie 
nx vinyl and ek a 49N 3648 —Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz... . .$5.98 
fully jointed. Shipping Wt. Wih Brownie Scout Uniform, (Not shown). 
2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N3361....... 

Brown color, belt, beanie, orange tie. 
$9.79 49 N 3645—Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz... .$5.98 

Fluffy, 11-inch sweetie $967 Precious Drink and Wet Babies 

Size overall 17x15x11 inches. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 

3] Fluffy is a cute little charmer to dress. All 
vinyl plastic . . jointed arms, legs; head 

turns. Has go-to-sleep eyes, rooted Saran hair, 
rayon panties, socks and shoes. 
49 N 3565— Doll only. Shpg. wt. 11 oz... 
Clothing for Fluffy. Shpg. wt. each, 4 oz. 
(A) 49 N 3383—Coat, muff and hat of cotton- 
backed rayon plush that looks like fur. Each 
has smooth, red rayon lining. ..... $199 
(B) 49 N 3360— Cotton dress, panties, hat.. 179 
(C) 49 N 3359— Cotton apron-dress, panties 1.37 
(D) 49 N 3381—2-piece knit cotton sleeper....82¢ 

$2.67 

Citai Dade Scans by diaman miednica com 

10-inch cuties with sweet baby faces to win your 
little girl’s heart. Adorable lashed eyes close to 
sleep, Rooted plastic hair to wash, brush and 
set. Each carries its own bottle. All vinyl and 
fully jointed. 

Baby wears cotton dress, 
Bloomers, shoes and socks. 

49 N 3265—Shipping weight 14 ounces, . .. .$3,39 
g Pill wears print and solid color cotton 

dress, panties, socks and shoes. 
49 N 3266—Shipping weight 14 ounces... 

ribbon trim. 

$3.39 

. $17.98 

11-inch Mickey $979 
each 

The All-American boy. His painted fea- 
tures give him a saucy look little folks 
adore. All vinyl with jointed arms, legs; 
turning head. Removable cotton uni- 
forms. Molded hats. 

(6) 49 N 3344—Sailor 
(7) 49 N 3343— Football player 
(8) 49 N 3345— Baseball player 
Shipping wt. each 11 oz......Each $279 
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WHEN vou co GIRL TALKING For rut NicHT 
.. SLEEP IN STYLE AND COMFORT 

WITH A sears E. Bgl. 

Each Slumber Bag 
("i can be fully oper 

comforte 

Sleeping Bags for camping out 

vinyl bottom. cotton liner . . SanieGard 
treated. 32-in. zipper s into dufile. Dry clean 
6 N 8309 — Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz $6.99 

G Adult-size. SanieGard-tre plaid cotton flan 
€ liner. Brown cotton shell. Quilted Vycron* 

r fill. 100-in 

KM Sears 399 



SHOOT and SHOW with SUPER 8 OUTFITS 

Convenient 

instantly you have 

50-foot film 

ready to use 

Outfit with 
3-to-1 manual 
zoom spring 

drive camera . . 
self-threading 

projector with 
fast power rewind 

Complete Outfit 

318.888. 
with one 400-ft. reel, 

without battery 

The Camera. Inserting film cartridge automatically adjusts film, speed 
filter, footage counter. No thteading. Spring drive motor shoots 30 feet on 
1 winding. f:1.95 lens focuses to 3 ft, A twist of lens gives instant choice of 
wide angle, regular or close-up shots .. (11-35 mm). Automatic exposure 
control system measures light behind the lens for more accurate expo- 
sures . . means sharp, well defined movies. Viewfinder has dim light and 
end-of-film warnings. Adjusts itself for indoor movies when top-mount 
light is used. Takes single-frame animation pictures. Aluminum body. 
(Order 1 electric eye battery in Big Book.) Use Super & film only. 
The Projector. Threads itself completely even onto take-up reel. Shows 
normal speed, reverse and still projection. Fast f:1.6 lens shows brilliantly 
alive movies. Enjoy half-hour movies on 400-ft. reels (1 included), Tru- 
reflector lamp provides high light output and low heat. Storage for two 
400-ft. reels. Aluminum body. For 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC only. UL 
listed. Use for Super 8 film only, not for regular 8mm film. 
The Ourfit. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
3 N 9528C2—— Shipping weight 27 pounds, $9.50 monthly..Cash $188.88 
3 N 9150C—Camera only. Shipping wt. 4 Ibs, $5 monthly.Cash 98.95 
3 N 9206C— Projector only. Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. $5 monthly..Cash — 89.50 

cartridge film loading . . 

Cartridge. 
Color Film 

You get all these accessories plus 
either projector-camera combination below. 

Super 8 frame (top) 

has 50% more picture 

area than regular 8mm 

frame (below) for 

sharper, brighter movies 

20x30-inch Table Screen 

x 

Extra-bright 
Light Bar 

Outfit with battery 
drive 

3-to-1 power-zoom 
.reflex camera 

and self-threading 
projector with 
slow motion 

Complete Outfit 

I 888 
with one 400-ft. reel, 
without batteries 

The Camera. Zoom (9-27mm) with or without power . . without to frame your 
subject quickly, with push-button power for smooth transition from distant to 
close up. Shoot automatic slow motion at 36 f.p.s. to get the most out of action. 
Reflex viewing lets you see exactly what you're shooting for framing, zooming, 
Sensitive CdS electric eye is behind the lens for the most accurate exposures. 
Adjusts automatically for films when cartridge is inserted. Sharp f:1.95 lens. No 
winding—runs on 4 penlight batteries (not incl., sold in Big Book). Battery- 
strength indicator. Single frame for animation. Built-in haze filter. Viewfinder 
tells end of film. Adjustable eyepiece. Aluminum body. For Super 8 film only. 

The Projector. Show slow motion at the flip of a switch . . also normal, reverse 
and still projection. Get automatic threading even onto take-up reel. Spring- 
loaded sprockets provide safe film handling. Fast f:1.6 lens projects a sharp 
image on screen. High efficiency lamp has own built-in reflector for high light 
output and low heat. Shows half-hour movies on 400-ft. reels (1 incl.). Die-cast 
aluminum body. Self-contained case. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed. 
The Outfit. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
3 N 9514C2— Shipping wt. 27 pounds. $11 monthly........ 
3 N 9161C— Camera only. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. $7.50 monthly. 
3 N 9200C— Projector only. Shpg. wt. 19 lbs. $5 monthly.. 

Cash $218.88 
Cash 149.50 

99.50 -Cash 

[ Wo Money Down on anything Sears sells sc paces 256 
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You've found the special cartoon of Dennis' lost 

dog . . and now you're eligible to get a 

= \ $$ DISCOUNT 
on an order from 

this Catalog placed 

before Nov. 2, 1968. 
See special insert 

under front cover 
for details, 

Bea "big wheel" 
with this new 
3-WHEELER 

Only at Sears 

$699 

* Heavy-gauge steel wheels 
* Yeinch steel ball bearings 

Street Kings” 
Enjoy these outdoor shoe skates . . save time 
with their easy-clean expanded vinyl uppers 

* Extra strong steel footplate 
* Composition rubber soles 

What a way to roll and go! Three giant 4-inch diameter wheels provide 
the swiftest up-an-away feeling in roller skates today. The third, cen- 
ter wheel lets you make sharp turns with ease. And, what's more, the 
wheels are rubber-tired for indoor as well as outdoor fun . . no scratch- 
ing floors. Sportscar-red hubs with matching red accessories; adjust 

These are rugged skates . . built to take the continuous abuse of day- 
long outdoor skating. Comfortable, safer . . won't slip off. High-cut ex- 
panded vinyl uppers provide the firm ankle support so important to 
young skaters. Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

able, laced tc 

6 N 23142 — Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 6 oz 

Trainer 
Roller Skates #187 

For quick development of skill 
especially economical for growing 

children. For children five years old and 

younger. Strong channel steel construc 
tion jjustable, laced leather toe 
piece, plus leather ankle strap for snug 
fit. Smooth running wheels. Adjusts 
6/4 to 8'/ inches long. 

6 N 23109 — Wt. 2 lbs. -, Pair $1.87 

Citai page scant by Heisihiasmisetedimical com 

strap; adjustable ankle strap. 
16 ball bearings per wheel mean smooth, fast performance. Steel 

body adjusts 10's to 11/2 inches long. From England 
Pair $6.99 

Steel-wheel 
Zip-fit Skates $399 

9 Strap and go! Fits any shoe. 1-piece 
^ toe clamp hugs whole toe, slips on 
like l required. 8 smooth- 
rolling bearings per wheel with rubber 
cushioned trucks. Steel frame adjusts 
from 7!/4 to 9Y2 inches. Order the easy 
way —by phone. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
6N23121—Wt.3 Ibs, Pair $3.99 

Junior sizes: 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Please state size. 

6 N 23103F — Girl's. Whit . Pair $6.99 
6 N 23102F —Hoy's. Black... .Pair 6,99 

3 Chas * Host 

$619 
Holds even on sneakers . . and stays! Holds tight because of 
giant foam-padded toe clamp. No key required. Forget weather, 

too .. rubber wheels are for indoor as well as outdoor skating, 
Rubber-cushioned trucks and 16 ball bearings per wheel mean 
smooth, fast performance. Leather strap, Comfortable foam ankle 
pad. Skate adjusts 8 to 10%4 inches. Gold-color. 
6 N 23141 — Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Non-marring rubber wheel 
Zip-fit Skates 

Pair $6.19 

sxtoc [Sears] 407 



Slick-up Chest 

38.99 
Learn good grooming with your own 
Slick-up Chest. Holds Seaforth hair 
groom, Seaforth shampoo, Shinola 
shoe polish, shoe brush, dauber, 
TEK toothbrush, Ipana toothpaste, 
comb, tumbler, Chap Stick, hair 

. Extra can Shinola black 
, shoe cloth, hand brush. 

Plastic cabinet; adhesive hangers. 
12x34x15 in. 
49 N 5018—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. .$3.99 

[i] Mr. Jogi ond His Auto. Not 
only does he drive his car straight 

up wall, he goes down, sideways, up- 
side-down, around square corners . . 
and he travels, too, on other non- 
porous or convex surfaces. Plastic. 

89c 

[Z Waldo ond Albert. What a 
puzzling and thirsty pair! They 

drink and drink for days without 
stopping. No springs or wires. Just 
keep plastic bowl filled . . the water 
keeps them dipping constantly. 

Both plastic . . each 734 in. high. 

49 N 4853-Wt. 12 oz. Set of 2 $1.79 

49 N 5061-6 in. long. Wt. 8 oz. 

Citali pane scuns by cheilmatnusebecimicM conn 

Burglar-alarm Safe 

33.49 
Alarm sounds when door opens; 
shuts off when door closes, or 
with inside control. Uses 1 “D” 
battery, order below. 2 number 

combination lock. Money drops 
from slot in top into sliding 
coin tray. Rubber feet. Gray 
steel. 9x7x6 in. 

steel 49 N 5017 —Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 02.$3.49. 

Great Party Gags 

33.99 
Package of laughs! Plastic. 
Red Heart throbs when you 
open coat. Padlock attaches 
to any door . . tags reading 

“Keep out”, “Foreclosed,” 
etc. Spook Hand attaches 
to any door. Talking Teeth 
move about, chatter. Hypo 

looks like real one, pre- 
tends to draw . . give blood 
to victim. Faucet attaches 
to desk, forehead, 14x 
1134x2 in. 
49N5167-Wt. 11b. 402.$3.99 

(3) Little Orby. Climbs straight up 
without falling. Youngsters love 

him for he defies gravity by climbing 
walls, mirrors and other smooth non- 
porous surfaces . . delights everyone 
around him. 5 in. long. 
49 N 4805— Plastic. Wt. 8 0z....89C 

[9 Take Apart Plastic Puzzle Toys. 

Santa recommends them as won- 
derful stocking stuffers . . little gifts 
for extra surprises on Christmas 
moming. Set consists of tank, jeep, 
boat, locomotive, “pop-apart” hot 
rod . . all parts color-keyed. 
49 N 5140-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..$3.19 

Combination Safe 

36.94 
Sliding coin tray, shelf hold West German import. 
a variety of valuables be- — Soundsa bell when spring 
longing to your little king or operated cash drawer 
queen, Sturdy replica of opens. Window shows 
Hercules Meilink office safes. 
Two-number, easy-to-re- 
member dial lock shuts se- 
curely. Electrically 

to withstand 
play. 12x914x8 inches. 
49 N 5104—Wt. 10 Ibs. $6.94 

“Ring” Register 
$4.29 

amount when any of 9 
easy, push button keys 
are tapped. Paper roll 
feed, extra rollof register of S 
tape. Durable steel. 7x 
534x6 inches. 
49 N 5016-Wt. 2 Ibs.$4.29 

Heavy 

welded 

rough 

steel, 

Happi-Time Register 

$3.19 
Careful ‘‘merchant” tallies 
sales at playtime cash register. 
Turn dial to show department 
in which sale is made. Push 
lever to open cash drawer. 

crinkle finish. 
Toy paper money, coins, pad 

ars sales checks and pen- 
cil. 9 keys register sales from. 
1c to $1.00. 9x7 34x634 in. 

49 NA815—Wt, 31bs. 12 02.$3.19 

Build, re-build Clock that really runs 

$469 

Intrigues youngsters and keeps them happily, constructively occupied. They'll 

spend lots of time with this exciting project aking apart—or reassembling clock 

with color-keyed, spring-driven gear assembly. Plastic dock actually keeps time 
up to 14 hours. Full instructions for assembly are included 
49 N 5077 —1114 in. high. Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces. 

Fightingest Fish ever 34,19 

Jr. fishermen delight in “catching” this B- ish in bathtub, 

wading pool or on land. When hoo with lure, he springs 

into action . . fights to get away! 12-in. molded plastic fish is 

realistically colored. His “fighting spirit” comes from power- 

ful spring device wound by turning his fins. Comes with rod, 
working clicker reel, line and lure. 

49 N 5168—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $4.19 sx: SEARS 399 
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Lionel “027” Gauge 
DELETE 

Electric Train Sets.. 

Imagine! Lionel Trains with Magne-Traction and remote-control uncoupling—at prices so low 
“027” gauge trains have 3-rail track with 3 
er rails, Engines powered by Magne-T 

oss ties, 134 in. between out- 
tion drive for greater pulling 

remote control. Cars of plastic and steel. Connecting wires, Lockon unit, 
lubricant and instructions included. All 3 sets have a circuit-breaker 

power. Run forward or reverse, fast or slow, even uncouple cars—all by transformer . . UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
[1] 7-wnit Steam-type Freight. Powerful 8-wheel 
= locomotive with slope-back coal tender, Br 
headlight. Rolling stock includes hopper car; gon 
dola with 3 canisters; Savings Bank car (deposit 
coins toward purchase of additional cars and ac- 
cessories); flat car with arched trestle bridge; 
caboose, 8 curved, 1 straight and 1 remote-control 
uncoupling track form 27x36-inch oval. Train is 
6334 inches long. 35-watt transformer. 
49 N 9670—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 12 oz... ...$18.97 

402 SEARS sas 
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7] 6-wnit Steam Freight. When engine has a full 
head of steam it billows real smoke. Headlight 

shines, whistle gives warning when you want 
Couple on a real load . . coal tender; flat car with 
arched trestle bridge; gondola with 3 canisters; 
twin-dome tank car; caboose. 8 curved, 3 straight 
and 1 remote-control uncoupling track form 27x45- 
inch oval. Train is 56 inches long. 75-watt trans- 
former has whistle control. With smoke fluid. 
49 N 9672—Wt. 12 Ibs. No money down. Cash $29.88 

7 -wnit Diesel Freight. Double unit diesel with 
headlight, horn. Two cars work by remote con 

trol... Minuteman Missile Launching car opens roof, 
raises launcher, fires missile , . Helicopter Launching 
car soars spring-powered ‘copter by push-button. 
Hopper car, gondola with 3 canisters, caboose, 8 cur- 
ved, S straight and 1 remote-control uncoupling 
track form 27x54-inch oval. Train is 72 inches long 
75-watt transformer with horn control 
49 N 9673—Wt. 14 lbs. No money down..Cash $39.88 

“027” plastic-and-metal accessories . . extra track 
Santa Fe Switcher. Has working 
headlight, horn, Magne-Traction 

and couplers on front and rear. 
49N9814-1214 in. Wt.3lbs.802.$23.88 

5 
swinging stop sign go into action 

as train passes, Operates automati- 
cally. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 9827 —734 in. high... $4.59 

[E] Crossing Gate. Gate swings 
down as train nears crossing, 

raises after train has passed. 
Flashing lights on gate arm. 
49N9834-95¢ in. long. Wt. 1 Ib..$4.59 

[7] Gateman. Man rushes out of 
— shanty swinging lantern to warn 
of approaching train, returns to 
shack.when train is gone, Wt. 2 Ibs, 
49 N 9835—414 in. high.. $5.69 

8) Trestle Set. For over-and-under 
figure 8's. 24 trestles, 346 to 434 

inches high. All plastic, 
49 N 9845—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. Set $4.77 

Sound Effects Record. 45 rpm 
49 N 9899 —Shpg. wt.2 oz 59c 

Transformers. Reduce house current 
(110-v, 60c. AC) to low voltage for 
trains. Circuit breakers protect 
against overload. Horn, whistle, dir- 
ectional controls, UL approved. 
jj 190-w. Type KW Dual Control. 

For 2-train layouts. Two speed 
controls, plus fixed voltage for ac- 
cessories. 73 x674x714 in. high 
49 N 9821 —Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.. $24.97 

fii] 125-w. Type LW. Speed control, 
— 2 accessory circuits. 
49 N9819—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 0z.$13,37 

[iz] "027^ Track. Shpg. wt. ea. 3 oz 
49 N 9801 —874-in. straight. ..21c 
49 N 9802—914-in. curved... 21¢ 

90? Crossover. For figure-8 set-up. 
49N9803-734x794 in. Wt. 11 02.51.52 

[i3] Remote-control Switches. 1 left, 
1 right. Has red, green signal 

lights. Control panel, wiring. 
49N9806-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. Pair $13,87 
49 N 9805—Hond switches. No signals 
1 left, 1 right. Wt. 2 lbs... Pair $5.79 

[ii] Lighted Deadend Bumper. 
49 N 9859-Shpg. wt. 8 02...$1.97 



Wind the Swiss music box . . 
Cradle swings to lullaby music $1598 

19-inch vinyl doll lulled to sleep in her musical cradle, shuts 
her thickly-lashed eyes just like a real baby. She looks appeal- 
ingly pretty . . her rooted plastic hair is done in a wispy baby 
style, adorned with a big rayon satin bow. Her chubby arms and 
legs are jointed. 

Doll comes dressed for naptime in a braid-trimmed nightie 
of cotton broadcloth. Keeping her warm is a lace-trimmed 
quilted rayon satin coverlet and pillow. Her plastic nursing 
bottle is tied to her hand. She drinks and wets, Cradle of woven 
fibers has vinyl liner, swings on decal-trimmed wooden frame. 
25x14x18 in. high over-all. Swiss music box plays rock-a-bye- 
tune. Basket has movable hood and plastic beads. 
79 N 3250L—Shipping weight 9 pounds.. $15.98 

Cuddly Baby has her own basket . . $998 

Drinks from self-refilling bottle 
22-inch infant is all bundled up in her blanket of rayon and cotton 
fleece and snug baby clothes. She wears cotton diapers and rayon 
sacque. Her woven splint basket has smooth vinyl liner, trimmed 
with rayon taffeta and net. It’s fun to "feed" her, too. Raise the 
pretend, Carnation nursing bottle to her mouth . . see the milk 

"disappear" (no liquid escapes). Turn it upright—bottle refills like 
magic. 

Doll’s soft cotton body is Kapok and foam filled. She has 
clenched fists, true-to-life toes and rooted, pixie-styled plastic hair. 
She even shuts her eyes when she's sleepy. Arms and legs are sewed 
on, giving her greater flexibility. Arms, legs and head are skin- 
toned vinyl. 
79 N 3251 C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. dc $9.98 

Soft-cuddly Baby Doll with 

her own car bed and layette 

to go traveling with you 

$597 
Even at these low prices, Sears has fully jointed dolls . . each with thickly lashed, go- 
to-sleep eyes, and a plastic rooted, “poodle” hairdo that's so much fun to wash and 
set. All these dolls come dressed in lovely infants’ wear designed for easy dressing 

T] 15-inch Toddler has a 
lightweight, plastic body 

that wipes clean easily. She 
drinks and wets, carries her 
own plastic bottle. Lace- 
trimmed dress is colorful 
cotton. Knit panties, rayon 
socks, slip-on vinyl shoes. 
49 N 3014—Wt. 1 Ib. $295 

19-inch drink-and- 4] 20-inch, drink-and- 
wet baby is made wet baby of bath- 

of easy-to-clean sturdy able, life-like plastic 
plastic. Bottle included. brings her own bottle. 
Cotton pique dress, Embroidery and lace 
lace-trimmed rayon trims her nylon dress 
coat and bonnet. Knit with attached ` petti- 
panties, socks, vinyl coat, bonnet. Cotton 
shoes. All dressed for panties, socks and 
travel. Shpg. wt. 21bs. shoes. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N3261........$497 — 49N3052........$497 

(2) 18-inch drink-and- 
wet baby has a light- 

weight, wipe-clean body 
of molded plastic. She 
brings her own bottle and 
hopes you will feed her. 
Cotton print dress. with 
lace, sewed in rayon slip. 
Wears knit panties, rayon 
Socks and vinyl shoes. 

406 SEARS ra 49 N 3036- Wt. 2 Ibs. $3.89 
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14-inch baby has a huggable, cotton-stuffed 
cloth body with vinyl arms and legs, sewn-on 
to move many ways. Comb the rooted plastic 
hair fringing her life-like face. She comes in 
a print cotton romper, but you can show her 
off in the pretty cotton print dress with match- 
ing bonnet or dress her for bed in her cotton 
flannel diaper and kimono. To keep her warm 
: . knit booties and a cotton flannel receiving 
blanket. Her portable car bed makes it easy 
to take her visiting. It is plastic on a sturdy 
metal frame. About 15x7x4 inches. 

49 N3258—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... .. . $5.97 



Now Save :30 
8-foot 

240% 
$11.50 monthly 

7-foot 

249 
$11 monthly 

firmly on 
recise adjustment to every part 

ional performance—your 
‘ire hardwood frame beautifully 

n Automatic ball return; folding 
pedestal legs; 10097 wool billiard cloth. Balls have colors and numbers molded 
in. Sent freight (rail or truck) or expres 

multi-point leveling perm 
'um-rubber cushi 

8-foot model. Was $270.00. 98x50x 

8 in, Carton size 102x52x10 inches. 
6 N 2666N—Wet. 315 II .$240.00 

00. 86x42x 

inches. 
.$225.00 

7-foot model. Was 
8 in. Carton size 90x44x 
6 N 2665N—Wt. 275 lbs, 

400 Sears ew 

SOLID 
This 250-pounder is heavy enough to lean or 

sit on for special shots .. rigidly braced 

not to move, even if bumped. Hard, smooth 

34-in. composition bed; multi-point bed 

Tevelers, 3-point bracing, massive ha ? 

frame—all contribüte to table's 

jod 

ility 

Please MEASURE before ordering POOL TABLES: Note actual 
and carton sizes, then measure doors, halls, stair wells, etc. to be 
sure table will fit. Ploying area requires at least 3 feet of elbow 
room on all sides, 



Celebrity Manual gives you 

office-model flexibility 
Full length tab and 88-character 88 

keyboard let you type practically $ 

anything. Smooth segment shift 

Push-button variable line spacing . . you can “soft roll" to the 
exact line you need. Smooth segment shiít lifts only the key basket 

for best type alignment. Full 88-character keyboard adds versa- 

tility to your typing . . includes 1, !, + and = symbols, 9!4-inch 

carriage. Visible quick-set margins. 1, 134 and 2-line spacing. 

Handy Page-Gage indicates when you're 214 inches from page bot 
tom. Automatic and manual ribbon reverse. 2-color ribbon, with 

stencil position, Snap-out roller for easy cleaning. Convenient 

automatic carriage centering device for loading typewriter in case 

Steel frame. Die-cast aluminum and plastic body. Metallic 

bronze enamel finish, white plastic keyboard trim. Charcoal brown 

carrying case is made of vinyl-covered steel; has double safety 

latch. 5-yr. guarantee. Made in U.S.A. To order the easiest way, 

look in your phone book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. Shipping weight 21 Ibs, 

3 N5248C—Standard Pica type. $5 monthly .. Cash $79.88 

3 N 5249C— Standard Elite type. $5 monthly......Cash 79.88 

3 N 3710-Extra Ribbon. Black. Wt. ea. 4 oz. Ea. 79c; 3 for $1.98 
3 N 3711-Ribbon. Black, red. Wt. ea. 4 oz. Ea. 79c; 3 for 1.98 

*]M A REAL FAST TYPER! 
=E BuT NOBODY CAN READ IT!" 

TYPE STYLES 
(actual size) 

Standard Elite 

$3788 c Standard Pica 

84-character Sears Tutor 

Attaché with vinyl-covered case 

Compact portable weighs less than 15 Ibs, Features include 

84 character keyboard, Page-Gage that indicates you're Carriage shift, S-position tab, visible Pica type—10 characters per inch, 

214 in. from bottom, 5-position tab, visible quick-set margins, quick-set margins. Touch selector; 1 and Elite—12 per inch 

touch selector, 1 and 2-line spacing. Carriage shift. Auto. 2-line spacing. 2-color ribbon, Medium 

or manual ribbon reverse, 2-color ribbon, stencil position blue plastic body, steel frame. 93-inch Typewriter Guarantee 

Charcoal brown case made of vinyl-covered steel. Special carriage. Snap-on plastic lid. S-year guar- ist year. Return if defect occurs 

compartment in lid for correspondence, reports, etc. Use antee. Made in England. in materials, workmanship, We re 

case by itself for a small suitcase. Typewriter has off-white Shipping weight 12 pounds, $5 monthly. pair or replace (at our option) parts 
plastic body, 924-in. carriage. S-yr, guarantee. England 3 N 5267C—Standard Pica Cash $37.88. free. 2nd thru 5th years. Defective 

3N5274C-Standard Pica. Wt. 16 lbs. 35 month Cash $49.88 3 N 5268C—Standard Elite Cash 37 ERG creraped pon "Yet 

3N5275C Standard Elite. Wt. 16 lbs, $5 month Cash 49.88 ted erdum Matre beri 

Extra Ribbon for above, Cotton, 9 yards. Wt. ea. 4 oz Extra Ribbon. Cotton, 9 yds. Wt. ea. 4 oz. ment not incl. Note: Cleaning, roller, 

3 N3712— Black. ..............Each 79c; 3 for $1.98 3N3712— Black. .Ea. 79c; 3 for $1.98 ribbon replacement are not in 

3 N 3703—Black-red. .. ....Each 79c; 3 for 1.98 3N3703-Blk.-red. Ea. 79c; 3 for 1.98 cluded in guarantee 

ELECTRIC "ADD-A-MAGIC" ADDER 

About the size of a phone, yet has big 7-8-column $7488 ss 

capacity to take care of your home figuring tasks PO pe e 

Figure budgets, balance checking accounts, check — color-matched dust cover. Built-in stand, remov- 

receipts, etc., quickly, easily. This machine requires able 8-foot cord. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Why not 

just a feather touch. Multiplies, subtracts. pick up the phone and order it? Sent by freight 
. (railor truck) or express. 

Beers oneness, foe Mos eN 3N 58013N-Shpg. wt. 11 pounds. .. .Cash $74.88 

Luego Speeds operation; tape makes perma- 3N3932-Ribbon, blk. Wt. ea. 4oz. 79c; 3 for $1.77 

ment record of calculations. Interlocked controls 
minimize jamming. Measures 1314x9x6 inches high. Extra Tope. White bond. 225 ft. x 23 in. 3 in pkg. 

‘Handsome red and princess white plastic body with — 3N4326-Wt. pkg. 1 Ib.8oz. Pkg. 77c;2 pkgs. $1.38 

Citai pads scans by deisimiasnisetedwical com 



Lightweight - 
Touring Bikes 

A / 
-— OY 

Steel alloy frame . . mileage meter 

5-speeds at your finger-tips with a quick re 
sponse derailleur gear changer. Wide 38 to 88 

gear ratio range. Dual caliper brakes. Metallic 
blue with nickel chrome-plated fenders, rims, hubs, 
sprocket, handlebars. 26x1%s-in. w wall tires. 
Mileage meter measures up to 999910 miles. 

4458 
$5 monthly 

Economical model . . steel frame 

9 A bike that combines economy with real touring 

^ features. 3-speed gears have 48, 66 and 88 ratios. 
Reliable coaster brake in rear hub plus front handbrake 
for positive stopping. Chrome-plated handlebars, rims, 
hubs, sprocket, Glossy black finish, white trim. 26x1*/« 
in. tires. Men's leg reach adjusts from 32 to 37 inches; 

6 N 47354N — Austria. Shpg. wt. 451bs.....$57.95 ^ women's 31 to 36 inches. Austria 
Bike as above but without mileage meter. 6 N 47102N — Men's. Shipping wt. 46 Ibs. . $44.88 
6 N 47353N — Shipping weight 45 pounds... $56.95 44.88 

LL TERCER Pie ont a rar aed 
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20-inch Spyders 
5-speed 

3 Flamboyant green 
beauty looks ready 

io travel even when 
parked at the curb. 5-on- 
the-floor stick shift con- 
sole puts you in control. 
Knobby 1.75-in. rear 
tire digs in for exploding 
starts. 1/s-in. front tire 
built for speed. Dual 
handbrakes. Chrome- 
plated highrise handle- 
bars, fenders, trim. 
Shpg. wt. 46 Ibs. 
6N47772..... $56.95 

Pre-stripped 

4 Single-speed. Flam- 
boyant green frame. 

Chrome-plated fenders, 
handlebars, rims, 
sprocket and hubs. 
Quilted bucket banana 
seat has black top with 
contrasting white sides 
and black binding. Sure- 
stop coaster brake. 
2.125-in. knobby rear 
tire, 1.75-in. front tire. 
Leg reach adjusts from 
23 to 28 inches. Ready 
to customize 

NOTE: Ali bikes sent freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 

Soden MAURUS Iie 

6 N 47112N — Women's Shipping wt. 46 Ibs 

Unicycle 

2212495, 
20 or 24-inch size. Uni- 
cycle is a real challenge to 
your coordination, skill, 

perseverance. Try riding 
it around the neighbor- 
hood. Heavy-duty wheel 
with 1.75-in. tire. Com- 
fortable foam rubber pad- 
ded seat. Ball bearing 
hubs. Flashy chrome- 
plated rim, pedal shaft. 
Japan. 

24-inch sie, Blue frame. 
Wt. 19 lbs, 
6N45999L......$29.95 
20-inch size. Chrome-plated 

We. 19 lbs, 
6N45998L...... $24.95 

aident 

Tank-style Midweight 

PEN $3795 monthly 
Just for boys. Modern as tomorrow . . 
jet sweep tank has chrome-plated 
twin-bulb headlight (uses 2 "D" bat- 
teries not included). Rims, hubs, 
handlebars, sprocket also chrome- 
plated. Coil spring saddle with white 
vinyl fabric cover. Frame, fenders 
metallic red. Rear carrier. 1.75-in. 
tires, Coaster brake. 

26-inch. Shpg. wt. 52 lbs. 
6N46003N. $37.95 

24-inch, Shpg. wt. 49 lbs. 
6 N 46023N ,$37.95 

Spyder 1-piece 

Generator Headlight 

Sturdy construction. No wires to 
worry about breaking. What's more, 
you'll never need batteries. Sharp 
looking..all chrome plated. Just 
tighten two screws and it's ready for 
use. A "must" for riding your Spyder 
after dusk. Japan 
6N48105 — Wt. 1 Ib. $3.89 

PSB II Saddle Baskets 

Designed especially for bikes with 
banana seats. Does not need fenders 
for mounting. Reflective tape on rear 
for added safety. Installs in just 
minutes .. looks sharp. Steel. Each 
side 13*4x69/,x12 inches. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
6N48452C 



Save $2.18 
on Combination 

45-pc. Kit . . teaches valuable skills 
Cabinet, $1488 Work $979 
45 Tools Bench 

D 45-piece Tool Kit and Wall Cabinet. Our biggest and best. 
Big 2-foot square steel cabinet has special place for every tool, 

keeps them organized and ready for use, Kit has saw with cross- 
cut, metal cutting, pruning and hack saw blades; coping saw; 
drill with 9 drill-bits; brace; claw-hammer; T-square; folding rule; 
level; screwdrivers; chisels; pliers, block plane; 3 wrenches; auger 
bit; “how-to-do-it” manual. 
79 N 1514C—Shipping weight 16 pounds $14.88 

2] Work Bench. Finest western pine, sanded and all edges milled 
smooth. Work and shelf top of heavy 34-inch hardboard. Has 

metal wood-working vise, drawer, lower shelf and 8-hole tool 
rack. Pull-out stops on drawer. 32x16x28 inches high. 
79 N 1511L—(Tools not included). Shpg. wt. 27 lbs... $979 

[1)-[2] Combination. 45-pc. tool kit, cabinet, bench above. 
79 N 1554L2—Shipping weight 43 pounds........ Only $22.49 

23-piece Tool Kit $4.99 
3] Red steel box has 2 catchlocks, carrying 

handle. Holds 10-in. level; 15-in. saw, 6-02. 
claw hammer; forged slip-joint pliers; screw- 
driver; 3 open-end wrenches; T-square; block 
plane; brace and bit; coping saw with 3 blades; 
sanding block; sandpaper, 12-in. ruler and 
24-page manual. Box 16x8x214 in. deep. 
49 N 1503—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz. 

12-piece Tool Kit 32.89 
4] Red, white and blue metal box with snap 

catch, handle. Tool box contains hammer; 
plane, saw with plastic handle, screwdriver. 
T-square with inches marked on it, 12-inch 
ruler, sandpaper, sandpaper block, wrench and 
manual, “How to Make Things Out of Wood." 
12x5x3 in. deep. 
49 N 1502—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

$4.99 

33-piece Tool Kit 58.88 
Steel wall cabinet has special place for 
each tool. 143¢-inch saw; 10-in. level; 6-oz. 
hammer; slip-joint pliers; ruler; coping 
saw with 6 blades; screwdriver; block 
plane; T-square; 14 and 34-in. chisels; 3 
wrenches; hand drill with 9 bits 4s to 
Min. size; carpenter’s pencil and manual. 
18x18 in. open. 
79 N 1512C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs... $8.88 
des 35512 AVE $1.68 on Combination Uu 

above Set and Bench (2) at left. 
wt. 36 Ibs. Only $16.99 

Battery-operated Saf-T-Saw 
Plus accessories 32.99 

Electric Jig-saw cuts Styrofoam® sheets, 
Operates on two standard flashlight bat- 
teries (not included, order below). Comes 
complete with supply of Styrofoam sheets, 
guide patterns, pattern holder, colored cut- 
out decorations and glue. 
49 N 1550—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. .$2.99 
34 N 4650— Batteries. Wt. 2, 8 oz... .2 for 30c 

Keep your tools on hand with Leather Tool Belts 

5] Top Groin Leather Belt. Phillips-type 
screwdriver, hammer, regular screw- 

driver, long-nose pliers, slip-joint pliers, 
jackknife, tape on chain, 3 wrenches, 
flashlight (uses two batteries, order 
below), rule and carpenter’s pencil. Fits 
waist sizes 22 to 30 in. 
49 N1552—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... .$5.44 
34 N 4650— Batteries. Wt. 2, 8 oz...2 for 30c 

400 SEARS so 
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Gi Fitted Leather Too! Belt. Flashlight, 
screwdriver, jackknife, pliers, friction 

tape on chain and hammer. Batteries not 

included, order 2 at left. Belt fits waist 
sizes 22 to 30 inches. Shipping weight 
2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N1516.. $3.88 

Junior Belt. Similar to belt above but 
without jackknife or flashlight. 

49 N 1517—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. $277 

B 

all the tools you'll need in this com- 
pact red metal box. Set includes 12- 
piece socket wrench set, screwdriver, 
Pliers, 6-ft. flexible rule, “Dog Bone" 
wrench—box type that fits 10 dif- 

ferent nuts, oil can, 1014-in. ham- 
mer, and flat file. 12x5x3 in. high. 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 14 oz. 
49 N 1501 

Jr. Mechanic's Tools 

Tool Chest Set. Fix up your bike, o 
do other repair jobs. You'll find 

Holster Tool Set. Top- 
grain leather holster can 

be worn on belt or hung on 
wall With adjustable 4-in. 
monkey wrench, 434-in. pliers, 
5}¢-in. screwdriver, 5-in. ball 
peen hammer, 4in. “Dog 
Bone” wrench with openings 
for 6 different nuts. Die cast, 
black enamel finish. 

49 N1540—Wt. 12 oz... .$1.39 .$3.99 



Accessories 

at 
tion-packed rolling stock below runs on 0" and 
uper 0" track. Plastic and steel, steel metal wheels. 

]] Motorized Section Gang Car. Self-propelled. Both car 
and Gandy Dancer reverse automatically when bumper 

plate at either end strikes an object. 
49 N 9846—6 inches long. Shipping weight 2 Ibs.......$6.37 

[2] "Minuteman" Missile Launching Cor. Defense is on the 
move! Push remote-control button, roof of car opens, 

launcher rises . . missile fires automatically. 
49 N 9811—11 inches long. Shipping weight 1 Ib. $8.49 

3] Missile Launching Car. Press button on pad and launch- 
er rises . . missile “blasts off" automatically 

49 N 9825— Car 11 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $637 

4] Submarine Car. “Piggybacks” operating submarine. 
When plastic sub is launched in water, wind-up motor 

churns propeller, moves it along like real thing. 
49 N 9832—Flat car 11 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.....$7.37 

$] Exploding Target Car. “Blows up" when hit by missile 
from (2) or (3) above. Reassembles easily. 

49 N 9823—1034 inches long. Shipping weight 1 Ib.....$4.83 

5) Operating Fireman-and-Ladder Car. Fireman swivels 
with nozzle, red light rotates as car rolls along. 

49 N 9861—11 inches long. Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. $7.97 

[7] Helicopter Launching Car. Wind spring on launcher. 
Push remote-control button . . helicopter soars in air. 

49 N 9856— Car 11 inches long. Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. .$6.37 

Mobile Construction Crane Car. Flat car holds remov- 
able truck crane that actually works. Plastic cab 

swivels. Boom can be removed or folded up. 
49 N 9828—11 inches long. Shpg. wt. ! Ib. 6 oz. $637 

=) 
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All except (1) bave 
remote-control cou- 

plers, front and rear 

GE-44 Switcher with headlight runs fast, slow, 
forward or back. Helicopter Car sends "whirly- 
bird" flying. Missile Launcher Car lofts projectile 

by pressing firing pin. Exploding Target Car “blows up” when 
hit. “Waste Disposal" Car emits light. Caboose, Plastic and 
steel. NMRA couplers for remote control coupling. 13 track 
sections, one rerailer uncoupler track. 800 milliamp power-pack. 
37 inch train; 36x45-inch layout. r 
49 N 9970—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 10 oz....... oven nae $24.99 

6-unit Freight action cars 

Locomotive with headlight, tender . . runs fast, slow, forward, 
back; uncouples—by remote control, 3 remote-control cars: 
Lumber Car unloads logs into bin; Dump Car tilts cargo into 
another bin; Milk Can Unloading Car opens door as milkman 
makes delivery onto platform. Caboose. Plastic and steel, 
NMRA couplers. Remote-control track, uncoupler, 12 curved 
tracks. 1)4-amp Power Pack 0-12-volt DC, 16-volt AC. 
49 N 9973—32 in. train; 36x45-in. layout. Wt. 6 Ibs. 10 oz.$29.88 

NOTE: Power Packs in train sets above are > 
UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Lionel HO-gauge Cors. NMRA operating couplers. [3] 

Missile Launching Car. Launching pad turns. Press 
firing pin, missile flies. Solid steel wheels. 

49 N 9?996— Plastic. 6 in. long. Shpg. wt. 8 oz.....$4.67 

(s) Helicopter Launching Cor. Track actuator sends 
plane skyward, rotor whirling. Steel wheels. 

49 N 9994— Plastic. 6 in. long. Shpg. wt. 8 oz.....$5.97 

lighted Cars. Plastic. Steel wheels. 8 inches long. 
(11) 49 N 9984—Observation Car. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. $4,47 
(12) 49 N ?989—Vista Dome Car. Shpg. wt. 9 oz.. 4.47 
(13) 49 N 9998— Baggage Car. Shpg. wt. 9 oz..... 447 

Lionel HO-gauge Track. Plastic ties, metal rails. 
49 N ??90—Straight. 9 inches long. Wt. 4 oz... 19c 

49 N 9991— Curved. 9 inches long. Wt. 4 oz... . We 

[E] Rerailer-uncoupler Track. 9 inches long. 
49 N 9559—Shipping weight S ounces. ....... $1.17 

90° Crossover Track. 6x6 inches long. 
49 N 9543—Shipping weight 2 ounces. . ...... 177 

[uj Remote Control Switches. One right, one left hand 
switch, operate electrically. Control panel, wiring. 

49 N 9542—Sold in pairs only. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.....$7.89 
49 N 9541—Manval Control Switches. One right, one left. 
Switches set by hand only. Wt. 10 oz. ............ $457 



Now a Doll that actually cries 
. . just like a real baby 

$1589 zi: 
21-inch baby cries long and hard when you press the magic 
button. Feed her . . she gurgles, stops crying and milk mysteri- 
ously ‘disappears’ from her Carnation milk "bottle." No liquid 
escapes bottle. It refills like magic for next feeding. Her vinyl 
body has jointed chubby arms and legs—with dimpled hands and 
toes. She has wispy, rooted plastic hair and thickly lashed, 
go-to-sleep eyes. Dressed in white cotton shirt and diaper with 
an elegant nylon tricot sacque. Cry voice operates on one "D" 

battery (not included, order below). 
49 N3253—Shipping weight 5 pounds... 

“D" Batteries. 
49 N 4660—Shipping weight each 4 ounces 

$15.89 

Each 16c; 4 for 60¢ 

Chatty Cathy? $1177 

Doll playmates that really talk! Just pull the magic ring . 

at random. Real personalities. Each has movable vinyl head, arms and legs . . 

Chatty Baby® $866 

. they say 11 different phrases 
sturdy 

plastic body. Go-to-sleep eyes. Rooted plastic hair. Sorry, no choice of hair color. 

20 inches tall . . this doll says “I’m 
hungry," asks “Will you play with 
me?" 9 more things. Wears cotton 

dress with tie-on-apron (assorted 
styles). Undies, socks and shoes. 
49 N 3303—Wt. 3 Ibs... $1177 

18 inches tall . . gives lovable baby-talk. Makes 
you want to hug her. Dressed in removable pina- 
Íore over one-piece dress with panties, red-and- 
white slipper-socks. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 3330— White Chatty Baby... 
49 N 3358— Colored Chatty Baby..... 

Cuddly Baby with rooted hair 

20-inch baby cries for her mommy. She's soft 

Clothing for Baby Dolls . . Sizes 12 to 25 inches 

Keep 'em prettily dressed all year 'round. Smartly styled, nicely detailed. 

*New-born" Layette 

AII the things a little mother 
to hug since her cotton body is also stuffed with 
cotton. Vinyl arms and legs are sewn on, letting 
her pose in a life-like baby way. You can comb 
her rooted Saran hair and she closes her eyes to 
sleep. Doll wears cotton shirt, diaper, printed 
cotton kimono, knit booties. 

Se, White Doll. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49N $4.99 

ee Colored Doll. Shpe. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N32357....... $4.99 

She drinks and wets; 

coos when squeezed 

$187 

10-inch baby of vinyl 
has movable arms, legs, 

» and head. Go-to-sleep 
= eyes. She wears a dia- 

per and carries her 
own nursing bottle. 
49 N 3173-Colored doll. 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz... .$1.87 
49 N3161-White doll. 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz... .$1,87 
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Well made of fine fabrics. Shipping weight each 10 ounces. 

per, Robe Set, Cotton 
otton flannelette robe. 

49 N 3423— Sizes 24 to 25 in... 

7] Cost, bonnet . . cotton cordana 
or rayon with contrasting collar 

(assorted styles). Pretty trim. 
49 N 3490— Sizes 12 to 13 
49 N 3491— Sizes 16 to 17 in. 
49 N 3492— Sizes 18 to 19 in. 
49 N 3493— Sizes 20 to 21 in. 
49 N 3494— Sizes 24 to 25 in... 

Saran Wigs give dolly that ‘new’ look As low $119 

You'll be amazed how much 
a new wig can dress up a fav- 

bonnet of rayon quilt- 
ing. Trimmed collar, sleeves, bon. 

net. Zipper closure. Tassel tie. 

Doll Layette. Nylon dress, bonnet 
with pretty, ruffied trim. Cotton 

slip, socks and shoes. 
49 N 3418—Sizes 12 to 13 in.. .$2.19 
49 N 3425—Sizes 14 to 15 in... 2.29 
49 N 3426— Sizes 16 to 17 in... 2.39 
49 N 3427— Sizes 18 to 19 in... 2.49 
49 N 3428— Sizes 20 to 21 in... 2.59 
49 N 3429—Sizes 22 to 23 in... 2.98 

How to order: Wig size is number of inches around 
doll's head. With fraction, order next size larger. 

needs! Hooded, quilted, ray- 
on and cotton bunting. Two- 
piece, cable-stitch, cotton- 
knit sweater set. There's also 
a belted romper of polished 
cotton. Diaper, shoes and 
socks. With nursing bottle, 
pacifier and rattle. Will keep. 
her busy for hours. 

49 N 3566—Size 17 to 19 in. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $3.49 
49 N 3567—Size 20 to 21 in. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $379 

49 N 3568. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

ize 24 to 25 in. 
4.79 

orite doll. Try all the new hair 
styles—just dampen; then 
comb and set ‘hair.’ Glue, in- 
structions incl. Colors 1(blonde), 
2(brunette). State color number. 
Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 

Cot. No.- | Size | Price | Cot. No. | Size | Price 
49N3520H | 8 | $1.19 | 49N3523H | 12 | $1.89 
49N3519H | 9 | 139 | 49N3525H | 13 | 227 
49N3S21H | 10 | 149 | 49N3524M | 14 | 237 
49 N3522H | 11 | 1.69 | 49N3529H | IS | 277 
Aree ra -..| 49N3539H | 16 | 297 



Even at these low prices 

EXCLUSIVE 

3-POINT BRACING 

makes this table rigid 

7-foot 8-foot 

4450 516000 
$7.50 cud $8.00 raion 

We've reinforced this table to keep the bed in true level. And to further help give uniform performance, 
multi-point bed leveling allows precision alignment for true ball roll, Rubber cushions deliver lively 
ball action, quieted by molded pockets. Dual end ball returns. Teak-finished hardwood frame with 
vinyl-padded trim; woolblend billiard cloth. Adjustable legs so table won't wobble; legs fold for storage. 
Included: two nch cues, sixteen balls (24-inch diameter) with colors and numbers molded in, 
bridge attachment, triangle and complete instructions. 

7-foot, 86x42 in. Carton size 90x44x10 in. 8-foot, 98x50 in. Carton size 102x52x10 in. 
6 N 2663 N—Shpg. wt. 220 Ibs........$145.00 6 N 2664 N—Shpg. wt. 250 Ibs........$160,00 

NOTE: Pool Tables sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
See MEASURING NOTE on facing page 

INCLUDED ARE ALL OF 
THE FOLLOWING: 

Sixteen 
2'4-inch Balls 

es 

f^ 7 

w Bridge Attachment 

DO om 
Instructions 

52-inch Cues 

Triangle 
Our finest Pool Table with - 

HONEY-COMB CORE BED 

guaranteed to stay flat 5 years 

B-foot 845099 $22 monthly 

Special 1-piece surfaces of rock-hard material bonded to honey-comb core of stiff fiber . . create one Mea 
perfectly smooth bed. So rigid it needs no bed lecelers. A handsome, precision table, for professional- 
caliber pool. Rigidly bracei pedestal legs; built-in leg levelers for exact adjustment. Pro-size gum- 
rubber cushions; all-wool billiard cloth. Front dual ball return . . felt-lined return channels, Hardwood: 
frame covered with molded plastic; rosewood-grained rails of high-pressure laminate. Four 57-in 

deluxe cues, 16 chip-proof balls (23-inch) with colors and numbers molded thru, bridge attachment, - 
triangle, chalk, instructions. Table: 100x56 inch: rton: 105x61x1314 inches. ; 

6 N 2772 N—Shipping weight 375 pounds. .. .. 3s ene shale a MEAS LLorem 

HONEY-COMB BED GUARANTEE: If under normal usage bed surface varies more thon 
{030 ol on inch trom level within 5 yeors of purchase, we will adjust or replace bed free. BA Sears 401 

Built-in rear 
storage area 
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2-color EASI-LOAD cartridge makes rib- 8 

bon changing quick, easy . . %-space s1478 
key aids in inserting omitted letters 

Tab keys that set and clear stops across entire length of the large 
12-inch carriage make this machine ideal for typing charts, long 
envelopes, and just about any other project, Special power keys 
let you repeat xxxx, ____, ~~, and space. 88-character 
keyboard includes 1, !, + and = symbols. Carbon control lets you 
adjust machine to make up to 10 copies. Personalized touch setting. 
1, 134, 2-line and variable spacing. 

Sec-through card holder has line-drawing aperture. Memory line 
finder guide. Page-Gage. One Change-a-type key—order Change-a- 
type set from Big Book. Sturdy steel frame with die-cast alumi- 
num and plastic jacket. White plastic keyboard mask. 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
Vinyl-clad steel carrying case. Made in . S-year guarantee 
(see opposite page). Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
3 N 5365N-— Standard Pica. Wt. 29 Ibs. $7.50 mo. Cash $147.88 
3 N 5366N— Standard Elite. Wt. 29 lbs. $7.50 mo. Cash 147.88 

Extra Cartridge Ribbon for above. Black-red, Nylon, 12 yards, 
3 N 3740—Shipping weight 3 ounces. . ...... esses $1.94 

Desk Set with Philippine mahogany base. 5 Chrome-plated Pen and Pencil Set. Ball point 10 Telegraph Key Stapler. Metal. 1000 staples, pen 346x8-in. base has cotton felt on bottom. At- has medium point and blue ink . . refill- N I— Shipping wei; » tractive gold color funnels, swivels, American able. Mechanical penal. Gi boo diues c v EON Sag le decoration. iim ball-point pens in blue, 3313—Shippi eight 6 ounces. Set $3.66 x Wi in- S Mas and green with matchiog dnb Wits m a LU oer fon eee iine gold-color band on each pen. Refillable. Gift box. — Pen, Pencil, Flashlight Set. Slim ball-point : : 3 N.3305—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. Set $3.88 pen and pencil with silver-colored metal caps, 9 N 4984—Shipping weight 1 pound... .. $2.77 
black plastic barrels. Penlite, with chain (battery 12 Electric Pencil Sharpener-Letter Opener. 9, Desk Set with solid Italian marble base, 3x6- _incl.), fits neatly in purse, pocket. Case. Does jobs of epeniog Setters cad di 

inch base has polished brass plate; swivels and 3 N 33526—Shipping weight 3 ounces. Set $1.49 pencils easily, quickly. For standard-size pencils, funnels in gold-color finish. Cotton felt on bottom. PERSONALIZED PENS AND ANGIS 110-120-volt, 60-cyde AC. UL listed. pal poiat pena with Rod optok paad and nose tip... ae Nass imprinted in gold leaf. From 3 N 3752—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 15 oz. $19.95 
3N3314—Shipping weight 1 1b. 12 oz. Set $3.77 Hoboken,N.J.NoC.0.D.’s. Printnamewanted. Ppd. 13 Electric Pencil Sharpener; For standard-size 20 Pencils. No. 2 (medium) pencils, See above. pencils, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. UL list. 3 Portable Brass-finish Clip Light. Concentrated 7 F3 N 4699V-(Shpg wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.).. Box 99c- 3 N 3749—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 3 oz. $11.44 
1204 ee AC ‘Owet bub etes B fer Packs, Include 9 pencils, plastic ruler — | 4 4. piece Dask Set, 15x22-inch blotter pad lus 3 N 32018— Shipping weight 8 ounces. . . $2.89 F3 N 4673V- Clown. (Shpg. wt. 4 oz) Pack 99c rich -color design on brown leatherette 5 

(imitation leather). Matching memo box with pa- 4| Solid Cork Bulletin Ball. Holds notes, etc. F3 N 4672V—Santa. (Shpg. wt. 4 oz.) Pak 99c per and gold-color letter opener. Ball point pen, Sin. diam. Rotates on gold-color base. Ind. ( 5 Ball point Pens. Plastic barrels. Blue ink. 3 N 3257C— Shipping weight 4 pounds, Set $3.99 3 pencils, 3 ballpoint pens and S push pins. 9 Refillable. See above. " am 3 N 3277—Shipping weight 1 pound.....$4.89 F3 N 4676V— (Shipping weight 2 oz.) Box 99c iam [Sears] 403 
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Bronco Spyder Seat, Newest "ifi 1 Wein Qs as Exciting Accessories 
der seat. Built-in shock absorbers " a Sears exclusive. . smooth to custom style your bike 
your ride, Seat is a bright Day-Glo® cd 
color that shines in the dark 

Matching grips included. 24-inch 
backrest with reflector. 

6N48961C — Wt. 5 Ibs. $11.88 

Q Moon Ber and Spyder Seat 
9 New at Sears. Right from the 
custom shop. Wild moon bar back- 
rest has Day-Glo® orange vinyl 
cover with the warning "Caution! 
Air Brakes." Orang idle 
with black stripes is cushioned for 
comfort. Reflector. Adjustable. 
6 N48962L — Wt. 5 bs. .....$9.88 

vinyl 

Spyder Bockrest with reflector 
2 sizes. Chrome-plated. 

GN 49145C-48-in. Wt. 2 Ibs. $3.49 
Revolving Safety Light 6 N 49146C-60-in. Wt. 3lbs. 4.49 

tells others you need help 
Backrest without reflector. Other 

With a twist of the lens you have a revolving wise, as above. 24 inches 
light for parking or when you're in distress. 6 N 49144 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. . $1.88 
Adds an exciting custom look. Mounts on front 
or rear. 2 interchangeable lenses . . white for Girls’ Spyder Seot. Flower petal 
the front, red for the rear. pretty two-tone styling. Deep 

Uses 3 "D" size batteries (not included). polyfoam padded for comfort. Cov 
Mounting brackets included. ered with durable vinyl. Gives a 

6 N 48086 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $5.77 fashionable “mod” flair to any 
girls’ bike with a Ys or Ys-inch seat 

z post. 
CN f 6 N 48953 — Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz... $4.49 
Black tire: Y 5 Rolly Spyder Seat. Black with 

bold double silver racing stripe 
give a true racing flavor, Deep 
polyfoam padded for a comfortable 
ride. For bikes with Ys or Ya-inch 
seat post. 
6 N 48954 — Wt. 4 Ibs, 8 oz... $5.95 

3 Scoop Fender Set. Chrome- 
plated. All hardware included 

Set of 2. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
For 26x1.75-inch wheels, 

6N49155C Set $3.29 
Talk about go-go wheels .. WOW! Top quality U.S. For 24x1.75-inch wheels. 
made. 3-ply rated nylon cord. Colors molded clear 6N49156C Set $3.19 
through . . won't wear off. Racy contrasting stripe. For 20x1,75-2.125-inch wheels. 
20x 75-inch size. See fall Big Book Jor tire tubes, 6N 49158 Set $2.99 
6 N 50640C — Orange with black stripe. 
Ens pare bine with white stripe. Y} Front Child-corrier Seot, Com 

642C — Red with white stripe able adde. 
6 N 50643C — Yellow with black stripe SEM M MM MS 
6 N 50644C — Green with orange stripe. WO RE x oce me gei Shinai weight 2 pounda $3.69 red vinyl. Strong tubular steel 

frame. Built in safety belt 20x 2.125-inch size. Ser fall Big Book for tire tubes cine pedo 
6 N 50645C — Orange with black stripe. 6 N 48526 — Wt. 3 Ibe. 8 oz... $8.89 
6 N 50646C — Deep blue with white stripe 
6 N 50647C — Red with white stripe. 8 Reor Child-corier Seat. Fits 
6 N 50648C — Yellow with black stripe any standard 26-in. bike. Red 
6 N 50649C — Green with orange stripe. vinyl covered cushioned seat and 
Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.69 back. Adjustable foot. 

fety belt. Black enamel 
6 N 48528 — Wt. 7 lbs. 402... $7.89 
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Full Willow Basket p Bike Speedometer The Wheel . . sports car styled 

(9 thru 11 ) Woven vinyl over 12 A bright plastic floral Model "600". For 24, 26-in. bikes. Straight from a sportscars cockpit. Dazzling 
steel wire. With floral garland. ^^ garland makes a fashion- Combines speedometer, tachom- ^ glitter plastic wheel. Silver-color Mylar® poly- 
In 3 color choices. S. Korea. 13x able accent on this basket. — eter and mileage meter. ester film on "3-T" spokes. Simulated 3-hole 
O9x8/. in. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Painted a cool, clean white. —6N48802— Wt.21bs'6oz. $5.89 continental styling. 16 in. 
(9) 6N48485— White....$2.97  14x9x9 in. From Holland. 6 N 48963 — Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. $9.88 
(10) 6N48487—Magenta 2.97 Shipping weight 2 lbs. Model "500". For 20-in. bikes M 
(11) 6N 48486 — Blue 2.97 6N48478 $4.79  6N48801-—Wt.2 Ibs. 6 oz. $5.89 ie, [Sears] 409 
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3 piece Skipper $4.66 

Boat skims through water with battery-operated ELGIN Outboard Motor 

Weekend Skipper Set. Ahoy! happy hours for your imaginative young skipper. 
On land or on sea here's all around playtime fun. Authentic-looking Viking Cabin 
Cruiser is actually powered by a miniature 1960 Elgin Outboard Motor . . moves 
through water like a real cruiser. For land travel just put your cruiser on the trailer 

Made of rugged, durable high-impact plastic that can log lots of water travel 

and still look like new. Designed to be unsinkable. Over-all length 23 inches. 
Batteries for operating outboard motor not included, order below. 

49 N 5176—Shipping weight 2 pounds MT 3-piece set $4.66 
pulled by a miniature metal Rambler Station wagon. 

Firebird “99” Dashboard 
Just like sitting behind the wheel of 
Dad's car. To start, switch on the 
authentic dashboard with ignition key 
. . windshield wiper swishes . . signals 
blink . . speedometer accelerates and 

decelerates . . horn honks. Glove com- 
partment opens, rear-view mirror ad. 
justs. Use 2 batteries, order below. 

49 N 5080— Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. $6.44 
34 N 4650—"D'' Batteries. Shipping 
weight for two, 8 oz... . 2 for 30c 

o Hot Rod Crash Helmet. 
Made of sturdy, un- 

breakable Fortiflex plastic 
with safety chin strap. Ad- 
justs to all head sizes. 

49 N 5039-Shipping weight 
1 pound.....,....,.$1. 

Two-way Walkie-Talkie 

Looks like the type used by the ma- 
rines. Operates without batteries . 

adds realism to "battle play". You 
can talk to fellow soldiers up to 25 feet 
away .. send and receive commands 
without detection. Set includes two 
plastic sender-receivers, handy carry- 
ing case, 2 tiny secret message pads 
and 25 feet of twin insulated conductor 
wire. 
49 N 5091—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.66 

Radar Sight Dart Gun 

Fire 1! Fire 2! Fire 3! Fire 4! Just a push of a 
button and you can set off from one to four 
rubber-cupped darts right at the target. Any 
young rocketeer will be the envy of the neighbor- 
hood, if he wears this action-packed arsenal of 
playtime firepower. Unit can be easily carried 

[Z] Satellite Explorer Hel- 
met. Made of alumi- 

num with adjustable straps 
for fit. Shield lets wearer 
see out, no one can see in. 
49 N 5178-Shipping weight 
1 1b. 8 oz.. $3.5 

Cutsoü pane scans by daisies neea oom. 

.59 — 49 N 5036—Shipping weight 1 pound... 

on any backyard expedition. Wear it on a belt or 
use its vinyl strap to carry it over your shoulder. 

Targets are sighted through the large reflex view- 

finder for precise aiming. Made of durable long- 
wearing high impact plastic. Over-all size 11 in. 
x 3 in. x 544 in. high. 

$179 

34 N 4659 —2" C" batteries to operate above boat. Shpg. Wt. 4 Oz.......-- 30c 

Ship Ahoy! Realistic Boats for young sailors 

[3] Car Ferry. It floats . . it rolls on 
wheels. Carries 18 vehicles—sta- 

tion wagons, convertibles, trucks—all 

on moving wheels. Retractable ramps 
fore and aft slide in and out of the 
ferry for loading. Lock gates on deck. 
4 life boats. All unbreakable polyethy- 
lene plastic. 18 in. long. 

49 N 5141—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $2.77 

Atomic Cruiser. Cruises on land or 
water. Has wheels for floor play 

and ballast bag for water play. Lots of 
action—cannons, depth charges, life- 
boats, spring-operated missile launch- 
er and signal flags. Polyethylene 
plastic. 26 in. long 
79 N 5173C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... . $2.19 

Missile-firing Submarine, Water- 
jet propelled for automatic ac- 

tion. Dives, surfaces, blasts off mis- 
sile. Periscope can be raised or low- 
ered. Fins fore and aft control sub- 
marine dive. Made of unbreakable 
polyethylene plastic. 18 in. long. 
49 N 5164—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib..... $1.99 

c) 

$] "Fighting Lady” Battleship. 
Gun rotates, fires and ejects 

shells. Launches plane, fires depth 
charges. Electronic alarm signals 
from bridge. With landing craft and 
7 men. High impact plastic. Use 
batteries listed below. Not for water. 
79NS180C-36 in. long. Wt. 6 Ibs.$8.99 
34N4650-Batteries.Wt. 8 oz. 2 for 30c 
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He bucks and rears 82.488 No MONEY 

Ride the liveliest borse in the posse. He bucks, rears, gallops, or 
just trots. He's mounted on two jumbo coil springs. That's why he's 
«0 frisky. He's speedy. He's bouncy. He's more fun to ride. Escapes 
safely from Indian war parties. Overtakes outlaws in seconds, 

Hobby-horse Play Unit 

52488 "tut 
Provide fun for two young riders at a time. Tots thrill as they g-l- e 
along on gentle ponies. Simple push-pull action puts horses in action. 

Horses stay level with the ground. Easy to mount. Doubles the fun of 
chasing badmen or escaping from wild savages. Both horses are fully 
molded of firm, break-resistant plastic. Western style saddles. Handy 
pommel posts. 2-inch top bar about 4 feet wide. 1) inch legs. About 
6 feet tall. Use indoors or out. Strong tubular steel. Baked enamel 
finish. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N7528N— Shipping weight 46 pounds. Easy to assemble. . .. $24.88 

Hard body Plastic Horse 

A lot of horse $998 
for little money 17% inch 

Soft body Vinyl Horses 

Pliable . . lifelike s2, 495 
to the touch 22 Inch 

(I) Thrill your young range rider with this 
big dapple gray. Let him deliver pay- 

roils, capture outlaws. Keep busy doing 
£ood out west. Gives a rocking, bouncing. 
springy ride. Molded in break-resistant 
plastic; sturdy steel frame. Sizes below are 
saddle heights. Easy to assemble. 

“Purtiest” palomino on the range. Legs 
individually shaped. not molded to 

gether as models at left. Handsomely de- 
tailed . . Western saddle, bridle, removable 
reins. Heavy tubular steel frame. Sizes below 
are saddle heights. Easy to assemble. 

79 N7533N—26-inch. Freight (rail or truck) 
not days. Lifelike, soft plastic body. 26 in. from floor to saddle. 
Strong tubular steel. 
79 N7527L— Easily assembled. Shipping weight 30 Ibs. 

Caster Horse $ 459 

Nimble-footed swivel casters. Firm 
body of sturdy brown plastic. 
Lots of fun for tots. Saddle height 
10 in. Shipped partially assembled. 

" 79 N7538C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. $4.59 
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79 N75371—24-inch. Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs.$21.88 

79 N7532L—19-inch. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. 17.98 
79 N7531C-17 44-inch. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 9.98 

He *'Squeaks"$ 298 

Capture outlaws on a squeaky 
horse? Tots can do it. Squeaks 
fascinatethemas they rock along. 
Realistic vinyl plastic head. 
Strong tubular steel frame. Seat 
height 9 in. Easy to assemble. 
79 N7503C-Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, $2.98 

or express, Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. 

79 N 7548L—24-inch. Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs. 27.95 
79 N7549L—22-inch, Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. 24.95 

$31.50 

Kiddie Kar? $449 

Sparkling royal red with white 
trim in durable new “Lustro 
Lume” enamel finish. Smoothly 
sanded hardwood. Big 6-inch, 
rubber-tired wheels. Seat height 
10 inches. Easy to assemble. 
49 N7539—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. $4.49 



* Hold our arms . . we walk when guided. Our eyes close for sleep 

* Pose us . . our heads turn . . our arms and legs are jointed 

36-inches tall . . wear life-size 3-year-old clothes 

Doll's hair is styled in two plump 
pigtails. Girls can unbraid them to 
make a pony tail, an upsweep, lots 
more styles. Costumed in cotton, 

Doll's long Dutch Bob is so easy to 
care for, re-styles almost any way 

you want it. Demure, dotted Swiss 
pinafore goes over her pretty ray- 

Doll sports a ribbon-tied 
pony tail. Her printed cot- 
ton dress has lace trim. Lace 
edges her panties, too. She 

she also wears socks and shoes. 
79 N 3623L—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.. $13.89 

m a 
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D 23-in. walker has long bob, 
rooted Saran hair. Sleeping 

eyes. Vinyl head turns. Sturdy 
plastic body; moving arms, legs. 
Poplin slacks, sports jacket, ber- 
et. Underneath she wears print 
cotton romper. Socks, vinyl shoes. 
79 N 3326C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.$5.95 

13-in. Prithilla, the tomboy 
is fully jointed. Raises hand, 

"sucks" thumb. Vinyl head 
turns, eyes close. Plastic body. 
Dungarees patched at knee, 
shirt. Socks, shoes. Plastic hair. 
49 N 3327 —Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. .$3.39 

Ciitaloa pade scans by deisintasnmiseledimical Gom 

on dress, She wears socks, shoes. 
79 N 3616L—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 

also wears socks and shoes. 
.$9.88 — 79 N 3324C —Wt. 4 lbs.. $7.49 

iece cotton flannel pajama set, assorted 
styles. Sewn in elastic at waist and arm 

openings for a neat fit. 
49 N 3740—16 to 17 inches. Wt. 14 oz. ....$1.29 
49 N 3741 —20 to 21 inches. Wt. 14 oz. 1.59 
49 N 3742—30 to 32 inches. Wt. 14 oz..... 2.49 
49 N 3743—34 to 36 inches. Wt. 14 oz..... 2.69 

[4] Simulated leather coat, belt, beret, purse, 
all in white, neatly lined in red rayon. 

49 N 3447—16 to 17 inches. Wt. 10 oz. . .. .$1.98 
49 N 3458—20 to 21 inches. Wt. 10 oz. 2.59 
49 N 3459—30 to 32 inches. Wt. 10 oz. 3.59 
49 N 3460—34 to 36 inches. Wt. 10 0z..... 3.98 

—— 49 N 3475—106 to 17 inches. Wt. 14 oz..$1.98 
49 N 3476—20 to 21 inches. Wt. 14 oz..... 2.29 

[7] Coat Ensemble. Daintily edged. Plaid coat in cotton cord. Matching hat with ribbons. 

* Care for rooted plastic hair as mother cares for yours 

* Our hard-to-break plastic bodies have life-like proportions 

26-inch Toddlers . . wear 1-year-old clothes 

Doll toddles, drinks her “milk” from Carnation 
Bottle, Milk disappears, re-appears like magic. 
No liquid escapes, so her bib and her little 
mother stay dry. Doll wears cotton sleepers, 
has her hair set in a pretty pixie hair style. 

79 N 3325C—Shipping weight 5 lbs.. . . .. ..$7.98 

5] Sweater and skirt set. Soft rayon fleece 
sweater and tam. White heightened with 

multicolor knit bands. Gay, red cotton felt skirt. 
49 N 3453—16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. .$1,59 
49 N 3454—20 to 21 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. 1.98 
49 N 3455—30 to 32 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. 2.87 
49 N 3456—34 to 36 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. 3.29 

6] 4-piece dress set. Assorted styled cotton 
dress; nylon and cotton lacy slip. Socks, shoes. 

49 N 3744—16 to 17 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. .$1.98 
49 N 3745—20 to 21 inches, Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. 2.59 
49 N 3746—30 to 32 inches. Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. 3.89 
49 N 3747 —34 to 36 inches, Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. 3,98 

. 298 49 N 3477—30 to 32 inches. Wt. 14 oz.. .... 

. 349 49 N 3478—34 to 36 inches. Wt. 14 oz.. 



Billiards 
(A through G ) Cue Sticks made of Canadian Maple 
A 52-inch. 1-piece, Imported from Japan. 

6 N 2548C—Shipping weight 1 pound. ......$3.19 

B 57. inch. 2-piece. Imported from Japan. 
6 N 2549C—Shipping weight 1 pound 5.99 

-pe. Handsomely finished. State color 
O (pink); 10(gold). 

Ibs. Japan $7.99 

57 -in.—Fiber glass Shaft. 2-pc. Warp-free. Japan. 
State calor no. 22lred!; 4iblue); I5(green!; élbrown!; 2iblack). 

6 N 2612CH Shipping weight 1 pound $13.99 
E Professional 57-in. 2-pc. Rosewood handle. Japan, 

6 N 2552C ping weight 2 pounds. ... $12.99 
F Bridge Stick. Aluminum bridge; 52 inches. 

6 N 2566C—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . 2.99 
57 -in. with hand-carved handle, 2-pc. Intricate de- 
sign beautifully hand-painted. Brass center ferrule. 
3676C-—Shipoing welght 1 pounds... $1 1,99 

H 6-cue Wall Rack. 2-pc. Walnut-finished hardwood, 
6 N 2538—Shipping weight 1 pound ++ $3.99 

J Plastic Triangles. 
6 N 2671— For 214-in. ball: hpg. wt. 8 oz... 1.39 

6 N 2672— M-in. balls. Shpg. wt. 9 0z...... 1.69 
Cue and Ball Rack with drawer. Holds 16 balls, 6 
cues. 40x30-in. Walnut-finished wood. Unass. Japan. 

6 N 2603C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $9.49 

Cue ond Ball Rack. Holds 16 balls, 4 cues, Hard- 
wood. 3114x27 inches, Unassembled. From Japan. 

6 N 2551C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. s $7.99 
Accessory Table. Holds 8 cues, 24 balls. Walnut-fin- 
ished wood. 14x14x25 in. high. Unassembled Ji 

6 N 2545C—Shipping weight 5 pounds........ 

N Official Rule and Game Book. 
6 N 2673-— Shipping weight 3 02s............ 1.25 

P Set of 16 Pool Peas. For pea or bottle pool. 
6 N 2547 —Shipping weight 4 ounces... ....Set 79c 

R Plastic Storage Tray. Holds 16 balls. 
6 N 2670—Shipping weight 12 ounces (8.91.39 

Wall Talcum Dispenser. Polished aluminum. 5x6 in. 
Ne bracket included. 

605 —Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. - +. .$2.98 
Cue stick Talcum Powder, Keeps hands dry. 
6 N 2588—Shipping weight 10 ounces m 69c 
Ji Regulation Plastic Pool Balls. 16 stripes, solids. 

6 N 2560—214-inch Wt. 4 lbs (Set $7.89 
6 N 2606 —2Y-inch. Wt. 6 Ibs. 12 oz. Set 13.75 
24-inch cast phenolic Belgium Pool Balls. 

N 2698—Shipping weight 6 lbs, 8 oz Set $25.00 
V Plastic Shake Bottle. For pea or bottle pool. 

6 N 2607 —514x3!4 inches. Shpg, wt. 4 oz. .....89c 
W eve Repair Kit. Clamp, sandpaper, 6 cue tips, 4 

ferrules, 1 oz. cement, cue bumper and screw, 2 
table repair spots, 2 pieces chalk. 
N 2540 Shipping weight 8 ounces... Kit $1.89 
Deluxe Cue Repair Kit. 2 deluxe clamps, trimmer, 
12 cue tips, 2 oz. cement, 2 bumpers and screws, 

4 table repair spots, 6 pieces chalk. 
6 N 2674— Shipping weight 12 ounces. .... .. Kit $3.69 
Billiard Chalk. 12 in box. 

State color number 15igreen); 4lbluel; 10(gold); 24ibeigel. 
6 N 2559H —Shipping weight 9 ounces. . . Box 79c 
y: Pool Cue Tips. 50 in box. Siale 12mm or 13mm. 

6 N 2555F—Shipping weight 2 ounces. .. Box $1.49 
yf Rubber Chalk Grip. For table or wall. 

6 N 2669—Shipping weight 3 ounces. .........59c 
A Bed Cloth Brush. With under-rail brushes. 

6 N 2541—914x3x2 inches. Shpg. wt. 8 oz 
Deluxe Cue Case. Holds two 2-pe, cues. E 
vinyl cover with knit backing; acetate pile fle 

6 N 2646— 34 in. long. Shpg. wt. 1 1b 4 oz. 
Cue Case. Holds one 2-piece cue. Vinyl cover, cotton 
lining. 34 inches over-all, 

N 2645 — Shipping weight 8 oz... ... 
D Yiny! Table Cover. Protects table. 

6 N 2561—For 7-ft. table. Wi 
6 N 2562— For 8-ft. fable. Shp; 

402 Sears 155". 
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Jon Gnagy "Learn-to-Draw" Art Sets 

4-in-1 Art Set 3989 

Paint in oil, watercolor, pastel, pencil or 
chalk. Contains: 12 oil colors in tubes, 
linseed oil, turpentine, two 8x10-in. 
panels, palette, palette cup, knife, 2 
bristle brushes, 12 watercolor tubes, 8-well 
plastic mixing palette, 2 watercolor 
brushes, 24 colored pastels, fixative. 

Fixative blower, 2 drawing pencils—1 
carbon, kneaded eraser, sandpad sharp- 
ener, blending stomp, 3 sketching chalks, 
12 sheets 9xi2-in. sketching paper, in- 
struction books. Parts fitted into molded 
plastic platform. 12x18-in. woodgrained 
cardboard box with metal latch, handle. 
3 N 2371—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs, 12 oz. $9.89 

1 Master Art Studio Set. Includes 

1 
watercolor palettes in plastic trays with 
mixing wells, 2 watercolor brushes, 3 
sketching pencils, 1 carbon pencil, 25 
sheets i2x18-in. sketching paper, instr. 
3 N 2375—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs... . $5.29 

2 Art Studio, For drawing, watercolor, 
pastel. Includes 24 colored pastels, 2 

palettes of 8 watercolors, brush, sandpad, 

3 drawing pencils, sharpener, kneaded 
eraser, blending stomp, 12 sheets 12x18- 
in. drawing paper and instructions. 
3 N 2372—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02..$3.29 

3 Beginner's Set. With 12x18-in, draw- 
ing board, 25 sheets of paper, eraser, 1 

carbon, 3 drawing pencils, 3 chalks, sand- 
pad, blending stomp, instructions. 
3 N 2376—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz..$2.79 

Complete portable “art studio,” With 8 
tubes oil colors, tube of permalba white, 
painting knife, palette cup, turpenoid, 
painting medium, charcoal pencil, eraser, 
10x14-in. canvas panel, 3 canvas textured 
practice sheets, 2 brushes, all plastic fold- 
ing table easel, instruction book. Packed in 
woodgrained hinged cardboard box with 
metal latch, plastic carrying handle. 
3 N 2374—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz.. $8.49 

Magic with paper! Origami and Kiri-gami Kits 
Here are the age-old Oriental arts of cutting and folding paper. Fascinate your 
friends with this delightful pastime. Easy to follow. 

Kiri-gami Kit. Paper cutting. Make delicate — Kiri-gami Origami Mobile Set. 

designs, figures by cutting, folding colorful Get both Kiri-gami and Origa- 

Kiri-gami paper. Scissors, idea book included. mi materials plus materials for 

3N2409—Shipping wt. 11b. 802....$1.97 making mobiles, other cutting 
and folding projects. Special 

Origami Kit. . the art of paper folding. Create paper, bamboo sticks, colored. 
colorful animals and designs. Includes special cord, scissors, 3 idea books, 
paper plus design and idea book. instructions. Shipping weight 

Shipping weight 1lb.8 oz. —3 pounds 6 ounces. 
404 [Sears] mose 3N2410........ $1.79 3N2411... ...$3.89 
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Do-It-Yourself Crafts 
Mosaic Wall Plaques! Finish artistic designs 

by applying numbered beads, sequins, tiles, 

colorful stones and glass to match numbered 

areas on the panel . . no special skill needed 

Low as $39 
each 

(4 thru 23 ) The design is numbered . . the materials are numbered 

just match them up into finished wall plaques of sparkling beauty! 

Special adhesive, all necessary materials, full instructions and 

finished hardwood frames are included . . hangers, too. Use your 

phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

( 4 and 5) With gold-color motif to complement any room decor. 

4 3 N 2304C 5 3 N 2305C Size: 814x24 in. 

Golden Parrot Golden Cockatoo ] Wt. ea. 4 lbs, Ea. $3.79 

3 N 2306C2— Set of (4) and (5). Shipping wt. 7 Ibs....Set 7.29 

3 N 2346C 7 3 N 2347C Size: 1244x36 in. 

Golden Peacock Golden Egret Wt. ea. 7 lbs. Ea. $7.59 

3 N 2403C2—Set of (6) and (7). Shipping wt. 13 Ibs.. 

8 3 N2345C Q 3N2344C — Size:36x124 
Gome Birds Golden Pheasants } Wt. ea. 6 Ibs. 

3 N 2402C2— Set of (8) and (9). Shipping wt. 12 Ibs. et 14.49 

10 3.82354 ]] $2355 Size: 744x17 in. Wt. ea. 
Pixie Boy Pixie Girl 11b. 12:02. Each $2.39 

3 N 2405—Set of (10) and (11). Shipping wt. 4 lbs.....Set 4.69 

12 3 N2360 13 3 2361 Size: 74x17 in. Wt, ea. 
Rooster Hen 1 lb. 4 oz... Each $2.39 

3 N 2407—Set of (12) and (13). Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.. Set. 4.69 

14 3 N 2348C 15 3 N 2307C Size: 81x24 jn. 

Siamese Cat Black Cat Wt. ea. 4 Ibs, Ea. $3.79 

3 N 2308C2— Set of (14) and (15). Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... .Set 7.29 

16 3 N 2349C 17 3 N 2309C Size: 814x24 in. 

Poodle Black Poodle }Wt. ea. 4 Il Ea. $3.79 

3 N 2310C2—Set of (16) and (17). Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs....Set 7.29 

18 3,2358 19 3.2359 Size: 17x714 in. Wt. ea. 
Playful Kittens +° Siamese Kitten } 1 lb. 14 oz.. Each $2.39 

3 N 2406—Set of (18) and (19). Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz..Set 4.69 

20 3 N 2357 21 3 N 2356 n 17x714 in. Wt. ea. 

French Poodle Dachshund 1 Ib. 12 oz. Each $2.39 

3 N 2404—Set of (20) and (21). Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. Set. 4.69 

( 22 and 23 ) Elegant wall panel kits with hand-finished antique 

gold-color frames and velvet backs . . expensive, custom-made look. 

p 3N2312C 2 3 N 2352C Size: 20x2614 in. 

Bird of Poradise Proud Peacock Wt. ea, 7 lbs. Ea. $7.59 
3 N 2313C2—Set of (22) and (23). Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs, . .Set 14.49 

Fashionable Handbags. Decorated by you 

with exquisite imitation jewels and ornaments 

Apply a variety of unusual ornaments to numbered design . . no 
sewing . . no stitching. Perfect for every occasion . . an ideal per- 

sonal gift you can be proud to give. 

( 24 thru 27 ) Silk embroidered Appliques . . apply these padded 
appliques together with ornaments onto pre-printed fabric, Genu- 
ine mahogany bottom. Personal zipper pocket. All 11x14 in. 
2 3 N2362 25 3 N 2363 

Pink Poppies Shower of Flowers 
2 3 N 2364 2 3N2365 

Proud Peacocks Horn of Plenty 

Shipping weight each 3 pounds 4 ounces... ,... «e. Each $9.99 

( 28 thru 30 ) Jewel Tone. With harmonizing trim and genuine ma- 
hogany bottom. Personal zipper pocket. Measure 11x12 inches. 

28 3/2516 p 3N2318 3 3N2321 

Flowers Owl Flower Study 

Shipping weight each 2 pounds 12 ounces. «. .......- Each $7.59 

(31 thru 33 ) Boutique. Made of genuine mahogany, walnut stained 
and lacquered. Circular mirror inside; special tabs for opening and 
closing ease. Graceful handle. Size: 1134x844x234 inches. 
3] 3.N 2370 39 3 N 2368 39 3 N 2369 

Clutter Bag Money Tree Now is the Time 
Shipping weight each 2 pounds 8 ounces, ss «svs +=.» Each $7.59 
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20-in. Convertabike. Changes 
boy's to girl's model. Coil spring 

vinyl covered saddle. Coaster brake. 
Chrome plated fenders, handlebars. 
Semi-pneumatic tires, training 

wheels, Red. Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs. 
6N47511N—$4 mo .., Cash $28.88 

Deluxe Model. (Not shown), As above 
but with chrome-plated rims. Pneu 
matic whitewall tires, Wt. 39 Ibs. 
GN 47512N —$5 mo... Cash $32.95 

9 16-in. junior Spyder Convertabike. 
Real sports bike styling. Highrise- 

style handlebars. Silver glitter junior 
size banana seat. Chrome-plated 
fenders. Sure action coaster brake. 
l'.inch semi-pneumatic red line 
tires. Removable training wheels 
Leg reach adjusts 19 to 23 inches. 
Magenta. Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs. 
6 N 47865N — $4 mo. Cash $25.95 

Sporty-Spyder styling 
in a 20-inch junior bike 

that can "grow up" 

3495-3. 
Regular bicycle type head 
and seat post let you con- 
vert later to regular 
Spyder. Chrome-plated 
fenders. Spyder-look han- 
dlebars have comfortable 
riding position for begin- 
ners. Junior bucket ba- 
nana seat; positive action 
coaster brake. Training 
wheels. Fully pneumatic 
1.75-im. tires. Shpg. wt. 
42 Ibs. 

Boy's. Magenta 
6 N 47621N ..... $34.95 

Girl's. Blue. 
6 N 47631N $34.95 

Deluxe 16-inch Convertabike. 
Wild chrome-plated motorcycle- 

type handlebars for a real go-go look. 
Flamboyant purple frame. Modern 
jet-style center tank swings down to 
convert bike to girl's style. Vinyl 
covered banana saddle. Reliable 
coaster brake. Semi-pneumatic tires. 

Shipping weight 37 pounds. 
6N47871N —$4 mo... Cash $28.95 

16-inch Sidewalk Bike has re- 
movable-reversible tank. One- 

piece metal seat and post, handlebar 
and stem. 1%s-inch semi-pneumatic 
tires. 
Flamboyant yellow gold-color 

frame with white trim. Chrome- 
plated handlebars with sporty 
streamers. Coaster brake for safer 
stops. 

Shipping weight 35 pounds. 
6N47815N — $4 mo. ... Cash $22.65 



Fly it by Remote Control 

Authentic stick control makes you the pilot! 
Pull stick back and plane soars up . . push it 
forward and plane dives. Ideal for back- 
yards. Has pivot post aluminum “joystick,” 
flight line, Secure it on boards (not includ- 
ed). For any engine-powered two-line plane. 
49 N 2185—Shipping weight 12 oz....$4.69 

=> ss — = 
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Hobby Battery. 114-volt dry battery for 
starting model planes, boats, racers. 

49 N 2259 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. Each $1.09 

[8] Accessory Kit. 14-pint fuel, spout, en- 
Eine wrench, battery wire with clip. 

49 N 2250—Shipping weight 14 oz.....$1.37 
49 N 2143—Extra 14-pt. fuel. Wt. 10 oz..59c 

Spare Parts Kit for Wen-Mac planes. 3- 
blade propeller, glow-plug, needle valve. 

49? N 2248—Shipping weight 3 oz....... $1.29 

402 sears tor 
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GIANT P-40 Flying Tiger has 
30-in. wingspan .. our biggest size 

Gallant World War II fighter immortalized by 
the heroic Flying Tigers. Authentic, fully de- 
tailed replica of the Curtiss P-40. Fully assem- 
bled and ready to fly. Glow-plug engine with 
Rotomatic starter . . just wind propeller back 
one turn and let 'er go! Engine roars into life 
sending your plane into thrilling action. 

Strong contour-formed plastic. Famous 
"Sharkmouth" and red, white and blue combat 
markings! Tread-air tires. (Starter-battery, 
fuel and accessory kit not incl., order below.) 

79 N 2262C— With flight lines and control handle. 
Shipping weight 5 lbs. .....$11.88 

79 N 2266C—With remote control. 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. s. 14.88 

Ready to fly.. 
One turn of the prop 

Wen-Mac Dauntless Dive-Bomber 
drops a bomb while in flight! 

p A real-action, ready-to-fly airplane. Vou'll fly com- 
bat missions over the Coral Sea . . Midway . . Iwo 

Jima. Fly in for the attack . . pull the release and drop 
your bomb. Heading for home, you come in for a real 
carrier-deck landing using an “arresting hook." Big 22- 
inch wingspan. Super-powered by .049 glow-plug engine 
with automatic starter (starter-battery, fuel and acces- 
sory kit not included, order below at left). Rivet-by- 
rivet, rugged plastic detailing. With 2-seat cockpit, 
authentic landing gear, rubber tires and weighted bomb. 
79 N 2237C—With flight lines, control handle. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs 
79 N 2247 C—With remote control at left. Wt. 3 Ibs. 11.88 

Wen-Mac Lightning P-38 has 2 engines 

(2) Faithful replica of World War II fastest fighter 
plane. Real thrill to start first glow-plug engine, 

then the other . . wind prop back a turn and let go. 
Plastic. Big 2134. wingspan. Tricycle gear. Pilot 
under clear canopy. (Starter-battery, fuel and accessory 
kit not included, order below at left.) 
79 N 2261 C—With flight lines, control handle. 

hipping weight 3 lbs... .. 12:514. 
79 N 2267 C—With remote control at left. Wt. 41bs. 17.88 

Wen-Mac Marine Corsair. . gull-winged 

Speedy, easy-to-fly replica of America's famous 
ground-support fighter. Highly maneuverable. 14- 

in. wingspan. Rotomatic glow-plug engine. Plastic. 
Pilot under clear canopy. Rubber tires. (Battery, fuel, 

accessory kit not included, order at left.) Shipping 
weight 2 Ibs. 
49 N 2005—With flight lines, control handle.. ...$7.77 
49 N 2007— With remote control at left. Wt. 3 lbs.. .11.44 

Automite Racecar speeds up to 35 mph 

Lightning-fast thrills as it zooms around pivot post 
or races straight ahead. Real glow-plug gas engine 

under the hood . . turn drive wheel one turn, release 
and engine starts. 9-in. plastic body. (Battery, fuel, 
accessory kit not included, order below at left.) 
49 N 2318— With pivot post, line. Wt. 11b. 4 0z..$11.66 

Build these battery-powered boats.. 

Paddle wheels drive Fulton's Folly 

Early “steam engine” $929 
turns paddle wheels 

In 1807 Fulton's Clermont made the first steamboat trip 
on the Hudson River. Plastic scale model kit measures 
19 in. long. 3-volt DC permanent magnet electric motor 

drives simulated steam engine gears and paddle wheels 
(order 2 “AA” batteries below). Many moving parts. 6 
detailed crew members, display stand. 
49 N 2214—With glue, instructions. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. $2.29 
34 N 4653—" AA" batteries. Shpg. wt. two, 2 oz. 2 for 25c 

Hercules Tugboat chugs into port 

$649 

A powerhouse of strength and beauty. Authentic scale 
model in blue, white and tan has large, 1-piece, 20-inch 
hull. Electric motor and mounting screws (order 2 “D” 
batteries below). Can be adapted to radio control. Plas- 
tic with drilled brass stanchions and railings; ladders, 
winch, decals, cement and instructions. 
49 N 2215—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz............ $6.49 

34 N 4650—"' D" batteries. Shpg. wt. two, 8 oz..2 for 30e 

Easy-to-bulld kit 
contains 86 pieces 



Playskool Skaneateles Trains for Tots 
World famous quality. Durable, natural- 
finish hard maple, Precision cut, sanded 
and waxed. Washable. Tongue-and-groove 
type tracks fit perfectly. Pieces in sets are 
interchangeable. Design sheet included 

$174 to $524 

47-piece Set. 221 inches of track (12 
curved, 17 straight), 2 ramps, 2 switches, 
1 crossover, 8 blocks, 5-car train. 
49 N A594 —Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz...., .$9.97 

Shpg. wt. 6 lbs........ 
28-piece Set. 116 inches of track (8 49 N 4747 —88-piece set. 
curved, 7 straight), 2 ramps, 1 switch, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz... 344 
6 blocks, 4-car train. 49 N 4733—56- piece set. 
49 N 4593— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. $499 Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs......... 174 

Wood Logs for pioneer villages 

American $189 to $549 Fatir $749 
[T] American Logs. Build real-looking homes, cabins, etc. Interlocking 

34-in. stained logs. No tools needed. Interchangeable parts in all sets. 

American Plastic Bricks 

$954 to $1998 
Build real-looking homes, garages, buildings. Doors and windows open. Pegs and 
sockets link the 134-inch red bricks securely. Green cardboard, asphalt-like roof. 49 N 4678—314-piece set, Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 10 oz. $549 Transparent plastic windows. Larger sets build more and larger models. Parts 

49 N 4677 —211-piece set. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 11 oz.. 377 from all sets are interchangeable . . boys and girls will want several sets to make 49 N 4674—150-piece set. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 249 a whole village. Instructions include basic plans. Come in sturdy fiberboard tubes. 49 N 4676—103-piece set, Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9 oz. + oM 79 N 4595C..—902-piece set. Shipping weight 9 pounds. $12.98 x 5 : 79 N 4597 C-—-591.piece set. Shipping weight 6 pounds 8.69 (2) 103-piece Frontier Log Set. Detailed for building authentic looking 49 N ATV4— 459-plece set. Shipping weight 3 Ibe. 14 or, 629 cabins, trading posts, forts. Slightly smaller logs than above. 49 N4792—290-piece set. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 469 
49 N 4701—Shipping weight 2 pounds, ..... cesse $1.49 49 N 4791 —169-piece set. Shipping weight 1 Ib, 10 oz. 2.54 

Magnastiks Tinkertoys 

$489 

Create metal models, funny 
new animals, visitors from 
outer space, countless other 
shapes. Magnastiks fascinate 
both boys and girls. 

Magnetic power holds the 
pieces together. Can be com 
bined into unlimited number 
of shapes. forms and designs. 
No bolts, nails or glue. In 
dudes over 100 zinc-plated 
parts. Magnets are long last- 
ing. 12x9x3-inch plastic carry- 
ing case. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

49 N 4748. $4.89 
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88c to 3649 

Build structures with parts that 

move. Non-toxic colored wood parts 
match diagrams. Fiberboard tubes. 

49 NA631—365 pieces with 12-page 
book. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz.....$3.99 
49 N4683—215 pieces with 12-page 
book. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz......$249 
49 N4682—149 pieces with 8-page 
book. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. ...$1.66 
49 N4581—78 pieces with 4-page 
book. Shpg. wt. 14 oz............88c 
49 N4769—402-piece set. Includes 
hardboard panels to add walls, etc. 
16-page book. Shipping weight S 
pounds 10 ounces.. .... $649 



Miss Seventeen . . the Fashion Doll $177 
15-inch Doll. Like a beauty queen she wears swimsuit with banner, plastic 
gold-color crown, high heels, rayon satin cape. Holds plastic trophy cup. 

Extra Outfits for Miss Seventeen. May vary slightly. Doll and outfits imported from Hong Kong. 
A) 49.N 3712—Americon a la mode. Shirtwaist of 

cotton t with pearl-like buttons. Crinoline, 
high heels, handbag, panties, sunglasses, umbrella. 

B) 4? N 3713—Rage of Paris. Black faille rayon 
dress with a "rose" at the waist. Hat and muff 

of scarlet rayon velvet. Simulated pearl rope, 
panties, high heels and slim umbrella. 

C 49 N 3715—On the Town. Gold-color lamé, ori- 
ental sheath and cape, both rayon satin bro- 

cade. Bag, simulated pearl rope, high heels. 

[E] 49.N3720—Chompagne Woltz. Pastel nylon 
gown tied with a big bow in back. Rayon taffeta 

underskirt has bouffant styling. Comes with rope of 
fake pearls, panties, high heels. Rayon evening bag. 

At this low price buy several outfits. Shipping 
wt. 10 oz.......Each complete outfit above $1.57 

POLLYANNA 
of movie fame 

s699 
10%-inch doll, wardrobe 

ton skirt; white middy; hangers; 
trunk. Shipping weight 2 pounc 
49 N 3450— Doll, wardrobe, trunk. 

[3] targe 32-inch Pollyonna—Doll only 
79 N 3391 C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. Was $14.88 

17-inch Pollyanna— Doll only. Price reduced. 
49 N 3601 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. Was $7.88. . 

snood. 
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(2) 1034-inch doll has cute pug nose, lashed sleeping eyes. 
Vinyl with jointed arms, legs; turning head. Curly 

rooted acetate hair. Checked gingham dress blooms over 
crinoline petticoat, pantaloons. Straw hat, vinyl shoes. 
Also, rayon taffeta and velvet gown; velvet bolero; cot- 
ton dress with organdy pinafore; cotton camisole; cot- 

Price reduced. 

E] 49 N 3714—Turnobout. Black rayon velvet 
sheath and reversible cape. Matching hat and 

bag. simulated pearl necklace, panties, high heels. 

49 N3736—St. Moritz. Leatherette hooded ski 
jacket, knit cotton turtleneck sweater, pants. 
ic ski boots, mittens, ski pole, sunglasses, 

G] 49 N3733— Dole ot the Plaza. Rayon velvet 
swagger coat, slim velvet skirt. Coat lining 

matches rayon blouse. Panties, accessories, shoes. 
49 N 3711—Lovely Night (not shown). Nylon peign- 
oir, rayon undies, plastic shoes, comb, mirror. 
49 N3721—Beoch Set (not shown). Cotton skirt, 
hat, towel, bag. Plastic sunglasses, high heels. 

$1.67 
Make her wardrobe the most luxurious. Shpg. 

.-.Each complete outfit above wt. 10 oz. 

Doll with wardrobe 
and carrying case 

inches tall. Dressed in cotton-knit 

on stand to model her wardrobe . . 1 

tate hair. Packed in handy; plastic 
ing case with clear acetate front 

separate stand 

Plastic doll has jointed arms, legs, turning head. 
49 N 3710—Shipping weight 1 pound.. . 

s499 
Her lovely face has painted features. 11 

suit, choker, earrings and shoes. Set her 

taffeta party dress, 2 daytime cottons. 

Doll only on 

$177 

Wedding Belles. A breathtak- 
ing wedding gown of white 

rayon taffeta floats an elegant 
lace train. Filmy net veil has 
crown of tiny white fowers. 
Comes with a lovely white bou- 
quet, dainty garter for luck and 
simulated pearl necklace. Sepa- 
rate petticoat, panties, shoes. 
49 N 3717—Wt. 10 oz... .$3.39 

Wedding Belles Bridesmaid (not 
shown). Embroidered nylon bouf- 
fant dress, picture hat to frame 
her face. Multicolored bouquet, 
separate net petticoat, panties, 
shoes. 
49 N 3718—Wt. 10 oz....$2.39 

Beautifully dressed Bride 
has wardrobe, plastic case 

$595 

11-inch plastic doll is modeled after grown sister. 

Lovely painted features. Vinyl moving arms, 
turning head, rooted acetate hair. She wears ray- 
on-satin bridal gown with lacy overskirt, tiara, 
earrings, choker, high heels, panties. In easy-to- 

swim- 

rayon 

Fiberboard Rayon-knit panties. Plastic body, mov- clean, vinyl covered case is rayon-knit suit woven 
able arms and turning head are vinyl. You with gold-color metallic thread, nylon negligee, 

-$6.99 can dampen, set and style her rooted ace- — gown. Rayon-plush hat, collar, muff. Case 16x11x 

carry- 
About 

334 inches has brass-color, metal snap-locks, 
plastic handles. 

$10.88 13x11x23% in. deep. A Sears Exclusive .. — 49 N 3769—Shipping weight 3 pounds $595 
an unusual value at this low price. 

677. 49 N3768—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. ....$4.99 vs: SEARS 409 



Danish-Style Sofa 
converts easily to a 

Pool Table 

s) E! 500 $13 monthly 

The pleasure of pocket billiards . . plus an added measure 
of comfort. No loss of living space either—elegant 
Danish-style sofa transforms into a precision pool table 
by simply gliding the couch back into place. Locks rigidly 
to give you a steady playing surface. Quality honey-comb 
core bed provides the utmost in a flat, smooth surface. 
To give true ball roll, built-in leg adjusters allow precision 
leg leveling. Pro thickness gum rubber cushions; 100% 
wool billiard cloth. 36x67 inches. 

Everything’s included: two 48-inch cues, set of balls 
(24-inch diameter) with colors and numbers molded in, 
triangle, bridge attachment, chalk and rules, 
The measure of comfort? The handsome sofa, with com- 

fortable cushions of Serofoam polyurethane foam; durable 
rayon, cotton and acetate covers. Walnut-finished hard- 
wood frame; green upholstery. Rubber strap base gives 
sofa stability. 36x70x32 inches. 

6 N 2600N—Shipping weight 160 Ibs. ........ $275.00 

] Metching Accessory Bench, The same deluxe features 
as sofa above. Walnut-finished hardwood frame; 

upholstery. Built-in storage rack holds a comple! 
balls; flat top holds up to six cues. Two convenient 
accessory storage spaces, one under the cushioned seat, 

the other under the flat top. 40x15x20 inches. 

6 N 2601N— Shipping weight 30 lbs... ......... $55.00 

Matching Bench holds 
cues, complete set of 
balls and accessories. 

Everything you need to play pool . . all at one low price 

Full-size table, two cues, set of balls, triangle, bridge 

Hoot table Boot table 

49 59988 
$5 monthly $5 monthly 

Inexpensive, yes . . but certainly not low 
in value, How can a value be placed on 
the fun derived from a game of pool? 
And check these features: }g-in. comp. 
bed braced with built-in leveling; hard- 
wood frame; lively gurn rubber cushions; 
folding pedestal legs with levelers; two. 
side bali returns. White with gold-color 
fecks; white plastic corners; pocket 
trim; gold-color cloth. Two 4&in. 
hardwood cues, set of 24-in. plastic 
balls, triangle, bridge, chalk, rules. 

7 -ft. 8135x4334 in. Carton: 86x49x10 in. 
6N2780N—Shpg. wt. 165 Ibs.$84.88 

8-ft. 9334x4944 in. Carton: 98x55x10 in. 
6N2781N—Shpg. wt. 205 1bs.$99.88 

“N" ITEMS (as 6 N 2781N) sent freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 
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Why can't girls’ bikes be "neat" like boys’ ‘bikes? 

They can! 

Economy priced 53 79$ 
Tank-style Midweight cash 

$5 monthly 

Tn either 26 or 24-inch size. The futuristic sweep 
of the center tank ends in a chrome-plated twin- 
bulb built-in headlight (uses 2 "D" batteries, 
not included) Rims, hubs, handlebars and 
sprocket are dazzingly chrome-plated. Comfort- 
able coil spring saddle has white vinyl fabric 
cover. Blue metallic color frame and fenders. 
Rear carrier. 1.75-inch tires. Reliable coaster 
brake. 
6 N 46013N — 26-inch size. Wt. 51 Ibs.... $37.95 

37.95 6 N 46033N — 24-inch size. Wt. 49 Ibs. 

20-inch single-speed Spyders . . flamboyantly fun 

1 Sweeping, chrome-plated highrise 
handlebars and two-tone bucket ba- 

nana seat, Spring-time bright plastic 
wicker-type basket with floral garland. 
Rims and fluted Spyder fenders dazzlingly 
chrome-plated. Reflector on rear. Tur- 
quoise frame. 1.75-inch whitewall tires. 
23 to 28-inch leg reach 

6 N.47709N —Shpg. wt. 47 Ibs. . ... $45.99 
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2 True sportsbike styling in an economy priced 
Spyder just for girls. Custom-style chrome- 

plated highrise handlebars. Feminine white 
banana seat. Chrome-plated rims and fenders. 
Large, rear-mounted red reflector for extra 
cycling safety. In a brilliant flamboyant green 
color frame. Leg reach adjusts from 23 to 28 
inches. 
6N47705N—Shpg. wt. 45 lbs. . + «$39.44 

Sassy 3-speed Spyders 

3 Big 24-inch wheels give more speed with less 
work. Cycle-style 3-speed twist-grip shift. 

Coaster brake in rear 3-speed hub and front safety 
handbrake for safer, easier riding. 

Powergrip highrise handlebars, rims, fenders 
are chrome-plated. Woven plastic wicker-type basket 
decked with bright flowers. 

Bold flamboyant magenta frame with color co- 
ordinated banana seat and grips. 1.75-inch knobby 
rear tire and 19-inch front. Leg reach adjusts from 
25 to 30 inches. 

6N45631N —Shpg. wt. 48 Ibs...... $57.95 

A 20-inch 3-speed sportsbike with all the chic 
styling a girl could ask for. Chrome-plated high- 

rise handlebars to quilted bucket banana seat, this 
bike is all go. 

Positive twist-grip speed control and dual caliper 
brakes. 1.75-inch knobby rear tire and 1¥%s-inch 
front. Chrome-plated fenders and rims. Frame is a 
wild flamboyant yellow. 23 to 28-inch leg reach. 
6 N 47716N — Shpg. wt. 45 Ibs. coos - $48.99 

SHIPPING NOTE: Bikes on these two pages sent partially 
assembied by freight (rail or truck) or express. 
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See them actually skim through the water 

Sport Cruiser has 2 motors 

iously deta , $^ 49 

All-plastic scale model of luxurious Wheele 
sport cruiser measures 22 inches from bow to 
stern .. complete fittings for motorizing (order 

4 “TD” batteries below). Scaled 34 in. to the 

foot. Easy to assemble. With screws, cement 
special ship stand and plaque 
79N2254C —Shipping weight 4 Ibs 

34N4650-" D" batteries. Wt. 

$7.49 
four, 1 Ib. 4 for 58c 
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Looks and acts like a real submarine 

$ 798 

Designed from the nuclear submarine Halibut.” Can be pro 
ammed for automatic action or operated by remote control. 

Powerful motor runs it (order 4 “D” 

dives, surfaces and uvers. Hatch opens. missile carriage 

to deck and R missile fires. In plastic. Finely de 

tailed and engineere th cement and instruction 

79 N 2314C— Two g. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs 
34 N 4650—114-volt “D” batteries. Wt. four, 1 Ib 

batteries below). Sub 

ris 

$7.98 
4 for 58c 

Motorized schooner **Atlantic" 

$ 439 

Sturdy plastic scale model of the 1905 Kaiser Cup 
winner, “Atlantic.” Single-drive unit, has e ric 
motor (order 2 “C” batteries below). Weighted 

keel, lifeboats, sailors. With cement, instructions. 

79 N 2249C—28}4 in. long. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. . .$4.39 
34 N 4659- Wt. two, 4 oz. .2 for 30c 

so. SEARS 403 



Dalmation. Shape (7) Spot, the Pup, [3] Playful Pup is look- 
his ears any way standing up to ing for fun, wants 

you wish. Rayon plush play with you, begging — to find a play 
pup is cotton and foam to be your friend. R; rayon plush, he 
plastic filled. Cotton on plush, locked-in ed with cotton, Cotton 
felt trim, pom-pon plastic eyes. Cotton felt tongue. Ribbon 

nose and stubby tail filled. Pom-pon nose. bow. Pom-pon nose. 
49 N 4128—18 in. tall. 49 N 4130—15 in. tall. 49 N 4125—18 in. long. 
Wt. 1 1b. 10 oz..$3.99 Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...$3.77 Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... .$3,97 

4| Bedtime Bear (5) Koala Bear and Broony Bear. Flop- 
makes good nap. Cub. Notice how py-armed cub with 

time friend. Perfect for baby rides along. wistful look. Beige ray: 
tcen's collection. Ray- Beige and white ray- on plush, cotton felt 
on plush, polyurethane on plush; cotton filled. Foam plastic filled 
foam filled. Vinyl face. Cotton felt trim. 534- — Locked-in eyes. Inner. 
Washable. in. cub, 13-in, mother. — wire support 
49 N4115—18in.long. — 49 N 4119—Shpg. wt. 49 N A117—16 In. tall. 
Shpg. wt.21bs..$3.62 11b. 8 oz. $3.49 Wt. 11b. 5 oz.. .$3.99 

Three of your favorite TV pals want to play with you. 

Muskie is a cute, [8] Vincent Van Go- (9) Deputy Dawg. 
cuddly pal. He pher greets you Wearing broad 

has a soft beige coat with a ‘toothy’ grin, rimmed plastic hat 
of rayon plush and is ^ He'ssoft,rayonplush vest and badge. Ray- 
stuffed with Dryex® stuffed with Dryex® on plush, cotton den. 
(plastic foam, cot- (plastic foam and im. Stuffed with 
ton). Vinyl face. cotton). Vinyl head Dryex®. Vinyl head. 

| 49N4098—14in.tall. — 49 N 4099—1 49 N 4087—14 in. tall. 
Shpg. wt.11b.$2.88 ^ Shpg. wt. 1 Ib Shpg. wt. 1 1b..$2.88 

p) Floppy Lion Cub has realistic [fj] Betsy McCall Lamb. Appealing 
"whiskers" and spotted nose. "aa" voice. Shaggy rayon 

Short pile, honey colored rayon plush, Featherfoam® (plastic foam, 
plush. Filled with foam rubber, cotton) filled. Pink cotton felt face. 
49 N 4335—17 inches long over-all 49 N 4186—14 inches long. Washable. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz ....92,88 ^ Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 3 oz.. ....$3.88 

fig] Shaggy Dog. Give him a great big hug. His soft, cuddly, tan coat is extra. 
P long tipped, rayon pile. Plastic eyes, floppy ears. Cotton stuffed. 
79 N 4364C—Cuddle size. 24 inches long. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. -... $4.66 

79 N 4078L—Sit-on size. 29 inches long. Shipping weight 10 Ibs. . 899 

fi] Rocker Pony. Hop right onto his vinyl saddle for a real ride. (There is a 
= concealed rocker with rubber runners in his body). Cocoa-color rayon 
plush. Gold-color plastic reins. Firm cotton stuffing for shape retention, 
79 N 4124C—14 inches tall. Shipping weight each 6 Ibs................$8.88 

[m Perky Pony Playmate is firmly stuffed with cotton for a soft ride. Make 

him your choice seat for watching TV. Bright cotton plaid body. Short 

pile rayon plush covers head, neck, hoofs and legs. Cotton yarn mane and 
tail. Cotton felt ears and nostrils. Vinyl saddle, bridle and reins. 

406 SEARS s 79 N 4163C—23 inches long. Shipping weight 5 pounds $3.99 
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costumes 
from 1 set 

Costume Jewelry Sets 
for you and Barbie 

Barbie wears necklace, earrings, 
tiara. These, plus bracelet, pin, 
adjustable ring adorn you. Metal, 
"stones" gleam in diamond-like 
settings. 10% Fed. Excise Tax incl. 

Ad. 49 N1311E—Shpg. wt. 8 oz, $1.88 

Royal Highness 
A orum Mojorette 
N a QUEEN OF THE PROM 

$574 
Costume with Blond Wig. Prom queens 4 to 
8 wear pretend roses, reign in a shimmering 
dress with bodice of pink rayon satin, puff 
sleeves and braid-edged midriff. Lacy over- 
skirt drifts over soft, pink rayon taffeta 
dance skirt. No shoes. 

Sizes small (4-6), medium (8-10), large 
(12-14). State size 4 to 14. 
49 N 817F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz... . 

Costume Set. 4 to 8-year olds can dress up as 
eight different heroines changing from nurse to 
princess at the drop of a cap for a crown. In 
set . . blouse; ! long, ! circle skirt; nurse's 
bib, cap, skirt; bridal cap, veil; wings; crown; 
wand; baton; sash; name plate; pink Barbie 
bow, wig, ballerina skirt. No shoes. Sizes small 
(4-6), medium (8-10). State size 4 to 10. 
49 N 840F—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... . . Set $9.44 

Barbie 3-piece 
Dresser Set 

For little girls who want their hair 
as pretty as Barbie's. Attractive 

pink plastic set has Barbie pic- 
tures on back of 9-in. mirror. 
Comb; nylon-bristled brush. 

.97c $574 49 N 1383—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. 

Fst 
the game 

E 

Smart little hostesses use $299 
Barbie 42-piece Tea Set 

New Barbie pictures decorate each plate, saucer. 
Pink-white. 4 ea. glass goblets, plastic plates, cups, 
saucers, soup bowls, knives, forks, spoons. Teapot, 
creamer, sugar bowl, tureen, ladle, paper napkins. 
49 N942— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... ..$299 

410 SEARS rs 
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Barbie 
Cutlery Set $197 

Chest of wood-look cardboard 
has 6 each forks, knives, 
spoons, soup spoons; salad set. 
Butter knife, cake server, soup 
ladle, 2 candleholders. Gold- 
color plastic. 
49 N 941—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z...$1.97 

Barbi Pane i 
Little nurse will a wear her 
“Barbie” autographed cap . . cure 
all her dolls with this set. Reflex 
hammer, forceps, stethoscope, 
utility jars, hot water bottle. All in 
pretty pink plastic bag. 
49 N1694—We. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..$1.39 

Barbie Gas. $999 

Be elected Queen of the Prom 
when you win this game. You 
can do it if you play your 
cards right. Set also includes 
18-in. Barbie board, dice, play 
money. 2 to 4 players. 

49 N454—Wt. 2 Ibs. $299 



honey-comb bed—same type found in our 

2M 
3 ; In just a little while you'll find out exactly 

N e how much fun carom pool can be. Official 
: size 38x53-inch table with a full inch thick 

P@@L best pool table. Bed so level no levelers 
needed—ever. Teakwood-finished particle 

. . the fun and excite- board frame, anodized aluminum trim; 
Beet” the d sturdily braced pedestal legs. Two end ball 

ment of pool . . the de- returns double as ball storage areas. Gum 
manding accuracy of rubber cushions and obstacles; 100% wool 

billiard cloth. Two 48-inch deluxe cues, 
snooker ..allinhalfthe — 5,075. blasticballs, molded-in colors, rules, 
space ofa standard pool chalk. Freight (rail, truck) or express. 
table 6 N 2773N—Shpg. wt. 135 Ibs,. $115.00 

s[[500 

this Season.. 

The first indoor 
bowling game played 

like bocce ball . . 

CARPET BOWLS 
Modeled after the ancient Med- 
iterranean game that's sweeping 

the country, only smaller and 
lighter for indoor play. Bowl your 

ball at the target ball (jack) . . 
closest ball scores 

:[|99 

Indoor/outdoor Shuffleboard 

404 

A fascinating and challenging game for all 
ages. Takes only a little skill (which rapidly 
grows) and a little space. Rewards—hours of 
relaxation . . entertainment . . recreation . . 
amusement. In short, plenty of fun. 

Eight 234-inch carpet bowls and jack of 
black banda composition. Scored for easy 
identification. Complete with rubber mat, for 
consistency wherever you play. From England. 
6 N 2527—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz... $11.99 

Sears] cuis 

<table pad scuie tir dudar nwidlocivl cal codd 

Hardwood Set. Four 65-in. lacquered 
hardwood pushers, eight 6-in. molded plas- 

tic discs, 65x4234-in. paint stencil and rules. 
6 N 2536L—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs.. .. Set $9.99 

Lightweight Aluminum Set. Four 72-in. 
pushers with tempered aluminum shafts; 

flint-hard phenolic plastic tips. Eight 6-in. 
molded plastic discs, 65x42 4-in. paint stencil, 
rules. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
6'N 2537L—Shpg. wt. 13 lbs.. ..Set $12.99 



i * 

Fine Quality Bulletin 
beautíful and functíonal . . 

l All hardwood frames perfectly mitered, 

glued and nailed for sturdiness 

Be AED RE d 

Citai Dade scans by dieistmaszmiseledaical com 

Our Finest Oil Set. . table 
easel, 13 tubes of paint 

D 87? 
set 

Professional quality . . Vincent Price 
approved. Walnut-finished sketch box 
of birch and pine, 175$x13x3!j in. 
Has canvas holder and removable tray. 
12 1x4-in. tubes of oil colors, 1 tube 
149x6 in. of titanium white. 6 high- 
quality brushes, 12x16-in. cotton can- 
vas panel, sketch pad, 2 palette cups, 
1 ea. 244-02. bottle turpentine and 
linseed oil. 3-in. trowel palette knife. 
12x16}4-in. plywood palette. 

Shipping weight 14 pounds. 
3N27605C-$4 mo. Set, Cash $28.79 

> a: f 

d 

Cork .. 
(1 and 2 ) Handsome Boards with solid 
oak frames. Clear lacquer finish accents 
natural beauty of wood. With hangers 
attached. 

1 Bulletin Boord. Fine cork surface takes 

tacks, push pins easily. 1-inch frame. 

4 lbs. 
10 Ibs.* 
15 Ibs. 

18x24 S Ibs. 
32305L 24x36 10 Ibs.* 
32306N |..36x48..| 151bs. 

Versatile Message Center . . Combi- 
nation cork-blackboard. Maple-finish 

hardwood frame. In Early American style 
with cork surface for bulletins and non- 
glare blackboard surface. Metal eagle 
decoration, Chalk rail, For kitchen, play 
room or den. 5 push pins incl. 20x24 in. 
3 N 32283C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... $5.49 

(4 and 5 ) Cork Bulletin Boards. Maple- 
finish frames. Early American styling with 
metal eagle decoration. 

4 20x24-inch size. 5 push pins included 
3 N 32325C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $4.99 

5 12x16-inch 
3 N 32324 

5 push pins included. 
hpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. .$3.99 

Corkboards with anodized aluminum 
frames. Fine cork surface with gold- 

colored frames that won't tarnish. Hang 
boards either way. 5 push pins. 34-in 
frame. 

Catalog No. | Sizeis. 
C |..15x24..| 4lbs. 
L |-:24x24..| Slbs. 
L 
N 

| Shpg. wi. | Price 

24x36. .| 10 Ibs.* 
36x48: || 15 lbs. 

Vertical Bulletin Board, antique white 
frame. Slim styling for unique appear- 

ance. Handsome dark decorator cork sur- 
face. Hardwood frame, antiqued off-white 
finish, 12x36 inches. Hanger attached, 
3 N 32284C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs......$5.99 
*Allow 10 Ibs. postage per postal regulations. 

Label Maker s988 

prints in 2 ways kit 

Includes wheels for printing self- 
stick labels vertically and hori- 
zontally. Dual-track design prints 
M-in. and 3-in. sizes. Two rolls 
ea. M-in. and Min. tape incl. 
Cycolac® plastic body. Turquoise. 
Leatherette (not leather) case. 
3N3915-Wt.11b. 100z. Kit $9.88 

Tape. State color number: 22 (red) 
2 (black) 10 (gold! 19 lorange) 

12 gray! & brown! 15 (green! 
4 blue! — 7 (walnut) 29 (yellow) 
Mattino roll. Shpg. wt. ea, 1 oz 
N 3900H-Ea. : 3 for $2.07 
ix144-in. roll. Shpg. wt. ea. 2 oz. 
N 3911H-Ea. ; 3 for $2.85 
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Spyders with 
big 24-inch 

wheels.. 

10-SPEED with 
"Billybar" steering 

69” 
1 Distinctive. That's the word for this 10-speed Spyder. The billybar 

handlebars are straight out of tomorrow, and matching flamboyant 
wrapping gives a wild custom flair. Dual stick shifts put you in control 
of a 30 to 87 gear ratio range. A red-line knobby 1.75-in. rear tire gives 
you road eating traction while the red-line 1?/-in. front tire is built for 
speed. Quilted bucket banana seat. Chrome-plated fenders. 25 to 31-in. 
leg reach. Shipping weight 49 pounds, 
6 N 45964N — Flamboyant blue. $5 monthly ..... - Cash $69.95 
6 N 45963N — Flamboyant magenta. $5 monthly . ..Cash 69.95 

———— É" 

Actually derails chain from. 
‘sprocket to sprocket as bike 

f (2) 
T give you more speed with less leg work 

5-SPEED with new 
. . automatic power shift 

T» 
With powershift 

2 Flat-out starts are easier. . hill climbing's a breeze with new power- 
shift. From standing start, Spyder automatically shifts from low gear to 

selected cruising gear. As you slow down or begin to climb a hill it automati- 
cally drops back to lower gear. Other features same as the 10-speed but with 
5-speed single stick shift. Shipping weight 50 pounds. 
5-speed with power shift. $5 monthly 5-speed without power shift. $5 mo. 
6 N45954N ~ Magenta Cash $72.95 — 6N45951N-— Magenta Cash $63.95 
6N45955N—Blue....Cash 72.95  6N45952N-Blue....Cash 63.95 
6N45956N —Yellow..Cash 72.95  6N45953N- Yellow..Cash 63.95 

3-speed 20-inch “Rail” $5595 montniy 

3 This sports bike has smooth changing gears and a 
sports car-style console shift. Quick, positive action 

front and rear handbrakes. Bucket banana seat and 
powergrip highrise handlebars. 2.125-inch cheater slick 
rear and 1¥s-inch front tire. 3-inch reflector. Green 
6 N 47734N — Shipping weight 48 lbs. .$55.95 

55 
Single-speed 24-inch Spyder :4995 monthly 

"Billybar" steering lets you select most comfortable 
hand placement. Red glitter wrapping. Sporty red- 

line tires. 1.75-inch rear and 1%s-inch front. Quilted 
bucket seat. Chrome-plated frame and handy rear 
carrier with candy apple red fenders and chain guard. 
6 N 45623N — Shipping weight 48 Ibs. ......... $49.95 



Build These Action Models 
Actually run on ba*tery-powered electric motors 

Every model les a 
go! Kits m 

more f 

ttery-powered motor that makes these autos really 
tic px ts . . easy and exciting to assemble . , even 

teries ement not included 

rd Coupe. 6 in. | ed parts, driver figure 
k AA" bat g. wt. 12 oz. $2.29 

] 49 N 2127 —Hot Rod Racer. 9! ight. Steering mech SS an Decals. Needs no gl Wt. 1 Ib. 9 02..$2.44 
3] 49 N2008- Cor e ng head- 
3) lamps, seat c below. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 07.$4.59 
[4] 49 N 2009 With driver, rubber tires 

gear trans ies below. Sh wt. 12 oz. $1.98 
ly for racing. Slick track-type Go Boy-Go Cort. 6 in. | 

Use 2 "AA" batterie i below. Shpg. wt. 9 oz $1.29 
34 N 4650—"D" Batteries. Fc and (3). Shpg. wt. 8 oz 2 for 30¢ 
34 N 4653—"AA" Batteries. For (1), (4) and (5). Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 2 for 25e 

Only $959 

Motorized Drag Race Kit 

Build these realistic plastic racers and set up your 
own track. Watch 'em roar toward the finish linc 
Each electric motor powered by 2 batteries (batter. 

not included, order 4 below). Set includes two 

1. long dragsters, 2 motors, decals, starting 
r (can start up to 6 cars at once) and 2 sets 

of racing tethers to lay out your own drag strip 
Easy to a ‘le. cement not included. Go cart 
(5) above can be used also 
49 N 2330—Ship weight 1 lb. 4 oz... Kit $3.59 
34 N 4653—"AA" batteries for above. Order 4 
Shipping weight 2 ounces 2 for 25c 

Looks and acts 

like a Real Tank 

“Battling Betsy” Tank Kit $588 

You build it . . start it . . stop it. “Battling Betsy” 
wtomatically! A giant 14-in 

he famed W r Bulldog Tank 

els climb over obstacles, turret 

does everyth 

e to side. Battery-powered motor 
rd and backward n fires shells 

s. Pre- action drives 
l-gripping treads. Idler wheels in 

loading shells. Uses 2 

ramme 

order below). 

79 N 2308C Kit $5.88 
34 N 4659 —"C" Batteries for Tank. Wt. 4 oz. 2 for 30e 

Model Paint Kit. 9 bot- S e 
tles of assorted colors. aa "wow 
Package becomes [ ge per i 
tray. Dries in 30 minutes, ey LiT 
Jat. e cost da k > i 

404 Brush included OM i 
eagles 49N 1970— Wt. 1 96c à 

CGutbod Dade scans by dheisimasanuselecimic pom 



o Cuddle Cat . . the 
closest thing to a 

real live kitten, Rayon 

plush, cotton stuffed. 

Cotton felt trim. 

49 N 4150—15 in, tall. 
Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz.. .$3.66 

[z) Dainty, Duchess 
Dog. Soft gray ray- 

on pile coat. Ribbon, 
“posy” trim. Filledwith 
plastic foam, cotton. 

49 N 4136—15 in. tall, 
Shpg. wt. 1 1b...$2.92 

Zipper Frog. Zip 
open his mouth to 

hold your pajamas and 
toothbrush. Soft, col- 
orful rayon plush filled 
with Dryex®. Cotton 
felt trim. 
49 N 4086—19 in. long. 
Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz....$3.99 

Long Legged Pup 
is so cute for deco- 

rating a teen's room. 
Tots love him, too. 
White rayon plush; 
colorful velveteen, cot- 
ton. Cotton stuffed, 
49 N 4135—26 in. long. 
Wt. 1 Ib, 8 02...$3.99 

[5] Lounging Hound 
“smokes” his pipe 

takes life easy. Ray 
on plush; cotton filled. 
Suspenders, simulated 
blue denims. 
49 N 4138—18 in. long. 

Wt. 1 lb. 12 02..$4.77 

[E] Happy Hound. Bend- 
able ears give him 

many comical expres- 
sions, Black and white 
rayon plush filled with 
Dryex® (foam plastic 
and cotton) 
49 N 4072—15 in. long. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 02.$3.99 

Princess Turtle makes 
a fine seat for tiny 

TV fans. Crush-resistant, 
dark green rayon plush; 
pale green feet; pink tail 
Stuffed with Feather- 
foam® (cotton, foam 
plastic). Cotton felt trim. 
79 N 4074L—25 in. long. 
Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.... $8.44 

[E] Autograph Monkey. 
After your friends 

sign me, you'll have me 
for a keepsake. Pen and 
cap are attached. Has 
multicolor cotton body 
and rayon plush head. 
Cotton filled. 

49 N 4137—14 inches tall, 
Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz $2.92 

Toucan . . bird of the 

tropics. Brightly 
colored rayon plush, cot- 
ton felt, Dryex® filled 
49 N 4143—9 inches tall, 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.92 

Wise Owl. Brown 
rayon plush, Dryex® 

filled. 
49 N 4141 —10 inches tall, 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

Citai pads sciunt by deistiiatguiseledinical Gom 

fil] Scribble Pup 
the whole gang 

Yellow cotton poplin. 

Cotton filled, 

49 N 4108—18 incheslong. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. .. $2.99 

ij] Balky Burro sports a 
Mexican-style som. 

brero, colorful cotton 
blanket and reins. Brown 
and white rayon plush; 

cotton filled. Legs are 
sturdily reinforced with 
heavy-duty wire, 

49 N 4140-17 inches high; 
12 inches long. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs $3.66 

Proper Poodle, 
rimmed” like a real 

show dog. Long, short 
pile, gray rayon plush. 

Button eyes and pom- 
pom nose. Cotton filled 
79 N 4359 C— 18inches tall, 
Shpg. wt. 31bs.... $4.99 

yellow, 
plush. 
plastic 

i] Busy Bee . . 
white rayon 

Dryex® (foam 
and cotton) filled. 
49 N 4145—10 inches tall, 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.92 

i] Graduate Poodle 
— with diploma and 
graduation cap. ` 

Lustrous, high pile, 
white rayon plush, cot- 
ton filled. Gold-color 
bows. Cotton felt trim. 
49 N 4134—16 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. . ..$5.62 



ts. lifelike molded i in fechtonc vinyl plastic 
"They TATE pae on on removable wire stands, - ee 

en sports crew tub. | and outfits made in Japan. SEU E at talk colo à 

io Dod UE cotton — (7) Basic Barbie Dell. Wears cotton knit swimsuit, sun glasses, 
earrings, shoes. Shipping weight 10 ounces, — 

49 N 3701 — Barbie with bubble-cut rooted hair 
5 d 49 N 3805— Barbie with ponytail rooted hair. ó 

'achtsman. Blue denim slacks an Extra Barbie Outfits. (Doll not included.) Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
knit-trimmed jacket. Striped T- — (D) 49 N 3702— Conon Cosvol. iue dress, sandals 79. 

“shirt, socks, shoes. Yachting book. (E) 49 N 3779 — Movie Date. Cotton dress with overskirt 
|. 49 N 3790—Shipping wt. 4 oz, E $249 [rg us 49 N 3784— Garden Porty. Cotton print dress, gloves, 

x (8) Sportsman, Bermuda shorts, sport ij 
shirt, socks and oxford sh [s) 4$ N Fo in he See Co onim terry cloth robe, 

49 N3789  Sipping wt 4 or... 31:64 C ui mel twee ct: show ea is be ye pene d 
@ Campus Hero, Includes pull-over @ a sweater, mo yelet "pear Ere 2.47 

sweater, duck slacks, socks and (3) 492735 ing. Black cotton leotard and tights; 
et penn trophy, letter “U” white tutu, tiara. Mosi cn thee Tat. t program.. 2.27 

for sewi 49 N 3785—Evening Splendor, Metallic brocade dress, coat, 
49 N Mn 71. Shipping weight 407.$2,19 simulated fur cutis: ‘hat, jewelry, purse, shoes, gloves. 

$4.66 $188 [4 

Furnish Barbie’s bedroom with Barbie takes a trip with 

her own Wardrobe and a 4-Poster Bed Doll Cases her own size 

Elegant Wardrobe is a wonderful showcase for Graceful Canopy Bed made for fashion-plate 3] Trunk totes Barbie and Ken or 2 dolls their size. 
Barbie's costumes. White high-impact plastic, Barbie. Carefully detailed, it boasts a molded = Hangers, 2 drawers. Black vinyl has a look 
wood-grain finish. Metal-hinged doors open plastic mattress, an under-bed chest with wood of patent. 13x10x7 inches. Snaps shut 
showing hat rack and utility basket attached to grain finish and sliding drawer. Spread and 49 N 9281 —Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 oz $4.66 
one, shoe rack and long mirror on the other door. matching pillow cover are dotted, sheer pink mus 
Mas long shelf, 3 varied-size drawers, 6 plastic lin. High-impact plastic. 7x12x13 inches, As 3] Barbie Case carries her (or Ken). Hangers and 
hangers. 5x15x16 inches. (Dress not included.) sembles easily = drawers. Black vinyl. 1014x1234x234 inches 
49 N 9321 — Assembles easily. Wt. 11b. 12 02.$3.44 — 49 N 9248— Shipping weight 1 1b. 6 oz. $2.88 4? N 9309 —Shipping weight 2 pounds $1.88 

Barbie's Sports Car $399 A 

à Aqua bucket seats hold Barbie and Ken. Peach-tone 
7 5 plastic. Chrome-color grille, "lights", bumpers. 74x18 in / br E. | 

Ye 49 N 1405—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz $3.99 

"id Barbie's Portable House $444 

Corrugated suitcase becomes Barbie's house just as 
as you unfold it. Pictures, pennants and rugs come 

ed to 3 walls, floor. Colorful chipboard furnish 
nclude sofa, chair, ottoman, ; mirror. 

bench, pillow, coffee table, 2 book sets, record albums 

Ken's picture, lamp, wardrobe, bed, TV-record player 
console. 26x14 14x33 inches 
79 N 1429C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $444 «ca: SEARS 411 

Cutsioa Dade scans by diaa adnia com 



Our finest! 13-pc. English Dart Set . . 

precision-wound 13-inch thick board 

3444 
Deluxe, very impressive. Tightly-wound board— 
twice as thick as our next best dartboard—is 
same as used in England’s more posh clubs. 

eatures 20-pt. game in 5 colors, 1 side; poker- 
hand game on other in red, white, black, Official 
18-in. size, Metal score-area dividers to end on 
the-line arguments; metal rim, handle. 

Incl. 12 precision-balanced brass tourney darts 
with steel points. Instructions for developing 

ill. Bu; way—order by phone. 
6 N 2510C—Shipping wt. 4 lbs.. $4.44 

Herbie the Hippo..8-game pack 3549 

So many super dart games—small fry never tire 
of this gift! Consists of 2-sided backboard—1st 
side Herbie with 8 blindmen pin-on tails; 2nd 
side a Safari Hunt with 8 pegs marking ferocious 
animals, 6 rings for ammo to get them. 2-sided 
dartboard (bullseye, with 20-point game; 34-in. 
thick) which fits into backboard. Plus 4 full- 
color add-on dart faces—golf, pool, bowling, big 
game—for changing the game 4 more times . . 8 
in all! 6 balanced brass darts incl. From England 
6 N 2503C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. . .Set $5.49 

States pae scans by dheisthiaxnisetedmical com 

All for s499 
only 

Our best-selling set! Looks big, important . . 
yet is low cost, Gives you a tightly-wound 34- 
in. thick board, both 20-pt. and bullseye games. 
Offers the plus of a cabinet-type case with rich 
woodgrain design finish. Holds both board and 
darts, looks like a built-in when case is hung on 
wall—just close doors to put set neatly away. 

Includes 9 pro-style brass tourney darts. 
6 N 2502C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs... Set $4.99 

From the swinging clubs of England— 
\l-piece Set with %-inch thick board, 

9 brass darts and self-storing wall case 

the BIG-LOOK GIFT 

for the whole family 

Reverse side is 
bullseye target 

18-in. Boord with brass darts. Same 
quality dartboard as at left. 34-in. thick. 
With 6 pro-style brass darts. No case. 

6 N 2504C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. Set $3.44 

12-in, Board (not shown). A big buy! 
5&in. thick (like 18-incher); with 6 brass 
Ain. darts. No case. From England. 
6 N 2500—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. . .. Set $1.69 

Box of 3 top pro-style Brass 
Tourney Darts . . from England 

Some of the best of their kind in the 
world. Precision balanced—no need 

to correct, compensate when throwing. 
5-in. long. Replaceable plastic flights, 
steel points. Shpg. wt. per box, 3 oz. 
6 N 2501— Box, 66c..... 2 for $1.20 

Package of 3 wood-metal Darts 

2 6-in. long. Darts with long-life steel 
points . . set in lead weight to help end 

breakage. Feather-fletched. Wt. 3 oz. 
6 N 2565— Package, 54c. .2 for $1.00 



* De Kk 

Boards 
built to last 
So thick you can stick a push pin all the 

way in and still not reach the back 

—MÓ9Q——À 

Burlap . . 
There's a frame style, size and color to harmonize 
with most any room decorating scheme. Colorful 
jute burlap provides a textured fabric background 
for photos, mementos, notes, etc. Hangers, 5 
push pins incl. (4) has no push pins. So easy to 
buy when you just use the phone. 

] Bulletin Board Shadow Boxes with genuine 
walnut frames. Jute burlap in handsome 

decorator colors; beautiful polished walnut frames 
blend with fine furniture. Available in either 
square or rectangular shapes. 
18x18-inch siz 18x24-inch siz 
3 N 32294 — Eggshell 3 N 32201 C— Eggshell 
3 N 32326 —Green 3 N 32327 C —Green 

3 N 32296 — Tangerine 3 N 32203 C— Tangerine 
3 N 32293—Gold color 3 N 32289 C— Gold color 
Wit. ea. 3 lbs. Ea. $4.95 Wt. ea. 4 lbs. , Ea. $5.95 

24x36-inch siz 
3 N 32207L—Eggshell 3 N 32209L— Tangerine 
3 N 323291—Green 3 N 32292L—Gold color 
Shipping weight each 10 pounds*,.....Each $8.95 

Slim Decorator Boards with matching wood 
frames. Attractive boards, color-matched 

frames. Brass-plated ring. Measure 12x30 in. 
3 N 32277 C— Tangerine 
3 N 32279 C — Eggshell 
Shipping weight ea. 3 lbs., Each $4.69; 2 for 

3 French Provincial styling . . off-white frames. 
Colored burlap harmonizes well with off-white 

wood frame and gold-color trim. 
18x24-in. size: 24x36-in. size: 
3 N 32337C—Gold color 3 N 32341L—Gold color 
3 N 32338C — Eggshell 3 N 323421 — Eggshell 
3 N 32339C—Green 3 N 32343L —Green 
Shpg. wt. 41bs.....$4.59 Wt. 10 Ibs.*.....$6.99 

Memo Boards .. gold-color aluminum fromes. 
Burlap boards. Non-tarnish frames. 12x16 in. 

3 N32285—Tangerine — 3 N 32286—Aqua 
3 N 32287 — Eggshell 3 N 32336— Green 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 10 oz..... Each $2.49, 2 for $4.58 

Slim Decorator Boards with genuine walnut 
frames. Colorful burlap boards, polished wood 

frames. Brass-plated ring. 12x30 inches. 
3 N 32332C angerine. 3 N 32333C — Gold color 

3 N 32334C — Eggshell 
Shpg. wt. ea. 31bs.. .... Each $6.49; 2 for $1228 

Shpg. Note for both poges: "N" items (os 
3N32273N) sent freight (rail or truck) or express, 
*Allow 10 pounds postage per posto! regulations. 

R 
) , 

st p. 

Holiday Paper Party Set. s[99 
Your guests will admire the festive Poinsettia pattern 
of this attractive set. You'll appreciate the easy 
clean-up after party is over. 96 pieces include 18 
lunch napkins (13x13 in.), 18 beverage napkins 
(10x10 in.) 12 round plates (9-in. diameter), 12 
round plates (7-in. diameter), 12 hot-cold cups, 12 
coasters, 12 placemats (11x16 inches). 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
3 N55128.................Set $1.99; 2 for $3.78 

States pade Scans by dieisimacmiaselediwical com 

Stationery in reusable, fabric-covered boxes 

6 Jewelry Chest. 80 sheets ripple paper, 40 envelopes, 
3 N 55106—Wt. ea. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Ea. $2.95; 2 for $5.58 

"7 Make-up Box with mirror. Includes ostrich plume pen, 
40 sheets textured paper, 20 matching em 

3 N55105—Wt. ea. 14 0z....... Ea. $2.95; 2 for $5.58 

8 top Desk. Plume pen, blotter, 40 sheets, 20 env. 
3N55107-Red. Wt. ea. 1 Ib. loz. Ea. $1.77; 2 for $3.28 

3.N55108-Green. Wt. ea. 1 lb. 1 oz. Ea. $1.77; 2for 3.28 "ine [Sears] 407 



really Move out! Here are the 10+16 SCREAMERS 
..low front slingshot styling.. 

the newest thing in cycling 

excitement 

Big 20-inch cheater slick rear tire really bites in for rubber peeling starts. 
Calls to mind powerful dragsters with smoking slicks. Derailleur shift 
has 34 to 69 gear ratio range that meets almost any cycling need. Quilted 
bucket seat. Butterfly handlebars have matching wrapping for a real 
custom touch. Chrome-plated fenders handlebars, power chain guard and 
backrest. Amber-colored safety reflector mounted on front fork. Flam- 
boyant yellow. 
6 N 47728N —Shipping weight 48 pounds ...................2..- $77.95 

Just pull back the brake lever and your 
brakes stay on .. or use as a drag brake 
when stopping. Brake lever console has 
beautiful wood-grain look. 

The single-speed “Rail” 
with rae big wheel This flamboyant magenta screamer sports the same drag strip inspired slingshot 

styling as the 20+16 Spyder above. The “power” parking brake is coupled with a 
$ 95 $5 reliable Bendix coaster brake. Has power-grip highrise handlebars with matching 
5 7 monthly magenta glitter grips and quilted bucket seat. No front reflector. 

sm 6 N 47727N — Shipping weight 47 pounds ............sesesseeeses eese $63.95 
The wheel makes the steering great on this 20-inch SHIPPING NOTE: Bikes (except unicycles) on these pages sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
beauty. The dazzling metallic-flake steering wheel is CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE: For your convenience, bikes are sent with frame and wheels assembled set off by silver-color Mylar® polyester film on spokes. -. you install seat, handlebars, pedals and any accessories. 
Stick console controls parking brake. Bucket banana 
seat and scoop fenders. Wild cheater slick rear tire and 
speed front tire. Blue frame. No Money Down on anything Sears sells 
6 N47735N —Shipping weight 49 pounds ...... $57.95 SE EG nook 
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Build any one of 3 kinds of convertible 
models all from one kit . . stock car . . 
racer . . or customized car. Kits include 
all the basic plastic parts plus.extra ac- 
cessories for converting auto styles into 

sleek custom jobs. Z 
Detailed kits, all scaled 1/25 actual 

size, have one-piece. body, dash board, 
steering wheel, headlights, molded clear 
windows, white sidewall tires, chrome- 
plated bumpers, accessories. Easy to as- 
semble. Cement not included. All mod- 
els 814 inches long. Weight each 10 oz. 
49 N 2012— Continental Mark V Kit 
49 N 2052— Mercury Park Lane Kit 
49 N 2053— Pontiac Bonneville Kit 
49 N 2054— Chrysler Imperial Kit 
49 N 2088— Chevrolet Impala Kit 
49 N 2022—Ford Sunliner Kit 
Each.....$1.29 Save 10% 

1960 Convertible Kits 

3 for $3.48 

2.2 HP Gasoline Engine Kit 

95 $3.00 E2090 
Engine. Supplies plenty of power for bikes, scooters, racers, etc. 
Zasy-to-follow picture instructions make it real fun to put this 

useful beauty together. You'll learn exactly how and why a gasoline 
engine works. Simple, yet efficient 2-cycle single-cylinder; vertical shaft 
Air cooled for quick release of heat. Governor holds engine at safe speeds. 
Snap-type on-off switch at 14 mm spark plug. 

79 N 2203L—Fvel tank holds one quart. Shipping weight 15 Ibs. 

Watch this Engine work $1498 

See how an internal combustion engine operates. Anyone ten years or o' ill find 

this easy-to-build kit a wealth of mechanical information and hours of intriguing fun. 
Aids in understanding gasoline engines. An excellent model for school use or science 
projects. All die-cast metal parts visible through transparent plastic engine block. In- 
cludes valves that move up and down, timing gears, a working clutch mechanism, 

crank s , moving pistons and an ignition system that lights up when motor is 

cranked. Imported from Germany. Unassembled. Sits on 8x4-in. base when built 

79 N 2108C—Uses 2 batteries . . not included, order below. Shipping weight 5 Ibs.. . . . Kit $1.98 
34 N 4653—"AA" Batteries for obove engine. Shipping weigh! 2 oz.. 2 lor 25c 

$29.95 

Adapter Kit. Everything you need to mount engine above on any 

standard 26-in. coaster-brake bike. Pulleys, “V” belts, mounting 
frame, throttle and clutch cable. Clutch lets you pedal and brake inde- 
pendently of motor. Easy to assemble and install. Instructions included. 
79 N 2201K—Adapter Kit only, Shipping weight 24 Ibs... $39.95 

Steam Engines use real steam power to operate other machines 

Engine with Speed Control. Throttle Our Best Engine . . big, realistic, German made. Runs fast or Low-priced Steam Engine. Oscillating brass 
cylinder engine. Safety valve, real dome whistle. 
Water heats in nickel-plated 314-in. boiler with 
copper-plated, embossed brick-look walls. Steam 
operates piston, turns separate flywheel with 

grooved pulley. Finely varnished 8x5-in. metal 
base. German Import. For heating, use Esbit 
dry fuel listed at right. 
49 N 2144—8 in. high over-all. Wt. | Ib. 10 oz. $6.98 

Cut pane scans by chaisimaxmusebeciaicM Dun 

valve lets it run fast or slow. Double act- 
ing oscillating cylinder adds exciting ac- 
tion. Solid brass 6-in. boiler resists rust. . 
has nickel plating. Alcohol fired (not in- 
cluded). Includes alcohol burner, water 
gauge, safety valve, whistle, pulley. 94x 

914-in, wood base. 
49 N 2116—9 in. high. Wi. 5 Ibs. .$10.98 

slow. 2-step pulley operates toys with varied speeds. Centrifugal 
governor keeps speed steady. 514-in. rustproof brass boiler lets 
you see water level through sight glass. Corliss-type double- 

acting piston rods give realistic action. Weighted safety valve, 

steam whistle, funnel. 11 inches high. 12x10-inch metal base. 
49 N 2136— Order fuel below. Shipping weight 5 pounds. . $15.95 
49 N 2375—Esbit Dry Fuel. Non-toxic: won't explode. 
2 boxes—40 pellets tuse 3 per ptJ. Wi. 10 oz.....98¢ so. SEARS 405 
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[T] Jumbo Bear is 28 inches tall, yet 
— lightweight and easy to carry 
He has shaped arms and feet—sits 
naturally. Cocoa and honey-colored 
rayon plush. Cotton filled. 
79 N A139L—Wt. 5 Ibs. $5.99 

Bugs Bunny hops right out of the 
comics to play with you. Gray 

and white rayon plush body. Cotton 
filled. Long floppy legs, molded vinyl 
face. You can shape his wired ears. 
Colorful bow tie. Cotton filled 
49 N 4097—29 in. tall over-all 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz $3.49 

[3] Corky . . the friendly pup with 
LU droopy, yarn lashes and red 
plastic tongue. Brown rayon plush; 
white chest, paw pads. Cotton filled 
79 N 4004C—20 inches tall. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $6.66 

Cry-Baby Bear. Please choose 
him for a friend—he's so sad and 

lonely. Cocoa and gold color rayon 
plush, cotton stuffed. Vinyl face. 
49 N 4114—16 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. $3.77 

[5] Begging Bear. Has real cotton 
Jt paw-pads with make-believe 

claws. This huggable cub is cocoa 
brown rayon plush with white snout 
and chest, stubby tail. Cotton stuffed. 
49N4103-1414 in. tall (seated) 
Shpg. wt. 2 ie! en 34.49 

$] Smokey Bear . . famous forest 
D) ranger with plastic badge, hat 
and shovel. Clad in blue cotton 
denim, he's made of tan rayon plush. 
Dryex® foam plastic and cotton 
filled. 
49 N 4346—14 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $2.92 

[7] Washable Panda dries quickly 
VO after you scrub him. Rayon 
plush; Dryex® foam plastic and 
cotton filled. 
49 N 4126—1335 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. $1.99 

[E] Cuddle Beor is tan rayon plush 
stuffed with Dryex® foam plastic 

and cotton. Shaped arms dnd feet 
49 N4079—18 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 8 oz $2.99 

(8) Washable Teddy. Just scrub 
with soap and water. Rayon 

plush; Dryex® foam plastic and 
cotton filled. Ta d brown. 
49 N.4102—1314 inches tall 
Shipping weight 1 Ib, 3 oz.....$1.88 

Your T. V. Favorites 

(10)-(11) Rayon plush filled with 
Featherfoam®, foam plastic, cotton. 
Vinyl faces Cotton felt accessories, 

jj] Ba-Ba-Looey sports a south-of 
the-border sombrero, kerchief. 

49 N 4352—15 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.88 
79 N 4353C—21 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4.66 

Quick Draw McGraw in western 
style cotton kerchief and cowboy 

t. Has plastic gun and holster 
49 N 4350—19 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 14 oz $3.66 

E [E 

jj] Hush Puppy is soft, gray rayon 
— plush. Vest of red cotton felt 
Shaped arms, legs. Cotton stuffed 
49 N 4093—About 10 in. tall. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, .... $2.88 

[E] tomb Chop has white rayon 
plush and cotton corduroy body; 

vinyl head . . painted-on eyelashes 
Cotton felt hands. Cotton stuffed 
49 N 4090—10 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .. $2.88 

[ii] Charlie Horse is all dressed up 
instraw-type hat, denim kerchief 

His suspenders, horse shoes and 
hoofs are cotton felt. Cotton stuffed 
49 N 4096—12 inches tall. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 32.88 



Marybel the get-well doll 
wants you for a little nurse 

$1177 

15-inch doll has a cast to heal make- 
believe broken arms or legs; crutches 
just her size; dark glasses to wear 
when she’s dotted with red measles; 
yellow spots for chicken pox. Band- 
aids and bandages for minor scratches. 
When little nurse removes her make 
believe diseases and bandages, Mary- 
bel gets well right aw 

She's exquisitely fashioned with 
rigid plastic body and is realistically 
tinted. Has jointed arms, legs. Turn- 
ing waist and vinyl head. Her long 
lashed eyes go to sleep and her lovely 
rooted Saran is distinctiv 
styled. Rayon satin e trimmed 
shortie a removable cotton 
fleecy Marybel has the fine 
workmanship like all Madame Alex- 

n ander dolls. Packed complete in Fiber- 
j board case, x «y ” ; 
^" f w cri f 49 N 3670 —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 0z..$11.77 Cuddly “Kitten” now cries $898 

. . poses naturally 19-inch doll 

Who wouldn't be smitten with "Kitten"—this arm- 
ful of huggable softness. Her dimpled face with thick- 
lashed, closing eyes will steal any little girl's heart. 
Rooted plastic hair is done in wispy baby style. Tilt 
her . . she'll cry softly. 

Exquisitely made like all Madame Alexander dolls, 
Kitten’s pretty baby face, soft arms and legs are 
vinyl. Lightweight body is Kapok-filled cotton. So 
limp she flops into many pose you can put her 
finger into her mouth. “Kitten” comes wearing a cot- 

ton shirt, plus diaper and a soft, nylon-tricot kimono. 
49 N 3260—19-inch doll. Wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz.. .. ....$8.98 
49 N 3247 —14-inch doll. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. e 639 

12-inch Smarty 
is Queen of the May. 

These small Baby Dolls are so popular 
with little girls . . and big ones too! 

So saucy and sassy . . . ful ted 
doll just waiting to perk up your young 

lady. She's re for a party dressed in a 
flowered nylon dress. Wears party slippers 
and socks. Lashed, moving e: head 
and arms of soft plastic, legs and body of 

Famous Little Women 

vin mh a i ei onok heros predic pe. sturdy plastic. Rooted plastic hair. 
Rai EE DeL. E pere Tun rie š " 49 N 3328—Shipping wt. 1 Ib........$5.79 Ru gem soled of ta perii, Turning it Lovable 18-inch «Bunny lashed, go-to-sleep eyes. All wear cotton. pantalettes, f 
crinolines, socks and shoes holds her hands out to mommy 12-inch Smarty i Em 

Looks as though she's ready to speak. A darling n Artist's Smock 
with great animation in her lovely smile and the 5} And what else would a young artist 

way she holds her hands. Big, expressive moving carry in her pocket but her paint 

eyes with lashes. Shining plastic hair is rooted and — brush and c 

]] Mes. Lacy cotton pinafore over colored cotton dress. 
49 N 3653—Shipping weight each 1 pound .$9.39 

2] Amy. Cotton dress with frilly ruffled pinafore. 
49 N 3649 —Shipping weight each 1 pound . 9.39 

‘on. She wears matching 
Jo. Sedate Pin-dot cotton dress, cotton pinafore. has pert rayon bow. Body, legs are jointed, light- bloomers, slippers and socks. Sturdy pl: 
49 N 3658—Shipping weight each 1 pound - 939 weight, but durable plastic. Soft vinyl head, arms — tic body and jointed legs. Rooted pl 

AS N Sei ike ele repr dress, contrasting trim. also move, “Bunny” wears a dotted Swiss cotton — tic hair in pixie style. Vinyl plastic head 
: a ia dress trimmed with organdy: Party slippers, socks. and arms move. Lashed, go-to-sleep eyes. 

412 SEARS ra 49 N 3370—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $9.49 — 49 N 3329—Shipping weight + Ib.... $5.79 
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LOOK! All it takes is 

one person to set up Sears 

Table Tennis Game 

Hinged center, no bolting needed . . stores 

away fast, neatly in a compact 54x60-in. 

space . . ready for the next rousing game 

€ Ball bearings in 
wheels let table 

& roll out more easily 

Rocker legs let 
you lock it into 
place in 1 motion 

A 

Has everything! Goes from fold-and-roll size to 5x9-ft. regula- 
tion-size in a jiffy. No fuss, bother. Big ball-bearing casters 

with rubber wheels won't harm floor. Pre-striped, no-glare 
green PlyBlend top of compressed wood is rock-hard, extra 
stable to resist warpage, give li ier action to ball, years of 
wear without showing it. Steel legs with braces, supporting frame 
(set-up, table stands 30 in. from floor) positively won't wobble. 
Choose from 3 top thicknesses of PlyBlend, below. (Nofe: the 
thicker the top, the livelier the play.) Low prices do not include 
net, paddles, balls. To order these, see facing page. 
6 N 2524N—34-inch top. Wt. 145 Ibs. $5 mo.. . Cash $49.50 
6 N 2523N—}4-inch top. Wt. 127 Ibs. $5 mo...Cash 41.50 
6 N 2589N— 3 inch top. Wt. 110 Ibs. $5 mo... Cash 38,50 

Ve-inch Masonite Presdwood® Top. Construction, as above, 

Top comes complete with striping kit and instructions. 
6 N 2528N— Shipping weight 85 Ibs. $5 monthly.Cash $32.50 

SHIPPING NOTE: All table tennis 
tables sent freight (rail or truck) 
or express. 

406 [Sears | se 
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Two 4'%2x5-foot extra-purpose tables 

Bolt together easily to make this regulation-size 

5x9-ft. Table-Tennis Table . . unbolt to use as card 

tables, dinner party or backyard picnic servers 

3/4.nch 1/2-nch 3/B-inch 3/16-ineh 
PlyBlend top, PlyBiend top, PlyBlend top, Masonite top, 
attached legs attached legs attached legs attachod legs 

34950 | s3950 | s3250 | s2450 
2 Gift that's made to serve the family in so many ways! Has all the advantages of 

dense, durable PlyBlend (explained, left) plus it sets up like card table, legs fold 
in for storage. Stands 30 in. from floor. Green. Striping kit, instructions included. 
6 N 2710N—Set with 34-inch tops. Wt. 165 Ibs. $5 month, ..Cash $49.50 
6 N 2709N—Set with 34-inch tops. Wt. 127 Ibs. $5 month. . Cash 39.50 
6 N 2557N—Set with 34-inch tops. Wt. 90 lbs, $5 month... . .Cash 32.50 

Ya-in. Masonite Presdwood® top (not shown). Single braced metal legs. 
6 N 2701 N—Shipping weight 75 Ibs. $4 month. Set of 2 tables. Set, cash..$24.50 
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200-piece Set . . 

36 sheets of wrap 

$88 

Consists of 24 assorted sheets, 
20x30 in. ea. of holiday designs 
—Santas, glowing candles, 
bells, etc., plus 12 white tissue 
sheets 20x30 in. each. 200 ft. 
colorful ribbon—curling 
“Satin-Glo”, tinsel striped— 
346 to Ao in. wide. 154 gift 
cards, tags, seals to harmonize 
with the paper complete the 
selection. Instruction sheet in- 
cluded. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
3 N 5566.........8et $2.88 

Luxurious Gift Wrap Set 
Includes a convenient blade to cut paper 

and ribbon quickly and accurately 

Set $397 

Here’s everything you need to make those special gifts 
sparkle with warmth and friendliness. Ensemble includes 
2 “Redi-Rap” snap boxes for instant holiday packaging; 3 
rolls each of 48x26-inch foil wrap; 3 rolls each of 72x26-inch 

paper wrap; 90 ft. of “Satin-Glo” rayon ribbon; 10 glitter- 

ing bows in assorted colors; 5 foil folders and 15 "to-from"" 
tags. Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to 

telephone. 
Set $3.97 

hrist 

Gorgeous decorator colors and patterns $)99 
. . color-matched bows and ribbons sel 

Save 12% on Color-motched Set. Separate prices of wrap, ribbons and bows 
total $3.40. A shimmering selection of foil wrap, ribbons and bows. 6 fabulous 
rolls of our finest foil . . each 3 feet long, 26 inches wide (no creases because it's 
on rolls). You also get 5 reels of "Satintone" rayon ribbon . . each reel 18 feet 

long by % inch wide . . gives you a total length of 90 feet. Ribbon sticks to 
itself when moistened. Plus 6 fluffy pompon bows—pre-tied . . each measures a 
large 434 inches in diameter. Bows have stick-on backs. 
3 N 5534C— Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $2.99 
3 N 5531C— 6 rolls of Foil Wrap only. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. Box 1.48 
3 N 5533— 5 reels of “Sotintone” Ribbon only, Shipping wt. 6 oz. Pkg. 96c 
3 N 5532—6 Pompon Bows only. Shipping weight 12 ounces Box 96c 

Smart shaded stripes with deluxe 
color-coordinated ribbons and bows $)57 

Save 10% . . Buy Color-matched Set. Separate prices total $2.88. Unique pat- 
tern color combination bring about cheerful, friendly look. Packages bring 
satisfaction to sender, pleasure to receiver. Includes 4 rolls of paper . . each 26x 
60 inches long . . creaseless; 5 reels of rayon ribbon . . each 3 in. wide, 18 ft. 
long. Just moisten back to stick; 12 rayon jewel bows with stick-on backs to 
make gift wrapping easier, quicker. Full 13 loops . . 34 in. ribbon used. 
3 N 55044C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. . ....... sss. Set $2.57 
3 N 55041 C—4 rolls of Paper only. Shipping weight 2 pou . Box 96c 
3 N 55042 .—5 reels of Rayon Ribbon only. Shipping weight 6 ounces. ... Pkg, 96c 

N 55043. —12 Rayon Jewel Bows only, Shipping weight 7 ounces. Box 96c 

135-piece Set.. 
28 sheets of wrap 

d 
Includes 20 in. wide by 214 
feet long variegated color 
sheets—28 in all! 20 are 
printed with happy holiday 
patterns like bells, candles, 
holly sprays, etc. 8 sheets of 
white tissue are also included. 
Has 129 feet of colorful ribbons 
of rayon . . curling and “Satin- 
Glo"— 246, ‘As inch widths. 
100 matching cards, tags, 
seals. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
3N5550.. .Set $1.77 



Walnut Gun Cabinet 
. compact yet holds up to 10 guns 

$1300 ::s, 
EXTRA-PROTECTIVE METAL GRILL DOOR. Securely anchored grill 
behind glass means that forcible entry cannot be accomplished by 
merely shattering glass 

FELT LINING in barrel racks and pits helps preserve finish 
BASE STORAGE AREA has drawbridge door opening for easy access 
to ammunition and other hunting accessories 
GROOVE AND TENON CONSTRUCTION means no unsightly screws 
or nails to mar beauty of the solid construction 

Elegant traditional styling in solid walnut construction with walnut 
veneer back, hand-rubbed to bring out the lustrous beauty of the grain- 
ing. Room to display guns (not included) up to 52 inches long. Gun door 
and storage compartment lock securely with 5-tumbler lock, key to 
keep contents from children. 72x37x13"/ inches deep. 
6N21155N Shipping weight 120 pounds... ..$130.00 

SHIPPING NOTE: Items ending with "N" (as 
> pcaxm  9N21155N) shipped freight (rail or truck) or 

AEDSLG ^ express. 414-416 [Sea 
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Fruitwood-finish 

8-gun Cabinet 

19500 nto 
T Carefully built in the colonial 

tradition in warm fruitwood- 
finished hardwood. Cabinet has 
veneer top, back and base top. 
¥%e-inch sliding glass doors and 
single drawer lock separately. Keys 
included. Felt-lined racks, pits. 
Takes up to 52-inch guns (not in- 
cluded). 65x31x12' inches deep. 
6N21294N-Shpg. wt. 90 Ibs. $95.00 

Walnut or maple-finish 

6-gun Cabinet 

(6799 5, 
2 Solid hardwood. 16-inch sliding 

glass doors lock as storage drawer 
locks. 5-tumbler lock; keys. Felt- 
lined racks and pits. Takes up to 52- 
inch guns (not incl.). 

Walnut-finish. 622x24x10 inches. 

6N21181N — Wt. 66 lbs. $67.00 

Maple-finish. 62!/2x24x10 inches. 

$67.00 6N21191N — Wt. 66 lbs, 

» Wall-mounted Gun Racks 

Rack. Walnut-finish hardwood. Padded brackets. Unassembled. Boom 
6N21101C—2-gu 11% inches. Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.7 

6N21102C ~3-gun. 23 ches. Shipping weight 3 pounds 425 
6N21103C — ¥-gun. 23*4x22*, inches. Shipping weight 3 pounds 4.75 

Four-gun Rack with locking drawer. Walnut-finish hardwood. Felt-padded 
brackets. 28'/1x23*4 inches. Unassembled. Key included. From ex 

6N21151C— Shipping weight 9 pounds $11.25 
5 Four-gun Rock with locking bar ond drower. Walnut finish hardwood. Key. 

6N21231C.— Unassembled. 30%x26 inches. Japan. Shipping weight 6 hs... . .. $12.25 
ae mari Rack with dual locking bars and drawer. Fine solid walnut. Locks 

to 6 guns. Keys. 3494x22 inches. Partially assembled. 
6N2122YC- Shipping weight 13 pounds ] $13.50 

Wall-mount Set. 1 barrel, 1 concealed-lock stock mount. Key inp 
6N21395.— Copper finish steel. Shipping weight 2 pounds: $6.89 



Master Builder's Series Low as 

e Build bigger, more complicated structures 324098 
e Powerful electric motor comes with each set — $3.00 down 

Master Builder Set, Build a giant, walking robot; jets; satellite 
scanners; rocket launcher; cranes; hoists; many, many more. Huge 
parts assortment. 2 electric motors (1 with forward and reverse 
speeds), 4-position gear shift and 2 power take-offs. $6.00 down. 
79 N 2021K —22x19x3-in. chest. Shipping weight 26 lbs. . . Cash $56.95 

Amusement Park Set. Makes merry-go-round, rocket launcher, high- 
wire bicycle rider, conveyor, plus all models made with smaller sets. 
Electric motor; electromagnet. $4.50 down on Easy Terms. 
79 N 2337K—21x17x3-in, chest. Shipping weight 25 Ibs. . . Cash $41.50 

Ferris Wheel Set. Over 600 parts make Ferris Wheel, satellite scan- 
ner, rockets, jets, many more. 2-way electric motor. $3.00 down. 
79 N 2336C—21x13x3-in. chest. Shipping weight 18 Ibs... Cash $29.88 

406 SEARS :sx- 
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Science Career Series Low as 

e Make many steel structures that move 3788 
* Sets contain electric or battery motor 

Motorized Automatic Conveyor Set. Endless conveyor 
belt moves parts to work area. Build rocket launcher, 
swept-wing jet, bridges, derricks, countless others. For- 
ward-and-reverse electric motor, 2 power take-offs. 
79 N 2335C— 19x11x334-in. chest. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs...$17.88 
Motorized Construction Set. Construct cranes, jet air- 
craft, rockets, bridges and others. Powerful electric motor 
has forward and reverse speeds; 2 power take-offs. 
79 N 2334C —17x11x314-in. chest. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs...$13.98 
Battery-powered Automatic Radar Scanner Set. Over 
275 parts to make radar, airplane ride, self-propelled 
trucks, etc. Motor needs 2 “D” batteries (order at right). 
49 N 2333—17x9x334-in. chest. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. .$7.88 

Build hundreds of structural steel models that work! 

See your structures rotate, rise, lower; twirl or move. Put together steel girders, 
panels, wheels, pulleys, nuts and bolts . 

all sets are interchangeable. Bigger sets feature powerful electric motors that 
actually run moving parts! Electric motors UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. In steel chests, except Beginner Series. All are famous A.C. Gilbert Sets. 

. booklet shows you how. Parts from 

Beginner’s Low as 
3949 

Engineer's Set, No motor . . 

has girders, wheels, pulleys to 
make jet fighter, robot, others. 
49 N 2332—14x5-inch diameter 
tube. Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. .99 

Young Builder's Set. No motor 
. . builds cranes, jeep, robot, 
derrick, other models. 
49 N 2015—12x414-in. diameter 
tube. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $2.49 

Batteries for 49 N 2333 at left. 
Shpg. wt. two, 8 oz. 
34 N 4650 2 for 30c 

e Easy to build 
Von-motorized 

Build a wood scale model of your own dream home 

As low as s898 

Build just like a carpenter would . . use ac- the art of carpentry. Made of genuine white 
tual building techniques—with dimensional 
lumber eut to scale (1 in. to 1 ft.). A choice 
of floor plans are included— or use your own 
blueprints. Learn how to build a house or 
cottage by building in model scale first 
avoid mistakes. Fun as a hobby, it teaches 

pine; includes square and rule to scale, 
floor plans, model cement 
49 N 2291 —3-bedroom Home Kit. 5 floor plans 

for a 36x24-in. house. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs..$16.49 

49 N 2289 —3-rcom Cottage Kit, 3 flc 
a 24x16-in. cabin, Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 6 oz 

plans fo: 
$8.98 



Wind the key . . Swiss music box plays 
Rayon plush. Most are cotton-stuffed. 

[1] Bear. Foam plastic and cotton filled 
— 49N4157—13 in. toll. Wt. 11b. $3.89 

7] Fleecy Lamb. Head turns with music 
VJ 49 N4327—10 in. toll, Wt. 1 Ib... $4.88 

Pup. Foam plastic and cotton filled 
49N4328-14 in. Wi. 1 Ib. 12 oz... $3.99 uj 

[4] Twinkles. Trunk moves with music 
— 49NA151-11/4 in. Wt. 1 Ib, 6 oz.. . $4.88 
49N4101-No music, action. Wt. Vb... 2.97 

[5] Skunk moves paw to "smell" flower 
49N4025-9 in. tall. Wt. 11b. 5 oz... $4.88 

49N4158-No music, oction. Wt. IIb... 2.93 

(5) Alvin the Chipmunk moves harmon- 
ica to mouth, Chipmunk Song plays. 

49 N 4301—10 in, toll. Wi. 1 lb.. $477 

Gutaloó pane scant by cuidimar iwicdllüciudcal sen 

w9$!CA, rovs 

(7) through (10) of fur; cotton-stuffed. 

[7] Poodle. Gray lamb skin, rayon plush 
= 49N4131-12 in. tall. We. 1 1b. 10 oz.$4.77 

(8) Fluffy Cot. Rabbit fur. 18 in. long. 
49N4007E-White. Wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz.. .$4,95 

Basket with cat, 2 kittens. Whiterab- 
bit fur. Cat 12 in.; kittens 5 in. long. 

49 N 4362E—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $6.95 

fig] Collie. White and brown rabbit fur. 
49N4132E-14 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib... $3.99 

& 

[ii] Zippy squeaks when squeezed. Cot- 
ton-filled rayon plush and vinyl 

49 N 4088—16 in, toll. Wt. 11b. 12 oz... $5.95 

49 N 4095—21 in. tall. Wt. 4 lbs.. 8.88 

o Tiger. Cotton-stuffed rayon plush. 
49 N 4064—22 in. long. Wi, 2 lbs.. . $3.44 

49 N 4065—16 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 2.33 

79 N A176C—2B in. toll 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
49 N 4175—18 in. toll. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

[ij] Hi-ho it's Yogi Bear. 
79 N 4173C—238 in. toll. 

Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
49 N 4174—18 in. tall. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz..... 

Catalog numbers ending in E” include 10% Fed. Ex. Tox 

HUCKLEBERRY 
HOUND 

and his T.V. Friends 
These lovable characters are rayon plush stuffed with Featherfoam®, 
foam plasticand cotton. Cute vinyl or plush faces. Cotton felt accessories. 

ig] Cindy Bear— Yogi's girl friend. 

37.88 

3.77 

$7.77 

3.77 

[E] Boo Boo Bear. 10 inches tall. 
49N4188-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... $2.59 

jg] Huckleberry Hound, himself. 
79N4171C-28 inches toll 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $7.77 
49N4172-18% inches toll 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz...... 3.66 
Pixie, Dixie. Wt. ea. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
(17) 49N4180-Pixie. 13 in. long.. $2.99 
(18) 49N4177-Dixie. 13 in. long. 2.99 

s SEARS 409 



Clever Character Dolls 

j| Cuddly Baby Doll . . stay 
W and lovely when hu 
Rooted Saran hair in cute pixie style 
Soft vinyl head, painted eyes, lashes. 
Foam rubber filled body. Removable 
soft cotton pajama. About 25 in 
79 N 3541 C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs $5.89 

Bl Tèach Me Doll helps little ones 
learn how to dress themselves. Re 

movable jacket, halter skirt, stockin 
Jacket buttons and unbuttons, 

skirt unzips. Shoelaces tie and untie 

sweet 
coos zed 

cap. 

Cotton cloth body, rayon cloth leg 
fluffy rayon hair. Stuffed with soft 
Dryex® (plastic foam, cotton) for long 
life, washability. 19 inches tall 
49 N 3544—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.. $4.29 

3] Clown . . tumbles in many comical 
positions, Rayon satin. polka dot 

matching hat. Soft felt feet 
and rufile trim. Happy vinyl face, cot 
ton stuffed body. 24 inches tall 
49 N 3547. 2 Ibs. 8 02.$4.47 

Mr. Magoo . . lovable weak-eved 
favorite of young and old. Wears 

l-on jacket, striped 
» pants. His realistic 

painted face and hat are soft molde 
vinyl. Stuffed with soft Dryex® (plas- 
tic foam and cotton) for a long wa 
able life. About 12 inches when seated. 
49 N 3543—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z..$2.79 

5] Pinocchio 
the big nose. His body is cotton 

costume 

Shpg. wt. 

cotton scarf, sew 
shirt with sewed 

famous little guy with 

stuffed, cotton-fabric covered. Painted 
vinyl head. Hands and feet have rayon 
plush trim. 14 inches tall. 
49 N 3554 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

$] Popeye the Sailor 
pose him many ways. 

$2.49 

jointed vinyl 
Pinch his 

e and he whistles through pipe 
Watch him flex his muscles, Painted 
face, molded on sailor suit. 13 in. tall. 
49 N 3503—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 3 oz.. .$3.89 

lovable 7| Dennis the Menace 
—7 prankster molded in vinyl, painted 

molded shoes. Cotton shirt, 
overalls (removable). 14 in. tall. 
49 N 3847 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

features, 

$2.89 

abd pane scans by cheisimas misebecinc M pon 

(8)-[S) Reagedy Ann and Andy. . popular 
floppy, button-eyed darlings, Cot 

ton-stuffe arn hair and 
merry painted features. Ann wears cotton 
print dress with apron. Andy wears cotton 

1 hat. Clothing removable 
for easy washings: Choose from 3 sizes. 

ric bodies with 

shirt, pants a 

Price 
in (8) Andy (9) Ann eoch 

15 49 N3592 |49 N 3580 12 oz. $3.27 
20 49 N3603 |49 N 3583 1 Ib. 4.23 
32 79 N 3605C 79 N 3585C 4 Ibs. 7.98 

fig] life-size Patti Doll . . can actually walk 
‘and dance with you. Elastic bands on 
her feet attach to your shoes. Flippity-flop 

y cotton fabric body, softly stuffed. Cot 
ton print skirt Painted plastic 

e and cotton yarn hair. 40 inches tall 
N 3530 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.27 

pinafore. 

Shpg. wt 

Bebe Cherie Doll . . soft, huggable nap 
time pal. Cuddly rayon plush bunting 

body with hood; in soft pastel colors. Vinyl 
xdpainted vinyl face. Foam stuffed hands, h 

and washable. She stands 20 inches tall 
49 N 3557 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $4.97 

fi] Cuddly-Wuddly Doll . . soft, cotton 
— stuffed fabric body with cotton apron 
and bonnet in assorted prints. Painted plas 

nches tall. 

$1.44 
face and pretty yarn hair. 14 
N 3501 —Shipping weight 12 o: 

Sleepy petite Pajama Belle. Has roomy 
zip-up pocket to hold pajamas. Soft 

and washable of cotton-backed rayon plush 
Cotton stuffed has molded 
curly locks. Size about 18 inches long 

N 3548— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

fij] Cuddly Sleepyhead . . with or without 
— music box. Washable, cotton-backed 
rayon plush is filled with foam plastic and 

Has painted vinyl face and cotton 

Painted face 

$4.47 

cotton 
yarn tufts of hair. 14 inches long 
Sleepyhead only (without music box) 

49 N 3527 — Shipping weight 14 oz.....$2.47 

Sleepyhead with imported Swiss made 
music box . . plays gentle tune for baby. 
49 N 3504 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. $3.98 
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| * Play with the BEST. . 
Ted Williams Set of 6 tourney balls, four 

5-ply basswood paddles, full 72-inch net 

Paddles made for explosive serves and pinpoint returns . , a. 
few good swipes and you'll know why we call them our best. 
Sure-grip handles are vinyl-wrapped; the rubber facing ex- 
tends right to paddle's edge. Extra-wide 72-in. net regulates 
around-end shots. Auto-locking clamps on net keep it taut. 

6 N 2542— Shipping weight 5 pounds. ......, .Set $10.00 

Fine Table Tennis Set. Four 
5-ply basswood paddles, with 
pebble-grained rubber faces. 
Laminated handles. Deluxe 
size 66-in. net with clamps. 6 
tourney balls. Wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz. 

6 N 2533.........8et $6.49 

Good Table Tennis Set. Four 
3-ply wood paddles, pebble- 
grained rubber faces. Sturdy 
handles, 54-in. net, clamps. 
Two tournament ball. High 
quality . . low price. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
6 N 2712........ Set $2.88 

Tournament Bolls. Lively table 
tennis balls constructed to 

E take those smashing, fire-ball 
returns . . time after time. Box 
of 6. Imported from England. 

| Shipping weight 5 ounces. 
A =| 6 N2550..........Box 69c 

Sa 

Sears has it! 

Convertible top for pool 

tables . . quickly transforms any 7 or 8-ft. 

pool table into a regulation 5x9-ft. 

table tennis table or buffet 9 50 

E-X-P-A-N-D-S on game-room fun . . saves on space at the 
same time. Lets family switch from the leisurely pace of 
pocket billiards to the explosive action of table tennis as fast 
as even a youngster can bolt together this handy table top. 

2-piece construction, two 5x414-ft. sections of 34-in. par- 
ticle board with reinforced wooded frame. Non-glare green 
finish, 2 adjustable end-stops on non-mar frame provide 
secure fit to table. Top is ideal for casual buffets, also. Striping 
kit incl. To order pool table, see pages 400-404. 

Sent freight, (rail or truck) or express. 

6 N 2706N— Shipping weight 88 pounds. ......... $21.50 

m — 

Sa 

Go First Class to the Lanes 
. . this Bowling Bag 

looks and feels 

HERE'S WHY . . Case opens w-i-d-e 
for easy access; rigid construction 
protects your ball and gear best; 
rich, distinctive pebble-grained 
vinyl cover—resists scuffs, stains, 

wipes clean with a damp cloth; 
non-abrasive vinyl well cushions 
ball; accessory pouch with elastic 
strap shoe holders keep all neat. 

This full-zipper Bowling Bag 
gives you a metal separator 
frame and leather cushioning 

s879 

Full center opening for easy access. Will 
give years of service . . easy-to-clean Vileau 

vinyl case, stitched to last with heavy- 
grade matching nylon thread; reinforced 
zipper; non-abrasive polished metal ball 
well; strong, resilent spring steel wire 
frame, Stitched vinyl ring-drop handles. 

Extras include 5 brass bell studs to 
protect base. Hanging identification tag. 
6 N 1485-Antique Tan 6 N 1484-Black 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz... ....-....- $8.79 

Bowlers’ 6-in-1 Accessory Kit 

$544 : 

All of those little extras that are wanted, 
needed and used by every bowling enthu- 
siast. Consists of bowlers’ excuse (crying) 
towel, strike ball cleaner, canton flannel 
ball polishing cloth, handy rosin bag, dry- 
grip spray, shoe and bag deordorizer and 
sanitizer. 

Polishing cloth is cut for see-saw polish- 
ing motion. Shoe and bag deodorizer and 
sanitizer is in spray powder form. 
6 N1407—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Kit $5.44 

like fine luggage . . 

An exceptionally handsome bag . . makes 
any bowler feel like kingpin of the crew. 
Plus it’s designed to keep everything in its 
proper place, With a crisp click of the 
lock, it opens flat on 180° hinges, letting 
you remove all or part of contents with 
ease. Molded vinyl handle is comfortable to 
grip. Complete with nickle-plated lock. ID 
tag incl. Key. Pick up the phoneand order it! 
6 N 1497— Black 6 N 1498—Blue 
Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz. . 13.50 

BOWLER'S AC 



Fabulous set of our top-quality 
Gift Wrap in 8 exciting designs 
36 ft. of wrapping paper in mix or match colors; 

+ . four 26-in. x 4-ft. rolls of velour and foil “lux- 

ury" wrap . . four 30-in. x 5-ft. rolls of deluxe 

heavy wrap; 12 pre-tied “jewel” and pompon 

bows; 90 ft. of 34-in. "'Satintone"' ribbon; 21 tags 

Complete Set $588 

Exquisite new designs. Christmas-fresh colors to wrap 
every gift: avocado and gold . . stunning red flocked velour 
wrap . . a pretty blue and green—any one will add a special 
touch to your packages. Brilliant ribbons, foil and paper 
tags accent your friendly wishes for happiness and pros 
perity. Shipping box serves as convenient storage. 

3N5553C—Shipping weight 4 pounds........ Set $5.88 

Caso Dabs scans by deisiniaxnisetediwicalonn 

Our largest Gift Wrap ensemble 
. . 44% more materials than set at left 

Ten dazzling designs, a full 52 feet of color-coordinated wrapping 
paper-— six 26-in. x 4-ft. rolls of velour and foil “luxury” wrap; four 
30-in. x 7-ft. rolls of deluxe heavy wrap; 18 pre-tied “jewel” and pom- 
pon bows; 108 feet (6 reels) of 34-in. 

and paper gift tags 

Complete Set $ 788 

I HAVE THE 
CHRISTMAS PAPER, 
DEAR. WHERE'S 
YOUR GIFT FOR 
DENNIS? 

“Satintone” ribbon; 24 foil 

Make your gifts dramatically 
beautiful. Deep, vibrant colors. 
Glowing combinations of richly 
embossed foils, enchanting 
flocked velour and distinctive 
patterns of quality wraps. Gor. 

geous bows, colorful ribbons and 
gift tags complement each other 
to capture attention at first 

glance. Bows have stick-on backs 
ready to be affixed. Ribbon will 
stick to itself when moistened 
Shipping box is perfect for stor- 
ing leftovers. 
3N55009C-Wt. 4Ibs. Set $7.88 

wa y 

Cellophane Tape. In plastic dis 
penser. Big roll. 1$ in. wide by 
1,500 in. long. Keep enough on 

hand for the season. Wt. roll 3 oz. 

3 N 3653-Roll 29c; 3 rolls 84c 

PCHKM 409 



furniture-styled 

ABINEITS 
for the 

sportsman 

Game and Sports Cabinet 

:4995 3, 
A gai net that doesn't look like a 
utility cabinet but antique furniture. 
Walnut-grained vinyl paneling with 
antiqued black hing el 
spi engineered t 

gai bowling bags, 
other equipment. Tall 
with hooks for gun cases, nets. Racks 
and holders inside doors. 30x66x14 
inches. 
6N21287N —Shpg. wt. 79 Ibs. $49.95 

NOTE: "N" items (as 6N21287N) these pages 
sent freight (rail or truck) or express 

No Money Down on 
Ju Sears sells 

Boy, I REALLY FEEL 
SORRY FOR THE DUCKS 
WHEN 7H/S GUY GOES 

HUNTIN" | 1 



Metal pours into mold by itself 31389 

Automatic Electric Metal Casting Set. Make your own metal army 
from this compact, miniature “foundry.” Metal melts in big, electric 

melting pot with spring-held cover. Lift valve rod, metal pours into 

vise-held 3-figure mold . . release rod, metal flow stops. Makes 234-in. 

grenade thrower, flame thrower and mortar man (order extra molds 

below). 14x8x11-in. high metal “foundry” has drawer, 4 bottles of 

paint, brush, mold-smoking candle and 24 pigs of metal to make 8 men. 

49 N 2386—With instructions. Shipping weight 11 pounds. $13.59 

Extra Molds make three 2}4-in. high figures. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 1951-30-caliber machine gunner, bayoneteer, munitions man $2. 
49 N1952-Bazooka man, sharpshooter, bayoneteer 249 
49 N 1953-M-1 rifleman, ammunition man, B.A.R. man 249 
49 N 1954-Civil War soldiers from the Infantry: Officer charging with 
saber, rifleman and bayoneteer $2.59 
49 N 2205-Extra 72 pigs of costing metol, Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3.19 

Ladle Casting Set 

3669 

3-figure mold makes 2%4-in. 
high rifleman, bayoneteer, 
bugler (order extra molds 

above). Electric melting 
stove. Long-handled ladle, 
mold clamp with handles, 
18 pigs of metal, mold- 
smoking candle, 2 bottles 
of paint and brush. 
49 N 2039— With instrnc- 
tions, Wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. $6.69 

Watch ant "'civilization" 

Tiny “engineers” dig tunnels, build 
rooms, etc. Escape-proof, unbreak- 
able plastic case with farm back- 
ground. Sand, Ant Watcher's Hand- 
book, ant certificate* included. 
49 N 2196—Giant set, 15x10 in. high. 
Has feeder, f. 

See the miracle of birth . 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. $5.98 
49 N 2055— Junior set, 9x6 in. 
high. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 32.39 

*Ants air mailed separately from factory 
upon receipt of certificate, Because of stole 
low, magnifying gloss will be sent in 
Tennessee instead of ants. 

Citali Dane scans by cuisines muselecimicd pomi 

Watch eggs hatch in Chick-u-bator 

the entire hatching process 

from egg to chick . . through the window of this 2-egg 

incubator. Sturdy high-impact polystyrene plastic . . 

maintains proper heat and high humidity needed. You 
can hatch ducks, pheasants, quail, other birds. 

Includes heating bulb, wire egg holder, thermometer, 
redeemable egg coupon (2 fertilized Nicholas Red eggs 
mailed separately from the manufacturer upon receipt 
of coupon) and “Egg Hatcher" guidebook. 9}¢-in. 
diameter, 6 in. high. Base converts to brooder for use 
after chick is hatched. Light from heating bulb also 

serves as attractive night light. 
49 N 1969—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Woodburning Sets . . work on wood, leather, cork and foil 

Our Best Woodburning Set. Provides 
basic tools for several hobbies . . wood 

working, wood engraving, leathercraft, paint 
ing, carpentry, designing, etc. 

Electric pen has 1 main point and 4 screw- 

on brass overpoints of different shapes and 
sizes. 4-piece book ends for woodburning, 6- 
piece book ends for woodcarving and 4 wood. 
carving plaques. 6 cork coasters, 3 leather 
bookmarks, ready-to-assemble tie rack with 

dowels, nails. 

Two carving tools (straight chisel and 
"V" chisel), metal hammer, C-clamp, 
coping saw, colored leaf foil, 6 water color 
paints, brush, pattern transfer sheet, sand. 
paper, instructions. Enameled steel chest. 
49 N 2209— Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... 39.49 

NOTE: All electrical items on page UL 

$419 

Fine Woodburning Set. (Not shown.) Elec- 
tric pen, point, 4 extra points. 6 water 
paints, brush, tapping tool. 4 large wood 
plaques, 2 book ends, 4 foil and 2 wood 
plaques. Metal box; instructions. 

49 N 2178—Shipping weight 4 Ibs, $6.98 

Good Woodburning Set. (Not shown.) 
Electric pen, point, 3 extra points. 6 water 
paints, brush, tapping tool. 7 wood, 2 foil 
plaques, unassembled tie rack, 6 foil trans- 
fers. Metal box; instructions. 
49 N2177—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $4.98 

[Z] Economy Woodburning Set. Electric 
pen. 6 water paints, brush. Wood, foil 

plaques. In cardboard box. Instructions. 
$1.89 49 N 2221—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

approved, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC 

o Wall Clock Kit. All 
parts needed to as- 

semble a pendulum 
clock that keeps time! 
No tools needed. Gears 
and pinions fit between 
brass plates. Nosprings 

movement works by 

hanging weight. Plastic 
housing. Instructions. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

49 N2223......94,39 

3] Cuckoo Clock Kit. 
As above, except 

hand carved wood has 
Black Forest dial . . 
cuckoo calls ewry 15 
minutes. Shipping wt. 
2 ibs. 6 oz. 

49 N 1963 $8.49 sou SEARS 407 



(6)$984 to $998 
[i] Troin Puzzle Pal. Big, colorful jigsaw pieces snap together 

to form this choo-choo. Last piece locks all others in place 
Push or pull—then take it apart again! Plastic. Ages 3-6 
49 N 4699—414x614x12 in. long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib $1.54 

(2) Dump Truck Puzzle Pol. Colorful pull toy has tilting dump 
body. Durable plastic pieces fit together in jigsaw style 

interlock until taken a 534x12 in. long 
49 N 4698— Shipping we 1 pound. $1.54 

[3] Take-apart Tow truck and Fix-it Repair Truck. Huge nut 
D and bolts unscrew . . such fun to put back together with 
wrenches (incl.). Hook and crane on 14!4-in. tow truck. Repair 
truck carries pipes, picks, shovel, etc. 1514 in. long. 
49 N 4687—Both unbreak: astic. Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 az... Set $3.39 
[E] Take-apart Piano. Really plays tunes on 8 numbered 

colored keys. Then take it apart and put it together. Devel 
‘ops coordination and dexterity. Non-toxic unbreakable plastic 
Easy to clean. Includes play-by-number music book. 
49 N 4797 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ou $279 
[5] loveable little Playmates of cotton terry cloth. Foam 
= plastic-filled.:Lamb, 8 in. high; doll, 11 in. h 

49 N 4034—Stay sweet with washing. Shpg. wt 
fg] Builder's Blocks like those 

+ easy-to-handle pine. Smoothl 
sistant, Balanced assortment ol 
79 N 4696C—79 pieces. St 19 Ibs. $9.98 
79 N A664C—41 pieces. Sh 11 Ibs. 479 
79 N 4663C—21 pieces. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 2:84 

Giant Nesting Blocks. Built for ru; 
to hold an adult. Six bright fiberbc 

learn letters, develop coordination. Wip 
79 N 4732C—5s5 in. to 10x10 in. Shpg 

2 oz. Set $1.89 
kindergartens. Light 

led, splinter and split-re 
s and sizes. 13$ in. thick 

y .. strong enough 
locks help children 

sy to assemble 
$3.19 

] Tun-L-Fun . . it’s an exciting 10-ft. tunnel, a private hide- 
away! Red porous cloth covers 27-in. d hoc 

79 N 4744L—Collap to 3-in. thickness. Wt. 7 Ibs. $7.99 

fa] Talking Blocks. Chirp 
t 

Meow! Quack! Squeal 
with an animal that ~ large nest 

"talks." Stu 
49 N 4507 —Sh 
fij] Wagon full of blocks. Young builder carries his materia 

$2.59 

with h durable, red w 16x86 in. wide 
49 N 4708—32 ib wood blocks. Wt. 3 Ibs.. $2.99 
fi] Hi-Lo Safety Blocks. Embossed wood. Non-tox 
— 49 N 4777—48 blocks, 134 in. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 c $2.9? 
49 N 4776 —30 blocks, 134 ir 2 lbs. 12 198 
49 N 4775—30 b 15s in 1 Ib. 6 oz 98c 
fiz] Jumbo Building Blocks . . a child's world of houses and forts 
17 20 corrugated fiberboard blocks, squares, rectangles, tri- 

prin simulated brick, solid colors on other angles. 3 
sides. Stron 
79 N 4734C bs $3.19 

410 sear 
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(3) 3-tune Color Changing Top. As top spins, 
colors blend like magic. Plastic dome 

lifts off to change tune discs. Metal and 
plastic base. 10 inches high. 
49 N 4755—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . $349 

[fü] Musicol Cradle Gym. Plays a happy 
tune when baby pulls center ring. Swiss 

music box. Hardwood with plastic trim. 
49 N 4422—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. E 
49 N 4472—As above, but no music box. 
Shipping weight 9 az... $159 

[E] Color Changer Top. See changing colors, 
hear soft tones as it spins. 10 in. high. 

49 N 4796—Metal, plastic. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz..$1,34 

[r3] "Former in the Dell” Music Box. Kiddies 
love to sing along with this familiar tune. 

Swiss music box, sturdy wood cabinet. 
49 N 4602—7 in. high. Wt. 13 oz....... $179 

[D] Magical Top. Tulip unfolds as it spins; 
dancing ina appears. 934 in. high. 

49 N 4799 - Metal, plastic. Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz..$1.59. 

(a) Cos er-in-the-Music Box. Turn the a z A hear his theme sohg. 
Then up pops Casper, the friendly ghost. 
All metal box, bright pictures. 
49 N A573—5 14 in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $1.99 

[i] Jack-in-the-Box. Plays "Pop Goes the 
Weasel” . . a jolly clown pops up to de- 

light children. Metal box, plastic n. 
49 N 571—534 in. high. Wt, 1 Ib. 2 0z.$1.84 

[| Musical Roly Poly . . a happy little clown 
who tilts, rocks, rolls to a mi tune. 

Sturdy, hand-painted plastic. 11 in. high. 
49 N 4409—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz...... $1.69 

@ Snap-lock Beads. Nice for teething . . too 
big to swallow (ea. 134-in. diam.). Soft, 

unbreakable polyethylene. Easy for wee 
fingers to push together, pull apart. 
49 N 4460—64 beads. Wt. 14 o2... .....$1,59 

“Li'l Bitey" Teething Puppy. Washable, 
foam-filled terry doth. le holder. 

49 N 4340—9 in. long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib..$1.68 



20-inch Doll with the most lavish 

wardrobe we've ever sold $1188 
Here comes the bride ready to bring a arms and ning head with moving 
world of enchantment into your little eyes are skin-soft vinyl. Tr iu 
girl's playtime hours, Our bride is ready rayon street dress, full length formal 
for the magic aisle in her exquisite gown simulated “fur” jacket; nightgown 
of rayon satin and lace with petit point — m e; street coat; bouffant petticoat 
apron, Bridal veil crowns rooted plastic simulated pearl choker, nylons, shoes 
hair. She carries a bouquet, wears rayon purse, hat. 20x 13x5-in. fiberboard trunk 
panties and high heels. Her torso and metal hinges, plastic handle, 4 hangers 
jointel legs are sturdy plastic. Jointed — 79 N 3698C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs $11.88 

8-inch Drink-wet Baby 15-inch Toddler with 
with 16-piece layette Wardrobe, Trunk 

Vinyl body is completely joi 

s498 

Charming little girl has sleepir 
eping eyes. Layette: sheer rayon arms and legs. 

dress, bo with blouse; bob is rooted 
vest; pi bib; cotton She comes in flo 

hcloth; diaper, 
rs, bottle, bag. 

og. wt. 11b.80z.. $3.99 
shoes; spc 
49 N 3531 
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20-inch Ballerina 
with 16-piece Wardrobe 

Excit 

ouette right 
tar of the ballet will pir- 

into your little girl's 
heart. She creates moments of magic 
with her walking mechanism that per 
mits her to toe dance or walk when 
led by a star-struck little girl. Doll is 
fully jointed, with movable head 
waist, arms, legs, ankles can be 
placed in many ballerina poses 

Ponytail plastic hair is rooted. Soft 
vinyl face has go-to-sleep € 
Sturdy tic torso, arms and 
Wears ballet Tutu over knit stretch 
tights, ballet slippers. Wardrobe. 

formal, stole; skirt, blouse 
ng pajamas, housecoat; panties 
rs; h 

49 N 3697 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

shoes; socks; handbag 

= 

LAS ao 

16-inch Schoolgirl 

with Trunk, 16-piece Wardrobe $729 

Here’s a lovable 
te ponytail is rooted to Perky a 

eyes. St tic body has jointed 

1 acetate taffeta dre is dressed in 

mirror, bru: 

»e: cotton cordana coat; cottor 
cotton dress; straw hat, r 

Kleenex, curlers, 3-pc 
ink with metal hinges, plastic handle. 

»undle of charm all ready for your young teacher. 

Ít, vinyl head with go-to-sleep 
rms, legs, turning head. Doll 

panties, rayon socks, vinyl 
secoat; 2-pc. cotton 

own. Accessories 

all in 17x12x6- 

49 N 3693—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces us pra 



Now an air-powered BB Gun with realistic 
bolt-action .. modeled after big game rifles 

eSafety bolt-action . . the action $ 99 
known for its reliability 

e Heavy-duty steel barrel . . for the f ook around—at rifle ads, safari pictures, big game movies. 
heft and feel of a hunting rifie Note the rifles you see most—bolt-actions. And this one 

e Walnut-finished hardwood stock.. works like the real thing. Open and close the bolt—gun is 
handsome finish accentuates grain ^ loaded and cocked. Fore-end breaks for easy pumping, re- 

lease safety, you're ready to fire. 18-shot; 180-shot reserve. 
«Adjustable rear sight . . quickly ^ Cross-bolt safety. 35 in. long. Also fires .177-cal. pellets. 
adjusts for accurate sighting 6 N 1923C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ............ $15.99 

"Spittin' images". . replicas 

of the big guns 

] Pump-action Repeater. 
Fast—as quickly as you 

pump and squeeze the 
trigger, it slams out BB's. 
Compare the lines and 
action with a high-pow- 
ered rifle-you'll be amazed 
at the similarities, 

Tubular feed under bar- 
rel, just like on real guns; 
take-down barrel. Adjust- 
able rear sight; cross-bolt 
safety. 4234 inches long. 
Holds 45 BB's; BB's in- 
cluded. Phone ordering’s a 
quick and easy way to Push-pull Sliding Barrel. One smooth .22-cal. Pellet Rifle and 4X Scope. Great 
buy it. action of the sliding barrel loads and combination for developing accuracy: 

Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. cocks gun; gives remarkably high impact for without shelling out a lot of money for ammu- 
* 6N1921L..... ..$13.99 a BB gun. Monte Carlo hardwood stock; nition or CO: powerlets. Six hand pumps send 

and oil included. 
Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 

408 [Sears] sensis 
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Lever-action "94." 
Styled after famous 

western saddle guns—a 
BB-firing carbine. Only 
38 inches long. Authentic 
sideloading port takes 40 
BB's. Hammer safety; ad- 
justable buckhorn 
sight. Plastic stock. BB's 

6N1912C..... *.$11.49 

blued steel barrel. Rear sight adjusts for wind- 
age and elevation. 22-shot. 35 in. long. 
6 N 10294C—Shpg. wt. 5lbs....... $11.50 

Pump-action. Keep your eye on target . . 
pump and fire. while keeping rifle shoul- 

dered. Pump-action loads, cocks gun. Adjust- 
able rear sight. 50-shot; BB's, oil included. 
6 N 10276C—Shpg. wt. 4lbs......... $9.49 

5, Lever-action. Flick of the wrist snaps lever 
. . loads, cocks gun. Rear sight adjusts for 

elevation. 50-shot; BB's, oil included. 
6 N 1903C—Shpg. wt. 4lbs.. ........ $8.49 

Economical Lever-action. Tilt rifle to load 
new BB; lever cocking action. 350-shot— 

good for lots of action. BB’s, oil included. 
6 N 1920C—Shpg. wt. 2Ibs..........$6.49 

pellet at 453 ft. per second, Accurate— 34-in. 
groupings at 25 ft. Scope has achromatic 
lenses, windage and elevation adjustments. 
6 N 1927C2— Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs........ $34.50 

.22-cal, Pellets. Lead. Can of 500. 
6 N 1907-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. Can $1.75 

-177-cal. Pellets. Lead. Can of 500. 
6 N 1908—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz... Can $1.75 

Q CO: Powerlets. For Sears, Crosman guns. 
6N1906-Box of 10. Wt. 13 oz. Box $1.59 

]() BB's Pkg. of 4 tubes (about 800 BB's). 
6 N 10306—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... Pkg. 39c 

NOTE: Pellet guns not sold to minors. Pellet, 
BB guns and pistols not sold in Chicago, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey. In Penn. certificate 
to verify age required on any rifle purchase. 



Make these 10 different 
types of bows with a 

Bow Maker 
Complete with lustrous 

ribbons in handy 

dispensers and pins 

"These star bows make gift decorating easy . . just peel 
off paper backing and stick them in place. Distinctive 
solids, tinsel stripes. Crush-resistant, Shipping 
weight box 7 ounces. 
3N55126.............. Box 74c; 2 boxes $1.42 

This Christmas “TREE” 
holds up to 168 cards 

Make your own fancy bows! It’s inexpensive A lovely and convenient way to 

and fun! Bow Maker actually helps you shape, show your cards on table, desk 
hold and fasten loops. Quick, easy-to-follow in- or mantel, Each card is held sep- 

structions. Built-in storage for pins. Plastic. arately .. remove and replace one a eee 

Bow Maker with 138 ft. 34-in, ribbon. Has “ohare pred 54 Ud P qo 
enough pins to make up to 24 bows. board. Folds away when not used. Fa ^ e 

3 N 5568— Shipping weight 8 oz... Set $1.87 Shipping weight 1 Ib, 6 oz. E we mn 

2 Bow Maker with 438 feet of 34-in. ribbon. 3N56244...........- $1.66 / aiios 

Has enough pins to make up to 36 bows. 
3 N 55021— Shipping weight 10 oz..Set $2.97 Send gifts across the 

nation and overseas 

Mailing Carton Kit. Pkg. of 3 
knockdown cartons in sizes 8x3x 

3 Bow Maker with 600 ft. of ribbon in 34, 34, 
3-in. sizes. Christmas, all-occasion colors. 

Has enough pins to make up to 48 bows. 
3 N 55171— Shipping weight 13 oz..Set $3.89 
Extra Christmas Ribbon. 3 rolls (138 ft.). 
3 N 55022— Shipping weight 4 oz... Pkg. 92c 
All-occasion Ribbon. Trio dispenser pack. 138 ft. 
3 N 55172— Shipping weight 4 oz.. . Pkg. 92c 
100 Extra Pins. For bow maker sets above. 
3 N 5569— Shipping weight 4 oz... . Pkg. 92c 

3 N 5515—Shpg. wt. kit 2 Ibs. 
Kit $1.33........ 2 kits $2.48 

KS WW VM 

410 

Paper Rolls in cutter boxes 94: each 

No-fuss wrapping. Safety-edge cutter boxes mean 
no creases. Each roll 26 inches x 27 feet and 8 
inches long. 
(4) 3 N5519— "Jolly Santa” 
(5) 3 N5518—Red and Gold-color Caption 
(6) 3 N 55027— "Cathedral" 
Shipping wt. each 1 Ib. . Box 94c; 2 boxes $1.78 

4 Rolls of Paper Wrap 88« pho. 

Fine-quality heavyweight paper. Gay Christmas 
designs, bright and subtle colors, trimmed 
with luxurious gold-color accent. Big rolls . . 

6 Rolls of Embossed Foil $|37 pkg. 

A full 39 sq. ft. of shimmering foil . . 4 rolls in dig- 
nified multicolor patterns; 2 rolls in subtle pat- 
terns of solid color. Extra wide 26-in. rolls, each 
3 feet long. Get this bit of Christmas shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 

Shipping weight package 2 pounds, 

3N5547C. . Pkg. $1.37; 2 pkgs. $2.68 

25 sheets of Pre-cut Wrap 4c vox 
Beautiful colors . . festive scenes—a total of 10 
designs. Material is heavyweight lithographed 
paper . . there’s all you need to keep from running 

4 Rolls of Children's Wrap O)7c vic. 

Helps make children's packages a treat even be- 
fore they are opened. Abundant designs especially 
selected for youngster's gifts. Bright 4-color 
patterns and designs. Each roll 26x85 in. long. 
Securely packed in a sealed and labeled mailer. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
3N55176C........... .- Package 97c 

^ S à 
100-ft. rolls of Wrap ‘2 Oe esen 

Large rolls with a sparkling metallic look. Each 
roll is 20 inches wide. In handsome stripe design. 

Gold color and white stripes. Wt. roll 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

26 inches wide, 76 inches long—a total of over short. One box contains 25 wraps of assorted de- 3N55149—Roll 98c...........- 2 rolls $1.78 

49 square feet. Big enough to wrap your large signs to suit any present for anyone. Each sheet Silver color and white stripes. Wt. roll 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

packages, too. measures 19x26 inches long. 3 N 5558—Roll 92c............. 2 rolls $1.72 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
SNBBAZE iis serosa es +s Package 88c 

JPCBKM. 
DARDSLS 

m— ——— 

Shipping weight per box 1 pound 6 ounces. 
3 N 5590— Box 94c......... 2 boxes for $1.78 

Red and white stripes. Shpg. wt. roll 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
3 N 55109—Roll 92c.............2 rolls 1.72 
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Speed lace 
Sport Boots 
* Deeply cleated, cushion 
Crepe soles 

* Cushioned arch-supporting 
insole 

* Special speed-lacing . . pull 
these Ted Williams boots 
tight in one tug 

* Silicone treated kangaroo 
leather uppers 

5) 8 50 $4 monthly 

Designed with features to insure longer wear and greater comfort. Kan- 
garoo leather uppers are silicone treated. Dacron* polyester-sewn seams 
sealed for weather resistance. Arch-supporting insole and soft glove 
leather lining provide added comfort. Scuff resistant toe cap. Genuine 
English overlay moc toe. Roll cushion top helps keep out weeds and burrs. 
Cleated crepe rubber sole designed for surer footedness. Taslan® nylon 
laces designed for speed-lacing boots. Measure 9 inches high. Attractive 
forest green color. 

State size, then width when ordering 
B (narrow) width in sizes 8, 8/a, 9, 9/2, 10, 10/2, 11, 12. 
D (medium) width in sizes 7, 7/2, 8, 8Y2, 9, 9/2, 10, 102, 11, 12. 
EE (wide) width in sizes 8, 82, 9, 92, 10, 102, 11, 12. 
6 N 11444F — Shipping weight 3 pounds .. ...... X $28.50 

*Registered DuPont trademark 

SUCHEN ef 

No Money Down on 

anything Sears selis 
SEE BIG BOOK FOR DETAILS 

CRAFTSMAN® 

AMERICAN EAGLE 
COLLECTION 
OF KNIVES 

Knives in the frontier tradition . . carefully handcrafted 

Sears presents a collection of knives made in the old tradition of 
true craftsmanship bearing the Crarrsman® name. These knives 
offer the sportsman-collector the very finest in handmade blades, 
handles, top grain cowhide leather sheaths and authentic trim 
detailing. Carbon steel blades glazed, and hand-edged. Unbreak- 
able Staglon handles. Handsomely boxed. Guaranteed. t 

amie Hunter Presentation Set. Knife, sheath, wall mount 
jue. 7-in. blade . . blood groove. Grooved grip. 

6 AUC hipping weight 3 pounds. . -Set $25.00 
2 Hunters Folding Knife. 4-in. hunter, 3*4-in. skinner e 

6 N 21631 — Shipping weight 12 ounces. ..$11.85 

Sportsmon Knife. 4-inch blade, Field tested NUUS 
6 N 21621 — Shipping weight 8 ounces...............$14.85 

4 Deerslayer Hunting Knife. Sain. blade. Contour grip. 
6 N 21624 — Shipping weight 1 pound . . -$17.75 

5 Bowie Hunting Knife. Same knife as in item 1. 
6 N 21627 — Shipping weight 1 pound . .... 22 $19.75 

*UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE: Sears will replace, free of 
charge, any CRArTSMAN American Eagle Knife that fails to give 

you complete satisfaction. 

1968 FISHING CATALOG FREE: 
For a free copy of this informative catalog listing rods, reels, flies, 
lures, creels, nets and other fishing equipment, order 39 N 7160. 
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See the Moon's craters . . Saturn's rings . . outer space action 

Full color 42x29-inch Hammond Space Map included with each toy telescope . .filled with space facts 

85 and 170 power Refractor 
Telescope. It's a gigantic back 

yard observatory—65 in. long. Actu- at 
ally see sunspots and nuclear explo 
sions in the sun . . has special filter 
and adapter for solar observations, 

Big 3-in, achromatic lens is free 
of distortion . . gives 85x upright image. 

Special booster lens adds a 170x in- 

36 power Refractor Telescope. 
Here's a. precision-built telescope 
a low, low price. Gives upright 

image for moon watching or for nature 
studies, Comes complete with a strong 
wood tripod with 18-inch dowel legs 
Telescope will swivel a full 360- de 

grees with a 75 degree elevation 
Optical system includes a highly pol 

verted image for astronomical viewing ished 134-inch objective lens. Tube 
see Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, etc constructed from strong, durable fi 

Sturdy fiberboard tube has water-re berboard with navy blue pebble 
sistant plastic coating. Instructionsand grained plastic coating. Tube has 
tripod bracket for mounting on ladder 
or other support. 

79 N 2374C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 

genuine brass fittings. Length of tele 
scope is 35 inches when fully opened. 
79 N 2152C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $21.50 $5.88 

Soars over 200 feet . . 
Lunar-I Chemical Rocket 

Only 38.99 
Spectacular two-stage rocket shoots into space, 
separates . , second stage continuing up to over 
200 ft. Chemical action resembles real launching 

uses non-toxic fuel, oxidizer. High-impact 
plastic. Includes 16-in. two-stage rocket, remote 
launching cord, adjustable launching pad, b^ measuring tank, fuel for 32 flights 

LL 49 N 1967—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz $3.99 

9s . Fuel Refill, enough for 48 flights 
408 SEARS sse 49 N 2060—Shipping weight 12 ounces 69c 

CGutsod pane scans by cuisines nauseteciadci pvo 

erful magn 

you set telescope. Can be turned a full 

80x for distance. 

struction manual included 
exactly how to operate telescope 
79 N 1966C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

Fuel-powered 
2-stage Rockets 

40 and 80 power Reflector Tele- 
scope. Uses a 234-inch precision 

ground and polished reflector mirror 
for inverted images 

[4] 50 and 100 power Reflector Tele- 
— scope. Powerful enough to 
clear inverted image of Jupiter's 
moons, Saturn's rings, star clusters 
and many other exciting wonders of 
the universe. 3-inch precision ground 
and polished mirror gives greater light 
gathering power. Two eyepieces— 100x 
for high power, 50x for broad field 
viewing. Unit stands 4 feet high sup 
ported by an all steel tripod. Tube is 
30 inches long, 4144 inches 
Steel mount locks in all positions. Full 
360 degree swivel. Includes an illus. 
trated 12-page instruction manual 
79 N 1965C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs., $16.44 

see 

provides pow. 
cation in a compact unit 

tube is 334x24 inches long. The 
entire unit stands 3 feet high support 

ed by an all steel mount and tripod. 
Mount can be locked in the position 

360 degrees. Two eyepieces included 
40x for broad-field 

illustrated 
wide 

viewing. An 12-page in 
shows 

$10.88 

Two Rocket systems. „one Ñ 

with “manned” nose cone 

Only 54.66 
Big, 13-in. rocket soars to about 150 feet 
and releases “manned” nose h 
parachutes back to planet Earth. 14-in 
two-stage rocket (small view) sends second 
stage zooming several hundred feet after 
first stage “burns” out and falls away 

Almost indestructible plastic. Both use 
water for fuel. Converter nose cone, con: 
verter satellite capsule, air injector pump 
and fuel funnel also included. 
49 N 2064—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 



Qi] Musical Twinkle-Whirl. 

Gingerbread House 
of nursery rhymes 

Hickory Dickory Dock makes noise, 
Jack be Nimble dances a jig. Humpty 
Dumpty squawks. The cow that 
jumped over the moon moos, wolf 
chasing the ginger-bread boy growls. 
3 bears chase’ Goldilocks to music. 
D even climbs the bean stalk. All 
and operated. House, 1914xl4x5 

inches, fastens to crib or play pen. 
With rhyme booklet. 
79 N 4424C—Shpg.wt. 5 lbs... ...$4.94 

Lively, but gentle Mounts for tenderfoot riders 
fj) Buckaroo Shoo-fly on Springs. High wood sides, wide seat — [| Plastic Duck Shoo-fly. 

keep them snug in the saddle. Hardwood seat, footrest. Rocks and bounces on 
Play tray, removable steam-bent rockers. Four coil springs. springs. Beautiful, full-mold- 
79 N7552L—1634 inches high. Easy to assemble. ed plastic body . . finished in 
Shipping weight 12 pounds. . . $7.98 soft pastel blues and pinks. 
79 N7521C—As above, but without spring rockers. Rocks on Adjustable safety belt. 
wood base. Shipping weight 8 pounds. ....... ees $5.49 Floating spring action sus- 

pension. Tray, play beads. 
2%] Ding Dong Rocker. Just 434 inches from floor to seat.. Enameled hardwood base, 

Baby’s first pony ..never throws his rider. Gay jingle rustproof hardware, 20 in, 
bell on nose, hand grips on head. Smoothly sanded wood high. Easy to assemble. 
with painted pinto. 19 inches long. Easy to assemble. Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
49 N 7597—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces..........$259 — 79N7543L......... $11.49 

Order regularly and get Sears catalogs regularly the year around 

‘tated pae scans by dieisthasnarsetediaical om. 

"Twinkle, Little Star" as it revolves. 
49 N 4420— Can't overwind. Wt. 11b.6 oz.. $3,34 

ps Crib Rail Train. Says “beep” as it rolls 
along on crib or play pen track. Wood. : 

49 N 4461— Plastic wheels. Wt. 9 oz...... $1.39 

Cj Crib Roll, Baby turns toy, beads whirl, ` 
make noise, A Playskool toy. Wood. 

49 N 4554—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... 292,49 

Crib Toys to coax sunny smiles 

Z] Musical Mobile. Plays a soothing lullabye 
as baby bird rocks on perch and nursery 

birds circle slowly below. Washable plastic 
birds, sponge rubber-filled. 20 in. high. 
79 N 4477 C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ..$4.77 

79 N 4482C—Same as above, but without musical 
birdhouse. Shipping weight 2 pounds....... $2.44 

Plays “Twinkle, 

s SEARS 411 



Famous Shirley Temple Dolls 
Dimple-cheeked Shirley is sure to enchant your young actress. 
Doll is fashioned of nearly unbreakable plastic. She has 

jointed arms and legs; a soft vinyl plastic head that turns, with 

curly, rooted Saran hair that can be brushed, combed and 

even washed. Long lashes fringe her closing eyes. 

Fashion Model Doll 
with 15-pc. wardrobe 3748 

104 inches tall. A delight to dress . . to 
pose . . she stands alone. And she’s so 
glamorous. Big go-to-sleep eyes have long 
lashes. Beautifully molded turning head 
and jointed arms of vinyl plastic. Turning 
waist, jointed legs are skin-color plastic. 
Rooted Saran hair may be washed and set. 
Wears bra, girdle, high heel shoes and ear- 
rings. Wardrobe includes rain outfit, 
afternoon dress, evening gown, crinoline, 
nylon stockings, high heel shoes, pocket 
book, sun glasses, imitation pearl neck- 
lace, 3 hangers. (Outfits may vary.) 
49 N 3817—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... 

15-inch Shirley dressed in "Heidi" costume 12-inch Shirley with 4 outfits and accessories . . all in a pretty 
gift box. It's fun to dress her into so many different moods with 
the big wardrobe included. She's dressed in lacy rayon slip, pan- 
ties, shoes, socks. Outfits consist of: tailored trench-coat, tote 
bag, hat; cotton gown, plastic purse; sun dress and sun glasses. 
For dress-up, she has a nylon party dress with sewed-in cotton 
slip and imitation pearl necklace. Outfits may vary slightly. 
49 N 3986—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces... $979 

—styled after her famous movie. Her glossy, 
rooted Saran hair is set in beautiful curls. 
Assorted style, colorful cotton dress is 
trimmed in ric-rac and embroidery. She also 
comes wearing pretty lace-edged undies, a 
pair of knit socks and vinyl shoes. 
49 N 3628—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs..... $698 $7.48 Q 

Terry Twist Dolls 
Pose us in any position . . 
we even stand on one foot 

k 
< 

We all have lovely 
rooted nylon hoir 

to shampoo and set 

inch 25-inch 

Famous Miss Ideal "Terry Twist" now at savings from $2.00 to $4.00. Doll of molded 
plastic, shaped like a grammar school girl. Delicately tinted, precisely defined she almost 
comes alive. Her large eyes have thick lashes, open and close. Jointed arms, hips, ankles. 
Dresses may vary. Has Beauty Kit with comb, curlers, lotion. 

Beautiful Bride $ 899 
is 32 inches tall 

The bride is radiant in heavy white rayon 
satin gown drifted with nylon and lace. Hip 
bow. Bridal crown of.simulated pearl tipped 
petals sits atop rooted plastic hair. Also 
wears crinoline, panties, white satin bridal 
shoes. Sleeping eyes have long lashes. Made 
of sturdy plastic with jointed legs, arms. 
She has a soft vinyl plastic turning head. 
79 N 3690C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... $8.99 

tind pane scans Dy cuisines naseke ox. 

In Town-and-Country outfit. Curly 
bob with French bangs. Smartly 
styled cotton dress has billowy 
skirt that is bow-trimmed. Rayon 
velvet jacket and straw-like hat 
top her outfit. Sewed-in petticoat 
has a filmy net ruffle. She wears 
lace-trimmed panties. 

25-inch Doll. Was $17.99. 
79 N 3669 C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $15.99 
30-inch Doll. Was $19.99. 
79 N 3671C-Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. .$17.99 

In Campus Outfit. Long flowing 
hair may be easily pulled back 
into a pony tail Dress trimmed 
with bouquet at waist. Bodice and 
hem have sheer embroidery. At- 
tached petticoat circles in gathers, 
net ruffle over hem. She wears 
laced-edged panties. 

25-in. doll. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 3567 C-Was $16.99... .$13.98 
30-in. doll. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 N3668C-Was $17.88. $14.88 

In Capri-styled Outfit. Cotton 
smock snaps in back. Capri pants 
and shoes. She comes in assorted 
style "Hair-sets" including pig- 
tails and long bob. 
25-in. doll. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N3663C-Was $15.88..... .$11.88. 

30-in. doll. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 N 3666C- Was $16.99......$13.99 

ra SEARS 415 



PBB shot drop, 
DEAT can be reused |- 

& 

v 3999 
Indoor Instinct 

Shooting Range . . 

develops 

snap-shot accuracy 

\ 

This recently developed target for spring-powered 
BB guns provides year-round indoor shooting fun 

at the same time helping your all-around shoot 
ing. Large enough for instinct shooting . . a small 
enough target to develop crack-shot accuracy. But 
most important, you actually see the shot hit the 

mark, so you know exactly how well you're shoot 
ing. Shot drops into trough, can be used over again 

Heavy muslin back drop will not be pierced by BB’s; 
stands firmly on tubular aluminum frame. Disas. 
sembles for easy storage. Back-stop area 38x42 in 
6 N 1928C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. $9.99 

Bell-ringing 
center target 

Sears ELECTRIC POWERED 
Indoor Shooting Gallery 

BB's, -177.cal or 22.cal pellets s[066 
For all CO2 and air guns 

Two spinning 
side targets 

Dunk Him! Just hit the bull's-eye 

Save II% s699 

Last Christmas was $7.97. A target game for youngsters 

and adults alike. Hit the bull's-eye to ring the bell, 

watch the little man get dunked. Pull cord to reset. For 
all CO» and air guns firing BB's, .177-cal. or .22-cal. 

Great indoor fun for all ages. Ducks play follow-the-leader, flip 
over when hit. Side targets slowly turn, each with 3 white bull's 
eyes. Bell chimes when you hit middle target dead center. Heavy 

gauge steel 1714x13x6 in. Extra targets. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle. 

e 
pellets. No danger of ricochets . . traps BB's, pellets. "Swimming" 
15-yard nylon cord on rewind plastic spool to reset at a ducks flop over AC-DC. Underwriters’ Laboratories listed. Unassembled 
distance. 1234x1014x3 in. Extra targets. when hit 6 N 1916—Shipping weight 8 pounds $10.66 
6 N 1917—Shps. wt. 8 Ibs, 14 oz $6.99 6 N 1915— Replacement Set of 34 Targets. Wt. 4 oz... . Set 39c 

CO2 Pistol fires i lj 
BB's at 375 feet-per-second 

s[549 

BB 6-Gun, Shooting Gallery Outfit. 
Up to 12 quick shots. Automatic 
feed; heft and balance of guns used 
by gunslingers in days of old west. 
Spring-powered. Plastic and metal 
spinning shooting gallery. BB's, tar- 
gets included. Shipped express. 
6 N 1922N—Wt. 3 lbs. .$7.49 

States pae scans by deisliasnmisetedimical Gom 

20-shot BB Repeater. Also shoots 
pellets, darts. Accurate, with heft and 
balance of a real 45. Positive on-off 
safety. Spring-powered. Sturdy steel; 
baked-on black finish. BB tray, BB's, 
.177-caliber pellets, darts included. 
Shipped express. 
6 N 1914N—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. $6.45 

A powerful BB pistol with authentic heft and bal- 
ance (weighs only 22 oz.). Rear sight adjusts for 
windage and elevation. Contoured hand-ftting 
grip. Easy-swing loading action. Holds 185 BB's, 
Includes BB’s,COs cartridge. Sent express prepaid. 
6 N 1918N— (Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.) $15.49 

See NOTE on facing page Ass | Sears |409 



Extra-large 
Foil Rolls 

Your choice 97:e, 

Any 3 or 4 items.. 92c sach a TASA 

Any 5 or more... Bc each ; v [4] Package of 20 & 
m = ? S ey 1 

LES 
] Foil Rolls. Decorate doors, walls, windows . . 

wrap extra-large packages. These foils measure 
7x3 ft. wide. Fade and weather resistant. 
3N55147CP—Red. Wt. 13 oz.... «Roll 97c 

3 N 55148CP—Gold color. Wt. 13 oz.. Roll 97c 

( 2 and 3 ) Stick-ons, A delightful collection of 
holiday designs. Simplify gift-decorating . . just 
peel off paper backing and stick them in place. 
Can be used to adorn centerpieces. From Japan 
2 Felt . . 30 pieces in all. Glittering assortment. 

3 N 5599P— Shipping weight 3 oz. Pkg. 97c 
Golden Gift Appliques. Package of 12. 
3 N 55152P—Shipping weight 2 oz. Pkg. 97c 

| 
A 

(4 thru 9 ) Tie-on decorations. Charming designs 
to enhance your gift wraps. Lovable characters, 
glittering bells, sparkling metallics. From Japan. 

WhimsicalHeads.Seasonal figurin Pkg. of 20. 
3 N 5513P—Shipping weight 2 oz. Pkg. 97c 

Dj Bells. 6 medium, 8 small, Set of 14. 
3N55161P—Shipping weight 3 oz. Set 97c 

G Metallic Flower. Easy-to-twist stems. 10 in set. 
3 N 55162P—Shipping weight 3 oz. Set 97c 

7 Santa Head Kiddi Set of 4. 
3N55163P—Shipping weight 2 oz. Set 97c 

Button-face Girls with Star Hats. Set of 3. 
3N55164P—Shipping weight 2 oz. Set 97c 
Tinsel Strand Star, Wreath, Candle. 
3 N 55165P- of 4. Wt. 2 oz.....Set 97c 

]() Pretied Stick-on Bows. Gorgeous colors in 
solids and gay tinsel stripes. 4 large pompon, 

4 star bows . . about 434-in. diam. Box of 8. 
3N55144P—Shipping weight 12 oz. Box 97c 

]] Red Flock Felt Bows. A glorious array of eye- 
appealing color. A variety of sizes: 6 small, 

4 medium, 3 large. Flexible wire ties. Set of 13 
3N55154P—Shipping weight 5 oz. Set 97c 
19. Golden Bows. Glowing . . rich . . exquisitely 

crafted rigid fabric with long, paper-covered 
wire ties, 8 small, 4 medium, 2 large bows. Set of 14 
3 N55155P—Shipping weight 5 oz. Set 97c 
19 Red Roses. In “full bloom" . . bursting with 

love. Plastic leaves, felt-like petals. Pkg. of 6. 
3 N 55158P—Shipping weight 3 oz... Pkg. 97c 
14 Gift Garters. Capture the spirit of Christmas 

with traditional figurines of Santas, trees, 
snowmen, bells to accent gifts. Pkg. of 8. 
3 N 55153P—Shipping weight 2 oz... Pkg. 97c 
15 Assorted Honey Combs. Gift tags of 3-dimen- 

sional cut-outs. Enchanting fold-open de- 
signs. Room for personal messages. Pkg. of 16. 
3 N 55156P—Shipping weight 2 oz... Pkg. 97c 

16 Senta Money Enclosures. In bright personal- 
ized stuffer pack with cut-out envelope and 

space for writing cheery greetings. For mailing. 
3 N 55151P—Pkg. of 5. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Pkg. 97c 
Ni 6-roll Ribbon Pack. Finest quality. In as- 

sorted solids and tinsel stripes. 34 in. wide, 
102 ft. long each—totals 612 ft. Package of 6. 
3N55142P—Shipping weight 6 oz... Pkg. 97c 
18 Metallic Angels. A variety of shimmering 

colors. For foil-wrapped gift packages or tree 
decoration. Each about 234 in. high. Pkg. of 15. 
3 N 55008! Shipping weight 2 oz.. . Pkg. 97c 

19 Christmas Card File. Includes 36 cards in- 
dexed A to Z, with name, address, year infor- 

mation. Rugged steel. $}4x3i4x314 in. high. 
3 N 55159P—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . . .97c 

| Package of 6 
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BETTER 

Heavyweight cotton duck Shelter duck with 
in adult and youth sizes Zelan® water repeller 

"s: s979 van 685 437515855 
Men's Coat. Rugged cot- 5 Youth's Coot. Like Dad's Our toughest cotton duck 
ton duck. 2-ply yarns are style (1). Durable duck. stronger than fabric used for 

tightly w n. Pleated back 3 welt-seamed pockets, cordu- shelter halves by U.S. Army 
pped side-opening rubber- — roy collar. With gi . Cut for free movement; Ze 

ized game pocket. 3 pockets. Brown. State chest s lan® treated to resist wate 
Brush brown. Chest es M (31); L(33). See "Boys! Size Maximum fabric shrinkage 
d 36); M(38-40); L(42- Chart aide 1%. Bronze, dark brown 
44): XL (46-48). Slate siz Wt. 3 Ibs..$6.85 
6 N B429F— Wt. 4 Ibs. $9.79 Youth troigh: bottom Pants, 

Dad’ Men's briorpr : s (3), but not rub- — ? : e n 
aai ree Brown in shoulders. Sewnin recoil 

in front, halíway up back. Waist size E514: DAS oaeen an de idem ipt 
Brush brown. Stale even waist L (28), S I, L ype Kate pocket at 
30 to 42, then Regular or Tal.* — 6 N8499F We 11b. 8025.45 jc a d ae pastel or 

Shipping weight 1 Ib, 8 oz. 6 Jones-style Cop. For man pean eer om st 

Ens $9.84 — . or boy. Sizes S(6%4 7670): State even chest size: 36 to 50, 
3 Men's stroight-bottom MG I): LOADS): 6N8400F—Wt. 4 ibs.$13.75 

Coat features bi-swing free- 
action back, Waterproof lining 

Pants. Reinforced senat » XL. Shipping weight 11 oz Pants feature rubber-lined 
knees. 4 pockets. Brush brown. GNg815P- Bruch brow n$2.49 — seat, front. Belt loops at waist 
Slate even, waist piee 30 to 42; ` 6NBBIGF— Red. and zip front closure for neat then Regular or Tall.* " Eie P ds üt hin, 2 dee 
6N8471 F-Wt. 21bs.107,$7.39 BOYS' SIZE CHART i Side ES reo genui 

Men's knit-cuff Pants. Like |- EU e| 30 to 44, then Regular or 
(3) but rib-knit ankle cuffs | Tau’ 

Brush brown. Regular inseam | 6 N8403F—Wt. 2 Ibs... $8.85 
State even waist 30 to 42. —— —— — *Regular. 5 it. 7 in, to ft, t in, 
6N8473F-Wt. 21bs. 10z.$7.39 | inseom is.. 24 Tall. 5 ft. 1134 in. o 6 ft. 3 in. 

Cotton duck Camouflage Outfit 

Coat s|375 | Pants s885 

Woven to same rigid standards of 
U.S. Army .. camouflage coloring 
gives maximum concealment. Dur- 
able cotton duck . . water resistant 
for comfort. 

Coot has big bellows pockets, shell 
loops for handy reloading. Pocket 
flaps, Rubber lined game pocket 
and rubber-lined shoulder protec- 
tion. 2 handy side openings. Cotton 
corduroy collar tri 

State even chest 36 to 46. 
N 8490F —Wt. 4 Ibs.. . $13.75 

Ponts to match. 4 pockets, Rubber- 
ized seat, legs. Stale even waist sise 
30 to 42. (hen Regular or Tall.* 
6 N 8491F— Wt. 2 Ibs......$8.85 
Cap. Camouflage reverses ALSO IN M 

TALL 
sizes 

All garments this poge, machine 
washable af medium temperature 

Panoa pase Sean by certains a 

led heittaa one 

Hunting Outfit 

Combed cotton FOREST CLOTH 
specially woven for long wear 

Coat 31875 Reinforced s[085 

This outfit has 2-ply, twisted yarns for double strength 
plus 50% more threads per square inch than even the rug- 
ged tent in which you sleep—makes Forest Cloth un- 

atable for wea ated with Scotchgard® Brand 
abric Protector, Maximum fabric shrinkage 176. 

ets with shell loops; rubberized zip 
l-piece game pocket; waterproof-lined back, sleeve 
tops. Medium brown. State even chest size: 36 to 48. 
6 N 8453F Shipping weight 4 pounds $18.75 
Pants to match. Leg front reinforced with cotton duck. 
Rubberized seat. 2 side, 2 hip pockets. Medium brown, 

i 30 to 44, then Regular or Tall.* 
ng weight 2 pounds $10.85 

Ponts to match. Rubberized front, seat. Med. brown. 
4 pockets. State even waist size 30 to 44, Regular or Tall.” 
6 N 8481F—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . ..$9.85 

Hat to match, Sizes: M (624714); L(714-7*8).. 
6 N 8863F State sise M or L. Shpg. wt. 11 02... 2.92 

Coat. Giant por 

ORDER YOUR USUAL SIZE 
.. see Big Book Kaeo 419 



Just you alone 
can hear music 

with an Earphone 
Transistor Radio 

Little Hercules 

$4.44 
Low priced! Complete, ready 
to play! Full tone, good selec- 
tivity and fine reception. With 
contoured plastic earphone, 
ground and aerial. Tiny as a 
pack of cigarettes— $5x334x2 

needed. 

in. high. Plastic case. Bat- 
teries included. 
49 N 2004—Wt. 9 0z.....$444 — 57 N 6417—9-v. 

Works like real phone $7.29 

Phones transmit voices clearly over a 30-foot 

long twin-insulated wire. 34 phone-company 
size . , made of sturdy black, high-impact 
plastic. Design permits use as regular desk 
type phones or as wall unit. Working plas- 
tic dials ring bell. Press right button (which 
lights up in use) to ring other phone and talk 
Press left button when through talking. 8-inch 
receivers. 4x4x7-inch bases. Set powered by 
4 "D" batteries (not included, order below). 
49 N 2010— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. $7.29 
49 N 2240— As above, but no signal buttons. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 599 
34 N 4650—"D" Batteries. Wt. 1 Ib.....4 for 58e 

Hand Phone Set 

Lightweight, high-impact plastic. 2-way con- 

versation. Press button to buzz for attention. 
2 wall hangers, 25-ft. wire. 8-in. receivers. 
Batteries not included (order 2 below). 
49 N 2091 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $3.98 
34 N 4659—"C" Batteries. Wt. 4 02......2 for 30e 

Tilio pane scans by cheisimas misebeciacM comb 

Happi-time Radio 

$6.99 
3 transistors. No ground or aerial 

Volume 
band tuning. 4x244x1-in. plastic case 
so small it fits easily into your pocket 

or purse, With crystal earphone, built 
in antenna and leather carrying case. 
Battery not included, order below. 
49 N 2326—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

control, broadcast 

49 N 2302 
$6.99 

Mery. Wt. 4 oz...1.05 

DAT SET 
^^ 

Build Electric Models $9.29 

Illustrated instructions show how to build an elec- 
tro magnet, flashlight, telegraph set, 4-way traffic 
signal, motor-driven hot rod, electric crane, electric 
tester and other exciting projects. Hundreds of 
working parts, including 2 electric motors, 4 work- 

ing panels, 2 buzzer units, 2 code keys and 4 bat- 

teries to build real working models. 
79 N 1968C —Shipping weight 5 Ibs. ..$9.29 

Beginner's Electric Set. Build flashlight, bike horn, 
burglar alarm, directional signals, race car, tele- 
graph key and others. With battery and bulbs. 

Instructions included. 
49 N 2041—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz $4.69 

Has built-in speaker for regular listening 
plus a plug-in earphone for private listening 

Everyone can hear this Transistor with speaker 

$999 

Here's dramatic fidelity and tonal quality in a compact triple transistor radio that 

fits in the palm of your hand. Luxuriously styled case molded from high impact plastic 
Easy-to-read station selector dial simplifies tuning. Volume control allows comfort- 
able level of listening. Sensitive built-in antenna makes acrial unnecessary 
circuit (practically unbreakable) assures long and durable service. Completely port 
able. Pocket-sized 434x2 4x1 4 inches. With magnetic plug-in earphone, 

9-volt battery not included (order at left). Shipping weight 1 pound 

Printed 

$9.99 

All three Radios above give good reception within the local ronge 
ol smoll stations . greater range from more powerlul stations 

TENCE-CAREER 
SERIES 

| * ee Toe. 

Build a Broadcasting or Receiving 
Station in 10 minutes 

$19.49 
Science Career Erec-tronic Lob Sets by A. C. Gilbert. 
You can build a complete broadcasting station or re- 

ceiver in just 10 minutes . . no tools, solder or special 
skills needed. 17 different set-ups show how to place 
components into pegboard base. Build receivers and 
transmitters for both regular and short wave radio. 
Hear “hams” and foreign broadcasts. With di 
and instruction manual. Batteries not incl. 
“B,” one “D,” order below. 
79 N 2359C—Shipping weight 4 pounds..........$19.49 
49 N 1971— 45-volt “B” Battery. Shpg. wt. 12 oz..... 2.89 
34 N 4550—"D" batteries. Shpg. wt. 8 oz... ....2 for 30e 

Érec-tronic Transistor Set. Similar to above but builds 
10 different radio sets including broadcasting station, 
receivers, code units. Uses one “D” size battery (not 
included . . order 34 N 4650 above) 
49 N 2358—Shipping weight 3 pounds... ....... $9.79 

sts SEARS 409 



120 blocks 

T) Duffle Bag O' Blocks. Ages 3 to 6. Smoothly sand- 
— ed assorted wood blocks with non-toxic finish. 
49 N 4730—120 blocks in washable twill storage bag. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds.. ... : $3.99 
49 N 4731—70 blocks in mesh bag. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.. 2.49 

Rotary Mower. Ages 134 to 334. Gaily-colored 
balls whirl and tumble as youngster pushes his 

mower along . . "blade" whirls around. Realistic spark 
plug removes from see-through dome. Over-all 9}¢x 

634x724 inches high. Handle 21 in. long. 
79 N 4704 C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... . . .$3.39 

3] Nok-out Bench and Mallet. Ages 2 to 5. Let him 
pound away . . pegs pop out the end. Helps de- 

velop hand coordination. Smooth-finish hardwood 
49 N 4727—10 in. long. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. e $199 

4] Postal Station. Ages 134 to 334, 12 wood blocks fit 
into slots . . child learns to determine shapes. He 

can take them out through bottóm door and have 
added fun beading them on stringer (included). Over- 
all 6x6x11 inches high. 
49 N 4719—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. .......$2.99 

412 SEARS sxweor 
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Playskøl . .toys to push, 

B| Three-piece Set for ages 1 to 
234. All hardwood, smoothly 

finished non-toxic colors. 

Ratile Push helps beginner walker 
balance himself. Has shaped hand 
grip. Handle 21 in. high. 

Roly Color Stack has 6 disks. 
spinning, rocking base. 514 in. 
high. 

Bar Bell for little tykes to grasp 
and hoist, 9 take-apart pieces, 
threaded ends. 7 in. long. 
79 N 4738C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs..$2.49 

(6) 3-pc. Set. Ages 1 to 214. All 
smooth wood, non-toxic colors. 

Bang-a-Ball. Ball pops to top 
when trigger is hammered, then 
returns to base. 934x5x5 in. 
Train. Cars easily couple, un- 
couple . . each is sturdy, 1-piece 
construction. 18-in. length. 
Jumbo Beads. Beads on string . . 
older child uses 2 long laces for 
stringing. 1}4-in. diam. 5 shapes 
49 N 4750—Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. ..$4.24 

Col-O-Rol Wagon. Ages 2 to 5 
years. For your young builder 

.. a sleek, streamlined wagon full 
of bright pieces to build tall tow- 
ers, bridges, etc. Gay, non-toxic 
colors on smooth wood. Set in- 
cludes 6 rods, 9 cylinders, 6 cubes. 
Pull cord, 13x9x314 in. 
49 N 4722—Wt. 4 lbs.........$239 
49 N 477? — Refill set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1.69 

3] "Old Woman in Shoe" Lacing 
Boot. Ages 3 to 6. Your tot 

can learn to lace shoes, have fun 
doing it. “Woman” and six “chil- 
dren" fit openings, teach coordina- 
tion. Child unlaces shoe to get the 
figures out. Bright, smooth wood. 
Measures 6x3x8 inches. 
49 N 4628—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.. . $2.44 

ITEMS BELOW SHOWN AT RIGHT 

[9] Workbench. Ages 2 to 5. Little carpenters can spend 

hours pounding, threading, taking apart. Play tools 
include bolts, nuts, claw hammer, ruler, wrench, screw- 
driver. Develops hand coordination. Screws remove from 
ends of 1144x534-inch bench. All wood, non-toxic 
49 N 4721—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz E Lii 

[ij] Dairy Wagon. Ages 114 to 334. Such fun playing 
— milkman with this sturdy wood truck . , with 6 gleam- 
ing hardwood “bottles” to deliver, Truck has real-looking 
silk-screen details; contour wheels. Pull cord. 
49 N 4718 —Size 7}4x6x6}4 in, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.49 

m) Wood Landscape Peg Set. Ages 3 to 8. Children love 
the brightly-stenciled scene and colorful figures. They 

can rearrange houses, trees, cars, boats, etc. Board is 14 
in. long. Design folder included. 
49 N 4735—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.........--.+ $199 

iz) Pounding Bench and Stool. Sold only at Sears. Ages 2 
to 7. Set it upright . . it's a handy stool for playroom, 

reach wash basin, etc. Turn on its side . . it's a rugged 
pounding bench . . handsomely designed and proportion- 
ed. All wood. 7 pegs, hardwood mallet. 12x634x5 14 inches. 
49 N 4723—Shipping weight 3 pounds.......... $2.64 

[i3 Golden Book Puzzle Assortment for ages 2 to 8. Will 
keep your child absorbed for hours. Eight fiberboard 

puzzles show related subjects, yet all are different. Each 
8x10 in. with 12 to 18 pieces. Easy to put together. Gay 
colors, smoothly finished. 
49 N 4703—Set of 8 puzzles, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. .......$174 

jj] Comic Corner. Ages 2 to 5. Build hundreds of things 
with 34 interchangeable wood pieces . . 4 different 

faces—fire hydrant—lamp post—traffic lights. 81 hole 
sidewalk platform, 9x9 in. "Street corner" house. 
49 N 4752—Shipping weight 2 pounds.............+ $249 

[ig] Wood Puzzles in Tray. Ages 2 to 6. Choose from six 
different puzzles, depending on age of the child: 

Duck—ages 2 to 3; Train or Panda—ages 244 to 334; Fire 
Truck, Indian or Cowboy—ages 334 to 6. State puzzle 
wanted. 94x11 inch hardboard tray. Plywood pieces. 
49 N 4778—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 8 OZ... . 2.00 eee ee cee $124 



"CYCLONE?..a rockin’, bouncin’, gallopin’ 

® 

DER HORSE 
(and listen to him whinny!) 

Listen to trotting or galloping noises, whinnies or snorts—with With Electronic 

just a touch of rider's foot. “Cyclone” does 11 different sound ef- ‘Sound-Effects 
fects electronically, with push-button ease. He thrills youngsters Mechanism 

with lively action, too. Plenty of rocking, bouncing and bucking . . 
his specially activated legs actually “gallop.” s9 688 

Brown pinto body of soft vinyl feels real. Western accessories; 

“tooled” saddle, removable reins, stirrups. Strong 134 inch tubular without batteries 

steel frame in copper-color finish. 26}4-inch saddle height, fine 
for youngsters 1 to 7. (Takes 2 “AA” batteries, sold below.) 

Freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N7554NM—Shipping weight 34 Ibs... .$26.88 

"AA" batteries for electronic sound effects device in horse above. 

79 N4666M—Shipping weight 1 ounce. . ........Each 16e; 4 for 60c 

“BLAZE” gallops and talks 

Made by $2988 No MONEY 
Mattel cash 

“How about some hay?” asks Blaze, 
when you pull the Magic Ring. He 

also whinnies, neighs, says 11 different 
things in all (thanks to spring-wound 
talking unit). Rock him, and all 4 legs 
gallop realistically. Rock back, he rears 
at angle. Rock forward, he kicks up 
heels. So realistic because his spring 
action is all inside. Made of gleaming 
hi-impact rigid plastic in black with 
white markings. Molded black saddle 
and red blanket. Separate reins, fixed 
hand posts, 2-position foot rests. 1-inch 

tubular steel stand. Extra big: saddle 
height 29 inches. Ages 1 to 7. Assembles 
easily. Shipped by freight (rail or truck) 
or express. 
79 N7555N—Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs......$29.88 

PALOMINO runs on wheels 

$1888 

2] Zoom, he’s off. . propelled by his rider, 
who raises and lowers his weight 

on drive-bar pedal. Drive mechanism is 
ball-bearing mounted. Pony rocks for- 
ward and back in "galloping" action. 
Even rears back on hind legs without 
tipping. Steers like a tricycle. Molded of 
golden-brown hi-impact plastic, 7-inch 
wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. Red enam- 
eled frame of 1-inch tubular steel. Sad- 
dle height 20 inches. Stirrups adjust for 
2 to 8-year olds. Easy to assemble. So rugged (he's steel), but obedient as a young cow- 

79 N 8009K— Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. $18.88 poke could ask. Dappled brown-and-white bronco 
“gallops” straight ahead when both stirrups are 

5 x h pushed . . steers left or right when only one is 
FLASH” has moving legs pressed. When pulled by red plastic reins, follows 

» smoothly on 4 rubber wheels. 
$2250 "Si He's designed to keep riders 2 to 9 firmly in the 

s saddle. Realistically detailed, with smooth baked 
B! Watch those legs really gallop as your enamel finish that's easy to keep gleaming. Size 263% 

youngster bounces on this white-and- inches long, 3014 in. high. Saddle height 1914 inches. 
black pinto. Legs move individually, (Comics fully assembled, ready to ride. 
controlled by built-in stirrups. "Flash" 79 N75SéL— Shipping weight 25 Ibs....-......$21.50 
is molded of almost unbreakable ace- 
tate, on 1-in. tubular steel stand in alu- 
minum-color finish. 4 heavy coil springs 
for lively action. Saddle height 2834 in. NO MONEY DOWN 

Ages 1 to 7. Easy to assemble. Shipped 

by freight (rail or truck) or express. on Sears Easy Terms 

416 SEARS me í 79 N7557N—Shpg. wt. 28 Ibs... . .$22.50 

Cutiioa page scans by cheisimas miseen oom. 



New 20-inch Spyder 
with 3-speed 

stick shift 

Every outside metal 

part dazzles with 

nickel/chrome-plating 

5532 = 
ah You get the convenience of 

stick-shift operation plus 
the ease of 3-speed sprocket 
transmission. Heavy duty 
2.125-in. cheater slick rear tire 

trim. White bucket banana 
saddle with red flame effect. 
1.75-in. front tire. Leg-reach 

3-speed with twist grip shift. 
As above, except with motor- 
cycle-style twist grip shift. 

Shipping weight 46 Ibs. 
6 N 47799N. ....... $49.95 

Single-speed 20-inch SPYDERS 

2 Deluxe. Real sharp . . vinyl tiger-print bucket 
banana saddle, chrome-plated scoop fenders, 

rich gold color frame. Knobby tread 2.125-inch 
rear tire, 1.75-inch front. Chrome-plated high- 
rise handlebars, rims, hubs, sprocket. Rear re- 
flector. Popular coaster brake. Leg-reach ad- 
justs 23 to 28 inches. $5 monthly. 
6 N 47786N—Shpg. wt. 44 lbs... . Cash $39.88 

3 Pre-stripped. Brilliant flamboyant green 
frame, white and black banana saddle, Chrome- 

plated highrise bars, rims, sprocket, hubs. 2.125- 
inch knobby tread rear tire, 1.75-inch front. Sure- 
stopping coaster brakes, Leg-reach adjusts 23 to 
28 inches. $5 monthly. 
6 N 47761N—Shpg. wt. 44 lbs... . Cash $32.99 
‘SHIPPING NOTE: Bi T il k uisi deca 5: Bikes sent freight (truck or roil) or express. 

20-inch SPYDERS 
. . Styled specially for girls 

Teetanus sd )95 
4 Sweeping highrise handlebars and white 

banana saddle set the stage for sportsbike fun. 
Standard 1.75-inch whitewall tiresin front andrear 
give midweight stability. 

Beautiful turquoise color frame with sparkling 
chrome-plated fenders, handlebars, rims, hubs. 
Wicker basket has attractive garland of plastic 
flowers. Pure white pedals. Reliable coaster 
brake gives sure stops. Large rear reflector. Leg. 
reach adjusts 23 to 28 in. $5 monthly. 
6 N 47779N2— Shpg. wt. 47 lbs.. .Cash $42.95 

True sportsbike styling with oversize 34995 
2.125-inch reer knobby tire 

Built for real tomboy fun . . highrise handle- 

turquoise pedals. 
Leg reach adjusts 23 to 28 inches. $5 monthly. 
6 N 47778N—Shpg. wt. 47 Ibs... Cash $42.95 

CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE—the Sears way. All bikes 
‘are sent with frome and wheels completely assembled . . all 

do is install sect, hondlebars, and ony acces- 
sories . . And buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

Citai Dade Scans by dieisiiasnmiseledimical com 

24-inch SPYDER 

New Console Box Stick 

Shift with 5-speed 

derailleur gear changer 

6 High-performance Spyder 
built for all-around fun and 

go. 24in. wheels and smooth 
Huret Alvit derailleur give wide- 
range 43 to 86 gear ratios for 
better leg action and speed. Dual 
caliper handbrakes. All new 
swept-back highrise handlebars 
. . easier riding, steering. 

Lustrous ebony black enamel 
frame with nickel chrome- 
plated fenders, handlebars, con- 
sole box, rims, trim. Deluxe 
bucket banana saddle with coil- 
spring action and comfort-quilt- 
ed white vinyl cover. Heavy 
duty knobby tread 1 n. rear 
tire for traction, 1%-in. front 
tire for speed, Leg-reach adjusts 
from 25 to 30 in. $6 monthly. 

Shipping weight 50 Ibs. 
6 N 45971N.....Cash $57.95 

20-inch RAIL 

Slim, long and low . . 

Console style shift with 

5-speed derailleur 

i) From hub to hub, this is aZ 
sportsbike . . new RAIL 

20-inch frame styling is built 
for turf-tearing action. 

And you get “5 on the floor” 
stick shift with quick-response 

derailleur gear system (34 to 69 
gear ratio range). Dual caliper 
handbrakes. 

New vibrant, flamboyant ma- 
genta frame, highlighted with 

matching "purple-glitter" on 

saddle and grips. 
Nickel chrome-plated high- 

rise handlebars, fenders, rims, 
trim. Comfort-quilted saddle, 
spring-action undercarriage. 

2.125inch cheater slick rear 
tire with road-grabbing cheater 
grooves. 1.75-inch front tire. 
Leg-reach adjusts 23 to 28 inch. 
$6 monthly. 

Shipping weight 46 Ibs. 
6N47781N..... Cash $57.95 
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No Money Down on 

anything Sears sells 

3%-HP 

Air-cooled 

$5 monthly 

2-gallon 
Tank 

s 399 

Cruises to 7 MPH. Use as an auxiliary motor 
for sailboat, dinghy, or canoe. Ideal trolling 

| motor . . runs smoothly at 44 MPH, Die-cast 
| aluminum construction. 3414 pounds for easier 
| carrying Top-filling !4-gallon built-in fuel 
A tank, Full 360*'pivot reverse steering. Auto- 

matic recoil drop-pawl starter. Has spark 
advance speed lever control. Air-cooled with 

ter-cooled exhaust, Has remote tank coup- 

ling for extended cruising. Order Tank 
6 N 5973 below. 

6 N5986N—Shipping wt. 44 lbs., . -$99.00 

Remote Tank has 214 
tended cruising with 
(6 N 5986N above) only. 
bulb. Steel construction. 
6 N 5973—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 

é-gallon- capacity for ex- 
ears 314-HP motor 
Hose and priming 

$13.99 

50 
‘cash '99 

$5 monthly 

Cultsion Dade scum by diaaa maslena com 

TED WILLIAMS 
"GAMEFISHER" 

The fiber glass Boat 

for hunting, fishing 

This is a boat with built-in safety and extras. The molded 

hull is designed for extra stability. No rivets or seams that 

can leak . . no more caulking. Air flotation makes it unsink- 

able even if totally awash. And when you're finished fishing, 

you can take it water skiing with a 14-HP motor. 

e] ET e 69° Sirti 

‘The low-maintenance molded fiber glass hull is enough to win the heart of 
any fisherman, especially when there are these built-in extras: rod holders 
in the rear seat; cooler/bait-well with wooden cutting-board lid; fish measur- 
ing scale on center seat as well as hook and lure keepers; rod "pits" along 

bow rope guide; oar locks; and skid-resistant, non-glare ve Plus, 
Fern-green color; needs no 

all. 
$169.00 

fiber glass. 360° swivel. 19x18 inches wide. 
$14.95 

sides 
you can add a customized seat (see below) 
painting. Load capacity 570 Ibs, Beam 50 inches. 12-foot length ov 
6 N 61202N Shipping weight 140 pounds 
Customized Seat. Molded w 
6 N 62294C — shipping weight 10 pounds, 

FREE! 1968 FISHING EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
Write Sears, Roebuck and Co. (address on back cover). Ask for 39 N 7160. 

Surrey Top 

Green 10-ounce cotton twill. 
Vinyl-coated steel frame. 
tends 60 inches long. 

Shipping weight 23 lbs. 
6 N 62195N $26.00. 

Sears Boat Trailer 

450-pound capacity for lightweight craft 
Built to take a load in stride. For lightweight 12 to 14-foot dinghies, fishing boats 
and saileraft. Chemically treated, zinc primed . . blue baked-on enamel finish. 
Braced A-frame. 2x3-inch channel steel construction, rugged center beam. 2 
rollers. Two stop-tail lights. 2000-pound test safety chain. Unassembled. Please 
stale name to-apprar on litle, 
R6 N 61544NV— Shipping weight-180 pounds. 

SHIPPING NOTE: 
"N" items (as 6 N 61202N) sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

if not a U.S. citizen, please state country of which you are a citizen on order. 

.., $99.50 



Science is Fun _- 

Laboratories for future 

doctors, chemists, nurses, 

physicists, technicians . . 

Biological Science Lab $19.88 

A complete biology lab with real animal and insect specimens 
and featuring a new 4-turret, 11-inch microscope with improved 

SOLAR STAR ocular . . a new lens system that gives a greatly en. 
larged and sharper field. Extra high-power eyepiece gives 8 separate 
magnifications ranging from 75 to 750 times actual size. Electric 
plug-in illuminator gives clearer viewing 

Dissecting kit ‘includes scalpel, microtone scissors, spatula, 
tweezers and dissecting needles. Biology manual includes experi- 
ments in botany. Lab contains glass slides, other equipment 
3-panel steel cabinet opens to about 3414x1314 inches. 
79 N 2378C— Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs, $2.00 down... Cash $19.88 

Medical Science Lab $22.50 
2) For advanced analysis and testing. Delve into the mysteries of 

physiology and bacteriology with research into foods, water, 
soils, fabrics and plant life. Observe through 750-power electric 
plug-in microscope (same precision instrument as described in lab 
above) gives sharp, detailed analysis of subject. Includes 18 
chemical reagents, culture tubes, test tubes, petri dishes, microtome 
scissors, test papers, other apparatus, illustrated manual. 3 panel 
steel cabinet opens to 3414x1314 inches high 
79 N 2294C—Shipping weight 10 pounds, $2,50 down... . Cash $22.50 

Physics Science Lab $14.98 
3] Ideal for future engineer Answers many questions about 

everyday phenomena. Do fascinating experiments in solar heat 
light bending, optics, fluid dynamics, specific gravity, plus tests 
included in Fluid Dynamics Set (below). Includes parabolic re 
flector, filters, optical bench, beaker, illuminator, thermometer, 
water piston, syphon, force pump, other apparatus. Physics in 
struction manual teaches principles. 
79 N 1964C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. $14.98 ed S 

QgRCEZU Fluid Dynamics Set only. Build a water piston, syphon, force pump. 
Do tests in hydraulics, water pressure, etc. With manual 
49 N 2367— Shipping weight 2 pounds $4.44 

Industrial Science Lab $22.50 
3] New 3-D, stereo-vision metal microscope has dual oculars with 

amazing depth perception plus approved maximum magnifi 
tion for 3-dimensional viewing of solid and transparent objects, 
Plug-in illuminator adjusts for overhead and sub-stage viewing. 
Specimens include plastics, minerals, metals, textiles etc. Equip- 
ment includes electronic stage, spectroscope, light polarizing filter, 
Pyrex glassware and 4 manuals. Steel cabinet opens to 47x1314 in 
79 N 2377C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. $2.50 down.. .. Cash $22.50 SCPBK MN $10 sears Saunt! NOTE: All electrical parts are UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. No dangerous poisons or chemical explosives in sets 
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190-piece Playskool Village 
Walker Wagon of x 
Blocks. Holds 18 as. A Sears Exclusive 
sorted wood building 
blocks. Steel handle 
adjusts for active $699 
pusher or beginner 
walker. Ages 144 to 
4. Noise-cage wheels. 
18x8x4 in. Wt. 6 Ibs. 
I9 N 4717. .....$3.97 

; 12006. $479 
Village 

Toy Village comes to life 

Extra large set—sold only at Sears. Over 190 pieces to make fascinating, 

u oun or ta e a art imaginative village, town and city layouts. Complete with stenciled blocks 
, for buildings, roofs, steeples, bushes, autos and trains . . all made of hardwood 

with non-toxic finish. Large 37x37-in. canvas street layout and heavy twill 
storage bag. Use with Tot Railroads below for extra phy. Ages 3-9, 
49 N 4639—190-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. sexe pbpn 
49 N 4716—120-pc. Set, 30x30-in. layout. Bag. Shpg. wt. 4 ibs.. 479 

Train Sets for Tots 

$949 to $1289 

Tot Railroad. Immense variety of track layouts. 
Plastic cars and track. Design book. Ages 2 to 9. 
49 N 4652—Giont, 206-pc. Set. 543g-ft. track; four 
4-car trains; 4 bridges; turntable; 2 tunnels; 2 stations; 

1 $12.89 
eu ft. track; three 4-car 

. Set. 39-foot track; eight ga three 
bridges; tunnel; station; 40 accessories. Wt. 5 1bs.$6.69 
49 N 4624—78-pc. Set, 25-ft. track; B cars; 3 mops 

49 N 4610—39-piece Set. 18-foot track; 4 cars; 2 
bridges. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... .....-..- 2-00 see eee $249 

395 SEARS 43 
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Corral a bouncy Won o 
DER HORSE 

With Hard Plastic Body 

1] Saddled up, ready for a galloping 
good time, these golden-brown 

spring-mounted palominos are rugged 
enough for years of happy riding. 
Molded plastic bodies resist breaking 

bounce on steel frames. 2 larger 
sizes have reins, Easy to assemble. 

25-in. saddle height. For ages 1-7. 
79 N 7541L—Shipping wt. 20 1bs.$19.98 
22-in. saddle height. For ages 1-7. 
79 N7511L—Shipping wt. 16 1bs.$15.98 

174 -in. high. Ages 1-3 only. 
79 N 7531C —Shipping wt. 11 Ibs. 8.98 

With Soft Vinyl Body 

(Z) So lifelike to touch, young own- 
ers love to pat these dashing 

pintos. Legs individually shaped (not 
molded together), Western saddles, 
removable reins and bits. Heavy tubu- 
lar steel frame. Ass 

26V5-in. saddle height. Sent freight 
(rail or truck) or express. Age 1-7 
79 N 7533N—Shpg. wt. 32 lbs.. .$26.95 
24V4-in. saddle height. Age 1-7 
79 N 7548L— Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs.. ..$23.50 
22V -in. saddle height. Age 1-7. 
79 N 7549L—Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs.. ..$19.98 

embles easily. 

A favorite in the rockinghorse races—he’s so handsome, so thrifty. Bright 
white body of molded fiber. Red saddle and bridle, blue blanket in 
enamel finish. Sturdy hardwood rockers. Saddle ht. 1334 in. Assembles easily. 
79 N 7524C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

Citai Dade Scans’ by dieisihiasnmisetediwical com 

Quack, quack! The Duckmobile is ready to delight baby with a bouncing, 
rocking ride. Floating spring-action suspension, enameled hardwood 
rockers for plenty of action. Amusing duck is smooth, full-molded plas- 
tic, finished in pastel blues and pinks. Tray and play beads. Adjustable 
safety belt. Rustproof hardware. 20 in. high, 33 in. long. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 7543L—Shipping weight 12 pounds... .iisseee n $9.98 

Buckaroo Shoo-fly 

Four coil springs are the secret 
of Bucky’s lively action. He's 
gentle enough for the smallest 
tenderfoot . high Masonite 
Presdwood sides, wide seat keep 
a baby snug in the saddle. Hard- 
wood seat and footrest, removable 
steambent rockers, play tray. 
Gay four-color pony design. 1634 
inches high, Easy to assemble, 
79 N 7552L—Shpg. wt. 12 1bs.$6.98 

3 TRUCO 

Gentle Ding-dong Rocker 
Just 414 inches from floor to seat, 
this funny little pony is sized 
just right to be baby’s first rock- 
ing horse. Cheerful jingle bell on 
nose rings add to the fun. Hand 
grips on head. Smoothly sanded 
wood in natural finish, with 
brown-spotted pinto markings 
painted on, Red trim. 19 in. long. 
Easy to assemble. 
49 N 7597—Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. .$2.39 

Horse and sulky . . 

pedals like a bike 

A few brisk pumps on the pedals, and he’s off and running. Young rider sits on 
plastic bucket seat, guides the dappled horse by steel loop on saddle. Leg length 
adjusts 12 to 16 inches, Steel frame, rugged plastic horse in brown and white, 
red plastic seat. Steel 634-in. rear wheels, 434-in. front wheels roll smoothly on 
rubber tires, 34x19 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 8619 C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. ... . .$11.88 

rcs SEARS 417 



New at [Sears] thisScasow.. 

our first sports bikes with 

5-SPEED STICK-SHIFTS 

Faster starts, quicker acceleration, 

more effortless cruising . . 

these two bikes will easily out-perform 

any ordinary sportsbike 

"ss? Sears 411 

italoa Habe Scane by dudtimas dicli idc coni 
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Box of 25 all-alike cards, 27 envelopes .. and look how 
little it costs to have them personalized at Sears 

BUY 2 OR MORE 

BOXES AND SAVE 

Say “Merry Christmas" this year with a beautiful card from Sears distinctive new assort- 
ment. Choose from these lovely designs that reflect your taste as well as your thoughts of 
others. All cards are fine, heavy stock with the look and feel of richness. 

HOW TO ORDER personalized Christmas Cards: Clearly print name or group of names you 
want, carefully defining all letters that may be readily mistaken for others. Any 1 or 2-line 
imprint. One type-setting per box. Quality imprinting and fast service. Order before 
December 12th. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Buy them the easy way—order by phone. 

INSIDE VERSE DESCRIPTION RUNE | Witow with Foch | 2 | 4 
in. box nome name box 

: : Crisp watercolor print in splendid colors, ISN56065|............. 31.4) | Season's Greetings (On fine, heavy-textured stock. Hsc [Socal eee BN57061XV | 1:97 

2 Mery Christmas and a Happy New Year an akiiadhoned Christmas, 34834 b. Tn Nee Me rei 187 Bi 
To wish you a Merry Christmas and a|Whimsical mouse peeks out of brightly [BN56067]. ...........- [147 8 Happy New Year colored ornament. Textured stock. uix (unb... BN57063XV | 1:97 

4 Hope your Christmas is a happy one ppriebt eyed Santa and Snowmen are highs ay, aeui 
5 May Choicest Blessings be yours this Holy “Adoration of the Shepherds”. , beautifull- 1.47 

Christmas Day reproduction. Delicate gold-colorborder. — (99496 1.97 
T Lion and lamb . . an appealing scene. Find ; 1.47| 6 Peace textured stock. 3 Táxi 1.97 
Christmas Greetings and Best Wishes for the Blue Dish 'O Balls . . a splendor of color, 1.97 
New Year Highlighted, bordered with gold-color effect.X6"(s 2.47 
Merry Christmas and Best Wishes for alRed birds in gaily decorated tree. Glittering} 1.97 8 Happy New Year —8— ld-color accents. Fine textured stock. 43634 2/47 

9 May the Blessings of Christmas be with you|Flight to Egypt. Delicately ornate. Rich... 1.97) 
today and always [background pattern. Gold-color border. — [S*6*e | 2.47 

10 Merry Christmas. May the Best of Every-|Richly colored Della Robbia wreath. Green|. .| 1.97) 
thing come your way in the New Year — and red "Christmas Greetings” border, — [5/654 2.47 
Christmas Greetings and Best Wishes for the White doves in brilliantly colored tree|. <; 1,97) 3 

Ll New Year [Gold-color border and accents. Sx6%A0 2.47 
9 Season's Greetings and Best Wishes for alA sure sign of the holidays. . Partridge in à. 1.97 12 Happy New Year IPeartree. Gold-color border, accents. Sx6¢Ae 2.47 
9 Wishing you the Best of Everything for theCharming, colorful rebus. greeting. Raised,- 5 8856075,............. 2.29 

18 Holidays [design on smooth white stock. páes [ib Son 777 3N57071XV | 2.79 
Wishing you the merriest Christmas ever.|Elegant gold-color crossed trumpets. Mount- 

14 May the New Year bring you Happiness andjed on textured stock. Green front and back,&xSY4 |1 Ib. 10 oz, 
Good Fortune j With pale blue border, leaves. 
Best Wishes for the Holiday Season and all|Embossed "Season's Greetings" and gold dd 

15 through the coming year av (color candle. Brilliant red front and back| 6x5 |1lb. 202. 
Merry Christmas. May all your Days in all Finely embossed design and imprint. Glossy] — [ri 3 

16 Ways be filled with Joy and Happiness finish peartree. Finest stock. Sx? filb. 302) 
: "Kissed Kid”. . a deli in dazzli 

17 Happy Holidays colors: Gold-color horde s ain a cese liib, 402 
Merry Christmas and Best Wishes for alGorgeously decorated Kings. Warm colors 

18 Happy New Year ~ glow with subtle gold-color accents. 734x534 |LIb. oz. 
19 May the wonderful Spirit of C adonna, delicately drawn in lovely| $x7 |ilb. 3oz| 

Joy to you and yours Embossed gold-color halo. 
A. joyous Christmas. May you be blessed| Majestic design with rich, gold-color borderi,- ca 

20 with a New Year of Peace and Happiness land crowns. Heavy green stock. Deckle edge S4%8 [11b. 80a) 
21 May Choicest Blessings be yours this Holy| STIS effect, carefully mounted on off- 

iol Christmas Day white, 2-fold stock. Feathery deckle edge. [7343524 |i Ib. 11 oz. 
Season's Greetings and Best Wishes for theRich crimson-color front and back. Gold-color|_, A 

22 NewYer — EN lembossed design, border. Smooth finish. 4x1% |1 Ib. 1202. 
May the Spirit of Christmas bring you PeaceExquisite gold and silver-color design. Intri -74| 6.96/13.24 

23 and much Happiness in the New Year — cate background pattern, silver-color border|#94%6%4 |1 lb. 7oz 26089 24| 7.90/15.24 
6.38)12.48 24 Sincere Good Wishes for a joyous Christmas|Cameo nativity. Richly ornate silver-col s ib 4 y 

Season and Happiness in the coming yearborder. Deep blue front and back. mS [bs Aon nee .97| 7.30]14.28 
May the Peace and Happiness of Christmas |Murillo's “Divine Shepherd" . . a magnificent]. «74| 6.9613.24 be yours today and every day throughout| 544x744 |1 Ib. 11 oz. QU Pe Ora MAY ee lard. Gold-color border. cool ia haa 24| 7.90/15.24 

Originals by the famed Kelsey . . yours exclusively at Sears P9] Cho 

California artist, formerly with Walt Disney Studios, Richmond Kelsey now 
designs Christmas cards. Here in boxes of 25 all-alike cards, 27 envelopes. 

26 Verse: To wish you a Blessed Christmas and a joyful New Year. 7x434 in. 
~~ 8N56061—Without name 3 N 57057XV—With name 

7 Verse: Merry Christmas and best wishes for a Happy New Year. 8x4 in. 
3 N 56059—Without name 3 N 57055XV—With name 

28 Verse: Season's Greetings and all best wishes for the coming year. 4x8 in. 
3 N 5606—Without name 3 N 57056XV—With name 

Verse: Merry Christmas and best wishes for a Happy New Year, 434x7 in. 
3 N 56062—Without name ̂  3N57058XV—Withname 

Without name. , With name, Sce “How to order.” í 3 
Wt. ea, box 15 oz.. . Each box $2.47 TC d dr | ) See oll Christmos Cords displayed at Sears Catalog 

Sales Offices. See actuol 
sample of every cord. 413 
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ELECTRIC TROLLING MOTORS 
. . a fisherman's delight because they're whisper-quiet, 

lightweight aluminum and easily maneuverable 
Deluxe Troller goes 114 to 4 MPH . . up to 4 hours on a charging s8495 

|| This 18-pound whirlwind is almost soundless. 10 speeds, 7 tilts and 360° pivot make it our finest electric 
troller. 373 inches long . . adjusts to transom height easily. Heavy-duty clamp holds motor securely. 
Unusually smooth, steady speed. 10-speed adjustment allows exactly the right speed for any lure action. 

Double blade aluminum propeller is corrosion resistant, will never rust or rot. Operates on a standard 12- 
volt battery (see big Fall catalog). 

Shipping weight 23 pounds. 
SORT dose doct CERE CERE CTCTEEEDESD ITO 0 OCT et foes «ohne Cash $84.95 

High-quality Troller with 3 speeds and 3 tilts $5795 
Here's a troller that is outstandingly efficient and almost silent. 360° pivot steering makes it extremely 
maneuverable . . to get you into fish-filled bayous. Delivers extra power to speeds of 4 miles per hour, but 

slows to a smooth 134 miles per hour for sure, steady trolling. Runs up to 714 hours on a single charging. 
Double-blade aluminum propeller is treated to be corrosion resistant. Uses a standard 12-volt battery (not 
included . . see big Fall catalog). 
6 N 5983C— Shipping weight 10 pounds.................... MT PEPME S em «ess 857,95 

3 Marine Pak with 12-volt charger. Unbreakable 18}4x9}4x10}4-inch polyethylene case, Has overload 
protector, 534-ft. plug-in cord and outlet for 12-volt accessories. Battery not included 

6 N 64512—Shipping weight 8 pounds.....-...2.0...00000cceccceceeccecen ý „.. -$18.09 

4 Yacht Chair. Marine coated 5 Swivel Boat Seat. Contour- 6 Child's Swim and Play Vest. 
hardwood frame with stainless molded fiber glass boat seat Buoyant Eu plastic FREE! 

steel fittings. Marine blue canvas bolts on securely. Comfortable, foam, Heavy duty zipper. 
seat and back. 16x18-inch seat area; lightweight with 360° swivel. . Small (23-in. chest). Yellow. 1968 Fishing Equipment Catalog 
33 inches overall. Shipping weight lets you swing any way while — 6 N 57008—Wt. 15 oz...$7.39 Write Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
8 pounds, fishing. 19x18 in. wide. White. Medijum (24 to 27-in.) Blue. Address on back cover. Ask for 39 N 7160 
6 N 62282L.... ....:$14.95 — 6 N 62294C-Wt.101bs.814.95  6N57011-Wt. 1 Ib. 1202. $7.39 

Aqua-chaise Lounge 

7 Keep cool while relaxing at the 
pool or lake. Made of 1-inch 

tubular anodized aluminum with 

6N57200N-Shpg. wt. 171bs.$24.99 

Youth’s Inflatable Kayak 

8 Great for splashing about at the 
beach or pool. Easily inflatable to 

52x23x10-inch size. Plastic-rubber 
composition resists sun, saltwater, 
chlorine. Bow and stern spray covers 6 N 62790—37 monthly...$139.00 
can be removed to turn kayak into ]9 Demountable 
mattress. Pulltow ropes. Gray. Spotlight. 
From France. 50,000 candle- 

ij weight 4 lbs. 10 oz. power. 534-ft. 
63/82195..06: 5.2 $20.00 / cord. 12-volt. 

Chrome. 

Bocce Ball Set 

Q Bocce ball—from an ancient Mediter- 
ranean game. Bowl your ball as close as you 10 Red melamine top, ea 

can to the smaller “jack” ball. 34-inch bocce bottom. Hardwood lay- 
balls. Tough Italian cast phenolic. 8 balls; 1 ers between. Slalom toe 
target ball. Italy. CT DECUS Aged 
6 N 12421—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs...... Set $5.99. 6 N 57281L— Set $22.00 

CONDERE Ur Vg aa | 
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Microscope Sets reveal the "Invisible World" 
1960 Microscope Sets have improved 

SOLAR STAR ocular lens . . gives 

a greatly enlarged and sharper field 

Our largest Microcraft Set 

319.88 

Up to 750-power magnification. 4-turret, 11 inch 

precision microscope features an improved 

SOLAR STAR ocular (see above) plus extra 

high-power eyepiece that gives 8 separate mag- 

nifications from 75 to 750 times actual size; 
electric plug-in illuminator; revolving light 

wave regulator; color perception and light 
polarizing filters; light diffusion controller. Also, 

dissecting equipment, slide mounting apparatus, 

prepared and plain slides, Secrets of Nature 

manual and instruction manual. 3-panel metal 

cabinet opens to 3444x1334 inches. 
79 N 2376C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $2 down. Cash $19.88 

Microcraft Junior $4.79 

Up to 150-power. 3-turret, 8-inch plastic micro- 
scope magnifies 40, 75 and 150 times actual size 

an excellent introductory set for the 7-to-12- 

year-old. Complete with dissecting needles, glass 

slides, specimens. Manual describes many types 

of observations. 1614x11-inch cardboard box 

49 N 2264—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz $479 

Microcraft Collegiate $9.69 

Up to 425-power. 3-turret, 934-inch metal micro- 

scope magnifies 70, and 425 times. Has elec- 

tric plug-in illuminator, glass slides, dropper, dis- 
secting needles, tweezers, lens cleaner, live speci- 

mens. Includes manuals on microscope and 

“Secrets of Nature.” 21x1314-in. metal cabinet. 

49 N 2388— Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz...., -$9.69 

Accessory Kits for your microscope 

Student Research Microscope 312.98 

Up to 7 50-power. Same precision instrument as 49 N 2376 

above but does not include color-perception and light- 

polarizing filters, light-diffusion controller, equipment 

and chemicals for slide preparation and experiments, or 

Secrets of Nature manual. Dissecting equipment and 

instructions incl. Metal cabinet opens to 17x11}4 in. 

49 N 2380—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 2 oz. 26 $12.98 

Specimen Lab $4.79 

A slide preparation outfit that can be 

used by anyone who already has a micro- 
scope. uipment, apparatus and instruc- 

tions let youngsters prepare more than 100 

microscope slides. 
Includes live shrimp eggs, insect speci- 

mens, dissecting equipment, glass slides, 
stains, other material. 2 illustrated man- 

uals explain many types of observations. 
49 N 2373—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. .$4.79 

Use Sears Easy Terms . . only 10% down on orders of $20 or more. - 

‘Gutaiod pane scans by chuisimias naisetecindcal poen 

Biology Specimen Kit 57.49 

Accessory kit for the future biologist who al- 

ready has a microscope. Features the fascinat- 
ing study of cells, tissues and organs. 

Included are actual specimens of a frog, fish, 

crayfish and earthworm—all ready for dissect- 

ing; plus professional scalpel, scissors, micro- 

tome, other biological equipment and illustrated 

manual that demonstrates many experiments in 

botany and biology. 

49 N 2191 —Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. .....-$7.49 

with months to pay the balance . . 

New 3-D Stereo Microscope Lab $15.99 

New 3-D, sterco-vision metal microscope has dual oculars with 
amazing depth perception plus approved maximum magnification 
for 3-dimensional viewing of solid and transparent objects. Elec- 
tric plug-in illuminator adjusts for overhead and sub-stage view- 
ing. Equipment includes microscope specimens, dissecting needles, 
glass slides and illustrated manual. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 N 2381 —Metal cabinet opens to 17x1134 in.. ssa- - $15.99 

see page 294 xU. SEARS Ål. 



Cackling Hen . . “ducks”, "'squawks", struts about. Wood with 
vinyl comb, tail feathers; 

49 N 5244—Uithographed in bright colors. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.99 

B 

5 Little Pigs . . off on their way to market. Tots squeeze 'em, 
listen to 'em go “oink-oink” or "wee-wee". Made of pliable 

polyethylene; each in a different gay color and “voice”, 
49 N 4637—15 in. over-all. Shipping weight 7 ounces $1.44 

Pull-a-Tune. Wood “wagon” carries a load of brightly colored 
xylophone bars. Plays a melody as it’s pulled along. Or tots 

can make their own music with mallet and color-coded songbook 
49 N 5248—14 in. long. Shipping weigh! 2 pounds. . $249 

[4] Talk-back Telephone. Says "talk-a-talk" and eyes roll when 
— pulled. Sounds "ring-a-ling" when dialed. Fun, well made. 
49 N 5309—6Y2 x7 Va x4 in. high. Shipping weight | Ib. 4 oz. $174 

(5] Husky Dump Truck. “Roars” along on big, bouncy tires while 
wood figures jump excitedly, Roomy body lifts up. Sturdy wood. 

49 N 5310—Polyethylene cob ond grill. 1134 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz $2.59 

[6] Delightful 2-pc. Set of plastic Rattle Ball and Lady Bug. Ball 
has 17-in. handle, see-thru globe with colorful balls. Lady Bug 

has gay-colored shell, quivering antennae, "twirp" sound 
49 N 5311—8ug 71⁄4 in. long. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. Set $179 

7] 3-pc. Set. Peter Pig goes "'oink-oink"', wags his tail on his way 
to school Stout wood body, 534 in. long. Playful Puppy 

“grr-r-rs” and tosses his head, shaking a wood shoe. Long floppy 
ears, wagging tail, Durable wood, 7 in. long, Rock-A-Stack has six 
polyethylene rings to stack on 734-in. wood rocker base. 
49 N 5317—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces Set $2.39 

tots to ride on. Rugged wood body . . goes 
jingle jingle as it rolls. 20 in. over-all. 
49 N 5211 —Red. Shpg. wt, 5 tbs. B oz... ... $2.99. 

New Musical Phone. Dial . . it gives a clear 
ring . . plays bouncy tune when handle is 

turned. All plastic. 
49 N 4751—8V. in. wide. Shpg. wt. 11 oz.... $1.69 

~ A49N A793—As above, but no music. Wt. 9 oz. Bde 

[i] Toy Phone. Dial rings bell, has spring 
action. All plastic. 7 inches wide. 

49 N 4626—Shipping wt. 11 oz... 

Princess Poodle Pup walks and “barks.” 
Cotton plush over papier-maché. Dressed 

y i g in a tartan coat, beret. 834 in. long. 
] JINGU 49 N 5297—Shipping weight 14 ounces......$1.59 

@ Dog and Cot “squeak” when squeezed. 
Plastic—soft bodies, each 714 in. long. 

49 N 4459—5Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. 

E 
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vood wheels. 10 in. high, 834 in. long (4)]74 

[8] Jumbo Locomotive. Big enough for little ~ 

ok 
~ ONK 

pc. Set 
D) s239 

Toys for ages 1 to 4 

2-pe, Set 
"S (6) 3179 

ITEMS SHOWN AT RIGHT 

[3] Creative. Block Wagon 
filled with 18 washable, 

non-toxic plastic blocks and 6 

1 pound 12 ounces. 
4985277... $334 

[is] 3 Toys . . Tiny Teddy, the 
candy-man, swings his mal- 

lets to play a gay tune. 8 in. 
high. Suzie Seal "arf-arfs" 

Engine goes “chug-chug” while 
pistons move. 634 inches long. 
Wood, plastic and metal con- 
struction. Shipping weight set 
1 pound 13 ounces, 

49N5318........... Set $2.49 

[I] 2-pc. Set. Music sounds, 
Mother Goose figures dance 

as Push Chime moves along. 
Handle 19 in. long. Fluores- 
cent wings whirl, spring anten- 
nae quiver on buzzing Queen 
Bee. Colorful body, sparkling 
crown. 6 in. long. Wood and 
plastic. Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. 



Seat Cor Rider, Real steering, has backrest, 
foot mounts and crash bumper. Rugged steel 

frame. Sleek body styling of break-resistant 
polyethylene. 534-inch plastic wheels. Over-all 
29 inches long. 8 inches from seat to floor. 
79 N 5462C —Shipping weight 6 lbs. $3.99 

‘Stated Dade scans by deisinianiselediaical oon 

Tractor Rider. 

Break-resistant 
Ride-'em Tractor 

$988 

Bright yellow steering wheel 
guides front wheel easily. Red 
body with silver-color trim. 
Made of heavy, durable poly- 
ethylene plastic with steel 

parts, 9-inch black rear wheels 
mounted on steel axles, 22 
inches long, 1014 inches from 
floor to seat. Simple assembly 
instructions included. 
49 N 5278— Wt. 5 Ibs.....$3.88 

Change from Rocker 

to a Rider 

$598 

Your rocker is 31 inches long, 
18 inches high, seat 14 inches 
from floor. Rockers are easily 
removed and the rider 1s 19 
inches long, 1514 inches high, 
seat 1134 inches from floor. 
Steers left or right. Sturdy, 
break-resistant red and yellow 
polyethylene plastic. 434-inch 
wheels with steel axles. 
79 N7562L—Wt. 7 Ibs. . .$5.98 

Constructed of scratch and 
break-resistant polyethylene plastic. No sharp 

REAL JEEP RIDER 

with authentic square fenders . . 

big bumpers . . deep tread tires . . 

specially kind to floors or furniture 

since it's flexible plastic 

$299 
Think of all the fun your youngster will have driving this 
Jeep rider. Plastic steering wheel easily guides front wheels 

left or right. And it's every bit as sturdy as it looks . . colorful, 
break-resistant plastic body over strong steel frame. Large, 
comfortable seat over rear wheels 
Dummy grill and headlights. 54-inch plastic wheels. Over- 

all 234 inches long. 9 inches from floor to seat. 
79 N 5481 C—Shipping weight 5 pounds .......... ++ $2.99 

Locomotive Rider. Clanging bell and gay red body are 
sure to make this engine a favorite with pint-size en 

edges, Authentic tractor detail molded into red gineers. Made of flexible, rugged polyethylene that 
body, 4-inch wheels on front, 7-inch in rear, 10 won't scratch or mar. Has four 5-in, wheels. Measures 
inches from floor to seat. 20 inches long. 13 in, from floor to 25 in. long. 
79 N 5436C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. $4.99 79 N 5411C—Shipping weight $ pounds.......:. $3.99 

$344 

So colorful, lifelike and lovable 

ety: Scoots in any direc- 
. . simply insert the 

pi Lucite plastic casters. 
Ease of maneuverability 
makes a spirited companion 
for any toddler to ride the 
range with. Scratch and 
heat-resistant red plastic. 21 
inches long. Height saddle 
to floor 9 inches. Shipping 
weight 3 Ibs. 
49 N7S561.......... $344 

Pluto. A faithful reproduc- 
tion of Walt Disney’s flop- 
eared cartoon character. 
Beautifully molded nearly 
unbreakable, all-weather yel- 
low plastic. Takes plenty of 
rough play. Legs sturdily 
mounted on casters so young- 
sters can sit 'n walk or ride. 
25 in. long. Saddle 13 in. 
from floor. Wt. 4 Ibs. 



WOW! ..look what we got 
for Christmas 

ling Sears SPACELINERS . . with glitter 

lic red on boys model 
on girl's; Chrome-platex 

chain-guard. fenders 
f 

26-inch size. Shpg. wt. 54 Ibs 
6 N 46303N —HBoy's 
6 N 46313N—Girl's 
24-inch size. Shpg. wt. 49 Ib. 

6 N 46323N—Boy'« 
6 N 46333N —Girl's 

y assembl. 
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New Wedgwood style Christmas Cards . . 21 white- 

embossed cards in 7 outstanding religious designs 

"Oo 5c  ms[145 
Decorated with delicately embossed white cameos that illustrate symbols in the true 
holiday spirit. Heavy single-fold luxury stock in deep tones. 454x754 in. 21 matching 
envelopes. Shpg. wt. box 15 oz. 
3 N 56294 — Without name... . . .Box 95c; 2 boxes $1.78; 4 boxes $3.52 

With name. Sce “How to order,” page 413. Please print name. 
3N57128XV v ..Box $1.45; 2 boxes $2.66; 4 boxes $5.24 

Note: See all the beautiful cards on this page now! At your Catalog Sales Office, 

Currier and Ives Cards . . 25 of America's favorite cards in 
10 traditional scenes that say Merry, Merry Christmas 

wt $[19 sum $]69 
There's a nostalgic touch in every scene. Heavy single-fold stock with stunning 
bold red trim. 644x734 inches. 25 good-quality envelopes incl. So easy to buy 
when you just use the phone. Shipping weight box 1 pound. 
3 N 56293—Without nome...........- Box $1.19; 2 boxes $2.24; 4 boxes $4.36 

With name. Sce “How to order," page 413. Print name. 
3N57127XV...... Box $1.69; 2 boxes $3.12; 4 boxes $5.96 414 

‘tists Hane scate by eiu iiir nidelocivical cont 

charming holiday messengers 
. . 30 cards in 7 gay designs 

"weg7e ms? 

Fine-quality 4-fold parchment paper lithographed in delicate and 
unusual shades of pink and soft brown tones. 4 cards have spar- 
kling glitter. 4x63 in. 30 envelopes incl. Shpg. wt. box 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
3 N 56008-Without name.. ..Box 97c; 2 boxes $1.84; 4 boxes $3.56 

With name. See “How to order," page 413. Please print name. 
3N57101XV...... Box $1.47; 2 boxes $2.72; 4 boxes $5,04 

25 Photochrome cards in 
5 traditional designs . . 

full-color photo on each 

“amt $[19 — 0 s[69 
Every scene has a gay holiday flavor. Heavy single-fold glossy 
stock. 41x7 inches. 25 envelopes incl. Shpg. wt. box 1 Ib. 4 oz 
3 N 5625 — Without name. Box $1.19; 2 boxes $2.24; 4 boxes $4.36 

With name. See “How to order,” page 413. Please print name. 
3 N 5704XV. . ......... Box $1.69; 2 boxes $3.12; 4 boxes $5.96 

A festive assortment of brightly 

colored embossed cards—50 in all! 
In 10 different designs 

weer $139 1m $89 name 

Here's a charming and delightful collection in a wide range of 
colors and designs on popular single-fold stock. Each big card 
is a full 414 inches by 7 inches wide, with gold-color trim. 50 
envelopes are included. Shipping weight box 1 pound 8 ounces. 
3 N 5611-Withou! name.. ..Box $1.39; 2 boxes $2.64; 4 boxes $4.96 

With name. See “How to order,” page 413. Please print name. 
3N5715XV.... . Box $1.89; 2 boxes $3.62; 4 boxes $6.76 
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come in 
choice of lengths 

Play ball! 
Little League Equipment 

APPROVED 

Little 
League 

Ted Williams® Little 
League Bat and Ball 

This bat and ball are just like the 
official bats and balls used by the 
big league players, but specifically 
designed to meet Little League 
safety and style requirements. Ap- 
proved by Little League, Inc. 

illiams$ Bats 

1 Official Baseball Bat. Solid 
white ash .. made by the manu- 

facturers of "Louisville Sluggers.” 
Lengths: 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 in. State 
length desired. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
6N1725CF .......... Each $2.75 

2 Official Baseball. Wool yarn 
wound cork center gives it more 

action and uniform performance. 
‘Tough horsehide cover. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
6N1701. unser Each $1.75 

Rugged Baseball Shoe 

Little League approved. Naugalon® 
vinyl uppers with full-grain leather 

tips are nylon stitched for extra 
strength. Professional-looking molded 
rubber spikes . . lots of traction. Soles 
won't mar floors. Black with white 
simulated collar tie. Sizes D(med.) 
width in full sizes 3 to 10. Order street 
shoe size. State size. 
GN 11754F — Wt. 1Ib...... Pair $3.97 

Just what a player wants! 
Action Fielder's Glove 

44 Helps to bring in those high flies 
you have to stretch for. Pro-size 

pocket stops the hottest hits. Corktone 
cowhide lined in pigskin. Full round 
split-bottom trap. Rawhide laced 
fingers and pocket, Adjustable wrist 
strap. Double-loop thumb and little 
finger adjuster. Japan. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
6 N 1628— Wear on left hand . . . $5.84 
6N 1629— Wear on righthand.. 5.84 

Outdoor Sport Accessories 
5 Camping Tool Kit. Includes chrome-plated bow saw with 15-inch 

blade; 17'/-inch shovel and 14-inch hand axe with leather 
sheath. Cotton duck carrying case for easy toting. 
6N 74001 — Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces Kit $7.79 

Tent Heater, Burns unleaded gas for flameless, odorless heat. 
t eet steel tank; blue, black enamel finish. Constant 

5000 BTU output. 3-quart capacity. 9'/2-inch base diameter. 12 
inches high. Directions for use included. 
6 N 72321 —Shipping weight 8 pounds..............--« $23.97 

Heavy-duty Yucca Pack. 12 D-rings for tie-on items. Large flap 
pockets. Leather back patch. Adjustable shoulder straps. 17x 

15x64 inches deep. Olive cotton duck repels water. Japan. 
6 N 72803 Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces... . $3.69 

Q Pedometer. Records jogging or walking up to 100 miles; resets. 
Clips to belt or clothing. Nickel-plated case. 

6 N 72812 — Shipping weight 3 ounces ..$6.79 
9 10-pc. Aluminum Mess Kit. 1-qt. canteen with cover; 7-in. fry 

pan; pot, cover; cup and sauce pan; knife, fork, spoon. Japan. 
6N 74218 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces . ....... Kit $3.97 

10 Camper's Kit. Web pistol belt fitted with 1-qt. canteen with 
cover; compass; steel axe with rubber grip with canvas sheath; 

all-purpose camp knife with sheath; 5-pc. mess kit; knife, fork, 
spoon; canvas knapsack. From Japan. 
6N74215C — Shipping weight 6 pounds Kit $9.99 

ll Sportsman's Kit. Two 1-pint vacuum bottles co-ordinated with 
brown leather-like carrying case. Adjustable strap. 

6 N 73265 — Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces ...... . Kit $6.49 



AIR GUNS 

Centennial 

Model 

Classic “Old West" 
type octagonal barrel 

Husky saddle ring 

Barrel inscribed 
“Centennial Model” 

Exclusively at Sears . . 

this Spittin’ Image® 
replica of the 

“Centennial 66” 

Carbine 
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BEFORE ORDERING: Read Sears Policy 
Regarding the Sale of Guns and Ammuni- 

4150 Tons 
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to pickup points; see page 415B. 
tion, page 415B. All air guns sent prepaid ` 

SPITTIN’ 
IMAGE* 
BB Guns 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Save $2 on this replica $ 2^" 

of the Winchester Model 94 

1 Was $14.99. The Winchester 94 has been a symbol of excellence 
and dependability for decades. Its looks and feel have been recre- 

ated in this amazing Daisy replica. Two-way lever-matic cocking 
action makes this carbine easier to cock. Authentic side-loading port 
is similar to high powered rifles. Safety hammer. Has 40-shot capacity. 
Special blue-color metal parts add to this saddlegun's authentic look. 
Stock and forearm are durable, weather resistant plastic with de- 
tailed wood grain look. Buckhorn rear sight and ramp-style front. 
Overall length is 3734 inches. Longer barrel gives you greater ac- 
curacy. Includes gun oil and 2 packages of BB's. 
6 C 19051C— (Shipping weight 5 pounds) ................-..912.99 

Replica of one of America's $ 99 
most popular pump-action repeaters 16 

with real gun heft and action 

Q, Amazing realism in style and detail. This Daisy looks just like 
dad's. Slide pump action requires less cocking effort. Big gun 

length. 4214 inches long with realistic tapered heavy gauge steel 
barrel. Real cross-bolt safety. The stock and slide bar are of super- 
strong plastic with fine wood-grain look. Checkered pistol grip. The 
ribbed slide is easy to grip. Metal butt plate gives you a sure feel 
when you swing gun up to your shoulder. Bead front sight with step 
adjusting rear sight. Full size tubular loading magazine has a big 50 
shot capacity. The receiver is grooved for tip-off scope mount. 
6 € 19061L— (Shipping weight 4 pounds) 
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Porter Chemcraft Kits 
Master Chemist Set . . over 1000 experiments 
- . Study atomic theory, plastics, do “magic” 
Deluxe Master Lab. Explore general and organic chemistry, per- 
form fascinating experiments in plastics, atomic theoryand other 

fields. You can even blow glass! Huge supply of chemicals and 
equipment includes gas generator, tripod, blow torch. Test chemical 
solutions with Ph kit, analyze colors with spectroscope, make mole- 
cular models with valence illustrators. Chemical test papers. 7 com- 
prehensive, illustrated manuals. Pyrex glassware: beaker, flask, test 
tubes, graduate. 4-panel wood cabinet opens to 56 x 16 in. 
79 N 1959L—Shipping weight 21 Ibs, $3.00 down...... Cash $29.95 
Master Lab (not shown). 907 experiments. Spectroscope, valence illustrators, Ph kit, balance, alcohol lamp, chemicals, test tubes, etc. 
79N1958C-6 manuals. Metal cabinet, 43x133% in. open. Wt, 15 1bs.$22.95 

Research Chemist Set . . 752 Experiments 
You'll enjoy investigating chemistry, outer space, rocketry, 
magic and many other exciting fields with molecular valence il- 

lustrators, spectroscope, Ph kit and streamlined gram molecular 
balance. 25 chemicals, graduate, alcohol lamp, test tubes, vials, chemical test papers. Strong, 4-panel metal cabinet (43 x 13 in. high when open), has safety edges. 3 fully illustrated manuals. 
79 N 1957L—Shipping weight 12 pounds..............0s.000 314.98 

Intermediate Chemist . . 653 Experiments 
Explore inside the atom, test foods and growing crystals, analyze 
fingerprints, make inks and dyes. Includes gram molecular 

balance, alcohol lamp, test tubes, two racks, measuring cups, chemi- 
cals and 3 fully illustrated manvals. Metal cabinet has rolled safety 
edges . . opens to 38x14 in. high. 
79 N 1956C—Shipping weight 10 pounds................0..5 $9.69 

Beginner's Set . . 355 Experiments 
Make food and water tests, try crystal growing, magic and finger 
printing. Economical beginner set includes alcohol lamp, measur- 

ing cup, chemical test papers, tubes, rack, chemicals. Metal cabinet is 19x13 in. high when open, has safety edges. 
49 N 1955—Shipping weight 5 pounds................2...05 3479 

Apparatus Set and Kit for distillation 
Pyrex Glassware Apporatus. Erlenmeyer flask, graduate, beaker, 4-oz. alcohol lamp, Florence flask, test tubes, brush 

49 N 1961—15 x 10 x 2X in. high. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 02........ $4.79 
Distillation Kit. Make distilled water for your experiments with laboratory apparatus and Pyrex glassware included: flask, beaker, 

funnel, condenser, iron-tripod, wire-gauze and tubing. 
49 N 1962—15 x 10 x 244 in. high. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Soz....... 34.79 

Learn mineralogy . . search for earth's treasures 
7] Learn to identify minerals from all over the world. 40 specimens in plastic compartments, alcohol lamp with blow-torch, streak 

plate, test tubes, charcoal block, chemical solutions, test papers, 144. page illustrated manual. 3-panel metal cabinet is 3414 x 13 in. high when open. 
49 N 2379—Shipping weight 7 pounds......................$9.69 

112 sears GERE" NOTE: Electrical parts UL approved, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Sets do not contain dangerous poisons or explosive chemicals 
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by Fisher-Price 

jj] Cash Register. Push keys and pictures pop up. Crank 
turns, bell rings, drawer opens, 3 wood "coins" 

49 N 4603—Wocd and pl. « TV XB X7 in, Wr, 3 Ibs, 2 oz. $3.99 

TV-Radios. Swiss music boxes in wood cases; plastic speakers, 
Dials turn to show nursery rhyme pictures, 734x6 in. high. 
(19) 49 N 4654—10 Little Indians design, tune. Wr. 1 Ib. 2 $2.39 

(20) 49 N 4656— Jack 'n Jill design, tune. Shpg. wt. | Ib. 2 oz. 2.39 

Chug-chugs and rolls eyes while pis- 

tons pump. Ideal “first” train. Brake- 
man in tiny caboose. Wood with plastic 
front and piston roc Non-toxic col. 

ors. 27 in. long over-all, 
79 N 5256C—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs, $3.99 

[zi] Snoopy Sniffer. New hound-dawg design entertains with comical 
leg action. *Oow-ooo" baying sound. Floppy ears, spring tail. 

49 N 5320—Wood body, vinyl leash. 13% in. long. Shpg. wt. | Ib. 13 oz.. .$2.44 

[22] Big School Bus with 5 removable children. Door opens . . driver 
— turns. Engine sounds as bus rolls along. Wood with plastic top. 
49 N 5229—14 in. long. Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces. . $3.99 

gj] Gabby Goofies. Mama chatters . . heads turn, wings whirl as the 
whole family wobbles along. Bright colored hardwood. 13 in. long 

49 N 5262— Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce . $1.69 

[4] Colorful Corn Popper. Push—and it sounds 
Sturdy wood with bright “corn” balls inside. 

49 N 5230—5.in. c 

e popping corn, 
in. long 

ic dome. Shipping wt. 1 

[zs] Big Bill Pelicon. Enormous plastic bill with toy fish inside 
— opens and closes 
49 N 5308 ody, vinyl heod feathers. 9¥ in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.. .$1.74 s SEARS 415 
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Kiddie Kar®, An inexpensive toy 
that will be something extra special 
to any young child. Will hold his in- 
terest for hours. Sparkling royal red 
with white trim in durable “Lustro 
Lume” enamel finish Smoothly 
sanded hardwood. Big 6-inch, rub- 
ber-tired wheels, Seat 10 inches from 
the floor. Easy to assemble. 
49 N 7539—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. ..$3.99 

Ride-on-Terrier. Rayon plush . . 
Shaggy white body, short pile 
brown ears, tail. Metal button 
eyes, black plastic nose, red plas- 
tic collar, 20-in. leash. Cotton 
stuffed body with inner steel 
frame holds up to 100 Ibs, 434-in. 
red plastic wheels. 16 inches long; 
seat height 11 in. from floor. 
79 N 4015L—Weight 5 lbs.. . .$7.99 

Sista padd scans by dieisihiaxnisetedaical oni 

Car-Go Bike . . toddler mechanics 
can ride it, haul it, fix it 

Take-apart 3-wheeler made for the beginning walker . . . securely 
balanced. They'll have fun removing rubber-tired wheels with 
wrench, screwdriver attached to back. Seat lifts for hauling, 
storage space, 1134x15x18}4 inches. Ages 1-234. 

79 N 5328C—Shipping weight 8 pounds.;,,...........00005 $599 

Rider Jingo Horse, Colorful litho- 
graphed wood construction. Blue 
enamel with gaily decorated head, 

tail and metal wheels that jingle 
when ridden or pulled. Can be pulled 
by tugging on striped cord “reins,” 
Fixed hand posts. 20 inches long. 
Height of seat from floor measures 
about 9 inches. 
49 N 5279 —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 13 oz. $1.99 

79 N 4127L—Weight 7 lbs.. ..$7.99 

Pedal Toys 
Troctor with Dump Trailer. 
Rugged polyethylene body 
won't dent or rust. Orange 
with black and silver trim. 
Lever raises trailer for dump- 
ing. 634-in. steel front wheel, 
5¥-in. rear. Rubber tires. 
Trailer has plastic wheels. 
3934 in. long. 
79 N 8021 C—Wt. 9 Ibs, $8.44 

Pedol Car. Steel construc- 
tion, rolled edges. Back rest 
helps keep child's weight 
forward. 7-inch front wheel 
with rubber pedals. 534-in. 
rear wheels. Rubber tires. 20 
in. long, seat 10 in. from 
floor, Blue; white, red trim. 
49 N 8008—Wt. 7 Ibs. . $4.99 

Pedal Bike. Sturdy steel 
frame with shiny red and 
white enamel finish. 834 -inch 
front wheel with rubber 
pedals, 5-inch rear wheels. 
Rubber tires, handlebar 

shaped 

9 MUSICAL LOCOMOTIVE 

goes jingle, jingle 

as it rolls along 

$277 

Big enough for little tots to ride 
on. What fun they'll have play- 
ing engineer and chugging all 
around the house and yard. 
Rugged wood body is smoothly 
sanded and brightly decorated 
in red with black and yellow 
trim. The 12x4-inch compart- 
ment below large seat holds toys 
that want to go along for a ride. 
Metal face-plate withstands lots 
of bumps. Over-all 1934 inches 
long. Seat is 9 inches from floor. 
Rolls on four 54-inch colorful 
metal wheels. 

49 N 5211—Wt. 5 Ibs. 6 02.$277 

For a smooth ride 
. .a gentle mount 

$899 

Pony on wheels. Rayon plush 
with plastic bridle, reins, and 
stirrups. Red cotton felt saddle 
pad under plastic saddle. Firm 
cotton-stuffed body supports 
up to 200 lbs. Wood handle 
for steering, 4 rubber-tired 
steel wheels with plated hub- 
caps. Strong steel undercar- 
riage. 17 inches long and 22 
inches high. 
79 N 4046C—Wt. 7 Ibs.,. .$8.99 

rcs SEARS 419 



3-speed Lightweights 
Chrome-ploted fenders . 
front handbrake coos 

broke. Lever shift. Men's model in 
flamboyant green; women's in 
turquoise. Chrome-plated handle- 
bars, spotlight, carrier, trim. 26x 
1%-in, whitewalls. Leg h: 32 
to 37-in. on men’s; 31 on 
women’s. Light take: D-size 
batteries (not included). 

Shipping weight 46 pounds. 
6 N 47463N—Men's. . . . $46.95 
6 N 47473N—Women's.. 46.95 

: Midwelght ble; jobeweeb tank - 
With twin-bulb bulle in headlight ` 

ttaloa Dabs scane by hiaai pom 

Economy Model. Here's real 
value—dual handbrakes, vi- 

nyl tourist bag and saddle, spot- 
light. Chrome-plated handi 
bars, light, trim. Black with 
white trim. Lever gear shiít. 

h: 32 to 37 in. on 
men's; 31 to 36 in. on wom 
Light takes 2 D-size batteries 
(not incl.). From Austria. 

Shipping weight 45 pounds. 
6 N 47100N— Men's. .$38.99 
6 N 47110N—Women's 38.99 

New «t. Scars this Season.. 

Our first Tourist-style Lightweight 

with 5-SPEED derailleur gear system 

497 
$5 monthly 

* Famous Huret Alvit derailleur . . 

45 to 89 gear ratio range 

* Dual caliper handbrakes 

* Chrome-plated Spotlight, rear carrier 

Pick up your phone right now and order this one! No matter what you're 
doing (riding for pleasure or errands) or where you're going (to school, play- 
ground or market), this is the bike . . you get the control and strength of a 

lightweight plus the speed and versatility of a touring derailleur, 
Durable, dazzling nickel chrome-plated fenders, rims, hubs, sprocket, han- 

dlebars. Beautiful flamboyant gold-color frame, Slim, easy-rolling lightweight 
26x134-in. whitewall tires. Chain-guard included. Rear spoke-protector plastic 
disc eliminates danger of over-shifting chain. Vinyl 2-tone saddle. Light takes 

2 D-size batteries (not included.). 
6 N 47351N—Shipping weight 45 pounds...............+5 

SHIPPING NOTE: All bikes sent freight 
(truck or roil) or express. 5$ Sears 413 

.Cash $49,95 



Tree of Life Personal Bibles 
Designed to be part of your child's daily life 

Child's name imprinted in 23K gold 

Low as $349 King James 
version 

25 Jesus said to| 
and the life; 

die. Do you I| 
ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 

| mtvisto srANDARD. 
VERSION 

resurrection, i 
lieveth in me 
yet shall he li 

26 And wh 

ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 
KING JAMES VERSION 

HOLY BIBLE 

Color Maps, Pictures Nome in 23K Gold 

Sears exclusive Tree of Life Bibles will make beautiful lifelong companions be Binding Revised Sid. Version Pos) Keg: UNE EJ um 
cause personal and family section, even church membership and marriage Catalog No. | Eoc Tatalog No, | Eoc or 

s ei gain a bette e s Black imitation leather, record pages are included. So that your child can gain a better understanding Ru reenent chen 3N1968XV $3.57 $32, 10 || 3N1903XV 
of the wisdom and learning in the Bible, there are 64 pages of study aids = es 

3.99 | 3670 | 3N1904XV and a scripture verse finder (concordance) over 90 pages long. To make events "P ee&obove Zipper — | 3NI969XV 
more meaningful, there are full-color maps and 16 pages of full-color illus- Write imation leather, 97: u1 ppaxv 
trations, not found in any other Bibles. All the words of Christ are printed _ — ber edges, white marker| 9N1984) 
in red in the King James edition. Measure 534x724 in. In presentation box. Same as above, zipper — | ami985XV 

closure, no morker 

357 | 32.10 | 3NI908XV 

“3.99 | 3670 > | an 3N1909xV | 3.89 | 35.20 
Please print name. Shipping weight each 1 pound 13 ounces, Phone order- 
ing’s a quick and easy way to buy it 

Large print Bibles $ 95 King Inspirational Books . . compiled words of wisdom and 

Low as James thoughts of comfort for everyone's need or mood 

Easy-to-read type. Has 16 color Leaves of Gold. Modern and ancient excerpts from world’s literary 
illus. Index atlas. Color maps; masters—maxims, phrases, proverbs, ess verses. Classified, 
family record; 96-page concord- indexed. Dark brown; imitation leather binding. 200 pgs. 854x114 in 
ance. Ribbon marker. Gold edges. 3. N 2081—Postpaid. (Shipping weight 3 pounds). $4.9! 
Artificial leather black cover. 
Name in 23K gold. 1,572 pages The Treasure Chest. Vital themes for guidance. Full-page photos. 
About 7x10 in. Print name. Heavy antiqued paper. Maroon album binding. Gold color cord, 
King James Edition. Christ words 
are printed in red, 

3 N 1910XV—Wt. 4 Ibs, $12.47 3 N 2086—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . 
| actuat size tyre 

Send personal Photo Greeting Cards this Christmas 

Finest quality. Each card has Styles 1 ond 2, (1) is 3!4x7 in., for black-and-white picture. (2) is 
colorful, holiday look skillfully ^ 3!4x7 in., for color picture. Printed on photographic paper. State 
printed on photographic paper. greeting letter A (Merry Christmas, Happy New Year); B (Season’s 
Matching envelopes. Have your Greetings); C (Holiday Greetings from our House to your House). 
name imprinted if you wish (see 
coupon). Shape of negative or Kind 
slide you send determines pi Style 1. Black-and-white 

Style 2. Color. z ture position on card. 

HOW TO ORDER —————| 

For black-and-white photos. Send negative only. DO 
NOT send photographer's proof or color print or slide. None. 
For color photos. Send either color slide or color Ruro! Rural P, 
negative. DO NOT send color print or black-and-white Route. Box No. Box No. 
print or black and white negative. 
Mail coupon at right to nearest Tower Photo Service: Street Address. 

P.O. Box 8873, Chicago, Illinois 60666 
P.O. Box 2036, Washington, D.C. 20013 
P.O. Box 5071, Dallas, Texas 75222 
P.O, Box 546, Rochester, New York 14602 
P.O. Box 1605, Santa Monica, Calif. 90406 
P.O. Box 4412, Atlanta, Georgia 30302 

For cash orders, make check or money order payable 
to Tower Photo Service. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Cards 
shipped postpaid. 

Post Office___ Sta 

O Check or money order enclosed. 

© Pleose odd to my Revolving Charge Account, 
Account Number... 0 

Store where core rea 

a A 

ZIP Code 

Citai pads Scans by dieisimaznisetediwical Gon 

NOTE: For Personalized Bible, print name clearly. Not is 
n No C.0.D.'s, King James Bibles nol offered lor si 

gold stamping. Has 248 pages. Measures 9x1174 inches. 
N 2080— Postpaid. (Shipping weight 3 pounds)... 

3 N 1912XV—Wt. 4 lbs... $9.95 A Library of Inspiration. Paperbound. 6 religious best sellers. Titles 
Revised Standard Version. Has  Hurlbul’s Story of the Bible; The Treasury of Religious Verse; Angel 
1,456 pages. Includes 92-page Unaware; In His Steps; The Heart of a Champion; 

"the way, ft] concordance. the Master (sermons and prayers of Peter Marshall). In slipcase 

s name printed 
Great Britain, 

. $4.95 

Mr. Jones, Meet 

$3.77 

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE 

Neve. | Quomiry | Greetino | prico 

ADD $2.50 If nome 
imprint desired. 

ADD state ond local 
soles toxes, if ony- 

TOTAL 

415 

E 



"Bon Voyage" 
11-ft. expanded polystyrene 

sailboat . . unsinkable 

:9975 min 
Weighs only 54 pounds. Light 
enough for a youngster to 

handle and easy enough for a be- 
ginner to sail. 

Sail is 45 square feet of top qual- 
ity nylon on a 7-ft. aluminum mast 
Corrosion-resistant aluminum spar 

boom. Rudder and daggerboard of- 
fers better control Varnished 
marine plywood. Dimensions: 11 ft. 
long; 38-inch beam: 12-inches 
depth amidships. White hull with 
blue gunwale. Blue and white sail. 

Shipping weight 62 pounds. 
6861199N....... 6...) $99.75 

Tatai pad scans by dieisihiacmdselediaical com 

"Fleetwind" 
11-ft. fiber glass Sailboat 

. 65-sq. ft. cantilever sail 

£95900 s, 
A real sportster that gives you 

the exciting speed and quick 
response of a racing boat. Made of 
gleaming fiber glass. Weighs only 
102 pounds. An ideal car-topper, 
yet hull will support 350 pounds. 
44-inch beam. Rights easily if cap- 
sized. Has Tetoron® polyester sail 
cloth. 14-ft. aluminum mast. Spars 
of anodized aluminum. Green-color 
wood daggerboard, swing-up rud- 
der, and splashboard. Rolled gun- 
wal x18V/2x8-inch cockpit. 
Shipping weight 165 pounds. 

6N61039N.............$259.00 

best performance . 

The 

"Puffer" 
Æ| 10-ft. sturdy sailer han- 
i | dles 406 pounds... takes 

5-HP motor to double 

as a fishing boat. Extra 
wide 51'/2-inch beam for 
excellent stability 

monthly 

This spunky 2-man sailer comes with a 60-sq. ft. Tetoron® polyester 
sail, anodized-aluminum boom and 14-ft. mast. Puffer is balanced for 

16 inches deep. Attractive blue hull with white 
interior. Fiber glass seats; marine plywood centerboard and rudder. 
Inner and out shell: 2-pe. fiber glass hull. Mast comes apart for easier 
storage, carrying. Built-in flotation tanks. tye cals 135 Ibs. 
6 N 61100N —Shipping weight 150 pounds . . $335.00 

SHIPPING NOTE: All sailboats and sailboard dolly on this page sent 
by freight (rail or truck) or by express. 

Sailboard Dolly Cut $20 

Was $69.50. Especially de- 
signed to fit securely into 
centerboard well of up to 14- 
ft. sailboards. Takes less 
effort to transport. Vinyl 
dipped contact points pro- 
tect hull and finish. Steel 
with long-wearing baked 
blue enamel finish. Holds 
up to 300 Ibs. Adjustable. 

Shipping weight 32 lbs. 
6N61020N....... $49.50 

ox [Sears] 423 

s4950 
$5 monthly 



Crosman® bolt-action 18-shot BB Gun 

1 Looks like big game rifle. Hard hitting power of a CO: type gun without 
bother of special air powerlets. Heavy-duty steel barrel with adjustable 

rear sight and ramp front sight. Safety-bolt action. Fore-end pumps to 
selected power. Beautifully finished hardwood stock. 18-shot magazine has 
180-shot reserve storage. Open bolt . . magnetic load readies a BB. Close 
bolt and gun is ready to fire. 35 inches long. Also fires .177-cal. pellets. 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES: Save $2 on this 
Crosman® M-1 Carbine style BB Gun 

Q, Wes $19.99. Looks like the rifle made famous in World War II by our 
brave American fighting men. Hardwood stock. Fast, easy slide action 

barrel chambers a BB each time gun is cocked for rapid firing. Rear sights 
are fully adjustable. Authentic front blade sight. Built-in visual loading 
magazine holds 22 BB's . . you see when gun is loaded and cocked. De- 

6 C 19331C— (Shipping weight 5 pounds) tachable clip holds 270 spare BB's. Overall length of gun is 3534 inches. 
6 C 19391C— (Shipping weight 5 pounds)... .... -00000510001 $17.88 

Daisy CO: Semi-automatic 5-shot BB Gun 

A professional-looking BB gun with “Bull Gun" style target stock. 
You get 150 full-power shots from each CO: cylinder thanks to the power 

metering device. Super strength molded plastic stock has detailed checker- 
ing on the full pistol grip. Walnut wood grain-look finish. Adjustable rear 
sight and ramp front sight. 3714 inches overall. 

6 C 19405C— (Shipping weight 5 pounds)............... 

Daisy Double-barrel BB Gun 

4 Patterned after the hunter's favorite double barrel shotgun. Break-top 
action cocks gun. Spring-forced simultaneous feed. 48-shot magazine. 

Positive automatic safety locks in when gun is cocked . . release when ready 
to fire. Simulated walnut-grain plastic stock. Overall length 35 inches. 
6 C 19401C— (Shipping weight 5 pounds) A 7 

Sears Economy lever-action 350 shot repeater 

Makes a fine “first” BB gun. A good way to teach gun safety. Brown 
simulated wood-grain plastic stock. All metal parts are gun blue-black. 

Fine-line engraving on receiver area and trigger guard. Overall length 3134 
inches. Includes two packages of BB’s and tube of gun oil. 

6 C 19011C— (Shipping weight 2 pounds) 

Crosman® .22-caliber Pellet Rifle, rotary magazine 

6 High comb Monte Carlo-style hardwood stock. Fast loading rotary 
magazine. Single shot. Single cocking and safety knob. Hooded post front 

sight and adjustable rear sight for windage, elevation. Solid steel 18-inch 
barrel. 45 to 50 uniform shots per powerlet, 3634 inches overall. 

6 C 19415C— (Shipping weight 5 pounds). .... 

Crosman® .22-caliber self-cocking Pellet Rifle 

7 Six pump strokes gives about 453 feet per second muzzle velocity. Cross 
lock safety. Sturdy steel barrel to withstand tremendous pressure that 

can be built up in this rifle. Walnut-finished hardwood Monte Carlo stock. 
Solid ramp style front and adjustable rear sight. 35 inches overall. 
6 C 19241C— (Shipping weight 5 pounds) 

Pellets, Powerlets, BB's 

8 Corton of BB's. 2000 BB's packed in 
handy carton wit spout. 

is little danger of richochets. It traps BB's. 6 c 19263. (Wt. 1 Ib. 9 ox). Carton 98c 
9 CO, Powerlets. For Sears, Daisy and 

Safari Target Gallery for the 318” 
thrills of hunting big game 

Have your own big game safari right at home. Just plug in 
and a whole herd of ferocious beasts moves across the target. 
Six different animals with hinged backs that go down when 
you hit them. On the panorama. a snarling lion, a stealthy and air guns. Bell-ringing center target and (Crosman guns. Box of 5. 
He prep semap nly e hei eere moving tigers flop over when hit. 6 C 19292—(Shpg. wt. 7 oz.)...Box $1.29 
rings a bell in target when hit dead center. Comes Heavy gauge steel. 13x17}4x6 inches. Extra J) -22-coliber Pellets. Lead. Can of 500 
assembled. Complete with spare target figures and panorama targets included. Sent completely assembled. pellets, Slide 
background. For all CO: and air guns. 110-120-volts, 60-cycle, — 110-120-volt, 60-cycle, AC-DC. UL listed. 6 € 19302—(Wt. 1 Ib. 3 0z.). . . Can $2.19 
AC-DC, UL listed. Measures 1444x2114x9 inches deep. ' . 6C19287—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs............ :$12.99 — 177..aliber Pellets. (Not shown.) Lead. 
6 C 19285— Shipping weight 17 pounds. . .. targets. Set of 34. 500 pellets per can. Slide 
6 C 19286— Replacement Targets. Wt. 3 oz.....34 per set 99c 6C 19288—Shpg. wt. 3oz.............. Set 99¢ SC fos (Wt ib. S oz). ..Can $1.79 

BEFORE ORDERING: Read Sears Policy . . see page 4158. All guns shipped prepaid . . see page 415B 

i f i-o x uas NA COA 

Cutiod pane Scans by cheisimas naeetecindcal. ovs 



Wonders of Science 

Perform scientific marvels 
how to detect radiation w . . future scientists can learn by doing 

how a mechanical brain works 

tors developed these scientific 
and older, in the world of science. Science Materi. 
of The Library of 

Build a “mechanical brain" .. Brainiac K-30 $17.98 

Designed by Edmund C 

putes, reasons . . does arithmetical and logical problems . 
and more. Six circular switch discs 

as 20 circuits at a time. Stimulates reasoning power 
and bolts (no solder). Operates with 1 “D' 

Well-diagrammed, 64-page handbook, written 

and Hy Ruchlis, starts with a simple weather-machine circuit 

games . . works out codes 
an turn on or off as many 

ily assembled with nuts 
(not included, see bottom of page) 
by Mr. Berkeley 
and outlines 49 other circuits. For ages 12 and older. 
49 N 2356— Brainiac K-30 Computer Circuits Lab. Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 

Solve complicated problems in 

mathematics and physics :15.98 

What is the fourth root of 7.1 to the eighteenth 

power? What is the range of a projectile w hose ini- 

tial velocity is 1200 feet per second at an angle of 

49°? These are typical problems that can be solved 
with Calculo—a compact analog computer easily 

sembled with screwdriver and pliers. Powered by 

2 “D” batteries (not included, order below). Merely 

set the dials and observe the easy-to-read meter to 

do multiplication, division, Ohm's Law, compound 

interest, progressions, horsepower, linear functions, 

etc. 48-page nual explains concepts, operating 

instructions. Ages 12 and up. 
49 N 2338—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. - $15.98 

34 N 4650—"D" batteries. For use in labs 49 N2356 and 49N 

Gutslod paga scans by cuisines wsetecindcal com 

how to solve problems . 

works—all with scaled-down working kits. Leading scientists and educa- 

boratories”’ to interest youngsters, 10 
ls Center is a division 

cience, Inc. Kits include a detailed manual 

Berkeley, noted computer expert. Brainiac K-30 com- 

how electricity 

Build a Geiger Counter . . 

Search for Uranium 

Only $1995 $2.00 

radioactivity 
stones 

Detect 
roc 

ri 
mens 
than 

tors, 
radio. 

from 
ivity 

an 
watch dial. E 
nothing to solder. 

34 N 4659 —"C" Both 
Shpg. wt. two, 4 oz 

solves puzzles . . plays 
with patented wipers 

battery 

$17.98 

Study atomic theory . . perform 

breath-taking tricks 318.98 

This miniature Van de Graaff electrostatic genera- 

tor pı 000 volts—yet is harmless, due to 
the small amount of current th 
sparks, See such phenomena 
leaping papers, “the Indian rope trick” and “the 

octopus.” Perform 40 experiments that explain 

atomic theory, atomic structure, the nature of elec- 

tric charges, radio static and lightning. Dynatron 

stands 6 in. high, the metal sphere rests on heavy- 

gauge plastic base. UL approved for 110-120-volt, 

60-cycle AC. 40-page manual details demonstra- 
tions that will fascinate all ages. 
79 N 2364C— Dynatron Lab. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 

duces 7 
at is produced in the 

s dancing thread: 

$18.98 

8 above. Shipping weight for two, 8 ounces 

of radioactivity in air 

ments with ionization, radioisotop 

Kit includes Geiger tube, earphones, 

transformer, transistor, capacitc 
radio-active 

is 
ordinary 
sy to assemble 

Order 2 "C" 
batteries below. 48-page illustrated 

manual. Ages 12 and up 
79 N2370C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 

ies for above. 

in backyard 
measure variations 

down 

do expe 

ore speci- 
no more 
luminous 

$19.95 

2 for 30c 

:* PHYSICS 
yt a 

Learn wonders of electricity . . 

light a bulb with a balloon 55.49 

125 startling experiments reveal electrical laws 
through an understanding of magnetism and static 

electricity. See small objects jump apart . . a small 

neon bulb light up with the charge of a balloon. Form 

lines of force . . attract or repulse objects. Plastic 

materials create dramatic effects. Ages 10 and up. 

49 N 2339 — Pre-Electricity Physics Lab. Combines all ma- 
terials in both labs below. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... . $5.49 

49 N 2341 —Magnetism Lob. Grades 4 to 8. 75 experi- 
ments in 48-page manual. 2 magnets; nickel, manga- 

se, iron filings, copper, tape, balls. Wt. 2 Ibs.. . ..$3.49 

49 N 2365— Static Electricity Lob. Grades 5 to 9. Unique 
plastic materials produce positive and negative charges. 

Many experiments ir manual. Wt 11b. 7 oz $2.59 

2for30e "Wr". SEARS 413 
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Real Felt Hats 

100% virgin wool felt. State 
small (17-18 in.), medium 

19-20), large (21-22 

gj Union Officer's Hat. 
Biue; gold-color cord 

49N770-5 e. Wr. 1i.$1.87 

Zl Confederate Officer's. 

Gra; zold color cord 
49N772 n b.$1.87 

gj] Western Hat. White em 

girls 
49N779-Sk 

$499 $699 $ 629 $ 599 

Its so much fun to pretend 

Playsuits below in sizes Small, Medium or Large. State size from chart below 

[1] Walt Disney's Zorro. Strik: 

— ing black with gold-color 

trim. Red cummerbund. San 
forized cotton twill. Elastic-top 
trousers. Rayon cape. Plastic 
hat, mask. Síate size. 
49 N 736—Wt. 1 Ib. $539 

7] 5-Star General. Sanfor- 
ized cotton . . authentic 

olive green. Metal insignia, 
rayon braid trim. Elastic-back 
trousers. Cap. Stale size. 
49 N 826—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$6.99 

(3) Astronaut. Blue Sanforized 
— cotton twill, Zippered 
front, adjustable ankle straps. 

both simulated 
pockets, press-on astronaut 
emblem. One real pocket 
Molded plastic mask-type hel. 
met with “oxygen hose” and 
adjustable strap. State size. 
49 N 830—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02.4.99 

Insignia on 

T) Naval Commander. Blue 
Sanforized cotton twill, 

gold-color trim. Elastic back 
trousers. Cap. State size 
49 N 819—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.$6.99 

e, hand cuffs. Plastic gun. 

belt, holster, whistle. Si 
49 N 827 —Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 az.$5.99 

[E] Bride. Brocade print rayon. 
Tiara,veil. Imitation pearls, 

nose-gav. Ring. State s 
49 N 776—W t. 1 Ib. $3.98 

Nylon 
1 boc 

ı taffeta 

[;] Fairy Ballerina. 
net, lace skirt. Lin 

wand. 

ITEMS DESCRIBED BELOW SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

[g] Union Soldier. Sturdy cot 
ton stic-back trousers. 

Metal buttons. Cap. (Gun not 
incl. . . order below.) State size. 
49 N 812—Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz..$6.66 
79 N2694C—Civil War Mus 
ket. Fire caps, corks. Rubber 
bayonet. 37 inches long. Ship- 
ping weight 3 Ibs $3.77 

o Southern Belle, Be-ribbon- 
ed rayon taffeta. Ruffled, 

ace-trimmed pantalettes. 
Matching bonnet. State size 
49 N 820—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz, $5.19 

fio] Confederate Soldier. Dress 
uniform of sturdy Sanfor- 

ized cotton fabric. Metal but- 
tons, badge, Cap. (Gun not 
incl... order below.) State size. 
49 NB14—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 07, $6.66 
49 N2720—Civil War Pistol. 
Fires caps. 1334 inches. 

$2.87 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

Roy Rogers. Heavy San 
forized cotton. Metal but- 

tons. Hat not included, order 
separately at left. State six 
49 N 804—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz..$4.99 

Dale Evans. Dressy west 
— ern outfit. Sanforized cot 
ton. Slate sise. Hat not incl, 
order at left. 
49 N 803—W; 

No boots. 
. 1 Ib, 8 oz.. $4.99 

jj] Dress-up Gown and Acces- 
sories. Gown, handbag 

% acetate. Frilly hat 
klet, ring, “orchid” cor 

fate small (to 
size 4), medium (to size 7 
large (to size 10 
49 N 1281 —Wt. 8 oz. $297 

[ij] Superman. Sanforized cot- 
ton twill suit, cape. E 

tic-top trousers. Stale size 
49 N 730—Wt. 1 Ib $4.89 

jj] Visiting Nurse. Washable 
Cotton uniform with belt, 

cap, cotton twill cape. Plastic 
shoulder bag. State size 
49 N 799 —Wt. 1 Ib. $3.97 

jj Drum Majorette. High 
stepping fashion. Lustrous 

rayon satin. Hat, tasseled boot 

tops, baton, Stale size. 
49 N 829—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.$4,74 

Shoe Sizes (17)-(19): small (age 3-5) 
medium (6-7); large (8-10) 

[ij] Fancy Fingers and Fancy 
Shoes. Plastic finger tips 

slide right on, Der paste-on 

“nail polish”, Shoes of sturdy 
styrene, non-slip sole. Elastic 

straps. State size above. 
49 N 1356—Wt. 10 oz. 99c 

jg] Plush-top Shoes. Steel 
shank, elastic heel strap. 

State size above. 
49 N 1354—Wt. 12 oz.. ..$1.99 

Fg] Quilted Shoes. Likeadults'. 
Styled from Italian origi- 

nals. Steel shank, Elastic heel 
strap. State size ab 
49 N 1355—Wt. 13 oz.. ..$2.99 

fi] 4-piece Stole Set. Shaped 
© mock fur stole of deep. 
piled rayon yarns; 40 in. long. 
Rayon taffeta lining. Plastic 

diamond” ring, pearl" choker 
of snap-in beads, “orchid” 
49 N 1360—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 02.$2.54 

SIZE CHART FOR PLAYSUITS . . measure before ordering 
Order Size Small 
if Height is 35 1o 42 inches 

Medium large 
52 to 40 inch 



28-inch Plush Teddy Bear 
$599 

Jumbo bear is just waiting for a young companion's 
hugs and attention. He will sit naturally by himself 
on bed or floor . . but he likes to be carried. Made of 
fine quality cocoa and honey-colored rayon plush 
with shaped arms and feet. Filled with lightweight 
cotton. Glassene eyes, cotton felt nose, red cotton felt 
tongue and wears a rayon ribbon bow. 
79 N 4139L—Shipping weight $ pounds. -$5.99 

(I) Bulldog with Cuddle Bear .. a [5] Puppy .. appeal- [7] Baby Beor. Sur- 

wired front legs big 19-in. arm- ing cuddle toy face washable 

to preserve natural ful. Honey-colored has a coat colored scrub him with soap 
“What's up, stance. Gray and rayon plush body like butter and gin- and water. Tan and 

Doc?" white rayon plush; Cotton filled, soft, ger. Cotton-filled brown rayon plush 
cotton filled. Wears huggable. Cotton felt rayon plush. Shape- body filled with foam 
snug cotton sweater. — tongueand paw pads able ears, pompon plastic and cotton. 
Glassene eyes, cotton Round plastic eyes nose, anchored plas- Vinyl nose, plastic 
felt tongue. 14 in and nose. Shipping tic eyes. 10 inches eyes. 1314 inches tall 

tall. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. weight 2 pounds. long.Shpg.wt.10oz.  Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. 

49 N4199......$2.99 — 49 N4314......$2.99 49 N4164......$1.99 — 49N4102...... $1.99 

(Z) Smokey Bear the — (4) Cuddle Panda . . (E) Skunk . . holds [8 Baby Panda is 
famous forest 19 inches tall. posies. Made of surface washable 

ranger. He's made of | Black and white black and white  ..driesquickly. Black 
rayon plush withblue ^ rayon plush with cot- rayon plush, his soft and white rayon 

cotton denim pants. ton felt eye patches, body's cotton filled. plush; foam plastic 

Filled with foam plas- ^ tongue and paw pads. Shapeable tail, roll- and cotton filled, 
tic and cotton. Plastic Plastic eyes and nose. ing eyes and pompon Vinyl nose, plastic 
hat, badge, shovel. Cotton filled, soft, nose add winsome eyes, cotton felt eye 
14 in. tall. Shpg. wt. huggable. Shipping charm. 814 in. tall. patches. 1314 inches 

1 Ib. 4 oz. weight 2 pounds. Shipping wt. 10 oz. — tallShpg.wt.11b.30z. 

49 N 4346 $2.99  49N4303 $2.99 49 N A161 $1.99 — 49N4126......$1.99 

Lovable Floppy Bunny 

9] From the briar patch. Stands 25 
inches tall. His body is made of 

soft gray and white rayon plush and is 
cotton filled. Has shapeable ears. He 
holds a carrot in one of his vinyl hands. 
He wears a mischievous grin on his 
comic vinyl face. Neck bow, cotton tail. 
49 N 4182—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.99 

MATTEL’S 
Cecil and his disguise kit 

fio) Cecil the bandit, Super Cecil, 
Cecil as a pirate, even Cecil as a 

lion . . what fun youngsters will have ^ 
outfitting the Seasick Sea Serpent in 
any of 18 or more disguises. He’s 24 
inches long, made of soft green rayon 
plush. Cotton filled. He sits by him- 
self, can be shaped in various positions. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
DOES y deren tose Kit $4.27 

MATTEL’S 

Cecil and Bugs Bunny . . 
Pull the ring and they TALK 

Cecil (the Seasick Sea ^ Bugs Bunny wisecracks 
Serpent) is 38 in. long, ten different sayings. 
18 in. tall. He says 11 — Carrot-clutching cutup 
comical phrases at ran- stands 2614 inches tall. 
dom, Fluffy green rayon Cotton filled; rayon 
plush, cotton felt trim. plush. Vinyl face and 
Cotton filled. Rolling hands. No batteries 
plastic eyes. No batteries needed. Shipping wt. 
needed. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N A168 $8.66 — 49NA4181.......$7.99 
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like real cycles 

Push stick forward . . listen to 

your motor-sound “engine” rev 

up. Plugs glow a fiery red, too 

. . upper bar and engine can be 

removed to make girl's bike 

a) s2599 (2 s)|*5 

20-inch Convertabike with “engine”, 
Sturdy sidewalk bike design with one-piece 

ng coaster brake. 
h; chrome-plated han- 

Durable white vinyl saddle 
trim, coil-spring undercar- 
less tires. 

handlebars 1 

Bright metallic re 
dlebars, h 

with match 

riage. 1.75-inch a 
Removable tr wheels, Engine" 

takes 2 D-size batteries (not included). 

6 N 47506N2- Wilh engine. Wt.41 lbs.$25.99 
6 N 47500N— Bike only. Wt. 39 lbs. 24.45 

9, 16-in. Convertabike with “engine”. Side 
walk style. Coaster brake, Red frame 

white handlebars. M seat. Removable 

training wheel: En; takes 2 D-size 
batterie ot incl 

6 N 47814N2—Wt. 37 lbs $21.45 

Bike only. Shippi 
6 N 47811 N—( 
6N47812N—I 

weight 35 Ib: 
er brake model.. 19.95 
t Drive model 15.95 

b.] 

3 Sears Twin fire "Engine". Plastic 
Fits all bikes. Stick shift. Takes 2 

D-size batteries (not incl.) 

6 N 48252—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs $1.99 

4 Mattel's V-rroom "Engine", Plas- 
tic. Fits all bikes. Dial control. Key. 

Takes 2 D-size batteries (not incl.) 
6N48251—Shr t. 2 Ibs. ... $2.99 
34 N 4660-Batteries. Wt. 407. Ea.16c 

Girl's 20-inch Bike . . 32895 fully pneumatic tires 
Smooth h full-size bike features 

adjustable stem-mounted handlel 
coil-spring saddle with water-resistant vin) 
cover, 1.75-in. midweight tires, coaster 

brake. Sturdy 2-bar frame with metallic blue 
finish. Removable training wheels. 
6 N 47612N—Shpg. wt. 41 Ibs. $28.95 

SHIPPING NOTE: All bikes both pages sent partly 
assembled, by (truck or rail) or express 

E 

20-inch Junior Sportster 
.. fully pneumatic tires 33495 
Pick up your phone right now and order 
this one! It's sure to please . . looks, han- 

dles, rides like big brother's. Every outside 
metal part is chrome-plated. Stylish scoop 
fenders, junior banana seat, highrise handle- 
bars. Red grips. Coaster brake. 1.75-in. tires, 
6 N 47608N—Shpg. wt. 43 Ibs......$34.95 

16-inch Beginner's Convert- 
abike . . sportster styling s2295 
This sidewalk convertabike has junior: 
size banana saddle and one-piece high 

rise handlebars. 13ś-in. whitewall airless 
tires. Removable center-bar lets you adapt 
bike for little sister. Chrome-plated fenders 
eye-catching red frame. Coasters brake. Re- 
movable training wheels. 
6 N 47859N—Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs......$22.95 



Children 3 to 8 

aay) 

“Snow White” Activity Fun Box $422 

Snow White provides hours of play fun. Includes 100-page coloring book with ex- 
citing scenes to color; Snow White cutout book; 32-page hard-cover storybook 
with color illustrations; magic slate 834x1234 inches; sticker fun book with die- 
cut sheets to create action scenes; child's heavy board frame-tray puzzle 14)9x 
11% in.; 3 fun-time activity books; paint and crayon set with brush; 64 pages 
creative paper; pair of plastic safety scissors; 4 sewing cards and 4 laces (red, yel- 
low, blue and green); card game. 
3 N 1534—Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces...........+..+.+» Set $4.22 

Keep them busy and happy with a fun-packed box of 

activities. Hundreds of things to do 

patterns, coloring book, jigsaw puzzles, play kits, 

scissors, crayons, paints, and many more! 

. cutout 

The New Super Funmaker 977 

Has 24 activity books . , twelve 514x8 in., each 16 pages; twelve 534x4-in., 
each 16 pages; pencil; plastic paint tray, brush; pair of 3-in, metal scissors; 
4 pre-punched sewing cards, laces; lotto gamı puzzles; large dot-to-dot 
book; 16-page color book; ABC push-out stencil; blank section for stencils; 
box of 8-inch crayons; 3 sheets construction paper; memory game; 4 magic 
wipe-off cards; powder puff eraser; 3 folding sail-a-planes; super slate; 

stylus; wet-the-brush book. 
3 N 1530—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. ........... Set $2.77 

Reate Kiddies | 

Br 

Big Town Fun Box s488 

Includes paste pen; two 16-pg. punchout books; 21 activity books, 16 pgs. 
ea.; 3 large coloring books; puzzle of United States; 2 magic wipe-off cards; 
16-pg. wet-the-brush book; trace and color book; super slate; 4 stencil 
cards; stand-up cardboard toys; construction paper; metal scissors; pencil; 
punch-out stencil pictures; 2 games; 16 sheets white drawing paper; 16 
crayons; 6-color paint palette; brush; powder puff eraser. 
3 N 1531—Shipping weight 5 pounds.. ......ssssssssesrrrernee 

ONCE I START A 
600K, L CANT LAY 
IT DOWN UNTIL IT 
FINISHED 

Liddle Kiddles Fun Day Play Kit $397 

Special playtime friends will entertain you, Includes 132-page coloring 
book; 36-page die-cut sticker fun book for creating action scenes; doll cut- 
out book; 32-page hard cover story book with color illustrations; child’s 
heavy board frame-tray puzzle; paint and crayon set with brush; 4 sewing 
cards and 4 laces; 64 pages of construction paper; fun-time activity book; 
plastic pile-on skill set. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces. . Set $3.97 

416 [Sears] etes 
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No Money Down on 

anything Sears sells 

Santa's Fun Box s[97 

A chimney full of merry things to make and do at 
Christmas time. Box includes 128-page Night Be- 
fore Christmas coloring book with scenes of shop- 
ping, choosing the tree, etc.; Night Before Christ- 
mas tell-a-tale book with 28 pages of color pictures. 
and verse; fun-time activity book; 4 sewing cards. 
and 4 laces in red, yellow, blue and green; paint 
and crayon palette with 8 paints, 6 crayons and 
brush; plastic activity skill set. Shipping weight 3 
Ibs. 12 oz. 

Barn Full of Fun s|44 

Novelty shaped barn box with carrying handle con- 
veniently stores all activity material. Includes four- 
teen 744x544-inch coloring and activity books . . 16 
pages each; three 734x5}¢inch color-by-number 
books with 16 pages each; box of 8 crayons; one pair 
of 3-inch metal scissors; self-erasing slate 4x74 inches 
with wood stylus; daisy chain gummed sheet that 
makes 88 colorful links; 4-color paint palette with 6 
paints and one artist brush. f 

Shipping weight set 2 pounds, 
3 N 1529. 

5" eni 
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Ted Williams? IOxI8-ft. Continental-style Tent $[ 590 cnt 
1 10x18-ft. Tent. Get away from it all, but don't 

give up the comforts of home. Stand-up 6-ft. high 
eaves; 8-ft. 4-inch center. Five 21x59-inch, one 21x28- 
inch nylon-screened windows invite air, but not bugs. 
Inside storm flaps. 

Large 33x66-i inch "D"-shape door. Scalloped 92x87- 
inch canopy has 3 support poles and guy ropes. Super- 
dry finished to repel water, SAN/*GARD treated. 
7.68-oz. cotton drill sides and roof. Green, yellow 
walls; white roof. Hanger straps. 
6 N 78002N — Shipping weight 72 pounds . . . $195.00 

2 10x13-ft. Tent. Over 6800 sq. in. of screening. 
Three 21x36-in. and two 21x58-in. windows. 

Center height 7 ft. 10 in. Canopy is 72x87 in. wide. 
6 N 78003N — Shpg. wt. 67 Ibs. $9 mo. Cash $172.50 

Tent Case (not shown). 17x35 inches. Cotton duck. 
6 N 78607 —Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces $8.79 

Frame Cose (not shown). 8x72 inches. Cotton duck. 
6 N 78608 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... ....- $5.89 

Curtain Divider (not shown). Fits either tent. 
6 N 78626 — Green cotton. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... . . $9.50 

Ü 

Anodized aluminum 

hands. Just twist to lock 
firmly in place. 

WHITE DRILL ROOF 
Roof reflects the sun's hot 
rays like a mirror to help 
keep inside cooler—and 
the inside of the tent stays 
brighter too. 

SEWN-IN 
NYLON FLOORS 

Strong nylon —tightly 
sealed with vinyl resin on 
top and bottom to be water 
repellent and mildew re- 
sistant. 

AWNINGED 
SIDE WINDOWS 

Frame supported awn- 
ings give weather protec- 
tion.. add to privacy. 
Nylon screened with in- 
side zip storm flaps. 

This season plan a camp-out in the fresh outdoors 

Ted Williams® 11x11-ft. Umbrella 
Tent, anodized aluminum frame 

$6.50 512700 2, 
Frame telescopes, then folds compactly. 7.68-oz. cotton 
drill. SANI*GARD treated to resist mildew, odors. Dry 
water-repellent finish. 6-ft. 4-in. sq. eaves area, 6 feet 

high. Sewn-in vinyl-coated nylon floor. White roof, blue 
walls. 
6 N 78013N— Shipping weight 60 pounds $127.00 

Tent Fly. White vinyl-coated nylon. 8 ft. 5 in. sq. 
6 N 78628 — Shipping weight 2 pounds $19.98 
6 N 78606 — Tent Case. Duck. Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. . . .... $7.89 
6N 78608 — Frame Case. Duck. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. 5.89 

NOTE: Items ending in ^N" (as 6 N 78013N) 
on these two pages are sent by freight (rail 

or truck) or by express. 

Cusios pagi scunt by dieisimacnmiseltediaical Gon 

Outside aluminum frame for more inside space 
6-ft.x7-ft. 10 in. 
Packer's Tent 

35009 monn 

8x11-foot 

Cabin Tent 

Pr center height. 
d ipee elc: fabric 

su] water re- 
pollent, finial: Vin yi 
coated water- ane ny! 
floor. Screened 

sides, floor . . 
21304 -in. 

flaps. Blue. 

$6322 monn 
3 2-man size with 4-ft. 4 6-ft. 6-in. center height; 4-ft. 

10-in. eaves. Cotton dril 
throughout: 6.74-0z. roof: 6-oz. 

dry finish, Two 
ls Window flaps Zip: indow flaps. Zip- 

Shot door fi 
foe parr have in- 

storm flaps—zipper 
eee Blue and orange. 
Case incl. Actual wt. 13%. 
Ibs. Wt. 18 Ibs. 
6N78017C......$50,00 

6N78006L — Wt. 48 Ibs. . ... $63.99 
Tent Case. Cotton duck. 
6 N 78606 — Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 az. . . . $7.89 
Frame Case. Cotton duck. 
6N78608— Wt. 1 Ib. 1202. ... $5.89 

9x9-foot 

Umbrella Tent 

$5 3975 ae 
5 Stand-up 7-ft. center 

height; 4x4x5Va-ft. 
eaves. Cotton drill: 

6 4-oz. roof, 6-oz. walls, 
floor. Zip-screen door. 
Rear window has outside 
storm flap. Doorway flap 
ties—or use as 
(poles not included) 
reen color. Order tent 

cases (6N78606, 6N78608) 



Boy's 
Pro-Design 

Hockey Uniforms 
Jersey Pants Socks 
$39 | $4” | $329 

i hockey 

tailored to allow room for his pads and 
guards. Machine wash, med. temp. 

] Jersey. All cotton. Get this bit of Chri ips jast 

dial Sears and order it right now. 
Chest sizes: S(30 to 32 in.); M(34 to 
36 in.); L(38 to 40 in.). State S, M or 

2 Pants. All cotton, they're padded. 
Plastic hip protectors included re- 

move for washing. Blue with red and 
white stripe. Matches either jersey 
above. Waist sizes: S(24 to 26 in.); 
M(28 to 30 in.); L(32 to 34 in.). State 
S, M or L. 
6C 10580F—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. .. $4,99 

3 Hockey Sox. 100% cotton, heavy 
duty. 30 in. long. (See garter (5) 

below.) Red with white stripe. 
6 C 10552—Shpg. wt. 8 oz....... $3.29 

4 Hockey Suspenders. Have strong 
elastic webbing. Adjustable for real 

comfort in action. Imported from 
Canada. 
6C 10571—Shpg. wt. 4 oz....... $1.89 

5 Hockey Gorter. 1-inch waist band. 
Adjustable safety buckles. Im- 

ported from Canada. 
6€ 10573—Shpg. wt. 3 oz... $1.89 

6 Hockey Helmet. Made from molded 
polyethylene plastic. Polyurethane foam 

padding. Fits boys to age 12, Canada. 

6C 10582—Shipping weight 14 oz.... .$3.89 

Hockey Mouth Guord. Molded nylon. 
Fits any helmet with strap, Jamaica. 

6 C 10576—Shipping weight 2 oz...... $1.89 

Men's ond Youth's Pro-style Hockey 
Glove. Top-grain leather palm. Free 

floating thumb with tab. Plastic reinforced 
rolls on back. Jamaica. 

6C 10513—Shpe. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.. Pair $9.89 

( 9 ond 10 ) Youth's and Boy's Hockey 
Gloves. Suede leather palm. Leathertex 
plastic covered padding. Fiber protected 
thumb, cuff. Jamaica. 
(9) 6C10525—11-in. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Pr. $5.89 

(10) 6010512-10-in. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pr. 3.89 
1 Men's and Youth's Shin Guards. 17 

inches long. Molded plastic, polyure- 
thane foam padding. Canada. 
6C10536-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pkg. of 2. Pkg. $4.89 

JQ. Boy's Shin Guards. 13-inches long. Plas- 
tic backed with blue felt. Canada. 

6C10535-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pkg. of 2. Pkg. $3.39 

. Jamaica. 
sorte 1202. Pkg.of 2... .Pkg. $3.89 

14 Youth's Shoulder Guard. Plastic; cotton 
covered felt padding. From Canada. 

6C10553-Shipping wt. 3 lbs.. ...Each $5.89 

dtaloó pane Scané by eddimar aoa pom 

13 Youth's Elbow Guards. Molded elbow — 

(15) 

BOBBY HULL 

superstar black 
grain leather upper 

Hockey Skates 
Men's 

19” 

392. | Bee 

| 16» 

Tu 

Men's and Boys' Skates and Sticks 
For ice skates see How fo Order, 

page 420 

15 Bobby Hull Pro Hockey Skates. Up- 
pers of Hae leather. Pearl 

split lining with felt inner lining. Pro- 
toe as well as long, molded counters. 

it support. 
Men's. Chromium plated blades. State 
size 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
6 C 10454F—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Pair $19.87 

Boy's. Nickel plated tube blades. State 
size 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
6 C 10455r—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. Pair $16.89 

16 Cowhide Hockey Skotes. Black 
cowhide leather uppers with brown 

trim topgrain toe. Shoe: U.S.A. Zinc- 
plated ian blades. Stale size 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
6C 10442F— Wt. 5 Ibs. „Pair $14,88 

NOTE: Items (18) thru (21) 

Official-size Hockey Goal 
Buy 2 and Save $2 

e 919 | 2 mr 937 
This net means true major-league competi- 
tion . . two give you hockey the way it's 
meant to be played. Goal frame is sturdy 
tubular aluminum that won't rust . . takes 
hard use. The net is made of long-lasting 
nylon that takes the hardest slap and wrist 
shots. Unassembled. 6 ft. wide x 4 ft. high. 
6€ 10544L—Sbpg. wt. 6 Ibs.. Each $19.89 
Buy 2 ond save...-...-...... 2 for 37.78 

lit leather v Hockey Skates. 
17 Sp, tor toe? zinc plated tubular 
steel blades, Black and brown. 
Boy's. Slate size 1, 2, 3, 4. 
6 C 10427F—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. . . Pair $8.88 
Men's. Stale size 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
6 C 10428F—Wt. 4 Ibs. 2 oz.. ..Pair $9.89 
18 Goolie Stick. 5-ply blade. 52 inches. 

6C 10508C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. $4.89 
19 Curved Stick. 53 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

6 C 10504C— Shoot from right. ..$3.77 
6C 10502C—Shoot from left........ 377 
20 “Slop-shot.” 54 in. Fiber-glass wrap. 

6 C 10503C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. $2.89 
Youth's "Slap-shot." Laminated. 44 in. 
6 C 10501C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs......$1.29 
2] Official size Puck. 

6C 10574—Shipping wt. 8 oz.....47¢ 
) imported from Canada 

Junior League Hockey Goal 
Buy 2 and Save $2 

Each sg | 2 for 3177 

Al the thrills of hockey for both the 
kids and dad, in your backyard. (See 
our backyard ice rinks on facing page.) 
Goal frame of sturdy tubular alumi- 
num won't rust . . takes hard use. 
Net is long-lasting nylon. Unassem- 
bled. 4314 in. wide x 3614 in. high. 
6 C 105780— Wt. 3 Ibs... Each $ 9.89 



Automatic “Pitcher” 
Hours of fun and a great way for a young ball 
player to sharpen up his hitting. Pitches four 
plastic balls (included) up to 30 ít., one every 
‘to 9 seconds. Uses 3 flashlight batteries (not 

included, order below) 
79 N 2535C—13x15-in. case. Wt. 
34 N 4650— Batteries. Wt. 12 oz.. 

Ibs. .$8.49 
-.3 for 44c 

Baseball Glove. Built to 
handle hot liners. Oil-treated 
genuine cowhide. Strong 
web, deep pocket. Padded 

— thumb, heel, little finger. For AREER à z left hand only 
) 49 N2503-Wt. 11b. 40z.$1.99 

79 N 2493 C— Battery not incl. Wt. 4 Ibs, $7.99 
34 N 4702—6-volt Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz..95c | 

Best baseball training device we've ever seen! 

"PITCH BACK" B 
One of the most fun-filled devices ever invented for all children, “Pitch 
Back” is just about a “must” for junior ball players! Johnny Antonelli, 
Larry Sherry, Nellie Fox and Rocky Colavito endorse it as the BEST base- 
ball training device they've seen. Develops timing and co-ordination so essen- 
tial to playing any sport well. Will return any type of ball thrown from any 
distance. Tough nylon net in steel frame. Cut-out home plate, bulls-eye tar- 
get. Stakes, Easy to assemble. 
79 N 2477 C—3x5 feet. Major Le 
developing control, Fluorescent n: 

iy, large (see chart on page 387). 
(49 N 2450—Wt, 1 Ib. 4 oz.. .. $4.87 

model, Best size for hard-ball playing, for 
lon yarn included for marking off 

entire strike zone, Steel booster springs. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs... . $777 79 N 2467 C— (Not illus.) 36x36 inches. Shipping weight 5 pounds - 4,88 79 N 2492C— (Not illus.) 30x30 inches. Shipping weight 4 pounds 349 

For young “gridders” 

He'll look like a football hero 
when he "suits up" in this 
bright red outfit! Includes cot- 
ton twill pants with knee pads, 
cotton jersey and red plastic 
helmet. Helmet fits sizes 634 
to 634. Uniform comes in: small 
(35-42-inch height); medium 
(43-52 inches) or large (53-60 
inches). State size. Hand wash- 
able. 
49 N 2482— Wt. 4 Ibs... .$7.29 

Junior Footballs 

Regulation size, but lighter 
in weight. Plastic, simu- 

lated leather pebble-grained for 
easy grip. Valve-type bladder; 
needle incl. 11 in. long. 
49 N 2504—Wt. 13 oz....$1.84 

Regulation size, slightly 
lighter than above. Inflate 

with needle included. 
49 N 2479 —Wt. 10 oz....$1.39. 

Aluminum air pump. Fits 
all pump needles. Light, 

strong, resists rust. 9 in. long. 
ess) on 2442—Shpg. wt. 6 oz..49c 
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Explorer Outfit 

He'll need this when he 
goes "exploring". Snap-on 

genuine leather belt and 
pouch hold 4-blade knife, 
canteen, rope, whistle, bi- 
noculars, harmonica,Band- 
aids, and flashlight (bat- 
teries (2) not incl.). Shpg. 
wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 2524. $5.97 
34N4650-Batteries for light. 
Wt. two, 8 oz....2 for 30c 

Fisherman's Kit 

Tackle teaches fun of fish- 
ing. Keepsyoungstersaway 
from dad's tackle. Genuine 
leather belt has pouch, 
stringer, 4-bladed knife, 
bait box, canteen, float, 
hand line, 20 hooks, sink- 
ers, lure, plastic worm, 
nét, flashlight (batteries 
not incl, order at left). 
Order a kit for Christmas, 
49 N 2451-Wt. 2 Ibs. $5.69 

Rod and Reel Outfit 

21-piece fishing outfit. Metal tack- 
le box holds 2-piece 314-ít. fiber 
glass rod, click single action reel, 
50-ft. nylon line, leader, stringer, 
artificial bait, plastic hook box, 7 
hooks 

"Fishing for Fun" book. 

49 N 2551— Wt. 2 ibs. 10 02..$3.97 

3 sinkers, snelled hook, 



G without 
pistol $696 x $66 

with your very own Costume 

$519 

at a party or playtime 

s SEARS 4]7 
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. We're your TV friends 
Huckleberry Hound and friends. Rayon plush 
bodies stuffed with foam plastic and cotton. 
Vinyl or plush faces. Cotton felt accessories. 

Bullwinkle . . lovable moose, Crosseyed 
character has cotton felt antlers, ears, 

Pet us . . we feel as soft as fur eyes and white hands, Rayon plush body 
filled with foam plastic and cotton. 

Fluffy Cat. White rabbit fur; In cocoa color and brown. 21 in. tall 
cotton filled. 18 inches long. 49 N 4325—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $3.99 

= 

fg] Yogi Bear. 18 in. tall. Brown and tan 
49 N 4174—Shpg. wt, 2 Ibs, 6 02....$3.39 ]] Sitting Lion. Gold 

color rayon plush 
body matches real — 49 N4007E—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... . $4.79 bem 7] Huck Hound. 1814 in. Red and white. 

lambs wool mane. py squeaks when squeezed. Rayon ALS Pw FA 

Cotton filling. 13 Basket with cat, 2 kittens. White — plush with vinyl fac s, hands and 2 OE RENE OLET 

inches high. Ship- rabbit fur; cotton filled. Cat 12 shoes. Cotton filled. Dressed in yellow Pixie, Dixie Mouse. 13 in. Soft gray, pink. 

ping wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. — in. long; kittens 5 in. long. shirt, red pants. 16 in. tall. (8) 49 N 4180—Pixie. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz....$2.99 

A9 N 4167. $479 — 49N4362E—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs....$6,66 49 N 4088—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 12 02,...$5.89 — (9) 49 N 4177—Dixie. Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz... 2.99 

We're loved by tots and teens and all those in betweens 

Hound Dog. Sad but Jane Doe . . a shy little 
comical with furrowed dear, Cotton, foam plas. 
brow, oversized feet. Lus- tic filled brown and white 
trous beige rayon plus rayon plush. Shapeable 
cotton filled. Plastic ears, plastic nose, eyes; 

nose, red collar. 11 in. cotton felt lashes. 11 

Graduate Poodle with 
diploma and graduation 
cap. Fluffy white rayon 
plush. Gold-color bows. 
Plastic eyes. Cotton felt 
eyelashes, tongue. 16 

Tamed Tiger. Black and 
gold-colored rayon plush; 
cotton filled. Glassene 
eyes, red cotton felt 
tongue. 22 in, long. Ship- 
ping weight 2 lbs. 

Highland Terrier, Fine white, deep pile rayon 
plush. Cotton filled, Sturdy wired legs. Shape- 

assene eyes, plastic collar. A 
ive 18 in. tall; 20 in. long. 

79 N 4187L—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $6.69 

49 N 4064 $2.99 tall 15 in. long. Shpg. inches tall 18 inches inches tall. Shipping 

16 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. weight 2 pounds. 

49N4065......... $1.99 — 49N4326.. ..94.99 — 49 N 4316 .$3.99 49 N4134.. =. $4.99 

d 
o" 
= 

Wild Bill, Rayon 

Zipper Frog. Zip open his mouth 
to hide pajamas, etc. Soft color- 
ful rayon plush filled with foam 
plastic and cotton. Cotton felt 
legs, pom-pon eyes. Rayon velve- 
teen pocket lining. 19 in. long. 
49 N 4085—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .$3.99 

Cutsioó paGe scans by cheisinas wersetecinicel Gon 

Tubby Turtle. Patterned green 
rayon plush body with comple- 
menting color trim. Filled with 
foam plastic and cotton. Cotton 
felt tam, collar and tail. 10 inches 
tall at head; 16 inches long. 
49 N A184—Wt. 2 Ibs, 2 az.. $3.99 

Lady Bug. Bright orange body 
with black spots, black legs and 
head. Rayon plush filled with cot- 
ton and foam plastic. Daisy and 
ribbon neck trim; pom-pon nose 
7 in. high at head; 16 in. long. 
49 NA193—NW'. 2 Ibs, 2 oz.. $3.99 

Crazy legs. [ij 
Comic cotton 

fabric body. 12 in. 
tall. Shipping 
weight 4 Ibs. 2 lbs. 
79 N4323C.. $6.66 — 49 N4324. 
Catalog numbers ending in "E 
include 10% Federal Excise tax 

vest. Cotton body, 
accessories. 17 in. 
tall. Shipping weight 

...$6.66 
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Check off the features 

on this 10-speed racer 

¥ Huret Alvit gear changing system 

¥ Dual handbrakes 

Y All-steel 21-inch frame 

¥ Pro-style racing saddle 

¥ Large spoke protector disc 

Now check this price s5285 

Incredible, isn’t it? A full 10-speed racer with every essential 
feature for outstanding performance. The derailleur system is 
uncommonly smooth . . even when changing the front sprocket 
gears from low to high. 36 to 93 touring/racing gear ratio range 
. . lets you adjust to almost any type of terrain. 

Durable steel rims. Chrome-plated handlebars (taped), hubs, 
front sprocket, Flamboyant red frame, white trim. 26x13-inch 
whitewall tires. Leg span adjusts from 32 to 37 inches. This bike 
is sent with frame and wheels completely assembled . . just install 
handlebars, pedals, saddle, 
6 N 47403N—Shipping weight 40 pounds........---.- $52.85 

‘tated pace scans’ by drida warsekecinical com 

The newest idea in bicycles 

in 50 years . . simply loosen 2 wingnuts 

and bikes come apart for easy storage and carrying 

(1) 3-speed $6495 (2) Single-speed s4795 

New “F” frame design for men and women alike. Low center of gravity gives 

better balance. Extra wide adjustment range for people from 4 ft. 8 in. to 6 ft. 8 in. 

Chrome-plated handlebars, fenders, rims. 20x1.75-inch tires. 

Deluxe 3-speed. 47 to 87 gear ratio range adjusts to any terrain. Simple dis- 
assembly . . entire gear shift assembly mounted on rear section. Lever gear 

shift located under seat. Front safety handbrake plus conventional coaster brake 
in rear 3-speed hub. Metallic gold-color frame, rear carrier. Whitewalls. Natural 
reed basket (not included) listed below. Stowage bracket (6 N 48530) included . . 

holds sections together for storage and carrying. 

6 N 45981N—Shipping weight 48 pounds. |... icem $64.95 

Single Speed. Geared for same pedaling ratio as full 26-inch bike. Black 

frame, carrier. Smooth coaster brake. Order stowage bracket below. 

6 N 45980N—Shipping weight 45 pounds. ....... ce $47.95 

Natural Reed Basket. 17x13x8 4 Stowage bracket. Holds sections 

inches. From Holland. together for portage. 

6 N 48477C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... $6.49 — 6 N 48530—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. $1.39 
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Baby's First Set of 

Cloth Picture Books 

in delightful color 

6 in Set :[59 

Toy-shaped 

Baby's Cloth Books 

with Grow Tape 

6 in set $]97 

Books have large, easy-to-recognize pictures printed in four colors. Safe, non- 
toxic inks. Finger smudges and dirt wipe off quickly with damp cloth. Books 
are thread sewn. Six different titles of 8 pages cach in attractive, 4-color box. 
Titles include: Little Busy Bodies, Baby's Day, Mother Goose, Baby's Book 
of Animals, Things that Baby Sees, Look What Baby Sees. Each book 614x 

Novelty cloth books each with 12 pages of charming pictures and stories. 51- 
inch "grow tape" can be hung on wall or door so children can follow their 
growth. (214 inches wide). Books clean with just the wipe of a damp cloth. 

Printed in four colors, nontoxic inks. Thread sewn. Titles include: Tiny Tots, 
Pussy Cat, Pinky Panda, Cindy Lou Rag Doll, Teddy Bear, Little Toy Drum. 

834 inches. 
3N16301—Shipping weight 12 ounces,.............. seco Set $1.59 

Each book is 644x634 inches. 6 books in colorful box. 
3 N 16302—Shipping weight 12 ounces...........seeeeee Set $1.97 

n 

TOUCH-AND-FEEL Books 

Each $166 
WASHABLE Books 

$|27 3 plastic books s968 3 cloth books 
in set 

Children feel textured pictures come to life. Soft bunnies, scratchy sand—all 
kinds of things to touch, feel and play with can be found. Color pictures on 
cardboard pages. Spiral bound. Each 554x514 inches. 

3 N 16305—The Touch Me Book 

3 N 16306—Who Lives Here? 
3 N 16307— Look! Look! 
3 N 16308—What's in Mommy's Pocketbook? 
3 N 16309— Pat the Bunny 
3 N 16311— The Telephone Book 
Shipping weight each 10 ounces... ......-.-..6.-+-s+00e000+ Each $1.66 

Your little ones will love these washable, durable books with bright, non- 
fading pictures on every page. Simple and amusing stories in each book. 

1 Cloth. High-quality cloth wash- 
able in warm, sudsy water. Books 

are harmless for babies to chew. 
Widening pages let tiny hands easily 
leaf through books. Titles include: 
Up We Go; Down We Go; Step By 
Step. Ea. book 6 pgs., 614x844 in. 
3 N 16303-Wt. 12 oz... Set $1.27 

2 Plostic. Set of 3 come in an at- 
tractive gift box. Books are 

machine washable . , resist tough 
wear. Titles include: Baby's First 
Book; Nursery Rhymes; Three 
Little Kittens. Each book has 18 
pages, measures 7 14x74 inches. 

3 N16304—Wt. 1 Ib. Set $2.68 

© 83N16314.. 

Set of 3 
Wheel Books 32.88 

Shaped truck, train and fire en- 
gine. Each has 4 wheels that actu- 
ally turn. Text in book explains 
what children want to know about 
illustration on cover. Illustrated. 
Large type. Sturdy covers, 18 to 
24 pages. Two books measure 734x 
1234 inches; one book measures 
634x14 inches. Wt. 2 Ibs, 9 oz. 

Set 32.88 

tsiisinó pae Scie ty duidimarmicelóchdical con 

16-volume 
Bookmobile s266 

A truckload of 16 little books, each 
with a story children will love to 
hear. Moving wheels and strong 
ringed pullcord. Color pictures. 
Some titles are: Peep and Quack; 
The Naughty Clown; The Goblin 
Party; The Little Fairy Prince. 
Each book is 4x434 inches, and has 
24 pages. Shpg. wt. 1 pound. 

Set $2.66 

Set of 3 
Learn and Play Books 3288 
Activity books contain moving 
parts . . assist in developing coordi- 
nation. Die-cut shapes. Laminated 
cardboard pages lie flat on floor 
when opened. Plastic binding adds 
durability. Titles include: ABC, 
Telephone, Counting. Each book 
has 18 pages. Two books 84x11 
inches, one book 834x1134 inches. 
3N16313-Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $2. 

3 N 16315—Wt. 1 Ib, 2 oz... -Set $1.74 
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Christmas Gift Books AMERICAS 
ANTIQUES A special selection of fine quality books at 30071900 

low, low holiday prices. Their large size and 
extensive illustration make them impressive 
gifts. Wide variety of subjects 

American Antiques 1800-1900 by J. T. Butler. 177 illus. An encyclopedic survey of furniture, ceramics, glass, silver and more. 72x102 inches. 3 N 1142 —203 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces............. $3.89 
Fine Furniture for the Amateur Cabinetmaker by A. W. Marlow, 435 illus. Guide to amateurs for producing professional-look pieces. 82x114 3N 1131 —200 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces... 
A Treasury of Motorcycles of the World by Floyd Clymer. 500 rarely-seen photos cover history, riding techniques, races and tours. 84x11" in. 3N1137—237 pages. Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces............ $3.59 
Trolley Car Treasury by Frank Rowsome. 300 photos as well as tales, songs, cartoons about 100-year history of American streetcars. S'/2xll inches. 3N 1145 —199 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces............$2.89 
The Lawless Decade, A Pictorial History of the Roaring Twenties, by Paul = à Sann. 300 illustrations. Depicts years from WWI to New Deal. 8ax11//; in. CEDE S Rob 17 AIR 3.N 1146 —240 pages. Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces........... $2.89 COLD AMERICAN, 
Tennessee Ernie Ford's Book of Favorite Hymms. An inspiring collection. 50 hymns, spirituals, carols. For piano; guitar, organ, accordion chord symbols. 3N 1144 — 8x11 in. 127 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... $1.84 
How to Furnish Old American Houses by H. L. and O, K. Williams. Over 150 photos, drawings showing period room arrangements, decorations. 3N1135— 7x10" in. 250 pages. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. .$2.89 
Air Force: Pictorial History of American Airpower by Martin Caidin. 400 photos covering 50-yr. span from Wright Bros. to today, 9¥x124/ in. 3N 1139-231 pages. Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces... ........ $3.89 
George Catlin and the Old Frontier by H. McCracken. 167 reproductions. 
Biography and picture gallery of the dean of Indian painters. 9!Ax12V4 in. 
3N1134—216 pages. Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces... . $5.88 
100 Years of America’s Fire Fighting Apparatus by P. Da Costa. 400 photos, charts and ads of hand, horse and motor drawn equipment. 8%x11 in 3N1149—112 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces... ... $1.89 
Immortals of the Screen, edited by R. Stuart. 600 photos with brief biogra- 
phies of stars Jean Harlow, Clark Gable, Bogart, many more. 84x11 in. 
3 N 1147 —224 pages. Shipping weight 2 pounds. ............... «++. $2,89 
Album of Historical Steam Traction Engines and Threshing Equipment by Floyd Clymer. 470 photos, charts of 105 engines from 1855. 84/sx11"% in. 3N1148—158 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. ........... $2.89 
The Watson Drawing Book by E. and A. Watson. 250 illus. Techniques of 
black and white drawings. Diagrams in pencil, pen, quill, charcoal, wash, etc. 
3N 1133 —8¥2x10Y/2 in. 160 pages. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz... ... $2.89 
Matthew Brady: Historian with a Camera by J. D. Horan. Over 500 illus, in- cluding some restricted Brady-Handy collection. Biography. 9/4x12"A in. 3N 1138—244 pages. Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. . ..$3.89 m LD 
The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga by Swami Vishnudenananda. Over Y 140 photos. Asanas, breathing, concentration, philosophy, etc. 6x104 in. T FLOWERS o 3N 1150. 360 pages. Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. vee $3.89 Sea A AMERICA 
Henry's Wonderful Model T 1908-1927 by Floyd Clymer. 500 photos, ads, 
songs, jokes and informative text on America's favorite. 8Y4x11'/ inches. 
3N1143—219 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 15 ounces............ $2.89 
The World of Cats by J. Montgomery. 225 photos. With advice on raising. 
3 N 1136 — 84x114 in. 141 pages. Shipping weight 2 pounds . ....... $3.89 
The Great American West by James T. Horan. 650 illustrations depicting 

the West as it was from Coronado to the Last Frontier. 9'/«x12'/s inches. 
3N1141—288 pages. Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces... .. ...... $5.88 

Wild Flowers of America, edited by H. W. Rickett. 400 flowers in full color 
from paintings by Dorothy Falcon Platt. Detailed description. 8Y«x 12 in. 
3 N 1132 — 400 pages. Shipping weight 3 pounds 14 ounces........... $6.79 

The Bird Watcher's Guide by H. H. Collins. How to watch and attract birds. 
3 N 1130— 674x 9 inches. 123 pages. Shipping weight 12 ounces ..... . $1.89 

Treasury of Early American Automobiles 1877-1925 by Floyd Clymer. 500 
pictures. Ads, songs, fashions, regulations, competitions 8%sx11'/« inches. 
3N1140—213 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 15 ounces............ $2.89 
Birds of America by Gilbert T. Pearson. Illustrated by L. A. Fuertes. Many 
beautiful birds in full color with detailed descriptions. 8x11'/s inches. 
3.N 1151—888 pages. Shipping weight 6 pounds 9 ounces............ $7.97 

Macy's, Gimbels and Me by Bernice Fitz-Gibbon. How to earn $90,000 a 
year in retail advertising is her theme. Miss Fitz-Gibbon's flair, ingenuity 
and energy revolutionized retail advertising. An uninhibited memoir with 
a unique course in advertising theory and practice. 8/2x5?/ i 
3 N 1236 —382 pages. Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. . 

EARLY AMERICAN. 
AUTOMOBILES 
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Youth Ski Combinations 
include skis, 

poles and bindings 

6 C 67017C—Wt. 7 Ibs... .Set $12.99 
Combination with 4-ft. length skis. 
6 C 67018C—Wrt. 8 Ibs. . . „Set $15.99 

Combination with 4-ft. 6-in. skis. 
6 € 67019L— Wt. 9 Ibs. . . .Set $18.99 

] Youth's 3-buckle rubber 3 Youth's rubber lace Ski 
Boot. M (med.) width. Boot. Rubber soles, 

State size 1, 2, 3, 4. Japan. molded ankles. Double 
6 C 68103F—Wt. 3 lbs..$9.99 — speed lacing, riveted eye- 

lets. Black with red padded 2 Youth's 4-buckle rubber 
Boot. SANI*GARD lin- i i I H Ü i 

al i: i State size 5, 6, 7, 8: Ji 
6 C 68102F —Wt. 4 Ibs.. $ g E š F 

SNO-KARTS 
Breath-taking bobsled thrills 

. . brake-steering mechanism 
of solid steel 

for sure control and handling 

You'll experience a new high in excitement on a 
Sears Super SNO-KART. The shell is made of 
tough linear polyethylene plastic for great strength 
and durability no matter what the temperature. 
Polyethylene foot straps. Vinyl handles on steering 
mechanism. From Canada. 

Use your phone if you want to order it the 
easiest way of all. 
6 C 69106N —43-inch Avanti model. Wt. 8 Ibs..$21.99 
6 C 69105N—38-inch Super model. Wt. 5 ibs.. 14.49 

Cutiloa page scans by christmas museteciudcM pom. 

Turn your 

backyard into 

Fiber rink guard 
protects liner 

Simply join the : 
two ends of the Complete Circular 
aluminum wall Rink Outfit 
together and 
slip in the plas- Low "n Sgntson. $9799 
tic liner 

Circular Rinks in 4 sizes. For longest rink life, buy an extra liner to use on top of the one 
that is supplied. 
6 C 10816—Complete 16-foot diameter Rink. 4-in. high wall. Shipping wt. 10 Ibs... . .$7.99 

Giont size 32x40-foot Liner. Order the liner . . supply your own material for wall. 
6 C 10636N —Shipping weight 29 pounds... -.....- 5.6.60. cece eee eee renee eee $27.99 

TOBOGGANS 
Rugged hardwood sealed against 

4 Pro-style 7 slat construction. 17 inches wide. 3 full length raised runners. Full steam-bent 
hood. Polyethylene rope rails. 

6 C 68926N—6-foot size (4 riders). Shipping weight 17 pounds. ... ..$20.99 
6 C 68928N—8-foot size (6 riders). Shipping weight 21 pounds. . .. 24.99 

5 Economy Toboggan. 6 slat construction. 15 inches wide. 2 outer runners. 
6 C 68915N— S-foot size (3 riders). Shipping weight 14 pounds. $14.89 

6 C 68917N— 7-foot size (S riders). Shipping weight 17 pounds 18.89 

6 Toboggan Pads. Made with 134-inch 
polyurethane foam core. Vinyl cover. Red 

with black. 14 inches wide. 

| fi 6) Size |y its Catalog See. Price 

TY feet| S feet | 6 C 69075C | 11b. | $3.89 
SHIPPING NOTE: All "N" items (such as 4 6 C 69076C | 211 
6C 10836N) are shipped either freight (rail or S44 feet| 7 feet | 6 C 69077C | 2 Ibs. | 5.89 
truck) or express. D 8 feet | 6 C 69078C | 2 Ibs. 



Here's plenty of rugged, punchin', jumpin' action for frisky girls and boys {ig} $3.19 
g Jump Stick. Plenty 

of pep from the big 
rugged spring. Adjusts 
up to 150 Ibs. Chrome- 
plated steel, 41 inches 
long. Rubber tip, non- 
slip hand grips. 

79N2458C-Wt. 8 lbs.$6.99 

Junior Jump Stick. 
For youngsters up to 

90 pounds. Spring is en- 
closed in aluminum tube. 
43 inches long, topped 
off with an easy-to-grip 
sponge ball top. 

79N2534C-Wt. 3 lbs. $3.99 

uc E 
AC 

Adjustable 

Complete Basketball Set $7.49 

Games are more fun with a backboard-type 
goal 32x24-in. exterior plywood, non-glare 
white enameled. Extends 1 foot from wall on 
metal bracket. 18-in. metal hoop, tieless net 
hooks, needle, 914-in. vinyl ball. 
79N243212-Set with ball. Wt. 11 Ibs......$7.49 
79N2446L-Above without ball. Wt. 9 Ibs... 579 

Gutsiog pace scans by cheiimas maiseid oom. 

[3] Jumper. Nylon-covered 
elastic cord gives plenty of 

bounce to 26x37-inch canvas 
bed. 14-inch blue enamel steel 
frame, rubber-tipped legs. For 
Children weighing up to 50 
pounds. Easy to assemble. 
79N2445C-Wt. 17 lbs. ..$1079 

Jumping Shoes. Boys and 
girls 4 to 14 will be “walk- 

ing on air" with these. Rubber 
bottom bumpers protect floors. 

length. 
ankle strap and lace toe band. 
Red enameled steel 

49N2412-Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $4.99 

Leather 

Net, Ball Set :2.99 

Fasten 18-inch metal hoop to 
wall, and youngsters are set for 
hours of healthful fun. 914-inch 
vinyl ball with inflating needle. 
Wall bracket included. 
79N2523C-Shpg. wt. S Ibs...$2.99 
49N2530- Ball only. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1.89 

Floor Punching Bag. T: 
stiff punch and won't hit 

back. Helps develop muscles and 
co-ordination. Steel basesupports 
spring steel rod with leatherette 
inflatable bag. Bag adjusts from 
36 to 47 inches above base. 49 N 2489— Yogi Bear. 50 in. tall. 
79N2542C-Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, es: 

Two-way Punching Bag. For 
kids of all sizes. Floor model 

adjusts from 36 to 47-in. height 
Converts to wall model as chil- 
dren get taller. Steel frame with 
leatherette bag. Aír pump, in- 
flating needle included 
7982429 C-Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs 

51 in. toli. A 
kesa — (7)-(8) TV Punchos. So good-natured 

you can knock 'em down, they roll 
right up again. Inflatable vinyl, 
weighted base. 

49 N 2488 —Huckleberry Hound. 37 3) 
in, tall, Wt. 2 Ib. 8 oz, $2.66 4 

31.66 
31 in. toll 

m Wt. 4 bs. 12 oz. 

(9)-(10) Punch-me Popeye. One of 
the all-time champs of comic strip 
fighters challenges youngsters. No § 
matter how hard he’s hit, he comes 
back for more. Inflatable vinyl with 
weighted base. 

[9] 49N2453-31 in. We. 2 Ibs. 4.02.$1.66 

$6.37 — [i0 49N2537-51 in. We. S Ibs.... 3.19 

Play Center 

Double fun . . shoot 
baskets or punches 

$2095 27 
What a gift for a boy . 
and his pals! Rugged goal 
adjusts to 10 feet; boxing 
bag to 7 feet. Both adjust 
independently on 114-inch 

galvanized steel pole braced 
to 46-in. base. 

Goal, backboard and ball 
same as 79 N 2432L2, de- 
scribed at left. 16-inch 
steel rebound ring gives 
punching bag lightning fast 
rebound . . like ones boxers 
use. Easy to assemble. In- 
flating pump and needle 
for bag and ball included. 
Shipped freight (rail or 
track) or express. Shipping 
weight 53 pounds. 
79 N2431N $20.95 



9 Famous Guns in miniature 

Complete Set $398 

1% to 744-in. replicas of guns that made history 
. fire standard caps. Includes: saddle rifle, Cavalry 
Carbine, Tommy Gun, flint-lock 

i Six-shooter, Pistol, Derringer, 
Mare’s Laig and 4 plastic holsters. 
49 N 2660— Plastic and metal. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $3.98 

Double-holster Set. Here's Roy's favorite 
shootin’ irons . . two 50-shot die-cast cap 
pistols. Strap 2-tone top-grain leather belt 
around your waist and tie leg strings. Now 
you're ready to “keep the peace." Pistols 8 
inches long. Belt fits 19 to 28-in. waists. 
49 N 2705—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 2 o2,.... $2.99 

Cap-shooting Miniature Set 

Includes 50-shot 27 in. rifle, 1-shot pistols. 
Plastic and metal, Leather and fur holsters. 
79N2641C-Fits 18-25 in. waist. Wt. 2 Ibs, $1.89 

49 N 2602-2-holster Set only, Wt, 8 oz. 89c 

Pistol, Civil War 
, Detective Pistol, 

Carbine Set, Looks just like sawed-off weapon 
TV's Josh Randall uses. Molded plastic with. 
grained plastic stock. Metal cap mechanism; 
cocking lever ejects shells. Gun hooks on to 
plastic holster. 20 in. long. 8 plastic bullet 
noses. "Four Star-Malcolm.”” 
49 N 2872—Shipping weight 3 pounds.. . .$3.57 

Steer-head Double Holster Set 
Sears exclusive, embossed top grain cowhide 
holsters. Guns are repeating-action 9-inch cap 
pistols. Belt fits 22 to 30-inch waists. 
49 N 2614—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 o2,........ $1.99 

“Secret weapon". . turn key in lock, barrel 
comes out and “fires” at unsuspecting foe 

What desperado wouldn't be fooled . . even if he had you trapped? 
Repeating pistol fires standard roll caps. Rear of lock opens for 
easy reloading. Bright brass finish on lock, key. 
49 N 2666—434 in. high. Shipping weight 13 ounces....... $1.82 

$182 
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ITEMS (1) THROUGH (9) SHOWN IN COLOR ON FACING PAGE 

New . . exciting 2-gun Detective Set 

at a low, low price 

Lowest price we've ever offered for a modern law en- 
forcement set of such quality and true-to-life detail 

“Chopper” Tommy Gun features realistic machine gun 
noises, pull-back bolt action and recoiling barrel. Snub-nose 
38 pistol fires caps and soft plastic bullets at same time, 
has revolving cylinder. “Chopper” is plastic and metal, 19 
in. long. Shoulder holster, wallet with detective badge, 16 
play bullets included. Caps not included*. 
49 N 2639—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. P $3,49 
49 N 2678— Pistol and shoulder holster only. 8 soft, plastic 
bullets. Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. $1.99 

Civil War Cavalry Sets 

Capture some of the glory and excitement of Shiloh, 
Bull Run and Gettysburg. 27 in. Carbine rifle and 9 in. 

pistol are authentically detailed . . fire caps and plastic 
bullets. 26 in. saber fits into scabbard . . saber belt-hanger 
hooks on. Belt with ammo case fits almost any child's waist. 
Wool felt hat (blue or gray depending upon which set 
ordered) with official insignia patch. Weapons, holster and 
belt are plastic. 24 plastic bullets, 3 firing pins. 
79 N 2706L—Blue Cavalry Set. Shipping wt. 10 Ibs.. -$5.88 
79 N 2707L—Gray Cavalry Set. Shipping wt. 10 Ibs,.... 5.88 

Bullet Shooting Gun Sets 

Priced low at Sears. Shoots shells and smokes. Shoots 

caps and plastic bullets at the same time. Cylinder re 
volves as each shot is fired. Die-cast metal guns. Flexible 

plastic holsters. 8 plastic bullets included. 

49 N 2682—Double Holster Set. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. .$4,88 
49 N 2680—Single Holster Set. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz... 2.99 

Sears Exclusive Gun Sets 

Like all items made just for Sears, these have features that 
mark them as superior values. In addition to low prices, the 
holsters are all smooth, tough /of-graim cowhide . . won't 
crack like split-grain leather. Guns are rugged, die-cast 
metal. Belts fit 18 to 28-in. waists. 

4] Black Double Holsters with Zinger Guns. Revolving 
cylinder guns hold 50 caps, have 12 insertable play 

bullets. Realistic zing sound when you pull trigger. Tooled 
holster with metal arrowheads. Leather leg ties. 
49 N 2625— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. $4.99 

5] Two-tone Double Holster Set. Revolving cylinder 6- 
guns fire single-round caps, have 12 insertable play 

bullets. Steerhead tooling and saddle stitching. Rich brown 
panels on two-tone holsters. Leather leg ties. 
49 N 2616—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. $3.99 

F) Pony Skin Single Holster Set. Revolving cylinder 6-gun 
© fires single round caps, has 18 insertable play bullets. 
Loads by break-barrel method, Holster has pony skin fur 

top, leather leg ties, 
49 N 2610—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. $3.99 

[7] Single Holster Set. Long barrel gun holds 50 caps, 
loads by break-barrel method. Tooled holster decorated 

with sunburst concha, plastic “jewels”. 
49 N 2605—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. $1.99 

Double Holster Set. Each fires 50 caps without reload 
ing. Tooled horse head design on holsters. 6 play bullets 

49 N 2615—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $2.99 

9] Single Holster Revolving-cylinder Set. 6-shooter fires 

single cap shots, has 18 insertable play bullets. Rich 
brown holster has horse and rider tooling, nickel-plated 

studs, leather leg ties. 
49 N 2608—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $2.99 

NOTE: Cops are not included with any cap-firing toy 



D Pony Playmate. Just the right size for TV watching. 
Body of cheerful cotton plaid. Head, neck, hoofs and legs 

of short pile rayon plush. Firm cotton stuffing. Cotton yarn 

mane and tail. Cotton felt ears and nostrils. Vinyl saddle, 
bridle and reins. 23 inches long; 7-in. saddle height. 
79 N 4163C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. Ji $3.99 

B) Rocking Pony. Little buckaroos can "ride" along with 
the TV cowboys. Concealed rocker with rubber runners 

in his body gives extra action. Cocoa-color rayon plush. 
Firmly stuffed with cotton. Decorated vinyl-coated “saddle,” 
plastic reins, bridle. 26 inches long; 10-in. saddle height. 
79 N 4124C—Shipping weight & pounds... ..... $7.69 

B| TV Pup makes a comfortable seat. He’s a handsome dog 
with brown and yellow short pile rayon plush, rayon rib- 

bon neck bow. Plastic eyes, red cotton felt tongue, pompon 
nose, stubby tail. Firmly stuffed with cotton; sturdy cotton 
twill bottom. 24 inches long; 7 in. high at back. 
79 N 41491—Shipping weight 6 pounds, . .......... 

422 SEARS ns 
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Wind the key . . Swiss music 
box plays. Rayon plush. Foam 
plastic—cotton or cotton filled. 

@ Performing Chipmunk. 
"Plays" harmonica. 10 in. 

49 N 4301—W1. 1 Ib...... $4.69 

Gingerbread Man 

. . read about me 

in my storybook 

Lovable and huggable toy 
in ginger and white short 
pile rayon plush. Brown cot- 
ton felt and pink and white 
cotton yarn trim simulate 
frosting. Cotton stuffing. 16 
inches tall. 

Colorfully illustrated book 
tells favorite story. Shipping 
weight 1 pound 6 ounces. 
49 N4160.. $2.99 

7 

Wind us up . . we play music 

(S) Bear. Foam plastic (7) Flip Flop Dog. Soft pup 
— and cotton fill. 13 in. sits, lies down. 14 in. 
49 N A157—Wi. 115..$3.99.— 49 N 4159—Wt. 1 Ib... $3.99 

6] Fleecy Lamb. Head turns (8) Twinkles. Trunk moves 
as music plays. 10 in. tall. to music. 1124 in. tall, 

49 N 4327—Wi. 11b. $4.69 — A9NA151-WI. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $4.69 

b 
% 

© pi 
We make cute sounds 

Cuddly dog and cat have realistic “voices.” Short pile rayon 
plush. Soft cotton and foam plastic filling. Glassene eyes, 
pompon nose, red tongue. Rayon ribbon bow. Wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz. 

9] Dog. Pull the string, I — fij Cat. Pull string and I 
"bark." About 18 in. ~~ “meow.” About 18 in. 

49 N 4147. $379  49N4146 $379 

Kitten, puppy wear removable cotton gabardine outfits. 
Squeaker in tummy. Bendable arms. Short pile rayon plush, 
foam rubber filled. Plastic eyes. 13 in. tall. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 

[M Puppy. Pink and Blue. — (p) Kitten. Pink and white. 
49 N 4144... $379 A9 N 4133... $3.79 



-in flamboyant colors 
with bright chrome- 

E di 

N sare%3.07 $3988 

Wos $42.95. Fiery metallic-red frame on boys’, pleasing mets 
quoise on girls’. Fenders, chain guard and handlebars glisten 
chrome-plating. Soaring four-bar frame with jet-sweep tank, Swept- 
back carrier. Dashboard-panel, control knob for headlight. Add 2 “D” — 
batteries (not included) and twin-bulb headlight beams out bright 
warning light. 1.75-inch midweight whitewall tires. á 

Big safety reflectors on rear fender and carrier. Bendix coaster 
brakes for smooth, sure stops. 

26-inch size. Shpg. wt. 54 Ibs. 
6 N 46303N— Boys’... .. 
6 N 46313N Girls". 

24-inch size. Shpg. 
NANI 

SEARS prcon 

m———sÓ 

Dazzles with chrome on 

frame, fenders, chain 
guard..almost every- 

where. 4-bar frame arches 

into sculptured forward- 

thrust tank. 

nh é s E ry P g else sparkles with brilliant; 
| midw whitewall tires, Comfortable rib vinyl : has coil 

springs, chrome-plated crash rail. Headlight, horn controlled by dash- 
panel knobs. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not included). Bendix coaster brakes 
for sure stops. Large reflector on fender. New comfortable hand grips. 

26-inch size. Shpg. wt. 57 lbs. 24-inch size. Shpg. wt. 54 Ibs. 
6 N 46942N — Boys $47.95 6 N 46962N-— Boys $47.95 
6 N 46952N — Girls . 47.95 6 N 46972N—Girls' . 47.95 

26-inch size with Bendix 2-speed Automatic Shift Power Brake, Just 
back pedal to change gears for extra power on hills, 
6 N 46982 N— Boys'. Shipping weight 58 pounds... . 2 $54.95 

Jet-sweep styling, rear carrier, headlight 
and still priced remarkably low 

Only $9488 Boys" or Girls’ 

Strong three-bar frame built for hard play. Handlebars, rims, hubs and 
headlight all glitter with chrome-plating. Bright metallic colors . . boys" 
red, girls’ blue. White trim. 1.75-inch midweight whitewall tires. 
Add 2 "D" batteries (not included) and twin-bulb headlight beams out 

bright warning light. Ball bearing pedals, wheels and ction let 
you spin along with little effort. Coaster brake for sure, smooth stops. 

26-inch size. Shpg. wt. 52 lbs. 

6 N 46002N —Boys'" $34.88 
6 N 46012N—Girls’ 34.88 

24-inch size. Shpg. wt. 51 Ibs. 
6 N 46022N—Boys’ $34.88 

6 N 46032 N—Girls' 34.88 

SIZE CHART FOR MIDDLEWEIGHT BIKES 

Boys’ and girls’ sizes For Seat to pedal adjus 
16-inch 19 1023 inches 
20-inch 21 to24 inches 
24-inch 2314 to 2714 inches 
26-inch Over9......|......28 to 3234 inches 

NOTE: Bikes sent freight (rail, truck) or express 
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Change that 

ordinary bike 

into an exciting 

Spyder-style Bike 

Spyder Speedometer with exclusive Safti- 
Guide. Precision calibrated, factory tested. 

Safe-Cruise-Danger range (to 40 mph). Registers 
distances to 9,999.9 miles. Fitting for handle-bar- 
mounting on 20-in. Spyders. Instructions. 
6 N 48799—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. $5.29 

For 24 and 26-in. Bikes. Stem-mounted. 
6 N 48800—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 6 oz. ..$5.29 

2 New Bike Trike Panel Dash. Fits any bike. 
Clear plastic windshield. Features glove com- 

partment with sliding door, beep horn. sporty 
ivory and blue finish, license plate on front panel. 
Universal mounting bracket. Instructions. 
6 N 49966—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. A 

3 New PSB Il Steel Saddle Baskets. Fits any 
bike with banana saddle, Front-to-rear adjust- 

ment. Each side: 1354x6x12 in. Reflector. 
6 N 48452C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. . . 

$2.49 

$3.39 

Sears | Orcaxu 
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4 New Vinyl Saddle Bags. Tiger-print vinyl 
flaps with cloth backing . . rest is heavy-grade 

black vinyl. Water repellant. Ties to rear fender. 
Each side: 12x914x234 in. 
6 N 48549—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... ..$2.59 

5 New 3 speed Stick Shift. Converts any 3- 
speed hub to “3-on-the-floor” stick shift. 

Positive positioning . . safer, more reliable. Com- 
plete kit . . ready to install with all hardware, 
cable saver, adapters. By Bendix. 
6 N 49842—Shpg. wt. 13 ozs ..$3.49 

6 Front Handbrake. Installs quickly. Gives fast 
stops. Fits any bike except Schwinn. 

6 N 49845—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... eeaeee $3.49 
6 N 49846— For Schwinn. Ship. wt. 14 oz. 3.49 

Bucket Banana Saddle . . Black and WI 
Quilted black vinyl top, white trim. Fits any 

bike. Deep, soft foam padding. 
6 N 49002C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. . «$4.19 

Bike Light Set. Constant, powerful beam. 
Needs 6-volt battery with spring terminals 

(not included). Aluminum taillight. White 
enameled battery case, headlight. Hardware. 
6 N 48029—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz..........$4.69 

Girl's Bucket Banana Saddle. Turquoise glit- 
ter top, white trim. Vinyl. F i 

6 N 49003C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 

10 17 in. Seat Post. 134, 
dia, top. 

6 N 49049—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.................89¢ 
Monster Bike Buddies. Colorful plastic. Wt. 1 Ib. 
(11) 6 N 49963—Shrunken Head...........65¢ 
(12) 6 N 49962— Frankenstein Monster. ....65c 

13 Scoop-fender Sets. Chrome-plated. 
6 N 49155C—(26x1.75 in.) Wt. 2 lbs. $2.89 

6 N 49156C—(24x1.75-in.) Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 2.89 
6 N 49158C—(20x2.125-in.) Wt. 11b.8oz. 2.89 

14 New Slanted Handlebars. For l-in. center. 
6 N 49116C—Shpg. wt. 2Ibs......... $1.59 



books 
(msc) $266 

Carry-me Books. Here's a new 
idea in children's books. Each is 
die-cut in the shape of its title. 
Attached cord makes it easy to 
carry. Titles include: My Drum 
Book, My School Bag, My Cam- 
era Book, My Flight Bag, Doc- 
tor’s Bag, My Picnic Basket. 
Entertaining stories with color- 
ful illustrations. Each book has 
24 pages and measures 9x8 
inches. Shipping wt. 11b. Soz. 
3 N 16317.. 

Big Jungle Book. Allabout Mowgli, 
the jungle boy, who appears in the 
new Walt Disney full-length ani- 
mated feature film. Full-color il- 
lustrations and amusing story 
from film. Contains 80 pages, 10x 
1234 inches. 

books 
dn se $167 

Pillow Books. Illustrated story books are 
bound in softly padded covers that are 
perfect for cuddling. 

Full color pictures. Large type. Each 
book has 32 pages, 634x734 inches. 
Set of 3. Titles include: Three Bears, 
‘Three Pigs and Little Red Riding Hood. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces, 
3N16321... -Set $1.67 
Set of 3. Where is the Keeper?, Owl and 
Pussy Cat, Pebbles Flintstone. 
3 N 16322—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $1.67 

Walt Disney Jungle Books 

3-book Set. All based on Walt 
Disney's amusing new jungle film. 
Full color pictures vividly depict 
wild creatures of the tropical wil- 
derness. Includes 32-page book 
934x1234 inches, 24-page shaped 
book 73x8 inches, and 24-page 
book 63¢x8 in, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

books 
(in set) 

Contour Books. Set of 5 
delightful books shaped 
for children to lift pages 
easily. Colorful, shiny 
covers and pages wipe 
clean. Titles incl.: Santa 
Claus, Farm Animals, 
Mother Goose, Mommy 
and Daddy, Ten Little 
Fingers. Each book 7x8 
inches, 10 pages. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 
3 N 16326. ..Set $2.66 

566 books 
Each s[63 (in set) s[97 

You-in-the-Picture Books  Color-Me-Again 
have a "you" doll on a Books. Set of 2. . 

Book of Toys, and 
Nature Book. Child 
colors uncolored pic- 
tures to match col- 
oredones. Wipeclean 
..ready to use again. 
Box of crayons. Plas- 

string (girl on one side, boy 
on other side) that can be 
inserted into slot on each 
page . . child becomes part of 
story. Die-cut shape. Each 
9x14 in., 14 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 

You-on-the-Farm. 
tic binding. Each 

3)N6918.. $1.63. grip inches, 16 
You-in-the-City. pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
3 N 16319.. 1.63 3N16316...51.97 

First Story Library Books 

Set of 20. Provides weeks of story 
telling to young children, With 8 
fairy tales, 8 nursery tales, 2 Uncle 
Wiggily stories, and 2 animal stories. 
Titles include: Peter Rabbit, Tom 
Thumb and many more. Large type. 
Illustrations on every page. Each book 
674x8 inches, 12 pages, 

First Reader Shape Books 

Set of 10. Each shaped like subject, 
with large pictures; measures 8x8 in., 
contains 24 pages. Titles: The Bambi 
Book, The Hat Book, The Toy Book, 
The Turtle Book, The Cat Book, The 
Noah's Ark Book, The Winnie-the- 
Pooh Book, The Mickey Mouse Book, 
Bear Book, and Baby Animal Book. 

3N16339—Wt.11b.1002.$3.66 3N16323 Set $1.47 3 N 16325—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Set $2.29 3 N 16324—Wt. 2 lbs.....Set $2.77 

Religious and Inspirational Books for children of all ages 

The Children's Bible $4.47 
This volume will be treasured through all the years of 
childhood. Written simply so that children can under- 
stand, Topically arranged in a narrative style. Each page 
has color illustration to support the text. Approved by 
an editorial board of leading clergymen. Contains 

and measures 7 346x10% inches. pages es 
3 N 2093— Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces. .$4.47 

Bible Stories '9* 9c esn 
By Mary Alice Jones. Illustrated. Washable covers. Each 
book contains 32 pages, 8x10 inches. 
3N16378-Baby Jesus 
3N16375-Ten Commandments 3N16376-Jesus 
3N16377-Prayers 
Shipping weight each 10 ounces. ........ 

Set of ó Titles above. 
3 N 16382— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz.. .. Set $3.77 

By Mary Alice Jones. Each book 24 pages, 944x12% in. 
3N16383-Story of David — 3N16384-Story of Joseph 
3N16385-The Ten Commandments 

ing weight each 12 ounces... 
3N16389-Set of 3 tities. Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 

^ 3N16386-My First Book About Jesus 

Each 

3816387-I Think About Jesus 3N16388-Christ Child 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces.............Each 
3N16391-Set of 3 titles. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. . . .Set $2.48 

m— ——r—" 

3N16381-Bible Stories 

3N16379-Jesus Helped People 
Each 69c 

Set $2.48 

512 

92c 

92c 

Story Collections ‘ew $77 
Treasury of Catholic Children's Stories. Con- 
tains over 60 favorite religious stories. 60 illustra- 
tions. 320 pages. Measures 534x834 inches. 

3 N 2095—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..... ($4.57 

Young People's Book of Bible Stories. Contains 
121 religious stories and 80 helpful illustrations 
and maps. 298 pages, 634 x 10 in. 
3 N 2092—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...$2.77 

Little Visits with God. Contains 200 devotions 
to guide young children. 100 illust., 286 pages. 
3 N 2094—6X(x8*4 in. Wt. 1 lb. 8oz....$2.77 

Books of lasting value 3[87 

By Joan Walsh Anglund. Books demonstrate and 
explain to your child what love is and how to show 
and recognize it; the meaning of Christmas; about 
the wonderful world around him; about the beauty 
of childhood. Color illustrations as well as black 
and white. Each book 414x654 in., 32 pages. 

3 N 16392. Love is a Special Way of Feeling 
3 N 16393— What Color is Love? 
3 N 16394— Childhood is a Time of Innocence 
3 N 16395—A Friend is Someone Who Likes You 
3N16396— Christmas is a Time of Giving 
Shipping weight each 4 ounces... ... Each $1.87 



Our finest Coin Set has 40 hard-to-find coins 

31944 — 
Has ev ing to start and maintain a fine coin collection. 
Includes lighted magnifier. Uses 2 "D" batteries (not incl.). 
Deluxe Coin Grading book, pocket clip magnifier, marking pen, 

12 Whitman folders, 100 self-seal holders with storage box, two 

6-in. storage boxes, Coin Value book, tongs, 5 tubes, ident. tags, 

cleaning kit, Let's Collect Coins book, Coin Check List, 24- 

pocket coin wallet .. 40 coins (cents) includes rare 1955 S 

Lincoln cent. 
3 N 18247 — Shipping weight 6 pounds 14 ounces . . .. . $19.44 

Coin Viewers 

Scan-o-matic. Examine 
coins quickly with this 

electric viewer. Coins are 

singly fed, moved under 
lighted magnifier for ex 
amination, flipped over and 
ejected automatically. 110 
120-v., 60-c. AC. Wt. 1 Ib. 

10 oz. 

3 N 18235 $9.88 

9 Scanette. Giant mag- 
© mifying lens examines 
coins, stamps, other items 

\ Large 2-inch lens fits in its 
W own steel tripod stand. 

3N18236 —Wt. 6 oz. $2.77 

Stamp Kits 
complete 

with albums 

$244 

e 
Ibum. Incl 5000 spaces, 200 hinges, perforation 
100 USS. stamps, 121 world flag stamps, magnifier. 5 bedienen 

3 US. Al 

3 N T8262 — Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... 

4 Family of Nations. As(3) but 100 world stamps instead of U.S. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

426 ied 3N 18255. 

‘States paie scans by deisimacmisetedwical com 

s. $2.44 

Super Treasure Chest Coin Kit 

kt $57 

Includes 8 Whitman folders, magnifier, 
100 holders with storage box, 12-in. stor: 
age box, coin tubes, ident. tags, Coin Value 
book, tongs, cleaning kit, Let's Collect 
Coins book, Coin Check List, Coin Grading 
Guide, 18-pocket wallet incl. 1943 P-D-S 
plus 15 diff. "S" mint Lincoln cents. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces 
3 N 18248 Kit$12.57 

OLLECT 

COINS! Ch 

Complete Coin Kit 

Kt s894 
Includes magnifier, 5 Whitman 
folders, 100 holders with storage box. 
tongs, 5 tubes, ident. tags, cleaning 
kit, 12-in. storage box. Let's Collect 
Coins book, Coin Value book, Check 
List, Coin Grading Guide. . 15 as 
sorted "S" mint Lincoln cents. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. 
3 N 18249 „Kit $8.94 

Coin Starter Set s2 88 Treasure Hunt Kit $4.97 

Includes magnifier, 2 Whitman Includes magnifier, 4 Whitman fold- 
folders, 15 holders, Coin Value 

tags, Coin Check Lis 

15 holders, Coin Value book, 
gs, 3 tubes, indent. tags, Let's Col- 

lect Coins book, Check List, Coin 

Grading Guide; plus 19 Grading Guide, 1943 P-D-, 1958 P-D, 

and 1959 P-D Lincoln cents. 1959 P-D Lincoln cents. 

3 N 18251 — Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Set $2.88 3N18252 —Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Kit $4.97 

1964 Presidential Coin Set 
. a true Collectors Item 

3394 

5-piece silver set was last complete set 
minted before Coinage Act of 1 which 

reduced silver in coins. Set includes Kennedy 
half dollar, Washington quarter, Roosevelt 

dime, Jefferson nickel, and the Lincoln 

penny. Presidential set comes complete with 
a deluxe display case 
3 N 18246—Shipping wt. 8 oz... .. Set $3.94 

For the beginning collector. World album 
has spaces for 11,000 stamps. Kit in- 
cludes 200 stamp hinges, perforation 
gauge, stamp tongs, plastic magnifier, 
100 different world stamps, and 121 
world flag stamps. 
3 N 18256— Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. . . . Kit $4.97 

Modern Stamp 

Album 

s877 

Modern album for every collector. In- 
cludes 25,000 spaces, 1,000 hinges, per- 
foration gauge, tongs, magnifier and 
"What Stamp is That?" book. Also 200 
different stamps. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces 
388261... ET $8.77 



Top-grain 
leather uppers 

eSturdy arch-support- 

ing counters for more 
comfortable skating 

*Loose-bearing type 
plastic wheels that 
will give you a fast, 
smooth ride 

131€ 

Even at this low price.. 
Naugalon® vinyl uppers that can 
withstand wear and tear 

High-top styling that gives you 

needed support 

* Extra high performance features 
to make skating more fun 

315? 

Adjustable rubber cushioned trucks swivel to 
let skaters figure skate, do tricks or dance on 

wheels. Up to a 10° pivot, for beginners or pros. 
Toe stops. Tough rubber composition soles are 
extra long-wearing. Plastic wheels with offset 
bearing cones for a smoother ride. Attractive 

and rust-resistant nickel-plated steel footplates. 
Tapered backstay for better fitting heel. Split 
foam padded tongue for extra comfort. 

Women's, Girh'. White. B(medium) width sizes 
4B, SB, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B. Please state size. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds 
6 € 23304F * $1549 

Men's, Boys’. Black. D(medium) width sizes 4D, 
SD, 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D. 10D. Please state size 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
6 C 23204F. . : $1549 

HOW TO ORDER SHOE SKATES. If your foot 
is medium width, order your usual street shoe 

size. If you wear a half size shoe or if your foot 
is wide, order the next full size larger. If your 
foot is narrow, order the nearest full size smaller 

Top-grain 
leather uppers and 
full suede lining 

* These Full-precision Skates have fully 
sealed bearings . . you get superb con- 
trol with minimum friction 

AY hg 
Adjustable triple-cushioned 
trucks. Cast-aluminum foot- 
plate. Built-in toe stops. Plastic 
wheels, Steel shank. Arch-sup- 
porting counter. Leather sole. 

Women's, Girls’. White. B(med.) 
width sizes 5B, 6B, 7B. 8B, 9B, 
10B. Please state size. 
6 € 23391F—Wt. 8 lbs.. ..$37.99 

Men's, Boys’. Black. D(med.) 
width sizes 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 
11D, 12D. Please state size. 
6 € 23291F—Wt. 8 lbs... $37.99 

Lightweight polished aluminum foot plates. Long inside counters, steel 
arch supports. Built-in toe stops help brake quicker, more safely. 
Double-action rubber cushioned trucks permit fast turns. Polyurethane 
foam padded tongue. Wing tip styling. Please state size. 

Women's, Girls’. High top. B(medium) width sizes 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 
10B, 11B. 
6 € 23311F—White. Shipping weight 8 pounds. ........ be. $2149 
Men's, Boys'. Medium high top. D(medium) width sizes 5D, 6D, 7D, 8D, 

9D. 10D, 11D, 12D. 

418 [Sears] sow 6 € 23211F—Black. Shipping weight 8 Ibs...$21 49 

Cutiod pane scans by cheidimasimaselecimici cosh 

Rink Skate Case 

Makes carrying skates less awkward. Ply 
wood frame, vinyl-covered. Nickel-plated 
hardware, plastic handle. Twin locks. Key 
Measures 1314x1634x6 inches deep. 
6 € 23068—Red. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. 
6 C 23069—Blue. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz....... 5.49 



ALLSTATE heavy-gauge Steel Trucks roll on ALLSTATE tires 

Tandem Vancommands the 
“highway” . . it's almost 4 

feet long. Two massive, detach- 
able trailers with doors have 
safety chains between them. 
Modern design cab dis 
dual exhaus r horns; has 
detailed interior and swivel 
hitch. 10 wheels (1 spare) plus 
retractable dolly wheels. 
79 N 5434C—Wt. 11 Ibs. $9,88 

416 SEARS sı 
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Stoke Truck. Bright red 
plastic stake sides can be 

removed for side or rear 

loading or for flat-bed haul 
ing. Modern design cab with 
wrap-around, fully transpar: 
ent, plastic windshield, 
gleaming metal grille. 19 
inches long. Shipping weight 

3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
33.88 49 N 5668 

3] Sears long-distance Von. 
Open up the rear doors, 

load her up and you're off to 
deliver the goods! Big. 27-inch 
transport has lots of room in- 

side for junior drivers to load 

(4) Auto Transport. Delivers 
3 brand-new 1960 plastic 

sedans direct to the dealer's 
showroom. Transport is 33 in. 
long over-all, has 10 wheels 
plus spare, two-deck body 

[5] Heavy-duty Van. Our big- 
gest and best one-trailer 

model in Santa’s garage. Shiny 
aluminum trailer has 4 sets of 
dual wheels at rear, retract 
able dolly wheels, swing-open 

packages. Modern design cab retractable dolly wheels, doors. Tractor has 2 duals, 2 

has wrap-around windshield, loading ramp. Cab has de- single wheels plus spare, dual 

trailer has authentic Sears tailed dashboard, seats exhaust, air horns, detailed 

insignia on sides. dummy steering wheel interior. 28 in. over-all. 

We, 8 Ibs. $5.89 79 N 5680C- 

E) Tow Truck. Crane raises and lowers and 
has a towing hook to pull “stalled” autos 

just like a regular wrecker. Cab-over-engine 
design. Hinged cab opens to expose truck 
motor. Tool box with play tools. Flexible 

polyethylene body, 19 inches long. 
49 N 5581— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $215 

7] Dump Truck. Body lifts like a real dump 
truck and locks in position, has open-and- 

close tail gate. Cab lifts up and forward to 
reveal dummy motor. Flexible polyethylene 
body, squeeze it and it pops right back into 

shape. 19 inches long. 
49 N 5580 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz 32.5 

7985431 C-Wt. 11 Ibs. $8,88 Wt. 1015.58.88 79 N 5684C 

Plastic 'Foys are 

Big ó-wheel Wrecker. Hoist works like 

the real thing. One handle raises, lowers 
booms, locks in position; other handle raises. 
lowers hook, locks in any position. Unbreak 

able heavy duty polyethylene, 21 inches long 
Hoist assembles without tools. 
49 N 5417—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. $3.77 

9] Pick-up Truck. A work-horse that works 
overtime . . you can actually change wheels 

using a bumper jack, wrench and spare wheel 
Even the hub caps are removable. Tailgate 

drops open. Shiny chrome-plated trim. Un- 
breakable polyethylene, 15 in. long. 
49 N 5412— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $2.33 
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]] Magical Top. As it spins tulip unfolds, 
ballerina dances. 914 in. Metal, plastic. 

49 N 4799— Shipping weight 1 1b, 9 oz.. ...$1.59 

7) Color Changer Top. Flashes colors, plays 
soft tones. Metal, plastic. 10 in. 

49 N 4796—Shipping weight | Ib. 5 oz. $1.24 

ILL | l — The 

Phone 
that 
talks 
back 

$488 

Talk.'N Tell phone. Press the button . 
record asks "How old are you?", “Do you 

1 you call me again?" plus 
9 more say’ Dials, rings like a bell 
Pastel blue plastic. 3}4x8 in. long. Uses 1 
"D" battery; order below. 
49 N 4714 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $4.88 

A 

Musical Phone. Turn handle . . plays catchy 
tune. Dials, rings. Plastic. 8 in. long. 
49 N 4751 —Shipping weight 11 oz. $1.66 
49 N 4793—As above, bu! no music. Wt. 9 oz. 73¢ 

ÍS 

Wheelbarrow with Shovel. Bright load- 
hauler has 18x15-in. green body, yellow 
handles, 244-in. yellow shovel. Steel. Easy- 
roll semi-pneumatic tire. Assembles easily. 
79 N 8010C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs... $2.99 

. DvffleBag 'O Blocks. Neatly packed Playskool fun for ages 
3 to 6. Chock full of smoothly sanded wood blocks with 

‘Brilliantly € Colored 

Hi-Lo-Safety Blocks. Embossed 
wood, Non-toxic. 134 inches. 

Set of 48 blocks. 
49 N A777—W1. 4 Ibs. 4 oz.. . $2.99 
Set of 30 blocks. 
49 N A776—W1. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... $1.89 

Col-O-Roll Wagon. Stacked 
with 6 rods, 6 cubes, 9 cylinders 
for ages 2 to 5 to build bridges, 
tall towers. Wood. 13x9x3} in. 
Blocks 134 in. square. 
49 N 4722—Wi. 3 Ibs. B oz... $2.19 

Wagon Full of Blocks. Young 
builder totes his materials in 
durable, plastic red wagon. 16x 
844 in. wide. With 32 colorfully 
embossed wood blocks. 
49 N 4708—Shpg: wt. 3 Ibs... $2.99 

Animal and Letter Nevins Blocks 

Talking Blocks 

(3) Sa . « hear 
pA -chirp- 

quack or squeal! Each 
of 5 nesting blocks 
makes sound like ani- 
mals painted on sides. 
Stack them 30 in. high. 
Sturdy fiberboard. 
49N4507-Wi.21bs.$2.49 

Giant Size 

@ Stack a giraffe and 
ABC's with 6 nest- 

ing blocks ranging from - 
5x5 in. to 10x10 in., 

Barks, begs, walks 

Poodle struts by remote con- 
trol. Take bone away . . she sits 
up, begs, barks, wags tail. Put 
bone back . . she struts off. Silver- 
gray cotton-backed rayon plush, 
steel frame. 10x1114 in. Order 3 
“D” batteries below. 
49 N 5729—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....$3.89 

Catulo pagi scans by diaaa masalomia con 

49 N 4660 —"D" Batteries. Shpg. wt. eoch 4 oz. 

IDEAL’S Gaylord the Pup 

He'll waddle beside owner, climb 
shallow steps, go uphill or down, 
bark, hold magnetic bone in mouth! 
Tug vinyl leash to direct motor- 

ized movements. "Arf-arf" squeeze 
bulb. Plastic, 23 in. long. Order 4 
“D” batteries at left. 
79 N 5753C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... . $8.66 

. Each 16¢; 4 for 60¢ 



3-speed Lightweight with quick stopping 
hand brakes, tourist bag and spotlight 

Rich looking glossy-black finish with chrome-plated spotlight, handlebars, 
rims, hubs and sprocket. White trim. Standard 3-speed gears have 50, 66 

Slim 26x1 34-inch tires reduce drag. 
inches on men's, 31 to 36 inches on women's. 

ight at night . . takes 2 “D” batteries 
Shpg. wt. 45 lbs. 

and 85 ratios. 

(not included). From free Austria. 
6N47100N—Men's 

6 N 47110N—Women's 

$39.88 
39.88 

Cutiboa pane scans by cuisines massie pin 

Our finest 3-speed 

Lightweights shift with 
just a twist of the 

grip . . dual hand brakes, 
carrier, spotlight 

10-speed Racer 
New power range of gears gives hill-climbing 

power, faster pickup and easier touring 

Huret Alvit wide-range gear changer shifts from an extra low 38 ratio to a 
high speed ratio of 96. Caliper-type hand brakes. Standard 21-inch steel 
frame has metallic red fin S rims. New large guard ring protects spokes 
from chain. Slim 27x134-inch whitewall racing tires. Wingnut hubs. Taped 
handlebars. handle! adjust to your racing position. Seat to pedal 
adjusts 32 to 37 inches. Kick stand. From free Austria. 
6 N 47362N—Shipping weight 38 pounds $54.95 
SHIPPING NOTE: All bikes on this page shipped freight (rail or truck) or express 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells 

SEE PAGE 268 
55: SEARS 423 



E i Chip mS. 

Chip ’n Pitch gift 

Helps golfer develop delicate €5 Å 
deft touch around the greens 
. . the difference between A 
pros and duffers . . shooting (^ 
close t If. Big 24-in. ; ape RRC ai Kags) Ted Williams deluxe Croquet Set 
distance . . short chips to 
long pitches . . indoor living Complete for $]450 
room to backyard practice. CMS 

Built to last, give with 4 
pride. Rim is tough poly- What a wonderful present this would make 

vl for your family! Big 6-in. wheeled cart holds 
ethylene. Nylon net, metal x P 
stand. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. kei i prea aA nd 

area .. goes on picnics, oul in le, 
hace enc iss vro Features: 83-in, mallet heads with rub- 

ber-padded tips for better control, long-dis- 
tance sending. White plastic-coated wickets 

Bocce Ball for evening play (easier to see anytime). 6 
Sets crack-resistant compressed maple balls in 

removable tray. Complete with posts. Rules. 
6 N 2594L—Shpg. wt. 18 bs... . Set $14.50 

Lawn play at its liveliest! 
Bowl closest to small target 
ball to score. Never a dull 
moment-for any age. Tough 
composition balls . . 8 big, 1 
small. Rules. From Italy. 

2 Official-size Set. 4j-in. 
balls. 2- ick. Wt. 25 lbs. 

6N2506K........ $24.95 

2 Thrifty Set. A great buy! 
3ijin. balls, Jack. Per- 

fect spheres, accurate, Easy- 
handling—all ages. 
6N2513-Wt. 9Ibs. $10.95 

Big 22-piece Yard Fun Set 
Sets of 'Shoes, Q's eset na 

Horseshoe Game. Lets At Sears . . $799 
family hold own tourney K'sony 

(no waiting in line at park!).. 5 

ED E LRL eat-treated to resist chip- A 
game (more for your money!) includes enough 

ping, breaking, despite heavy " 
ü , for 2 players up to a whole gang. usage. Steel stakes. Rules,  — "auipmentf 

| 6 N 2584C.......Set $6.79 > SEM icd Taut nylon strings, countersunk frames, rub- 

Horseshoes only. For extra ber grips for superior control. 2 longer-lasting 
play. 4 in set. Wt. 11 Ibs. plastic shuttlecocks. Vinyl volley ball. Metal 
6N2583....... Set $4.45 stakes, poles, rope. 20x1}4-ft. tape-bound net 

for both games. Complete with instructions. 
Quoits. Fun—like "shoes, 6 N 1316C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs...... Set $7.99 
yet quiet, portable, Four 

rubber quoits, 10-in. goal 
boards, pegs adjustable in 
height to increase difficulty. F 

Shipping wt. 8 lbs, W 
6 N2514....... Set $6.49 € y 

Tennis by Slazenger 

5 New Ken Rosewall Rack- A "m 
et made in England by M 

famed Slazenger, approved à G 
by Ted Williams. Multi- 
laminated frame, walnut fac- 
ing; micro-balanced bow, 
reinforced nylon strung for 
lasting zing. Jai Lite $549 Takraw $349 
Top grain perforated cow- set sot 

hide grip to cushion shocks, - : - 
increase control. Gack Last), Ting iie eee 
Medium (1334 oz.). Wt. 1 1b. safer to play. With 2 shaped rattan baskets, 
6N1229C........$13.99 _Jarge soft vinyl ball. Rules. From Hong Kong. 
Light (1214 oz.). Wt. 1 Ib. 6 N 2791—Shy Boz... 
6 N 1228C. .$13.99 ne, wt 2 nct od EE RAS 
G New, Perma-Core Balls. 8 Takraw®. Throw ^n catch with a new 

USLTA Approved. Re- twist. 2 rattan bats for flipping, trapping 
main firm indefinitely. Stay plastic ball. For 2 players. Rules. Hong Kong. 
whiter. Box of 3. England. — 6 N 2790—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.....Set $3.49 
6 N 1223-Wt. 10 oz, $2.19 2 Sets (for 4 players). Wt. 3]bs..2 for 6.50 

Citai pads scans by diaa wersebecindcel Conk 
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Gift Books for youngsters 

The Littlest Angel. Christmas classic. Illus- 
trated in color, 32 pages. 814x11}4 inches. 
3 N 16347—Shpg. wt. 1 pound 2 ounces. $1.57 

The Real Mother Goose. 300 beloved poems and 
verses. Illustrated in color by B. E. Wright. 
130 pages. Measures 954x113 inches. 
3 N 1647—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz..... $3.44 

Grimm's and Andersen's Fairy Tales. Fully 
illustrated 2-book set. Each book contains 
68 pages and measures 844x114 inches. 
3 N 16348—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs.... . Set $1.77 

A Child's Garden of Verses. By Robert Louis 

Tell-a-Tale Series 
for tots 

[5 geass s277 
Each book 534x6 in., 32 pgs. 
Ind. Red Riding Hood; 3 
Bears; 3 Little Pigs; Gin- 
gerbread Man; Mother 

Goose; Disney's Donald 
Duck and Chip *N' Dale; 
Mary Poppins; Flintstones; 
Lassie and Kittens; Little 
Lulu; Surprise in Barn; 
ABC; Animal Train; Big 

Preschool Books 5 
for ages 4 to 6 

Giant Story Books 

88:. 
Your child will want you to read these stories over and over. Large 
type and hundreds of 2-color illustrations. Deluxe-quality binding. 
Hard, full-color covers. Each book 754x1034 inches and 232 pages 
except 3N16356—392 pages. 
Starter Set of 3. Incl. 3N16356, 3N16357, 3N16358. 856 pgs. total. 
3 N 16355— Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces Set $2.49 Stevenson, 66 poems. Illustrated. 104 pages. 

834x12 inches. 
3 N 16349—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . $2.57 

Kitty; Tom and Jerry. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 

3 N 16351 Set $2.77 

First 
Learning Library s437 

Set of 16. Written for the very 
young who are just learning to read. 
Text enables mothers to answer ques- 
tions in simple language that young 
children can understand. Helps train 
beginning reader. Full color illustra- 
tions which help to explain the text. 
Each book has 24 pages, 63x8 
inches. Shipping weight 3 pounds 
12 ounces. 
3N16353.............. Set $4.37 

Treasury of 
Literature s5 27 

Illustrated Treasury of Children’s 
Literature. Contains 250 selections 
of nursery rhymes, stories, etc. 
Your children will be delighted to 
hear them now and to read them 
as they grow older. By 165 au- 
thors. Book contains 297 pictures 
—183 in color. 512 pages, 73x 
10% inches. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3N16352... ++ $5.27 

3 N16356—365 Bedtime Stories—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. +... 88c 
3N16357—Animal Stories 
3N16358— Christmas Book 
3N16359— Fairy Tales 

Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

4 auo $ l 79 

3 N 16361 —Bible Stories 
3 N 16362— Big Story Book 
3 N 16363—Mother Goose 

J^ Each 88c 

Early Start Preschool Readers 

8 5925337 
The very first books a child can read by himself before he enters school. 
Each has educator-approved basic vocabulary of 11 to 30 words young 
children know. Color illust.; hard cover. Each book 24 pages, 63x63% in. 
Set of 4. The Rabbit; The Sand- 
wich; The Tent, and Ann Likes Red. 
3N16341-Wt. 1 Ib, 2 oz, Set $1.79 

Set of 4. Poems; Ballerina Bess; 
1, 2; Big Beds and Little Beds. 
3N16342-Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $1.79 

Set of 8 in carry case. The Sand- 
wich; Big Beds and Little Beds; 
1, 2; Ann Likes Red; The Rabbit; 
Poems; Ballerina Bess; The Tent. 
3N16345-Wt.2 Ibs. 1 oz. Set $3.37 

Setof 4. Jumping; Bill and the Fish; 
The Pond; Rabbit and Turtle. 
3N16343-Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. Set $1.79 

Set of 4. Bus From Chicago; On 
Ranch; Up and Down; A Happy Day. 
3N16344-Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. Set $1.79 

Set of 8 in carry case. Bill and 
Fish; Jumping; Rabbit and Turtle; 
Pond; On Ranch; Up and Down; 
Bus From Chicago; A Happy Day. 
3N16346-Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. Set $3.37 

Big Picture Readers 88s each 

Traditional tales, amusing stories. Color illustrations. 
104x12% -in. Books. Each contains 32 pages. 
3N16332-My Dog, My Friend 
3N16333-There's an Elephant in the Bathtub 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces... ....... Each 88c 
93x12-in. Books. Each contains 32 pages. 
3N16337-Snow White 3N16335-Mary Poppins 
3N16336-Ugly Dachshund; 3N16334-Winnie-the- 
3N16338-Dennis the Menace Pooh 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces... ...... Each 88c 

m———— —— 

Books with 3-dimension covers s| 77. 

Delightful favorites by Hans Christian Andersen, 
Full-color picture on cover "comes alive" as child 
views it. Color illustrations of actual dolls in settings. 
Each book 34 pages, 7x10 inches. 
3 N 16373—Thumbelina 
3 N16368— The Little Tin Soldier 
3 N 16369— The Emperor's New Clothes 
3 N 16371— The Wild Swans 
3 N 16372— The Snow Queen (not shown) 
3 N16374— The Little Mermaid (not shown) 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 4 ounces.. Each $1.77 

Golden Hours Library 

[2 is $366 
Twelve different illustrat- 
ed books in colorful clock 
box. Hands on play clock 
move. Incl. book that ex- 
plains how to tell time. 
Each book contains 24 
pages, 314x514 inches, 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
3 N 16354... Set $3.66 t [Sears] 419 



“CAVE THIS CATALOG" 
You can order toys on pages 

433 to 605 from now until 

July 30, 1969 Our finest Sleds have 
chrome-plated steel “flying wedge” 

steering bars and side rails You'll want toys year round for: 
hase uie onh * Birthday gifts * Party prizes, favors 2| | | 103 :[349 :[449 * Grab bag presents * Get well treats 

Cloned end runners of spe- — Guess — lnaifieal Wh] Pica * Seasonal outdoor equipment * Rainy day games 
cial-alloy grooved steel. Number —_|inches) los. | each H i Tubular steel rails. Vinyl 325 -=g * Replacement parts * Refills ° Accessories grips. Varnished hardwood, 79N osodai $2 | $ [1 S1028 
Order tow rope below. 79 N 85065L| 60 | 8 |14| 1449 

And remember, you can buy anything Sears sells 

on credit with No Money Down. And with a 
Sears Credit Card, you can phone your order— 
just say "Charge It". See pages 285 and 286. 

Y! CHRISTMAS 
cone ‘TIL SUMMER ! 

Even our regular sleds have closed-end 
runners of grooved steel for fast rides 
ATÀnch. 56-inch inch 

$699 s819 $1029 

without rope without rope without rope 

Sleds have hardwood tops, Catal Steel | Wr. | Pr 
rails—finished with weather. — Numbed_nchareed os: | euch 
resistant varnish, Steel parts 75 gsosal 47 | 4 | 10 | $6.99 
enameled in bright red. Or- — 79N85033t| 56 | 6 | 12 55 
der tow rope below. 79N85069L| 60 | 8 | 14| 1029 

Tow Rope. 9-ft. polyethylene. For any sled. Adjustable. 
49 N 85062—Shipping weight 3 ounces........... Each 99c 

Spinandturn Pp—-———— s 
..zip ahead * 

$399 

SNOW DISCS 4 
2 Strong, lightweight fiber glass. Can’t rust or corrode. Slides 

and turns smoothly. Hand straps. 25-inch diameter, 
79 N 85058L—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .............. $3.99 

3 Lightweight aluminum. — 4 Sturdy steel. 20-gauge auto- 
Extra-strength beaded steel. Rolled edge. Red en- 

edge. Hand straps. 26-in, diam, amel, Hand straps. 23-in. diam, 
79 N 85059L— Wt.10 Ibs. *$3.69 79 N 85074C—Wt. 6 lbs.. . $2.99 

*Per postal regulations E 427 

Tatai Dade Scans by dieisihiasnisetediwical com 
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Adjustable clamp-on Skates. 16 ball bear 
ings per wheel for extra smooth ride. Steel 
Írame, wheels. Rubber shock absorbers. 
Foam rubber ankle pads. Red bub caps. 
Key. Adjust from 8 to 10% inches. 

6 C23131—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $3.97 

$267 

Economy Clamp-on Skates. 8 ball bearings 
per wheel. Rust-resistant steel frame, 
wheels, Smooth riding rubber-cushioned 
trucks. Adjustable toe clamps. Key in 
cluded, Length adjusts from 71⁄4 to 914 in 
6 C 23111—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs,......,,.$2,67 

$19? 

Trainer Skates. For younger children and 
beginners. Smooth-bearing steel wheels, 
Lace leather toe strap plus leather ankle 
strap.. nokey required. Steel frame adjusts 
6% to 844 inches. So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

6 C 23109—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...... $1.89 

HOW TO ORDER SHOE SKATES. |f foot 
is medium width, order your usual street 
Shoe size. If you wear a half size shoe or if 
foot is wide, order the next full size larger 
If foot is narrow, order the nearest full size 
smaller 

Steel wheel Slip-on Skates MC hai 

Just strap them on and off you go. Handy one-piece toe clamp slides on 
easily, hugs any shoe firmly, even a sneaker. No key required. You get à 
comfortable, fast ride . . eight smooth-rolling bearings per wheel. Rubber 
cushioned trucks. Sturdy steel frame adjusts from 7! to 914 inches long. 
6 C 23121 pping weight 3 pound: -$3.89 

Sears-Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
SEE BIG BOOK OR ASK FOR DETAILS 

Cito paos scane by hiia aia 

Long-wearing expand- 
ed vinyl uppers are at- 
tractive, easy to clean 

Heavy-gauge steel 
wheels withstand 
rugged wear and tear 

Look to Sears for 
UNCOMMON VALUE 

Seldom 
will you see 
Outdoor 

Shoe Skates 
at a price 

Street King® skates . . for kids who are wild 
about skating—but who have stumbled more 
than once when clamp-on skates came loose. 
High-cut uppers give them firm ankle support, 
too. 14-inch steel ball bearings give smooth ride, 
speedy performance. Composition rubber soles. 
See “How to Order" at left. Junior sizes: 12, 13, 
1,2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7, 8. Please state size. 
Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

6 C23103F—Girls', White. 

6 € 23102F—Boys'. Black... 

Slip them on over any 

shoe inajiffy.. rubber 
wheels are long-wear. 

ing outdoors, won't 

mar floors when you 

skate inside 

$599 

Now even the youngest can get ready for skating without help from mother. 
Giant rubber foam-padded toe clamps hold tight, even on sneakers . . adjust for 
wide or narrow feet. No key required. Rubber-cushioned trucks. Ball bearing 
wheels. Red plaid ankle pads. Adjust 8 to 1014 inches. Gold color 
6 C23141—Shipping weight 5 pounds..............02.2.:000006+ 22-2 $5.99 

= 419 



Massive and rugged . . range from 19 to 47 inches long 

[I Airlift Hydraulic Truck. 
Real hydraulic cylinder lift 

raises entire truck bed several 
inches to unload directly into 
“plane.” Drop-type tail gate, 

colorful body with Airlift de- 
sign. Modern cab has detailed 
interior: seats, dashboard and 
dummy steering wheel. 19 in. 
long. Wt. 6 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 5427 36.89 

[7] Tow Truck. For emergen- 
cy jobs. Rugged wrecker 

body has powerfully bal 

anced boom, chain and hook, 
operates with winch like a 

real wrecker. 6 wheels plus 
spare on boom tower. Wrap- 

around windshield, plated 
grille, dummy air horns. 
19 in. long over-all. 
49 N 5671— Wt. 5 Ibs. $5.89 

[3] Dump Truck. Just right for 
— those small and medium 
size earth-hauling jobs. Lever 
raises body and tailgate swings 
open to spil out the load. 

Modern design cab has wrap 
around windshield, plated 
grille, plastic detailed interior 
with dummy steering wheel 
19in. long. Wt. SIbs.4 oz 
49 N 5423 $3.89 

almost Indestructible 

E) Train Truck. Jack-of-all-jobs. Has dump section that tilts, carrier section with 
hinged doors that open and close, tilt-open cab. Each section can be removed 

from its own flat trailer bed. Spring action couplers. Unbreakable polyethylene 
79 N 5419 C—26 inches over-all, Shipping weight 4 pounds s; 

[7] Truck Transport. 7-piece set delivers stake truck, pick-up truck with trailer, tow 

truck and an operating dumper. Top level shifts down for loading and unload. 
ing, ramp slides out. Made of unbreakable polyethylene. 
79 N 5418C—26 inches over-all. Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.77 

25-piece Combat Set. Soft, rubber-like vinyl. Includes tanks with movable 
5 inches long; recon cars with machine gun mountings, 6 inches long; 

jeeps with cannon, 8 inches long; truck, soldiers, flags. 
31.89 49 N 5575—Shipping weight 2 pounds 

[9] 10-piece Farm Set. 414-inch tractor connects to spreader with movable kickers; 
— haywagon; disc harrow with detachable rollers; 3-gang plow; dozer blade; hay- 

loader. 1014-inch truck with detachable cab, mower, 8-inch tool shed 

49 N 5444— Soft, rubber-like vinyl. Shipping weight 1 Ib.9 oz. 31.89 

Gutslod pane scans by chaisihias nuseteciuicM coin 

(4) De luxe Hydraulic Dump- 
— er. A real bruiser, over 21 
inches long and automatic, 
too! Just press unload lever 
and body raises. Dumping 
action is slow for even spread 
ing. Slant-back dump body 
with cab-protector shield. 10 
wheels: dual tandems in rear. 
Wt. 8 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 5428. $7.89 

(5) Revolving-Unloading Ce- 
ment Mixer. Yes, you can 

really mix cement in the drum 

and unload it through the 
chute! Mammoth mixer re 
volves as truck rolls or can be 
hand-turned. Has opening for 
loading, too. Simulated water 
tank, 6 wheels, detailed cab in 
terior. 23 in. long. 
79 N 5429C—Wt. 7 Ibs. $7,55 



COWBOY TRIO SET 
3 shootin’ irons, holster and ‘“‘ammo” 

Specially chosen as a Sears Jubilee Value 

Because it offers a realistic, bullet-loading, cap 
carbine plus 50-shot pistol and one-shot derringer at an 

amazingly low price 

voting 

Whether showdown, shoot-out or ambush you're always ready to take 

care of yourself with this Sears exclusive Cowboy Set. For long range 
there's a 3-foot cap-firing carbine with metal barrel, grained plastic stock 

. . realistic lever-action ejects shells like a real carbine. Blazing, cap-firing 

six-shooter is of sturdy die-cast metal. Little one-shot derringer is all 

metal . . really comes in handy when you're cornered.” Top grain leather 

belt adjusts, has holster for six-shooter and special compartment for 
derringer. 8 metal play bullets 

79 N 2673C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Complete Set $4.99 

NOTE: Cop: ore not included with any cap-firing toy 

$4444 O44 444+ 444 

(m => Mattel “Shootin’ Shell" 
Guns shoot plastic bullets $444 44444444444 444 

Buffalo Hunter Set. Li -action Overland Stage Set, Cap-firing 

Shootin’ Shell Winchester rifle Shootin’ Shell Colt 6-shooter rifle 

ejects shells, secret trigger for rapid and .45 pistol have revolving cylin 

fire. Shoots roll caps and Shootin ders and cartridge ejection. Fanning 

Shells. Shootin’ Shell Fanner pistol or single-shot action. Rifle 31 in. 

holds six rounds, shoots single shots, long metal barrel, plastic stock. 

too. Rawhide leather holster, belt Pistol 11 in. long. 12 shells, 48 plastic 

Scabbard with flexible plastic knife bullet noses. Heavy, durable plastic 

9 shootin’ shells, 30 plastic bullet holster fits waists to 33 inches 
noses. Belt fits 24 to 34 in. waist. —79N2684C-Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs $777 
79N2681 C-Rifle 26 in. long. Pistol 79N2808C-Rifle only, Wt. 21bs.. 3.66 
9 in. long. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs $5.99  49N2712-Pistol, Holster Set. Shipping 
79N2794C-Rifle only. Wt. 2 Ibs. 2.49 weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $5.77 

60 mm. Mortar Set $999 
Whoosh! A direct hit “exploded” the — (3) Winchester Frontier Set. Shoot [3] Gunfighter Double Holster Set 

in’ Shell 26-in. rifle . . lever ac 2 Shootin’ Shell Fanner pistols 
enemy’s pillbox . . now there's nothing 
ED Hoo yt Mikro adiing. Just tion, shell ejection; fires caps. 11-in. — cylinders revolve, barrels pour 

line up mortar on target through sight Fanner-50 pistol fires roll caps smoke. Die-cast metal, 9 in. long. 

tube, adjust elevation and calibrated Black single holster plastic, Durable, heavy plastic holsters 

western tooling, adjusts. 2 shootin’ make it easy for a fast draw . . wash 
spring . . "lob" a shell or two for range 

then zero in and blast away. 19 inches 
long, 214-inch plastic barrel 

shells, 6 plastic bullet no able, won't tear or crack. Includes 12 

79 N2644C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....$3.99 Shootin’ Shells, 24 plastic bullet 

49 N2711—Fanner-S0 pistol, single noses. Belt fits waists up to 33 inches. 
les Pillbox and four 5-inc iret hase nr holster. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $276 ^ 49N2708-Black. Shpg. wt. 3 1bs.$6.37 

sr 49 N2713—Two Fanner-S0 pistols, —49N2704-Single Holster Set. Brown 
49N2703—Shpg. wt. 11b. 402....$299 double holster. Shpg. wt. 31bs. .$399 ^ Shipping weight 2 Ibs $399 

Rapid-firing Machine and Burp Guns 

Tommy Gun. Just [E] Thunderburp Sub- [J] Electric Machine 
pull back bolt, Machine Gun. Really Gun. Life-size air- 

squeeze trigger.. hear loud! Vibrasonic cham- cooled .50 cal. gun. De- 
"Rat-tat-tat” sound of ber produces realistic, — tachable 18-in. tubular 
real Burp gun. Squeeze machine gun sounds steel swivel tripod. Pull 
off one shot or con- whenyoupullthetrigger. trigger, hear staccato 
tinuous volley. High- Single shot or automatic noise, light flashes, barrel 
impact plastic. 19 in. fire. Adjustable sharp- recoils. 32x29x17 in. high. 
long. shooter sight. High-im- Order 2 “D” batteries 

S. e. faces 4 ares 15 i 
Jong WESEL IO 66 -A 
49 N2796.......... $249 

NAS62M-" D" batteries. 
Wt. two, 8 oz....2 for 39¢ 

inibi pace scans by caine nasetedidc oom. 



You get handy storage 
tubes in SEARS 

exclusive sets. Compare 
number of pieces 

in our sets 

165-piece Set 324-piece Set 

$369 to $969 

Extra durable because these bricks are precision-made of high- 

impact plastic that's virtually unbreakable .. extra fun because 
they lock tightly together in any position for making an unlimited 

variety of objects . . Lego bricks come in a number of sizes and 

Shapes to permit the greatest number of combinations. 

This is the Lego System by Samsonite—a ^ 241-piece Set. 233 red and 
new brick building set designed to challenge white bricks, 6 windows, 1 door, 
children of all ages for years to come. 1 base 634x314 inches 

49 N 4712—W't. 2 Ibs. 1 02.$5.69 
Our Biggest Set... 324 pieces. 308 red and 
white bricks; 9 windows, 2 trees, 2 165-piece Set, 160 red and 
bricks, 2 base plates, 1 door, white bricks, 4 windows, ! door. 
49 N A713—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11.02,.....$9.09 — 49 N A711—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. .$3.69 

— 
F a 

AMERICAN 
Plastic Bricks 9*5 fom $249 to $1244 

Youngsters can build realistic houses, garages, etc. Pegs and sockets link the 
13-inch red bricks securely. Doors and windows open. Green cardboard asphalt- 
like roof. Transparent plastic windows. Parts from all sets are interchangeable. 
Larger sets build more and bigger models. Instructions with plans. 
79 N 4595C—902-piece set. Shipping weight 9 pounds. 22 $1244 
49 N 4794—455-piece set. Shipping weight 3 pounds 14 ounces 2599 
49 N 4792—291-piece set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces 449 
49 N 4721 —173-piece set. Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces ee D 
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Favorite wood-building set 

TINKERTOYS . 

Motorized 365 pcs. 215 pes. 149 pcs. 
$'799 $329 $199 $129 

Tinkertoy Motor Set, Ameri- Youngsters can build structures with parts 
can-made electric motor — that move, Non-toxic colored wood pieces 
works models. 345 pieces in match diagrams incl. Fiber-board tubes. 
set. Motor has nylon gears; — 49 N 4631—365 pcs. Wt. 3 Ibs. 11 02.$3:29 
UL approved for 110-120. 49 N 4683—215 pes, Wt. 2 Ibs, 3 oz.. 1.99 
volt, 60-cycle AC. 49 N 4682—149 pcs. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. 1.29 
49N4483-Wt. 5 Ibs... ..$7.99 — 49 N 4681—78 pcs. Shpg. wt. 13 oz... ..77€ 

Panel Builder 

402-piece set includes regular 
Tinkertoys, book, hardboard peg 
board panels to add walls, etc 
49 N 4769-Wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz. ..$5.89 

MAGINASTIKS 

$349 
Fascinating toy makes 
metal models, funny ani- 
mals, "robots", and count- 
less other objects without 
bolts, nails or glue. Holds 
boys’ and girls’ attention 
for hours. 

Magnetic power holds 
pieces together. Includes 
over 100 nickel-plated parts 
with long-lasting magnets, 
12x9x3 in. plastic carrying 
case. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, 1 oz. 
49 NATAB... 58. ($349 

AMERICAN 
Wood Logs 

Sets from $177 to $499 

No tools or bolts needed . . notched 34-inch logs interlock securely. Realisti- 
cally detailed logs vary in length from 114 to 1034 inches. Stained wood 
with waxed finish for smoothness and long wear. Colorful roof planks and 
chimneys. Interchangeable parts in all sets. 
49 N 4678— 306-piece set. Shipping weight 6 pounds 10 ounces... . $4.99 
49 N 4677 —203-piece set. Shipping weight 4 pounds 11 ounces. wee 949 
49 N 4674—150-piece set. Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces........ 249 
49 N 4676—103-piece set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces... ...... 177 



" Speed-shifts" like a 

motorcycle . . just twist the 

grip. Oversize “cheater” 

Slick rear tire gives exciting, 

wheel-spinning take-offs 

Deluxe 
20-inch 3-Speed Sportster 

4995 
Start off in low, buck the bike and ride the reinforced 
rear wheel . . shift into high and cruise as easily as big 
26-in. bikes, More speed, less work, thanks to oversize 
front sprocket, Stops smooth and sure, too; dual hand 
brakes halt both wheels. Bike dazzles with chrome 
plating. New bucket-shape banana seat. High-rise 
bars. 1.75-in. midweight front tire, -duty 2.125 
in. slick on rear. Seat to pedal ad to 28 in. 
6 N 47799N — Wt. 46 lbs. $5 monthly Cash $49.95 

itu . \ ! 

LU DE WE 

quai b 

and whitewall tires 

34995 
A garland of plastic flowers on white basket and 
pleasing turquoise-color frame say this bike 
strictly for girls. White banana seat and high- 
rise handlebars spell tomboy fun to rival the boys. 
1.75-inch midweight whitewall tires; chros 
rims. Coaster brake. Large safety reflector. Seat to. 
pedal adjusts 23 to 28 inches. 
6N47797N2-Wt. 44 lbs. $5 monthly. Cash $42.95. 

"KM ^ See Shipping Note on facing page [ No Money Down on anything Sears sells 
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Look at these other great features 

* Uppers of fine split leather 
* Split tongue with foam cushioning 
* Rubber-cushioned trucks with full 10? adjustment 
* Plastic offset wheels, recessed axles 
* Rubber composition soles 
* Nickel-plated steel foot-plates 
* Rubber toe stops 

At Sears.. Rink Skates 

with adjustable pro-style 

trucks for only s| 2339 

Truly, an outstanding value with all of the ingredients for control and comfort. 
See ordering note opposite page. 

Women's and Girls’. White. B (med.) width. Full sizes 4 to 9. 
6 N 23305F—High top. State sise. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 

Men's and Boys'. Black. D (med.) width. Full sizes 4 to 10. 
6 N 23205F—Med. height. State sise. Shpg. wt. 8lbs............ 

418 [Sears | ox 
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Built with foot-comfort in mind . . full grain- 

leather uppers; arch-supporting counter 

Comfort-features and performance found only in our finer skates. 
Double-action rubber cushioned trucks. . provide greater flexibility and 
control. Track-tested plastic off-set wheels with */ein. ball bearings. 
Split, foam-padded tongues. Nickel-plated footplate. Rubber toe stops. 

Steel shank. Rubber composition soles. Attractive wing-tip toe. See 
ordering note opposite page. 

Women's and Girls’. White. B (med.) width. Full sizes 5 to 11. High top. 
6 N 23309F—Shipping weight 8 pounds. Please state size .......$17.79 
Men's and Boys’. Black. D (med.) width. Full sizes 6 to 12. Med. height 
6 N 23209F—Shipping weight 8 pounds. Please state size......$17.79 



First Reader Books 

for ages 5 to 8 

joe 8 
piach 
A Pot 

Full of fantastic fun 
for everyone 

Dr. Seuss Books 

Each only 5937 Controlled Vocabulary Books for the Young Beginner . . 

Fun Books by Dr. Seuss, other favorite authors 

The delightfully imaginative books that have charmed children (and their 
parents) for over 29 years. With wildly colorful illustrations. Each book Each only $|49 

has about 60 pages (3 N 16461 has 133 pgs. Wt. 2 Ibs.). 834 x 1134 inches. 

3 N 16461—Cat in the Hat Beginner's Dictionary (Word definitions) What a joy! Simple words . . the very ones a first grader learns simple sent- 

3 N 16462—Cat in the Hat Song Book (Let's all sing) (New) ences so easy to follow . . and delightful pictures. Stories, many in rhyme, by 

3 N 16463—How the Grinch Stole Christmas (Bright and breezy fantasy) famous authors, are great fun to read and re-read. (3 N 16401 to 3 N 16407 

3 N 16464— Horton Hatches the Egg (Faithful elephant up a tree) are by Dr. Seuss). Each book measures 634 x 9X4 inches, has about 64 pages. 

3 N 16465— Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book (One big yawn, then off to sleep) 3 N 16401-Fox in Socks 3 N 16413-Are You My Mother? 

3 N 16466—If I Ran the Zoo (McGrew's zoo has the oddest animals) 3 N 16402-Hop on Pop 3 N 16414-The Bear's Picnic 

3 N 16467—Yertle the Turtle and other stories (3 amazing animal tales) 3 N 16403-The Cat in the Hat 3 N 16415-Big Honey Hunt | 

3 N 16468— Horton Hears à Who (The braveelephant and the dust creatures) 3 N16404-One Fish, Two Fish, — 3 N 16416-Wish I Had Duck Feet 

3 N16469—1 Had Trouble Getting to Solla Sollew (A terrific travel tale) Red Fish, Blue Fish 3 N 16417-Ten Apples Up on Top 

3 N 16471— The Sneetches and Other Stories (Meet a Sneetch or a Zax) 3 N16405-Green Eggs and Ham 3 N 16418-Little Black, A Pony 

3 N 16472— McElligot's Pool (Full of fishing fun) 3 N 16406-Dr. Seuss's ABC 3 N 16419-You Will Live Under the Sea 

3 N 16473—Scrambled Eggs Super (A deliciously different dish) 3 N 16407-Cat in Hat Comes Back 3 N 16421-Travels of Dr. Doolittle (New) 

3 N 16474— Thidwick (The big-hearted moose) 3 N 16408-Put Me in the Zoo 3 N 16422-Come Over to My House 

3 N 16475—On Beyond Zebra (The animals get wackier and wackier) 3 N 16409-King, Mice and Cheese 3 N 16423-Babar Loses His Crown (New) 

3 N 16476— Bartholomew and the Oobleck (It's raining ooblecks) 3 N 16411-A Fly Went By 3 N 16424-The Bear Scouts (New) 

3 N 16477— The King's Stilts (A tall tale) 3N16412-Go Dog Go 3 N 16425-The Diggingest Dog (New) 

Shipping weight each 1 pound... Visus à Each $2.37 Shipping weight each 10 ounces Spe esses Each $1.49 

Are You 
My 

| Mother 

Cat-in-the-Hat Dictionary New! Fun-Filled Beginner Books My Very First Set of Readers 

in French or Spanish in English-French or English-Spanish 10 books they can read themselves | 

$ $ $24 
281 123 38 

Learning a new language the —— Double-text editions of four children's favorites with the For children who are ready to explore the world of books 

fun way .. with words and gaily illustrated stories in English side-by-side with French on their own. Written clearly and simply, in words a be- 

fascinating illustrations by Dr. or Spanish. Choose the familiar Catin-the-Hat or any of  ginner recognizes and understands, with just enough new 

Seuss to show the way to a the others, and start a child to learning a new language the words to stimulate his curiosity. Color pictures on every 

basic vocabulary. Each book easy, fun-filled way. Each 72 pages 634 x 9 inches. page. Each book has 32 pages, measures 514 x 8 inches. 

83x114 inches. MC mec vo WOCHEN pul c1 ape Titles include: Where Do you Live?, Belling the Cat and 
French | Spanish Other Stories; The Wonderful House; The Whale Hunt; 
N tad | 16445 The Animals Search for Summer; The Good Friends; 3N16457—Spanish. 133 pgs. The Cat in the Hat 

3 N 16458— French. 134 pgs. A Fish Out of Water: . 16451|3 N 16446 
Shipping weight each 2 pounds. ‘You My Mother 10413 N 16449 My Very Own Puppy; The Wolf and the Kids; A Dog's 

MN eet cacao 1e483|3Nie448 Life; Old Gray and the Little White Hen. 
S -.......Each $1.99 3 N 16327—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. Set $3.47 
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Walk across the Re slat Gaiwalk 
and slide down the I2-ft. slide . . 

the longest slide Sears offers 

Sears “SUPER” Gym +9239 ss, 
Extra strong because of the double-girder construction 

. . extra stability because of 6 widespread legs 

The sturdiest, most rigidly braced backyard 
gym that we've ever sold. So solidly stead- 
fast it easily supports all popular rides plus 
a treehouse and a catwalk. 

Flat-step ladder leads up to a roomy tree- 
house with a vinyl-coated Sor All 8 rid- 
ing seats are contoured Vut air-cooled 
and steel supported. Big lawn "swing and 
glide ride need no special pushing to start 
swinging . . they glide to and fro with just 

428 [Sears] ues 

the slightest foot pressure. The swings 
soar from different top bars . . have dou- 
ble-loop chains tested up to 870-pound 
tensile strength. 

Strong 2-inch tubular-steel frame . . 
two 10-foot top bars, six 8-foot legs. 
Tough, decorative, baked enamel finish 
that resists rust . . in dark blue and white, 
Overall base area about 2034x834 feet 

Steady your gym 
with Leg Anchors 

Fits 134 to 3-inch gym 
set legs. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 7198-Fa. $1.29 



Naugalon* vinyl uppers sge 
They're water-resistant and easy to clean 

Designed to withstand all the rough treatment that active skating can give. Hard- 

. Polyurethane i k 
Composition rubber sole. Double-stitched backstay. Black. Shoe made in U.S.A. 

Men's. Full sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. See “How to Order” below. State size. 
6 C 10201F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces.................--.-+ Pair $8.89 

Boys'. Full sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. See “How to Order" below. Please state sise. 
6 € 10129F—Shipping weight 3 pounds...........-...----- 20-02-0005 Pair 8.89 

HOW TO ORDER SKATES: Adults’—if foot is medium width, order regular shoe 
size. For X-size shoe or if foot is wide, order next larger size; if foot is narrow, order 
next smaller size. Children’s—tf child wears full size shoe, order next larger size. 
For 4-size shoe, order 134 size larger. 

Split-leather 
uppers 

Split-leather uppers are longer wearing, scuff and tear- 
resistant. Warm cotton flannel lining and polyurethane foam 
insulation 

counter. Form-fitting tongue. Steel shank. Composition 
rubber sole. Black. Shoe made in U.S.A. D (med.) width sizes 
6D, 7D, 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. See “How to Order” at left. 
State size wonted. 
6 € 10205F—Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces. Pair $12.79 

Top-grain 
leather uppers 

* Full suede lining 
for greater com- 
fort 

* Canadian Shef- 
field steel blades 
hold edge 

117 79 

You skate faster, smoother on these polished chrome-plated 
blades, with more control—on any ice. Blades are specially 
hardened and tempered . . hold edge better. Full jumping 
and spinning picks. Two-piece form-fitting tongue and suede 
lining provide plenty of comfort. Double-stitched flared 
backstay is extra sturdy. Long arch-supporting counter with 
steel shank. Composition rubber sole. Black. 
Shoe made in U. S. A. See “How to Order” at left. D (me- 

dium) width sizes 8D, 9D, 10D, 11D, 12D. State size. So easy 
to buy when you just use the 
6 C 10214f—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces. Pair $17.79 

Beginner's 
Skates 

$397 

Zinc-plated steel blades are designed for stability . . 
especially important for young beginners. Soft Naugalon® 
vinyl uppers are warm and water-resistant . . easy to keep 
clean. Composition rubber sole, Not lined. Black. Imported 
from Japan. See “How to Order” above. 
Single Blade. Full sizes 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size. 
6 C 10125F—Shipping weight 2 pounds........ Pair $3.97 

Skate Accessories 

Ankle Supports. Foam rubber, canvas covered. 
Sizes: S (shoe size to 4); M(men’s 5-8, women's 

5-10); L(men's 9-13, women's 11). State S, M, or L. 
6 C 10096F—Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 3 oz.. .Pkg. 97c 

2 Blade Guards. Plastic. Fit all sizes. 
6 C 10090—Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. Pkg. 97c 

8 Skate Tote. For all size skates. Side pockets. 
Colorful rubberized rayon plaid. 

6 C 10081—Shipping weight 1 pound. ..... $2.89 

4 Skate Carrier. Plastic. Carry skates upside 
down by handle. Set skate heel in . . release 

lever, skate is in place. For sizes up to 10. 
6 C 10082— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... ...$3.99 

Double Blade. Full sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3. State size. 
6 C 10122F—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ... .....Pair $3.97 

420 toms 
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Drive it-- It's Electric 2388 
“Races” at 5 MPH! Crash Helmet and Goggles included $2.50 down 

Looks whippet-fast but won't exceed any speed 

over 5 MPH. Corners curves like a magnet, 
harder to tip than a tank. E: to operate, he'll 

be soloing in seconds. Just step on accelerator, 

go forward or reverse. Pull up on hand brake to 
stop. Includes steel base, polyethylene plastic 

seat, wheels, roll bar, bumper, steering wheel 
and "engine" housing; plastic helmet; clear 
plastic goggles. 37 in. long; 14 in. wide over-all. 
Uses standard 12-volt battery; order below. 
79 N 5440L—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs s-r- $23.88 
49 N 5704—12-volt Battery. Wt. 10 Ibs..... 4.99 

Steer these realistic Rider Toys 

Bells clang . . . Ladders climb . . . Water squirts! 
Hook and Ladder. Save people trapped on 
“upper floors". Main ladder is on full radius 
swivel, raises by mechanical hydraulic ac- 
tion. Crank elevates 2 other ladders a full 
five feet! Bell clangs. Tillerman's seat is 
movable. Steel. 3 plastic firemen. 
79 N 5570L—3 feet long. Wt. 12 Ibs.. .$8.95 

418 SEARS ssawocs 
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Pumper Fire Truck. Yep, actually sprays 
water. Hook hydrant to garden hose, turn 
hydrant valve with miniature wrench (incl.) 
and out comes the water. Dummy plastic 
searchlight, hydrant and 3 firemen, etc. 
Ladder hooks on to side. Steel, plastic cab. 
79 N 5663C—22 in. long. Wt. 7 Ibs. ..$6.66 

D Fire Engine takes him right 
to the scene. He'll delight in 

operating the big 4-inch search- 

light that really lights and turns 
in all directions. 2 ladders inter- 
lock to extend to 38 inches. 
All steel with rubber tires. Over 
30 inches long. Uses 2 “D” 
Batteries; order below. 
79 N 5571L—Wt. 14 Ibs... , $8.59 
34 N 4650—Batteries. Shipping 
weight 8 ounces........2 for 30¢ 

Jumbo Crane. Big favorite 
on Art Linkletter’s show. 

Long, 4-foot boom raises and 

lowers loads magnetized 
loading hook picks up metal 
objects! Separate controls for 
boom and hook, operates direct 
from driver's seat. Unbr ble 
polyethylene with aluminum. 
Tandem wheels with simulated 
heavy duty, non-marring tires, 
79 N 5438L—Wt. 6 Ibs... .$7.66 

Shooting Tank. Looks fero- 
cious but wouldn't hurt a 

fly, shoots salvo of six harm- 
less plastic cannon balls. Ball- 
handle steering maneuvers 
tank to right or left with ease. 
Won't damage or scratch floors 
or furniture because it's made 
of unbreakable polyethylene. 
Steel supports for extra 
strength. 25 inches long. 
79 N 5658C—Wt. 8 Ibs... .$7.66 

3] Farm Tractor. Most trac- 
tors rattle and snort and 

wake up the countryside büt 
this one's well behaved, has 
no sharp edges and won't mar 
the furniture or livestock. 
Steers easy, pushes easy, too. 
Constructed of unbreakable 
polyethylene with authentic 

tractor detail molded in. 20 
inches long over-all. 
79 N 5436C— Wt. 5 Ibs...$5.66 



awe? 

Big, moving-larget 
hooting Gallery 

$9, e 
(6) $288 

Wheel turns like. 
at real gallery 

Long-barrel beauties . . like real Shootin’ Irons 

D "Flip Special" Rifle . . used by “the Rifleman” on TV. Hold straight down, 
then flip it up—it fires automatically. Use it to pump-fire, too. Shoots regular 

roll caps with automatic lever action . . pours real smoke, Walnut-colored stock, 
nickel-plated trim and parts. High impact plastic. 
79 N 2701C—32 inches long. Shipping weight 4 pounds. ....... eo $456 

Ducks fall when hit 
pull string to reset 

7] Riot Gun. An action-packed reproduction of weapon used by law-enforce- 
ment officers. Fires 30 harmless plastic pellets . . caps go off at the same time. 

Rugged plastic barrel, polyethylene plastic stock. 
49 N 2696—23 inches long. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.. .......... + $9.66 

Thunder Cap Rifle. Automatically fires a double row of caps at the same 
time . . makes the loudest firing n in a toy rifle. Recoil action, High 

impact plastic, die cast cap mechanism. 2 sights for straight aiming. 

79 N2791 C—37 inches long. Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ...... isses $299 

$77 

Specially Chosen as a Sears Jubilee Value 

> Because it has many exciting action features . . works with any 
toy bullet, dart or cork-shooting gun . . and is over 444 feet high 

[E] Bolt Action Training Rifle. Pull bolt back . . slip in non-firing plastic car- 
tridge (included). Repeater cap mechanism. Shoulder sling for carrying. 

Hinge-leaf sight. Die cast cap and bolt mechanism. High impact plastic stock. 
79 N 2628C—35 inches long. Shipping weight 2 pounds... .. : $1.99 

Here's “live” action the entire family can enjoy. Designed just for Sears, 
set includes 6-target revolving wheel powered by 4-minute clock spring 
motor; swinging, bell-ringing bulls-eye; 3 falling-duck targets. Wheel tar- 
gets reset automatically when hit . . pull string to reset ducks. Sturdy cor- 
rugated fiberboard. Easy to assemble. 

79 N 2674L—Shipping weight 12 pounds......... xa «ian CET ARR 

$] Pump-action Shotgun with shell ejector. Aim carefully . . squeeze off shot . . 
pump handle to eject shell. High impact plastic. Die cast cap mechanism. 

79 N 2695C—33 inches long. Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . $2.84 

apon field. 
Uses 2 Wires ON eS Ec E 

(E) M-14 Electric Recoil Rife. Patterned after new model in real w 
Has pulsating muzzle, loud rapid report. High impact plastic 

standard flashlight batteries (order below). Peep and front sight. 
79 N 2785CM—34 inches long. Shipping weight 2 pounds.. . P 28 +> >> > + + + > + + + > > 
79 N 4662M—“D" batteries for above. Shpg. wt. two, 8 02... ..........2 for 39e 

Relive an exciting page from Wild West history 

Longhorn Gun, Holster and Clothes Rack. Junior won’t ever forget to hang 
his clothes up after you put this combination rack on his wall. Holds coats, 

pants, shirts and hats; gun and holster sets; or 3 rifles. Horns made of high 
impact plastic, arrowhead plaque of decorated hardboard. Guns not included. 

79 N 2692C—24x314x24 inches high. Shipping weight 3 pounds .$3.22 

Daisy Lawmon Rifle. An exact reproduction of the famous model 94 Win- 
chester rifle. Just cock it and start firing. Hear tbe loud crack . . see smoke 

pour out of the muzzle . . feel the recoil as you fire. Heavy-gauge metal barrel, 

high impact plastic stock. 34 inches long. 

79 N 2636C—Shipping weight 4 pounds........ eee $4.88 

Cheyenne Saddle Gun. Pull trigzer and man-sized Carbine cracks, smokes, 
even recoils like a real rifle; later you hear a “whine” like a bullet ricochet- 

ing. Heavy-gauge steel barrel. High impact plastic stock. 

79 N 2669 C —31* inches long. Shipping weight 3 pounds................+ $3.88 

Daisy Automatic Smoker. “Bam” goes the rifle . . smoke pours ovt after E 
every shot. Recoils. Heavy-gauge metal, high impact plastic stock: — 

79 N 2656C—31 inches long. Shipping weight 3 pounds................-.-$2.88 -SEARS42] ——— 
+ ll PS 
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Turntable really turns . . 
drawbridge opens and closes 

71 pieces $377 

RAILROAD 
More fun to push and pull snap-lock train 
over track that connects easily. Made of 
flexible polyethylene plastic that’s so 
resilient it's shatter resistant. For junior 
engineers, ages 2 to 9. 

T) 71-piece Set includes 4 railroad cars, 
turntable, drawbridge, 31 pieces of 

track, 3 switches, 31 accessory pieces. 
49 N 4576—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz..Set $3.77 

2] 114-piece Set includes 12 cars, turn- 

table, drawbridge, 54 pieces of track, 
7 switches and 39 accessory pieces. 
49 N 4577 —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 5 oz ..Set $6.49 

3] 36-piece Set includes 4 cars, 23 track 
pieces, 2 switches, 7 accessories. 

49 N 4575—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz..Set $1.89 

Build drink stand, circus tent, 

airplane, dozens of other items 

THE TOY 

Only $4.99 

Junior architects make dozens of structures large 
enough to play in and around. Set consists of 8 
colorful 30-inch panels of flexible plastic (4 squares, 
4 triangles) and generous assortment of dowels 
and pipe-cleaner connectors. Instructions. 
79 N A584C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... . . Set $4.99 

Sets with HO scale cars, 
buildings and signs 

191 pieces $688 

Realistic roadways designed with 
assistance of highway experts. 
Break-resistant polypropylene plas- 

tic road sections, polyethylene vehi- 
cles. Lithographed cardboard build- 
ings and signs. 

4] County Read System. 191 pieces. 
107 road sections, 72 plastic 

vehicles, etc. 12 buildings and signs. 
79 N 45865C—Wt. 3 Ibs. Set $6.88 

$929 to $969 
[5] State Road System. 284 pieces. 

Jumbo Building Blocks 

20 corrugated fiberboard blocks, 
four squares, twelve rectangles and 
four triangles. 3 sides are printed 
to simulate brick, solid colors on 
other sides. Strong enough to hold 
150 Ibs. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 4734C —Wt. 7 Ibs... .Set $2.99 

Culsiod paQe scans by iieisthissnmisetediwical om 

Kindergarten Blocks 

Light, easy to handle. Smoothly 
sanded pine, splinter and split 
resistant. Assortment of shapes 

and sizes. 14% inches thick. 
79 N 4696C—79 pcs. Wt. 19 Ibs. $9.69 
79 N 4664C—A1 pcs. Wt. 11 Ibs. 4.59 
79 N 4663C—22 pcs. Wt. 6lbs. 2.29 

— Makes expressways and toll- 
roads. 159 road sections, 108 plastic 
vehicles, etc. 17 buildings and signs. 
79 N 4587 C—Wt. 5 Ibs... . .Set $9.99 

[E] City Road System. 116 pieces. 71 
road sections, 38 plastic vehi- 

cles, etc. 7 buildings and signs. 
49 N 4585— Wt. 2 Ibs. Set $3.49 

[6) 116 pieces $349 
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Use the stick shift 

to rev Twin-fire 

motor-sound engine 

from rumble to roar 

Now a 20-incher 
with chrome-plated 
scoop fenders and 
“cheater” slick tire 

(Ij Only $4395 

Starts like a jackrabbit and pedals 
casi too, thanks to oversize 
sprocket. Plenty of traction for 
wheel-spinning competition starts 
with 2.125-in. “cheater” balloon 
slick tire on rear, 1.75-in. midweight 
front tire, Built extra-strong for 
stunt-fun riding. Tiger-look banana 
seat with new bucket-shape design. 
High-rise bars. Coaster brake, plus 
safety front hand brake for quick 
stops. Seat to pedal adjusts 23 
to 28 in. $5 monthly. Wt. 46 lbs. 

6 N 47798N........Cash $43.95 

Standard 20-inch 
Sportster with 

oversize rear tire 

(2) Only $3388 

Ruggedly built . . budget priced 
Sporty white banana seat, high-rise 

bars with forged stem. Strong 28- 
spoke wheels take stunt-fun riding. 
Knobby tread on 2.125-inch bal- 
loon rear tire gives plenty of trac 
tion for fast starts. Stops quick, 
too, with coaster brake. 1.75-inch 
midweight front tire. Seat to pedal 
adjusts 23 to 28 inches. $5 monthly. 
Wt. 44 lbs. 

6N47788N....... Cash $33.88 

SHIPPING NOTICE 

All bikes on these pages sen! freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 

Tatai pace scans by ceisthissnmansetedimical com 

Mattel's new Stallion 
with real shock absorbers 

Spore, 34/95 
Looks like a motorcycle with functional chrome- 
plated frame. Rides like one, too, with real work- 
ing shock absorbers under seat. Red and white 
racing stripe fenders. 20x2.125-in. knobby-tread 
pneumatic tires. Coaster brake for quick stops. 
6 N 47755N—Wt. 38 lbs. $5 month Cash $47.95 

Really looks like a motorcycle 
with new junior high-rise bars. 
Fiery red color, Dazzles with 
chrome-plating, too, on fenders, 
rims and handlebars. Junior seat. 
has chrome-plated back support. 
Remove tank and motor for 
girls’ bike. 20x1.75-in. fully- 
pneumatic tires. Motor-sound 
“engine” uses 2 “D” batteries. 
$5 monthly, Wt. 40 Ibs, 

6N47754N..... Cash $33.95 

More speed, less work with 
larger wheel and sprocket 

Sportster 9A 995 
Oversize sprocket makes it easier to pedal, too. 
Chrome-plated rims and scoop fenders. Gold-color 
frame. Leopard-look banana seat. Reflector. 1.75- 
in. midweight tires, rear tire studded. Seat to 
pedal adjusts 26 to 29 inches. Coaster brake. 

6 N 45970N—Wt. 50 Ibs. $5 month Cash $43.95 
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Full-precision 
Men's and Women's 

Seml-precislon. 
Q| Men's and Women's 

Y s) 450 

Our Best . . famous 

ROLLER DERBY Rink Skates 

Full-precision Bearing Construction. For those who demand and appre- 
ciate mechanical excellence. Highly polished bearings, completely sealed 

for superbly smooth and quiet performance. Long-lasting, too, because bear- 
ings never touch each other. Polished cast aluminum footplate with built-in 
toe-stop. Adjustable triple-cushioned trucks. 

Supple, soft full grain-leather uppers with even softer suede lining. Leather 
sole. Form-fitting 2-piece sponge-rubber-padded tongue. Long, arch-sup- 
porting inside counter, steel shank. High-cut styling with wing-tip toe. 

Women's and Girl's. White. B (medium) width. Full sizes 5 to 10. 
6 N 23391F—Shipping weight 8 pounds. Please stale sise.. ..... .. $34.49 

Men's and Boy's. Black. D (medium) width. Full sizes 6 to 12. 
6 N 23291F—Shipping weight 8 pounds. Please state size...... 

2 Semi-precision Bearing Construction. You get all of the Roller Derby 
features mentioned above, except bearings are not full precision de- 

sign, The action is smooth, quiet and easy. Comfort is unparalleled , . same 
full grain-leather uppers with soft suede leather lining. 

Women's ond Girl's, White. B (medium) width. Full sizes 4 to 10. 
6 N 23388F— Shipping weight 8 pounds. Please state size......... $24.50 
Men's and Boy's. Black. D (medium) width. Full sizes 7 to 12. 
6 N 23288F —Shipping weight 8 pounds. Please state sise......... 24.50 

HOW TO ORDER RINK SKATES: If foot is medium width, order regular 
street shoe size. For }4 street shoe size or if foot is wider than average, 
please order next full size larger. 

4 
Vinyl-covered Rink Skate Case. Any skater. Fiberboard frame. Plastic 
handle. Action-lock with key. 153(x634x1234 in. Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. 3 

6 N 23065—Black. ... .$4.69 6 N 23066—Red........... $4.69 

Rubber Toe Stops. Fastens to any skate. Package of 2. 
6 N 23041—Shipping weight 1 pound. ...............5 Package 1.59 

5 Plastic Wheels. Regular bearings. Recessed axles. For std. rink skates. 
6 N 23001— Package of 8. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz... Pkg. $3.59 

Semi-precision Conversion Kit. (Not shown.) Fits any regular skate. In- 
cludes 8 complete wheels, and instructions. 
6 N 23091—Shipping weight 3 pounds... .. ..... Ma ex ons cg ..$5.29 

‘Stated pae scans by dieisihiasnmisetedaical com 

New at! Scars 

this Season e 

Street King 

outdoor Shoe Skates 

now with easy-clean 

expanded vinyl uppers 

Boy's and Girl's 

$599 

* Heavy gauge steel wheels 

* l-in. polished steel bearings 

* Extra-strong steel footplate 

* Composition rubber soles 

Rugged . . built to take the continuous abuse of day-long outdoor 
skating. Comfortable, safer . . expanded vinyl high-cut uppers provide 
the firm ankle support so important for young skaters. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs, 

Junior sizes: 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Please state size when ordering. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone. 
6N23103F-Girl's. White..$5.99 — 6N23102F-Boy's. Black. . $5.99 

Zip-Fit Skates 

sneakers 

Snaps on any shoe . . and stays. Steadfast hold assured with giant, 
foam-padded toe-clamp. No key required. Forget weather, too . . rubber 
wheels are perfect for in- or outdoor skating. Rubber-cushioned trucks 
and 16-bearings-per-wheel means smooth, fast performance. Com- 
fortable foam-rubber ankle pad. Adjusts 8 to 1034 inches. Gold color. 
6 N 2300—Shipping weight 4 pounds............ AO Oe, Lol 

Steel-wheel Zip-fit Junior Skates. 
Fits any shoe. 1-piece toe clamp 
hugs whole toe . . slips on like 
shoe. No key required, which 
makes it even easier, 8 smooth- 
rolling bearings per wheel with rub- 
ber-cushioned trucks. Steel frame 
adjusts from 8 inches to 1054 
inches. 
6 N 2652-Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs..$2.99 

Regular Key-type Clamp-on 
Skates. Heavy-duty steel con- 
struction with 8 ball bearings per 
wheel and tubber-cushioned trucks 
. . fast, responsive performance. 
Comfortable sponge-rubber 

padded leather ankle strap. Nickel- 
plated steel frame adjusts 7 to 
914 inches. Key. 
6 N 2303—Wt. 3 lbs. ex [Sears] 419 $2.59 

Rubber-wheel 

.. hold even on 



Harper “I Can Read” Books . . $167 
Lively, interesting reading each 

Famous series of books that many first graders can read by themselves. 
Award-winners for writing and illustrations. Easy to read, informative, and 
witty. Each colorfully illustrated with about 64 pages. 574x814 inches. 

EXCITING MYSTERY BOOKS 
3 N 15423-Case of the Cat's Meow 3 N 15422-Big Max 

3 N 15424-Case of the Dumb Bells 

INFORMATIVE SCIENCE BOOKS, 
3 N 15427-Greg's Microscope 3 N 15433-Prove It 
3 N 15438-When an Animal Grows 

POPULAR SPORTS BOOKS 
3 N 15428-Here Comes the Strike Out 3 N 15429-Kick, Pass, and Run 

GENERAL BASIC READING BOOKS 
3 N 15421-Amelia Bedelia and the 3 N 15434-Railroad Engineers and 

Surprise Shower Airplane Pilots 
3 N 15425-Danny and the Dinosaur 3 N 15435-Sammy the Seal 
3 N 15426-Father Bear Comes Home 3 N 15436- The Secret Three 
3 N 15431-Little Bear 3 N 15437-Three to Get Ready 
3 N 15432-Little Bear's Friend 

Shipping weight each 9 ounces . Each $1.67 

Little Golden 
Books 

Beloved Walt Disney characters, Full color 
illustrations. Each book 24 pages. 63x8 in. 
Titles: Snow White; Dumbo; Scamp; Bambi; 
Cinderella; Winnie-the-Pooh; Thumper; Don- 
ald Duck; Three Little Pigs; The Seven 
Dwarfs; Jungle Book; Wizard’s Duel. 
3 N 16328—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs........Set $2.97 

12 books s297 
in set 

ANIMALS 
do the 

STEP-UP Books for readers at the second and 
third grade level . . informative and lots of fun 

Save $1.010n $397 Each $66 
3-volume starter set 

Easy-to-read texts about the things that interest this age group most! Beau- 
tifully illustrated. From 60 to 87 pages. 654x856 inches. 
Starter Set: Includes 3 N 15486, 3 N 15487, and 3N 15488. 
3 N 15485 —Shipping weight set 2 pounds 3 ounces Set $3.97 

3 N 15486—Arimols Do the Strangest Things 3 N 15492.— Meet John F. Kennedy 
3 N 15487— Birds Do the Strangest Things 3 N 15493— Mee the North 
3N 1548! ish Do the Strongest Things American Indians 
3 N 15489—Meet George Washington 3 N 15494— Meet the Pilgrim Fothers 
3 N 15491 —Meet Abrahom Lincoln 3N 15495 Meet the Men who 
3N15496—Meet Theodore Roosevelt Sailed the Seas 

Shipping weight each 11 ounces...» v... . . Each $1.66 

tsslod pa Seas ts a 

Delightful Books enjoyed 
by readers of every age 

lovable, whimsical best. 
Schulz. Each 128 pages, 5x8 inches, 
3N16183—Unsinkoble Charlie Brown 
IN 16179 —We're Right Behind You, 

Charlie Brown 
3N16182— ^s Fun Day, Charlie Brown 
3N 16165—You Con Do It, Charlie Brown 
3N 16166—t"'s o Dog's life, Charlie Brown 
3 N 16167—Snoopy 
3N16171— Good Ol' Charlie Brown 
3N16172—Yov Can't Win, Charlie Brown. 
3N16176—8ut We Love You, Charlie Brown 
3N 16177 —Snoopy, Come Home 
3N 16178—You Need Help, Charlie Brown 
IN 16181—As You like It, Charlie Brown 
Shipping weight each 5 ounces. . . Each 89c 

Original Books featuring Peanuts charac- 
ters, Each book has 32 pages, 30 delightful 
illustrations. 534x534 inches. 
3N 16152—1ove is Wolking Hond in Hand 
3N16154—Home is On Top of a Dog House 
3N16153—Christmos is Together-Time 
3 N 16157—1 Need All the Friends | Con Get 
3N 161$8—Hoppiness is a Warm Puppy 
3 N 16159— Security is a Thumb and o Blonket 
Shipping weight each 6 ounces. Each $1.69 

The Gospel According to Peanuts. By 
Robert L. Short, Peanuts' standpoint on 
religion. A unique statement of Christian 
faith. 128 pages. 534x8 in. 88 illustrations. 
3 N 16151—Shipping wt. 6 oz... .. $1.37 

Peanuts Project Book. Puzzles, songs, col- 
oring pages, more. 32 pages. 12x16 in. 
3 N 16155—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . $2.57 

Date-Calendar-Appointment Book. Big, 
bright, colorful. Illustrated. 
3 N 16163—11x13 in, Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz, $2.57 

Children's Letters to God and 
to Santa ..set of 2 books 

Heartwarming messages from children, all 
printed as they were written, With charm- 
ing illustrations. About 60 pgs. 514x534 in. 
3 N 1557—Shpg. wt. 9 oz...... Set $1.88 

Winnie-the-Pooh Favorites 

The Pooh Story Book. Christopher Robin, 
Eeyore, Piglet. 734x10 in. 80 pgs. 
3 N 1567—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. $3.47 

The Original Winnie-the-Pooh Books. The 
charming classics as they were originally 
written by A. A. Milne, illustrated by 
E. H. Shepard. Each 5x73 in. 
3 N 1563— Winnie-the-Pooh. Glimpses of a 
bear's wonderful world. 192 pages. 

3 N 1564—The House at Pooh Corner, With 
Tigger in the forest. 192 pages. 
3 N1565—When We were Very Young. 
With 44 very read-aloudable poems. 112 pgs, 
3N1566—Now We are Six. 35 stories in 
delightful verse, 112 pages. 
Shipping weight each 11 oz.....Ea. $3.27 

The Pooh Library. Save $2.25 over separate 
prices on 4 books above in slip-case box. 
3 N 1568—Wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz... Set $10.83 

Two-volume Set of Pooh Books. Volume I 
indudes Winnie-the-Pooh and The House 
at Pooh Corner, Volume II contains When 
We were Very Young and Now We are 
Six. 314 and 234 pages, with delightful 
color illustrations . . packed in slip-case 
gift box. 634x9 inches. 
3 N 1562—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 2 oz. Set $9.33 n 

DENNIS THE MENACE 
Sets of 5 Books 

Cartoons: Ea. about 36 pgs., 514x634 in. 

Incl.: Half-Pint; Houschold Hurricane; 
Rides Again; Wanted; Teacher's Threat. 

3 N 1558—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... ..Set $1.88 

Q Inc.: Who Me?; Ambassador of Mis- 
chief; Vs. Everybody; Poor Mr. Wil- 

son; Here Comes Trouble. 
3 N 1559—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... Set $1.88 
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Extra- 
sturdy 

DOUBLE 
GIRDER 
construction 

48% STRONGER 

with 2 bars 

instead of | 

ungsters can ride and slide at one 
No pushing is n 

passenger lawn swing and 

Stecl-bar animal cage with decorated 
on the 4 top and slatted floor boasts a 60-in. long 
addle glide galvanized slide. Strong 2-in. tubular- 

4) ride. Just slight foot pressure starts ‘em steel frame braced by steel-beam chan- swinging and keeps 'em swinging. Thetwo nels . . two 914-ft. bars, four 734-ít. legs. 
Shipping Note other swings hang from different top bars Tough, baked enamel finish olive green for both pages and have 870-Ib. tensile strength test with "leopard skin" legs. Base arca "N" items (as 79N 7252N) sent by chains. All seats made of firm, air-cooled about 1244x1014 ft. Unassembled. freight (rail or truck) -ore express, plastic supported by steel. 79N7252N —Shpg. wt. 134 lbs, $54.95 

Gym set with all the 
strength of 6 legs.. 

available 3 different ways 

With Pony Ride 

and 6-foot slide 

34295 

With Pony Ride 
and no slide 

53695 
With Glide Ride 
and 6-foot slide 

$3995 Gym with 
Pony Ride 

Extra-rigid 6-leg frame holds 45% more weight ^ Gym Set with Pony Ride and 6-foot Slide. Firm 
and stands far steadier than comparable 4-leg 25-inch plastic horse. Base area 1244x814 feet frames. Strong 2-inch tubular steel . . top bar is — 79 N 7229N2—Shipping weight 110 Ibs, $42.95 
914 feet long, legs 7-footers. Multicolor stripes 
and other colors of tough, oven-baked enamel Above without slide. Base area 1114x524 feet. 

Every ride built to last. Law elaxes — 79 N 7289N2—Shipping weight 88 lbs..$36.95 
2 tots as they sit and chat on steel-slat seats. Two 
swings sport seats of sturdy steel . . held by Gym Set with Glide Ride and 6-foot Slide. 
Ib. tensile strength test chains. Pony ride (or glide glide ride with 2 saddles. Base area 1214x814 feet. 
ride) starts to swing with just slight pressure on 79 N 7276N—Shipping weight 106 Ibs. $39.95 
footrests. 6-ft. slide is made of galvanized steel; 
flat tread ladder steps. Unassembled. — ws [Sears] 429 

£ 
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Soft vinyl uppers 

Nylon-stitched Naugalon® vinyl uppers $989 
resist water and never need polish 

The comfort of snug, soft uppers, polyurethane foam cushioned tongue, arch- 
supporting counter, steel shank make these economical skates a real buy. Hardened, 
tempered zinc-plated Japanese steel blades. Action-fitted flared top. Composition 
rubber sole. White. Shoe made in U.S.A. See “How to Order" opposite page. 

Women's. B (medium) width. Sizes 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B. Please state size. 
6 € 10301F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces... .. . Pair $8.89 

Girls’, B (medium) width. Sizes 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B. Please state s 
6 C 10139F—Shipping weight 3 pounds „Pair 8.89 

Beginner's Split- 
Skates leather 

uppers RE. 
$12?» 

Girls’ Skates with blue vinyl uppers 

Special safety highlight—streamlined 10> 
blade doesn't have any jagged teeth 

Sure to end the icy boredom of plain white. Nylon-stitched Naugalon® 
blue vinyl uppers are soft, easy to clean. Brazed chrome-plated Canadian 
Sheffield blade is hardened and tempered to hold edge longer . . designed 
for graceful, skilled skating. Warm blue plaid lining and polyurethane 
foam insulation. Arch-supporting steel shank. Composition rubber sole. 
Shoe made in U.S.A. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

See “How to Order" opposite page. B (medium) width. Sizes 1B, 2B, 
3B, 4B, 5B, 6B. Please state size. 
6 C 10137F— Shipping weight 3 pounds... ... 2s Pair $10.99 

pug Wao = 
Top-grain ~~)? E x 
leather 
uppers 
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Zinc-plated steel blades are designed for easy — | Even at this price, discover yourself making precise 
learning, stability. Soft Naugal t turns and breathtaking figures. Longer-wearing 
uppers . . water-resistant. Com] t scuff and tear resistant uppers plus warm flannel 
sole. Warm plaid cotton flannel lining. White. — | lining and polyurethane foam insulation through- 
Imported from Japan. | out. Zinc-plated Japanese steel blades really hold 

See “How to Order" opposite page, Please | edge. Arch-supporting counter adds comfort. Steel 
state size wanted. | shank, Composition rubber sole. White. Shoe made 

a ES in U.S.A. 
e AS I» Hf e | See “How to Order" opposite page. B (medium) 

DE. | width. Women's sizes 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10B. 
Double Blade. Sizes 10, 11, 12, 13, 1,2, z Please state sise wanted. 
6 C 10132F—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. 3.97 6 C 10307F— Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Pair $12.79 

EE EET 

Cubo pane scans by cheisimasmuseteciiicid pom. 

Full suede lining. Chrome-plated Cana- 
dian Sheffield steel blades specially 
hardened and tempered to hold edge. 
Form-fitting tongue. Jumping and spin- 
ning picks. Double stitched flared back- 
stay. Steel shank; arch-supporting counter. 
Composition rubber sole. White. Shoe 
made in U.S.A. See "How to Order" 
opposite page. 

B (med.) width. Women's sizes 6B, 7B, 
8B, 9B, 10B. State size, Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. 
6 C 10314. . Pair $17.79 

tows [Sears ] 421 



Build a road . . move a mountain, in your sand box 

These rugged Steel Construction Toys have parts that move and do things! 

Earth Hauler with Scoop. Scoop lifts, drops dirt 
load into hauler. When load is to be dumped, 

bottom doors on hauler open by lever release and 

load spills out. Includes 2 plastic workers. Giant 

wheels. Cab swivels all the way around. 
49 N 5615—18 in. long. Shpg. wt. 5 Jbs $2.89 

Mobile Crane Truck. Giant 26-inch steel girder 

type boom has real 44-inch clam bucket. Buck- 
et closes on load, then trip lever opens it and re- 

leases load. Boom folds back when ready to el, 

Demolition ball, 2 workers incl. Giant whe 
49 N 5622—1634 in. long. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs... ..$6.88 

=~) 

3] Road Grader. Scraper blade can be raised, low- 
ered, tilted and turned. Steering wheel controls 

direction and operates from the driver's seat in cab. 
Dummy plastic diesel engine and exhaust stack. 

6 giant wheels. 2 plastic workmen. 
49 N 5614—17 in. long. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. . - $2.89 

3] Hydraulic Dump Truck. Authentic scale model 
drops its load of sand, gravel or cereal by lever 

operated hydraulic cylinder. Dump body is 6 in. 
wide, has wheel guards, free swinging tailgate and 
cab protector. Plated grille, rubber wheels. 
49 N 5661—15 in. long. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. . $2.88 

“Loads” of fun in these big Steel Haulers 

Automatic Power Shovel, Has automatic scoop- 
ing and bucket release action. Single crank con- 

trols loading, raising and lowering of boom and un- 
loading of shovel. Cab revolves in full 360 degree 
circle. Heavy duty rubber tractor treads. 
49 N 5646—18 in. long. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs..... 

[2] 

$4.44 

3-way Dump Truck. Dumping section is mount- 
ed on lever-operated swivel base that locks in 

3 positions for left side, right side and rear dumping. 
2 other levers operate dump itself. Steering wheel 
controls vehicle, Giant wheels. 

49 N 5689—13 in. long. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. . .$3.89 

Auto Transport. Carries four 53-inch 
sedans cross country to the dealer’s show- 
room. Ramp attaches to upper or lower 
deck. Cab detaches easily from van. 9 
heavy duty rubber wheels. Sedans are of 
rugged plastic. Transport 23 in. over-all. 
49 N 5582—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. ...... $2.77 

‘Sitains pave scans by diame maseledmical con 

Roy Rogers Hauler and Trailer. Roy and 
all his gang are here in 3-dimensional plas- 
tic. Side and rear gate ramps for easy 
loading and unloading. Dale Evans, Pat 
Brady and his jeep Nellybelle, and Bullet 
included. 15 inches long. 
49 N 5557—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $1.97 

Cattle Van with Livestock and Fence. 
Nineteen pieces of livestock ride comfort- 
ably in all-steel truck and trailer, Truck is 
fully detailed, has drop tailgate which 
serves as loading ramp. 1734 inches long 
over-all. Animals are plastic. 

49 N 5609—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs 



INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

Helicopter flies, rocket fires 100 $7797 
pieces 

Hear authentic engine noises and departure and ar- — Includes detailed polyethylene runway layout; 
rival announcements on 3314 RPM record. Fire a metal terminal building with plastic wings, 29 in. 
Bomarc missile from a launcher or rockets froma over-all; 2 metal hangers; 12 models of famous air 
Delta-wing jet fighter. Actually fly a helicopter craft; friction motor bus; loading ramp; moving 

from a wind-up platform. All this and more make baggage ; 24 people; 46 other pieces. 
International Airport a treasured toy for your — 3 dimen: c. Easy assembly. 

air-minded boy. 79 N 5931L—Shipping weight 7 pounds, ....... $7.97 

CAPE CANAVERAL .. see and hear a Blast-off 

“Explode” Sub by rocket fire 80 $597 
pieces 

The rocket transport backs up to the giant gantry crane, the — All of these things actually happen and the 3314 RPM record 
great Atlas rocket is raised into position . . the count-down ing adds to the realism. Includes steel headquarters building, 
begins—in live sound. Suddenly, the blast off! The base hums — 12x4x14 in. high; 31 scientists and technicians, even a new 
with action . . the tracking helicopter actually rises into the air space-age hero-an astronaut; polyethylene base layout; over 30 

d . a Delta-wing jet blasts the “exploding” submarine offshore other pieces. 3 dimensional plastic. Caps for submarine not incl. 
422 sears tie by rocket fire . . 3 satellites soar high into space. 79 N 5935C— Easy assembly. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $597 
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49 N 5230 

]] Rettle Ball. Wood balls tumble in a rainbow of color 
against acetate globe. 17-in. wood handle. 

Tiger Cub. “Purrs,” shakes head. Wood. 6% in. 

Sleepy Sue. “Snoozes,” wags tail. Plastic, wood. 6 in. 

49 N 5295—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.. „Set $2.29 

[2] Toot Toot Engine. '*Chug-chugs". Plastic, wood. 6 in. 

Tractor. “Roars”, boy's head spins, Plastic tires. 
Suzie Seol. “Arf-Arfs” at her act, she bounces and 

spins balanced ball. Wood. 43 in. long. 
49 N 5294—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz Set $2.29 

426 SEARS © rcs 
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Corn Popper. Push 1834- 
inch handle; wood balls go 
“poppety-pop”’ inside 
plastic dome. Ages 1 to 3. 
Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz, 

$ 1e? 

Five little Pigs. The tin- 
lest fingers can squeeze 
an “oink-oink” from 
each soft piglet. Made of 
washable, chewable poly- 
ethylene. 15 inches long. 
Ages 3 mos. to 3 years. 

49 N 4637-Wt. 7 oz. $1.33 

Tip Toe Turtle, Plays 
musical sounds, lifts feet 
as he follows. 
plastic. 834 in. long. Ages 
1-4. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N 5326. .... 

Fisher-Price TOYS 

Wood, 

$1.09 — 49 N 5320. 

Safety School Bus. Driv- 
er looks side to side as 
bus “putt-putts” along, 

rolling its eyes. 5 passen- 
gers. Plastic; wood. 1414 
in. long. Ages 2 to 5. Wt. 
2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49 N 5229... $3.66 

3] Rock-A-Stack. 6 polyethylene rings fit cone in spec- 
trum order. Helps teach color, shape perception. 

Merry Mousewife. Says “squeak-squeak” as she fur- 
iously sweeps her polyethylene broom from side to side. 
Pliable cap, tail. Wood body. 634 inches. 
Queen Buzzy Bee, “Bzzs”, whirls wings. 6 in. long. 
49 N 5285—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... Set $2.29 

[5 Bossy Bell. Tail swishes as nickel-plated bell clangs. 
Wood; polyethylene horns, tail. 534 in. 

Snoopy Sniffer. Bays 
“oww,” wags spring tail, 
legs “walk”. Wood; felt 
ears. 1334 in. long. Ages 
1-5. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. 

Big Bill Pelican. Opens big 
plastic bill, says “craww, 
fish peeks out. Wood; vinyl- 
top feathers. 9 in. Ages 1 
to 4. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

..$2.29 — 49 N5308.............$1.69 

Cosh Register. Push keys, pictures 
pop up. Turn crank, bell rings, drawer 
opens. Wood coins each fit a slot. 
Wood, plastic, 8x7x834 in. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 4603—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 02..$3.37 

zags 
axles. 8x854 in, long. Ages 2-6. 
49 N 5250—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...$1,84 

[8] Music Box Sweeper, Swiss 

1834-in. handle. Ages 1 to 3. 
49 N 5245—Wt. 11b. 12 02..$1.33 

Toy Lunch Kit, Plastic pail, non-leak bottle. 5 in. long. 
Pudgy Pig. “Oinks” as tail twirls. Vinyl, wood. 5 in. 
49 N 5315—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.... Set $2.29 

scene. Big polyethylene wheels. 
1334 in, long. Ages 1 to 4. 
49 N 5316—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. . $2.49 



= Bikes with engines that RROAR, 

20-inch Convertabike $9695 |... 
Bright metallic-red finish, white trim. Gleaming chrome-plated handle- 
bars, hub. White-vinyl saddle with red trim, coil springs. 1.75-in. semi- 
pneumatic tires. Training wheels. Coaster brake for quick stops. Wt. 41 Ibs. 
6N47506N2-With motor-sound “eng.” 2 “D” batteries (notincl) $26.95 
6 N 47500N— Bike only. Shipping weight 39 pounds. ........... 23.45 

426 SEARS: 
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16-inch Convertabike $0095 rottuna 
Red frame with white fenders, handle- 
bars. 154-inch semi-pneumatic tires. 

‘Streamers on grips. Metal seat. Train- 
ing wheels. Motor-sound “engine” 
uses 2 “D” batteries (not incl.). 

Girls’ 20-incher 

with 

chrome-plated 

fenders, fully- 
pneumatic tires 

39895 

Rides and handles just like big 
sister's bike, too, with 1.75-in. pneu- 
matic tires that smooth out bumps. 
Pleasing metallic blue 2-bar frame. 
Bright chrome-plated handlebars, 
rims. Coaster brakes stop you 
smoothly, surely. Training wheels, 
Comfortable coil spring saddle. 

6 N 47612N—Wt. 41 Ibs.. . $28.95 
NOTE: Bikes sont freight (rail or truck) or exp. 

Junior 

Commandos. . 
Here's a 16-in. bike ready 

for combat! Equipped with 

machine gun, 2 grenades, 

battle helmet, walkie talkie, 

army-green camouflage 

39945 

Guerrillas on the attack! Hold them 
off with your toy machine gun and 
lob in a play grenade. Call in rein- 
forcements on play-plastic walkie 
talkie (non-operative) and zip to 
safety on your patrol bike. 154-in. 
semi-pneumatic tires. White rims. 
Training wheels. Coaster brake. 

6 N 47863N—Wt. 35 Ibs. . . $22.45 

Bike,motor sound “engine.” Wt. 371bs. 
6 N 47814N2-Coaster brake $22.95 

Bike only. Shipping weight 35 Ibs. 
6 N 47811N-Coaster brake. .$19,45 

15.89 6 N 47812N-Direct drive... 

Sears T win-fire “Engine” 
gives real-motor sound 

ies $306 
Push stick-shift forward, engine 
revs idle to roar. Twin plugs glow 
red. Fits all bikes. Plastic. Uses 2 
“D” batteries (sold below). 
6 N 48252—Wt.21bs.....$3.66 

"D" Batteries for sound engines. 
34 N 4660—Wt. 4 oz. Each 16c 

Mattel's V-RROOM 
Motor-Roar “Engine” 

Muss $388 
Idle, rev-up sounds. Silver and 
black color plastic. Key turns on 
bar-mount control. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries sold above. Fits all bikes. 
6 N 48251—Wt.21bs.....$3.88 - 



Step on edge 
Plates, col- to pick up 
lars interlock weights easily 
—end shifting 

BOB MATHIAS 
t < .. only man in history 

to win the Olympic De- 

cathlon twice, and now 
member of Ted Williams Sports Ad- 

visory Board . . says: “I like these 

weights because they won't clang, 
thanks to vinyl coating. Plus, they 

interlock . . won't shift. A few minutes 
exercise daily with them keeps me in Cro» section Stay-on vinyl 

ik of disc shows tips add to 
fp napa, vinyl coating quiet 

"GEE, BUD—NOW WE 
BOTH HAVE GREAT 
WEIGHT-LIFTING 

SETS!” 

All chromium-plated Barbell-Dumbbell Bars . . 
Weights are vinyl-coated for clang-free work outs Extra Disc Weights 

110-pound bronze-colored Set 

199° 

For bigger boys who want to fone up 
muscles, dads who want to frim down. 
14 discs (not just 12)—sound-deadened, 
safety pick-up edges, in rich bronze-col- 
or. Four 234-lb., four 5-lb., six 10-Ib. 
discs. Bar assemblies . . one 534-ft. plus 
two 16-in. bars, all chrome-plated with 
sleeves. Collars. Wrench. Bob Mathias 
approved instructions. Shipped freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 
6 N 1520N2—Wt. 112 lbs. Set $19.95 

65-Ib. Set. As above. No dumbbells, 
6 N 1521N2— Wt. 66 Ibs...Set $15.50 

420 [Sears | okes 

Citai Dade Scans by dieisihiasnisetediwical com 

Scaled-down Jr. Weights 

26-Ib. Set s950 

Lets a young son work out like 
big brother, dad. (Also keeps 
peace in family; he'll have his 
own weights—no borrowing! 

Set is approved by Ted Wil- 
liams, designed after Bob Mathias 
weights, left, above. Features 
bronze-color vinyl coating to 
protect floors, end noise. Has 
2 dumbbell bars with sleeves. 38- 
in. chrome-plated steel bar. 
Collars, plates, wrench. Plus in- 
structions, real guidance. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone, 
6 N 1555L—Wt. 29 lbs. $9.50 

For either 110 or 65-Ib. set . . add to 
effectiveness. Bronze-color vinyl 
coated. Interlocking. Set of 2, 25 

pounds each. 
6 N 1533L—Wt. 51 lbs..Set $10.00 

Dumbbells in 4 sizes 

20-Ib. Set. Ideal for limbering up, 
working-out arm, shoulder muscles. 
Contains 2 solid 10-Ib. bronze- 

color bells, 1-piece design. . no plates. 
6 N 1550K—Wt. 21 Ibs..Set $8.00 

16-Ib. Set. Like above. 8 Ibs, ea. 
6 N 1549C—Wt. 17 Ibs..Set $6.50 
10-Ib. Set. Like above. 5 Ibs. ea. 
6 N 1548—Wt. 10 lbs, 4 oz..$5.00 
6-Ib. Set. Like above. 3 Ibs. ea. 
6 N 1547—Wt. 6 lbs. 2 oz.. .$4.00 



Classics that belong in every family library 
Beautifully illustrated; in your choice of 2 bindings 

Standard $|66 

1 Handsome books with 10 full-color 
illustrations: 30 to 100 drawings. Easy- 

to-read print. Cloth bindings. 205 to 548 
pgs. Each 514x814 in. Order from chart 
below. Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 1 oz... Ea.$1.66 

De Luxe $347 

9, Larger, more elegant. Full-color illus- 
trations printed on buckram bindings; 

protective acetate covers. 674x9}4 inches. 
207 to 645 pages. Order from chart below. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 10 oz... .. Each $3.47 

Title and Author T Stonderd Edition || 2 De luxo Edition. 

Huckleberry Finn, Twain. 
Tom Sawyer, Twain 

ittle Women, Alcol 
bin Hood, P 

SN 15501. N 15541 
3 N 1550; 3N15542 
3N1 3N15543 
3N1 3N 15544 
3N1 3 N 15545 

LBNL 3N 15546 
S3NI 3N15547 
3N1 3N15548 
3N1 3N15549 
3N1 3N15551 
3N1 3N15552 
3N1 3N15553 
3N1 3N15554 
3N1 3N15555 

U3N1 113 N 15556 

a "s -volume pu 
. save 2i 

Each book with superb illustrations, some in color. Many 
volumes include maps, drawings and photos to highlight 
and explain the interesting, readable texts. From 173 to 
210 pages, measure 554x814 inches. So easy to buy when 

you just use the phone. 

Starter Set. Includes: A 
Walk in Space; Americans 
Into Orbit; Story of U.S. 
Air Force. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
3N15401.... Set $3.57 

Single Titles (order below). 
3 N 15334— J.F.K., P.T. 109 

3N15335—Americans Into 
Orbit 

Great American 
Fighter Pilots 

3 N 15343—Story of D-Day 
3 N 15344— Story of Subs 
3N15348—U.S. Marines 

3N15336— 

3N15357—Remember the 
Alamo! 

3 N 15358— Custer's Stand 

m—'—n— 

.F.K., 
king of Bis- 

marck; Pearl Harbor to 
Okinawa. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
3N15402.... $3.57 

Shipping weight each 1 pound 
3 N 15359—Abe Lincoln 
3N15362—Swamp Fox of 

the Revolution 

3 N 15365—Medal of Honor 
leroes 

3N15366—Sinking of the 
Bismarck 

3 N 15367— Pearl Harbor 
to Okinawa 

3N15368—Flying Tigers 

3 N 15373—30 Seconds 
over Tokyo 

3 N 15375—Women of 
Courage 

3N15377-Flying Aces, WWI 

Landmark Books for ages 8 to 14 
History that's exciting, dramatic and fast-moving 

s357 

Starter Set. Includes following: 
Remember the Alamo!; Cus- 
ter's Last Stand; Daniel Boone. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
3N15403 .. Set $3.57 

Starter Set. Includes following: 
The American Revolution; 
Swamp Fox of the Revolution; 
Abe Lincoln. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
3N15404. . Set $3.57 

...Each $1.66 
3 N 15379— Secret Service 

3 N 15381—Walk in Space (new) 

3 N 15382— Battle for 
Iwo Jima (new) 

3 N 15384— Battle of the Bulge 

3N15385—Commandoes of 
World War II 

3 N 15392— Prehistoric America 

3N15393— Daniel Boone 
3N15397—Heroines of the 

Early West 
3N15398—Lee and Grant at 

Appomattox 
3 N 15399—Story of the Thir- 

teen Colonies (new) 

Classic Fiction Series 

s937 

Hard covers; deluxe-quality bindings. 
Color illustrations. Size 554x834 inches. 
264 pgs. (3N1686: 200 pgs.) 

Girls’ Set (3N1671, PIN 1680, 3N1682). 
3 N 1665—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. Set $2.37 

Boys’ Set (3N1670, 3N1677, 3N1681). 
3 N 1666—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. Set $2.37 

Single Titles 
3N 1670—Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain 
3 N 1671—Black Beauty by Anna Sewell 
3N1672—Heidi by Johanna Spyri 
3N1673—Treasure Island by 

, L. Stevenson 
3 N 1674—Five Little Peppers and How 

They Grew by Margaret Sidney 
3.N 1676—Eight Cousins by L. M. Alcott 
3 N 1677— Beautiful Joe by M. Saunders 

reckles by G. S. 
80 —Fifty Famous F; 

rlock Holmes b: 

88: Buy 3-volume 
sach Starter Sets. .save 27c 

y K. D. Wiggin 
1686—Heidi Grows Up by C. Tritten 
1687—Bible Stories 

lhipping wt. ea. book 16 oz.. .... Each 88c 

Alfred Hitchcock, Rod Serling Mystery Thrillers 

Hitchcock's Spellbinders in Suspense. Unlucky, 13. 110€ E 
3N16031—Shipping weight 2 pounds. .... 
Hitchcock's Haunted Houseful. 9 spooky stories. vay in. 
3N16032—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 3.37 
Hitchcock's Solve-them-yourself M: - s. Se cases. Tigo in. 
3N16033—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 $337 
Hitchcock's Ghostly Gallery. 11 tales of paai; daai, in. 
3 N 16034—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz.. .37 
Hitchcock's Spies. Collection of 15 a tale. 3 ems in. 
3 N 16035—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz.. 3.37 
Hitchcock's Monster Museum. 12 monster. stories ET in. 
3N16036—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 3.37 
Twilight Zone. 13 unusual stories. Serling. 720 in. 
3N16037—Shipping weight 2 pounds., .$3.37 

For Children 4 to 10 

Golden Book of Magle by the Great Mirlini. 
Variety of tricks. Illus. 105 pgs. 834x11 in. 
3 N 1597—Shpg. wt. 11b. 3 oz. + $2.64 

McCall's Golden Make-it Book. 700 illus- 
trations and step-by-step instructions. 160 

pages, measures 834 ¢x1034 inch: 
3 N 1598—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.64 

McCall's Do-it Book. More than 200 things 
to do, using common materials. Illustrated. 
160 pages. 8346x1034 inches. 
3N1596—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.64 

My Origami Books. Ancient art of folding 
paper. Instructions, paper incl. Illustrated. 
3-book set. 14 to 18 pages. TH inches. 
3 N 1595—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. < Set $277 

Tell Me Another Joke. 155 pages. Over 200 
illustrations. 8}4x11 inches. 
3 N 1594—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... . $2.57 

Jokes, Riddles and Funny Stories. 105 pages 
81x11 in. Gaily illustrated. 
3N1593—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... . $177 

Ask Me Another Riddle. Approximately 300 
humorous riddles. 157 pgs. Le in. 
3 N 1592—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.. $2.57 

Tell Me Why. Over 400 questions most asked 
by children and answers. 480 pages; 177 
illustrations. 7x934 inches. 
3N1591—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 0z.........$4.29 



Down through the years, people have 
. because of the imaginative products and 
ideas that dreams are made of 

6-foot by 8-foot long Playhouse 

designed like a real on Cabin 
The romance and adventure of the "old west" really 
comes to life in this Log Cabin Playhouse. Ruggedly built 
Weather-tight. And so realistic. Walls made of real 
1/7 x 5-inch wide white fir siding logs finished with a clear 
wood sealer. Roof of waterproof western red cedar 
shingles. Floor of !/jin. thick 3-ply exterior plywood 
Has 48 sq. ft. of playing space inside. Walls are 5-ft. high 
at the eaves. All this, yet entire cabin comes in 8 pre- 
fabricated sections with windows and door factory-in 
stalled. Designed for quick assembly . . usually less than 

n hour. Tower (1) and porch (2) not included " 
32 N 63001N— (Shipping weight 740 lbs. A 50. 

T Lookout Tower. 3-ft Cabin Porch. 3-ft. wide 
wide, 4-ft. long. 2-ft 8-ft. long. Western red 

high guard-rail. 12 rig led: cedar floor. White fir log 
der. (Wt. 115 lbs. railings. (Wt. 175 lbs.) 

32 N 63003N $150.00 32 N 63002N $100.00 



Indoor-Outdoor Tent has 

a fiber glass frame that 

makes it so easy to pitch 

that even your youngest 

explorer can do it 

Dome Tent with sewn-in floor helps 

keep out drafts . 

d 4” 

. no scuffed floors 

With this tent, they won't have to wait for spring to have 
their exciting adventures. It’s sturdy, too. Made of cotton 
sheeting fabric with red and blue panels, Zippered door. 
Big 434-foot square base size with a full 4-foot center 

ht. Not water repellent. 

Order case below. 

6 C 78031C— Shipping weight 6 pounds 

Sturdy fiber glass 

e simply slips inside 
double stitched seams and 

joins at top . . tent stands 
firm and taut and invites 
you tohours of adventurous 

play 

] S-sided Indoor-Outdoor 
Play Tent. Outside, use wire 

stakes, ropes; inside, suction 
cups hold ropes to keep tent 
taut. Red and yellow cotton 
sheeting. 434-(t. center height 
with 42-in. sides. Canopy poles 
Not water repellent. No floor 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 
| w 6 C 78035C. $6.99 

5x7-foot Wall Tent. Great 
for backyard meetings or 

overnight camping. Two up- 

right poles jointed with metal 
sleeves for easy handling. Sturdy 
6.74-oz. cotton drill fabric is 

ated to be water repellent. 

Tie-down storm flaps for rai 
day protection. 2-ft. wall he 

ít. center. No floor. Gi 
takes included, Green. 
ping weight 19 pounds. 

6 C 78029C. $16.99 

3 “Army Headquarters" Woll- 
Tent. Measures up with a 

roomy 6 ít. 6 in. x 4 ft. 10-in 
base area, sure to be the center 
of many exciting backyard ad- 
ventures. Made of tough cotton 
sheeting for extra durability 
Center height is 414. ft. American 
flag (incl) waves from tent 
pole. Poles, ropes, stakes. Blue 

Shipping weight 7 poun 
6 C 78032C. ..............911.95 

Carrying Case. 6-oz. cotton drill 
CR Shipping weight 14 oz. 

422 [Sears] sexo 6 C 78629 $3.09 

Cute pase scans by dainas maseda conn 

Adult-size Cool Night Bag. 
For camping in 20° to 50° 

weather, Bonded Vycron® poly- 
ester insulation stays smooth to 
help provide even warmth, Full 
100-inch zipper adds convenience. 
Brown cotton cover, attractive 
plaid cotton flannelette liner. 

SANISGARD treated to resist 
mildew, odor. Carrying case. 3 lbs. 
insulation. Machine wash, med. 

Shipping weight 6 lbs. 12 oz 
6C70125... . -e $1744 

Youth-size Cool Night Bag. 
Same quality as in our better 

adult bags. Designed for camping 
in 20° to 50° temperatures. Bonded 
polyester insulation. Weather- 
tight Talon® zipper. Comfortable 
34x67-inch finished size. Gold- 
color cotton poplin cover with cot- 
ton fannelette liner. Carrying 
case. 2.3 Ibs. insulation. Machine 
wash, med. 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 5 oz. 
6C70082............... $14.99 

Youth-size Warm Night Bag. 
For camping in temperatures 

over 50°. 34x67-inch finished size, 
Bonded Estron® acetate insula. 
tion for even warmth. Cotton 
camouflage print cover. Cotton 
kasha liner. Talon® zipper. 
SANI*GA RD treated. Rolls into 
dufile—2 web tie straps. Two lbs. 
of insulation. Dry clean. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz 
6 C 70001 — 27 



Jack it up . . change tires on this Mercedes Benz Magic Mono-rail Train **choo-choos" like re: 
Steam-type 8-in. metal locomotive and S-in. freight car travel along 714-ft. 
flexible mono-rail track. You can make any layout, just by moving the track , . 
train follows it along. Real smoke pufis from chimney as she goes. 
49 N 5868— Uses 2*'D" batteries (not included, order below). Wt, 1 Ib. 8 02.$2.66 
34 N 4650—Two "D" batteries for above. Shpg. wt. for two, 8 02... ..... 2 for 30c 

Strong friction motor speeds car along with a push . . oh! oh! we've got a flat, 
Alternate levers in trunk operate jack to raise left or right side of car. Special 
tire tool removes hub cap and wheel, replaces it with spare tire. Steel, baked 
enamel finish. Fix-it kit, jack, extra tire and hub cap. " 
49 N 4213—12 inches long. Shipping weight 2 pounds... . xx $2.66 

NOTE: Ingenuity from abroad . , made by Japanese craftsmen . . all mechanical toys on this page are imported from Japan 

gi iW. 
" [ Wind crank . . hear clack-clack 

Old-timer Autobus goes rumbling down the road 
—powered by a strong friction motor. Gay re- 

minder of the youthful ni ‘roaring 20's," 
Makes engine noises by turning crank. Sturdy 
metal. Brightly colored, realistic detail. 12 
inches long. 
49 N 5724—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... $1.89 

de $329 Vitesse 1259 
Push "em, sturdy friction motors No “lemons” in this lot . . 4 popu- 

lar import cars give you an up-to- 
date car fleet. Authentic minia- 
tures of famed Volkswagen, Swed- 
ish Saab, beautiful French Citro- 
en, Italian Fiat with working sun 
roof. Friction motors, Enameled 
steel. 7 to 8 in. long. 

Antique-car collector's items with 
loads of fun for children, 4 authen- 
tic reproductions from “roaring 
20's" a , water-pump 

style fire engine, rickety pick-up 
truck and Rolls Royce. ameled 
steel bodies. Friction motors. 514 
to 6% in. long. 

speed them on their way—on a 
safari, over country roads or 
through a city "street." Famous 
Volkswagen pick-up truck, Willy’s 
Landrover, and Microbus authen- 
tically detailed. Enameled steel. 
About 714 in. long. 3-pc. set. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
DR ar. FA ETOT Set $3.29 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 N 5741. «+++. Set $3.29 m 49 N 5734 

eeteee€® Flash! Clang! Whine! 
watt Ladder raises automatically 

Red light flashes, bell clangs, siren 
wails while plastic fireman waves flag. 
Battery-powered fire engine rushes to 
a fire (order batteries below). Moves 
straight or in circles, front wheels ad- 
just. Red, baked enamel steel with 
nickel-plated parts. 1234 in. long. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
- $4.66 49 N 5701.. 

Shipping wt. 8 oz.. .2 for 30e 

Fire engine races to the rescue—powered by 2 
“D” batteries . . not included, order 34 N 4650 
at right. Lever starts it forward or reverses it . . 
moves straight or in circle with adjustable front 
wheels. Aerial ladder extends to 17 inches and 
lowers, Red, baked enamel steel. 2 plastic fire- 
men on back. 1234 inches long. 
49 N 5793—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 0z...$4.66 

420 SEARS saune 34 N 4650— Batteries. 

Cutsios page scans by dieisimatniseledimical cn 



BIG TURNPIKE PLAZA 

50 
pieces $997 

Service the cars, feed the hungry travelers in the restaurant and picnic 

area and, of course, collect their cash at the toll booth—just like they do 

on a real turnpike. Colorfully reproduced on a 27x36-in. polyethylene 
layout sheet, set includes metal service building on a 15x26-inch base; 
3 plastic pump islands; picnic table and benches; toll booth; 22 figures; 
10 automobiles and over 12 other pieces. 3-dimensional plastic. 
79 N 5918C—Easy assembly. Shipping weight 5 pounds $3.97 

NOTE: Play pieces in sets on both pages may vary slightly, 
but you will receive total number of pieces stated 

WAGON TRAIN .. Fight by the side of TV hero 

100 $494 200 uri 98 
pieces pieces 

"Hitch up" the teams and send out the scouts just as Flint McCullough and his party 
does on TV. Set includes the popular TV hero; 30 frontiersmen; 30 attacking Indian 
braves (each figure about 2 in. high); 4 covered wagons (3 pulled by 2 horses, 1 by 2 
oxen), all carry water keg, tool box and lantern; various livestock including 6 saddle 
horses, 2 Indian ponies, steers (35 animals in all); trees, tents, and other accessories. 
All molded in 3-dimensional plastic. 

79 N 5994C—200-piece set illustrated and described above. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $798 
79 N 5956C—100-piece set similar to above but fewer pieces of each kind, Wt. 4 Ibs.. 4.94 
49 N 5947—49-pe. Indian Set, 30 Braves, 2 totem poles, other accessories. Wt. 10 oz.. ..92¢ 

ROY ROGERS 9) 
Double R Bar Ranch Set pieces $397 

Young cowpokes love to pitch in and help Roy, Dale, Pat Brady and 
Bullet round up the steers. Set includes 18 cowboys and ranch hands; 
5 long-horned steers; 5 cow ponies with saddles; harness horse for the 
buckboard; steel ranch house, 9x5x4 inches; 10 sections of fence and 
other ranch equipment. Figures about 214 in. high. 3-dimensional plastic. 
79 N 5937 C—Easy assembly. Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.97 

Cutioa nae scans by chaisimassmasetectadc con 

<————GUNSMOKE g0 
Starring Matt Dillon pieces $498 

TV's most popular Western complete with Marshal Dillon, Chester, Doc, Kitty and 

25 other frontier folk. Includes 21-in. steel building; 834-in. ranch house; plastic gold 
mine with ore cart and sluice; 6 longhorns, cow pony and team of horses and oxen; 
cart, stage coach and wagon with moving wheels. Accessories include 5-section inter- 
locking fence, hitching rails, trees, etc. 3-dimensional plastic 
79 N 5986C— Easy assembly. Shipping weight 4 pounds. Was $5.77. .$4.98 

se SEARS 423 



Happy Hippo. Opening widemouth 

with a *Ho-ho-ho," Happy reveals 
ign shows 

with pals. 
storage space inside. De: 
him crammed in c 
Wood. 7x7x14 inches lo 
49 N 5235— Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 07. $3.33 

Chatter Telephone. Kings, rolls 
eyes, sounds “Chatter-chatter.” 
Helps teach colors, numbers 
Wood, polyethylene. Spiral fabric 

x4 in. high cord. 6 
49 N 5309 — Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. ..$1.49 

Musical 

Tick-Tock Clock 

$337 

Plays adfather’s Clock” 

melody and keeps time with 
syncopated “tick-tock” sound 
as hands revolve and happy 
events of child's day appear on 
face, Adjustable hands help 
teach time. Scenes for each hour 
illustrated on back. Wood case 
break-resistant plastic crystal, 
positive overwind stop . . long 
lusting, trouble free. 644x3x104%4 

FOR AGES Ito 4. B 5 

Musical T V-Radios 

Wind knob to play nursery 
rhyme. Dial revolves to 

sic, illustrating. rhyme 
on make-believe TV screen. 
Wood cases, 744 in, Won't 
overwind. Wt. 1 Ib, 4 ox. 

[mi Ten Little Indians 
49 N 4654...... $2.22 

(2) Jack 'n Jill 
49N4656...,.. 2.22 

d 3 cars $329 
ft. long 

7 inches of color and animation intrigue Huffy Puffy Train. 
as eyes roll up and little railroaders. Engine "c chugs” 

down, Pistons pump in and out of rotating cylinders. Brake 
ood, steel axles. man swings lantern. Enameled 

49 N 5256—Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.29 

30-piece Circus stages “1001” exciting acts 

Ingeniously designed to thrill ages 2 to 8. Big 15-inch wagon hauls 

entire show . . doors lower for unloading. Eleven 6 inch figures and 

animals have movable joints . . perform a variety of circus tricks 

on ladders, trapeze, balancing board, ball, barrel and more. 

Wood and plastic. Instruction booklet 

49 N 5247 — Shipping weight 8 pounds 12 ounces $9.99 

rca SEARS 427 
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Sportster-styled beginners' Bike 
with semi-pneumatic tires 

16-inch Convertabike $0195 ‘vn 
Looks just like big brother's sportster with high-rise handlebars and 
midget banana seat. Bright chrome-plated fenders and fiery-red frame 
really make this one stand out. Perfect bike for big families, too . . 
just remove bar and you have a girl's bike. Training wheels. 1%-inch 
whitewall tires won't puncture. Coaster brakes for quick stops. 

6 N 47859N—Shipping weight 35 pounds. ,..............- $21.95 

New All-chrome-plated Junior Sportster 
with fully pneumatic tires 

20-incher for boys $3345 

Glistens with mirror-bright chrome-plating. Racy scoop fenders. 
Sporty junior banana seat . . black color. Junior high-rise handlebars 
have fiery-red hand grips. Built extra-strong for stunt-fun riding. 20x 
1.75-inch tires. Coaster brakes for quick, sure stops. Can be fitted 
with full-size seat, bars as child grows older, Kickstand. 
6 N 47608N—Shipping weight 43 lbs. $5.00 monthly, Cash $33.45 

SHIPPING NOTE: All bikes on this page shipped freight (rail or truck) or express 

No Money Down on anything Sears selis 
SEE PAGE 268 

Check your speed at a 
glance with Safti- 
Guide color keys 

$479 

Three easy-to-read color zones: 
green for safe speed area, yel- 
low for caution and for 
danger. Clear plastic window. 
Calculate how long trips will 
take by choosing speed and 
pacing yourself, Records dis- 
tance up to 9,999.9 miles, 
speeds up to 40 MPH. Fits 24, 
26-inch bikes with front axles 
5 in. or longer. Cables and fit- 
tings included. Full instruc. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
6N48800,.......... $4.79 

Bright, plated-steel 
Bike Baskets 

$988 

Welded heavy-gauge steel re- 
sists bending. Two 13}4x13x 
6}4-in. baskets carry all your 
books and then some. Better 
balance with load carried low 
over rear wheel. Resists rust- 
ing. For 24, 26-in. bikes. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
6 N 48450C. . ....Set $2.88 

m—(——— bani 

Make your bike a racy sportster 
with these accessories 

New bucket-style Banana Seot. 
Lots of foam padding, plus radi- 

cally tapered front easily make this 
the most comfortable banana seat 
we've ever sold. Spring-action under- 
carriage softens bumps. 

White color with Sears exclusive 
fiery-red flame-licked design. Bright 
chrome-plated supports. Vinyl 

20, 24 and 26-inch bikes. 
Attaches with universal clamps. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
6 NW9008.. ..-- rcx ERE $5.99 

2 17-in. Seat Post. Mein. post. 
6 N 49049—Shpg. wt. 11b....89c 

3 Forged Handlebar Stem. For 
handlebars with 1-in. center. 

6 N 49100—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.49 

High-rise Handlebars. Shine with 
brilliant chrome-plating. Make 

your bike look like racy sportster. Fit 
stems with 1-inch sleeves. 
6 N 49114C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $1.59 

Dj “Cheater” Slick Tire. Slick tire 
with “cheater” grooves for real 

traction, wheel-spinning competition 
starts. Nylon cord. Extra thick tread 
and sidewalls. Longer wearing Dyna- 
tuf rubber. 20x2.125-in. size, also fits 
20x1.75-in. rims (not for 20x134-in. 
rims). Check size on old tire. 
6 N 50620C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $3.69 

Butyl Tube. 20x2.125-inch size. 
6 N 50902—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 02.97c 
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What a thrilling gift . . honoring the only ball- 
player to bat over .400 in the last 30 years 

The Ted Williams 

HALL OF FAME 
Fielders Glove 

$Q88 

Included in this price: 
specialcommemoration 

gift box and valuable 

20-page book on Ted's 

own batting secrets 

m 

"A anyone would be proud of," says Ted. An understatement, we think— 
this commemorative glove is for playing rea/ ball as well. Built to last, de- 

‘signed for wear on left hand, it has a genuine pro feel, greater ball handling features, 
everything it takes to be a hero . . all built into it! Wagon-wheel trap makes back- 
Hand stops look easy. Deep pro-style pocket cuts errors. Flex-action hinge shuts, 
opens fast. (Plus, the booklet tells how to HIT to win games!) 

Cowhide; rawhide lacing, nylon stitching. Ted’s signature sewn in gold color, 
with “HALL OF FAME” on strap. Japan. Buy it the easy way—order by P 
6 N 1600—Glove in gift box, with booklet. Shpg. wt. 11b. 6 oz.. .......... 

p" 

Save on Complete Boxing Set 

. Speed Striking Bag, plus 

Platform plus Striking Mitts 

All for $1399 

Seporately, total $14.95. Together, help 
improve timing, reflexes, co-ordination. 

B 
Vinyl Boxing Gloves . . ''*no-tie" elastic cuffs Wine-color vinyl bag, balanced for accurate 

rebound, includes needle. Platform has oak 
For boys age 12 to 14. Stretch For younger boys. Lace- frame, 22-in. steel rim, bumper, full assem- 
cuffs eliminate the hazard of laces less cuffs, padded wrist and bly instructions. Wine-color vinyl mitts have 

. slip on, off fast. Have comfortable thumb. Set:2 pairs. Wine color. easy on-off “no tie” elastic cuffs. 

padded wrist, rolled palm grip, rein- — r6 age 12, Rolled grip. 6N1420L2-Entire Set. Wt. 15 Ibs. $13.99 
forced thumb for added protection. — 6N1428-Wt. 2 lbs. Set $6.74 6N1416-Bag, needle only. Wt. 2Ibs. 4.98 
2 prs. (4 gloves) to a set. Wine color. — To age 8. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 6N1419L-Platform only. Wt. 11 lbs. 6.98 
6 N 1431—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz, Set $8.67 6N1429........ Set $4.77 6N1415-Mitts only. Wt. 2 Ibs.. .Pair 2.99 Sears 
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Black Stallion Series 

Entertaining and exciting stories about the adventures $ 57 

of an Arabian stallion . . by Walter Farley each Album of Horses 
Join the Black Stallion Club! . . get official membership button. Write Mr. 
Farley, 457 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. Ilust. 208-330 pgs. 514x814 in. For horse lovers of every age . . by Marguerite Henry 
3 N 1631— Black Stallion 3 N 1635— Black Stallion's Courage 

3 N 1633— Son of Black Stallion 3 N 16227— Black Stallion and Flame $997 
3 N 1639—Black Stallion Revolts 3 N 16228— Black Stallion Challenged 
3 N 1641—Black Stallion Mystery 3N16229— The Island Stallion's Fury 
3 N 16226— Black Stallion Returns 3N16231— Black Stallion's Sulky Colt Popular volume with fascinating accounts of 22 important breeds of 
3 N 1634— Black Stallion's Filly 3N16232— Black Stallion and Satan horses, the mule and the burro. Each account is accompanied by a 
Shipping weight each 1 pound. . : 4 .. . Each $2.57 full-page color portrait by Wesley Dennis. 112 pages, 914x113 

inches. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
3 N 1651—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces......... -$2.97 Winning Your S 

Denni Illustrated Books About Horses Weiley Dennis Album of Horse Paintings, 16 full-color prints from , : i e Album orses, suitable for framing. 40 pgs. 1256x1474 in. p ^im Selection, care, feeding 3 N 16201— Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. ........... $3.49 
i ! Winning your Spurs. By E. T. Moore, Care, anatomy, 

Å i| instruction on riding, training. 124 pgs. 814x1134 in. 
"yt |  3N 15499—shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz... . .... $1.77 White Stallion of Lipizza 

Complete Book of Horses and Ponies, By M. C. Self. 
Evolution, behavior, breeds; training, riding techniques. $297 
318 pages. 634x914 inches. 
3 N 16251—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz... $5.66 By Marguerite Henry. Story of the 
The Western Horse, By N. Kenoyer. 111 pgs. 634x9!¢in. Spanish Riding. School of Vienna 
3N16255—Shipping weight 12 ounces. $2.47 and of a boy who becomes a riding 

Learning to Ride, Hunt and Show. Informative guide by MAC EREHE, llvatested by 
Gordon Wright. 128 pages. 1134x814 inches. m — 11X inches. 
3 N 16265— shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz........$3.44 Sheen ay t 
Horse Fever. By P. Johnson. Choosing a horse, how to 3N16202. .$2.97 
jump, etc. Photos, charts. 92 pages. 814x11 inches. 
3 N 16275—Shipping weight 1 pound. ........$1.67 
A Horse of Your Own. By M. A. Stoneridge. Complete illustrated Books 
guide to choosing, caring for, training, showing. Section by Marguerite Henry 
on saddles, racing. 250 illust. 480 pgs. 616x914 in. (rie 
3 N 16266—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 oz. $7.44 Mustang, (Nem) Stay. ahoni wid 
Horsemanship. By W. Seunig. All aspects for beginners save the mustangs of the West. 
or experts. 352 pages. 94x64 in 744x934 inches. 208 pages. 
3N16267—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz... $7.44 3N16212—Wt. t Ib. 8 oz. $2.97 

s Stormy. The true story of Misty’s 
True Stories about Horses fol, en aee a great storm. 71¢x 

inches. 224 pages. Snowman. By R. Montgomery. Rescued from boneyard, vr 
horse becomes great jumper. 131 pages. 614x914 in. SIN 16204—Wr. 1 lb. 10 os. $2.97 
3 N 16256—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $3.27 Misty of E Ee e DNE of the 
Man o' War. By Walter Farley. Award winning story of tie DN pine oo 
the magnificent horse and the boy who trained him for 3 N 16205--Wt. 1 Ib. oe $2.97 
the great race. 326 pages. 614x914 inches. SML E Orte 
3N16235—shipping weight í Ib. 9 oz... $3.67 Sea Star, Orphan of Chincoteague. 

sees rid rie, Men end Ed ^ tar. 4 inches. 176 pages. 
Fiction Stories about Horses 3 N 16206—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $2.97 

National Velvet. By E. Bagnold. Abridged version of Black Gold. Award-winning story 
classic novel. Illustrated. 108 pages. 814x12 inches. about the famous Kentucky Derby 
3 N 16276—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz... . $2.69 winner. 716x934 inches. 176 pages. 
All Horses Go to Heaven. Thirty stories by famous 3 N 1652—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...$2.97 
writers. Illustrated. 415 pages. 6x914 inches. King of the Wind. Newberry Award 
3 N 16277—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz........$4.57 winner about the ancestor of Man 
American Girl Book of Horse Stories. Ten tales of sus- o’ War, his adventures in Morocco, 
pense, romance, humor. Illust. 183 pages. 534x814 in. ATA and England. 714x934 inches. 

—Shippíi ight 14 oz. 1.66 k 3 N 16236—Shipping weight 14 oz. $ SNLO WE th 4 ox $2.97 
Horses, Horses, Horses. The horse in sport, art, work, 
history, etc. Illust. 152 pages. 814x11 inches. Brighty of the Grand Canyon. About 

a lovable little burro in the Grand 
Canyon. 744x9% in. 224 pages. 
3 N 16208—Wrt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.97 

3N16246—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 15 o; 

Big Book of Favorite Horse Stori 
adventure, courage, heroism, humor by well-known 
authors. Many old favorites. Illust. 336 pages. 644x9 in. Born to Trot. True story of a boy 
3 N 16271—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 o; $3.57 and a great trotting mare at the 
Best Book of Horse Stories. From the finest in children's apo ui AU erc posse. 
literature. Illustrated. 279 pages. 914x644 inches. T k Kor OE Res 
3 N 16268—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. $3.57 Justin Moraan Had a Horse. Superb 
Black Beauty. By Anna Sewell. Illustrated. Junior pose te 176 pint-sized stallion. 
Library edition of classic. Boxed. 326 pages. 64x94 in. 3N 16211 Wn 1 Ib. 3 oz. $2.97 
3 N 16278—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz. $2.66 ETEF See Os MES 
The Mustangs. By J. Frank Dobie. Exciting tales of the QUA ke kopar aoaea Aran 
“wild and free” horses that once ranged the West. s dic altcr: Covers IX Oe: 
Illustrated. 376 pages. 514x814 inches. Soleat lie horse Mi taming 
3 N 16247— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz... $2.77 and technical information. With j 
Personality of the Horse. Stories, pictures, poetry by special photo sections. 8x11 inches. 
outstanding authors and artists. 342 pages, 6x954 in. 144 pages. 
3 N 16245—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 0z.........$2.27 3N16225—Wt. 2 Ibs......$2.97 
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called Sears Catalog 

Save $7 on this Lotus Racer 5:9495 A Imagine! An HO-scale Road Race with 
zi d monthly 

:[277 
Sidewalk Pedal Car 12 feet of track at this low price 

Was $31.95. A thrill to ow west priced HO-scale road race 
the famous racer. 44 inches le 

and race, this sleek beauty is a careful copy of Our k With 2-level racing and trick 
g, the rugged plastic body shines British racing galore, this course is a sure bet for thrills and fun. Set contains two ch 

green with a racing stripe. Steel frame, Pedals adjust to 5 positions, "Engine" plastic racers— Jaguar XK-E and a Corvette; 8 straight, 8 curved sections parts are chrome-plated, Entire engine air vents are removable so you of track—12 feet of plastic-metal track that makes a 36x36-inch layout: 10 
can do pit work, just like the crew at “r ces, Padded, upholstered vinyl guard rails; 5 risers for two-level racing; 2 speed throttles with hand-formed 
eat. Pull pin to release wheels. Tire rubber, Sent unassembled 
79 N 8918L—Shippi 

powerpack, UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
g weight 24 pounds $24.95 79 N:9501C—Shipping weight 6 pound 

Instruc 
Set 

16-inch Drink and Wet Doll with case, s| [38 Save $3.88 Child-size 5-pc. Dinette :[938 
2 outfits and comforter—all for only Set with marbleized vinyl table top 

Seperate prices totol $23.76 for 3-pc. set plus 2 extra chairs listed on 
page 579, An exceptionally fine quality set with gleaming chre 
teel legs. Heavyweight table top is armored with laminate pla 

Carry this doll in her own 12!5x5x17-in. fiberboard carrying case. Vinyl 
doll has open-and-close eyes, pretty rooted, blond hair that can be brushed 
and combed. Dressed in flannel diaper, jacket bound with g 

Layette consists « 

e-plated 
gham check 

ham-checked dress, hat, printed-flannel pj's, shoes 
ic to resist 

stains, scratches and mars. Comfortable padded chair seats covered with 
and socks, am checked, ruffled quilted blanket heavy vinyl, Seat height 1 Table 30x20x20 in. high. Partly assembled 
49 N 30296 eight 4 pounds 10 ounces $11.88 79 N 90056L — shipping weight 34 pound Set $19.88 

hese are just the first pages of our 168-page Toy Section 
that offers one of the largest assortments 

of toys you'll find anywhere 

ss [Sears] 431 
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Our finest 7x7-foot Youth Tent 

with many of the 

same quality features 
as our family size camping tents 

* Fast pitching outside aluminum frame 

means all floor space is living space 

* Water repellent 6.0-ounce cotton drill 

roof, sides and floor 

* Zippered nylon screen door 

30° 
Outside frame goes up in just minutes . . no struggling with 
inside poles. lon screen rear window and center zip door 

provide plenty of cross ventilation. Tie-down window flap and 
canopy for weather protection, Center height is 514 ft.; 4-ít. 
eaves, Green, yellow trim. Order canopy poles below. 
6 C 78065C—Shipping weight 22 pounds. rm $30.49 

9, Carrying Case. Green 6-ounce cotton drill. Drawstring. 
6 C 78629—Shipping weight 14 ounces A . $3.09 

3 Canopy Poles. Aluminum. Open to 6 ft. 6 in. Pkg. of 2 
6 C 78613C —Shipping weight 3 pounds age $4.89 

A full 49 square feet 
of floor space gives 
young campers plenty 
of room to sprawl out 

5x7.foot Pup Tent. Center height is 
3 feet 6 inches. Made of sturdy 6-ounce 

cotton drill with a 4-ounce cotton sheeting 
sewn-in floor. Treated with water-repellent 
wax finish. Nylon screen door zips down 
center, across bottom. Storm flaps. Stakes, 

polyethylene guy ropes included, Green with 
yellow panels on doors. 
6 C 78059C—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs...... $17.95 

Economy 5x7-foot Pup Tent. Center 
height is 3 ft. 3 in. Made of sturdy 

6-oz. cotton drill. Dry wax water-repellent 
finish. Tie flap all-weather íront door. 
Jointed wood extension pole. Stakes, guy 
ropes incl. No floor in this tent 
6 C 78034C— Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs...... ....$9.77 

Case for pup tents above. Green. Made 
of 6-oz. cotton drill drawstring top. 

6 C 78629 — Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $3.09 

6 Campers’ Kit. Just what you need for back- 
yard, overnight camping, for week-end out- 

ings. Includes a web pistol belt fitted with 1- 
quart canteen with cover; compass; steel axe 
with rubber grip and canvas sheath; all-purpose 
camp knife with sheath; 5-piece mess kit; knife, 
fork, spoon; canvas knapsack. Imported from 
Japan. 
6 C 74215C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs........... Kit $9.97 

"7 Pedometer. If you're a jogger or a hiking 
fan, then this pedometer is a must. Just clip 

it to your belt or clothing and get going. It tells 
you at a glance how far you've gone. Records 
up to 100 miles. Resets. Nickel-plated case. 
_6 C 72812—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $7.39 

CGutson pane scans by chicas maseda cond 

7x7-foot Umbrella Tent 

Folding wire eaves frame and 
wood center pole, Rear win- 

dow has nylon screen with ti 
down storm flap. Canopy can be / 
tied over door. Water-repellent 

6.74-0z. cotton duck, 5-ft. 3-in./ 
center. No floor. Canopy poles 
included. Green color. t 

Shipping weight 14 Ibs. 
6 C 78028C. $18.50 

Tent Case 6-ounce cotton drill. 
6 C 78629 —Wt. 14 oz. $3.09 

Economy 7x7-foot 
Umbrella Tent 

Doublecotton sheeting fabric 
Jointed wood center pole 

with wire eaves frame. 5-foot 
center height; 214x2!4-ft. sq. 
eaves. Stakes, ropes, canopy, 
poles included. Light green. No 
floor. Not water repellent. 

Shipping weight 8 Ibs 
6 C 78033C $11.99 

Tent Case. 6-ounce cotton drill 
6 C 78629 — Wt. 14 oz. $3.09 

NOTE: Tent fabrics subject to i 
Shrinkage due to climate and 
retraction during manufacture. 

Sears Has a Credit Plan 
to Suit Your Needs 

sawo [Sears | 423 



Watch Sleeping Bear wake up 

ping Bear hibernates for the winter. Alarm rings 
. bear rises to sitting position, stretches, yawns 

then lies back down, Sturdy metal construction, 
brightly decorated. Has cloth sheet. 9 in. long. Uses 
one “D” battery (order from bottom of page) 
49 N 5875—Shipping weight 1 Ib, 10 oz, $3.44 

Popcorn Bear walks with cart 

Plush-covered peddler rocks from side to side as 
he pushes cart forward. Corn pops inside clear 
plastic dome while colorful parasol spins around 
. . lots of action, Metal. 84x8 inches high. Uses 2 
“D” batteries (order from bottom of page) 
49 N 5859 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz, $2.99 

Bear picks up phone and talks 

Dial Telly-Bear on your private phone and his 
phone lights up and rings. Bear answers phone on 
his desk and begins to talk. Metal, has plush head 
48-in, phone cable. 6x8 in. high. 2 "D" bat- 
teries (order from bottom of page) 

$377 

Crashmobile. Wind it up, let it 
go—crash! Car blows apart be. 
fore your eyes when it hits a 
solid object. Easy to put to- 
gether again. Clear plastic w 
dows. Colorful red and white 
high-impact plastic. 11 in. long 
Made in U.S.A. 
49 N 5812—Shpg. wt. 7 oz... BBC 

NOTE . . all items on page except Crashmobile (49N5812 at left) and batteries (34N4650 at right) are imported from Japan 
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Battery and spring-powered ACTION Toys 

p Donald Duck Eccentric Car. 
Plastic figure bobs up and 

Lj down as colorful steel car runs 
crazily up, down and around, 
514 in. long. Has spring motor. 
49 N 5710-Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 88C 

7) Crazy Express. Clock- 
spring motor powers 4-car 

train on wobbly and weav- 
ing route. Brightly decorated 
metal. Rubber wheels. 12 

inches long 
49 N 5706-Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 88C 

[3] Tropical Fish. Mystery ac- 
tion mov multicolored 

metal fish in various directions 
looks like he’s swimming. 

Eyes, fins move. Has crank 
motor. 7 in, long. 
49 N 5852—Wt. 10 oz.....8BC 

[F] Puzzled Pup. Mouse comes 
out, pup turns, barks, 

mouse retreats. Plush dog; 
metal base. 714 in. long. Uses 
2 batteries (order at right) 
49 N 4233—Wt. 1 1b....$2.44 

Chirping Grasshopper . . 
moves crazily; mystery 

steering. 8% in. long. Metal 
Spring coil antennae 
“C” batteries (order below) 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 5856 32.66 
34 N 4659 — Batteries. Shpg. wt. 
for two, 4 oz. 2 tor 30c 

Uses 2 

Dolly Walker. 10-in. vinyl 
rompered doll in a walker. 

Wind up and he walks forward, 
shaking his rattle 
49 N 5853—Wt. 13 oz... $1.66 

49 N 5858—Shipping weight 2 lbs.. i 

N 
Robot walks . . 
billows smoke 

. . flashes eyes 

8377 

This mechanical metal 
monster is almost a foot 
tall . . he walks forward in 
realistic fashion with arms. 
swingifig . . stops—smoke 
billows out of mouth— 
eyes flash on and off . . 
then continues walking. 

Multicolored, futuristic 
light revolves in his clear 
plastic radar dome, Motor 
hums . . powered by 2 “D” 
batteries (order below). 
Shipping weight 

2 lbs. 6 oz. 
49 N 5870 $377 

'Two batteries keep this secretary busy 

She's a real speed typist—hands and arms move up and 
down, typewriter carriage goes back and forth, keyboard 
lights up and makes a clack-clack typing sound. Doll has 
vinyl head, rooted hair. Typewriter and base made*of 
brightly decorated metal. 7 inches high 
49 N 5862 —Order 2 “D” batteries below. Wt. 2 Ibs.. .$3.77 

"D" Batteries for all items at top of page, directly 

above, and (4) at left. 
34 N 4650—Shpg. wt. for two, 8 0z,.....2 for 30C 
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Farming's more fun with our finest Set 
It even has a working silo filler, 2920 s095 

hay lift and litter carrier 

Every day fun-day on Happi-Time Farm 
because there are so many machines to do the 
work, Like a silo filler to load the silo with 
“corn” —a hay lift that raises the bales to the 
hayloft, then across loft on conveyer system— 
and a litter carrier that m in and out of 
the barn on an overhead rail. All the farmer 
does is turn a crank or, better yet, gets a 
motor (see below) to do it for him. 

pieces 

Giant, open-back steel barn (21x16x13 inches 
high), has stalls on lower level, equipment 
storage on main level, hayloft and hoist mech- 
anism on top. Two silos, one loads through 
roof, empties through chute. Friction-powered 
combine for harvesting crop plus tractor and 

attachments, 10 “Blue Ribbon” animals (see 
illus.), 8 farm hands, fence, garden and over 
135 other animals, poultry and equipment. 

79 N 5968C—3-dimensional plastic. Easy to assemble. Shipping weight 9 pounds 

10-pe. Prize Livestock Set. Molded plastic (shown at bottom of page). Shorthorn, Hereford, 
; Ayrshire, etc. 134 in. long to 2 in. tall. Shipping weight 10 ounces.. 

i 

Motorize your farm with a Power Plant Drive 
witht $197 Xs 

Connects to drive pulley on hay lift, 
silo filler and litter carrier on abovt 3 
Also for sets on opposite page. Order 2 
“D” batteries below. 

49 N 9501 M—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib........$1.97 
49 N4662M—"D" batteries. Shipping 
weight, two, 8 ounces. for 39c 



Plant a play garden 
Grow" carrots, turnips, radishes, 

beets, onions in correctly sized 

B spaces; match leafy tops to proper 
vegetables. Appealing scarecrow 

“protects” garden and serves as 
carrying handle. 28 plastic pieces. 
14x8x74 inches. Ages | to 7 
49 N 4509— W1, 3 Ibs, 6 ox. $4.99 

‘rib Toys play musi 

o Musical Mobile. Plays lullaby while birds 
Plastic. 20 in. high. 

ig Weight 3 pounds $4.44 

à Sears 

glide gently about 
79 N 4477C 

jj] Musical Busy Box. Swiss music unit 
t exclusive. Doors, drawers open: cranks. knobs 
and wheels move; noisemakers. Plastic 
49 N 4523 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 12 oz $5.39 

m] Crib Roll. Baby turns toy, beads whirl and 
— noise coaxes sunny smile. Wood. By Playskool, 
49 N 4554- 1 Ib, 6 oz. $2.44 

[i] Crib Rail Train. “Beeps” as it rolls on crib or 
play pen track. Wood with plastic wheels 

49 N 4461 $1.29 
Musical Twinkle-Whirl. Revolves to "Twinkle 
Twinkle, Little Star." Can't overwind 

49 N 4420 1 1b, 6 oz. 

Shpg. wt 

Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

Shpg. wt 

ARS pce 428 se. 
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make noise 

be ru 

A barn full 
of animals 

$499 

Rivals Old McDonald's. stock 
lovable purple cow, mother pig 
curly-tailed piglets, 

By 
each animal, kiddies learn to discern 

Wash 
For ag 

Wt. 3 Ibs, 3 oz. 

horse, goat and 

sheep. finding correct stall for 

ble shape and size 
15x8x10 inches, 

49N 4515 

plastic 
1 to 5 

$4.99 

Cecil-in-the-Music-Box . . fear 
tures famous sea-serpent from 

MTV's "Matty's Funnies" and his 
favorite tune. Metal, 5x5x5'4 in. 
49 N4522—Wt. 1 Ib. 2o7......$1.94 
(s) Musical Dog House . . plays 

“Where Has My Little Dog 
Gone” "til Fido leaps to door. Plas- 
tic, metal. 7x8x8 inches. 
49 N 4438 —Wt. 1 Ib. 12 0z..... $2.44 

Clown-in-the-Box. Jumps to tune 
"Pop Goes the Weasel.” Metal 

and plastic. 514 inches high, 
49 NAS71-—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 

Musical Roly Poly . 
when rocked. Plastic, 1149 in. 

49 N 4432 —Wt, LID, 2 0z...... $1.69 

[T] Baby Play Combina- 
tion . . tinkling chime able 

float for bath; bongo  Foamplastic filled, Lamb 
drüms “for thumping) Sin highs dell iia 
whirlee wheel with spin- high, Shpg. wt. 12 oz 
ning balls, Infants to — 49 N 4034 Set $1.89 
4 years, All of plastic 
49N4516-Wt. 1 1b, $1.99 [4] Snap-lock Beads. UJ Snap together or pop 
3] "Lil Bitey" Teeth- apart. Nice for teething 

ing Puppy. Washable too big to swallow 
foam-filled cotton terry ea, 13inch diam.). 64 

Bottle holder. 9 in. long. polyethylene beads 

49 N 4340-Wt. 11b. $1.89 49N4460-Wt. 14 02,..$1.47 

and plastic frame. 
79 N A525C— Shipping weight 2 pounds 

Rotary Mower, As mower is push 
Handle 21 inches. 

79 N 4704C —Shipping weight 3 pounds 

18x8x4 inches, For ag 
49 N 4717 —Shipping weight 6 pounds 

[i7] Arithm 

49 N 4718—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

7) Playmates 

Body 9x6x7 inches. 1 

cotton t 

1, balls i 
t 
dome tumble. 

wash. 

etry 

j4| Rattle Push. Easy-to-grip contour handle. Wooden balls 
2614 inches high. 3 to 18 months. 

$1.19 

o 314 ye 
$2.94 

s. 

jj] Walker Wagon of Blocks, Holds 18 wood building blocks. 
Steel handle adjusts for beginning walker or active pusher. 

124 to 34g years. 
$3.66 

ic School. Creates interest in numbers at an early 
— age. Fun to match colors and get correct answer. Wood. 
Non-toxic finish. 14x11x114 in. For ages 3 to 6. 
49 N 4526 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ouno 

je] Dairy Wagon-Milk Corrier. Hand carrier lifts off base. 
— 6 wood bottles. Wood, 714 in. high. Ages 114 to 319. 

$3.29 

$2.24 



Rink Skates 
Rubber trucks adjust full 10° 

You get all these features: Rubber toe stops 

. . durable split-leather uppers . . rugged 
plastic wheels . . split foam padded tongue 
for fit and comfort 

Adjust rubber-mounted trucks for dancing or 
figure skating on almost any floor condition. 
Loosen for freer turning action . . tighten for 

general skating with less bounce, less pivot action. 
Rubber soles, heels. Recessed wheels run smoothly, 
quietly. 

Women's and Girls’. White. B (medium) width. 
Full sizes 4 to 9. Please state size. 
6 N 2331F—Shipping weight 10 pounds $12.98 

Men's and Boys’. Black. D (medium) width. Full 
sizes 4 to 10. Please slate size. 

6 N 2330F—Shipping weight 10 pounds $12.98 

See HOW TO ORDER on opposite page. 

] Vinyl-covered Skate Case. For any size, type 
skates. Strong fiberboard frame for long life. 

Comfortable plastic handle. Dependable action 
lock, key. 1634x54x1234 inches. 
6N2395—Black 6 N 2396—Red 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $4.69 

Full Precision Skates Semi-procision Hallas’ 99900: or" 
Superb control . . sealed bearings Derby Rink Skates ee 

for smooth, quiet skating Rugged plastic wheels with semi-pre 
cision bearings for smooth, quiet 

skating. Triple-cushioned adjustable 
aluminum trucks for more precise con- 

trol. minum foot-plate; built 

in toestop. Suede lined. Top-grain 
leather shoes. 2-pe. sponge padded 
tongue. Leather sole. Wing-tip toe 

Women's. White. B (med.) width. Full 
sizes 4-10. State size. 
6 N 2389F—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.. $23.98 

Men's. Black. D (med.) width. Full 
sizes 7-12. Stale size. 

6 N 2388F—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $23.98 

Rink Skates with track- 
tested plastic wheels 

Top-grain leather uppers. Wheels on 
recessed axles. Adjustable rubber 
cushioned trucks . . pivot up to 10° 

Long inside counter; steel shank sup- 
ports arch. Toe-stops. Split foam 

padded tongue. Rubber sole. 

Women's. White. Medium B width. 
State full size 5 to 11. 

6 N 2345F—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $17.49 

Q, Lincoln Fury. A really great skate with cast aluminum footplate, built-in toc- Men's, Black. Medium D width 
stop. Triple-cushioned double-rubber trucks are fully adjustable. FO-MAC State full size 6 to 12 

recessed-axle plastic wheels. Finest top-grain leather uppers. Steel shank; long, N 2344F shpg wt. 9 lbs. $17.49 
firm counter. Suede leather lining. Leather sole and heel-lift. Shipped from fac AE y cis $1149 . 
tory in Cleveland, Ohio. Allow postage from Catalog Order Plant $ Y i eu. 
Women's, Gir. White. Sizes: B med. width 3-10. Half sizes, too. State size. Lightweight Youth Skates "Boys! 
F6 N 2343F—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces. .. 4 $58.95 for sidewalk or rink 
Men's, Boys’. Black. Sizes: D med. width 3-12, Half sizes, too. State size Pa RTA o (> nada 
F6 N 2342F—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces aaa Tua STIEG acao auia: Sete eith peT. 

Rubber-cushioned trucks. 
Medium width. State full children’s 

size 11, 12, 13, 1, 2 or 3. 

3 Roller Derby. Adjustable double-rubber trucks with toe-stops. Nickel-plated 
steel footplate. Plastic wheels. Wing-tip toe. Top-grain leather uppers. Suede 

leather lined. 2-pc. sponge-padded tongue. Leather sole. 
Women's. White. Sizes: B medium width. Full sizes 5 to 10. State size. Girls’. White. 
6 N 2341F—Shipping weight 10 pounds AT. $32.49 6 N 2323F—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. $11.49 

Men's. Black. Sizes: D medium width. Full sizes 6 to 12. State size. Boys'. Black. 
6 N 2340F—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . .......c esee $32.49 6 N 2322F—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $11.49 

428 SEARS ox See HOW TO ORDER on opposite page 
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JACK TWYMAN 
former captain of the Cincinnati 
Royals, calls this ball the greatest 
basketball improvement in IO years 
CERTINED ANO APPROVED BY 

Nm "d 

FOR ACTIVE AMERICANS. 

“New raised seam design helps 
you shoot more accurately . . 
makes ball easier to control” 

Get this excellent Basketball $ 79 
plus our best Goal and Net Set 

all for one low price 

Separately $14.54. Excellent balance and deeply pebbled cover along 
with raised seams let you develop a real ball-handling touch. Also our 
finest all-court ball—whether on gravel, cement, asphalt or hardwood. 
Nylon wound carcass of butyl rubber, bonded to top-quality vinyl cover. 
54-in. steel rim—brace, back plate and rim all one piece for strength. 12 
tieless net locks; heavy cotton seine twine net. 
6 N 1823C2— Ball, Goal and Net. Shpg. wt. 10 Ib: 
6 N 1818— Ball only. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz.. 
6 N 1858C— Goal, net set. Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

Set $13.79 

titaioó paw scane by caries nicelócivical cont 

Tough vinyl Basketball 
plus '4-inch steel Goal Set 

s850 
Separately $8.95. Over a mile of 
nylon cord wound around a butyl 

rubber bladder—eliminates air pock- 
ets. Tough vinyl cover is vulcanized to 
this cord, for a long-wearing ball for 
any playing surface. Steel goal has 
rigidly braced !j-inch rim; 8 tieless 
net locks. Heavy cotton twine net. 

Ball, Goal and Net. 
6 N1821C2—Wt. 8 lbs. Set $8.50 

Basketball only. 
6 N 1812-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. $6.56 

Goal and net set only. 
6 N 1869C-Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. Set $2.39 

Economy vinyl Basketball 
plus %-in. steel Goal Set 

s618 

Separately $6.51. Looks exactly like 
(1) above. Vinyl-covered ball, with 
yards of nylon cord wound around a 
rubber bladder. Cover won't peel. 
Steel goal has braced 44-inch rim; 8 
tieless net locks. Cotton twine net. 
Ball, Goal and Net, 
6 N 1817C2—Wt. 6 Ibs. Set $6.18 

Basketball only. 
6 N 1800—Shpg. wt. 11b. 5 oz. $4.84 

Goal and net set only. 
6 N 1849C-Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, Set $1.67 

Rubber Basketball $384 

An ideal ball for beginners, for play 
on any surface. Watertight double- 

process molded construction—lively, 
no dead spots. Tan pebble grain cover, 
Official size, weight, Needle included, 
6 N 1830—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $3.84 

All-rubber Kickball s) 77 

Waterproof two-ply molded con- 
struction—lively, no dead spots. 

Scuff-resistant for rugged play. Red 
pebble grain exterior. 814-in. diameter 
inflated; needle included. 
6 N 1806—Shpg. wt. 11b. 5 oz, $2.77 

Play Tether Ball! Fast 

action in a small space 

Fun for kids, adults, all the young-at-heart. Ball whirls 
toward you—bat it before it winds too far around post. 

Set with vinyl-covered ball. Rope anchored to ball. Long- 
wearing nylon wound carcass, covered in tough vinyl 
Heavy, rust-resistant steel post telescopes to 9-ft. height; 

8-in. ground sleeve. Installation instructions, rules incl. 
6 N 1891C2— Shipping weight 13 pounds. . 
6 N 1848— Ball only. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
6 N 1899C— Post only. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 

Set as above only with waterproof plastic-covered ball. 
6 N 1890C2— Shipping weight 14 pounds.....Set $8.27 
6 N 1853— Ball only. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

*|[95 «pee 
\ 



THE SECRET 
THE 

NANCY DREW. . exciting adventures 
of a young detective 

And at Sears you choose from every 
Nancy Drew Book now in print 

amm 5267 9 99e 

Starter Set. Save 10%. Includes 3 N 15005, 3 N 15006, 3N 15012. 

3 N 15049—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces... . 

Single Books. About 174 to 220 pages. Measure 5x7% inches. 

„Set $2.67 

3N15001-Crossword Cipher Clue (New) 
3N15002-Phantom of Pine Hill 
3N15003-Clue of Whistling pipes 
Feet Mystery at Lilac Inn 
N15005- Secret of the Old Clock 

3NI5006- Hidden Staircase 
3N15007-Clue in the Diary 
3N15008-Nancy's Mysterious Letter 
3N15009-Sign of the Twisted Candle 
3N15011-Password to Larkspur Lane 
3N15012- Bungalow Mystery 
3N15013-Message in the Hollow Oak 
3N15014-Mystery of the Tolling Bell 
3N15015-Secret at Shadow Ranch 
3N15016-Whispering Statue 
3N15017-Moonstone Castle Mystery 
3N15018-Clue in the Jewel Box 
3N15019-Secret of the Wooden Lady 
3N15021-Secret in the Old Attic 
3N15022-Clue in Crumbling Wall 
3N15023-Haunted Bridge 
3N15024-Clue of the Black Keys 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces 

3N15025-Mystery at the Ski Jump 
3N15026-Clue in the Old Album 
3N15027-Witch Tree Symbol 
3N15028-Ghost of Blackwood Hall 
3N15029-Hidden Window Mystery 
3N15031-Clue of Leaning Chimney 
3N15032-Haunted Showboat 
3N15033-Secret of Golden Pavilion 
3N15034-Clue in Old Stagecoach 
3N15035-Mystery of Fire Dragon 

rlet Slipper Mystery 
cret of Wed Gate Farm 

SNI 3039 Clue of Broken Locket 
3N15041-Mystery of the Ivory Charm 
3N15042-Clue of the Tapping Heels 
3N15043-Brass Bound Trunk Mystery 
3N15044-Moss Covered Mansion 
3N15045-Quest of the Missing Map 
3N15046-Clue of the Velvet Mask 
3N15047-Ringmaster’s Secret 
SS SETS of the 99 Steps 

ates Each 99c 

The Little House Series 

Stories of fun, excitement and hardships of 
pioneer life. By Laura Ingalls Wilder. 

Cherry Ames Books 

sm 5267  « 99c 
Starter Set. Save 1095. Young nurses' 
adventures, serving humanity. Set in- 
cludes 3 N 15071; 3 N 15068; 3 N 15067, 
3 N 15074—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. .Set $2.67 

Single Books. 176-217 pages. 5x734 in. 
3N15053—Companion Nurse 
3 N 15087 —Senior Nurse 

Bobbsey Twins 

starter Set s) 67 
Each 99c 

Starter Set, Save 10%. Set includes 
3N 15086, 3N 15085, 3N 15088. 
3 N 15075—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz... .. . $2.67 
Single Books. 174-184 pages. 5x734 in. 
3 N 15099—Mystery of King's Puppet 

(New) 
3 N 15077—Search for Green Rooster 
3 N 15079 —Mystery at School 

Illustrated 238 to 372 pages, 554x814 in. 
3 N 15141— By Shores of Silver Lake 
3 N 15142—Farmer Boy 

15143— Little House in Big Woods 
15144— Little House on the Prairie 
15145— Little Town on the Prairie 
15146—On the Banks of Plum Creek 
15147 —The Long Winter 
15148—These Happy Golden Years 

-Each $3.29 

3N 
3N 
3N 
3N 
3N 
3N 
E Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

Informative Teen-ager Books 

Dear Teen-Ager. By “Dear Abby." 209 pgs. 
3 N 1294—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $3.57 
The Model. By Terry Reno. Young model's 
story, hints. 159 pages. 514x834 in. (New) 
3 N16133—Shipping weight 12 oz... ...$1.88 
Here's to You, Miss Teen. Good-grooming 
tips, lots more. 233 pages. 534x834 inches. 
3 N16135—Shpg. weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.... .$3.57 
Jacqueline Kennedy, a Portrait in Courage. 
Inspiring biography. 192 pages. 5}¢x8} in. 
3 N 16134—Shipping weight 1 Ib.......$2.67 
Seventeen Book of Etiquette, Entertaining. 
Manners di 
3 N16138—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz...... 

Calling All Girls Party Book. Advice, hints, 
recipes, etc. for parties. 96 pages. 734x934 in. 
3 N16143—Shipping weight 6 0z.......$2.67 

Have Fun Playing Guitar 

105 folk, traditional, popular songs. Simple 
chord, fingering diagrams. 160 pgs. 9x12 in. 
3 N 16125—Shipping weight 14 oz......$177 

Have Fun Playing Piano 

Easy to read, follow. Music for many popu- 
lar, standard, folk tunes. 112 pgs. 9x12 in. 
3N16127—Shipping weight 11 oz...... $177 424 [Sears | oss 

‘tated Dade scans by ceistinaxnselediwical com 

3 N 15068—Army Nurse 3 N 15081 —At the Snow Lodge 
3 N 15069— Jungle Nurse 3N15084—Camping Out 
3 N 15071 —Student Nurse 3 N 15085—Adventure in the Country 
3 N 15072—Flight Nurse 3 N 15086—Of Lakeport 
3 N 15073— Mystery in Doctor's 3 N 15088—Secret at the Seashore 

Office 3 N15098— Their Camel Adventure 
Shipping weight ea. 12 oz Each 99¢ Shipping weight ea. 12 oz. Each 99c 

Trixie Belden Mysteries . . suspenseful adventures 

s[99 = 84c 

Starter Set. Sove 21%. Includes 3N15137, 3N15138, 3N15139. 
3 N 15119—Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces. Set $1.99 

starter Set 

Single Books. Each 264 pages. 5*4 x 814 inches. 
3N15125-Mysterious Code 3NI5134-The Emerald Mystery 
3NI5126-Bob WhiteCave Myst. — 3NI3135-Mystery of the Mis- 
3N15127-Cobbett's Isl. Myst. sissippi 
3N15128-Happy Valley Myst. — 3N15136-Mysterious Visitor 
3N15129-Blinking Eye Mystery — 3N15137-Gatehouse Mystery 
3N15131-Black Jacket Mystery  3N15138-Mystery Off Glen 
3N15132-Secret of Mansion Road 
3NI5133-Red Trailer Mystery — 3N15139-Mystery in Arizona 
Shipping weight each 15 ounces .. Each 84c 

TT wittow 
TIME Books for 

Girls 

Harlequin Romances j En $77 

Set 2: Mist Across the 
s: Promise the Doctor; 

Set of 8 books in 
slip case. Paper- 

1: Meant for each 
Other; My Tender Fury; 

back romances, ad- Japanese Lantern; Span- Dearest Enemy; Royal 
ventures, short ish Moonlight; Cinderella Purple; Lesley | Bowen, 
stories. 128-176 after Moonlight; Bridge of — M.D.; Gay Cavalier. 159- 
pgs. 434x734. Alaine. 186 to 192 pages. 192 pages. 434x634 in. 

Shpg. wt, 2 Ibs. — 434x654 inches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
3N16146, . . Set $3.37 3NI6144-Wt. 11b. 802. 5682.77 3N16145..... „Set $277 

Educator-approved 

All-About Books 

starter Set s367 - s[67 

Storter Set 1. Save 26%. Includes 
books 3N15173, 3N15184, 3N15193. 

Includes 
books 3N15174, 3N15178, 3N15187. 
Starter Set 2. Save 26%. 

3 N15168—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz..Set $367 3 N 15169—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz...Set $3.67 

Single Books. About 145 pages. 634x9 in. Shpg. weight each 1 Ib... . Each $1.67 

3 N 15173—All About Dogs 3N15187— "ns and d Space Flight 
3 N 15174—AII AboutOur 50 States 3N All Al 

All About the Human Body 3N 
All About Dinosaurs 3N 
All About Birds 3N 



Put on your own 

Ventriloquist Acts 
Danny O'Day and his friend 

will help you learn 

$733 
Characters look and perform like 
professional ones. Make them “talk” 
by pulling strings concealed in back 
of neck. They look "alive" when 

you move their heads. Instruction 
booklet tells first steps in ventrilo 

Order records, skits and 

routines below. Each comes fully 

dressed with movable vinyl head, 
. cotton-stuffed body. 

quism 

hands 

] Danny O'Day. 30 in. tall. Sport 
coat, solid-color pants, ascot. 

49 N 6158—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs, $7.33 

Q Ventriloquist Friend. 24 in. tall 
Solid-color coat, pants 

x. wt. 2 Ibs, $6.33 49 N 6157—Shy 

Self-teaching 
Ventriloquism Aids 

Qj Beginner's Record. 12.in 3314 
rpm. Gives basic instructions. 

Includes skit booklet 
49 N 6204 —Shpg. wt. 15 oz. $2.79 

4 Advanced Record. 12-in. 3334 
rpm. Gives tips on putting on 

shows, timing, voice control, more. 
49 N 6205—Shpg. wt. 15 oz. $2.79 

Hand Puppets of Dennis, 
his family 

and his friends 

Available only at Sears 

99- - 
h your collection or get them all at once (9 thru 14 ) Fi 

You'll have fun making up your own comedy skits with 
Dennis and his family and friends. Act out the scenes in the 
comics in which Dennis gets into all sorts of trouble with 
Mr. Wilson and all the rest. Each puppet has a soft vinyl 
head, cloth body and hands. Each is 10 inches tall 
(9) 49 N 6163— Dennis, Shipping weight 8 oz........99¢ 
(10) 49 N 6164— Henry. Shipping weight 8 oz........99¢ 
(11) 49 N 6165—Alice. Shipping weight 8 oz.. 99c 
(12) 49 N 6166— Margaret. Shipp s 99c 
(13) 49 N 6167— Joey. Shipping weight 8 .99c 
(14) 49 N 6168— Mr. Wilson. Shipping weight 8 oz....99c 

432 [Sears | srs 
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Hand-crafted in England 

Put these world 
through their p 
storybook characters dance, skip, 
run 
move the strings. Fully-joi 
maximum action and en 
The crossbar keeps strings tangle- 
free 

and skillfully costumed. For any- 
one age 8 and up 
Key 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

Pelham 
Puppets 

nous marionettes 
s. Your favorite 

and wave their arms as you 
ted for 
yment 

Made of ceramic composition 
d detailed by master craftsmen 

Catalog No. Character 
49 N 4135| Pinocchio 
49 N 4136 | Cinderella 
49 N 4137 | Red Riding Hood 
49 N 4138 | Cat 

All these Mattel Toys 
will talk to you. . 

just pull the talking ring 

Talk to the Animals Ge’ d 

Each $5744 and s844 

(15 thru 17 ) Animals actually talk to you or to them 
selves. Each says 10 phrases. Rayon plush bodies. 

15 Gentle Ben. 1714 in. tall. Felt, vinyl facial trim. 

49 N 4004—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz... .$7.44 

16 Pushmi-Pullyu. 1216 in. tall. Felt facial features. 

79 N 4103C— Shipping weight 3 p $8.44 

17 Bugs Bunny. 24 inches tall. Vinyl face ] carrot 

Í 49 N 4122 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz... $7.44 

Famous, funny Hand Puppets 3544 each 

18 Boze: Colorful clown, says 11 hilarious phrases, 
Cloth body, vinyl face, yarn hair. 13 in. tall 

49 N 61031 —Shipping weight 1 Ib, 8 oz $5.44 

tall with spinach can, 10 salty 19 Popeyes 12 in 
phrases. Vinyl head, cap. Blue, red cloth body 

49 N 61032— Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. $5.44 

Talkin' Patter Pillow Pals $444 eS 

( 20-21) Companions 
Cotton bodies stuffed 

ly pillows at night. 
ic plastic foam. 

y day, c 

h non 

20 Puppy Patter. Sad, blue puppy has yarn hair. 13 
inches tall. Sighs “Will you love me?" and more. 

49 N 40472—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz.. $4.44 

2 Nite-Nite Patter. Redhead has flowered dress, says 

“Help people learn to love each other."15 in. tall 
49 N 40476—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. . .... $4,44 



Girls have fun 
—like taking crazy, colorful 

Slumber Bags to slumber parties, 
camps, dormitories, vacations 

$ 
Sturdy ribcord cover . . cotton poplin liner J | 

n ribcord stays beautiful, even under he 

6 € 70323—Blue cozy cotton liner 

ng tote. Machine ¥ 5 a Durable cotton cover . . S5 

a field of red 
there 

s tops in cheery 
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Sighted Satellite . . Shot Same! 

Shoot satellite out of orbit with rocket fire. 
Launcher, 6 in. long, aimed by mirrored sights, 
shoots 2 rockets when button is depressed and 
knocks down floating satellite. Base revolves, 
throwing out stream of air which keeps satellite 
bobbing in “outer space." Steel. 3 rockets, 3 balls 
incl. Uses 2 “D” batteries; order above. Japan. 
49 N 5871— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...... $3.77 79 N 5732 

Shifty Shooting Tank 

Fires rubber suction projectile 
at target, makes quick turn, 
fires again at alternate target, 
then spins away in another di- 
rection. Friction motor, just rub 
tread briskly on floor and away 
she goes. Sighting action. Litho- 

graphed steel. 8 in. long. 
49 N 4226—Wt. 1 Ib. 4oz.. 88C 

Cutsiod paQe scans by dieisimasnaiselediical con 

7] Moon Mobile Scout Wagon. Same slex 

49 N 4278—15 in. over-all. Uses 2 "I 

34 N 4650—"D" Batte: 

Moving, Electronic Marvels of the Space Age 

Moon Mobile Rocket Launcher. Giant sparking rocket zooms up and away when 
— count down indicator lever is activated (soft nosed, will not mar furniture). 
Launching tower moves on track, tilts to 65 degrees or vertical. 6 head lights (2 red, 
2 green flashers, 1 constant white beam) 
Steel; moves forward or reverse on heavy 
49 N 4277—12 inches, Uses 2 "D" 

ial beam purifies “radio-active” ground 
duty tread, Electric motor. From Japan. 

Batteries; order below. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs $7.77 

k steel chassis as above, same battery of 6 
headlights. Carries its own explorer plane for long distance reconnaissance. Plane 

is raised or lowered by crank-operated crane which moves on track. Craft moves 
forward or reverse on heavy duty tread. Electric motor. From Japan. 
49 N 4276—12 inches. Uses 2 "D" Batteries; order below. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. $6.66 

3] Moving-Shooting Commander Tank. 4 big cannon fire 2 or 4 rounds at a time—24 in 
all and eject casing after each shot! Lever operated triggers. Forward or reverse 

Jet Interceptor-Fighter Cockpit 

“Unfriendlies” sighted.at 6 o'clock! Go get ‘em! Pilot tracks 
“blips” on his radar scope, zeroes in, presses firing button 
and blasts 4 rubber-tipped rockets at moving targets pro- 
jected on wall. Machine gun chimes in with rat-a-tat-tat! 
"Tracking scope flashes red light when you stray off course. 
Air speed gauge, bank and turn indicator. 11 in. high. Uses 4 
*D" Batteries; order above. Helmet not included. 

Plastic. Shipping weight 8 pounds $14.88 

s. Shipping weight pair 8-ounces. 

on 12 drive wheels and tread. Red and green lights. Steel. Electric motor. From Japan 

>” Batteries; order below. Wt. 3 Ibs.. $777 

2 for 30c; 4 for 58c 

Shoots 12 Rockets at once! 

Knock the enemy out of the sky! Replica 

model of real rocket launcher fires 1 or a big 
barrage of 12 harmless missiles, accurately 
on target. Levers activate electric motor and 
rocket-mount swivels horizontally and 
vertically. Uses 1 "D" Battery; order at top 
of page. Plastic, 13 in. long. 
49 N 5823— Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. $5.99 

Arctic Snow Mobile 

Type used in antarctic expeditions 
for hauling supply trains from ship 
to basé many miles inland. Rubber 
treads carry mobile either forward or 
reverse. Colorful lithographed steel 
body with transparent windows, 
814 inches long. Electric motor. 
Uses 2 “D” Batteries: order above. 

49 N 4231—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. . $2.77 
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“milk” . . she fills 
a pail when you. 
pump her tail 

Modern “Mechanized” Dairy Farm 

Working lift and carrier 148 $7798 
pieces 

Turn one crank and hay lift moves hay to loft and then across loft on 
conveyer rail trolley system and releases it where you want it. Turn 

another crank and litter carrier moves in and out of barn on overhead 
wire. Lift and carrier may also be operated electrically with purchase of 
battery powered winch motor (49N9501M) on opposite page. 

Even one of the milk cows is "mechanized"—just pump her tail and 
she fills her pail with “milk” (use water)! Handsome white, steel barn and 
milk shed are 17x11x9}4 in. high; steel silo is 944 in. Milk tank truck 
and tractor with cart are friction powered. Includes 42 livestock, 27 
fowl, 6 farm people, 45 others. 3-dimensional plastic. 
79 N 5944 C—Easy assembly. Shipping weight 6 pounds.. $7.98 

Farm Set with real hay lift 

Sliding litter carrier 10 $494 

Features same working hay lift mechanism as above (for motor attach- 
ment see 49N9501M at bottom of opposite page). Includes open- back 
steel barn about 14x9x12 inches high; 914-inch steel silo; sliding litter 
carrier; tractor with hitching hook for attaching plow, harrow, planter, 
stone boat, scoop, scraper and wagon. Livestock includes horses, cows, 
chickens, hogs, lambs, ducks, birds etc.; 10 plastic fence sections; acces- 
sories such as hay, pitchfork, feed bags etc. 3-dimensional plast: 
79 N 5926C—Easy assembly. Shipping weight 5 pounds...... 

Animals, famous Western Stars in plastic 

31-piece Wildlife Set. Large 
animals up to 3 in., tiny birds. 

49 N 5928—Shpg. wt. 10 oz, ..92C 

[Z] Prehistoric World. 16-pc. set 
with 11 assorted replicas of 

prehistoric animals, birds and 
cavemen. Up to 3 in. high. 
49 N 5954—Shpg. wt. 10 oz... .92C 

Set of 6 Western TV Stars and 
their horses. Includes Roy 

Rogers, Matt Dillon, Wyatt Earp, 

Jim Hardie, Palladin and Lone 
Ranger. Each is 514 inches high, 
has removable hat and can dis- 
mount from his horse. 
49 N 5901—Shipping weight, 
1 pound 8 ounces... ..$4.98 

NOTE: Play pieces in sets on both pages may vary slightly from descrip- 
tion, but you will receive total number of pieces stated. 



190-piece PLAYSKOOL Building Sets 

with extra-big 37x37-inch layouts 

Toy Village. It's a big, wide, wonderful world of fun . . cr 
imaginative layouts of villa. 

blocks for building 

canvas, Heavy cotton twill ba 

Use with Tot Railroad 

49 N 4716—120. e Set. 32x32 

[I] “Old Woman in Shoe" Lacing 
3 h tots to lace 
shoe and have fun doing it. Child un 
laces shoe to find "Woman" and 6 

Whole family can be 

Boot. Helps te: 

“children.” 

popped back into house thro 
windows or top opening and m 
snug for the night by relacing shoe 
Wood. 6x3x8 inches. For ag 
49 N 4628—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 07.$2.24 

rearrange houses, trees, cars 

Board measures 13 in. long. Design 
folder included. Ages 3 to 6. 
49 N 4735— Wt. 1 lb. 10 oz... $1.74 

tiisinó pa scade tir itf a o elóchM c Cod 

town or city 

roofs, steeples, bushes, autos and trains 
all of sturdy hardwood, Large 37x37-inch street 

see page 
49 N 4639 —190-piece Set. Shipping we 

2005. 

Wood Landscape Peg Set. Chil 
lren love the brightly stenciled 

scene and colorful figures. They can 

This extra-lar 

yout mi 
for neat storage of all pieces 

For children ages 2 to 8. 

4 lbs... 4.44 

[2] Postal Station. 12 wood blocks in 
4 shapes for youngster to “mail” 

Child can learn to determine shapes 
by placing blocks in correct slots. He 
can take them out through bottom 
door and have fun beading them on 

(included), 6x6x11 in. high. 

zned for ages 134 to 344 
49 N 4719 —Wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz. $2.94 

(] Play Telephone. Almost like 
real pay phone. 2 wooden nic 

kels, 2 dimes, 2 quarters to deposit 
*Money" returns when receiver is 
placed on hook. Dial turns, clicks. 
Stands by itself or may be hung on 
door knob. For ages 114 to 334 
49 N 4589—Shpz. wt. 4 lbs. ...$3.44 

Sold only at Sears 

120-piece set 
set actually contains over 190 pieces complete with stenciled 32 

layout 

$674 $444 

inch re 

49 N 4767 —120- piece Set 

5] Pounding Bench and Stool. Sold 
only at Sears. Set upright . . it’s a 

stool; makes it easy to reach wash 
basin, etc. Turn on side . . it’s a rugged 

pounding bench . . handsomely de 
signed and proportioned. All wood, 7 
pegs, hardwood mallet. 12x614x54 
inches. Designed for ages 2 to 7. 

49 N 4723—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. $2.59 

[E] Workbench. Little carpenters de 
velop hand coordination pound 

ng, threading, taking apart. Play 
tools include bolts, nuts, claw ham 
mer, ruler, wrench, screwdriver. Screws 
remove from ends of ,11}4x53¢-in. 
bench. All wood. For ages 2 to 5 
49 N 4721 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.$1.77 

Vacationland, Lundlubbers 
have an amusing time developin 

in various shapes and sizes 
rearrange holiday retreats 

Heavy cotton twill storage b. 
49 N 4770—190-piece Set. SI 

32x32-in. layout. Shpg.wt. 4 Ibs 4.44 

Either set 

ind the nautical minded, too, will 
There l paradise playgroun 

tos, resort and yacht clubs as well as boats, buoys and 
bathing beaches. Set includes over 190 wood blocks and parts 

You vacationers will arrar 
37x37-in canvas layou 

pping weight 6 pounds $674 

[7] Nok-out Bench ond Mallet. 
Hear his laughter as he pounds 

to his heart’s content. Sturdy, 
smoothly finished wood with 6 pegs 
inside chi annel . . one pops out the 
end when mallet hits peg in pound 
ing hole. 6 extra p« 
long. Designed for ages 2 to 5 
49 N 4727 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.....$1.77 

n top. 10 in. 

3] Roly Color Stack. 6 size-zrad 
uated hardwood rings. They fit 

in sequence, form pyramid on rocker 
base. Height 53¢ in.; base, 4-in. 
diam. For ages 3 to 18 months. 
49 N A591 —Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 79 

rce SEARS 429 
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Big 29-inch “Spyder” Surfer 

T: Adjustable rubber trucks let you steer board, make 
turns or perform stunts, Professional rink skate 

wheels with precision ball bearings. Sturdy 54-in. lami- 
nated hardwood. 4 in. wide. 
6 N 2515C—Shipping weight 4 pounds........ $5.99 

Giant 35-inch “Hang Ten” Surfer 

2 Greater distance between wheels makes this board 
easier to handle, more stable. So sturdily built it 

supports an adult, Professional rink skate wheels of 
tough plastic . . easy-rolling bearings. Mahogany- 
topped *$-in. laminated hardwood, 6!4 in. wide. 
6 N 2509C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . $7.49 

Deluxe 26-inch “Wipe-out” Surfer 

3 Something new in surfboards! Heavy-duty fiber glass 
molded around a beautiful walnut core with solid 

fiber glass edges. Heavy-duty professional type wheel 
assembly . . wheels positioned for ultimate maneuver- 
ability. 54 inch thick. 614 in, wide. 
6 N 2516C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... .... $12.99 

Precision Control with cushioned 

rubber trucks and rink skate wheels 

Lx) Sidewalk Surfboards 

(2) $749 to a 10° pivot 

So sturdy they 
support an adult 

Tension in rubber 
trucks adjusts up 

Ctsioa pace scans by diaaa maledice com 

$588 
Girls' or 

ys" 

Roller Derby Skates 
. - ball bearing wheels 

Rink-style skates. Easier to use be- 
cause they require no clamps or keys 
. - just slip them on like shoes. Split- 
leather uppers support ankles. Dura- 
ble rubber soles. Strong trucks with 
heavy-gauge steel wheels, smooth- 
rolling ball bearings. 

Junior sizes 12, 13 and 1 to 7. 
State full size. For half size street 
shoe, order next full size. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
6 N 2319F—Girls'. White... .$5.88 
6 N 2318F— Boys'. Black.... 5.88 

Heavy-duty Skates. Roll smooth- 
ly, yet can take punishment. 

Each steel wheel has 16 ball bear- 
ings. Rubber-cushion trucks. Sponge- 
rubber pad on leather strap protects 
ankle. Plated steel frame adjusts 
from 8 to 1034 in. Key included. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
$'N 2301.52; 2x» pan ....$3.69 

5 Beginners’ Skates. Built with 
rubber shock absorbers that 

really take the bumps. 8 smooth- 
rolling ball bearings on each steel 
wheel. Leather strap. Toe clamps 
adjust. Rugged steel frame adjusts 
from 74 to 9% in. Key included. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
6N2303.. -$2.69 

Ted Williams rubber-wheel Zip-fit 
Skates even snap onto sneakers 

Sturdy rubber wheels make less noise 
outdoors . . won't hurt floors indoors. 
And even your children can put them. 
on. They stay on, too, because husky, 
foam-padded clamps hug the whole 
shoe, not just edges of sole. 

Rubber-mounted steering assem- 
blies. 16 ball bearings per wheel. Gold 
color. Foam-rubber ankle pad. Frame 
adjusts from 8 to 1054 in. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
6 N 2300.........$5.50 

3550 

HOW TO ORDER RINK SKATES 

Adults’: Order regular street shoe size. Where skates are not available in 
half sizes, order next larger full size if foot is wider than average. Order 
the next smaller full size for narrow foot. 
Children’s: Order the next larger full size. crue SEARS 429 



Pads have 
rubber pad- 
ding, molded 
fiber caps 

^ pesto 
EN 

Economy Outtit . . Helmet, All for 
Shoulder Pads, Jersey, Pants, 3988 

iron-on Numerals and Alphabet 

For double face protection, a double-bar face guard 
on husky plastic helmet. Snug-fitting, won't come 
off when you need it most; 4-point suspension, chin 

Shoulder pads adjust both front and back for 
sure fit, Cotton jersey has 3j-length sleeves with 
UCLA-type stripes. Cotton twill pants with fiber 
thigh guards and padded hips, kidneys and knees. 

Waist sizes M (22-24); L(26-28). State M or L. 

6 N 2474F—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 5 oz... .. $9.88 

Select cowhide Football. Quarterbacks, halfbacks, 
fullbacks, ends, centers—in short, ball-handlers, 

players who really get the feel of the ball—they 
want a football that’s dependable, that helps give a 

sure grip passing or ball-carrying. This is that ball 
Deeply pebbled for positive grip, triple-cotton lined 
for shape retention. Lock-stitched with waxed linen. 
thread for strength. 2-pc. bladder. Needle incl 
6 N 2448—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz... . $9.57 

2 Cowhide Football with Place-kicking Set. Watch 
a professional football game .. then notice how 

many points are scored on place-kicks. This tre- 
mendous combination helps develop your place- 
kicking accuracy. Double-cotton lined ball, so it 
holds its shape; 1-pc. bladder. Needle included. Also, 
nylon place-kicking set—toepiece and tee. Wide, 
blunt toe attaches to foot with rubber heel bands. 
6 N 2450— Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz... .Set $4.44 
6 N 2427 — Place kicking set only. Wt. 8 oz..Set 97c 

Top-grain cowhide. 
Lined for better shape 

retention. Needle incl 
Official size 
Weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
6 N 2446 $4.99 
Youth size 

Weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
6 N 2432 $4.99 

4 Imitation leather. Peb- 
Tex; official size. 

Weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 
6 N 2457... $2.44 

Gaio Habe scane by iiaa pom 

Authentically 

pro-styled 

Football Uniforms 

for boys 6 to 13 

5) High-impact plastic Helmet. Vinyl dipped 
padding; 6-point web suspension. Mask 

riveted to shell. White. Sizes S (656-674); 
M (7-714); L (714-754). State S, M or L. 
6 N 2424F —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.......... $5.84 
6 Vinyl-plastic Shoulder Pads. Elastic arm 

loops; foam pads. Front, back laces. 
6 N 2418—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz.......$4.37 
7 Cotton Jersey. 34-length sleeves. S(28-30); 

M (32-34); L (36). State S, M or L. 
6 N 2412F — Red. Shpg. wt. 8 oz,....$1.99 
6 N 2413F— Blue. Shpg. wt. 8 oz..... 1.99 
6 N 2414F—Green. Shpg. wt. 802... 1.99 
iron-on Name-Number Kit. 6-inch fabric 
numbers 0-9. Smaller letters A to Z. 
6 N 2417—Shpg. wt. 4 9z.......... Kit 96c 

v» 

Save $1.05 on Outfit meom s[699 
8 Cotton-twill Ponts. Padded hips, spine, 

kidneys, knees. Removable thigh pads. 
Elastic leg openings. Sizes S (22-24); M (26- 
28); L (30-32). State S, M or L. 
6 N 2415F— White. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 o: 
6 N 2416F—Gold. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

Complete Outfit. Pants, Shoulder Pads, Jer- 
sey, Helmet, Name-Number Kit. State sizes 
for Pants first, then Jersey, then Helmet 
from listings above left. 

6 N 2400C2F-Green jersey, gold pants 
6 N 2401C2F-Red jersey, white pants 
6 N 2402C2F-Blue jersey, white pants 
6 N 2403C2F-Green jersey, white pants 
Shipping weight 6 lbs. . - ... Set $16.99 

Alll clothing on this page 
machine washable med. temp. 

row Sears 423 

$4.88 
« 4.88 



Exciting Fiction, Fun and 

Informative Books for ] 

school children ages 8 to 14 ie 
b. 

AAT 
UD US 

Alfred Hitchcock 
Suspense Stories 

3-book. 
Steven 3367 tach $167 

Starter Set. Save 26%, 
books 3N15318, 3N15331,3N15332. 
3N15317—Wt. 3 lbs.. $3.67 

Single Books. Thrills, excitement, 
mystery. 158 to 192 pgs. 534x8}4in. 

Includes 

ROM SWIFT 4nd. 
1 gc ij 

OF 

Tom Swift Jr. Series 

ig $67 ncn QQe 
Storter Set, Save 10%. 
books 3N15291, 3N15289, 3N15288. 
3N15272—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $2.67 

Single Books. 177-214 pgs. 5x734 in. 
3N15278 
3N15275—His Repelatron Skyway 
3N15276 

Set. includes 

-Captive Planetoid (New) 

His 3D Telejector 
3N15318-Secret pf Skeleton 

Island 
3N15319-Vanishing Treasure 

Mystery 
3N15321-Stuttering Parrot 

Myster ystery 
3N15322-Secret of Terror Castle 
3N15323-Whispering Mummy 

Mystery 
3N15324-Mystery of Green Ghost 
3N15331-Fiery Eye Mystery (New) 
3 N 15332-Mystery of Silver 
Shpg. wt. ea. 14 oz. 

Boys' Book 8 books 
Collection (in set) 

$333 

Eight paperbacks in full-color slip case. 
7%. 126 to 192 pages. Titles in- 
he Raft, American Heroes of 

Legend and Lore, Fullback for Sale, Fight 
ing Five, Fighting Eagles, Frankenstein, 

ces, Two Years Before the Mast. 
3 N 16096—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs....... Set $3.33 

Ea, 41$ 
clude: 

Fighting / 

Great Sports Stories. Illustrated. 
Giant Book of Sports, History, develo 
ment. 192 pages, 8}4x1034 in. Pr 
IWE 1 Ib. 10 oz.......$347 

nswer Book. Stories and ex- 
Ci oaia Sth vee SAO dnd 
3 N 16086—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz... .....9347 
Story of Baseball, 184 pgs. 8*4x1114 in. 
3 N 16087— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs... .$3.47 
Story of Football. 177 pgs. 856x113 in. 
3 N 16088—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs... Gong 
Great Americon Athletes of 20th C. 
Stories of stars. 172 pus. 8Mxi iq in. 
3N16089—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs... .$3.47. 

Baseball Books. 179 to 186 pages. 
534x814 inches. 
Starter Set. Save 27%. Set ides. 
books 3N16057, ANIe08s, 3N106059. 
3N16064—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. . Set 

reat t 16039— Strange but True Stories 
606]—Secrets of Bi ie Play 
14082 World Series Thrillers 

3NI reat Baseball Pitchers 
Shipping wt. ea. 14 oz... ... Each $177 

‘kates Dade scie by eiui mar werteteciedcal Gon 

hipping wt. ea. 12 oz...... 

15277—His Mystery Comet 
5279—His Sonic Boom Trap 

His Subocean Geotron 

5286—His Outpost in Space 
5288— His Rocket Ship. 
5289—His Jetmarine 
5291—His Flying Lab. 
294— Visitor from Planet X 

15298— In Cave of Nuclear Fire 
15299—In the Race to the Moon 

Each 99c 

m 

D 
f 

EY 

uw 

Boy Scout $ 
Encyclopedia 367 

Official book . . more than 
450 subjects to interest Cubs, 
Scouts, Explorers, including 
camping, first aid. Nearly 
200 illustrations. 160 pgs. 
734x10 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
3N16099.... $3.47 

Football Books. 175 to 192 pages. 
534x834 inches. 

Storter Set. Save 27%. Includes 3N 16044, 
and 3N16045, 3N 16046, 

Shipping wt, 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
3N16049. ~. Set $3.86 
3N16041—How to Punt, Pass and Kick 
3N16042—Great Quarterbacks of NFL 
3N16043—The Big Play 
3N16044—Heroes of the NFL. 
3N16045—Strange but True Football 

Stories (New) 
3N16046-Great Running Backs of NFL. 
3N16047- Defensive Players of NFL 
3N16048-Great Pass Receivers of NFL 
Shipping wt. ea. 14 oz...... Each $177 

Baseball Books. 191 to 309 pages. 
534x734 inches. 
3 N 16066—American League 
3N16067— Baseball's Greatest 

Players 
3N16068—National League 
3N16069—Willie Mays 
3N15078— Baseball's Hall of Fame 
3N16079—Babe Ruth 
Shpg. wt. ea. 14 oz... ...... Each $177 

| MILE 

Suspense-filled tales 
about the famous 

HARDY BOYS 
And at Sears, you choose from every 

Hardy Boys book now in print 

-99 Ex $967 

Starter Set. Save 10%. Follow the exciting adventures of 2 young detec- 
tives. Set includes 3 N 15218, 3 N 15219, 3 N 15221. 
3N15255—Shipping weight set 2 pounds 4 ounces.............- . Set $2.67 
Single Books, Ea. 174 to 219 pgs, 5x734 in. Shpg. wt. ea. 12 oz, .., ., Each 99e 
3N15252—Secret Agent on Flight 

101 (New) 
EDU A Under the 

idi 
3 N 15203—A Figure in Hiding 
3N15204—Haunted Fort 
3N15205—Aztec Warrior Mystery 
3N15206—Hunting Hidden Gold 
3 N 15207—Missing Chums 

3N15212—Great Airport Mystery 
3N15213—What Happened at Mid- 

night 
3 N15214—While the Clock ‘Ticked 
3N15215—Clue in the Embers 
3 N15216— Secret of the Caves 
3N15217—Clue of the Broken Blade 
3.N15218—Tower Treasure 
3N15219—House on the Cliff 
3N15221—Secret of the Old Mill 
3N15222—Secret Panel 
3815223—Wailing Siren Mystery 
3N15224—Secret of Wildcat Swamp 

Boys' Life Series Books 

septa $367 n s[67 
Starter Set. Save 26%, Set includes 
books 3 N 15306, 3 N 15312, 3 N 15311. 
3N15315—Shpg. wt. 3 bs... .. Set $3.67 

Single Books. 181 to 186 pgs. 534x814 in. 
3N15303— Sports Stories 

Mystery Stories 
N15306— Football Stories 
N15308—Mutiny in the Time Machine 
S cour Space Stories 

N 

N 

5311— Basketball Stories 
15312— Baseball Stories 
15313—Horse Stories 

Shipping weight ea. 1 Ib...... Each $1.67 

3N15225- Crisscross Shadow 
3N15226-Yellow Feather Mystery 
3N15227-Hooded Hawk Mystery 
3N15228-Phantom Freighter 
3N15229-Secret of Skull Mountain 
3N15231-Sign of Crooked Arrow 
3N15232- Secret of Lost Tunnel 
3N15233- Secret of Pirates’ Hill 
3N15234-Ghost at Skeleton Rock 
3N15235-Mystery at Devil's Paw 
3N15236-Chinese Junk Mystery 
3N15237-Desert Giant Mystery 
3N15238-Clue of Screeching Owl 
3N15239-Viking Symbol Mystery 
3N15241~Short-wave Mystery 
3N15242-Mark on the Door 
3N15243-Sinister Sign Post 
3N15244~Secret Warning 

Express Mystery 
PIE Nre. of the Flickering 

381249-Maked Coins 
3N15251-Spiral Bridge Mystery 

FOOTBALL 
STORIES of- 



Ready for takeoff into a world of 
unending fun . . toddlers and youngsters 

can rock it, spin it, climb and slide 

4785 o 
It's a whole playground in one toy. And it can be used indoors as 
well as out . . so your youngster can have the benefits of exercise no 

matter what the weather. Imagination flowers as your child finds 

more and more uses for his Space Bug. Porthole lets him play 
“spaceship” or "submarine" or any number of games he can think 
up. With a companion, he can use it as a teeter-totter. As many as 
five children, ages 2 to 8, can play 0 this marvelous toy at once. 
Sturdily constructed of molded polyethylene so it can't mar floors 
or furniture . . easy to clean, too. Tubular-steel safety rail for climb- 
ing or use as a hand hold. sures 3^4 ft. high, 4 ft. wide. Partly 
assembled. See Shipping Note below 
79 N 44028N —Shipping weight 40 pounds $47.95 

SKIPSY DOODLE . . crazy, 
creative fun for kids 2 to 8 

3|444 

No matter which way you turn it you're 
sure to have fun with this exciting new 
creation. There’s no end to the uses 
you'll find for Skipsy Doodle, Use it like 
à see-saw rock in it balance and 
sway. Climb over and under . . use it as 
a sled. And when you've a mind to, just 
sit in it and re it's a wonderful TV 
chair. Made of rugged molded poly 
ethylene won't mar furniture or 
floors. 48x13!5x15 inches high overall 
See Shipping Note below 
79 N 44170N —Wt. 9 Ibs, $14.44 

WHIRL 'N ROCK fun 

for tots, ages 1 to 3 

3769 

Spin it rock it tip it turn it 
Hours of fun for little ones, And it can 

be used indoors or out anytime he wants. 
Big enough for two to have fun together 

and it’s made of molded polyethylene 
sturdy double-wall construction. 

Hand holds all around make sure he has 

a good grip for more active play 
Measures 32 inches in diameter, 8 
inches high. See Shpg. Note below 

Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
79 N 44169N --. $7.69 

Tots love this 1-piece indoor 

playground .. STEP 'N SLIDE 

3799 

Lots of fun indoors or out. Little ones 
can climb the steps, slide down and 
crawl through the “tunnel.” Smooth rug. 
ged polyethylene plastic is molded in one 
piece so that there are no sharp edges 
And it can't mar furniture or floors. 
It’s easy to carry outside when the 
weather is pleasant. 20 inches high, 28 
inches long. See Shipping Note below 
79 N 5233N—Wt. 9 Ibs. $7.99 

Shipping Note: All items ending in “N” 
(as 79 N 5233N) are sent freight (rail 
Or truck! or express. 

noe — 

Y (37-inch high platform . . then slide down the spiral. Or u 

Slide—a— Round 
For year 'round sliding and $ 88 se 

5) cosy Monthly climbing fun . . indoors or out 

|Now, a slide they can use indoors in the recreation room, or out- 
doors when the weather's nice. They can climb the stairs to the 

the 
frame for chinning or swinging. It's almost a complete gym 
Guard rail protects the youngest slider and offers a good hand 
hold to older ones. 

Ruggedly built of molded polyethylene plastic with sturdy 
metal tubing frame. Slide needs only 4 feet 6 inches of space 
indoors. Measures 4 feet 2 inches high overall. Partly assem- 
bled. See Shipping Note at left 
79 N 44029N— Shipping weight 50 pounds $52.88 

ns [Sears] 433 



—like taking off, 
for new adventures 

on fast, sleekly-styled 
Spyder Bikes 

(C 

" 24-inch single-speed. Large 24-inch wheels mean more speed with less effort 

Quilted bucket banana seat matches brilliant magenta-color frame , . both are number one in style and charm. Sweeping, chrome-plated highrise handle 
ut high-style in the bike world, White plastic-covered wire wicker-ty pe basket with bars and two-tone bucket banana sear. Spring-time bright plastic wicker 

floral garland, Sweeping powergrip highrise handlebars. Bendix coaster brake in type basket with floral garland. Rims and fluted Spyder fenders are daz- _, 
- A D S-inch knobby tread rear tire for trac zlingly chrome-plated: A large 3inch reflector is mounted on the rear for PA 

reach adjusts 25 to 31 inches. Use your added safety. Brilliant turgu r frame, Coaster brake in rear hib. me tion; 1 
phoye if you want to order it the easiest way of all 20x1.75-inch whitewall tires. Leg h adjusts 23 to 28 inches xum 

] 6 € 456328 Shipping weight 48 pe $49.95 6 € 477098 —Shipping weight 47 pounds NUR 
A HRS R x 

Jet Sweep $ 
AP sf x : Tank-style Bike 39* 

E A Soyder. DU : Chrome-plated fenders, handlebars, rims. 
Rear carrier, tank. Coaster brake in rear hub. f 

Twist-grip shifts derailleur gears. Front, rear White coil spring vinyl saddle. 1.75-inch black 
caliper hand brakes. Chrome-plated trim, Plas- sidewall tires. Twin-bulb headlight (use 2 “D” 
tic wicker-type basket. Raspberry color. batteries, not incl.). Baked-on enamel finish. 
Banana seat. 1.75-in. knobby rear, 154-in. front 
tire. Leg reach 25 to 30 in. 
6 C 45633N—Shpg. wt. 49 lbs.. $59.95 

] Notural Willow Basket. 9x14 in. Straps [5 
6 C 48476—Spain. Wt. 2 Ik $2.99 l4] Shipping Note: Bikes 

ent by freig! 
ic floral gar 9 White Willow Basket. Pla 

* land. 9x14 in. From Spain. 
6 C 48478 —Shpzg. wt. 2 Ibs. . $3.97 E é tutt ( 3 thru 5 ) Baskets. Vinyl over steel wire 
)x13x8 14 in. So. Korea. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz 
(3) 6 C 48487 — Magenta ...529 . KE 

4) 6 C 48485— White 2.97 S 
5) 6 C 48486—Blue ... 2.97 

m— m€————— 



Here's Mr. Machine 

He walks, swings arms, rings 
bell, opens and doses mouth 
and sounds siren every 10 sec- 
onds! Easily taken apart and 
reassembled, too—every gear 
numbered and geometrically 
patterned so you won't need 
all the king's horses to put 
him together again. Runs for 
about a minute on one full 
winding. 18 in. high. 
49N5873-Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. $8.77 

Raises, fires rockets automatically 

There goes the warning siren preceding a launching! 
Now the doors open automatically and the launcher 

rises to shooting position with rocket primed to 

go! Now the automatic countdown clock ticks off 
the count! It reaches zero! Zoom! Rocket and satellite 
take off on a trip to outer space! 

Amazing Astro Base . . as seen on TV 

Sight moving enemy Space craft through the outer space scope in 
the dome . . press the rocket-fire button . . lights flash, machine 

guns chatter as you “blast” them from the skies. Then push the 

space lock control . . see the big Astro Base door open . . watch the 
astronaut come out and lower into the scout car. Remote control 
the car as it goes out on its scouting mission. Watch the car fire 
twin space probes automatically. Probes can be pre-set to fire at 
any time during the mission. Polypropylene and high-impact 
styrene. Base over 21 inches high. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 

79 N 5850L—Uses 4 "D" Batteries; order at left. 313.88 
49 N5042—Col. McCauley Space Helmet. Has mike mouthpiece with 
voice vibrator. Plastic, White. Adjustable. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs $299 

Colorful and big—over 17 inches long over-all—and 
made of hi-impact plastic. 3 rockets and 3 satellites 
included, Uses 2 “D” Batteries; order below. 

37.88 49 N 5718— Shipping weight 4 lbs. 3 oz 

34 N 4650—"D" Batteries. Wt. 2, 8 oz. 2 for 30c; 4 for 58c 

Battery-powered 

Remote Control A-C-T-I-O-N Toys . . battery operated 

[I] Twin Tail Falcon really flies, takes off, 
climbs, loops, dives and does figure 

8's via push-button control. Light, flexible 
plastic. Spring steel landing gear. 14-in. 
wingspread. Uses 3 “D” Batteries; order 
at top of page. 
49 N 5813—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... $2.44 

[Z] Whirlybird. Turn crank on control 
and you're off. Control direction, 

elevation, even make it hover! Steel, plas- 
tic blades. 9 in, fuselage. From Germany. 
49 N 4224—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 14 oz....$2.66 

Gutiioa Dade scans by daisies useleciudcl com 

3] Flying Electra Mustang. Idles, taxis, 
takes off, flies around control pylon in 

7-foot arc, and lands. 4 forward speeds. 
Regulated by operator from outside flying 

circle. Colorful plastic. 14-inch wing-spread. 
Uses 4 “D” Batteries; order above. 

49 N 5777—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz......$5.66 

[4] Lincoln Hard-top. Goes forward, reverse, 
left and right. Top can “retract” into 

trunk when car is moving. 9 in. Uses 2 “D” 
Batteries; order above. Plastic 
49 N 5799 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 az...... $2.66 

Giant 'Dozer k 
" l- 

"There're lots of things boys will like about this big fellow . . the realistic 
motor noises coming from the two big motors; the giant 'dozer blade 
that lifts and lowers automatically at the push of a lever; the way it 
can climb grades, crawl over obstacles and pull loads. Two levers 
control forward and reverse of both engines. High-impact plastic. 
Heavy rubber treads. Uses 4 “D” Batteries; order above. 
49 N 5779—18 inches long. Shipping weight 7 pounds. ..... $114 

Set. Climbs 3-piece Tractor Remote Control Squad Car. Si- 
steep grades, shoots harmless 
sparks as it plows along. Dump 
trailer and road scraper are re- 
movable. Heavy duty rubber 

brightly printed steel 

long-running clock-spring 
motor. 17 inches long over-all. 
49N5733-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $1.88 

ren screams, dome light flashes 
and the chase is on. 8-inch black 
and white speedster zips for- 
ward or back, steers to left or 
right. Steel with nickel-plated 

trim and rubber wheels. Uses 2 
“D” Batteries; order above. 

49 N 5798—Wt. 10 oz. 88c 
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Elevator runs on 
battery power 
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Detective Set has Chopper Tommy Gun 
- "bullet" shooting metal cap pistol 

. . Slim trim shoulder holster 
.. ammo . . badge and wallet $339 

Complete law enforcement arsenal at a low, low price. 
“Chopper” Tommy Gun makes realistic machine gun 
chatter, has pull-back bolt action and recoiling barrel. 
Snub-nose .38 pistol fires caps and soft plastic bullets at 
same time, has revolving cylinder. “Chopper” is plastic 
and metal, 19 inches long. Shoulder holster, wallet with 

16 play bullets included 
Ping weight 2 Ibs, 2 oz. Set $3.39 

detective badg 
49 N 2639CG 

Pistol ond shoulder holster only. With bullets. 

49 N2678CG—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz Set 1.99 
Both items above not for sale in New York City or Massachusetts 

430 SEARS ra NOTE: Cops not included with any cap-fring toy 
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Cavalry Charge... 
take the hill 
with sabers raised 

N and carbines firing 

A 499 

Authentically detailed 27-in. carbine and 9-in. 
pistol fire caps and plastic bullets. 26-in. plas 
tic saber in seabbard with belt-hanger. Belt 
with ammo case fits almost any child's waist. 
Blue (or gray) wool felt hat. 24 plastic bullets. 
Weapons, holster, belt are plastic. Uniforms 
not included. Not sold in New York City or 
Massachusetts, Shpi. wt. 3 lbs. 

Manu 2706CG— Blue 1 

IVIVAVAYA WULE Cavalry Set 

9-piece 

Civil War Set 

Each $4.99 

=) 
Johnny Reb Scattergun Set $599 

Modeled after TV's Johnny Yuma outfit. 21-in. 2 barrel gun fires 2 rolls of caps 
separately or together, Cap-firing miniature wrist gun and 10!4-in. pistol; cowhide 

holsters; adjustable hat; 6 play bullets; “eagle’s claw” necklace; play money. Fits 
18-28 in. waists. Guns are metal Not for sale in N ^ 

49 N2737CG 

pe ] 3 
Civil War Cannon really shoots. ~ 4-7 Sask i 
caisson is drawn by 4 horses E — A 2 | 

Hold your ground, retreat or attack with this 
big 19-in, cannon because horses give you 
mobility. When ready to shoot, unhitch cais- 
son, muzzle load one of the 6 shells, elevate 
cannon till it's on target and FIRE! Shoots 
up to 20 ft. Includes bronze-colored cannon, 
caisson, 4 horses, 3 riders. Break-resistant / 
plastic. 40 in. long over-all. 

79 N 5131C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... Set $3.99 

Johnny Reb Cannon [ ES 
shoots shells up to 35 feet! 

You don't have to wait till you see the whites 
of their eyes before shooting with this long 
range 30-incher. Molded plastic, muzzle-load- 
ing cannon, ramrod, 6 plastic cannon balls, 
lanyard, tow rope, Confederate flag. 
79 N SO06C—Slipg. wt. 7 Ibs... 

nd plastic 
Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $5.99 

A 

„Set $7.88 

Mattel's Dick Tracy 
Patrol Squad Set 

25-in. Tommy-Burst gun fires roll caps, has 
sliding bolt action for firing burst or single 
shot. Snub nose .38 fires 6 plastic Shootin' 
Shells. Includes 6 cartridges, 12 plastic bullet 
noses and pistol holster. Not for sale in New 
York City or Massachusetts. 
79 N2619CG—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....,.. Set $3.99 



$8.50 
monthly 38509 

Built like a standard table with a smooth 34-in. thick composition bed, durable 100% 

red wool billiard cloth, lively gum-rubber cushions, bumpers and rigidly braced legs. 

35x50 in. Teakwood-grained hardwood frame. Ball return at each end of the table. 

Folding legs. Complete with two 48-inch hardwood cues, full set of 10 balls (24-inch 
diameter) chalk and rule book. 

CAROM 
packs all the challenge 
of tricky pool bank 
shots into a 32x4 foot 
compact table 

6 N 2757N—Shipping weight 92 pounds.........-+ 

$499 

Four rackets (from Japan) of 
laminated Japanese ash. Coun- 
tersunk nylon strings. Includes: 
20x1}4-ft. tape-bound net, 2 
plastic shuttlecocks, 2 toggles, 
stakes, rope, rules. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
6 N 1308C............. $4.99 

iih pase score by eir aao 

Croquet Set. 
with cart 

8]. 400 

For 6 players. Cart rolls on 6-in. 
wheels, adjustable handles, tubu- 
lar-steel frame. 81-in. mallet 
heads have rubber tips. Com- 
pressed maple balls, White plastic- 
coated wickets can be set in 
ground by foot. Color-matched 
end posts. Rules included. 
6 N 2595C—Wt. 18 Ibs..$14.00 

$85.00 

97 Shuffleboard 97 
Tna Set :927, 

] Four 66-in. pushers with aluminum shafts 
and phenolic plastic tips, eight 6-in. molded 

plastic discs, 65x4214-in. paint stencil, rules. 
6 N 2537L—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. Set $12.97 

9, Four 65-in. lacquered hardwood pushers, 
eight S-in. molded plastic discs, 65x42!4- 

inch paint stencil and rules. 

6 N 2536L—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs... ....Set $9.97 

SRE Pes 

Play indoors on the 

rug, outdoors on the 

lawn . . keep in shape 

for bowling during 

the between seasons 

BOCCE 

BALL 

OBJECT: bowl your bocce ball 
at the small target ball, 

closest ball scores 

31-inch composition balls scored in different colors for long 
range identification. Set includes 8 bocce balls, one target ball 
and complete game instructions, From Italy. 
6 N 2513—Shipping weight 9 pounds. .. «Set $11.95 

A 
Horseshoes 87 39 

Four 234-lb. shoes col- 
ored, numbered. Steel 
stakes. Wt. 21 Ibs. 
6 N2SBAK. . ...Set $7.39 
Horseshoes only. 
Four in set. Wt. 11 lbs. 
6N2583 Set $4.97 [| 

Quoits 3649 

4 rubber quoits. 10-in. 
goal boards . . 2-pc. 
pegs adjust to 9 and 
18-in. heights. 
5N2514-Wt. 8 Ibs. $6.49 

© c 
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SPACIOUS—9 inches taller, 5 inches 

wider than ordinary cabinets. Room 

enough for ten guns. Plus storage 

space below for ammunition, scopes, 

cleaning equipment. And it's all vir- 

tually dust-free. Sliding doors of s 

inch tempered glass . . nearly un- 

breakable. Plastic track allows doors 

to slide smoothly. Barrel racks and 

stock pits are felt-lined. 

CRAFTED of solid oak (oak veneer 

back and doors), thoroughly kiln 

dried. Groove and tenon construction 

. no screws, nails, butt joints. Free 

use of glue blocks where needed. 

Five separate finishing steps, each 

thoroughly sanded. Specially carved 

top molding, matching panel doors. 

Altogether..a fine example of Medi- 

terranean styling. 

Sears Price s| | B 

Locking base compartment has over four cu. ft. of space. 
Adjustable ratchet-type lock for glass doors. 74x36x13 in. 
deep; accommodates guns up to 32-in. long. Guns not in- 
cluded. Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express 
6 N 10723N— shipping weight 120 pounds. . . ..$115.00 

Wall-mount Racks for guns and ammunition 
1 6-gun size with dual locking bars and ammunition drawer. 

Walnut-finished hardwood. Key. 3424 x22 in. wide. Unassembled. 
6 N 10694C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. ......... x3 

4-gun size with locking bar and ammunition draw: 
finished hardwood. Key, Unassembled. 3014x26 ii 

6 N 10696C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... 

3 Walnut- 
6 N 107; 

6 N 10727C—3-gun size. 2334x174 in. high. Wt. 3 Ibs, 
6 N 10726C—2-gun size. 2334x1114 in. high. Wt. 2 Ibs 

4 4-gun size with locking drawer. Walnut-lacquer-finished hard- 
wood. Padded brackets.2334x28!4 in. high. Key. Unassembled. 

6 N 10695C— Japan. Shipping weight 9 pounds. .......... $7.99 



SAVE for 3[988 

Priced separately, three sets are $22.76. You get 28 volumes in all . . 
encyclopedia, atlas and dictionary described below. 
3 N 1625C2—Shipping weight 38 pounds. . . 

AUSTRALIA. DICTION 

6-volume Atlas 5494 
set 

Easy-to-read information on people, 
and the countries of the earth. There 
are over 1,000 maps, pictures in color. 
Interesting data on cities, oceans, 
manufacturing is useful for every 
member of family. Each volume con- 
tains 190 pages, 714x10% inches. 
3 N 1632—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. Sct $4.94 

6-volume Dictionary $494 
sel 

Contains definitions for over 10,000 
words—those most often encountered 
in elementary school work. Helpful 
in building a child's vocabulary. 3,000 
color illustrations add to word mean- 
ings. Pronunciation guide. Each 

16-volume Encyclopedia $88 

Created for the grade-school child . . an invaluable help in schoolwork. 16 
volumes cover 1,375 topics in simple, accurate language. Text is illustrat- 

ed with more than 6,000 color pictures . . 375 maps in color. Binding is 
Smyth-sewn laminated board. Art, history, language, religion, sports are 
some of subjects covered. Each volume 96 pages, 74x10 in. 
To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under 

“Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
3 N 1624C— Shipping weight 23 pounds... Set $12.88 

volume 120 pgs., 734x104 inches. 
3 N 1630—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs, Set $4.94 

The 20-volume Golden High School Encyclopedia 
Ue DOC 

mA. i 
zu Features career information ¢ 2388 

on jobs and professions 

Designed to help students with assignments and to 
complement the high school curriculum. Text by experts 
is comprehensive and detailed . . covers thousands of 
subjects such as developments in science, fine arts, 
literature, history, government, religion and philosophy, 
the physical world, invention and industry. 

More than 8,000 photographs, paintings, drawings 
and maps illustrate text—most in full color, Extensive 
cross-references and complete index direct reader 
quickly to the information he needs. Many areas of 
knowledge are explained so that the student may ex- 
plore them, and then better plan his future. Each 
volume has 156 pages, 754x104 in. Library binding. 
3 N 1047K—Wt. 40 Ibs. $5 month. .Set, Cash $32.88 

Dictionaries for children 

My First Dictionary. For preschool- 
ers and first graders, 620 words, all 
illustrated in color. Contains 144 
pages, 634x9 inches. 
3N1659—Shpg. wt. 12 oz..$1.67 

Picture Dictionary for Children. For 
grades 3 to 5. 5,079 words, 1,442 
color illust. 814x1134 in., 384 pages. 
3 N 1660—Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz...$3.47 

Golden Handbooks and Nature Guides 

Pocket-size reference books for amateurs, ex- 
perts. Many full-color illustrations. Each book 
160 pages, 4x6 inches. Paper-bound. 

3 N 15462-Reptiles 
and Amphibians 

American Heritage Encyclopedic Guide Famous Works in paperback editions 

This beautiful encyclopedia serves as a complete reference 1 James Bond 007 complete collection. 13- 

guide to the 50 states plus the District of Columbia, volume set of Ian Fleming's novels. 

Puerto Rico and the U.S. territories. Over 2,000 photo- — 3.N1107—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. Set $7.47 
graphs—most in color—illustrate the text. There are 2 3 N 15454-Rocks 

maps for each state—one shows topography, cities, rivers Abraham Lincoln. 3-volume set, Works of and Minerals 

and roads; the other shows major places of interest such Carl Sandburg, renowned Lincoln scholar. 3 N 15452-Birds 3 N 15453-Insects 

as parks and forests, historical landmarks, resorts, famous 3 N 1106—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z,...Set $2.77 3N15455-Trees — 3N 15456-Mammals 

birthplaces. and homes. Provides information on state 3 N 15458-Fishes 3N15461-Stars 

economy, government, history, native animals, plants, — 9 Winston Churchill Collection, The Second 3N15464-Fosils 3 N 15465-Seashells 

etc. 16-volume set. Each book 7x10 inches. WerldWar.6volumesetbyfamousstates. Shipping weight each 5 ounces. .. .Each 87c 
3 N 1649C—Shipping weight 17 pounds. .. Set $12.88 
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man. Called by literary critics “The most 
important historical work of modern times.” 
3N1104—Shipping weight 5 lbs, Set $6.99 

Starter Set of 4. Includes Birds; Insects; 
Rocks and Minerals; Trees. 
83N15451—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... Set $3.12 



Like watching 
real color "TV" 

Color cartoon movies are 
projected on back of screen 

Pes, M P 

uns Lor) 

n» land- y 

PBE 
àmm Color Mc 

ist Popeve $[399 ts. acing entier | Paci ba 
Be the first kid on y 
own "TV", Such lif 
8mm films up to 50 fee 
resistant plastic. Uses € 
color 
49 N 

r block to show color cartoons to your friends on your Disneyland Play Tape Cartridges 3349 
action you'll be amazed. And you can show other 3 

1 selections, All break 49 N 66214 ; Dream; I W 
old below. Popeye bd : ; , 

jo . . see page 462 for 
D” batteries . . order 3 

movie "Ace of Space uded, 
11—Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $12.99 

Extra Color Cartoon Movies to fit above 
49 N 16087 — Popeye in “Sea Serp 
49 N 16088 Beetle Bailey in “Br 
49 N 4660—"D" Botteries. Packag 

25-foot roll of film. 
weight 3 oz $2 
r Y". Shpg. wt. à 

Shpg. wt. 8 € 

a | ^ Dance out a tune witt 

HIPPY HOP 
Every step chimes a note 387 

69 3] 69 Play favorite songs Battery-powered Record 
y by color on Toon-a-loor r a tot can operate 

] alle € A I 1 

40 in. d H 
« M I 

t T left 
> : N $3 
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seed inc OD Y DER 
daddy-long legs 

a We call it "dad- 
dy-long-legs"" 
because the 24- 
inch wheels 
give more 

speed with less 
leg work . . it 

` covers ground 
~ fast 

3-speed 10-speed Racer 
26-inch with 22-inch frame 

$ 45% 7 

This bike combines Admit it . . ever since you were 
economy with special a kid, you've wanted a racer. 

touring features. Special This is it! Complete bike weighs 
alloy steel frame. 3-speed less than 31 lbs., thanks to the 
shift mounted on handle- special lightweight steel alloy 
bars. Regular coaster frame. Aluminum fenders. 
brake with front safety Smooth derailleur gear changer 
handbrake. Chrome- has 38 to 96 gear ratio range. Cen- 
plated handlebars, rims, ter pull handbrakes. Wing nut 
hubs, sprocket. 26x134- hubs on 27x1%-inch whitewall 
in. tires. Black. Austria, racing tires let you remove wheels 

quickly. Chrome-plated rear spoke 
Men's. 32 to 37-inch leg protector. Racing-style handlebars 
reach. Shpg. wt. 46 Ibs, — are completely taped. Racing style 
647102N......$45.88 saddle. 34 to 39-inch leg reach. 

Magenta. From Austria. 
Women’s. 31 to 36-in, 6 C47411N—Wt. 39 Ibs.. . .$72.95 
leg reach. Wt. 46 lbs. As above but without fenders. 

Shock absorber 6 C 47112N «$45.88 6 C 47412N—W t. 38 lbs.. . $69.95 

^ ; seat bar helps make 
A your ride smoother 

*68^ 

Put this S-speed beauty in gear and take off for Spyder excitement. Smooth shifting 
derailleur stick shift puts 38 to 86 gear ratio range at your command. Extra safety 
with both a drum brake and a caliper brake. Has highrise powergrip handlebars and 
power chain guard . . both chrome-plated. Also chrome-plated fenders and trim. 
Knobby tread 24x1%%-inch front and 24x1.75-inch rear tire. Matching grips and 
padded bucket banana seat. 25 to 31-inch leg reach. 

6 € 45957N—Shipping weight 48 pounds,....... 2.2.00. eene anneer 068.95 

Power Shift 
Selector. Au. 
tomatically 

| gives 25% 
po ratio 
increase at 
speeds under 
10 MPH 

5-speed with $57% 
automatic power shift 

Power shift smission in rear hub automatically shifts to 
lower gear when speed drops below 10 MPH. Quick response 
derailleur gear system has 34 to 91 gear ratio range. Top 
bar mounted shift lever. Front and rear caliper handbrakes. 
Chrome-plated rear carrier, fenders, rims, hubs, sprocket, 
handlebars. Slim 26x134-in. white sidewall tires. Flamboyant 
blue. Austria. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
Men's. 32 to 37-inch leg reach. 
6 C 47358N—Shipping weight 45 pounds... .........$57.95 

Women's. 31 to 36-inch adjustable leg reach. 
6 C 47359N—Shipping weight 45 pounds. . .......... 57.95 

Baby Carrier fits front or rear. Little 
ones never had it so good. Made with 
a strong steel frame. Padded contour 

10-speed, 24-in. Gives you the versa- 2 Seldom will you see a 24-inch Spyder 
tility of 30 to 87 gear ratio range Bike at o price this low. Single speed, 

with the control of twin-stick sport shift. with high-rise handlebars that are chrome- 
Other features same as the 5-speed Spyder plated. Chrome plated fenders too. Re- at for comfort. Foot rests and safety 

above, but no chain guard. Flamboyant liable Bendix coaster brake too. Bristling. belt. Put on handlebars or behind the 

blue with black seat. - Sunshine Yellow. seat. 

6 C 45965N—Shpg. wt. 49 Ibs. $74.95 — 6 C 45626N—Shpg. wt. 48 Ibs.. ....$43.88. 6 C 48532—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... .... $8.99 
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Pilots-- 

Man your Planes! 

Super sonic Jet Liner $377 

Sleek, super sonic giant of the air (24 in. from nose to 
tail!) makes realistic jet noise as it runs forward for 
“take off." Powerful electrical beam in nose cuts path 
through the darkest stratosphere, Press lever, door 
opens and hostess appears at loading ramp. Press lever 
again, hostess goes in and passengers appear seated, 
Steel. Friction motor. Order ^D" battery below at left. 
79 N 4280C—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. -$3.77 

Vertical Liner $977 
Latest in air travel! Operates automatically! Press lever, 
jet rotors revolve, slowly at first, then faster . . . engines 
rev up to top speed, plane runs forward for “take off,” 
landing gear retracts. At end of run, wheels lower for 
“landing,” engines, rotor slow to stop. Illuminated cock- 
pit. Adjustable nose wheel. Rotors fold vertically. 1834 
in. long. Steel. Order 2 “D” batteries below left. 
49 N 4281—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... ... -+> $577 

Rotor turns, 
props revolve, 
wheels retract 

Flying Fox 
the Jet-prop airliner 

Climb into the “cockpit” of your 
jet liner. Rev up the 4 port and 
starboard engines from low to full 
ower—right from the cockpit! =< 5 " " š A P P g ae Electric Jet Liner. 4 jet pods start flashing one at a time, then fq) Flying Saucer. With its antenna revolving, Vividly simulates all the sound 1 

and action of a real jet plane. 
Dives, climbs, banks. Jet-props 
whine, landing lights blink, land- 
ing gear retracts. Dual controls. 
High-impact plastic. 18-inch wing 
span. Order 4 batteries below. 
79 N 5894L—Wt. 5 Ibs.. . . $10.99 

"D" Batteries. Shipping weight 
pair 8 ounces. 
34 N 4650—2 for 30 C. 4 for 58C 

424 SEARS zs». 
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all 4 together. Liner glides forward making a realistic jet sound 
as it “takes off.” Slows for “landing” as jet pods stop one at a time. 
Wheels adjust. 20-inch steel. From Japan. 

49 N 5768—Order 3''D"' batteries at left. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz.. . . .$7.49 

[2] Rewing Plane. Props revolve one at a time, wing lights flash. 
Plane runs forward or in circle for 30 seconds. Slows down for 

“landing” as props stop. 18 in. long. Steel. From Japan. 
49 N 5703—Order 2 "D" batteries at left. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz... .$5.79 

(3) Jet Liner. Rolls along floor powered by friction motor, making 
realistic jet noise. 1634 in. long. Sturdy metal. 

49 N 5773—From Japan. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces... . .$1.79 

motors screeching, saucer runs forward until it 
hits obstacle—then reverses. Pilot moves. 734 
inch diameter. Steel. From Japan. Shipping weight 
11b.8 oz. 

49 N 4223—Order 2 “D" batteries at left. .....$279 

[5] Whirlybird Rescue Copter. Big, big, big . . over 
2 feet long, rotors over 17-in. diameter! Motor- 

driven hoist picks up small army of 25 men, truck, 
jeep, tank, artillery piece (all included). Copter 
blades chop away as it taxies along ground. High- 
impact plastic. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 N 5898C—Order 2 "D" batteries at left... ..$7.44 



“This Station Does 

everything but 

drive the car! 

37 $7788 
pieces 

e Car wash actually sprays water on cars 
as they move along on crank-operated 
treadmill 

e Battery-powered elevator lifts cars to 
roof or lowers them 

e Gas pump fills tank of one car 
e 4-way traffic signal changes color 
With fascinating action features like these, 
you just know any boy would be thrilled to 
own this set. 2-level steel station is 28x10x14 
in. high, steel base 2934x16 in. Has exit ramp 
from roof to ground level; grease rack lift; 10 

olling cars including convertible with 
" filling and emptying feature and a 

friction-powered wrecl 10 figures, many 
accessories in 3-d plastic. Easy assembly. Uses 
2 "D" batteries; order below 
79 N 5942CM—Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. .$7.88 
79 N 4662M—" D" batteries for above. 
Shpg. wt. of two, 8 oz 2 for 39c 

Set of 8 extra cars. 4 in. long. Ford, Cadillac, 
Buick, Chrysler, DeSoto, Sabre Jet, also 2 
foreign models. Plastic. 
49 N 5930— Shipping weight 8 oz. Set 94c 

ette bt 

Pek Ploy Store 
Sears Big Shopping 
Center with retail 

store, garden center 

and service station 

95 $597 
pieces 

Specially chosen as a 
Sears Jubilee Value 

xe Because noother play set we've seen 

gives your child so many play features 
for so little money 

Imagine the fun of playing store on such a 

grand scale . . just about the grandest ever, 
in fact, and so low priced. Children will 
love setting up displays, selling merchan: 
dise in the stor: id out in the garden 

center and servicing customers' cars. 

Center includes 22x9x11-inch steel store 

36x27-in. polyethylene layout sheet; 6 
cars; big appliances, sporting goods, furni 
ture and hardware for the main depart 
ments; credit office in the tower; display 
fixtures; customers and sales people and 
many many other important things you 

need for a big shopping center. Figures, 
cars, ete. 3-d plastic. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 5980C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. $597 
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Boss a busy 

Service Station 

122, $4.88 

THE JUNGLE 

21 ferocious animals 

i. $398 
NOTE: Pieces in all sets may vary slightly but you will receive total stated 

Big steel station on 26x14-inch base has interior ramp for taking cars 
to and from the roof parking area; a crew of 5 mechanics to service 
the 8 new model cars (2 are metal and friction-powered, 6 are plastic); 
grease rack that raises; friction motor metal wrecker truck; modern 
triple gas pumps; and many other accessories of 3-dimensional plastic. 

79 N 5992C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $4.88 

Service Station with 
roof parking 

17 8Q77 
pieces 

Metal station and base are 17x 
11x11 inches high, include hand- 
operated elevator; 2 cars in- 
cluding 1 friction-powered; 5 at- 
tendants; lubricating machine; 
gas pumps and many other pieces 
of equipment. 3-d plastic 
49 N 5987 —Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 02..$277 

You can easily imagine the fun kids'll have making all sorts of 
animal noises and making believe they're deep in the heart of a 
wild jungle. Includes elephants, lions, tigers, monkeys, giraffes, 
gorilla, rhino, hippo, kangaroo, bear and antelope plus rock 
formations, trees and ferns. Elephant is 734 in. long; others in 
proportion, 3-dimensional plastic. 
79 N 5909C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. Was $4.98. $3.98 
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Hear staccato sound . . see bullet 
flashes and recoil action 

of the Electric Machine Gun 

32-in. air-cooled .50 cal gun on 18 in. swivel, 
detachable tripod. Rapid-fire black plastic gun 
operates on 2 "D" batteries (order below). 
79 N 2798C—Shipping weight 3 pounds..... . $3.59 
79 N 4660-"D" batteries. Wt, 4 oz, Ea. 16¢; 4 for 60e 

Mattel’s Dick Tracy Gun $199 

The same feared Tommy Burst weapon used by 
dare-devil Dick to capture those tough under- 
world mugs. 25-in. gun smokes, fires 50-cap roll, 
has sliding bolt action and fires burst or single 
shot. Plastic with metal loading mechanism. 
79 N 2725C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ..... $1.99 

9009 

Marx’s Goofer Gun $332 

"The 22-in. Sooper Dooper Goofer is a real fun gun 
for }-pint gunners. Shoots 1 colored ball with 
each pump of handle or a barrage with extra 
hard push. All plastic. 15 balls and target card. 
49 N 2617—Shipping weight 1 pound........ $3.32 

Two-way Walkie-Talkie $949 

Talk to your chums up te 25 feet away indoors 
or out, even around corners. Includes 2 plastic 
phones, case, 2 tiny message pads, 25 feet of twin 
insulated conductor wire. No battery needed, 
49 N 50?1— Shipping weight 1 pound........ 

— 2i) 
Noncom Officer Field Kit 

Get your little recruit ready for duty with this 
realistic field set. Includes adjustable helmet with 
camouflage netting, canteen, mess kit, cap-firing 

plastic. grenade, whistle. Olive-color 
49 N 5034—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz........ $2.89 

Citai pade Scans’ by dheistiasaiseledaical com 

The Paratrooper . . set for action 
with authentic fighting gear 

Complete 9-piece set only $599 

You'll be a one-man army when you parachute 
behind the enemy lines in this outfit . . espe- 
cially when you start blasting with that 2-foot 
long, shell-ejecting Tommy Gun and bullet- 
shooting, cap-firing pistol, You also get a 
mess kit with knife, fork and spoon; flexible 
rubber knife in sheath; helmet with camou- 

flage netting (adjusts to fit); cotton web belt 
(fits 18 to 28-inch waists); 8 ejecting shells, 
8 soft plastic bullets. All pieces except belt, 
knife are high-impact plastic. Not for sale in 
New York City or Massachusetts, 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
492 2YOPCO. . - 505. cob sada ea vel Set $5.99 

NOTE: Cops not included with any cop-firing toy 

A 
ae S 

TM 

$ 129 

Fire this Trench Mortar and 
destroy the enemy pillbox 

Looks, shoots like a real 60mm trench mortar. To 

fire, just activate shell, drop it into muzzle and zoom, 
it’s on its way to the pillbox. 18-inch plastic mortar 
has elevation markings, box converts into camou- 
flaged pillbox target. 1 plastic shell included. 
49 N 2750—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz.... $1.99 

$319 

Remco’s Bazooka Rocket Gun 
Just pop rocket into tube chamber, squeeze trigger . . 
and good-by tank and pillbox. 39-in. Bazooka comes 
with 4 plastic play rockets and “exploding” pillbox. 

—^ 79 N 2606C—Shipping weight 2 pounds..........$3.19 
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33669 

Set for youths 10 to 14 

8-piece set of 5 irons . . Nos. 3, 

(35% in. long), 5, 7, 9, putter; 2 
woods—Nos. 1 (39 in. long), 3 and 
bag. Chrome-plated steel shafts; 
red, black leather grips, Woods: 
persimmon heads, fiber face in- 
serts. Irons: chrome-plated heads. 
Black bag of rubberized cotton, 
rayon. Convenient zip ball pocket. 
Right-hand clubs. 
6 N 852C-Wt. 11 lbs.. Set $36.69 

Folding Golf Cart 

Strong tubular alum- 
inum frame. Adjust- 
able handle locks at 
most comfortable bal- 
ance point. 12-inch 

firmly. 
üpping wt. 17 Ibs. 

6 N 960L....$15.97 

Casio pase Scie by catalase aenteteiciedbal Cont 

A complete Golf Ou 
— Clubs and Bag— 

for less than :40 
Sets include: 5 irons, 2 woods (swing- 

matched) with chrome-plated steel 
shafts, leather grips; vinyl bag with 
zip pockets, umbrella holder, hood 

All for $3489 

Clubs (right hand only) include numbers 1, 3 
woods; numbers 3, 5, 7, 9 irons and putter . . 
favorite combination for the beginning or oc- 
casional golfer, Irons have chrome-plated steel 
heads with official scoring. Woods have per- 
simmon heads with fiber face inserts. 

Men's Set, Clubs: 
white-striped black 

grips with Cherry-color 
wood, heads. Bag: solid 
black with 3 pockets 

. 1 for balls, 2 for 
accessories, 

Shpg. wt. set 13 Ibs. 
6 N 10906L..$34.89 

9 Women's Set. Club: 
maroon-striped rust- 

color grips, rust wood 
heads. Bog: red with 
white trim, Fulldength 
accessory pocket, sep- 

arate ball section. 
Shpg. wt. set 13 Ibs. 

6 N 10917L. .$34.89 

J if: 

24K gold-plated 

Putters; steel shafts 

Rocker Sole. Pendulum 
shaft. Right or left hand. 

6 N 870C—Wt. 2 lbs..$7.79 

4 Medium Lie. Flange back. 
6 N 871C-Wt.21bs.$7.79 

5 Full Mallet Head. 

6 N 872C-Wt.2 lbs. $7.79 

6 Small Mallet Head. 
6 N 873C-Wt. 2 lbs. $7.79 

(4), (5), (6) right hand only. 

6 N 923.. Pkg. $2.21 
4 Pkgs... . 7.99 

Putt Return only ote 
` 6 N 10981 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... 6.98 

6 N 999-Mat only. Wt. 2 Ibs., 3.98 

| Automatically returns 
putts—even “near misses,” 
Helps perfect your g 
accuracy at home or office 



Solid Walnu 

= s9500 
$9 monthly 

y hand-selected for grain, 
the most perfect w 
Assembled by skilled 

craftsmen, then brought to a deep, 
rich finish. by l-rubbing. Con- 
temporary styling. Sliding doors of 
UAg-in. tempered glass resist break 
ing; lock by led locking 
mechanism, even when lower doors 
are opened. ‘T'wo-door storage com- 
partment; keys es 52-in. guns. 
65x31x1214 in. deep. Guns not incl. 
6 N 10775N—Wt. 90 Ibs. $95.00 

a conce: 

Pistol Cabinet 
Fine-grained walnut, 
lees to a rich, 

finish. Displays 
up to eight pistols; 16 
pistol hooks. Key lock. 
Mounts on wall with 
2 wall screws. (includ- 
ed). 2934x2114x6 inch- 
es deep. Guns not in- 
cluded. 

Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. 
6 N 10714N..$29.50 

Maple or walnut-finished hardwood 

p $6750 ae :4950 
$7 monthly $5 monthly 

2 Crafted of soli 'dwood, top to bottom. Crystal clear 

Vie-inch sliding glass doors automatically lock as you lock 
storage drawer, Safety 5-tumbler lock; keys. Felt-lined barrel 

racks and stock pits. Takes 52-inch guns. Guns not included. 

8-gun Cabinets. 6214x31x10 in, deep. Shpg. wt. 91 Ibs. 
6 N 10725N-- Maple finish (shown) $67.50 

6 N 10724N —Walnut finish . 67.50 

6-gun Cabinets. 621x24x10 in. deep. Shpg. wt. 66 lbs. 

6 N 10654N— Maple finish $49.50 
6 N 10611 N— Walnut finish 49.50 

Walnut-veneer or fruitwood-finish 

Carefully built in the fine furniture tradition . . 

your choice oi walnut or fruitwood-finished 
rdwood. Cabinets have veneer tops, backs, base 

tops. *46-in. sliding glass doors and single drawers 
lock separai Felt-lined barrel racks, 
stock pits. T -in. guns. Guns not included 

8-gun Cobinets. 65x31x1214-in. deep. Wt. 90 Ibs. 

6 N 10755N— Fruitwood-finish (shown).$79.50 

6 N 10753N —Walnut. . 89.50 

». Wt. 80 Ibs. 
. -$69.50 

79.50 

6-gun Cabinets. 65x28x1214 in. de 
6 N 10756N— Fruitwood- 
6 N 10754N—Walnut 

SHIPPING NOTE: All gun cobinels this poge 
sent freight (roil or truck) or express 

| 

bese ens 



Convertibles adapt from table to floor ie 
Geogro Globe. absorbs D 

lere view d Hote: Momtiog etapa tren GIRT hoe 
model by ing walnut-finish hardwood post to round metal 
base. Brass-fini: ‘matic assi swings any area of map 
into closer view. Scale: 500 miles to inch. Includes “St of the 
Globe" and “Story of the Moon” booklets. Height of table model 
2054 inches; floor model 3734 inches, 
3N1179L—Shipping weight 14 pounds... . . «$19.97 

12-inch Relief Globe. Mounting adapts from table to floor 
model by adding walnut-finished hardwood post to Danish 

style base. Gyro-matic assembly. Includes “Story of the Globe” 
and “Story of the Moon” booklets, distance finder, magnifying 
glass. Height, table model, 16 in.; floor model, 34 in. 
3N1177C—Shipping weight 9 pounds............... $13.44 

12-in. Comprehensive Globe 

Countries, ocean di 
Greatly detailed with all place names 
in sharply legible type. Semi-meridian 
and base with durable satin-gold-color 
finish. Meridian numbered in degrees 
and miles. Includes Vols. 1 and 2 of 
ay of Mr, World” narrated by 

Thomas, Jr.; 30-minute sound- 
and-story recording on two 7-in. 3314- 
rpm records. “Story of Globe” book- 
let. Ht. 16 in. 
3N1176C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.. . $8.97 

in 12 colors. 

How and Why Science Kit s399 

Educator-approved books answer 
questions about science. Titles: 

Weather, Rocks and Minerals, Chem- 
istry, Magnets and Magnetism, Stars, 
Electricity, Planets and Interplane- 
tary Travel, Science Experiments. Ea. 
48 pgs. Includes magnifying glass and 
wrist compass, 
3 N 1540—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. Kit $3.99 

Photography Lab helps you build a complete 
darkroom . . enlarge pictures, make contact prints 

Start your child off to a lifetime hobby. He builds enlarger and 
slide projector himself. Enlarger expands 35mm shots to prints 
up to 8x10 inches. 35mm projector has twin condensing lenses and 
140-watt projection lamp. Contact print frame takes negatives 
up to 319x414 in. Set also includes three 5x7-in. plastic developing 
trays, neon safe light, tray thermometer, film clips, developing 
chemicals, printing and enlarging paper, handbook. 4x5x9-inch 
metal projector converts to enlarger. For 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. UL listed cord and socket. 
3N6860— Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces........ Set $9.98 

BUY IT THE EASY WAY. . ORDER BY PHONE 

m—————— 

“Explore” the earth 
with Sears Globes 
Non-glare panorama matte 
finish on globes makes 
map detail easier to read 

stereoscope 
` Magnify 3-D aerial 
photographs of famous 
land features 2.2 times 

:|[95 

Look at some of the interesting 
and dramatic features of volcanoes, 
glaciers, mountain peaks, canyons, 
and other physical as well as man- 
made structures in revealing 3- 
dimension. 12 different photo- 
graphs are correlated to location 
on globe; each has description on 
reverse side. Durable raised relief 
surface cleans easily. Brass finish. 
calibrated semi-meridian, Danish 
style base. With "Story of Globe” 
booklet, clear plastic distance 
finder, stereoscope kit, tray for 
holding photographs and instruc- 
tion sheet. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds, 
3N11786..........5.- $11.95 

3 Insects. Basic field and home equip- 
ment for the young naturalist. 

Nylon butterfly net, magnifier, forceps 
and 124-page book about insects. 
3.N1512—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz..Kit $1.77 

4 Chemistry. Test tubes, testing can- 
dle, plastic funnel, harmless chemi- 

cals, 100-page experiment book. 
3N1510—Wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. Kit $2.47 

5 Archaeology. Includes clay and 
tablet materials; ancient language 

number wheel; counting rope, section 
of Rosetta Stone replica; compressed 
pigment block; sealing wax, stone 
types of ancient times, 100-page book. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. 
SN1509............... Kit $2.47 

Golden Adventure Kits build interest 
in science with fascinating experiments as 

Low [7 ingect 

The Human Mind. Safe science ex- 
periments to explore functions of 

human mind—test areas, aptitudes, 
optical illustrations, sound direction, 
skin sensitivity, memory selectivity, 
auto-suggestion, learning experiences, 
muscular coordination. 100-page book. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
3N1508............... Kit $2.47 

Includes materials for leaf 
printing, casting, collecting; picture 

guide book and album; gold-color, red 
and green printing inks; forceps; 
brushes; leaf printing paper, casting 
plaster, leaf stencils. 
3N1514—Wt.2 lbs. 7 oz. Kit $2.47 

zs. [Bears] 427 
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Stever? 

REVERSIBLE ~ 
MAGNETIC _ 

CHALK BOARD 
109 teaching pieces 

include letters, 
numbers, symbols 

even script 

"oup 

232eeesss 

:[[89 

Plenty of room and all the basics youngsters need. They can have spelling 
bees, count-and-do elementary math problems—even learn script—on their 
own brightly colored board. Big 24x36-inch size. Polyethylene enclosed mag. 
nets “stick” symbols to metal board. Reverses to green chalkboard. Chalk, 
chalk tray and full-size eraser included. Zinc-chromate tubular-steel stand 
Partly assembled. 
79 N 16085L—Shipping weight 14 pounds f $11.89 

3549 

Big 109-piece Magnetic Board 

reverses to wipe-off crayon side 
Magnetic Picture—Chalkboard 

» . trace, copy, arrange in scenes Capital and small letters, numbers and math 
signs . . all youngsters need to learn the 3 R's. 
For more advanced pupils, 10 extra vowels 
and 10 extra co nts are included. 20x 
23-in. metal board. Polyethylene enclosed 
magnets hold symbols to board. Reverses to 
write or draw with crayons. Eraser included. 
79 N 1621C— Shipping weight 5 Ibs...$5.49 

28 people, animals and familiar objects can 
be moved around to make hundreds of dif. 
ferent scenes. Chalk and eraser incl. so child 
can add to: scene or copy shapes. Polyethy- 
lene enclosed magnets. Metal board, 15x20 in. 
49 N 51035 —Shipping wt. 2 1bs..... $2.89 

A daring escape. . 
a treasure hunt . . 

FUN TUNNEL 
72-inch size 108-inch size 

$744 s888 

A wonderfully imaginative fabric tunnel . . a 
hideaway, a tent, a clubhouse. Play your 
favorite games chase 'n tag indoors or out. 
Cotton fabric colorful Jungle Book char- 
acters covers 24-inch diameter hoops . . collapses 
quickly to an easy-to-store 2-inch thickness. 
Hoops are strong tempered spring steel. 

72-inch size. 

Electric Peg-a-Lite 

lets you color with 

lights on pictures 

n with light. Just 
put one of the colored pictures on 
the light box and pop in colored 
pegs one at a time . . or create your 
own Peg-a-Lite designs. Set includes 
approximately 400 pegs plus 3 dif 
ferent picture cards. Uses one 15- 

79 N 4706L — Shipping weight 5 pounds. $7.44 
108-inch size. 
79 N 4722L —Shipping weight 7 pounds. 8.88. 

m——— 

watt light bulb, not included. On-off 
Switch. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c 
AC. 15x10x¢ in. 
49 N 16103—Wt. 3 Ibs. Set $4.88 
Set of 12 extra Picture Cards. 
49 N 16105—Wt. 10 oz.. Set 89c 



Spyder styling with the total- 

look of matching color spokes, 

junior bucket seat, scoop fenders 

$3 5% 

Regular bicycle-type head and seat post let 
you convert this bike to a regular Spyder 
when he's ready. Chrome-plated fenders and 
Spyderlook handlebars, Positive action 
coaster brake in rear hub. Training wheels. 
Fully pneumatic 20x1.75-inch tires. Boy's 
magenta, girl's blue. 
6 C 47622N—Boys' 6 C 47632N 
Shipping weight 42 pounds.......... 

SANTA'S ANSWER . 

.. this 16-inch Spyder-style Convertabike 
When your boy has outgrown it, just remove center bar 

and it becomes a girl's bike for his little sister 

Just imagine the glow in your child's eyes when in rear hub. Semi-pneumatic 16x154-inch redline 
he sees this bike under the tree Christmas tires, Training wheels. Frame is a tangy lime- 
morning. It’s got real sports-bike styling. High- green color. Leg reach adjusts from 19 to 23 
rise handlebars, silver glitter junior saddle and — inches. Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
chrome-plated fenders. Sure-action coaster brake — 6 C 47866L—Shipping weight 30 pounds.. .$27.95 

Convertabike 

with scooped 

sport fenders 

C s Now $ 95 
ut I only 

A great buy at our Big Book price of $30.95. 
After he's learned to ride, he can hand it down 
to his sister, Remove center tank to convert to 
girls’ bike. Sporty white vinyl-covered saddle 
with red trim to match the red frame. Coaster 
brake in rear hub. 20x1.75-inch blackwall 
tires are semi-pneumatic. Leg reach 21 to 24 
inches. Training wheels. 

Look to Sears for 
UNCOMMON VALUE 

6 C 47511N—Shipping wt. 39 Ibs... . ..$29.95 

Rainbow Basket. Yel- Tank-style with motorcycle bars Jet-sweep Tank-style 
Q low, gold, red purple 3 
[| and white color vinyl. Chrome-plated — motorcycle-style handlebars. Has removable-reversible tank. One-piece 
i Wickerestyle Two Flamboyant purple frame, Modern jet-style metal seat and post. Training wheels. Semi- 

straps. Korea Shes: center tank sw lown to convert bike to girls’ pneumatic lóx1*;-inch blackwall tires. Flam- 
sures 93£x6x6}4-in- style. Vinyl covered banana saddle. Coaster brake. boyant magenta frame, white trim. Chrome- 
deep. Wt. 1 ]b. 6 ox. "Training wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. plated handlebars. Coaster brake in rear hub. 
6 C 48488. $149 Shipping weight 37 pounce Shipping weight 30 pounds 
Foll ico Rabo Bes 6 C 47871N eran 6C47816L.... E LIE 

ket. 9x15x9 inches. NOTE: Bikes on these 2 pages sent partially assembled by freight (rail or truck) or express. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

6 C 48489. ......$2.97 Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs $5.55 4985s | | fat. [Sears] 427 
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Haul 9 new cars on 

this big Transport 

$679 

Newly designed 20 in. long 
giant of the turnpikes, so big it 

has 28 rubber-tread wheels and 
9 new automobiles, each 544 
inches long! All are powered 
with friction motors . , just rub. 
the wheels against floor and 
away they go! He'll get a kick 
out of running the cars up and 
down the detachable ramp. 
Cars and transport of rugged 
steel construction. Cab has 
diesel exhaust stack, metal 
ladder and dummy steering 
wheel. Cab detaches easily 
from van. From Japan. Ship- 
ping weight 6 pounds. 

79 N 4275C $679 

16-wheel Wrecker. Powerful friction motor sends 
it roaring down the highways for that rush emer- 

gency job. Hand-operated crane with link chain 
and block hauls “tons” of toy wreckage, just like a 
real wrecker! Rubber wheels. 11 inches long. 
49 N 4272— From Japan. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.....$2.79 

28-whee! Double-deck Livestock Van. That's right 
not one but two decks for hauling livestock to the 

market. Upper and lower rear gates open, too. 
tractor, detachable from trailer. Rubber 
ion motor. 23 inches long. 
From Japan, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs....$3.79 79 N 4283C 

Mountain-Mover Shovel scoops up a ton of imaginary earth in one gulp, 
rotates 360 degrees to swing load to truck. One crank raises and lowers shovel, 
another opens and closes it. Rolls forward and reverse on 16 rubber-treaded 
wheels. Transparent windows. 14 in. high to top of crane. 
49 N 4279—From Japan. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 

28-wheel Hydraulic Dump Truck. Operates just like a real dump truck. Press 

lever, hydraulic-type cylinder engages, raising body to discharge its load. 

$6.98 

Friction motor, solid rubber wheels haul earth from job to job. Diesel-type 
tractor, detachable. 20 inches long. 
79 N 4273C—From Japan. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

me—— —s—ÁÀaá 

28-wheel Long-distance Cargo Van. Doors in rear 
of trailer open , . plenty of room inside to load 

freight. Cab detaches from trailer, has diesel ex- 

haust, ladder, and dummy steering wheel. Rubber 

wheels, Friction motor, 23 inches long. 

79 N A274C—From Japan. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....$3,79 

DN 
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The Blue and the Gray 

Artillery and pistol 
really shoot . . 

bunker actually explodes 

One of the finest, most complete Civil War 

play sets ever created . o keep your 

bunker that “explodes” when hit; ana 
caisson and cannon unit that shoot: 
shooting trench morta nother shooting can- 
non; and a tiny nch bullet 
pistol in authentic Civil War d 

E me 

260 $Q77 
pieces 

Also included are a tremendous array 

Union and 68 Confederate troops, a 

sion;bridg 
es including 4 

other pieces. 3- 
ic. Figures up to 234 in. tall. 

made of plastic. Caps not incl. 
79 N 5929C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs........$877 



Realistic Cowpoke Double Holster 

Extra-wide holster pockets slap against his leather 
chaps . . contour belt supports back on those long 
cattle drives. Black top-grain cowhide. Load 12 
bullets in spinning chamber of 11-in., bronze- 
finished metal 6 shooters. Waist sizes 22-30 in. 

49 N 2653— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 6 az... ... Set $4.97 

Roy Rogers Buckskin Set 

Two 50-shot repeater cap guns in holsters of 

natural buckskin. Leather grips on silvér-color 
guns make this a real "show" set. Die-cast metal 
guns 1014 in. long. Cowhide belt fits 22 to 31-in. 
waist. Not for sale in New York City. 
49 N 2655CG—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz.. . Set $3.97 

Ss 
Get set in seconds! Flip lever back and load bullets in revolving 
chamber, Fire single-shot caps that stick to the 12 play bullets. The 
two 11-inch metal beauties have antique bronze-color finish and bone- 
like grips. Natural-color top-grain cowhide holsters with saddle- 
stitched brown panels. Cowhide belt has steer-head tooling and large 
buckle. Fits 18 to 28-inch waists. Holsters have leather leg ties. 
49 N 2616—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. , Set $3.97 

Guns shoot soft plastic bullets 

Six-shooters fire caps, smoke, shoot plastic bullets. 
Cylinders revolve. Black die-cast metal. 10 in. 
long. 16 plastic bullets, 8 brass bullets. Black 
plastic holsters fit 22 to 31-inch waist. Not for 
sale in N.Y. City or Massachusetts. 

49 N 2682CG— Shpg. wt, 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $477 

Break-barrel Cap Pistols 

Bronze-color die-cast metal pistols fire roll caps, 
814 in. long. Top grain cowhide holsters with 
cross straps . . belt fits 22 to 28 in. waist. 
49 N 2650— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz...Set $2.97 

432 SEARS ra 

Citai Dade scans by cheisivias warsetedinicel com 

Roy Rogers “‘Low-slung” Set 

Holster of top-grain cowhide packs two 8-inch, 
die-cast metal pistols with gleaming silver-color 
finish, bone-like grips. Pistols fire roll caps. Wide 
cowhide belt and buckle fits 20 to 29 in. waist. 
Not for sale in New York City. 
49 N 2710CG—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. Set $2.97 

‘Texas Ranger Holster Set 

Top-grain cowhide holsters have western steer- 
head design. Two 9-inch side-loading guns of 
sturdy die-cast metal in rich bronze-color finish. 
Pistols fire roll caps. Belt fits 22 to 30-inch waist. 
49 N2715—Shipping weight 14 oz. Set $1.97 

NOTE: Caps are not included with ony cap-firing toy. 



l * Water-repellent Youth’s Tents») * 
for real camping = 

Set up quick and easy with outside aluminum fra MES ano 

| S y 

Roomy 9x9 -foot Umbrella Tent. Bright and breezy with zip screen door; ‘reat 
window. Outside-tie storm flap on window. Tie canopy to poles (not incl.) for 

shade or over door for privacy, foul-weather protection. Semi-dry, water-repellent 

wax finish. 6.74-oz. drill top; 6.0-oz. drill walls, floor. Roof eaves 4 ft. corner to corner. 
514-ft. eave height. 7-ft. center height. Sleeps 2. Green color. 
6 N 7889L—Shipping weight 31 pounds. $5.00 monthly....... s.s. Cash $39.98 

Tent case. 3 Frame case. 
6 N 7771—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. . $4.98 6 N 7844—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. 4.79 

Thrifty 7x7-foot Umbrella Tent. Eliminates inner poles, too. Nylon zip-screen 
door, rear window provide breezy cross ventilation, Awning (poles included) 

shades entry, ties to door in stormy weather or for privacy. 6.0-ounce drill top, sides 
and floor repel water, retard mildew, odors. 534-foot center height. 4-ft. eave height. 
Sleeps two. Green color. 7x7-foot base. 
6 N 7716K—Tent only. Shipping weight 21 pounds. $4 monthly. 
(5) 6 N 7773— Tent case. Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 

Cash $24.88 
2.98 

5x7 -foot Pup Tent. Nylon screen door, rear window provide breezy straight-thru 
ventilation. Center-zip fabric door, outside window flap give privacy, foul- 

weather protection. Rugged 6.74-oz. drill wall, 6.0-oz. drill floor retard mildew, 
odors . . dry wax finish repels water. 4-ft. center height. Sleeps 2. Carrying case for 

frame, tent included, 
6 N 7913C—Shipping weight 19 pounds. $4.00 monthly... ....... es. Cash $28.95 

Pup Tent with bugproof floor. Nylon screen door snaps down Camper's Pal. Web pis- Camp Belt. Compass. P 12 Pedometer. Adjusts 
1-qt. aluminum can- to register your 

teen has cover. 10-in. stride. Records hikes up 
knife, sheath. From to 100 miles. Nickel- 

center. Storm flaps tie shut. 6.74-oz. drill top, 6.0-oz. drill floor. 
Dry-wax finish. 734-ft. long (includes 134-ft. triangular rear ex- 
tension). 5 ft. wide. 314 ft. high. Metal D rings set in 2-ply webbing. 

tol belt. Compass. 
Camp knife with fork, 
spoon, bottle and can 
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Stakes, polyethylene ropes included. Green. Sleeps 2. Order case opener, scissors, 2 knife Japan. plated case. Clips to 
(6N7773) above. blades, saw blade, punch, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. belt, clothing. 
6 N 7735C—Shipping weight 12 pounds...............++ $14.47 __ file, screwdriver, corkscrew. — 6 N 7475....... $4.24 Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 

1-quart aluminum can- 6 N7120.......$5.97 
B 537-ft. Wall Tent. Tie-down door flaps. 2 upright poles jointed 

with metal sleeves for easy handling. 2-foot wall height. 5-ft. 
center height. Sleeps two. 6.74-oz. cotton drill. Water-repellent dry- 
wax finish. Guy rope, stakes included. Order case (6N7773) above. 

6 N 7727L—Shipping weight 16 pounds..................$13.97 
FABRIC NOTE: Tent fabrics subject to shrinkage 
due to climatic conditions or to retraction of ten- 
sion applied during manufacturing. 
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teen. Stainless steel axe has 
rubber handle. From Japan. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz. 
6 N7474...... Set $7.62 

Camp Knife only. 
Shipping weight 13 oz. 

6 N7476......... $1.57 

11 3-piece Camp Kit. 
Chrome-plated bow 

saw . . 15-in. blade, 15- 
in. hand axe, 1734-in. 
shovel Leather sheath 
for axe head. Carrying 
case. Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
6 N7185....... $6.95 

1g 5-piece Mess Kit. 
1-qt. aluminum can- 

teen. 7-in. frying pan, 1 
pot with cover, 1 cup 
and 1 sauce pan. From 
Japan, Wt. 2 Ibs. 
6N7105....... $2.99 



SNOWCRUISER 

GUARANTEE 

At no cost to you within 
1 year from sale date, 
Sears will repair or re. 
place (at our option) any 
defective — Snowcruiser 
part, including engine. 

Guaranteed 
one full year 

New at} Scars 

this Season.. 

One-piece Snowcruiser Suits 

give head-to-foot protection 

against wind and snow 

* 15-HP, 2-Cycle Engine © 292-cc displacement $9997 $9797 

* Built-in accelerator pump 

Shell of wind-resistant, water-repellent 
ee CS 00 $43.00 flight satin nylon with wrist-hugging 

Snowcruisét casn monthly elastic cuffs and protective hood, 
Warm, light 5.5 oz. Dacron® polyester 

lining. Giant pockets on legs 
est. Easy to get in and out of 

zip front and leg zippers. Bright red 
color. 

Guaranteed 
1 full year 73500 

$36.00 monthly 

"They're fast . . 2-cycle, air-cooled engine and matched sic State S, M. L or XL when ordering. 
antee il!) . . steel chasis, fiberglass cowl, formed-stecl arctic rubber-and-fiber trac 1e wash, med. ter 
They're smooth, quiet . . leaf i e 14 spring-loa Men's sizes: S(34-36), M(38-40), 
2 drive sprocke ibber vulcanized ilcanized rubber L (42-44), XL (46-48) 
type mufller. They're built for safety l-light with 6 N 8436F—Shpz. wt. 4 lbs., $29.97 

Ishield; chain, belt guards; spring-loaded, har ndbrake; built-in x x 
93 in. long. 32 in. high. 3-in. foam-padded « ver. Recoil starter. Tow Women's sizes: S(8-10), M(12-14), 

L(16-18) 
6N 8437F—Shpz. wt. 3 lbs.. $27.97 10-HP Snowcruiser. All of the above. Tuned car O 15-HP Snowcruiser. All of the above. Built 

buretor. Speeds to 30 MPH. Turquoise body to 40 MPH. Red bo 
seat, Takes 2 a Tools, instruction: nite seat and back rest. Take 
6 N 66001N—Shpg. wt. 305 Ibs. $735.00 Gf 

SHIPPING NOTE 'eight or rail) or express. 328 I > $785.00 n d 

nowshoes. Light ash frame, raw- 
hide lacing. 13x33 in. Supports 175 

to 200 Ibs [6] 
6N 68901C—Wt. 6 lbs .$22.50 

3 Snowcruiser Trailer Tobog- Snowcruiser Cover. 6 Snowcruiser Wheel Kit. Bolts Snowshoe Harness. Full grain 
gon. Hardwood. 6 ft. x 22 in. in. Exact fit. Col chrome- ned leather. 

6N69001N—Wt. 27 Ibs. $38.50 fabric. Perfect protection for à 6N68905—Wt Ilb....... $2.98 

4 Ped. vinyl Snowcruiser. 2 w » Sears 426 
6N69087C 51bs.$6.69 6N 66002—Wt. 4 Ibs $12.44 6N6 
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Our finest ..40 hard-to-find coins 

31944 
Here’s everything you need to start and maintain a fine coin collec- 
tion, Includes lighted coin viewer (battery not incl.) rotograder, 
pocket clip magnifier, marking pen, 12 Whitman coin folders, 100 
self-seal coin holders with storage box, two 6-in. storage boxes, Cash 
For Your Coins book, coin tongs, 5 coin tubes, identification tags, 
coin cleaning kit, Welcome to Coin Collecting book, Let's Collect 

Coins book, Coin Check List,24-pocket coin wallet, and 40 coins (cents). 

3 N 18247—Shipping weight 6 pounds 14 ounces.......... $19.44 

Treasure Hunt Kit 3494 

Includes magnifier, 4 Whitman coin 
folders, 15 holders, Coins are worth 
cash, tongs, 3 tubes, ident. tags, Wel- 
come to Coin Collecting Book, Let's 
Collect Coins, Check List, Coin Grad- 
ing Guide; 1943 P-D-S Lincoln, 1958 
P-D, 1959 P-D Lincoln cents. 
3 N 18252—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz... $4.94 

Presidential Coin Set 

] S:piece silver set was the last 
complete set minted before 

the Coinage Act of 1965 which 
reduced silver in coins. Includes 
Kennedy half dollar, Washington 
quarter, Roosevelt nickel, Jeffer- 
son Dime, Lincoln Penny, With 
display case. 
3 N 18246—Wt. 8 oz.. . . $3.66 

Coin Viewers 

2 Scan-o-matic Electric. Exam- 
ine coins quickly with this 

device. Coins are singly fed. 
moved under lighted magnifier 
for examination, flipped over and 
ejected automatically. 110-120- 
v., 60-c, AC, 

3N18235-Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $9.88 

advanced 

\ Scanette. Giant magnifying 
M lens for examining and grad- 

[3) ing coins, stamps, all other items 
requiring large magnification for 
inspection. Large 2-inch lens fits 

in its own steel tripod stand. 

3 N 18236—Wt. 6 oz.. . . $2.77 

book, 
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Kit s877 

For the beginner or 
collector. 

Modern album has 
25,000 spaces. 1000 
stamp hinges, perfo- 200 
ration gauge, stamp 
tongs, magnifier, 
What Stampis That? 

and 200 all 
different stamps. 
Shipping weight 4 
pounds 4 ounces. 

3 N 18261.. .$8.77 

Super Treasure Chest Kit with 18 coins s|266 

Includes pocket magnifier, 8 Whitman coin folders, 100 coin holders with storage 
box, one 12-inch coin storage box, Cash For Your Coins book, coin tongs, coin 
tubes, identification tags, coin cleaning kit, Welcome to Coin Collecting book, 

Let’s Collect Coins book, Coin Check List, Coin Grading Guide, 18-pocket wallet 
includes 18 hard-to-find coins . . 1943 P-D-S and 1940-5 to 1955-S cents. 
3 N 18248—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces. .... seen $1266 

LETS COLLECT 

Complete Coin Kit $897 
Incl. pocket magnifier, 5 folders, 100 holders with storage box, tongs, 5 tubes, ident. 
tags, cleaning kit, 12-in. storage box. Welcome to Coin Collecting, Let's Collect 
Coins, Coins are Worth Cash, Check List. 15 S" cent mint coins (1940-S to 1955-S). 
3 N 18249—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces......... 2.6.45 $8.97 

Coin Starter Set $288 

Includes coin magnifier, 2 Whitman folders, 
15 coin holders, Coins are Worth Cash book, —— 
tongs, 2 coin tubes, identification tags, Wel-| |... 
come to Coin Collecting book, Coin Check | "s: 
List, Coin Grading Guide; also 1958 P-D |. —— 
and 1959 P-D Lincoln cents. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 
318261... 7 c6 1251 $2.88 

For your collection .. Stamps and Album Kits 

« $497 

For beginning collec- 
tor. World album has 
spaces for 11,000 
stamps. Kit includes 

stamp hinges, 
perforation gauge, 
stamp tongs, magni- 
fier, 100 diff. world 

kit 344 us s|47 

All-different foreign 
stamps. World wide. 
Perfect for the begin- 
ner or as an addition 
to your present collec- 
tion. Pick up your 
phone right now and 

order this one! 

Economical Family of 
Nations album has 
spaces for over 5,000 
stamps. Kit includes 
200 stamp hinges, 
stamp perforation 

gauge, magnifier, 100 
all different world 

stamps, 100 world stamps and 100 World Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
Flag stamps. Flag stamps. Great for 200 Stamps. 

Shipping weight beginner. Shipping 3 N 18258-Set $1.47 
3 pounds 8 ounces. weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 500 Stamps. 
3N18256...$4.97 3N18255..... $2.44 3 N 18259-Set $2.37 
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Carry-a-Tune .. portable one-man band 

Crank it . . clank it . . drum it 
thump it. . bump it. Tots have lots of fun 

learning to play music with Carry-a-Tune 
Includes drum and drum stick, guitar, xylo- 

phone, mallet and three-note whistle pump 
organ. Or relax and play the wind-up music 
box. 13 inches long. Plastic and metal 

49 N 4543— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. ..$4.19 

MUSICAL KIDDIE BARN 
A Sears exclusive with a herd $ 99 
of whimsical barnyard animals 

Lovable, storybook-look animals 
The musical silo ha: 

«rank is turned. And the silo folds inside the "barnyard" when 
you want to take barn anc 
vinyl and plastic closes to about 9x7x7 inche: 

animals with you. Carry « 

“roam” around this little barn. 
» imported music box that plays when band 

molded plastic animals are imported from Hong Kong 
49 N 44162—Shipping we 

Musical Activity Box . . 8 things to do 

strum it.. Q A world of activities in one compact unit to 
keep a tot busy. Telephone has dial and bell 

that rings . . hand crank turns to make marbles 
climb and drop 
flower plays tune 
in windshield as wheel is turned . . mirror door 
and counting discs, Plastic, metal. 1334 in. long. 
49 N 44191—Shipping weight 2 Ibs... $4.99 

color wheel whirls . . musical 
car bounces past scenery 

Fisher-Price Toys play musical favorites . . show moving pictures 

3 2-tne TV. Plays, shows 2 
stories on 7-inch screen . . 

"London Bridge" and "Ro 
Row Your Boat." Can't o 
wind. Plastic, wood. 10x9 in. 
high. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. 

49 N 5312 $3.97 
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Pocket Radios. Wood case, 
plastic speaker. Music box 
plays as scenes pass "screen." 
Can't overwind, 434 in. high. 
Wt. each 9 oz. 
4 “Twinkle, Little Star’ 

49 N 5313. . Each $1.94 

5 "Where's Li'l Dog Gone" 
49 N 44185. Each $1.94 

G Movie Comera. Press trig- 
ger . . "This Old Man” 

plays as 8 slides on removable 
disc revolve in viewer. Hinged 
side door opens for storing the 
5 discs. Lens on top changes 
colors. Plastic, About 6x3x7 
in. high, Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 44063... ...... $4.38 

e barn of 

h. Hand-painted, 

pound 12 ounce $3.99 

Listen and 

watch 

Dennis 
play the i 1 
xylophone 

Dennis the ome unsuspected 
talent. Just press the switch and watch a 
he plays that all-time child's favorite, “Londor 
Bridge is Falling Down.” Mallet in his hane 
actually strike } the xylophone 

Metal xylophone t wire arms, cotton 
hes, V head and hanc 1x91 

high. From Japa « batteries, orde 
bel 

weight 2 It $4.86 

D" Botteries. Package of 
49 N 4660—Shipping weight 8 oz...) 38c 



Injection molded 
bucket seat has 
built-in reflectors 

Built-in rear hock 

absorbers for a real 

custom look 

Speed- 
ometer 
combines 
tachome- 

ter and 

mileage 
meter 

40 MPH. Shows miles 

6 C 48803—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

6 C 48804 —Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 

1 Larger sweephand show: 

Sporty 

whee 

straight 
strip 

SHIPPING NOTE: 

s speeds up to 
up to 9999.9. 

For 20-inch bikes. From Japan. 
4 oz.....$6.29 

For 24, 26-inch bikes. From Japan. 
4 oz. 

2 Bronco Spyder Backrest. Has built-in 
shock absorbers. Dazzlingly chrome- 

plated with a large red safety retlector. 
Gives your bike the look and excitement 
of a motorcycle. 24 inches high. 
6 C 49143C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs........$4.79 

For a complete 

of Christmas bi 

428 [Sears] "i^ 
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20-inch single-speed 
Spyder with coaster brake 

Move into the winners' circle. 
Scooped fenders, glitter grips and 

matching magenta glitter bucket 
banana seat. Flamboyant magenta 
frame. Rims, handlebars, hubs, 
sprocket and fenders all chrome- 
platea. 20x2.125-in. cheater slick 
rear, 20x1.75-in. front tire. 

6 C 47765N—W t. 45 Ib: $39.66 

The parking brake 
. e it back 
and do your thing 

20-416 
Dragster-styled with 

Single-speed with mag 
rear wheel like the 

ones you see on nitro 
burning dragsters 

$ 95 
cash 

Those dragsters you've seen look like 
hot cars, and when they lay rubber, 
you know they are. To give you the 
same excitement, Sears built this 
Screamer from the ground up. We 
started off with the exclusive mag 

wheel. Then we added a cheater slick 
rear tire that puts more rubber on the 
road, and a mini 16-inch front wheel 
The low slung aerodynamic frame has 
powergrip highrise handlebars. Safety 
"stick" controlled caliper rear brake 
also equipped with a reliable Bendix 
coaster brake in the rear hub. 

The flamboyant two-tone paint 
job is a tasty lime with green. 23 
to 28-inch leg reach. 

Shipping weight 48 pounds. 
6 C 47729N . $68.95 

me e bein 

Sears Has a 
Credit Plan 

to Suit 
Your Needs 
SEE BIG BOOK OR ASK 
FOR DETAILS 

20-inch single-speed Spyder with 
comfortable, fully padded backrest 

4 Bendix coaster brake in rear hub plus front 
safety handbrake. Power chain guard, scooped 

fenders, handlebars, hubs and sprocket all chrome- 
plated. Glitter grips. Flamboyant magenta frame 
and seat. 20x2. n. rear and 20x n. front 
tire. 23 to 28-inch leg reach. 
6 C 47672N—Shipping weight 47 lbs.. 
Padded Backrest only. Silver color gl 
6 C 49142C—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 



Sensational Shootin' Shell Fast-Draw Set 
"Plug the Bad Man" before he gets his iron smokin'! You set outlaw's 
arm in motion, then try to draw and shoot Fanner Gun before outlaw 
can fire. If hit is scored, the outlaw's arm stops. Metal mechanism 
controls target arm speed and firing. Fanner Gun shoots Shootin' 
Shell cartridges with plastic bullet noses . . you can shoot with rapid 
fanning action or single shots. 

Set includes 9-in. Fanner Gun; black, Dura-hide plastic holster 
and belt adjustable to 34 in., loaded with play bullets; 6 Shootin’ 
Shell cartridges; 12 bullet noses; 18-in. target that's easy to put up. 
79 N 2676C—Shipping weight 5 pounds ^ Set $7.44 
49 N 2702—Outlaw Target only, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. . 377 

Ric-O-Shay . . the gun that talks! Cannon-size 13-inch cap 
pistol makes ricocheting whine when fired. Chrome-plated 

beauty has revolving cylinder, side action loading. Burned-in 
design on top grain cowhide holster. Fits 22-30-in. waists. 
49 N 2738—Single gun, holster set. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. .$5.89 

[zi 

2] Texas Ranger Double Holster Set. Two 50-shot nickel- 
plated repeating action cap pistols plus embossed top grain 

cowhide holsters at a low, low price. 9-inch guns have simu- 
lated ivory grips. 6 play bullets on belt. 
49 N 2743—Fits 22-30-in. waists. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

32.89 
$2.89 

[3] Quick Draw McGraw Set shoots rubber-suction darts. Fan 
the noise'll stupify 'em! Brand new action the hammer, pull trigger or fire automatically by pulling 
principle . . automatically and simul. cord (entire holster raises up and shoots dart!). 9-in. gun and taneously fires a double row of caps. Busi- holster are plastic. 5 rubber-suction darts included. 
ness end is rugged die-cast metal, grip is — 49 N 2779— Fits 22-30-in. waists. Shpg. wt. 10 oz... 
detailed ivory-type plastic. 9 inches long. : : ub * See tela lacie blat 7] Miniature Wagon Train Set for 14-pint hombres. Includes 

à — 50-shot 27-in. rifle, lever-ring action and single-shot die-cast AO NSN CEDEUNUIBIDUS OREI 5289" eel All shod eure PORI wud sal tea her bolt 
79 N 2747C—Fits 18 to 25-in. waists. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 2740— Double Holster Set only. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

Big Bang Six Shooter. Even if you miss, 

$179 

-$1.89 
89c 426 SEARS sso 
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Holster Sets 
[5) Texas Ranger Set. Big 30-in. lever-cocking 

rifle loads, ejects shells fires caps with 
realistic high power bullet z-i-n-g! 11-in., bullet 
loading, revolving cylinder cap pistols are nickel 
plated, have simulated ivory grips. Tough plas 
tic rifle has metal firing mechanism. 12 play 
bullets. Deep-tooled top grain cowhide holster 
with leather leg ties. Fits 22-30-in. waists. 
79 N2764C—Shpg. wt. 6 I . Set $7.44 
79 N2814C— Rifle only. As described above. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds: ........- $4.89 

fanciest Bonanza Set. Just about the 
shootin’ irons alive! Twirl 'em aroun: . 

note that antique-bronze color finish and simu- 
lated bone handles . . and those top grain cow- 
hide holsters with their deep cordovan color and 
shiny gold color trim! Yessir, they're beauts! 

Repeating action pistols shoot 50-cap roll (not 

ind.) Chambers revolve, hold 6 play bullets. 
11 in. long. Leg ties. Fits 22-30-in. waists. 
49 N 2755—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs $5.89 

7] Wagon Train Set. Two cartridge-loading, 
revolving-chamber cap pistols . . fanning or 

trigger action. 11-inch guns are nickel plated, 
have simulated ivory grips. Richly embossed 
holster is top grain cowhide, has 6 play bullets 
on belt. Leather leg ties for fast draws. Fits 

-30-inch waists, 
49 N 2748—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $4.89 

Black Holster Set. Top grain black cowhide 
holster richly decorated with silver colored 

metal conchas and horse head medallions. 12 
play bullets on belt, leather leg ties. Two 50- 
shot repeating action cap pistols have revolving 

cylinders, gleaming western bronze finish and 
simulated bone grips. Fits 22-30-inch waists. 
49 N 2744— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... .$3.89 

Maverick Cross Draw Set. For 14-pints. If 
you miss with the six-gun, you still have the 

hidden derringer, Die-cast pistol is 934 in., 
50-shot repeater. Bullet loading derringer is 
only 3 in. long. Both shoot caps. Leather hol- 
ster. Holster belt fits 16-22-inch waists. 
49 N 2726—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $1.85 

Maverick Single Holster Set. 11-inch re- 
volving cylinder pistol holds 6 play bullets, 

shoots caps. Nickel plated with simulated ivory 
grips. Top grain holster carries a dozen play 
bullets, is rich, deep cordovan color. Leather 
leg tie. Holster belt fits 22-30-in. waists. 
49 N 2727—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8:02. ..$2.89 

King of the Cowboy Kids! 

Roy Rogers Set. Two 834-inch, 50-shot re. 
peater cap pistols with break-barrel action, 

nickel plated metal and simulated ivory grips. 
Top grain cowhide holsters in natural and black. 
Lacing, embossed RR brand and leather leg 
ties. Holster belt fits 19-28-inch waists. 
49 N 2745—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $2.89 

Roy Rogers Double Hip Sling Set. Holsters 
hang low for those speedy draws. Top gr: 

cowhide decorated with silver colored s 
heads and studs, leather leg ties. Two 9-inch, 
50-shot repeater cap pistols have break-barrel 
action, shiny nickel plated barrels and simu- 
lated walnut grips. 6 play bullets in belt. Holster 
belt fits 0-inch waists 
49 N 2746—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 

[5] 

$3.89 

[i3] Roy's Best Set. He's mighty proud of these 
— super shooters with their bullet loading re- 
volving cylinders and 50-cap repeater action. 
Biued metal barrels and simulated ivory grips 
add to the good looks. 11 inches long. Black and 
natural holsters are top grain cowhide, have 

leather laced trim, embossed RR brand and 
leather leg ties. 3 play bullets. Holster belt fits 
22-30-inch waist sizes. 

49 N2749— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. ++ $482 



Amy COMBAT SET 

Fire rockets, launch Bomarc missile, 
even fly the helicopter 

150 pieces $598 

Young generals will find just about everything in 
this set to train a modern army. Exciting action 
pieces include a Bomarc launcher with missile; a 
rocket firing jet airplane with 6 rockets; a launching 
pad that fires 3 “long range" rockets; a flying heli- 
copter and its launching platform; and a shell-shooting 
howitzer with 6 shells, Includes 32 soldiers, 32 ‘ines, 
11 airmen, 8 sailors, steel headquarters building, tank, 
half-track, landing craft, field gun, pontoon bridge and 
many other accessories. 
79 N 5939C—3-dimensional plastic. Shpg. wt. S Ibs..$5.98 

FORT APACHE 

Cannon shoots shells, tiny pistol 
shoots cap bullets 

150 pieces $59" 

The famous cavalry outpost comes alive as the supply 
wagon is ambushed by fierce Indian braves. Troops 
man the blockhouses, stockade walls and lookout tower. 
Set features shell shooting cannon and 3-in. bullet 
shooting cap pistol. Steel headquarters building is 12 
in. high. Includes 20 cavalrymen, 30 Indians, 7 horses, 
tepee and over 60 other pieces. Play shells and bullets 
are plastic. Caps not incl. 

79 N 5915C—3-dimensional plastic. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs..$5.97 

NOTE: Pieces in sets on both pages may vary slightly 
but you will receive total number of pieces stated. 
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BEN HUR races his chariot 132 $7798 

. . Gladiators fight in arena! pieces 

The great Roman Empire in the days of Ben Hur and Caesar unfolds before your cyes in 
colorful, historically accurate detail, You'll relive the famous chariot race and the heroic 
fights between gladiators and beasts in the great amphitheater. You'll sce the Slave Mart 
and Bazaar, the center of Roman life, where prisoners were chained and sold and where 
all sorts of foods and goods were sold under the canopy covered stalls. Includes a catapult 
that really works; 66 men, 4 chariots, each with 4 horses, harness and driver; galleries 
and amphitheater (about 34 in. over-all); tent of Roman nobles; many other pi 
79 N 5985L—3-dimensional plastic. Shipping weight 5 pounds... 

THE ALAMO .. fire miniature 110 $598 
shells from five cannon . . pieces 

True-to-life reproduction sets the scene just like you saw it on TV and in the movies. 
Metal fortress is realistically detailed from fighting platform walls to swinging gate and 
covers an area of about 32x21 inches. Includes 30 Texas frontiersmen; 36 soldiers; 5 shooting 
cannon with plastic shells; 9 horses in action poses; accessories such as trees, cactus, flag, A 

flagpole, assault ladders, well, etc. Soldiers 2x i 
79 N 5976C—3-dimensional plastic. Wt. 5 Ibs.........- ....$598 Iss SEARS 429 

P. 



Gun Set . . shoots plastic bullets 

Shoots caps, plastic bullets at same time. Cylinder revolves 
with each shot. 10-in. blued-color die-cast metal gun. 
Plastic holster, 8 plastic bullets, Belt fits 22 to 30-in. waists. 
Not for sale in New York City or Mass. 
49 N 2680CG— Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. Set $2.97 

“Bonanza” Cap-firing Set 

Stand-out, fall-away style holster with “hip-sling” belt. 
California cowhide. Horse head concha. 11}4-in. die-cast 
metal break-barrel gun; bronze-color, Revolving cylinder 
fires single round caps. Belt fits 22 to 30-inch waists. 
49 N 2646— Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces... .. Set $2.97 

50-shot Repeater Set with Spurs x 

Whip gun into play from right or left side . . fire roll caps 
50 times without a reload, Cowhide holster has wrap-around 
sleeves for fastest draws. Western buckle, 3 play bullets in 
dip. 84-inch Texas Ranger gun with break-barrel action; 
bronze-color die-cast metal, Authentic-look die-cast metal 
spurs, "The belt fits 22 to 30-inch waists, 
49 N 2643-—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. ... Set $1.97 

Miniature Set 

Roy Rogers Cowhide Double 
Holster Set. Sized for little 
buckaroos, two 6}4-inch metal 
guns look like big brother's 
larger pistols. Repeating action 
fires single-shot caps. 16-21-in. 
waists. 
49 N 2736—NWt. 14 oz, Set $179 

NOTE: Cops not included 
with any cop-firing gun 

Caltuiob page cune by peii co nisetedimcal oni 

Texas Ranger Set 

Pistol and Rifle Set with plas- 
tic spurs. 9-inch die-cast metal 
side-loader pistol, bronze-color 
and 27-inch saddle rifle with 
automatic flip action. Plastic 
holster, 2-tone belt, 6 plastic 
bullets. Both guns fire roll 
caps. Belt fits 22 to 30-inch 
waists. 
79 N 2761 C- Wt. 2 Ibs. Set $1.97 

^ $497 

Western Marshal's Outfit 
Rapid-fire Ring Rifle, 
Remington 6-shooter, 
tiny 50-shot Derringer 

Be prepared for any type gun-play . . carry 3 guns! 
Flip up ring rifle for long-range duels. Fast-draw 
a Remington 6-shooter in shootouts or ambush. 
Or whip out tiny derringer if trapped. 

All 3 look like real shootin’ irons. 32-inch steel- 
barrel rifle with nickel-plated metal working parts. 
Western engravings on plastic stock and forepiece. 

Fires 250 caps in rolls. 11-inch die-cast metal pis- 
tol feels like a real Remington. Loads with 6 metal 
play bullets, fires caps. Revolving cylinder. Top 
grain leather holster, leg tie. Contour shape 
belt. Fits 22 to 30-inch waists. 4-inch chrome- 
plated metal derringer in leather holster. Fires 50 
caps. White plastic grips with panther design. Not 
for sale in New York City. 
79 N 2693CG—Shipping weight S Ibs... . . Set $4.99 

A 

Buffalo Hunter Set . . shoots plastic bullets 

Mattel's lever-action 26-in. Winchester rifle ejects shells. 9-in. 
"Fanner" pistol. Both shoot caps or shells. Rawhide holster, belt, 
scabbard, flexible knife. Belt fits 25 to 34-in. waists. 9 cartridges; 
30 bullet noses. Not for sale in New York City or Mass. 
79 N 2681CG—Shipping weight 3 pounds. Set $5.44 

3-gun Ranger Set with Spurs $999 

If bandits get a Texas Ranger's pistol, he reaches for hideaway 
derringer and gets his man. 34-inch 50-shot cap-shooting saddle 
rifle with automatic lever action; high impact plastic. 10-inch 
cap-shooting pistol of die-cast metal has break barrel. All look 
like "Old-West" equipment. Bronze-color metal derringer. Top- 
grain cowhide holster, Fits 20 to 30-in. waists. 

/ 79 N 2689C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set $3.99 

Winchester Frontier Set $399 

Mattel's “‘Shootin’ Shell" 26-in. lever-action rifle ejects shells. 
11-inch Fanner-50 pistol. Both fire caps. Plastic holster fits up to 
28-inch waists. 2 cartridges and 6 soft, plastic bullet noses. Not 
for sale in New York City. 
79 N 2644CG— Shipping weight 3 pounds. Set $3.99 
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Adult and Junior Sleeping Bags 

1 Adult. Roomy 33x75-inch fin- 
ished size gives you plenty of 

room to stretch out, sleep in com- 
fort. Zip 2 bags together for double. 
2 air-mattress pockets, Weather- 
stripped 100-inch Talon® zipper. 
Water-repellent dark green cover. 
Gold-color Sani-Gard cotton lining 

resists mildew, odors. Carrying case. 

3-Ibs. Vycron polyester insulation. 
6 N 8235—Wt. 7 Ibs. 8 oz. $15.88 

6-Ibs. Astralite olefin insulation. 
6 N 8302L—Wt. 12 lbs. $17.93 

Gasoline Stove. 1 filling cooks 
2 days’ meals. 2-quart pan. 

6 N 7213—Wt. 4 lbs. $11.79 

Heat Drum for above. Heats 
tents, duck blinds, etc. 

6 N 7220—Wt. 1 Ib. $1.79 

Knapsack. Water-repellent cot 
ton duck. Pocket. Shoulder 

straps. 153x123x534 in. Space for 
lots of equipment. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
6 N7298.. $2.17 

Cutsioa pade scans by ceisinas mediniai Gom 

Junior. Specially propor 
tioned for youths. Roomy 

33x67-inch finished size. 2 lbs. 
of Estron® acetate insulation 
for plenty of warmth. Water- 
repellent cotton broadcloth 

r. Weather-stripped 32. 
inch aluminum zipper. Vinyl 
bottom protects bag and zip- 

per from cold, damp ground 
Rolls and ties for carrying, 
storage. Olive color. 

Shpg. wt. 5 pounds. 
6N8237......... 

co" 

$6.99 

G Haversack: Rugged cotton 
duck repels water. Adjust- 

able shoulder straps. Outside 
pocket. 17x15x6%{-inch size. 
Olive drab color. From Japan. 

Shpg. wt, 1 Ib. 10 oz 
6N7288. $3.39 

Kerosene Lantern. A 
“must” for campers. Burns 

up to 12 hours on 1 filling 
Red-enameled steel, bail han- 
dle. From West Germany. 
6 N7107—Wt. 1 Ib....$1.29 

Army-type Tent, Great for make- 
believe war games. 6}4x4-ft. 10-in. 
base. 41¢-foot height. 12x18-inch 
flag. Tough cotton sheeting. Poles, 
ropes and stakes included. Blue. 
6 N 7736C—Wt. 81bs......$9.75 

Water-repellent Pup Tent. 6.0- 
oz. cotton drill. Jointed wood 
extension poles. 5x7-foot base. 
3 ft. 3 im. high. Stakes, ropes 
incl. Sleeps 2. Green. 
6N7714—Wt.71bs, 802.. .$6.88 

Water-repellent Umbrella Tent. Heavy 6.74-oz. cotton drill. Nylon seened 
rear window with storm flap. Canopy ties over door. Jointed wood center 
pole. Folding wire eave frame. Stakes, poles, ropes included. 7x7-foot base. 

for pitching inside, wire stakes, 
ropes for outside. Poles included. 
Awning. Cotton sheeting, 4x6-ft. 
base. 4 ft. high. Yellow and red color. 
6 N 7745C—Wt. 4 Ibs... . $4.97 

Water-repellent Umbrella Tent, Awn- 
ing. Wire frame with jointed wood 
center pole. Cotton sheeting. 7x7-ft. 
base. 214x234-ft. eave. S-foot center 
height. Stakes, ropes. Light green. 
6N 7758C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs.. ..$8.23 

234x2%-ft. eave. 514-ft. center height. Sleeps 2. Green. 
6N7757L—Shipping weight 16 pounds . E -$12.95 

SEE PAGE 258 rows, SEARS 433 



Dear Customer: 

We recommend that you own a toboggan—ir you: 
(1) are Secretly envious Of kids on Sleds, 
(2) reminisce about 
your favorite hill 
Way back when, 
(3) are tired of 
around the house 
all winter, or 

(4) just like t : 9 do thi with your family. P 

Sitting 

Our Finest Toboggan 
Professional styling with rugged 7-slat 

hardwood strip construction for superb 

toboggan performance 

maw s| 579 

Full 17-in. width gives better seating comfort, 
greater stability. 3 full-length raised runners for 
optimum control, speed. 4 natural slats of select 
hardwood. Chained hood. Durable double finish: 
sealed, stained plus tough varnish overcoat. Rust- 
proof hardware, Heavy-duty plastic hand-rail 
rope. Tow rings. 
6 N 69055N—S-ft. size (3 riders). Wt, 15 Ibs, $15.79 
6 N 69056N—36-ft. size (4 riders), Wt. 17 Ibs. 18.49 
6 N 69058N—8-ft. size (6 riders), Wt. 21 Ibs. 22.98 

INSULATED 
INNERWEAR 

Warmth without weight 

Nylon shell and 6-ounce fiberfill 

insulation keeps body heat where 

it belongs . . next to you. 

So this winter, do yourself a 

warm favor—wear one 

Our price for both Economy Hardwood 3|279 Aluminum $779 Toboggan ¢279 

JACKET AND PANTS Pi Toboggans SA size Toboggans sf sizo ads oft. size 
] Standard 15-in. width. 4 natural slats of select 3 Toboggan Pads. Comfortable 1}4-in. foam core. 

hardwood with 2 outer raised runners. Cotton Heavy-gauge, embossed, low-temperature vinyl s888 

Perfect for sports (both participant and 
spectator) or outside work. 90% acrylic 
fiberfill, 10% other fibers, fights the bite 
of freezing temperatures. Soft cotton 
liner. Action-cut pattern with cotton 
flex-knit collar, cuffs. Overnight drip- 
dry (mach, wash med. temp.) Olive 
green color. Snap closures. 

Sizes: S(34-36); M(38-40), L(42-44), 
or XL(46-48). Stale S, M, L, or XL. 
6 N 8717F—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..... $8.88 

mv — 

rope hand-rails. Durable double finish. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
6 N 69005N—5-ft. size (3 riders). Wt. 14 Ibs... $1279 
6 N 69006N—6-ft. size (4 riders), Wt. 16 Ibs.... 1549 
6 N 69007 N—7-ft. size (5 riders). Wt. 18 lbs... 1749 

2 Polished aluminum construction . . fast, sturdy, 
ci 4 raised runners. Full-length rope 

hand rails. Tow rope incl. From Canada. 
5-ft, length. 14 in. wide. 

7-ft. length. 15!4 in. wide. 
6 N 69027N—Shipping weight 19 Ibe.......... $1279 

. resists cracking. Electrically sealed seams. Red 
with black trim . . reversible for longer wear. Wipes 
clean with damp cloth. Wide webbed fastening 
tapes. 14 in. wide. 
3V5-ft. size. Fits 5-ft. toboggan. 
6 N69075C— Shipping weight 1 Ib............ $3.79 
AV-ft. size. Fits 6-ft. toboggan. 
6 N 69076C— Shipping weight 2 Ibs........... $4.39 
5YA-ft. size. -ft. toboggan. 
6N 69077 C— Shipping weight 2 Ibs............ $4.89 
6V5-ft. size. Fits 8-ft. toboggans. 
6 N 69078C— Shipping weight 2 Ibs............. $539 

Shipping Note: Toboggans sent 
freight (Iruck or rail) or express. » [Sears] 427 



5-FOOT SKI SET 
Quick release bindings 

fit boots, overshoes 

8:849 ius 

Exceptionally fine quality at 
this price. Sleekly styled and 
satin gloss enameled to sweep 
young skiers down slopes. Fine 
No. 1 hardwood, black with con- 
trasting color stripes. Grooved 
bottoms for smooth tracking. 

Steel harness with adjustable 
toe piece and leather straps. 2- 
color lacquered wood poles with 
snow rings and plastic grips. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 N 2461L. ,.........$8.49 

Lift front throw lever to release binding. 
Tension control is adjustable. 

4'-FOOT SKI SET 

T For ages 6 to 10. Select 
hardwood skis, blue en- 

ameled. Adjustable steel 
foot harness. Two 40-inch 
wood poles with plastic 
snow rings included. 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
[2] 79 N 2465L....... $5.89 
89 

33 4-FOOT SKI SET 

2 For ages 5 to 9. Red- 
finished hardwood. Ad- 

justable spring and strap 
harness. Two 36-inch lac- 
quered wood poles incl. 

Shipping weight 6 lbs, 
79 N 2469C...... $3.89 

SNURFER 
Surf in the snow. . 
balance as you go 

3 Whip down that hill! 
Shift weight over keel 

and use plastic rope to 
balance and steer. 7-ply 
wood. Yellow-and-black 
striped enamel finish. 4 feet. 
long, 7 inches wide. Ages 
4 to 12. Wt. 6 lbs. 
79 N 8301C. ..... $6.99 

SKI SCOOTER 

Whiz down slopes . . 
steer as you go! 

=>) 4 Ski without poles, whip 
a down hills. Rust-resist- 

ant handlebar shaft helps 
you balance . . moves back 
and forth full 140°. Foot 
pad on hardwood platform. 
Red. 48 inches long. Partly 
assembled. 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 N 8307C...... $7.99 

Citai pace scuns by deisimasnmiselediwical com 

Save this, 
Catalog: wes 

You'll have this 

extensive selection 
all year around 

So you can shop at 

home for. . 

* Birthday gifts, treats 

+ Party prizes, favors 

* Grab bag presents 

* Get-well gifts 

* Replacement parts 

* Refills, accessories 

September 

^. October 

November 
- 

You can order TOYS 

on pages 433 to 609 

from now until 

AUGUST 1,1968 

| Augus  —— 

Sears has ki 2 Nal ie 

YEAR 'ROUND TOYS qt? 
for Boys and Girls aac 

And remember, you can buy anything Sears sells 

on credit with No Money Down. And with a 

Sears Credit Card, you can phone your order— 

just say ‘‘Charge It''. See pages 284 and 286 

r [Bears] 429 



Talking Disney Toys 

say 8 phrases 

3466 

See 'n Say Toys make 

fine talk 'n teach pals 

3573 

Teach tots alphabet, animal Mickey Mouse and Donald 
sounds, more. Set dial, pull Duck move their eyes as 
ring and hear them "talk". they talk. All you do is 
Plastic, 1024x214 in. thick. — pull the string on the over. 

A size head. Arms are of 
The Farmer Says; Names; - bendable plastic. . rest of sounds of 12 animals figure made of hi-impact 

A9.N4508-Wt. 21b5$5.73.— riy ey rene plastic. Each 7 
The Bee Says. 26 letters, — in. long. Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz 
pictures and words 

49 N 4509-Wt. 2 1bs.55.73 
Disneyland. Hear 12 char- 
acters say funny things. 

49N45865-Wt. 2 1bs.$5.73 

4| Mickey Mouse. 
49 N 44098... $4.66 

5 Donold Duck. 

49 N 44099 4.66 

Disney characters (3,4,5) € Walt Disney Productions 

Barking Dog Bank 3466 thout 
batterie Dog snatches coin, retreats 

Just put any coin into the slot in front of his house 

and watch Rover go wild. He barks loudly, then 
springs out of his house, takes your coin and drops 
it into the secret bank for safekeeping. Stur 
plastic, 7 inches long. From Japan. Uses 2 “ 
batteries, order one package below 
49 N 1665—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . $4.66 
49N4665-"C"'Batteries.Pkg.(2). Wt. 4 oz.Pkg.38c 

Sitios pani scans by cheisimasmuaseleciudcH conn 

Says 11 lengthy phrases 
Soft and cuddly as a pillow 

Mattel's TALK-A-FUN Phone s499 
Look no further, nobody sells it but Sears 

This cute and huggable telephone is just 
the thing for the smart little tyke who 
is just learning to talk. He can use it 
as a pillow or carry on a “conversation” 
with it. Just pull the magic talking ring 
and hear it say eleven of the cutest things 

Record player that helps preschoolers 
to learn to “read” by themselves 

My Books That Talk 
Only Sears has this s944 
complete 5-book set without 

battery 
Put book on player, turn page, 
press talk button, record 
plays. 16-page books are fully 
illustrated, type spaced for 
child reading. At end of each 
2 pages player stops . . child 
turns page, presses talk but- 
ton to re-start. Includes 
adapter for use with any 45- 
rpm record. Plastic, 12x9x3 
in. high. Synthetic sapphire 
needle. Uses 1 “D” battery, 
order 1 pkg. below. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 44189.... $9.44 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 N 4660. Package 38c 

a telephone ever said . . such as, "Oops! T 
guess the line is busy." Cloth-covered 
body is stuffed with cotton. Hand unit 
lifts off. Measures about 8x6x5 inches 
high overall 
49 N 44069—Wt. I Ib. 12 of... $4.99 

TALKING EA» 
BLOCKS 

Just squeeze and Ec? EA 
each block makes ç? up. 
the sound of the et Uk 

animal pictured 

5349 

Please your pet loving 
preschooler with big 
blocks he can squeeze to 
hear sounds imitating 5 
familiar animals. Plastic- 
coated corrugated paper. 
board is really sturdy . 
and easy to keep clean 
Blocks can be stacked up 
to nearly 3 feet high, 
arranged into sha 
his own 
range from 5!4 to 8 inches 

square. All nest for com- 
pact storage. Shipping 
weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 4439 $3.49 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

You can order toys 

on pages 433-605 
from now until 

July 30, 1969 



Screamer Spyders 
big wheel in back, mini-wheel in front 

AS SEEN IN 
+ LOOK «LIFE - BOYS'LIFE 

Injection molded seat 
has built-in side, rear 
reflectors 

Butterfly 

and go 

| brake 

Built-in coil-spring 

shocks in rear and dual 
rear handbrakes 

20-inch 3-speed with new 
"sissy" backbar 

Modern backbar has up-to-the-minute 
styling. This mover has a sporty stick 
shift with 34, 51 and 68 gear ratios. 
Black and silver quilted Spyder seat. 
Chrome-plated rims, handlebars and 
trim, 20x1.75-in. cheater slick rear 
tire and 20x1%4-in. front tire. Spyder- 
style scooped fenders. Flamboyant 
green color, So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

6 C 47682N—Shpg. wt. 45 Ibs. .$49 95 

‘Satin’ Dabs scans by chisinas nusetecindea com 

bars . . grab hold 

5-speed 
with safety parking 

.. boss, man 

handle- 

stick shift 

20-inch with 3-speed with the new 
big wheel that's really boss 

Dazzling metallic flake wheel and column. 
Fast shifting 3-speed sport console has 34, 51 
and 68 gear ratios . . an unbeatable combina- 
tion. Also has the new button-styles vinyl 
accenting on top of “sissy” backbar. 

20x1.25-in. cheater slick rear and 20x144-in, 
front tire. Flamboyant red 
6 C 47736N—Shipping wt. 45 lbs... . . $58.95 

The Wheel. (Not shown.) Charcoal glitter. 
Silver-color insets on spokes. Standard stem. 
6 C 48964—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz........$9.89 

5-speed with torsion spring 

front suspension to smooth 

out bumps in the roughest roads 

"S5 

This is our wide-tired, low slung, honest-to-drag- 
racing bike. The big 20x2.125-in. cheater slick 
rear tire puts more rubber on the road for scream- 
ing starts. Mini 16-in. front wheel for speed. 
Smooth action derailleur gear system has 34 to 69 
gear ratio range. Slip it through the gears and 
hills seem to flatten out . . straighta seem 
like downhill, Butterfly handlebars have gold- 
color racer-style wrapping for a real custom touch. 

Chrome-plated fenders, handlebars, chain guard 
and backbar. Flamboyant yellow with red frame. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

Shipping weight 48 Ibs.......$78 95 

20-inch 5-speed has fully padded 
backbar and smooth derailleur shift 

Real comfort on this flamboyant blue beauty thanks 
to the padded backrest and quilted bucket banana 
seat. 5-on-the-floor stick shift with 34 to 69 gear 
ratio range. Smooth shifting because derailleur gear 
system actually derails chain from one sprocket to 
another. Cheater slick 20x2.125-in. redline rear tire 
for traction and 20x1.75-in. front for speed. Front 
and rear handbrakes for increased safety. 
6 C 47692N—Shipping weight 48 pounds.. . .. .$59.95 

sono [Sears] 429 



Big Rifle Set with Double Holster aa. 

qu 

WAGON 
TRAIN 

3489 

pina 

MAVERICK 

sawoiss SEARS 42 

m— 



likea 
Fighter, leaves 
trail of smoke 

$389 
Without batteries. 

Rotor, props revolve . . 
landing gear retracts 

$596 us, 

2 feet long . . 
À [3] sounds like a Jet 

$997 m 

(4) $698 
Without batterie 



PA Ding 
Rifle shoots bullets of light at moving electronic bull's eye 

that lights up and rings bell when target is hit 

\VEMENEE’S Electronic 
Rifle Range 

$1344 Rd 

Authentic-looking 35-in. full-size rifle with adjustable telescopic- 
like sight. Big 16-in. target 20 in. high. Operates on 6 “D” bat- 
teries (not included, order at right below). Score cards included. 
Rifle uses 9-volt transistor battery, order below. 
79 N 26214 —Shipping weight 7 pounds 
79 N 6417M—9-volt transistor battery. Ship; 

You can reduce opening 
of bull's eye for all 
degrees of skill 

DICK TRACY 

Electronic Target Game 

Silent ray gun shoots burst 
of light at revolving target 

24-in. revolving cardboard target is 17 inghes high and has 
colorful pictures of Dick Tracy TV villains: Flattop, Mum- 

5, The Mole, Bee-Bee Ey The Retouchables and many 
s. A hit in any of the 6 target sounds a buzzer and 

automatically advances score register. Has electronic photo- 
cell bulls-e; rget revolves 6 to 10 times for each game. 
Speed is adjustable. Partly assembled. Operates on 4 “D” 
batteries (not included, order below). 

79 N 2716C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

" Batteries for both games above. 
79 N 4660—Shipping weight 4 oz Each 16c...4 for 60c 

Moving Target 

Shooting Game 

$799 Exciting 
Games 

Ball toss 

Bullseye hit 
rings bell 

Wheel turns like 
o! real gallery 

Ducks fall when hit 
pull string to reset 

Plenty of action for the entire family. 
25-inch pump-action rifle shoots 3 small 
plastic balls (incl). 434-ft. corrugated 
fiberboard gallery has 6-target revolv- 
ing wheel powered by 4-minute clock 
spring motor; swinging, bell-ringing 
bullseye; 3 falling-duck targets. Wheel 
targets reset automatically when hit. 
Easy to assemble. 
79 N 2751L—Shpg. wt. 13 ths. 434 SEARS arcana. $2799 

Ditag pae scans by dieisihiatniselediical Com 

Own your own Popeye Carnival. Set up the big 26x14x59-inch 
high sturdy corrugated fiberboard booth. Be the best barker 
on the midway. Sell tickets to the 3 exciting games . . hit 
"em, hoop 'em and bang 'em. Award prizes to the lucky win- 
ners. Set includes plastic pistol with 3 darts, 4 balls, 4 plastic 
rings, discs and targets. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 343C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ......... s seeeee $549 
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Looks just like 

a high-powered gun 

Pump Action Repeater slams out BB's $1350 

as fast as you can pump and fire 

Here's your chance to get the “feel” of a high-powered model while learning the safe 
way to handle and fire a gun. This repeater has adjustable rear step sights and under- 
barrel magazine, just like a real gun. Holds 45 BB's. Cross-bolt safety, take-down 
barrel. BB supply included. 
6 N 1921L—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ......... cec $13.50 

One quick “push-pull” on sliding 
barrel loads BB and cocks gun 

1 Has the big-rifle look with Monte Carlo hardwood stock and 
blued steel barrel. Rear sights adjust for windage and elevation. 

High impact for BB gun. Holds 22 BB's. 35-in. barrel. 
6 N 10294C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. ....... m $10.97 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Pellet guns not sold to minors. Pellet, 88 guns 
ond pistols not sold in Chicago, New Hampshire or New Jersey. In 
Pennsylvania, certificate to verify age is required on any rifle purchase. 

Spittin’ image of gun that won the West 

Lever Action "94". Buckhorn adjustable rear sight. Side- 
loading port takes 40 BB's. Lever-action loading. Hammer 

safety. Plastic stock. With BB's and oil. 38 inches long. 
6 N 1912C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ...... Me en $10.49 

Famous Sears BB Rifles . . by Daisy 

Pump-type. Keeps the action right at eye level. You can 
keep rifle shouldered as you pump-fire at target. Chamber 

holds up to 50 shots on 1 filling. Adjustable rear sights help you 
bead in accurately at any range. Sliding pump action feeds new 
BB, cocks gun. With BB supply, oil. 

6 N 10276C—Shipping weight 4 pounds................ $8.74 

4 50-shot Lever Action. The cowboy's companion. He could 
control the reins with one hand and pump-fire with the other. 

One quick snap of the lever cocks and loads rifle. Holds up to 50 
shots for fast and furious firing. Rear sights adjust for distance. 
BB supply, oil included. 
6 N 1903C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $7.45 

5 Thrifty Lever Action. Pour in a whole tube of BB's at a time. 
Actually holds 350 BB's for one walloping long time of target 

or can plinking. Fires fast with lever cocking action. Tilt rifle for 
new BB. With BB supply and oil. 
6 N 1920C— Shipping weight 2 pounds.............-.++- $5.49 

.22-caliber Pellet Rifle and Scope 

6 Develop accuracy by target shooting—without shelling out a 
small fortune for ammunition or power tubes. 6 quick hand 

pumps will send a .22 pellet along at 453 feet per second . . gives 
34-inch groupings at 25 feet. 4-power scope; achromatic lenses. 
Windage and elevation adjustments. 

6 N 1919C2—Shipping weight 7 pounds............. $27.95 

T] -22-cal, Pellets. Can of 500. Lead. For all pellet guns. 
6 N 1907—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz........... Can $1.85 

8 CO: Powerlets. Box of 10—for Sears or Crosman COs guns. 

6 N 1906—Shipping weight 13 ounces. . ..Box $1.75 

Extra BB's. Standard size. Pkg. of 4 tubes (about 800 BB's). 

6 N 10306—Shipping weight 1 pound...........Pkg. 38c 



Figure Skates with durable, nylon-stitched Nauga- 
lon$ VINYL UPPERS . . resist water, never need 

polish, wipe clean in seconds 

$766 

The comfort of snug, soft vinyl uppers, foam-cushioned tongue, arch- 
supporting counter and steel shank plus the convenience of minimum 
care to keep them looking neat. Hardened and tempe! d zinc-plated 
steel blades. Composition rubber sole. Double needle stitched backstay 

Women's. White. B (medium) width. Full sizes 4 to 9. State si: 
6 N 10301F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces. EP 
Men's, Black. D (medium) width. Full sizes 4 to 10. State size. 
6 N 10201F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces. 

How To Order Ice Skates: 
street shoe size or if foot is wider than average, order next larger size. C ̂ hildren. 

air $7.66 

Pair 7.66 

Even at this price, you get the warmth of flannel linings 

plus foam insulation throughout—also in tongue. 

Women's Skates have decorative cuff. 

3998 

Full height with flared top; 2-piece shaped tongue. Reinforced toe, Cush- 

ioned insulated innersole, composition rubber outsole. Long arch-supporting 

counter with steel shank. Zinc-plated, hardened and tempered steel blades. 

Women's. White, with fluffy Dynel® modacrylic cuff that looks like fur. 
B (medium) width, full sizes 4 to 10. State size. 

6 N 10305F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. Pair$9.98 
Men's. Black. D (medium) width, full sizes 4 to 12. State size. 
6 N 10205F—Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces. Pair 9.98 

Adults'—if foot is medium width, order regular street shoe size; for 4 
if child wears full 

size street shoe, order next larger full size skate; for 34 size shoe, order 114 size larger skate 

Youth Figure 

3698 

ment active youngster: 

High-cut uppers with 
for comfort, control. 

Skates 

Cotton flannel lined, foam 
insulated for warmth. Soft 
vinyl Naugalon® uppers are 
water resistant, easy to wipe 

clean, nylon stitched 

Built to withstand all the punish- 
s can give. 
flared top 
Insulated, 

flannel lined tongue; steel shank; 
composition rubber soles. Zinc- 
plated steel blades have figure 
teeth. Wt. 3 Ibs. State full size. 

Girls. White. Full sizes 11 to 3. 
" 6 N 10138F .Pair $6.98 

EA Boys’. Black. Full sizes 12 to 3. 
428 [Sears] orcoxw ——— 6 N 10128F ......... Pair $6.98 

Citai pae scans by didaa maledice com 

Beginners' Skates 

No sharp points. . blades are 
rounded both frontand back. 
Naugalon® Vinyl uppers are 
water-resistant, foam-insu- 

lated, wipe clean quickly 

3439 

Skates for a good start! Designed 
for quick development of skill on 
ice. Foam insulation provides ex- 
tra warmth and cushioned com- 
fort. Plaid flannel lining; composi- 
tion rubber sole; reinforced toe. 
Zinc-plated steel blades. 

State full size 10 to 13, 1 to 3. 
6 N 10131F—Girls’. White 
6 N 10121F—Boys’. Black with 

Brown trim (hockey style) 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs..... Pair $4.39 



he flashing fun of 

SS 

Sears 
FLYING ARROW 
Sleds 
Varnished hardwood sled tops - £ » 1 

to resist weather . . PLUS ` : 
^m fety : Tow Rope 48-inch 6-inch 

+ Full-sweep safe! runners ol H 

high-carbon steel It takes just a 99« s999 [499 
» Smooth sanded hardwood rails touch to turn 
and enameled steel parts Sears FINEST SLEDS 

Scoot along speedily on a dependable jı New at Sears 
Sears sled. All steel parts are bright red Sharp-looking, long-lasting chrome- Exciting 
enameled to resist rust. The high-carbon plated steering bar and side rails 
steel runners are grooved for fast going. NC A Zippee 

Order the handy tow rope below. Buy You'll get extra speed from the special alloy S Bobber® 
it the easy way—order by phone. steel runners . . extra-quick steering with fly- no-Do 

ing wedge steering bar. Vinyl grips. Bright 
Catalog | Length | Steel | Wr. chrome-plating on bar, front, tubular steel 997 
ne. [amass ine Fo side rails. Varnished hardwood top really 

79 N 8337L lasts, resists weather. Order tow rope at 
left for convenience. 

Catalog Tength | Steel | Wt. | Price 
ns Number __| inches | knees | Ibs. |_ each 

79 N 8333C|.. 79 N 83431 |.. 14.99 
* Per postal regulations 79 N 8342L 13.49 

] Polyethylene Tow Rope. 9 fect long. 79 N 8341L | : j 12.99 
49 N 8329—Shpg. wt. 3 oz....99c 79 N 8340L |..48..|..4..|..10..| 9.99 SSS 

Combines the glide and slide of bobsledding, tobogganing 
Safety Sled Guard for tots and skiing for a hilariously fun downhill ride. Rider sits on 

hardwood seat and steers with handlebars and foot pressure 
5999 on runners. Sturdy chrome-plated steel bars and supports, 

colorful bar streamers, 18-in, steel runners. 45 in. long. 

Take baby along for some sledding fun, give 79 N 8309C— Shipping weight 12 pounds. <... »:.« $9.97 
him a real treat. Converts any sled to a 
fun-filled baby sleigh, 
Wood sides, slatted back. Attaches easily 

with strong metal clamps. 
49 N 8325—Shpg. wt, 2 Ibs. 6 oz.. . $2.99 

Tough Toboggans 
of polyethylene 

Baby Sled 'n Stroller 

treats tots to snow rides 

3999 

The perfect winter stroller. Take 
baby for sledding fun . . move lever 

1499 1599 

and presto. . a stroller. Easy 
on Mom when it starts to snow. Styled after wooden models, but easier to care for (no wax- 
Sturdy and comfortable. 31 inches ing needed). Bright red color, Wood seating cleats, safety 
long. Varnished hardwood top, grip rope. Hardwood runners, Rugged, sturdy linear-poly- 
red-enameled steel frame. Long ethylene resists breakage, 
tubular steel handle. 79 N 8311L—3-foo! model. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. $4.99 
79 N 8313L—Wt. 13 lbs. $9.99 79 N 8310L—4-foot model. Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 5.99 

CGutsiod ade scans by didaa maidine con 



Peg and Play Activity Desk 

adjusts to "grow" with your toddler 

Musical Crib Toys 
to coax à smile from Baby 

3479 

Crib Mobile. Rayon plush birds flutter 
Only at s899 slowly as wind-up music box plays sooth 

v Sears ing melody. Metal support attaches to crib. 

| 
Plastic birdhouse conceals music bóx 

Desk can be adjusted horizontally to hold a tiny tot . . moved further from scat as child grow 49 N 4635—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.79 

Hinged chalkboard desk top lifts to reveal pegboard surface with 18 plastic peg forms in fruit and 9 Crib Gym. A tug on center ring starts 

vegetable shapes that fit together, stack. Area below chalkboard also makes a good storage area Pull rings suspend from adjusta. 

for pegs, eraser and chalk, Desk constructed of strong tubular aluminum and hardboard, plastic ble held bar. Wood and. plastic 

desk bottom, canvas seat. 24}4x144x1514 in. high 49 N 4422 — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5« $3.89 

79 N 16106C — Shipping weight 7 Ibs, $8.99 

I 

A -. 
L4 

Musical 

Busy Box 

Filled with ten 

intriguing Dancing Bear 

gadgets Roly-Poly Chime Ball and Pop Beads bobs and spins 

3588 33 89 « $39 

Fascinating activities for infants and Sealed roly-poly has hidden chime mechanism, Just wind him up and watch him dance! 

toddlers, Doors open, dials click, wheel and jolly little hobby horse a an inside pla He's soft anc ily, with a shuflling ac 

spins . . all to the tune of delightful tic bubble. Rolls, floats, break-resistant—634-in. tion. Beige and brown plush, about 7 inches 

music, Made of sturdy plastic, it's m. Snap lock beads are squeezable, washable, high. Wind-up key. From Japan. 

non-toxic, no loose parts. Attaches ak-resistant polyethylene—134-in. diam. (too 49 N 44153—Shpg, wt. 9 oz $2.39 

easily to playpen or crib. About 14x12 big to swallov hen linked. w). Full 48 in. long 

inches high 49 N 44159 —Shpe b. 

49 N 4523—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. .$5.88 
Non-musica! Busy Box. 
49 N 4498—Wt. 2 ibs. 3 oz 4.49 

oz.. Set $3.89 Order by phone . . it's the easy way 

[88 
10 wood Nesting Blocks 

Stack up to 33 inches high " » 

.. all nest into the largest o - ; 

block for storage after play s ` 
1 N 

s299 Be : 
Big and husky, perfect for teaching ^ 
coordination. Build with them, stack Sound 'n Action Blocks Stack-up 8 Fun-nee-Men 

them. Decorated with Walt I Plastic blocks 234 inches square teach co Acrobatic figures in 3-D . , they stack, they 

cartoon characters; colorful, nom ordination as tot has fun. Floating ball for ^ balance, they do acrobatics, Interlocking 

toxic. Blocks are 514 to 1-inch square, spinning, handle for twisting, insert rings, — plastic, you can make them perform all 

fit neatly one inside the other. From sliding door, dial and bells inside sorts of exciting tumbling acts, strong man 

West Germany. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 7 oz 49 N 4542-6 Blocks, Wt. 2Ibs.. Set $1.98 pyramids or balance feats 

49 N 4638 Set $2.99 49 N.4676 12 Blocks. Wt.4lbs. Set 3.69. 49 N 44152 Shpg. wt. 11b... Set $1.88 

438 [Sears ] ex 
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WINNER 
of the ‘‘Musical Chairs" game 

Now you're eligible to get a 

$5 DISCOUNT 
on an order from this Catalog placed through 

November 3, 1969. See special insert under 

front cover for details 

spring-action lock 

just right for beginner 
10. Lock releases with 
flip. 
Rust-r ant steel runners. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

Ice Skates 

For tiny b 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz 

SKI-SKATES with $69 

Learn to balance before you ski, 
and have fun at the same time . 

4to 

simple 
style shoe or boot. 

inches long with adjustable strap. 

49 C 29244.......... . $5.69 

Adjustable Shoe-top $29» 

ners. Shoe-top 
double-runner skates give him a 
comfortable fit . . and really last. 
Cadmium-plated steel runners, 
Plastic tops with laces. Ages 2 to 7. 

49 C 29243..... . +» $2.99 

Fiber Glass Ski Sets 
Skis never need waxing . . always stay slick 

Lift front throw lever to release binding. 
Tension control is adjustable, 

5-foot Set with quick-release 
binding that fits any 

boots or overshoes 

$99?» 

Exceptionally fine quality at this low price. 
Sleekly styled and molded of fiber glass just 
like professional models. Taper and camber 
are molded in permanently for smooth 
tracking . . will not warp or bend out of 
shape. In handsome black color. All-steel 
harness has adjustable front throw and 
sturdy cable. 40-inch wood ski poles have 
plastic grips and snow rings. Buy it the easy 
way . . order by phone. 
79 C 2924L—Shipping wt. 11 Ibs... . . .$9.99 

4V5-foot Ski Set 

1 For ages 6 to 10. Molded 
fiber glass will not warp 

or bend. Yellow. Adj, 
steel foot harness. Two 
40-in. wood poles, plastic 

[gj Snow rings. Wt. 9 Ibs 
[é]  79C29241L.........$6.69 

) 542? 

4-foot Ski Set 

5 to 9. Molded 
fiber gl will not bend 

or warp. Ac 

and strap harness, Red. 
Two 36-inch long lacquered 
wood poles 
79629242C-W t. 6 Ibs. $4.39 

Scars Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs 
SEE BIG BOOK OR ASK FOR DETAILS. 

Save this Catalog 
Y ou can order Toys on pages 433 to 611 

from now until JULY 30, 1970 

You'll want toys year round for: 

* Birth Jay gifts œ Party fa 

onal outdoor equipm 

acement parts « Refills e Ac 

ors and prizes 

430 [Sears] -rcou 

Cutiod sace scans by chuisinias ssetecindcal. com 

e Rainy day g: 

sories 

Shop the way that's quick and easy for you: 

pages 257 to 259 for number to call. 

order blank in this book. 

he Catalog Sales Office r 

m Dg 



ELECTRONIC <> 
SHOOTING nanet 

New Ray Gun Shoots Light at Electronic Missile $999 

Intercept the motorized ballistic missile! 
When beam of light from ray gun contacts 
electric eye on missile, buzzer sounds and hit is 
automatically recorded. Just plug in to AC 
outlet to activate missile inside clear plastic 

]] Shell-ejecting Machine 
Gun. No caps or batteries 

needed. Cock by pulling back 
bolt and pressing button. Ma- 
chine gun noise is heard . . 
shells eject. Durable plastic. 
Detachable tripod. 23 in. long. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
79 N2901C..... i. $1.89 

[d 428 sears iro 

Tabi page scans by diaaa maena 

up to 20 feet; 

32.99 

activate shell, drop it 
its way to the Pillbox. 
like a real field piece. 

Secret Rifle Cap Gun. 
Slight pull turns compact 

gun into rapid-fire rifle. 
Shoots 8 to 10 shots each 
cocking . . ejects shells, Plas- 
tic body. Chrome-plated 

metal parts. 8 metal shells. 
32 in. long open. 
49 N 2777—NWt. Slbs...$1179. 

bubble. Electric space gun shoots accurately 
2 batteries included. 16x18-inch 

space map background pictures planets, stars, 
etc. High impact plastic. 
49N2768-UL approved. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... $9.99 

cad 

60mm. Trench Mortar Set 

Shell the enemy Pillbox and watch it “explode.” Just 
line up the mortar on target, “lob” a shell or two for 
range . . then zero in and blast away! To fire, simply 

into muzzle and z-0-o-m, it's on 
Trench mortar looks and shoots 

Includes big exploding Pillbox, range computer and 
2 soft-nosed shells. 18 in. long. 
49 N2767—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 14 oz...... $2.99 

[3] Flying Commando Burp 
Gun With Shell Ejector. 

Pull back the bolt, pull the 
trigger . . hear "Rat-tat-tat" 
sound of a real Burp gun . . 
shells eject. Fire one or a 
volley. High impact plastic. 
19 in. long. 8 shells included. 
49N2899- Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..$1.89 

Famous Mattel Guns 

4] Buffalo Hunter Set. For long range firing there's the 
famous Shootin' Shell Winchester rifle, with realistic 

lever-action, shell ejection and secret trigger for rapid fire. 
Shoots caps and shootin' shells. For showdowns, he uses the 
famous Fanner pistol that loads six Shootin' Shells for rapid 
fanning or single shots. Complete with Rawhide leather 

holster and belt. Scabbard with flexible plastic hunting 
knife, 9 Shootin’ Shell cartridges, 30 plastic bullet noses and 
target. Belt fits waists 24 to 34 in. 
79 N 2681 C—Rifle 26 in. long. Pistol 9 in. Wt. 3 lbs... .$5.99 
79 N 2794C—Winchester Rifle only, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 249 

[5] Overland Stage Set. Sure to start any young trigger 
finger itching. Both the authentic Shootin' Shell Colt 

6-shooter rifle and .45 pistol have revolving cylinders for 
rapid fanning or single shot firing. Cartridge ejector makes 
unloading easy. Rifle 31 in. long with metal barrel, plastic 
stock. Pistol 11 in. long with stag horn handle. With 12 
Shootin’ Shells, 48 plastic bullet noses. Adjustable holster 
of tough Dura-hide plastic, fits waists to 33 in. 
79N2684C-Shipping weight 4 lbs.. Complete set $8.99 
79N2808C-Colt 6-shooter Rifle only. Wt. 2 Ibs... 3.99 
49N271 5 Pistol Double Holster Set. Wt. 4 lbs, 6 oz. 7.99 

49N2712-.45 Pistol Single Holster Set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... 579 

49N2793-.45 Pistol Only. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 349 

6] Shootin’ Shell Gunfighter Double Holster Set, Two 
Fanner pistols—cylinders revolve, barrels smoke. Dura- 

hide plastic holsters—washable, won’t tear or crack, 12 
Shootin’ Shells, 24 plastic noses. Belt fits waists to 33 in. 
49 N 2708— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. Color black $5.99 

49 N 2704— Single Holster. Wt. 2 Ibs. Color brown 3.99 
49 N2923— Shootin’ Shell Pistol only. Wt. 14 oz. 249 

Indian Scout Rifle, Bandolier-Scabbard and Holster 
Set. A real “one-two” western punch. Shootin’ Shell 

rifle is authentic replica of rolling block rifle used in the old 
West. Shootin’ Shell Fanner Pistol comes with fast-draw 
cowhide holster with western lacing. Leather bullet pouch 
with plenty of Shootin’ Shell cartridges and plastic bullet 
noses. Holster belt fits waists to 3. 
79 N 2685C—Rifle 2914 in. Pistol 9 in. Wt. 4 Ibs... . Set $7.44 
79 N 2897 C—Scout Rifle only. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs....... 249 
49 N2879— Single Holster Set as above. Wt. 3 Ibs...... 5.69 

(8) Shootin’ Shell Derringer Buckle Gun. Looks like a 
Western Buckle but with an outward push of the 

stomach, a derringer flips out and shoots a play bullet. 
Adjustable leather western-tooled belt . . fits waists 22 
to 32 inches. 
49 N 2875—Shipping weight 14 oz........... 0.0000: $2.22 

9] Snub-nose Shootin’ Shell .38 with Shoulder Holster. 
Famous detective's revolver of die-cast metal. With 

Private-eye snap draw holster of Dura-hide plastic. Has ad- 
justable back strap and contoured yoke strap. Metal badge 
and I.D. card. 6 cartridges and 12 plastic bullet noses. 
49 N 2677—7-in. pistol, target. Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz...$2.99 

TV Heroes' Sidepieces 

Colt .45 Double Holster Set, The famous pistol that 
settled the West. Set includes two 17-in. Colt bullet- 

loading revolving cylinder pistols of die-cast metal. Top 
grain cowhide low-slung holsters in natural leather color. 
Metal play bullets. Belt fits waists 22-30 in. 
79 N 2758C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs...,.. - Set $11.88 
49 N 2739—As above but 1 pistol, holster. Wt. 4 Ibs.... 5.98 
49 N 2626— Colt .45 only. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz......... 479 

[m] "Wanted Dead or Alive" Carbine Set. Just like sawed- 
off Carbine used by Josh Randall on TV. Rugged 

molded plastic with simulated wood stock. With metal cap 
mechanism and cocking lever; ejects shells. Metal hook on 
side of gun latches onto plastic holster. Gun 20 in, long. 
With 8 plastic bullet noses. ““©Four-Star-Malcolm.” 
49 N 2872—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... $3.99 

fig] Johnny Yuma's Scattergun and Holster Set. Scattergun 

has 2 triggers, fires 2 rolls of caps separately or together. 
Made of high-impact plastic. Break-barrel loading. Black 
top grain leather holster with 50 shot revolving cylinder cap 
gun. Belt with 6 metal bullets. Fits waists 18 to 28 in. 
49 N 2816— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. Set $5.88 
49 N 2782—21.in. Scattergun only. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 2.89 
49 N 2784— Single Holster and Pistol. Wt. 1 Ib. S oz... 3.89 

"Charge It” if you wish . . see page 295 



Pilots . . man your Planes 

[I] Jet Fighter rarin’ for action. Scale replica runs forward 
at the push of a lever . . air intake lights off and on. 

Automatically stops, makes realistic jet noise as exhaust 
smoke pours from engine, then zooms off again. Nose wheels 
adjust for direction. Colorfully decorated steel. Order 2 
“D” batteries listed in panel below. 

49 N 4257M—1134 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. . .$3.89 

[7 Vertical Liner. Latest in air travel. Operates automa- 
tically! Press lever . . jet rotors revolve, slowly at first, 

then faster . . twin props kick in and rev up to top speed. 
Plane runs forward for “take off” as landing gear retracts. 
At end of run, wheels lower for "landing", props and rotors 
slow to stop. Illuminated cockpit. Nose wheel adjusts for 
direction. Rotors fold vertically. Enameled steel. Sold only 
at Sears. Order 2 “D” batteries in panel below. 

49 N 4281 M—1834 inches long. Shipping weight 3 tbs...$5.96 

3] Jet Liner. Sleek, super sonic giant of the air makes jet 
noise as it runs forward for “take off". Electrical beam 

in nose cone. Press lever, door opens and hostess appears 
at ramp. Press lever again, hostess goes in and passengers 

appear seated. Friction motor. Enameled steel. Sold only 
at Sears. Uses 1 “D” battery, order below. 

79 N 4280CM—24 inches long. Shipping weight 3 Ibs.. $3.97 
79 N 46624. —" D" batteries. Wt. two, 8 oz... ......2 for 39e 

Let's take a drive around the rug 

[I] Giant Cadillac. Show off your own prestige car. Scale 
replica runs on battery-operated motor—or powerful 

friction motor. Steering wheel keeps it going left or right. 
Hood raises to inspect "engine," trunk opens for packages. 
Plastic windshield. Plush-looking interior. Steel, baked 
enamel finish. Order 2 “D” batteries in panel below. 

49 N 4254M—163 inches long. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 12 oz.. .$6.98 

g Custom Crui T/C 600. Sold only at Sears! Experi- 
mental design, sleek lines; runs on strong friction motor. 

Trunk opens. 2-tone, high-impact plastic. From British 
Crown Colony Hong Kong. 
49 N 4288—12 inches long. Shipping weight 12 ounces.. .98c 

Racer with Airy Wheels. At pit stop, deflate any wheel, 
remove it with wrench and put on spare. Inflate “flats” 

with miniature pump. Steel body. Friction motor. 
49 N 4240—1435 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 120z....... $2.99 

o Car with Dashboard Remote Control. You actually do 
the driving. Make car go forward or reverse on actual 

scale dashboard unit . . honk the horn . . use steering wheel 
to turn it left or right. Headlights even light up. Sturdy 
steel, colorfully decorated. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 

49 N 4267M-12 inches long. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $3.93 

Mercedes Benz with Fix-it Kit. Got a flat! Alternate 
levers in trunk jack up left or right side of car. Special 

tire tool removes hub cap, wheel, replaces it with spare. 
Husky friction motor. Sturdy steel, baked enamel finish. 
49 N 4213—12 inches long. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $2.92 

"D" Batteries for toy items on these two pages. 
Leakproof. American-made. Extra heavy duty. 
49 N 4662M—Shipping weight two, 8 oz... 2 for 39C 

Sikorski S-60. Propel plane 
forward . . friction motor 

revolves the 5-blade rotor and 
stabilizer prop. 

Hand crank with metal 
chain raises, lowers free-roll- 
ing jeep. Flies by hand. Rotors 
fold. Colorfully decorated steel. 
13 inches long. 

49 N 4290 —Wt. 11b...... $1.97 

[H] Assorted Compact Cars 
. own a whole fleet of the 

“low-priced three" 1961 Com- 
pacts . . Falcon, Corvair and 
Valiant. Propel them forward 

each travels by friction mo- 
tor. Decorated interiors. Steel, 
baked enamel finish, 834 
inches long. 

49N 4271-Wt. 1 Ib. 11 0z.. $2.99 

DC-8 Jetliner. Propel 
plane forward . . friction 

motor makes realistic jet 
sound. Takes to the sky by 
hand. Includes sturdy plas- 
tic stand to display aircraft 
in boy's room or den. Color- 
fully decorated steel. 1434 
inches long. 
49 N 4244—Wt. 1 1b.. ..$1.99 

Without batteries 

19 99° 
Remote Control Car. 
True scale Mercedes 

Benz 300SL lets you drive. 
Control unit makes it go for- 
ward, reverse, even has 
steering wheel for turns. 
Doors open from top. En- 
ameled steel. 9 in. long. Or- 
der 2 “D” batteries at left. 
49 N4263M-Wt. 11b.202.$2.92 

Remote Control Sub 

3] Long-range, missile-firing submarine 
goes on adventurous missions. Bat- 

tery-powered action controlled by push- 
button unit with 30-inch flexible steel 
cable. One button sends submarine rolling 
forward , . maneuvers left or right by 
turning steering wheel as she goes. An- 
other button fires 2 rockets loaded on 
deck. 2 more rockets stand ready. 

Remote control and rockets are plastic. 
Sub is colorfully decorated steel. Order 
2 “D” batteries in panel above. 

49 N 5792M—14 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs...$3.99 

NOTE: Ingenuity from abroad . 
unless otherwise noted. No payments until later when you “Charge Ir" . . 

Cublod pas scans by cuisines mesedia com 

Remote Control Robot 

fo] Absolutely amazing to see . . he walks, 
bends at the waist, raises both arms 

—even closes hands to pick up objects. 
4 push-buttons control battery-powered 
action. Has 30-inch flexible steel cable. 
His head lights up to reveal figures of 
men behind clear plastic window. 

Responds with realistic whirr and slow 
precision. Each leg walks on tiny wheels, 
Hands have plastic foam palms to grasp 
objects. Enameled steel. Order 2 “D” 
batteries in panel above. 
49 N 5794M—13 in. high. Wt. 3 Ibs.. .$5.99 

- all items on these 2 pages ore imported from Japan 
see page 218A 

Piper Comanche. Propel 
plane forward . . friction 

motor revolves twin props. 
Cockpit holds 3 passengers 

. has transparent plastic 
canopy. Flies by hand. Ex- 
tra-wide 1334-inch wing- 
span. Colorfully decorated 
steel, About 10 inches long. 
49 N A245—Wt. 12 oz. ..$1.99 

Without. 
batteries 

i5) Remote Control Squad 
Car. Siren screams, dome 

light flashes and the chase is 
on, Black-and-white pursuer 
zips forward or back, turns 
left or right. Brightly en- 
ameled steel. 8 inches long. 
American-made, Order 2 
“D” batteries at left. 
49 N 5798M—Wt. 10 07... .99¢ 

IT REALLY FLIES ^ 
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Bolt-action Training Rifle 
loads like a real gun 

<a hole ack ad stip Ja non-fring plastic 
cartridge (included) 

cap and bolt mechanism sight. 
Stock made of high-impact plastic. 35 in. long. 
79 N 2628C—Shipping weight 2 pounds......$1.98. 

` 

Never before at Sears 

so many action features 

in fine play Rifles 

at such a low price 

Only $198 each 

4 

Mattel’s Shootin’ Shell Winchester 
If there're any buffalo on the loose on your range, this gun will let "em know 
who's boss, Works like old-time Winchester lever 
secret trigger for i ii t H ii i i $ E 

Cutiod pace scans by daidimatmuseleciacM pom 

Repeater fires six cork balls 

wrap-around front 
with 10 cork balls and Kadet Handbook. 24 inches long. 
79 N 2686C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

Lawman Rifle . . 

]] Daisy's exact reproduction of famous model 94 Win- 
chester used by “Lawman” on TV. Just cock it and start 

firing. Hear loud crack . . see smoke pour out . . feel the re- 
coil. Heavy-gauge metal barrel. Plastic stock. 34 inches long. 
79 N 2636C—Shipping weight 4 pounds.............-+ $4.99 

cracks, smokes, recoils 

Saddle Gun . . hear ricochet after firing 

2] A good gun to have if you're troubled with rustlers. 
Modeled after TV star Cheyenne's carbine. Cracks, 

smokes, recoils . . even “whines” like bullet ricocheting off 
rocks. Heavy-gauge steel barrel. Plastic stock. 30 inches. 

79 N 2669 C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ..............$3.66 

"Telescope Rifle . . ejects fired cartridge 

3] That “scope” sight’ll come in handy for long-range big 
game shooting. Bolt action loads and ejects cartridge, 

cocks trigger. Fires rolled caps. 3 play cartridges included. 
Die-cast mechanism. Plastic stock, metal barrel. 40 in. 

79 N 2688C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .... 

Mattel's Winchester . . ejects fired bullet 

fq) Has secret trigger for shooting rapid fire . . can also be 
fired single shot. Smokes, fires caps, loads and ejects 8 

metal play bullets. Realistic lever action. Has front and rear 
sights, plastic stock and blued steel barrel. 33 inches long. 

79 N 2649 C—Shipping weight 2 pounds...........+.+++ $3.44 

Automatic Smoker . . smokes after each shot 

[5] Cocks, recoils, smokes and goes "bang" like a real car- 
bine. Has grained plastic stock with metal barrel. 31 in. 

79 N 2656C—Shipping weight 3 pounds.......... sess $2.32 

Western Gun and Clothes Rack 

%] Holds coats, pants, shirts, hats; gun and holster sets; or 
3 rifles. Rack is solid ponderosa pine with rustic finish. 

Horns, horseshoe hangers are high-impact plastic. Leather 
ties. Hanging hooks on back. Easy to assemble. 24x20 in. high. 
79 N 2733C—Shipping weight 3 pounds...........-.... $3.97 

.$3.88 

NOTE: caps are not included with any cop-firing foy 
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ELECTRIC 
POWHRED 

Shooting Gallery with ‘‘swim- 

ming” ducks, 2 spinning side 

targets, bell-ringing center 

target.. great indoor fun for 

adult and young shooters 

oniy $074 

Great for indoors when weather won't permit 
outdoor shooting. No danger of ricochets . . 
traps BB's or .22-caliber pellets from all COs 
and air guns. Ducks play follow-the-leader . . 
flop out of sight when hit. Bell chimes when 
you hit middle target dead center. Two side 
targets turn slowly, each with 3 white bull's- 
eyes, Heavy-gauge steel 18x13x6 inches. 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle, AC-DC. Underwriters’ 
Laboratories listed. Extra targets provided. 
6 N 1916—Shipping weight 8 lbs......$9.74 
6 N 1915—Replacement Set of 34 Targets. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. ......... Set 39c 

Hit the bull's-eye to ring 

the bell and dunk the little 

manintothe “watertank” .. just 

pull the cord and he's reset 

$797 

Dunk-Him target game affords hours of indoor shooting 
fun. It's for all CO: and air guns firing BB's and..22-caliber 
pellets. Traps them, too, so there are no ricochets. 15-yard 
nylon cord on rewind plastic spool to reset at a distance. 
1234x10}4x3 inches. Extra targets. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds 14 ounces. 
6N1917. $7.97 

Pistol fires BB's 
at 375 foot-per-second speed 

$14*5 
Authentic heft and balance, too (actual weight 
is 22 ounces). Highly accurate rear sight adjusts 
for windage and elevation. Comfortable con- 
toured hand-fitting grip. New, easy-swing load- 
ing action. Holds 185 BB's. 

Includes BB's and CO: cartridge. Pistol 
shipped express prepaid. 
6 N 1918N—(Shipping weight 3 Ibs.) $14.45 

‘isis Bao cune by dud mdcmwisdlocivical conr 

BB 6-Gun, Shooting Gallery Outfit. 
Up to 12 fast shots. Spring-powered. 
Automatic feed, heft, balance of guns 
used by gunslingers in days of the old 
West. Plastic and metal spinning 
shooting gallery. BB's, targets in- 
cluded. Shipped express. 
6 N 1922N—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... $6.97 

See IMPORTANT NOTE on facing poge 

20-shot BB Repeater. Also shoots 
pellets, darts. Accurate, with heft and 
balance of a real '*.45." Positive on-off 
safety. Spring-powered. Sturdy steel; 
baked-on black finish. BB tray, BB's. 
.177-caliber pellets, darts included. 
Shipped express. 
6 N 1914N—Shpz. wt. 21bs.. . $6.45 
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ie ““——) Full-grain leather uppers .. 

Nickel-plated Sheffield blades that stay sharper 
longer than zinc-plated steel . . foam insulation, 

cotton flannel linings . . make these Skates fine values 

${|79 

Even the cushioned insole is insulated . . the wing toe pattern made on a 
new professionally-designed last for comfort. Nylon stitched for durability 
2-pc. form-fitting tongue, long arch-supporting counter with steel shank. 

Sponge rubber heel pad; composition rubber outsole 

Women's. White, B (medium) width, sizes 5 to 10. State full size 
6 N 1017F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces Pair $11.79 
Men's. Black. D (medium) width, sizes 6 to 12. State full sise. 
6 N 1016F—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces Par 11.79 

See note “How to order Ice Skates," preceding page. 

Ice Skate Carry-all Bag 

$239 

Large enough for skates of all 
izes. Folds in half . . carry by 

handle or sling over shoulder. Side 
pockets for accessories. Durable 
rubberized rayon plaid in assorted 

Ankle Supports, Foam rubber, can- 
vas covered. S(shoe size to 4); 

M (men’s 5-8, women" 

2 Shoe Blade-Guards. Plastic. 
S(men's 2-6, women's 4-7); 

M (men's 6-10, women's 8-11): 
L (men's 10-13). State S, M, L. Wt. 5oz. colors. No choice of color. 
6 N 10094F —Pkg. of 2... Pkg. 89c 6N10081-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. $2.39 

Cutiod pace scans by cheisimax muselecimici com 

Hand-finished in England by the 

makers of one of the world's finest, 

most durable cutlery steels . . 

TOLEDO BLADES 
The choice for lasting sharpness and 

flashing beauty. Because of special ex- 

tended hardening-tempering processes 

and chrome-plating . . they take (and 

hold!) the keenest, truest edge we've 

ever sold. The result: you skate faster, 

smoother, with more control (on any 

ice!) for more precise turns and breath- 

taking figures 

Full-grain leather uppers, suede lined. Long arch-supporting counter; 
2-pe. suede-lined padded tongue. Full jumping, spinning picks. 
Women's. White. State size. B Men's. Black. State size. D (med.) 
(med.) width, full sizes 4-11. width, fuil sizes 6-13. 
6 N 10313F —Wt. 5 1bs..$16.49 6 N 10213F —Wt. 5 lbs..$16.49 
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Pull up handies to 
turn left or right, 
pull both to stop 

(3] :[899 

Look at all the hours of wintery fun 
that are in store for you! 

New Ski-Daddle Bobsled with Universal joint for easy steering 
and wide, wide runners that glide smoothly over unpacked snow 
The whole family will want to ride the Ski-Daddle. Designed for speed with wide 
runners . . built to smooth out the bumps with flexible universal joint, easy to 

steer, too. Front seat adjusts. Baked-on enamel finish. 54 inches long. 
79 N 8303C—Shipping weight 24 pounds. 

Ski Skates . . with spring-action lock 

A new kind of snowy fun . . ideal for beginning skiers ages 4 to 10. 
Rust-resistant steel runners, 18 in. long. Adjustable strap. Lock 
releases with a simple flip. Fits any style shoe or boot. 
49 N 2406—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Whee! Easy-to-steer Steel Sno Wing speeds down hills 
2 Rider can sit or kneel as this delta-winged speedster skims over snow. Center 

bottom runner holds direction. Just lean to steer right or left. Durably made 
with rolled edges. Two hand grips. 37x30x3 inches high. Red-enameled finish. 
79 N 8316N— Shipping weight 11 pounds. .............. sees $5.49 

Racing style Bobsled with “drag” steering, brakes 

3 Made of tough linear plastic, this bobsled shoots down slopes with ease, con- 
trolled by right and left handles. Durable plastic passenger seat for comfort. 

Deep orange color with racing style details, Rubber handle grips. 37 in. long. 
79 N 8306N—Shipping weight 11 pounds. ......... 2.0.2.0. eese $18.99 

The spinning, skimming fun of Snow Discs 

» . your choice of fiber glass, aluminum or steel 

Fiber glass. Strong and light. Slides and turns smoothly. Hand straps included. 
25 inches in diameter. 

79 N 8317L—Shipping weight 4 pounds.............000sce0eecceeeaee $3.99 3[79 $769 3 dE Lightweight Aluminum. Smooth beaded Sturdy steel. 20-gauge auto steel. Rolled 
j edge for extra strength. Strong web edges. Red enamel. Web handles. Rope Skates with double runners of Shoe top double runner skates loops for gripping. 25-inch diameter. ^ holes for towing. 26-in. diameter. steel. Length is adjustable to — give youngster a comfortable 79 N 8308L—Wt.10*1bs.....$3.49 — 79 N 8302L—Wt. 10* lbs... .... $2.99 fit junior shoe sizes 6 to 12. fit. .and really last. Cadmium- E a Ars s E 

Adjustable straps. Ages 2 to 6. plated steel runners. Plastic 
Shipping weight 1 Ib, 2 oz. tops. Adjustable. Ages 2 to 7. *Per posta) SHIPPING NOTE: Items ending with “N” (such as 49 N 2545............ $1.79 — 49N2405-Wt. 11b. 8 02,$2.69 regulation — 79 N 8316N) sent freight (rail or truck) or express 431 
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Come to Mr. Potato Head's 
picnic where 

food has all the fun 

$994 Pha 
Make funny faces by adding pickle 
and onion ears, eyes and mouths 
on Mr. Potato Head and his 
friends. Decorate Frankie Frank, 
Frenchy Fry, Willy Burger, Mr. 
Ketchup Head, Mr. Soda Pop 
and Mr. Mustard Head. Plastic. 

49 N 4765-Wt. 12 oz. . Set $2.94 

» 

Talk 'n Tell Dial Phone 
says 10 phrases 

$377 vus: 
Press special button and phone talks, 
release button and reply. Bell rings when 
you dial. Cuddly-soft, cloth covered. 
Takes 1 “D” battery, order pkg. below. 

49 N 4714—Shpg. wt. 1502.....$3.77 

" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shpz. wt. 8 oz.. . Pkg. 38c 

Gears move in 
Lil’ Mixer Set 

s|98 

Little girls will be fascinated with this 
colorful action-filled kitchen set. See the 
mixer gears and beaters turn by hand 
action. Set includes two mixing bowls 
and measuring spoon and cup. Mixer is 
7Váx5 inches long. Plastic. 
49 N 5220—Shps. wt, 1 lb, 3 0z.$1.98 

CGutiiod pace scans by cheisimasmuselecimicid pom 

SHOW ARE YOU? - 

Winnie-the-Pooh n 
Merry-go-round 

3399 

Simple 

wind-up 

action 

merrily up and down. Carousel revolves as mus 
box plays. Plastic dome, metal base. 9x9x7 in. 

49 N 4476—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

Galloping Horses 
Musical Top 

5999 

Just push 

the plunger 

up and down 

See the jockeys whirl around in riding action . , 
hear the clippity-clop as horses race on the track, 
Musical hum background as top 
plastic, 8-in. di: i i 

49 N 4616—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. $2.99 

Learn to count 
change with a 

real-working 

Cash Register 

$329 

Ring up the sales... push one of 13 keys and amount 
pops up in window, bell rings. Push lever, drawer 
opens. For sales checks, side arm holds pad of paper 
and pencil. Plastic coins and paper money. Enamel 
finish. Steel, about 8 inches high. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 N 1751.......sss entm rennes, $3.29 

Coloríul set teaches toddlers 
eye-and-hand coordination. Six 
wooden blocks in three shapes: 
drop into the funny lid cover. 
Set includes oversize plastic 
spoon and a big 10-inch diam- 
eter plastic pot. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 4462.,.,,.....,.. $3.39 

Turn the knob, Winnie and his friends bounce 

veges $3.99 

One minute 
he's playing a 
musical ditty 
and the next 
he falls apart! 

Here's a toy that's full of action. Just stack the ` 
six plastic pieces and you've built the world's 
most famous duck. Turn the crank, the music 
box plays until suddenly Donald fies apart. 
He's easy to put together again, 13 inches high. 
49 N 4502 —Shipping weight 1 1b...... $2.88. 
Donald Duck Walt Disney Productions 

MY-OWN SUPERMARKET 
With cash register, money, groceries 

+. even trading stamps 

3749 
What fun to run your very own store. Customers 
pick miniature packages off shelves, put them in 
portable shopping cart and pay at the realistic 
check-out counter. Cash register really works 
sliding drawer has play coins, money and trading 
stamps. Shelí section has 4 storage shelves and a 
handy plastic wall phone. Reinforced corrugated 
paper fiberboard. Market is 20x47 inches, counter 
is 24x27 inches, cart is 18x18 in. Unassembled. 

79 N 5002L —Shipping weight 12 pounds. .$7.49 
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Go bobbin' along on the 

STEERABLE TANDEM BOBSLED 
Wide, wide runners let it go even over unpacked snow 

There'll be no dawdling on this tandem 
bobsled because it's designed for real 
speed. Wide, ski-action runners are — $4 7999 
cupped for positive tracking in snow. 12 
High-rise, inverted U-shaped steering 
bar makes it easy to maneuver. Glides 
easily over uneven grades because of 
flexible universal joint. Two contoured 
bucket seats, sturdy footrests. Front 
seat is adjustable. Baked-on blue enamel 
finish over steel. Plastic bolt covers for 
extra safety. 54 in. long. Unassembled. 

79 C 85076C—Shpg. wt. 24 lbs... $12.99 

Individual bucket seats 

518? 

without 
cushion 

The Ski-Boggan . . fiber glass body, 
wooden ''ski" runners 

Wear-resistant fiber glass mounted on wooden skis, side rails. Strong 
plastic rope for hand holds. Red finish. 60 inches. Fully assembled. 
79 C 85088N-Shpg. wt. 19 lbs. Freight (rail or truck) or express. $18.99 

Cushion for above. Reversible heavy red vinyl over 34-in. 1-pe. 
plastic foam 48 in. long. White vinyl bindings. Tie strings every 12 in. 
79 C 85089C—Shipping weight 2 pounds........-..........-+ $3.99 

4-foot All-Wood Toboggan 

for young snow jetters 

Whip downhill to finish in a breeze. Hardwood frame, slats 
and runners coated with weatherproof varnish. Fastened 
from bottom with special wood screws for greater strength, 
holding power. Durable plastic hand rope. Fully assembled. 
Allow 10 Ibs, postage per postal regulations. 

DU OIE LL diciahiiv mp9 Hive vv awn NENESNMSERSENEEERES $6.99 

Cutiod pane scans by dheisimas musebeciudcM comm 

338^? zx 
Racing-style BOBSLED . . floating runners 

carry you swiftly over rough terrain 

Sturdy hardwood and chrome-plated steel tubing. Steel runners attached to skis. 
Rubber safety guard on steel hood. Steel brakes and steering bar. Tow ring. 
Red lacquered finish. 59 in. long. Ski wax included. Partly assembled. Padded 
vinyl, bucket seat cushion (not included). Please order below. 

79 C 85077N—Shpg. wt. 36 Ibs. Freight (rail or truck) or express... .. .$38.99 

Recommended Cushion for above. Shock-ahsorbent bucket-type seats. Blue vinyl. 

79 C 85078C—36x20x314 Shipping weight 4 pounds... ..... «$5.99 

The SNURFER 

Challenges your balance and poise 
. . surfs on snow or sand hills 

Sleck Snurfer provides thrills and skills of surfing 
without water. Maneuvers by weight shifts on molded 
7-ply plywood keel. Plasti ives balance, steer- 
ing power. Lacquered fi y yellow, black 
striped enamel. 4 ft. x 7 in. Ages 4 to 12. 
79 C 85075C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ...... $7.99 
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actually shoot plastic bullets at targets 

Buffalo Hunter Set 

m $99 

Shootin' Shell Gunfighter 
Double Holster Set 

Indian Seout Rifle 
and Holster Set 

A Aer: 

Snub-nose Shootin’ Shell 38. 
with shoulder Holster 

Pressure of stom- 
ach fires gun 

WANTED 
DEAD or ALIVE 

dd 

Derringer Buckle Gun 

3922 

Scattergun and 
Holster Set 

g THE REBEL 
Pé > 

x Colt .45 
F Double Holster Set 31158 Hibs SEARS 429 
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All Toys on this page 
Exclusive at 

* Explore and defend” the mysterious arctic 

T) Arctic Explorer Sled. Turn on switch, 
listen to those props rev up! Moves on 

4 concealed wheels, stops automatically. 
Illuminated control deck, rotating radar 
scope. Friction-powered scout sled on 
rear hanger. Steel body. Order 2 “D” 
batteries below. Do not order before Nov. 1. 

49N5239 M-17 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. $6.99 
49 N 4662M—''D" batteries. Shipping weight, two, eight ounces 

2] Missile Tracking Cor. Keep on the 

alert for enemy aggression. Moves on 
half-track rubber treads . . forward roller 

packs down "snow." Radar screen goes 
forward and backward . . spots unidenti- 
fied flying objects. Rugged steel body. 
Order 2 “D” batteries below. 15 in. long. 
49 N 4250M—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 3 oz. $5.44 

2 for 39c 

All toys on this page crafted in Japan exclusively for Sears 
ESEARS +s 

CGunioa pane Scans by deisimat maselecimic i com 

Motorized 500" Racer 
AUTOMATIC AND ACTION-PACKED 

$ 5 

without batteries 

Looks and performs like real Indianapolis racer. 
Pre-set action is all automatic . . car speeds around 
“track,” stops and raises up on jacks for wheel 
change then lowers and speeds away 

Steer it with detach- 
able cable, or set it 
to run pre-set course 

 Raisés on jacks ̂  
for fast wheel change 

T Take a big Indianapolis Racer, shrink it to 16 inches, pack it with 
lazing action features and you've got the new Sears '"500"— a 

giít to win the heart of 99 boys out of 100. Set wheels and let it 
run free, or insert remote control mechanism and test your driving 
skill. Pulls in for pit stop, raises itself on built-in jacks while you 
change wheels, then lowers and speed Action repeats over 
and over. Steel body, rubber tires. 2 spare wheels, tire tool incl. 
49 N 4247 M—Uses 3 "D" batteries (order below). Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 

away. 

$5.99 

Area Radiation Tester.. | 
checks “harmful fall-out” 

- goes forward, 
left or right. When it stops, lights start blinking—rear doors open, smoke 
pours out as testing boom raises and lowers automatically, doors close 
and unit continues to "search." Red and green warning lights flash on 

Move into danger areas with this battery powered unit 

and off continuously. Durable steel body. 21 inches long. Please do nol 

order before Nov. 1. 

49 N 4236 M—Uses 3 "D" batteries; order below at left. Wt. 3 Ibs. $5.99 

$398 Without 

Coin-operated 
Toll Gate and Car 

Wind up the car and send it on its way toward the battery-operated Toll 
Gate .. stops automatically on red signal. Deposit coin in pay slot, light 
turns green, lets car through. Long-running spring motor. Steel car, 
gate. Gate 15 in., car 814 in. long. Truck not incl. 

(3) 49 N 4219M—Uses 1 “D” battery; order at left. Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
(4) 49 N 4295—834-in. Wind-up Truck. Shipping weight 9 oz... 

$3.98 
..98c 



Lionel 

Matching 

Outfits 

"O27" 
Sy — 

& (mm ere SY 
TIGE 

Outside rails 1% in. apart 
Engine about 4 in. high 

HO-gauge 
get, d 

“027"-gai HO-gauge E *027"-gu HO-ga. 
8-unit Train $-unit Train Rails? in.apart  7-umit vala Tanit Train 

"77 ine about 2 in. high $4977 S4477 eranesout2in nan 83977 53877 
NO MONEY DOWN NO MONEY DOWN NO MONEY DOWN NO MONEY DOWN 

8 units with whistle . . smoke . . 3 action cars 7-unit Twin Diesel with horn . . 4 action cars! 

Freight whistles by remote control, speeds ahead puffing smoke . . head- Twin diesel locomotive has bright headlamp, wailing horn. Action-packed cars 
lamp beams. Pulls tender, “gold” bullion car, "log" car, “battling sheriff- let you launch a helicopter, fire a “Minuteman” missile, blow up target car, 
and-outlaw" car, giraffe car, car with bobbing horses, caboose. Plastic, fire "Turbo" missile. Caboose. Run train fast, slow, forward or backward 
steel. UL listed transformer or powerpack for 110-120-v, 60-cycle AC. Un- uncouple cars, sound horn—all by remote control. Plastic and steel. UL listed 
coupling track. Both uncouple by remotecontrol; HOhasN.M.R.A.couplers. transformer or powerpack for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC is included with set. 
75-in. "027"-gauge Train. Die-cast Mag- 47-inch HO-gauge Train. 8 _72-in."027"ga. Train. Power unit diesel. Magne- 45-inch HO-gauge Train. 8 
ne-Traction engine. 12 tracks make 27x45- tracks . .36x45-in. oval. 13- Traction drive, more pull power. 12 tracks... tracks. .36x45-inch oval. 800- 

circuit-breaker transformer. amp. DC-AC powerpack. 27x45-in. oval. 60-w circuit break transformer. — milliamp DC-AC powerpack. 
hipping weight 15 Ibs.. .$49.77 — 79 N9906C-Wt. 11 lbs. $44.77 49 N 9656—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. $3977 79 N 9905C—Wt. 9 Ibs. $3877 

(2) "027' "Minuteman" 
Switcher. 7 L4 inches long. 

Hauls, ars bothends. sile whirls off at E x train passes 
49 N 9857—Wt. 2 lbs. $11.97 
HO “Minuteman” Switcher. ee ache m Der ie tle but 
4 inches long; headlamp. “027"-gauge Cor. 9 in. k "027"-gauge Car. 9 in. long. 
Couplers at both ends. 49N 1—Wt. 1 lb.. “$589 49 N 9855—Wt. 1 ib... $644 

49 N9592—Wt.807....5459 — HO.gauge Car.534in.long. HO-gavge Cor. 6 in. long. 
49 N ?908—Wt. 8 02....$5.49 — A9 N 9909—Wt. 8 oz... .$5.77 

hen hit 
with = Pear oe "Tur- " soars into air 
E. missile. Re-assembles. ata pe eR button. 

gouge jeCar.11in.long. —"027"-gaugeCar.10in. long. 
Pr Ia t. 11b....$479. 49 N 9856 Wt. 1 Ib. -$6.39 

"027"-ga. Car. 10 in. long. 
49 N 9811 Wt; 11b... -$7.94 and under figure 8 layouts. 46 
HO-gauge Car. About 6 in. piers plus arch. HO-gauge Cor. 6 in. long. HO-gauge Cor. 6 in. dong. 
49N9911—Wt. 8 01....$3777 — 49 N 9979—Wt. 14 02.....$2.99 — 49N9920—Wt. 8 02....$3.88 — 49 N 9994—Wt. 1 Ib. 

Cütsoa pane scans by cheidmas musebeciudcd poen 



English-style 5-inch brass darts with plastic fins sink 
between paper windings of target. After removal, the 
holes close. 34-inch metal rim. Metal dividers. Hard. 
board wall case. Imported from England. 
6 N 2502C— Shipping weight 9 pourids.. Set $4.89 

18-in. Board, 6 Darts $099 — 12-in. Board, 6 Darts $169 
Same as the set above except without — Here's an economical set with smaller 
wall case, Has same long brass darts — 4-inch darts and slightly thinner 54-in. 
and the same dart board. rim. No wall case. From England. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
6 N2504C............... Set $2.99 6N2500................. Set $1.69 

8 Sports-filled games in one 
. . self-sealing targets 

Six dart games plus a ring toss and “pin the tail.” Targets fit over 
English 20-point Game with Bull’s eye on reverse side. Four full: 
color add-on Dart Games: Golf, Pool, Bowling, Big Game. With 6 
darts. You can hunt down a lion or tiger on the Safari Ring Toss. 
Eight plastic pegs represent 8 fearsome animals, while 6 rings 
are all the ammunition you have to capture them. Plus a new twist 
on an old game, pin the tail on “Herbie the Hippo,” six tails for 
complete game fun. Packed in Styrofoam® case. From England. 
6 N 2503C—Shipping weight 6 pounds..,...... Set $5.49 

436 SEARS reus. 
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20-point Target flips 

to Bull’s Eye for 

2 exciting dart games 

SET INCLUDES: 

* Self-sealing 18-inch target 

* 9 plastic-finned brass darts 

* Handsome hardboard wall case 

Chess, Checkers plus 
18-inch Dart Game *649 

Start off by setting up multi-colored, double-sided tour- 
nament dartboard and choose between English 20-point 
Game on one side or Bull’s Eye on other. Comes with 
solid brass-bodied throwing darts and Styrofoam case. 

Later switch either to a game of checkers or chess. 
Styrofoam plastic case forms a permanent chess and 
checker board as well as a case for game set. Complete 



make your own family-size rink! f 592850 

ICE SKATE in your yard 

Circular Rink now avail- Join two ends of aluminum wall . . 
able in 4 sizes. See below. 

For a longest-life rink, buy an 6 

extra liner to use on top of the 6 
one supplied. Use on level 6 
ground for best results. Rinks 6 

6 
6 
6 
6 

10817— 

have 6-in. high walls, except 
4-im wall on 16-ft. diameter 
rink. 28-ft. rink has an extra- 
heavy 4 mil. plastic liner. 

[3] Low as 

SAMSON SKATE $789 
For full protection . . this z 
Canadian skate (1 only) 
has a box toe, tendon and 

heel guard . . plus! 

Chromium-plated blades . . both hardened amd tem- 
pered . . make this Samson skate first choice for rugged 

competitive play and long service. Full-grain leather up- 
pers; reinforced box toe. Foam, felt padded, lined with 
thick suede-like fabric. Foam, felt padded tongue; long 
arch-supporting counter, steel shank. Pick up your phone 
right now and order them! 

D (med.) width, full sizes 6 to 13. Black. State size. 
6 N 10448F —Shipping weight 5 pounds... . . Pair $16.49 

9, Nickel-plated blades. Top-grain leather uppers; hard 
box toe. Suede lined. Black with brown. From Canada. 

D (med.) width. Full sizes 6 to 12. State size. 
6 N 10444F— Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. . . Pair $11.98 

Q Thrifty zinc-ploted blades. Black split leather uppers, 
brown leather trim. Sturdy composition rubber sole. 

For men. D (med.) width, full sizes 5-10. State size. 
6 N 10428F— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz... .. Pair $8.79 
For boys. Med. width. Full sizes 13, 14. State size. 
6 N 10427F —Shipping weight 3 pounds......Pair 7.89 

430 [Sears ] 2w 
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N 

N 

N 

N 
N 10824L— Complete 24-ft. diameter Rink. Shpg. wt. 15 lbs... 

N 

N 

N 10829— Extra Liner for 28-foot diameter Rink. Wt. 12 lbs 

$798 EL 

10816— Complete 16-ft. diameter Rink. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.....$7.98 
ra Liner for 16-ft. diameter Rink. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 3.29 

10821— Complete 20-ft. diameter Rink. Shpg. wt. 13 lbs... 12.29 

10822 — Extra Liner for 20-ft. diameter Rink. Wt. 3 Ibs...... 3.98 
15.49 

10825— Extra Liner for 24-ft. diameter Rink. Wt. 4 Ibs..... , 5.89 
10828K — Complete 28-foot diameter Rink. Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. 24.98 

14.98 

IMPORTED 
FROM CANADA 

Helmet. Polyethylene. Polyfoam lii 
4 ing. White. For head sizes 69€ and up. 
6 N 1098—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. ......$3.98 

Mouth Guard. Plastic, foam rubber 
padded. Fits helmet (4) above. 

6 N 1099—Shipping wt. 2 oz....... $1.29 

et Lore ue fal paia om 
ide. Flex thumb, poly reinforced padded 

backs, curved fingers. 14 in. 

6 Intermediate-style. Tan color. 
6 N 1085—W:. 1 Ib. 15 oz... Pr. $9.95 

Pro-style. Heavily padded. Black-tan. 
6 N 1088—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. Pr. $13.69 

(8 and 9 ) Shin Guards. Polyethylene; 
wool felt backing; elastic straps. 

8 Pro-style. Our finest; full size. 21 in. 
6 N 1064—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... Pr. $8.79 

slip in plastic liner . . flood with water 

Giant-size 40-ft.x50-ft. Skating Rink Liner 
(above, right). Big enough for the whole 
gang . . lets family hold great skating par- 
ties. Order 4OxSO-ft. Plastic Liner, then 
supply your own 2x4s (or bank-up snow, 
soil) to make wall for liner . . flood, freeze. 
Instructions. Freight (rail, truck) or express. 

6 N 10835N — Liner only. Wt. 401bs.$28.50 

9 Intermediates , 1834 in. Good quality, 
6 N 1090—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Pr. $6.49 

Elbow Pads. Felt and foam-padded, 
10 polyethylene elbow cap. 11-in. long. 
6 N 1096—Shpg. wt. 10 02... . Pair $3.49 

ll Puck. Official size and it. Made 
in U.S.A. of tough black rubber. 

6 N 10551—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... .. Each 25c 

12 Goalie Stick. 5-ply wood blade. 47 in. 
6 N 10508C—Shpg. wt. 2 1bs..$3.19 

13 Kurv-Rocker-blade Sticks. New! Fi- 
ber glassed blade, stronger. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

Ho curve stick illustrated. 
6 Ñ 10505C—Left Curve. 53 in....$2.79. 
6 N 10506C— Right Curve. 53 in. 79 

Standard Rocker-blade Sticks (nol shown). 
Glassed. Wie gon 6N10503C-Adult: 

6N10501C-Youths', 40 in, Wt. 2 



SUPERIEITY 
245-piece Town ’n Country Set with 

scenic base, landscaping and people 
Look no further, you'll find s| 099 

this set only at Sears 

Just about the most realistic building set ever made. See a shimmering, 

multi-colored suburban community take shape—with you as the architect. 

Build a modern supermarket, medical center, ranch house . . a high-rise 

apartment or motel, a barn, split-level or other exciting structures. 

Sears even adds a colorful vinyl sheet plus such landscaping details as 

lifelike plastic trees, lamp posts, benches, signs, fire hydrant, mailbox and 

four 1}4-inch pedestrians. Motorific car not included (see page 513). 
Units include 70 plastic frames, 46 girders, 18 triangles, 8 skylights, 

17 corners, 8 roof sections, 81 realistic 2-in. cardboard inserts. 

49 N 2037— Shipping weight 4 pounds. ..Set $10.99 

t 7 ME tae: E n 3 

Super City I73-piece Builder Set $499 

Make a high-rise apartment, office building or any building shown above with 

this colorful snap-fit construction material. Contains 59 frames, 38 girders, 

8 triangles, 4 skylights, 8 corners. Also roof, signs and 48 inserts (2 inches) 

that resemble glass, brick, gravel, and clapboard. Plastic and cardboard. 

Add to Motorific Action Highway (page 513) to fill out scenery. 
49 N 2038—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ....... eee Set $4.99 

432 

m———'— !] 

Ten basic snap-fit units give free rein to young architects to build modern 

houses, service station, barn and stable . . or others. Colorful plastic and 

cardboard. Contains 36 frames, 14 girders, 7 triangles, 8 corner caps, sky- 

light. Also roof, signs and thirty 2-inch realistic-looking inserts. 

49 N 2039— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. ,..... .Set $2.66 

Landscape Set. (Not shown.) 6 trees, 2 shrubs, 10 roadway signs, Plastic. 

49 N 2041— Shipping weight 1 pound... ......c sse Set $2.66 



Shift gears 

hear motor roar, 

beep the horn Mechanical Cash Register 

5388 $997 
Child can w 
like real. “Coc 
Cook pretend f 

Vhere’s lot 
Take it apart a 
with easy instr 
ncluded se to w 

vegetables in 
finished, store them 

motor, too. Watch as Watch toast por 
ring up sale while bell rings .. drawer batteries, order 
pops open and c | coins appear. — 49N44124- Wt. 2 Il 
Ages? to6. 7}4x4 4x7 in. high. Plastic "D" Botteries. Pack 
49 N 44078 — Wt. 1 Ib. 4 « $3.88 49 N 4660 —Wt. * oz 

Whale gobbles up 

plastic balls . . pops 

them from top. l 

POPPING WHALE f 
Push Toy 

s979 

he blows! Thi 

you sweep i 
then pop 
spout. Plastic 
24-in. handle. From Ja 

With 6 different cartoon puzzles 

Push it . . the engine "'roars" as headlight eyes roll ¢ 88 

Available only The engine roars, horn honk eyes roll 

Sear and € And just | at 5 different 
front. Fine Fishe la £ $999 plantie. About 8 ia " 
49 N 5325—Shpe. wt. 2 lbs. 6« $2.99 

ATS | ox 440 [E 

"——ám——— 



Sparkling chrome-plated steering 
bar with vinyl hand grips 

Floating steering unit for 
better control 

Full length deckboards for 
complete support 

Gleaming 4-coat finish over select 
hardwood deck 

bsorber knees: Heavy-duty shock 

“a 

rs. 

j 
c 

h 
" ] 

P h 

Winch 56 inch 48-inch 

913^ #12” 10” 

Sears Finest Sleds 
with chrome-plated 

bars and rails 

14. 
So loaded with features no wonder it’s our 
best. Has a varnished hardwood deck . . full 
length and extra wide for comfort. Fully 
turned-up safety heels with no sharp edges; 
blue enameled steel racer runners. Red and blue 
trim. Flying wedge steering bar makes steering 
fast and accurate. 

45-inch — 4finch 37-inch 

Flying Arrow 

Sleds 

$()99 
59-inch 

Fine quality sleds with full- 
length varnished deck and rails, 
fully turned-up safety heels, 
grooved runners for faster track- 
ing and steering bar for speed and 
accuracy. Red enameled steel run- 
ners and steel knee supports. 

“Catalog No. | length | Knees | Shpg. wt. |_ Price Order tow rope at left. 

TEC 09004 1.663 E Catalog Number| length | Knees | Shag. wh] Price 
79¢ 85093 | 60-in. |...8... 13.99 ê 79 C 85079L..| 59-inch |...6...| 14 Ibs. |.$9. 
79 C 85092L | 56-in. | s. |..12.99 Tow Rope 99 79 C 85084L..| S&inch |...6...| l3]bs. |..8.99 
79 C 85091L | 48-in. |...4...| 11 Ibs. |..10.99 9-foot long polyethylene — 79 © 85083L..| 45-inch |... 4...| 10lbs. |..6.99 

—— rope. Use with any sled, 79 C 85082L | Finch |.. 4...| 9lbs |. 5.99 
Pe Oria ems Aes T0 C SON) 49 C 85062—Wt. 3 oz..99c  79C85081L..| 37-inch |...4...| 8 Ibs. s9 sent freight (rail or truck) or express 

Safety Sled Guard makes 
any sled a sleigh for baby 

$369 

Take baby along for sledding 
fun or give him a ride in his 
very own sleigh. Guard has 
wood sides, slatted back. Strong 
metal clamps attach it quickly 
and securely to any sled. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 C 85067 ..$3.69 

Baby Sled sg 
Makes it easy to take baby 
outdoors even when it's snow- 
ing. 28 inches long. Varnished 
hardwood top, red enameled 
steel frame, steel handle. 

79 C 85068C — Wt. 11 lbs.. .$8.99 

79 € 85095L—. 

*Per postal regulations. 

ro —HQ com 

Fiber glass 
Disc 

$39 

Strong, light- 
weight fiber glass 

turns smoothly. 
Sturdy poly- 
propylene hand 
straps. Sporty 
maroon color. 
25-inch diam. 
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

79C85058L-$3.99 

Flying Saucers 
Aluminum 

Dise 
$359 

Lightweight al- 
uminum with 
smooth beaded 
edge for extra 
strength. 
Has strong 

plastic loops. 26- 
inch diameter. 
Shipping 

weight 3 pounds. 

79685096L- $3.69 

slides and 

There's plenty of room for 2 youngsters on this big 4-foot snowboat. Made of 
tough, linear polvethylene to withstand bumps and bangs. 17 inches wide. 
4 handles. High sides protect little fingers. Red. 

ow 10 pounds postage.*..........--..2--..-.- woes $3.69 



Daisy Target Shooting Cork Ball Guns 

Telescopic Rifle 

1] itin. removable tele- 
scope accurately 

fires cork balls. Rifle crack 
with smoke and recoil ac- 
tion, Bronze-colored metal 
barrel gold-colored 
scope, cocking lever. High 
impact plastic stock has 
wood look. Adjustable 
web sling. 32 in. long. 12 
cork balls, targets, and 
target holder. Wt. 3 Ibs, 

79 N 2892C. $4.89 

5] 
careful aim and fire , 

like a big rifle. Gun-blue stee 

=) 

79 N 2652C—30 inches long. Shipping weight 3 Ibs... ., 

Budget-priced Rifle 

(2) An amazingly accurate 
rifle that looks like the 

real thing but actually 

shoots only cork balls, 
Makes “‘crack’’ noise, 
smokes, recoils. Metal bar- 
rel, cocking lever. High im. 
pact tic stock. 

32 inches long. With 12 
cork balls. 
79 N2668C-Shippini 
weight 3 Ibs. 9379 
49 N 2647 —48 Cork 
Balls. Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. ..87c 

Cork Ball Pistol 

Modeled after Daisy’s fa- 
mous “Bull’s Eye" air 

pistol. Heavy, well-balanced 
construction for accurate 
shooting. Bronze-colored 
metal barrel, steel parts, 
Sturdy plastic grips. Peep: 
and-open rear sight, ramp 
type front. 10-inch barrel 
With gun oil, target holder, 
10 targets and 12 cork balls. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 11 oz. 

49 N 2642. 8379 

Gun Rack. Stained pine. 8 horseshoe hooks. 3 hat pegs. Concha trim 
79 N 2792C — Partly assembled. 20x20 in. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... 

7 

Spinner Cap Rifle. Fire by 
action. Walnut-finished plast 

79 N 2894C—30 inches long. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

$2.99 

pulling trigger, rapid cocking or flip 
stock, foregrip. Steel barrel. 

..$1.89 

"Kadet" Trainer Rifle with Sight. Shoots cork balls. Steel barrel, 
walnut-finished wood stock. Rubber bayonet and sling. 

79N2799 C-32 in. long. With corks 

She! 
Fires 50-cap roll (not incl,), Walnut-finished plasti 

barrel. Rubber bayonet. Sling. 1 shell included. 
79 N 2896C—35 inches long. Shipping weight 2 Ibs 

Jet 
— Aluminum barrel, plastic 
79 N 2753C—29 inches long. 
49 N 2754—12 plastic balls fo: 

nd Kadet handbook. Wt.3 Ibs.$1.89 

Il-ejecting Trainer Rifle. Bolt action cocks gun, ejects shells, 
stock. Metal 

$2.89 

6-shot Automatic Repeating Rifle. Shoots plastic balls. 

tock, 6 hollow plastic balls included. 
hipping weight 2 Ibs $2.67 
above gun. Shpg. wt. 3 oz.........64e 

Realistic-action Shooting Irons that wouldn't harm a fly 
Daisy Recoil Smoke Rifle. Cock your trusty rifle . 

. “Bam” goes the loud and realistic 
crack of the rifle . . smoke pours out the muzzle. . your gun recoils 

barrel. High-impact plastic stock. 

2 $2.89 

Cap Rifle with Shell Ejector. Authentic replica of the famous 
Carbine rifle molded from high-impact plastic. Die-cast metal 

cap mechanism and cocking lever. Caps are fired by trigger 
action. Moments after cap is fired, a shell is ejected. 
79 N 2786C—32 inches long. With 8 plastic shells. Wt. 4 Ibs.. .$2.89 

fio) M-14 Electric Recoil Rifle. Realistic model of the newest rifle 
in the real weapon field. High impact plastic. Rife has 

pulsating muzzle and loud rapid report. Operates on 2 standard 

flashlight batteries (order below). Peep and front sight. 

. take 

1i 

79 N 2785C—34 inches long. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 
34 N 4650—" D" Batteries for above. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .... 2 for 30c 

....$2.89 

Winchester Saddle Gun. New secret trigger for rapid fire ac 
tion. Realistic, lever-action, repeating cap rifle. Ejects metal 

shells. Front and rear sights. Wood stock and grip. Blue steel 
barrel. Smoking action. Comes with 8 metal play bullets, 
79 N 2649 C—33 inches long. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 

Catalog page 

$3.89 

‘Scans by deisimacauiseledaical own 

79 

puff of smoke, Durable stee 
for 
79 

(8) 
“w 
lea! 
79 

caps simultaneously. 
impact plastic with die-cast cap m 

fiz) "Flip Special" Rife used by "the Rifleman" on TV. Just 
flip the rifle up from vertical position; it fires automatically. 

Can be also used for pump firing. Gun shoots regular roll caps 
with an automatic lever action . . really smokes. High impact 
plastic stock walnut-colored. Nickel-plated parts. 
79 N 2701 C—32 inches long. Shipping weight 4 Ibs $4.49 

13) Thunder Cap Rifle. Makes the loudest firing noises ever de- 
veloped in a toy rifle. Automatically fires a double row of 

action. Made from high 
nism, 2 sights. 

inches long. Shipping weight 4 Ibs...... 

Realistic recoil 

N 2791C- $4.89 

Daisy Pump Smoke Rifle with real p 
arm slides Ł 

mp-slide action. Fi 
oer loud noise 
with non-slip plastic 

back to cock g 1. Shoots s 
| construction 

earm. Bronze-colorec 
N 2638C— 31 in: ng weight 3 Ibs. $4.89 

Daisy "Cheyenne" Singin’ Saddle Gun. F 
man-sized Carbine cracks, s 
hine" lik lle 
ther cocking lever cover, 
N 2635C —33 inches 

ll trigger and 

okes, recoils; later you hear a 
g. Bronze-colored metal barrel, 

plastic stock has leather boot 
ping weight 3 Ibs.. -$4.69 long. Shi 



Friction Engines power these 

steel-body Turnpike Giants 

Load them up . . “rev-up” the friction engines . . send these "express" trucks 
on their way to destinations anywhere in the land! All have realistic rubber 
wheels. Detachable cabs on models (2), (3) and (4). Sold only at Sears 

T) 16-wheel Wrecker. Roars down the highway to handle emergencies. 
Hand-operated crane with link chain and block. 

49 N 4272—11 inches long. Shipping weight 2 pounds ov 582,97 

Big 28-wheel Transport hauls 9 New Cars. Run 534-inch long friction- 

itos up the detachable ramp for loading, down for unloading, 
exhaust stack, metal ladder, dummy steering wheel. 

79 N 4275C—23}4 inches long. Shipping weight 6 pounds............+-$6.99 

28-wheel Double-deck Livestock Van. Haul steers (not incl.) to market 
upper and lower rear gates open to get herd in, let them out 

79 N 4283C—23 inches long. Shi weight 4 pounds....... ++ $3.97 

4] 28-wheel Long-distance Van. Rear doors open; plenty of room inside to 
load freight. Diesel exhaust, dummy steering wheel. 

79 N 4274C—23 inches long. Shipping weight 3 pounds - «$3.97 

All toys on this page designed by, Sears . . made in Japan for Sears exclusively 

When there's work to be done 

let these workhorses do it 

Push mountains aside . . dig quarries . , scientifically survey the 
land! Steel bodies, durable rubber wheels or treads keep these 

“he-men” toys on the job for years. Sold only at Sears. 

[5] Scientific Survey Center. Battery powered . . 6 lights flash 
red, green and yellow in cab. Elevator goes up and down, 

mobile camera turns 360° . . slides back and forth. Hauls detach- 
able heliport with friction-run helicopter. Window shows controls, 
workmen. Order 2 “D” batteries, facing page. 

y 49 N 4252. —1814 inches long. Shipping weight 4 lbs $9.99 

[27] $] 28-wheel Hydraulic Dump Truck. Press lever and hydraulic- 
ez — type cylinder engages . . body raises to dump load. Friction 
ge engine. Detachable diesel-type tractor. 20 inches long. 
id 79 N 4273C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ... "x $3.97 

7] Mountain Mover Shovel. Really digs in . . scoops “tons” of 
— imaginary earth in a gulp, turns 360° to swing load to truck. 

ME One crank raises, lowers shovel . . another opens, closes it 
& 49 N 4279—16 wheels. 14 in. high to crane top. Wt. 5 lbs.. . .$5.99 

- — ~ +cat pa 
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HO-gauge 
6-unit Train 

6-unit Diesel with 
“Space Age" cars. 
Fire the missile— 

target car 
NO MONEY DOWN “blows up” 

Powerful GP-7 diesel locomotive with headlight hauls “space age” 
cars, Runs forward, backward, fast or slow . . couples or uncouples 
cars all by remote control . . even fires Turbo missiles. Box car 
“explodes” when hit, reassembles easily. Plastic, steel. UL listed 
transformer or powerpack for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
62-inch "027"-gauge Train. Has Mag- — 38-inch HO-gauge Train. 
ne-Traction diesel. 10 tracks make 27x 8 tracks make 36x45-inch 
36-inch oval. Includes 35-watt circuit- oval. Includes 800-milli- 
breaker transformer. amp DC-AC powerpack. 
49 N 9655—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.... $29.75 79N9904C-W t. 7 Ibs. $28.66 

Lionel HO-gauge Equipment 

mmm Ss 

6-inch 90° Crossover Track. EI tg ECTS. 
Ei Vit RES z -$177 

ET ieee ties metal al (Not shown) 
'9991—Shipping weight 

LED = raoir, Tr Track Section. Operates 

49 N 9559— Shipping weight 5 ounces. e517 

*'AII HO rolling stock have N.M.R.A. (National Railroad 
Association) standard operating couplers 

“Multi-Volt” 2¥%4-amp. Power- 

New Motorized Hand 
Cor. 6 in. long. Self-pro- 
pelled with continuous 
action! As the car moves 
along the track, gangmen 
raise and lower their arms 
in a realistic pumping 
motion. Shipping weight 
1 pound 2 ounces. 
49 N9812 $7.89 

]I-in, Aerial Target Cor. 
Compressor generates air, 
keeps balloon aloft above 
travelingcar. Remainsaloft 
until hit. Uses 2 “D” bat- 
teries, order below. 
49 N 9829—Wt. 1 lb. $7.89 
"D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

Sound Effects Record. 45 
rpm. Adds realistic train 
sounds (clangs, whoos, 
clicks and steam sounds) 
to your railroading fun. 
Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
49 N 9899. + 5% 

Motorized Section Es 
Car. Self-propelled. 5 in. 
long. When car strikes 
bumper or other object, it 
reverses direction and one 
of the gangmen moves to 
other side of car. Action is 
continuous. Shipping 
weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49 N9846 $6.39 

New Cherry Picker Cor. 11 
in. long. Needed for space 
launchings! Ladder raises 
and extends, astronaut 
swivels out in full view. 
Use with car at right to 
give effect of astronaut 
being loaded into capsule. 
49 N9815—Wt. 11b.. . $5.66 

Gateman. As train nears, 
man rushes out of shanty 
swinging lantern. After 
train passes, man returns 
to shanty. 414 in. high. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz 
49 N9835... «$6.39 

Lionel Accessories and Rolling Stock for “027”, 
“O” and “Super O"-gauge layouts . . metal, plastic 

12Min. long. Designedafter 
the GM "SW2". Working 
headlight and horn. Front 
and rear couplers. Magne- 
"Traction for greater pulling 
power. Ideal for switching 
operation. Shipping weight 
3 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 N9814 $2379 

New Mercury Capsule 
Launching Car. 11 in. long. 
Fires space capsule by re- 
mote control. Missile falls 
to earth. Mercury capsule 
continues to soar, then 
turns upside down, grace- 
fully parachutes down. 
49 N9826—Wt. 1 Ib. $7.89 

Tay e 

9-in. Highway Crossing 
Gate. As train passes, red 
lights go on, arm comes 
down. Lights go off, arm 
goes up automatically. 
Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 N9831............ $639 

“027” Track, Switches and Transformers 

fL p Straight Section "027" Track. 874 in. long 
49 N 9801—Shipping weight 3 ounces... 19¢ 

Curved Section of "027" Track. 914 in. a 
49 

49 

left-hand switch. No lights. 
49 

N 9802— Shipping weight 3 ounces. 
90° Crossover Track. '027"-ga. 734x734 in. 

N9803— Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
5] Remote-control Switch Set: 1 right, 1 left- 

hand switch. Open, close electrically. Red, 
green signal lights. Control panel, wiring incl. 
49 N 9806— Shipping weight 3 pounds. Set $1379 
Hand-operated Switch Set: 1 right-hand and 1 

N 9805— Shipping weight 2 pounds 
5) Lighted Dead-end Bumper. Red light. 

49 N9859—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . 
Transformers. UL listed. Reduce 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC to low voltage for trains. Circuit 
breaker protects against overloads. 

$1.52 

Set $579 

$1.97 

Expatica, 1 left-hand. pack. Reduces 110-120-volt, 60- 
in sets only. Work cycle AC current to low voltage 7) 125-WatttypelW — (g] 130-watt type SW 

electrically. Push button to operate HO-gauge train. Sup- for]train.Throttle for 2 trains. Sepa- 
to or close. Control plies 214 amps. at 0-14 volts DC controls speed. Two rate throttles control 
a and wiring included. to run train at S La peed buttons control train speed and directions of 
49N9542-Wt. 1 Ib, Set $7.67 Switch reverses tri direction, horn or- each train. Button con- 

AC circuit supplies 16 volts AC whistle. Two fixed trols horn or whistle on 
cast roaro tr an for accessories. anoir 1 train. Circuit break- 
1 right-hand, 1 left-hand. cuit breaker protects against er. "Power-on" light. 
Open and close by hand. overload damage. UL listed. indicator. Wt. 5 Ibs. Wt. 5 lbs. 
A9N9541-Wt.I0oz.Set$447 — 49 N 9563—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $1377 49 N9819......$1449 — 49 N9840. $1977 s, SEARS 437 

Citai pace scans by dieisimaznisetedaical com 



throw lever to 
release binding. 
Tension control gf 
is adjustable. / 

36 79 mh *2 
Begin set. Hard- 
wood finished in yel- 

Ski and Pole Sets 

48 89 
inch 43 

For ages 5 to 9. 

Red-finished hard- 

5-ft. Skis with quick 
release bindings fit 
boots, overshoes, too 

$84 Ingles two 

Such quality is hard to find at 
this price. Sleekly styled and 
high gloss enameled to sweep 
young skiers down slopes. Fine 
No. 1 hardwood, black with 
contrasting color stripes. 
Grooved for smooth 
tracking. Steel harness with ad- 
justable toe piece and leather 
straps. 2-color lacquered wood 
poles with new type snow rings 

and finger-shaped plastic grips. 
Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 N2461L............ $8.49 

A i, $589 

For ages 6 to 10. 
Select har dwood 

low enamel Adjust. wood. Adjustable skis, blue enameled. 
able foot harness. spring and strap Adjustable steel foot 
Two 30-in. wood harness. Two 36-in. harness. Two 40-in. 
poles included in set. wood poles. Shpg. wood poles included. 
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. wt. 6 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 

79 N 2470C..$2.79 

Sno-Go SkiSet 1988 

Climb, glide down hills or across 
snow, Red-enameled steel, ribbed 
bottoms, Adjustable webbed 
straps. 26-inch wood poles in- 
cluded. 18x6 inches wide. Perfect 
for little beginners. 
79 N 2422C—Wt. 4 Ibs. $3.88 

Cutiloa nae scans by disimas: 

79N2469C.$3.89 79 N 2465L..$5.89 

Sno Shuz $949 

Boys and girls find these great 

to walk on top of the snow . . to 
hike, scout, hunt. Made of high 
strength cold-resistant yellow 
plastic. Adjustable strap binder 
to fit boots. 27x 10 in. wide. 
79N2479C— Wt. 2 lbs.. .$2.49 

5-foot underslung Olympic-style Bobsled has 
steel runner skis, padded bucket-type . 
seat cushions—plus double hand brakes 

Travel at express train speed on ice 
or hard-packed snow on full floating 
bobs with 3-inch wide steel runner 
skis. 40° turning angle. Steering 
bar vinyl Hardwood sports grips. 
and steel frame, steel hood. Handsome 
red finish. Vinyl shock-absorbing 

$1997 
53-inch Ski Boat has 2-way steering 
Fast riding toboggan sled that steers 
and maneuvers by leaning left or right 
and applying the left or right brake. 
Attractive natural wood, varnished, 
with red trim. Polished aluminum 
safety rails. Red seat cushion, red 

$947 
46-inch Toboggan Sled with steering ring 

Ski-like runners give fast smooth rides 
on ice or snow. Hardwood frame in nat- 

ural finish, red hand rail and nose. 

cushions. Holds 2 adults or 3 children. 
22 in. wide, 14 in. high. Assembled. 
Freight (rail or truck) or 
79 N 8322N—Wt. 34 tbe 329.99 

4 feet long. Same as above but no 
brakes. Holds 1 adult or 2 children. 
79 N 8323N—Wt. 30 lbs... 22.97 

Rounded bottom and 
two steering brakes 

for quick maneuvering 

brake handles and grips. 18 inches 
wide, 10 inches 

or express. Assembled. 
Shipping weight 20 pounds. 

79 N 8349N. 

Aluminum steering ring. Red cushion. 
Pull rope. 14 in. wide. Assembled. 
79 N 8350L—Wt. 12 Ibs........ $9.47 

ra SEARS 437 



At SEARS—Archery Sets come 

complete with big 3-foot Tripod 

Target—all for one low price 
pr à 

PES iie UE 

Ua e hos, m 

250 ap 
—— 

3 
Fiber glass Bow, Target 

[60 
T Save from $1.72 to $2.99 . . get a genuinely dur- 3 Intermediate Archer's Set. Durable, recurved 

able target when you order combination Archery 62-in. fiber glass bow—strong, accurate enough for 
Sets with Target. Stands 3 ft. high with wood longest shots. Includes six 28-in. cedar target arrows, 
tripod—boasts 4-color 24-in, wide face of heavy duty plastic arm guard, tab, quiyer. Instructions, 
oilcloth, Zri ple sisal backing, cardboard cushioning. Archery Set with Torget (1) Archery Set Only 
6 N2727L—Tripod Target only, Wt. 5 Ibs...$5.49 ba Gat. No. | Wt. | Price | Cot. No. | Wi, | Price 

:J6 N 265812) 10% |$16,00 6 N 26221) 10* |$12.50 
Q Performance Set. Powerful, recurved 60-in. lami- $N2659,2, 108 | 160046 N26231 10* | 12.50 

nated bow for hunting, targetry. Center-shot, 6 N 266012| 10* | 16,006 N 2624L| 10* | 12.50 
full-view sight window assures alignment. Six 28-in. Allow 10 Ibs. postoge per postal regulations. 
cedar target arrows, quiver, arm guard, finger tab. 

Archery Set with Target (1) Archery Set Only 4 Youth's Set, Scaled down, proportioned version fiber glass lbs. Draw) Cot. No. | Wi. | Price | Cot. No. | WI. | Price of (3) above. 54-in. bow, choice fiber glass con- Youth Set, Target 30-95...]6 8265512 10* $25.006 N 26361) 10* [$22.50 struction, Four 24-in. target arrows, arm guard, side 44 3540...]6N 265612, 10* | 25.006 N 26371) 10* | 22.50 quiver, finger tab. Draw strength appr. 20 lbs. $ 40-45. ../6 N 265712) 10* | 25.0016 N 26381! 10% | 2230 — 6 N 2725L2—Set with Target. Wt. 8 lbs. ..$10.44 
*Aliow 10 pounds postage per postal regulations, 6 N 2736L—Archery Set only. Wt. 10 lbs..., 6.67 

Giant 3-in-l Spin Casting Kit 
. . big enough for that entire family, | L7 Thrifty Archery Set 

* oe 3599 

-—— Features 434-ft. bow made of 
seasoned hickory staves— 
recurved to shoot like expen- 
sive styles, Draw strength, 
approximately 15 pounds. 

Includes four 22-in. target 
arrows, arm guard, finger 
tab, quiver . . plus animal 
target face, lesson book. 

Shipping weight 10 lbs. 
6 N 2586L Set $5.99 

| 474 pieces . . Sears Priced at Only $ i 388 
Great gift idea for grandparents, aunts, uncles, parents to give. Kit includes more 
than enough tackle for 3 or more persons to get in the act of spin-casting . . casting 
that's easy healthful fun. Why not pick up your phone right now and order it? 

Rods and Reels: 3 Bronson Wasp Spin-cast Reels, 3 one-piece 4-ft. fiber glass rods. 
Lures and Baits: Fly Dizzy Plug, Weedless Lure, River Raider Plug, Red 'n White 
Wobbler, Red "n White Spoon, Hammered Spoon, Go Jig, Worm Jig. 
Vinyl: 2 Worms, 1 gator, 1 mouse. Feather Streamer, 50 Natural Baits. 
Hooks, Sinkers: 24 BB Shot, 12 No. 8 Shot, 12 Clincher Sinkers. 2 No. 8 Doby Hooks, 
300 Falcon Hooks, 4 Snelled Hooks. 
Plus: Scaler, Two 3-in. Leaders, 6 Snap-Swivels, 8-clip Stringer, Minnow Scoop, Fishing 
Compass, 2 Red-White Floats, Hook Disgorger, 12 Cork Hook-Guards, 12 Asst^d. Feath- 
ers, 12 Popper Corks, Fishing Book, Two 934x434x314-in, sturdy plastic Tackle Boxes. 
6 N.33624C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . ....... lesse eerie $13.88 

Cutsiod pace Scans by dieistmasnisetediwical com 



$Q77 
without 
battery 

New! Motorized Tot Train travels around 32 feet of track 
Now little railroaders (ages 2 and older) can switch this battery-run 4-unit train from track to track 

past buildings, towers, even over bridges, in this 180-piece Set 

Made by famous Child Guidance Toys for Sears exclusively. Hilarious fun to tower and station platform. Also a 24x12x12-inch high snap-together building 
watch a hardworking “steam” engine pull 3 joy-riding cars around "miles" of that the train can run under. Instructions show how to make many different 
track! Your youngster operates 4 different switches to change train's direction, layouts. Battery-powered locomotive even runs along the floor, has on-off 
Also raises and lowers crossing gates. Cars uncouple to roll by hand. Three switch. Uses 1 "C" battery . . order a package below to keep one handy. Use the 
passengers remove to change places. Break-resistant plastic. phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. E 

Set includes 40 pieces of curved and straight track, 4 bridges plus supports, — 79 N 4487C—Shipping weight 7 pounds... Meets Set $8.77 
4 switches, 20 pieces of railroad trackside equipment, signal tower, water 79 N 4665—“C” Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. ^s Pkg, 36c 

SOME OF THE ITEMS 
YOU CAN BUILD 

Big Busy Builder 
Structures big enough to sit and play in 

i od. $997 | 22, 81497 | 111, s[997 
Now boys or girls can make their own play furniture . 111-pc. Set. 50 enameled steel tubes, 24 connector balls, 8 

FURNITURE 

Gütsiod pade scans by deisihiaitniselediwical Gom 

table, desk, chairs, even a playpen for baby. Or fun 
tent, fort, hot-dog stand, sit-in car, hideout cave, 
more. Quickly assembled. No tools, hardware needed, 

Heavy-gauge steel tubes join to 3-inch high-impact 
plastic connector balls to form 12x12-inch shapes. 
Use plastic panels with steel-bar braces for table tops, 
chair seats, shelves, walls. With plastic leg caps to 
protect floors. Detailed planner book. 

colorfully designed panels, 8 steel braces, 21 leg caps. 
79 N 4656L— Shipping weight 28 pounds. Set $19.97 
83-pc. Set. 38 tubes, 18 bails, 6 panels, 6 braces, 15 caps. 
79 N 4544C— Shipping weight 22 pounds Set $14.97 
51-pc. Set. 21 tubes, 10 balls, 4 panels, 4 braces, 12 caps. 
49 N 4651— Shipping weight 13 pounds 4 ounces. Set $9.97 

433 



Dachshund 32 97 

Dexter takes pleasure in fol- 
lowing his young master 
around, , even makes a bark- 
ing sound, waddles, flaps his 
ears and wags his tail as he 
is pulled along. Rubber treads 
on wheels, Soft felt trim over 
plastic body. 1444 in, long. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds, 
49 N 44049 $297 

v. dA 
+ Ww 

Perky Pot 369 

As colorful percolater is pulled 
along, ten balls pop up against 
the tinted top and a cheerful 
"Poppity-pop, Poppity-pop" 
ound is heard. Demurely cute 

face on plastic Perky Pot 
break resistant. About 64% in 
long, 614 in. wide, 7 in. high 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 44112 $2.69 

Caterpillar s]99 
Give the caterpillar a little 
pull and watch him slither 
along. Bright green and yel 
low body sections move up 
and down in realistic wig- 
gling motion. Eyes roll as he 
looks around. Made of wood, 
about 14 inches long. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 4592 $1.99 

Toastie Toaster s) 69 

Tic Tic 
lic" goes the 
this popular pull-toy 
roll up 

Tic-Tic", “Tic 
timer" oj 

Eyes 
and down, and 

lices of soft polyureth 
toast 

Break-re 
about 7 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 N 44113 $2.69 

o up and dow 
tant plastic 

inches long 

Gumby and Pal Pokey ride 

side-by-side in the Gumbymobile 5:299 
Re-create your favorite Gumby ‘TV adventures 
with bendable plastic Gumby and his horse, Pal 
Pokey. Each is 6 inches tall. Take them for a ride 
in the plastic Gumbymobile with its contour-look 
seats, windshield and side car. 3-wheel vehicle from 
Hong Kong. About 6}9xSx4 inches high. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

49 N 44146 Set $2.99 

Cutioasa0F scans by cheisimasmuasetecimici pom 

Baggage Train 3]99 

Removable figure “drives” 
train “suitcases” with 
names of famous cities show 
“destination”, Baggage train 
detaches from engine 
makes click-clack sound 
when pulled. Wood and plas- 
tic.. 1134 in. long, 3x3 in. 
wide. Japan. Wt, 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

49 N 4424 $1.99 

3499 

Fire Engine $297 
Any little fire ch 
fire engine. The 

ef will love th Three delightfully 
crew of four Lift them out by rai: 

delightful, removable firemen ride — tunc. Doubles as a mu 
in back and “climb” the two-sec to tie and 
tion ladder. Tiny helmets can be 

Exclusively 
at Sears 

decor: 

tie shoe lace 
to grasp easily 

Music Box Lacing Shoe 
plays “Old Woman in Shoe” 

Pictures revolve in window . . tots 

learn to tie laces 

1 childrer 
toe, Wind 

àl pull toy. Helps little one 
Shoe lace i 

p chimney play 
dow. 

the 
learn 

extra thick for 
firmly anchored in plastic 

removed, and ladder has its own safety Shoe made of wood and plastic, painted with 
torage compartment. Fire bell — bright, nontoxic colors. Sure to keep any preschooler 
ounds the alarm. Break-resistant busy and enchanted. 10 inches long, 834 inches high 

plastic, about 11 inches long Why n » the phone and order it 
49 N 44114 Wt. 2 IE $2.97 49 N 5324. Shipp eight 2 Ib 1 $4.99 

Happy cup spins as train is pulled along 

Whimsical little pull-toy makes a perking sound as 
it rolls along. The jaunty little flower bounces, the 
tyes roll up and down. Cup, saucer and spoon 
twirl merrily as they follow. Wood with plastic 
wheels. 9 inches long. From Japan. 
49 N 4406 —Shipping weight 1 Ih, 6 oz,,., 42,99 



Easy Reader Set 

Books written especially for 
the young reader. Each 
book contains 61 pages. 
measures 534x834 inches. 

Indudes Come to My 
Party; Adventures of Silly 
Billy; Billy Brown: Some- 
thing Grand; Miss Polly's 
Animal School; Surprise in 
the Tree; A Train for 
Tommy. 

Illustrated. With 5x8-inch 
slate, chalk, eraser, and car- 
rying case. Buy it the casy 
way . . order by phone. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
3C 16321......... Set $3.66 

pages each, 854x11 in.; 
8x10-in. blackboard, 
chalk, eraser, case. 

Grade 1: Arithmetic 
Reading, Spelling, Writ- 
ing. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
3 C 16334. . . . .Set $1.84 

Grade 2: Arithmetic, 
Reading, Spelling, En- 
glish. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
3€ 16335.....Set $1.84 

Grade 3: Arithmetic, 
Spelling, Writing, En- 
glish. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
3 C 16336... . Set $1.84 

Cutiod pane scans by cuisines nasetecindcal pom 

with Doman-Delacato 
Early Reading Kit 

s 

This teaching method, developed by a team of 
educational specialists, offers instructional mate- 
rials geared to the level of a small child's learn- 
ing capacity. Teaching divided into 5 progressive 
steps that coordinate with human learning 
process: visual differentiation (child learns how 
to distinguish A from B); body-image words 
(child learns about himself); environmental 
vocabulary (child learns about his surroundings) 
the alphabet; sentences; reading a book. 

Includes “How to Teach Your Baby to Read" 
book by G. Doman; child's reading book, "Who 
Are You?" by L. Boyer; 20 basic "self" words, 
39 "Child's Immediate World" word cards; 49 
sentence structure word cards, 28 phrase cards, 

52 alphabet cards. 

3C 1051—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz... Kit $8.94 

wees. 

Children's Reference Library 

Save 12% 31555 

Includes 6-volume Dictionary and 16-volume 
Golden Treasury of Knowledge described below. 
22 volumes in all. If purchased separately, would 
total $17.82. 
3 € 1619C—Shipping weight 26 pounds.Set $15.66 

6-volume $494 
Dictionary 

Here's a dictionary that will be es- 
pecially useful to the school-age child 
because it contains definitions for over 
10,000 words—those most often en- 
countered in elementary and junior 
high school work. Helpful in building a 
child's vocabulary. 3,000 color illustra- 
tions add to word meaning. Pronuncia- 
tion guide. Each volume contains 120 
pages, measures 7}4x10% inches. 

Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

3C 1630.... 2s Set $4.94 

ee 
Teach your baby toread m. 

Tiny children Want to learn to read 

Tiny children Can learn to read 

Tiny children are learning to read 

Tiny children Should learn to read 

16-volume :125: 
Golden Treasury of Knowledge 

Created for the grade-school child. 16 volumes cover 1,375 topics in 
simple, accurate language. Text is illustrated with more than 6,000 

color pictures . . 375 maps in color. Covers many subjects including 
art, history, geography, language, world religions, sports, the human 
body, government, etc. 

Special section on "How to do Research" shows child how to do 
homework properly, correctly and quickly. Teaches children to work 
independently without outside help or assistance. Index in each 
volume, plus over-all index in volume 16. Each volume contains 
96 pages, measures 734x1034 inches. 

Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
3 C 1626C—Shipping wt. 18 Ibs... .Set $12.88 [cud AEDSLG 



(1) Old West Trail Cover. Use it alone 
as a tent or put it on any wagon 

27 inches long or longer—and make a 
covered wagon out of it! Over 30 in. 
high. Cambric. 3 wire hoops. 
79 N 8104C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $3.99 

B! Tot's Size Steel Wagon. 20x10x3- 
inch deep body. 5-inch wheels with 

46-inch molded rubber tires, Red.baked 
enamel finish, Easy assembly. 

N 8052L—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs, $1.99 

All-steel Radio Super Wagon. One 
piece body, rolled edges. 28x13x4 

inches deep. Red enamel. 7-inch wheels. 
14-inch semi-pneumatic tires. "Congo" 
graphite bearings. Easy assembly. 
79 N 8112C—Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs, 

(8) 

$5.88 

79 N BI15L—All-steel Radio Flyer Coaster. 
As above except 10-in. wheels, s6x18x 
414 in. deep. Shpg. wt. 32 Ibs. $9.99 

511.99 

Streamlined Catalina Racer. Pump 
the tubular steel “speed stick" and 

away you go! Bucket seat adjusts for- 

ward and backward. Double-disc 10- 
inch wheels. 1}4-inch semi-pneumatic 
tires, Oil-impregnated bronze bear- 
ings. Steel frame, enameled red and 
white. 43x14x17 in. Easy assembly. 

79 N 8936L—Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs... $11.99 

Wheelbarrow with Shovel 

$333 

18x15x6}4-inch green enameled steel 
body. 7-inch disc wheel with 134-inch 
semi-pneumatic cleat-tread rubber 
tire. Yellow tubular-steel handles with 
plastic hand grips. Sturdy steel shovel 
is 2414 in. long. Easy assembly 
79 N 8010C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs..... $3.33 

Tihi nade scans by diaman misolni Goo 

Give them a wagonload of thrills for Christmas 

(4) All-steel Radio Rancher Wagon. 
Removable racks change it from 

chore wagon to a coaster. 4 interchange- 
able steel panels enameled cloud white. 
42x18x314 in. deep (844 in. deep with 
sides). 10-in. wheels. 134-in. semi-pneu- 
matic tires. "Congo" graphite bearings. 
Seminole red body. Easy assembly. 
79 N8179L—Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs.. ... $13.99 

[5] Wooden Stake Wagon. Remove 
sides and change it into a speedy 

coaster. Clear varnished hardwood body. 
36x16x3 in. deep (814 in. deep with sides 
installed). Reinforced with steel cleats, 
box rods. Rolls on nylon bearings that 
can't "freeze" or rust. 10-inch wheels 
with 134-inch semi-pneumatic tires. Red 
enamel, white trim. Easy steering 
“fifth wheel" construction. Steel under 
gear. Tubular handle. Easy assembly 
79 N 8060L—Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs. $17.99 

Jet-fast, chain-drive Speedster. 2 to 1 
gear ratio gives faster speeds. Steel 
body and pump rod. Adjustable buck- 
et seat. Ball-bearing wheels, 8 in. in 
front, 12 in. in rear. 114-in. tires. 
Yellow and black enamel finish. 
35x21x23 inches high over-all. Easy 
to assemble. 
79 N8921L—Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs,..$16.88 

Speed along on ball bearings 

Large size. 36x18x414 inches deep. Heavy-gauge, l-piece steel bod 
smooth rolled edges. 10-inch double-disc, ball-bearing wheels. 13 
semi-pneumatic molded rubber tires. Rugged U-bar axle braces. Handsome 
maroon baked-on enamel finish with black trim. Easy assembly. 
79 N 8126L—Shipping weight 32 pounds $8.98 

Medium-size Wagon. As above except 8}4-in. wheels, 34x16x414 in. 
79 N 8105L—1 X4-in. tires, Shipping weight 28 pc B ces $7.44 

æ = 

(6) s2.88 

[8) 31x29-in.high Scoot- (8) 
er. Steel bearings. 

6-in. wheels. 34-in. tires. 
Parking stand. No brake. 
Steel.Red.Easy assembly. 
79N8809C-Wt.7 Ibs. $2,88 

7] 38x34-in. high. Ball 
i 10-inch 

tires. 

Convenient parking 
stand. Steel. Brake. Ma- 
roon. Easy assembly. 
79N8801C-Wt.15 lbs. $5.88 

Tilt-N-Turn Scooter. 
Steers by 

your weight. Glides 
smoothly on 4 spring- 
mounted 3-inch hard 
rubber wheels. Wide 

(58%-in.) foot plate plus 
4 wheels for easy bal- 
ance. All steel. Red en- 
amel finish. Rubber grips 
28x30 inches high. Shpg. 
wt.10 Ibs, Easy assembly 
79 N 8803C. $7.66 sou: SEARS 43] 



The mystery of 

ADVENTURELAND 

mil 
x a uman? 

The excitement of 

TOMORROWLAND 

and machines. Easy to assemble on 30x 
2 T 60-inch plastic layout sheet. Figures, 

and Indians; Tomorrowland with spring- ^ buildings, etc. 3D plastic. i 
operated flying saucers and rocket laun- 79 N 5995L—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.. ..... $9.87 Washington 



ALLSTATE* 
Regular Gauge Electric 'Trains 

Huge 8-unit set . . remote control . . 
Plus almost 14 feet of track 

Stretch out this sprawling switch track railway . . and really cut loose. From. 
straightaway to sharp curves, you're in command. Move the 65-inch train 
fast or slow, forward or reverse, even couple or uncouple cars by remote 
control . . or set your manually-operated switches from outer to inner oval. 

Look what you get at this low price: 4-wheel-drive locomotive with light 
and chug-chug sound; tender, tank car, hopper, refrigerator car, 2 gondolas 
and caboose. 1 right, 1 left manual switch. Roadbed track includes 10 curved, 
3 straight and 1 uncoupler section. 50-watt transformer with circuit breaker. 
79 N 9624C—Shipping weight 11 pounds... ...... sisse DM 

Either Set 

19° 
NO MONEY DOWN 

6-unit Train includes 
: 3 action cars . . scanning searchlight, 

pa" rocket launcher and cattle car 

Watch husky locomotive puff clean smoke and cool steam, its headlight 
beaming the way along almost 10 feet of track. Suddenly, launching car hits a 
“count-down” lever. You see Minuteman missile spring up for “blast off. 
Whoosh!, it’s on its way . . and you follow rocket's path with searchlight. 
Back cattle car along loading platíorm. Door opens and a steer moves from 
car to platform . . pops back in as train moves on. Tender and gondola. Re- 
mote Control uncoupling; directional and speed control. Includes 8 curved, 
3 straight, 1 uncoupler roadbed track, 50-watt transformer with circuit 
breaker. Train approximately 52 inches long. 
79 N9619C—Shipping weight 10 pounds............ . qRAPe cane 2$ Set $19.88 

[rm 

Wide-radius Track. Has 5 ties instead of 3, p) Electric Switch Set. Remote controls and 
makes larger roadbed. Curves are gentle H wires included. Lights signal position. One 
trains can take curves at full speed. Fits all right-hand and one left-hand switch. 
“ALLSTATE” and Marx electric trains. 49 N 9727 — Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. $8.29 “Gravel roadbed” 3-tie Track 
(1) 49 N 9723—1234-in. Curved. Wt. 4 oz.. . ..23c í E : Manual Switch Set. No lights, etc. (not shown) $ E: n 
(2) 49 N 9720—1134-in. Straight. Wt. 4 or....23¢  Joncr7e sites left. Wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz.. $4.49 Same realistic track as used in Allstate regular gauge 

sets on these 2 pages. Use also with Marx trains. 
3] Uncoupling Track. For cars equipped with ^ Transformers. All have circuit breakers, 2 sets 

automatic couplers. "Uncouple here" sign. of binding posts, one for train, other for acc fig] 9 Ya -inch Curved. [ii Electric Switches. Push 
Also serves as road crossing. 1134 in. long. 5. S UL listed for 110-120-volt 60-cycle 49N9702-Wt. 4 o7...28€ button control panel. 
SON nl et ae * [F] 50 watt. 7-13-volt for train speed, 13-volt (T) 8%-in. Straight. oh oh rest 
3] End-of-track Bumper. Blocks end of dead- for accessories. Steel case. 49N9701-Wt. 4 oz...28c 1 lett. aud 1 tight A Eitch. 

— end track. Has light. 2 in. high, plastic. 49 N9721—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. m p] Crossover. 734x734 in. — Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
49 N 9707 —Shipping weight 4 ounces. 87c ri 100 watt. 5-1. olt train circuit, 15-volt 49N9703-Wt. 4 oz. $1.39 49 N3$706.... ...$6.88 

: d € : accessory circuit. Steel case. fa] 874 -in. Uncoupling 
5) Crossover. Build exciting figure-eight lay- ^ 49 N9722— Shipping weight 4 Ibs... .... .$7.99 Track to uncouple All- Manual Switches. Lever 
= outs. Each track 914 inches long auem state or Marx cars with control. No light. (Not 
49 N9726—Shipping weight 4 ounces......$1.33 [g] 150 watt. 0-15-volt train circuit. 15-v ac- automatic couplers. Add shown.) 1 left, 1 right 

C7 cessories. Throttle handle. Plastic case. oneormoretoyourlayout. switch. Shpg. wt. 11b. 12 oz. 
438 SEARS rs 49 N 9724—Shipping wt. 10 Ib: $11.99 49 N9710—Wt. 4 02....97c — 49 N9704... $3.89 

tains pads scans by deistiiascmisetediwical Gom 
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Famous flying wedge steering bars on 

Our Best Sleds are all steel . . need 

just a touch for quick, positive turns 

Sturdy, all-steel mechanism for pre- 
cision performance. Bright chrome 
plating on steering bar, front and 
tubular-steel side rails. Special- 
alloy steel runners have rounded 
dosed ends—no sharp edges. Var- 
nished hardwood top. Vinyl hand 
grips. Order tow rope (4) below. 

Catalog Length) Steel | Wr. | pri 
Number Aelia Ia. | "rico 

1]7?N8343| 66 |..8..| 15 $13.33 
i 79 N8342L | 60 ..8..] 14 | 12.66 

| -| 12 | 1199 

4| Adiustable polyethylene Tow Rope. Nine feet long. For any sled. 
49 N 8329—Shipping weight 4 ounces 

37-inch Sled 

Varnished hardwood top, 
4 steel knees. Grooved 
high-carbon steel run- 
ners curled at rear, no 
sharp edges. Steel parts 
enameled red to resist 
rust. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 N8332C..... $2.99 

Cutioa pans scans by cheisimaxmuseleciwicM Comb 

All Sears Flying Arrow Sleds have 

smoothly sanded hardwood rails and 
full-sweep steel safety runners 

Skim downhill smoothly on 
a speedy Sears sled. Guide 
right or left with light pres- 
sure on steering bar. 

Hardwood tops finished 
with weather-defying var- 
nish. All steel parts enam- 
eled bright red. High-carbon 
steel runners are grooved for 
fast getaways. Order the 

handy tow rope (4) at left. 

Sears "Charge Account’ makes all your buying easier 

Catalog [E Steel | Wt. 
Number Inches | Knees Ibs. 

5) 79 N 8338L |. 66... n.l- AS. [$9.99 
79 N 83371 |.. 8.99 

(6) 79 N8336 m 

7) 795335 |... 599 
79 N 8334C].. 499 

79 N 8333]... 399 

Convertible Sled with Guard. Sled Guard con- 
Allows baby to sit up in com- verts any sled to | 
fort. Long handle for pulling baby sleigh. Wood 
without stooping.Detach sides, slatted back. 

Guard easily 
taches with 
metal clamps. 

Sled Pads . . Tie to deck of sled. 
Solid color vinyl cover, filled with 
plastic foam. 
Pad for 66-inch sleds. 
49 N B346-Wt.11b.402..... $2.97 

Pad for 56 or 60-inch sleds. 
49 N 8345-Wt. 1 Ib. $2.66 

Pad for 42, 47 or 48- 
49 N 8344-Wt. 12 oz. 

Pad for 37 or 38-i y 
49 N 8339-Wt. 10 oz.......$1.' 

Pad for baby sleds and 
49 N 8351-Wt. 8 oz... 



For your fast 

downhill rides 

FLYING ARROW 

SLEDS 

* Full-sweep safety runners of 
high-carbon steel 

* Smoothly sanded hardwood 
rails 

* Varnished hardwood tops re- 
sist weather 

Scoot along speedily on a dependable 
Sears sled. All steel parts enameled 
bright red to resist rust. High-carbon 
steel runners grooved for fast going. 
Order the handy tow-rope at right. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

^  Catelog | length | Steel | Wi 
Number — | inches | knoes 

79 N 8338. .66 
79 N 8337L|.. 
79 N 8336L|..5 

DELUXE BABY SLED 'N STROLLER 

It takes just a touch to turn 

SEARS FINEST SLEDS 
Chromium-plated steel steering bar, side rails 

Extra speed .. from special alloy steel runners with safety ends. 
Extra-quick steering with flying wedge steering bar. Vinyl grips. 
Steel and wood construction. Bright chrome plating on bar, front, 
tubular side rails. Varnished hardwood top. Order tow rope at right. 

Sled Guard for tots 

3299 
Real boon to parents, real 
treat for baby. Converts 
any sled to baby sleigh. 
Wood sides, slatted back. 
Guard easily attaches with 
strong metal clamps. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
ws 49 N8325........ $2.99 

(AN M 
v Sturdy, comfortable 31-inch sled 

that converts to a stroller with 

Citai page Scans by deisthissniselediwical com. 

L| 

Treat tots to snow rides. Move s[O33 
lever .. presto . . it's a stroller 

wheels, Varnished hardwood top. 
Steel frame enameled red. Long 
tubular steel handle. 
79N 8313L-Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. $10.33 

48-inch 66-inch’ 

31056 s1433 

Catole length | Steel | Wt. | Prk 
Number | inches | inoos | be. | oach 

79 N 83431 |. .66.. ..8.. | 15 514.33 
79 N 83421 |. 60... ..8..| 14 | 13.33 
79 N 341L «| 12 | 12.66 
79 N 8340L |. 48... 4..| 10 | 10.66 

Polyethylene Tow Rope 

89: 
Needed for pulling. Adjustable, 
Strong. 9 ft. long. For any sled. 
49 N 8329—Shpg. wt. 4 oz..99c 

SKI SLED'S wood runners give fast, smooth ride 

46-inch toboggan-type 
sled with bent wood 
runners glides over ice 
or snow. Aluminum 
steering ring. Natural 
finish hardwood frame. 
Red nose, handrail. 
With cushion, pull 
rope. 14 in. wide. As- 
sembled. Wt. 13 Ibs. 
79 N 8350L..$10.22 



Mattel's New Talking Animal Barn 

Helps preschoolers learn 12 farm animals and how they sound 

Sold only Loads of fun while learning farm animal sounds. Just flip the catch and this 
at Sears colorful vinyl barn opens to reveal 12 cardboard animals in realistic setting. 

Child can take out animals . . pull the Chatty Ring? to hear “Quack, Quack”, 

“Baa Baa,” and more. Barn doubles as carry case. 12x8x6 inches deep. Pick up 

$ 88 the phone right now and order this one! 
49 N 4547—Shipping weight 2 pounds... eese nn $5.88 

DENNIS THE MENACE 
Talking Phone 

.. 10 different sayings 
Modern-looking white plastic phone. Turn dial , . 
bell rings. Press special button . . phone talks. 
Release button and reply. Takes 1 “D” battery, 

Talk with DENNIS as he 
says 10 different things . . 

havea ball sharing his escapades 

3399 ss battery 
JSN 

A daring escape.. ` n 
A treasure hunt. . 

Mickey Mouse and 
Pals Talking Phone 

3644 without 
battery 

Pick up receiver and push a button to 
hear Dennis greet you with a cheery 

un tunne “Hi, I'm Dennis—Who are you?” or “Is 
my frog in your pocket?". Hear window 108inch size 5 rp : crash and Dennis’ innocent "Sorry, Mr. 

$788 Wilson.” White plastic phone. Takes 1 
"D 

T2-inch size 

battery 

c 49 N 4761—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 07.$3.99 

With colorful Jungle Book characters. A “D” Batteries. Package of 2 

wonderfully imaginative fabric tunnel . . 49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 36c 

a hideaway, a tent, a clubhouse. Play your 
favorite games like chase 'n tag indoors or 
out. Cotton fabric covers 24-inch wide 
hoops, collapses quickly to an easy-to- 
store 2-inch thickness. Hoops are strong, 
tempered spring steel. 

72-inch size 

Donald, Goofy, Minnie, Jiminy 
Cricket, Ludwig Von Drake. 
With 2 records. Plastic. Uses 1 
“D” battery, order at left. 
79 N 5030C-Wt. 3 1bs.$6.44 

Talk-O-Phone Bank helps tots save as they play 

2 N 4706L—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. ... -$6.44 Put a coin in slot and turn the crank. Old-fashioned wall-style phone 

Vesper « will ring, talk and sing "Happy birthday to you" and more sayings 

79 N 47221—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs...... 7.88 $299 Built-in record player needs no batteries. Key included for coin com 

434 [Sears |r partment. From Japan. Sturdy metal 7 inches high 
\ $2.99 49 N 4762—Shipping weight 1 pound 

‘Stated page scans by dieisthiatniselediaical Gom 



Arrange keys and 

the Melody Train 

plays any one 

of 24 songs. . 

» its track is actually 

į a 6-foot lon 

xylophone 

World's smartest locomotive cute little engine rolls around 

the track while its vibrating mallet rings out the melody. Each 
of the 48 crossties is a musical note . . removable to create new 
songs as shown on the color-keyed song sheet (included). Engine 
8x3x434 in. high. Track layout 12x24 in. Metal and plastic. Use 
1 "D" battery, not included. Order one package, sold below 
49 N 44094 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces $6.95 
49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Package of 2. Wt. 8 oz.. . Pkg. 38c 

Youngsters get so much more fun . . you get so much 
for your money with Sears special Action Toy Sets' 

, 
EN 386 

1 Toot Copter . . push it and friction 

motor makes it scurry along floor with 
propeller whirling or pick it up and blow its — Q Clown in train walks alo 
tail whistle. About 5 inches long. in his lovably clumsy m: 
Tune Truck pull toy plays.a melody and when you wind him up. 3 inche 

dumps as you wind up the crank. About tall. Dog inside flreplug. Where 4 in. long. Cow jumps over tiger and bear with mov 

4 inches long. Choo-choo engine winds-up else would a puppy want to be? the moon . . 

. push him Car Carrier with 2 
and this big hound goes Tailgate raises 

across floor nodding head. long. Funny Jungle. Circus wagon holds 

ng 9 Dog on dog 

wind up, it driven by b 

Mystery Loco 397 without 
. . Which way will it go? Mme 

Smoke puffs out of smokestack, whistle blows, head- 
light glows. Changes course each time it hits an 
obstacle. Steel. 10 inches long. Uses 2 “D” batteries. 
Order 1 package, sold at left 
49 N 4435 —Shipping weight 1 pound $2.97 

Wind-up Showboat plays 3379 
tune as it paddles along 

Down the Mississippi or across the bathtub, 
paddle wheels propel boat while. the music 
plays. Break-resistant gaily colored plastic 
Musical movement enclosed in waterproof 
housing. 6x8x12 inches long. Made in U.S.A. 
49 N 44157 —Shpe. wt. i lb. 12 oz.. .$3.79 

l7piece | $397 
Tootsietoy Set 

2 d 3 drivers. 
ers. 14 inches 

ble legs. Jeep 
ne hunter pulls the trailer 

and runs around its own circular track Wind him up and he toddles hops in circles. tall 7!4 inches overall. Ferris Wheel with 3 little 

Train about 3 inches long. All of brightly along. 3 inches tall Both of Frog riding dinosaur..wind ^ pigs that pop in and out can replace cage on 

colored, non toxic plastic and steel rugged non toxic plastic and up, it walks. 2!4 in. tall. All circus wagon trailer, 3 inches long. Plastic 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ou 
49 N 44192.. Set $3.66 49 N 4455 Set $1.99 49 N 44175 

NOTE: A! ns from Japa! 
442 [Sears] oxu — & 

Cutlod pace scans by cheisinasmusetecimici com 

es. steel. Shipping weight 14 ounces. plastic. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. and metal. Made in U.S.A. 
Set $3.49 49 N 44158-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.Set $3.97 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys on pages 433 to 605 until July 30, 1969 



FRIEND 
IS 

SOMEONE 
TO 

LEAN ON! 
These super-size 

plush friends 

are available 

only at Sears 

SUR 

Tinipon sen ———— 

Button eyes and noses; 10 in. 
long, 744 in. high. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 C 40076. ........ Set $5.99 

4 Poochie Pup. His long 
acrylic coat almost covers 

his alert plastic eyes, Perky 
ribbon, felt tongue. Whimsical 
sheep dog stands 10 in, tall, 
49 C 40094— Wt. 1 Ib.. . $2.99 

over 
2 feet (587 9 

Kitten Corner 

5 Angora Cat . . so elegant. 
And she has her own comb 

so you can keep her long acrylic 
coat looking purr-fect. Ears 
lined in rayon satin. Matching 
bows. 26 in. long 
49 C 40078—Wt. 2 Ibs... .$7.99 

Standing Tiger . . of soft 
rayon plush. Long acrylic 

whiskers. Wears a daisy on a 
15 in. high 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 
chain. 

49 C 40092 $4.99 

7 Love Kitten . . groovy! 

Wears felt jacket, yarn 
necklace, “glasses” and flower. 

Rayon plush. 16 in. high. 
4940093- Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. $6.99 

ts 
€ 

Gentle “Monsters” 

3 Octopus. With his 6 long Q Musica! Snake. Shake 
i arms, he's really ready him and hear him.chime 

int Plush Pals . . they're such softies for a hug. Rayon plush; 16 Yarn hair, “sunglasses” hide 
in. long. Plastic loop for his felt eyes. 60 in. long 

2 U'lkey: Why not let this snuggly hanging. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs Acrylic plush. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 

polar bear come and hibernate at 49 C 40079 $4.99 49€ 40077 $3.99 



$19.88 2.50 down B 

Speedway “500” 

Pace Setter Car 

[1] Just like car that sets 
— pace for the big-time 

racers. Smooth ball-bear- 
ing chain-drive . . even has 
special sound device to 
simulate running motor! 
Steel body, 8-in. ball-bear- 
ing wheels with rubber 

tires, aluminum finish trim, 
gunsight fender ornaments 
with reflectors, 17 x 36 in. 
long. Shpg. wt. 31 Ibs 
79 N 8956L $19.88 

Speedway Playsuit 

B Sanforized, washable 
cotton poplin. Full 

length fastener closure. 
Plastic helmet, goggles. 
Siate size small (20-23-in. 
chest), medium (24-28- 
in.) or large (29-32-in.). 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 NB13............ $4.99 

432 SEARS eso 

Cabu Dane scans by Heimat nisetedimical or 

Hottest thing 

on & wheels 

Only $3477 

$. 50 down 

* Ball bearing chain drive 
makes pedaling child's 
play for 4- to 8-year-olds 

* Enclosed, high-impact 
plastic body keeps young- 

ster's feet off ground 

Junior'll be traveling on Cloud 9 

for sure when he pops behind the 

wheel of this sleek reproduction of 
a real st 

Molded from high impact, linear 
plastic . . light in weight but super 
strong. Big enough for an 8-ye 
old, yet a 4-year old can mal 
go with ease. . or honk the chrome: 
plated horn to clear the road. 

Fully enclosed ball-beari 
chain drive, 12-inch, sleeve bear- 
ing disc wheels with semi-pneuma 

ires. Freight (rail or truck) or 
express. See Speedway Playsuit at 
left below. 26x54 inches long 

79 N 8963N-Shpg. wt. 44 Ibs.$34,77 

'edway racer. 

Cash 
$2.50 down 

Sidewalk Autos grow as he grows 

Adjustable Pedals. 5 | 
different settings make „Å 
pedaling easy for chil- SA, 
dren as they grow. On X 
items 3 to 5. 

[3] Hook and Ladder with real, honest-to-goodness 
clanging bell, flashing red spotlight and wooden 

ladders (for “saving” people). Assistant chief stands 
on rear step and hangs on to handrails. Steel body, 
8-inch ball-bearing wheels with rubber tires. Bat 
teries not included, order 2 
79 N 8918L—17x45 in. long. Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs.. .$21.88 
34 N 4659 — Batteries for above. Wt. 4 oz. 2 for 30c 

@ Station Wagon. So real! Tailgate opens to pro 
vide room for pals or packages, So perfect for 

sidewalk cruising! Gunsight fender ornaments. 
Bulb-type "squawker" horn. 8-inch ball-bearing 
wheels with 74-in. molded tires. All steel. 
79 N 8909L—17x45-in. long. Shpg. wt. 33 Ibs.. $18.88 

[5] Holiday Auto. Sleek, streamline styling that is 
faring to go on trips around the yard. Smart- 

looking dual “headlights” give auto an authe: 
modern appearance. Jet-style steering wheel. 
ric-type seat pad. Eight-inch easy rolling double: 
disc ball bearing wheels with 7-in. molded tir 
All steel 
79 N 8904L—17x36-in. wide. Shpg. wt. 28 Ibs. .$14.88 



Allstate® Regular-gauge 
Electric Trains on both 
pages have die-cast 
wheels, roadbed track, 
and circuit breaker to 
protect against current 
overloads. Engines are 
abóut 4 inches high. 

You'll love putting this sleek rail beauty 
through its paces . . all by remote control. Edge 
the log car along side the dumping platform and 
unload automatically. Run train fast or slow, 
forward or reverse, couple and uncouple. Stop 
and use powerful crane car to pick up logs or 
load gondola car. The New Haven even lights 
its own way around the 102-inch oval track. 

In minutes you've got the "feel" of this 5-unit 

freight system. Adjust speed, fast or slow; go 
forward or reverse . . by remote control. You 
can even couple or uncouple cars over un- 
coupler track from the control lever on trans- 
former. Highly detailed engine makes chug-chug 
noise as it speeds around the roadbed track. 

about 33 in. long. 25-watt transformer, 

NOTE: All sets on these 2 poges include transformers to 
to control train speed. UL approved for 110-120-volt, 

‘tind pane scans by chaisimax nuisetecindcM poen 

5-unit Diesel Freight includes log and crane cars 

Low price for 5-Unit Remote Control Coupler Train 

Diesel switcher pulls 2 cars, caboose. separate circuit breaker. Man- 

49N9623-Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $9.49. 

NO MONEY DOWN 

Big 9-unit set. . nearly 7 feet long 
11 feet of roadbed track . . scale model includes 4 car 
Auto carrier . . Piggy back car . . Wrecker crane car 

By remote control train speeds down straightaway, 

tle this twin-diesel train back and forth . . even couple and uncouple the cars. 
Right on schedule, unload the 4 vehicles from the auto carrier, at one 

point. Deliver the hauler and trailer at another. Uncouple the hefty wrecking 
crane car and really go to work. Sliding-door box car, milk tank car, flat car 
with girder, and wrecker caboose make up the rest of this sturdy freight . . 
authentically detailed in metal and plastic. Rock Island power unit has light, 
second unit is dummy, Both units have working couplers. 13 sections of 
roadbed track and 1 uncoupler section to form 13: 
inches long. Power-packed 100-watt transformer with circuit breaker . . UL 
approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N9622C—Shipping weight 15 pounds, Pay only $4 monthly. 

Complete set is carefully detailed in metal and 
plastic. Track is all realistic roadbed type; 
eight curved, one straight, one uncoupler track 
section. Set includes caboose. Train measures 
over 44 in. long. Circuit breaker built into 
powerful 50 watt transformer . . protects against 

overloads. UL approved, 110-120-v, 60-cycle AC. 

49 N 9618—Shipping weight 10 pounds... .$17.89 

Detailed plastic and metal slant-back tender, 
gondola, tank car and caboose follow behind. 
Eight curved, 1 straight and 1 uncoupler track 
sections form 102 inch oval Train about 40 
inches long. 50-watt, circuit breaker transformer 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

49 N 9626—Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz.. ......$1349 

$049 
stort, stop, also 
40-cyde AC 

ue 

glides around curves. Hus- 

-inch oval. Train over 83 

Cash $2779 



Spin, turn and race 
down hills on 

Snow Discs 

Plastic $399 
Extra-big 30-inch size. 
Sturdy red polyethylene 

- has hole with metal 
eyelet for rope. 2 safety 
webbed handles. 

Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 8307L..... $3.99 

Fiber Glass $399 
Strong and speedy . . 
smoothly turns and spins 
as you shift weight. 25 
inches in diameter. Hand 
straps. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 8317L.....$3.99 

Steel $388 
26-inch disc spins and 
slides smoothly. Gaily 
decorated with animal 
characters. Hand straps. 
Smooth rolled edges. 

Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 N 8331L.....53.88 

Aluminum $397 
25-inch Sno-Slider with 
smooth beaded edge for 
sturdiness. Strong web 
loops. It spins or goes 
straight as it slides. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 8308L..... $3.97 

Ski Skates $145 
For ages 2 to 6. Wood. Ideal 
to use on snow or ice. 16 
inches long. Adjustable straps. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 2478. 

Beginner Skates $159 

Steel skates with double run- 
ners, For ages 2 to 6. Adjusts 
7 to 8 inches. Shipping weight 
1 pound 4 ounces. 

um——Ó——— 

Shortie Skis $199 
Tough blue plastic. 554-in. 
width, ribbed bottom for stabil- 
ity. 19 in. long. Web binding. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

Outrigger Skates $249 
Detachable outriggers for easy 
Teaming. Single steri Blade. 2 to 
6 years. Shipping weight 1 
pound 10 ounces. 
49 N2492............$2.49 O 

Just lean to steer 

Goes right Goes left 

EN 
straight 

a 

Easy-to-steer Sno Wing® 
Delta-wing-shaped for speeding over the snow—to the right, to the left, 
or straight ahead, Sit or kneel as you whiz along. Center bottom runner 
holds direction. Strong formed steel with rolled edges, attractively enameled 
in red. Two secure hand grips firmly attached. Size: 37x30x3 inches 
high. Please be sure to see shipping note below. 

79 N 8316N—Shipping weight 10 pounds......... sean an SOT 

"Tough plastic Steel Rocket Plastic Sno-Jet 
Toboggan Rider Rocket Sled 

$397 $497 $397 

Belly-flop, kneel or sit 
on this snow rider stream- 
lined for speed. Steers 
right or left by leaning 
body. Strong steel with 
safety-rolled edges. Col- 
orfully decorated. Stur- 
dy hand straps. Rope 

Sleekly tapered in 
tough blue plastic. 
Steers by leaning 
right or left. Light- 
weight for easy han- 
dling. Rolled safety 
edge. Web handles. 
Rope holes. 42x30 in. 

Designed for speeding 
downhill or for tow-rides. 
Made of rugged red poly- 
ethylene that resists 

breakage even in sub- 
zero weather. Rope han- 
dies along each side. Out- 
side ridge for extra safe- 

Size: 39 in. long, 15 hole. 23 in. at widest wide at back. Shpg. 

in. wide, 4 in. high end, 37 in. long. wt. 4 lbs. See shipping 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. note below. 

79 N 8324L.....$3.97 79 N 8347L. $4.97 79 N 8348N.$3.97 

Bob-Scat 

Sled 

1997 
Slide down snowy slopes in this 
light blue and white beauty. 
Steer with twin rudders that can 
work as brakes, too. Wood 
frames, sides, seat and rudders. 
Steel front. Strong galvanized- 
steel bottom is grooved for easy 

gliding. Assembled except for 
rudders. Tow rope included. 
Size: 48 inches long overall, 14 
inches wide. 

79N8319L-Wt. 24 Ibs..$12.97 

Shipping Note: All catalog numbers end- 
ing in “N” (such as 79 N 8316N) sent 
freight (rail or truck) or express. 

xs SEARS 439 



RACING STYLE BOBSLEDS. Speed on Low-slung frame .. use double hand brakes 

6 feet long 

:4999 i, 
5 feet long 

$3597 12, 
4 feet long 

$2797 sm, 
Full-floating bobs with 3-in. wide wood 
skis with heayy steel runners for ice 
or hard-packed snow. 40° turning angle. 
Steering bar sports vinyl grips. Hard 
wood and steel frame, steel hood. Red 
finish. Vinyl shock-absorbing cushions. 
AM 22 inches wide, 14 inches high 

Freight (rail or truck) or express. 

6-ft. long. Holds 3 adults or 4 children. 
79 N 8327 N-Shpg. wt. 49 lbs... $49.99 

5-ft. long. Holds 2 adults or 3 children. 
79 N 8322N-Shpg. wt. 41 Ibs.. . $35.97 

4-ft. long. Holds 1 adult or 2 children. 
79 N 8321N-Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs.. . $27.97 

Just say 

"Charge It" 

when you phone 

your order 

Just lean to steer, 
turns right or left 

SNOW-A-GO-GO 

. a whiz of a ride 

Turn the “high-rise” 

handlebars . . you 

glide and slide 

so smoothly . . 

Whee! Easy-to-steer Sno Wing speeds down hills . . 

choose sturdy steel or lightweight aluminum 

Delta-winged speedster skims over Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
the snow . , rider sits or kneels. Cen- Natural aluminum. Wt. 7 Ibs. 
ter bottom runner holds directions. — 79 N 8320N ... s $6.77 even on a 
Strongly made with rolled edges. — Red-enameled steel. Wt. 11 Ibs. " 
Two hand grips. 37x30x3 in. high. — 79 N 8316N.... light snowfall 

s877 

Q Lightweight Aluminum. Smooth 
beaded edge for extra strength. 

Strong web loops. 25-inch diameter. 
79 N 8308L—Wt. 4 Ibs...... $3.99 

si Steel. 20-ga. auto steel. 
edges. Red enamel. Web 

straps. 25-in. diam. handles. Rope holes. 26-in. diam. 
79 N8317L—Wt.41bs....$3.99 — 79 N B302L—Wt. 7 lbs.. ... $3.47 Sporty red, white and blue ski-ster steers by handlebars or feet. 

= — Strong zinc-plated tubular steel brace, handlebars. Plastic grips, 
F streamers, 15-in. wood banana seat . . 9 in. high. Acetate wind- 

shield, 3 wide, grooved metal runners. Unassembled. 41 in. long. 

Strong, light fiber glass. Slides 
LS bees y. Hand Rolk 

4 
in N 

= 2 aU Sa 

Metal Ski Skates 5299 e qu 
Beginner Ice Skates 

Steel skates with double runners for 
first ice skating. Adjust . . 7 to 8 in. 
Adjustable straps. Ages 2 to 6 
49 N 2545—Wt. I lb. 40z.. $1.79 

{Sitaios pace scans by dieisinasmasetedimical com. 

s[59 
Wood Ski Skates 

Fun for the 2 to 6 year old to slide 
on ice or snow. Adjustable straps go 
over boots or shoes. 16 in. long. 
49 N 2478—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $1.59 

For the 4 to 14-year set for ice or 
snow. Ribbed flat bottoms for stability, 
speed. Adjustable straps fit over boots, 
shoes. Red enameled finish resists rust. 
6 inches wide, 18 inches long. 

49 N 2557—Wt.3lbs.8oz.... u [Sears] 433 $2.99 



See 'n Say Talking Toys 
. teach tots farm animals, 
alphabet, musical sounds 

Set dial, pull Chatty ring, clocks 
make sounds; plastic, 16x10x3 in. 

The Farmer Says—hear names 
and sounds of 12 animals, 

49 N 4508 —Wt. 2 1bs.....$5.33 

2 The Bee Says—26 letters, pic- 
tures, words. Teaches alphabet. 

49 N 4509—Wt. 2 Ibs.....$5.33 

Mr. Music Says—hear name 
and sound of 12 instruments, 

49 N 4763—Wt, 1 lb. 302. $5.33 

Talk 'n Do Choo Choo says 

“To the roundhouse” and more 

Bells clang, whistles toot. Push button, 
it talks. Wheels, stack, cab, hopper slip. 
apart. Plastic, 13x13x8 inches, Uses 1 “D” 
battery. Order 1 package below. 
79 N 4756C-Shipping wt..3 lbs.. $6.99 

"D" Batter Package of 2. 
79 N 4660-Shipping weight 4 oz. .36c 

My-own Supermarket 

3688 

Pick miniature packages of name 
brand items off shelves, put 
them in portable shopping cart. 
hen pay for groceries and get 
trading stamps at realistic check- 
out counter. Cash register really 
works, Sliding drawer with plen- 
ty of play coins, money, stamps. 

Titii pads scant by ceisihiaxnisetediwical con 

"Put in some money" . « 

this Piggy Bank talks you 

into saving all your coins 

s449 w 

omething every time 
8 different 

thank you” when 

Made of sturdy plastic 
and metal. Comes with key to lock coin 

Funny piggy say 
you put in some money 

di 
you drop in a co 
messages, inc 

compartment. 7 inches long. Uses 1 "C" 
battery; order 1 package below 
49 N 1668—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.49 

"C" Batteries. Packag 

49 N 4665—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... .Pkg. 36c 

: without Your choice 369 battery 

Talk 'n Do Mobile says ''Take 

me apart” and 9 other things 

Push running board down, car talks. All 
plastic. With horn, motor, crank, parts. 
Assembles readily. 15x9x9 inches. Uses 
1 "D" battery. Order 1 pkg. below. 
49 N 4585—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz.$6.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... Pkg. 36c 

Door slams 

Door opans . « 
dog grabs coin 

BARKING DOG BANK . . dog barks, jumps 

out and snatches coin back into house 

3488 | 
Just put any coin into the slot in front of his house and 
watch Rover go wild! He barks loudly, then springs out of 
his house, steals your coin, and drops it into secret bank 
for safekeeping. Sturdy plastic. 7 inches long. From Japan. 
Uses 2 “C” batteries. Order 1 package at left. 
49 N 1665— Shipping weight 2 pounds. ... . .. .. ....$4.88 

TALKING BLOCKS , . just squeeze and 

each makes sound of animal pictüred 

3344 

Please your pet-loving pre- 
schooler with big blocks he 

to hear sound can squee 
imitating 5 familiar animals 

Plastic-coated corrugated 
paperboard is really sturdy 
Can be stacked up to nearly 
3 feet high or used to build 
blocks into their own unique 
design. Range from 514 to 
8 inches square. All nest for 
compact storage. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz 
49 N 4439... $3.44 

SAVE THIS CATALOG... 

you can order toys 

on pages 433 to 609 

from now until 

August 1, 1968 

Every store needs a 

real working Register 

$)99 

Ring up sales on precision. 
action steel cash register 

Write up sales checks 
side arm holds pad of paper 
and pencil. Push one of 13 
keys, amount pops up in 
window, bell rings. Push 
lever and drawer opens. Plas 
tic coins and paper money 
Enamel finish, Measures 
about 8 inches high 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1751 ++ 32.99 



|: -. Here are just a few of the things BUILDING 
you can make with these SETS 

Sears exclusive LEGO set has a garage 
with overhead door and miniature car 

: 536 3997 
pieces 

Sears biggest set of 536 pieces also includes handsome tile roofing to add a 
realistic finishing touch. Plenty of bricks build a world of fun for budding 
young architects, mechanics, engineers. Even autos and machines take 
shape with these precision made bricks, Made of rugged, bigh-impact 
plastic, they come in various sizes in red, white, blue, black, clear, and yellow 
Just press together . . they fit securely, yet can easily be taken apart 
to form a new structure. Helps develop a child's skill in planning and 
manual dexterity. Such fun even parents will want to build 
49 N 4419—536-piece Set. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 14 oz Set $9.97 

Children never outgrow LEGO . . 
they just build bigger and better things. 

Here are more sets to make buildings, 

vehicles or even an entire city 

151 $249 | 244 $499 | 335 $699 
pieces pieces piece 

Deluxe Attaché Carry Case Each of these sets is made especially for Scars to give you many piece 
includes Lego Set that makes for your money. The 335 and 244-piece sets include wheels and enough 

so many wheeled vehicles pieces to make all of the moving vehicles and buildings (except house 
‘she above but d t have the car, garage or tile roof pieces avail 301 pieces $188 own above but do not hav ar, garage or tile roof pieces aval 
able in our 536-piéce set. The 151-piece set can make all sorts of station 

and case 
ary models. Plastic. For boys, girls, ages 4-10. 

You can make more wheeled vehicles than with any other Lego Set. Of course 29 N 4599 —151-pc. set: (No wheels.) Shipping wt- 1 Ib. 4'oz.. Set $3.49 

you can still, make dozens of otber fun things too. Housed in a multi-purpose 49 N 4407 244. pc. set. Shipping weight 2 pounds. T ounce, ., Set .4,99 
attaché case . . same quality construction as fine luggage. Plastic. 20x12x4 in. 49 N 4418—335-pc. set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces... Set. 6,99 
49 N 44193 — Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces MIENECTETES 

a 

Build "OPE Toys 
Sears exclusive "'Elasti-motor'' 
lets you build toys with action 

Whirling carousels and ferris wheel 
chugging locomotives . , dynamic ne y 

to build toys that move with block at 
move, even power them with an easy-to- 
replace "Elasti-band" motor. Each block 
has living action hinge tbat builds 
bends to form curved shapes or swing 
action structures. Durable and non-toxic 
plastic. Vacuum formed storage tray 
flips over to become a pin-hole building 
base. Instructions included for endles 
hours of construction fun 
79 N 44181C—Wt. 5 Ibs Set $9.99 

Cut pane scans by cuisines ne 



Rock-a-long Pony. Hitch him up or climb in the 
saddle to watch TV. Sturdy steel rockers are plush 

covered for quiet rides. Soft coat is rayon plush over 
cotton padding. Mane and tail are yarn. Plastic 
saddle and bridle. 10 inches high; 30 inches long 
79 € 40017C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $8.44 

Roller Donkey. Mount this plush-covered burro 
and go for a ride. Cotton padding; plastic casters 

attached to wood base. 17 inches high; 20 inches long. 
Colorful plastic bridle. Acrylic plush 
79 € 40127C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. $5.99 

4" 

Smokey Bear Zippy the Chimp 

Famous bear is Comical character 
inches tall, withrayonplushhead, 

wears a hat, badge arms. Wears removable 
and blue denim trou- overalls, T-shirt, felt hat. 
sers. Rayon plush; Cotton body; vinyl 
stuffed with plastic hands, face and shoes. 15 
foam and cotton in. tall. Shipping weight 

pping wt. 1 Jb, 1 pound 4 ounces. 
49 C 40172.....$4.44 — 49 C 40165. .$6.99 

Tinipon Scant by cinemas dodi cisdca com 

Bugs Bunny 
nc? id 

This silly rabbit just loves 
to talk . . says 11 phrases. 
24-in.tallrayon plush body. 
Vinyl face and carrot. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 C 40147. $7.44 

“It's me, 
Tinkerbell 

Oa 

Mottel’s Tolkin’ Patter 
Pillows. Say 10 phrases 
each. Non-allergenic plas- 
tic foam padding. Cotton. 

3 Clown. 15 in. tall 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 C 40126 $4.44 

Tinkerbell. 18 in. tall 

Posin’ wings. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 C 40128. $5.99 

5 Bear. 15 in. tall. Shpg 
wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 C 40125 54.44 

Save +l 
Lassie 

Now s6” 

@ 
Last Christmas was 

LOOK WHO'S 
TALKING 
5 great conversationalists 

from MATTEL 

Sear: 
Exclusive 6” 

“Gimme a great big bear hug,” invites this cuddly brown 
bear as his bright eyes jiggle under velvety lashes. Wears 
a washable collar and “mod” tie. 1715 inches high with 
floppy arms and legs. Says 10 different phrases when his 
Ting is pulled. Acrylic plush. 
49 C 40145— Shipping weight 3 pounds 11 ounces... . $8.99 



Looks fast . . Is fast . . and it’s steel-tough 

Aluminum-finish steel axles and frame; axles have reinforcing $4-in. steel rods. 
8-in. wheels with 114-in. tires, graphite impregnated bearings. Foot or hand 
brake, steering wheel, figished plywood seat, Masonite Presdwood backrest. 

79 N 8965L—About 53x18x21-in. high. Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs..$14.88 

Fire Chief and “Tee Bird” Beauties 

Packed with free-wheeling driving fun. Ball bearing 
pull straps and axle hangers make pedaling smooth 
and easy. Pedals are adj! ble. 8-in. double disc 
wheels with 54-in. molded tires. Jet type steering 

wheel. Sturdy steel bodies. Both are 33 inches long. 

1 Fire Chief Auto. New "Tee Bird'' Auto. 

design with shiny True big car styling 

Fire Chief bell to clear that’s raring to go. Col- 

the way for junior fire ors Bahama-blue with 
fighters. Colors vermil- white trim, vermilion 

ion red with white trim. red wheels with white 

Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. trim. Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. 

79 N 89621........$12,88 79 N 8952L......... $9.88 

USE EASV TERMS .. See page 294 
titaloó Bade scune by eui mardwisdlocivi cab coni 

518.66 anum 

Chain-Drive Jeep handles “towing” jobs, too 

Olive-drab color and army markings. Steel body. Easy-to-pedal chain-drive 
Short turning radius. Two seat levels. Tow hitch in back. Dummy windshield 
folds down. Front and rear bumpers. 8-in. wheels with M-in. semi-pneumatic tires. 

79 N 8955L—16x20x43 in. long. Shipping weight 39 pounds $18.66 

Surrey with the 

Fringe on Top 

Save :7 
Was $49.97 

Ni A» s4288 
$4.50 down 

Shiny, speedy, sturdy and 

loaded with fun possibilities! 

*Gaily-striped red and white canvas 
canopy, yellow-enameled pine seats and 
bright red enamel steel frame 

* Multi-colored spokes, rubber tires 

* Adjustable, ball-bearing chain drive 
with oil impregnated bearings 

* Smooth-action handlebar steering 

Just set your best gal or pal up front, start 
pedaling and (with just a little imagination 
thrown in) you're soon giddyapping along 
behind a span of high-stepping trotters on 
some lonely western road. 

Or then again maybe you could start a prof- 
itable fresh-air taxi service . . or maybe even 
hitch up Rover . . or, well you can see it's 
got all sorts of exciting possibilities. 
Size 55 inches long, 23 inches wide and 

52 inches high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 8940L—Shpg. wt. 65 Ibs...... Cash $42.88 

NOTE: All items on these 
two pages are partly assem- 

bled . . easy to set up. s.« SEARS 433 



HO Gauge 
means track is about 
?y in. wide, engine 

about 2 in. high 

7-unit H O Diesel Freight.. 

2-level scenic base . . over 20 ft. of track 

..plus 65 other play pieces 

Greatest array of features, most exciting action 

we've ever offered in an HO set at this low price 

$2998 dx "oM NY Completo with 
powerpack 

CGütilod pao scans by cuisines isole didici com. 

Hobby size—scaled 50% smaller than regular or “027"-gauge trains—yet every 
bit as exciting. Seven-unit Diesel freight, 42 in. long, roars through the tunnel, 
past mountains and farm land as it streaks up and down the scenic layout. 

Locomotive has New Haven markings, gleaming headlamp. Runs fast or slow, 
forward or reverse, couples and uncouples its cars—all by remote control! 

Scenic layout measures 45x55x5 inches high. Includes 65 lifelike plastic play 
pieces—trees, farm house, animals, telephone poles, etc. About 260 in. of run- 
ning trackage with 33 sections of track giving continuous over-and-under rail 
system. Uncoupler-rerailer operates N.M.R.A.* couplers, puts cars back on 
track. Plastic cars include coal hopper, tank car, flat car with boat, flat car with 
two automobiles, sliding-door box car, caboose. UL listed 1}4-amp. powerpack 
(110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC) has 4 posts; gives 4 to 18-volt DC to run train, 
18-volt AC for accessories. Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9940N2—Shipping weight 21 pounds. ........ eese Complete $29.98 

HO Train and Turnpike Thriller 

Combines the excitement of railroad and super- 
highway traffic in one big play set. Two autos 
speed along superhighway, stop to let 5-unit 

train roar by. It’s all by remote control! 

m #3998 man 

tank car, cement car, caboose. Run train fast or slow, stop or 
start—all by remote control. 112-inch track (15 track sections plus 
crossover). 
ee at HE 

electric motors. Race along 1293¢-in. 13-section 
powerpack with circuit breaker reduces 110-120-volt, AC AC 
to 18-volt AC-DC. Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9548N2—Shipping weight 20 pounds. 
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Consider how often a toy is a fitting gift. . 
for birthdays, parties, get-well gifts, 
or even as a reward for good behavior. 

That's when you'll appreciate having 
Sears world of toys at your finger tips. 

You'll be surprised how often you'll turn 
to this catalog when you need 
replacement parts—say, a ribbon for the 

youngsters toy typewriter. Or when you wish 
to order clothes for dolls, refills of all sorts, 

or more accessories such as track 
and cars for a road race set. REMEMBER, you can buy toys 

or anything Sears sells on credit 

Whatever the reason, you can count on with no money down. With a 
, Sears revolving Charge Account 

Sears the year round for toys you. din Just. sig AAEE 

to satisfy deserving girls and boys. For details, see page 269. 

PCOKM. 440 SEARS Tests 
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This 4x Scope is included in 

the low Sears price for all 

.22-caliber rifles on this page! 

Tatali page scans by dieisimaxmisetediaical on 
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PET Bu tT 

A Sears Exclusive, 
by Fisher-Price / 

It's fun to learn to tie your shoes! “Old Woman in the Shoe”’ 
tune plays while story pictures revolve in the window 

"Toe raises to lift out 3 children. Wind-up chimney plays the tune. Doubles as musical 
pull-toy. Helps teach little ones to tie and untie their shoes, Made of wood and plastic, 
painted with bright, nontoxic colors. Sure to enchant any little preschooler. 10 inches 
long, 834 inches high. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 5324— Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce, 

Music Box Ferris Wheel 

] Load the passengers, wind 
it, watch the action. Every= 

one’s having great fun—from 
the four tiny wooden kids in 
swinging seats to the little man 
on the ground cranking a 
furiously. Plays “In the Good 
Old Summertime.” Wood and 

plastic, 9x8 in. high. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz 

49 N 5326 $4.88 

Gutsiod ade scans by drian naiseledimical com 

2-tune Music Box TV 

Plays 2 tunes, shows 2 re- 

volving stories on 7.in. 

screen. Stories: "Row, Row 

Row Your Boat" and "Lon. 
don Bridges Falling Down.” 
Channel selector. Knob can't 

be overwound. Plastic. and 
10 inches 

inches high. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ib: 

49 N 5312 

wood. wide by 9 

1 oz. 
$3.83 

$4.88 

Sing-a-Song TV Radios 

Miniature pocket radios to 
delight preschoolers. Wood 
case, plastic speaker. Music 
box pl story passes 
over screen. Cannot be over 
wound. 419x314 in. high 

Shpg. wt. each 9 oz, 
3 “Twinkle, Little Star” 

49 N 5313 h $1.79 
4 “Sing a Song of Sixpence” 

49 N 4754. Each $1.79 

Musical Sewing Machine 
Tap the spools like piano keys $377 

scenes pop up as you play a tune 

Fascinating action matches the music. Little numbered flaps 
flip up to reveal cute pictures every time you press one of the 
8 plastic spools. Musical notes on song sheets are colored and 
numbered to match spools, Includes music holder and 6 
songs to play. For added fun, turn the hand crank and a bell 
rings. Colorfully decorated metal with 8 hidden metal tonal 
bars. From Japan 
49 N 4561— Shipping weight 2 pounds 

inches high. 

$3.77 
Machine measures 9x7x61 

(6)« 49 

Type-A-Tune Xylophone Roll-a-Tune Pull-toy 

Helps teach color, num 
ber recognition, manual 

dexterity. One hand plays 
simple other 
turns roller to advance music 
sheet. High-impact plasti 
metal. 11!4x11x5 in. h 

G Changing action of the 
revolving music roll and 

rly amers provides ea 
walkers with exciting eye and 

ear incentives. Giant metal 

music box with prearranged 
tabs plays “London Bridge 

melodies as 

Color keyed. Selection of is ag Down” as it rolls 
children’s songs included. merrily along. 10x12x6 inches, 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 

49 N 4444 $3.29 49 N 4491 $2.49 

SAVE THIS CATALOG. You can order toys on pages 433 to 609 until August 1, 1968 



Awesome Dinosaurs lumber into 
battle . . eyes and mouth glowing, 

their powerful jaws snapping 
—all at your command 

( 1 and 2 ) Now you can stage the meeting of two of the fie 
dinosaurs that ever stalked the earth. With a touch of the re 
control button they go forward or backward. Plastic bodies. J: 

Tyrannosaurus. 815x4x6 in. high. Order 2 “D” batteries, below 
49 N 44014— Shipping weight 12 ounces. $2.97 
Triceratops. 9x4x4 in. high 2 “D” batteries, order below 

49 N 44016— Shipping weight 14 ounces $2.97 

49 N 4660—"D"' Botteries. € of 2. Shpg. wt. 80z. Pkg... 38c 

Wind up and watch Pup go . . 
he'll walk or sit up and hop 



ANIMATED Animals 
Plush charmers play a music box tune 

as they "come alive'' and begin to move 

(1 thro 4) Just wind the key and these soft rayon plush animals play a 
lullaby while they nod their heads to and fro. Imported music boxes. 

I Nitety-nite Mouse. With sleepy felt eyes, 
tongue and pompon nose. Wears a bright. 

night dress with matching cap. 10 in. high. 

49 C 40097—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 20z....... $4.99 

2 Eddie the Elephant. His big ears are lined 
with cotton percale. Felt features, cap; 

perky percale tie. 12 inches high. 
49 C 40099--Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.. 99 

3 Droopy Dog. Floppy 
cars, felt features, 9 in. 

high. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 40115...... ..$3.99 

Gerry Giraffe. Felt 
mane, cars, eyes, 13 in. 

high. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 C 40116. 6. $3.99 

MUSICAL Sleepy-dolls 
10-inch Suzi stirs to and fro; 14-inch Sleepyhead snoozes 

5 Suri. . watch her head move as she 
“awakens”. Soft acrylic pile plush 

body, vinyl face. Imported music box. 
49 C 40119—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $2.99 

436 [Sears] vss 
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Sleepyhead . . too tired to 
even open her eyes. 

Imported music box plays a 
dreamy melody as she sleeps 
Acrylic plush body, vinyl face. 
49 C 4016—WL 1 Ib. .$3.99 

pe )) 
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Look to Sears for 
UNCOMMON VALUE 

Snuggly plush 

Musical Teddy Bear 

Save 12% ks md 
last Christmas wos $3.99. With 

his soft amber eyes ndly 
is rayon plush teddy bear 

s such a lovable playmate. 
Turn the key and he'll play a 
lullaby. He's 13 in. high; h - 
tic button eyes; vinyl nose, n 

and 

Rayon satin bow 
49 C 40581—Wt. 11b. 2 oz.. . $3.49 

Plush Toys with chimes 
for happy times 

(7 thru 9 ) Shake them, dangle them, 
drop or hug them and these colorful 
softies jingle and chime. 

Coco the Clown . . wears a large 
scalloped collar and little hat. 

Bright straw-color hair frames his 
funny face. Rayon plush. 14 in, high. 
49 C 40118—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz......$4.99 

8 Chime Ball. Multicolor acrylic 
plush. 7-in. diam, Plastic hang loop. 

49 C 40117—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib...... $2.99 

9 Humpty Dumpty. Delightíul fairy- 
tale friend stands 12 inches high. 

Soft acrylic plush body with corduroy 
and vinyl trim. Vinyl hat. Hang loop. 
49 C 4188—WL. 1 lb. 2 oz. .$2.99 



A 

Scoot-A-Bike. Imported from Eng- 
land. All-steel construction, 614-in. 
front wheel. 934-in, rear wheel. Chain 
drive, Rubber outrigger wheels. Ad- 
justable saddle. Leg reach 15 to 20 in. 
31x26 in. high to handlebar. 
79 N 8614L—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs, $17.88 

$24.88 cash 
$2.50 down 

Chain-drive Velocipede ^e 

Fully enclosed bicycle-type chain-drive. Ball bearing 
wheels. 16-in. front and 14-in. rear wheels have 1^;-in. 
semi-pneumatic tires. 114-in. tubular steel frame. 
Chrome-plated adjustable handle bars Adjustable 
vinyl top seat with 2 coil springs. 18 to 20-in, leg reach. 
79 N 8796L—Shipping wt. 39 Ibs, $2.50 down. . Cash $24.88 

434 SEARS sso 
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Looks like a Motorcycle 

. . pedals like a Bike 

$1588 
It’s easy for young daredevil’s to imagine a high speed roar coming 
from the realistic engine details molded into tough, durable plastic 
body, Large simulated headlamp in front. Seats two. 
chrome-plated tubular steel handle bar, plastic grip and streamers 
Steel front fender and forks with 12-in. ball-bearing front wheel 
with 134-in. tire. Two 4*$-in. rear outrigger wheels, For children 3 

rs. Leg reach 13 to 18 in. 35 in. long, height to seat 14 in. 
$15.88 

He'll be a junior patrolman 
in the outfit listed below 

Bike 
Only 

7-piece Highway Patrolman Outfit, Sanforized, washable cotton 

st. Cotton twill trim. Plastic cap and goggles, metal 
handcuffs, plastic belt, holster and 8-in. plastic gun. Sises 

small (20 to 23-in. chest), medium (24 to 28 in.) large (29 to 32 in.). 
49 N 823— Please state size above. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz, . $5.88 

$22.88 cash 
0 down 

2.50 down Ball-bearing Chain Drive Airport Cycle. 
Hinged rear door opens for storage. Heavy 
gauge auto steel body, Full circle steering, Chain-driven Jet, Ball-bearing drive, 1*y-in. semi-pneumatic front tire. %-in, 

Full circle steering with jet steering rear tires. X-in. tubular steel handlebar. 
wheel. 8-in. ball-bearing wheels, 1%4-in. 
semi-pneumatic front tire, 74-in. solid 
rubber rear tires, All steel, Simulated 

Large bright-plated hubcaps, Decals and 
screen designs decorate body. ong bell. 
Over-all dimensions 36x22x20 inches high. 
79 N 8958L—Shpg. wt. 36 lbs, «eee $22,88 

dials and controls. 45x25 in. 
79 N 8959L—Shpg. wt. 39 Ibs...... $24.88 

Tot's Pedal Bike. 8!j-inch front wheel 
with velocipede-type hangers . . S-inch 
rear wheels, all double disc type. Sturdy 
tubular steel frame. !4-inch black rubber 
tires on all wheels. Bright red color with 
white trim. 11 to 14-inch leg reach. See 
measuring instructions below. 
79 N 8358C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 

Measuring Instructions, Measure leg 

reach from foot to crotch with mea- 
suring tape, 
10-in. front wheel . . leg reach 14-17 in, 
12-in. front wheel . , leg reach 16-18 in. 
16-in. front wheel . . leg reach 18-20 in. 
20-in. front wheel . . leg reach 20-22 in. 

Items on these 2 pages sent 
partly assembled, 

Jet Speedster. Rugged one-piece construction of 
steel-strong molded plastic . . so strong it will support 
two children . . so light a child can lift it easily. Fully 
enclosed body. 814- eel front wheel and 6-in, rear 
wheels with 34-in. heavy duty black rubber tires. 
M-in. chrome-plated handlebars with squeaker grips. 
Overall length 32 in. with 1434-in. “Wing” spread. 
Leg reach 10 to 14 in. 
79 N 8604L—Shipping weight 12 Ibs. 



All ALLSTATE® HO engines have 
Power-pull motors, will haul up to 15 
cars. Rolling stock has NMRA* 

6-unit ALLSTATE HO Freight . . 

19 feet of 2-level trestle track! 

Lumbers up the grade . . across the high bridge. . 
then down again. Hugs curves even at high speeds 

$1398 ==. 
It takes a steady hand on the throttle to huff this mighty freight up 
the grade and across the trestle. Run train fast or slow, forward or 
back . . couple and uncouple cars—all by remote control. 

Weighted plastic cars have NMRA* couplers to fit standard HO- 
gauge cars. Nylon trucks and wheels. Six-unit train is about 33 in. 
long. Includes metal-and-plastic switcher engine (dummy headlight), 
plastic hopper car, lumber car, cable car, low-side gondola, caboose. 

Giant 229-inch trestle over-and-under track measures 34x45 in. In- 
cludes 23 sections of curved track, 5 sections of straight track, plus 
rerailer-uncoupler section, 30 graduated trestles, 2 bridge pillars. 
Powerpack not included; order below. 
49 N 9956—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces... ........... $13.98 

standard operating couplers. 

ALLSTATE HO-gauge Freight Trains travel on realistic track with plastic roadbed 
]] 4-unit Industrial Switcher. Just 2054 in. long, 

but loads of fun! Run train fast or slow, couple 
or uncouple cars by remote control. New Haven 

switcher does not have headlamp that lights. 
Plastic cars have NMRA* couplers; include 
hopper, gondola and caboose. 112 inches of oval 
track (12 curved, 1 straight, 1 uncoupler-rerailer 
section). Powerpack not included; order below. 
49 N 9950 —Shipping weight 3 pounds. ...... $8.88 

6-unit Diesel with bridge, track. 3654-in. 
train has engine with headlamp that lights, 

box car, flat car with 2 tractors, cement car, tank 
car, caboose. Runs forward or back, fast or slow, 
couples and uncouples cars. Over 10 feet of track 
(10 curved, 2 straight), also uncoupler-rerailer, 
ramps, and bridge. Metal and plastic. NMRA* 
coiplers. Powerpack not included; order below. 

N 9930—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . ....$1595 

8-unit Steom-type Freight, Die-cast metal loco- 
motive pufís smoke, has bright headlamp. Plastic 

tender, auto car with 2 autos, box car, flat car with 
lumber, crane car, gondola, caboose—all with NMRA* 
operating couplers. Run 41-in. train fast or slow, for- 
ward or back, couple and uncouple cars by remote 
control. 112-in. oval track (12 curved, 3 straight, 1 
rerailer-uncoupler). Order powerpack below (not incl.). 
49 N 9968—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 10 oz...... .. $19.88 

*NMRA. (National Model Railroad Association) standard operating couplers used on every ALLSTATE HO train will fit any standard make of HO gauge car. 

7% -inch HO Uncoupler-Rerailer 
Track. Operates NMRA* couplers 

and rerail cars. 
49 N 9926— Shipping weight 4 ounces.. .75c 
3] 90* HO Crossover Track. 734x734 in. 

49 N 9927 —Shipping wt. 8 oz.....$1.39 
6] 8%-inch Curved Track. HO gauge. 

49 N 9925—Shipping weight 3 oz... 19c 
[7] 7A -inch Straight Track. HO gauge. 

49 N 9924—Shipping weight 3 oz... 19¢ 
[g] Remote-control HO Switch Set: one 

left, one right-hand. Push button to 
operate switch. With panel, wiring. 
49 N 9929—Shipping wt. 1 b....Set $699 
3] Hand-operated HO Switch Set: one 

left, one right-hand. Lever controls. 
49 N9928—Shpg. wt. 8 o7.....Set $4.59 
jj lighted Dead-end Bumper with red 

light. Black plastic, 34 inches high. 
49 N 9923 —Shipping weight 2 oz. .. ....78c 

Gitioa pac scans by cheisimaxnuselediwicd pus 

ALLSTATE HO Powerpacks. Convert 110- 
120-volt 60-cycle AC to low voltage 
needed. UL listed. All have circuit breaker 
to prevent shorts. 49N9922 and 49N9937 

have 2 sets of binding posts: AC for ac- 
cessories, DC for controlling train speed, 

direction and uncoupling operations. 

i] Low priced. Operates train only. 1 
amp. 18-volt AC. 7.5-watt output. 

49 N 9921 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 10 oz.. ...$449 
[m] Standard. 134 amp. .. 4 to 18-volt DC 

for train, 18-volt for accessories. 
49 N 9922—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. ...$579 
fa) Our Best. Has 2 circuit breakers and 

output of 45 volt-amperes. 0 to 14-volt 
DC for train control and 15-volt AC for 
accessories. 
49 N 9937—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs...........$898 rcs SEARS 44] 
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10-in-1 Bowling Alley 
with time-saving automatic pin setter — 

Play 10 different games. Bowling . . a 
fast, competitive sport with two 5-inch 
balls. Automatic pin setter saves time, 

$099 keeps the game going at a lively pace. 
Play Shuffleboard with 4 pushers, 8 discs, 
Tic-Tac-Toe and golf. Three racing 
games, with 4 each of racers, horses, jet 
planes. Dart toss . . with 4 darts and j 
target. Printed linoleum strip measures 
2x12 ft. long. With plastic parts. 

79 N 2456L—Shpg. wt. 16 lbs.. $9.99 

z= 

Pee Wee Shuffleboard— $588 
Bowling—Ring Toss Game 

Round up some players, roll out the 9x2 ft. linoleum 
runner . . and you're ready to play 3 games. Bowling 
with ten 11-inch pins and two S-inch balls of poly- 
ethylene. Shuffleboard with two pushers and discs. 
Ring Toss with 6 rings and post. Plastic parts. Runner 
is screen printed to simulate wood. 

79 N 2494C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs...... Set $5.88 

Hit pins . . they flip 
"4 up. Push down... they 
A i " ii A z reset automatically 

All Star Bowling with $488 
flip-action pinsetter 

Bowlers of 3 to 12 years make strikes, spares, splits. 
Pins flip up when ball strikes. Ball returns automatical- 
ly. Raise tray to reset 4-inch polyethylene pins. 2}4-in. 
balls. Steel alley, 16x16x9 in. 

49 N 2410C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs..........$4.88 

Aim and shoot 
.. ball zooms 
up ramp to 
score..returns 
automatically 

dA 
Position bowler, release the lever . . and ball rolls 
down the alley . . pinspotter automatically resets 

Bowl-a-Matic $977 
Have a bowling tournament at home. You put the ball in the ro- 
bot's hand . . release lever . . see his hand swing forward to roll ball. 
Pinsetter picks up pins. Then it re-lowers pins 
that were left standing. Plastic alley, pins, ball. 
Instructions, scoring pad. 51x11x10 inches over- 
all. No batteries needed. Fun for age 6 and up. 

79 N 347L—Wt. 8lbs........ esses 

Shoot balls at 5 rings on target, valued from 
10 to 50 points. Score totals automatically 
on back panel. Adds up to 500. Turn it back 
to zero after each player shoots 10 balls. 
Balls return automatically. Release lever lets 
them roll into position for reshooting. Sturdy 
plastic construction. 40 inches long. 
79 N 255L—Shipping weight 5 Ibs.. ..$4.99 

ET 
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Save $2.00 
Auto-loading 21-shot .22-caliber Rifle 

With Scope $4540 Model 3T 

1 Separately $47.40. Fires quickly, easily . . as 
fast as you can squeeze the trigger you can rattle 

off 21 shorts, 17 longs or 15 long rifles. The 4X scope 
helps you keep your rifle on the mark, boosts your 
accuracy. An ideal combination for either small 
game hunting or target shooting. Walnut-finished 
hardwood stock. 2034-in. barrel; 39 in. over-all. 
Actual weight 5 Ibs. See Scope specifications below.* 

6 N 509C2— Rifle with Scope. Wt. 8 Ibs... . $45.40 
6 N 239C— Rifle only. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs........ 38.95 

Save $2.00 

Bolt-action 25-shot .22-caliber Rifle 

With Scope $3940 Modal 430L 

Separately $41.40. Bolt-action . . the type action 
used in most big game rifles. With this 4X scope 

attached you make a remarkably dependable .22 
especially accurate, too. Tubular magazine holds 25 
shorts, 20 longs, 18 long rifles. Streamlined receiver; 
walnut-finished Monte Carlo hardwood stock. 1-in. 
sling swivels. 22-in. barrel; 4034 in. over-all. 

Actual wt. 6 lbs. See Scope specifications below.* 
6 N 508C2—Rifle with Scope. Wt. 8 lbs.. .. $39.40 
6 N 285C—Rifle only. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs....... 32.95 

Save $2.00 
Single-shot bolt-action—extra safe 

With Scope $340 Model 41 

3 Separately $25.40. The added safety makes this 
rifle ideal for acquainting beginners with fire- 

arms. Before each shot, the .22 must be hand-loaded, 
then hand-cocked. Full 22-in. barrel plus 4X scope 
help teach marksman-like accuracy. Takes shorts, 
longs or long rifles. 39 inches over-all. Weighs only 
434 Ibs. See Scope specifications below." 
6 N 590C2—Rifle with Scope. Wt. 7 Ibs... . $23.40 
6 N 277C—Rifle only. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs....... 16.95 

Save $2.00 
Auto-loading Remington .22 Rifle 

With Scope 6 | 40 uso 

4| Separately $63.40. Nylon stock in Apache black 
lighter, tougher than wood stocks. Act. wt. 

4 Ibs. Checkered fore-arm, grip; chrome-plated re- 
ceiver, Holds 14 long rifles. 1934-in. barrel; 3834 in. 
over-all. Postpaid. See Scope specifications below.* 
6 N 557C2— Rifle with Scope. (Wt. 6 lbs.) ..$61.40 
6 N 294C— Rifle only. (Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.)..... 54.95 

Save $2.00 
Lever-action .22-caliber Carbine 

With Scope s5440 

Ej Separately $56.40. Molded after saddle guns of 
the Old West. Lever-action and trigger move as an 

integral unit . . your finger never leaves the trigger. 
Holds 21 shorts, 17 longs, 15 long rifles. Walnut- 
finished hardwood stock. 2034-in. barrel; 39 in. over- 
all. Actual wt. 5 Ibs. See Scope specifications below.* 
6 N 523C2— Rifle with Scope. Wt. 7 lbs.. .. $54.40 
6 N 234C— Rifle only. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. ..... 47.95 

*4X Scope. Makes every shot count. Precision-craft- 
ed with rugged steel tube, true-view achromatic 

lenses, constantly-centered crosshair reticle Adjusts 
for internal windage, elevation. Field of vision at 
100 yds., 28 ft. Fits all .22s (1 to 5). 
6 N 679—Scope Only. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib........ $8.45 

NOTE: Firearms not sold to minors 

‘Staind pane scans by cheisimaxmusetediwicu po 
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Save :3.95 

Lever-action .30-30 Carbine 
styled after famous western saddle guns 

Rifle with 3X 
Side-mount Scope 39988 montnty 

Separately $103.83. A long-popular favorite for brush and plains shooting alike. Lets you 

Scope has constantly centered crosshair reticle; field of vision at 100 yards is 37 feet. 
6 N 534C2Y—Rifle with 3X Side-mount Scope. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
6 N 81CY— Rifle only. Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

3X Side-mount Scope only. 
6 N 784— Shipping weight 1 pound 

Sporterized M-98 
Mauser .30-06 cal. 

gr s8088 

6$ Separately $84.38. 
except t the re- 

conditioned is 
new—new walnut ‘Monte 
Carlo 

magazine. 424 i 
Actual wt. 7 Ibs. 8 oz. Case 
length 44 inches. 
6 N 695C2-Wt. 12 Ibs. $80.88. 

Rifle only. 
6 N 134C—Wt. 10 Ibs. 78.88 

Protective, handsome, handy—Gun Case 
15-ga. vinyl cover, full zipper, Tufflex& wood 

-$9 monthly. Cash $99.88 
-$7 monthly. Cash 69.88 

APO $5 monthly. Cash 33.95 

with 

fiber fill, cotton Kasha lining, reinforced handle, 

Single-shot .410-ga. 
. . automatic safety 

m Seti 

Save 33.50 . . Gun price includes Case above 
Single-barrel .20, 
.410-ga. Shotgun 

wn s3495 
8 Sapardtaly Vel 

weight. Side-button release 
opens breech, ejects shell. 
Wood stock, '26-in. barrel; 
4034 in. over-all. Actual wt. 
ók TeS case 44 in. long. 

.20., ith modified choke. 
oN we 91bs... $34.95 
Mm 
6 N 2C—Wt. 8 Ibs.... 3295 

.410-ga. with full choke. 
SN 691 C2- Wt. 9 Ibs... $34.95 
Shotgun 
oN C t. 8 Ibs... 3295 

9 For Celt Brush sizes: 12-16, 20-28, and .410 

- Kit $4.75 war bron or ves gun- K o Neie I DOE, weight 1 poun 
siliconized oil, solvent, gun 10 For Rifles. Rotating rod handle, jagged cleaning 
rods. Rods are of duralu- tops. .22-.35-cal. Rifles. 

minum. Walnut handles. Steel case. eNZIse Ni 1 ib.. 19-pc. Kit $4.75 Esc s 435 



Here comes the 80-man Musícal Marchíng 
Band that can play 50 dlfferent songs! 

The bandsmen appear out of nowhere, straighten out, fall in and march by, 
magnificent in their brilliant uniforms. A conveyorized moving street carries 
them past the castle, over hidden hammers that tap out the melody as they 
strike 10 accurately tuned chimes. 

The men are 134 in. high, hand painted, nicely detailed. These sturdy 
vinyl figures are supplied with 8 different instruments and movable arms. 
Set up the selected melody by snapping the bandsmen into any of the 540 
interchangeable note arrangements on the moving street. Chords and 
harmony can be used. Child is taught by the colorful instruction book 

A speed control handle regulates timing. Castle is 3-dimensional molded 
plastic, about 11x23x24 in. high. 48 cubes are included to set up men as toy 

soldiers. This additional play value adds to the fun 
79 N 4497C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Ue o MUT 17.13 

Sing-a-Song train runs on a phonograph record track! 

$599 yithout 

On most phonographs the record turns. Now, at last, the needle does all the 
work. It’s built into a battery-operated train that busily travels around to 
play 2 songs on each side of a real record. Locomotive boasts a touch- 
controlled stop and go lever . . pulls car with a unique speaker. A needle 
safety lever disengages needle when not in use. To replay songs, just reset 
the base switch. Unit is colorfully decorated metal and plastic, about 1434 
inches square. Imported from Japan. Uses one 
Order one package separately below 
49 N 5725 —Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces $5.99 
49 N 4665 " Battery. Package of 2. Shipping weight 4 oz..Pkg. 36c 

battery, not included. 
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So easy to operate a 3-year old can do ít . . 
storíes so fascínatíng everyone can enjoy them 

e Transistorized e Automatic 

$1695 xn 
"This completely portable play tape was designed with the child in mind. 
It’s so easy to operate . . just pop in a cartridge and it plays . . pull out and 
it stops automatically. Nothing to plug in, no worry about breaking or 
scratching records, Choose from many fairy tales, nursery rhymes or stories 
listed below. Volume and channel selector controls, 2-inch speaker gives 
accurate tone. Durable plastic housing, 4-transistor printed circuit, DC 
micro-motor with governor. Uses 4 “D” batteries, not included. Order below, 
Red and white, measures 4x624x914 inches long. 

49 N 6614—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces... sese $16.95 
Alkaline “D” Batteries. Last 6 to 10 times longer than regular batteries. 
49 N 4653— Package of 2. Shipping weight 10 ounces... .... Pkg. $1.39 

Disneyland Play Tape Cartridges $]29 es 

49 N 66134— Sleeping Beauty Story, Once Upon a Dream, | Wonder 
49 N 66135— Mary Poppins Story, Chim Chim Cherree, Supercal 
49 N 66136—3 Little Pigs Story, Who's Afroid of the Big, Bad Woll? 
49 N 66137—Peter Pan ond Wendy Story, You Con Fly 
49 N 66138— Cinderella, A Dream is o Wish Your Heart Makes, Bibidi Boo 
49 N 66139—Alice in Wonderland Story, Song, I'm Lote. 
49 N 66141—Lody and The Tromp Story, Bellonotte, Siamese Cat 
49 N 66142—Mother Goose Story, Four Nursery Rhyme songs 
49 N 66143— Bambi Story, Bambi (continved), and songs 
49 N 66144— Snow White Story, Snow White (continued), ond songs 
49 N 66145— Pinocchio Story, Pinocchio (continued), ond songs 
49 N 66146— Winnie-the-Pooh Story 
Cartridge size 3Vax3x in, thick, Shpg. wt. 2 oz icis Each $1.29 

SAVE THIS CATALOG. . you can order toys on pages 433 to 609 
from now until August 1, 1968 
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Big and plushy Cuddle Bear 

It’s hard to improve on a classic. This “Ted 
arm could only be enhanced by irrepressible c 

os ng him this big and soft. 32 in. tall. Fine 
plush tipped rayon pile 
79 N 4119L— Shipping 

oe bed 3899 

Elegant Angora Cat 

E 
te lamb oft coat of pure 

acrylic fiber. Satin ribbons, lined 
eyes. Whiskers. 2 

49 N 4198— Shipping weight 2 It 
ches long 

S 9 
23 DL Curl him up . . hang h ht. 6 ^ cute little sleepyhead tha’ 

«€ nches of bright "n sas on personality right down to her ex 
i plete with fangs. R with gantly long eyelashes, Silky-feel 
B: bu LJ felt nostrils and fang on plush nches long 

. 79 N 4120C — Shpy Ibs..$2.€ 

Kicky, 

hippy 
GO-GO MOUSE 

3699 

She's the mouse you'll 
want to live in your 
house! A gangly 32 
inches tall, mostly leg 
Bob her by the arm 
those little high- 
boots love to jive 

Her bright checke 
Ss mini dress twirls and 

Come on, smile, Big John twirls, trimmed with 
fluffy acrylic at hem 

So irresistible with his big soulful eyes and shoulder. Locked 1 

; he's 19 in, high sitting down. His cheeks n eyes with big felt Viva! the proud Bull 

droop and his brow is furrowed just like lashes. Rayon plush With a look of such foolish arrogance, who 

à real bloodhound. He's even got freckles body. Shpg. wt. 3 lb could help but love him. Decked out in the 

on his nose, Born hunter, he'll help you 79 N 4196C.. .. $6.99 gay trappings that reflect his colorful 
heritage. Rayon plush. 23 x 21 in. high 
79 N 4117L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.....$11,97 

[Sears ] 445 

T track down "wild" P.J.s, lost slipy 
or books. Made of extra-soft acrylic fiber 
79 N 4030C—Shpg. wt. 3]bs..... $6.99 
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More GO-GO action 
than any toy we've ever offered 

MOTORIZED SHUTTLE TRAIN 
. . one of the most automatic trains in the world Rail car automatically 

needs your push-button help to keep it on the right track d unloads into elevator, then 
train chugs down incline 

A SEARS EXCLUSIVE 81. 4” witout 

Here’s the hardest-working little shuttle train we've ever seen. Listen to it 
whistle as it chugs along the 4 feet of track, loading and unloading the 2 
rail cars. Cars carry shipments of colorful beads and logs . . or add your own 
cargo. Set also includes turntable, elevator tower and 7 pieces of track . . 
just snap them together to build the 48x18x13%4-inch high structure. Then 
start the push-button action: 3 uncoupling buttons release cars from the 
track sidings; 2 turntable buttons make table rotate or stop at the track 
desired. The power's in the engine . . uses 1 “C” battery, order package 
below. All parts of sturdy plastic. Imported from Japan. Sent partly assembled. 
49 C 44649— Shipping weight 4 pounds................0..0ee.e00es $14.99 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Last 6 to 10 times longer than regular batteries. 

49 C 4654— Package of 2. Shipping weight 4 ounces. ........... Pkg. $1.29 

Train leaves the turntable and 
moves up the steep incline for 

unloading. When train 
reaches the top, elevator rises 

to meet it 

Train enters turntable 
» » turntable revolves and stops 

at track selected when the 
remote control button is pushed 

At the push of a button, 
the locomotive chugs into the 

rail siding and couples onto one 
of the loaded rail cars 

Train re-enters turntable and 
moves out onto the lower track. 

Elevator automatically 
lowers and dumps its load 
into the waiting rail car 

Ass [Sears] 437 
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310.88 

Tractor. A little farmer's delight! Sturdy steel 
construction. Bright red hood accented with 
white trim, red bucket seat and white wheels. 
Full steering wheel. Hitch for trailer. Pedal 
drive adjustable to 3 positions. Rubber pedals. 
8-in. wheels. 1-in, semi-pneumatic front tires 
and 1-in, tractor tread tires in rear. Connect 
ing straps with ball bearings for easy pedaling. 
32 in. long, 19 in. wide. 
79 N 8964L—Shipping weight 23 Ibs..... $10.88 

Casey Jones 

Locomotive 

for tiny engineers 

$9498 82.50 aown 
cash 

All aboard for exciting railroadin' fun. Perfect for 
chuggin’ and a puffin’ in any backyard terminal 
or on any sidewalk railway. Engine sports a simu- 

smoke 

stack, and rear bell. Adjustable pedal drive with 
ball-bearing hanger straps for smooth traveling. 

with 1-inch 
rubber tires. Engine color red with black and 
yellow trim. Black metal engine cab trimmed with 
yellow. Yellow cow-catcher. Engine is 37 inches 

lated headlight, make-believe old-time 

Engine rolls on big 10-inch whee! 

long, 25 inches high. 
‘Tender loaded with plenty of room for carg 

passengers. Red with yellow and black 7}4<-in. 
wheels, Engine, tender together about 68 in. long. 

Shipping weight 44 pounds, 
79 N 8971L—Engine and Tender. 

10 inch 

$8.98 

Good. il(in. tubular steel “U” type 
frame for long, durable service. Large, 
adjustable steel seat. Ball-bearing front 

wheel with plain-bearing rear wheels. 
Semi-pneumatic 1596 in. tires. Auto type 
fender. Plastic pedals. 34-in. tubular steel 
adjustable handlebars enameled white. 
Streamlined rear step-plate. Flamboyant 
blue body color with white trim. See How 
to Measure leg reach on the opposite page. 
79 N 87201— 10-in. front wheel 

Shipping weight 17 Ibs.. . $8.98 
79 N 87211—12.in. front wheel. 

Shipping weight 18 Ibs.. 9.98 
79 N 8722L—16-in. front wheel 

Shipping weight 23 lbs.. 10.98 

Tibi ade scans by Bieisntatndiseledimical com 

$24.98 

[I] tractor only $14.88 

D Our Better Quality Tractor. Enclosed adjustable 
ball-bearing chain drive. Large tubular steel frame. 

Spring seat. Full circle turning. Semi-pneumatic tires 
mounted on ball-bearing wheels. 8-inch diameter in 
front, 10-inch diameter in rear. Yellow with red trim. 
79N8967L-37x18x26 in. high. Shpg. wt. 26 lbs.. .$14.88 

Trailer. Red and yellow. 7}4-in. wheels. All-steel 
79N8968C—32x15x10 in. high, We, 10 tbs. $5.99 

79N8969L-Combinction. Tractor and trailer listed above. 
Save $2.10. Shipping weight 35 Ibs. $1877 

E) 

or 

Our Better Model. Auto-type fender with truss rods and 
fender skirts. 14-inch “U” type steel frame; extra wide 
rear step plate and mounting step. Ball-bearing front 
wheel and plain-bearing rear wheels. Semi-pneumatic 154 
in. tires. Adjustable, chrome-plated handlebars with plas- 
tic grips and streamers. Stamped metal seat. 2-color 

plastic pedals. Flamboyant red with white trim 
See How to Measure leg reach on the opposite page. Size 

(below) is front wheel. 
79 N 8730L . wheel. Si 18 Ibs. $1044 
79 N 8731L . wheel. 1144 
79 N 8732L . wheel. Shpg. wt 13.44 
79 N 8733L wheel. Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs. 1544 

Junior steps right up on his Happi-Time 

Velocipede! Our Better and Best models have 

mount step plates in rear . . makes getting 

on and off quick and easy, even for the 

smallest riders 

Build your order up 

to $2O and order on 

Sears Easy Terms .. 

see page 294 

B) Tractor only $19.77 

[3] Our Best. Enclosed adjustable ball-bearing chain 
— drive. Full circle turning. 4 plastic "spark plugs". 
Adjustable spring seat. Large semi-pneumatic tires on 
ball-bearing wheels 8 inches in front, 10 inches in rear. 
Vermilion, with white trim. Steel. 
79 N 8922L-37x22x25 in. Wt, 34 lbs. $2.00 dn. Cash $19.77 

[i] Matching Dump Trac with sect. 
79 N 8917C-8.in. wheels. 33x1544 in. Wt. 16 Ibs, $8.88 

79 N 892512- Tractor and Dump Trac Combination. Save 
$1.77, Shpg. wt. 50 Ibs. Only $3.00 down. Cash $26.88 

10 inch 

313.99 

Our Best. The one all kids OH and AH at. Handsome 
deep well fender with chrome-plated truss rods, vinyl 
seat with 2 chrome-plated double-coil springs and crash 
rail, double-block vinyl pedals, saber-guard grips and 
streamers and, of course, white sidewall tires .. PLUS all 
the construction features of model at left. Turquoise with 
white trim. Sce How to Measure leg reach on facing page. 
79 N 8750 K—10-in. wheel. Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. $13.99 
79 N 8751L—12-in. wheel. Shpg. wt. 22 Ibs. 14.99 
79 N 8752L—16-in. wheel. Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs. 15.99 
79 N8753L—20-in. wheel. Shpg. wt. 33 Ibs. 16.99 
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Build your own train settings. True-color lichen 
in 3 shades make 15 trees, lots of shrubbery. 
Grass and earth color mats of flocked-on fiber 
to make roads, paths . . can be cut or draped. 

Create a giant 4-by-8 foot life-like countryside for your trains 

SCENE-O-RAMA 

Only $7 89 

Snow-capped plastic tunnel. 3 lamps light . . are 
wired to hook up to track of your own electric 
train. Use with HO or regular gauge trains. 
79 N9713C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs....... 

Complete outfit 
with instructions 

. $7.89 

REGULAR GAUGE Accessories for ALLSTATE® or Marx Electric Trains 

30-piece Station Set 

Realistically molded plastic set in- 
cludes: 15 railroad people in vari- 
ous poses, 5 station accessories 
(truck, bench, freight wagon, etc.); 
10 other items (mail box, trash 
can, etc.). Men about 2 in. high. 
49 N 9772—Shpg. wt. 10 oz... 

Whistling Station. 
Push button on con- 
trol panel and hear 
loud train whistle. 
Detailed steel station 
is 9x5x5 in. high. In- 
cludes panel and 
necessary wires. Ship- 
ping weight 2 lbs. 
49 N9739......$3.97 

Engines and Hand Car run by remote control . 

Diesel Switcher. Makes — [g 
rhythmic diesel noi 
Detailed steel and plas- 
tic, 10 in. long. Elec- 
tric motor, oilless 
bronze bearings. Head- 

Handcor. Two work- 
men pump cross-bars 
as car goes around 
track. Electric motor, 
no couplers. Plastic and 
steel, 6 inches long. 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 
49N9753. $3.39 

442 SEARS rs 

98c 

Barrel Loader. Press 
remote button, truck 
takes barrel from 
loading chute to car 
(not included). Plas- 
tic about 9x8x5 in. 
high. With barrels, 
control and wiring. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 N9779......$3.99 

Sleek Twin Diesel. Head- 
lamp lights up. Electric 
motor in power unit, rear 
unit has coupler. Oilless 
bronze bearings. 
Made of steel and plas- 

tic; die-cast wheels. 24 light. Coupler on both 
inches long. Shipping wt. ends. Shipping weight 
3 Ibs 12 oz. 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
49 N 9782... $11.97 — 49N9783......$1079 

Cutod naae scans by chaidimasimasebecimicd com 

includes 12 sever 

29-piece Railroad Scenery Set 

Ideal for any regular-size train layout . . care- 
fully detailed to scale in sturdy plastic. Sı 

-inch telegraph poles, 12 
railroad right-of-way signs, one semaphore, 
lamp post, crossing gate, grade crossing sign, 
and crossing plate. Track not included. 
49 N 9750—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz......$2.89 

Grade-crossing Shack. 
Watchman comes out, 
automatically, as the 
train nears. He holds 
stopsign as gate lowers. 
Steel shack 4% in. 
high; base is 7x614 in. 
Wires included. Ship- 
ping weight 2 Ibs. 
49 N9760. $3.49 

In) 
aluminum color. 

[n 

4) Plastic Water Tower. 
Has girder-type con- 

struction to look like the 
real thing. Adjustable 
spout lowers for the “fill.” 
Measures 8 in. high, 4 

Log Cor. Touch 

wiring, special track 

49 N 9786—Shpg. wt. 

Trestle Bridge . . Tunnel 

Sturdy steel bridge has realistic 
Set rivet-head detail. Finished in bright 

49 N 9732— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs.... 

Metal Tunnel. Colorfully decorated 
with landscape scene. 9x7x10 in. long. 

49 N 9729 —Shipping wt. 1 Ib... 

5 logs into plastic bin. Controls, 

E] 
18 in. long. 

; $1.89 

,.84c 

(5) Revolving Beacon. 
Beams red and green 

lights. Plastic, 12 in. high. 
With wires. Wt. 12 oz. 
49N9740..... $1.8 
$] Crossing Flasher. As 

train passes, lights flash. 
7 in. high. Sturdy plastic. 
Wires. Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N9742.. ..$1.89 

button to unload — (ii 

11b.8oz....$4.29 

Lighted Passenger Cars. M 
Astrodome shown. Wt. 

section included. — 49N9770-11-in. Astrodome. 
Plastic and steel. 8 inches long. 49N$771-1034 in. Observation 
49 N 9761— Shipping wt. 12 oz... . $4.39 

[ij] Wrecker Crane. Hand wheels con- 
trol boom and cable. Cab swivels. 

12 in. long, plastic and steel. 

AS 
Plastic Trestle Set 

Create exciting layouts 
with grades and curves. 

24 trestles and viaduct hold 
up to 22 feet of regular gauge 
track. Trestles graduate from 
V4 to 4M in. high. 
49 N9741—NWt. 2 bs... $3.89 

[7] Crossing Gate. 8-in 
arm lowers, raises 

automatically as train 
passes. Plastic. Wires, 
track clips included. 
49N9743-Wt. 8 oz. $1.87 
8] Lighted Lamp Posts. 
— Set of 3. Plastic, 6 
inches high. Wires. 
49N9737-Wt. 10 oz. $1.94 

. all have automatic couplers where needed 

11b. 
$3.47 

3.47 

T) 9-inch Cottle Car. Back car to 
loading platform. Door opens; 

steer comes out 

starts. With ramp. Plastic; steel 
49 N9763—Wt. 1 Ib. 

pops in as train 

$3.47 



NFL Electric Football 
with 36x21-inch gridiron 

All the exciting action of real 

football on this vibrating grid- 
iron. Cross-buck, screen pass, 
end around and more. 2 teams 
of life-like 3-dimensional play- 
ers clash while 6 substitutes 
wait to be called in. Separate 
kicker-passer, magnetic foot- 
ball. 3-man yardage marker, 
goal posts. Metal grandstand 
with 2 workable scoreboards, 
flying pennants. Steel-framed 
hardboard. Plays and instruc- 
tion sheet. UL listed, 110-120- 
v., 60-c. AC. Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. 

79 N 301L.......... $9.99 

You're the offense and use 
levers to move ball down field . . 
defense turns dial to stop you 

Big Play Football 

$699 io 
By selecting one of 14 levers, offense chooses 
from possible plays that occur in real NFL 
action, Defense counters with one of four 
proved NFL defenses. "Selectromatic Quar- 
terback” records action. Scoreboard lights 
up to show whether offense or defense made 
the “Big Play.” 28x15-in. hardboard playing 
surface. Metal frame. Uses 2 “D” batteries 
(order below). 
79 N 304C— Shipping weight 6 Ibs., $6.99 
“D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. 
79 N 4660......... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Players run, block, tackle, receive passes 
i in NFL Big Bowl Electric Football 

Electric Pro Football 

played on 29x15-inch bres $ 1 199 

A flick of the switch and 2 teams of 3-dimen- 
sional pla: 
kicker-passer throws forward passes and ; ; ; : bots Bald ‘goals, Met Eb Rod. Paros Surging excitement of a big crowd in a double-deck grandstand, only from Sears. Just. 
Biard feb. Also 2 poking GRIIS goal poets: set up your formations and watch 3-dimensional players clash on Jóx2l-inch field. 

li yarddee snd ee bl rne: Vibrating coil in field keeps men in action. Spectacular kicker-passer throws and boots 

ers go into action. Dual-action 

magnetic 
Instruction booklet included. UL listed, magnetic ball. 3-man yardage marker and scoreboards keep track of the action, Set 
110-120-v., 60-c., AC. includes pennants, goal posts, 3 magnetic footballs, instructions and NFL plays. 
79 N 104C—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs.,... $5.22 Paints and brush for painting players. Steel frame, plastic corners. Cord, coil operate 44 players . . 

on 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. Partly assembled. paint them to 
79N296L—Shipping weight 13 pounds. . .$11.99 make 4 teams 

D ELECTRIC [FOOTBALL 

Electro-magnetic Baseball 
push buttons to pitch, bat 

Touch of button delivers com- 
plete variety of “pitcher’s spe- 
cials." Arm powered by electron- 
ic coil. Second player presses a 
button and lever-action bat 
slams magnetic ball into play. 9 
stationary metal players, score- 

: Foto-electric Football 

oon RS $599 
AUTOR FAME CAM 

Quarterback your own team. 
Lighted gridiron shows plays in 
motion . . the action, suspense of 
pro games. “Hall of Fame” set 
includes offensive and defensive 
play cards, dials for kicks and runs; achiecbourd. C Tint KE board. Hardboard base 19x19 
cardboard. UL listed, 110-120- in., steel frame. UL listed, 110- v., 60-c. AC. > 120-v., 60-c. AC. Wt. 6 Ibs. 

442 SEARS once 49 N 114C—Wt. 5 Ibs... $5.99 79 N 418C. .$5.99 
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Water-repellent Youth Tents 

for real camping ; 

1 5x7-ft. Wall Tent. Sleeps two husky young- 
sters, 2-ft, wall height; S-ft. center height. 

Tie-down door flaps. 6.74-oz. cotton drill; dry-wax 
finish. Ropes, stakes. Green. Order case below. 
6 N 7727L—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs............ $14.99 

2 5x7-ft. Pup Tent (includes 134-ft. triangular 
rear extension). Nylon screen door lets air in, 

keeps bugs out; bugproof floor, too. Center-snap 
door; tie storm flaps. 6.74-oz. drill top, 6.0-oz. drill 
floor; dry-wax finish. Metal D-rings set in 2-ply 
webbing. 334 ft. high. Sleeps 2. Green. Stakes, 
ropes. Order case below. 
6 N 7735C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.........-.. $15.99 

3 7x7-ft. Umbrella Tent. Quick-pitching outside 
aluminum frame lets you set vp tent in less 

than ten minutes. That's only one advantage . . 
eliminates interior poles, exterior guy ropes, too. 
Nylon snap-screen door, rear window provide ven- 
tilation. Canopy (poles incl.) ties over door. 6.0-oz. 
drill top, sides, floor. 534-ft. center height; 4-ft. 
eaves. Sleeps two. Green. Order case below. 
6 N 7716K—Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs............ $27.95 

4 Tent Carrying Case. Gray cotton drili. 
6 N 7773—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz........ 1.98 

Steel Drop-leaf Table 

Ideal for all-around use. Both 
leayes up, it comfortably seats 
12; leaves down, it’s card table 
size. Sturdily braced, 74-in. 
tubular legs—table stands solid. 
Lithographed-finish top in rich- 

ing walnut and marble 
colors. 3x6 ft., 29 in. high. Sent 
freight (rail or truck) or express. 
6 N 7266N-Wt. 38 lbs. $17.93 

Kerosene Lantern. 1 Portable Sink. 6- Spigot; Dele Rt ie cab pice fill burns to 12 hrs. 
oeil EE: Steel tase, Red-enameled steel; bail tray. 1-pc. lys lene; sti x l-4 steel; 

Large top opening. 4634 in. high; 241g- handle. W. 
in. removable aluminum legs. Blue. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
6 N 7404L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs...$15.95 6 N 7107....... $1.29 

g 8 Knapsack. Cotton 
6 Tent Heater. Burns unleaded (white) duck repels water; 

gas . . to 15 hrs. flameless heat with- pocket. Shoulder straps. 
out refueling. Copper brazed steel tank; 153x123x514 in. Japan. 
blue, black enamel finish. Directions. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
5000 BTU output. 3-qt. capacity.9314-in. 6 N 7298....... $2.17 
base diameter. 12 inches high. 
6 N 7499—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.. . . $24.88 cotton duck repels wa- 
3500 BTU output. 2-qt. capacity. 814- ter; pocket. Adjustable 
in. base diameter, 1034 inches high. Pines vasi 

uy in. Olivedrab. Japan. 6 N 7299—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.....$19.47 Shpg. wt. 11b. 1002. 

6 N7288....... $3.39 

Cubo pane scans by cheidimas nusetediwdcd cond 

]() Comp Belt. Compass; 1-quart aluminum 
canteen, cover; 10-inch knife, sheath. 

From Japan. 
6 N 7475—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $4.24 

]] 3-piece Camp Kit. Chrome-plated bow 
saw .. 15-in. blade; 15-in, hand axe; 

1734-in. shovel. Leather sheath for axe 
head. Cotton duck carrying case. 
6 N 7185—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz.. . .$6.95 

12 5-piece Aluminum Mess Kit. 1-qt. 
canteen, 7-in. fry pan, pot with cover, 

cup and sauce pan. From Japan. 
6 N 7105—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.........$2.99 

Pedometer. Adjusts to register your 
stride; resets. Records hikes to 100 mi. 

Nickel-plated case. Clips to belt, clothing. 
6 N 7120—Shpg. wt. 3 oz..........$5.97 

Camper's Pal . . belt, 

compass, canteen, 
camp knife, axe 

^w $762 
only 

All your every-day camping 
tools in this one handy kit. 
Web pistol belt; compass. 
Camp knife with fork, 
spoon, bottle and can opener, 
scissors, 2 knife blades, saw 
blade, punch, file, screw- 
driver, corkscrew. Plus 1-qt. 
aluminum canteen; stainless 
steel axe with rubber handle. 
From Japan. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 1 oz. 
6 N 7474—Set......$7.62 

Comp Knife only. 
6 N 7476-Wt.13oz. 1.57 
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Looky Push Car 

$77 sexy 
The engine roars, horn honks, 

headlight eyes roll up and down 

Look at the grin on the radiator front! Grip 
the steering wheel, honk the horn. Amusing 
wood and plastic toy is sturdy . . gives lots 
of mileage to your pint-size ‘driver’. About 
8 inches wide, handle is 20 inches long. 
Order it by phone, today. 
49 N 5325—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. $2.77 

Poppity-pop Sweeper 

3439 

Push the Poppity-pop-pop sweeper and hear 
the merry sound of wooden balls bouncing 

/ around inside. The colorful balls are visible 
through the plastic "dustbag". Jolly clown 
face decorates the wood and plastic base. 

Popping Whale Push Toy 
3329 Sold only 

at Sears 

Thar she blows! This wonderfully merry 
performing whale gobbles up bright plastic 
balls as you sweep it over the floor, then 
pops them up like a waterspout. Made of 
strong blue plastic with bright red wheels, 

high, 

Dump Truckers 
match size, shape, colors 

$399 

A happy way to develop color and 
space perception, Push truck into 
loading station that matches it in 
size, shape, color . . and the ball rolls 
in. Drive truck up ramp, back in 
dump station for automatic reloa 

ing. Sturdy wood and plastic, non. 
toxic colors, Three 4-in. trucks, Sta- 
tion 12x13x634 inches high. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 7 oz. 
49 N 5284 $3.99 

Preschoolers Love Pulltoys 
Tuggy Tooter . . "sails" on $79 

land or a bathtub sea 

Plastic boat is waterproof, mounted on 3 

large wheels. Squeeze life preserver on 
pull tube, smokestack pops open and whis 
tles "toot-toot". As tugboat wallows along, 
the captain sways from side to side, 84x 

514x744 inches 
49 N 4744 —Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz..$2.79 

s[63 Chatter Phone . . helps 
teach colors, numbers 

py faced phone also helps develop 
2 ordination and phone manners, It 

chatters and rolls its eyes when pulled. Turn 
dial and bell rings. Wood with plastic re 
ceiver. 6x7x4 inches, 
49 N 5309— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z.$1.63 

3344 

Driver turns to watch as 7 little passen- 
gers load through the bus door. When 

everyone is aboard, engine goes “brruum” 
and the headlights roll as the colorful little 
bus is pulled along. Wood and plastic, it 
measures 13 inches long. 
49 N 5287 —Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. $3.44 

School Bus . . complete 
with driver, children 

Gütsiod Dade scans by deisihiginiseledimical Gom 

J Polyethylene tires, 

79 N 4707C—Shpr. wt. 4 Ibs. 

rubber grip. 2129 in it is 12x10 in. wide, with a 24-in. handle. 
From Japan 

$ 4.39 49 N 5210—Wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. $3.29 

Cash Register 
Learn numbers, colors 

3399 

Each key is a different color and 
number. Press, and nursery 
rhyme picture pops up behind 
clear plastic window. To open 
drawer turn crank . . bell rings, 
picture drops back into place. 
Wooden construction, wood 

coins, nontoxic colors. About 8x 
7x8 inches high 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 N 4603 $3.99 

ae 
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Goldilocks and the 3 Bears Playhouse $79 

Tot matches shapes, colors, to act out story 

All sorts of fun things to do with the four little figures and the cute 
little house. Each bear figure is shaped to fit various openings on the 
roof, colored to match. The hinged roof opens with key to reveal 
“porridge” scene for play-acting the story. Mounted on big balloon 
wheels, when pulled, bell rings and eyes roll! Rugged wood and 
plastic parts. About 7x7x7 inches high. 
49 N 4753—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces....,...... $2.79 



Animated Turtle. Moves head to and 
fro as imported music box plays. Bright 

yon plush; cotton, plastic foam stuffing. 
lt face, feet. Wears jaunty cap, cotton 

knit turtleneck collar. 8 inches tall 
49 N 40343—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $3.99 

Ej Cuddly Teddy Bear. Imported music 
box plays soothing lullaby. Rayon 

plush, stuffed with cotton, plastic foam 
Vinyl nose; plastic eyes. 1214 in. tall 
49 N 40581—Shpg. wt. ! lb. 2 02.$3.99 

446 [Sears] 5:555 

Tinopai Scant by duidimas wwiedllctudtial com 

; : WV ..the collie millions love 
p «Sọ soft and beautiful, 

you'll think she's almost alive 

$799 

Lassie, the friendliest, 
bravest collie ever, Now 
she can be yours to love 
and watch over . , just like 
a real canine pal. Soft 
shaggy body is covered 
with long-pile acrylic. 
Beautiful flocked vinyl 
head is finely crafted with 
realistic detail. About 24 
inches long. 

Shipping weight 4 lbs. 
79 N 4187C..... $7.99 

G Playful Dog. Calm but watchful 
Head moves to and fro as hidden 

imported music box plays. Rayon 
plush. Felt face parts. 10x11 inches. 

and plastic foam stuffing. 
49 N 40341— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...$3.99 

X] Lovable Red Pony. Wind him up— 
then watch his head move rhyth- 

mically to tune played by built-in 
imported music box. Rayon plush 
stuffed with cotton and plastic foam. 
Yarn mane and tail. 12 in. long. 
49 N 4192—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib....$3.99 

Plush entertainers to delight you 

YOUR CHOICE $)99 

Mama Mouse with Dancing Baby 

Charming combination. Wind the little one and it dances in 
a circle as mama watches. Baby is flocked vinyl, 444 in. tall; 

mama is rayon plush with polka dot fabric trim, 15 in. tall 
49 N 4092— Shipping weight 13 ounces $2.99 

Musical Humpty Dumpty 

Delightful fairytale pal chimes when he falls or is knocked 
over. Plush with corduroy; vinyl trim. 12 inches tall 

49 N 4188— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $2.99 

Colorful Musical Chime Ball 

3 Rayon plush, 7-in. diameter. Enclosed musical chimes sound 
ed firmly enough to toss 

around, but soft enough for little tykes to hug. Hang loop. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces 

as ball is dropped or rolled. Stuf 

49 N 4075 $2.99 

fe 

Pretty, little EADS 
sLeePY” make music 

9-inch cutie stirs 

as she plays a tune 

14-inch beauty dreams 

away the day to music 

$)99 

Wind key—watch head 
move as she awakens. Im- 

ported music box chimes a 
soothing tune. Kiddies love 
to care for this little friend 
with rayon plush body, soft 
vinyl face. 
49 N 4147—Wt. 12 oz. $2.99 

3389 

She's just so drowsy too 
tired to even open her eyes. 

Imported music box plays a 
dreamy melody as she snoozes. 
Rayon plush body, soft vinyl 
face. She lulls little ones to sleep 
with her 
49 N 4016—Wt. 1 lb. $3.89 



without 
batteries 

without 
batterios 

D Mystery Toys.. 
which way will 

they go? 

QUACKY DUCK . . she wiggles, 
she waddles, she wanders 

4? 

Delightful, adorable and a little bit wacky 
that's our Quacky Duck with the “granny print” 
bonnet. With 2 "C" batteries (order pkg. below, 
right) you can make her waddle to and fro until 

she stretches her neck and quacks. Changes 
course when she hits object. Plastic. 7 in. high. 

aot Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... $4.99 

foot 

without 
batteries 

And every 
so often 

she quacks 

PUFFER-BELLY . . 

whistle blows, 
headlight glows 

7 without 
batteries 

So realistic, smoke even puffs out of smokestack. Just put in 2 “D” batteries 
(order pkg, above at right) and watch the mystery locomotive chug away 

changes course each time it hits an obstacle. Made to last a long time 
entire body constructed of steel. 10 inches long. Non-toxic finish. So easy to 

buy when you just use the phone. 
49 C 4435— Shipping weight 1 pound....... 

438 [Sears] neose 

asino pase scate by duidimatquselocidical conr 

$2.99 

NOTE: All items on page trom Japan unless otherwise noted 

Awesome Dinosaurs lumber into battle.. jaws snapping 
.. eyes and mouth glowing . . all at your command 

(1 and 2 ) Now you can stage the meeting of two of the fiercest dinosaurs 

that ever stalked the earth. With a touch of the remote control button 
ackward. Strong plastic bodies. Each uses 2 “D” 

batteries, order package below. 

1 Tyrannosaurus, 8}2x4x6 inches high. 
49 C 44014—Shipping weight 12 ounces $2.99 

Q Triceratops. 9x4x4 inches high 
49 C 44016— Shipping weight 14 ounces 2.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 C 46606—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Pkg. 1.19 

Wind-up Robot . . swings 
arm as he walks . . take 
apart and reassemble 

$ 4” 

Watch the color-coded operating gears 
mesh and spin as our robot walks 
along. Then take him apart to see if 
you can find out what makes him 
"tick." Plastic figure measures 9 inches 
high. Easy instructions, wrench and 
wind-up key included 
49 C 44203—Wt. 11b. 402.......$4.29 

Circus Train 
with restless animals 

$ 3? 

it chugs along you can point out 
the cargo by name. . lion, . tiger 
elephant . . each moving about in its 
own brightly painted car. Plastic. 2244 
inches long. From Hong Kong. Uses 
2 "C" batteries (order pkg. below) 
49 C 44348—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.99 
"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46656— Wt. 12 oz. . ...Pkg. 

without 
batteries 

1.19 



ALLSTATE* HO TRAIN 
with N.M.R.A. couplers 

7-unit train, complete with base 

track, powerpack and accessories 

83 897 $4.00 down 

HO Scale “Matchbox” Vehicles Run this powerful smoke-puffing freight 
$409 through its own miniature empire 

Roar through the tunnel and past the farm. See the telephone poles click by as you gain 
Healty dalaled—even tO dha treaties the “tives? speed on the straightaway. A tiny watchman comes out of his shanty as you pass. Slow down 
Each is only about 214 in. long (auto transport for the curve, by the lighted water tower, and stop at the station, with its two lighted street is 614 in. long). From England lamps. Set the switches and back up a couple or uncouple cars on the inner track. The more 

a than 60 plastic pieces include people, farm animals, buildings . . even a tiny billboard. Ep ed fal Sig Plastic, landscaped, 48x34-in, base, 18 sections of track with 2 manual switches form two 
ke oe o ner o coa EST (112 and 127-in.) ovals. Uncoupler-reruiler.  Powerpull" die-cast metal engine puffs real smoke; 

2] 7-piece Road Building Set. pulls plastic tender, cement car, box car, tank car, flat car with 2 autos, caboose—train 41 in 49 N 2397— Shipping weight 14 ounces. 4,09 long. Cars have N.M.R.A. couplers to fit all standard HO cars. Uncouple cars, run it fast, 
slow, forward or reverse—all by remote control. 1:?-amp power-pack UL approved for 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. With 4 posts; 4 to 18-valt DC for speed, 18-volt AC for accessories, 

436 sears t" 79 N 9963N2— Freight (rail or truck) or express. Shipping weight 17 pounds........... $38.97 

(2) Road Building Set 

Easy-rolling, die-cast metal vehicles are authen- 

Tibo Bade Scale by ciu blmárnwiselocidical con 



mm DUMONT imo 
Finely-detailed Buildings . . 

scaled to HO train and race sets 

Only 88> Each 

EE eta, Allof high-impact plastic . . sections simply 
to steeple. 334x5 in. long. “snap” together, no tools, no glue, no mess 
49 N 9524—Wt. 6 oz... 

bes it platform, h Modern highway service Complete with awnings, shut- — Reallooking barn with attractive 
accessories, 5 $5 station withcar, gas ters, even “colonial” pillars. “wood” siding, a "shit ” roof. 

ks 2n. high i ing is 6 in. long, 38% — 434 inches long, 234 in. high, Has attached shed and silo, S inches 
wide. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. inches high. 344 in. wide. — 3 inches wide. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. long, 4inches high, 256 inches wide. 
49 N9535....... pruna 49 N9536—Wt. 602...88c — 49 N9537.. anaana 88c 49 N9538—Shpg. wt. 6 oz... ..88c 

HO GAUGE Accessories and cars for sets with 21/32-inch wide track 

i 
Signal and Crossing Accessories, Approaching train ac- — [7 
tivates unit . . each with special track and wiring. 

Whistling Station. 
Press remote control 

Trestle Set. In- 
cludes 30 grad- 

Build mountains, roads, trees and shrubs with 
easy-to-use materials. No special tools needed. 

button, hear “woo- uated trestles, and 1] Grass and Earth Mots. Colored fiber glued to Crossing Gate. Arm swings Block Signal. Red, s uem is 
d are us heavy paper. Cut or drape in variety of shapes. () cro T es ERR RARE. St grecalightachiange’ 2 goce AE 
td 8 inches Foes » Merg: Gross, 50x99 in. Weight 3 Ibs. .$2. 79 Gate is 3% inches long. 49N9957-W!.602.$2.59 pee 8's with your 

— Earth. 33x48 in. "TL — Wei 3 à 
Wiring is included. aereo le «49 N 9947—Welght 4 01,82,49 [6] Semaphore. Arm HOsystem. Plastic. 
Shipping weight 1 (7| Tree and Shrub Material. Lichen plants [i] Crossing Flasher. Lights lowers; red, green Shipping weight 12 
pound 4 ounces. treated to stay soft, flexible. Natural colors. alternately. 24 in. high. lightschange.4 in.high. ^ ounces. 
49 N 9919....... $4.98 — 49 N 9573—Shipping weight 12 ounces.....$2.79 49 N9954— Weight 4 02.$2.37 — 49N9955-Wi.602.$2.49 — 49N9915-Set $2.69 

HO Scenery Set Huge 43-piece Railroad Accessory Set . . scaled to HO size 

Rail and Road Scenery 
Set. Basic parts to any 
rural or suburban *'at- 
mosphere”. Gives your 
HO train layout added 
realism. About 39 pieces 
in all , . includes rail- 
road signs, billboards, 
18 telephone poles, peo- 
ple, 4 cars, plus sema- 
phore signal and water- 
ing station. 

Each piece constructed 
of break-resistant plastic 
to small, HO scale. Ship- 
ping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 9964.........$2.99 

Snap together the plastic sections of 
this finely detailed set. Sturdy, color- 
ful buildings and scenery . . plus 
people and accessories to round out 
most train layouts . . all in this one set. 

See what's included at this low, 
low price. For the railyard . . a giant 
coaling station; a suburban and freight 
station with 3 people, accessories, 
switching tower and extras. 

For the barnyard . . red barn with 
silo; ranch house; 4 farm buildings 
with 16 animals. Also, you get a gas 
station with car and pumps, a Cape 
Cod house and 12 telephone poles. 
All HO scaled in high-impact plastic. 
49 N 9918—Shpg. wt. 1 Ibs. 8 02.$5.89 

Hiii IMTI vun 

HO Scale Rolling Stock . . high-impact plastic . . all with NMRA* automatic operating couplers 

Box Car, Build huge freight 8] Automatic Lumber Car. Unload logs by (9) Diesel Industrial Switcher. Yard 
trains with this basic unit. pushing remote control button. Comes switching is fun with powerful, 
8 nylon wheels . . couplers. complete with 6-inch car, log bin, special compact unit. Scoot it busily 
54 inches long. track section and necessary wires. around, couple and uncouple from 

Automatic Box Car. Train stops, 
door opens, man moves onto plat- 

form and jumps back in as train begins 
to roll. Car is 6 inches long. 

49 N 9539 —Wt. each 6 oz. front or rear. Plastic and metal. 
Ea. $1.00 ..3 for $2.79 

*National Model Railroad As- 
sociation couplers fit any stan- 
dard make of HO gauge car. 

‘{Sitalos Dade scans by ciana wesetecinicel.cor 

49 N 9946—Shipping weight 8 oz....... 
9] Operating Crane Car. Two hand wheels 

. . one raises and lowers boom, other lifts 
and lowers the hook. Cab swivels. 5-inch car. 
49 N 9938—Shipping weight 8 oz........$3.29 

mm 

49 N 9945—Shipping wt. 8 oz.. ..$3.29 
m Auto Carrier. Drive 4 scale-model 

autos up the loading ramp. The 
634-inch long carrier has 2 levels. 
49 N 9576—Shipping wt. 4 oz....$1.88 

4 wheel drive. 4 inches long. 
49 N 9997 —Shipping wt. 802. $4.49 
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Referee drops puck Red light flashes 
for “tace-ofts”” ‘when you score 

“$192 
batteries 

Play 
your team 

against any 

of 5 opponents 

Canadian Hockey 
With 36 players 

Fast-action play on big 36x21-in. rink with curved and 
“S” shaped slots, Sideline scoring bumpers rebound puck. 
Spring-loaded shooting goalies knock puck away from 
nets. Overhead scoreboard, face-offs; 3 pucks—plain, roller, magnetic. 

Metal puck-controlling "men" and frame. Hardboard rink. Plastic 
legs. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 278L—Shipping weight 12 pounds. . * . .$11.99 

79 N 4660—“D’’ Battery. Wt. each 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

E. National Hockey with 32x16-in. rink, lights, 2 teams 
28x16-inch rink and roving referee that can “face-off” an; 

$599 $888 tx. ! 
move up and A forward brings the puck 

down the ice, waiting up the "ice." The metal de- 

lor the opportunity fense and offense “men” 

to slap the puck in move along curved slots. 
for a score. Score- He sends pass to flanker, 
board and press box who then slaps it toward 
at side, 10 puck con- goal. But puck is blocked 
trollers. Positive steel by spring-action goalie. 

Overhead scoreboard. 
pucks—plain and Metal frame, hardboard 

magnetic. Metal 

Order 2 "D" batteries 
above. Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. 

f 79 N 279L........ $8.88 

| 

Shoot baskets from 16 spots Shoot from 12 spots 
on big 28x14-in. metal court on fiberboard court 

$722 

Spring-action levers 
let you shoot ball into 
basket with accuracy. 
Aim ball from any 
shooting spot, pull 
lever, ball swishes 

Zip through ed 
miniature basketball 

through basket. Flip- One to six can play. Real- 
pers adjust for more istic backboards with scor- 
accurate aim (tool sup- ing devices, fold-down net 
plied). Scorekeeper on | baskets. Plastic basket- 
backboard. For 1 to 6 ball. Rules included. Ship- 
players. Shpg. wt. 7lbs, - 1 ping weight 3 pounds, 
79 N 449C,......$7.22 ET 79 N 202C....... $3.27 

‘dish pae scane by diuieffridt niédlochdical com 
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n $799 

Sturdy 7x7-foot Umbrella Tent. Entire tent is heavy 
6.74-oz. cotton drill, like that used on some of our 

finest tents. Nylon screen rear window with storm flap 

helps cool interior; canopy ties over door. Jointed wood 
uper folding wire eave frame. 514-foot center height; 

foot eave square. Sleeps two. Stakes, poles and 
ropes included. Green. 
6 N 7757L—Shipping weight 16 pounds $14.98 

5x7-foot Pup Tent. 6.0-oz. cotton drill. Jointed wood 
extension poles. 314 feet high. Sleeps two. Stakes; ropes 

and poles included. Green. 
6 N 7714—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 8 oz. ..$7.99 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimasmusetediwmicd com 

Indoor-outdoor 

Indian-style Tepee . . used 
ins Indjans for shade, 

protection. Now'pitch your 
own’ authentic-looking model 
in the yard—or your room 

Wire stakes, ropes for outside; 
suction cups for inside. Canopy 
and poles included. 4x6-ft. 
base; 4 ft, high. Red and yel- 
low cotton sheeting, 
6 N 7745C—Wt. 4 lbs. $4.97 

Indian-style 
Tepeo 

s497 

Water-repellent 

Play Tents . . 

real child 

pleasers 

(558 99 

5 Thrifty 7x7-f. Umbrella 
Tent. Durable cotton sheet- 

ing is lightweight, cas) 
handle; canopy shades en- 
trance, keeps hot sun from 
shining inside tent. Jointed 
wood center pole; wire eave 
frame. S-foot center height; 
214x214-foot eave square. 
Sleeps two. Stakes, ropes and 
poles are included. Light green. 

Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 
6 N 7758C........... $8.99 

seams . 

Army-type 

s975 

Army-type Tent, The field- 
general's headquarters for 

backyard war games . . where 
you make the important de- 
cisions, map out your cam- 
paign strategy. 614 ft. long, 
4 ft. 10 in. wide, 434 ft. high. 
Tough, blue cotton sheeting; 
12x18-in. flag. Poles, ropes and 
stakes included. 
6 N 7736C—W t. 8lbs. $9.75 

Indoor-outdoor Dome Tent . . 
no stakes, ropes..sets up in minutes 

s1399 
No muss, no fuss, no bother to set up this play tent, 

= Sturdy fiber glass frame fits inside double-stitched 
. keeps tent taut. Even a sewn-in floor—no 

seuffed floors indoors, no annoying drafts outdoors. 
Durable cotton sheeting; zip door. 434-ft. square 
base; 4-ft. center height. Red with blue. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
6 N 7709C—sShipping weight 6 pounds... ..$13.99 

NOTE: Tent fobrics subject to shrinkage due to climate 
‘ond retraction of tension opplied during manufacture. 

Headquarters 
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"Two gaudy, sassy worms revolve and 
bob in the big apple, Makes a click- 
ing sound as it is pulled along. 
About 9 inches high. Plastic. From 
Hong Kong. 
49 N 5354— Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.88 

Airplane and Pilot $29 

for takeoff The sound of 
'oung ‘pilots’. 
traction, spin 

the propeller. High impact plastic. 
9 inches wide by 944 inches long. 
49 N 5219—Wt. 1 lb. 7 0z...$2.29 

Pecking Chickens 388 

The farmyard corral truck holds 
young chicks who peck away inde- 
pendently of each other. The sound 
delights preschoolers as they pull or 
push the truck. Plastic 10 in. long. 
49N5218-Shpg.wt.1 Ib.1107.$2.88 

Di sneyland Pull Train 

Favorite cartoon characters spin along 
with Mickey leading the parade of 
Goofy, Pluto and Donald. 2 ft. long, 
high impact plastic, squeaker handle 
49 N 4493-Shpg. wt. 11b. 14 02.$2.99 

Enameled wood in circus colors! 
Engine rocks, piston pumps, elephant 
and mouse seesaw, giraffe wiggles and 
man bounces, From Japan. 
49 N 5201—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.. , $3.88 

Stated pace scans by dieisthigtniseledimical com 
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Tea Time Train 
Jolly little teapot s988 
and spinning cup 

Whimsical little pulltoy makes perking sound as it 1 
rolls along. The jaunty little flower bounces, the 
eyes on the teapot look up and down. Close behind, p^ N 
the cup, saucer and spoon twirl merrily, 9 inches N 
long. Wood with plastic wheels. From Japan, 
49 N 4406—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz... .. $2.88 

x 
Snoopy Sniffer $79 

Comical hound dog wags his tail and 
bays ‘oww-oww’ as he walks along 
Little owner pulls him along by his 
vinyl leash, Floppy felt ears, wood 

Poppity-pop Loco s2 88 

As child pulls this jolly little loco 
along, wooden balls in the clear 
plastic smokestack make a con- 
tinuous pop-pop sound. All wood 

Caterpillar s[94 

A little pull and he follows your pre- 
schooler everywhere. Bright green, 
yellow body sections move up and 
down, eyes roll. Wood, 14 inches 

body. About 14 inches long 
49 N 5320—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 02..$2.79 

with plastic tires, 744 in. long. 
49 N 4613-Wt. 1 Ib. 13 07.$2.88 

long. Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 4592 $1.94 

SEARS SPECIAL SET A. 
Three Action Toys . . Ice-cream Tune Truck, 

Big 27-inch 
Circus Train $279 

Peter Pooch, McMurtle Turtle Set 

Ice cream truck pulltoy ‘plays a melody as you wind up the crank, has 
comical painted face, About 5 in. long. Wind up Peter Pooch, the sad- 
faced pup! walks along sniffing the ground. Big ears, big eyes, big child 
appeal. About 8 inches long. Windup McMurtle Turtle dances round and 
round making à "click-click" sound. Stands 5 inches high with a green 
body, jaunty red hat and hoppity shoes. All are shipped in see-through 
boxes, make wonderful gifts for your child. Plasti 
49 N 4764— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces... ...... „Set $2.79 



Cutslod page scans by cat 

Famous movieland cartoon 
I 
plush, stuffed with cottor 

Mickey Mouse 

His typical big ear 
are made of felt and 

he's 1414 inches tall 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz 

49 N 40112 $9.97 

Zippy the Chimp 3659 

Drill ! 
of 
Viny 
tall. Shippin 
49 N 40165 

Smokey the Bear 3399 

G 15 in. tall. Wears blue de 
trousers, hat, b 

plush. Stuffed with foa 
and cotton. 
49 N 40172-Wt. 1 lb 

HELLO! I'M 
MICKEY MOUSE 

MY NAME IS 

DONALD DUCK 

in talking mechanism Made of colorful 
1s are shaped from vinyl. 

Donald Duck} Dumbo 

able best. Satin-l 
nche 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

Washable Teddy $399 

Plush Piggy Bank $499 

et 

isneyland-- 
characters 

..say 12 cute phrases—a different 
one each time you pull the string 

HELLO! 

MY NAME 

cach with a 

13 oz 

SIT-ON 
ANIMALS 

UM 

g Pin onner e costen: n, ROCK along Pony 
db Cotton stuffed; Sturdy steel rockers, plush 

hed covered, also, for quiet rides 
f) Gentlest plush po: 

x JU eh to a dele oi 
$5.89 to watch TV. Soft coat is 

cotton padd 

on the play ranch. 
y in the 

yon plush over 
Mane and tail are yarn. 

Puppy Hassock. Plush pup Plastic saddle i bridle. Measures 10 
provides comfort for aiyone. 11 ` inches high, 30 inchesdongs 

in. wide, 1144 in. high. Has floppy Shipping weight 7 poünds 
ears, large plastic eyes, pompon 79 N 40017C 8.69. 
nose, red felt tongue. Plastic base. Disney characters 0, 2 d 
79 N 4105C—Wt. S Ibs, $6.29 © WAT iobt ve [Sears] 447 



Happy little Tweakies live in 
the world of blocks.. 

These are the rooms on the opposite side 
of the blocks you see at right 

Sears includes a Tweakie Delivery Van and driver 
with this whimsical world 

where blocks become rooms for Tweakie people 

1 Tweakies present the child's eye view of the world Tweakie mailman 

the people, places and things a child experi- and his truck carry 
ences every day. Made of high-impact plastic and a big load of letters and 
steel and painted with non-toxic paints. The tweakie packages that you can 

people stand 2% in. high and have movable arms, assemble from the cut- 

heads and bodies. The three house blocks are 4!-in. outs enclosed. 234-in. 

square and house living room/porch; kitchen/garage; high poseable figure. 
boy's bedroom/bathroom. Lift plastic windshield to Durable plastic and 

seat delivery man in his truck. Sears exclusive set steel, hand painted 

includes Tweakie family of four, delivery man, de- with non-toxic paints. 
livery truck and 3 plastic-rimmed steel house blocks. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49 C 44265— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz.....Set $6.69 — 4944356 Set $1.99 

whistles and 

Tricky Busy School Bus 

opens, closes door, too 

*10? ze 
g Blow your magic school bus whistle 

and get ready to catch that bus. 
School bus closes its door and is off and 
running 'til it stops by itself and opens N 
its own door again. High-impact plas- 
tic, 1414 in. long. Uses 2 “D” batteries 
(order pkg. below left). 
49 C 4283—Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz.. . ..$10.79 

Even a two-year-old can operate this 

6-CAR MINISPORT ROAD RACE 

*6?? xs 
Here's a two-lane super-action road race for very young 
children. Run up to 6 cars on this figure-eight layout 
that's complete with overpass. Each coil wire lane has 

Tricky Peter Penguin 

its own remote-control unit that lets tots vary the speeds 
of the cars. One-piece unit is molded plastic, measures 
18}4x1034x2 inches high. 134-inch cars. Operates on 4 
“D” batteries . . order package below. Like everything 
else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by phone. 
49 44197— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.. . ....Set $6.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of six. 
49 C 46606—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.......Pkg. 1.19 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys 
on pages 433 thru 611 until July 30, 1970 

—————— 

waddles, squeaks, stops 

QO” = 
4 Our cold-weather friend comes with 

his own look-alike whistle that you 
blow to make Peter go here and there. 
He's a big 15 in. high, made of plastic 
and has a mysterious mechanism that 
lets him hear you whistle. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries (order pkg. at left). 
79 C 44255C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.. .$10.79 



BRAKE for the turn 

It takes skill to win this 

Remote-control Auto Race - 
28-piece set 842 95 $4.50 down ~ 

If you take the corner too fast, your car will jump the track. Ease 
up on the hand control and let your car swing around the turn, then 
down with your thumb to accelerate on the straightaway. 

The hand controls work like a real throttle—with your thumb you 
can make the molded plastic car (1/30 scale size) go from a slow 
crawl up to 130 scale miles per hour. Held to the track groove by a 
nylon guide pin, the cars skid and spin realistically at the turns— 
with practice you can drive them like a professional. Set contains 19 
rubber sections for figure eight track, 2 grand prix cars, 2 hand con- 
trols, 4 plastic fence sections, lubricating oil. Nore: To operate set, 
you will need a Powerpack (not included). Made in England. 
79 N 9530C— Size set up about 7x2}4 ft. wide, Shpg. wt. 14 lbs.. . $42.95 
49 N 9936—Powerpack. U.L. approved—110-120-volt, 60-cycle A.C, with 
AC and DC binding posts 144 amps output. 4 to 18-volt DC for 
speed. Shipping weight 3 pounds. oats ss $5.44 

Build HO Scale Models 

605-pc. combination set builds $744 
roads, bridges and buildings 

Start with a framework of girders, add prefab wall, window and roof 

panels, Run superhighways across bridges. Possibilities are unlimited 

with this huge combination set. Plastic parts snap together—you can 

pick up the most elaborate structures and move them anywhere 

Actually HO scale, use them with your O gauge train layout, too. 

Parts are interchangeable. Vehicles not included, see facing page. 
79 N 2323C—605-pc. Bridge, turnpike, building set. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $7.44 
79 N 2395C—543-pc. Bridge, turnpike set only. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 7.39 
49 N 2322—330-pc. Bridge, turnpike set only. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 469 
49 N 2393—287-pc. Building set only, Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. 549 
49 N 2320—189-pc. Building set only. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz 339 
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inch vinyl ball has rubber 
valve for easy inflation. In- 

Electric POW-R-PITCH for fieldingor batting practice huis ciegas 
ca A ; 1 11b. 14 on, a Varies the pitch every time 49 N2497.... „Set $1.97 

—almost like facing a Major 
League pitcher! Easy knob 

= PÄ adjustment for angles and 
— £5 timing of pitches. Flip on Football-Basketball Set 

<7 switch . , automatically feeds 

Pitches ball 30 ft. in 10 plastie “baseballs” (in- $388 
into strike zone cluded). UL approved, 110- 

120-v., 60-c, AC. 13-in. high Here's a combination every sports- 
$1788 plastic case, 12-ft. cord. minded youngster will want. Reg- 

79 N 2464C—Wt. 9 Ibs. $17.88 ulation-size football and 934-inch 
basketball. Both lightweight for 
junior-size hands. Molded plastic. 

-.BAT-BACK for backyard batting practice Complete with kicking tee, inflat- 
T 4 ing pump and needle. 

- / Hit backyard “home runs" . . no 49 N 2543—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. . .$3.88 
ball chasing, no broken windows. 
Sponge-rubber “baseball” trav- i AE up £6.30 foe than uds Junior Footballs 

for another whack at it. 54-in. [1] Standard size but lightweight. 
high tubular-steel frame with Plastic, simulated pebble grain 
nylon net, rubber springs, tough leather for sure, easy grip. Valve- 
plastic ropes. Steel stakes. For type bladder, inflating needle. 11 
bat, see below. inches long. 
79 N 2465C—Wt. 7 Ibs... $6.99 49 N 2504—Shpg. wt. 13 oz...$1.88 

30-inch Heavy Plastic Bat. 
79 N 2494C—Wt. 7 oz. 
- 

Standard size, extra-light- 
weight. Inflating needle. 

49 N 2479 —Shpg. wt. 10 oz... $1.44 

p] 9% 

Baseball Glove, A first class glove for your young fielder . . for ages 
up through 8. Genuine cowhide. Strong web, padded thumb, heel 
and little finger. For wearing on left hand. 
49 N 2503—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

4 

3] Aluminum air pump. Fits all 
pump needles. Rust resistant. 

9 inches long. 
49 N 2442—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. ....49c 

$ 599 ^ 

s 
REMCO’s Pup Tent Outfit 

Plenty of room for you and your gear in this water- 
recent poten duck tent—36 in. high; 42 in.long;36in. Everything you need to explore ‘wild’ woods or goon Go after the "big" ones with this outfit. 
wide. Olive drab color. Tie ropes, metal stakes, wood hikes, Full grain leather belt; large, snap-on leather — 2-piece 334-ft. fiber glass rod, single-action 

vom m 

9-piece Explorer Outfit $597 without 20-pe. Fishing Outfit $395 battories 

center poles, plastic Marine Corps flag. There's more: pouch; 4-blade knife, compass-canteen, whistle, field reel. Steel tackle box, 50-ft. nylon line, 
3-compartment plastic mess kit with knife, fork, spoon; glasses, harmonica, Band-aids, color-signaling flash- ^ leader, stringer, artificial bait, plastic hook 
DOE DD aes emo WEE nonae DE light (order 2 “D” batteries below). box, 7 hooks, 3 sinkers, snelled hook, 
49 N 2565—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz.,........... $599 49 N 2524—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.......... $597 “Fishing for Fun" book. 

444 SEARS 2ra 49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Wt. 4 oz.. Ea. léc; 4 for 60¢ — 49 N 2551—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. .. $3.95 
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Lights flash, bells ring . . score adds up 

automatically in lighted “racecourse” circle 

Speedway Pinball Machine 

When ball bounces off bumpers, 
bells ring and lights flash. Num- 
bers total automatically in color- 
ful lighted circle on back. Manu- 
al ball flippers on sides. Rugged 
wood írame with plastic parts. 
Measures 31x17x47 inches high. 
Unassembled. For 110-120 volt, 
60 cycle AC. UL listed. 

Shipping weight 25 Ibs. 

"om 

Watch your score 
mount up-up-up 

to 10,000 points 

No money 

down on 

anything 

Sears sells 

Electric Pinball.. — $7788 
bells ring and lights flash 

Here's all the action and excitement of a commercial 
pinball machine. Score is automatically totaled on 
brightly colored back. Lights flash, bells ring. First 
player to reach 10,000 points wins. Two manual flippers 
keep the ball whizzing around. 5 steel balls. Husky 
wood frame with plastic and metal parts. 31x16x45 
inches high. Fun for your recreation room. Unassem- 
bled. For 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 

79 N 142L—Shipping weight 25 pounds... ..$17.88 

Battery operated table-top Pinball . . 
dial automatically shows your score 

Lights flash, bell rings. Score is re- 
corded automatically on back panel. 
Steel body with clear plastic top, 
spring trigger. 5 steel balls. Hand- 
operated kicker. Measures 26x13x15 
in. high. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order 
below. 

79 N 204L—Wt. 12 Ibs....... $9.44 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 

79 N 4660..... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Endorsed by Arnold Palmer 

TABLE GOLF $499 
With mechanical club, you hit ball down 

fairway, pass hazards.. to putting green 

First hole is simple—then watch out. You set up 
different hazards to make the course tougher as 
you play on. Metal fairway with felt putting 
green, 1914x10}4x6 in. 2 mechanical golf clubs, 
8 plastic hazards, 3 rubber balls, score pad. 
79 N 130C—shipping weight 4 Ibs. ....$4.99 

Ditag page scant by drida mielenia Gom 

$988 
Indoor-outdoor Hopscotch 

Help youngsters build muscles while de- 
veloping balance. 2x8-ft. linoleum layout 
is printed with hopscotch markings . . can 
be used in the house or outdoors. With 2 
hopscotch pitchers. Plus set of Jacks and 
bouncy rubber ball. Instructions for both 
popular games are included. 

79 N 2495C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.....$2.88 

) i p) g 

Bowling Set with pinspotter 

$389 
Bowl indoors or out. Polyethylene equip- 
ment is quiet, Regular 15-in. pins. Big 
9-in. ball with 3 finger holes. Vinyl sheet 
with regular spot positions for pins. 
79 N 2581L—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs..... $3.89 

Par is 35 on Golferino 

$988 
Complete 9-hole miniature golf course is a 
challenge to your skill. You play over bridges, 
through sand traps, tunnels and hazards. Just 
aim golfer, press button. Club swings and hits 
ball. When ball goes into 9th hole, a bell rings 
and'a gold-color loving cup pops up. Molded 
plastic. 23x24 inches long. 
79 N 250L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.......... $9.88 

dust say “Charge it" when you phone your order 



He doesn't have THIS! 
All-electric Putt Return to end 

walking . . bending over . . 

gathering-up of putted balls 

Save *| eene. 

Just stand and putt . . ball registers . . back it comes. Even near misses are returned— 
Even includes a 

9-foot long mat to 

simulate golf green bent grass 

realism . . plus putting trainer, 

special guide to help align strokes 

A complete Golf Outfit 

His or Her CLUBS and 

BAG for under s40 

22-piece Sets feature long- 

life steel-shaft clubs, all- 
leather grips: 4 chrome- 
plated steel irons, putter, 
2 persimmon head woods 

. .3 balls, 10 tees, glove, 
vinyl bag with zip pockets 

mr 36" 

A: Women's. Clubs: maroon-striped rust-color grips, rust-color persimmon 
heads to match. Irons, putter, woods—same numbers, design as men’s 

(2). Bag: red with white trim, full length zip. Glove, tees, ball. 
6 N 10957L—Right-Hand only. Shipping weight 14 pounds.. .Set $36.99 

2 Men's. Clubs: white-striped black grips; cherry-finished persimmon 
wood heads. Nos. 3, 5, 7, 9 irons with official scoring; matching weight- 

balanced putter. Nos. 1, 3 woods. Bag: extra good looking solid black with 
3 handy pockets. Includes vinyl stretch glove, tees, balls. Wt. 14 Ibs, 
6N10956L-Right-Hand. Set $36.99 6N10909L-Left-Hand..Set $36.99 

A38 [Scars] sre 
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automatically! Electrically operated 5-scoring-zone device not only builds putting con- 
fidence, develops stroke that holds up under pressure—but improves entire game, lowers 
score all around. Mat of green foam rubber, 9-ft. long x 12- 
room, study, office floor into a putting green. Complete with i 
methods, family games too. 110-v. AC. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
6N82944-Putt Return and Mat and Trainer-Guide. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... 
6N82942-Putt Return only. Wt. 2 Ibs.$6.99 — 6N82943-Mat only. Wt. 2 lbs. 3.99 

in. wide, turns any game 

tructions for new putting 

Set $9.98 

Give ball marker plus doz. Doug Ford 
Save *l golf balls for only $15.33 See below. 

> 

Ball Marker. Lever and special 
type-bar imprints his initials, full 
or nick-name . . between the dots 
just as golf ball manufacturers do. 

Ind. type, fixative, instructions. 
6 N 82941—Wt. 1lb. 2 oz.$6.99 

7 

Doug Ford Golf Bolls. Perfectly 
balanced rounds for longer, truer 
shots. Liquid silicone center; vul- 
canized white-for-life cover. 

Box of 12. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
6N 923 . Box $9.36 

6 N 82945—Marker, Dozen Balls. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz....Set $15.33 

Youth's Club, Bag 

Set.. age 10 to 14 

ta 3699 
Specially designed to de- 
velop better play—more 
quickly! 7 clubs: nos. 3 
(3534-in. long), 5, 7, 9 
irons; 1 putter; nos. 1 
(39-in. long), 3 woods. 
Chrome-plated steel 
shafts; red, black leather 
grips. Persimmon wood 
and chrome-plate heads. 
Handsome black bag of 
tough rubberized cotton, 
rayon. Right-hand clubs. 
Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 

6 N 852C... Set $36.99 

Full folding Golf Cart 

Strong tubular aluminum 
frame for full size bags. 
Adjustable handle locks at 
most comfortable point. 

12-inch ball bearing disc- 
wheels, rubber tires. Self- 
adjusting rubber padded 
brackets hold bag firmly. 

Shipping weight 16 lbs. 
6N972L........ $16.99 



coors! 

I GUESS THE 

LINE IS BUSY 

New TALK-A-FUN Phone by Mattel 

Soft and cuddly phone says 11 different 3488 
things . . sold only at Sears 

This cute and huggable telephone is just the thing for the smart 
little tyke who's just learning to talk, He can use it as a pillow 
or carry on a "conversation" with it. Just pull the Chatty Rin 
and hear it say 11 of the cutest things a phone ever said. 8x6x5 

Cloth-covered. Buy it the easy way order by phone. 
49 N 4735— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $4.88 

Musical Crib Toys 

keep baby happy 

and occupied 

] Crib Mobile. Rayon plush 
birds whirl as music box 

play in polystyrene foam 

birdhouse. Plastic arm. Wind- 
up steel music box 

Shipping weight 1 pound 
49 N 4635 $4.69 

9 Crib Gym. Tug on center 
ring starts music while 

baby plays. Wood and plastic. 
Adjustable. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49 N 4422 $3.69 

440 
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10 Sturdy Wood 

Nesting Blocks 

stack up to 

33 inches high 

s999 

Big and husky, perfect for 
teaching coordination, Build 
with them, stack them. Deco- 

rated with Walt Disney car- 
toon characters; non-toxic 

colorful. Blocks are 4 to 1- 

inch square. All nest into larg- 
est for storage. From Germany. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

49 N 4638 $2.99 

Night-Lite TV 

Lighted pictures move across screen, 
music plays. Plastic, 8 in. high. UL 
listed, 110-120 volts, 60 cycles, AC. 
49 N 4574 —Wt. 3 lbs, 307..$4.88 

As above but non-electric. 
49 N 4445 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, $3.99 

Musical Lullabye 3488 

Winnie-the-Pooh $399 
Merry-Go-Round 

Turn the knob, watch Winnie and 
his pals bounce merrily up and down 
as carousel revolves, Music box. 
Plastic dome, metal base. 9x9x7 in. 
49 N 4476—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz..$3.99 

Machine 
washable, 

dryable 

Teddy Bear 

TÀ 3» 

Plush bear can be washed, dried in 
automatic machines. Celanese acryl- 
ic body is stuffed with polyethylene 
and polystyrene foam. 17-in. high. 

49 N 4046—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.$3.99 

Musical Talk 'n' $)99 
See Telephone 

Dial "Mother," “Daddy,” “Grandparents,” 
"Sister," “Brother,” or “Santa Claus,” and . . 
presto . . see their faces appear on “TV” screen, 
Music box can't be overwound. Plastic. 131x 
844x24 inches. 
49 N 4475—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 7 0z...,...$2.99 

Musical Typewriter 

has 10 keys s449 

Delightful make believe typewriter. Start or 
stop five colorful rollers by pushing the keys. 
Imported music box. Plastic, metal base, 1034 
inches long 
49 N 4739—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs, 4 oz. $4.49 

Chime Balls 
Roly Poly 5944 

each 
As sealed ball rolls or floats in bath, chimes sound 
and hand-decorated figures rock back and forth. 
Break-resistant plastic globes. 614 in. in diameter. 

3, Hobby Horse Chime Ball. 
49 N 4669—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib $2.44 

4 Boat and Buoy Chime Ball. 
49 N-4698—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib............. 2.44 

Tots get 10 things to do 

with Musical Busy Box 

$577 

Fascinating activities for infants and toddlers, 
Doors open, dials click, crank turns, wheel spins 
all to the tune of delightful music. Made of sturdy 
plastic . . non-toxic, no loose parts. Attaches eas. 
ily to playpen or crib. About 14x12 inches high. 
49 N 4523—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 11 oz..$5.77 

Non-musical Busy Box. 
49 N 4498—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. 3.99 



Push down with 
your feet and 
anímal really 
walks along . . 

Friendly 

GO-GO 
THE BURRO 

He's your walking “Amigo” 

Here's a little burro every child will 
adore. Looks like he just arrived from 

south of the border with his colorful Mexi 
can-style "blanket." Vinyl blanket is at 
tached with a strap. Go-Go “gallops” 
around the house . . or around the block 
Foot bars extend outward from front legs. 
By pushing foot bars youngster activates 
a spring that causes legs to move forward 
on non-mar wheels. Release foot pressure. 

rear legs move forward. Saddle height 10 
inches, Overall 2134 inches long and 17 
inches high. High-impact plastic 
79 N 44091L —Shpz. wt. 17 1bs..$13.99 

Beautiful Walking Appalusa 

MOBO BRONCO 
Ride the "range" just like your favor. 

a ite cowboy star. Mobo is ready to 
All-plastic TRACTOR canter” left or right, or “gallop” straight 

z L ahead. Simply push stirrups up and down 

with farm TRAILER : f E OR d ada to. Carrer bot 
^ $ smoothly on rubber wheels. Stirrups ad 

just for young riders 2 to 7 y 
Sculptured steel body has baked enamel 

finish for lasting beauty. Saddle height 17 
inches. Overall 30 inches high and 26'4 

inches long. From Engla 

79 N 7522L —Shpz. wt. 25 

_ Right size 
so youngster 

can fill 
trailer 

and take 
“produce” 
to market 

3439 

Wood and plastic 

TOT TRACTOR 

Children love to play "farmer" with 

GO-GO CYCLE 
with windup motor 

push it backwards, put up your 
Rugged tractor and trailer are molded of polyethylene this big, sturdy tractor. Its realistic and ‘off you go. Steers left or right 
plastic with realistic details. Wheel makes “klick klack" styling includes *spark plugs" that can 5x3-inch "wide front wheel and low body 
sound. Trailer attaches to tractor with plastic nut. Seat be removed. Steering wheel on metal style add stability. Molded plastic with 
height 10 inches. Overall, 9x13x43 inches long. shaft has working horn. Plastic seat. 22 trunk, simulated gear shift, dials. Horn, 
79 N 44026L—Shipping weight 5 pounds $4.39 in. long, 184 in. high. Partly assembled. clicker motor noise. 26 inches long 
[ -Shpz wt. 10lbs. $11.95 N 44057L— Shpz 51bs.....$ MB [Sears loc 79 N 44058C—Shpz wt. 10 Ibs. $11.9! 79 N 44057L— Shpz. wt. 6 Ib: 9.88 

Cubo pase scans by duina maselectwdcd oon 



Here are just a few of the things 
you can make with these 

Welcome to town..842 pieces of blocks, windows, 

440 [Sears | fz: 

m— —nee—€ 

| Building 

Sets 

Sears exclusive LEGO set has a garage with 
overhead door and a miniature car 

536 $()99 
pieces 

Sears big set also includes handsome tile roofing to add a realistic finish- 
ing touch. Plenty of bricks build a world of fun for future architects, 
mechanics and engineers. Made of rugged, high-impact plastic, they 
come in various sizes of red, white, blue, black, clear and yellow. Just 
press together. . pieces fit securely, yet can be easily taken apart. Build 
machines, automobiles, boats, trucks, factories, people, animals and 
trains as well as stores and homes, Design your own . . Lego sets help 
develop skill in planning and manual dexterity 
49 C 4419—536-piece Set, Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 14 oz... Set $9.99 

Here are more sets to make buildings, 
vehicles, or even an entire city 

151 192 | 244 k^ E | 335 $4799 
pieces pieces pieces 

Each set is a Sears Exclusive . . and each set is put together to give 
you a lot of pieces for your money, The 335 and 244-piece sets include 
wheels and enough pieces to make several moving vchicles and buildings 
(except house, shown above) at once, The 151-piece set can make all 
kinds of stationary models. Plastic. For boys, girls, ages 4 to 10. Phone 
ordering's a quick and easy way to buy any or all of these s 
49 C 4599—151-pc. 

49 C 4418—335-pc. Set. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 o; +++ Set 6,99 

Now 

cars and trees..base included 18” 

Everything you see at left is 

included in this giant Lego set 
automobiles and landscaping; 

all the pieces you need to build 
high-rise apartment buildings, 
homes, office buildings, and even 

a service station. 19x33}¢ in 
town base folds for convenient 
storage. 
Constructed of brightly 

colored and clear plastic pieces 
that snap together, pull apart 
easily for disassembling. You 
can also build all of the sta- 

tionary models in the 536-piece 
Lego set (shown above). For 
boys and girls, ages 4 and up. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 

49 C 44357 a Set $18.99 



Qa 
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* Power-pull motor pulls longer trains . . lets you add cars later 
* Nylon gear drive , . won't slip or age . . gives extra long life 
* Die-cast metal drive wheels on engine give sure traction 
* New roadbed track with all trains shown on this page . . rails fixed 
in strong plastic base, molded to look like railroad cinder bed 

Plus . . remote control lets you run trains forward, reverse, fast 
or slow—even couple or uncouple cars. High-impact plastic cars are 
weighted . . cling to the track. And, every ALLSTATE® HO train has 
NM RA operating couplers to fit any standard. HO scale cars. NOTE: 
Sets do not include a Powerpack, which is necessary to operate your 
train. Be sure to order (5) or (6) separately below. 

4-unit Diesel Freight. N.Y. Central diesel, 5-unit Switcher Freight. Yard switcher pulls — hopper, gondola, caboose, 13 track sec- enerator car, box car, hopper, caboose. 13 tions plus uncoupler form 112-in. oval. track sections plus uncoupler form 112-in. oval, 
49 N 9958—23/4 in. train, Wt.31bi.......$8.97.— A9 N 9959—2614 .in, train. Shpg. wi. 3 Ib... .... $1.47 
3] 6-unit Diesel Switcher Freight. “Monon” [9] 7-unit Triple Diesel Freight. Workman pops 

Switcher engine has bright headlight, out of automatic box car when train stops . . Flat car has 2 autos to unload. Box car, cov- draws back as train starts, Rock Island diesel ered hopper, tanker car, caboose with working — has bright headlight. Carrier has ramp to unload crane, 15 track sections plus rerailer-un- — 4 autos; wrecker crane car, work caboose, 15 sec- 
coupler track form oval 127 inches around, tions of track plus uncoupler form 127-in. oval. 
49 N 9960—3674 -in. train. Wi, 4 Ibs... 914.95  49N9961-463 -in. train. Wt. 5lbs. $200 down. Cosh $19.89 

New HO Roadbed Track HO Plastic Accessories for realistic train layouts 
Track sections mounted on nearly 13] Lighted Dead-end Bumper. Attach to (u] Automatic 2-light Block Signal. unbreakable plastic roadbed to re- end of spur track . . prevents cars from Light changes from green to red as semble realistic cinder roadbed. rolling off. Sturdy black plastic with red — train passes. Wiring included à : ight. 1 in. high, —234 in. high. Wt. 6 07.$2. Powerpacks. UL listed for 110-120 7] Rerailer-uncoupler. 714 in. p WA e a od gg, 9 957 —2H in. high. We. 6025247 

volt, 60-cycle AC. Delivers DC for — 49 N 9926-Shpg. wt. $ oz... 78c 5 [ii] Trestle Set, For figure 8, over and train, AC for accessories, 8] 90° Crossover. 744x734 in. jj] Semaphore Signal. Color filter in arm under layout. 30 graduated plastic 5) Super size. 45-volt amp output — 49N9927-Shpg. wt. 80z..$1.39 © hes green, turns red as train passes, trestle, 2 bridge piers. with 2 circuit breakers to safe- — (3) Curved Track. 83 in. long. Track, wiring included. t 49 N 9915—Shpg. wt. 12 oz......52.57 guard unit. Easy one-lever control. — 49N9925-Shpg. wt. 4 oz...19c — 49 N9955—4 in. high. Wt. 6 oz... ..$2. " i Five to Colt Genie ne [i] Remote Control Whistling Station. 
1 x , Press button on control panel, hear 

Automatic Crossing Gate. Arm raises, — loud train whistle. Steel, plastic. Wir- lowers automatically as train passes. ing included, 8 in. long. 

N and 15-volt 114-amp A 
49 N 9937—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.....$8.99 

Straight Track. 714 in. long. 
49N9924-Shpg. wt. 4 oz... 19e 5 

5) Standard size. 20-volt amp out- (11) (12) Switches, Sold in pairs — $24 3n. long: Track, PaE a7 49 N9919—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. $4.97 put. No circuit breakers. 2 con- only—1 right, 1 left. gg seti o PEE a QUEE Tila. Signal Bri trol levers. Gives 4 to 18-volt 134 E Overhead Twin Signal Bridge. x t 2 A 1) 49N9929-Remote Control. i6) Automatic Crossing Flasher. Lights Lights turn green as train ap- oH ee VM AD SY N Shipping wt. 1 Ib..Pair $6.99 flash alternately as train approaches. proaches, then to red. 4 in. high. 6 Dg. wt. $5 Cs A98728-iMaendd COR Track, wiring included. 23 in. high. in. across. 2 track sections included, 438 SEARS sse Shipping wt. 140z...Pair 4.59 — 49 N 9954—Shpg. wt. 6 02.....-.... $2.47 — 49 N 9917—Shpg. wt. 10 oz.. $3277 

Stated paQe scans by peisthiasniseledimical com 



2-way Puncher 

Steel base supports Floor model adjusts from 
steel rod with leath- — 36 to 47 inches, converts 
erette inflatable bag. — to wall model. Steel frame; 
Adjusts 36 to 47 in. 

5-in-1 Family Play Set $1244 

Horse shoes: Heavy rubber. Croquet: Four 6-in. maliets 
have screw-on heads, 4 balls. Badminton: four 26-in. 
rackets, net, 2 shuttle-cocks. Lawn tennis use plastic 
ball and Volley ball use badmjnton net. From Japan. 
79 N 25879C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs..... ....Set $1244 

Eldon’s Jumping Jack 

Wind it up and start jumping . . just like you do with 
a rope. Spring-wound motor keeps it turning for four 
minutes while one to four youngsters jump at a time. 
Adjusts for speed and height, from 534 to 11 inches. 
Made of rugged polyethylene. 10 different game ideas 
included. Easy to assemble. 
49 N 2423—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz.........-++ $295 

3137 

Beginner's Skates — Ball-BearingSkates 

For ages 2 lo 6 years. All — For ages 5 to 12 years. Hard 
Norolon plastic.. usein- rubber wheels, smoother 
doors or out. Adjust 6 to non-skid riding. Norolon 
734 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. plastic frame adjusts. 
49 N2452........- $1.37 49 N 2566—Wt. 3 1bs..$3.89 

Citai pads scans by diaaa maidine Gom 

EMENEE Youth Physical Fitness: 

[I] Chinning Bar. Fits door frame 29-35 in., 
no nails. screws, Chrome-plated. 

79 N 2584C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs,.....-.-... $3.33 

[Z] Chest Pull. Steel springs. Instructions. 
49 N 2526—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 12 oz.. . .$2.33 

[3] Rower. Steel spring **oar"' pulls. 
49 N 2536—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz,...$2.66 

@ Body Crusher. Steel. Easy-grip handles. 
49 N 2585— Shpg. wt. 11b. 702... . $1.66 

[5] Gym Rope. Braided nylon. 
49? N 2586—Shpg. wt. 9 oz... ... 2.04, 9e 

(5) Two Hand Grips. Steel springs. 
49 N 2528—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... ... Set 9e 

[7] Two 2-ib. Dumbbells, Precision-made 
metal. Instructions, exercises. 

49 N 2587 —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. Set $1.59 

Save on Com- 
plete Set . con- 
eats VINE 

rough (7) $196 

on back of door. 

ae pui 
wt. 25 Ibs. 

p ms P ya 
99c +159 

171&-Ib. Jr. Barbell Set with 2 hand grips 

Set consists of four 134-Ib. weights; four 234-Ib. weights. 30-inch 
steel bar. Adjustable from 4 Ibs. 10 oz. to 1734 Ibs. Remove weights 
easily without tools. Two steel-spring hand grips. 14-page booklet. 
79 N 2590C—Shipping weight 19 pounds..............<++.Set $6.88 

You'll jump for joy 
on a Jump Stick 

[E] For weights up to 150 
pounds, It's an exerciser and 

lots of fun, too. Our best is 
chrome-plated steel. Heavy- 
duty spring adjustable for de- 
sired tension. Non-slip grips, 
rubber tip. 41 in. long. 
79 N 2458C—Wt. 8 Ibs.. ...$6.88 

(89) For weights up to 125 
pounds. Heavy-duty steel 

spring in red enamel all-steel 
shaft. No-slip rubber tread 
covers steel step plate, Rubber 
tip and safety-grip handle. 
79 N 2448C—Wt. 5 Ibs... . $2.99 

Steel Stilts hold 175 Ibs. 
60 inches long . . steps 12 in. 
above the ground. Heavy 

non-skid rubber tips. Baked-on 
enamel. 2 in set. Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 M2 C. 1. esee Set $3.88 

So bouncy you'll feel like you're 
on a trampoline. Fit on regular 
shoes . . length is adjustable to 

to 14. Rubber bottom bumpers 
protect floors. Rugged plastic 

49 N 2412— Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. $489 



Aurora 2-lane HO Road Race 

81999 
* Two racers with Thunderjet 500 motors travel at scale speeds 

up to 600 miles per hour 
* 16 feet of fast running track, complete with trestles, supports 

Super-quick racers really zoom down the straightaway. 
needed to make both right and left-hand turns or to swish around the 
spiral roadway. Set includes 12 curved and 10 straight roadway sections, 
2 plastic and metal cars (234 inches long), 20-volt power pack with on- 

ff switch, and 2 push-button speed controls. Guard rails, trestles and 

Real skill is 
“Mountain” hill climb 
requires a sensitive touch 
on hand controls to keep 

racers speeding up banked 
spiral roadway without DIG UT CUDE Ito "Val ey"" below A service manual included. UL listed for 110-120-volt 60-cycle AC. 

Ss di 79 N 9511C— Shipping weight 8 pounds o M. x $19.99 

As your car “tags” team- 

mate's car, his flag flips up 

and he races off for 

his lap on the course 

Pike's Peak Hill Climb 

by Lionel 

4 HO cars in an exciting ss 96395 

relay race over the mountains 

* Full 22 feet of 2-lane roadway track 

* Four cars each with separate controls 

* Wiring for relay or conventional racing 

Four people ra and play at the same time in the relay 
race with 2 tag teams. The action is continuous and the 
thrills come fast and furious. Your teammate waits at the 
starting line until you “pass” the flag to him. Then he 
roars off to challenge peaks and dangerous curves as you 
wait your turn again at the line. Each racer controls his 
own car at all times regardless of which track he is on. 
Includes 4 plastic and metal cars, about 234 in. long. 
Hand grip-type control for sp Also 2 changeover 
lanes, guard rails, flags, power pack. Track is braced by 
scenic mountains. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c. A.C 
79 N 9544C—Shipping weight 11 pounds $23.95 

ACTUAL SIZE HO scale cars 
measure about 2% in. long 

ee ET am 
No Money Down on anything Sears sells Faste SEARS 445 
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3549 
18x24:inch 

Message Centers . 

For kitchen, play room, den . . 
ican styles with cork surface for bulletin 

Modern style with clean trim lines, 

3549 
20x24.inch 

. side-by-side cork-chalk boards 

combination boards in modern or Early Amer- 
ns and non-glare blackboard. 
dark decorator cork, off-white finished 

hardwood frame, carefully mitered corners. Choice of sizes. With hanger. 
3 N 32281C— Regular 18x24 in. 

3 N 32282L— Large 24x36 in. (like 3N. 
hipping weight 6 Ibs, $5.49 

32281C) Allow 10 lbs. postage*, 7.89 
Early American message center, maple finish hardwood, natural color cork. 
Full length rail for chalk and eraser. Brass-plated hanging eyelets. 20x24 in. 

3 N 32283C— Shipping weight 6 pound 

3289 

d)... seat satin $5.49 

$89 
18x24-inch 

18x24-inch 

Solid oak-framed Boards for traditional good looks 

Handsome boards with frames perfectly mitered, glued, clamp-nailed. 
Clear finish accents natural beauty of the wood. With hangers. 

3 Bulletin Board. Fine cork sur- 
face takes tacks, push pins 

easily. For memos, photos, etc. 

Chalkboard. Non-glare writ 
ing surface. Full length rai 

With eraser And dustless chalk. 
Cotolog No. | Size in. 
3N32271C | 18x24 | 4 ibs, $2.89 
3N32272. | 24x36 | 10 Ibs.) 4.49 
3.N32273N | 36x48 | 15 lbs. | 8.89 

€ 
3N32274C | 18x24 | 5 Ibs. 
3N32275L | 24x35 | 10 Ibs,’ 
3832278N | 36x48 | 16 lbs. 

Corkboards with handsome 
anodized aluminum frames 

$349 scc 

Modern corkboards with gold-colored 
tarnishproof frames that stay bright. 

One square shape available. Hang boards 
either way. 5 push pins included. 

Catalog No. | Size in. | Weight | Price 
3N32211C |...1824...|.. 4 lbs.. .| $3.49 
3N32212t 24x24...|.. 5 Ibs. 4.49 
3 N 32213L 2436...|..101bs*.| 5.89 
3832214N |.. 3648. ..|. 115 bs..| 9.49 

SHPG. NOTE: "NI 

Vertical Bulletin Board 
antique white frame 

3599 

Slim styling gives this board a 
unique handsome appearance, 

Has dark decorator 44-in. cork 
surface, recessed M inch—tacks 
and push pins penetrate easily. 
Framed in hardwood; antiqued 
off-white finish. Measures a slim 
12x36 inches. Hanger attached. 

3 N 32284C—Wt, 6 lbs...$5.99 

“items (as 3N32214N) sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
*Allow 10 Ibs. postage per postal regulations. 

Cutslod page scans by deisimasmgseltecimical con 
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the perfect decorator TER 
fabric background for - 

‘Photos, mementos, notes 

Bulletin Board Shadow Boxes, . polished walnut frames 

$ 495 38«18 
Ánches 

7 Jute burlap in. decorator colors, beautifully framed in walnut. - 
to blend with fine furniture. Available in square or rectangular 

shapes. Hangers and 5 push pins included. Use aon pe if 
you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

$95 
B935 . 

Sizes. Ss Eggshell” Aqua Price 

inches | 38322 N32294 |9N32295 | 3 los | $495 
18x24 inches PREGA RERIN 3N a2202c iu. | 595 
xA inches | 3 N 32291 2204 : 

2436 inches | 3N32292L | 3N Sidon 3N 32208. 10 (bs 

Memo Boards—gold 
color aluminum frames. 

2 tor 3430 
§ Iute burlap bulletin 

boards; at a savings when 
buying two. Frames won't 
tarnish. Hang either way. 
12x16 in. Wt. ea. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
3 N32285— Tangerine 
3N32286—Aqua 
3 N 32287 — Eggshell. 
Each $2.29....2 for $4.30 Shpg. wt: 3lbs....... Y OST 

: (0 NRC Sears 49 08 

“Slim decorator Boards . . 
matching ‘wood frames 

+469 
Q New. at Sars this stan - 

unique jute burlap boards, ^. . : 
color-matched wood frames brass 
ring. 12x30 in. Colors to blend” 
with or match most any decor, 
3N32277C—Tangerine - ~ 
3N32278C—Aqua ~ 
3 N 32279C —Eggshell - 



Lil’ Mixer Set 

A colorful action-filled kitchen set for little 
girls. Mixer gears and beaters turn by hand 
action, Set includes 2 bowls, measuring spoon, 
cup. Plastic. 744x5 inches long. 
49 N 5220—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 07......$1.88 

See gears move in this s 88 

Portable Surprise 
Box has 5 pop-ups s449 

Lids pop open, figures jump into view when 
child pushes button, slides lever, flips switch, 
turns dial or knob. Plastic, 1244x7x344¢ inches 

Favorite 
Musical Pop-ups 

by Mattel 

a 
Turn the crank, Mattel music unit plays a familiar and appropriate 
tune. Then, when you least expect it, up pops your favorite character. 
Pop-ups have soft cloth bodies and vinyl heads. Sturdy, all metal pieces and you 
boxes. Wood handle on crank. 6 in. high 

1 Jack-in-the-Box. A familiar, colorful clown. 

49 N 4571—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

9, Bugs Bunny. That funny little rabbit 
49 N 4568— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz 
Snoopy. Famous cartoon pooch ready to * 

© 49 N 5222— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

Cut pane scans by chaisbimasmusebecindc M com 

Marbles bounce with a lively sound as tot. 
cranks handle. Wood and plastic, brightly 
painted with nontoxic colors. About 12x5x9 
inches high. From Japan. haad 
49 N 5251—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. ue 

Pot 'n' Spoon 
for creative play 

s988 

Helps teach eye-and-hand coordination. Six 
wooden blocks in three shapes drop into funny 
lid cover. Oversize plastic spoon, plastic 10-in. 
diameter pot. 

49 N 4462 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.88 

Wir Donald Duck 
"cm plays music 

50€ . . flies apart 
" i 
A s969 

Sold D 
at Sears 

Here’s a toy any tot will en 
joy. Just stack the six plastic 

ave the 

world’s most famous duck 
Turn the crank, music box 

$2.29 plays . . suddenly Donald 
flies apart (but he y to 
put together again). 13-in. 
high. 
Shipping weight 1 pound. 

2.29 49 N 4502 ....$2.69 

a 
Low as 

Push plunger . . watch action, hear musical hum as top 
spins, Metal, plastic. 8-in. diam., 9 in. high. West Ger. 

Jockey Top. See jockeys move in riding action . . hear 
“clippity-clop” as horses race on track 

49 N 4616— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. . $2.88 
5 Monorail Top. Monorail speeds 

Musical Action Tops 

. trucks go slowly, 

49 N 4729— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz $2.69 
6 Train Top. Watch choo-choo zip around track 

49 N 4725— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 2.29 

Carry-a-Tune 
It's a portable one-man band 

Crank it . . clank it . . drum it . strum it .. thump it 
bump it. Tots have lots of fun learning to play music 
with Carry-a-Tune. Includes drum and drum stick, 
guitar, xylophone, mallet and three-note whistle 
pump organ. Or relax and play the wind-up music 
box. 1314 inches long. Plastic, metal. 
49 N 4543 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. $3.99 

Plastic blocks 234 in. 
square teach co-ordination 
as tot has fun. Floating 
ball for spinning, handle 
for twisting, insert rings, 
sliding door, dial and bells 
inside. 

6 Action Blocks, 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 

49 N 4542 Set $1.88 

12 Action Blocks. 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 

49 N 4676.. ..Set $3.59 r [Sears] 441 



Cr “The Horse that grows with the child” 
Frame adjusts up or down 

“Parlee Voo’ 
the Colt that 

talks to you 

Join the posse with 

“LIGHTNING” 
Exclusive at Sears . . its realistic, 

2m sculptured body is almost 3 feet long 
d A spirited white-marked strawberry roan mounted on a base 

that’s a full 45 inches long. Brown western-style saddle with 
- gold-color blanket. Steel "growing" frame lets you adjust saddle 

height from 23% to 27 in. Sturdy polyethylene body. Steel springs. 
Vinyl reins. Side bars. Partly assembled. 

A Sears ș 99 saoo 

Exclusive 2499 monthly 

Even has a removable vinyl saddle, fabric blanket and lariat. Just pull 
the ring . . colt says 12 phrases. Molded of hi-impact polystyrene 
mounted on adjustable metal base. Saddle height adjusts from 23 to 79 N 7526L— Shipping weight 27 pounds............+++ $21.99 
2614 in. Base, 45x2014 in. wide. Partly assembled. Made by Wonder Tha BASE AE ros A 
79 N 75018L—Shipping weight 23 pounds... as. c27... $24.99 2 Tende E ODE DOA: Rade o SANESA x 33 in. Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 75012N—Shipping weight 35 Ibs. $4 monthly..Cash $28.99 

Just step up to ride 

MUSTANG Bouncing fun with inflatable 

HOPPITY-HOP 
RIDE-A-BALL 

Looks like a gigantic 
basketball . . until you 
grab the ring handle, 
climb on and start 
bouncing. Great forpool 
or beach fun. 

When inflated, ball 
is 61 inches in circum- 
ference. Heavy-duty 
valve and rugged wail 
construction. Ball is 
made of heavy poly- 
inyl chloride. Easily 

inflated with a hand 
pump or at a service 

station. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 75015.. . . $5.88 

Satna pace scans by cheisimas musebecimcM pui 

Palomino colt with 
such big, wide eyes 

Realistically detailed in 
led polyethylene. 

Tubular-steel frame with 
slip-resistant vinyl steps 
allows 1!4 to 7-year olds 

to mount horse easily 
Frame well-balanced for 

added stability. Steel coil 
springs, metal stirrups 
and bit, vinyl reins. Sad 
dle height 24 in. Overall 
length is 34 inches. Height 
overall is 32 inches; width 
24 inches. Sent to you 
partly assembled 

Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs 
79 N 7512L ....$15.68 

mo 
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e Motorized Build your very own 
operating vehicles 

Construct 5-car Freight or 
4-car Passenger Train 

to run on 11 feet of track "Drive" vehicles 
with this fine- 
quality, preci- 

sion-geared pow- 
er unit included 
with both Train 
and Transport 

Sets 

451 $ 99 with power unit 5l. $1999 «temen: 

Build the big oval track with switch to side rails. 
Precision-geared power unit can be built into both 
locomotive styles . . goes forward and backward. 25 
track ions included. Plastic. Power unit (see 
above, right) uses 3 *C" batteries. . order pkg. below. 
49 C 44358—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .Set $19.99 

(1 thru 6 ) Accessories for train set above. 

Cross Track. Incl. 2 cross, 4 straight sections. 
49 C 44363—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Set $1.99 

Curved Track. Includes 8 curved sections. 
49 C 44361—Shpg. wt. 6 oz... ..Set 1.99 

Switch Track. Includes 1 right, 1 left section. 
49 C 44362—Shpg. wt. 6 oz Set $1.99 

Straight Track. Includes 8 straight sections. 
49 C 44359—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Set $1.99 

Warehouse. 4 double doors open and close. 
49 C 44365—Shipping weight 15 oz... Set $2.99 

SEARS CUTS THE PRICE 
on this Transport Set 

Terminal Building. Authentic-look station house. S sJ 325 $ 88 with ower 
49 C 44364—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Set $3.99 ave pieces batteries 

last Christmas wos $13.88. Build operating trucks, tractors, con- 
struction equipment and more with this kit. Easy-to-assemble 
plastic blocks snap together, pull apart. Operate remote control 
power unit forward or backward . . uses 3 “C” batteries . . order 
package below, 
49 C 44154—Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces.. .... „Set $12.88 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 

49 C 46656—Shipping weight 12 ounces. .... +... Package $1.19 
Warehouse 

Terminal Building 

Action-hinge toys.. hinge swings open, snaps shut 

++ builds and bends to make toys that move 
m i 

Sears exclusive $(99 Rollabouts Set..to $ 499 

Tini paa seni —Ó—— 

Wog'l Tog’! Set 

294 pieces to build slides, merry-go- 
rounds and all sorts of amusing gadgets 
for the funny-looking nebbishes you can 
assemble from different hands, heads 
and feet. All plastic in white, yellow, 

red, blue and green. Instructions. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

79 C 44366C..... ..Set $9.99 

mobilize Tog’! toys 

102 pieces of wheels, axles, blocks, heads, 
hands and feet for free-wheeling ma- 
chines. Make automobiles, airplanes, 
dump trucks, and odd looking animals. 
All plastic parts except for metal axles. 
Instructions included. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 C 44367. ..... ..Set $4.99 



ALLSTATE® Electric Train Sets come complete with track 

-unit Freight . . with over 15 feet of track $1788 

Thrill at watching this brawny “Power Pull” diesel pull its load up grades and around 
the curves of the figure 8 trestle track. Run it fast or slow, forward or reverse, couple 
and uncouple cars—a// by remote control. Weighted, high-impact plastic cars 'hold to 
the track even at high speeds. Cars have NMRA (National Model Railroad Association) 
operating couplers to fit all standard HO gauge cars. 

Set includes engine with headlight, auto carrier with 4 cars, 2 box cars, hopper, tank 
car, caboose. complete 190-inch track layout of 18 curved and 5 straight sections, 
rerailer-uncoupler, 30 graduated trestles, 2 pillars and girder bridge. NOTE: Powerpack 
not included, necessary for operating train—order (5) or (6) on opposite page. 

49 N 9966—42-inch long train. Shipping weight 5 pounds . ... $17.88 

Add these Plastic Cars to your HO Train . . all have NMRA operating couplers Set of 4 Standard Cars 

[i] Diesel Switcher R.R. Workhorse. Ny- 
lon gears, 4-wheel drive. Brass wheels. 

Knuckle couplers front and back for mov- 
ing cars. 4x2x1 14 in. high. 
49 N 9997—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $4.49 

(2) Industrial Yard Steam Switcher. Plas- 
tic with die-cast chassis, 4-wheel gear 

drive. Knuckle couplers front, back. 434x 
14x? in. high. 
49 N 9939 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, $579 

EE 
am 

[7] Landscape Mats. 
backed . 

79 N 9571C— 50x99 in. Grass Mat. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 9572C—33x48 in. Earth Mat. Wt. 1 Ib.... 

$99, 
Flocked-on fiber, paper- 

. can be cut for any effect. True colors. 

[3] Automatic Lumber Car. Dumps 
7 load of logs into tray by remote 
control. 6 inches long. Plastic log bin. 
Special track section and wiring incl. 
49 N 9946—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $3.29 

ig Automatic Box Car. Door opens, 
man steps out onto plastic plat- 

form (included) when train stops. Re- 
turns when train starts, door closes. 
49 N 9945-—6 in. long. Wt. 8 oz.. $3.29 

vl 

$2.89 
89c 49 N9964—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 

5) Automobile Cor with 4 cars. Lower 
77 the ramp to roll the scale model 
cars up to the upper deck. 4-wheel 
double nylon trucks. 614 in. long. 
49 N 9576—Shpg. wt. 8 oz, $1.97 

$) Operating Crane Car. Two hand 
wheels . . dhe to raise and lower 4- 

inch boom . . one to raise and lower 
hook. Cab rotates. 5 in. long. 
49 N 9?938— Shpg. wt. 8 oz, 

(Ca 

$3.29 

$2.98 

Switch tower, sub- 

oe ue 
nnl 

[9] 39-pc. Plastic Accessory Set. Includes two 
= lighted billboards, 4 scale model cars, 5 posed 
figures, 18 telegraph poles and 10 railroad signs. 

Make your train longer, carry more 
cargo . . all for one low price. Set in- 
cludes 6-in. automobile carrier with 
2scale model cars;6%4-in. refrigerator 
car; 544-in. cement car and 644-in. 
gondola, Markings exact duplicates 
of real-life counterparts. All cars of 
weighted high-impact plastic; with 
long-wearing nylon trucks, wheels. 
All have NMRA operating couplers. 

49 N9965—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 8 oz. $4.99 

Eo 

[E] Trees and Shrubbery. A variety of scale-size (10) 24-pc. Plastic Building Set. 

trees for model landscaping. Includes a generous urban station, coaling station, 3 houses, 12 tele- 

amount of lichen for natural shrubbery, phone poles, farm buildings, animals, figures. 

49 N 9573— True colors, Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 79 N 9967C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $5.98 $279 

Citali Dade sciunt by deislhigniselediwical Gon 



Exciting ''un-L-Fun 
extends up to 10 ft. long 

$747 
It's a private hideaway . . a new and dif- 
ferent way to play favorite games like 
chase ’n’ tag . . a spur to the imagination 2 

Popeye the Sailor, 51 inches tall. 

49 N 2537—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

Goofy. 58 in. replica of Pluto on back. Squawker 

Punch-me's 
Gay, colorful sparring mates 

=) 
$2.99 

made of tough inflatable vinyl 

weighted bases keep them bouncing back for more 

Fred Flintstone. 42 inches tall. Nose “beeps”. 
49 N 2506—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 6 oz. . . $2.77 

in creating new games to play with this 
wonderful 10-foot tunnel. Red porous 
cloth covers 27-inch diameter hoops. Col- 
lapses to 3-inch thickness for storing. 

79 N 4744L—Shipping weight 7 Ibs... .$7.47 

49 
in lapel sounds when punched. A Sears exclusive. 
N 2593—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz $3.88 

Beany. Hero of TV Show. 27 inches high. 
49 N 2592—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz 1.69 

(5) Huckleberry Hound. 37 inches tall. Nose “beeps” 
when punched or squeezed 

49 N 2488—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz.........$2.47 

[E] Yogi Bear. 50 inches. Nose “beeps” when punched. 
49 N 2489 —Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz. ...$3.47. 

Toy Cart of smooth pine 

Circus-type cage holds surprising number of toys. Color- 
ful hardboard bottom. Wagon-type handle. Plastic swivel 

casters, 25x16x14 in. high. Easy to assemble. 
79 N 9136C—Shipping weight 8 pounds... 

Toy Van of sturdy fiberboard 

Push, pull, ride it. Holds weights of 200 Ibs. Serrated 
edges; no sharp parts. Pull cord. Molded plastic wheels; 

steel axles. Yellow with red and black. 2134x14x13 inches 
high. Easily assembled. 
79 N 5327C—Shipping weight 4 pounds................ $2.44 

446 SEARS rco 

.$4.88 

Cutsiod pae scans by deistiriasnmiseltediaical Gom 

Upholstered Toy Chest 

Strong wood chest covered with tough vinyl in 
white with speckled design. Softly padded. So 

roomy—32x16x16 inches high—it even has a book 
rack inside, Adjustable friction-type hinge holds 
lid open in any position. Completely assembled, 
79 N 9079L—Shipping weight 22 pounds... .. .$10.88 

Knotty Pine Paneled Toy Chest 

Natural varnish finish. Colorful screen design. 
Cleats add strength to front, lid. Rope handles, 

hinged cover. 30x151gx14% in. high. Easy assembly. 
79 N 9101L—Shipping weight 21 pounds....... $9.98 

21044 
Store things neatly in 
Bookcase-Toy Chest 

A blackboard, too—all in one fun- 
filled piece of furniture. Two big, 
spacesaving book shelves. Sliding 
doors double as blackboard. Even 
chalk and eraser are included. Extra 
large area for toy storage. Masonite 
Presdwood over natural wood frame, 
decorated with colorful Disney de- 
signs. 36x20x37 in, high. Easy to as- 
semble. No books or toys. Wt. 27 lbs. 
79 N915IL..... 2. $10.44 
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/ 2-piece Set 

$375 

The smooth-gliding points of these 

Pen and Pencil Sets write 

instantly on most any surface 

with only gentle pressure 

The Ball-point Pen, Has over-size ink supply with 
stainless steel tip to provide long-lasting writing 
smoothness. Medium point, blue ink. 
The Pencil, Matches ball-point and cartridge pens. 
Has sleeve tip to reduce lead breakage, spiral grip 
for writing ease, tra-long cer. Medium lead. 

The Cartridge Pen. Features sleck, shielded point — 
functional as well as beautiful. Fills with cartridge 
that loads fast. Medium point, blue ink. 

3 N 33262 Black Ball-point Pen and Pencil Set 
3 N 33263—Green Ball-point Pen and Pencil Set 
Shipping weight 6 ounce ; Set $3.75 
3N33359- lack Ball Pen, Cartridge Pen, Pencil Set 
3N33363-Green Bali Pen, Cartridge Pen, Pencil Set 
Shipping weight 6 ounces....... Set $5.59 

Automatic Card Shuffler 

Ends tiresome hand shuffling 
that causes annoying delays in 
the game 2or3 
decks all once. Shufiles 

j, them more thoroughly than 

can be done by hand. All you 
do is push a button. Operates 
on 2 C" batteries (included). 
Compact, abt. 6x634x5!4 in. 
Burgundy and black steel. No 
cards included. From Japan. 
3 N 2949— Wt. 3 Ibs.. .$6.95 

440 Sears "723" 
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Beautiful Desk Sets 
With smartly styled smooth-writing Ball-point Pens 

3x6-inch solid walnut base. Decorative gold-color plate, 
metal swivel and pen holder. Cotton felt on bottom. Pen 

has medium point and blue ink; refillable. Attractive box. 
3 N 385—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set $2.19 

( 2 and 3 ) Luxurious solid onyx base. With polished brass 
plate, swivels and funnels in gold-color finish. Cotton felt on 
bottom. Handsome pens have gold-color band and nose tip, 
fine point, blue ink; refillable. Each packed in a red and 
black box with acetate lid . . ready to gift wrap. 

3x3-inch base with one Pen 
3 N 384—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . . Set $2.49 

3x6-inch base with two Pens. 
3 N 33525—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounce: Set 3.99 

Perpetual Daily Calendar and Pen 

5 Distinctive solid walnut base . . measures 314 inches wide 
by 834 inches long. Brass finish perpetual calendar shows 

day, month, year. Swivel-type cartridge pen. Brass trim. 

3 N 382—Shipping weight 12 ounces $5.79 

Modern-style "'Futura'' Telephone Index 

Black plastic base with cork on bottom. 534x634x114 in 
"Slide-matic" alphabet keyboard, magnetic cover latch 

Pencil. Brass or nickel cover finish. Wt. 1 1b. 4 oz. 

3 N 3B0- Brass cover $4.89 3 N 381-Nickel cover $4.89 

Smartly styled Memo Pad and Desk Set 

Brass finish cover with black imitation leather trim. Base 
measures 2 in, deep by 3 in. wide by 5 in. long. Gold leaf 

design. Slim pen with med. point . . blue ink. Refillable, 
3 N 383— Shipping weight 14 ounces $2.89 

Memo Roll with Chain-reel Pencil 

Place on desk or hang on wall. Plastic frame. Pencil pulls 

out; winds back automatically. Rubber feet. With 
standard adding-machine tape. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
3N32019—Red...$2.33 3 N 32021 —White...$2.33 

Handsome Solid Cork Bulletin Ball 

Holds your notes and messages so they won't be missed 
Rotates on brass cork-lined non-scratch base. Diameter 

5 inches. Includes 3 pencils, 3 ball pens plus 5 push pins 
3 N 248—Shipping weight 1 pound $4.89 

Gift Card and Gift Record Book holds 256 names 
] A-Z tabbed-index telephone and address section. Red 

imitation leather. Gold stamped. 514x6 in. 

3 N 113—Shipping weight 14 ounces $2.29 

Portable Brass-finish Clip Light 

i Concentrated light . . clamp on book, shelf, desk, or ha 
on wall. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 10-watt bulb. 6-ít 

cord. Like everything else in Sears books, it's so casy to 
order by telephone. 
3 N 32018—Shipping weight 8 ounces = $2.89 

4 Philippine mahogany base. 
314x8 inch Beveled edges. 

Attractive gold-color funnels, 
swivels and American eagle in 
center. Cotton felt on bottom. 

Includes 4 slim desk ball- 
point pens in 4 li 
colors of blue, red, black and 
green with matching ink . . 
refillable, Wide gold-color band 
on each pen. Attractive box 
with acetate lid. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
3 N 386 Set $3.19 
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without 
batteries 

Mystery Loco . . which way will it go? 

Smoke puffs out of the smokestack and the whistle blows, 
headlight glows. Every time it bumps into an obstacle it 
changes course and direction. Colorfully decorated steel, 10in 

long. From Japan. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order a package below. 
49 N 4239 -Shipping weight 1 pound $2.89 

Your child: can take these toys apart 
and then rebuild them for a thrilling 

learning experience. They really work! 

Your choice $388 each 

"These toys don't have to be taken apart and rebuilt-to be enjoyed. but it 
does provide an extra element of fun. Toys ate put together with giant-size 
color coded parts, safety enginéered with all moving parts enclosed. : World's smartest Locomotive! 

Two-sided see-through.case liouses a long-running wind-up motor and gear 
train mechanism. The'assembly steps in the'color toiled instruction book are Actually plays xylophone as it rolls along 

simple to follow. An unique wrench-key is thé only tool necessary. One is _ . just rearrange track to change the song 

included with egch-toy to tighten nuts and bolts and to win ] up the motor. 

: - :349 Vatiery Each vehicle fully assembled, about, 9*5 Inches long. High-impact pla 

Locomotive Cement Mixer Bulldozér E 
j : à Imagine a train set that plays your favorite tunes , . 24 of them! 

A few turns of the key. When thekey istûrned ^ Whité molded rubber As the cute little engine rolls around the xylophone track, the 

release the brakes and and the brakes: re ~ tractor treads even do vibrating mallet rings out the melody. Each individual xylophone 

off it goes, clanging its leased, the transparent’ over, obstacles, Scoop key is removable to create new songs, as shown on the song sheet 

bellandchuggingaway, ^ mixing drum turns, blade raises and lowers (included), Engine is about 8x3x414 inches high, track is 18-inch 

pistons and all. rattling colored beads. ^'as ity moves ahead. | diagonal measure. Metal and plastic, Uses one “D” battery, not 

Shpg.wt.1lb.4oz. ^ Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. included. Order one package below 
49 N 4411....$3.88 49 N 4413..,.53,88 — 49 N 4412... .$3,88 49 N 5702—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces... $3,49 

442 |Sears|:« NOTE: All toys on poge from Hong Kong unless specified otherwist, 49 N 4660—"D" Batteries, Package of 2. Shpg, wt, 8 oz, Pkg. 36c 

m—— ———á€— 



Big-scaled tools make it 
easier for toddlers to pound. 

build or tinker 

450 Sears sxmacc 
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DENNIS 
the MENACE 

Jack Hammer 
Sounds real . . and it vibrates 

when pushed down 

. no batteries needed 

Sold only at Sears 

s4" 

Modeled after a real workman's drill. 
Just push down on the end and spring 
action causes vibration and rattling 

sound. Hammer, hat and goggles 
made of strong molded plastic. Ham- 
mer is 30 inches high. Official “Den- 
nis" emblem on hat. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
79 N 44168C........ 

Hammer 
Hat and 
Goggles 

„Set $4.77 

Big, Big 

Tool Bench 

with great 

big tools 
s688 

For ages 2 to 5. Deluxe mod- 
el has tool rack and simulated 
peg board back. Top has 4 
wood nails, wood vise,6 cleats, 
3 screws, and 2 plastic nuts 
and bolts. 

Rack holds 4 molded plas- 
tic tools . . hammer, pliers, 
screwdriver and wrench. 
Handy lower shelf. Wood top 
can take hardest pounding. 
14x744x17'4 inches high. 
79N4456C-Wt. 5 Ibs.. $6.88 

Trick 'N Prank Set $89 

This set of 6 tricks is just the thing for a practical joker. To 
give you an idea, a 30-in. snake jumps out of the “mixed” nut can 
and the joy buzzer gives a shocking handshake. All harmless fun. 
49 N 16128 —Shipping weight 10 ounces............ Set $1.89 

cludes plastic camera (uses 127 
film, not incl.), binoculars, helmet, 

. canteen, rubber knife, compass, 
first-aid kit, ID tags, manual, plus 

49 N 44242. .Kit $4.88 

“D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660 —Wt. 8 oz.. . Pkg. 38c 

Thunder-Chief 
Tom-Tom Set 

Even includes Indian-style 
war paint! 

19 
Hold your own pow-wow as 
you beat out signals on your 
tom-tom. Authentic-looking 
headdress of real turkey feath- 
ers, brightly colored. War 
paint is non-toxic, washes 
right off. Molded vinyl drum. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Nok-out Bench 
When child pounds peg into hole 

Pounding Workbench 
Helps preschoolers learn coordi- 
nation. Wood bench with ham- 
mer, wrench, screwdriver, ruler, 
bolts and nuts. About 11x5 in 
49 N 4721-Wt.2 lbs. 4 0z.$2 59 

on top of bench, another peg 
pops out of end. 12 pegs in all. 
Wood. 10x44x4¥% inches. 
49 N 4727-Wt.2 lbs. 4 02.82.39 



Z7 What could be 

^ more fun than 

a bag full of big, 

bright, beautiful 

wooden blocks 

. . 120 blocks, to 

be exact ..in 11 

different shapes 

Introduce your child to the fascinating world of blocks this colorful and 
cheery way. Sturdy cotton mailbag stores away a bundle of triangles, half 
circles, oblongs, columns, pillars, squares and Roman arches . . enough 
blocks to satisfy a demanding and budding architect for hours. Mailbag 
about 8 inches in diameter. Non-toxic colors. 
49 C 44375— Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. $4.99 

Lincoln Logs.. build your own historic sites 

367-piece Mo. Saal ae $249 
Set Set Set 

You can build forts, cabins, stockades, trading posts, even an 

Indian-style long house. Sets include 34-inch thick stained wood logs 

367-piece Set . . makes 5 cabins with parts left over. 

49 C 44378 — Shipping weight 6 pounds 12 ounces. .......- Set $7.49 

248-piece Set . . makes 2 cabins or stockade and fort. 

49 C 44379—Shipping weight 5 pounds 10 ounces. . Set 549 

144-piece Set . . makes 1 large cabin with fence. 
49 C 44381— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. .......- Set 349 

Cutiiod page scans by dheisimas-muselectudcH com 
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Natural-wood Kindergarten Blocks 
Select, fine-sanded woods with smooth edges 

el $mR99 | fores 11° 

11 different shapes . . quadlongs, doublongs, oblongs, squares, pillars, columns, 

Roman arches, half circles, diagonals and triangles make it possible for children 

to make highly unusual and creative structures. Durable soft wood with light, 

natural-grained finish. For ages 1 through 9. 
79 C 4376C—32-piece Set. Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

79€ 44377C—62-piece Set. Shipping weight 18 pounds. 

100 Number and $799 
Alphabet Blocks set 

Just the right size for little hands to 
grasp. Soft wood blocks have deeply 
embossed letters on two sides while 
printed letters or numbers appear on 
the other four sides. 

Crafted with rounded corners to 
protect children . . non-toxic colors. 
49 C 4684— Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz.. . Set $3.99 

Puzzle Blocks in. $499 
Put-away Case set 

Six different fun-to-put-together puz- 
zles with a sturdy travel case. Each 
side of wood cube is part of 1 of six 
Walt Disney color pictures. Wood 

case with plastic handle, metal trim. 
8x2x634 in. high. From W. Germany. 
49 C 4648— Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... ..Set $1.99 
Characters QWalt Disney Productions. 

a... Tinker Toys .. with a remarkable 
history of 53 years at Sears 

486 siece $59 | S22 niece $39 

. Make your own designs from the colored plastic and wood _ 
complicated models. E 

( 49C4403—322-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz.. 

Motor. With pulleys. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 C 4449—Shipping weight 13 ounces. .......-...--- $3.49 
49 C 46606—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 11b. 8oz.Pkg. 1.19 

This motor will 
mechanize your 

Tinker Toys 

$349 
c wi 

batteries 
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5-Unit Smoking Freight with over 10 feet of track 

The electric headlight locomotive puffs harmless smoke as it chugs 
along on 4-wheel drive, pulling tender, refrigerator car, gondola and 
caboose. Run it forward or reverse, fast or slow, couple and uncouple 

s1 525 cars—all by remote control. Locomotive and cars are scale-detailed 
in high-impact plastic, with die-cast metal wheels. 8 sections curved, 
1 section straight big-radius track, and uncoupler unit form 129- 
inch oval track layout. 50-watt circuit breaker transformer, UL 
approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Smoke refill liquid included. 
"Train 4014 inches long over-all. 
49 N 9613—Shipping weight 9 pounds................ 

6-Unit Diesel Freight has Rocket-firing car, almost 13 feet of track Een mduded 
Diesel Locomotive has powerful headlight, Power-pull ^ back, fast or slow, couple or uncouple cars—all by remote Pei T ral uri uri 
engine with oilless bronze bearings for greater traction. control. 3 sections straight, 8 sections curved big-radius curves for fast speeds. 
Pulls Rocket car that really fires a miniature rocket, ` track and uncoupler track unit form 152-inch oval lay- 
gondola plus box car, tank car and caboose. Realistically- out. 50-watt circuit breaker transformer, UL approved 
detailed tive and cars are sturdily built of plastic — for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
and steel, have die-cast metal wheels. Run it forward or — 79 N 9614C— Train 55 in, long over-all, Wt. 11 Ibs... .$1775 | | 

A real railroading beauty . . and it’s over 614 feet long. Steam-type 
die cast metal locomotive pufis real smoke, has 4-wheel drive, pony 
truck, two guide wheels. Husky Power-pull engine. Plastic and steel 
coal-tender, tank car, automobile car with 4 autos, piggy-back car 
with truck, crane car, box car, girder car and wrecker caboose. 82 in. 
long over-all. Run it fast or slow, forward or back, couple or uncouple 
cars all by remote control. 100-watt circuit breaker transformer, UL 

With 152-in. Oval Layout With 172-in. Switch Layout 

$9499 $2.50 $2975 $3 approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, Smoke refill included. cash down cash down 
1] With Oval Track Layout. 3 straight, 8 curved sections big-radius 

track, plus uncoupler section form 152-inch oval layout. 
79 N 9634C—Shipping weight 13 pounds $24.99 

B| With Switch Track Layout. 3 straight, 10 curved sections big- 
radius tráck, plus uncoupler unit and 2 manual operated switches 

form outer oval 172 inches, inner oval 152 inches around 
79 N 9643C— Shipping weight 16 pounds ; $2975 

440 SEARS swore 
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10-piece Sportsman Set . . 3 trailers 

Thirteen-inch truck hooks up with horse trailer with 2 

horses; or boat trailer with boat and “outboard motor”; 
or speedway trailer with racer. Interchangeable signs in- 
dicate outdoor sport. Made of polyethylene flexible plastic, 
79 N 5468C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ............ $2.66 

Strong Friction Motors Propel These Plastic Vehicles 
Two-tone bodies of high-impact plastic (almost unbreakable), rubberlike plastic 
wheels. Sold only at Sears. Imported from British Crown Colony Hong Kong. 

Free-rolling Racer . . over 274 feet long [i] Custom Cruiser T/C [Z] Custom Cruise Liner. [3] Custom Cargo Liner. 
600. Sporty converti- Turnpike bus. Transpar- Diesel-type truck. Wrap- 

ble car. Trunk opens. 12 ent dome. 10 wheels. About around windshield. 12 inches 
incheslong.Shpg.wt.120z. 18 in, long. Wt. 1 1b, 8 oz. long. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. 
49 N 4288.. -PBe 49 N4207... nnno ono on $2.98 L E EEIT, $1.98 

Giant-size racer has snappy red chassis with silver-color 
wheel spokes. Driver can be removed. Flexible polyethylene 
plastic won't shatter , . so easy on furniture. Racer light 
enough to roll far and fast. Size 31x11}4x9 inch 

79 N 5482C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . 

Shovel digs . . 
Truck dumps . . 

Mixer turns 

‘ze $199 
Shatterproof 

flexible plastic 

Heavy-duty “construc 
tion equipment.” Set 
includes: Power Shovel 
. . Scoop and dump ac- 
tion; swivel-action cab. 
Soe wheels, 12 Tow Truck with crane Lever-action Dump Truck 
inches long. Dum: 
Truck . . taili e Hinged cab-over-engine design opens to ex- Hinged cab-over-engine design opens to 
dumps; balloon-type pose truck motor. Working crane. Tool box, show truck motor. Lever raises dump bed, 
tires. 14 inches long. play tools. Polyethylene. 19 inches long. tailgate opens. Polyethylene. 19 inches long. 
Cement Mixer . . man- 49 N 5581—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.... $1.89 — 49 N 5580—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... $1.89 
ually operated drum 
turns and dumps; bal- 
loon-type tires, 12 inch- 

+e S199 

Fire Truck Set 

2m $988 

Modern Firefighter set in- 
includes: 27-inch Aerial 

Ladder Truck . . 3-ft. ex- 
tension ladder raises auto- 
matically, rotates on tur- 
ret. Extra ladder. 19-inch 
Pumper Truck . . press but- 
ton, sprays water through 
hose. Removable ladders. 
Both madeof polyethylene. 
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 5424C..... . Set $3.88 
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Road Race,” 
Aston Martin DBS 

Roar from LeMans start into double-exit 
tunnel .. which route will your car take? 

4 i , Danger! Use your skill to zig-zag over 

fi i 13 
— e 

winding road, spin around an oil slick 

Fly past warning lights and make dare- 

devil leap over “washed-out” bridge 

Slide together 6 fully landscaped, 

fully wired, fully contoured tiles. 

Strong 4-prong “trees” lock them 

in place. Even the power pack hides 

under a hill. Each tile 17x17 inches, 

colorful injection-molded plastic. 



Authentic designs add 

beauty to these 

Chess Tables and Sets 

Old Masters Classic Stounton Chess Set in 
Walnut Chest. Has beautiful design and play- 

ability many collectors and chess champions de- 
mand. Solid cast pieces of "MYSTAR" plastic— 
heavier than comparable sized chessmen, beauti- 
ful hand-finished look. Felted. King measures 4 
inches high. Opposing sets are in antique brown 
and antique y colors. Solid American black 
walnut chest with sturdy bottom, felt-lined, com- 
partmented to hold pieces. 
3 N 28007— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $22.99 

8 Hand-corved Classic Ivory Chess Set in tradi- 
tional Staunton design. Strikingly beautiful. 

Weighted and felted chessmen. Opposing chess- 
So durable they are guaranteed l year — — men in brown and white. 4-in. high king. Hing | 

k against breakage and damage .. —— box with chessboard top fully lined in velvet . . 
| Free Replacement A 1314x7x314 in. From Hong Kong. 
f , ered ag 3 N 28008—Shipping weight 3 Ibs.,..Set $39.95 

i Modern Cube Chess Table with Visual Chess 
Set, Hardwood construction throughout, White 

printing brings out subtle color tones and they keep 18x18-in. top hand-screened with walnut color 
their new look, Shufile easily. Washable, too. . clean | squares. Table stands 20 in, with center storage 
with damp cloth. Non-flammable. Guaranteed 1 year — section to hold chessmen, a variety of games, 
against cracking, peeling, breaking. Damaged cards ~ cards, chips, even phonograph records. Black fin- 
replaced free upon their return. 2 decks included. d ished legs, walnut finished sides . . assemble with 

cards through every test, They outlast paper decks 
and proved to be the finest we've tested, Special 

(1) 3 N 2935-Pinochle type— French Provincial P 8 screw agı and table top. Chess 
(2) 3 N 2933-Bridge type-Autumn Floral design A pieces indicate direction of movement . , help be- 
(3) 3 N 3932-Bridge type-French Provincial design, ginners learn easily. 4-in. high king. Weighted and 
(4) 3 N 2934-Bridge type— Modern Pewter design felted pieces . . molded in white and charcoal 
Shipping weight 12 ounces... ... ...........Set $3.59 polystyrene, Instructions. 

3 N 28009C—Shipping weight 17 Ibs. Set $28,95 

10 Early American Design Chess Table with Set. 
Handsome colonialtype chess table with 

traditional Staunton boxwood chess pieces from 
France. Ponderosa pine table in maple stain, 

neh hand- 
hardwood playing surface . . resists 

Storage shelf under table top. Chessmen 
in brown and tan finish, weighted and felted, 
King measures 314 inches. Sent unassembled, 
3 N 28018C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs, Set $28.95 

stands 23 inches high, has 18x. 

ser 

J] Florentine Design Chess Table with Set. 
Graceful hardwood table in gold-and- 

champagne high-gloss lacquered finish, has 18x18 
in. hand-screened ing surface. Stands 19 i 
high. Cotton velour-lined draw Medie 
style plastic pieces in gold and silver color. 
Weighted, felted. 4-in. king, Sent unassembled. 
3 N 28019C— shipping weight 14 Ibs. Set $28.95 

19 Mandarin Table ond Chess Set. High-gloss 
black lacquered ponderosa pine table. 18x18- 

in. hardboard playing surface with ivory-colored 
hand-screened squares, 1844 in. high. Drawer. 
Plastic pieces in ivory and jade green color. 
Weighted, felted. 534-in, king. 
3 N 28021C— shipping weight 15 Ibs.Set $18.95 

Complete Contract Bridge Outfit 

5 New quilted bridge table cover with rich green 
wool and cotton felt on one side . . on the other 

non-slip rubber foam backing. Nearly 36 inches square. 
Two informative booklets on point count, opening 
leads, etc. by expert Charles Goren; Alan Truscott 
calculator covering Stayman, Blackwood, Gerber. 
Full-size score pad with 4-color cover. Box of gold and 

silver color bridge pencils. Two decks of standard plas- 
tic coated bridge cards in full color “Dove” design 
packed in a 2-deck box. 
3 N 28016—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... Set $8.49 
6 Bridge Score Pad. Brass finish. With 4 pencils 

each gold-color-topped by one of four card us 
$1.8 3 N 2812—Shipping weight 14 ounces. . 

Gutsioa page scans by deistiaxnisetedwical com. 



Here are just a few of the things 
you can make with these 

Master Mechanic LEGO Set builds all these things 
.. With motor, gears, wheels for motion 

418 :[488 
pieces 

without 
batteries 

There's no limit to the number of things you can make. High-impact 
plastic bricks are precision made, fit perfectly. Finished one toy, 
take apart, make another. Gears, studded base plates, wheels. acces., 
battery motor pak. Uses 3 “C” batteries, order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 N 4598—Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces........ 
49 N 4665—"C" Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

$14.88 

Pkg. 36c 

Work like a pioneer builder 

with world-famous Lincoln Logs 

ni 5329 | 200 1499 105 1809 
Relive the ea: 1c ock- 
ades, tradin 

ed lengths, plu thick st ane 1 
pieces. 475-piece set bu with parts left over. Easy-to-under- 

tand instructions are 
49 N 4696—153-piece Set. S Set $3.29 
49 N 4697 —288-piece Set. Sh s Set 4.99 
49.N 4743—475-piece Set. Sh Set 6.99 

Cutiod sace scans by cheisimasmuseleciadcM Conn 

BUILDING 
SETS 

Sears exclusive LEGO set has a garage 
with overhead door and miniature car 

536 $088 
pieces 

Sears biggest set of 536 pieces also includes handsome tile roofing toad a 
realistic finishing touch. Plenty of bricks build a world of fun for budding 
young architects, mechanics, engineers. Even autos and machines take 
shape with these precision made bricks. Made of rugged, high-impact 
plastic, they come in various sizes in red, white, blue, black and clear. 
Just press together . , they fit securely, yet can easily be taken apart 
to form a new structure. Helps develop a child's skill in planning 
and manual dexterity. Such fun even parents will be drawn into 
building projects. 
49 N 4419—536-piece set— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 14 oz. Set $9.88 

Children never outgrow LEGO . . 
they just build bigger and better things. 

Here are more sets to make buildings, 

vehicles or even an entire city 

151 $329 | 244 $488 | 335 $688 
pieces pieces pieces 

LEGO is like popcorn . . the more you have, the more you want. The 244- 
and 335-piece sets have wheels, and enough pieces to make a 4-story house 
+. even a truck with trailer, With any of the sets a three-year-old might 
make a camel, an eight-year-old a super ship, or mosaics. Any of the Lego 
sets offers creative fun for boys and girls alike. Plastic. 
49 N 4599— 151-pc. set. (No wheels.) Shipping weight 1 pound. Set $3.29 
49 N 4407—244-pc. set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. ..Set 4.88 
49 N 4418—335-pc. set. Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces ,.Set 6.88 

301-piece Wheel Set. Includes interlocking bricks plus 35 wheels, acces- 
soris to make movable crane, train, trucks, trailers. High-impact plastic. 
49 N 4618—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . .. ..........Set $6.49 
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S-unit 
Train Set 

Jumbo "Stone" Building Sets.. 
Each block supports 225 pounds! 

48 pieces s891 18 pieces $594 

Strong, lightweight blocks made of corrugated paper- 
board . . wipe clean with a damp cloth. Interlocking con- 
struction makes them sturdy. Rectangles 123x314x534 in. 

48-pc. Set. 12 big rectangles plus — 18-pc. Set. All rec- 
36 more assorted-size blocks. tangles. Wt. 11 lbs. 
79 N 4452L—Wt. 141bs...$8.94 — 79N4440C ..$5.94 

over any standard 
30x30-inch card 

49 N 44234-$349 

‘Gated pane scans by diina nesedia pv 

h 
Jet Racer 

2) 

Toys that inspire and 

develop a child's world 

of pretend play . . all are 
double corrugated paper- 
board, easy for a child 
to put together or to 

take apart for storage 

3-car Train. Children can almost hear 
the "clickety-clack" as they sit in this the Robot — 

train. Big locomotive has red cab, yellow $ 88 
body and black smokestack—36 in. long 4 
Coal car is blue and white with black trim 
24 in. long. Freight car is red with blue and 
white wheels—30 in. long. 
79 N 44227L—Shpg. wt. 131bs.....$8.78 

Jet Racer. Realistic-looking turbine 
tubes. Steering wheel turns. White with 

red and black racing stripes. 4 feet long. 
79 N 44229L—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs......$5.44 

Q Robot. Get inside and you feel like 
you're from another planet. You can see 

where you're going out of robot's mouth. 
Metallic-gray highlighted with red, yel 
low and black. 61 inches high. 
79 N 44271L—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $488 



po 

Here's a do-it-yourself, toy-making toy with 
6 special molds to make funny figures, 4 six 
ounce cans of Play-Doh®, and a sturdy plastic 
funny pumper. The big fun comes from watch: 
ing the Play-Doh pop and squeeze through the 
openings of the mold on top of the pumper. 
For boys and girls. ages J to 10 years, 
49 € 1617—Shipping weight 5 lbs.. . Set $5.44. 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Save 10% on no-stick $869 
no-stain Silly Sand 

Las! Christmas was $1.89. Sand can be used 

over and over to make all kinds of buildings 

forms. Chemically treated, non-toxic 

mix with water and squeeze onto Silly Circle 
to form objects 
49 € 16258—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz Set $1.69 

Refill Set. 4 bags of sand and one Silly Circle 

49 C 16259—Shipping weight 14 oz...Set 99c 

Wonder Art . . finger paint on 

magic tablet without the mess 

Just press fingertip firmly on the magic soft 
black tablet and watch your pictures and de 

inbow colors. To erase, 

simply smooth hand over surface. A, 
s take shape in 

s3andup 
49 C 16281—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs $2.99 

Electric Peg-A-Lite . . lets you 
design pictures with light 

$ 549 «x 

Put colored pictures on light box and pop in 
colored pegs that glow in dark. Set includes 
about 400 pegs, 3 picture cards. On-off switch 
Uses one 15-watt bulb . . not included. UL 
listed. 110-120-v.. 60-c. AC. 15x10x4 in 
49 C 16103—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs Set $5.49 

Set of 8 Refill Picture Cards. 
49 C 16282—Shpz. wt. 4 oz. Set 99c 

m—— —P 

Fun Factory plus Oddkins 

$ 3? 

Complete 61-pc. set. Put Play-Doh compound 
into Fun Factory, insert 1 of 12 interchange- 
able dies. trim to desired size as finished mold. 
comes out. Or mold 2 Oddkins figures with > 
hand mold. 41 plastic parts to "dress up! 
Oddkins figures, All plastic, Four 6-ounce cans. 
So casy to buy when you just use the phone, — 
49 € 16134— Shpg. wt, 3 lbs, 9 oz... Set s 

"zm 

Everything the junior Renoir needs 

blackboard on both sides and 

drawing accessories 

Artist's Easel 

*1 2*2 

Double-sided easel can be used by one or 2 

children at the ame time. Set includes 4 jars of 
paint, 2 mixing pans, ! paint brush, 1 palett 
artist's clips. chalk. eraser, crayons and sketch 
ing pad. Easel stands 24x24x48 in. high. Chalk 
boards on both sides with handy trough to hold 
materials. Wooden frame. Partially assembled 

needs no tools 

79 C 1628L Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. Set $12.99 

Sturdy hardboard desk has top 
set at slight angle to provide a 
good surface for budding artists 
and writers. Lift up top to re 
veal spacious storage area for 
games and materials. 

zol stands 9 

inches high. White laces in 
cluded for decorative touch to 
the big 20-inch cube-shaped 
desk. Perfect size for boys and 
girls, ages 2 through 7 
tially assembled 

Shipping weight 14 Ibs 
79 € 90074L Set $9.99 

Desk top 

Par- 

VASE TESI QE ee eae 



WIUIL O-ULIC LraAUK AHU LIalIslUriner 

6-Unit Freight with Figure 8 trestle track 

Watch this smoke-pufling freight push its bright headlight over 
nearly 27 feet of grades and curves. Power-pull engine has oilless 
bronze bearings. Pulls tender, gondola, tank car, refrigerator car, 
caboose, All plastic and steel with die-cast metal wheels 

\ Run it fast or slow, forward or back, couple and uncouple cars 
} . . all by remote control. 11 sections straight, 12 sections curved, 

big-radius track, uncoupler unit give 319 inches of track. 2 trestles, 

p: plastic viaduct, 50-watt circuit-breaker transformer UL approved. 

DL S 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Smoke refill included 
79 N 9615C— Train 484 in. long over-all. Shpg. wt. 15 tbs. . .$18.99 

Run fast or slow 
by remote control 

G-unit trains... Only $984 

g 5-Unit Passenger Train. Plastic and 
steel switcher engine pulls metal mail 

car, two passenger coaches and observa- 
tion car. Manual couplers. 8 sections 
curved, 2 sections straight big-radius 
track form 12934-in. oval. 25-watt trans- 
former. Train 354 in. long. 
49 N 9607 —Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs..........$9.84 

Your Choice of Locomotive. Plastic steam- 
type or twin-diesel metal engine pulls plas- 
tic tender, tank car, tractor car, caboose. 
Manual couplers. 8 sections curved, 2 
sections straight big-radius track form 
12914-in. oval. 25-watt transformer. 

@ 5-Unit miis Freight. Train 
40 in. long over-all. 

49 N 9610—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs...... s.s $9.84 

(S) 5-Unit Twin-diesel Freight. Train NOTE TREE 
41 in. long over-all. proved for 110-120-volt, 

49 N 9611 —Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.........- $9.84 60-cycle AC. 

Old-style Woodburner . . add an authentic model to your collection 

Here it comes, 'round the bend, chugging "Train only 
and puffing real smoke, its drive pistons 
pounding back and forth. The plastic 
e is scale-detailed—even has an old- 
fashioned cow-catcher. Oilless bronze 
beari: for smooth running. Tender 
shows huge molded-on logs. Combination 
baggage-passenger car and passenger car. 
Remote-control couplers. 31 in. long over- 
all. Ideal extra train for your own track 
layout, or buy track and transformer on 
following page. Track and transformer not 
included . . runs on any O gauge, 027 or 
Allstate 5-tie track layout. 
49 N 9642— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. . $12.89 

s1wos.: SEARS 44] 
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Lots of Action 
Racers zoom around curves, 
roar over and under bridge 

Dual-track Wind-up Auto Race . . 
nearly 5 feet long 

Single-track Wind-up Auto Race 
Starter waves his flag—they're off. Two 4-inch steel cars speed 
around 29x14-inch figure-8 track. Never collide at intersection . . 
one stops automatically, then continues, Clock-spring motors. 
Steel track snaps together. From West Germany. 
49 N 4220—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. . .... 

Cars zip down the straightaway, fighting for the lead. Speed under the bridge and 
around the 56x25-inch figure-8 track. Travel so fast over the bridge it almost 
looks like they'll fly in the air. Two 4-inch steel racers with long-running clock-spring 
motors, stop levers. Molded plastic track sections snap together, Includes plastic 
lamp posts, plastic figures in action poses. 
49 N 5782— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. ... . TIC + $3.89 

without 
batteries $49 

Battery-powered Beginner’s HO Train Set 

Rugged—takes rough handling. Runs on 3 batteries. Lever on station roof starts, 
stops, reverses train. Plastic engine, tender, gondola, caboose, 12 curved tracks, 
1 straight, 1 rerailer make 35x30-inch oval track layout. Train 2134 inches long. 
49 N 9517— Train Set (order 3 “D” batteries below). Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $4.99 
49 N 4660—"D"' batteries. Shipping weight 4 ounces. Each lóc.. for 60¢ 

Clock-motor Trains 
travel over big 

102-inch oval tracks 

$497 

“Western style” engine 
with huge cow catcher of 

Husky plastic steam-type ^) 
engine with tender emits Qs 

plastic and steel. Colorful steel harmless sparks. Metal gon- 
tender, baggage car and pas- dola, box car, caboose. Motor 
sénger coach. Train 3234 inches has speed governor, on-off 
long. 8 curved, 2 straight track switch. 34 in. long. 8 curved, 2 
form 102-inch oval. straight track form 102 in. oval. 
49 N 9516—Wt. 3 1bs.....$4.97 

448 SEARS srca 
49N9512—Wt. 3 Ibs, 4 oz. . $3,97 
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Monorail—mail train of the future! 

Just turn a knob—car travels . . push lever to load, unload 
mail bags while car is still in motion. 7-inch car runs on ele- 
vated fiber track about 9 ft. around. Order 1 “D” battery 
left. 6 plastic track supports, baggage platform, “mail bags.” 
49 N 9520—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz........ esee $477 

Wind-up Train on Scenic Base 
Look at it go! Speeds around curves, through a tunnel and a 
land of colorful scenery. Train energizes the railroad crossing 
—sempahore moves up and down as train passes. Grooved 
track guides train. Travels about 20 times around base on one 
winding—or over 100 feet of travel. Plastic locomotive with 
attached key, spring-wind motor . . lithographed metal tender 
and car. Colorfully decorated metal base about 22x13 inches 
wide; train about 11 inches long. 
79 N 9511 C—Shipping weight 3 pounds................ $2.69 



This Sears exclusive slot car racing set fea- 

tures exact Ye scale models of the famous 

Ford GT challenging a Cobra GT on a sensa- 

tional Hill Climb track. Both cars powered 

by competition-proved Strombecker 12-volt 

motors—designed with superb cat-like sta- 

bility, aerodynamic styling and tremendous 

power to duplicate the performance of their 

full-size counterparts 

i aa these are just a few reasons 

why STROMBECKER 
is one of the greatest names 

in model slot car racing 

À N h J on anything 
S 2: Sears sells 

448 SEARS res 
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Columbian Gran Tourisimo Road Race 
with 40 feet of track layout, 2 cars, 

speed and brake controls, power pack 

$3045 

Plenty of rugged racing thrills in this huge GT road circuit. Cars are 
put through fast right and left-hand turns . . some banked and some 

flat, a long straight-away and right in the middle of the course is a 
hill dimb. Thrill to the excitement as the racers approach this challeng- 
ing obstacle. The cars are true scale models (about 514 in. long), and be- 
have on the track just as the full-size cars do. You control their speed 
with the rheostat hand controller that also lets you put on the brakes 
as you drive into a fast turn. Set comes complete with guard rails, trestle 
supports, wiring, locking lugs, 14-volt power pack and instructions. 
Also warranty and guide book. 
49 N 9506C—Shipping weight 14 pounds. .................- $39.45 





39 s499 | 
blocks 

Set of 39 blocks. 
+ Assorted sizes. 

> 49 N 4738 — Shpz- 
wt. 10 Ibs, Set $4.99 

Playskool's Bag of Colored Blocks 

136 ¢ 85 $339 
blocks blocks 

sanded nontoxic 
thick. Plastic storage bag. 

Set of 85 Colored Blocks in plastic bag. 

49 N 4734 —Shpe. wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. . Bag $3.39 build things 

Set of 136 Colored Blocks in plastic bag. 

49 N 4737 —Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 14 oz..Bag 4.99 

444 [Sears | rc 
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Fascinating shapes for ages 2 to 8. Red, yellow 
green, violet and blue wood blocks, sm 

ach block about 74 inch 
noothly 

Kindergarten Blocks in 13 shapes 

52 $799 | n 3999 
blocks locks. 

Basic shapes and sizes for creative play. Just like blocks used in nursery 

schools. Natural-finished wood, smoothly sanded, 154 in. thick. 

Set of 71 blocks. 
Assorted sizes. 
79 N 4740C —Shpe. 
wt. 19 Ibs, Set $9,99 

Set of 52 blocks. 
Assorted sizes. 
79 N 4766C —Shp£. 

wt, 17 Ibs, Set $7.99 

Locking Blocks by Kenner 

105 $499 
blocks 

Build a tunnel or a tree or ev 

that really floats. These 

green blocks; 3x114x234 in. high. 
79 N 4633C-Shpe. wt. 2 Ib 

n a boat 
terlocking 

foam plastic blocks are lightweight and 
easy to handle. They'll provide hours of 
creative fun for the child who loves to 

Blocks lock together 
snugly and won't come apart until you 
knock 'em down. Red, yellow, blue and 

et $4.99 

Jumbo “Stone” Building Sets . . 

each block supports 225 pounds 

Lightweight, vet sturdy blocks made of interlocked 
construction in corrugated paper fiberboard, Rectangles 
measure 12x3!4x544 in, Stone pattern . , build forts, 
castles. Wipe clean with damp cloth 
48-piece Set. 12 rectangles plus 36 assorted shapes. 
79 N 4452L — Shipping wt. 14 Ibs. $8.44 
79 N 4440C — Set of 18 Rectangles. Wt. 11 Ibs. 5.44 

Hows TH/S FOR A 
PASSWORD: LUNCH 

EADY 

Alphabet Blocks 

100 5999 
Tinker toys . . always fun 

$)I9 to 3599 

Make fascinating models that Just the right size for 

can move with bright plastic little hands to grasp. 
Nontoxic Each wood block has 

colors. Idea book included. deeply embossed letters 

156-pc. Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz on 2 sides; other 4 sides 

49 N 4401 Set $2.19 have printed letters. 

322-pc. Set. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. Rounded edges, corners. 

blocks 

and wood parts. 

49 N 4403 Set $3.99 Nontoxic colors. Ship- 

486-pc. Set. Wt. 5 lbs. ping wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 

49 N 4404... Set 5.99 — 49 N 4684. .. Set $2.99 



A low price for . . 

TYKE WAGON (9 
plus 35 Playskool Building Block 
Curved chrome-plated metal tube handle for easy steering. "T" bar 
on handle has white plastic grips, colorful streamers. 17-in. long 
wood wagon is 12x8% in. high . . red. 5-in. wheels of molded plastic 
have white walls and yellow hubs. Smoothly sanded wood blocks 
are %-in. thick each. The 35 blocks are in 10 different shapes. 
79 N 44232C— Shipping weight 9 pounds............ Set $7.88 
79 N 44233C — Tyke Wagon only. Shipping weight 8 lbs... 5.44 

BIG BUSY BUILDER 
Structures big enough to sit and play in 

Boys and girls can make their 
own play furniture, vehicles, 
caves and more. Quickly assem- 
bled. No tools, hardware needed. 
Hardwood dowels join to 3-inch 
high-impact plastic connector 
balls to form 12x12-in. shapes. 
Use plastic panels with steel- 
bar braces for table tops, chair 
seats, shelves, walls. With plastic 
leg caps to help protect floors. 
Detailed planner book. 

83-piece Set. 38 dowels, 18 balls, 
6 panels, 6 braces, 15 leg caps. 
79N44239C-Wt. 14 lbs. $16.88 

111-pc. Set. 50 dowels, 24 balls, 
8 panels, 8 braces, 21 leg caps. 
79N44238C-Wt. 18 Ibs.$21.88 

you can build 

452 Sears sc 
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Playskool Kindergarten Blocks 

71 blocks 3:099 | 39 blocks s499 

13 basic shapes and sizes for creative play. Just like 
blocks used in nursery schools. Natural finish wood, 
smoothly sanded for safer play. i 

Set of 71 blocks. Asstd.sizes. Set of 39 blocks. Asstd. sizes. 

Shipping weight 19 pounds. Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
| 79 N 4740C ...Set $9.99 49 N 4738 ....Set $4.99 

Duffle Bag of Colored Blocks 5388 

100 imagination-builders in fascinating shapes 
for ages 2 to 8. Red, yellow, green, violet and 
blue wood blocks, smoothly sanded, nontoxic. 
Each about 74 in. thick. Cotton twill storage bag. 
49 N 44235—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 6 oz.. Bag $3,88 

New Locking Blocks Sets 
now with Flying Saucer 

Creative fun for preschoolers. Interlocking 
. foam plastic blocks. Blocks fit together snugly, 

won't come apart until you knock 'em down. 
Red, yellow, blue and green blocks are 6x1*$x2 
in. high. Saucer, plastic, 8 in. diam. 
79N44236C-123 blocks. Wt. 3 lbs..Set $6.29 
79 N 44237C-82 blocks. Wt. 2 lbs..Set 429 



p Musical Kiddie Barn 
With a “herd” of barnyard animals 

39 
A Sears exclusive Set 

Just turn the hand crank on the musical silo and listen to the 
imported music box play. Silo folds inside the "barnyard" when 
you want to take barn and animals with you. Carry case barn 
of vinyl and plastic closes to about 9x7x7 in. high. Hand-painted 
molded plastic animals from Hong Kong. 
49 C 44162—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces... $4.39 

Musical Busy Box has 10 fascinating activities 

CGutioa pane scans by cheisiias muselecimici pvo 
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Doors open, dials click, 

crank turns, wheel spins 

$59 

Ten intriguing gadgets to amuse and 
delight toddlers and infants. Just turn 
the knob and little music lovers can 
even listen to the tune of a music box. 
Sturdy plastic box is non-toxic, with 
no loose parts. Attaches easily to 
playpen or crib. About 14x12 in. high. 3e", 
Non-musical Busy Box. 

Fisher-Price Play Family House 
With 4 furnished rooms, garage, car 

sO” 

Ring the doorbell, open the hinges and visit this delightful 
play house. Garage door slides up for mini-auto; staircase 
moves out for easy access to second floor. Rooms are complete 
with 11 pieces of realistically-detailed furniture incl. captain’s 
chairs, wingback chairs, tables and beds. Daddy, mommy, 

ter dolls included and poodle. Wood and plastic house 
a 1534x914x834-in. high carry case. Paperboard truck. 

49 C 44109—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 12 02................ $9.99 

in pots and pans $ 
with Kindergarten Kitchen 

Wind the clock and it ticks like real. “Cook” pretend fruits and 
vegetables in pots and pans on “burners.” Then store in storage 

compartment. Watch toast pop up from toaster. See cookies 
and gingerbread man “bake” through the see-through door. 
All plastic. About 15x7x15 inches high. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds.............. $8.99 

Pot 'n Spoon 
for creative play 

$ 39 

Colorful set teaches toddlers 
eye-and-hand coordination. Six 
wooden blocks in 3 shapes drop 
into funny lid cover. Big plastic 
spoon, 10-inch diameter plastic 
pot included. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
- $3.29 



1] Twin Diesel. Powerful head- 
— lamplights up the track ahead. 
Equipped with automatic coupler. 
Electric motor has oilless bronze 
bearings. High-impact plastic; die 
cast metal wheels. 2414 inches long. 

49 N 9782-Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. $12.47 

3] Diesel Switcher makes rhythmic 
— diesel motor noise. Bright head- 
light. Automatic couplers front, 
rear. Electric motor, oilless bronze 
bearings. Steel and plastic, die cast. 
wheels, 1014 in. long. 
49 N9783-Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $9.97 

Allstate Oil Car. Realistically col- 
ored and marked, with details such 
as a tiny ladder and miniature 
domes, Plastic and steel with 4- 
wheel trucks, die-cast metal wheels. 
Automatic couplers. 8 inches long. 
49 N9759—Shpg. wt. 8oz...$2.79 

AX 
4x. 

Circuit-breaker Transformers have low, safe voltage, 
reset buttons. Throttle-type variable speed control UL 
approved 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC only. 

150-Watt . . & 

=“ Motorized Cars run by remote control 

our biggest, most powerful. Two sets 
binding posts: 1 (15 volts) for accessories; 1 (0-15 13 

volts) for variable speed. Plastic case. 
49 N 9724— Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 4 oz. 

[9] 100-Watt. Two sets binding posts: 1 (15 volts) ‘or 
accessories; 1 (5-15 volts) for variable speed. fis) 
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7) Handcar. Two railroaders pump 
the crossbars as the little car 

scoots around the track. Electric 
motor, oilles bronze bearings. 
Steel and plastic, die cast metal 
wheels. 614 in. long. 
49 N 9753—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $3.27 

[4] Interurban Car. Lights up to 
show riders silhouetted in win- 

dows. Manual couplers. Electric 
motor has oilless bronze bearings. 
Plastic and steel, with die cast 
metal wheels. 11 inches long. 
49 N 9784—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, $4,97 

Tractor Car. The two scale model 
tractors are detachable, have rolling 
wheels, Tractors and car of high-im- 
pact plastic, Car has 4-wheel trucks, 
die-cast metal wheels. Automatic 
couplers. 934 ifiches long. 
49 N 9773—Shpg. wt. 8 oz....$2.79 

lighted Passenger Cars. Riders sil- 
houetted in windows. Shiny metal. 
Automatic couplers. Wt. each 1 Ib. 
49 N 9770—Astrodome Car 
(shown). 11 in. long $3.39 
49 N9771—Observation Car (not 
shown), 1034 in. long. vo $3.39 

Make life-like countryside with Scene-O-Rama Kit 

$11.99 

Create a 4x8-foot scenic landscape for 
your train to scoot around. Kit includes 15 
natural-looking trees of true-color lichen 
in3 shades; also makes shrubbery. Flocked- 
on fiber green color grass and earth color 
mats form roads, paths and contrast, 
Can be cut or draped for dozens of effects. 
Snow-capped plastic tunnel fits O or HO 
gauge trains. 3 tiny lampposts light up 
realistically, are wired to attach to any 
electric track. Easy-to-follow instructions, 
79 N 9713L—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs, 37.98 

Big Radius Track. 5-tie sections make firmer track; wider curves. 
Fit Allstate, Hap) 
(11) 49 N 9723— Curved Track. 1234 in. long. Wt. 4 oz. 
(12) 49 N9720—Straight Track. 1134 in. long. Wt. 4 oz. 

-Time or Marx electric train sets. 

Uncoupling Section. “Uncouple Here" sign included 
49 N9749—1134 inches long. Shpg. wt. 4 oz 

fi] Manvally operated Switches. One right, one left. 
49 N 9776— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz............ 

Remote Control Switches. One right, one left. Red, green 

Operating Cars add action 

5] Automatic Lumber Car. Dumps load of 
5 logs into plastic bin by remote control. 

Plastic and steel car with 4-wheel trucks, 
die-cast metal wheels. Automatic couplers. 
Car is 8 in. long. Control panel, necessary 
wiring, special track section included. 

49 N 9761—Shpg. wt. 12 0z..,...... $3.97 

6) Wrecker-crane Car. Two hand wheels 
«. one to operate boom, one to raise and 

lower hook. Cab and boom rotate in full 
circle. Heavy-duty plastic and steel with 4- 
wheel trucks, die-cast metal wheels. Auto- 
matic couplers. 12 inches long over-all, 
49 N 9786—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz......$3.97 

@ Cattle Car. Door opens, and cow comes 
out when train stops, draws back when 

train starts up again. Plastic ramp and plat- 
form included. High-impact plastic with 4- 
wheel trucks and die-cast metal wheels. 
Automatic couplers. 914 inches long. 

49 N 9763-—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $3.39 

L 
A 6 
aes 

a 
ia) 30-pc. Accessory Set. Mold- 

ed plastic. 15 railroaders in 
various poses; 5 railroad acces- 

21e  sories (freight wagon, hand cart, 
etc.) and 10 other accessories 
(mail box, trash can, etc.). 

79* 49 N9772—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 98c 

$4.39 19) 29-pc. Railroad Layout Kit. 
Ideal for your regular size 

electric or mechanical train lay- 49 N 9722— Steel case, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. ($8.47 lights. Control panel and wiring included. out. Molded plastic. Includes 12 S 49 N 9727 —Shipping weight 2 pounds................. $8.33 telephone poles, 12 railroad right- i 50-Watt. Two sets binding posts: 1 (13 volts) for Á x91 inch of-way signs, and one semaphore, accessories; 1 (7-13 volts) for variable speed. [i5] Crossover Track. 934x934 inches. lamppost, crossing gate, sign; 49 N 9721— Steel case. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs............. $5.66 49 N 9726—Shipping weight 4 ounces $1.29 grade crossing for autos to roll 
over track (track not included), 
49 N 9750—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.59 

i7) Lighted Dead-end Bumper. Snap to end of spur. Plastic. 
49 N9707—2 inches high. Shipping weight 4 oz. 87¢ 442 SEARS «suos 
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Dino, by MARX 
He wallows along in a tricky way, his 

backward, and 

Bengali, by MARX 
Just press the remote-control button . . 

Soft rayon plush-covered steel body. 
He's fully 12 in. long. Use 2 “D” bat- 
teries, order below. 
49 N 5757 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....$5.57 

Odd Ogg, by IDEAL 
"Turn on switch . . frog moves backward. 
Now roll one of 5 plastic balls. If you 
hit center bar, he makes a croaking 

rolls forward. Miss—and he 

plastic, 
7x14 in. long. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order above. 
49 N 5159—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. ..$8.66 

Battery-powered P inocchio 

plays a melody on xylophone 

$589 Without, 

Pinocchio comes “alive” again—now 
he plays a xylophone. Mallet strikes 
the right bars for “London Bridge is 
Falling Down” . . stops after playing 
tune twice. Multi-color metal, head 
vinyl plastic. 10x10x10 inches. Uses 2 
“D” batteries, order below. 
49 N 5740—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. .$5.89 

Firebird “99”, by REMCO 
Wipers swish . . Signals blink . . $599 Without 

Speedometer moves 

With the Firebird “99” Dash 
you drive right along with Dad. 
Start by turning the ignition key. 
Turn steering wheel, honk your 
horn, adjust rear view mirror. 
Gas, temperature gauge, amp- 

ST 

e d» 
Runs about 14 hours on one 
winding. Unlike most clocks, 
this one enjoys being taken 
apart and reassembled. Easy-to- 
follow, color-keyed gear as- 
sembly makes it fun and mighty 

Build . . and rebuild 

TIC TOY CLOCK 

It really tells time! 

1 $466 

mies euo A b ET 

batteries 

meter, windshield, knobs every 
dash should have. Durable plas- 
tic. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 5080—Wt. 3 lbs. 2 02..$5.99 

"D" batteries. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660. ... Each 6c; 4 for 60c 

» 

instructive, too. Made of sturdy 
molded plastic. Spring-driven 
movement. Clock, when assem- 
bled, is fully 1134 inches high. 
49 N 5077—Shipping weight 
2 pounds 6 ounces... . .... $4.66 

YOGI BEAR at Jellystone $489 
70 pieces the FLINTSTONES $494 

Youngsters will love this! Yogi and all his friends—Poor Ranger Smith, Boo 

Boo Bear, Cindy Bear, Fibber Fox, Yakky Doodle, Snaggle Puss, and others. 
All are realistically molded in lifelike, 3-dimensional plastic. True-to-life park 
setting—18 wild animals, 3 rock formations, tents, pump, table, trees, cabin, 
even a flag and pole. Yogi about 2 inches high. 

79 N 5973C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .............----.------.-0++ $4.89 

NOTE: Pieces in sets above and at left may 
vary slightly, but you will receive total stated. 

Just imagine the fun you and your friends can have with this Stone Age 
town of Bedrock—just the way you've seen it on TV. There’s Fred and Wilma 
Flintstone, of course—and Barney and Betty Rubble, and Dino and Puss, 
two stone-age cars, 7 prehistoric buildings including Fred's house, super 
market, gas station, snack bar, and many, many other animals and pieces. 
All are realistically molded in lifelike, 3-dimensional plastic. People up to 
234 inches high, buildings up to 5 inches tall. 
79 N 5974C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ...............-. «$494 rcs SEARS 449 
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STROMBECKER Continental Challenger 
A ` Sleek Jaguar XK-E and Ferrari race over more than 28 feet of fast track 

s2895 
and an equally 

Strombecker 
a r on actual speed- 

ways. You feel as if you are driving as you guide your car around fast turns 
and through long straighta blinding sp The cars t as their full- 
size counterparts would . . with all of the fis ling and power drifts on the 
curves. Plastic and metal tracks, 5}4-inch cars. Complete with overpass supports, 
guard rails, 2 hand controls,14-volt power pack, and guide book. 
49 N 9505C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . . RON $28.95 

ally 

STROMBECKER European Road Race 

An amazing low price for a set with such 
finely-detailed cars, over 13 feet of track 

s1975 
Swift little road racers, a Lotus MK XIX and Porsche RS-61, accurate- 
ly detailed in exact 1/32 scale. Cars are about 534 inches long. The 
strong, competition-proven 12-volt motor powers both racers. These 
high-torque motors give real-life action to racers and test reactions 
of "drivers" as they swish around this tricky course. Rheostat hand 
controllers let you adjust speeds of cars and also apply brakes. Plastic 
and metal cars, roadway with guard rails, overpass supports. 14- 

No Money Down volt power pack, guide book. 
on anything 79 N 9512C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .............-+- $19.75 
Sears sells 

rca SEARS 449 
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Just work by number to make 

these colorful and dramatic 

decorations for your home LEARN TO: draw and 

paint landscapes, 

figures . . in pastels, 

oil and watercolors 
with this Jon Gnagy 

Deluxe Art Set 
Even includes a built-in 
drawing desk and tracing box 

MOSAIC - [97 
Wall Plaques 

Jon Gnagy, artist and television personality, gives full, easy-to-understand 

(1 thru 19 ) It’s fun to combine colorful stones, mosaic tiles, beads, instructions with this complete art school set. Materials include 24 pastels, 
sequins and colorful glass into artistic designs of sparkling beauty. All fixative, two drawing pencils, blower, carbon, kneaded eraser, blending 
materials are numbered—just apply them with special adhesive in- stomp, sandpad. Stick-figure manikin, 3 sketching chalks, 12 tubes water- 
cluded to the matching numbered areas on the panels. All necessary colors, 12 tubes oil colors, two 8x10 painting panels, brushes, drawing paper, 
materials, full instructions and finished hardwood frames are included. pe palette, linseed oil, turpentine, palette, knife, cup. Carrying case. 

Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 252—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces..................Set $11.97 
12876 3N191C (. Size: 3ox1234 in. We, en 

Game Birds Golden Pheasants \ 6 Ibs........Each $7.99 - 
3 N 330C2— Set of (1) and (2). Shipping wt. 12 Ibs.........Set 14.79 

922219. 3.N 108 Size: 174746 in. Wt, en, Other learn-to-draw Art Sets 
layful tens. Siamese Kitten 1 Ib. 14 oz... Each t 

3 N 106— Set of (3) and (4). Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz.......Set 4.49 by Jon Gnagy 

3N281 3 N 280 Size: 17x734 in. Wt, ea. 20 4-in-1 Master Art Set. Everything needed to 
French Poodle Dachshund 1 1b. 12 oz... Each $2.49 get started in oils, watercolors, pastels, 

3 N 334—Set of (5) and (6). Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz........Set 4.49 sketching and drawing. Includes 12 tubes oil 

3 N 350C 3 N 2307C E La Wi colors, linseed oil, turpentine, two 8x10 painting 
Siamese Cat Black Cat 4 lbs... .... Each $3.99 panels, 3 oil brushes, palette, knife, cup. 12 tubes 

3 N 2308C2—Set of (7) and (8). Shipping weight 7 Ibs. Set 7.39 watercolors, palette, brushes. 24 pastels, blower, 

3 N145C 10323096. — ( Sue 844x24 in We, en fixative, charcoal, two drawing pencils, kneaded 
Poodle Black Poodle 4 lbs... .. .. Each $3.99 eraser, blending stomp, sketching chalks, sand- 

3 N 2310C2—Set of (9) and (10). Shipping weight 7 Ibs.,...Set 7.39 pad, carrying case. Full instructions. 

11 3,5282 12 3,5189 Size: 734x17 in. Wt, ea. 3 N 127—Shipping wt. 5 Ibe. 12 oz........97.79 
Pixie Boy Pixie Girl 1 Ib. 12 oz... Each $2.49 d 

3 N 336—Set of (11) and (12). Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz...Set 4.49 30 SHE dais, preke pastel. 
3 N 2322 3N313 Size: 734x17 in. Wt. ea. ERE EN] PIEN; 2 palettes of $ water- 

13 Banerina lA Dancer (O Pie dns when $2.40 colors, brush, 12 colored pencils, sandpad, 3 draw- 
3 N 2311— Set of (13) and (14). Shipping weight 4 bs.......Set 4.49 ing pencils, sharpener, kneaded eraser, blending 

stomp, 12 sheets 12x18-in. drawing paper. Instr. 
( 15 thru 19 ) Gold-color motif to complement any decor. 3 N 2372—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz........... $3.29 

18 ENTER M Da BE HE ks pr pie 3] “Lear to Draw" Beginner's Set. With 12x 
ize: x: be t. be j i 

16 Cotea Parrot 17 Gaien Cockatoo | 41s. Each $3.35 gate. vint. Pea zi ntn ít iene 
3 use sm of be eas Shipping d cias sandpad, blending stomp i Sefrüctioni: 

Size: . Wt. ea. '6—Shi 
18 Aer Peacock 19 Golden Egret ( 7 Ibs... Each $7.99 SN Hopi wegnk 2Jbe. $ os. .. $2.39 
3 N 101C2— Set of (18) and (19). Shipping weight 13 Ibs... „Set 14.79 Manila Sketching Paper. 12x18 in. 100-sheet pkg. 

3 N 2377—Shipping weight 2 pounds. .. Pkg. 87c 

Elegant Wall Panel Kits with hand-finished 

antique gold-colored frames . . velvet backs 

(20 thru 23) Finest materials and breathtaking colors give these 
exquisite panels an expensive, custom-made look. Colored glass, braid, 
stones. Hardwood frames. Panels, parts numbered. Hangers. 
2 3 N 2312C 2 3 N112C ( Size: 20x2614 in. Wt. ea. 

Bird of Paradise Proud Peacock 7 lbs. ..Each $7.99 
3 N 2313C2—Set of (20) and (21). Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. ...... „Set 14.79 

22 3 N 2314C $9: 3 N 149C { Size: 26x203% in. Wt. ea. 
Spanish Dancer Matador 7 lbs... .... Each $7.99 

3 N 2315C2— Set of (22) and (23). Shipping weight 14 lbs.. .Set 14.79 

Finish and decorate these fashionable Handbags 

and Wastebaskets . . no sewing . . no stitching 

(24 thru 26 ) Handbags. No special skill needed. Just affix beads, Magic with paper! 
sequins, dazzling braid with adhesive incl. Each luxurious bag has 
harmonizing vinyl trim, mahogany bottom, inside zipper compartment. Here are the age-old Oriental arts of cutting and folding paper 

-pri yon. Materials . Ea. in. Pre printed tton and ayo, Materials numba a. SI | kirj gami Kt—paper cating. Maie Ki-gani Origami Mobile Set 2A Fave” 25 Tarena: 26 OM (Baiar 37.88 delicate designs, figures by cutting, You get both Kiri-gami and Origami 
folding colorful Kiri-gami paper. materials plus materials for making 

( 27 and 28 ) Wastebaskets. Each kit has metal basket 1134 in. high; Scissors and idea book. mobiles and other cutting and fold- 
“cottage” white burlap covering, special adhesive, instructions. 3 N 674—Wt. 1 Ib. 402......$1.97 — ing projects. 
97 ‘‘Personalize-it-yourself” Kit. Beautiful gold-color velvet. Cut out Special color paper, bamboo sticks, 

als, or your name, or your own design. Avocado ribbon. Origami Kit—poper folding. Create — colored cord, safety scissors, 3 idea 
3 N 2331—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. ....... cesses $3.49 Eos ie rami epe» eda ee full instructions are in- 

“Clown” Kit. You assemble the big circus clown. Pre-cut felt. pu cS 28 SUN 2532. Shipptstg weight 2 pounce 8 cunei 3.49 3N957—Wt. 11b. $ 0z......$1.77 3 N 675—Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz... ..$3.87 

Misa [Bears] 43 — - 
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Make movable 
working wood models 

with Matador Sets 

287 $49 349 $699 
pieces pieces 

The Matador construction set is designed to spur 
a child's imagination and to help develop manual 
skills. Precision crafted in Austria of smoothly 
sanded wood pieces, 34 to 4 in. thick, Wood wheel 
parts are enameled. Each set contains wooden ham- 
mer, plastic and metal hardware, plans and tools. 

287-pc. Set. 72 parts, 215 rods, axles, tools 
49 N 4626—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz... .Set $4.99 

349-pc. Set. 93 parts, 256 rods, axles, tools. 
49 N 4628—Shipping wt, 6 Ibs. 12 oz.. .. Set 6.99 

Railway Engineers Wanted: 
age ages 2 to 7 need gr 

pod $588 109 09 s4 44 Bp 6 5944 

Delightful railroad sets made of colorful break-resistant polyethylene. Each 
set has happy "steam" engine with free-rolling cars, tracks, accessories and 
illustrated instructions to build various layouts. Unassembled. 

145-pe.CrossCountrySet. 109-pc. Big Town 56-pc. Happytown 
Steam and diesel engines,3 RR Set. Engine, 3 RR Set. Engine, 3 
freight, 1 passenger car, 3 cars, turntable, 32 cars, 19 pieces of 
bridges, station, towers, 34 pcs. of track, station, track, towers, bridge 
pieces of track, turn table 2 towers, trees, 20 sections, station and 
and many more accessories, other accessories. 9 other accessories. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
79 N4625C....Set $5.88 — 49N4624-Set $4.44 — 49N4619-Set $2.44 

Tots push, pull or ride the Creative Coaster . . and it's 
filled with big plastic blocks 

` for even more fun 

Dubl-Fun Wagon 

s4 69 

Pull toy loaded with poles and 14 col- 
orful blocks in round, square, rectan- 
gular and cubed shapes . . each with 
center hole for stacking. Flip the 
wagon over and fit poles into nests— 
and you have a pull toy with towering 
stacked-block structures . . it’s crea- 
tive fun either way. All pieces of 
smooth, sturdy plastic. 
49 N 4604— Wt. 2 lbs. 8 02....$4.69 

nu E—— 

Snap-together Toymaker Sets 

$99 to 5699 
Colorful plastic and wood parts snap 
together to make push-pull type toys 
that work. Illustrated instructions. 

81 -piece Set. 
49 N 4431-Wt. 11b. 10 oz.. Set $2.99 

138-piece Set. 
49 N 4408-Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 0z,.Set 4.99 

193-piece Set. 
49 N 4415-Wt. 3 Ibs, 6 oz..Set 6.99 

Horn beeps . . wagon clicks as it rolls along. Fascinating to ride or build 

with 18 plastic stacking blocks and 6 wood dowels, 14-in. hinged steering 
column, plastic balloon tires. Wood seat; steel axles, 20x11 in. wide. 
79 N 5290C—Shipping weight 6 pounds,.......-....0ceeecereeee ee $5.97 

445 



New and only at Sears 
Build j Transports.. 

many you can “drive” by 
mote control 

Develop manual skills 
- build movable wood 
structures and models 

Construction Sets from Austria 
Smooth sanded hardwood pieces, % to % in. thick. 
Wood wheel parts are enameled. Wooden hammer, 
plastic and metal hardware, plans and tools incl. 

287-piece Set. 72 parts, 215 rods, axles, tools. 

Some of the 
things you 
can build 

49 N 4626—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 oz.. Set $4.99 

349-piece Set. 93 parts, 256 rods, axles, tools. 
49 N 4628—Shipping weight 6 lbs. 12 oz..Set $6.99 

Build operating trucks, tractors, construction 
equipment and much more with this Lego kit. 
Easy to assemble plastic blocks lock together. In- 
sert motor unit to operate by remote control. Re- 
mote control unit uses 3 “C” batteries . . order i 
2 packages below. «d 

MOTORIZE THEM 49N44154-Shipping weight 21bs. 7 oz.Set $13.99 

WITH THIS UNIT "C" Batteries. Package of 2. p- Be ZEE 49 N 4665 —Shipping weight 4 ounces. Pkg. 38¢ b 

YO Viver ST i 

E ; TINKER TOYS 
== now offered in 

MOTORIZED SETS too! 
Standard Sets. Make fasci- 22 pcs. 

E 29 mating models of almost any- 
s4; thing . . they can move, too. 

Colored plastic and wood. 
Non toxic. Idea book included. 

Motorized — 322-pc. Set. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. 
Lincoln Logs . . build your own pioneer village. forts. 

Work like a pioneer with authentic-looking material and relive 
49 N 4403 ......8et $429 8749 
486-pc. Set. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
49 N 4404 ...... Set $6.29 

Motorized Set. Make models 
that really work. 254 wood 
and plastic parts. Motor is 
metal and plastic. Uses 2 
"D" batteries, order one 
package, page 460. Wt. 3 lbs. 

DU 49 N 44241..... Set $7.49 

the early days of our nation. You can build forts, cabins, 
stockades, trading posts, even an Indian-style long house. 
Sets include 34-inch thick stained wood logs of varied lengths, 
plus gable, chimney and roof pieces. Instructions included. 
475-piece Set . . makes 5 cabins with parts left over. 
49 N 4743 — Shipping weight 8 pounds 8 ounces. .Set $7.49 
288-piece Set . . makes 2 cabins or stockade and fort. 
49 N 4697—Shipping weight 6 pounds......... Set $549 

153-piece Set . . makes 1 large cabin with fence. 
49 N 4696—Shipping weight 3 pounds.......... Set $3.49 

475 pieces $749 

288 pieces $549 

153 pieces 3349 

5:5 Sears 453 



Musical Action Tops 

Push the plunger and watch the action. 
Hear music hum as top spins. Metal and 
plastic. 8-inch diameter. 

Galloping Horses Top. Hear “clippity- 
clop” as horses race. 9 in. W. Germany. 

49 C 4616—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.99 

Tiny Train Top. Watch as choo-choo 
circles around the track. 1034 in. high. 

49 C 44131—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 .... $2.69 

Wind up the Musical Ferris Wheel 

Just wind the knob and this colorful ferris 
wheel rotates as the characters swing to 
and fro. Listen to it pl "School Days” 
for 2 minutes after winding. Plastic base; 
acetate dome. 8x4x8 in. high. 
49 C 44371—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz......... $3.99 

Gutlod pane scans by chaisimat naseleciacM pii 

MUSICAL POP-UPS J] 

DONALD DUCK -— 
— 

MT OO! is full of surprises 

.. one minute he's 
playing a tune 
and the next 

he falls apart 

MATTEL Music Boxes $49 
with pop-up characters each 

Turn the crank and hear a funny tune . . 
then, when you least expect it, up pops your 
favorite character. Metal box; wood handle. 
6 in. high. Cloth bodies, styrene heads. 
3 Snoopy. The famous comic strip pooch. 

49 C 44325—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 0z...$2.49 
4 Jack-in-the-Box. A familiar clown. 

49 C 4571—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... .$2.49 
Snoopy? United Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Fisher-Price 
Musical Pop-up 

Chime Phone 

Dial "Operator" and a surprise pops out; 
push other buttons and hear chimes. Plastic 
phone; wood and plastic base. Non-toxic 
surfaces. 8x8x414 inches high. 

$ 

49 C 44067—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.....$3.29 

Musical Crib Toys 

5 Musical Pets Crib Mobile. 
Six smiling animals turn 

slowly as canopy rotates and 
wind-up music box plays a 
nursery tune. Washable 
sponge plastic animals under 
a plastic canopy. Mar- 
resistant crib support. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 44372 $4.99 

6 Musical Crib Gym. ^ tug 
on ring starts music. Pull 

rings suspend from adjust- 
able spring-held bar. Wood, 
plastic. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

Infant Play Gym 
keeps baby fascinated 

for hours 

1222 

A delightful indoor play- 
ground full of fun toys. Baby 
will love jingling the 2 deluxe 
rattles. When the center ring 
is pulled it bobs upand down. 
while bells jangle. Plastic 
and wood rattles on wood 
bars; steel wire spreader. 
24x16x2134 in. high. Partly 
assembled. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 € 44373. . .........! $2.29 

SEARS CUTS THE PRICE 
on Talking Blocks 

Cut 13% *2°° 
Last Christmas was $3.44. Just squeeze 
the block to hear the sound of the ani- 
mal pictured. These funny block: n 
imitate 5 familiar animals. Plastic- 
coated corrugated paperboard is sturdy 
and easy to clean. Blocks can be stacked 
to nearly 3 feet high. Sizes range from 
5% to 8 inches square. All nest for 
compact storage. 

49 C 4439—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz..... .$2.99 

Fisher-Price Chime Ball and 
Beads. Ball with hidden chime 
has a little hobby horse and 
swan inside. Rolls, floats. 
Clear plastic; 63¢-in. diam. 24 
snap-lock beads are squeez- 
able, washable polyethylene; 
13%-in. diam. 48 in. long, 
linked. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49 C 44159. ........ Set $3.99 



for your /AALILJ2 14A LIT; ratl 

(8) 
Working Pieces make a train layout more exciting 

Remote Control Barrel Loader. 
Press a button, truck takes bar- 

rel from loading chute to car (not 
incl). Plastic, 824x8x5 in. high. 
Plastic barrels, push button control 
panel, necessary wiring included. 
49 N 9779—Wt. 1 lb. 60z.....$4.39 

Automatic Grade-crossing Shack 
and Watchman, As train nears, 

watchman comes out with stop sign, 
gate lowers. Steel shack 414 in. high. 
Base 7x614 in. Wires included. 
49 N 9760—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...$3.37 

[3] Remote Control Whistling Sta- 
= tion, Steel, 9x534x5 in. high. 
Push button on control panel, hear 
loud train whistle. 
49 N $739—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...$3.98 

Plastic Water Tower, Adjustable 
— spout. 84 in. high, 414-in. diam. 
49 N 9731 —Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. ....8 6€ 

[5] Three Lighted Lamp Posts. Plas- 
= tic, 6 in. high. Wires included. 
49 N 9737 —Shpg. wt. 10 oz... .$1.87 

[3 Automatic 2-light Block Signol. 
Train stops on red, goes on 

green. Manual switch. Plastic, 744 
in. high. 2 track sections included. 
49 N 9745—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... . $l, 

Automatic Crossing Flasher. 2 
lights flash alternately as train 

passes, Plastic, 7 in. high. 
49 N 9742—Shpz. wt. 8 oz... $1.77 

[8] Crossing Gate. 8-in. arm lowers 
as train passes, Plastic. Wires. 

49 N 9743—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ...91.67 

9] Lighted Revolving Beacon. 
— Beams red one direction, green 
the other, Plastic, 1214. in. high. 
49 N 9740 —Shpg. wt. 12 oz... $1.67 

Railroad Trestle Bridge. Accurately 
embossed. Steel, 18 inches iBS 

49 N 9732—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. 

fij] 10-inch Metal Tunnel. Rea 
mountain scene. 

49 N 9729 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.......,.86¢ 

Plastic Trestle Set. 24 gradu- 
ated trestles will hold up to 

24 feet of track. Create figure 8 
layout or hilly road with grades 
and curves. J$ inch to 434 
inches high. 
49 N 9738—Shpg. wt. 21bs.$3.77 

Wind-up Freight Train with scenic base 

13) Plastic locomotive powered by long-running spring motor, hauls three 
brightly colored metal cars around decorated metal base. Train speeds 

at high rate around grooved track through two tunnels. Crossing gate and 
semaphore move up and down as it passes. rain is 1134 inches long and 
travels around track about 20 times on one winding. Base is about 22 inches 
long and 13 inches wide. 
79 N 9513C—Shipping weight 3 pounds..... 
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$2.84 

Watch the “Train with a Brain" perform *5.66 

‘The tiny engine chugs back and forth, loading and unloading miniature barrels, 
coupling and uncoupling its cars . . the bumper trip makes it all automatic! 
3-dimensional plastic trainman looks on. The battery-operated plastic engine 
pulls two plastic gondolas . . train is 18 inches long overall, 12 track sections, 
2 switches make about 12 feet of track. 6 plastic barrels, bumper loading chute. 
Uses 1 “D” battery, not included, order separately below. 

49 N 9515— Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. . d ; $5.66 
34 N 4650—2 "D" Batteries. Shipping weight 8 oz.. 2 for 30¢ 

Battery-operated Freight 

32.89 33.97 

fa] Ideal for tots because all parts. are jg] Husky steam-type locomotive, 
of almost unbreakable vinyl plas- powered by long-running keywind 

tic. Old-fashioned steam-type loco- clock motor, emits harmless sparks. 
motive pulls coal tender, gondola and ^ Has speed governor so train runs at 
caboose around 92-in. oval track lay- even speed. On-off lever. Made of 
out. Realistic train colors. 8 sections high-impact plastic, it pulls plastic 
curved, 2 sections straight track. tender, colorful lithographed metal 
"Train 31 in. long. Uses 1 “D” battery, gondola, box car and caboose , . train 
not included, order below. js 3414 inches long overall. 8 sections 

Wind-up Freight Train 

49 N9514—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.......$2.89 curved and 2 sections straight track 
34 N 4650—2 "D" Batteries. form oval 102 inches around. 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Y 2 for 30e 49 N9512—Shpg. « 3 Ibs. 4 02..$3.97 



He walks . . bends... 
grasps and 

all by 
remote control 

uus $99 

Amazing robot bows . . raises both arms—all at your command . . even 
closes hands to pick up objects. Whirring noise and slow precision add 
to realism. Head lights up to reveal figures of men behind clear plastic 
window. Four push-buttons on control. 30-inch flexible steel cable. 

Astronaut really walks 

uus $579 
Here comes the moon explorer, ray gun 
flashing. Legs really "walk" on con- 
cealed wheels. He's suited in colorful 
metal with clear plastic helmet. Authen- 
tic details right down to “oxygen tank." 

Automatic “Mr. Atomic" 
Without ui $979 

Built-in “computer panel" flashes on 
and off, as Mr. Atomic moves and bumps 
in all directions. Colorful enameled steel 
with clear plastic helmet, robot rolls 
on small concealed wheels. 11 in. high. 

About 15 in. tall. Order 2 "D" batteries 
49 N 4660 on facing page. From Japan. 
49 N 5715—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz....... $579 

Needs 2 “D” batteries, order 49N4660 
on facing page. From Japan 
49 N 5720—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... . 

Enameled steel, 13 in. high, has plastic foam palms. “Walks” on tiny 
wheels. Order 2 “D” batteries 49 N 4660 on facing page. From Japan. 

49 N 5794— Shipping weight 3 pounds $5.99 $6.7? 

Comical robot walks Speak orders into re- A giant monster who 
and swings his arms mote control device . . obeys push button 
he rings a bell, opens big 19-inch robot commands! Garloo 
and closes his mouth, turns goes forward, stops, 
sounds a siren. All this, left or right . . fires turns and bends, 
and he comes apart, rockets or throws mis- |) picks up and drops 
too. A young owner siles. He's plastic, with things—all by re- 
can see just how this 4 wheels, missiles, mote control. Color- 
wacky wi works. rockets. Needs 3 ful plastic, 2 ft. tall. 
Metal and jc. 18 "D" batteries, order Order 2 “D” batter- 
inches high. Shipping 79N 4660 on facing jes 79 N 4660 facing 
weight 5 Ibs, page. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. page. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
A9N 5873... $777 79 N 58021, ..... $13.99 79 N 57601. ... $10.99 

Make war on roaring dinosaur! 

ums $1049 
Zor advances menacingly when you press 
button . . . backs away from obstacles 
with an outraged roar, turns in new direc- 
tion. Fire darts from gun—he'll roar, back 
away, and shoot ball back at you every 
time dart strikes his tail. Plastic, 31 in. 
long. Plastic gun with 8 plastic balls, 5 
darts. Heavy-duty motor needs 2 "D" steel body on wheels. Japan- 
batteries, order 79N4660 on facing page. ese import, 14 in. long. 
79 N 5756L—Shipping weight 8 lbs. . ... . $1049 49 N A297—Shipping weight 1 Ib.. .....$1.99. 
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BIG, BIG TRACK and Sears alone has it 
Strombecker “Formula 4" 

COMPETITION 
SLOT RACING 
with all the electrifying action 
of a commercial raceway track 

Get a really big layout of nearly 27 feet of 4-lane track, not 
just 2. Get 4 hot speedsters, not just 2. Get loads of room 
for cars to really go . . then slot racing can easily become all- 
family fun. When Dad and Mom see the cars flash down the 
track, powerslide and fishtail around the curves, roar out and 
hurtle into the stretch, they'll want “in” on these action- 
packed thrills. 
Made exclusively for Sears by Strombecker, famous for 

quality. The set includes 20 sections of straight track, 12 of 
curved, 24 of 30° add-on curved . . a total of 56 sections of 
official black-top plastic track. Also, 24 sections of fence, the 4 
ready-to-run cars (434 to 5% in.) shown below, 4 plunger rheo- 
stats with brakes. New design 14-volt power pack, track clips, 
locking lugs, wires, overpass supports, warranty, guide book. 
UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9517C—Shipping weight 16 pounds............ $89.95 

Make it a 2-lane layout 
with 54 feet of track 

oo 
$8.50 monthly 

No Money 
Down on 
anything 

Sears 
sells 

D 
* 

Cars designed to outperform, outrace, outlast all others, 
1/32-scale. 22,000 rpm 12-volt high torque motor, epoxyed 
armature. Brass chassis, plastic bodies, rubber tires. 



The splendor of Napoleon's court 
reflected in this elegant Chess Set 

s| 599 

French-beige and imperial-blue styrene pieces . . molded in exquisite detail; 
felted; extra-heavily weighted. Five-inch king is Napoleon; queen, Josephine; 
pawn, a grenadier . . all are mounted on imperial drum decorated with tradi- 
tional crest. Board 16!4 inches. Simulated leather chest with two lift-out 
trays. With 16-page instruction booklet and historical outlines on pieces. 

Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

3 N 28005— Shipping weight 6 pounds $15.99 

Set similar to above but with 434-in. king, 157%-in. board, instructions. 
3 N 28006— Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces 2222.56.69 

1 “Ject-a-Chip" Plastic Rack. Push 
down center handle, chips eject one at 

a time from bottom of selected stack, 
Horn and brown color. Space for two card 
decks. With 240 standard 1}4-in. diameter 
tilt-edge plastic chips in 5 colors. 
3 N 28014—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz..$6.79 

Solid walnut Rack. A deluxe outfit . . 
richly lacquered black walnut rack on 

felted revolving base . . space for 2 card 
decks, Full brown simulated leather cover. 
With 300 tilt-edge plastic chips in 3 colors. 
Brass-plated carrying handle. 
3 N 28015—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 02.$23.99 

Plastic Rack. Revolves at a touch. With 
200 plastic chips. Mahogany color. 

3 N 2811—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 07.3.99 
Yahtzee. The dice game that makes 
thinking fun! Any number can play. 

Five dice, dice cup, score pad, 2 pencils, 20 
bonus chips. Easy-to-follow instructions. 
3 N 2868—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz....$1.65 
3 N 2862—4 Pads. Wt. 100z. .Pkg. 88c 

5 Tric Trac. Exciting game of skill and 
judgment. Solid walnut with felt lin- 

ing. With two 54-inch dice and rules. 
3 N 2915—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz, $11.99 
G Cup andDice. Play put and take, poker, 

craps—or invent games of your own. 
Set with 5 poker, 5 regular spot, 2 put and 
take dice. Genuine cowhide leather cup 
with ridged rubber lining, cushioned base, 
leather trip rim. Instructions. 
3 N 2939—Shpg. wt. 14 oz....... $7.99 

Citai pao scant by deistiaxawiseteciwical oom 

All-wood Set 

s[Q99 

Handsome chess set imported 
from Europe. Sturdy pieces in 
striking brown and natural box- 
wood with smooth matte finish. 
King stands 334 inches . . other 
pieces in proportion, weighted 
and felted . , in traditional 
Staunton design. Board of dur- 
able Philippine lauan mahogany, 
a full 34 inch thick. Edges en- 
cased in plastic so board won't 
scratch table. Hand-screened 
black 154-in. squares on natural 
wood board, 14x14x}4 in, 
3N28004-Wt.21bs.80z, $10.99 

Staunton-style Chess Sets 

Magnetic Set 3499 
Classic design. Ivory and mahogany color 
pieces molded of polystyrene; weighted and 
felted; concealed magnets. 2s-in. king. Hand- 
screened 12-in. square board . . walnut-like 
finish . . safety edge. Handy drawstring pouch 
for storage of pieces. Instructions. 

3 N 28017—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz... ..$4.99 

Travel Chess Set 3369 

No carrying or storing problems . . this chess 
set comes in sturdy laminated cardboard 
travel case. Two drawers hold the chessmen . . 
hinged case opens to make a full-size playing 
board, 1234x124 inches, Smart black and 
natural boxwood pieces. King stands 2!4- 
inches, Others proportionate. 

3 N 28002—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz,.....$3.69 

Starter Set 5) 69 
Excellent for the beginner . . large litho- 
graphed board, 1434x14% in., and numbered 
squares make each move easier to follow. 
Handsome ivory and black pieces molded in 
styrene . . weighted and felted. King stands 
2% inches. Instructions included. 

3 N 28001—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... ...$2.69 

Inlaid Chess Boards 

Handcrafted beauty—rich black walnut, 
rock maple 114-in, squares. Lacquered. 
Board about 14x14-in. *( inches thick. 
3 N 28011—Shpg. wt. 4lbs. 802. $9.99 

16x18-in. Board. Has walnut on maple 
side panels, almost 1 inch thick. 
3 N 28012—Wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz... .$13.49 

ROUND PUZZLES 

Each with almost 500 
interlocking pieces 

$320 
Challenging—full-color circular 
puzzles with 2034-in. diameter. 

Adoration of the Kings. The 
majesty and grandeur of Sandro 
Botticelli's religious masterpiece 

which hangs in the National 
Gallery, London. Post paid. 
3 N 364—(Wt.11b.80z.) $3.50 

World Landmarks. Piece to- 
gether a design featuring 11 
famous landmarks—Mt. Rush- 
more, the Coliseum, Egyptian 
Sphinx, and others, Postpaid. 
3 N 363—(Wt.11b.802.) $3.50 



Push-button Picture Story Camera 

When tot looks through viewer, full-color 
scene appears, changes when button is pushed. 
Eight colored pictures tell story of visit to a 
farm. Flash cube turns, exposure numbers 
appear in front opening. Lens dial changes 
color. Wood, plastic. Strap. 5}4x4-in. high. 
49 N 4434—Shipping weight 8 ounces. $1.47 

j 2 Pay 
Click! Flash lights up. . Telephone 
just like Dad's. Then helps teach 

pick out a "'fun-photo" numbers, 
of picture you "took" money and 
8 8: conversation 

s449 
Now your toddler can follow you or 
Dad around, clicking pictures right 
and left. 48 assorted 2x2-in. “fun- 
photos" on heavy stock allow your 
little photographer to show his work. 
Plastic camera 314 in. long, black, 
plastic cord carrying strap. Flash 
uses 1 “AA” battery, incl, 
49 N 4768—Shpg. wt. 5 oz....88c 

Deposit wooden coins, bell rings. Dial makes 
clicking sounds, Replace receiver, “money” 
returns. 6 “coins”, Wood. 1234 in. high. 
49N4589—Shipping weight 4 Ibs...$4.49 

Mothers love toys.- 

Pounding Workbench 

Helps preschoolers learn coor- 
dination. Wood bench with ham- 
mer, wrench, screwdriver, ruler, 
bolts and nuts. About 11x5 in. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 N 4721........... $2.29 

The big tools in this e Waikarwagon 

set make it easier N s469 
for toddl te d 
ERE EO PEES \ Develops confidence in 

build or tinker \ beginning walker. 1834x 
814x4-in. wagon, 18 gaily 
colored blocks. Wood. 
Caged balls rattle mer- 
rily when rolled along. 
Metal handle. 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 4717......$4.69 

Big, Big Tool Bench $66 

For ages 2 to 5 years. Deluxe model with tool rack 
and simulated peg board back. Clear lacquered wood 
bench top will withstand the roughest pounding. 
Top has 4 wood nails, a wood vise, 6 cleats, 3 screws 
and 2 nuts and bolts of plastic. Rack holds 4 molded 
plastic tools . . hammer, pliers, screwdriver and 
wrench. Handy lower shelf. 14x73x17} 
79 N 4456C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

446 | Sears | rc 
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that can really take j¢7 

Nok-out Bench 

When child pounds peg into 
hole on top of bench, another 
peg pops out of theside. 12 pegs 
in all . . 6 store on bench sur- 
face, 6 in inside channel. Wood. 
49N4727-Wt. 2lbs. 402, $1.99 

Workbench plays 
7-Dwarfs' Song 

Wrench winds music box that plays “Whistle 
While You Work.” Tools are color-coordinated 
with the dials they operate. One dial turns music 
on or off, another adjusts the dual-tone speaker, 
the third is for wind-up. Screwdriver, 2 wrenches 
store on bench top. 10}4x6}gx5% in. Plastic. 
49 N 4736—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $4.47 

aa 
d er 

Chimes on the 
quarter hour.. 
gongs on the 
hour. Just turn 
handle to watch 
the gears work 

3377 

The most exciting way to teach a child to tell 
time. See-thru face shows 9 colored gears, Hang 
wood clock on wall or set on table. 12 in. high, 
49 N 4499—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . $3.77 

Postal Station 

Red, blue mail box. Child fits 
8 vari-colored blocks in proper 
slots, removes them thru 
bin. Stringer to bead drilled 
blocks. Wood. 11 in. high. 
49N4719-Wt.21bs.9 0z.$3.44 

Giraffe Walker 
Chair is also a 

R "ride 'em" toy 

I 3499 
By holding on to 

the back of the 
walker, child gains 
assurance in walk- 
ing. Or he can sit 
on it, propel it with 
his feet. Wood con 
struction, molded 
wheels, nylon bridle. 
17}4x9}4x20 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
79N4522C-$4.99 



A Sears 
Exclusive Set 

Tootsietoy 
Playmaker 

$ 288 

Only Sears has this great combination. 
You get all this: a krazy klok (mouse in 
klok bounces as it moves) and car; a boat 
that, floats in water, a trailer and a car 
to pull it; 3 little pigs in a 4'4 in. ferris 
wheel. Figures are high-impact plastic; 
toys are die-cast metal with nontoxic 

finish. 
49 N 44272—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... . .$2.88 
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Dump Truckers 

match size, shape and colors 

dump station for automatic unloading. Sturdy 
wood and plastic, nontoxic colors 
in. trucks. Station 12x13x6 

on g DOC 
Me 3 99 

wrencl 
Toys are high-impact plastic, 

Locomotive. Wind it up 
and release the brake and 
pistons move as it chugs 
away clanging its bell. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49 N 4411 $3.99 

A happy way to develop color and space per All sorts of fun things 
ception. When the child pushes the truck into 
loading station that matches it in size, shape 
and color, the ball will roll in. 

49 N 4613 $2.79 49 N 44273 . $3.37 

Goldilocks, 3 Bears Playhouse 

Tot matches shapes to act out story 

Bulldozer 

Play with 'em as they come (fully assembled) or have fun 
taking giant-sized color-coded parts apart. Two-sided see- 
through case houses long-running wind-up motor and gear 
mechanism (engineered moving parts are safely enclosed) 
Color-coded instruction book shows how to use the special 

-key (included) to tighten nuts, bolts, wind motor. 
about 9% in. long. 
Bulldozer. White molded 
rubber tractor treads even 
climb over obstacles. Scoop 
raises and lowers. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 4412 «++ $3.99 

to do with the four little fig 
ures and cute little house. Each bear figureisshaped 
to fit various openings on thecolored-to-match roof 
Hinged roof opens with key to reveal “porridge” 

Drive the truck up the ramp, back into scene for play-acting the story. Rolls quietly on 
polyethylene wheels. When pulled, bell rings and 

Three 4 eyes roll! Made from rugged wood and plastic 

n. high parts. Playhouse measures 7x7x7 inches high 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 7 oz $4.66 49 N 4753 —Shipping wt. 11b. 8 oz. $2.97 

Poppity-pop Loco Kiddie Kopter 

Wooden balls in clear Push or pull, kopter 
plastic stack go pop whirrs, propellers 
pop when pulled. All rotate. Wood han- 
wood with plastic tires dle; plastic body. 15 
714 inches long in. long 

Wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

s944 
3 3-piece Flippy Diving Set 

Just place them in water, be fascinated by 
their performances. They dive, surface and 
cruise repeatedly for up to 30 minutes on a 
single charge of harmless, jet-action pellets. 
Perfect for bathtub or pool play, Molded 
polyethylene scuba diver, porpoise and sub- 
marine measure 6' to 9 in. long. 
49 N 44231—Shipping wt. 8 oz.Set $3.44 
49N44268-100 Pellets. Wt. 3 0z.. Box 96c 



A Sears $499 
Exclusive 

Mattel's TALK-A-FUN PHONE 
Soft as a pillow . . pull ring, it says 11 fun phrases 

This cute and huggable telephone is just the thing for the smart little tyke 
who is learning to talk. He can use it as a pillow or carry on a “conversation” 
with it. Just pull the magic talking ring and hear it say eleven of the cutest 

. such as “Ooops! I guess the line is busy." Cloth- things a telephone ever said 
covered body is cotton-stuffed. Hand unit lifts off. 8x6x5 inches. 
49 C 44069—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. .........- 

446 [Sears] «« 
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$4.99 

"PEANUTS" Talking 
Mattel-O-Phone 

$Q77 witout 
batteries 

Just slip in a record and talk to 
Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus, Schroe- 
der, and even that lovable dog, 
Snoopy. With five 2-sided records 
you will be able to enjoy more than 

18 minutes of conversation. High- 
impact plastic phone measures about 
9x5x4!4 inches high. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, order pkg. below. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 C 44125 SACAR ori 

"D" Batte: Package of 6. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

49 C 46606 Pkg. $1.19 

Dennis $7299 without 
Battery Talking Phone 

Only at Sears! Pick up the receiver 
and push a button to share the ad- 
ventures of Dennis the Menace. 
You'll hear a window crash while 
Dennis innocently says “Sorry, Mr. 
Wilson.” Or he may greet you with 
a cheery “Hi, I'm Dennis—Who are 
you?” Says 8 other phrases on the 
“private line.” White plastic. About 
7% in. long. Uses 1 "D" battery, 
order package above. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 4761: . 6-13 4S ..$3.99 

Mattel's happy talking See 'n Say Toys 572, 

Set dial, pull ring to hear them talk. Plastic, 10x234 in. thick. 

T Mother Goose Says. Hear 12 familiar nursery rhymes. 
49 C 44682—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...... ++ -$5.79 

9 The Farmer Says. Names and sounds of 12 different animals. 
49 C 4508—Shipping weight 2 pounds.................++ $5.79 

3 The Bee Says. All 26 letters with pictures and words. 
49 C 4509—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ....... VER 

LOOKY 
PUSH CAR 
Headlight eyes roll, 

engine roars as you 

"drive" it. 

53 [M 
Sears 

The horn honks, engine roars 
and headlight eyes roll up and 
down. Just look at the whimsical 
grin on the radiator front. Fine 
Fisher-Price quality wood and 
plastic. About 8 inches wide. 
Handle is 20 inches high. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

5.79 

Fisher-Price Toys 
that play tunes, 
show pictures 

i s and doe 

2-tune TV. Plays music and 
shows two stories on 7-inch 

screen. Turn knob to wind 
Switch "channels" with channel 
selector. Knob cannot be over- 
wound. Plastic and wood TV is 
10x9 inches high. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 C 44481...........- $3.99 

(5 and 6 ) Pocket Radios. Music 
box plays as scenes pass screen. 
Turn knob to play . . knob can- 
not be overwound. Wood case 
with plastic speaker. 454 inches 
high. Shpg. wt. each 9 oz. 

"Do .. o deer." 
49 C 44023....... $1.99 

d 6 “Twinkle, Little Star.” 
49 C 44488.. ......... $1.99 



Press a button . . the helicopter takes off 
7-unit Freight . . more than 10 feet of Super “O” gauge track 

Blow up the box car with the guided missile 

7-unit Freight . . 
almost 11 feet of track 

8397 T $4.00 down 
— cash. 

— Famous Lionel c, — BEEP -BtEp. AH 
Electric Trains EU - oe 

Complete with  . 
Track and Transformer 

All transformers included with trains ore 
UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

6-unit Steam Freight with whistle and smoke 

Smoke-puffing 2-4-2-steam locomotive sounds two-tone whistle as it clips 
down the track, drive rods pounding. Track-scanning headlight. Pulls tender, 
gondola with 3 cable reels, box car, flat car with trestle bridge, caboose. Run 
train forward, backward, fast, slow, sound whistle, couple or uncouple cars . . 
all by remote control. 11 “027” track sections and uncoupler form 117-in, oval. 
75-watt transformer has whistle control, circuit breaker. Smoke fluid incl, 
49 N 9653— Train 57 in. long over-all. Shipping weight 11 Ibs........ 

Transformers. Built-in circuit breaker for added safety. Manual 027" Switches. 1 right, 1 left [8] "027" 7%-inch 90° Crossing. 
UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60- cycle AC 49 N 9805 —Shípping weight 2 Ibs. $5.47 — 49 N 9803—Shipping wei 1 pound. $1.47 pp : 

7 [4] Remote Control "027'' Switches. Green, — [9] Lighted Bumper for or Super “0.” [i] Type tW-125-watt. Fixed 14, 18-volt accessory cir. — (4) Ren control lights, Contfol panel, wires ay N 9859—Shipping weight 7 oz $1.97 

o 

cuits. Horn or whistle, direction controls 
N 9819—Speed throttle. Shipping weight 5 Ibs..$12.99 

Type TW-175-watt. 2 throttles: one for speed, other 
for direction, whistle or horn control of your train, 4 

fixed accessory voltages, 14, 14, 18 and 25 volts. 
49 

444 
N9842—Shpg. wt 

SEARS zsamote 

9 lbs.. Cash $21.95 2.50 down. 

Gtsiod pace Scans by dieisiniasnmisetedimical com 

1 right, 1 left 
49 N 9806— Shipping weight 3 lbs. $12.99 

“027” Track Sections. Shpg. wt. each 7 oz 
5) 49 N 9802—914¢-in. curved sect 
6) 49 N 9801 —875-in. straight sectic 

"027" Magnetic Track. For coupling 
unloading. Remote control panel, wires 

49 N 9804—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $3.98 

{io} 24 Plastic Trestles make over, under layouts 
49 N 9845—Shipping weight 2 pounds $4.57 

[ii] Automatic Crossing Gate lowers, flashes lights as 
train passes, then rises. Plastic and steel 

49 N 9834—954 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 
[iz] Automatic Banjo Signal. Signal lights, “STOP” 
7 sign sw as train passes. Plastic and steel 
49 N 9827 —714 inches high. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.57 

$4.57 



Water-powered Rocket 
s soars 250 feet 

Releases capsule . . parachutes to earth 

Price includes [seperate eperate $5966 
launcher gun, 

You're commander of Project Mercury. Launching site is 
your own backyard. Add water to 15-inch plastic rocket. 
Set on platform, pump in air and release it. Rocket 
shoots into space, Friendship Capsule-carrying plastic 
astronaut-parachutes to ground. With launcher pump, 
filter. Plus launcher gun and flying saucers, 
49 N 6365—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

> 
Mystery Ship by Marx 

$366 

Just crank enclosed gyroscope 
which spins at 3000 revolutions per 

minute. Spin ship on stand you can 
whirl, or put on floor, It turns slowly 
yet keeps level like a space craft. 
8-in. ship has 2 astronauts, With 
“flight” stand, moon base, hand 
crank. 134-in. moonmen, spacemen. 
Also 2 space cars, rockets. Plastic 
and steel construction, 

Saucer launches spaceman! 

$489 without. 
batteries 

3..2..1 blast off! Spaceman in cone 
soars up. Air current blows from 
lithographed steel flying saucer, holds 
it aloft, alternates to raise or lower 
cone. 8-in. saucer rolls on floor beneath 
cone. If saucer hits object, it backs off 
and continues, Domelights flash and 
lighted, see-through cockpit shows 3 
space commanders. Uses 2 “D” bat- 
teries. Order below. From Japan. 

49 N 4729—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz....$3.66 49 N 5714—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 0z..$4,89 

$999 

without batteries 

"Toy Capsule shoots sparks bile moves all ways 

Push 10-inch capsule to start it rolling. Every- — Mystery-action . . . runs with jets screaming, 
thing’s A-OK when siren screams . . sparks fly hits wall and turns. Revolving lighted engine. Air Defense Center is busy with action . . has rotating an- 
from exhaust . . friction motor “roars.” Astro- — 4-wheel action. Lithographed steel. 1034 in. tenna and radar scope; winking lights; moving air speed 
naut inside “floats in space." Colorfully decor- long. Buy 2 “D” batteries below. register and altimeter. 3 rubber-tipped darts. Steel, 12 in. 
ated steel, Clear plastic window. From Japan. — 49 N 5712—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..... . $3.89 long. From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries at left. 

49 N 5719—Shipping wt. 14 0z.......$1.89 — 49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. 4 oz. Ea. Tóc; 4 for 60e 49 N 4256—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces. . $299 

the remote controls as metal bar swings it forward, into 
reverse. It blows up a flying saucer, rescues a man, sends 
a secret message. Accessories—exploding flying saucer, 
nose cone, space car, 3 rockets, 6 astronauts, 6 moonmen, 
etc. Order 3 “D” batteries below. 

Seid this plastic rocket ship into 6-foot orbit! You're at s1099 

without batteries 

79 N 5769L—Shipping weight 5 pounds... ... ..$10.99 
"D" Batteries. Saad weight each, 4 ounces. 
72 AME co Pere Be eroi Each 16c; 4 for 60c rcs SEARS 1 

Citai Dade scans by deisthissnmisetediwical com 



15 authentically detailed 

CAR KITS 
. . all %2 scale 

eis 
Famous kits designed to produce cars that can 
really perform. 12-volt high torque motor. Poly- 

STROMBECKER _ 
PTR a gen —  À 

styrene body, rubber tires, decals . . and driver. 
Cars 4 to 534 in. long. Unassembled. 
Shipping weight each kit 10 oz. „Kit $2.94 

(1) 49 N 7612-Cobra GT. The new breed in racing 
) 49 N 7618-Porsche 904 GT. 2 litre newcomer 
) 49 N 7602-Jaguar XKE. World renowned 
) 49 N 7603-Ferrari GTO Berlinetta. Sensation! 
) 49 N 7606-Porsche RS 61. "Silver Stormer" 
) 49N7607-Lotus MK X1X. Fierce competitor 
) 49N7605-BRM Formula 1.A 1.51, champion 
) 49 N 7619-D-Jaguar. Aerodynamic speedster 

(9) 49 N 7625-Ferrari Testa Rosa. 3 litre V-12 
(10) 49 N 7639-Maserati Formula 1. Famous 
(11) 49 N 7601-Cooper Formula 1. Indianapolis 
(12) 49 N 7621-Indy 6/1 Racer. (With 6 decals) 
(13) 49 N 7604-Midget 6/1 Racer. (With 6 decals) 
(14) 49 N 7620-Dragster. Famed “Silver Ghost" 
(15) 49 N 7634-Ford GT Competition Car. New 

(2 

(3 
(4 
(5 
(6 
(7 

(8 

Car Repair Kit (not shown). Kit includes 4 tires, 
4 pick-up wires and 1 guide pin. 
49 N 7627 Shipping weight 4 ounces. ...... 98c 

Strombecker Motor 

Quality 12-volt high torque motor 
with latest in printed circuit. Easily 

installed in minutes. 
49 N 7647 —Wt. 4 oz. .$2.77 

16 Straight Track. Package of 2. 
each section 12 in. long. 

49N7608-Wt. 10 oz.. Pkg. $2.27 
17 Lone Changer. Package of 2. 

49 N 7617— Wt. 11 02.82.97 

18 Chicane-Obstacle. 1 pc. track. 
49 N 7644—Wt. 5 02..$2.27 

Q Jump Track. 1 ramp, pond, lip, 
supports. No straight track. 

49 N 7611-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 02..$2.97 
2 Hill Climb. 1 up, 1 down track, 

supports. No center track. 
49 N 7643—Wt. 1 1b.....$2.97 

2l Curved Track. Pkg. of 2. For 
2-lane, 4-lane inside curves. 

49 N 7609 —Wt. 12 oz... ..$2.77 

—— HE 

22 30° Curved Track. Pkg. of 2. 
For 2-lane, 4-lane outside curves. 

49 N 7640-Wt. 12 oz..Pkg. $2.77 

99 Mechanical Lap Counter. 
49 N 7641— Wt. 1 lb... .$2.97 

24 LeMans Start Track. 1 piece. 
49 N 7610—Wt. 12 oz.. $2.27 

25 Terminal Track. 1 piece. 
49 N 7642—Wt. 8 oz.. . $2.77 

26 Hump Track with Bridge. 1 pc. 
49 N 7645—Wt. 8 oz... $2.27 

27 Electric Lap Counter. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 N 7646. ...... vere r tn $7.99 

) 

28 Power Pack. 12-14 volts. UL 
listed. On-off switch with circuit 

breaker to prevent overheating. 
110-120-volt, 60 cycle AC. 
49 N 7616—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. . $6.97 

Rheostat with Brake. Pistol grip, 
variable speed hand throttle, 

thumb brake control. Speedometer 
shows “miles per hour." Plastic. 
Leather grain finish. 4 in. long. 
49 N 7614—Wt. 4 oz... ....$1.89 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You con order toys from pages 441 to 
673 from now until September 1, 1966 

rs SEARS 451 — 



3M Bookshelf 
Games 

Like to buy stocks and bonds, 
acquire hotels, or command 
ships? You'll find your favorite 
pastime in these fascinating 
games of strategy and skill . . 
in smart, leather-look cases 
which fit on your bookshelf. 

Te 
] Breakthru. High seas excitement as two players plot Stocks and Bonds. Invest thousands—with- 

naval-like maneuvers in this unique, double-strategy out any real risk. You trade and sell securities 
game. The Gold Fleet battles the Silver Fleet . . the the unique calculator tells you if you've had a 
winning commander must capture the enemy's flagship Happy Monday or Black Friday. 2-8 players. 
or breakthru his blockade. Case, board, pieces, rules. Board, chalk, eraser, dice, calculator, rules. 
3 N 2908— Postpaid. (Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 14.02). $7.95  3N2904—Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 21bs. 602.).$7.95 

Twixt: The absorbing chess-like strategy of move and Acquire. Build the wealthiest hotel chain, 
counter-move. Each player tries to connect his border swap stock, merge companies, grab controlling 

with an unbroken chain of linked pegs—before his rival interests—in the high-tension world of finance. 
can do the same! C 
3 N 2905— Postpaid. 

board, pegs, links, instructions. 3-8 players. Board, tiles, storage tray, rules. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz.). .$7.95 3N 2907— Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 402.).$7.95 

Space-MAZE Giant Tripoley $599 
eo T 5889 

Needed: a sure hand and steady 

Oh-Woh-Ree. The world’s newest 
oldest game—played by Afro-Asian 

peoples for some 3500 years—now up- 
dated for modern tastes. In one version of 
the game, players capture pebbles by 
“sowing” pebbles into the pits. In the 
other version, players capture pits as 
well as pebbles. Average playing time per 
game is 20 minutes. For 2-4 players, 

Bookshelf slipcase contains foldaway 
board, pebbles, pit markers, instructions. 
3N2906-Postpaid. (Wt. 2 lbs. 2 02.).$7.95 

twist knobs 
to maneuver ball 

Fun and action—get the ball to Smaller Tripoley layout in vinyl plastic Spin the top to topple the scored pins in the maze . . pull the string just 
drop in the right pocket by measures 27x27 inch wipes clean with right and the top will spill all of the pins for a grand slam! Sound easy? 
spreading plated-steel rods. If it a damp cloth. Only two are needed to Try it and find out . . you'll be fascinated by this exciting game. Absorbing 
lands in the penalty pocket, you make a game. Up to nine people can play fun for one or more players . . player wins through skill and chance. 
lose points. Highest scorer wins. at one time. Set comes complete with 100 Beautiful hardwood skittles box is lacquer-finished with Masonite 
Made of natural-finish hardwood. interlocking plastic chips, deck of playing Presdwood® playing field. Marked for easy scoring. Includes two tops, 
Measures 2034x4x7 34 inches. cards, and easy-to-follow rules. polished ten-pins, and rules. Measures 30x14x4 in. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces. 3 N 2927C—Shipping weight 9 pounds............-....2..+++ $15.99 
3N2928.. $5.99 "32844... 11272... e e an pae .$2.49 

‘ating ade scans by cheisimasmasetecimicHd com 
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Children love 

to play in 
Pretend Houses 

Low :388 
as 

Crawlt-in Cottage 

Camouflaged gun slits, Light, strong Brightly printed 
door and top escape corrugated pa- cloth drapes over 

hatch make this a realistic perboard. 3 window any 30-in. square 
outpost. 31x29x38 in. high. openings, double table and presto it's 
When peace is restored it — doors.Snaponplas- — a playhouse. Flaps 
folds for storage. Sturdy tic straps for flat at one corner for 
corrugated paperboard. storage. 30x40x45 entry. Just fold 
Two-tone green. Unassem- in. high. Unassem- away for storage 
bled. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. bled. Wt. 9 Ibs, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
79 N 5022C......$4.88 79N5018L-$4.44 49 N 5019-$3.88 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys 
on pages 433 to 609 until August 1, 1968 

Cardtable House Military Pillbox 

AT LAST! 
A one-piece 

playground 
for indoor or 

outdoor fun . . 

Step ’n Slide 

Little ones can play on this one-piece playground for hours . . they can 
climb up the steps, slide down, then crawl through and start all over 
again. Smooth rugged polyethylene plastic is molded in one piece . . no 
sharp edges. Can't mar furniture or floors, and it's easy to carry outside 
when the weather is pleasant. 20 in. high, 28 in. long. Orange color. 
79 N 5233N— Freight (rail, truck) or express, Wt. 9 lbs... .....$6.88 

Combination Chair, Step Stool 

Just flip the back down and chair 
becomes step stool. Helps tots 
reach the top of the sink to brush 

their teeth shiny bright. Convert 
tosturdy TV chair just by flipping 
up the step. Wood, with colorful 
enameled circus scene. 16x13x8 

7* inches high. Unassembled. 
49 N 9067-Wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. $2.99 

$)99 

nme—ra— —— 

It's a Bookcase, Blackboard 
and Toy Chest all in one 

:[[49 
Colorfully decorated with Snow White and her lovable friends. Spaciously designed, there are two shelves and a roomy chest for lots of toys, books and 
games. Sliding blackboard doors hav 

Circus Wagon Toy Chest 

An exceptionally sturdy all-wood toy 
chest. Curved ends and one-piece lid 
add beauty and strength to this 
unique design. Authentic circus deco- 
rations in four brilliant colors. Solid 
wooden wheels turn freely on steel 
axles. 34x17x24inches high. Assembled. 
Freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 9072N-Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs. $19.99 

Go where the toys are 
with this cute Snow White 

Push ‘em Toy Cart 

3:688 

Makes picking-up time a breeze, | 
and it’s an outdoor wagon too. | 
Hardboard, steel frame. About 
24x1634x2234 inches high. Many 
other uses too . . as a scooter, di 
carriage, trailer or push-cart. White, 

79 N 9048L—Wt. 15 Ibs. $6.88 

e alphabets. Wood frame, tempered 
hardboard. Chalk and eraser incl. No books. Unassembled. 36x19x36 in, 
79 N 9047L— Shipping weight 27 pounds. 

Deacon's Bench Chest 

Styled like a real deacon's bench, 
this handsome piece of furniture 
can store toys for the preschooler 
and later, as the child grows it 
can store all a teen-ager's loot. 
Tough, stain-resistant melamine 
surface hardboard, woodgrain fin- 
ish. 1614x2614 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 9073L-Wt. 24 lbs. $13.88 

a 



without. 
battery 

Motorized Tot Train . . 180 pieces ... over 32 feet of track 
Made exclusively for Sears by Child Guidance Toys. Little railroaders 
(ages 2 and older) can switch this battery-powered train from track to 
track, past buildings, towers—even over bridges. And with 4 manual 
switches, there’s always a different, exciting route to take. 

Set is plastic and contains: 40 pieces of straight and curved track; 4 
bridges plus supports; 4 switches; 20 pes. trackside equipment (signs, cross- 49 N 4665—"C" Batteries. Package of 2. § 

usical Pop-up Toys 

24 Jack-in-the-Box 

A long-time favorite. 
Mattel music box plays 
"Pop Goes the Weasel” 
tune. Then, when you 
least expect it, up pops 
a colorful clown. Pop- 
up has a soft cloth body 
and vinyl head. Sturdy, 
all metal box. Wood 
handle on crank. 6 in. 
high. Shpg. wt. 11b. 302. 
49 N 4571 ..... $244 

Farmer-in-the-Dell 

Turn the crank and 
music plays as story re- 
volves. And just at the 
right time, farmer pops 
up. He has soft cloth 
body and vinyl head. 
Rugged all metal box 
with nursery rhyme on 
side. 6% inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 44274....$2.99 

Chime Phone 

Dial "operator" and a 
surprise pops out from 
the back of the phone. 
Push other buttons and 
musical chimes sound. 
Phone is plastic; base is 
wood and plastic. Non- 
toxic surfaces. Measures 
BxBx4'4 inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
49 N 44067 ....$336 

inbi pate Scáne by chitinase aoia pow 

ing gates, more); signal tower; water tower; station; 3 removable passen- 
gers; a 24xl2xl2-inch high snap-together building that train can pass 
under. Locomotive has on-off switch and can run on the floor, Uses 1 “C” 
battery (order 1 pkg. below). A real action toy for boys and girls. 

Music Box 
Teaching Clock 

Music plays as preschoolers 
learn how to tell time. 

E 3° 

What a great way for tots to visualize 
“time telling." Wind up the knob in 
back and an imported music box plays 
“Grandfather's Clock.” 

As the music plays, clock face and 
hands revolve. Adjustable hands. Plas- 
tic handle; wood case measures about 
6x3x11 inches high. Ages 1 to 7. 
49 N 44485— Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz...$3.99 

79 N 4487C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. ....... ^s Set $9.44 
hipping wt. 4 oz... . Pkg. 38c 

Just tap the spools like piano keys 

and watch the scenes appear. Little 
numbered flaps pop up every time 
child presses one of the 8 plastic 
spools. Includes music holder and 6 
songs. Easy to play 'cause song 
sheets and spools are color coded. 

For added fun, turn the hand 
crank and a bell will ring. Color- 
fully decorated metal machine with 
8 hidden tonal bars. Measures 9x7x 
614 inches high. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49.N.4501, 7 EE $2.88 



Take them apart..put them together 
. they really work 

Each $399 

Play with 'em as they come (fully assembled) or have fun 
disassembling the giant-sized color-coded parts. 2-sided see-thru 
cases with wind-up motor and gear mechanism (moving parts 
are enclosed). High-impact plastic, about 934 in. long. Color- 
coded instruction book and special wrench-key included. 

Locomotive Bulldozer 
Wind it up, release the brake — Molded rubber tractor treads 
and pistons move as it chugs climb over obstacles. Scoop 
away clanging its bell. Use raises, lowers. Use wrench- 
wrench-key to tighten nuts, key to tighten bolts, nuts 
bolts, wind motor. and to wind motor. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49C4411.............. $3.99 490 4412............ $3.99 

^ 
Caterpillar slithers along $739 SEARS : J è 

as you pull on string ROLLS BACK . r 

Body sections move up and down in realistic wiggling PRICES " 
motion. Eyes roll. Made of wood, about 14 in. long. 
49 C 4592—Shipping weight 1 pound. .............. $2.39 Save 10% 

on this — 

bed Time > 

rain —- 

s969 Ç x ( » 

Last Christmas was $2.99. Whimsical little pull- 
toy makes a happy perking sound as it’s pulled. P 
Jaunty flower bounces, eyes roll up and down. 

Removable figure “drives” train . . “suitcases” have names Cup, saucer and spoon twirl as they follow. Wood 
of famous cities. Train detaches from engine . . makes with plastic wheels. Pull cord. 9 in. long overall. 
click-clack sound. Wood, plastic. 1134x3x3 in. high. 49 C 4406—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz..... $2.69 
49 C 4424—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces... ... $1.99 NOTE: Ali items on page from Japan 

Cuniou sage scans by cuisines musele indc com 
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unching car . . all by remote control. 14 sections of super 49 N 9818—Shipping weight 3 pounds........ 

“O track with 16 ties per section make 126-inch oval. T £ O ae 

Indudes 75-watt with circuit breaker and @ Remote Control “O” Switches. Non-derailing 

horn control. device. Lighted . One right, one left, 

49 N 9493— Train 74 in. long. Shpg. wt. 13 1bs.....$49.44 49 N 9813—Wiring included. Shpg. wt. 4Ibs....... $17.97 

SOAS: Ee 

Press on the launching pad .. the IRBM missile soars straight at the target box 
car . . and the box car “explodes!” Another remote control button releases the 
belie , blade whirling. These exciting cars are headed up by Boston & Maine 

twin diesel with its deep-throated horn and powerful headlight. The brawny 
motor with Magne-Traction has super pulling es It also pulls a flat car 
cunt a ible submarine caboose. All cars are made of plastic and 
steel. Run the train forward or reverse, fast or slow, blow the horn, couple or 
uncouple cars, operate the 3 cars . . all by remote control. 13 sections of “027” 

gauge track plus uncoupling section form oval about 130 inches around. 75- 
watt circuit- transformer with horn control. 
49 N 9654— Train 73 in. long over-all. Shipping weight 12 pounds. ...... $3977 

Car. Plastic, in. 
AVN9856-Wt. 11b....$5.97 — 49N9861-Wt. 11b....$7.97 

Super "O" Trock Sections. 9 in. long. Wt. each 8 oz. 
49N9817-Curved Section 27¢ 49N9816-Straight Sec. 27¢ 

(7) 49 ^ 9907907 Super O” Cromer 

boose. Dit E 
steel. train forward or reverse, fast or slow, sound [3 Manval Super "O" Switches. Built-in safety device 

horn, stops train on "open" switch. One right, ghe let 

Fireman ond Ladder Cor. 
Plasticandsteel. 11 in. long. C 

Exploding Target Cor. Reassembl: 
easily. Plastic, steel, 1034 in. long. 
49 N9823—Shpg. wt. 11b... 3479 ¢ 

Submarine Cor. Removable subma- 
Tine. Plastic and steel. Car 11 in. long. 
49 N 9824— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 23479 

IRBM Missile Lounching Car. Fire by 
remote control. Plastic and steel. 
49 N 9825—11 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. $6.44 

Car and Gandy Dancer reverses automatically 

Plastic and steel. For “027” and "€ 
49 N 9846—6 in. long. Shpg. wt. 21 

$] Operating Milk Car. Milkman delivers cans — [g] Alaska Diesel Switcher. Magne-Traction. 

onto platform by remote control. Reload the — ̂ Motor can take big loads up steep grades. his shack, lantern lit. 

cans through the hinged roof hatch. Plastic and Powerful headlight. Autom: couplers front Lighted shack. Plastic 

steel. 7 milk cans and platform included and rear for moving cars. Plastic and steel. steel. Shack 7 in. long. 

49 N 9858—11 in. long. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $8.87 — 49 N9894—12 in. long. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $13.44 — 49N9835-Wt. 2 Ibs...$5.77 

[5| Operating Section Gang Car. Built-in motor. [7] Operating Crone Car. Rotating cab has (g] Railroad Sounds Rec- 
\ two hand wheels . . one to raise and lower 

when buffer plate at either end strikes object boom, one to raise and lower hook and pulley. railroading to life. 

auge. Sturdily constructed of plastic and steel 49N9899-Wt. 2 oz. 59c 

$5.97 49 N9852—174 in. long. Wt. 2 Ibs $5.97 

6-unit Diesel Work Train..nearly 8 feet of track 

$ 45 Shining its powerful headlight on the track ahead, the Chesapeake & Ohio diesel is 

26 equipped with Magne-Traction for heavy loads and steep grades. It pulls a timber 

transport loaded with tree trunks, a track maintenance car for overhead repairs, an Allis 

$3.00 down ^ Chalmers motor scraper car. a manually operated derrick car and a work caboose. Run 
the train forward or back, fast or slow, couple or uncouple cars, all by remote control, 9 

sections of “027” track plus uncoupling unit make 94-inch oval. 45-watt transformer. 
49 N 9652— Train 63 in. long over-all. Plastic and steel. Shipping weight 11 Ibs..........$2645 

ord. 45 rpm. Brings 

[o] Automatic Gatemon. 
Shuttles in and out of 

All cars and engines on this page (except Gang Car) have remote control couplers ss SEARS 445 
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20-piece 
Airport Set $499 

Planes and Vehicles have roaring friction engines 

Here’s an airport set that has everything—from cardboard terminal building, 
hanger, 33x21-in. field to steel airport signs. Five 6}4 to 10-in. steel planes 
include 3 jet craft, prop airplane, and helicopter that spin their blades as 
they roll. Four 4}4-in. steel cars and trucks. Colorfully decorated. From Japan. 
79 N 5828C—Shipping weight 5 pounds.........-..-.0606 „Set $4.99 

Big 2-foot Cargo Plane hauls 4 friction-engine Cars 

Red, white and blue ship opens in the middle, 4}4-in. cars make mock-motor 
noise rolling up the rear ramp, unloading at forward ramp. All “serviced” 
by friction-powered gas truck. All are strong steel. All made in Japan. 
79 N 4217C— Shipping weight 3 pounds $6.89 

REMCO : Sky Diver 
$866 

Switch on the motor and 
hear the 31-in. jet's high- 
pitched whine. Put Sky- 
diver in ejection seat. 
Release canopy. Seat and 
chute are ejected into air. 
Seat ; Skydiver 
floats down in multicolor 
silk parachute. Jet moves 

T 2 

452 SEARS rs 
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Friction engine whines like jet as Plane rolls 

D 2-foot long steel jetliner, sleek sonic giant of the air. Push lever: door 
opens, showing welcoming hostess. Push lever back: door closes, pas- 

senger’s faces appear at windows. Made exclusively for Sears in Japan. 
79 N 4299 C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. $3.99 

Motorized Helicopter shifts into 3 speeds automatically 

(2) Press lever, jet rotors revolve, slowly at first then faster . . twin props 
kick in and rev up to top speed. Plane runs forward for “take off". At 

end of run props, rotors slow to stop. Steel, 1844 in. long. From Japan. 
49 N 4209 —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. (Order 2 "D" batteries on facing page.)....$5.79 

Nd am. 

Battery-powered steel Copter with 
37-piece cut-out Marine batallion 

Runs along ground as blades whirl. Then stops: rear light flashes, door 
opens and ramp comes down. 154 in. long. Hauls fighting unit complete 
with cardboard artillery, vehicles. Order 2 “D” batteries on facing page. 

ithout $489 Disi 

49 N 5785—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces.................. «$4.89 



THRILL DRIVERS 
Action race set by Eldon 

See the spectacular Cannon Jump and 

Sky-Hi leap—just two of the many stunts 

you see in actual auto thrill shows—now 

yours in fascinating miniature scale 

$1999 

Send two stock cars around a 40x72-inch long track 
and see them perform thrilling, crowd-pleasing jumps and 
stunts. From the breath-taking cannon jump, the zig-zag 
zone, the spinning-clown on the sky-hi ramp to the 
brick crash barrier there are thrills galore. 

1/32nd scale plastic cars, completely assembled, feature 
a high-speed motor gear drive. Clear-plastic windshield 
and windows, racing rubber tires and official markings, 
too. Control all the action with pistol-grip rheostat hand 
controls. 6-volt power pack provides the punch Two 
extra car bodies included for a change of pace. 
49 N 9520C—Shipping weight 14 lbs....... Set $19.99 

Extra car 
bodies included 

Crash cars thru “brick 
wall' barrier 

Rising obstacles 
test driving skills 

Speed up ramp on 
2wheels then land 

Two speedy 

Mustangs 

Scoot over 
10 feet of 

race track 

Never before such excitement! 

Race 'em, crash 'em and watch 

cars fly apart . . snap parts 

together and race them again 

ELDON Crash Car Set $1()99 
Two modified, ready-to-roll, 1937 Chevy jalopies made of high-impact plastic let you 

Marx Figure 8-Race $999 
smash these cars together with gay abandon. They crash at the daredevil crosstrack Action-striped plastic Mustangs race each other on this most 
on a 24x48-inch long figure “8” track. 1/32nd scale, gear-driven cars feature high- exciting over-and-under figure 8 track. 1/32nd scale cars powered 
speed motors and rubber racing tires. There are hand-painted drivers sitting behind by high-speed motors that are gear driven. Cars roll on racing 
the wheel, but you control all the action with pistol-grip rheostat controls. rubber tires. Hand-grip controls let you set the pace. 

Speedometer gives you an idea of the speed they're going. Track layout made 8-volt power pack converts simple electricity into exciting rac- 
secure with plastic guard rails on the curves. Start and finish banner with flags let you ing thrills. Trestle set-up. Fence section helps keep rampaging 
sponsor rip-roaring races. 6-volt power pack included. Mustangs on the right track. 
49 N 9518—Shipping weight 6 pounds. cesseeeeeseseseseeesse+Set $10.99 —— 49 N 9501 —Shipping weight 4 lbs. 12 oz $ Set $9.99 

NOTE: All items on page U.L. listed, 110-120 volt, 60 cycle AC. 
452 sears Its No Money Down on anything Sears sells 
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turite er LIGHT 
Pen and Pencil Sets . . each with penlite 

446 [Sears ] coxu 

Cutsod page scans by dheisimas museleciwdcil com 

Your choice $49 
only 

Slim-styled 
3-piece set 

15st with special 
appeal for those who 

prefer trim writing in- 
struments. Ball-point 
pen and pencil with sil- 
ver-colored metal caps, 
black plastic barrel, Pen- 
lite, with chain (battery 
included), fits neatly in 
purse or pocket. Attrac- 
tively packaged in plastic 
case, ready for quick gift 
wrapping. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
3N33526...Set $1.49 

Medium-barrel 
4-piece set 

2 You get two retract- 
able tip, ball-point 

pens with this set. 
Matched selection has 
metallic gold-color 

3.N 33521... .Set $1.49 

Big-barrel 

5-piece set 

3 Wonderful, wide- 
range writing-lighting 

set , . great gift for stu- 
dents. Includes 3 ball- 
point pens—two with re- 
tractable tips; mechani- 

cal pencil and penlite 

3N33522...Set $1.49 

Please don't feed the animals! 
Here are storage units children will love to 

use. Cartons have likeable cartoon-sketched 
animal fronts with bright colorful backgrounds 

( 6 and 7 ) Hide-away space . . attractive, neat. Units have steel 
frames, charcoal gray baked-on enamel finish. Hidden-bolt con- 
struction—no snags. Plastic top and bottom post caps. Durable 
hardboard sliding panels in plastic tracks; 3-ply colorboard (not 
wood or hardwood) cartons. Units measure 12x36x42 in. high. 

s[995 

3-compartment unit—fully 
enclosed storage. Each com- 

partment 12x12x36in.Blue end 
panels; yellow lion, orange 
tiger, blue alligator on sliding 
panels. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 36 pounds. 
3N6345L.... $19.95 

F3N 4697F....... Set $2.29 

12x36 in. 5 cartons children can 

handle 
1134x104 in., two 1134x101 (x 

15* 

3N56051L. ......... $14.95 

Personalized 

Pencil Sets 
. . with the name of 

your choice imprinted 
in gold leaf 

24 nwo 99c 

4 Plentiful and personal—24 
No. 2 (med.) pencils with 

name you specify. Hoboken, 
N.J. No C.O.D.'s. Print name. 
Postpaid (Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.). 
F3 N 4696F.... Box 99c 

Winnie-the-Pooh 
Pencil Caddy 

set $)29 

Ej A gay ceramic pencil hold- 
er, built-in sharpener, 12 

personalized No. 2 (medium) 
pencils. From Hoboken, N.J. 
No C.0.D.’s. Print name. 
Postpaid. (Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.) 

Matching Desk Set 

5-piece $379 

You get desk pad with 15x22-in. blotter, 
pencil cup, hinged memo box, ball-point 
pen with holder. Imitation leather trim. 
cocoa brown with golden haze design. 
3N3211—Wt.31bs.9 oz... .. 

New Sears Label-Maker 
prints 3 different ways 

and in 2 sizes 

Complete 3|388 
Gift Kit 

Includes wheels for printing self- 
stick labels vertically, horizontally, 
bold horizontally. Dual-track de- 
sign prints X-in. and *&-in. sizes. 
Two rolls each M-in. and *&-in. 
tape included. Cycolac® plastic 
body. Turquoise. Handsome leath- 
erette (not leather) gift case. Buy 
it the easy way —order by phone. 
3N3933-Wt.11b.7 oz. Kit $13.88 

s[495 
Combination unit—oneslid- 
ing door compartment 12x 

3 cartons 1134x 

Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 35 pounds. 

Set $3.79 



Bunny-Hop Rider goes $699 

forward or backward 
Frisky Bunny-Hop Rider has spring-loaded propelling motion. Lots 

of happy giggles for tykes. Pushing down on handlebars causes 

rider to hop along floor on 3 non-mar rubber wheels . . reverse spring 

action with lever and rider hops backwards. Gaily decorated as 

bunny. Partly assembled. 344 ft. long. Metal frame. 

79 N 4423C—Shipping weight 8 pounds,...... K $6.99 

with Trailer 
Rugged polyethylene. Tractor with realistic 

details and silver-color trim. Makes “click- 

clack” sound when ridden. Steel axles, poly- 
ethylene wheels. Sturdy storage trailer has 

two wheels and hitch. Yellow. 37 inches long. 

79 N 4414L—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. ..$3.99 

Matched team of blue plastic ponies trot proudly as tot rides se- 

curely on seat with safety belts. Play tray has pastel-colored beads. 

Sturdy tubular steel rockers. Unassembled. For 6 months or older. 

79 N 7502L—1134x20 in. long. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs... .- - .. $10.88 

448 [Sears] e 
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Tots can sit and ride 
on this colorful Sports Car 

or pull it like a wagon 

Assorted plastic blocks 

store in 
"engine" compartment 

s499 

Sports car is 20 inches long . . ` I 
seat is 8 inches high. Made of 
durable polyethylene. Metal 
axles. Child just moves handle 
forward to use as pull toy. 
Blocks are of assorted shapes 
and colors. Car is yellow and 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

red with blue trim. You can order toys on pages 433 to 

79 N 4605C-Wt.6 lbs. $4.99 609 from now until August 1, 1968 

] Jingle Bell Rocker for baby buckaroos, 
only 41$ in. from floor to saddle. Wood; 

pinto-painted. 19 in. long. Unassembled. 
49 N 7523—Shpzg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 02.....$2.49 

Q, Music Box Rocker for riders 6 months to 
3 years old. Music box plays happy tune 

as pony rocks. Brightly painted wood, hard- 
board. 22 inches long. Unassembled. 
79 N 7524C—Shpg. wt. 61bs.........$4.99 

n jet dai 
79N4416C...$4.69 

$349 

White stallion keeps tot bronc- 
busters rolling along the range. 
Heavy-duty steel axles . . big, non- 
marring wheels. Realistic firm 
plastic body . . hand grips at head. 
Assembled. 26x9x19 inches high. 
79N4536L-Wt. 101bs.*,...$3.49 
Per postal regulations 

Tot's TIP 'n ROCK . . 
the twisting, twirling 
roly-poly action chair 

$788 

Tip it . . rock it. It skims across the 
floor. Use it as a TV chair, too. 
‘Tykes love this active, colorful chair. 

Keeps them entertained for hours . . at 
home, in the yard or at the beach. 
Sand and water won't harm it—made 
of sturdy polypropylene plastic. 
Bright red color with white seat. 
79 N 4483L-Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.* $7.88 
*Per Postal regulations. 



a 

Jingle Bell Rocker J Ride 'Em' Duck 

3988 ee” s499 

For baby buckaroos . . only 4%- One hand turns the handle to guide 

inches from floor to saddle. All S ~~ front wheels, the other squeezes the 

wood construction, pinto painted. DX Noe duck’s head to hear cute quacking 

19 inches long. Unassembled. e: ^-^ sounds. Injection molded plastic, 
Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. \ © yellow. 10¥4x20¥2x22 inches long. 

49 N7523......... $2.88 5 79 N 44275L—Wt.6 lbs. $4.99 

= 

E 

"Prancing Princess" 
Spring Horse for tots 
“Heigh-ho and away we go!” for a 
jolly bouncy ride on 4 strong springs. 
She's a beauty, all plastic body, chrome- 
plated tubular steel base. 3-tone pastel 
finish. 3014x22x38 in. long. Saddle 20 
in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 75021L-Shpg. wt. 121bs..$12.88 

24-inch Musical Circus Rocker " tos 
‘This proud, prancing pony is as bright and colorful as one in the circus. And it Tot's TIP 'n' ROCK 
has an imported Swiss music box that plays Brahms Lullaby as child rocks. r M 

Made of strong molded plastic that's easy to wipe clean. Safety strap holds » - the twisting. 5 \ 

child securely in seat. Tots like to watch the pony's streamers and play with the 

as they ride along. Measures VL inches long. 

79 N 7530C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . 

White seat. E page glial 
79 N 4483L— Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.*. FON 
“Allow 10 pounds postage per postal regulations. 

House of Cards :219 

Build houses, towers, even 
bridges with these color- 
ful, scenic cards. Every 
card slotted on all 4 sides. 
Set includes 108 cards. 

Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 16136....8et $2.49 

Combination 2-way Chair, Step Stool 

Just flip down the back and Varied sizes and colors will inspire 
3999 chair becomes a step stool. 2 to 8-year-old builders [ESTY 

Convert to sturdy TV chair all sorts of exciting things. 24 gine" sounding 

by flipping up the step. blocks, smoothly sanded, non- tates, but does not turn, for safer play. Col- 

Wood,  enameled circus toxic. Pull wagon 934x5!áx5'4 in. umn swings forward to pull toy. 18 bis 

scene. 16x13x8 in. Unas- high. From Japan. plastic multi-colored building blocks. 6 

sembled. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz. dowels. 20x11 in. wide. Wood and plastic. 

! 49 N 9067.........- $2.99 49 N 44011.............- $279 79 N 44066C— Shipping wt. 6 lbs... $6.49 

Cut pane scans by cheisimasmaseteciudcM com 



Hop on, grab ’hold 
and bounce along 

HOP PT YIHOP 
THE INFLATABLE RIDE-A-BALL 

Cut 4 *5^* = 
Lost summer wos $6.88. Fun 
for everyone. even adults can 
ride. Inflates 14 to 18-in. diam- 
eter for children; 18 to 20-in. 
diameter for adults. Heavy-duty 
polyvinyl chloride with auto- 
motive-type valve for inflating 
with hand pump or at service 

Blue ball. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
49C75023............... $5.88 

Use as a colorful rocker, 
TV seat or beach chair 

once-nsite the amazing AEROBAT 16 
Roll like a barrel . . yet this toy is shaped like — easy to keep clean .. no sharp edges. Slots for — 
an egg so it can't roll out of control. Durable — bands. Sent freight (rail, truck) or. PENE 
polyethylene in vibrant red-orange color is 79 C 44403N—Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs... 

Siting pane scans by cuisines uaisele died com. 



Price Cut :5.00 
Gym Set treats tots to an 

8-foot roller coaster ride 

sats $2388 1250 
Has roller coaster, Glide-Ride, 2 swings, gym 

rings, trapeze bar, 2 chinning bars 

Shoot-the-chute thrills! Roller coaster takes 
dips and rises down an exciting 8-foot long 
track of Jin. tubular steel. Car coasts on 4 
inner steel wheels . . then skips off smoothly 
across lawn on 4 outer, rubber-tired wheels. 
Lever-action lock holds car at top of 18-in. high 
track for next passenger. 24x12-in. car has com- 
position board seat, foot-rail, 2 hand rails. 

Glide-Ride is for 2 tots, stays level with 
ground. Two swings have non-tilt seats, 750-Ib. 
tested galvanized steel chains, nylon-bearing 
chain hangers. Sturdy 2-inch tubular steel 
frame . . top bar and legs are 7 ft. long over-all. 
Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79N7052N—Easy to assemble. Wt. 70 Ibs. $23.88 

446 sEARS 1 
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Happi-Time Gym Ser 
with a banked, curved slide 

Set includes: banked, curved slide; $2988 
2 regular swings; Glide-Ride; 2 chinning bars; 

trapeze bar; 2 gym rings Only $3 down 

Zoom down straight . . then bank around curse—9 feet of sliding fun all the way down, 
12-inch wide sliding surface made of smooth, galvanized steel, firmly braced . . has safety 
“D” tubing side rails. Children climb 4-rung ladder to top of slide. 
Two swings with non-tilt metal seats have galvanized steel chains—tested to hold up 

to 750 pounds . . nylon-bearing swing hangers give a smooth, quiet ride. The Glide-Ride 
is designed specifically for tots . . never tilts, always stays level with the ground. Gym set 
frame made of sturdy 2-inch tubular steel. Top bar is 744 feet long over-all, Legs are 7 ft. 
3 in. long over-all. Rust resistant . . has baked-on enamel finish. Easy to assemble. Shipped 
freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N7282N—Shipping weight 93 pounds. Use Easy Terms . . see page 294. 



Up periscope: Barracuda noses across 
floor on hidden wheels. Twin propellers 
turn. Nuclear reactor flashes red. Chime 

Battery-powered . . fires 4 missiles, 
4 torpedoes. Transparent deck shows 
built-to-scale actual, submarine interior 

REMCO Barracuda 

Atomic Sub 

$7744 

without batteries 

Polaris missiles fire automatically. 37-in. 
plasticland toy, 24-man crew, frogman,” 
raft.Order4" D"batteries79N4660below. 

alerts engine room. Torpedoes away! 79 N 5127C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs....... $7.44 

Leakin à Water-jet propelled Sub 

Stem-to-stern copy of comi- 
out winds and waves with special cal TV ship, Leakin' Lenahas 
rudder, weighted keel. Brass-color hefty hull, deckhouse, swivel 
deck fittings accent white-trim, ma- ^ telescope on bow. Crow's nest 
hogany color. Polyethylene plastic. perches on mast. 4 wheels. 
About 23 in. high, 17 in. long. Polyethylene. 15x17in. high. 
79 N5113C-Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. . 79 N S108C—Wt. 3 tbs, $3.37 

Automatically dives, 
surfaces, fires missile 

Pump rod removes air, loads hull cylin- Fins fore and aft control dive, rudder 
der for water-jet propelled action. Sub controls direction. Made of sturdy poly- 

dives, surfaces, then blasts off 1 of its — ethylene plastic. 18 in. long. 
4 missiles. Periscope raises, lowers. 49 N 5143—Shipping weight 1 Ib.....$1.97 

$ 5 99 

without 
Batteries 

Plane takes off and maneuvers around tower 

Terrific toy for junior-grade aces. Push controls forward to 
top speed; see the plane rev up, race along, then wing into 

the air. Plane does stunts, dives and lands at your control. 
Fuselage, 8 in. Wing span, 914 in. Metal. Easy to assemble. 
From Japan. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order below. 
79 N 5797 C—Shipping weight 3 pounds............... $5.99 

$997 Jet rarin’ for action shoots forward at 
the push of a lever—nose light goes 
off and on. Automatically stops, makes 
jet-like noise as exhaust smoke pours 
from engine, then zooms off again. 
Nose wheels adjust for direction. Color- 
ful, decorated steel. 1114 in. long. Or- 
der 2 “D” batteries above. 
49 N 4257—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. .$2.97 

ra SEARS 453 

without 
batteries 

"D" Batteries. Shipping weight 4 oz. 
79N4660,.. eese Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Casio Dave scant by Beiunasvdsetediaucal co 



Cannon Shot Jump 
by Marx 

e Racers “roar’’ with power sound 

+ Stick shift controls 
s Exciting banked curves 
* Authentic 1/32 scale, cars 5% in. long 

$1688 

Pit the Maserati against a sleek Ferrari. . hold your breath 
while each takes to the air through the thrilling Cannon Shot 
Jump. Hear engines thunder as they speed around banked 
curves. See them battle it out at the criss-cross. Then watch 
them tangle for the lead on the straightaway. 

Includes 20 sections of track, 8 fences, 4 walls for banked 
curves. 18-volt power pack with rheostat controls, trestle set 
and even a set of 8 wall pennants. Lap average more than 
17 feet; track measures 32x91 inches. 
79 N 9502C—Shipping weight 11 pounds,.......... $16.88 

Loop-The-Loop 
by Lionel 

Spin around the loop, take the banked curve, use your 
Touch-a-matic control to pilot a D-Jaguar or Ferrari 
around this most challenging course . . all in 42 scale 

$1 988 

Watch a D-Jaguar test the mettle of the Le Mans winning 
Ferrari. You guide the 514 inch long racers with hand-held con- 
trols at speeds up to 275 scale mph. Push-button controllers 
equipped with an mph gauge which lets you see how fast the 
cars are rolling. An automatic lap counter on track records 
number of laps. Includes a flag and flag pole set, 8 guard rails, 
20 track sections and 88 rail clips, You get a trestle set, banking 
pier set, 12 curved track . , plastic with metal conductors. 
Power pack. Track measures 45x85 inches. Course 1714 feet 
of racing thrills, 
49 N 9524C—Shipping weight 11 pounds........... $19.88 

Both Chevys 
feature 

front wheel 
assemblies 
that turn for 

fast cornering 

Not one, but two hills add zest to this 

Double Hill Racing Set 
by Marx 

Modified Chevys carry over-sized engines . . exciting 
motor sound . . authentic 1/32 scale cars 514 in. long 

$0495 

Roaring engine sounds make the race track-side exciting. See 
two hot-to-go Chevys, one a convertible, the other a slick 
roadster, compete for honors. Four extra-long straight tracks 

make a raised straightaway; curved track and double hill 
obstacle mark this course as a real challenge. A dozen fence 
sections help make it a "safe" track. Cars roll on ALLSTATE 
Guardsman tires and are powered by an 18-volt power pack. N / Note: All items on both 
Track measures a big 43x100 inches. Average lap 2Q feet. 4 pages UL listed, operate 

79 N 9503C—Shipping weight 10 pounds $24.95 on 110-120 v., 60-c. AC "Sas, SEARS 453 
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Winnie-the-Pooh Activity Set. $422 
Winnie-the-Pooh invites you to hours and hours of play fun. Includes 1 coloring 
book with exciting scenes to color; 1 punchout book to build scenes; one 32-page 
hard-cover storybook; 1 magic slate 8}4x13% inches; 1 color-by-number book 
with 84 pages of coloring fun; 4 sheets of colored construction paper; 1 child's 
heavy board frame-tray puzzle 1436x113% inches; 3 magic paint-with-water 
boards; 1 paint and crayon set with brush; 32 pages creative paper; 1 plastic 
scissors; 4 sewing cards and laces; 1 packet daisy chains; 4 sheets of weaving 
strips; 4 sticker sheets; 1 card game; 1 heavy cardboard palette. 

FOR CHILDREN 3 to & 

Keep them busy and happy with a fun-packed box of activities 

hundreds of things to do with cutout patterns, coloring books, jigsaw 

"puzzles, play kits, scissors, crayons, paints, daisy chains and many more! 

The Super Fun Maker Set $277 
Has 12 activity books . . 5}4x8 in. each, 16 pgs.; twelve 534x4-in. books 
with 16 pgs. of things to do; 1 golf pencil; plastic paint tray; paint brush; 
pair of 3-in. metal scissors; 3 pre-punched sewing cards, yarns; color lotto 

game; 4 puzzles; retractable ball pen; large dot-to-dot book; trace and color 
book; 16-page scrap book; ABC push-out stencil; blank text section for 
stencils; box of 8-in. crayons; memory game; 4 magic wipe-off cards; 1 
powder puff eraser; paint palette with 12 colors; slate with lift-up film; 
stylus for slate; large wet-the-brush book; 2 paint-by-number boards. 

3 N 760— Shipping weight 4 pounds 14 ounces. ...... 

A Barn Full of Fun Set s]44 
Hours of entertainment for any child. Novelty 
shaped barn box stores all activity material. 
Includes fourteen 7}4x5}4-inch coloring and ac- 
tivity books . . 16 pages each; three 714x534-inch 
color-by-number books with 16 pages each, plus 
box of 8 crayons; 1 metal scissors; self-erasing 
slate 4x71 in. with wood stylus; daisy chains 
that make 88 links in color; 4-color paint palette 
with 6 paints and 1 artist brush. 
3 N 700—Shipping weight 2 pounds... Set $1.44 

GI Joe Playhouse Set $367 
Big action-packed box with auto-lock, button- 
tuck top. Punchout pieces to build battle scenes, 
planes, tanks, etc.; 128-page attack coloring 

game; play fun set; magic paint board; packet of 
daisy chains; two 48-page coloring books; crayon 
and paint set; plastic scissors; 32 pages to color 
or paint; 4 sewing cards, laces; 4 sheets construc- 
tion paper, weaving strips, sticker sheets. 
3 N 723—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 10 oz... ..Set $3.67 

titolo Dabs scane by didimar wwiedlüctedc a com 

Santa's Fun Box Set 337 
A chimney full of merry things to make and do 
as you for Christmas. Box includes 
128-page Night Before Christmas coloring book; 
24-page Christmas stencil fun book; 1 Night 
Before Christmas tell-a-tale book . . 28 pages; 
1 magic paint board with instruction; 12 sheets 
Christmas color construction paper; 32 pages 
to color or paint; 4 sewing cards, laces; 1 paint 
and crayon palette; activity skill set. 
3 N 692—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz... Set $2.37 

Modern Monster House Set $397 
Houseful of mischievous monster fun. Includes 
128-page coloring book; magic slate; 100-piece 
jigsaw puzzle; Junior Banker play kit; 24-pg. 
Tiny Tale story book; card game with 45-card 
deck; 32 pages to color or paint; 4 sewing cards, 
laces; paint and crayon color set; 3 coloring 
and paint books; 4 sticker sheets; 4 sheets 
construction paper; daisy chains; plastic scis- 
sors; magic paint-with-water board. 

3 N 726—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 6 02.......Set $3.97 

3N398—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. ............... Set $2.77 

Gadget Box Set $97 
Has diecut Animal Change-About board; 
peg board with 36 colorful pegs; wipe-off 
board with 4 crayons; Presto-slate board; 
dock board; make-your-own picture book; 
large paint-by-number board; paint palette 
with 12 colors; paint brush; 4 magic trick 
boards; switch-a-roo board, 16-page scrap 
book; wet-the-brush book; trace and color book; 
rub-a-pencil book; Blend-O—a word game. 
3 N 399—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz.....Set $2.97 

Mary Poppins Magic $477 
Has 128-pg. coloring book; paper dolls; jigsaw 
puzzle; 3 coloring-paint books; magic slate; 
8 board stencils; paint palette; brush; 256 pgs. 
to color or paint; 6 Tiny Tale picture story- 
books; 3 magic paint-with-water boards; sew- 
ing cards, laces; daisy chains; weaving strips; 
4 sticker sheets; plastic scissors; crayons. 
3 N 477—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz....Set $4.77 
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Palomino Pony has 
36-inch long firm body 

T Lively looking and acting pony 
for young cowboys and cow- 

girls. Durable high-impact poly- 
styrene body . . made to last trail 
drive after trail drive. Western- 
style saddle with vinyl reins. 

‘The growing frame allows saddle 
height to adjust from 15! to 1834 
inches so child can enjoy riding 
for years. Steel frame and springs. 
Partially assembled. Palomino 
body with white mane and tail. 
79 N 7514C—Wt. 11 1bs.. .$8,99 

“The Horse that 
grows with the child” 

Mustang. . 40-in. long firm 
body with “galloping” legs 

2 A high-stepping strawberry roan 
that catches the heart of young 

wranglers. Lustrous body of poly- 
styrene, Equipped with steel side 
bars for easy mounting. 

Steel frame and springs. Saddle 
height adjusts from 23 to 2614 
inches . . horse actually “grows” 
with the child. Brown saddle with 
vinyl reins. Horse has brown mane 
and tail. Sturdy range-riding fun. 
Partially assembled. 
79 N 7519L—Wt. 201bs....$14,.88 

Head 'em off 

at the pass with 

"LIGHTNING" 

$1988 

A spirited strawberry roan that’s a full 45 inches long. Soft vinyl body 
looks and feels almost real . . with white legs, tail, and mane. Brown 
western-style saddle with gold-color blanket. Steel “growing” frame lets 
you adjust saddle height from 2314 to 27 in. to match child’s growth. 
Horse has steel inner frame. Steel springs. Vinyl reins. Realistic “galloping” 
legs. Easy-to-mount side bars. Partly assembled. 
79 N 7509L—Shipping weight 30 pounds... . ........-.- eese ++ $19.88 

Exclusive at Sears, 
its realistic and soft vinyl body 

is almost 4 feet long 

t, 
oyy di 

Mattel's 

BLAZE 
gallops and | 
whinnies . . B? ? 
even talks È 
to his rider 

Marvel the Mustang $188 

“Gallops” around the house. Foot bars ex- 
tend outward from front legs. By pressing 
bars young riders activate spring that 
causes legs to move forward on hidden non- 
mar wheels. Tooled saddle, stirrups adjust. 
Saddle height 16 in.; overall 25 in., 2134 in. 
long. High impact plastic. Tan, white. 
79 N 4606L—Shpg. wt. 13 1bs..... $12.88 

Catalina debe Scans by cidimar nacaid pom 

Mobo Bronco :)3?5 

Goes left or right . . "gallops" straight 
ahead. Child pushes both stirrups to “gal- 
lop," 1 stirrup to turn. Rolls smoothly on 
rubber wheels. Stirrups adjust for riders 
from 2 to 7 years. Plastic body is white with 
brown markings. Saddle height 17 in.; over- 
all 30 in., 2614 in. long. 
79 N 7522L—Shpg. wt. 25lbs...... $23.95 

Rock him . . his legs gallop realistically. Spring action inside 
high-impact plastic body. 2-way footrests. Tubular steel stand 
has cushioned legs. 36 in. long . . saddle height 29 in. Pull ring 
and he says, “How about some haaay?” He neighs and whin- 
nies, says much more. With reins, handpost. For ages 1 to 7. 
Unassembled. Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 7555N—Shipping weight 37 pounds. .......... $34.99 



5-drawer 

NEAT HOUSE 
Stores toys 

or use it as a 
doll house 

$688 

Turns pick-up time into 
fun time. Charming 
"Neat House" organizes 
toys and easily con- 
verts to a sturdy paper- 
board doll house. 19x 14 ox 
27 in. high. Over 2500-cu. 
bic inch capacity. Freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 

Shipping wt. 10 lbs. 
79 N 90053N....$6.88 

DENNIS THE 
MENACE 
Toy Bin 

$ 519 

Plated tubular steel 
frame folds flat when not 
in use. Plastic casters roll 
smoothly. Reinforced cloth 
bag. 25x18x22 inches high. 
Wt. 5 lbs. 
79 N 900554 ....$5.49 

Sot AME Lot ae > e Nus n Pim. d S 
Tone arm, book and puzzle-record 3388 | Refill sets s169 

1 Construct puzzle, place tone arm in place, turn it round and round and puzzle 
talks! Choo-choo train puzzle-record and book. Tone arm. 

49 N 16161— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . .......... csse Set $3.88 
Refills. Choice of 5 puzzle and book sets. Tone arm not included. 
(2) 49 N 16162— Humpty Dumpty. Shipping weight 4 ounces.......Set 1.69 

Bookshelf Toy Chest— $ (3) 49 N 16164— Farm Friends. Shipping weight 4 ounces. 1.69 even has a blackboard 12” (4) 49 N 16165— Tugger Tug. Shipping weight 4 ounces. .... 1.69 s E (5) 49 N 16166— Little Red Airplane. Shipping weight 4 ounces 1.69 Handsome toy chest is decorated with a whole world of lov- (6) 49 N 16167— Fire Chief Frank. Shipping weight 4 ounces. 1.69 able animal friends. Spaciously designed with 2 shelves . . 
room for lots of toys and books. Sliding blackboard with al- 
phabets, Wood frame and tempered hardboard. 36x19x36 in. 
high. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 90051N—Shipping weight 25 pounds......... $12.99 

100 Alphabet 
Blocks 

:299 

The right size for little 
hands to grasp. Wood Pi Bl $197 
blocks have deeply em- utaje: Hes, 1 
bossed letters on 2 6 different fun-to-put-together puzzles Geography Puzzle reverses 5199 
sides; printed letters or with a sturdy travel case. Each side of from USA to World Map numbers on the other4 wood cube is part of 1 of 6 Walt Disney Learn names and locations of foreign lands and all sides. Rounded corners. color pictures; turn cubes over for a new 50 states by putting together this puzzle. Fiber- Nontoxic colors. picture. Wood case, plastic handle,metal ^ board pieces with wood centers. Ages 7 to 13. Board WI Gl Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. clasp. 8x2x6% in. high. Germany. is about 14x20 inches. Colorfully illustrated. 49 N 4684..Set$299 — 49 N 4648—Wt. 1 Ib. 60z..Set $1.97 49 N 65305— Shpg. wt. 1Ib.307.......... $1.99 

sac Sears 457 
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STEP 'N SLIDE 
The one-piece indoor playground 

that simply can't rust 

4 feet of creative fun . . 

$7799 

Hot orange play unit is made 
of rugged, smooth polyethyl- 
ene plastic that’s molded in 
1 piece. Tots can climb the 
steps, slide down, crawl 
through the “tunnel”. No 
sharp edges . . won't cut 
child or mar furniture or 
floors. 20 in. high; 28 in. 
long. Shipped by freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 
79 C 44344N $7.99 

the Swervy 
curvy, Topsy-turvy, Tipsy 

SKIPSY DOODLE 
313? 

Use indoors or outdoors 
use it like a see-saw; rock in 
it alone; balance on it; use 
as a TV chair. No matter 
which way you turn it 
you're sure to have fun with 
this exciting creation. 

Rugged molded polyethyl 
ene won't mar floors or fur- 
niture. 48x13314x15 in. high. 
Shipped, freight (rail or truck) 
or express. Why not pick up 
the phone and order it? 

Shipping weight 9 pounds 
79 C 44170N $13.99 

Coltalod Hate scané by chia da Down 

gallops 

..even back 
and turns 

POGO PONY 
T 

Rides the range 427 

24° 

Pogo Pony moves with the action of 
real live horses and he actually leaves 
the ground. Hang on . . he's a lively 
young fellow, but he won't buck you 
off. Looks like a western saddle horse, 
too, with a swingy tail and saddle con- 
toured for comfortable range riding. 

Constructed of sturdy tubular metal, 
coil springs, high-impact plastic head 
and saddle. Extra tough plastic hooves 
won't mar floor. Seat 21 inches high. 
Partly assembled. 
79 € 75013C—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.. .$24.88 



Makes a faster game . . noi 
pins in place . . when ball strikes, pins flip up 

Automatic Pin Setter Bowling-and-Shuffleboard Outfit 

s; pins don't scatter. Pin setter holds ten 9-in. plastic 
press-down action resets them. Metal 

and plastic base. Two 344-in. polyethylene balls, 10x2-ft. linoleum runner marked for 
bowling and shuffleboard . . 4 shuffle sticks, 8 plas iscs, score pad 

79 N 249712— Pin Setter and Bowling-Shuffleboard Outfit. Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs $10.29 

79 N 2495L— Pin Setter only. 10 pins, two 334-in. balls. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs 6.69 

‘tins nae scans by cheisinasamgseteciadcd poen 

Umbrella Table 
for little hosts 

513° 
Soda popand cookies—on the 

» 

playing cards or games—ot 
the way—in a garden nook, 
lawn, nursery or playroom 

Handsomely styled . ..made 
of bright enameled steel. 24-in 
diameter table top stands over 
21 inches high. Four sturdy 
seats . . each held by twin tu 

very own table set. Idi 

bular aluminum legs. 
caps on legs help pr 

Large shade umbrella slides 
firmly into center of table 

nny, outdoor play. Colorful, 
bric umbrella spreads 

out to ward off sun. 42x42-in. 
ground space 48 in. high 
over-all, Entire set folds up 
quickly into a compact unit 
for small-space storage. Easy 
to assemble. Wt. 16 Ibs 
79 N 90471 $13.98 

Set 'em up . . then bowl "em over 

Bowling-and-Shuffleboard Set . . it's noiseless 

Get both of these favorite games in one complete set. Lots of fun in 

your rumpus room. 10 bowling pins, one bowling ball . . in sound- 
silencing polyethylene plastic . . fill with water or sand for extra 

weight. Linoleum runner has markings for bowling and shuffleboard, 
4 shuffle sticks, 8 plastic discs, and re-usable score card included. 
79 N 2404L— Regulation size 15-inch pins, 7-inch diameter ball. Has big 
14x3-foot linoleum runner, Shipping weight 17 pounds ...$9.39 
79 N 2405C—Lower-priced set. 11-inch bowling pins, S-inch diameter 
ball. 10x2-foot linoleum runner. Shipping weight 10 pounds $6.29 

As low as $629 

Regulation pins with ball, pin spotter 

Lots of fun . . excellent practice for regular bowling Noiseless poly- 

ethylene plastic . . won't harm furniture. Set consists of 10 red-striped 

pins . . regulation 15-inch height; one 7-inch diameter ball with 
finger holes; plastic pin spotter; score pad. Fill pins and ball with 
water or sand for extra weight . . funnel included 
79 N 2491 C—Shipping weight $ pounds $4.59 
49 N 2490—As above, but 11-in. pins, 5-in. ball. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. 2.49 

Beginner’s Roller Skates . . noiseless plastic 

Adjustable step-plate extends Plastic Rola-Skates have solid 

from 6 to 8 inc ep-plates. Two plas 

Norolon plastic withstands tic straps adjust for shoe sizes 
rough wear rust-proof, light 6 to 9. Use in or outdoors. Col 

weight, self-lubricating—yet ^ orful.. for ages 2 to 6. 
won't mar floors. Both straps 49 N2470—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.9 4C 
adjust. For ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 2452—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.$1.59 w sears 447 

long. Made of one-piece 
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INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
Hear real airport sounds . . “fire” rockets 

. . even launch a BOMARC missile 
with our best 108-piece set 

Helicopter actually takes off from a wind-up platform. Hear engine 
noises, departures on 3334 rpm record. Fire up to 6 rockets from 
Delta-wing fighter. 27x42-in. polyethylene runway layout; metal 
terminal building with plastic wings; 2 metal hangers. 10 famous 
aircraft models; friction-motor bus; loading ramp; baggage con- 
veyor; 25 people; 52 other pieces. 3-D plastic. pieces. 3-D plastic. Not shown. 
79 N 5931L—Shipping weight 7 pounds... . . eterna na Set $7.98 

75-piece set 

Fly the helicopter 

s7798 fom base -$579 reall 
27x42-in. polyethylene runway 
layout; metal terminal building 
with 2 plastic wings; metal hanger; 
9 airplanes; baggage conveyor; 
loading ramp; 25 people, 32 other 

79N5945C-Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. Set $5.79 

CAPE CANAVERAL PROJECT MERCURY 

Helicopter 

flies 

Place Astronaut in take-apart capsule . . guide 50 $, 47 9 
helicopter to rescue, lift capsule with winch pieces 

Move one of the two big Atlas missiles to the launching 
gantry ready for countdown . . then “blast off". Launching 
gantry is about 9 inches tall, Atlas missiles have rubber tips. 
Spring-activated platform fires 3 rockets, each mounted on 
base. Flying Saucer launcher sends 3 flying discs into the air. 

16 technicians. Set also includes colorful metal headquarters 
building, about 12x12x4 inches wide, with flag and plastic ac- 
cessories. Figures, accessories, fencing, missiles are all in 3- 
dimensional plastic. 
79 N 5963C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... .......... Set .$479 



3 1 

Cars. Plastic and metal, rubber tires. About 6 in. 
(1) 49N9936—Lotus Ford. Wt. 9 oz...... $3.97 

(2) 49N9939—Willard Battery. Wt.8oz. 3.97 

8 Ferrari. Makes motor noise as it races. 
49 N 9938—Shipping weight 9 oz.....$3.99 

4| Maserati. Makes motor noises as it races. 
49 N 9937— Shipping weight 9 oz.....$3.99 

5 Ferrari GT. Headlights. Both front wheels turn. 
49 N 9943— Shipping weight 8 oz.....$4.69 

6 Maserati. Headlights. Both front wheels turn. 
49 N 9942— Shipping weight 8 oz.....$4.69 

7 Hot Rod. Motor noise. Both front wheels turn. 
49 N 9940—Shipping weight 9 oz.. .. $4.97 

Cars. Detailed plastic, metal. 214 in. long. 

16 Sting Ray. A true U.S. sports car. 
49 N 9951— Shipping weight 2 oz. $3.77 

17 Jaguar XK-E. One of Europe's sharpest. 
49 N 9962— Shipping weight 2 oz. $3.77 

18 Thunderbird. Really opens up on track. 
49 N 9950— Shipping weight 2 oz. $3.77 

454 SEARS ra 
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1/32 scale Road Race Accessories 

Track and Accessories. Plastic and metal. 
8 Curved Track. 45°, 14}4-in. radius. Pkg. of 2. 

49 N 9913—Shpg. wt. 12 oz..... Pkg. $1.39 

9 Straight Track. 734 inches long. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 9910—Shpg. wt. 8 oz......Pkg. $1.19 

10 LeMans Start Set. Angle onto 15-in. section. 
49 N 9931—Shipping weight 12 oz... $3.69. 

11 Lane Changer Track. 1434 in. long. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 9916—Shipping wt. 10 oz.. .Pkg. $2.47 

12 Crossover Track. 4-way intersection. 
49 N 9941—Shipping weight 6 oz. 98c 

13 Lop Counter Track. 734 inches long. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 9914—Shipping weight 7 oz... $1.69 

HO scale Road Race Parts 

14 Jump Track. 15 inches long . . in 2 sections. 

49 N 9934—Shipping weight 1 Ib.... $1.98 

Mountain Track. Treacherous twin-hump pass. 1$ 
49 N 9945—Shipping weight 1 1b... $2.29 

Cor Repair Kit (not shown). Includes four tires, 
extra pins, springs to keep cars racing. 

49 N 7633—For (1) (2) (3) (4). Wt. 3 oz. $1.19 

49 N 7630—For (5) (6) (7). Wt. 30z.... 1.19 

Save this catalog . . you can order 

toys on pages 441 to 673 

until September 1, 1966 

Power Accessories 
‘or 

1/32 or HO scale 
3 

Track and Accessories. Black plastic, metal. 

19 90° Curved Track. Package of 2. 

49N9948-Shipping wt. 12 oz. Pkg. $1.69 

9( Straight Track. 834 in. long. Pkg. of 2. 
49N9944-Shipping wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 98c 

21 Lane Changer Track. 7}4in. long. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 9958-Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Pkg. $2.79 

99 lane Lop Counter. 
Records 10 laps each 

car. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 9959..Each $1.59 

Repair Kit (not shown). 
10 dips, 4 tires, pick-up 
shoes. 2 pins, screws, 
Lubricant. Wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 7631...... Kit 99c 

23 Power Pack. 18-v. 
DC. 110-120-v. 60- 

c. AC. UL listed. In- 
cludes circuit breaker. 
Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49N9963 Each $4.98 

24 Stick-shift Control 
.. 6in.long. Wt. 4oz. 

49N9932 Each $1.98 



Baby's First Set of Cloth Picture Books in color 

6inSet s[63 

Six colorful books with large, easy-to-recognize pictures printed in four 
colors . . safe, non-toxic inks. Wonderful stories about animals. Finger 
marks and dirt wipe off quickly with damp cloth. Books are thread sewn. 
Six different titles of 8 pages each in attractive box. Titles include: Baby's 
Book of Animals; Peek-A-Boo; Little Busy Bodies, Baby's Days (not Baby's 
Zoo as shown), Mother Goose, What the Animals Say. Ea. 644x834 in. 
3 N 403—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

Touch-and-Feel Books . . Durable 
cardboard pages have textured 

illustrations in full color 

Each $[74 53635 in 

Engaging activity books. Child feels scratchy 

E 
563— 1 Look! 
Se 's in Mommy's Pocketbook? 
661—Pat the Bunny 

N 663—Tickle the Pig 
Shipping weight ry ounces......... Each $1.74 

Is this the House of Mistress Mouse? By Richard 
Scarry. Puzzle book. 20 pages. 8x8 inches. 
3 N 702—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.......... $1.74 

Pocket Books s[79 
each 

Adorable hand-sized, real cloth doll 
or puppy - . packaged in box. Full-color 
storybook fits in box pocket. Each book 
has 24 pages; 574x844 inches. 
3 N 514—Polly the Pocket Dolly 
3 N 515— Spot the Pocket Puppy 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. Each $1.79 

Bookmobile s266 

A truckload of 16 little story books, 
each a lively dassic tale children will 
love to hear. With moving wheels and 
strong ringed pullcord. Color pictures. 
Some titles are: Peep and Quack; The 
Naughty Clown; The Goblin Party; The 
Little Fairy Prince. Each book 4x43 in. 
3N503—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib..... 

A page of BABY BOOKS 

Toy-shaped Baby’s Cloth Books with “grow tape” 

inset $|77 
Six novelty cloth books each with 12 pages of pictures and stories. Illustrated 
“grow tape" 214 inches wide and over 48 inches long, to hang on the wall or 
door so children can follow their growth. Books are easy to clean—just wipe 
off with a damp cloth. Printed in four colors of nontoxic inks. Thread sewn. 
Titles include: Pussy Cat, Bow Wow, Tiny Tots, Toy Truck, Teddy Bear and 
My House. Each book is 614x614 inches. All 6 in colorful box. 

3 N 404—Shipping weight 11 ounces. ...... cese Set $1.77 

Washable Books . . Depict favorite tales 

in bright, nontoxic, nonfading colors 

Plastic Books $66: 

Designed for the playpen set. In 
an attractive box. Children enjoy 
these washable, durable books with 
bright lifelike pictures on every 
page. Simple and amusing stories. 
Books can be machine washed time 
and time again . . resist even the 

wear and tear. 
Titlesinclude: Baby’s First Book; 

Nursery Rhymes; Three Little 
Kittens. Each book has 18 pages 
and measures 744x73% in. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 

S'NAO05............. Set $2.66 

Cloth Books s[27 5^ 

Your child will be delighted to 
look at these books because they 
have brightly colored pictures of 
simple objects and gay playthings. 
Hk quay cloth washable in 

sudsy water. Books are 
Nonis for babies to chew. 

Widening pages let tiny hands 
easily leaf through books. Titles 
indude: Up We Go; Down We Go; 
and Step By Step. Each book has 

Set of 3 Learn and Play Books. Activity books 
with movable parts to assist in developing coor 
dination. Die-cut shapes. Cardboard pages lie 
flat on floor when opened. Measure 834x137 in. 

3 N 662—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs, 14 oz.. . Set $2.47 

Cutilon pag scans Dy cheisimasmusstedwdcl. ow. 

Setof 3 Learn and Play Wheel Books. Shaped fire 
engine, truck and train. Each has 4 wheels that 
actually turn. Text explains what children want 
to know about illustration on cover. Sturdy cov- 
ers. Illustrated. Large type. 18 to 24 pages. Two 
books 734x1234 in.; one book 64x14 in. 
3 N 656—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz....... Set $2.74 

Set of 3 "I Learn To" Books. Combine interesting 
fun with important learning. Books teach child 
to button clothes, lace shoes, tell time. Fully 
illustrated in color. Include shoelace, button, 
clock face with movable hands. Strong cardboard 
covers. Each book has 24 pages; 9x8 inches. 

3N659—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz... Set $1.74 



Colorful kiddie-rides . . twirling teacups spin on revolving 
platform, Ferris wheel and candy striped merry-go-round without. 

Set of 4 Gumby Outfits $38 Gumby with jogging horses. Ferris wheel has swinging bucket seats. 
Child directs Joy Ride express with “engineer.” 

Dress Gumby as spaceman, fireman, policeman or sol- 
dier. Gumby's own wardrobe closet holds costumes 
and accessories. Space suit with helmet, oxygen tank, 
ray gun, walkie-talkie. Fireman—hat, axe, ladder, ex- 
tinguisher, flashlight. Policeman—hat, stop sign, hol- 

ster, gun, badge, handcuffs, night stick. Soldier has You're invited to 
helmet, rifle, field pack, canteen, walkie-talkie. Fe Pieni 
49 N 4781—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz......... Set $3.88 Mr. Potato Head's Picnic 

. . where the food 

has all the fun 

Qs 
Mr. Potato Head goes on a picnic with 
Frankie Frank, Frenchy Fry, Willy 
Burger, Mr. Ketchup Head, Mr. Soda 
Pop Head and Mr. Mustard Head. 
You can make funny faces with pickle, 
Onion ears, eyes, mouths. 
49 N 4765-Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $2.88 

Gumby and Pokey have $)99 
their own Jeep 

Gumby's off on another adventure in his own jeep with 
Pokey sitting right next to him. Jeep of high impact 
plastic is a replica of the one Gumby uses on his own 
TV cartoon show. Free-rolling jeep has folding wind- 
shield and heavy-duty tires . . 10 inches long. Gumby 
is a flexible 6 in. tall; Pokey is 444 inches tall. Both 
plastic, can be bent in hundreds of hilarious positions. 
For even more fun with Gumby, order outfits above. 
49 N 4780—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 oz. . $2.99 

NOTE: Gumby outfits from British Crown 
r Colony Hong Kong, Jeep from Japan. 

‘Gaining babe scane by cima naod com 

Gumby's Western Marshal Set 

Child Guidance Kiddieland 

Has 3 working rides. . train stops at each ride. . ride goes s799 tout 

into action . . push button and train goes to next ride 

Only at Sears 
X 

Frontier town, plastic horse and 10-inch wagon $ 89 

ww . . everything Gumby needs to be a lawman we 
Gumby turns Western Marshal with 10-gallonhat, reins. Stand-up cardboard scene of 3 buildings, 
double holster with pistols, lasso, guitar, badge. ^ wagon. Plastic Gumby takes any position you set. 
7-in. horse hitches to wagon and Gumby takes the 79 N 4779C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. Set $4.89 

Plastic. Takes 1 *C" battery, order below. 
49 N 4494—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... .. $7.99 
"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4665—Wt. 4 oz....... Pkg. 36c 

m. 

Mattel's Ge-tars play a happy tune 

with the turn of a crank 

$ [69 
each 

Whistle and sing along as these tuneful 
Ge-tars play along. Just turn the crank 
as you plunk the nylon strings. Plastic 

vith cartoon figures. 14 in. long. 
Shipping weight each 10 ounces. 

(1) 49 N532—Flipper. . $1.69 
(2) 49 N588—Bugs Bunny. 1.69 
(3) 49 N 557—Tom and Jerry... 1.69 



TWIRL-O-GRAPH 
makes hundreds of designs 

. . Simple settings, no 

disks to change 

$ 249 

Easy to use anyplace. Simply in- 
sert one of the 3 colored pens and 
get thousands of variations by 
making simple settings, adjust- 
ments and color changes. Fun for 
all ages . . endless applications and 
uses. Metal and plastic, 9x14 in. 
Pad of paper included. 
49 N 16102-Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. $2.49 

or have light glow 
all around shapes you 

place and take off frame 

Bizzy buzz-buzz 

Drawing Set 

PAi 
Make pictures and designs with 4 col- 
ored pens and drawing pad. Plastic 
motor from Japan. Cordless. Uses 2 “C” 
batteries, order 1 package sold at left. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49N 1675 ..... seen $2.44 
Refill Pens. Package of 4. 

Shipping weight 2 ounces. 
49 N 1746 ......... Package 57c 

Be a designer, architect with 

ETCH A SKETCH* 
E 297 

Just turn the 2 knobs to design and 
draw. Lines, circles and diagonals ap- 
pear under frosted glass base. You can 
form anything from basic geometric 
shapes to pictures and intricate designs. 
Use it again and again . . erases itself 
with just a shake. Plastic. 94 in. long. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 1878 ..... enn $2.97 

dóedle Bug 3349 = 

Mysterious, fascinating. Designs and cut-out silhouettes ap- 

pear and disappear as if by magic. The nose of this talented 
glowworm is actually a light that creates images on the light- 

sensitive board. Silhouettes included. Make your own shapes 

too. Board is 6x9 inches. All plastic. Uses 2 “C” batteries, 

not included. Order 1 package sold below. 

Shipping weight 14 ounces 
49N160886......en mnn nnn $349 

^C" Batteries. Package of 2 
49 N 4665— Shipping weight 4 ounces........ Package 38c 

SILLY SAND . . gaily colored 

but won't stick or stain Advanced Play-Doh* Modeling 

458 Sears tc 

talo Dane scane by diimar wwcatlciddcal seh 

Use over and over 

s 1% 

Children can make all kinds of build- 
ings, forms . . develop imagination. 
Sand is chemically treated, nontoxic. 
Mix with water and squeeze plastic 
dispenser into Silly Circle to form 
stand-up objects like castles, people. 
49 N 5046-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 02.51.94 

Refill Set. 4 bags assorted colored 
sand and one Silly Circle. 
49 N 5010—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Set 97c 

"Disce characters 
Walt Disney Productions: 

Set even has 41 pcs. for Oddkins 

3429 

Preschoolers can build with blocks, 
girders he makes himself. Put Play- 
Doh* compound into pressing ma- 
chine, insert 1 of 12 interchangeable 
dies, trim to desired size as it comes 
out. Or mold 2 animal figures with 
2-pc. mold. Model all sorts of free 
form figures . . add plastic extremi- 
ties for Oddkins animals and people. 
Four 6-oz. cans of nontoxic com- 
pound. Instructions. Wt. 3 lbs. 9 oz. 
49 N 16134 ..........- Set $429 

Basic Play-Doh* Modeling 
Set with color cards 
to make 3-D pictures 

3999 

Play-Doh® machine forms 
continuous strip you cut to 
size and 2 die strips to make 
10 different shapes. 6 figure 
cutters or build up Play- 
Doh® on color-keyed pic- 
ture cards. Four 6-oz. cans 
of nontoxic Play-Doh*, 
trimmer. Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49 N 16133 ...Set $2.99 

Mickey Mouse molds 

with Plasticine . . 
won't dry out 

; 314? 

Make instant models of 
Mickey and his friends.* 
Set contains 12 plastic 
molds, 7 colors of modeling 
Plasticine, molding tool, 
brush, chalk, tin hold 
powder and dusting puff. 
You can use it over and 
over again. Wt. 1 lb. 
49 N 1705 ....Set $1.49 



450 [Sears | test 

Bulldozer 

Solid Maple Push Toys 
Beautifully crafted for rugged use and 

scaled to fit comfortably in toddler's hand 

Sedan or $399 $ 499 
Pick-up Truck Bulldozer 

Softly rounded edges are smooth-sanded for safer play. Constructed of the 
same expensive wood you find in institutional-type blocks and toys. De- 
signed to teach a child the feeling of his own power. Clear lacquer finish high- 
lights the beauty of maple. Black painted wheels . . both non-toxic finishes. 
] Sedan. 9356x314 in. high 9) Pick-up Truck. 9x334x3 4 in. high 

49 C 44391—Wt. 2 Ibs.. .$3.99 49 C 44392—Wt. 1 Ib. $3.99 

3 Bulldozer. Blade lifts and lowers. 814x134x3 inches high. 
49044393 Shipping weight 1 pound. 4.99 

Self-teaching 
Puzzles 

TIMMY TIME CLOCK 

8529 

Color-wheel clock teaches identity 
of numbers, colors and counting 
as well as how to tell time. 13 
pieces constructed of smoothly 
finished hardboard with non-toxic 
colors. Plastic hands. 1134x14)4 
in. Shipping weight 1 lb. 7 oz. 
49 C 44394... PPM $2.29 

SAMMY SUN 

nOD 

Push the spinner to determine 
which piece goes back in the tray. 
Teaches days of the week, months 
of the year, four seasons, numbers 
and colors. 20 pieces, Hardboard 
with plastic spinner. 9x12 inches. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49C44395...... : +++ $2.29 

Cut bade scans by cheisimas.muselecimdcM com 

Match the sizes, shapes and colors 

DUMP TRUCKER 
Load ‘em up, haul ‘em out 

toxiccolors. 12x13x634 in. high. 
3 trucks. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 7 oz. 
49 C 44397. 

CASH REGISTER 
Count your change carefully 

ADD-A-SQUARE 
The number combinations 

always equal ten 

$ 39 

of three, 26 wooden pieces 
of various combinations. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 C 44396... $349 

SELECT-A-BLOCK 
Dispensing Machine 

with 4 push-pull levers 

FORM FITTER 
Find out how 18 objects 

go back into box 

$17 

thinking! About 534 inches 
square. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 44206.............. $179 



Be a Puppeteer 
Starring Walt Disney’s beloved characters 
.-handmade by a famous English puppeteer 

These are real, pro-type puppets designed by puppet mas- 
ter Bob Pelham of England . . each is an authentic repro: 
duction of a famed Disney character . . each is complete 
with all necessary controls for lifelike, tangleproof anima 
tion. High quality wood composition. Each about 12 in. 
high. Instructions. Could be the start of a fun-filled, 
profitable hobby. For age 8 and over. 
[I] 49 N 5049— Pinocchio— Shipping weight 1 pound. 
[2] 49 N 5048— Gretel. Shipping weight 1 pound. 

hipping weight 1 pound. B 49 N 5047—Hansel. S 
49 N 5056— Donold Duck. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

[5] 49 N 5050—Jiminy Cricket. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
[E] 49 N 5055— Minnie Mouse. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
[I] 49 N 5054 — Mickey Mouse. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

$6.59, any 2 only $12.49 Each 

Now you con 
broadcast your 
own talent show 

448 SEARS «soc 

Cuin babe scans by chisinias spisetecindeal poen 

Deluxe Portable Magnajector 

Projects snapshots, comics, etc. in color or black 
and white . . enlarged up to 4 feet wide! Adjustable 

twin lenses. Takes up to 60 watt bulb (not incl.). UL. listed 
110-120 v., 50-60 cy. AC. Set includes projector with 
Switch, screen, sliding plastic tray. Rand McNally pro 
jection cards, instructions in luggage-type case. 
49 N 5020— Complete set. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz....$7.99 
49 N 5109— Projector only. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. 677 

Junior Broadcasting Outfit 

The ideal gift for an aspiring young disc jockey or 
sports announce ctronic microphone and loud- 

speaker set transmits and amplifies by means of 4 “C” 
cell batteries (not included. Order below.). Aluminum 
mike stand adjusts from 10 inches to 45 inches . use on 
floor or table. Plastic mike, amplifier and cord. 
49 N 5142—Shipping weight 2 pounds $8.77 
34 N 4659 — Batteries for above. Shpg. wt. 8 oz....4 for 58c 

Colorful Hand Puppets ... nod, bow, wave 

E) Walt Disney Characters, Mickey Mouse, Minnie Mouse, 
Donald Duck and Pluto . . complete with squeaker voices. 

All have soft vinyl plastic heads, gay print cotton percale 
bodies and felt hands, Packed in gift box that can be used 
as a stage. About 10 inches tall. 

Set of 4 for $3.69 49 N 5031— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12.02 

lly Goon" Sleeve Puppets. Two zany characters, 
Goony Bird and Alligator, designed by the world famous 

puppeteer, Bill Baird. Soft vinyl heads and long knitted 
sleeve bodies. About 15 inches long. 
49 N 5038—Shipping weight 1 pound... ..Set of 2 for $1.94. 

Puppet Play Theater . . entertaining fun 

0] Children enjoy hours of behind the scenes fun staging 
their own puppet shows for young audiences. Professional 

three-sided “floor stand" style theater is well-designed of 
sturdy fiberboard with curtain and rod. 2 hand puppets and 
instructions for easy assembly included. 14x26x55 inches 
high, folds flat for storage. 
79 N 5040C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . 

Miniature Drive-in Theater 

5 Realistic replica has parking lot, 6 metal cars, en- 
trance and exit lanes, marquee, ticket window, screen. 

Projection booth uses 2 batteries (order below). Plastic 
theater is 14x934x7 inches. 6 film strips include “Have 
Gun Will Travel", “Mighty Mouse", “Dinky Duck", 

"apt. Kangaroo", and 2 others. Assembled. 
49 N 5078— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 0z...........$4.44 
34 N 4650—“D” Batteries for above. Wt. 8 oz.....2 for 30c 

“Give-a-show” Battery Projector 

See 112 color slides of favorite characters including 
Popeye, Huckleberry Hound, Yogi Bear, Hansel and 

etel, Quick Draw McGraw, Pinocchio and others. 
Easy to run . „ just snap on switch, pull slides through. 
Projects pictures up to 5 feet square on wall, screen 
or ceiling. Uses 3 “D” flashlight batteries (not included, 
order from above). Carrying handle. 18x11x244 inches. 
49 N 5021—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. + $4.49 



Land on realistic model of moon with U.S. space team 
Play to witness the arrival of the first man on the moon as astronaut climbs from space capsule. Watch 

space platform whirl overhead an@help scientists fire rockets from underground silos..track enemy missiles 

"hdc £75 

65 pieces $888 

ntenna; blinke 
pace suits; 6 moon men 

20 other piece 
All m 
79 N 5953L—Shipping weight 10 pouni $8.88 

Disneykins®, TV Tinykins and Warriors . . skillfully molded in durable plastic and hand painted 

Set of 34 Disneykins®. The teeniest, veeniest, most Set of 34 Tinykins, Your little TV producer can re- Set of 23 Warriors. 234-fnch fighters from 

lovable playthings in the whole wide world .. de- — create stories and hilarious comedy situations with world history . a Koman w rior, Civil. War 
lightful as ornaments for a what-not shelf, too. The Draw general, Wo s 

“little people" who have thrilled and captivated , Yogi Bear, many othe 

children of all ages: Made in Hong Kong. and thelr friends, Made in Hong Kong. comes with le 

49 N 5998—Shipping weight 1 pound .$3.39 — 49 N 5975—Shipping weight 1 pound. ........$9.4 7. 49 N 5977—Shipping welght 1 pound 53. 

. «s SEARS 455 
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ELDON 1/32 Scale Cars 

For all Eldon Standard Road Race Sets. Plastic and metal 
replicas of famous racing cars. Powered by electric motor. 
Gear-driven. Rubber racing tires. Decals. 6-in. long. Assembled. 

"Offy" Roadster. The front 
engine champ. Wt. 13 oz. 

49 N 9997........... $3.97 

2 Corvette Sting Ray. Sleek 
fast-back. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

49N9991........... $3.97 

5 Crash Car Jalopy. Race it 
Snaps back together easily, 

49 N 9990—Shipping weight 

ELDON 1/22 scale Pss 

For all Eldon Standard Road 

3 Indianapolis Formula 1. 
Shipping wt. 4 oz. 

49 N 9995 -$1.97 

Lotus Ford. Shipping 
weight 10 oz. 

49 N 9994 

.. crash it . . watch it fly apart. 
all set for another crash. 
7 ounces. . 1.99 

Race Sets. Enlarge and update 
your racing layout. Track sections made of asphalt-black plastic 
with metal conductors. 

6 Straight Track. 6 in. long. 

Pkg. of 2. Wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 9986...... Pkg. 79c 

17 Curved Track. 6 in. long. 
Pkg. of 2, Wt. 7 oz. 

49 N 9985.......Pkg. 99c 

B Power Pack. 16-volt DC. 
UL listed for 110-120-v., 

60-c. AC. On-off switch. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N9952....... +. $4.97 

ait 
Citao page Scans by deisimazmiselediwical cow 

9 "Christmas Tree" Start with 
finish-line win selector. 

Lights flash in sequence . . 3 
yellow to green for "go" . . 
false start trips red foul light. 
49 N 9964C-Wt. 2 lbs. $8.97 

10 Lap Counter Timing Bridge. 
Race against the clock. 

Pre-set number of laps up to 
25. Winner stops clock, which 
records winning time. 
79 N 9979L-Wt. 2 lbs. $4.97 

LIONEL 

Cars for Lionel Racing Sets. Plas- 
tic and metal with electrical motor, 
rubber tires. Assembled. 

ll Ford Galaxie. Head and tail- 
lights. 5 in. long. Wt. 5 oz. 

49 N 9974.......-. «eis $4.99 

12 Corvette Sting Ray. Sleek fast- 
back. 5 in. long. Wt. 4 oz. 

499.8/90972 Ti ess SS $4.97 

18 Jaguar XK-E Fast-back. “Jet 
power motor." 5 in. long. 

49 N 9968—Wt. 4oz...... $4.97 

Parts for Lionel Racing Sets. 
Made of metal and plastic. 

14 Straight Track, 1134 in. long. 
49 N 9965-Wt. 4 oz. ea. 89c 

15 Curved Track. 45° with 1454- 
inch radius. Wt. 3 oz. 

16 Lone-changer Track. 1134 in. 
long. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 12 oz. 

49 N 9966.......... Pkg. $2.98 

17 Power Pack. 14-volt DC. UL 
listed, 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 

49 N 9643-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz, $5.98 

Repoir Kit. 4 each: tires, contacts, 
springs, brushes. Lubricant. 
49 N 7628—Wt. 4 oz. $1.19 

LIONEL 

For Pikes Peck Set. 214-in. plastic 
cars. Electric motor, rubber tires. 

1 Thunderbird "A" Car. 
49 N 9955—Wt. 4 oz. $3.97 

19 Jegvor XK-E "B" Cor. 
49 N 9956—Wt. 4 oz. $3.97 

20 Change-a-Lane"A" Car Control. 
49 N 9953—Wt. 4 oz. $2.97 

1 Change-a-Lane"'B"' Car Control. 
49 N 9954—Wt. 4 oz. $2.97 

99 CarLane Control Transformer. 
Control cars independently 

with 2 cars in the same lane. 
49 N 9957-Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. $4.97 

For Matterhorn, other sets. 216- 
in. plastic cars. Electric motors. 

23 Thunderbird convertible. 
49 N 9983—Wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

24 Jaguar XK-E convertible. 
49 N 9984—Wt. 2 oz. $2.44 

2 Power Pack. 14-v. D.C. UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-c A.C. 

49 N 9643-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $5.98 

For all Lionel HO Sets. 

26 Straight Track. 9 in. long. 
49N9976-Wt. 3 oz. Each 38c 

27 90° Curved Track. Radius 9 in. 
49N9977-Wt. 3 oz. Each 48c 

28 Lane Changer Track. Pkg. of 2. 
49N9980-Wt.6oz. Pkg. $1.69 

Repair Kit (not shown). 4 tires, 
contact brushes, 2 guide pins, oil. 
49 N 7629—Wt. 4 oz....... 99c 

1/32 scale Cars, 'Track Accessories 

nux 
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A page of TODDLER BOOIS..ages1to^5 

Sturdy Cardboard Books 

POP-UP Surprise Books 3[7 
A delightful extension of the pop-up picture idea, using charmingly 
die-cut shaped books to illustrate the subject 3-dimensionally. Sur- 
prise scene pops up at end of book as page is turned. Set of 2 full-color 

books. Titles include Willie's Wonderful Whale; Brave Little Mouse. 
Each 8x13 in. 
3 N 516—Shipping weight 15 ounces............--+.-++ Set $1.77 

Baby's Books 
With laminated cardboard pages that wipe 
clean. Colored pictures of animals, favorite 
Mother Goosecharactersand familiar objects. 
Reinforced binding. Each book 514x1034 in. 
3 N 543—ABC Book 
3 N 545—All the Colors 
3 N 546— Book of Toys 
3 N 547—Farm Animals 
3 N 549— Mother Goose 
3 N 550—1-2-3 Book 
Shpg. wt. each 12 oz.......... Each $1.77 

“| Can Learn To" Books 
Set of 2 cardboard page books with strong, 
wide plastic bindings that allow books to lie 
flat on the floor. Stories and full color illus- 
trations to help your child learn by doing 
simple activity manipulations. Titles are 
"The Book of Sizes and Shapes . . 11x83 in.; 
Little Blue Button . . 11x734 in. 

3 N 525—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $1.59 

Stufdy Contour Books 
Set of 3 delightful, colorful books shaped 
for child to lift pages with ease. Shiny covers 
and pages . . wipe clean. Simple text. Strong, 
wide plastic binding. 7x8 in. Santa Claus, 
1-2-3 Number Book, Farm Animals. 
3 N 556—Shipping wt. 12 oz. ...Set $1.44 

Set of 3. Titles include: Funny Animals, 
Baby Animals, Mother Goose. 
3N557—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...... Set $1.44 

y 

Color-Me-Again Books 
Cx NATURE. Set of 2. Paired pictures— colored and un- 
= = Bot) colored. Child colors the uncolored pictures 

to match the colored ones. Wipe clean and 

box of crayons that wipe off easily on 
shiny pages. Wide plastic binding. Each 
934x113 inches. 
3 N 504—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. Set $1.59 

Panorama Picture Books 
Pull a page . . out comes a parade of gay 
color pictures . s6 M M SEL IR. 
3N518— 
3N519— dro] 
3 N 520— Mother Goose 
uc suet e EAM. 
ge Christmas Panorama. With 

SANSZ TTG in. x 6ft. Wt. 1 [T $1.37 

Tibii pane scai by cddimar weicallctudcal com 

Fascinating Winnie-the-Pooh Books 

6inset $366 

Set of 6 wonderful stories. Most have the original A. A. Milne text, all with 
the Disney artists' full color adaptations of E. Shepard's drawings of 
Christopher Robin, Winnie-the-Pooh, Eeyore, Piglet and the rest of the 
fanciful characters that inhabited the Hundred Acre Wood . . adorable 
characters all! Titles: Winnie-the-Pooh—A Tight Squeeze, Winnie-the- 
Pooh and Eeyore's Birthday, Winnie-the-Pooh Meets Gopher, Winnie-the- 
Pooh— The Honey Tree, Surprise Book, Shape Book. 
3 N 526— Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Soft-padded Pillow Books 

3 in Set ai! 

Seded coves dat ioe ko Bana 
Full color pictures, Large type. Each book 
has 32 pages . . 654x734 inches. 

Set of 3. Titles include Three Bears, Three 
Pigs and Little Red Riding Hood. 
3 N 505—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Set $1.67 

Setof3. Whereis the Keeper? Owland Pussy 
Cat, Pebbles Flintstone—Runaway. 
3 N 506—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. "Set $1.67 

Set of 3, Titles: Guess What I Have, Ani- 
mals to See 1, 2, 3; A Good, Good Morning. 
3 N 507—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Set $1.67 

Tiny TV Picture Book Set 

Set of 6 Fun House TV picture story books 
. . 16 pages each of pictures and story in full 
color plus four-color cardboard covers at- 
tached to novelty TV screen. 

Simple to operate—just turn attached 
dial slowly and animated figures appear on 
the tiny TV screen, Objects on screen actu- 
ally move. Titles include: Teddy Bear Train, 
Toyland, Circus, Story of Goofy, Nursery — 
Rhymes, Barnyard Picture Book. Each book 
64x12 inches. Why not pick up the phone 
and order it? 
3 N 511—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... Set $1.88 

EXPE 

Pru 

First Story Library Books 

Set of 20. Just imagine—weeks of 
story telling to young children. 
With 8 fairy tales, 8 nursery tales, 
2 Unde Wiggily stories and 2 ani- 
mal stories. Titles include: all-time 
favorites Cinderella, Peter Rabbit, 
Tom Thumb, Chicken Little, and 
many more. Large dear type. Illus- 
trations on every page, half in full 
color. Each book 674x8 in. 
3 N 402—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Set $2.29 

errr rit ANM Set $3.66 

First Reader Shape Books 

Set of 12. Each shaped like subject, 
Large type, big, simple pictures. 8x8 
in. Titles: Dog Book, Cat Book, Baby 
Animal Book, Hat Book, Mickey 
Mouse Book, Toy Book, Elephant 
Book, Turtle Book, Bear Book, 
Tiger Book, Squirrel Book, Boat 
Book. 
3 N502—Wt.2 lbs. ..... Set $2.99 



Pat the MT 7 

Plush Puppy 

$599 d 

Pat his head . . he walks 
along, wiggles his head 

Pat his back . . he barks, 
shakes his ears, wags his 

tail, moves his mouth 

This frisky little pup will fill every 
minute with cute little puppy frolics. 

Soft, shiny brown coat of white rayon 
plush that feels just like fur. Long and 
floppy ears; he's so proud of his leather 
collar. Pat stands 11 in. high. He needs 
2 “D” batteries; order 1 pkg. below. 
Made in Japan. 
49N5887-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. $5.99 

"D" Botteries. Package of 2 
49N4660—Wt. pkg. 8 oz, Pkg. 36c 

Sniffy crawls on tables—yet never falls off 
He jingles along with all 4 legs in motion 

His nose lights up . 

he barks, too! 5 \ 

Ed Yip! ^Y 

$349 vios 

Look out! He's heading for 
the edge of the table. . but 
don't worry . . he always 
turns just in time. Sniffy's 
lots of fun with his light-up 
nose and funny little bark 
He's almost a foot long. 
Red sod How plastic 
Uses 2“ batteries, or- 
der 1 RA above. From 
Hong Kong. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

49N5724.. -$3.49 

Watch out pin JOP whackiest toy of the year 

Firebird “99” 
Drives like a real s649 

car . . wipers swish; 
i ithout horn, signals work A 

Turn ignition key, adjust mirror, 
steer and check speedometer. Turn 
knobs, open glove compartment too. 
Plastic, 1314 in. long. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, order below. From U.S.A. 
79 N5738C—Wt. 4 Ibs... .. $6.49 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
79 N 4660—Wt. 8 oz... Pkg. 36c 

Tinpan Scáne by na Dowd 

$679 siss 
Jeep rides along as 

concertina plays .. 

eye-ball lights swivel 

Zany! Wild! More fun when the 
Jeep runs into an obstacle . . the 
clown stamps his feet and moves 
the Jeep toanother direction. Made 

< of bright yellow and red plastic 
with balloon-type plastic tires. 
Concertina has metal sides. Uses 2 
“D” batteries; order 1 pkg. from 
top of page. From Japan. 4x8x6 in. 
high. 
49N4210-Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. $6.79 

WACKY OLD BONY LEGS 
Plods forward $599 veto 
or backward— batteries 

by remote control 

Lovable, obedient nag goes wherever you send him . . just push the 
button to make him go. His sagging back sports a bright red blanket. 
His tired old eyes wear big horn-rimmed glasses. When he moves he 
makes a loud “clip-clop” noise. Made of sturdy buff-colored plastic 
with a white blaze on his nose. Over 1 foot high and 14 inches long. 
Remote control box uses 3 “D” batteries; order 2 pkgs. (49N4660) 
atleft. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 5714—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces. . . «$5.99 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. 

*^ DEARSNOOPYS) 
HAPPY BTE DA > 

Happy Birthday” to Snoopy . . you 
ear all the fun as they go on their outing 

Lucy nags, Snoopy barks and Pigpen worries . . the whole gang 
talks and sings. Snoopy drives the Happiness Outing bus. Just 
push the button on top and you hear another one of the gang . - 
Schroeder even does a piano solo. Uses 1 “D” battery, order 
49N4660 above. Colorful metal, about 14x4x5 inches high. 
Plastic white wall tires. Made in U.S.A. 
49 N 4691—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. ...... $4.99 

NOTE: Items on page from Japan or 
Hong Kong unless otherwise stated x [Sears] 451 



Magnetic Play Peg Desk with molded seat 

Constructed of wood, steel and plastic. Chalkboard top 
opens to easel position for white wipe-off crayon surface. 36 
magnetic letters, chalk, eraser, pegs, mallet. 27x19x23 in. 
high. Unassembled. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 16119N—Shipping weight 11 pounds, . ...... $8.99 

Magnetic board 

3-way Table-top Activity Board $ 499 

One side is for creative drawing with a chalkboard, chalk and 
eraser. Another is a magnetic board for letter recognition 
and spelling with 36 letters. The third is a peg board for co- 
ordination with wood pegs, hammer. Wood, 15 in. long. 
79 N 44073C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. $4.99 

'um over 
for pegboard 

144889 
More than just a 
peg and chalkboard . . 

this is the most complete 

Play Center we know of 
This jet-age Play Center packs a host of activities. Chalkboard with chalk, eraser 
flips over to a feltboard with felt letters, numbers which sets up like an easel 
revealing a pegboard underneath. Pegboard lifts out disclosing divided storage 
bins. Even the console has a little pegboard and clock for learning to tell time. 
Unique pegs not only have letters to teach spelling but are meshed like gears for 
fun . . turn one, they all turn. Steel and polyethylene, 30x21x27 in. high. 
79 N 16114L— Shipping weight 14 pounds. .......... sees $14.48 

Put together, paint. pull 

apart . . wash off 

and start again 

Super Activity Set 

with paints, stencils 
and glitter fun 

s 3?" $199 

Paint your own puzzle . . wipe Metal water-color box has 
off and do it over and over hinged lid with color-mix- 

ing wells, 82 paints and 2 
artists brushes. Also pack- 
ets of gold and silver-col- 
or glitter and glue. Trac- 
ing paper, stencil and 

again. 3 big 9x12-in. polyethy- 
lene puzzles with stay-put 
pieces. Included are four jars 
of Playnts in bright basic col- 
ors . . practical spill-proof jars. 
Artists brush included. pictures to trace. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs, Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49 N 16135....... Set $3.97 49 N 1712 ...Set $1.99 

Citiloj pae scane by citimar nadia pom 

Girl's Busy Apron . . | 

thick slicker vinyl 

with lots of pockets | 

E 2" i 

Keeps little artists 
clean. You can per- 
sonalize it. The pock- 
ets are full of fun 
things too . . includes 
doll, box of 12 crayons, 
magic slate, scissors. 
17x18 in. Shipping 
weight 1 lb. 7 oz. 
49 N 16124 ..$2.77 

Double Blackboard Easel D 

Designed so 2 can work at same time, Two 
working boards and well holders, 5 bottles 
paint, 2 brushes, chalk, felt eraser. Adjusts 
to 58 in. high. Wood frame. Unassembled. 
79N 16122L—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs..$9.99 

sac Sears 459 



Big, Big 

Tool Bench 
with great 
big tools 

‘8° 

This deluxe model has 
tool rack and simu- 
lated peg board back. 
Top has 4 wood nails, 
wood vise, 6 cleats, 3 
screws and 2 plastic 
nuts and bolts. 

Rack holds 4 molded 
plastic tools . . ham- 
mer, pliers, screwdriv- 
er, wrench. Wood top. 
14x734x23 in. high. 
Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
79 C 4456C 

Big-scaled plastic tools 
make it easier for toddlers 
to pound, build or tinker .$8.69 

Double-fun 
Pounding Bench 
Flips over for another 
pounding session 

4” 

Non-toxic plastic bench and ham- 
mer can be easily cleaned. Child 
pounds pegs all the way in on one 
side, then turns bench over and 
pounds pegs again. 13x634 in. 
49 C 44285—Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. $4.99 

For Time and Motion Studies 

Playskool Hour Glass 
12377 

Clear plastic hour glass with 
brightly colored granules provides 
hours of fascination to infants and 
toddlers. Sturdy wood base and 3 
wood turnings. 434-in. base diam- 
eter; 736 inches high. Light 
enough for child to turn over. 
49 C 44059—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $2.19 

Playskool Stack Scale 
"2s 

Preschooler places equal number 
of wood discs on the balancing 
pezs to learn proper balancing 
technique. Unequal stacking ar- 
rangements cause balancing pegs 

to slant. 10x34x83 inches high. 
6 discs. Non-toxic colors. 
49 C 44224—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $2.69 

Thread-a-block 

Simple fascination with 
wood, plastic and 
a little bit of yarn 

2 

The happy success of threading, 
here made so much fun. Wooden 

uniquely designed object that 
teaches coordination and manipu- 
lation to preschoolers. Plastic 
block about 4x4x6 in. high. 
49 C 44282—Wt. 14 oz...... $1.79 

Cioh Dabs scant by naa com 

Little peg tiles make mosaic- 
like designs . . three basic 
shapes in 4 happy colors 

448-piece Set | 336-piece Set 

Preschoolers can bave so much fun making 
many different animals, figures, letters, num- 
bers, houses and designs with these bright tiles. 
and peg boards. Play tiles come in square, 
oblong, and triangular shapes and in red, 
white, blue and yellow colors. 
High-impact plastic peg boards with each 

set. Full color design sheet shows graphic in- 
structions for making different designs with 
play tiles. And these picture instructions are 
simple enough for young children to follow. 

336-piece set includes two peg boards . . 
large board about 9x12 inches, small board 
about 6x9 inches. 448-piece set includes 2 peg. 
boards, both about 9x12 inches. 

448-piece Set. 
49 C 44383—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. .Set $3.99 

336-piece Set. 
49 C 44258—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz...Set 2.99 

ue: UP! UP! 
goes the giraffe's head. 

How far can you 
make it go before it 

eet 9797 P-P-I-e. 
$ 4° 

An exciting new game. . make the 
neck of the giraffe grow and grow. 
When your turn comes, spin the 
spinner to determine how many 
pegs you can insert to make the 
giraffe's head go higher. Watch | 
out! If he topples over, you lose. l 
Includes base tray, giraffe's body, 
head, spinner, pegs. 814x876x18 in. 
high overall. Plastic. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

You can make all these designs 
and more . . instructions included 

wy 



Fun for the kids . . folding Pool Table Sets "2" $1825 

(3) Our Lowest priced 72-in. Pedestal Pool Table Set. Lively rubber cushions assure 
fast action, accurate bank shots. Table bed has green cloth pressured bonded to 

the surface—no wrinkling, Plastic lined pockets. Balls roll back on return track. 1 
piece Masonite Presdwood pedestals have levelers, leg braces. Two bed-leveling sup 
ports. Includes 16 colored 134-in. balls, two 48-in. wood cues, wood triangle, 2 chalk 
cubes, 6 cue tips, rules. Black-and-beige finish 
79 N 487N —72x31x29 in. high. Shipping weight 75 lbs. $7.00 down Cash $66.50 

7] Folding Poo! Table Sets: Wood legs. Lively rubber cushions. Sets include 16 

composition balls, 2 wood cues, racking triangle, rules. 

Size | Bali diam. | Cue Igth. |Cotolog Number| Shpg. wt. | Down Cash 

80x3330 in. high. . ..|..|7& in 42 in 79 N 478N 60 bs. $5.00 $49.50 
$0x27x29 in. high 1% in 38 in 79 N 477N 34 Ibs 4,00 35.50 
40x22x17 in. high- . ..|.. He in 30 79 N 47L 20 Ibs 18.25 

Note: Catalog numbers ending in “N” (as 79 N 478N) sent freight (rail or truck) or exp. 

Get big game action and 
folding table compactness 

Burrowes oe $8.50 
Pool Tables — ** $8495 down 

(1) 72-inch Pedestal Pool Table Set. You'll take pride in this handsome 
piece of furniture in your recreation room. Superb, two-tone walnut 

finish stylish, sturdy looking with an extra-deep frame and wide 
rails, Green, cloth-covered cushions made of molded, gum rubber for 

lively ball action. 3 adjustable, bed-leveling supports assure a level 
playing surface. Full, wrap-around, box-type wood pedestals have 
levelers. Quick-set semi-automatic leg braces. Enclosed channel end 
ball return. Shock-proof, plastic pocket liners. Set includes 16 striped 

and-colored 174-in. balls, 2 hardwood 48-in. cues, wood triangle, 

bridge, 4 chalk cubes, 6 cue tips, and instruction book 

79 N 482N—72x39x31 in. high. Shpg. wt. 110 Ibs. $14.50 dw. Cash $141.50 

Lower priced 72-in. Pedestal Pool Table Set. (Not shown.) Similar to 
above but less massive, has smaller rails. 2-piece Masonite Presdwood 
panels form box-type pedestals. Includes sixteen 174-in. colored balls, 
two 48-in, hardwood cues. 2 chalk cubes, triangle, 6 cue tips 
79 N 479N —72x39x31 in. high. Wt. 98 Ibs. $8.50 down Cash $84.95 

Ball-and-Cue Rack. Holds 4 cues in proper position to prevent 
warping. 4 shelves for balls. Walnut-finished wood. 25x25 in. 

79 N 483C—Easy to assemble. Shipping weight 5 pounds $7.98 

5 j s 

5] Extra Pool Cue Sticks. 48 inches long 
fe) Hardwood with maple finish. 
oj Shipping weight 3 pounds 

79 N486C 4 2 for $5.85 

[s) Pool Accessories. Box includes 12 cue 
— tips, 6 cubes of cue chalk, 1 cue tip 
clamp, 1 bridge (head only), 1 set of tally 

balls, 1 ker, and 1 wood bottle. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 
49 N 485— Box of Pool Accessories. .. $3.85 

Tatai pae scans by dieisihigsnmisetediwical com 

Table-model Pool Table Outfit 
Set up on any table and you're ready to 
play. Features automatic ball return tray. 

Masonite Presdwood base with green flo 
playing surface. Steel return alley and steel 
returm ball tray. Rubber cushions inserted 

in frame. Frame and pedestal base blonde 
oak design with polished metal corners. In- 
cludes 15 numbered balls; one cue ball; one 
steel triangle; two 30-in. cue s s with rub- 
ber tips; score markers attached to frame; 

and rules for playing. 
79 N 484L—Measures 30x17x334 in. high 

Shipping weight 12 lbs. $8.66 smous SEARS 449 



456 SEARS sce 

Cinbo pads scans by duima waselecimicel com 

Has an irrigation system with “garden” you can water . . 
a silo filler that loads silo with "corn" .. a big 21x10x13-in. 
high 3-level barn . . a haylift that raises bale to the hay- 
loft, then across loft on conveyor system . . even a litter 
carrier that moves in and out 265 pieces $998 
of the barn on an overhead rail 

ment to do the work. Just tu 

10 Prize Livest. 

49 N 5927 — Shit 

carrier and 
irrigation 
system 

"D" Batteries. Shipping weig 
49 N 4660 



order 2 "D" bat- 
teries below 

3995 
Mystery route s Made by 
track switches Lionel 
any one of 3 cou 

elector 
s to 

Sky Driver HO Road Race by Marx 

* 11 feet of exciting roadway in area only 41x48 inches wide 
* Two racing cars with high-speed competition-designed motors 
* Exclusive stick-shift controls duplicate thrill of gear shifting 

Loads of fast action with the special Lane Changer Track to equalize the 
course, a wiggle obstacle track (duplicates a tricky oil slick or other such 
obstacle) . . but the greatest thrill of all is the Daredevil Jump where your 
car takes off and flies through the air. Lap counter records the race to ten 

laps. With controls, trestles, flags, 19-volt power pack included. 

79 N 9534C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .... $15.99 

456 SEARS ras. 

itabi Dade scant by Deisihisumisetediaical com 

Battery-operated lift 
raises cars to top— 
by remote control . . 

Your car is raised by power lift to top of mountain . . then it zooms down 

mountain pass at breath-taking speed and fish-tales into first curve 

This is just one of the thrilling features of 
Sears new MATTERHORN HO Road Race 

Fast mountain roads, long straightaways, even a daring loop-the-loop, 
Actually over 40 feet of track, made into a thrilling race that is run on three 
separate circuits. The mystery route selector sends you on any one of 

the 3 courses, each with its own special feature . . the loop-the-loop, the 
winding tight-curve descent, and the power-lift ride to the top of the 
mountain. Complete with XKE Jaguar and Thunderbird. Two hand con- 
trollers with brake and miles per hour indicator. 18-volt power pack. 

79 N 9507C— Shipping weight 16 pounds. . .$39.95 

49 N 4660—“D” Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

z 

Aurora 4-lane HO Road Race 
* Famous Ferrari, Cobra, Sting Ray and Mustang race cars 

* Powerful Thunderjet 500 motors give cars tremendous speed 

* 11 feet of 4-lane track converts to 2014 feet of 2-lane 

Cars spin-out and weave on curves just like real racers, for fun and 
excitement at every turn. Real skill and timihg are needed for fast lap 
times. Four plastic and metal cars about 214 inches long, each with a 
push-button control. Chrome bumpers and rubber tires. Makes 2}4x5-{t. 
layout with 4-lanes. With guard rails, trestles. 20-volt power pack. 

79 N 7623C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . . -..$26.99 

Note: All Road Race Sets UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 



“Tell-A-Tale” Series Books 
Fun to read . . easy to hold 

15 in Set s277 

Set of 15. Full-color pictures. Each book 
514x6 in., 32 pages. Titles: Little Red 
Riding Hood; Three Bears; Three Little 
Pigs; Gingerbread Man; Mother Goose; 
Walt Disney's Donald Duck and Chip "N’ 
Dale; Mary Poppins; The Flintstones at 
the Circus; Lassie and the Kittens; Little 
Lulu Has an Art Show; Surprise in the 
Bam; ABC; Animal Train; Big Little 
Kitty; Tom and Jerry in Toy Circus. 
3 N 528—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz... Set $2.77 

Religious Stories 

3in Set $266 

Set of 3. By Mary Alice Jones. Start chil- 
dren young to appreciate spiritual values. 
Tllustrated. Ea. book 24 pgs., 934x124 in. 

Old Testament: The Story of David; The 
Story of Joseph; The Ten Commandments. 
3N558—Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 0z......... Set $2.66 

New Testament: My First Book About 
Jesus; Stories of the Christ Child; Prayers 
and Graces for a Small Child. 

id 3N559—Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz........- Set $2.66 

E 
Set of 3 Tales, Sleepytime 
Stories. Full color. Titles: 
Favorite Tales for the Very 
Young; Sleepytime Story 
Book; Little Lost Kitten. 
Each 936x123 in., 22 to 
28 pgs. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3N573........ Set $2.67 

i: 
FER oung; 

'oung. 
wre z 

Pop-up Action Books 

s[79 each 

Hilarious collections. Animals, objects 
up in most surprising places. Wi 

l| artfully animated illustrations. 
Bennett Cerf Pop-up Riddles. A barrel 
of zany facts. 18 pages, 744x9% in. 
3 N 580—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz... Ea. $1.79 

Bennett Cerf's Silliest Pop-up Riddles. 
Hilarious collection. 634x934 in. 18 pgs. 
3 N 582—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz...Ea. $1.79 
Pop-up Mother Goose. 634x93 in. 
3 N 583—20 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. Ea. $1.79 

Pop-up Hide and Seek. 634x934 in. 
3 N 593—18 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. Ea. $1.79 

Special Books of lasting value 

s[87 scn 

By Joon Walsh Anglund. Books demonstrate and 
explain to your child what love is and how to show 

THE ILLUSTRATED 
TREASURY OF 

CHILDRENS 
LITERATURE 

$522 cn 

The Illustrated Treasury of Children's 
Literature. Includes 250 selections of 
nursery rhymes, fairy tales, fables, 
poems, legends and stories to read as 
child grows. By 165 authors. 550 pic- 
tures—100 in color. 528 pages, 734x 
1034 inches. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
€EN867.........- maer] 

A collection of 
the finest, most 

enduring stories 
and legends. Your 

children will be 
delighted to hear 
them now and 

read them as they 
grow older 

PRESCHOOL BOOKS.. 

ENAT es 
Golden Treasury of Children's Litera- 
ture, Selections include great classics, 
ancient myths, folk tales, legends and 
delightful modem stories. Illustrated 
with 2-color line drawings and full 
color paintings. 544 pages, 7}4x10 in. 

3N560.......... $4.47 

My First Learning Library 

veins 8437 
Set of 16. Written for the very young 
who start asking questions at about 2 and 
never stop. Text enables mothers to an- 
swer questions in simple language. Full- 
color illustrations. Each book has 24 
pages, 634x8 inches. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

3 N 652—Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz....... Set $4.37 

Tiny Golden Library 

sist $347 
Set of 36. Miniature books, each a per- 
fect gem, an enchanting story in a com- 
pact slip case. Twelve of the books are 
the creation of Walt Disney Studio; 12 
are about jungle animals; 12 about ani- 
mals dressed up and living in houses. 
Color illustrations throughout. Each 
book is 22 pages, 2x334 inches. 

os; Brave Father Gorilla; Baby 
Hi us’ 

ten’s Poor Tail. 
3N 601-Wt. 11b. 120z. Set $3.47 

3 d , 
An educator-approved basic vocabulary of — 4in s|79 
11 to 30 words that young children know Set 

and recognize it; the meaning of Christmas; about 
the wonderful world around him; about the beauty 
of childhood. Color illustrations as well as black 
and white. Each book 434x654 in., 32 pages. 
3 N 664—Love is a Special Way of Feeling. 
3 N 665— What Color is Love? 
3 N 666- ‘hildhood is a Time of Innocence. 
3 N66; Friend is Someone Who Likes You. 
3 N 668—Christmas is a Time of Giving. 
Shipping weight each 4 o ..Each $1.87 

The very first books a child can read by himself before he enters school. Each 
book uses only words a child knows. Fill the gap between toddler books and 
easy readers for beginners. Attractive format. Beautifully illustrated. Sturdy, 
4-color hard cover. Reinforced binding. Each book 24 pages, 6x6 inches. 
Set of 4. The Sandwich; The Tent; The Rabbit and Ann Likes Red. 
3 N 577—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces..........-.----+-++-0-+05 Set $1.79 

Set of 4. Poems; Ballerina Bess; 1, 2; Big Beds and Little Beds. 
3 N 578—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. . 

Gutiod pane scans by cuisines wuselediadct com 



Child Guidance Magnetic Puzzles 

$29 each 

Colorful inlaid puzzles have 14 to 16 soft, flexible plastic pieces 
. completed puzzles reveal famous Walt Disney characters. Solving 
without tray increases difficulty. Each 10x113 in. Plastic frame. 
49 N 5206—Snow White. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces.$1.29 
49 N 5207— Pinocchio. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. .. 1.29 
49 N 5208— Mickey Mouse. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 1.29 
49 N 5209— Donold Duck. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 1.29 
49 N 5217— Pluto. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces.. ..... 1.29 

Plastic pieces with built-in magnets 

hold fast to framed metal tray 

Walt Disney Wooden Puzzle Cubes 
. 6 different puzzles 

with sturdy travel case 

Sturdy, fun-to-put-together puz- 
zles. Each side of a cube is part 
of one of the 6 full color pic- 
tures . . turn cubes over to 
another side to form a new 
picture. Picture guides included. 
Travel case made of wood; 
plastic handle and metal clasp. 
Case 8x2x6% in. high. Germany. 
Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 N4648........ Set $1.94 

4 Puzzles in 
Happy Shapes p 

Nursery rhyme puzzles are shaped like 
familiar objects. The Old Woman in the 
Shoe puzzle shaped like a shoe; others 
shaped in bell, dish and well. Each puz- 
zle individually boxed; 30 large pieces 
to each cardboard puzzle. 
49 N 4782—Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. Set $2.49 

Caltaloó pao scane ty cidimaxmicdlicisdc n Dowd 

Inlaid Puzzle Plaques by Playskool 

Large pieces, jig-sawed by hand from 
Y-inch hardboard . . Each 9Y2x112 inches 

Colorful and Pn 
puzzles . . pieces big 
enough for ntle h hands 
to hold, Trays are backed 
with Min. hardboard. 
Each puzzle is914x11!4in. 

8 Golden Book Puzzles 

s[69 

Set of 8 colorful puzzles in- 
clude horses, Puss'n 

Puzzles in set of 3 . 

pe 
Playskool Puzzles. 9 to 20 large pieces. 
49 N 5229-Kitty Kitten. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Ea. $1.44 
49 N 5231-Boby Deer. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Ea. 1.44 
49 N 4690-Circus Seal. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Ea. 1.44 
49 N 4689-Bear Trucker. Wt. 11b. 100z. Ea. 1.44 
49 N 4680-Puppy Family. Wt.11b.10 oz. Ea. 1.44 

7 Educational Puzzles 

$]79 

Sturdy cardboard puzzles . . 
preschoolers will delight in learn- 
ing time, birds, state products, 
animals, 4-seasons, calendar. Also 
1 make-words puzzle. Box l4xlix 

Norman Rockwell paintings in . each 

with a scene from Snow White 

Cut into over 100 big pieces . . just 
the right size for little fingers. Each 
individually boxed puzzle shows a 
scene from Snow Whites story. 
Round puzzles, 19-inch diameter. 
Made of smooth, sturdy cardboard. 
49 N 4692—Wt. 3 lbs... .Set $2.39 

puzzles with over 650 pieces 

Delightful scenes of the past portray- 
ed by Norman Rockwell in set of 3 
round puzzles .. 19-in. diam., fully 
interlocking pieces. Made of sturdy 
cardboard and individually boxed. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49 N 65202........ Set of 3. $2.39 



GOOD GRIEF Only Sears gives you 7 records for 56 chats with 
CHARUI Snoopy, Charlie Brown, Lucy and many other pals 

"PEANUTS" Talking 
Mattel-O-Phone 

many other fairy tale characters. All 
you have to do is slip in a record. Then 
dial to start the conversation. Having 
seven 2-sided records means that you 
will be able to enjoy more than 25 
minutes of conversation. 

Pretty orange color high-impact 
plastic phone measures about 9x5x4'4 
inches high. Uses 2 “D” cell batteries 
(order one package below). 
49 N 44125—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. . $8.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 38c 

Take and make photos 
while you wait . . add the 

distorting lens for 

hilarious photogoofs 

Kookie Kamera 

s1266 
without battenes 

At last, an instant camera for children. Press shutter- 
bug, push in photo snipper and turn knob to put 
photo into developing solution. Set 3-minute timer 

battery Talking Switchboard :65? without battery 
Dennis Talking Phone 3399 without 

Pull a line, hear a phrase. Hours of fun for 
young switchboard operators. Pick up phone, 
press button and voice says, “Number, 
please” and many other phrases. Complete 
with insert plugs, signal switches, code wheel, 
turning dial and other accessories. Loud, clear 
voice mechanism powered by 1 “D” battery 

Says 10 different phrases. Pick up the re- 
ceiver and push a button to share the ad- 

ventures of Dennis the Menace. You'll hear 
a window crash while Dennis innocently 
says, "Sorry, Mr. Wilson." Or he may greet 
you with a cheery “Hi, I’m Dennis—Who 
are you?" What fun you'll have with your 

remove print and rub off the harmless no-mess coating. 
The Kookie lens makes fat people thin, tall folks short 
Don Kookie disguises . . ears, hat, poster, more. De- 
veloper tank, flashcube, solution, film (1 roll). Uses 
2 "AA" batteries, order below 
79 N 16129C —Shipping weight 4 lbs. «++ $12.66 

Extra Film, Developer. “AA” Batteries. Pkg. of 
For 8 pictures. Wt. 8oz. 2. Shpg. wt. pkg. 2 oz. 
49 N 16131-Roll $249 49 N 4666 Pkg. 34c 

“private line." White plastic. Abt. 7% in 
long. Uses 1 “D” battery, order above. 
49 N 4761—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 402.....$3.99 

(order package above). Plastic, l0V:x53áx9 
inches high. 
49 N 44046— Shipping weight 2 lbs.. $6.59 

Talks to your child . . teaches 

foreign words, numbers, ABC's, 

Feed this toy computer one of 300 questions 
» : .. see the answer light up on the screen 

Think-A-Tron s794 nen 

Learning facts is fun with this realistic, dramatic computer. 
Wheels turn, lights flash as you push a button and the 
answer appears, almost instantly, on the screen. Just select 
a data card containing the question you want answered 
and feed it to the machine. Answers are coded A, B, C or T, 
F depending on the type of question you choose. 

It's such fun to play with a group of friends . . try and 
guess the answer before the computer tells you. 150 ques- 
tion cards each with 2 questions. 3 stack-up card holders. 
300 questions cover a broad subject range. Plastic, gray 
with blue trim. 814 inches high. Computer operates on 2 
“D” batteries, order 1 package above left. 
49 N 1679— Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. 

Talking-Learning Machine with "talking tiles” |] E 
Sears Special Set gives you 5096 more 32 8 
“talking tiles” than the standard set Perinat 

With these amazing “talking tiles” learning becomes a delightful adventure. Children 
can listen to 648 different sound tracks of nouns, verbs, adjectives, colors, numbers, 
ABCs, music and animal sounds. Learn English, French or Spanish words. Just feed 
the tiles into the machine. Set the 6-position selector bar to choose languages, ques- 
tions, sound effects or music. Put several tiles in hopper, press button, and play a 
sentence. Tiles are color-coded to teach r . . nouns are red, verbs are blue. 54 
two-sided tiles. Transistorized. Plastic, 2114x13'4x6 inches high. Guide books includ- 
ed for child and parent. Machine uses 4 “D” batteries, order 2 pkgs. above. 
79 N 16132C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .... ..... DL ..$29.88 

460 Sears sac $7.94 

Cunioa pane scans by chaidmas naseteciudc M Goa 



Huffy Puffy Train . . eyes roll, doors 
slide, brakeman swings his lantern 

27-inch long express has bright colors, sound and —. 

clever animation to fascinate youngsters. Couplers [ 

hold fast as train is pulled, yet they're easy to 
unhook for rearrangement of cars. Sturdy wood $ 5° 
and plastic; steel axles. Non-toxic colors. 

49 C 44477—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz.. . $5.69 

nge 809? 
Desk can be adjusted horizontally to hold a tiny tot . . moved farther from seat 

as child grows. Hinged chalkboard desk top lifts to reveal pegboard surface with 

18 plastic peg forms in brightly-colored fruit and vegetable shapes that fit togeth- 

er and stack. Space below chalkboard also makes a good storage area for pegs, 

eraser and chalk, Desk is constructed of strong tubular aluminum and hardboard; 
plastic desk bottom; canvas seat. 243¢x1434x15}¢ inches high. 

79 C 16106C—Shipping weight 7 pounds...... ce $9.99 

say = 
CHUBBY CUB . . the rolling, rocking pull-a-long 

bear never moves the same way twice 
.. makes delightful chime sounds, too 

Isn't he a cutie? This happy-faced baby bear lurches 
back and forth and side to side as he's pulled along. 
Little brown paws keep him from losing his balance 
completely. Molded, high-impact plastic. 934x63¢x9 in. 
49 C 44024—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz... ..... $3.66 

Chatter Phone... bright $ 
pull-toy is a teaching aid 

This phone with a smile helps 
teach numbers, colors, coordina- 
tion and phone manners. Chat- 
ters and rolls its eyes when 
pulled. Turn dial and bell rings. 
Wood with red plastic receiver, 
spiral fabric cord. 6x7x4 in. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 44064—Wt. 1 lb, 4 oz. $1.99 

School Bus Pull-toy . . 
with driver and children 

$39 

Driver turns to watch as 7 little 
passengers load through the bus 
door. When everyone is aboard, 
close door and pull the colorful 
little bus—engine goes “brruum” 
and headlights roll to delight 
youngsters. Sturdy wood and 
plastic. Measures 13 inches long. 

49 C 44433—Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. $3.99 

CREATIVE COASTER 
push, pull or ride it. . 

build with blocks 

Horn beeps . . wagon clicks as it rolls along. Column swings forward 

to pull toy. Filled with 18 plastic building blocks in different shapes, 

6 wood dowels to fit into them. Plastic seat. Steel axles. 20x11 in. 

79 C 44066C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. AR s $7.49 

Wood Pull-Wagon $^) 99 
and Blocks 

Varied sizes and colors will 
inspire 2 to 8-year old builders 
to design any number of excit- 
ing things. 24 blocks are 
smoothly sanded, non-toxic 
Pull wagon measures 934x534x 
514 inches high. From Japan 
49C44011-Wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz. $2.99 

Goldilocks and the 3 Bears Playhouse . . 

tots match shapes, colors to act out story 

All sorts of fun things to do 
with the four little figures and $3 
red-roofed house. Each bear 
figure is color-matched and 
shaped to fit various openings 
on the roof. Hinged roof opens 
with key to reveal “porridge” 
scene for play-acting out story. 

Rolls quietly on plastic wheels. 
When pulled, bell rings and 
eyes roll—looks so cute! Made 
of rugged wood and plastic 
parts. Playhouse measures 
7x737 inches high. Wt. 11b. 807. 
49 C 44432 a- $349 



Play these action-packed Indoor Games 

Inflate it . . play marbles indoors or out 

Let it rain, let it snow . . now you can set up your own marble ring inside 
the house, have your own regular marble game. Inflatable vinyl plastic 
bumper ring encircles a fabric marble court—marked off according to 
standard playing rules, Big 45-inch diameter ring is lightweight, com. 
pact . . easy to carry from place to place. Inflates and deflates in a jiffy 
stores away easily. Game includes a large bag of marbles and an instruction 
booklet which explains the various ways of playing the game. Plenty of 
rainy-day fun for the whole neighborhood gang 
79 N.306C—Shipping weight 2 pounds 32.99 

Carroms and 84 other complete games . . all on one board 

Play Carroms, Checkers, Backgammon, Crokinole, Tenpins and 80 other fun-filled 
games on both sides of big-2814-inch square board of 3-ply panel. Wood rim, re- 
versible net pockets, 2 cues, 29 carrom rings, 15 discs, 10 tenpins, 3 tops, 2 dice, 18 
flies, score card and 84 complete instructions. 
79 N 481L— Complete outfit. Shipping weight 10 pounds in $8.69 
49 N 480—29 extra Carrom rings. Shipping weight 8 ounces. TETT 50c 

Table Tennis fun 

[i] Complete Table Tennis Set with 
6x3-ft. folding table. Great ex- 

ercise for children, Strong wood frame; 
metal-braced legs, 2734 in. high. Hard- 
tempered Masonite Presdwood top, 
green with white plastic markings. Has 
net, brackets, 2 paddles and ball 
Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 43$N—Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs. $13.98 

4-paddle Table Tennis Set. 4 
vinyl-faced paddles, 56-in. net, 

screw-type brackets, ball, rules. 
49 N 451—Shpg. wt, 2 Ibs, $2.85 

B 49 N 429—2-paddle Set. As above, but 
$1.98 

Box 89c 
with 2 paddles. Wt, 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 N 452—12 Balls, Wt. 5 oz. 

4-in-1 Game Alley 

Play bowling, shuffleboard, 
horse racing and skill ball— 
all on one alley! Big 52-inch 
hardboard surface. . automat! 
ball return. Wood frame has 
folding legs . . 22 inches high. 
2 bowling balls, 10 pins, 4 
shuffleboard pucks, 4 horses, 
skill ball board, spinner. 
79 N 21 1L —Wt. 9 Ibs, $4.59 

y 

Plug it in . . see cars race 

Four racy sports cars take off for a cross- 
country rally . . speed along simulated country 
roads to finish line. First one home wins. 
Colorful 27x1614-in. plastic board has metal 
frame. Electric, hidden vibrator motor. UL 
approved, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 281C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $5.56 

450 SEARS:s». 
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Automatic Pin Setter Bowling 

Junior-sized bowling at its best . . all the thrills 
of the regular game—and it's all automatic. 
As bowling ball strikes, pins fly up into the 
automatic pin setter . . a flip of the rack re-sets 
them. Inclined alley rolls ball back to y 
Metal pin setter, plastic pins. Two 214-in. 

plastic bowling balls, 2 wooden pegs, score 
sheets, instructions. 
79 N 282C—17x17x9 in. Wt. 6 Ibs. 



FARM SE'T 
Sliding litter carrier and 

hay lift really work 

108 $497 
pieces 

Features same working hay lift mechanism as set at 

left (for motor attachment order 49 N 9501 at bottom 
of opposite page). Includes open-back metal barn 
about 14x9x12 inches high, 91-inch steel silo, tractor 
with hitching hook for attaching plow, harrow, planter, 
stone boat, scoop, scraper and wagon. 

Livestock includes horses, cows, chickens, hogs, 
lambs, ducks, birds, etc. 10 plastic fence sections and 
accessories such as hay, pitchfork, feed bags, etc. 3- 
dimensional plastic. Easy to assemble 
79 N5957C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $4.97 

NOTE: Play pieces in sets on both pages may 
lightly from description, but you will 

receive total number of pieces stated. 

RODEO RANCH 
"Ride the range . . 

Punch cattle as cowhands . . 
Start the big round-up” 

100 $529 
pieces 

Young ranchers can enter right into the 
cattle and rodeo activities that built the west 
The 15 steers can be corralled in 20 sections 
of fence. Steel ranch house, plastic archway, 
81-inch long on with hitch and horse. 
Also a well, forge, anvil, pump, rain barrel, 
hitching rail, grindstone, chopping block, 
pile of logs, trees, branding irons, pistols 
shotguns, coiled lariats, and other accessori 
There are 16 action-posed mining figures 
cowboys, 5 horses (all of 3-dimensional plastic 
about 2}4-in. high) engaged in either punchin’ 
cattle, mining or chores around the ranch 
house, Easy to assemble. 
79 N5950C—Shpg. wt. 4 pounds. Set $5.29 

Hand-painted Animal Sets 

Up to 7 inches long. Artistically- 
shaped, detailed. Plastic. Adored AN hj 

by boys, girls, adults. b t 

TV Western Stars 5»: $498 Thoroughbred Horses *2i $269 Dairy Cattle ^3 $269 

Each is 534 inches high, has removable hat and can Authentic scale models. Racers, hunters and Superb modeling and coloring. Up to 434 inches 
dismount from his horse. Includes Roy Rogers, jumpers have all added to the classic form of this — high, 7 inches long. Painted in black and white. 
Matt Dillon, Wyatt Earp, Jim Hardie, Paladin kingly breed. Notice the long neck, long power- 49 N 5979—Shipping weight 1 pound. .... Set $2.69 

and The Lone Ranger. Plastic. ful legs and high croup. Handsomely painted. 
49 N5901—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 807......Set $4.98 49 N 5978—Shipping weight 1 pound. ....Set $2.69 rcs SEARS 457 
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Cars for HO scale Road Races 
Hottest cars in the world today . . actually race at scale speeds of over 600 miles per hour 

Powered by famous Thunder- 
Jet 500 motor . . the fastest 
HO scale road racing cars 

Each car features clear plastic wind- 
shield, chrome-color bumper and hub 
caps, rubber tires. Plastic and metal 
bodies 2}4 inches long. 

1 Moserati 
49 N 9694— Shpg. wt. 20z. ...$2.44 

Ferrari 
49 N 9699—Shpg. wt.20z..... 

3 “Hot Rod" Coupe 
49 N 9915—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... . 

4 Jaguar XK-E 
49 N 9697—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... 

Corvette Sting Ray 
49 N 9692—Shpz. wt. 2 oz.... 

6 "Hot Rod" Roadster 

49 N 9996 —Shpg. wt.20z..... 

7 Indianapolis Racer 
49 N 9911—Shpg. wt. 2 oz.... 

8 Grand Prix Racer 
49 N 9909—Shpg. wt. 2 oz.... 

AC Cobra 
49 N 9920—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... . 

10 Thunderbird Sports Roadster 
49 N 9919—Shpg. wt. 2 oz.... 

ll Mustang 2+ 2 Fastback 

49 N 9904—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... 

19, Mustang Convertible 
49 N 9905—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... 

1 Classic Lincoln Continental 
49 N 9906—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... 

]4 Ferd Galaxie Hardtop 
49 N 9908—Shpg. wt. 2 oz.. 

15 Ford Galaxie Convertible 
49 N 9907—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... 

16 Buick Riviera Gran Sport 
49 N 9693—Shpg. wt. 2 oz... 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

2.44 

You can order toys on pages 441 through 673 
from now until September 1, 1966 

Tita pagë scans by cheisinias werselecinical Com 

HO scale Track and Accessories 
17 90° Curved Track Section. 9-inch 

radius. Package of 2 sections. 
49 N 9673—Wt. 8 oz... . . Pkg. 98c 
18 Straight Track. 9 inches long. 

Package of 2 sections. 
49 N 9672—Wt. 6 oz......Pkg. 89c 

19 Crisscross Track. 9 inches long. 

Package of 2 sections. 
49 N 9674—Wt. 5 oz... .Pkg. $1.69 

Q(J Lap Counter Track. Records up to 
10 laps for each car. 9 in. long. 

49 N 9691—Wt. 4 oz.. .Each $1.29 

Hop-up Kit. (Not shown.) 2 each: road 
tires, slicks, guide pins, pick-up shoes, 
brushes, gears, axles. 4 racer hubs. 
Screwdriver, oil and decals. 
49 N 7632—Wt. 3 oz.. .Kit 99c 

21 Spiral Support Set. Now you 
can add the tight, winding 

curves that can test your skill and 
equipment on your present HO lay- 
out. Three decks for sweeping turns. 
Plastic base, supports and tube. 18- 
inch diameter. Unassembled. 
49 N 9698—Wt. 5 oz...... Set 99c 

22 Power Pack. With circuit 
breaker, on-off switch, 6-ft. 

cord, 20-volt DC. UL listed for 110- 
120 volt, 60-cycle AC. Wt. 1 lb. 1202. 
49 N 7626........-.+--+5> $4.98 

93 Remote Speed Controls. Push- 
button to speed up or slow down 

cars. With wiring. 
49 N 9675—Wt. 3 oz. .Each $1.98 
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Big Picture Readers Oc esen 

Traditional tales, amusing stories, adventures of popular TV characters, 
Disney favorites. Large color pictures on every page. Lustrous covers. 

94x12 V4 -inch Books. Each 32 pages. 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces. .... cis Each 89c 
3 N 710—Cinderella 3 N 755— Mary Poppins 
3 N 752— The Ugly Dachshund 3 N 1573—Winnie-the-Pooh 
3 N 754—What Happens to Baby Horses "A Tight Squeeze” 

10%4x12%-inch Books. Each 32 pages. 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces 
3 N 721— Disneyland 3N 
3 N 722— Disney Wild Animal Babies 3 N 740— Big, Happy 123 
3 N 728— Tell Me, Cat 3 N 759— Three Billy Goats Gruff 

3N 
3N 
3N 

„Each 89c 

N 716—The Three Bears 707—Jack and the Beanstalk 
739— The Big Happy ABC 
744— There's an Elephant 

in the Bathtub. 

3 
3 N 717—1 Want to Read 
3 N 718—Night Before Christmas 
3 N 720—Mother Goose 

Walt Disney's Mary Poppins. Padded 
cover. Full color. 36 pages, 84x10*e in. 
3 N 714—Shpg. wt. 9 oz....... Each 92c 

My Prayers Book. Bright color. Lami- 
nated padded cover. 36 pgs., 834x10%ie in. 
3 N 699—Shpg. wt. 11 oz...... Each 92c 

Giant Story Books 92: E 
Your child will surely want to have you read the delightful 
and over again. Large, easy-to-read type. Hundreds of beautiful 2-color 
illustrations. Deluxe-quality binding. Hard, full color covers. Each book. 
has 232 pages except 3N680—392 pages. 754x1014 inches. 

SNO LL we End saves Consiets LAN ANM 3N685. 
690—Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces. ..... bes ERN $2.57 

swank al REC 
3 N 684—Animal Stories 
3 N 685— The Christmas Book 
3 N 687— Bedtime Bible Stories 

onan 
3 N 680—365 Bedtime Stories 
3 N 681— Mother Goose 
3 N 682— Big Big Story Book 

Gift Books for young children |77 to o $347 

The Littlest Angel. Christmas clas- — A Child's Garden of Verses. By 

sic. Beautifully illustrated in full R. L. Stevenson. A 66-poem clas- 
color. 32 pages. 834x1134 in. sic. Ilust, 104 pgs. 834x123 in. 
3 N 450—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz...$1.77 3 N 571—Wt. 11b. 802...$2.66 

The Real Mother Goose. 300 be- A Book About the Five Senses. By 
loved verses. Illustrated by B. F. Tasha Tudor. Adventure of alittle 
Wright. 130 pgs. 956x113 in. girl. Full color. 40 pgs. 7x9% in. 
3 N 1647—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. $3.47 3 N 561—Shpg. wt. 9 oz.. .$2.27 

Grimm's and Andersen's Fairy The Merry 
. Tales. Their most beloved fairy Brown Bear. A rollicking story 

tales, Fully illustrated 2-book set. children love to hear. Full color 

Each book 834x114 in. 68 pages. illustrations. 96 pages. 8x934 in. 

3 N 464—Wt. 2 lbs... .Set $1.77 3N 562—Wt. 11b. 402...$2.77 

Cunioa pan scans by cheisimas massid a 

First Reader Books. .ages 5 to 8 

Harper Blue Ribbon Books and Others 

Famous award-winning books for both content and [9 
illustrations. Lively, interesting reading for children A 

This is the famous series of books children can read to themselves by 
themselves. Titles with asterisk(*) are educator-approved Blue Ribbon 
books. Each book maintains highest standard in content and illustration. - 

Each book is colorfully illustrated, about 64 pages . . 574x814 inches. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

Mystery Books 
3 N 813—Case of the Cat's Meow 

Science Books 
3N814—Gregg's Microscope* 

Sports Book 
3 N 806—Here Comes The Strike Out 

General Basic Reading Books 
3N828-Little Bear* 3N829-Little Bear's Friend* 
3N831-Father Bear Comes Home* — 3N836-Danny and the Dinosaur* 
3N594-Soldiers and Sailors 3N595-Oscar Otter 
3N597-Red Fox and His Canoe 3N598-Johnny Lion's Book 
3N847-The Secret Three* 3N848-Sammy the Seal* 

Shipping weight each 10 ounces. ...... e Each $1.: 79 

3 N 596—Big Max 

3 N 846— Prove It* 

My Very First Set of Readers 

Prepared for children who are ready 
to explore reading on their own s357 2n 

Set att Written with simplicity—in words young reader recognizes 
and understands, along with new important words to stimulate his 
curiosity. Give child satisfaction of discovering that he can read by 
himself. Interesting stories with color pictures on every page. Prepared 
by is peters, artista: editota. Bach booi SEPARERE 
5V4x8 inches. Titles include: Where Do You Live?; Belling Cat and 
Other Stories; The Wonderful House; The Whale Hi See The, Animal. 
Search for Summer; The Good Friends; My Very Oa, Puppy; The 
Wolf and the Kids; A Dog’s Life; Old Gray and the Lie hee 
3 N 397—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. ....... 26... 

Little Golden Books $) 97 s« 

Set of 12. Walt Disney’s unforgettable charac- 
ters—all in this selection. Full color illustrations. 
Each book 24 pages, 656x774 in. 

Titles: Dumbo; Mickey Mouse's Picnic; 
Donald Duck's Toy Sailboat; Disneyland on the 



Copy any picture with 
see-thru Artist Board 

5944 
Place any design behind see- 
through board . . color picture, 
then remove the original leav- 
ing your own picture hanging 
in the frame. 

Painting can be washed off. 
8 felt-tipped color pens, paint 
supply and 5 pieces of art in- 
cluded. Complete set made 
into self storage unit in 14x20- 
in. plastic frame. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
79 N1681C.......... 

Super Activity Set 
with paints, stencils 

and glitter fun 

$]99 
set 

Metal water-color box has 
hinged lid with color-mixing 
wells, 82 paints and 2 artists" 
brushes. Also packets of gold- 
and-silver-color glitter, glue, 
tracing paper, stencil and 
pictures to trace. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49N1712........Set $1.99 

Snippy Scissors 

with 3-D cutouts 

#99 

Snippy Scissors cuts with shearing 
action—no sharp points. Cuts paper 
only. Lightweight, easy to handle. 
Plastic and metal, 634 in. long. Just 
plug into plastic battery-pak case. 
Seven 3-D paper cutouts included. 
Uses 2 "D" batteries, order one 
package below. 
49 N 1713—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. .$2.99 
“D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Wt. 8 oz. ... Pkg. 36c 

without 
batteries 

Cinnan scai ty a com 

Paint a picture or 
abstract designs 

with Playnts Paints 
and Dipsy Doodler 

$)97 

Provide hours of creative fun 
for any youngster. Playnts 
poster paints contained in non- 

FUN AND GAMES AND LEARNING, TOO! 
Blackboard, Chalk, Wipe-off Crayons, Eraser, 

3 Games, 36 Magnetic Letters spill color wells. 
The Dipsy Doodler lets you 

make any number of random. 
designs . . each different. Fin- 
ished picture tiles can be kept 
as room decorations or washed 
off and used again. 

Set includes 4 cardboard 
plaques, 1 Doodler set, 3 tiles, 
5 Playnts and 2 brushes. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

49 N 1677........8et $2.97 

Jr. Artist's Easel 
with Water-color Set 

$499 

An artist's easel that grows with 

the young artist . . height adjusts 
from 45 to 69 inches. Colorfully 
finished in red and black. Sketch 
board doubles as chalk board . . 
has ledge to hold paints. Steel 
tripod construction has non-mar- 
ring plastic tips. Includes paint 
brush, board clip, 6 jars of water 
colors. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

79 N 1823L.......... Set $4.99 

Our lowest-priced Play Desks 
Magnetic top Plain top 

$549 $399 

Magnetic Top Play Desk. Draw 
with chalk on desk top. Lift hinged 
top to spell with magnetic letters on 
metal reverse side. Or pound with 
pegs on bottom. Steel frame, wood 
seat. Mallet, pegs, chalk, eraser. 
25x18x22 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 1636C—Wt. 7 lbs. Set $5.49 

Plain Top Play Desk. Similar to 
above, except top is chalkboard, no 
magnetic letters. Unassembled. 
79 N 1698C—Wt. ? lbs. Set $3.99 

Magnetic Play-Peg Desk 

with molded posture seat 

$788 

Colorful desk is sturdily constructed 
of wood with 5-point steel frame and 
polyethylene posture seat. 

Wood-framed  chalkboard top 
opens to easel position for white 
wipe-off crayon surface. Includes 36 
magnetic letters, chalk, eraser, pegs, 

and mallet. Front well inside. 29x 
19x23 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 1699C—Wt. 10 lbs... $7.88 
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LUNAR LOUIE ; 
SPACE MAN OVEN w! Wild! 

$659 Delicious, too! 

Bake really out-of-this-world 
desserts with this plastic space 
man oven. Use 1 of 4 cakemixes 
for the space-creature body. 
Bake arms, legs, wings and an- 
tennae with the 2 cookie mixes. 
Make hair, eyes, ears and noses 
with the gel mix. Trim your 
cake with yummy frosting mix. 

Set also includes 2 cake pans, 
2 decorating molds, 1 pan hold- 
er, teaspoon, measuring spoon 
and instructions. Metal parts. 

UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC. Uses a 40-watt bulb 
(not included). Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 16029 . .. $6.69 

Refill. 2 frosting, 2 cookie, 2 
decorating and 4 cake mixes. 
49 N 16027 — Wt. 11b.. $1.89 

As you like it 

because you 

WATCH YOUR 

POPCORN POP 

E 5? 

Make a batch of popcorn every 
4 minutes with this BIG 13-in 
plastic popper. “Magic Cool” 
design keeps heat inside, ex 
terior cool. You get enough 
popcorn to make 3 full quarts 
6 decorated popcorn bags, 1 
tablespoon salt, butter contain- 

ers and instr. Metal parts. Elec- 
tric see-thru popper is UL list- 
ed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
Uses a 100-watt bulb, not incl 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 
49 N 16069 ...... . «$5.97 

It's fun to bake a Kooky Kake . . 
then decorate it with candy "monsters" 

Super Incredible Edibles $1299 

Create and decorate strange or silly creatures that are so deli- 
cious they're fun to eat. You get 6 vanilla and 6 chocolate 
Kakeroop Kake mixes for the creatures’ bodies. Put mix in the 

‘asin nabs Scant by cuitimar mientlctudcal cona 

FROSTY SNO-MAN 

Delicious sno-cones 

in 10 different flavors 

$ 439 

Party time sno-cones with no 
fuss or bother—for you or 
Mom. Just put 2 ice cubes into 
Frosty’s top, add 1 of the 10 
yummy flavored syrups to the 
shaved ice, and presto—a sno 
cone! Plastic and metal, 9' in. 
high. Two dispensers, paper 
cones and directions included. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz 
49 N 1629.. +++ $439 

A Dairy Stand at home 

FREEZE QUEEN 

gu 

Make cones, sundaes, sodas 
and shakes. 12-in. dairy stand 
machine with 24 cones, mixing 
bowl, canister. 1 orange, 3 va- 
nilla, 3 chocolate mixes . . just 
add water; 1 chocolate, 1 but- 
terscotch topping. No plug in 
or batteries. Insert pre-frozen 
canister, add mix and press 
handle. Plastic, metal parts. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 N 16083C-Wt. 5 lbs. $8.44 

Refill. 12 cones, 6 Freeze 
Queen mixes—varied flavors. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49N 16191. .$1.98 

Makery Bakery, bake for 5 minutes. Then add the 4 animal 
feet, 2 bird feet or 2 human feet. 8 one-ounce pkgs. of Gobble- 
Degoop make candy snakes, spiders or worms (ulp!) in varied 
flavors. Bowl, utensils, chocolate and vanilla Frosteroop, 1-oz. 
pack of decorations, 1-oz. pack colored sugar, 10 Gobble-De- 
goop aluminum molds, cooling tray, handle, 2 pans, 2 cake 
bases. Plastic and metal. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 N 16081C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... $12.99 

Refill. Bake more fun treats with 2 packs of Kakeroop, 2 packs 
of Frosteroop and 1 tube of Gobble-Degoop. 
49 N 16019— Shipping weight 12 ounces........... ..$1.99 

— 

@ @ © wo 

Incredible Edibles Set 
Make candy critters $ 99 

with “Gobble-Degoop” 

You'll have an “awfully” good time cooking up some 
snakes, bugs and worms (ugh!) that look almost real. 
They’re actually sugarless candy in 6 flavors (cinnamon, 
root beer, cherry, mint, butterscotch, licorice), Decorate 
cakes, sundaes or float ‘em in drinks. Six 1 fluid-oz. 
tubes of liquid Gobble-Degoop. Electric metal heating 
unit, plastic trim, 8 molds, tray, utensils, more. UL 
listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

49 N 1714 —Shipping weight 3 1bs.502.........$7.99 

Extra Gobble-Degoop. Four flavors, ea. 1 fluid-oz. tube 
49 N 1715— Shipping weight 13 oz... ..... Pkg. $1.94 
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3 24-inch 

Musical 

It's a FUN 

TUNNEL 
. a clubhouse . . a tent 

.. a colorful cotton 

playspace that is 

coated with a superior 

flame-retardant finish 

that won't wash away 

—even out in the rain 

sQ°? 

It’s a 108-inch long fabric 
tunnel with so many, many 
uses—just imagine what fun 
it could be. Perfect for base- 
ment or rec room, or put it 
in your backyard. Cotton 
fabric with colorful Winnie- 
the-Pooh characters covers 
24-inch diameter hoops 
folds quickly to an eas; 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 922» 

store 2-inch thickness. Hoops Save 10% on this brightly painted pony 

mre Mong, tempered pelag Lost Christmos wos $8.44. Here's a pony to be proud of. Bright, colorful, and 
TEE WE TUM equipped with an imported Swiss music box that plays Brahm's Lullaby as 

your child rocks. Plastic streamers and wooden spinners on front bar keep child 
fascinated as he rides along. Made of strong, molded plastic that's easy to wipe 
clean. Safety strap holds tot securely in his seat. 17x12x24 in. long. 
79 € 7530C—Shipping weight 7 pounds...........s.s.0eseeeeees eee $7.59 

ING 
piNG D Jingle Bell Rocker . . makes a 

happy sound as baby rides along 

4222 

Perfectly sized for the "little ones” . . 
only 434 in. from floor to saddle. Bell on 
nose jingles as he bobs. Pinto-painted 
wood, hand grips. 19 in. Unassembled, 
49 C 7523—Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz......-. $2.99 

Jumbo “Stone” Building Sets 
“ 

48 5g Each lightweight block 18 $599 BABY SITTER” 
piecos supports 225 pounds! pieces 

Stone-patterned blocks for forts, castles, caves, etc. Made of SHOOFLY 
corrugated paperboard with strong interlocking construction. 
Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Rectangles are 12x334x534 in. Keeps baby happy for hours as 
48 E R 18 Ser Al recti it gently rocks. Unique "see-thru'" 

pc. Set. 12 rectangles plus -pc. Set. rectangles. at 
36 more assorted-size blocks. Shipping weight 11 lbs. front tray has fascinating play 
79 C 4452L—Wt. 14 Ibs..$8.99 — 79 C 4440C............ $5.99 beads underneath . . play beads 

on front bar, too . . safety belt 

Card Table $10? 
Play House. . 

i It's a boon for busy mothers Slip over card table 
lieve fun .. keeps baby amused and for make-believe fu 4 N 

147 fly is brightened with nur- 
sery decals. Gently rocks 
back and forth and soothes 

It's an instant play- baby. Bright play beads hold 
house. Fits over any baby's attention . . or put his 
standard 30x30-inch favorite toys on tray for him. 
card table. Made of to play with. Adjustable 
heavy, brightly printed safety strap holds him se- 
cotton fabric for use in- curely in seat. Measures 15 
doors or out. Folds inches high, 30 inches long. 
compactly for storage. 12-inch seat width. 
Shpg. wt. 13 oz. Shipping weight 12 Ibs. 

49 C 44234. ,.... $3.99 79 € 75016L ......... $10.99 
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(1) National League Hockey . . authentic 
Stanley Cup playoff— winning “team” 

gets 3ij-in. replica of trophy. Light 
flashes at either goal when puck sails into 
plastic mesh net (2 "C" batteries not 
included . . order below). 10 metal players 

cover more “ice” —even goalies can “rove” 
toward center of rink or guard their goal. 
Players “face off,” block, pass, stick 

handle and shoot—all manipulated by 
sliding control rods. 17-in. high score tower 
shows which teams are playing, 6 team 
pennants, plastic score markers, Masonite 
Presdwood and steel, 2 pucks, official 
N.H.L. 60-page Rule Book. 
79 N 2391—37x21 in. Wt. 12 Ibs... .. $12.98 
34 N 4659— Batteries. Wt. 4 oz. ..2 for 30c 

o Ice Hockey Game. Develops coordina- 

tion and timing . . youngsters manipu- 

late players with levers . . try to get mar- 
ble into the goals. Masonite Presdwood 

base, steel frame . . rounded metal corners. 
Players whirl, block and pass “puck” back 

and forth. 10 players, 2 goalies, 6 pennants 

in authentic colors, playing rules. 

79 N 224L—36x18x4 in. Wt. 14 Ibs..., $9.98 

Ring the Bell-- 

Enjoy “play-by-play” sport thrills 
Thrill-a-minute Electric Football 
Game. Excitement grows, tension 

mounts as team is pitted against team . 

here's real football on a miniature scale. 

Players actually race up and down the 

field, tackling, blocking, etc. Team with 
ball runs, passes or kicks, depending on 
strategy. Sturdy Masonite Presdwood 
playing field . . steel frame. 22 players, 2 
magnetic footballs, goal posts and mark- 
ers. Hidden vibrating motor UL approved 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

79 N 238L—28x15 in. Wt. 7 Ibs. $7.97 

(4) Push-button Baseball Game. O.K., 
let's p-la-y b-a-l-l . . it's America": 

favorite pastime, A real thriller for young 
baseball fans. Push the button, pitcher 
throws curves, fast balls, etc, to man at 
the plate. Batter swings, knocks ball down 
the middle or past third to the outfield. 
Magnetic attraction draws ball to fences, 
players or field, indicating type of play 
made. 3 magnetic balls, 9 metal men, 
score sheet, rules. Masonite Presdwood 
and steel, 19x18x6 in. high. 

79 N 215C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs, . . . $6.17 

raise your score to 10,000 

(5) Battery-powered Pinball Machine. Has 

automatic scoring, flashing light, ringing 

bell to delight young pinball “tilters.” 

Brightly decorated steel construction, fully 

enclosed clear plastic top. Spring trigger me- 

chanism propels 5 steel balls—one by one— 

onto playing surface. As they touch scoring 

sections, bell rings, light flashes and score au- 

tomatically registers in back panel. Uses 4 “D” 

batteries (not included . . order below). 

79 N 204L—2614x1234x14314 in. Wt. 11 Ibs. $8.88 
34 N 4650— Batteries. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... .4 for 58e 

$] Electric Pinball. All the flashing lights and 

sounds of a commercial pinball machine, 

including an automatic scoring mechanism that 

registers as the bumpers are hit. Pull a lever, 

release it . . and ball shoots to top of board, 

then works its way down, striking bumpers as it 

goes . . a light flashes, a bell rings, and the score 

mounts. Two hand-activated kickers keep the 

ball in play so score of 10,000 can be made. 5 

steel balls included. Wood frame measures 31x 

16x45 in. high. Motor UL approved, 110-120- 

volt, 60-cycle AC. Partly assembled. 

79 N 142L—Wt. 25 Ibs... -~ ...Cash $19.88 

[ Use Easy Terms on orders of $20 or more. . $ 
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BEN HUR 

races his chariot to victory 

and freedom . . Gladiators do 

fierce battle in the arena 

132 s7 98 
pieces 

The great Roman Empire in the days of Ben 
Hur and € lds before your eyes i 
colorful, hi etail. The Sla 
Mart and B: er of Roman life, 
where prisoners v and sold and 

where all sorts of f s were sold 

under the ¢ 
Include 

4 cha 

driver; galleries 

over-all); tent 
pieces. 3-dimen: 

79 N 5985L 

catapult that really works; 66 men, 
each with 4 horses, harness and 

und amphitheater (about 34 in 
Roman nobles; many other 

1 plastic 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs $7.98 

The Blue and the Gray 
Artillery and pistol really shoot 

. - bunker actually explodes 

260-piece $888 200-piece $494 
set set 

s of President Lincoln, Grant, Lee 
Davis; 11-in. steel ial man 

emplacement; 13 

One of the finest, most complete Civil War 
play sets ever created. Many exciting action 
features such as a battlefield bunker that 
explodes” when hit; an authentic-looking 

caisson and cannon unit that shoots; a shell 
shooting trench mortar; 
cannon; and in the 260-pi 

other shooting made of pl 
e sel, a tiny 3-inch 79N 5929C 

bullet-shooting cap pistol copied after Civil 200-pc. Set 
War design. You get 54 Union and 68 Con- 
federate troops in typical battle action poses 

pieces of e 
79 N 5959C 

£458 SEARS rcs 
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kit, hand controller, oiler, extra 

Complete Slot Racing Outfit with K&B Ford GT car 

Tote everything 

you need to get 

in on the fun 

at your nearby 

Slot Raceway 

slicks, gears and gear puller— 

plus a compartmented car-caddy case to haul it all to the races 

Model racing enthusiasts try out their cars 
against all comers at pay-to-race slot tracks 
springing up all over America. Now Sears 
offers in one outfit all the components you 
need to get in on this exciting sport. 

K&B's Ford GT is powered by the Chal- 
lenger sidewinder motor. Rugged plastic 

Slot Racing 

Car Kits 

Magnesium motor carrier, rear axle, wheels. 
Single-unit construction. Unassembled. 
10 BRM. 1/24 scale. X100 motor. 

49 N 6467— Shpg. wt. 12 oz......$5.99 
1] Ferrari. 1/24 scale. X100 motor. 

49 N 6468—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...... 5.99 
12 Ford GT. 1/32 scale. X100 motor. 

49 N 6469— Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 5.44 

458 SEARS ists 1/24 scale (1/2 in.= 

Tatai page scum by deisniaszimiseteciadcal com 

car sports built-in windows, aluminum chas- 
sis with nylon pickup, Goodyear tires, parts 
for assembling. The speed controller has 
brake, 3 alligator clips. Pack it all inside 
12x10x3-in. case—then off to the races. 
49 N 6451—1/32 scale. Wt. 3 1bs.$13,88 
49 N 6452—1/24 scale. Wt. 3 Ibs. 14.99 

MIELE C KE FX 

Slot Racing Car Kits 

Plastic models with brass chassis, Scuttler 
12-volt motors, nylon pickups. Unassembled. 

13 Lotus MK XIX. 1/32 scale. 
49 N 6470—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. - $4.44 

14 Porsche RS-61. 1/32 scale. 
49 N 6471—Shpg. wt. 8 oz....... 4.44 

15 Ferrari GTO Berlinetta. 1/32 scale. 
49 N 6472—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 4. 

ft), 1/32 scale (3/8 in.=1 ft.), Both ride on same raceway. 

Slot Racing Car Kits 

Build these authentically detailed models yourself. Kit 
has everything you need to construct a racing model. 
All have Challenger sidewinder motors, aluminum chassis 
and wheels. Sturdy plastic bodies, clear windows . . even 
clear-covered headlights. Tires and pickups included 

All have aluminum chassis and wheels 
bearings. 

49N6453-Ford GT. 1/24 scale. Shpg. wt. 10 02.85.44 

49N6454-Ford GT. 1/32 scale. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 4.44 

49N6455-Ferrari GTO. 1/24 scale. Wt. 9 oz. 5.44 

49N6456-GT Mustang. 1/32 scale. Wt. 10 oz. 4.44 

49N6457-Porsche 906/916. 1/24 scale. Wt. 9 02.5.44 

Slot Racing Car Kits 

steel axles, bronze 
with SP510X 1/32-scale models equipp: 

motors. 1/24-scale models, SP600 motors. Unassembled. 

(6) 

Ail 

49N6458-Aston Martin. 1/32 scale. Wt. 8 02.54.44 
49N6459-Stingray. 1/32 scale. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 4.44 

/24 scale. Shpg. 

4.44 
. 5.44 

18 

Slot Racing 
M onogrom Car Kits 

have sturdy brass frames, precision lightweight alu- 
minum wheels and Oilite bearings. Metal crown and 
pinion gears. 1/32-scale models have Tiger X100 motors, 
1/24-scale; Tiger X200 motors. Plastic with clear wind- 
shields, windows and headlight covers. Unassembled. 
(16) 49N6473-Cooper Ford. 1/32 scale. Wt. 9 oz.$4.44 
(17) 49N6474-Porsche 904. 1/24 scale. Wt. 1 Ib. 5.44 
(18) 49N6476-Ferrari GTO. 1/32 scale. Wt. 9 oz. 4.44 
(19) 49N6477-Scarab. 1/24 scale. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5.44 
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Here's the wonderful, wacky, 

make-believe world of DR. SEUSS 

that makes it fun to learn to read 

Each $37 

"These laugh-packed books have imaginative verse and drawings that 
have charmed children for over 28 years. Each fun-filled book has about 
60 pages (except 3 N 733). 

Colorfully illustrated throughout with all of those zany Dr. Seuss 
drawings: For children 4-10 (and any adults who want to peck). Each 
book measures about 8144x1134 inches. 

N 738— Yertle the Turtle, Other Stories (3 tales of amazing animals) 
741—The Sneetches and Other Stories (meet a Sneetch, or a Zax) 
742—Happy Birthday to You (birthdays in the land of Katroo) 
7 ‘If I Ran the Circus (the Circus McGurkus—wow!) 
746—Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book (one little yawn, then off to sleep) 
758—Horton Hears A Who (brave elephant protects dust creatures) 

ipping weight each 1 pound... ........-.cececseeeeseuee Each $2.37 2 

Cat in the Hat Dictionary 
in French or Spanish 

2g 

measures 8x11 inches. 

Sears | Jess 

Cut pace scans by cheisimas museteciaicM conn 

Dr. Seuss takes the young reader through an enter- 
taining presentation of French or Spanish language 
elements. Before your child knows it he will have 
learned a basic vocabulary. Illustrated. Each book 

3 N 731— French. 134 pgs. Shpg. wt. 21bs...$2.97 
3 N 757—Spanish. 132 pgs. Shpg. wt. 21bs... 2.97 

Books especially for the beginner 
Children love these books . . each has a 

controlled vocabulary that makes reading easier 
. . and Dr, Seuss is even here! 

Each $|57 

Each of these children’s favorites is written by famous authors. Some are 
in rhyme and all have enchanting colorful illustrations, Each book measures 
634x914 inches, has about 64 pages. 
NOTE: Controlled vocabulary books marked (f) have 50-100 words; 
(tt) 100-200 words; (tft) over 200. 
(3N747 lo 3N783 by Dr. Seuss) 

3N747-Fox in Socksttt 
3N748-Hop on Poptt 
3N749-The Cat in the Hatftt 
3N750-One Fish, Two Fish, 

Red Fish, Blue Fishttt 
SN753-Green Eggs and Hamt 
3N780-Dr. Seuss's ABCTtt 
3N781-Cat in Hat Comes Backttt 
3N78: Me in the Zoot 
3N691-King, Mice and Cheese t 
3N782-A Fly Went Bytt 
3N784-Go Dog. Got 
3N785-Are You My Mother?t 
Shipping weight each 10 ounces, ...... 

3N394-The Bears’ Picnict 
3N790-Little Black Goes to 

the Circustt 
3N698-Wish I had Duck Feet ttt 
3N795-B.Cerf'sAnimal Riddlesttt 
3N756-10 Apples Up on Topt 
3N796-Little Black, a Ponytt 
3N797-B. Cerf's Book of Riddlestt 
3N640-BigJump&OtherStoriest{+ 
3N641-A Big Ball of Stringttt 
3N642-Sam and the Fireflytt 
3N643- B.Cerf'sBookof Laughsttt 
3N644-Look Out for Pirates!tt 
3N645-A Fish Out of Watertt 

denne og evn acencwosie „Each $1.57 

Step-up Books for 
readers about second 
or third grade level 

Save 78€ 
on Starter Set 

Starter Set Each 

$423 $167 

Easy-to-read text is illustrated. 
Each abt. 70 pgs., 614x834 in. 

Starter Set (3 N 853, 3 N 854, 
and 3 N 858). 
3N552—Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 07..$4.23 

Single Titles 
3N835—Meet the N. Amer. Indian 
3N850-Meet J. F. Kennedy 
3N851-Meet George Washington 
3N852-Meet Abraham Lincoln 
3N853-Animals Do The Strang- 

est Things 
3N854-Birds Do The Strangest — m 

3N858-Fish Do The Strangest 

Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. Ea. $1.6 
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Your 
choice 

Home movies delight everyone. Especially with a projector so simple to load and 
operate as this one. Shows up to 50 feet of regular 8mm film automatically (even 
those you take yourself). Has power rewind, too. And what great fun it is to see 
everything move from normal speed to hilarious slowness to statue-like stillness, 

Projector is metal and plastic, 10x4x9 in. high . . includes extra bulb, extra 50- 
foot feed reel plus 25-foot film (1967 Super Bowl or a Popeye cartoon). Additional 
films sold at right. From Japan. Uses 6 “D” batteries, order 3 pkgs. below. 
49 N 1849— Projector with 1967 Super Bowl football film. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. . $9.99 
49 N 1850— Projector with Popeye the Sailor cartoon. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. ..... 9.99 
49 N 4660— "D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 ounces. . . . Pkg. 36¢ 

Snap in a cartridge, turn 
handle. See movies over 
and over... or backwards! 

EASY-SHOW Movie Projector with 6 movies 

$499 sz 3699: batteries 

Watch the adventures of the super heroes: Captain America, Thor, The Incredible 
Hulk, Submariner, Iron Man and King Kong. Three continuous-loop film cartridges 
with 2 movies on each . . 75 feet of film in all. Plastic projector 9 inches long. 
Uses 3 “D” batteries, order 2 packages above. Vinyl carry case stores cartridges 
and projector, closes to 12x9x3 inches deep. Back of case can serve as screen. 
49 N 1716—Easy-Show Set with Carry Case. Shipping weight 3 Ibs.. . . . . . $6.99 
49 N 1719—Easy-Show Set without carry case. Shipping wt. 1 lb. 10 0z.... 4.99 

Without 
carry case 

with 
carry case 

Extra Films. Four movies on 2 continuous-loop cartridges. 
49 N 1722— Lassie, Porky Pig, The Flintstones, Precious Pup. 
49 N 1724— Superman, Casper the Ghost, Alvin, Bugs Bunny. 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. ........ esee Each Set $1.79 

Cutiod sace scans by cuisines muselecisdcal com. 

Triple action . . shows any 
regular 8mm film at regular 
speed, in slow motion or in- 
stant stop action. Runs on 
batteries—nothing to plug 
in, no handles to turn 

8mm Movie 

Projector 
with cartoon or 

football film 

Additional Films for 8mm Movie Projector 

Comedies. Two 25-ft. reels per set. Laugh time even for adults. 
49N1852-Laurel and Hardy in “Caveman,” “Flying Elephant” 
49N1855-Our Gang in “Big Boat" and “Alligator” 
49N1856-Charlie Chaplin in “The Champion,” “Laughing Gas” 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. 

NFL and AFL Footboll Highlights. Three 25-foot reels per set, With 
a triple-action projector you can study the line play of the pros. 
49N1858-Cleveland Browns, New York Giants, New York Jets 
49N1859-Washington Redskins, Balt. Colts, Boston Patriots 
49N1860-St. Louis Cardinals, Pitt. Steelers, Kansas City Chiefs 
49N1863-Philadelphia Eagles, Detroit Lions, Buffalo Bills. 
49N1898-Los Angeles Rams, San Fran. '49ers, Dallas Cowboys 
49N1870-Chicago Bears, Minn. Vikings, Green Bay Packers 
Shipping weight 3 ounces. Each Set $2.99 

GIVE-A-SHOW Slide Projector with 24 shows 

5488 x: $688 wr with 
carry case 

Without 
carry case batteries batteries 

See all-new shows starring Frankie, Jr.; Yogi Bear; Huckleberry Hound, 
The Flintstones; Space Ghost; Space Kidettes and othe 
plete on a strip of 7 color slides. Plastic projector 914 i 
tures up to 8x8-ft. size on any wall. Uses 3 "D , order 2 
packages above. V carry case 12x9x3 in., back side serves as screen. 
49 N 1731—G iow Set with carry case. Wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz... $6.88 
49 N 1728—Gi Show Set without carry case, Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz.. 4.88 

Extra Shows. Each set has 84 color slides for 12 different shows. 
49N1735-Huckleberry Hound, Jetsons, Yogi Bear, Flintstones, more. 
49N1736-Popeye, Casper, Dick Tracy, Mr. Magoo, Bozo, Lassie, more. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces..........2..422se0reseeees Each Set $1.79 

SAVE THIS CATALOG. . you can order toys on pages 433 to 609 from now until August 1, 1968 



“Charlie Chaplin 
in “The Champion 

Hold your own 
Movie 

Festival 

Laurel and Hardy in 
“Another Fine Mess” 

} Only $ 88 [ < y ES 

13 m | ADDITIONAL 8mm MOVIES 

i Black and White—three 25-ft. reels per set. 

Popeye—King of Jungle; Rodeo; Dryland Sailor. 
49 N 16171-—Shipping weight 5 oz... . Pkg. $2.69 
Popeye—Circus Man; Nurse Maid; Punching Bag. 
49 N 16172— Shipping weight 5 oz.....Pkg. $2.69 
Laurel and Hardy—Foiling Father; Salesman; and 
What a Pal. 
49 N 16173—Shipping weight 5 oz. . . . . Pkg. $2.69 
Kitty Kat—The Hero; Felix Revolts; Free Lunch. 
49 N 16174— Shipping weight 5 oz. ... .Pkg. $2.69 
Betty Boop—Toyland; Mystery Island; Auto Racer. 
49 N 16175—Shipping weight 5 oz. .. . . Pkg. $2.69 

Westerns—John Wayne in Lucky Texas; Buster 
Crabbe in Frontier Outlaws; and Bob Steele in The 

Delight everyone with this projector that's simple to load and operate. See movies at Navajo Kid. — 3 

regular speed, instant stop and even in slow motion—has power rewind too. Show up 49 N 16176—Shipping weight 5 oz..... Pkg. $2.69 

to 50 feet of regular 8mm film (even those you take yourself). Projector is metal and Color Cartoons —one 25-ft. reel. 

plastic, 10x4x9 in. high . . includes extra bulb, extra 50-ft. reel plus five 25-ft. movies Beetle Bailey in Bridge of the River Y 

above. Uses 6 “D” batteries, order 3 pkgs. below. Order extra films at right. : , 
= k p 49 N 16088—Shipping weight 3 oz. . . . . Pkg. $2.49 

49 N 16115— Projector with 5 films. Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . .........$13.88 Poléve is Sek SUE 

49 N 16116— Projector without films. Shipping weight 3 pounds 9.68 AUN sanz Sh Pe i Pkg. $2.49 

49 N 4660— "D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 ounces. . . . . . . Pkg. 38c Shipping weight 3 os. . . £ 

URP Seek NE - 

Hand-operated 
8mm Projector 

with carry case that 
turns into a screen 

Real Sound Movies 

Just snap in cartridge, 
position film and turn handle 

for real sound-on-film movies 

“Hollywood Movie Theatre” 

with *2 films and tickets 

$614 coms 

Even a young child can load and operate it himself. Sound is on film 
and transistorized üfier is built ito the projector—the 

is on continuous-loop 
Everything but the popcorn for complete home movies. Set includes hand- 
operated projector, two 25-ft. cartoon films, empty take-up reel, manager's 
card and theatre tickets. Projector shows all standard 8mm movie film, has 4 al theston tu 
adjustable lens. 714x7x4 in. high. Molded plastic. Light uses two "D" bat- cartridges that need no rewinding. Five 25 ft. black and white films 

2 E n included: Bugs Bunny, Spiderman, Ben Turpin, Ultra Man and 
teries (not incl.), order package below. Order extra films above. Duck Š » ur - NS Lr h. 

49 N 16118—Shipping weight 2 pounds. .......- Ale TT Da De - Projector made of molded plastic. 11x5x8 in. high. Uses. 
49 N 4660—“D” Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping wt. 8 oz.. ..Pkg. 38c tteries (not incl.), order 3 pkgs. below. 49 N 16117—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2ounces.........$18.49 

462 Sears sac 49 N 4660—“D” Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. Pkg. 38c 

Täta Dade scans by cheisimas museteciadcM com 



Dial and phone rings . . flower plays tune 
. 6 other things to do 

Musical Activity Board 
A world of fun and action in one compact unit that will keep a 
tot busy. Telephone has dial and bell that rings . . hand crank 
turns to make marbles climb and drop . . color wheel whirls . . 
car bounces past scenery as wheel is turned . . mirror door and 
counting discs. Wind-up music box plays favorite song. Plastic 

and metal. 1334 inches long. 
49 C 44191—Shipping weight 2 pounds... . 

* 

yt 

Sing-a-Song 
Super See 'N' Say 

Twelve familiar nursery rhymes 

SS. vites 

Hear your favorite nursery rhymes. 
“Yankee Doodle,” “Jack and 
Jill" “London Bridge" and 9 
others. Just turn pointer to song 
you want (it's pictured for little 
ones), press and song plays. 13-in. 
high plastic case with metal 
mechanism. Uses 1 “D” battery, 
order package below at left. 
79 C 44323C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.$7.99 

3 vehicles travel 
through country on Musical Tour Wind-up Musical Showboat 

$39 

Plays a tune as it paddles merrily down the Missis- 
sippi or across the bathtub. Paddle wheels propel it. 
Break-resistant plastic boat has musical mechanism 
enclosed in waterproof housing. 6x8x12 inches. 
49 C 44157—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz...... 

"Turn handle and train pulls coal tender, an auto pulls a 
trailer, another car follows. Mill wheel turns, a sailboat 
cruises on lake. Music box plays “Around the World in 

$3.99 

Play old favorites or new tunes 

on Musical Railroad 

Happy little engine makes familiar music as 
it rolls along the xylophone track. Songs can 
be played either by the engine or by using the 
mallet. Removable crossties make 32 notes . . 
can be rearranged using illustrated songbook. 
You'll soon find a favorite. Engine is 74 in. 
long. 4-section track forms 20-inch circle. 
Plastic and metal. Uses 1 “D” battery, order 
package below. 
49 C 44079—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz... .$3.99 

“D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Pkg. $1.19 

454 [Sears | ess 
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Musical Ferris Wheel 

$ 5% 

Four tiny kids in swinging seats 
go 'round and 'round as little 
man on ground cranks furiously. 
Music box plays "In the Good 
Old Summer Time." Wood and 
plastic. 9 in. high, 8 in. wide. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49C 44484... lessen $5.39 

Music box Iron 

7e 

Glide it along on hidden 
wheels, it plays “This is the 
Way We Iron Our Clothes.” 
Push steam button, it whistles. 
Eyes roll up and down. Plastic 

pull cord. 8 in. long, 5 in. 
high. So easy to buy when 
you just use the phone. 
49 C 44412—Wt. 1 1b... .$2.49 



Sharpen your wits with these brain-teaser Games 

The Big Board . . for stock market fans 
Have fun while you learn the secrets of stock market trading. Youngsters 
and adults alike will delight in buying and selling for the most “profit.” 
You'll become familiar with the terms bull and bear market; blue-chip in- 
vestments, margin buying, selling short. Dice, playing board, money and 
portfolios included with set. 2 to 4 players. Age 13 through adult, 
49 N 273. 17x24 inches, Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 34.49 

An easy, interesting 
bered letter tiles 
score at end of game wins. Fun for 2 to 4 players, 14!4x1414-in. board 
49 N 139—Game only, no turntable, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
Turntable of Masonite Presdwood. Rubber rim-edg 
79 N 462C—Revolving Turntable only. Cork holders for board. Wt. 4 Ibs... 2.75 

Scrabble* . . challenging word game 

y to increase your vocabulary. Build words with num. 
- . pitting your skill against the other players. High number 

$2.19 
d feet. 

Build your order to $2O or more and use Sears Easy Terms .. see page 294 

Bridge for Juniors 

Two-sided playing board features advanced 
and elementary versions of bridge for 6 to 
12-year-olds. Advanced side introduces sim- 
plified bidding, scoring, etc. Other side 
teaches trumping, trick taking, etc. Includes 
52 cards (4 suits each of apples, strawberries, 
plums and blackberries), 4 card racks and 
bridge instructions. 
49 N 370—2 to 4 players. Wt. 2 Ibs.... $1.66 

Bullwinkle . . 
a TV favorite 

Garroway's ‘'Today” Game 

Test your skill at TV producing. Points 
are awarded for the strongest programming 
in each “time-slot.” For example, you 
might choose news flashes, world events, 
entertainment or sports. A delightful pas- 

time for ages 8 to 80. Complete with deck 
of 52 "programming" cards, playing board 
and instructions. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 278—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.75 

Scrabble® for Juniors 
Famous vocabulary game, simplified for your youngsters . . the 
play way to greater word power. Double-sided board . . one side 
has advanced version, one has easy pictorial version. Includes 
playing board (1834 inches square), 100 lettered tiles, 33 counters 
and easy-to-follow instructions. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 235—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces $1.66 

Saftee-Darts for the home 
At last, a. safe dart-toss game! 3 vinyl 
darts have sponge rubber heads that Right out of the TV 

show “Rocky and His 
Friends" comes Bull- 
winkle to test your aim. 
Practice ringing his ant- 
lers with the four inflat- 
able plastic toss rings . . 
each horn is numbered 
and high man wins. 36 
inches tall overall, 
antlers are 29 inches 
wide. Made of plastic, 
easily inflated. Shipping 
weight 1 pound. 

E ^ 49N326.........$2.75 

stick to target like magic . . no points, 
no rubber suction to mar walls. Shipping 
weight 13 ounces. 
49 N A45. ..... 2492.55 

Indoor-Outdoor Horseshoes 
Can you get a ringer? Try it and see with 
these hard rubber official size horseshoes 
(6 inches wide, 734 inches long, 14 inch 
thick). Indudes 4 horseshoes, 2 rubber 
mats with wooden pegs, and set of official 
rules. Shipping weight 7 lbs. 
49 N 134 
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THE ALAMO 
Scale the fortress . . fire 5 cannon 

. help 30 Texas Ranchers 

battle 36 invading soldiers 

110 $598 
pieces 

True-to-life reproduction sets the scene just à 
you saw it on TV in the movies, Metal fortre 
is realistically detailed from fighting. platform 
walls to swinging gate and covers an area of about 
32x21 inches. 

You get 66 men; 5 shooting cannon with plastic 
shells; 9 horses in action po: 'cessories such as 
trees, cactus, flag, flagpole, alt ladders, well, 
etc. Soldiers 214 inches high. Figures, horse: n- 
non molded in 3-dimensional plasti 

79 N 5976C—Shipping weight S pounds. .....$5.98 

NOTE: Pieces in sets on both pages may vary 
slightly but you will receive total number of 
pieces stated. 

FORT APACHE 
side with settlers as redskin braves 

h the wagon train . . protect the stockade . . 

two cannon actually shoot tiny shells 

196 pieces $1798 

It's an Indian attack! To your posts . . man the blockhouses and lookout 
tower of this famous cavalry outpost. Patrol the catwalk along stockade 
walls. Steel headquarters building is 12x4x11 inches high. Include 20 
cavalrymen, 45 Indians, 12-horses, 3 tepees. Also 18 pieces to build big 
stockade, 4 scaling ladde s, well with bucket, plus 89 pieces of 
cavalry equipment, etc. Play shells are plastic. Set made of 3-dimensional 
plastic 
79 N 5962C —Shipping weight 6 pounds. Set $7.98 



Ready-to-race Manta Ray 

Track-proven 1/24-scale slot racer by 
Classic. Famous as one of the fastest 
slot cars made. 9-volt 21,000 rpm 
motor mounted in sidewinder position. 
Drop-flag pickup. Metal chassis boasts 
low center of gravity. Comes with an 
extra Lotus 30 clear plastic body. 
49 N 6479—Shpg.' wt. 12 oz. $10.99 

s 
12-volt Motors for 1/24 or 1/32 scale 

Revell's SP600, Takes heavier 
loads. 18,250 rpm. 10-tooth 

pinion, 6-inch wire leads, brackets. 
49 N 6481-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $2.88 

Revell's SP510X. Winds up to 
27,500 rpm. 8-tooth pinion, 

Oilite bearings, wire leads, 
49 N 6480-Shpg. wt. 1 oz. $1.88 

3 K&B Bobcat Inline. 27,500 rpm. 
.0067 HP, With wires, brackets. 

49 N 6482-Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $2.88 

Adjustable Chassis 

For use with sidewinder motor on 
either 1/24 or 1/32-scale cars. 
Lightweight aluminum with swing 
pick-up, bearings, axle, mounts. 
49 N 6485-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $1.66 

ic core, fuse wire (2 extra). 3 clips. 
49 N 6494—Wt. 6 oz....$5.44 

ips. 
49 N 6492—Wt. 6 oz....$5.44 

Tatai pane scans by deisihiasnuisetedwical Gon 

4 K&B's Challenger Sidewinder 
. 16,000 rpm, 12-tooth pinion 

gear, 32-tooth direct axle spur 
gear. Includes axle, wire leads. 
49 N 6483-Shpg. wt. 4 oz. $2.88 

5 Dyn-O-Charger 400. A holy 
terror. Exceeds .02 HP, 25,000 

rpm. Cylindrical motor with twin 
magnets, stainless steel shaft, pre- 
drilled front, rear frames. Wires, 
49 N 6484-Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $5.99 

2 Gear Sets, Puller 

Get two most-wanted gear ratios: 
4.5:1 and 3.4:1. Brass 8-tooth pin- 
ion, 36-tooth spur . . 10-tooth pin- 
ion, 34-tooth spur. Gear puller. 

49 N 6486-Shpg. wt. 3 oz. $2.44 

8 Strombecker. All metal. 
Built-in automatic braking, 

replaceable fuse. 10 to 14-ohm 
resistor. Finned cast aluminum 
body. With 3 alligator clips. 
49 N 6493—Wt. 8 oz....$5.44 

49 N 6491—Wt. 4 oz....$2.44 
ES 

Now Sears adds 4-wheel brakes to a Dyn-O-Charger 
slot racer—the fully assembled Dyn-O/SC 100 

We've taken one of the world's fastest produc- 
tion slot racers and beefed up its brakes for 
controlled cornering. Slowing of rear wheels 
sets in motion the Dyn-O-Charger's new front- 
wheel brake mechanism. 1/24-scale plastic body 
with metal frame and their super-fast motor. 
49 N 6478—Shipping wt. 14 oz.,...... 

Save this catalog... youcan order 
any item on pages 441 to 673 
from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

5-in-1 Power Tool for 
model car building 

* Deburrs 
e Saws $466 
* Sands 
© Drills Satteries 
e Files 

Makes precision cuts, smooths 
out your sleek customizing job. 
Works well with wood or plastic 
models. 5}4-inch tool includes ——— 
fine and coarse file, rotary sand- < 
er, drill, saw, case. Plastic and 
metal. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 6488—Wt. 7 oz....$4.66 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

Th 

38860006 A 
44 

for slot-racers 32 

For fine detail work in model build- 
ing. Bayonet-type handle takes in- 
terchangeable 3/48, 4/40, 5/40-in. 
pocket wrenches and socket attach- 
ments for 3 and 2-prong hubs. 

‘Allen’ 
ting tip . . all brass. Cool cork grip, 

49 N 6487—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $2.44 

6-ft. cord, 10-watt heating unit. 6 
styrene rods. 110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 
49 N 6489—Shpg. wt. 7 oz. $2.44 

Slot-racing Carry Case 
stores cars and tools 

$399 

Tote everything you need for rallies at 
your neighborhood slot track. Formed 
tray holds 1/32 and 1/24-scale cars. 
Clear plastic boxes and vinyl pockets 
keep tools and parts neatly in place. 
Black vinyl case, 16x11x3 in. deep. 
49 N 6490—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs...$3.99 



Whitman's Classic Fiction Series . . 

best-loved stories by world-famous authors 

Save 27c ^E s237 
Color illustrations, deluxe-quality binding. 
Hard covers. Size 554x834 inches. 
Girl's Set. (3 N 1671, 3 N 1680, 3 N 1682). 
3 N 1665—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz.. Set $2.37 
Boy's Set. (3 N 1670, 3 N 1677, 3 N 1681) 
SN 16s Shipping wt 2 Ibe. 1502. Set $237 

ingle Titles 
670—Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain 

Beauty by Anna Sewell 
Heidi by Johanna Spyri 

sure Island by R. Stevenson 
Little Peppers and How They 

Grew by Margaret Sidney 
tle Peppers Midway, Sidney 

$78 Eight Cousine by Alcott 
$77 Beautiful Joe by M: Saunders 
678—Freckles by Gene 

tle Men by L. M. Alcott 
Famous Fairy Tales 

rlock Holmes by A. 
te Women by L 

— Huckleberry Fi 
684 Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 
685—Tales of Edgar Allan Poe 
1686—Heidi Grows Up by C. Tritten 

N 1687— Bible Stories 
+h book Each 88c 

Mueuouuuuuom ooo aaa 

EZZZZZZZZZZZZZ ZZZZZ 

Alfred Hitchcock and Rod Serling Mystery Thrillers 

Hitchcock's Haunted Houseful. 9 spooky stories. 7x10 in. 
3 N706—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... 3.37 
Hitchcock's Solve-them-yourself bie cuit 5 cases. 7x10 in. 
3 N 539—Shipping weight 2 pounds. .... 
Hitchcock's Ghostly Gallery. 11 tales a — 7x10 i in. 
3 N 540—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ........ see 337 
Hitchcock's Monster Museum. 14 monster stories. 7x10 in. 
3 N 16036—Shipping weight 2 pounds... . i33. 
Hitchcock's Sinister Spies. Collection of 153 spy y tales. TMx10x í 
3 N 599—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . 
Twilight Zone. 13 unusual stories. dling: 7x10 i in. 
3 N763—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. . 
Twilight Zone Revisited. 13 stories. Rod Serling. 7x10 in. 
3 N 818—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces... -s -» =~». + +++- 3.37 

Books and Activity Boxes 

Batman 4-book Assortment. Have hours 
of fun with the Caped Crusader and his 
sidekick, Robin. Follow their exciting 
adventures in a paint-by-number book 
with 38 action scenes. Finished pictures 
can be framed. 132-page coloring book. 

Holy activation! Push-out-and-stick 
activity book and press-out book let 
you create action scenes with lots of 
Pow! Bam! Zowie! 
3 N764—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz, Set $1.77 

Batman Color-by-number Box. Join the 
masked one’s crusade against crime as 
you add color to Batman’s adventures. 
Crayons and 32 pictures are color coded. 
Finished pictures are ready for framing. 
3 N765—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 o7...... ...' 92 

Batman Play Fun Activity Box. Help 
Batman fight public enemies, stop un- 
derworld characters from doing dastard- 
ly deeds. 30x30-inch play sheet and 
punchouts of the Batman characters. 
Crayons are included for coloring play 
sheet, 
3 N766—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz.....92¢ 

Cutioa pane scans by cheisimas museteciimicd pvo 

Illustrated Junior Classics 

Time-honored stories 

every child should read. 

Beautifully bound. 

4S. 
"This series includes the most popular titles in children's literature, written espe- 
cially for your children's enjoyment and understanding. They'll be enchanted with 
the magic of Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland and thrilled with the gripping 
suspense of A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens. Books are fine quality . . 
handsome full-color covers . . deluxe-quality cloth bindings. Made to last years 
and years because they'll be read again and again by your children. Each book is 
illustrated. Measure 534x814 inches. About 350 pages. 
3 N 897 —Huckleberry Finn N 920—Heidi 

899 — Pinocchio 3 N923—Robin Hood 
3N901—Tom Sas 3 N 924— Robinson Crusoe 
3 N ?06—Arabian Nights 3 N928—Swiss Family Robinson 
3 N 915—Alice in Wonderland 3 N 932— Tale oí Two Cities 
INY ver's Travels 3 N933—Little Men 
3N Hw nm Book 3 N 934—Little Women 
3N918—Kidna; 3N940—Three Musketeers 
3 N 9?19—Hans Brinker 3 N 941— Treasure I; 

Great Writers Collection . . Includes 

biographical sketch of authors 

. . for readers 12 and older 

2-book ia s481 577 
Thrill to the exciting adventure and mystery of these widely 
read books . . Jules Verne takes you on a voyage under the 
sea and to the moon . . Edgar Allan Poe fills you with breath- 
taking suspense . . and much more, About 480 pages in each 
book, measure 559x834 in. 
aN or e 13%. Incl. 3 N 16007, 3 hf ius 
Shipping weight 3 pound, Set $4.81 
3N 1808 arter n p 13%. Incl. 3 x 16009, 3 m dem 
Shipping weight 3 pounds.......-...-s.e.s.s0s00- Set $4.81 

Era 
3N16004—Conan Doyle 3;N 16009 —H. G. Wells 3 N 16006—Iack London 3'N 14013— Jules Verne 
Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 8 oz. ...........-- "Yt Each $277 

POO Books, Projects 
and Pictures / 

The Pooh Story Book, Eeyore, Pig- Low project — / 
let, Christopher Robin, 734x10 i hw $297 book 
3 N 1567—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib 57 i 

THE POOH 
STORY BOOK 

The Original Winnie the Pooh 
Books. These first books serve as 
an introduction to A. A. Milne's 
delightful characters that are cher- 
ished by young and old . . all faith- 
fully represented by the whimsical 
drawings by E. H. Shepard. 

Winnie the Pooh. A first peek into 
Pooh's world. 5x734 in. 192 pages. 
3 N 1563—Shpg. wt. 11 02...$3.33 

The House at Pooh Corner. Tiger === 4 
in the forest. 5x734 in. 192 pgs. mmc 
3N1564—Sbpg. wt. 11 02---$333 Pooh, His Art Gallery. Set of 8 
When We Were Very Young. 44 pe Re! pente 11x14 in, um 
funny poems. 51734 in. 112 pes. ne art paper from orig. water- 
3N 1505 Shpg. de "n oz.. $33 colorsby Shepard. Can be framed. 

3N1572—Wt. 1 Ib, 3 oz.. $4.47 
Now We are Six. 35 stories in 
verse. 5x734 in. 112 pages. Pooh Project Book. Everything to 
3N1566—Shpg. wt. 11 oz...$3.33 make and do. . make postcards, 

games, etc. 17x13 in., 30 pages. 
Pooh's Library. Save $2.35 on 31574 — Wt. 1 Ib. 6 02...$2.97 
Íour books above in slip-case box. 
3 N 1568—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. .$10.97 p rass | Sears |453 
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Peanut Butter Maker 
Sears Special Set even adds 
delicious jelly for sandwiches 

s41 

Now you can put Mr. Pea- 
nut® to work making real, 
pure peanut butter, Just put 
peanuts into his top hat, 
turn the crank—and out 
comes dreamy, creamy pea- 

nut butter. Spread on bread, 
then add jelly (ample supply 
included). With Planters® 
vacuum-packed peanuts, 

spreaders, jar, pan, scoop, 
paper cups. Plastic, metal. 
12 inches high. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 1645. ........$4.77 

Electric Corn Popper 
with built-in dispenser 

$699 

In just a few fun minutes, 
you'll have hot, fresh pop- 
corn . . all ready for butter- 
ing. Red enameled steel case 
has see-through top and 
spout for pouring into bags. 
12x9x14 in. high . . 23 in. 
high with attachable bright- 
colored canopy. Supply of 
corn and paper bags. UL 
listed; 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79N1669C-Wt. 7 lbs. $6.99 

jar, 20 paper cups, 2 mixes. 
49 N 1720—Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz.. . . $2.44 

Make ice cream at home$ 
in 10 luscious flavors 

Now you can have your very 
own fountain service with this 
easy-to-use ice creamer, 

Just fill cylinder with ice 
cubes and salt. Mix your own 
milk or cream with one of the 
flavors and pour into ma- 
chine. Turn crank a few min- 
utes, then press handle—and 
out comes a cupful of creamy 
coolness. 

Plastic unit is 9 in. long. 
Paper cups, wood spoons. 

Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
49N1682.... 

sane Scans by daiis —HÁ—— 

Kool-Aid® Dispenser DAL 

Set up a professional-looking Kool-Aid 
stand or just enjoy it in the kitchen. 
Plastic base, 11 in. high. 1-quart glass 

299 4 

Soda 
Fountains 
to pour out 

cool 
refreshment 

Coke® Machine 5944 

Holds up to 12-ounce size Coke bottle. 
Machine is red and white plastic, wipes 
cean with a damp doth. 12x10x5 in. 
wide. 4 small plastic Coke glasses, too. 
49 N 1676—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz... $2.44 

Sears Set has 1⁄4 more Gobble-Degoop 
than the standard set.. 

all in 8 awful(ly) good flavors 

$779 

Wild! Cook up some snakes (ugh!), spiders, bugs and worms (ulp!) 
that are so frightfully delicious they’re fun to eat. They’re not 
real critters—but sugarless candy. Decorate cakes, ice cream . . 
or float 'em in drinks. Set includes eight 1 fluid-oz. pouches of 
liquid Gobble-Degoop (cinnamon, root beer, cherry, mint, butter- 
scotch, licorice, grape, raspberry), electric metal heating unit, 8 
molds, tray, utensils, more. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 
49 N 1714—Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces. . . Set $7.79 
49 N 1715—Extra Gobble-Degoop. Package of 4 flavors, each 

in 10 yummy flavors 

with Frosty Sno-Man 

$429 

Every day is party day 
with this Sno-Cone ma- 
chine. No fuss or trou- 
ble for you or Mom. For 
an icy treat, just put 2 ice 
cubes in Frosty’s top. Add 
any one of 10 delicious fla- 
vored syrups to the shaved 
ice and presto! a Sno-Cone. 
Plastic and metal, 944 in. 
high. Two dispensers, 
paper cones, directions in- 
cluded. Wt. 2 Ibs, 6 oz. 
49N1629........ $4.29 

Look into this mirror 

to see the funniest 
person you ever saw 

Crazy Mirror 

99* 
"Look at me and laugh" 
mirror is like funny mir 
rors in amusement parks. 
Chrome-color metal re- 
flects countless angles . . 
makes face long, short, 
thin or wide, even split in 
half. Fun for all ages. 
About 12x14 in. Wt. 9 oz 

Make frosty Sno-Cones 

1 fluid ounce. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

Sears 

leans, Package $1.77 



Presenting . . 

Mr. Magic 
101 baffling tricks 

you can do to amaze 

and amuse friends 

You'll learn to make play rabbits appear and disappear, turn a penny into a 
Use white side for movies—write on either white or green side. dime, dozens more. The Mr. Magic show kit includes all the props you'll need 
Dent-resistant hardboard with tubular steel frame. Tray holds 2 (except coins) for 18 special fun tricks, plus the famous book of 101 Magic 
erasers plus white, red and yellow chalk that comes with set Tricks . . even a mustache. Comes in its own carry case. Case 21x1114x214 in. thick. 
24x36-in. writing surface. Assembles with only 6 fasteners. 49 N 1703— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces... a...an $4.88 
79 N 16125L Shipping weight 16 pounds. .. .........$8.69 

Semi- professional 
MAGIC CHEST 

You'll even discover how 

to link big rings together 

You'll fool everyone in the neigh- 
borhood when you learn these ex 
citing tricks. Set includes 11 
tricks with full instructions: 
Chinese linking rings, card lo- 
cator, cigarette through handker- 
chief, dice cup, egg vase, genii 
bottle, money maker, mystic 
smoke (smoke from fingertips), 
nickle-to-penny-to-dime (coins 
not incl.), magic wand, water jug, 
plus famous magician's book that 
reveals 102 tricks to do. Comes 
in a sturdy carry case of heavy 
paperboard. About 18x10x6 in. 
49N16121-Wt. 3 lbs. 40z.$9.49 

Chalkboards "Money Maker" . 
(1and2) Chalkboards made of dent-resistant hardboard With a little advance prepara: 
with frames of pine. Come with chalk and eraser. tion, you'll be set to amaze your 

x pil audience. You explain that you 
1 ven PCs D CORE Soe high. have a new printing device while 

i eng sree E you insert a blank piece of paper 
Q One side is green with decorative design, reverse all black. into the "Money Maker." Hokus 

Board can be adjusted to desired angle. Clear-finish frame, pokus, turn the knob, out comes 
tubular aluminum stand. 27x41 in. high. Unassembled. real money! (Money not incl.) 
79 N 16126C—Shipping weight 6 pounds......... $4.99 49 N 16123—Wt. 30z.....94c sac Sears 463 

Cubo pau: scans by christmas museleciadcM oun 



40 colored slides 
revolve to the tune 
of "This Old Man" 

$479 

Music Box Movie Camera 

Musical teaching toy for boysand 
girls from 2 to 7. While music 
plays tune, they view: "Ani- 
mals and Their Babies," “Goldi- 
locks and the 3 Bears,” "Visit to 
the City," "Learning to Count," 
and "Learning About Color." 
Plastic. 6x3x7 inches high. 
49 C 44063—Wt. 11b. 3 oz. $4.79 

forbin 19 bobs" 

Rhythm Band 

$3 

March to the sound of your own 
rhythm band. All the instruments 
you'll need are in this set: 1 tam- 
bourine, 2 maracas, 2 percussion 
sticks, gourd sound maker, wrist 
bells, triangle with striker. Plastic 
and metal. Lots of fun! 
49 C 66638—Wt. 2 lbs.. . Set $3.49 

Tot Grand Piano 
.. 15 keys color-coded to music 

Youngsters learn to match 
colors and play their favor- 
ite tunes at the same time. 
Sturdy wood construction 
with ivory finish. Screw-in 
plastic legs. Measures 
1134x11x6 inches high. 
Music book included. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 C 66535......... $2.99 

Cibi Dade scans by dinaa aeien Gon 

Musical 
Teaching Clock 

Learn how to tell time with 
sounds of music 

147 

An excellent. time-teacher for 
youngsters from 1 to 7. Wind 
knob in back, music box plays 
‘Grandfather's Clock.” As 
music plays, adjustable clock 
hands and facerevolve, revealing 
pictures of preschooler activities 
hour by hour. Plastic handle. 
Wood case is 6x3x11 in. high. 
49 C 44485-Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $4.79 

Carry-A-Tune .. — 

3379 

Children respond eagerly to music and this 
Carry-A-Tune introduces them to a variety of 
tuneful sounds. They can crank it, drum it, 
strum it, even bump it. Includes drum and drum 
stick, guitar, xylophone, mallet, 3-note whistle 
pump organ, and a crank-type music box. 1334 
inches long. Plastic and metal. 
49 C 4543—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... $3.99 

portable one-man band 

Type-A-Tune Typewriter AP 
. it's easy to play because keys t 

and notes are color-matched 

$319 

By learning to match 8 vari-colored keys to music notes, even 
young preschoolers can play simple tunes. They'll also get to 
recognize numbers and develop finger dexterity with Type-A- 
Tune. Eight keys are rubber suspended to small mallets that 
strike keyboard to give clear tones that sound much like a 

xylophone. Made of hi-impact plastic, metal. 8 popular children's 
songs. 113śx11x5 inches high. Ages 3 to 10. 
49 C 4444—Shipping weight 2 pounds ............2.-.00+ 

+» Strike any key 
+» hear it play 
a merry tune 

Change-A-Tune Piano 
. 3 music boxes in one 

$ 599 

Introduces preschoolers to enjoyment of music. Piano con- 
tains imported music box designed to play any one of 3 
tunes: “Pop! Goes the Weasel,” “This Old Man,” or “The 
Muffin Man.” Child selects tune by turning dial on side of 
piano, then strikes any key, in any sequence, and tune still 
plays properly. Plastic keys. Wood case about 9x5x7 inches 
high. Colorful, non-toxic finish. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 C 44061—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. ...$5.99 

IM 
Baby Grand Piano 

. 95 keys color-coded to music 

“O, play mea little melody." This 
little piano really can. Has 2 full 
octaves of 25 plastic keys, even 
sharps and flats. With the color- 
coded song book and chart, your 
young "musician" will learn to 
play bis favorite tunes. Cast iron 
tone bar. Dark finish wood. 6 
inches high. 
49 C 66507—Wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz. $4.99 



Young Sharpshooters set their sights on 

Fun-filled Target Games 

TV's Quick Draw McGraw makes a moving target 

Quick Draw McGraw and pal Baba Loocy travel four feet forward and four feet back- 
ward while junior marksmen take aim. The weapon . . 

rubber suction cup darts. A hit topples target and stops all action. Powered by single 

flashlight battery (not included, order below) Over-all height 13 inches. 

49 N 431 —Shipping weight 1 pound...... at tae 

34 N 4650— Battery for above. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

Children's Archery Set 

You'll be surprised how quick and 
easy you can learn to shoot well 
by following the simple instruc- 
tions. Flexible 46-inch hickory 

\ bow, flax bowstring. 4 lacquered 
arrows, triple feathered with large 
suction cups. Big 24-inch Mason- 
ite Presdwood-backed target 
with official target colors. Deco- 
rated tripod legs have non-skid 
tips for use indoors or outdoors. 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 N122C $4.19 

Popular Crow Shoot 

Now you can bag your limit in no time in the 

convenience of your living room. Imitation 

crows sit on wire . . when hit by “bullets” they 

spin around and fall off of perch. Indudes 21- 

inch long steel double barrel gun with wood 

stock, 10 corks for ammunition, 5 plastic birds. 

49 N 150— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz... .. $1.66 

Rabbit Hunt Game 

Plastic bunny scurries across floor while little 

hunter has fun trying to shoot it with his double- 

barrel dart gun. 9-inch long bunny is powered 

by a long-running clock-spring motor. Set has 

plastic 24-inch double-barrel gun and two rub- 

ber suction-tipped darts. 

79 N384C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. $2.66 

Cinio pace scans by cheisimas musste ciudcal com 

a western dart gun with three 

32.44 
-2 for 30c 

Mother Hen Target 

In this game a steady hand and 
keen eye are rewarded with an 
egg in the basket. Set includes a 
big 14x17-inch metal target with 
a colorful picture of mother hen 
in the barnyard on it; a black 
plastic gun; 6 plastic eggs and 4 
rubber suction cup darts. Also 
has cardboard basket for eggs to 
drop into when player scores a 
direct hit. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. 
49 N198.......... $2.44 

Big Game Hunt with both bows and darts 

Track jungle animals without leaving home. Then, zing! Let 'em have it 

(painlessly) with a 17-inch aluminum air gun with 3 suction cup darts or 

a 36-inch plastic bow with arrow holder containing 3 suction cup arrows 

(both included with set). Circular target board is 24 inches in diameter 

and rests on steady wooden tripod 
79 N 333C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... . $5.19 

Fast Draw Target Set 

Who's the “fastest gun" on the | 
block? This timer-target set will 
settle the question pronto! Just set 
timer, pull string to start it mov- 
ing . . and blaze away! Timer stops 
when hit is scored. Gun can be | 
fanned or triggered, shoots darts 
10 to 30 feet. Set has 32-inch heavy 
laminated target, plastic dart gun 
and holster, and 6 plastic suction 
cup darts. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
79 NAMBC..... osse S444 

Space Bagatelle 

Target Game 

Shoot darts at the bull's 
eye. When hit, it releases _ 
marble at top of board 
which descends through 
plastic flight path, strik- 
ing musical bells as it 
goes. Marble finally 
settles into score slot at 
bottom of board . . high- 
est score wins. 21-inch 
target board on plastic 
base, plastic dart gun, 4 
plastic darts and marbles 

are included. Shipping 
weight 3 pounds. 
79 N274C........$2.97 sou SEARS 453 



22-piece Service Station 

Enameled die-cast metal pieces, Dual gas pump 
island, lever-action grease rack. Six 4-in. cars, 

s truck, tow t with rubber tires. jeep. 
Oxóx5-in. laminated board station, signs 
49 N 5486—Shpi. wt. 3 Ib: Set $3.99 

& 
ee 

Models of Yesteryear . . box of 5. Each 
detailed in scale (history of each printed on bo: 
or's items as well a 
49 N 6381—Shipping 

460 SEARS rc 

‘SsbA Da scare by aa 

Miniature Vehicle Sets 

$439 

44 Actual 

a masterpiece 

Friction-powered Highway Fleet 

29-piece All-steel Set 

$777 

Highway fleet well qualified to handle diversified 
business for young transport executives, Set in 
cludes 944-in. auto carrier with 4 free-rolling cars, 
hydraulic dump truck, cement mixer (mixer revol 
ves as truck moves), double van, gas truck, pick-up 
truck with trailer, car with trailer and boat, three 
414-in. cars, helicopter with revolving rotors, 8 
different road signs. Made in Japan, 
49 N $829-—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 8 oz Set $7.77 

Sportsman 15-pc. Vacation Set 

Whiz down road with five 544 rs with rear 
hitches; 5 trailers (house, ho oat, racer 
U-Haul), horse, 2 boats, racer, pick-up truck 
camper top. Metal and plastic. Rubber tires 
49 N 5495—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz Set $3.99 

Actunl 

30-piece Set of Vehicles. Ele: 
Collect tures of tanks, truck r 

scale odel € with free-roll 
Many have n » 

cast metal. 134 in. lo 
49 N 2165—Shpg t. 1 

"— Cy Be 

25-pc. Combat Set. Made of rugged, rubber 
2 tanks with movable tur 
reconnaissance cars with 

6 in. long; 2 jeeps 

like vinyl. Includ 
rets, 5 in. loi 

each pullir i n. long; 2 trucks, 16 
combat-ready soldier 
49 N 5575—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs set 1.99 

: e RR 

23-pc. Road Construction Set of rubber. 
like vinyl, City light truck with movable 
boom; bulldozer with moving track and 
blade; road roller with tamper; two dump 
trucks; crane shovel; roadscraper; earth 
mover, each 11 inches long; plus at 

nd 4 workers. 
set $3.89 

n 
Wi, 3 Ibs. 5 oz. 

2] $989 

Fascinating Wind-up Toys 
with lots of action 

T) Flintstone Hand Car on Base. Fred Flint 
stone anc ey man the plastic hand- 

car powered by a clock-type motor as it zips 
around Bedrock, the prehistoric town of TV 
fame, on 26x22«inch plastic base 
79 N 5784L—S| t. 3 Ibs TECTA 

[2] Cable Cor. 2 autos race down highway 
‘ and through mountain. Cable cars speed 
from ground to mountain top and back 
Long-running clock spring motor in base 
Steel. 1814x734 in. wide. From West Germany 

49 N 4202 1 db. 14 oz $2.89 



75-piece HO Train Set by Marx 

with full-color 3-D scenic base 
You get a 6-unit electric train, 34 feet of track plus realistic 
town setting that includes base, buildings, cars and people 

Comoletewitn B S8 www power pack ces) Mpown 

You're the engineer as the train circles the town, goes through the tunnel and stops 
for delivery of a truck or a bulldozer. Vacuum-formed plastic terrain is 54x47x6 in. high. 
Freight train of plastic and metal is 34 in. long. Industrial-switcher locomotive hauls 

cars . , one k car with hauler and trailer, one with 2 bull- 
ong behind. 

34 track sections, including uncoupler iler track, form inner and outer ovals, 

16 polyethylene trees give charm to the scenery, More realism is added with traffic 
set, service station with cars, farm set, 12 telephone poles, other plastic accessories. 
134-amp power pack with circuit bre: . UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 

79 N 9830N2—Shipping wt. 23 Ibs. Freight (rail or truck) or express... .. .Set $29.88 

5-unit Electric Train with log car that unloads 

This .027 Freight “chugs” along 
as headlight throws beam up ahead 

$097 «es^ 
Steam-type engine goes fast or slow by remote 
control. Ease log car alongside bin . . watch as 

3 » logs tumble out. Slant-back coal tender, gon- 
Just set lever . . — dola and caboose. Train 41 inches long. 8 
Era : f curved, 2 straight 13-inch wide tracks form 

102-inch oval. Plastic and metal. 25-watt 
transformer. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 
49 N 9715C—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. . Set $9.97 

Battery-powered HO Freight 

$497 ut. 
Locomotive puffs out smoke rings and gives 
a realistic whistle as it roars over a special 
section of track. 9 feet of track in all. 22-inch 
train also has a coal tender, gondola and 
caboose . . all of high impact plastic. 9-inch 
control tower holds 4 “D” batteries (not 
included, order below). From Japan. 

9 N 9828—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs."4 oz... .. $4.97 
"p" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. 

. 460 SEARS "ists 49 N 4660. . ... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
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Suspenseful adventures 
of a young detective 

Nancy Drew 
Every Nancy Drew book now 

in print is listed below 

sirier Sot 

5948 99- 

Starter Set. Save 16%. Includes 3N15005, 3N15006, 
3 N 15049—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces... 
Single Books. About 174 to 220 pages. Measures 5x73% in 

- 3N15002-Phantom at Pine Hill 
3N15003-Clue of Whistling Bagpipes 
3 N 15004-Mystery at Lilac Inn 
3 N 15005-Secret of the Old Clock. 
3N15006-Hidden Staircase 
3N15007.Clue in the Diary 
3N15008-Nancy's Mysterious Letter 
3 N15009-Sign of the Twisted Candle 
3 N 15011-Password to Larkspur Lane 
3N15012-Bungalow Mystery 
3N15013-Message in the Hollow Oak 
3 N 15014-Mystery of the Tolling Bell 
3N 15015-Secret at Shadow Ranch 
3N 15016-Whispering Statue 
3N15017-Moonstone Castle Mystery 
3 N 15018-Clue in the Jewel Box 
3 N 15019-Secret of the Wooden Lady 
3 N 15021-Secret in the Old Attic 
3 N 15041-Mystery of the Ivory Charm. 
3N15042-Clue of the Tapping Heels 
3N15043-Brass BoundTrunk Mystery 
3N15044-Moss Covered Mansion 

Shipping weight each 12 ounces...... 

cord, fingering 
s; tuning 

Tinopai sene b aa 

Playing Guitar 

105 folk, traditional, 
popular songs. Simple 

instr. 
IN16125-Wt.1402.$177 

3 N 15022-Clue in Crumbling Wall 
3 N 15023-Haunted Bridge 
3 N 15024-Clue of the Black Keys 
3 N 15025- Mystery at the Ski Jump 
3 N 15026-Clue in the Old Album 
3 N 15027-Witch Tree Symbol 
3N15028-Ghost of Blackwood Hall 
3 N 15029-Hidden Window Mystery 
3N15031-Clue of Leaning Chimney 

15034-Clue in Old St: 
15035- Mystery of Fire Dragon 
15036- Clue of Dancing Puppet 
15037-Scarlet Slipper Mystery 
15038- Secret of Red Gate Farm 
15039-Clue of Broken Locket 
15045-Quest of the Missing Map 
15046- Clue of the Velvet Mask 
15047-Ringmaster's Secret 
15048-Mystery oí the 99 Steps 

(New) 
ZZZZIZZZZL 

. Each 99c 

The Little House Series 

Based upon author Laura Ingalle 
Wilder's life, books describe fun and 
excitement, hardships and difficulties 
of daily living in pioneering days. 
Tilust. 238 to 372 pages, 5*4x8 in. 
3 N 15141—By Shores of Silver Lake 
3 N 15142—Farmer Boy 
3 N 15143—Little House in Big Woods 

15144—Little House on the Prairie 
15145—Little Town on the Prairie 
15146—On the Banks of Plum Creek 
15147—The Long Winter 
15148—These Happy Golden Years 

Shipping weight ea. 1 Ib. 1 oz. Each $3.29 

Informative Teen-ager Books 

Dear Teen-Ager. By “Dear Abby." 
3N 1294—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.........$3.67 

Here's to You, Miss Teen. Good groom- 
ing tips for a delightful personality. 
3 N16135—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz...$3.67 
Seventeen Cookbook. By editors of 
Seventeen. Easy-to-follow recipes. 
3 N 16137— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz...$6.57 
Seventeen Book of Etiquette and En- 
tertaining. What to do, not to do. 
3 N16138—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. $6.57 
Jacqueline Kennedy—A Portrait in 
Courage. An inspiring biography. 
3 N 646—Shipping wt. 1 Ib.......$274 

Playing Piano 

Easy to read, play. 
Many popular, stand- 
ard, folk songs. Familiar 
melodies like Clair de 
Lune, Fascination, etc. 
3816127-Wt.11 oz.$177 

dia- 

@ Try Am 
HARMY NURS [Cherry Ames 

Cherry Ames 
book Each Starter 348 c 99c 

Starter Set. Save 16%. A young 
nurse’s service to humanity. Includes 
3N15055, 3N15057, 3N15071. 
3 N 15074—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... Set $248 
Single Books. 176-217 pgs. Sx734 in. 
3 N 15052— Jungle Nurse 
3 N 15055—Army Nurse 
3 N 15057—Senior Nurse 
3 N 15071— Student Nurse 
3N15072—Flight Nurse 

3N15073— Doctor's Office (New) 
Shipping weight ea. 12 oz. Each 99c 

— Storler perse 26%. | Hows, ‘and 
hours of reading enjoyment. Includes 
3N15108, 3N15113, 3N15104. 
3N15116—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. . Set $3.67 

lle Books. Follow the adventures 
of Barbie and her pals in New York, 

DVENTURE IN 

Bobbsey Twins 

Serier s948 «5 99c 

Starter Set.3N 15085,3N 15086,3N 15088. 
3 N 15075—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz...... Set $248 | 

Single Books. 174-184 pgs. 5x734 in. | 

| 
3N15086—Of Lakeport 

3 N 15085—Adventure in the Country 

3 N 15088— Secret at the Seashore 

3 N 15079— Mystery at School 
3 N 15081—At Snow Lodge 

3 N 15084—Camping Out 

3 N 15077 — Search for the Green Rooster 

3 N 15098— Their Camel Adventure (New) 
Shipping weight ea. 12 oz....... Each 99c 

The Adventures of 
BARBIE 

KEN and MIDGE 

See $367 cs[67 

3 N 15102—Happy Go Lucky Skipper 
3 N 15104— Barbie, Midge and Ken 
3 N 15108— Barbie Solves a Mystery 
3 N 15113—Candy-Stríped Summer 
3 N 15114— Tbe Ghost Town Mystery 
3 N 15115—Here's Barbie 

the fashion world. Ea. 554x814 in. Shipping weight each 1 Ib... Each $1.67 
Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all 

Trixie Belden Mysteries 
book 

Er3208 87° 
Starter Set. Save 20%. Includes exciting 
mysteries 3N15137, 3N15138, 3N15139. 
3 N 15119—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz..... Set $2.08 

Single Books. Each 264 pages, 554x814 in. 
3 N 15132— The Secret of the Mansion 
3 N 15133— The Red Trailer Mystery 
3N15134— The Mystery of the Emeralds 
3 N 15135— Mystery on the Mississippi 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces... .... sisse 

5136— The emmy Visitor 
5137— The Gatehouse oe 
5138— The Mystery off n Road 
5139— The Mystery in Arizona 

Each 87c 
coco zzzr 

A children's favorite—Mary Poppins 

Mai ins . . blows in to the Banks san 
3 arete Shippin weight 1Ib.......... 

Mary P: cute E S nr 
05162. Shipping weight 1 Ib. $277 

Mary Poppins Opens the Door. More magical 
adventures with the amazing Mary Poppins. 
3 N 15163— Shipping weight 11b.......... 39. 

Mory Poppins in 

3 N 15164—Shipping weight 1 Ib... 

Mary Poppins Fiction Book. Based on movie. 
3N15165—Shipping weight 12 oz. 88e 

Favorite Folk Songs, Guitar Playing 

Hootenanny Song Book. Official book of former ABC- 
TV show, 165 songs. Guitar chords; Koara instr. 
3 N793—Shipping weight 1 pound.. 
Hi-Teen Guitar For Hootenanny. Teaches right way to 
play guitar. 10 lessons; 100 famous songs. 
3 N794—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.... 



Ball and Vase 

Trick. 
isap- Magic ball di 

reappears pears, 

Advanced Play-Doh® Modeling Set provides $399 
endless possibilities for the creative child 

Preschoolers can construct play cities with blocks, logs, girders he makes 
himself. Put Play-Doh® compound into pressing machine, insert one of 12 
interchangeable dies, trim to desired size as it comes out. Or mold 3 animal 
figures with two 2-piece molds, use cutters to make decorations, or make 
3-D pictures with color cards. Four 6-oz. cans nontoxic compound. Instr. 
49 N 1857— Shipping weight 3 pounds 11 ounces. .......-..- Set $3.99 

presenting . . 

|. Mr. Magic 
P 101 baffling tricks 

you can do to amaze 
and amuse friends 

Make a quarter disappear in a glass of water, learn the pop bottle trick, 
dozens more! You'll learn to make play rabbits appear and disappear, turn 
a penny into a dime. The Mr. Magic show kit includes all the props you'll 

need (except coins) for 18 special fun tricks, plus the famous book of 101 

Magic Tricks . . even a magician's mustache you can wear at performances 
to impress your friends. The Mr. Magic kit comes in its own sturdy, color- 
ful, easy to handle carry case. 21x11}4x2}4 in. thick. 
49 N 1703—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces......------«+++ $4.77 

Only Sears gives you 

an EXTRA 60-page 
coloring book with 

Crayon Factory 

Mickey Mouse molds with 
Plasticine . . won't dry out 

Make instant models of Mickey 
and his friends. Set contains 12 
plastic molds, 7 colors of modeling 
Plasticine, modeling tool, brush, 
chalk, tin holder, powder and dust- 
ing puff. Can be used over and 
over, it won't harden or dry out. 
49 N 1705—Wt. 16 0z....$1.49 

Play-Doh® Model 'n Form 
for busy little fingers 

Form fancy figures with 6 cutters, 
3 two-piece molds, Play-Doh® 
machine forms continuous block 
you cut to size, and 2 die strips to 
make 10 different shapes, Four 
6-oz. cans of nontoxic compound; 
trimmer. Wt. 2 Ibs. 15 oz. 
49N1861........... Set $2.69 

It's fascinating, exciting to make your 
own crayons in an infinite variety of 
colors. Set contains ‘Factory’ (with 40- 
watt bulb), two sets of reusable mold 
forms consisting of base funnel and metal 
clips, 5 basic color materials, pan, tubes, 
measuring spoon, trimming tool, mixing 
sticks, 2 coloring books and color graph to 
help children learn color combinations. 
Simple to operate. Material is nontoxic. 
UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 1671—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... ... $6.44 

456 [Sears] x 
talo osos Scant by chines a com 

“In” Buttons 
Complete kit. . make $49 
your own messages 

Buttons are in! Some of the corniest, 
funniest, most irreverent and rele- 
vant sayings these days are found on 
buttons . . worn in ever-increasing 
numbers by teen-agers, college kids, 
even adults. Set contains 6 buttons 
(not 8 as shown) in different sizes, 
colors; with pressure decal letters. 
These can be scraped off and buttons 
re-used again and again. 
49 N 1707—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $1.49 

42 PRE RETE s. US ONCE 

Look what you 
can make with SILLY SAND 

:[88 

This is colored sand you can play with 
indoors . . use it over and over again 

Develop creativity in your child with a new kind of indoor 
play. Children can make unlimited kinds of buildings and 
forms with Silly Sand. The colored sand is chemically treated, 
nontoxic. Just mix with water and squeeze the plastic dis- 
penser onto the Silly Circle to form stand-up objects like 
castles, people, animals, trees. Not sticky, won't stain clothes. 
49 N 5046—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. „Set $1.88 

Refill Set. 4 bags assorted color sand, 1 Silly Circle. 
49 N 5010—Shipping weight 14 ounces...... ^... Set 89c 



For year-'round use, indoors or out 

JUMP 'N FLOAT 
DENNIS THE MENACE Jumbo 5-foot 

3-foot diameter size diameter size 

:914 E 1977 

(1and2) The "all-year" fun starter for the Jumbo size, Inflates to about 5 ft, —2'4 
beach, lake, park or recreation room. Bounce on times more area than 3-ft. size. 

Bounce or float on i 
| it's a trampoline or a 

it trampoline, toss it or roll it around on 
land, sunbathe or float on it like a raft in the 
water. Heavy-duty rubber tube with metal air 
valve. Rugged cotton duck covering on top and 
bottom, strong web supports. 

49N2909-Shipping weight 12 pounds.$19.77 

2) DENNIS THE MENACE size. Inflates to 
about 3 feet in diameter. 

49N29081 -Shipping weight 3lbs.1202.$9.44 

Krokay Baan 
3.piece Fishing Set 

= Me / 4-in-1 Sport Set s489 
Ser 35 pcs. of equipment 

What better way for your young- 
sters to develop motor skills and 
coordination than to play sports 
popular the world over? Krokay, 
baseball, golf and fishing are now 
combined in 1 great set. 

All mallets, clubs, balls, etc. 
made from brightly-colored im- 
pact plastic. Steel croquet hoops. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N 29096C .. sone $4.89 

314" 

You're always protected 
in all kinds of weather in 
this brightly colored tent. 
Top is cotton and rayon 
fabric and is water re- 
sistant. Vinyl waterproof 
floor covers 20-sq. ft.: 
54 in. tall. 

Tent comes with 4 metal 
ground-loop anchors and 
has reinforced corners. 
Tent entrance even has 
wind flap to keep out bad 
weather. 

Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
79 N 29093C...$1444 

Full-cover All-weather 
Jungle Tent 

Save this catalog. 
You can order Toys on 

pages 433 thru 605 until 
July 30, 1969. 

sleeping como 
464 Sears sac 

Cutilod pane scans by chrisimas maseleciaicH com 

Young campers—look at 
Tear-resistant polyethylene tent tic dagger; nonprismatic binocu- 
about 48x80 in. Up to 36 in. high. lars and metal flashlight uses 2 
Waterproof too! Includes stakes; tent 
poles; 24x48-in. vinyl air mattress for  79N29082C-Wt. 5 lbs..Set $6.29 

-ft. plastic hiker's “D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
rope: compass, whistle; water canteen 49 N 4660—Wt. 8 oz... Pkg. 38c 

this set: 

3-target Big Game s549 
Archery Set 

Contains 22x22-inch bull's-eye and two 12x 
24-inch "game" targets; 7 2l-inch tri- 
fletched arrows with large suction cups. Two 
Al-inch fiber glass bows with molded han- 
dies. Sturdy wood tripod. 2 simulated leather 
finger tabs, 2 arm guards, Ages 6 to 10. 
79 N 29094C-Shipping weight 9 lbs. $5.49 

2 games in 1 . . shoot 9 s429 
arrows or throw darts 4 

22x22-inch target is two-sided . . one side is 
bull's-eye target for archery, the other is 
special target for darts. Six 18-inch lac- 
quered and fletched arrows and four 7-inch 
darts—all with suction cups. Two 41-inch 
fiber glass bows. Strong wood tripod base. 2 
finger tabs, 2 arm guards. Ages 6 to 10. 
79 N 29095C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs.. .$4.29 

Boxing , 4? 4 

Gloves 

Fabricated hair pad- 
ding even on wrists, 
rolled grips. Heavy duty 
stretch vinyl covering. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 29041....$4.94 

Campers' Pup Tent 
with Air Mattress 
and Camp Supplies 

:6?9 zz 

“D” batteries, order 1 pkg. below. 



p" BJ 

Mustang Dashmobile with 
4-speed power roar sound 

6 99 without 
batteries 

Racy sensation of a real sports car. Motor 
sound changes from low to a deep roar as you 
shift gears from first, to second, then third 
and high gear. Plastic. About 11x6x7 in. high. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order package below. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 C 44124—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.. ..$6.99 

5 "Speed"' increases as By moving flight controls, 
As plane “rises” or/^dives'" you push controls banking shows up on turn- 

it shows on altimeter and-bank indicator 

\ : J 

N Raise throttle. 
Jever to rev up 

\ Dual flight con- 
trols work together. 
Pull out to "take off" 

Just like flying a plane 
. . turn on ignition, 

push throttle, pull back 
on dual controls and 
you're “airborne” Mechanical V-8 Engine . . wind it 

up, gears turn, pistons move 

51 5? s4» 
without batteries. 

, n " P i Little mechanics can watch color-matched 
You'll feel like a real “airman” when you sit intercom headsets. Plastic, about 12x7x16 in. s e: 
behind Cockpit 1 uD” batterie Lage bel gears mesh and actually operate. See pistons, 

nition posée eet ma lage uiv ES ics stings $15.99 fan and cam shaft run in the transparent 

throttle. Dall Ad DOR, Gaal control Nevers: s pping weigh TET block. Use special wrench-key to tighten nuts, 
ah th Dieas fight pide Batteries, Package of 6. bolts, wind motor. Child can take it apart 

see gauges operai course 49 C 46606—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . . Pkg. 1.19 and put it together again. Plastic. 

49 C 44202—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 4 oz $4.29 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Tootsietoy Service Station 

Cut 10% = *2° 
4-die cast metal cars in vinyl carry case 

“Keyed-up” Volkswagen $749 

takes off on spring action 3 

Have your very own “Bug” spruced up with flowers. Wind up 
“Volks” with giant attached key and watch it roll away. It has a 
green finish with gay yellow daisy decals. Made of plastic and 
metal in Hong Kong. Chrome-plated finish bumper guards and 
exhausts. Metal spring mechanism. 634x534x1034 inches long. 

456 [Sears | fst. 49 C 44401—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... .... +- =+- - + $3.49 

Last Christmas was $2.99. Has service inches long, have metal axles and plastic 
island, 2 overhead light towers, ramp, wheels. Vari-colored. case measures 81x 
tow truck, oil truck, mobile tanker with 534x434 inches. Plastic handle. Ages 4 to 7. 
cab and one car. Vehicles are 2 to 3 49 C 5557—Shipping weight 1 Ib..... $2.69 

Cumioa page scans by Geisha’ mesetedinicel Gom 



As exciting as a football game 

.. as interesting as checkers 

perfect tracks. Designed for 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 156—10-inch diam. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Tickle Bee, Players “buzz” the busy bee through 
twists and turns of the complicated maze with 
special magnetic tickler. The first player to coax 
the bee to the hive wins the "honey." Lots of 
fun for 1 to 10 players. 
49 N 362— Shipping weight 12 oz 31.66 

54 Different Games! No excuse for dull mo- 
ments with this set. Includes bingo, checkers, 
anagrams, old maid, pachisi, rummy, hearts, 
crazy eights, pix pix, donkey party and many 
other old favorites plus lots of new ones. 
49 N 363—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.89 

454 SEARS so 

Gutslog page scans by cheisimasmuselteciudcul com 

$222 

Game sensation that’s sweeping the nation. Object is for 
player to get all his marbles into quarter of “stadium” desig- 
nated as his home base before anyone else. The trick is to move 
marbles by rotating ring to your advantage and yet not advance 
opponent. Brilliantly colored plastic rings rotate on precision 

As simple as tic-tac-toe 
.. as intriguing as chess $144 

Takes but seconds to understand yet is so dever it 
holds thé interest for hours at a time. Object is to 

$2.22 

T) 2 Giant-Wheel Gomes in 1. 
Youthful speed kings will go 

for these two racing games, one 
featuring Hot Rods and the other, 
Speed Boats, like ducks to water. 

" Giant boards are 48 in. long, plas- 
tic wheel is 12 in. high. 6 Hot Rod, 
6 Boat markers. For 2 to 6 players. 
79 N324C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $3.98 

o Parcheesi Sets. Big 181j-inch 

board, 16 pawns, 8 discs, cups. 
49 N 194-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.... $1.66 

Popular priced set (not illustrated). 

Smaller board and pawns than 
set above. 

49 N 146—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 89c 

complete a continuous path of bridges from one end 

of the board to the opposite end. At the same time, 
each player tries to block his opponent's attempt to 

complete a path. Bridges fit into slots on raised bridge 
towers. For all ages; for 2 players at a time. Molded 
plastic construction. 

49 N 373— Shipping weight 1 pound $144 

E "m 
yomult LX 

Electric Hot Potato, Just when 
you think you've cornered the 

potato business, someone throws 
in the "Hot Potato" and you're 
left holding the sack. Any number 
can play and it's a picnic for all 
ages. "D" battery for operating 
rotor included. 
79 N 432C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $3.59 

[4] Dovgh-Re-Mi. The fun musi- 
cal game that plays just like the 

hit TV show. Includes beautiful 
8-key Xylophone, 4-color music 
book with over 100 songs for chil- 
dren and adults and all equipment 
for hours of enjoyment. 
49 N378-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... $2.44 

Regular and 
Chinese Checkers 

Two old favorites dressed up in a 
dever new box with lever-action 
enclosure for storing 60 glass marbles 
and 24 interlocking checkers. Easily 
two of the most popular and famous 
games ever devised. 1534-inch diam- 
eter board in four gay colors. Fun 
for 2 to 6 players. 

49 N 399 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

$175 

$175 

$] Snoopy, a dog-on funny game! 
Object is to be the first to 

chase all 4 of your dogs into the 
right dog houses . . sometimes 
Snoopy gets there first and be 
comes a nuisance! Includes 16 dog 
playing-discs, Snoopy disc, spinner, 
4 pawns. For 2 to4 players. 
49 N 366—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. .$].79 

[s] Electric Jack Straws. Whose 
hands and nerves are the stead- 

iest? Here's the game that will 
prove it. Pick out straws through 
holes in container. Buzzer sounds 
and light flashes if cover is touched. 
Battery included. 
49 N 112— Shpg. wt. 12 oz..$1.32 



Stage a full-scale invasion with this Army Combat Set 
Hitthe beach in 2 LCVP landing craft as rocket-firing jet gives air support. You're ready for action with this 
track, combat-equipped unit (153 men) . . . explode the enemy machine gun nest (actually blows up 

= when Spring is triggered) . . Howitzer bangs out 5 shells . . Flying helicopter with launching base 
^^ poised on the alert for reconnaissance or rescue work. 

180 $98 

335-piece Sef. just think; 80 soldiers in combat poses, 64 march- 
ing, 8 sittir g, and 1 pad yo-man raft. It's your invasion . . 
you're tbe géneral and you've plenty of equipment at your com- 
mand—Patton.tank (2) with turret that swivels; machine gun in. hi; others in proportion. Molded 
shoots tiify shells (10 shells included); jet plane has 6 rockets; 2 - 79.N 5960C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
landing crafts have machine gun turrets and uploading platforms; ^ 180-pc. Set. Includes 81 soldiers, 6 vehi 
two jeeps, field guns and half tracks. Two-man raft (2). And there's machine gun, exploding gun nest, howitzer, trees, bridge, etc. 
plenty more; 2-piece pontoon bridge; sandbag emplacement; road — 79 N 5934C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... ..... isses ees Set $5.98 

achine gun ne: 
ruin; land min 

festo SEARS 461 
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This set by Marx 

includes a 5-unit train 

with headlight, 12% feet of track 

plusa scenic base with lots of 

accessories—all at Sears low price 

57-piece Electric Train Set $1979 
Run the whole train around the main track or leave a car on the siding. Test your skill at easing 
the train up to the station, stopping it at just the right spot, coupling and uncoupling cars. 
Steam-type locomotive has a headlight and makes a chug-chug sound as it goes along. 40-inch 
long New York Central train has tender, gondola, wrecker car, caboose. Plastic and metal. 

Also 4 sections of straight track, 9 sections of curved track, track connector and uncoupling 
unit. 8 telephone poles, 3 plastic cars, 3 trees, many signs. Plus 1 each right-hand switch, dead-end 
bumper, whistle, crossing gate and crossing signal, railroad station with people, railroad sign and 
a platform complete with milk cans. Also includes a ranch house and a fire station, both with 
accessories, 50-watt transformer. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9802C—Shipping weight 12 pounds... . 

E 

-. Set $19.79 

] Curved Track. 1034 inches long. 
3-tie track for ALLSTATE or Marx sets. Metal and plastic. 

49 N9702—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . ..........28c 
2 Straight Track. 874 inches long. 

E-——1 E 49 N 9701— Shipping weight 4 ounces. .......... 28c El d y 
3 Uncoupling Track. 874 inches long. 

3 49 N 9710—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . ..........97c 
4| Electric Switches. 1 right, 1 left. Push-button panel. 

49 N 9706— Shipping weight 2 pounds. ......Set $6.88 
Manual Switches, 1 right, 1 left. Lever-control action. 

Ej Crossover Track. 734x734 inches. 
49 N 9704—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.......... Set $3.89 

49 N 9703— Shipping weight 4 ounces........... $1.39 

m—————  — 

Regular-gauge '*gravel roadbed” Track . . Transformers 

Train Transformers. 
cases, circuit breaker: 
listed. 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 

50-watt. 7 to 13-volt for 
train and accessories. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
49 N 9721..........$5.47 

100-watt. 5 to 15-volt 
for train and accessories. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 9722..........$7.99 rea SEARS 461 



Alfred Hitchcock 
suspense stories 

sek $367 can s[67 
Set 

Starter Set. Save 26%. Includes 
books 3N15318, 3N15323, 3N15319. 
3N15316—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. .Set $3.67 

Single Books. Danger, excitement, 

thrills. Each 192 pgs. 554x814 in. 
3 N 1532) —Stuttering Parrot Mystery 
3 N 15322—Secret of Terror Castle 
3 N 15323—Mystery of the Whispering 

Mummy 
3 N15324—Green Ghost Mystery 
3N15319—Mystery of the Vanishing 

Treasure (New) 
3N15318—The of Skeleton Is- 

land (N 
Shipping weight ea. 14 oz.. Each $1.67 

ABOUT 
+ 

[TOM SWIFT and 
1- t-t marine 

TOM SWIFT gl 
Flying Sh 

Tom Swift Jr. 

E s248 Each 99c 

aa Set. Save 16%. Includes 
books 3N15291, 315289, 3N15288. 
3 N 15258—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz .Set $2.48 

Single Books. 177-214 pgs. 5x7 *4 in. 
3N15259—Subocean Geotron (New) 
3N15282—Polar-Ray Dynasphere 

15283—His Aquatomic Tracker 
3284—His Giant Robot 1 

1 
1 Outpost in Space 
15287—His Diving Seacopter 
15288—His Rocket Ship 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5296—His Triphibian Atomcar 
5298— Caves of Nuclear Fire 

15299—In the Race to the Moon 
15279—And HisSonic Boom Trap 

Shipping weight ea. 12 oz... Each 99c 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

Educator approved 

ALL ABOUT BOOKS 

Hardy Boys 
Every Hardy Boys book now 

in print is listed below 

$08 gg 
Starter Set. Save 16% Follow the adventures of these young 

Thrilling tales about the 

detectives as 
they solve suspenseful mysteries. Includes 3N15218, 3N15219, 3N15221. 
3N15255—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces... .... SE er Set $248 

Single Books. Ea. 174 to 219 pages 5x73% in. Shpg. wt. ea. 12 oz...... Each 99¢ 

3N15251—Mystery of the Spiral 
ige (New) 

3 N15202—Foot; its Under the 
Window 

3 N 15203—A Figure in Hiding 
3N15204—Haunted Fort 

5207—Missing Chums 
15208—Shore Road Mystery 
15209—Hidden Harbor Mystery 
15211—Mystery of Cabin Island 
15212—Great Airport Mystery 
15213—What Happened at Mid- 

5214—While the Clock Ticked 
|$215—Clue in the Embers 
5216—Secret of the Caves 
5217— Clue of the Broken Blade 
5218— Tower Treasure 

3 N 15225— Crisscross Shadow 
3N15226— Vellow Feather Mystery 
3N15227—Hooded Hawk Mystery 
3N15228—Phantom Freighter 
N 15229—Secret of Skull Mountain 
15231—Sign of Crooked Arrow 
15232—Secret of Lost Tunnel 
15233—Secret of Pirates’ Hill 
15234—Ghost at Skeleton Rock 
15235—Mystery at Devil's Paw 
15236—Chinese Junk Mystery 
15237—Desert Giant Mystery 
15238—Clue of Screeching Owl 

15241 —Short-wave Mystery 
15242— Mark on the Door 
15243—Sinister Sign Post 
15244—Secret Warning 
15245—Twisted Claw 

Sar 33 67 tach s[67 

Starter Set. Sove ens Includes Starter Set. Save 26%. Includes 
books 3N15173, 3N15184, 3N15193. — books 3N15174, 3N15178, 3N15187. 
3N15168—Wt. 3 lbs. 302... Set $3.67  3N15169—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz..Set $3.67 

Single Books. 160 pages. 7x9}4 in. Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 1 oz.......... Each $1.67 

3N15173—AIll About Dogs 
3 N 15174—All About Our 50 States 
3N15175—All About Human Body 
3N15176—All About the Universe 
3N15177—All About Biology 
3N15178—AII About Dinosaurs 
3N15182— The World of Chemistry 

3.N15184—All About Birds 
3N15185—AII About Insect World 
3 N 15187—All About Rockets, Space 
3N15192—About Moths, Butterflies 
3 N 15193—AII About Cats (New) 
3N15195—Abt. Rocks, Minerals 
3 N 15196—Satellites, Spaceships 

Boy's Life Series Books 

Ext $367 ten s[67 
Set 

Starter Set. Save 26%. Stories include 
3N15306, 3N 15312, 3N15311. 
3N15315—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... . .Set $3.67 

Single Books. 192 pages, 554x814 in. 
3N15311— Basketball Stories (New) 
3 N15302—World War II Series 
1 MAS Stories 

Animal Stories 15: 
1 
CH 

15312— ‘Baseball Stories 
nipping weight each 1 Ib....Each $1.67 

The Official Boy Scout Encyclopedia 

3367 
Covers more than 450 subjects of interes 
fire fighting, giving first aid. ^ 
tions, full-page pictures. 160 pages 734x10 in. 
3 N 956—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ...$3.67 

Cumiod pace scans by deisimas muselecimicHd pom 

including 
Nearly 200 illustra- 

" 
N 
N 
N 

5221 —Secret of the Old Mill 
5222— Secret Panel 
n2 uec Siren Mystery 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

—Secret of Wildcat Swamp — 3 

1 
1 
1 
1 
T 
Iram e] on the Cliff 

1 
1 
1 

Great Sports Stories s347 Each 

The Story of Baseball. Highlights, teams, per- 
sonalities. Illustrated 192 pages, 834x11 in. 
3N777—Shipping wt. 2 lbs... $3.47 

The Story of Football. Illustrated . . pictures 
of stars, coaches. 192 pages, 834x11 in. 
3 N 16088—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. $347 
Great American Athletes of the 20th Century. 
Includes stars Koufax, Unitas, Nicklaus, 
Chamberlain. Illust. 192 pgs. 856x112 in 
3 N 16089—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. ...$347 

Informative Sports Books 

Football Books. 192 pages. 5*(x834 inches. 
3 N 949—How to Punt, Pass, Kick 

3 N 950—Great Quarterbacks of the NFL 

3N951—The Big Play 
3 N 952—Heroes of the NFL 

Shipping weight each 14 oz...... 

Complete Football Set. Save 20%. Thrills! 
Includes all 4 football books listed above. 
3 N 395—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. Set $5.66 

Each $1.77 

Baseball Books. 192 pages. 554x814 inches. 
3 N 945—Great Baseball Pitchers 
3 N 946—Greatest World Series 

3 N 948—Secrets of Big League Play 
3.N651—Strange But True Baseball Stories 
Shipping weight ea. 1 Ib. Each $1.77 

Complete Baseball Set. Save 20%. Stories a 
boy loves. Includes all 4 books above. 
3N396—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs... . „Set $5.66 

Stories about Baseball Leagues and Heroes. 
Illustrated. About 192 pages. 514x734 in. 
3N16066—American League 
3 N 16067— Baseball's Greatest Players 
3 N 16068—National League 
3 N 16069— Willie Mays 
3 N 16077—Sandy Koufax 
3 N 16078— Baseball's Hall of Fame 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces... . Each $1.77 

nee 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
e 15239—Viking Symbol Mystery 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

N 15249—Melted Coins 

15246—Disappearing Floor 
15247 Flying Expres M pee ey 
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Super Maker Pak includes a big selection 
of molds different from those at right 

307 ‘oven, rack’ 
not included 

Since you already have your Thingmaker, here are 18 new 
molds you can use to make anything that suits your mood 
from dainty flowers and shells to funny faces, scary skulls and 
skeletons to frightful bugs to fighting men! Also 8 jars of 
colored Plastigoop, paint, accessories and instructions. 
49 N 2228— Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces. ,.$10.77 

Fun Flowers Creeple Peeple 

Only Super Thingmaker includes all this: 
Oven, rack, a huge selection of Creepy 
Crawlers, Fun Flowers, Fighting Men, 

Creeple Peeple and Fright Factory molds 

Heavy metal molds make 3-dimensional ‘things’ from 
fancy pixie-faced- Fun Flowers to wildly lifelike squirmy Pi 
bugs. Just select a mold, fill with Plastigoop in one or more 
of the 8 colors. Place it in electric Thingmaker to heat, cool 
it, and use for a toy, a trick, or jewelry. Set includes 21 die 
cast metal molds, Plastigoop, oven, cooling tray, knife for 
trimming, cement, jewelry findings, instructions 
79 N 2224C —Shipping weight 8 pounds $16.77 

Extra Plastigoop s|33 

Fluorescent Orange 
Zach $1.33 

49 N 20901—0live 49 N 20882 Purple 
49 N 20902—Black 49 N 20885 — Nite Glo 
49 N 20903 — Red 49 N 20905— Fluorescent Green 
49 N20904—Green 49 N 20906— Fluorescent Blue 
49 N 20883—White 49 N 20907— Fluorescent Pink 
49 N 20884— Flesh 49 N 20908 
63 fluid-ounce Refills. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. E 

Make a garden of Daffy- 
Dills, Dizzy Daisies, Tuf- 
fy Tulips in endless vari- 
ety with Fanny face cen- 
ters, pin holders, acces- 
sories, 4 jars Plastigoop, 
more! Shipping wt. 4 lbs. 
49 N 2226...... $7.99 

py Crawlers #2. 
xtra-big bugs and 

worms, They'll make 
your flesh crawl, they 
are so lifelike and 
squirmy! Set includes 9 
molds, 8 oz. of colored 
Plastigoop, accessories, 
instructions. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 2089...... $5.88 

Slithery, ghastly fluores- 
cent eae) one deco- 
rate pencils for shivery 
chuckles. Kit includes 
molds, 8 ounces of fluo- 
rescent Goop, accessories. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 2227...... $7.99 

Fighting Men. Soldiers 
that bend, pose is formed 
in one operation with 
2-piece mold. 4 other 
molds make grenades, 
guns, wheels, and more. 
Set includes olive drab 
and black Plastigoop, ai 
cessories, Wt. 3 
49 N2232...... $5.88 

‘Satna pane scans by cheisimas museleciaicd pomi 

bat Case $344 
Puts soldiers at left into 
thick of battle. Vinyl 
3-D foxholes, bomb cra- 
ters, roads. 16x34gx1014 
in. high. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N2058...... $3.44 

Vac-U-Form 

136 Qe *W 
Make toys, jewelry, lots more from plastic sheets 

Mattel’s sturdy metal machine forms perma 
exciting toys, com jewelry and 
60 forms. 17x11x7 with 65 plastic sheets. 
you need, includ: 

nent 

49 N 2261 —Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
Vac-U-Form Refill. 45 assorted colored plastic sheets 
49 N 2221— Shipping weight 4 ounces. 

PAGE NOTE: All electrical items UL lis 20-v, &0-c AC 

plastic into 
from more than 

Everything 
instructions. Extra refills below. 

$13.66 

Pkg. 99c 

xs [Sears] 457 



Girl's World THINGMAKER. $|399 
Outfit contains molds from Picadoos 
(3), Mini-Dragons (5) and Fun Flow- 
ers (6) — 14 molds in all—to help sug- 
ar "n spice young ladies make all the 
colorful, creative things they want. 

Here's what they'll get 
14 specially selected molds; 8 bottles 
of Plastigoop; heating unit; cooling 
tray; mold handle; prying tool; 2 
bundles of wire; plastic knife; tube of 

Jumbo 12-ounce size Plastigoop 

There are hours of fun in these king- 
49 N 20051—White 
49 N 20052—Red 
49 N 20053 Flesh 
49 N 20054 —Nite-Glo 

Shipping weight 12 ounces each 

cement; flower arranger; bobby pins; 
plated mold guide; pattern pack. 
guide; backup board; 2 strip packs; 
foil pack and full operating instr 
49 N 20023—Wt. 5 Ibs....$13.99 

Fun Flowers Thingmaker Set: 
heater, molds; Plastigoop; cooling 
tray; accessories 
49 N 2226-- Wt. 4 lbs. $8.99 

Mini-D: ons (5), Creepy 

y things that boys like. 
Here's what they'll get e plastic bottles. 

49 N 20055— Fluorescent Green 14 molds; 8 bottles of Plastigoo| 
49 N 20056 — Fluorescent Bluc heater; cooling tray; mold hand| 
49 N 20057 — Yellow g tool; bundle of wire; plastic 

49 N 20058 — Fluorescent Orange ; 2 strip packs; 3 hairpieces; 8 

Each $1.99 pieces of colored yarn; 

All you have to 

Zw 

Mattel's sturdy metal machine forms 
permanent plastic sheets into exciting 
toys, comic buttons and signs from 
more than 60 forms. Unit is 91óx4x4!4 
in. high and comes with 65 plastic sheets 
plus everything you will need including 

<-ounce bot- 

i, Vac-U-Form . . make toys, jewelry, 
z lots more from plastic sheets 

Only at Sears . . specially selected 
Molds from 3 Thingmaker Paks 

Boy's World THINGMAKER $|399 
14frightfully funny molds selected from 

i Crawl 
ght Factory (4) to make all 

tles blue, 
cement 

red paint; 14-ounce bottle 
a brush; 5 pieces clear plas- 

tic, and complete instructions. 
49 N 20022 — Wt. 5 Ibs... $13.99 

ragon Thingmaker Set. Incl 
heater, molds, Plastigoop, acces- 
sories. 
49 N 20094 —Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz, $8,99 
NOTE: Thingmakers, Vac-U-Form 
UL listed, 110—120-s, 60-c A.C. 

s[[99 

instructions. Order extra refill below. 
49 N 2261—Shpzg. wt. 6 lbs....$11.99 

Voc-U-Form Refill Pack. 45 assorted 

colored plastic sheets. 
49 N 2221—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. Pkg. 99c 

Sau 
.. colorful, squiggly plastic things 

you can trace or design 

It’s easy! Make all the wiggly-plastic things you want. Just 
trace a flower, a clown or write your name on a foil sheet, place 
in mom’s oven for 10 minutes (at 300°), remove and let cool, 
"That's all there is to it. Set contains 7 assorted tubes of colored 
plastic fluid and 3 different aluminum-foil sheets with printed 
patterns or design your own—no molds required. 
49 N 20024—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. .....$2.79 

Cutbod nabs scans by chaisimasmaselectwdc pom 

Thingmaker Molds 399 
for Vac-U-Form 

Note: Both Skeleton and Squirtles Accessory Kits can be 

used with Thingmaker or Vac-U-Form machines. 

Squirtles . . make black bugs that squirt water. 
49 N 20048—Shipping weight 8 ounces $1.99 

Skeleton . . jiggly, monstrous . . GLOWS in the DARK. 
49 N 20049 —Shipping weight 8 ounces. $1.99 



Just open 
„back, drop 
in cartridge, 

and close 

MICK-A-MATIC | 
the picture-taking mouse PW 

Just drop in a 126 instant loading film cartridge . . 

take color slides or black-and-white pictures 

Without flash *4” With flash $6? 

The eyes in his head see a child's wonderful world, help capture and record it forever. A flick 
Sl : of his ear takes album-sized pictures or 2x2-inch color slides. Special features help any child 

Trick 'n Prank Set take pro-quality photographs—extra large 26mm lens, true twin-lens optical view finder, 
$199 M flashcube attachment. Safety shutter release and automatic film advance—no double ex- 
1 posures. Plastic. 126 color film cartridge, "AAA" batteries and flashcube incl. 

M > A 49 C 16313—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces.............++. 
A 30-inch e jum t of the mixed nut" can, be jr HIDE your veli a shocking Mick-A-Matic without flash attachment. 126 color film cartridge included. 
handshake. 4 other practical jokes, too. This set 49 C 16159—-Shippiog weight 1 pound 
ig a DAVEE KOE DANY aad ny plata lee You Mickey Mouse character @WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS 

can make the pranks work . . use your imagination! 
49 C 16128— Shipping weight 10 oz. ...... Set $1.99 

He swims along by wagging his tail . . 

stops and spouts water sky-high, then 

swims a little farther . . spouts again. 

SPOUTING DOLPHIN 

This serious little fellow keeps right on going. impact plastic body. 8 in. long. From Japan. 
Plop him down in pool or bathtub, then listen Uses 2 “AA” batteries, order pkg. below. 
to the giggles as his comic singleness-of-purpose 49 C 44195—Shpg. wt. 10 oz............. $2.79 
wins friends fast. He's red on top, white on “AA” Batteries. Package of 6. 
bottom. Watertight battery case. Durable high- 49C 46666—Shpg. wt. 6 oz........... Pkg. 99¢ 

What's more fun than making 
your very own soap with this 

SILLY SOAPMAKER 

$09 

Make your own private soap in different shapes 
and colors. Just melt “Soapy-Doo” pellets on the 
UL listed stove (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC) into 
molds of flowers, animals or birds . . add perfume . . Td : 
let it cool. It's that easy! May convince even boys 1 " La $799 

that taking a bath is fun. Complete with 24 plastic 3-piece Flippy Diving Set Jå 
molds, perfume and 12 ounces of pure castile soap. : : ` T a sats Just place the scuba diver, porpoise and sub- Molded polyethylene figures measure 634 to 9 in. 
49 C 16243—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz... Set $9.99 — arine in water. They dive, surface and cruise — 49 C 44231—Shipping weight 8 ounces .. . Set $2.99 
Soapy-Doo Refill. 4 ounces each of 3 colors. repeatedly for up to 30 minutes on a single Extra Pellets. Box of 100. 
49 C 16321—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz . L99 charge of harmless, jet-action pellets (included). — 49 C 4268 Shipping weight 3 ounces. . . Box 99¢ 

PCSK; 
AEDSLG 457 
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Bingo CHR $187 

Plastic dispenser mixes, selects and 
gives out the Bingo numbers quickly, 
one at a time. Includes checking chart 
for keeping the records straight, 60 

bingo playing cards of heavy card 
board, 75 plastic number pieces and 
large quantity of wooden markers. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces 
49 N 124 $187 

Monte Carlo Bingo $335 
with metal cage 

Like the sets used in professional 
bingo games. Turn the metal cage with 

the attached arm and one number is 
automatically selected. Includes de- 
pressed number-board checking chart, 

24 bingo cards, 100 wooden markers and 
large quantity of wooden number balls. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces 
49 N 297. $3.35 

Our finest . . the new push-button $688 
Electronic Bingo Royal 

Just press the operating button and 75 plastic number balls automatically 
pop up inside the clear dome. Caller announces the number of the ball 
that falls out and puts it into the number hole on the master tally board 
When a player gets “Bingo,” the caller pushes release bar and balls auto- 
matically return to start the next game. Built of metal and hi-impact 

plastic to give long service. Includes 50 bingo cards and 150 plastic markers. 

21 inches long. Uses 2 “D” Batteries; order below 
79 N 267C—Shipping weight 6 pc 
34 N 4650— Batteries. Shipping weight 8 oz 

$6.88 
2 for 30c 

77 Sunset Strip. Fascinating 
new who-done-it game for 2 to 

4 “private eyes" who try to solve 
mysteries via clues and players’ 
own cleverness. Game plays dif- 
ferently every time. Includes 4 
plastic detectives, clue pads, dice, 
cards and penci 
49N377-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, Soz. $2.44 

2] Handsome Chess Set, Authen. 
tic Staunton design. Accurate- 

ly balanced and heavily weighted, 
these perfectly proportioned chess- 
men are made of the finest plastic 
material. 15-inch chess board, 
234-inch King size. 
49 N397—Shpz. wt. 2 Ibs...$2.69 

Cutsiod pace scans by cheisimasmuselechmicu pom 

Swami Fortune Teller Set. 
Wonderful party pepper-upper 

for adults or kids! Really answers 
questions! When crystal ball is 
turned over, written answers to 

questions appear in black window. 
4-in. crystal ball on pedestal, 

headdress and punch-out mask 
49 N 237-Shpg. wt. 11b. 7 oz. $2.69 

F) Dominoes. Choice of 3 set sizes, 
all fine hardwood. 

49 N361—28 pieces, 

double ó's. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 72¢ 

49 N 398- 5 
double 9's. £ 

49 N323—91 pieces 
double 12's, Wt. 1 Ib, 6 oz. 

plays up to 

plays up to 
$1.49 

plays up to 
$1.98 

pieces, 
pg. wt. 2 Ibs 

Disney's True Life Adventures. 
Educational and fun for the 

entire family. Questions answered 
electrically about interesting facts 
and wonders of nature, animal life. 
6 beautifully illustrated question 
cards. Complete with battery, 
ready to play. 
49 N 229—Shpz. wt. 2 Ibs...$2.69 

[6] Build a Cootie. Build your 
. comical cootie first and win 
the game. Players race to assemble 
eyes, head, legs, body, etc. In 
dudes plastic pieces for up to 4 

cooties. Easy to learn and lots of 

fun for 2 to 4 player 
49 N 176—Shpg. wt. 12 oz $44 

Ben Hur Chariot Race. Captures the thrill of 
the most spectacular race of all time. Each 
player is a Roman charioteer racing for gold! 
Features ancient arena in full color splendor, 
6 plastic chariots with driver and horse, 18 
“gold” coins and action cards. 2 to 6 players. 
49 N316— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz... $2.44 

saw! Craziest 
Four hopping, skipping, wobbling tumble bugs 
go their unpredictable way down the wavy run- 

way. Place your bets, watch the fun. For 1 to 4 

players of all ages. Plastic. 21 in. long. 

Tumble Bug. race you ever 

1 1b. 4 oz. 3.44 49 N 230—Shpg. wt 
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Battery-operated 'Tractor with Trailer 

OVER 
Giant. 18-in. 

A Sears Exclusive ? : trailer hitches on, stake sides remove 
$ 99 79 N 5788C— Shipping weight 10 pound 

without 79 N 4660 —"D" Batteries. Shipping weigl batteries 

Guide the Dozer by remote control 

$677 as 
Remote control paael looks 
and works like a real dash- 
board . . lets you be the 
"driver." You can move the 
dozer forward, backward, 
even steer it left or right, 
Dozer automatically shifts 
gears as it goes , , scoop au- 
tomatically moves up and 
down. 

Rugged "workhorse" rum- 
bles along on rubber treads, 
101¢-inch long steel body has 
bright enameled finish. Uses 
2" D" batteries (notineluded, 
order at right). Shipping 
weight 2 pounds 12 ounces, 
49 N 5722 $677 

sgoo 

Flashing light, wailing siren. Goes forward, reverse 
Pulls 15 Ibs. Windshield wipers really work, Winch lifts 
wrecks. All battery powered. Wrecked pickup truck anc 
spare parts to rebuild; jack; tool kit. Plastic, 25 in. long 
over-all. Order 4 “D” batteries (79 N 4660) 

79 N 5709 C— Shipping weight 6 462 SEARS + 

£5isló pate cane by didi da a 

plastic tractor runs on two electric 

forward or reverse, removable blade lifts, lower 

3 FEET LONG 
actio! motors. Two levers ce 

omatically ber treads, Plastic 

D” batteries below 
$9.99 

ounces h 16e; 4 for 60c 

Bulldozer 

479 
without batterie 

It’s 11 inches long, Pushes, pulls loads; reverses; goes left, 
right. Two switches give you complete control. Move blade 
up or down. Made of tough plastic. Heavy rubber treads, 
From Japan. Order 2 "D" batteries below. 
49 N $804 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $479 

"D" Bottery for toys on both pages marked 49 (as 49N5804). 
49 N 4660 — Shipping weight each 4 ounces. Each 16¢;4 for 60e 

Turnpike Swamp Buggy 
scoops a 4-inch swath s777 

Rolls along anywhere . . just like the big machine used to 
smooth land for building highways. Rear blades scoop up 
dirt and dump it into big bed as you push. Press lever, whole 
bottom opens to dump load. Cab with two drivers, 17-inch 
long steel body with giant plastic balloon tires. Does not 
use batteries. Made in Japan exclusively for Sears. 
49N4210 —Shipping weight 4 pounds 7 ounces. $777 



Lionel .027 gauge Steam Freighter Set 

6-unit electric train complete with 22-foot $ =, 999 

twin-oval track, transformer and two manual switches 

You control Magnetic Crane . . just turn crank and 

you actually piek up steel culverts from car 

You control the Track . . move train from outside 

to inside loop with manually operated switches 

You control the Train . . couple and uncouple cars, 

go forward or reverse, all by remote control 

Mighty steam locomotive with blazing headlight and real puffing smoke that belches 
from the stack. Couple and uncouple by remote control Train moves in forward or 
reverse direction at your command. You can even load and unload cargo . . just 

move culvert pipe car into position under crane, turn crank to lower magnet to the 

car and pick up culverts, then unload them onto platform. 
Guide train from one loop to another with pair of manual switches. Set includes 

tender, hopper car, searchlight car, culvert pipe car and caboose. 11 straight, 14 curved 
and a remote uncoupler control track. Train is about 56 inches long, with 22 feet of 
track. 45 watt transformer has circuit breaker. UL listed for 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9834C—Shipping weight 16 pounds. ....... snnm ees $29.99 

Lionel .027 regular gauge Train Accessories 
90-watt Transformer. Circuit breaker. UL listed for 
110-120 V, 60-cycle AC. 7-13 volt for train, 13-volt 

for accessories. 
49 N 9758—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 6 oz........$10.95 

125-watt Transformer. As above except 5-15-volt 
Íor train, 15-volt for accessories. 2 buttons control 

direction, horn or whistle. 
49 N 9756—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 10 oz... .... $15.95 

Manual Switches. 10 inches long. 
Shipping weight each, 1 pound 6 ounces. 

49 N 9752—Right-hand switch........ 
49 N 9746—Left-hand switch. ... 

Uncoupling Track. 94 inches long. 
49 N 9744—Shipping weight 6 ounces... ..... 2.39 

/ Crossover Track. 676x674 inches long. 
f 49 N 9745—Shipping weight 6 ounces........ 1.59 

] Curved Track. 1034 in. long. 3 steel ties. 
| j 49 N 9759—Shipping weight 2 ounces... ....... 29c 

J 7 Straight Track. 87% inches long. 3 ties. 
462 SEARS sioe 49 N 9762—Shipping weight 2 ounces.. ........ 29c 
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For horse lovers of all ages . . 
Album of Horses by Marguerite Henry 

Fascinating accounts of 22 important breeds of horses plus the mule and 
burro. Each account is accompanied by a full-page portrait in full color. 
112 pages. 934x111 inches. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

$ 3 N 1651—Shipping weight 1 Ib 5 oz. 

Wesley Dennis Album of Horse Paintings. 16 beautiful full-color paintings 
from the Album of Horses (above). 40 pages, 1256x1434 inches each. 
3N446—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 ounces $3.77 

Superbly illustrated Books by Marguerite Henry 

White p 

CGutalod pone scan by cuidimarumientici cal coni 

Gavdenzia. Bareback riders 
race thru streets of Siena, Italy, 
Illust. 240 pgs. 744x934 in. 
3N647—Wt.11b.802.$3.49 

Stormy. How Misty's foal was 
born after a storm. 734x934 
inches. 224 pages. 
3N635— Weil, 11b. 1002. $3.49 

Misty of Chincoteague. Ca 
turing and taming 2 wild 
ponies. 744x93¢ in. 176 pages. 
3 N 953—Wt. 11b.402.$3.49 

Sea Star, Orphan of Chinco- 
teague. Misty, and the wild 
ponies of Chincoteague. 74x 
934 inches. 176 pages. 
3 N955—Wt. iw 402.$3.49 

Black Gold. Award-winning 
story about the famous Ken- 
tucky Derby winner. Measures 
734x934 inches. 176 pages. 
3N1652-Wt. 1 Ib. 402.$3.49 

King of the Wind. Newberry 
award winner about “Sham.” 
714x93% inches. 176 pages. 
3'N 954—Wt. 1 Ib. 402.$3.49 

Brighty of the Grand Canyon. 
Lte Loro planes tralia Des 
95 inches. 224 pages. 
3 N724—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z.$3.49 

Born to Trot. True story about 
a boy and a great trotter. 
734x934 inches. 224 
3 N 633—Wt. 11b. 702.$3.49 

All About Horses, 68 illustra- 
tions. 7x93 in. 160 pages. 
3 N725—Wt. 11b.102.$1.77 

White Stallion of Lipizzo. 
The ting story a the 
Íamous white stallion of Li- 
pizza. 112 pages. 914x113 in. 
3 N 958—Wt. 1 Ib. 602.$3.49 

Justin Morgan Had a Horse. 
A classic horse story about a 
pint-sized stallion. 176 pages. 
746x934 inches. 
3 N 959—Wt. 11b. 302.$3.49 

Black Stallion 
Series 

Entertaining tales 

of adventure about 
an Arabian stallion 

The 
Black Stallion 

Join the Black Stallion Club! . . get official membership button. Write Mr. 
Farley, 457 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. Illust. 213-330 pgs, 514x814 in. 
3 N 1631— Black Stallion 3 N 912— Black Stallion and Flame 
3 N 1633—Son of Black Stallion 3 N 913— Black Stallion Challenged 
3 N 1639— Black Stallion Revolts 3 N 981— The Island Stallion's Fury 
3 N 1641— Black Stallion Mystery 3 N 745— Black Stallion's Sulky Colt 
3 N 982— Black Stallion Returns 3 N 1634-Black Stallion's Filly 
3 N 1635— Black Stallion's Courage 
Shipping weight each 1 pound...........-.-.00¢-eeeeeeeeee eee Each $2.67 

Books about Horses—selection, care, feeding 

M Winning Your Spurs. Gait, conformation, tempera- 
Winning Your Spurs ment, care; showmanship. Ilust. 124 pgs. 834x113 in. 

3 N 15499—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz...... 

Ride American. Safety, comfort. 269 pes. 5 n in. 
3 N 475—Shipping weight 1 pound. ..... 67 

Cavalcade of American Horses. Discusses light 
breeds, conformations, performance, history, etc. In- 
cludes 75 beautiful pictures. 311 pages. 734x934 in. 
3 N 628—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz..........$2.83 

The Western Horse. Illust. 111 pgs. 636x934 i 
3 N 627 —Shipping weight 12 ounces.......... $2.77 

Learn to Ride, Hunt and Show. By Gordon Wright. 
Illustrated guide. 128 pages. 11x81 inches. 
3 N 911—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz.. 

Horse Fever. Points to look for in choosing horse, 
how to jump, etc. Photos, charts. 92 pgs. er in. 
3 N 967—Shipping weight 1 pound. ,......... 1.73 

A Horse of Your Own. Complete guide to choosing, 
caring for, training, showing, enjoying horse. Section 
on saddles, racing. 250 illust. 480 pgs. 614x9 in. 
3N648—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ......... $7.88 

True Stories about Horses 

Snowman. A Cinderella story of a horse. Tells how 
Snowman was rescued from the bone yard and went 
on to become greatest jumper. 131 pages. 614x934 ip. 
3 N 751—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz...........$3.27 

Man o'War. By Walter Farley. The award-winning 
story of a magnificent horse and the boy who trained 
him for a great race. Illust. 326 pages. 64x94 inches. 
3 N 914—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz...........$3.67 

Fiction Stories about Horses 

National Velvet, A heart-warming story, Abridged 
edition. Illustrated. 108 pages. 834x12 inches. 
3 N 436—shipping weight 1 Ib. $ oz........... $2.77 

Al! Horses Go to Heaven. 31 fascinating stories. 
30 illustrations. 415 pages. 634x934 inches. 
3 N 437—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz......... $4.67 

American Girl Book of 10 Horse Stories. Suspense, 
romance, humor. Illustrated. 152 pages. 534x84 in. 
3 N 488—Shipping weight 1 Ib... ............ $1.66 

Horses, Horses, Horses. Informative. 32 full-color 
pages, over 300 illust. 152 pages. 814x114. 
3 N 629— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. $2.83 

Big Book of Favorite Horse Stories. Stirring tales 
of adventure, courage, heroism and humor by well- 
known authors as Steinbeck, Henry, Saroyan, Holt, 
O'Hara. 25 illustrations. 336 pages. 614x9 inches. 
3 N 649 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz..........$3.64 

Heartwarming Nature Stories 

The Pond. A 14-year-old boy discovers delights in 
nature and of a special pond. 256 pages. 534x8 in. 
3 N 983—Shipping weight 14 ounces... .......$4.67 

Rascal. Author recalls boyhood with a racooon who 
is the hero in this story. 192 pages. Size: 534x8 in. 
3 N 984—Shipping weight 14 ounces.......... $3.67 
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without. 
batteries Instant Art with Art-a-matic $499 

Squeeze out paint, flick on electronic spinning turntable. Complete with 

4 re-usable squeeze bottles, nontoxic paint, 3 frames, 25 art boards, E 

in. Plastic. Uses 2 “D” batteries (not included); order below. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 

49 N 2140—Art-a-matic....... Zr run < $4.99 
Refill Kit. 4 bottles of paint; supply of 36 art boards. 
49 Ñ 2138 Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Kit 1.88 
“D” Batteries. Package of two. 
49 N 4660— Shipping weight 8 ounces............. 22s Pkg. 366 

Create-A-Card . . Design and print your own greeting 
cards. Cut soft printmaking material with 

scissors, mount, roll on ink then print 

You don't have to be an artist to create your own greeting cards with Create-A 
Card. Follow any one of the 46 enclosed designs or create one of your own. Kit 
contains complete step-by-step instructions, soft flexible 3M® plate, tubes of 

ws you to use any paper), 2 tools and inking roller, 
nstructions, 50 sheets of vellum 

new water-washable inks (all 
814x11 in. mounting board, transfer paper and 
paper and 25 matching envelopes 
49 N 2145—Create-A-Card. Shi 

49 N 21451—Refill Kit. One 5 
ht 2 lbs. 9 oz. 

3M plate. Wt. 5 oz. 
Set $5.99 

Kit 62c 
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Needlepoint-by-the-number! 

No stitching or sewing for beautiful, 

no-mistake needlepoint art 

Touch 'n' Tuck 
5944 nah inch 

the numbers for beautiful 
needlepoint. Set includes coded tucking board, 
assorted colored yarn, tucker and complementing 
plastic frame. Hang finished work in your room . . 
also would make a lovely gift. 

{1 thru 5) Follow 

Winter Scene, 11x14 inches wide. Perky Poodle. 814x7 inches wide. 4 49 N 2146-Wt. 3 lbs. 80z.$3.99 49 N 2186-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. $2.44 

Bobo the Clown. 11x14 in. wide. 5 Playful Kitten. 7x814 inches wide. 

49 N 2147-Wt. 3 lbs. 802.$3.99 49 N 2149-Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.. $2.44 

Thorobred Horse (not shown).7x8 !4 in. 
49 N 2185-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 07.$2.44 

Palomino Horse. 14x11 in. wide 
49 N 2148-Wt. 3 lbs. 802.$3.99 

Build Historic Model Ships $49 each 
Skilled craftsmanship and attention to detail have made Revell plastic 
model ships the collector's choice, Each kit comes with complete instruc- 

tions and the history of ship; mounting stand and nameplate. 
49 N 23981—U.S.S. Constitution (Old Ironsides). Detailed decking, 

guns, cabins, rigging and life boats, 1634 in. long. Wt. 15 oz $2.49 

49N23985-Santa Maria. Columbus' flagship. Contoured white sails« 

1crew men, ladders, pennants, decals. Hull: 1134 in. Wt. 11b. 207..$2.49 7 
49 N 23986—Mayflower. Overall length: 1434 in. Has pre-formed rat 

lines, whale boats, 5 crew men, rigging blocks. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. $2.49 

SCULPT-ART 
Simply follow pattern with the 3644 

low-heat tool—then color r 

A craít for the whole family in a new art media. Use low-heat sculpting tool to 

Easy to follow designs are embossed di 
can resemble block print, wood 

‘ork can be painted in your choice of 
styrofoam blocks 

chisel designs on Styrofoam® blocks. 
rectly on Styrofoam block. Finished plac 
carving or molded concrete. Completed 
colors; or follow suggested colors. Kit includes 4 non-toxic 

(12x12x34.in.), 1 practice block, 6 water color paints with tray, heating tool 

with 2 tips and paint brush. UL listed. 110-120 v., 60-c. 

79 N 2150C—Sculpt-Art Hobby Kit. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs.. Kit $6.44 



Turn rough stones 
into sparkling 

Historic American 
Ships to build 

B 
[3] 

Skilled craftsmanship and attenti detail have made Revell 

plastic model ships the collector's choice. Each kit includes com 
plete instructions, history of ship, mounting stand, nameplate. 

49 N 23985—Sonto Maria. Columbus’ ship. 14 in. Contoured 

sails, 7 men, ladders, pennants, d Wt. 11b. 2 oz $3.49 

Q 49 N 23986—Moyfiower. 13 in. long. Has pre-formed rat 
lines, whale boats, 5 men, rigging blocks. Wt. 15 oz $3.49 

a 49 N 23981—U.S.S. Constitution (Old Ironsides). 1634 in. 
Detailed decking, gun abins, boats. Shpg. wt. 15 oz...$3.49 

4 

3 feet | 

long 4 
` h 
» PS L 

TUMBLE STONES--a complete rock-polishing kit ` Pu /D* 
that even includes jewelry mountings r N 

Will introduce youngsters to the art of polishing stones . , specimens can be | X. 
used for exhibition or made into lovely baroque jewelry for gifts or profit. Also 
makes geography and geology more int 

Everything you need is included— electric. tumbler, tumbling barrel with pro- 
tected lid and barrel liner, supply of semi-precious stones (you can also use your 
own), 3 assorted grinding grits, polish and jewelry settings to make cuff links, tie 
bars, key chain, bolo slide, scarf holder, earrings, pin bar, ring and hair barettes. 
‘Tumbler 634x6x4 in. high. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC motor, 
49 N 20019--Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces, ..Kit $13.99 

Refill Kit. Includes tumbling barrel, stones, grits, polish, S Kn) we setti 
49 N 20076- -Shipping weight 2 pounds... ... esse. Y». nr 

Simplified Cutty Sark Kit $554 

Last great ship of Britain’s illustrious past. Carefully detailed 
plastic replica by Revell has removable hatch covers, 20 crewmen, 
18 rat lines, chains and rigging thi 
9 N 20061C— Shipping weight 4 p 

id. 26-page book 
nds Kit $5.54 

‘Create psychedelic 
paintings electronically 

with Art-a-matic 

SH ID cius 

© 

$ 5 54 
Squeeze out. paint, flick on electronic spinning turntable. Set includes 4 reusable 

squeeze bottles, nontoxic paint, 3 frames, 25 art boards (5x7 in.). Turntable is YESTE) 

String Art—smart looking, 
yet so easy to make 

_plastic— Uses 2 "D" batteries not included, order 1 package below. ài nal 5 M DM 
49-N-20059.— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. . ............. Kit $5.19 Mailiated to reat in any room. Plastic 
Refill Kit. Includes 4 bottles of paint, supply of 36 art boards res ey hull and masts mo; th metal clips on back 
49N 2199-G tipp weight 1 pound 8 ounces. F, 1.99 4 Tein Sali Boch: Esch Iacesue n 

49 N 4660—"D" Botteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Pkg 38c 79 N 20062C Shipping weigh MET 

466 [Sears] «e Schooner America. M rall 
5 79 N 20064C — Shipping Kit 5.54 
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Tower revolves for use by 
left- or right-handers 

» . . goes backward or forward, too 

'The amazing SMALL KING Riding Toy 
Chain-driven, hand-cranked play-cart goes anywhere you want . . 

forward, backward, left or right . . even turns in a complete circle 

Just the kind of play-cart you've been wanting for that active youngster. Small 
King goes anywhere, indoors as well as out . . zooms up and down the sidewalk 
or around the playroom. He'll have year ‘round fun with his very own "car". The 
tower is on a revolving base and turns in a complete circle, so hand-crank can be 
used either left or right-handed. Handle on tower steers it . . hand crank activates 
chain in tower which controls the front wheel. Rubber back wheels, non-mar 
plastic front wheel. Body of vehicle is sturdily constructed of automotive-type 
steel with bright baked-on enamel finish. Seat height 414 inches. Overall height 
13 inches, length 2114 inches. Just perfect for children aged 2 to 5 years. Fully 
assembled. From Japan. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

79 C 4469L—Shipping weight 10 pounds, ..... sessi $12.99 

Haul “produce” to market in this 

All Plastic Tractor and Trailer 

A Sears $449 
Exclusive Set 

Rugged tractor and trailer are molded of polyethylene plastic with realistically 
“sculptured” details. Wheel makes “click-clack” sound as it revolves. Trailer 
attaches to tractor with plastic nut. Seat height 10 in. Overall, 9x1314x42 in. long. 
79 C 44026C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. $4.49 

Sears | sw 
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The Tyke Plane ARS 

It's a desk, a table, a TV seat! There's lots of play action as it “flies” 
around on non-mar plastic ball casters and blow-molded back wheels. 
“Wings” can be used as table or desk. Has complete alphabet and 
10 numerals, plus "instruments" for landings and take-offs. Wood 
and plastic in bright non-toxic colors. Seat height is 7% inches. Overall 
size 25x13%4x15 inches high 
79 C 44249L—Shipping weight 11 pounds. . 

Zoom off on ‘6° 

the Mini Cycle 
Toddlers go for the snazzy hi-rise handlebars, banana seat. Sturdy 
tubular steel frame with plastic seat, basket and wide, durable plastic 
wheels. Seat height 8 in. Overall, 17x10x14 inches high. 

79 € 44398C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $6.49 

Go-Go Cycle 
with extra-wide wheels 
Just push it backwards to wind up big spring motor, put your feet up 
and you're off! Steers left or right. 5x3-inch wide front wheel and low 
body style add stability. Molded plastic cycle has trunk, gear shift, 

79 € 44057L—Shipping weight 8 pounds. .........- ewe s» $9.99 



Youngsters sit down to hours of fun-filled action . . 
Park and Shop. Who's the best shopper in your 
family? You'll soon find out with this exciting 

traffic game. Race your plastic car around the 

board, park it in strategic positions to get your 

shopping done before the others. First one home is 
winner. Fun for 2 to 6 children. 
49 N 390—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 1 oz $2.65 

Rack-O. Have all the excitement of Monte 
Carlo right in your own living room. The world's 

newest card game races along as numbered cards 
complete or break numerical sequences begun by 
cach of two to four players. For ages 10 to adult. 
With 4 plastic racks. Deck of 60 Rack-O cards. 
49 N 356—Shipping weight 1 pound $1.66 

Foto-Electric Football Game 85.44 

From kick-off to the final gun, here's all the color 
and excitement of the real gridiron. 2 great games 
—Authentic Foto-Football plus a Sandlot game 
featuring miniature players. Plan your strategy 
from over 1000 possible play combinations, Realis- 
tic gridiron, 11 plastic players, scoreboard, play 
sheets and complete rules. Spectacular playviewer 
operates on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. UL 
approved. Box 19x14 44x514-in. 
49 N 251—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz 
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3] Quick Drow McGraw. Now you can play with 
your favorite TV cartoon characters right in 

your own living room! Be a detective with Quick 
Draw and all his wacky friends—Snooper, Doggie 
Daddy, Blabber, Baba Louie and Augie Doggie. 
4 player tokens with plastic stands. 
49 N 170—2 to 4 players. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.75 

4] Go to the Head of the Class. Who'll be the first 
to graduate to college? Before you learn that, 

you'll first have to answer a lot of questions that 

make knowledge fun. With ingenuity and luck, 
players advance desk to desk, grade by grade to 
college. 792 questions, answers. 2 to 8 players. 

49 N 388—Shipping weight 2 pounds $2. 

5] De luxe Uncle Wiggily Game. Enjoy thrills ga- 
lore helping Uncle Wiggily on race to Doc 

Possum's office through forest, cabbage patch, etc, 
Cards, 18x18-in. board, plastic playing pieces. 
49 N 391—2 to 4 players. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 02.. $1.88 
Standard Edition. 4 wooden playing pieces. 
49 N 104—16x16-in, board. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. . . .87¢ 

Alfred Hitchcock's "Why" Game. The master 
of suspense, himself, matches wits with every 

player. Try to find out "Why" the house is haunted. 

There's spine-tingling excitement as each card is 
turned revealing ghosts, weapons and motives. 
The detective earning the most rewards wins. 
49 N 394—2 to 4 players. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs....$2.44 

Test your skill .. try your luck 
[7] All-star Baseball. Duplicate the actual bat- 

ting performances of major league stars. Get 

same results as real baseball Complete with 60 
major league player For fans of ail ages. 
49 N 395—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz 51.99 

[E] Geo-graphy. Race against time as you peg in 
— cities, oceans, islands, seas and rivers as players 
travel to all parts of the world. With world map, 
timer, picks and spinner. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 302—Shipping weight 2 Ibs 32.65 

Sharpshooter. Hit the Big Game animals on 
target and watch them reverse into mounted 

trophies showing your score. 2 repeater pistols fire 
harmless rubber band ammunition. For all ages. 
49 N 250—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $ 

{ig} Undercover. Young secret agents map their es- 
cape route, wear infra-scope goggles to simulate 

night travel and trust the friendly underground to 

guide them through Enemy defenses. 

49 N 173—2 to 4 players. Shpg. wt. 11b. 302...91.75 



Remote-controlled Tank 

SEXPLODES= 
when it hits a hidden mine 

A Sears $ 6 99 without 
atteries 

Exclusive 

Big 10L2-inch plastic tank lumbers forward, backward, left or 
right. It's a game to see who can cross the 4x3-foot cloth battle- 
field. Tank “blows up" if it rolls over 1 of the 10 magnetic mines 

. rebuilds . 6 mine field maps. From Japan. Order 2 “D” 
batteries fa 
49 N 4211 —Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $6.99 

z NS 
Mark maps N, 

to show where 
you hid the mines 

$389 
without batteries. 

“Drive” this car forward, in reverse 
. . turn wheels . . even honk the horn 

Remote control panel actually looks styling with detailed grille and in- 
CO s " : " j like a real dashboard, You control the terior. Real rubber tires. Order 2 “D” 
Se TE Nitta Acton car and do all the steering from the batteries from facing page. Shipping 
15 idi Body? tires. C two “D” batteries on panel, Sturdy, colorful two-tone steel weight 2 pounds. From Japan. 
mu th dard, Ces ` body 12 inches long. Sleek big-car 

!—Shipping weight 2 pounds $ ounces, 

Set of 3 Compact Cars Ford Gyron with raising hood Start, steer, stop Racer with remote-control 

Own a whole fleet of the “low-priced three" Dashing, streamlined car of the future goes for- Maneuver model racer by pulling on long guide line. Flashing 
Falcon, Corvair and Valiant. Propel ward and reverse; left and right. Operates by re- light, motor noises. Steel, plastic trim, rubber tires. 1414 

els by friction mote control. Just flip switch to lower or raise — inches long. Japan. Order 2 “D” batter them forward . . each t A 
weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. $5.99 motor. Decorated interi Steel, baked hood. 11-inch steel body . . 3 wheels in back, 1 in 49 N 5831—Shippi 

enamel finish. 814 in. long. From Japan. front. Order batteries from f 
49 N 4271—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. Set $2.89 — 49 N 5723— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz ræs SEARS 463 
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milk cans onto platform 

Magnetic crane lifts and rolls to 
plus voe and unload steel culverts 

plus 

Lionel “O” gauge Diesel Freighter Set \ 
Big 7-unit electric freight complete with over 25 ft. 

of track, two electric switches and trestle bridge 

Super-detailed blue and yellow Chesapeake and Ohio loco- 
motive with Lionel magna-traction, built-in headlight and 
diesel horn. Large “O” gauge track layout can be built in 
many different manners and will accommodate all “O” and 
Super “O” locomotives. Engine and all cars have solid iron 
wheels. Milk car unloads one can each time button is pushed. 
Box car has sliding doors. Auto transport car has four 
removable miniature automobiles. Illuminated caboose. Cul- 

Lionel .027 gauge 
8-unit diesel $499 

Powerful double diesel with headlights, remote 
control operating horn and forward and reverse 
drive. Huge track layout has over 33 feet of 
track . . can be made into many different forms, 
using the three manual switches, remote control 
operating track and illuminated bumper. 

All cars have couplers that operate clectro- 
magnetically by remote button. All cars roll on 
solid iron wheels. Double engine, six cars, tres- 
tle bridge and automatic gateman. Plastic and 
metal train set measures 7734 inches. Big 60- 
watt transformer with circuit breaker, UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79N9835C—Shipping weight 20 lbs.. . $49.95 

Sates pae scans by diaa niseteciwical onn 

Remote-controlled attendant unloads 

125-watt transformer with circuit breaker 
and illuminated control dial 

When train approaches, 
gateman comes out of 
shack swinging his lantern 

MIATA $9.00 
monthly 999: 

vert car has steel culverts that are loaded with manually 
operated magnetic crane, Set includes tank car, Entire plas- 
tic and metal train measures 76 inches. Rugged railroad cars 
joined with knuckle couplers operate electro-magnetically by 
pushing remote button. Electric switches operate from re- 
mote button to put train on inner or outer track oval. UL 
listed for 110—120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9836K—Shipping weight 25 pounds. . «$99.95 ' 
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Famous LANDMARK BOOKS for ages & to 14 

Buy Starter Sets $377 Siue 

Each of these books is fully 
illustrated, some in full-color. 
Many indude maps, draw- 
ings and photos that help to 
better explain the text, 192 
pages. Measure 534x814 in. 

Starter Set. Includes: Great 
American Fighter Pilots of 
World War II; D-Day June 

Starter Set. Includes: Flying 
Tigers;30 Seconds Over Tokyo; 
Flying Aces of World War I. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
3815327............. Set $377 

Starter Set. Includes follow- 
ing: Remember the Alamo!; 
Custer's Last Stand; Kit Car- 
son and the Wild Frontier. 

3.N 15334—J.F.K. P.T. 109 
3N15335—Into Orbit 
3N15336—Great American 

3 N 15339—Adolf Hitler 

3N15343—D-Day 
3N15344—Story of Subs 
3N15345—Seabees of 

World War II 
3N15347—Lawrence of 

Arabia. 
3N15348—U.S. Marines 
3N15349—America's First 

World War 
3N15351— Paratroops 
3N15352—U.S. Air Force 
3N15353— The F.B.I. 
3N15354—Amer. Revolution 
3 N 15355— Battle for 

Here are great events in world history $174 em 
told in dramatic, fast-moving fashion 

3N15359—Abe Lincoln 
3N15361—Witchcraft of 

Salem Village 
3N15362—Swamp Fox of 

the Revolution 
3N15363—West Point Story 
3N15364—From Casablan- 

ca to Berlin 
3N15365— Medal of Honor 

He leroes 
3N15366— Sinking of the 

Bismarck 
3N15367— Pearl Harbor to 

Okinawa 
DIN 15368—Fly. Tigers 
3 N 15369—War in Korea 
3N15371—U.S. Frogmen 
3N15372—Guadalcanal 
3 N 15373—30 Seconds Over 

Tokyo 

3N15383—Robert E. Lee 
and the Road of 
Honor 

3 N 15384— Battle of the 
Bulge (New) 

3N15385—Commandos of 
World War II 
(New) 

3N15386—Kit Carson and 
Wild Frontier 

3N15387—Mark Twain and 
Mississippi (New) 

3 N 15388— Paul Revere 
3N15389—Pony Express 
3N15391—Wright Brothers 
3 N 15392— Prehistoric 

America 
3 N 15393— Daniel Boone 
3N15394—Wild Bill Hickok 

Tames West 
the Atlantic 3N15375— Women of 3N 15395— Texas Rangers 

3 N 15356— Battle of Britain Courage 3 N 15396—Geronimo: Wolf 
3N15357—Remember the 3N15377—Flying Aces, WWI of the Warpath 

Alamo! 3N15378—Gettysburg 3N15397—Heroines of the 
3 N 15358—Custer's Stand 3N15379—Secret Service Early West 
Shipping weight each 1 pound..........-...+--- DS nM Each $174 

6, 1944; Battle of Bulge. Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3N15328............Set $377 

METTE SCR? Starter Set. Includes follow. 
Starter Set. Includes: JFK : The American Revolu- 
PT109;Sinkingof Bismarck; tion; Swamp Fox of the Revo- 
Commandos—WorldWarIL ^ lution; and Gettysburg. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
3N15326......... Set $377. 315329... s... Set $377 

L.— CHILDREN 4 to 10 

Fascinating books of magic, 
jokes, riddles and crafts 

Golden Book of Magic. A variety of 
tricks. Illust. 112 pgs. 8346x1034 in. 
3N676—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.....$177 

McCall's Golden Make-it Book. 700 
illustrations and step-by-step instruc- 
tions. 160 pages, measures $}4x11% in. 
3N1598—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz...$2.57 

McCall's Do-it Book. More than 200 
things to do . . illust. Use common ma- 
terials. 160 pages. 81/(«x1034 inches. 
3N947—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...... $2.57 

Origami Books. Ancient art of 
5 paper. Instr., paper incl. Illust. 
Som set. 14-18 pages. 774x734 in. 
3N620—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.. Set $277 

Tell Me Another Joke. 160 pages. 
Measures 834x103 inches. 

3N894—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 0z.....$2.67 

Jokes, Riddles and Funny Stories. 108 
pages 81x11 in. Gaily illustrated. 
3N457—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.....$177 

Ask Me Another Riddle. Approx. 300 
humorous riddles. 160 pgs. 814x1034 in. 
3N892—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz.....$2.67 

Tell Me Mike, Contains answers to 
t often asked by chil- 

peg irre eee 
480 pages; 225 illustrations. 7x934 in. 

- 3N613—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.....$4,47- 

Cini pace scans by eitimasameblchddcal com 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells 

The amusing world of PEANUTS 

Enjoy the amusing antics of Charlie Brown and his 
pals, Created by C. M. Schulz. Each book has Peanuts 
cartoons in black and white. 534x8 in. 128 pages. 
3.N16165—You Can Do It, Charlie Brown 
3N 16166—It's a Dog's Life, Charlie Brown 
3N16167—Snoopy 
3N16168—Good Grief, More Peanuts 
3N16169— You're Out of Your Mind, Charlie Brown 
3N16173— Peanuts 
3N16174— Peanuts Every Sunday 
3N16175—Go Fly A , Charlie Brown 

3N16176—But We Love You, Charlie Brown 
3N18177— Snoopy Come Home 
3N16178—You Need Help, Charlie Brown 

Shipping weight each 5 ounces. .. . Each 89c 

Peanuts characters in original stories. Each book has 
32 pages. 30 illustrations. 534x534 in. 
3N 16154—Home is on Top of a Dog House 
3N16152—Love Is Walking Hand in Hand 
3N 16153—Christmas is Together Time 
3N411—I Need All the Friends I Can Get 
3 N799— Happiness is a Warm Puppy 
3 N 802— Security is a Thumb and a Blanket 
Shipping weight each 6 ounces.......... Each $174 
The Gospel According to Peanuts. By Robert L. 
Short. Peanuts from a religious standpoint. A unique 
handbook of Christian faith. 536x8 in. 128 pgs. 
3 N 16151—Shipping weight 6 ounces. . . $137 

Peanuts Project Book. Contains puzzles, songs. 
secret codes, coloring pages, cut-outs, more. 32 pages 
12x16 inches. 
3 N 16155—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . .$2.66 

Date-Calendar-Appointment Book. Cartoon illust. 
3N16156—11x13 in. Shipping weight 1 pound...$2.56 



Catch and mount Butterflies 3399 

Start a fascinating hobby with 10 ready-to 
mount specimens, net, insect pins, display 
mount, relaxing and dispatching fluids, jar, 

wing-pin strips, manual 
49 N 2196— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

Cricket Farm 3299 

Watch the cheerful, chirping crickets as they 
live in their specially made farm. You can 
watch their funny antics as they play with 
the plastic horse and carriage. 

Feed with special food from eyedropper 
feeder. Educational fun. Instruction manual, 
food and cricket coupon” included. Clear 
plastic form 8x4x3 inches high. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49N2151,..... Weswsverwedussoe $2.99 

Giant Ant Farm $544 

Follow the labors of ant "engineers" as they 
dig tunnels, build rooms, erect bridges and 
store away food. 

Escape-proof, break-resistant plastic case, 
15x10 in. high. Year's supply of ant food, 
liquid feeder, sand, handbook and ant stock 
certificate* included. : 
49 N 2302 Shipping weight 3 Ibs..$5.44 
*Mail coupon and/or certificate to receive 
crickets and/or ants from factory. 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimas museleciacil coed 

-Set $3.99 

Now you can create sleek, chic, mod-looking 
jewelry thatis all the rage today. Instant Paper 

Maché needs only to be mixed with water then 
spread on the decorative flex-a-form shapes 

When dry, paint with any of the 10 vivid colors. 
Glaze and sealer included for a choice of finishes. 

Jewelry 

Shape instant Paper Maché, 

fun to wear . . great to give 

(329 
Each kit has enough 

materials for: 

* Necklace and Leaf Pin 
* 2 Brooches, Ring, 2 Necklaces 
* Dangle and Snap-on Earrings 
© 2 Bracelets 

You don't have to make all your jewelry at once. 
Left-over Paper Maché can be stored and used 
again later. Is nonsouring, nonfermenting and 

nontoxic. Includes re-usable forms, jewelry backs, 
glue and instructions 
49 N 23980—Shpg, wt, 1 Ib. 8 oz Kit $3.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys on pages 433'to 609 until August 1, 1968 

You can re-create charming primitive wood paintings 

in the style in which they were done by early American 

artists. Each one su 

You paint e. 
to be a conver ation piece 

sy-to-follow numbered panel with 
premixed oil Finished painting is easily an 
tiqued with a special solution to give it a mellow 
aged look—as though it were painted 2 centuries ago. 

Complete kit includes instructions, paints, brush 
and gold colored fob-type hanger. No framing needed. 

PAINT ON WOOD 
Early American Art-by-Numbers 

Kit includes premixed paints, 

all the materials you need to 

paint it! antique it! hang it! 

244 ee 
Two Farm Scenes: Summer and Wintertime. 
Each panel is 16x12 inches high 

79 N 2306C— Shipping wt. 4 lbs.. . Kit $4.88 

10 Two Seo Scenes: The Whalers. 16x12 in. 

79 N 2357C —Shpe. wt. 3 lbs... Kit $4.88 

ll Early American Eagle. 14x10 in. high. 

49 N 2370—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. Kit $2.44 
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“on WOOD. 

Create Mod Jewelry for fun and 99 
gifts with Instant Papier Mache * 

Just mix instant papier máché with water and spread it on the flex-a- 
form shapes to get great-looking jewelry. When it dries, paint it with 

any of the 10 colors. Finish with glaze or sealer. 
Each kit has enough materials for 1 necklace, leaf pin, 2 brooches, 

2 bracelets, a ring plus dangle and snap-on earrings, Left-over papier 
máché can be stored and used later on. It's nontoxic, nonfermenting 
and nonsouring. Kit includes reusable forms, jewelry backs and glue. 
49 N 23980— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Kit $3.99 

2 x 

2 2 M 

d 

b 

3549 

Chick-U-Bater—watch them hatch 

Watch eggs hatch in this plastic incubator with clear see-through 
dome . . converts to a brooder lamp or nursery light after eggs hatch. 
Kit includes holder, thermometer, air tub nd bulb plus a cou- 
pon to order 2 fertilized chicken from hatchery. Guidebook in- 
cluded. 914 x 6 inches high. UL listed. 110-120-v. 60-c. AC. 
49 N 20069 —Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $5.49 

Giant Ant Farm 3569 

Escape-proof, break- 
resistant plastic case 
measures 15x2x10 in. 

high. Complete kit in- 
cludes supply of ant 
food, liquid feeder 
sand and handbc 
plus ant-stock certifi- 
cate that you mail to 
factory to receive ants. 

Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz 
49 N 2302. . . .$5.69 

Start a Butterfly Collection 

5399 

Set includes every- 
thing you need 
10 ready-to-mount 
specimens, net, in- 
sect and mounting 
pins, display 
mount, relaxing 
and dispatching 
fluids, jar, wing- 
pinning strips, bal- 
sa spreading board 
and instructions. 

Wt. 11b. 8 oz. 
49N2196-Set $3.99 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimas-muaselectwicd com 



"The Horse that grows 
with the child" 

LIGHTNING is 36 in. long 
.. saddle height up to 27 in. 

This spirited white-marked straw- 
berry roan is rarin' to go. Has a 

realístically sculptured body of high- 
impact molded polyethylene . . West 
ern-style saddle and blanket . . vinyl 
reins . . looks so real. 

“Growing” frame has 45-in. base . . 
saddle height adjusts from 2314 to 27 
inches, Enameled tubular steel with 
steel springs, Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 25 pounds. 
79 €75011L $22.99 

FURY . . big, beautiful, 38 in. 
long.. saddle height up to 33 in. 

Q Fury is really flying high . . and 
you can ride with her. Beautiful 

palomino body is comfortably molded 
of durable, high-impact polyethylene 
that's extra lustrous. Western-style 
saddle and blanket, vinyl reins. 
The growing frame allows the saddle 

height to adjust from 29 to 33 in. 
Enameled tubular steel frame, steel 
springs. Partly assembled. Freight (rail 
or truck) or express. 
79 € 7503N—Shpg. wt. 34 Ibs.. .$29.99 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Save $I on 

Ride a fast horse . . 

HURRICANE 
shows you the way 

Beautifully sculptured body is 33 inches long . . 316? 
A Wonder Horse that's priced extra low at Sears 

Step into the saddle and "ride away" into the old West on this spirited palo- 
mino colt. Realistically detailed body is molded of high-impact polyethylene 
and mounted on a sturdy base of tubular steel. Comes fully equipped with 
Western-style saddle, metal stirrups and bit and vinyl reins. Strong steel coil 
springs provide plenty of riding fun for youngsters aged 1! to 7 years. 
Saddle height is 2314 inches. Overall length is 40 inches, 221% inches wide. 
Non-mar plastic "feet" on base. Partly assembled. Use your phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all. 

79 € 7527L—Shipping weight 22 pounds ...$16.99 

$ 88 
Go-Go the Burro 

Last Christmas was $13.88. Foot bars extend out- 
ward from front legs. When pushing foot bars, 
youngsters activate a spring causing legs to move 
forward on non-mar wheels. Release foot pressure 
and rear legs move forward. Mexican-style “blan- 
ket" with strap. Swivel-mounted ears. Saddle 
height 15 in. 24x29 in. high. Plastic. 

79 € 44091L—Shipping weight 12 pounds. .$12.88 

talpa abd Scant by chisimaxdmienlüctudcal cóm 

Marvel the Mustang *14” 

Put on your spurs and hop in the saddle. Marvel 
is ready to go. 24-in. high pony has a coil spring 
that moves him when child presses down on foot 
pedals, then releases pressure. Keeps going as 
long as "cowboy" wants to ride. Comes with spurs, 
Western-style saddle and vinyl reins. Sturdy 
wheels in hooves. Made of high-impact plastic 
with steel pedals. 25 inches long. 
79 € 4606L—Shipping weight 12 pounds. . .$14.99 

Walking Mobo Bronco 12: 99 

Beautiful Appaloosa is ready to “canter” right or 
left, or “gallop” straight ahead. Push stirrups up and 
down to gallop, 1 stirrup to turn. Stirrups adjust for. 
ages 2 to 7. Sculptured steel body . . baked enamel 
finish. Saddle height 1944 inches. Overall 31 inches 
high, 2614 inches long. Imported from England. 
79 € 7522L—Shipping weight 25 pounds.......: $23.99 

ece«w[Sears] 459 



Milton Bradley Games 
Life..make $1 million to win 

Only 54.98 

&) dollars is the winner. 

$2000 in play mon 
around 24x19-in., 

turn of the “Wheel of Fate." 
8 players, With 8 pla 
$7 million in “mon 
stock certificates, cards. 
79 N 169C —Shpg. wt, 4 Ibs 

The first player to make a million — [7] 
Players set 

out on the Road of Life with a car and 

3-dimensional board 

past buildings, over hills, through val- 
leys, winning or losing money at eac 

ic autos, 96 pegs, 
32 insurance and 

$4.98 

Concentration, like on TV 

Only 32.99 
Based on one of America's favorite 
TV quiz shows. Match hidden 

items, numbers to work out picture 
word puzzle solutions. Players move 
numbered slides to win gifts and 
money. New Rollomatic puzzle chang- 
er box provides sixty different picture 

word puzzles, Suspense and rivalry for 
all. Full of excitement for two to five 
players. With money, prize cards, 
numbered plastic slides. 
49 N 298—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $2.99 

Win fortunes at a roll of the dice 

Easy Money .. the game of Real Estate, low as $1.44 

Build a real estate empire, run an airline, hotel or theater, win cash in a 

lottery, etc. Chance and fortune give unexpected thrills in this action-packed 

family game. Here’s a big money game that provides hours of enjoyment 

for all ages, For 2 to 6 players. Playing board 1834x1834 in. With 6 wood 

pieces, 6 sets of houses, give-and-take cards, dice, play money. 
49 N 393— Standard Edition. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz $1.44 
49 N 389— tion. With cash and implement trays. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 244 

. . Cadaco-Ellis Games 
[3] Seven Seas. New . . the 

game that brings all the ex- 
citement of international trade 
into your living room. Venture- 
some traders compete for profit 

. . buy and sell cargo on all of the 
Seven Seas. Players travel 
around the world on a big 4-color 
playing board 19x24-in. Enter- 
tainment for 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 177-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 02.2.75 

Tita page scans by Beisihtatniselediaical Gon 
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Noah's Ark. Ideal pre-school game. No 
reading or’ number knowledge needed 

in to put cute animals in colorful 3-dimen 
sional ark. Delights 1 to 4 players. 
49 

[E] 

N 113—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 31.85 

Tripoley. Intriguing adult card game com 
— bines the fun of Hearts, Poker and Rum- 
my. Played with standard deck of cards (not 

included) on 27x27-in 

49 
vinyl plastic layout. 

N 358—2 to 9 players. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $1.66 

Bas-ket .. real basketball in miniature . . only 33.99 

Fast action and suspense with lots of thrills make this game a prime favorite 

with basketball fans of all ages. Aim the ball from any position, carefully 

flip the press lever and see the ball whiz for the basket. You'll develop a real 

sharp "shootin' eye" with this fascinating basketball game. Includes durable 

steel mechanism, fiberboard court, scoreboards that register scores from 1 

to 99, and a complete set of rules. 
Continuous fun for from one to six players. Game sets up easily and 

quickly, folds for storage. An ideal gift for sport fans for any occasion, 

Order now . . get this action game for Christmas. 

79 N 202C —Shipping weight 3 pounds $3.99 
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Heavy-gauge Steel Transport unloads boats right into water 

Just back this 26-in. steel hauler down 
to your favorite “lake”, slip the sling on 
the 3 sport cruisers, crank the crane and 
up-over-and-down they go into the water. 
Knee-action type spring on hauler’s front 
wheels; separate outboard motors*; non 
marring tires. Boats designed of plastic. 
79 N $485C—Shipping wt. 9 Ibs...... $6.99 

T) Set includes a pick-up 
truck; trailer with r 

movable tailg: powi 
boat; houseboat with mo- 
tor*; tilt-bed trailer for 
easy launching. 

The truck is 13 inches 
long, other pieces are 
sized in proportion. Boats 
are made of extra-tough 
plastic and float. Other 
pieces are designed of 
steel, have whitewall tires. 
Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 
79 N 5460C. $7.99 

464 SEARS rs 
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Imost 3 feet long 
hooked wp. Complete 

with metal station wagon, 
house trailer, plastic boat 
trailer, speed boat, one 
battery-operated outboard 
motor (order 2 batteries 
below). From Japan. 
49 N 5188—Wt. 4 Ibs, $6.89 

Same less house trailer. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
ANSO.. rre $4.69 

"C" Batteries. Wt. 2 oz. 
49N4665-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

*Non-operating motors 

5-piece Trailer and 
ower-Boat Set 

3-piece Camping-Boat Set 

en the windows 
slide open and the 

rear steps drop down. 
The trim waterproof 
plastic cruiser has twin 
outboards* . . rides on 
à steel trailer. 

The steel truck has 
spring-suspension on 
all whitewall-tired 
wheels. Measures 24 
inches long over-all. 
Shipping weight 
3 Ibs. 12 oz. 

49 N5478........$4.99 

7-piece Farm Truck Set 
1034-in. side-ramp truck; 1434-in. stake truck that conv 
to flat-bed type; trailer with adjustable tailgate; 4 animal: 

clude 2 horses and 2 steers, Steel, plastic. 
79 N 5476C —Shipping weight 8 pounds sessi 28668 

Spring-suspension Horse Van 
1814-in. steel, plastic van has 3 stalls; thoroughbred stallion, 
mare, colt; door-ramps; bubble top; sliding windows. 
49 N 5452 —Shipping weight 5 pounds 4 ounces $5.59 

loading ramp. 1734 incheslong. — — 
49 N 5609 —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....$297 25 



Watch your Sting Ray 

crash through a solid 

“brick wall" to prove 

its rugged construction 

..then it continues on through five more tough 

proving-ground tests 

Shock Absorber Test . . tries to “bottom” car on 
wavy track . . hump, dip, hump—it's tricky. 

Spring Test Ramp . . sends car hurtling through 

mid-air at breakneck speeds. 

Power Test Jump . . makes car leap over gaping 

hole in bridge—a daredevil maneuver. 

Steering Test . . takes car through hazardous 
zig-zag stretch—driver needs good timing. 

Engine Test Station . . holds car until check-up 

is completed . . then it's ready to go again! 

Motorific Giant Detroit 

Torture Track Set 

$1196 E 

Set up the track and get ready for action-packed thrills as your 

Sting Ray meets the torture tests. Arrange 46 curved and straight 
plastic track pieces in any number of challenging positions . . 
vary testing patterns with 2 right-angle and 2 Y switches. Set 
also includes 3 conversion slot pins that enable you to run any 
Motorific car on the track. Order 2 “AA” batteries for car. 
49N 2386M Shipping weight 6 pounds... ..... see $11.66 
49N 4666M—"AA" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. Loz. Each 16c, 4 for 60c 

You can order toys from this catalog, pages 441-673, from now until Sept. 1, 1966. 

E Sting Ray — [S) Jogvor XK-E E Ferrari [E] Mercedes Benz 

[I] Aston Martin 

h aa 

[E] Thunderbird [7) Ford Truck @ Rolls Royce [8] Mustang 

7 
ie IA 9 $199 body, chassis m IC body 
A. and molor E à 

EX pls uc Rer o T Motorific 3-test Torture Track 

Motorific detailed plastic cars by Ideal $444 
Chassis has high-perform- c Body, chassis | Body only - i ik " Mace obe PUER. diit Sor style and motor | Body only Slip Ee Lobes oe ck put i of 

ance moton buitis drive Ti Aston Martia — Mido N2391 your Motorific cars through these grueling 

Snap 4%-inch steering and whitewall rub- (2) Corvette Sting Ray.|: 5BM|49 N 2360 tests, See them plow through "brick wall", 

body on motor. ber tires. All bodies fit same PM ronem 48M(49 N2379 bounce over shock absorber test strip, and 

mount dhenia chassis . . chrome-color trim. — (5) Mercedes Benz. 384 M23 N2385 careen around curves of the steering test. 

set steering T dad “AA” batteries for 8 Ford T Bini REE 2354M|49 N 2305 Design your own layouts with 29 curved and 

^ " each motor. ord Pickup Truck. j 6! straight plastic track pieces, plus right-angle 

flip switch.. "AA" Battery. Shipping wt. ($| Rolls Royce - 49 N2361M49 N 2362 — — and Y switches. 3 conversion pins. 
you're off cacti ounce (9)! Ford Mustang 49 N 2380M 49 N 2381 

49 N 4666M— Shipping weight each z 49N2387—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 0z......$4.44 

464 sEARSO teose Each 16c........4 for 60c Price each... cesi 
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The Golden Children's Encyclopedia 3997 
16 volumes beautifully illustrated ‘Set 

Created for the grade-school child . . an invaluable help in schoolwork. 
16 volumes cover 1,375 topics in simple, accurate language. The text, 
about 500,000 words in all, is illustrated with more than 6,000 color 
pictures . . 375 maps in color. The binding is Smyth-sewn laminated 
board. The arts, business, communications, famous persons, govern- 
ment, history, language, music, religion, sports, transportatic 
just a few of the subjects covered. Each volume 734x103 inches. 
3 N 623K—16-volume Encyclopedia. Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs... .Set $12.97 

Save . . buy all 3 Sets for only 31994 
Save $2.91. Priced separately, three sets are $22.85. You get 
above encyclopedia plus world atlas and dictionary sets below— 
a complete 28-volume grade-school reference library. 
3 N 624K2—Shipping weight 38 pounds. Set $19.94 

Fe un 
JDICTIONA 

T, 
rs, 

World Atlas s Dictionary s 
+ +6 volumes 49 . 6 volumes T 

Golden Books, created to make grade-school child's study easier, more 
interesting. Large easy-to-read text. 714x1034 in. each volume. 

1 The Golden Book Illustrated 
World Atlas. Information on 

people, countries of the earth. 
Over 1,000 maps, pictures in 
color. Data on cities, oceans, 
manufacturing. 190 pgs. ea. vol. 
3 N 1632—Wt. 8 Ibs... . Set $4.94 

2 The Golden Book Illustrated 
Dictionary. Over 10,000 

words defined—most often en- 
countered in elementary school. 
3,000 color illust. Pronunciation 
guide. 120 pgs. each vol. 
3 N 1630—Wt. 7 Ibs... .Set $4.94 

The Golden 

High School Encyclopedia 
Designed to help with assignments and complement 

the high school curriculum 

Features career information on jobs and professions 

20-volume Set :3466 $5 monthly 
cash 

Discusses thousands of subjects, written and reviewed by experts. Text has 
more than 8,000 photographs and paintings, most in full color. Four-color maps 
and latest census figures contribute an up-to-date view of the world, its con- 

tinents, nations and peoples. Though created to help high schoolers primarily, 
this collection is sufficiently comprehensive and detailed for family use. 

Extensive cross-references and complete index direct reader quickly to the 
information sought. A special feature of this work is the sound career informa- 
tion it offers on scores of jobs and professional fields, 

An authoritative source for the high school student on a wide range of sub- 
jects. Sets forth and explains many areas of knowledge so that the student may 
explore them and thus more competently plan his educational future. 
Among the subjects covered are the newest developments in science from 

microbiology to radioastronomy; fine arts, literature; history and government; 
religion and philosophy; the physical world, its plants and animals; the social 
sciences, invention and industry. Each volume has 156 pages, measures 734x1014 

THE pie TURE DICTIONARY 
CHILDREN 

Dictionaries 
for children 

3 My First Dictionary. For pre- 
school, first grade. 620 words. Illus- 

trated in color. 634x9 in. 144 pages. 
3 N 453—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.....$1.37 

Picture Dictionary for Children. 
Educator-approved for grades 3-5. 

5,079 words, 1,442 color illustrations. 
Size 816x1134 in. 384 pages. 

3 N 456—Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz...... $2.74 

Citij gabe Scant by citimas mientüchidta pom 

inches; library binding. Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy it. 
3 N 1047K—Shipping weight 38 pounds... ....... sess -Set $34.66 

Famous Works—boxed paperback editions 32 TI to $741 per 

Abraham Lincoln. 3-volume set. Works of Carl 
Sandburg, the renowned Lincoln scholar. 

3 N 1106—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. ..... Set $2.77 

6 James Bond 007 complete selection. 13-volume 
set. Ian Fleming’s collection of exciting novels. 

3 N 1107—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz...... Set $7.47 

17 History of the English Speaking Peoples. 4 vol. 
Winston Churchill’s: The Birth of Britain, The 

New World, Age of Revolution, Great Democracies. 
3 N 1108— Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . .Set $4.66 

8 Winston Churchill collection, The Second World 
War. 6-volume set. Called, “The most important 

historical work of modern times.” 
3 N 1104—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ... Set $7.19 

9 Great International Cookbooks. 6-volume set. 
Perfect gift for the homemaker. Sensational col- 

lection: The Art of French Cooking, Complete Book 
of Oriental Cooking, The Art of Jewish Cooking, The 
Art of Italian Cooking, Complete Book of Wine 
Cookery and Fannie Farmer Cookbook. 
3 N 1105—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz.. „Set $3.77 



Four complete teams PLUS the realistic delayed 

action face-off feature and 4 ‘‘Shotmakers” 

A Sears Exclusive 

s| [99 

“Shotmakers” are used in that wild- 
ly exciting last minute of play when 
your team is behind. T. 
your goalie and replace c 
"Shotmaker," giving you 4 forwards 
for maximum scoring power. 

Delayed action face-off gives each team an even start . . and 
the fast action is on, to create the thrills of real live hockey 
Players can shoot or pass puck to teammates. Flippers keep 
puck moving .. rebounds shot back to keep action in front 
of the net. When a goal is scored, lights flash. (Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, not included. Order separately below.) Each team 
New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago . . has its own "Shotmak- 
er" for greatest offensive play. 36x21-inch hardboard rink has 
curved slot skating, overhead score panel, foldaway legs. Metal 
frame and players. 3 pucks . . magnetic, plain and roller. 
79 N 65214L—Shipping weight 11 pounds $11.99 
79 N 4660—"D" Batteries, Package of 2. Wt. 8 oz.. Pkg. 36c 

PRO-LEAGUE ACTION 
BASKETBALL 

You control roving players . . pass, shoot 

and rebound as your opponent blocks, 

jumps to get control of ball 

$1399 

Guards, centers and forwards move fast and furiously 
through slide-action gear mechanism as steel basket 
flippers do the shooting. Stecl-framed 36x23-in. hard- 
board court, 4-dial scoreboard over grandstand, 
molded styrene backboards, plastic baskets. 10 metal 
players in offensive and defensive positions, 2 basket. 
balls and game rules are included. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy to 
order by telephone. 
79 N 284L— Shipping weight 12 pounds. .. $13.99 

AILS s o-Leagui 4 without. 
flip-action pinsetter 2 dials record score with roving referee Shoot from 12 S08 
Make those strikes and spares! —Playersmovearoundtheice,waiting Action packed hockey with roving referee Play alone or with up to 6 players. 

Numbered pins flip up when struck, for a chance to slap the puck in for for "face-offis" at any spot. Goal lights Sink shots using 6 lever-controlled 

then ball returns automatically. a score. Scoreboard at side records flash on when goal is scored. Playmaker flippers. 20x12-inch court with 

Raise tray to reset polyethylene score, period. Includes 10 colorful helps keep puck in front of net. Metal fiberboard surface (not wood or 

pins. 2!4-inch plastic balls. Steel players, with positive steel gear frame (18x32 inches) and players. 3 pucks, hardboard). Game includes score- 

alley 16x16 inches long. drive. Brightly colored metal frame, magnetic, roller, regular. Uses 2 “D” bat- boards, fold-down net baskets, 
79 N 65215C—Wt. 4 Ibs....$6.66 — 27x16-inch hardboard rink, 2 pucks: teries, not included. Order one package plastic basketball and playing 

plain and magnetic. above, Shipping weight 9 pounds rules. Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
460 [Sears] 79 N 65216C—Wt. 71bs...56.99 79N65217L......... .$9.99 79 N202C.... $3.99 
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With 4 teams you can have 

your own championship playoffs 
The linemen block or tackle ile the 

backfield plunges into the line, run 
around end or passes the magnetic foot 
ball, Vibrating coil underneath a big 
36x21-inch field sets each team inte 
motion up or down the gridiron 

Big Bowl Electric Football 

:[34? 

A capacity crowd fills the stands! S 
formations strategically, then watch 3-D 

clash on field. Kicker-passer boot 
actually throws magnetic ball, de 
tries to stop ball carrier. Different results on 
every play. Game includes 3-man yardage 
marker, scoreboard, pennants, goal posts, 3 
magnetic footballs, instructions. Metal unit 
partly assembled. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c 
AC. Paint plastic players in the colors of your 
favorite teams. Paints included 
79 N 65218L—Shpe. wt. 13 Ih $13.49 

ve team 

NFL Electric Football 
Two 3-dimensional teams compete on 32x18- 
inch field. Electric vibrating coil underneath 

provides plenty of action. 

jose 
Putyour Monday morning quarter- 
backing into practice . . manage 2 
NFL teams in official, easy to 
number uniforms. Linemen and of- 
fensive and defensive backs are 
posed in 3-D, plus 2 quarterbacks 
that kick, pass and run. Stecl- 
frame game board with automatic 
timer bas yard and down markers, 
grandstand with scoreboard. 6 felt 
footballs. UL listed, 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. Shipping weight 9 ibs. 
79 N 65019t...... ... $10.66 

Gutiion pane scans by danima: mussie pom 

Foto-electric Football s777 
with lighted gridiron 

“Hall of Fame” game has offensive, defensive 
plays; dials for kicks, runs; scoreboard. Lighted 
gridiron shows plays. 19x19 in. Laminated 
cardboard. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 N 65021C —Shpg. wt. 5 lbs $7.7 

Electric Pro Football . . 3777 
quarterback your team 

Flick switch, two 3-D teams plus kicker-passer 
go into action. 29x15-in. field. Steel and hard 
board. Magnetic ball, scoring devices, marker 
UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 N 65274C — Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $7.77 

BATTER 

True Action Baseball... 3619 

batter hits, runs bases 

Bat connects with ball . . quick, flick switch 
and batter runs for first. Throwing device on 
center field wall tosses ball to the base to try 
to beat runner. Lever-action batting and 
pitching, 4 vibration-powered runners, 22x 
22-inch steel-frame hardboard with score 

rd on fence. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC 
79 N 65072C--Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $6.19 

Your strategy as manager 3299 

wins in All-Star Baseball 

Make up your own all-star teams from 60 cur 
rent American and National League players 
Player discs show player's actual batting 
record, so each star bats exactly as he would 
inan ar game. Rules g exactly 
as in pro ball Managers spin dials, check 

ploy special strategy. 19x12 in 
49 N 65155— Shpg. 2 Ibs $2.99 



LEARN TO 

"THROW" 
YOUR 
VOICE 

Become 

a ventriloquist 

and carry on 

conversations with 

Danny O'Day, 
his friend and 

Charlie McCarthy 

Instruction record 
for beginners 

Make characters “talk” by pulling strings con- 
cealed in back of neck. Each comes fully 
dressed with movable vinyl head, hands . . 
cotton-stuffed body. Instruction booklet. 
Order record, skits, routines below. 

1 Danny O'Day. 30 inches tall. Sport coat, 
solid-color pants and ascot. 

49 C 40211—Shpg. wt. 3lbs............ $7.99 

2 Ventriloquist Friend. 24 inches tall. Solid- 
color coat and pants. 

49 C 40213—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz... 

3 Chorlie McCarthy. 30 inches tall. Black 
tux, high hat and monocle. 

49 C 40215—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs............ $9.99 

Beginner's Record. 12-inch 334 RPM. Gives 
basic instructions. Skit booklet. 
49 C 40217—Shpg. wt. 15 02........... $2.99 

$6.99 

JABBER JAWS . . talking $66 
Hand Puppets by Mattel 

Pull rings to hear Maurice Monkey, Larry Lion or Bernardo say one of 
10 different phrases of their own. Molded vinyl face with rayon plush 
skirts. Each about 11 inches high. Cotton-stuffed heads. 
(4) 49 C 40071— Bernardo. Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. . ....$5.66 
(5) 49 C 40073—Larry Lion. Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces..... 5.66 
(6) 49 C 40074—Maurice Monkey. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz....... 5.66 

460 [Sears] zs 
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Mattel's Kiddle Komedy Theatre stars Dee-Dee 

and Dexter, but you run the show up front 

Puppets with no strings attached. They act on little platforms connected 
to SWIVEL STIX® wands that you control by hand in front of the theatre. 
Make them twist and shake and turn and run across the stage. Set includes 
6-inch high Dee-Dee and Dexter Kiddles, the 12x10-inch plastic theatre, 
33}4-rpm record with 514 minutes of songs, dialog and sound effects, 2 
plastic masks, small accessories and 2 backdrops. Or use your own records 
to act out favorite fairytales. 
49 C 40122— Shipping weight 2 pounds : wos. Set $5.66 

More Kiddle Komedians for your Komedy Theatre 

Clem 'n Lem — 
Dii 
Punch 'n Judy 

Punch and Judy. 6 in. high. Includes reversible stage scenes, record. 
49 C 40123— Shipping weight 5 ounces $ XT Aa $2.44 

Clem and Lem. 6 inches high. Complete with stage scenes, record. 
49 C 40124—Shipping weight 5 ounces. k 2.44 

Hand detailed 
figures made 
by master 
craftsmen 

Hand-crafted in England . . 
World-renown PELHAM PUPPETS 

Your favorite storybook characters dance, skip, run and wave as you move 
the strings. Fully-jointed for maximum action and enjoyment. Made of 
ceramic composition. Crossbar keeps strings tangle-free. Skillfully costumed. 
For boys and girls, ages 8 and up. 
(7) 49C4136— Cinderella. 12 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. 
(8) 49 4137—Red Riding Hood. 12 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 
(9) 49€ 4138— Cat. 5 inches high. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
(10) 49 C 4135— Pinocchio. 12 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib..... .. 

.$6.99 
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Jumbo-size Locomotive +2.99 

Big enough for little tots to ride on! Rugged wood 
body gives sturdy support, big metal wheels turn 
easily. Goes “clang-clang” as it rolls . . gives hours 
of amusement. Decorated in gay, non-toxic colors. 
20 inches long over-all. By Metal Masters. 
49 N 5211—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 8 02.........$2.99 

2-piece toy set of plastic Rattle-Ball and Queen 
Buzzy Bee. Tots will love them both! Rattle ball 
has 17-inch handle, see-through globe with colorful 
balls. Queen Bee has fluorescent wings that whirl 
and buzz, antennae that wiggle; 6 in. long. 
49 N 5254— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz........ $1.64 

Tiny Tim and Allie ‘Gator . . both with humorous hats, 
funny “voices,” fascinating movements! Wood and ace- 
tate bodies. Brightly decorated. 6 and 10 inches long. 
49 N 5260— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz...........Set $1.64 
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Catch-Up-Train. Wheels turn, pistons churn, cab 

Removable trainmen. Wood. By Childhood Interests. 
49 N 5288—16 in. long. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 

steel cover; wood sides, wheels. 18-in. handle. 
49 N 5277—8 in. wide. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 

B 3-piece Set of Tow Truck with moveable crane, 

heads of figures turn or bounce. Wood with un- 
breakable polyethylene. Each about 6 inches long. 
49 N 5261—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz... 

Ss 

Tuggy Turtle shuffles lazily along. His legs paddle 
and his tail wags—while concealed keys and mallets 
play merry music. Cute and clever! Unbreakable 
acetate shell; wood body. 9 in. long. 
49 N 5276— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz.... $1.99 

travels'tween engine and caboose!“ Beeps"'as it goes. 

$259 

Music Box Sweeper . . plays a merry tune from 
genuine Swiss music box as it sweeps. Decorated 

$2.99 

Stake Truck, Sports Car. Make “motor” noises, 

«Set $2.49 

Pull-A-Tune. Wood “wagon” carries a “load” of 
brightly colored xylophone bars. Plays a merry 
melody as it’s pulled along. Or tots can make own 
music with the wood-tipped mallet! 14 in. long. 

49 N 5248- Music book included. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.39 

5 Little Pigs . . off on their way to market! Tot: 
squeeze ‘em, listen to 'em go “oink-oink” or “wee 
wee." Made of pliable polyethylene; each in a 
different gay color and “voice.” 15 in. over-all. 
49 N 4637— Shipping weight 7 ounces.. $154 

Action-filled Toys 

plastic; steel axles. 15 inches long. 
49 85253 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.. $2.44 

49 N 5257— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 14 oz. $3.99 

[8] Snoopy Sniffer. “Woofs,” wags his tail, 
entertains 

Cackling Hen . . “clucks,’’ “squawks,” struts 
about. Wood with flexible vinyl comb, tail 
feathers; wood wheels. Beautifully lithographed 
in bright colors. 10 in. high, 834 in. long. 
49 N 5244 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... -. $1.99 



Dig, Grade, Load and Haul ,4 
Bucket takes a full bite, opens automati 
cally whe: 
boom operated by positive-stop winch 
pivots full circle on wide, well-braced plat 
form. Adjustable screw jacks hold it steady You get all this for $9.99 
Heavy-gauge steel, smooth edges. Baked with giant scoop 
on enamel finish resists rust. Truck chassis (2) 17-in. Road Grader 
17 inches long over-all. 
79 N 5453L— Shipping weight 9 Ibs $6.99 

Hoist sand into Truck or Hopper 

Highway-Builder Set starts the job wherever there's sand. Crank-operated loader scoops sand, lifts it on conveyor belt into truck or hopper. Scoop attaches to truck for cross-country hauling. 11-in. truck can be loaded automatically by 
backing under 12-in. high hopper and tripping chute. Lever-action dump on truck can be locked in position. Detour sign. Heavy-gauge enameled steel 
49 N 5472—Shipping weight 7 pounds $6.66 

4-piece U-Haul Set with Racer 

$599 
Drive the scale model Ford truck to the speedway, tilt 
the platform trailer and roll the big-track racing 
the ramp. Replica U-Haul Rental Van has snap-action 
catch on door. Truck has wrap-around windshield, white: 
wall tires, chrome-plated hub caps, movable trailer hitch 
Heavy-gauge steel with baked enamel finish. Truck and 
U-haul trailer are 22 inches long. 
49 N 5465— Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $5.99 

lown 
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raised to boom tip, Big 2 Take a small boy and his dad. 
action-packed heavy-gauge steel construction toys and 
you've found à formula for FUN that just can't miss, 

(1) 15 4-in. Hi-Lift Loader 
digs, scrapes, lifts and dumps load. (1) 49 N 5484 —Hi-Lift Loader, Wt, 3 Ib. 2.92 

raises and lowers blade, — (2) 49 N 5614 —Rood Grader, Wt. 5 Ib: 2.92 
ictually steers, (3) 18-in. Power Shovel with automatic — (3) 49 N 5646 —Power Shovel, Wt. 4 Ib: 4.94 
scooping and bucket-release 

Buy 4-pc. steel set and save $3.71 over total cost of each unit 
mix well with these 4 — raising, lowering, loading, unloading 

volves. (4) 15-in. Hydraulic Dump Truck with 
lever-operated hydraulic cylinder to dump load. 
79 N 5421L—Complete 4-Pe, Set. Wt, 14 Ibs... $9.99. 

action; crank controls — (4) 49 N 5661—Dump Truck. Wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz., 2,92 

Mixes, dumps batch of “cement” 8599 

Road-Repair Set is just right for those small and medium-size repair jobs 
Latest design, scale model truck has full-action dump, Authentic cement 
mixer turns and tilts by operation of two crank handles. Contractor's 
trailer hauls the necessary “tools.” Heavy gauge steel, smooth edges 
baked-on enamel finish. Truck and mixer are 2014 inches long 
49 N 5457 Shipping weight 6 pounds $599 

UA 
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Build new lift bridges . . build a traveling crane or an observation 

tower that features running elevators—and then you operate them 

Kenner's New Girder-Matic Motorized Building Sets 

Watch these battery-operated, moving structures 
"spring to life" by exciting remote control 

687 1206 297 3066 zu — 1208 $1488 ze 
1206-pc. Special Girder-Matic and Bridge and Turnpike Set. Traveling cranes swivel 
and pick up loads. Follow soaring elevators as they rise up an observation tower. 
Bridges raise, lower, swivel or move back and forth. Ferris whecl, carousel and air- 

. plane swing add excitement. Sink an oil well or set up a mining operation . . you get 
7 endless belts, bucket and hook conveyors. All start, stop and reverse. Girders, beams 

and braces snap together. Order 4 “D” batteries below. 
Bridge and turnpike set features HO scale plastic roads, toll houses, signs, light 

poles and traffic signals plus 18-foot plastic road. Boats and cars not included. 
79 N 1932C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. s-s an Set $14.88 
49 N 1943—687-pc. Girder-Matic. Order 4 "D" batteries. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz...Set 9.66 
49 N 1919—374-pc. Bridge and Turnpike. Shipping weight 2 pounds.......Set 3.99 
49 N 4660—"D" Batter hipping weight each 4 ounces. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Mi eua n a 1 zn x. escalada Em. 

Cars zoom around Kenner's SKY RAIL 

$966 and $1399 ri» batteries 

Watch a Sky Car streak in and out of buildings, whiz 
around curves and climb slopes. Operated by remote con- 
trol, car goes forward or reverse. Turn headlights on for 
night trips. Plastic girders, panels, insulated steel sky 
rail sections snap together without tools. 

Double Car Set. Includes 2 cars with control boxes and 
18 feet of sky rail track. 753 pieces in all. Order 4 “D” 
batteries above. 
79 N 1958C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . . .Set $13.99 
Single Car Set. One car with control box, girder and 
panel set, 9 feet of sky rail track, Same materials as 
above, but 481 pieces. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 1965C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ... .Set $9.66 

Casio pagi scunt by deiilmacndisetedmical com 

Kenner’s Motorized Bridge, Turnpike 

675 without EU 3099 batteries 

Drawbridge raises to let boats chug through then lowers 
to let cars scoot across. Elevators discharge passengers in 
nearby building. Power operated by a geared motor you 
control Girders, braces and beams all snap together. 
High-impact plastic panels and roadways. Pulleys, ele- 
vator cab plus other mechanized parts. Order 2 “C” bat- 
teries below. Plans and instr. Boat, cars not incl. 
79 N 1933C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. Set $9.99 

"C" Battery. Shipping weight each 2 ounces. 
79 N48665........e retos ete 4 Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

242-pc. Panel Building Set only. Complete with two 
5x16-inch pressed wood bases for a firm foundation. 
49 N 1918—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 100z......... Set $3.88 



AZISHIAINO OTEOM INA 

ALISUIAING OTNOM BNA 
ALISUIMMA ATHOM IHA 

The WORLD 

University Encyclopedia 
A treasury of information on the arts, the sciences . . scores 
of subjects . . equal in scope to a library of 1,500 volumes. 

Expertly compiled by recognized authorities. Includes cur- 

rent developments and advances in space age programs 

and other fields. A modern encyclopedia of knowledge . . 

at a price most every family can afford 

This comprehensive collection includes: 

» Full color 64-page section with detailed information on 
the Presidents of the United States 
Fall color 64-page atlas section that includes modern up- 
to-date maps of the world 
16 full color pages on recent space age developments 

Up-dated section on populations and on biographies 

Over 200 full color pages correlated to the text 

Full color human anatomy section—a review including 
various studies with color acetate overlays 
All pages numbered for easy cross-indexing, references 
6,000 pages . . 5,000 illustrations 

26,000 subjects . . 5,000,000 words 
10 years free consultation service 

ec on. 

.... 

An enduring gift for the family—magnificent modern work 
serves both student and mature reader—enables each to 
keep abreast of widening areas of human knowledge. The 

Golden Handbooks and Nature 

Guides . . for every age 

Just 87... 

Anyone who loves the outdoors will enjoy 
these books. Pocket size. Excellent references 

for both the expert and amateur. By leading 
authorities. Many full-color illustrations. 
Paper-bound. Fach book, 160 pgs., 4x6 in, 
3 N 15452— Birds 

3 N 15453— Insects 

3 N 15454—Rocks and Minerals 

3 N 15455—Trees 

15461—Stars 
N 15462—Reptiles and Amphibians 

3 N 15464— Fossils 
3 N 15465 — Seashells 
Shipping weight each 5 ounces. . . 

wwow 

Each 87c 

Starter set of four. Save 10%. Incl. Birds; 

Insects; Rocks and Minerals; Trees. 

3 N 15451—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz......$3.12 
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12-volume Set nòs: 

$ 5 488 $6.00 month 

editors and publishers have spared no effort in making this 
work accurate and complete for minds eager to be enlightened. 

This set is organized to make it easy to find answers to 
many complex questions. Specialists in education have pre- 
sented subjects which are part of the school curricula in re- 
lation to the latest school requirements. Parents can gain 
valuable help from these topics in directing their children. 

You're also entitled to 10 years free consultation service 
from the encyclopedia editorial staff—research reports on 
virtually any subject except law and medicine. 

Each has library binding; cover is gold leaf stamped. 
634x934 in. high. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
3 N 1048K—12-vol. Encyclopedia. Wt. 36 Ibs.. .Set $54.88 

Encyclopedia ond The Complete Reference Handbook 
3 N 1049K2—Shpe. wt. 38 Ibs. $6 mo. Set Cash $57.38 

The Complete Reference Handbook. Details report writing, 
vocabulary, math, etc.; atlas, 720 pgs. 7344x1034 inches. 

3 N 1016—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 10 oz... ........ $12.50 

Bernas 
[rM 

only $|79 

ure—an important addition to the 

reader's library. 
every page. Beautifully designed 
laminated finish. Back-sewed binding. 

Each book has 112 pages (except 

covers 

their natural surroundings. 
3 N 15472— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

Noture 

3 N 15476— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz 

from every country of the world. 
3 N 15477—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz....$1.79 

INA OTNOM FHL 

Whitman World Library Series 

Encyclopedia type books on the world of man and 
young 

Rich full color illustrations on 

3N15476, 
3N15477, 96 pages), measures 1034x12?4 inches. 

Birds Everywhere. Birds of all kinds depicted in 

$1.79 

World of Animals. Wild and domestic animal data. 
3 N 15473—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz....$1.79 

Astronomy —Includes history of flight and space. 
3 N 15474—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz....$1.79 

An Introduction to Our World. Fascinat- 
ing account of our world and things around us 

$1.79 

Dogs of the World. Facts and pictures of dogs 

L. x 
HANDBOOK 

Save *lO 
SPECIAL OFFER 

12-vol. Encyclopedia plus 
The Complete Reference 

Handbook for only 

35738 

with 

Pooky 
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ELECTRIC FOOTBALL 

Set up your formations . . players block, 

tackle, pass and receive. You control 

direction players move by turning each 

slightly to the leftor right. Vibrating coil 

under field. keeps magnetic football in 

play, makes action different every time. 

as 

tands! Set up your forma- 
y, then atc 3-D players clash on big 

21x36 inch field. Kicker-passer throws and boots mag- 
netic ball, defensive team blocks and tackles. Vibrating 
coil beneath field keeps men in action. 

Paint players in the colors of your favorite teams. 
Game includes 3-man yardage marker and scoreboard, 
colorful pennants, al posts, 3 magnetic footballs, in- 
structions. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c, AC. Plastic 
players. Metal unit. Partly mbled. 

79 N 65218L—Shipping weight 12 pounds... .$12.77 

Includes 44 players (4 teams) 
plus paints. Now you can 

have your own bowl games! 

Electric Pro Football. - 699 Foto-electric Football 749 NFL ELECTRIC FOOTBALL 
quarterback your team with lighted gridiron 

Flick switch on 29x15-in, gridiron and 2 “Hall of Fame" game includes offensive and 
teams of 3-D players plus kicker-passer go defensive plays, dials for kicks and runs, Come: includes all key, plays of into action, 2 scoring devices, magnetic ball, scoreboard. Lighted gridiron shows plays NFL teams, two 3-D teams. 
yardage marker, Steel and hardboard. UL in action. Laminated cardboard. UL listed, listed, 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle, AC. 3999 
79 N 104C— Shipping wt. 6 Ibs... . $6. 79 N 114C—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs..... $7.49 

32x18-inch vibrating gridiron. 

Now you can put your Monday morning quarter- 
backing into practice, manage two NFL teams in 
official, numbered uniforms. Ends, tackles, guards, 
offensive and defensive backs are posed in 3-D, 
plus 2 quarterbacks that kick, pass, and run. All 
steel game board has automatic timer, grandstand 
with scoreboard, yard and down markers, 6 felt 
footballs, UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. 
79 N 6551L—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ...$9.99 

{ ME 'N JoEy ARE THE j 
TEAMS! 4 WHY DONT YOU 
6E THE CROW! I D? 

Arnold Palmer Baseball . . batters swingat 3594 3999 Table Golf pitched ball, run bases 

Mechanical club hits ball down You crank the runners around to score. A quick hand 
fairway, past hazards to felt for turning helps score a run. Adjustable pitch control 
green. Set your own hazards as increases excitement by delivering a variety of pitches. 
skill increases. 1919x10}¢-in. Just a finger controls spring-action bat so game can be 
wide. 2 "clubs", 8 plastic haz- played alone or with opponent. 22x22-in. plastic and 
ards, 3 rubber balls, Fun to play hardboard base; steel frame. Complete with 9 stationary 
alone or in competition. defensive players, 4 removable base runners. 
79 N 130C—Wt. 4 Ibs...$5.94. 79 N 120L— Shipping weight 7 pounds. .$9.99 
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Action-packed Pro-League 3]044 

Hockey with roving referee 

"Toronto and Montreal teams “face-off” at any 
spot with hand-held referee. Each team has a 
matching "Shotmaker" for "power plays", 
Metal-frame 32x18-in. hardboard rink, score- 
board. 2 pucks . . plain and magnetic. 
79 N 65131L —Shipping wt. 9 ibs.. $10.44 

All Star Bowling with 3619 
flip-action pinsetter 

Make strikes and spares. Numbered pins flip 
up when struck, ball returns automatically, 
Raise tray to reset the polyethylene pin: 
Two 24-inch plastic balls store in profes- 
sional-looking bag. 16x16-in. steel alley. 
79 N 65279C — Shipping wt. 4 Ibs.. . $6.19 

Bas-Ket .. shoot from any one s419 

of twelve spots on court 

Play with up to 6 players, or alone. Sink shots 
using 6 lever-controlled flippers. 20x12-inch 
court, paperboard surface. Game includes 
scoreboards, fold-down net baskets, plastic 
basketball and playing rules, 
79 N 6502C —Shipping wt. 3 Ibs..... $4.19 

Arnold Palmer 
Table Golf 

3588 

Mechanical club 
hits ball down 
the fairway, past 
hazards to felt 
green. Set your 
own hazards as 
skill increases. 3 
rubber balls, 2 
clubs, 8 plastic 
hazards. 20 in. 
long. Wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 65074C 
Kach.....$5.88 
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“Shotmakers” 
are used in that 

wildly exciting 

last minute of play 

when your team is 

behind in scoring. 

You remove your goalie 

and replace your center 

with a 2-stick "Shotmaker 

Gives you 4 men forward for 
maximum "power-play" scoring 

| X ss 
ROYAL CANADIAN HOCKEY 

You get 2 complete teams with 2 “Shotmakers", roving referee, :[366 E 
delayed action face-off plus lights that flash with each goal p J 

The dela; 
even start, then the action is on 
the thrills of live hockey. Metal players "skate 
along slots on rink, pass or shoot the puck when 
you push, pull or twirl steel rods at each end. 
Lever-action goalies shift from side to side. To- 
ronto and Montreal teams have their own “Shot 

action face-off gives each team an 

re-creates all 

$1566 E 

You contro! roving players . . pass, sh 

and rebound as your opponent bloc 

then jumps to get control of the ball 

1forwarc t and furi. 
action gear mechanisms as 

do the shooting. Steel. 

rdboard court, 4-dial score- 
ne back- 

move 

steel basket flip 
framed 36x23-inch h 
board over grandstand, molded st 
boards, plastic baskets. Ten metal playe 
offensive and defensive positions. 2 bask 

are in 
balls 

and rules of the game are included. 

79 N 65273L—Shipping weight 12 1bs.$15.66 

SAVE THIS CATALOG .. 
you can order toys on pages 433 

to 605 until July 30, 1969 

maker" to go on “power-play” offense. Metal 
frame 36x21-inch hardboard rink has curved slots 
overhead score panels, 12 pennants, foldaway 
legs. Vary the play with 1 of 3 pucks. , magnetic, 
plain or roller, Order 2 “D” batteries below 
79 N 65132L— Shipping weight 11 Ibs...$13.66 
49N4660-Two "D" Batteries. Wt. 8 oz, Pkg. 38c 

* YES. I'LL CHEER FOR YOUR SIDE ...F 
‘YOULL PLAY ‘HOUSE’ WITH ME TOMORROW!" 



"Heu. heu! 

Play 'n Show Phono-Projector . . T2 
insert picture platters and close lid j 

Color slides are firmly attached to each phonograph record. As story progresses 
picture changes. Needle sets automatically when lid is closed. See and hear 
Yogi Bear and the Flintstones. Use also as a 45 RPM record player. Plastic 
projector measures 12x11x10¥ in. high. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order pkg. below 
79 C 16285C—Shipping weight 6 pounds Set $12.99 

Set of 2 Picture Platters. See and hear Mr. Magoo in 2 different episodes 
49 C 16286—Shipping weight 14 ounces Set 249 
Set of 2 Picture Platters. See and hear Mr. Magoo and Yogi Bear. 2 shows. 
49 € 16287—Shipping weight 14 ounces Set 249 

“FI huff and 

‘Ti blocow" World’s Tiniest 
RECORD PLAYER 
Fits in pocket or purse 

.. plays anywhere 
With 24 records, each in its own colorful 

record jacket, so you can carry them all easily . . 

My-Books That Talk with Record Player . . fun for school, outdoors, club meetings 

press button to start hidden needle $ 3? without 
Put book on player and turn page. Press talk button and record begins to play batteries 

16-page books are fully illustrated, written for child-reading exercises. At end 
of each 2 pages player stops . . child turns pages and presses button to restart Imagine carrying your very own record player and records around in your 

Plastic 12x9x3 inches high. Uses 1 “D” battery . . order pkg. below. Set includes pocket. Plastic player operates on 1 “AA” battery . . order package below. 
2 talking books, the “Three Little Pigs" and “Chicken Little Only 2%x4%x2 inches high with 234-in. diameter records. Needle plays 
49 C 16288—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces Set $7.99 record automatically . . starts and stops by itself when lid is closed. 

Refill Set. Includes “Jack and the Beanstalk” and “Billy Goats Gruff.” 49 616201 Shipping weight 12 on pease ea, Saas 
49 C 16289—Shipping weight 12 ounces Set 249 "AA" Batteries. Package of six. 
49 C 46606— "D" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz Pkg. 1.19 49 C 46666—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ...... sese Package 99c 

Ball and Vase Trick. 
Ball disappears, 

reappears 

Semi-professional sg” T" 
MAGIC CHEST D Presenting Mr. Magic . . 4” 

Set includes 11 tricks with full in- 101 tricks that you can perform 
tructions: Chinese linking rings, : 
ed Kte Gigi othe tiroa humi: You'll learn to make play rabbits appear and disappear, turn a 
kerchief, dicecup, genie bottle, money penny into a dime and dozens more baffling tricks. Magic show box 
maker, mystic smoke, nickel-to- includes all the props you'll need (except coins) for 18 special fun 
penny-to-dime (coins not incl.) magic tricks, plus the famous book of 101 Magic Tricks . . even a mustache. 
wand, book of 102 tricks. 18x10x6-in. 21x11 x25 inches thick. 
heavy paperboard. 49 € 1703—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. . ......... Set $4.99 

49 € 16121— Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $9.99 scexus [Sears] 461 
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79 N 5256C 

Colorful Corn Popper. Push— 
and it sounds like popping corn! 
Sturdy wood with bright “corn” 
balls inside 5-in. clear plastic 
dome. 22 inches long over-all. 
49 N 5230— Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. $1.59 

m"—Pe— H—9—À" 

Huffy-puffy Train for tots 33.99 

Chug-chugs and rolls eyes while pistons pump! Wood with plastic front and 
piston rods, Brakeman in tiny caboose. Non-toxic colors. Ideal “first” train, 

27 inches long over-all. Shpg. wt. 3 pounds $3.99 

Fisher-Price Toys 

Gabby Goofies. Mama chat- 
ters . . heads turn, wings whirl on 
the whole family as they wobble 

Bright colored 
13 in. long over-all 

49 N 5262—Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

on their way 

Set. Smokie Engine goes "chug," pistous move; (ig) 3-pe. 
. ladder lifts; 9 6 in. long. Fire Truck roars, rider bounci 

in. long. Barky “woofs,” rolls eyes; 5 in. long. 

49 N 5263 — Non-toxic wood, plastic, Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $239 

fj] 2-pe. Set. Music sounds, figures dance on Push’ Chime; 
C handle 19 in. long. Tiny Teddy swings mallets, plays 
tune on xylophone; 8 in. high. Has non-toxic finish 
49 N 5243 — Wood, plastic, steel. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.29 

$2.39 

“TV-Radio.” Swiss music box in wood Cosh Register. Push plastic keys and pictures 
case; plastic speaker. Plays “Jack "n pop up! Crank turns, bell rings. drawer opens 
Jill" as dial turns to show nursery 3 wood "coins" fit slots. Wood; non-toxic finish 

thyme pictures. Teaches . . entertains! — 49 N 4603—7!4x8}4x7 in. Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. , $3.99 

714x6 inches high. Ages 2 to 6. 
49 N4656—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz...$239 sx» SEARS 459 



$997 

Auto Transport, 2 cars. 
Double-deck steel trailer 
23 in. long. Bumper, grille, 
headlights. Plastic cars 514 l 
in. long. Ramp to drive 

cars to top or lower levels. 
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs: 
49 N 5582... $297 

- Heavy-gauge Steel Trucks | 

[o MU oed realistic 

rent endigi hts, "bright venies 
enamel finish, insignia 

a s xa Mixer. You can act 
mix “cement” in drum and unl 5 

it through the chute. Big high-impact - 
plastic mixer revolves as truck rolls or 
can be turned by hand. Sim 
water tank and air horns. 2 inches. 
79 N 5429C—Shpg. vt. 7 Nba... $7.94 

(2] Dump toe Lever raises bed aud 
: tee swings open to unload. 
ETT inches long. 
49 N 5423—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 4.07..$3,94 

o: Be ore Hydraulic Dumper. To 
load, you just press lever and 

slant back dump bed raises with de: 
liberate slowness. Dual exhaust mani- 
fold and play.air horns. 21 inches long. _ 

^49 N 5428 —Shpg. wt, 8 lbs. 8 07..$7.94 

-— 
^ i 

Roy Rogers Hauler-and- [| 
^q Trailer. Steel trailer, 3-di- 1 

mensional plastic figures of VE 
Roy, Dale Evans, their 
horses; plus Pat Brady, 
his jeep. Nellybelle 

MA — Bullet, 15 trailer ha 
d side and rear ramps. 

49 N 5557 Wt. 2 Ibs. .$1,97 

Tonko's Pick-up Truck. Heavy-j NN all-steel Tonka's Jeep Surrey. Coe striped seats and z 

body with carefully detailed features. Tail- top festooned with cloth fringe, Heavy gui 

gate opens and closes, Genuine rubber white steel body, White sidewall rubber tires, i hy 

sidewall tires with shiny chromed wheel discs. chromed wheel discs. 
About 13 inches long. „About 10 inches long. 
49 N 5430—Shpg. wt, 31b... $1.99 —— 49 N 5435—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 

Tonka Airport Service Set. Jeep; tractor 
with baggage trailer about. 17 inches long; 
service car. Baked enamel heavy gauge 

steel. Luggage. 
49 N 5458—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs, 12 oz.. Set $6.66 

Ladder raises 5 muc Hose squirts water A " 

> 2v 
a A ! STEEL FIRE TRUCK SET with clanging bells 

Set only $1277 

Exciting working parts add to the fun. Pumper-Fire Truck (at left) actually 

sprays water. Just hook hydrant to garden hóse ar valve. Has hook-on 

ladder, cab with dummy searchlight, hydrant. A 22 inches long. Hook 

and Ladder (above) has main ladder on a fu dius swivel raises by 

mechanical hydraulic action. Crank vates other ladders a full 5 
's seat, About 3 feet long. Both items are heavy-gauge 

namel finish 
weight 17 pounds Set $12.77 

Removable tiller 

steel with bak 
79 N 5437L—S 466 SEARS eco 
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Build any one of these 5 ERECTOR 

motorized construction models 

you guide by REMOTE CONTROL 

Battery-run 5-in-1 Set 

$ without 
batteries 

Build and boss these rugged working 
model rigs. Run each by remote con- 
trol switch that starts, stops, reverses 
the battery-operated Powermatic 
motor with 3 power takeoffs. Booms 

on the excavator and mobile crane 
hoist and lower. Dump truck runs 
forward, backward . . hand gear oper- 
ates dump body. Bulldozer moves on 
its own rubber tracks. Road roller has 
chain-and-gear drive. 150 pieces 
black and yellow steel, durable pla 
tic, accessories. Order 2 “D” batteries 
(79N4660) on facing page. 
79 N 1915C—Wt. 6 Ibs. Set $11.88 Mobile Crane is 18 inches long 

Mighty Military Vehicle Set 

Road Construction Set . . treads and turrets move 

. . all manually operated 

Armored Half-track Build and rebuild s566 

any of 5 models shown Set 
Assemble any of $566 Bulldozer ; 
S addas abo o0 Right from the armored columns . . each vehicle hand operates and has 

E oc Ants : movable parts. Models, each up to 12 inches long, go together quickly 

‘Tackle toughest jobs with any of 5 specialized rigs. Easily assembled with nut and bolt construction. Set includes rolling wheels, treads, re- 

nut and bolt construction, each up to 12 in. long. Over 100 pieces . . volving machine gun and gun turret. Over 100 parts, steel and plastic, in 

plastic, steel in black and yellow, wheels, treads, needed accessories. olive drab and silver colors. Army insignia stickers included. 
49 N 1931— Shipping weight 4 pounds... ......-- «esee Set $5.66 49 N 1930—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 10 oz.. -Set $5.66 

466 SEARS ra 
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New non-glare pano- 
rama matte finish on all 
globes makes map detail 
easier to read... gives a 
clearer view of the globe 
and a pleasing color rich- 
ness that adds beauty to 
home decoration 

12-inch Globe. Shows countries and ocean depths in 12 
colors. Greatly detailed with all place names in sharply legible type. 

Handsome semi-meridian and base with durable satin-gold-color finish. 
Meridian numbered in degrees and miles. Includes Vols. 1 and 2 records of 
the “Story of Mr. World” narrated by Lowell Thomas, Jr.; 30-minute 
sound-and-story recording on two 7-in. 33}$-rpm hi-fi records against sound 
of jets, earthquakes, volcanoes; "Story of the Globe" booklet. Ht. 16 in. 
Hard, durable suríace can be easily washed or wiped off. 

3 N 1176C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
New at Sears this season . . 

12-inch Raised Relief Globe with 2-lens Stereoscope that magni- 
fies 3-D aerial photographs of famous land features 2.2 times 

ps 
Look at some of the dramatic features of volcanoes, glaciers, mountain peaks, 
other physical as well as man-made structures—in startling 3-dimension. 12 
different photographs, correlated to location on globe, are described on reverse 
side. Hard, durable surface easily washed . . wiped off. Brass finish; calibrated 
semi-meridian, Danish modern base. With Globe Booklet, clear plastic distance 
finder, stereoscope kit, tray for holding photographs and instruction sheet. 
3 N 1175C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ....... cese .$11.95 

..$8.97 

12-inch Convertible Relief Globe. In non-glare panorama matte finish 

that absorbs rather than reflects light. Mounting adapts from table to 
floor model by adding walnut-finished hardwood post to Danish modern 
base. Brass finished gyro-matic assembly swings any area of map into 
closer view. Includes "Story of the Globe" and “Story of the Moon" book- 
lets, distance finder, magnifying glass, instructions. Height table model— 
16 in.; floor model—M in. Durable surface washes or wipes off easily. 

3 N 1177C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. . .$13.44 

16-inch Geographical Globe. Same features as (2) above. Scale: 500 
miles to an inch. Includes “See the World on a Globe" and "Story of the 

Moon” booklets; instructions. Height: table 205; in., floor 3734 inches. 
3 N 1178L—Shipping weight 14 pounds 

Adventure Hobby Kits to delight youngsters Golden Adventure Kits . . fascinating 

77 experiments for the budding scientist 
Include helpful guide books and equipment $ 

for trying out basic experiments each Low $|77 ee 
as kit 

Machine Science Kit (not shown). 
Children will love to try some of 
these experiments about simple 

Rock Science Kit. With this kit 
your children can quickly learn to s : A ts. Basic field and i Tiestite rocks wad thelr ases. Kit Insects. Basic field and home equipment The Human Mind. Safe science experi- 

includes a tripod magnifer for 
doser study of specimens, streak 
plate, 20 rock and mineral speci- 
mens, complete instructions. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
3N591 

Time ond Space Kit (not shown). 
Let your child conduct experi- 
ments of his own and learn import- 
ant facts about the universe. In- 
cludes 4 instruments, 6 working 
models and 20 experiments 
3 N 588—Wt. 11 oz... Kit $1.77 

460 [Sears | 28 

iniga sea À—— 

Kit $1.77 

machines and how they work. 
Hours and hours of interesting 
study. Easy-to-follow directions 
for constructing 9 working models. 
20 experiments on wheels, friction 
and other subjects. 
3 N589—Wt. 11 oz... Kit $1.77 

Seed Science Kit (not shown). A 
tascinating study of the wonders of 
nature. Youngsters watch seeds 
grow. Includes 24 experiments and 
a tripod magnifier. 

3 N 590—Wt. 11 oz... Kit $1.77 

for the young naturalist. Includes nylon 
butterfly net, magnifier, forceps and 100- 
page book about insect world. 
3N1512—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... Kit $1.77 

Leaves. Includes materials for leaf print- 
ing, casting, collecting; picture guide 
book and album; gold, red and green 
printing inks; forceps; brushes; leaf 
printing paper, casting plaster and deco- 

rative leaf stencils. 
3 N 1514—Wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz. .Kit $2.47 

Chemistry. Includes test tubes, testing 
candle, plastic funnel, harmless chemi- 
cals, 100-page book of experiments. 
3 N1510—Wt. i Ib. 15 oz..Kit $2.47 

ments to explore functions of human 
mind—test areas, aptitudes, optical 
illusions, sound direction, skin sensi- 
tivity, memory selectivity, auto- 
suggestion, learning experiences, mus- 
cular coordination. 100-page book. 
3 N 1508—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Kit $2.47 

Archaeology. Tools and methods used 
by scientists to discover the key to the 
past. Includes clay and tablet mate- 
rials; ancient language number wheel; 
counting rope, section Rosetta Stone 
replica; compressed pigment block; 
sealing wax; stone types of ancient 
times, plus a 100-page illustrated book. 
3 N 1509—Wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz. Kit $2.47 



"Explodíng" líghts flash 
behínd 3 aírcraft targets 

Bell rings, lights blink and score mounts 

as you defend against enemy planes . . 

gain points by wiping out sky invaders e sr. 
00 joo Sears Interceptor 

Electric Pinball 
The action moves fast as you try to guide ball 
to scoring bumpers. Hand-operated kicker helps 
keep ball in play. "Direct hits" into chute light 
up each target for bonus points. Clear plastic 
cover. Plastic case and legs. Partly assembled. 
31x16x45 in. high. UL listed, 110-120-v. 60-c. AC. 

SU N201L Shipping weight 25 Ibs. $23.77 

ae RR Re Sh 

Pedestal-style 40-inch Pool Table has 

steel frame, folding tubular aluminum legs 

L 
levele 
floors. Cross braces of steel help keep bed flat 

reinforced by wood-grain finish steel panels. Leg 
let you adjust height of each leg for uneven 

Table 
stands firm and steady; balls roll straight and true. Wood 
grain finish steel frame, automatic ball return. 2 magnetic 
scoring devices. 40x22x29-in. high. Blue felt playing 
surface, rubber bumpers, molded plastic pockets. 16 one 
inch solid plastic balls, two 30-in. rubber-tipped wood 
and plastic cue sticks, rack, rules. 

Shipping weight 19 pounds 79 N 335L $15.89 

30-inch Pool Table 

for young children 

Rugged steel frame with folding 
aluminum legs 
playing surface 
ers. Frame finished in wood 
effect steel with plastic corners 

and pockets. Automatic ball 
return. 30x17x26 in. high. Six 
teen l-inch balls, two 24-inch 
rubber-tipped wood cue sticks, 

blue-green felt 
rubber bump. 

triangle and playing rules. 
79 N 289L— Wt. 131bs.$11.99 

Midway Pinball 
Battery-operated tabletop model with 
light, bell and automatic score dial 

3:999 A 

Almost as exciting as being at an amusement 
park arcade. Try your luck as light flashes, 
bell rings and score is recorded on the back 
panel. Steel body has clear, high-impact pl 
tic top, spring-action trigger. With 5 
balls and hand-operated kicker for 
your scores. About 26x12x17 inches 

4 “D” batteries . . order 2 packages at r 
So easy to buy when you order by phone 
79 N 299C—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs $9.99 

462 [Sears] 2+ 

steel 
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Road Race Pinball 
Battery-operated tabletop model 

big 31 by 16-inch game area 

31699 vata 

Light flashes, bell rings and s 
ly each time a ball 

Han 
back to top fo 

e balls, plus spring-action tri 
act plastic 

its the scoring 

operated kicker sends ball 

more scoring. Knobs to reset 

clear cover, racing car 

t 31x16x24 inches high. Uses 4 
D” i order 2 packages below 

79 N 163L ing weight 22 Ibs. $16.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2 
79 N 4660—Shippi 8oz Pkg. 36c 

$766 
Tabletop Pool with 30-inch steel frame 

Woodgrain finish, blue felt cover. Hardboard bed, 
rubber cushions. Automatic ball return, scoring de- 
vice. 30x17x4 inches high. 16 balls, 2 wood cues. 
79 N 333L —Shipping weight 9 pounds $7.66 



Dinbi Deos scone by chidimas weedlbctedcal Com 

3 enemy planes 

are approaching. 

Score a direct 

hit and watch a 

plane explode.. 

lights flash.. 

bell rings.. 

score mounts up 

automatically 

Sears Interceptor 
Electric Pinball 

252 5s 
Action moves fast as you try to guide ball 
to scoring bumpers. Hand-operated kicker 
helps keep ball in play. “Direct hit" into a 
scoring chute lights up one of the panels for 
bonus points, Clear plastic cover. Plastic 
case and legs. Partly assembled. Unit mea- 
sures about 31x16x45 inches high. UL listed 
For 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 65102L—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. ,.$25.95 

New! Astronaut Pinball 
Battery-operated tabletop game 

with light, bell, automatic scorer 

:[544 twithout See how many times 
batteries. — you can orbit the 

earth. When you hit 
scoring knobs, light 
flashes, score shows on 
dial Steel surface 
Clear plastic top. 
About 27x13x19 in. 
high. Uses 4 “D” bat- 
teries, order 2 pkgs. 
below. Wt. 11 Ibs. 
79 N 65139L.$15.44 

“D” Batteries. Package 
of two. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 4660. Pkg. 38c 

Pedestal-style 

40-inch Poo! Table 
with steel frame, 

folding tubular 

aluminum legs 

s77 

Legs reinforced by w zrained finish steel panels. Level 
z when table is set up on 

braces help keep playing bed an uneven 
flat. Wood-g finish steel frame with automatic ball 
return. Felt playing surface, rubber bumpers, molded 
plastic pockets. 16 one-in plastic balls, two 30-in 
rubber-tipped wood-and-plastic cue sticks, triangle, and 
playing rules included, 40x22x29 in. high. 
79 N 65136L—Shipping weight 19 Ibs $17.77 

30-inch Pool Table 
for smaller 

children 

ing aluminum 
felt playing surface 
bumpers. Frame finished in 
wood-grained finish on steel 
with plastic corners and pock 
ets. Automatic ball return 
30x 17x26 in. high. Sixteen 1-it 
balls, two 24-in. rubber-tipped 
wood cue sticks, t and 
playing rules. Wt 
79 N 65138L $13.66 

Tabletop Pool, 30-inch long steel frame 

t cover. Hardboard bed, rub- 

eturn, scoring device. 30x 17x4 
ained finish, blue 

ber cushions. Automatic bal 
inches high. Triangle, 16 balls and 2 wood cues. 
79 N 65137L —Shipping weight 9 pounds... $9.49 



Show bright, clear movies again and again 

without threading or rewinding.. 

see movies anywhere..just snap in 
cartridge and turn handle 

This special set includes 

Movie Projector 
projector and 4 cartridges for 

$ 9 9 without 
batteries. 

a total of 8 different movies , 

Movies are ready to show . . easily. Film runs in continuous loop 
so there is no rewinding, no mistake to make. High-impact plastic 
projector measures 9x2x6 inches high. Uses 3 "D" batteries (not 
included , . order below). Set includes films of Bugs Bunny, Porky 
Pig, Superman, Rocky and Bullwinkle, Archie, Daffy Duck and others. 
49 C 16304—Shipping weight 2 pounds... Set $7.99 
Set of 2 Cartridges. 4 shows. See Flintstones, Moby Dick, others. 
49 C 16305—Shipping weight 7 ounces. . . » . Set $2.49 
Set of 2 Cartridges. 4 shows. See Popeye, Bozo the Clown, others. 
49 C 16306—Shipping weight 7 ounces. SESS cn Set $2.49 

REAL SOUND 
Movie Projector 

Operates the same 
way professional 
projectors do with 
Sound on the film 

652 

without batteries 

Snap in cartridge 
turn on set. . 
push channel selector— 
then sit back and watch. 

zm. Set includes 
TV and 12 films 

CHANGE-A-CHANNEL Tv SET °9()?? zz 
Push button to change channel for a new show. Each cartridge contains 4 different 
movies with 2 running simultaneously on separate channels. Portable, battery- 
powered TV set uses 5 “D” batteries . . order below, right. High-impact plastic 
10x7 34x734 inches high with 4x4-inch screen. Cartridges include movies of Huckle- 
berry Hound, Yogi Bear, Quick Draw McGraw, the Flintstones and 8 others . . 
all on 3 continuous loop cartridges. 
49 C 16307—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. . . -Set $10.99 
Set of 2 Carti jes. 8 shows include Munsters, Mr. Magoo, Bozo, more. 
49 C 16308—Shipping weight 5 ounces... ... à Set 3.29 

ELECTRIC MOVIE PROJECTOR 99 
Handles up to 200 feet of 8mm film 24 

Here's an easy-to-operate, professional 
type projector for good-quality screen- 
ing of any standard 8mm film. Made 
of strong steel, this projector measures 
1014x63(x1014 inches high. Includes 
50-foot Popeye cartoon "Fancy Ska- 
ter". UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC. 150 watts. Blower cooled. 

Shipping weight 7 pounds 3 ounces. 

8 mm Film. Comedy picture stars 
Laurel and Hardy in What a Pal". 
49 C 16323—Shipping wt. 5 oz. .$3.99 

8 mm Film. 4 Popeye episodes. 
49 C 16324—Shipping wt. 5 oz.. 3.99 

B mm Film. Western picture stars 
Dave O’Brien in “Brand of the Devil". 
49 C 16325—Shipping wt. 5 oz. .$3.99 

Cutsod pane scans by cheisimas nuiseteciwdcd com 

So simple to operate that even a young child can load and operate 
this projector by himself. Transistor amplifier is built i 
projector so all you do is snap in cartridge, position film and turn 
handle to create hilarious sights and crazy sounds, Uses 5 “D” 
batteries . . order below. Strong plastic projector is 10}4x534x8}¢ 
in. high. 3 cartridges: Johnny Quest, Herculoids, Flintstones. 
49 C 16309—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. . Set $16.99 

Set of 2 Cartridges. 2 shows . . Bugs Bunny and Spiderman 
49 C 16311—Shipping weight 4 ounces... ~... -n> ++» Set $3.29 

4. 

28 shows with 196 full-color slide scenes . . 
Sears Special GIVE-A-SHOW PROJECTOR SET 

Show exciting living color pic- Gorilla, others. Uses 3 “D™ bat- 
tures up to 8x8 feet on wall. teries . . order below. Wt. 1 lb. 
Each show is complete on 7 8 oz 
slides ..just snap on switch — 49€ 16312...... 
and pull slides through. High- 
impact plastic projector 10x 
234x9 in. high. See Gulliver, 
Yogi Bear, Huck Finn, Magilla 

....Set $4.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 C 46606....... Package $1.19 



$369 
120-plece Set 1 

finish. 

Nok-out Bench and Mallet for ages 2 to 5. Let him 

pound away to his heart’s content . . hear his laughter 
when he sees the pegs pop out the end! Wood bench 

holds pegs, others stored on surface. Helps develop 
hand coordination. Smoothly-finished hardwood. Gay, 
bright colors, non-toxic finish Sturdy mallet. 
49 N 4727—10 inches long. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz.. $1.79 

Golden Book Nested Blocks for ages 2 to 5 years. 
Eight redwood blocks, sturdily built to take plenty of 
play. Your tot can nest them, stack them, learn his 
ABC's. Covered with gay animal alphabet pictures 
that are lithographed and varnished for longer wear. 
Sizes range from 276 to 614 inches. 
49 N 4736— Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $374 

"Charge it” if you wish . . see page 295 

SCPOKMN 
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Duffle Bag O' Blocks for 
ages? 106 years. Smooth- 

ly sanded, brightly colored 
wood with special, non-toxic 

Large Set. 120 pieces in as- 
sorted shapes, sizes packed in 
washable twill storage bag. 
Wt, 6 lbs. 10 oz. 
49 N 4730 

Smaller Set. 70 blocks in mesh 
bag. Wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49 N 4731 

wo 

$3.69 

$2.24 

B Two-piece set for ages 

1 to 2% years. Both are 
hardwood, smoothly finished, 
non-toxic colors. 

Rattle Push helps beginning 
walker balance himself. Safe- 
shaped hand grip. Handle 21- 
inches high, 7-inch cage. 

side up. 15 inches. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
79 N 4645C. $224 

[s) Postal Station for ages 1% 
to 3% years. Child fits 12 

multicolored blocks into right 
slots learns to determine 
shapes, improves eye-hand coor- 
dination, He can take them out 
through bottom door and have 
added fun of beading them on 
stringer included. Wood. Over- 
all size 11x6 in. Blocks come in 4 
shapes. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 N 4719 $2.97 

$924 
2-plece Set 

Fun-loving Ferry Boat for 
ages 1% to 3% years pro- 

vides plenty of action. Your 
child will keep busy loading and 
unloading 2 cars and truck cab 
with trailer. Boat pushes along 
on hidden wheels, which bear the 
ramps forward and aft. In bright, 
non-toxic colors; smooth wood. 
Exciting play, Size over-all 
534x414x1534 in. 
49 N 4725—W't. 1 Ib. 12 oz, $2.24 

B| Rotary Mower for ages 
1% to 3% years. Gaily- 

colored balls whirl and 
tumble as your youngster 

pushes his mower along 
"blade" whirls around. Real- 
istic spark plug 
from sturdy. see-through 
dome. Double bar handle is 
21 inches long. Over-all size 
914x614x714 inches. 
79 N A704C—Wt. 4 lbs. 

$997 

removes 

$297 

[E] Three-piece set for ages 1 to 
2% years. All are smooth 

wood, non-toxic colors 
Train. Cars easily couple, un 
couple . . each is sturdy, 1-piece 
construction. 18-in. length. 
Roly Color Stack has 6 disks 
4-in. spinning, rocking base. 
Bang-a-Ball. Ball pops to top 
when trigger is hammered, then 
returns to base. 914x5x5 in 
49 N 4724 — Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $374 



ALL STEEL — 23'4-inch Transport and 5V-inch Cars— Load, unload cars with 

ALL WITH FRICTION ENGINES- sound like real K niapi 
motors . . long-lasting tough steel gears 

Turnpike Auto Transport. Nine cars . . load them onto the transport . . “rev-up' 
the engine . . and deliver them to dealers all over the country. Detachable cab has 
diesel exhaust stack, metal ladder and dummy steering wheel. 28-wheel transport 
Sold exclusively at Sears. Made in Japan 
79 N A275C—Shipping weight 6 pounds Outfit $7.77 

Drum turns as truck moves . . 
push lever to unload “cement” 

Sears Rental Fleet. Drop tailgate on box-trailer, Open door to load Turnpike Cement Mixer. Hydraulic- 
closed hauler. Strong steel construction. Friction motor, Rubber wheels, is pressed. Dummy water tank and gauge. This 28-wheel giant has a sturdy steel 
bright nickel-plated hub caps, Truck with a trailer attached 24 in. long body and friction motor. Sears only, made in Japan. 1934 in. long. 
49 N 5705. ipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz Set $2.88 49 N 4298. — Shipping weight 4 pounds $5.88 

type action slowly dumps load when lever 

Turnpike Double-deck Livestock Von. Friction engine makes real- Turnpike Dump Truck, Hydraulic-type cylinder slowly raises truck-bed. Just press 
motor sounds. Detachable cab, All steel. 23 inches long, 28 rubber lever to dump load. Friction engine sounds like real motor. Detachable tractor. 
wheels. Upper and lower rear gates open. From Japan. Durable steel body. 28 rubber wheels. 20 in. long, From Japan. 
79 N 4283C —Shipping weight + pounds $4.68 79 N 4273C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . REPOS EG Ve eed 

— üt 
mS vt 

'Tows toy cars . . catch hook on 
bumper and crank it up ` $288 

Turnpike Wrecker. Roars 
down the highway to 
handle emergencies. Hand- 
operated crane with link 
chain and block. Friction 
engine with the real-motor, 
sound. Rugged steel body 
16 realistic rubber wheels. 

Turnpike. Van. Real-motor sounds from friction engine. Rear doors 11 inches lohg. Made in 
open. Steel body 23 in. long. Detachable cab with diesel exhaust, dummy Japan for Sears exclusively. 
steering wheel. 28 rubber wheels. All steel. Made in Japan. | Shipping wt, 2 Ibs. | 
79 N A274C —Shipping weight 3 pounds... see $4.88 i 49 N 4272.. A re SEARS 467 | 
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Build 'em, work 'em.. ? 

ERECTOR Motorized Models 

Powermatic motor runs 
these working models 

Battery-operated motor, 3 power take- 
offs, makes each model work . . the pile 
driver, lunar surface probe, elevated 
crane, others. 300 steel pieces including 
hardware. Easy construction. Order 2 
“D” batteries listed right, below. 
79N1903C-Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs...Set $8.66 

TN >» With all the 
Zam parts in the 

Mostor-builder 

operate any 
model on 
this page 

—— $1388 zx 
» . forward, reverse, 
on and off. 

Master-builder Set with 3 Powermatic 
units lets you build and run big, com- 
plex structures by Remote Control 

Our most complete and only ERECTOR Set 
that enables you to build and work special big 
models. These include rolling crane that lifts, 
oil derrick that “drills,” helicopter with revolv- 
ing rotor blade—others. 450 steel pieces, in- 
cluding hardware, packed in attractive carton 
for easy storage. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

has a 1-speed motor 
Build and rebuild interesting, easy-to- 
construct models operated by battery 
DC motor . . rocket service tower, radar, 
scanner, drill press, others. Over 200 

ver arie ieri oe 79 N3908C.:... SFR pori Set $13.88 "' batteries as list: W. Mic 

49N1902-Shpg.wt. 31bs. 1 oz. Set $5.44 5 P Mut Shpg. wt. ea. ose X. 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. n ae ee : 34 for 60c 

49 N4660....... Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 2 separate working drums 

Life-size Ride It ERECTOR Vehicles 
that you actually ride and steer 

build and rebuild any of 5 different ones $| 599 
Almost like choosing from your very own garage-full of rolling 
vehicles. Build any one from the more than 200 pieces. They include 
shaped seat, 4 wheels with tires, steering wheel, 2 wrenches, oversize 
nuts and bolts, big steel chassis parts and steel and aluminum struc- 
tural parts. Each vehicle about 30x15x20 in. high. Instructions. 
79 N 1959K—Shipping weight 21 pounds. ...Set $15.99 ra SEARS 467 
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Coin Collector's 
Starter Kit 

3288 

To start you in this hobby, 
kit includes 3 Whitman coin 
folders, 15 coin holders, plastic 
magnifier, coin tongs, 2 coin 
tubes, tube identification tags, 
Coin Check List, Coins are 
Worth Cash book, Coin Grad- 
ing Guide, Let's Collect Coins 
book and Coin Value Guide. 
Also includes a beautiful set of 
4 uncirculated 1958 P-D and 
1959 P-D Lincoln cents show- 
ing die variety change. 

3N 18251 —Wr. 1 Ib, 10 oz..$2.88 

Scanette 
Coin Viewer 

Giant magnifying lens 
for examining and grad- 

ing coins, stamps and all 
other items which require 
unusually large magnifica- 
tion for inspection. Large 
2-inch lens fits neatly in 
its own steel tripod stand 
which leaves both hands 
free for working. 
3N18236—Wr. 1202...$277 

Treasure Hunt Coin 
Collector's Kit 

s497 

Includes important tools to 
start collection. With 5 Whit- 
man coin folders, 15 coin 
holders, pocket magnifier, coin 
tongs, 3 coin tubes, tube iden- 
tification tags, Coin Value 
Guide, Coins are Worth Cash 
book, Coin Check List, Coin 
Grading Guide, Let's Collect 
Coins book, 1 set of reprocessed 
Lincoln cents 1943 P-D-S, 1 
set of Lincoln die variety 1958 
P-D, 1959 P-D Lincoln cents. 
3N18252—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz..$4.97 

Scan-o-matic Electric 
Coin Viewer 

2 Examine thousands of coinsquick- 
ly, conveniently with this device. 

You can start with the change in 
your pocket, Rare coins can still 
be found in circulation. Make find- 
ing them fun and profitable. Coins 
are singly fed, moved under elect- 
rically lighted magnifier for exam- 
ination, flipped over and ejected 
automatically. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
3N 18235—Wt, I lb. 6oz.......- $9.88 

Build a complete Darkroom! 

This Photography Lab lets you enlarge 
pictures, make contact prints, even 

project 35mm slides on the wall 

Start your child off to a lifetime hobby. He builds enlarger and 
slide projector himself. Enlarger expands 35mm shots to prints up 
to 8x10 inches. 35mm projector has twin condensing lenses and 140- 
watt projection lamp. Contact print frame takes negatives up to 334x 
436 in. Set also includes three 5x7-in. plastic developing trays, neon 
safe light, tray thermometer, film clips, developing chemicals, print- 
ing and enlarging paper, handbook. 4x5x9-in. metal projector converts 
to enlarger. For 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed cord, socket. 

Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
3 N 6860—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces.. ....... Set $9.98 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimas muselectmcid pm 

Complete Coin 

Collector's Kit 

3894 

Has 5 Whitman coin folders, 
100 self-seal coin holders, Coins 
are Worth Cash book, Coin 
Value Guide, pocket magnifier, 
coin tongs, coin tubes, iden- 
tification tags, plastic holder 
for Kennedy half dollars, 6 and 
12-inch storage boxes, Let's 
Collect Coins book, Check 
List, Grading Guide, cleaning 
kit. 1943 P-D-S steel, 1960-D 
small date, 1955-S Lincoln 
cents, 1942-D Jefferson nickel. 
3 N 18253—Wi. 3 Ibs. 8 o; 

Family of Nations 
Stamp Album Kit 

s257 

and 100 all diferent 
world stamps and 121 
World Flag Stamps. 
Terrific assortment. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
3 N 18255... .$2.57 

Super Treasure Chest 
Coin Collector’s Kit 

Has 12-pocket coin wallet 
with 12 hard-to-find coins 

Assembled with the real coin collector in 
mind. Kit includes 8 Whitman coin albums for 
cents, nickels, dimes, quarters and half-dollars, 
100 self-seal coin holders, the official Whitman 
Bluebook-Guide to Coin Values, pocket mag- 
nifier, coin tongs, coin tubes, identification 
tags, 6-inch and 12-inch coin storage boxes, 
Let’s Collect Coins book, a new all-purpose 
cleaning kit, Coin Check List and a Coin 
Grading Guide . . a complete kit indeed. 

A 12-pocket coin wallet includes Indian 
cent, Lincoln cents 1958 P-D, 1959 P-D, 1943 
P-D-S steel, 1960-D small date, 1955-S, 
1942-D Jefferson nickel and a Liberty nickel. 
3 N 18254—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz... .$12.47 

Modern Stamp : World Stamp " 
Album Kit Album Kit 

3497 3877 

A real value for the A big start for beginner, 
beginning collector. 
Has spaces for 11,000 
stamps with over 6,500 
illustrations. Each kit 
includes 200 stamp 
hinges, perforation 
gauge, stamp tongs, 
magnifier, 100 all dif- 
ferent world stamps 
and 121 World Flag 
Stamps. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3 N 18256... .$4.97 

welcome addition to the 
advanced collector, Has 
25,000 spaces and over 
13,000 illustrations. In- 
cludes 1,000 stamp 

different world stamps 

and 121 World Flag 
Stamps. Wt. 4 lbs. 14 oz. 
3N18257......$8.77 

Packet of all-different Foreign Stamps. World wide. Per- 
fect for the beginner or as an addition to your present col- 
lection. Fill up the empty spaces in your album for a truly 
assorted display of stamps to awe your friends. 
3 N 18258—200-stamp Packet. Wt. 5 oz... Packet $1.47 
3 N 18259—500-stamp Packet. Wt. 5 oz...Packet 2.37 



Built to play like a professional 
Pool Table . . only 40-inches long 

Durable molded plastic frame with wide rails 

and \4-inch thick Masonite Presdwood bed 

31989 

Our best 40-inch table gives hour 
family. Strongly constructed with sturdy alu 
looks like a scaled replica of a professional table 

Boasts red cloth playing surface, no-scratch leg levelers 
built-in scorekeepers, automatic ball return and live-action 
cushions. Folds for storage. About 40x25x28 inche: 

Includes sixteen l-inch solid plastic balls 
30-inch wood cue sticks. Freight (rail, truck) or expres 
79 N 65167N—Sh'pping weight 25 pounds... . .Set $19.89 

PLAY BILLIARDS 
erts into pockets 

to form a continuous cushion 

WALL STORAGE RACK 
Holds cue sticks, balls 

also has utility tray 

TO PLAY BUMPER POOL 
Just secure this pl 
unit into side pocke 



| 1 

& Play Pool, Billiards or Bumper Pool 
Bi on this 

extra-sturdy 54-inch Table 

Our best 40-inch 

Pool Table 

scaled to look 

like a 

professional table 

Durable me 

type more ex- 
m and pedestal molded plastic. Fi 

inum lees with adjustable levelers. Tue 
hi ‘able, 54x30x30-inches high. Sixteen 

plastic balls, triangle, two 40-in. wood cue 
embled. Freight (rail, truck) or express. 

ht 36 pounds. Set $41.95 

1l rack (cue sticks, balls, 
pocket inserts to form a con- 
. "bridge" unit to set into 

plastic, = 



EVERYBODY 
LOVES 

COTTON CANDY 

Spin a fluff of sugar candy 
with this Cotton Candy Maker Set 

Waz-- 
Pour in sugar and watch it come out in long glistening strands 
that you can wind up on special sticks or straws. Set includes 
cotton candy maker, bag of sugar, 4 winding sticks, measuring 
teaspoon and instructions. Uses 2‘*D” batteries . . order package 
below. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 78 watts. 

49 € 16236—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz Set $7.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 

49 C 46606—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces Pkg. $1.19 

TEN em TEP 

HOMEMAKER 
SHOPPE SET 

By Topper 

You will find this special set 
only at Sears 

All you need to make sodas, sundaes, malts, * [2 without 
shakes, snocones . . just any fountain treat batteries 

Invite the gang over . . some can join you behind the counter to help. 
Get all the ingredients you need from mom’s kitchen and make 
everybody his favorite treat. You get a neat blender with its own 
rubber scraper, an ice delight maker that grinds up ice cubes to make 
snowy treats and an ice cream maker that operates like the big 
expensive ones. Blender operates on 2 batteries . . order package 
below. One dozen paper cups, complete instructions. Plastic. 

79 € 16315L—Shipping weight 6 pounds............. ....Set $12.99 
"C" Batteries. Package of six. 
49 C 46656—Shipping weight 12 ounces............- Package $1.19 

Cutsod pace scans by chuisimnas waleebecindcal pui 

Popcorn Popper with see-thru dome 
Pops and dispenses popcorn in 4 minutes . . 

outside won't burn little hands 

Clear plastic dome-shaped housing lets 
you watch all the popping action. Pour 
popcorn kernels into center funnel open- 
ing, plug popper in and wait for the 
action . . you need no cooking oil. Heats 
up with the help of a 100-watt bulb (not 
included . . purchase separately). 

Pour popcorn into bowls or bags by 
using the handy front dispenser. 

Set includes popper, salt shaker, butter 
dispenser, measuring tablespoon, 6 bags, 
popcorn to make 3 quarts and instructions. 

The plastic see-it-pop popper stands 714x- 
614x124 inches high. 

UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
100 watts. So easy to buy when you just 
use the phone. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
LIJLC cece cece Set $5.88 

Mattel’s TOOT SWEET 
makes toys from Tootsie Rolls 

$ 5” 

Sweet fun from the musical fantasy 
‘Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" . . make toys 
such as whistles, tiny men, monsters and 
figures with this set. Includes Toot Sweet 
machine, 8 molds and 40 tiny Tootsie Roll 
candies in 4 delicious flavors. Instructions. 
Plastic machine 10x53% inches. 

49 C 16239—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. Set $5.79 
Refills. 120 Tootsie Rolls . . 4 flavors 

49 C 16314—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $249 

Make delicious sno-cones 
with Frosty the SNO-MAN 

$ 4 99 

Strong Frosty is made of high-impact 

plastic to last and last. He stands a big 
5439 inches high and cranks out 

from ice cubes. Metal grater 
Includes 10 flavors, 10 cups, instructions. 

49 € 16316—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.........$4.99 
Sno-Cone Refill. Incl. 5 flavors, 20 cups. 
49 € 16317—Shpg. wt. 5 oz...... 99c 

463 PCBKM 



Dairy Wagon for ages 1/4 to 3/4 years. 
Such fun playing milkman with this 
sturdy wood truck . . with 6 gleaming, 
hardwood “bottles” to deliver. Truck has 
real-looking, silk-screen details; contour 
wheels. Your child can use it to haul many 
of his toys, too. Pull cord attached. Size 
T94x6x6!4 inches. 
49 N 4718—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. .$224 

Col-O-Rol Wogon for ages 2 to 5 years. 
For your young builder . . a sleek, stream- 
lined wagon full of bright pieces to build tall 
towers, bridges, etc. Gay, non-toxic colors on 

smooth wood. Set includes six rods, nine 
cylinders, six cubes, Sturdy pull cord. Your 
child will find other uses for the wagon, too. 
Size over-all 13x9x3}q inches. 
49 N 4722—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 11 oz...... 

pull, pound or take apart 

Workbench for ages 2 to 5 yeors. Little 
carpenters can spend hours pounding, 
threading, taking apart. Play tools include 
bolts, nuts, claw hammer, ruler, wrench, 
screwdriver. Develops hand coordination. 
Screws remove from ends of 1114x514 in. 
bench. All wood, non-toxic. 
49 N 4721—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. $179 

New combination of Bench and Stool for 
ages 2 to 7. Developed by Sears and Play- 
skool . . set upright it's a handy stool for 
playroom, reaching wash basin, etc. Turned 
on its side it's a rugged pounding bench . . 
handsomely designed, proportioned. All wood. 
7 pegs, hardwood mallet. 12x614x5!4 in. 
49 N 4723— Shipping weight 3 Ibs.......$249 

32.24 

Golden Book Puzzle Assortment for ages 2 
to 8 years . . will keep your child absorbed 
for hours. Eight fiberboard puzzles show related 
subjects, yet all are different. Each is 8x10 
inches with 12 to 18 pieces. Easy to put together. 
Gay colors, smoothly finished. 
49 N 4703—Shipping weight 3 Ibs.....-.-- $149 

Tatai page scans by dieisihigsnaiseledimical com 

“Old Woman in Shoe” Lacing Boot for ages 

3 to 6. Your tot can learn to lace shoes, have 
lots of fun doing it. "Woman" and six "'chil- 
dren" fit openings, teach coordination. Child 
unlaces shoe to get the figures out. Shoe meas- 
ures 6x3x8 in. Brightly colored, smooth wood. 
49 N 4628— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... . . $2.24 

Toke-apart Truck for ages 2 to 5 years. Assembled bed 
(1114x434 in.) carries big loads, lots of toys! Your youngster 

can take the sides and ends off . . have another toy in the form 
of a flat bed carrier. Screwdriver is securely fixed to end of pull 
cord. Hardwood. Bright colors, non-toxic finish, 17x6x7 inches. 
49 N 4627— Shipping weight 4 Ibs, 2 oz. $374 

7222 
LEE ys P 

Fire Truck for ages 2 to 5 yeors. Ladder extends 25 in. 
from ground, swings in all directions . . varying angles. 
‘Tot puts 3 firemen and chief on front seat and back pegs, 
or on ladder. Gong sounds when truck is “coming through." 
Colorful hardwood. Waterless hose included. diego 
49 N 4625—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 14 0z.............. $4.39 

Wood Landscape Peg Set for ages 3 to 8. Your child will 

love the brightly-stencilled scene and the colorful figures. 
He can rearrange houses, trees, cars, boats, etc. Board is 
14 inches long. All wood. Design folder included. 

49 N 4735— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... . $179 

* uns. SEARS 461 
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Here’s why Sears 4-level 

Service Station is so much fun.. 

Battery-operated Electric Elevator . . delivers incoming cars to upper tiers 
where a cheerful attendant parks them (uses 2 ''D'' batteries, see below) 

Curved Road Ramp . . over 4 feet long. . “drive” cars between tiers to get 
expert service, then let cars free wheel to street level all the way down the ramp 

Lubricating and Repair Service . . grease rack actually raises and lowers . . 
take-apart car lets you do a complete dismantling and repairing job 

Gas Pump that really works. . 
pump. 

and 1 of the cars actually takes water from one 
. 2 other pumps give speedy service when there's a lot of business 

SUPER 
SERVICE 

tUBRic 
°F 

PCOKM. 

Citai pae scans by Dheisthiacniseledimical Gom 

crew of 5 mechanics, each one doin 
the eight new model cars 
6 are made of durable plastic); 
mechanic can work underneath car; metal wrecker truck 

s friction-powered motor; modern triple 
accessories of 3-dimensional plastic. Ea 
79 N 5992C —Shipping weight 6 pounds. $497 

Run 8 easy-rolling cars up and 
down the ramp. Park them. At- 
tendants and mechanics in ac 
tion poses for different jobs. 

Set includes various equip- 
ment, signs and displays just 
like the kind you'll find at a 
real Sears Service Station . 
even a miniature ALLSTATE Tire 
display. 37x19x24-inch high steel 
station is easily assembled. Fig- 
ures, cars and accessories of 
molded 3-4 plastic 
79 N 5946L—Wt. 12 Ibs. $9.98 

"D" Batteries. Wt. 4 oz. 

79 N 4660—Each léc; 4 for &0c 

Extra Set of 8 cors. Plastic. 

49 N 5930—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... .97c 

ATT Boss a busy 
E Service Station 

* Grease rack raises and lowers 
mp to roof parking area 

* 8 cars (2 are friction-powered), 1 truck 

Bop 
, Big steel station on 26x14-inch base has interior ramp. A 

different task, service 

2 are metal and friction-powered, 
se rack that raises so 

as pumps; and 
assembly 



CRUISING 
Reduce speed for 

long flights M AEROBATICS LA 
Change engine speed 5, 

4 for maneuvering AY = 
oe 

4 
,^^ CLIMBING 

~~ Maximum power for the 
steepest climbs ^ 

2 
^ 2 2 z z 

LANDING Goes TAKE OFF 
Cut power for a ae Give it the gas 

N sal for fast take off 
\ ie X 
Ne TAXIING Taia 2 

Increase engine sz 

There’s a new kind of excitement in flying with Wen-Mac’s 

THROTTLE SPEED CONTROL 
Now you can regulate engine power and airplane speed 

Just like sitting in the cockpit . . idle, taxi, 

take off . . you're in complete control when 

you fly the BOEING P-26 PURSUIT PLANE 

A new idea in model airplane flying. No more just turning around and around. Now you can “pour- 

on" the power or go into a “dead stick" dive. Powered by the famous Hot Shot .049 engine. Rugged 

high-impact plastic. Rotomatic starter gets plane “purring” fast. Guided and controlled by remote 

control. Dashing styling is yours in this P-26 model . . note the open cockpit, windshield and radial 

engine detail. 20-inch wingspan, 17 inches long. Complete with customizing color kit. (Starter 

battery and accessory kit not included, order below right.) 

79 N 2247 C M —Shipping weight 3 pounds. ... «ise eem $9.99 

U-control Planes, Cars 

Your choice $999 "eson at 

P-39 Aircobra, World War II 
fighter fires 2 rockets in flight 

Olive drab plastic airframe looks authentic 
right down to its rivet detail. Super-powered 
engine with removable cowl; tinted canopy. 
221-inch wingspan, 21-inch long fuselage. 
Hand control with flight lines. (Order starter 
battery and accessory kit below at right.) 

79 N 2253C M—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs......$6.99 

PT-19 Army Flight Trainer 
You control with lines and handle. Special 
rubber-band assembly .. crash it, see parts 
scatter . . put it together again. Made of tough, 
high-impact plastic. Dependable Cox “Babe 
Bee” .049 “gas” engine. 22 in. long, 22-in. 
wingspan. (Order starter battery, accessory 
kit below right.) > 

79 N 2274CM—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...... $6.99 

Speed away on the ground or in 
the air with Wen-Mac’s Drag-N-Fly 

coitas $1188 
Motorized racing thrills are yours on the road or 

Ford GT bristles with speed in the sky thanks to this exciting duo of a 
Authentic design of the fastest Ford on 
wheels. Accelerates fast . . “gas” engine really 
powers it. Complete with control lines. Plas- 
tic and metal. 9 in. long. (Order starter battery 
below, accessory kit at right.) 

49 N 2278M—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs........$6.99 

Ford-powered Lotus Racer 
Here’s an exciting scale model of the 1965 
Indianapolis winner. Detailed plastic body 
in yellow racing color, chrome-color trim. Fast 
rubber racing tires. 12 in. long. Powered by 
the famous Hot Shot .049 “gas” engine. Con- 
trol lines included. (Order starter battery be- 
low, accessory kit at right.) 

49 N 2267 M—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz........ $6.99 
49 N 2259M—Battery. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. 99c 468 SEARS srcoxwarosis 

Caituloó pane scans by dieisinasnisetedaical com 

Ford-powered Lotus racer and a Marine fighter 
plane. Use Hot Shot engine included to power 
either one. Plastic construction. Plane flies at 35 
MPH, measures 15 in. long. Racer 12 in. long. 
Fuel, battery, accessory kit included. 

49 N 2256—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz...... $11.88 

Airplane and Racer Accessories 
Starter battery. 14 volts. 
Shpa. wt 1 Ib. 4 ox => 

79 N 2259M ....... wee 990 " 4 

Accessory Kit. Half-pint premi- L4 
um racing fuel, spout, wrench, 
battery wire and clip. 
49 N 2250—Wt. 12 oz... $1.19 

core Pet pit WE o ad E 
49 N 2270. .........Can 84c 
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Slinky “walks” Get rid of the 3-string circus Go-go, the 
down stairs “Hot Potato” wood Pull Toys Jumping Frog 

Fascinating fun. Slithers Wind it. Toss it to Set of 3: S-in. blue Wind him up . . he flips 
down stairs or between and fro—quickly be- elephant, 4-in. yellow over and over. Colorful 
your hands. 3-in. steel fore it buzzes. 63{-in. tiger and 4-in. brown plastic. 5 inches tall. 

deer. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 4591..Set $1.88 

Shipping weight 5 oz. plastic. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 8416. .$1.19 49 N 9408..... $1.49 

spring. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 8428 

Nesting Blocks Exceptional Values 
is for airplane, 

a s z > Set of 7 blocks with 
Pull this 6-unit Caterpillar x E posee in the 3 

/ gest. Heavy pressed . . eyes roll, body movesup, down í TG WO. on ly ( to 
A little pull and he follows the preschooler everywhere. "| bright colors. 26 in. 
Bright green, yellow. Wood. 14 inches long. high overall. Wt, 10 oz, 
49 N 4592— Shipping weight 1 pound... .........-. $1.88 49 N 8468.Set $1.19 

1 
U e 

MC PAF “nee? 
Magnetic A-B-C Shaver. Buzzes just like MognoKit. Build fun- Water Color Set. 54 

Dad's. Safe fun for "little ny shapes on 434-in. colors, brush, metal Board. For chalk, cray- numbers whiz by, “bub- 
shavers.” 334-in. plastic. magnetized base with box with 4-section mix- on, too. Plastic, metal. bles” whirl in dome. 11 
Penlite battery included. 24 blocks. Wt. 10 oz. er lid. Wt. 11 oz. 934x83 in. Wt. 1 Ib, inches high. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 8476-Wt. 4 oz.. B8c 49 N 9411...... 88c 49 N 8471. ..Set 66c 49N9412....... 99c 49 N 5216........ $1.88 

es 

Vp m 

T 

= Crashmobile 
\ explodes on impact 

€ —. 

Yogi Bird. Pull string, 
he walks on walls, ceil- 
ing. Plastic. Bell. 6 in. 

Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 8419....... 94c 

"Sewing" Machine. 
Gears turn . . punches 
holes in paper. 8-inch 
plastic. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 9403.....$1.77 

Speedy wind-up car falls apart when it hits solid object. 
Easy to put back together. Plastic. 11 in. long. 
49 N 8424—Shipping weight 5 ounces. .- 

Pump 'gas' for bathtub boats LU Train 
razy express. 

Mobil gas pump turns bathtime into Wind it up . . it Winnie-the-Pooh Snare 
funtime. Young sailor pumps the handle zig-zags, wobbles, Drum. Colorful, 11 inches 
to “gas up” bathtub fleet. Suction cups Metal. 12 inches ae wide. Two 9-in. drum- 

RaR hold to tub. 6x3x8 in. high Plastic. long. Wt. 8 oz. 834 in. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. sticks. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
amsc 49 N 8473—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... 88c 49 N 8472..99c 49 N 8454.....$1.88 $1.99 49 N 9414....... 

Cuniod pane scans by cheisimas museleciwdcl vom. 



Every player's a switchman in Sears new $ 95 
exclusive Koo Koo Choo-Choo Train Game 

hrills, suspense, excitement. No one knows just when the 
t any time . . always without warning. Each player gets a 

railroad crossing Danger sign. Place this in an oppon 's section never your own! 

Object of the game to have the “TNT” explode in the territory where your Danger sign is 
set, and to switch the train fast so it doesn't “explode” in your area. If the "TNT" blows up in the 
section where you have placed your sign, you get 2 points. The player in whose area the “TNT” 

All others receive 1 point. Record scores on each player's dial. First 

This new LOCO-motion game h: 

"TNT" will explode! It can go off 

explodes receives no points. 
10 points win. 
Clockspring motor drives 434 inch loco. Big 30x30 inch game sets up quickly, requires no batteries. 

All parts sturdy metal and plastic. A real family game . . all ages can pi 
Like everything else in Sears book easy to order by telephone 

g weight 8 pounds 

Wind-up “TNT” Train . . The suspense ’is terrific! 
When it does “explode”, you'll explode 

..$9.95 . . with laughter! 

PN 3 x NY 

RATA ND 
D X NT = 

f uin md fo 

Strategy Suspense 
To score points, place railroad crossing Danger Which way will Choo-Choo go from the center? Switch fast . . out of your territory . . when the 

sign where you think “TNT” will explode. Where will it be when "TNT" explodes? little Choo-Choo chugs into your section. 

464 [Sears ] 5s 
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Y 
Switch the TNT train A 

off your track before it o9 

Koo-Koo Choo-Choo 
The wild locomotion game 

Suspense! Skill! Strategy! Luck! 

Wind-up “TNT” Train, 
When it does “explode”, 

you'll explode with laughter 

The wild tabletop game for all the family :995 

Wanted! Switchmen with skill and strateg pense is built in. Each player the tra T on w TT jur Dang 

receives a railroad crossing means DANGER. He places t » the player in who 1 it explodes gets none 

where h TNT” might explode. Ea h loco y g motor. Big 30x30 

hing bridge. Object of th to neta 
$9.9 

our territory when the little Choo-Ch to 

Object is to flip the 
balls into basket 

Pom-Pom Game » 99 

Up to 4 players. Each gets 7 plastic balls in 
different colors. Start simultaneously and keep 
shooting! First player to score 7 is the winner 
12-in. metal platform with 4 spring-action 
levers. Plastic basket 
49 N 65277 —Shpz. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.. . .$2.99 

Bean Bag Toss Game s499 

Score points with bull’s-eyes through targ get 
holes. Tots play up close . . sharpshooters 
stand back. Hardboard and wood. 26 in. high. 
79 N 65188C— Shipping wt. 6 lbs.. . .$4.99 fairly do 

increases. Hardboz 
472 [Sears | sas 49 N 65145—Shpe 

Cibi Deos Scone by eddimar iesltctudta com 



WONDER WINDOW 
Magic window lets you copy 

any drawing or cartoon instantly 

v ae 

Place drawing, picture or cartoon to be copied on one side of 
magic window and blank sheet of paper on other side. Look 
through the magic window at the blank sheet of paper and you 
will actually see the drawing appear. Now trace what you see 
while looking through the window. It's that easy! 

Set includes plastic transparent reflecting plate (9!ox7-in.), 

illustrations, crayons, paper, pencil and clamps 
49 € 16232—Shipping weight 14 ounces. . 

E 

Set $1.39 

DRAW-A-MATIC 

Put picture or friend in front. . $ 3? 
trace what you see through viewer 

Lets any youngster draw . . all he does is trace 
what he sees. Put object to be traced in front of 
viewer and the image is reflected onto paper for 

BIZZY BUZZ BUZZ DRAWING SET 

"Automatic" pencil with a goofy face 
Sticks his nose into everything 

Make pictures and designs with 4 colored pens 
and drawing pad. Plastic . . motor from Japan. 

Makes drawing difficult shapes 
as easy as turning a knob. 

$ D 

Be a designer or an architect by just 
turning two knobs. Lines, circles and 
diagonals appear under frosted glass 
base. You can form anything from 
basic geometric shapes to pictures 
and interesting designs. 

Use it again and again . . erases 
itself with just a shake. Plastic. 914 

easy tracing. No batteries or electricity needed. 
Plastic. Includes 815x9-inch viewer, 4 cartoons and 
figures, easel, drawing paper, pencils, sharpener, 
eraser, instructions. Unassembled. 

Cordless . . uses 2 "C" batteries. Order package 
from opposite page. 
49 C 1675—Shipping weight 10 oz... . .Set $2.99 

Refills. Package of 4 colored pens. 
49 C 1746—Shipping weight 202...... Pkg. 59c 

inches long. Provides hours of amuse- 
ment and wonder to children of all 
ages. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 61878. 056.8 ione ee $2.99 49 € 1620—Shipping weight 2 Ibs... ..-. Set $3.79 

SUPER 
SPIROGRAPH 

This 61-piece Set does every- 
thing set at right does and 
more . . on larger, grander, 
more intricate scale 

Make designs so intricate you'll want to frame them. Ad- 
vanced spirograph set offers more creative drawing because 
you can make larger designs from the 54 interchangeable 
plastic parts. Pens, pins, paper, baseboard. 

Super parts 
snap together 
Yo form giant 

EST nee 16144—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz... .......-.- $4.99 
Refills. Large baseboard, paper and drawing guide. 

464 [Sears ]ece«w 49 € 16295—Shipping weight 12 ounces............. $149 

talo pane Scant by inaa Dom 

SPIROGRAPH . . 29-piece Set 

Anyone can draw beautiful, intricate patterns $ (99 
and geometric designs with this set 

Plastic wheels mesh perfectly so you can create thousands of 
designs. All you do is hold the pen and follow the path your form 
takes you on. Set contains 22 wheels, rings and racks, 4 colored 
pens, baseboard; paper and patteca book. 
49 C 1616—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces........ Set $2.99 
Refills. Baseboard, paper and drawing guide. 
49 C16299—Shipping weight 13 ounces. ............... $1.19 



Toys for 

Floor Play 

| | ta" $024 

Famous Tinkertoys. Make structures with movable 

parts. Non-toxic colored parts match color diagrams. 
Fiberboard tubes. 
49 N 4631-365 pcs. 12-page bk. Wt. 3 Ibs. 14 oz. $3.99 49 N 4683-215 pcs. 12-page bk. Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz.. — 249 
49 N 4682-149 pcs. 8-page bk. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 1.66 
49 N 4681-78 pcs. 4-page bk. Shpg. wt. 14 oz 88e 
49 N 4769-Panel Builder Set (not shown). Includes hard 
board panels, parts to add walls, etc. 402-pcs 
16-page book. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 10 oz. $6.49 

1] Builder's Blocks like those used in 
kindergartens. Light, easy-to-handle 

pine. Smoothly sanded, splinter and split 
resistant. Balanced assortment of shapes 
and sizes. 134 inches thick 
79 N 4696C—79 pcs. Wt. 19 Ibs. $9.98 
79 N 4664C—41 pcs. Wt. 11 Ibs. 479 
79 N 4563C—22 pcs. Wt. 6 Ibs. 2.84 

Jumbo Building Blocks . . a child's 
world of houses, forts, etc. 20 cor- 

rugated fiberboard blocks, squares, rec- 
tangles, triangles. 3 sides printed in 
simulated brick, solid colors on other 
sides. Strong enough to hold 150 Ibs. 
Shipped flat, easy to assemble. 
79 N 4734C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. $2.99 

3] Tun-L-Fun . . it’s an exciting tunnel, 
a private hideaway, or whatever your 

tot wants it to be! Ked porous cloth cov- 

ers 27-in. diameter hoops. Extends to 
10-foot length . . collapses to 3 in. thick- 
ness for compact storage. Assembled. 
79 N A744C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. $799 

462 SEARS «sot 
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Sturdy train 

49 N 4781 
weight 2 pounds 3 ounces 

weight 1 pound 6 ounces 

American Logs take children back to the pioneer 
days . . build very real-looking houses, cabins. The 
M-inch stained logs are interlocking structure 

may be moved without dismantling. No tools or 
glue needed. Interchangeable parts i; l sets. 

49 N 4678—314 pcs. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $5.49 
49 N 4677 —211 pcs. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 377 

49 N 4676—103 pcs. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. 1.87 
49 N 4675—54 pes, Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 8 oz 94c 

Recommended for ages 2 to 9. Sturdy plastic track layouts . . smooth wood 

trains and bridges. Years of good times. Design booklet included. 

49 N 4787—70-piece Set. (Shown above.) 27-foot track, two 4-car trains, 3 and track sets bridges, 3 switches, tunnel and station, Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz... . . $8,88 
49 N 4782—46-piece Set. 17-foot track, two 4-car trains, 3 bridges, witches: 

for tots Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces. $5.99 

24-piece Set. 12-foot track, 4-car train, 2 bridges, switch. Shipping 
$374 

49 N 4780—15-piece Set. 734-foot track, 3-car train, bridge, switch. Shipping 
24 

Walt Disney's Early Settlers' Logs . . vividly 
realistic with doors and windows, authentic de 
tailing. Solid wood caulking fillers for sturdier 
construction. Instruction book included. Such 
fun to relive frontier days! 

79 N 4766C—1080 pcs. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs...$8,89 
79 N A765C—810 pcs. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs 6.54 
49 N 4764—540 pcs. Shpg. wt. S Ibs, 4.54 
49 N 4763—270 pes. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs 244 



Lop counter signals 
winner , . avtomotic 
2-button timer works 

like a stop watch, 

shows winner's time 

itt 

Over and Under Race Set 

Complete with $1688 
powerpack 

Two 5-in. racers with guide pins hum around grooved track with over- 
pass. Lap-counter bridge records laps . . flags flip up on 9th, down on 
10th lap. 2 push-lever throttles control speed. UL listed powerpack (in- 
put 110- volt, 60-cycle AC; output 3-volt DC, 2 amps.). 18 track 
sections make 2x4-ft, layout. Plastic accessories; cars and track are 
plastic and metal. 
49 N 9503—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

Accessories for set above and 49N9502 and 49N9505 below at right, 

Extra Plastic Racing Car. Electric motor. Car assembled 
49 N 9507 —Shipping weight 8 ounces $2.39 
Extra Pre-assembled Track. Shipping weight each, 4 ounces. 
49 N9508—Straight. 53 in. — 49 N 9509 —Curved. 7 in Each 39¢ 

scale Thunderbird and Corvette 
race on over-and-under speedway 

i^ $1499 

All the excitement and hazards of real road racing. A sport of 
skill that takes practice and judgment to win the race without 
skidding off the track on those tizht curves. Two HO-scale plastic sport cars, 214 inches long, have electric motors, guide pins. Cars Cri 
independently controlled by 2 hand throttles operating from UL 
listed powerpack (input 110-120-volt, 60-cvcle AC; output 18-volt 
DC, 1 amp.). 10 plastic track sections are pre-assembled, snap to- 
gether to form an 181$x39-inch layout. Set inclu 
fence, trestles for overpass . . made of high-impact plastic 
49 N 9547—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 4 oz 

Complete 
power} 

es 6 sections of les 6 sections of are pre 

$14.99 UL 
For extra track see 49 N 95 
49 N 9505 E 
49 N 9502—4s above but without p 
49 N 9506 

Extra Cars for above. Motorized. Fully assembled rea 
Shipping weight each, 8 oz. 
49 N 9725—' 62 Corvette 49 N 9553—" 

ly to run 

2 Thunderbird.. Each $3.59 

cnld pao Scant by cdtimaraicdticiddcal com 

and pile-ups 
and spin around the curves, 
control buttons 

sembled, easily snap together. 4 fence sections. 

sted 'powerpack (input 110-120. 

Comple 

Even at these low prices you get two 
independently-controlled, racing cars 

a 51159 $G88 Without 
powerpack 

cross racing on 2x4-foot figure-8 track is sure to be full of suspense, near-misses 

kid 
aided in track grooves by plastic guide pins. Two on-off 

Two 44-inch embled plastic racers have electric motors. They 4 D 

vern speed. Set includes 16 high-impact plastic track sections that 

ol AC; output 3-volt DC. 2 amp.). 
08 and 49 N 9509 a ove. 

t with powerpac ipping weight 6 pounds $11.59 
k. Shipping weight 4 pounds 6.88 

UL listed Powerpack ng weight 2 pounds x . 489 
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(i) Kit $599 

without batteries 

Fora car of your 
own design, order 
chassis, then build 
and mount body on it 

DN E" 

Sears Futuristic Sport Cars 
Build 2 motorized models with aerodynamic styling, 
finely detailed interiors, workable steering and clutch 

The grand touring cars of tomorrow with reverse airfoil design and independent 4-wheel sus- 
pension. Splendidly detailed with Allstate tires, scaled 1960 Chrysler engine, twin Carter 4 
barrel carbs., Halibrand disc brakes and mag-type wheels. Interior boasts bucket seats and 
padded dash. Lights really work. Tough plastic with clear and chrome-color parts. 15 inches 
long in the car designer's 1/12 scale (1 in. to 1 ft.) By Lindberg. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 

9 SC101 Roadster. White with color- 1 $C100 GT Coupe. Regal purple with racing- 
ful decals. 300-pc. kit. stripe decal. 300-pc. kit. 

49 N 2330C—Shpg. wt. 5lbs...... Kit $5.99 49 N 2324C—Wt. 5 lbs... Kit $5.99 

Q Chassis only. Working shock absorbers, springs, brakes, motor and more. All parts 
chrome-colored except motor, tires. Tough plastic. 1114 in. long. Order 2 "D" batteries. 

49 N 2326—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . .......:. M Kit $3.99 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. . . Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Build and run the Visible V-8 Engine. 
See pistons move up and down to turn 

a crankshaft. Authentic? You bet 

$799 css 
Model is one-quarter actual size. Pistons, rods, rocker 
arms, valves and fan actually operate. See timed spark 
plugs work. More than 350 plastic and metal parts in 
4 dramatic colors. Minature motor 1434 in. long. Order 
2 “C” batteries below. 
79 N 2339C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs........... $7.99 

"C" Battery. Shipping weight each 2 ounces. 
LU NS Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

See. Ce. SE E 0X A 

1937 Supercharged Cord by AMT 

4 Acclaimed America’s most beautifully de- 

Sting Ray by Monogram 

5 The only true sports car made in Amer- 
ica. Here in minute detail with fascinat- Plastic model Finishing Kit "/'/c 

Here, in one complete package, you'll find everything 
needed to assemble and paint any plastic model. In- 
cluded are six famous Testor's brush-on colors, a paint. 

signed car now in 1/12th scale, 16 inches 
long. Working steering wheel and doors with 
crank-open windows. Concealed headlights. 
Lycoming V-8 engine features a chrome- 
color supercharger and distinctive exposed ex- 

ing realism. Sleek styling with Corvette's 
327 cubic inch V-8 engine having Ramjet 
fuel injection. Retractable headlights, steer- 
able front wheels. One-piece body and win- 

brush and a tube of plastic cement. haust pipes. Authentic “Vogue” whitewall dows. Plastic, 14 scale. 21 in. Unassentbled. 
49 N 2388—Shipping weight 8 ounces. ......... 77e rubber tires. 250 detailed plastic parts. Deep 79 N 2335C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... .. $6.99 

: y red with chrome color trim. Unassembled. 
“Charge It” if you wish 79 N 2336C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs........$4.99 Koss: SEARS 469 
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Musical Teddy Bear Coffeetime Set Magic Bottle Set Cheery-Drea 

Wind him up . . he'll play a 23-piece service for 3 6-pc. set: Magic Milk Reversible Doll 
pretty song for naptime, any- with dish rack, S-in. Bottle with play bottle PR 
time, Soft huggable rayon 5-piece coffee pot. Plas- warmer; rattle; dish; roomie wey es 
plush, cotton fill. Felt ears, tic. From Hong Kong. spoon; empty cereal down; she's sad. Vinyl 
plastic eyes. 9 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. box. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. faces. 12 in. Wt. 15 oz. 

49 N 8401...Set 88c 49 N 8484—Wt. 9 oz.. $1.99 49 N 8482. . .Set 88c 49N8477....... $1.44 

Boudoir Set for 
any fashion doll 

I n To $ For Barbie, Francie, 
y Tressy, others up to 

12 in. tall. Bed with 
pillow, printed vinyl 
spread. Matching stool, 
skirted dressing table 
with brush, comb and Cleaning Set. 23-in. eate care 
mirror. Doll not includ- mop, broom. Dustpan, Mattress, Pillow Set. 
ed. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. apron. Boxes. Wt. 1202. Shipping wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 8449. .Set $1.77 49 N 8404... Set 88c 49 N 9240.. . .Set 88c 

20-in. Doll Cradle 

Rocks a favorite doll. 
Varnished natural 
wood, about 20x10x12 
in. Partly assembled. 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 

Gum Ball Bank makes 
saving so much fun 

Put a coin in . . get a 
gum ball out. 7 in. 
high. Plastic. Key to 
open. 200 gum balls 
included, so tasty and 
chewy. Why not pick 
up your phone and or- 

der it? Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. 
49 N 1666.....$1.19 

200 Refill Gum Balls, ~ 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 5191. . Pkg. 79c 

= 

Football with Kicking Tee. 
Pebble-grained imitation 
leather, 10 inches long. Inflat- 
ed. Plastic tee. 
49 N2913-Wt.11b.402.$1.99 

Mr. Potato Head with Friends. Funny 
accessories, interchangeable face and 
body parts form humorous figures. All 
colorful plastic. 85 pieces, 
49 N 8489—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. .Set $1.77 

Horseshoe Set. Cor- 
rect size, yet light- 
weight for youngsters. 
Plastic. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 9402. Set $1.44 

Kenner's 
bm Ow 

Power Sub RW eme - 

Cruises, dives, surfaces in bath, pool or 
lake. Just fill with water, add 2 chemical 
pellets to form jetaction gas. 12-im. 
plastic. 30 pellets. 
49 N 6364—Shpg. wt. 14 oz..... $1.66 
49 N 6370—60 Pellets. Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 4' 

Secret-agent Car. Runs forward, back- 
ward by remote control. Dome lights up, 
siren sounds. 63¢-inch metal, From Ja- 
pan. Order 2 “D” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 9405—Shipping wt. 10 oz.. $1.19 

Battery-powered Trucks 
change direction when they 

hit an object . . dump by hand 

( 1 and 2) Trucks swerve as if driving 

Own a whole fleet of Carpenter's Tool T€ s xu Des bleue, 
metal. 12 in. long. From Japan. Order Tootsietoy trucks, cars Set with 20 tools 2 "C"! batteries for each on 482. 

ic afa tuis | mr mc us | lemen Truck. Dram tos 
detailed baked enamel finish. Dad'sbut they're safer, Eien cies 
Steel axles, roll-easy wheels. soft plastic. Even the 6 EER O E i 
Each 23¢ in. long. bolts, 6 nuts, 18 nails Q Dump Truck. Metal lever raises dump 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. are plastic, Wt. 1 Ib. bed for unloading. 
49 N 9404.........Set $1.88 49 N 9415. Set $1.84 49 N 9407—Wt. 1 1b. S oz... -> $1.99 
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Foretells your future with the crystal glass marble 

.. ancient, mysterious tarot cards . . and astrology 

Let ka-bala take you into the realm of the unknown, tell your fortune in 
3 separate ways. Astral plane one spells out the answers to your questions, 
plane two uses the tarot cards, plane three uses astrology, Board and 
‘Eye of Zohar’ are phosphorescent, glow mystically in the dark. 
79 N 65169C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

OUIJA® BOARD . . a perennial favorite $66 
Fortune telling favorite comes out differently every time you play it. You 
can ask simple questions to be answered by ‘Yes’ or ‘No,’ or more com- 
plicated ones . . the plastic pointer spells out answers, Unites the two 
players in an eerie companionship. Great party fun, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 408—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces, 

m. 

Have fun testing your own, your family and your friends for that mys- 
terious sixth sense . . ESP. Dramatically revealing, sometimes surpris- 
ingly accurate as players find answers to love, finance, travel or career 
questions. Also scientific tests using color and design. Ages 10 and up. 
49 N 6561— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces... 

CLUE . . Discover the who, 
ind why of the crime! $ 66 

You're the master sleuth in this challenging 
game to discover the details of the crime. 
Use the clue cards to find the answers and 
shuffle them to give yourself a new plot 
every time you play. Take notes on findings 
as you move around the board to make your 
case airtight. For 3 to 6 players, ages 8 and 
up. Buy it the easy 

" x = 
EE ey 

ESP . . test your extra-sensory perception $99 

-way—order by phone. 
49 N 390—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... . $3.66 

jn the 
= 

dark = 
aN 

$499 

+ $4.99 

» $2.66 

$2.99 

SUSPENSE GAMES 

JEOPARDY 

You're given the answers, $ 39 
but what are the questions? 2 

This is a fast moving quiz that works in re- 
verse, The player starts with the answer and 
must come up with the correct question to 
win a cash award. Players win and lose prize 

tory till the final round. Ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 65171—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz.. .$2.39 

seeks ae 

What is ESP? Thought transference? 
Find out now! Test yourself, friends with 

symbols, letters as you move around board 

This truly unusual game was developed exclusively for Sears . . there are no dice, 
no spinners, For four players in teams of two. Use either symbol or letter cards, 
place matching transfer under clear plastic platform. Partner of player being 
tested selects a card, and shows it to opponents. Player then moves it over the six 
symbols or letters, both partners concentrating . . one sending, one receiving the 
message. Points are scored and counters moved when stop is correctly chosen. 
49 N 65212—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces............ suse. $3.33 

xS 

$333 

QE WS, ` ; 
> GLOWS ~ 

* ein the dark - 

GREEN GHOST . . it's luminous! A spooky $ 66 
game to play in the dark—if you dare! 6 

A terrifically funny game . . the glowing Ghostville board creates 
an eerie light, makes weird silhouettes of 3-D shipwreck, mis- 
shapen tree, haunted house. The Green Ghost has lost his son 
Kelly. He screeches and points to direct your moves to find him. 
You'll feel creepy bats, snakes and bones in the pits where you 



SN 

- Glows in 
the dark ifs EERIE! 

Bats and snakes get 

in the way as you 

search for Kelly 

in Ghostville.. 

it glows in the dark Let KA * BALA take you into the mysterious 

realm of the unknown . . foretell the future 

Kabala tells your fortune three separate ways: astral 
plane 1 spells out the answers to your questions, plane 
2 uses the Tarot cards, plane 3 uses astrology. Phos- 
phorescent “Eye of Zohar” and plastic board glow 
mystically in the dark. 
79 N 65169C —Shipping weight 3 pounds $6.19 

CHARADES 

The party game 

with a new twist 

3397 

The ever popular party game has been packaged ina 
kit that keeps the action rollicking along. It contains 
hundreds of zany subject cards for teams toact out. The 
stop action scoring timer builds suspense and eliminates 

arguments. Rules included. Fine family game. 
49 N 65146 Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz .$3.97 

GREEN GHOST points the way . . 
it's spooky to play . . if you dare 

OUIJA BOARD 

Fortune- 

telling favorite 

$357 

A perennial favorite because it comes out differently 
every time. You can ask questions that may be an- 
swered by ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, or for more complicated ques- 
tions, the plastic pointer may spell out the answer 

644 

A terrifically funny game . . the glowing Ghostville board creates its own eerie light, 
makes weird silhouettes of 3-D shipwreck, gnarled misshapen tree, and of coursea haunted 
house. The Green Ghost has lost his son Kelly. He its you to find him, and to help 
you, screeches and points, directs your moves to find him. You'll feel creepy bats, snakes 
and bones in the pits where you'll have to search for Kelly and his friends. Player who 
finds Kelly is the winner. Set includes 27x11-inch plastic board on legs, with con- 
tainers filled with snakes, feathers, ghosts, Green Ghost spinner, and more! Plastic. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds, 
Unites two players in an eerie companionship. For ages 79 N B5033C ... 20. eee e eens eee ec eee ee eee encne cee eaeenencenetseteseeesesens $6.44 
8 and up 
49 N 65051—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. $3.57 

CLUE! A new plot 
every time you play 

MIND OVER MATTER . test your $988 

power of thought transference 
s388 BATTLESHIP . . naval strategy game $419 

An all-time classic for 2 players 

You'll be the master sleuth in this challenging 
game as you search to discover the gory details 
of the crime. Use the clue cards to find the 
answers . . shuffle them to give yourself a new 
plot every time you play 

To make your case air tight, take notes on 
your findings as you move around the board 
For 3 to 6 players, ages 8 and up. 

3 $3.88 

———————— 

Cutiod pane scans by cuisines maselectwdcid vom 

A truly unusual game . . there are no dice, no 
spinners. Use either symbol or letter cards, 
place matching card under clear plastic plat- 
form. Four players, teams of 2. Partner of 
player being tested selects a card, shows it to 
opponents. Player then moves it over 6 sym 
bols (or letters) both partners concentrating 
Points are scored when stop is correct 

49 N 65212—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. $2.88 

Object is to sink all the opponent's ships by firing 
salvos of shots and calling the strike area. Color- 
ful pegs mark hits and misses. 2 fleets of authentic 
looking ships, from aircraft carriers to sub- 
marines. All plastic set includes 2 game boxes, 10 
ships, a generous supply of red and white pegs. 
49 N 65183—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.....$4.19 
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SEARS ROLLS 
BACK PRICES 

Save 13% on this 

Doodle Bug 

$299 E 

This talented glowworm leaves 

S 
AN 

Last Christmas was $3.44. 
moon beams on his slate. His nose isa light that creates images. 
or highlights on a light-sensitive plastic slate. He'll let you 
watch this magic in a dark room for a few minutes until the 
magic he created slowly disappears. Silhouettes are included 
so you can have light glowing around them when you put them 
on the 6x9-inch slate. batteries . . order pkg. below. 
49 € 16086—Shipping weight 14 ounces $2.99 
"C" Batteries, Package of six 
49 C 46656—Shipping weight 12 ounces 

Uses 2 

Package $1.19 

T H-A-TUNE . . play nursery 
tunes by following numbered dots 

$ 4/49 mos 
battery 

With your magic pencil, fill in the space below the dots 
on your tune card, Now you're ready to begin. Tap your 
pencil on the filled-in area below the vertical lines as you 

follow the dots across the tune card. Uses one 9-volt 
transistor battery, not included . . order package below. 

Plastic, 1244x84x1% inches. 

49 C 1611—Shipping weight 2 pounds........... $449 

9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C64172—Shipping weight 8 ounces, . . . Package 70c 

Electric Drawing Set 1999 portions 

Easy to trace characters . . position copy material over il 
luminated 10x14-inch plastic drawing desk and trace figures 
and designs onto paper. Includes pencils, eraser, sharpener, 
15-watt bulb. Order drawing portfolio kits below. UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
49 C 1624—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces .Set $3.99 

Portfolio Kits for drawing set 

Contain guide sheets, paper. Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

49 € 1708—Walt Disney Cartoons* . + 99 

49 € 16112—Liddle Kiddles Cartoons. . «+ ..99c 

49 6 16292—Laugh-in Cartoons**. ... 99c 

*OWolt Disney Productions 
**@George Schlotter—Ed Friendly Productions ond Romort Inc. 1969 

Caltsion pae scans by Heisiatmaselediwical Gon 

Make pictures that glow in bright, 
vibrant colors of red, yellow, blue, 
green, gold, pink, white and purple. Put 
pre-printed sheet on plastic 16x12x91% 
in. Lite-Brite frame and position screen 
over sheet. Now put pegs in place to 
make your picture. Uses 25-w. bulb (not 
incl). UL listed; 110-120 v., 60-c. AC. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. 
496162832257 7: e Set $6.49 
Refills, 384 pegs, 24 pictures. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. 
49 C 16203, 1.5: (e Le e S LAN $249 

Trace 'n Lite 

Make rainbow pictures 12 
with a magic pen 

without. 
batteries 

Here's all you do: put outlined sheet on 
the plastic 8x7 4x2 V4-in. frame, turn on 
the switch, use the magic pen to scratch 
away outline. Presto! A pretty picture 
emerges. 25-w. bulb incl. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries . . order package below. 
49 € 16234—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..Set $2.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of six. 
49 C 46606—WI. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .. Pkg. $1.19 

MAGIC LITE 

handle to see enchanting colors 
arise from transparent pictures you ma 

A new dimension in colored light. With a turn of the 

handle you can see how your picture looks in shades of 

green, then blue, red, orange, and on through the color 
wheel. Set incl. plastic Magic Lite about 12 in. square, 3 

printed pictures, 6 cellophane sheets, slide folder, clear 
plastic tape and clear flexible tubes. Uses 25-w. bulb 

not incl. UL listed; 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

79 € 16294C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . Set $7.79 

LITE-BRITE 
Over 400 pegs to design with 
16 pre-printed sheets guide you 



Activity Toys teach while they entertain 

33e. Set 

decorated wood with 
big letters. Rounded 

Koo Zoo Blocks. Wild beasts of the jungle in [3] American Picture Blocks 

1!4-in. clear, plastic rattle blocks. Fun for — bright, familiar pictures, 

building, they make a big "hit" at bathtime, too edges; harmless, non-toxic colors. Giont Ni Blocks built f Tem 

A9 N 4705—20-pc. Set. Shpg. wt. 14 oz $1.57 49 N 4623—24 blocks, 134 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz... .. $2.54 iant Nesting Blocks built for rugged play 

49 N 4741 —12-pc. Set. Shpg. wt. 8 oz 98c — 49 N 4617—12 blocks, 134 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 1.39 strong enough to hold an adult. Six bright fiber 

(7] Wagon full of blocks. Young builder carries — (5) Hi- 
his materials with him in durable, red plastic 

wagon. 32 colorfully embossed, wood blocks, 

Lo Safety Blocks, Embossed wood. Non-toxic 
49 N 4777—48 blocks, 134 in. Wt. 4 Ibs. 4 oz.. $2.77 to 10x10 inches. Wipe c 

49 N 4776—30 blocks, 134 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 1.88 Self-storing, easy to assemble. 

49 N 4708—10x834-in. wide. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $2.99 — 49 N 4775—30 blocks, 1'/is in. Wt. 1 1b. 6 oz...... 98e — 79 N 4732C—S 

board blocks help your child to learn his letters, 
develop coordination. Sizes range from 5x5 inches 

n with a damp cloth. 

ping weight 5 Ibs, $2.99 

3.88 > (6) $3.88 

Take-apart Toys to delight young mechanics 

5) Fix-it Tow Truck complete with take-apart section, tow hook and crane 
huge nuts and bolts, so easy for little fingers to handle. Two wrenches 

at side. Unbreakable polyethylene. Assorted colors. 19 in, long. 

49 N 4757—Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces. : $3.88 

5) Carry-all Truck. Giant nuts and bolts unscrew completely, easily 
such fun to put back together again. Two wrenches fit in side. Made 

of unbreakable polyethylene. 19 in. long. Bright colors. 
49 N 4758—Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces. . $3.88 

Rig-A-Jig Sets 

Make exciting action toys, roll- 
ng wheels . . no end of ideas. 
Pieces link, come apart easily. 
Washable, non-toxic acetate. 
Plastic tray, instruction book. 

49 N 4759 ...430 pieces 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. $3.98 
49 N 4768. 276 pieces 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib $274 
49 N 4767..... 165 pieces 
Shpg. wt. 11 oz. ... $174 

£sitaloó Habe écahe by dia ni ddlochdi cal Con 

American Plastic Bricks make real-looking models 

Doors and windows open, close. Transparent plastic jalousie windows. 

Pegs and sockets link the 134-in. red bricks securely. Green cardboard 

asphalt-like roof. Buy several sets, have interchangeable parts. Instruc- 

tions include basic plans. Overhead garage doors on all but 49 N 2067. 

79 N 2001C—902.pc. set. 19x734-inch tube. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $13.98 

79 N 2301C —591-pc, set. 13x7!4-inch tube, Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. . 
49 N 2069 —459-pc. set. 18xS-inch tube. Shpg. wt, 4 Ibs... .... 
49 N 2068— 290-pc. set. 14x5-inch tube. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz. 
49 N 2067—208-pe, set. 15}4x4-inch tube. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 

Petal Craft? Fun 

Colorful petals create unlimited 
ns, give young imaginations 

a workout! Plastic petals inter- 
lock on perforated, plastic 
board, will not fall out, but in 
sert and remove easily. Instruc- 
tion design booklet included * 

s79 * t€. * 49 N 466 240 petals. 12x12-in. 
board. Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. $3.59 120 petals 

49 N 4671—120 petals. 9x9-in. 
board. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz $179 sos SEARS 463 



Race 'em.. spin 'em.. crash 'em..jumpthe 

track . . go from a crawl up to 200 scale miles 

per hour in true-to-life models of famous 

Bowes Special and Cooper Formula | racing 

cars. Remote control lets you master-mind 

all the action. 20 feet of track lets you dupli- 

cate 6 of the speedway layouts where these 

cars won their most famous races 

ALLSTATE 

6-in-1 Racing Set 

) Complete with 88 NO MONEY 
power pack $ DOWN 

cash 

Paim Springs. 
California 

breast st 

te controls and Z-O-O-M 

girder-type overpass supports; 12 fence sec 
s; 6 spare tires; decals. Track 

racer roaring along a fam ip to 816x4 feet. UL approved 
x le, molded-plastic car for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
mand . . held in track grooves 79 N 9570C— Shipping weight 10 Ibs,.... $29.88 

Includes 2 ready-to-run motorized racers 
in. long); 12-volt-1.2 amp twin Track Sections. Fit above set. About 1044 

Swer pack with on-off switch, circuit inches long. Curved track includes fencing 
Meet breaker; 2 pistol-grip rl s. Plas- — Shipping weight, set of two, 1 Ib 

J Pavona a a tic tracks: (9 straight 1 ob- 49 N9596—1214 inches. Str Set $2.29 
stacle strip—only room for 1 carat a time); 12 — 49 N9597—60° 1034 inches. € Set 2.77 

a New 4-lane, 4-car ALLSTATE Racing Set 

. . separate controls let four race at a time 

Complete with $ 4.995 
2 power packs cash 

NO MONEY DOWN 

Twice as exciting as 2-car set above because 
there’s double the action and competition. 

14-scale, molded-plastic cars travel up to 200 

scale mph, are held to lane grooves by guide . 
shoe. Includes 4 ready-to-run motorized 
racers (Corvette, Ford, Pontiac, Custom Rod); 
4 variable speed controls, two 12-volt twin- 
circuit 1.2 amp power packs with on-off switch 
and circuit breaker; 24 curved tracks (16 30° 
outer, 8 60° inner); 16 straight tracks make 

out about 314x8 feet long. 18 fence 
fence banners. UL approved, 110- 

120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 9588—Shipping wt. 14 lbs. .. Cash $49.95 

Race Car Kits. Clocked at scale speeds up to 
200 mph. Fit any set on this page. Assemble in 
just a few minutes. 142 scale (about 514 in.) 
Includes 12-volt motor; plastic chassis; wheels 
and axles. Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49 N 9518—Ferrari Testa Rosa..........$2.95 
49 N9589—]Jaguar.... see 295 
49 N 9711— Corvette 247 
49 N 9712— Pontiac. . . T 2.47 

470 SEARS rca 
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Launch a rocket that rises 10 feet = 
Chemistry Set also has centrifuge, lab balance plus 483 formulas 

Parsi Fire a rocket with chemically-formed gases—to study measure chemicals. Set includes 20 chemicals, chemical 
Chemistry Set space-age techniques. Learn exciting secrets in science test papers, 9 test tubes, 2 racks, gas delivery tube, 

. get the added fun of chemical magic. Two manuals spill-proof alcohol lamp and more. 4-panel metal 
g 8 8 take you through experiments using a centrifuge that cabinet opens to 38x1344x14 in. deep. 

separates liquids and solids, a balance (with weights) to — 49 N 6323—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 8 oz. .Set $12.88 

i 
I 

SIT do 325 basic experim: nts 

umm $4.99 
= Mix formulas with greater precision . . build a test-tube gas generator and Investigate chemistry and magic, use secret inks, 

study gases. An excellent introductory set with chemistry and magic take fingerprints, even launch a rocket. Set in- 
manuals, 20 chemicals, chemical test papers, 4 Pyrex test tubes, rack, cludes 10 chemicals, 4 Pyrex test tubes, rack, non- 
gas delivery tube, balance with weights, stirring rod, alcohol lamp spill alcohol lamp, junior manual and more. 2- 
other accessories. 3-panel metal cabinet opens to 29x13}4x1}4 in. deep. panel metal cabinet opens to 19x13}4x1}4 in. 
49 N 6322—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. ........- Set $8.99 49 N 6319—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $4.99 

stand, 
tweezers, dissecting needles, manual. ing | tubes, candle, 
49 N 6318-Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. Set $2.99 49 N 6317-Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $2.99 49 N 6316-Wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. Set $2.99 
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6-unit Electric Train Set 
Features a log car that automatically un- 
loads . . engine that makes a chugging 
sound and casts a beam of bright light 

$ 1444 comple win 

Steam-type 027 engine goes fast or slow by remote control. Ease 
log car alongside bin . . watch as logs tumble out. Slant-back coal 
tender patterned after the ones found on the New York Central in 
the days of the steam locomotives. 49-inch train also includes hop- 
per car, gondola and caboose. 8 curved and 6 straight 13-inch- 
wide tracks form oval 1114 feet around. Plastic and metal. 25-watt 
transformer. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Made by Marx. 

Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy 
Just set lever . . car automaticall Fi " 

unloads logs into waiting bin 3 49 N 9816—Shipping weight 7 pounds.. .. 

Lionel 027 regular gauge Accessories 
90. former. Circuit breaker. UL listed. More than 16 feet of 1 Miia ide AC is ier am 1 

track with this Lonel yee ere suring ld Tbe. o.c HAS 
Electric Train Set 125-watt Transformer. Same as above except 5-15 

volts for train, 15 volts for accessories. 2 buttons 
$ | 999 complete with control horn or whistle. 

transformer 49 N 9756—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz. .....$9.59 

@ Watch the s-unit train zip along the track pulled by 027 steam-type — 9 Mouel Switches. 10 in. long. Shpg. wt. each 1 1b, 
| locomotive. Cars include coal tender, hopper car, gondola with 2 can- 49 N 9746—Leit-hand Switch............... 2.99 

EM  nisters and caboose. 8 straight and 10 curved tracks . . plus 2 manual vat i 
switches to form double loop layout. Watchman's shanty has a 4 Crossover Track. 676x674 inches long. 
crossing gate that can be lowered manually. Yard set includes cross- 4989745 SHgplig NEO; xis 
ing signs. Powerful 45-watt transformer lets you make train go fast 5 Curved Track. 1034 in. long. 3 steel ties. 

or slow, forward or reverse. Train is 42 inches long. UL listed, 110- 49 N 9759—Shipping weight 2 oz. ..... ++. 29¢ 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 6 Straight Track, 87 inches long. 3 ties. 
49 N 9808—Shipping weight 10 pounds................- $19.99 49 N9762—Shipping weight 2 oz. .......... 29c 

Train Set batteries 

Locomotive puffs out smoke rings and whistles 
automatically, Steam locomotive, coal tender, 
freight car and caboose. High-impact plastic. 43 
inches of HO-gauge track. Station house holds 
batteries. Order 4 “D” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 5748—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs.......... $6.16 

Our lowest-priced :[O2? "n Battery-operated 3616 without 
Electric Train Set 

Steam-type O27 engine goes fast or slow by remote con- 
trol. Slant-back coal tender, gondola, hopper car, caboose. 
S-unit train is 41 in. long. 4 straight and 8 curved tracks 
form oval 10 ft. around. 25-watt transformer. UL listed. 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Made by Marx. 
49 N 9815—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. ...$10.29 
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If you like Scrabble 

you'll love 
RSVP 

Scrabble . . fascinating, educational $266 

The crossword game that increases your word power. 
Accumulate points as you build words on board . . high 
score wins. 2 to 4 can play, ages 8 and over. Game in- 
dudes board, 100 word tiles and 4 letter racks, 
49 N 139— Shipping weight 1 Ib, 11 oz... .. . . $2.66 

Form words on your side, block words on the other side. 

Fast paced and exciting for all ages 

"This 3-dimensional crossword game is played on both sides of an upright board by 

individuals or teams. The object . . to form words horizontally or vertically by 
placing letter cubes in crossword fashion on your side of the board while blocking 

the formation of words on the opposite side. Game, in handsome leatherette 

(imitation leather) box, includes grid, 75 polished hardwood cubes, and directions. 

49 N 65168—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces... .... senno $988 

Scrabble for Juniors $/) 39 
le has easy picture identification words . . ad- 

vance to harder words on other side. Player spelling 
most words wins. Builds vocabulary, makes spelling 
fun. Board, 100 letter tiles. For ages 6 and up. 
49 N 235—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz... .... $2.39 

COUP 
rA 

Tee'd Off! Coup d'État 

3|99 

It only looks easy! To start the game, a 
player renioves one tee from opponent's tri- 
angle. Flip 60-second timer. Object . . to 
jump and remove tees singly from your own 
triangle. With perfect strategy, only 1 tee 
remains, Ages 9 up, 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 271—Shipping weight 1 Ib... .$1.99 

$249 

Players (2 to 4) try to collect the right com- 
bination of cards to complete their date-time 
outfits, Mystery date may be dressed for 
formal dance, skiing, bowling or beach party. 
Player wins if she has the right outfit. 
49 N 233—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz.. . $2.49 

466 [Sears] «xc 
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Players place armies on all 42 territories. Roll of 
dice pits army against army. Win by occupying 
every territory on board. Includes 450 army 
pieces, game cards, 6 dice. For 2 to 6 players, ages 
10 and up. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 214C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .. $5.88 

The Game 
of Life 

s466 
Start up 3-D road of life with car and $2,000. 
Run into snags or good luck as you go through 

college, business and married life. Make the right 
decision and Wheel of Fate may spin you into 
Millionaire Acres . , as winner. Game includes 8 
cars, $7,000,000 in play money, cards and cer- 
tificates, board. For 2 to 8 players, ages 10 up. 
79 N 169C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... $4.66 

3299 

A round includes 6 hands, each different. To 
complete a game, play as many rounds as 
there are players (3 or 4). Winner is one with 
most money at game's end. “Director” has 
the best chance, but can be overthrown by 

a Coup, open or hidden. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 6515—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $2.99 

Moon Shot 

s[94 IE 
All the thrills and challenges of a real lunar 
flight. 2 to 4 aspiring young astronauts can 
share the fun-filled action . . launching pad 
to Moon, then back to Earth. As the game 
controlling disc is rotated it poses new 
hazards of space travel. A timely game for 
boys and girls from ages 8 to 14. 
49 N 65207—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz... $1.94 



FEELEY MEELEY $389 

The game that’ gives you a funny feeling—by 
testing your sense of touch. Find objects you can’t 
see. Box holds plastic objects . . spider, frog, ring, 
car, dog, spoon, rooster and more. A card is turn- 
ed signaling players to find item shown . . by feel! 
Winner is player who finds the most objects. For 
2 to 4 players, ages 10 to adult. 

49 N 65166— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. .$3.89 

Spic. d 

ELECTRIC FASCINATION s4!9 without 

Get three metal balls through the maze before your op- 
and light up the tower. 2 double-sided 

mazes about 8 in. long. 8 balls. Uses 2 "C" batteries, 
ponent does 

order 1 pkg. below. 
49 N 65117—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
49N4665- 

474 Sears sac 
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batteries 

Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 38c 

Deluxe MONOPOLY with tray 5619 
deluxe 

For 2 to 10 players, ages 10 to adult. Deluxe edition con- 
tains enough “money” and equipment for 10 to play at 
once, or for 2 to play almost indefinitely. Plastic bank- 
er's tray keeps deeds, money and buildings in order 
Board is strongly reinforced to last 
79 N 6501C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. .$6.19 
Standard Monopoly. For 2 to 8 players. No tray. 
49 N 65039 —Shipping weight 2 pounds Sounces. $4.19 

SQUARESVILLE s4!9 

Make the right connections in this game of skill 
and strategy. Place your sticks strategically and 
complete as many squares as possible while keep- 
ing your opponent from doing the same. Markers 
show your progress. For 2 to 4 players, ages 10 
to adult. Plastic gameboard with raised squares to 
hold wooden sticks and markers. 18x14 in. 

49 N 65281—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 5 oz.. .$4.19 

The Game 
of LOVE 

$ 906 

Twist and turn . . but don't fall down . . as 
you try to spell LOVE. A great party 
game can be played in stocking feet. 
Colorful vinyl sheet is placed on floor . . 
spinner stops at letters L, O, V or E. Use 
your hands and feet to spell LOVE . . the 
first to spell it is the winner. Large sheet 
is 54 inches long, 48 inches wide. 2 to 4 

people can play. Age 6 to adult. Instruc- 
tions included. 

49 N 65123—Wt.21bs.80z..... $3.66 

PUZZLES IN ROUND s297 

Beautiful full-color reproductions of 
ancient works of art . . in round jigsaw 
puzzles. Set contains 3 antiquities . . 
Aztec Stone Calendar, Ching Dynasty 
Chinese Porcelain depicting courtyard 
scene of 1662, and Embroidered Antique 
American Textile of 1700. 19x19 in. 

49 N 6528 — Wt. 3 lbs. 1 oz. „Set $2.97 

PARCHEESI s974 

The original backgammon game of 
India. Throw dice to get your 4 men 
“home” before your opponent. De- 
lightful fun for 2 to 4 players, ages 10 
to adult. Set includes 4 sets of dice, 4 
dice cups, 16 polished wood pawns and a 
colorful board. 
49 N 65054—Wt. 21bs.202....$2.74 



Reversible Magnetic Chalkboard 
Easel-type magnetic board reverses easily ABEE 

to write-on chalk side—with just a flip 

"There's plenty of room to work and learn on this large 24x36-inch chalkboard, 
Has variety of 28 designs and complete set of capital letters to interest youngsters 
from 4 to 12. One-piece frame encloses smooth metal surface and flip-over 
"wipe-off" side. Also includes 3 pieces of chalk, chalk storage, eraser and 2 
snap-in chalk rails. Tubular steel legs with cross brace for stability. Plastic 
caps cover ends, Partly assembled. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 € 1601L—Shipping weight 14 pounds, . . 

Tibi Dad cate by dubia nddelociMical cont 

+ -$11.99 

Mattel's Talking 
Story Books 

Pull ring . . hear and read 
a story in each book 

$599, 

Books are great fun for pre-schoolers 
when they tell their own story. Pull 
ring at side, hear and read a page, 
then pull ring again and turn the 
page. Each has 18 pages. Plastic and 
paper. Get this bit of Christmas shop- 
ping done . . just dial Sears and order 
it right now. 
49 C 1615—Charlie Brown. 
49 € 16156— Little Fun Bugs. 
Shpg. wt. 11b. 10oz.. ..... Each $5.99 

“Carry all about" . . 
6 library books, each with 
a 45-rpm record in one box 

eser 639, 
Pictures, narrations, music on 45-rpm. 
disc helps child identify objects with 
spoken/printed words. 
49 C 16298—All About Safety, Man- 
ners, Funny Sounds, Tastes, Guessing 
Sounds, Families. Ü 

Playskool 109-piece Magnetic Board 
reverses to wipe-off chalk side 

All materials needed to learn basic 3R's . . capital and small letters, 
numbers and math signs. Ten extra vowels and ten extra con- 
sonants are included for more advanced pupils. Metal board 
measures 20x23 inches. Polyethylene enclosed magnets hold 
symbols to board. Reverses to crayon or chalk side. Eraser included, 
79 € 1621C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ....... sess $5.99 

Magnetic Picture-Chalkboard $7999 
.. arrange scenes, trace or copy 

Make many different scenes with these magnetic 3-dimensionat 
symbols . . 28 people, animals and other familiar objects. Move 
them around or copy shapes with chalk. Polyethylene enclosed 
magnets hold to metal board 15x20 inches. Eraser and chalk. 
79 € 16263C—Shipping weight 3 pounds....... «$2.99 

Geography Puzzle .. with both $199 
the U.S.A. and World Maps 

Large colorful maps of the United States and the world cut on 
state or national boundaries. Of great help when trying to learn 
names and locations of foreign lands and all 50 states. Fiberboard 
pieces with wood centers. About 14x20 in. Ages 7 to 13. 
49 € 65305—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces... ......... $1.99 

FIT-RITE Spelling Puzzle 
» » find the letters that fit 
the holes that spell the words 

$199 
Wt 

Children learn to spell 
names of animals by fitting 
special alphabet letters 
into tiny holes in picture 
cards. Set includes 8 cards, 
20 spelling letters, packed 
in vinyl carry case. Mea- 
sures about 8x1x93¢ in. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 C 1630.. x 



Flip-Flop Clown with hammer. Balls flip through hoop 
when either foot is hit. Unbreakable polyethylene. 

49 N 4651—Over 12 in. high. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... $2. 

Pop-up Typewriter. Keys pop up when space bar is 
pushed. Child replaces them by matching each to its 

slot. Unbreakable polyethylene. Fiber board carrying case. 
49 N 4650—11 in. wide. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz, $2.99 

3] Pop-up Blocks. Child loads 10 embossed blocks on 
base. Release lever explodes structure for lively action. 

Unbreakable polyethylene. Ages 114 to 5. 
49 N 4649—Shipping weight 15 ounces 32.24 

4] Pop-together Train and Track (or train only). Cars 
snap apart. Unbreakable polyethylene. Ages 1 to 6 

49 N 4648-Engine, 2 cars, track, overpass, Wt. 1 1b... $2.24 
49 N 4694- Engine, 4 cars. Shipping wt. 4 ox. 1.24 

(5) Realistic interlocking Building Bricks. Light, flexible 
Unbreakable polyethylene. For ages 1 to 6 yrs. 

49 N 4693—24 bricks, ea. 2x4x8 in. Wt. 8 Ibs. 37.49 
49 N 4692—24 bricks, ea. 2x3x6 in. Wt. 5 Iba, 444 

Unbreakable 
Play Phones 

[E] Musical Phone. Tot will 
turn dial and hear the 

clear ring . . or turn handle 
to play a catchy tune. Poly- 
ethylene with Lucite dial 

Pastel colors. 7 inches wide. 
49 N 4629—Wt. 1 Ib... $1.66 

E) Real-looking phone with 
dial that returns by 

spring action, rings bell 
Polyethylene, Lucite di 
Bright colors. 7 inches 
49N4626—Wt. 12 ox 
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(8) "Li Bitey" Teething Puppy. Safe pet 
for little “all-day suckers.” Has soft 

plastic teething ears. Body is washable, 
foam-filled cotton terrycloth. Detachable 
bottle holder, 
49 N 4340-9 in. long. Shpg. wt. 11b. $1.88 

(3) Gay Rattle Whirl. Your little one will 
be fascinated watching the bright- 

colored disks spin and whirl with a clatter. 
Base, sides are white lacquered hardwood 
744 inches long. 

$1.66 49 N 4456—Shipping wt. 9 oz. 

Direct from the famous Peanuts? comic 
strip . . good ol’ Charlie Brown and Snoopy, 
the “ham-actor” dog. Ready for fun, look- 
ing real as life in vinyl plastic. Unbreakable 
non-toxic and washable. Each comes in poly 
bag with colorful hanger tag showing a Pea- 
nuts® comic strip. 

i] Charlie Brown. Flesh-colored, with deco 
rative colors. 10 inches high. 

49 N 4452 —Shipping wt. 12 oz $1.66 

ij] Snoopy. White with black. 8 in. high 
49 N 4488 —Shipping wt. 7 oz 

(io) Lovable Little Playmates of cotton terry cloth. Soft, foam plastic filled . . stay sweet 
and sanitary with washing. Lamb is 714 in. high; doll is 10 in. high, has a plastic face 

49 N 4034— Ideal toys for the crib set. Shipping weight 12 ounces Ps r $1.79 

Steering wheel, chime ball and 
fish amuse baby in high chair, 
playpen and bath . . all in dura 
ble plastic. Steering wheel has 

suction cup. Baby pushes center 
of wheel to sound horn. 4-in 

musical ball. Floating fish. 
49 N 4545-Shpg, wt. 1 Ib. $1,89 

Gift Set . . just the thing for that 
new arrival. Soft vinyl squeeze 
bear, 434 inches high; 6-inch 
baby-face rattle with suction cup 
on base; 4 plastic keys on a 
plastic ring. Shipping weight 
1 pound 
49 N 4493 $1.84 



Track has dual lap counter 
to click off laps 

ALLSTATE® 

International 

Road Race 

$2399 "n" 
This great model racing set includes 2 cars, 

2 control throttles, 18-foot track, grandstand, repair pit 

Complete with 
power pack 

A remarkably low price for a racing set with a large 18-ft. track . . such 
fine quality cars and so many realistic extras. Over-and-under race- 
way, for example, is full of such challenges as a tricky hump that can 
upset the cars and a narrow bridge that can cause sidewipes. Both cars have 

electric headlights for thrilling night races. A grandstand and a qui 
repair mechanic’s pit add to the realism. One track section even has dual 
lap-counters to keep automatic tally of the laps traveled by each 

Cars are motorized replicas of th med XKE Jaguar and Mercedes Benz 
+. about 1/32 scale, nearly 6 inches long. Both are fully assembled with nylon 
gears and operate by remote control. 7.5-watt power pack connects to metal 
contact plate on the track, UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Set includes 22 plastic track sections: 12 curved and 10 straight; 12 fence 
sections; 4 trestles; 33 miniature tools, 8 simulated lamp posts; 6 attendants; 
decals; 2 extra wheels, 

79 N 9550C—Shipping weight 9 pounds «asa a e Cash $23.99 

ALLSTATE Power Pack. 7.5-watt output. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

49 N 9549 —Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces........ cese $4.37 

Cibi Dace scans by deisimasmiseltedimical om 

Race to be first through 
the narrow bridge . . 

"Thrill to the excitement 
of night racing . . 

Cars. For set at left, Assembled. About 1/32 scale (5 to 6 inches long). 
Plastic. Note— (3) and (4) have lighted headlights, Wt. 8 oz. 
(1) 49N9555-Martin | Ea. (3) 49N9556— es | Fa. 
(2) 49N9554-Jaguar J $3.44 (4) 49N9557— aguar f $4.44 

Track. For set at left. Build larger speedways. Plastic, metal. 
(5) 49 N 9595—11-inch Curved. Shipping weight 6 ounces....... 59e 
(6) 49 N 9593—734-inch Straight. Shipping weight 6 ounces... . .. 59e 
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Use the spectroscope to identify unknown chemicals by their burning color 
THIS SET CONTAINS ALL THE PROFESSIONAL-LIKE EQUIPMENT, CHEMICALS AND APPARATUS YOU NEED TO DO 760 EXPERIMENTS 

"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 202. Centrifuge separates Powered Agitator stirs Lab Balance is so delicate 
49 N 4665. ... Each 16c; 4 for 60c liquids and solids solution in a test tube it accurately weighs a feather 

Study harmless radioactive ore 4N 
1000-experiment Chemcraft set also has extra apparatus for 8:9 99 
glass blowing, distilling gas, even figuring specific gravity s 

Re shows 
alpha rays sparkling 
from radioactive ore 

Explore high school chemistry a e with 32 chemicals, Also a chemical rocket, powered agitator (order 2 “C” bat- 
6 detailed lab manuals, chemical natripod with teries above), centrifuge, balance, glass tubing, and more. 
wire gauze, gas generator bottle. Includes Pyrex glassware, — 6-panel metal cabinet opens to 58x13}4x1}4 in. deep. 
6 test tubes, 2 racks, alcohol lamp, spectroscope. 49 N 6325—Shipping weight 14 pounds. ....Set $28.99 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells ra pen 471 
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Snap-on Panels to expand your All Aboard Train Set 

Snow-covered panels with pre-wired, built-in train track. All with contoured 
landscaping touched with icy glitter that looks like snow. Each panel decorated 
with fencing, signs, one or more trees, telegraph pole, street lamp and more. 
Colorful plastic and metal. 17x17 inches. Shipping weight each 4 pounds. 

(1) 79 N 9711C— Straight track. With house, footbridge, big tree. . 
(2) 79 N 9714C— Crossover track. With lake, bridge, billboard, tree. 
(3) 79 N 9709C—Curved track. Also with billboard, hill, 3 trees. 

(4) 79 N 9712C— Right switch track. Remote controlled. With signs. 
(5) 79 N 9713C—Left switch track. Remote controlled. With signs. 

Eldon’s LITTLE BIG TRAIN 
carries supplies to the U. S. 

Cavalry as the battle begins 

Set with 
transformer s| 899 

Place 1-piece plastic base on floor or table top. Over 
7 feet of track—all pre-mounted. The Rawhide and 
Hangtown Railroad passes through decorated hills 
of sage brush, over a trestle bridge and through a 
removable mountain. Sound whistle on locomotive 
and take the side track to the trading post. Then un- 
load needed cannon from flat car. 5-piece train with 
box car, log car with removable logs, caboose. 30x30- 
in. base has place for train storage. All figures 34 in. 
tall. Indians with bows and arrows take on cavalry 
with guns. Horses, flag, teepees, corral. 12-v. trans- 

former for forward, reverse. UL listed. 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. Sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 9809N—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . „$18.99 

No Money Down on anything 
Sears sells . . see page 266 t 

Toi pae scare tr diuisa niidlóchdlcaL Con 

Gilbert A -Absard Train Set 

All landscaped, all wired—ready to go! Glistening 

snow-scene panels simply snap-together.Train goes 

forward, reverse, couples, uncouples by remote control 

Complete Set dress, 53 [77 
Takes only minutes to assemble. Just snap-together six scenic molded 
plastic panels of lakes, roads, ravines—even a tunnel. Freight train travels 
through landscaped area surrounded by houses, street lamps, signs, trees, 
bridges and billboards. 5-unit, standard gauge train consists of steam loco- 
motive, tender, box car, coal car and caboose. 122 inches of track. Entire 
layout measures 51x34 inches wide. 25-watt transformer gives you remote- 
control starting, stopping and reversing. Train couples and uncouples auto- 
matically. Extra add-on panels sold at left. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60- 
cycle AC. Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
79 N 9803L— Shipping weight 17 pounds..................- Set $31.77 



If you enjoy Chess or Checkers 

you'll be fascinated by SIEGE 
The master strategy game 

you can buy only at Sears 

Hi-Ho Cherry-O! 
s[89 déi = 

Spinner game for the preschool set 

For 2, 3 or 4 players, ages 4 to 8. Start with 10 
cherries on each tree. Using spinner for direction, 
winner is first player to pick 10 cherries. 
49 N 65205— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.....$1.89 

Geo-graphy U.S.A, 

389 

Speed counts . . educational, fun 

For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to teens. Spin dial to 
find your starting letter. Invert timer, then peg For 2 players, age 10 to adult. 4 mounted knights attack a medieval castle ¢ fended by 4 footmen and a in as many cities, states, islands, rivers, lakes and castle commander. The knights move in an “L” pattern, the commander moves diagonally one or more national parks as time allows . . hurry! spaces. His footmen move 1 space diagonally to defend him. To win, capture the commander or eliminate Shipping weight 2 pounds all 4 knights. Playing pieces and 3-dimensional castle are sturdy, colorful plastic. 79: N8960. o Lus cen S289 SOR URS 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys on pages 433 to 609 until August |, 1968 

49 N 224—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces....... IIIS $3.89 

QS D> 
= zat Ero d 

w 

Probe . . try to guess the secret word $4.66 Feeley Meeley . . find objects you can't see s344 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to adult. Each player selects and conceals a secret Ages 10 to adult, 2 to 4 players. Box holds plastic objects . . spider, ring, word on his board. Opponents try to guess it letter by letter, with unique frog, and more. A card is turned, signaling players to find item shown scoring rules and sudden action changes to heighten the fun. by feel! Winner is player who finds most objects. 49 N 65201—Shipping weight 2 pounds 5 ounces.................$4.66 Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. 

Eoo cui Eo C bees seccnth> coos: eeceoeohbeveovscceeeeo lel 

Monopoly . . the famous game of high finance Slap Trap . . fast, frantic, funny! $377 
with Ages 6 and up, 2 to 4 players. Alert players who “beat the trap” win a Deluxe $588 sanre tay | standard $389 chip rom the frapper, but slow moving payers whose bee got cought 

Ages 10 to adult, 2 to 10 players. This deluxe edition contains enough “money” have to pay the Trapper to get their beetle back. If spinner stops on red, and equipment for 10 to play at once, or for 2 to play almost indefinitely, Plastic ‘Trapper can feint, but on green, everybody moves! 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces, 

49 N 662)9 iios coro a Whee et dass Urey sies ii <7 4 

467 

banker's tray keeps deeds, money and buildings in order. Board strongly 
reinforced to last. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N6501C—Deluxe. Shipping weight 4 pounds.............. .$5.88 
49 N 285—Standard Monopoly. 2 to 8 play. No tray. Wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz.. ..3.89 

Citai page scans by dieisthiatniselediwical com 



SCRABBLE* 3 

great word game 

The crossword game that increases 
your word power. Accumulate points 
as you build words on board . . high 
score wins. 2 to 4 can play, ages 8 to 
adult. Game includes board, 100 
word tiles with scoring numbers in 
corners and 4 letter racks. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 11 oz. 
49 N8E08$...1. 2:1 us $3.84 

SCRABBLE? for Juniors s257 

One side has easy picture identifica 
tion words . . advance to harder words 
on other side. Player spelling the most 
words wins. Helps build vocabulary, 
makes spelling more fun. New 3rd edi- 
tion has board, 100 letter tiles, instruc 
tions. For 2 players, age 6 and up. 
49 N 65055—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz.. .$2.57 

Hi i d : $ i 

MIRI di ju HIE 

RSVP . . crossword game s479 
3-dimensional game is played on both sides of an up- 
right grid by individuals or teams. The object . . to 
form words horizontally or vertically by placing letter 
cubes crossword fashion on your side of board while 
blocking formation of words on opposite side. Game, 
in handsome leatherette (imitation leather) box, in- 
cludes grid, 75 polished hardwood cubes and directions. 
49 N 65168— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz. $479 

THE GAME OF LIFE 5499 
Start up 3-dimensional road of life with car and 
$2,000. Run into snags and good luck as you go 
through college, business and married life. Make the 
right decisions and Wheel of Fate may spin you into 
Millionaire Acres . . as winner. Game includes 8 cars, 
$7,000,000 in play money, cards and certificates, 
board. For 2 to 8 players, age 10 to adult. 

79 N 65034C — Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . .$4.99 

GRAB A LOOP 

Attach belts with loops . . 

Cunioa pane scans by disimasmuaselecimici com 

action game $459 

object of game is to 

grab as many loops of the right color from other 
participants as you can without losing any of 
yours, Player with most loops at end wins. 36 
plastic loops, 6 belts and bases. Age 8 to adult. 

49 N 65309—Shipping weight 3 lbs.. . . .$4.59 

MYSTERY DATE GAME s994 

Girl players (2 to 4) try to collect the 

right combination of cards to complete 
their date-time outfits. Dates include 
dance, skiing, bowling or beach party. 
Player wins if she has right outfit. 
49 N 65035— Wt. 1 lb. 120z.. . .$2.94 

RISK! Game of War Strategy s674 

Place armies on 42 territories. Each roll óf dice pits army 
against army. Win by occupying every territory on board. 
450 army pieces, cards, 6 dice. For 2 to 6, age 10 and up. 
79 N 65147C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . ...... $6.74 

sac Sears 475 



Two youngsters can sit and chat 
while they learn spelling, play 

checkers, bingo, and other games 

Twin Play Center 

f 4” 

Sturdy play equipment for two—desk top 
chalkboards reverse to magnetic steel spell- 
ing boards. Comes with 2 spinner cards, 
108 magnetic alphabet letters, 4 magnetic 
spelling puzzles, 4 bingo cards, 1 trip to the 
zoo game card with markers, 1 set of 
checkers. Made of wood, aluminum and 
hardboard. Red and blue finish. 20x19x52 
inches long. Seats fold beneath table for 
compact storage. For children from ages 
2 to 8. Instructions included for simple 
assembly and for playing 5 games. 
Shipping weight 15 pounds. 

79 616297L.....-.... eese ees $14.99 

Like everything else in Sears books, 
it's so easy to order by telephone 

Walnut-grained 
finish 

Deacon's Bench-and-Toy Chest $ 99 
combines storage and seating space 

Great idea for every child's room. Made of laminated flakeboard, it's 
built for sturdiness with storage space up to 5 cubic feet. Safety turn 
catch keeps lid open safely. Stain-and-ink resistant finish. 3434x 
1614x261 in. high. Seat 16 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 € 90075L—Shipping weight 24 pounds. $17.99 

Tote-A-Toy Cart for quick tidy-ups sg? 

Lively addition to any child's room. A big help in keeping rooms 
neater. Features full-swivel casters for easy moving. Steel frame 
with hardboard sides and bottom. Vividly decorated scenes in red, 
green, yellow, blue. 24x16x22 inches high. Unassembled 
79 € 90076C—Shipping weight 15 pounds. . . - $8.99 

CGutsod pane scans by cuisines naisetecindcal oom 

Play Center Desk 
with chalkboard, pegs, 
stick-on vinyl designs 

31 T 

Closed, this play center is a 
chalkboard with easy-to-read 
numbers and alphabet. Open, 
it's a peg table with mallet 

and gear-disc pegs. Chalk- 
board flips over to vinyl 
backside for creating designs 
with 50 polished vinyl stick 
on figures. Console has peg- 
board and clock. Frame of 
plated tubular steel; seat and 
backrest of molded plastic 
Also includes 36 yellow al. 
phabet pegs, chalk, eraser 
Light blue and yellow. About 
30x21x17 inches high. Un 
assembled. 

79C16296L-Wt. 14 Ibs. $12.99 

This Boston Rocker is 
restful . . and doubly so 
because it’s musical 

Belo" 
Comfy. gentle rocking blends with 

playing of the imported 
box to delight the heart of 

the most active child. Made 
hardwood, smoothly fin- 

ished with non-toxic materials. 
‘Rocker stands 25 inches high 

rall with a 10x12-inch seat. 



— Germany . . organ-like mel 

11 in. diam. lithographed steel. 

plastic. 
49 N 4799 — Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz..$].69 

Soft Snap-on Beads 

These giant beads are nice 
for teething . . too big to 
swallow. (Each 1%-in. in 
diameter.) Soft polyethylene 

. washable, unbreakable, 
squeezable, chewable. Easy 
for tiny fingers to push to- 

gether, snap apart. For chil- 
dren up to 4 years old. 
49 N 4598—64 beads. 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $1.59 
49 N4599—32 beads. Ship- 
ping weight 6 oz. ..84c 
Build your order up to $20.00 or 
more and order on Sears Éosy 
Terms . . see page 294 for details. 
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[E] Imported "Organ" Top from 

ody as it spins. 914 in. high, big 

49 N 4667 —Wt. 1 Ib. 1302.52.54 

P 

D 
py 

(Je 
Musical Cradle Gym. Plays a hap- 

tune when baby pulls center 
ring. Develops arms, neck and back 
when spring exerciser rings are pulled. 
Swiss music box. Smoothly finished 
hardwood with sanitary plastic trim. 
49 N 4422— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.....$3.88 
49 N A4 72— (not shown). Similar to 
above, no music box. Wt. 1 Ib... . $1.66 

*Hi 
Musical Cradle Clock. Plays 

igh Diddle Diddle” when cord 
is pulled. Nursery rhyme characters 
move around the Man in the Moon, 
to tell the familiar story. Changing 

& colors flash behind transparent num- 
bers. Clock hands rotate with the 

. Durable plastic. Attach to wall 
or cradle. 
49 N 4536—Shpg. wt. 2 1bs.....53.88 

$ 
E 
10 
49 

7] Magical Top. Tulip unfolds (3 
as it spins; dancing ballerina 

appears. 944 in.-high. Metal and to 
10 

49 

Color Chonger Top. You see 
changing colors and hear 

ft, melodious tones as it spins. 

in. high. Metal and plastic. 
N 4796— Wt. 1 Ib. S oz. S. 

Popping Ball Top. Balls 
jump. then cling like magic 

plastic dome as spinning stops. 

in. high. Metal and plastic. 
N A&ó6— Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz..1.74 Š; 

uu 

[3] Musical Mobile. Music box inside bird- — [1] 

— house playsa soothing lullabye as baby 

bird rocks on perch and nursery birds 

circle slowly below. Birds are sponge-rub. 

ber filled. washable plastic. 20 in. high. 

79 N 4477C —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $4.77 
79 N 4482C—Same as above. but without 
musical birdhouse. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. . $2.44 

49 

i] Casper in the Music Box. Turn the crank . , hear his 

— catchy theme song. Then up pops Casper, the friendly 

ghost, merry eyes dancing, ready to be friends with your 

tot. All metal box, bright pictures. 544 inches high. 
49 N 4573—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. . MU rd 

i] Jock-in-the-Box. Plays “Pop Goes the Weasel” . . a 
jolly clown pops up to delight children. Brilliantly 

colored. Steel spring mechanism, metal pop-up lid. Plastic 
clown in all metal, gaily decorated box. 514 inches pr 

49 N 4571— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 3 , 

(2 Musical Roly Poly . . a happy little clown who tilts, 

rocks, rolls to a merry tune. A wonderful entertainer. 

Sturdy, high-impact plastic . . made for rough-and- 
tumble play. Hand painted. 11 inches high. 

31.69 49 N 4409 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

m) "Former in the Dell" Music Box. Kiddies love to 

sing along with this familiar tune . . and see the story 

told in colorful pictures. Fine Swiss Music box. sturdy 

wood cabinet. Vinyl neck strap for carrying. Ages 2-5. 
49 N 4602—7 inches high. Shpg. wt. 13 oz.. $1.77 

[ij] Huckleberry Hound and Yogi Bear squeeze toys. 
Those delightfully funny TV favorites are here in 

life-like vinyl plastic— soít, but oh so durable. Wonder- 
fully washable. Bright, lasting colors with non-toxic finish. 
49 N 4532— Each 6 in. high. Shpg. wt. pr. 7 oz. Pair $1.24 

— crib rail, 
rocks on floor. A Playskool toy. Wood. 

N 4553—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

Crib Roll. 
make noise. A Pl. 

49 N 4554 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. ... $. 

to coax 

Crib Rail Boot slides on play pen or 
paddle wheel spins. Also 

$1.39 

y turns toy, beads whirl, 
skool toy. Wood 



RY LABORATORY 

alcohol 
lamp 

36 chemicals In big 20unce 
bottles .. flasks, beakor, even 

a mortar-and-postle to grind mixtures 

So much more professional-type equipment 

.. more chemicals and larger glassware 

Sears biggest 
Chemistry Set 

for advanced students 

1150 ithout plis $4,088 E 

Perform detailed chemical experiments like a lab technician 
-. study secrets of atomic energy, glass blowing, physics, 
magic and spectroscopy. Use professional-type Pyrex glass- 
ware: 100-ml. beaker, 15-ml. graduate, 125-ml. florence and 
erlenmeyer flasks; five 5x54-in. and six 6x34-in. test tubes, 
wash bottle, glass tubing. Also ring stand, burette clamp, 
large wood test-tube rack, rubber stoppers, 2-oz. alcohol 
lamp, centrifuge, spectroscope, hydrometer, agitator (order 
2 "C" batteries), balance and more. To guide you, there 
are 6 manuals, 10 extensive chemical charts. Rugged 
4-panel metal cabinet opens to 60x16x3 inches deep. 
79 N 6367L— Shipping weight 26 pounds. . ... .Set $49.88 
79 N 4665—"C" Battery. Wt. ea. 2 o2. .. Each 16e; 4 for 60c 

Chemicals can't hurt this professional-type table 

ee eide s1098 
Keep chemicals in easy reach, put apparatus in order. Roomy 
work surface wipes clean . . has spill-proof edges, chemical-re- 
sistant tin-plate dry sink. Holds 1 to 4-panel chemistry or science 
lab cabinets beneath adjustable shelf. Walnut-stained wood frame, 
pegboard back, tubular-steel legs. 25x17x44 in. Unassembled. > 
79 N 6328C—Shipping weight 14 pounds. -..$10.98 

6 extra Chemical Refills QQc = 
Get the chemicals most used in chemistry sets. Do favor- 
ite experiments again and again. Includes Sodium Car- 
bonate, Sodium Ferrocyanide, Calcium Oxide, Ferric 

] Ammonium Sulfate, Phenolphthalein solution, and Co- 
balt Chloride. In 1-ounce bottles. 
49 N 6326—Shipping weight 8 ounces......... Set 99c 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells | 

472 SEARS ans 
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Lift front throw lever 
to release binding. 
Tension control is 
adjustable. 

5-FOOT SKI SET 
Quick release bindings fit 

boots . . overshoes, too 

You can order TOYS i» , 1969 
on pages 467 to 638 Á As aga 

5 f j this price. Sleekly styled and 

—-— from now until UA} Soni i dors tine d 
No. 1 hardwood, black with con- 
trasting color stripes. Grooved 

October , Y bottoms for smooth tracking. 
Steel harness with adjustable 

" \ toe piece and leather straps. 2- 
\ col red wood ith o 1967 \ c A e PERS lastic grips. 

December 79 N 2461L—Wt. 7 Ibs.. $8.69 
Vibes socii ond 

January 1967 | 

E Ne at You'll have this M EK SET 
[^ uni extensive selection all 3599 

March 1967 year around so you can UOS 

acil zu shop at home for: dd bios! toa 
Misa M patihe. eren ex 

irness. o M 

May. aimi * Birthday gifts, treats wood poles are in- 

Í Kaa * Party prizes, favors 79 N 24661... 15.99 
" 1967 67 July * Grab bag presents n SKI SET 

1967 August 1967 * Get-well gifts s399 
SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT 

12345 * Replacement parts Q For ages 5 to 9. 
6 7 8 9 101112 C ETT 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 * Refills, accessories spring and strap har- 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 p Nn rond 
27 28 29 30 31 79 N 2469C. . , $3.99 

Sears has SNURFER . . now you 
can surf in the snow . . 
a great new way to go! 

3699 

Whip down that hill! Shift 
weight over keel and use 
plastic rope to balance and 
steer. Use even after light 
snowfall, Madeof 7-ply wood. 
Yellow-and-black striped en- 
amel finish. 4 ft. long, 7 in. 
wide. Ages 4 to 12. Wt. 6 lbs. 
79N8301C........ $6.99 

YEAR-ROUND TOYS 

for Boys and Girls 

And remember: you can buy anything 

Sears sells on credit with No Money Down. 

And with a Sears Credit Card, you can 

phone your order— just say “Charge It”. 

See pages 267 and 268. 

466 [Sears] su ms — 
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You want those oriental “rubies”, but 

you must poke your finger in the snake 

basket! Will the snake jump out at 

A. M you? Must you take all those baby 

snakes instead of the “rubies”? 

44 
& Play and find out! The richest 

ee player wins, so you want lots of 
“rubies”. If the snake pops out 
of his basket when you put your 
finger in, you must take snake 
disks instead. You win rubies by 
catching the snake or by getting 
rid of all your snake disks. For 2 to 
4 players, ages 5 to 12. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 243—Wt. 2 lbs...... $4.44 

Races PD. 

ru Cold feet | 
Cold Fee! 
you"—comical gun squirts 

Chop Suey. As the spring- 
operated bowl turns, you 

Up to 4 can play. 

m————Q 

“So sorry I mist 3 Avalanche. Drop marbles in- 
to stand-up rack. They roll 

once in 6 trigger pulls . . it's down, must get through a series 

only the teeniest spray, but to of gates before they're yours to 

anticipating players it looms place on your game card. Gates 

like an icy deluge. Spinner de- may or may not open at your 

termines who fires at who. If turn. Color-match marbles to 

you get Cold Feet, back out, cards . . first player to finish his 

but you won't get to wear the card wins. 5 different versions, 
“Big Shot" button. 2-4 players. from easy to difficult, for 2 to 6. 

49 N 65163—Wt. 3lbs. $4.99 — 49N65179-Wt.21bs.4oz. $2.69 

Clean Sweep. Ready with 
your brooms? Pop-up trash 

try to pick plastic pieces from can in center of playing board 

it with chopsticks, The tough- scatters litter, you must sweep 

er the shape of the piece, the it into your corner, Be careful 

higher the number of points it what you get . . only “good lit- 

scores for you. Inserting the 3 — ter" wins points. After all trash 

extra chopsticks through bowl has been swept up, player with 

adds extra difficulty to the task. — most “good litter” and points is 

the winner, 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 65203—Wt. 2 Ibs. $4.44 — 49N65153-Wt.4bs.607. $3.99 

MUSICAL CHAIRS 
New table-top version of 
the all-time favorite . . 

for up to 8 players 

3566 
Wind the knob of the musical 
turntable, and grab your play- 
er. When the music stops, get 
your man to a chair, You're 
out if you're the last one there. 
Imported Swiss music box that 
can't be overwound. For 
youngsters age 4 to 12. Ship- 
ping weight 3 pounds. 
79 N 65206C........$5.66 

Action games for kids 5 to I2 
5 Voodoo. Put the mysterious 

witch doctor in his hut, and 
you're ready to play. Take turns 
sticking plastic pins into the 
voodoo doll one at a time. If 
the witch doctor springs out, 
you're eliminated. The last 
player to be left after all others 
have brought the witch doctor 
out wins. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 65204—Wt. 2 lbs. $2.88 

6 Fire House Mouse. Slide 
mouse to top of pole, start 

passing cards around in a circle. 
Get four of a kind before the 
mouse reaches bottom. Player 
with highest scoring four cards 
wins round, advances his fire- 
man. First fireman around the 
circle in 12 rounds wins. 2 to 4 
players. 

79 N 6516C—Wt. 3 lbs. $2.69 



Will you get a ruby.. 
or a baby snake? 

to find out put your finger 
in the Snake's Basket. 
But watch out—it jumps up.. 

The richest player wins, so you want lots of “rubies.” If the 
snake pops out, you must take "snakes" instead. Win 
bies" by catching the snake as it pops out or by getting rid 

makes” (discs). For 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. of all your 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. 

49 N 6530 .... . 

Don't start an 3319 

AVALANCHE 

Drop marbles into stand-up rack 
They roll down, but must get through 
a series of swinging gates before you 
place them on your game card. Gates 
may or may not open at your turn 
Color match cards, marbles . . 
to finish his card wins. 5 versions, 
easy to difficult. For 2 to 6 players, 
49 N 65179—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $3.19 476 Sears sac 
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. $4.99 

BUCKET OF FUN 

for indoors or out 

:519 

Here's an “explosive” ac- 
tion game that provides 
youngsters with hours of 
healthful play and exer- 
cise. Works off excess en- 
ergy on those rainy days, 

or play outdoors when the 
weather is fine. 

The colorful plastic 
bucket pops out a shower 
of colored balls . . players 
scramble to retrieve their 
color . . one ball at a time. 
4 cylinders, 16 balls. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 
49 N 65116..... $5.19 

CLEAN SWEEP 

Sweep up more "good" 

litter than trash 

to win the game 

$ 3” 

Ready with the brooms! 
Pop-up trash can in cen- 
ter of board scatters lit 
ter sweep goodies fast 

into your corner. Be care- 
ful . . only “good” litter 
gets points. After all trash 
has been swept up, one 
with most “good” litter 
and points wins. 2-4 
players. Wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 65153.....$3.99 

POPPIN HOPPIES 

Catch the spring- 

released Hoppies 

to complete figure 

$ 4 4 

Complete the multicolored 
Hoppie figure puzzle on 
the board. Win colored 
parts by catching Hop- 

pies of same colors. A suc- 
tion device holds pieces in 
cocked position . . for how 
long? When vacuum 
breaks, Hoppies pop into 

the air at random! Every 
man for himself! 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz 
49 N 65107 ..... $474 

“ru. 

VOODOO! with a witch 3329 
doctor, voodoo doll 

Put the mysterious witch doctor in his hut, 
and you're ready to play. Take turns sticking 
plastic pins into the voodoo doll one at a 
time. If the witch doctor springs out, you're 
eliminated. The last player to be left after 
all the others have brought out the witch doc- 
tor is the winner. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 65204 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. . $3.29 

KERPLUNK takes a 

steady hand, keen eye 

:319 

Insert 30 plastic sticks 
into holes in tower to 
form a “nest.” 40 mar“ 
bles rest on top of nest 
Each player, in turm, 
withdraws one stick, care- 
fully, to avoid causing 
marbles to fall . . increas- 
ingly difficult as game 
progresses. Steady hand, 
keen eye are musts. Fall- 
en marbles score against 
players, low score wins. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 
49 N 65113..... $3.19 



Your children deserve a 
Home Study Center of their own 

and ample shelf space for supplies 

Walnut-grained-hardboard Desk has sliding door $1 5» BE PUN 
sories not included 

J “Junior Executive” Study Desk for better 2 Desk Blotter Set. Blue vinyl with the look 
organized homework sessions. 2 roomy of leather . . gold-color trim. Includes a 

shelves for storage of books and other items . . 
not included. 3734-inch desk top provides large 
work area. Sturdily made hardboard sides and 

16x21-in. desk pad, ball-point pen with base, 
memo pad and holder and letter opener. 
79 C 16278C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... ......... $4.69 

top with bright square tubular aluminum legs. 
3734x1934x2234 inches high. Unassembled. 
Chair not included, order (5) at right. 
79 € 9005L—Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs..... 

vorr NoPQRS TU. [mus "unn 

(6) 
Reversible Chalkboard 

Easel-style 

4 
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+. $15.99 

3 World Globe. Full color lithoed metal with 
meridian lines. 1134 in. high, 9-in. diam. 

49 C 1836—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $2.49 

Wall-style Chalkboard 

Chalkboards 

( 6 and 7 ) Made of dent-resistant hardboard 
with frames of pine. Come with chalk, eraser. 

One side is green with decorative design, 
reverse all black. Board adjusts to any angle. 

Clear-finish frame, tubular aluminum stand. 
27x41 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 C 16126C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs... $4.99 

7 Green board, maple-color frame. 25x19 in 
79 C 16127C—Shipping weight 4 lbs.. . . .$2.69 

A vertical 
space saver 

Pole 
Desk 
with 

shelves 

Chair and 
accessories, 
not included 

Chair only 

4 Pole Desk. Height adjusts with child's growth. 
Use cork bulletin board when desk is closed. 

Brass spring tension poles adjust to fit standard 
8-ft. ceilings. Walnut-grained-hardboard finish, 
hardboard sides, top. Desk area, 27x19 in. 
Shelves at top, 27x7x21 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 € 90054L—Shpg. wt. 28 Ibs... ..$18.99 

Armchair. Polished aluminum frame. Blue 
vinyl covered padded seat, back. 12x13x22 in. 

79 € 90052C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs..............$4.99 

Trace-a Sketch $7299 
Electric Drawing Set 3 

Lighted plastic drawing desk (10x14 in.) has on-off 
switch, uses 15-w. bulb (not incl.). With paper, 

, eraser, set of 6 caricatures (Bob Hope, pencils, sharpener, 
Joe Namath, Sammy Davis, Jr., Phyllis Diller, Tiny 
Tim). UL listed 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 C 16231—Shipping weight 3 pounds........... $3.99 

Refill Set. F. Sinatra, Lucy Ball, J.F.K., Jackie, 
F.D.R., Joe DiMaggio. Plastic frame 9x11 in. 

49 C 16269—Shipping weight 8 ounces............ 51.69 



It's fun to learn music __ 

Our Best . . 49-key Spinet . . 4 full octaves 

$ 9495 $3.50 down 
cash 

This good-looking spinet gives beginners an easy step up to a full-size 
piano. Standard width keys are wide enough to finger easily. Large, 
realistically detailed replica of a real spinet piano, it is sturdily con 
structed of the finest plywood, finished in simulated walnut 

49 black and white plastic keys act directly on high-carbon steel tone 
rods, precision-ground to give a range of 4 octaves. Includes color chart 
for keys and music book with notes in color. Piano measures 22 inches 
high, 30 inches long. Matching bench: 10 in. high, 14 in. long. 
79 N 686N—Freight (rail, truck) or express, Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs. $3455 

[1] s14.98 
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on a Beginner Piano 

Beautiful 41-key Baby Grand .. 3 full octaves $24.95 

A happy way to develop real musical interest at an early age . . a toy piano 
styled like a baby grand. Delights the eye with its gleaming, high-gloss ivory 
finish and bright red fallboard. Long lasting . . made of sturdy hardwood 

Colorful song book and magic key chart help little beginners learn to play 
41 black and white plastic keys are standard width . . flats and sharps act 
directly on chromatically tuned tone bar. Lift-up top forms music rack 
Piano: 29 in. high, 27 in. long. Matching bench: 14 in. high, 18 in. long 
79 N 68BAN—Freight (rail, truck) or express, Wt. 27 Ibs. $2.50 down. . Cash $24.95 

Simulated mahogany-finished 
29-key Piano, matching Bench 

T) Big, realistic-looking spinet. Sturdy 
tic keys include sharps and flats. 

striking action. 29 tempered-steel tone rods, 
chromatically tuned, play 214 octaves 

Rigid plywood cabinet with music rack 
Includes easy-to-follow music book. Piano 
measures 20x12x20 inches high. Bench meas. 
ures 10x514x714 inches high 
79 N 573L—Shipping weight 18 Ibs. $14.98 

ve 

24-key Piano, matching Bench 

Miniature spinet with rich, resonant tone 
and positive-striking plastic keys. Chro- 

matically tuned tone bar plays 2 full octaves. 
Strong plywood cabinet with music rack 

finished in clear-gloss mahogany. Easy-to- 
read song book included. Piano measures 
16x11x18 inches high. Bench measures 10x 
514x714 inches high 
79 N 669L ping weight 16 Ibs. $10.98 

ONLY 10% DOWN on Sears 

Easy Terms .. see page 294 



Sears Student Biology 
Laboratory contains 

2 animal specimens 

$999 
Rated 75 to 450 power, but 3-tur- 
ret microscope has telescoping 
zoom lens that magnifies to 675 
times normal size. Rotates 360°, 
tilts 25° for viewing big objects. 
11-in, metal. Lab has frog, crayfish, 
feathers, seeds for germination, 
2 dissecting needles, glass slides 
and comprehensive manual. Cabi- 
net opens to 19x1334x3 in. deep. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
49 N 6343 ...............$9.99 

Basic Biology Kit 

$444 

For youngster who has a microscope. 
Contains fish, frog, earthworm and 
crayfish. Also shrimp eggs, hatchery, 
magnifier, dissecting tools. Manual. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49:N 6342... idee oes oes $4.44 

m— Om O E 

uod i lets BEEN Group viewer 
M$ everyone see the 

enlarged image on 
a sereen..or place 
tracing paper for 

—— NM d drawings 

Bi. 

Color-injected specimens let 
you study blood circulation 
. . 24 scientifically prepared 
slides display botanical leaf 

dissection and plant spores 

Sears Senior Biology Laboratory 
with 5 specimens, shrimp hatchery Advanced Biology 

Lab stocked with 
10 specimens 

$0499 

madent thst s1 99 mie m dues $14 
All-metal microscope frame rotates 360° for objects 
too large for viewing stage . . tilts 25° for more com- 
fortable sighting angles. Zoom lens lets you focus in- 
stantly. Illustrated manual details dissection proce- 
dures. Specimens include frog, fish, earthworm, clam 
and crayfish . . also feathers and plant seeds. You can 
watch shrimp hatch before your eyes with brine shrimp 
eggs and hatchery. Learn proper use of the microtome, 
scalpel, dissecting needles, spatula, tweezers and 2 
glass slides. Cabinet opens to 29x13}4x3 inches deep. 
49 N 6344—Shipping weight 9 pounds. . . Set $14.99 

Learn biology in high school lab manner with 
over 50 pieces of equipment . . 10 real spe- 
cimens to dissect, surgical tools, even a 
“How to Dissect" manual, 2 colored charts. 

Attach group viewer on rugged metal 
microscope for audience viewing or tracing 
images. 5 turrets, zoom lens, electric illum- 
ination. Color-injected fish and frog illus- 
trate artery-and-vein networks, Laboratory 
includes second fish and frog, starfish, clam, 
crayfish, 3 insects, and shrimp eggs to hatch. 

Instruments include scalpel, scissors, dis- 
secting needles, spatula, tweezers, Also mi- 
crotome, glass slides and covers for making 
specimen slides. With senior manual. 4-panel 
metal cabinet opens to 38x1314x3 in. 
79 N 6346C-Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs..Set $24.99 
Note: All electric microscopes 
UL listed, 110-120-v,, 60-c. AC ra SEARS 473 



1/24 SCALE RACING CAR | 
12 OHM CONTROLLER 
CARRY ALL CASE 

1/24 ready-built Ferrari or Chaparral 

with controller, accessories and case 

:999 | 2%, 3797 
(1 and 2 ) Sears offers this choice of sets with 
everything you need at pay-to-race slot centers. 
Each 7-inch car detailed in tough plastic. High- 
torque 1014-volt inline motor winds up to 30,000 
rpm. Aluminum chassis, threaded axles, super-soft 
slicks. 12-ohm controller with 3-wire plug. Acces- 
sories incl. screwdriver, 2 tires, 2 braided pickups, 
racing gear, Allen wrench, wheel wrench, decals, 
lubricant. Plastic carrying case 10x7x234 in. deep. 

Either 
car only 

Either 
set 

49 N 9563— Ferrari Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $9.99 
49 N 9561 — Ferrari Car only. Wt. 12 oz 737 

49 N 9564— Chaparral Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...$9.99 
49 N 9562— Chaparral Car only. Wt. 12 oz.. 7.97 

7 

1/24scalo set 

" sg 
Cheetah Slot Racer Kit plus 15-ohm Mark 4 Controller 

1/24-scale slot racer with 634-inch tough plastic 
body, die-cast magnesium chassis, rubber tires, 
X250 motor (25,000 rpm). 15-ohm controller. 
49 N 20801 —Set. Shpg. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz $12.99 
49 N 20803— Car Kit only. Wt. 11b.. . 7.88 

Lm 
Porsche Carrera 6 . . the only 1/24 

slot racer with Hemi-400 motor 

1/24-scale 634-in. plastic body houses many 
pace-setting details: 37,000-rpm motor, 2-pc 
aluminum pan chassis, super-soft rubber tires. 

49 N 20810— Ready-built. Wt. 10 oz.. .$9.88 
49 N 20811— Kit. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 7.88 

Va-scole with Hemi-300 motor. 5 in. 
49 N 20812— Kit. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

long. 

$6.88 

no —— A 

Mako Shark I! body shell 

holy terror of a motor—the 

Va-scole slot racer with S-inch plastic 
body, same materials as 1/24 scale. X150 
motor (37,500 rpm). 15-ohm controller. 
49 N 20802—Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.... $11.99 
49 N 20804—Car Kit only. Wt. 1 Ib.. 5.99 

ONOGRAN 

Kit 

Dyn-O/SC 100 . . 4-wheel 
brakes, silastic tires 

Finely balanced 
road. 

Futuristic design powered by 
the super-fast 25,000-rpm Dyn- 

O-Charger motor. Front-wheel 
device gives automatic 4-wheel 
brakes. 6}4-inch plastic body, 
aluminum chassis. Silastic rub- 
ber tires. 1/24 scale. 
49 N 20805-Wt. 130z. $9.99 

rpm). 

New |/24-scale Ford “J” Slot Car 
Dual chassis lets you race this speedster with Dyn-O-Can motor 

in sidewinder or inline position . . 

Look no further, you'll 
find it only at Sears 

Two sleek body designs powered by a 

Dyn-O-Can that winds up to 30,000 rpm. 
2-way aluminum chassis lets you position 

the motor the way you want to make it a 
winner at any pay-to-race slot center. 

McLaren Elva with AJ's 
tires bonded to wheels 

. really hugs the 
AJ Sil-I-Kone slicks help 

boost speed, slide around curves. 
Super-Tiger X220 motor (25,000- 

Aluminum chassis 
scale plastic body, 624 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 20808— Ready-built. $9.99 
49 N 20809—Kit. 

you can even change bodies 

s[|88 

Ready-built. Lightweight vacuum-formed 
plastic bodies, high-traction silastic rubber 
tires, axle bearings. Front pickup guide 
swings down from rear. Ford “J” body 654 
in. long, Mako Shark body 734 in. long. 
49 N 20806— Shipping wt. 12 oz..$11.88 

025-HP 

Cox 15-ohm Mark 4 Speed 

Controller gives instant 

response to all slot cars 

3699 

One of the most sensitive made . . 
outwears many others. The Mark 4 
boasts a taper-wound resistor that 
handles fast 6 and 12-volt motors. 

High-impact plastic case is cool 
to hold—vented on 4 sides. Comfort- 
able 434-in. grip for steady racing. 
Dynamic brakes react instantly. 
Fuse wire protected. Has no-tangle 
power cord with 3 alligator clips. 
49 N 20821— Wt. 6 oz $6.99 

Mark 3 Controller. Same size and 
shape but with 25-ohm resistor. 
49 N 20822— Wt. 6 oz $5.99 

Holy slots, Batman— 

it's the Batmobile 

Yes, Robin—and notice how it takes 
off to catch those other “jokers.” 
9.volt sidewinder motor develops 
28,000 rpm. Aluminum chassis, 
1/24-scale plastic body, 734 in. 
49 N 20813—Wt. 14 oz. ..$11.99 

1/24- 
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91-piece Double-12 Dominoes $83 
A wonderful way to teach children numbers. 

-inch hard- 
wood dominoes. With storage tube, instructions. 
49 N 342—Shipping weight 2 Ibs... ... $2.83 

Regular and Chinese Checkers $^)79 
Metal board 18x134 in. thick. Pull-out drawers. 
60 marbles and 24 interlocking checkers made 
in Japan. 2-6 players, all ages. 
79 N 192C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... . $2.79 

Ten Commandments Bible Game s369 

Educational game for children and adults of all 
faiths. You travel through the Holy Land .. meet 
a good Samaritan . . cross the River Jordan . . or 
lose your "silver" to thieves. 2 to 6 players. 
49 N 272—Shipping weight 3 Ibs... -$3.69 

tstsioó potu Scie by a ada Codi 

Deluxe Aggravation Game 3233 
Be the first to get your 4 marbles around the 
board and home to win, Aggravate opponents 
by landing on their spaces. 2-6 play, all ages. 
49 N 211—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 1 oz........$2.33 

Professional-type Bingo Set 3469 

Big metal cage holds 75 numbered wood balls . . 
selected automatically as cage spins, Large 
master board. Cards, markers for 50 players. 
49 N 161—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 12 oz....... $4.69 

Sorry . . the slide-pursuit game $ 32 ry 

First player to reach “home” wins. Cards decide 
whether pawns on board move. For 2 to 4 players, 
ages 6 and up. More difficult rules for adults. With 
18-in. game board and colorful plastic pawns. 
49 N 420—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $3.22 

Jam-packed with games for the whole family from 
preschoolers to adults. Note to mothers: a "must" 
for your emergency “rainy day" shelf. 

88-Game Chest $399 
Choose a new game for every week of 
the year and still have 36 games left 
over! Big assortment of action-packed 
games from Balloon Target, Chess Pa- 
Chiz-Si, Bingomatic to 3-D Tic-Tac- 
Toe. Seven colorful playing boards for 
Chinese checkers, Dominoes, dozens 
more . . plus exciting games like 
Balloon Buster target complete with 
suction cup darts, pistol and 4 balloons, 

Molded plastic Tic-Tac-Toe in 3 di- 
mensions. Horse racing game. Store en- 
tire set in carrying case 14x11x5 inches. 
Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 

49 N 360—Wt. 3 lbs. 12 02.....$3.99 

Perquackey 
Really different word-building 
game that's a race against time 

$)33 

Roll out the 13 lettered dice to form 
as many different 3, 4 or S-lettered 
words as you can in 3 minutes. But no 
more than 5 words with the same num- 
ber of letters. After you score 2,000 
points you become vulnerable and 
must score at least 500 points each turn 
—or you'll lose 500 from your score, 

Any number of children or adults 
can play. Dice, sand timer and shaker, 
49 N 65173—Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. . $2.33 



PERQUACKEY $939 
timed building race 

Roll out 13 lettered dice, form as many 3, 
4 or 5-letter words as you can in 3 min- 
utes. No more than 5 words with the same 
number of letters. After you score 2,000 
points you become vulnerable and must 
score at least 500 points per turn, or lose 

500 from your score. Any number can 
play. Dice, sand timer, shaker included. 

Shipping wt. 8 ounces. 
49 N 65173 . 

Great games for rainy days! 
Keeps the whole family happy 
and occupied, even little ones 

88-Game Chest s4 19 

Choose a new game for every week of the year 
and still have 36 games left over! Big assort 

ment of action packed games from Balloon Tar. 
get, Chess Pa-Chiz-Si, Bingomatic. 7 colorful 
playing boards for Chinese checkers, dominoes, 
dozens more . . plus exciting games such as Bal 
loon Buster target with suction cup darts, pistol 
and four balloons, horse racing game, and more. 
Entire set stores in sturdy 14x11x5-inch carry 
ing case. 
49 N 65306 —Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz $4.19 

TEN COMMANDMENTS 3384 
BIBLE GAME 

Educational game for all faiths. Travel 
through the Holy Land . . meet a good Sa- 
maritan . . cross the River Jordan . . or 
lose your “silver” to thieves. 2 to 6 players. 
49 N 65302 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 13 02.$3.84 

BINGO SET for 50 .. 
with metal cage 

s479 

Cage holds 75 numbered balls, selected 
automatically as cage spins. Master board, 
cards, markers for up to 50 players. 
49 N 65303-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. $4.79 

Tibb pase cane by ia aa 

91-piece Set of 
DOUBLE-12 DOMINOES 1299 

Teach children numbers the easy way. 
Richly finished 2x1x*;-inch hardwood 
dominoes. Storage tube, instructions. 
49 N 65304 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..Set $2.99 

AGGRAVATION GAME 
. . Deluxe version 

$ 27 4 

First to get his 4 marbles around the board 
wins the game. Aggravate opponents by 
landing on their spaces. 2-6 play. 
49 N 65036 —Shpzg. wt. 2 lbs. 102.$2.74 

REGULAR AND s919 
CHINESE CHECKERS 5j 

Metal board 18-in. diameter, 1/4 in. thick. 
Pull out drawers, 60 marbles, 24 interlocking 
checkers. Made in Japan. 2-6 players. All a, 
79 N 65143C—Shipping wt. 4 lbs... $3. 

SORRY! Turn of cards 39 
decides moves of pawns 3 

‘Two sets of rules, one for children, one more 
difficult for adults. 18-inch board, colorful 
plastic pawns. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65052—Shipping wt. 2Ibs...... $3.39 
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Never before at Sears—a 4-row keyboard Typewriter 
that's so much like an adult machine 

Small and capital letters, 
figures and punctuation 
are arranged in 
same order as on 
more expensive 
adult machines. 
Child can actually 
type homework, 
reports, letters 
using the 

A few deft strokes on the keys of this specially designed full keyboard 
typewriter will convince you it's the right machine for your beginning 3 ^ 
typist, With practice, most youngsters can learn to type 20, 30, 40 or IN 
more words per minute. Designed for the true “touch type system” 
with every feature needed for competent, rapid typing. Die-cast metal keys 
handle 84 characters (including 21 symbols) . . pica size (10 letters to an 
inch). 9-inch carriage with margin bell, removable top. Hefty plastic and 
metal body . . snap-on carry case cover. 112x13x34 in. 
49 C 16143—Shipping weight 11 pounds $28.99 

Capital 
shift key 

Extra Ribbons for Star-Lite typewriter above. Pky. of 2. 

49 C 16275— Black. Each 15 ft. long. Wt. 3 oz. . Pkg. $1.99 

Now has 

EASY TOUCH 
keys for typing 

with less effort 

18” 
E with case 

s] 5” 

without case 

SECRETARY Typewriter 310? 

types CAPITAL letters 7 
E x TRA capital Tett : anA YOUNG STUDENTS Typewriter Easy-to-read capital letters, arranged in standar 
keyboard sequence. Has 28 keys (56 characters) . - types small and CAPITAL letters. 
alphabet, numbers, symbols. Cari 
line roll-up. 1034x1034x5-in. typewriter has metal 
mechanism; plastic keys and body. Takes full-size 
typing paper, standard 14-in. black ribbon. 

ze return lever, 
..$18.99 

. 15.99 
Modern pushbutton-shape keys are scaled to — 49 C 16266— With case. Wt. 8 lbs... 
fit junior-size fingers. High-rise 84-character 49 C 16267—No case. Wt. 6 Ibs. 6 oz. 

keyboard even has punctuation marks, symbols. 
Alphabet arranged in standard sequence. Other Extra Ribbons for typewriter above. Pkg. of 2, 

49 C 1614—Shipping weight 7 Ibs $10.99 features: tough plastic type, 9-inch carriage — 49 C 16276—Black. Shpg. wt. 3 oz.. Pkg. $1.39 
Extra Ribbons for typewriter above. Pkg. of 3. with 1 or 2-line return lever, backspacer, ribbon Trswetetitou er PM. 
49 C 16279—2 black, 1 red. Wt. 3 oz... . Pkg. $1.89 reversé. Molded plastic, 11x11x5 in. Vinyl case. yg NOM All ems on pege.are from, fesse | Sears | 469 
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Golden-Pipe Electric Organ $14.99 

Here's an instrument so like a real electric reed organ it can be the 
basis for professional training. Trim finished in a magnificent gold color. 
27 black and white keys . . plays over 2 full chromatic octaves. Handsome 
looking case of strong high-impact plastic has simulated mahogany finish 
Includes music book and key selection method. On-and-off switch. UL 
approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 
79 N 621 C—18x10x13 in. high. Shipping weight 8 Ibs, $14.99 

Toy Miniature Pianos 
Playing instruments for young music lovers . . 

Easy and fun to play! Can develop real skills 

Sturdy wood piano finished 
in red and cream enamel. 8 

big, vari-colored plastic keys 
key colors match colored notes 
in easy-to-follow song book. 
Tone bar of heavy cast iron fitted 
with tone wires for bell-likesound. 

About 10}4x8xS in. high. 
49 N 508—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz...$1.92 

Strong plywood baby grand 
with blue lacquer finish. 17 

plastic black and white keys. 
Tone rods of precision-ground 
rbon steel range of over an 

octave. Chromatically tuned. 
Color chart matches music book 
notes. 11x914x5 inches high. 

49 N 556—Wt. 2 1bs*12 oz... $2.98 

[3) Small, table-model replica of a real spinet piano. Hardwood cabi- 

net has lustrous walnut finish. 25 black and white plastic keys 

with sharps and flats. 
gives a range of 2 full octaves. 

t iron tone bar fitted with tone wires . 
Chromatically tuned. Includes color 

chart that corresponds to colored notes in song book 

49 N618— Measures 15x1034x9 in. high. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 8 oz..... $5.98 

"———n—— 

Child-size Electric Table Organs 

have big-organ tones 

Our Best Chord Organ 
. . 12 chords, 37 keys 

$4998 527. 
Rich, professional-like harmony 
with just the push of a button 

Play your favorite song in minutes 
hear beautiful organ tones so rich your 
friends will be amazed. So easy to play 

simple, educator-approved key selec 
tor makes you almost “professional! 
in minutes. Music book included. 

Play the melody on the keyboard— 
add full harmony and special effects 

with the push button chord player 
6 major and 6 minor chords harmonize 

with any melody. 37 black and white 
keys 3 full chromatic octaves. 
33x12x12-in. plastic cabinet. On-off 

switch. UL approved, 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 

79 N 619L—Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs. $49.98 

— 

New! Electric Chord Organ . . 6 chords, 25 keys $27.95 

Creates glorious musical sound with its chromatically tuned, rust-resistant, genuine 

brass reeds. Walnut-finished hardwood cabinet enhances its full, rich tone. 15 white 

and 10 black keys are same width (74 inch) as large organs . . plays sharps, flats in 

2 full chromatic octaves. 6 chord buttons add rich harmony . . each chord is lettered 

for easy identification. Includes music rack, music book and key chart. On-off switch 

UL approved for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. 

79 N 611 C—Measures about 21x9x7 in. high. $3.00 down Cash $27.95 
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Metal micro, 
turns 369° ti , tilts 

back for studying 
objects too large 

to be placed 
on viewing Stage 

scope 

Watch shrimp hatch and 
study growth magnified 

Study protozoa, shrimp, butterfly and plant 675 times normal size 
specimens with 500-power electric microscope Man 31088 
that zooms to magnify from 30 to 750 times E ise seis tbc 4S0 pat hia eee! 

Sears 5-turret $1399 125, 270 or 675 times with constant-focus telescoping zoom eye- e piece. All-metal microscope also swings around and tilts back Microscope Lab for viewing large objects. Electric lighting UL listed for 110- 
For fascinating fun—and valuable help in homework. Illustrated chart tells 120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Lab includes shrimp hatchery with brine 
you how to grow protozoa (one-celled amoeba, hydra, etc.) and see the “survival shrimp eggs, tweezers, dissecting needles, lens cleaner, micro- 
of the fittest” in a drop of water. Hatch brine shrimp eggs before your eyes with scope manual plus glass slides for preparing your own specimens. 
shrimp hatchery. Dissect butterfly and leaf . . mount them on slides Smooth 2-panel metal cabinet opens to 19x13x3 inches deep. 
examination. See clear-cut enlargements of stamps, coins , . or, with a simple 49 N 6336—Shipping weight 4 pounds 12 ounces. .. Set $10.88 
swing-around, rocks and other items too large to fit on stage, You also get a 
prepared slide of 4 specimens, and a microscope manual, Lighting UL listed, 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC, 3-panel cabinet opens to 29x13x3 in. deep. 
49 N 6337—Shipping weight 9 pounds s ere no nito eoo Set $13.99 View bee parts 

with 75-power 
Microscope 

$599 sito 

Introduces child to tiny 
marvels. Single-turret 
plastic microscope has 

=] battery-powered light 
| (order 2 “D” bat- 
teries). Lab holds 10 
Honey Bee slides, in- 
tructions, hay infu- 

sion, accessories. Shpg. 
wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 6368-Set $5.99 

"'D" Battery. Wt. 4 oz. 
49N4660-16c;4,60c 

Scientifically prepared Slides QQc “ghg 
Increase the range of your microscopic studies with all these fascinating slides. 
49N6351—Tiny Creatures (ant, 49 N 6354—Micro-organisms (para- 
spider, mosquito, fruit fly, snail, more) ^ mecium, euglena, chlorella, diatom) 
49 N 6352—Bacteria (streptococcus, 49 N 6330—Butterfly-Honey Bee 
bacillus, staphylococcus, and others) Parts (legs, wings, eyes, antennae) 
49 N 6353—Seo Life (anemone, 49 N 6331—Blood Structure (human, 
plankton, clam gill, lobster larva) dog, mouse, fish, frog, horse, others) 
12 carefully mounted slides in a box. From Japan. Shpg. wt. 3 oz.. . Each box 99c 

Collect rocks and analyze them with $899 
MINERALOGY Laboratory ty, 

Identify unknown minerals with chemical tests, specific gravity 
experiments. Use geologists hammer for breaking up and un- 
covering minerals. Study crystals with plastic stand-hand magni- 
fier. Lab contains 144-page detailed manual, 15 rock and mineral 
specimens, alcohol lamp, test tubes, tube holder, rack, chemicals, 
charcoal, streak plate, more. 3-panel cabinet opens to 29 in. long. 
49 N 6329—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. ...... Set $8.99 
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For the fírst tíme, 
and 

only at Sears.. 

Move out of the toy 
class to professional 
1/24 scale . . bigger 
size, faster action 

Components are so professional 

you can take the cars and controllers 

to a pay-to-race slot-car center—and win! 

Complete set with $ 95 $5.00 
24 feet of track cosh monthly 

Now enjoy the sizzling straightaway speeds and powerglide banked turns of real slot-car rac 
ing—right in your own living room or basement. Only this 1/24-scale set is ready to run in 

Dynamic minutes. Only this set makes it so easy to practice at home with the very same equipment 
braking you'd use at local racing centers. Test performances of your other slot cars (even 1/32 scale) 
action without having to buy track-time. It practically pays for itself in rentals saved. 

of each Ferrari GTO-250 and Chaparral cars are detailed in tough plastic, 7 inches long. Hightorque. 
10,5-volt inline motors wind up to 30,000 rpm. Aluminum chassis with center-drop guide arm, 

1/24 (7 in.) 1/32 (5 in.) 

controller braided pickups. Threaded axles with spinoff wheels, super-soft rubber sponge slicks on rears 
slows car Plunger-type controllers vented for cool operation . . have contoured thumb rests, tri-wire 
to round plugs, dynamic braking when you let up on plunger. 5-amp. 16-volt DC power pack 

You get 4 inches of racing surface between slots on 22 plastic-and-metal tracks, Also an up to 
curves 30° banked curve, crash rails, modular-type trestles. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

79 N 9555L—Shipping weight 26 pounds $49.95 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells | 

3-conductor plug on control 
x attaches to home set or to 

any commercial slot-raceway 

Power pack 
gives 16 volts 

at 5 amps 

n————— 



TIP-IT 

A balancing game 

$366 
Disks are distributed 
evenly. Man sways 
easily until you re- 
move a disk . . then he 
jerks, wobbles, and 
could topple from his 
2-ft. high perchif you're 
not steady in scooping 

disks from each peg. 
Get 100 points, you 
win. 2 to 4 can play, 
ages 7 and up. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49N158... $3.66 

m9 e 
t RODA. -— 

= 
Spring-bar game 

$997 

Remove disks, and get 
points. But careful or 
you'll spring the 
Booby-Trap. Some 
disks cause springing, 
some are safe, 1 to 10 
play, ages 6 and up. 
16x11 inches. Wt. 2 Ibs, 
49N217...... $2.97 

Sears own 125-game 
super deluxe edition 

Set includes 28x28-inch reversible board, $ 94 

pieces for chess, checkers, tenpins and more 

. CAREFUL 
108 pieces in all! Ready, aim and flip out your white shooter to send the scoring The toppling 
rings into pockets for points. Expert carrom players can even challenge themselves 

to any of the more difficult variations of this same game. Natural-finish plywood tower game 
panels and corners, solid wood frame. Completely assembled. Included are cues, $499 
rule book, carrom rings, spinning tops, reversible net pockets, numbered disks, 

Don't topple the tow- 
er! Spinner tells which 
of the multi colored 
plastic pillars to re- 
move, and players must 
do it without toppling 
the 43¢-ft. tall tower. 
If the tower goes down, 
the game starts again. 
Fun for the entire 
family. Any age, any 
number can play. 
Tower assembleseasily, , 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 65161C.. $4.99 

flies, score tab. Up to 4 players, any age. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

79 N 138L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. mE „Set $7.94 

49 N 459— Box of 30 extra plastic Carrom Rin . Shpg. wt. 8 oz 

54-game Carrom 3599 Carrom Stand $97 

26x26-in. wood-framed hardwood Revolving top stand to use with 
board reverses as in big set above. carrom board. Ends straining and Slap Stick . . party game on a 4-foot mat $397 
Included are rule book, cues, num- reaching. 26 in. high. Hardwood, ; 
bered disks, plastic rings. Shpg. wt. natural finish. Unassembled. A hit at any party, camp, beach or home. 2 to 4 players place 

10 Ibs. per postal regulations. Shipping weight 3 pounds. vinyl mat on floor. One calls a color, then all use paddle sticks 
FON MOL....... cocco 65199 79 N225C.. $2.97 to flip numbered cards onto colored pegs—or to slap each other's 

First to flip all his cards wi 
ipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz..............+++.-$3.97 

cards in midai 
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You could play a different 

with Super Deluxe 

CARROM 
Only Sears has this set 

with board and lO8 pieces 

ing and 

" KNOCK THE CLOCK 
.. every minute means points 

Clock ticks as players pass cards. Get four 
of a kind and lay them down . . last player 
must stop clock, get penalty points. Low 
score wins. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 60. 
Plastic clock, score counters, cards. 
49 N 65128—Wt. 1 Ib. 8oz....... $3.39 
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game every day for 125 days 
3 ; Includes 28x28  $ 39 

inch board 

Ready, aim and flip out your white shooter to send the scoring rings into 
pockets for points. Expert carrom players can even challenge themselves to any 
of the more difficult variations of this same game. Reversible gameboard lets 
you play chess, checkers, tenpins and more . . pieces included. Board has natural 
finish plywood panels and corners, solid wood frame. Completely assembled. 
Cues, rule book, carrom rings, spinning tops, reversible net pockets, numbered 
disks, flies, score tab included. Up to 4 players, any age. 
79 N 65022L—Shipping weight 10 pounds .Set $8.39 
49 N 65149— Box of 30 extra plastic Carrom Rings. Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. Box 97c 

Lr sl 

CARROM 
T7. STAND 

zi: s319 

Revolving top stand 
to use with carrom 
board. Ends strain- 

reaching. 
Hardwood stand has 
natural finish. Meas- 
ures 26 inches high. 
Unassembled. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79N65148C ..$3.19 

TIP-IT 

A balancing challenge 

Disks are distributed evenly. Man sways 
easily until you remove a disk . . then he 
jerks and could topple from 2-ft. high perch 
if you're not careful. Get 100 points to win. 
2 to 4 players, ages 7 and up. Real suspense! 
49 N 65029 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 802... $3.94 

54-game 

CARROM 

Hardwood board with solid 
wood frame reverses as in 
big set above. Measures 
26x26 inches. Set includes 
rule book, s, numbered 
disks, plastic rings. Use with 
Carrom board stand at left 
Allow 10 pounds per postal 
regulations 
79 N 65282L....... $6.39 

BOOBY TRAP 
. . be careful not to spring it 

Remove disks and get points. But be care- 
ful or you'l spring the Booby Trap. 
Spring holds bar, and some disks are safe. 
But others cause spring to let go. 1 to 10 
can play. Ages 6 and up. 16x11 inches. 
49 N 65079—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... .. $2.99 
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everything from Darts to Golf to Shuffleboard 
to Bowling with an automatic pin setter 

Push down 
\ lever to 
Ne pin 

IU 

Bowl a great game 

in your living room, 

basement or rec room 

. no pins to pick up 

Automatic 

Pin Setter Game 
with 2 bowling balls 

g 

The steel and plastic pin setter 
holds 10 regulation-size pins in 
place. Hit pins, they flip up 
press-down action resets them. 
5-inch plastic balls. Unit 30x14x14 
inches deep. Great sport for bad 
weather days. Allow 10 Ibs. postage 
per postal regulations 
79 C 29086L $8.99 

Sears | rcexu 
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D> 
JUMP COUNTER 

The whole sports-minded family will enjoy this set. Play Shuffleboard 
with 4 pushers, 8 discs. Dart toss has 4 darts and target. Bowling set 
has two S-inch plastic balls and. time-saving automatic pin setter 
that anyone can operate with little effort. Try out "Bounce the 
Checker, ics Toe, Checker-Pitch and even golf. Also 3 racing 

games with 4 racing cars, horses and airplanes. Printed linoleum 
flooring is 12 feet x 2 feet wide. Plastic parts. 
79 € 29113L—Shipping weight 15 pounds,............ » Set $13.99 

Tall-up with Pogo Sticks or , " » 
walk tall with Steel Stilts | d | | 

Pogo Stick with new count- 
meter. Accurately records 

cach jump. Sturdily constructed 
with chrome-plated tubular 
steel frame. Tough nylon bear- 
ing with adjustable spring for 
long life. Grooved rubber foot 
pads and tip. 60 inches high. 
Holds up to 200 Ibs 
79 C 29236C—W'. 8 lbs. $10.99 

Q Pogo Stick for weight up to 
100 Ibs. Designed for ages 

6 to 12. It's 45 inches high. 
Spring tension adjusts. Baked 
enamel finish on sturdy steel 

tubing. V handle grips 
with plastic streamers for a 
racy look. Slip-resi 
pads and tip. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds 
79 C 2908C.............$5.99 

Pogo Stick for all ages 
p- holds up to 180 Ibs. 

resistant. foot pads and ti 
vinyl handle grips with plastic 
streamers. High tension triple 
tubular steel construction with 
friction-free spring for sturdy 
support. 48 inches high. 

79 € 29059C—Wt. 8 Ibs..$7.99 

Strong steel Stilts have 
adjustable footrests. Can 

be raised from 10 to 16 inches 
off floor. 5 feet high. Rubber 
tips help prevent sliding and 
floor scratches. Finished in 
red, white, blue enamel. For 
ages 6 to 14 years. 
79 € 2916C-Wt. 5 lbs. Pr. $4.99 



M eee n» eens Vee vue CERE EAE 
A Tower of Bells No wonder it's called The Magic Music Box—youngsters can plays real songs 

produce any one of 12 favorite tunes as easy as you can say Jack 
Robinson! Just slide a song sheet into keyboard and, following 
the arrows, touch the tone bar above dot on sheet, Can also be 
played as a xylophone; wooden hammer included. 
49 N 607— Plastic and metal, 19 in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. 

Lighted Baton. Flashes red, white and 
blue beams. Shiny steel shaft, 28 inches 

long, has on-off switch and replaceable bulb. 
Uses standard pen-light batteries (not in- 

cluded). Folder of twirling routines and 
maneuvers included. 

79 N 55AC— Shpg. wt. 1 1b. $175 

2] Walt Disney Xylophone. Fascinates not 
only the ears but also the eyes with its 

gay parade of Disney characters, Felt- 

cushioned, well-tempered steel bars produce 
beautiful tones. Includes 1 wood and 1 rub- 
ber mallet, 12 page color-keyed music book 
and entry blank for Disneyland Vacation 
Contest. 13 inches long. 
49 N 606—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $277 

[3] "Golden" Trumpet. A fine starting horn 
for youngsters. 4 hand-tuned reeds pro- 

duce rich, mellow tones, control full scale. 
Plastic mute really works. High-impact 
plastic in polished gold color. Song book. 
music rack included. 13 in. long. 

49 N 538—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.99 

@ Music Man. Loves music so much you 
can even play his 8 tuned bells when 

he's flat on his back. Hammer, lyre-shaped 
holder, song sheet, steel table rest included. 

[5] Silver-toned Saxophone. Beautifully 
molded in high-impact plastic, silver 

colored, 8 hand-tuned reeds produce full 
scale of mellow tones. Durable carrying case 
included. 15 inches long. 
49 N 586—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. $2.69 
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$3.99 

6 

mellow tones 
but light, red steel body 
49 

7 

As you touch its key, each precision-tuned metal bell 
swings back and forth and rings one note in the scale. Key 
colors correspond to colored notes in song book. Sturdy 
plastic construction. 1614 in. high on legs. 
49 N 523— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. $3.99 

mi 

Accordions let them take their music along 
Our finest model with 22 keys (13 white, 9 black). . 12 bass buttons for fullest harmony. Imported from Italy. Plays over 114 octaves in rich, 

so realistic. Tuned brass reeds, easy-action bellows. Strong 
Music book included 

N 589—9}6x51¢x1014 in. Shipping weight 5 pounds $1495 

[7] Fine quality with 21keys (13 white, 8 black) . . 8 bass buttons for harmony. 
Imported from Italy. Plays over 134 octaves in full tone. Tuned brass 

reeds, easy-action bellows. Red steel body. Music book included 

49 
Attractive plastic body. Music book included. 

9 

49 

Plastic and metal construction. Blue and gold color. 14 inches high 49 N 614—934x5 14x103¢ in. Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces $10.95 
49 N 608—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $175 [E] 18 keys (11 white, 7 black) and 4 bass notes for harmony. Plays over one 

octave, produces fine tone. Tuned plastic reeds, easy-action bellows. 

N 574—9 in. high . . expands to almost 2 ft, Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $599 

13 keys, 8 white plastic and 5 black plastic. Tuned plastic reeds play the fuli scale. Handsome plastic body. Music book included. 
N 504—8x7 Véx414 in. Shipping weight 2 pounds $2.99 

Just say “Charge ít" and pay later . . see pages 295-296 



E THE SECRET: 3 ‘A ONE WORLD 

Our most versatile 
microscope has group 
viewer, zoom lens, 
binocular eyepiece "qmm ^j E " Power Pack |" Ë] | 

A whole group can view slides on this microscope 
5 turrets magnify from 30 to 500-power . . lens zooms it up to 750-power 

Mechanical Stage Diamond Slide to Shrimp Hatchery Electronic Stage 
moves 4 ways for view precious reveals all stages permits viewing of 
centering specimen stone structure of birth, growth chemical reactions 

Complete Microcraft Laboratory $ 88 without 
with electrically lighted microscope " batteries 

et slide into focus, then snap-in group viewer for above 

illuminated images to view or to trace. Microscope your own slides. Metal 4-panel cabinet, open size 
boasts extra-fine vernier-type focus, oj 38x13 inches high. Detailed manual. 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, UL listed. 79 N 6341C—Shipping weight 10 lbs. Set $26.88 

stage uses 2 " batteries (order at right). Set "C" Battery. DN weight each 2 oz. 
includes leaf and butterfly pak in addition to — 79 N 4665.... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

well as complete equipment for making 

Save this catalog. You can buy toys on pages 441 to 673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

Lab handles 
tee Iy technical analyses. . has $ 995 
12 sea-life slides, 3 manuals without batteries 

Explore the secrets of the invisible 
" i » Conduct bio-chemistry experiments . . analyze foods, water, 

Dames vgl iri a textiles, plant life, etc. Equipment includes 18 chemicals, 
stant zoom keeps specimens in focus alcohol lamp, test tubes, petri dish, shrimp hatchery, man- 
when shifting power. Rack. and made diamond slide, microtome, slide-making equipment, 
pinion for precision focusing. Bat- manuals. Metal microscope, from Japan, is so precision engi- 
tery illuminated substage. Gray- neered there's even a super-fine adjustment gear—plus extra- 
enamel finish. Made in Japan. Order sensitive zoom lens. Has battery-operated light, electronic 
2 “AA” batteries below. stage (order 2 “AA” batteries below, 2 “C” batteries above). 
49N6340M-Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $8.99 Rugged 4-panel metal cabinet opens up to 46x13 inches high. ; 
"AA" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 1' oz. 79 N 6369CM—Shipping weight 15 pounds. ..... Set $39.95 y 
49 N 4666 M Each 16c; 4 for 60c 79 N 4666M—"AA" Battery. Wt. ea. 1 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c s SEARS 475 
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24 feet of running track forms 
this big 10x4-foot wide layout 

White Chaparral and red Ferrari 

zoom full tilt around the 

specially engineered 

30* banked turn 

Extra Track Accessories for 

Sears Slot-car Set at left 

Expand 24-foot set at 
left to race cars on a 
longer straightaway, 
or to spin around 
more curves— 
with a setup like 
this. 

Add 25 straight sections, 23 

curves (18-in. radius) to form 
a total of 62 feet of track 

1/24-scale Track . . 
plastic and metal, 

9 inches wide 

Banked Curve Track. 

Vé-circle with 24-inch 
radius, banks up to 30* 
Crash rail. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 9558-Each $2.99 

9, Curved Track with a 
24-inch radius. Pkg. 

of 2 . . each with a crash 

rail. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49 N 9557..Pkg. $2.99 

Curved Track with an 
18-inch radius. Pkg. 

of 2 . . each with a crash 
rail. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 9569. .Pkg. $2.89 

Termino! Track with 
24-inch radius . . snap 

in 2 plugs. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 9567-Each $3.39 

Straight Track. 12 
inches long. Package 

of 2. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 9556. .Pkg. $2.29 

Trestle Set. 12 modu- 

lar parts. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 9565.....Set99c 

1] Straight Crash Rails. 
Package of 6, Each 6 

inches long. Wt. 4 oz. 
49N9568 Pkg. 98c 

5-amp. Power Pack 

delivers 16 volts 

Steel case with two 
power taps, cord. UL 
listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. 
AC. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 9559-Each $9.99 

12-ohm Controller 
for slot-car racing 

Cool and comfortable to 
hold . . vented plastic 
case, contoured thumb 
rest. Dynamic braking 

action slows car when 
you let up on plunger. 
3-wire plug. Wt. 4 oz. wae [Sears] 469 



Animal 
Twister 

ANIMAL TWISTER $99 

Fast-moving game for youngsters 4 to 12 

Someone draws a card, calls one of 23 gaily-colored animals on 
vinyl game sheet. Players rush to get a hand or foot on that 

animal first. Player with most cards wins. For 3 to 7 players 
49 N 6521—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. ... . $2.99 

BUTTERFLIES $|97 
Board game for young nature lovers 

At the twist of a spinner, youngsters move 3-D butterflies over a 
gaily-colored board, passing from one flower to another. First one 
to finish is the winner. 2, 3, or 4 players, ages 5 to 10. 

49 N 65157— Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces, ....... $1.97 

fj " " 
PIG IN THE GARDEN with vinyl mat $973 
Ideal for preschoolers . . no reading 

Spin dial to fill your garden with plastic corn, cabbage, carrots, 
more. But beware oí the pig, some spins bring him tramping through 
your garden to gobble your vegetables. 2 to 4 play, ages 3 to 10. 
49 N 263—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces.............0.06 $2.73 

THE LAST STRAW $33 

Will your straw break the camel's back? 

Plastic camel patiently lets you take turns loading straws into his 
yellow baskets . . until woops! He's had one too many and falls apart. 
Whoever added that straw loses. Any number of players, all ages. 
49 N 277—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $2.33 

Cutsiod page scans by didaa warsetecinical com 

Aim puffer, squeeze and AIR-PROPEL into action 
5 of the wildest games possible . . all on 1 board! 

5-in-I Puff Ball es” $599 
Rubber bulb puffers send cork ball racing in all directions as you score and 
keep opponents from scoring in Puff Ball. You can also play Ten Pins, King 
Pin, Puff Skee Ball and Puff Putt with this set. For 1 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
24 inches across, Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
79 N 349L—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . $6.99 

KIKIT SKITTLES 

Switches quickly from 

knock-down game of 

Skittles to hockey- 

like game of Kikit 

. . for ages 8 and up 

Sold only asas $877 
Skitlles . . spin the top, watch it ricochet off sideboards, through holes to score, 
For Kikit . . remove boards, insert kick-sticks. Score goals, block shots. 
79 N 350C—Shipping weight 11 pounds,............. $8.77 

Sears has this 
build ‘em, race 'em o 
coore House fj 

$353 

All 6 of your Cootie’s legs in place? Then you're ready to start the race around 
the 28x28-in. vinyl playing mat. Color-coded spinner for building and playing. 
Up to 8 can play. 104 plastic parts in all. For all ages. 
49 N 274—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ..... eee +126 $3.53 



BOPIPIER 
The dial spins to blue . . 

that's you—so bop your bee 
up he flies for 

the lucky person to catch. 

Side-splitting fun and 
it's sold only at Sears 

$419 

Spin bee on spinning card. Watch closely 
where he stops. Spinner has 4 colors that 
correspond to Bee Launchers. If spinner 
stops on your color act quickly to get your 
bee up before he’s caught on the launcher. 
If bee is caught before launch, catcher gets 
2 points . . after launch, 1 point. Winner 
is one with most points. Plastic. 2 to 4 
players ages 6 to 60. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 

49 N 65127 ........... e $4.19 

KIKIT SKITTLES . . switch from hockey-like 

Kikit to knock-down game of Skittles 

$ 95? 

For Skittles . . spin the 
top and watch it ricochet 
off sideboards, through 
holes to score. 
For Kikit . . remove the 
sideboards and insert the 
kick-sticks. You can then 
score goals and block 
shots. Wood game board 
has nets at ends to catch 
puck. For ages 8 and up. 
30x14 inches. 

Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. 
79 N 65283C ....$9.59 

ANIMAL TWISTER..ages 4 to 12 

Someone draws a card, calls out one of 23 gaily- 
colored animals on vinyl game sheet. Players 
rush to get a hand or foot on that animal 
first. Player with most cards wins. For 3 to 
7 players. Sheet is 3!4 feet square. 
49 N 6521—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8oz...... $3.88 

Tinopai scan by citimar wwiedlüctudcal com 
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$749 

5 wild games on 1 board. 
Rubber bulb puffers 
send cork ball racing 
in all directions as 
you score and keep op- 
ponents from scoring 
in Puff Ball. You can 
also play Ten Pins, 
King Pin, Puff Skee 
Ball and Puff Putt. 
For 1 to 4 players, 
ages 8 and up. 24-in. 
across. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 N 65284L ..$7.49 

PIG IN GARDEN..ages 3 to 10 

No reading . . ideal for preschoolers. Spin 
dial to fill garden with plastic corn, cabbage, 
carrots, more. But beware of the pig, some 
spins bring him to gobble down vegetables. 
Vinyl mat. 2 to 4 can play. 
49 N 65285—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 402...$2.89 

LI 

PUFF BALL.. what a blast! 5 games in | 
Squeeze puffer for air-propelled action 

THE BIG SNEEZE..ages 4 to 10 

Build your house 6 stories high with 
right cards. Big Sneeze card knocks down 
your efforts. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 65114—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 

sac Sears 479 



j Come on.. 
y 

vU NCH-M E! 
à e - | 

nove Inflated vinyl characters with Wee 
weighted bottoms bounce back, me 

but won't hit back , i 

] Flipper. With squeaker fin and delightful grin. 4 Batman. Belt beeps, eyes blink when hit. — & Bamm-Bamm Rubble. Right out of the stone age 
- 49 C 29053—Shipping weight 4 pounds......$2.99 49 C 2905—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 8 0z.....$3.99 comes this popular TV character. 

49 C 29058—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. $1.99 9, King Kong. Eyes blink, s er squeaks when hit. — pj Yogi Bear. Hey, hey . . his nose squeaks 
49 € 29051—Shipping weight 4 lbs. S oz... . $3.99 49 C 29237—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 10 oz.. .$3.49 8 exe the Clown. “Howdy! Give me the old one, 
Mickey Mouse’. Rootin’, tootin’ sparring partner. Popeye**. Natty sailor cap beeps back two and my nose will squeak for you BE F , 49 C 29238 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 07.....$1.99 49 C 29056—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 10 02...$3.49 — 49 C 29057—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz...... en i *QWait Disney Productions —— **OK.F,S, 1953. 

Lead the space patrol 2-way Boxing 

Inflatable in Space Walkers Punching Bag Gloves 
Marble Court * 

$399 54” IND AQ! 3229 Püncher 4” 

louble-duty punching bag that Jj A punching bag set that helps 
Big 45-inch court of with the child. Floor base unit a child p muscular co. 
fabric has no lumps or 30 to 42 inches high. Steel frame lination. And it grows with the 
to spoil good shots. Marked off leather bag, air child. Height adjusts from 36 to 
for regulation play. Court sur- 15C—Shipping weight 10 lbs.. .Set $8.99 47 inches. Inflatable simulated rounded b; weight, easily leather bag. Needle for air infla dated -and deflated vinyl ]() Heavs-duty vinyl gloves with fabricated hair tion, Sturdy INST 
ring. Comes complete with a g. Stro! ng at wrists. h. 

bag of marbles. Ages up to 8 years. ght 4 pounds 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 49 C 29239—Shipping weight 1 Ib Pair $2.29 $4.99 

49 C 29083... $3.99 Ages up to 12 years. 
49( 2 ay 
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Strum-Fun Getar plays 
8 tunes automatically 

Quick Draw 
McGraw Guitar 

Pick out tunes on Quick 
Draw's official Kabonger 
guitar. Colorfullabel with 
famous cartoon character 
and his pal, Baba looey. 
Sturdy plastic. Nylon 

strings. 20 in. long. 

79N603C-Wt. 2 Ibs. $249 

Brand new fun way to learn rhythm and 

music. Just strum the proper rhythm 

and Strum-Fun does the rest . . a hidden 

disc plays a familiar tune. Included are 
Oh Susanna, Jingle Bells, etc, Sturdy 
plastic body. Nylon string, pick, extra 
string, 8 discs, song book, 21 in. long 

79 N 605C— Shipping weight 2 Ibs...$3.77 

Mohawk Chief Tom-Tom Set, to make your little Indian whoop for joy 
Includes multicolored metal Tom-Tom, big chief headdress, hand-painted 

Tomahawk with soft molded rubber blade, cut-out shield, 2 mallets. 
49 N 598— Tom-Tom 8 inches in diameter. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 13 oz. $255 

Junior Trap Drum Set is loaded with a marvelous variety of sound pro- 

ducers including bass drum, snare drum, tom-tom, cymbal, bells, triangle, 

metal shells and 8-in. drumsticks. Strong cloth of drummer's side of drum. 

79 N 566C— Bass drum 16 inches in diameter. Shipping weight $ Ibs. $2.99 

(3) Bongos! . . with that authentic, straight-from-the-jungle beat that comes 

only from real bongo-type, rawhide drum heads. Toy size, 44-and-5}4 in. 

diam., but real “pro” in quality. Tack heads, stripes provide “Cuban look.” 

49 N 595—Rhythm instructions included. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. $2.59 

[3 Automatic Player Drum. When Junior gets tired beating it manually, he 

can just turn the crank and out’ll come a snappy, marching beat. Cloth 

head on drummer’s side. Plastic neck sling. Two 12-inch sticks. 

49 N 513—11 inches in diameter. Shipping weight 4 pounds... . $265 

Citai pade scant by diaaa maena com 

Mighty good gittar for beginners. Endorsed by 

the “King of the Cowboys” himself. Fiberboard 

body, hardwood neck, raised frets, a real finger- 

board with nylon and metal strings- Picture of 

Roy on the front. Pick and music book included. 

30 inches in length over-all. 

79 N 597 C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. .. . $477 

$| Junior Zither. Youngsters can start 
playing this beautiful instrument with 

only minutes of practice! Just place a 
song chart under the strings to show which 

strings to pluck. Made of a magnesium 
alloy, has 15 strings (2 octaves), 2 picks, 2 
replacement strings, tuning key, 5 song 

charts and instruction manual. Imported 
from Italy. 14 inches long 
49 N 590 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $525 

Bonjo and Ukulele Set. Real “Dixieland” 
music mak Mahogany and ivory- 

colored heads. Strung with nylon. Finger- 

boards marked with chord dots and tuning 
keys. Each 21 inches long. Plastic 

49 N 678—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $229 

49 N 626— Smaller set, each 1514 inches long. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. ` $1.25 

7] Popeye Getar. Plays Popeye tune by 

turning crank or plays manually. Use his 

pipe incl. as pick. Plastic body. 14 in. long. 

49 N 510—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $144 

3] Casper (The Friendly Ghost) Getar. A 
turn of the crank plays theme of 

“Matty’s Funday Funnies” TV show. Plas- 
tic body, nylon strings, pick. 14 in. long. 
49 N 594—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $144 

Beat Stick. Strike it, drum it, beat it 

or strum it, the rhythm and sound varia- 

tions are limited only by the imagination 

and skill of the player. Stick included for 

beating drum head, tone block, bells or 

cord. 42 inches long. 
79 N 601 C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

[2 

$3.59 

Golden-toned harmonica, just 
like the real cowboys play. 
Brass reeds give a 20-note 
range, play all western tunes. 

Metal covered. Roy Rogers 
emblem. 4 inches in length. 
49 N 622—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... 88c 

sous SEARS 46! 



Look at all you can build . . 
a transmitter, a telegraph 

and 5 different radios 
You work with real transistors, 

capacitors, coils, resistors . . 

just plug parts into control 

panel for various circuits 

$ 99 without = 
batteries 

Lionel Mark I 
Communications Lab 

Study electronics, be a radio announcer. Set up your own broadcasting 
station and transmit through home radios. Or plug in circuits for your own 
private listening to local news and music, 15-in. long plastic cabinet with 
wiring, microphone. Instr. Unassembled. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 6412— Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. .. -$7.99 

49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz... .... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Transistor Radio and Public Address System 

Listen to local programs with headset. Broadcast in your home through - 

DIGICOMP I 

microphone, 18-in. plastic cabinet. Alnico speaker, station tuner, diode 
detector, wiring, and other parts, Unassembled. Order 3 “C” batteries, 
49 N 6411—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces 
49 N 4665—"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz.. . Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

++ $7.88 

An operating digital computer in plastic $ 466 
adds, subtracts, multiplies, memorizes 

Now you can watch fascinating operations hidden deep inside the cir- 
cuits of a giant computer. You program the 1214-inch long unit—then 
see logic in action. Answers riddles, plays games, does missile count- 
down. A manual explains binary programming. No batteries needed. 
49 N 6413—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces....... TL $4.66 

476 SEARS ro 

n -—É——— bani 

Listen to “enemy's” secret 
strategy talks a block away 

ieste 11288 
Track planes, spot snipers, overhear 
conversations like a secret agent. 
Aim 18-inch reflector disk, sound 
waves are concentrated and fed into 
transistorized receiver. Has ear- 
phone set, wood tripod. 42 in. high. 
Partly assembled. Order one 9-volt 
battery below. 
79N6418CM-Wt. 6 lbs. $12.88 
79N6417M-Battery. Wt. 4 oz. 35c 

without battery 

"Wind SE at 20 mph" .. 
Weather Station outfit 
relays readings indoors 

$698 « 

Flashing neon lights on indoor board 
show wind speed and direction. Wired 
electrically to anemometer and wind 
vane units outside. 150 ft. of wire. 
Kit for amateur meteorologists con- 
tains barometer with 4-ft. column, 
sling psychrometer, rain gauge (1/100- 
inch). Also cloud chart, weather map. 
forecasting manual. 110-120-v., 60-c. 
AC. Unassembled. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
4ONG415.... 00... eee Kit $6.98 

‘Tinker with over 100 parts in this 
set to make 25 electrical devices 

Design toys and gadgets that actually work. Illustrated manual shows you 
how to build motor-driven hot rod, traffic light, alarms, flashlight, sending 

$844 



When STROMBECKER improves quality, it has to be the biggest news 

of the year. New Porsche Carrera and Ferrari P-2 with 33,000-rpm 

motors take on slot-car competition—so fast they move like streaks of 

light as you “pour it on” down a straightaway that's almost 12 feet long 

Here's what we mean by Strombecker Improved Quality 

* New slot-race type cars with super-fast 12-volt motors, 2-piece metal pan 
chassis, brass/nylon gears, super-soft rubber tires, fine detail 

* New textured track improves traction . . sections snap-lock for tight contact 
* New terminal track lets you plug in power pack and both controllers 
* New guard rails interlink to form continuously smooth, non-snag fences 
* New plunger-type 18-ohm controllers feature real dynamic brake action 

Also a lap counter that tallies up to 50 laps, a power 
pack that supplies 1014 volts at 2 amps. 

BIG! 
N 47 FEET 

Everything's included in 

this exclusive Sears set 

.. 2 cars, 2 controllers, 

big12'2x4-foot wide track 

layout, and a power pack 

Strombecker produced the first road race set 
made in America and continues to set the 
pace. This "Turnpike Tournament" Set 
contains every new major improvement to 
make it one of the longest-lasting, most 
trouble-free road races we have ever offered. 

Germany's Porsche and Italy's Ferrari 
have produced two new cars to compete in 
racing events throughout the world . . now 
faithfully reproduced in 1/32 scale. Swift 
S-inch cars with high-torque electric motors 
simulate the sizzling performances of their 
full-size counterparts. Rugged plastic bodies 

with Delrin® slot guides, Oilite motor bear- 
ings, and a chassis that precisely aligns 
axles, motor and gears. 

Plastic and metal tracks . . 29 straight, 18 
curved. 18 guard rails. Pylons snap on. Pow- 
er pack has circuit breaker, on-off switch. 

When you release plunger, controller stops 

car fast for dynamic braking. With manual. 
UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9536C-Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. Set $49.95 

470[S ame | No Money Down on anything Sears sells SS 
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Tantalizer Optical Illusion Game 

$366 

Try your luck at a series of projects that 
range from easy to difficult, Mirrored playing 
board challenges you into making moves that 
don’t look right. The player who completes 
each project in the shortest time is the winner. 
Ages 9 and up. 16x10 in. wide. Plastic, metal. 

49 N 65208—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz... $3.66 

472 [Sears] 

——— ee 

Getaway Chase Game 
Cops, robbers . . the chase 
is on! Anything can happen 

when both players control 

both motorized cars. 
Outsmart your opponent 

s866 d 

‘The cops are in hot pursuit! To avoid cap- 
ture, the bad guys try to sidetrack the 
police car, then get behind it. But the cops 
could switch to another track. Bang 
bumper of the other car . . get a point. 
32x24-in. plastic board, cars, cardboard 
buildings, landscape. Unassembled. Order 
2 “C” batteries below. 
79 N 159L—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs... . $8.66 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
79 N 4665—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... . Pkg. 36c 

Chicken Out . . or take a chance 

$66 
Spin the perky chicken and he'll show how 
many spaces you can move. Stay and be 
“chicken” or spin again, move farther. But if 
you go off, you lose that contest. AM: 
tests, the one with the most "money" 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 19x13 inches 
wide. Plastic. 
49 N 65182—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. ..$2.66 

Autofun . . 
it's wild! 
Cars race, bells ring. Score 

5 points and you win unless 

opponent switches your car 

through the VOID signal 

You guide fast-moving motorized plastic cars on gaily- 
colored plastic track. As your car passes an automatic 
counter-gate, you score a point. Points add up quickly. 
But careful . . your opponent may switch your car through 
a VOID signal and your score is lost. Up to four can play. 
Includes tent-tunnel, score-counters, bells, VOID signals, 
remote-control switches, 3-D cardboard buildings and 
trees, 38x29-inch plastic game board. Partly assembled. 
Uses 2 “C” batteries (not ind.) . . order 1 package below 
left. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
79 N 65159L—Shipping weight 5 pounds....... $8.88 

Whiplash Double-action Skee Ball 

s[66 

Be the first to score 100 points and you win! Just 
shoot your marble up the ramp into the scoring 
area. Add your points, and aíter someone reaches 
100, the game starts over again. Hours of fun for 
the entire family. Plastic, 16 inches long. 

49 N 65154—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz....... $1.66 

What's Cooking? Be a fast chef 

$88 
If you can make a balanced meal and keep 
your skillet balanced, too, you can win. Each 
player takes his turn at filling his own recipe 
by scooping realistic-looking foods into his 
own skillet. But he must do it within a certain 
time limit. An easy but exciting game for 2 to 
4 players. For ages 6 and up. 
49 N 65152—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. ...$2.88 



GETAWAY 
CHASE GAME 

Watch out! 

Your opponent's 

catching up. But 

push the button, 

Switch tracks, bang 

his bumper and score 

s QII c= 

The great chase is on . . and the cops are closing in. The bad 
guys try to sidetrack the police car but the cops could switch 
to another track. Bang the bumper of the other car and get a 
point. Both players control both motorized cars . . better stay 
alert. 32x24-inch plastic board, cars, cardboard buildings. Un- 
assembled. Order 2 “C” batteries (1 pkg.) below. 
79 N 65024L—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ........... $8.99 

“C” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4665 —Shipping weight 4 ounces... ...... Pkg. 38c 

runs win. 

EE: 4 

| SANDIQ IUGGER. 

AIR COMBAT GAME 
.. win by downing enemy plane 

3519 

Pilot your plane into combat. Hit the enemy 
plane, if it falls, you win. Planes circle pylons 
at exciting speeds. 4 plastic World War I planes, 
2 pylons with manuevering sticks, 2 counters, 2 
motor-sound makers and battlefield. 
49 N 65307 — Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz.. .$5.19 

480 Sears sas 
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SANDLOT 

5 51? 

Plays just like regular base- 
ball . . but indoors. “Slugging 
Sam" does the hitting at the 
push of a button. The spin- 
ner decides if you're trying 
for a single, double, triple or 
homer. Put ball onbatting tee 
and aim Sam so fielders don’t 
catch it. Player with most 

124-in. plastic 
mechanical batter, tee, base 
runners, board, plastic ball. 
49N65112-Wt. 3 lbs. $5.19 

BUG-A-BOO . . watch it spin 
to see who will win 

s 3 19 

This fascinating little bug spins and spins be- 
fore heading for one of the many color-coded 
holes. Players advance by moving their peg to 
the color that Bug-A-Boo lands on. Game con- 
tains 2 Bug-A-Boo action bugs, a sturdy plas- 
tic game tray, scoring pegs and a color-coded 
scoreboard. 2 to 4 players, ages 4 and up. 
49 N 65111—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1202....... $3.19 

THE LAST STRAW 
Careful . . 

you could break 
the camel's back 

s PAL 

Plastic camel patient- 
ly lets you take turns 
loading straws into 
his yellow baskets un- 
til . . whoops! Put in 
one too many and he 
falls apart. Whoever 
adds that last straw 
loses. Will your straw 
break the camel's 
back? Any number of 
players, any ages. 

Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
~ 49 N 65057 ..$2.74 

THE GREAT ESCAPE 
.. get out of handcuffs 

s419 

Players are handcuffed to the board and the 
real key is mixed up with 5 fake keys. You 
earn a chance to pick a key when you have 4 
matching color key cards. Choose the right key 
to release your cuffs and win. 4 handcuffs, 4 
corner weights, key cards, handcuff keys, game 
board, jailhouse and 1 dice. 
49 N 65093—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 802. $4.19 



. Super Bowl 

* Jets are in official green and white ., Set up teams on field . . watch "em tangle. The two champion AFL and NFL 
Colts are in official! blue and white titans in 5 realistic poses meet on big 20x37-inch metal playing field. Every 

play's different! Kicker-passer actually throws or boots felt ball. Defensive 
team tries blocking ball-carrier. Automatic timer starts and stops with each 
play. Official Super Bowl field design. Set includes one-piece goal posts with 

+ Each team has a "quarterback" that passes, 
kicks, punts the ball 

* Player identification numbers included realistic "protective" padding. Magnetic first-down marker with movable 
chain, Felt football. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

* Vibrating coil under board sets teams moving 79 C 6539L—Shipping weight 9 pounds, .... s $14.99 

Super Dome Electric Football 

. 21-inch high domed stadium. 

with pai 

T97 
Action football strategy under realistic 
big dome. See 3-D teams clash in grid- 
iron combat. One player on each team 
throws and kicks magnetic ball. Defense 
tries to stop opposing ball carrier. Hard 
board 36x21-in. playing field and electric 
vibrator coil. Clear plastic and card- 
board dome. Referee, yard marker, Electric Baseball with $4769 
scoreboard, pennants, goal posts, 3 mag- a RER Cand fan 6 
netic footballs. 4 teams, paints, instr D 
UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Hit ball . . batter "runs" for first. Throwing arm 
79 € 65416L—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs... $13.99 tosses ball trying to beat runner. Lever-action 

batting, pitching. Vibrator coil Metal and hard- 
board, 22x22 inches. UL listed. 110-120-v,, 60-c. AC, 
79 € 65072C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... .. . $6.69 

NFL 
Electric 
Football 
with two 

f /3.D teams 

di T? 

For grandstand coaches.. 
Electric vibrating coil sends teams into action. — Foto-Electric Football "e 

All-Pro Baseball uses $4,79 
Players compete on 32x18-inch metal field . . and has lighted gridiron 
are posed in easy-to-number NFL uniforms. Two 
quarterbacks kick, pass, fumble. Automatic timer; Offensive, defensive strategy is set on 
yard, down markers; grandstand and scoreboard, — 19x19-inch game board. Play viewer is your baseball knowledge 
Six felt footballs. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. moved to reveal lighted field and results (Manage your own team. Utilize strategy and know- 

79 € 65019L—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. $11.99 of running or pa ng plays. Spinner for how of the sport with pitcher-batter selector. Bij 
kicking, runbacks, penalties. Paper- league rules. Playing field, teams, dice, scoreboard, 
board. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC 79 C 65417C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .$4.79 

472 Peu 79 € 65021C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... .. $7.49 . 
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4-speed Portable Phonographs 
come complete with records 

4-speed Electronic with stand, 10 records 
Fully electronic . . with both volume and tone controls s2049 $2.50 down 

Attractive addition to a rumpus room that's a “must” for 
pre-teen parties. And look at all you get: Wrought iron 
stand has sturdy metal rack . . holds up to 39 records, 10 
records are even included (five 45 rpm, five 78 rpm). 

Phonograph has front speaker. Electronic amplifier . . 
full volume control with switch. Plays 16, 334, 45, 78 rpm 
records up to 12 inch. Hi-gain crystal pickup, permanent 
type needle, Pyroxylin-coated fiber case wipes clean. Hand- 
some tan color, 13x11x28 in. high (on stand). 
79 N 694L— Complete. Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs... $20.49 49 N 682— Phonograph less records, stand. Wt. 10 Ibs. 18,49 

Comes complete with six 45 rpm records plus a 7-in, size 24 record carrying case to 
store them in. Hear high alto or low bass overtones . . handsome 4 speed portable 
has both volume and tone controls. Plays 16,3345, 45 and 78 rpm records—even the 
big 12-in. size, Wide-angle directional speaker. Turnover cartridge with 2 synthetic 
sapphire needles. Both plastic-coated fiber cases have mate hing red and black colors. 
Phonograph measures 12x14x6 inches, 

79 N 692L—Shipping weight 14 Ibs, $2.50 down Cash $23.49 

4-speed portable 

-- volume control 

$1649 

Fully electro: 
range volume control. 

Plays all 4 speeds just 

like grownup's phono- 
graph. . . 16, 3334, 45 and 
78 rpm records up to 12 
in. Six 7-inch records in. 
cluded. Hi-gain crystal 

wide- 

2-speed Acoustic Phonographs play 45, 78 rpm records 
Wonderful tone reproduction. Comes Our Best 2-speed has bigger, sturdier, with plastic rack . . holds 24 records 

10 children's records included. Auto- 
matic repeater device plays record 
again. Integral tone chamber amplifi- 
cation. Loud and soft needles are in- 
cluded. Plastic-coated fiber case. 13x 
11x514 inches, 
49 N 697—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 8oz. . $11.49 

170 SEARS so. 
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NOTE: All Sears electric phonographs are UL 

more stylish wood-frame case . . pyroxy- 
lin covered. 24-record plastic rack and 
10 children's records included. Auto- 
matic repeater di €. Built-in tone 
chamber. Loud, soft needles included 
49N534—13x14x6 in. Wt. 12 Ibs. $15.49 
49N564—Phonograph without records, 
repeater or rack. Shpg. wt. 101bs.. $13.49 

approved for 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. 

pickup, permanent type 
needle. Fiber case has 
charcoal and gray colors 

pyroxylin covering is 
to clean. 13 x 11 x 

high. Shipping wt 
9 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 Né93... -.$16.49 



EP transmits 
mee 

Talkie messages %4 mile 

12 
without battery 

Only Sears puts in your hand a 

Walkie-Talkie with 100-milliwatt 

power input (maximum allowed 

without a license), giant-size 

50-inch antenna to pull in far 

signals, 9-volt 4-transistor 

circuit, even a wrist strap 

yet prices it so 

amazingly low 

qu 
without batteries 

6-transistor 

circuit gives 

exceptionally 

loud voice 

transmission 

—even at a 

distantrange 

up to a mile 

Helps keep you in touch with other companions while 
camping, hunting or boating. Push switch to talk . . release 
to listen. Super regenerative circuit with volume control, 
100-miliwatt RF power input, 52-inch telescoping antenna. 

Black plastic case with chrome-color grille . . measures 
about 5}4x3x2 inches deep. Order 9-volt battery below. 
49 N 6414M—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. . „Each $12.99 
49 N 6417M—9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz... Each 35c 

Forward Observer 

Walkie-Talkie 

er 
Sears lowest 

priced unit 

packsenough 

power to let 

you transmit 

voice 14 mile 

or more.. 
even includes 

its own bat- 

tery power 

Great fun for pal-to-pal chats, games and field trips . . 
also vitally useful for field’ workers, hunters, campers, 

surveyors—even boatowners calling from ship to shore 

= l Actually 3 times more powerful than our Deep blue plastic housing, 6x3x1& in., 

Kom communication tal for jue ee aa m rr E qur M a ae Pa ne 
Un Citizen's Band Channel 14. Works with other units on mile, depending on terrain. Super regener- From Japan. Order 6 “AA” batteries. 

ative transmitter-receiver with volume con- 49N6410M-Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. Each $11.44 

trol operates on Citizen's Band Channel 14. “AA” Battery. Shipping weight each 1 oz. 
No license needed . . no age limit. 49 N 4666M...... Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells | c sears 477 
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vue 
RACE AGAINST THE CLOCK. 

1/32-scale Lotus Ford and ‘‘Offy’’ speed around textured track 

Sears puts more mileage into this Eldon road race set with 
more track, more out-and-out racing competition. You can 
make many different layouts, even ones with much longer 
straightaways. Pit car against car . . car against time. Timing 
tower records up to 10 minutes of racing. Pre-set number of laps 
up to 25 . . clock automatically gives winning time. 
Two championship speedway cars are ready to run . . made of 

durable plastic, 534 inches long with fast electric motor, gear 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys on pages 467 to 638 from now until August 1, 1967 

m——— bank 

Competitive 1/32 Porsche Carrera and Ferrari P-2 cars 

move so fast you need the dynamic braking control 

around curves. Power pack supplies 10.5 volts at 2 amps 

33 feet of track forms 
layout 10%x5 feet wide, 
includes banked curve, 
2 winding overpasses 

drive, swivel slot-guide, soft rubber racing tires. Hand-painted 
drivers sit behind the wheel, but all the action's controlled by 2 
pistol-grip rheostats with built-in speedometers, 

Plastic and metal track . . 39 straight, 1 short straight and 26 
curved. Also 16 bridge supports, 10 banked-curve pylons, flags, 
start banner, fence sections. Reliable 6-volt power pack with on- 
off switch. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 N 9553C— Shipping weight 17 pounds. Set $28.95 

Plenty of wide-open, rugged 
10x4-foot wide 

3 straightaways, 
turns, a 
cars take on slot competition 
body holds metal chassis 

UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c 

oadway. Swift 5: 
through fast right and left-hand 

streak under 4 overpasses. New-designed 
Each detailed plastic 

12-volt motor, brass 

pylon supports Plunger-type controlle 
into track. Power pack has on-off switch circuit break 

Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
Shipping weight 14 Ibs 

AC 

. Lap-counter Timing Tower ticks away while 

. . Winner stops clock 

Sears alone 
offers all this 

for only 

729 
$4.00 monthly 

You get famous STROMBECKER quality with 40 feet of track 

plus 2 cars with 33,000-rpm motors in this Sears exclusive set 

:399 eet 

around this big 
ch cars speed down 

Set $39.65 
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Tilts up or down, 
left or right 

in an action game 

that's as fast and 
exciting as hockey . . 
Sure to keep everyone 

On Guard 
You can score 

goals at either end 

CHICKEN LOTTO 
Child's version of bingo :) 59 

Fil colorful egg-laying chicken with “eggs”, 
press her tail, and you're ready to play. Just 
match the egg that pops out with the matching 
color square on your card, Player to finish his 
card first wins. 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 7. 
49 N 246—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.........$2.59 

take care not to put on one too 
many or you'll “spill the 
beans” and the game is over. 
First player to get rid of all 

Fare pai kia 5344 

even if they can’t read or count. For up to 6 

players, ages 4 to 8. 
49 N 65211—Wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz... ...$3.44 

Ci 

to play 

SCAT 
A cat and’ mouse game $937 

The cat stalks the mice and li 
upon the throw of a multicolored dice, one 
mouse tries to escape the cat. A new version 
of a fun game for the entire family. For 
up to 7 players, all ages. 
49 N 65181—Shpg. wt. 14 o....... $2.37 

Grand Pm $44 
Sleek racers with steel ball 
"engines" race wildly down a 
4-ft. figure-8 track. For better 
speed and action, 3 engines" 
can be interchanged in the 5 
cars. Extra set of front and 

Slap rear wheels in case of trouble. 

For all ages. Plastic. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz. his beans is the winner. Two or 

49 N 427............ $2.44 more children can play. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. A players, ages S and up. Plastic. and up. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 

49 N 65164.......... $1.99 49N324-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.88 49 N370.......... Set $1.79 473 
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It's ON GUARD 
An action game with the excitement of hockey and the fun of pinball. 
Get past the obstacles and score a goal at either end 

This fast-moving game lets you score points by guiding the steel ball into your goal 
at either end of the playing area. Ball rebounds to and fro past the obstacles when 
you press the levers on your side of the plastic gameboard. Score 5 goals to win. Bet- 

KING OF THE HILL 
.. face marbles up hill, 

reach the top. 
get the crown 

:319 

Get your marble to the 

that send them tum- 
bling back down. 2-4 
players, ages 5 and up. 
Plastic. Measures 1014x 
10%x6 inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 65308....$3.19 

— 

HIDE 'N SEEK i944 
. . play it indoors 

Try to reach “home base” without being caught 
by the player who is “It”. There are 9 remov- 
able hiding places in the 3-dimensional board 
. . sneak behind the mail box or log pile. 2 to 4 
players, ages 5 and up. Flag, tokens and 1 dice. 
"Throw the dice and try to get “home” free. Plastic. 
49 N 65142—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. .... $344 

lish Dun scane by ia nwrsdlochical conr 

Ready, set, go . . the sleek racers with steel ball “engines” 
fly down 4 feet of figure-8 track. For better speed and ac- 
tion, 3 "engines" can be interchanged in the 5 cars. Will 
your racer get down first? Better move fast . . but watch 
out for those hairpin turns. Extra set of front and rear 
wheels in case of trouble. For all ages. Plastic. 4 ft. long. 
49 N 65058—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces... $2.77 

iem $394 

HUFF 'N PUFF 3339 
. . guard house from wolf 

Build homes of plastic brick, straw or wood. 
Players secretly slip a steel pin into one of the 
holes by neighbors’ house. Spin the dial, if it 
points to your house put plastic pin in one of the 
holes. Choose hole with pin in it, angry wolf 
blows your house down. 2-3 players, ages 5 and up. 
49 N 65096—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1507z...... $3.39 

ter stay alert to outwit your opponents. 2 to 4 can pla: 

49 N 65156—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces... eee 

About 15x8x3 inches high. 

DONT SPILL THE BEANS - 
. . one bean too many and pot tips 

the game is over. First player to 
rid of all his beans, without spilling 
pot, is the winner, Plastic. Two or more 
children can play. Any ages. ~; 
49 N 65164—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... .. . $2.49 

TN 

6 CARD GAMES $189 
., each easy to play set 

Play Old Maid, Animal Rummy, Slap Jack, 
Hearts, Crazy Eights and Snap . . 6 fun games 
each in its own sturdy plastic case. Rules in- 
cluded. For children ages 5 and up. 
49 N 65105—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz...Set $1.89 
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Learn Pro Play 
with this 35-inch 
Professional 
Hockey Game 
Bobby Hull's 
booklet “Tips on 
Scoring Goals” 
included 

Pro-league Hockey $Q 
with roving referee 

Exciting! Action of a real hockey game, Metal play- 
e” along slots on 31x18-inch hardboard rink. 

You control steel rods to pass, shoot. Roving referee 
for face-off at any spot. Goalies shift to block shots. 
Metal frame. Magnetic-and wood pucks. 
79 € 65357L—Shipping weight 9 pounds...... .$9.99 

Press levers to 

shoot for goal.. 

All-Star Hockey 

$499 
4 Also with 2 “Shotmakers’’ $13” 

Fast-action hockey for all ages . . players control and 3 different pucks 
shots from anywhere on rink with mechanical levers. All-metal players are controlled by rods you push, pull or. Both nets protected by realistic goalies. Paperboard twirl . . for passing, “skating,” shooting, Lever-action goalies 2-inch rink, Scoreboard, ball-type “puck,” “save” puck from almost any angle, Roving referee for face- 79 € 65391C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .... $4.99 offs anywhere on the ice. 35x21-inch hardboard and metal 

rink, 12 team flags. Magnetic, roller and plain pucks, Booklet 
gives pro advice on skating, puck control, passing, shooting. A two-stick "Shotmaker” 79 € 65358L—Shipping weight 11 pounds............ $13.99 replaces your center 
Extra Players Set. Form a 10-team league with 60 metal men. for power-play hockey 
49 C 65359— Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces...... .99 when you need it 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES Pass.'n Shoot Shoot from any of 
^ k Basketball 12 spots. . Bas-Ket Pro-league Bas E 

Twist metal control Play. with up to 6 s 13 1 rod. Two metal players 2 players or alone. Sink Cut / 
send ballto'shooting area; shots using 6 lever-con- last Christmas was $14.99. Guards; cen- 
opposing 2 try to block, re- trolled . flippers, Paper- ters, forwards e on slide-act ar 
bound shot. Swivel-action board 20x12-inch court mechar u control. Steel basket fi players. Simulated glass surface. Game includes sting. Steel-framed 36x2. backboards, 18 shooting scoreboards, fold-down net t on which 10 metal players 
areas, jump spot. Two baskets, plastic basketball ive and defensive positions. 
plastic basketballs. Rules. and playing rules, scoreboard over jam-packed 30x16-in. court. Wt. 8 Ibs. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. and,” simulated glass backboards 
79 € 65075L.......$11.99 49€ 6502.......... $4.99 with plastic basket nets. Two plastic basket- - 

balls and rules of the game are included. 
Í — 79 C 65273L—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs $13.99 rcoxn2 [Sears] 473 
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Twin Speakers fill room with sound 

on these 4-speed Phonographs 

32.625 
cash 

$3.00 down 

$2.50 down 

Wide-range Volume control Has Volume and Tone controls 

Party-time portable that plays like a Tone control captures high alto sounds or 

dream! Tandemonic® sound brings low bass overtones . makes it something 

music from 2 parts of the room . . a special for the junior “social set” for danc 

form of high fidelity. Two speakers are ing or listening. Has Tandemonic® sound 

attached .. open outward for playing; —. . almost like high fidelity. 2 speakers 

can be placed up to 8 feet away from attach outward . . can be placed 8 feet 

center amplifier. Hi-gain crystal pick- away. Electronic amplifier has both vol 

up, excellent amplification. Permanent ume and tone controls. Turnover cartridge 

type needle . . plays 16, 3314, 45 and features 2 separate synthetic sapphire 

78 rpm records up to 12 inches. Party needles . . plays all 16, 3344, 45 and 78 

$2998 oom cash 

Play real stereo on Roy Rogers Portable 

spills wipe up easily from pyroxylin- — rpm records up to 12 in. Tan and brown 

coated covering . . two-tone green — pyroxylin-coated fiber case wipes off clean. 

color. About 18x11x5 in. high. About 18x10x8 in. high. 

49 N.690—Shipping wt. 14 Ibs...$22.25 — 79 N 691C—Shipping wt. 15 Ibs $26.25 

NOTE: Electric phonographs UL approved, 110-120. volt, 60-cycle AC. 

case has handsome brown and tan color. 

79 N 555C—About 18x10x8 inches high. Shipping weight 15 Ibs......$29.98 

Donald Duck Electric Portable C-— 3 
$1019 

Plays all 78 rpm records up 
to 12 inches. Includes ten 
6-in. children’s records, 24- 
record plastic rack. Scuff- 
resistant blue and white 
fiber case . . pyroxylin cov- 

ering wipes clean. Plastic 
handle. Tone chamber am- 

Record Carrying Case Metal Phonograph plified. Sound head locks 

Take records to parties without Plays 78 rpm records. Rigid tear- into proper playing and 

scratching and breaking. Sturdy fiber drop design has gay enamel fin- rest positions. Replay at- 

cases have pyroxylin-coated coverings. ish. Includes matching 24-record tachment repeats 6 and 

Plastic handle. Index cards. Norecords plastic rack, 10 children's rec. -in. records automatically. 

49 N 582—7-inch size. Red and black ords, 2 packages of needles (loud Loud and soft needles in- 

color. Holds 24 six or seven-inch and soft). 13x8x7 in. " 

records. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz... 1.98 DAR 7 tbs. $9.19 duded. 11x11x$ in. 

49 Né95—l2-inch sire. Charcoal and PN Sri Sipe we T IB Ys 49 N 6965—N t. 7 lbs. $10.19 

gray. Holds 18 records. Shpg. wt. 49 N 577—Without plastic 49 N 676—Without rack or 

5 Ibs, 8 oz. $3.98 rack or records. Wt. 6 Ibs. 7.19 records. Wt. 6 Ibs... . $8.19 

Use Easy Terms ..10% down on orders of $20 or more..see page 294 saws SEARS 47] 
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Stands 4 ft. high 
with steel tripod 

#1499 
See craters on the moon 

. . 200-power Reflector Scope makes them visible 

Use the 75-power lens for broad-field viewing. Look at other planets, too, 
with this masterpiece of optical workmanship. Ground and polished 
3-inch mirror inverts images. 75-power eyepiece plus booster lens for 75 
to 200-power viewing. Rack and pinion adjustment makes for effortless 
and precise focusing. All-steel 360° swivel mount locks in any position 
on tripod. Stands 4 feet high. White fiberboard tube. 12-page manual. 
79 N 6302C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . . .. PETI $14.99 

See planets close up with this 
60 to 150-power Reflector Scope 

Stands 3 ft. high 

Peer into periscope lens 
and discover the fas- 
cination of astronomy. 

Jupiter and Mars are 
brought up close with 
this 60 to 150-power 
scope. Ground and pol- 
ished 234-in. mirror in- 
verts images. Black 
fiberboard tube re- 
volves 360° on steel 
tripod—locks. 12-page 
manual. Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 6362C. . . $9.88 

Cutioa pase scans by dheisimas-musetecimicM com. 

60 and 200-power Stargazer Scope 
switches to an 85-power spotter 

Powerful 2-in-1 refractor telescope gives clear 
views of far-off objects whether they're in outer 
space or just down the road. Study the heavens 

with 65 mm achromatic objective lens—attach 
filter and diagonal adapter to see sunspots— 
gives inverted image. Switch to 85 power with Aluminum tripod for use 
focus tube to see familiar earth-bound objects. with telescope 79N6363C 
Vinyl-covered fiberboard tubes adjust to 5 ft. at left. Adjusts from 3 to 
Mounting brackets. Partly assembled. 6 ft. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 
79 N 6363C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs... $16.98 79 N 6345C.....$5.98 

60 and 200-power 

Refractor Scope 

Stands 4% ft. high 

with wood tripod A 

$2250 \ 

Use 6mm eyepiece with 76mm achromatic objective lens for inverted 
image of planets. Converts quickly for land viewing with 60-power erector 

eyepiece. Fiber glass tube adjusts from 45 to 50 in. 4}4-ft. tripod of 
Philippine mahogany . . legs telescope to 29 in. Tripod makes 360° sweep 
and 120° vertical movement. Sun filter included. From Japan. 
79 N 6313C—Shipping weight 7 pounds.............0...0s00+ $22.50 

Refractor Scope - 
with metal tripod 

Use on table or floor 
. .legs adjust from 

18 to 45 inches 

3998 

Strong 50-power viewing, mighty unusual in such a low-priced telescope. 
50mm coated objective lens. Fiber glass tube is 2 feet long. Metal tripod 
has ball, socket joint . . swivels 360° horizontally. From Japan. 
79 N 6311C—Shipping weight 3 pounds........ Ped eseneeaeces $9.98 

as ——— 

30-power hand-size Spotting Scope $398 

Precision-made 30mm coated objective lens. White enameled aluminum tube with 
rust-resistant chrome-plated trim adjusts from 714 to 1414 in. From Japan 
49 N 6308— Shipping weight 9 ounces............ Ce REA 
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MOTORING 

" 4 
This Computrac unit electronically controls Ford GT Chaparral 
a pace car to race against the car that you ; 2 

control. Computrac is programmed to Race your car against a pace car that's 
"know" exactly when to slow down for controlled by a Computer 
curves, when to ''floorboard it'' for straight 

aways. With practice and daring, you can Sears exclusive 
win. Or, if you want to race the cars without 2-lane set, over 79°? $4.00 

monthi: 
the computer, switch it off. 25 feet of track y cash 

You get a set of charts that evaluate your car’s perform 

ance against the maximum speeds set by the computer 

controlled car. It’s an accurate way to keep a record of 
which car performs best when you compete with others. 
This is important because no 2 cars—even of the same 
model are identical in racing speed. Tire wear and poor 
lubrication may be the reason you're coming out 2nd 
best in the racing circuit. By using the charts you can 
determine which of your cars should win on a curvy 
or straight course, 

The wide bed roadway around all curves is another 
feature of this exclusive Sears set. If you accelerate just 
right, you can power slide around any curve without roll 
ing over. Gives your cars wider passing distance and 
wider shoulders for skids, slides or spin-outs. 

You get 2 sport racers—the Ford GT and the Chapar- 
ral, powered by Hi-Torque Thunderjet 500 motors. 32 
pieces of plastic and metal roadway track. Guard rails, 

trestles, flags, signs. 2 plunger-type controls, 20-volt 
Power Pack. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. Guide 

book for charts. Plus the famous computer that will help 
increase your driving skill. Layout 814x234 feet wide. 
79 N 9509C—-Shipping weight 12 pounds $29.89 

Nowhere but at Sears will you 

find a Cobra GT racing against 

a Lola GT on 16 feet of track 

:[93? 

Super-quick racers zoom down the straight- 

away. Real skill is needed to make both 

right and left-hand turns or to swish 

around on the exciting spiral roadway 

Authentic models whiz through the spectacular perform- 
ances both cars deliver on actual speedways. Powered 
by the famous Hi-Torque Thunderjet 500 motors. 

Set includes 12 curved and 7 straight roadway sections. 
2 cars, 2-plunger-type speed controls, guard rails and 
trestles, 20-volt power pack with on-off switch. UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Service manual shows dif. 
ferent track layouts, Layout shown 4x4 feet wide. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 9508C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ...Set $19.89 

472 
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Big! 19 inches high! 

A 

Ready, aim, toss the ball in his 

saucy sailor's hat. He rolls his 

left eye as you watch the score 

count up. Play alone to improve 

your aim òr with friends for even 

more fun. It’s exclusive at Sears 

This big colorful cartoon character lets you try 
your luck as well as your marksmanship. Just 
toss the 4 balls at his sailor hat . . if your aim is 
true he'll roll his eye, count up your score and 
return your ball for another toss. Plastic, 19 in. 
high, 11 in. long. For ages 4 to adult. Phone 
ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it. 
49 N 199— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ...$3.33 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order toys on 

pages 433 to 609 until August 1, 1968 

ROCK 'EM SOCK 'EM ROBOTS 
You contro! hand-operated 
boxers as they throw, block 
punches .. move around ring 

s944 
Climb into ring and fight! Control boxer as 
he feints and shifts, looks for opening. A 
quick jab to opponent's jaw sets off a spring 
mechanism that pops his head up. Even 
without a ten count you're the winner! 
Press his head down and you're ready for 
another round. 20-in. square ring; plastic 
boxers are 12) £in. tall. 
79 N 155C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. $9.44 

without 
batteries. 

Patient needs an OPERATION $377 
. and you're the “surgeon” 

Toss it away before it 
“explodes” with a BANG! Pump up balloon . . break it, you lose! 

Put balloon on machine, pick number from 
1 to 10. Pump up balloon as you pump score. 
Careful or it'll Ka-Boom! Plastic. Balloons 
indl. 2 to 6 players, ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 245—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 12 oz..$3.79 

FANG BANG 

J 5999 

Duel with Balloon Snakes 
Don a scary witch doctor mask and sic your 
balloon snake at an enemy snake. A solid 
strike of the fangs will pop his balloon. 
Inflater and balloons included. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 6 to 14 yrs. 
49 N 65165—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 0z..$2.99 

474 3 
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CGulalod pane Scant by duddimar weicdlüctudtal Doni 

Remove anatomy parts with electroprobe. If 
you slip, patient's nose lights . . you lose! Ages 
6 to 14. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order below. 
49 N 412—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. .$3.77 
49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2 Wt.8oz.. 36c 

$37 

HANDS DOWN .. the slap happy game 
where you might win just by bluffing 

Pick a card, match a pair. Quick! Hit the 
“hand”. Last hand down loses a card. High 
score in points on matched pairs wins this 
game, but watch out if the joker’s on you! 
Plastic. For 3 to 4 players, ages 7 to adult. 
49 N 6507—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz...... $3.77 

Play catch with the bomb as it ticks 
away the seconds. If it's in your hands 
when it goes “Bang”, you're out of the 
game. Plastic. For2 or more, ages 3 and up. 
49 N 206—Shpg. wt, 1 Ib........$2.49 

BASH! 
Score grows as 
stack shortens 

but don't topple it! 

Bash the funny man with 
the hammer . . add up 
points as you strike out 
sections. Be careful! If he 
falls over game ends. For 2 
or more players, ages 5 to 
12. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 197.) oo S. $2.19 



Hit his hat and 

his eye rolls.. 

score mounts 

BIGII I9 inches high 

Test your luck as well as 
your marksmanship. Just 
toss the 4 balls at his 
sailor hat . . if your aim is 
true he'll roll his eye, 
count up your score and 
return your ball for another 
toss. Plastic, 4 balls in- 
cluded. Ages 4 to adult. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 65071 .....$3.33 

PUMP THE WATER — FLL THE PAIL 
OUR MONEY 

Seiten 
KA-BOOM! Pump up 

balloon . . carefully. 
OPERATION . . you're the Wit pope. Vot loka 

Doctor remove parts with 

electric probe . . gently 5399 

First player puts balloon on 
machine, then picks a num- 
ber from 1 to 10. Pump that 
number, then next player 
takes over. Tension mounts 

‘Doctors’ operate on patient with hilar- 
ious ailments. Pick a card to determine 
operation and fee. If you goof, noselights 
up, buzzer sounds. Ages 6 to 14. Uses 2 
“D” batteries, order 1 pkg. below. 

Score mounts as 
stack shortens, but 

don't topple it. 

Bash the funny man with 
the hammer . 

ROCK 'EM SOCK 'EM ROBOTS 

you control boxers in the big ring 

You handle the controls as boxers feint, shift, 
look for an opening. A quick jab to the oppo- 
nent's jaw sets off a spring mechanism that 
pops his head up . . you're the winner by a 
KO. Press his head down to begin a new bout. 
1214 in. tall plastic boxers, 20x17-in. ring. 
79 N 65119C—Shipping weight 6 lbs. $9.99 

HANDS DOWN the slap happy game 

you just might win by bluffing! 

Pick a card, match a pair. Quick! Hit the 
"hand". Last hand down loses a card. High 
score in points on matched pairs win this 
game, but if your bluff is called the joker's 
on you. Plastic. 3 to 4 players. 7 to adult. 
49N6507-Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz. .$3.99 

Play catch with 

the TIME BOMB. . 
you're out when 

it goes off. 

3319 

. add points Toss it away before it 

49N65028-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1202..$3.94 
“D” Batteries. Package of 2. 

49 N 4660—Wt. 8 oz.... 

482 Sears sac 
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as balloon grows . . Ka- 
Boom! Plastic. Balloons in- 
cluded. 2 to 6 players, ages 
5 to 12. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 6503 ..... +. $3.99 

as you strike out sections. 
Careful! Game ends when 
he topples. 2 or more play- 
ers, 5 to 12. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 65025 ....... $2.57 

goes "Bang" or you're 
out of the game. Pla: 
tic. For all the family. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 65026,...$3.19 



Fire steel ball into maze of metal scoring bumpers. 

Lights flash as hand-operated kicker helps keep ball in 

play. "Direct hit" into scoring chute lights up onc of 

the bonus-point panels. Clear plastic cover; plastic 

legs and body. 5 steel balls. Partly assembled. Stands 

about 31x16x45 inches high. UL listed. For 110-120- 

volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 C 65102L—Shipping weight 25 pounds......- .$24.99 

Battery-operated Tabletop Pinball 

Has lights, bell $ 99 win 

and automatic scoring patter 

Ball hits bumpers, score tallies. Spring-trigzer ball 

shooter. Replay lever helps keep ball in play. Metal 
26x16-inch assembly with clear plastic top. Uses 4 
“D” batteries . , order pkg. below. Partly assembled 
79 C 65013C—Shipping weight 12 pounds... . -$11.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz... Pkg, 1.19 

n 
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Pedestal-style 
40-inch Pool Table 
with steel frame, 
folding tubular 

aluminum legs 

*19” 

Legs reinforced by wood-grained finish steel panels. Lev- 
clers let your adjust height of each leg when table is set up 
on an uneven floor. Steel cross-braces help keep playing bed 
flat. Wood-grained finish steel frame with automatic ball 
return, Felt playing surface, rubber bumpers, molded 
plastic pockets. Sixteen t-inch solid plastic balls, two 30-inch 
rubber-tipped tic cue sticks, triangle and 
playing rules included. 40x22x29 inches high. 
79 € 65136L—Shipping weight 18 pounds 

wood-and-pl 

$19.99 

30-inch Table 
for smaller 

children 

Wood-finished steel frame 
with plastic corners and pock 
ets. Aluminum legs fold for 
easy storage. Smooth felt 
playing surface with rubber 

bumpers, Automatic ball re- 
turn. 30x17x26 in. high. Six- 
teen solid plastic l-in. ball 
two 24-in. rubber-tip wood cue 
sticks. Triangle. Rules. 
79 C 65138L-Wt. 11 Ibs. $14.99 

P uu 
30-inch Tabletop Pool Table 

Steel frame with wood-tone design. Hardboard surface; 
netic scoring. Legs fold. 30x17x8 inches high. Sixteen l-inch 

plastic balls, triangle. Two 24-inch wood cue sticks. 
79 C 65392L—Shipping weight 10 pounds . - -$11.99 
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So real you can shoot the catapult 

132- $7798 
piece set 

See the Roman Empire in the exciting time of Caesar 
unfold before your eyes in amazing detail. This giant 

set is an education. Relive the breathtaking excitement 
of the famous Chariot race . . glorious chariots drawn by 
splendid horses and driven by strong men. See galleries 
with graceful columns looming high, where the Emperor 
Empress and a mass of spectators watch the race. 

You'll see the famous Roman Amphitheater where 
heroic gladiators fight each other . . or fight a lion and ti- 
zer released through a sliding cage door. 

You'll experience the everyday goings-on of the ba- 
zaar, the center of Roman life The canopy-covered food 
stall even has urns and baskets with plastic food, 

You'll see the Slave Mart where prisoners are chained 
and sold under a canopy-covered platform. Another tent 
of Roman nobles lies beyond the city 

FIGURES: 66 men, 16 horses, 4 chariots. 
SerrINGS: galleries (about 18x3x8 in. high); an Amphi- 

theater (about 16x4x6 in. high); a tent 
ACCESSORIES: Catapult that really works . . lion, tiger, 

portrait busts, baskets, fountain, cart, couch, brazier, 
chair, broken chariot wheels, chest, urns, etc 

All pieces are of real-looking, 3-dimensional plastic in 
true proportions. Easy to assemble. 
79N5985\—132-piece Ben Hur set. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. . $7.98 
NOTE: Play pieces in sets on both poges moy vary slightly, bu! we guarantee you will receive total number of pieces stated. 



Build a complete darkroom 

with this Photography Lab 

Enlarge pictures . . make contact prints 

.. even project 35mm slides on wall 

Only $098 

Start your child off to a lifetime hobby with this complete photog- 
raphy lab with enlarger and slide projector he builds himself. En- 
larger expands 35mm shots to prints up to 8x10 inches. 35mm pro- 

jector has twin condensing lenses and 140-watt projection lamp. 
Contact print frame takes negatives up to 314x434 inches. Set also 
includes three 5x7-in. plastic developing trays, neon safe light, tray 
thermometer, film clips, developing chemicals, printing and enlarging 
paper, and handbook. 4x5x9-in. metal projector converts to enlarger. 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed cord, socket. 
49 N 6416— Shipping weight 3 pounds 7 ounces. ....,. Set $9.98 

Create marbleized effects as you make s] 197 

jewelry with copper-enamel Swirling Set 

, cuff links. Kit A hobby for the whole family . . make pins, earrin 
has everything you need . . tools, copper blanks, fittings, enamel 
powder, glass lumps and instructions. High-heat (2000°F) kiln has 
sealed element with aluminized dome . . holds pieces up to 414 in. in eae 
size. 900 watts. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. UL listed. n E 3 " 

49 N 2092 — Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $11.97 Magnifier detects 35-piece Coin Collectors Kit 
smallest coin marks for beginners or advanced 

Additional Items Kit. (Notshown.) Copper blanks, findingsand enamel 

powder for 7 pair earrings, 4 pair cuff links, 3 pins, 2 rings, tiebar. View roll of coins under lighted Arrange, store and display your coins. Set 
49 N 2093— Shipping weight 12 ounce: ....Kit $3.99 magnifier. Coins arefedin, flip- ̂  includes 3 folders, catalog and price list, 

ped to other side, ejected by polishing and buffing cloth, 3 coin tubes, 6 
lever. About 6x3xS in. 110- display holders, magnifier, 18 envelopes, 
120-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed. velvet case for Kennedy half dollar. 
49 N2094—Wt.21bs.$9.88 ^ 49 N 2095—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Kit $2.44 

D 
D a Fa e 

Everything you need to $997 

collect and mount butterflies 3 

Starts youngsters off with 10 specimens ready to 
ri Detailed skeleton holds press- mount, complete mounting equipment and nylon 

fit vital organs—no gluing net with 21-inch wood handle. Includes steel and 
Build 37-inch U.S.S. Constitution needed. Place both in clear glass-headed insect pins, glass-topped display 

body shell showing major mount, dispatching fluid, balsa wood pinning 
The whole family will enjoy constructing this authentically muscular and circulatory sys- board, relaxing jar and fluid and cardboard wing- 
detailed model of the famous "Old Ironsides." Clear gallery tems. Plastic. 1234 inches high. pinning strips. Complete with instructions. 
windows, 55 guns, and 20 crew figures add to the realism. Charts and instructions are Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 
Also pre-formed rat lines, colorful flag sheet, rigging thread. included. Shipping weight 49 N 2196 E Kit $3.97 
Hull pre-painted. Instructions and historical booklet. 1 pound 7 ounces. 
79 N 2350C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. .......... Kit $8.99 49 N 2352.......Kit $2.99 ws SEARS 479 
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Cobra GT Chaparral 

Our biggest HO-scale set delivers more fun 

with 4 lanes . . 4 cars... 4 speed controls 
Each car travels 19 feet to whiz past built-in lap counters 

T] Here's out-and-out road racing—where speed is king. Real com- 
$ petition pits the whole family or a group of friends against 

casn each other. Watch how these cars flash down the track, power- 
slide and fishtail around the curves—then roar out and hurtle 
into the stretch. 

$5 monthly What's more, Sears adds automatic lap counters that register 
the lap you're on when your car passes over special track. 

E You get 4 HO-scale model cars (about 214 in. long) . . Porsche 

es 906, Cobra GT, Ford GT and Chaparral. 52 pieces of simulated 
m~ asphalt roadway with bridge supports, guard rails, fence with 

E a a signs, Also 4 plunger-type controls. Plastic with metal con- 
ductors. Power pack delivers 20-volt DC, has circuit breaker, 

i on-off switch. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

4 Service manual shows the many types of layouts you can make. 
ath Four-lane layout shown is about 8x4 feet wide 
i - Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it 

79 N 9513C— Shipping weight 12 pounds. . ..........$39.77 

— 

4 automatic 
lap counters 

Make it a 2-lane layout with 3735 feet of track. . 

enough track to form many different layouts 

S 473 [Ne Money Down on anything Sears sells 
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Punch-Me's 
in 5 sizes.. 

34 to 52 inches 

Bamm-Bamm Rubble. A TV favorite. 34 inches high. 
49 N 2519—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $1.79 

Bugs Bunny. The mischievous rabbit. 34 in. high. 
49 N 2523—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.79 

Flipper. With squeaker fins. 40 inches high. 
49 N 24093 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.69 

Supermon. Blinking eyes, squeaker. 42 in. high. 
49 N 2501—Shpg. wt, 2 lbs, 12 oz. $2.89 

Steel Stilts 

Finished in red, white and blue enamel, 
rubber tips help prevent sliding, floor 

scratches, Foot rests adjust from 10 to 16 in. 
-Apii the floor. 5 ft. high. For ages 6 to 14 

79 N 2916C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs,....Pr. $4.99 

Sears weight-scaled Pogo Sticks 

0 For weight up to 90 pounds. Vinyl handle 
grips. Slip resistant foot tread and tip. 

40 inches high. Red enameled ste: 
79 N 2499C— Shipping weight 5 I $3.49 

nyl handle ]] Ferweight up to 100 pounds. 
grips, slip-resistant foot pads and tip. 

45 inches high. Spring tension adjustment for 
long life. Baked enamel finish on sturdy steel 
tubing. Bright plastic streamers. 
79 N 2411C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... $5.69 

For all ages up to 180 pounds. Vinyl han. 
dle grips, slip-resistant foot pads and tip. 

High tension tri tubular steel construc 
tion, with friction-free spring. Bright plastic 
streamers. Stands 48 inches high. 

79 N24099C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. ... $7.79 

Hey! These look like fun! Inflatable vinyl with weighted bottoms 
to keep 'em bobbin' back for more 

Huckleberry Hound. 42 inches high. 
49 N 2505— Shipping weight 2 lbs, 12 oz. $2.89 

Bozo the Clown. With squeaker nose. 48 in. high. 
49 N 24098—Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 12 oz... . $2.99 

Batman. Blinking eyes, beeper belt. 52 in. high. 
49 N 2477—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz...$3.59. 

King Kong. Beeper, blinking eyes. 52 inches high. 
49 N 24092—Shipping weight 4 lbs, 8 oz. $3.59 

E 

Non-tilt Space Walkers s 4 79 
with hinged center 

You'll feel like an astronaut walking 
on the moon. Big dual springs keep you 
bouncing . . center hinge keeps you 
from tilting and losing balance. They 
fit over your regular shoes, adjust to 
your foot length. Strong plastic straps 
and lace-up band for a snug fit. Steel 
foot and base plates are red-enameled, 
Rubber bumpers save mom's floors. 
For boys and girls, ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 2450—Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz., , $4.79 



Get it over the plate every time 

PITCH-BACK NET 

You pull 
trigger 
here 

ARNOLD PALMER GOLF 
You control every swing he makes- 

Arnie's on the end of a 3l-in. metal 
handle. Snap one of 6 small clubs (2 
woods, 4 irons) into his hands. When 
you pull trigger, Arnie swings to deliver 
your shot. Accuracy depends on club 
you insert and how you pull trigger-ring. 

79 N 29111C— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. -$6.19 

Cutie pane scans by cheisimas muselediwicd vov 

Improves pitching, fielding . . 

practice alone or with friends 

Practice goalie and forward 
maneuvers with this two-man 

HOCKEY TRAINER SET 

A Sears Exclusive $ 829 
Play on ice or pavement. You get a 
rubber puck, two 46-inch hardwood 
hockey sticks, tubular-steel goal 
about 37x37x18 inches deep. Net is 
sturdy cotton and nylon twine. Un- 
assembled. *Allow 10 lbs. postage 
per postal regulations, 
79 N 29099L—Wt. 10 Ibs.*. . $8.2! 

38x38 inch 38x56 inch 

:544 $799 p 

When everyone is too busy to “pitch a few", you 
can practice alone to gain accuracy and coordina- 
tion. Net rebounds ball thrown from any dis- 
tance. Strong nylon net attaches to tubular steel 
frame with live action steel springs. So light- 
weight you can take it to the park or beach. 
assembled. Why not phone and order it now? 
Square model. 38x38 inches. 
79 N 29098C— Shipping weight 5 Ibs... .$5.44 

Rectangular model. 38x56 inches. 
79 N 2911C— Shipping weight 9 Ibs.....$7.99 

Peewee Football Set 

included. For ages 6 to 10. 

OUTDOOR Z^ 
BASKETBALL  / 

SET 
With adjustable 

pole, 32x24-in. back 
board. 18-in. goal 
and net, basketball 

$ 16” 

Heavy gauge 2-inch 
diam. steel pole adjusts 
up to 10 feet. Cotton 
seine twine net, brack 
ets, pebble grained in- 
flatable ball. 14-inch 
exterior plywood back- 
board. Freight (rail, 
truck) or express. Ship- 

ping weight 25 pounds. 
79 N 29029N . $16.99 

Ball, goal and net only. 
Shipping weight 6 lbs. 
79 N 29112L .. $4.19 

Foam padded for rough 'n' tumble play 

Your young gridiron hero will look and feel like 
a real pro in the red all-plastic helmet with dou- 
ble bar face guard. Headband fits sizes up to 6*4. 
Comfortably padded at neck and forehead. Plas- 
tic shoulder pads give real protection to would-be 
tacklers. Imitation leather football. Kicking tee 

49 N 2912— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. Set $5. 94 



A 54-in. Pool Table so sturdy, so true—you 
.can develop real shot-making skills 

Switch to billiards or bumper pool 

with Accessory Set below 

Our best 
40-inch 

Pool Table 

with sixteen 1- 

30-inch 



: 7 1 
Major Selh Adams 

Flint McCullough 

WAGON TRAIN 
Fight side by side with two TV heroes 

T $48 Bot on $7798 

Your child will relive the 1850 Gold Rush, when rugged pioneers pushed westward, 

battling stormy weather, rugged terrain, and fie: warfaring Indi 

amous Wagon Train TV heroes . . Major Sı 
0 attacking Indian warrior 

s AND WAGONS: 4 covered wagons (3 are pul 
water keg, tool box and lantern, Various livesto 

, (35 animals in all.) 

2 horses, 1 

5 saddle hor: 

bows and arrows. 
proportions. 

79 N 5994C—200 piece set illustrated. Shi; pounds. wa ae a's SRS 

79 N 5956C—100 piece set. Similar to above, but with fewer pieces of each es 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 

eu 

pa 



65-piece Pegboard Workshop 
31999 Workshon | $1998 wih Bench 

The big one. 2x2-foot steel-framed pegboard is ready to hang. Loaded 
with tools, ready to use: 6-piece crosscut saw set, coping saw with 
5 blades, brace and 9 bits, plane, hand drill, 3 chisels, 3 wrenches, 
2 screwdrivers, pliers and hammer. Also 6-ft. folding rule, level, try 
square, nail set, pencil, 24 hooks, instructions. 

Bench goes great with workshop order combination—save $2.00. 
79 N 1543L—Workshop only. Shipping weight 14 Ibs. .Set $12.99 
79N1507L2-Combination Workshop, Bench. Wt. 38 lbs. Set. 19.98 

Deluxe Workbench. Solid . . steady. Boasts metal vise, wood drawer, 
tool rack. Pine, hardboard. Partly assembled. 32x16x32 in. high. 
79 N 1505L—Shipping weight 25 pounds. . ...........6+5 $8.99 

49-piece Workshop 

Without bench | With bench 

$699 $1195 

The compact one, 18x18-inch 
steel-framed pegboard keeps 
tools in place. Hand saw, cop- 
ing saw, 6 blades, hand drill, 
9 bits, chisel, 3 wrenches, 
level, pliers, hammer, plane, 
try square, ruler, pencil, screw- 
driver, hooks, book and more. 
79 N 1542C-Wt. 9 Ibs. $6.99 

Workshop with Bench. Sase 
$1.00. Shipping wt. 23 Ibs. 
79 N 1518C2....Set $11.98 

Workbench with ruled edge, 
nail and screw chart, tool rack, 
vise. Pine, bardboard. Partly 
assembled. 24x14x30 in. 
79N1544C-Wt. 15 Ibs. $5.99 
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30-pc. Tool Set with 
brace, plane and level 

$489 

Build with handsaw, claw 
hammer, screwdriver, coping 
saw, 5 blades, brace with 2 
bits, 3 wrenches, plane, car- 
penter's level, sandpaper and 
block, pliers, chisel, wood mal- 
let. Also ruler, try square, tri- 
angle, booklet. Pencil, double- 
latch steel chest, 16x8x234 in. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1509........Set $4.89 

23-piece Tool Set 

$988 

Tools you can always use—all 
in a steel chest that measures 
12x5x3 in. You get a hand saw, 
coping saw, 4 blades, claw 
hammer, screwdriver, 2 
wrenches, try square, sand- 
paper, block, pliers, wood mal- 
let, triangle, ruler, pencil, 
booklet. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 1503, .......Set $2.88 

9-piece Tool Set. 

$182 

Pliers, wrench, screwdriver, 
hand saw, claw hammer, wood 
ruler, sandpaper and pencil. 
Metal tool box about 12x5x2 
inches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 1502........Set $1.82 

11-piece Tool Belt 

$388 without 
batteries 

Get full-size alloy steel tools 
with cowhide belt that totes 
them all Saw in scabbard, 
tack hammer in holster, claw 
hammer, screwdriver, pliers 
and folding rule in pouch, 
Friction tape, flashlight (order 
2 “D” batteries). Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49N1501........ Set $3.88 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49N4660-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

7-piece Tool Belt 

"Top-grain leather. Holds ham- 
mer, screwdriver, pliers, tape, 
flashlight. Order 2 “C” bat- 
teries below. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 1523........ Set $2.95 

" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 2 oz. 
49N4665-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

"Won't Dad be proud of your 19-inch 
fold-up bookends, 1134-inch tie rack 
shelf. Nails, decals, instructions. 

_ 49 N 1511—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.. $1.99 

br T" zs 



Just about the greatest “tag team” HO-scale road race for 2 or 4 players 

SEARS PIKE'S PEAK HILL CLIMB by Lionel 
Excitement every inch of the way along a full 22 feet of 

HO running track . . all in an area no bigger than a table top. 

= Complete with scenic mountain course for 2-spiral track 

Four people can play at the same time in an 
$ exciting relay race with 2 tag teams. Each 

cash player controls his own car at all times. Your 
teammate waits at the starting line until you 

$4.00 monthly “pass” the flag to him . . then he roars off for 
his turn around the twisting course. 

Course can also be set up for conventional 
racing with two cars, Set includes 4 plastic and 
metal racing cars, about 274 in. long, 4 hand 
controllers for speed and power pack. Track 
plus 2 changeover lanes, guard rails, flags and 
instructions. Colorful, heavy chipboard moun 
tain scenery connects securely. UL listed. 
110-120-v, 60-c AC ayout size 5l4x3 ft 

Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 N 9544C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. Set $24.95 

^ 

ind: his flag flips up and he's off for 
his lap on the exciting mountain course 

Gravity-defying loops and 

steep corkscrew descent 

make this one a thriller 

Only Sears has this 49 
HO-scale Set with $ 

28 feet of track 

Give your car full power as you climb up the 
long grade to the mountain top. Now watch 
the action as you whip around the twisting 
spiral descent. As you ease around a curve 

with the electrifying loop-the 
> power on full as the car goes 
around. 

you're fac 
loc 
up. up anc 

Colorful mountain climb and loop layout 
will bring hours of joy to all the family. Set 
is complete with two cars, a Buick Riviera 
and a Ford Hardtop, 2! 5 in. long. Also two 
hand controllers, power pack. Plastic and 
metal roadway with chipboard mountain 
hill climb. guard rails, flags. instructions. 

No Money Down UL listed, 110-120-v. 60-c AC. Layout is 
"- on anything Sears sells about 7x3 feet wide. Made by Lionel 

79 N 9537C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. Set $20.49 474 [Sears] wae Y 
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DENNIS THE MENACE 
String Puppet 

Kicks up his heels and waves 
his arms everytime you tug 
on his string. Colorfully dec- 
orated wood. 534 inches tall. 

NO 

Bathtub Pump 

Pumps from tub or 
pool, out through 
hose, Suction cups 
hold to tub. Plas- 
tic. Wt. 8 oz. 

se 
8 Non-spill Playnts. Non- 
toxic poster paints. Also 
brush, mixing tray and color 
chart. Wt. 11b. Sos. 
49 N 1774...... Set $1.89 

Fascinating fun. Ambles 
or slithers between 

your hands. Flexible 3-inch 
steel springs. Wt. 11 oz. 
49N8428... 

476 [Sears] r 
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Tinkertoy. Creative. White 
birch, plastic parts. Color- 
safe finish. Idea book. 78- 
piece set. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

49N8407...... 

“Hot Potato” 

Wind it, Toss it to and 
fro—quickly before it 
buzzes, Spudsie is plastic, 
6M in. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

Wind-up Tractor. Sparks 
as it moves. Steel; rubber 
treads give it traction. 
834 in. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 N B454...,.... 

Magno Kit. Build hundreds 
of funny shapes on 4! 4- inch 
magnetized base with 24 
blocks. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N9411.......... 

Ke 
a Or re 
Mr. Potato Head 

He and his friends make a 
colorful group. Noses, ears, 
mouths, etc. are inter- 
changeable as well as body 
parts. Humorous accesso- 
ries add to the fun. Plastic. 
85 pieces. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 8489... Set $1.77 

Beginner Dr. and Nurse 
Sets. Includes play stetho- 
scope, candy pills . . every- 
thing the young medic 
needs. Plastic bags. Over 
35 pieces in each set. 

Beginner Nurse Set. 
49N1658-Wt. 11b, $1.99 

Beginner Doctor Set. 
49N1654-Wt. 11b. $1.99 

PEANUTS Drum. March 
along with Snoopy and 
Lucy. 11-in.diam. Two 9-in. 
drumsticks, Wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz. 

Silly Putty. Shape into hun- 
dreds of objects. Bounces . . 
nonstaining, Use over and 

Shaver. Buzzes just like 
Dad's. Safe fun for “little 
shaver.” 314-in. plastic. 
Penlite battery included. 
49N8435-Wt. 4 oz. 88c 

Musical Teddy Bear 
Wind him up . . he'll play 
a pretty song for naptime, 
anytime. Soft, huggable 
rayon plush, cotton fill, 
Felt ears, plastic eyes give 
him a lovable expression. 
9 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

Binoculors. Long range, ad- 
justable focus; non-pris- 
matic magnification. Plas- 
tic. Carrying case. 
49 N 1608—Wt. 802. 88c 

Hot Rod. Wood, metal. 
Build it, paint it. Motor- 
ized. 434 in. long. Uses 1 
“D” battery, on page 474. 
49 N 8410—Wt. 402. 77c 

Bozo, Pokey and Gumby 

Super-flex plastic figures sit, bend or 
twist. Washable, nontoxic. Bozo and 
Gumby 6in., Pokey 414 in. Wt. ea.4 02. 

(3) 49 N 8421—Bozo. ES 
(4) 49 N 8405—Pokey 
(S) 49 N 8406—Gumby. 

ings . . gravity-defying feet. 
Plastic. Felt cape. 6 in. 
49 N 8417-Wt. 3 oz..88c 

Q, Drinking Bird. Nomotor 
or string. Just keep his 

magic cup filled . . he'll per- 
form. Nylon, metal. 73 in. 
49 N 8412-Wt. 4 0z..88c 

BigWheelExerciser. Hums 
as it spins. Helps tone 
muscles. 6-in. plastic disc, 
nylon cord. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49 N9413.......... 88c 

Rocer. Built-in jacks for 
“pit stops." Friction-power. 
Metal. 2 extra tires. 15 in. 
long. Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. 



Red light flashes as 
crime fighter pedals 

Radio Patrol Cycle 
3-wheeler with easy-pedaling chain drive 

:241 
Body constructed of heavy-duty steel, finished in metallic 
blue and white. 37 in. long. Has 8-inch wheels . . rolls on wide- 
track rubber tires—front wheel with ball bearings. Padded 
vinyl seat. Chrome-plated handlebars. Handy storage com- 

partment in rear section (see inset). Partially assembled. 
Takes 1 “C” battery (not included) . . order 1 package below. 

79 N 86023L—Shipping weight 35 pounds. .. . ..$2449 

49N4665-"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. Pkg. 38c 

without 
battery 

ITS A HONDA! 

Looks like a real motorbike 

has chain drive . . training wheels 

Pedal-drive Motorcycle 

with training wheels 
a sidewalk sled on wheels Belly Flopper . 

Coaster riding sensation has four rugged metal wheels 
with ball bearings. Body, handle made of durable poly 
ethylene plastic. Steers by hand or by feet. Red with 
blue handle; yellow wheel housings. About 6x16x34 in. 
79 N 86025L—Shipping weight 10 pounds? . ....$7.88 
*Per postal regulations. 

SKAT-SKOOTA 
You control speed . . go forward, 

backwards, do fancy stunts— 

it's like "walking" on wheels 

Brings you a sensational riding experience. To operate, 
you just put your right foot on one platform, then 
push the other platform down with the left foot —then 
relax and pedal smoothly. Soon you'll be turning and 
maneuvering by adjusting body stance and leg pressure. 

Platforms and wheels made of brightly colored 
polyethylene. Sturdy heavy duty steel axles. Measures 
17x14x8 in. high. 8-inch wheels are 114 in. wide. 

79 N 29085C — Shipping weight 6 pounds. .... $4.84 
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Semi-pneumatic tires, steel spoke wheels— roll 
along more smoothly thanks to chain drive. Seat 
height is 20 in. Removable training wheels. Sim- 
ulated horn, dlight, shock absorbers. 17x28x 
45 in. long. Plastic and steel construction. Partly 
assembled. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 86038N — Shipping weight 23 lbs. $23.88 

Body and wheels molded of extra-strong 
linear polyethylene. Working partsmade 
of metal. Remove steel, rubber-tired 
training wheels when tot learns balance. 
Red with silver-color trim. 16x20x37 in. 
long. Sent partly assembled. 
79 N 86039L-Shpg. wt. 111bs..$12.88 

Shoe Top Roller Skates..use indoors or out 

SWIVELERS* 
.. use outdoors or 
as a fine rink skate 

like a shoe. Figure skating and 
tricks are easier with adjustable 
double-rubber cushions. Com- 
position wheels. Rubber toe- 
stops. Fit sizes 2(children) to 
9 (adults). 
49N29084- Block. Wt. 51be.$8.79 
49N29091 - White. Wt. 5lbe. 8.79 

Snug fitting Zipees® 
With 1-inch wide self-lubricating wheels . - 
provide better support and good balance. 
Made of Norolon plastic—tough, lightweight, 
quiet. Pin-wheel decoration on hubs. Adjust- 
able for shoe sizes 8(junior) to 34(regular). 
For ages from 2 to 7 years, Use indoors or out. 
49 N 29049— Shpg. wt. 11b.302.....$2.99 



Wildest Tiddlywinks 

game yet .. 
GRAND SLAM 

4 “ 

3 

4 v 

S It takes skill 
to hit the right Í Tap the plastic playing field on underside with your 

side so the padalo to maks fie SOPA peek caked yoi eeN 
BIG X or BIG O to 4 players of any age. Develops muscle-eye coordina 

comes up er i NK 
79 C 65419C —Shipping weight 2 pounds Set $4.89 

Battery-operated 

CLOWN TARGET 

pitches ball back 

automatically 

Ps TS .. it's Tick Tack Toe 
played with bean bags 

New action game you can play with two teams or up to eigh lividuals, The first team or 

player to turn up 3 "X"s or “O”s in a row wins. Player tosses his polka-dot bean b 
one of the 9 triangles on the plastic playing field. Each triangle has a blank side, “X 
and "O" side so you can score for yourself or block your opponent. Set includes the 
sturdy, 19x19-inch plastic playing field and 8 hand-sized bean bags. 

79 € 65365C —Shipping weight 6 pounds........... rmt se oO TOER, 9.90 

s d Y 
Throw balls in clown's mouth . . clown pops them back, 
t's up to you to catch them in your net. For one or two 
players. 10 polyethylene balls, 2 nets. Metal, 1814 in 
high. Japan. Uses 2 “D” batteries . . order pkg. below 
49 C 65349 —Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $4.99 
49 C 46606 —"D" Batteries. vi y 1.19 

A 

—- À 

«D» uu i» bm. 

Bean Bag $499 Wall-mount 34? 

Toss Game Ring Toss 

ngs to the red-white-and-blue. 
ne is a big 16x16. 

Score with Peg Quoits 34» Score points with bulls-eyes 
target holes. For all ages. H i 

gh. 4 bag le of solid plywood wit 
wall quoit 

ale, ame you can play on tal 
18x18-inch wood fran 

An interna 
ins every floor 

For all ages. 

Set $4.99 
elops cc For all ages. ha 

49 C 65418—Shpe. wt. 3 lbs. 12 o; Set $4.99 79 C 6 
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Our Best and Biggest Farm 

sien petal ad Mie 220 $077 .& conveyor i 
loads silo—unloads with chute piece set 

So complete it’s almost like being “down on the farm.” Giant set has 8 farm 
figures to help you herd “Blue Ribbon" livestock—Ayrshire, Shorthorn, Hereford, Angus and Brown Swiss steers, Poland China hog, Merino ram and 
ewe, etc.; up to 3 in. high. Huge 30x16x13-in. metal barn with attached shed 
and 2 silos—one loads through roof window, then emits ' through chute 
that opens, closes. All figures, accessories of 3-dimensional plastic. 

Lower level contains box stall for d. cows. Ramp leads up to main level 
where tractor and machinery are kept -pickup truck, disc harrow, mower, hay 
rake, plow, wagon, 12-in. feed lift that ope s for silo loading. Top level has 
hay loft with block, tackle that really hoists “hay,” 

Metal chicken house keeps 45 poultry—ducks, roosters, etc, Set up 24 fence 
sections to pasture 54 other farm animals—horses, lambs, sheep, etc. 30 birds perch around farm. Lots of farm produce and equipment. 
79 N 5982C — Easy to assemble. Shipping weight 13 pounds $977 
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ithout $999 ues 
Cut plastic patterns 

with Motorized Saf-T-Saw 
Cut out animal shapes, alphabet let- 
ters, other forms with this complete 
outfit. Ready to work soon as you 
add the power. (Order 2 “D” batteries 
on facing page.) Saw is safety-built . . 
can’t cut hands, no electric shocks. 
Includes 23 pieces of Styrofoam® 
plastic "lumber", decorations, pat- 
terns, glue. 17x74 in. wide. 
49 N 1550—Wt. 2 lbs. 

Refill Kit. 36-pc. Styrofoam plastic 
714x4x 346 in. . . 5 patterns. 

49 N 1551—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.....95c 

i Biggest . . 12x20-inch base . . 2 speed. Double-acting pis- 
tons, adjustable safety valve. Centrifugal governor spins realis- 

tically. 5-in. polished brass boiler. Embossed metal, 11 in. high. 
49 N 2003—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 4 oz. 

2 Big . . 10x8-inch base . . 2 speed. 4-inch polished brass boiler, 
double-acting pistons. Governor, safety valve. Embossed metal. 

49 N 2004—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 7 oz. 

3 Small . . 8x5-inch base . . 1 speed. Single piston action. 
Safety valve. 3-inch polished brass boiler. Embossed metal. 

49 N 2006—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. ........-+.0006 $6.99 6 in. wide, 734 in. high. 

4 Esbit Dry Fuel. 40 pellets . . use 3 per pint of water. 49 N 1508—Shipping weight 8 lbs. 8 oz..... $13.66 
49 N 2375—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ........... Box 79c 

Steam engine Attachments 

5 

mee —— 

PP DLE $18.88 

de ea yap uo $12.99 

\ Drive belt puts man to work. 

J! 5) Sausage Maker. Base 5x3 
in. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 

49 N2008......... ..$3.49 

6 Smith Forger. Base 5x2 in. 
Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 

49 N 2010. 

itsa A Drill 
child-size anda 

Bench Saw.. | Router., 

A Sander, | 
Grinder or | 

a Polisher.. 

Make toys, gifts, lots of things from Styrofoam® 
plastic. Base tool is 20 in. long, 7 in. high. 4 “D” bat- 
teries keep it spinning. (Order “D” batteries from 
opposite page.) Change from one tool to another in 
seconds. Safety-built for youngster's use. Tools, of 
plastic, stop at finger pressure. On-off switch. 

i 

Includes tool kit 

Plane, Boat, Car 
Make dandy hot rod, 
sports plane, express 
cruiser . . all 5 in. long. 
Hardware. Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 1514. Kit $1.69 

A Jig Saw 

Sears Battery-powered Workshop for children 

Complete 40-pc. outfit $1396 

Just plug in, Power Shop is ready to work to help you 
turn out airplanes, cannon, tractors, other toys (see 
listed below) from real wood. 
60-cycle AC, UL listed.) Special safety features for 
youngsters are built right in. Lathe tool stays secure, 
saw pushes away fingers, motor can't burn out. Strong 
all-metal construction. Set includes 4-tool: 
drills, saw blades, sanding discs, tool bits, 
balsa and pine wood, glue, project and instruction 
booklet plus hi-impact plastic permanent store-all 
tool kit . . more than 40 pieces. Unit is 1634 in. long, 

Pre-marked pine wood Kits for Mattel's Power Shop 

A Lathe 
anda anda 

Sabre Saw.. |Turning Tool 

Project and instruction booklet plus 12 pieces of 
Styrofoam plastic "lumber". 
49 N 1526C—Shipping weight 5 lbs....... $5.99 

Refill Kit. 12-pc. 12-in. white Styrofoam plastic. 
49 N 1537— Shipping weight 12 oz.....,..$1.49 

Works with real wood . . runs on real power 

MATTEL'S POWER SHOP 

Works as 
a Drill 
Press 

SS) 

(Runs on 110-120 volt, 

in-1 unit, 
patterns, 

Wood Refill Kit 
27 assorted-size lumber, 
sandpaper for Work 
Shop. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49 N 1512. Kit $1.49 

rc» SEARS 481 

Car, Jeep, Trailer 
Racing car, trailer-ramp 
to carry it, hook-on jeep 
for towing. All 4-in. long. 
27 pieces. Wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 1516. .Kit $1.99 



A spectacular stunt 
Thrilling double-barreled ‘‘cannon-shot” jump 

takes all the daring and skill you have 

Over 10 feetof :[32? 
1/32-scale track 

Two “hot” stock cars, a Dodge Charger and a Ford Mustang, speed around the 
5x214-foot figure-8. Cars zip through a fast turn and right into a tunnel . . but 
you better keep your speed up because here is the leap-across that sends the 
cars into the air and crashing back on the track. Bridge is included to put in 
place of jump if you want a solid race course. Power pack, guard rails, trestles 
and controllers. By Eldon. Plastic, metal. UL listed. 110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 
49 N 9516—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . „Set $13.29 

Gutsioü pace scans by dieisiniasnisetediwical com 

Real stock car racing 
WHAM! See crash cars collide 

at the daredevil crossing.. watch 

car parts go flying through the air 

10 feet of 1/32-scale track s988 
forms a 2x4-foot figure-8 

Suspense builds as each car crisscrosses on track 

trying to get into position to smack the other 

When you see it . . you'll hardly believe it! Two devil-may-care drivers 
in their stock cars chase each other around the track, racing to cut 
off the other car at the crash-away crossing. Then it’s S-M-A-S-H . 
C-R-A-S-H as cars collide and part of a car flies off. The first car that 
loses all 4 fenders, roof and grille is the loser. 

Set includes two 1937 Chevy stock cars. High speed, gear driven. 
Rubber racing tires. Driver in each car, Bright colored car bodies, 
plastic and metal. 17 pieces of new-type wide track (1/32 scale), 2 
pistol-grip rheostat speed controls with speedometers, pre-wired plug. 
in power track. 6-volt power pack. UL listed 110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 
Also 6 pieces fence, start-finish banner, car decals, labels and booklet 
of complete instructions. Set ready for assembling. Made by Eldon. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
49 N 9530.. wo cest nan Set $9.88 



Cutaway 
Mod-look 
6-string 

Guitar Magic Bottle Set Metal Tea Set 

Ivory color, black body. 
734x1%4x24 inches long. 
Plastic, with 6 strings, 
pick. Great fun for begin- 

Light plastic set includes 
Magic Milk Bottle, rattle, 
play bottle warmer, dish, 
spoon, plus an empty 

Brightly colored service for 
four. Metal plates, cups 

knives and spoons. 
cereal box. Wt. 10 oz. Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

49N8494,......... 
ners, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
79 N8418C..,.., $1.87 

Startle friends 
with a disguise 

Make-up kit includes 
ears, teeth, mustache, 
nose and specs, eye 
patch, beard, sore 
thumb, mask, grease 
paint, nose putty, 3 
hanks of hair. Wt. 1302. 
49 N 822..... 

and saucers, plastic forks, \ E QS 

Cy 

RERRRK 

6-place Coffee Urn 

Set . . all aluminum 
36-piece set includes urn 
and broiler (play cords, suc- 
tion cups ‘plug’ on wall) 
mugs, Cups, saucers, more. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N974......... $1.99 

Make Disney figures 
with Doodle Mix 

Eight molds include different 
size figures of such favorites 
as Mickey Mouse, Pinocchio, 
Snow Whiteand the 7 Dwarfs 
and more. Easy to make, 
pour into molds, bake and re- 
move. May be painted. 
49N8422-Wt. 2 Ibs. $1.88 

Extra 2-oz. tube Doodle Mix. 
49 N 8423-Wt. 8 oz... 59c 

Football with Kicking Tee. 
Pebble-grained imitation 
leather, 11 inches long. In- 
flated. With plastic tee. 
49N2913-Wt.1 Ib. $1.99 

Carpenter's Tool 

Set with 20 Tools 

Hammers, wrenches, saw, 
pliers, etc. look just like 
Dad's, but they're plastic 
.. even the nuts, bolts and 
nails. Shipping weight 1 lb. 
49 N9415....Set $1.88 

Cutio pane scans by cheisimas müasetectadcd con 

the future 

Magic"8" Ball. Ask a ques- 
tion, turn ball over, read 
answer in window. 4-in. 
diam. Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 oz. 

ad 

Poppo Pop-up 

Puncho 
Lots of fun and action with 
this brightly colored 26- 
inch Puncho. Knock him 
over and he pops back for 
more. Inflatable vinyl. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 8431.. .94c 

Fist Faces. They're goofy, and silly and 
here's a surprise . . they're your very own 
fist in a secret disguise! Set with hair, eyes, 
big nose, kerchief, lip color and 4 faces. 
49 N 8427-Shipping wt. 8oz...... 

"Matchbox'' Collector's Mini-Case 

Sleek vinyl carry case is just perfect for 
2 to 3-inch cars (not included). Has snap 
closures, holds up to 18 cars. 
49 N 8432— Shipping wt. 12 oz... .$1.22 

Tootsietoy Car Fleet 

Set includes 7 die-cast metal cars and 
trucks, Chris-Craft boat with trailer and 
midget racer with trailer. Cars and trucks 

measure 2 to 3 inches long. Colorful, 
richly detailed, baked-enamel finish. 
49 N 8433-Shipping wt. 8 oz. . .99c 

Gum Ball Bank for 
delicious saving 

Put in a coin . . out 
comes a gum ball. Plas- 
tic, 7 in. high. Key to 
open. 150 tasty, chewy 
colored gum balls in- 
cluded. A delicious way 
to teach thrift. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 8430. $1.29 

200 Refill Gum Balls. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 

49 N 5191.. Pkg. 79c 

Power Submarine 
dives under water 

Just fill 12-inch sub with water, add 2 chemi- 
cal pellets to form jet-action gas for tub play. 
Plastic. 30 pellets included. 
49 N 6364—Shipping wt. 9 oz.. ...... $1.66 
49 N 6370—60 Pellets. Wt. 5 oz.. . Pkg. 74c 

e A VN 
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30-piece Farm Set 

Manage your own farm or ranch . . set includes 
farm buildings with metal barn 414x41x81 
in. long, plastic hired hands, animals, tractor, 
fence sections, more. Partly assembled. 
49 N 8434— Shipping wt. 11b. 2 oz.. . $1.55 
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Pedal-driven Tyke's Tractor 
with Trailer — made of 

durable plastic 

"5154 

“THAT WAS A GOOD HAMBURGER MA'AM! TM GONNA 
TELL ALL MY FRIENOS ABOUT P/S PLACE |* 

Chain-drive Diesel Tractor 
made of heavy duty steel— 
has dual front wheels for 

extra-smooth handling outfit 

Easy-to-handle red and green outfit 

$ - i measures more than 4 feet long 
drive on steel tractor, designed for easier handling, less pedaling 

effort. Motor-tone gear shift, Plastic diesel exh Ready for lots of hauling fun. Rugged polyethylene 
epe ph molded plastic frames, metal axles, steering rod and 

Ti fork. Simulated engine detail and cleated tires. Tractor 
: rio irae : length is 22 in., trailer 28/4 in. W. Germany. Unassembled. 

79 N 86032L—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs... ... Outfit $15.44 
79 N 86042N2-Shpg. wt. 51 lbs. Separate prices total $34.53.$30.99 Tractor like above but red with silver colortrim. 28!4 in. 
(1) 79N86014N-Tractor only. See Shpg. Note. Wt. 40 Ibs.... 27.87 long. Polyethylene rear mud guards. Partly assembled. 
(2) 79N86056C-Trailer only. Partially assembled. Wt. 11 lbs. 6.66 79 N 86048L— Shipping weight 10 Ibs........$10.44 

: “IN” items (as 79N86042N2) sent freight (rail, truck), express. 

WOOD STAKE WAGONS for heavy duty service. 

Remove wooden sides and it's a coaster Sears steel Coaster Wagons—fire engine red enamel 
Body and side panels combine natural wood and red enamel fin- 5 7300" medium Wagon. 7x1'4-in. “500” Wagon. 10-inch ball bearing 
ishes. Double disc steel wheels with nylon bearings that never rubber-tire wheels; nylon bearings. wheels. 1'4-in. rubber tires. Steel han- 
need oiling. Semi-pneumatic tires. Sent to you partially assembled. 2814x1314x3%4-in. body. Unassembled. dle. 36x17!4x4¥4-in. size. Unassembled. 

Assembled size is 43x20x20- 4 Wagon body 30 in. long, 79N85101C-Shpg. wt. 18 lbs.$7.29 79 N 85103L—Shpg. wt. 31 Ibs..$10.88 

inches high with sides up. 15x7% in. deep with 
Wood framework drawn together sides up. Heavy duty steel “200” small Wagon. As above except — "400" Wagon. As above except 8'4-inch 
with steel box rods. 10-in. artil- _ chassis. 7-in. wheels, 1% in. has 6x%-in. wide wheels; 25x124x3'4- wheels, nylon bearings, l'á-inch tires. 
lery type wheels, 114 in. wide. wide. Shipping weight 23 Ibs. inch steel body. Safe-T plastic handle. — 34'4x16x4l4 inch body. 
79N85107L-Wt. 41 Ibs.$18.88 — 79 N 85104C...... $1349 79 N 8510C-Shpg. wt. 11 lbs..$4.29 — 79N85102L-Wt.271bs.$8.88 sac Sears 485 
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The soothsayer that glows in the dark $599 

Let KaeBala take you into the mysterious realm of the unknown. 
Forctells the future in 3 planes. Plane ! spells out the answers to 
your questions; plane 2 uses the Tarot cards; plane 3 uses astrology. 
Phosphorescen Eye of Zohar" and plastic board glow in dark. 

Save 12% on Ouija board . 
mystical fortune teller 

. Pd 

Las! Christmas wes $3.39. You can ask questions that can be an- 
swered by “Yes” or “No”, or for more complicated questions the 
plastic pointer may spell out the answer. 2 can play. Ages 8 and up. 

=> -$2.98 49 C65051—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. ........ 

CONCENTRATION . . $319 
requires skill, memory 

11th edition of the famous family 
game, Match items behind num- 
bers to solve picture-word puzzles. 
Each match exposes more until 
you guess what picture says and 
win "cash" cards. 60 puzzles, 30 
plastic slides, $17,000 in play mon 
ey. 2 to 5 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 € 65037—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. $349 

Turn up card to determine your next move 
SORRY! opponent's pawn goes back to start 

crim 
$329 

Two sets of rules, one for children, one more difficult for 
adults. 18-inch board, colorful plastic pawns provide hours 
of excitement. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 
49 C 65052—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $3.39 

Cut sacr scans by daisimas maseleciacM Com 

Be the super sleuth in this challeng 
you search to discover 

shufile them to give yourself a new plot every 

To make your case airtight 
your findings 

49 C 6505—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs 

Glows in the dark 
It’s eerie in Ghostville.. 

you'll stick your hand 

in a scary snake pit or 

battle bats as 
you seek Kelly. 

GREEN GHO 
He's your guide 

$6? 

A terrifically funny game . . the glowing Ghostville board creates its own 
eerie light, makes weird silhouettes of a 3-D shipwreck; a gnarled misshapen 
tree and, of course, a haunted house. The Green Ghost has lost his son Kelly. 
He wants you to find him, and to help you, screeches and points, directs your 
moves to find him. You'll feel creepy bats, snakes and bones in the pits where 
you'll have to search for Kelly and his friends. Player who finds Kelly is 
the winner. Set includes 27x11-in. plastic board on legs, containers filled with 

inner and more! Plastic. 
ser Set $6.89 

ere 
A ARS 

Uncover new evidence as you 
follow the mystery .. CLUE 

$389 

Naval strategy game for 
2 players . . BATTLESHIP 

$3? 

sink all the opponent’s ships by 
ll the deta 

o find the answers Use the clue ca: mark hits, misses. 2 fleets of 

bmarines. Colorful carrier 
stic set includ me boxes, 10 ships 

and a supply of red and white pegs. 
49 € 65183—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz 

take notes on 
around the board 
8 and up 

ou mi 
$3.99 yers 

$3.89 477 



146-piece Modern Dairy Farm . . only $798 

Friction-powered truck, tractor, milk hauler . . 10 prize livestock 

The young dairy farmer's delight . . spanking clean, up-to-date equipment, prize-winning 

stock. White steel barn, milk house (17x10x1034-in. high). Litter carrier slides on overhe: 

wire. Tile-look silo. Champion stock (tallest 3 in. high) includes Guernsey, Brown Swis 

Black Angus, Hereford, Merino, etc. Also horses, colts, cow: calv 42 animals in all; 

27 fowl . . chickens, ducks, etc. and 6 people. All pieces of 3-dimensional molded plastic 

Tractor (with hitch), wagon, milk hauler are steel with rubber wheels. Loading milk 

platform, milk cans, stall with stanchion, milking machines, pail, milk cart, etc 

79 N 5949C— Easily assembled. Shipping weight 7 pounds. Set $7.98 

100-piece Farm Set . . only 8477 

Haylift actually raises the plastic bales 

Large steel barn, about 13x9x10 in. high, has open back, sliding 

litter carrier and working hay lift. Tall silo. Farm equipment in- 

cludes tractor with hitching hook for the planter, plow, stone boat, 

harrow, scoop, scraper and wagon. Livestock includes cows, hors 

chickens, birds, etc. Ten plastic fence sections. Accessories such 

feed bags, feed box, etc. Hoi about 2 inches high, other pieces 

in proportion, All of 3 dimensional plastic, 

79 N 5941 C— Boxed. Shipping weight 5 pounds... . $477 

Plastic figures look real, with detachable accessories 

1] Set of 6 top, favorite 
Western TV stars and 

their horses. Includes the 
Lone Ranger, Roy Rogers, 

These 10-inch miniatures of your favorite heroes of the 

West are molded of durable plastic. Hand painted; exact 

to finest detail. All riders can be dismounted . . horses 

unsaddled. All accessories are detachable. 

Wyatt Earp, Matt Dillon — (7| 49 N 5981—Roy Rogers — (4] 49N5S920— Major Seth 

(Gunsmoke), Jim Hardie and his beautiful, fa- Adams, hero of “Wagon 

(Tales of Wells Fargo), ™0us horse, Trigger. Train.” 
" G z (3] 49N5903 —Lvcas McC [5] 49N5904 — Bret Maver- 

Paladin (Have Gun Will (3) or “The Rifleman (5) ick, of Warner Bros. 
Travel). Each is5}4 inches ^ complete with special rifle. 
high, has removable hat ^ Shpg. wt. each set. 1 Ib. 
and can dismount from his 
horse. Shipping weight 
1 pound 12 ounces. 
49 N 5901 — Boxed...$4.98 

Maverick.” 
Each Set above, $3.69 

E) Prehistoric World . . 16-pc. set with 3-dimensional 
figures from the jungles of a million years ago. 11 as- 

sorted replicas of ancient animals, birds. 3 cavemen. 

49 N 5954—2% to 3 inches high. Shpg. wt. 10 oz, Set 89e 

Gitslon page scans by cheishnae nesetedmical com 

Miniature plastic sets give hours of fun 

[7] 38-pc. Soldier [9 31-pe. Wildlife — [ii] 69 -pc. Indian 

Set. Life-like, ^ Set. Very real. Set. Thirty 2-in. 

posed in action. 2 to Tiny birds, larger Indians. 2 totem 

3 in. tall. Big shoot- animals up to 3 in. poles, canoe, other 

ing gun, 4 small guns. high. Wt. 10 oz. accessories. Wt.10 oz. 

stretcher. Wt. 10 oz. — 49 N 5928......- B9c — 49 N 5947. ..89c 

49 N 5913........89c 
[0] 73-pc. Frontier 

Set. Thirty-six, 
2-inch cowboys, 2 
horses, 35 cowboy 

[i2] Livestock Set. 10 
farm animals 134 

in. long to 2 in. tall. 

Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 

E 27-pc. Set; 8 
Horses; 16 pc. 

Saddle Set. Plastic, 
2 to 3 in. tall. 3 sec- accessories. Shipping — 49 N 5927...-.-+- 98c 

tion fence. Wt. lO oz. weight 10 oz. 

49 N 5951........ 89c 49 N5952......- 89c sous SEARS 475 



Make spiders, 

snakes, bugs. . 

lots of creepy 

things so soft, 

so “real”, they'll 

fool anybody 

The Thingmaker by Mattel makes 30 kinds $666 
It's wild . . and so are all the Creepy Crawlers you make with the Thing. 
maker. Select a mold . . fit it with Plastigoop in one or more of the four 
colors. Place mold in the electric Thingmaker to heat, cool it, and look! 
There's a wiggly plastic Creepy Crawler to use for a toy, a trick, or 
jewelry. You can embed wires in the Crawlers to "pose" them, too. Set 
includes die-cast metal molds, Plastigoop, heater, cooling tray, knife for 
trimming, cement, jewelry findings, instructions. 
49 N 2111— Shipping weight 5 pounds. .....c sse $6.66 

Plastigoop Refills. Four 2-oz. bottles, ea. black, red, yellow, green. 
49 N 2078—Shipping weight 10 ounces........ nnn Pkg. $1.99 

Road Builder Set 
makes 50 models 

$099 

Makes more than 50 HO 
scale action toys . . mov- 
able trucks, tractors, 

graders, others. Pour 
re-usable plastic into 

ch mold, heat in 
injection-molding ma- 
chine. Melting process is 
thermostatically con- 
trolled; toys come out 
just right every time. 
Plastic, metal parts, ad- 
hesive, paints included. 
Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 2260C.....$9.99 

Extra Parts. 4 bags of 
plastic, metal, axles, etc. 
Wt. 1 lb. 11 oz. 
49 N 2258. . Box $1.77 
Note: All electrical items on 
this page are UL listed, 110- 
120v, 60-c AC. 

482 SEARS Koss 
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Electrio Mold Master by Kenner 

Make hundreds of toys with Vac-U-Maker $1599 

Two exciting toys in one . . Mattel’s popular Vac-U-Form plus the new 
Thingmaker. 86 molds for Vac-U-Form toys and Creepy Crawlers. 4 
bottles of Plastigoop, 112 sheets of colored, clear and metallic plastic, plus 
all the equipment needed to make boats that float, jeeps and tanks, 
jewelry, planes that fly, beetles, turtles, snakes, countless objects from the 
molds supplied or molds you make yourself. 
79 N 2166C—Shipping weight 11 pounds...........+--++++-+0+ 

Vac-U-Form makes toys, jewelry, lots more $] 144 

Mattel's sturdy metal machine that forms permanent plastic into exciting 
toys, jewelry, comic buttons, signs, from more than 60 molds. 17x11x17 
inches high, has 65 sheets of plastic. Everything you need for toy making, 
including instruction book. Order extra mold kits below. 
49 N 2165—Shipping weight 7 pounds 12 ounces. . .....-......+ 

49 N 2283—Airplane Mold Kit. Shipping weight 4 ounces 
49 N 2284— Boat Mold Kit. Shipping weight 4 ounces ... .94c 
49 N 2285—Car and Truck Mold Kit. Shipping weight 4 ounces. . ...94c 
49 N 2289—Animal Mold Kit, with pipe cleaners, Shipping wt. 4 oz...94c 
49 N 2291—Military Mold Kit. Shipping weight 4 ounces. -94c 
49 N 2292— Commercial Truck Mold Kit. Shipping weigh .94c 
49 N 2221— Vac-U-Form Refill Material Pak, Shipping wt, 6 oz... ...88c 

Combat Group Set 

molds a whole army 

$999 

Injection molding method used 
by toymakers produces tanks, 
jeeps, missile launchers, soldiers, 
even 3 pistols that can shoot 
short range plastic bullets. Make 
different combinations each time 
with reusable plastic in four 
colors. Safer to use . . exterior of 
Mold Master stays cool In- 
cludes metal parts, paints, ad- 
hesives. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
79 N 2184C.......... $9.99 

Extra Parts for Combat Set. 4 
bags of plastic, plus metal gun 
barrels, triggers, etc. 

Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. 
49 N 2018. ........ Box $1.77 

You can order toys from 
this catalog, pages 441 
to 673, from now until 

Sept. 1, 1966 



Slot Racing Case 
holds everything - 
you want to take 
to a slot center 

3449 Dyn-O-Can Motor with Hemi-400, Hemi-300 
quick-change armature 12-volt Motors by Strombecker 

i i Sensational HP per Ib. (more Hemi-400. For 1/24 scale. Powerful 
Ve ipe coe 1 than .025 Ee Sooo. rpm 3 “rewound” type. Silver-graphite 

way, (0 ary Sa Plak ^ sidewinder has snap-lock arma- — brushes. 3-pole armature. Wt. 3 oz. 
vinyl. 1634 x 11 x 3% in. ture, epoxied windings. 176 inch. 49 N 20817—Assembled. .$5.19 

deep. Inside, formed tray With pinion, ge and ae o 49 N 20818—Kit. .. 3.89 
holds four 1/32 or 1/24- 49 N 20824 Wt. 7 oz.. ..94. 
M car Cen ow 4 Heni-300. Like above but for 1/32 
boxes, vinyl pockets for 2 Quick-change Armature. .035 scale. 174 in. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
parts, tools, Show: wt. 3 lbs. HP. Does 40,000 rpm. 49 N 20819—Assembled. 
49 N 20823.......$4.49 49 N 20825—Wt. 5 oz....$2.44 — 49 N 20820—Kit 

($4.44 

ack and Accessories for HO and l/32-scale road race sets 

Aurora Eldon 
Spiral Timer- 

Track Support A Lap Counter 

Add tight, winding curves, sweeping turns to Pre-set numberof laps up to 25. . tallies laps, keeps 
your HO layout. Plastic base, tube, supports. 18- — time, Winner stops clock which records winning 

diam. 3 decks. Unassembled. y y For 1/32 scale. 
49 N 9698—Shipping weight 5 oz....Set $1.29 — 49 N.9979—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 14 oz.....$5.49 

Strombecker Items for 1/32 scale Straight, curved, lane changer Tracks for all popular road race sets 

Dj Jump Track. 1 ramp, pond, lip, set of sup- Enlarge and update your 1/32-scale or HO-scale layout with quality track from Sears. Here is a selection 
ports, No straight track included. of fine track made by America’s best known companies . . ready for your choice. 

49 N 7611—Shipping weight 14 oz. ... $2.99 1/39 Scale, Black plastic, metal conductors. HO Scale. Black plastic, metal conductors. 
Hill Climb. 1 piece up track, 1 piece down 10 Straight Track. Length shown. Package of 2. 0 Straight Track. 9-inch sections. 
track, set of supports. No center track 49 N 9926— Eldon. 644 in. Wt. 7 oz..... 79c 49 N 9672—Aurora. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 5 oz...89c 

49 N 7643— Shipping weight 13 oz $3.89 49 N 7608—Strombecker. 12 in. Wt. 11 0z.$2.27 49 N 9976— Lionel. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Each 39c 

Mechanical Lap Counter Track. 12 in. long. Curved Track. Curve degree shown. Pkg. of 2. EN A 
49 N 7641— Shipping weight 15 oz.. .$2.97 ll 49 N 9927—Eldon 45°. Wt. 7 oz.. ..Pkg. 99c 11 rose te A OPES, oL eire oo 

: 49 N 7609—Strombecker 60°. Wt. 14.02. . $2.77 49 N 9977. Lionel. Shpg. wt. 32... Each 49c 
B Electric Lap Counter. Wi ith plug-in wires. 49 N 7640—Strombecker 30°. Wt. 8oz.Pkg. 2.77 —Lionel. Shpg. wt. 3 oz... Eac 

49 —SI . 2 lbs. 10 oz. $9.99 B o»? eto on 9, Lane Changer Track. Length shown. Pkg.of 2. — |9 Lane Changer Track. 9-inch sections. Pkg. of 2. 
LeMans Start Track. 1 piece special track. 49 N 9928— Eldon. 634 in. Wt. 10 oz.. $2.29 49 N 9674— Aurora. Shpg. wt. 5 oz.Pkg. $1.89 
49 N 7610—Shipping weight 12 oz. $2.27 49 N 7617—Strombecker. 12 in. Wt. 14 oz. 2.97 49 N 9980— Lionel. Shpg. wt. 6 0z...Pkg. 1.79 

20) 

HO Power Packs HO Controllers Power Packs for 1/32 scale Controllers for 1/32 scale 
1 Aurora. With circuit 1 Aurora. Push button to 17 Strombecker. Equipped with circuit- 1 Strombecker. Variable speed band throt- 

breaker, on-off switch. speed up, slow cars. breaker to protect components from dam- tle, dynamic brake. Hand-contoured case. 
20-volt DC. UL listed for ^ 49 N9675—Wt. 3 oz.. ... Eo. $1.98 bos On-off switch. E volts DC. UL  Plunger-type thumb control. Black plastic. 
110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. Lionel. Change-A-Lane listed for 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. 49 N 7614—Shipping weight 4 oz. ...$2.19 
49N7626—W: 11b. 14 oz. $4.98 16 control for Pike's Peak, 49 N 7616—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1202. ....$6.97 9) Eldon. Pistol grip with control for speed- 

Lionel. 14-v. DC, UL  49N 9953—"A" cor control 18 Eldon. On-off switch. 6 volts DC. UL ups, slow-downs. Speedometer shows 
listed, 110-120v. a 49 N 9954—"B" car control listed for 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. “miles per hour." Plastic case. 

49N Wi. Lib. 12 o; Shpg. wt. ea. 2 oz... .. Eo. $2.99 — 49 N 9952—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 100z..... $4.97 49 N 9925—Shipping weight 4 oz $1.89 

aj Strombecker Car Repair Kit. For Aurora HO Hop-up Kit (not shown). Lionel HO Repair Kit (not shown). 
1/32 scale. Be sure to have one for ks, ins, pick-up Includes 4 tires, contact brushes, rail 
“pit stops.” Includes 4 tires, 4 pick- g 4 racer contacts, contact coil springs. Also 2 

S up wires, 1 guide pin. hubs. Screwdriver, oil, decals. guide pins, screwdriver. 
476 | Sears | sux 49 N 7627—Wt. 1 oz....Kit 99c 49 N 7632—Wt. 3 oz.,....Kit 99c 49 N 7629—Wt. 4oz..... Kit $1.19 
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Improve your batting with the 

.300 Hitter Set 

"66 
Place ball on stand to help you: 
* Find the right swinging groove 
* Learn to hit ball to any field 

Inside, outside, high or low. . you can 
learn how to hit ‘em out of the park 
with this .300 hitter set. Ball stand ad- 
justs from 20 to 40 inches in height 
Helps develop coordination and wrist 
action. Durable injection molded 30 
inch bat, 2 plastic balls 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 N 24113C Set $6.69 

Peewee Football Set 
Foam padded like "pro" gear 

for rough 'n tumble play 

Gives young gridiron heroes the look 
and feel of a real pro in the red all- 
plastic helmet with double bar face 
guard. Headband fits up to size 69/4. 
Padded at neck and forehead, 

Comfortable plastic shoulder pads 
give real protection from would-be 
tacklers. Imitation leather football. 
Includes a kicking tee (not shown). 
For ages 6 to 10. Wu 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 2912... ............ Set $4.99 

Returns ball—helps young ball players sharpen 

their pitching, improve their fielding 

When everyone is too busy to “pitch a few” this pitch-back pal 
will help you practice alone to gain accuracy and coordination. 
Net rebounds ball thrown any distance. Strong nylon net at- 
taches to sturdy tubular steel frame with live-action steel springs. 
So lightweight you can take it to the beach. Unassembled 
79 N 2585C — Square model, 38x38 in. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs... . $5.79 

— Recta 38x56 in. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 79 N 2586C — Rectangular model. 38x56 in. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 7.99 Twosome Golf Set 

$799 

Golfing fun for lad and Dad . . 2 sets 
of clubs, 2 “golfers”, instructions 

Complete Outdoor — 
Basketball Set 

Great fun on a living-room fairway. Player holds 
2-ft. 7-in. shaft that has 7% in. plastic golfer at 

| end. Pull lever . . "golfer" takes a picture swing. 
Two woods, 2 irons, wedge and putter with each 
“golfer” . . snap in place. 2Yax3-ft. green with 
simulated lake. 4 combination bunker, sand 
traps. 12 plastic foam balls, 6 putting marbles. 
79 N 24112C — Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.... Set $7.99 

* 32x24-in. backboard 
18-inch goal and net 

- Helps develop sharp eye. 
The 2 in. diam. pole ad- 
justs up to 10 feet, heavy 
gauge steel. Cotton seine 
twine net. Brackets. Peb- 
ble-grained basketball. 
V4 in. ext. plywood back- 
board. Freight (rail, 

Camper's Pup Tent 
with air mattress and 

$ 599 campout supplies 
Whether out in the backyard or 
Seis endear what 
you . Tear-resistant poly- Ww 
ecd poe. Up = SS 
to 36 inches high. Waterproof, ^ 
too. Comes with stakes, tent SS 

- in. vinyl air mat- 
tress for sleeping comfort. 9-ft. | 

Plastic hikers. rope, Compas, Safari Tent Set 
with mess kit, ls 549 

lars, plastic dagger and metal binoculars 
flashlight. Flashlight uses 2 "D" Just what the witch-doctor ordered for a big game 
batteries, order 1 pkg. below. hunt in "Africa". Water-resistant vinyl tent 4x4x4 ft. 
79 N 2526C — WL5 Ibs. Set $5.99 With front flap. wooden poles. Includes mess kit, 

canteen, cup, compass, non-prismatic binoculars. 2 "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
ĝa” 79 N 4660 — Wr. 8 oz. . Pkg. 36c 49 N 25378 — Shpg. we. 4 lbs. 8 oz. ..... Set $5.49 

Cutiod pam scans by cheisimaxmuseteciadcM ps 
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Hottest Trike on the block! 
Deluxe model with banana 
saddle, wide racing tires 

Ball-bearing 12-inch front wheel, 
white sidewall tires, second step 
plate has fender-type extension. 
Chrome-plated front fender, truss 
rods, rear saddle supports and dual 
highrise handlebars. Simulated 
gear shift, “jeweled” hub caps. 
Blue color. Leg reach 16 to 18 in. 
79N87039L-Wt. 23 Ibs. .$16.49 

16-inch front wheel. 18-20-in. reach. 

79 N 87032L-Wt. 27 lbs..$18.49 

Deluxe Unicycle 
with 20-inch wheel, 

chrome-plated rim, fork 

- 
È E 
4| "d g 

Double-step Tricycle with 

sporty hi-rise handlebars 

Ball-bearing front wheel. Large 
rear platform with step-up plate 
for easy mounting. Adjustable 
chrome-plated handlebars. White 
plastic grips, knuckle guards, 
streamers, vinyl saddle. Springs. 
Bright magenta, white trim. 

Listed by front wheel sizes. 
10-inch. Leg reach 14 to 17 inches. 
79 N 87015L— Wt. 20 Ibs.$13.29 

12-inch. Leg reach 16 to 18 inches. 
79 N 87016L— Wt. 22 Ibs,$14.29 

16-inch. Leg reach 18 to 20 inches. 
79 N 87017L— Wt. 26 Ibs.$16.29 

20-inch. Leg reach 20 to 22 inches. 
79 N 87018L— Wt. 32 Ibs.$18.69 

I Ay |! 

TOS. 
Big 20-inch wheel has 1.75-inch 
pneumatic tire, with heavy- -pri 
duty crank assembly and bear- DUI OWES bacan 

Even our Single-step Trike 

ing to help eliminate wobble. Double-step Tricycle has puncture-proof tires 

Simple to learn, turns on a Sporty turquoise, chrome-plated trim, Red metallic and white trike, front 

dime. You can balance in one whitewalls, ball-bearing front wheel. wheel nylon bearings. Metal sad- 

spot, even go in reverse. Black Listed by front wheel sizes. dle on square post, metal hub caps. 

and white banana saddle of r 
M piter n 10-inch. Leg reach 14 to 17 inches. 10-inch front wheel. Leg reach 

pedes vinyl aani ciem aa 79 N 87011L— Wt. 17lbs,...$9.69 14 to 17 in. from seat to pedals. 
to 35 inches, tilts up or down. 79N87021C-Shpg. wt. 14lbs. $7.59 

Partly assembled. 12-inch. Leg reach 16 to 18 inches. Mies » 

79N87587L-Wt.13lbs. $19.39 79 N 87012L— Wt. 19 1bs..$10,69 13-inch front wheel. Leg reach 

St lumi " Poles. 16-inch. Leg reach 18 to 20 inches. 16 to 18 in. from seat to pedals. 

soa oe rernm 79 N 87013L— Wt. 24 Ibs..$12.69  79N87022C-Shpg. wt. 16 bs. $8.59 
79 N 87588C ....Pkg. $2.59 NOTE: All tricycles above have steel frames, semi-pneumatic tires, adjust- 

able seat and handlebars, plastic pedals. Shipped partly assembled. 

This Unicycle has adjustable wheel 
tension. 16-inch wheel with special 

extra-wide flat-tread on the tire 

s 102 b 

Adjust tension on 16-inch wheel from 
slow to fast speed as you gain confi- 
dence. Vinyl-covered steel seat can 
be raised or lowered from 24 to 31 
inches. Ball-bearing wheel has 134- 
inch semi-pneumatic tire. Steelbody. 
Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. 
79 N 87585C ....$1029 
Wood balance Poles. 40 in. Pkg. of2. ' MAKE UP YOUR MIND, GINA! GET 
79N87586C-Wt. 2 Ibs.. Pkg. $1.59. OFF OR BE AULLED OFF /* 

Cataibh Dade scans by dieisihiasmisetedinical con 



How many "ice blocks" can you knock out 
without dumping man into the "lake"? 

DON'T BREAK THE ICE 

Knock ice away from around the man, but 
don't dump hím into the lake . . that's the 
challenge. “Frozen lake" is made of indi- 
vidual plastic blocks, suspended on a 
frame. One square, anywhere on the board, 
holds the man. First player cautiously 
tries to tap out a block with a mallet. If 

Pull rings to spin 'em 
BATTLING TOPS 

$ 2 

As many as 4 players can spin 2 tops each 
into arena. As they circle at high speed, 
“POW”, 2 or more collide. Then another 

2 or more hit . . “WHAM.” Now tops are 
flying all over the place. When the tumult 
dies down, the last spinning top remaining 
in the arena is the *winnah!" Molded 

plastic, 14x14x2 inches high. 8 tops. For 
2 to 4 players, from ages 6 to adult 

Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 
49 C 65342 . $2.99 

] 
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he's lucky, he stays in contest. Each player 
tries to knock out a block at a time. First 
one who dumps man into “icy watei 
out. Playing pieces and frame are molded 
plastic, 12x12x3 inches high. Action and 
suspense for 2 or more players. 
49 € 65376—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz.. ..$2.66 

Luck or bluff wins marbles 
OH, NUTS! 

‘37 

Peck and bluff and have nutty fun as you 
match the marbles one by one. When the 
spinner stops, select a “walnut” and take a 
peek. If it’s your selected color, you're in 

if not, bluff it out. Object is to collect 3 
marbles of the same color. Includes 20 soft 
plastic “nut shells” and glass marbles, 
spinner, plastic tree trunk and 4 nut 
cracker trays. For 2 to4 pla: iges5to12 

Shipping weight ! pound 5 ounces 
49 C 65366.. 5 $3.99 

A flick of the finger puts 
ANTS IN THE PANTS 

Get all your Ants in the Pants first 
and be the winner. Players select 4 jumping ants of one color 
and compete by pressing the ants' tails and. shooting them 
into the pants. Minimum skill necessary with exciting competi 
tion. All molded Plastic, 9x5x13 in. high. 2 to 4 players. 
49c 65375—Shiopinkwelgl 1 pound 4 ounces. 

22 
score the most points 

$2.99 

Don't break the balloons in the $244 

BANG BOX 
Bang plastic nails into the box when the spinner stops . . but 
don't break the balloons in: As each player takes his turn, 
additional nails are pounded in and balloons are more con 
fined. That's when the chances of breaking one increase and the 
excitement begins. For 2 to 4 pla 
49 C 65364—Shipping weight 1 pound 

ELECTRIC FASCINATION ê JP? s 
Play alone or race with partner. First 3 metal balls through plastic 
maze light up victory tower. Comes with 2 double-sided mazes 
about 8 inches long. 8 balls. One -inch tower and connecting 
wires. Uses 2 C" batteries . . order package below 
49 C65117—Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.99 
49 C 46656—"'C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 120z..Pkg. 1.19 

Touch and see with 
FEELEY MEELEY 

The game that gives you a funny fceling—by testing your sense 
of touch. Find objects you can't see. Box holds plastic objects 
spider, frog. ring, car, dog, spoon, rooster and more. A card is 
turned signaling players to find item shown . . by feel! Winner 
finds the most objects. For 2 to 4 players, ages 10 to adult 
49 € 65166—Sbipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.99 



CAPE CANAVERAL... fire rockets, 
hear actual recorded launching 

“Three . . two. . one” . . ZZZoom . , another 
rocket takes off to explore the mysteries of 
outer space! Four spring-activated launchers 
fire three 4-stage rockets, three satellites, 
Bomarc and Nike missi 4-stage unit has 
moving gantry. Nike launcher has built-i 
compass. And to make it even more realist 
you hear an actual countdown and launching 
on 3345 rpm record. Steel headquarters 

Ri 

95-pe. Set 

$577 

building, about 12 x 4 x 14 in. high, has ob- 
servation platform, antenna, flag, velocity 
indicator. Includes staff of 32 scientists and 
technicians, 4 steel, 9 plastic sections of 
fence, fuel tank, supply tower, searchlight, 
telescope, radar unit, camera, relay tower, 

ity chamber and observatory dome. 
imensional plastic. 

79 N 5925C—Sbipping weight 61bs.....$5.77 

GUNSMOKE .. Matt Dillon fights — 80-pc. Set 
for law and order in Dodge City 

TV's most popular Western comes to life in 
this thrill-packed play set. Includes big 
Marshal Dillon and his side-kick, Chester, 
along with Doc, Kitty and 25 other frontier 
folk. Brightly colored steel building, 2114 x 
4x5 high, houses Wells Fargo office, 
saloon with swinging doors, gun shop, Gen- 
eral store. Rustic ranch house, 814 x 5 x 4- 
in. high, is of steel that looks like real wood. 

$577 

Gold mine has realistic ore cart, track and 
Panning stream with sluice. Cart, stage 
coach and wagon have moving wheels. 
Livestock includes 6 longhorns, cow pony 
and team of horses and oxen. Accessories in- 
clude S-section interlocking fence, wheels, 
lamp post, lanterns, hitching rail 
trees, etc. All 3-dimensional plasti 
79 N 5986C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... . $5.77 



Decorate and assemble useful projects $ 499 
with Creative Craftsman Wood-burning Set 

Pre-cut racks for pipes, recipes . . holders for note paper, change or stamps, key 
rack, tie rack . . all easily assembled with glue and dowel rods. You decorate 
them with designs traced from pattern sheets or from magazines . . or with 
your own original ideas. Specially designed electric pen makes thin or broad 
lines, shaded patterns. Carbon paper, glue, dowels included. 
49 N 2187—Shipping weight 2 pounds.......... sees $4.99 

Beginners’ Wood-burning Set $088 
Interesting designs on 6 wood plaques, 4 cork coasters for young craftsmen to 
complete. Electric pen with 2 extra points, assorted color foil, water color 
paints, brush, foil transfer sheet, 2 foil plaques, embossing tool. Instructions. 
49 N 2157—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces.................-..+ $2.88 

Extra Wood Plaques 

$71 66 Set of 14 

White basswood plaques, with 
interesting designs in many sub- 
jects. For any wood-burning set. 
49 N 2156—Wt. 11b. 4oz. $1.66 

Use wood-burning technique on wood, 
cork or leather . . create beautiful objects 

Big 62-pc. Wood-burning Set $866 

Use efficient wood-burning pen with 4 extra points to decorate plaques, 

bookends, tie rack, cork coasters, leather bookmarks, more. Set has 
coping saw, chisels, hammer, paints, everything you need to complete 
handsome art projects for yourself or for gifts. Metal carrying case. 
49 N 2160—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 12 0z...............-+005+ $8.66 

Note: All electrical items on this page 
ore UL listed, 110-120 volts, 60 cycles, AC 

Just say “Charge It" when you phone your order 

Make ceramic gifts s 499 wnow 
on a Potter's Wheel batteries 

“Throw” clay on Ceram-O-Potter's Wheel . . 
make vases, mugs, ash trays your family and 
friends can use. Plastic wheel revolves on 8- 
inch turntable. Has 8 templates, 2 shaping 
tools, supply of slow-setting ceramic mix. 
Paints and brushes for decorating your crea- 
tions. Instr. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 2099—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz... . $4.99 

"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660. . Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Cunanan seai by idna com 

Fun to make leather Moccasins $199 
in sizes to fit tots to teens 

Kit makes one pair. Pre-cut, chrome-tanned extra- 
heavy split cowhide is comfortable, long-wearing. 
Plasticized artificial leather innersoles fastened in 
place. Metal-tipped cotton laces: Evenly spaced 
holes permit easy lacing. 

Children's Shoe Sizes Teens’ Shoe Sizes 
49N2395-Med.(11-13) 49N2396-Small (4-6) 
49N2392-Lge. (1-3) 49N2397-Med. (7-8) 
49N2394-XL(314-5) ^ 49N2399.Lge. (9-10) 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $1.99 — Shpg. wt. 10 oz. $1.99 

Leather Handicraft Kit ¢ 499 
makes seven projects 

Finest quality top-grain cowhide accurately cut and 
pre-punched for easy assembly. Parts are laced to- 
gether with hook-and-eye lacing needles, lacings in- 
cluded, Set has 5-piece billfold, comb case with 
comb, 6-hook key case with pocket, 1-inch wide link 
belt to fit waists up to 36 inches, half-moon zipper 
coin purse, baseball coin purse with zipper, parking 
key-and-coin holder, With instructions. 
79 N 2192C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs....... $4.99 
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for 24 and 2 slot racing 

AJ Sil-i-Kone Slicks permanently bonded to wheels. For 
better traction. Micro-balanced wheels fit 5/40 axles. 

21 Super soft 1 %x' inch. White tires, Brass wheels. 
49 N 20826— Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 3oz. Pkg. $2.49 

22 Medium soft 1 Ye x'4 inch. Black tires. Aluminum wheels, 
49 N 20827—Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Pkg. $1.69 

Medium soft ax% inch. Black tires. Aluminum wheels. 
49 N 20828— Package of 2, Shpg. wt. 20z. Pkg. $1.49 

24 "O" Ring Front Wheels and Slicks. Special black tires 
to control slides. 5/40 hub threads. Aluminum wheels, 

49 N 20829— Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 2 oz... ..Pkg, 99c 

Solder metal .. 
cut and weld plastic 

Repair cars . . scratch-build one 
of your own design. Electric tool 
has copper tip for soldering (20 in. 
of flux wire included). Also 3 brass 
tips for plastic reshaping, smooth- 
ing and cutting. 23!4-watt heating 
unit, Cool cork grip, 6-ft. cord. 
Has wrench, 6 styrene rods, 110- 
120-v., 60-c, AC. UL listed. 
49 N 20830—Wt. 12 oz...$2.99 

Strombecker Knife 
. . 6tools in 1 

Unique 3X -inch 
chrome-plated knife to 
assemble most car kits. 
Two open-end 
wrenches: }4-inch, 346- 
inch. .050 hex-head 
wrench, hobbyist 
straight-edge knife, 2 
screwdrivers. Wt, 4 oz. 
49 N 20831...$2.69 

16-piece Tool Set 
for cars, hobbies 

Great help in building slot 
racers, tiny models of all kinds. 
Bayonet-type handle takes 3/48, 
4/40, 5/40-inch pocket wrenches 

p ATE ai -prong hubs. Straight an 90^ "Alles head wrenches, 3 
screwdrivers, 3 end wrenches. 
Blue plastic fold-out case. 
49 N 20832—Wt. 8 oz.. $2.69 

HO Scale Cars 

t 

Any one s2 66 

Fully assembled . . rarin' to go. Cars actually 
race at scale speeds of more than 600 miles 
per hour. All with famous Thunderjet 500 motor 

Each carefully-detailed car features clear plastic windshield, 
chrome-color bumper and hub caps, rubber tires, realistic driver. 
Plastic and metal bodies 214 inches long. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. 

(25) 49 N 9699— Ferrari GTO Berlinetta. World famous racer. 

(26) 49 N 9697—Jaguar X 

(27) 49 N 9918— Porsche 906. 
(28) 49 N 9904— Mustang 2. 

(29) 49 N 9692— Cors 
(30) 49 N 9921— Ford G 

(31) 49 N 9922— Lola G 

(32) 49 N 9923— Cobra G: 

Fastback. Young competitor. 
ng Ray. Sleek, streamli 

. New breed making tracl history. 

(33) 49 N 9924—Chaparral. Building a big name for itself. 
(34) 49 N 9909—Grand Prix Racer. From international race. 
(35) 49 N 9911—Indianapolis Racer. Famed design for years. 
(36) 49 N 9996— Hot Rod Roadster. Adds a colorful touch. 

( LIONEL Assembled HO Cars low as $) 66 

Especially for Pike's Peak Set. 234- 
inch plastic cars, with drivers. Electric 
motor, rubber tire 
37 Thunderbird ' Car. 

49 N 9955-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $3.97 

38 Jaguar XKE “B” Car. 
49 N 9956-Shpg. wt.20z. 3.97 

For Matterhorn, other sets. 234-inch 
plastic cars with drivers. Electric 
motors, rubber tires. 
39 Thunderbird Convertible. 

49 N 9983-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. $2.66 
40 Jaguar XKE Hardtop. 

49 N 9984-Shpg. wt.20z. 2.66 
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. Known to racing fans everywhere. 

wcomer to bear renowned name. 

ed speedster. 

Designed to meet and beat the best. 
Awesome performer on any track. 

1/32 scale Cars 

Choose from this big selec- — (41) 49 N 7612— Cobra GT, Fearsome foe anywhere, 
tion of authentically de- — (42) 49 N 7634— Ford GT. Always near top. 
tailed car kits , . for cars 49 N 7603— Ferrari GTO a, Sensation. 43 
that can really perform. 44) 49 N 7602—Jaguar XKE. World 
12-volt high torque motor. (45) 49 N 7636—Chaparral II. Hot new competitor. 
Polystyrene ly, driver, 46) 49 N 7651— Cheelah. All new with big 
rubber tires. Decals. Cars 
4 to SM inches long. 
Unassembled. 
Shpg. wt. 7 oz. Each $2.94 

(47 
(48) 49 N 7649— Porsche Carrera. Fast newcomer. 
(49) 49 N 7650— Lolus 30, Racy new x 
(50) 49 N 7620— Dragster. Famous “Silver Ghost.” 

ELDON Stock and Sport Types $29 to $389 

For all Eldon standard sets. 1/32 scale, Fully assembled, with driver. Plastic and 
metal, Gear driven. Electric motor. Clear plastic windshields. Metalized hub caps. 
Rubber racing tires. Decals, Each car about 634 inches long. 

(51) 49 N 9933— Ferrari. Famed-name hot new speedster, Wt. 14 oz.. 
(52) 49 N 9930— Mustang GT 350. Streamlined and sporty. Wt. 14 oz...... 
(53) 49 N 9946 — Dodge Coronel 440. Smart new model can move. Wt. 140z.. 3.89 
E9 49 N 9929— Dodge Charger. Sleekly styled for speed. Wt. 14 oz. ...... 3.89 
5) 49 N 9990—Jalopy. Crash . . it flies apart. Snaps together. Wt. 7 oz.. .2.29 
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Crime Fighter's 
Radio Patrol Cycle 

$2299 uy 
Easy-pedaling chain drive. Blink- 
ing red light. Chrome-plated 
handlebars, windscreen. Steel 
body, vinyl seat. Rubber tires, 
metal hubcaps. Storage space in 
rear. 37-in. long. Partially assem- 
bled. Takes 1 "C" battery (not incl.) 

. order 1 pkg. below 
Shipping wt. 35 Ibs. 

79 N B727L ............. $22.99 
"C" Batteries. Package of 2 

79 N 4665— Wr. 4 oz... Pkg. 36c 

Tot-Rod Racer : Aine $1699 
Rigid steel body and oversize tires 

Whip around your backyard like a racing pro. This deep red and 
gauge tubular steel for lots of hard 

wear. Chain drive helps set the speedy pace. Adjustable bucket 
seat for adjusting leg room. Jet-type steering wheel. 10-inch rear 
wheels, 8-inch front . . puncture-proof rubber tires. 42 inches 
long. Partially assembled. 
79 N 8976L — Shipping weight 30 pounds... $16.99 

Buy it the easy way— order by phone. 

Year 'round sledding 
Sled on Wheels 

Spring action makes steering 
„eki " $ 9 without easy, Varnished hardwood Sidewalk-skimming Motorboat | 99 batteries nck. Steel bumper for added 

Cast-off for adventure on this 45-inch long land cruiser, Outboard "motor" purrs, protection, 4-inch rubb: 
propeller spins. Three rubber-tire wheels for fast turns, Ruggedly built with steel wheels roll smoothly on oil-im- 
hull, simulated metallized running lights. Plastic flagstaff, adjustable pedals. Pardy — pregnated sleeve bearings. Has 
assembled. Uses 2 "D" batteries, order 1 pkg. below front wheel brake. 38 in. long. 
79 N 8905L—Shipping weight 27 pounds a $19.99  Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs 
79 N 4660 —"D" Batteries. Package of 2, Shipping wt 8 or Pkg. 36c 79 N8312L...........$9.99 

Swivelers® 
Real Roller Skates 
for indoors and out 

Figure-skating and swivel-action 
tricks are easier with adjustable 
double-rubber cushions. Composi- 
tion wheels . . 16 ball bearings per 
wheel. Rubber toe-stops brake you 
fast. Die-cast metal chassis with 
flexible tough plastic uppers that 
lace on like a shoe. Fits shoe sizes. 
2 (children) to 9 (adult). 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
49 N 2567 — Black . +. $7.88 
49 N 2568 — White. .$7.88 

Go forward, backward, do fancy stunts. Like 
"walking" on wheels, only you control the speed 

SKAT-SKOOTA 
The greatest riding sensation of them all. Put your right foot 
on one platform, then push the other down with left foot. 
Relax and pedal smoothly along. Soon you'll be turning and 
maneuvering merrily by adjusting body stance and leg 
pressure. Be the first in your neighborhood to have one. 

Zipees* Shoe Top Roller Skates 
Beginner's Roller Skates 

Smooth running. Made of tough Norolon Self-lubricating wheels are 1 inch wide for d 
plastic. Wide-track wheels for broad sup- better support. Made of tough Norolon plas- , s iriad eheda asas Sea Polen hg 
port. Soft polyethylene ankle and te straps. — tic Use indoors or out. Pin-wheel decoration,  peayY Neel axles for extra engib.) easures 17x14x8 inches 
Rust resistant. Use indoors or out, Fit chil- ^ — Adjustable—shoc sizes 8 junior to 39s regu- _ high. Wheels 1s inches wide, Sinch diamete: 
dren's shoe sizes 7 to 12. lar. For ages 2 to 7. 79 N 2550C — Shipping weight 6 pounds. . ........ 
49 N 2416—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. ......... $1.79 49 N 24097 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz...... $2.88 479 
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I3-inch Convertible spyder-type Bike 
Remove bar so a girl can ride this sidewalk 

bike. Flamboyant magenta flashed with 

chrome plating. Racy banana-style seat 

s1998 

Great brother and sister bike . . convert to girl's bike just by removing 
crossbar. All steel. Chrome-plated high-rise handlebars are adjust 
able. Chrome-plated fenders and crossbar. White vinyl banana type 
saddle. Tubular-steel frame and chain guard are magenta (reddish- 
purple) with white trim. Nylon bearings for easy pedaling. Puncture- 
proof tires. 5-inch removable training wheels. Plastic hand grips. 
Partly assembled, 16 to 19-inch leg reach. 
79 N 87582L— Shipping weight 25 pounds. . 

Sporty Italian import Mini-bike 
with semi hi-rise handlebars 

Tubular-steel frame, high-impact plastic front 
fender, white puncture-proof tires. White plas- 
tic luggage carrier, tool pouch (tools not incl.). 
Red plastic seat, squeeze horn. 3-in. training 
wheels. 16-18-in. reach. Partly assembled. 
79 N 87038L —Shipping weight 10 lbs. .$9.99 

“All-metal Scooter with big 10-inch 
smooth riding ball-bearing wheels 

All-time favorite with 12-inch tires, parking 
stand. sure grip brake and vinyl hand grips. 
White enameled wheels and back fender. Mea- 
sures 34 inches high, 38 inches long. Partly 
assembled. Fire engine red enamel finish. 
79 N 8813C—Shipping weight 15 Ibs. . . $7.59 

Citai page cunt by dieisintaxnmisetediwical Gom 

J With center 
bar removed 

Our lowest priced 13-inch 
girls’ sidewalk Bicycle 

Lemon and lime enameled steel frame and fen- 
ders, adjustable saddle, Plastic grips. Nylon 
bearing chain drive. White tubular steel han- 
dlebars. Semi-pneumatic tires. 5-in. training 
wheels. 16-19 in. leg reach. Partly assembled. 
79 N 87589L— Shipping wt. 25 lbs. . ..$18.49 

Fire Chief Cycle Wagon with 
deep front fender and fire bell 

Ball-bearing 16-in. front wheel, artillery rear 
wheels. Semi-pneumatic tires. Heavy-gauge 
steel body, enameled red and white. *4-in. 
handlebar, fire bell. Box 3x12x21 inches long. 
2 wooden ladders. Partly assembled. 
79 N 87034L— Shipping weight 30 Ibs.$19.98 

Convertible 13-inch sidewalk Bike with 
coaster brake, puncture-proof tires 

Jaunty aqua tubular-steel frame, adjustable 
semi hi-rise handlebars, white vinyl saddle . . 
aqua trim. Coaster brake lets you coast with- 
out pedaling, brake to a fast stop. 5-in. training 
wheels. 16-19-in. leg reach. Partly assembled. 
79 N 87583L—Shipping weight 26 Ibs.$21.50. 

Chain drive 3-wheeler in flamboyant 
magenta with chrome-plated steel fender 

Adjustable semi hi-rise bars, vinyl banana sad- 
dle. Red-purple 1*4-in. steel frame. Nylon-bear- 
_ing 16-in. front wheel. Partly assembled. 
79 N 87041N—Shipping weight 29 Ibs.$23.49 
Shipping Note: 79 N 87041N sent 
freight (rail or truck) or express. sac Sears 487 



The crossword game 

SCRABBLE® 
Build words up, down, across. 

£377 

Accumulate points by adding 
numbers on letter tiles plus scoring codes on covered squares. 
High score wins game. Includes board. 100 letter tiles, four 
letter racks. 2 to 4.can play. ages $ to adult 
49 € 65053—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz. $377 

r Se 

The right decisions and the Wheel of Fate 
may spin you into Millionaire Acres 

The Game of LIFE *4° 
A car and $2,000 will start you up the winding 3-dimensional road of life. Spin the Wheel of Fate 
and you're off for good luck or snags as you wheel your way through college, business and married 
life. With luck and the right decisions, your fate may land you in Millionaire Acres as the winner 

- otherwise you end up in the Poor Farm as loser. Game includes an assortment of 8 cars, $7,000,000 

. 

SCRABBLE® for Juniors 7 
. . Vocabulary builder 

Easy picture identification words on one side advance to 

harder words on other side. Use pictures or make up your own 
words. Player spelling most words wins. Includes board, 100 
letter tiles, instructions. For 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12 
49 € 65055—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $244 

It's Scrabble* with Numbers $39 
NUMBLE 

See how fast you can add numbered tiles to make totals divisi. 
ble by three. Bonus spaces add to excitement as you get 
numbers down in crossword formation. Strategy, luck, simple 
arithmetic may give you highest score to win. Includes board, 
87 tiles, 4 racks. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to adult 
49 C 65396—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz $3.49 

Game of War Strategy °6” 
RISK 

Campaign in any of 42 territories! Pit army against army 
capture vast areas at each roll of dice and play of cards. 
Win by occupying every territory on board. 450 army pieces 
cards, 6 dice. For 2 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. 

79 C65147C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. $6.59 

Cut Dabs Scans by cheisimasmaseteciucH conn 

in play money, decision cards and certificates, For 2 to 8 playe 
49 € 65034—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

DELUXE s599, h molded 
MONOPOLY : 

Buy, sell, swap, even bluff your way toa finan 
cial empire or go broke. Deluxe set allows 2 to 
10 to play at one time. Plastic tray holds title 
deeds, money, buildings. Reinforced board 
79 € 6501C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .$5.99 

" s3” Look to Sears for 
UNCOMMON VALUE 

Like this Standard Monopoly 
Everything needed for 2 to 8 players. 
49 C 65039—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $349 

Girls . . play the 3259 
MYSTERY DATE GAME m to collect combination of cards to com 
plete date-time outfits. Lucky one gets to open 
door, meet mystery date . . dance, skiing, 
bowling, beach party. Player wins if she has 
right attire. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to 14 
49 C 65035—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.89 

PERQUACKEY 2e 
the timed word game 

Tough enough for word buffs yet fun for young. 
sters, too! Players roll out 13 lettered dice to 
form as many words as possible in 3 minutes. 
After forming five 3-letter words, you proceed 
to form words of 4, 5, 6, 7 through 13 letters. 

using dice over again. After scoring 2,000 
points, you must get 500 points per turn or 

lose 500 from your score. Any number can 
play. Dice, sand timer, shaker included. 
49 € 65173—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $249 
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NOAH'S ARK..floatit ĉl pieces 

on water . . pull it on wheels $197 

A wonderful display of the old beloved story of Noah and his 

Ark . . of how, before the floods came to cover all the land, Noah 

built this big Ark (about 10x5x4 in. high), took his wife and two 

of every animal in the world to safety inside. All figures ly 

excellent detail, are of soft, pliable, nearly unbreakable plas 

Noah and wife are about 3 inches high; the 58 animals (29 pairs) 

are sized in proportion and in life-like 3 dimensions. 

THE JUNGLE . . miniature wild 
animals roam the thickets 

Just watch their eyes light up when they 
open this glorious gift. Here is a real wilder- 
ness with 21 awe-inspiring wild animals in a 
real jungle setting, complete with rock 

formations, trees, palms and ferns. Any 
child will be elated to own these wild ani- 
mals, that otherwise he sees only at the zoo 

or circus. He'll stage fascinating storybook 

38 pieces 

$498 

tales of the jungle. Animals include: bear, 

gorilla, antelope, lions, tigers, kangaroos, 

giraffes, elephants, rhinoceros, hippopota- 

mus, 6 monkeys. All pieces of colorful plas- 

tic, detailed to look remarkably real, Big 

elephant is 734 in. long; others in proportion. 

All in life-like shapes of 3 dimensions. 

79 N 5909 C —38-piece set. Wt. 3 Ibs... .$4.98 
49 N 5997 —Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . 

ROY ROGERS Double-R Bar 90 pieces 
Ranch Set takes you out West $398 

Hi, ho . . it’s round-up time and the famous Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Pat Brady 

and dog Bullet with 18 cowboys and ranch hands begin the long, rugged Western 

cattle drive. Livestock includes 5 long-horned steers, 5 cow ponies with saddles, 

harness horse for the plastic buckboard. The big, steel ranch house (about 9: 

4 in. high) looks like wood, has Western porch and stone-type plastic chimney 

Ranch equipment includes well, forge, pump, hitching rail, rain barrel, etc. 

Plenty of fence . . ten 6-in. sections plus archway with Roy'sname. Figures; 

animals, big pieces of 3-dimensional plastic plus 35 tiny pistols, rifles, etc. 

79 N 5937C— Easy assembly. Standing figures about 234 in. high. Wt. 3 Ibs. .$3.98 

Citai pade scans by ceisthiacnaisetediaical om 

LANDSCAPE BASE Only 
makes play realistic, more fun 8429 

How lucky is the child who gets this from Santa. You can’t imagine how 

real his play will be. He'll set up his miniature play sets on it . . his tiny 

trucks and machines will travel the roads; his cattle will graze in the fields, 

climb the raised mountains, "drink" from the brooks. His farm machines will 

“till” the fields. His cowboys, Indians and soldiers will fight fierce battles 

here. His wild animals roam. Durable plastic board is copy of colorful, real 

terrain. Measures about 30x24 inches wide. Order 2 of these bases for our 

larger base toy play sets (such as Our Best Farm Set). 
79 N 5972L— Shipping weight 4 pounds. Was $4.57 
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You can actually operate the hay lift, 

silo filler and grain conveyor 

N 

$098 

Big 254-piece Farm Set . . includes 3 tractors, 2 trucks, jeep and airplane 

Hitch up 3 big tractors to plow, discs, harrow, mower or hay rake. Work out 
of big operating steel barn on platform base . . three levels and open back; 
30x17x13 inches high. Use haylift to raise bales to loft .. move them into 
storage area on conveyor system. A litter carrier moves in and out of barn on 
overhead rail. Fence in chicken coop, animals and gardens. 

Lift bales of “hay,” store them in loft 

3497 117-piece Farm Set . . with working 

haylift, tractor, pickup truck 

Center your farm activity around this open-backed metal barn measuring 
about 14x9x10 inches high. Fully equipped at economy price. Store “silage” 
in 9-inch steel silo with plastic top. Tractor has hitching hook for attaching 
scoop, blade, plow, harrow, etc. Use pickup truck for moving hay. Arrange 
10-section “wire” fence to pen-in 28 livestock, plus birds and fowl. 
Assorted accessories, 6 farmhands. All plastic. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . 

p 
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Hand-crank silo filler for one silo; other has hand-crank elevator. You can 
deliver produce by truck or jeep. Assorted barn and farm accessories includ. 
ing feedbox, hay, livestock, fence, garden produce, crop-dusting plane, milk 
cans, saws, rake. 6 farmhands. All of rugged plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 5942C—Shipping weight 9 pounds .$9.98 

56-piece Livestock Farm Set with 
tractor and rolling implements 

$999 

Young farm hands are sure to find many hours of rural fun with this 
scale-model farm. Colorful steel barn measures about 14x9x8}4 inches 
high. Steel silo with plastic top is 914 inches high. Tractor has rolling 
stock that includes wagon, plow and mower. 

Eight-section sturdy “barbed wire” fence keeps 29 farm animals neatly 
contained. There are 9 colorful fowl, too. All realistically designed in 

durable plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 6020C—Shipping weight 4 pounds .$2.99 

57-piece Country Cottage Farm Set 
of colorful hand-painted plastic 

$119 

Set up your own picturesque farm yard with hand-painted plastic pieces. 
"Plant" tree and 2 hedges around colorful country cottage . . arrange corral 
and picket fences to section off grazing land. Barn houses horses, cows, pigs, 

chickens, or ducks. Farmer's family of 3 is busily engaged in doing the chores. 
Set also includes a wheelbarrrow for carting goods. Made in Hong Kong. 

«$1.19 

from now until September 1, 1966 



NEW! Sara Custom Track System 

lets you enjoy real slot-center 

racing in your own home 

Design it yourself 

Build your own 35-foot track layout 
with steep 45° banked curves for 
1/24 and 1/32-scale slot-racing . . 
even add scenery if you like 

Here's what you get 

24 straight and 22 curves of pre- 
cut, painted flexible hardboard, 48 
aluminum slot-rails, connectors, 6 
guardrails, 24 cross braces, cement, 
tape, putty, variable power pack, 
booklet 

D 
| At Sears 0 , "ewe $0750 sao. for only ia 

1 Slot bufis—now you can race all you want, when you want, No 
more paying by the hour. Modular-suspension system lets you build 
long straightaways, hills, curves banked up to 45? . . all in a 1434x 
6-foot area. Big 12-page illustrated booklet shows you how. 

Flexible track sections . . 3-foot straights and 90° curves form 2 
lanes with 4 in. between slots. Add extra track (below) for 4 lanes. 
Asphalt gray . . pre-drilled for nails or screws, putty smooths holes. 
Three-ft. aluminum slot-rails cement to track edges, bend around 

034-in. wood cross braces keep slot-rails off floor or table. 
Power pack delivers 14, 18, 20 or 24 volts. UL listed; 110-120-v., 
60-c, AC. Cars, controllers, scenery, trestles, hardware not included. 

With variable power pack and 24 wood cross braces. 
79 N 20833L3—Shipping weight 44 pounds... .. . ..,$92.50 

As above, but without variable power pack or cross braces. 
79 N 20834L— Shipping weight 37 pounds. . ............. 78.99 

Make your Sara Custom Track even bigger with extra parts 

(1 ond 2)Track Sections. Flexible hard- — 3 3-foot Aluminum Slot-rails. Pkg. of 8. 
board 44 in. thick. Asphalt gray. 79 N 20842C—Wt. 4 Ibs...Pkg. $5.66 
| Straight. 36x3% in. Package of 6. 4 Wood Cross Braces. 1034-in. Pkg. of 24. 

79 N 20838C— Wt. 5 Ibs... Pkg. $6.19 49N20836-Wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz.. Pkg. $4.99 
90° Curves. 2 ea. 10, 14, 18-in, radius. 5 Variable-voltage Power Pack. With 

79 N 20839C—Wt. 3 lbs.. . Pkg. $5.88 on-off switch, circuit breaker. Select 14, 
90° Curves. 2 ea. 14, 18, 22-in. radius. 18, 20 or 24 volts. UL listed; 110-120-v. AC. 
79 N 20840C— Wt. 4 lbs.....Pkg. $8.66 49 N 20835— Wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz.,..$14.88 

90? Curves. 2 ea. 18, 22, 26-in. radius. 6 Cement and Putty. Each in 2-oz. tube. 
79 N 20841C—Wt. 5 lbs...... Pkg. $9.99 49 N 20843— Wt. 10 oz.....Set $1.59 478 | Sears 
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Sturdy Aluminum 
Balance Poles 

all-bearing 20-in. wheel with pneumatic tire, chrome- 
plated rim, fork. Banana seat height adjusts 28 to 35 in. 
Tilts up or down. Poles not included, Partly assembled. 
79 N 8617L — Shipping weight 13 pounds. ...... $18.88 
Aluminum Balance Poles. 40 in. long. Pkg. of 2. 
79 N 8620C — Shipping weight 2 Ibs......... Pkg. $2.49 

r Unicycle with 
16-inch wheel 

$999 

Wood 
Balance Poles 

5149 

Ball-bearing wheel. 
Puncture-proof tire. 
IYsinch flat tread. 
Fork adjusts for fast 
or slow pedaling. 
Shaped seat adjusts 
24-31 inches from 
low pedal Red, 
chrome-color steel. 
Partly assembled. 
Wt. 11 lbs. 

79 N 8621C — $9.99 

Wood Balonce Poles. 
40 inches long. Pack- 
age of 2. Shpg. we 2 
Ibs. 

79N8622CPkg. $1.49 

ades cin lnscn b 
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coasts without pedaling, brakes to a fast stop. . 
even converts to a girl's bike by removing crossbar 

Popular spyder-styling with adjustable chrome-plated high-rise handlebars and fenders . . 

gold color with white decorations. Chai 
pe white metal seat with black trim. Tubular-steel frame and chainguard finished in 

drive has coaster brake. Nylon bearings. Semipneu- 
matic tires won't puncture. Removable 5-inch training wheels. 16 to 19-in. leg reach. Partly 
assembled, 
79 N 8610L— Shipping weight 27 pounds. $4.00 monthly... ...... «eee 

This 13-inch Sidewalk Bike has 
removable crossbar for girl's use 

«++ Cash $21.99 

Our lowest priced 
13-inch Sidewalk Bike 

Tubular steel frame is emerald-color. Smooth 
nylon bearings for easy pedaling. Tubular 
steel semi-high-rise adjustable handlebars. Ad- 
justable white simulated leather saddle has red 
trim. Semi-pneumatic tires. 5-in. training 
wheels. 16 to 19-in. leg reach. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8609L — Shipping weight 28 Ibs. .. $18.99 

Nylon-bearing chain drive. Adjustable metal 
saddle. White tubular-steel adjustable handle- 
bars. Red enameled tubular-steel frame, sad- 
dle, fenders. Red plastic grips. Semipneumatic 
tires. Removable 5-in. training wheels. 16 to 

It's a Honda! 

Looks like a real motorcycle . . 
chain-drive makes it easy to pedal 

without. $1999 i5 wheels 
Steel-spoke wheels roll easily on semi-pneumatic 
tires. Comfortable seat, 20 in. high. Simulated 
headlight, horn and shock absorbers. 27 in. 
high, 45 in. long. Plastic, steel. Freight (rail or 
truck) or express. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8642N — Wt. 22 Ibs. $3 mo... Cash $19.99 

Training Wheels. Package of two. 
49 N 8643 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Pkg. $1.88 

14-inch rear wheels make this 
our steadiest 3-wheeler 

Ball-bearing steel chain-drive. 16-inch front 
wheel. Vinyl seat. Chrome-plated handlebars 
adjust. Puncture-proof tires. Steel frame. Red, 
white trim, Plastic pedals, grips. Leg reach 
18 inches. Unassembled. 
79 N 8796L —Shpg. wt. 37 Ibs. ,. . . . -$24.99 

EE 



Push Go-Go Car backward to wind up spring 

release brake and you're off 

Flashy styling, high-impact red plastic body, big spring-pow- 
ered motor. Bucket shape seat, play dashboard and contoured 
steering wheel. Rear trunk opens. Plastic tires and wheels with 
silver-colored discs. Hand brake. 37x14 in. Partially assembled. 
79 N 86036L— Shipping weight 17 pounds.............$13.88 

Tot-rod Racer scoops in air 
as it zips down the block 

Sleek 42-inch long racer. Rubber tire wheels—10-inch rear and 
8-inch front. Steel with tubular-steel frame. Finished with baked- 
on enamel; emerald green with white trim. Adjustable bucket 
seat. Vinyl covered roll bar. Partially assembled. 
79 N 86011L—Shipping weight 25 pounds............ $13.99 

488 Sears sc 
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Station Wagon has extra space 

E 19° 

Steel body, 45 in, long. Flamboyant 
turquoise finish. Rear compartment; 
tail gate. Ball bearing 8-in. wheels, 
rubber tires. Spinner hubs. Wrap- 
around plastic windshield. 5-position 
adj. pedals. Horn, Partially assembled. 
79 N 86017L—Wt. 32 lbs,...$19.99 

Here’s a tough little lightweight racer 
with realistic styling, attractively 
priced, Rugged plastic body. With 
pedal drive. Plastic molded tires. 
Windshield. Measures about 32 in. 
long, 15x9% in. high. Red. From Italy. 
Sent partially assembled. 

79 N 86019L—Wt. 12 lbs.....$9.99 

Two junior firefighters ride 
this steel Hook'n Ladder 

Clang the bell, flash the light, 

climb the wood ladders, too 

$9399 zz 
Bright red 45-inch long steel truck, waiting for 
you and your pal to board and race to the fire 
when the alarm sounds. Rolls smoothly on 8- 
inch ball bearing wheels, rubber tires. Chrome- 
plated spinner hub caps. 

Bell clangs, emergency light flashes. Key and 
lock on the dash. Plastic wrap-around wind- 
shield with wiper blade. Two wood ladders. 
Five-position pedal adjustment. Partially as- 
sembled. Takes 1 "D" battery (not included; 
order 1 package below). 
79 N 86022L—Shpg. wt. 35 lbs....... $23.99 

in package. 
. Package 38c 

“Customized” Camaro 

$1 266 

One of the country’s most popular 
autos, Rugged 33-in. long steel body. 
Gold-color baked-on enamel finish, 
white trim. Adjustable pedals. Rub- 
ber-tire wheels; ball bearings, chrome- 
plated hubcaps. Partially assembled. 
79 N 86016L—Wt. 24 lbs... .$12.66 

Sidewalk Boat 

$1499 

Excitement for boy or girl “sailors.” 
All steel body. Pedal-driven. Three 
8-inch wheels with rubber tires permit 
easy turns and handling. Padded seat. 
Bow staff and pennant. Measures 17x 
18x39 in. long. White with blue trim. 
Sent partially assembled. 
79 N 86013L—Wt. 25 lbs....$14.99 



PLOP! Your seventh ball flips 
into the basket..you win! 

N Pom-Pom 
Game 

"4 use 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Save $1.050n $ 39 
SNAKES ALIVE 

Last Christmas was $4.44. Just put your finger 
in the snake’s basket. If the snake pops out, you 
must take “snakes” instead of the brilliant 

“rubies”. Win “rubies” by catching the snake 
as it pops out or by getting rid of all your 

"snakes" (discs). For 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz. 

4906530... sees .$3.39 
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Object is to flip the balls into basket. Each player gets 7 plastic 
balls in different colors. Up to 4 players start at the same time 
and keep shooting. First player to score 7 is the winner. 12-inch 
metal platform with 4 spring-action levers. Plastic basket. All 
ages will enjoy this game. Helps teach manual dexterity. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phonc. 
49 € 65277—Shipping weight ! pound 8 ounces. . . $2.99 

Pick the wrong stick 
and marbles will go DR 

KERPLUNK 
Insert 30 plastic sticks into holes in tower to 
form a "nest." 40 marbles rest on top of nest. 
Each player, in turn, withdraws ome stick, 
oh-so carefully, to avoid causing marbles to 
fall . . increasingly difficult as game progresses. 
It takes a steady hand and keen judgment. 
Fallen marbles score against players, low 
score wins. Plastic. A tantalizing game for 2 
to 4 players, all ages. 
49 C 65113—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. E $2.99 

@ 
\\¢ 
"e 

If you catch a Hoppie, you get $ 4 66 

a part . . complete figure wins 4 

POPPIN HOPPIES 

Every man for himself. When vacuum breaks, a spe 

cial device that holds Hoppie will break, causing 
Hoppies to fly into the air, Win colored parts by 
catching Hoppies of the same color to complete the 
multicolored Hoppies figure puzzle on board 
49 C 65107—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz $4.66 

Score by shooting marbles 

into mouth of spinning head. . xS ye 

MR. SPIN-HEAD 
Round and round he goes. Can you flip your marble 
into Mr. Spin-Head's mouth before it spins past? If 
you do, he'll tally your point score automatically 
Starts and stops with touch of a finger. Colorful plastic 
with eighteen marbles 
49 C 65374—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. $3.99 

Watch out! P2 
AVALANCHE 

Carefully drop marbles into 
the stand-up rack. They roll 
down, but must get through a 
series of swinging gates before 
you place them on your game 
«ard. Gates may or may not 
open at your turn. Match 
marbles to card colors . . first 
to finish his card wins. 5 differ- 
ent versions. For 2 to 6 players. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 065179.............$299 

` @ BUCKET OF FUN 
| $499 
Q —====, 

Colorful plastic bucket pops out a shower of colored 
balls . . players scramble to retrieve their color . . one 
ball at a time. It's an “explosive” game that provides 
youngsters with hours of play and exercise. Spring- 
action bucket, 4 cylinders, 16 balls . . all plastic. For 

ages 4 to 14. 
pg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13oz..... -$4.99 
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Park customers' cars in this 3-level Service Station. 
Elevator carries them up, ramp brings them down 

Give cars complete service 
with 3 gas pumps, grease 

rack, air hose, jack 

$799 

You can direct five attendants es 
late-model plastic cars roll into your 
own 24-hour super service center. 
Manual elevator with open shaft has 
access to all three floors. Preformed 
rampletscars roll from top to bottom. 

Grease rack for lubricati jack 

for tire changes, plus air hose, tire 
and battery displays, oil can rack, 
water can, battery charger . . 43 
pieces in all. Above accessories made 
of durable plastic for years of fun 

Steel garage measures about 31x 
20x19 inches high. Unassembled. 
Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

79 N 6049L $7.99 

Just call Sears... 
“Charge It” if you wish 

Boss your own Service Station 

30-piece set with flying wing car ports 
5 free-rolling cars to wash, “fill” with gas 

3489 
Drive cars up to 2 gas pumps for service. Mount them on car wash 
rack for cleaning, grease rack for lubrication. Steel garage sits on 
metal base about 26x14 inches. Arrange battery charger, tire dis- 
play, oil can rack, air hose to lend authentic touch. 5 attendants. 
Set also includes jack, bucket, grease gun, water can. Accessories 
of durable plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 6044C—Shipping weight 6 pounds................ $4.89 

Push buttons on control panel . . 
dual corridors telescope out while 

_lights blink, antennas spin on roof 

No other JET TERMINAL 
like it anywhere but at Sears $898 " 

Four sleek jets wait on field . . move 2 up to terminal building. Corridors 
roll on wheels with automatic precision . . operated by remote-control 
buttons on tower. 13x14x8-inch high steel building unassembled. Plastic 
trucks, cars and buses roll freely around the 42x27-inch airfield sheet 
Planes take off and fly by hand. 16 pieces in all. From Japan. Order 
2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 4260C—Shipping weight 4 pounds $8.98 
49 N 4660—“D” Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. . Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Ciaibi Dane scans by cuisines sasetecindee Á 

makes 10 announcements 
for busy station manager 

ae 
ALLSTATE 

Talking Service Station with 15-man crew 
Complete with motorized elevator, $098 - 

4-way stop light, wrecker, take-apart car E 

A S6-piece set with hand-crank public address system. Battery-powered elevator serves upper level. Friction-powered metal wrecker, 2 íriction-powered metal cars, 
7 free-rolling plastic cars, 1 with water holding gas tank, 1 that dismantles. 3 gas 
pumps, 1 with water system to fill tank, Hand-operated traffic light, wash and 
grease racks, sign. Plastic. 14-in. high metal garage on metal base 29x16 inches. 
Unassembled. Order 1 “D” battery below 
79 N 5941L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ....., : $9.98 



Li | 

5 lenses: 
Sunfilter, 10.5mm, 
22mm, erector 
and 3x Barlow lens 

32 to 200-power 
Refractor Scope 

Young astronomers can spot 
details on moon or earth . . 
finder scope helps to line it up 
on the right detail 

2488 
Wide range of magnification: 32, 67, 96 or 200-power with inverted image; 
48 or 100-power with upright image. Main lens is achromatic-coated 
60mm objective with 700mm focal point. Two different power eyepieces 
(10.5mm and 22mm). Also an erector lens that increases power 50%, and 
a ‘low lens that triples magnifying power. Rack and pinion adjustment 
gives precise focusing. Wood tripod is 49 inches high . . swivel mount 
locks in any position. White enameled metal, 27 inches long. Black plastic 
trim. From Japan. 
79 N 64119C— Shipping weight 9 pounds 

$4.00 
monthly 

$24.88 

s|699 telescope only 

60 and 200-power Stargazer 
Scope switches to an 85-power spotter 

Powerful 2-in-1 refractor telescope. Study the heavens 
with 65mm achromatic objective lens—attach filter 
and diagonal adapter to see sunspots—gives inverted 
image. 85 power gives an upright image for land 
viewing. American-made optics. Vinyl-covered fiber 
tubes adjust to 5 feet. With mounting brackets. 
‘Sent partly assembled. 
79 N 6363C— Shipping weight 6 pounds... .$16.99 

Steel Tripod. Adjusts from 3 to 6 feet high. 
79 N 6345C— Shipping weight 8 pounds... . . 5.99 

Refractor Scope 
Complete with metal tripod 
for use on table or floor 

Strong 50-power viewing. Tripod legs adjust from 18 to 45 inches. 
Ball and socket joint swivels 360° horizontally. S0mm coated objective 
lens. 2-ft. long tube of strong fiber glass. From Japan. 
79 N 6311C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

30-power hand-size Spotting Scope $399 

Precision-made 30mm achromatic coated objective lens. White enameled 

aluminum tube with rust-resistant chrome-plated trim. Tube adjusts from 
734 to 1434 inches. From Japan. 
49 N 6308—Shipping weight 9 ounces ..$3.99 

Cutie pace scans by cheisimatamiselecimicH pw) 

Slide 
Viewer 

Lets you see many of 
75 to 200-power 

Reflector Scope mede 
mally be seen only 

With special new film viewing through the world's 

attachment that works by the most powerful tele: 5 scopes. You view film 
light of a full moon or by scenes with an attach- 

battery-powered light ment mounted on the 

1899 = 
lower section. Focus 
eye-piece just like the 
main lens. 

Gaze into film viewer and see hydrogen explosions on the sun, Jupiter 
with 4 of its moons, Andromeda nebula, Halley's Comet and even a space- 
ship and space station. 20 different scenes in all Look through the real 
lens and the 200-power scope is strong enough to reveal many of the planets. 
Use 75-power for broad-field viewing. 3-inch mirror inverts images. Rack 
and pinion adjustment for precise focusing. 4-foot high steel tripod with 
locking swivel mount. White vinyl-covered fiber tube. 12-page manual 
introduces you to astronomy. Order 1 “AA” battery on page 519. 
79 N 64001LM—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ..$18.99 

LT See planets up close with this 
(lf 60 to 150-power Reflector Scope 

"sex $098 / 
/ 

Stands 3 ft. high with steel 
tripod. Peer into periscope 
lens and discover the fasci- 
nation of astronomy. Jupi- 

ter and Mars are brought 
up close. Ground and pol- 
ished 214inch mirror in- 
verts images. Black vinyl- 
covered fiber tube revolves 
360° . . then locks in posi- 
tion for easier sighting. 
12-page manual included 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
79 N 6362C. $10.98 

No Money Down 

on anything 

Sears sells 

sxuc| Sears | 479 



Double-step Trike with | 597 
high-rise handlebars 
Large lower platform with easy step-up plate, Full 
ball-bearing wheels, semi-pneumatic tires 
Grooved vinyl seat, handlebars adjust. Steel 
frame is llamboyant raspberry with white trim. 
Unassembled. Buy it the easy way-order by phone, 
10-inch front wheel. Leg reach 14 to 17 in 
79 N 8757L—Shipping wt. 21 Ibs. . 
12-inch front wheel. Leg reach 16 to 18 in. 
79 N 8756L — Shipping wt 23 Ibs,........ $16.97 
16-inch front wheel. Leg reach 18 to 20 in. 
79 N 8755L — Shipping wt. 27 Ibs. .$18.97 

$15.97 

Single-step Trike $699 as iine 
"This emerald and white trike pedals with ease . 
has nylon bearings in front wheel, Puncure proof 
semi-pneumatic tires with metal hub caps. Metal 
saddle adjusts on square post. Red vinyl double 
block . Adjustable handlebars have red 
mores Enameled saddle, fender and 
diari d on tubular steel construction. 

Partly assembled. 
10-inch front wheel. Leg reach 14 to 17 in. 
79 N 8502C — Shpg. we 15 Ibs.. 
13-inch front wheel. Leg reach 1 
79 N 8503L — Shpg. Wels Bes, HEISE 

Pedal Motorcycle 5104 

Realistically detailed in molded plastic with 
simulated shock absorbers, realistic-looking 
motor. Sturdy steel crank and axles. Rubber 
pedals, heavy-duty plastic wheels, removable 
training wheels. Blue with black and silver- 
color trim. 26-inch, Partly assembled. 
79 N 8932C — Shipping weight 7 Ibs. . $10.44 

Citai Dade scans by cheistiaxauisetediwücal Gom 

10-inch 
front wheel 

Deluxe Double-step TRIKE 
Sporty high-rise handlebars 
plus a banana-shape seat 

Large rear patton with step- A plate for casy 
mounting . . carryin Ball-bearing wheels 
make ling easy. Handlebars adjust. White 

ic finger knuckle guards, streamers: 
Wie weet Sate, rubei eect NE 
white iim! Unassembled. 
10-inch front. Pepe UM RETE 
79 N 8750C — Shipping wt. 17 Ibs. $12.99 
12-inch front wheel. Leg reach 16 to 18 i 
79 N 8751L — Shipping wt. 19 Ibs........ 
16-inch front wheel. Leg pni ed ere 
79 N 8752L — Shipping EC $15. 
20-inch front wheel. Leg reach 20 to n che 
79 N prc Shipping wt. 29 Ibs, . $17. 

Single-step Trike with. 
ball-bearing front wheel 

Chrome plating and plastic streamers give this 
trike lots of style, Adjustable handlebar has plastic 
m. Metal seat adjusts. White tires, 

lar steel frame. Fenders, Red with white 
trim, mcr aen 

10-inch wheel. Leg reach i C ke MY 
79N pub Shipping weight, 17 99 
12-inch front wheel. Leg reach wet 18 
79 N 8741L— Shipping weight 18 Ibs... .. . $9.99 
16-inch front wheel, Leg reach 18 to 20 inches. 
79 N 8742L — Shipping wt. 22 Ibs, ...... , $11.99 

Tot's Pedal Trike 5444 

Now he can ride his own wike just like the older chil- 
dren. Small trike scaled to ages 2 to 5, Nylon bearings 
on 8-inch front wheel make it easy to pedal. Rubber 
cleated tires on all wheels for durability. Tubular 
steel frame. Plastic seat adjusts. Red, white. 20 in. 
long. Leg reach 12 in. From Italy. Unassembled. 
49 N 8738— Shipping weight 5 pounds....... $4.44 

“FoR HEAVENS sake, SLOW DOWN’ 
. Axo STOP YOR 1iGZAGGG! AND 

WATCH OUT FOR THAT, 

10-inch 
front wheel 

:[599 E 

EC UE 

x. 

— n 

"OTT ETC S 

Sun Streak 500 
Steer it with your feet, 

drive it with push-pull handles 

Hand-powered, go-cart type. vehicle races down 
sidewalks. Steer left or right by foot action. Push 
and pull "Twin Stick" drive simulates auto racers. 
Heavy gauge tubular steel frame. Plastic finger- 
shaped grips. Large rear wheels. All tires are rub- 
ber. Red, white, gold-color automotive enamel 
finish. 33x15x19 inches 

79 N 8919C — Shipping Seit 17 Ibs.. 



From padded seat to the French horn rus. uus 
this 42-inch Jaguar French 
is in a sports 
car class 

Padded 

horn honks 

all its own 
Hood raises 

ZA 
Map pockets 
in each door poor opens 

Body of strong Molded rub- molded poly- — ber t 1 
propylene Detailed s [5s xs 

$4.00 
monthly Peck 

Mees Pedal down the block in this specially equipped roguish 
beauty. Has working action all around. Pull-pin release 
wheels; nylon bearings. Tough plastic shrugs off bumps 
« . Stays new-looking, too. 5-position pedal adjustment. 
Approximately 42 inches long. Partially assembled. 
79 N 86026L—Shipping weight 20 lbs.. ..... 

without battery 

From the roarin' ’20’s, 
the famous Stutz Bearcat 

. . breezes along at top sidewalk speed of 5 mph 

Battery powered—authentically styled. Travels forward and ww 
reverse. Heavy duty white plastic body, gold-plastic trim. 
Continental black vinyl bucket seat; 514-inch plastic wheels. 

Operating foot pedal, hand brake, ratchet crank. Bulb horn 
Steel chassis. 42x15 inches wide. Partly assembled, Sent freight 

Sting Ray X-5 
With take-apart rear “engine” for quick 

“tune-ups” plus knock-off wheels for 
(rail or truck) or express. (Order battery below.) quick wheel changes during rushed pit stops 
79 N 86035NM —Shipping weight 29 pounds $29.99 
79 N 8611M—12-volt Hot-Shot Battery. Wt. 8 Ibs... $6.19 3488 $4.00 

mon 

] Designed in the classic style of LeMans racers. Rugged 
polypropylene body, built for toughness. Steel chassis. 16 

take-apart chrome-plated intakes and exhausts. Safety roll bar 
Padded seat. Horn and rear view mirror. Racing tread rubber 
tires for smooth, easy pedaling. Authentic wheel spinners. About 
44 in. long. Adjustable pedal length. Partially assembled. 
79 N 86034L—Shipping weight 23 pounds. $24.88 

Sears Sprite Racer 
. - low slung, rugged little sidewalk beauty 

Ready for racing action 
Polypropylene plastic body 
won't rust. Knuckle-type 
steering lets little pedalers 
handle turns with ease. 734- 
inch metal wheels; rubber 
tires. Chrome-plated ex- 
hausts. 3434 in. long. Par- 

tially assembled. Wt. 12 Ibs. 
79 N 86029L.....$13.49 

Grand Prix Racing Helmet. Heavy duty plastic. Protective 
cushion chin strap; adjustable inner headband. Goggles. 

49 N 86037— Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces.. .. .$3.69 

To order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book white pages under 

No Mc nything ears Sells st sc soc "Sears, Roebuck and Co., : 
| Ne Money Down on anything Sears s SEE 6 Ee Catalog Sales" for number to call. sxe [Sears] 489 
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A spin of the dial can keep filling the 

garden or bring the pig to gobble it up 

Travel through the Holy Land $389 

TEN COMMANDMENTS BIBLE GAME 

Educational game for all faiths. Meet a good Samaritan . . cross 
the River Jordan . . or lose your "silver" to thieves. Even adults 
will enjoy this game. For 2 to 6 players. 

49 C 65302—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. ........ $3.89 

in the Garden 
"E 

No reading . . ideal for preschoolers. Just 
Landing on opponent's spot can $79 89 spin the dial to fill the garden with color- 

z ful plastic corn, cabbage, carrots and E bring on AGGRAVATION other food the plastic pig loves best. But ge 1 

First player to get his four marbles around the board wins the beware of that pig. . some spins bring him w 
game. Aggravate your opponents by landing on their spaces and out to gobble down the vegetables. Vinyl 
sending them back to start. This deluxe version is for adults as mat. 2 to 4 can play for hours. 
well as children. For 2 to 6 players. 49 C 65285—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. ..$2.99 
49 C 65036—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. . .. ...... $2.89 

O can play BINGO . CHINESE CHECKERS . . P 
with metal cage reverses for regular checkers 

Cage holds 75 numbered balls, selected automatically Metal board is 18 in. diam., 134 in. thick. Pull- 
as cage spins. Master board, cards and markers. out drawers hold 60 marbles, 24 checkers. Japan. 
49 C 65303—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 oz.. .$4.99 79 C 65143C—Shipping weight 4 pounds... .... $2.99 

Easy to play 

6 CARD GAMES 

3*1? pn. AS 
A game of India. . ̂ 

91-piece Set of $349 Play Old Maid, Animal Rummy, 
Slap Jack, Hearts, Crazy Eights ee ee : DOUBLE-DOMINOES 
and Snap . . 6 fun games, each in e original backgammon game le famous in t „Ri 
its own sturdy plastic case. Game India. Throw dice to get your 4 men “home” before E pu no Sx Tm pu " Erde ere 
rules included. Hours of fun for . your opponent. Delightful fun for2 to4 players, ages teresting shapes ind couibéantions. T iia. 5 
children ages 5 and up. 6toadult. Set includes 4 sets of dice, 4 dice cups, 16 49 C 65304—Shipping weight 2 ds... Set $3.49 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz. polished wood pawns and colorful game board. 
49 C 65105............ Set $1.99 49 C 65054—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 oz.. . .$2.69 rax» [Sears] 481 
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Artillery really shoots 

as Grant and Lee watch 

180-piece Set $598 

The scene is set for a thrilling battle between the Blue of 

the North and the Gray of the South on this long-ago 

battlefield of the great Civil War. In the distance Presi- 

dent Lincoln and General Grant survey the scene while 

General Lee readies his troops. 

Troops: 48 Union soldiers, 48 Confederate soldiers, 6 

rider figures. Plastic, about 214 inches high. 

ConFEDERATE HEADQUARTERS: mansion, 11 in. long. 

Steel and plastic, easy assembly. UNION HEADQUARTERS: 

field tent, 3 pup tents. Horses; 4 cavalry horses, 2 harness 

horses, 1 dead horse. Ca‘ N: a shell shooting cannon, a 

caisson with shooting field piece, and a trench mortar. 

Accessorres: flags, trees, drum, ammunition box, 

barricades, buckets, boulders, flagpoles, bridge, dispatch 

table, broken wheels, sandbag emplacement, etc. All 3- 

dimensional plastic and scaled in proportion. 

79 N 5984C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . .....- $5.98 

NOTE: Play pieces in Sets may vary slightly but 

you will receive total number of pieces stated 

Defend the Alamo against Mexicans 
and their five shooting cannon 

110-piece Set $598 

The brave defenders of the Alamo relive the stirring battle 
for independence between the stalwart Texans and the 

Mexican army. This true-to-life reproduction sets the 
scene just like you saw it on TV and in the movies 
ALAMO Fortress: brightly lithographed metal realistical 
ly detailed from fighting platform walls to swinging gate; 
makes layout about 32 x 21 x 7 inches high. 

tacking Mexican soldiers. Plastic, about 234 inches high 

Cc shells. 

flagpole, flag, assault ladders, hitching post, well, for 
anvil, pump, pile of logs. All 3-dimensional plastic 
ures and accessories in proportior 
79 N 5976C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $5.98 

Caltulos paGe scant by deisthigtniseledimical Gon 

Press a trigger . . explode two machine gun nests 

Over 170 pieces $597 

A combined U.S. Air and Ground Combat Force strikes an enemy beachhead. ROCKET- 
FIRING Jet has lever to release rockets and activate exploding mechanisms in machine gun 
nests. EXPLODING UNT andbag fortifications “fly apart" when target is struck. May be 
used with or without caps (caps not supplied). Sorprezs: over 80 plastic figures 244 in. high. 
U.S. in olive drab, enemy in tan. Heavy EQUIPMENT: shell shooting howitzer, Patton tank, 
ficld gun, landing craft, jeep, half track, assault raft. AccessortEs: over 65 including pillbox, 
road block, “bombed-out” building, pontoon bridge, trees, etc. 
79 N 5966C—All items 3-dimensional plastic. Shipping weight 4 pounds.......-- $5.97 
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74-piece 97 
set $ All aboard for Union Station! Suddenly you're the engincer 

of a streamlined train . . or the bus driver who gets his 
passengers there just before the train pulls out . . or the man 

Union Station by Remco behind the wheel of a hurrying sedan. Just wave (maneuver) 
Make people walk”. . trains, cars and buses roll your magnetic wand under the station and a whole city of 

action opens up for you. Complete with 11 magnetic-motion 
by “magnetic power’. All the hustle, and bus- items, street signs, furnished train and bus station, ticket 

tle of a busy terminal . . 24x24 inches square. office, sweet shop and more. Sets up. quickly . . just snap 
buildings onto base 

79 N 6080C —Shipping weight 6 pounds $3.97 

Invasion of the monstrous insects 

Hamilton's Invaders 
by Remco 

Lipiece $897 TS $587 
set 

Their claws ready to snap, 11-in. Horrible Hamilton, 9-in. 

Hamilton Spider and 3 ters crawl from their cave 
to grasp for the very lives of your 9 men. Whirling above 
special helicopter drops its deadly plastic bombs . . your 
mighty tank rolls in, shells the invaders. Horrible, Spider 

er, tank spring-motorized . . just pull cords. Battle-tough 
plastic lets you, your men and Horrible meet again and again. 
49 N 5815C—17-pc. set. Shipping weight 3 Ibs $8.97 

12-pc. Set. With Horrible, 6 men, copter, mini-monsters. 

49 N 5814—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . $5.87 

Just say “Charge It’ 
vhen you phone your orde 

Torpedo-firing sub cruises just below 

surface . . real grappling arm on 
sea crawler scoops up “treasure.” 

ks- VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA 
12-piece $499 

set 

Admiral Nelson welcomes you aboard for some fantastic 
/ voyages you yourself can skipper. In bathtub, at beach, 

you'll wind 18-in. Seaview sub and watch it dive 'til con- 
ning tower alone shows. Order down exploring Mini 

Pj lcd, too. Then you can alert the Domed Sea-Crawler 
to find the octopus and monster. Assisted by 2 divers, 
2 torpedos you're set for adventure. Plastic 
49 N 6082— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz $4.99 
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blast off . . 
soar to 200 feet 
. . then release 

space capsule .. 

rocket, capsule 

gently parachute 

back to earth 

s594 

You're at Gemini Control. 
First pump air and water from 
control panel through 8-ft. 
hose to rocket on launching 
pad (pumping stops when cor- 
rect pressure for set altitude is 
reached). Put astronauts into 
capsule. Set timer gauge. When 
countdown hits zero . . ZOOM 
«. 10-in, Gémini rocket blasts 
off. At peak of flight, space 
capsule separates . . each part 
parachutes to earth separately. 

impact plastic, 
49 N 64120-Wt. 31bs..$5.94 

latch GEMINI ROCKET 

and glide as far as 600 feet before landing 

It's fet propelled! 
Fill jet chamber with gas propellant. . 

Watch plane zoom up to 50-foot heights 

Enjoy flying thrills without engine noise. 13-inch wing, soft nosecone, decals. 
Propelled by harmless gas (enough included 49 N 2271—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...... $3.94 
for 70 to 120 flights). 1834-in. plastic, with — 49 N 2272—Extra Fuel. Wt. 13 oz..... 1.99 

Build and run the Visible 

V-8 Engine. See pistons move 

up and down to turn crankshaft 

sQ!9 ce 

Learn the fundamentals of the gasoline 
engine with this battery-powered model . . 
one-quarter actual size. Pistons, rods, 
rocker arms, valves and fan actually 
operate. See timed spark plugs work. More 
than 350 plastic and metal parts in 4 
dramatic colors. 1434 in. long. Order 2 
“C” batteries from page 519. 
79 N 2339C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... $9.19 

300 $688 xo 
pieces 

Build famous Lindberg scale-model Cars that really work—even 
have gears, steering, headlights . . run on battery-powered motor 

Black Bat. 16 in. long; !4 scale. Detailed SC 100 GT Coupe. 15 in. long; 1/12 scale. 
"souped-up" hot rod. Jet black with chrome- Futuristic sports car. Purple; clear and 
color parts. 1914 “T” bucket body on "A" — chrome-color parts; decal. 1960 Chrysler 
frame. Soft, adjustable seats; soft top; engine; twin Carter 4-barrel carbs. Disc 
customizing decals; accessories. Plastic. brakes; mag wheels; bucket seats. Plastic. 
Order 2 “C” batteries from page 519. Order 2 “D” batteries on page 519. 
79 N 23506C —Shpg. wt. 51bs.....$6.88 — 79 N 2330C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs....... $6.88 

BATMAN Telephones Setofs777 wiet 
Talk between rooms . . use indoors or out. Hear as far Setof2 Setof2 
as 100 feet . . more with extra wiring. Turn dial . . other "GI" Walkie-Talkies look 3429 Low-priced s) 89 
phone rings. Push button . . light goes on. real . . need no batteries Walkie-Talkies 

Set of 2 orange plastic phones (receivers 8 inches long, 
bases 4 inches high), 30 feet of connecting wire with 
plugs. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. Order 4 
“D” batteries separately from page 482. 
49 N 6305—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs..............- 

480 [Sears] axus 
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Great way for junior soldiers to keep in close 
touch. Magnetic operation . . no batteries to 
buy. Blue plastic unitsare each 934-in. long . . 

Set $7.77 include soft ear pieces, message compartment, 
i carrying strap. With 25-ft. wire. 

49 N 6403—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz...... Set $4.29 

No batteries needed. Talk to 
friends up to 25 ft. away. Red 
plastic units are each 834 in. 
long. Wire included. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

49 N 6402....... Set $2.89 



1949, 5199 
Chain-drive Steel Tractor 
Shows its power with side exhausts 
Chugs when you shift into gear 
Tractor, Stee! chassis, plastic exhausts and 
Jugs. Adjustable seat, hitch, step plate 

Full ball bearings. 8-in, front, 10-in. rear 
wheels. Semi-pneumatic tires, 37x25 in. 
high. Red, white, Unassembled, Wt. 33 lbs. 
79 N 8914L —$3 monthly.. . . Cash $19.99 

2x11 in. 8-in, disc 
nbled. 

$366 to 3999 

Sleek styling for the boy on the move . . 
Large Wagon rolls smoothly on ball bearings 

Heavy-gauge steel body with rolled edges for safety and 
strength. Bright red-enameled body sports a white trim. 

White wheels with semi-pneumatic, puncture-proof tires. Black 
enameled undergear, tubular steel handle, Square fit grip 
handle. 36x172 in. 10-inch wheels. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8116L — Shipping weight 31 Ibs .$9.99 

Coasting fun for little fellows . . Tot Wagons 

Fit grip handles, Steel. Rubber tires, Part, assembled 
Medium Wagon. 34%/2x 16 in. S'»-in. wheels 

79 N 8114L— Shipping weight 27 pounds $6.99 
Small Wagon. (Not shown.) 25x12V in. wide. 6-in. wheels. 

Tractor and Trail Troc Trailer, Save $1.44. 

Separately total $26.43. Shpg. wt, 44 Ibs. z . 

79 N 8931L2 — $4 monthly ... Cash $24.99 *Typee WHOLE DAYS AND HE HAGN'T CONE ONE 79 N B110C — Shipping weight 11 pounds 3.66 

GAD THING... WOTMING / WHATS HE LIP To, MART 2* 

Mighty Diesel Tractor 
with dual front wheels 
Rides smooth 

and steady 

with ball 

bearings and 

chain drive 

\< 
bm TA 

nme o 

Tractor 
and Trailer 

s) 99? 

Tractor 
only 

26? 

Convertible Wood-stake Wagon hauls 
really big loads. Remove Wooden-stake 

sides for roomy coaster Coaster Wagon 

$1799 $ | [?? 

g ̂  full 3 ft, long and 8Ya 4 Take off sides and it's 
inches deep with sides up. a sleek coaster. Hard- 

Tractor, Enclosed ball-bearing chain drive lets this steel brute move Reinforced with cleats, box wood body on heavy- 

briskly. "Chug-chugs" when you shift into gear. Steering wheel turns rods. 10-in. artillery-type duty steel chassis. Na- 
360°. Robust styling with plastic diesel exhaust and molded plastic wheels. 1%-in. semi-pneu- tural finish wagon bed 
engine, even "spark plugs" and "ignition wires." matic tires. Nylon bearings. with red enameled 

Adjustable steel saddle, trailer hitch. Ball-bearing wheels . . 8-inch Clear varnished hardwood stakes, Sporty steel hub 
front, 12-inch rear. Semi-pneumatic tires. Emerald green with body. Red enameled stakes. caps. Bearings never 
yellow trim. 38x24x27 in. high. Partly assembled. See Shpg. Note Partly assembled, need oiling. Semi- 

79 N 8957N — Shipping weight 40 Ibs. $4.00 monthly... Cash $26.97 Shipping weight, 38 Ibs. pneumatic tires. 30x15 
79 N BI11L,.......$17.99 in. wide. Partly as- 

Trail Trae Trailer. Steel. 12x11 in. B-in. disc wheels. Red. 

79 N 8929C — Unassembled. Shipping weight 11 pounds... .. $6.44 

Tractor and Trail Trac Trailer, Save $3.42. Separately total $33.41 Shpg. Note. "N" items (as phone. : 

79 N 8912N2 — Shipping weight 51 Ibs. $4.00 monthly. . Cash $29.99 79 N 8957N) are sent freight Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs. 
a ck) or express, 79 N 8119C ...$11.99 
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Operate them by 

Turns left or right, backs up . . tailgate and top ramp 
lower to unload cars— all with push-button ease 

Auto Transport 99 ..... 
with 5 cars ; 10 ead 

Auto carrier is battery powered . . you control direction and unloading ac- 
tions by remote control. Carrier is high-impact plastic, 30 inches long with 
tailgate lowered, Realistic details include simulated headlights, rubber tires, 
detailed cab interior. Five 7-inch free-rolling plastic cars included. From 
Japan. Use 4 “D” batteries, order 2 packages on facing page. 
79 N 5801C —Shipping weight 6 pounds. .... ee $10.99 

3-piece Construction Rig $Q99 without Double Action Wrecker s799 batteries N 

Travels left, right, backward or forward—by remote control. Hitch the dump Run switches allow wrecker to go forward or back, left or right. 
truck to the cab to haul dirt or move sand. Or hitch the cement mixer to the Action switches allow the two turning booms to raise or lower 
cab, push the button and make the mixer rotate or move up or down. All their hooks and chains. You activate all this by remote control, 
high-impact plastic with rubber tires. Cab with dump measures 191 in.; with and by turning knobs on top of gantry. Wrecker is high-impact 
mixer, 174% in. Uses 4 “D” batteries. Order 2 pkgs. on facing page. plastic, with rubber tires. Measures 4x64x12% inches long. Oper- 
79 N 5813C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. ......... csse $8.99 ates on 4 “D” batteries, order 2 packages on facing page. 

490 Sears mats NOTE: All items on page from Japan. 49 N 5802—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces. $7.99 
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Play chess, checkers, tenpins . . 

and 122 more games 

Super Deluxe 
Carrom 

Only Sears has ae 
this 109-pc. set 

Ready, aim and flip out your white shooter to send 
the ing rings into pockets for points. Or try 

more difficult variations. Plus reversible game- 
board lets you play chess, checkers, many others . . 
pieces included. Board is 28x28 in.; natural finish 
plywood, plastic panels and corners, solid wood 
frame. Cues, rule book, carrom rings, spinning 
tops, reversible net pockets, numbered disks, flies, 
score tab. Up to 4 players, any age. 
79 € 65022L—Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. .» Set $7.99 

Box of 30 extra plastic Carrom rings. 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

4965149. . s.s.» e+ + Box 990 

Carrom Stand 

iia 

Revolving-top stand—perfect for use with carrom 
board. Everyone plays comfortably, no need to 
strain or reach. Sturdy hardwood stand has warm 
toned natural finish. 26-in. high. Unassembled 
79 C 65148C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $2.99 

54-game CARROM 

dic 

Hardwood board with solid wood frame reverses 
for other games as in set at left; measures 26x26 in 
Cues, numbered disks, plastic rings. Rule book 
incl. Use with Carrom board stand above. Allow 
10 Ibs. postage per postal regulations 
79 C 65282L $5.99 

Slap happy? . . you just 
might win HANDS DOWN 

Draw a card, make a match. Then—quick!— 
hit the hand. Last hand down loses a card 
and a match. Largest number of matched 
pairs wins, Plastic. Ages 7 to adult. 
49 C 6507—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 0z....$3.99 

482 [Sears] acsm 

Citaloó Habe Scane by cddimatumicdlüciudca com 

TIP-IT . . a balancing challenge 
as you remove disks one at a time 

Disks are distributed evenly . . and this happy 
little fellow sways easily. But now remove a 
disk—and be careful. or he'll jerk and topple 
from his 2-ft. high perch. Spinner tells which 
color discs to remove from pegs. Get 100 points 
to win. 2 to 4 players. Ages 7 and up. 
49 € 65029—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz.. . $3.99 

BOOBY TRAP. . a high tension 
game—be careful not to spring it 

Remove disks and get points. One false move 
and you'll spring the Booby Trap. Wooden 
pieces scatter all over—and you score a penalty. 
Spring holds bar tight . . some disks are safe, but 
if you remove others the spring lets go. 1 to 10 

can play. Ages 6 and up- 16x11 inches. 
49 C 65079— Shipping weight 2 Ibs........ $2.99 



Ine Elevator Really Works — 
Huge Allstate Super Service Station completely equipped 

Cars stop at the 4-way traffic signal 
(lever changes colors), then drive up 
to the busy steel station building (about 
28x10x14 inches high, mounted on steel 
base). Some cars go up the elevator tow- 
er on the working elevator (1 standard 

* Elevator hoists cars to parking areas 
* Triple gas pumps, 1 registers gallons 
* 4-way traffic light signals stop-go 
* Friction-powered wrecker tows cars 

flashlight battery needed, not included) 
to park on the second floor or roof. They 
roll down later on the exit ramp. Some 
cars are washed in the fully equipped 
laundry extension. 

The steel wrecker tows in disabled 
vehicles. 10 attendants take care of cus- 
tomers . . take apart the Corvette for 
fixing, work with equipment such as real 
registering gas pump, grease rack, dum- 
my lubricating machine, jack, etc. Other 

* 7 new model cars, 1 take-apart Corvette, 
2 friction-powered cars. 

40-piece set $7788 

| 

| 

| Elevator runs on 
\ bottery power 

Sy 

34 N 4650—Standard flashlight 
for above. Wt. for two, 8 oz.. 

Set SUE n Sig bere f E mend te 
tic of Ford, illac, Buick, Chrysler, DeSoto, Sabre Jet, 2 foreign racing cars of colorful 
molded plastic, die-cast metal wheels. 
49 N 5930— Each 4 inches long. Wt. set, 8 oz, 89C 

ALLSTATE STATION 
Features 2 friction-power cars 

29-piece set $488 

Big steel service station building (18x10x9 in. high) 
on 26x14-in. steel base. Ramp takes cars to the roof 
parking area. Crew of 5 mechanics are on hand to service the 8 new model cars. Equipment includes 3 dummy modern gas pumps, air pump, lubricating 
machine, etc. Other accessories . . bucket, jack, 
battery charger, sign, etc. Easy assembly. Wrecker, 
2 friction cars are metal. 6 cars, attendants, acces- 
sories of 3 dimensional plastic. 
79 N 5992C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ...... $4.88 

m—— a 



Watch fierce Vikings 
attack gallant Knights 

Catapults bombard an ancient castle as 124 pieces 
armored knights swarm across moat to 
repel invading Norsemen (all figures 214 $097 
inches tall . . finely detailed plastic) 

A cry of alarm echoes thru the castle chambers . . your castle is under 
attack and you send out your bravest knights, with shield and sword, 
across the drawbridge and over the ramparts into the heat of battle. 

The enemy bombards the ancient walls with powerful catapults. 

Invading Norsemen, numbering 54, approach on horseback and foot . 
they fall back behind the cover of trees, stone walls and rock forma 
tions. You send more knights, there are 36 in all, their armor shining 
brightly, charging into the fight. Plastic base adds realism. Metal 
castle 22x17x14 in. high, 

79 N 5940L—Shipping weight 10 pounds... .. seers Set $9.97 

5T-piece $499 - 
Play Set J 

It seems as if every castle 

ingland is 
nd this 

27 
Vikings, 18 Knights 
Catapults, horses. Printed 
ase, metal castle 22x17x14 

in. high. Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79N6053C. $4.99 

It's 0630 hours, June 6, 1944. You hit the 
beach in landing craft as planes swarm 
overhead and paratroopers drop behind 

German lines. Tanks roll, howitzers and 
guns "fire" shells . . hill “explodes.” 

“D” Day! You're in command 
U.S. troops invade Europe 

350 $ 87 | 175 $ 99 
pieces pieces 

350-piece Set. 80 American soldiers advance while 48 German 
soldiers defend. Realistically detailed in action poses. 3 landing craft, 
field guns and jeep vehicles, half tracks and tanks with turning 
turrets. A dozen airplanes provide cover. The enemy has put up 
barbed wire, sandbags, tank traps, land mines and logs. Accessories 
include pistols, rifles, field phones, first aid kits. All pieces of strong 
molded plastic. Figures 234 inches tall, 
79 N 6012C—Shipping weight 7 pounds....... Set $9.87 

175-piece Set. Just like above, but with fewer pieces. 
79 N 6027C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set $4.99 

Battlefield Layout Base. Printed terrain on 42x27-inch vinyl sheet 

49 N 6098—Shipping weight 3 ounces Each 49c 

kesse SEARS 487 
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Add fuel . . crank battery . . let ’er rip! 

ENGINE POWERED Siis” 
- “Gas” or battery-powered JIM HALL AUTHORIZED 

16-inch Ford Mustang GT 

E. CHAPARRAL 

Use battery motor indoors, “gas” engine outdoors 

Biggest engine-powered model car you can buy. Actually 1/11 scale! 
Features 2 power systems. Thunderbolt® .049 “gas” engine d. 
18,500 rpm. With battery-powered motor you have operating head- 
lights, tail lights and dash lights. What's more, 2 “D” batteries are in- 
cluded. Bright orange, high-impact plastic body. Detailed black in- 
terior, bucket seats. 12-foot line for circular or straight racing. Order 
starter battery at bottom of page, accessory kit at right. 
79 N 2321CM Shipping weight 6 pounds................ $11.9 
49 N 2322—With battery-powered motor only. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $99 

New at Sears! Model of world's hottest racer— 

realistic down to the last detail . . from front 
end “walrus” spoilers to rear deck elevator 

Seems to "breathe" fury aad excitement . . even when standing still. Ghost. 
white, high impact plastic body; steel X-frame chassis; 1/30 scale. 934 in. long. 
Powerful .049 racing engine turns out 15,000 rpm. Dual rear wheel gear drive 
with 2.8:1 ratio gives super-fast starts. Wide dragslicks; detailed exhaust pipes, 
roll bar, etc. Chrome-color trim. 130-foot line for straight or circular racing. 
Order starter battery, accessory kit below. 

|] Lotus Racer by Wen-Mac. About Y(a scale. Yellow plastic body AGN 2325 M — Shipping weight 1 pound 8 onnces; 
12 in. long. Thunderbolt® .049 engine; 18,500 rpm. Control lines 

for circular racing. Order starter battery, accessory kit at right. 
49 N 2267 M —5hipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. ........... $9.66 Accessory Kit. 14 pint. racing fuel, spout, Ss 

wrench, battery-wire, clip. j 

Q Sting Ray. Equipped with "Quiet Zone" muffler. 74o scale; ire in. 49 N 2250—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... Kit $1.24 W 
long. Red, high-impact plastic body; steel X-frame chassis. .049 49 N 2270—1 pt. Fuel. Wt. 1 Ib, 4o2.99c 

racing engine; 14,000 rpm. 2.8:1 gear ratio. Fully detailed inside and $ YA (© 
out. Control lines. Order starter battery, accessory kit at right. Storter Battery. 134 volts. Y l 
49 N 2331 M— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces.. .......... $9.77 49 N 2259M—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz....99c c cl 

You regulate speed and action of this plane 
Reduce speed for 

CRUISING 
Built-in 

“Quiet Zone” 
Muffler 

Change speed for 
$4." ~ AEROBATICS 

Funt power tor CLIMBING 

A- E 

Fly this X x, us xA ; S ier Low power for’ x 
P-51 Mustang SS get eet 
. . famous Give it ho gas 

air ace of sQ69 Wen-Mac Jungle Fighter s|[99 
World War II Without starter battery, accessory kit fires 2 rockets in flight ecc, wt 

You control its flight with lines and handle. Special Camouflaged body helps it slip in and out of “enemy” territory. If “emergency” develops 
rubber-band assembly . . crash it, see parts scatter . . . . eject pilot from cockpit by remote control . see him parachute to earth. Powered by famous 
put it together again. Combat green, high-impact Thunderbolt 9 .049 engine. New “action-grip” control handle operates throttle speed with one 
plastic. Dependable .049 engine. 14 inches long; 16- hand. Rotomatic starter— just spin propeller one turn . . and watch her go. Rugged high-impact 
inch wingspan. Order starter battery below, accessory plastic. 21 in. long; 22-in. wingspan. Order starter battery at leít, accessory kit above. 
kit above at right. 79 N 2328CM —Shipping weight 3 pounds $11.99 
79N E EE 3lbs....... $8.69 
79 N 2259M—Batt t. 1 1b. 4 oz........- 99c eKMAES 
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Cling! Clang! 
Here comes the RIDER LOCO 

$499 

Realistic engine has working bell 

. . coal-car seat 

Be the engineer, brakeman and fireman . . all at once 
with this realistic replica of a steam-driven locomotive. 
Black, red and yellow engine and black coal car are 
plastic . . connected by sturdy tubular steel coupling. 
Seats adjust up to 7 inches to accommodate growing 
child's leg length. Pedal driven engine has a real work- 
ing bell that-can be operated by a pull-cord. Blue non- 
mar plastic tires with silver-color trim. Steel axles. 
Locomotive length 32 inches, adjustable to 39 inches. 
17x20 inches high. Unassembled. Use the phone if you 
want to order it the easiest way of all 
79 N 8922L — Shipping weight 12 pounds. ....$14.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
). you can order toys on pages 433 to 609 

from now until August 1, 1968 

Push cycle in reverse, : Bronco Bike 4? vhain-drive Dragster with 
with working horn put up feet . . off you go! rides two joy-stick steering 
Pedal-driven molded Steers left or right. 5x3 inch wide front wheel and low 14*/2-inch high saddle. Realistic-looking plated motor 
plastic. Steel axle. Rug- body styling give greater stability. Molded shauer- Metal platform. High- and smooth chain-drive make this 
ged plastic front fork. resistant plastic body — red with gold-color trim. Real- rise handle-bars, nylon the “fastest in its class.” Joy-stick 
Big 11 inch rear wheels. istic features—trunk, simulated gear shift and dials. bushings, 62-inch steering adds to the fun, Bright 
28 inches long. Red- Bulb horn, dicker motor noise, Swept-back handle front wheel, Polyethy- yellow plastic body, black wheels. orange, blue and silver bars for real cycle riding feel. 26-inches long, 6-inch lene, steel. Unassem- 34 inch long. 12x16 inch high. Un- 
color. Shipping weight rear wheels. bled. assembled, Shipping weight 11 
10 pounds. Shippin; i Shipping we. 6 Ibs. pounds, 
79 N8930L.....$8.99 79N8909L.. N 895 +.» $5.89 79 NB925L.... ...$9.99 

'] 

Sit'n Scoot Metal Wheelbarrow i 5, Sun Surfer Safety Cycle 
Seat Folds Scooter Scooter Trike and Shovel 

Scoot or sit and coast. poth-riding 10-inch Twin twister steering . . newest Modern trike forthe youngset. Green enameled steel wheel- 
10-in. nylon bearing ba -bearing wheels. 1⁄2- — thing in scooters. Helps balance — 8-in. double front wheels re- barrow. 7-in. puncture-proof 
wheels with puncture- inch tires. Parking stand. and steer. Sturdy steel twin disc sist tipping. Molded plastic — tires. Painted steel handles. 
proof tires. Wood foot — Sure-grip brakes 38 inch wheels with heavy rubber tires. — bucket adjust. White Body, 20x16x5¥: in. deep. 
base. Chrome-plated long. Red and white. —Heavy-gauge tubular steel body. guard rail. Sturdy steel tubing. White 24-in. steel shovel. Un- 
handles, fender. 39 inch — Chrome-color back fen- Red, white, gold-color enamel Red enamel finish. Rubber assembled. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 
long. Unassembled der. Partly assembled. finish. 30 in. long. tires. Unassembled. 21x13x18 — 79 N 8120C ..... :...$3.99 
Shipping weight 17 Ibs. Shipping weight 15 Ibe Shipping weight 10 pounds. — inches high. Shpg, wi. 9 Ibs. 

79 N 8736C ......$9.97 79 N8813C......$6.79 

Cutiod pane scans by deiina nasadia pin 

79 N 8926C. ..$9. 79 N B910C ...........$8.99 ec[Sears]483 



without 
batteries 

New at Sears Touch Command Car 3619 

with 6-way remote control 

Start, stop, go forward, reverse, turn left or right. 1968 Corvette 

Sting Ray (1/12 scale) obeys the pressure of your hand on control. 
Pneumatic air system gives fast response without battery drain. Hi- 
impact plastic shell on durable chassis, tinted windows, chrome- 
color trim, 134 inches long. Uses 2 “D” batteries. Order package 
separately at right. Made in U.S.A. 
49 N 5808—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces........ $6.49 

without 
batteries. 

Remote Control Racer $399 

plus Obstacle Course 

You're in an exciting international road race . . steer 7-inch racer 
around flags . . lose points if you knock one down. Steer with wheel 
on plastic remote control unit. Metal car, rubber tires. Uses 2 “C” 
batteries . . not included, order package below. 
49 N 4220—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1oz......... eee $3.99 
49 N 4665—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt.407.........Pkg. 38c 

`e AEI m 
PA A 

wothout 
batteries 

Battery-operated Camper . . push buttons s799 

to open side, light up lantern and grill 

The family vacation camper of the future runs forward, stops by pushing 
a button. Entire side opens to reveal roomy interior. Big 14-inch camper 
is plastic and metal, comes complete with furnishings and figures. Patio 
lantern lights up, barbeque grill glows for evening cookout. Operates on 2 
“D” batteries, . . order 1 package above at right. 

49 N 5820— Shipping weight 4 pounds..............-.-++2s0++ $7.99 
NOTE: All items on page from Japan unless otherwise stated. 

Citslos pads scans by Beisintasmisetediwical com 

Race Fire Engine 
to scene, 

turn it, 

back it up, 

raise and lowé& 

Snorkel Ladder.. 

all by 

without 
batteries $ 999 

Snorkel unit to the rescue. Push 
button and ladder risesmore than 
2 feet. Fireman in basket grips 
nozzle to direct operations. En- 
gine is a replica of trucks now in 
operation. Hi-impact plastic and 
metal. 19 in. long. 5*exT7^A in. 
high. Uses 4 "D" batteries . . 
order 2 packages below. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 5805 .. wee $9199 

"D" Batteries, Package of 2. 
49 N 4660— Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 38c 

Siren clears traffic for emergency call, 

Friction-powered Fire Engine 

You'll be ready to answer all calls, large or small, and no batteries are 
needed. Kids gladly supply the energy to get it rolling, turn the crank to 
hear the siren wail. Friction powered motor. Engine is metal and plastic, 
with grooved, non-marring tires for indoor-outdoor use. Side mounted hose 
adds realism. Measures about 5x6x17 inches long. 
49 N 5817— Shipping weight 4 pounds. ................-- -.- $6.49 

wats Sears 49] 



: 88-GAME CHEST with lots of 
great games from dominoes to chess 

$3” 

Action-packed set lets you play dozens of family 
favorites. 7 colorful playing boards for Chess 
Pa-Chiz-Si, Chinese checkers, Bingomatic, checkers, 
horse-racing game and many more. Entire set stores 
in sturdy 14x11x5-inch carrying case. 

49 C 65306—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz $3.99 

SKITTLE-BOWL . . swing the ball 
to knock down 10 wooden pins 

When they're good enough to make it look easy, 
your family will invent new twists . . and keep right 
on playing Skittles. This favorite has been around 
for centuries. High-impact styrene base: pins, pole 
balls are wood. Rules, score pad included. 
79 € 65238C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $7.99 

$ 5” $ 

BOP HOCKEY . . use edges, corners 

to send the puck where you want it 

Guarding “goalie” never budges . . raised plastic 
block sends your puck spinning if shots have less 
than pro-like accuracy. Game is fast, competitive. 
39x25-in. board has high-impact plastic base, frame, 
recessed goals. 4 hockey sticks, 4 pucks. Rules. 
79 C 6542L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ..... 55.99 

Cutie pane scans by cuisines musetecimic oom. 

Sit, stand or kneel as you play a fast game of 

“Tiny Tethered”™ Table Tennis 

PUFF BALL. . squeeze the air puffer, 
ball scoots along—you score 

Rubber ball puffers keep cork ball racing in all 
directions. Play 4 other fun-packed games, too— 
Ten Pins, King Pin, Puff Skee Ball, Puff Putt. For 
1 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. Board is 24 inches 
across. Instructions included. 
79 C 65284L—Shipping weight 8 Ibs...... . $6.99 

You can keep your eye on 
this ball . . it never gets lost 

Flexible steel wire attached to bracket rises 
up over table, suspends the regulation-size 
table tennis ball on a bouncy rubber thread . . 
the game is fast and exciting. Hardboard table 
measures 32x24 inches, ideal for setup on a 
cardtable or in almost any small area, park or 
beach. Set includes table, tether and ball. Net, 
brackets, 2 paddles. Rules. Why not pick up 
the phone and order it? 
79 € 65397C—Shpg. wt. 6 I . Set $6.99. 

KIKIT SKITTLES . . switch from 
hockey-like game of Kikit to 

a knock-down game of Skittles 
For Skittles . . spin the top, watch it ricochet 
through holes to score. Put in kick-sticks . . 
score goals, block shots for Kikit. Wood board; 
end nets. 30x14 in. Ages 8 and up. 

79 € 65283C—Shipping weight 12 lbs.. . .$8.99 
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120- piece American Airline 

Jetport Set for $6. eS 

You hear real airport sounds 
on this 3344 RPM record 

Bomarc Launcher really fires 

“Flight 707, come in on runway 4.” You hear all the noise, con- 
fusion and activity at the AME! N AIRLINE Jetport, all on a 

3314 RPM record. Modern control tower atop 29-inch long pas- 

senger terminal; play regulating takeoffs, landings from both U.S. 
Air Force base and civilian airport. Two 7-inch metal service 

hangars. Big 34x21-inch plastic sheet runway, showing landing 
strip markings. 13 airplanes roll on wheels; inc 
Electra transports, motorized B-58 Jet Hostler, helicopter, rocket- 

firing Delta Wing Jet. Spring-operated missile launcher, 48 
people . . passengers, crew, mechanics. 49 other pieces of equip- 
ment 2 friction vehicles, baggage, dummy runway lights, ra- 

dar, stairs, 707 air schedule, baggage tags, pilot's license, and more. 

79N 5999 C—Made of metal and plastic. Shipping wt. 5 lbs... . $6.88 

NOTE: Play pieces included in Set may vary slightly but we 

guarantee you will receive total number of pieces stated. screws SEARS 481 
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Our lowest priced Walkie-Talkie 
even has a code button so 

you can send secret messages 

Each s899 E 

Speak to friends or tap secret messages with 
Morse code button. Code chart is right on case. 
Operates on Citizens Band Channel 14. Trans- 
mits 14 mile or more over open areas. Rich- 
looking black plastic case, about 6x3x1}¢ in. 
Silver-color metal trim. 4 transistors. 40-in. 
antenna. Talk-listen button, on-off switch. 
From Japan. 

Order one 9-volt battery below. 
49 N 6394M— Shipping wt. 14 oz. 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order on es 467 to 638 

from aut Aul. 1967 

Wer 
transmits messages 

loud and clear . . reaches 

34 mile or more across 

open areas . . has dual- 

diode static squelch, 

.$8.99 
volume control, 50-inch 

telescoping antenna 

Yet priced so 99 

Each $ —BATTERY-SHOP —  j "D" Battery. Shipping wt. each 4 oz. 
Me: 49 N 4660...... Each 16c; 6 for 90c 
battery "C" Battery. Shipping wt. each 2 oz. 

49 N 4665......Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

Get your pals to order one, too . . chats are even 3 'AA" Penlite Battery. Wt. each 1 oz. 
more fun when you're 4,000 feet away! Carry your R | 49 N 4666M Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

walkie-talkie everywhere . . handy snap-on wrist 
strap. Super regenerative transmitter-receiver . . 
clear reception. Operates on Citizens Band Chan- 
nel 14 . . no license needed. Handsome black plas- 
tic case , . silver-color trim. About 8x3x2 in. 5 
transistors, Chrome-plated antenna. Talk-listen 
button, on-off switch. From Japan. Order one 
9-volt battery at right. 
49 N 6395 M—Shipping wt. 1 lb. $11.99 

9-volt transistor-radio Battery. 
49 N 6417M-Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each 35c 

Build transmitter, telegraph, 5 different radios 
with Lionel Mark | Communications Lab 

Work with transistors, capacitors, coils, to local news and music. 15-inch plastic 
resistors . . just like a real electronics cabinet . . wiring, microphone included. 
expert. Then play radio announcer. Set Easy-to-follow instructions. Order 2 
up your own broadcasting station and “D” batteries above. 
transmit through home radios. Or plug Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 
in circuits for your own private listening 49 N 6412.. 

Complete kit with easy-to-follow in- TU AMENS. 
structions. Listen to local programs with ^ tuner, diode detector, wiring, other 
headset. Use microphone to broadcast parts. Order 3 “C™ batteries above. 
your own programs for reception on Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
other radios in your home. 18-inch 49 N 6411.................. $9.49 482 [Sears] sus 
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Each little fireman 
mans his own ladder 

:)388 uM 

When you and your pal hear an imaginary fire 
alarm, jump into this big 45-inch bright red 
truck and race to the fire. Light flashes, bell 
clangs, 2 wood ladders remove. Steel hook- 
and-ladder truck has ball-bearing wheels for 
smooth rides. Key and lock on the dash, Plastic 

Be the first one on the scene with this steel 
speedster and take charge. This big 36-inch 

car tells everyone you're the Chief. Ball-bearing 
pedal drive . . takes corners on rubber-tire 

You'll be king of the track in this sleek racer . . 
43 in. long. Rugged steel body finished in white 
baked-on enamel with red and black daredevil 
trim, Sturdy tubular steel frame. 

484 [Sears | 
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Steel Hook ’n Ladder 

rides two to 

the fire 

windshield, wiper blade. Five-position pedal 
adjustment, roll-easy rubber-tire wheels with big 
chrome-plated hubcaps. Partly assembled, Uses 
1 "C" battery (not incl.) . . order 1 package below 
79 N 8936L—Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs. $23.88 
79 N 4665-"C" Batteries. (2). Wt. 40z. Pkg. 36c 

Red light flashes 
and bell clangs 

.. make way for the 
Fire Chief's Car 

s| 689 wou 

wheels, moves at a mild pace. Fire-engine red 
enamel finish, Adjustable pedals, Partly assem- 
bled. Uses 1 "C" battery (not incl.), order above. 
79 N 8903L— Shipping weight 27 Ibs... .$16.89 

Steel Tot-Rod Racer 
Scoops in air 
as it speeds 

down the block 

747 

Roomy contoured seat, vinyl roll bars. Racer 
zooms along on big rubber-tire wheels. Ball- 
bearing rear axle hangers. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8916L—Shipping weight 28 Ibs.. ..$17.47 

Super Sport 

with a sassy 
windshield 

[74 

Just perfect for sports car enthusiasts. Wide- 
swept plastic windshield. Key and lock on dash. 
Gun sight fender ornaments, rally stripe on 
hood, wide grill. 5-position adjustable pedals, 
ball-bearing drive. 36-in. steel body. Raspberry 
finish. Rubber-tired wheels. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8906L— Shipping weight 27 Ibs..$17.47 

great for errands, 
scooting around 

The Camaro . . one of the country's most pop- 
ular autos. Rugged 33-in. long steel body. Racy 
metallic gold-color baked-on enamel finish with 
white trim. 2-position adjustable pedals. Big, 
roll-easy rubber-tire wheels with chrome-plated 
metal hubcaps. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8902L—Shipping weight 24 Ibs..$11.97 

Zoom off in the Batmobile 

Put on the vinyl Bat-cape , . push car in reverse 
to wind up spring motor . . release brake and go! 
Talk on the Bat-Phone. Made of black high- 
impact plastic, 37x14 in. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8908L—Shipping weight 13 lbs.. $16.79 

Racy Scat Car, 

use indoors or out 

Speedy and so light . . w y 
Steers easily without side slip, has non-skid 
tires. Nylon bearings for easy pedaling. Soft, 
deep-sided plastic seat, Steel parts plastic 
coated, 30x15 in. From Italy, Partly assembled. 
79 N 8958C— Shipping weight 12 lbs.: . $9.99 



RUGGED ROAD CONSTRUCTION GIANTS 
Steel toys team up to reshape 

the face of a nation 

Giant Michigan Shovel $799 

bucket claws “tons” of dirt 

] Operates like "real". Bucket picks up full load, swings to 
unloading area and trips open automatically when raised to 

top of boom. Long, sturdy stee! boom raises and lowers with 
hand crank winch has stop-lock. Boom folds for storage 
Crane cab pivots in full circle. Heavy steel construction; baked 

enamel finish for weather resistance. Overall sizi feet long 
when boom is extended. Over-sized grooved traction tires. 

79 N 5438C .$7.99 

Big Haul Dump Truck . . big and ¢ 59 
strong enough for a child to ride 

Q, This truck's really built to take all sorts of rugged action 
All-steel construction easily carries the big loads and has 

a smooth, balanced action for raising and dumping. Accurate 
detailing includes enclosed driver's cab with steering wheel 
to massive, deep-tread heavy-duty tires. About 17x64x9 
inches high. Raises to about 15 inches high 
49 N 54009 —Shipping weight 5 lbs. 9 oz. 

ipping weight 8 pounds 

..$5.59 

492 Sears &t& 
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Mobile Shovel . . life-size handle $729 

lifts and dumps "tons" of earth 

Really dig into sand banks with a firm grip on shovel handle. Trip lever to release 
load. Cab pivots full circle. Made of heavy-gauge automotive steel. Actual truck 

paint gives long-lasting finish. Rugged, deep-grooved treads. About 23 inches long. 
79 N 5498C—Shipping weight 7 pounds $7.29 

Scraper-Dozer . . grades, hauls and s 10%” 
spreads like a real earth mover 

4 Rugged combination. Bottom section drops to scrape, shuts tight to haul, opens to 
spread. Lever raises, lowers front blade. Heavy-gauge steel body. Sections perma- 

nently attached with swivel coupling. Over-sized tires for traction. Over 30 in. long. 
79 N 5504C— Shipping weight 10 pounds. $10.99 

$ 4 19 
with ease—digs, hauls, dumps. levels 

5 Versatile vehicle does many jobs . . almost does the work of an entire construction 
crew. Pull lever to raise and lower front blade. Handle operates back hoe which 

swings to either side for dumping. Heavy-duty steel . . rumbles along on durable deep 
grooved treads with sure-grip traction. About 16 inches long. 

49 N 5497 —Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces 

Trencher-Dozer tackles the big jobs 

$4.19 



Outsmart your 

opponent in a 

daredevil chase! 

Switch tracks 

hit his bumper 

and you score! 

IQS cox 

GETAWAY CHASE GAME 

The great chase is on . . the cops are closing in. The bad guys try to 
sidetrack the police car but the cops could switch to another track 

Bang the bumper of the other car and you score a point. Both cars 
are controlled by either player, so you'd better stay alert. Big 32x24- 
inch board is plastic, Cardboard buildings, motorized plastic cars 
Unassembled. Uses 2 “C” batteries, order package below 
79 € 65024L—Shipping weight 5 pounds . $8.89 
49 C 46656—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Shpg. wt. 12 oz Pkg. 1.19 

Your skill keeps car on road in race against time 

POWERDRIVE GAME $066, 
batterie 

Test your "driving skill" as vou maneuver car around corners, through tunnels and 

over "bridges." Choose route from 6 cardboard route cards, set the timer and you're 

off! Electro-magnet drives car controlled from dashboard. You get a bonus for obey 

Cars race against each other and time 

GRAND PRIX $249 
Will your racer be the first to cross the “finish lin Move fast 
but watch out for those hairpin turns. Sleek racers with steel ball 

"engines" fly down 4 feet of figure-8 track. For better speed and action, 
you can interchange 3 engines in the 5 cars. Extra set of front and rear ing signals and for safe driving. Plastic board, 114x144 in. Removable trees, build. 
wheels. Plastic. For all ages. ings, traffic signals, more. Uses 2 C" batteries, order pkg. above left. 

49 C 65058—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. . $249 49 C 65393—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces 2 -. . ++ $9.66 

Design your own raceway 

MAX TRAX $399 
Design and assemble straightways, double-backs, 
S-curves and many more. Over 6 feet of track 

make raceways to almost any design. 4 “racer” 
beans gather speed as they roll down grooved 
track. Five 16-in. track sections . . connectors. 
dowels, start and finish gates. Plastic. 
49 C 6537—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz... . . .$3.99 

Sains pase scans by cheisimasmuseteciadcd com 

Choose your speed to stay on road 

HOT WHEELS WIPE-OUT RACE 54,79 
Your car is out in front . . you shift gears as you 
see a curve ahead. Suddenly your opponent zips 
by and stops on a hazard disc . . forcing you out 
of the race as you hit the curve at top speed. To 

get back in, shift into safe speed. Cross finish line 
first to win. Rally tire spinner device, 12 hazard 
discs, 4 mini-cars, 4 “gear boxes,” playing board. 
Plastic and cardboard. 
49 € 65348—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz...........$4.79 

You get 2 “MATCHBOX” cars 

TRAFFIC GAME $399 
Choose your destination. Then, try to get there 
first with the lowest mileage. Your trip may take 
you across “town” or just down the road. Rotating 
traffic signal may work for or against you. Take a 
shortcut across the turntable if you dare. Mileage 
meter, spinner, destination cards, merit awards, 
playing board and 2 "MATCHBOX" cars in- 
cluded. Cardboard, metal, plastic 
49 € 65395—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. S oz $3.99 



BATTLE ACTION by 

Bridge explodes, tree falls, machine gun 

chatters . . in Sears exclusive Ambush Set 

Get all the sound and action of full-scale combat 
advance onto 36x20-inch enemy terrain. T 

ed. Jeep vehicle triggers road block. 
chine gunner opens fire, Truck in rear rumbles onto der 

are spring act 
brating m: 
explodes mined bridge into 2 flying sections. Plastic. 27 men, 
49 N 5970 Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 ounces 

44-piece "Fighting 69th" Set. 

Includes six 3-inch infantrymen 
plus 38 detachable combat ac- 
cessories. I 
plastic, fine hand coloring. 
49 N 5974 — Wt. 5 oz. 

A 
E 

alistically detailed 

66c 

66c 
35-piece “Screaming Eagles" 
Set. Includes six 3-inch para 
troopers plus 29 accessori t t 
snap on. All hand-colored plastic 
49 N 5975 —Wt. 5 oz. 

Pooks 488 SEARS fos 
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66c 

$ 

in one set. U 
o 15-inch 3-dimensional settings 

a tree topple: 

2 

45-pc. ‘Carlson's Raiders" Set, 

Include ix 3-inch U.S. Rangers 

plus 39 combat accessories that 
snap on and off. Realistically de 
tailed, hand-colored plastic 
49 N 5977—Wt. 5 oz 66c 

31 -piece “Devil Dogs" Set. In 
cludes six 3-inch Marines plus 
25 combat accessories that snap 
on and off. Hand-colored plastic. 
49 N 5976—Wt. 5 oz. 

above made in British Hong Kong 

66c 

Soldiers pop up, fire rifles from Sniper Post $377 

Five soldiers are mounted on heav- quence, open fire, drop for cover 
ily fortified parapet. Pull cord on then pop up again. 15x9-inch plas 
spring-activated motor. They indi tic setting, 8 additional soldiers 

idually spring up in staggered se 49 N 6075—W't.2 Ibs. 1 oz. $3.77 

Sound and action of a Machine Gun Nest $368 
Stranded machine-gun team waits Machine gu actually vibrate 
in burned-out house ruin. At the and chatter when fired. 13!9x8-in 

first sign of danger, pull cord on plastic setting with 8 additional 
spring-activated motor. Both let soldiers. Requires no batter 
loose scathing bursts of gun fire 49 N 6074— Wt. 1 Ib. 9 02.$3.68 



Electric gadgetry 
Build a 2-way telegraph, stoplight, 

motorized car, boat, 21 other devices 

Comes with over 100 parts s888 
.. uses safe battery power 

Tinkering is more fun when you can make toys and gad- 
gets that actually work. Illustrated manual shows you 

how to put together operating alarms, flashlight, bike 
horn, magnet, crane, and many other relays demonstra- 
ting principles of electricity. Includes 2 motors, working 
panels, buzzer units, bulbs, wiring. Also screwdriver, 
wrench, tweezers, nuts and bolts—even 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 6427C— Shipping weight 5 pounds... . .Set $8.88 

See radioactivity in action 
ATOMIC ENERGY LAB 

3649 motus 
Simulates Nobel Prize experiments. Set 
up atomic cloud chamber and watch vapor 
trails of alpha and beta particles with pro- 
jector illuminator. Build metal-housed 
electroscope to detect radioactivity in the 
air. Make a spinthariscope to gaze at 
atomic disintegration of radium. Instruc- 
tions. UL listed cord. 110-120-v. AC. 
49 N 6339—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... Kit $6.49 

Equipment for 30 projects 
ELECTRICAL LAB 

$799 vss; 
You build a mystery shock box, solenoid 
coin tosser, rheostat, neon lamp tester, re- 

step-down 
AC power. Uses 1 “D” battery, order on 
facing pg. 110-120-v. AC. Unassembled. 
49 N 6347— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... Kit $7.99 

Meter dial pin- 
points answer 

Solve math electronically 
ANALOG COMPUTER 

3588 cts 
Multiplies, divides . . calculates powers, 
roots, logarithms with amazing speed. Just 
set up the problem on the scales of 2 linear 
potentiometers, find the answer on scale 
of 3rd potentiometer by watching sensi- 
tive electric meter. 10}4x6-in. cardboard 
case, unassembled. 30-page manual, Order 
2 “D” batteries on facing page. 
49 N 6338—Sbpg. wt. 15 oz.. Kit $5.88 

Relays weather data indoors 
WEATHER STATION 

$749 
Neon lights on indoor board show wind 
speed and direction. Wired electrically to 
anemometer and wind vane outside. 100 
ft. of wire. With barometer, rain gauge, 
sling psychrometer, charts and manual. 
110-120-v. AC. Ui 
49 N 6415—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... Kit $7.49 

Transistor amplifier, synchronized wires and other 

quality components make calls come through so 
loud and clear you'd think it's a real phone. 

Lift receiver, buttons light up . . tap a button 
—dual tones signal the person you're calling 

TOUCH-TONE TELEPHONE 
Set of two :;[299 Mem 

Modern push-button magic now comes to the children's telephone. — 
Matches its real counterpart in size, appearance and many of its 
features. Sturdy housing molded of polystyrene plastic, 834 inches - 
long, with coiled vinyl cord. 30 feet of triple wires connects to each — 
phone with snap-in ease. Silver-contact carbon microphone and ^ 
dynamic earphone carry voice well enough to recognize caller im- 
mediately. Made by a leading electronics firm in Japan. Operates for 
many hours on 4 "C" batteries (order on facing page). Pick up your 
phone right now and order this one! 

f 

Yg 

49 N 6314—Blue Phone Set. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz.. 
49 N 6315— Pink Phone Set. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz.. 
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Lotus Racer a sure 
winner in any 

tt 

Pedal-driven Lotus strips down 

easily for pit-work “tune-ups” 

.. Spoke wheels remove for quick 

"tire changes.” Plastic body has 

steel frame, adjustable pedals . 

A thrill to own and race . . this sleek beauty is a w 
careful replica of the wonderful Lotus racer. 44 
in. long. Rugged plastic shines British racing 
green with racing stripe and chrome-plated 
“engine” parts. 5-position pedals. Padded, up- 
holstered vinyl seat. Removable air vents. 
Entire engine comes off for “tuning.” Pull pin 
to release wheels. Rubber tires, Unassembled. 

Roguish Giaguar 
designed 

with realism 

and bred 

for action e 

1232; 
$4.00 monthly 

79 N 8918L—Shipping wt. 24 lbs.. ...$31.95 

Fill 'er up at Fire Chief® Gas 
Pump. Turn crank.. bell 
rings as gallons register 

$787 

Pedal down the block in this racy sidewalk car 
42-inch long Giaguar molded of very tough plas- 
tic, shrugs off bumps. So shiny . . looks as if it 
just came off the showroom floor. All-steel under- 
carriage. Chrome-plated stamped spoke wheels, 

Famous Stutz Bearcat 
N breezes along at a top 

E ) sidewalk 

p! speed of 
5 MPH 

' Ed 

. | $099 

al By 29° 
| $4.00 monthly 

For “better mileage," and “quicker starts,” fill 
your tank from this bright red steel replica of an 
actual Texaco pump. Clicker in nozzle makes 
sound like gas flowing. Plastic hose. Dials even 
register tenths of gallons as bell rings. Storage 
shelves in back of pump hold 4 empty spark- 

travels forward and reverse. Heavy duty white 
plastic body with chrome-plated trim. Steel 
chassis. 42x15 inches wide. Has operating foot 

pedal, hand brake, bulb horn and ratchet crank 
plug boxes, spray bottle, windshield sponge. 30 5¥-inch plastic wheels. Sporty continental kit, 
inches high. Comes partly assembled. 
79 N 8928C—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs...... $7.87 

‘Sitaies Dade scunt by disina warsetecinical Gom 

Authentic-styled roadster of the roaring '20°S 

Has working doors, 
hood, trunk, horn. 

Rearview mirror and 
two map pockets 

molded rubber tires. Adjustable pedals. Nylon 
bearings. Partly assembled. Sent freight (rail or 
truck) or express, So easy to order when you 

just use the phone 
79 N 8907N Shipping wt. 22 Ibs.. ...$23.95 

9 

Powered by a 12-volt 

hot-shot battery . . stops easily 

black vinyl bucket seat. Pretend tool box on the 
running board. Partly assembled. Sent freight 
(rail, truck) or express. 
79 N B923NM—Shpg. wt. 29 Ibs......$29.99 
12-volt Hot-Shot Battery. 
79 N8611M—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. 

485 



Working 3-piece 
‘Steel Construction Set 

When there's a big construction job 
that has to be done, you need 

rugged, dependable equipment 

] All three pieces are heavy-gauge steel and 
have a baked-enamel weather-resistant 

finish. Rugged 15-inch dump truck operates 
at the touch of a lever for easy dumping. 

Bumpy roads are no problem with the 17- 
inch road grader on the job. The blade adjusts 
to different heights, has deep-grooved plastic 
tires for sure-footed traction. And the power- 
ful pull-shovel rides on caterpiller tracks 
with a crank-operated scoop bucket. 
79 N 5403C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs... .Set $9.99 E 32 

ATTRA SAE eR rti 
— 

Extra-long 40-inch 
Hopper-Dumper 

s112 

2 Here's a giant truck that's out for special 

jobs. Two large-capacity hoppers haul 
dirt or deliver construction materials (sand, 

gravel, etc.) and dump the load wherever 
you want at the touch of a lever. Hoppers 
detach singly or combine for 40-inch length. 

Driver's car has detailed interior, plastic 
windshield. Made from heavy-gauge steel 
with baked-enamel weather-resistant finish. 

79 N 54014C —Shipping wt. 13 lbs..$11.29 Construction-site Action Equipment 

3 Rugged 15-inch Cement Mixer. Drum loads 
with sand through hopper at top. Drum re- 

volves to mix "cement," tilts so you can pour 
“cement” down swivel chute. Truck is made from 
heavy-gauge steel, plastic trim. Non-mar tires. 
49 N 5480— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs., 5 oz.. . . . $4.99 

4 Husky 13-in. Dump Truck. Fill it up under 
“Big Sandy” at right. Press lever and body 

raises, tailgate opens. Non-mar tires. Steel 
49 N 5456—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz.. . . . . $3.12 
5 “Big Sandy" Unit. Filled by endless bucket 

conveyor; adjusts to 7 positions. Unloads 
automatically. Molded plastic. 18x4x13 in. high 
49 N 54006 —Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz.. . . $3.99 

Im MOT PLAIN; MOM! TM 
PUTTIN’ SUGAR ON MY CEREAL! 

Giant Plastic Toy Trucks 

Sanitation Truck. Accurately detailed, truck 
measures 20 in. long, 2 trash cans included 

49 N 5450— Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . $3.59 
X Dump Truck, 16 inches long. Body raises, 

lowers easily to load and unload 
49 N 5416— Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . $2.49 

Cusios page scant by deisiniatmisetediwical Gon 
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Your straw may break camel's back 

THE LAST STRAW $299 
Plastic camel patiently lets you take turns loading straws 
into his yellow basket until . . whoops! Put in one too many 
and he falls apart. Whoever adds that last straw loses. Will 
your straw break the camel's back? Any number, any age 
can play. Camel is about 534 inches long. 
49 C 65057—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... .....$2.99 

Combines pinball action with hockey 

on GUARD $45? 
Score points by guiding steel ball into your goal at either end 
of plastic gameboard. Ball rebounds past obstacles when you 
press levers. Score 5 goals to win. But you have to stay alert 
or your opponent may outsmart you. 2 to 4 can play. Plastic 

gameboard is about 15x8x3 in. high. 
49 C 65156—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces $4.69 

BuG-A-B00 $349 
Little bug spins around before heading for color-coded holes. 
Players advance by moving their pegs to color bug lands on. 
Game has 2 Bug-A-Boo action bugs; a sturdy plastic game tray, 
scoring pegs and color-coded scoreboard. 2-4 play. Ages 4, up. 
49 C 65111—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. ...... .$3.49 

SANDLOT SLUGGER 

‘4° 

Put ball on batting tee, 
aim “Sam” so fielders 
can’t catch it, then push 

button. The spinner de- 
cides if you're trying for a 
single, double, triple or 
homer. Player with most 
runs wins. 1234-in. plastic 
mechanical batter, tee, 
base runners, board, plas- 
tic ball. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49C65112.... $4.99 

SANDICT SIVGGER 

Cattoi page scans by cheisimas- mustela cH com 

Will it “explode” in your territory? 

KOO-KOO CHOO-CHOO 

If the train “explodes” where your danger sign is, $499 
you get 2 points . . no points if it “blows up" in your area 

Each player receives a railroad crossing sign which means DANGER. Place this in oppo- 
nent's section where you think cargo will "explode". Switch the Choo-Choo out of your 
territory by shifting your trestle bridge. Player in whose territory train “explodes” gets no 
points, others get 1 point. You need 10 points to win. Loco is 434 inches long, has clockspring 
motor. 30x30-in. board. Plastic, metal. 

79 € 6560C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

Get rid of your sticks before 
roof pops off DYNAMITE SHACK 

$399 

Use the oversized, comic thumbs to pick up 
“dynamite” sticks and put them down the 
chimney . . but hurry! The one who gets rid 
of his sticks before the roof flies off wins. 
Assignment cards tell how many sticks you 
must put in shack. 6x6x8-in. plastic shack 
with wind-up pop-off roof, 4 plastic thumbs, 
36 sticks. Why not pick up the phone and 
order it? 
49 C 65399—Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz... $3.99 

$4.99 

One bean may tip the pot 
DON'T SPILL THE BEANS 

989 

Bean pot is suspended precariously over 
platform. Drop beans onto pot . . but 
take care. One too many and you'll 
spill the beans and the game is over. 
First player to get rid of his beans with- 
out spilling pot is winner. Plastic, 1014 
inches long. Includes 4 bowls, 40 beans. 
For 2 or more players of any age. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 C 65164,2453. dci cis LI $2.89 



3 planes zoom out of hangar and fly 
into the air from Fighter Jet Strip 8899 

The briefing is quick. 5 bridges deep in enemy territory are your targets. Con- 
trol in watch tower has already cocked the spring-loaded launcher. You get the 
“O.K.” The take-off lever is pushed and your sleek jet emerges boldly from 
huge hangar. The powerful jet engine whines; the taxi is smooth; your fighter 
leaps into space. JOM JOM! . . the triggering device is reset, and 2 more 

jets follow. Flight direction pre-controlled with adjustable runway fins. 24x16x7- 
in. plastic setting with 16 soldiers in combat poses. 

79 N 6077L Shipping weight 4 pounds. , $8.99 

Checkpoint guard appears, barrier drops $44 

rier and return guard to his post, 
10x8-inch plastic setting with free- 
rolling vehicle, 6 other soldiers. 
49 N 5973—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $2.44 

As truck approaches sentry post, a 
spring-activated mechanism popsout 
guard and lowers barrier. After he 
checks all identity papers, raise bar- 

Booby Trap Road explodes, rocks fly $199 
Your demolition squad sets spring- — terrain is showered by feather-light 
activated trap along the road. As rocks. 13x10-in. plastic setting, free- 
truck approaches, it strikes a hidden rolling truck, 8 soldiers. 
mine. Suddenly, the 24x18-inch vinyl 49 N 5971—Wt. 11b. 120z, $1.99 

War Field setting with 6 fighting men $]33 
vide protection from snipers. Hand- 
colored 3-inch soldiers made in Hong 
Kong. Detachable accessories snap 
on and off. Plastic, 13x9 inches. 
49 N 5972—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $1.33 

Station a squad of 6 men on thís 3- 
dimensional battle-scarred terrain. 
"Their mission: keep the gutted sup- 
ply road open. Bomb craters, sand 
bags, bunker and other debris pro- 

Citsioa pane scans by dwidasa masalomia Gom 

Twin Howitzers fire continuous barrage $499 pipo! 
put the enemy on the run. 11x10- 
inch plastic setting with 8 combat- 
ready soldiers. Order 1 “D” battery. 
49 N 6076 —Wt.2 lbs. 5 oz.. $4.99 

...Each 16c «s SEARS 489 

Battery-powered howitzers spring to 
life with push of lever. Nesting in a 
camouflaged emplacement, they blast 
and recoil again and again, Sure to 

49 N 4660—"D” Battery. Wt. 4 oz 



Ei stgareoh Now you can photograph what you 

Cm see in the microscope to keep a 
naked eye 

permanent record of your scientific 

observations 

With this Lab you prepare your own microscope 

slides, then examine them with the micro- 

scope. Set it up as a camera to take pictures of 

the slides (even develop contact prints), or 

change lens tubes and project the slides on 

ceiling or wall to show live specimens in action 

Photomicrography 999 
3-in-l Lab 

Three practical instruments in one. Multi-purpose metal cham- 
ber, 43¢x4!4x7 inches high, converts from micro-projector to 
microscope to micro-camera. By American Basic Science Club, 
Inc., makers of science kits for teenage projects. 

First assemble micro-projector. Just add projection lens with 
l-inch focal length for great magnification. Add 140-watt GE | 
projection bulb and twin condensing lens for bright im: 

Convert to microscope by simply attaching Ramsden eyepiece. 
Replace projection bulb with regular 40-watt bulb (not included) 
for substage illumination. Also included are polarizing filters, 
microscope slides and microscopy manual. 

Convert to camera by attaching cardboard chamber with film 
box. Use regular roll film, either 120 or 620. Take a picture of 
microscope slide, then print it. Includes 3 plastic developing 

neon safe light, tray thermometer, film clips, developing 
icals, photosensitive contact paper and darkroom handbook. 

UL listed cord, socket. For 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Unas- 
sembled. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
49 N 64128—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. ...Kit $9.99 

Microscope 
magnifies a 
wide field of 
view 100 to 
200 times ac- 
tual size 

Projector 
shows slides 

enlarged on 
screen or wall 

Own a microscope? This kit offers a s898 
wide range of accessories for biology 

Supplement high-school classwork. Complete manvals . . charts for di 
section, plant-stem structure. Real fish, crayfish, frog, earthworm spe 
mens plus frog and fish color-injected for study of circulatory system. 
Feather, scale, seed specimens, Microtome for making very thin sections 
of tissue. Shrimp hatchery with eggs, Dissection tray, knives, glass 
slides, cement, other equipment. 12x7x434-inch deep metal carry case. 
49 N 64127—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . Kit $8.98 

Sears Microscope Lab 

Examine leaves, ferns, insects, 

household products, fibers, chemi- Live Protozoa Set. Grow your own micro- 
S í 2 scopic creatures. With spores, hatching cham- 

cals. Set includes slides, mounting ber, eye dropper, also butterfly, beetle. Instr. 
equipment, stains, chemicals, test 49 N 64137—Shpg. wt. 3 oz....... Set 99c 

tube rack, and instruction manual j 
From skin to skeleton . . study 

s142 the wonders of the human body 

Visible Man s388 
or Woman each 

Microscope exclusive at Sears . . designed in our own lab. Adjusts to the pre- 
cise magnification you desire . . zoom eyepiece increases magnification 50% See-thru “skin” shows bones, organs 
for each of 5 turrets. Precision rack-and-pinion focusing. Swings around so des, glands, nerves, circulator A 
you can study objects too big to fit on stage. Set includes 4-specimen prepared Plastic. Assemble, take apart . . just press- 
slide for instant observation . . shrimp hatchery which enables you to watch fit sections together. With booklet. 
tiny shrimp come to life . . other specimens, illustrated charts. 110-120-volt, Visible Man. 16 inches tall on base. 
60-cycle AC plug-in illuminator, UL listed. Metal Cabinet opens to about 49 N 64129—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. ...$3.88 
29x3x1334 inches. Visible Woman. With second set of parts 
49 N 64136—Shipping weight 9 pounds.............-......-- Set $14.99 for Ee abdomen tac vU 7th 

month of pre cy. in. tall on base. 

484 [Sears ]ocucs 49 N 64150 Wt. 2 Ibs. 10.02... $3.88 
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Push the button . . 
Cement mixer dumps 

Push the button . . 
Dump truck dumps 

7 d i 3-piece CONSTRUCTION RIG that not only goes 
forward, backward, left or right . . but also dumps, 

loads and mixes cement all by Remote Control 

‘$22. 
You're the boss . . and when it comes to important construction jobs, this big rig is ready for action. 
Hitch the dump truck to the cab, and you're ready to haul dirt or move sand. Push the button 

on the remote control box to move dump bed up or down, Now hitch the cement mixer to the 
cab, push the button again, and make the mixer rotate and move up and down just like a real one! 

Both trucks and cab are made of high-impact plastic. Dump with cab measures 19}4 inches 
with mixer, 1714 inches, Use 4 “D” batteries . . order 2 pkgs. below. From Japan. So easy to 
buy when you just use the phone 
79 N 4209C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. a woes $8.99 
79 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 ounces. Pkg. 36c 

AVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys on pages 433 to 609 until Aug. 1, 1968, 

Remote Control puts you at the wheel of Auto-Transport 
Truck as it delivers a fleet of friction-driven cars 

‘922. 
Auto carrier is battery-powered , . goes forward, backward, right or left as you push buttons on 
remote control box. Carrier is steel and high-impact plastic, a full 2 feet long . . realistic even to 
its simulated headlights, detailed cab and 28 rubber tire 

Authentic-looking plastic autos are 513 inches long. You 
Falcons, Thunderbirds. “Rev” up the e 
roll them onto carrier. From Japa 4 D" batteries , . not included, order 2 packages above 
79 N 4248C—Shipping weight 7 pounds A : ..$9.99 

Chevrolet Impalas, Ford Fairlanes, 
es on these friction-driven c nd watch 'em go. Then 

fae 436 [Sears] sc. .. 
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-. Lead your own Safari— cage 9 realistic animals 
Cox... then crank up the cage onto the trailer 

: see 712. piece Set 3699 

Don't. chance losing your prize collection of jungle beasts, Load the caged animals onto 
the trailer , ; easy now .. turn that winch slowly. Now deuble check the rear door and let's 
go. The.all:purpose lorry:-an all steel Ford Bronco, has white top—reflects jungle heat 
Steel safari wagon, slide-out ramp. About 24x5x614 in. high overall. Plastic animals 
49 N.5522 — Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 50z...........-. 1.9, to M OG 

2 3] 
3349 :949 

Rumble-seat Model T Kennel Truck, 12 dogs Jeep Wrecker-Plow 

1 See-through plastic ken Has winch with oper. Beautiful replica. All steel 
nel lifts off truck; mov ating crank and ad body. Rumble seat opens, 

able top, sides. Plastic dogs. — justable plow. Fold-down ^ closes. Ribbed seats. Textured 
Steel truck, wrap-around windshield, front seats. custom top. Whitewall tires 
windshield. Non-mar plas- Grooved whitewall tires. — Chrome-plated hub caps, rear 
tic tires. 11 in. long. All steel construction. 11 bumper. About 9s in. long 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. in. length. Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
49 N 5407........$349 49 N 5516 ...$349 49 N 54002.... $249 

Lever-action steel Sanitation Truck 

When ou shift bucket 

from “fill” to "dump". 
upper gate opens to unload 
Lever raises body to dump. 
Non-mar tires. Tandem rear 
wheels. Enamel finish. 18 in. 
long. Wt. 5 Ibs. 5 oz 
49 N 5491...... ss. $5.99 

Dune Buggy with raft 

5 Oversize tires for rough 

Y terrains, across beaches. 
Carries plastic rescue raft on 
top, ready for emergencies. 
Steel body, enamel finish. 
10% in. long. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 54001 ........ $3.99 

[4] s599 
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Sears Service Truck $397 

Made of steel and finished with baked-on enamel 
looks just like many of the Sears trucks youngsters 
see so often, Swing-open back doors. Realistically 
designed dash, seat, steering wheel. Ribbed floor. 
Plastic bumpers plus non-mar tires. 6x5'4x1114 in 
49 N 54003 — Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz.. . .$3.97 

Tonka Volkswagen s199 

Authentic detail—inside and out—of popular foreign 
compact. Realistic design, complete with front and 
rear seats, steering wheel. Automotive-steel construc 
tion, chip-resistant enamel finish. 8% inches long 
49 N 5402 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 20z ...$1.99 

Automatic 4-way 

registers gallons Electric 

Gas Pump .. 

and price Traffic Light 

$ 3" s 297 

without batteries without battery 
Attach magnetic noz- Flashing lights control 
zle to steel vehicle. 4- traffic. Push-but- 
Bellrings,pumptotals ton automatic sequence. 
gallons and price “Walk” and "Wait" 
automatically. 7 in. signs light. Plastic. 8 in. 
high. Plastic. Uses 2 Japan. Uses 1 "D" bat- 
"C" batteries; order tery, order pkg. below. 
1 pkg. below. Wt.120z. Wt. 11b. 5 oz. 
49 N 5761 ...$3.47 49 N 5779 $2.97 

"C" Batteries. Pack- ”D” Batteries. Pack- 
age of 2. Shpg. wt.4°0z. age of 2. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 4665-Pkg. 38c 49 N 4660. . . Pkg. 38c 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

You can order toys on pages 

433 to 605 until July 30, 1969 



Tension grows and grows as "doctor" probes 
to remove patient's funny bone, spare rib and 

other parts . . very gently, of course 

OPERATION $389 zx: 
The patient has hilarious ailments, and the "doctor's" job is 
to operate. Pick a card to determine operation and fee. If you 
goof, everyone knows . . nose lights up and buzzer sounds. Ages 
6 to 14. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order one package below. 
49 C 65028—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. ........ $3.89 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces......Pkg. 1.19 

DOKE 

TOSS 
Every time 

you hit his hat 

his eyes roll.. 
score adds up 

p $ C ud 

Just toss the 4 balls at his sailor hat . . if your aim is 
true he'll roll his eye, count up your score and return 
your ball for another toss. Plastic. 19 inches high. 4 
plastic balls included. Ages 4 to adult. 
49 C 65071—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
486 [Sears] ron OBy King Features 
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Twister $366 
This hilarious game can tie you up in 
knots. Big spinner points to color on 
which you must place your hand or 
foot. As players move into each other, 
it’s harder to keep balance . . first to 
fall loses. 24-spot washable vinyl 
playing sheet is 6x434 ft. 
49 C 65027— Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. .$3.66 

ROCK 'EM SOCK 'EM 
ROBOTS 

SQ” 

These sturdy fellows are just as 
quick as you are. You handle 
the controls as boxers in the big 
ring—feint, shift and look for an 
opening. A quick jab to the op- 
ponent’s jaw sets off a spring 

| mechanism that pops his head 
up .. you're the winner by a 
KO. Press his head down to be- 
gin a new bout 

Plastic boxers are 1214 inches 
tall. Ring measures 20x17 inches. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
796 65119C.............$9.99 

GAME OF Love $366 
You need a bit of luck . . spinner stops at 
letters L, O, V or E. You need a few 
special twists, too . . use hands and feet 
to touch down on L, O, V or E. But don't 
fall. First to spell it wins. Colorful vinyl 
sheet is 54x48 in. For 2 to 4 players. Ages 
6 to adult. Instructions. 
49 C 65123—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz........ $3.66 

Don't break the 
balloon .. KA-BOOM! 

3? 

First player puts balloon on 
machine, then picks a num- 
ber from 1 to 10. He pumps 
that number, then next 
player takes over, Tension 
mounts as balloon grows . . 
Ka-Boom! Plastic. Balloons 
included. 2 to 6 people can 
play. For ages 5 to 12, 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

Start an avalanche 

MARBLEHEAD 

He has marbles in his head 
and plenty of holes, too. 
Give him a poke with your 
finger and watch the marbles 
stampede. 2 to 4 players try 
to collect the marbles in 

trays. One with most mar- 
bles when head is empty 
wins. 4 trays, 90 marbles. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
49 € 65363........... $4.44 

Toss before it bángs 
TIME BOMB 

sa 

You'll be playing a faster 
game of catch than you 

ever thought possible—and 
with good reason, too. If the 
Time Bomb goes bang while 
it's in your hand, you're out 
of the game. Made of plastic. 
Any number can play. 

So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 
49 C 65026—Wt. I Ib.. $2.99 
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4-turret Microscope 

magnifies from 

100 to 750-power 

3999 
without batteries 

With twist 
eyepiece for 
instant zoom 

Explore the secrets of the invisible world with this 
sturdy all-metal microscope. Rack and pinion give you 
precision focusing. Specimens stay in focus even when 
shifting power. Battery-illuminated substage. Gray 

enamel finish, Made in Japan. Order 2 *'/ ” batteries 
on page 482. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 6340M —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz... . . $9.99 

without batteries 

Only Sears offers a 
Junior Microscope 

with its own dust-free dome carrying case 

Case all plastic. Microscope all-metal with 3 self- 
locking objective len: . magnifies 1 
times. Rack and pinion for stage foc 
light. Two glass slides, dissecting needle 
more. From Japan. Order 2 "AA" batte 

200 and 300 
Substage 

specimens and 
s, page 482, 

49 N 64135M—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz...$11.66 

am 
NW 

Scientifically prepared Microscope Slides 

99e «zi 
Increase the range of your microscope studies. Each 
box holds 12 carefully mounted slides. From Japan. 

49 N 6351—Tiny Crea- 
tures (ant, snail, spider, 
mosquito, fruit fly, more) 
49 N 6352—Bacteria 
(streptococcus, bacillus, 
staphylococcus and more) 
49 N 6353—Sea Life 

49 N 6354— Micro-or- 
ganisms (diatom, eugle- 
na, paramecium, more) 
49 N 6330—Butterfly- 
Honey Bee parts (legs, 
wings, eye, antennae) 
49 N 6331 — Structure 

e, clam gill, plank- of Blood (human, dog, 
ea Te more) fish, E img others) 
Shipping weight each box 3 oz... ..... s Box 99c 

‘tists Dass ———Á—" 

Sears Senior Biocraft Lab 
Our most complete Biology Lab . . 

5 animal specimens, 12 prepared plant 

slides. Learn biology in highschool lab 

manner . . combine dissection and 

microscopic examination. This lab 

contains the equipment you need 

AII this :[829 
for only 

Knowledge of biology is essential for doctors, researchers. Prepare for your future . . gain 
extra knowledge, supplement school classes . . begin an educational hobby. ‘Clam, earthworm, 
frog, fish, crayfish specimens, 2 of them color-injected for study of circulatory system. Shrimp 
hatchery. Get 12 slides showing structure of plant stems. Sears exclusive microscope . . zoom 

plete manuals, charts. Cabinet opens to about 29x3x1334 inches. 
49 N 64125—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ....... csse 

MICROSCO! 

Microcraft Laboratory 
A whole group can view slides 
with this versatile microscope 

withou! 00 us SG 29 xu, 
Adjust S-turret metal-frame microscope with extra-fine 
vernier-type focus . . then snap in projection viewer so 
friends can share your discoveries. Watch chemical 
reactions on electronic stage (uses 2 “C” batteries . . 
order on page 519). Or attach mechanical stage . . 
moves 4 ways for precision viewing. Set includes slide 
showing structure of diamonds, leaf and butterfly pack, 
shrimp hatchery, equipment for making your own slides, 
manual. 110-120-v. AC illumination, UL listed. Cabinet 
opens to 38x3x1334 inches. 
79 N 64126C—Shipping weight 10 Ibs... .... Set $26.99 

eye- 
piece increases magnification up to 50% for each of 5 turrets. Rack-and-pinion focusing. Light 
UL listed for 110-120-v. AC, Other specimens, dissection equipment including microtome, com- 

IRURE TE SECRETS 
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“= QUICK! MAN 
j THE ENGINE 

Rushes forward or 

backward . . left or 
right . . snorkel ladder 

BIG BRUISER with REMOTE CONTROL :[2 without $ raises and lowers for 
Runs forward, backs up, lifts and lowers winch €—— a rescue . . and ALL 

A Sears Exclusive. Take command of this super highway service truck and send it on emer- by remote control 
gency calls, Fix “flat” tire with jack and tool kit. The accident looks bad . . you must haul 
truck away to replace its crushed fender. Switch lever to remote-control winch. Plastic Only at s 99 without 
and steel, 25 inches long. Uses 4 “D” batteries (not incl.) . . order 2 packages below. Sears 9 batteries 
79 N 5710C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . p > . $12.99 

Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 ounces. Pkg. 36c 
You're the driver and you have to 
get the snorkel out to the rescue. 
Push the button, watch the ladder 
rise more than 2 feet. Fireman up 
in the basket has firm grip on the 
nozzle to direct operations. Engine 
is exact model of famous snorkel | 
trucks now in operation. Made of 
metal with high-impact plastic trim 
and rubber wheels. Fireman remote 
control, plastic. 19 in. long, 514 in 
wide, 7!4 in. high. From Japan. 
Uses 4 “D” batteries (not indl.) . . 
order 2 packages below. Buy it the | 
easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 4252—Wt. 4 lbs, 13 oz. $9.99 

Remote control Aston Martin 
. . has all the features of 

the famous master spy's car . . 

even ejects enemy passenger 
at the push of a button! 

$498 wee, 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49N4660-Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 36c 

Great for chasing or evading the enemy. On normal run it looks like any silver-metallte t 
sports car. But switch remote control lever, bullet-proof shield goes up, crash bumpers bs NS No Money Down on extend and retract, flashing machine guns emerge. 1114 in. long. Metal car, rubber wheels, b. anything Sears sells 
and plastic passenger. From Japan. Uses 3 “D” batteries (not incl.) . . order 2 pkgs. at right. 
49 N 5743— Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces................ s .$4.98 

s389 m 
International Road Race . . steer remote-control 

racer around flags of nations 
pie All the excitement of an obstacle course . . steer 7-inch racer 

around 10 flags without knocking any down. At push of button 
car goes forward or reverses, is steered with wheel on plastic 
remote control. Metal car, rubber tires. Uses 2 “C” batteries 
(not incl.) . . order 1 package below. 
49 N 4220—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz..............- $3.89 
49 N 4665—“C” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 4 oz... .. Pkg. 36c 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisintas-musetechmic pom. 



Tootsietoys by the case. . 

you get 15 die-cast metal vehicles— 

storage trays for 15 more 

a 
You'll carry a collection of fun inside this reinforced 
vinyl case, about 9!«x8x2* in., with plastic handle. Slid- 
ing trays store up to 30 cars, The 15 vehicles included are 
racers, dump trucks, oil trucks, pick-ups, sportsters and 
sedans, each 2 to 3 in, long. Metal axles, plastic wheels. 

49 N 5556--Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 02.....Set $4.39 

Tootsietoy 

Service 

Station 

4 die-cast 

metal vehicles 
in Carry Case 

Colorful 84x5'4x4% in. vinyl case opens into play sta- 
tion. Complete with service island, 2 overhead light 
towers, ramp, tow truck, oil truck, mobile tanker with 
cab and one car. Vehicles are 2 to 3 inches long, have 
metal axles and plastic wheels. 
49 N 5557 — Shipping weight 1 pound. .....Set $2.99 

20-piece Tootsietoy Set s 1% 

Here's all the equipment needed to “service” cars in your 
own gas station set-up. Includes 11 die-cast metal cars 
2 to 3-in. size, midget racer with trailer, boat with trailer; 
2 light towers, grease ramp and gas island. 
49 N 5563—Shipping weight 12 ounces. Set $1.99 

Cutslon Dade Scans by deisihnianmiselediaical com 

Push-buttons raise or lower elevator that delivers 

mini-cars—flick lever to park each one in a stall 

Battery-operated Parking Tower 

$ QAD without cors 
or battery 

Handles 10 Tootsietoy or small die-cast mini cars. Move them up and down, right or 
left with the two directional motorized controls. Five-story structure, 12 in. high. 
Made of durable plastic and metal. Uses one “C” battery (not included—order pkg 
below). Sets up in a small space of about 5x14 in. . . floor or table top. Assembled. 

49 N 5838— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces... eee $8.49 

49 N 4665—"'C" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 4 oz... . . . . . Package 38c 

Transportation Fleet 
Heavy-gauge steel vehicles 

3099 { 

Five die-cast metal toys, each made with superb 
realism. Include clear plastic windshields that 
let you see detailed interiors. Beetle-bug auto 
has sun-roof. Trucks are finished in two-tone 
enamel. Heavy rib whitewall tires—-deluxe wheels 
and grill. Operating crane on tow truck: dump. 
body on dump truck. Stake truck with hitch-on 
Trailer is 20 inches long overall. 
49 N 54019—Shipping weight 9 Ibs.. Set 



Beginner's Wood Burning Set with $799 
6 wood plaques, 4 cork coasters 

An ideal gift. Set includes ready-to-finish basswood plaques, coast- 
ers, 2 foil plaques, 6 color foils, foil transfer sheet, embosser. Water 
colors and paint brush. Electric tool with two extra points. Instruc- 
tions. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 
49 € 2106—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

Extra Wood Plaques to use M E 

with any wood burning set 

14 strong, dramatic designs in up-to-the-minute styling . . they're 
fun to use, attractive when finished. White basswood plaques 
measure 5x314 inches . . perfect for hanging and display. 
49 C 2156—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... „Set $1.99 

Early American Wood Hobby-Craft Kit 

ER 

Eager young minds can't wait to get started . . these projects hold 
child's interest, reward him with a sturdy finished product. Do-it- 
yourself decorating tops off the fun. Designs are screen printed on 
wood parts . . even so-so artists can know the thrill of instant suc- 
cess. Or use for wood burning, if desired. 

Pre-cut genuine Philippine mahogany wood pieces fashion into 
bright delightful little treasures. Memo board (pad included) is 
914x6M inches, water pump and trough (634x234x3% inches), 

wheelbarrow (7x234x3 inches), cottage bank (334x31¢x3 inches), 
treasure chest (334x234x334 inches). Wax stain, color sticks, decals, 

glue, sandpaper and leather-like trim included. Complete instruc- 
tions 
49 C 1976—Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces... 

Six lovely items in the Americana 
tradition . . you assemble and decorate 

Set $2.99 

Cutiiod pads scans by deisimas musebectwdcHd pom 
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88-piece Super Deluxe 

Wood Burning and 
Cork Burning Set 

Six different projects to complete . . make 8-pc. birdhouse, 5-pc. tie rack, 6-pc. 
bookends, 3-pc. napkin holder, 5-pc. pot holder rack, 9-pc. serving tray. Electric 
tool with 6 extra points for fabulous artistic effects. Plus you get colorful carry- 
storage case. Set includes 9 printed plaques, 8 cork coasters, 2 cork hot pads, 6 
color foils. Palette, brush, water colors, 2 mixing dishes, pattern sheet, sand- 
paper, nails. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC-DC. 
49 C 1973—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. Set $9.49 

50-piece Wood Burning Set 

Design and decorate your own plaques, 
coasters, tie rack, and knicknacks 

50-piece set with 20 plaques, 4 plaque hold- 
ers, 6 cork coasters, 2 vacuum-formed coast- 
er holders, 4 wooden pegs for tie or belt 
rack. Decorate the 4inch leather wallet, 
leather pencil and comb cases. S-color paint 
tray with brush, paint pan. One 70-inch 
lacing thong, lacing needle and bottle of 
glue. With 5 Design-A-Matic tips—chisel, 
Electric Pencil only. UL listed. 5 different tips included. 
49 C 20074—Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

M? 

oval, cross stitch, 2-prong and fine. Just 
match the tip shape to the printed designs. 
Special wrench removes tips even when hot. 
Electric tool has cool-grip cork handle and 
long 6-foot cord. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC-DC. So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

79 C 20078C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs... . .Set $7.99 

2.49 
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and the world of 

Get a realistic 4-scene stage, 

10 lifelike handcolored figures 

—plus all these working units: 

1. Laser-beam Torture Machine 

2. Flame-shooting Dragon Tank 

3. M's bulletproof Office Desk 

4. Revolving-top Pool Table 

5. Customized Aston-Martin Car 

6. Two-section Hydrofoil Yacht 

Everything to 

recreate Bond’s 

most thrilling 
adventures 

All 
this 

for 
only 



New metal pegboard lab panels let 

you rearrange shelves and set up 

more advanced experiments without 

buying any additional apparatus 

Weigh chemicals accurately with balance 

. . Study gases, even perform magic tricks 

Sears 475-experiment :922 
metal pegboard Chemistry Set 

Little lab technicians will be able to test fabrics, make inks and 

dyes, manufacture chemical products. Metal lab panels, 20 bottles 

of chemicals, test papers, test tubes, rack, precision balance, 

chemical rocket, non-spill alcohol lamp. Complete instruction 
manual. 3-panel metal pegboard Lab with plastic shelves, 29 in. 
long. Separate manual gives complete instructions for producing a 
magic show. 
49 N 64132—Shipping weight 6 pounds 9 ounces.. . . . .Set $9.22 

Hand-operated centrifuge 
settles precipitates 

Form oxygen, hydrogen and other gases 

by heating chemicals . . collect gases by inverting 

test tube in water-filled laboratory sink 

Sears 500-experiment s| 3 TI 
Launch the rocket, test chemicals with heat 

Sears 355-experiment :522 

metal pegboard Chemistry Set 

Hundreds of fascinating experiments in this lab make learning lots of fun for i 
budding chemists. Basic experiments teach facts about the composition of air, sien paranan Bet 
water and metals. More advanced sessions probe the composition of household Observe the effects of thrust and rocket propulsion with this set 
adhesives, soaps, and unfold the secrets of leather-tanning and perfume-making. which also includes supplies for other fascinating experiments. 
Complete instructions tell how to use balance for weighing chemicals. There's a Complete instructions tell how to use non-spill alcohol lamp, 
non-spill alcohol lamp, 2 racks of test tubes, equipment, 20 bottles of chemicals. 10 bottles of chemicals, test tubes, rack, litmus paper, glass tubing 
3-panel metal pegboard Lab, 29 in. long. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. and other apparatus. 2-panel metal pegboard Lab, 19 in. long. 
49 N 64133— Shipping weight 7 pounds 9 ounces................+ Set $13.77 49 N 64123— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces... . .Set $5.22 

Collect rocks and analyze them chemically 

with this MINERALOGY Laboratory 3922 

Identify unknown minerals with chemical tests, specific gravity experiments. Starter Lab set. $319 Chemical Magic $319 
Geologist's hammer breaks up, uncovers minerals. Study crystals with plastic 
hand-stand magnifier. Lab contains 144-page manual, big, 16x26-inch mineral An excellent first set for junior Fool friends with invisible ink, 

identification chart, 15 specimens, alcohol lamp, test tubes and holder, rack, char-  “Hemists. Instructions and equip- — liquids that change color. 65 tricks. 
coal . . everything you need. 3-panel metal cabinet opens to 29 in. long. meat tor 268 experiments: Metel. Magic manuel, alcohol: lampi fete 
49 N 6329—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces... s ....Set $9.22 pegboard is 13% in. long. tubes, tumblers, chemicals. tras Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

486 [Sears] ux Save this catalog. Order toys on pages 467 to 638 from now until August 1, 1967 49 N64124..........Set $3.19 — 49 N 6317...........Set $3.19 
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Giant Michigan Shovel. . 
bucket claws “tons” of dirt 

Operates like "real", Bucket picks up full load 
unloading area and trips open automatically when raised to 

top of boom. Long, sturdy steel boom raises and lowers with hand 

crank winch . . has stop-lock. Boom folds for storage. Crane 
cab pivots in full circle. Heavy steel construction; baked enamel 
finish for weather resistance, Over-all size 214 feet long when 
boom is extended. Over-sized grooved traction tires 
79 N 5438C —Shipping weight 8 pounds 

$697 

9, Allstee giant rolls smoothly on Celcon? wheel bearings 
Back section raises for dumping those big loads. Enclosed cab 

with detailed interior. Heavy-duty bumper is fitted with shock 
absorbing pads. Long-wearing over-sized tires are deeply grooved 
for super traction but won’t mar floors. Baked-on enamel finish 
for weather resistance. 1834 inches long. Like everything else 
in Sears books, it’s so easy to order by telephone. 
79 N 5594C—Shipping weight 9 pounds 

$7.67 

Mighty Dump Truck 
Big enough for a child to ride! 

$6.97 

488 [Sears] arc 
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RUGGED CONSTRUCTION GIA 
" AP A AV AV 

FORGE ROADS AGROSS THE LA 
to lift and dump “tons” of earth $69 

Really dig into sand banks with a firm grip on shovel handle. Trip lever to release 
load. Cab pivots full circle. Made of heavy-gauge automotive steel. Actual truck paint 

gives long-lasting finish. Deep-grooved rubber treads. About 23 in. long. 
79 N 5498C—Shipping weight 7 pounds 

Scraper-Dozer . . like a real earth mover ¢ 97 
it grades, hauls and spreads 

$6.97 

Rugged combination. Bottom section drops to scrape, shuts tight to haul, opens to 

spread. Lever raises, lowers front blade. Heavy-gauge steel body. Sections permanently 
attached with swivel coupling. Over-sized rubber treads, tires for traction. Over 30 in. long. 

79 N 5504C—Shipping weight 10 pound: $10.97 

Trencher-Dozer . . digs, hauls, dumps, and $ 97 

levels—all with realistic action 

Versatile vehicle tackles many jobs . . almost does the work of an entire construction 
crew. Pull lever to raise and lower front blade. Handle operates back hoe which swings 

to either side for dumping. Heavy-duty steel . . rumbles along on durable deep-grooved 
rubber treads for traction. About 16 inches long. 
49 N 5497—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces $3.97 



Crime-fighting Cars 
Made in England 

James Bond DB5 

1 New Aston Martin has re- 
volving license plates, re- 

mote-controlled ejector seat, 
screen, and extending over- 
ride bumpers. Includes James 
Bond, 2 spies and 007 badge. 
4 in. long. Die-cast metal 

and plastic. 
49 N 54026-Wt.507.,$3.49 

Green Hornet's 

Black Beauty 

Touch of a lever lowers 
radiator grill, and a switch 

releases flying radar scanner 
Green plastic windows con. 
ceal driver. 5 in. long. Die- 
cast metal and plastic con 
struction. Green Hornet and 
Kato included. 
49 N 54029-Wt. 802..$3.99 

Batmobile 

and Batboat 

Batmobile has features 
like you've seen on TV 

10% in. long. 
Removable trailer holds 

Batboat that -actually 
floats. 5% in. long. Both 
Batmobile and Batboat 
made of die-cast steel with 
plastic accessories, Hand- 

painted figures of Batman 
and Robin. Batmobile 

v. badge included. 
49N54024-Wt. 1207.$5.99 

Batmobile only. Batman 
and Robin figures incl. 
49N54025-Wt. 8 02.$3.99 

Corgi model of the 

jungle Landrover 
$ 1% 

Just look at this super realistic model of Daktari's 
camouflaged jungle Landrover (3% inches long) 
Dr. Marsh Tracy holds Judy the Chimp, daugh- 
ter Paula Trac: 
lion, and a convalescing Tiger rests on the Land- 
rover's hood. Landrover of die-cast metal, plastic 
figures. Made in England. 
49 N 54027 — Shipping wt. 5 oz..... 

sits on Clarence the cross-eyed 

..$1.99 

Aerial Hook and Ladder 

Rescue Fire Engine 

Raise, lower, and rotate ladder 360* 
Main aerial ladderextendsto 16% inches; 
six 4-inch extensions included. Cab de- 
taches. 6 firemen. Die-cast metal and 
plastic construction. 11 inches long 

Made in England. 
49 N 54028— Wt. 1 Ib. 502. $8.99 

HELIPORT 
BUILDING ST 
CARRY CASE 

Only at Sears 

$ 999 
complete set with carry case 
that opens into landing field 

‘Twin rotor blades of the 7-inch plastic helicopter whiz 
around as you direct the landing . . tie one end of the 
string onto the landing field and hold onto the other. 
Vinyl case opens into a big 31x23-inch field. As an archi- 

tect, you design the buildings and plan the layout . . an 
exciting and rewarding challenge 

Units incl. 50 full frames, 8 half frames and 6 triangle 
frames, all plastic, to give you variety in shapes. 
496 Sears kt? 

Citai pace scans by didaa maeedit 

Fire 

, Fighter 

SUPER CITY HELIPORT 
Imagine a helicopter zooming in over buildings you've designed and built! 

Set has over 260 pieces so you can build all buildings here and more 

SOLIDO—die-cast metal, 

spring-suspension cars 
189 

(4and 5) Touch control steering. Doors open 
to show completely detailed interior. France. 

Chaparral with stabilizer. 3% inches long 
Dummy headlights, dummy rear lights. 

49 N 54031— Shipping wt. 6 oz. 
5 Lamborghine. Measures 4 inches long 

$1.89 

Hood 
tilts back or removes. Dummy rear lights. 

49 N 54032—Shipping wt. 6 oz 

2 colored Searchlights 

$1.89 

Among the other construction pieces are full columns, 
half columns, travertine inserts, building extenders, 
brick-look inserts and gravel inserts. 

To keep your designs interesting you'll find sky- 
light domes, a bay window, colonial door, a clock 
with hands you can turn manually, and fluted inserts. 

Miniature plastic truck and 10 figures included. 
49 N 44177 —Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz $9.99 

s 2149 without 

Helicopter comes in on string you 
direct (complete description at 
left). Searchlights use two "D" 
batteries—order below. 

49 N 44176— Wt. 7 oz....$2.49 

^D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Wt. 8 oz.. . Pkg. 38c 



fi Endon Set $23” 

7 
Our sturdiest and biggest Workbench 
with our best Tool and Hardware Set 

plus Wren House and Bird Feeder Kits 

The junior craftsman can get a good start in 
all his building projects and carpentry re- 
pairs with this workshop. Tool rack is out- 
lined to keep every tool in place. Wren house 
and bird feeder kits are included as “starter” 
sets. Wood bench 29 inches high; work area 
18x32 inches wide. Overall height 44 inches. 

Tools include hammer, saw with 4 blades, 
coping saw with 4 blades, gear-driven drill 
with 9 bits, 2 screwdrivers, 1 pliers, 1 awl, 
1 chisel, adjustable wrench, “C” clamp, try 

AW, DAD, You ALWAYS 
WANNA BUY ME TOYS 

square with 7-inch rule and level, compass 
with pencil, block plane, carpenter's pencil, 
10 sheets sandpaper, approximately 100 
nails and assorted screws, folding rule, 24- 

page project book. Partly assembled. Pick 
up your phone right now and order this one! 
Bench, Project Kits and Tools. 
79 C 78032L—Shipping wt. 27 Ibs... . $23.99 

Bench, Project Kits only (no tools) 
79 C 78033L—Shipping wt. 21 Ibs... 12.99 

30-piece Tool Set in rugged $ 499 
plastic carrying case 

Contains most of the tools you'll need to get started on 
building projects. Includes saw, try square, coping saw 
with 5 blades, mallet, screwdriver, claw hammer, pliers, 
ruler, pencil, wrench, sandpaper block with 8 pieces of 

sandpaper, sweep brace, 2 bits and triangle. Also 24-page 
project book. Chest 1234x6x434 inches high. 
49 C 78015—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 oz. 488 [Sears | eco 
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Set 
irs Exclus 

Junior Workshop with i 99 

Sears Exclusive 
Weathervane, Name Sign Kits 

^ 

Get started on building projects with this sturdy wood 
workshop and kits. Comes with a claw hammer, saw, 
hand drill with 9 bits, coping saw with 4 blades, try 
square, chisel, screwdriver, pliers, level, retractable tape 
measure, nails and screws, hooks, sandpaper, 24-page 
project book. 24x14x28 inches high. 
79 C 78034C—Shipping weight 18 Ibs........... $16.99 

Make an 8-room, 2-story $ 
house for Purple Martins 

Sears Martin house is cut to exact size they like, to 
which they return year after year. Hardware, instruc- 
tions incl. 1634x16x16 in. high. Plywood. Unassembled. 
49 C 78035—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs. 8 oz... .... Kit $8.99 

PRICES ' 49 — 
Save 15*,..17-pc.Tote Box Tool Set 

Last Christmas was $2.95. Set incl. 1034-in. saw, ham- 
mer, screwdriver, pencil, pliers, ruler, wrench, coping 
saw with 4 blades, sanding block with sandpaper. 24-pg. 
project book. Plastic tote 11x534x634 in. high. 
49 C 78012—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ........ $2.49 



v 

James Bond plus 
weapons attaché case 

$99 
You want dction . . you get action with \ 
this authentic model of Sean Connery as i 

James Bond. Available only at Sears n 
007 is licensed to “rub out” evil villains. 

Just-press his right arm down . . Crack! ^ 
Fast reflex aims gun and shoots a bullet M 
sounding cap (not incl). Push his right 
leg back Swish! Sudden kick springs out 

harmless knife 
Detailed jointed plastic. Dressed in busi 

ness suit with shirt, tie. Pack away gun in 
secret pocket or plastic attaché case 
49 N 5981 —Shipping wt. 1 Ib. $6.99 

Oddjob . . Goldfinger's 
Extra Outfits for : 

fearsome handyman 
James Bond 

3999 to $399 67 
Perhaps the most dangerou nimal on the face of 

007 must dress right when he’s on differ the earth," James Bond said e. “Be especially 

ent assignments, Impeccably tailored fab wary if he removes his hat." Oddjob gleefully obey 
rics. You'll finc at Sears, No orders. Push his right arm in towa ody 

ippi eight each 8 ounces Whang! He flings his hat sideways like a boomera: 
49 N 5986—Summer Formal. Tuxedo Pull his left arm up . . Whack! His forearm chops 
coat and pants, shirt, bow-tie $3.99 downward like an axe. Authentically detailed just 

like the movie version. Plastic figure comes dressed 
49 N 5985—Sports Outfit. Casual Rien y formal with rigid pi shirt, slacks. Telescopic rifle $2.99 49 N 5982 Shipping weight 1 1b. Fpp 
49 N 5984— Commander Outfit. Navy 3 2 
dress jacket, trousers, shirt, tie $3.99 "Charge it" if you wish 

192 SEARS Is 
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Motorized agitator spins o 
magnet to mix solutions 

Conduct 750 high school chemistry 

experiments with all this apparatus tU p — Et 

* Magnetic action agitator * Centrifuge, lab balance E 

e Condenser tube, glassware © Spectroscope, rocket 
* 31 chemicals; test tubes * Lab trough, tube holder 

No other set gives a youngster such a satisfying 
introduction to the wonders of chemistry 

Sears 750-experiment $ | 899 
metal pegboard Chemistry Set 

batteries. 

The fascinating world of science can be yours with the help of this amazing 

set. It includes the Master Chemistry Manual . . one of the most complete 

and authoritative experiment books for youngsters. Special emphasis is 

placed on learning basic facts about atoms, molecules, atomic weights and 

numbers of elements. Practical experiments include testing foods, making 

soaps, paper, perfumes, fertilizers, insecticides. Includes alcohol lamp, 

2 manuals and complete magic manual with tricks to amuse friends. 

Four-panel metal pegboard lab with plastic shelves opens to 40 inches long. 

Order 2 “D” batteries on page 482. Pick up your phone right now and Hand-operated centrifuge spins Lab balance weighs n grams — ] 
order this one! 

to precipitate solutions + . accurolely weighs o feather 

49 N 64134—Shipping weight 11 pounds...................Set $18.99 

Our biggest, most advanced Chemistry Set 

Study harmless radioactivity, distill water .. you gettwiceasmuch g 99 without 
chemicals plus more test tubes, larger glassware, 6 manuals, batteries 

Science Lab Table su without B charts.. Sears 1000-experiment metal pegboard Chemistry Set 

to light up your work ‘This advanced laboratory is designed for professional experiments. Accessories include magnetic 
Keep chemicals handy, do your experiments agitator, centrifuge, precision balance, alcohol lamp with blow torch attachment, vinyl table 

on this walnut-stained wood lab table. Ap- cover. There are 32 chemicals in large, 2-ounce bottles, 8 boxes of chemical test paper. Pyrex 

paratus and shelves from Sears chemical sets glassware includes condenser unit, 15 ml. graduate cylinder, 12 ml. Erlenmeyer flask, 100 ml. 

attach to pegboard back. Work surface beaker, test tubes. Other components include atomic energy spinthariscope, hydrometer, 

holds spills, has plastic dry sink. Steel legs. chemical fountain pen, spectroscope, gas generator assembly and much more. 4-panel metal 

25x17x44 inches high. 40-watt bulb not pegboard lab with plastic shelves opens to 40 in. long . . separate panel for individual projects. 

included. Unassembled. Order 2 “D” batteries on page 482. 

79 N 64131C—Shpg. wt.141bs...$11.77. 49 N 64122—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. $5.00 montlly......... cese Cash $32.99 [Sears | 487 
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Grade, load, 

dig and haul 

WORKING 3-PIECE 
CONSTRUCTION SET 

5089 
A mighty big team that's built for those 
mighty big construction jobs. 15-inch 
dump truck is designed to carry a big 
load . . fill it up, push the lever and body 
raises for easy dumping. Rugged 17-inch 
grader has variable pitched blade and 
plastic tires with deep grooves for trac- 
tion, Powerful pull-shóvel has caterpillar 
tracks and scoop bucket that works at 
turn of a hand crank. Weather-resistant 
baked-on enamel finish for outside action. 
All 3 pieces of durable heavy-gauge steel. 7 
Use your phone if you want to order it. ` 
the easiest way of all 

79 N5403C—Wt. 11 Ibs,.... Set $9.89 

BETTER move oue. 
CHAIR, MISTER. WE'RE 
BUILOIN' A FREEWAY 
THROUGH HERE ! 

Emergency Truck with 

expandable swivel ladder 

Bell clangs as 11-inch police truck moves. Lever 

operated top ladder rises and swivels. Ladder on 
side attaches to make longer extension ladder, Simu. 

lateddome light.Enamel-finished metal, Ribbed tires. 

49 N 5490—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 07...$4.89 

Jeep with tow and 

adjustable front plow 

Heavy-duty winch supported by reinforced bars 
that operates by the turn of a crank. Includes front 
seats, folding windshield. Non-operating flasher 
light and "steering" wheel. Grooved whitewall 
tires won't mar floors. 11 inches long. Metal 

49 N 5516—Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 5 oz,...$2.99 

Coina beans ty a a 

Lever-action Sanitation Truck 
* . 2 gates open automatically 

Big and husky enough to haul 

away a full load of sand and debris. 
When hand-operated bucket shifts 
from “fill” to “dump” position, upper 
gate opens automatically to unload. 
Lever raises body to dump. Non-mar 
ring tires. Tandem dual rear wheels 
With enamel finish. Truck 18 in. long. 
49 N 5491—Wt. 5 Ibs. 8 oz.. . $5.49 

Operating 
Steel Trucks 

for the jobs that must 
be done in your town 

Pumper Fire Truck. . 

turn the crank, siren wails 

2 Truck that never misses a fire . . 
you're ready to answer all call. 

large or small. 16-inch truck needs 
no batteries. Kids gladly supply the 
energy to get it rolling. Friction motor, 
Made of metal, plasti irooved 
non-marring tires, From Japan, 

49 N 4258—Wt. 4 lbs..... $5.98 

Heavy-duty Dump Truck 

with hydraulic action 

Load with gravel, dirt, etc.—hy- 
draulic action automatically tilts 

and dumps it as tailgate swings open 
. . just press the lever. Enclosed cab 
bas finely detailed interior. Ten over- 
sized wheels with durable tires are 
grooved for traction, but they won’t 
mar floors. 12 inches long. 
49 N 5461—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. . $3.97 

Cement Mixer with revolving 

drum that really mixes 

4 Fill drum through hopper at top. 
Dump sandy ingredients in, re- 

volve drum, then tilt it.. mixture 
comes out and down swivel chute. 
Heavy-gauge steel body, plastic trim. 
Ten non-marring tires. 15 in. long. 
49 N 5480—Wt. 4 lbs, 2 oz... $4.69 rc:| Sears | 489 



BUILD-A-ROAD'" 

Sets for 

“MATCHBOX” 

Vehicles 

7 e 0-iecs Set 5419 cars not incl 

Regular 50 pc. set (not shown). 
Build plastic roadway from straight, 
curved sections with outside railing. 
Plenty of traffic signs, lamp posts. 
49N20012-Wt. 1 lb.120z.Set $4.49 

6-pc. “MATCHBOX” Truck Set: Stake 
truck; refuse truck; girder truck; 
Sno-trac tractor; cattle truck; Jeep. 
England; die-cast metal. 2-3 in. 
49 N 23074-Wt. 12 oz.. .Set $2.99 

—É————OM—H 

*90-piece Set :619 cars not inci 

Build super layouts— complete with 
bridges! It's easy with interlocking 
plastic straight and curved sections. 
Streets have curbs, intersections, and 
street lights. Comes with road signs 
(SPEED LIMIT, STOP, U.S. High- 
way, etc.) to make your set really 
look like a busy street. Instr. 
49N2301-Wt. 2 Ibs. I0 oz.Set $6.19 

“NOTE: From Holland. BUILO-A-ROAD 
is a trademark of the 
Fred Bronner Corporation, U.S.A 

Open the case.. 

E everything's in place 

Buildings and scenery are 
vinyl heat-sealed and vac- 
uum formed. Included are 
highways, overpasses, fire 
house, city hospital, plenty of 
auto parking and modern 
buildings. Closed, the case 
measures about 18x4xl4 in 
high. Opens toabout 36x26 in 
long. Cars, trucks not includ- 
ed, sold separately below. 

Shipping weight 6 lbs. 
79 N 20919C ...$8.19 

Carry-case 
City 

N s819 

12-pioce 
Vehicle Set 

$99 “MATCHBOX” 12-piece 
Car and Truck Set 

Includes dump truck, Ford 
Mustang Fastback; pipe truck; 
crane; Rolls Royce Silver 
Shadow; Volkswagen Camp- 
er; Opel Diplomat; Ford Cor- 
sair with rowboat; Unimog; 
B.R.M. racing car; grit 
spreader and refrigerator truck. 
England; die-cast metal. 2 to 
3 in. Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. 
49 N 23075.....8et $5.99 

T 5999 Bul 

"This station goes anywhere! Open the case and you're ready 
for business. Service station, 4-island pump, grease rack, 3-D 
details, displays plus roof and rear parking. Case is reinforced 
vinyl, opens to 17x10x7-inches high. Closes to 10x7x5-inches 
high. Case shuts tight with metal latches. 
49 N 2338 —Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ...... $2.99 

“MATCHBOX” vehicles. Diecast metal, 2 to 3 in. long. England. 

3-car Set. Ford GT. Doors — 3-truck Set. Tow truck, GMC 
open on Mercedes, Pontiac. tipper, gasoline tanker. 
49N2345-Wt.60zSet$1.449 — 49N2347-Wt.60z.Set $1.49 

38 Sears 497 
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Motorized Thermo-saw.. 
pre-formed plastic panels 

Save 51 e Salonis 

Last Christmas was $4.99. “Saw” through plas- 
tic with low temperature heat. Gently, push 
pre-formed plastic against heat element to cut 
out letters, animals, garage or fort. Automatic 
safety cut-off switch to save battery power. In- 
cludes extra cutting element, shaping guide, 
cement, sand paper, instr. 12x5x7 in. high. Uses 
4 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 
79 C 78017C—Shipping weight 3 lbs... .... $3.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8oz......Pkg. 1.19 

Sears Power Mite Workshop Set. Equipped 
with versatile Sabre Saw that has extra metal 

blade. Sabre Saw works on 2 “D” batteries 
(order at left) that store under bench top. Just 
plug into battery-powered bench outlet. 7? cannot 
plug into any other kind of outlet anywhere. Outfit 
includes die-cast metal carpenter square, ham- 
mer, screwdriver, C-clamp, vise, wrench, building 
materials. Comes with complete instructions. 

Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 

49 C 78036—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...............$7.99 

Power Mite Mini-Tools cut, saw, sand and di b od, 
Styrofoam® plastic .. its low power won't cut or scratch hand 

es E SIPA 

Added power-fun with extra Power Mite Tools. Tools 
cannot work without power source bench at left, 

2 Circular Saw. Cut thru large chunks of material. 
49 C 78037— Shipping wt. 8 oz. ............ $2.19 

3 Orbital Sander. Back "n forth vibrations. 
49 C 78038— Shipping wt. 8 oz. ......... ..$2.19 

4 Power Drill. With 3 different size metal drill bits. 
49 C 78039—Shipping wt. 8 oz............. $2.19 

Materials Kit. Styrofoam® plastic, balsa wood panels. 
49 C 78041—Shipping weight 2 oz...........Kit 99c 

Conuine cowtiide | LATHER tis 
Make your own Moccasins 

Hand-stitched, comfortable moccasins are great to make as gifts or to 
wear yourself. Extra-heavy Indian brown, chrome-tanned cowhide with 

cotton laces. Artificial leather insoles. One pre-cut pair included in kit. 
X b Suus $219 

49 C 2395— Medium (Sizes 11-13) 
49 C 2392— Large (Sizes 1-3) 
49 C 2394— Extra Large (Sizes 314-5) 
Shipping wt. each 8 oz... .Kit $2.19 

Steerhide Suede Leather HOPI BOOT KIT $4,?? 
6 For girls, boys and adults. With pre-cut leather parts, */ís-in. foam 

rubber insoles, illustrated instructions. Fawn shade. Stale shoe size 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10. Boys and men, state one size larger than regular shoe size. 
49 C 2390F— Shipping weight 12 ounces... 

P ea ef 
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Shoe sizes 

49 C 2396— Small (Sizes 5-6) 

49 C 2397— Medium (Sizes 7-8) 
49 C 2399— Large (Sizes 9-10) 

Shipping wt. each 10 oz... Kit $2.49 

$50 

Kit $4.99 

Make 9 different gifts 

fold, comb case, 54-inch wide belt (fits up to 36-inch waists), 3 zip 
coin purses and a 3-hook key-case. Keys, comb, pencils not included. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 C 20126C—Shipping weight 3 pounds .... ............. 



The name's STONY 
. . over 11 inches tall 
with movable head, 

shoulders, elbows, hips, knees 

Take command . . your patrol awaits. Brief them, 
arm them . . move out to the attack. Four tough 
paratroopers, each 1144 inches tall. Fully jointed to 
stand, salute, sit, crouch, hold rifle, man machine 
gun. Plastic. Olive uniform, natural color face and 
hands, Full equipment includes weapons, tent, cot, 
sleeping bag, footlocker, eating utensils, K rations 
» . everything for a patrol. 
49 N 5943— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz. . .$8.99 

Cherokee Indian Thunderbolt 

ae 

36-piece Stony Paratrooper Patrol Outfit $899 
Stony Paratrooper only, Single figure same as in 
paratrooper patrol and as shown at left. 1154 in. high. 
Plastic. With helmet but no other equipment. 
49 N 5967— Shipping weight 1 Ib. .$1.88 

32-piece Equipment Set only. Same as shown in 
paratrooper patrol illustration above. Olive plastic. 
(No paratrooper figures included.) 
49 N 5968— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .Set $1.88 

$944 

B Straight from the range comes this 
| tanned cowboy in full western garb 
fe . . right to chaps, boots and spurs. 
"E Solid plastic, 1134 inches tall. Many- 

jointed so he can squat, sit, kneel, 
hold and aim his rifle—even ride a 
horse. Complete outfit of plastic 
guns, knife, canteen, cooking 
equipment . . about 20 pieces. 
49 N 6092—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z...$2.44 

Citai pagi scans by dieisimainwisetediical con 

$944 

Authentically detailed figure of 
member of famous tribe, in molded 
plastic “buckskins.” 1134 inches 
high. Movable joints let him 
kneel, sit, “run” . . pose in many 
other positions. Set includes an 
array of battle weapons, headdress, 
ceremonial accessories . . about 
23 plastic pieces in all. 
49 N 5960—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z.$2.44 

$199 
Spirited steed . . ready for 
Johnny West or the Chero- 
kee. 1334 in. high, 1434 in. 
long. Buff color and white. 
Includes blanket and bridle 
for Indian . . saddle, halter, 
stirrups and rifle holster for 
cowboy. All of detailed plas- 
tic. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 6091.........$1.99 

Buy all 3 for :6 

Johnny West, Cherokee Indian 
and Thunderbolt sets, at left, com- 
bined into one big set at money 
saving price. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
49 N5983C......... Set $6.44 

Ass: SEARS 493 
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Make an army of Fighting Men with Thingmaker 
. . Combat Case puts them in the thick of battle 

Made Sears $1399 3999 without Thinomaker for 
by Mattel 

Only at Sears will you find this 16x314x1044-inch case. Provides portable 
“battleground” with colorful vinyl foxholes, rocks. Soldiers which bend 
and pose formed in one Thingmaker operation with 2-piece mold. 4 other 
molds make 40 different accessories: guns, grenades, wheels, etc. 6 oz. GI 
olive-drab Plastigoop, flesh-colored paint, brush, 2 oz. stiffer black Plasti- 
goop for accessories. Camouflage-colored cardboard, templates . . assemble 
tanks, trucks, missile firers, tents, huts. All-metal, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC, 
UL listed Thingmaker heater with water tray for cooling, mold handle. Instr. 
79 N 2098C2—Shipping weight 8 pounds. „Set $13.99 

79 N 2007C2—As above without Thingmaker heater, tray, Make Fighting 
Men, accessories with Thingmaker or Vac-U-Maker. Wt. 4lbs.. ...Set $9.99 

oy Det 
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ay DO 
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Advanced Play-Doh® Modeling Set 33 89 
for the creative pre-schooler 

Child makes his own blocks, logs, girders . . endless possi jes for the 
construction of play cities. Put Play-Doh compound into pressing machine 

. insert one of the 12 interchangeable dies . . trim piece to desired size as it 
comes out. Mold 3 different animal figures with two 2-piece molds . . use 3 
cutters to make trees and decorations. Make 3-D pictures with 4 color cards, 
Four 6-oz. cans of colorful nontoxic compound, trimmer, instructions. 
49 N 1857—Shipping weight 3 pounds 14 ounces............. Set $3.89 

Use your phone . . it's an easy way to order! 

Vac-U-Maker: 2 make-and-play sets in 1 s[999 

Mattel’s popular Vac-U-Form plus the Thingmaker, Make boats that 
float, jeeps, tanks, jewelry, planes, beetles, turtles, snakes, many others. 
86 molds. 4 bottles of colorful Plastigoop for Thingmaker . . 112 sheets 
of colored, clear, and metallic plastic for Vac-U-Form. Also included are 
paints, tools and all-metal, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, UL listed Thingmaker 
heater, all other needed equipment plus complete instructions. 
79 N 2166C—Shipping weight 11 pounds . ... «$19.99 
Vac-U-Form Refill: 49 assorted plastic sheets . . clear, colored, chrome-tone. 
49 N 2221—Shipping weight 6 ounces massar Package 99¢ 

Maker Paks for Thingmaker and Vac-U-Form 

Creeple People. Decor- 
ate pencils with funny 
fluorescent monsters. 5 
molds, 8 oz.of fluorescent 
Plastigoop, accessories. 
Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 
49 N 2088.... 

Creepy Crawlers. 
All-new, .extra-big 

Batman’s Bots, Make 
insignia, rings, medals, 

bugs and worms, jewelry, pencil decora- 
8 molds, 8 oz. of tions for friends. Bat 
Plastigoop, acces- mold, 2 oz. of black 
sories. Wt. 3 Ibs. Plastigoop. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 2089..$6.49 49 N 2090....$1.98 46.49 

Plastigoop 6%-ounce Refills $]©9 cach 
49 N 20901—GI drab 49 N 20905 —Eluorescent green 

49 N 20906— Fluorescent blue 
49 N 20903— Red 
49 N 20904 —Green 
Shipping weight 1 pound 

Sears Play-Doh® s2 59 
Model 'n Form Set 

Form fancy figures with 6 cutters, 3 2-pc. 
molds. Play-Doh® machine forms contin- 
uous block you cut to size . . 2 die strips 
for 10 different shapes. Four 6-oz. cans of 
nontoxic compound, trimmer. 
49 N 1861—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs...Set $2.59 

49 N 20907 —Fluorescent pink 
49 N 20908— Fluorescent orange 

Each $1.69 

Spillproof 

poster PLAYNTS® 
s[89 

Paint with bright nontoxic tem- 
pera colors . . 2 each of red, yellow, 
blue, white plus brush, mixing 
tray, color chart. No-cap contain- 
ers won't dry out. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49 N 1854.......... Set $1.89 

4-pack Play-Doh$ Compound Set 

One 6-oz. can cach of red, blue, yellow, white. 
Color blending chart. Nontoxic, will not stain. 
Pliable . . air dries, maintains the form you mold. 
49 N 1871—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs....... ^s Set 790 



Sturdy Kennel Truck with 
12 realistic dogs 

5999 

See-through plastic kennel with mov 
able top and sides lifts off truck to 
become a permanent kennel. Ford 
truck has wrap-around windshield, 
windows and non-mar plastic tires. 
Measures 11 inches long. Shipping 
weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. 
49 N 5407.. $2.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG. . 

Coke Delivery Truck with 
lots of soft-drink cases 

s439 

Heavy-duty soft drink truck delivers 

a full supply of “Coke” around 
town. Durable steel body. Includes 
two sturdy hand carts. Authentic 
markings. Truck rolls easy on non- 
mar tires, A big 15 in. long. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 5553—Wt. 15 lbs $4.39 

Time for a 

A cars and trucks a “check-up”. Drive vehicle onto 
steel ramp, press “up” button, ramp rises, Safety chocks 
set automatically. Warning bell rings. Two retractable 
hoses for “air”, "grease". “Down” button reverses action. 
15-in. long. Japan. Msi p aE qp incl.) .. below. 
49N5778-Shipping weight 3 $4.89 
Gohaceo "D tavernas PEE ct WE 8 oz... Pkg. 36c 

490 [Sear 
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with billboards. 
Doors open. Non- 
mar tires ll-in. 
long. Wt. 2 lbs. 
49N5561..$3.89 

Big “H” Race Team with 

hot rod and 2 cycles 

$369 

Get set for racing or hill-climbs with 
this action-filled set. Hot rod tows 
trailer with 2 fully-detailed motor- 
cycles. Trailer unhooks, tilts for un. 
loading. Non-mar tires, rear racing 

Bright wheel discs, “slicks”. 
17 inches long. 
49 N 5405 

IA 
ag 
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Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. $3.69 
you can order toys on pages 433 to 609 until August 1, 1968 

4-way Electric 

| 49N5779-Wt. 1 ‘Tb, 5 oz. $2.49 

Summer Fun Family Camper 
The vacation camper of the future. 
Push button controls start, stop 

car .. open the sun balcony. Patio 

lantern lights up, barbecue 

grill glows for evening “cookouts” 

697 

Push button and 14-inch camper moves forward 
. push again and it stops. Push second button 

and entire side opens revealing room interior 
. push again to close. 14 inches long. Plastic 

and metal. From Japan. 

without Complete with 
batteries furnishings, figures 

Uses 2 “D” batteries (not included) . . order 

1 package below, left 
49 N4235—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... ........$6.97 

Hertz Rental Van 
with big load capacity 

$399 

Just like big cross-country vans 
Features  Ford's ‘Twin-I-Beam 
Suspension. Heavy gauge steel 
with rolled edges. Baked enamel 
finish. Special towing hitch. Wrap- 

around windshield, opening doors, 
non-mar tires. 19 in. long. 
49 N 5524-Wt. 5 lbs. 3 oz. $3.99 

trim 

Motorized Action Accessories 
that really work 

Automatic Gas Pump 

registers 

Traffic Light 

Attach magnetic nozzle to 
steel vehicle, Bell rings, 
pump totals gallons and 

tically. 7 in. 
high. Uses 2 “C” batteries 
..order 1 Berr, 
49 N5761- ata 

"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 
49 N 4665—Wt. 4 oz. 360 

gallons, price pees 
eon 



Push a button and it 

moves UP or DOWN 

Push 2 buttons and it 
moves at an angle 

Flick levers to move car 

in or out of elevator 

MEN. iesu 
Ps: o m ee 
Citali pagi scans by dieishias nmsetedwical com 

What mini-car collector wouldn't go wild over this? 

Park up to 16 mini-cars at a time? Easy—with a 
2-motor elevator. (Uses 2 “C” batteries . . order pkg. 
at right.) Bright red and blue plastic building (12x 
12x9 in. deep) really attracts customers to watch the 
action in the clear plastic stalls. When customers 
leave, the elevator pops cars down street ramp so 
they can get "gas" in rear service area. From Japan 
49 N 5837 —Shipping weight 4 pounds. ....$14.99 

1422. 

12 "MATCHBOX'"* Cars: Ambulance; taxicab; 
fire chief car; MG 1100; VW 1600TL; Mercedes 
coach, truck, trailer; 8-wheel tipper; bulldozer, fire 
pumper; tractor shovel. From England, die-cast metal. 
49 N 20002—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.302........ Set $5.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2 
49N [5 Shipping weight 4 ounces. . . . Pkg. 38c 



Sends and receives 
clear sounds 

up to *4-mile away 

'TransTalk 700 
Walkie Talkie 

" | Each 1 2 eicind! 

s0% 
9 not 
included 

TransTalk 50 Walkie Talkie 
sends and receives messages 

up to 4 mile away 
Carry your walkie-talkie anywhere. Chat with friends. 
Send secret messages, Solid state circuit with crystal- 
controlled transmitter and receiver . . clear sounds and 
signals. With volume control, on-off switch, talk-listen 
button. Giant 47-inch telescoping antenna, nickel plated. 
Plastic and metal body, about 6x234x114 inches, uses one 
9-volt battery not included, order at left. 
49 C 1974— Shipping weight 1 pound............. $9.99 

NOTE: Both walkie-talkies on this page from Japan 

Great for hikes "n secret agent games. Lightweight receiver-sender . . crystal controlled for super 

sharp transmission. No warm-up time with solid-state circuitry. Volume control, push-to-talk 
button, on-off switch and loudspeaker. Big 47-inch telescopic antenna picks up even distant 
signals clearly . . chrome-plated brass. Molded plastic body with chrome-plated metal trim. Battery-powered Walkie-Talkies 
About 6x234x114 inches. Special “B” audio circuit extends battery life. Powered by single 9-volt on this page send and receive 

battery (order below). 
49 C 1931—Shipping weight 1 pound...... a oo. $12.99 on Citizens Band Channel I4 
49 € 64172—9-volt Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 ounces. ...Package  70c NO LICENSE REQUIRED 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Junior Base Station 

Save:5 “4° = 
Tunes in all 23 Citizens Band Stations and 
it's a transmitter with accessories at right 

] Lest Christmas wos $19.88. Earplug incl. for privacy. Molded 
plastic cabinet about 11}¢x4x5 inches high. Telescoping antenna 

extends about 44 inches. For wireless contact with friends, order plug- 
in microphone below. From Japan. Operates on CB Channel 14. 

Uses 6 “C” batteries, not included . . order below. Use with acces- 
sories listed below for more transmitting-receiving fun and versatility. 
Accessories plug into base station. License not needed. 
49 C 1910—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . - -$14.88 
49 C 46656—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. . Package 1.19 
(2) 49€ 1913—Code Key. Shipping weight 5 ounces. ....... 1.99 
(3) 49 C 1912—Hond Mike. Shipping weight 6 ounces 1.99 
(4) 49 € 1911—Headset. Shipping weight 6 ounces. 1.99 

490 [Scars] 2% 
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Look at all you get! 

America’ 1! Action sth 

with 21 movable parts 

G.I. Joe is ready for action with his 
27-piece Machine Gun Emplacement Set 

Valne:peckos set $489 
sold only by Sears 

Gift set includes G.I. Joe plus all the equipment he needs to set up a 
strong defensive outpost. G.I. Joe is 1134 inches tall, fully jointed plastic 
». takes any combat-action pose. He digs in behind 5 cloth sandbags. 
With M-1 rifle, bayonet, grenades, ammo box and machine gun on 
tripod, he has plenty of firepower. He wears camouflaged fabric jacket 
and pants with plastic helmet, fatigue cap, boots, cartridge belt, first-aid 
pouch. Also stripes, insignia, dog tags, Marine manual. 
49 N 5931—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces... ..,....... Set $4.89 

(1] 
$919 

each 
$919 

Action Soldier Action Marine Action Sailor Action Pilot 

Pick the branch of service you want G.I. Joe to join and he 5 à ; P PAN. ri ‘ bir A tn 400 r Soldier. G.I. Joe stands by in army-green Sailor. G.I. Joe is on deck in his 
Ready Jor ogiers Sis AT MED DECOR es tera NES fatigues and cap, combat boots. work shirt, pants, boots and cap. combat pose—crouching, carrying and shooting a rifle, standing 
to hurl a grenade, even lying low in a foxhole. He's 1134 inches 
tall, hand-colored plastic and lifelike down to the scar on his 

49 N 5902— White soldier. Wt. 100z. . .$2.19 49 N 5918—Shpzg. wt. 10 oz.. $2.19 

49 N 5917— Negro soldier. Wt.100z... 2.19 4 Pilot. G.I. Joe is ready to patrol 

cheek. Each model comes in basic fabric uniform with authentic Marine. G.I. Joe takes boot training in cam- the skies in his zippered fabric jump 
detail. Also plastic boots, cap, metal dog tag, and training manual ouflaged fatigues and cap, combat boots. suit, boots, cap and insignias. 
that tells about his branch of service and equipment. 49 N 5913—Shipping weight 10 oz... .$2.19 49 N 5925— Shpg. wt. 10 oz. .$2.19 

z, you can order any of the toys listed on pages 
494 sears fts Save this catalog . . 441 to 673 from now until September 1, 1966 

m— —H— cant 



Build your choice of 5 model motorized road- 
building rigs . . then boss it by remote control 

$ | 0% E 

As much fun to play with as they are to construct, take apart, rebuild. 
Dump truck runs forward, back . . dumps by hand-operated gear. Ex- 
cavator or 18-inch mobile crane with booms that hoist, lower, Bulldozer 
has rubber treads. Road roller has chain-and-gear drive, Remote control 
box . . forward, reverse, on, off switches. Battery-operated Powermatic 
motor . . 3 power take-offs. 150 pieces . . black and yellow steel, du- 
rable plastic. Instructions. Order 2 “D” batteries from page 519. 
79 N 1915C—Shipping weight 6 pounds................. Set $10.99 

Road-building Set $579 

Construct your choice of 5 non- 
motorized rigs: bulldozer, excava- 
tor, road roller, dump truck, mobile 
crane. Each up to 12 in. long . . 
movable parts operable by hand. 
Over 100 sturdy steel, plastic 
pieces, Instructions. 
49 N 1931-Wt. 4 Ibs. . Set $5.79 

2 speeds . . 10x8-inch base 

Four-in. polished brass boiler. Water- 
check window. Use power to motorize 
other toys. Double-acting piston rods, 
brass cylinder. Centrifugal governor, 
safety valve. Embossed metal. 
49 N 2004—Wt. 2 lbs. 7 oz...$14.99 

Whistle-blowing ^ 

Steam Engines 

Military Set $579 

Build an armored car, mobile 
howitzer, munitions carrier, tank, 
or jeep. Non-motorized . . with 
hand-operated movable parts. Up 
to 12 in. long. Over 100 steel, plas- 
tic parts in olive drab, silver. In- 
structions. Wt. 4 Ibs. 10 oz. 

8x5-inch base 

One speed, 3-in. polished brass 
boiler. Single-piston action. 
Safety valve. Embossed metal. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 2006 ...$7.99 
Both boilers from West Germany. 

Esbit Dry Fuel. 40 pellets. Use 3 pellets per pint of water to heat boiler. 
49 N 2375—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ..... eene Box 89c 

Cini pane Scant by duidimardmdicidMdca pow 

Build hundreds of motorized 
ERECTOR structures 

you operate by 
remote control 

Big 450-piece Set 

$ | 3 99 smu 

Powermatic motor with 3 power take-offs . . battery- 
powered remote control . . plus Powermatic hoist 

with 2 separate working drums that make possible 
2 different actions in same model. Enough pieces to 
construct complex mechanisms that are fun to oper- 
ate: rolling crane that really lifts, bridge you can 
raise or lower, oil derrick that *'drills," helicopter 
with revolving rotor blade, many others. 

Build or rebuild these . . and as many more as 
you can imagine. This master-builder set is Sears 
most complete. Packed in an attractive carton 
for easy storage. 14-page instruction book. 450 
colorful steel and plastic pieces, accessories, tools. 
Order 2 “D” batteries from page 519. 

79 N 1908C— Shipping weight 7 Ibs 

Stop or go.. run them 
forward or reverse— 
all by remote control 

Set $13.99 

566 x4 S00, s888 xs 
Even these ERECTOR sets are motorized 

200-piece Starter Set . . One- 
speed battery motor. Build and 
rebuild many interesting easy- 
to-construct models: rocket ser- 
vice tower, radar scanner, drill 
press, others. Then watch them 
work. Steel, durable plastic parts. 
Instructions. Order 2 “D” bat- 
teries from page 482. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49N1902......... Set $5.66 

200 şi 
pieces 

300-piece Set . . 3-speed Powermatic mo- 

tor. Build more complex models than set at 
left, such as mobile pile driver, lunar surface 
probe, elevated crane, others, Colorful steel, 
sturdy plastic parts. Battery-operated mo- 
tor . . 3 power take-offs. Instructions. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? Order 
2 “D” batteries from page 519. 
79 N 1903C—Shpzg. wt. 5 Ibs. . .Set $8.88 
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4-piece Outdoor M) 
Fun Set for 

young Sportsmen 

You get all this: 
* The exciting Ford Bronco—a real trail-blazer 
* Camper-trailer with door 3497 

Set * Sailboat that really sails 

* Rugged boat trailer 

The versatile Ford Bronco pulls the camper-trailer or 
boat across highway and hills to out-of-the-way 

outdoor fun. Bronco has tilting windshield, simulated 
bucket seats and trailer hitch. Non-mar whitewall 
tires. Plastic sailboat has adjustable tiller, metal cen- 
terboard. Snap-action tailgates and camper door. 
Rolled steel, vinyl. Overall size: 20 inches long. 

49 N 5496— Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . . Set $4.97 

Race Horse Transporter s479 

Realistically designed, accurately scaled with opening 
doors and ramp to load, unload horses. Carrier finished 
in simulated wood. Authentic-looking details. Large 
interior holds practically an entire stable 
are included. Die-cast metal cab and plastic body are 

two horses 

fully enclosed with clear windows. Non-mar tires won’t 

harm floors. Cab and carrier area full 11 in. long overall. 

49 N 4237—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz. $4.79 

Off to the slopes! 

Winter Fun Ski Bus 

Skiers wear their skis and poles (their arms move) or 
store them on the roof-top ski rack and ride in bus. 
Sturdy steel bus has realistic markings, sliding sun 
roof, folding seats, windows, opening doors. 10 in. long. 
49 N 5536—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces.$4.69 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . . you can order toys 
on pages 433 to 609 until August 1, 1968 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimasmuseleciudcM conn 

Bring ‘em Back Alive! 

Capture 9 realistic wild animals on SAFARI HUNT 
. herd ’em into cage, then winch cage onto wagon 

Atter months in dangerous jungles you can head back with a load of prize ani- 
mals that any zoo would be proud of. All you have to do is load the cage on 
trailer. Easy now—turn winch slowly. That's it. Now make sure the rear door 
of cage is closed so none of the collection escapes. 

The Ford Bronco is an all-purpose jungle lorry with durable steel body. Steel 
wagon has sliding ramp. Plastic animals. 24x5x6}4 inches high. 
49 N 5570—Shipping weight 5 pounds $ ounces. 

Deluxe Riding Academy—includes bubble-top van, corral, 

Plastic horses load into heavy-gauge steel transport from side or back loading 
ramps. Interior stalls keep each one in place. Transparent bubble-top lets you 
check on each horse's safety. Sturdy plastic fence makes a handy corral . . sets 
up fast. Van is 18 inches long. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

49 N 5548—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces. $5.79 

Sport Fisherman Fire Boat 

Complete 

12-pc. Set 

:597 

4 horses 

s579 

Harbor Tug 

BOATERIFIC detailed boats . . each with working motor and bailer 

Each boat powered by Motorific motor treated to resist water and kept free 
from flooding by automatic bailer. Each takes 2 “AA” batteries (not incl.) 
order 1 package below. Kealistic detailing includes simulated running lights, 
chrome color trim, rigging and equipment. Each plastic boat about 6 in. long. 
49 N 20737 M—“Barracuda” Sport Fisherman. Shipping weight 13 oz.. $3.66 
49 N 20741 M —"Mighty Blaze". Fire Boat Really pumps water. Wt. 130z. 3.66 
49 N 20745 M—"Atlos" Harbor Tug. Shipping weight 13 ounces. ....... 3.66 
49 N 4666 M —"AA" Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 2 oz... .. Package 32c 

:366 
each 

without. 
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"MATCHBOX" 

"Models of 

Yesteryear” 

Set :529 

] *piece Set includes: 
1909 Opel Coupe; 1912 

Simplex Tourer; 1909 
Thomas Flyabout; 1911 
Maxwell. Wt. 12 oz 
49 N 20004..8et $5.29 

9) 4-piece Set includes: 
1911 Model "T"; 1913 

Cadillac Coupe; "12 
Rolls-Royce; '28 Merce- 
des-Benz. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 20009. .Set $5.29 

“MATCHBOX" Collector's Case 

carries up to 72 cars 

Cars not 5519 ous 
Vinyl stand-up case 1242x10x4 in. 
(closed) has 3 viewing sections with 
clear plastic windows. Plastic hand- 
formed grip; nickel-plated locks 
49 N 20013 —Wt. 3 lbs. 

Transporter 

Set 

More “MATCHBOX” Sets $419 to s479 

3 S:piece Set. 8'ż-in. car transporter, Rolls-Royce, 
Iso Grifo sports car, Linc. Cont., Ford Zodiac 

49 N 2341—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. .Set $4.49 

4 10-piece Race Set. Mercedes-Benz ambulance; 
Ford Mustang , Cortina ; fire pumper; 

VW 1600 TL; 2 each: Lotus and B.R.M. racing cars. 
49 N 20001 Shipping weight 12 oz.....Set $4.79 

5 B-piece Farm Set. Stake truck, cattle truck, 
tractor, hay trailer, pony trailer, safari Landrover, 

Jeep and Claas combine harvester. 
49 N 20026— Shipping weight 12 oz.....Set $4.19 

ALL CARS ON PAGE 2 TO 2- INCHES LONG 

$5.19 AND TLL BE THE /AQE S/DEWT / * 

Citai Dade scant by dieisiniaxmaseteciwical Gom 

* OKAY, OKAY... YOU CAN BE THE MAYOR. 

MATCHBOX” is the regis 
owned by Lesney Products & 

“MATCHBOX” King Size 
© Construction Set EN fbd 
— 4-piece Set includes huge 8-in. pipe — 
truck. Also crane truck, dump truck 

49 N 2001-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.Set $7.19 

Parts work 

on these 

KING-SIZE 

SETS 

“MATCHBOX” 8-piece 
Commercial Truck Set d. 

Here are heavy-duty vehicles that can 
dig, tow, load, haul or dump. Accur- 
ately detailed for HO scale. 
49 N 2353-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $3.99 

xtc: Sears 499 



So sensitive you can even 
tune in stations 7500 miles away 

Overseas Shortwave 

Radio Receiver 

nave s9933 

Es m Hear local or world radio 
with this solid state receiver and Band 5 coil set (incl.). 
Select different shortwave-band coil sets below. Each 
coil set covers one band—consists of one antenna coil, one 
oscillator coil. Band 5 covers shortwave bands 19 and 31 
and 20-meter amateur band. Tunes in stations all over 
the world including the “Voice of America." Hear the 
National Bureau of Standard Time Signals in Colorado 
give coded time signals. 

Charcoal gray molded plastic cabinet with brushed 
silver-colored metal face. About 11x5x7 inches high. 
Radio, coils from Japan. Uses 3 “D” batteries (order 
package below). 

49 C 1914—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 oz........ $22.88 

Optional Coil Sets for use with Radio Receiver above 
Band 1. 5.4-1.6 Mhz covers Band 2. 1.4-3.3 Mhz re- Band 3. 3.3-5.6 Mhz for Band 4. 5.4-9.6 Mhz receives Band 6. 17.3-31.5 Mhz for 
entire standard AM broad- _ ceives ship, coast guard, air- amateur band, inland marine stations of North, South daytime reception from 
cast band in U.S., Canada, craft stations. Night recep- stations, aircraft. Europe ` America, Near East. 40-meter Europe, Asia, Voice of 
Mexico. Daytime local, tion for distance. Day-night (incl. London, Paris). Night ^ amateur. Afternoon, night. America. 10 and 15-meter 

amateur, CB. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. night distant. Shpg. wt. 4oz. close range. Shpg. wt. 4.02. reception. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49C 1922.........Set $1.99 49C 1916......... Set $1.99 49€ 1920......... Set $1.99 49 1921.........., Set $1.99 49 € 1923........ 

> Si ae 

| Sears Exclusive Trans-Receiving Center 
Four different Communication units in one 
* Tune in all 23 CB channels  * Hear AM radio programs 

* Talk with a friend up to a mile away 

24” not Included 

e Send wireless code messages 

grace TI 

Titii pane scans by cuisines naiscbeciudcM com 

Flick a switch to transmit or receive, to hear Citizens’ Band or AM 
radio. Transmits over Channel 14. Tunes in ships at sea. Solid state 
circuitry, crystal-controlled transmitter-receiver has sensitive varia- 
ble tuning capacitor. Chrome-plated 50-inch telescoping antenna. 

On-off, volume control, and tuning knobs. Molded plastic cabinet 
16x6x7 inches high. With clear-sound 23-inch loudspeaker. Finger- 
touch code-transmission key. Use headphone as a microphone trans- 
mitter. Code booklet included . . no license required. From Japan. 
Uses 6 “D” batteries (not included). Order below. Get this bit of 
shopping done—just dial Sears and order it right now. 
49 C 1926—Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces. ..$24.99 
“D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. . Package 1.19 
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Authentically detailed 
G.I. Joe jacket with plastic 
M-1 rifle in this set. Bay- 
onet detaches; snap-open 
pockets on cartridge belt. 
Set also has six plastic gre- 
nades, manual. 
49N5903-Wt.1202.$2.97 

Rifle Set 

Set includes plastic M-1 
rifle with shoulder straps. 
Bayonet detaches. Also, 
cartridge belt and 6 plas- 
tic hand grenades. 

49 N 5909-Wt. 3 oz..99c 

Catslodn pads Scans by dima meedial Gom 

Here G.I. Joe wears 
the glory of the U.S. 
Marines. 
jacket has brass but- 
tons, red trim. 
side stripe on 
sers; 
cap, pistol belt. Plastic 
M-1 
somely 
tically detailed. Ship- 
ping weight 14 oz. 
49 N 5916-Set.$3.29 

Field Pack Set 

Realistically detailed, this 
pack for G.I, Joe has 
straps, buckles, Canteen 
with cover on pistol belt; 
first-aid pouch, entrench- 
ing tool and cover, Mess 
kit with utensils. 
49N5904-Wt.120z.$2.48 

Machine Gun Set 

Scaled from Army mod- 
el, gun is 534 in. long, 
made of tough plastic. 
Gun swivels on tripod, 
has own ammo box. 
49N5911-Wt. 3 oz.99c 

Camouflage Helmet, For G.I. Joe missions requiring conceal- 
ment. Army green plastic helmet has chin strap, camouflage 
netting and “foliage” for going EH the i unseen. 
49 N 5908— Shipping weight 3 ounces. ieee, T 

Marine 

Dress 

Parade 

Outfit 

$329 

Blue dress 

Red 
trou- 

white garrison 

All hand- 
authen- 

rifle. 
and 

Radio and Telephone 
Set. 
roll Field radio, map 
with case. 
49 N 5948. 

Has phone, wire 

Wt. 4 oz. 
$1.69 

G.I. Joe's Beachhead 
Assault Tent Set 

Let G.I. Joe charge across the 
sand and attack pillboxes with 
the flame thrower that straps 
on his back. Camouflaged tent 
sets up with poles and pegs. 
This set also supplies him 
with pistol belt, first-aid pouch. 
Plastic mess kit has knife, 
fork, and spoon. Manual. 
49 N5915-Wt. 14 02. .$2.99 

Pup Tent Set 

G.L Joe uses this fab- 
ric tent with posts and 
stakes in the field. Has 

box. Spade. Wt. 14 oz. 

Marine Medic Set 

G.I. Joe aids battle 
wounded with this set. It 
indudes Red Cross flag, 
Medic bag, stethoscope, 
other medical supplies. 
49N5944-Wt. 9 oz. $2.99 

..89c 

Ski Patrol Outfit $344 
For operations in the icy and mountainous North, G.I. Joe 
needs this ski outfit. Imagine Joe in action, wearing his two- 
piece white fabric parka with a hood which fits snugly around 
his head for protection against cold. Snow-white mittens keep 
his hands warm as he swoops down slopes on his realistic white 
skis. Plastic skis have easy-on binders. Sun goggles protect his 
eyes from the dazzling glare. Set also includes black plastic ski 
boots and authentically-styled ski poles. With this set, you're 

in charge of the Ski Patrol! 
49 N 5927— Shipping weight 10 ounces. . Set $3.44 

rough 
combat territory. It includes an Alpenstock, the long staff used 
in mountain climbing. Snow shoes, cartridge belt, climbing rope, 
survival manual and camouflage white field pack. 
49 N 5919—Shipping weight 7 ounces. ..... 

Mountain Troops Set is what G.L Joe needs in snowy, 

..Set $2.89 

Outfits do NOT include G.I. Joe PCHKM. Ass SEARS 495 



Make things, fix things 
SEARS WORKSHOPS 

Reach for the right tool 
. . there it is 

53-piece 
Workshop 
plus deluxe 

_ Workbench 

$1988 

Workshops OO worttencns | 099 
only 

ave $1.10 
on the 

combination 

The Workshop is compact, yet with 53 
pieces, it's all you need for complete 
projects. The steel framed pegboard 
is 18x18 in., keeps tools in place . . 
right at your fingertips. It has a new 
shelf with 3 see-through storage jars. 
Convenient for those nails, nuts, bolts, 
small parts. Hand saw, coping saw 
and 6 blades, hand drill and 9 bits, 
chisel, hammer, plane, try-square, 
3 wrenches, level, pliers, ruler, pencil, 
screwdriver, hooks and booklet. 

vw 
BÀ The Workbench has a built-in electric 
J| lamp (bulb not incl). Natural-finish 
| pine. Steel vise, tool rack, peg-board 

© back. 18-in. ruler on front. Partly as- 
sembled. 35x18x32 in. high. 
79 N 1535L2— Wt. 30 lbs.. ..$18.88 

Workshop only. Described above. 
79 N 1528C—Shpg. wt. 9 lbs. $8.99 
Workbench only. Described above. 
79 N 1530L-Shpg. wt. 21 lbs. $10,99 

Thermo Craft Workshop 
Fun things you can make: 

Service Station Kit. . a Sears extra-value 
that’s included for even more fun 

| 
| 
| 
| 

Saw with safe heat. . 
you push pre-formed plastic 

panels against it 

Only s695 — 

Thermo-saw has automatic safety cut-off 

panels. You also get an extra cutting ele- 
ment, shaping guide, cement, fastening pins, 

About 12x5x7 inches high. 
79 N 1525C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. 

Thermo Craft Refill Kit. Three plastic panels. 
Each about 16x8x ?/ís inches. 
49 N 1527—Shpg. wt. 6 oz.......... 97c 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimasdusebeciwici poen 

Work Snor 

ti 

Big 70-piece Workshop 
plus deluxe Workbench 

153 $398 Yeager 314.99 
Everything to start a job . . finish it well. Steel 
framed pegboard (24x24 in.) is ready to hang, 
has shelf and 6 see-through parts jars. 6-pc. 
cTosscut saw set, coping saw with 5 blades, brace 
and 9 bits, plane, hand drill, 3 chisels, 3 wrenches, 
2 screwdrivers, pliers, hammer, 6-ft. folding rule, 
level, try-square, pencil, 24 pegboard hooks, in- 
structions. Includes workbench described at left. 
79 N 1536L2—Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs... . Set $23.98 
79 N 1529L—Workshop only. Wt. 14 Ibs. 14.99 

Order toys pages 467 to 638 until Aug. 1, 1967 

9 without 
batteries 333 

Motorized Saf-T-Saw 
Cuts plastic “lumber” 

Cut out animals, letters. Safety-built saw 
can't cut hands . . no electric shocks. 23 pcs. 
Styrofoam® plastic, decorations, patterns, 
glue. 8x534x6 in. high. 2 “D” batteries, page 
482. Buy it the easy way . . use the phone. 
49 N 1550—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...,. Set $3.39 

Refill Kit. Make up your own ideas. 36 pcs. 
Styrofoam plastic. 714x4x 146 in. 5 patterns. 
49 N 1551—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. .....:. Kit 98c 



MATCHBOX 
CITY 

$744 
N 

12-piece Car 

Vinyl Carry Case opens into 32 x 18-inch play city 
Buildings and scenery are vinyl heat-sealed and vacuum formed. Included are highways, overpasses, 
fire house, city hospital, lots of auto storage and modern buildings. Closed, case measures about 18x 
4x14 inches high. Open, about 18x32 inches long. Cars and trucks not included, sold separately below. 
79 N 20919C—Shipping weight 6 pounds ......... sse DT $ $7.44 

Separate 12-piece Car and Truck Set 
Includes Mustang, Rolls Royc lver Shadow, VW Camper, Opel, Corsair with boat, BRM racer, 
pipe truck, jumbo crane, multi-purpose Unimog truck, excavator, grit spreader, refrigerator truck 
49 N 23075— From England. Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces... see Set $5.66 

` a “MATCHBOX” 
a = Gas Station Carry Case 

3 opens into 17x10x7-inch 
service area filled with 
3-dimensional detail 

Roar area 
parking lot $99 vehicles ad 

Take along a garageful of cars, trucks 
(order separately) to the park, beach or 
a friend's home. Open it and you're the 
owner of a busy service station with 4- 
pump island, grease rack, displays plus 
roof and rear parking. Reinforced vinyl, 
closes to 10x7x5 in. deep. Metal latches. 
49 N 2338—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. $2.99 

“MATCHBOX” Vehicles. Die-cast metal, 
plastic wheels. 2 to3 inches. From England. 

3-car Set. Doors open on Mercedes and 
Pontiac. With Ford GT. 
49 N 2345—Shpg. wt. 5 oz.. Set $1.44 

- S-truck Set. Includes tow truck (every 
garage needs one), pickup truck for light 
hauling, and a bulky gasoline tanker. 
49 N 2347—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. ..Set $1.44 

Ctaloó pate scane by duitimas nwiselbctudcal Com 

and Truck Set 

2 "MATCHBOX" Corry Cose. Opens into a 
showcase. 48 stalls hold up to 72 cars (not 

incl.). Reinforced vinyl, about 20x13x3inches deep. 
49 N 2340—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. $3.66 
(2 thru 7 ) "MATCHBOX" Sets. Die-cast metal, 
plastic wheels. HO-scale, 2-3 in. long. England. 

Fire Station Set. Doors open on plastic station- 
house, 9x6x4 in. high. 3 stand-by vehicles 

fire pumper, Cadillac ambulance, fire chief car. 
49 N 2342— Shipping weight 1 Ib... . .Set $4.44 

3 Cor Transporter Set, Free-wheeling 8}4-in. 
carrier hauls four 3-in. cars: Pontiac G.P., 

Mark 10 Jaguar, Opel Diplomat, Ferrari Berlinetta. 
49 N 2341— Shipping weight 1 lb.. .. .Set $4.44 

4 truck Set. Stake truck, refuse truck, moun- 
taineer dump truck with snowplow, Snow-Trac 

tractor, cattle truck and jeep. 
49 N 23074— Shipping weight 12 oz... Set $2.88 

6-cor Set, Lotus Racer, Mark 10 Jaguar, “E” 
Type Jaguar, police car, bus, Ferrari. 

49 N 23073— Shipping weight 8 oz.. .Set $2.88 
6 Race Track Set. 35x23-in. cardboard track, 

cutouts of banked turns, grandstand. Wreck 
truck, 2 Lotus racers, fire pumper, 2 Ford GTs, 
2 BRM racers, ambulance, big transporter. 
49 N 23076— Shipping weight 2 Ibs... Set $6.99 

Commercial Truck Set. 8 working vehicles can 
dig, tow, load, haul or dump. 

49 N2353—Shipping weight 1 lb...Set $3.99 



Now! Race your “MATCHBOX” cars around this yn dara 

$1 988 

Here's what you get: 14 feet of over and under two-lane roadway, 

20 adapters for other “MATCHBOX” cars, a power 

pack, 2 hand-grip thumb controls plus 2 "MATCHBOX" cars 

Collecting “MATCHBOX” cars is fun, but racing ‘em makes 'em twice as neat. Or if you 

like, put up to 6 cars on each lane and have fun in come and go traffic. Me cedes 230 SL, 

Ferrari Berlinetta. Cars die-cast metal. Plastic track sections that make a 33Vx63-in. lay- 

out. UL listed power pack (110-120-v., 60-c. AC); 2 variable-speed hand controls, instruc- 

tions. West Germany 

79 N 20005C — Shipping weight 7 pounds. wale Set $19.88 

No wonder this is the BUSIEST © 
service station in town 

h a button and 
a built-in catapult 
ets your car off Operate 5 different levers 

Turn the crank IA > 
toa ick start 

that control the car wash, and your car rolls xt prie uni 

gas pump, turntable, grease rack, through the car | 4 into traffi 
wash, fully 

and a quick-exit catapult 
cleaned on top 

and on the sides 
cars not $497 2 | 

Wash, gas, inspect, grease your favorite eer] 
car at this brightly-colored service center. 
This rugged plastic station offers all the 
services of the stations that dad goes to. A 
And when you're ready to leave, catapult "un 
skoots car right out into traffic. Station 
123x834x414 in. high. From Japan. 1 
49 N 5839—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs......$4.97 x 

Set of 6 “MATCHBOX” Cars. Incl. Iso 
Grifo, Lotus race car, Mercedes 300SE, 
Ferrari Berlinetta, Greyhound bus, police 
car. England; die-cast metal, 2 to 3 in. 
49 N 23073— Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. .Set $2.98 

Shift lever and 
the grease rack 
goes up and dowr 

Wind the crank E Shift lever 
and fill your revolves car 

car up! Gas pump EB on the turntable 

rings as "gallon" for a complete 
pca 500 Sears ssec dials revolve inspection. 

Tatai page scans by didaa misaeni 



Now you can etch designs or names into wood, 

metal or plastic and also construct 34 electrical or 
mechanical toys that really work, including 

a telegraph set, buzzer, traffic signal and others 

Electric Build-it Set 
$Q99 

without 
S batteries. 

4, Tinkering is more fun when you can make toys and gadgets that 
Xy [jJ actually do things. And now you can personalize your creations by 
es etching names or designs with this new etching tool . . found only at 

Sears, Illustrated manual shows you how to put together a traffic 
signal, dune buggy, electro-magnet, telegraph set, Jamps, buzzers 
and other fun projects that demonstrate the principles of 
electricity. 

Set includes 2 motors, working panels, buzzer unit, bulbs, wiring, 
a screwdriver, wrench, nuts and bolts. Parts are both metal and 
plastic. Why not pick up the phone and order it? Uses 2 “AA” 
and 2 “D” batteries. Order packages, below. 
79 € 1945C—Shipping weight 3 pounds................ Set $9.99 
49 C 46666—"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 6 oz... Pkg. 99c 
49 C 46606—“D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Pkg. 1.19 

«uc, DA \\ wy) esci || | 

Patrol Phones 
2 phones with realistic 
metal spring antenna 

99 witnou su 49 5 
The perfect way to communi- 
cate when you're out on a re- 

Hundreds of uses for 
school, shop cows = 

Refinish, glamorize 
and beautify metals 

It's so easy to preserve or 

restore metal objects through 

electroplating . . just use this hand-size 

applicator to stroke on a genuine 

gold, silver or copper coating 

Plate-A-Matic 
T22 

A breakthrough in the art of electroplating . . a portable, 

self-contained unit that involves no toxic materials or in- 
convenient baths. Get professional-looking results . . no 
technical skill needed. Contains three bottles of electrolyte 
fluid . . these are not paints but actual coatings of 24 kt. gold, 
silver and copper. Set also includes applicator, pans, cleaner 
and instructions. Uses 8 “AA” batteries, incl. 
49 C 1977—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 oz -..Set $12.99 

Non-toxic Replacement Fluids. Each bottle contains 314 
fluid oz. Covers up to 10 sq. ft. surface. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. ea 

49 C 1991— Gold electrolyte fluid $4.99 
49 C 1990— Silver electrolyte fluid 2.99 
49 C 1989— Copper electrolyte fluid 1.99 

connaissance mission. Sturdy 
9-inch plastic phones have a 
long 45-foot cord. Just press 
buttons simultaneously to 
ring other phone; hold "talk" 
button down during conversa- 
tion. Uses 4 "C" batteries, 
order pkg. below. From 
Japan. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 C 20006. --- Set $4.99 

"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 

49C46656-Wt.120z.Pkg. $1.19 
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Dial Desk Telephones 
are 75 actual size 

Just turn the dial to ring the other 
phone . . the sound comes through 
loud and clear. Receiver is sturdy 
plastic . . 8 inches long. Comes 
with 30 feet of cord. 
Phones come complete with in- 

structions. Use 4 "D" batteries 
(not included), order at right. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

49 C 20195.............Set $6.99 

Petite-style Phones 
with light-up dials 

Authentic scale model phones look and sound just like 
Mom's. Lift the receiver and the dial lights. Dial a 
number and the other phone rings. Your telephones 
come complete with 30 feet of wire. Receiver is plastic, 
8 inches long. Uses 4 "D" batteries (not included), 
order package below. 
49 C 20041—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz... .Set $7.99 

"D" Batteries, Package of 6. 
49 € 46606—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz...Pkg. 1.19 



Scramble Outfit 
complete with 

crash helmet 

$399 

With a life vest over his zippered 
flight suit, G.I. Joe is ready for 
any emergency. His crash helmet 
has a movable visor, air hose con- 
nection, and face mask . . all 
authentically styled. Pistol and 

Deep Sea Diver Outfit $499 
In his waterproof white-fabric diving suit, G.I. Joe probes the deep. 
Separate operating air pumps put air through two hoses, each 24 inches 
long; bubbles actually appear at the surface! Diving helmet face plate 
opens and shuts. Outfit also includes gloves, weighted belt and shoes, 

tools and manual. 
49 N 5946—Shipping weight 1 pound... ................ 660005 $4.99 

NOTE: Outfits do NOT include G.I. Joe 

Now you can keep Joe's gear in an 
authentically-styled wooden locker 

G.I. Joe's Foot Locker $999 
This foot locker for G.I. Joe is an exact scale-model replica of real G.I. 
issue. It’s over a foot long—plenty of room for Joe’s equipment. Durable 
wooden construction. Includes special removable compartment, rope 
handles, brass hinges and fixtures, official insignia. 
49 N 5935— Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces. . ...... n.. -$2.99 

496 isu 
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nd 
Frogman Outfit naval attack Outfit 

Now G.I. Joe can perform scuba Outfit includes authentic Navy 
diving missions. Tank straps to life jacket, raft which inflates and 
back and knife scabbard straps to actually holds Joe up. Also binoc- 
leg. Depth gauge. Rubber suit, — ulars, blinker, anchor, flare gun, 
fins, headpiece, face mask. first-aid kit, signal flags. 
49 N 5921—Wt. 14 oz..... $3.69 49 N 5945—Wt. 1502.....$3.99 

Attack Helmet 
outfit 99° 

G.I. Joe can storm beaches with this 

Combat man’s equipment Carrying Case 

This carrying case is also a jeep in the midst of battle! A vivid battle 
scene appears on both sides of the case and a transparent plastic window 
lets you see through to the other side. Made of army green plastic, the 
equipment case is a roomy 1534 inches long, 414 inches deep, 10 inches 
high. Compartments inside for battle gear, separate locker for uniforms. 
It’s an ideal place to store G.I. Joe and equipment. 
49 N 5966—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . ...............- $2.99 



Tool Sets.. with 23K gold leat strips 
for personalizing 

Mattel Power Shop uses real ood; real power 

* It's a sander for smoothing 
neat holes e It’s a fine drill . . 

e It’s a lathe for turning 
e It’s a jigsaw for fancy cutting 

Turn out airplanes, cannon, tractors, other toys (sée below). Special 
safety features built right in. Lathe tool stays secure, spiral jigsaw 
pushes away fingers, motor can't burn out. Runs on 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC, UL listed. Strong all-metal construction. 

Includes 4-in-1 tool unit, drills, saw blades, sanding discs, tool bits, 
patterns, balsa and pine wood, glue, project and instruction booklet 
plus hi-impact plastic permanent store-all tool kit . . more than 40 

BE pte 

Purple Martin House 
The right bird to live in your yard! 
Each graceful swallow eats up to 
2,000 mosquitoes a day . . a great 
way to conquer summer insects. 

s499 

You build a modern, one-level house 
with apartments for 4 families (8 
birds). Cut to the exact size Martins 
need, it’s the kind of house they'll 
return to year after year. Roof ele- 
vated from walls for ventilation. Ma- 

- terials pre-cut, ready to assemble, 
paint. Hardware incl 16}4x16x8 in. 

Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49N1532.............. Kit $4.99 

Bird House and Feeder $349 
Mount on pole or tree to shelter birds year 
‘round. 74-inch feeder, 12}¢-inch tall 
house, Nails and instructions. 
49 N 1510-Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz... 

L€ 
Tie Rack and Bookends $229 
Won't Dad be proud of your 19-inch fold- 
up bookends and the 1134-in. tie rack with 
shelf. Nails, decals, instructions. 
49 N 1511—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz..... Kit $2.29 

.Kit $3.49 

PROJECT 
KITS 

smooth pine 
already cut.. 

you put the 
pieces toget 

Weather vane and 
Hanging Name Sign 

See how the wind blows 
. . With a rooftop weather- 
vane. Quaint name sign. 

Both have mounting brack- 
ets. Pre-cut, ready to assem- 
ble, finish. Alphabet stencil, 
hardware, sandpaper includ- 
ed. Weathervane 27!$x20x 
1714 in. Sign 16x11x1 in. So 
easy to buy when you just 
use the phone. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds, 
49N1531..... Kit $4.19 

pieces. 1644 in. long, 6 in. wide, 734 in. high. 
49 N 1508—Shipping weight 8 lbs. 8 oz. 

Pre-marked Pine Wood Kits for Power Shop 

Plane, Boot, Cor. Car, Jeep, Trailer. Wood Refill Kit. 
Make dandy hotrod, ^ Racing car, trailer Lumber in assorted 
sports plane, express ramp to carry it. sizes. 27 pieces for 
cruiser . . all 5 in. Hook-onjeepfortow- original projects. 
long. Hardware is  ing..all4in.long. Sandpaper, too. Shpg. 
included. Wt. 8 oz. 
49N1514 Kit $1.79 

tsataloó pase scue tay dubdimidi quisdibchdical ont 

27 pieces. Wt. 8 oz. 

49N1516-Kit $2.22 

wt. 1 Ib. 
49N 1512..$1.65 

Fine Tool Belt $329 zz. 
Handy belt of top-grain leather holds 
pliers, hammer, screwdriver, tape, fold- 
ing rule, and 200-ft. beam flashlight. 
Flashlight takes 2 “C” batteries (not 
included); order on page 482. 
49N1513-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.29 

Deluxe Tool Belt s429 xoá 
Extra-heavy, top-grain leather belt with. 
pouch and saw scabbard. Pliers, 11-in. 
saw, tack hammer, hammer, screwdriver, 
tape, folding rule, 300-ft. beam flashlight. 
Order 2 “D” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 1517—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs......$4.29 
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Tootsietoy 

Service Station 
Carry Case 

with 4 die-cast 
metal vehicles 

Qe 

Play service station with your pals anywhere you want. This little 
case goes everywhere, Comes complete with service station island, 
2 overhead lights, ramp, tow truck, oil truck, mobile tanker with 
cab and one car. Colorful carry case is vinyl. Vehicles are die-cast 
metal, 2 to 3 inches long with metal axles, plastic wheels, 
49 N 5557—Shipping weight 1 pound. Set $2.99 

20-piece Tootsietoy Set 
-. 12 vehicles plus boat, 
gas station accessories 

Tootsietoy Carry Case has 15 vehicles 
-- Storage stalls for 15 more ¢ 3% 

Surfing Jeep 

Just the toy to take to the 
beach. Lavender jeep has white 
trim. Equipment includes 
white surfboard, fishing rod. 
Metal, plastic. 7 in. long. 
49 N 5568—Wt. 9 oz....99c 

(a) 5919 

Cement Mixer 
». drum revolves 

:[99 
et 

Play gas station . . set has all the equip- 
ment you need to "service" cars. You 
get eleven 2 to 3-inch die-cast metal 
cars, midget racer with trailer, boat with 
trailer, utility trailer. Also 2 overhead 
lights, grease ramp and gas island. 
49 N 5563—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $1.99 

m^ 

Sleek Lotus Racer 

Replica of famous racer com- 
plete with driver. Die-cast 
plastic car has non-mar vinyl 
wheels, metal axles. Body is 
purple and white. 834 in. long. 
49 N 5567—Wt. 10 oz...99c 

Dump Truck 
really works 

Haul a collection of fun inside this reinforced vinyl case. About 934x8x3}4 in. 
deep with plastic handle and a sliding tray that stores up to 30 cars. Comes with 
a fleet of 15 die-cast metal vehicles . . racers, dump trucks, oil truck, pick-ups, 
Sportsters and sedans. Each 2 to 3 in. long with metal axles and plastic wheels. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 5556—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces............. sess. Set $3.99 

Construction Vehicles realistically detailed 
with hand-operated action features 

Husky equipment “works” for young 
engineers to build sandy roads or 
dear off a tract of land for air- 
fields or housing projects. 

All are die-cast metal and plastic. 
Each a free-rolling scale replica en- 
ameled yellow and white. 

Bulldozer. 614 in. long. Lever- 
operated blade. Plastic treads. 

49 N 5566—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $1.99 

Road Grader. 11 in. long. Op- 
erating blade. Plastic tires. 

49 N 5564—Wt. 11b. 2 07...$2.47 

"Power" Boom. 9 in. long. Op- 
erating boom. Plastic treads. 

49 N 5565—Wt. 1 Ib, 4 02... $2.47 

Auto Transporter 
and 2 Cars authentic detail 

4 Loads through hopper in back. 5 Dumping action con- 
Crank turns all-weather plastic trolled by lever. Steel 

drum. Handle tilts drum for pour- construction. Durable tires. 
ing. Steel body, vinyl tires, dual Enamel finish. 914 in. long. 
rear wheels. 94 inches long. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 5401-Wt. 11b. 12 oz. $2.19 — 49 N 5587........$1.79 

6 Load cars from top or 
bottom level on alum. 

ramps. Steel. Removable 
cab. 1856. in. long. Plastic 
cars. Wt. 3 Ibs, 8 oz. 
49 N 5507....Set $3.79 

PE HS, 
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7 Realistic scale model com- 
plete with front and rear 

seats, steering wheel. Automo- 
tive-steel construction. 834 in. 
long. Shipping wt. 11b. 2 oz. 
49 N 5402. ($1.9 



Now Sears offers Tonka Toys 
in these smaller sizes 
* Constructed of automotive-gauge steel 

* Enameled with 2 coats of chip-resistant paint 

* Sturdy wheel-axle assemblies stay attached 

Mini-Tonka Contractor Set s799 
1 4 pc. set— pick-up, dump, cement mixer 

and grader. Pick-up (9 in. long) has snap- 
action tailgate, hitch coupling. Dump (9% 
in, long) is lever controlled. Cement mixer 
(10 in. long) has tilting drum. Grader (11 in. 
long) has lever steering, adjustable blade. 
49N54033-Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 4 oz.Set $7.99 
49N5587-Dump only. Wt. 1 1b. 80z. 1.79 
49N54036-Pick-uponly. Wt.1lb.5oz. 1.59 

Tiny-Tonka Fire Department $ 421 

2 3-pc. set—aerial ladder truck, pick-up, 
pumper. Aerial ladder (10'4 in. long) 

with ladder that raises and swivels, 2 auxili- 
ary ladders. Pick-up is 4*4 in. long. Pumper 
(6 in. long) has removable ladders. 
49 N 54035—Wt. 1 Ib. 80z.... .Set $4.24 

Tiny-Tonka Construction Set 3424 
3-pe. set—bottom dump, cement mixer 
and tiny dump. Bottom dump (9 in. 

long) has hand activated gate in trailer for 
dumping and spreading, trailer uncouples. 
Cement mixer (5 in. long) has drum that 
turns and tilts. Tiny dump is 5 in. long. 
49 N 54034 —Shipping wt. 2 lbs. Set $4.24 

Deluxe Riding Academy by Buddy L , 99 3-piece "Brute" Set by Buddy L $349 
sot includes van, corral, and 3 horses set .. made to handle mini-size jobs 

Plastic horses load into heavy-gauge steel transport from side or Includes pick-up truck, dump truck and cement mixer. Constructed of 
back loading ramps. Interior stalls keep each one in place. Transparent strong steel with plastic see-thru cab enclosures. Pick-up is 454 in. long. 
plastic bubble-top lets you check on each horse's safety. Sturdy plas- Dump truck (5 in. long) has hand-operated lever to move dump up and 
tic fence makes a handy corral . . sets up fast. Van is 18 in. long. down. Cement truck (5 in. long) has drum that rotates and tilts. 
49 N 5548—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces........ Set $5.99 49 N 54037 Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. .......... Set $3.49 
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Build an AM radio or 
phonograph—play any size 

record or speed 
Bulld a broadcast transmitter; 
transmit over any AM Radio 

Now you can even build a shortwave wireless 
transmitter as well as a telegraph and junior 
public address system . . just attach wires to 
master unit for 30 dynamic electronic devices 

NEW FUNTRONICS 

30-experiment 16” without 
Set a 

Join the fascinating world of electronics . . build a 
shortwave transmitter, AM radio receiver, tele- 

graph, and electric light alarm. Play your favorite 
records or monitor a nursery or sickroom; create 
useful devices by just assembling the parts and at 
taching wires to the master unit 

Master station of high-impact styrene. Set incl 
printed-circuit 4-transistor audio amplifier, tran- 

sistorized transmitter circuit, phonograph pick-up 

arm with sapphire-tipped needle cartridge, printed 
circuit component board with phase switch, on-off 
volume control, variable condenser, speakers, re- 
mote speaker housing, motor and speed control 
parts. Also incl. switches, photoelectric cell, tools 

and wiring. Uses 4 “AA” batteries and one 9-volt 
battery, order pkgs. below. Instructions 
79 C 1955C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. Set $16.99 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 

49 C 46666—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Package 99c 

9-volt Batteries. Package of 2 
49 C 64172—Shpg. wt. 8 oz..... Package 70c 

LECTRON . . 56 projects 
with see-thru cubes 

. . ho wiring or tools 

M d 
Build a solid-state private radio or 

3-transistor radio with loudspeaker; bur- 

glar alarm; rain indicator; Morse Code 
trainer; automatic night light; metro- 
nome; voice transmitter; electronic organ; 
phonograph amplifier and more 

No wiring or electronic know-how 
needed to create fascinating projects that 
really work. Simply place the enclosed, 
clear plastic magnetic blocks side by side 

on 8x1 1-inch metal plate. Match cube tops 
to the schematic drawings in 80-page 
instruction booklet. Uses one 9-volt 
battery, order package above 
49 C 1954—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $24.99 

12-in-1 Transistor Electronic Kit 

Build a dozen popular devices including 
a burglar alarm, audio amplifier, radio 
receiver, metronome, light blinker, elec- 
tronic timer, code transmitter, voice 
activated switch, rain alarm, telegraph, 
audio oscillator and a voice transmitter. 
No special tools needed . . simply attach 
wires to the spring clips. 

Kit contains a plastic base, volume con- 
trol, IC transistor, resistor, capacitor 
and more. Instructions. Uses one 9-v. 
battery, order package above. Like every- 
thing else in Sears books, it's so easy to 
order by e. 
49 C 1940—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . Kit $8.99 

m—— ——— 

49 C 1962—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz.. 

phone amplifier. 

Weather Station | 
Outfit 

For amateur meteorologists. Predict temperature, 
wind velocity and precipitation. Take readings in- 
doors and make your forecast. Flashing neon 
lights on board show wind speed, direction. Wired 
electrically to anemometer and wind vane units 
outside. 150 ft. of wire. Kit includes barometer, 
sling psychrometer to measure humidity and rain 

gauge (1/100-inch). Also cloud chart, weather 
map, forecasting manual. 

110-120-voit, 60-cycle AC. Unassembled. 
..Kit $9.99 
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Looks and sounds like a real Army jeep . . $799 
holds G.I. JOE® comfortably in either seat without bettaries 

~ A plastic vehicle for rugged play with authentically detailed accessories. Jeep® 
with, “‘moto-rev” engine sound, is controlled by 3-speed gear shift leyer, Adjust- 

“able windshield lowers to combat position. Heavy-duty tires. 4 rocket projectiles, 
detachable }4-ton trailer. From Japan. Jeep and Trailer 38 in. long. 

ae eer e TO $7.99 
~ 79 N 4660-"D" Battery for Searchlight. Order 2. Wt. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c . 
79 N 5930L-Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

e 

All 3 have 
room for 
G.I. Joe? 

Friction-powered Armored Car 

Authenticstylingin every plastic detail, right down 
to the decals and spare wheel. Twin Tiger-Tone, 
the friction-powered engine with a roaring motor 
sound. Needs no batteries. 20 in. long. 

49 N 5961C— Shipping weight 4 Ibs... .. $4.67 

Ciod pace scane by chidimaraueeltctedca oom 

Rotor turns on Jet Helicopter 

Has the exciting look and sound of a real H-32 
Hiller Hornet! When rotor is turned, you hear a 
powerful response. Decals, swivel rudder, free- 
rolling wheels, windshield. Plastic. 28 in. long. 
79 N 5964L—Shipping weight 3 lbs... . . $3.97 

NOTE: G./. JOE not included with any item on this page 

Battery-operated Searchlight, 

mounted on tripod, swivels 360° . . 

106mm recoilless Rifle 
swings 360° and elevates 45° 

All 3 have 
— 98 

Friction-powered Jet Fighter Plane 

Styled after F-9F Panther jet, carrier-based 

fighter. Push it . . friction motor propels it with a 
jet roar. Removable bubble canopy, decals. 
Plastic. 30 inches long. 

79 N 5963C—Shipping weight 5 lbs... ... $4.99 

*]ive-action" 
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Twelve, 54-inch figures, including . . 

f Alexander 
Waverly 

Hiya 
Kuryakin 

You also get 
T-in. 45 pistol 
to really test 
your skill 

492 [Sears]. 
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ics WEGE, vs. THRUSH! 
Blast sinister THRUSH agents off rooftops 

of giant 54x17V7in. set—before your opponent can 

wipe out the crime-fighting men from U.N.C.L.E. 

23.piece set $399 A Sears Exclusive 

Who are better marksmen . . the men from U.N.C.L.E. or agents of 
Thrush? Find out fast. Hook together colorful 3-section set of heavy 
cardboard, Then players position their 5}4-inch plastic men . . grab 
their dart pistols . . and start firing. First one to knock down all his 
opponent's men wins. 2 pistols, 6 rubber-tipped darts, 2 grenades. 
79 N 306C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. E 

These amazing Electronic Weapons shoot 

harmless light beams at incredible speed 

. . and with pin-point accuracy 

Complete set 31688 batteries 

Practice firing big 35-inch rifle. When you think you've reached “sharp- 
shooter” standing . . switch over to pistol for toughest challenge of all. 
13$-foot high target has spring-motorized wand with photo-electric bull's 
eye that flashes and rings when you hit it. Four wild animal heads snap 
on wand to vary the “game.” Plastic weapons and target. Scorecards 
included. Order all three batteries below. 

79 N 2708LM—Shipping weight 10 pounds*....... 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Order 6 for target. Wt. 4 oz.. 
79 N 2670M—9-v. Battery. Order 1 for rifle. Wt. 5 oz. 
79 N 6417 M —9-v. Battery. Order 1 for pistol. Wt. 4 oz. . 

* Allow 10 lbs. postage per postal regulations 

.+.. Set $16.88 
. 16c; 6 for 90c 

Each $1.49 

..Each 35c 

Save this catolog. You can order toys on pages 467 to 638 from now until August 1, 1967 

Shoot powerful bursts of air 

at stationary animal target 

—or fire away at moving bubbles 

Needs no ammunition . . cock lever and pull 
trigger. If you hit target, vinyl wildcat scene 
will ripple. Also knock bubbles out of air . . 
magic liquid and wand included. 30-in. 
heavy gauge steel rifle, wood-grained plastic 
stock. 27x9-in. target. Use your phone if 
you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
79 N 307C—Shpg. wt. 3lbs........ $3.99 

Send a giant jet of air across 
the room with a hurricane-action 

Air Blaster Gun 

3479 

When you bulls-eye the snarling gorilla 
target, he jumps, shakes and quivers . . 
vinyl strands re-form for more. You get 4 
outer space targets, too. No ammunition 

needed . . harmless as a breeze. Hinged hand- 
lever on top builds air pressure. Sturdy, 10- 
in. black plastic gun. 12x21-in. targets. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
V CIUS ERAT RTEEIS Set $4.79 

Batman Target Arcade 

Shoot at long-time enemies of those fearless 
crime fighters, Batman and Robin . . or 
knock over the 5 panels in front of them. 
Self-loading plastic pistol fires metal pellets. 
Nose of pistol attached to frame. Plastic 
canopy. Metal legs. Abt. 20x1134x7 in.high. 
49 N 185—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 4 02....$2.99 



Sears RAT PATROL Skyway 

Adventure with 
The Rat Patrol 

Send a motorized Jeep with 
trailer on its enemy-fighting way. 

Watch it scramble over a steep, long 

camelback skyway that sways and twists 

with treacherous humps all along the way 

without 

Sears Exclusive Set $697 oars 
Will the Rat Patrol escape up the perilous skyway? It sways and 
wobbles dangerously as their 4-wheel drive jeep tries to make the 
climb pulling a loaded trailer — just like the TV show. 

Flexible plastic skyway snaps together . . can be set up in many 
different ways on uprights, or draped over obstacles. Battery- 

powered jeep has climb-action traction . . it's 5Ya inches long with 
play machine gun mounted on swivel base. Use detachable trailer 

to store "food" or "ammo" while you patrol the desert. 

High-impact plastic, metal motor and chain drive. Uses 2 "AA" 
batteries . . not included, order 1 package below. Use your phone 
if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

49 N 5757M — Shipping weight 1 pound ..........--+. Set $6.97 
49 N 4666M — "AA" Batteries. Package of 2. Wt. 2 oz... Pkg. 32c 

Mighty Mike Set 
Performs like a tank . . watch 

it climb over obstacles twice its size 

Snap-on backs change it 5689 without 
into 3 different vehicles batteries 

Turn knob on side watch Mighty Mike 

climb over 3 obstacle ti s. Climb-Ac 

Traction carries it up ramps and over 
bridges. Converts into wrecker, trailer and 
camper by snapping units onto back. 

Wrecker has winch and hoist. Take off 
side gates on trailer for a flatbed. Double- 
decker camper comes with luggage rack. 
5¥2x2% inches wide. High-impact plastic. 
Takes 2 "AA" batteries . . not incl., order 
1 package below. 
79 N 5746CM — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. . Set $6.89 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 2. 
79 N 4666M — Shpy. wt. 2 oz. 

Camper Trailer 

rs EAT Ši 
.. Pkg. 32c 

Mustang shifts into 4 gears 

#997 without 
batteries 

Battery-operated 1 I-inch car beams its head- 
lights as it runs forward, reverse, fast or 
slow. Just shift two levers in the front seat. 
Sleek metal body, plastic trim, rubber tires. 
From Japan, Takes 2 “D” batteries (not in- 
cluded) . . order 1 pkg. above, right. 
49 N 4228— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. . $2.97 

Tibia pao Sean by iaaa 

Eerie Robot 
follows you 
along with 
flashing 

lights 

$ 759 without 
batteries 

Motorized robot is out of this world when he 
wanders about. Make him go straight or in 
left or right circles. You make his arms move 
and point the way by manually moving rods 
in back. Flashing lights warn you he's coming. 
Plastic. 12 inches tall, Takes 2 "D" batteries 
(not indl.) . . order one package below 
49 N 5742 — Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 2 oz. .. $7.59 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660 — Shipping wt. 8 oz. . Pkg. 36c 

Stunt Plane flies 
by remote control 

TV's Rat Patrol stunt Plane takes off, loops 

ted balsa wings on 
plastic body. 13%-in. wing span. Uses 3 "D" 
batteries (not incl.) . . order 2 pkgs. above. 
49 N 5780 — Shipping wt. 14 o2........$3.97 

P" " 

wes ROARRRR 

Motor roars, lights blink, 
. rotor blades whirl 

Push "GO" control.. helicopter. scurries 
along ground as blades turn, make motor 
noise. Wheels adjust for straight forward or 
left and right turns. High-impact plastic and 
metal. 17 in. long. From Japan. Uses 2 "D" 
batteries . , not incl., order 1 pkg. above. 
49 N 5602 — Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... . $4.97 



STAR TREK 
ASTRO-TRAIN 

launches flying saucers . . sways and 
twists across a treacherous skyway 
Motorized unit pulls a Robot Carrier 

with a wind-up robot that walks 

Place this dump truck on te away and 
up, up and over. Truck is 7 in. long, plastic and metal. Skyway is6 ft. — 
long, plastic and wood . . comes in sections to make all heights. Uses 1 
“D" battery . . order 1 package below. 
49 N 58012 Shipping weight 3 pounds 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

balances perilously on 
two wheels as it crosses 
the COPA SKYWAY 

BUE without 

Mighty Mike Jeep has eia son . a balancing kit Peru 
climb the narrow, one-track Cobra Skyway on only 2 wheels, Metal 
weighted balancing kit fits on back of plastic and metal jeep, 5*4 in. 
long. 9-ft. er sd of plastic and wood comes in sections. Jeep. 
uses 2 "AA" batteries, order 1 pkg. below. ia 
49 N 58014—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz... . . eye rss. Set $7.99 
49 N 58013—Jeep only. No skyway or balancing kit. Wt. 802. 349 
49 N 4666—"AA" Batteries. JURE cd. Wear SOT Pkg. 34c 

$1 088 = mmc 

Battery-powered 9-inch cab unit boasts 6-wheel drive . . 
climbs like a tank over obstacles and pulls a 5tż-inch 
robot carrier over a 6-foot long Camelback Skyway 
Spring-powered launcher on cab-back sends 2 flying 
saucers soaring. When on land, push lever on carrier and 
watch 3-in. robot stride off. Plastic and metal. Skyway 
has snap-on plastic sections, wood supports. Takes 2 
“D” batteries, order 1 pkg. below. 
79 N 5801 Shipping weight 3 pounds. .... $10.88 age at left. 
49N4660-"D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 8 oz.. Pkg. 38c yen weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
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Battery-operated 11-inch car 
beams its headlights as it runs 
forward, reverse, fast or slow. 
Just shift two levers in front 
seat. Metal body, plastic trim, 
rubber tires. From Japan. Uses 
2 "D" batteries, order 1 pack- (> 

mm—————— a 



Cook 'n Bake Set 

Mix some real or make- 
believe cakes, pies, 
muffins and cookies in 
this 16-piece aluminum 
set. Includes pans, mix- 
ing bowl, cookie cut- 
ters, egg beater, mea- 

suring cup, utensils. 
Picture “Camera” 

Shpg. wt. set 10 oz. Look in viewer, press 
49 C 10178... . .Set 99c button, watch 8 

slides change. Make- 
believe flash cube; 
carrying strap. 
Wood, plastic. 534x 

MINI-PRICED ; Pr SEa 
TOYS s 

Tootsietoy Car Fleet Sot tend alld 
Push her in her plastic 

Fleet includes 7 die-cast metal carriage, wheels really 
cars and trucks, a boat with turn. She has 314-in. 

trailer and a midget racer with poseable vinyl body, 
trailer. Cars and trucks measure wears bib, panties. 

2 to 3 in. long. Colorful, richly- Rooted hair; brush, 
detalle baked- enamel finish. comb incl. Mattress, farmed, vinyl umbrella 

illow. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 2034-in. high, Wt. 12 oz. 
39 C 30289. ......996 49 C M014........... $1.99 

Raggedy Ann 

a SEARS 
Reese SUPER friend . . she lives in see- 

DC" VALUES be worn as necklace. Wa- 

SES "Chitty Chitty 
phe Bang Bang" 

e Car 

Mini-swinger 

The famous film star car. Wings Binoculars, Long Little Red Wagon, 14- Fascinates and intrigues. Wind it up, makes 
pull out, detachable stabilizers. range, adjustable fo- inch wagon; 26 inches Hold any number of balls sparks as it moves, 
4 removable figures. 4-inch long cus; non-prismatic, long with handle. Plas- away from others, release Steel; rubber treads 
metal car. Fantasmagorical de- Plastic. Convenient tic; steel axles. 8x13{ and same number of balls give traction, 834 
tail. From England. carry case included. inches deep. swing other way. Wood, inches long. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. metal. 334x434x534 in. . wt. 1 1b, 7 oz. 
49 € $4108........... .99c 49C1608......... 49 C 48104....... 99c 4965421 — Wt. 12 02. $1.99 49 € 5747. ..... $1.99 

Crashmobile 
.. it explodes 

ie 

Magic “8” Ball Catch-it Flying Discs 
set of 2. Throw and ‘Lectric Shaver 

Put it together, wind it up, let Sounds like real elec- catch them . . try to Predict future. Ask 
it go and “crash.” High-impact tric shaver. 334-inch; keep both in air at question, flip ball 
plastic; steel spring motor. 74 plastic. Plug cord in same time. 9-in. diam. tray and color chart in- over, read answer in 
in. uy toe wE: Son to as- play outlet. Penlite ea. Plastic. Balanced. cluded. Lots of fun. window. 4-inch diam. 
semble, Shog. wt. 5 ox battery incl. Wt. 3 oz. Shpg, wt. set 12 oz. S pt set 1 Ib. $ o; Sbpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 49 C 54089 «=. 99c 49 C 44196. ........99c 49 C 654. 5425. t 99c 49C Set $1.99 49C 16318..... $1.99 

Disney Superflex Toys 

They sit, stand, bend, t 
Washable non-toxic plas 
Mickey and Donald 514 inches 
tall; Pluto 634 inches long. 

Puncho 3-piece Garden Set 2 Slinky Pals 

Brightly colored metal They slither around cor- 
set incl. green shovel, ners, down stairs. Slinky 

Rolls with punches; 
knock him over, he 

Shipping weight each 4 oz. ud mi ic Duo 506 Saar ar hod n 1 wi pops up. 26 in. ue rake, - caterpillar 13 in. long plus crank is turned. Has 
D EM McKey Mone; aue tall Inflatable vinyl Wood handles. About rope. 13¢-in. diameter on nylon strings; neck 
(3) 49C44409-Donald Duck. .99c Bottom weighted with 30 inches long each. Slinky Jr. Steel springs. 

ne Dc sand. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs. A SPRE wt set 11b Sog 
494 TS — Qual Disney Productions 49 C 29114... ..... 99c 79 C 481036... .Set 99c Lyr ed 1.99 

CGutiod nae scans by deidimasmaseleciadcM pun 
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Battle of FORT APACHE 
Cannons shoot play shells . . help you protect the 

stockade and save the wagon train from ambush 

335-pe. set $079 147-pe. set $499 

The whooping warns the men barracked in the 4x11-in. 
steel caval tand guard from high in b 
Mounted cav; ut the fort's gate determined to save fort and 
wagon train by routing the war party. By night both cannons are quiet . 
arrows stop flying. No evidence of battle remains except some feather head- 
dresses, a few stray horses and the weary men. But tomorrow that old war- 
path will be hot in. plastic bow shoot blunt arrows. 45 Indians, 
48 frontiersmen. All 214 in. tall. Plastic figures, accessories. Unassembled. 

79 N 6063L—335-piece set. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. ` EEE $9.79 

79 N 6059C—147-piece set. Like above but fewer pieces. Wt. 6 lbs.. 4.99 

49 N 6094— Landscape Base. 42x36-in. plastic sheet. Wt. 3 oz. . 49c 

Battleground: EUROPE 
You're Allied Comander-in-Chief as U. S., British, 

French and Russian troops storm German stronghold 

430-pc. set $079 182-pc. set s4 7 

Your first command sends group of 55 action-posed English and Ameri 
soldiers rampaging down on 64 Germans. Movein the jeeps, tanks, field guns for 
combat. Machine guns and howitzers with shells demolish a building . . its 
cap-firing device goes off. Allied soldiers have grenades, rifles, bayonets and 
more, but the going is rough . . land mines, barbed wire, s ing cannon 
reinforce German's strong entrenchment. The Allies could use help . . so you 
might want to bring in French and Russian forces. P-39 plane shoots shel 

3 planes add air cover. Paratroopers drop behind lines. 13 vehicles, 3 field 
guns, ruins and more. Plastic. 2}4-in. figures. 

79 N 5939C—Shipping weight 8 pounds.........-........ $9.79 

79 N 5938C—182-pc. set. Like above but fewer pieces. Wt. 4 Ibs.... 4.97 

Just say "Charge it'' when you phone your order 
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Get rid of 

pesty crows 

"round and 
'round— 
Shoot 'em 
off perch 

Rotating 
Crow Shoot 

$399 

Just wind target motor, take aim . . and start shooting. Crows fall off 
rotating wire when hit. Full color farm background. Includes 2 steel 
barreled 19-inch rifles with plastic stocks, 20 corks and 5 colorful plastic 
crows. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 N 341C—Shipping weight 3 pounds... ... 

Rabbit Hunt. $299 
Speedy hare stops 

when hit 

tabs and two arm guards. Ages 6 to 10. 

2 games in 1 

Shoot arrows or throw darts 

3399 
22x22-inch target is 2-sided—1 side is 
bull's-eye target for archery 
is special target for darts. 
lacquered and fletched arrows and four 
7-inch darts . . all with large suction 
cups. Two 42-inch fiber glass bows. 
Strong wood tripod. Two finger tabs and 
two arm guards. For ages 6 to 10. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
79 N 2543C. ............-. $3.99 

Titipan scade by chines watched ad pom 

Hit the hare as he scoots about . . in circles or straight lines—whichever 
you choose. Simply wind up mechanical rabbit and the hunt is on. 
Game set includes 9-inch rabbit and 24-inch double-barreled shotgun . . 
both of sturdy plastic, 3 suction-cup darts. 
79 N 384C— Shipping weight 2 pounds... .... 

/4 12x24-in. animal targets 

plus a 22x22-in. bull's-eye target 

Extra exciting when you compete with a friend. Eight 21-inch tri- 
fletched arrows have large suction cups. Two 42-inch fiber glass bows 
with molded handles. Sturdy wood tripod. Two simulated leather finger 

79 N 2541C— Shipping weight 10 pounds... .. 

Big Game 
Archery Set 

s499 

Aim! Fire! Stop that Tiger! 
Use pistol or rifle to “bring down” the 

roving jungle animal in Tiger Safari Hunt 

$399 

Don the sun helmet, pack the pistol, load the big game rifle and you're 
ready to stalk the moving 12-inch tiger . , indoors or out. When you shoot 
him down with either weapon his wind-up motor stops. Just set him up 
again and continue the bunt. Adjustable travel pattern . . make him go 
in circles or straight lines. Handsome 28-inch double-barreled rifle and 
7-inch .45 pistol both shoot darts. With helmet and 6 rubber-cupped 
darts. Strong plastic construction. 
79 N 348C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ........ esee $3.99 

A4 
Hit hat... Hit guns.. Hit buckle. . 
he drawa they drop | pants fall 

Hands Up Harry never wins Go on a Duck Hunt 

3499 s419 
He's Hilarious Harry, too, as you put Shoot at 3 flying duck targets. 
him through his paces with your sharp- They revolve at least 12 times 
shooting. Printed colorful cowboy garb with each setting . . always cr- 
mounted on hardboard. 28 inches high. cling lower. When winged, ducks 
Three supporting legs. Western-style flop down. 2134-in. plastic rifle 
plastic dart gun, 4 suction-cup darts. shoots suction-cup darts (3 incl.). 
79 N 351C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.....$4.99 — 4!4-ít. metal stand. Unassembled. 

‘Save this catalog . . You can order toys 79 N 379C—Wt. 4 lbs.....$4.19 

on p. 467 to 638 until Aug. 1, 1967 arus | Sears 493 



A direct hit! Tank explodes 
when 2-foot bomber drops bomb 

A SEARS EXCLUSIVE $397 
Twin-jet steel bomber taxis along with 
friction motor, Hold plane aloft, push the 
button on top and bomb-bay doors open. 
When bomb hits 8-inch plastic tank, hous- 
ing flies apart. Snap tank back together 
fo next Cobin, 2, plastic ee “fs 
79 N 4230C — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...... $3.97 

aN 
Aim through sub's sight, fire torpedo) 

Get ready to attack, 15-inch motorized ship pitches and rolls like a real 
batdeship. It's struggling when . . BOOM . . its blown up into 7 pieces. 
Free-rolling 8-inch sub with 4 spring powered torpedoes is usually ac- 
curate because young mariner aims through periscope viewer. Ship 
snaps back together for next attack. Plastic. Uses 1 "D" battery (not 
included) . . order 1 package at right. 
49 N 4238 — Shipping weight 2 pounds . .$3.97 

E 

Johnny Astro 
aunching Station 

Launch and operate your own Space- vu 
craft without wires or connections E 

.. you are in complete control FA 
Prepare for take off, Aim the directional control 

mur E—Á 

$799 sme onu 
Á 

One-Man 
Field Patrol 
Helicopter 

s899 

Snap the Helicopter 
on your back 
and be ready 
to takeoff on | 
quick pretend trips.. 
A Sears Exclusive item 

Explore the wilds, discover the mysteries of the jungle, penetrate behind 
enemy lines. Enjoy these and other imaginary adventures with this helicopter 
made of high-impact plastic. Press lever to "on" and the red and blue lights 
flash alternately, Press lever from the starting point to “low” and then further t 
down to accelerate the rotor and spring the imagination into action. Replace- r, 
able bulbs. 252 inches high. Helmet not included. Uses 2 "D" batteries (not 
included) . . order 1 package below. Use the phone if you want to order it the 
easiest way of all. 
49 N 4208 — Shipping weight 4 pounds . 

"D" Battery. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660.— Shipping weight 8 ounces. .......0.6660ccceeeeeeeuee 

BLAST OFF! 
Smoke pours out. . / 

lights flash . . / 
press the button . . d 
capsule ejects, : 
parachute opens 

$999 x. 
It's like being at Cape Kennedy when 
the countdown begins. Place rocket on 
side .. motorized wheels propel it to- 
ward launching tower. Raise it up onto 
pad. Slide tower forward, hoist capsule 
up to nose cone by chain, lift men by 
elevator. Just turn crank at bottom of 
tower. Then start the countdown. 

Push button and spring release shoots 
capsule up to 10 feet into the 

3-stage Rocket 
Count down . . 

2 "D" batteries (not incl). 
pkg. above. 
49 N 4279 — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs...... $8.99 
Note: All items on page from Japan un- 
less otherwise specified. Pe [Sears]495 



It's jet propelled 

$ 39 

Fill with gas propellant . . Plane zooms 

up to 50 feet. glides as far as 600 feet 

Enjoy flying thrills without the engine noise. Propelled b; 
harmless gas that's injected into the rubber “ 
Enough gas is included for 70 to 120 flights. 18% in. long with 
13-in. wingspread. Plastic. Decals included. 
49 N 2271—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1202. . 
49 N 2272— Extra Fuel. Shipping wt. 13 oz... 

Pilot the "President's 

AIR FORCE | JET 
Retractable landing gear for takeoffs 
and landings. "Fly" it manually, then 
turn switch . . lights blink and “engines” 
roar. Push button to release landing 
gear. 18% in. long. Plastic. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, order below. Made in Japan. 
49 N 5803—Shpg. wt. 21bs.....$5.49 
"D" Batteries. Package of two. 
49 N 4660— Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. Pkg. 38c 

s54 ai 
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"mj. ING $1019 xz: 

Voice from Control Tower helps 
you direct planes in normal and 
emergency takeoffs and landings 

m 

LAN battery 

Hear exciting instructions for takeoffs, 2 6£4 pum landings, taxi and loading procedures as 
7 Í A+ well as weather reports and emergency sit- p x uations. Tower has record player in base, 

relays instructions through earphones. 
Plastic and metal set includes 4 passenger 
jets, 1 private jet, 1 helicopter, passenger 
terminal and helicopter landing pad. Tower 
1034 in. high, field 24x18 in. Tower uses 1 
“D battery, order package below. 

79 N 59012C—Shpg. wt.6 lbs. ....$10.19 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... Package 38c 

am 

Push switches to control 
battery-powered cars 
Tally up the most laps to win 

Road-Rally $899 zz 

Flip switches on the two 44-inch cars and watch 'em travel around the 36x 
20-in. multi-course roadway. Use your push-button left and right-turn 
switches to guide the cars toward your own lap-counter to score points, You 
can also stop or switch cars away from your opponent's lap-counter. Made of 
strong plastic. Each car uses 1 “C” battery, order package below. 
79 N 20079C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $8.99 

49 N 4665— Pkg. of 2 "C" Batteries. Shipping wt. 4 oz.. .... . Package 38c 

sxmacs Sears 503 



Tea Set service for 4 

Wild daisies of blue, purple and 
gold-color decorate 30-piece set. 4 
plates, saucers, cups, goblets, tea 

ins, utensils. 
3-Wt. 1 Ib, 3 oz. Set $1.99 

$199 
each 

pot, 
49 € 10] 

Wind up thé 
Hopping 

Puppy 

Snuggly Teddy Bear. Any child 
would love this adorable 9-inch 
brown bear. Soulful brown eyes . . 
locked-in for safety. Wears a red 
ribbon. Acrylic plush “coat.” 
49 C 40149—Wt. 7 oz........$1.99 

Hopping Puppy. Jumps on all 
fours or hops up and down in a 
begging position, 8x3x4-inch rayon 
plush body; plastic eyes, nose. 
From Japan. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
49 C 44015—Shpg. wt. 9 oz.. .$1.99 

Baby Cheerful Tearful 

Watch her change expression . 

Dress t dress, 

by MATTEL 
She smiles, frowns, drinks, wets and cries 

. she smiles happily until 
you press her tummy, then she starts to frown and cries 
real tears, Vinyl, 6-inch toddler wears pink dress, panties, 

49 C 3077 —Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

Complete Wardrobe for Baby Cheerful Tearful . . Incl. 
polka dot dress, bonnet, panties, lacy booties, and toy 
duck, For sleeptime: a nightgown, book, beads, comb, 
brush. in bonnet, 
49C Eo ab dero 1 lb. 8 oz. 

puzzle, learn 

30-piece Farm Set 

The 834xíx6-inch metal barn is 
surrounded by plastic farmhands, 
animals, fences, tractor. Partly 
assembled. Wt. set 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 € 59036...... ees Set $1.99 

Beginner's 
Cutaway Guitar 

Ideal for young guitarists . . plastic 
6-string guitar, 25 inches long. 
Nylon strings, Pick and instruc- 
tion songbook included, 
79 C 66605C—Wt. 2 Ibs...... $1.99 

Hot Potato 
before it 
buzzes 

Wind him up and keep tossing un- 
til he buzzes. Whoever’s holding 
him then is out. Plastic Spudsie is 
6% inches long. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 C 65172. $1.99 

ino Habs scone by ddtimar micdlctedca Com 

Embroidery-Applique Set 

Create beautiful towels. Set incl. 
6 towels, 3 felt appliques from 
Japan, hoop, 22 yards of thread, 
needle, threader, instructions. 
49 C 1241—Wt. 11b...... Set $1.99 

Watch the balls 
fall UPI 

Nervous 
Breakdown 

Fascinating . . steel balls seem to 
roll up the walls, defy law of 
gravity. Object is to get balls in 
the holes, 23$x2x234-in. plastic 
box comes with 5 interchangeable 
puzzles that slip in easily. 
49 C 65423—Shpg. wt. 79. .$1.99 

Doctor and Nurse Sets 

Over 35 pieces in each set includ- 
ing candy pills, play stethoscope 
and plastic medical bag. 

Shipping wt, each set 1 Ib. 
49 C 1654— Doctor Set. E 
49 C 1658— Nurse Set. 

needles, looper rod. Wet 
49 C 1235. 

lechanical 
Sea Plane 

Spring-type motor spins propeller 
and plane glides across the water. 
Sturdy, durable plastic. About 
936 inches long. Wind-up key. 
49 C 48102—Wt .14 oz....... $1.99 

Dennis the Menace Ring Toss . . 
fun for all ages. Dennis is in full- 
color costume; stands 14x19 in. 
high. Hardboard. Has outstretched 
hands and feet, ready to "catch" 
the four sturdy plastic rings, 
49 C 65145— Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. .$1.99 

Magnetic Spelling Puzzle 

Put the animal together, and its 
name is spelled below. Set in- 
cludes 2 puzzles, 9x8-inch board, 
26 magnetic letters. 
49 C 1632—Wt. 11 oz......, $1.99 

Creature Catcher Kit 
Capture a caterpillar, 
bag a lightning bug 

Includes creature catcher, 2 col- 
lecting jars, 1 dispatching jar, 
magnifying glass and tweezers. 
An lastic, Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
9 C 1988 P ira e "M Kit $1.99 

Mickey Mouse 
Gumball Bank 

e-9g 

$ dne 
Put in a penny, get a gumball. 
914 in. high; key to open. A de- 
licious way to save. Plasti 
49 C 16235—Wt. 11 oz.......$1.99 

Refill. 150 gumballs. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 16319........ Box 99c 

Walt bisnoy + vem, resus 495 



Mattel’s Shootin’ Shell Buffalo Hunter Set — $588 

Shoot caps and bullets with 26-in. lever-action Western style rifle or 9-in. 
Fanner six-shooter. Rifle ejects shell. Metal and plastic. Flexible knife, 
leather case, holster, belt, 9 cartridges, 30 bullet noses. 

79 N 2681C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. (Not for sale in N.Y.C. or Mass.)...... $5.88 

Mattel’s Winchester Frontier Set 

Lever-action 26-in. Shootin’ Shell rifle shoots caps, bullets, ejects shell. 
Fanner 104-in. pistol shoots caps. Both made of plastic and metal. Black 
Dura-H. plastic holster, belt, 2 cartridges, 6 bullet noses. 
79 N 2644C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. (Not for sale in New York City). .$3.97 

For long range or close-up shootouts . . 27-in. lever-action Western style 
rifle with scope. “Jeweled” brown leather holsters hold 7}4-in. nickel-finish 
metal pistols. Rifle and pistols shoot roll caps. Adjustable leather belt. 
79 N 2843C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. (Not for sale in New York City): . . . $2.99 

Scaled down guns and holsters for younger cowboys 

Western tooled 
Double Holster $179 

Contour belt of top-grain leather. 
Two 64-inch nickel-finish metal 
pistols shoot single caps. Three 
play bullets in clip on belt. Fits 
18 to 23-inch waist. 
49 N 2835—Wt. 12 oz....$1.79 

Black leather Double Holster. 
Handsome silver-color metal con- 
chas, contrasting screened trim. 

ickel-finish 6-inch pistols shoot 
single caps. Separate adjustable 
belt fits 16 to 23-inch waist. 
49 N 2839—Wt. 10 oz......99c 

Cap-firing rifle and 
double holster Set 

$199 
Lever-action 27-inch rifle shoots 
roll caps. Plastic and metal. Two 
6-inch metal pistols shoot single 
caps. Leather holsters, “jewel” 
conchas, brown and white finish. 
Belt. Fits 18 to 23-in. waist. 
79 N 2842C—Wt. 2 Ibs...$1.99 

—— ——n—— 

Your fightin' fame spreads throughout 

the West . . and you're ready with 

saddle carbine for distant “shots”, pis- 

tols and bowie knife for the showdowns 

$4.95 
Authentic Western rifle is a 32-in. beauty. Real 
lever action, shoots 250 caps. Black steel barrels, 
nickel-plated working parts, embossed simulated 
curly maple stock and fore-end. Two 7}4-in. nickel- 
finish pistols shoot roll caps. Quick-draw leather 
holsters in natural two-tone finish, “rope spot" de- 

sign. Flexible 9-in. knife in matching leather case 
fits belt. Marshal’s badge. (Not sold in N.Y.C.) 
79 N 2832C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . $4.95 

8-piece Outfit for small gunslingers 

Includes rifle, 2 pistols, vest, 'kerchief with $ 33 
holder, “white fur" trimmed double holsters 

Plastic and metal 27-in. Western-rifle shoots roll caps. Brown leath- 
er holsters sport “jeweled” conchas, hold 6-in. single shot pistols. 
Fits 18 to 23-in. waist. 

79 N 2844C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . .... «$3.33 

Save this catalog . . you cam order toys on pages 

441 to 673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

NOTE: Caps not included with any cap-firing toy ra SEARS 499 
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Army Pup Tent Set 

Scout a good site and pitch 
your headquarters tent. 39x 
80x36-in. high polyethylene 
tent is water-resistant, tear- 
resistant. Rope, stakes, poles 

included. Once you get or- 
ganized, break out the mess 
kit, canteen, cup, insignia 
and keep that helmet on, 
soldier! Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 2690C. . . . Set $3.39 

Indian-style TeePee Set 

Set up tent to display your tribal 
symbol 4x4x4-{t. high teepee, 
water-resistant vinyl plastic . . 
comes with wood poles. Feathered 
war bonnet, rubber tomahawk 
and plastic hunting knife prove 
you're a fierce “brave.” 

Camper’s Pup Tent 
plus air mattress and campout supplies 

= Stay close to home or really “rough i 
Tear-resistant polyethylene tent is 48x80x36 in. high 

it’s waterproof, comes with wooden 
24x48-in. vinyl air mattress for sleeping comfort. 9-ft. plastic 
hiker's rope, compass, whistle, water canteen with cap and cup, 
mess kit, non-prismatic binoculars, plastic dagger, metal flash 

)" batteries below. 

79 N 2526C— Shipping weight $ pounds. . .... Set $6.19 

8619 zs 

. here's what you'll 

und stakes, tent poles. 

79 N 4660—'D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. Ea. ...16c; 6 for 90c 

79 N 2538C-Wt.5 Ibs. Set $4.59 2 

Safari Tent Set 3549 
Perfect for a big game hunt! Water-resistant 
vinyl, 4x4x4 ft. . . comes with wood poles, has 
front flap. Includes mess kit, canteen, cup, com- 
pass, non-prismatic binoculars. 
79 N 2537C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs........ Set $5.49 

2-way Punching Bag Set 3688 

Floor puncher adjusts as your child grows . . 
from 30 to 42 in. As children get taller, convert 

it to a wall model. Steel frame, simulated leather bag. 
Set also includes air pump and knuckle guards. 
79 N 2514C— Shipping weight 10 pounds. Set $6.88 

Adjustable Floor Puncher s419 

Q, Helps improve muscular coordination and timing. 
Steel base supports flexible steel rod that adjusts 

from 36 to 47 in. Inflatable simulated leather bag. 
Buy it the quick and easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 2542C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. ....$4.19 
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Returns ball—helps young ball players 

sharpen their pitching, improve their fielding 

Pitch-Back Net 

s579 and 3799 

Don't wait till your friends are free to “pitch a few" . . now 
you can practice alone to gain accuracy and coordination. 
Net rebounds any ball thrown any distance. Strong nylon 
net attaches to sturdy tubular steel frame with live-action 
steel springs. Unassembled. 
Square Pitch-Back for close-in throwing. 
79 N 2476C— 38x38 inches. Shipping weight 5 Ibs....$5.79 
Rectangular Pitch-Back for longer pitches, livelier rebound. 
79 N 2480C— 38x56 inches. Shipping weight 9 lbs... .$7.99 

Foam-padded like “pro” gear 
for rough 'n' tumble play 

Peewee Football Set 

4-piece Set s529 

He'll look and feel like an All-Star in the 
red all plastic helmet with double bar 
face guard and padding at neck and 
forehead. Headband fits up to size 634. 

Fiber shoulder pads are padded for 
real tackle protection. Imitation leather 
football with kick-off tee, Ages 6 to 10. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 2912. 55:52:55: 100 Set $5.29 



To the Front!.. 
with Military Mobility 

leavy Duty Auto Transport 
is almost 2 feet long 
. . comes with 3 cars 

$)99 

Just drive plastic cars right up the sturdy metal ramp 
of this 23-inch long auto transport and head for the 
open road! Trailer constructed of heavy gauge steel 
. . even the detachable cab is steel. Baked-on enamel 
finish. Long-wearing plastic wheels won't mar floors. 
49 N 5582 — Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 3 oz. ....$2.99 

Big friction-powered 
Military Transport with $399 
8 combat vehicles 

Full 26-inch long transport with powerful 
motor. Detachable steel trailer, loading ramp. 

Plastic combat vehicles include a jeep, 2 
trucks, a tank, ambulance staff car, 2 how- swivels on 
itzers. Army fatigue green. Carrier is 4 inches Desert Rat Patrol Car 
high 3% inches wide, From Japan. Rosted steel. “Windshield” folds down, Mounted 

49 N 4253—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. .. $3.99 Rugged gun swivels, moves up and down for fast 
action. Plastic tires, detailed interior. 104 inches 

49 N 5528. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz... .$2.97 

Big Toy Trucks that look almost real 
Lots of play fun for small children, Big trucks 
have plastic bodies that are fully detailed. 
Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy 
them, 
mw Truck. 16 in. long. Dump body lifts. 

49 N 5416—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.. ...... $1.97 
[Bre Truck. 17 in. long. Yellow, red. 

49 N 5436 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. ....... $2.97 
gom Mixer. 16 in. long. Drum rotates. 

49 N 5439 — Shpy. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 07. . . $2.97 
Zfsanitation Truck. 20 in. long, 4 garbage cans 

S'N 5450 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs,....... $2.97 
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4-unit Convoy and 
40x24-inch Moonscape 

Vehicles of the future . . 
traverse the face of an unknown world . . 

probing space and taming it for man 

Astro Trac 4-unit Space Missile Convoy 

1 Astro Trac vehicle travels over any planet terrain. 9-in. plas- 
tic, has foam-plastic rear wheels, front wheels that steer. 

Powered by 1 “D” battery, order 1 pkg. page 505. Hook up 3 
launch pad vehicles (rocket, space probe and satellite launchers 
are on top). Then go on adventures across 40x24-in. molded 
vinyl moonscape. 
79 N 59011C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ....... Set $15.77 

Launch Pad Vehicle only. 8-in. plastic. Launchers not included. 
49 N 59017— Shipping weight 4 ounces.......... Each $1.99 

504 Sears sexmacs 
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Mattel's Men in Space 

Q Capt. Lazer. 13-in. plastic with light-up chest, 
eyes and “lazer” decoder; buzzer. 3 push but- 

tons, bendable legs, movable arms. Uses 2 "AA" 
batteries. Order package of 2 below. 
49 N 5924— Shipping weight 1 pound. .... $5.49 
49 N 4666—"AA" Batteries. Wt. 2 oz. .Pkg. 34c 

3 Maj. Matt Mason. Bendable 6-in. spaceman. 
Detachable helmet. 4-in. sliding Cat Trac. Plastic. 

49 N 5901— Shipping weight 6 ounces. Set $1.99 

Space Mobile 

4 Runs forward or reverse. 
8-wheel gear drive lets 

it climb over obstacles like 
a tank. 10-in. plastic. Has 
a removable 414-in. jointed 
plastic spaceman. From Ja- 
pan. Order 2 “D” batteries 
on page 505. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
49 N 5844........ $4.99 



Introducing the Adventures 
of G. I. Joe 

He's 11% in. tall, 
brave, strong, and 
ready to take up 

man's fight against F 
nature's elements. 
Will he survive? 

{1 ond 2 ) No assign- 
ment is too difficult, no » ii 
task too dangerous for Entering < 
G.I. Joe. Wears white lunar orbit 
shirt, brown trousers, fa- 
tigue cap, dog tag, pistol, 
holster, shoulder strap, 
boots. Plastic. Wt, 12 oz. 
(1) 490 59067. .. $2.99 
(2) 49C59078... 2.99 

G.L. Joe Astronaut's 

“Spacewalk” Outfit 

ania Jia 6? 
„ang G.I. Joe Joe's ready to blast. He opens the hatch, steps out of his space capsule. 

Test Pilot Outfit papa b But wait? His rope tether has broken . . he's adrift 
in space, What now? Includes 10x13}4-inch long 

x $49 plastic space capsule, 45 rpm recording of space 
space suit, hood, boots. sounds, silver-color suit, space helmet, gloves, 

Forced to bail ont , . unable to 1134 inches tall, plas- boots, propellent gun, camera, tether cord, chest 

open his parachute, What con tic. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. > and back pack. G.I. Joe not included. 
he do? Indl. boots, orange cov- 49 C 59066. ...... $4.99 79 C 59063C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..............$6.99 
eralls, pilot's helmet, Mae 

> West vest with flashlight, para- 
chute with case and pull ring, 
blinker light. G.I. Joe not incl. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

G.I. Joe 
Ski Patrol Outfit 

$399 
$6” 

A storm is brewing . . a man's G.I. Joe Frogman Outfit 

lost in the mountains. Cam Treasure gleams nearby . . a shark is coming fast. Oh mo! 
GI. Joe find him in time? Aqua sled, scuba suit, face mask, swim fins, air tanks, 
Ind. 2-pc. parka, mittens, spear gun, shark, treasure chest, coins. G.I. Joe not incl. 
sun goggles, ski boots, poles, 79 € 59065C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $6.99 
and skis. G.I. Joe not incl 
49 C 5927—Wt. 11 o7..$3.99 

YS G.I. Joe Polar Explorer Outfit 56” 
* Iis the rumble of an avalanche . . his dogs must go faster. 

Cam they? Includes sled, 3 dogs, harness, polar jacket 
with hood, polar pants, boots, English back pack, snow 
shoes, ice pick, sled trunks. G.I. Joe not included. 

79 C 59064C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs........... 

Cibi Habe Scan by eddimar wealbctudcal com 



Only genuine top-grain cowhide looks authentic, feels smooth 

and wears long. Every belt and holster on this page is made 

of this fine leather. And all sets are Sears exclusive designs 

E d 

TV's Bonanza Double Holster 

Embossed natural color hip-slung belt, fast- 
draw holsters. 9!4-inch nickel-plated 50-shot 
cap repeaters, bone-like handles. 
49 N 2643G—Shpzg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... . $3.99 

S 
LIGHTNIN’ FAST 

DOUBLE HOLSTER SET 
Guns whip out with sweep of hands 
.. cylinders revolve with each shot 

Fast-draw tubular-style holsters let you wear guns 
“butt back” for quick action or forward for slick 
cross-draw. Natural tan finish holsters and full- 
contour belt lavishly tooled with Longhorn de- 

f Belts these sign in contrasting brown. Leg ties. Famous », " 

Ft maista uo ts lees ‘Texan 1034-inch nickel-plated metal pistols with TV's Matt Dillon Double Holster 
ape rot, included. with plastic simulated bone handles fire roll caps. Six Fast-handling 914-inch nickel-plated 50-shot 

sets on (his i silver-color play bullets . . 3 each in 2 belt clips. pistols, bone-like handles. Natural finish belt 
molsold im New York Cif. — 49 N 2838G— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz.......$3.88 and “jeweled” quick-draw holsters. 

m 49 N 2703G—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz..... $3.99 

Western Star Double Holster Roy Rogers Double Holster Black Raven Double Holster 

Natural tan finish contour belt, cross-strap Tooled black leather contour belt, “stand- Holsters and belt in deep embossed natural 
holsters, leg ties. Two 8-inch nickel-finish pis- off" style holsters. Nickel-finish 8-inch 50- finish. Nickel-plated 50 shot 74-inch metal 

tols shoot roll caps. Brown wood-like handles. shot cap repeaters, bone-like handles. cap repeaters, Fits 21 to 26-in. waist. 

49 N 2840G—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . . $2.99 49 N 2828G—Shpg. wt, 1 Ib. 12 02...$2.95 49 N 2827G—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... . $1.97 

-— qe S 

Wild Mustang Single Holster Quick-Draw Single Holster hats. 20x20-in. lacquered solid pine with 

Embossed tan and brown finish contour belt Stand-away holster, hip slung belt in tooled concha anire, Unageens biel 
with tubular holster for fast or cross-draw. tan and cordovan finish. 50-shot 8-inch 79 'N27340—Shpg. wt AIA: 933 
1034-inch nickel-finish roll cap repeater. metal cap pistol. Fits 21 to 26-in. waist. à 
49 N 2837G—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. oz... . . $2.99 49 N 2825G—Shpg. wt. 1Ib....... $1.88 fap rok 8 ee Sa an ld 
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"RAKCTAT-TAT : 
- 1 How's this for 

à SEAT versatile firepower 
8 T N 

S 

Paratrooper lands with all this gear $399 set 

Drop behind enemy lines wearing net helmet, belt with ammo pouch and 
holster. Knock out” bunkers with rapid-chattering 19-inch tommy gun, 
bullet-shooting cap pistol and 2 practice hand grenades. Canteen holds 
water, mess kit totes utensils, Belt fits up to 28-in. waist. Plastic, metal. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 N 2672—Shipping weight 3 pounds.............+.-000+ Set $3.99 

Only Sears equips you to be part of 
the U.S. Special Forces—the 
most resourceful, mostcourageous 
fighting men in the world 

Wy. , Newest U.S. M-I6 Rifle 4 
a \ s Assault Weapon System 
( ` 

E Complete tiim : wee 5488 
$ TORE Dash through the underbrush, toss cap- 

ing grenade and off Jungle Gunner blasts away at the enemy s4 59 set EE AEA So inch field ap 

Hack your way through the jungle bush with flexible machete. Mount to form 3 other weapons for sniping, 
the 23-inch .50-caliber machine gun on sturdy detachable tripod. Press covering fire or close combat, Caps store 
trigger . . it chatters as red muzzle recoils and shell cartridges fly out. in clip, removes. When you can, 
Wear helmet with camouflage netting as you sight advancing enemy sip water from canteen. You wear a 
with binoculars. Ready grenades with single-shot caps. All plastic. [npe Bosh hat, dog tags, soft 9}4-inch 
79 N 2645C—Shipping weight 4 pounds.................. Set $4.59 in leg sheath. Plastic and metal. 

49 N 2742—Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz.. Set $4.88 

Fighting Sergeant $^) 99 
Blow the whistle to regroup 

Bolt-action Training Rifle loads shells like a real gun 

Head the patrol with your Pull bolt back, slip non-fring cartridge into chamber, then pull trigger. 
25-inch M-1 rifle that shoots 8 Shoots roll caps, ejects cartridge. Working sight calibrated for distance. 
cap-loaded bullets, Flexible bay- Fine size and heft for practicing the manual of arms. Strong plastic and 
onet. Helmet with netting, can- metal, highly detailed. Soft plastic bayonet, shoulder sling. 35 inches long. 
teen, 2 grenades. Plastic. 79 N 2628C—Shipping weight 2 pounds... .... scies $2.59 

Rifle only 

622 

Rifle chatters and recoils, launches 
grenade . . cap pistol fires bullets 

i Battery-run model of M-14 automatic rifle even Johnny Eagle Lieutenant Set with plaque $|() 77 s fel pent Just run your hand tie 

Authentic styled models of M-14 semi-automatic rifle and U.S. Army .45 simulated wood: stock. Sight enemy throug! 
istol mount on 23x10-inch wall plaque showing a battleground scene. crosshair scoj Pull igger . . hear rapid fire, see 

The 36-inch rifle and 94-inch pistol boast authentic action . . both fire muzzle recoil, Order 2 batteries below. Soft 
caps, shoot harmless bullets and eject cartridges. Rifle feeds semi-auto- bayonet, spring-powered launcher. 34 in. long. 
matically from 6-round magazine clip . . rear sight knob turns, shoulder Cap-firing .45 pistol shoots 8 soft play bullets. 
sling adjusts. Pistol chambers bullets from 6-round clip when you pull Plastic, metal. 
back on barrel. Plastic with realistic wood grain and metal effects. 79 N 2746C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs...... .- Set $4.29 
79 N 2750C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... .......... sess Set $10.77 “D” Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
79 N 2669C— Lieutenant Rifle only. Shipping weight 4 pounds, .. 6.22 79 N 4660, .......... ..Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

NOTE: Cops not included with ony cap-liring toy. 

m————— cank 



Scaled to fit G.I. Joe 
Hear ‘copter sound as you spin rotor. 
Looks like the H-32 Jet Hiller Hor- 

net. Decals, swivel rudder, rolling wheels 
and sce-through windshield. 38 in. long. 
Plastic olive-drab body, yellow blades. 
79 N 5964C — Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs..... $3.99 
ges Joe ready for sky-blue-yonder 

adventure with life vest over zip- 
pered flight suit, Crash helmet has 
movable visor, face mask and air hose 
connection. Pistol in holstered belt, 
flight log clip board for observations. 

49 N 5947 — Shpg. wt. 11 oz.. Set $3.99 
[Rora after F-9F Panther Jet. Fric- 

tion motor propels it with jet roar. 
Canopy removes to put G.1. Joe in cock- 
pit. Blue plastic. Decals. 30 in. long. 
79 N 5963C — Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs..... $4.99 

NOTE: G.I. Joe not included with items 
above. 

Nawje $ 499 

Battle Action Jeep and Trailer for 
Looks like a real Army $ 9 99 
Jeep . . holds G.I. Joe in 
either seat. Recoilless 
rifle, battery-operated without batteries. 
searchlight 
both swivel full circle 

Adds real mobility and fire- 
power to your G.I. Joe army. 
106mm  recoilless rifle 
mounts on jeep, swings 360°, 
elevates 45° and fires 4 
harmless rockets. The tripod 
mounted searchlight seeks 
out enemy at night. Jeep 
with Ya-ton trailer measures 
38 inches long. Heavy-duty 
tires grip the road, get you 
there with military “can do", 
Adjustable windshield low- 
ers when you head into 
action, raises to keep dust 
away while Joe's on the 
move. 
American flag and insignia 

add to the realism. Plastic. 
G.I. Joe not included. Uses 
2 "D" batteries, order 1 pkg. 
below, 

Wt. 9 lbs. 

79 N 5988L........ .$9.99 

D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
79N4660— Wt. 8 oz.Pkg. 36c 

Citai Dade scans by dieistiasnisetedwical com 
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You can get Stony 
with his jeep and 36 pieces 

of combat equipment 

All for 599 
only 

Stony the tough G.I. is fully jointed 11% in. high. His 
jeep is 21% in. long. Comes with a wide range of fire- 
power.. from machine gun to carbine, Walkie- 
talkie, field glasses, K rations. Plastic. 
79 N 6028L — Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.*..........0...5 $5.99 
*Per postal regulations. 

Crash landing! Help Joe into his 
"fireproof" crash suit. With 2 ex- 
tension ladders, working siren, 
blinker, fire axe. Plastic, 23 in. 
long. No. G.I. Joe figures. Uses 3 ™ 
"D" batteries, order 2 pkgs. below 

79 N 6002C — Wi. 6 Ibs... $11.97 9 
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Sea Sled runs on or under water s 409 
Action rone deep. G.I. Joe's 16:inch sea sled in selt 

propelled guided by pontoon valves, 2 diving planes 
vnd rudder. Plast 
ages below. G.L. Joe not included, ord 
49 N 5952 — Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 12 oz. 
49 N 4660-"D" Batteries. Pig. of 2. Wt, & or. Pkg, 38c 

Scuba Outfit to wear when diving s 394 
Q Authentic looking. frogman suit of orange rubber 

Complete with swim fins, mask with visor . . even 
oxygen tanks. Fits G.1. Joe (not included, see below). 
49 N 59023 — Shipping weight 1 Ib. ‘oz, $394 
G. Joe figure for 1. 2. 3. 11% in. tall. Plastic. 
49 N 59891 — Shipping weight 11 az. $299 

FROM THE OCEAN? 

Here come 
the Zeroids. 

Grabbing. throwing and 
having at your command 

1452, 
Exch has special purpose 
hands, extra magnetic hands 
plus storage cart or wed. 
‘They go forward or back- 
ward while grabbing or 
throwing. Plastic. 6 in. tall. 
Use 2 "AA" batteries, order 
1 pkg. on page 504. We 
11. 10 ox 
Dee a Sioa Deere io sooze un 

Spacecraft goes where you go 
room to room or outside. Set. 

control unit, 3 spacecraft, 2 
bases, template, 2 cargo packs, 
pick-up hook, loop. Uses 4 "D° 
batteries, order 2 pkgs. above 
at right, Plastic, 15 in. long. 
49N5828-W 2 Ib«Set $5.99 

[^ rM 

Space Capsule 
and Suit 
#799 

3 Imagine a fight through space with 
reentry and splash down. Big blue- 

ic capsule 
hand canopy lets 
in space." And it floats. L1 

pered space suit of metallic fabric 
helmet, gloves, boots. G.T. Joe not 

Rudy the Robot 
Struts slong keeps on the move 
by automatically reversing himself 
when he bumps into any object 

his arms as be goes, Hist 
are shaped to hold small objects. 
as he travels along. Nothing. 
stops him . reverse mechanism. 
i tripped when he bumps some- 
thing. Plastic. Uses 4 "D" batter- 
ies, order 2 packages sold below. 
79 N 5812C— Wt. 6 lbs $10.99 
~O" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660— Wt. 8 or Pkg. 38c 

Friendly Robot from. 
Lost in Space 

Goes straight .. circles 
left or right with ha. 
eerie fights blinking 

T7 
Motorized. robot is out of thia 
world when he wanders around. 
You make his arma move by 
moving rods in back. Flashing 
lights warn you he's coming. 
Rear lever changes direction 
Plastic. 12 in. tall, Uses 2 "D^ 
batteries; order 1 pkg. above. 
49 N 5742. WL 3 iba.. .$7.77 



Mattel's new Miniature Western World 
Unique injector machine molds poseable, plastic, 

3%-inch tall cowboys, Indians, horses.. 
colorful Western Town reverses to an Indian Village 

i accessories. 

I $699 
ka a v 6 

11%-in. tall Knight in shining armor 

It’s the age of chivalry once again, and this 
bold, brave knight and his faithful horse 
stand ready to fight for honor and righteous- This rip-roarin' western scene comes to life when add cowboys, 

Indians, horses tage ness. Dressed in full, resplendent armor, you make yourself in the simple-to-use injector. 
knight has movable arms, legs, head Just put the Plastix into any of 8 molds, place mold in inj A 
horse is 13 inches tall. Includes 53 pieces pii scio In minutes you'll press out piares ieri pared 
of fighting armor, weapons. Plastic to be assembled into action-posed figures—ponies look like they're 

: galloping, cowboys seem to be riding fast, Indians running. Incl. 
Gold-color knight, horse, accessories. cement, brush, paint, plastic town. UL listed. 110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 
79 C 59051C—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs $6.99 79 C 20088C—Shipping weight 3 pounds...................$12.99 
Silver-color knight, horse, accessories. 49 C 1978—Extra Plastix. Pkg. of 36. Shpg. wt. 10 oz...Pkg. 2.99 
79 € 59052C— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs $6.99 

Johnny West and his family 
Big, plastic figures help make 

the old west come "alive" again 

Buckboard with 
horse, Jamie 
sg 

Jone West ond Flame. 

Johnny’s wife is a real 
gal—lves to “ride” 

2 Buckboard, horse and 3 Circle X Ranch. Sturdy 4 Johnny West and Thun- 

Jamie West. Johnny's chipboard bunk house, derbolt, all set to “ride, 
son drives buckboard on all stable, corral are authenti- rope, shoot.” Fully jointed, 
round-ups. He's 9 inches cally detailed, colorfully lith- — 1134in. tall Johnny wears 
tall; fully jointed. Wears  ographed. Bunk house doors western outfit. With camp- 

t western gear. Buckboard has open. Inside are bunks, ing equipment (not shown). 
comes with 4 costume reins, harness. Jamie’s horse, stove, cupboard, rifle rack. Plastic. 
changes (not shown). Flame Pancho, can be ridden alone table, and chair. 43$ feet Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

Jane West 
e 

wears saddle and bridle. —fully jointed. Plastic. wide—folds compactly for 
Plastic. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1202, Shipping weight $ Ibs. storage. Shpg. weight 8 Ibs. 
49 C 59056 s, .$5.99 79 C 59054C. .........$8.99 79 C 59053C........ .$6.99 

‘list pene scane by aa pom 



Catalog page scan: 

1 Daisy’s exact reproduction of the 
famous rifle that helped bring law 

and order to the West. Cock the gun and 
start firing . . it cracks, recoils, smokes 
« » realistic action every time. 34 inches 
long. Plastic stock, metal barrel. 
79 N 2636C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. . $4.77 

Daisy's Ricochet Rifle 

2 Lever-action beauty cracks, recoils, 
ricochet whines, smokes . . shoots 

cork balls (12 included). 30 inches long. 
Bronze-color metal parts, plastic stock. 
Scope. Web sling. 
79 N 2650C—Shpy. wt. 3 ibs.. , $4.22 

Daisy's Smoker Carbine 

Q Use real lever action. Makes loud 
report, recoils, smoke swirls from 

steel barrel when fired. Bronze color. 
30 in. long. Plastic stock. Web sling. 
79 N 2646C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. , $2.88 

Marx Telescope Cap Rifle 
ejects cartridges, smokes 

Big game rifle scope to make far 

stock, metal barrel. Full 40 in. long. 
79 N 2688C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs., .$3.88 

V chilenas ai 

5 Daniel Boone Flintlock by Marx. Copy of famous "long § 
rifle." Thumb-cocking hammer has flint that sparks with 

every shot. Fires roll caps. Brown plastic. 43 in. long. 
79 N 2704C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ......... $1.99 

6 MI Army Carbine by Hubley. Action model with scope 
and “magazine clip.” Fires roll caps. Sturdy plastic. 

Removable soft plastic bayonet. Sling. 26 in. long. 
79 N 2833C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ......... $1.99 

7 M14 Recoil Rifle by Marx. Battery-powered model of 
U.S. automatic rifle has recoiling muzzle, rat-ta-tat 

sound. Strong plastic. 34 in. long. Uses 2 
79 N 2612C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . 

“D” Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
79 N 4660, .. .. v CEs WN Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
8 Shootin' Shell Winchester by Mattel. Shoots caps, 

Shootin' Shells and ejects cartridges. Secret trigger for 
rapid fire. 2 cartridges, 6 bullet noses. Plastic, 26 in. long. 
79 N 2794C—Shipping weight 2 pounds.......... $1.99 

Q Perris’ Kadet Trainer. Shoots cork balls. Load 6 
through front of barrel. Lever action. Wood stock. 

Shoulder sling. 10 cork balls, Kadet booklet. 24 in. long. 
79 N 2686C—Shipping weight 2 pounds.......... $1.99 

Marx Bolt-action Training Rifle 
loads like a real gun $199 

10 Pull bolt back, slip non-firing cartridge into chamber. 
Shoots roll caps, ejects cartridge. Fine for practicing 

the manual of arms. Strong plastic and metal. Soft plastic 
bayonet. Working sight. Shoulder sling. 35 in. long. 
79 N 2628C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs.............- $1.99 

NOTE: Caps not included with any cap-firing toy. 

Fires caps, shoots bullets, ejects 
shells . . rear sight knob turns 

Exciting model of a military semi-automatic rifle. Magazine feeds 
plastic bullets into barrel for fast firing. Plastic with wood-grain and 
metal effect. Shoulder sling. 36 inches long. 
79 N 2669C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs........-.....--..-.-44 $4.27 Note simulated air-cooled 

metal barrel chamber and 
magazine with 6 bullets 



Horse Soldier's Outfit 

18 pieces $ 599 

Join the Cavalry of the Old West . . you're outfitted 
with a plastic saber, cap rifle and ‘‘bullet-shooting”’ 

pistol, even a cavalry hat, scarf, canteen, holster 

No cavalryman was better equipped. With the shout “Forward Ho!" you 
head out with a 24-inch lever-action rifle, a 914-inch cap pistol that shoots 
8 soft bullets, and a 26-inch saber that slips inside the scabbard with 
hanger. Hanger also totes canteen that carries water. You wear an authentic- 

looking cavalry hat and a large, cotton neck scarf. Buckle belt holds flapped 
holster and ammo pouch . . adjusts to fit up to ch waist. All sturdy 
plastic . . guns have metal parts. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

79 N 2605C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. .. Outfit $5.99 

E 
NS 

p 
Top Hand 

Double Holster Set 

Lightnin’ fast guns gleam like gold . 
cylinders revolve with each shot 

Just feel the lavishly tooled design on the holsters and full-contour belt, 
the scrollwork on the cap-firing repeaters. Exclusively Sears. Top-grain, 
cowhide with a rich, antique brown finish. Leg ties for fast draws. Even the | 
12 play bullets, rivets and buckle are gold color. 1034-inch metal pistols, 
simulated bone grips. Fits up to 29-inch waist. 
49 N 2810—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. Set $4.99 

OEM, NOTE both pages: Cops no! included with any cap-firing toy 

tlialoó pae beans 6x caries ada 

Western Marshal Outfit 

Rugged saddle rifle is a 32-inch beauty. 
Lever action, fires roll caps . . steel bar- 
rels, nickel-plated working parts. Simu- 
lated curly maple stock and foregrip 
with cordovan-color inlay design. Leath- 
er double holsters match rifle design. 
73-inch nickel-plated repeaters fire roll 
caps. Flexible 9-inch bowie knife with 
sheath. Marshal badge. Fits up to 28-in. 

ae X waist. EL 79 N 2841C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... $5.39 

Complete Gunslinger Outfit for peewee cowboys 
Equip your hombre with vest, kerchief, 3349 

cap-firing rifle, 2 pony-head pistols 

He'll mosey along with confidence. Lever-action 21-inch “scope” rifle 
and single-shot pistols take on anyone, Plastic, metal. Fabric vest, 
metal-slide kerchief. Leather holsters, belt. Fits up to 23-in. waist. 
49 N 2824—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . Outfit $3.49 

Tot's Double Holster Set. Die- 
cast metal pistols are 634 inches 
long, fire single-shot caps . . non- 
cap repeating action. Top-grain 
cowhide holsters . . golden-color 
trim. Fits up to 25 in. waist. 
49 N 2739- Wt. 1 lb. Set $1.79 

Spittin' Image 
Double Holsters 

Authentic looks and action. 
lOX-inch gun-blue metal re- 
peaters revolve cylinders, fire 
cap-loaded bullets. Flip-open 
loading. Guns whip out from 
stand-away cowhide holsters. 
Fits up to 33-in. waist. Shpg. 
wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz. 
49 N 2652, osse $3.99 

Texas Ranger 

Double Holsters 
Nickel-plated 834-inch repeaters 
fire 50 caps. Big, smooth black 
grips. Top-grain leather holsters 
with black “jeweled” conchos. 
Full-contour belt holds 6 play 
bullets . . fits up to 30-in. waist. 
Metal buckle. 
49 N 2738—Wt.2 lbs. ..$2.95 

Mustang-head 

Double Holsters 

Nickel-plated 734-1 
fire 50 caps. Wi 
tang-head grips. Natural top- 
grain cowhide leather richly em- 
bossed. Fits up to 26-in. waist. 
49 N 2804-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02.$2.29 



SPLASH DOWN! Space Capsule 

The fascínatíng world of 5 SOE 

J 5 
& 

and Space Suit Outfit . . only 
Sears includes an Inflatable 
Raft and a Flotation Collar 

"Sr 
Imagine a flight through space with re-entry 
and splash down. Big, blueprint model capsule 
orbits by hand . . sliding canopy lets him "walk 
in space." 18Yax10 inches wide. Plastic. And 
it floats. Zippered space suit of metallic fabric 
comes with helmet, gloves, boots. Yellow vinyl 
collar and raft. G.I, Joe not included. 
79 N 5979C — Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . . $9.49 

Astronaut Suit only. G.I. Joe not included. 

49 N 6029 — Shipping weight 14 oz. . .. $5.79. 

A Sears 
Exclusive Set 

t <i 

98 [Sears 
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11%2-inch G.I. Joe in Scuba Outfit with 

battery-run Sea Sled that emerges from cave 

Ameríca's movable 
fíghtíng man 

— 

AQ 

Action runs deep . . G.I. Joe has an accessory that 
offers self-propelled motion. Propeller-driven 
16-in. sea sled runs in, on and under the water 
. . guided by pontoon valves, 2 diving planes, 
rudder, Plastic G.I. Joe wears rubber suit, scuba 
tank, face mask, swim fins. Undersea cave. Uses 3 
"D batteries (not incl.) . . order 2 pkgs. below. 
79 N 5957C — Shipping weight 4 Ibs. . . Set $9.99 

Sea Sled only. Motorized, plastic. 16 in. long. Uses 
3 "D" batteries. Order 2 packages below. 
49 N 5962 — Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 07........$5.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
79 N 4660 — For 79 N 5957C above. ....Pkg. 36c 
49 N 4660 — For 49 N 5962 above .... 

The excitement of 
mid-ocean transfer 

Breeches Buoy Outfit 

$349 

Mayday! G.I. Joe is going under, 
rescue him with the pulley hoist 
Also transfer him “ship-to-ship”. 
Comes with slicker jacket, pants, 
plastic flare gun, blinker light. 
Cable and G.I. Joe not included. 
49 N 6006 — Wt. 8 oz. .....$3.49 

Deep Sea Diver Outfit 

You control pump $ 499 

. See bubbles rise 

G.L. Joe explores the ocean depths 
in waterproof fabric diving suit. 
Separate operating pump puts air 
through two 24-in. hoses . . send 
bubbles to the top. Diving helmet 
screws on, face plate opens or 
shuts. Weighted belt, shoes. With 
tools, compass, signal float and 
line. G.I. Joe not included. 
49 N 59896 — Wt. | Ib. 4 oz. $4.99 



Blaze Ponderosa trails with the Cartwrights 
and their versatile 4-in-| Bonanza Wagon 

It's a Covered Wagon, an 
Ore Wagon, a Ranch Wagon 

and a Chuck Wagon 
ex Bonanza Set—Get Wagon with 3999 Bonanza Wagon is pulled by 2 horses that «P799 $5 

Little Joe, Hoss, or Ben - roll on ball bearings . . a full 25 in. long LA 
The Cartwrights are fully jointed . take any pase for lifelike ac. 4 Convertible wagon rolls acres the Ponderosa. Blaze new trails across the West 
tion. Each 9 in. tall and comes with his own horse, saddle and in the covered wagon. Change to ranch wagon tn haul supplies trom Virginia 
cowboy accessories. Horses have ball-bearing hooves. Plastic, City. Or use it as a chuck wagon on a tough 'n rough cattle drive. Even converte 
Wagon (1 horses included) is described at right Vo an ore wagon when you're ready to inspect the mines (1) 79 N 59032L~Joe, horse and wagon. Wt. 101lbs Set $999 Wagon is fully equipped with camping gear .. for cooking, prospecting or carry (2) 79 N 89033 horse and wagon. Wt. 10IbeSet 999 ing cargoes. Converts easily and quickly without cutting or gluing. It's made to 61) 79 N 59034L— Ren, horse and wagon. Wi. 10 Ibs..Set 999 seale for the Cartwrighta. Has 65 authentic looking scaled pieces in all. Wagor 
Cartwright Family only. Joe, Hom and Ben, each with horse, horses are 25 inches long overall. Fully detailed plastic. Wagon has fabrie c 
79 N 59035C~ Wagon not included. Sbpg.wt.4lbs.Set $1288 — 79 N 6O88L— Allow 10 pounds per postal regulations. 5799 

JANE WEST AND HER 
DAUGHTER, JOSIE 

Each has her own horse, 
dog. corral and carry case 

> Johnny West and his 
horse “Comanche” 

38. 
5 Johnny West is ready for any 

kind of rugged action. He's 1 
inches tall, fully jointed to stand, Jane West Set i Josie West Set. #619 
"run," sit and nde, Completely out- 
tied ia western gear. Plastic Lovely and lifelike Jane West stands 11% Have fun with Josie the teen-age cowgirl as she rides 
49 N 6015— Wt. 1 Ib, 602.. .$3.49 inches tal. fully jointed for action. She rides the trail on 11-inch tall “Poncho,” protected by her 

3 in corral or on the range with “Flame” ..13  S-inch dog “Flack.” She's 9 inches tall fully jointed 
D oom EN RH inches tall with saddle and bridle for action. Includes a set of accessories including 

see panad io acr d Includes 4 changes of clothes, range gear clothes, corral and saddle. Plastic figures. Paperboard 
$t “tres. 11 lads tell, Pati for Js “Flick” dog inches tall. Plastic ty case. 
NE RS tis Eee MAS figures and paperboard carry case "Shipping weight 5 Ibs 

506-510 Sears 22 79 N 6025C —Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... Set $7.84 79 N 6017C Set $6 19 

panem erm iano caine 



You're the busiest flight controller . . 
getting help from the "Voice-in-the-Tower'" 

instructing you how to handle space capsules 
as well as plane take-offs and landings 

Audio Airport and Space Center 

10” = 
Place a record into Tower base, put on earphones, and get ready for fast flight control action. 
Also hear exciting conversations between astronauts and space control station. Plastic and 

_ metal set includes 2 helicopters, 1 rocket transport truck, 1 radar truck, 5 jet planes, 7 

Zooms up to 50 ft. high .. Soars up to 
600 ft. away on harmless gas propellant 

Fill with harmless gas fuel . . enjoy flying thrills without the 
engine noise, Gas is injected into the rubber “jet chamber.” 
Enough gas is included for 70 to 120 flights. 1844 inches long 
with 13-inch wingspread. Plastic. Decals included. 
49 C 2271—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. . 
49 € 2272— Extra Fuel. Shipping weight 13 ounces. 

498 [Sears] ies 

Tinipon Scane by cuddimdtcwiedocledca coda 

-$3.99 
. 1.99 

spring-powered launching pad, rocket missile and hand-operated gantry. 26x18-in. 
area, 10}4-in. Tower. Four special records relay information to operator through 

mes. Tower uses 1 “D” battery. Order package below. 
weight 7 pounds. . ae ~- $10.99 

Fly the “President's” 
Air Force 1 Jet 

“Fly” it manually, then flip switch to have 
the lights blink and "engines" roar. Push but- 
ton to release retractable landing gear for 
takeoffs and landings. 1814 inches long. 
Rugged, high-impact plastic. Made in Japan. 

batteries, order pkg. below 
49 C 5803—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . $6.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shpg. wt. 11b. 80z....Pkg. 1.19 

One-Man 
Rescue 

Helicopter 

Be on Ready-Alert. 

Press lever, rotor 
blades whirl gently 
and off you go on a 

“pretend” flight . . 

Explore the wilds, discover 
mysteries of the jung 

Enjoy these and other ima; 
nary adventures with this 
strap-on helicopter made of 
high-impact plastic. Press 
lever to “on” . . red and 
blue lights flash alternately. 
Press lever from starting 
point to “low” and then fur- 
ther down to accelerate rotor 
blades. Adds realism to out- 
door play. Replaceable bulbs. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries. Order 
package above. 
49 € 5818—Wt. 4 lbs.. .$9.99 



.50-caliber machine gun chatters as red 
muzzle recoils and shell cartridges fly out . . 
2 cap-firing grenades land with a “‘bang’”’ 

Jungle Gunner Set $6399 
Hack your way through the underbrush with flexible machete. Tote 23-inch 
camouflaged machine gun to your position . . mount it on sturdy detachable 
tripod. Wear helmet with camouflage netting as you sight advancing enemy 
with binoculars, Ready grenades with single-shot caps (not incl.). Plastic. 
79 N 2645C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . 

G.I. JOE 6-piece Infantry Outfit $397 

You're America’s fighting man with cap-firing 24-inch Tommy gun, .45-cal. 
pistol. Knife, canteen, compass . . all plastic. Leather holster, belt and sheath. 
79 N 2677C—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. (Not for sale in New York City.) $3.97 

The Fighting Sergeant Set $997 

Blow whistle to regroup troops. Lead platoon 
with cap-firing 31-inch M-1 Garand rifle . . at- 
tach flexible bayonet for close combat. Helmet 
with netting, canteen, 2 grenades. All plastic. 
79 N 2673C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. $2.97 

Here’s the Gun that shoots around corners 

Aim and shoot without being seen. Barrel pivots 180° while mirror sight auto- 
matically swings to proper angle. Use it as “periscope” to spot targets. Semi- 
automatic, air powered. 21-in. plastic. 10 sponge rubber balls. 
49 N 2623—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1392... $2.97 

502 SEARS re Cops not included with any cop-firing toy 

Cualoó Habe Scant by cddimar naoa com 

Gung Ho Commando Outfit. $837 zs 

Enough equipment for any assignment. Battery-powered 31-inch ma- 
chine gun roars, flashes . . ammo belt moves. Wear .45-cal. pistol with 

mess kit, canteen, map, case. Plastic. Order 3 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 2607C—Shps. wt. 7 Ibs, (Not sold in N.Y.C. or Mass.)..$8.37 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz..... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

.S0-caliber machine gun blasts away 
with rapid fire. Tripod mounted. Plas- 
tic. 29 in. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 2729C—Shpg. wt. 3 bs.. .$3,97 

Army Pup Tent Camping Set $099 

Pick a site for your headquarters and pitch tent. 39x80-inch poly- 
ethylene resists tearing, leaking. 36 inches high with rope, stakes and 
poles. Includes plastic mess kit, canteen, cup, helmet and insignia. 
79 N 2690C—Shipping weight 4 pounds..............-...--+ $2.99 

er Morse code. Vary your 
signals with red, white and 
green lens. Has built-in 
buzzer. Plastic, 8 inches. 
2 “C” batteries included. 
49N2687-Wt.1202.$1.95 

Get set for action with pistol, cap- 
firing grenade, whistle, camouflaged 
helmet. When fighting lets up, relax 
with canteen, mess kit. Plastic. 
49 N 2648—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.99 



Every time you pull the trigger on the repeating rifle, see red light flash 
from breech top. (Order 2 “AA” batteries at right.) Lever action loads 
caps. Wood-grained plastic stock. 32 inches long. Western-style pistol shoots 
8 cap-powered harmless bullets. Holster. 9}4-inch soft plastic knife, sheath. 
79 N 2740CM —Shipping weight 2 pounds 

Western Ranger Set 

Lever-action 2734-inch rifle with 
scope. Plastic and metal. Two 734- 
inch nickel-plated pistols. “Jeweled” 
leather holsters. Rifle, pistol fire 
roll caps. Fits up to 24-in. waist. 
Just right for young rangers. 
79 N 2834C—Wt. 3 lbs. Set $3.29 

Johnny Eagle Red River Set s[O88 

Scaled replicas of “guns that won the West" mount on 23x10-inch wall plaque 

with sculptured-plastic stagecoach scene. Lever-action 36-inch rife and 

12-inch six-shooter fire caps, 6 play bullets . . eject shells. Eagle feather 
trophy on rifle . . braided lanyard on pistol. Embossed gold-color mustang 

decorates wood-grain plastic stocks. Metal working parts. 

79 N 2752C— Complete Set. Shipping weight $ pounds. ...... Set $10.88 

79 N 2717C— Red River Rifle only. Shipping weight 4 pounds.... 6.22 

grain plastic rifle stock and serrated pistol butt. Metal parts. 
79 N 2751C— Complete Set. Shipping weight 5 pounds... .. . Set $10.88 
79 N 2716C— Magumba Rifle only. Shipping weight 4 pounds.... 6.44 

Gini pane scan by cdtimax amiedlüciedca cow 

ZI 
BIG HORN 

Go hunting with the most realistic cap-firing rifle 
we've seen .. ejects shells, even has real magnifying 
power scope-sight to bring “big game” up close 

Stalk the big-horn ram on mountain peaks, buffalo on the plains. Scope 
enlarges any distant target you sight. 40-inch bolt-action rifle fires 
roll caps, ejects 3 cartridges. Richly grained plastic stock looks and 
feels like fine wood . . gold-color ramshead "carved" in stock. Gun-metal 
black barrel and parts. Plastic Luger shoots 8 cap-fired play bullets. Soft 
10-inch bowie knife slips into sheath you wear on belt or leg. 
79 N 2741C— Shipping weight 3 pounds NEM 

At Sears . . three 
novel action rifles 

ary $49 

Breech Flash Soddle Gun 
When cap fires, red light 

flashes in breech-top. (Order 
2 “AA” batteries below.) Re- 
peater. Wood-grain plastic 
stock, metal parts, 32 in. long. 
79N2659C M-Wt.2 Ibs.$2.49 
"AA" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 1 oz. 
79 N 4666M-16c; 6 for 90c 

Daniel Boone Flintlock. 
Model of famous “‘long 

rifle" that helped write fron- 
tier history. Thumb-cocking 
hammer has flint that sparks 
with every shot. Fires roll 
caps. Brown plastic, 43 in. 
79 N 2704C-Wt. 2 1bs.$2.49 

3 Shootin' Shell Winchester 
by Mattel. Replica of re- 

nowned western rifle shoots 
roll caps, Shootin’ Shells . . 
ejects cartridges. Secret trig- 
ger for rapid fire. 2 cartridges, 
6 bullet noses. Plastic, 26 in. 
79 N 2794C-Wt. 2 1bs.$2.49 

Ricochet $ 488 
Rifle 

4 Needs no caps! Lever-action 
beauty loudly cracks, re- 

coils, ricochet-whines . . even 
smokes! Tough bronze-color 
steel and plastic. See-through 

scope. Sling. 30 in. long. 
79 N 2655C-Wt. 3 lbs.$4.88 

Smoker $329 
Carbine 

5 Makes loud report, recoils, 
smoke swirls from steel 

barrel when fired. Lever ac- 
tion. Bronze color. Plastic 
stock. Web sling. 30 in. long. 
79 N 2646C-Wt. 3 1bs.$3.29 

Winchester s. 4 88 
Crrackfire ! 

6 Rifle-shot sound and rico- 
chet (actual recording of 

rifle fire) blasts from stock 
when you pull the trigger. No 
batteries or caps needed. Met- 
al lever action. Plastic. 31 in. 
long. By Mattel. 
79 N 2647C-Wt. 2 lbs.$4.88 



G.l. Joe Action Soldiers of the World 

Lifelike 11v2-inch figures pose realistically, 
come completely equipped for battle 

French Re ance 
Fighter. Underground 

hero in beret, sweater, 
pants, boots. With pistol, 
submachine gun, kni 
grenades, radio set, and 
more. Plastic. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 5992 ...Set $1.99 

Q, Japanese Imperial Sol- 
dier. Hand-picked de- 

fender in full regul: 
uniform. Field pack, 
tol, holster, bel 
bayonet, more. 
WL. 11 oz. 

49 N 5990... . Set $1.99 

iz] 

rifle, 
Plastic 

Russian Infantryman. 
Expert at winter 

warfare in warm hat, 
boots, and uniform. 
Also bipod machine 
gun, grenades, field 
glasses, ammo box and 
more. Plastic. Wt. 1l oz. 

49 N 5991 . . Set $1.99 

4 British Comman 

Proud heroin helmet, 
jacket, pants, boots. Also 
gas mask, submachine 
gun, carry pack, canteen, 
and more. Plastic. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 5993. ... Set $1.99 

ONLY :[99 
each set 

German Soldier. 
Storm Trooper is uni- 

formed in boots, helmet, 
Lugar, machine pistal, 
grenades, holster, car- 
tridge belt, pack and 
more. Plastic 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 5989... . Set $1.99 

thrower, machete, en- 
trenching tool, jungle 
knife, grenades and 
much more. Plastic 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 5994 . . Set $1.99 

G.I. Joe with basic service uniform $39 

Just pick your favorite branch of service and G.I. Joe is ready to enlist. 21 mov- 
able parts let you pose him for action . . crouch, shoot, throw. He's 11⁄2 inches 
of lifelike plastic; wears basic uniform, fatigue boots and metal dog tags. 

q Soldierstandsateasein Army green. Q) Sailor in Navy blues. 
49 N 59891— Wt. 11 oz Lees $2.39 

.$2.39 

49 N 59893 — Wt. 11 oz. 

B Marine in camouflaged fatigues. ——— |() Pilot stands-by in jump sui 
49 N 59892—Wt 11 oz.. 49 N 59894 — Wt. 11 oz. 

Save This Catalog .. you can order toys on 
pages 433 to 609 from now until August 1, 1968 

me ee by ia anal 

-$2.39 

-$2.39 

Available 
only 

at Sears 

(o9 

without soldier 

G.I. Carry Case holds 2 soldiers 
plus gear ... doubles as sentry post 

Swing down the barrier post and G.I. Joe challenges strangers before 
they can go on. There's plenty of room inside to store dothing, weapons, 
ammunition, Sturdy vinyl case is screened in battle-action motif. 14 inches 
high . . hold two 12-inch combat soldiers. 
49 N 59829 — Shipping weight 2 pounds . ^... $299 

G.I. Joe Bunk Bed 

Just what a tired foot-soldier 
needs after rough day. Rugged 
canvas bed. 2 bed ends, side 
runners. 

Shipping weight 6 oz. 
49 N 6011... 

G.I. Joe wooden 
Footlocker 

Scale-model replica of a $3 19 
real G.I. footlocker with 
plenty of room for Joe's 
gear. Has removable com- - 
partment section, rope a 
handles, brass hinges and 
fixtures, Official insignia. 
It’s over a foot long. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz. 

Talking G.I. Joe 

477 
G.I. Joe takes command. 
Just pull his dog tag and 
he gives 8 commands and 
warnings such as “Take 
the jeep” and “Enemy 
Planes!” 
He wears army fa- 

tigues and boots. Needs 
no batteries. 11'/2 inches 
tall, plastic. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 6067 ....... $477 



Big 3 -level 
Service Station 
Super Car City is a rugged, 

all-steel station and parking 

garage. Takes cars to any level 

by a hand-operated elevator . . 

services all 15 cars with gas 

pumps, rack and 10 attendants. 

42-piece Set 

$ 866 

You're in charge of this busy automotive center with 10 attendants 
working for you. Triple gas-pump island handles all the “fill 'er up” 
business. Hand-operated elevator takes cars up and down. Plastic 
figures stand on bases, carrying mallets, brooms, other equipment. 

Used car ramp and sign stand in front; billboard on top identifies 
station. All-steel building is 29'4x16x16 inches high. 15 plastic 4%- 
inch cars for parking and servicing. 42 pieces in all. Unassembled. 
79 N 59781L— Shipping weight 10 pounds... ..:....... Set $8.66 

23.pc. Set s499 Jumpin Jupiter! ts — ) 
v— } BATMAN and ROBIN | 

Ec Dein. — c7 

> x 

Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea 
3 51? à ! 

Command the torpedo-firing SEAVIEW as it battles a killer whale and 
a clawed monster. Wind up the sub, watch it plunge below the water, 

The dynamic duo pursue 6 vicious villians . . Thunderbolt, Key Man, skimming along with only its conning tower showing. Take it on land 
Brainstorm, Mouseman, Kaltor and Joker. The bat-car and bat-plane and it rolls on wheels. 17 inches long. Join in the pursuit of a giant 10- 
are standing by. Check the communication control tower, computer inch whale or the dangerous 8-inch sea monster with movable claws and 
and memory bank. Get out the ray weapon and bring the criminals to wheels. 2 divers, 2 torpedos. Plastic. 
justice. All figures 344 inches on bases for steady standing. 7-in. bat-car 49 N 5922 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. . „Set $5.19 
and skyscraper. Rocket pad and sanctuary mountain incl. Plastic. 

49 N 59897— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces Set $4.99 

IN 
tee) 

BG oce sats 399 
sold only at Sears 

doin the exciting adventures of King Kong with Bobby, Susan, 
Professor Bond and Captain Englehorn. Recreate their TV ex- 
periences and make up some of your own. Travel by canoe, over 
footbridge, through the jungle, to reach crocodile-infested Skull 
Island. Movable 8-inch King Kong to the rescue. Tribe of 16 
warriors with hut, kettle and trap cage. 14 animals. All plastic. 
2-inch magnetized figures, hand decorated. 
49 N 5910— Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...........Set $3.99 

Tinipon Scané by cddimarmicdlociidca om 



AMAZING ZEROIDS 
march, grab, throw, haul on command 

; MIGHTY ZOGG 
He's the commander-in-chief of all the 
Zeroids, With awesome power he propels 

himself to his 3 stations. His Dyno-Arms 
activate all sensors . . turn on switch 
and he lights up like a computer 

Mighty Zogg $ 99 without with 3 set  battorios action stations 
Each has special purpose, strong magnetic 
hands plus storage cart or sled. Plastic. 
6 inches tall. Each uses 2 "AA" batteries, 
order pkg. at right. 

He propels himself to Sensor Station where only he can energize 
Space Scanner, Radar Antenna and Hypno-Scope. 6-in. Zogg 
and any “turned on” Zeroid can trigger 3 harmless rockets on 
Missile Defense Pad or ride Solar Cycle. Lunar landscape and Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. 

PONS MESES other Zeroids not included, All plastic parts. Uses 2 “AA” 
I Zintar the Silver Explorer. 49 C 59031. 1.94.99 batteries, please order package below. 
2 Zerak the Blue Destroyer 79 € 58022C— Shipping weight 4 pounds..... Set $13.99 

49 C 59028... .$4.99 49 C 46666—"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 6, Wt. 6 0; .Pkg. 99c 

8 Zobor the Bronze Transport: 
49 € 59029. . 

BLAST OFF TO THE MOON 
Story Book Robot 2 rockets soar to 200 feet on water-power thrusts 

Walks forward . 

when he touches an object 
and keeps on moving 

$41 nz 

Out of The Wizard of Oz comes the 
Tin Man, a bright shiny fellow with a 
big smile. He clumps along swinging 
his arms—his head can be moved too. 
Front, back bumpers reverse his direc- 
tion if he bumps into objects. 21 in 
high of hi-impact styrene. Uses 4 

“D” batteries, order package below. 
79 C 580190— Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.. . $11.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Wt. 1 Ib. 80z..Pkg. 1.19 

reverses 

Apollo 

Apollo Rocket $299 
with Lunar Module 1 
and 2-stage Gemini 

Simulate flight to moon by attaching Lunar 
Module to Apollo rocket. Launched by remote 
control, scale model Apollo zooms to 150 feet 
.. Separates . . goes 150 feet more. Gemini 
climbs 200 feet, releases capsule that floats 
down by parachute. Pour water into control 
center . . pump the handle until gauge shows 
proper altitude. Pressure builds up as water is I 
pumped through 8-ft. tube. Count down by 
turning knob. Zero hour! Swing out 14-inch 
gantry to release rocket. All plastic detach- 
able parts. Y 

49 C 20251— Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz.. „ .$7.99 

Lost in Space Robot 

Goes straight, left or right 

with lights flashing 

Save I0% $088 ssi: 
Last Christmas was $7.66. Motorized robot 
is out of this world when he wanders 
around. His eerie blinking lights flash to 
warn you when he's coming. You make his 
arms move and point direction by oper- 
ating rods in back. Rear lever changes his 
direction. 12 in. tall. Plastic. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, pl e order package above. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49 € 5742— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . $6.88 

Citai pace scans by ceisihiasnmiseledimical Gom 



Catalog page st 

with 5 big, plastic bullets 

Hefty Rifle and detachable Pistol both fire 
the grenade with the sound of the century 

Sight the enemy through telesight, squeeze trigger—then watch and hear 
as 83-inch grenade screams on its way. Next cock and slide the bolt to 
power 5 magazine-loaded plastic bullets . . pow! pow! pow! pow! pow! Re- 
lease gunlock—and down drops secret 9-inch pistol for close range fire. All 
plastic with spring-powered mechanisms. Rifle 28 inches long. 
79 N 2679C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .........-...00.ceeeeee 

One-Man Army weapon: (1) launches grenade; (2) fires anti-tank rocket, 
(3) armor-piercing shell, (4) anti-bunker missile; (S) shoots 10 bullets as 
rifle on bipod; (6) chatters as Tommy gun; (7) fires caps as pistol. 

Break through the enemy's front and wreak havoc. Knock out machine- 
gun nests, tanks, bunkers, a squad of troops, even snipers. Mop up with 
detachable pistol. Plastic, spring mechanisms, 3 feet long. By Topper. 
79 N 2684C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ...........+.2+2eeseee 

Pull back bolt lever which sets gun at ready-to-fire position. When enemy 
nears, squeeze trigger for realistic-sounding bursts. Muzzle recoils, 8 
shells eject. Plastic, shoulder sling. 19 in. long. 
49 N 2770—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. . ...$1.82 

Shoots a ball of air across the room... 
Air Blaster Gun with 4-target set 

Wham-o’s hurricane-action gun $ 444 

startles pals, distant objects 

When you bullseye the snarling gorilla target, he jumps, shakes and quivers 
. . vinyl strands re-form for more. Blast 4 little outer-space targets, or make 
your own. Harmless as a breeze. Hinged hand-lever on top builds air 
pressure . . then squeeze trigger. Sturdy black plastic, 10 inches long. 
49 N 2666—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces.............. Set $4.44 

ass 
chi 

Shoot grenade that screams 
toward its target, follow it up 

Be a one-man junior army in the best equipped 

airborne outfit. Drop behind enemy lines 
with helmet, machete, mess kit and field pack. 

"Knock out" snipers with rapid-firing toy burp gun 

and cap pistol that shoots harmless bullets. 

Wipe out bunker with practice hand grenades. 

Mission completed, head back to your lines. 

PARATROOPER 
JUMP MASTER 

22 pieces of equipment $499 

Only Sears offers this feld gear for airborne heroes. You “land” in a 
field wearing net helmet, belt with ammo case and holster. Canteen 

holds water, mess kit totes utensils, field pack stores gear. Plastic 
19-inch burp gun and 7-inch pistol have metal mechanisms. 

49 N 2705G—Wt. 4 Ibs. (Not sold in N.Y.C. or Massachusetts)..$4.99 

Join the Cavalry—and Charge! $595 

“Forward Ho!" You're a horse soldier of the Old West. You pack a 
24-inch cap-firing saddle carbine, a 9}¢-inch cap pistol that shoots 8 soft 
bullets, and a 26-inch saber with scabbard, hanger. All plastic. Cavalry 
hat, canteen, belt with pouch, holster. Yellow cotton kerchief. 
79 N 2605C—Wt. 4 Ibs. (Not sold in N.Y.C. or Massachusetts)... .$5.95 

NOTE: Cop: not included with any cap-firing toy ra SEARS 503 



JAMES BOND SHOOTING 
SECRET AGENT ATTACHE CASE 

-— Helmet plus Remco's 

Space Ray Gun 

$399 xz 

The case and pistol/rifle shoot harmless bullets 
. . With dagger, codes, passport, 2 booby traps 

$999 

Rugged leather-grained plastic case looks so innocent—but it conceals a 
dagger on side, a trigger on top. Open it, there’s a 4-piece weapon that 
assembles into a 30-inch automatic rifle with cartridge-scope . . it’s also 

Offered nowhere in the an automatic pistol or single-shot Luger. 12 plastic bullets. Includes de- 
" but at S coding machine, passport, wallet, currency, calling cards. 17x12-inch case 

universe but at sears and codebook are booby-trapped . . open ‘em wrong and cap fires. 
Explore space with helmet that keeps out * 49 N 2727—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces............ Set $9.99 
mic rays” and ray gun that buzzes, tea e m 
of light. White plastic helmet sports a blue light 
reflector, insignia and chin strap. Fits any child. 
Chrome-color plastic ray gun. 1034 inches long. 
Turn lens to send red, green, white or yellow 
signals. Order 2 “C” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 2678— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz..Set $3.99 

Zero M Movie-Shot 
Looks nx a camera, pull 
in laser out. rA 
pus ic gun 

399 or single shots. 
n wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 

New from Mattel 49 N 2724. ........ $3.99 

4-in-1 weapon . . change sections to fori 
rifle, sub-carbine, launcher or pistol— 

each sends roto-missiles soaring 40 feet 
You're “Lost in Space" with TV's Robinson family. But you're ready for 
any in! danger with a complete range of weapons. Spin out 2 

plastic roto-missiles in true trajectory. Hear an Y 
ORCI sound, startling ram-fire—or silence. Durable plastic wit 

whistler, scope. 24 inches long overall. 
7o. Ni 2680C — Shipping weight 3 pounds.............. «$5.77 

ssi 

Zero M Pocket-Shot Zero M Radio-Rifle 
Looks like a knife, its plastic 
blade pulls out. Press release . 
snaps into 6-in. plastic, metal 
gun. Fires caps. By Mattel. 
49 N 2614—Wt. 8 oz....$1.99 

Transistorized Plazer Ray Gun shoots a beam of 
"destroys" it in a flash 

Plastic, metal . . 27 inches long. 
Filter simulates nighttime firing. 
Buy 2 “D” batteries 
79N2719C—Wt. 4 Ibs.$10.77 
"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
79N4660—1 16c; 6 for 90c 

light at any target . . 
Sight any object on the wide inner 

See 
498 [Sears] w 

Cutie pane scans by christmas museene com 

parts, spring mechanisms. 3 feet long. Made by Topper. 
79 N 2754C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... 

Looks like a radio, but turn it 
'on" . . stock and barrel spring out. 

into a 19-inch cap-firing rifle. 
Plastic, metal. By Mattel. 
49 N 2629-Wt. 1 Ib. 3 02..$3.19 

Johnny Seven One-man Army Weapon 3844 

The only gun in the world that: (1) launches grenade; (2) fires antitank 
rocket; (3) armor-piercing shell; (4) anti-bunker missile; (5) shoots 10 bullets as 
rifle on bipod; (6) chatters as tommy gun; (7) fires caps as pistol that detaches 
from gun. Stock also detaches. Magazine-loaded rifle bullets. All ammo big 
and smooth, made of soft plastic. Highly detailed plastic weapon with metal 

-$8.44 



TET. 
READY FOR COMBAT 

Deep Freeze Outfit $399 

Equips G.1. Joe for arctic exploration. 
Cold weather gear includes parka, ice 
boots, snow sled with tow rope, flare 
gun and ice pick. G.I, Joe not included. 
49 N 6007 — Shpg. wt. 9 oz... . $3.99 

Ski Troops 
; Outfit 
oy $379 

y 

v i Issue Joe this outfit when 
r " he's assigned to the snowy 

) mountains, Includes 2- 
Á piece parka, mittens, sun- 

1 goggles, ski boots, ski poles 
A Xand skis. G.I, Joe not in- 

cluded. 
Shipping weight 10 oz. 

49 N 5927 ....... .$3.79 

Two G.I. Joes of the GREEN BERET hold off enemy troops from 
their jungle outpost with machine gun and shell-firing bazooka 

You can double the firepower of your forward out- that actually fires one of six rocket shells . . knocks 
posts , , fight off the enemy better than ever. Two 
G.I. Joes made of fully jointed plastic and standing 
à proud 11% inches high are dressed in full combat 
outfits (fatigue shirts and pants with boots, dog tags 
and green berets), 

out enemy armored movements. If enemy soldiers 
move in close, they'll be met with the machine gun, 
grenades or automatic rifle . . or call for air support 
on the field telephone with earphone. Ammo box, 
cartridge belt, camouflage netting included. Plastic. 

Commander Out 

Joe moves to a mobile unit with imita- 
tion leather jacket, tanker helmet, 
machine gun, ammo box, belt, radio, 
microphone. G.I. Joe not included. They're ready to swing into action with a bazooka 49 N 5978—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ......... Set $9.99 49 N 6005 — Shpg. wt. 10 oz... $3.99 

G.I, Joe reports enemy 
positions from this 

Foward Observer Set 
Exclusive $ 499 
Sears Set 

Camouflaged observation set includes fully 
jointed plastic G.I. Joe.. he takes any action 
pose, stands 11s inches tall, His combat outfit is 
complete with fatigue shirt, pants, boots, dog tag, 
camouflaged helmet. Includes poncho, rifle, 4 
grenades, field radio, telephone, wire roll, map 
case with maps, camouflaged netting, support 
posts. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 5969 — Shpg. we. 1 Ib. 6 oz....... Set $4.99 

MAJOR MATT MASON 
4-pc. Set includes Matt in $2.99 viro. My 
space suit, 3 accessories batteries 

Matt. probes craters of the moon in motorized space 
crawler, "flies" over mountain ranges with space sled 
or "jet propulsion" pak. Crawler's rotating legs pull it 
over most any obstacle. Turned on its side, it rotates 
whenever operating winch touches tail boom. Bendable 
Matt is 6 in. tall; wears space suit with detachable helmet, 
movable visor. Molded plastic. Uses 2 "D" batteries (not 
incl) . . order 1 pkg. below. 
79 N 6061C — Shipping weight 4 pounds... Set $5.99 
D" Batteries. Package of 2. 

79 N 4660— Shipping weight 8 ounces. .. Package 36¢ 

Catalog ade scans by dieistiasnisetedmical Gom 



actors, 5 Implements s759 

a" Realistically designed set of tractors 
and implements for fun farming. 
Both tractors have front wheel steer- 
ing; cub cadet tractor has blade that 
raises and lowers with lever action. 
Flare box wagon with tailgate that 
opens and steerable front wheels. 
Plow, disc, harrow and cart attach 
to tractors. Tractors and imple- 
ments range from 344 to 6% inches 
long. Die-cast zine and steel. 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. à 

‘Deluxe Farm Set 
has 214 pieces 

BIG 30-inch long platform supports barn 

and silo . . tractor with 3 accessories 

harvests "crops" . . fences hold 42 animals 

$ 879 
. Herd the livestock and haul crops up the haylift as you take 

charge of this busy farm. Load produce into the 3-level, open 
back barn. Pick-up truck, jeep and tractor simplify the chores. 
Chicken coop houses the fowl; birds perch on the board and 
barbed wire fences that hold the stock. Milk platform, cans and 
plastic vegetables. Hitch up the rake, disc and harrow. 6 farm- 
"hands load produce into the silo. 30x7x12-in. steel platform. Other 
accessories, 3-dimensional plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 59779C —Shipping weight 9 pounds. -Set $8.79 

89-piece Livestock Farm Set 

With farmhands, truck. 24 animals 

E 499 

Load your crops on the working haylift, watch 
the litter carrier move in and out of the barn 
on the freight traverse rod. Hitch up the har- 
row, plow, corn planter, stone boat or 3 otherat- 
tachments to the plastic tractor. Farm tools, 

vegetables, milk cans, feed box and bales of hay 
are included. Pick-up truck with die-cast 
wheels, 24 farm animals. 6 plastic farmhands in 
action poses. Activity centers around the all- 
steel, open-back barn. 20x9x9 inches high. 
Plastic parts. Unassembled. 
79 N 59773C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.. ....Set $4.99 

Mini-Farm Set s449 

Authentically-scaled tractor and 
7 frequently used implements 
ranging from 4 to 6'4 inches long. 
8-piece set includes tractor, wagon, 

spreader and di with moving 
parts for realistic operation. Hitch 
up the plow, harrrow, planter and 
mower. Open the tailgate on the 
steerable wagon. Spreader has 
beater action, disc has plastic roll- 
ers, Die-cast zinc and steel. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 9 oz. 
49 N 5527 Set $4.49 



9 & 
4 

batteries 

Callisto . . astronaut 
from Jupiter 

T Is he friend or foe? 
Mattel's green plastic 

alien . . transparent skull 
reveals his superior hu- 
manoid brain. Posable, 6 in. 
tall. Space sensor samples 
space matter. 
49 C 59869-Wt. 6 oz. $2.44 

"Major Matt Mason 
with Flight Set 

Mattel's space hero 
and leader of the Men 

in Space. Complete with 

jet propulsion pack and 
space sled for short trips 
in space. 6 in. Plastic. 

Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
49 C 59088. et $2.99 

Mattel's Talking Space Station . . 

hear the voice of Matt Mason 

“Ready for blast-off . . 3, 2, 1”. Listen in to authen- 
tic astronaut jargon . . activated by pull-string. 

Control panel is complete with “flashing” lights, radar 

screens, scanners. 2 movable chairs. Closes into carrying 
case, 13x4x8}4 in. high. Vinyl. Figures not incl., see (2) 
and 49 C 59058. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 

49 C 59868— Shipping weight 3 pounds.......... $7.99 

: MAJOR MATT MASON 

batteries, 
astronauts 

$ 7 ie Without 

Mattel's Uni-Tred and Space Bubble 

( 6 and 7 ) shown on opposite page 
Dual action tow-yoke links the powerful lunar tractor and pro- 
tectively tinted space bubble. Astronaut Jeff Long (sold below) 

views lunar landscape from his stationary position within the rotating 
space bubble. Matt Mason (sold at left) drives the climbing uni-tred 
(uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below left). 19 in. long. Plastic. 
79 € 59061C— Shipping weight 3 pounds............ wv Ass aep $8.99 

49 C 59058—Astronaut Jeff Long. 6 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 602... 2.44 

4-unit Convoy . . Astro Trac with Launch Pads 

17 Lost Christmas was $15.66. Vehicle of the future lets you launch 
satellites as it traverses its own 40x24-in. moonscape. 9-in. front 

vehicle has foam plastic rear wheels, front wheels steer. (Astronaut 
not incl.) Plastic. Uses 1 “D” battery, order below. $1199 
79 C 59011C—Shipping weight 3 pounds, PATE II 

Deluxe Billy Blastoff Set 
(Shown on opposite page) 

Billy and his robot, Robbie, power their 
deluxe grabber, lunar crawler and space 

rocket vehicles with just two “AA” batteries 
(order package below) in their amazing back 
jet packs. Watch them retrieve “radioactive 
material” or travel over rugged terrain to 
track down strange phenomena. 

Accessories include play radioactive mate- 
rial, push cart, walkie talkie, a radar scope 
that fits into the dashboards of the vehicles, 
and a strange flying device. 

Plastic parts. Billy is 4!4 inches high. Buy 
it the easy way . . order by phone. 

79 € 59062C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs...... Set $10.99 

MOON COPTER . . motor roars, lights blink, 
blades whirl as it taxies and turns 

A Wheels adjust for straight forward, right or left turns. 
High-impact plastic body, metal trim . . 16 in. long. 2 

figures incl. Japan. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 C 5807—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces........ $4.99 

Basic 

Billy Blastoff Set 
Billy's back pack holds 2 “AA” batteries (not 
incl., order pkg. below) which power all his 
vehicles. Set includes Billy, his space car, sled, 
exploration tractor and lunar crawler. Billy is 
414 in. high. Plastic. 
49 C 5973—Shipping wt. 1 lb. 14 oz.. Set $5.99 

SPACE MOBILE climbs over obstacles 

Runs forward or reverse. 8-wheel drive lets wheels oper- 
ate independent! a tank. 10-inch plastic body. Has 

removable 44-inch plastic spaceman. From Japan. Operates 
on 2 “D” batteries, order package below 
49 C 5844—Shipping weight 2 pounds $4.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. ...AN’ WHEN I GET UP THERE 
49 € 46606—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ..Pkg. 1.19 ON THE MOON SOME DAY, T'LL 

500 [Sears] tes WAVE TOYA! 
“AA” Batteries, Package of 6. 

49 C 46666— Shipping weight 6 oz.. . .Pkg. 99c 

Citai pace scans by deisihtasmisetediwical com 



with the Zero M 

SONIC BLASTER 
p 

d Golden Agent 97 : 32 
Bursts of air travel up to 40 feet $699 Pistol Set 
knock down airport “buildings” Cap-firing .38 made of die-cast gold-color 

" M MORIS eani. nigra 
scope for long-range "firing." Leather belt 
with holster for silencer and extension. Secret, 
palm-size cap-firing .45 pistol in tuck-away 
holster attached to belt chain for quick draws. 
49 N 2846—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. ... $2.97 

Pump the handle, aim and pull trigger . . watch toy buildings scatter as 
a harmless blast of air knocks down your target. High-impact plastic 
and metal gun, 35 inches long, features a working sight for precision 
aiming. Cardboard enemy airport features spectacular triple delayed- 
reaction “explosion” when hit by a blast of air. 
79 N 2617C—Shipping weight 5 pounds...............+++++- $6.99 

It's a radio— 
Now a rifle 

It's a camera— 
Now a pistol 

Looks like an 
Looks like a portable radio, 
but when danger lurks: 
turn it "on," stock and 
barrel spring out into a 
19-in. plastic rifle that fires 
caps. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

ordinary 
camera, but when you 

y. “see” danger— press shut- 
ter . . barrel and pistol grip 

> pop out, fires caps. Plastic. 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

49 N 2629........$2.62 49 N 2627........51.62 

Bolt-action machine gun features an adjustable “infra- 
red" scope, smoking barrel with "silencer/flash hider.” 
Fires caps singly or in bursts. Plastic, 27 in. long. 

FOVUDUTUE 
The ISA 07-11 

Gun, Holster Set *2°8 
Pull plastic burp gun trigger for fast firing— 
hear rat-ta-tat machine gun sound. 19-inch 
burp gun. Cap-firing hand gun shoots caps 
and plastic bullets. Hide small pistol in shoul- 
der holster with strap. With badge and wallet. 
49 N 2691G—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. .$2.88 

79 N 2621C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ....... $2.66 Not for sale in Massachusetts or New York City 

Bull’s eye flashes, bell rings as you shoot bullets of light 

ELECTRONIC RIFLE RANGE NOW WITH PISTOL 

comm” $1499 zz 
Big 35-inch rifle and 7-inch pistol both trigger a 
beam of light with precision accuracy. 134-foot 
high target has spring-motorized wand with photo- 
electric bull's eye. 4 wild-animal heads snap on 
wand to vary the "game." Score cards. Plastic 
weapons and target. Order all 3 batteries below. 
79 N 2708LM— Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. Set $14.95 

“D” Battery. Order 6 for target only. 
79 N 4660—Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz.....Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

79 N 2670 M-9-v. Battery for rifle. Wt. 5 oz. Each $1.49 

79 N 6417 M-9-v. Battery for pistol. Wt. 4 oz. Each 35c 504 SEARS Gre — 

p" “~~ 
Catalog page —áq—: 



Who would think you're an International Secret 
Agent carrying a booby-trapped I8-piece arsenal 

ISA 07-II ATTACHE CASE 
Luger shoots caps and harmless bullets, has easily attached "'silencer" $399 

.. converts into burp gun with grenade launcher and sight 'em ‘‘scope”’ 

Attaché case looks innocent enough, but it holds everything you need on a 
dangerous mission. The gun is there. Bullets, too. Mount shoulder rod ex 
tension and long barrel with "telescopic-like" sight. Luger has now become 
a 26-inch burp gun that launches a cap-exploding rifle grenade or a missile 
to carry messages. When outnumbered, cap-exploding hand grenade evens 
the odds. 14x9-inch case has key-operated booby trap, Plastic and metal 
49 N 2692—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs, Kit $3.99 

Save this catalog . . you can order toys on pages 467 to 638 until August 1, 1967. 
International Secret 

Agent Submachine Gun 

Pull back bolt for rapid-fire ac 
tion. Ring sight lifts up . . cross 
hairs center spy's silhouette. 
Squceze trigger . . it fires bursts, 

muzzle recoils. 21-inch gun-blue 
plastic, metal parts. 
49 N 2674—Wt. 2 lbs... $2.44 

JAMES BOND P, 
SECRET AGENT b 4 

WA 
Wm 

Man from 
U.N.C.L.E. 

See pop-up 

Only Sears outfits agents 
with this low priced set 

You must eliminate 3 enemy agents 
007. Your kit has a pistol that auto- 
matically fires soft plastic bullets 
when you attach the scope. Add 
shoulder stock for 18-in. rifle. Booby- 
trap code book and “radio” fire caps. 
Calling cards. Plastic, metal. 
49 N 2707 —Wt. 2 lbs... .Set $3.59 

: Fires 6 39 parue. 
ae 4 

Targets pop up in sniper-scope . . bam! They drop 

Hefty 36-inch THRUSH rifle is quite a wonder, Its ray-sight zooms 
in on daytime danger with cros: 
fighting, a flick of the side switc 
the sight. Pull trigger—the 
cap fire. Load caps in mag: 

accuracy. For simulated night 
sets up 4 deadly targets—right in 

get vanishes in a blast of crackling 
ne clip. Plastic, metal 

Ui $6,39 79 N 2699L—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

€ 

007 “BARK. Man Tom U.N.C.L.E. 
Bond Assault Raider Kit Napoleon 

sR99 Solo Gun R á 

2 $399 ipintea > 
James Bond's most devastating Mek : ien 
weapon converts from a business 

"s case to an all-out attack 
. Built-in launcher lobs 3 

harmless rockets. Pistol shoots a 
message-carrying missile or cap 
exploding grenade . . also concea 

Cap-shooting .45 converts to a long-range rifle 
Automatic pistol becomes a 27-inch long rifle when you mount barrel, 

shoulder stock and exter ion “silencer.” Scope has calibrated cross 
hairs. Load caps in magazine clip. Rugged plastic with metal parts 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

cap-firing palm gun. 14x11-in.ca 49 N 2709— Shpz. wt. 1 lb, 8 oz $3.99 
shoots, too. Plastic, metal. NOTE for both pages: Cops not included with any cap-firing toy 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz 
49 N 2712 s. -Kit $5.99 m Sears 499 
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Captain Action 
. . the movable 
action hero 

5344 
Fully jointed 12-inch plas- 
tic figure wears basic uni- 
form, removable plastic 
boots. 
Other equipment in- 

cludes lightning sword, 
scabbard, action gun, belt 
and hat. 
Order extra Captain Ac- 

tion outfits (1 through 3) 

illustrated below. 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 

49N6019......... $3.44 

Available only at Sears 

Laplain ACTION 
With Batman costume and 
secret chamber carrying case 

Fully jointed 12-inch figure in uniform, 
Car 

Captain Action Outfit: $389 pd ready for combat, intrigue. Then, presto . . 3999 

ptain. Action Outrits not included transform him into another brave hero set 
1 Spiderman. Suit, spray tank, hook, more. 

49 N 6096 —7 pc. Set. Wt. 9 oz... Set $8.89 Plastic figure with sword, scabbard, gun, belt, boots. Batman costume 
X P includes plastic cape, helmet-mask, belt, weapons. Colorful vinyl 

2 aan nei Suit, ees pde e carry case serves as headquarters . . about 14x12x5 in. deep. 
6093 .— 8-pc. Set. Wt. $ 01... Set $3.89 49 N 6065— Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces . . . Set $9.99 

3 Superman. Suit, shield, dog Krypto, more. 49 N 5936 — Headquarters only. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. .3.89 
49 N 6021— 8-pc. Set. We 9 oz... .. Set $3.89 49 N 6022— Batman costume only. Shipping weight 9 oz... ....3.89 

Only Sears includes a 
fortified garage with 

Captain Action's 

Silver Streak Car 

$799 Captain Action, 
ction Boy 

Bat Girl with Super Girl with not included 

extra costume extra costume Runs on land and floats in water 
Bat Girl with helmet, ^ Super Girl with cape, to help Captain Action defend 
cape, batarang, boots, — boots and Krypto dog both the land and sea. Sleek twin- 
bat gloves changes to — changes to Linda Lec seater is custom-made for he and 
BarbaraGordoninhal Danvers in halter dress Action Boy. Spring-operated 
ter dress (not shown). (not shown). Bendable turbo-rockets actually fire. Tri- 

Bendable plastic, she — plastic, she wears all wheel design. Removable deck, 
wears all 11%-in. doll — 11¥inch doll fashions. radar scanner, Plastic, 21-inches 
fashions. Wt, I2 oz, Shipping weight 12 oz. long. Storesin cardboard garage 
49N59917.....94.97 — 49 N 59918... $4.97 79 N 5937C — Wt. 3 Ibs. . . $7.99 

Action Boy 3 Outfits for Action E 

$)99 each :3 19 

Action Boy not included 
Adventure awaits him and " 

^ vies Extra outs and colorful 
his black panther. Knife, accessories turn Action Boy boomerang make powerful 
weapons. Utility belt beret, Ux BEREE age 
boots. Bendable, plastic, 9 (4) 49 N 6097 — Robin 
inches tall, Order extra (5) 49 N 6099—Super Boy 
Action Boy outfits at right. (6) 49 N 59916— Aqua Lad 
49N6066-Wr. 9 oz. $2.99 Shpg. wt. 9 oz...Each $3.19 

Citai Dace Scans by dieisihmaxnisetedwical com 
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PORTABLE FARM SET 
je $729 

DAKTARI JUNGLE SETS 

140-piece Se 110-piece set 

3929 | s519 

140-piece Set 

forests of the 

Plastic 
59921 

110-piece Set 
scene or layout e 

t $5.19 

ws [Sears] 513 
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Li 

4 | Save 23* *11” zx: 
d 

astronaut 

4-unit Convoy Tractor drives over 

rugged terrain while you launch 

) missiles, satellites and projectiles 

» from 3 launch pads 

[4 

with stationary 
interior that can 

hold a passenger 

IU America's First Boy in Space 

—— BILLY BLASTOFF 
And his Robot, Robbie. 
Watch them power 
their lunar equipment 
with their own jet-packs 

A Sears exclusive Set 

[8) 10” 
without batteries 

Cutiod page scans by chuisinas nuisetecindca. com 



No International Secret Agent would dare be without his 

ISA O7-11 ATTACHÉ CASE 
Luger shoots caps and harmless bullets, has easily attached “silencer” 
. . converts into burp gun with grenade launcher and sight 'em “scope” 

> 

| ATTACHE CASE . 

Innocent- 
looking 

Secret Agent’s 

Outfit 

$797 

007 reporting, sir. Yes, I'm ready, I have my attaché case with 

my rifle (it's a pistol as well as a rifle, you know.) I'll keep my 
assignment in the booby-trap code book that fires a cap when 
opened by the wrong person. I'll send you a full report with my 
Code-O-Matic secret message writer. I've got my wallet, passport, 
foreign money. Jolly good, sir. Case 17x12 in. 
49 N 2727G —Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. (Not sold in N.Y.C., Mass.).$7.97 

Multi-Pistol 09 

See enemy thru the scope. Fire 
play bullets long or short range 
Mount barrel extension to fire 
“exploding” grenade, cap-firing 
torpedo bomb, secret message 
missile, armor-piercing rocket. 

Derringer, hidden in handle, 
pops out, fires caps. Shipping 
weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 2696 $3.44 

Cutsiod pate scans by iaa menica Gon 

s4398 

Plastic attaché case measures 14x9 inches and holds everything you'll need 
to capture a spy. The gun is there. Bullets, too. Mount shoulder rod extension 
and long barrel, put on “telescopic-like” sight and you've a weapon that extends 
to 26 inches. Luger has now become a burp gun and fires a cap-exploding rifle 
grenade and a missile to carry messages. Cap-exploding hand grenade also in 
case with key-operated booby trap. Kit of metal and plastic. 
49 N 2692G— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. (Not sold in N.Y.C., Mass.).Kit $3.88 

Save this catalog . . you can order toys on page 441 to 673 until Sept. 1, 1966 

Uses #127 film 

Secret Sam Snooper Gun 
Includes Attaché Case $ 
with secret Camera 688 

1 spy—take his picture with secret camera in or out of case, Check 
scene with periscope. Mount silencer, fire play bullets. Put on rifle stock 
and barrel to shoot secret message missile, Case 15x1144 in. 
49 N 2694—Shipping weight 4 pounds $6.88 

" 
T 
24 
uu 

un fires Two-way 
clip-loaded caps 

Cap-shooting .45 converts to long-range rifle 

Solo may go it alone, but never without his gun. Automatic pistol becomes 
a 29-in. long rifle when you mount barrel, shoulder stock and extension 

“silencer.” Scope has crosshairs, Rugged metal and plastic, 
49 N 2709G—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz, (Not sold in N.Y.C.) 

NOTE: Cops no! included with any cap-firing toy. 
n Kit $3.66 

rc SEARS 505 



It's a Comes with 

WALKIE-TALKIE RECEIVER 
Transmits your so your 
voice 4 mile! / assistant 
You can even / gets message 

communicate with y 
other walkie-talkies y 

View distant 
objects with 

5-power 

TELESCOPE 
All you need to track down even 

the most elusive “enemy agent" 

Used as WIRELESS 
INTERCOM. . it picks 
up conversation you 

can listen to 

CODE or DECODE s XY 
secret messages All this and buzzer alarm that goes o 

eum ru. 

Send 

MESSAGES... 
heliograph by 

day . . light by 
night NL. 

ff when opened 
with this machine Iso Morse Code guide, wallet, “money,” passport 

ISA 07-Il Super Spy At 
da. j 

the most ingenious plaything ever. Makes clever 
r à master spy. He'll track down suspect, follow 

th telescope, get photographic eviden ‘hen report 
1 code by transmission, wireless Morse 

light or sun. ier. Hs only piece of equipment— 
realistic attaché case, Molded plastic with chrome- 

tal hardware. 14xT1x24g in. deep. 

X ecd 

taché Case :[999 tite, 

Inside, a 4-transistor walkie-talkie that sends and receives 
on Channel 14 up to !4 mile—even farther over open 
areas, Transmitter key locks for remote intercom use with 
removable pocket receiver. Camera uses 127 film (not 
incl). With bulb, alarm switch, 2-pocket pouch, accessories, 
Order two 9-volt and 1 battery on page 482. 
49 N 6392M Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 13 oz... ... 

Who would believe this businessman's case 

contains all this secret-agent apparatus: 

a walkie-talkie, code book, passport, money" 

Jr. Spy Attaché Case s||88 

3-transistor cryst 
es on ( 

on Channel 14 

alkie-talkie ic ca plated 
hard 

le 
49 N 6391M 

al-cont 4-power Binoculars 
, c, center focusing 40mm 

h other 



U.S. soldiers attack across the desert firing real 

artillery as they battle Rommel's Afrika Korps 

during famous African campaigns of World War II 

Desert Fox *Q79 244 
The battle gets tough as 86 Americans oppose 56 Germans. Troops in 
sitting and action poses . . 2/4 in. high. 10 tanks, 3 motorcycles with 
sidecars, 3 jeeps, 6 half-trucks. Combat toughens under fire of an M-88 
German shell-shooting gun, a shellshooting howitzer, and a shell- 
shooting machine gun (extra shells included). Also 9x13-inch camouflage 
net with supports, tents, trees, army accessories. Plastic, 
79 N 59922C — Shipping weight 6 pounds. ....... cesses Set $9.79 

3-level Service Station 

with motorized elevator 

Boss a busy automotive center with 

15 people servicing as many as 15 

cars. Park cars at any level by 

elevator..ramp rolls them down 

to ground. Give complete service 

with 3 gas pumps, grease rack 

without 1999 zz 
Battery-operated elevator carries late-model plastic 
cars up. Triple gas-pump island handles all the 
"fill 'er up" business. Grease rack for lubrica- 
tions, jack for tire changes, air hose to inflate tires. 
Battery charger, oil can rack, battery and tire dis- 
plays, even a water can to check radiator. Metal 
Station 31x20x19 in. high. Plastic parts. Unas- 
sembled. Takes 1 "D" battery. Order 1 pkg. below. 

79 N 5954L — Shipping weight 10 pounds... $9.99 

D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
79 N 4660— Shipping weight 8 oz....... Pkg. 36c 

2-level Service Station 
10-man crew handles 11 cars . . 

E gas pump and traffic light work 

g . 3Opiece $ 499 

TIVI : z M - 

co 
DOWN 

Cars actually roll down ramp, have die-cast wheels. 
One holds water in "radiator". "Gas" (water) comes 
from 1 pump. Manually-operated traffic light. 
Colorful metal station 27x15x11 in. high. Unas- 
sembled. Also wash rack, battery charger, air hose 
and gauge, grease rack, tire display, other items. 
All plastic. So easy to buy when you use the phone. 
79 N 5953C — Shipping weight 6 pounds. .. . $4.99 

u— ——— 



TWISTER "Right foot red" left hand yellow"— cach 
s spin of the pointer tells you where to put your 

The game that ties hand or foot. Quick, beat your opponent to the 
you up in knots. easy spots. Fall and you lose. 

n if you're 6, 16 or 60, you'll love this 
:371 crazy fun game. Makes any party hilarious. 

Forces couple (even better, 3 or 4) to go through: 
more contortions than they thought possible. 
Play it indoors in stocking feet, or outdoors in 
bare feet. 24-spot, 6x4ló-foot vinyl mat wipes 
clean and folds or rolls up for easy storage. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 N 65027 $3.77 

PLAY Il. DIFFERENT GAMES 

Including Dart Toss, Shuffle Board, $1388 
Bowling with Automatic Pin Setter 

A sports minded family will love this set. The bowling 
set has two 5-inch plastic balls, and time-saving auto 

matic pin setter. Play Shuffleboard with 4 pushers, 8 discs 

Dart toss has 4 darts and target. They'll enjoy “Bounce 

the Checker,” Tic-Tac-Toe, Bowling, Checker-Pitch, 

and golf. Also 3 racing games with 4 racing cars, horses, 

planes, 12x2-ft. printed linoleum. Plastic 
79 N 29113L—Shipping weight 18 pounds. Set $13.88 

Automatic Pin Setter lets you 
bow! a game in your living room, 
basement or recreation room 

Automatic Pin Setter Game Inflatable Marble Court for a 2-way Punching Bag Set. . Floor Puncher 

with 2 bowling balls rainy-day game to play indoors it's a floor or wall model with steel base 

3944 $399 5844 3489 

s to pick up. Steel and plastic pin Big 45-inch court of smooth fabric hi Use as a floor puncher that grows A punching that helps 

setter holds 10 pi place. Hit pins, they no lumps or bumps to spoil good sh with child . . adjusts from 30 to 42 child develop muscular coor 

flip x press-down action resets them. Marked off for regulation play. Cc inches, or make it a wall model lination, Ar ows with 

5.in. plastic balls. Unit 30x14x14 in. deep. — surrounded by lightwe sily in Helps child develop coordinatior from 36 

Allow 10 lbs. postage per postal regulation ed and deflated vir com peed-up reflexes. Steel frame, sim- ches. Inflatable simu 

79 N 29086L $8.44 lete with a bag of jt the lated leather bag, air pump. lated leather bag. Needle for 

y. order Knuckle guards not included filling with air 

C-Wt.l0lbs Set $8.44 — 79N29062C-Wt. 5 Ibs. $4.89 514 We 21 $3.99 79N291 

Culsion pads scant by deisintaimaiseledindcal con 



OP-ART in seconds . . 

just press the button 

ART-A-MATIC 

$4 xz 

Squeeze out paint, flick on electronic 
turntable and create a “mod” paint- 
ing. Incl. 4 reusable bottles, psychedelic 
nontoxic paints, 3 frames, 25 art 
boards (Sx7 in.). Plastic turntable. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below. 

49 C 20059-Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. Set $4.99 

Refill Kit. Includes 4 bottles of paint, 
36 art boards (5x7 in.) 

49 C 2138—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... Kit $1.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 

49 C 46606— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. $1.19 

‘ESI daos Scane by cddimacuodlbcie dca poda 
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Chick-U-Bator . . watch them hatch 

$549 

Watch the eggs hatch in this plastic incubator with 
clear see-thru dome . . converts to a brooder lamp or 
nursery light after eggs hatch. Incl. egg holder, 
thermometer, air tube, bulb and coupon for ordering 
2 fertilized chicken eggs from hatchery. Guidebook 
incl. 914x6 in. high. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

49 C 20069— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $5.49 

Sea-horse Corral 

$3 

Watch sea horses as 
they swim, eat and 
change color. Corral 
is clear, see-thru plas- 
tic, Sl(x4Xx3!lg in. 
Includes gravel, sea 

coupon to factory for 
2 live sea horses. Wt. 
110z. 
49 C 20262..Kit $3.99 

Permanently preserve 

objects of beauty 

by embedding them in 

clear plastic blocks 

. create decorative 

jewelry, paperweights 

PLASTICAST 
casting and embedding 

10” 
Plasticast is designed to delight and 
challenge the creative imagination of 
teenagers or young adults. Just mix 
the liquid plastic and hardener, pour 
mixture into mold, let it jell. Add 
object to be embedded, cover with 
another mixture. Set includes 5 basic 
molds plus 8-cavity jewelry mold, 
1 pint liquid plastic and hardener, 
6 jewelry settings. Also butterflies, 

sea shells, measuring cups, 
rubbing and polishing com. 

pounds, sheets of wet-dry abrasive 
paper, mixing sticks and an 18x20-in. 
plastic work sheet. Black opaque 
coloring pigment may be added to 
molds to give a dramatic background. 
Complete instructions. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 C 20067 «+ Set $10.99 

Plasticast Refil 
and hardener. 

49 C 20269— Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz $3.99 

2 pints liquid plastic 

Giant Ant Farm plus 72-page book 

36*9 

Watch live ants in this escape-proof plastic 
case; measures 15x2x10 inches high. Complete 
kit includes a fascinating 72-page manual called 
"Questions and Answers about Ants." Kit also 
has a supply of ant food, liquid feeder, sand and 
certificate you mail to factory to receive ants. 

49 C 23019—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 

Butterfly Collection 

$39 

Start a butterfly collec- 
tion with 10 ready-to- 
mount specimens, net, 
insect and mounting pins, 
display mount and relax- 
ing and dispatching 
fluids. Also includes jar, - 
wing-pinning strips, Ú 
bala spreading board. KO Y 
Complete instructions. T. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Q 
49C2196.....Set $3.99 



All the exciting thrills 

of driving a car are 

here..with dashboard 

control you can move 

car forward, backward 

or even turn it around 

. . horn honks and 

lights turn on 

$997 ates 

Remote-control Cadillac Convertible 

What a sleek plastic car .. patterned after a late model of Detroit's 
finest. See car scoot along or back up and turn left or right. Clear the 
road just by gently sounding the horn. Equipped with headlights. 10 
inches long. Order 3 “C” batteries. 

49 N 5893— Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces.............., $3.97 

49 N 4665—"'C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz.. . Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

$197 wn 

Straight-line stick shift 

Shift lever to change the speed of 
this battery-operated Mustang 

Sporty-looking Mustang is rarin’ Console houses shift lever . . car 
to go. Metal body finished in white goes forward or reverse. Head 
accented by red interior. Plastic lights pierce darkness as it speeds 
steering wheel and plastic blue- along. 11 in. long. Order 2 “D” 
tint windshield. Chrome-plated batteries at right. Become a Mus. 
bumpers and rubber tires. Front — tanger.. it's fun 
wheels turn left or right 49 N 5888—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $1.97 

Save this catalog . . you con order toys on 
506 SEARS rce pages 44] to 673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

‘isthe Dade scans by Galician aao 

Both actually fly 
by remote control 

$199 wi 
Stunt Plane. Brightly painted 
plane takes off, zooms through 
the air, goes into a loop the 
loop. Plastic body. Sturdy lam- 
inated balsa 13 inch wings. Or- 
der 3 “D” batteries below 
49 N 5899—Wt. 15 oz. $1.99 

Helicopter. Dives, hovers and 
rescues 2 plastic men at your 
command. 8 inches long. All- 
plastic. Order 3 “D” batteries 

below. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 5898......... $2.89 

Land, sea or air Set 

S-pe. $997 without 
set atteries 

Send a tank, airplane or a sub- 
marine into battle with plug- 
in remote control. All metal 
action toys feature realistic 
noises and come equipped with 
lights. Tank 514 in. long, Air- 
plane 7 in. long and submarine 
8 in. long. Order 3 “D” batter- 
ies below. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

49 N 5691 Set $3.97 

Snorkel Fire Engine 

99c sates 
When the alarm sounds, have 
no fear for this fire-fighter 
moves out under remote con 

trol. As it rolls, siren wails to 
clear the highway. Ladder 
raises and swivels by hand. All 
metal and 644 in. long. Order 
2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 5682—Wt. 8 oz. ..99c 

Siren Police Car 

99c without 
batteries 

Siren sounds and light on roof 
flashes. Car goes after law- 
breakers by remote control. 
M ures about 8 inches long. 

Enameled steel with shiny 
chrome-color trim. Order 2 
D” batteries below 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

49 N 4218 99c 

Talking Police Car 

$697 nieis 

Not only looks like and acts 
like a big city police car, but 
it actually sounds like one. 
Push button on hood and hear 
16 exciting phrases. Powerful 
siren, friction motor. Car 14!4 
inches long. All metal. Order 
one “D” battery below. Ship 
ping weight 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 5892 $6.97 

"D" Battery. Wt. each 4 oz. 

49 N 4660...16c; 4 for 60c 

All items on both pages 
are from Japan. 



:[529 
without batteries 

Sears exclusive 

Motorific Torture Track Set 

* Mystery Mountain . . which exit will the car take? 

e Service Center . . car stops automatically when it “runs 
out of gas'’—starts again after a “‘fill up” 

Over 30 feet of track with 4 torture tests 

Send 414-inch motorized Corvette Stingray speeding through a series of tor 
ture tests. First stop is the service station--car stops at pump . . when 
is turned. car is released. Then car enters a cornering test with spring: 
obstacles. A crossover leads car to the performance test ramp that lets 
specd up and. around aj irder-type roadway Next stop—the mystery mount; 
detailed plastic with 2 "surprise" exits. Car may go through either the «pring 
test that sends it hurtling over a ramp . . or a crash test that sends it through a 
solid “brick wall" to prove its rugged construction. 

Build various test routes with 57 curved and straight plastic track pieces 
, 4 right-angle switches, 2 Y switches, trestles, ramps, signs. Also 3 conversion 

pins let vou run any Motorific car on tr: ee extra Motorific cars below at 
right, Order 2 “AA” batteries on page 4: v J | 
49 N 2016M —Shipping weight 9 pounds..........0....0..0.-0--.$15.29 B s Jaa end 

Get “Sound of Motorific" in 

this 4-test Torture Track 

forony $1049 

Li d 

Collect all 8 Motorific Cars . 

- race them on the floor— 

49 N2015M 5 310.49 or on any Motorific track 

Any Car s2 36 

Chassis has high-performance motor, built 
in drive gear, 3-position torsion-bar steering 

Motorific Pit Stop Racer Case with and whitewall rubber tires. Chrome-color 
trim, Plastic, 434 in. long. Just set steerin 

motor test station plus track flip switch and you're oif. Order 2 “AA 
batteries for each car, see page 482 Exclusive a Sears $599 Car sive Catalog Number 

Martin.. 49 N 2063M 
XKI 49 N 2066M 

E 49 N 2067M 
(4) Thunderbir 49 N 2068M 
(5) '57 Chevy.... 49 N 2071 M 
(6) Ferrari ; 49 N 2974M 
(7) Ford Mustang ....49 N 2075M 
(8) Corvette Stingray.. 49 N 2076M 

then continues or Shipping weight 3 ounces 

Case measures 19%4x4} 
ches ‘high. Motorific car Save this catalog . 
ncluded—order at 

ight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
$5.99 until August 1, 1967 

D ems Sears 501 

You con order toys on pages 467 to 638 ̀  

Tito take scane by cddimmax dicileci ic oon 



Work machinery to lift hay, haul in grain, fill silo 

Hitch up 3 big tractors to plow, discs, harrow, mower or hay rake, Work out of 
big operating steel barn on platform base . . 3 levels, open back. 30x7x12 
in. high. Use hay lift to raise bales to loft . . move them into storage area on 
conveyor system. Litter carrier moves in and out of barn on overhead rail. 

255- piece Farm Set includes 3 tractors $ 99 
truck and jeep to handle "acres" of land 

Deliver produce by truck or jeep. Store "feed" in silo of steel with plastic 
top. Barn and farm accessories including feedbox, hay, livestock, fence, gar- 
den produce. Milk cans, saws, rake, 6 farmhands. All plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 6009C — Shipping weight 9 pounds . ..... ees .. Set $9.99 

56-piece Garden Farm Set with 5999 
tractor and rolling implements 

Young farm hands are sure to find many hours of rural fun with this scale 
model farm. Colorful steel barn measures about 14x9x8'/a inches high. 

Tractor hitches to wagon, plow and mower. Eight-section sturdy “barbed 
wire" fence keeps 38 farm animals neatly contained. Plastic. Unassembled 
49 N 59924 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces... ........... Set $2.99 

Catsloó pac bene by iiem niéelochalcal cont 

1 17 piece Livestock Farm Set has working $499 
haylift, truck, tractor with implements 

Center your farm activity around this open-backed metal barn that m 
about. 14x9x10 in. high. Store silage in 9-inch steel silo. Tractor hitches to scoop, 
blade, plow and harrow. Pick-up truck for moving hay. 10-section fence, Also 
livestock, fowl, farmhands, and other equipment. Plastic, Unassembled. 
79 N 6050C — Shipping weight 5 pounds. . .. Set $4.99 

sures 

Batman and Robin foil 6 villains 
23-piece Set with Bat-Car, $ 499 

Bat-Plane, Sanctuary Mountain 

Join the famous pair in their exciting pursuit of the villains of 
n City for the Justice League. They batde Thunderbolt, Key 

Brainstorm, Mouseman, even Koltar and Joker. All figures 

nication control tower, computer, memory bank, rocket pad, ray 
weapon, others. Bat-Car about 7 in. long. “Skyscraper” about 7 in. 
high. All-plastic set. Buy it the easy way— order by phone. 
49 N 59897 — Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces .. ... 



D 

ong. This ferocious monster stands a 3 Popeye the Sailor: 50 in. high with becper hat, 
"full-52 inches high. Hit him and you'll sce 49 N 29056 —Shpg. wt. $ lbs. 10 oz... $3,69 

eyes blink, hear hi aki eak. 
Ea ph tese niu 4 Botman. Belt beeps and eyes blink. 52 in. high, 

z 49 N 2905—5Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 8 04... $4.19 

5 Bozo the Clown. Squeaker nose. 48 in. high. 
49 N 29057 —Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 02... $3.19 

$4.19 

$2.99 49 N 29053—Shpg. wt, 2- pounds, ,., 

| IT) 

Steel Stilts 
Q Rubber tips help prevent sliding and floor 
9 cratches. Foot re adjust from 10 to 16 

or, 5 ft. high, Fin 
enamel, For ages 6 to-14 

79 N 2916C —Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. Pair $4.89 

in red, white 

Weight-scaled Pogo Sticks 
10 For weight up to 90 pounds. Vinyl har 

dle grips. Slip-resistant foot tread and 
tip. 40 inches high. Red enameled steel 

79 N 29069L —Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs $4.19 

]] For weight up to 100 pounds. Vinyl 
handle gri lip-resistant foot pads and 

pring tension adjusts for 
4 enamel finish on sturdy 

teel tubing. Plastic streamers 

79 N 2908C— Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs $5.94 

, weight 180 pound: 
lip-resistant. f 

Vinyl 

h tension triple tub 

h friction-free spring. 48 

wt. 8 Ibs $8.29 

States Dade scans by dieisihiatnmiseledimical com 

the old one, two—inflated vinyl characters bob back for more 
G Torzen. Squeaks and eyes blink. 52 inches high, 

49 N 29052 —Shpg. wt, 4 Ibs, 8 oz... $4.19. 

2 Bomm-Bamm Rubble. A TV favorite. 34 in. high. 
49 N 29058 —Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 o2... .$1.99 

8 Dennis the Menace. Jolly 42-inch rascal, 

49 N 29055--Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz...$2.99 

“Astronauts” Non-tilt 

Space Walkers 

3519 

hinge keeps you from tilting anc 
balance. Put them over 
shoes 
Stro ic strap: ace-up band 

49 N 29067 — Wt. 4 lbs. 4« 



LEN 
Feder 

Historic American 

Ships to build 

$249 
each 

Skilled craftsmanship and attention to detail make Revell plastic 
model ships the collector's choice. Each kit includes complete in 
structions, history of ship, mounting stand and nameplate. 

Santa Maria. 15 in. Contour- 2 Mayflower. 13 in. Pre-form- 
ed sails, men, ladders, decals. ed rat-lines, men, boats. 

49 C 23985—Wt. 1 lb. 1 oz. $3.49 49 C 239865— Wt. 11b. 1 oz. $3.49 

 U.S.S. Constitution (Old Ironsides). 1634 in. Guns, cabins, boats 
49 C 23981 Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. $3.49 

Yacht America 
over 2 feet long 

$549 

A magnificent model of the world famous racing yacht. Served as a 
naval vessel in the Civil War. Features time-saving simplified deck 
and hull assembly, flexible working sails, operating rigging. Detailed 
decking and fixtures. Plastic. Rigging thread. 2534 in. long 
79 € 20252C— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. $5.49 

3-D Yarn Art 

$2449 naci. 

Combines rich beauty of 
stitchery, crewel and embroid- 
ery . . yet easy to do. Yarn, 
pre-mounted backgrounds, 
plastic frames. 

Autumn Toble. 26x14 in. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 

fj Tohitian Gold. 26x14 in. 
Shipping wt. 1 1b. 

79 € 20304C.............$5.99 

G Poppies and Daisies. 
11x14 in. high. 

49 C 20303—Wt. 12 oz.. .$3.49 

7 Americon Eagle. 11x14 in. 
49 € 2030—Wt. 1202. $3.49 

Cutsiod padd scans by chrisimas-museteciudcM pom 

[.— Beautiful “No Needlework” Yarn Art 
. . just press yarn to surface of pattern 

TUMBLE STONES 
Turn rough stones into 

sparkling “gems”. . design 

jewelry to give or display 

Complete Rock Polishing Kit now with pre-tumbled stones 

ul 4” 

Create beautiful stones to display or mount as cuff links, key chains, rings 
or barrettes. Everything you need is included—jewelry settings, electric tum- 
bler, 4 assorted grinding grits, 2 jars of polish, cement, tumbling barrel with 
protective lid and barrel liner, 1 jar of filler, untumbled and pre-tumbled stones 
(special pre-tumbled stones need only to be fine ground, polished and mounted). 
You can also collect and polish your own stones . . makes geology fun. Tumbler 
is 6*4x6x4 in. high. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC motor. 

49 C 20245— Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. ...... ...Kit $14.99 

Refill Kit. Includes tumbling barrel, stones, grits, polish, 5 jewelry settings. 
49 € 20076— Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. . ....... esses Kit $2.99 

Touch 'n Tuck 

$399 Spin. 

Magnificent, mistake-proof 
tapestry art. Ind. coded 
tucking board, tucker, mold- 
ed plastic frame and yarn. 

8 Winter Scene. 15x12 in. 
high. Wt. 2 8 oz. 

49 C 20255.. $5.99 

9 Blue Grass. 9x10 in. 
high. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49 20257...........$3.99 

10 Perky Poodle. 9x10 in. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

..$3.99 

ll Palomino Horse. 15xi2 
in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49C20256....... ... $5.99 



Mr. Mercury, walking 

mechanical man 

$599 sito» 
Press one of 4 buttons on con 
trol box to see him walk, bend, 
grasp and lift . . all by remote 
control. Picks up objects with 
plastic foam palms. 13 in. tall 
30-in. flexible cable. Metal and 
plastic. Order 2 “D” batteries. 

49 N 5783—Wt. 3 Ibs.$5.99 
“D" Battery. Wt. each 4 oz. 
A9N 4660-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

Vinyl hand creeps and cra 
4x8}4 in, long. Order 2 
batteries. Shpg. wt. 13 oz, 

Yetti, the shy 

abominable snowman 

$998 vier battorius. 

It's been said he prowls the 
high Himalayas. As he walks 
along under remote control, 
he swings his; arms around 
and bellows a scary sound 
White plush body, plastic 
painted features. 1014 in 
tall, Order 2 "D" batteri 
left 

49N5692-Wt. 2 lbs., $2,98 

The Creeping Hand 

$997 winout batarias 

49 N 5861 * ... $3.97 

“C" Battery. Wt h 2 oz. 

49N4665-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

'Tank explodes 
when it hits a hidden mine as you guide it by 

remote control over a 4x3-foot battlefield 

$499 without 

Tank lumbers forward, backward, left or right. See who can 
make it across the cloth battlefield safely. 1014-in. plastic tank 
“plows up” if it rolls over any one of 10 magnetic mines . . 
rebuilds easily. 6 maps. Order 2 D” batteries 
49 N 4211— Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $4.99 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

m—H———n 

Clash of Lancers 
Guide horses into position 
by remote control... then 
charge! Winner declared ME À Mem 

$ without 
batteriog 

Mount up the white knight, he’s the 
favorite you know. Then the black 
knight approaches on his trusty steed. 
Armor protects the horses as they roll 
forth on battery-powered rubber wheels. 
Now the knights try to unseat cach 

other. If they both touch shields at the 
same time, then it's no contest. But if 
one manages to touch the other's shield, 
he sces his opponent fall in defeat. Plas- 
tic, 9 in, high. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
49 N 5652 — Wt. 3 Ibs. 5 oz. Set $8.99 

DUFFY'S DAREDEVILS by Remco 

Send car zooming from jet launcher, up ramp and thru 
“flaming” hoop . . see it roll over and crash into barrels 

wheels. Watch it zoom down a strai 
No batteries needed. Made in U.S.A 

49 N 5828C —Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... $4.44 

Thrilling excitement of men and ma 
chine testing their skills. Place car on 
jet launcher, crank it—send it “dy 
ing." “Bounce-back” balancer helps 
put 8-in. plastic car back on all 4 

ntaway, 

raz SEARS 507 
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James Bond Action Car 

Battery-powered 11-inch Aston 
Martir straight or in circle 

front immers and 
flask 
rear shiek 
lever, man ejects t 
License plate rotate 
ter extends. Metal, plastic, F 

Shift lever to change 

speed of this Mustang 

Battery-powered 11-inch Mu 
tang beams its headlights as it 
r ard, reverse, fast or 

s hift 2 levers in the 

ont seat. Sleek metal body 
ylastic trim, rubber tires. From 
Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries on 

4 zc 482, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 
49 N 5888 $1.99 

| Remote-controlled space adventures! ^ Space Chariot Set. Explore , b 

Switch directions of the motorized Arden D E y stable turret 3 space-c e 
space chariot or activate the rocket- " ip 

firing trigger—use master pump to x 1 

force air through 45-ft. tube track f d 
Cut flexible track, join it anywhere bin... 424nc 

Tube-track, pump. 
Made by Mattel . . you'll 4 esa e oon j 

79 N 2032L —5| 

(1 thru 4) Extra Vehicles, Ri 5 Pillbox-Launcher. 2 mi 
3-speed. Plastic, 7 to 814 in. Or 49 N 2060— Shipping 
ca 482, Wts. (1) (2) 1 Ib.; (3) 15 oz.; (4) 14 €: 6 Avtomatic Crossing. G: 

1) 49 N 2096— Space Chariot fire: missile.$5.66 49 N 2062— Shipping 
2) 49 N 2047 —Batmobile t if 4.88 rf} Extra Components. 30-ít 
3) 49 N 2050—Tonk fire 1 D r 

4) 49 N 2057—GT-4 Racer 

Batman Switch'N Go 
Remote-control Set 

You switch th 
Batmobile 

connectors. Plastic, cardbo: 
Order “D” battery on page 51! 

Shipping weight 3 p 

79 N 2061C 

Tind sabe scane Oy chddimardwenlüci dca cow 



Televísíon's Marsh 
and Paula Tracy 

risk danger in 

darkest Africa to 

aid wild animals 

DAKTARI 
Jungle 

Sets 

Sound the charge! 
Geronímo! 

Cavalry of the West 

in a fierce battle with 

a proud Indian nation 

FORT APACHE 

Battle Set 

——nn— con 

140-piece Set 

s897 

110-piece Set 

3597 
ladders, palm trees and native weapons. 
A plastic layout sheet sets the scene. The 

action centers around the brightly colored 
steel headquarters building and 6 plastic native 

Indians on the warpath advance swiftly to scale 
the walls and capture Fort Apache. But, army 
sharpshooters are on the alert to all signs of danger. 
Their defense is quick and the old frontier is sud- 
denly afire with battle. Will the Indians be victori- 
ous or the cavalry? Either way, there will be lots of 
action and adventure. You can make the history of 
the Old West come to life with this fascinating and 

140-piece Set.—Experience the thrill of the 
dark, mysterious, dense forests of the jungle as 
Marsh and Paula Tracy do on the TV series. 
Relive their adventures and add some of your 
own with the various animal snares and cages, 
an outrigger canoe, a Jeep and an assortment of 

Both sets include 

a jungle encampment with 

white men, natives, traps, cages, 

jungle weapons and 7 hand-painted animals 

huts. Plastic 23-inch figures in action poses 
include the stars of the Daktari show, 32 natives 
and 7 life-like wild animals: lion, tiger, elephant, 
chimpanzee, rhinoceros, giraffe and zebra. Plas- 
tic. Unassembled. 
79 N 59921C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... .Set $8.97 

110-piece Set. Like above but no Jeep, rock 
scene or layout. Fewer natives, huts, fences. 
49 N 5920—Wt. 3 lbs, 40z........ Set $5.97 

Everything folds 

into metal carrying 

rtt 
ay <4. 

Complete set with 
16 Indians, 19 cavalry soldiers, - 

11 cavalry horses, 1 Indian pony, 2 
blockhouses, 4 scaling ladders, flag and more 

educational playset. Plastic 214-inch figures are ac- 
tion-posed. Carrying case opens to 29x19-inch fort. 
The metal interior is colorfully decorated; has plastic 
buildings. It's complete with plastic accessories for an 
exciting battle. Why not pick up the phone and 
order it? 

Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
79 N 6068C ..Set $8.97 



Change it to 2-lane 
layout with 32-ft, tap Race all 4 cars orjust 2 $ 

a counters € score 

nd Mustar is T 

79 N 95013C ving w 1 

Accessories for all Aurora HO-scale Road Race Sets 

Track. € 
49 N 967: P s 5 o 
49 N 9673—90° ( "EX 8c 

Power Pack. ( 

Controller. Pre e wn car 
49 N 9675—S y $2.34 

Aurora HO-scale Cars compete at speeds Complete Aurora 

up to 500 scale miles per hour Road Race Set 

49N9604-F N961 
49N961C 
49N96 g 
49N9602-Mako S 8 

Service and Hop-up Kit. (N 

AC. Wt. 6 Ib: 
49 N 95014—Set. $14.44 

gears, axles. 4 rac 
49 N 96106 516 [Sears |: 

———— 
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Mold 2 wind-up monsters 
with this Monster Maker 

As they walk, “Dr. Shriek" takes his 
head off, and "Hairy Harry" swings 
club. Set includes heating unit, molds, 
2 handles, 2 wind-up motorized bodies, 
4 unmotorized bodies, two 2-oz. bottles 
of Superplastic, accessories. UL listed, 
110—120-v., 60-c. AC. 

79 C 20218C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. Set $14.99 

Superplastic. Four 2-07. bottles. 
49 C 20132—Shpg. wt. 11b.90z. Pkg. 3.49 

Christmas was $11.88. Sturdy metal machine forms 
plastic sheets into fun toys, comic buttons and signs 
from more than 60 forms. 9}¢x4x43¢ in. high . . with 
65 sheets, accessories. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 C 2261—Shipping weight 6 pounds...... Set $10.88 

504 [Sears] zt. 
Cutsod pact scans Dy cheisimasndselechdcM pom 

Vac-U-Form Refill Pack. 90 colored plastic sheets. 
49 C 22611—Shipping weight 4 ounces. ... . Pkg. $1.99 

All this in one Sears set 

EVERY THINGMAKER *16?? 
Here's what you get: heating unit, cooling tray, 20 molds, handle, paint, 
brush, sponge, plastic knife, wire, cement, eight 2-oz. bottles of Plastigoop 
and accessories. UL listed fot 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 C 2007C—Shipping weight 7 pounds..........+.++..000+4 Set $16.99 

Mattel's newest Thingmoker Sets. Each has heater, 8 molds, four 2-oz. 
bottles of special Plastigoop, accessories. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 C 20169-EEEEKS! With oh-so-clammy Icky Yuk. Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. $9.99 
49 C 20163-Zoofie-Goofies. Fluorescent colors. Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz.. Set 9.99 

Plastigoop Sets . . each has four 2-oz. bottles. Wt. per set 10 oz. 
49 C 20318—Red, yellow, green, black........... Set 2.99 
49 C 20321— Fluorescent . . green, pink, orange, blue. et 2.99 
49 C 20299—Icky Yuk is slimy . . orange, blue, yellow, black...Set 2.99 
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Combine two liquid plastics, then pour into desired mold . . hardens in 
20 hours. Set has 15 molds (6 animals, 1 sea horse, 1 dolphin, 1 paper 
weight, 5 jewelry molds) plus pin backs, tie clasp, key chain. 2 bottles 
of liquid plastic, 3 colors, mixing stick, 4 paper cups 

Crystal Cast . . make gifts, preserve $4499 
treasures in clear or colored plastic 

79 C 20331C—Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $6.99 

Crystal Cast Refill. 714-oz. and 234-02. bottles. 
49 C 20332—Shipping weight 14 ounces. Pkg. 2.79 

acm dd, 
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Gy KE ERAMELLED FLOWERS WITHOUT MEAT! 
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Span Craft .. make enameled flowers without $449 
heat—liquid plastic hardens immediately 

Make all kinds of flowers using forms included. Liquid plastic hardens 
on contact with air. Paint with one of 4 enamel colors. Set has about 
100 wires, 4 petal forms, plastic foam, plastic planter, brush, florist tape, 
7-0z. bottle of liquid plastic, 4-oz. bottle of thinner. 
49 C 20322—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces. Set $4.49 



Whoosh! Race 2 hot-rods, 2 motorcycles 6-piece Set 

down drag strip past wrecker and truck $ 8 

Haul two hot-to-go Honda motorcycles to the drag strip in a 

pick-up truck. Truck features easy-loading tailgate. Race down 

the straightaway in two free-rolling hot rods. Slick “soft-top” 
roadsters, When “mishaps” occur, 14-inch service wrecker stands 
ready to go to the rescue. All road equipment features non-mar 

plastic tires, auto-steel construction and bright-plate trim. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

79 N 5554C. Set $8.99 

U-Haul Rental Trailer and Truck $399 
Truck with wrap-around windshield carries a movable trailer hitch. 
Trailer has snap-action door catch. Both feature auto-steel construc- 
tion, high-gloss baked enamel and white sidewall tires. 22 inches long. 
49 N 5537 —Shipping weight 4 pounds, 

508 SEARS rco 
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„Set $3,99 

Milk delivery Truck 

Just like the family milkman 
drives. Sliding side doors and 
swing-out back doors, Colorful 
billboard on side features Elsie 
the Borden cow. Milk carrier 
holds 6 fillable polyethylene 

bottles. Steel truck 11!4 in. 
long. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
49 N 5552 ` $3.89 

R.E.A. Express Van 

Deliver surprise packages to 

Mom and Dad. Steel truck has 

2 ing doors and a 2 side sl 
swing-out back door. Detailed 
interior. Whitewall, non-mar 

plastic tires; plastic bumper. 
1114 in. long. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
49 N 5540 $2.99 

Ice Cream Truck 

Rugged, auto-steel construc- 
tion, ringing bell and 2 sliding 
doors. Dish out treats through 
3 big sliding windows. Fully 
detailed interior. Non-mar 
plastic, whitewall tires, plastic 
bumper. 1114 in. long. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
49 N 5547 $3.89 

Kennel Truck carries a dozen dogs $299 
See-through plastic kennel with movable top and sides lifts off to become 
a permanent-type kennel. Steel Ford truck complete with wrap-around 
windshield, windows and non-mar plastic, whitewall tires. 11 in. long. 
49 N 5407—Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces ......-.---- .$2.99 

Pick-up Truck 

Strong steel promises miles and 
miles of trouble-free 
'Truck body protected 
truck paint, Equipped with ball- 
type trailer hitch iap-open 
tailgate for easy loading. Sporty- 
looking chrome-plated wheel 
discs, 13 inches long. 
49 N 5430—Wrt. 3 Ibs...$1.97 

[2 

Traveling Zoo Truck 

Truck hauls 6 different jungle 
animals, each in its own separate 
cage. Hi-impact plastic cage 
bars slide up to let the animals 
out. Steel truck rolls on white- 
wall, non-mar plastic tires. 14 in. 
Chrome-color grille trim. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. 
49 N 5543 $2.99 

Coke delivery Truck 

What an exciting job . . deliver- 
i oft drinks all around town. 
Steel truck carries a city-wide, 
thirst-quenching supply of 
“Coke”. Two hand carts. Truck 
rolls gently on non-mar plastic 
tires; 15 in. long. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 5553 $3.89 



] /MATCHBOX" Carry Case. Shaped like a sho 
48 stalls hold up to 72 cars (not incl.). Clear pla 

covering. Reinforced vinyl, about 20x13x3 in. thick 
49 N 2340— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz $3.66 

( 2 thru 4 ) “MATCHBOX” Car Sets. All die-cast metal 
plastic wheels, HO-scale size, Made in England 

9, Car Transporter Set. Frec-rolling 84-inch transporter 
hauls four 3-inch cars: Pontiac Grand Prix, Mark 10 

Jaguar, Opel Diplomat, Ferrari Berlinetta 
49 N 2341— Shipping weight 1 pound Set $4.44 

3 Fire Station Set. Doors open on plastic stationhouse 
9x6x4 in. high. Three 3-inch stand-by vehicles 1 

fire pumper, Cadillac ambulance and fire chief car. 
49 N 2342 —Shipping weight 1 pound Set $4.44 

Commerciol Truck Set. Get 8 working vehicles that 
dig, tow, load, haul or dump. Each 2 to 3 inches long 

49 N 2353 — Shipping weight 1 pound Set $3.99 

CORGI TOYS .. England's finest die-cast 
metal cars—all with spring suspension, 

soft rubber tires, real working parts 

5 Chevrolet Corvette Sting Roy. Flashing jewel-like head- 
lights swivel open and closed. 314 inches long. 

49 N 2316— Shipping weight 3 ounces. .......... $1.47 

6 Ferrari Berlinetta. Entire back opens to show detailed 
chrome-color engine and spare tire. 3*4 in. long. 

49 N 2317— Shipping weight 4 ounces...,...... $1.69 

17 Ford Mustang. Doors open, seats tilt. Flashing jewel- 
like headlights. Rally stripes, numbers, 3 

49 N 2318 —Shipping weight 4 ounces. . 
Marcos GT with Volvo 1800 engine. Doors open to 
show interior. Hood opens for close inspection of chrome- 

color engine. With driver, racing decals. 33% in. long. 
49 N 2319— Shipping weight 4 ounces............$1.94 
9 Snorkel Fire Engine. 2 knurled knobs raise and lower 

boom. Boom rotates . . cage swivels, holds fireman and 
hose. 5 other men. 4 retractable stabilizers. 974 in. long. 
49 N 2320—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz............ $5.69 

10 Aston Martin. Machine guns and front rammers emerge, 
rear shield pops up, and roof panel flips open as seat 

ejects passenger. Just push 3 secret levers. James Bond - 
~ driver. 2 spy figures, 007 badge. Gold color, 334 in. 

f — Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
ort 
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You'll find it only at Sears 

“MATCHBOX” Gas oo 
Carrying case opens up to a 17x10x7-inch high 

play area with built-in 3-dimensional details 

Take along a garage-full of cars and 
trucks (order separately) to the 

park, beach or a friend's home. 
Open it and you boss a busy service 
station with 4-pump island, grease 
rack, displays plus roof and rear 
parking. Reinforced vinyl . . closes 
to 10x7x5 in. thick. Contoured 
plastic handle, metal latches 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
.. $3.44 49 N 2338. 

"MATCHBOX" Vehicles. Die- 
cast metal, plastic wheels 
254 to 3 in. From England 

3-cor Set. Doors open on Mer. 
cedes, Pontiac, With Ford GT. 
49 N 2345— Wt. 6 oz. $1.49 

3-truck Set. Tow truck, pick- 
up truck and oil tanker. 
49 N 2347 —Wt. 6 o%,.$1.49 

fg1s[69 [6]*l 

270077 
Aston Martin 
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Straight from the Ponderosa 

. comes the Bonanza 4-in-1 Wagon pulled 
by horses that roll on ball-bearings 

Its a 
it's an "e. Chuck Wagon 

Ore Wagon ^, 

A full 25 inches long . . 65 pieces in all 

s| [89 = 
Hitch up this fabulous convertible wagon and roll across the Pon- 
derosa. To blaze new trails into the barren badlands, use the covered 
wagon. To haul supplies from Virginia City, change to ranch wagon, 
For camping on a trail-drive, u s a chuck wagon, Converts to an 
ore wagon when you're out prospecting in the mountains. 

Wagon fully equipped with camping gear . . for cooking, prospect- 
ing or carrying cargo. Converts quickly without cutting or gluing. 
It’s the perfect addition to your Ponderosa characters . . made to 
scale for the Cartwrights (not incl.). Detailed plastic, fabric cover. 

Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

79 N 6088L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. per postal regulations... ..,$11.89 

Western Livery Stable with blacksmith forge shop $ 99 

. . scaled for the Cartwright Family 9 

Bed down your horses or bave them shod , . this authentic livery stable is 
scaled to fit all Bonanza action figures. Comes complete with hearth, firewood, 
chimney, water trough, hitching post and other western accessories, Stable 
doors open and close. Durable highly-detailed plastic construction. Figure and 

horses not included. Measures 18x12x12 inches high. 

79 N 6079L—Shipping weight 6 pounds $9.99 

Realistic WILD'animals of 
the WEST 

f: > 

/ y ; 

M. (5 thru 7) The Cartwrights are ready to ride the range. They're 

fully-jointed at head, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees an 

(23159 [3] 98« (4229 «take any. pote for lilelike action, 9 inches tall. With bate, guna, 
holsters, clothes, canteens and more. Horses are equipped with ball- 

$229 bearing hooves, saddle, bridle, reins, bedroll, saddle-bags. Durable 

Hand-painted plastic with movable legs. From Japan plastic, realistic details 
Shipping weight set 1 pound 4 ounces. 

9 Iwo Coyote. 5 in. (5) 49 N 59902 Little Joe and Horse Set $6.49 long. Wt. 8 oz. 

Fully-jointed Cartwright Family . . 5 49 

each with horse, 25 accessories 

Fierce Black Bear. P 
erful jaws are bared (6) 49 N 59903—Hoss and Horse. . Set 6.49 cady ouble. 104 el 

Wee n. vip Ie Set 98c (7) 49 N 6087— Ben and Horse. ....... Set 6.49 
Longhom Steer. 1014 : n 

9, Cougar. 9 in. Wt. 8 oz in. long. Wt. 14 oz 505 
49 N 6083. $1.59 49 N 6086........$2.29 ws Dears: 
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cool nerves and 
hot cars in 

this exciting 
Aurora HO-scale 

Raceway that fits 
on a tabletop 

Dino Ferrari and Ford J 

Twin spirals pit skill, 

; $ 99 se 
zip around 16 feet of track cwn monthly 

Two racers make a fast left, then a quick right around two spirals. You and com- 
peting driver develop skill getting top performance from 234-inch cars as they 
chase over grueling course, Both slick little beauties powered by Hi-Torque 
Thunderjet 500 motors . . hit speeds up to 500 scale MPH. 

Set includes 12 curved and 8 straight plastic-metal roadway sections, 2 cars, 
2 speed controls, gua 
with on-off switch. 

tails, flags and trestles. Plastic. 20-v. DC power pack 
l listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Layout shown 4x4 feet 

wide. Manual included with set shows many other layouts. 
79 N 9508L— Shipping weight 9 pounds. .... i 

Cutsioa pad scans by dieisihiacnisetediaical com 

Set $23.99 

1/32-scale Sets with big size, big action 

WHAM! See cars crash and fly apart 
as daredevil drivers race around 

10 feet of figure-8 roadway trying 

to beat each other to the crossing 

$ 104 

Stage your own demolition derby. Watch fen 
ders fly, roofs pop off and grilles hit the dust 
when cars collide. First car to lose all 4 fenders, 
roof and grille loses. You can snap parts back 
into place for another wild go-round 

Two colorful 1937 Chevy stock cars equipped 
with high-speed gear drive and rubber racing 
tires. Driver in each car. Plastic and metal 
bodies, 6% inches long. Set includes 17 pieces 
of 1/32-scale plastic-metal track, 2 push button 
control switches, plug-in power track, 6-volt pow. 
er pack—UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

Large self-adhesive crash label and decals 
included. Layout 4!2x2 feet wide 
49 N 9530— Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz..Set $10.44 
49N9990-Crash Car only. Wt.7oz.Each 2.99 

Chicane, banked turn and 

long straightaway 

they're all here on 

17 feet of roadway 

:19?? 

Watch a Maserati and a Ferrari 
battle for the lead on this hair. 
raising course, With stick-shift 
speed controls in hand, you and 
your rival can accelerate or slow 
down your cars at will. 

Set includes two 1 cale 
cars with electric motors, plastic 
bodies, 5!4 inches long. 22 sec 
tions of roadway, fence, pen 
nants. Plastic and metal. 18-volt 
DC power pack. Two stick 
shift controls, 6 in. long. UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. Layout about 91x32 in. 
79 N 9522C-Wt. 11 lbs.$19.99 
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Heavy-gauge 
Steel Sets 

5 animals travel first class 

in this Cattle Truck 
and Horse Trailer 

Everything you need to take prize livestock to the 
SAFARI HUNT . . herd 9 “wild” animals s6” fair. Covered horse trailer has gate that lowers to 

into cage, then crank it onto trailer form ramp. Horse and colt fit easily inside. Ford 
pickup farm truck has removable stake sides for trans 

Cage these "wild" animals and bring ’em back wagon . , and you're off! Sturdy steel construc porting bull, cow and calf. Drop-down tailgate helps 
alive to your “game ranch" or “zoo.” Elephant tion. Slide-out metal ramp and lift-up door on in loading. Also trailer hitch, non-marring tires 
giraffes, lions and camels , . even a monkey cage to make loading easy. Plastic animals Heavy-gauge steel construction with tough, baked 
fit in the cage. Just turn the winch to bring — 2444x5x64% inches high overall enamel finish tic animals, 1915 in. long, overall 
the cage up onto trailer ..hitch it up to safari — 49 C 5522—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 5 oz Set $6.99 49 C 54075—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 14 oz.. . Set $6.99 

_ Die-cast Metal Sets š 

Mini Farm Set with $479 Deluxe Farm Set with $749 Transportation Set . . a fleet of $99 
all %42-scale models 4 all 4e-scale models 6 4 large die-cast metal vehicles set 

Implements really work .. so you can plow, These large-scale replicas of International These are heavyweights. Each boasts clear plastic windshield, 
plant and cultivate just like a real farmer Harvester equipment let you plant. plow beautifully detailed interior. 6-inch bectle-bug car even has a 
Die-cast metal and steel set has 8-in. GMC and cultivate like a real farmer. All imple- sun-roof. 11-inch pick-up, 11-inch dump truck and 12-inch 
truck. 444-in. wagon, 514-in. tractor, 614-in. ments really work. Die-cast metal set with tow truck are finished in two-tone enamel . . have heavy-rib 
spreader, 334-in. disc, 444-in. harrow, and rubber or non-mar plastic wheels: whitewall tires. Operating crane on tow truck. dump body on 
7 plastic animals. Farm implements have tractor, Sin. long wagon, S dump truck. Pick-up has stake sides. 
rubber tires; truck has non-mar plastic 3-bottom plow. 814-in. wide double disc, 49 € 54102—Shipping weight 9 pounds $ Set $9.99 
Fun for the youngest “farmers.” 614-in. wide harrow. 
49 C 54071—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. .Set $4.79 79 € 54072C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs.. .Set $6.49 ecexm [Sears] 505 
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Fire Chief's Car leads the way 
for a Water-shooting Pumper . . 

Rescue Squad aids “injured” 

3-piece 
Fire-fighting $777 

Put out a raging “fire” with pumper fire 
engine. Swivel deluge gun actually shoots 
water up to 7 feet with garden h 
tached. Ladders are removable. You've 
cleared the way with the fire chief's car with 
pretend flasher and siren. A rescue squad 
stands by with stretcher case there's 
trouble. All vehicles sport high-gloss enamel 
and roll on non-marking whitewall tires. 
Each unit 12 inches long. 

9 N 5596C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.. Set $7.77 

Powerful motor-sound Fire Rescue Truck $389 
Engine roars as you race to a fire to the sound of friction power. Pretend 
flasher on cab clears the way. Two ladders for "climbing" tall buildings. 
Non-mar plastic tires. Steel truck 13 in. long. 
49 N 5530—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. ..$3,89 

$389 

Suburban School Bus 

Detailed interior and roof signs with ‘flash 
Hinged endgate. Swing-out stop sign. Smart white- 
wall, non-mar plastic tires; shiny-bright grille 
and bumpers. Metal and plastic. 15 inches long. 
49 N 5551—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 0z.. . . $3.89 

Sears “Charge Account” makes all your buying easier 

Citai pae scans by dima aseena com 

U.S. Mail Delivery Truck 

Sliding side doors open; back doors swing out to 
unload the “mail.” There's a dashboard, driver's 
seat and steering wheel 
tires; chrome-plated hubs. S 

49 N 5545—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz.......$3-89 

Wailing siren clears the way . . 
snorkel basket with fireman turns 180° 

Save $1.08 on 
Pumper and Snorkel Set s1 188 

Pumper. You're ready to answer the alarm to fires large or small. Move this 
fire engine by friction power and turn crank to hear siren wail. Made of 

metal and strong plastic. Rubber-tired wheels. 16 inches long. 
49 N 4258—Shipping weight 4 pounds... see $5.98 
Snorkel Fire Truck. When you press lever, boom reaches wp to put out 
those high fires. Basket with fireman can turn 90 degrees left or right. 
Moves right along under friction power. Metal and poe 19 inches uir 
49 N 4254 Shipping weight 4 pounds. 6.91 
Pumper and Snorkel Fire Truck Set. Save. Separate ‘prices total ns 96. 
49 N 5678—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ... Set $11.88 

Pumper and Fire Truck From Japan 

$497 

Hydraulic Sanitation Truck 

Friction-powered “motor” sound. When hand- 
operated bucket reaches top, gate opens. Bucket 
dumps load into truck. Hydraulic cylinder raises 
and drops load out lower gate. Steel. 18 in. long. 
49 N 5560—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 4 oz... .... $4.97 

ws SEARS 509 

le. Whitewall, plastic 
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Big auto-transport truck 

you steer by remote control 

plus 9 friction-driven cars 

$0999 Available 
only at Sears datteres 

Special 
Sears Set 

Johnny Speed Racing Set 

Drive Johnny Speed like a sports car. Make it go 
fast or slow, forward or reverse, right or leít. The 
2-foot long speedster races down the straightaway 
while a real timer clocks your pace. Travel over 
bridge at breakneck speeds—but watch out for the 
gate crossing. You're nearing the finish line. As 
you roar past the judges’ stand, up pops the black 
ard white checkered declaring you the winner. 

What a race! What excitement! Wh: 

Order lantern-type battery below. Order acces 

at right. Buy it the easy way—order by ph 
79 N5751LM—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs 
sories 

Set $20.99 

Lont»rn-type Battery for Johnny Speed. 6-volt 
79 N 4667M ht 1 Ib. 6 oz. 89c 

504 Sears „x 

-Shipping w 

Save this catalog to order toys on p 
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RACING SET « 

Operate it with revolutionary 

4-on-the-floor remote control 

$099: 

Futuristic 
you push 

long 

All the excitement and fun of delivering new cars to dealers across the country 
design auto carrier is battery powered . . goes forward, backward, right or lef 
buttons on remote-control box. Carrier is steel and high-impact plastic . , a full 2 fe 
realistic even to its headlights. rich interior, 28 rubber tires. 

The authentic-looking plastic autos are5% inches long. You get 2 Chevrolet Impalas, 
2 Ford Thunderbirds, 2 Fairlanes and 3 Falcons. “Rey” up the engines on these friction: 
driven cars . . roll them up ramp and on transport truck. You "drive" truck to destination, 
unload cars. They"re set for racing, leisurely drives . or load them up again and put your 
transport on the road once more. 

Remote control uses 2 "D" batteries 
79 N 4248C-— Shipping weight 6 lbs 

order on page 519. Set is made in Japan 
Set $9.99 

More fun with Johnny Speed Extras 

“S” Curve Test. If Speed is not steered 

the to 
order on page 519. 
79 N 5753C Shipp 

79 N 5752C. $6.99 
3 Obstacle Course. 10 plastic cones, 5 figure 

An e them a: way you like 

$2.19 



Help Captain Maddox 
defend FORT APACHE 

Realistic figures have bendable 
joints . . fully outfitted for battle 

Nee $499 "eae $97 
each 

et 

CTAA 
has chairs, tables, bed 

Fort Apache with tepee. 2 ft. long, 1334 in. high walls. Front 
gates latch with bar. Snaps together. Paper chip board. = 1) 

79 N 6070L—Shipping weight 7 pounds Set $4.99 

(2 thru 7 ) Fighting Figures. 1134 in. high. All outfitted . . All except 
Flame fully jointed. Men can ride, “run” and sit. Plastic 
(2) 49 N 6036— Bill Buck, scout. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz... Set $2.97 
(3) 49 N 6035— Zeb Zachary, trooper. Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. Set 2.97 
(4) 49 N 6071— Captain Tom Maddox, Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz....Set 2.97 
(5) 49 N 6073— Flame horse. Supg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. Set 2.49 
(6) 49 N 6037 —Comanche horse. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. Set 2.97 
(7) 49 N6072—Chief Cherokee, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz.....Set 2.97 

Geronimo, Pinto Horse Set 

Y Also Tepee, gear and s697 
et 
ar 

6 Capt. Maddox and Fighting Eagle Set 

Also Comanche horse, gear s997 

set and paperboard carry case paperboard carry case 

Authentic-styled ceremoni: E ge Recreate the famous and savage battles of the old 
` west as Fighting Eagle stalks Capt. Maddox. Co- marks this famed chief of the 

A manche and figures are fully jointed plastic. Apaches. Have a p 
E Mf QU Fighting Eagles weapons and ceremonial dress @ his 20-inch te y 

s A. eid made to scale. Capt. Tom is equipped for sur- woven closure. Outfitted with battle 

Au not vival. Figures 1134 inches tall. Horse 12 inches. and ceremonial equipment. 1134 
ayes 79 N 6046C—Shpg. wt. $ Ibs.......... Set $9.97 e inches tall. 12-inch horse. Plastic 

" - 79N6045C-Shpz. wt. 5 Ibs.Set$6.97 
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Race ‘'s2-scale cars around 
banked turns at almost full speed 

without spinning out 

Lap counter 

in track keeps 

official score 

s149 

Terrific low price for a 

'52-scale Road Race 

with 14 feet of roadway 

Set contains 2 motorized chassis with 
four 5¥%-in. long sport car shells: 
Chaparral, Ford “J”, Porsche, Fer- 

rari; over-and-under roadway with 
trestles; 2 speed controllers; 6-v 
pack. Plastic and metal coi 
ULL, listed for 110-120. 
Extra track sold separately below. 
Shipping weight 7 lbs. 4 02 

49 N 95019. ..Set $14.99 

Bui IRE S 

Rambling Rally Race 
'À2-scale Porsche and Ferrari duel along 27 feet of track 

.. zoom around 2 banked turns 

Lots of thrills $4 
for only $ 2 499 monthly 

You can almost taste the dust as race cars tear down the straightaway, 3 : 

flash through the banked 180° curves, rip up, over and under the dual (1-4) Cars for ‘az-scale sets on pg. Abt. 54 in. Plastic, metal. 
level roadway. 'i»-scale set includes 2 molded plastic cars, each about | 1) 49 N 95021—Chaparral Fastback AN 95023— Ford “J” 
51% inches long, two 6-volt plug-in rheostats with pistol-grip speed- MN 35022 camem EN ane PAY 
ometers, 6-volt power pack, 36 pieces of plastic-and-metal roadway, ease, weight 14 ounces... "e Each $4.78 
lap counter power track, bridge set, fence, pylon supports, decals, 
screwdriver. Layout 5x9 feet. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Track, Accessories for ‘42-scale sets on pg. Plastic, metal. 
49N9926-Straight Track. 644 in. long. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 7 oz.Pkg. $1.19 

79 N 95018C— Shipping weight 12 pounds. ........... Set $24.99 49N9927-Curved Track. 45° curve. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 70z...Pkg. 1.49 
oe 49N9925-Speed Controller. Pistol grip shows MPH. Wt.4oz.... 1.97 

518 Sears tc 49N9952 Power Pack. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 02.5.59 
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Elevating 
Scraper (1 sge 

3} 
Rugged : 99 
Grader *3 

Big Haul 
Dump Truck 

Multi-action 

steel earthmovers 

|] Elevating Scraper . . over 2 feet long . . loads and unloads 
with its crank-powered rubber conveyor belt. Unit retracts 

into folding position, opening hopper for dumping. High gloss 
baked enamel finish and massive heavy-duty deep-tread tires. 
Drive unit pivots for easy steering. 2434x614x8 inches high. 
79 C 54067C—Shipping weight 7 pounds... .............. $8.49 

Michigan Shovel 
claws "tons" of earth 

. . bucket opens up 
when at top of boom 

fr] Back Hoe. Bucket scoops a full load of sand, gravel or blocks 
. raises easily for quick unloading. Boom pivots full 360 

degrees. Wide sure-grip tracks have traction lugs on solid wheels. 
Baked enamel finish. 21x73/x1434 in. high with boom high. 
49 C 54066—Shipping weight 5 pounds 11 ounces......... $6.99 

3 Grader. Blade raises, lowers, tilts and swings either way 
to 5 positions. Tandem-pivoted rear wheels never leave the 

ground regardless of bumps. Deep-tread tires. Baked enamel 
finish. Measures about 16x634x53 inches high. 
49 C 54008—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces........ .$3.99 

Big Haul Dump Truck. Big and strong enough for a child to 
ride. A rugged brute with massive, over-size tires . . deep- 

tread for heavy-duty jobs. Carries a big load but has smooth 
balanced action for raising and dumping with ease. Enclosed 
driver's cab. Baked enamel. About 17x624x9 in. high. 
49 C 54058—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces........ -$5.49 

5 Michigan Shovel. This sturdy giant works just like real. 
Bucket picks up a full load, swings to unloading area and 

trips open automatically when raised to top of boom. Long 
boom raises and lowers by a positive-stop winch . . folds for 
storage. Enclosed crane cab swivels in a full cirde on a wide 
platform. Six massive heavy-duty deep-tread tires. Baked enamel 
finish. 30 in. long with boom extended. 734x10* inches high. 
79 € 54059C—Shipping weight 8 pounds... 

Ns 
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Both sets really grade, 

dig, load and haul 

"Save 32.46 on 5-piece Army Engineer's Set “<> Save 33.89 on 4-piece Road Building Set 

g parts, detailed Äction- packed tays of heavy-gauge steel: (6) 18-inch» Power Shovel 
bucket-release. (7) 15-inch Hydraulic Dump 

rel... realistic mov: Rugged floor toys in heavy-gauge s 
interiors. Set includes: (1) 12-inch Sand Hopper. (2) 12-inch Dump Truck Automatic scoopini 
(3) 19-inch Road! Grader. (4) 1inch Jeep. (5) Tach Bulldozer: Truck. Lever operáted action. (8) 17-inch Road Grader, Adjust blade, 

79 N 5597C—5-piece Set. Shpg. wt; 15 lba- Separately $12.45. Sct $9.99 direct stéering. (9) 15-inch Hi-Lift Loader. Digs, loads, dumps. 

(1) 49 N-5512—Sand Hopper. Shipping weight 2 pounds 1.99: 79 N 5421L—4pc. Set. Wt. 15 Ibs, Separately $13.88. Set $9.99 
(2). 49 N 5479— Dump Truck. Shipping weight 3 lbs, 12 ounces , 1.99 (6) 49 N 5646—Power Shovel, Shipping weight 5 lbs. 3 oz... 4.97 

(3) 49 N 5477 —Road Grader. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3.99 (1) 49 N 5661— Dump Truck. Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 3 oz... 2.9% 

(4) 49 N 5558— Army Cub. Shipping, weight 2 pounds 1.89 (8). 49 N 5614-—Road Grader: Shipping weight 3 Ibs, 8 oz... 2.97 
(8) 49 N 5471 — Bulldozer. Shipping weight 2 pounds 2.59 (9). 49 N.5484-—Tfi-Lift Loader, Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 12:02... 2.97 

Turnpike Dump Truck . . Turnpike Cement Mixer Motor-sound Cement Mixer . 

hydraulic action, friction motor revolving drum, friction motor drum revolves and tilts 

Fill it up, turn it on and it goes away with A press of the lever starts hydraulic-type A cement mixer that really "mixes." Dump 
heavy load in tow. Press lever and hydraulic- action that slowly dumps load of "ce- sandy ing à, revolve drum . . tilt it 
cylinder raises body for dumping. Modern m cab with wrap-around and mixture comes out and dow 
cab with wrap-around windshield, rubber- ^ windshield sits between 2 diesel exh Roll across floor for aring, real 
tired wheels give it a big-truck look. From Sturdy steel body, plastic trim; Rubber sound . . just like the mixers, Plastic 
Japan. 15 in. long. Plastic, metal tires. From Japan. 14 inches lofty, heavy-gauge steel. 14 inches | 
49 N 4284—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, 8 oz. ...$3.97 49 N 4233 g. wt. 4 Ibs $3.97 49 N 5532—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz. ...$3.99 

510 SEARS fios 
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Remote-controlled 

Snorkel Fire Engine 

lets you be the driver 
ut. i f as it rushes to the scene. 

M Goes forward and reverse, 
Remote-control BIG BRUISER ¢ left or right . . snorkel ladder 

goes forward, reverses . . winch lifts, lowers. $ raises and lowers for a 
Light flashes . . steering wheel works 0 spectacular rescue— 

truck 31499 t E all by pushing buttons 

A SEARS EXCLUSIVE. Take command of this super highway $ EXCLUSIVE AT SEARS 
service truck and send it on emergency calls. Do quick repairs on 
the spot—fix "flat" tire with jack and tool kit. The accident $999 ipo 
looks bad—you have to haul truck away to replace its crushed batterie 
fender. Switch lever to remote-control the winch. Plastic. steel 
25 in. long. Order 4 "D" batteries from page 519. 
79 N 5710C— Shipping weight 10 pounds $14.99 Snorkel unit to the rescue. Push the button 

and watch ladder rise more than 2 feet. Fire: 
man in basket has a firm grip on nozzle to 
direct operations. Engine an exact model of 
the famous snorkel trucks now in operation. 
Made of high-impact plastic and metal, 19 
inches long, 514 in. wide x 734 in. high. From 
Japan. Order 4 “D” batteries on page 482 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

=a Handle a remote controlled Mustang 

Make it go forward, backward, left 
or right. Horn honks, lights go on 

$399 49 N 4252—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs $9.99 

i Iriver thrill show of leek pl l ‘A Put on a driver thrill show of your own. Sleek plastic car is styled 
fter one of the “hottest” ideas to come out of Detroit. 10 inches No Money Down 

long. From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries on page 482 
49 N 5711—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. ..... $3.99 

ne (— Coed 



Hit the Trail with 

JOHNNY WEST 

Lean, rugged-action cowboy 
stands nearly a foot tall 

sits, kneels, even rides 

Johnny, horse 109° 
and jeep 

A Sears Exclusive. Johnny West is 
outfitted like a modern cowboy 

should be, He's 11 inches tall, 

fully jointed to slide behind wheel 

of 3-ft. jeep and trailer or sit easy 
on his horse, “Thunderbolt 
With clothing, guns, cooking 
equipment. Horse is 13 inches tall, 
comes with saddle, brid! 
79N6030L-Wt. 10 Ibs, $ 

Buffalo Hunt with 
JOHNNY WEST 

and “Comanche” 

. tall Johnny 
great Ameri- 

79.N 6026C-Wt. 5 Ibs. Set $8.97 

Z Buckboard is 29x81$x9 in. high. 
Leaf-spring mounted driver's seat. 

J 9-in. boy, fully jointed. 15 in. high 
Hitch "em up! s997 horse rolls on hidden wheels. Plastic. 

Paperboard carry case, 
Covered Buckboard 

Titipan sene by a Coan 

danger by “Poncho” 

79 N 6078C—Wt. 5 lbs. Set $9.97 79 N 6017C—S! 

Carry cases with sets on these 

2 pages have play-scene interiors 

~È 
S VY — av 

JANE WEST.. 
The fully jointed cowgirl 
with horse “Flame” and 

faithful dog “Flick” 
3 figures and paperboard carry case. Buy it 

With s749 the easy way—order by phone 
carry case 79 N 6025C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. . Set $7.49 

Lovely and lifelike Jane West stands 1114 

nches tall. She trains horse in corral or 

rides the range. "Flame" is 

JOSIE WEST 

Jane's daughter with xv 
her horse “Poncho” | 
her dog “Flack” and - — 

carry case 

rl rides fence on the WEST ranch protected from 

and “Flack.” She's fully jointed for realistic action 

she can stand, sit, "run" and ride. She comes with a complete set of 
accessories for range and ranch, including clothes, corral and saddle. Plas- 

9 inches tall. Paperboard carry c 
«Set $4.97 
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Chicane strips 
put the 
Squeeze 

on drivers 

"Hi-Bank" Raceway 
Make the big sweep on 240? turns, two fast cars 

race on 30 feet of '52-scale roadway 

REVELL'S 

This set sold $ $5 
only by Sears 50 monthly 

Built for high speed. Ultra-swift Cougar GT-E and Firebird 400 
streak around vast raceway, zoom down 8-foot straightaway, 
then sweep into steep bank turn that forms almost a full circle. 
Chicanes force you and competing driver to slow down . . or crash! 

Set includes two '4;-scale cars with high RPM 12-volt motors; 
metal and plastic, each about 54 inches long. Two plug-in 
speed controls with built-in brakes. 32 pieces of plastic-and. 
metal interlocking roadway, piers, supports, fences. 12-volt DC 
power pack with circuit breaker. Layout sets up in 4x12% ft. UL 
listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Extra track sold below . . 
extra cars sold separately at bottom of page. 
79 N 95034L —Shipping weight 18 pounds.........Set $41.50 

49 N 95039—2 Straight Tracks, ea. 12 in. Wt. 14 oz. Pkg. 1.76 
49 N 95041— Two 60° Curves. 14-in. radius. Wt. 15 oz. Pkg. 1.76 
49 N 95042— Two 30° Curves. 21-in. radius. Wt. 10 oz. Pkg. 1.56 

STROMBECKER'S 

"European Enduro" 
Home Raceway 

Send *2-scale Ferrari-P2 and 
Ford J surging around 24-foot 
track . . gain power on the 8-foot 

straightaway . . shoot around the 

banked Monza wall. Here's road 
racing at its rousing best 

Built for power . . cars boast 

brass and nylon gears and 

rugged 12-volt motors 

anm Spee 
Bring crackling-fast action into your home with this realistic racing set. Includes 
two plastic and metal cars, each about 5 inches long. 26 pieces of plastic and 
metal roadway. Guard rails, supports, two plunger-type speed controllers. 12- 
volt, 1-amp. power pack. Layout 10'4x4 feet, UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC. Add your own variations to layout with extra track sold below . . see bottom 
of page for extra cars and accessories. 
79 N 9519C—Shipping weight 12 pound t $33.50 

49 N 95026— Straight Track. 12 in. long. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 15 oz. Pkg. 2.19 
49 N 95025— Curved Track. 60°. With fences. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 14 oz..Pkg. 2.64 
49 N 95027—Lap Counter Track. 50 laps per lane. 12 in. Wt. 1 Ib. 202... 3.54 

$5 i ie 
monthly 

(1 thru 4) Revell '52-scale Cars, Plastic and metal. 5% in. 
(1) 49 N 95035-Mustang 2+2 — (3) 49 N 95037-Cougar GT-E 
(2) 49 N 95036-Camaro SS350 (4) 49 N 95038-Firebird 400 
Shipping weight each 8 ounces.......-.-.....-.+-+ Each $4.99 

Revell Speed Controller. For 'i;-scale sets. Not shown. 
49 N 95043—Shipping weight 8 ounces........... 2... $3.49 

Revell Power Pack. For '4;-scale sets. 12-volt DC, 1.8 amps. For 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 95044— Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. . .$10.99 

—  Ó cant 

( 5 thru 8 ) Strombecker '42-scale Cars. Plastic and metal. About 5% in. long. 
(5) 49 N 95028— Cheetah (1) 49 N 95029 — Porsche Carrera 
(6) 49 N 20896— Ford “J” (8) 49 N 20899. American Coupe 
Shipping weight each 6 ounces. ......... Lese Each $4.99 
Strombecker Speed Controller. Not Power Pack. !: sale: l-amp. 12-volt 
shown. For !s:-seale DC. For 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

Shipping weight 3 ounces. Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 N 95032—Shpg. wt. 3o0z...$2.64 49 N 95033 ................ $7.54 
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Ready for action . . this big 

14-piece Road Construction Set 
Hand-crank Loader-Hopper iifts and deposits sand; 99 

lever-action steel Dump Truck and hi-lift Bulldozer sO B MOTO, 

climb, dig or haul; 10 road signs mark the site 

Ruggedly built equipment ready to take on big construction jobs. r 
Husky 1334-inch dump truck hauls and deposits the load . . just i 

| 

- 

press lever and body raises, tailgate swings open automatically. 
12-in. lever-action bulldozer. Its lift raises to 3 positions and unloads. 
Giant 15-in. sand loader with bucket conveyor adjusts to 7 heights. 
Sand hopper, 13 in. high, unloads when truck trips lever. Loader and 
hopper are sturdy molded plastic. Road signs included. 
79 € 54068L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. Aer. QUUD 

Sand Hopper and Loader only. Dump Truck only. 
49 C 54006-Wt. 3lbs..... $3.99 49 C 5408-Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz.. 2.99 

Inde 

Press "n tilt cab to turn front wheels 
STEER-O-MATIC TRUCKS 
are so easy to push around 

{1 thru 4 ) Massive trucks, incredibly easy to steer. Tilt cab left, 
wheels turn left. Cab tilts right, wheels turn right. In normal posi- 
tion, wheels stay put. All have no-mar wide tread tires, plated 
bumper grills, self-lubricating bearings, molded seats, steel bodies. 

P 

1 Steer-o-matic Horse Van. 
Clear vistadome, skylight, 

side and rear doors with loading 
ramps. 4 horses. 2234x534x64 
in. high. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79€ 54078C............. $6.49 

Steer-o-matic Dump Truck, 

Lever-action tailgate swings 
open to release load. Molded 
“tool chest." 131x51x64 in. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 © 54077. .........-... $4.99 

Cuin pam scans by cuisines müasetectadcd conn 

Q Steer-o-matic Big Stubby 
Wrecker. Maneuvers easily. 

Heavy-duty boom, die-cast hook. 
Simulated dome and flasher 
light. 12x534x63¢ inches high. 

49 C 54076-Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz. $5.99 

Steer-o-matic Timber Toter. 
BIG 14-wheel hauler. 6 logs 

held by plated chains, hooks. 
Realistic saddle tanks. 22x54x 
614 inches high. 
79 C 54079C—Wt. 6 lbs.. ..$6.49 

I Tilt cab,' 
wheels turn 



Haul 9 new-model cars 
Friction-powered engines run both 

Turnpike Auto Transport and Cars 

$ 895 

Roll cars up the ramp . . 

bring them down to drive 
along on their own 

Just say ‘‘Charge It” 
when you phone your order 

Highway Set includes 4-car auto transport, 
wrecker, and jeep with boat and trailer 

Heavy-gauge steel equipment that takes to the road. Transport car- 
ries 4 plastic cars. Chrome and nickel 
79 N 5595C — 9-piece Highway Set. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs... 
(1) 49 N 5517—11-in. Wrecker. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... 2.19 
(2) 49 N 5523— 20-in. Jeep, Boat, Trailer. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. 2.19 
(3) 49 N 5513-- 22-in. Transport, 4 cors. Wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. 

Auto Transport hauls 3 cars 
Drive plastic cars up metal ramp of this 23-inch auto transport and 
head for the open road. Trailer is heavy-gauge steel . . detachable 
cab is steel. Baked enamel finish. Plastic wheels. 
49 N 5582— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces . . . . 

Sove this catalog . . you can order toys on 
poges 441 10 673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

$2.97 

Citai pagi scans by diina maed com 

Load 514-inch plastic cars up the ramp and into place on the transport . . 
"rev-up" the friction-powered transport engine . . and deliver the cars to 
dealers all over the country. Drive cars around under friction-power, too. 
Steel and high-impact plastic transport is 2 feet long . . rugged-looking 

detachable cab has detailed interior. 28 rubber wheel 
79 N 4281C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

without 
batteries 

Big Boss, King of the Car Carriers by Marx 
Battery-powered cab with forward and reverse drive control 

. . automatic loading ramp, plus 4 action vehicles to haul 

Cars move smoothly onto lower deck on battery-powered loading track. 17-in. 
“crank out" ramp for top deck. Cab and pick-up truck make real engine sounds 
Sports car with removable top. Car with press horn. "Break down" car with 
replacement parts. Molded plastic. 42 in. long. Order 4 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 5824L—Shipping weight 15 pounds. : 113.99 
79 N 4660 —"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 0z........ Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

without 
batteries 

FT. 
Big Bruiser by Marx 

ight flashes, siren wails. Moves in forward and 

Really powerful pulls load of 15 lbs. 
Windshield wipers move by hand. Winch lifts wrecks, 

Includes wrecked truck, spare parts, jack and tool kit. 
Plastic, 25 inches long. Order 4 “D” batteries above. 
79 N 5709C—Shipping weight 8 pounds.....$9.99 
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We OMA x S SP SA," 
Save $3.39 on 4-piece Steel Road Building Set: ~ 

(V thru 4) Power Shovel scoops and dumps with rank. Dump Truck has 
hydraulic lift, , dumps when lever is pushed. Hi-Lift Loader scoops; raises, 
dumps with lever action, Grader has working steering wheel, adjustable blade. 
79 N 5421L—4-pe. set. Shpg. wt. 15 Ib& Separately $13.88 Set $10.49 
(1) 49 N 5646—18-in. Power Shovel. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 02. 4.97 
2) 49 N 5661 —15-in. Dump Track, Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 11 oz... 2:97 

(3) 49 N 5484—1$in-Hi-Lift Loader, Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 og. 2.97 
3) 49 N 5614—17-in, Road Grader, Shipping weight 3 Ib*..8 oz 2.97, 

Only Sears has this Deluxe Riding Academy Set ¢ 

complete with 4 horses plus a corral 

Horses load into hea steel transport from side or back loa 
terior stalls keep each one in place sparent bubble-top window lets 
on horses’ safety, Sturdy plastic fence m a neat corral. Tra 
inches long, sturdily built by Buddy L to last. Buy it the easy way—order 
49 N 5548—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 10 oz 
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Heavy Steel 

Construction Sets 

sI M9 
each 

Both sets really grade, 

dig, load and haul 

ort truck 

( 5-8 ) Load sand into Hopper; release lever, dumps into lever-action 
Dump Truck. Road Grader has working steering wheel, adj.-blade. Bull 
dozer rolls on wide-tread track; scoops, lifts, dumps with levet action. 
79 N 5437C— 4-pe. Set, Wr. 13 Ibs. Separately $12.34. Set $10.49 
(8)49 N 5512—12-in..Sand Hopper. Shipping weight 2 pounds, .. 1.99 
16) 49 N 5379.—15-in. Dump Truck. Shipping weight 3']bs. 12 oz, 2.89 
7) 49 N 5477-—19-in. Road Grader. Shipping weight 3 pounds.: 4.49 
&) 49 N.5471.—11-1o. Bulldozer. Shipping weight 2 pounds 2,97 

For the young rancher . . a friction- 
powered Livestock Truck and 8 Animals 

Also includes 8 stock pens, side and ¢ 99 
center gates, 4 loading ramps 

‘Truck carries each animal in its own corral. Railings 
in center and on one side detach to form corral, Ramps 
store neatly behind truck cab. Pen, ramps, corral and 
animals of molded plastic, Steel track 14 inches long. 
Cab interior has seats, dashboard and steering wheel, 
Wrap-around windshield, 

$5.29 49 N 4234 —Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 9 oz, $3.99 
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Herd livestock, tend crops, use tractor to haul 

produce ... barn doubles as a carrying case 

PORTABLE FARM SET 

73 detailed pieces, (697 
sold only at Sears 

A day en the farm delights any youngster, He'll send his 
farm animals out to pasture, cultivate rows of vegetables, 
do chores, A tractor tows wagon for hauling milk cans, 
feed sacks or bales of hay. Add attachments to dig, plow, 

bulldoze, seed or mow. Includes six 244-inch farm hands, 
fence, tools, more. All plastic, Two-level vinyl'barn closes 
to a 13x8x10-inch high carry case at night: 
49 N 5929—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 2 oz.. .. .Set $6.97 

KING KONG Jungle Set 
See giant King Kong lift up his friends 
with magnetic hand in this Skull Island 
setting with fierce natives, wild animals 

This 48-piece set $397 
sold only at Sears 

Join the TV adventures of Bobby, Susan, Prof, Bond and 
Captain Englehorn—all hand-decorated 2-inch mag 
netized figures. Travel by canoe, over footbridge, through 
jungle to reach crocodile-infested Skull Island. Movable 
8-inch King Kong comes to the rescue. Tribe of 16 war- 
riors, hut, kettle, trap cage, 14 animals. All plastic. 
49 N 5910—Shipping weight 2 pounds... .. .Set $3.97 

Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea 
Battle killer whale and giant sea monster 

with the torpedo-firing ''Seaview'' sub that 
cruises under the water or travels on land 

A Sears 3497 
Exclusive Set 

You're the skipper of the sub that encounters so many 
underwater adventures. Wind it up and watch it plunge 
below the water, skimming along with only its conning 
tower showing. It’s 17 in. long, also rolls on wheels. As. 
sisted by 2 divers, 2 torpedoes. Whale is 10 in. long. Sea 
monster 8 in., has movable claws, wheels. Plastic. 

Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 5922—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz... Set. $4.97 



Watch out! There's an auto- 
matic flagman ahead. Stop. 
then pass construction site 

Pull in at the terminal. 
backup, couples, uncouples auto- 

matically and you're off 

Barrel your Motorific Semi-Trailer down 

and around I7-ft. of Action Highway 100 

145. mores 

The action of the open road is brought 
to life when you put a loaded “semi” 
through its paces. Set: 6 straight sec- 
tions; 14 curved sections; 3 half sec- 
tions; 2 quarter sections; 2 L and R 
switches; | “semi” 8'4-in. long, loads, 
backs up, couples, uncouples automat- 

ically; 1 construction site; 1 terminal 
area; 1 sign; 8 trestles; 14 sections of 
fence. Instructions incl, Uses 2 “AA” 
batteries, order below. Plastic. 
79N20109C-Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.$14.94 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 2. 

49 N 4666-Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Pkg. 34c 

Stick shift Ferrari speeds against time 
Race the clock 

Cyclone Racerific :109! sz. 

It takes skill to beat this 14-foot course record. Camaro Racerific without stick 

Set consists of 41&-in. 2-speed Ferrari; stick shift 

speed control; oil slick; checkpoint; pit stop; hair- 

pin turn; 4 switches; 2 ramps; 14 curved, 3 

straight, 2 half, 2 quarter sections of plastic-metal 

track. Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order above, right. 

79N20107C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. .Set.$10.94 

supports; manual speed control. 
Uses 2 “AA” batteries, above. 
79N20108C-Wt. 3 Ibs, Set $5.94 

Now enjoy Boaterific indoors with 

this 42-inch Boat Basin with marina 

8 Just add water and a boat and 
sail away. Beautifully decorated 

basin is inflatable plastic; marina is 
vacuum-formed and accommodates 
2 boats, not included. Order at right. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 N 20047C.....----+++! $3.94 

520 Sears smato 
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Boaterific Boats. About 6 in. long. 
Water-resistant motor, automatic 
bailer. Plastic. Use 2 “AA” bat- 
teries. Order 1 package above. 
(9) 49N20741-Mighty Blaze 
(10) 49N20737-Sport Fisherman 
(11) 49N20046-King of the Sea 
Shipping weight each 13 ounces. 
Each.........22 een $3.94 

Extra Motorific Cars for sets on this page, or race 

‘em on the floor. -performance motor, built-in 
drive gear. 5-position steering. Plastic body 41⁄4 in. 

long, chrome-color trim, Rubber tires. Use 1 “AA” 
battery, order 1 package above. ; 
(1) 49 N 2066—Jaguar XKE. Wt. 907......$2.42 

(2) 49 N 20027 — Camaro. Shpg. wt. 9oz.... 242 
(3) 49 N 2076— Corvette Stingray. Wt.9oz. 242 
(4) 49 N 2075— Ford Mustang. Wt. 90z.... 242 

Motorific Trucks. Run on floor or track. High-per- 
formance motor. Plastic body, 5¥%-in. long, rubber 
tires. Order 1 package "AA" batteries above. 
(5) 49 N 2024—Fire Pumper. Wt. 1207....$3.46 
(6) 49 N 20028— Service Truck. Wt. 12 oz.. 3.46 

(7) 49 N 2022— Stake Truck. Wt. 120z..... 3.46 

Note: Both cars and trucks are 1 speed— forward. 



England's precision die-cast metal CORG TONS 

The star of the movie “Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang” in all its magical splen- 
dor. One of Corgi's most exciting cars. 

» Detachable stabilizers—íront and 
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* The most fantas- 
magorical car ever 

* 644 inches long 

* Wings flick out at a 
touch of the brake 

1 Aston Martin. James Bond car 
with revolving license plates 

remote-control ejector seat. Bond, 

2 spies, 007 badge included. Plastic 
access. 4 inches long. 
49 € 54026—Wt. 5 oz. $3.49 

Q Green Hornet's Block Beauty. 
Lower radiator grill, release 

flying radar scanner. Green 
Hornet, Kato hidden inside car 
Plastic accessories. 5 inches long. 

49 € 54029—Wt. 8 oz... $3.99 

Batmobile and Batboat. 1034- 
inch Batmobile shoots pellets. 

Removable trailer with floating 
boat, 514 in. long. Batman, Robin 
incl. Badge. Plastic accessories. 
49 C 54024—Wt. 12 oz......$5.99 
Batmobile only. With Batman, 
Robin. Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
49 C 54025... $3.99 

Rescue Fire Engine. Ladder ex- 
tends 42 in. Raise, lower, rotate 

360°. Cab detaches. With 6 plastic 
firemen. Metal. 11 in. long. 
49 C 54028—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. $8.99 

B 

The Beatles’ Yellow Submarine 

See John, Paul, George, 
and Ringo pop out of the 
hatches. Zoom submarine 
across floor, periscopes re- 
volve as the rubber wheels 
turn. All-metal submarine, 
SM in. long. Full-color, 
plastic figures; plastic 
scopes. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 C 54084. .$3.99 

Whizzzz Wheels Race Cars roll with a push 

Two flashy speedsters in 
this set, free-wheeling Fer- 
rari and Astro I. Cars, 4 in. 
long. Low wheel-friction 
design for fast, long dis- @ 
tance races. Removable 
wheels. 3 racing figures y 4, 
included. Wt. 10 oz. zj 

49 € 54085.......$4.99 QR 7 

27-piece 
Agriculture 
Vehicle Set 

so? 

Fun farming with Mas- 
sey Ferguson tractor 
and moving shovel, 
Dodge livestock truck, 
tipper trailer, disc har- 
row, Land Rover, 4- 
534in. long. 10 animals, 
churns, farm hand, 
driver. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 C 54086......$9.99 

Service station with three vehicles 12052 

Gasoline truck delivers the Esso "fuel" to pumps. Fill 'er 
up for each drive-in customer. 9x6-inch plastic station with 
six pumps. Set includes working tow truck for quick repairs, 
2-door sedan and gasoline truck . . each die-cast métal. 
49 C 54088— Shipping weight 10 ounces... ..... SEMI $2.99 

e£ 
Crimebuster Car Set $47 

These 2*,-inch die-cast metal cars fight crime on a small 
scale. U.N.C.L.E. missile-firing car driven by Napoleon Solo; 
James Bond 007 Aston Martin with working ejection seat; 
Batman and Robin with their Batmobile, boat and trailer. 
49 C 54087— Shipping weight 6ounces................ $2.49 



Move dirt and gravel with these steel giants Xon; 
.. up to 27 inches long and 18 inches high 

Bulldozer tugs with chain winch, 
pushes with big 4-position blade 

Clears away sand, levels off grades . . even hauls 
“debris and “timber” with rear chain winch. Lever 
adjusts blade to'4 heights. Hand-crank the winch 
«chain totes a strong hook that grabs on tight 

Rolls forward, backward on wide, sure-gripr (reads 
Baked-ename] finish. 14x8x7%3 inches high. 
49 N 5538 —Shipping weight 4 lbs. 10 02,.$4.97 
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Hydraulic Dumper deposits heavy 
load when you release the latch 

Powerful hydraulic cylinder raises at, av precise. 
constant rate. Specially designed. to» püdlt- down 
easily, yet strong enough to lift and dump w “heap 
ing" load of wet sand. Connection to cab dus per- 
manent pivot. Smooth welded construction, baked 
enamel finish, 22x6x13 inches high when-dumping: y 
79 N 5539C Shipping weight 5 pounds. ... $4.97 > 

Magnetic holst litt 
motal itams, rolase 
them at top of boom 

w $ 497 M 
choice : K 

Big Power Digger scoops up dirt, ; 
swivels . . dumps it automatically 

Sturdy bucket digs déep into sand, Work the 2 
handerank winches to lift ahd swing: boom around 
to spot for unloading, Raise boom to trip. release. 
Cab pivots on platformi. Wide, sure-grip treads 
propelled by solid steel wheels. Finely detailed, 
finished with baked enimel..27x7x18 inches high 
49 N 5499 — Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 6 o2....94.97 * 

"You can order toys on pages 441 to 673 from now until September. 1, 1966 

Use claw bucket or magnetic hoist 
with this 2-in-1 Michigan Shovel 

1 Crane truck rolls to the job. Cab pivots full cir 

cle. Turn the crank . . bucket takes big bite, auto: 

matically opens when raised to the top. Remove 

bucket to install magnetic hoist. Winch lifts and 
in to lock 

swing down for steadiness. Smooth, durable steel 

Baked enamel finish. Ch 

49 N 5493 —Shipping 

lowers 2-foot boom, pushe: Twin jacks 

$6.99 

Tandem-wheel Dump Truck 

Big and husky for such a low price. Rolls for 
ward and backward, hauls heaps of dirt. Manu 

ally operated dump bed. Detailed cab. Sturdy 
plastic wipes clean, won't shatter, takes rough play 
From West Germany. 21x7x8 inches high. 
79 N 5588C —Shipping weight 2 pounds. $1.99 

Marx Za-zooom Dump Truck 

Hear it idle . . then rev ‘er u ounds like a 
real truck motor. Dump bec and lowers 

vehicle travels lorw it 1, All from 3 
separate switches. Ru; plastic truck works with 
or without motor sound. Steel chassis ric 

tires. 20x9x10 in. high. Order 4 “D 
79 N 5419C weight 7 pounds. 

s on 6 
batteries 

$5.99 Shippi 

weight 4 ounces each 
Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

"D" Battery. Shipping 
79 N 4660 



Dig, load, haul, dump or level with the 

MIGHTY TONKA TRENCHER 

BOEKET duos Uy CIE relents lever: EIS operates Bare For big construction jobs 
hoe which swings to either side for unloading. Heavy-g: 
moves on durable deep groove treads. 1834 inches lon à You need giants like these 
49 N 5519— Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounce 

Hydraulic Dumper 
Big 22-inch long truck 

Turnpike $399 with hydraulic dump. 
Lever releases power pis- 

Dump Truck ton that lifts and dumps 
lever, hydraulic lift dumps loads. Heavy-gauge 

load. Cab has wrap-around wind ag epe e shield. Friction powered. 15 in. eda T ve 
long, metal, plastic, From Japan ^ 5 Ibs. 
49 N 4284— Wt. 3 lbs, 807.$3.99 A 79 N 5539C.....$5.49 

Power Digger 
Bucket digs deep into 

Cab pivots. Heavy-gauge 
; 27 in. long. Wide, 

sure-grip treads. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 5499......$5.49 

Bulldozer 
Big 4- position blade lev- 
cls. off grades, Hand- 
crank chain winch on 
back. Rolls forward, 
backward on wide tread 

Bucket dumps track. Heavy-gaugeste 
automatically 14 in.long. Wt. 4 Ibs.2 
when it reaches 49 N 5538 $5. 
top of boom 

: Mighty Tonka Dump Truck Giant Michigan Shovel 
Big enough for a child to ride! For tough-jobs . . use bucket to claw “tons” of dirt 

d'his áll-stcel giant rolls smoothly-on Celton wheél bearings. Back section Operates “like real, Bucket picks up full load, swings to unloading area 
raises fordymping,’Enclosed cab with detailed interior.-Heavy-duty bumpér ^^ “and_trips open automatically when raised to top of boom. Long, sturdy 

* fitted with: shock whsorbing: pads, Long-wearing oversize tires groove for steel boom raises and lowers with hand crank winch . , has stop-lock. Boom 
* traction, won't nrar Hoors. Bake 1-on enamel finish; 1824 in: long. Buy it the folls for storage. Crane cab pivots in full circle. Heavy steel construction; 

+ — easy way —order by: phone: y baked enamel finish. Over-all et long with boom extended 
79 N 5594C— Shipping weight 11 pounds... ; .. PERAE CX) 79 N 5438C—Shipping weight 8 pc $7.79 

SAVE THIS CATALOG: Yo can order toys on pages 437 to 638"from now until Aug. 1, 1967 ss Sears 507 
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"Right foot red" . . “left hand yellow"—each 
spin of the pointer tells you where to put your 
hand or foot. Quick, beat your opponent to the 
easy spots. Fall and you lose. 

Even if you're 6, 16 or 60, you'll love this 
crazy fun game. Makes any party hilarious. 
Forces couple (even better, 3 or 4) to go through 
REN, captorti ns than they thought possible. 

ay it indoors in stocking feet, or outdoors in 
bare feet. 24-spot 6x4l4-foot vinyl mat wipes 
clean and folds or rolls up for easy storage. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 207. 

TWISTER 
The game that ties 

you up in knots 

$799 

$2.99 

PLAY II 
DIFFERENT GAMES 

:[)99 

A sports minded family will love this set. The bowling 
set has two S-inch balls, and time-seving automatic pin 
setter. Play Shuflleboard with 4 pushers, 8 discs. Dart 
toss has 4 darts and target. They'll enjoy “Bounce the 
Checker," Tic-Tac-Toe, Bowling, Checker-Pitch, and 
golf, Also 3 racing games with 4 racing cars, horses, 
planes. 12x2-ft. printed linoleum. Plastic part: 
79 N 2548L— Shipping weight 18 pounds. . 

Including Dart Toss, Shuffle Board, 
Bowling with Automatic Pin Setter 

NPS 
= ush down 

lever to 
et pins 

Set $12.99 

P 

Automatic Pin Setter lets you 
bowl a game in your living room, 
basement or recreation room 

/ 

Automatic Pin Setter Game 

with 2 noiseless bowling balls 

3749 
Makes bowling at home faster, carefree 

no pins to pick up. Steel and plastic 
pin setter holds 10 pins in place. Hit 
pins, they flip up . . press-down action 
resets them. 5-in. injection-molded balls. 
Unit 30x14x14 in. deep. Allow 10. Ibs 
postage per postal regulations 
79 N 2549L $7.49 

Guia pace scans by cheisimasmusebeciudc M pov 

Inflatable Marble Court for a 

rainy-day game to play indoors 

s369 

Big 45-inch court of smooth fabric has 
no lumps or bumps to spoil good shots. 
Marked off for regulation play. Court 
surrounded by lightweight, easily inflat 
ed and deflated vinyl ring. Comes com. 
plete with a bag of marbles. Buy it the 
easy way, order by phone. 
49 N 2493—Wt. 2 Ibs $3.69 

2-way Punching Bag Set.. 

it's a floor or wall model 

3699 
Use as a floor puncher that grows 
with child . . adjusts from 30 to 42 
inches, or make it a wall model. 
Helps child develop coordination, 
speed-up reflexes. Sturdy steel 
frame, simulated leather bag. Air 
pump, knuckle guards included 
79N2514C-Wt. 10 Ibs. Set $6.99 

Adjustable Floor Puncher 

with a long steel base 

s444 

A punching set that helps child 
develop muscular coordination. 
And it grows with child . . adjusts 
from 36 to 47 inches. Simulated 
inflatable leather bag. Needle. 
79 N 2542C—Wt. 5 lbs.. .$4.44 

[Sears] 509 z 



6-unit Train with trestle 
22 sections of track combine 

to make 16 feet of 027 track— 
plus a 50-watt transformer 

Listen to that locomotive as it comes around 
the bend . . look for the headlight on the 
rails. Authentic? You bet! Big, 10-inch lo- 
comotive makes "chug-chug" sound, has 
moving drive arm and a headlight that 
sends out a strong beam. 

Other cars include a coal tender, boxcar, 
gondola, tank car and caboose. Forms a 
train 4 feet long. Also included are 10 sec- 
tions straight track, 12 sections curved 
Trestle sections in graduated heights. 50: 
watt transformer UL listed, 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. Plastic and metal. Instructions. 
79N95016C—Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.Set $22.59 

027 GAUGE 
Electric Trains 

and accessories 

4-unit Train with 8 sections $999 
of track . . 25-watt transformer 

Steam-type engine travels an 84-inch circle. Coal tender, gondola and caboose realistically detailed. Plastic, metal 6-unit Train with operating log car train, Transformer UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. i inni A " 10 sections of 027 track and 99 49 N 9725— Shi ht 5 pounds. ...... Set $9.9 s “bie ohio aaa hate UL listed 25-watt transformer 15 
This train comes straight from the Also has slant-back coal tender, hopper 
northwoods with a load of timber. car, gondola and caboose. Track forms 
Steam-type engine pulls beside a log — 8t-foot oval. Plastic and metal, 25-watt 
bin . . set lever and logstumble out of transformer, 110-120. , 60. 
the log car. Train runs fast or slow. — 49N95017- Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 

.027 straight, curved track sold in package of 4. 
A1) 49N96114-Straight. Wt. 7 oz. Pkg. 99c 
(2) 49N96115-Curved. Wt. 7 oz. . Pkg. 99c 
3 Manual Switches. 1 R and L, 027 gauge. 

49 N 96117—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... Set $4.59 
(4) 49 N 96116— Crossover. Wt. 6 oz. 1.29 

Wind-up 4-unit Tot Train aJ Sh 
runs for 2 full minutes E oine Y 

s499 RS UMOR 

Ideal for the young railroader! 
Engine has wind-up clock mo- 

BATTERY-RUN 4-UNIT TRAIN 
with switch tracks, 9 ft. of track 

Engine is 54 in. long with working drive arms. 
Cars include coal tender, gondola and caboose. 
Plastic track forms a 33x16'4-inch layout. Comes 

tor with speed governor, on- with one manual switch and one universal switch. 
off switch. Includes coal tend- Train is plastic and metal, 16 in. long. From Japan, 
er, box car and caboose. Train f id Uses 2 “C” batteries, order 1 package below. 
is metal. Instructions included. , 49 N 9505—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10z....... Set $3.99. 
49N9740-Wt.2 lbs. 12 02.4.99 "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 

49 N 4665— Shipping wt. 4oz......... Pkg. 38c REY Sears 521 

nm—— 



A whole 
country world 
right inside 
the case 

50-piece Farm Set centers around 
spacious barn with built-in silo 
. . plus you get plenty of farm 
implements, even a family of 

five to help with the work 

$599 ss 
] Open the side of the hand- 

some barn to find silo, hay- 
loft, stalls, corral doors that 
really open. Be greeted by 
life-like horses, cows, ducks, 
other barnyard animals. Com- 
bine, tractor and stake truck 
mean chores go fast on this 
modern farm. Plastic parts. 

Vinyl barn is 14x934x11 in. 
high. Animals from Japan. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 € 59057... sensa Set $5.99 

Q Corgi Form Vehicles. 27- 
pe. set. Fully described on 

opposite page. 
49 C 54086-W t. 1 b. 1 402. $9.99 

SEARS CUTS PRICES on this 

89-piece Livestock Farm Set 

$ 4* 

Save 10%. Was $4.94 las! Christmas. Activ- 
ity centers around all-steel open back barn. 
Freight traverse rod moves litter carrier in 
and out. Tractor has harrow, plow, corn 
planter, stone boat and 3 other accessories. 
Pick-up truck. Farm tools, vegetables, milk 
cans, feed box, bales of hay. 20x9x9 inches 
high. Plastic parts. Unassembled. 
79 € 59773C —Shipping wt. 4 lbs.. . ..Set $4.44 

Cutalod pane scan by chiana Dom 

Move "'crops" up and into barn on 
sturdy crank-action pulley . . truck, 
28 animals, 6 farmhands included 

Whopping 214-piece Farm Set 

Á 

42 lifelike animals . . tractor. 
with plowing accessories . . 
handy haylift you can operate 

sq? 

Big 22-inch platform supports all-metal barn 
Chicken coop houses the fowl; birds perch on 
barbed wire fences that hold the stock. Pick-up 

crops are . Other accessories, including 
dimensional plastic. 22x17x12 inches high overall Ui 
assembled. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 C 59779C—Shipping weight 9 pounds... . ..... Set 



Motorized . . controls to power steer, move, 
dump, operate air brake and blow horn 

Big Job Dump Truck $099 
by Marx without batteries 

Full powered big brute, 29x11x11 inches high, lifts and dumps 15-pound 
loads. Runs forward, backward, even turns. Wiper blades operate by hand. 
Steel chassis supports rugged yellow plastic body. Rolls smoothly on 10 
heavy-duty tires, Order 4 “D” batteries (79 N 4660) listed above. 
79 N 5812L—Shipping weight 10 pounds... 060.2000. $9.99 

Tta Dabs scans by didia neseledinicel Gon 

V-RROOM! Motors roar as 
Mattel’s big rigs tackle tough jobs 

1 Skiploader, Work 28-inch 2 Dump Truck. 19-inch truck 3 Cement Mixer, Runs for- 
control handle to scoop up, 

carry, dump loads. Yellow plas- 
tic and metal. 21-inch chassis. 
Order 2 ^D" batteries below for — dy yellow plastic. Order 4 “D” ly. 3 switches. Yellow plastic. 
V-RROOM! motor sound. 

Ñ AN, 79 N s810c—We. 7 Ibs. $7.89 
9 N 4660—"D” d Shipping weight each 4 ounces.......-+. 00.00.00. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Mobile Tonka Crane 899 

- boom and bucket work 

Husky crane of heavy gauge steel, Two wheel 
cranks. One to work boom, one to work the 
bucket that opens and closes automatically. 
25x20 in. high. Yellow, black. 
49 N 5555C—Shipping weight 12 Ibs...$8.99 

$ "7/89 xus without 4 

vibrates with power as it goes ward, backward, in circle. 
forward, backward, in circle. Barrel revolves. Mix sand, 
Dump bed raises, unloads. Stur- — gravel. . dump it. Cleans easi- 

batteries below. b: 21 in. Order 4 "D" batteries. i 
79 N 5806C—Wt. 7 Ibs. $7.89 79N5809C-Wt. 6 Ibs..$7.89 

Big Road Scraper $497 it 
Motorized . . ready to build roads, 
airfields, rocket sites. The big un- 
derslung scoop cuts wide path, 
hauls big load. Runs forward and 
backward . . you control. Metal 
and red plastic. 18 in. long. Order 
2 “D” batteries below, 
49 N 4263—Wt. 3lbs. ... $4.97 

"D" Battery. Wt. each 4 oz, 
49 N 4660— Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Giant 4-foot working boom swings clam bucket, 
sky hook, drag line or wrecking ball 

Super Crane $999 
by Marx without batteries 

Big boom brings big action . . in loading, lifting, dumping loads for big 
construction and road building jobs . . for "wrecking buildings." Use button, 
lever, clutch, gear shift . . hand crank for boom. 2-ft. red and yellow steel 
truck rolls on 6 tires. Order 3 “D” batteries above. 
79 N 5811C—Shipping weight 11 pounds... ....$9.99 «s. SEARS 513 



Fire Rescue Truck with 
detachable ladders 

Three ladders at- 
tach to make one long aerial ladder. 

Side hangers hold two ladders when 

not in use; third ladder stays on top. 

New turbine cab. 

Simulated hose reel, two plated 
hand rails. Almost 13 inches long 
49 N 5518—Shpg. wt 4 Ibe. $4.99 

z \ 
i 
4 

508 Sears « 
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Dump Truck raises 

load hydraulically 
Press 

Hydraulic cylinder 
automatically raise 
content as tailgate 
Tai dual rear 

Looks real lever 
dump the load 
does the work 
body 

and acts 

dumps 
open 

Hydraulic Sanitation Truck 

dumps automatically 

When hand-operated bucket shift 
from “fill” to “dump” position, upper 
gate opens, Bucket dumps load into 
truck. Hydraulic cylinder raises body 
so load dumps out of lower gate. Tan 
dem dual rear wheels, 18 inches long 
49 N 5560—Wt. 5 Ibs, 4 oz.. . .$5.99 

Heavy steel trucks with realistic 

“Jeep” Wrecker with tow 

and adjustable front plow 
Heavy 
reinforced bars; operates by crank 
Includes 1 

shield. Non-operating flasher light 
and wheel. Long-lasting 
whitewall tires. 11 inch 

49 N 5516—Wt. 21bs. $ oz. 

luty winch supported by 

‘ont seats, folding w 

steering 

Coke Delivery Truck with 
lots of soft-drink cases 

drinks all Deliver. soft around 
town 
supply of 
hand carts 
non-mar p 
long. Shi 
49 N 5553 

Milk Delivery Truck 

with sliding side doors 

Back doors swing out. Coloríul 
Elsie the Borden Cow" billboard 

on one side panel. Milk carrier 
holds 6 fillable polyethyle 
tle. Measures 1114 inch 
Non-marring plastic tires 
49 N 5552—Wt. 2 Ibs. 1102.$3.99 

body 

marring tires. Measures 1534 inches long. 

Use your phone 
the e: 

Sh 
49 N 5532. . 

Here's a Cement Mixer 
that really mixes! 

3459 
Plastic drum is filled through hopper at 
top. Dump sandy ingredients 

drum, then tilt it. . 
and down swivel chute. Hea 

in. revolve 

mixtures comes out 
uge steel 

with plastic. Long-lasting non 

if you want to order it 

$4.59 

These heavy steel trucks 

all glide across the floor 

with a real motor 
roar— without batteries . . 

big free-rolling wheels 

Wrecker Truck holds and 
lowers “wrecked” vehicle 

Newly styled cab. Hand-crank oper 
ates winch. Bumper bar holds, pulls 
the tow straight behind the wrecker 

without swerving, Heavy steel body 
with nonmarring plastic tires, Non 
operating flasher light, 1234 in. long 
49 N 5404 —Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.99 

working parts 

Sturdy Kennel Truck 

and a dozen dogs 
See-through plastic kennel with 
movable top and sides lifts off to 
become a permanent-type kennel 
Ford truck with wrap-around 
windshield, windows and non-mar 
plastic tires. Measures 11 in. long 

49 N 5407 —Wt. 2 Ibs, 307..$2.99 

U.S. Mail Delivery Truck 
with swing-outback doors 

shboard and stee 
White wall, non-marring 

plastic tires; chrome-plated hubs 
Measures 1134 inches long. 
49 N 5545— Wt. 2 Ibs, 11 0z.$3.99 

Pick-up Truck with 

snap-open tailgate 
Strong steel body protected by 
real truck paint. Equipped with 
ball-type trailer hitch. Sporty- 
looking chrome-plated wheel discs. 
Plastic non-marring tires. 13- 
inches long. Shipping wt. 3 lbs 
49 N 5430 $2.19 



4 a WALKIE TALKIES 
b BS) LA 

Use any TWO units on these 2 pages together. 

All send and receive on Channel 14 (Band 27). 

NO LICENSE NEEDED 
CHILD'S TRANS-TALK 600 

operates up to 1 mile across open areas 

; EACH $ | Ass bend 

* Voices sound clearer, louder because of its 6-transistor solid 
state circuitry, noise limiter and adjustable volume control. 

15 LUNCH 

READY YET? 

* Chrome-plated die-cast metal case with easy-tote wrist strap 

| 
Í 

AEN 4 

A great incentive to imaginative play, practical too, Use it for VAI 
chats with friends, hikes in the woods, secret agent games, 
dozens more. Super regenerative receiver-transmitter with big 
47-in. antenna pulls in far signals, Operates on one 9-volt bat- 
tery (not included, order separately below). Talk-listen button. 
Use with any Sears child’s walkie-talkie or any walkie-talkie 
that operates on Channel 14. Measures 6x2}9x1 44 inches. 
49 N 6396M—Shipping weight 1 pound.............$14,88 

49 N 6417M—9-volt Battery. Shipping wt. 4 oz.. .35c 

CHILD'S 

TRANS-TALK 500 
operates up to % mile 

across open areas .. 
yet priced so low! 

EACH $ | jus T 

Get your pals to order one too 
chats 

when you're 4,000 feet away! 
even more fun 

Carry your walkie-talkie every 
where . . handy snap-on wrist strap. Handsome black plastic case with 
silver-color trim. Talk-listen button, on-off switch. About 8x3x 
S-transistor solid state circt 
tenna. Super-regenerative transmitter-receiver, volume control. Uses one 

in. deep. 
ry. 47-inch chrome-plated telescoping an 

order separately above left 
z weight 1 pound ; A $12.88 

9-volt battery (not 

49 N 6395M—S 

: Our lowest priced Walkie-Talkie for children 

if} even has code button to send secret messages 

EACH s988 battery 

Speak to friends or tap secret messages with 
Morse code button. Code chart is right on 
case, Transmits ile or more over open 
areas. Rich look: ack plastic case, about 

r-color metal trim. 4 

nna. Talk-listen but 

s one 9-volt battery 

6x3x114 inc 
transistors 
ton and on 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

Order toys on pages 433 to 609 
until August 1, 1968 

NOTE: All walkie-falkies on page from Japon 

m——— 
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Famous Electric cë“ , 
Train Sets 

Complete with $ 3 99 
1-amp powerpack cash 

55 monthly 

A 

Wr 
p 

Big 8-Unit Freight 
Runs on elevated trestle set. Remote-control ore dump car and 

piggyback flat car with 4 trailers, trackside truck terminal 

HO size— realistic miniature, authentically detailed. Locomotive is Pacific 4-6-2 with 

operating headlight, long haul tender. Has boxcar, ore dump car and trackside dump, 
piggyback flat car (4 trailers), hopper, tank car, caboose, 16 sections of track —54x36- 

inch oval including rerailing section. Plastic and metal. UL listed powerpack (110: 

120-v., 60-c. AC). Loco has dyna-balanced 5 pole motor. Nylon worm and gear drive. 

Precision ground wheel bearings. 17-pc. bridge and trestle set; 12-pc. trackside signs, 
12 telephone poles. 
79 N 96002C—Shipping weight 8 pounds... cce $34.99 

with 1-amp. 
6-unit Dies d postes Diesel model SRH 
With remote-control ore dump casn 

set and piggyback flat car set 

, [I 4-unit Diesel 7p powerpack 
Includes piggyback flat 317% 

car, trailers, terminal 

1 6-unit train. Lighted Alco Century 430 diesel loco. 

Operating ore dump outfit, piggyback flat car—4 trail- 

ers; terminal—refrigerator car, flat car with pipe load, ca- 
boose. 16-section track, 54x36-inch oval layout. UL listed 
powerpack, as above. 12 trackside signs, 12 telephone poles. 
79 N 9610C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. .......... $2544 

11 4n train. Perfect HO starter. Piggyback set—flat 
car, 2 trailers, terminal. F9 lighted diesel, boxcar, ca- 

boose. 14-section 45x36-inch oval track, re-railer included. 
Powerpack UL listed (as above) controls unit. 

522 Sears 4%% 49 N 96001 Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces. . .$17.99 

Callalóó pase scie by aa 

Run 

HO Locomotives and extra Cars 

1 Hopper. Car for coal, stone, coke, 
49 N 96111—Shipping weight 4 ounces. . .. .....99c 

9 Cattle Car. Sliding doors for live stock traffic. 
49 N 96112 —Shipping weight 4 ounces 

0-8-0 Switcher Locomotive. Fully detailed, gear driv- 

en; head lamp lights, 10% inches long. 
49 N 96107 —Shipping weight 15 ounces. ......$12.99 

4 F9 Lighted Diesel. Introduced first in 1949 as “C” 
liner—still popular today. 7%-inch length, 

49 N 9611-— Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. ....$7.44 

Other HO-gauge accessories 
5 Straight Track. 9-inch sections. Package of 4. 

49 N 9903— Shipping weight pkg. 3 oz... Package 99c 

Curved Track. 18-inch radius sections. Package of 4. 

49 N 9912—Shipping weight pkg. 3 oz. . . Package 99c 

7 Remote Control Switches. Shipping wt. each 4 oz. 

49 N 9901—Left hand turnout. Each $4.19 

49 N 9902 — Right hand turnout. . ..Each 4.19 

1-amp Powerpack. Direction control. Full range rheo- 
stat for all speeds. AC-DC terminals. 110-120-volt, 60- 

cycle. UL listed. 
49 N 95045— Shipping weight 1 pound... ..... $6.54 

9 Motorway-Train Crossing. Fits in track section. 
49 N 96113 Shipping weight 8 oz...........$2.74 

Ideal background for train or car racing. 16 trees, shrubs, 
mats, 3 lampposts, decorated tunnel. 
79 N 96108C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. ...Kit $10.19 

Landscaper 

Starter Kit 

Mats for grass, earth and paths plus 5 trees and shrubbery 
material—set up colorful scenic layouts. 
79 N 96109C— Shipping weight 3 pounds... .. Kit $4.84 



99 
set Midget Marx Trucks $ 

Set has dump truck, stake truck, sanitation truck 
with dump action, pickup truck, wrecker with 
winch action, concrete mixer with revolving drum. 
Heavy-duty steel with plastic windshields. 

AM 
HA Mh d 

19-inch Tiny Terminal 

For servicing Midget and «49 
Mighty Marx trucks, and 
Tiny Tonka vehicles, too 

Your truck needs repairs, or perhaps you just 
want a place to park overnight. Pull into the 
Tiny Terminal. A set of Midget Marx or Mighty 
Marx vehicles (not incl) will fit inside. Drive 
them through the double doors, then park and 
check on them by opening the rooí. Colorfully 
decorated composition wood. 19x1044x7 in. high. 

Mighty Marx Trucks $ 9? 

Set has dump truck, concrete mixer with revolving 
drum, pick-up truck with opening gate, sanitation 
truck with loader bucket. Heavy gauge steel 
construction, plastic windshields. 

49 € 54047—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz.. ......Set $3.99 49 € 54082—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 11 oz... .$4.49 49 € 54081—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz... 

I Aj iat re ‘Tonka Toys Automotive-gauge Steel . . 2-coat, chip- 

esistant paint . . sturdy wheel assemblies 

/ 

..Set $3.99 

Average 
9 inches 

long 

Có m 
SEARS 

$449 ROLLS BACK PRICES 99 
Tiny Tonka Construction Trucks y Save $I on Mini-Tonka Construction mik. n T 

Set has loader tractor, dump truck, bulldozer, cement mixer with revolving 
drum, lowboy to haul bulldozer. Loader scoop raises. lowers and locks. Use 
your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 C 54046—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. .............--. Set $449 

Last Christmos was $7.99. Pick-up truck has snap-action tailgate, dump 
truck has lever control body, cement mixer has tilting, revolving drum, grader 
has adjustable blade. 
49 € 54033—Shipping weight 6 pounds 4 ounces. ......... 

Friction-powered Fire Engine :6* 

Turn the crank to hear the siren wail. Friction-powered motor. Metal 
and plastic engine has grooved, non-marring tires for indoor-outdoor 

Tonka VW d E Dune Buggy $3” 
Authentic-style Volkswagen in bright, 
Smee) 

Has raft, will travel . . oversize tires 
colors. Realistic design com- take it across beaches, over rough ter- 

use. Side-mounted hose adds realism. From Japan. 5x6x17 in. long. plete with front, rear seats. Automo- NR UN MIS 
49 € 5817—Shipping weight 4 pounds... .............22......-4 $649 tive steel construction, chip-resistant for emergencies. Sturdy steel body. 

enamel finish. 844 inches long. enamel finish. 10% in. By Tonka. 
510 [Sears] ecexm 49 C 54001—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... . $3.99 

Tinipon scané by catenins wncalociedesl com 
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Tractor-Trailer Combination $996 Satori batteries. 

Build a fleet of trucks—all you need is this basic tractor-trailer combina- 
tion. Trailer detaches; other units shown on this page hook up securely. 
Guide the tractor, control the speed, even hook up the units with the remote 
control unit and cord you hold in your hand. Johnny Express has a strong 
steel support, rugged plastic body. 33x11x8 inches, Order 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 5835L— Shipping weight 7 pounds E YA 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shipping wt. each 4 oz..,. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Fork Lift $]7? 
Actually lifts cargo (at right) 
‘on pallets to loading height by 
turning hand wheel. Plastic and 
metal. 9x3x7 in. high. 
49 N 5705—Wt. 2 lbs...$1.79 

18-pc. Cargo Set $179 
Three oil drums, 11 crates with 
wood-effect texture (in 3 sizes), 
4 pallets that can be lifted by 
fork lift (at left). Plastic. 
49 N 5704—Wt. 2 Ibs.. 

514 sears fissis 

"Troop Carrier $489 

Forward armored section contains 
gun turret which turns 360 degrees, 
fires play shells and missiles. Has 
armed missile racks on side. Canvas 
canopy covers troop area. Plastic and 
metal. 24 inches long. 
79 N 5862C— Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. $4.89 

NOTE: The 3 units above and the bridge below are accessories to the 

Tractor-Trailer above. Tractor-Trailer is not included with these. 

"—— ————— Gant 

Dump Body $387 

It not only looks real, it works! 
Unit can be tilted 30 degrees, open- 
ing rear door and releasing load. 
Capacity is 750 cubic inches, Smooth 
interior. Plastic with metal hinges. 
24x8x11 inches high. 
79 N 5836C—Wt. 5 Ibs.....$3.87 

Just say “Charge It'' when you phone your order 

"Turns right or left . . goes slow or fast. . 
forward or reverse . . all by remote control 

Liquid Tanker actually holds water $459 
Like the troop carrier and dump body at left, this sturdily-built unit can be 
securely locked onto the basic Johnny Express tractor-trailer (abové) to 

create a completely new motorized toy. It’s constructed to look real, right 

down to the detailed auxiliary engine in the rear. Liquid can be poured into 
tanker through opening in the top, then can be released by a valve under- 
neath. Plastic with aluminum tube. 26 inches long, 11 inches high. 
79 N 5843L—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ......--.----+-+ D $4.59 

Pontoon Bridge . . 
over 5 feet long 

$. 449 

Ramps at both ends make it easy to guide Johnny 
Express up and across, down and off this realistic- 
looking span. Comes with 4 detachable guard 
rails, 4 pontoons, and a crossing gate with stop 
sign that can be raised and lowered. Plastic 12 
inches wide, 4 inches high. Unassembled. 
79 N 5703C—Shipping weight 6 lbs.. . . . -$4.49 



hint] on ka 

Sporty Beach Buggy 
Finely detailed 
steering wheel, loadin 

area behind seats. “Canvas” 
top, emergency gas tanks. 

Steel body. 634 in. long 
49 N 5584-Wt. 13 oz. $1.39 

Roomy Dump Truck 
9, Dumping action controlled 

by lever. Steel construc- 
tion. Durable tires, mounted 
in rear, Enamel finish. 934 in. 
long. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz 
49 N 5587 $1.66 

Cement Mixer 
3 Loads through hopper in 

back. Crank turns all 
weather plastic drum. 
Handle tilts drum for pour- 
ing. Steel body, wear-re- 
sistant tires, dual rear 
wheels, 954 in. long. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N5401..........$1.99 

Sleek Volkswagen 
4 Authentic scale model 

Detailed with front and 
rear seats, steering wheel. 
Automobile-type steel con- 
struction. 874 in. long. 

s|69 49N5402-Wt.11b.202.$1.69 

Friction-powered Military 
Combat Carrier and 
8 Combat Vehicles 

Giant military transport a full 26 inches 
long with powerful motor. Detachable 
steel trailer and loading ramp. Sturdy 
plastic vehicles include a jeep, 2 trud 
a tank, ambulance, staff car and 2 howit- 
zers. 4 in. high, 344 in. wide. Japan. 
49 N 4253—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.,.. „Set $3.93 

Auto Transport and 3 Cars $97 

Just drive plastic cars right up the sturdy metal ramp of this 23-inch 
auto transport and head for the open road! Trailer constructed of 
heavy-gauge steel. . even the detachable cab is steel. Baked-on en- 
amel finish. Long-wearing plastic wheels won't mar floors. 
49 N 5582— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces.. ..... $2.97 

Cati page scans by chrisimasamuseleciumicM com 

The Buddywagen! 
Features sliding sun-roof 

and seats that fold down 
for cargo room 

3299 

Here is the authentic replica 
of the most popular station- 
wagon-bus in America! Rugged 
steel construction. Two side 

doors open up wide, Two banks 
of seats fold down for stora 
space. Sporty whitewall tir 

Almost 11 in. long. So easy to 
buy when you just use the phone. 
49N5406-Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $2.99 

Fun-filled action toys . . 
built of heavy steel 

5 Friction-powered Pumper 
Fire Engine thrills every 

young fire chief. Turn crank to 

hear siren wail . . just like a real 
engine! Rubber-tired, nonmar- 
ring wheels. Measures 16 in 
long. From Japan. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
49 N 4258....... $6.19 

U-Haul Rental Trailer and 
Truck. Wrap-around wind- 

shield, movable trailer hitch 
Trailer has snap-action door 
catch. Both of auto-type steel. 
Baked enamel finish. Whitewall 
tires. 22 in. long. 
49N5537-Wt. 3 Ibs. 15 oz. $4.89 

Big “H” Race Team. Hot rod 
tows trailer with 2 fully-de- 

tailed Honda motorcycles. Un- 
hook trailer; tilt for unloading. 
Non-mar tires, spare, rear racing 

"slicks." Bright wheel discs, 
trim. 17 in. long. 
49 N 5405—Wt 2 lbs....$2.93 

$293 

Gas-up time is fun time! 

Perfect accessory for all-steel 
trucks and cars, Touch nozzle to 
vehicle; it clings with magnetic 
force. Bell rings as pump registers 
gallons and totals price auto- 
matically—up to 39 gal. at $9.75. 
7 in. high. Order 2 “C” batteries 
from page 482. 
49 N 5761 —W!. 12 oz. $2.99 
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Keeps junior secret agents in contact with headquarters or 
other agents, 3-tr: 

super-regenerati 

pouch and acces: 

49 N 6391M 
49 N 6417 M—9-volt Battery. Shipping weight 4 oz 

Now your youngster can act like 

ator. He can tune 

action. 

n radio oper- 
the world of n conversations fro 

talk to friends with € by walkie-talkie or 
telegraph, even listen to music and the latest news 
Just turn the on-off volume control knob and tuning 
knob, then flick 2 switches to transmit or receive 
to hear Citizen's Band or AM radio. Transmits over 

Channel 14 all CB channels: Switch 
changes circuitry for AM radio, Solid state circuitry 

crystal controlled transmitter-receiver 

Y: 

receives 

as sensitive 
yariable tuning capacitor. chrome-plated br. 

> 

s 8 
Junior Walkie-Talkie Signal Case 

with range up to !4 mile plus 

code book, passport, ‘‘money” 

stor crystal controlled transmitter and 
e receiver operates on CB Channel 14 

tic case with chrome-plated 40-inch antenna 
metal hardware. 10x734x2 inches deep. Holc 2-pocket Transmitter ke 

ries. Pencils not included. Uses one 9-volt 127 film (not incl.). With 
Order separately below. From Japan. Buy it the two 9-volt batteries (order separately at left) and one “D” 

order by phone 49 N 6392 M—Shipping weight 2 pounds 13 ounces 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces....$6.88 

35c 

Cini Dabs scane by cdtimax weicilicidcM com 

This is a 4-in-l Communication Unit 
.. and it is sold exclusively at Sears 

Also includes buzzer alarm that goes off when opened, Morse code guide, wallet, 
passport. Your master spy can track down suspect, follow him with telescope, get photo- 
graphic evidence. His only equipment 
chrome-plated 40-in. antenna, metal hardware. 4-transistor sends, receive 

locks for remote intercom use with removable pocket receiver. C: 
-pocket pouch, accessories (pencils not incl 

without 
batteric 

Only $9950 

tenna that extends 50 inches. Molded plastic cabinet 
is 16x6x7 inches high with 244-inch speaker, earphone 
for private listening. For wireless chats with friends, 
use another communication unit or any Sears walkie 
talkie on these 2 pages. Code booklet incl. From 
Japan. Uses 6 “D” batteries, not incl. Order 3 
packages separately below. Why not pick up tbe 
phone and order it? 
49 N 6397 Shipping weight 5 lbs. 9 oz, ...$29.50 
“D” Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 oz 
49 N 4660 Package 36c 

Super Walkie-Talkie 

Signal Case 

Set includes: 

* Walkie-talkie that trans- 
mits up to % mile 

* Receiver for your pal 
* Hidden camera 
* 5-power telescope 
* Wireless Morse code, 

light or sun blinker 

All this and more! 

Only s999 

money 

this realistic signal case. Molded plastic, with 
on Channel 14. 

mera uses 
From Japan. Takes 

battery (order separately above). 
$9.99 
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Play 'N' Carry—realístic 3-D railroad layout—opens to 
24x36-inch card-table size . . ready to set up 

operatíon for N-gauge traíns below 
Vinyl carry-about case holds complete N- 
gauge operation, ready for fascinating mini- 
train fun. Setting with track lanes, tunnel, 
buildings, hills and landscaped effect. Made 
of heat-sealed, vacuum-formed vinyl. Build- 
ings with hinged tops serve to store trains, 
track and powerpack. Measures 14x18 in. 
closed. (Train set not included, order below.) 
79 N 96009C —Shpg. wt.4 lbs......$7.94. 

Without 
train set 

powerpack. 
track 

N-gauge Micro Trains take about 
DK en one-fourth the space used for HO-gauge 

N-gauge electric outfits 
include trains, track, power 

$ 7-unit Cannonball by Aurora. Just 
1/160th scale—tiny yet authentic . . 

tough and powerful. And though the mighty 
diesel is only 5 inches long, it could pull 24 
cars, 

Set has 8-wheel drive diesel, boxcar, gon- 
dola, cattle car, coal hopper, refrigerator 
car, caboose. Metal and plastic. Also has 16. 

u, assorted pieces of chrome-plated metal 
12-pc. Extension track, One-amp powerpack *. 
Kit adds switch- 49 N 96006 — Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 0z......$24.99 

action interest to 
Revell N-gauge Smit "The Powerhouse” by Revell. z a 

n a orkhorse 8-wheel drive, hood-type 7-unit Postage Stamp s 99 
grein setup diesel with light pulls boxcar, gondola car, wma 24 

:6?9 tank car and caboose. 16x24 in. oval, black 
and nickel-plated track. 6-amp powerpack*. 

Convert basic track lay- Metal and plastic. 
out that comes with Revell 49 N 96005—Wt. 2 lbs. 11 oz.....$19.99 
N-gauge train set to a va- 
riety of switching ar- 
rang Ha ees Mer 4-unit "The Load King" by Revell. 

n i Cab-type diesel with light. Three 
emp e popular freight cars: tank car, billboard [2] use 51999 track and 8-piecesstraight refrigerator car, caboose. Metal and plastic. 2] with powerpac 
track. Forged from rail- 16x24 in. oval, black and nickel-plated track 
road tempered steel; black plus the .6-amp powerpack*. 
nickel plate finish. 49N96004-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. ..$15.99 Auk 
JO $6.99 "NOTE: 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC operation. [3] Set with 

UL listed, 19] powerpack 

815% 

HO-gauge WILD WEST TINY TRAIN 
takes only 28x28-in. area for set up 

includi 3099 zs 
Place this 5-unit supply train on floor or on table top. Over 
7 feet of track to lay out for the Rawhide and Hangtown 
Railroad to circle, Sound the whistle on the locomotive and 
take the side track to the trading post. Then unload the long- 
awaited cargo from the flat car, box car and log car. Plastic 
play figures are % inches tall. Horses, caboose and corral incl. 
12-v. transformer is UL listed, 110-120-y., 60-c. AC, 
49 N 96008—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. . -$9.99 

CE 2 Att Sears 523 
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Special POWERLINE ERECTOR SETS 
Each with 3-speed motor and 2-way hoist that 

put your steel structures in motion 

by remote control . . extra-wide beams add stability 

and make massive structures look more realistic 

BATTERY 
POWERED 

400-piece set with 
on-off, forward and 

reverse control unit 

doe 
Powerful battery power pack lets you 
operate your models by remote control . . 
it’s your chance to study the finished 
model in motion, both close at hand and 
from a distance. Make them stop, start, 

go forward and in reverse. 3-speed motor 
lets you turn on the power, bring it up, or 
cut it down. Install dual-action geared 
hoist for lifting operations. 

Plus this large steel set has Sears 
exclusive Powerline" wide-beam girders 
for added strength and stability . . 134 
inches wide and over 1 foot long. All pieces 
precision cut, fit, finished. Nut and bolt 
assembly. Instructions included. Uses 2 
“D” batteries (not included), order pack- 

Extra-wide girders 
over 1 foot long— 

a Sears 

age below. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds 5 ounces. 

49 C 44387. eee Set $15.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
ils. 49 C 46606— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. ..Pkg. $1.19 

ELECTRIC 
POWERED 

440-piece set with plug in transformer 
for steadier power 

492 
Hundreds of steel plates and parts let you take on extra big 
projects. Cast your imagination into the Space Age to build a 
friendly space station. Or design a lift bridge, a coal tipple, 
a giant crane, and many others. And they all really work. 
Electric transformer never runs out of power, lets you 

operate your models by remote control. Hard-working 3- 
speed motor lets you move forward, reverse, stop and start. 
Dual-action gear hoist for efficient lifting operations. 

3-speed motor 
with reverse gear 

Dual-action hoist 
to raise and lower 

everything you build. All pieces precision cut, fit, finished. 
Instructions. Transformer UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 C 44388—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ......... Set $19.99 

Motorized Meccano Sets . . all pieces exactingly cut, 
finished— right down to solid brass fittings 

Beginner's Set sO? pe Advanced Set 412” M 

Make all kinds of models, from simple buildings to complex powered vehicles 
and machinery . . lots of fun and helps you get a grounding in the basic principles 
of engineering. Pieces in these sets are metal, accurately sized and drilled. Extra 
heavy flat steel parts are zinc-plated or enameled for protection. Powerful 
battery-powered electric motor. Uses 414-volt battery, order below. Made in 
England. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

Beginner's Set. Builds 40 working, 6 motorized models. Instructions. 
49 C 44223—Shipping weight 3 pounds... ........ -+ -v1 -444+ Set $9.99 
Advanced Set. Builds 56 working, 12 motorized models. Instructions. 
49 C 44222—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces... ...... ...Set 12.99 
49 C 44251—4YA-volt Battery. Shipping weight 5 ounces. . -Each 1.59 
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Now a Jeep and a Truck that climb like tanks 

. . because they have Climb Action Traction “engine” growls . . motorized winch raises, lowers 

Fat Cat by Remco 

$888 zx 
Flick a lever, and the “Fat Cat" roars into action. Giant-size wheels 
with Climb-Action-Traction really gr-rrr-ipp the ground . . truck climbs 
over rough terrain just like a tank. Winch is great for towing other 
toys. Removable canopy allows transporting of big blocks or cars. Low 
or high speeds; forward or reverse gears. Plastic and metal. 34 inches 
long with boom extended. Van, 10 in. wide. Order 4 “D” batteries below. 

E 
N 

Q i Mammoth Truck climbs up and over obstacles . . 

j 
| 
4 

Powerful Jeep claws its way 
up and down hills . . over rough ground 

Tiger Cat by Remco 

$999 zz 
Climb-Action-Traction makes the “Tiger Cat" climb 
just like a tank. As she travels, motor purrs and fan 
spins. Plastic and metal with shiny-as-chrome 4- 
barreled carburetor, valve covers, hub caps and 
exhaust. 14 in. long. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 

49 N 5830—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz...........$3.99 

Built-in record plays realistic battle sounds . . Enemy tank ahead. But you're ready . . extend cannon 
Cannon-firing Tank goes forward or backward to full 35-inch length, fire plastic shells for direct hit 

Push button on tank's turret, and hear the clash and roar of a battle- The Big Cat is a toy that signals big fun for military play. Strong and swift, it stalks 
ground. Turn switch, and watch the tank rumble into action. Goes the battlefield with its retractable barrel ready to shoot. It's cocked automatically, 
forward or backward. Heavy cannon fires rapidly. Metal and plastic. so all you do is adjust elevation, open breech, load shell and casing, and fire. With 3 
14% in. long. Order 3 “D” batteries. shells, 2 casings. Plastic. Allow 10 lbs. postage per postal regulation. 
49 N 5651— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz. ..$6.89 79 N 5875L. 

You decide what this Tractor should do . . 
it performs 9 exciting actions by remote control 

$759 without 
batteries 

Send it rumbling forward. Make it stop in its tracks and back up. 
Steer it. Lift and lower the blade. It's amazing. This 29-inch scale model 
of the big Ford industrial tractor even has pistons that light up and 
hand-operated earth scoop in back that picks up dirt, raises it and 
dumps it. Rugged heavy-gauge enameled steel. From Japan. Order two 
“D” batteri 
49 N 4251—Shipping weight 3 pounds 10 ounces....... +. $7.59 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. each 4 oz... Each 16c; 4 for 60c xs SEARS 515 
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~ The fascinating world of 

: £5 

America's movable 

fighting man 

To the rescue with 

this Frogman Suit 

$399 
When G.I. Joe wears rubber 
outfit, he's ready for scuba 
diving rescue missions. 

Tank straps to his back, air 
hose attaches to mouthpiece. 

Space Capsule and Space Suit Outfit . . 
and only Sears includes a flotation collar 

and raft for a floating, safe ‘‘splashdown”’ 

3929 

Imagine G.I. Joe is blasting off to his greatest adventure—a flight 
through space with re-entry and splashdown Big, blueprint-model 

d . . sliding canopy lets him “walk in space." 

Bubbles actually rise 

to the surface from the 

Deep Sea Diver Outfit 

$649 

In his waterproof fabric diving suit, 
G.1, Joe explores the ocean depths. 
Separate. operating pumps put air 

through 2 hoses, each 24 inches long 
. send bubbles floating to top. Div- 

ing helmet screws on, face 
opens and shuts. Com 
weighted belt and shoes, tools, buoy, 
compass. G.I. Joe not included, 
49 N 59896 —Wt. 1 Ib. 4.02, $6.49 

Headpiece, face mask and swim 
fins fit perfectly. Knife scab 
bard straps to leg, depth gauge 

3 sticks of “dyna 
mite," Joe not included 
49 N 5921 —Wt. 11 07.53.99 

capsule orbits by 
1344x10-inch wide detailed plastic with retro pack, control panel. 
And it floats , . inflatable flotation collar t 
raft has paddle, Zippered space suit of shiny metallic fabric comes 
with space helmet, gloves, boots. G.I. Joe not included. 
79 N 5979C—Shipping weight $ pounds Outfit $9.29 Y 

s buoyancy, 
fits on wri: 

11%%-inch G.I. Joe in Scuba Outfit rides aboard 
battery-run Sea Sled that emerges from Cave 

at G.L, Joe comes with 
ars a Meu: Set an accessory that offers self-propelled motion 

his first ever. Propeller-driven 16-inch sea 
:|[89 sled skims along the waves, dives, even runs 

Action runs deep now th 

guided by Pontoon alves, 2 div 
ing planes and rudder. Order 3 “D” batteries on 
page 519. Movable plastic G.I. Joe wears rub. 
ber suit with scuba tank, face masl 
fins, Underwater cave serves as a hideaway, has 
a marker buoy. Plastic, metal parts. Why not 
pick up the phone and order it? 
79 N 5957C —Shipping wt. 5 Ibs.. Set $11.69 

and swim 

Sea Sled only. Motorizei 16 in. long. 
Order 3 “D” batte 

49 N 5962 — Shipp wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. $6.99 

E 1510: 56555 ac 
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f 
W/7CF, 7 i EIN Remote-controlled 

iN space adventures 
3 ^m 4 Use master pump to force air 

through 45 feet of tube track, 

switch the motorized space chariot 

or activate a rocket-firing mecha- 

nism. Space ship, robot and TV 

heroes included 

Made by Mattel 99 
..youllfindit $ 

battery only at Sears 

lore mysterious caverns and rugged 
landscape of a strange planet with battery- 
powered Space Chariot just like on TV. 

Fight off space creatures with adjust- 
able turret rock: fired by air-powered 
switch. Professor John hovers above on a 
support wire watching for danger. Robot 
follows behind. The 7-inch plastic chariot 

speeds, runs on tube track or floor. 
)" battery, order 1 package 

(79 N 4660) below. 
When adventures are over, return 

"hariot to Jupiter-2 spacecraft . . it's a 
inch spaceport with room for the 8-m; 

rew of the Robinson family. Also includes 
air-switches, a and other con- 

nectors. Plus 3 colorful space creature 
targets and mountain scene. 

79 N 2032L— Wt. 6 lbs Set $13.99 

“D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
79 N 4660—Shpzg. wt. 8 oz Pkg. 36c 

Extra Spoce Chariot. Like above. Take: 
“D” battery. Order pkg. (49N4660) below 
49 N 2096—Shipping wt. 1 Ib... . $5.66 

Remote-controlled 
dump truck action 

Use master pump to force air 

through 30 feet of tube track. 

Switch motorized dump truck to 

top of carry case-depot. Truck goes 

forward and backward . . loads, 

unloads automatically 

Made for g 88 
Sears by 
Mattel thout 

Plastic dump truck rumbles over flexible 
track, up incline with load of 6 marbl 
It backs up, dumps marbles into hopper, 
then goes forward, all automatically. Lay 
out the track any way you want. Vinyl 
carry case opens to a construction com- 
pany building that reloads the marbles 

Set also includes 2 Y-switches, 2 Y-cc 
nectors, T-connector, lead-in pieces, and 
roadmap instructions. Takes 1 “D” bat- 
tery. Order package (49 N 4660) below 
49 N 2005 —Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. Set $10.88 

Truck only. Plastic, 7 in. long. Uses 1 “D” 
battery (not incl., order 49N4660 below). 
49 N 2013—Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. . $4.44 

“D" Batteries. Pac 
49 N 4660—Shpi 

Switch 'N Go GT Racer Set s5994 ` Extras for any Switch 'N Go Sets 
battery 

zi E Extra Components. 30-ft. tube track, pump, 3 
Plastic GT. racer, custom trim kit, master air action and 8 fixed connectors, plugs. Plastic. 
pump, 30 feet of track, 2 Y-switches and other Š T TD 
connectors. Flip Crash kit included. Takes 1 “D” ` ERE TS. 
battery, order 1 pkg. (49N4660) at right above. Y Batmobile. Plastic, 834 in. Uses 1 “D” battery 
49 N 2035—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz... Set $5.99 (not included, order 1 pkg. (49 N 4660) above). 
49 N 2057-GT Racer only. Wt. 1 1b. 2 oz.. 3.99 49 N 2047—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz... . .$4.44 



Deluxe workbench of sturdy natural-finish 
pine. Has tool rack, lower storage shelf, 18-in. 
ruler on front and vise. 32x18x28 high. 
"Personalize" it with decorative tacks. 321x16- 
in. tool cabinet with sliding doors. Pegboard 
back has silhouette of each tool for neat storage. 
"Tools include hammer, saw with 4 blades, cop- 
ing saw with 4 blades, hand drill with 9 bits, 2 
screwdrivers, chisel, pliers, "C" clamp, adjust- 
able wrench, try square with 7-in. rule and level, 
awl, compass with pencil, block plane, carpen- 
ter's pencil, 10 sheets sandpaper with sanding 
block, 24 pegboard hooks, approx. 100 assorted 
nails and 50 assorted screws, folding rule, 24- 
page project book. Partly assembled. 
79N7802312-Shpg. wt. 34 lbs... . .Set $23.88 

79N78018C-Workbench only. Wt. 18 Ibs. 10.94 

79N78019L- Tool Set only. Wt. 16lbs.. 14.94 

For all his building 

projects and repairs . . 

46Tools and 
personalized 
Work Bench 

Wren House and Feeder Kit 
Mount “A-Frame” House on tree or pole 
in protected area to attract a family of 
singing wrens. 6/4 inches tall. Handsome 1 

" feeder adjusts to any window size, . sized 
to accommodate small winter birds, 12xRx 

Build home for insect-eating Purple Martins 

.. add on units for “high-rise apartments” 

Each martin eats up to 2,000 mosquitos a day. 
One-level house has apartments for 8 birds. 

c d Side vents under roof. 16x15x8 in. high. Plywood, 
6% inches high. Plywood, nails, easy-to- hardware, instructions. Pole not incl. Unassem. 
follow instructions for assembly. 49 N 78025—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 3 oz.. . .Kit $5.66 

49N78027-Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. Kit $3.99 Q Add-on Unit. Same as above but with flat 
roof. Fits under main house. 15x15x6 in. high. 

524-528 Sears sac 49 N 78026—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, 14 oz. Kit $3.88 

(i ll a a a iS a 

30 Pieces in rugged 

plastic Tool Chest 

Includes saw, try square, coping saw 
with 4 blades, mallet, screwdriver, claw 
hammer, pliers, ruler, pencil, wrench, 
sandpaper block with 8 pieces of sand- 
paper, sweep brace, drill with 2 bits and 
triangle. Also 24-page project book. 
Chest 122x6x4'? inches high. 
49 N 78015-Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. Set $4.88 

17 Pieces in handy Tote 

Perfect starter set for beginners. Includes 10*4-in. 
saw, hammer, screwdriver, pencil, pliers, ruler, 
wrench, coping saw with 4 blades, sanding block 
with sandpaper. In plastic tote, 11x6x6% in. high. 

49 N 78012—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.......+ Set $2.97 

gh 
Steel Tools in Leather Belt 

Embossed genuine leather belt fits waists up to 
29 inches. Loops for tools, Flashlight uses 2 *C''" 
batteries, order 1 pkg. on page 533. Pliers, ham- 
mer, screwdriver, folding rule, friction tape. 
49 N 78024— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. Set $3.97 

Weather Vane, Name Sign Kit 

Touches of colonial trim for your house . . 
make great gifts too. Both with mounting 
brackets. Pre-cut, ready-to-assemble and 
finish. Wood, alphabet stencil, hardware 
and sandpaper included. Weather vane27!4x 
21x17 in. Hanging name sign is 16x1x11 in. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces. 
AGN 78029... vos e Ert Kit $3.49 



Visible V-8 Engine 
Pistons, rods, spark-plugs 
work as in a real engine 

$Q)99 »«« 
batteries 

Authentic replica of the powerplant of a 
real automobile! Action parts—írom fan 
belt to rocker arms. Model is 1434 inches 
long, in 4-color molded plastic. Complete 
with powerful miniature motor, metal 
parts, manual Uses 2 "C" batteries; 
order below. 
79 € 2339C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. . $9.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46656—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... Pkg. 1.19 

See how a car actually works 
\-size battery-powered "see thru" engine above operates alone 

or can be mounted on front end of 
battery-powered chassis below 

Fullyoperating uni 
Independent from V-8 de 

Auto Chassis 
Watch what happens as you 

turn wheels, shift gears, 
step on brakes 

Everything works. Springs, shocks, wheel 
linkage, clutch perform like actual auto 
parts. Plastic, over 3 ft. long. Motor, parts 
for installing V-8 engine (above), manual. 

Cutsiod page scans by chrisimasmuaselecmici com 

316? without 
batteries 

Uses 3 “D” batteries—not incl. Order below. 
79 C 2337C—Shipping weight 10 lbs. .$16.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .Pkg. 1.19 

Valkyrie-2 Rocket rises over 1000 feet 

With non-flammable 
liquid-gas propellant 

5149? saz 
High performance rocket 

- goes 250 ft. per second. 
Aero-space kit for amateur 
modelers blasts off ver- 
tically with experiments 
and payloads. Timing de- 
vice releases parachute to 
return rocket gently. 

15-in. polished-alumi- 
num rocket; wood, plastic 
trim. 15-oz. can of non-ex- 
plosive fuel. Verticallaunch 
rod incl. Manual fring 
Also electrical—order bat- 
tery below. 
49C1979-W1.21bs. 6 02.$14.99 

Valkyrie-1,withpropellant. 
12 in long—rises 500 ft. 
49C1980-W'.21bs.202.$11.99 

Extra Fuel. 15-oz. can, 
ignitor wire. For 3 flights. 
4901983-Wr. 1 Ib. 1 cz. $1.99 

6-v. Battery. Use with 
cable for remote firing. 
49 C 4667-W1. 11b. 6 cz.$1.09 

Revell's 1/96-scale 
Apollo-Saturn 

Rocket 
stands 4 feet high 

-amazingly detailed right down 

to capsule hatch doors 

Kit includes: 

* escape tower 

* command module 

* service module 

* lunar module 
E PNA all three stages of 

(LEM) incl. Model stands 5 
in. high for a detailed look at 
the moon-landing vehicle. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 
79 C 1981C. ......... Kit $10.49 

Monogram's Apollo Kit, 1/144- 
scale. 30 inches high. All plas- 
tic parts. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

49C1982............. 



Buddy L big 18-inch steel Transport $ 499 
hauls 4 horses to their own corral 

Guide your stallion, mare and 2 colts up heavy-gauge steel. Clear plastic bubble- 

the loading ramps at side and rear of top window lets you check on horses. At 
end of trip, lead the horses into 6-piece 
plastic corral for safekeeping. 
49 N 5548—Shpzg. wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. ..$4.99 

fz transport. Interior stalls comfortably 
shelter them from bumps and the weather 
during trip. Bright maroon transport is 

Marx 26-piece 
Rancher Set 

$997 
Heavy-gauge steel trailer-truck 
transports 19 assorted farm animals, 
including cows, lambs, goats and 
dogs. Handy back ramp for easy 
loading. 5 sections of plastic fencing 
lock into a ranch-style corral. Truck 
is 17 inches long. 
49 N 5609—Wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. $2.97 

Structo Riding Academy 
pickup, hauler, corral 

$399 

Convertible pickup truck has re- 
movable top and side doors. Wind- 
shield and tailgate raise and lower. 
Horse trailer has rear ramp. In- 
cludes 3 horses, 3 colts, 5-piece cor- 
ral Pickup and trailer of heavy- 
gauge steel; 20 in. overall. 
49 N 5529—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $3.99 

Farm-to-market 
Livestock Truck 

$387 cam 
Carry animals to market in 12-in. 
plastic and metal truck that turns 
away from obstacles. Chicken 
“crows”; cow “moos.” Order 2 “D” 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
. . you can order toys on 
poges 44] to 673 from 

516 SEARS Koss now until Sept. 1, 1966 

m————Ó—" 

batteries below. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 5649—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $3.87 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Move cattle with Transport, Truck, Pickup 

$999 
Haul animals to ranch and shipping stations with this com- 
plete livestock trucking set. Includes 3 cows, 3 calves, and 
3 heavy-gauge steel vehicles. 22-inch cattle van has rear 
doors that open and close, Metal stakes on 15-inch livestock 
truck remove for flat-bed hauling, 11-inch pickup has re- 
movable top; tailgate and windshield raise and lower. 5- 
piece corral keeps animals penned. 
49 N 5425C— Shipping weight 12 pounds........... $9.99 

Transport with 8 stock pens $395 
‘Truck carries 8 animals , . each in its own corral. Removable 
railings in center and on one side. Ramps store behind 
cab. Pen, ramps, corral and animals of molded plastic. 
14-inch enameled steel truck. Friction motor. From Japan. 
49 N 4234—Shipping weight 3 pounds 9 ounces... . . $3.95 

Let’s go camping and boating $499 

Candy-striped camping truck about 12 in. long. Has fold-away 
tent, built-in refrigerator and sink. Fold-out seat converts to 
bed. 9-inch plastic inboard boat with plastic trailer. 
49 N 5593— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces .......- $4.99 



Two G.I. Joes of the 

Green Beret 
in this Jungle Outpost 

hold off the enemy 

with machine gun and 

shell-firing bazooka 

s999 

Now you can double the firepower of 
your forward outposts . . defend your 
headquarters from the enemy better 
than ever. Two G.I. Joes made of fully 
jointed plastic and standing 1134 in- 
ches high are dressed in full combat 
outfits (fatigue shirts and pants with 
boots, dog tags and green berets). 
They're ready to swing into action 
with a bazooka that actually fires one 
of six rocket shells. If enemy soldiers 
move in close, they'll be met with 
the machine gun, grenades or auto- 
matic rifle. Ammo box, cartridge belt, 
field telephone with earphone, cam- 
ouflaged netting included. Plastic. 
49 N 5978— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz..Set $9.99 

EXCLUSIVE 
SEARS SET 

G.I. Joe reports enemy 

positions with this 

Forward Observer Set 

s499 

Carefully hide military gear in this 
camouflaged observation post. Set in- 
dudes G.I. Joe who's fully jointed 
plastic, takes any action pose . . 1134 
inches high. His combat outfit is com- 
plete with fatigue shirt, pants, boots, 

dog tag, camouflaged helmet. Plus 
poncho, rifle, 4 grenades, field radio, 
telephone, wire roll, map case with 
maps, camouflaged netting, support 
posts. Buy it the easy way—order by 
phone. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

EXCLUSIVE 
SEARS SET 

G.I. Joe Action Soldiers of the World . . 1144-inch plastic, all realistically equipped 

f French Resistance Fighter. Underground hero in 
beret, sweater, pants and boots. With revolver, 

knife, grenades, radio set, submachine gun, more. 
49 N 5992— Shipping weight 14 oz.....Set $4.97 

2 British Commando. Proud hero in helmet, jacket, 
pants and boots. Also with gas mask, sub- 

machine gun, canteen, case, more. 
49 N 5993—Shipping weight 14 oz.... Set $4.97 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys on pages 467 to 638 from now until August 1, 1967 

Citai Dade scans by dieisiniasnmisetediwical Gom 

3 Japanese Imperial Soldier. Hand-picked de- 
fender in full uniform with gas mask, field pack. 

Also pistol, holster, belt, rifle, bayonet and more. 
49 N 5990— Shipping weight 14 oz... . Set $4.97 

4 German Storm Trooper. Uniformed with boots, 
helmet. Luger, machine pistol, grenades, holster, 

cartridge belt, field pack and more. 
49 N 5989—Shipping weight 14 oz... .Set $4.97 

Russion Infantryman, Expert at winter war- 
fare in warm hat, boots, uniform. Also bipod 

machine gun, grenades, field glasses, more. 
49 N 5991— Shipping wt. 14 oz... ...Set $4.97 

Australian Jungle Fighter, Uniformed bush 
warrior. Flame thrower, machete, entrenching 

tool, jungle knife, grenades and more. 
49 N 5994— Shipping wt. 15 oz.. ....Set $4.97 
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Skillfully maneuver cars and trucks over bridges, 

through dangerous intersections 

Motorific ACTION HIGHWAY with $1988, 
Sears Exclusive Automatic Service Center papel 

Exciting and realistic roadway action. A fast- 
moving Ford Mustang swings out and passes a 
slower wrecker truck on the two-lane truck by- 
pass. Then it stops at the service center to “fill 
up” while track passes around.-Next they meet 
at a dangerous intersection, but you control the 
traffic light which stops one car and sends the 
other one on its way with a green “light”, all with 
à push of the remote-control button, 

Plastic and metal cars, set with more than 25 
feet of track for lots of different track layouts. Also 
includes 2 T-switches, 2 bypass switches, 14 fence 

and signs. Takes two "AA" batteries 
(79N4666M ), not included. Order 1 package below. 
79 N 2019LM—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... .. Set $19.88 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 2. 
79 N 4666 M—Shpg. wt. 2 oz......... Pkg. 32c 

Motorific Trucks. Run on floor or track. Plastic, 434 in. 
long. Uses 1 "AA" battery, not included. Order 1 pack- 
age (49 N 4666M) below. 
(1) 49 N 2022 M— Stake Truck. Shpg. wt. 1202.. ey 44 
(2) 49 N 2024 M— Fire Truck. Shpg. wt. 12 oz... 3.44 
(3) 49 N 2025 M— Dump Truck. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 3.44 

Motorific TORTURE TRACK with 

over 30 feet of track, 4 torture tests, 
Mystery Mountain, Service Station 

Sears 8[399 ez 
Exclusive Set 

Put the 4!4 in. plastic Corvette Stingray through 
tough torture tests . . a curving test with spring-held 
obstacles . . a high-speed run around the elevated 
girder-type roadway to the spring tests that send car 
hurtling over a ramp. If you survive those you'll 
come to the.crash test and speed into a "brick" wall 

Between tests car stops at Service Center to “gas 
up”, enters the “Mystery Mountain" . . you only 
guess which exit it will use. 57 curved and straight 
track, 2 right-angle switches, 2 Y-switches, trestles, 
ramps, signs, 3 conversion pins for other Motorific 
cars incl. Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order separately below. 
49 N 2016 M-Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 80z. Set $13.99 
49 N 4666 M-"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 202. 32€ 

RACERIFIC! Hear engines roar, s999 

time your car to checkpoint V 

A tortuous test track for the Motorific car, with timer 
and checkpoint for measuring performance. Change 
car route with remote-control switch. Put car through 

zag steering test, over spring test ramp, then stop 
at engine testing station and hear engine roar 

Set includes plastic car, 31 pieces of plastic track, 
switches, 3 conversion pins. Set uses 2 "AA" bat 
teries, order package (79 N 4666M) at top of page 
and 1 “D” battery, order package below 
79 N 2017C M —Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $9.99 
79 N 4660— "D" Battery. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 8oz. Pkg.36e 

Extra Motorific Cars for sets on this page (or race them on floor) 

Sharply styled. High-performance motor, built-in drive gear, 5-position steering. Plastic. Chrome 
color trim. Rubber tires. 414 in. long. Use "AA" battery (49N4666M). Order separately above. 
~_ Cor Style Wi. 02.) Catalog No. | Price Car Style. paez Catalog No. | Price 
(4) Ford MK II..|..9..|49 N 2021M | $2.66 | (6) Ford Mustang pi? |49 N 2075 [5234 
(5) Jaguar XKE. |. 9 :.| 49 N 2066M| 2.34 | (7) Corvette Stingray..|..9..| 49 N 2078M | 234 
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English precision engineering brings you 

MOTORIZED 
MECCANO SETS 

f The pioneer in metal construction sets for 65 years 

. . exactingly cut, fit and finished 

right down to the solid brass fittings 

Much more than just a toy . . the pieces in these sets are so accur- 
ately sized and drilled they'rea great way to learn the basic principles 
for a hobby or career in engineering. Of course, you can build just 
for the fun of it too. Make all kinds of models from simple buildings 
to complex powered vehicles and machinery. Powerful battery- 
powered electric motor with built-in 6-speed selector gearbox. Use 
one 4%-volt battery, order below. Extra heavy steel flat parts are 
zinc plated or enameled for lasting protection. Instruction book. 

Beginner's Set Advanced Set Our Best Set 

s998 E 1455 :1955 
without battery. without battery without battery, 

Builds 40 working, Builds 56 working, Builds 72 working, 
6 motorized models. 12 motorized models. 12 motorized mod. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 120z. — Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 6 oz. 
49 N 44223-$9.98  49N44222-$14.88 49N44221-$19.88 
49 N 44251--Battery—4% volt. Shpg. wt. 5oz....... Each $1.59 

Only at Sears . . 

MATTEL Power 

li x 

ee pred Sag with 
safe heat.. - carry case. 4 posti 

tools in one . . pre-foi j 
it's a sander, k 
drili. press DES 

A against 
lathe and 
Š element to cut 
jigsaw 

Everything you need to build toy air- 
planes, tractors, etc. Has special built-in 
safety features: lathe tool can't fly off, 
spiral jigsaw pushes fingers away, auto- 
matic “off switch prevents motor Sears Exclusive Thermo Craft 
from burning out. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC, a t 
UL listed. Metal. Includes 4-in-1 tool ORO ets LA vod ngad unit, drills, saw blades, sanding discs, to a service station and a fort 

tool bits, patterns, balsa and pine wood, "Thermo-saw has automatic safety cut-off 
glue, project and instruction book plus switch to save battery power. Easily cuts leather-look high-impact plastic store- and shapes pre-formed, pre-marked plas- all case. 15x5x5% in. high. tic panels. You also get an extra cutting. 
49 N 7802—Shipping wt. 8 Ibs..$19.44 element, shaping guide, cement, fasten- 

s ing pins, sand paper, label art and in- 
ipe encontre PS structions. Uses 4 "D" batteries, order 2 79 N 78016C —Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs. $18.44 pkgs. below. About 12x5x7 in, high. ONANAN ETIN PN JOTE Sppe we a ane |. 49N7802 ENT forest QD Batteries. Package of 2. 

wt. 8 oz. bars 

tlsioó Habs scone by dieta niselocivical Coni 
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starter Dalle 
‘accessory kit 

(see 1, 2) 

Cox “gas”-powered 

1/25-scale Dune Buggy 
Extra-wide semi-pneumatic 

vinyl tires give super 

traction on rough terrain 
Fly the “gas” powered Thompson Trophy Winner 

Fuel throttle control lets you vary (I1? without starter bette 
Ample torque to climb steep grades; 40:1 
gear reduction helps prevent stall-outs. 
Die-cast aluminum engine carrier keeps 
out dirt. High-impact styrene body in 
flashy silver-flake-color finish. 12x7x5 in. 
49 C 20309—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz.. .$14.49 

speed. Pilot it like a real plane LT 

‘Two-time Thompson speed trophy winner . . most 
powerful single-engine prop plane ever built. Now 
you're the pilot. This inverted gull wing Corsair 74 
has throttle to regulate speed and mancuvers in 
flight. Cox .049 engine with spring starter. Left- 

Cox] Sea Bee Speed Boat 

hand prop prevents plane from coming in on "flyer" 
during take-offs. 19-in. wingspan. Plastic. With 
remote control handle and lines. Order starter bat- 
tery, accessory kit below. 
79 C 20306C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ... . $11.99 

Accessories for fi 

Cox "'gas" engines 

"ud } Whistling 
fa j Steam wise 

Engines " NU di 

"Gas" engine powers it across water 

$ 99 without starter battery 
accessory hit (seo 1, 2) 

Cox .049 marine engine, high-speed prop. 

Old Smoky, the mighty Steam Roller 

Pulls other toys or powers 
toy machines 

Kit. Battery-wire, dip, 
wrench, 34-pint fuel. 

49 C 20123-Wt. 12 oz.. $2.99 
Fuel. Pint. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 C 20124. .... c $1.19 

Recoil starter. Flotation seats . . Sea Bee 

won't sink, Polystyrene hull. 16 in. long. Battery. Wt. 11b. 4 oz. ~—“— pm « 

79 C 203110—Shipping weight 3 lbs. $12.99 49 C 2259—114-volt. $1.09 - 

Oscillating $} Dual-action pistons, 315? 
piston action itout fuel stationary val e Ml 

Safety valve and speed con- Ideal with your building sets . 

trol on 334-inch shiny brass hook up to mini machines. 4-in. 
boiler. Made of sturdy em- brass cylinder; speed control. Cen- 

bossed metal. Plastic funnel. trifugal governor; safety valve; 

SxS-inch base. Order fuel 
below. From W. Germany. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
$8.99 

Steam Engine Fuel. Esbit dry fuel. Use 
3 pellets per pint of water to heat boiler. 
Box of 80 pellets. 
49 C 20156—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...Box $1.99 

mem— cont 

oil cap. Embossed metal. Plastic 
funnel. 10x8-in, base. Order fuel 
below. From W. Germany. 
49 C 2004—Wt. 2 lbs. 7 o7...$15.99 

247 
Working model of a real steam roller . - it “chugs” along on its own power. Pufis 

steam, goes forward or reverse. Chain gear controls steering of front roller. 

"Throttle regulates speed. Safety valve, water level window, whistle. 
Metal. 

Chrome-plated boiler; red and green enamel finish. Four fuel pellets, funnel, 

instructions incl. Order extra pellets at left. 13 in. long. From W, Germany. 

49 C 2244—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. $24.99 



Console 
houses 
controls 

$099 zz 
“BIG RED" 
Super Hot Rod by Marx 
Shift into gear . . gun the motor . . blow the 

horn. It goes! And you are the driver 

Hot rod looks and performs like the real thing. Stick shift, 
on-off lever and Za-Zoom unit control are on the console 
right next to the steering wheel. Over 25 inches long. Metal 
chassis, high-impact plastic body, fold down windshield 
With “tune up" stand. Order 4 “D” batteries. 
79 N 5821C— Shipping weight 9 pounds $9.99 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. ca. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

‘The faster this Mattel racer goes, the louder the roar from 
V-rroom "motor" unit . . it’s the speedway sound. You 
guide this sleek racer with pole and whip-cord. Rev up the 
friction motor. High impact plastic, 14 inches long. 
49 N 5808—Shipping weight 1 lb. 11 oz.......... $3.27 

FIREBIRD “99” by Remco 
Just like driving a real car . . wipers 

swish, signals blink, horn honks 

Turn the ignition key to “start,” adjust mirror, then steer, 
Speedometer records “speed”; glove compartment opens. 
Knobs on panel turn. Plastic, 13 in. Order 2 “D” batteries, 
49 N 5738—Shipping weight 3 pounds...... » $5.87 
49N4660-"D” Battery. Wt. each 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

"MATCHBOX" 
| Gas Station 

E J e Set 
98 

40 Miniature Cars "MATCHBOX" 83 
a From England. Bustl- $244 Truck Set Ing plastic gas station 

In one package . . plastic From England. Includes 8 with pumps, grease pit 
trucks, foreign and sports c sturdy metal work vehicles and rampto showroom. 
Free rolling wheels, realis that dig, load, haul, dump. Sturdy metal tow 
detail, 154 to 2 in. long. / About2in.long (HO scale). — truck, jeep, sedan 
sortedcolors.From Hong Kong. ^ Shipping weight 1 Ib. about 2in. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 N 2122—Wt.1202.$2.44 — 49 N 2353 ^ -$2.98 49 N 2359.....$3.98 

T-bird Convertible. Twist knobs Racer with pit-stop action. Raises — Bump-and-go Racer reverses self Friction Crash Racer flies apart when it 
beneath rear fender to raise and low- 
er windows; to bring top up and into 

place. Then reverse. All-metal, 15 in. 
long. Rubber tires, driver. Japan. 
49 N 4202—Wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz.$3.96 

on built-in jack for fast wheel change. 
Friction-powered, styled of gleam- 
ing metal. Rubber tires (2 extra), 
driver. 15 in. long. From Japan. 
49 N 4205—Wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz. $2.96 

Sears Charge Account makes all your buying easier 

Citao Dace scans by dheistiriacniselediwical com 

when it hits object. Plastic, 9 inches 
long. Driver. Order 2 “C” batteries. 

Hong Kong. 
49 N 5885—Wt. 7 oz..... $1.99 

"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. 

49 N 4665... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

hits wall. Reassembles. Engine roars. 
Plastic and metal construction. 12 inches 
long. Made in Japan. Shipping weight 
1 pound. 
CD a ees | | 
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Action Soldier 

Here's where you order G.l. Joe with outfit 

FEL 

Action Marine 

New Carry-Case 
. . holds equipment and 

doubles as Sentry Post 

EXCLUSIVE $ 
AT SEARS 969 pr 

Just swing down the barrier post 
and G.I. Joe challenges strangers 
before they can continue down the 
roadway. There's plenty of room 
inside to store clothing, guns, 
ammunition, Vinyl case is screened 
in action battle motif. It's 14 in. 
high, can hold two 12-in. combat 
soldiers, Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 59829............ $2.69 

Green Beret Outfit 

s389 m? 

- . includes 9V-inch 
rocket-firing bazooka 

Your jungle fighter wears his 
green beret and fires plastic 
rockets from a bazooka. Includes 
fatigue jacket and pants, gre- 
nades, camouflaged scarf, Spe- 
cial Forces insignia on beret. 

Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
49 N 5997............. $3.89 

Action Sailor Action Pilot 

Just pick your favorite branch of service and G.I. Joe is ready to enlist. 21 movable 
parts let you place him in any combat pose to crouch, shoot, throw. He's 1134 in. of 
lifelike plastic and wears basic uniform, fatigue plastic boots and metal dog tag. Use 
your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

1 Soldier standsat ease in Army greens. 
49 N 59891— Wt. 11 oz.....$2.59 

2 Marine in camouflaged fatigues. 
49 N 59892—Wt. 11 oz.....$2.59 

tSitaloó pace scare by cia imd nrcelócivical con 

3 Seiler on deck in Navy blues. 
49 N 59893—Wt. 11 oz.....$2.59 

4| Pilot stands by in jump suit. 
49 N 59894—Wt. 11 oz.....$2.59 

Make G.I. Joe “combat ready” 

5 Pup Tent Set. G.I. Joe 
pitches this fabric tent 

with posts, stakes. Camou- 
flaged net covered with 
foliage. Plastic machine 
gun, tripod, ammo box, 
spade. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 5905....Set $3.89 

Rifle Set . . includes 
plastic M-1 rifle with 

shoulder straps and de- 
tachable bayonet. Car- 
tridge belt and 6 plastic 
hand grenades. Wt. 3 oz. 

49 N 5909. „Set 99c 

6 Field Pack Set for G.I. 
Joe has straps, buckles. 

Covered canteen on pistol 
belt. Includes first-aid 
pouch, entrenching tool 
with cover, mess kit, uten- 
sils. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 5904... Set $2.97 

8 Field Jacket Set. Fabric 
jacket plus plastic M-1 

rifle . . bayonet detaches. 
Snap-open pockets on car- 
tridge belt. 6 plastic gre- 
nades, manual. Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 5903... Set $2.97 

Note: G.l. Joe figure not included with sets above. 

G.I. Joe's 

Foot Locker 

Authentically 

styled .. 

made of wood 

$)99 

This scale-model replica of a real G.I. issue footlocker provides 
plenty of room to keep Joe's equipment in regulation order. 
Diagram on lid shows you proper placement of items in remov- 
able, compartmented section. Sturdy construction features 
rope handles, brass hinges and fixtures. Official insignia. It's 
over a foot in length. 

49 N 5935— Shipping weight 15 ounces. . ............. $2.99 

New G.I. Joe s|14 
Bunk Bed 

Just what a tired 
Soldier needs at the 
end of a long day. 
Rugged canvas, bed, 2 
bed ends, side runners. 
Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 6011... ..$1.14 



x ! ! NOW NHAT 00 YOU HAVE TO 
Not one but two BANKED TURNS Seer nmin DRIVERS’ 2" 

make this big 1/24-scale Slot-car Set 

one of the fastest you can buy 

Sears only professiona l-size 28 feet of 9-inch wide track forms this 

2 55 gigantic 12x4-foot layout. Watch the big 

1/24 scale Slot car Home Raceway 6¥-inch red Ferrari and white Chaparral 

Move up to big size, big action. Enjoy the speed full tilt around 2 banked turns 
sizzling speeds and powerglide banked turns 
of real slot-car racing—right in your own 
living room or basement. Test performances $ 8s 

i of your other slot cars (even 1/32 scale) 
— without having to buy track time. 

Ferrari GTO-250 and Chaparral cars are 
tough plastic, 614 in. long. Boast 30,000- 
rpm motors, aluminum chassis, threaded 
axles, spinoff wheels, rubber sponge slicks. 
Cool 12-ohm controllers have tri-wire plugs 
and dynamic braking action that slows each 
car when you let up on the plunger. 

You get 26 big plastic-and-metal roadway 
sections with 4 inches between slots. Also 
crash rails, modular adjustable trestles, and 
power pack that delivers 16 volts at 5 amps. 
UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC, 
79 N 9527L-Wt. 21 lbs. $5 mo. Cash $43.88 

Extra Cars. Also see cars below at right. 
49 N 9561 — Ferrari. Shpg. wt. 12 02.87.89 
49 N 9562—Chaparral. Shpg.wt.12 0.7.89 

Accessories for set above 

Extra Cars. Formula 1 type. 30,000- 
rpm motors. 7 hpg. wt. ea. 12 oz. 
(1) 49 N 9510— Ferrari F-1. $7.89 
(2 49.N9514—Lotus Ford.. 7.89 

Practice at home with 

the very same cars 
and controllers you'd 
use at a local raceway 

Straight. 12 in. long. Package of 2. 
49 N 9556-Wt. 12 oz... . Pkg. $1.99 

Banked Curve. 45^, 18-inch radius. 
49 N 9558-Wt.120z Each $2.99 

Trestle Set for banked curve. 12 pc. 
49 N 9565-Wt. 4 0z.........Set 99c 
Large Curve. 45°, 18-in. rad, Pkg. of 2, 
49 N 9557-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Pkg. $2.99 
‘Small Curve. 45°, «-inch radius, 
49N9569-Pkg.(2). Wt.1Ib.Pkg.$2.79 

Speed Control. 12-ohm. 3-wire plug. 
49 N 9566-Wt. 4 oz.. .. . Each $4.88 

Power Pack. 16 volts, 5 amps. Steel . 
case. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 9559-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. Ea. $8.88 

514 [Scars] 
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Wood Burning 
and Wood Staining Set 

Create a handsome chess or checker board, 5-piece tie rack, 

napkin or key holder, elegant 9-piece hostess serving tray 

and more . . practical gifts you'll be proud to give or display 

88 pieces. Design scenes on wood and cork . . combine crafts by burning and 
staining basswood plaques. 6 asst. color foils for personal monogramming. Set 
includes modern styled printed plaques, cork coasters and bookmarks. 4 asst. 
colorful wood stains and stain applicator. Water colors, brushes, mixing dishes, 

complete instructions, Metal storage carrying case. Electric pen with 4 addi- 
tional overpoints for varied effects. UL listed. 110-120 V., 60c, AC-DC. 

49 N 20075—Shipping weight 6 pounds 5 ounces.............-+ Set $9.84 

The Beginner's Wood Burning Set with 

6 wood plaques, 4 cork coasters 

$99 

32 pieces. Design in- 
teresting patterns and 

scenes on the ready-to- 
finish wood plaques and 
cork coasters. Set in- 
cludes 2 foil plaques, 
colored foil, foil transfer 
sheet and an embosser. 
Water colors and brush. 
Instructions. Electric 

UL listed. 110-120-volt, 

530 Sears 8% 

m———P— 

Design and decorate your own plaques, $799 

coasters, tie rack and knicknacks 

50-piece set with 20 plaques, 4 plaque holders, 6 cork coasters, 2 
vacuum-formed coaster holders, 4 wooden pegs for tie or belt rack. 
Decorate the 4-inch leather wallet, leather pencil and comb cases. 
5-color paint pallet with brush, paint pan. One 70-inch lacing 
thong, lacing needle and bottle of glue. With 5 Design-A-Matic 
tips—chisel, oval, cross stitch, 2-prong and fine. Just match the 
tip shape to the printed designs. Special wrench removes tips even 
when hot. Electric pencil has a cool-grip cork handle and a long 
6-foot cord. UL listed. 110-120-V., 60-c. AC-DC. 

79 N 20078C— Shipping weight 4 pounds....... ...Set $7.99 
Electric Pencil Only. UL listed. 5 different tips included. 

49 N 20074-—Shipping weight 8 ounces. ..$279 

Wood Burning Craft Set . . build and decorate s94 

a change box, pencil box and recipe holder 

43 ‘pieces. Create a toothbrush holder, school house bank, tie or 
potholder rack, tool holder and cheese cutting board. Invent other 
projects with these pre-cut wood parts. Decorate them yourself or 
use the eight pattern sheets. Achieve easy, good-looking results . . 
knicknacks and gifts you'll be proud of. Set includes carbon paper, 
nails and hardware . . everything you'll need. Electric pen forms 
thin or broad lines. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC-DC. 
49 N 2187 —Shipping weight 2 pounds.............-Set $5.94 

pen with 2 extra points. Extra Projects Set 3997 Extra Wood Plaques $ 1?? 

60-cycle AC-DC. 6 projects, all easy to build and decorate. White 14 popular designs on white basswood. Use 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. basswood. Use with any Wood Burning set. with any Wood Burning set. Plaques are 5x3'4-in. 

49 N 2106. .Set $2.99 49 N 2101 —Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. TII Set $2.97 49 N 2156 —Shipping wt. 1 lb... .Set $1.99 



Race one car . . 
check lap speed with 
split-second stop- 
watch timer 
or let two cars com- 
pete around fast- 
track set. 

Starter-timer 
with lap 

counter incl. 
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Now! MINI-Motorific 

Sprint Race Set 

with 15% feet 

of track 

T 
Battle for position. Divert cars to either lane. Control 
your lane. Or race alone . . against the clock. 

Two motorized mini-cars with die-cast metal chassis— 
Chaparral, Shelby Mustang styles. Uses 2 “N” batteries 
each, not included (order below). With straight, curved, 
half, cross-over tracks; chicane switches; curve supports, 
guard railing, 2 remote hand controls, Plastic. 
49 C 20119—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz.. ............ $11.99 

49 C 64498—"N" Batteries. Pkg. of 8. Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 99c 

Extra Mini-Cars. “Souped-up.” 334 inches long. Battery 
operated (2 “N” cells each; order above). Die-cast metal 
And plastic, rubber wheels; runs on floor or mini-track. 
(1) 49 C20239-Sting Ray. — (3) 49 C 20242—Firebird. 
(2) 49 C 20241-Custom Rod. (4) 49 C 20244-Chaparral. 
Shipping weight each 5 ounces... ........... Each $2.29 

ud Race big 5-inch car against the clock 

> Motorific Survival Run 

Mini-Motorific 
Pit Stop Speed Trial 

with 8 feet of roadway 

. a Sears Exclusive Set 

$499 
batteries 
not incl, 

Keep one eye on the clock . . seconds count! Fast- 
est stopwatch race ever. Send mini-Firebird over 
obstacles "n turns, Exclusive pit stop delays car 
for “quick repairs.” Split-second mechanical 
stopwatch times your laps. 20 track sections in- 
cluded—straight, curved, cross-over, spin-around. 
Start-finish gate. Plastic. Car has die-cast metal 
chassis. Uses 2 “N” batteries, order at left. 
Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
49 C 20118—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 80z........... $6.99 

Mini-Motorific Speed Trial 

Mark | (not shown) 

$499 
batteries 
not incl, à 

Speedy Mini-Motorific car streaks around curves 
and straightaway to beat the clock. Set indudes 
mini-car with die-cast metal chassis, stopwatch, 20 
track sections. Plastic. Buy “N” batteries at left. 
49 C 20238—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... ......- $4.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG—you can order 
toys on pages 433 to 611 from 

now until July 30, 1970 

Watch out for 
rock slides 

and.. 
beware of 

the breakaway 
bridge 

Motorific Racing Cars 
- for track or floor 

High-performance motor, built-in 
drive gear. S-position steering, 
Plastic 5 in. long. Rubber tires, 
Uses 2 “AA” batteries, at left. 

Sore oa a a T B) Stingray. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
break-away bridge tracks. Timer; ; curved, 49 62078. ......-.. 2s. $2.69 
straight track; switches; trestles; "stick E XKE. Shpg. wt. 7 shift;" car with 2-speed chassis. Plastic. 6 49 C 2066 v $269 Uses 2 “AA” batteries, sold below. 17 Chaparral. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
79 C 20117C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs....... $9.99 49 € 20861. .....5: 6. v $2.99 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. B Mako Shark. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 C 46666—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. .. ..Pkg. 99c 49 € 20662. ............ $2.99 



Soars to 200 feet 
by water-powered 
remote control . . 
releases capsule, 
2 parachutes open 

Project 
Gemini 

$499 

Pump air and water from 
control center through 8- 
foot hose to rocket on 
launcher. Pumping stops 
when correct pressure for 
set altitude is reached. Set 
timer gauge . . when count- 
down hits zero, 10-inch 
Gemini rocket blasts off. 
At peak of flight, capsule 
separates . . rocket and cap- 
sule parachute to earth. 
High-impact plastic. Ship- 
ping weight 3 pounds. 

Alpha-1 Missile 
flies to 100 feet 
on its own fuel 

$322 

Designed and tested by 
missile engineers. Uses 
a non-explosive, non- 
toxic propellant. Just 
mix fuel and oxidizer 
to form a gas. Then set 
10-inch plastic rocket 
on launcher. Pull re- 
mote launching cord, 
watch it streak sky- 
ward. Rubber-tipped 

a for soft landings. 
With measuring 

tank, base pivot pin, 
manual. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49N6310....$3.22 

Extra Fuel. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 6312...Kit 42c 

Citai pace scans by ceisihianiseledimical com 

$399 N 
\ 

Flies by JET PROPULSION \ N 
Fill jet chamber with gas propellant. Swoosh! NN 
Watch the Tru-Jetzoom up to 50-foot heights N 

and glide as far as 600 feet before it lands 1 

Enjoy flying-plane thrills—without engine noise. Propelled 
by harmless gas (enough included for 70 to 120 flights). 
18}4-inch plastic, with soft nosecone, decals. Two wings, one 
12-inch for racing, one 14-inch for duration flights. 
49 N 2271—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. .... . 
49 N 2272— Extra fuel, 2 jet chambers, Wt. 14 oz... . 

without 
batteries 39.99 Now 3499 

Mystery Boat “steams” back and forth . . 
landing gates drop to load and unload 16 cars 

ferry makes return trip. 16 metal cars, each 4 
in. long. Metal docks are each 17x9 in. wide; 
metal boat is about 16x7 in. wide. From Japan. 
Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 4213— Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. 12 oz. $4.99 

"Drive" a line of cars up the dock ramp, past the 
tollkeeper and into the boat. Load aboard plastic 
luggage and cargo. Then turn the switch on smoke 
stack . . ferry makes a winding trip along guide 
wire to other dock. After unloading operations, 

LR PTE without 
batteries 

Captain Kidd Pirate Ship 
fires cannons and lights up 

to reveal hidden pirates 
Ship changes course when it hits object on 
the “Spanish Main.” Cannons automati- 
cally fire caps (not inc.), pirates appear at 
windows. 14 in. long. Metal. From Japan. 
Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 5804—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.87 
"D" Battery. Shipping wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 4660........Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Power Sub 
cruises, dives, surfaces 
Adds fun to pools, ponds, bathtubs. 
Fill with water, add 2 pellets to form 
jet-action gas. 12-in. plastic. 30 pellets. 
49 N 6364—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... $1.66 
49 N 6370—60 pellets. Wt. 4 oz. 49c 

Cabin rocks as Tugboat “sails” 
Bumps and goes . . light on deck shines, fog 
horn sounds. 14 inches long. Metal, From 
Japan. Order 3 "D" batteries above. 
49 N 4236-Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. Was $5.89. $2.89 



Marine Parade Set 

G. I. Joe is ready for in- 
spection. Blue dress jack 
et has bright brass but 
tons, red trim. Red side 
stripe on trousers. White 

garrison cap, pistol belt. 
Plastic M-1 rifle. All 
handsomely and authen. 
tically detailed. 

Shipping wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 5916.. $3.69 

Navy Signal Officer 

In this outfit, Joe can 
bring those planes back 
with precision landings. 
Jump suit is striped so 
pilots can see Joe easily. 
He bas a cloth helmet 
with earphones, signal 
paddles, cli , bi- 
noculars, and 
flare gun. Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 5998 $3.49 

soldier 

Air Force Scramble Set 

Joe is ready for any emer- 
gency witha life vest over 
his zippered flight suit. 
Crash helmet has movable 
visor, air hose connection 
and face mask. Pistol is 
holstered at belt. There's 
even a handy dip board 
for logging flight observa. 
tions. Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 5947.... Set $3.99 

without 

Marine Demolition Set 

Tt really works . . battery pack lights 
up when detector passes over metal 
mines. Includes mine detector in carry 
case, headset, battery pack, detection 
light, 3 metal mines. Order 1 "AA" 
battery on page 482. 
49 N 5999M —Wt. 7 oz....Set$2.79 

Navy Sea Rescue Set 

If Joe has to abandon ship, he'll 
just use his flare gun to attract a 
passing rescue ship. Raft inflates and 
keeps Joe afloat. Set also includes life 
jacket, helmet, paddle, knife and scab- 
bard, anchor, first-aid kit. 
49 N 59907-Shpg. wt. 9 oz.Set$4.19 

‘tate Dade scans by dieisihiasnisetedwical com 

Marine Medic Set 

Joe can help other soldiers wounded in 
battle with the aid of these medical 
supplies. Set includes Red Cross flag 
and arm bands, medic bag, operating 
stretcher, crutch, stethoscope, plasma 
bottle, splint and package of bandages, 
49 N 5944—Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Set $2.99 

NOTE: G. 1. Joe not included with any item on this page. 

Marine Assault Set 

Just help Joe strap the flamethrower to 
his back and watch him charge any 
pillboxes in sight. After the attack, 
there’s a camouflaged tent he sets up 

with pegs and poles. Also pistol belt, 
first-aid pouch, mess kit with utensils. 
49 N 5915 —Shpg. wt. lloz. Set $3.49 

to the 
rescue 

Fire Fighter Outfit includes silver- $279 

colored heat suit, fire extinguisher winst sss 

Just in case the enemy uses a flamethrower or bombs the 
ammunition dump, Joe can wade into the fire and put it out. 
Real metallic heat suit has jacket, pants, protective hood, 
boots, gloves, crash belt, strap cutter. Carry-type fire ex- 
tinguisher, pliers and a flashlight are included. So easy to 
buy when you just use the phone. 
49 N 6010— Shipping weight 9 ounces..............$3.79 

Ski Troops Outfit $379 Slain 

If he’s assigned to the icy northern mountains, issue Joe this 
outfit. He'll wear a 2-piece white parka with a snug-fitting hood 
that keeps him warm. White mittens protect his hands as he 
swoops down slopes on realistic white plastic skis with easy-on 
bindings. Sun goggles protect him from snow blindness. Set 
includes black plastic ski boots and authentically-styled ski poles. 
49 N 5927— Shipping weight 11 ounces. $3.79 

Machine Gun Set 

His emplacement is secure 
with this 534-inch long, tough 
plastic gun . . it even swivels 
on a tripod. Includes ammo 
box. Shipping wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 5911 ...Set 99c 
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Zigzag through Bui It for 
io dep ON | HIGH SPEED 

Our biggest and best 

1/32-scale Road Race lets you 

have a "slot car center"—at home 

Ultra-swift Mustang and Camaro really go! 
Streaking around a vast 33-foot long raceway, they 

pour-on-the-power down a 10-foot straightaway, then sweep 

into a high banked turn that almost forms a full circle. 
Lap counter, 2 chicanes and Day-Glo fences line the way 

Bring home every feature found in a commercial slot-car center: 33 
feet of driving with a long stretch of road that zzzooms into a 240^ 
banked turn. A lap counter that records up to 50 laps on each lane. 
Even plug-in controllers that match car colors and have dynamic 
brakes. You can race big 1/24-scale cars, too. 

Racing-type 1/32-scale cars are detailed in high-impact plasti 
Each 514 in. long with high-rpm 12-volt motor, driver, racing tires. 
Delrin® plastic chassis shrugs off any collision. 

You get 37 pieces of plastic-and-metal interlocking roadway. Mod- 
ular piers, bank supports, crash fences. 12-volt DC power pack plugs 
into terminal . . has circuit breaker. Layout 15x4 feet. UL listed, 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. So easy to buy when you use the phone. 
79 N 7659L— Shipping weight 20 Ibs. $5 monthly. Cash $43.88 

49 N 7615— Straight Track. 12 in. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 14 oz. Pkg. 1.76 
49 N 7676— Two 60° Curves. 14-in. radius. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. 1.76 
49 N 7613— Two 30? Curves. 21-in. radius. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 1.58 
49 N 7624— Speed Controller. Plug-in connector. Wt. 8 oz. 3.44 
49 N 7622— Power Pack. 12-volt DC, 1.5 amp. Wt.2 lbs. 90z. 10.88 

STROMBECKER's fast 142-scale cars zip around a 24-foot 

track with an 8-foot straightaway 
and a banked Monza wall 

Sold only 
at Sears :3 3 50 

Ferrari-P2 

Sears “European Enduro” Home Raceway 

Real, crackling-fast action for the money. Competitive racers whip around 
the banked turn at full speed. Slow 'em down to turn left, then right, to come 
surging down the straightaway. Detailed, injection-molded plastic cars are 5 in. 
long. They boast 12-volt motors, brass and nylon gears, Delrin® plastic and 
metal chassis, super-soft rubber tires. Set includes 26-piece plastic and metal 
roadway with non-snag guard rails, nylon supports. Plunger-type speed con- 
trollers, 12-volt 1-amp power pack. Layout 1014x4 feet. UL listed, 110-120- Extra cars sold 
volt, 60-cycle AC. on page 521 
79 N 9519C— Shipping weight 12 pounds. $5 monthly Cash $33.50 
49 N 7608— Straight Track. 12 in. long. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 15 oz. ...Pkg. 1.77 
49 N 7609— Curved Track. 60°. With fences. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 140z. Pkg. 1.94 SAVE THIS CATALOG 
49 N 7641—Lap Counter Track. 50 laps per lane. 12 in. Wt. 11b. 12 oz. 3.29 
49 N 7614— Speed Controller. Plug-in connector. Shpg. wt. 3 oz 2.59 You can order toys on pages 
49 N 7696— Power Pack. UL listed, 110-120-v. AC. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... 7.88 433 to 609 until August 1. 1968 r[Sears] 515 
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New Color-ific Craft Set 
Design, cut and lace together your own sH 

useful projects of colorful plastic 

Make the pencil case, belt, key case, billfold and coin purse in 
brilliant spectacular colors . . your-choice of 8 vibrant patterns. 
This comprehensive set includes 7 reusable fiber tracing patterns, 
metal work-board, 5 hanks of lacing material, 8 squares of transpar- 
ent plastic, hardware fittings and complete easy-to-follow instruc- 
tions. 8 colorful CON-TACT designs of self-adhesive plastic. UL 
listed thermo-cutting tool. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

79 N 20077C—Shipping weight 3 pounds, ............Set $5.14 

:819 T 

rl 

€- ah fid 
Just cut out a Shrinkie, put it into the 

machine and ZAP! It forms a 3-D miniature 
Watch the fantastic shrinking process thru the plastic top of the 
incredible shrink machine. Just cut and color the miniature 
magic shrinking material, place it in the machine and see it wig- 
gle down in size. Includes six different shrinkies: Bitty Blanks, 
Teeny Tinys, Itty Autos, Micro Messages, Tiny Trinkets and 
Widdle Weirdos. Use patterns or draw and color your own de- 
signs on magic material and watch it shrink. 280 square inches 
of miniature magic shrinking material to create crowds of 
shrinkies. 14x12x4-in. machine. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 N 2010— Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. . ...... $8.19 

Shrinkie Refills $ 394 
More fun. 24 magic sheets total- 
ing 840 square inches of material. 
150 extra subjects. 

Shipping weii 
49 N 20125 

——————— 

Makes 9 top-grain cowhide leather items $ 519 

Pre-cut pieces are punched and ready for lacing. Needles, instructions. 
Lace the bookmark, pencil holder, 4-piece billfold, comb case with comb, % 
in. wide belt (fits up to 36-in. waists), 3 coin purses and a 3-hook keycase, 
79 N 20126C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. Set $5.19 

Make your own leather Moccasins 
- . for children or teens 

Wear the moccasins you made yourself. Cotton laces, extra-heavy Indian 
brown, chrome-tanned cowhide, Artificial leather innersoles, 1 pre-cut pair in kit. 

sree Sam 1224 sree San IDOA 
49 N 2395— Medium (11-13) 
49 N 2392—Large (1-3) 
49 N 2394— Extra large (334-5) 

Shpg. wt. 802........... Kit $2.24 

49 N 2396— Small (5-6) 
49 N 2397— Medium (7-8) 
49 N 2399— Large (9-10) 
Shpg. wt. 1002... ....... Kit $2.54 

Build a V-8 engine 
with working parts 

VISIBLE V-8 
without $999 weve 

Learn the fundamentals of 
the gasoline engine . . watch 
the sparkplugs light up and 
other parts work. This bat- 
tery-powered model is !4 
actual size, 14% inches 
long. Even the pistons, rods, 
rocker arms, valves and fan 
operate smoothly. All plas- 
tic parts. Includes motor 
and technical manual. Visi. 
ble V-8 engine uses 2 "C" 
batteries .. order 1 package 
below. Shipping wt. 6 lbs. 
79 N 2339C ...Kit $9.99 

"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 
Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
49 N 4665 .....Pkg. 38c ASX Sears 531 



thunder over 16 feet of 
027-gauge track 

22 sections of straight and 

curved track form a big 212-inch 
"figure-8" trestle layout 

Powerful steam-type locomotive lights the way for big 4-foot train. 
Engine with headlight makes “chug chug” sound around track. Cars 
include a coal tender, boxcar, gondola, tanker and caboose. 10 straight 

_ track sections, 12 curved form 27x81-inch layout. Trestles; 50-w. 
transformer, UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Instr. 
79 C 95016C—Shipping weight 12 pounds................... 

4-unit Electric Train with 
B sections of 027-gauge track 

s 9 

Steamer engine makes a “chug chug” sound as it travels 
around 7 feet of circular track. Coal tender, gondola, and 
caboose included. Train, plastic and metal. 25-watt trans- 
former, UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. (Add straight 
track listed below to form an oval layout.) 
49 C 9725—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ...$9.99 

027-gauge Accessories 

Metal and plastic. Items (2) 
and (3) sold in pkgs. of 4. 

z Manual Switches set. 1 
= [lm turn, 1 right turn. Ship- 

ps ping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
FA [3] 49. 96117 Set $4.99 

8 9, Curved Track. Wt. 7 oz. 
49 C 96115... .. Pkg. $1.19 

9 Straight Track. Wt. 7 oz. 
a 49 C 96114... ...Pkg. $1.19 

4 Crossover Track. Wt 6 oz. 
49C96116...... Each $1.29 

Cuniod ane scans by daiis masie pun 

6-unit Electric Train with Operating Log Car 
* 10 sections of 027-gauge track 31 99 

*25-watt transformer 7 
This train comes straight from the north- — Slant-back coal tender, hopper, gondola, woods with its timber load. Pull up caboose. Oval, 834-foot layout. 25-w. trans- 
beside log bin and tumble logs out of car. . former, UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c., AC. 
just set lever. Variable speed engine. 49C 95017—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs... ...... $17.99 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 
Save 10% on Wind-up Tot Train Sem 

$ 4^? 

Runs for 2 full minutes 
on 84-inch circle layout 

Lost Christmas was $4.99. Perfect 
for the young railroader. Wind-up 
dock motor with speed governor, 
key, on-off switch. Metal train in- 
dudes coal tender, gondola, ca- 
boose. Two-rail metal track. 
49 C 9740—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. $4.49 

-e 
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Flick switch—smoke pours out S 
and lights flash .. hit button— ' 

| capsule ejects, chute opens bs 

8479 Place rocket on side . . motorized | //_/ 
without 

IN wheels propel it toward launching 
batteries tower. Raise it up onto pad. Slide 

tower forward, hoist capsule up | 
. to nosecone by chain, lift men 

Geronimo! by elevator. Push button’. -spring 
1 i LAE release shoots capsule up 10 ft. 

Props whirl as big steel plane drops 6 fighting Metal and plastic, 17x20 in. high. 

paratroopers—1 by 1—behind enemy lines. e "^ He pes "€ 9b 
N i —Shpg. wt. 4]bs.$7. Jeep and 2 riflemen give them ground support *D'Motfery. Shoe. PE tud doc 

It's operation skydrop. Load 3 paratroopers with cloth chutes 49 N 4660— Each 16c; 4 for 60c 
inside bomb-bay hatch. Switch on revolving props, hold plane 
aloft. When over “drop zone,” open hatch and push control but- 
tons on top. Return to base for 3 more. About 14x19x6 in. high. 
49 N 5653—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 30z. (Order 2 “D” batteries),$4.79 

Bombs away! Tank “explodes” when $389 

2-foot Bomber scores direct hit 

Twin-jet steel bomber taxis along with friction motor. Hold 
aloft, push the button on top and bomb-bay di pen. When b 
hits 8-inch plastic tank, housing flies apart. Two plastic bombs. 

79 N 4230C —Shipping weight 2 pounds. Set $3.89 

Motorized Jet roars, lights blink, as it taxis along “runway” 

e $399 

Hold 707 Jet aloft and 

THQ 
Landing gear 
lifts, lowers nder its own 

power. Metal, 1834 in, 
long. Order 2 *D" bat- 
teries above at right. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

49 N 4277....$3.99 

Bristol Bomber runs, whines Copter runs, spins blades 

British Royal Air Force jet taxis straight Fascinating . . taxis with lights, sound, 
or in circle. Jet pods light up as 15-in. whirling “choppers”. Stops—door opens, 
plane stops and goes. Metal and plastic with ramp lowers, Starts again. Metal, 1634 in. 
RAF markings. Order 2 “D” batteries above. long. Order 2 “D” batteries above. 
49 N 5688—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. oz... $2.99 49 N 5687—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .$3.99 All items [but battery) from Japan Sos SEARS 519 

Cutaloó pad scene by chrtimdr adia Com 



Battery-operated Searchlight is mounted 

on tripod, swivels 360°. 

106mm recoilless Rifle swings 360°, 
elevates 45*, fires 4 rockets 

Looks like a real Army Jeep . . pred 

holds G. |. Joe comfortably in either seat $099 sizs 

Hit the road with G. I. Joe to wherever the action is. Adjustable windshield 
lowers to combat position. Recoilless rifle fires 4 rocket projectiles harmlessly. 
Jeep pulls 14-ton trailer, and together they're more than a yard long—a full 38 
inches from front to rear bumper. Plastic. Heavy-duty tires grip the ground. 
American flag plus insignia add to the realism. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 5988L—Shipping weight 9 pounds. $9.99 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz.. Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

Keep G. I. Joe on the go 
«» with these BIG ones 

Friction-powered Jet 

514 

Motorcycle with sidecar 

1 Features sidecar with movable ma- 
chine gun. Rolls along floor, front 

wheel can be steered. Made of brown 
plastic with metallized trim. G. I. Joe 
can sit in sidecar or on motorcycle 
seat. 14 in. long. Comes with military 
insignia of several nations. 
49 N 5996—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

Sears | wx 

$3.89 
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Rotor turns on Helicopter 

Q, Hear ‘copter sound as you spin 
rotor, Simulates H-32 Jet Hiller 

Hornet. Decals, swivel rudder, free- 
rolling wheels, and see-through 
windshield. 28 in. long. Made of 
plastic . . olive-drab body, yellow 
rotor blades. G.I. Joe can sit in front. 
79 N 5964C—Wt. 4 Ibs... . $4.89 

Military Staff Car 

3 G- L Joe uses car to drive the 
“big brass” to headquarters. As 

wheels turn, realistic engine sound 
is heard. Removable spare tire rides 
up front. Comes with insignia of 
several nations. 2414 in. long. Plas- 
tic . . black with gray camouflage. 
79 N 5995C—Wt. 6 Ibs.. . .$6.69 

NOTE: G. I. JOE not included with any item on page 

G. L Joe's in the air force of 
the Navy with his own fighter. 

Styled aíter the famous F-9F Pan- 
ther Jet found on aircraft carriers. 
Push it . . friction motor propels it 
with a jet roar. Remove the see- 
through canopy and make G. I. Joe 
the pilot. With decals. 30 in. long. 
Made of plastic . . midnight blue. 
79 N 5963C—Wt. 5 Ibs.....$5.89 



Change it to 
a 2-lane layout 

with 3734 foot lap 

Automatic 
lap counters 

ad Vorld's fastest road race cars 

whiz 19 feet around this 4-lane HO-scale Home Raceway 

Sears lets you know the score :3 945 35:00 
monthly 

with lap counter on all 4 lanes 

Make it a party game where four can compete at one time. Pick your winner: a Chaparral, 
Ford GT, Cobra GT or Porsche 609. Fach 234 inch car flashes around 52 pieces of simulated 
asphalt roadway with bridge supports, flags, guard rails, fence and signs. Plastic, metal con- 
ductors. Four speed controls, 20-volt DC power pack. Layout about 8x4 feet wide. UL listed 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 9513C — Shipping weight 12 Ibs. Set $39.45 

Accessories for all Aurora HO-scale Road Race Sets 
Track. 9-in. sections. Black plastic, metal conductors. Power Pack. Complete with cir- 
49 N 9672—Straight. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 5 oz. Pkg. 99c cuit breaker, on-off switch. 20-volt 
49 N 9673—90° curve. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 807... Pkg. $1.26 DC, UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
Controller. Press plunger to speed up or slow cars. 60-cycle AC. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz 
49 N 9675 Shipping weight 3 ounces $1.99 — 49 N7626 $5.44 

Save this Catalog . . order toys on pages 433 to 609 until August 1, 1968 

516 [Sears] vc 
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p ceS FASTEST MET 

Double-Dare Drag Set 

lets you race through 

thrilling loop-the-loop 

on dual tracks 

Sor $699 

Cars spurt from the automatic starting gate . . set 

a scorching pace across the twin 14-foot tracks . . 

through treacherous loops and on to the finish line 

where checkered flag automatically hails the win- 

ner. California custom styled Cougar and Mustang 

have low-friction bearings, ‘Mag’ wheels, red-stripe 

racing slicks, Spectraflame paint jobs and Mat- 

tel's exclusive torsion-bar suspension. Plastic track. 
Die-cast metal cars are 3 inches long. 
79 N 20104C— Shipping weight 3 lbs. . .Set $6.99 

>} Automatic starting gate 
lets cars race away 
at identical instant 

Cars race through dual loop- 
the-loop on separate tracks 

indicates winner 

Monogram's 
B-52 Stratofortress 

.. world's largest 
1/72-scale 
Model Kit, 

so detailed it even 
makes a real 

jet sound 

Big 2¥%4-foot wingspan. Over 
26 in. long. Movable wing 
flaps, bomb bay doors, rear 
turret that swivels up, down 
or sideways. Highly detailed 
cockpit, jet engine, landing 

. Plastic parts. Sound 
"AA" batteries (see 

page 533). Wt. 7 lbs. 
79 N 20082C ..Kit $11.99 

s119 

without 
batteries 

SKM AEG 532 Sears 

Panapa scare ty a aal 

Hot Wheels s449 
Sizzlin’ Six Sets set 

Start your collection of California custom-styled 
cars today. These 3-in. long die-cast beauties out- 

race, out-stunt and out-distance other metal minia- 
With Mattel’s exclusive torsion-bar sus- 

pension, “Mag” wheels, low friction bearings, red 
stripe racing slicks and Spectraflame™ paint jobs. 
Movable hood shows customized engine detail. 
Matching collector's buttons with each set. 

Set of 6, shown above. Camaro; Mustang; 

Deora; Corvette; Silhouette and Thunderbird. 
49 N 20083 — Shipping weight 12 oz.. . .Set $4.49 

Set of 6, not shown. Python*; cu n Eldorado; 
Fleetside; Firebird; VW and Ford 
49 N 20084 — Shipping weight 12 oz. 

Hot Wheels Car Rally Case 

Stores and carries your 
12 cars plus space for 
your collector's buttons. 
Closed it looks like a 
racing slick tire, 10-in. 
diameter. Plastic, Cars 
not included, 

Shipping wt. 12 oz 
49 N 20133... .$1.99 

Now build your own MINI-LINDYs .. ¢ 
each weighted for free-rolling races 2 

A wide assortment of styles in a set of 8 HO-scale plastic cars . - 

VW Camper, XKE Jaguar, Porsche Carrera, Stingray, Mus- 

tang, Chevy-Van Jeepster and Ford Pick-up. Just snap parts 

together . . needs no glue or paint. Each car kit includes plas- 

tic chassis and body shell, metal axles and rubber tires. Also 

metal weights for speedy running. Each car 2!4 to 3 in. long. 

49 N 2008— Shipping weight 14 ounces. Set $2.69 

69 
Set of 8 



oe ra 

Santa Fe. Santa F i 

4-unit Diesel Big 8-unit Freight with 
Piggyback trailer set Freight with 

and Auto Carrier Auto Carrier 

$29” IIF 

1 Lighted 4-6-2 Loco and long 2 An excellent starter set. 

haul tender. Piggyback fiat- Lighted diesel, “50- 
car with 2 trailers, truck cab, foot” boxcar, auto carrier 
trackside depot. Boxcar, hopper, and 6 autos, 8-wheel ca- 

auto carrier toting 6 autos, flat- boose. Circular track, 36-in. 
car with load. 8-wheel caboose. diameter. Terminal track 
Big 45x36-inch layout (13 track included. UL listed power 
sections, rerailer). UL listed pack for 110-120-volt, 60- 
powerpak. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. — cycle AC. 
79 C 960270— Wt. 8 Ibs...$29.99  49C96029-Wt. 6 lbs. $17.99 

Piggyback Set 
complete with trail- 

ers, truck cab, racks, 
and trackside depot with 
sets (1) and (3) 

6-unit Diesel Freight . . has Remote Control Dump Car 

1252 

3 Alco Century 430 diesel with operating headlight. Cars include 
remote control dump car set, dumping bin; piggyback flatcar 

with 4 trailers and trackside terminal. Refrigerator car, flatcar with 
culvert pipe load, 8-wheel caboose. Oval, 54x36-inch layout. UL 
listed power pack, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Signs, poles included. 
79 € 96028C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ......-.....++-+++ $25.99 

Carry sand, stones, any- 
thing. Dump it by re- 
mote controll . . with (3) 

HO Layout Accessories 

add railroading realism 
Powerful HO Locomotives and Railroad Utility Cars 

c 4 Lighted GP 20 Diesel Loco. 
Smooth operating dyna- 

m, 
SEED SOV ERENT IRIE OY 

Ho mE 
balance 5-pole motor. Nylon 
worm gear drive. Stainless steel 
handrails. 
49 C 96032-Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. $9.99 

5 2-6-2 "Prairie" Locomotive 
ond Tender. Operating 

headlight. “Valvegear” works. 
49 € 96031-Wt. 150z.. . $13.99 

Log Transport. Authentic 
detail. Realistic wooden 

logs secured with “sturdy” 
metal link chain. 
49 € 96033—Wt. 6 oz.. . . $1.49 

Flatcor with Load. De- 
tailed Western Maryland 

car toting realistic tractors. 
49 C 96034—Wt. 11 oz.. . $1.49 

 Pigaybock Set. "S0-foot" 
flatcar with 2 trailers, truck 

cab and terminal. Wt. 15 oz. 

Q Remote Control Log Dump 
Set. Has logs, receiving bin, 

operating track, controller. 
49 C 96035-Wt. 1 Ib. 30z. $5.99 

]() Lighted Freight Station. 
Lifelike trackside struc- 

ture with realistic old wood 
design. Hand painted. In- 
cludes workers and cargo. 
49 C 96037— Wt. 10 oz. $4.99 

]] Operating Crossing 
G Safety gate drops 

as train approaches, raises 
after all cars clear. Auto- 
matic. 
49 C 96038— Wt. 5 oz.. . $4.99 

Extra Track, Switches 

Convert basic layouts to a 
variety of shapes, sizes. 

]9 Straight Track. 9-inch 
pes. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 3 oz. 

49C9903......... Pkg. 99c 

18 Curved Track. 18-inch 
radius. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 30z. 

4909912......... Pkg. 99c 

14 Remote Control Switches. 
49 C 9901—Left Turn 

49 C 9902— Right Turn 3 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz.. .. Each $4.19 



Takes any sports position 
— throwing, catching, 
running, jumping, 

even sparring 

À The All-American Athlete 

Johnny Hero 

$995 
Makes him look like a real “pro.” Red plastic helmet has double-bar 
face guard, foam rubber padding at neck and forehead for greater 
protection, Headband fits up to size 634. Fiber shoulder pads foam 
padded. Imitation leather football. Tee. For ages 6 to 10. 
49 N 2912—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces...Set $4.99 

KIN arare me 
E OE OER 

So ruggedly husky and handsome he looks just 
like the 6-foot-6 hero of your favorite sport. 
Scaled 36 the actual size, Johnny stands 13 
inches tall. Thanks to his foam latex body re- 
inforced with wire, he assumes any sports- 
action pose. Passing, kicking, plunging the 
line in football . . or stealing bases, catching, 
batting in baseball He comes dressed in 
trunks, shirt, socks and sneakers for basket- 
ball or track. Other uniforms listed below. 

only 

Major League 
Baseball Uniforms 

Outfit Johnny Hero in an authenti- 
cally detailed reproduction of the offi- 
cial uniform. Hat, leather-look glove, 
shirt, pants, spiked shoes, socks, bat 
and ball. Johnny's not included. 

American League 
49 N 2968—Boston Red Sox 
49 N 2969—New York Yankees 
49 N 2970— Washington Senators 

49 N 2971— Baltimore Orioles 
49 N 2972—Los Angeles Angels 
49 N 2973— Cleveland Indians 

49 N 2974— Detroit Tigers 

49 N 2975— Chicago White Sox 
49 N 2976—Minnesota Twins 

National League 
49 N 2960—New York Mets 

49 N 2961— Philadelphia Phillies 
49 N 2962— Pittsburgh Pirates 
49 N 2963—Los Angeles Dodgers 
49 N 2964—San Francisco Giants 
49 N 2965— Cincinnati Reds 
49 N 2966— Chicago Cubs 
49 N 2967—St. Louis Cardinals 
Shipping weight 12 oz...Each $3.45 

Johnny and his uniforms Xem mada im Hana Kann 

49 N 2442—Shipping wt. 14 oz.. . $2.95 

Save this catalog . . you con order toys 
on pages 441 to 673 until Sept. 1, 1966 

$395 
Outfit 

NFL and AFL 
Football Uniforms 

Helmet, pads, jersey, pants, spiked 
Shoes, socks, football. No figure. 

National Football League 
49 N 2984— Baltimore Colts 
49 N 2985— Chicago Bears 
49 N 2986— Detroit Lions 
49 N 2987—Green Bay Packers 
49 N 2988—Los Angeles Rams 
49 N 2989— Minnesota Vikings 
49 N 2990— San Francisco ’49ers 
49 N 2977— Cleveland Browns 
49 N 2978—Dallas Cowboys 
49 N 2979—New York Giants 
49 N 2980— Philadelphia Eagles 
49 N 2981— Pittsburgh Steelers 
49 N 2982—St. Louis Cardinals 
49 N 2983—Washington Redskins 

American Football League 
49 N 2991— Boston Patriots 
49 N 2992—Buffalo Bills 
49 N 2993— Houston Oilers 
49 N 2994—New York Jets 
49 N 2995—Denver Broncos 
49 N 2996—Kansas City Chiefs 
49 N 2997— San Diego Chargers 
49 N 2998—Oakland Raiders 
Shinning weight 12 az .. Fach £3.95 

Basketball 
and Goal Set $296 

Fasten 18-inch steel hoop to wall or 
wood post. Practice lay-ups or long shots 
through the net with 9-inch vinyl bas- 
ketball Includes cotton net and in- 
flating needle. 
49 N 2517C—Wt. 7 Ibs.. «$2.96 

38x38-inch size. U: assembled. 
79N2476C—Wt. 51bs.... $4.99 leather glove . . deep pocket, 
38x56-inch size. Ui nassembled. pitchers. 
79 N 2480C—Wt. 9 Ibs... $6.97 — 79N2906C-Wt. 3 ibs. $3.66 

79 N 2542C-Wt. 5 Ibs. $3.87 



Catalog page scan: 

James Bond 
+ . Pull back arm of 11-in. figure, $)99 

it springs forward, pistol fires cap 

1 Agent 007 comes right out of “Thunderball” in trunks, 
pullover shirt, scuba mask, snorkel, fins. Die-cast metal 

Beretta fires caps (caps not incl.) Plastic figure. 

49 N 59801— Shipping weight 6 ounces... ........... 

Outfit your James Bond action figure 
in these “Thunderball” creations 

9) The Jump Jet. Bond uses rockets to "fy" over walls and buildings. 
Tommy gun fires caps (caps not incl.). Shirt, pants and shoes. From Japan, 

49 N 59804— Shipping weight 4 ounces... . . $2.39 

9 Disguise Kit. 2 different masks, cap-firing hand grenade (without caps). 
dark glasses, binoculars. Pants, shoes and hat. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. ......... esee 2.99 

4 Scuba Outfit. Scuba vehicle, fins, spear gun that fires projectiles, air 
tanks, scuba jacket. Headpiece with detachable duck decoy. From Japan. 

seenerereeeccsce .$2.99 49 N 59803— Shipping weight 4 ounces 

Clip of 4 shells. 

Mountain Cat Tank fires shells FAST! 

Climbs over boulders and out of $59 witout 
ditches as few toys can batteries 

Right off the proving grounds. Just touch the lever and 
watch it roll over almost anything and everything. Climb- 
Action-Traction gets it over humps. Forward and reverse 
gears. Fires 4 shells automatically. Shatter-resistant plastic. 
2236x9448 inches high. Order 4 “D” batteries on page 519. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 5744C- Shipping weight 5 pounds... 

chidinacucdibciudcs coda 

Stony is 

11% in. tall 
and fully 

What a buy! 

At Sears you get 

Stony, his Jeep and 
36 pieces of equipment 

eed $729 

Make him salute, sit, hold a rifle. Head, 
shoulders, elbows, hips, knees are ali 
movable. Olive uniform. Comes with 
weapons, walkie-talkie, feld glasses, 
K rations and more. Made of plastic. 

$9.59 79 N 6028C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.. .$7.29 [m 

ILLYA KURYAKIN 
llin.figure .pullarm back, $^499 
release and pistol fires cap 

5 Man from U.N.C.LE. black turtleneck sweater, 
pants, shoes. Holds die-cast metal pistol that fires 

a cap (caps not incl). Plastic figure. 
49 N 59805—Shipping weight 6 ounces... . . 

Illya’s ready for “THRUSH” 
when he wears these outfits 

6 Jump Suit Set. Boots and helmet with chin strap. Parachute and pack. 
Cap-firing Tommy gun (without caps) with telescopic sight. 

49 N 59807— From Japan. Shipping weight 4 ounces........-. $2.99 

Torget Set. Bulletproof vest, 3 targets with -firing 
T eerie shells, binoculars for sighting x THRUSH? 
49 N 59806— From Japan. Shipping weight 4 ounces. . ........ 

8 Arsenal Set. Cap-firing Tommy gun, pistol, (without caps), spring- 
firing bazooka, 3 shells. Bi-pod, sight, rifle butt for pistol. 

49 N 59808— From Japan. Shipping weight 4 ounces. ......... $1.29 

Stony fits in this big 

2134-inch JEEP 

Front end 

opens to 

reveal gear 



Loop-the-loops, long hill climb and steep 
go HO SCALE corkscrew descent make this one a thriller 

T 
Sears pits a Lola GT against a 

Cobra GT on 16 feet of track 

that's actually TABLETOP size 

2259 ss, 
Aurora's two racers make a fast left, 

then a quick right around two spirals 

You'll develop real skill making these 244-inch cars 
reach the top performance necessary to zip around 

this course. Both slick little beauties are powered by 
famous Hi-Torque Thunderjet 500 motors . . hit speeds 
up to 500 scale miles per hour. 

Set includes 12 curved and 8 straight roadway sec- 
tions, 2 cars, 2 speed controls, guard rails and trestles. 
20-volt DC power pack with on-off switch. UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Layout shown 4x4 ft 
wide. Included manual shows many other layouts. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone 
79 N 9508C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs. Set $22.50 

Look at Sears low price for 

an Aurora Custom Racing Set 

1465 
Hot rod coupe and roadster compete 

on 9% fast feet of HO-scale track 

2 Even these souped-up type cars can race at scale 
speeds of over 500 miles per hour. Both powered by 

the famous Hi-Torque Thunderjet 500 motors 
Set includes two 214-inch cars, 2 speed controllers, 

eight 9-inch radius curved roadways, one 9-inch 
straight roadway, one 9-inch terminal roadway, two 
trestle posts and a 16-volt DC power pack. 

UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. The layout 
shown on facing page measures about 314x114 feet wide. 
Included instruction manual shows you how to lay out 
other interesting courses. 
79 N 9525C— Shipping weight 6 Ibs....... Set $14.66 

[ No Money Down on anything Sears sells | 

Aurora HO-scale Cars speed along 
at 500 scale miles per hour 

Road Race with 28 feet of track 

$66 sm 
each Only Sears sells this Lionel HO-scale 3|999 

(3 thru 10) All cars are powered by Thunderjet 500 motors. 
Features include clear plastic windshield, chrome-color Pour on the power at 450 scale miles per hour for that long climb to the top of the moun- 
bumper and hub caps, rubber tires, realistic driver. tain. Then watch the action rip as your car whips and twists and turns down the breath- 
Plastic and metal bodies measure 214 inches long. taking spiral, It follows a curvy patch of road, takes a hard left and hurtles at full speed 
(3) 49N9604-Ford J (7) 49N9924-Choporrol into the electrifying loop-the-loop—up, up, up and around. What a thrill! 
(4) 49N9921-ford GT (8) 49N9601-Dino Ferrari Compete with a friend or other members of your family. There’s enough roadway to 
(S) 49N9904-Mustong 2+2 (9) 49N9602-Moko Shark vary the layout again and again to make it even more challenging, Set includes 2 motorized (6) 49N9603-ford XL 500 (10) 49N9996-Hot Rod Coupe cars . . a Buick Riviera and a Ford hardtop, both 234 in. long. Two hand controllers, 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces ..Each $2.66 14-volt DC power pack. Plastic and metal roadway with chipboard mountain, hill climb, 

guard rail, flags and instructions. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Layout shown 
Service and Hop-up Kit. (Not shown.) Includes two each: above measures about 7x3 feet wide. Mountain towers 16 inches high. 
rubber tires, slicks, guide pins, pick-up shoes, brushes, 79 N 9537C— Shipping weight 10 pounds CM it Set $19.99 
gears, axles. 4 racer hubs. Screwdriver, oil, decals. 
49 N 7632—Shipping weight 3 ounces............ Kit 88c » [Sears | 517 
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Command Sting Ray up to 3 
You're the driver of this 1968 Corvette Stingray . . right- 
forward, left-forward, stop— get instant directional con- 
trol from the pistol-grip transmitter. Exact 1/18-scale 
model. Detailed interior. Servo and power motor. Range 
diameter 30 ft. (up to 50 ft. with no metal interference). 
High-impact plastic. 10 in. long. Order one 9-volt tran- 
sistor radio battery below and 2 “C™ batteries (1 pkg.) 
at right. 
49 N 5806—Shipping weight 1 lb. 10 oz....... $19.88 
49 N 6417 —9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz... Each 35c 

Johnny Toymaker 

Sears set has boats and cars 

with 5 chassis to put them on 

. 2 are even motorized 

$1699 «xix. 
Make cars that really go . . boats that really float. 
Just pour Super Plastic into the bottom mold, cover 
with the top mold and bake in heating unit. Every 
vehicle can be customized, styled and designed 
so it’s like no other. Set includes: UL listed unit 
(plugs into household outlet); handles; boat mold; 2 
superstructures; boat motor unit; car mold; 5 chassis 
(2 motorized); fittings; 2 bottles of Super Plastic. 
Uses 4 “AA” batteries, order 2 pkgs. sold below. 
79 N 20129C— Shipping wt. 8 lbs... .. .Set $16.99 

Starter Set. Heating unit; 2 handles; 2 chassis (1 
motorized); car mold; fittings; 1 plastic. Use 2 “AA” 
batteries, below. 
49 N 20131—Shipping wt. 4 lbs........Set $9.99 

49N4666-"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 2 oz. Pkg.34c 

Pkg. of 4 extra bottles Super Plastic. 12 oz. each. 
49 N 20132— Shipping wt. 2 pounds. . .Pkg. $3.19 

‘States page scans by dieisimasnisetediaical com 

without 
battery 

TRIK-TRAK — Lay out a cross-country rally . . 

battery-powered car follows any course you set 
Under furniture . . around corners . . in one room or room to room—the 6-in. car fol- 

lows your course. The trick is in the track. 6 curved and 2 straight sections can be ar- 
ranged countless ways to handle “traffic”. Colorful scenic backgrounds even a 
tunnel to zip through: All plastic. Car uses 1 “C” battery, order 1 pkg. below 

49 N 4665 ' Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 4 oui 



Build a lifelike N-gauge 
Railroad Town with a Sears 
exclusive Styrofoam’ base 
that fits in 36 x 23-in. space 

$()99 
(track, traln. 

not included) 

Beautifully painted land- 
scaped layout is sure to in- 
crease the young railroader's 
interest in mini trains. Lay- 
out is center hinged for fold- 
in-half storage). Set includes: 
3 ranch-type houses, church, 
6 mini trees and lychen for 
shrubbery. Also street lights, 
signs, mailbox, roadway ma- 
terial, trestle bridge, glue, 
pins. Instructions. (Order 
Aurora set below alone or 
Revell set with Track Pack 
below.) 
79 C 96039C-Wt. 5 Ibs. $9.99 

N-gauge trains use about 
% the space needed for HO 

Aurora Sets fit N-gauge layout above 

G-unit Double $ 99 
Diesel Set 

Santa Fe diesel locomotive with dummy 
1 diesel. Cars include hopper, tank car, piggy- 
back flatcar with two trailers, caboose. Straight, 
curved track . . 68x23-inch layout (fits base 
above). UL listed, 16-volt DC power pack* has 
18-v. AC accessory terminal. 
49 C 96015—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 1oz........ 

T-unit Steam $ 99 
Freight Set 

2 Mighty 4-6-2 Pacific steam locomotive and 
tender. Freight cars ind. hopper, piggyback car 

with 2 trailers, cattle car, gondola car, and caboose, 
Metal, plastic. 39 track sections forms 68x23-in. 
layout (fts above base). UL listed, 16-v. DC 
power pack* with 18-v. AC accessory terminal. 
79 C 96016C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs........... $34.99 

Revell Sets with 41-inch Oval track 

“may 5 "asec 19” 
3 Sleek cab-type New York Cen- 

tral diesel locomotive, 2 freight 
cars and caboose. Includes bill- 
board refrigerator car, tank car. 
Ready to go .. UL listed .6-amp 
power pack,* 4 pieces 90° curved 
track, 1 straight, rerailer. Track 
adapts to any N-gauge system. 
49 € 96041-Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. $15.99 

Tinipon Scant by iiaa oom 

4 Speedy Alco cab-type South- 
ern Pacific diesel loco with 

detailed cars. Hopper, boxcar, 
flatcar, tanker, caboose. 4 curved 
tracks, 1 straight and rerailer. 
Two adapter sections make any 

N-gauge track useable. Power 
pack,* .6-amp, UL listed. 
49C96042-Wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz. $19.99 

Track expander sets increase layout size 

Revell Track Pack. More than 75 inches of curved and 
straight track. 13 pieces; 4 curved, 9 straight. Combine 
with Revell sets for use with above Styrofoam base. 
49 C 96043—Shipping weight 4 ounces. Set $2.99 

Track Extender Set by Revell. Incl. 2 manual switches, 
8 straight tracks, 2 curved . . over 100 in. of extra track. 
49 C 96044—Shipping weight 4 ounces............ $6.99 faut [Sears] 517 



Never before in one helmet 

7 action safety features 

. . flashing signals, glowing 

reflector buzzer, flashlight, 

goggles . . more! 

Super Helmet Seven 

$388 az 

Fun and safety in one. Plastic helmet with adjustable liner; strap protects 
head and ears. Flashing red police-style signal on top, plus flashing direc- 
tional signals. Glowing rear reflector. Clear, strong warning buzzer. 
Detachable flashlight headlight. Tinted goggles. Order 1 “D” battery. 
49 N 2701—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. . .$3.88 

" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz......Each 16c; 4 for 60c 49 N 4660—"D' 

Handy $, 99 without 

Explorers’ Belt 4 pennis 

Prepares young adventurers for any trip . 
around the block or farther. Hooks on leath- 
er belt hold 4-blade knife, saddle bag. flash- 
light with 300-ft. beam. Included: binoculars, 
canteen with compass, whistle, strip band. 
ages, harmonica. Fits 22 to 34-in. waists. 
Order 2 “D” batteries above. 
49 N 2475—Wt. 2 lbs, 8 oz. 

canteen 

-$4.99 

2-way hand Phones 

E7 s 
High impact plastic phones send 
and receive voices over 25-foot 
wire, have buzzer button for 
calling. Both receivers 8-in. long. 
2 wall bangers, wire. Order 2 
“C” batteries below. Wt. 1 lb. 

"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. ea. 2 oz. 
49N4665-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

Play marbles rain or shine 

Inflatable Court 
For a good game of marbles 
indoors or out . . . whatever 
the weather. Big 45-inch 
court of smooth fabric has 
no lumps or hollows to 
spoil good shots, is marked 
off for regulation play. Sur- 
rounded by lightweight, 
easily inflated and deflated 
ring. With large bag of 
marbles and instruction 
book. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
79 N 2471C......$3.33 

Just call Sears 
and say “Charge It” 

Tibi page scans by deitas ndiseledimical Gon 

Explorers' Pup Tent Set 
features air mattress, 

lots of camping equipment 

For camping in the backyard or farther 
afield, tear-resistant waterproof poly- 
ethylene pup tent, 48x80x36 inches high 
with 6 wooden ground stakes, wooden 
tent poles. 24x48-in. vinyl air mattress. 

Included: 9-foot plastic hikers’ rope, 
magnetic compass, signal whistle, water 

binoculars, 7-in. 
flashlight. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 2526C—Wt. 5 Ibs...Set $4.99 

"D" Battei 
79 N 4660— Each 16c..... 

with cup and cap, mess kit, 
plastic dagger, metal 

Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
4 for 60c 

WU 
Efficient Walkie-Talkies 

Salot $937 

Talk “long distance" . . up to 25 ft. 
from house to house, room to room, 
indoors to outside. It's a wonderful 
way to "keep secrets", Red plastic 
receivers are each 8}4-in. long, send 
and receive voices clearly and dis- 
tinctly, make wonderful "inter- 
coms”. Require no batteries. With 
25 feet of wire. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

“G.I? Walkie Talkies 

Set ot $366 

Remco's Monkey Division 
walkie-talkie keeps "sol- 
diers" in touch, looks au- 
thentic. Magnetic operation, 
two sending-receiving sets, 
25 feet of wire, molded ear 
pieces, secret message com- 
partment. Carrying strap. 
Needs no batteries. Wt. TD. Ib. 

“Enemy Aircraft 2:00 o'clock” 

“Take cover". .""Tanks 
are on the way” 

It’s a-Talk’n 
Walkie-Talkie 

$988 with vios 

It has a real army look, with carrying strap, 
antenna. Push button, hear recorded voice shout 
commands, instructions. A total of 11 phrases. 
Durable polystyrene, 13 inches high. Order 1 
“D” battery 49 N 4660 above. 
49 N 4699—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3oz........ .$2.88 
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Titli Habe Séank ty aa coe 

Props whirl as big plane drops 
6 paratroopers. Jeep and 

2 riflemen give them ground support 

A SEARS EXCLUSIVE. Load 3 gears. 
with cloth chutes AE hatch.” any 

more. 14x19x6 in. high. Of sturdy plastic. From 
Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 5653—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz... ..$4.99 

—— 

SERI 

Whirlybird goes behind enemy 
lines to make daring rescue 

with motor-driven winch 

s899 zs. 

Copter taxis along ground as blades chop 
away. Hold Whirlybird aloft and push 
winch control. Hook and rescue sling lower 
to ground accompanied by sound of motor. 
Put injured soldier in sling, raise sling and 
depart. 40 men, truck, jeep, artillery piece. 
Helicopter is 25 inches long. Plastic. Order 2 
“D” batteries on page 519. 
79 N 5750C—Shpg. wt. 4lbs....... $8.99 

You're the pilot. 
Stunt plane and helicopter 

fly by remote control 

49 N 5898—Wt. 12 oz... 

Motor. roars as big 17-inch rotor blade 

spins =, lights on rotor blade go on 

as helicopter taxis along the ground 

= = $499 vitet 

Your mission begins when you push the “GO” control. 
Helicopter scurries along ground while blade turns to 

the tune of the big motor sound. An actual replica of 
a famed U.S. Air Force helicopter. Authentically built 
down to the insignia and the “DANGER—KEEP 
AWAY" sign. Wheels adjust for straight forward or 
left turn runs. Clear plastic cockpit holds 2 pilot 
figures. Made of high-impact plastic and metal. 17 
inches long. From Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries on 
page 482. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 5602—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6oz.. ....... $4.99 

—- 

Right on target! Tank explodes 
when 2-foot Bomber 
scores a direct hit 

A SEARS 
EXCLUSIVE 33 99 



I/32-scale Offy 
and Lotus Ford 
whiz down the straightaway, 

spin right, then left around 

winding speedway. Two 

pistol-grip controllers 

register up to 160 

scale miles 

per hour 

33 feet of track 
. . enough to make 100 speedway shapes 

wíth thís gíant Road Race Set 

trackside accessories 
low Sears price $ not included 

Precision racers roar down the speedway . . excitement at every turn, curve and over- 
pass. Giant set includes 26 sections of curved roadway, 39 straight and 1 short 
straight for endless layout variety. Build your own version of Daytona, Sebring or 
other favorite speedway. Plastic and metal, 5'4-inch Eldon cars, Lotus Ford and 
Offy, are gear-driven electric powered. 2 pistol grip controls register up to 160 scale 
MPH. Track snaps together, comes apart quickly, takes little storage space. 16 Great double-barreled "cannon-shot" jump 

bridge supports, 10 curve supports, 12 fence sections included; also flags, poles and takes all the daring and skill you have 
banners for true racing flavor. 6-volt power pack with on-off switch. 88 over 10 feet of 

79 N 9571C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. ........ s... 114511544 Set $24.95 :14 ‘Yha-scale track 

Monogram Trackside Set. Plastic. 22 figures, grandstand, racing pit, tower. Two “hot” stock cars, a Dodge Charger and a Ford Mus- 

49 N 9605— Unassembled. Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces....... Set $4.99 tang, speed around the figure-8 track, Cars zip through a 
fast turn and into a tunnel . . but keep your speed up be- 

SAVE TH | S CATALOG You can order toys on pages 433 cause here is the jump that sends the cars hurtling into the 
to 609 until August 1, 1968 air, landing back on the track. Bridge included to replace 

jump if you want a solid race course. Set yd power 
F pack, guard rails, trestles and controllers. By lon. Cars 

[We Money Down on anything Sears Sells | are gear-driven, electric powered, built to accurate 1; scale, 
each 5% in. long. Cars and track made of plastic and metal. 

518 Sears ror NOTE: Road Race Sets are UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 79 N 9516C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .... Set $14.88 
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Speed-start section clamps 
to chair or table. Just lift 
up the platform . . see 2 
cars drag-race down 12 

feet of 2-lane track 

CIGARBOX 
2-lane Stunt and Drag Race Set . . Mako Shark 

and Dino Ferrari cars free-roll down a steep 

straightaway, then streak UP, UP, UP and AROUND 

a spectacular super-loop at a speed that 

challenges other HO-scale cars 

Set includes 12 feet of track $ 411 

plus 2 Speedline Cigarbox cars 

1 HO-scale (about 2% in.) cars start at speed-start and whiz to finish. 

Each precisely detailed car is carefully constructed to reach the high- 

est speeds. Strong die-cast metal chassis with Cycolac® plastic bodies, 

plastic interiors. Cars have specially designed, low-friction, precision 

wheel bearings, mag-type wheels, and spring suspension. 
Two-lane, 12-foot track is smooth one-piece flexible plastic with no 

seams to delay action, has built-in curbs and two-lane roller bump. 

Mounting clamp has foam padding that won't mar furniture. 

49 N 20137 —Shipping weight 3 pounds 5 ounces.......--...++ $444 

Extra 
Speedline Cigarbox Cars 

62:42 in set 

2 Set includes Cobra GT, Mangusta, Ford XL 500, Cougar, Dino Ferrari and Mako 

Shark. All are precisely detailed. Constructed with die-cast metal chassis, strong 

Cycolac* plastic bodies and plastic interior. Have micro-finished axles for extra speed 

Each car about down the track, spring suspension and mag-type wheels with rubber tires. 

2% inches long 49 N 20136 —Shipping weight 12 ounces... ciis Set $4.49 

Bill's back pack holds 2 
“AA” batteries (not includ- 
ed, order 1 pkg. below) which 
power all his equipment and 
vehicles. Set includes explor- 
ation tractor, carrier sled, 
space car, lunar crawler and 
radar scope. Billy is 4% in. 

high. Plastic. “D” Batteries. Wheels adjust for straight forward . . right or 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. Package of two. left turns. High-impact plastic and metal. 16 

49 N 5973 ........+ $5.99 Shpg. wt. 8 oz, in. long. Two figures in cockpit. From Japan. 
"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 49 N 4660— Use 2 “D” batteries, order at left. 

- A9N4666-Wt. 202. Pkg. 34c Package...38c 49 N 5807— Shpg. wt. 1 lb.3oz...... $477 
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THAT cS 
DID MOM TELL 
WHAT MAENEO TO 

Rambling roadway has enough track 
to make many different layouts 

57. 4? 

Cars flash down the straightaway, around a 180* 
banked turn close to full speed without spinning 
out. Zip over, under, up and down the tricky 
roadway. 14g-scale set includes 2 molded plastic 
cars, each about 5% inches long, 2 six-volt 
plug-in rheostats with pistol-grip controllers. 
Six-volt power pack, 38 pieces of plastic and 
metal roadway, lap counter track, bridge set, 
fence, nylon supports, decals, screwdriver. Lay- 
out about 5x9 feet. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 
49 € 95012—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 4 02.$24.99 

Lap Counter 
in track keeps 
official score 

Eldon Over 'n Under Road Race Set 
Look to Sears for 
UNCOMMON VALUE You get 14 feet of 

1/32-scale track, 
2 pistol-grip 
controllers and 
2 speedy sportsters 

x 99 
r Eldon !4?-scale Racing Accessories only 

{ 1 thru 4 ) Cars for sets on this page. All cars are about 

- E 514 inches long. Plastic and metal construction. 

Pick your favorite, the Porsche or Ferrari. They're both (1) 49 € 95021— Chaparral (3) 49 C 95022— Camaro, 

trim and really fast. 514 inches long, lightweight vacuum Era pit 

formed plastic. Each has a completely assembled chassis (2) 49 € 95024—Sting Ray (4) 49 € 95023— Ford “J 
equipped with high-rpm. Dyna Mite® motor. Rheostat Shipping weight 14 ounces. .-....-.+-+-++++++ Each $4.99 
speed controllers with speedometers showing scale speeds Track and Accessories for sets on this page. Plastic and 

up to 160 mph. 6-volt power pack, UL listed, 110-120-v., metal. Straight and curved sold in pkg. of 2. 

60-c. AC. 28-piece plastic and metal roadway, bridge set. 49 C 9926—Straight Trock. 614 in. Wt. 7 oz... .. Pkg. $1.29 

Extra track sold at right. 49 € 9927—Curved Track. 45° curve. Wt. 7 02....Pkg. 149 
79 c 95019C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $13.99 49 €. 9925— Speed Controller. Shows mph. Wt. 4 oz. 1.99 

6-volt Power Pack. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
49 € 9952—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz... 518 rs 
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Go forward, backward . . do fancy capers 

i SKAT-SKOOTA 344 
The grandest riding sensation . . like having 

s wheels on your feet. Put your right foot on 
^ one pedal, then push the other down with 

P your left foot. Relax—and pedal smoothly 
V along. You control the speed. Soon you'll 

be turning and maneuvering simply by 

Bouncing fun anywhere . 

Rubber bottoms 
protect the floor $477 

For ages 4 to 14. Big dual springs keep you 
bounce-bouncing like a trampoline. And you 
land on a firm surface because of the big base 
plates. Good way to help build muscles . . 
develop coordination and balance. 

Jumping shoes fit easily right over regular 
shoes. Strong plastic strap and lace-up band 
keep them fitting snugly. Foot and base plates 
are of rugged steel, enameled a bright red, 
with floor-saving rubber soles. 
49 N 2412—Shipping weight 4 lbs.. 

522 SEARS rca 

$4.77 

‘aisha pase bene —IÓ€ 

adjusting body stance and leg pressure, 
Platforms and wheels are of brightly 

colored, rugged polyethylene. Two heavy 
steel axles for extra strength. Measures 

23-Inch 

$366 

Solid oak hardwood Skate Boards 

Have all the thrills of “sidewalk surfing” on one of 

these zooming skate boards, Push off with one foot, 

then glide along . . use “body English" to steer, stunt, 

slalom. Double cushion swivel wheel trucks adjust for 

greater maneuverability. Wide track, heavy gauge steel 

wheels give g bility, speed and durability. 
It’s skating, s ," it's great. 
79 N 2421C—27-inch size. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
49 N 2420—23-inch size. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. 

. $4.66 
. 3.66 

Satellite Jumping Shoes 

17x14x8 inches. Big 8-inch diameter wheels. 
49 N 2550C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs...... $3.44 

Skoota Cycle for $199 
skit-scatting about 

Keep your balance on two big wheels as 
you pedal it along like a bike. Just flex 
your knees . . move forward, backward 
. . with practice even do stunts. Pedals 
and wheels of rugged polyethylene . 
sturdy enough for adults. 8x14x8 i 
49 N 2554—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz....$1.99 

Skee Skate. Whiz along on wheels . . the next best thing 
to water skiing. You get free-rolling action of full ball 
bearings . . smooth steering action of rubber-cushion 
pivots. It's 19 inches long, 414 inches wide. Red and 
white . . with place for owner's name. Steel roller 
skates riveted to sturdy }4-inch plywood. 
49 N 2453— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz.. ... . ..$1.97 

Steel 

Stilts 

adjust 

} to3 

(2) (3) heights 

165 3499 1227 

Jump for joy on a Pogo Stick $495 

1 For weight to 150 pounds. Our best jumping. 

stick in chrome-plated double-bar steel. Rub- 

ber foot treads. Strong spring adjusts. 41 in. high. 

79 N 2458C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. $6.66 

Q, For weight to 100 pounds. Slotted safety 
piston prevents turning while jumping. For 

ages 7 to 11. 45 inches high. 
79 N 2502L—Shipping weight 6 pounds.$4.99 

Be the tallest one on 
the block. Rubber- 
tipped stilts have foot- 
rests that raise 10 to 
16 inches off the 
ground. For ages 6 to 
14. Green-and-gold- 
color enamel 5 ft. 

D | Shpg. wt. 5 lbs, |. £j 
7 79 N 2916C... $4.95 |. 



This Set $ 4 89 
exclusive at Sears 

11 inches tall . . head, shoulders and 

hips move for space-age action poses. 

Comes with Space Suit Outfit plus a 

space gun that fires soft projectiles— 

even when he's on a planet or in orbit 

On the ground McDare has on his basic overalls with 
jump boots. In space he's protected by a complete 
N.A.S.A-inspired space suit with helmet, boots, gloves 
and a suit air-conditioner. McDare is never without his 
space gun—who knows what creatures he may find in 
outer space. Detailed plastic 
49 N 59906— Shipping weight 10 ounces... .. $4.89 

Mutt sits and stands 
like a real dog 

$ à AE Completa with s[93 blinks or ticks when you plug 'em in 

Wherever Moon McDare Moon Explorer Set 
goes, Space Mutt isn’t far 

McDare's gear really works . . buzzes, 

3299 m. 
behind. His brave com- 
panion comes with his own 
space suit, helmet and oxy- 
gen tanks. Plastic, 414 inches 
long . . head and legs jointed 
for natural movement, Ship- 
ping weight 6 oz, 

Everything McDare needs to journey to the moon 
. . oxygen tanks hold battery power to operate 
noise-making space gun, blinker light or ticking 
geiger counter. Communications unit contains a 
real compass, Umbilical cord rewinds into pack. 
Simulated pistol-grip camera “takes movies.” All 
plastic. Order 2 “AA” batteries on page 482. 

49N59817...,.... $1.93 49 N 59816M—Shipping weight 4 oz. . . Set $2.99 

NOSINI SPL 
Robot follows you along with lights 

that blink to join you 
on your next adventure in space 

$779 e 
What an eerie character to have around. Motorized 
robot is out of this world when he wanders about. 
Make him go straight or in left or right circles. He 
doesn't know where he's heading, but you can make 
his arms move and point the way by manually mov- 
ing rods in back. Flashing lights warn you that he's 
coming. Plastic, 12 inches tall. Made in U.S.A. 
Order 2 “D” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 5742—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 60z....-..... $7.79 

utin pane scans by duima maseda con 

3-stage 
Rocket 

Flick switch—smoke 
pours out and lights 

flash . . hit button— 
capsule ejects, para- 

chute opens 

s89 J | j 
without batteries 9 g] 

' 

i 

It’s like being at Cape Kennedy when the countdown begins. 
Place rocket on side motorized wheels propel it toward 
launching tower. Raise it up onto pad. Slide tower forward, 
hoist capsule up to nosecone by chain, lift men by elevator. 
Just turn hand crank at bottom of tower. Then start the 
countdown . . 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, O—fire! 

Push button and spring release shoots capsule 10 feet in 
the air. Made of metal and plastic, 17x20 inches high. Order 
2 “D” batteries on page 482. 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
49 N 4279— Shipping weight 4 pounds.............. $8.99 

Note: All item: f Joy 
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*1 CANT CALL SANTA CLAUS? 
OKAY, OPERATOR... THEN 
GIVE ME SEARS!” 

Cars and Accessories . . 

fit all 1/32-scale sets 
on these 2 pages 

Gear-driven, electric motor. Fully as- 
sembled with driver. Plastic and metal 
bodies, chrome-color hub caps, rubber 
racing tires. About 64% in. long. Decals. 

$ Chaparral Fastback. Trim and fast. 

49 N 7661-Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. $3.95 

2 Porsche Carrera 6. Hot speedster. 
49 N 7663-Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. $3.95 

Crash Jalopy. Flies apart. 
49 N 9990-Shpg. wt. 7 oz...$2.98 

Ford “J” Car. Full of power. 
49 N 7662-Shpg. wt. 14 oz..$3.95 
Ferrari P-3. Proud winner. 
49 N 9933-Shpg. wt. 14 02..$3.95 

1/32-scale Accessories 
(not shown) 

Straight Track. 6'4 in. Pkg. of 2. 
49N9926-Shpg. wt. 7 oz. Pkg. $1.19 
Curved Track. 45? curve. Pkg. of 2. 
49N9927-Shpg. wt. 7 oz. Pkg. $1.39 
Speed Controller. Pistol grip with con- 
trol for speed-ups and slow-downs. A 
speedometer shows “miles per hour." 
49 N 9925—Shpg. wt.402....$1.69 

Power Pack. On-off switch. 6 volts 
DC. UL listed for 110-120 volt, 60- 
cycle AC. Long-lasting steel case. 
49N9952-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1002.$5.49 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . You can 
order toys on pages 433 to 609 

from now until August 1, 1968 

m—r— oak 

See cars crash 
and fly apart 

Suspense builds as 

each car crisscrosses on track 
trying for position 

"Two daredevil drivers speed around track, racing 
to cut off the other at the crash-away crossing. 
Then WHAM . . CRASH, the cars collide and 
part of car flies off. The first car that loses 4 fend- 
ers, roof and grille is the loser. Just snap parts back 
in place and you're ready for more exciting action. 
The colorful contesting cars are two 1937 Chevy 

stock cars with high-speed gear drive and rubber 
racing tires. Driver in each car. Plastic and metal 

Sky Driver HO-scale Road Race 

Exciting action on 16% feet of roadway. Two 2% in. rac- 
ing cars spin around 41x48 wide track through lane 
changer track, a slippery wiggle obstacle track, and 
over thrilling daredevil jump where cars fly through air. 
Plastic and metal cars change lanes during flight. Stick- 
shift controls duplicate thrill of gear shifting. Lap count- 
er. Trestles, flags, 19-volt power pack. UL listed, 110- 
120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 N 9534C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. .. .Set $9.99 

$1244 

a 
> 

10 feet of 

1/32-scale track forms a 

2x44 -foot figure-8 

car bodies, 6% inches long. Includes 17 pieces of 
1/32-scale track, 2 push button control switches 
and pre-wired plug-in power track. 6-volt power 
pack—UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

6 pieces of plastic fence, start, finish checkered 
banner, sharply detailed car décals, labels, in- 
structions. Unassembled. Like everything else 
in Sears books, it’s so easy to order by telephone. 
49 N 9530—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz.. Set $12.44 



Kenner BUILDING 

and TURNPIKE SET 
You can design and build 

like a real engineer 

ð Q 
Great set for that budding engineer in your family. Build modern buildings 
and turnpikes and bridges . . complete with realistic interchanges, turnoffs, 
feeder routes, approaches. Brilliant window-wall panels, rounded ‘glass’ 
walls. With two 10x16-in. Masonite Presdwood foundations and 18 bridge 
bases. Set is plastic, perfect size scale for popular die-cast metal cars. Cars 
not included. 
49 N 44198 —Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. ............. Set $6.49 

| $ 1007! 

à 
T oO 

BIG SOUND TUG 
Real harbor sounds 
from nylon record 

inside 

TOOT! 
TO 

y. or, 

MEE Oc 
s 619 
without 

Here's a colorful toy that creates the atmosphere of a real harbor 
sounds of buoys, waves, sirens, more. Tug is 13 inches long, made of 
rugged plastic. On-off switch. Order 1 pkg. “D” batteries below. 
49 N 44228 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. $6.49 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2 

49 N 4660— Shipping weight 8 ounces Pkg. 38c 

TALK 'N DO MOBILE 

Says "Take me apart" and 9 other things. 

Push the running board down and car says “Take me apart." Any 
preschooler can take him apart and rebuild him—easily. Makes 9 
other requests. Has horn, motor, crank-noise wrench, parts. Plastic, 
15x9x9 in. high. Uses 1 “D” battery. Order 1 pkg. above. 
49 N 4585—Shipping weight 4 pounds......-............$6.94 

‘Staind pace scans by dieisimasmaselediwical Gon 
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SIX-IN-ONE TOYMOBILE 
Snap components on motorized chassis and make 

any one of 6 different vehicles that really run 

An ideal way to develop dexterity and imagination. This toy is 
such a fun-filled challenge your child won't want to put it down. 
Make a police car . . a locomotive . . a bulldozer that climbs . . a 
dump truck . . a cement mixer . . or an airplane. Break-resistant 

plastic, Uses 1 “C” battery . . order 1 package below. 
49 N 44077 —Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. . Set $3.99 
"C" Batteri Package of 2 
49 N 4665—Shipping weight 4 ounces....... .» Pkg. 38c 

6-CAR MINISPORT ROAD RACE 
even a 2-year-old can operate it 

5G 44 zm 
batteries. 

Here's a 2-lane super-action road race for very young children. Run up 
to 6 cars on this figure-8 layout—complete with overpass. Each coil 
wire lane has its own remote-control unit that lets tots vary the speeds 
of the cars. 1-piece unit is molded plastic, measures 24x13x2'4-in. high. 
2V4-in. cars. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order 2 pkgs. above left. 

49 N 44197 —Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces ..Set $6.44 

axwacc Sears 535 



"M ~ x POUR ON THE POWER! 
Cars streak down 8 feet of 

straightaway .. sweep around 

STEEP 240° banked turn 
at fantastic speeds 

Chicane strips 
put squeeze 
on drivers 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES Last Christmas was $39.99. Includes 
super-fast Firebird 400 and Cougar 

Revell's Hi-Bank Raceway. GT-E cars . . with high RPM 12-volt 
eue 1/32- motors. Cars about 514 in. long. Two 

o biggest /32-scale set plug-in speed controls with built-in 
with 30 feet of track brakes. 32 pieces of plastic and metal 

$ interlocking roadway, piers, supports. 
Save 5 fences. UL listed 12-volt power pack 

110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Sets up in 4x1234, $ 99 Pier 
Shipping weight 18 pounds. 

79 € 95034L $34.99 

Revell Accessories 

(1 thru 4 ) Cars, Ya-scale. High- 
torque, high RPM motors. Finely 
detailed 1-piece bodies with long. 
lasting gear assembly, wheel in- 
serts. Plastic windows. Driver. 
Cars, plastic and metal, each about 
514 inches long. 
(1) 49 € 95035— Mustang 2+2 
(2) 49 € 95036—Camaro S350 
(3) 49 € 95055—Stingray 
(4) 49 € 95056—AMX 390 
Shipping wt. 8 oz. each $4.99 

Track Expander Set. (Not shown) 
5 straight tracks, 4 curved, 1 
chicane add 10 feet to any láz 
Revell 2-lane layout. With crash 
fences, bridge piers, manual 
49 C 95057 Wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz...$9.99 

a 

12-volt Power Pack handles extra power 

ful Revell car motors. Just plug into 

terminal track section. 2 controllers are 

colored to match each racing car. 

Revell Speed Controller. Comfort 
able hand grip with brake. For 14%- 
scale sets. Not shown. Shipping 
weight 8 ounces. 
49095043 $349 PSSS [Sears] 519 
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42-inch inflatable 
vinyl Punch-me's 

Your $921 

1 Huckleberry Hound. 
Eyes blink, nose beeps. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 

j| BOP 'EM 
„hear 'em beep 

.See em blink 

Blinks, beeps when 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N2506........ $2.27 

Lurch, Friendly as ever. 4 Blinks, beeps. Shpg. 

5 Bugs Bunny. That old 
"What's up, Doc?" pal 

has plenty of bounce. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49 N2523........ $1.66 

6 Bamm Bamm. Cute lit- Inflatable vinyl Punch-me’s . . 50 inches tall 
tle Flintstones TV char- 

acter out of the Stone Age. Your 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. choice. 3288 

49 N 2519........$1.66 Popeye. Only at Sears — () Tippy Tiger. This is ]()Yogi Bear. With 
can you get this salty Sears exclusive ornery friend Boo Boo on 

7 Fred Flintstone. With favorite. Winks hiseyeand tiger with blinking green his back. Nose squeaks 
Pi naina daughter beeps when punched. Shpg. eyes and squeaky nose. when punched; eyes 
EE RUE sido, Stog, wt. 4 Ibs, 8 oz. Shpg.wt.41bs.Soz. blink. Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
Wa apii ecc 49 N 2424......... $2.88 49 N2431......2.88 — 49 N 2504. .....$2.88 

kate indoors : s 
pimus ..no-mar Step in and . . Bounce and tumble on it 
rubber wheels up..up..UP— . . float it like a raft 

be as tall ( 
$488 as a giant 3 

Whiz along on smooth-rolling ball-bearing wheels of hard rub- 
ber, Good protection for floors when skating inside . . and lots 
of fun outdoors, too. Frames are of sturdy Norolon plastic that 
withstands years of wear. Adjust from 7 to 1034 inches in 
length . . meets the needs of growing feet. For ages 5 to 12. 

49N2566—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces.. ...... $4.88 

Giant Boots 

Wide-track Skates 

The pinwheel hubs whirl 
faster and faster as you learn 
to skate. New wide-track 
wheels help maintain bal- 
ance. Skate indoors or out— 
hard rubber wheels won't 
rust. Rugged Norolon. Ad- 
just for children to six yrs. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 2417. ..$2.22 

inside pane Scant ty duidimar daliai com 

Beginner Skates 

These smooth-running skates 
are high-impact molded plas- 
tic. Wide track wheels give 
broad support. Soft poly- 
ethylene ankle and toe straps 
hold feet securely. Light- 
weight, rustproof. Can be 
used i or out. Fit 
children's shoe sizes 8-12. 
49N2416-Shpg.wt.11b.$1.69 

$ 449 

gine the fun youngsters 
ave. . stomping around 

in Giant Boots. Child stands 
on steel plates 8 inches from 
the floor. Plastic straps se- 
cure boots to child's feet 
Fits children's shoe sizes up 
to 83-inch. 13x5x5 inches 
high. Durable plastic. 
79N2503C-Wt.61bs.$4.49 

Jumpin' Jiminy Trampoline $688 

Bounce, roll or jump on it . . indoors or out. It floats, 
too. Helps build good muscles and coordination. 
Heavy-duty rubber tube, metal valve and heavy duck 
fabric covering. Strong webbing supports add lots of 
spring. to 3 feet wide, 1 foot high . . deflates 
into handy 11x11x4-inch pack. 
49 N 2434—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $6.88 
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right or left, slow or 

forward or reverse 

emote control 

Look at all you get at Sears for one low price: 

Johnny Express with headlights and horn that work, 
a Liquid Tanker, a Fork Lift and a Cargo Set 

Back cab into water-carrying tanker, lock them together by remote control. When un- 
coupled, struts support trailer unit. Lift off tanker and use trailer to haul 18 pieces of 
cargo. Just turn hand wheels of fork lift, raise crates and oil drums on pallets to loading 
height. Tractor-tanker combination measures a big 33x8x11 inches wide, Made of strong 
steel and tough plastic. Order 5 “D” batteries on page 519. 

79 N 5755L—Shipping weight 18 pounds. 

Ad 
VAVAYAVAVAVAYA - 

$18.49 

Johnny Express Accessories for more driving fun 

] Pontoon Bridge. Over 5 feet long. Drive Johnny Express across. Unassembled. 
79 N 5703C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. . i . $6.29 

New working Horn ond Light Set. Clears the way for the midnight run. Mounts 
into any Johnny Express cab. Order 1 "D" battery on page 4 

49 N 5756—Shipping weight 8 ounces. . . .......... see $2.89 

3 Dump Body. Tilts, rear door opens, dumps load. Holds 750 cubic inches. 2 ft. long. 
79 N 5836C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... ........... - $5.79 

4 Troop Carrier. Gun turret turns, fires shells. Canvas canopy. 2 feet long. 

79 N 5862C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... . 6.89 

Diesel Truck makes 4 different carriers . 

Remote control Fork Lift loads cargo onto big 3!5-feet long 

motorized Diesel Truck that goes forward, reverse, steers 

It’s like having a fleet of 4 different trucks. 
Sides come off to make a flatbed, or leave them 
on for a rack truck. Use canvas cover for a 
cargo truck or one fully covered. Comes with 
forward and reverse gears, steering controls, 
hand-operated drop-stand. Metalized grill, horn 
and lights. About 40x8x14 inches wide. Cab 
detaches to run alone. 

518 [Sears 
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RAE 

Remote-control fork lift truck is over a foot 

long. Goes forward, reverse, right or left. Lift 
or lower 3 crates on pallets, diesel, fork lift of 
high-impact plastic. A Sears exclusive set. 
Order 6 “D” batteries on page 519. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. Shipped freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 5760N—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs......$14.99 



Driver 
Jump Set 
s1999 

An amazing low price 

for a !52-scale Road Race Set with 

thrills, action and realistic motor sound 

Stick-shift Controls 

"Charge It" on Sears 

Revolving Charge 

Account 

Watch a Maserati and a Ferrari perform thrilling cannon shot jumps. 
They fly through space changing lanes in mid-air. Hear motors thunder 
as each car roars around a speedway with more than 17 feet of roadway. 
(Motor noise units are removable, simply snap out.) 

And you almost feel like you're the driver. Stick-shift speed controls 
let you accelerate or slow down each car as it travels around this dare- 

. then coast around a banked turn with high retaining wall. Set in- 
cludes two ale cars with electric motors, plastic bodies 5% inches 
long. Also 22 sections of roadway, 8 fence sections . . even a set of color- 
ful pennants. Plastic and metal. 

Power pack delivers 18 volts DC. Two stick-shift controls are 6 inches 
long. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Layout size is about 91x 

devil course. Battle for the lead at the crisscross (or you'll collide) 
zigzag around the banked obstacle track . . zoom full tilt into underpass 

‘tain’ ane scans by cheisimas museteciudcM vom 

32 inches wide. 

Cars. Plastic, metal. Rubber tires. 5% in. long. 
(1) 49 N 7655— Willard Battery. Wt. 8oz.$4.44 
(2) 49 N 7654—Lotus Ford. Wt. 9 oz 44 

Maserati. Makes motor noise as it races. 
49 N 7656—Shpg. wt. 9 oz... 2 $444 

4 Ferrari. Makes motor noise as it races. 
49 N 7657—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. , 

Repair Kit (not shown). Includes 4 tires, ex- 
tra pins, springs. For cars listed above. 
49 N 7638—Shpg. wt.3oz............ Kit $1.19 

y it the easy wi 

79 N 9502C—Shipping weight 11 pounds..............--++ $19.99 

telephone. 

'52-scale Accessories for road race set above 
Extra Roadway. Plastic, metal conductors. 
Straight. 7*4 inches long. Package of 2. 
49 N 7637 —Shpg. wt. 8 .Pkg. $1.19 
Curved. 45°, 14'4-inch radius. Pkg. of 2. 
49 N 7635—Shpg. wt. 120z......... Pkg. $1.39 

Stick-shift Control. 6 inches long. Plastic. 
49 N 7653—Shpg. wt. 4oz......... Each $2.19 

Power Pack. 18-v. DC. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
UL listed. Includes circuit breaker. 
49 N 7652—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.....Each $5.44 



TAKEOFF 

Flight Trainer Plane . . and you're the pilot! 

You alone regulate all functions—no $ 124 
co-pilot help needed to handle this 

easy-to-fly throttle-controlled model 

Powered by dependable Super Bee .049 
"gas" engine. Pilot-grip control handle 
lets you regulate speed and action in 
flight. Spring-action starter gets plane 
“purring” fast. After starting the engine, 
return to center of your flight circle. Then 
rev up the engine and guide the craft into 
the air for its maneuvers. Non-stretch 
Dacron* polyester control line holds plane 
securely through all maneuvers. 
"Reg. Du Pont TM. 

Without battery, 
accessory kit 

536 Sears armaro 
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without battery, 
accessory kit 

Special rubber-band assembly—ideal de- 
sign for learning control-line flying tech- 
nique—if plane crash lands, assembly will 
pop apart. You simply reassemble and get 
ready for next flight. Nylon prop with 
vinyl spinner. Durable plastic construc- 
tion, Wing span is 22 inches. Starter bat 
tery and accessory kit not included (see 

(1) and (2) below). 
79 N 2274C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. ..$12.44 

Thompson Trophy 

Winner 

Replica of famous cross-country 
sensation of the past. Features 
rubber band wing assembly to 
minimize damage in rough land- 
ings. Cox .049 engine with starter 
spring, control handle, lines. 
Left-hand prop prevents plai 
coming in on "flyer" during 
takeoffs, 19-inch wingspan. Plas- 
tic. Order starter battery and 
accessory kit below. 
79 N 20121C-Wt. 3 lbs.. .$9.99 

Prop-rod Shrike 

Modern Bonneville speedster 
body design. Thrill to exciting 
action . . wilder than an un- 
tamed bronc. Tough polypropy- 
lene body, 12 in. long. Cox .049 
engine. Rubber racing tires. Bat- 
tery, starter kit not incl. (order 
below). Wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 
49 N 20122...........$1044 

Accessories for 

planes and cars 

1 Accessory Kit. Half-pint 
racing fuel, spout, wrench, 

battery-wire and clip. 
49 N 20123—Wt. 12 0z..$1.99 

Extra Fuel. One full pint. 
49N20124-Wt. 11b. 4 oz.. . 99c 

Starter Battery. 1% volts. 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 

49 N 2259 .............$1.12 

Old Smoky Steam Roller 
* Remote control unit lets you operate 

model from a stand-up position 

* "Chugs" along on its own power 

+, Pulls other toys or powers toy structures 

Working model of a real steam roller. Puffs steam, goes 
forward or backward. Chain gear controls steering of 
front roller. Throttle regulates speed. Hitch for towing 
lightweight wheel toys. Use as stationary steam engine 

. just disengage clutch to drive toy models and toy 
machine shops from flywheel. Has safety valve, water 
level window, whistle. Metal. Chrome-plated boiler; 
red and green enamel finish. Includes four fuel pellets, 
funnel and instructions (order extra pellets below). 13 
in. long. From West Germany 
49 N 2244 — Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 0z......$24.99 

Steam Engine with 
dual-action pistons, 

stationary valves 

s159 
Without fuel 

Our largest whistle-blowing 
engine power source for con- 
struction sets with working 
models. 10x8-in. base. 4-in. 
brass cylinder with speed 
control. Centrifugal gover- 

nor; safety valve; oil cap. 
Embossed metal. Plastic fun- 
nel. Order fuel below. West 
Germany. Wt. 2 lbs. 7 oz. 
49 N 2004 ........ $15.99 

Steam Engine 

with oscillating 

piston action 

$ 8° 

Powerful whistle-blow- 
ing unit on 8x5-inch 
base. Safety valve 
and speed control on 
3'4-in. long brass boil- 
er. Embossed metal. 
Plastic funnel. Order 
fuel below. From West 
Germany. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 2006 ...$8.99 

Dry Fuel for 

steam engines 
Esbit dry fuel. Box of 40 pel- 
lets. Use 3 pellets per pint of 
water to heat boiler. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 2375 ....... Box 99c 



Thrills of big-time racing in small space. . 

This HO Road Race has 

over 26 feet of track, 

2 cars, controls . . 

all at one low price 

Flashy 2}4-in. Chaparral and McLaren cars wheel and bridge sections of plastic-and-metal roadway. 
down straightaway and into dangerous spiral turn. Two racing speed controls, 5 modular bridge sup- 
Cars powered by Hi-torque Thunderjet 500 motors ports with flags, yellow guard rail. Power pack UL 
for scale speeds of up to 500 scale miles per hour! listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Set also includes 18 straight, 12 curved, terminal, — 79 € 95053C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. . . . . .$19.99 

Accessories for Aurora HO-scale road race sets 

(5) 

(1 thru 8 ) Each car “equipped” — (1) 49 C 96019—Cheetah Service and Hop-up Kit. (Not 
with Thunderjet 500 motor. Clear — (2) 49 C 96026—Chaparral shown). Includes two of each: hi- 
plastic windshield, chrome-color (3) 49 © 96025—VW performance rubber tires, racing 
bumpers and hub caps, rubber (4) 49 C 96024— Charger slicks, guide pins, commutator 
tires, realistically-designed driver. — (5) 49 C 96023— Torino brushes, gears, axles. With four 
The plastic-and-metal bodies are (6) 49 C 96105—Dune Buggy racer hubs; screwdriver, oil, and 
234 inches long. (7) 49 C 96022—Ferrari decals for a real “souped-up” look. 
Shpg. wt. each 2 oz....Each $2.79 — (8) 49 C 9602—Mako Shark 49 C 96106—Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Kit 99c 

; EE ;HO-scale Road Race with 12 feet of track 

track 
sections forming a big 36x36-inch lay- 
out. Special converter sections allow 

Cubo pane scans by cheisimax musebecimicHd con 

Four of the hottest 
HO cars whiz around 
16 feet of 4-lane track 
at breathtaking speeds 

Wide-Track 
Raceway Set 

39. 
(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Cougar, Camaro, Firebird and 
Mustang cars included 

Lane-dividers 
and wall banks 

keep cars on course 

Corkscrew 
Turn Set 

22472 

(SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Cars “fly” around 28 feet of turns, dips, 
swirls and straightaway with this 2- 

speed controls UL listed powerpack 
for 110—120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 € 95054C—Wt. 12 Ibs........ $27.99 

Pistol-grip Mark II 
Speed Control 
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Slinky walks 
down stairs 

Fascinating fun. Slithers 
down stairs or between 
your hands, 3-in. steel 

Go Go the 

Jumping Frog 

Wind him up . . he flips 
over and over. Colorful 
plastic. 5 in. tall. Ship- 
ping weight 5 oz. 
49 N8416......... 88c 

Musical Top. Pi ing Boord. Hammer e 
wood pegs from either side. metal with plunger type 
10 inches long. top. 9!4x814 in. high. 
Shipping weight 1 1b.4 oz. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 

" 49 N8464.,....... 82c 

Musical Roll-back. Bells 
jingle as animal rolls. Un- 
breakable styrene. Ship- 

Snare Drum. Rata-a-tat 
on a circus motif drum. 
834 in. diam. Drumsticks 
incl. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. 

776 49 N8470......... 88c 

Wind it up, let it go—falls apart as it hits solid object. 
Easy to put together again. Colorful plastic. 11 in. long. 
49 N 8424 —Shipping weight 6 ounces..............77¢ 

Actually 

VT | "pumps water 

Bath Tub Gas Pump 

Mobil pump turns bathtime into funtime. 
Young sailor just pumps the handle to 
“gas up" the bathtub fleet. Suction cups 
hold it securely to tub. 6x3x8 in. Plastic. 

524 SEWRS sosis 49 N8473—Shpg. wt. 10 oz........82c 

Set of 7 blocks, brightly 
decorated with letters of 
the alphabet and corre- 
sponding figures. 
Squeakers in 2 largest 
blocks. Heavy pressed 
board. 26 inches high 
overall. Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49NBA68......... 82c 

Yogi Bird, Pull string, 
he walks on walls, ceil- 
ing. Plastic. Bell 6 in. 

Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N8419......... 82c 

Disney Crozy Express. 
Wind it up . . it zig-zags, 
wobbles. Metal. 12 in. 
49N8472-Wt. 8 02.77c 

Remote Control Army 
Tank. Military design. 8 
in. long. Plastic. Order 2 
“D” batteries, next page. 
49N8474-Wt. 6 oz.88c 

Instruments 

play 
real music 

Sturdy all-molded plastic. 
8-in. Saxophone. Silver clr. 
49 N B467—Wt. 4 oz., 77c 
11 -inch Trumpet. Gold color. 
49 N 8465—Wt. 4 oz.. 77¢ 

11-inch Clorinet, Black, 
49 N B466—Wt. 4 oz.. 77c 

Music, music, music, 8- 
key xylophone 1134 im. 
long, drum and cymbals. 
2 sticks, music book. On 
metal stand, legs. Shpg. 
wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 8469.........82c 

Exceptional Toy 

Water Color Set. Brush, 
54 colors in metal box. 
4 mixing sections in lid. 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N8471.. 77c 

Counting Jump Rope. Dial 
in plastic handle counts up 
to 45. 7 feet long. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49N8420............ 82c 

Binoculars. 3-power 
lenses, non-prismatic. 6 
in. long. Plastic. 
49N8426-Wt. 8 oz.66c 

Pockage of 2 Gyroscopes. 
Pull cord, they balance. 
Metal, about 3 in. high. 
49 N 8429-Wt. 10 0z.82c 

Remote Control Cor. 
53 in. plastic of 1930 
Coupe. Red. Order 2 “D” 
batteries on next page. 
49N8475-Wt. 6 oz.8Bc 

Shaver. Safe fun for "little 
shavers.” Buzzes just like 
Dad's. 314 in. Plastic. Has 
penlite battery included. 
49N8476-Wt. 7 0z....77c 



Sounds like a 
real truck 

$697 zz 

Hear it idle . . then rev "er up. Dump bed raises and lowers . . vehicle 
travels forward and backward. Put it through its paces by shifting 
any of the 3 controls. Rugged plastic truck works with or without motor 
sound. Steel chassis rides on 6 tires. 20x9x10 inches high. Order 4 “D” 

batteries below at right. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

79 N 5419C— Shipping weight 7 pounds.....................$6.97 

Mighty Mike Set 
Performs like a tank—scrambles 

over obstacles twice its size 

Snap-on backs change it $729 without 
into 3 different vehicles — 

Turn knob on side and watch Mighty Mike 
climb over 3 obstacle tracks. Climb-Action- 

Traction carries him up ramps and over the 
bridges. Converts into wrecker, trailer and 
camper by snapping units onto back. 

Wrecker has winch and hoist. Take off side 
gates on trailer for a flatbed. Double-decker sta. 
tion wagon comes with luggage rack. 514x234 
inches wide. High-impact plastic. 

Order 2 “AA” batteries at right. 

79 N 5746C M—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. $7.29 

Trailer 

Wrecker 

Move mountains and rocks 
33-pc. Military Construction 
Set helps install defense 

lines . . gets work done fast 

s417 Rd 

Gangway! Here come the Army Engineers. 
Switch controls forward or reverse on each 
vehicle. Big 8-inch dump truck automat- 
icaly dumps; 7-inch cement mixer also 
spins drum; 7-inch bulldozer lifts blade. 
Includes: trailer, 15 hand-painted soldiers, 
boulders, rocks, trees, coal, detour sign. 
Made of high-impact olive-drab plastic. 
From Hong Kong. Order 3 “D” batteries 
for vehicles on page 482. 

Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 4 oz. 
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Put BlG BLADE 
to work 

Tractortreads move independently 
like a real bulldozer 

.. push huge 1-foot blade 

A SEARS :[2^? cen 
EXCLUSIVE 

Moves forward, re- 
verse, left or right; 
lifts or lowers blade, 
all by remote control 

Clear away sand, level off grades by remote control. Make it go right or left, 
forward or reverse. Dozer blade automatically raises or lowers when the job 
calls for it. Plenty of muscle in Big Blade. Deep-cleat treads get over boulders 
or out of ditches. Climbs where few toy vehicles ever climbed before. Shatter- 
resistant plastic construction shrugs off bumps and jolts. Authentically de- 
signed down to the diesel exhaust. Simulated driver looks like he's handling 
Big Blade. 18x12x9 inches high. Order 4 “D” batteries below. 
79 N 5708C —Shipping weight 8 pounds. ..........-.--.-..+--+-+ $12.49 

79 N 4660—"D" Bottery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz...... 
79 N 4665—"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz..... 
79 N 4666M —"AA" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 1 oz... Each 16c: 6 for 90c 



1/32 and 1/24 scale . . all ready to race 

on commercial or home raceways 

( 5 thru 9 ) Choose from 2 American or 3 Eu- 
ropean cars, vue Grand Prix and Grand 
Touring racers. All boast super-detailed 
molded plastic bodies, Delrin* plastic chassis 
with swing pickups, hi-torque 12-v. motors. 
Rubber tires, chrome-color trim, windscreens 
and driver. (5 and 6) are 4; scale, about 5% 
inches long; (7 thru 9) are 3%, scale, about 6 
inches long. -scale cars will run on ts- 
scale track (see page 515). 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
(5) 49 N 7664-Camaro $8350. Be a sport! 
(6) 49 N 7665-Muslang 2+2. Set the pace 
(T) 49 N 7670-GP Ferrari Squalo 555. 
(8) 49 N 7671-Porsche RS-60. Sleek GT. 
(9) 49 N 7672-Lotus 23. Super-fast GT 
Shipping weight each 8 ounces Each $4.99 

>. $. 

Strombecker Cars 

For 1/32-scale ¢ 439 
home raceways n 

All authentically detailed. Snap together in 
seconds with instant-action fasteners. Each 
with high-impact plastic body, powerful 12- 
volt motor. Delrin/metal chassis with inde- 
pendently rotating front wheels. Spade rub- 
ber tires, aluminum wheels, decals and driver. 
Each about 5% in. long. Ready to race. 
(10) 49 N 20896-Ford J. One of Ford's fastest. 
(11) 49 N 20897-Dino Ferrari. A sensation! 
(12) 49 N 20898-McLaren Mark 11. Latest design. 

49 N 20899-A merican Roadster. Thrilling 
49 N 7649- Porsche Carrera. Fast and hot! 
49 N 7651-Cheetah. A real challenger. 

..Each $4.39 

(13) 
(14) 
(5) 
Shipping weight each 6 ounces. 

Strombecker Car Repair Kit. For 4; scale. 
Be sure to have one for “pit stops." Includes 
4 tires, 4 pickup wires and guide pin. 
49 N 7627—Shipping weight 2oz........ Kit 99c 
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Jim Hall's Chaparral 2-E. . 1/24-scale Slot Car with 
Nascar 40,000-rpm motor and a rear spoiler that works 
One of the most exciting ready-to-race models in history. 
Take it to a commercial slot raceway and watch it perform. 
The full-length aluminum chassis serves as one big swing- 
ing guide arm that actually operates the elevated spoiler— 
lowers it going into the turns, raises it coming out on the 
straightaway. Tough, injection-molded plastic body. 634 
inches long. Made by Cox. 
49 N 20893— Shipping weight 1 pound $10.99 

3 Q IIS 

Solder metal 
Electric tool also 

cuts, welds plastic 

4 

16-pc. Tool Set 
for cars, hobbies 

Great help in building 
slot racer, tiny models 
of all kinds. Bayonet- 

Repair slot cars or 
scratch-build one of 
your own design! 

Electric tool has type handle takes %s, 
copper tip for solder- “o, %o-inch socket 
ing (20 in. of flux wrenches and socket 
wire included). Also 3 
brass tips for plastic 
reshaping, smoothing, 
cutting. 2314-watt heat 
ing unit. Has 6 sty- 
rene rods. 110-120-v., 

attachments for 3 and 
2-prong hubs. Straight 
and 90* Allen head 
wrenches, 3 screwdriv- 
ers, 3 end wrenches. 
Compact blue plastic 

60-c. AC. UL listed. fold-out case. 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Shipping wt. 12 oz. 

49 N 20830. . . . .$2.99 49 N 20832. .. . .$2.66 

Classic Gamma Ray . . the first 1/24-scale 

Slot Racer with functional disc brakes 

around slot raceway. Noses its way close 
to the ground . . speeds deeper into the turns 
and through Stops fast because its 
disc brake ism clamps to rear wheels 
when your cont slows car down. Boasts troller 
pan-type aluminum chassis, independently ro- 

Cox 15-ohm 

Mark 4 Controller 
Gives instant response 

to most slot racers 

$644 

One of the finest, most 
sensitive made . 
rugged it 

High ica 
case is cool 

g 
Dynamic bi 

protected. 
tangle 
with 3 

. 80 
outwears 

many others. A taper- 
wound resistor even 
handles super-fast 6 
and 12-volt motors. 

plastic 
to touch- 

vented on 4 sides. 
Comfortable 4%-inch 

ip for stead: 
rakes react 

when you let up on 
the plunger. Fuse wire 

Has no- 
wer 

racing. 

cord 
alligator clips. 

Shipping wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 20821.. ..$644 Á 



Our finest 

Microscope 
for the student has 

100 to 600-power 

Sears Microscope- 
Laboratory Set 

:144 

Bring the fabulous world of science to your child in a 
clear interesting way. Electric 3-turret microscope with 
zoom lens magnifies 75 to 600 times for studying. nm 
animal cells and other specimens provided 

100 to 300 power 

3-turret zoom lens 
Microscope plus lighted substage 

$699 s1288 

Analyze hundredsofor- Rugged metal frame construc 
ganismsandspeciesthat tion, precision rack-and-pinion 

the unaided eye could focusing. Specimens stay in 
never see. Revolving 3- focus even when zooming from 
turret lens gives three one power to another. Substage 
views to study. Rack- is battery-illuminated. Brown Examine just about anything—leaves, child can watch Pay inp atas aeeie 2 
and-pinion focusing. enamel finish. 8!4 inches high. ferns, insects, .. even coins, Detailed manual, charts guide the stu- 
Metal frame, plastic From Japan. Uses2 "AA" bat- stampsand rocks—with amazing clarity, — dents in their projects. 110-120-v., 60-c, 
stage. Spring clip hold- teries (order 1 pkg. below). Rack-and-pinion focusing on the metal AC plug-in illuminator, UL 
er for slides, 7*4 in. high 
Imported from Japan. 

Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 
49 N 1932 .....$6.99 

49 N 1929-Wt. 31bs..$12.88 

"AA" Batteries- Package of 2. 

49 N 4666-Wt. 2 oz.Pkg. 34c 

and plastic scope. Swing it around a full 
360* to study objects that won't fit on 

vides good lighted view of subject mat- 
ter. 3-panel cabinet opens to 13% 
in,—for storage of complete kit. 
49 N 1909-Shpg. wt. She. Set $14.44 

Shrimp hatching Kit . . 99¢ 

watch shrimp eggs hatch 

Kit includes everything needed to 
conduct simple fascinating experi- 
ment. You just drop shrimp eggs in 
brine solution—then watch actual 
hatching of baby shrimp under 
microscope. Instructions. Japan. 

49 N 21574-Shpg. wt. 2 oz.Set 99c 

Live Protozoa Set . . e 
ic 

watch one cell forms grow 99 

Grow your own microscopic proto- 
z08 with this set—everything in- 

cluded—spores, hatching chamber, 
eye dropper; instructions. You also 
get butterfly and beetle specimens 
for microscopic analysis. 
49 N 1966—Shpg. wt. 3 oz.Set 99c 

Complete kit $499 
for slide making 

Materials for 25 glass-mounted slides. 
Bottles of Canadian balsam and meth- 
ylene blue used to mount and stain 
specimens, making them easier to 
view, In Styrofoam® plastic lined box. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
0 Ay | Tae Kit $1.99 
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Study frog development $ 1" 

on 12 prepared slides 

Informative and educational aid for student 
and teacher. Includes sequences of egg fertiliza- 
tion, cleavages, 4, 16 and 32 cells, blastula, gas- 
trula, neural and the longitudinal and latitu- 

dinal tail-bud cross-sections. From Japan. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 

49 N 21573.... Kit $1.99 

Prepared Slides c 
of actual specimens 

Scientifically prepared cross sections to in- 
crease your range of microscopic study. Japan. 

49N21563-Butterfly, |. 49N21567 a Life 
honey bee parts (legs, ^ (scales, spicules, egg, 
wings, eye, antennae). and more). 

49N21564-Structure — 49N21569-Silk Worm 
ofBlood(human,dog, (egg, antennae, eye, 
horse, fish, mouse, etc.) ^ abdomen, leg, more). 

49N21565-TinyCrea- 49 N 21571-Insects 
tures (ants, aphis, spi- (wing of cicada, leg of 
ders, fruit fly, more). beetle, misc. antennae) 

49 N21566-Bacteria — 49N21572-Frog Tis- 
(streptococcus, bacil- sues (liver, tongue with 
lus, mycrobacterium) tastebuds, heart,more). 
Shipping weight each box 3 ounces. . . . Box 99c nto Sears 537 



all yours with HO-scale Road Race Sets 

Lap counters on all lai 
tally your scores 
automatically 



on 

~~ 
4 

Puppies with 
heads that bob 

Pat 'em on the head . . 
they'll respond with a grate- 
ful nod. 7 inches long. 
49 N 8413— Beagle 
49 N 8414— Poodle 
49 N 8415— Dachshund 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Each 82c 

Barbie Car. Sleck converti- 
ble seats two. Colorful plas- 

Jr. Coffee Set 
with service for 3 

23 pieces. Set includes 3 
cups with holders, 3 forks, 
3 knives, 3 spoons, 3 saucers, 

Plastic. From Hong Kong. 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Æ 
49 N 8401........Set 82c 

Catalog page st PR 

Double-Doll 
Hold her one way, she's 
happy, lovable. Reverse 
her, she's sad, pouty. 
Beautifully painted 

in. tall. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N B477........ B88c 

ET 

9x4-in. Purse . . just like 
Mom's. Mal 
money, cosmetics, more. 
Plastic. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 N8481........ 88c 

Includes egg beater, mix- 
ing bowl, fry pan, double 
boiler, saucepans with 

Beatles Wallets 
Vinyl, with teen idol poses 
as decoration. Hold coins, 
bills, photos. Also have mir- 
ror, comb, emery board. 
49 N 8411— Beatles 
49 N 8478—Skipper 
Wt. ea. 4 oz... Each 77c 

Play Iron. Steel. Non-elec- 
tric. Turquoise hood. 7 
inches long. Shpg.wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 8480. 

Cleaning Set. 23-in. dust 
mop. 2234-inch broom. 

Plastic dustpan, apron. 2 
soap boxes. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N8404.......... 88c 

Every little girl wants to 
play “mother” to her doll. 
This set makes play almost 
real, features Pet® Milk 
Magic Bottle Jr.; bottle 
warmer; rattle; divided 

Gangway! It's mountain-moving time for 

the Army engineers . . and fun-time for you 

33-piece Military 
Construction Set 

bed 
without 98 Now $499 zs 

High-impact, olive drab plastic vehicles go forward, 
reverse. 8-in. dump truck automatically dumps. 7-in. 
bulldozer has blade-lifting control. 73¢-in. cement 
mixer has revolving drum. Also: trailer, 15 hand- 
painted soldiers, boulders, trees, coal, detour sign. 
From Hong Kong. Order 3 “D” batteries. 
49 N 5665—Shipping wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz. ... . Set $4.99 
“D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. 

quM Each 16c; 4 for 60c 49 N 4660 

Make the Martian disappear, 

command the Mystery Space 

Ship, "uncut" the Martian 

String, do 14 other astound- 

ing tricks—all inspired by TV's 

“My Favorite Martian" 

Gilbert 17-trick 
Martian Magic Set 

$ 439 

Let TV-star Ray Walston show you 

how to perform “‘out-of-this-world” 
tricks. Work the Disintegrator Box. 
Solve the Moon Maid mystery. 
Probe secrets of the Space Coupe . . 
the Galaxial Guillotine, Penetrating 
Meteorite, Rebellious Rocket and 
more. Plastic, metal. Instructions. 
79 N 1739C —Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $4.39 fasts SEARS 525 



meger S PLATOON 

> Wm 

i 3 Each 7-inch figure 

The roughest, toughest outfit ever 

Fighting Tigers Platoon Barracks 
Complete with headquarters, $ 6? 
arsenal of weapons, 2 soldiers. 

And only Sears has this set 

Just itching for action, these hardened fighting men await orders. When 
hidden release is pressed on each figure— "'Sarge" whips up automatic pistol, 
"Machine Gun Mike" swings up submachine gun. Figures fully bendable 
for many positions. Clad in camouflaged khaki battle issue with helmet. 

Color-printed cardboard barracks about 15 x 3 x 13 in. high, with 2 double 
bunks, 2 footlockers . . even a snappy dress uniform. (All uniforms are 
removable.) 42 pieces of equipment include rifles, pistols, submachine guns, 
grenades, walkie-talkies, more. Plastic. Partly assembled. Like everything 
else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
49 N 6039— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. . 

Brave Knights battle Vikings 
Work the throwing catapults of Norsemen 

with against colorful feudal castle. Send armored 
helmet 

knights to gallantly repel the invaders. 

124 $Q99 
Fighting Tigers. Bendable plastic with mechanized arm. Uniformed. 7 in. tall. pieces 
(1) 49 N 6041— The Rock. Hard character. Actually tosses hand grenade. 
(2). 49 N 6051— Big Ears. Raises telephone to ear to get all orders. 
(3) 49 N 6040—Sarge. Tiger leader. Whips up, aims his automatic pistol 
(4) 49 N 6090— Combat Kid. Stops tanks. Throws “Molotov cocktail.” 
(5) 49 N 6052— Bugle Ben. Lifts bugle to lips, ready to sound any call. 
(6) 49 N 6043— Machine Gun Mike. Swings up his sub-machine gun. 
(7) 49 N 6042— Tex. Whips up his big rifle, ready to aim and fire. 

Fierce fighting Vikings swarm to attack the castle. But gallant knights 

sally forth, charge with dashing bravery to stop the enemy. While 
the battle rages back and forth, catapults hurl missiles against the 
castle walls . . the slash of sword is met with sweep of broad-axe 
shield counters lance. Bits of old-time history can be realistically re 
enacted for educational value. Finely detailed plastic figures in many 

k to ai fighting-action positions. Figures 234 inches high; 54 Vikings, 36 
(8) 49 N 6095— Pretty Boy. Snaps a real “West Point" salute. knights . . many on horses. Plastic trees, stone walls and rock for- 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces. ........ cse Beck $2.19 mations. Metal castle 22x17x14 inches high. Unassembled. 

520 | Sears | mac 79 N 5940L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. : .....Set $8.99 
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SEARS HO-GAUGE TRAIN SET . . run 5-unit diesel freight cross country, through the tunnel, around 

the town on its own scenic board with 12 feet of track, 2 switches and 65-piece plastic town 

Available only at Sears 33 456 35.00. Complete with powerpack 

HO size—scaled 50% smaller than regular 
or “027"-gauge trains for exciting minia- 
ture realism. Detailed 5-unit plastic and 
metal train runs fast or slow, forward or 

Train pulled by diesel switcher locomotive. Beauti- 

fully detailed cars include flatcar with 2 autos, hop- 

per, boxcar and caboose. Plastic layout measures 

47x34x4 in. high. Includes station, houses, people, 

Set also includes track and 2 manual switches. UL 
listed 1-amp. powerpack (110-120-v., 60-c. AC) 
has 2 posts; gives 4 to 18-v. DC to run train. Sent 
freight (rail, truck), express. 

reverse. Cars couple, uncouple. animals, trees and other plastic accessories. 79 N 9716N—Shipping weight 15 lbs... .$34.66 

Authentically-detailed 

—- TYCO HO-gauge Train Sets . . 

each with 12-ft. track, 17-piece bridge and trestle, powerpack 

Just like the hardworking yard hustlers that haul goods across the land. Each set 

‘comes with track for 45x36-in. oval with rerailer section that may be used anywhere 

in the loop. Plus 17-piece plastic bridge and trestle set (not shown) you can set up 

over "rough terrain.” All engines are reversible . . trains run forward and backwards. 

Plastic and metal. UL listed power pack (110-120-v., 60-c. AC). Japan. Dyna 

5-pole motor. Nylon worm and gear. Precision ground wheel bearings. 

Four-unit Set. Powered F9 diesel engine with working headlight. Set also includes 

refrigerator car, cable reel car and caboose. Makes a perfect HO starter set. 

49 N 9719—Shipping weight 5 lbs. 8 oz. $3.00 monthly. ......« Cash $17.88 

Q Six-unit Set. Alco 430 Century diesel engine with operating headlight pulls tanker, 
refrigerator car, flatcar with load of cable reels, hopper and caboose. 

79 N 9718C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. $4.00 monthly.............. ‘Cash $24.66 

Eight-unit Set. Pacific 4-6-2 steam locomotive with operating headlight pulls 
long haul tender, gondola, skid flatcar, boxcar, tanker, covered hopper and caboose. 

79 N 9717C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. $4.00 monthly. ..........-- Cash $29.66 

Battery-run HO Train with working 
locomotive and station house 

Locomotive puffs out smoke rings, stops 
on track in front of station, bell rings, 
train starts up again. Cars include tender, 4 Straight Track. 9 inches long. Package of 4. 

[A James 
ttim HO-gauge 

Accessories |5 " E 5 99 
without 
partenes freight ‘car, caboose. 110-in, HO-gauge 49 N 9903—Shipping weight pkg. 4 0z..........-- Pkg. 96c 

track. High-impact plastic. Japan. Uses ? 
aoe s tierce) Curved Track. 18 inches long. Package of 4 

batteries, order 1 pkg. below D $9 N9912-- Shipping weight pkg. 4 o£-- Pkg. 96c 
_49 N 9738— Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz... $5.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660— Wt. pkg. 8 oz... ..Pkg. 36c 

Remote Control Switch. Shipping weight each 5 oz. 

522 Sears rc 49N9901-Lt. Hand.Ea. $3.99 49N9902-Rt. Hand. Ea. $3.99 
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Complete Biology Outfit 
combines dissection and 

microscopic study 

Dissection materials: 

* 5 animal specimens 
(2 with color-injected 
circulatory systems) 

* 12 prepared slides 

* Shrimp hatchery 

* Charts 

Complate $ 19° 

5-turret metal and plastic microscope 
with rack-and-pinion focusing. Micro- 
scope turns 360°, tilts, has removable 
stage, plug-in light (UL listed for 110- 
120-v., 60-c, AC). 

Biological materials include clam, 
crayfish, frog, earthworm, fish speci- 
mens. Color-injected fish and frog per- 
mit microscopic study of circulatory 
system. The 12 prepared slides show 
plant stem structure. Also included 
is microtome for making tissue-thin 
sections; spatula, scalpel, eyedropper. 
Detailed manual, color charts. Cabi- 
net opens to 29x3x13% in. high. See 
p. 537 for additional slides. 
49 N 1933— Wt. 8 lbs... .Set $19.99 

Biology Accessory Outfit 
For the student who already s999 

owns a microscope 

A valuable supplement to high school classwork. Complete Biology Manual with 
color charts shows dissection and plant stem structure. Includes a shrimp hatchery 
with eggs; microtome that makes thin tissue sections. Specimens include preserved 
fish, crayfish, frog and earthworm plus frog and fish with color-injected veins and 
arteries for a study of the circulatory system. Also includes:tray, knives, slides. 
Metal carry case 12x7x4!4 inches deep. 
49 N 1944— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . .... Kit $9.99 

Plastic Visible Man 
Take-apart plastic model lets ¢ 494 
you study the human body 

See-thru "skin" enables you to analyze the wonders of man's 
bodily makeup . . see bones, organs, muscles, nerves as well as di- 
gestive and circulatory systems. All pieces are plastic, easy to take 
apart and reassemble—just press and fit the sections together. 16 
inches tall on the base. Complete with booklet. 

49 N 1946—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces......... $4.94 

538 Sears t$ 
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Mineralogy Laboratory 
Analyze rocks . . do chemical s 19 

experiments to identify minerals 

Designed to help you identify unknown minerals through chemi 
cal tests, Outfit includes 144-page manual; big 16x26-in. mineral 

identification chart, 15 mineral specimens. Also has alcohol lamp, 
test tubes and holder, rack and charcoal. Geologist's hammer 
breaks up and uncovers minerals. You can study crystals with 
plastic magnifier. 3-panel metal cabinet opens to 29-in. width. 
49 N 1969— Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces. . . .S 

Chemical 
Magic 

65 tricks to 
amaze and 

amuse your 
friends 

$ 389 

The Magic Manual explains 
how to play tricks with in- 
visible ink, make liquids change 
color; perform scores of mysti- 
fying chemical stunts. Set in- 

cludes alcohol lamp, test tubes, 
tumblers and chemicals. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 c 
49 N 1968 

Basic Chem Lab 
Study elementary chemistry s694 

and molecular action 

Modular outfit of scientific knowledge for learning the 
chemical secrets of foods, dyes and paints in a pleasant in- 
teresting way. Have fun, too, with chemical magic, liquid 
stardust, chemical snakes, magic stars. Make studies of mo- 
lecular motion, chromotography and weather indicators. 
You'll have enough chemicals for 500 experiments. Equip- 
ment includes gram weight scale, alcohol lamp, test tubes. 
Plastic case with 3-section storage— racks for containers; 
space for equipment. Opens to 21x15 in. high. Instr. manual. 
79 N 1970C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. ......Set $6.94 



Take command as you "drive" this big fire engine 
to the scene . . turn it, back it up, even raise 

and lower snorkel unit . . all by remote control 

Push button and ladder rises more than 2 feet. Fireman in 
basket grips nozzle. Engine looks just like ones now in opera 
tion. Hi-impact plastic, metal, 19 in. long, 514x714 in. high. 
Uses 4 “D” batteries, order pkg. below 
49 C 5805—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. . . ... $9.99 

“D" Batteries. Package of 6 
49 C 46606—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. ... Pkg. $1.19 

PCBKM 
522 [Sears] Assis NOTE: All vehicles on page from Japan. 

‘ating nade scans by daima maa pn 

Goes forward, turns, backs up $ 
. . tailgate and top ramp lower 

Make deliveries to car dealers along the way. You supervise unloading actions and 

THE PUSH-BUTTON FUN OF 

REMOTE CONTROL 

Auto Transport hauls 5 cars 

direction of big transporter by remote control. Battery-powered auto carrier is hi-impact 
plastic and metal 

Uses 4 “D” batter! 
79 € 5801C—Shipping weight 6 pounds 

without batteries 

Drive switch activates wrecker 
so it goes forward or back, left or 
right. Action switch lets the two 
turning booms raise or lower hooks and 
chains. Four push buttons and manual 
knobs on top of gantry let you direct the 

age at left 
Shipping weight 

49C5802.... 

rubber tires. 1214 in. long, 4x6 
high. Operates on 4 “D” batteri 

Double Action Wrecker 

ic wrecker has metal 

, order 

3 pounds 2 ounc 

30 in. long with tailgate lo 
headlights, rubber tires, detailed cab interior. Five 

order package below at left 

red. Realistic-looking with simulated 
inch free-rolling plastic cars included 

$11.99 



So soft, because of his deep pile “fur” 
So big, he stands a full 19 inches tall 

Honey Bear $999 

From his fluffy round ears to his black felt nose he's a fine 
furry fellow, Plump, two-tone body of lustrous high-pile 
rayon plush, Low-pile plush snout and paws. Brown eyes 

c safety locked-in under black felt lashes. Cotton filled. 

. decoration for a teen's bed. A crib pet for tots 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

49 N 4133 $2.99 

Zippy squeaks 
like real chimp 

3589 

And he looks just like one, 
too. Curly rayon plush 
body is cotton filled. Mis- 
chievous face, big ears, 
hands and shoes are sturdy 
vinyl that whisks clean 
with a damp cloth. Dressed 
for playtime in jaunty hat, 
shirt and overalls. Lovable 
chimp stands 16 inches tall. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 
12 ounces. 
49 N4088........ $5.89 

$369 

long rayon pl 
Each is 11 in. tall . . 
comes with own groom 
ing brush. Colorful 
satin collars and bows 
add a dress-up air. 
Shpg. wt. each 1 Ib. 
Sitting Kitten. Pink. 
49 N 4143....$3.69 

Sitting Pup. Yellow. 
49 N 4140. . . .$3.69 526 SEARS rea 

Caitiion pace scans by cdaisinas meseld 

Fluffy the cat $994 
has real fur 3 

Stroke her . . she has real white fur 
thick, soft coat that's smooth and silky. 
wonderful bed decoration for tots, teen- 
agers. 18 in. long. Cotton stuffed. 
49 N 4007—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... ....$3.94 

Siamese Kitten 

3984 
A cuddly beige kitten of soft Creslan® 
acrylic. She has the delicate seal point 

markings on her ears and nose. Cotton-and- 
foam plastic filled. Washable. 15 inches high. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 N 4132 .$2.84 

Fuzzy the Dog 
has long-fiber trim 

$959 

2 Bright-eyed cocoa-colored cuddle pup 
made of soft rayon plush with acrylic fiber 

trim on ears, muzzle and feet. Cotton-and- 
foam plastic filled. About 1214 inches high. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 
49 N 4137..... eee rernm n nt $3.59 

4 little pets as cute as can 

$199 P 
Delightful companions of fine quality rayon 
plush. Plastic eyes and ribbon bows. Bears 
have soft vinyl muzzles. Cotton-and-foam 
plastic stuffed . . so soft and squeezy. 

3 Kitten. Gray and white. 12 in. tall. 
49 N 4139—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.....$1.99 

4 Puppy. Yellow and white. 11 in. tall. 
49 N 4138—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.....$1.99 

5 Boby Bear. Brown. 1334 in. tall. 
49 N 4102—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz...... $1.99 

6 Beby Pando. Black and white. 1334 in. 
49 N 4126—Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz...... $1.99 

Fur Cat with Kittens 
.. all in a basket #569 

The 12-inch mother cat and her two S-inch 
kittens are snuggled together in a deco- 
rated gold-color reed basket. All of soft, 
white fur with cotton stuffing. 
49 N 4362—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... ... $5.69 

Magilla Gorilla and Pals 

$194 
each 

Here's that rolicking gang of TV 
fame . . lots of fun to play with. 
They're accurately reproduced in 
short- rayon plush with colorful 
felt trim and accessories. Start a col- 
lection of these funny characters. 
Firm cotton filling for shape reten- 
tion. About 12 inches high. 

(7) 49 N 4135— Magilla Gorilla 
(8) 49 N 4136—Ricochet Rabbit 

(9) 49 N 4074— Droop-a-Long 
(10) 49 N 4075—Punkin Puss 

(11) 49 N 4076— Mushmouse 
Shpg. wt. ea. 10 oz. . ..Each $1.94 



BATTLEGROUND EUROPE 

Attack! Lead U.S. and allied troops to storm 

German position. Cannons, machine guns, plane 

shoot play shells. Building “explodes” when hit 

330 $099 158 s29 
pieces 

Heavy gunfire signals the start of battle action. Gun crews fire the M-88 
cannon (with 10 shells), the heavy-field howitzer (with 4 shells), the 3 

machine guns (with 30 shells). A P-39 plane adds its firepower (with 5 shells). 
All actually shoot play shells. When the cnemy building is hit, it's demolished 
with a bang . . as cap inside goes off. 
Now 78 battle-posed American, British, French troops surge forward 

to engage 64 action-posed German soldiers. Joining the fray are 2 more 
planes, 3 paratroopers with parachutes. Other accessories: jeeps, field guns, 
tanks, half-tracks, landing craft, personnel carrier. Also included: 12 sitting 
soldiers, pontoon bridge, pillbox, trench mortar, tank trap, camouflaged 

cannon net, field phone, land mines, barbed wire, rifles, pistols, grenades, 
much more. All pieces are plastic. Figures of soldiers 2% inches high. 
79 N 5950L—330-piece Set. Shipping weight 8 pounds T $9.99 

79 N 5949C—158-piece Set. Like above but fewer pieces. Wt. 4 lbs... 5.29 

Battlefield Base. 42x36-inch plastic sheet. 
49 N 6098— Shipping weight 3 ounces. ..49c 

BATTLE OF FORT APACHE 

Sound the charge! Man the cannons that shoot 
play shells. Rush frontier scouts and cavalry to 

rescue wagon train and fort from Indian raid 

330 $139 | 101 $599 
pieces pieces 

Indians on the warpath burst from cover to capture the wagon train as it 
rolls toward the fort. But from the 2 blockhouses and catwalks inside the 
stockade walls, army sharpshooters take their toll. Mounted cavalrymen dash 
out to join crews of 2 shell-shooting cannons to make “injuns bite the dust.” 
Re-enactment of such incidents of the Old West are fascinating, educational. 

tic fort with swinging gates surrounds about 244x244 feet of frontier 
Steel “supply” building about 12x4x1134 in. high. 51 action-posed 

bines, bows and arrows, bugles, more. Plastic. 2%4-in. figures. 
79 N 6063L—330-piece Set. Shipping weight 9 Ibs... .. 
79 N 5951C—101-piece Set. Like above but fewer pieces. 
Londscape Base. 42x36-inch plastic sheet. 
49 N 6094—Shipping weight 3 ounces 



Only at Sears will you fínd these LIONEL 027 
al regular-gauge Train Sets . . each with 
€ 8 feet of track and transformer 

5-unit Diesel Freighter runs forward and reverse Steam locomotive with headlight leads 
. . cars couple and uncouple by remote control 6-unit freighter with 2 loaded cars 

] Colorful Union Pacific diesel switcher engine heads this train. Q Just like the old Iron Horses that supplied the pioneers . . this rugged plastic Headlight blazes ahead. Uncouple a car or two, run train for- and metal train is pulled by a solid steam locomotive. Just right for a young ward, reverse and couple waiting cars. Train sings along the rails engineer. Locomotive has shining headlight. Cars include coal tender, hopper, 
. » box car doors slide open and close, cable reel flat car, hopper and flat car, cable reel car and caboose. Flat car transports husky load of timber. 
work caboose. Set track in oval or circle. UL listed transformer. Cable reel car carries giant plastic reels. Haul other playset pieces on the cars, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Train made of plastic and metal. too. Complete with track and transformer. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. 
under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 49 N 9723..........- Soleeveceve CIT vbe on o do o o otak dupli oe. $1844 Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
49 N 9724— $4.00 monthly. n.n., ap seen Cash $22.50 

Log car automatically unloads . . locomotive chugs, 
headlight shines ahead for this 6-unit Electric Train Set 

This train comes straight from the northwoods with a load of timber. Steam- 
Our lowest-priced Electric Train runs fast or slow 

Steam-type 027 engine travels around its own 84-in. circle of track. type 027 engine pulls log car beside bin . . set lever . . watch logs tumble out. Coal tender, gondola and caboose all realistically decorated. Haul Train runs fast, slow. Includes slant-back coal tender, hopper, gondola, caboose. 
plastic Indians and troop supplies in the gondola. Plastic and metal Track forms 11!4-foot oval. Plastic and metal. 25-watt transformer. UL listed. 
train. 25-w, transformer. UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 9725—Shipping weight 6 pounds.................. $9.88 49 N 9816—Shipping weight 7 pounds, . 

027 Regular-Gauge Accessories Battery-run 4-unit Train 
(3) 49 N 9731-Straight Track. 9% in. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 8oz. Pkg. $1.09 - Switches on its 9-foot track 
(4) 49 N 9730-Curved Track. 10% in. Pkg. of 4. Wt. 8oz. Pkg. 1.09 027 locomotive with shining headlight leads this hard working little train. è; om Se mede. Cars include tender, gondola, caboose. Track may be arranged in oval shape a AEA EE A SHppMEÉOREM 100 iih awitcher ar In coutisucus rare] figure 3. Piesi aui teital trito. te 
6 49N9752-Right-hand Manual Switch. 10in.long. Wt. L1b..$3.44 Colorful gift box. Uses 2 "C" batteries, order 1 package below. 49N9746-Left-hand Manual Switch (not shown). Wt. 11b.. 344 — 49 N 9720 Ten p weight 1 pes exe a $399..4 77 90-w. Tra Sj . UL listed. 110-120v.,60-,AC, — 49 N 4665— "C" Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. .Pkg. 36c 

49 N 9758— Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces. ... ...... $11.99 rc Sears 523 
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Motorized Agitator 

Special Set..Table with perforated hardboard back 
plus chemicals and equipment for 750 experi 

Chemicals. Lab Table 

and Table only 

$ 2999 $ 1 244 

An experiment center to keep lab 
equipment handy. Shelves and 
apparatus from Sears Chem Labs 
attach to perforated hardboard 
back. Roomy work surface holds 
spills. Plastic dry sink. Walnut 
stained pine and hardboard ta 
ble; stur teel legs with plastic 
tips, 25x17x44 in. high. Agitator 
uses ell batteries (order at 
right). Unassembled. Wt. 25 lbs. 

Table and Chem Lab. All lab 
materials at right but without 
metal pegboard panel sections. 
79 N 1967C2 ...Set $29.99 

Science Lab Table only 
79 N 1918C-Wt. 141bs.$12.44 

exp I 
TUR x y "Seas: 

Weigh chemicals, study gases or launch :1 19 
a rocket . . even do chemical magic set 

Your little technician will be able to run chemical tests of fabrics, 
make inks and dyes as well as manufacture chemical products 
with this set. It has metal lab panels. Includes 20 bottles of chem- 
icals, test papers, test tubes, rack, precision balance and a chemical 
rocket. Also included is a non-spill alcohol lamp as well as a 

. chemistry manual. 
Three-panel metal pegboard lab set-up—opens to a 29-inch 

width. An additional manual is also furnished, giving you com- 
plete instructions for producing a fun-filled magic show. 
49 N 1971—Shipping weight 6 pounds 9 ounces, . . . .Set$10.19 

ne———— 

advanced experiments 
. . Conduct studies with our most complete 

selection of materials and equipment 

* Motorized agitator * Condenser tube. glassware 

* 31 chemicals; test tubes + Spectroscope; rocket 

* Lab balance; centrifuge * Lab trough; tube holder 

compie § 2 1 88. 
Fascinating experiments make learning lots of fun for the budding chem- 
ist. Includes the Master Chemistry Manual, one of the most complete 
and authoritative experiment books for youngsters. Special emphasis is 
placed on learning basic facts about atoms, molecules, atomic weights and 
numbers of elements. Practical experiments include testing foods, making 
soaps, paper, perfumes, fertilizer, insecticides. Includes alcohol lamp, 
two manuals plus magic manual for tricks. Four-panel metal pegboard 
lab with plastic shelves opens to 40-in. width. Motorized agitator uses 2 
"D" batteries (not included—order package below). 
49 N 1919—Shipping weight 11 pounds...............5+ Set $21.88 
49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Package of two. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. . . Pkg. 38c 

Jj ih Za A b. 1 
Separate elements with a centrifuge— study 
hydroponics, the science of soilless gardening 

In addition to hydroponics, other basic experiments will teach youngster 
facts about the composition of elements such as air, water and metals. Ad- 
vanced sessions probe the composition of household adhesives and soaps. 
Learn about leather-tanning and perfume making, too. 

Instructions detail use of lab balance for weighing chemicals. Set also in- 
cludes non-spill alcohol lamp, two racks and test tubes; also 20 bottles of 
chemicals. Four-panel metal box opens to 38% inches wide. 
49 N 1936 —Shipping weight 7 pounds 9 ounces. ........... Set $14.44 
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39 without. Batteries 

Turn on switch . . watch motorized 

Volkswagen haul camper trailer 

Metal Volkswagen goes forward or back . . 8 in. 
long, has manual steering. Lighted rear engine 
shows motor fan turning. Doors on 7-in. metal 
trailer open. Rubber tires. Uses 2 “C” batteries, 
order package at lower left of page. Get this bit of 
shopping done— just dial Sears and order it right 
now. 
49 C 5829—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz.. $3.49 

AMAZE-A-MATIC 
$249 tovt 

You program this Chevy Astrovette with $99 
a "computer-card" to go in any direction Motorized Mustang with stick-shift 

you want . . even stop and go in reverse cd runs forward, back, left or right 
Stick shift in front seat lets you change car's 

The fantastic car with a "brain". Just feed a pre-programmed card into rear of car—and it goes. In- speed and direction. Headlights flash, horn sounds. 
dentations on each side of card put this motorized 8-inch plastic car through a variety of maneuvers. "Turn front wheels to go in a circle, 11-inch car bas 
After 1 minute of travel, the card pops out. 12 road signs, 5 pylons, 6 pre-programmed plastic cards metal body with plastic trim and rubber tires. 
and 6 blank cardboard cards (to cut your own program). 
49 C 58017—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... 
49 C 46666— "AA" Batteries. Package of 6. Shipping weight 6 ounces 

pkg. below. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order package below. 

49 C 5888—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $3.49 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 

49 C 46606—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Pkg. 1.19 

Eldon's Touch Command 
uses air pressure to operate 
Submarine or Sports Car 

by remote control 

The Sea Shark submerges $4779 without SEARS CUTS THE PRICE sz 39 without 
in bathtub, pool or lake oed on this Corvette Sting Ray 

Switch hand control on . . motorized submarine responds to the pressure of Last Christmas wos $6.39, now save $1. Motorized car starts, stops, goes 
your fingers on the periscope-shaped control. Sub dives, surfaces, turns left, forward or reverse, turns left or right at your command. Hi-impact plastic 
right or in circles. Plastic “diver” can be set in hatch and is released body on metal chassis . . tinted windows, metallized chrome-color trim, 
automatically before surfacing. Plastic submarine is 12 in. long. Uses 2 rubber tires, 1334 in, long. Uses 2 “D” batteries, order above. 
"C" batteries, order pkg. below. For bathtub or pool. 49 C 5808—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. .......... cesses $5.39 
49 C 58016— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 C 46656—"C" Batteries. Package of 6. Shpg. wt. NOTE: All items on page from Japan, except batteries. Assis: [Sears] 523 
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Go Cart Hot Rod 
features 

real headlights 

Auto battery-powered cars 
scoot along at speeds up 

to 5 miles per hour 

Both have ''stick shift" control for driving 

forward, or backing up to “park.” Both 

equipped with brakes and an electric 

horn. Upholstered seats add to driving 

comfort . . so do the cushiony rubber tires 

Without battery 

$592! 
$6.00 monthly 

Slip behind the wheel of this racy 
rod, ease into gear and go. Tubu- 

larsteel frame, hardboard base 
and fenders, 734-in. steel wheels 
with 134-in. rubber tires. Red fin- 
ish with white seat and backrest 
Steel steering shaft, tear cowl 
Foot control, left-hand brake. 
59x22 in. wide. Assembled. From 
Japan. Order any size 24 auto 
battery (12 volt) from Sears Gen- 

eral Catalog. See shpg. no 
79 N 8971N—Wt. 50 1bs.$59.97 

Wibod baty 
$ 7997 orn 

Streamlined Fire Chief's Car 
even has a foot-operated brake 

Hop in, shift into gear . . you're off to answer that 4-11 alarm. ly styled . . 
fire chief red finish. Black seat and back rest. Steel bod 3 inches wide. 
Removable clear plastic windshield. Chrome-plated grill. Floor control, floor 
brake. 134-inch rubber tires on h steel disc wheels. Assembled. From 
Japan. Order any size 24 auto battery (12-volt) from zeneral Catalog. 

79 N 8972N— Shipping weight 60 lbs. (See shipping note below). ...$79.97 

ITAA zz 

10° 
without batteries 

Just push car in reverse to wind up 

oversize spring motor . . set brake, 

get on, release brake . . and off you go 

ZOOOM-MOBILE by Marx . . 
the newest riding sensation 

Enjoy sports car rides in this flashily-designed car with big spring 
motor power . . while the Za-Zooom motor adds realistic engine roar. 
Sturdily made of high-impact plastic in latest sports car color. Shaped 
bucket seat, dashboard with levers, horn. Large rear deck storage 
trunk with plastic play tools. Plastic tires and wheels with silver- 
colored discs. 37 inches long, 14 inches wide. Partly assembled. 
Order 2 “D” batteries listed at right for Za-Zooom motor. 
79 N 8959L—Shipping weight 17 pounds... 

Stutz Bearcat with 

Za-Zooom Motor 
runs on battery power 

Authentic-styled roadster of the roaring 20's is ready to roll . . up to 5 miles 
an hour. Stops easily, even reverses. Heavy duty red plastic body on steel 
chassis. 42x15 inches wide. Operating foot pedal, hand brake, bulb horn, 
spare tire, noise-making crank. 534-inch wheels. Assembled. Order 2 “D” 
batteries for Za-Zooom motor. Order 12-volt Hot-Shot battery to run car. 
79 N B618NM— Shipping weight 29 Ibs. (See shipping note below). .$27.44 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 oz. . . Fach 16c; 4 for 60c ..$10.99 

79 N 8611 M—12-volt Hot-Shot Battery. Shipping weight 8 Ibs... ..$4.66 
SHIPPING NOTE: Items ending with N or NM (as 
79 N 8618NM) sent freight (rail or truck) or express. ræ SEARS 527 
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THREE-LEVEL 
SERVICE STATION 
with ramp and 
motorized elevator 
You keep busy bossing 15 
people, servicing as many 

as 14 cars. You give cars 

complete service . . with 3 

gas pumps, grease rack, 

airhose, jack, displays and 

more . . 47 pieces in all 

s999 eines, 

All 15 employees must be directed as 
they service late-model plastic cars. 
Battery-operated elevator carries cars 

up. (Order 1 "D" battery on page 
519.) Cars roll down on ramp. 

Service station is well equipped. 
Triple gas-pump island handles all the 
"fill 'er up" business. Grease rack for 
lubrications, jack for tire changes, air 
hose to inflate tires. Battery charger, 
oil can rack, battery and tire displays, 
even a water can to check radiator, 
All durable plastic. 

Service station is colorfully dec- 

orated steel, 31 in. wide, 20 in. deep, 
19 in. high. Unassembled. 
79N5954L-Wt. 10 Ibs „Set $9.99 

DOWN 

SERVICE STATION with working area on roof - 
Cars actually roll down the ramp . . 10-man crew, 11 cars, 3 gas pumps 

(1 really works) . . even a traffic control light that changes colors 

30-piece set 

$499 
equipment includes wash rack, battery charger, Cars have die-cast wheels. One holds water in 

"radiator." “Gas” (water) comes from 1 pump. 
Manually-operated traffic light. Colorful metal 
station 27x15x11 in. high. Unassembled. Other 

SERVICE STATION 

has 5-man crew, 2 cars 
23-plece set 

$399 

Frec-rolling plastic cars with metal wheels want 
service. Fill "em up at the 2 gas pumps. Put 
"em on the rack for “grease jobs." Other acces- 
sories include battery charger, tire display, 
jack, grease gun, bucket, water can, oil can, 
other items. All plastic. Steel and plastic sta- 
tion 27x15x11 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 5952C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... ..Set $3.99 

Colorful plastic “flying wing” 
design attracts business 

522 rn 

m————" 

— Superman and 
Metropolis City 

Make people “walk,” cars move . . speed Super 
man to the rescue, with magnetic moving action. 
Just move the magnetic wand under the plat- 
form. Superman, villains, cars, planes move 
around Metropolis City. Colorful cardboard build- 
ings. Plastic base 23x17 in. wide. Unassembled. 
So easy to order when you just use the the phone. 
79 N 5956C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. „Set $5.99 



z 

Realistic battle 
sounds of a 

machine gun . . 
a rifle . . grenade 

. . zing of bullets 

Big Game Jungle Gun 

1 No caps or batteries. Permanently loaded drum fires loud shot 

every time. Long range scope. Plastic. 24 in. long. 

79 N 26212C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. «+. $2.39 

Army Training Rifle 

2 Bolt-action training rifle loads shells like real gun. Shoots 

roll caps, ejects non-firing cartridge. Working sight, soft plastic 

bayonet, shoulder sling. 35 inches long. Plastic and metal. 
79 N 2628C— Shipping weight 2 pounds 

— RAA-TAT-TAT 

Sound Effects $ 94 

Rifle with Scope sane sane 
No winding or cocking . . just sight your 
target and fire away. Single trigger pull M-16 Marauder 3699 

activates individual sound, rapid trigger Automatic 

pull brings you a full field of firepower. Looks real . . sounds real. Pull back authentic bolt—fire nine short 
Plastic. 30 in. Uses 1 “D” battery, below. shots . . prime the bolt six successive times and burst more than 50 

79 N 26219C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs.$5.94 rounds of realistic sound. 32 in. long. Needs no batteries or caps. Plastic. 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 79 N 26218C— Shipping weight 3 pounds... ~- s $6.99 
79 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8oz..... Pkg. 36c 

Army Pup Tent Set $339 

with mess kit 

Pitch your headquarters tent on 
a good site. 39x80x36 in. high 
polyethylene tent is rip and 

000000101 

Aes LUE 
water resistant. Ropes, stakes, 
poles included. Plus mess kit, 
canteen, cup, insignia and cam- 
ouflage-type helmet. 
79N2690C-Wt.4lbs.Set$3.39 

Blow whistle to regroup. Head 
the patrol with 25-in. M-1 rifle 
(shoots 8 cap-loaded bullets). 
Soft bayonet, helmet with net- 
ting, 2 grenades, canteen. Plastic. 
79 N 2663C-Wt. 3 tbs, $3.39 

—RAATAT-TAT 

=))) 
Ready for any : k Ta 

type of combat 

-fire 
Gun. 

U.S. Special Forces 
Outfit with Assault 
Weapons System 

Cap-shooting M-16 rifle and cap- 
exploding grenade keep enemy at 
bay. 30-in. rifle forms 3 other 
weapons. Caps store in clip. Ac- 
cessories shown at right. Plastic, 
metal. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
49 N2742.......... Set $4.89 

524 Sears rc 
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[ com- 
Jungle s459 
Gunner 

Hack a trail through jungle bush 
with flexible machete. Mount the 
23-in. .50-caliber machine gun on 
sturdy tripod. Press trigger . . it 
chatters as muzzle recoils and 
shell cartridges fly out. Helmet 
with camouflage netting. Look- 
through binoculars. Cap-firing 
grenades. Plastic. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone 
79 N 2645C-Wt. 3 Ibs. .$4.59 

You're fully equipped for 
trouble with 19-in. tommy gun, 
bullet-shooting cap pistol and 
2 grenades. Wear helmet with 
netting, belt with ammo pouch 
and holster. Fits up to 28-in. 
waist. Canteen holds water, 
mess kit, utensils. Plastic, 
metal. (Not sold in N.Y.C.) 
79 N 2672L-Wt. 4 Ibs ..$3.99 



Observe stars and planets close up.. 5, 
view Saturn's rings; Jupíter's moons 

' Sears Refractor Telescopes.. 
look up.at the stars and 

. planets directly through 
front eyepiece 

Sears Reflector Telescope . . 

look down into eyepiece see 

planets reflected in mirror 

:16? 
telescope with 

steel tripod 
200-power Refractor Telescope s2499 

Finder scope helps line up stars. 

wood tripod keeps scope steady euadere 200-power Reflector Telescope 
on the moon. Wide range of magnification: 32, 67 Line up your subject with finder scope, 

J6 or 200-power for inverted astronomical viewing look through eyepiece to study details 
48 or 100-power with an upright image for terrestial 
viewing. Two different eyepieces (10.5mm and 22 

5 lenses hel 1 i » clearly. Th e your view with the finder scope, then take a close, clear 

1.5x erector AEREE EER Sh gerere ei Ap €: look at Jupiter and its many moons or Saturn and its bril- 

3x Barlow. ant ry Bahay ae hai 7 = rod vd o liant rings. Telescope stands over 4 ft. tall on an all- 
- magnifying power. Main lens is achromatic coated Sepe A 

2 ] steel tripod. Tube revolves 360 degrees, then locks into 
IET 60mm objective with 700mm focal point. Rack and id 

Explore the wonders of outer space . . spot details 

Discover the fascination of the moon and planets. Line up 

10.5mm and 
pinion focus adjustment. Wood tripod steadies the Ground and polished 3-in. concave mirror shows inverted 

images. The eyepiece gives 75 power. Booster lens increases 
power to 200. Telescope comes with a 12-page manual to 

introduce young astronomers to the wonders of star-gazing. 
as black plas! t n le in Japa 

| Haa black plastic trim. Made in Japan 79 N 1951C--Shipping weight 7 pounds... ..... $16.29. 

life 

position for easy sighting. Fiber tube has plastic trim 

an filte xeu scope and helps make sighting your subjects easier 
Tripod is 49 in. high steel swivel mount locks in 

any position. White enameled metal . . 27 in. long 

79 N 2155C— Shipping weight 9 pounds, . . $24.99 

150-power Refractor Telescope :19?? 
€) Young astronomers can take a good look at the 

r] 4 moon, stars and planets . . just mount scope on tri 
3 lenses pod for a clear, ly view. Magnification is 100 ~ 

1.5x erector power inverted and 150-power erected. Main lens is 30-power Hand-size Telescope $399 

6mm and y d pus h ees cedent x deni dip Survey the area from your look-out point or gaze at your 

sun filter QI Jength. 24- nord ED TUUS Or E favorite planet with this refractor telescope. Has a preci- 
snd draw. tube are plastic. Mount and tripod chain : ; 
se Atali: Saneti M Pod eiied = d inci: RR sion-made 30mm objective lens achromatic coated for 

see aec ccm P pow ant chrome-plated trim. Adjusts from 7 to 15 in. Japan. 
om Japa 49 N 21561 —SI $90 "es. 

] 58C— Shipping weight 8 pounds. ...$19.99 s 5 nipping welght pinea e 
L = 

3-power Opera 4-power Children's 

Glasses Binoculars 

5619 $499 

Get a close-up view of the action with Nonprismatic. Zero in on your subject 

these handy opera glasses. Non prismatic with these convenient binoculars. Center 
30mm objective lens. Black enamel fin- focusing 40mm objective lens for a close, 
ished metal frame with imitation leather clear view. Metal with imitation leather 
cover. Magnesium fluoride coated lenses cover and gold-color trim. Comes with an 
for a sharper, brighter view. Japan. a imitation leather carry case. From Japan. 

540 Sears $$% 49 N 21577 —Shpg. wt. 9oz......$6.49 49 N 21562—Shpg. wt. 1 lb......$4.99 
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Mini-Transporter hauls up to 
14 *MATCHBOX?7, Hot Wheels 
and other miniature-size cars 

* p^ ge without 
cars or batteries 

Just push buttons 
..tailgate and ramp drop down, the side wheels 

lower to raise trailer and unhook cab.. 
MINI-TRANSPORTER runs forward 

or back, turns right or left. 

It’s a Sears Exclusive 

Cab unhooks 

and moves out 

y * Ps tes 

iure car buffs will be fascinated by E. ox 
ort Truck. Cab and trailer are sturdy high-impact plastic with rubber | SN 

i7i4x4x4M inches high with tailgate lowered. The 6-button plastic TER 
in unit has a 314-foot long cord. From Japan. Uses 4 "€" batteries. (not inclu , order 

package below. So easy to-buy when you just use the phone. 
“49 C 5804—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 C 46656— "C" Batteries. Package o! 

"MATCHBOX" 6-piece Car Set. Ford - 
Cortina G.T.; Zodiac Mk IV; Opel Diplo- 
mat; VW 1600 TL; Camper; Ferrari Ber- 
linetta. Die-cast metal; about 2%, in. 

hpg. wt. 12 oz... Set $2.98 

Hot Wheels 6-piece Car 
Custom Eldorado; Twinmill; Chaparral; 
Custom Volkswagen: 
cast metal; about 3 inches long. 

449 C 20347—Shpg. wt. 12 or 



Dart Sports Car with real motor noise 

$1666 zz 
Turquoise with red, white trim. Battery-powered noisemaker 
operated with “stick shift." Smooth nylon-bearing drive. 2-posi- 
tion pedal adjustment. Partly assembled. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
79 N 8956L—Shipping weight 25 Ibs. . ens $16.66 

$088 79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt.ea. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

So light. . weighs only 11 
pounds. Drive it indoors 

or out. . no parts project 

to scuff furniture . . steel 
parts are plastic covered 

'Turn crank, bell rings . . 

Racy Scat Cart from Italy "gallons" register on 
Fire Chief? Gas Pump 

* Non-skid tires . , steers without slipping sideways . . protects floors $ 697 
* Nylon bearings in wheels mean smoother, easier pedaling 

$03 1 : : "Fill" up your tank from this 
A real sporty job in flashy red . . easy to carry or store. Pliable, soft plastic seat is colorful steel replica of an actual 
adjustable and contoured for natural posture . . deep-sided to keep child securely Texaco pump. Clicker in nozzle 
in place. Rounds corners gradually and smoothly—no chance of tipping over. simulates gas pumping. Realistic 
Automatic gear aligns front wheels to avoid any scraping on waxed floors or tearing hose. Dials register gallons and 
of carpet. Special semi-cirde steering wheel is added safety feature. About 30x16x15 tenths of gallons. Includes sponge 

inches high. 714-inch wheels. Partially assembled. and spray bottle for cleaning wind- 
79 N 8958C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. ^. $9.88 shields. Shelves for storage in 

back. Bright red enamel finish. 
14x1114x30 in, high. Unassembled 

ou con order toys on pages 441 Io 673 until Sept. 1, 1966 79 N 8928C— Wt. 12 Ibs. .$6.97 catalog 

Make way for the Fire Chief's Special Car Lightweight polyethylene Sportster 
with loud warning bell and flashing red light makes rapid getaways . . handles with ease 

31444 xix $097 
“Traffic” comes to a standstill when you roar out in your 36-in. fire engine Polyethylene makes it light and maneuverable . . easy for the youngest 
red speedster with light blinking and bell clanging. Ball-bearing drive, 5- sports enthusiast to handle. And it's tough, too, built to withstand 
position pedal adjustment, 8-in. rubber-tired wheels. Sporty car-type hub caps. years of hard play. The bright red color is built right in. Has ball- 
Steel body. Partially assembled. Order 1 "C" battery facing page. bearing drive, 3-position pedal adjustment, sturdy rubber tires. Over- 

Shipping weight 27 pounds. all size is 15 inches wide, 37 inches long. Partially assembled. 
79 N 8903L beo ess $14.44 —- 79 N B954L—Shipping weight 16 pounds. .$9.97 

528 SEARS xs Sears “Charge Account,” makes all your buying easier 
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HEADQUARTERS 

Captain Action 
. . the movable 

action hero 

Uniformed 
figure $397 
only 

Fully-jointed 12-inch figure 
wears L uniform ar 
movable plastic bo 

Equipment includes I 
ning sword, scabbard, action 
gun, belt and hat. Order 
other action costumes (1 
through 4) illustrated below 

Shipping weight 12 oz. 
49 N 6019 $3.97 

Meet the boldest, bravest icu 

CAPTAIN ACTION with Batman Costume 
and Quick-change Chamber 

Fully jointed 12-inch figure in uni- day Sears offers 
form, fully armed, ready for ad- captain Action Set 

Extra Outfit Sets for Captain Action venture. Then presto . . transform 

] Superman. Suit, shield, dog Krypto, more him into another popular hero in $ 19 
49 N 6021 —8-pc. Set. Wt. 12 oz. Set $3.97 the uick-change-chamber 

Q Batman. Suit, cape, hood-mask, belt, more q g 
49 N 6022—10-pc. Set. Wt. 12 oz. Set 3.97 Uniformed plastic figure with lightning sword, scabbard, action gun, belt 

3 Flesh Gordon. Astro-suit, pistol, more hat . . even removable boots. Batman costume includes plastic cape, helmet 
49 N 6023—7-pc. Set. Wt. 12 oz. Set 3.97 mask, belt, weapons. Colorful, detailed cardboard transformation chamber 

4 Aquaman. Underwater suit, spear, more with swinging door. Sets up quickly, About 18 inches high and 13 inches wide. 
49 N 6024—7-pc. Set. Wt. 12 oz. Set 3.97 79 N 6018C —Shipping wei :ht 3 pounds ce Set $8.19 

GOTHAM 

6-Piece Batman and Robin Set 23-piece Batman and Robin Set 
. includes Bat-Car, Gotham City With Bat-Car, Bat-Plane and other accessories for fast action s5 19 

Only at :[93 that foils 6 villains . . you even get a Sanctuary Mountain 
Sears 

r the pee-wee Bat 
tower hours of make-be 

n and Robin to round rocket 

hes lo 
cardboard a asures 9x15 inche 
49 N 6016—Shipping weight 1 pc 
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Cylinders revolve for 
added realism 

Golden Double 

Holster Set 

Beautiful 10%4-in. Texan repeater pistols in gold-color with 
brown grips and simulated ivory inlaid bone. Cap-firing with 
full revolving cylinders. 12 gold-colored bullets on wide belt. 
Natural top-grain leather twin holsters have Western tooling 
with colored background. Fits 22 to 29-in. waist. 
49 N 26207—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. .Set $4.99 

Top Gun 

Double Holster Set 
You'll have em all out of town 
by sundown with these two 9-in. 
250-shot repeating cap pistols. 

Natural top-grain leather belt 
and double holsters have large 
floral design, pocket loops for 
fast action, 6 gold-color bullets. 
Blue-black guns, brown grips. 
Fits up to 32-in. waist. 
49N26247-Wt. 2 lbs. 20z.$3.99 

Wrangler 

Double Holster Set 
Any cowhand would be proud 
to own a pair of 9-in. repeaters 
like these. Each is a 50-shot cap- 
firing pistol, nickel plated met- 
al. Brown simulated bone grips. 
Natural top-grain leather hol- 
sters, 6 silver-color bullets. Fits 
up to 28-in. waist. 
49N26202-Wt. 1 Ib. 1202.$3.79 

Texas Ranger 
Double Holster Set 

Put those wild outlaws behind 
bars with a quick-draw of these 
matching 84-inch repeating 
cap pistols. Simulated bone 
grips. Top-grain cowhide hol- 
sters. Fits up to 29-in. waist. 
49 N 26228—Wt. 2 lbs. $2.94 

Long Horn 
Single Holster Set 

For the gunslinger who is fast 
on the draw. Nickel-plated 
10%-in. pistol with two-tone 

style holster, top-grain leather. 
Fits up to 28-in. waist. 
49N26206-Wt. 1 Ib. 80z.$3.29 

Young Gunslinger's 

Double Holster Set 
Two die-cast metal 7-in. pistols, 
plastic grips. 3 play bullets. 
Also shoots caps. Top-grain cow- 
hide holsters with star concho. 
Fits up to 25-in. waist. 
49N26227-Wt. 11b. 302.$1.94 

CGutalo pene scané by duidimar wait ciadc M cond 

18-piece Horse Soldier’s Outfit 

Sere. £599 
hat, scarf, canteen and holster 

“Forward Ho” and you start out on the trail of fierce MÀ 
you're fully equipped for danger with 24-in. lever-action rifle, 94-in. 
cap pistol that shoots 8 soft bullets, and a 26-in. sabre and scabbard. 
You wear authentic-looking cavalry hat, neck scarf. Buckle belt holds 
flapped holster, ammo pouch..fits up to 28-in. waist. Canteen, too. All 
sturdy plastic with metal gun parts. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 2605C—Shipping weight 4 pounds............ Outfit $5.99 

Western Marshal Outfit 

Action outfit has 250-shot rifle 
that fires caps, has lever-action. 
2 nickel-plated pistols with top- 
grain leather holsters. Plastic 
play knife, scabbard. Badge. 

Repeaters have simulated bone 
grips. Rifle white, gold-color 
trim. Fits up to 28-in. waist. 
79 N 26243C-Wt. 4 lbs..$5.99 

Pee Wee Gunslinger Outfit with vest and scarf 

Ready for rustlers with this gunslinger outfit . . matching vest and 
leather holsters. Send ‘em packin' with the 2 nickel-plated pistols and 
lever-action rifle. Bandana, badge, play bullets. Up to 23-in. waist. 
79 N 26244C—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

NOTE for both pages: Caps not included with any cap-firing toy 

-Outfit $3.84 
rc Sears 525 



Explore outer space indoors . . learn 
the stars and constellations with 

Sears Home Planetarium and Dome 
Planetarium projects over 250 stars 

and all major constellations 
BIG 4-foot dome simulates the sky 

51529 om 81 R44 

Extraordinary Home Planetarium. Makes the 
sky as familiar to you as the ceiling of your room. 
Learn to recognize over 60 constellations as seen 
from any geographical location in the Northern 

here. Use the pointer to identify specific. 
s and constellations. Planetarium pluga into 

any AC outlet -. the pointer operates from plane- 
tarium current, Dimmer control increases or de- 

brightness. Instructions, 
ch diameter. Planeta 

JL. listed for 110-120-volt 
49 N 1959— Shipping wt. 3 Ibe. 1202...$1529 

Á y 

Plastic Dome. Gives the sam 
planetarium domes many times 
those used in schools and colleges. 
sults use dome with planetarium (above) so that 
stars and constellations are projected in correct. 
proportions. Only a dome-shaped surface gives a 
realistic representation of the sky. Smooth white 
surface for excellent projection results. Ligi 
weight, high-impact styrene. 4 feet wide, 2 feet 
high. 6 sections. Unassembled. Freight (rail or 
truck) or express. 
79 N 1960N.— Shipping weight 6 pounds. $18.44 

sunl effect 

BLAST OFF! 3 rockets soar 150 to 
300 feet on water-power thrust 

EL "E 

7 r3388:;U0Z28 

Weather Station Outfit 
Predict temperature, wind velocity, [$ 

take readings indoors | | 
make your |“ 

teorologists contains barometer, sling pay 
ehrometer to measure humidity, and rain 

ape (1/100 in). Also cloud chart, 
'eather map, forecasting manual. 110- 

120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Unassembled. 
49 N 1962—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 14 0..$7.99 

( 
STAR FINDER 

Locates constellations . . tells 
time and position by the stars. 

Plot the rising and setting of the sun and 
moon, identify constellations, galaxies and 
clusters; use the stars for time, direction, 
‘and position. No mathematical computa. 
tions required. This sturdy, metal based, 
multiple use instrument easily explains 
movements of the stars and planets, Can 
be mounted on tripod. Includes 
chart, manual and instructions. S 
finder is 7421014 in. wide, 1014 in. higi 
79 N 1964C— Shpg. wt 5 Ibe. ...$13.69 

Wateh the scale model Apollo zoom to 150 feet, separate, g 
i climbs 200 feet and releases a capsule that floate 

own by parachute. Anti-ballistic missile shoots 300 feet. Launch 
all 3 rockets by remote control. Fuel the control center with water, 
ump handle until gauge shows proper altitude. Pressure pumped 

through 8-It. hose. Count down by turning knob. Zero hour! 14 
n. gantry swings out to release rocket. All plastic 
49 N 1963— Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. ....Set $7.69 



Standard Size “MATCHBOX? Sets 
Hefty little 2 and 3-inch die-cast 

metal vehicles to play with or collect 

AN UNCOMMON VALUE 

$ 44 8-piece $299 8-piece $299 
16-pc. Race'n Rally Set 4 Farm Vehicles Set 3 Commercial Truck Set 3 

Set includes Mercedes-Benz ambulance; Includes stake truck, cattle truck, hay For towing, loading, hauling or dumping . . 
VW 1600 TL; 2 each: Lotus and BRM trailer, pony trailer, tractor, safari Land- Mercedes truck; pipe truck; Foden con- 
racing cars; Ford GT; Cortina GT; Ford rover, Jeep and combine harvester. Plas- — crete truck; GMC tipper truck; truck with 
Mustang Fastback and fire pumper. tic ponies, cows also included. site office; sand spreader; crane; Unimog. 
49 C 20001—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. . Set $4.44 49 C 20026— Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. . Set $3.99 49 C 2353— Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. Set $3.99 

“MATCHBOX” 
“Models of Yesteryear” 

set $519 
] 4piece Set includes: 1909 

Opel Coupe; 1912 Simplex 
Tourer; 1909 Thomas Flyabout; 
1911 Maxwell. Shpg. wt. 12 oz 
49 C 20004 «Set $5.19 

2 4-piece Set includes: 1911 

Model “T” Ford; 1912 Rolls- 
Royce; 1913 Cadillac; 1914 Stutz 
Bearcat. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 C 20333 . Set $5.19 

"MATCHBOX" Collector's Case 
carries up to 

72 miniature vehicles 

$49 eta. 
This handsome stand-up case is just 
what every mini-car owner needs for 
storage or travel. Plastic lift-out trays 
protect the models. Vinyl case is scuff- 
resistant, with strong handle and 
nickel-plated locks. Has 3 viewing sec- 
tions with clear see-through plastic 
windows. 1244x10x4 in. closed. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
49 C 20013—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... .. $4.99 

Cutsioa nabs scans by cheisimas muaseleciwdcM com. 

King Size *MATCHBOXT Sets 
Vehicles up to 9 inches long . 

5-inch Transporter $7299 - 
with 4 racers 

for the bigger jobs 

- im 

Ja 4 
) 

E [ = 

à Ae 
iece Farm Set with Bi {= 

9-inch Tractor Transporter 

Heavy-duty farm set includes giant 

^. 
jum | 



Sporty, compact steel Tee Bird 

Smartly styled in Bahama blue with gleaming white trim. Nylon- 
bearing drive for easy handling. 2-position pedals adjust to ac- 
commodate children of different ages. Modern jet-type steering 
wheel. Durable 8-inch rubber molded tires roll smoothly. 15 
inches wide, 33 inches long. Partially assembled. 
79 N 8952L—Shipping weight 24 pounds 2... $9.87 

Chain-drive 
Fireball Racer 

31988 

Speedster has push-pull handle ~ 
.. foot steering, Ball-bearing 
wheels, semi-pneumatic tires. 
Steel; red and white. Partly 
assembled. Freight (rail or 
truck) or express. 35-in. long. 
79N8927N-Wt.351bs.$16.88 

Red and white Racer has adju- 
stable bucket seat. 8-in. ball- 
bearing front wheels, 10-in. 
rear wheels, Heavy-gauge steel 
body with exhausts, roll bar. 
Partly assembled. 42-in. long. 
79N8921L-Wt.35 lbs. $19.88 

Go, boy, go . . in this Tot-Rod Racer 

with over-size tires, chain drive 

$ 1 444 

Whip around your back yard like a racing pro. This vermilion red 
and white super flash is heavy-gauge tubular steel for lots of use. 
Has drop wedge frame and roll bar. Smooth-working chain drive on 
rubber-tire wheels . . 10-inch rear, 8-inch front. Adjustable bucket 
seat for modifying leg room. Jet-type steering wheel, 42 inches long 
over-all. Partially assembled. 
79 N 8976L—Shipping weight 30 pounds. .............. $14.44 

Cutiod Dade scans by cheidimas nuselediwicM conn 

Light flashes, bell clangs . . there's room 
for two on this Hook and Ladder 

$1988 zs 
Race to a "fire" in your big 45-in. red steel 
truck. Ball-bearing, rubber-tire wheels, 2 
wooden ladders; key and lock on dash, 
Plastic windshield has wiper blade. 5- 
position precision-made pedal adjustment. 

‘Thunderod Racing Special 
makes real motor roar 

39488 sos 
“Rev up” motor to a throaty growl. Stick 
shift on dash operates battery-powered 
motor noise. Realistic plastic “exhausts” 
and air scoop. Red and white steel body, 
42 in. long. Chain drive. Partially assem- 
bled. Order 2 “D” batteries, facing page. 
79 N 8947L—Shpg. wt. 37 Ibs.. .$24.88 

without 

Partly assembled. Order 1 “C” battery. 
79 N 8936L—Shpg. wt. 35 lbs.. $19.88 

“C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. 
79 N 4665—Each 16c....... 4 for 60c 

Pink and white Jeep 

with fringed canopy top 

$1888 
Water-repellent, vinyl coated shake cloth 
canopy covers 40-in. steel Jeep. Nylon- 
bearing wheels; pedal drive. Adjustable 
pedals. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8970L—Wt. 36 Ibs....... $18.88 

rcs SEARS 529 
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7” with 2 horses plus Ben Cartwright . . 

Full-action Hoss and 

Little Joe 
each with horse 

plus 25 accessories 

Each $69 
Set 

( 1 and 2) The Cartwright 

boys are ready to ride with 
Ben. Fully jointed at head, 

houlders, elbows, wrists 
hips, knees and feet . . take 
any pose. 9 in. tall. . with 
hats, guns, holsters, clothes, 
canteen, more. Horse equip 
ped with saddle, cinch strap, 
bridle, reins, bedroll. Plastic 

little Joe. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 59902. . Set $5.69 

Hoss. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 59903... Set $5.69 

BONANZA 4-IN-I WAGON 
this outfit sold only at Sears 

85.piece set 

16° 
Greatest Western Wagon ever built.. 

over 25 inches long.. pulled by 

horses that roll on ball bearings 

It's a chuck wagon 

Roll across Ponderosa range with Ben Cartwright and his fabulous convertible 
e new trails into unmapped badlands, use the covered w 

from Virginia City, change to a ranch wagon. For camping on the 
trail, it becomes a chuck wagon. And if you get a hankering to go prospecting, 

rt to an ore wagon. Wagon fully equipped with cooking gear, prospecting 
cargo. Converts quickly without cutting or gluing. 8!4-inch Ben has jointed 

head, arms, legs . . stands, kneels, even sits on a horse; with clothes, guns, more. 
ealistically detailed plastic, wagon covering of sturdy fabric 

79 N 59901C—Shipping weight 5 pounds Set $16.69 

Voyage to the Bottom 
of the Sea 

Battle killer whale and giant 

squid with torpedo-firing sub 

that cruises under the water . . 

real grappling arm on the sea 

crawler scoops up "'treasure"' 

— ÁÀ 2 
only at Sears 

sub of the future—the You're the skipper of the 
p and put it in the water; watch Seaview." Wind it 

e, then skim along with 
only its conning tower showing . . it's a full 114 feet 

has wheels for land travel. Send out the 

to explore unknown depths—use the 
a Crawler for tough digging and manual 

t plunge below the sur 

ns. Assisted by 2 divers, 2 torpedoes. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

49 N 5955 shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz... Set $5.97 



Even has real 
magnifying power 

scope-sight 

Hunt the big game with this realistic set. 

Rifle fires caps, ejects shells . . Luger shoots plastic bullets 

Big Horn Rifle Set $4.99 
Stalk the big horn ram on mountain peaks, buffalo on the plains. Scope enlarges any distant target 

you sight. 40-inch bolt-action rifle fires roll caps, ejects 3 cartridges. Richly grained plastic stock 

looks and feels like fine wood . . gold-color ramshead “carved” in stock. Gun-metal black barrel and 

parts. Plastic luger shoots 8 cap-fired play bullets. Soft 10-inch bowie knife slips into sheath you 

wear on belt or leg. Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 

79 N 2741C—Not sold in New York City. Shipping weight 4 pounds............. Set $4.99 

88 

$ Scaled replicas of “guns that won the West” mount on 23x10-inch wall plaque 

with sculptured plastic stagecoach scene. Lever-action rifle and 12-inch six- 

shooter fire caps, 6 play bullets, eject shells. Eagle feather trophy on rifle, 

braided lanyard on pistol. Wood-grain plastic stocks, metal working parts. 

79 N 2752C— Complete Set. (Not sold in New York City.) Wt. 5 Ibs.. -$10.88 

79 N 2717C— Red River Rifle only. Shipping weight 3 pounds. . 6.44 

Johnny Eagle Red River Set with 36-inch rifle :10 

Johnny Eagle Lieutenant Set with battle scene plaque :1055 

Authentic styled models of M-14 semi-automatic rifle and U.S. Army .45 pis- 

tol mount on 23x10-in. wall plaque. 36-inch rifle and 9¥%-inch pistol fire caps, 

shoot bullets, eject cartridges. Rifle feeds from 6-round magazine clip . . rear 

sight knob turns. Shoulder sling adjusts. Plastic wood-grain with metal trim. 

79 N 2750L— Complete Set. (Not sold in New York City.) Wt. 5 lbs. . .$10.88 

79 N 2669C-— Lieutenant Rifle only. Shipping weight 4 pounds....... 6.44 

Johnny Eagle Magumba Set with detachable power scope s1088 

3 Scaled replica of African safari rifle and pistol mount on 23x10-inch wall 
plaque with jungle scene. Bolt-action 36-inch rifle and clip-fed 11-inch pistol 

fire caps, shoot 6 play bullets and eject shells. Scope really focuses. Sling adjusts. 
6-round clip snaps into pistol handle. Wood-grain plastic and metal. 
79 N 2751C— Complete Set. (Not sold in New York City.) Wt. 5 lbs. ..$10.88 
79 N 2716C— Magumba Rifle only. Shipping weight 3 pounds. . .....- 644 

30-inch Smoker Carbine 3349 

Ia Rifle makes loud report, recoils and smoke 
even swirls from its steel barrel when fired. 

Lever-action. Bronze color with wood- 
grained plastic stock and web sling. 
79 N 2646C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs... .$3.49 

30-inch Ricochet Rifle s489 

5 Needs no caps! This lever-action beauty 

cracks, recoils, and ricochet-whines . . it 
even smokes! Bronze colored steel and 
wood-grained plastic. Scope and sling. 
79 N 2655C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs.. . .$4.89 

Lone Ranger Shootin' Rifle s266 

6 Hi, Ho Silver! Here’s a 26-inch model of 
the Lone Ranger’s gun. Loads, shoots 

roll caps and ejects shells. Secret trigger for 
single shots or rapid fire. 2 metal shells and 
6 plastic bullets. Wood-grained plastic gun 
with metal trim. 
79 N 2611C—Shpg. wt. 1 lb....... $2.66 

Cuna pan scans by cheisimas nsee pin 

Safari Rifle 3499 
CRRACK ... PING! 32-inch 

ricochet and rifle shot without caps 
or batteries! Just cock and pull 

gray barrel and frame, simulated 
wood stock. Plastic, metal trim. 
79 N 26211C—Wt. 2 Ibs.. .$4.99 

Western Carbine $499 

8 Four different ricochet sounds. 
33 in. long. Shoulder strap. Plas- 

tic, wood-grained effect. Uses 1 
“D” battery. Order 1 pkg. 
79 N 26216C-Wt. 2 lbs... .$4.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
79N4660-Wt. pkg. 8 oz.. Pkg. 36c 

Western Spur ‘n’ Holster Set for the littlest cowboys s994 

Rugged set has 8¥4-inch cap-firing metal pistol and top grain cowhide single hol- 
ster, fits up to 25-inch waists. Holster sports space for 3 bullets, has realistic 

western buckle. Authentic movable spur set of die-cast metal. 

49 N 26208—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. ....... «cn $2.94 



12-in-1 Transistor Electronic Kit 
d a burglar alarm; a 
ralio receiver 

lo ampli 

» spring clip 
Kit contains plastic base: 

control; IC transistor; resistor; ca 
pacitor; Instr Order 

49 N 1940— Wt. 1 Ih, 8 08.58.98 
9-volt Battery. Sbpg. wt. 4 os. 
49 N 6417 Each 35c 

LECTRON . . 22 projects 
with "see thru" cubes 

—no wiring, tools 
32499 zm 

Simply place these enclosed mag 
netic blocks side by side and match. 
the tops to the schematic drawings in. 
the instruction booklet. 

Build a 2-transistor radio; a 
basic electronic organ; sound ampli 
fier; moisture indicator; stop dec- 
tricity "on a dime"; electronic 
atomic structure experiment plur 
16 other fascinating experiments 

Kit includes: photocell; diode; 
transistors; switches; reay; re 
sistor; grounding contact plus all 
equipment necessary for projects. 
Complete instructions included. 
Order one 9-v. Battery, above. 
49 N 1954 —Wt. 3 Ibs... $24,99 542 [Sears] anas 

Simply attach wires to master unit 
to make any of I5 dynamic 

electronic devices including a 
telegraph, photocell alarm..even 

a jr. public address system 

FUNTRONICS 

nt 31674 x 

light alarm, radio or 

photoclectric cel 
nuts, bolts and wiring 

weight 4 oe. Package 38¢ 48 N 4665. 

FM Radio Kit . . solid state 
for instant play 

included. 
let 

Kit $7.99 

Norelco 
"Space Age” 

Electronics Set . . 
23 experiments 

#2199 
Assemble actual projects im electro- 
acoustics, telecommusications, radio, sig- 
naling, electronic control and measuring 
No tools ot soldering required. 

Pictorial templates teach the “how” 
and “why” for each circuit. Just put it on 
pegboard panel, mount parts with metal 
springs, attach wires. T2-page manual 
contains a basic electronics course. 

Includes transistors, diode, speakers, 
wires and other parts needed for experi. 
ments. Uses one 9-v. battery, order above. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces 
49 N 1952 Kit $21.99 



Battery-driven Parking Tower 
Motorized “MATCHBOX? Motorway Press a button and flick a lever to deliver 

to 10 mini-cars to their stall 
Race your “MATCHBOX” cars around a 2-lane track . . ode "m aie a 

just add the adapters to your cars and press hand controls dr i-r 

$ Push-button elevator moves cars up and down, then the 2- 
directional motorized controls take cars right or left, 5-story 
tower stands 12 in. high; made of durable plastic and metal. Sets 

Collecting “MATCHBOX” cars is fun, but racing them is twice as neat. Or you can up on table top or floor . . about 5x14 in. Assembled. Japan. 
put up to 6 cars on each lane and have fun in come-and-go traffic. You get 14 feet of Uses one battery (not included), order package below 
over and under roadway, 20 adapters for other “MATCHBOX” cars, a power pack, 49 C 5838—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. $8.49 
2 hand-grip controls plus 2 “MATCHBOX” cars . . pega easi heli 49 C 46656—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 12 oz...Pkg. 1.19 
Berlinetta. Cars are die-cast metal. Plastic track sections make a layout 
UL listed power pack (110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC). Variable-speed hand controls and "MATCHBOX" 6-pc. Car Set. Ford Cortina GT; Ford Zodiac 
:snrdenon taciided. Yrm West. Germany. Mk IV; vw Camper; Opel Diplomat; Volkswagen 1600 TL; 
79 € 20005C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ...... Lise Set $19.99 Ferrari Berlinetta. 2 to 3 in. Die-cast metal. England. 

49 C 20343—Shipping weight 12 ounces. „Set $2.98 

BUILD-A-ROAD™ Set for 
“MATCHBOX” 
vehicles 

Mini-car Service Station, Case 

$299 Jide 
Reinforced vinyl case opens into a 17x10x7- 
inch station. Has 4-island pump, grease rack, 
3-D details, displays, roof, rear parking. 
Eo 1o Maxi Hetchtà oo ciae 
49 € 59102—Wt. 11b. 8 oz... ..$2.99 

“MATCHBOX" vehicles. 2 to 3 inches long. 
Die-cast metal. From England. 
3-cor Set. Ford  3-truck Set. Ford 
Mustang Fastback; pick-up truck; Ley- 
Mercury Cougar; land tanker;and 
Rolls-Royce Silver wrecker. 
Shadow. Wt. 6 oz. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49 C 20336. Set $1.49 49 C 20337. Set $1.49 

Build super layouts, complete with bridges. 
It’s easy with these interlocking plastic 
straight and curved sections. Streets have 
curbs, intersections and street lights. Comes 
with road signs to make your set look just 
like a busy street. From Holland. 
49 C 2301—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz... . ..Set $5.99 

NOTE: BUILD-A-ROAD is o trodemork of the Fred 
Bronner Corp., U.S.A. 

“MATCHBOX” 6-piece Truck Set. Pipe 
truck; Foden concrete truck; dump truck; 
bulldozer; DAF girder truck; crane, Die- 
cast metal. 2 to 3 in. From England. 

Shipping weight 12 oz. 
ANON EET Set $2.98 

m E— 



Dash-operated Control stick turns 
à ‘engine”’sounds ) the rear wheels 

real . . nestl mt 
i papier Gs Mattel’s X-15 

Jetage trike turns, 
banks, swoops. Sturdy 

high-rise bars 

"Dashboard" includes 
“speedometer,” vol- 
ume control, gauges 

Priced low yet these Trikes 
have double-deck step plates 

Tubular-steel construction with handlebars and 
steel seat that adjust. Front wheel has nylon 
bearing. Semi-pneumatic tires. Plastic grips and 
pedals. Attractive red and white finish. Unas- 
sembled. Listed by front wheel sizes. 
79 N 8513L —10-inch. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. $6.89 
79 N 8514L—13-inch. Shpg. wt. 19lbs. 7.99 
79 N 8515L—16-inch. Shpg. wt. 23 lbs. 9.99 

530 SEARS x» 

Tito abe Scane by cuitimaraedliciedtM com 

Really roll with all ball-bearing wheels. 134-in. tubular-steel “U” frame. 
Adjustable handlebars, double-coil spring seat. 1 *$-in. semi-pneumatic tires. 
Turquoise finish. Unassembled. Order 2 “C” batteries below. 
79 N 8717L—10-inch front wheel. Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs....... 
79 N 8718L—12-inch front wheel. Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs. 
79'N 8719L—16-inch front wheel. Shpg. wt. 29 
79 N 4665—"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Dolly Seat 

$16.88 
. 17.88 
. 19.88 

turquoise plastic, 

Doll not included. 
49 N 8636—Wt. 4 Ibs. 

Ball bearings in front wheel 
make these Trikes easy to pedal 

Built to please the peewee pedalers. Full 13¢-in. 
tubular-steel “U” frame, extra-wide rear step-up 
platform for easy mounting. Adjustable chrome- 
plated handlebars, steel seat. 15-in. semi-pneu- 
matic tires. Plastic grips, streamers, pedals. Red 
and white finish. Unassembled. 
79 N 8710L— 10-in. front wheel. Wt. 18]bs. $8.88 
79 N 8711L—12-in. front wheel. Wt. I9Ibs. 9.88 
79 N 8712L—16-in.frontwheel. Wt. 23lbs, 11.88 
79 N 8713L—20.in. front wheel. Wt.29]bs. 13.88 

Seat belt holds tot securely 
in tilt-action bucket seat 

For tots with 11 to 14-inch 

rubber tire on Sin. wire œ 
spoke front wheel . . rubber- 
tired disc-type rear wheels, 
Unassembled. Wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N8547C........$5.99 

Fits any trike. 6x9 inches, strong 
steel 

Hold-in strap, beads, bell. Remov- 
able . . converts to chair, car seat. 

TT $2.97 

steel, silver blue. V- 
RROOM! motor sound 
has on-off switch. No 
batteries. Semi-pneu- 
matic tires. 30x17 in. 
wide. Ages 3 to8. Part- 
ly assembled. Wt.301bs. 
79 N 8633L. $17.99 

$997 

bracket. 

High-rise bars like big brother's 
bike plus plastic windshield 

Dashingly styled for dashing young riders. “U” type 
construction of 14-inch tubular steel, wide step-up 
platform, chrome-plated fender. Turquoise and 
chrome finish. Adjustable vinyl-covered seat, dou- 
ble-coil chrome springs. AW wheels ball-bearing for 
easiest pedaling. 154-inch white-striped semi-pneu- 
matic tires. Plastic grips, streamers. Unassembled. 
79 N 8720L —10-in. front wheel. Wt.201bs. $14.97 
79 N 8721L—12-in. front wheel. Wt. 22 Ibs. 15.97 
79 N 8722L—16-in. front wheel. Wt. 26lbs. 17.97 



JANE WEST 
Fully jointed 
cowgirl plus 

Ana 
Movable joi oe let es E 

K many other di rent 

Y Vibes 13-inch “Thunder 
horse. doch" bundereolt" and 

es include Jane's. 
et dor horse, rifle. 

79N relie 4 ibs... Set $7.29 > 

Saddle "Flame" $7479 
in the corral set 

Mighty wild stallion eager for the freedom of 
the range. Slip on his bridle, and put on his 
blanket. Toss on his saddle and strap it tight 
«x he s ready to go. Stands an impressive 1134 
inches high. All parts tough plastic. 
49 N 6032—Shpg. wt, 2 Ibs... .. Set $2.79 

Tatai Dabs scant by dieisihiatnuisetedinical Goo 

Chief Cherokee stands $2359 
beside his tepee set 

Authentic 
“buckskins”” 
includes tepee plus an array of battle weapons, 
headdress, accessories, about 23 plastic pieces. 
49 N 6034—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... Set. $3.59 

Indian figure in molded plastic 
1114 in. tall. Movable joints. Set 

JOHNNY WEST 
Lean, rugged action cowboy stands 

nearly a foot tall . . he sits, squats, 

kneels and even rides his horse 

[Es Unique set—Johnny, horse with 

big 3-ft. jeep-and-trailer. 
. a Sears exclusive 

Man and horse all rigged out to hit the trail. Johnny's fully 

ted so he slips smoothly behind wheel of trailer-towing 
sy in “Thunderbolt’s t saddle, even holds and 

aims rifle. Actually moves in t1 places- head, shoulders 
elbows, wrists, hips and knees. Outfitted with clothing, 
guns, cooking equipment . . about 20 pieces in all, “Thun 
derbolt" is 1314 inches tall, 1414 inches long . . comes with 
saddle, bridle, stirrups and trailer for jeep. All tough plastic 
79 N 6030L—Shipping weight 10 pounds Set $11.29 
79 N 59908C— Jeep only. Wt. 5 Ibs 4.99 

Johnny West tāmes ¢ $45 
a wild mustang set 

It's the 1144-inch movable cowboy hard at work with 
9-inch pony and a host of accessories—guns, cooking 
gear, clothes, canteen, more. All rugged plastic. 
49 N 6033—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. Set $4,39. 

All sets above available only at Sears vm Sears 505 



Only you know your attaché case is really an 07-II Secret Agent Arsenal 

Man from U.N.C.L.E. 
“Ws a 

THRUSH Rifle” 

Fires magazine 

clip-loaded caps 

Targets pop up in sniper-scope . . bam! Enemy drops $ 599 

Ray-sight on 36-inch THRUSH rifle zooms in on daytime danger with 
crosshair accuracy. For simulated night fighting, flick side switch . .4 
deadly targets are set up in the sight. Pull trigger . . target vanishes in 
blast of crackling cap fire. Load caps in magazine clip. Plastic and metal. 
79 N 2699L—Shipping weight 3 pounds..................... $5.99 

International Secret Agent 
Submachine Gun 

Dragnet Snub-nose .38 

$299 

famed badge 714 identification. 
With 6 metal shells, 12 plastic bul- 
let noses. Not sold in N.Y.C. 
49N26223G-Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.$2.99 

Cati pane scuns by chrisitas muiseledimicH com 

Luger shoots caps and "bullets," has easily attached "silencer" 
- . converts into burp gun with grenade launcher 

Attaché case holds everything you need on a dangerous mission. 
Gun and bullets are there. Mount shoulder rod extension and long 
barrel with “telescopic-like” sight. Luger is now 26-inch burp gun. 

s469 

It launches cap-exploding grenade or a missile for sending messages. 
14x9-inch case has key-operated booby trap. Made of plastic and metal. 
49 N 2692G—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. (Not sold in N.Y.C.).....$4.69 

LOST 
GPA 

Helmet, Ray Gun 
that buzzes, 

flashes light 

Explore space with plastic helmet 
and 10'4-inch ray gun. Helmet 
sports blue light reflector, insignia, 
chin strap. Fits any child. Sends 
red, green, white or yellow signals. 
Uses 2 “C” batteries, order 1 pkg. 
49 N 2678-Wt. 1 Ib. 1202.$3.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4665—Wt. 4 oz... Pkg. 36c 

It's also a pi 

3:199 
Versatile weapon that delights any boy! 
It looks just like a knife with plastic blade 
that pulls out. Press the release on the knife 
and it snaps into a 6-inch plastic and metal 
gun that fires caps. 
49 N 2614—Shipping wt. 8 02......$1.99 

rc Sears 527 Note: Caps not included with any cap-firing toy. 
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(f 
Talk from room to room with these iy ̂  - 

Batteru-powered Phones! > 
So 

2 19799 tes 

PETITE style with dial 

] Looks and sounds just like Mom's phone. 
Lift the receiver and the dial lights up. 

Dial a number and the other phone rings. 
And your telephones come with 30 feet of 
wire. Receiver is plastic, 8 in. long and uses 
4 “D” batteries (order 2 pkgs. below). 
49 N 20041—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.. .Set $7.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shipping wt. 8 oz... Pkg. 38c 

PUSH-BUTTON style 

2 Just push a button and talk to friends, 

Mom or Dad—even call “long distance”. 
Or have one phone in the house, the other 
outdoors (30 feet of wire included). Plastic 
phone is 8 inches long and operates on 4 
“D” batteries . . order 2 packages above. 
49 N 20042—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz.. Set $7.49 

without 
batteries 2 874 

(3) 2 & 
s[[99 
without 
batteries 

THINLINE . . America's newest 
3 Now every young girl or boy can really 

be up to date—with their own slimline 
phones. Just dial and the phone on the 
other end rings. Uses 4 "C" batteries (order 
2 packages below). 30 feet of wire for room- 
to-room calls. Plastic phone is 8 inches long. 
49 N 20043—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. Set $11.99 
"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4665—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Package 38c 

AM Transistor Radio 
and Broadcast Kit 

3999 xia 
Tune in your favorite radio pro- 
grams or hear your voice over a 
speaker. Big 18-inch plastic cabinet 
houses alnico speaker, station tuner 
and diode detector. Microphone, 
headset and instructions incl. Uses 
2 “C” batteries, order pkg. above. 
49 N 1953—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $9.99 

40-inch 
Antenna 

Junior Walkie-Talkie 
in an attaché case 

Each 3399 be 

3-transistor crystal controlled transmitter and super-regenerative 
receiver operate on CB (Citizens’ Band) channel 14, with a V$-mile 
range. Molded plastic case has 2-pocket pouch that contains play 
money, accessories. Antenna, metal hardware chrome-plated. Measures 
10x7}4x2 inches deep. From Japan. Uses one 9-volt battery, order 
below. Note: For 2-way chats, you need 2 sets, 
49 N 6391—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces..........-..- $3.99 

49 N 6417—9-volt Battery. Shipping weight 4 ounces. . . . Each 35c 

‘altoid Dade scans by dieisiaxnisetediacal con 

Flashing 
Bike 
Light 

This Sears 34-in-1 Set includes a 
flashing Bike Light plus over 100 parts that make 
electrical and mechanical toys that really work! 

Electric Build-it-Kit 

$994 awe 

Tinkering is more fun when you can make toys and gadgets that actually 
do things, Illustrated manual shows you how to put together a flashing sig- 
nal for your bicycle, operating alarms, a flashlight, bike horn, magnet, 
crane and others, demonstrating the principles of electricity. 

Set includes 2 motors, working panels, buzzer units, bulbs, wiring, a 
screwdriver, wrench, tweezers, nuts and bolts. Parts are both metal and 
plastic. Uses 1 pkg. each of “D”, “C” and “AA” batteries (order below). 
79 N 1943C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. .................. Set $9.94 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shipping weight 8 ounces...............0005 Package 38c 

"C" Batteries, Package of 2. 
49 N 4665—Shipping weight 4 ounces............0.0000+ Package 38c 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4666—Shipping weight 2 ounces... ......... esses Package 34c 

Transistorized Telephone Amplifier Kit 
lets everyone in the room talk or listen 

\\ Wilt $649 xt 
Make any phone conver- 
sation a "conference" 
call. When you place 
phone receiver on the 
unit, it automatically lets 
everyone listen or talk. 
No soldering or cement 

required. Unit is made 
of high-impact plastic, 
about 4x5x3}q in. high. 
Fits any standard phone. 
Volume control; uses 4 
"D" batteries (not in- 
cluded, order 2 packages 

Me 

above). 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 

49N1941...Kit $6.49 
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This Mini- City ‘GLOWS in the 
Open the case for a 26x36-inch city.. 
enough roadway and parking space 
for dozens of “MATCHBOX? cars 

Everything in Mini-City folds into a compact vinyl suitcase 

$999 vonicios and turos 
not included 

Just turn out the lights and watch this amazing city “come to life" and glow in the 
dark. The big parking lot is surrounded by highways, overpasses, bridge, skyscrapers 
and other modern buildings. Scenery and buildings are vinyl heat-sealed and vacuum 
formed. Layout opens to about 26x36x7 !4 inches high. Closed, 18x4x14 in. Parking lot 
lid opens for easy “parking.” Vehicles not included; see below 
79 € 59103C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . 
"MATCHBOX" 12-vehicle Set. Mercedes truck, t 
field car; Pontiac Grand Prix; Mercury station wagon: Ford Coli. 
Mercedes 300 Unimog: kennel truck ; sand spreader. 2. 
49 € 20339—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces... ss... ss serene Set $5.96 

This Mini-car Case opens into a Farm 
Rangy 26x36-inch spread is complete with 
buildings, silo, windmill and “acres” of land 

Store vehicles in the barn ot included 
Whether you're “plowing” the fields or down by the lake, a day on this farm is so much 
fun. The buildings and scenery are vinyl heat-sealed and vacuum formed. 2-story barn 
has a snap-open lid; surrounded by windmill, silo, highways and 3-D details. About 
26x36x634 in. high open: closed, 18x4x14 in. Vehicles not included; see below 
79 C 59101C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. $8.99 

"MATCHBOX"' 8-vehicle Farm Set. Stake truck, cattle truck, tractor, hay trailer, pony 

Safari Landrover, Jeep and combine harvester. All die-cast metal, about 2 to 3 

inches long. 2 ponies and 2 cows are plastic. From England 

49 C 20026—Shipping weight 12 ounces. Me «c vao Set $3.99 

PCBKM 
MATCHBOX" is the registered trademark owned by Lesney Products and Co- Ltd. England. AEDSLG | Sears] 527 
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Motorcycle 
carries two 

$1497 
Realistic engine detail. 12 inch steel-spoke wheels roll on semi- 
pneumatic tires. Training wheels come off to make it a fast two- 
wheeler. Extra strong linear polyethylene body, metal fenders and 
wheels. Chrome-plated steel handle bars fully adjustable. Red and 
aluminum color. Measures 36x24 inches. Unassembled. 

79 N 8607L—Shipping weight 14 pounds. . .......... .$14.97 

Add exciting motor 
sounds to any bike 
or trike handlebar 

V-RROOM! TIGEROO 

Sounds like a real-revving Squeeze handgrip for real action 
engine. No batteries needed— —see gleaming-white fangs and 

k: just pump the handle and hear 
it sound off, flip a switch and 
horn sounds. Mountings incl. 
49 N 8631—Wt. 2 lbs. $2.97 

mouth open as he bellows forth 
a jungle roar. Boldly-striped 
plastic. Tail included. 
49 N 8634—Wt. 2 Ibs.. .$3.44 

14-in. rear wheels make it 
our steadiest 3-wheeler 

Sure-footed even on the sharpest 
turns. Chain-drive with all ball-bearing 
movement. Springy vinyl seat, 16- 
inch front wheel and semi-pneumatic 
tires. Strong red and white steel 
frame. Adjustable chrome-plated 
handlebars. Plastic pedals and hand 
grips. Chain guard encloses chain on 
both sides for safety. Leg reach 18 
inches and longer. Unassembled. 
79 N 8796L—Wt. 37 lbs..... $23.44 

Tinipon scat by iaa com 

Unicycle 

New fun fad that’s rolling 
across the country. Good test 
of balance. Big 18-inch wheel 
with semi-pneumatic tire 
with plastic pedals. Rolls on 
bali bearings. Banana seat 
with coil springs fully padded. 
Steel frame finished in white. 
Adjust seat to your height. 

Partly assembled. 
79N8639C-Wt. 13 Ibs. $9.97 

"It’s a HONDA 198 
Looks and sounds like a real motorcycle 

Chain-driven pedal action provides the motion. Steel-spoke wheels roll with 
the greatest of ease on semi-pneumatic tires. Realistic motor sound . . no bat- 
teries needed. Big, comfort-contoured seat. When confidence comes, training 
wheels are removable. Authentic cream and red color plastic body. “Head- 
light” and other decorations finished in aluminum-color paint. Measures 27 
in. high, 45 in. long. Partly assembled. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 8635N—Shipping weight 20 pounds. . . OE ra E $19.88 

Just say “Charge It” when you phone your order 

79N8632L-Wt. 26 Ibs. $18.88 

Big bike styling, yet T 
steady as a trike . . —X 1 
trainingwheelsremove $1477 ^ 

Because there's no bar on this 
chain drive bike, boy or girl 
can get on or off easily. 
Bright red and white trim. 
Nylon bearings, 13-inch wheels, 
semi-pneumatic tires. Steel 
frame, chain guard and ad- 
justable seat. Plastic pedals 
and grips. For 16 to 19-in. leg 
reach. Unassembled. 

79 N8604L-Wt.261bs.$14.77. ræ SEARS 531 



Motorboat skims along the sidewalk 
Outboard "motor" purrs, s[999 without 

propeller really spins 

Cast-off for adventure on your own 4. 
Two rear wheels and 1 front wheel ke this a fast turning vessel. 

y Ruggedly built with a steel hull. Simulated, metallized port and 
starboard running lights. Plastic flagstaff. Adjustable pedals. Order 
2 “D” batteries below. Partially assembled, 
79 N 8905L—Shipping weight 29 pounds $19.99 
79 N 4660—"'D” Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. Zach 16c; 6 for 90c 

Save this catalog . . you can order toys 
on pages 467 to 638 until August 1, 1967 

ch long “land” cruiser, 

$))44 ue, 

New breed of sports car realism 
Doors open and close, hood and trunk lid raise up, 

French horn honks . . even includes rearview mirror, 

detailed “motor,” padded seat, map pockets on doors 

Take a tour of the Continent in this 42-inch long Giaguar. Racy lean lines 
molded of.very tough plastic, shrugs off bumps. All-steel undercarriage. 
Shiny rust-resistant body , . looks like it just came off the showroom floor. 
Chrome-plated stamped spoke wheels, molded rubber tires. Adjustable 
pedals, Nylon bearings. Partly mbled, Order pump on facing page. 

79 N 8907 N— Freight (rail or truck) or express, Wt, 24 lbs. $22,44 

2 Pack away e i Y e 
m 3 travel togs y 

x . just lift 
v trunk lid } 

Red 
It's a HONDA $2044 i: 

Looks like a real motorcycle Chain-drive Police Cycle with blinking red light patrols the 
chain-drive makes it easy to pedal sidewalks to check each coin-operated Parking Meter 

Steel-spoke wheels roll with the reatest of ease on semi-pneu- Radio Patrol Car. All the extras like chrome-plated Parking Meter. Insert coin, clock 
matic tires. Big comfortable seat. Simulated headlight, horn and windscreen, streame antenna ticks back needle until meter reads 

shock absorbers. 27 inches high, 45 inches long Plastic; steel. Comfortable vinyl seat. Rubber tires with large Times Up.” Meter opens so ye 

Freight (rail or truck) or express. 1 hubcaps. Lots of storage space in rear can count day's parking receipts. 
79 N 8642N — Partially assembled. Wt. 22 lbs. $20.44 opens. 37 inches long. Partially assem With traffic tickets. Almost 3 feet 
49 N 8643-Training Wheels. Set of 2. Wt. 1 lb. 8oz. Set 1.91 r 1 "C" battery below. high. Use as bank, too. 

79 N 8727L —Shippir $23.77 79 N 8729C —Wt. 3 lbs... $2.99 
526 Sears w 79 N 4665 * Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 oz. Each 16c; 6 for 90c 
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Aím! Fíre! 
Stop that Tíger! 

Use pistol, rifle to bring down 

"big game" in Tiger Safari Hunt 

Don the sun helmet, pack the pistol, load the big game rifle and you're 

ready to stalk the moving 12-inch tiger. When you shoot him down with 

either weapon his wind-up motor stops. Just i i 
continue the hunt. Adjustable travel pattern . . make him go in circles or 

straight lines. 28-inch double-barreled rifle, 7-inch .45 pistol both shoot 
darts, With helmet and 6 rubber-cupped darts. Strong plastic construction. 
79 N 348C—Shipping weight 3 pounds.........-.---- ($3.99 

A d i E È 

hit him as he scoots about . . 
in circles or straight lines, 
whichever you choose. Game 
set includes 9-inch rabbit and 
24-inch double barreled shot- 
gun, both of sturdy plastic. 3 
suction-cup darts. 
79 N 384C-Wt. 2 lbs. $2.88 

5 
9, 0.0.9 

g^ Patna a 

Big Game 
Archery Set 

5 $ 499 

22x22-inch bull's eye target 

Eight 21-inch tri-fletched arrows with large suction cups. Two 42-inch 
fiber glass bows with molded handles. Sturdy wood tripod. 2 simu- 
lated leather finger tabs, 2 arm guards. Ages 6 to 10. 
79 N 2541L—Shipping weight 8 pounds .. Set $4.99 

2 games in 1 

Shoot arrows or throw darts 

$ 399 
22x22-inch target is two-sided . . 
one side is bull's-eye target for 
archery, the other is special 
target for darts. Six 18-inch 
lacquered and fletched arrows 
and four 7-inch darts . . all with 
large suction cups. Two 42-inch 
fiber glass bows. Strong wood 
tripod. 2 finger tabs, 2 arm 
guards. Ages 6 to 10. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 2543C— Wt. 61bs.$3.99 

Score two ways! 

Hit the clown's face, or hit 
his nose and bell rings. 

ball drops like in pinball 

s999 
Rabbit Hunt 

$988 
Colorful clown target is just 
waiting for you to hit him and 
score points. Aim the 18-inch 

Just wind up mechanical rabbit. rifle, fire and hit his hat, eyes, 
face . . or score bonus points by 
hitting his nose. With two real- 
istic-looking plastic rifles, 8 
suction-cup darts. Target is 
made of high-impact plastic 
and pressed wood, 24x15x26 
inches high. Unassembled. 
79N6522C-Wt. 6 lbs. . .$9.99 

Go on a Duck Hunt . . right $499 Wind-up Crow Shoot. . s388 Circus Gallery . . hit the $499 

in your own yard or room get rid of pesty crows man on the flying trapeze 

Shoot at 3 flying molded plastic ducks. They Just wind up target motor, take aim . . and Calling all sharpshooters to a circus of fun 
revolve at least 12 times with each setting, start shooting. Crows fall off rotating at this moving-target shooting gallery. 
always circling lower. When winged, ducks ^ wire when hit. Full-color farm background. Knock over the ducks. Hit the lion or the 

T flop down. 18-inch plastic rifle shoots Includes 2 steel barreled 19-inch rifles giraffe. Strong wind-up motor keeps ’em 

suction-cup darts (3 included). 4 foot met- ̂  with plastic stocks. 20 corks, and 5 color- moving. Sturdy metal gallery, 17x11 inches 

al stand. Unassembled. ful plastic crows. 22x13x1% in. high. Plastic pistol and cupped darts. 

79 N 65186C— Shipping wt. 6 lbs.$4.99 N 341C—Shipping wt.31bs....$3.88 — 49 N 65221—Wt. 4 lbs. 4oz..... $4.99 528 Sears rc 
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Child's Trans 
Talk 600 

Each 1099 
Real voice-carrying fun 

without 
battery 

. rugged 6-transistor super- 

regenerative circuitry has 

noise limiter and 

adjustable volume control 

Voices sound clear and loud. Use it for chats with friends, hikes in the woods, secret agent 

games . . you'll think of a dozen ways to enjoy walkie kie fun. It’s a great incentive to 

imaginative play, and practical too. Even mothers have been known to use them to call 

the kids for dinn: Super-regenerative receiver-transmitter with big 47-inch antenna pulls 

in distant signals. The chrome-plated die-cast metal case has a talk-listen button, and easy 

tote wrist strap. Measures 6x214x134 inches. Use with any Sears child's walkie-talkie or any 

walkie-talkie that operates on Citizen Band Channel 14 
Powered by one 9-volt battery (not included, order separately below). 

49 N 1907—Shipping weight 1 pound 
49 N 6417—9-volt Battery. Shipping weight 4 ounces 

SAVE THIS CATALOG! Order toys on pages 433 to 605 until July 30, 1969 

Toy Walkie-Talkies look real 
..and they need no batteries 

2 in s494 
Magnetic operation. Blue plastic units are 914 
in. long. Includes ear pieces, message compart- 
ment, carrying strap and 25-foot wire. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 

49 N 20044... 2... ees Set $4.94 

Battery-powered units on this page send 

and receive on Citizen Band Channel 14 

NO LICENSE NEEDED 

Child's 
Trans Talk 

500 
Each 

s899 
without battery 

5-transistor operates up to 4 mile across 
open areas . . great for hikes or camp outs 

Carry your walkie-talkie everywhere and have con- 
versations with friends up to a 14 mile away. (For 
2-way chats, 2 units needed.) Snap-on wrist strap. 
Handsome black plastic case with silver-color trim. 
About 8x3x2 in. deep. Talk-listen button, on-off 
switch. 5-transistor solid state circuitry, 47-inch 
chrome-plated telescoping antenna. Super-regenera- 
tive transmitter-receiver, volume control, Uses one 
9-volt battery (not included). Order 1 pkg., left. 
49 N 1925— Shipping weight 1 pound. ......$8.99 

NOTE: All battery-operated walkie-talkies on this 
page from Japan. 

Code button for secret messages 
Send and receive up to !4 mile over open areas on 

this low priced battery-operated Walkie-Talkie 

$744 sitos 

Speak to friends or tap secret messages with the handy little 
Morse code button. Code chart is right on the case to make 
sending, receiving easy. Rich-looking black plastic case about 
6x3x114 inches . . with silver-color metal trim. Four transistors, 
with 40-inch retractable antenna. Talk-listen button and on-off 
switch. Uses one 9-volt battery (not included). 

Order separately at left above. 
49 N 1924— Shipping weight 14 ounces.............. $7.44 



Park and dispatch up to 16 mini-cars? 
YES! Elevator follows your push- 
button commands to park cars in any 
of its 4-level clear plastic stalls. And, 
when cars leave. elevator smartly pops 
them down street ramp to “gas up” in 
rear service area, From Japan. (Uses 
2 “C” batteries . . order pkg. below.) 
49 C 5837—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs... ..$14.99 

Set of 12 "MATCHBOX"' Vehicles. 
Mercedes truck, Mercedes trailer, 
Ford refuse truck, Mustang, field car, 
Pontiac Grand Prix, Mercury station 
wagon, Ford Corsair with boat, Mer- 
cedes 300SE, Unimog, kennel truck 
sand spreader, From England, all « 
cast metal. 
49 € g0339—W'. 1 Ib. 302... Set $5.96 

Flick levers to move cars 
in or out of elevator 

See what makes this the 
Busiest Service Station in town 

Levers operate car wash, gas pump, turn- 
Push catapult able, grease rack, and quick-exit catapult 

button to 
eject car $ 499 cars not included 

Turn crank 
and car 

rolls through 
the car wash . 

comes out 
fully cleaned 

"This ruzged plastic station offers all services of 
stations Dad goes to, then skoots car out into 
traffic. 13x9x434 inches high. From Japan. 

Grease rack 49 C 5839—Shipping weight 2 pounds $4.99 
goes up 

. and down Set of 6 “MATCHBOX"® Cars. Includes Ford 
* ~ Cortina GT, Volkswagen Camper, Opel 

AS Diplomat, Ford Zodiac Mk IV, Volkswagen 
- 1600 TL, Ferrari Berlinetta. England; die-cast 

4 — qUTGORS metal. 2 to 3 inches long. 
ect c. ; 

on turntable 

be 
Pump rings" 
as "gallon" 
dials turn 

528 [Sears ] fest 

order by phone. 
pping wt. 12 oz....... Set $2.98 
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Converts from a wagon 

to a scooter in seconds 
Just take off side rails and 
handie and you have a fast- 

Steer with your 
feet while you 
coast along 

Steel Wagons roll on ball bearing wheels 
for the quietest, easiest and smoothest ride yet 

Sleek styling for the boy on the move . . smooth and fast, too. 
Heavy-gauge steel body with rolled edges for safety and strength. 
Bright red-enamel body sports a white trim. White wheels roll on 
semi-pneumatic, puncture-proof tires. Black enamel undergear, 
tubular steel handle. Square fit-grip handle helps make it easy to 
hold and guide. Shipped partly assembled. Instructions included. 

Medium Wagon. ied vide states nee, Des tires. 
1 79 N 8114L—Shipping weight 26 pounds. . . 44 

rge Wagon. 36x17; wide. 10-in. 1 tires, 
2 Lure cede rt T ler) 

Scoot-wagon features ‘modern wrap-around steel side walls. Rolls easily on 
ball bearing wheels that measure a big 914 inches. Semi-pneumatic 1}¢-in. tires 
offer a soft ride. Take off big, square-grip handle and side rails and it's a 
hot-to-go scooter. Press chrome-plated brake against rear wheels to stop. 

Just right for little fellows 

Steel finished in metallic sea-mist blue. 37x16 in. wide body. Unassembled. 
79 N 8101L—Sbipping weight 37 pounds... ..........- «+ + + =+ cece. $14.99 

Wooden stake Wagon . . strong, rugged for hauling 
. take off the sides and it’s a sleek coaster 

Hardwood body on heavy-duty steel chassis. Natural finish wagon bed 
with red enameled stakes. Front and back edges of bottom beveled for 
smooth fit. Recessed tie rods. Stake brackets plated for rust protection. 
Graphite bearings need no oiling. 7x1}-inch semi-pneumatic tires. Wagon 
measures 30 in. long by 15 in. wide. Sent partly assembled. 
79 N 8119K—Shipping weight 23 pounds 

Smoll Wagon.28x13 inches wide. 
Redsteel body with trimed edges. 

Tot Wagon, 25x12 in. wide. 6- 
inch wheels, molded rubber 

Tin. wheels, 144-in. semi-pneu- tires. Bright red steel body. 
matic tires. Partly assembled. Sent partly assembled. 
79 N 8113C-Wt. 181bs. $5.66 — 79 N B110C-Wt.111bs.$3.66 

3-wheel Delivery Cycle 

Bright red-and-white steel body. 
Ball bearing, 16-in. pedal wheel. 
Semi-pneumatic tires, Heavy plas- 
tic windshield, plastic handle 
grips and streamers. Unassembled. 

Big stake Wagon 

for man-size loads 
This wagon's a full 3 feet long 
and 814 inches deep with sides 
up. Lift off sides and you have a 
speedy coaster. Reinforced with 
cleats, box rods. Big 10-inch 
artillery-type wheels, 15-inch 
semi-pneumatic tires. Nylon 
bearings. Clear varnished hard- 
wood body, red enameled stakes, 
white trim. Partly assembled. 
79 N B111L-Wt. 38 Ibs. $16.97 

Wheelbarrow and Shovel 
Green enameled steel wheelbarrow 
18x15x6}4 inches deep. Yellow 
steel handles. 74-inch disc wheel, 
semi-pneumatic tire. Unassembled. 
24-inch, steel and wood shovel. 

BE ARG vm z ; 79 N 8613L—Wt. 28 lbs. $14.99 — 79 N 8010C—Wt 8 lbs... $2.99 
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Lightweight Polyethylene Speedster 
lets tot make fast getaways 

The younger set finds it easy to handle. Bright red 

color molded into the material, fade-resistant. Ball- 
bearing drive, rubber tires, 3-position pedal adjust- 
ment. 37x16 in. wide. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8954L— Shipping weight 16 lbs. . . . $13.33 

Steel Tee Bird . . Nylon-bearing drive 
makes pedaling easy 

2-position pedals adjust for various age groups. 
Modern jet-type steering wheel. &in. molded 
rubber tires roll smoothly. Bahama blue, white 

i in. wide. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8952L— Shipping weight 24 lbs. . . $12.77 

Drive this racy Scat Car indoors, too . . 
steel parts are plastic coated 

So light . . weighs only 11 pounds. Steers without 
side slip, bas non-skid tires. Nylon bearings for 
easier pedaling, Soft, deep-sided plastic seat keeps 
child securely in place. 30x15 in. wide. From Italy. 
79 N B958C-Partly assembled. Wt. 11 1bs.$10.66 

Light flashes, bell clangs . . 
2 removable wood ladders _ 

Clang, Clang . . 
gangway for the 

Fire Chief's 

Special Car 

Steel Hook-and-Ladder with ball- 
bearing wheels rides 2 to the scene 

When 2 junior volunteer firemen hear an imaginary 
alarm, they quickly climb aboard this big 45-inch red 
truck and race to the fire. Each sets up his own 
rescue ladder, Key and lock on dash. Plastic wind- 
shields, wiper blade. 5-position pedal adjustment, 
rubber-tire wheels. Partly assembled. Order 1 “C” 
battery below at left. 
Why not pick up your phone and order it. 

79 N 8936L—Shipping weight 35 lbs.. ..... $22.99 

Flashing red light and clanging bell clear the path for 

this steel speedster with ball-bearing pedal drive. 

You're the first one on the scene to take — Fire-engine red. Adjustable pedals. Fire 
charge. The big 36-inch long car tells every- chief's helmet not included. Order 1 "C" 
one you're the Chief. Takes corners on battery below. Partly assembled. 

-tire wheels, moves at a mild pace. 79 N 8903L—Shpg. wt. 27 lbs.....$16.99 
79 N 4665—"'C" Battery. Shipping weight each 2 ounces. .. .Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

Turn crank, bell rings . . “gallons” 
register on Fire Chief* Gas Pump 

$799 

“Fill” up your tank from this bright red steel 
replica of an actual Texaco pump. Clicker in 
nozzle sounds like gas flowing. Plastic hose. p 
Dials even register tenths of gallons as bell 
rings. Includes 4 empty spark-plug boxes, 
spray bottle, windshield sponge. Storage 
shelves in back. 30 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8928C— Shipping weight 12 lbs.$7.99 

Whoosh! Chain-drive and oversize tires 
give this steel Tot-Rod Racer added speed 

Whip around your backyard like a racing pro. This deep red 
and white super flash is heavy-gauge tubular steel for lots of 
use. Adjustable bucket seat for adjusting leg room. Jet-type 
steering wheel. 10-inch rear wheels, 8-inch front . . puncture- 
proof rubber tires. 42 inches long. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8976L— Shipping weight 30 pounds. $16.99 

CGutalod pans scan by mana cow 



Hit the tiger with beam of ligh 
«he falls, bell rings 

ni 

Aim 

Become a sharp-shooting jungle hunter with this 
electronic target set. Four wild animals on revolv- 
ing wheel jump out from authentic-looking jungle 
scene that is 15x13x12 inches high. 
Hit an animal . . it falls and a bell rings. Animal 

then continues on and is automatically picked up 
while a different animal comes into range. 35-inch 
rifle shoots harmless “bullets” of light. 

Electronic Rifle at four fast-moving animals 
as they jump out from colorful jungle scene in target 

sgum 
Rifle is high-impact plastic, has adjustable scope. 
Plastic target uses 6 “D” batteries (not included); 
order 3 packages below. Rifle uses one long-lasting 
9-volt battery; order one below. Assembled. 
79 N 26229LM—Shipping weight 10 lbs. „$18.44 

79N4660M-"D" Battery. Pkg. of 2.Wt. 8oz. Pkg. 36c 
79N2603M-9-volt Battery. Wt. 4 oz. Ea. $1.49 

Batman 
Target Arcade $999 

Shoot at long-time enemies of those 
fearless crime fighters, Batman and 
Robin or knock over the 5 panels 
in front of them, Self-loading plas- 
tic pistol fires metal pellets. Plas- 
tic canopy. Metal legs. Pistol at- 
tached to frame. 20x11x7 in. high. 
49 N 185—Wt. 5 lbs. 4 oz..$2.99 

Target Master with 

changeable targets $ 599 

Your score will add up fast with this tar- 
get range. Mystery gun lines upmechan- 
ically with targets at end of range . . you 
pull the trigger on plastic gun, “bullets” 
come through on target. Completely safe 
because nothing actually comes out of 
gun. Metal range, 31x9x5 in. high. 
79 N 65187C—Wt. 5 lbs........ $5.99 

Big Shot Arcade with 6 action targets 
to shoot at again and again 

You'll have the time of your life with this big arcade . . a complete amusement park. It's 2¥4 feet long, and has a self-loading plastic pistol 
that will fire as fast as you can pull the trigger. There's a full range of 
amusement park targets . . 6 in all, including reset target, bullet trap, 
bell ringing tatget, bobbing target, moving target and animal target. 
Game is housed in high-impact plastic case. 2344x1514x84 in. high. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone. 
79 N 65185C—Shipping weight 3 pounds............... ..$10.89 

U.N.C.LE. vs. Thrush 399 
with 2 dart guns 

Who are better marksmen . . the 
men from U.N.C.L.E. or agents 
of Thrush? Find out fast. Just 
hook colorful 3-section set of heavy 
cardboard together. Then position 
your 5% inch plastic men . . grab 
your dart plastic pistols and start 
firing. First one to knock down all 
of his opponent’s men wins. 

Complete with 2 pistols, 6 rub- 
ber-tipped darts, 2 grenades and 
12 figures, including Illya Kur- 
yakin and Napoleon Solo. 
79 N 306L—Wt. 6 lbs. ...$3.99 

Lone Ranger :329 
Target Game 

Help the Lone Ranger and Tonto Hands Up Harry 3499 
never wins 

He’s Hilarious Harry, too, as you put 
cowboy 

garb mounted on hardboard, 28 in. high; 
has leg supports. Western-style plas- 
tic dart gun and 4 suction-cup darts, 
79 N 351C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs..$4.99 

7 dd 
m———HÓ—H— 

Bean Bag Toss $ 4?9 

Carnival fun for everyone. Take 

79 N 65188C—Wt. 6 lbs... $4.29 

stop the stagecoach robbery! Put 
3 spring-action “bad guys” on 
board, then shoot them down with 
10-in. plastic dart revolver. 

Target board with scenic back- 
ground is part of box itself. Chip- 
board target and 4 darts. 
79 N 65222C—Wt. 2 lbs..$3.29 



JR. BASE STATION - 

LI 
transtalk BASE STATION. 

PPD 

talk with à 

friend up t0 
a mile away 

for sectet 

messages 

i 10 go, REC "m 

Woritp ick u 
74 Program, ships at sea 

It's Sears exclusive Communication 

Center . . 4 different radio units in | 

£2750 s. 
Now your-youngster can act like a ham radio operator . . tune in 
conversations from the world of action, talk to friends within 

range by walkie-talkie or telegraph, even listen to music and news. 
Just turn the on-off volume control knob and tuning knob, then flick 
2 switches to transmit or receive, to hear Citizen's Band or AM radio. 
Transmits over Channel 14, receives all CB channels, Switch changes 
circuitry for AM radio. Solid state circuitry, crystal controlled trans- 
mitter-receiver has sensitive variable tuning capacitor, chrome- 
plated brass antenna that extends 50 inches. Molded plastic cabinet 
16x6x7 in. high, 214-in. speaker; headphone may also be used as 
microphone transmitter. Plug-in key for code transmission. 

For wireless chats with friends, use another Communication Center 
or Walkie-Talkies on opposite page. Code booklet included. From 

Without 
batteries 

Tunes in all 23 CB (Citizen Band) 

stations. Optional accessories too! 

s[999 without batteries 

Equipped with earplug for private listen- 
ing. Molded plastic cabinet about 11}4x4x5 

inches high. Telescoping antenna extends 
about 44 in, For wireless contact with friends 
(over Channel 14), order plug-in microphone 
below. From Japan. 

Uses 6 “C” batteries, not included. Order 
3 packages below. Use with accessories listed 
below for more versatility and fun. All acces- 
sories plug into base station. 
49 N 1910—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. ......$19.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4665—Shpg. wt. 4 oz....... Pkg. 38c 

2 Combination Headphone or Microphone. 
49 N 1911—Shpg. wt. 6 oz... $1.99 

3 Plug-in Key. For code transmission. 
49 N 1913—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. . 1.99 

4 Hand Microphone. For professional look. 
49 N 1912—Shpg. wt. 6 oz....... $1.99 

Overseas Shortwave Radio 
With Band 5 coil set that tunes in “Voice of America". :)488 without 
Other shortwave bands available as optional accessories varie 

6 This solid state radio-receiver lets you listen to London, Paris, Lisbon, Tokyo, 
Moscow and Havana; ships at sea . . the whole exciting world of shortwave. Even 

your local AM broadcasts (order Band 1 coil set below) can be heard. Headphone 
jack for private listening (order headphone, above left). Charcoal gray molded 
plastic cabinet with brushed silver color metal face. About 11x5x7 in. high. 

Each coil set covers one band—consists of one antenna coil and one oscillator 
coil. Band 5 (included) for 9.6-17.8 Mhz. (megahertz) covers shortwave bands 19 
and 31; 20-mefer amateur band. Also tunes in hundreds of stations all over the 
world, including “Voice of America" and National Bureau of Standard Time Signals, 
Ft. Collins, Colorado (gives the time by code every minute, by voice every five 
minutes). Radio and coils from Japan. Uses 3 “D” batteries (order 2 pkgs. above). 
49 N 1914— Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces, . . $24.88 

OPTIONAL COIL SETS 
Bond 1. 5.4-1.6 Mhz covers Band 2. 14-33 Mhz re- 
entire standard AM broad- — ceives ship, coast guard and 

Band 3, 3.3-5.6 Mhz receives 
amateur radio, inland marine 

49 N 1926 

49 N 4660—" 

cast band, both local and aircraft radio stations, tele- stations, aircraft, 49 meter 
distant stations in the U.S., phone stations. Night re- broadcasts from London, Paris 
Canada and Mexico. Day- ception for distance, close and other European and South 
time local, nighttime distant. range day or night. American stations. Night re- 
Shipping weight 4 oz. Shipping weight 4 oz. ception recommended. 
49 N 1922 Set $1.99 49N 1916 .8et$1.99 — 49N1920-Wt. 4 oz. Set $1.99 

Cubo pam scans by chaisimat maiseid poe 

Band 4.:5.4-9.6 Mhz re 
ceives international short- 
wave stations of North and 
South America, Near East, 
Europe, 40 meter amateur, 
Late afternoon, night recep- 
tion. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N1921.. 

Japan. Uses 6 “D” batteries, not included (order 3 packages below). 
ipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces. 
" Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 8 oz 

$27.50 
Pkg. 38c 

Band 6. 17.3-31.5 Mhz. Get. 
daytime reception from Eu- 
rope, Asia, Voice of America, 
15 meter wort 10 meter 
amateur, k: 

49N1923-Wt. 402. Set $1.99 
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*MATCHBOX? 

Double Loop 
Race Track 

$ 5” 

Spectacular action with a new breed of 

“MATCHBOX" cars that are so fast they 

defy gravity on this 12-ft. Supertrack 

Flag automatically 
signals winner 

sonny /GUMING 
(UGHTNING MOTION) 

L. M. 500.. RACE TRACK 
Here's a real test of your racing skill . . 

and all without batteries, motors or wires 

Set includes 16 feet of track, 2 die-cast metal cars and 2 racing helmets. Just flip. 
Lightning Motion propulsion knobs and cars streak up "suicide" hill and into a 
180° turn . . skim down inclined straightaway, around low-end 180° turn and 
head for finish. Latches in track propel cars up and away again. Speed and 
number of laps depend solely on your skillful handling of the knobs. Rugged 
plastic track, 2 automatic lap counters. Partly assembled. 
79 C 20175L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ...... sees Set $16.99 

Johnny Lightning Helmet. Red, hi-impact plastic, thunderbolt insignia. 
49 C 20177—Shipping weight 2 pounds. ...... een $3.99 

Dinija scané by euidmacaweedlüciadt a cows 

One push lever allows 
identical starts 

Set of 6 Johnny Lightning die-cast metal Cars $549 

Friction-free, “Mag” wheels, locked-axle racing suspension. Incl. Mako 
Shark, El Camino Surfer, Super Twin Engine Dragster, Cadillac Eldorado, 
Turbine Spec. X-2000, Ferrari Berlinetta. About 234 to 3 in. long. 
49 C 20351—Shipping weight 1 pound.................-.--..- Set $5.49 



Putt-putts 

like a real 

Chain-drive Tractor and Trailer 

Tractor and Tractor Tue 51799 | "Sayer 51466 
Tractor. Universal steering joint lets you turn a 
full 360°. 8-inch front, 10-inch rear wheels. Ad- 
justable bucket seat, trailer hitch. Orange with 
black trim. 37 inches long, 26 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 8949L—Shipping weight 26 Ibs. . ... $14.66 
Trailer. Haul rider or parcels . . strong steel. 32x15 
inches wide. 7!4-inch wheels. Unassembled. 

ipping weight 10 Ibs.. .....$5.44 

Tractor and Trailer. Save $2.11. Separately. .$20.10 
79 N 8960L2—Shipping weight 36 lbs. ... 17.99 

Big side exhaust and play spark plugs show power. 
Deep-cleat rear wheels awe bnt of traction 

"Tractor and. "Tractor Taime $2399 | "ws $1997 
Tractor. Steel chassis with ic exhausts and plugs. Adjustable seat, 
hitch and step plate. Full bearings. 8-in. front, 10-in. rear wheels with 
semi-pneumatic tires. 37x25 in. high. Red and white. Unassembled. 
79 N 8934L—Shipping weight 33 pounds. ..............ssssss. $19.97 

Trail Trac Trailer. 12x11 in. wide. 8-in. wheels. Red, white. Unassembled. 
79 N 8929C—Shipping weight 11 pounds...............2...605+ $5.99 

Tractor and Trail Trac Trailer. Unassembled. Save $2.63. Separately $25.96. 
79 N 8939L2—Shipping weight 44 pounds....... 2.2.2.2... 2.005 $23.33 

parking stand, too, Red and white enamel fin- : ; i ished. 39 Inches long. Unassembled. Chain-drive Tractor hitches to 1-seater 
Dump Trac with lever-action unloading , Ad 

Tractor only 

$2488 Dump Trac 

$799 

Jr. Scooter Scooter Chief 

Sparkling bright and 10-inch, ball-bearing sound when you shift the gears . . authen- 
Super Diesel Tractor makes real motor 

shiny red enamel on wheels, 134-inch rub- 
steel. 6-inch wheels, ber tires. Brake and 
34-inch rubber tires. stand. Red steel. 38 

tically-styled engine. . dual front wheels 

31 inches long. Stand. inches long. Unas- Tractor. Ball-bearing chain drive. &in. front Dump Trac. Steel seat and dump box. Red with Unassembled. sembled. wheels, 12in. rear wheels. Semi-pneumatic white trim. 33x15 inches wide. Unassembled. 
Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. Shipping wt. 15 Ibs. tires, tractor tread on rear. Adjustable seat. — 79 N 8917C—Shipping wt. 16 Ibs, -$7.99 

79 N 8809C, ..$3.33 . 79 N8818C. 45.97, Lock ignition. Green and yellow. Unassembled. ^ Tractor, Dump Trac. Save $3.30. Separ.. . .$32.87 ic Wr 79 N 8957N— Shipping wt. 40 lbs.. . ..$24.88 — 79 N 8968N2— Shipping wt. 58 Ibs... $29.57 
FOR ti Papi. 1, 1966 "N" items (as 79 N 8957N) shipped freight (rail or truck) or express ws SEARS 533 
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10-inch s[[97 iR 

Step up to this double-deck Trike 

for a smooth, fast ride on 
ball-bearing wheels 

Stepping up's safer than ever—extra-wide rear step, 
mounting plate. Pedal faster, easier with ball bear- 
ings in all wheels. Puncture-proof tires. Chrome- 
plated handlebars and air-cushion saddle adjust. 
Turquoise with white trim. Unassembled. 
79 N 8723L-10-in. front wheel. Wt. 19 Ibs nr z 
79 N 872 He vt front wheel, Wt. 21 Ibs. 
79 N 872 front wheel, Wt. 25 lbs, . 
79 N 8726L-20.in, front wheel, Wt. 30 Ibs, 16.77 

Ga 

Tot's Tractor with horn and trailer 

Hop aboard this yellow plastic tractor and tow 
supplies to the north forty! Look at those heavy- 
duty 11x234-in. rear tires. Ride 14 in. high in that 
big bucket seat and steer ’er over to hitch up the 
1834-in. blue plastic trailer. Unassembled. 
79 N 8901L—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. . ...$12.33 

High-rise 
Bronco Bike 
rides two 

$577 

Mount up onto the 141¢-in. high saddle and your 
sidekick can stand in back on the metal-supported 
platform. Then grab the high-rise handlebars and 
hang on, Cowboy! Nylon bushings let you guide 
this spirited palomino with ease. 634-inch front 
wheel. Polyethylene and steel. Unassembled. 
79 N 8915C— Shipping weight 7 Ibs....... $5.77 

Sears | wx 

mr EE— 

TIGEROO .. really clears the way 

for bike or trike with a growl 

$379 

Clamp him on your handlebars, grab handle 
and squeeze for a real tiger r-o-a-r! Striped 
plastic with reflector eyes, white fangs, tail. 
49 N 8634— Shipping wt. 2 lbs....... $3.79 

10-inch 
front wheel 

Chrome-plated fender looks dashing 

. . ball-bearing front wheel pedals easily 

A flash of chrome-plating trims fender, handlebars. Punc- 
ture-proof rubber tires. Adjustable handlebars and metal 
saddle. Plastic grips, streamers pedals. Steel frame, deep 
red finish. Partly assembled. 
79N 8730L-10-in. (14-17-in. leg reach). Wt. 17 Ibs. 
79N8731L-12 

79N8732L-16- 

79N 8733L-20.in. (20-2: 

18 lbs. 
22 Ibs. 

in. leg reach). Wt. 27 lbs. 

New! This gleaming 

“MOTOR” TRIKE 

features banana seat 

and high-rising 

handle bars 

Save this catalog . . 
you can order toys 
on pages 467 to 638 
until August 1, 1967 

$9.99 
10.99 
12.99 
14.44 

$933 10-inch 
front wheel 

Priced low, yet these Trikes 

deliver a smooth ride 

This emerald and white trike pedals 
easily with nylon bearings in front 
wheel. Puncture-proof tires. Handlebars 
adjust . . have red vinyl guard grips. 
Metal saddle adjusts, has square post 
to prevent turning. Partly assembled. 
Choose from 3 front wheel diameters. 
79 N 8516C—10-in. Wt. 15 lbs. .$8.33 

79 N 8517L—13-in. Wt. 17 lbs.. 9.99 

79 N 8518L—16-in. Wt. 22 lbs.. 11.88 

Chrome-plated all-steel frame 
even sports simulated shock absorbers 

The continental look in racy black, red trim. Chrome- 
plated handlebars with plastic grips, streamers. Nylon 
bearings make wheels easy to pedal. 10-in. rubber tired 
front wheel. No-noise motor clamps on. Rear step protec- 
tor adjusts for quiet ride or noise ticker. Banana seat 
gives driver leg reach from 17 to 19 in. Made in Italy. 
79 N 8709C—Shipping weight 12 Ibs...........$10.27 

Wheelbarrow 
and Shovel 3318 

Green enameled steel wheelbar- 
row has 7-in. puncture-proof tire, 
Yellow steel handles. Body is 
20x16x514 in. deep. White, 24- 
in. steel shovel. Unassembled. 
79 N 8120C-Wt. 8 Ibs.. .$3.78 



Sears metal pegboard lab panels let you rearrange shelves . . set up your 

lab to handle more advanced experiments without additional apparatus 

Distill liquids with Condenser 
that cools gases Motorized Agitator 

Lab Balance weighs grams Hand-operated Centrifuge 

Conduct 750 high school experiments with this Chem Lab 

* Spectroscope, rocket 

* Centrifuge, lab balance 

* Lab trough, tube holder 

Sears 500-experiment Chem Lab 
Form oxygen, hydrogen and other gases 

by heating chemicals 

s149 

Collect gases by inverting test tube in water-filled lab sink. 

Basic experiments teach facts about the composition of air, 

water and metals. More advanced sessions probe the compo 

sition of household adhesives and soaps. Learn about leather- 

tanning and perfume making. Complete instructions on how 

to use balance for weighing chemicals. 
Included are: non-spill alcohol lamp, two racks and test 

tubes, lots of equipment, and 20 bottles of chemicals. Three- 

panel metal pegboard lab measures 29 inches long. To order 

the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under 

“Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales” for number to call. 

49 N 64133—Shipping weight 7 lbs. 9 oz.. .Set $14.99 

* Magnetic action agitator 

* Condenser tube, glassware 

e 31 chemicals, test tubes 

:19?? 

Hundreds of fascinating experiments in this lab make learning lots of fun for budding 

chemists. It includes the Master Chemistry Manual . . one of the most complete and 

authoritative experiment books for youngsters. Special emphasis is placed on learning 

basic facts about atoms, molecules, atomic weights and numbers of elements. 

Practical experiments include testing foods, making soaps, paper, perfumes, fertiliz- 

ers, insecticides. Includes alcohol lamp, two manuals and complete magic manual with 

tricks you can do to amuse friends. Four-panel metal pegboard lab with plastic shelves 

opens up to 40 in. long. Uses 2 “D” batteries, not included . . order a package below. 

49 N 64134—Shipping weight 11 pounds. Set $19.99 

49 N 4660— "D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 ounces. . Pkg. 36c 

without 
batteries 

conduct heat tests 

with Sears 355-experiment Chemistry Set 
Amaze and mystify your friends Launch the rocket s44 

with Chemical Magic 

hol lamp, ten bottles of chemicals, test 
tubes, rack, litmus paper, glass tubing and 

$ 34 

Play tricks with invisible ink, liquids that change color . . 65 

tricks in all. Magic manual, alcohol lamp, test tubes, tumblers 

Here's a satisfying introduction to the 

wonders of chemistry. Observetheeffects 

and chemicals all add up to lots of chemical fun! 

49 N 6317—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . .Set $3.44 

530 Sears rc 
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of thrust and rocket propulsion with this 
set which also includes supplies for other 
fascinating experiments. Complete in- 
structions tell how to use non-spill alco- 

other apparatus. Two-panel metal peg- 
board lab, 19 inches long. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 N 64123 .......--------- Set $5.44 



Beginners 
Cutaway 
Mod-look 

6-string Guitar, 

Musical Teddy Bear 

Wind up Teddy and he 
plays a pretty song. He's 

Toss the Hot Potato soft, snuggly rayon plush 
Wind Spudsie and keep 

He and his friends “come 
alive’ when you add Ideal for young guitarists. 

1 
| 
i 

| Mr. Potato Head 

tossing it "til it buzzes. noses, ears, mouths and Ivory color, black body. felt ears and bri 

. Whoever's got it then is accessories. All inter- 734x134x24 in. long. Plastic tic eyes give him a lov- 
i i ic, 6% i j i i i able expression. 9 in. tall. 

Gi l lash out. Plastic, 634 inches. changeable. Plastic. 85 with 6 strings and pick. able expression, 9 in. tal 

EC Flasnfgnt Shipping wt. ea. 12 oz. pieces. Wt. ea. 12 oz. Shipping weight ea. 2 Ibs Shipping wt. ea. 9 oz 
i Nono 49 N 65172... . $1.64 49 N 8489......$1.88 79 N 6659C .$1.89 49 N 40482......$1.99 

on walls and ceiling 2 foe chee Por ada 2 lo iis. 3.58 2 for. URN 2552s EZ 
Just shine this flashlight on 
any surface and a friendly 
clown will smile back at you 
Made of break-resistant plas- 
tic, 14 in. long. Use ^ 
batteries, order 1 pkg. below. 

Shipping weight ea. 12 oz 

Crazy Mirror 

49 N 16192.. $1.39 
Iq 2.1.7726 

Just like the funny mirrors in j ] d - 
amusement parks. Makes Ini- rice 
face look long, short, thin, 

le or even split in half. : 
Fun for all ages. Unbreak- (à 
able metal mirror. About 

"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. 12x14 inches. Wt. ea. 9 oz. & oe on y 
Shipping weight 8 oz. 49 N 4630... 

49 N 4660. .Pkg. 38c m vets 

Watch Slinky “walk” 
downstairs 

AM 
3) 

Musical Playmate. Pull 
the string, hear a de- March Binoculars, long range, Peanuts Drum. 

Slinky ambles downstairs or adjustable focus; non- with Snoopy and pals. Water Color Set. 54 colors, lightful song. 2x2 in. 
slithers between your hands. prismatic. Plastic. Carry- 11-in. diam. Metal. 9-in. brush, metal box with 4-sec- Durable plastic. From 

Sin. steel spring. Wt. ea. 11 oz. ing case. Wt. ea. 8 oz. sticks. Wt. ea. 1 1b. 12 oz. tion mixer lid. Wt. set 10 oz. Japan. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 

49 N 8428. se776 |  49N1608 ..98c 49 N 66592.....$1.97 49 N 8471.. „Set 79c 49 N 44155... ..$1.69 
. 2 for............918 [X7 RUN .. 3.74 | 2setsfor....... 3 2 forct Sok 

SS 

~~ 
Performing Birds. Pull 

Dump Truck really works. string and Super Bird 
Dumping action con- 8 Bantam Puzzles . . cach walks on walls, ceiling . . 
trolled by lever. Rugged 7x54 in., cut into about gravity-defying feet. 6 

8 Non-spill Playnts steel construction. En- 100 interlocking pieces in. Plastic, felt cape. 
Non-toxic poster paints plus amel finish. 7 in. long. ofextra heavy cardboard. Albert Duck drinks as 
brush, mixing tray and color Orange. Wt. ea. 14 oz. Shpg.wt.ea. 11b. 1002. | — long as cup is full. 734 in. 
chart. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. F 49 N 54038. $1.19 49 N 6531.. .Set $1.99 Nylon, metal. Wt. 8 oz. 

49 N 1774...... Set $1.94 Die. scan Soe * | 49 N 44244. Set $1,88 

Try to knock over 
Poppo Pop-up Puncho 

Rumble Tumble Race 
Game. Lift starting gate 

Bozo, Pokey and Gumby ? He really rolls with the and 4 racers fight for the 
They sit, stand, bend or twist. Super- *Lectric Shaver punches . . knock him over lead around hair-pin 
flex plastic is washable, non-toxic. Bzzzz . . sounds like a and he pops back for more. curves. 30 in. of running 
Bozo, Gumby 6 in. tall. Pokey 414 real electric shaver. 314- This brightly colored Puncho track. Comes with 12 
in, Wt. ea. 4 oz. in. plastic. Cord plugs in is 26 in. tall. Inflatable vinyl. capsule racers, instruc- 
(1) 49 N 8421—Bozo. . 88c play outlet. Penlite bat- Bottom weighted with sand. tions. Plastic. 
(2) 49 N 8405—Pokey.........88c Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
(3) 49 N 8406—Gumby........ 88c 49 N 29114........ 99c 
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^ Special at Sears 
? Die-cast Speedsters Seco i 

Hot Wh that really move! 

Hazard Hill Race Set. .two cars flash down 
dangerous 15-inch high spiral slope with chicane 

cross-over track 

Great room display. Colorful all-plastic car 
carrier plaque and 6 Hot Wheels cars. 
3-D carrier hangs on wall or stands alone. 
With: McLaren, Splittin' Image, Turbofire, 
Cougar, Beatnik Bandit, '31 Ford Woody. 
79 C 2034C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs...... Set $7.49 

Sizzlin' 6 $ 499 Each 
Hot Wheels Sets 

Die-cast metal bodies and chassis, 3 in. long. 
Molded plastic tires. Cars have torsion bar 
suspension, low-friction wheel bearings. Mag 
wheels, racing tires, scoops. (Set 1 shown.) 
Sizzlin 6 Set 1. Lola GT 70, Twinmill, El 

Dorado, Volkswagen, Chaparral®, Python. 
49 C 20347—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... . .Set $4.99 10 feet of extra track 

fits both ends 31:9 Sizzlin' 6 Set 2. '36 Ford Coupe, Torero, Hot 
of Hill Race Heap®, "32 Ford Vickey, Ford MK IV, Deora. 

49 C 20348—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... . .Set $4.99 
È Cars, released from gate, free-wheel downhill, changing lanes halfway down. Vac- 

uum-formed styrene track and trestles. Two metal Hot Wheels cars. 
79 € 20127L—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ......... cese Set $9.99 

Q, 10-foot Hot Strip Track Pack. Use with Hill above or alone. 
79 C 20349C—Shipping weight 1 pound........60..00ccssecseeccceeeseueee 119 

As Hot Wheels Car rolls through *Super-charger" 

pit stop, it's shot out for another fast lap 

Holds 24 vehicles and matching collectors 
buttons. Durable 1-pc. polypropylene, 
about 13-in. diam. Looks like racing tire. 
49 C 20141— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .$2.99 

Double Super-charger Speedway Set 

with 25 feet of track 

172 without 
batteries 

Super-chargers boost cars around track as they roll be- 
tween revolving soft-sponge wheels. Speed up rotating 
wheels to speed up cars. Lap counters, track, 2 cars. 2 plas- 
tic “pit stops" use 2 “D” batteries ea., order pkg. below. 

ping weight 9 pounds... . . .Set $17.99 
jatteries. 

Package of 6. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz.. ........Pkg. 1.19 
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An unusually low price for a big 

30-in. Horse with hard plastic body 

Only $1 D88 

Hobby Horses with soft vinyl 

bodies feel and look so real 

52788% | «19955. | #1495. 
Pinto ponies of soft vinyl feel almost as muscular as a live horse. Legs are 
individually shaped for authenticity. Western style saddles. Vinyl reins. 
Heavy tubular steel stands with U-frame, footrests. Unassembled. 35-inch 
horse sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

35-inch long Horse. Saddle height 2644 inches. 
79 N 7533N—Shipping weight 32 pounds. ....... ccce $27.88 

31-inch long Horse. Saddle height 2434 inches. 
79 N 7507L—Shipping weight 27 pounds... 

‘The pride of our corral, this handsome palomino stallion gives cowpokes 
a lively ride on four bouncy springs. High-impact polystyrene plastic body 

withstands rough rides. Individually shaped legs. Removable reins, western- 

type saddle. 41x24-inch tubular steel base. Saddle height 24 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 7506L—Shipping weight 19 pounds..... i. sese $15.88 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells 

Mattel's BLAZE 
talks and gallops 

Pull the ring, and Blaze asks “How about some haaaay?" He neighs 
and whinnies, says many more things. Rock him, and his legs gallop 
realistically. Spring action is contained inside his high-impact plastic 
body. Black and white markings. 2-way footrests. Reins, handposts. 
36 in, long. Saddle ht. 29 in. Tubular steel stand. Ages 1 to 7. Un- 
assembled. Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 7555N—Shipping weight 37 pounds.........---.--- $33.50 

534 sears "e. 

Cunioa pan scans by christmas naisetecindead com 

diameter 45 in. U: 
79 N 7510N—Shipping weight 30 pounds. 

27-in. Horse. Saddle ht. 2214 in. No reins, U-frame or footrests. 
79 N 7505L—Shipping weight 18 pounds... i.n $14.95 

Replacement Springs. Wonder® double-hook Pro- 
tecto Springs (chromium-plated) fit most spring- 
suspended hobby horses. Package of two. 

Just a tug and around you go on this Carrousel . . 

bouncy spring action for extra riding fun 
All the excitement of a circus merry-go-round. Two steeds of rugged molded plastic 
spin around and around. A tug on handles of center shaft keeps them going. Husky 
tubular steel frame. Plastic leg tips. Saddle heights, 28 in. from ground. Overall 

isembled. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 

49 N 7534—Shipping weight 8 oz.......Pkg. 98c 



Turns on a dime! 

Unicycle with 
16-inch wheel 

and two 40-inch 
training poles 

sp 

Coasts without pedaling, 
brakes to a fast stop .. even 

converts to a girl's bike 

Big bike styling, 
yet as steady as a trike . . thanks 

to removable training wheels 

Remove cross bar and you have a girl's bike! 
Chain drive pedaling ease; 13-in. puncture-proof 
tires. Nylon wheel bearings. Vinyl seat adjusts. 
16 to 19-in. leg reach. Chrome-plated handle- 
bars. Shiny emerald frame with white trim. Re- 
movable training wheels. Unassembled. 
79 N 8632L—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs.........$20.44 

Boys and girls can hop on easily . . there's 
no center bar. Smooth-pedaling 13-inch 
wheels; nylon bearings. Puncture-proof tires. 
Red with white trim. Steel frame, chain 
guard, adjustable seat. Plastic pedals, grips. 
For 16 to 19-in. leg reach. Unassembled. 
79 N 8604L—Shpg. wt. 26 Ibs.... . $16.49 

14-inch rear wheels make 
it our steadiest 3-wheeler 

Steel chain drive with all ball-bearing move- 
ment. Big 16-inch front wheel. Vinyl seat, 
chrome-plated handlebars adjust. Puncture- 

Racy Motorcycle 

carries 2 riders 

Red and aluminum color, detailed “engine.” 12- 
in. steel-spoke wheels, puncture-proof tires. 

proof tires. Steel frame, red with white trim. 
Plastic pedals, hand grips. Leg reach 18 in. 
and longer. Unassembled. 

Polyethylene body, metal fenders. Chrome- 
plated handlebars adjust. Removable training 
wheels, 36x27 in. high. Partly assembled. 

79 N 8796L—Shpg. wt. 37 Ibs... .. $24.77 79 N 8607L—Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs.........$15.33 

Seat folds 

Rahat Wheel "n reel, up "n back . . a blast of balancing 
i s fun! Ball-bearing 16-in. wheel rides a puncture- 

proof tire with 13{-in. flat tread. Fork adjusts 
for fast, slow pedaling. 40-in. wood poles. 
Padded seat adjusts 28 to 35 in. from low pedal. 
Red tubular steel. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8734C—Shipping weight 13 lbs. $11.77 

This Unicycle has 

a 20-inch wheel . . 
seat adjusts 2 ways 

31699 
Vinyl banana seat with 
spring coil tilts to the 
most comfortable angle. . 
height adjusts 2434 to 
30 in. from low pedal. 
20x134-in. pneumatic 

31033 
Scooter Chief Sit'n Scoot 

Smooth-riding 10-in. ball- Scoot or sit and coast. 10-in. 
bearing wheels. 134-in. nylon bearing wheels with 
tires. Parking stand. Sure- puncture-proof tires. Wood 
grip brakes. 38 in. long. Red foot base. Chrome-plated han- 
and white. Partly assem- dles, fender. Brake and stand. 
bled, Shipping wt. 15 Ibs. 39 in. long. Unassembled. 
79 N BB13C....... $6.96 79N8736C-Wt.181bs.$10.33 

3696 

3]433 

SS This sled runs on wheels Zippy Cycle scoots along as a kr 
ie i i i " " on a bicy: e wl 

` . . Steer it left or right you “walk” on 2 big platforms Noo-slip, white plastic 

Just shift your weight from one pedal bow pedals. Shiny, 
to the other and away you'll go! Easy chrome-plated fork. Part- 
to maneuver . . especially stable. Red ly as 

Spring action makes steering 
easy. Varnished hardwood 
deck. Steel bumper. 4-inch 
rubber wheels roll smoothly and white with chrome-plated tubular Like everything else in 
on Oilite bearings. 38 inches steel frame. Large, sturdy steel plat- Sears books, it's so easy 
long. Unassembled. form steps. 32x17x30 in. high. Unas- to order by telephone. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. sembled. Shipping weight 19 Ibs. Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 
79 N8352L........$10.22 79N8737L.. $14.33 79 N8735L....$16.99 
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Conduct experiments here! 

Science Lab Table 

:1099 ==. 
Keep chemicals and equipment 
handy . . do experiments on this 
walnut-stained pine and hard- 
board lab table. Attach appara- 
tus, shelves from Sears chemical 
sets to perforated hardboard 
back. Roomy work surface holds 
spills; has handy plastic dry sink. 

Extra-sturdy steel legs with 
plastic tips to protect floors from 
mars, scars. Overall measures 25x 
17x44 inches high. Unassembled. 
To order the easiest way, look 

in your phone book white pages 
under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., 
Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
79 N 6334C—Wt. 14 lbs.$10.99 

Sears 475-experiment Chemistry Lab 
Weigh chemicals, study gases $ 966 

do magic tricks . . launch a rocket 

Little technicians will be able to test fabrics, make inks and dyes, man- 
ufacture chemical products with this set. Metal lab panels, 20 bottles of 
chemicals, test papers, test tubes, rack, precision balance, chemical 
rocket, non-spill alcohol lamp and chemistry manual. 

Three-panel metal pegboard lab sets up easily with sturdy plastic 
shelves, 29 inches long. Separate manual gives complete instructions for 
producing a fun-filled magic show to thrill your friends. 
49 N 64132—Shipping weight 6 pounds 9 ounces. ......... Set $9.66 

Cuneo pane scans by cuisines museleciadcM conn 

Our biggest, most advanced 

CHEMISTRY SET 
1,000-experiment metal pegboard lab set with large professional- 
sized Pyrex® glassware plus 64 ounces of chemicals, more test tubes, 
atomic energy spinthariscope, hydrometer, blow torch assembly, 

chemical fountain pen and much, much more 

s3999 
Advanced lab set designed for the science student. Study harmless 
radioactivity, distill chemical solutions. Accessories include magnetic 
agitator, centrifuge, precision balance, alcohol lamp, vinyl table 
cover. 32 chemicals in large 2-ounce bottles, 8 boxes of chemical test 
paper, 6 manuals, 8 charts. Condenser unit, 15 ml. graduate cylinder, 
12 ml. Erlenmeyer flask, 100 ml. beaker, test tubes. 

Other components include spectroscope, gas generator assembly 
and much more. 4-panel metal pegboard lab with plastic shelves opens 
to 40 in. long . . separate panel for individual projects. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries . . order package below 

49 N 64122—Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. $5 monthly.......Cash, set $39.99 
49 N 4660—“D” Batteries. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. 8 oz... Pkg. 36c 

set without 
batteries 

Mineralogy Laboratory 
Analyze rocks . . do specific gravity $ 66 

experiménts to identify minerals set 

Identify unknown minerals with chemical tests. Geologist's hammer 
breaks up and uncovers minerals, Study crystals with plastic magnifier. 
Lab contains 144-page manual; big 16x26-inch mineral identification 
chart, 15 rock specimens, alcohol lamp, test tubes and holder, rack, 
charcoal. 3-panel metal cabinet opens to 29 inches long. 
49 N 6377— Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces........... Set $9.66 

»c Sears 531 



Musical Puppy 
He plays a pretty tune for 
you for naptime. anytime. Loonie Lite 
Soft, huggable rayon plush Gaily decorated service for | Play with him or wear him. 
with locked-in eyes 
‘ears and tongue. 10 inches 

four, Metal plates, cups, around your neck, Eyes, 
and saucers, plastic forks, nose, mouth light up. 334- 

tall, | knives and spoons. in. vinyl. 134-volt battery 
Shoe. wt. ea. 10 oz. | Shipping weight set 6o. incl. Sbpe. wt. ek. 11 or. 

49 N40484......51.99 |  49N1454.....9e 88c |  49N30214.......51.66 
3.78 2 sets for $1.66 | 2t 3.18 

Dr. and Nurse Sets 
‘Over 35 pieces in each set 
including candy pills, play 
stethoscope, plastic bag. 
Beginner Doctor Set. 
49N1654-We. 1 Ib. $1.99 
Beginner Nurse Set, 
49N1658-Wt. 11b. $1.99. 

Little Miss Mod bracelet, earrings and “watch” 
The "rod, mod" fashion "jewelry" set. Mini-dolls senile at 
you from the lucky charm bracelet and thru the face of the 
"watch." 2 mini-twins dangle from clips for earrings. Mini 
dolls are 134 to 234 in., mini-twins are 24 in. All have 
plastic bodies, rooted ‘hair. Vinyl "mod" watchband; 
metal bracelet, dips. Shipping weight set 6 ounces 
49 N 30149. Set $1.88; 2 sets for $3 58 

Secret Heart. 
Safe 

Jungle with cosmetics. 
Book The perfect hiding spot. 

Tote Bag for paret. manatak. 
TxT42 -inch plastic 
heart-shaped safe has 

a 6 different, easy-to- 
change combinations 3-piece Drewar Sel, Nylon Fist Foces, Make silly, à Ie. | eim ETE s cos: x. - E EE. = creasing se this versatile tote-about as an attractive 

ee Pepe penal parse or a handy doll carry case. Has full lipstick. powder, comb, 
49 N 14542... -Set 88e chiet, lip color. Wt. 8 ox. length shookler strap. 964 in. Vinyl brush. We ca 
2 sets for 11.66 ^49 N 40486. sec | 49N1459—Shpe. wt ea 1b 2081.27 — 2$ 

2for 242 or 

4 Put a penny 
in this bank; 

OOM get a charm 
ZA -Z or a gumball 

Plastic bank with 76 
gumbalis, 25 charms. 

«7 im high, key to Lawn Mower 
i ope. A delidous Sounds io. Predict to save. Shpe. 

& reel moisi the future we 20r 
+ - just push it Magie" Bol, Aska que- 49 N 1612.41.77 

"MATCHBOX®" collector's Mini-case tion, turn ball over, read Refill, 75 gumballs, ems te al eves Ped |. md riaricarycusfldmdfr MATCH. | ML 7S ome 
Gam Shog. wt. 1. 2 on. BOX" cars (not ind) “Parking space” for weight read 

lr TI 4-5 rre € 
"] dcs s 49 N 20014— Shipping wt. ea. 1007. $1.24. eld e 
em 258 

x: P 
9 d 

Youngsters love to "mow" Farm Set 

the lawn just like dad does. 
“Za-Looom” motor noise 
is activated when mower 

Farm activity cen- 

is pushed. Ribbed poly I Tootsietoy Car Fleet Plastic farmhands, 
ethylene construction Fleet includes 7 diecast metal cars and animals fences, trac- 
Rugged plastic wheels, | trucks, a ChrieCraft boat with trailer and tor, guren Partly | 
steel ase 30 in. dong |. midget racer with trailer. Cars and trucks assembled. 
Unasembled measure 2 to 3 inches long. Colorful, richly We set 1 
T9AtO21C—WL ea. 21s. 
Each $1.99; 2 for $3.78 

detailed, baked-enamel finish. Wt. set Goz 49N59034-Set $1.69 — 
49 N 20135—Set 99c; 2 for......$1.88 — — 2setsfor..... 3:24 mmes [SS w 
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FLASHBACK 
Drag Race Set 

With “Christmas Tree” starter 
that signals. your 

two-car race to GO! 

Cars bounce Í 
back at this point 

«your own skill b. NS 

and coordination SS 

keep them moving out of 

the starting gate FAST— 
lap after lap 

Squeeze air controls 
to shoot cars out 

. see 'em flash back 

$C)? secs 
1 Push button on “Christmas Tree" tower . . 

3 lights blink in sequence, 4th glows green 
and you're off! Two Formula 1 cars whiz down 
6-foot roadway and back. Keep cars in motion 
by pressing air controls that activate pushers at 
starting gate. Lap recorder for each lane. 

Hot-color plastic cars have weighted chassis, 
low-friction bearings, spring suspension and thin- 
profile tires. Each 234 in. long. Chrome-color 
trim and “glow-in-the-dark” striping add night- 
racing thrills. Plastic starter uses 1 “AA” 
battery, order pkg. below. Unassembled. 
79 C 20101C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... Set $9.99 

Q Set of 6 extra Cors. Low-friction, free- 
wheeling speedsters in assorted hot colors. 

2% in. long: Dino Ferrari; McLaren Elva; Chee- 
tah; and Formula I Ferrari, Honda, BRM. 
Plastic with weighted bases. Plastic tires. 
49 C 20291— Shipping weight 12 oz... Set $4.49 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46666— Shipping weight 6 oz... ... Pkg. 99c 

DYNO RACERS 
Big 7-inch cars 
“explode” off starters 

. Streak straight ahead New 94-inch high Service Stati 

through the finish gate on i ign Servi n 
f ^ folds to less than 2 inches deep 

SEE Ly ONng wipes Holds **MATCHBOX''9 cars, Hot Wheels 
and other mini vehicles (not included) 

`Q 
Lift up the roof and just about everything's in place. 
A compact play setting for table top or floor. Service 
area on ground level handles lots of minicar traffic. 

T String-pulley elevator whisks cars to parking levels on 

time. Rubberband power starter lets you choose top. Car ramp lowers them in the rear. Metal frames 

your speed. GTO Judge, Firebird, 2 plastic start- with colorful hardboard panels. 17x11x9}4 inches high. 

ing stands, giant finish gate. From France. 

79 C 2028AC— Shipping weight 4 Ibs... . Set $8.99 79 C 6047C- Shipping weight 5 Ibs...$9.99 rea [Sears] 531 

IND 

Look what's new in the wheel world—cars so 
sturdy they take on almost any terrain, without 
tracks! Race indoors or out. Die-cast metal chassis, 
four-wheel independent suspension . . plus anti- 
spin-out device makes cars run straight all the 
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Rocker Horse 'n Sulky cia 
has room for two riders 

Hi-ho , up and down they go. One rider in the sulky, the 
other atop the molded plastic palomino pony. Sulky has 
roomy wood seat with high back, footrest, play beads and 
safety bar. Hand holds and reins on pony, Rugged 
tubular steel frame, enameled red. Plastic floor tips help 
prevent marring furniture, floors. 12 in. wide, 43 in. long 
overall. For ages 1 to 4 years. Unassembled. 
79 N 7520C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. ..... $9.66 

Hi-Prancer Colt for ages 1 to 3 

Frisky palomino gives a bouncy ride on 4 springs. Molded 
1-pc. high impact polystyrene body is almost indestruc- 
tible. Strong tubular steel base stays steady. Height to 
saddle, 17 in. Over-all length, 33 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 7521C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. .......$6.88 

$499 

Bucking Pony with eyes that move 

Mighty fine riding for cowpunchers of 1 to 5 years. 
Smiling pony frolics to and fro on four steel springs. Rolls 
his eyes in merriment. Palomino color molded poly- 
ethylene body. Stable tubular steel base, 30x11 in. Saddle 
ht. 13 in. Hand holds on head. Unassembled. 
79 N 7508C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ....... $4.99 

Cutiod Dane scans by cheisinas-maseleciudcM com 

Wonder? Shoofly 
floats on springs 

Two smooth molded plastic 
ponies prance in from the circus. 
Spring-suspended on tubular 
steel rockers. Baby rides securely 
on roomy seat with safety belt. 
Play tray with colored beads. In 
dainty blue, pink and white. 32x 
1734x20inches, For 6 months and 
older, Unassembled. 
79 N 7502L—Wt. 12 1bs.$9.99 

belt; hand grips. Attractively 
finished in blue, yellow and pink. 
33x17x19 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 7518C—Wt. 10 1bs.$9.99 

Wonder? Shoo-Fly Rocker 
Baby rides merrily between two molded 
plastic ponies. Seat belt keeps him securely 
in place. Play beads add to the fun. 27x12 
x17% inches long. Unassembled. 
79 N 7525L—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. ...$6.99 

Ding Dong Pony Rocker 
A perfect rocker for baby’s first rides. 
434 in. floor to seat. Jingle bell on nose 

49 N 7597—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $1.99 

A baby's delight 
.. the lively, 

gentle ride of a 

either one 

Flipper? Rocker 
The friendly dolphin of TV fame takes 
tots aboard for a gentle ride. His back 
isonly 12 in. high. Smooth molded plastic 
body, rockers. 28 in. long. Unassembled. 
79 N 7503C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.... $3.88 

Little Rider Rocker 
Range riding fun for tykes from 6 months 
to 3 years. Pony's back is only 8 in. high. 
Hand gripson wood head. Masonite Presd- 
wood sides, 22x9x15 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 7517C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... ..$2.99 

ro SEARS 535 



Chug-chugs 

when you 
shift 

into gear 

Tractor and 
Trail Trac 

E 
$4.00 monthly 

Medium 
Wagon 

Steel Wagons roll smoothly on ball bearings 

Sleek styling for the boy on the move . . smooth and fast, 
too. Heavy-gauge steel body with rolled edges for safety 
and strength. Bright red-enamel body sports a white 
trim. White wheels roll on semi-pneumatic, puncture- 
proof tires. Black enamel undergear, tubular steel handle. 
Square fit grip handle helps make it easy to hold and 
guide, Partly assembled. Instructions. 
Medium Wagon. 3434x16 in. 814-in. wheels, 1}4-in. tires. 
79 N 8114L—Shipping weight 26 pounds. ...... $8.44 

Large Wagon. 36x17 4 in. 10-in. wheels. 114-in. tires. 
79 N 8116L—Shipping weight 31 pounds. .....$10.66 

Tractor 
only 

$2366 | s666 
Chain-drive steel Tractor shows its power 

with big side exhausts and ‘‘spark plugs” 

. . deep tire cleats add traction 

Tractor, Steel chassis with plastic exhausts and plugs. Adjustable seat, 
hitch and step plate. Full ball bearings. S-in. front, 10-in. rear wheels 
with semi-pneumatic tires. 38x27 in. high. Red, white. Unassembled. 
79 N 8934L—Shpg. wt. 33 lbs. $4 monthly........., Cash $23.66 Riding and hauling fun for little fellows 

Small Wagon. 2834x1344 Tot Wagon. 25x12} in- 
ches wide with 6-inch 
wheels, Rubber tires. Fit 
grip handles. Bright red 
steel body. Partly assem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 
79 N 8110C....$4.33 

Trail Trac Trailer. 12x11 inches wide. 8-in. disc wheels. Red. 
79 N 8929C— Unassembled. Shipping weight 11 pounds...... 6.66 
Tractor and Trail Trac Trailer. Save $3.44. Separately $30.32. 

79 N 8939L2—Shipping weight 44 pounds. ... 26.88 

Dual front wheels keep this 
mighty Diesel steadier riding 
Husky, hefty steel with enclosed chain drive Wood stake Wagon hauls 
gear-shift motor sound, detailed molded engine really big loads. Remove 

Tractor ¢2(\99 | Tractor $^ 787 sides for a roomy coaster 
ander 330 my #27 A full 3 ft. long and 834 in. deep with Convertible wooden 

Tractor. 8-inch front wheels, 12-inch rear wheels. Semi-pneumatic sides up. Reinforced with cleats, box stake Coaster-Wagon 
tires with tractor treads on rear. Adjustable seat. Lock ignition. rods. 10-in. artillery-type wheels, 15¢- TS Ae ROR duck 
Green, yellow. 38x24x27 in. high. Partly assembled. in. semi-pneumatic tires. Nylon bear- sant acdc ice 
79 N 8957 N—Shpg. wt. 40 Ibs. $4 monthly....... Cash $27.87 ings. Clear varnished hardwood body, eee aR ieee oo A 

red enameled stakes, Partly assembled. PINE ae Ne Trail Trac Trailer. 12x11 in. wide. 8-in. disc wheels. Red. 25 . tural finish wagon bed with red 
79 N 8929C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. .............. 6.66 EIS ap Sonet Ni phone, enameled stakes. Sporty steel 

reto hub caps. Bearings never need Tractor and Trailer. Save $3.54. Separately total $34.53, ^ M d 
x3 Shpg. Note.' items (as 79N8957N) oiling. Pneumatic tires. 30x15 79 N 8912N2—Shpg. wt. 51 lbs. $5 monthly...... Cash 30.99 irate; Gall. at truck). oc fa. wide. Partly a 

530 [Sears] mus express. 79N8119K-Wt. 23 Ibs, $12.33 
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Sears Mícroscope Lab íntroduces your chíld 

to the many fields of scientific research 

Study plant. animal cells, fibers and crystals—using specimens 

and accessories in this set. Detailed manual and illustrated 

charts show how to see microbes in a drop of water, get clear- 

cut enlargements of coins, stamps or rocks. Electric 5-turret 

microscope with zoom eyepiece magnifies items from 30 to 

750 times actual size. 

$ 1 499 

Examine leaves, ferns, insects . . just about anything with amazing clarity. 

Rack and pinion makes focusing simple. Metal and plastic scope swings around 

a full 360° so one can study objects too big to fit on the removable stage. Set 

includes a 4-specimen slide for instant observation . . shrimp hatchery which 

lets you watch tiny shrimp eggs hatch . . other specimens, illustrated charts. 

110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC plug-in illuminator, UL listed. 3-panel metal cabinet 

opens to about 29x3x13% in. high. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

49 N 64136—Shipping weight 9 pounds .Set $14.99 

Scientifically-prepared Slides 

‘each box of 
12 slides 

Increase the range of your microscope studies. Each 
box holds 12 carefully-mounted slides from Japan. 

49 N 6351-Tiny Crea- 
tures (ant, aphis, spi- 
der, fruit fly, more). 
49 N 6352— Bacteria 
(streptococcus, bacillus, 
mycrobacterium, more). 

49 N 6353—Sea Life 
(scales, spicules, egg Blood (human, dog, 
and other parts). horse, fish, mouse, more). 
Shipping weight each box 3 ounces........ Box 99c 

49N6354-Micro-organ- 
isms (spirogyra,diatoma, 
cymbella and more). 
49 N 6330— Butterfly- 
Honey Bee parts (legs, 
wings, eye, antennae). 

49 N 6331-Structure of 

mert s eed 
Cutie pace scans by chained mised pui 

For the student biologist who already owns a microscope 

iA EE 3999 

‘This helpful kit supplements high school classwork. Complete man- 
uals include color charts for dissection and plant stem structure. 

Specimens include preserved fish, crayfish, frog and earthworm 

plus frog and fish with color-injected veins and arteries for a study 

of the circulatory system. Feather, fish scale, seed specimens. 

Shrimp hatchery with eggs. Microtome makes thin tissue sections. 

Tray, knives, slides, more. Metal carry case 12x7x4¥% in. deep. 

49 N 64127—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. . ... . Kit $9.99 

See life in a drop of water 

-—-99E 
Set includes everything you'll need to 
grow your own microscopic protozoa. 

Spores, hatching chamber, eye drop- 

Set also includes butterfly and beetle 
specimens for microscopic analysis. 

49 N 64137—Shpg. wt. 3 oz.Set 99c 

Not only a Mícroscope but a 

Camera and a Projector too! 

Photomicrography Lab Kit lets you take pictures of your 

slides for a permanent record. Project slides on wall or 

ceiling to view live specimens in action 

799 

Triple-purpose metal chamber measures 4+x434x7 inches high. 
‘To assemble micro-projector just add projection lens with 1-inch 
focal length for great magnification. For bright image, add GE 
140-watt projection bulb and twin condensing lens. 

Convert to microscope by attaching Ramsden eyepiece. Re- 
place projection bulb with regular 40-watt bulb (not incl.) for sub- 

slides and complete microscopy manual. 
Convert to camera by attaching cardboard chamber with film 

box. Use regular roll of film, 120 or 620 (black-and-white or color), 
and take pictures of your slides. UL listed cord and socket. For 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Unassembled. 
49 N 6365—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 5 oz.......... Kit $7.99 

3-in-1 
Lab Kit 



Fadi iepen nmi 

Create a home-study center 
with this Steel Desk, Chair 

and 28-key child's Typewriter 

ALL FOR ‘This desk, folding chair and child-sie typewriter make à perfect study eater fr a young student. Desk and chat are rong sed with an camel AT tna te top rae walt. Teo deep drawers in de for $ supplies and a side oot typewriter shell that keeps typewriter neatly out af 
sight when not in use. Desk measures 32116126 inches high overall. 

Typewriter has standard sequence keyboard with 28 keys, $6 characters 
type capital letters, numerals and symbols. Has carriage return and linc rollup lever, Made of stel with moldad psi outside. nylon tape for clear image, Uses standard ribbon. 1Os10}4e8 n. gh 79 N 9004812 Shipping weight 43 pounds $29.47 79 N 9088L— Derk, Chair only. Shipping weit M pounds... 19,47 

ethan Cir ont 
:3[947 

um Electric Drawing Set 3 Ll 
Easy to trace characters. . position copy material over 
illuminated l0ritin. plastic drawing desk and then 
trace onto paper. You can also copy designs and even 
pictures you've made. Includes pencib, erase, sharp- 
ener, 1S-w. bulb. Order drawing portfolios separately 
below. UL listed. 110-120-¥, Oe. AC. 
49 N 1624-Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $3.69 

draw the pattern Portfolio Kits for drawing set pope ae 
Contain guide sheets, paper. Shipping weight 10 oz. need. . wheels, rings, racks, 4 49 N 1708 Walt Disney Cartoons" colored pens, baseboard, paper 49 N 5006—Snow White Cartoons” and pattern book 49 N16112—Liddle Kiddies Cartoons. 49N1616-We. 11b. 6 on $2.93 
49 N 16113— Lone Ranger Cartoons uc AGES eu pepe 

548 [Sears] me 49 N 1752—Wt. 6 os......57c 

poseer a e cei era ende ee tied 

spirocrapn $293 
Anyone can draw beautiful pat 
terns immediately with fine de- 
tail and also create thousands of 
geometric designs. Plastic de 
sign-wheels mesh perfectly 
you hold the pen and actually 

S888 
BOWEN Disney Prowvetions 

EASY-READ Typewriter with $1277 cary case asa "3 
For beginning typiste— prints only capital letters 
for easy reading. Has 28 keys that type a total of 
56 characters . . distinct capitals, numbers and 
symbols. Single or double line spacer and ruled 
paper guide, margin ruler and lever-action car 
riage return. Die-cast metal type 

Made of strong molded plastic in gray color. 
Hxl0cd in, high. Matching gray vinyl case with 
micke-plated lock, molded styrene handle 
Ribbon, typing paper and envelopes included 
From Japan. Order extra ribbons on pe. 549, 
Typewriter with cose, stationery. 
79 N 1845C2-Shipping weight 10 Ibs.. .$13,77 
79 N 1602C-Typewriter only. Wt. 7 Ibs. 11.77 

Dial Typewriter $ 379 
Really works and it's only 

Dial a letter, then hit key . . helps child learn 
the alphabet, Types 74 characters upper and 
lower case letters, numbers and symbole 

Gold-coloe steel body. Bright raised keyboard, 
Die-cast metal type gives clear image. Uses real 
typewriter ribbon (red and black), full-size 
(83x 1-in.) paper. 14x28 inches high 
49 N 16111—Shpe wt 2]. Hot. 43.79 

Trace pictures, objects 
and even friends with $349 

DRAW-A-MATIC 
Lets any youngster draw . . all he does is trace 
what he sees. Just pot copy material (or a friend) 
in front of viewer and the image is reflected onto 
paper lor easy tracing. No batteries or electricity 
needled. Includes 8)4x0-in, viewer, 4 cartoons and 
figures, easel, drawing paper, pencils, sharpener, 

assembled. 



Touch, Tell, and See 

Books for Tiny- Tots 

Tiny Tot's Library with Grow Tape $197 
Set includes 6 toy-shaped Plastex plastic picture books—each 
63 x6X4-in., with 12 pages of large, easy to recognize pictures. 

Titles in gift box: Teddy Bear, Bow Wow, My House, Pinky 
Panda, Pussy Cat, Cindy Lou, plus full color paper Grow Tape 
(51x234 in.). Books are made of non-toxic, tear resistant vinyl 
plastic material, with non-toxic printing inks and thread sewn 
binding. To clean pages, just wipe with a damp cloth. Buy it 
the easy way—order by phone. 
3 € 16301—Shipping weight 8 ounces................ Set $1.97 

Baby's first set of cloth Picture Books $159 set 
Gift box includes six cloth books, thread sewn and printed with 
non-toxic inks. Each is 6}4x8%-inches with eight pages of full- 
color pictures to delight even the smallest child. To clean, wipe 
with a damp cloth. Titles include: Baby's Days, Mother Goose, 
Things Baby Sees, Kiddieland, In My House, Playtime. 
3 € 16303—Shipping weight 9 ounces m 

Touch and Feel Books $227, 
Textured pictures of wonderful things . . soft bunnies, scratchy 
sand . . to touch, feel and play with. Spiral bound. Colored pic- 
tures on cardboard pages. Each book 5%¢x514 inches, except 
3 C 16364 is 8x8 in. 

3C 16305—Touch Me Book 
3 € 16364—Is This the House 3 € 16309—Pat the Bunny 

of Mistress Mouse? — 3 C 16307—Look! Look! 
Shipping weight 10 ounces each book.................06 $2.27 

3 € 16306—Who Lives Here? 

Washable 
Cloth 

books $788 
in sot 

Imported from England— like those used by children of the royal 
family. Bright, non-fading pictures on every page. Sturdy books. 

High quality cloth is washable, 
harmless for babies to nibble. 
Titles: Puffy the Engine 
(8x8-in.), ABC (6x8}-in.), 

JESN 

books at left. Set of three 8x3- 
inch books of 8 pages each. 
Winnie the Pooh, Disney ABC, 
and Disney Nursery Rhymes, 
Disney characters® Walt Dis- 

d E ney Productions. 
Shipping weight 7 ounces. 

532 [Sears] fast Sci ur Set $2.37 

Cini Dabs Stade by caidas abia pon 

Same high quality cloth as in . 

Baby's Contour Books $266 
Set of 5. Shaped books, with shiny wipe 
dean pages of sturdy board. Each has 
10 colorful pages, measures 7x8 inches. 

Puppies, 
book is in the shape of its title. 
3 € 16479—Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz.. . .Set $2.66 

“I Can Do" Books $284 
Set of 3. Your child can learn to tell 
time, tie his shoes and count, and have 
fun doing it. Each book has 18 hard- 
board pages, in full color, measures 
834x15 inches each. Ages 3 to 6. Perfect 
traveling companion or use at home. 
3C 16312—Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz.. .Set $2.84 

i 29 First Story Library $229 
Set of 20. Charming read-aloud books. 
With 8 fairy tales, 8 nursery tales, 2 
Unde Wiggily and 2 animal stories. 
Titles include Peter Rabbit, Tom 
Thumb, many more. Large type, every 
page illustrated. Each book 12 pages, 
634x8 inches. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

ins. Puppies, 
Trucks. For ages 3 to 6. Carry 
3€ 16455—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs... . Set $3.66 

Learn and Play $288 
Set of 3. Each book has 14 hardboard 
colored pages. Easy for little ones to 
understand and handle. Titles: The Big 
Counting Book (834x113), The Tele- 
phone Book (1034x8), and The Big 
ABC Book (8}4x114 inches). 
3 C 16313— Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. ..Set $2.88. 

See and Do Books $177 
Set of 4. Each book has 16 full color 
hardboard pages, size 6xi2-in. Titles: 

Panky 
face book), Tell O'Fun (t ). 
3 C 16399—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... .Set $1.77 

3 16323—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... Set $2.77 

3-Story House $249 
Three delightful shaped hardcover nur- 
sery tales. Each has 16 hardboard pages 
illustrated in bright colors, 734x133 in. 
each. Titles: Goldilocks and the Three 
Bears, The Three Little Kittens, The 
Three Little Pigs. For ages 3 to 6. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 

3C 16318....................Set $249 



Tots love 

to ride 

and steer 

this big 

Locomotive 

Pliable plastic is steel supported 
. big wheels roll with ease 

Toot-toot! Clear the “track”, Here comes your little engineer steering the sharp- 

est locomotive on the block. Realistically detailed with bell and bellows whistle. 

Easy-turning swivel wheel: 
inches high, 28 inches long. 
79 N 5240C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

Locomotive with bell 

‘Small engineers enjoy chugging around 
the house. Wooden locomotive has 
storage area below seat. Faceplate 
and big wheels of metal. Red, yellow 
and black decorations. About 20 
inches long. Seat height only 9 inches. 
49 N 5211—Wt. 5 lbs. 6 oz... $2.99 

536 SEARS rs 
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uided by steering handle. Steel frame and axles. 13 
‘oal-dust” black. ME assembled. 

.$3.78 

Ready to speed to any toytown 
emergency when there's a fire alarm. 
High-impact plastic engine carries a 
removable ladder. Rugged all-steel 
frame. Steering wheel lets you turn 
left or right. Deep-tread plastic 
wheels 534 in. high. Overall 10x11x 
24 in. long. Partly assembled. 
79 N 5280C—Wt. 6 Ibs..... $2.99 

You meet the nicest kids scootin’ along 
on a sit n’ ride junior-size Honda 

Grab the handlebar (it's steerable), sit down on the big seat and 
roll along your merry way. Authentic cream and red color break- 
resistant plastic. 17x29 in. long. Seat 12 inches from ground. Non- 
marking wheels strong, steel fork and axles. Partly assembled. 
79 N 5281L—Sbipping weight 6 pounds...... ———Á $4.99 

Speedway Special—sleek and streamlined 
. hear whirring motor sound as car rolls along 

Race down the sidewalk (at a safe speed, of course) in this 31 inch 
long red-color racer. Looks plenty powerful with it silver-color 
exhaust pipes mounted on the side. Rolls smoothly on balloon 
tires. Plastic airplane-type steering wheel, plastic body and steel 
axles. Sporty, pretend knock-off hubs on wheels. Partly assembled. 
79 N 5255C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ..$5.88 

sp? 

Farm Tractor 

Bright red tractor of polyethy- 
lene plastic with silver-color 
trim. Steering wheel, beep horn 
add realism. Four free-rolling 
wheels, steel axles, clicker sound. 
20 inches long, seat 10 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 
49 N 5237C—Wt. 4 Ibs.. $1.99 

Clickety-click Poodle 

So lifelike in design you'll want to 

all polyethylene plastic. He. 
duty wheels roll on steel axles. 
Eyes move around. C er tells 
she's approaching. 1934 in. high, 
18 in. long. Partly assembled. 
79 N 5257C—Wt. 3 lbs.. .$1.99 



Stutz Bearcat 
Breezes along at a top speed of 
5 MPH— powered by a 12-volt 
hot-shot battery . . stops easily 

Authentic-styled roadster of the roaring '20's travels forward, also goes in 
reverse, Heavy duty red plastic body on steel chassis. 42x15 in. wide. Oper- 
ating foot pedal, hand brake, bulb horn, spare tire, noise-making crank. 
53¢-in. wheels. Order 12-volt Hot Shot battery below. Partly assembled. 
Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 8911NM— Shipping weight 29 pounds. . . 
79 N 8611M— 12-volt Hot-Shot Battery. Shipping 

«$29.50 
pounds. 5.66 

BATMOBILE Zooom Car 
Slip into vinyl Bat-Cape, push 
car in reverse to wind up spring 
motor, release brake and you're 
off. Black high-impact plastic, 
Listen to the Bat motor noise. 
Play “Bat-phone.” 37x14 in. 
Ps Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 14 Ibs. 
79 N 8908L. «$15.94 

Just push cycle in reverse to wind up giant spring 

motor . . put feet up and off you go 

ZOOOM GO-GO CYCLE 
Steers left or right. 5x3-inch wide front wheel 

and low body styling give greater stability 

s977 

An extra-smooth-powered ride delights any young child. Molded shatter- 
resistant plastic body in red with gold-color trim. Realistic features include 
trunk storage space, simulated gear shift and dials. Bulb horn clears your 
way. Clicker motor noise. Swept-back handlebars give you the feel of riding 
areal cycle. 26 inches long. 6-inch rear wheels. 

Phone ordering’s a quick and easy way to buy it. 
79 N 8909C—Shipping weight 7 pounds . ....... csse $9.77 

You can order toys on pages 467 to 638 until August 1, 1967 

Look no further, 
it's only at Sears 

Beginner's Skates 

Smooth running. Made of high-impact 
molded plastic. Wide-track wheels for 
broad support. Soft polyethylene ankle 
and toe straps. Rustproof. Use indoors or 
out. Fit children's shoe sizes 7 to 12. 
49 N 2416—Shpg. wt. 1 ]b....... $1.79 

sain pode cane by dubia Eddie cab Cod 

Figure skate like grown-ups 
indoors or out . . Swivelers® 

Rink-type Roller Skates 

Black or $799 
white 

Swivel-action tricks are easy with 
adjustable double-rubber cushions. 
Composition wheels roll smoothly 
. . 16 ball bearings per wheel. Rub- 
ber toe stops brake you fast. Die- 
cast metal chassis with flexible 
tough plastic uppers that lace on 
like a shoe. Fits shoe sizes 2 (chil- 
dren) to 9 (adult). Wt. 5 Ibs. 
49 N 2567— Black .$7.99 
49 N 2568— White. . 7.99 

$)79 

Zipees with wide-track wheels 

Self-lubricating wheels are 1 inch wide for 
better support. Made of tough Norolon plas- _ 
tic. Use indoors or out. Pin-wheel decora- 
tion. Fit children's shoe sizes 7 to 12. With 
extension bars to fit regular shoe size 3. 
49 N 2443—Shpg. wt. 11b. 40z.....$2.79 

Go forward, backward, do fancy stunts. It's actually 
like “walking” on wheels only you control the speed 

SKAT-SKOOTA $288 
"The greatest riding sensation of them all—like having wheels 
n your fest, Fut vous Het feck on oue vor, thes TAN 
the other down with left foot. Relax and pedal smoothly along. 7 
Soon you'll be turning and maneuvering merrily by adjusting 
body stance and leg pressure. 

Platforms and wheels of brightly colored polyethylene. Two 
heavy steel axles for extra strength. Measures 17x14x8 inches 
high. Wheels 134 inches wide, 8-inch diameter. 
79 N 2550C— Shipping weight 6 pounds............. $3.88 



Illuminated 

Instant Zoom 

4-turret 

Microscope 

Magnifies from 
100 to 750 times 

actual size 

$ 999 

Your passport to the invisible world with this metal 
and plastic microscope. Rack and pinion give you 
precision focusing. Specimens stay in focus even 
when you zoom from one power to another. Bat- 
tery-illuminated substage. Gray enamel finish, 11 
in. high. Japan. Uses 2 “AA” batteries, order 1 pkg. 
49N6340M-Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz.......... $9.99 
49N4666M-"AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 202. Pkg.32c 

100 to 300-power 
3-turret 

Microscope 
Economical set 

includes 5 slides 
and accessories 

$699 

You'll examine closely hundreds of organisms, all 
around that your unaided eyes would never see. Lab 
set includes 12-inch high microscope, needle, tweezer, 
magnifier and five slides . . 2 blank and 3 prepared for 
immediate viewing. Metal and plastic. From Japan. 
Pick up the phone right now and order this one! 
49 N 6349— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 

Study the wonders 
of the human body 

from skin to skeleton 
. . plastic, take-apart model 

Visible Man +488 
See-thru “skin” enables you to see 
bones, organs, muscles, nerves as well 
as digestive and circulatory systems. 

All pieces are plastic . . easy to as- 
semble and take apart . . just press 
and fit the sections together. 16 inches 
tall on base. Complete with booklet. 
49 N 64129 Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. .$4.88 

uto pane scans by daisies nusetecimicM Gn. 

Sears Senior Biocraft Lab 
Our most complete biology outfit combines 
dissection and microscopic examination. 
Lab contains 5-turret microscope. 5 animal 
specimens (2 of them color-injected), 12 
prepared plant slides, a shrimp hatchery. 
other specimens, charts, cabinet 

Mte :19?? 

Biology lab set with clam, crayfish, 
earthworm, frog, fish and 2 color-in- 
j specimens for studying the circu- 
latory system. Shrimp hatchery. 12 
slides show plant stem structure. 

Metal and plastic microscope turns 
360°, tilts, has removable stage and its 
own plug-in light. Rack-and-pinion fo- 
cusing. Light UL listed for 110-120-v., 
60-c., AC. Equipment includes spatula, 
scalpel, microtome for making tissue- 
thin dissections, eyedropper. Detailed 
manuals, color charts. Cabinet opens to 
29x3x13M in. high. 
49 N 64125— Wt. 8 lbs... . „Set $19.99 
5-turret Microscope only. 
49 N 6348— Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. $10.99 

Mícrocraft Laboratory 
5-turret microscope with 2 interchangeable 

stages and a projection group viewer 

s2999 = 
Adjust metal and plastic microscope . . snap in pro- 
jection viewer so friends can share your discoveries. 
Watch electro-chemical reaction on electronic stage 
(uses 2 “C” batteries, order 1 pkg. below.) Mechani- 
cal stage moves 4 ways to center slides. 

Set includes slides showing structure of diamonds, 
leaf and butterfly. Shrimp hatchery, equipment for 
making your own slides, two manuals. Light UL listed, 
110-120-v. AC. Cabinet opens to 38x3x13% in. high. 
79 N 64126C—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. $4 monthly...Cash $29.99 
79 N 4665—"C" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 4 oz.. Pkg. 36c 



ADULT-MACHINE FEATURES 
Scaled to Junior-size Fingers 

*82-character 
keyboard . . even 

fractions and symbols 

* Small and capital 
letters .. and numbers 

@ Single and double 

line selector 

* Push-button touch 

© Back-space key 

* Ribbon reverse 

Young Student's ypewritec 

s[544 1944 

EXTRA RIBBON 

69: tie with “high rise" keybourd that 

males. Let a 79 N 1633C 
an adult key 79 N 1634C- Wi 

c. Wt 11 Mb 518.48 
ase. Wt. Ihe 15.44 

Lats of storage aisce in this vatut, LITTLE EXECUTIVES OFFICE 
colored hardboard Desk with matching Chair 

Save $2.00 $9788 s|ges : ‘19% 

pateram Stein rore MI N I 



Play-along Books $127 
Attractive, educational books are filled with surprises . . a magic-scope machine, 
animals that “talk”, pop-up action illustrations, more. Each book measures an 
easy-to-hold 634x934 inches, has 20 full color pages. 
3 C 16495-The Clock 3 € 16496-Who Popped Out? 
3 C 16499-Magic Scope Visit to other Lands 3 C 16498-How Many Tadpoles? 
3 € 16494-Dial and Alphabet 3 € 16497-Dog that said Wow-bow 
Shipping weight each 10 ounces. .Each $1.27 

Bright and Early Books 

The Real Mother Goose. 300 Set of 2... The Eye Set of 2 . . Hand, 
poems and verses..theones Book, The Ear Book. Hand, Fingers, Thumb; 
generations have loved. (New.) For pre-first The Foot Book by Dr. 
Charming full-color illustra- grader. Uses successful Seuss. (New.) Simple 
tions by B. E. Wright. A techniques to make words, rhythm and 
book to be treasured. 130 reading fun for begin- rhyme . . beginning 
pages. 954x113 inches. A ner. Colored illustra- reader will find him- 
fine pre-schooler gift. tions. Ea. 16pages,634x self reading! 36 pages, 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 93-in. Wt. 1 lb. 3oz. 634x9in. Wt. 1 lb. 3.02. 
E TEE $3.47 3C 16445.... Set $3.66 — 3C 16446. ... Set $3.66 

Book and Record Sets . . children can 
read along as they hear recorded story 

] Alice in Wonder- 3 Wizard of Oz. Seven 7-inch, 3334-rpm LP 
lond. Book is copy records (3 hours listening time) and 263- 

of rare 1865 first edi- page book with original text and illustrations. 
tion. Four 12-in. LP Record jackets are color-keyed to chapters. 
records. Book is 734x5 Records, 534x734-inch book, case. 
inches, with 202 pages. — 3 C 1068—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz... . .Set $5.66 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 1 oz. 
3 C 1069.....Set $6.77 — / Bible Stories. 834x1134-inch book, 79 color 

pages. 12-inch LP record. 
Q Mother Goose. 80 — 3C 1066—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... 

pages. 8X x1134 
inches. 12-inch Colum- F Disney. Five 7-inch LPs, five 24-page 
bia LP record. Ship- books. Bambi, Mary Poppins, Peter Pan, 
ping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. Winnie the Pooh, Lady and the Tramp. 
3 C 1067... ..Set $3.57 3 C 1065—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz..... .Set $2.99 

„Set $3.57 

Lots of things to do . 
cutouts, coloring 

puzzles, play ki 
and many more 

ue 
Big City Fun Box s4 

With Get Smart and Memory games, paste pen, 12 page punchout book, 834x12 
inches, 20 activity books, 16 pages ea. 3 coloring books (96 page total), 2 paper- 
board puzzles, 2 magic wipe-off cards, puff eraser, 16-page wet-the-brushbook, 
trace-and-color book, super slate, 4 stencil cards, punch-out board, construction 
paper, 3-inch metal scissors, pencil, 2 stencil sheets, 16 sheets white paper, 16 
crayons, 8-paint palette, dot-to-dot book, model airplane.cutout book, more! 
3 € 1532—Shipping weight 5 pounds 9 ounces Set $4.88 

“Julia” Activity Set $394 
Inspired by the popular television show. With 
paper doll box . . 4 statuette dolls plus 6 sheets 
of costumes, 3-in. plastic scissors. 80 page color- 
ing book, 8 crayons, paint-by-number boards 
(2), 12 color palette, 2 brushes, pencil. One 
each wet-the-brush, trace-and-color, push-out- 
and-paste and rub-a-pencil books. Six 16-page 
activity books: Riddles, color-by-number, puz- 
zles, etc. Al] in carrycase. 
3 € 1538—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz...... Set $3.94 

Super Fun Maker $297 

stylus; 16- 
page wet-the-brush 
3 € 1530—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz.. .... Set $2.97 

Catalina pabd scone by eimar wiceltctedcal com 

Preschool Play Desk Fun Box 

Corrugated cardboard box converts into child's very 
own play desk to use with all the activity fun included 

$588 

With ten 16-page activity books; two 16-page trace and color books; 
two 16 page wet-the-brush books; two cut-and-stick books; two 8 page 
rub-a-pencil books, two 9x12-inch puzzles, 8 crayons, pencil, plastic 
tray with 8 paints, brush; 3-in. safety scissors, super slate, donkey 
game, 6 paint-by-number and 200 coloring pictures. Stool not incl. 
3 € 1537—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 802........... sese Set $5.88 

Barn Full of Fun $14? 

links; novelty paint palette with six paints 
and one artist paint brush. Wonderful en- 
tertainment for rainy days. 
3 € 1529—Shpg. wt. 1]b....... Set $1.47 



Softie sit-on Pony 

A cozy perch for TV time . . fun for 
pretend rides. Soft rayon plush pony 
has a plaid body, firm cotton stuffing. 
Flippity yarn mane and tail. Vinyl 
reins. 23 inches long; seat height 
about 7 inches . . easy to mount. 
79 N 4113L— Wt. 5 lbs.. . ..$3.99 

Playful Pony 

gently rocks 

back and forth 

$699 

A built-in.welded steel frame makes him extra sturdy 
. a rubber runner for non-slip rocking motion 

Young buckeroos will really enjoy riding this snuggly rayon plush pony. He rocks 
to and fro at play . . lies quietly at rest for TV watching. Firmly padded with 
all-new lightweight cotton. Has plastic saddle, reins and bridle, Yarn mane and 
tail. Cocoa color. 28 inches long . . a mere 10 inches high to saddle. 
79 N 4141C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .... ........ eese eese ess 06.99 

Bronco Bike carries 2 riders 

One cowpoke rides on pony's 13-in. high saddle, his 
pal stands on the metal-supported platíorm in back. 
All-polyethylene pony has 634-in. front, S-in. rear 

Pedal-drive Horse and Sulky 

Your little one's off to the races. Steel saddle 
hoop guides horse. Plastic horse and seat on 
husky steel frame. 5 and 7-inch rubber-tired 

Toddlers like to scoot from 
room to room on this soft rayon 
plush pony. So appealing with 
pn mane and floppy tail. 
Extra strong . . steel-welded 
Írame can support up to 100 
Ibs. Non-scratch polyethylene 
wheels, Locked-in eyes. Cot- 
ton stuffing. 17 inches long. 
Seat height 12 inches. 
79 N 4115L-Wt. 7 lbs..$8.99 

Flipper on wheels 

It's fun to sit on and ride 
on this porpoise. TV star 
Flipper rolls along on big 
wheels of non-scratch 

Tot’s Tractor with beep horn 

Rugged plastic tractor rolis smoothly on big 
12-inch rear wheels. 8-inch plastic front wheel. 
23 inches long. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8969L—Shipping wt. 14 lbs.. ...... 37.77 wheels. Steel axles. Steering handle bas beep horn. 

23x1634 in: wide. Ages 1 to 5. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8638C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

Cutie abe scans by cheisimas maselecimic pn 

wheels. Leg length adjusts from 12 to 16 inches. 
34x19 inches high. Unassembled, 
79 N 8619C— Shipping wt. 11 Ibs.....$10.88 

Nicely detailed 
Resilient cotton peres 
Mounted on easy-rolling caster 
base. Plastic reins. 19 inches 
long. Seat height a comfortable 
10 inches from the floor . . child 
can get on without help. 
79 N 4114L—Wt. 81bs..$4.99 



to start swinging on 

New Bouncin' Bronco 

You'll find it 
only at Sears 

s) 344 

Tots can ride it indoors, too . . 
stands just 5% feet high overall 

Action without pushing . . apply slight foot pressure 
on platforms to rock back and forth and bounce up 
and down. Palomino pony of polvethylene with 
molded-on saddle, canteen, lariat. Four springs. Wide- 
spread “A” frame stands squarely secure . . it's blue 
enameled tubular steel. About 66x60x32 in. wide. 
Unassembled. Freight (rail, truck), express. 
79 N 7516N—Shipping weight 26 pounds.. .$23.44. 

tsitaloó pase scune by dbdiarwiselocivitel conr 

Hobby Horses with bodies 

of soft vinyl . . feel so real 

45%-inch 43%-inch 40-inch 

s2799 32088 3499 
Lively looking with flexible muscles, indi- 
vidually shaped legs. Western-style saddles, 
vinyl reins, U-frame tubular steel stands 
with footrests. Unassembled. 
45V -in. Horse. Saddle ht. 2834 in. White, 
black. Freight (rail, truck) or express. $4 mo. 

79 N 7515N—Wt. 32 lbs... ...Cash $27.99 

43V4-in. long Horse. Saddle height 26 in. 
Palomino light tan color, brown mane. $4 mo. 

79 N 7507L—Wt. 27 lbs Cash $20.88 

40-in. long Horse. Saddle height 2414 in. 
Palomino light tan color, white mane. 
79 N 7505L—Shpg. wt, 20 Ibs... ...$14.99 

. Wonder® Replacement 
me Springs. Chrome-plated coil 

c E steel with double hooks. Fit 
d most spring horses. Pkg. of 2. 

49N7534-Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 99c 

Elephant Ollie 

for bouncy jungle ride \ 

31499 
He's a friendly, happy elephant, just begging 
to be ridden, Durable plastic body is gray, 
decorated with yellow and blue . . easy to 
clean, too. Steel tubular base finished in blue. 
Overall 38x22x34 in. high. Unassembled. 
Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 7511N—Shpg. wt. 19 lbs...... $14.99 

Mattel's BLAZE gallops and 
whinnies, even talks to rider 

53495 2, 
Pull ring, and Blaze asks “How about some 
haaay?” He neighs and whinnies, says 
many more things. 

Rock him . . his legs gallop realistically. 
Spring action is inside the high-impact 
plastic body. Black and white markings 
2-way footrests, The tubular-steel stand 
has cushioned legs. 

Horse 36 inches long . . saddle height 
29 inches. With reins and hand-posts. For 
ages 1 to 7. Unassembled 

Shipped by freight (rail or truck) or 
express. 
79 N 7555 N—Shpg. wt. 37 Ibs... $34.95 

High Prancer, frisky 

colt for toddlers 1 to 3 

s788 

Bouncy, bouncy ride on 4 strong springs. 
He's a frisky palomino. Molded 1-piece high 
impact polystyrene body is almost indestruc- 
tible. Strong tubular steel base stays steady. 
Height to saddle, 17~in. Overall length, 
33 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 7521C—Shpz. wt. 9 Ibs........ $7.88 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells 



New..and only at Sears 
You build an AM radio, 
multi-speed phonograph, 
intercom, light alarm, 
telephone amplifier and 
10 other projects with 

FUNTRONICS 
A 2-way intercom or 
remote radio speaker 

Attach unit to phone 
to amplify conversation 

Just wire parts to this master station 

to form more than 15 electronic devices 

Now, play your favorite records—any size, any speed. Listen to the latest news, 

disk jockey shows. Monitor a nursery or a sickroom. Build a public address system, 

2-way telegraph, electric light alarm, rain or moisture detector, and more. 

Master station of high-impact styrene, 9% in. long, serves as radio and loud- 

speaker for other projects in set. Includes printed-circuit 4-transistor audio ampli- 

fier, printed-circuit component board with variable condenser, volume control and 

‘on-off switches . . all leads attached. Set also has 48-in. antenna, 2 speakers, re- 

mote speaker housing, earphone, telephone pickup coil and phonograph arm, 

needle cartridge, motor and speed control parts. Plus 2 double-pole switches, 

photoelectric cell, screwdriver, wrench, nuts, bolts and wiring. Uses 4 “AA” bat- 

teries (order 2 packages below) and 2 “C” batteries (order one package below). 

79 N 6327LM-Wt. 10 Ibe.* (*Allow 10 lbs. postage per postal regulation).Set $16.66 

79 N 4666M-"AA" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 2 oz... .. . Pkg. 32c 

79 N 4665—"C” Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 4 oz. . + «Pkg. 36c 

Build a Transistor Radio 

that picks up local AM stations 

Kit only $488 without 
battery 

More fun listening to your favorite pro- 
grams when you build the radio your- 
self. Sensitive diode detector brings in 
radio signals clearly. Set includes 8-in 
long plastic cabinet, tuner, wires, head 
phone. Uses 1 "D" battery, order 1 
package 49 N 4660 on facing page. 
49N6374-Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. Kit $4.88 

‘Staind pane scans by chrisimas: 

pictorial-layout 
Featuring 

templates 

Space Age Electronics s2288 without 
with 23 useful projects hetey: 

Assemble actual projects in electro-acoustics, telecommu- 
nications, radio, signaling, electronic control and measur- 
ing. No tools needed . . simple enough for a 9-year old. 
Illustrated template provided for each circuit. Just put 
it on pegboard panel, mount parts with metal springs, at- 
tach wires. 72-page manual even contains a basic course 
in electronics. Set includes transistors, diode, speaker, mo- 
tor, amplifier, wiring, more. Order 9-volt battery. 
49 N 6332M—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz... Kit $22.88 
49 N 6417M—9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each 35c 

DIGI-COMP II 
Computer that 

makes a game 

out of math 

:10?? 

Works almost like a pinball machine . . yet helps teach 
you how to program a computer. Adds, subtracts, multi- 
plies, divides—all with automatic switch action. Just flip 
sequential switches to set up problem. Then release up to 
30 marbles to act like electronic “bits” going through 
“flip-flop” gates. Plays games, solves riddles. Detailed 
manual. Plastic and hardboard, 30x14 inches wide. 
79 N 6303C—Shipping weight 9 pounds...... $10.99 

DIGI-COMP | Computer $399 

that adds, subtracts, memorizes 
Introduces you to the logic of computers. Now see and 
understand the mechanical operations usually hidden in- 
side the circuits of an electronic brain. You program it 
using tubes on input rods for binary numbers. Solve 
problems, play games, do simple multiplication, missile 
countdown. Instructions. Booklet with 50 games. Plas- 
tic, 12 in. long. Unassembled. 
49 N 6413—Shipping weight 1 lb, 90z,.-.....- $3.99 





First Step Books 

for pre-schoolers 

Early Start Pre-school Reader Sets 

8 eas, $347 
carry case 

First books the child can read by himself before he enters school. 
Each has educator-approved basic vocabulary of 11 to 30 
words. Color illustrations. Each 24 pages. 63{x6%4 inches. 

Set of 8 in carry case. Titles: 
1, 2; Ballerina Bess; Ann Likes Rabbit and the Turtle; Bill 
Red; The Tent; The Rabbit; and J i 

3 I Need; Willie and the Whale; from Chicago; Up and 
On 5 $ 

Day. 

Pre-School Practice Workbook Set 

Activities such as laraing ABC's, letening bow to count, read 

Alphabet; Nursery Rhymes; Words and Numbers. 
Each834x11in., 12 pages. 8x10inch blackboard, eraser and chalk. 
3 € 16344—Shipping weight 3 pounds............... Set $1.84 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 

3 € 16353.........Set $3.47 

"nne 

Cut pane scans by cheisimas-maselectudc M cosh 

Challenging Books for $$; 

P 
Beginning Readers 

Controlled Vocabulary Books by Dr. Seuss, others $177, 

These stories are told with simple words a first-grader knows. Some in 
rhyme. Illustrated. Each book about 634x9 in., has about 64 pages. 
Books 3 C 16401 to 3 C 16407 are written by Dr. Seuss. 

3€ 16426—Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 
3 C 16421— Travels of Dr. Dolittle 
3 C 16448—King Midas and the Golden 

Touch (New) 
3 C 16429—Dr. Dolittle and Pirates 
3 € 16401—Fox in Socks 
3 C 16402—Hop on Pop 
3 C 16403—The Cat in the Hat 

3 C 16404—One Fish, Two Fish, 
Red Fish, Blue Fish 

3 C 16405—Green Eggs and Ham 

3 C 16406— Dr. Seuss's ABC 
Shipping weight each 11 ounces. . ... i 

3 € 16407— The Cat in the Hat Comes 

Back 
3C 16413—Are You My Mother? 
3 C 16414— The Bear's Picnic 
3 C 16418—Little Black, A Pony 
3 C 16423—Babar Loses His Crown 
3 € 16427— The Bear's Vacation 
3 € 16428— The Best Nest 
3 C 16459—You Will Go To The Moon 
3C16449—Little Black Goes to the 

Circus 
3 € 16451—Off to the Races 

ob edge tetis estis engenh anes Each $1.57 

Delightful fun. . Dr. Seuss Books 52/57, 
These imaginative books have charmed children for over 30 years. Color illustra- 
tions. Each book about 60 pages (3 C 16461 has 133 pages). 834x113 inches. 
3 C 16463—How the Grinch Stole Christmas (Bright, breezy fantasy) 
3 C 16461—Cat in the Hat Beginner's Dictionary (Word definitions) 
3C 16462—Cat in the Hat Song Book (Let's all sing along) 
3 € 16478—1 Can Lick 30 Tigers Today (Adventure tale—new) 
3C 16447—My Book About Me (You'll write and draw your own book—new) 

C 16467—Yertle the Ti 

wwww ooo 

3 C 16465—Dr. Seuss's un Book (One big yawn . 
and other stories (3 animal tales) 

16464—Horton Hatches the Egg (Faithful elephant up a tree) 
16468—Horton Hears a Who (The elephant and the dust creatures) 
16469—1 Had Trouble Getting to Solla Sollew (A travel tale) 

. and off to sleep) 

3 C 16474—Thidwick (Meet a big-hearted moose) 
3 € 16466—1f I Ran the Zoo (McGrew's zoo has the oddest animals) 

Shipping weight each 1 pound (except 3 C 16461 shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.).... .Each $2.47 

Cat in the Hat $337 
Dictionaries -—- 

Learning Spanish or French the fun way. 
Definitions, illustrations by Dr. Seuss. 
Each book measures 84x113 inches. 
3 C 16457—Spanish (133 pages) 
3 C 16458— French (134 pages) 
Shipping weight each 2 lbs.. . . Each $3.37 

My Very First Readers 

10 ma $355 
Written especially for children who are 
ready to read on their own. With an in- 
teresting combination of familiar and new 
words, these books will challenge the new 
reader. Color illustrations. Each book 
has 32 pages, measures 6x8}4 inches. 
Titles include: Belling the Cat; Bird 
Nests; Where's Willie?; Little Black 
Puppy; Jonathan and the Dragon; A 
Pickle for a Nickle; Pear-shaped Hill; 
Just For Fun; Sylvester; George The 
Gentle Giant. Pick up the phone right 
now and order this one. 
3 C 16338— Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz. Set $3.66 



Thick, 
big pieces 

designed for 
little fingers 

Youngsters will enjoy putting together 

scenes from the movie favorite 

Mary Poppins puzzles in trays 

Set of 4 99c 

Four delightful, full-color scenes from the Walt Disney movie, 

Mary Poppins, now in sturdy, inlaid tr: 
T easy for toddlers’ 

has approximately 30 pieces, measures about 10x13 

puzzles for children. Large, 
ich. puzzle 
ches with 

rs to handle. 

permanently fastened outside borders. Inlaid-type double layer 
chipboard puzzles are lithographed in full color. 
49 N 4461—Shipping weight 2 pounds d 99c 

Hardboard Puzzles in trays . . 3 in box 3219 
Colorful puzzles with 10 to 16 pieces. Ages 2 to 6. Each puzzle 
measures about 7x8 inches. Inlaid-type double layer hardboard 
with permanently fastened corners. 

Comic Puzzles. Includes Pop- 
eye, Mickey Mouse and Don- 
ald Duck. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz- 
49 N 4465 ..Set $2.19 

Picture Puzzles, Includes fire 
engine, train, cheerful clown. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 9 oz. 
49 N 4468..... Set $2.19 

538 SEARS rce 
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Magnetic Puzzles 
by Child Guidance 

$119 Each 

Soft, flexible plastic pieces have 
built-in magnets . . they cling to 
the design on metal tray. Remoy- 
able “picture window” snaps into 
frame, forming design outline. 
Pieces are washable and non- 

ff] toxic. Each puzzle measures about 
10x12 inches. Ages 2 to 6. 

49 N 4540-Dog. 12 pieces. 
49 N 4578-Clown. 16 pieces. 
49 N 4532-Mickey Mouse.14 pcs. 
49 N 4549-Choo-choo. 18 pieces. 
49 N 4541-Kitten. 1] pieces. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. .Each $1.19 

Playskool Wood Puzzles 
For 2 to 6-year olds 

OCA gr 
Intermediate Puzzle Plaques. With 12 
to 16 pieces. For ages 2 to 6. Measure 
about 9x11 inches. 
49N4545-Old Woman in Shoe. 16 pcs. 
49N4519-School Bus. 15 pieces. 
49N4538-Humpty-Dumpty. 12 pcs. 
49N4557-Farm. 15 pieces. 
49N4551-Airplane. 15 pieces. 
49N4512-Seal. 14 pieces. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz Each $1.19 

Large pieces, hand jig-sawed 

of 14-inch plywood. Tray is 

backed with Y&-inch hard- 
board. Non-toxic-colors. 

Simple Puzzle Ploques. 8 to 12 
pieces. Ages 2 to 4. About 9x11 in. 
49 N 4533— Locomotive. 12 pieces, 
49 N 4514 —Helicopter. 10 pieces. 
49 N 4531 —Rabbit. 10 pieces. 
49 N 4517 —Rocking Horse. 12 pcs. 
49 N 4527 — Duck. 8 pieces. 
49 N 4506— Jack-in-the-Box.9 pcs. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... . Each $1.19 

Advanced Puzzle Plaques. With 18 to 
27 pieces. For ages 3 to 6. Measure 

about 9 x 11 inches. 
49N4564-Streamliner Train. 20 pcs. 
49N4563-Balloon Man. 21 pieces. 
49N4565-Garage. 27 pieces. 
49N4562-Red Riding Hood. 13 pcs. 
49N4559-Three Bears. 20 pieces. 
49N4515-Highway Truck. 18 pcs. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz......Each $1.19 

Playskool's 8 Golden Book Puzzles 
with inlaid trays . . for ages 3 to 6 

$155 su 

Colorful puzzles include 
scenes with funny ani- 
mals, children at pli 
horses, Puss 'N Boo 
the mailman, boats, 
planes, cowboy and Indi- 
an in action. 

Each puzzle 8x10 in. 
Each has 12 to 18 pieces 
to fit into frame. Made 
of smoothly finished, 
heavy cardboard. Ship- 
ping weight 3 Ibs. 
49 N 4703. ..Set $1.55 



BOP'EM. they beep'n blink! 
» .inflatable vinyl Punch-me's with weighted bottoms 

to keep ‘em bobbing back for more 

34-inch Punch-me's 

choice $169 
] Bugs Bunny the wily, car- 

rot-chomping rabbit. 
49N2523-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02.$1.69 

Bomm-Bamm Rubble . . 
Stone Age son of “The 

Flintstones” neighbors. 
49N2519-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02,$1.69 

Adjust 
103 
heights 

(9) 
3499 

Steel Stilts 

g Rubbertip- 
ped stilts won't 

slide or scratch 
flors . . have 
foot rests that 

adjust to raise 
you from 10 to 
16 in. off the 
ground. For ages 
6 to 14. Green- 
and-gold-color 
enamel. 5 feet 
high. 
79 N 2916C 
Wt. 5 lbs..$4.99 

42-inch Punch-me’s do, s249 
9 Superman. 4 Huckleb 5 Woody . . Batman . . Gotham 

Famous fly- ry Hound . . the red- City's favorite and 
ing fighter for big, lovable headed wood- fearless crime fighter. 
law and order. bumbler of TV pecker full of Beeps when you hit him 
Shipping wt. fame. tricks and fun. in the utility belt. Ship- 
2 Ibs. 12 oz. Wt.21bs.120z. Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 02. ping wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49N2501.$249  49N2505 ..$2.49 

Sears weight-scaled Pogo Sticks 

For weight up to 90 pounds. Vinyl handle grips. 
Slip-resistant foot tread and tip. 40 inches high. 

79 N 2499C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ..... $3.44 

ll For weight up to 100 pounds, Slotted safety piston 
helps prevent turning. 45 in. high. Ages 7 to 11. 

79 N 2502L— Shipping weight 6 pounds.......$5.29 
12 For weight up to 150 pounds. You'll really jump 

for joy on this springy stick! It's our best Pogostick, 
made of sturdy, chrome-plated double-bar steel. Rub- 
ber foot treads provide a slip-resistant platform that 
really grips your feet. Strong spring is adjustable. 41 
inches high. Phone ordering is a quick and easy way to 
buy it. s 
79 N 2458C—Shipping weight 8 poi 

Tanpa scane by i Dod 

49N2506 .$2,49 49 N 2477........ $3.33 

Jumpin' Jiminy 

Trampoline . . even 

doubles as a raft 

s795 

Bounce or jump on it, 
helps develop coordination 

. great fun indoors om 
rainy days, outdoors when 
the sun shines. Use it as a 
raft, too. . it floats! Heavy 
duty rubber tube, metal 
valve and heavy duck fab- 
ric covering. Strong web- 
bing supports, adds extra 
spring. Inflates to about 
3 feet wide, 1 foot high. 
Deflates to a handy take- 
along pack 1ixtix4 in. 
high. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 2434........ $7.95 

Sears Space Walkers with 

new no-tilt hinged center 

You'll feel like you're walking on 
a cloud . . or a trampoline. Big 
dual springs keep you bouncing 
while center hinge keeps you from 
tilting and losing balance. They 
fit over regular shoes and adjust 
to your foot length. Strong plastic 
straps and lace-up band keep 
them fitting snugly. Sturdy foot 
and base plates are steel, enam- 
eled in red. Rubber bumpers save 
Mom's floors. For ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 2450-Wt. 4 lbs. 140z. $5.29 

7 Popeye 
that muscle- 

bound, spinach- 
eatin' sailor with 
corn cob pipe. 
Wt. 4 lbs, 8 oz. 
49 N 2424. .$3,33 

52-inch Punch-me's Your, $333 
8 Yogi Bear 

of Jellystone 
Park with his 
best buddy Boo 
Boo on his back. 
Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 2504, .$3.33 



Over 100 parts! Build a flashing bike 

light, 2-way telegraph, traffic signal, 

motorized car and 26 other mechanical 

devices with this Sears exclusive set 

Electric Build-It Set :088, 

Tinkering is more fun when you can make toys and gadgets 
that really work. Illustrated manual shows you how to put 
together a flashing warning light for your bicycle, operat- 
ing alarms, flashlight, bike horn, magnet, crane and many 
others, demonstrating the principles of electricity. 

Includes 2 motors, working panels, buzzer units, bulbs, 
wiring. Also a screwdriver, wrench, tweezers, nuts and bolts. 
Metal and plastic parts. Uses 2 “D”, 2 “C” and 2 "AA" 
batteries (not included) . . order 1 package of each below. 
79 N 6418LM—Allow 10 pounds postage (postal regu- 
lations) Set $9.88 
“D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
79 N 4660—Shipping weight 8 ounces.... . Package 36c 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2. Mashing 
79 N 4665—Shipping weight 4 ounces..... Package 36c bike light 
"AA" Batteries. Package of 2. nly at 
79 N 4666M—Shipping weight 2 ounces. . . Package 32c Sears 

Regular-style Dial Phones Petite-style Dial Phones 
in 9 ae 6% 2 9 ws 799 ne Push-button Telephones 2 " 1188.. 

set batteries set batteries batteries Calls come through so loud and clear you'd think it was a real phone. Turn dial, other phone rings. You can call Sis, Brother or your friends Lift receiver, buttons light up .. tap a button, dial tones signal the per- Push button, light goes on. Two on your own phone . . it looks just like son you're calling. Child's phone matches its real counterpart in size, phones 8 in. long, plastic. 30-ft. — Mommy's real one. 30-foot wire lets you appearance and many features. Sturdy housing molded of polystyrene connecting wire. Uses 4 “D” bat- — place “long distance" room-to-room calls. plastic, 8% in. long with coiled vinyl cord. 30 feet of triple wiring. teries, order 2 packages below. Lift receiver, dial lights up. Dial number, Silver-contact carbon microphone and dynamic earphone. Made in 49 N 6422—Black other phone rings. Receiver is 8 inches Japan. Uses 4 “C” batteries, order 2 packages (49N4665) below. 49N6426— Red —— long, plastic. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order 49 N 6314— Blue Phone Set. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 3 oz .$11.88 Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 802. .Set $6.66 — | package (49N4660) at left. 49 N 6315— Pink Phone Set. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 30z...... 11.88 “D” Batteries. Package of 2. 49 N 6371—Pink 49 N 6373—Blue 
49 N 4660—Wt. 8 0z.Pkg.36c  Shpg. wt.21bs.802........... Set $7.99 

Hold private conversations 

from a distance of 50 feet 
over these modern, stand-up 

Intercom Telephones 

2 55:696 sox 
"GI" Walkie-Talkies look real Modeled after the original Swedish design. Such 

A clear reception you can recognize the voice of 
. . and they need no batteries the person calling you. You just push a button 

in 88 to ring the other telephone unit. Plug-in exten- 
9 pe^ Zi sion cord 49 feet long. Automatic shutoff but- 

ton. Red plastic units 9!4 in. high. Imported from Great way for junior soldiers to keep in contact. Japan. Uses 4 “C” batteries, order 2 pkgs. below. 
Magnetic operation. Blue plastic units are 914 49 N 6307—Shpg. wt. 21bs........ Set $6.66 
in. long. Includes ear pieces, message compart- 
ment, carrying strap. With 25-foot wire. "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 6403—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 120z...Set $4.88 49 N 4665—Shipping wt. pkg. 4 oz. Pkg. 36c 

Cini Habe scane by cddimarbwedltctadea oom 



Batman. Z: crack, zowie—it's Batman to the rescue. With Batsign on hi chest and mask over his eyes he fights crime in cities and towns. Ou clude cotton shirt, pants, belt, cape, hood and mask. State S, M or L 49 N 7746F —Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $5.94 

Q Visiting Nurse. Styled for the "pretend" nurse who travels to treat her patient | Crisp, white cotton belted uniform. Blue cotton cape with insignia. Pert little cap, handy plastic shoulder bag. State S, M or L 
49 N 7749F —Shipping weight 15 ounces $3.94 

3 Spiderman. Authentic-looking pla 
ists of shirt with official sp 

S, M or L 
t 1 pound 2 ounces 

suit of the super-hero, Spiderman. Scary 
ler insignia, trousers, hood and full face fit cor 

Made of sturdy cotton 

49 N 77027F —Shippi 

Stewardess. Gracious and courteous, she aids the 
Dress 

sser 
1 in jacket, skirt and cap of polished cotton, she 

stewardess, Skirt has kick pleat and elastic waist. Official looki k 
Tray and dishes are not included 

Stale S, M or L 
49 N 77026F—Shipping weight 15 ounces $6.59 

SIZE CHART for all Costumes ] 
Size is Medium Large | 
Height inche 43-51 52-60 

Sinipa scade by eitimax weeeltctudcn cm 

"Take blue pills on rainy days, orange 
ones on sunny days" . . Prescribe 8 different 

candy pills in all, but first listen 

through real heart-beat stethoscope 

Deluxe Nurse and Doctor Kits 

488 

ll get the best of care from nurse or doctor 
it ains over 70 pieces of “medical equipment," 
thermometer, microscope, X-ray viewer, record 
rts. Pa n appropriate plastic bag. Hanging 

medical cab h each kit stores miraculous Dr. “B 
Happy car 18 inches long has amplify 

liaphr ed like a real docto: o you actually r k 
hear heartbeat e kit features apr. 

with play food and plastic silver 
c ^ cludes his sleeveless medical 

49 N 1647— Deluxe Nurse Kit. Shpg. wt 
49 N 1646— Deluxe Doctor Kit. Shpg. wt 

Extra Dr. “B” Happy Candy Pill 
N 16084— Shipping weight 88c 

Compact Doctor and Nurse Kits 
for all types of emergency calls” 

5366 

g wt. 1 lb. 4 o; 3.66 

ss [Sears] 551 
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Step-up Books 
For readers at second 
and third grade level 

$197 Save $1.02 5399 
sech — 3-vol. starter set -« 

Easy-to-read texts, illustrated. 60 to 87 pages. 
About 654x834 inches. 

Starter Set: 3 C 15478, 3 C 15486, 3 C 15488. 
/3€15476—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz... .... Set $3.99 
Starter Set: 3 C 15492, 3 C 15491, 3 C 15489. 
3C15477—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz.. .... . Set $3.99 

Single Books. 
3 € 15479—Meet Robert E. Lee 
3615488—Fish Do The Strangest Things 
3 15486—Animals Do The Strangest Things 
3C 15478—Insects Do The Strangest Things 
3 C 15489—Meet George Washington 
3 15491—Meet Abraham Lincoln 
3€ 15492—Meet John F. Kennedy 
3 15493—Meet The North American Indians 
3€15483— The Story of Flight 
3 15498—Meet Benjamin Franklin 
3 C 15497—Adventures of Lewis and Clark 
Shipping weight each 11 ounces........ Each $1.67 

Easy Reader Bible Stories $199 
Set of 12. Each 5x614 in., 32 pages. Bible Stories for 
Little Children; Story of Jesus; Prayers for Little 
Children; Ten Commandments; God is'Good; God 
Loves Me; Jesus Who Helped People; Me Myself 
and God; God's Plan For Growing Things: Friends 
of Jesus; Friends Are For Loving; Jesus, Children. 
3€2075—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz.. .Set $1.99 ` 

Flash Card Set 21205 
Here's an interesting way to learn about birds, in- 
sects and the United States. Each 3x6-in. card has 
color pictures on one side, and complete description 
of subject on reverse. 150 cards in all. 

3 C 16489—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..Set $2.66 

—3 Origami Books $277 prr m 
Ancient art of paper folding. 
Clear instructions for making 

birds, flowers, and animals. Col- 
ored paper incl. 14 to 18 pages, 
714x73% in. 3-book set 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

Fun and Adventure for grade school readers 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Pop-up Book. Oliver. Complete story of 
Dimensional color illustrations "pop- ^ the movie based on Charles 
up" from page. 23 pages. 924x744 in. Dickens’ “Oliver Twist". 
3C1692—Shpg. wt. 14 oz....... $274 Illustrated. 189 pages. 

714x10% inches. Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, The Magical CHE 
Cor. Original story by Ian Fleming. 361694............ $3.66 Color illust. 118 pages. 634x914 in. Buy 
it the easy way . . order by phone. 
3€ 1690—Shipping wt. 1 lb... ..$3.66 
Adventures of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. 
Color illust. 62 pages. 8x11%4 inches. 
3€ 1691—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz.. ..$274 

Oliver And His Friends. 
Color illust., from movie. 
62 pages, 8x11% inches. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

Books on family fun, activities, riddles, magic 

Family Quiz Book. Puzzles, riddles, word games, etc. Illustrated. 
3 C 1588—192 pages. 6x9 inches. Shipping weight 1 pound. .... $347 

Family Fun Book. Hobbies, party ideas, sports, family o etc. 
36 1587—304 pages. 6x9 inches. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....... 
Tell Me Why. Over 400 questions most asked by children. With an- 
swers. 479 pages; 177 illustrations. 7x914 inches. 
3C 1591—Shipping weight 2 pounds 7 ounces............-.-. $447 

More Tell Me Why. o ees Exel esca 480 pages. 
181 illustrations. Measures 7x9! 
3C1590—Shipping weight 

Still More Tell Me Why. Over 400 more questions answered. 480 pgs. 
410 illustrations. Measures 7x934 inches. 
3€ 1589—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces................ $4.47 
McCall's Golden Make-t Book. 700 illus. Step-by-step instructions 
3€1598—160 pages. 8344x103, in. Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. » $3.67 

McCall's Do-it Book. Over 200 things to do. dece 
3€1596—160 pages. 8%4¢x10% in. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8oz........$367 
Golden Book of Mogic by the Great Merlini. Variety of tricks. Illu 
3€1597—105 pages. 834x11 in. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 
Jokes, Riddles and Funny Stories. Illustrated. 5, puns, etc. 
361993105 pages. 834x11 in. Shipping wt. 11b. oz... 
Ask Me Another Riddle. About 300 funny riddles. 
3€1592—157 pages. 84x11 in. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz... . ...$2.67 

Alfred Hitchcock Thrillers 

Alfred Hitchcock's Daring Detectives. (New) 11 tales of sleuthing. 
3 C 16029—206 pages. 714x1014 inches. Shipping weight 2 Ibs...$3.66 
Hitchcock's Haunted Houseful.. 9 stories. 208 pages. 7 x10 inches. 
ac pcc weight 2 pounds. 
Hitchcock's Ghostly Gallery. 11 masterpieces. 206 pgs. 7% soins 
30 16034—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces....... 

Hitchcock's Monster Museum. 12 weirdies. 207 Pages. 
3€16036—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces. . wee s $3.56 
Hitchcock's Sinister Spies. “Deadly” stories. 206 pages. 74x10 in. 
3C 16035—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. - $3.66 

Hitchcock's s ee oy 13.208 pes. 74x10 in. 
3€16031—Shi, weight 2 -.$3.66 

Landmark $474 Save 27% $ 
Books each 3-vol. starter set 

Each book illustrated, some in color. Maps, drawing, photographs 
explain texts. From 173 to 310 pages. Each volume 554x814 inches. 
Starter Set. Includes A Walk In Space: Americans Into Orbit; The 
Wright Brothers. 
3C 15409—Shipping weight set 3 pounds............... Set $3.77 

Starter Set. Includes Midway— Battle for the Pacific; Flat-tops; Pearl 
Harbor to Okinawa. 
3C 15411—Shipping weight set 3 pounds. ............... Set $3.77 

Storter Set. Includes Daniel Boone, Custer's Last Stand; Story of The 
Thirteen Colonies. 
3 15413—Shipping weight set 3 pounds. 

Storter Set. Includes John Kennedy PT-109; United 
and Peace; Commandos of World War IL. 
3€ 15412—Shipping weight 3 pounds.................... Set $3.77 
Single Books. 
3C15334—]JFK, PT-109 
3€15335—Americans Into Orbit 
3 C 15336—Great American 

3€15377—Flying Aces, WWI 
3€15381—Walk In Space 
3 ¢ 15385—Commandos, WWII 

Fighter Pilots, WWII 3 € 15392—Prehistoric 
3c 15337—Midmay, Battle for America 

the Pacific 3€15393—Danicl Boone 
3C15357—Remember the Alamo — 3€ 15399—Thirteen Colonies 
3€15358—Custer's Last Stand — 3€15338— Wright Brothers 
3€15367— Pearl Harbor To 3€15339—Flat Tops 

Okinawa 3€15342— The United Nations 
3€15368—Flying Tigers in War and Peace 
3€15375—Woman of Courage 3 15343—Story of D-Day 
Shipping weight each 1 pound.........-...------.05++ Each $1.74 



map puzzle . . 

10 Inlaid Puzzles 
Story favorites and animals. 
Easy for small child to work . . 
about 13 big pieces to fit in 
7x9-inch frame. Made of heavy 
cardboard. Ages 2 to 6. Shipping 
weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N4529........... Set 97c 

e p 

egt 
Educational Password 

builds vocabulary 
Based on the popular TV show. 
Helps children in grades 3 to 6 
learn synonyms, antonyms and 
word association. Uses sight and 
picture words with point values . . 
the most points win. For two 
players or an entire class. 
49 N 1862—Wt. 14 oz....$1.69 

Taan with USA puzzle and World map $188 

Learn names and locations of all 50 states by fitting pieces into the 
turn it over and locate foreign lands, cities on world map. 

Educational fun for children ages 7 to 13. Fiberboard with wood 
center. Measures about 14x20 inches. 
49 N 406—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... . 

Loads of fun . . 

* Games, auto racing 

* Pegboard surface, pegs 

* Sets of magnetic letters 

* Wipe-off crayons 

* Fold-in seats 

$099 

Playmaker Magnetic Game Table seats two 
. has a big 24x18-inch combination top 

Ideal fun-and-learning center. Magnetic letters help, spelling. Table-top sections 
form easel for wipe-off drawing writing. Games printed on one side of top 

include checkers, tic-tac-toe, box-it o rac and others. (All playing pieces 
included.) Chrome-plated steel frame with wood seats and playbox in red and 
black enamel. Overall size about 18x22x51 inches, Unassembled. 

5 Educational Puzzles 
Pre-schoolers learn while playing. 
Set includes U.S. map, alphabet, 
clock, farm-scene, shoelace teacher 
puzzles, Made of heavy card- 
board. All 5 packed in 10xl4-in. 
box. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 4521........... Set $1.29 

All 
for 

79 N 1803L—Shipping weight 19 pounds. $9.99 

TSN m has kal 

usc ME 
im bom) Playmates 

e $699 

$169 Twin work-and-play 
areas with two sets of 

Educational chalk, erasers, pegs, 
Concentration mallets. Removable 

legs. Steel seats and 
Based on the popular TV show frame. 42x17x22 in. y 
.. teaches color and word match- Unassembled. Shipping Two can write on 
ing, states and history. Excite- 
ment mounts as memories sharp- 
en. Designed for children in 
grades 3 to 6. Learning fun for 2 

to 4 players. 
49 N 1812—Wt. 1 Ib... 

weight 18 Ibs. 
79 N 1604L. . . $6.99 

sliding chalkboards 
or use pegboards 

.$1.69 

Desk-top Peg Table with 99 
Watch veneta in Giant Ant Farm $499 Peg Table 8299 storage tray $4 

pers as y dig tunnels, build Chalkboard top opens to pegboard Blue steel frame, yellow wood seat 

and ant stock certificate*. 

Cuniod pane scans by daima: messien Coen 

NOE aat GA liquid feeder, sand, handbook 
x10 inches high. 

49 N 2302— Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
*Ants air mailed separately from factory upon receipt of certificate. Because of 
state law, magnifying glass will be sent in Tennessee instead of ants. 

and desk. pegs, chalk, Si 
eraser. Top about 17x11 in. Overall 
24x24x19 in. Unassembled. 

ape-proof, break- 

. $4.99 Desk top 18x13 inches. Overall 24x 79 N 1638L—Wt. 9 Ibs... .. $4.99 
18x23 inches. Unassembled. : 
79 N 1607C—Wt. 7 Ibs..... $2.99 " yea SEARS 539 
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Plastic Playhorse has heavy-duty steel axles . . 
wide polyethylene wheels won't mark up floors 

This perky palomino will keep your little broncbuster rolling merrily along the 
range . . and look Mom, no ugly black marks to ruin the kitchen floor you just 
cleaned! Sturdy molded polyethylene body has hand grips at head. Realistic de- 
tailing on saddle and bridle, Completely assembled. 26x9x19 inches high. 
79 N 4536L—Shipping weight 6 pounds... . 

Racy Scat Car boasts a 
rugged, all-steel frame 

d He'll roar out of the pit in this sleek 
road-hugging beauty. Sturdy plastic 

body has back rest, foot mounts, crash 
bumper. Self-steering. 28V4x7!4x12 in. 
high. In hot rod red. Partly assembled. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 5205C—Shpg. wt. 5lbs...... $3.99 

Sears | wx 

Cinai Habe Scane by inaa Dni 

$329 

Plant the playfarm crops 
Sturdy, 3-wheel plastic Tractor 

2 A little farmer's best friend . . this 
rugged polyethylene workhorse has a 

yellow steering wheel with handy horn in 
center. Wheels are mounted on heavy- 
duty steel axles. Red body, blue seat. 22x 
18}4x17 inches high. Partly assembled. 

79 N 5204C—Shpg. wt. 6lbs...... $4.49 

Clear the track for the Pioneer Express! 
Steer it, ring bell, toot whistle. Steel frame 

Here comes your little engineer steering the sharpest locomotive 
on the block. It's about 13x28 in. long with realistically-detailed 
bell and bellows whistle. Steering handle guides easy-to-turn swivel 
wheels. Sturdy steel axles. In coaldust black. Completely assembled. 
79 N 5240C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. . ............-. $4.49 

Call out Fire Engine Number One! 
Steer it, ring bell, crank siren. Plastic frame 

It's a 5-alarm emergency in Toytown and your junior smoke eater 
is off to the rescue with bell clanging and siren screaming. Rugged 
plastic with bar steering. Two hidden front wheels turn easily. In 
flaming red. 28x614x10 inches high. Completely assembled. 
79 N 5203C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. ...............- $4.49 

+588 

Scoot along on a Honda! 
. . junior-sized for sit 'n steer fun 

You'll meet the nicest kids scootin' along on your Honda. Get com- 
fortable on the big seat, steer with the handlebar. Break-resistant 
plastic is authentic cream and red color. Seat is 12 in. high. Strong 
steel fork, axles. Non-marking wheels. Partly assembled. 
79 N 5281L—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ............ s.s. $5.88 



Ready on the gantry . . 

LIFT-OFF! 
See Gemini or Apollo rockets 

blast off by remote control 

Watch Gemini capsule make 

"earth re-entry" by parachute 

Fuel the control center with water. Pump handle 

up in rockets through an 8-ft. hose. Count 
down by turning knob. Zero! Big 14-in. gantry 
releases rockets that shoot 200 to 300 feet into 
the air, sections separate. A third rocket, an 
anti-missile missile, shoots 300 ft. high. Plastic. 
49 N 6375-Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. $7.99 

Take readings indoors s799 
Weather Station Outfit 

“Wind SE at 20 mph.” Read the instru- 
ments yourself from your own weather sta- 
tion. Flashing neon lights on indoor board 
show wind speed and direction. Wired elec- 

=a | 

"ü 

poo 
536 Sears {Este 

Launch 2-stage Apollo 
or fire anti-missile rocket 

Apollo separates from 

first stage 

$ 288 

Pour water “fuel” into rocket to determine 
altitude. Attach rocket to hand launcher by 
sliding the lock into place. Now pump in 
air to increase the pressure. When pressure 
is right, pull trigger as you near the end of 
the countdown. Blast off! Apollo soars 150 
ft., separates and goes another 200 ft. before 

“re-entry.” 12-in. rocket can be launched in 
pursuit . . goes 300 ft. 
49 N 6376—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 02.....$2.88 

Cutiod nae scans by daima musiet pom 

trically to anemometer and wind vane units 
outside. 150 ft. of wire. Kit for amateur me- 
teorologists contains barometer, sling psy- 
chrometer, rain gauge (1/100 in.). Also 
cloud chart, weather map, forecasting man- 
ual. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Unassembled. 
49 N 6415—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 120z....$7.99 FIR © TM 

N 

WHOOSH!\ \ —— It’s jet propelled! 

w: 399 

"-—— 

SA, 
E. m NT 

Fill with gas propellant . . Plane zooms 
up to 50 feet, glides as far as 600 feet 

Enjoy flying thrills without engine noise. Propelled 
by harmless gas injected into rubber “‘jet chamber". 
Enough gas included for 70 to 120 flights. 1814-inch 
plastic, with 13-inch wing, soft nosecone, decals. 
49 N 2271— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1202..... $3.99 
49 N 2272— Extra Fuel. Shpg. wt. 13 0z..... 1.99 

Build Visible V-8 Engine and see 

sparkplugs light, other parts work 

$999 witout battenes 

Learn the fundamentals of the gasoline 
engine with this battery-powered model 

. 4 actual size, 14% inches long. Even 
pistons, rods, rocker arms, valves and 
fan operate. Plastic. Uses 2 “C” bat- 
teries; order one package below. 
79 N 2339C—Wt. 6 lbs.....Kit $9.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2 
79 N 4665— Shpg. wt. 80z.. .Pkg. 36c 

A model-maker's must! 
Build this big 15'4-inch 
Ford Mustang and make it. 
operate. The doors, hood and 
trunk open and close. Win- 
dows crank up and down. 
Steering system really 
works. Front and rear seats 
fold down. Includes a fully 
detailed GT fastback en- 

pension. Colorful plastic. 
Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 

79 N 23038C. .. Kit $6.99 



3 N 97383 

The exciting 3-dimensional world of 

VIEW-MASTER 

3N9711 

MAN^SPACE 

zs 
3N97314 

WG 
3N97614 

Self-lighted Stereo Viewer shows every scene uniformly bright Low-cost unlighted Stereo Viewer 

vines 475 aeu | ows 965 umen | wrsgsO cma es $78. | yas $358 | rar 9453 batterie 

Use this modern-design 3-D Viewer with 3 Jungle Book reels plus 1 extra reel. 28 
scenes in all. Order batteries for viewer below 
3 N 9774— Postpaid (Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.) $4.75 Viewer with 3 Jungle Book reels plus | extro reel. 28 sce 

3 N 9767 — Posipaid (Shipping weight 1 pound) $2.78 
g Donald Duck, Mickey 

i, Fantasyland, To- 

Hold it up to any light to see, flick lever to change scene. So easy 

viewer anywhere. It lights to operate, even a small child can use it. Plastic 

when you touch light bar. 
vivid pictures 

batteries. Flip lever, Hound, Yogi Bear, Flintst 
McGraw. Plus 7 see 
3 N 9775— Postpaid (Shp; 

Viewer with 7 reels. 49 scenes including Huckleberry 
es, Top Cat, Quick Draw Viewer with 7 reels. 49 scenes incl 
ial subjects. Mouse, Bambi, Snow White, Adven: 

wt. 12 02.) $5.65 morrowland. Plus 7 scenes on spe 

Viewer with 1 reel. 7 scenes. Order batteries below 3 N 9777— Postpaid (Shipping weig 
haracters 3 N 9756— Posípaid. (Shipping weight 13 oz.)....$3.50 Viewer with 1 reel. 

kase Sorio 34 N 4665—“C" Battery. 2 needed. Wt. 202z Each 19c 3N 9755—Shipping weight 8 ounces 1.53 

scene. High-impact 
2 ounces) $3.58 plastic 

scenes, 

Cutie pane scans by chistes museteciiic com 
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Treasury $4777 
of Horses 6 

By Walter D. Osborne and Patricia H. 
Johnson. Magnificently illustrated with 
hundreds of photographs, including 72 
pages in full color. A comprehensive 
pictoral history of every breed of racing, 

times to the present. 251 pages, 834x 
134 inches. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 14 oz. 

Album of Horses by Marguerite Henry $97 
Illustrated by Wesley Dennis 

Popular volume with fascinating accounts of 22 important breeds 
of horses, the mule and the burro. Each is accompanied by a full- 
page color portrait by Wesley Dennis. 112 pages. 9314x1134 in. 
An addition to any library and a delightful gift for the horse 
lover. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 
Pp pa au erae y li — $2.77 

Wesley Dennis Album of Horse Paintings. 16 full-color prints 
from the Album of Horses, suitable for framing. 1254 x 14}%-in. 
3 € 16201—40 pages. Shipping weight 15 ounces. .........33.67 

Sea Stor, Orphan of 

74x95 inches. 

536 [Sears] 2st. 
Cutsioa nade scans by cheisimasmgsetecimici com 

HORSE 

BY MARGUERITE HENRY 

Black Gold. Story of the Derhy winner. 3c 
176 pages. 7% x 9% inches. 
3€ 1652—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3oz...... an 

Chincoteague. 
story of wild ponies, 176 pages. TU 

Senna ee at 1B. o . $3.67 
King of the Wind. Stacy about en aaae 
of the famous Man o’ War. 176 pgs. 3 C 16256—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .. .$3.27 

3 € 16207—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... . $3.67 

of Chincoteague. Wesley Dennis 
illustrations. 176 pages. 734x934 in. 
3 C 16205—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... ..$3.44 

Stormy, Us Ad oreet 
734 x 934 in. 

Sel Spe wt 11b. 8 02.....94.22 
parte + Wild Spirit of the West. How 

johnson saved the wild mustangs 
Deanta 208 pes. 736 x 936 in. 
3 C 16212—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..$3.44 

STORIES 

White Stollion of Lipizza. 112 pages. All Horses Go to Heaven. Anthology com- 
934 x 113€ inches. piled by Beth Brown. More than 30 fam- 
3 € 16202—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.....$3.44 M IEEE AM. 
N ite Henry's All Ab H 3 € 16277—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz... 34.66 

Taos einion 129 pen xil inchen. Big DPA BI pasate Pea MN ius 
3 € 16225—Shipping weight 2 lbs.. . $3.44 as LA Guerin and 

umor. x 9 inches. 
Born to Trot. True story of a great trotting 3 C 16271 MITES $3.57 
mare. 224 734 x 9%4-in. No! | Velvet. Picture- 
3c . wt. 11b. 8 oz... ..$4.59 Mel, Vel version 

for young readers. 108 pes, ED, in. 
of the Grand Conyon. Story of a 3 € 16276—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz.....$2.69 
GO A SER s of the Hone. Stories, pic- 

3c 1200 -Shpa wt. 1 1 1b. 8 02.....$4.59 tures, '. 342 pgs. 61934 inches. 

. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. ....$2.37 
The Jesornean Sarl Baan. OF Hore e 
10 tales, 183 pages. 584 x 834 inches. 
He iere Spine ot. Means 31.87 

ori STORIES ABOUT HORSES 

etna Ip champion jum] 
ex of America. “Si panes, 04 x0% nebes 

Mon o' War. W. Farley. About the world's 

3 C 16235—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz... ..$3.67 

FASCINATING FACTS 

ia. Bruce Brant. Facts 
about cowboy life and lingo, ca! 

pgs. 69i, 
3C 16253. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 13 oz..- 36.77 

Books for Teens 

Here's to You, Miss Teen. Good groom- 
ing tips, lots more. 233 pgs. 534x8}4-in. 
3 € 16135—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. -$3.57 
Seventeen Book of Etiquette, Entertain- 
ing. Do's and don'ts. 307 pgs. 7 Mx10-in. 
3 € 16138—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.......$7.47 

When | Was Sixteen. Stories of great 
women of America. 320 pgs. 534x834-in. 
3€ 16136—Wt. 11b. 8 oz... ..... $3.66 
Deor Teen-Ager. By “Dear Abby”. 
3 € 1294—209 pgs. Wt. 1 1b... ...$3.57 

Music for Guitar 
and Piano | 

Playing Piano. Easy-to-read, 
follow. Music for many popular 
folk, standard tunes. 112 pages. 
Measures 9 x 12 inches. | 

Shipping weight 15 ounces. à 
T RHO AE $1.87 Ss 

Playing Guitar. 105 folk, tradi- 
tional and popular songs. Sim-| g 
ple chord, fingering diagrams. 
160 pages. 9 x 12 inches. 

Shipping weight 15 ounces. 
3€C16125......... $1.87 Li 

c 

Let's Start to Cook 
A Cookbook for Teens 
By Nell B. Nichols. Easy-to-fol- 

jor dozens of favorite recipes. 
Suggested menus, with illustra- 
tions. 254 pages. 7% x 10M-In. [i 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
3€ 16221... 

Care of E 
Selection, care, feeding and training are 
discussed. All fully illustrated. 
Learning to Ride, Hunt and Show. By 
Norman Wright. 128 pgs. 1114x814 in. 
3 C 16265—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .$3.66 
The Quarter Horse. By W. Osborne. 
America's own breed. 128 p 7x10 in. 
3 € 16237—Shipping wt. 1 -$3.66 
Complete Book of Horses and Ponies. 
By M.C. Self. 320 pages. 6x9 inches. 
3 € 16251—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 9 oz... .$5.77 
A Horse of Your Own. Covers Eastern, 
Western riding. 512 pgs. 614x914 inches. 
3 C 16233—Shipping wt. 2 lbs... . .$7.79 

Complete Training of Horse and Rider. 
Classical horsemanship. 288 pages. 634x 
9X inches. 
3C 16238—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz... .$7.24 

Winning Your Spurs. By E.T. Moore. 124 
pgs. 834x11 in. Care, training, more. 
3 C 15499 —Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 1 oz... .$1.87 

F 
low, step-by-step instructions | atv | 

x E. 
U 
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Toe-Joe the Clown ; 
swings with ease 

$219 
You'veneverseensuch A: 
an energetic fellow do X > 
so many acrobatic feats. 

.- then flip-flops around 
and around—forward 
or backward. He’s met- 
al and plastic, wears ¥ 
cheerful costume. Met- 4 
al frame is 9}6x16 in. 
high, made in U.S.A. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 4593. ...$2.19 

Catalog page scz 

watch him walk off jauntily, 
shaking his furry head 

Pat his back . . 
He'll bark, wiggle his ears 
wag his tail, move his mouth 

Pat the Friendly Puppy 

$492 ts 
Nutty Mad Indian What a wonderful dog. He's as friendly Rolling Rooster Turn Tippy Toys over, 

c = oe cu growls or bites. crows, flaps wings whoops, beats tom-tom watch them go 'round 
cur white and brown plush fur- x 

like fabric, long ears, and a real leather By Marx $499 witout By Marx $149. not $919 
collar. 11 in. tall. Ordi ba! Vas i 
49N 5887--Wt. 1 p Pd x pore Lively farmyard bird flaps his Turn on the switch . . colorful No keys, no batteries . . so easy. 

"D" Battery. Shipping weight ea. 4 oz. wings, moves head, neck, beak Indian gives a wild war whoop, Pick up Tippy Toys, turn them over, 

49 N 4660....... Each 16c; 4 for 60c .. and crows as he rolls along. beats the drum, moves his body see action, hear ding-ding sound. 
` Changes direction when he hits in rhythm, even his tongue! 12- 

"Charge It" if you wish 

Locomotive shoots 
sparks from stack 

Wind up this 5-unit Train . . 
it runs for 2 minutes 

obstacle, Soft fabric-covered 
metal, 13 inches high. Bright- 
ly colored. Order 2 “D” bat- 
teries at left. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

inches tall of metal and plastic, 
with bright felt clothes. Order 2 
“D” batteries at left. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

49N5695............. $1.49 

Dodge'em cars race, 

] Tippy Hunter, Rabbit. Dog 
chases rabbit, hunter spins. 

49 N 4442—Wt. 1 lb. 5 oz....$2.19 

2 Tippy Toy Troin. Trains race 
through tunnels, under bridge. 

49 N 4441—Wt. 11b. 502...$2.19 

Charmin' Choo Choo 
$479 turn and bump around with lots of action 

4 1999 zu. 3299 ster 
Steam-type plastic engine is powered by 
long-running wind-up clock motor with 
speed governor, on-off switch. Gaily 
decorated metal coal tender, gondola, 
box car, caboose. Eight curved and 2 
straight metal tracks, 102 inches of track 
in all. Train is 34 in. long. Made in U.S.A. 
49 N 5731—Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz.. $4.79 

540 SEARS sco 

chitinas piaba conn 

49N5807-Wt.1lb.1402.$4.97 
mo dee 

Just like having an amusement. 
park ride at home. S-inch cars 
with steering wheels and flags 
race around a square, bumping, 
dodging, turning . . with lots of 
action. Order 2 “D” batteries at 
left above. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

Tots’ delight . . train with an old- 
time Western design and a friendly 
face. Moves with a funny bump-and- 
go-action, as “hands” propel the 
wheels. Large ringing bell. Metal, 
10 inches long. Order 2 “D” bat- 
teries at left above. 
49 N 4447—Wt IIb. 7 oz...$2.99 

NOTE: All items on page from Jopon unless specified 



Plush Burro on casters 

This little fella is soft as a cushion 
and such fun to ride! He's stuffed 
with cotton and has a cuddly gray 

coat of rayon plush. Plastic bridle 
and reins have jingle bells. 4 easy- 
swivel casters give your little 
broncbuster a smooth ride, won't 
mar floors, 19 in. long. Seat ht. 12 in. 
79 N 4163L—Wt. 81bs.. ..$5.99 

Plush Pony on casters 

This pint-size pinto is great for 
sliding, scooting or just sitting. 
He's stuffed with cotton, has a soft 
rayon plush body and lifelike vinyl 
head. Plastic reins. Smooth-riding 
casters. About 19 in. long. Seat is 

10 in. from the floor. Buy it the 
easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 4114L—Wt. 6 Ibs.... $5.99 

Plush Pony on wheels 

There's plenty of scootin’ spirit 
in this red ride-on pony. He's 
stuffed with cotton, covered with 
soft rayon plush and sports a 
fluffy mane and tail. Steel-welded 
frame supports up to 100 Ibs. Non- 
scratch polyethylene wheels. 17 
in. long. Seat height 12 in. 
79 N 4115L—Wt. 7 lbs....$9.79 

Cutiod gane scans by christina: niseledimicH Divi 

Little Rider Rocker 

Range-riding treat for tykes 
from 6 months to 3 yrs. Seat 
is 8 in. high. Hand grips at 
head. Masonite Presdwood 
sides. 22 in. long. Unassemble«. 
79 N 7517C-Wt. 6 ibs. $3.88 

A 

Diy, i 
One, 

s949 
Jingle Bell Rocker 

Gentle mount for baby buca- 
roos . . only 414 in. from floor 
to saddle. Bell on nose jingles 
as he trots. Pinto-painted 
smooth wood with hand grips. 
19 in. long. Unassembled. 
49N7597-Wt.3lbs.802.$2.49 

NÑ 
Y 

ROCK-A-LONG 
. . the gentlest plush pony 

on the play ranch 

$933 
= 

"Sturdy, welded steel frame 

assures many hours of rocking fun 

A quiet ride every time..even 
rockers are plush covered 

A cute little colt as well-mannered as they come. 
Canter him for trail riding . . hitch him to a chair and 
stay in the saddle to watch TV. Mount up easily 
it’s just 10 in. from the floor to his back. Hi soft 
coat is cocoa-color rayon plush over cotton padding. 
Mane and tail are yarn. Plastic saddle and bridle. 
28 in. long. 
79 N 4141C—Wt. 7 Ibs.. 

Save this cotalog .. you can order toys 
on poges 467 to 638 until August 1, 1967 

$8.33 

Horse and Sulky 
2-rider Rocker 2 

$1066 
Enough room for a cowpoke and 
his sidekick . . one drives, one rides 

a molded plastic palomino. Sulky has 
high back wood seat, footrest, play 
beads, safety bar. Tubular steel frame 
tipped with non-mar plastic, 43x12 in. 
wide. Ages ! to 4. Unassembled. 
79 N 7520C—Wt. 13 Ibs. ...$10.66 

Wonder? Shoofly 
Spring Rocker 

$1044 

tubular steel rockers. For trail-blazers 
6 months and older. 1114x20 in. long. 
Unassembled. 
79 N 7502L—Wt. 12 Ibs.... 

1 Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone 

$10.44 



5 lenses. 
(3 shown) 
Sunfilter 
20mm 3x 
Barlow 

View stars and 
planets close up 

180-power Refractor Telescope 
Take a good look at your favorite planet. Magnification range: 30, 60 
90 or 180-power with inverted image; 45 or 90-power with upright 
image. Main lens, achromatic coated 50mm objective with 600mm focal 

„Point. 26-in, main tube, mount, finder scope, tripod chain are metal. Plas: 
tic trim. 2-section wood tripod is 49 in. high. Accessories; 10mm and 20mm 
eyepieces, sunglass, 1.5-power erector lens, 3-power Barlow lens. Japan. 
79 N 64111C—Shipping weight 7 pounds........ $19.99 

See the moon's craters 
60 to 150-power 

Reflector Telescope 

$ 1055 

Stands 3 ft. high with steel 
tripod. Discover the fas- 
cination of astronomy. Take 
a close look at the craters 
on the moon. Polished 214 
in. precision-ground mirror 
gives 60 power, 150 power 

with booster lens. Black vi- 
nyl-covered fiber tube re- 
volves 360? . . locks in posi- 
tion for easier sighting. 12- 
page manual included. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
79 N 6362C...... $10.88 

30-power hand-size Telescope $ 3? 

Spy on the “enemy or take a good look at the stars and planets with 
this one. Has a precision-made 30mm achromatic coated objective lens. 

White enameled aluminum tube with rust-resistant chrome-plated trim 
Tube adjusts from 734 to 14% inches. From Japan. 
49 N 6308—Shipping weight 9 ounces. $3.99 

4-power Binoculars $399 ( 

Non-prismatic, center focusing 40mm 
objective lens gives junior secret 

agents all-purpose viewing. Metal 
with imitation leather cover and gold- 
color trim. Comes with imitation leather 
carry case. From Japan. 
49 N 6425—Shpg. wt. 1 lb....$3.99 

Tini Dass scane by eidimas wwicdliciudcal coda 

JM GOIN’ To THE MOON 
SOME DAY! MR. WILSON SAYS 

Sunfilter. 
22mm, 1.5x 

erector and 3x Barlow 
lens. 

Young astronomers can spot details 

on moon . . finder scope helps line it up 

200-power Refractor Telescope :24?? 
Wide range of magnification: 32, 67, 96, or 200-power with inverted image; 48 
or 100-power with upright image. Main lens is achromatic coated 60mm ob. 
jective with 700mm focal point. Two different eyepieces (10.5mm and 22mm) 
help you see details more clearly. There's also an erector lens that increases 
power 50% and a Barlow lens that triples magnifying power. Rack and pinion 
adjustment on tripod helps make precise focusing possible. Wood tripod is 49 
inches high . . swivel mount locks in any position. White enameled metal, 
27 inches long. Black plastic trim. From Japan 
79 N 64119C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $24.99 

Saturn's rings and Jupiter's moons become vi 
. . 200-power Reflector Telescope 

:15?? 

Look through the periscope 
lens and discover the fascina- 
tion of the moon and the plan- 
ets. Line up the view you want 
with the finder scope, then take 
a close look at Jupiter and its 
many moons, or Saturn and its 
fantastic rings. Telescope 
stands over 4 feet tall on all 
steel tripod. Tube revolves 360 
degrees and then locks into posi- 
tion for easier sighting. Tube is 
metal with plastic trim.Ground 
and polished 3-inch mirror in- 
verts images. Eyepiece gives 75 
power. Booster lens increases 
power to 200. Complete with 
12-page manual. 

ipping weight 7 pounds. 
Te Nast cpio $15.99 re Sears 537 



Choose from over 180 View*-Master subjects 
Each catalog number below is for 1 packet containing 3 reels (21 color stereo scenes). $125 
Packets marked (**) incl. guidebook, stamp, coin (if available); those marked (*) have story -— 
booklet; those marked(#) for stereo viewing only c 

SHOWN AT TOP OF PAGE 
3 N 97536— Peanuts* 
3 N 97388— Dennis the Menace* 
IN 97106— Tarzan of the Apes* 
3N97112—The Monkees* 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
3 N 97109— Lassie, Log Flume*# 
3 N 97353—Grand Canyon, 

North. 
3N97107—Flying Nun* 
3 N 97333—Popeye*# 
3 N 97108—Land of Giants* 
3,N.97105— Puss in Boots* 
3 N 97334— Tom and Jerry* 
3 
3 
3 
3 

N 97337 — American Ind 
N 9730— Snow White* 
N 97372— Peter Pan* 
N 97528—Mickey Mouse* 

3N 97335— Top Cat*é 
3 N 97508— Woody Woodpecker* 
3N 97352— Grand Canyon, 

South* 
3 N 97311— Pinocchio* 
3 N 97116—Old-time Circus 
3 N 97314— Jack and Beanstalk* 
3 N 9736— Alice in Wonderland* 
3 N 97870—Rudolph* 
3 N 97117— Mainstreet and 

Primeval World 
3 N 9740— Bambi* 
3N9731 —Red Riding Hood* 
3N97560—Captain Kangaroo*s 
3N 97364— Jungle Book* 
3 N 97382—Night Before 

Christmas* 
3N97851—Noah's Ark* 
3 N 97366— Bible Heroes* 
3 N 97964— Marineland, Florida* 
3 N 97113—Independence Park* 
3 N 97875— Birth of Jesus* 
3 N 9711— Conquest of Space* 
3 N 97657 —Man in Space* 
IN 97614—Wild Animals— 

World* 
3 N97115—Clearwater, Tampa, 

St, Petersburg, Fla. 
3 N 97383— Christmas Story* 
3 N 97114—U.S. Spaceport 
3N97611—Wild Birds* 
3N 97111— Birds of World® 
3 N 97813—Williamsburg* 

ANIMALS AND ZOOS 
3 N 97617—Children's Zoo* 
3 N 97619— Prehistoric Animals* 
3 N 97610—Butterflies* 
3 N 97965— Parrot Jungle* 
3 N 97615—Strange Animals, 

World* 
3 N 97188—Marineland, Pacific* 
3 N97618—Wild Animals, 

Africa* 
3 N 97612—Wonders of Deep* 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 
3 N 97471— Bonanza* 
3 N 97483—Voy. Bottom Sea* 
3 N 97484—Man from 

U.N.C.L.E. 
3 N 97361— Wizard of Oz* 
3 N 97381— Littlest Angel* 

Each catalog number below is for one pack containing 7 reels (49 scenes). 
3 N 97717 — Animals of the World 
3 N 97719— Cartoon Favorites 
3 N 97705— Cities of the U.S.A. 
3 N 97701— Cities of the World 
3 N 97708— Disney Cartoons 

3 N 9772— Television Subjects 

Shipping weight 9 ounces. . 

noc pade scans by daimiais msee 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES (Cont) 
3 N 97492— Batman* 
3 N 97376— Mary Poppins* 
3 N 97660— Santa's Workshop 
3 N$7318— Cinderel 
3 N 97485—Flipper* 
3N97177—Adventure 

3 N 97570— Bev. Hillbill 
3 N 97531— Bugs Bunny* 
3 N 97515—Bullwinkle*# 

a% 

3 N 97525—Donald Duck* 
3N97514 $ 
3N 97317 ilock: 
3 N97365—Road Runner* 
3 N 97512— Huckleberry 

Hound*$ 
3 N 9741— Mother Goose* 
3 N 97308— Sleeping Be: 
3 N 9737—20,000 Leagu: 
3 N 97179 —Tomorrowland 
3N97118—Fantasyland 
3N97119—New Orleans Square 
3 N 9733— Heidi* 
3 N 97331—Lone Ranger* 
3N 97367—Lost in Space* 
3 N 97332— Mighty Mouse*# 
3 N 97362— Winnie the Pooh* 
3 N 97479— Daniel Boone* 

SPECIAL SUBJECTS 
3 N97901—7 Wonders World* 
3N 97226— Holy Land, Israel 

and Jordan* 
3 N 97369—Our Planet Earth* 
3 N 97371— Prehistoric Life* 
3 N 97373— Rocks and Minerals* 
3 N 97336— Lost. Civilizations 

of Mexico* 
3N 97338—NASA Proj. Apollo* 
3 N 97656— Moon rockets, 

missiles* 
3 N 97355— President Johnson's 

Texas* 

WORID TRAVEL 
3 N 97027— Bahamas 
3 N 97405— Banff-Canadian 

Rockies 
3 N 97029 — Bermuda. 
3 N $7406— Guadalajara, Lake 

Chapala, Mexico* 
3N97262—Japan* 
3 N 97407—Lake Louise, 

Canadian Rockies 
3N 97277 —London 
3 N 97002—Mexico City* 
3 N 97166— Paris 
3 N 97408— Puerto Rico 
3 N 97409 —Rome 
3 N 97385—Tulip Time, Holland 

U.S. STATE TOURS 
3N97101—Alaska* 
3N9717—Northern California* 
3 N 97397— Southern California* 
3 N 9732— Colorado* 
3 N 97398— Connecticut * 
3 N 9796— Florid: 
3 N 9712— Hawaii’ 
3 N 97690— Vermont* 

Disney characters © Walt Disney Productions 

Save with special pack of 49 color scenes in 3-D s) 15 

3 N 97709— Disney Fairy Tales 
3 N 97716— Disneyland 
3 N 97712— Fairy Tales 
3N 97702—Faraway Lands 
3 N 97707—Huckleberry Hound Hall of Fame£ 
3N97718—Nature Subjects 
3 N 97703— Vacation Lands of Scenic East 

3 N 97704— Vacation Lands of the Scenic West 

NOT for 2- D projectors). Pd. (Wt.ca. 302.) acket 
] u.s. 

3 N 97404— Wis: 
3 N 97550— Illinoi 
3 N 97399 — Massachusetts* 
3 N 97580—Mic 
3N97401—Mis 
3N37475—N 
3N97650—New York* 
3 N 97402— Texas* 
3 N 97403—Virg. 
3 N 97715— Maine 

NATIONS OF THE WORLD 
3 N 9709—Canada** 
3 N 97156—England*® 
3 N 97172—Franc 
3 N 97193—Ger 
3 N 97205—Gree 
3N5$719—Holland** 
3N9716—Ireland** 
3N9718—Italy 
3 N 97001— Mexico** 
3 N 97224— Modern Israel** 
3N 97153—Norway 
3 N 97213— Russia* 
3 N 97339— Scenic U.S.A. 
3 N 97386— South Viet Nam** 
3N9734— Spain** 
3 N 97151 —Sweden** 
3 N 97185—Switzerland** 
3 N 97178— Vatican City** 

U.S. TRAVEL 
3 N $7341—Atlanta, Georgia 
3 N 97486— Black Hills* 
3 N 97342— Blue Ridge Parkway 
3 N 97343— Boston, Mass, * 
3 N 97988— Busch Gardens, Cal. 
3 N 97727—C. Cod, Plym. Mass.* 
3 N 97344— Carlsbad Cave 
3N97348—Luray Caverns, Va. 
3 N 97349— Chicago, Ill. 
3 N 9735—Circus Hall of Fame, 

rasota, Florida 
3 N 97351— Coast of Maine* 
3 N 97358— Museum of Science 

and Industry, Chgo. 
3N97359—New England Cov- 

ered Bridges Y. 

3 N 97392—Niagara Fal 
3 N 97393— Penn. Dutch 

Count 
3 N 97394— San Fi d 
3 N 97395— Yellowstone North* 
3 N 97396— Yellowstone South* 
3 N 97969— Cypress Gardens* 
3 N 97307 —Grand Tetons* 
3 N 97889—Gt. Smoky Mountains 
3 N 97354— Greater Miami, 
3N 97123—Honolulu, Waiki 
3 N 9739—Lincoln Heritage 

Trail* 
3 N 97356—Lookout Mt., Tenn. 
3 N 97357—Los Angeles, Calif.* 

, Can.* 

3 N 97790— Washington, D.C.* 
3 N 97793—White House* 

Enjoy your favorite characters 
in the View®-Master 

Disney Theater 

s964 
Projector, screon, 

140 full-color scenes. 

140 two-dimensional scenes (10 reels) 
v Mouse, Donald Duck, 

gues Under the Sea, etc. 
30-watt projector with f:3 lens. 110- 
120-v., 60-c. AC. NOT for stereo reels, 
3 N 9780C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $9.64 

30-watt Projector. 
3 N 9785-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz. $8.49 

Extra Lamp for projector. Code BVR. 
3 N 8682—Shpg. wt. 3 oz......$1.39 

Viewer with 11 reels 
and library box 

5689 

Hold unlighted stereo viewer up to any 
light and see 3-dimensional scenes in 
full color. High-impact plastic. 11 reels 
include 1 special, Huckleberry Hound 
Hall of Fame and Jungle Book . . 77 
scenes in all. Box of high-impact plastic 
for storing viewer and reels. 
3 N 9703-Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. Outfit $6,89 

3N9770-Box. Wt. 11b. 80z.....1.99 

with f:2.8 lens 

Gives brilliant image for big screen 
viewing. For 2-dimensional reels. Just 
flick lever to change scenes, Plastic 
body. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 
3 N9783—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.....$16.49 

Extra 100-watt Lamp. Code CDK. 
3 N 8684— Shipping wt. 1 oz. 

100-watt Projector 51649 



Little House Series 
by Laura Ingalls Wilder 

Each $397 

Stories of fun, excitement, hard- 
ships of pioneer life. Illustrated 
238 to 372 pages. 554x834 inches. 

3C15141-By Shores of Silver Lake 
3C15142-Farmer Boy 
3C15143-Little House in Big Woods 
3C15144-Little House on the Prairie 
3C15145-Little Town on the Prairie 
3C15146-On the Banks of Plum 

Creek 
3C15147-The Long Winter 
3C15148-These Happy Golden Years 
3615149-On the Way Home 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 1 oz.. . Each $3.67 

Wilder's Song Book. 814x11-in. 
315151-160 pgs. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz.$5.57 

Alfred: 
Hitchcock S12, $355 iet 
Save 2696 on Suspense Series Starter Sets. 

Bobbsey Twins . . 

exciting adventures 

aet, $95 Each $137 

Starter Set. Save 28%, Includes 
books 3C15086, 3C15085, 3C15088. 

3€ 15075—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. Set $2.95 

Single Books. 174-184 pgs. 5x734 in. 
3C15078-Secret of Candy Castle 
3C15099-Mystery of King's Puppet 
3C15082-Adventure with Baby May 
3C15081-At the Snow Lodge 
3C15084-Camping Out 
3C15085-Adventure in the Country 
3C15086-Of Lakeport 
3C15088-Secret at the Seashore 
3C15079-Mystery at School 
315083-Doodlebug Mystery (new) 

Shipping wt. ea. 12 oz., . „Each $1.37 

Willow Books set $2337 
for girls 

Set of 8 books in slip case. 
Romances, mysteries. Book size 
434x7}-in. 128-176 pages. 
Set including Tender Time, Sweet 
Sixteen, Margaret, 5 more. 
3€ 16219—Wt. 2 Ibs... . .Set $3.37 

Set including My Sky is Blue, 
Separate Star, 6 more. 
3€ 16146—Wt. 2 Ibs... ..Set $3.37 

Nancy Drew. . every Nancy Drew 
book now in print listed beloy 

THE HIDDEN 
STAIRCASE 

iio 3705 Each $437 

Starter Set. Save 2896. Includes 3 C 15005, 3 C 15006, 3 C 15012, 
3 C 15049— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz........... scene Set $2.95 
Single Books. About 174 to 220 pages. Measures 5x734 inches. 
3C15001-Clue of Crossword Cipher 3€15026-Clue in the Old Album 
3€15002-Phantom of Pine Hill 3€15027-Witch Tree Symbol 
3€15003-Clue of Whistling Bagpipes 3€15028-Ghost of Blackwood Hall 
3615004-Mystery at Lilac Inn 3€15029-Hidden Window Mystery 
3C15005-Secret of the Old Clock 
3€15006-Hidden Staircase 
3€15007-Clue in the Diary 
3C15008-Nancy's Mysterious Letter 
3C15009-Sign of the Twisted Candle 
3C15011-Password to Larkspur Lane 

3€15031-Clue of Leaning Chimney 
3C15032-Haunted Showboat 
3C15033-Secret of Golden Pavilion 
3C15034—Clue in Old Stagecoach 
3€15035-Mystery of Fire Dragon 
3€15036—Clue of Dancing Puppet 

3C15012-Bungalow Mystery 
3C15013-Message in the Hollow Oak 
3€15014-Mystery of the Tolling Bell 
3C15015-Secret at Shadow Ranch 
3C15016-Whispering Statue 
3C15017—Moonstone Castle Mystery 
3C15018-Clue in the Jewel Box 
3C15019-Secret of the Wooden Lady 
3C15021-Secret in the Old Attic 
3€15022-Clue in Crumbling Wall 

315037-Scarlet Slipper Mystery 
3C15038-Secret of Red Gate Farm 
3€15039-Clue of Broken Locket 
3C15041-Mystery of the Ivory Charm 
3€15042-Clue of the Tapping Heels 
3C15043-Brass Bound Trunk Mystery 
3C15044-Moss Covered Mansion 
3C15045-Quest of the Missing Map 
3C15047-Ringmaster's Secret 
3C15048-Mystery of the 99 Steps 

3C15023-Haunted Bridge 3€15051-Spider Sapphire Mystery 
3615024-Clue of the Black Keys 3€15052-Clue of the Velvet Mask (rev.) 
3€15025-Mystery at the Ski Jump 3615053-The Invisible Intruder (new) 

Shipping weight each 12 ounces. Each book...... - $1.37 

MYSTERY 
STORIE i+ 

Boy's Lit pes 
Series Boo 

Siarter Set. Incl. IC1S317, 3C15326, SCIS325, 
weight 3 lbs. 

wwwwww 660000 
g 

3 
3c 
3c1! 
16 Hits Stories 

3€ 15312— Boseboll Stories 

All-About Books . . educator-approved 

Starter Set 1. Save 2 
a yam 

2. Save Starter Set 2. 
3€ 15167—Shipping weight 3 pounds 3 

Starter Set 3. (New). are Au E mer 3C 15175, 3 C 15187, 3C MA 
3C 15172—Shipping weigi 

e 3C 15173, 3 C 15197, 3 E Ha. 
3ounces....... 

Single Books. About s pages. Gea nace 
3C15173-AII About Dogs 
3C15174-AII About our 50 States 
3C15175-AII About the Human Body 
3C15178-All About Dinosaurs 
3C15184-AIl About Birds 

Gui pane scans by chaisimatmaseteciwdcd pon 

3C15187-Rockets and Space Flight 
315193-AII About Cats 
3C15196-Satellites and Spaceships 
3C15197-AII About Horses 

"2. 

i Iran pages. SMx8H-in. 
C 15307 — Wild Animol Stories 

Shpg. wt. eo. | Ib.. .Eoch book $1.77 

399 3C 15217-Clue of the Broken Blade 

THE PHANTOM THE MYSTERY 
FREG OF THE 

Starter Set. Save 28%. Follow the exciting adventures of 2 young detec- 
tives. Set includes 3 C 15218, 3 C 15219, 3 C 15221. 
3 C 15255—Shipping weight set 2 Ibs. 4 02....... cce Set $2.95 
Single Books. Each 174 to 219 pages. Measures 5x734 inches. 

measar Each 1.37 
3 C 15252-Secret Agent on Flight 101 C 15227-Hooded Hawk Mystery 
3 C 15202-Footprints Under the 15228-Phantom Freig 

Window 15229-Secret of 
3 C 15203-A Figure in Hiding 
mms ded 15232 Secret of Loet Tunnel 3 C 15205~Aztec Warrier Mystery 15253 Senet of Pirates’ Hill 
3 C 15206-Hunting Hidden Gold 15234 Ghost at 
3 C 15207-Missing Chums 15235-Mystery at Devil's Paw 
3 € 15208-Shore Road Mystery 15236-Chinese Junk Mystery 
3 C 15209-Hidden Harbor Mystery 15237-Desert. Mystery 
3C 15211-Mystery of Cabin Island 15238-Clue of Owi 
3 C 15212-Great Airport Mystery 15239-Viking Symbol Mystery 

15241-Short-wave Mystery 3 C 15213-What Happened at 
Midnight. 

3 C 15214- While the Clock Ticked 

3 € 15219-House on the Cliff 

w www (QutULUQDUUUDGUOOUOUOOGO. wow o 220 o0000000000000000 oo 

‘orch 3 C 15221-Secret of the Old Mill 15249-Melted Coins 
3 C 15222-Secret Panel 15251-Spiral Bridge Mystery 
3 € 15223-Wailing Siren Mystery 15253-Mystery of the 
3 C 15254-Secret of Wildcat Swamp Whale Tattoo 

(revised edition) : 15257-Arctic Patrol (new! 
acr Shadow (rev. 
3 C 15226-Yellow Feather Mystery Sats [Sears] 537 



jiece Set. Includes 
locomotive, 3 railroad 

cars, 17 pieces of track, 2 
bridge sections, 2 bridge sup- 
ports, trestle, 22 lights and 
traffic signs, and instruc- 
tions for varied layouts. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N4790...,. Set $1.49 

129-pc. Child Guidance Highway System 
Roll 6 vehicles over 16 ft. of roads $999 

Arrange 33 sections of highway around the service center . . wind it 
under 4 bridge sections with 6 supports. Assemble 4 buildings yourself. 

2 85-piece Set. Includes 
locomotive, 3 cars, 23 

pieces of track, 10 bridge 
pieces, station, signal tower, 
water tower, turntable, 44 
lights and signs, instructions 
for different layouts. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 N 4797...... Set $2.99 

50 pieces 

$149 
85 pieces 

$999 

145-piece Set. Keep little hands busy 
managing their own railroad system. Diesel 

engine pulls 3 railroad cars around “miles” of 
track made up of curves, straightaways, 
bridges and approaches. Passenger engine 
with one car makes shuttle stops. Watch the 
turntable switch cars from track to track. 2 
car barns overlook the tracks along with 4 
buildings child can put together himself. 

Tot Train Sets 2 
Designed for young engineers 

from 2 to 9 years . . polyethylene 

pieces are break resistant 

145 pieces 

$499 

The trains travel over and under a draw- 
bridge that opens and closes. 

Set includes 32 pieces of track, 3 bridge 
sets with supports, station, signal tower, 
water tower, plus lights, signs, windows and 
other accessories that make this a working 
railroad. Comes unassembled. Instruction 
sheet for various layouts included. 
79 N 4798C—Shpg. wt, 5 Ibs. ... , Set $4.99 

Cowboy Pete with 43-piece Western Set 
Pete has movable head, hands, arms and legs 287 

Smiling, 5-inch Pete can 
ride .. hold nearly all the ranch 

stand or even snap on horseshoes. Buckboard 
and trail articles included. Plastic. 

Includes 3-in. jeep, bus, 2 sedans, 2 truck chassis with 6 snap-on bodies. equipment in his hands. Kids can — 49 N 6081 —Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 o7.$2.87 
Also lights, assorted traffic signs-and accessories. All plastic. arrange western gear . . put sad- 
49 N 4789— Shipping weight 3 pounds. .. ...............- Set $2.99 dle and bridle on Pete's horse— x» SEARS 54L — 

Cutiioa nae scans Dy cheisimasmaseleciuicu oom. 



LASSIE 
Big shaggy pal for the 

child who wants a 
play-dog of his very own 

Te 

Re-live beloved Lassie's brave TV adventures. This play-pet seems almost alive. 
Realistic detailing, fine craftsmanship. About 21 in. long . . dependable, always friend- 
ly. Brown and white . . shaggy long-pile plush acrylic body . . flocked vinyl head. 
79 N 4187C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ................-.- 4 

Honey Bear. . 19 inches tall 
. . Soft extra-deep plush 

$329 

b Cute black-felt nose and eyelashes, 
big brown locked-in eyes make 

this cuddly fellow an appealing crib 
pal for tots, bed decoration for teens. 
Rayon plush. Cotton filled. 
49 N 4133—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. .$3.29 

Baby Buddies . . 13% in. tall 
. . neatly clipped plush 

s[99 
each 

Shiny plastic eyes, soft vinyl muzzle. 
Fine rayon plush. Stuffed with cotton, 
foam plastic . . so soft and squeezy. 

Q Boby Beor. Delightfully brown. 
49 N 4102—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 0z..$1.99 

3 Baby Panda. Perky black, white. 
49 N 4126—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 07..$1.99 

Ps ; -€ ANIMAL TALK 
JG Bugs Bunny. Famous rabbit- 
B7] rascal is 24 in. tall from his pink 
TL] ears to his fur-look toes. Vinyl 

face. Rayon plush. Cotton stuffed. 
Gray, white. 
49 N 4122-Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz.$7.79 

7 Tom and Jerry. A tricky pair. 
19-in. stuffed corduroy cat, vi- 

nyl face; detachable vinyl mouse. 
49 N 4186-Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz.$7.79 

Cutod pane scans by chaisimasdusebecimicM pi 

Zippy squeaks like a 

live chimp set for fun 

3594 

Champ chimp is 
dressed for play . . red 
corduroy pants, jaunty 
red-and-white felt hat 
Shoes, hands, face, ears 
are wipe-clean vin; 
Hand-painted face. 
Body of curly black 
rayon plush, cotton 
filled. 16 in. tall. Buy 
it the easy way—order 
by phone. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 4088. ...$5.94 

Muppets . . a dog and a frog with mouths 

that move, bodies of cuddly soft plush 

4 Rowlf Dog. Lovable little canine . . floppy ears, funny 
eyes, a big nose, and an even bigger grin. Stuffed to roly- 

poly size with cotton, polyurethane. 19 in. tall. Brown. 
49 N 4011—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.... 1»,92.99 

Kermit Frog. Green is the colof of this fanciful frog . . and 
he sports a bright red rayon plush turtle-neck sweater. 

Stuffed with cotton, polyurethane. Workable arms. 20 in. tall. 
49 N 4020—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz.. 

CIMA 

.$4.94 

Just pull the CHATTY-RING® and these talkative toys 
speak up. They're cute, cuddly . . need no batteries 

Larry the Lion. Honey-col- 
ored “king of the jungle” 

moves his mouth as he growls 
11 phrases. Rayon plush over 
molded foam. He's gentle as a 
lamb. 
49 N 4095-Wt. 4 lbs..$11.99 

9 Bernie Bernard. Moves 
mouth, yodels, says many 

things. Has pink-lined stay- 
put ears. Vinyl muzzle, collar. 
Rayon plush. 13 inch. Wt. 3 
Ibs. 
49 N 4185.......... $11.99 

10 Biff Bear, Moves mouth, says 11 “bearish” things. Colorful on- 
off sweater. Vinyl head. Stuffed rayon plush body. 14 in.tall. 

49 N 4099—Shipping weight 3 Be. ..... 7c o rdg $9.99 



only. Without bench. 

Only at Sears 

MATTEL Power Shop 
with its own store-all case. 

4-tools-in-one . . it's a 
sander, drill press. lathe 

and jigsaw 
uses real wood, 

real power 

$1899 

Everything you need to build miniature airplanes, trac- 
tors, other toys (see right). Power Shop has special built-in 
safety features: lathe tool can’t fly off, spiral jigsaw pushes 
away fingers and automatic “off” switch prevents motor 
from burning out. Runs on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC, UL 
listed. Strong, all-metal construction. 

Includes 4-in-1 tool unit, drills, saw blades, sanding discs, 
tool bits, patterns, balsa and pine wood, glue, project and 
instruction booklet, plus exclusive, convenient leather- 
look high-impact plastic permanent store-all case . . 
more than 40 pieces in all. Overall 214x14¥4x5¥ in. high. 
49 N 1508—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ........ $18.99 

538 Sears rc 
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For your building projects and 
repair, work with all the right 

tools on a lighted workbench 

De luxe Workbench with 
electric lamp and steel vise 

$ 1028 

Sturdy, compact workbench of natural-finish 
pine. Has tool rack, peg-board back, lower stor- 
age shelf, 18-in. ruler on front. 35x18x41 inches. 
Partly assembled. Lamp bulb not included. 

plus deluxe Workbench 

Save 51.20 s197 

Workshop only 3099 
Sturdy hanging steel pegboard is 
18x18 inches . . keeps tools right 
at your fingertips. Shelf with 3 
see-thru storage jars for nails, 
nuts, bolts, small parts. Hand 
saw, coping saw and 6 blades. 
Hand drill with 9 bits. Chisel, 

79 N 1530L—Shipping weight 21 Ibs. .$10.98 

Pre-marked Pine Wood Kits 

for use with Power Shop 

] Cer. Plane, Boat. Make racy- 
looking hot rod, sleek sports plane 

or express cruiser . . all 5 inches long. 
Hardware included. 
49 N 1514—Wt. 8oz....Kit $1.89 

9) Car, Trailer, Joop. Dandy racing 
car, trailer ramp to carry it. 

Hook-on jeep for towing . . all 4 in. 
long. 27 pieces included. 
49 N 1516—Wt. 10 oz.. Kit $2.39 

Q Wood Refill Kit. Lumber in as- 
sorted sizes. 27 pieces for original 

projects. Sandpaper included. 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 

BG N1512...-1:7- Kit $1.89 

A MONS 

$ 398 without 
battenes 

Motorized Saf-T-Saw 
Cuts out plastic animals, 

letters, numbers or 

your own designs 

Plastic saw can't cut hands. 734x734x634 in. You 
work with Styrofoam® plastic. Animal, letter, 
number patterns, platforms, glue, thumb tacks. 
Animals can be glued to platforms or hung 
up. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 1550—Shipping weight 2 Ibs..... $3.98 

Refill Kit. Make up your own designs. 36 styro- 
foam plastic pieces, 7/4x4x%¢ in. 5 patterns. 
49 N 1551—Shipping weight 8 oz. . . Kit 99c 

“D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 80z......... Pkg. 36c 



Practically roof 
s d- p 

Kid: Phonographs 

Needle safe on any record . . even stereo. 
Twist-up 45-rpm adapter . . can't get lost. 

All-metal turntable .*. can't crack or warp. 
Turntable is padded . . record can't slip. 

Our best . . two dynamic 4-inch speakers 

Phonograph $2395 | Phono with 32495 

1 Side-mounted speakers, larger cabinet give bigger sound than phono- 
graphs below. Padded oversize turn table. Lightweight 7-gram tone 

arm, dual synthetic sapphire needles. Solid state instant-play chassis, 
Plays all speeds, sizes, types of records. Tone and volume controls, 
Cleans with damp cloth. Two-tone aqua color cabinet about 7x15x13 
inches. Runs on house current. UL listed 
57 N 3236—Shipping weight 12 lbs. $4 monthly Cash $23.95 
Phonograph plus 6 children's records from below—sorry no choice. 
57 N 32363— Shipping weight 13 Ibs. $4 monthly Cash $24.95 

Front-mounted 4-inch speaker 

$1895 | wz 51995 ; 
Extra-powerful 4-in. sp 
trols, Dual stereo-type n 

performance in tone, 
front. Color dotted co 
house current. UL li 

er in large cabinet. Tone and volume con- 
edles. Instant play chassis gives outstanding 

und power. Strong resilient cabinet with molded 
ring is washable. About 6x13x11 inches. Runs on 

ed 
57 N 3234—Shipping weight 11 pounds $18.95 
Phonograph and 6 children's records from below—sorry, no choice 
57 N 32343— Shipping weight 12 pounds. $3 monthly... Cash $19.95 

Instant-play solid state chassis. . 4-inch speaker 

» $1695 | Prono with $1795 Phon 

Features similar to above model but no tone control. Light 7-gram 
tone arm with single needle. Blue patterned washable cabinet. About 

6x1 1x12 inches on house current. UL listed. 
57 N 3232—Shipping weight 8 pounds $16.95 
Phonograph with 6 children's records from below—sorry, no choice. 
57 N 32323—Shipping weight 9 pounds vee. $17.95 

4-inch speaker in a tube-powered Phonograph 

morgan $1475 | Peen s1575 
Ideal for pre-teens. Single stereo needle. Plays any record size or speed. 

Red cabinet; 6x11x12 in. Uses regular house current. UL listed. 

57 N 3230— Shipping weight 8 pounds 8 ounces. $14.75 

Phonograph with 6 children's records from below—sorry, no choice. 
eec eooe $15.75 57 N 32303 Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces. 

, Record sets . . each with six 45-rpm records X 
1 

Mary Poppins—Walt Disney and other favorites. \ o 
Includes 24 songs and stories. 
57 N 5826— Shipping weight 1 lb Set $1.69 do Sa 
Puff the Magic Dragon and 24 other favorites. \ 
57 N 5827—Shipping weight 1 lb Set $1.69 pis 

25 Fairy Tales, Songs and Stories. Includes Alice TA 
in Wonderland, Jiminy. Crickett and many others. 
57 N 5828—Shipping weight 1 Ib. Set $1.69 Disneyland Story-Book LPs 
25 Musical Stories. Pied Piper, Peter Pan, Cinderella fs 2 : 4 
and other young favorites. The Jungle Book music and dialogue 
57 N 5829. Shipping weight 11b Set $1.69 from the motion picture soundtrack. 

57 N 5943—Shp t. 1 Ib. re dil 
25 Mother Goose Stories. With such classics as Jack iae MEE it ae RS e 
and Jill, Simple Simon and Old King Cole. innie the Pooh and the blustery day . . de- 

Pe zer J lightful songs and illustrations. 57 N 5830—Shipping weight 1 Ib ...Set $1.69 57 N 5944 Shpg. wt. LIb. $2.69 

V. x verde: St “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” . « 
33¥-rpm long-play records . .5 in a set music from the motion picture soundtrack. 
Sound of Music, Mary Poppins, Alice in Wonderland, 57 N 5945—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. $2.69 
Wizard of Oz, Songs from Walt Disney “Bami the complete story, M the ongi 
57 N 5832—Shipping weight 4 lbs. Set $3.88 and music from the movie soundtrack. 
Mother Goose Favorites, Alphabet and Counting 57 N 5946—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. $2.69 
Songs, Teddy Bears Picnic, Doggie in the Window Three Little Pigs . . they fool the big bad 

APA and Peter Pan. wolf and invent a wolf-spanking machine- 
Sea 57 N 5831— Shipping weight 4 Ibs. „Set $3.88 57 N 5947—Shpg. wt. 1lb..........$2.69 554 [Sears] sissa E 

Cutiod pane scans by chistes musebeciwicil com. 



ks for Sportsmen 
d ek $ ec j 

of all ages 

am 

FOOTBALL 
STORIES 

Football Books . . stories of the Champions 

Starter Sets. Save 26%. 
3€ 16049—Incl. 3C16075, 16074, 16068 
3€ 16054—Incl. 3C16053, 16045, 16044 
3€ 16043—Incl. 3C16052, 16042, 16046 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz.. .Set $3.88 

Each book. 175 to 225 pages. S3 x84 in. 

3 € 16052— Making of a Rookie 
3 C 16047— Defensive Plays of NFL 
3 € 16053—ChampionshipTeamsof NFL 
3€16042-Great Quarterbacks of the NFL. 

Shipping weight each 14 ounces. 

Sap? 

3 € 16044— Heroes of the NFL 
3€ 16048—Great Pass Receivers of NFL 
3 € 16093— Football Rules in Pictures 
3 € 16068— Johnny Unitas, My Own Story 
3€ 16074— Vince Lombardi's Run to 

Daylight 
3C 16041—How to Punt, Pass, Kick 
3 € 16045—Strange but True Football 

Stories 
3€ 16046—Great Running Backs of NFL 
3€ 16075— The Making of a Pro 

Quarterback 

STORIES” 

179 to 192 pages. 534x8}4 inches. 

Starter Set. Save 26%. 
3€ 16001—Incl. 3C 16002, 16059, 16071 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 11 oz...... Set $3.88 

3€ 16055—Great Rookies of the Major 
Leagues 

3 € 16057— Heroes of the Major Leagues 
Seed No-Hit Games of the 

ac sere Bale] Ruth 
3 € 16059—Strange but True Baseball 

Stories 

Shipping weight each 14 ounces. ........- 

3 € 16058— Great Pennant Races 
3 € 16063— Great Baseball Pitchers 
3 € 16062— World Series Thrillers 
3 € 16067— Baseball's Greatest Players 
3 € 16072—M y Greatest Day in Baseball 
3 € 16002—Great Hitters of the 

Major Leagues 
3 € 16061— Secrets of Big League Play 
3€ 16071—From Little League to 

Big League 
3 € 16078—Baseball’s Hall of Fame 
3€ 16077—Sandy Koufax 
3C 16069— Willie Mays 
3 € 16056— Most Valuable Players 

General Sports Library 
80 to 192 pages. 514x734 inches. 

Starter Set. Save 26%. 

3 € 16003—Incl. 3C16004, 16076, 16081 
Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz......Set $3.88 

3 € 16082—Arnold Palmer 
3€ 16081—Gordie Howe 

Cutie pane scans by cheisimas masetectwdcH pom 

3 € 16097— Ice Hockey Rules in Pictures 
3 € 16006—Heroes of Pro Basketball 

seen Each $177 

Great Sport Stories 

The Pros. Great athletes of our time. 320 pages. 6x8%4 in. ^ 
3C 16091—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces $3.57 

in Athletes of the 20th pee 172 pages, 
}$x11 in. Shpg. wt. 11b. 14 oz.. $3.57 

Aerobics. 182 pages. 41x7 inches. 
3€ 1699—Shipping weight 5 ounces... .94c 

The Story of Baseball (revised). 194 pages. DL inches 
3C 16009—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. 57 

Pacemakers in Football. 128 pages. 8*4x11 inches. 
3C 16019—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces 4 $2.77 
100 Greatest Sport Heroes. 160 pages. 84x11 inches. 
3C 16021—Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces $3.57 
Hy Story of Football. 177 pages. 844x114 inches. 

16088— Shipping weight Í pound 15 ounces $3.57 

ise: in Track and Field. 128 pages. 84x11 inches 
3C 16017—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces $277 
Pacemakers in Baseball. 128 pages. 834x11 inches. 
3€16018—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. free, 
100 Greatest Sports Feats. 160 pages. 814x11 inches. 
3C 16022—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces aei] 
Education of a Boll Player. Mickey Mantle. 225 pages. 6/4x9}4in, 
3C 16012- Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces en 
Giant Book of Sports. 192 pages. 814x10%4 inches. 
3C 16085—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces... . $3.57 

Pro Football's Hall of Fame. 256 pages. 514x814 inches. 
3C 16007— Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. +» $3.57 

The Answer Book. Bill Mazer. 384 pages. 534x834 in. 
3CH -Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. ....... $3.57 

Greatest Game of All. Jack Nicklaus. 416 pages. ere A 
an 16066—Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces. 

Turn at Bat. Ted Williams. 288 pages. sessi inches. 
I Cort shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces...-.-..---+ $5. 
The Black Athlete in America. 157 pages. 73x10 X inches. 
3C 16064— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces $3.77 
Hockey is M; roams: Bobby Hull. 224 pages. s 4x8 inches. 
(16092 Shipping weight 1 pound. ...---- $4. 

Farewell To Football. Jerry Kramer. 224 pasts: 534x854 inches. 
3C 16008—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces vee $5.66 

A, 

These books can help you 
excel in your sport 

Expert detailed instructions for the 
budding athlete in four popular sports. 
Illustrations and diagrams. Each has 
128 pages, measures 834x11 inches. 
3 C 16013-Make the Team—Football 
3 C 16014-Make the Team— Baseball 
3 C 16015-Makethe Team— Basketball 
3 C 16016-Make the Team—Ice Hockey 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.....Each $2.77 

Sports Guidebooks 

Each book explores a sport in depth, 
provides step-by-step instructions for 
beginning players. Illustrations and 
diagrams are additional helps. 80 
pages. Paperbound. 814x514-in. 
Pitou-Zimmerman'sSkiing — 
3€16028—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. 1.77 
All Stars’ Hockey Guidebook. 
3C 16024—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. $1.77 
Adolph Rupp’ ‘sBasketball Guidebook, 
3€ 16025—Shpg. wt. 8 oz........$1.77 

Gay Brewer's Golf Guidebook. 
3€16023—Shpg. wt. 8 oz,.......$1.77 
Frank Gifford's Football Guidebook. 
3€ 16026—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. «$1.77 
Yogi Berra's Baseball Guidebook. 
3€ 16027—Shpg. wt. 8 oz........$1. 



70 Blocks 

3939 

120 Blocks 

PLAYS 
DUFFLE Bae 

Build "most anything with Playskool's 
` Duffle Bag of Colored Blocks 

"The shapes, the sizes and the eye-appealing colors that inspire 2-to-8- 
year-old builders to design houses, forts, train stations, castles, anything 

that catches their imaginations. Smoothly sanded, non-toxic, they're just 
like the blocks used in kindergartens. Blocks about 1-inch thick. 

120 Blocks. Washable twill bag 

49N4730-Wt.7 lbs. Bag $3.97 
70 Blocks. Mesh bag 
49N4731-Wt. 3lbs. 602. Bag $2.39 

Hours of fun building a whole town . . $ 499 

Playskool 114-pc. Suburban Play Set 

Children learn about community life as they build a city with 
surrounding countryside. Wood blocks bonded with heavy enamel 
paper are colorfully decorated with windows, doors, other building 
details. Slide them together and top them with roofs to form homes, 
stores, barns, etc. Trees, cars, trucks, animals, too . . arrange on 
21x42-in. layout sheet. 114 pieces in all. 

49 N-4672—Shipping weight 4 Ibs.............--.-.-.-00+ $4.99 

Playskool Walker Wagon holds $288 
18 blocks . . jingles as it rolls 3 

Toddlers will love this toy . . it makes a most 
satisfactory noise as balls rattle and bells jingle. 
Strong steel handle is adjustable, helps give con- 
fidence to beginning walkers. Wagon holds 18 
gaily colored building blocks. About 8x18 inches 
long. For ages 114 to 314 years. Wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz. 
40 NAZEZAETE ruins cose $3.88 

Save this catalog . . 
you can order toys 
on pages 441 to 673 

from now until 

542 SEARS rca Sept. 1, 1966 

mer aa 

Hi-Lo Safety $999 
Alphabet Blocks 48 blocks 

Colorfast 134-in. cubes are gaily 
embossed with brightly-colored 
animals and letters. 

48-block Set. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

49 N 4777.. ..$2.99 

30-block Set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 
49 N 4776.. ..$1.69 

$469 x 

Great fun. Battery-operated 
motor will run derrick, ele- 
vator, merry-go-round, or 
other constructions children 
3 and up can build. 330-pc. 
set. Order 2 “D” batteries. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 4481. . .......$4.69 

"D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660—16c; 4 for 60c 

Non-motorized 
Tinkertoy Sets 

$126 to $325 
Makes models with wood, 
plastic parts in bright non- 
toxic colors. 

127-pc. Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 4484......... $1.26 

183-pc. Set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 4485. ........$1.96 

— - 918-pc. Set. Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. 

$919 to $499 
Plastic, hardwood parts snap 
together, make push-pull 
toys that really roll. 

53-pc. Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N 4629.........$2.19 

105-pc. Set. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

137-pc. Set. Wt. 2 Ibs, 11 oz. 
49 N 4657... $4.99 

Fisher-Price 
Creative Blocks 

$179 

Cirdes, squares and wedges, nine of each, 
in polyethylene blocks with nine wooden 
dowels for stacking. Children ages 1 to 5 
years learn colors, shapes, forms with 
these break-resistant, non-toxic, washable 
blocks. Blocks are about 1xix3 inches, 
dowels are 6 inches long. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 N 4429, 



Listen to 40 friends on Batphone . . hot line to Batman! Push 
your red MATTEL-O-PHONE button; he gives you secret message 

$799 zx. $349 s T ` 
Hear Snow White, Santa Claus, Barbie, Keep in touch with Batman as you wage your own New touch-type Talk 'n Tell Phone 
Kit Carson, etc. Sound comes through fight for justice. Hear him talk to Robin. Listen to it talks, waits for 
earpiece. Bell rings as you dial. Five his commands. 10 different sayings . . you never know os , or your answer. 
special discs total 18 minutes of talk. what he'll say next. Just pick up receiver and push 9 without. 
Needs 2 “D” batteries; order pg. 482. button. Needs 1 “D” battery; order from page 482. $3 battery 
49 N 4587—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.,..$7.99 49 N 4432—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.................$3.49 

Modernistic white phone looks like the latest in. 
real telephones. Press push-buttons . . bell rings. 
Press special button . . voice says one of 10 dif- 
ferent phrases. Release the button and reply. 
Needs one “D” battery; order from page 482. 
49 N 4741—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. ..$3.99 

Puppet Theater | 
converts to a 

Marionette Stage 

s499 without 
puppets 

“The play's the thing” . . 
and there's plenty of room 

s for "actors" to perform, 
Superman and young puppeteers to work 

$ in this play theater. It's 
Batman Puppets almost 5 feet high. Sturdy 

reinforced corrugated fi- 
$]89 not Dynamic Duo do battle with the Joker vob (ant nooner rd) . . colorfully prin 

Keep these heroes in Batman Puppet Theater . . only at Sears in pastel colors on white 
“handy” . . set to spring background. Plastic cur- 
into action wherever evil $429 tain... hang it from the top 
shows itself. Full color if you're using marionettes 
cotton bodies, realistic- Create a “play for justice" as you pit the peerless pair against . . shift it to the bottom 
ally detailed vinyl heads. the evil Joker. Promises hours of action-packed drama for for use with hand puppets. 
These hand puppets are youngsters. Hand puppets have vinyl heads, cotton bodies . . 11 Unassembled. Puppets not 
11 in. tall. Wt. 9 oz. in. tall. Colorful cardboard theater is 19x11x1934 in. hij high. incl. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 
49 N 6195.. Set $1.89 79 N 6207C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... ..... ..$4.29 79 N 6203C..... $4.99 

Handcrafted in England 
PELHAM PUPPETS 

Favorite storybook folk 

$579 and $769 

Watch these world-famous mari- 
onettes dance, run, skip, wave 
their arms as you move strings. 
Fully jointed for maximum action 

Mattel's Talking Hand Puppets with movable mouths 

Just pull the Chatty-Ring® and these four funny characters start talking. You never 
know what comic thing they'll say next. You can make their mouths move as they 
speak . . wave their arms at each other and at your friends. No batteries needed. 

. . crossbar keeps strings tangle- 
free. Instructions. Wood . . hand Ej Bugs Bunny. Toothy grin. Vinyl face, 7] linus the Lionhearted. Vinyl face, 
detailed, costumed. Ages 8 up. * fluffy plush body. 15 inches to ears. corduroy body, felt mane. 14 in. tall. 
Buy theeasy way—order by phone. 49 N 6174—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.69 — 49 N 6149—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. $5.69 

6 Mr- Ed. A talking horse! Vinyl head, 8 Tom and Jerry. Detachable vinyl mouse. 
plush body, yarn mane. 1234 inches. Corduroy cat, vinyl head. 13 in. tall. 

49 N 6172—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. $5.69 — 49 N 6150—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $5.69 

Key| Cotolog Number Charocter 

1 |..49 N 6181 ..|..Pinocchio 
2 
3 
4 1:49 N 6141. |. .H. 

Tinipon scane by chides wsicdliciudcal Down 



BUILD A PURPLE MARTIN HOUSE 
and invite welcome guests to your yard 

Attract the birds that are so helpful 

in getting rid of insects . 

swallows as many as 2,000 mosquitos a day 

Add-on units make tall "apartment 

buildings" for more Martins . . just 

attach to the first Martin house 

Purple Martins . . a great way 
to conquer summer insects. 
Sears Martin house is cut to 
the exact size they like and 
need . . and it's the kind of 
house they'll return to year 
after year. Modern, one-level 
house has apartments for 4 
families (8 birds), is ruggedly 
constructed of weather-resis- 
tant pine. Side vents under 

no 

$366 

] One-leve! Purple Martin House. 
Pine house that’s described at left. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 N 1532... ^. Kit $544 

each Martin 

2 New Add-on Unit for Martin House. 
Same construction as the one-level 

house that is described at left, but 
without the elevated roof. Unit fits 
directly under the main house (see il- 
lustration at right). Measures 15x12x6 

roof allow for ventilation. 
Hardware and instructions. 
Measures 16!4x16x8 inches 
high overall Pole is not 
included. Unassembled. 

inches high overall. 
Shipping weight 6 pounds 4 ounces. 

AON 161B.-. ae Each $3.66 

Like everything else in Sears books, 
they're so easy to order by phone. 

PROJE T KITS smooth Pine, already cut.. 
ou just put the pieces together and finish 

Weather Vane Name Sign 

$ 3?» 

Touches of colonial trim for your 
house . . make great gifts, too. Both 
with mounting brackets. Precut, ready 
to assemble and finish. Alphabet sterr- 
cil, hardware and sandpaper included. 
Weather vane is 27'4x21x17'4 inches. 
Hanging name sign is 16x1x11 in. high. 
49 N 1531—Wt. 3 lbs. 202....$3,99 

Leather Tool Belt with 
large steel alloy tools 

$ 44 uen 
Wear it on the job. Embossed 
leather belt fits up to 29-inch 
waists. Loops for tools. Flashlight 
uses 2 “D” batteries (order pack- 
age on pg. 538). Pliers, hammer, 
screwdriver, saw, rule, friction 
tape, tack hammer, i 
79 N 1506C—Wt. 3 lbs,...$4.44 

m—"— — 

Bookends and Tie Rack 

E 249 

Clever-est bookends ever! Cute 
doggy is 19 inches long with 
scooped-out push-in compartments 
. . just adjust to width you need. 
Handy, compact tie rack with shelf 
is 11% inches. Kit includes nails, 
decorations, instructions. 
49 N 1511-Wt. 2 lbs. 6 02.$2.49 

BOBBY THOMAS 

32 pieces in new 

plastic Tool Chest 
ipis 

sandpaper, block plane, level, chisel, 
sweep brace, 2 drill bits, triangle. Also 
24-page project book. Chest 15x7x5 
in. high. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 N 1548.............. «+++. $5.88 

A-Frame Wren House for summer songsters 

and Window Feeder for small winter birds 
$ 3° 

Mount wren house on pole or tree in protected area to attract a 
family of singing wrens all summer. High roofed house 12% inches 
tall. Handsome feeder adjusts to any window size . . specifically 
built to accommodate small winter birds; overall 12x12x7% inches 
high. Both made from pieces of ponderosa pine. Nails and simple- 
to-follow instructions for assembly are included. 
49 N 1510—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. . «+» Kit $3.99 

Add name of your choice to any of these TOOL SETS 

23 K gold leaf strip included in each set 

24 piece set in 

plastic Tool Box 
Includes 10%-in. “Saw Steel” 
saw, coping saw with 4 blades, 
square, mallet, screwdriver, ham- 
mer, pliers, ruler, pencil, wrench, 
sandpaper block, sandpaper, 24- 
page projéct book that gives step- 
by-step building instruction. Box 
12Wix6x4'^ inches high. 
49N1547-Wt. 21bs. 12 oz.$3.49 

i30 i 10 pieces in new é 49 

handy Tote Box :2 

Perfect tool starter set for begin- 
ners. Includes 10% in. “Saw Steel” 
saw, pliers, screwdriver, claw ham- 
mer, ruler, pencil, wrench and one 
piece of sandpaper. 11x5%4x6% in. 
high. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 1546... $249 

rc Sears 539 



Golden 45-rprn Records by these great artists . . 
Aretha Franklin, Lovin" Spoonful, The Rascals, The Supremes, 
Mamas and Papas, Four Seasons . . sorry, no choice 

Fully-transistorized Portable Phonographs . . 
and for just a dollar more, three big-name 

GOLDEN RECORD HITS! 

Our best monaural Phonograph 

wws3895 | Teen s3Q95 

1 solid-state circuit for greater reliability. Instant ‘ound, more sound power . . longer life. Plays all 4 speeds, all size 
cords, stereo and monaural. Padded turntable. Has high compliance 

type ceramic cartridge with dual synthetic sapphire needles 
and volume controls. Big 614-inch oval speaker. New. high 

style molded styrene cabinet has wood grained effect side panels 
Closes to about 16x16x9 inches deep. 

W57 N3252L-Phono only. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. $5 monthly. Cash $38.95 
W57N32523L-Phono ond 3 records. Wt. 17 lbs. $5 mo. Cash. 39.95 

Personal sized Phono with mini-changer 

frre S895. | "wenn s)995 

Q Small in size, big in performance, this compact model plays all 
4 spee ically. 6-inch oval speaker. Solid state amplifier 

for instant sound. Volume control, tone control. Molded, break 
resistant aqua styrene cabinet about 6x11x13 inches wide. 
W57N3250-Phono only. Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $4 monthly. Cash $28.95 
W57N32503- Phono, 3 records. Wt. 9 Ibs. Soz. $} mo.. Cash 29.95 

automa 

Steel Phonograph Stands 

vp to 100 recor 
Single-play Manual Phonograph 

wys[995 | Pew x" SPOS 

Weighs only 6 pound: easy to carry anywhere. 6 inch « 
speaker. Instant sound. Volume and tone controls. All metal, nc 

warp turntable. Molded aqua styrene cabinet. 6x11x13 inches wide \ 57 N 3249— Phono only. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. $3 monthly. Cash $19.95 x \ d 
57 N 32493-Phono ond 3 records. Wt. 12 Ibs. $4 mo. Cash 20.95 

5 Stores up to 40 records. Bronz 
d leg 

"W" items (as in W57 N 3250) shipped trom catalog order plant 
or warehouse in Boston 

» [Sears] 555 
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Our Living World of Nature $3058 
This ten volume set of books, each written by an expert 
in his field, discusses the diversity of adaptations by plants 
and animals to survive and flourish in a variety of life 
zones . . from the bottom of the ocean floor to the sands 
of the desert. Titles include The Life of: the Cave; the 
Mountains; the Pond; the Prairies and Plains; the Rivers 
and Streams; the Ocean; the Marsh; the Seashore; the 
Desert; the Forest. Each book has 232 pages, measures 
734x104 inches. 100-110 color, 48-50 other illustrations. 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone, 
3 € 1618C—Shipping weight 18 pounds......... Set $39.88 

834x113-in. Illus- 
trated. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

function). Hard bound. 

Crossword Puzzle Books 
Crossword Puzzles from the Sunday New York Times. 
3 1126—96 pages. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 8kxll-in...... $2.88 
Crossword Puzzles from the Doily New York Times. 
3 € 1125—96 pages. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 8kxll-in....... $2.44 

Crossword Puzzle Book, Collection No. 96. 834x11 in. 
3 C 1124—58 pages. Shipping weight 10 ounces. ... ..$1.88 
Crossword Puzzle Dictionary. 320 pages. 6x834-in. Defini- 
tions and answers, plus special listings of heraldry, coins, 
chemicals, weights, prefixes, suffixes, biblical references, 
gods and goddesses, U.S. presidents, more! 
3 C 1123—Shipping weight 1 pound 1 ounce. . ...... $2.77 

m—PÁr— conn 

$399 

wt. 4 Ibs. 

Dictionaries for Children 
be tk First Dictionary. For pre- 

lers and first graders. With 
620 words, all illustrations in col- 
or. 144 pages. 634x9 inches. 
3€ 1659—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.49 

Picture Dictionary for Children. 
For grades 3 through 5. With 
5,079 words, 1442 color illustra- 
tions. 384 pages. 834x1144 inches. 
Shipping weight 2 ibs. 2 oz. 

Merriam Webster premat d 

in. Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1302.) 
3C1687.. ..$3.95 

SCIENCE BOOK 
ew EDERIMENT ky 

Rock and 
Minerals Kit 

Shipping weight 1 
6 ounces, 

3€ 1541... .Kit $2.67 

20-volume Golden High $ 88 
School Encyclopedia 24 -= 

Deluxe Edition. Features helpful information on jobs 
and professions. Designed to help students with as- 
signments and to complement the high school cur- 
riculum. Comprehensive, detailed text by experts 
covers thousands of subjects including developments in 
science, fine arts, literature, history, government, 
religion and philosophy, the physical world, invention 
and industry. More than 8,000 photographs, paintings, 
drawings, maps . . most in full color. 

Extensive cross-references and complete index direct 
reader quickly to the information he needs. Many areas 
of knowledge are explained so the student can explore 
them, and broaden his interests. Each volume has 156 
pages, 754x1034 inches. 
3 C 1047—Shipping weight 12 pounds. 



o 

"EGO, Beginners' Set 
24 blocks . . the right size 
for little hands to grasp $479 

Walt Disney Bookcase Toy Chest 

Easy-to-handle plastic blocks designed for 
the simple building tots love to do 

Single-size blocks put child's 
imagination to work as he builds, 
takes apart structures . . without 
special plans or instructions. 

12 red and 12 white blocks are 
washable, each about 4x2x1-inch 
size. Fun for ages 2 to 6. 
49 N 4783-Wt. 2 lbs. 407.$4.79 

Kindergarten Blocks 
by PLAYSKOOL 

$944 to $1 199 
Basic shapes and sizes for 
creative play. Natural fin- 
ish soft wood. About 2 in- 

has lots of room for books and toys $999 

Bookcase, chest, blackboard all in one. 
Sturdy hardboard over wood frame, 
with delightful Disney characters for 
decoration. Sliding doors double as a 
blackboard. Chalk, eraser included. 

Roomy Toy Chests 

“Western” style 31189 

Natural finish wood, with Western 
style decorations, wheels for easy mov- 
ing. Rope handle, friction-hinge lift 
lid. 30x15x15 in. Assembled. 
79 N 9025L—Wt. 23 ]bs..... $11.89 

Paddedtop — $1189 
Light maple finish wood, provincial 
print vinyl padded top. Wood handles, 
wheels. Safety hinge on lid. About 28x 

Two big shelves for books and for dis- 
playing treasured toys. Large storage 
area below. 36x20x37 inches high. Un- 
assembled. (Books, toys not included). 
79 N 9151L—Wt. 25 Ibs.....$9.99 

chen thick? 15x16 inches high. Assembled. 
79 N 9026L—Wt. 20 lbs... .$11.89 

85-piece Set. Wt. 27 Ibs. 
79 N 4425K,..,.$11.99 Mickey Mouse Van 

3689 
Goes where the toys are. . so handy at 
picking-up time. It's an outdoor 
wagon, too. Rugged hardboard with 
steel frame. About 24x16x2214 in. 

44-piece Set. Wt. 13 lbs. 
79 N 4426C......$5.99 

32-piece Set. Wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 4427C,..,..$3.99 

20-plece Set. Wt. 6 Ibs. Unassembled. (Toys not included). 

79 N A428C...... $2.44 79 N 9102C—Wt. 14 Ibs..... $6.89 

12 jumbo 1g jumbo “stone” 
Building Blocks 

Corrugated paperboard 
will support 225 pounds 

$499 
Light in weight, sturdy blocks 
have natural looking “stone” pat- 
tern to inspire building of forts, 
castles, explorers’ caves. Each 
block is about 12x534x314 inches, 
with strong interlock construction. 
Can be wiped clean with a damp 
cloth. Unassembled. 
79 N 4440C—Wt. 111bs..$4.99 

For youngsters who want to build something really 
big . . that looks like “real.” So strong they can sup- 
port 200 pounds, yet they're light enough for young 
children to handle with ease. Used by schools for 
imaginative play, they wipe clean with a damp doth, 
12x3x6-inches each. Set of 12. Fully assembled. 

ay 79 N 4705C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs... .Set $3.99 

Just call Sears 
and say “Charge It” 

‘isthe pase scane by dublimarweselocivlical cont 



* Three games, spinner 
* Pegboard surface and pegs 
* Set of 36 magnetic letters 
* Wipe-off crayons 
* Fold-in seats 

All for 31039 

Magnetic Game Table for 2 . . 
Big 24xI8-inch combination top 

Ideal fun-and-learning center, Magnetic letters help spelling. Table- 
top sections form easel for wipe-off drawing and writing. Games 
include box-it, jet race, and air battle. All playing pieces provided, 
including chalk, erasers, 60 pegs, 2 mallets. Chromated steel frame 
with wood seats and playbox in red and black enamel. Overall size 
about 18x22x51 inches. Unassembled. Phone ordering's a quick and 
easy way to buy it. 
79 N 1803L— Shipping weight 19 pounds................ $10.39 

Big Magnetic Board Set with 109 pieces 
helps teach youngsters numbers and letters 

More than just a toy. 109 capital and small letters, numbers, 

“sticks” them to metal board. 10 extra vowels, 10 extra con- 
sonants included for those who already know 3 R's. Reverse 
20x23-in. board . . write with wipe-off crayons. Sponge, eraser. 
79 N 1621C—Shipping weight 5 pounds................ $4.69 

Cutiod pane scans by chaisimas musetecimcM pom 

Lift top and write 

on white side with 
wipe-off crayons . . 
3 bins store items 

B 
Deskette with chalkboard top and swivel chair 3999 

Walnut wood-grained hardboard surface resists scuffs, heat, stains and 
water. Smooth melamine-resin finish is baked-on to preserve its high 
luster. Chrome-plated steel-tube frame. Lots of storage space in bins and 
under lid. Chalk, eraser, wipe-off crayons incl. 32x25x22 in. high. 

79 N 9033L—Unassembled. Shipping weight 15 pounds.......... 

Two can write on 
sliding chalkboards 
of use pegboards 

$777 

Desk for playmates 

Twin work-and-play areas with 2 sets 
of chalk, erasers, pegs, mallets. Re- 
movable legs. Steel seats and frame. 
42x17x22 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 1604L—Wt. 18 lbs. $7.77 

3-in-1 Play Table 

Draw with chalk, pound pegs or use 36 
magnetic letters. Just lift top. Steel 
frame, wood seat. Mallet, pegs, chalk, 
eraser. 25x18x22 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 1636C—Wt. 7 Ibs......,$4.99 

à 
M 
22 
Q 
9 
X 

Magnetic Letter Board s299 
Set .. 104 pieces 

Write-on whiteboard . . wipe-off cray- 
ons. 36 magnetic capital letters. 36 
snap-in script letters, 26 alphabet 
cards. 204 x1414x1-inch thick. 
79 N 1866C—Wt 4 Ibs....... 

Reversible 33 19 
Wall Chalk Board 

Green surface has Disney decals; black 
on reverse. Smooth wood frame. Chalk, 
eraser. 37x26 in. Ready to hang. Allow 
10 lbs. postage per postal regulations. 

Calendar Board 

Set up with the days of the week, the 
days of the month, and months of the 
year. Clock with movable hands. 
Magnetic memo holders. 20x24 in. 
79 N 1784C—Wt. 4 Ibs...... $2.59 

Giant Magnifier 

Get a new look at familiar things . . 
flowers, insects. High-power, wide- 
angle lens inset in tripod 934 in. high, 
8 in. wide. Walnut finish hardwood. 
49 N 1864—Shpg, wt. 2 Ibs...$4.99 



Bíg 43-pc. Wood-burníng Set s966 
Be creative with an electric burning pen with 4 extra points for 
woodburning, shading, foil embossing and cork decorating. Design 
and assemble large serving tray and tie rack into useful items 
you can be proud of. Includes 10 plaques with assorted designs, 
leather bookmark and 4 cork coasters. Has everything you need 
plus complete instructions . . embossing foil, 2 metal tapping 
plaques, tapping tool, paint pallet and brushes, mixing dishes. 
Metal carrying case included. 110-volt, 60-cycle, AC-DC. 
49 N 2104— Shipping weight 5 lbs. 8 oz.......-....+ Set $9.66 
Extra Wood Plaques. 14 popular-subject designs. White bass- 
wood. Use with any wood-burning set. Plaques 5x3% inches, 
49 N 2156—Shipping weight 1 pound..........-... Set $1.88 

Lace together 

<= 7 leather items 

"AG 499 
Top-grain cowhide 
pieces are precut, 

for lacing with 
needle. 

5-piece billfold, 
comb case with 
comb, 54 in. wide belt 
(fits up to 36 in. 
waists) 2 zip-coin 
purses, key-coin 
holder, 6-hook key- 
case. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 2192C.$4.99 540 Sears rc 

ner E— 

Leather Moccasin Kits 

:919 Too s949 

These lace-together moccasins are authentic as 
can be . . from the metal-tipped cotton laces to 
the extra-heavy chrome-tanned cowhide. Arti- 
ficial leather innersoles. One pre-cut pairtoakit. 

punched and ready edd 

Wood-burning Craft Set 

make and decorate 5 knicknacks 

and 4 plaques of your own design 

$ 54 

There are enough pre-cut wood parts to 
build spice box or pipe rack, stamp or 
change box, recipe holder, tie or potholder 
rack, barbecue tool holder, and 4 big 
plaques, too. Or switch parts around to 
make other articles. Decorate them your- 
self or use the eight pattern sheets. Elec- 
trie pen forms thin or broad lines. Carbon 
paper, nails, hardware. UL listed for 110- 
120-v. 60-c. AC or DC. 
49 N 2187—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

tots to teens 

Be creative! Beginner's 

Wood-burning Set 

$ 288 

Interesting designs on 
6 wood plaques and 4 
cork coasters ready to 
finish. Electric pen, 2 
extra points, colored 
foil, water colors, brush, 
foil transfer sheet, 2 foil 
plaques, embosser. In- 
structions. UL listed. 
110-120-v; 60-c. AC- 
DC. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4oz. 
49 N 2106. .Set $2.88 

Extra Projects Set 

$ 299 

Use with any wood-burning 
set. 6 projects, all simple to 
build, decorate. White bass- 

^ wood. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. i 
— 49N2101..... Set $2.99 

You can order toys on pages 433 to 
609 from now until August 1. 1968. 

Lace together a sporty 
shoulder bag and a purse 

Kit s999 

Children's Shoe Sizes Teens’ Shoe Sizes 
49N2395-Med. (11-13) 49N2396-Small (5-6) 
49N2392-Lge. (1-3) 
49N2394-XL (314-5) 
Wt.802....Kit $2.19 Wt. 10oz...Kit $2.49 

49N2397- Med. (7-8) 
49N2399-Lge. (9-10) 

Red leather shoulder bag makesa great. 
accessory to today's fun fashions, Ad- 
justable strap. Purse is 7 inches long 
and quite roomy. Lace and trim with 
one easy stitch using lace and needle. 
49 N 2193-Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Kit $2.99 



Pop in a Cartridge 
for instant music 
wherever you go 

Whether you're at the beach, in a car, or 
just walking along, listen to your favorite 

music without any interruptions 

batteries The Hipster with 3/2-inch speaker s| 495 poy- 

Goes where electric phovographs can't. Just insert a cartridge and start 
dancing! No fussing either because compact cartridges rewind themselves. 
See below for tapes. Plastic housing, reinforced vinyl cover. 846x5'ox3 inches 
deep. Adjustable shoulder strap snaps on. Motor, $-transistor circuit, volume 
control arid 2-track selector, Order 4 “D” batteries below 
49 N 6615-—Shipping weight 4 pounds $ $14.95 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Last up to 6 to 10 times longer than regular. 
49 N 4653 — Package of 2. Shipping weight 10 ounces Package $1.59 

2%-inch speaker 3:995 mus 
batteries The 1200 with 

Listen to your favorite "sounds" wher- 
ever you go. without commercials, chit 
chat or weak stations. No records to 
care for, just rugged little tape c 
tridges (order below) that insert into 
the side of the tape player. Leave the 
cartridge in to Tepeat songs. To stop 

playing. simply remove the cartridge, 
And best of all they rewind themselves. 

Durable plastic housing 814x514x214 
inches deep, has motor, 5-transistor 

circuit, volume control and 2-track 
selector knobs, Uses 4 "C" batteries, 
order 2 packages below NSW. A NN Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces 
49 N 6621 $9.95 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Last from 6 
to 10 times longer. Package of 2 

Shipping weight 4 ounces, 

49 N 4654, . Package $1.19 

Pre-recorded 49 N 66206— The Beatles. Lucy in 49 N 66198— Dean Martin. T )oor's S, 
1 Little Help from My Fr 2 m Open; Gonn Everything; 2 more 

Magnetic Tapes 49 N 66213—The Beatles. Hello, ( 49 N 66197—Sandpipers. Strangers in 
Flying; Ma Mystery Tou; Penny La Vight; Angelica Your F he H 

$29 ee i à 49 N 66204 — The Beach Boys— Don't Worr 49 N 66199 Frank Sinatra ra 
Fun, F € n" Jy E I 

? minutes. Seale rable 49 N 66011— The Righteous Brothers. Soul 49 N 66202—The Supremes. Nothin i 

j ches thick and Inspiration; Hey Girl; 2 morc Hear He Holds His Own; 2 

Shipping weight 2 ounce Each $1.29 49 N 66154—Petulo Clark— Down In 49 N 66209—The Supremes. Vou Murr 

4 T Love; You Belong to M. Music. L B M I 2 mc 

49 N 56149—Herb Alpert. 7 
Ro. 1 rine; Love Pi N ore 49 N 66207—Hermon's Hermits. Upstair 49 N 66€ Fantabulous Strings. Thunder 

Downstairs; Moon Shine Man; 2 m Pu Pink Pa 
Herb Alpert. me of Your 
ss Qood Your? d. mipre 49 N 66029 —Hermon's Hermits. Hold On; I 49 Four Tops. Baby I Need Your 

G F D (M i 1 more Lovi I he Sam 7 2 more 

9 66C h I M L » 
REM $6021 The Animan. T : 49 N 6603 —Hermon's Hermits. Lean 49 N 66201—Jr. Walker and All Stars. Cleo 

ee Hiat at Lamp post; Gotta € Wild Love; 1 more. Mood; Shotgun; Shake and Fingerpop; | more 

49 N 66208—Eric Burdon and the Animals. 49 N 66155—Trini Lopez. Lemon Tr 49 N 66203— Stevie Wonder. Bang Bang; A 

Help Me Girl; A Girl Named Sand. ? more Michael; This Train; Puff (the M. Dr. " Place in the Sun; H E din 1 more 

s 49 N 66205. The Beatles. Help, I Need Vou; 49 N 6617—Trini Lopez. You are My Sun- 49 N 66211— Stevie Wonder. A Fool for You; 
556 aiste The Night Before; Another Hard Day's Nigh hine; The Saints; Smile; Sweet Georgia Brown. I Was Made to Love You; 2 more 

Cutaloó abe scane by euitimax isellictidca com 



s Fairy Tales 
|9—Andersen's Fairy Tales 

i 

T 

Cutsod pace scans by cheisimas maiseiediica cosh 

Welcome to the exciting world of Peanuts 
(SHOWN IN ALL ITS GLORIOUS COLOR ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE) 

"P Peanuts Pennonts. All the wisdom of Pea- 
nuts set down on gaily colored wool felt pen- 

nants to brighten your walls and your days. 16x 
34 inches. Buy the easy way—order by phone. 
3€ 16121— Snoopy. Curse You, Red Baron! 
3C1614 —Snoopy. Happiness Is Loving Your 

Enemies 
3C 16122—Charlie Brown. I Need All The 

Friends I Can Get 
3C16119—Snoopy. I've Got To Start Acting 

3C16123—Linus I Love Mankind . . . It's 
People 1 Can't Stand 

3C16118—Linus and Sally. Love Is Walking 
Hand In Hand 

3C16124—Linus. It Doesn't Matter What You 
e, As Long as You're Sincere 

3€ 1615 —Snoopy. I'm Allergic to Morning 
3€ 16126—Lucy. I'm Frustrated, Inhibited, and 

No One Understands Me! 
3C16133—Pig Pen and Snoopy. A Friend Is 

Someone Who Accepts You For What 
You Are 

3C16117—Snoopy. The Moon Is Made of 
American Cheese 

3C 16116—Snoopy. All Systems are Go! 
Shipping weight each 4 ounces Each $1.88 

9, Snoopy Astronaut Coin. Copy of medal car- 
ried on the first trip around the moon . . with 

Snoopy rampant. Silver-color metal, silver 
dollar size. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 
3C16213........... $1.88 

Snoopy's Astrobag. All systems are go..and 
so is an astronaut when he packs all his little 

astro-necessities in this bright red plastic zipper 
bag. 12x12x4 inches. 
3€ 16217—Shipping wt. 8 oz........ $377 

4| Snoopy the Astronaut in space suit of regu- 
lation NASA fabric . . has safety life support 

system, bubble helmet and (get this) World 
War I Flying Ace scarf. 8 in. tall. 
3 C 16203— Shipping weight 12 oz..........$3.77 

B Peanuts Cortoon Books. The warm humor 
of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Linus and all 

their pals, in black-and-white cartoons. Each 
book 5x8 in., 128 pages. Paperbound. 
3€ 16156—Go Fly a Kite, Charlie Brown 
3€ 16169— You're Something Else, Charlie Brown 
3€ 16165— You Can Do It, Charlie Brown 
3€ 16177—Snoopy, Come Home 
3€ 16176— But We Love You, Charlie Brown 
3€ 16183— The Unsinkable Charlie Brown 
3 C 16143— Peanuts 
3€ 16164— You'll Flip, Charlie Brown 
3C16168—You're Out of Your Mind, Charlie 

Brown 
3C 16167— Snoopy 
3C 16161— Peanuts Every Sunday 
3 C 16144— More Peanuts 
3C 16141— You're You, Charlie Brown 
3C 16182— Sunday's Fun Day, Charlie Brown 
3€ 16178— You Need Help, Charlie Brown 
3C 16166—1t's a Dog's Life, Charlie Brown 
3€ 16145— Good Grief, More Peanuts 
Shipping weight each 5 ounces.....Each 89c 

6 Set of 3 Coloring Books. For real fun, 3 big 
books of famous Peanuts comic strips to 

color. Ea. 160 pages. 844x1034 in. 
3 € 16137—Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs....... Set $1.29 

1] Giont Coloring Book. Delightful scenes from 
Peanuts to color and maybe hang on the 

wall. 1434x1934 in. 64 pages. 
3 € 16191—Shpg. wt. 11b. 13 oz.. ........$277 

8 Set of 6 Coloring Books. To inspire young 
artists. All the Peanuts gang are featured. 

Each book 834x107 in. 80 pages. 
3C 16147— Shpg. wt. set 2 Ibs, 2 oz..Set $1.49 

9 Peanuts Paperback Sets. Each book has 
128 pages. 434x7 inches. 6 books in set. 

Set incl.: Here Comes Snoopy, For the Love of 
Peanuts, Hey Peanuts, Fun with Peanuts, etc. 
3€ 16216— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.. . . .Set $2.87 

Set incl.: Good Ol’ Snoopy, Here Comes Charlie 
Brown, What Next, Charlie Brown?, etc. 
3C 16215—Shpg. wt. 11b. 6oz........ Set $2.87 

10 Snoopy ond the Red Baron. Thrills galore 
as that intrepid World War I flying ace, our 

canine friend Snoopy, tries to outmaneuver his 
arch enemy, the infamous Red Baron. 

The gentle beagle at his most lovable, as 
helmeted and goggled, he flies the skies. 64 
exciting pages. 534x8 inches. 
3 € 16162—Shipping weight 11 ounces. . . . $1.79 

11 The Parables of Peanuts. By Robert Short. 
New parables to fit our times, basic Chris- 

tian principles as expressed by the Peanuts gang. 
336 pages. 514x814 inches. Paperbound. Ship- 
ping weight 11 oz. 
3C 16218......... AT $1.79 

]9 The Gospel According to Peanuts. Written 
by Robert L. Short. The Peanuts gang's 

view on religion, highlighted with cartoons. 
128 pages. 534x8 inches. Paperbound, 
3€ 16151—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ....$1.57 

13 Peanuts on TV. The memorable TV classics 
in book form. Illustrated in color . . with 

the whole gang on camera. Each book has 48 
pages. 834x814 inches. Shpg. wt. ea. 11 oz. 
Charlie Brown's All Stars, Batty baseball and 
a tale of true friendship. 
3C 16129... GET ER $2.77 
You're in Love, Charlie Brown, Charlie and his 
romance with that red-headed girl. 
Si ee ee 
A Charlie Brown Christmas. The gift of gi 

3C 16132 

It's the Great Pumpkin, Charli 'owi 
qao ETE EE rU 

14 Peanuts Treasury. Delightful collection 
chosen from 10 years of Peanuts adventures. 

Charlie Brown's defeats, Lucy's frustrations, 
Snoopy's fantasies, by Charles M. Schulz. 250 
pages. 894x113 in. 
3 C 16134—Shipping wt. 11b. 15 oz....... $4.74 

15 Peanuts 1970 Date Book. Colorful and 
humorous way to mark the first year of a 

new decade, Roomy date-calendar-appoint- 
ment book has Peanuts comic strips, suitable- 
for-framing pictures. 14 pages. 11x13 in. 
3 C 16189— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz.....$2.77 

16 Peanuts Project Book. Something for every- 
one to do! Puzzles, songs, a Peanuts play, 

cookie recipes, painting pages, even cut-outs for 
the Christmas tree. 29 pages. 12x17 inches. 
3 € 16155—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. e $2.77 

17 Classic Peanuts Books. The bright and 
cheerful best-sellers that express the Pea- 

nuts philosophy so beautifully. Each book has 
32 pages, 30 illustrations. Each 534x534 inches. 
3C 16163—Suppertime 
3C 16152—Love is Walking Hand in Hand 
3€ 16154—Home is On Top of a Dog House 
3€ 16153— Christmas is Together-Time 
3€ 16157—I Need All the Friends I Can Get 
3C 16158—Happiness is a Warm Puppy 
3C 16148—Happiness is a Sad Song 
3€ 16159— Security is a Thumb and a Blanket 
Shipping weight each 6 ounces. . .... Each $1.79 

The Peanuts Cock Book 
3 C 16214—Shipping wt. 602.............$2.37 

18 Mr. Sketch Instant Water Colors. Washable, 
nontoxic paints in wick-tip applicators 

with felt points. Set of 8 in tra; 
3€27431—Shpg. wt. 7 oz.. ......... Set $3.44 

19 120 Crayons in Case with Shorpener. 
Dazzling colors, including gold-color, silver- 

color. See-through lid. Nontoxic. 
3 C 4570—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 40z.............88¢ 



A wonderful hiding place 

Tun-L-Fun 
Opens to 10 feet 

$6 
It's a tunnel, it's a tent, a clubhouse, a private 
hide-a-way. Cotton fabric covers 24-inch wide 
hoops. Extends to 10 feet, collapses quickly to 
an easy-to-store 2-inch thickness. Hoops are 
strong, tempered spring steel. Play your favor- 
ite games like chase 'n' tag indoors or out. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
i9 NA7BOL. -. 1. erri rein exe sas $6.99 

Save this catalog . . you can order toys on 
pages 441 to 673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

544 SEARS reo 

Citau Dabs scins by dieisimasniselediaical com 

Build a fun house big enough to play in 

Flintstones Building Boulders by KENNER 
Foam plastic boulders are strong enough to stand 
on, yet amazingly lightweight. Interlocking 
shapes let you build structures that stay up. 
Blocks fit together to make cars, castles, chairs 
. . even boats that float. Red, yellow and blue 
flecked boulders 6 to 24 inches long. Plus take- 
apart balls, You'll bave a ball. 

155 Boulders, 2 take-apart balls, plastic roof. 
79 N 4695L—Shpg. wt. 6Ibs........... $10.99 

100 Boulders and 2 take-opart balls. 
79 N 4694C—Shpg. wt. 51bs.. ...... sss. $7.99 

56 Boulders ond 1 take-apart ball 
49 N 4693C—Shpg. wt. 31bs.. .......... $4.99 

Sears "Charge Account" makes all your buying easier 

Playhouses of corrugated fiberboard . . fold for storage 

Crawl-in Cottage $399 
It's just a small cottage, but all their own to 
enjoy. Open double doors and look out 3 rein- 
forced window openings. Snap-on plastic straps 
for storing. 30x40x45 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 5018L—Shpg. wt. 9Ibs............$3-99 

Military Pillbox $394 

Camouflaged gun slits, door and top escape hatch 
make this a realistic outpost of the highest caliber. 
31x29x38 inches high. When the peace is restored 
it folds to store. Two-tone green. Unassembled. 
79 N 5022C—Shpg. wt. 81bs............ $3.94 

Cloth Playhouse fits over 
any 30-in. square card table 

$399 

This playhouse is a happy place as all playhouses should 
be.. made of brightly printed cloth. Flap lifts at one of 
the corners for easy entrance, easy house-cleaning and much 
fresh air. Folds for convenient storage. Simple instructions 
included. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49 N 5019... -$3.99 



8 Golden Book Puzzles in Trays . . ages 3to 6 $|79 se Playskool Puzzles 
Eight colorful puzzles include scenes Each puzzle 8x10 in. Each has 12 to Large pieces, all jig-sawed i with funny animals and children at 18 pieces to fit into frame. Made of 
play. Horses, Puss'N Boots, the smoothly finished, heavy cardboard. S by hand from 4-in. hardboard. 
mailman, boats, airplanes, cowboys Shipping weight 3 pounds. Trays are backed with 
and Indians . . all in action. 7 ^ : '4-In. hardboard. So colorful. 

9x11 inch. 
HUGE SET! 

$ 
Count 'em.. 

30 inlaid Puzzles [39 -~ 

s[89 »« 
1 Simple Puzzle Ploques. 

Allpackedina treasure chest. For ages 2 to 4. 
Six each: animal, circus, bird. 
Casper, bug puzzles. Each 
puzzle has 10 pieces (2 ob- 
ject shaped). Size 7x434 
inches. Cardboard. Treasure 
chest size 91¢x734x2 inches. 

Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 4653........Set $1.89 

pieces. 
Each $1.39 

Advanced Puzzle Plaques. 
For ages 3 to 6. 

49 N 4559-——Three Bears. 20 
10 Furry Puzzles 

EREE: EU Mae 2 
y 49N 454 Woman in Shoe. 16 pcs. Pieces stay in place... are 

nice to touch. Each has 49 N 4749— Teacher. 16 pes. 
object-shaped pieces the Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..... Each $1.39 
child will know 

$299 m 
Ten animal subjects. Each 
flocked in color . . a bright, 
fuzzy look. Each puzzle has 
3 object-shaped pieces . . 
planes, cars, hearts. Each 
1234x934 in. Cardboard. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 4663.......Set $2.99 

The wonderful world of Winnie-the-Pooh 99c 24 
in Puzzles that are delightful to work 

Four puzzles . . each showing a dif- ^ They are inlaid puzzles with per- 
ferent adventure. All decorated in — manently fastened outside borders. 

Learn with USA and World Map for children 7 to 13 s[88 full color. They're die-cut cardboard Each puzzle about 13x10 inches. 
: in large pieces for the small child Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

Learn names and locations of all 50 eign lands on the world map. Fiber- . . 80 easy to handle. 49 N4474......... sss Set 99c 
states . . by fitting pieces into board .. wood center. About 14x20 in. 
EM. Cun te vor CA OA tome 49 N 406—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z,$1.88 z 

Mary Poppins 
. . 4 movie scenes 

99c set 
7 Puzzles teach things your 

pre-schoolers want to learn 

s[79 « Inlaid puzzles in trays. 
Full color, too. Larges 

Pack of 7 cardboard puzzles . . all stay-in-tray pieces . . 30 
educational. 3 USA inlaid puzzles in each puzzle. Each 

D, products measures 10x13 in. with 
Ciro orbi co š " Y 1 permanently fastened 

with 12 object pieces. One i . outside borders. Inlaid- 
pe le. One clock puz- " type double layer card- 
zle..9 pes. Box 14x11x13 in. à board. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49 N 4461. ....Set 99c —— 49 N 4647 —Wt. 3 Ibs. .Set $1.79 

nu— Hm 



Throttle speed control lets you regulate plane's speed and action in flight 
No copilot needed . . you're in complete con- 

trol of plane from take-off to landing. Just 

start it up, walk to the center of your flight 

circle and pick up the remote control flight 

lines. Rev up the engine—and it's airborne. 

In flight. you can put it through maneuvers, 

dives. Powered by the famous Hot Shot 
.049 "gas" engine. 

Accessories for 
planes and cars 

1 Accessory Kit. Half- 
pint racing fuel, 

spout, wrench, battery- 
wire, clip. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 2250..Kit $1.19 

Extra Fuel. One pint. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

49 N 2270 ...... 87c 

Starter Battery. 14 
volts. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

79 N 2259M ..... 99c 

Races in an 8 to 50-foot circle 
with no strings attached! 

“without banery Camaro SS 350 $Q88 mm 
That's right—no tether line! Travels up to 30 
MPH .. races anywhere: patio, driveway. Detail- 
ed Hs scale plastic body with rugged all-steel chas- 
sis and nylon racing gears. 9% in. long. Powered 
by the Thunderbolt .049 engine with new Snap- 
Starter and needle valve Touch Control. Order 
starter battery below, accessory kit above. 
49 N 21185M—Shipping wt. 2 pounds. . .$9.88. 

A-1 SKYRAIDER $] 44 “wer 
A classic in design and performance inspired 
by the famous ground-support fighter. Pilot- 
Grip control handle operates throttle speed 
with one hand. Non-stretch linen flight line. 
Rugged high-impact plastic. Rotomatic starter 
gets plane “purring” fast. Break-resistant 
nylon propeller, cushion-action landing gear. 

Note the sculptured cockpit, fluorescent-red 
wing-tip stripes, wing rockets. Label sets with 
USAF and South Vietnamese Air Force insig- 
nia. 22'&inch wingspan, 16 inches long. Starter 
battery and accessory kit not included, order 
below, left. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 21186CM—Shipping wt. 3 D 

Its only sound is a whisper-quiet hum 

Helldiver with "quiet zone" muffler 

This plane is welcome in almost S 
every neighborhood, 
No loss of power . . no slow starts, 
either. Out on the flying field 
where noise doesn’t disturb any- 
one, open the muffler by rotat- 
ing a lever, release the full- 
throated roar! Dependable QZ 
4049 engine. 16 in. long, 21-in. 
wingspan. Plastic. Order starter 
battery, accessory kit at left. 
79N20871CM-Wt. 31bs.$10.88 

Engine-powered Racers authorized by Jim Hall and Dan Gurney 

Chaparral $ i American Eagle s114 mM acceesery ir 

In an unprecedented show of speed, 5 Eagles 
qualified for the '66 Indianapolis 500! Now you 
can race this authentic reproduction. It's blue 
with white racing stripes and chrome-color trim. 
Racing tires, full interior and decals. 2 scale, 13 
in. long. Rugged high-impact plastic body. Order 

Realistic racer seems to “breathe” fury and 
excitement. Ghost white, high-impact plas- 
tic body; steel X-frame chassis. %o scale, 9 
inches long. Powerful engine turns out 
15,000 rpm. Gear drive has 2.8:1 ratio. Wide 
dragslicks; chrome-color trim. Order bat- 
tery below, accessory kit above left. - starter battery below, accessory kit above left. 
49 N 2325M—Shpg. wt. 11b. 802..$10.88 49 N 21183M—Shipping weight 2 lbs. ..$11.44 

49 N 2259M—Starter Battery. 1% volts. Shipping weight 1 lb. 4oz....... 99c 

n pane Scans by duiiie maseda conn 
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MOD. 
Play the music 
that turns 

you on! 

Have even 

more fun, 

start your own 
rock combo 

Golden Color Trap Drum Set 

32895 sm, 
Steel-frame 21-inch diameter bass drum; 
13-in. snare; 9-in. tom-tom; 14-in. “sizzle” 
rivet cymbal. Frosted Mylar® plastic 
heads, hi-tension spring clips, Accessories 
include 10-in, pedal, 1 pair 15-in. sticks; 
1 pair wire brushes and 2 cowbells. Freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 66531N—Shpg. wt. 27 lbs. $28.95 

everything you need to play 52/95 
A professionally-styled set with a 21-inch diameter 
bass drum, an 11-inch diameter snare drum and a 9-inch 
diam. tom-tom. Heavy-gauge steel shells finished in 
striking moire design. "Vibra" cymbal for dramatic 
effects. Polished-metal spring clips secure the drum- 
ming surfaces, Sturdy Mylar plastic heads for consist- 
ent response. (Plastic heads resist temperature changes 
more effectively than animal skin heads.) Accessories 
include: resonant wood block; cowbell; steel foot pedal, 
legs; 2 sticks; 2 wire brushes and instructions. 
79 N 66454L—Shipping weight 16 pounds. Set $21.95 

Sears Classic Folk Guitar . . 
stays “tuned” longer 3999 

For the hobbyist who plays music just to relax or a 
youngster who is just beginning to play, this really 
is a fun instrument. With nylon gear precision tuning, 
guitar stays in tune longer without frequent adjusting. 
Molded plastic body has sunburst-pattern finish to look 
like real wood. Professional-style, with a 343 4-inch over- 
all length, guitar has 6 strings: 3 nylon and 3 metal- 
wound nylon to help beginners produce mellow, 
pleasant-sounding chords. Included with guitar: pick, 
shoulder harness, tüning record and music book. 
79 N 66519C— Shipping weight 4 pounds... ...$9.99 

"'Cowsills" Trap Drum Set 

3999 

Play along with your favorite band! Big 
sound 21-in. diam. bass drum, 9 and 6-in. 
side drums (all steel frames), 2 brass- 
color cymbals (each sounds different). 

Accessories include drum pedal, wood- 
block, 2 cowbells, 1 pair 10-inch sticks. 
High bursting-strength plastic drum heads 
secured by metal spring clips. 
79 N 66538L—Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.. $9.99 

Sears Folk Singer Guitar s788 
Snare Drum Outfit, Sing and hum along to your Mylar® plastic head own strumming with this 31- 

inch long guitar. Nylon gear s| [99 precision tuning resists "going 
" out of tune"—leaves you free A profe Bongo Drums Marois to play after initial tuning. 3 

able head, 14-in. diam- 
eter, 614 in. deep. Metal 

. Shipping weight 7 Ibs. 
79 N 66476C. . $11.99 

Catalog page 

with Maracas d 59 

A must for authentic Latin 
music, Afro-Cuban jazz or to- 
day's mod-rock sounds. Dis- 
tinctive high-low drums com- 
bine with pulsating rhythms of 
two maracas. Attractive hand- 
made drums of lacquered wood; 
S and 5}¢-in. goatskin heads. 
Inst. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

professional otession nylon and 3 metal-wound 
strings give deep, full sounding 
notes and chords. 
Two-tone molded plastic 

body attractively shaded. 
Comes complete with shoulder 
cord, felt pick, music book, 
color-coded tuning record and 
playing instructions. 
79N6645C-Wt. 4 Ibs. $7.88 

557 
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Let's meet at the 
Mickey Mouse Club 

Call the meeting to order in this rugged vinyl playhouse 
that's roomy enough for several friends, Colorfully deco- 
rated. Sturdy rigid frame of lightweight steel tubing. 
4x4x5 ft. high. 

Citai pace scans by disima nesetecinical Gom 

up indoors or out. Unassembled. 
79 N 5016C—Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 

Set it up in seconds . . have fun in 

PLAYTOWN, WESTERN STYLE s] 299 set up in space as small as 4x4 ft. square. Folds to sii v 
13 feet long, 3 feet high. Fold to store. 

Right out of a fairy tale 

Big 6x4-foot, two room 

“GINGERBREAD” HOUSE 

* Build with lightweight interlocking 
plastic timbers 

iberboard roof 
al snow 

* Plastic-coated pape 
with 3-dimensic 

* Beautifully detailed . . even has 3 
pairs of curtains 

51799 to 32.999 
Follow a winding path into the “Black 
Forest” and you just might find a 

bread house like this. So roomy 
four young cookie-munching 

n move right in and have 
sh you can build a fort a party. If yo 

or picnic tables. Unassembled. See note 
165 pieces. 57 inches tall. 
79 N 5031N2—Wt. 21 Ibs. .$22,99 
145 pieces, 49 inches tall. 
79 N 5020N—Wt, 18 Ibs... $17.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order n 

from now until 

Set it up as a playhouse, playpen or corral 
It's fun with plastic Timber interlocking logs 

$099 
can create 

almost endless projects 
with this 75-pc. set of as- 
sorted plastic timbers 

ated roof. ^ 
playhouse (inside 

39x39x49 inches) . . tomor- 
row a corral for pets, a fort, 
or even a picnic table. 

Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 

Youngster: 

79 N 5015N......$9,99 4 

NOTE: Items ending with 

“N” (as 79 N S015N) sent 
freight (rail or truck) or 
express. 

Heavy, colorful vinyl film over a wooden frame ; i 
makes up our 
comes'a hidea 

hotel and general store. It be- 
a fort or a playhouse. Can be 

a mere 4X(x1134x36 in. For ages 3 to 8.. N 
79 N 4752C —Shipping weight 14 Ibs.. , $12.99 "SUM SEARS 



GIVE-A-SHOW 

See 24 new shows starring Popeye, Superman, Lassie, 
Secret Squirrel, Mighty Mouse, Mr. Magoo and others 

Just snap in cartridge, 
then turn handle . . 
film stays on cartridge 
to replay again and 
again 

3549 

Watch Secret Squirrel, Atom Ant, Huckle- 
berry Hound, the Flintstones and more— 
6 shows in all, on 3 cartridges. 9-inch 
plastic projector needs no rewinding. Order 
3 “D” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 1880—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 0z.,$5.49 

Easy-Show with 
6 movies 

without 
batteries 

Extra Films. 4 movies on 2 cartridges. 
49 N 1881—Superman, Lassie, etc. 
49 N 1882— Popeye, Bugs Bunny, etc. 
Shipping wt. pkg. 4 oz... .... Pkg. $1.79 

Also enjoy 3 Stooges, Alvin and the Chip- 
munks, Capt. Kangaroo, Rocky and Bull- 
winkle, etc. Each show complete on strip 
of 7 slides. 9-inch plastic projector shows 
pictures up to 8x8-ft. size on any wall. 

Order 3 "D" batteries on page 482. 

Extra Shows. Each set has 112 color slides 
for 16 entirely different shows. 
49 N 1877—Dick Tracy, Roy Rogers, 
Mr. Magoo, 3 Stooges, Bozo, more. 
49 N1879—Yogi Bear, Flintstones, 
Huckleberry Hound, Jetsons, more. 

49 N 1876—Wt. 1 Ib. 

Electronic Spin Art 
makes you an instant artist 

Squeeze out paint, flick 
4 re-usable squeeze boi 

10 oz..Set $4,99 

$494 ss 
batteries. 

on spinning turntable. Complete with 
itles, nontoxic paint, 3 frames, 25 art 

boards, 5x7 in. Plastic. Order 2 “D” batteries page 482. 

49 N 2140—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces $4.94 

Refill Kit, 4 bottles of paint; supply of 36 art boards. 

49 N 2138—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

CGutsiod pagi scans by dieisihiatniselediaical com 

1.94 

Bizzy buzz-buzz Drawing Set 

$)49 
Make colorful drawings like magic! 
Make colorful scrolls, circles, doodles 
. . write, draw, design. 4 colored pens, 
drawing pad included. Of sturdy 
plastic. Motor made in Japan. Cord- 
less. Order 2 “C™ batteries page 482. 
49 N 1675—Wt. 12 ounces. ..$2.49 

withéut 
batteries 

Shipping weight each 6 oz.....Set $2.19 

$219 

Neatly stores away films and 
projector. tes it all when 
visiting friends. Rugged blue 
vinyl with drawer for slide strips 
or cartridges, compartment for 
projector. White inside lid serves 
as a screen for shows. Closes to 
12x9x3 in. deep. Film equipment 
not included. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 1727 $2.19 

dE 

Artist's Easel with 
Water-color Set 3519 

Red and black adjustable Artist's 
Easel grows with young artist . . board 
adjusts from 45 to 69 inches high, 

Sketch board doubles as a chalk- 
board. Steel tripod, Brush, board clip, 
six bottles of water colors. 
79 N 1823L—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $5.19 

Color any picture placed 
behind the Paint Board 

Paint Board can be $ 59 
cleaned with damp cloth 

Place any design behind see-through paint 
board . . color picture, then remove the original, 
leaving your own picture hanging in the 
frame! Painting can be washed off or removed 
completely and washed under running water. 
8 felt-tipped color pens, paint supply and 
five pieces of art included. 

Complete set made up in a beautiful 14x20- 
inch frame self-storage unit. 
79 N 1651C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs.....$2.59 

Gr-rind . . sh-shake . . open—snatch! 

he TNS BANK 
From the “Addams Family” TV show. Place 
coin in the slot . . gears grind . . the box shakes, 
lid rises . . a pale green hand reaches out, grabs 
coin—and pulls it inside! From Japan. Order 2 
“C” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 1725—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz...:... $3.99 



A Sears Exclusive.. 

Kenner BUILDING  ; 

and TURNPIKE SET x. 
You can design and build 

like a real engineer 

Buíld-a-Road by “MATCHBOX” 
Build realistic highways with this 90-piece set 

Just what you need for more fun with "MATCHBOX" cars 

$ 599 cars, landscape 
not included 

b 
Great set for that budding engineer in your family. Build modern buildings and Design your own highway system and traffic control. Use the 

efficient turnpikes and bridges . . complete with realistic interchanges, tui 32 traffic signs to warn drivers of approaching dangers . . curves, 

offs, feeder roads, approaches. Brilliant window-wall panels, rounded “gla bridges and intersections. Authentic-looking street lights also 
walls, set-back towers and penthouses. With two 10x16-in. Masonite Presdwood* included. Parts snap together . . no gluing or cutting. Plastic. 
foundations and 18 bridge footings. Stands 17 in. tall. Plastic. Cars not included. See page 492 for “MATCHBOX” vehicles 

49 N 1905—Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. ees ++ Set $5.99 49 N 2301—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz.... Set $5.99 

E 

` The wonderful realism of CORGI TOYS 
Made in England to last and last. Real 

working parts, spring suspension, lots more 

Snorkel Double Ford 

Fire Engine $569 Tow Truck s639 cd Truck s639 

Boom rotates, cage swivels, Two working crane jibstodo Cab tilts, detailed engine. 

holds fireman, hose. 2 knobs twice the work. Precision Trailer uncouples, has aux- 

raise, lower boom. 5 other men. winches. Finely detailed, cab — iliary wheels. Hinged, slid- 

4 retracting stabilizers. 9? in. tilts. Die-cast metal, rubber ing doors, rear-view mirror. 

Die-cast metal. tires. 5 in. long. 2 mechanics. 9% in. long. Die-cast metal. 

49N2320-Wt. 1 lb. 1 0z.$5.69  49N2309-Wt. 1407..$6.39 — 49N2310-Wt.11b.902 

Our Biggest Whistle-blowing 

Steam Engine . . 2 speeds 

. . 10x8-inch base 

:15?9 vito 

Great power source for other toys 

such as Erector Sets, Tinker Toys 
and more. Double-acting piston 
rods, brass cylinder. Centrifugal 
governor and safety valve. The 4- 
inch polished brass boiler has a 
water-check window. Embossed 
metal. Plastic funnel. Order fuel 

Powerful Whistle-blowing 

Steam Engine . . 1 speed 

sI 7 
Has 8x5-inch base. Single- 
piston action. Safety valve. 
3-inch polished brass boiler. 
Embossed metal. Plastic fun- 
nel included. Order fuel be- 
low. From West Germany. 

Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz. 
49 N 2006. ...$8.99 

Steam Engine Dry Fuel 

Esbit dry fuel. Box of 40 pel- 
lets. Use 3 pellets per pint of 
water to heat boiler. 
49N2375-Wt. 6 oz. Box 89c 

.$15.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . You can order toys on 

pages 433 to 609 from now until August 1, 1968 

Cutiod pane scans by caida maseteciwdcMd poi 



Matching keys and 

song book numbers 
5 major, 6 minor chords 

37 keys 
3 full octaves 

Volume 
control 

New 
mahogany-color 

cabinet 

Electric 3-octave Organ 
m $8 s aeos $ 3 3 ER 

Six major and 6 minor chords give UL listed for any 110-120-v., AC outlet 
wide range of harmony at the touch of Order legs, bench, extra music below. 
a finger. Keyboard with 37 black and 79N66518L-Wt. 22 lbs. .. ... $33.88 

white keys and volume control. Learn ^ setof Steel legs. 
quickly . . just match the numbers 79 N 66529C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. 8.29 
and letters on the keyboard and the 
songbook. Lovely plastic mahogany- 
colored cabinet designed to blend with 
any decor. About 29x12x7 in. high. 

Song book, instructions incl. 

Bench with vinyl seat cover. 
79 N 66526C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.. 9.99 

Set of 3 extra Music Books. 
49 N 66524—Wt. 1 Ib. Set 3.89 

Our finest junior-size Spinet Piano 
48 keys . . 3%-octave range with 

or-coded notes and keys 

make it easier to play music 

$3495 
With bench 

Colored-keyed music book and 
keyboard chart help teach young- 
sters how to play this junior edi- 
tion of an adult-sized spinet piano 

just match the colored notes in 
songbook to keyboard color chart. 

High carbon steel tone rods pro- 
duce rich, resonant sound. Cabinet 
of fine plywood is finished in wal- 
nut color. 31 inches long, 26 inches 
high. Matching bench 12 in. high. 
Both with husky 11-inch square 
legs. Sent freight (rail or truck) 
or express. $5 monthly. 

Shipping weight 40 pounds. 
79 N 66543N Cash $34.95 

Satna pane scans by cheisimasduisebeciadcH Dui 

Electric Chord Organ . . 18 left hand $ 95 wit 

buttons, 37 keys, 3-octave range 5 bench 

You get 18 buttons for left hand: 6 bass tones for rhythm; 6 
major and 6 minor chords for full harmonic accompaniment. 
Loud-soft volume-control slide bar. Stainless steel reeds, Two-tone 
walnut-grained vinyl, sealed on wood cabinet that looks smart 
in any room, with any room decor. 

Organ measures about 24x10x30 inches high. Includes a music 

stand and books. Order extra music below and bench at left. UL 

listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 N 66545N— Shipping weight 25 pounds. $6 mo. Cash $59.95 

49 N 66549—5 Music Book Set. Wt. 802... ... sss. 3.49 

37-key Spinet Piano 

. . 2%-octave range 

$2599 ws, 

Notes and keys are color-coded 
so you can play music right 
away. Attractive piano is made 

of sturdy plywood with a rich, 
honey-maple finish. Measures 
2014x1014x23-inches high. Cast 
iron tone bar. Rugged bench is 
11 inches high. Piano comes as 
sembled. Music included. Like 
everything else at Sears order it 
the easy way—by telephone! 

Shipping weight 22 pounds. 
79 N 66546L $25.99 

36-key Baby Grand Piano 

. . 2¥-octave range .. 2-octave range 

s1022 we, $1449 355. 
performer" likes an Just match color-coded notes 

with keyboard to play. Cast 

25-key Spinet Piano 

Any young 
instrument that looks real. Lid 
raises, lowers like concert iron tone bar. Measures 184x 

grands. Cast iron tone bar. 1014x163$-in. long, made of 

Wood cabinet finished in gold hardwood and hardboard, 
color, measures about 17x15x20- ^ gold-color and black finish. 

in. high. Matching bench 10 in. Bench stands about 8)4-in. 
high. Wire music stand included. high. Assembled. Music incl 

79N66539C-Wt.101bs.$10.22 — 79N66523L— Wt.15 lbs. $14.49 



Favorite scenes come to life with 
the wonderful world of 

VIEW:MASTER 
3-dimensional fun 

for everyone 

Self-lighted Stereo Viewer . . shows every scene clearly Low-cost unlighted Stereo Viewer 
$217 | $A77 $57 $146 | $988 | v $256 3 | 4 | 5 ESA 2r 3 

Modern 3-D viewer . . lights up anywhere. Just touch the bar for vivid pictures. Flip View b l \ to 
lever to change the scene. High impact plastic. Use 2 “( 

t. Lever changes scene. Simple 
p Plastic 

New! Viewer with 3 reels of Snoopy and The Red Baron, 
plus extra reel 
3 C 975 Sh 

Viewer with 3 reels of Snoopy and the Red Baron, pl 
3 € 97504—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ou 
Viewer with 7 ree 

3 C 9775 
Viewer with 1 

us 1 extra reel, 28 

3—Shipping weight 12 ounce $2.88 
with 7 reels. 49 g Duck 
Lou: 

3 € 9756—Shir 
34 C 4665 C 

r 4 

397133 

3 C 97382 

3 C 97901 

3 C 97964 

UT um E 
S Pes 

3¢ 9731 3 c 97528 3 C 97234 
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— N Plastic Gear Set 
A $479 ŞI 4 

Design gear systems 
tion to cranes, Ferris wheels, all 
kinds of machines. Operate by 
hand or motor pak at right. Set 

includes 12 assorted gears, 10 
large and small wheels, 8 tires, 
4 brick assemblies, and swivels. 

49N4784-Wt. 2 lbs. 2 02.$4.79 

(t 

Cars with garages 

125. 
Roll 2!&inch LEGO sports 
car into garage with overhead 
door. Plastic. From Denmark. 

49 N 4641— Volkswagen 
49 N 4642 —Opel Rekord 
49 N 4644— Karmann Ghia 
49 N 4646— Ford Taunus 
49 N 4650— Mercedes 1908L. 
49 N 4652 —Mercedes 2208 
Shpg. wt. ea. 3 oz... Each 72c 

Make buildings, machines, even an entire 
city with snap-together plastic bricks 

165 711 Jj 
pieces $369 pieces $ 37 

A world of fun for budding young architects, mechanics, engineers, Even 
autos and machines take shape with these precision-made bricks. They're 
rugged high-impact plastic . . come in various sizes in red, white and clear. 
Just press them together, they fit securely, yet can easily be taken apart 
to form a new structure. So creative and such downright fun, even parents 
will be drawn into building projects with this all-age toy. Also helps develop 

Now . . mechanize your 
LEGO-brick models . . 

watch them really work 

Battery Motor Pak 

79 without $479 ies 
Add power to your gear systems. 
Motor and battery housings in: 
terlock with LEGO bricks. Mo- 
tor 2 in. long; battery housing 4 
in. long. Order 3 “C” batteries. 
49 N 4785 —Wt. 14 oz...$4.79 

"C" Battery. Wt. ca. 2 oz. 
49 N 4665. Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

ZF 
tye? 

Make movable toys with LEGO Wheel Toy Sets 

growing skills in planning and manual dexterity. 190 $479 296 $069 
49 N 4711—165-piece Set. Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 0z.......... $3.69 pieces pieces 

49 N 4712—241-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 1 oz.. 5.69 Make a crane, engine, trucks, trailers. Axles and wheels plus interlock- 

49 N 4713—324-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 lbs. L1 oz. . 9.69 ing blocks form smooth-rolling vehicles of sturdy high-impact plastic. 

190-piece Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. ..16.89 
49 N 4757. Set $4.79 

4235 

79 N 4786C—510-piece Set. Shipping weight 9 pounds. . 
79 N 4788C —711-piece Set. Shipping weight 12 pounds. 

"BAG SEARS vs 

Stated pace scans by didaa werselecicel Gom 

296-piece Set. Wt. 4 lbs. 4 oz 
49 N 4755 Set $9.69 



Snap in cartridge . . turn on set 
. . push channel selector—then 

Sit back and relax! Includes 3 
cartridges with 4 movies on each, 
for a total of 12 movies featuring 
your favorite TV characters 

Change-A-Channel TV Set 

$1099 zx: 
Push button to change channels and 
see 4 different movies on each pro- 
gram! Portable, battery-powered 
(order 5 “D” batteries on page 482). 
Plastic 4x4-in. screen. Set includes 
Popeye, Munsters, Superman, Bugs 
Bunny, Sylvester, Bullwinkle, Magoo, 
Bozo, 3 Stooges, Keystone Cops, 
Daffy Duck, Stingray. 
49 N 1799—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. $10.99 

Additional Program Cartridges. 
Four movies on each cartridge. 
49 N 1883-Huckleberry Hound, etc. 
49 N 1890—Alvin, Mr. Magoo, etc 
Shipping weight 4 ounces $1.69 

Etch-A-Sketch 
Just turn the 2 knobs 
and draw like magic! 

Lines, circles and diagonals appear 
under frosted glass base. Forms any- 
thing from pictures and letters to 
very intricate designs. Use it again 
and again . . it's encased in tough red 

plastic case; cleans itself with just a 
shake. 914x714x114 inches. 
49 N 1878—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz... $2.99 

Tinignan Scant by cuidar a Conn 

Create hundreds of different action-packed Bat- 
man and Robin situations just like those seen on 
TV or in the comics! Comes with art sheets, port- 
folio of paper, colored pencils, eraser and 

Home movies! What fabulous entertainment for any 
boy or girl. See 8mm black-and-white or color films 
on screen or wall. Flick triple-action switch for slow 
motion, stop action or regular speed. Metal and 
plastic projector is 10x4x9 in. high . . has on-off 
switch, projection bulb, extra reel, 25-ft. black-and- 
white film of the Green Bay Packers. Order extra 
National Football League films at right. From Japan. 
Order 6 “D” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 1891—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... 

Pe Draw-A-Matic 
Makes any youngster a real artist . . 

all he does is trace what he sees 

Just put whatever you want to draw in front of 

viewer. Without batteries or electric the image 
is reflected onto paper for easy copying. Even seat 
your friends in front of the viewer, then draw 
them! Look what's included: 814x9-in. high viewer, 
4 cartoons and figures, easel, drawing paper, pencils, 
sharpener, eraser, instructions. Unassembled 
49 N 1620— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $3.55 

.Set $9.99 

-operated 
Switches . . no handle to turn, nothing to 
plug in 

$999 ew: E Includes film high lig HA 
‘onthe Green Bay P. 

Pro-| Football g eil 

^ Triple-action 8mm Film Projector 
Extra NFL Films. Three 25-ft. reels in each set. 
49 N 1892— Detroit Lions, Cleveland Browns, 

Pittsburgh Steelers. 
49 N 1894— Baltimore Colts, Philadelphia Eagles, 

New York Giants 
innesota Vikings, Chicago Bears, 

St. Louis Cardinals 
49 N 1898— Los Angeles Rams, San Francisco 49’ers, 

Dallas Cowboys 
Shipping weight 6 ounces............-... Set $2.99 

49 N 1895— 

Electric Drawing Set with Accessories 

10x14-in. illuminated drawing desk. Includes pencils, eraser, 
sharpener, 15-watt bulb. Order complete drawing port- 
folios below. UL listed, 110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 

49 N 1624— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. . $3.59 
Electric Trace-A-Graph includes 

BATMAN Portfolio Kit 

. Uses 15 watt lamp (included). Plugs 
into 110-120-v AC outlet. UL listed. 
49 N 1611— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz... . ..$4.49 

Portfolio Kits for Drawing Set 

Contain guide sheets, drawing paper. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. each. 
49 N 1708— Walt Disney Cartoons. 
49 N 1788—GI Joe Drawing Kit. 
49 N 5004— Francie and Barbie Wardrobes. 
49 N 5005—Gumby and Pokey Cartoons....... 



450-piece 
ERECTOR Set 
with Remote Control 

Unit and 3-speed 
Powermatic motor Build this drawbridge 

that raises. lowers 

ERECTOR SET 

with 3-speed motor 

: 9 

Build complex models such as mobile pile driver, lunar surface 
probe, elevated crane, many others. Colorful steel and plastic parts. 
Battery-operated motor . . 3 power take-offs. Includes instructions. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order one package (79N4660) at right. 
79 N 1903C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ........... Set $9.88 

Our most 

complete set 

s1488 

Master-builder set with 3 Powermatic units lets 
you build and run large special models by re- 
mote control. 

Makes such complex models as a rolling crane 
that lifts, an oil derrick that “drills,” a helicop- 

200-piece 

ERECTOR SET with ter with revolving rotor blades—many others. 1-speed motor Set includes 450 plastic and steel pieces, in- 6 6 cluding tools. Packed in a storage carton. Instr. 
$ 5 M Built for years of creative fun. Uses 2 “ 

batteries; order 1 package below. 
A Shipping weight 9 pounds. Perfect starter set for future engineers. Battery-powered motor Ieta them build and rebuild models that really work: Durable steel, 79 N 1908€... eene Set $14.88 

plastic parts. Uses 2 “D” batteries; ler 1 pkg. below. "p" Pack: t2. 49 N 1902—Shipping weight 2 pounds 15 ounces....Set $5.66 pear rac Me ord. 
49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Package of 2. Wt. 8 oz.. . Pkg. 36c 79 N 4660—Shipping weight 8 oz... Pkg. 36c 

Wind-up 4-unit Tot Train runs for Battery-operated 4-unit Train s988 siint 

2 minutes . . stack spouts harmless sparks reverses direction automatically e 

Looks like a real steam engine! Lots 99 “Hitch "n Switch" plastic train with big 3x4- 2 
of railroading fun for the young train- $ 4 inch high diesel locomotive . . travels over 15- "d i 

foot plastic track. Trackside switch reverses // man.in the family. Has wind-up clock 
motor with speed governor, on-off 
switch. With coal-tender, box car 

train's direction without train stopping. In- 
cludes car, side tipping car, caboose. 

and caboose. 84-in. curved track. Metal. Uses 4 batteries; order 2 pkgs. below. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces. 79 N 9739C— Shipping weight 5 lbs.. $9.88 

49 N 9740 ...............- = "C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
79 N 4665— Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 36c 

P nmm. ! SAVE THIS CATALOG p 
" You can order toys on r 
^ 

pages 433 to 609 
until August 1, 1968 

rc Sears 543 
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Push-button Electric Organ . . $9995 had 
25 keys . . volume control slide bar cun I" 
Play 4 chords, 4 bass notes with left hand, melody with right. 
Full 2-octave keyboard. Stainless steel reeds. Walnut-grained 
vinyl over wood veneer cabinet. 18x9x7 inches high. Music 
included. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. From Ital; 
79 N 66548C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. . sass $29.95 

Portable Battery-operated Organ . . 5699 without 
color-coordinated keys and music batteries 

25 keys, 25 brass reeds. Bright red plastic case about 14x6x5!4 
in. high in attractive, compact design, Music, volume control, 
“on-off” switch. Order 2 pkgs. "D" batteries, below. 
49 N 66591— Shipping weight 3 pounds cos $6.99 
49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Package of 2. Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 38c 

12-chord Electric Organ . . almost s2566 54 
2 full octaves with 24 keys = 

minor chords are all you need to play your favorite music. 
Richly-grained plastic case measures about 23x12x7 inches 
high. Complete with instructions and, chord selector system 
song book. UL listed. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 17 pounds. 
79 N 66462L 

Authentic looking . . 
with a full, rich, 
resonant tone 

S7 
29-inch Junior-size wood 

Folk Guitar 

Guitar body has natural wood 
finish with veneer front and back; 
white trim piping. 6 wire and nylon 
strings. White plastic pegs, plated 
tailpiece. Shoulder cord. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

79 N 66533C......... ($4.22 

Metal gears 
for accurate, 

fine tuning 

499 

Jet Star Guitar 

30-in. slim-styled cutaway model, 
red plastic body, gold sparkle. 
White pearlized face, gold-color 
embossed head. 3 nylon, 3 wire- 
wound strings. Cord, music, pick. 
49 N 66478C—Wt. 3 Ibs. $4.99 

15-key Tot Grand Piano . . 
colored keys match music 

3319 

Sturdy wood piano with ivory finish. 
Measures 11}4xl1x6 inches high. 
Screw-in plastic legs. Music (included) 
contains songs that tots love. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 N66535..... temere $3.19 

Cutiod pane scans by chrisimasnmuseleciumicH pun 

Children's Accordion . . 

22 hand-tuned reeds, keys 

52295 atin 
Plays nearly 2 octaves. Swedish 
blue steel reeds. Metal tips pro- 
tect corners of bellows. Adjust- 
able plastic strap. Pyroxylin- 
covered wood veneer, metal trim. 
About 9x6x11 in. high, closed. 
Includes music. From Italy. 
49 N 66547-Wt. 5 Ibs. $22.95 

Junior Zither with 

15 metal strings 

3699 

Play music right away— just 
follow coded song charts. Base 
is pressed board; die-cast alu- 
minum body. Geared peg tun- 
ing. Tuning key, pick, extra 
strings, instr. About 14x8x114 
in. Gray. Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 

Here's a 

STEEL GUITAR 

with the sound kids 

want . . with a cutaway 

neck and narrow back 
that makes it easier for 

small hands to play 

Now you can accompany singing, 
play alone or with groups of your 
friends. Guitar looks like a real elec- 
tric instrument, yet its twangy fun 
sound needs no amplifier. Steel body 
with attractive wood-grained finish, 
6 steel strings, metal strike plate. 

Metal gears mean once strings 
are tuned they stay tuned longer. 
Shoulder strap, pick, instruction 
book. 26 in. long. From Japan. 
79 N 66509C—W¢t. 3 Ibs....$6.79 

Save this Catalog . . order 
toys on pages 433 to 605 

until July 30, 1969 

me Sears 559 



NEW! Actual Moon Shots 
by Apollo 11 Crew 

Th 
More than 150 exciting View-Master® Subjects 

Each catalog number below is for 1 packet containing 3 reels (21 color stereo scenes). Packets 
marked (**) incl. guidebook, stamp, coin (if available) ; those marked (*) have story booklet; 
those marked (4) for stereo viewing only (NOT for 2-D projectors) Postpaid. (Wt. ea. 3 oz.) 

SHOWN AT TOP OF PAGE 
3€ 97131—True Story of Smokey 

the Bear 
3€ 97536—Peanuts* 
3C 9713—The Love Bug 
3€97099—The Apollo Moon 

Landing, July 20,1969 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

3€ 97382—Night Before 
Christmas* 

3 C 97901—7 Wonders of the 
World* 

3€ 97362— Winnie the Pooh* 
3€ 97789—Washington, D.C.* 
3€ 97851—Noah's Ark* 
3€ 97108— Land of the Giants* 
3 C 97134—National Gallery 

of Art* 
3€ 97311—Pinocchio* 
3€ 97792—Smithsonian Inst.* 
3C 97133— Cars and Carriages 
3€ 97334— Tom and Jerry* 
30 97388— Dennis the Menace* 
3C 97875— Birth of Jesus* 
3 € 9736—Alice in Wonderland* 
3€ 97106—Tarzan of the Apes* 
3€ 97614—Wild Animals of the 

World* 
3€ 9741—Mother Goose* 
3€ 97337—American Indian* 
30€ 9787—Rudolph* 
3€ 97364— Jungle Book * 
3€ 97333—Popeye*# 
3 C 97394— San Francisco, Calif.* 
3€ 9730—Snow White* 
3 C 97964—Marineland, Florida* 
3 C 97383—Christmas Story* 
3€ 97178—Vatican City** 
3€ 9711—Conquest of Space 
3€ 97366— Bible Heroes* 
3€ 97485—Flipper* 
3€ 97132—Lassie Look Home* 
30€ 97793—White House* 
3C 97112— The Monkees* 
3€ 97611—Wild Birds* 
3€ 9731—Red Riding Hood* 
3€ 97234—Movieland Wax 

Museum* 
3C 97528—Mickey Mouse* 
3€ 97376—Mary Poppins* 
3€ 97359—New England Covered 

Bridges and Foliage 
3 C 9740—Bambi* 

SCIENCE SERIES 

3 € 97336—Lost Civilizations of 
Mexico 

3€ 97369—Our Planet Earth 
3€ 97373—Rocks and Minerals 
3C 97371— Prehistoric Life 
3C 97111— Birds of the World 
.3€ 97148—The Plant Kingdom 
3€ 9715—Matter and Energy 
3€ 97657—Man in Space 
3€ 97338—Man on the Moon— 

NASA Project Apollo 
3C 97114—Kennedy SpaceCenter 

Special packs with 49 color scenes in life-like 3-D Only I. 

Each catalog number below is for one pack containing 7 reels (49 scenes) 
3 € 97704— Vacation Lands of the Scenic West 3€ 97717—Animals of the World 

3 C 97719— Cartoon Favorites 
3€ 97705— Cities of the U.S.A. 
3€ 97701— Cities of the World 
3€ 97708— Disney Cartoons 
3€ 97706—U.S. National Parks 
3€ 9772— Television Subjects 
3 c 97712—Fairy Tales 

SCIENCE SERIES (CONT.) 
36 97358—Museum of Science 

and Industry 
3€ 97656—Moon Rockets and 

Guided Missiles* 

DISNEYLAND 
3€ 97177—Adventureland 
€ 97118—Fantasyland 

3€ 97176—Frontierland 
3€ 97117—Main Street and 

Primeval World 
3€ 97119—New Orleans Square 
3€ 97179—Tomorrowland 

U.S. TRAVEL 

3€ 97144— California Missions* 
3€ 97161— Carlsbad Caverns I* 
3€ 97162— Carlsbad Caverns I1* 
3 C 97889—Great Smoky 

Mountains 
3€ 9739— Lincoln Heritage Trail* 
3097655—Niagara Falls, N.V.* 
3€ 97393— Pennsylvania Dutch 

Country* 
3€ 97356—Lookout Mountain, 

Tennessee 
3 C 97486— Black Hills* 
3. 97326—Air Force Academy* 
3€ 97152—Annapolis, . Naval 

Academy 
3€ 97395—Yellowstone North* 
3 C 97396—Yellowstone South* 
3€97813— Colonial Williamsburg* 
3€ 97154—ColoradoSkiCountry* 
3€ 97157— Hearst Castle, 

California 
3€ 97159—Las Vegas, Nevada 
3€ 97163— Palm Springs, Calif.* 
3€ 97946—New Orleans, La.* 
3€ 97653—New York City— 

Manhattan* 
3C.97981—St. Augustine, Fla. 
3€ 97169—West Point, 

Military Academy 
3 € 97186—Monterey to Santa 

Barbara 
3€ 97101—Alaska* 
3€ 9796—Florida* 
3€ 9712—Hawaii* 
3 € 97102—Eskimos of Alaska 
3 C 97402—Texas* 
3€ 97651—United Nations* 
3€ 9735— Circus Hall of Fame 
3€ 97727— Cape Cod and 

Plymouth* 
3 € 97351— Coast of Maine 
3€ 97181—Hollywood* 
3€ 97171— Yosemite National 

Park, California 
3 € 97969— Cypress Gardens* 

WORID TRAVEL 

3€ 97185—Switzerland** 
3C 9734—Spain** 
3 C 9709—Canada** 
3€97156—England** 

3 C 97709— Disney Fairy Tales 
3€ 97716— Disneyland 
3 C 97702—Faraway Lands 
3 C 97707—Huckleberry Hound Hall of Fame 
3€ 97718— Nature Subjects 
3€ 97703—Vacation Lands of the Scenic East 

So Easy to Buy when you just use the Phone 

Cutioü pase scans by cheisihrias maselecimicM pom 

WORID TRAVEL CONT.) «5 
3€ 97172—France** x E [rr ned 

140 two-dimensional scenes (10 reels). 
Induding Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, 
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, etc. 30- 
watt projector with f:3 lens. 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. Viewer, case included. 

3C 9719—Holland** 
3C 9716—Ireland** 
3C 9718—Italy** 
3€ 97001—Mexico** 
3€ 97224—Modern Israel** 
DUI LT ien 3€ 97506— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 15 oz. $10.98 

97339— Scenic U.S.A. 
3€ 97386— South Vietnam** 30-wati Projectors Not fox sterno reris, s 

3 C 9785—Shpg. wt. 2]bs. 1102... . $8.47 
Extra Lamp for projector. Code BVR. 
3 C 8682—Shipping wt. 4 oz.. ......$1.39 
Disney characters @Walt Disney Productions. 

3€ 97165—Mexican Bullfight* 
3 € 97003—Acapulco, Mexico* 
3 C 97262—Japan* 
3€ 97226—Holy Land, Israel 

and Jordan* 
3€ 97198—Austria 
3€ 97167— Bangkok 
3C97385—Tulip Time, Holland 
3€ 97277—London 
3 C 97409—Rome 
3 C 97029— Bermuda 
3€ 97027—Bahamas 

ANIMAIS AND ZOO 
3€ 97617— Children's Zoo* 
3 C 97619— Prehistoric Animals* 
3 C 9761—Butterflies* 
3 C 97965— Parrot Jungle* 
3€ 97615— Strange Animals of 

the World* 
3 C 97612— Wonders of the Deep* 
3€ 97138—San Diego Zoo I 
3€ 97139— San Diego Zoo I1 

Stereo.Slide Library 
3 C 97188— Marineland, Pacific* The World at your Touch 

wi ica* 3 € 97618—Wild Animals, Africa Anm $1)88 
outfit only 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES without batteries 

30 Exclusive at Sears. 3-Dimensional lighted Baron 
i View-Master with 20 reels packed in their 3€ 97136—Airpla: f thi 
Wo oo nd own plastic chest. Exotic places come to 

life in 140 different full color scenes— 
Ttaly, Canada, Mexico, Brasilia, Philip- 
pines, Athens, etc. Uses two "C" bat- 
teries (not inel. see facing page). 
3€97011—Outfit. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $12.88 

Library Chest Only. Holds 20 reels. 
3 C 9770—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 80z....... 

3€ 97381—Littlest Angel* 
3€ 97361—Wizard of Oz* 
3€ 97471—Bonanza* 
3€ 97659—Santa's Workshop 
3€ 97318—Cinderella* 
3€ 97531—Bugs Bunny* 
3€ 97525— Donald Duck* 
3 C 97372— Peter Pan* 
3€ 97532—101 Dalmatians* 
3€C97141— Dickens Christmas 

1.95 

3€ 97317— Goldilocks* 
3 C 97308— Sleeping Beauty* 
3€ 97514—Flintstones*# 
3 C 97365—Road Runner* 
3 C 97533— Casper the Friendly 

Ghost* 
3 C 97479— Daniel Boone* 
3 C 97105—Puss in Boots 
3€ 97331—Lone Ranger* 
3 C 9737—20,000 Leagues* 
3€ 97129—Casper's Ghostland 

View-Master Theater r 18” 

De Luxe 100-w. projector with gap Tens, 
10 reels, Big screen viewing. For 2-dimen- 
sional reels. 10 reels. Plastic. annat] 
60-c. AC-DC. Lighted apa „viewer. 
A batteries not incl. fete ps 
3€ 97505—Outfit. Wt. 4 Ibs, 15 oz... $I 
Projector Only. Not for stereo reels. 
Minen wt. 31bs........... 1497 

Extra 100-wott Lomp. Code CD) 
3 C 8684—Shipping wt. i bap A 

2 [Sear] 5 ‘i 
Pack $2.13 



Sturdy peg and socket construction 
Asphalt-like cardboard roofing revers 

49 N 4792 —291-piece Sct. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 13 oz $3.77 
49 N 4794—455-piece Set. Shipping weight 3 lbs. 14 oz 5.57 
49 N 4795 ce Set. Shipping weight 5 pounds 6.99 

$647 

Build houses, garages, schools, hotels 
with American high-impact Plastic Bricks 

$377 to $99 

. unlocks easily for next project 
from white 

dows open. Sets interchange with CONSTRUCTION 
o blue. Doors, win 
SER. Instructions, 

Blippo the Builder is back 
. . now rides moving Choo Choo Train 

that hauls 172 easy-snap plastic blocks 

Crank up Blippo's 29-inch ttain and it chugs along carrying enough 
blocks and panels to build everything from skyscrapers to forts and 
bridges. Jolly little Blippo removes from cab. Building blocks stow 
away in cars when not in use, Train has warning whistle. Instructions. 
79 N 4595C— Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Etaio page scans by deisihiaimiselediadcal com 

$6.47 49 

Stick 'em and stack 'em 

into imaginative shapes 

Zylyss Cubes 
from Switzerland 

$355 to $045 

A Sears exclusive . . building cubes in an 
ingenious « that lets your children 
use unlimitec ination. . much more 
fanciful than ordinary sets. ‘They can 
create medieval castles, Viking ships 

people. Basic unit is a colorful 
44-in. plastic cube with sturdy prongs 

firm interlocking. Versatile 
enough to make peaked roofs, turrets 
heads, bodies, or anything child desire 
Also 24-inch wheels and axles 

anim: 

for easy 

110-piece Set 
49 N 4745 

204-piece Set 
49 N 4746-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 0z.$5.85 
346-piece Set. 
49 N 4747-Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 02.$9.45 

Shipping wt. 1 1b.. .$3.55 

Sears Charge Account makes all your buying easier 

With a Constructioneer Set you design 
and build colorful, movable models 

$199 to $994 
Sturdy plastic gears, cranks, pulleys, wheels, tires, rods, bricks in 32 
different shapes and si 
snap together . 
roofing 

AMERICAN brick sets. Storage container, instructions included. 
49 N 4704 
49 N 4708 —24. 

N 4723 

es let you build models that really move. Pieces 
unlock easily for next project. Asphalt-like cardboard 

clear windows and movable doors, Parts interchange with 

141-piece Set. Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. .$1.99 
«ce Set. Shipping weight 2 pounds. 3.54 

piece Set. Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces., 6.94 

Build pioneer towns with Lincoln Logs 

ned wood logs 
30-pc. set builds 

For forts, cabins, stockades. 34-in. thick 
varied lengths. Gable, chimney and roof pies 

6 cabins shown with logs left over, Instructions, 

49 N 5304 —129-piece Set. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz. . $2.18 
49 N 5305 —208-piece Set. Shipping weight 5 Ibs 3.58 

49 N 5306—335-piece Set. Shipr 4.88 
49 N 5308 —530-piece Set. Shipp 6.58 

rca SEARS 547 
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stitching needed 

Touch ’n’ Tuck 
Needlepoint 

Abi inch $49 

(1 thru 3) Follow the numbers 
for beautiful, no-mistake nee- 
dlepoint masterpieces. Coded 
tucking board, assorted colored 
yarn, tucker and complement- 
ing plastic frame included. 

(1) 49 N 2183—11x14-inch Winter Scene 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. ........ $3.94 

(2) 49 N 2186—7x814-inch Perky Poodle 

(3) 49N2185—7x8!4 in. Bluegrass Beauty 
Each $2.49 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz..... 

PRINTMAKING SET NO. 4 

Make original prints with Inked Linoleum Blocks 

3584 

Draw original designs, carve them into blocks. Ink blocks, 
then print designs on paper, wood, etc. 3 big linoleum pieces, 
linocutters, 2 tubes ink, paper, brayer, illustrated manual. 
49 N 2153— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz...........- $5.84 

Create beautiful pictures 
with real butterfly wings . . Catch Butterflies 

color-coding makes it easy Kit $399 

3349 Everything you need to 
each collect and mount but- 

terflies, insects plus 10 
ready-to-mount speci- 

Vibrant-colored paste-down art 

Materials for pasting, protect- 

ing, detailing. 16x12 inches. 
display mount, dispatch- 
ing fluid, relaxing fluid 
and jar, cardboard wing- 
pinning strips, instruc- 
tions. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 2196 $3.99 

(4) 49 N 2174— Fantail Fish 
(5) 49 N 2176— Felice Dog 
(6) 49 N 2175— Angelfish 
(7) 49 N 2177— Cuddles Cat 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 ach $3.49 

Riker Mount 

ith 12 $397 a4. 
16x12-in. glass-topped 
mount for butterflies, 
coins. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N2180......$3.97 

Creative good times begin with 

Solder Sculpture by numbers 

to form pre-cut metal parts into 

this 30x15-inch American Eagle 

s777 

Beads of solder from kit’s electric soldering iron hold 
together all the pre-cut, numbered parts. Add dec- 

orative arrows, olive branches and shiek 'ou wish. 
Complete with metal, solder iron, solder, and shears. 
UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. Ages 13 up. 
79 N 2181C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. Kit $7.77 

542 [Sears] :exw« 
‘tains pane scans Dy cheiilmas nusetechmicM Comb 

Die-cast Military Miniatures 

“tee 3384 

Metal figures about S4mm (234 inches) 
tall. Four groups depict World War I 
Germans, World War II Marines, Amer- 
ican Civil War and Revolutionary War 
soldiers. Fine detailing, ready to finish. 
Colorful painting instructions. 
49 N 2159 Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.....$3.84 

Watch "engineers" work 1549 
in this Giant Ant Farm ` 

Follow the labors of ants as they dig tunnels, 
build rooms, erect bridges and store away food. 
Escape-proof, break-resistant plastic case, 15x10 
inches high. Year’s supply of ant food, liquid 
feeder, sand, handbook and ant stock cer- 

49 N 2302— Shipping weight 3 lbs.. . . $5.49 
*Mail certificate to receive ants from. E available in Tenn. magniying glass senindsad > "°" 
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E . New Electric Piano Organ s34% E 
n z Six major and 6 minor chords give a wide range of harmony at just the 

à touch of a finger. Keyboard with 37 black and white keys and volume 

control. You can learn to play in minutes . . just match the numbers and 

letters on the keyboard and the songbook. Lovely plastic cabinet de- 

signed to harmonize with every decor. About 29x12x7 inches high. Com- 

plete with songbook and instructions. UL listed, for any 110-120-volt 
AC outlet. Order bench, legs, extra set of music books below. 
79 N 66451L—Shipping weight 21 pounds. $5 monthly..... Cash $34.95 

79 N 66463C— Set of steel Legs. Shipping weight 5 pounds. ... . . 799 

79 N 66465C— Bench with vinyl seat cover. Shipping wt. 8lbs... 9.89 

49 N 593— Set of 3 extra Music Books. Wt.1Ib............ Set 3.89 

CER " EX 
Ctaloó pate scane by euitimar nwienlbctudca Dom 

Electric Chord Organ with 

push-button chord player 

$ 49?5 rens 

You get 18 buttons for left hand, 6 bass 
tones for rhythm plus 6 major and 6 
minor chords for accompaniment. Right 
hand plays the melody. Loud-soft vol- 
ume control slide bar; stainless steel 
reeds. Full 3-octave keyboard . . 37 
black and white keys. Vinyl cabinet in 
2-tone walnut grain, sealed on wood 
veneer. Removable steel legs. About 
24x10x30 inches high. Includes music 
stand and book. Order extra music books 
and bench below. UL listed, 110-120 
volt, 60 cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 20 pounds. 
79 N 604L— $5 monthly. .Cash $49.95 

Bench with steel legs, vinyl seatcover. 
79 N 619C—Shpg. wt. 8lbs..... $9.89 

5 Music Books. 
49 N 616—Shpg. wt.80z...Set 3.49 

48 keys .. 

3% full octaves. 
Makes it easy to 

graduate to playing 

a standard-sized 

piano 

Our finest 

junior-size 

Spinet Piano 

$ 2999 

wth bench 

Color-keyed music book and keyboard chart help teach youngsters 
how to play this junior edition of an adult-sized spinet piano . . just 
match the colored notes in songbook to the keyboard color chart. 
High carbon steel tone rods produce rich, resonant sound. Cabinet 
of the finest plywood is finished in walnut color. 31 inches long, 26 
inches high. Matching bench, 12 in. high. Both with husky 1'4-in. 
square legs. Sent freight (rail or truck) express. Like everything else 
in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 
79 N 620N—Shipping weight 40 pounds. $4 monthly. Cash $29.99 

25-key Spinet Piano 
with 2-octave range 

$139 I. 

36-key Spinet Piano 
plays 2% full octaves 

:2299 & 

Match colored notes in song- 
book to keyboard color chart to 
play. High carbon steel tone rods. 
Varnished enameled plywood, 
hardboard back (not wood). 
White with gold-color trim. 
Music rack. Piano 23x12x21 in. 
high. Bench 10 in. high. 
79 N 599L-Wt. 231bs.$22.99 

Color-coded songbook and key- 
board chart. Chromatically tuned 
cast iron tone bar. Plywood cab- 
inet with solid wood sides. Semi- 
glossy black finish, gold-color 
trim. 17x10x18 in. high. Match- 
ing bench, 84 in. high. Music 
rack. Shipping wt. 16 Ibs. 
79 N 566L. $13.99 

36-key Baby Grand Piano 

with 2% octaves 

s989 I5. 

Raise the lid, sit down on the 
bench, and you're ready to "'per- 
form". Cast iron tone bar. Gold- 
color wood cabinet. About 17x15x 
20 inches high. Matching bench, 
10 in. high. Wire music stand. 
79 N 548C—Wt. 11 lbs....$9.89 

NOTE: Save this catalog . . you can 
order toys on pages 433-609 from 

now until August 1, 1968. 



Mickey Mouse 
Electric Phonograph 

Single-speed player with five 

45-rpm records, plastic rack 

s04 

Colorful Mickey Mouse (OWalt Disney 
Productions) decoration on inside cover 
Loud and soft needles give acoustical- 
type volume control. Built-in tone cham- 

ber for clear sound. Tone arm locks into 
cup for safe traveling. Scuff-resistant 

plastic-coated chipboard (not wood or 
hardwood) case for longer life under the 
toughest wear and tear conditions. Plas- 
tic arm, turntable and handle. Red and 
white. Metal lock. 11x11x6 inches high. 

Includes 5 records children love best, 

and a 24-space plastic rack for neat, 
convenient storage. UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle, AC. Shipping weight 
6 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 66493. 

560 [Sears | ass 
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$10.44 

to these easy-to-tote Portables 

Dennis the Menace Phonograph 

soft needles, plastic record rack. UL listed for 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle, AC. 11x1234x6 in. high 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 N 66494C 

Dennis livens up the cover of this two-speed acous- 
tic phonograph. Dial-A-Matic speed selector 

makes it easy to change speeds. Sturdy chipboard 

(not wood or hardwood) case has double-wall con- 

struction for extra long wear under child-play con 

ditions. Plastic turntable, needle rest and arm. Blue 2 Phonograph with stand. Wire-formed 27-inch high 

and white. Clear plastic handle. Metal latch. Includes stand with record shelf 

five 45-rpm, five 78-rprh records, package of loud and 79 N 66492C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. .$16.66 

$14.44 

Battery Powered 

Plays 334 and 45-rpm records . . tone and 

volume controls mean better sounds 

Fully transistorized phonograph in stylish aqua poly- 
propylene case. Plays your records wherever you go. Dial- 
A-Matic speed selector lets you choose either 33} or 
45-rpm—with a turn of the knob. Balanced tone arm for 
long record life. Tone and volume controls. Turntable has 
removable adaptor for 45-rpm records. 13x14x53 in. high. 
Up to ten 45-rpm records (not included) can be stored in- 
side the case on a record storage spindle. Uses 4 “D” 
batteries, order 2 pkgs. at bottom of page. 
49 N 66474—Shipping weight 6 pounds. ... $21.88 

3-speed portable plays 33%, 45 

and 78-rpm records 

Every member of the family can use this portable. Slim, 
high-impact plastic player has a fully transistorized ampli- 
fier and 2}4-inch speaker. Volume control and speed 
adjustment knobs. Single needle tone arm. Adaptor for 
45 rpm records. Rubber turntable mat helps protect your 
valuable records (not included). 12x934x234. inches high. 
Uses 4 “C” batteries, order 2 packages below. 
49 N 66542—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. $13.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4665—Shipping weight 4 oz ..Pkg. 38c 

With Close-N-Play even a very young 

child can play 45-rpm records 

Any child can play his own records all by himself. Just 
place the record on the turntable, press the “on-off” switch 
and close the lid. Needle attached to lid . . tone arm sets 
itself each time lid is closed. Made of high-impact plastic . . 
lightweight so you can play 4S-rpm records anywhere. 
About 9x9x434 inches high overall. Synthetic sapphire 
needle. Tone arm locks in lid when not in use. Built-in 
carrying handle. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order 2 packages 
below. 
49 N 66461— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. $6.97 

"D" Batteries for Close-N-Play and 2-speed player above. 

49 N 4660— Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 oz. Pkg. 38c 



Bring outer space indoors 
Learn to identify 250 stars 
and 60 major constellations 

Home Planetarium can be used in any 
dark room to project stars and constellations 

315? 

Makes the sky as familiar to you as the ceiling of your 
room. Learn to recognize over 60 constellations as 
seen from any geographical location in the Northern 

current. Dimmer control increases or decreases star 
brightness. Instructions and star charts are included. 
T-inch diameter, 14 inches tall. For ideal results, use 
with plastic dome, below. 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

49 C 1959—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz. 15.99 

Big 4-foot Plastic Dome shows sky as it 
really looks with stars in correct positions 

‘19% 
Gives the same visual effect as the planetarium 
domes many times its size, such as those used in 

| schools and colleges. For ideal results, use dome with 
> planetarium (listed above) so that stars and con- 

Tabletop 
planetarium 
projector 

with pointer 

2 stellations are projected in correct proportions. Only 
A a dome-shaped surface gives a realistic representation 

of the sky. Has a smooth white surface for excellent 
projection results. Dome is constructed of lightweight, 
high-impact styrene. 4 feet wide, 2 feet high. Has 6 
sections. Unassembled. Use your phone if you want 
to order it the easiest way of all. 

Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 C 1960N—Shipping weight 6 pounds........$19.99 

Join our astronauts . . explore the moon . . 
view mountains, craters and landing sites 

MOONSCOPE 
31 9». 

tripod included 

Designed especially for observation of the moon's surface. The extra broad field 
permits excellent moon viewing. Mount 18-in. fiber telescope on steel tripod for clear, steady view. 50-power reflector lens; 150-power booster lens for detailed 
observation. 9-in. finder tube. Rack and pinion focusing. Powerful 3-in. reflecting optical system, precision ground and polished. Instruction book shows and iden- tifies over 70 mountains, craters and plains. 3x334-ft. moon chart also included. 
79 C 20007C—Shipping weight 6 pounds...........220,.ecseccseseeee .$19.99 

Make a Periscope, Telescope or Microscope . . * [52 
9 interchangeable parts included in set st 

z STAR FINDER 
Locates constellations 

. . tells time, position by stars 

It’s super fun! One minute you're trailing a Periscope Kit. Assem- 
"suspect" with your periscope, thenext you're ble 8 parts. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
studying fingerprints through your micro- 49 C 20204. . Kit $8.49 
scope. Assemble whatever scope you need. By 
following the simple instructions you change X 
the 16-power periscope into a 10-power tele- Ple 7 parts. Wt. 1 Ib. 
scope or an 80-power microscope. Just fit the 49 C 20202... Kit $7.99 
color-coded parts together. Lenses are high Microscope Kit. As- 
quality coated acrylic plastic. Plastic stand, semble 6 parts, includ- 
tubes. Incl. 5 slides, tweezer, probe. Unassem. ing stand. Wt. 1 [b. 
79 C 20008C—3-in-1 Set. Wt. 5 Ibs. Set $15.99 49 C 20203. . .Kit $7.99 

Plot the rising and setting of the sun 
and moon, identify constellations, galaxies 
and clusters; use the stars for time, 
direction and position. No mathematical 
computations required. This rugged 
metal-base multiple-use instrument easily 
explains movements of stars and planets. 
About 10x7x1014 in. high. Can mount on 
a tripod. Incl. charts, instructions. 

79 € 1964C—Wt. 5lbs.... ..$12.99 

Telescope Kit. Assem- 

Cutuiod nae scans by cheisinias mesedea com 



$399 

Spool turns, colorful marbles tumble, 

safe wooden “‘needle” bobs up and down 

as tot cranks this Toy Sewing Machine 

Marbles bounce with a lively sound in this colorful machine that tots will 
love. It’s full of action to keep them busy for hours, Made of wood and 
plastic, brightly painted with non-toxic colors, About 12x5x9 inches high 
49 N 5251 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 15, ounces, . $3.99 

These blocks “talk” 
Squeak like $299 
real animals 

e your pet-loving child with blocks 
e to hear sounds imitating 

familiar animals. Plastic-coated fiber- 
board is really sturdy resists scuffs, 

wipes clean. Stack nearly 3 feet high . 
nest in big 8x8-inch block. Made 
49 N 4439—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 

Plea 
he can sque 

Storytelling 
Nursery Blocks 

Five colorful chipboard 
blocks that tell stories 
in pictures and words. 
Tots can follow pictures 
as parents read “Three 
Little Kittens”, “Three 
Bears", ‘‘Humpty 
Dumpty” and scenes 
with familiar animals 
and people, Stack to over 
38 in. high. Nest in larg- 
est block about 8x6x4 in. 
high. Made in U.S.A. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 4450...... $1.99 

Note: All items from 
Japon unless specified, 
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Railroad Hand Car 

Bobbing men go faster and faster 
as car is pulled. Even clicks like 
train. Wood, metal. 9 in. long. 

49 N 5214—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.$1.99 

ge 
As 

T 

Mr. Loud Alarm 

Bells jingle, hands spin and eyes 
roll gleefully . . at each tug. 
Wood, metal. About 7 in. high. 

49N5213-Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz..$1.99 

Tug Boat 

Boat and sailor bounce as they 
ride the “waves.” Propeller spins, 
flag wiggles. Stack removes to be- 
come horn. Wood, 9 in. long 
49N5236-Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz..$2.39 

Sports Racer 

Driver's head bounces merrily 
to click-click of wheels as car 
is pulled. Wood; metal spring 
and axles. About 10 in. long. 
49 N 5250—Wt. 2 Ibs...$1.99 

Walking Wasp Grasshopper 

Wings rotate, antennas wiggle as 
wasp waddles along to a popping 
sound. Wood body 7 in. long. 

49N5235-Wt. 1 Ib. 5 07..$1.99 

Legs go madly, antennas quiver. 
Chirps happily as he is pulled. 
Wood and metal. 9 inches long. 
49 N 5212—Wt. 11b. 4 0z.$1.49 

Circus Train 

$399 

A colorful 5-car enamel 
train . . a full 27 in. long. Engine 
rocks, pistons pump, elephant 
and mouse seesaw, giraffe wig- 
gles neck and man bounces. 
49 N 5201—Wt. 4 lbs.. .$3.99 

Bopper the Clown 

Tots can pound button with 
foam-padded hammer to "test 

strength own soars up, rings 
bell. Enameled wood. 9 in. high. 
49N5221-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz..$2.49 

“Bubbling” Gas Pump 

2 Balls flutter . . 
by as handle is turned. Enam- 

eled wood, plastic. 11 in. high. 
49N5216-W t. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. $3.25 

numbers whiz 

Pot ’n Spoon 

Helps handandeye training. 
Six wooden blocks in 3 shapes 

=— drop into lid cover. 10-in. plastic 
pot with spoon. Made in U.S.A. | 
49 N 4462-Wt. 1 Ib. 10 02. $2.59 | 



Beginner's 
Wood-burning Set 

$)94 

Interesting designs on 6 
wood plaques and 4 cork 
coasters ready to finish. 
Electric pen, 2 extra points, 

colored foil, water color 
paints, brush, foil transfer 
sheet, 2 foil plaques, em- 
bosser. Instructions in- 
cluded. UL listed. 110- 
120-v., 60-c. AC. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 2157.. ..Set $2.94 

Extra Wood Plaques 

sot s[84 
Popular-subject designs. For 
any wood-burning set. White 
basswood. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 2156...... Set $1.84 

Make and decorate 5 knicknacks 
and 4 plaques with the Creative 
Craftsman Wood-burning Set 

3549 

Enough pre-cut wood parts to build tooth- 
brush holder, spice rack, recipe holder, stamp 
box, either a tie rack, potholder or napkin 
stand. Four wood plaques, too. 

Decorate them with your own designs or 

from eight pattern sheets. Electric pen forms 
thin or broad lines. With carbon paper, 
glue, hardware. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. 

49 N 2187 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs...... Set $5.49 

Create handsome 
scenes on useful 
wood, cork and 
leather projects 

Big 62-piece 
Wood-burning Set 

:974 

Electric wood-burning pen has 
4 extra points so you can thin- 
stroke to broadstroke decora- 
tive patterns on plaques, book- 
ends, tie racks, cork coasters, 
leather bookmarks and more. 
True wood-burning craftsmen 
will also appreciate the coping 
saw, chisels, hammer, paints 
and other artisan's items in- 
cluded in this set. Everything 
you need to complete hand- 
some art projects for yourself. 
and friends is neatly stored in 
set's metal carrying case. 110- 
120-v., 60-c. AC. UL listed. So 
easy to buy when you just use 
the phone. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

49 N 2160, Set $9.74 

s499 

Leather Kit 

Leather Purse Kit 

s299 

Sporty red leather shoulder bag makes a 
jaunty accessory to today’s fun fashions. 
Strap adjusts. Purse is 7 inches long and 
very roomy. Lace and trim with 1 easy 
stitch using lace and needles. 

Toh paow scane by dubilimar quisdiochdical con 

49 N 2193—Wt. 11 oz.. .... Kit $2.99 

Leather Moccasin Kits . . tots to teens 

tr^ [99 uu £249 

From the metal-tipped cotton laces to the extra- 
heavy chrome-tanned cowhide, these lace-together 

moccasins are authentic as can be. Artificial leather 
innersoles stay in place for tracking, running, even 
dancing. 1 pre-cut pair to a kit. 

Children's Shoe Sizes 
49 N 2395-Med.(11-13) 
49 N 2392-Lge. (1-3) 
49 N 2394-XL (334-5) 
Shpg. wt. 8oz.. Kit $1.99 

Teens' Shoe Sizes 
49 N 2396-Small(5-6) 
49 N 2397-Med. (7-8) 
49 N 2399-Lae. (9-10) 
Wt. 1002...Kit $2.49 

All pieces top-grain 
cowhide, pre-cut, 
punched and ready 
for easy lacing with 
the lacing needle. Kit 
has S-piece billfold, 
comb case with comb, 
1-inch wide belt (fits 
up to 36 inch waist), 
2 different zipper coin 
purses, key-coin hold- 
er, 6-hook keycase. 
Wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 2192C..$4.99 



Jet Star Guitar with 
metal gears for fine tuning 

$ 499 

Slim-styled cutaway guitar is 30 
in, long, produces mellow tones. 
Rich gold-color sparkled body, 
white pearlized face with gold- 
color embossed head. 6 strings, 
3 natural nylon and 3 wire- 
wound. Shoulder cord, song book 
and pick. 
79 N 66478C-Wt. 31bs..$4.99 

6-string Folk Guitar 

for Junior Combos 

$ 399 

Authentic-looking folk guitar 
gives a mellow, resonant sound. 
Veneer front and back. Natural 
wood finish; white trim. 6 wire 
and nylon strings, plastic pegs, 
plated tailpiece. Shoulder cord. 
29 inches long. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
79.N B43C. ..;....... $3.99 

Steel Guítar 

sound 
* Modern design gives the 

look of an electric 

* Metal gears allow for 
extra-fine tuning 

* Narrow neck lets small 
fingers play easily 

Only $ 67 

Now you can achieve that exciting 
“pop” sound . . accompany singing, 
play alone or with groups of your 
friends. Guitar looks like a real elec- 
tric instrument, yet its twangy fun 
sound needs no amplification. 

Steel body with attractive wood 
grain finish, 6 steel strings, metal 
strike plate. Metal gears mean once 
strings are tuned they stay tuned 
longer. Shoulder strap, pick, instruc- 
tion book. 26 in. long. Japan. Why 
not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 N 513C—Shpg. wt. 31bs. .$6.77 

. 22 keys, hand-tuned reeds Beginner's 20-key Accordion :084 

Versatile instrument just the 
right size for beginners. 12 
white and 8 black keys. 8 
bass buttons for harmony 
and rhythm. Hand-tuned 
Swedish blue steel reeds. 
Deep red pyroxylin over 
wood frame. Numbers above 
keys for easy playing. About 
9 inches high. From Italy. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 553.,........ $9.84 

Portable battery-operated Organ 

$677 zx 
Brass reeds, 24 keys. Cream-col- 
ored plastic case with simulated 
walnut finish in front. 12Vex6x334 
inches high. Color coded music 
book and instructions included. 
Uses 4 “D” batteries, order 2 
packages below. 
49N521-Wt. 2 lbs. 802.$6.77 

“D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49N4660-Wt. 8 oz. .Pkg. 36c 

2-chord Electric Organ 
plays 3 full octaves 

s2433 xc, 
Get rich, resonant tones at the 
touch of a finger. 6 major, 6 
minor chords. 24 black and 
white keys play sharps and 
flats. Richly-grained plastic 
case. About 23x12x7 in. high. 
With instructions, chord selec- 
tor song book. UL listed. 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

Shipping weight 16 Ibs. 
79 N 872L..........' $24.95 

itainó Dad Scale ty cin dc oM Eédlochdl cl on 

Our best Accordion for children 
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Push-button Electric Organ 

#2925 x. 
Play 4 chords, 4 bass notes with 
left hand, melody with right. 3- 
octave keyboard . . 25 keys. 
Stainless steel reeds. Volume 
control slide bar, Walnut-grain 
vinyl over wood veneer cabi- 
net. 18x9x7 inches high. Music 
included. 110-120 volt, 60-cycle 
AC. From Italy. 

Shipping weight 11 Ibs. 
79 N 602C.. .$29.95 

12-button Electric Organ ca 

be played in its own case 

4495 =s, 
Stainless steel reeds and 30 
keys . . over 3 full octaves! 
Also 6 preset chords, 6 bass 
tones. Volume-control slide 
bar. Number system simpli- 
fies playing. Vinyl-coated 
wood veneer case, 22x11x8 
inches high. Includes book 
of 22 songs. From Italy. 
110-120-v. 60-c. AC. 
79N603L-Wt. 181bs.$44.95 

for a clear, true sound 

:9 195 2s. 
Swedish blue steel reeds, 9 black and 

white keys . . play nearly 2 octaves. 

etal tips protect the corners of the 
easy-action bellows. Numbers above 
keys make it so easy to play. Adjustable 
plastic strap. Pyroxylin-covered wood 

meer case with metal trim. About 9x 
11 in. high (closed). Music incl. Italy. 

49 N 608—Shpg. wt. 51bs...$21.95 

in 



Magic Phono 
No manual controls . . just slide 

record in and music begins 

s| 999 hd 

Your preschooler will love playing his own 
records any time he wants . . and all by him- 
self. Nothing to adjust, no knobs to turn . . 
except for volume control. Completely en- 
Closed unit is battery operated for easy 
portability . . child can play 45-rpm records 
(not included) anywhere he wants. 

Just slide record into slot and player starts 

automatically. To stop, simply lift record 
out and player stops automatically. High 
impact plastic case covers heavy-duty chas. 
sis. About 10x8x41¢ inches high. Uses 6 “D” 
batteries, order 3 packages below. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
49 N 6654 $19.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2 
Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

49 N 4660........... Package 38c 

= eevee eer 

Mickey Mouse Rhythm Band 
.. all you need for a marching band 

March and play to your heart’s content. 1 
tambourine, 2 maracas, 2 percussion sticks, 
gourd noise maker, wrist bells, triangle 
with striker, rhythm guitar. Plastic, metal. 
79 N 66525C-Shipping weight 3 lbs.$4.64 
Mickey Mouse © Wait Disney Productions 

Give your child a taste of the music world. 
Accordion has a range over one octaye with 
11 white and 7 black keys. Play it jüst like 
a real accordion. Play rhythm or ‘harmony 
on 4 bass notes . . melody on keys. Tuned 
plastic reeds. Plastic body. 10 inches high. 

Shipping weigh 
49'N.66515 AE ETERRA 

Cutioü pane scans by cheisima pasida pomo 

Endorsed by Roy Rogers. Features picture of 
Roy and his famous horse, Trigger. Also Dale 
Evans’ picture, Roy Rogers’ autograph and 
Western symbols, Wood finished in ivory color 

“Mod” Guitar with a modern shape 

You can start your own combo with this beauty. 
Thin-line guitar looks just like the ones used 
by teen combos. Slim neck. Sleek body looks so 
modern . . makes learning to play the guitar 
fun. And it’s a breeze to play . . sturdy light- 
weight plastic body in ivory color. Six simple- 
to-tune strings, 5 nylon, 1 wound music wire. 
Guitar has an impressive 30-inch length. 
79 N 66491C—Shipping weight 3 lbs.. .$2.59 

$499 

Baby Grand Piano . . to play it just 

match color-coded keys and music 

Little piano lets children play favorite tunes 
almost immediately. 25 colorful plastic keys, 
even sharps and flats—2 full octaves. Cast iron 
tone bar. Dark finish wood. 6 inches high. Color- 
coded song book included. 
49 N 66507—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz. $4.99 

— 

$)69 

Keyboard Harmonica . . so easy to learn 

with 19 keys color-coded to the music 

Just blow into the mouthpiece, press keys 
they're color-coded to music for easier playing, 
more fun. Rich, full-bodied tone from bright, 
gold-color grille—124 diatonic octaves. You can 
learn to play your favorite tunes. Plastic. 14 
inches long. Comes complete with instruction 
book and music. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49 N 66522.... $2.69 

Hit the “Happy Trails” 
with this maple-toned guitar 

» » deep, vibrant sounds created 
in wood fiber sound chamber 

:379 

with maple-tone shadings. Six strong wire and 
nylon strings, plastic pegs, colorful shoulder 
cord. Guitar is 29 in. long. Instructions included. 
79 N 66544C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs.. .$3.79 

30 inches a 

long di 

Dennis the Menace 
4-piece Drum Set 

Wonderful energy-user-upper . . 
with 16-inch diameter bass drum, 
small drum, tom-tom and cymbal 

:s519 

The perfect set for the budding young 
percussion artist. Your youngster eagerly 
learns rhythm as he practices on the big 
bass drum. Overall size, 16 inches in diam- 
eter, 5 inches deep. Cartoon of Dennis the 
Menace and Ruff on drum head. 

Set also includes small drum, percussion 
sticks, tom-tom, and cymbal. Sturdy steel 
frame, plastic-coated heavy paper heads, 
wood and metal foot pedal. 214 inches 
tall overall. Unassembled. 
79 N 66537C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. Set $5.19 



FIND PLANET FAST 
Sighting scope has lens with 
cross-hairs to spot planets 

and zero in on specific areas 

7 lenses: 
24mm finder 
Scope lens, 

1.5x erector, 
2x Barlow, 
6mm, 22mm, 

sun filter 
and moon 

KEEP IT IN VIEW 
Altitude micro-motion system has 

fine, sensitive adjustment to 
keep planet centered in scope 

E ru 

This telescope is loaded with features usually found only 
on far more expensive scopes. Has a york type mount, 
5-power sighting scope to line up the subject and a 52-in, 
adjustable wood tripod to keep scope steady. The micro- 
motion knob allows the fine adjustments necessary for 
keeping the subject centered as it moves through the sky. 
Wide range of magnification: 32, 63, 120 or 240-power 

240-power Refractor Telescope 
with sturdy wood tripod 

for inverted viewing; 48 or 175-power for upright image. 
Accessory shelf on tripod holds lenses not in use. Main 
Jens is achromatic coated 60mm objective, 700mm focal 
point. Rack and pinion focus adjustment. 30-inch long 
metal scope. Double caps. From Japan. 
79 € 21607C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . . 

filter 

.. $37.99 

30-power 
Hand-size 
Telescope 

f uve the area or gaze at 
ur favorite planet with this 

refractor telescope. Precision- 
made 30mm objective lens 
achromatic coated for clearer 
view. White enameled alumi- 
num tube, rust-resistant 
chrome-plated trim. Adjusts 
from 7 to 15 inches. Japan. 
49€ 21561—Weight 9 oz. $3.99 

5 lenses: 
sun filter, 
10.5 mm, 
22mm, 

3x Barlow 
and 1.5x 
erector 

." 1B. 

SEARS CUTS THE 
PRICE 

3-power 
Bin oculars 

Save 22% 
s 4" 

lost Christmas was $6.44. 

Magnesium fluoride coated 
lenses for sharp, bright view. 

3 lenses: 
1.5x erector, 
6mm lens, 
and sun 

filter 

150-power Scope and Tripod $199 
. see Saturn's rings close up 

Young astronomers can take a good look at 
the moon, stars and planets . . just mount 

scope on tripod for a clear, steady view. Magni- 
fication is 100-power inverted and 150-power details more clearly. The erector lens increases power 50%, the Barlow 
erected. Main lens is achromatic coated 50mm lens triples magnifying power. Main lens is achromatic coated 60mm ob- 
objective with 600mm focal length. Lens hood, jective with 700mm focal point. Rack and pinion focus adjustment. Wood 

Non-prismatic30mmobjective eye end and draw tube are plastic. 24-inch tripod steadies the scope . . it's 49 in. high. Steel swivel mount locks in any 
lens. Black enamel finished main tube, mount and tripod chain are metal. position. White enameled metal; black plastic trim. 27 in. long. Japan. 
metal frame with imitation  2-section wood tripod, 49 in. high. Sun filter, 79 C 2155C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. . - $24.99 
leather cover. From Japan. 6mm eyepiece, 1.5x erector lens. From Japan. 
49 C 21577—Wt. 9 oz....$4.99 — 79 C 2158C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.. -$19.99 

200-power Scope and Tripod with swivel 2, 99 
» » finder scope helps line up stars 

2 Wide range of magnification: 32, 67, 96 or 200-power for inverted 
astronomical viewing; 48 or 100-power with an upright image for terres- 

trial viewing. Two different eyepieces (10.5mm and 22 mm) help you see 



e Musical Busy Box $527 

Musical Busy Driver $537 Ten different activities in one amusement center 
for playpen or crib, Doors open, wheels spin, 

Any tot can be a junior driver .. let him wind up cranks turn. . all to the tune of delightful music 
the wheel and imported music box plays Hertz — Of sturdy plastic. About 14x12 inches. 
Rent-a-Car jingle. Also 9 other activities, At- — 49 N 4523— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 12 oz. $5.27 
taches to high chair, car seat, stroller. 17 in. long. 
49 N 4511—Shipping we t 2 Ibs, 15 oz. $5.37 Non-musical Busy Box. Same as above, no music 

49 N 4579—Non-musical, Wt. 2 Ibs. 120z. 3.49 49 N 4498—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 10 oz, $3.33 

3489 
Musical 
Koo-Koo : $979 Musical Pony-go-round $977 Mama Bear cuddles her 

Ideal for hanging on crib, playpen or wall, Music Ponies go up, down and around to the tune of baby Cub as a lullaby 
plays as clock hands rotate, bird moves. Pull ry music, Runs for at least two minutes on just : : 
Es tetur DOUA eon Wide bs zia or. onc Winding Imported musical movement Break drifts him off to sleep 
knob. About 11x9x3 inches. Plastic resistant acetate with plastic base. 7 in. high 3 a y 
49 N 4470—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz,..$2.79 49 N 4424—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz... $2.77 A soft, adorable pair to delight your child 

at playtime and bedtime, Swiss music box 
plays a soothing lullaby. Mama Bear, with 
her bright, expressiv , is 15 inches tall, 
Both bears wear bright ribbon bows, De- 
lustered rayon plush pile. Cotton stuffed, 
49 N 4121--Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 02...$4.89 

CRIB TOYS 

Make sound or music 
when they move 

8 Musical Mobile. Plastic. 18 in. 
79N4477C-Shpx. wt. 2 Ibs. $4.27 

Non-musical. As above, but no mušic 
" n 1 179 N 4482C—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs.. $2.55 

Musical Crib Gym Musical Roly Poly 

Tug on center ring Tottering 12-in. bear 
starts music for baby chimes, rights himself. 

to enjoy while playing. Head squawks when 
Wood, plastic. Adjustable. squeezed. Plastic. Ship- 

Crib Rail Boot. Also 

rocks on floor. Wood. 
49N4553-Wt. 12 oz. $1.39 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 4 oz. ping weight 1 pound. ]() Crib Roll. Beads whirl, 
49 N 4422... $3.44 49N4573........ $1.55 make noise. Wood. Ship- 

ping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 4554 $2.49 

Rock-a-Stack Snap-lock Beads 
Ten colorful plastic — 4 64 flexible plastic beads 
rings to stack and un- snap together, pop 

stack, Sit on 13-inch wood- apart. Nice for teething; 
en base that rocks. Ship- — too big to swallow, Each 
ping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. 1*4-in. diameter. 
49 N 4601........ $1.64 — 49N4460-Wt. 11b. $1.47 

t 

Snuggly Panda Stringing Beads Terry Playmates 

A charming pal just wait- 6 30 colorful 17 4-in. beads Huggable cotton terry 
ing to be squeezed. Made in assorted shapes to toys so practical be- 

ofsoftrayon plushandsmooth thread on two 44-in. laces. | cause they're washable. 
velvet, Cotton stuffed. 12 Washable plastic beads Plastic filled. Doll 10 in., 
incliés tall. can be chewed. lamb 7 in. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 4006-Wt. 11b..,$2.89 — 49N4451-Wt. 11b. $1.17 49N 4034... Set $1.89 

No Money Down on Sears sells 

Bae 

xa SEARS 549 

m— —OO——m' 



MAU, 

to och by 
High-backed Boston-style 

Rocker in white, black 
or maple finish . . 

all solid hardwood and 
smoothly finished 

Smooth, smooth rocking 
action of the extra long 
runners blends with soft 

Sink way down in these pert and padded 

Wing-backed Cricket Rockers 

Musical Rocker. 25 in. 
high with turned arms 

and 1316x121% in. shaped 
seat, spindle back. All 
high-gloss finished hard- 
wood. Partly assembled. 
79N9130L-Maple finish 
79N9139L-White enamel 
Shpg. wt. ea. 8 lbs. . $7.99 

Titah Dade scans by diiran maedit Gon 

2 Shaped wood-slat 
Seat. Bradford ma- 

ple finish hardwood. 
Joints so tightly fitted, 
no glue or nails are used. 
23 in. high overall with 
12x12-in. seat. Assem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 9029L.....$5.29 

chime of imported music 
box to amuse and in- 
trigue the most active 
children. Shaped arms 
and roomy 12x13-in. seat 
promise real comfort, 

T too. Chair 2614 in. high 
© overall with turned arms 

and legs. Partly assem- 
So easy to buy when 

| you just use the phone. 
7. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs, 
79 N 90?1L—Maple finish 
79 N 90921— Black 
79 N 90931—White 
Each, <1 $139 

3 Early American styling 
. authentically and 

carefully detailed. All hard- 
wood and finished in Amer- 
ican maple. 14x12-in. seat 
is 12 in. from floor. Partly 
assembled. 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 9010L......$8.29 

Winnie-the-Pooh's 

all-in-1 Bench, Chair, 
Step Stool, Shoe Shiner 

s419 

Pooh one day said everyone needs a stool 
to reach high honey pots. Kanga thought 
new chairs were better, Christopher felt 
clean shoes even more important, Eeyore 
complained about sore feet. And Roo said a 
painted 13x11x15-in. high wood box was 
best. So Owl, who is wise, combined their 
ideas into this to make all his friends happy. 
49N9141-Unassembled. Wt. 4 Ibs. $4.19 

Brightly patterned cotton 
fabric covers thickly pad 

ded seat and removable back 

pillow. All-hardwood 
enamel-finished in shiny white. 
27 in. high overall with big 15x 
14-in. seat that welcomes the 
little owner to lots of comfy 
sitting. Partly assembled 
79N9059L-Wt.10Ibs. $11.49 

frame 

s1249 
Modern style 

Platform Rocker 

Walnut-finished hardwood 

with soil and stain-defying 
vinyl covering. Plastic foam- 
and cotton felt padding. 22 in. 
high. Seat measures 17x15 in. 
Partly assembled. 
79 N 9076L-Turquoise 
79 N 9077L-Persimmon 
Wt. ea. 19 Ibs, $12.49 

B 

5 Colorful patchwork-pat- 
terned vinyl covers the 

cushiony plastic foam-padded 
back pillow and seat, 27 in. 
high overall with fine hard- 
wood frame richly finished in 
maple. Ample 13x14-in. seat 
invites youngsters to years of 
rocking fun. Partly assembled 
79N9044L-Wt.11lbs. $11.49 

Provincial style 

Platform Rocker 

Early American charm and 
comfort for a child. Hand 

Sanded hardwood, maple fin 
plastic foam padded 

uty coil rocker spring. 
27 in. high overall. Seat 14x15 
in. wide, 11 in. from floor. 
Partly 

79 N 9031L 

Back flips up, down 

Chair-Step Stool 

s319 

Helps tots reach the top of 
the sink to brush their teeth 
and wash. Converts to sturdy 
chair for TV watching just by 
flipping up the lower step. 

Strong and useful. Brightly 
decorated wood decked out 
with Mickey Mouse club em- 
blem. 16x13x8 inches high. Un- 
assembled. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
49 N 9027. $3.19 



New . . DENNIS THE MENACE 
Electríc Phonograph 

* 2-speed . . plays 45 and 78 rpm records 
* Dial-A-Matic speed selector 
* Sturdy double-wall chipboard case 
* Comes with ten 45-rpm records 

s1277 mgr s158 a 

1 ‘That favorite cartoon character, Dennis the Menace livens up the 
cover of this two-speed acoustic phonograph. Dial-A- ic speed 

selector makes it easy to change speeds. Sturdy chipboard (not wood 
or hardwood) case has double-wall construction for long wear. Plastic 
turntable, needle rest, arm. Blue, white. Plastic handle. Metal lock. 
Includes ten 45-rpm records, package of loud and soft needles, plastic 
record rack. UL listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 11x12%4x6 in. high. 
79 N 66494C— Phonograph only. Shipping weight 8pounds.$12.77 

2 Phonograph with stand. Wire-formed 27-in. high stand with shelf. 
79 N 66492C—Shipping weight 13 pounds. ..$15.88 

Two-speed 

battery-operated 

Portable 

Phonograph 

. . tone and volume 

controls make it 

ideal for teens 

All the features of a regular phonograph. Plays your records wherever 
you go. Dial-A-Matic speed selector lets you choose either speed —3314 
or 45 rpm—with a turn of the knob. Balanced tone arm for long record 
life. Tone and volume controls let you tune in the sound you like best. 
Rugged plastic. Turntable has “flip-over” adapter for 45 rpm records. 
13x14x514 in. high. Aqua. Uses 4 long-life “D” batteries, order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 N 66474—Shipping weight 6 pounds. 
49N4653-Alkaline “D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 10 oz.Pkg. 1.39 

546 Sears rc 

minana scatet caries ana 

Mickey Mouse Single-speed Electric Phonograph 
with ten 45-rpm records, plastic record rack 

Colorful Mickey Mouse decoration on inside cover. Loud and soft needles 
give acoustical-type volume control. Built-in tone chamber for clear 
sound. Tone arm locks into cup for safe traveling. Scuff-resistant plastic- 
coated chipboard (not wood or hardwood) case. Plastic arm, turntable 
and handle. Red and white. Metal lock. 11x11x6 inches high. Includes 
10 children’s records and a 24-space plastic rack. UL listed for 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. Use the phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. 
49 N 66493 —Shipping weight 6 pounds 4 ounces. .$9.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys on 
pages 433 to 609 from now until August 1, 1968 

Swing time 
A two-speed battery 

operated portable with 

volume control 

Great for party fun or just to carry to a friend's house. Battery-oper- 
ated portable has Dial-A-Matic speed selector for 334 and 45-rpm rec- 
ords, Scuff-resistant plastic-coated chipboard (not wood or hardwood) 
case. Turntable has “flip-over” adapter for 45-rpm records. Tan and 
yellow. 11x13x51 in. Uses 4 batteries. Order 2 Pkgs. at left, below. 
49 N 6649—Shipping weight 5 pounds 14 ounces.........+ $15.88 

Space-age design "Swingster" Phonograph 
. . battery-operated two-speed portable 

Sleek, space-age design gives this portable phonograph a new modern 
look. A great phonograph for anyone . . children and teenagers alike. 
Features an aluminum lift guide that lifts tone arm without scratch- 
ing records. Plays 45 and 33%-rpm records. Pop-up spindle adapter 
for 45-rpm records. Sturdy plastic case and arm. With built-in han- 
dle, on-off switch, dial speed selector. 13x5x4 inches high. Black and 
white. Uses 4 long-life “D” batteries, order 2 packages at left. 

_ 49 N 6646—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces....... eee $11.77 



Listen to soft chimes while rocking 

Cricket Rocker *879 
Comfortable, upholstered Provincial- 
style rocker. Soft, plastic foam padded 
seat and back cushion in a decorative 
print. Hardwood construction with a 
rich maple finish. Chair 2334 in. high 
with a roomy 12}4x14}4-in. seat. 
Turned arms, legs. Partly assembled. 
79 N 90016L—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.$8.79 

562 [Sears] ne "n 
m Habe Sane by a Com 

Wood-slat Rocker $589 
The specially shaped seat with 
rounded arms and legs means real 
rocking comfort. Bradford maple 
finish hardwood. Joints so tightly 
fitted no glue or nails are used. 23 
in. high. 12x12-in. seat. Assembled. 
*Per postal reg. 
79 N 9029L— Wt. 10 Ibs.*. $5.89 

3-way Kiddie Lounge 
A comfort chair, play rocker 

and 5-position lounge chair 

3947 

For real versatility here’s a chair 
that’s as changeable as a child’s 
mood. Converts to a lounger with 
5 upright positions for TV watch- 
ing. Snap off the base and it’s a 
rocking play chair. 

Turquoise chair has a sturdy 
tubular steel frame and non-mar 
plastic leg tips. Comfortable 
molded plastic seat. Chair is 12 
inches high, 29 inches long overall. 
79 N 9035L—Wt. 9 lbs... .$9.47 

Toy Chest 

3[795 

Early American Furniture 
Fully upholstered Toy Chest and Rocker 

with a colorful print vinyl surface 

and sturdy wood frame 

Rocker 

s|495 

Soft cotton padded rocker and toy chest in the colonial style. Both are 
upholstered in heavy-gauge print vinyl over wood frames, 

Toy Chest. All screw construction, well Wing-back Rocker. Has 
supported by woodcleatsonbottom. Wood a sturdy wood frame, 
trim on front, sides, back. Shaped wood simple T-bolt and leg- 
arms, backrest. Maple stain, fine high bolt assembly. Hard- 
gloss finish. Heavy steel lock-hinge holds wood runners. Chair 
lid. Brass-colored decorative studs. About — 1514x23 inches high. 
16x32 inches long. 1834 inches high to top Seat is 13x14}4 inches. 
of backrest. Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs. 
79 N 90022L—Shpg. wt. 28 lbs..$17.95 — 79 N 90026L...$14.95 

= 
Matching Futurama Furniture Set 

Upholstered, Rocker and Toy Chest 

Rocker only Chest only Rocker and Chest 

3[389 | [399 | 32488 
Handsomely styled rocker and toy chest are upholstered in leather 
grained vinyl with walnut-look trim. Fully padded toy chest has a 
convenient built-in bookrack in the lid. The all-wood frame has built- 
in safety lid support. 32}4x14x15}4 inches high. Matching rocker is a 
continuing favorite. Comfortable padded headrest, seat and arms. 
Modernistic chair 234 inches tall. Assembled, Roomy 15x15-inch seat. 
79 N 90021L— Toy Chest only. Shipping weight 20 Ibs...... $12.99 
79 N 90019N— Rocker only. Partly assembled. Shpg. wt.201bs. 13.89 

79 N 90046N2— Rocker and Toy Chest. Shipping wt. 40 Ibs, 24.88 

SHIPPING NOTE: Items ending "N" (as 79 N 90019N) 
sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

Rocky Bear 
Rocking Chair 

Washable acrylic “fur” 

3499 

The friendliest, fuzziest rocking chair 
that ever cuddled a child. Made to 
please Mommy too with its washable 
high-pile acrylic “fur.” Strong “bones” 
of hardwood for the frame, with solid 
plywood seat and back support. Glossy 
lacquer finish. 17x31 inches high. 15x 
14in. seat. Just-right size for comfor- 
table sitting and restful rocking. Soft 
brown and fawn-color with a walnut 
finish frame. See Shipping Note above. 
79 N 90048N—Wt. 16 Ibs.. .$14.99 



Combination Set 

All the chemicals and 
equipment from set at right 

PLUS Lab Table with 
built-in pegboard back 

Chemicals and Table 7 s io 

Kd 11 

This sturdy floor-model experiment 
center keeps your lab equipment 
right at hand. Roomy work surface 
holds spills. Plastic dry sink. 
Shelves and apparatus attach to 
rigid perforated hardboard back. 
Walnut-stained pine and hardboard 
table; steel legs. 25x17x44 in. high. 
All lab materials from set at right 
(metal storage case not incl.). 

Agitator uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order at right. Unassembled. 
79 C 1957C2— Wt. 25 Ibs. Set $31.99 

Science Lab Table only. 
79 € 1918C—Wt. 14 Ibs.. .... 11.99 

Over 560 experiments from rain-making to rocket propulsion 

Junior Research Chemistry Set 

4-3-5 
Haas 

N 
= 

for separating compounds 
20 chemicals plus centrifuge 13” 

Sturdy 4-panel steel cabinet keeps all your equipment in order . . set it up 
on any table top. Have everything you need at your finger tips. Illustrated 
manual with complete instructions shows you how to enjoy glass blowing, 
electroplating, paint making. Develop finger prints, separate liquids from 
solids, many other exciting experiments. 38x13}4-inch cabinet includes 
chemicals in shatterproof plastic bottles, alcohol lamp, precision beam scale, 
centrifuge, PYREX® brand test tubes, test tube holder, 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 

79 € 20248C. 

Cutiod pase scans by daisimasmuseleciudcd com 

Sears Exclusive! 
Magnetic-action 
chemical agitator 

Sears finest Chemistry Set 
with a big 5-panel store-and-carry cabinet 

that opens to over 4 feet long 

Prepare 904 different experiments with Lab's 31 chemicals 

* Remove stains chemically * Produce water 
* Decompose compounds * Test for acid soil 

* Learn electroplating * Make sugar 

$ 99 
without batteries 

Big five-panel metal storage cabinet lab features special equipment for 
distillation experiments. Plus you get Sears magnetic-action motor- 
ized chemical agitator. PYREX® brand condenser, tripod ring, 30 ml 
PYREX® brand beaker, Pinchcock clamp, funnel and water supply con- 
nector for water storage tank (not included) are only a few of the many 
accessories, Lab contains 31 bottles of chemicals for 904 experiments. 

Also spectroscope—for color analysis experiments—laboratory experi- 
ment sink, centrifuge, vinyl safety table cover, chemical rocket and 
alcohol lamp with safety base support. Varied pegboard apparatus clamps 
add real usability to this set. Two metal test tube racks, PYREX® brand 
test tubes, glass tubing. Agitator uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below, 
49 C 20037—Shipping weight 11 pounds. . Set $24.99 
49 C 46606— "D" Batteries. Package of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. .Pkg. 1.19 

Student Chemistry Set 
with 16 chemicals and balance 

Prepare over t9? 
500 experiments 

Big 3-panel storage cabinet with center pegboard section . . use special appa- 
ratus clamps (incl.) to keep all materials right at hand. Instruction manual 
covers all aspects of gas generation and collection. Set includes chemical 
balance with precision weights, two sizes of PYREX® brand test tubes, chemical 
rocket, metal test tube rack. Sturdy metal base holds alcohol lamp, helps 
prevent tipping and spilling. Cabinet opens to 133{x114x29 inches long. 

Shipping weight 6 pounds. 



48-piece set 

$ 722 

without batteries 

13-piece set 

$6399 

without battory 

Design your own course . . cars zip around 
corners, even follow room-to-room layouts 

isneyland~ Rambling Roadway 

48-piece Set. Marvel as Mickey Mouse and Donald 
Duck "motor" through Disneyland. Has 8 curved, 3 
straight tracks, bridge trestles, scenery, signs, signals, 
two 4 !-in. cars. Plastic. (Order 1 “C” battery per car.) 

79 N 4436C —Shipping weight 4 lbs... ........ $7.99 

TRIK-TRAK 

$499 i; 

m———— P 

Lay out your own cross-country rally course 
—under furniture, around corners, in one 
room or room to room. 6-inch battery-pow- 

ered car follows the course you set. 
is in the track (9 curved and straight sec- 

550 SEARS frosts 49 N 4665 —"C" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 2 02...... +000 ese eee 

13-piece Set. 6 curved tracks, 6 Disneyland scenes, 1 
Mickey Mouse car (Order 1 "C" battery listed below.) 
49 N 4459— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz $3.99 

41:99 

backgrounds, 

Order 1 “ 

trick car, See ex 
49 N 4454—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 c 

tions handle the "traffic"). Colorful s 
a a tunnel. All pl 

battery below for motorized 
tra cars at right for racing. 

tic. 

. $4.99 

.Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Donald Duck and 

Mickey Mouse— 

each in their own 

battery-run car— 

tour Fantasyland, 

Frontierland, and 

other famous “lands” 

Swordfish, M 

"D 

Extra Cars 

Each $199 without battery 
s Own fleet of racers. 
c 6-in. plastic. Buy “C” 

battery for each. 

49 N 4458-Swordfish 
49 N 4455—Racer 
Wt. 12 oz. Each $1.99 



Crawl i , start through 

and meet your friends 

in Winnie-the-Pooh's 

Fun-Tunnel 

It’s a tunnel, it's a tent, a 
clubhouse, a private hideaway. 
Cotton fabric covers 27-inch 
diameter hoops that are made 
of strong, tempered spring 
steel. Collapses quickly to an 
easy-to-store 2-inch thickness. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 N 4716L. e87.77 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order toys on 
pages 467 to 638 from 

now until August 1, 1967 

Decorate your room with 3495 

Mounted Bear Trophy 

White polar bear head on walnut finished plywood 
makes a unique addition to any boy's bedroom or 
play area. Very realistic features set in the long pile 
acrylic fabric so it looks almost real at first glance. 
Phone ordering's a quick and easy way to buy it 
49 N 4191—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. $4.95 

s1399 

Padded top 

Wood Chest 

Vinyl-covered padded 
lid makes a most com- 

fortable seat. Medium 
brown finished wood. Set 
on wheels for moving. 
Wood handles. Safety 
hinge holds lid open. 28x 
15x16 in. high. Fully 
assembled. Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. 
79 N 9026L $13.99 

Citiloj pane scans by cheidimax muselediaicd pv 

“Western” style 

Wood Chest 

Cowboy scenes dec- 
orate natural finish 

wood. Wheels for moving 
about easily. Tough rope 
handle, Safety hinge 
holds lid open in any 
position. 30x15x15 in. 
Fully assembled. Ship- 
ping wt. 23 Ibs. 
79 N 9025L $13.99 

^. a 

LO 

Roomy Toy Chests 

i3; $699 

Pooh's Push 'em 

Car Van 

8 Goes where the toys are 

so handy at picking 
up time. It's an outdoor 
wagon, too. Rugged hard- 
board with steel frame. 
About 24x16x22 in. high 
Swivel casters. Unassem- 
bled. (Toys not included). 

Shpg. wt. 15 Il 

79 N 9023L $6.99 

See adventures of Batman 

and Robin d 
Zi 

m — 

Batman 

Projection Gun 

3329 
Aim and “shoot” 4x4-ft. scenes 
in full color from 6 new Bat- 
man films. Projector 15x7 in 
Use almost any suríace. Order 
3 “D” batteries from page 482 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 1617. -..$3.29 

without 
batteries 

Bat Cave 
Hideaway 
Secret 

bat-entrance 

on side.. 

sneaky 

bat-porthole 

ontop.. 
hideout, too 

A Sears 
exclusive 

s482 

Big 31x31x39 in. high cave has room for Batman, Robin and his 
friends or prisoners. 2 see-through slits let you watch without 
detection. Has escape hatch. Corrugated paper fiberboard. Un- 
assembled. After playtime, folds easily for storage. 

79 N 5001C—Shipping weight 7 pounds... .....s sasesana $4.82 

It's a Bookcase, Blackboard and roomy Chest 

Decorated with colorful Pooh prints. Sliding doors double as a 
blackboard. Chalk, eraser included. Two big shelves for books 
and treasured toys. Large storage area below. 36x36x19 inches 

deep. Wood, hardboard. Unassembled. (Books, toys not included) 

Shipping weight 27 pounds. : 
79 N 9140L $11.44 



Slim-line 

MOD GUITAR . . to help 
start your own combo 

Thin-line guitar looks just like the ones used by teen 
combos. Slim neck. Sleek body looks so modern . . 
makes learning to play the guitar fun. Easy to play .. 
sturdy lightweight plastic body . . ivory color with red 
shading. 6 easy-tune nylon strings. 30 inches long. 
79 N 66491C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .... $249 

Swing with TV's 

favorite MONKEES 

It’s TV's famous foursome, the Monkees pictured on a guitar 
that's easy to play, easy to tune. Holds up through many “haz- 
ardous adventures." Bright multi-colored plastic body features 

Deep . . vibrant 

tones are 

created in 

wood fiber 

sound chamber 

Endorsed by Roy Rogers. Features a picture of Roy and his famous horse, 
Trigger. Roy Rogers autograph and Western symbols. Wood finished in ivory 
color with maple-tone shadings. Six strong wire and nylon strings, plastic pegs, 
shoulder cord. Guitar is 29 inches long. Instructions included. 

Monkees’ name, cartoon faces. Nylon strings. 20 inches long. 
49 N 554— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

Mickey Mouse 4 
Rhythm Band s44 

Have a real marching band. Set includes 1 
tambourine, 2 maracas, 2 percussion sticks, 
gourd noise maker, wrist bells, triangle with 
striker, rhythm guitar, Plastic, metal. 
79 N 534C— Shipping wt. 3 lbs.. . $444 

Child's ACCORDION . . 
with piano keyboard 

Has a range over one octave with 18 keys. . 
11 white and 7 black. Play it just like a real 
accordion. Play rhythm and harmony on 4 
bass notes. Tuned plastic reeds. Plastic 
body. 10 inches high. Song book included. 
49 N 574—Shipping weight 3 lbs.. . .$6.29 

‘italiane pad Scale ty dimid etelacindcel conr 
E 

CC MET $2.88 

"Baby Grand" Piano . . to play just 

match color-coded keys and music 

Little piano lets children play favorite tunes. 
25 color-coded plastic keys, even sharps and 
flats. Cast iron tone bar. Dark finish wood, 
6 inches high. Color-coded song book. 
49 N 506—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 12 oz. . $4.94 

Keys color-coded to music - 
helps make this Keyboard Harmonica 

easy to play 
Just blow into the mouthpiece, press keys . . 
they're color-coded to music for easier learn- 
ing, more fun. Rich, full-bodied tone from. 
metallic, gold-color grille—1*4 diatonic oc- 
taves. You can even play sharps and flats. 
Plastic. 14 inches long. Comes complete with 
instruction book, music. 
49 N 580—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.......$259 

ries 

79 N 583C— Shipping weight 3 pounds. .... ....... sse $3.69 

First Beat 

Trap Drum Set 

For the young set . . with plastic- 

coated parchment heads 

E 399 

The perfect set for the budding young per- 
cussion artist. Youngsters learn rhythm as 
they practice on the big bass drum. Overall 
size: 16 in. in diameter, 5 in. deep. Attrac- 
tive band design on drum head. Set also in- 
cludes small drum, percussion sticks, tom-tom 
and cymbal. Sturdy steel frame, plastic and 
metal foot pedal. 2114 in. tall. Unassembled. 
79 N 66479C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. .Set $3.99 
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All-in-one Kitchen 

; has “glowing” burners and a 
through window to oven 

REFRIGERATOR has 2 big shelves 

TOP CABINET gives extra storage space 

ENTIRE UNIT is durable 3-ply corrugated- 
paperboard with a plastic counter top 

Sold only at Sears 

$1044 

Watch the pump-action faucet in this realistic-looking sink, 
Water drains into the basin below, ready to recirculate 
when you turn the faucet on. The oven has a “peek” window 
and two shelves. Little cooks can look in and check the 
progress of their “meal.” All-in-one kitchen is heavyweight 
Corrugated paperboard with an attractive plastic counter- 
top. Unit is turquoise and white with blue trim . . stands 
27x12x46 inches high. Unassembled. 
79 N 1111L—Shipping weight 10 pounds..........$10.44 

Deluxe Sink Set s[49 
Everything you'll need to keep your kitchen neat and 
tidy with this plastic play sink set. Includes dishpan, 
drainer, drain board, funnel, apron, soap boxes, 
measuring cup and spoon, utensils plus lots more, 
Ideal for cleaning up before and after those big 
meals. Scaled to fit play kitchens, 
49 N 1187—Shipping weight 12 ounces.. „Set $1.49 

Cook and Bake Set s[99 
Just what an efficient young cook will love . . a com- 
plete aluminum cookware set. Includes a layer cake 
pan, pie pan, biscuit, muffin and sauce pans and fry 
pan. Also cookie cutters, cookie sheet, double boiler, 
egg whipper and set of 3 measuring cups. All safe, 
rust-proof aluminum. Pot and pan handles have holes 
. . hang them up. 

79 N 1086C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. Set $1.99 

m——— r—————— 

3619 3 s519 

Sturdy Play Kitchen of 3-ply corrugated paperboard 
Double-oven Range. Soft 
pink range with copper 

and black trim. Full counter- 
top of white plastic. Burners 
"glow" without batteries 
when turned“‘on.” Across- 
the-top broiler has see-thru 
window in oven door. 

Printed timer clock. Bot- 
tom oven bas 2 shelves. 
Handles of black plastic. 18x 
12x46 in. Unassembled. 
79N1104L-Wt.81bs.$5.19 

NOTE: Utensils, Sink Set shown not included with appliances. . order at left. 

Sink Cabinet. Matching pink 
with black plastic handles 

and copper trim. White plastic 

countertop. Overhead cabinet 

has convenient sliding doors. 
Panel behind sink has printed 
copper and black utensils. Dou- 

ble basin sink has pump faucet 
that recirculates water. Plenty 
of room for storage in cabinets. 
28x12x4614 inches high. Un- 
assembled. Wt. 12 Ibs. 

79 N 1106L.. $6.19 

Refrigerator-Freezer. 
Pink with copper and 

black trim. 2 shelves on 
door, 2 inner shelves, 2 
crisper drawers. Lower 
Íreezer compartment di- 
vided by shelf. Plastic han- 
dles. Refrigerator measures 
20x12x4614 inches high 
overall. Realistically de- 
tailed. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 11 lbs. 
79 N 1105L......$5.19 
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Grow flowers and vegetables all year 'round 

Miniature Plant Growhouse 

add water . . soil pellets expand $ 72399 ei^ 
to fill planters with enriched soil 

No pouring, mixing, measuring. Learn about the plant-growing 
process. Drop soil pellet into plastic pot—pellet is seedbed and 
fertilizer combined. Add seeds. Includes leakproof, 11x6-inch 
plastic greenhouse; 12 soil pellets; seeds; booklet. 
49 C 1987—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 

pa m 
| CHEMICAL 
MAGIC 
[v4 

tM 
Perform Chemical Magic..dotrickswith $ 3? 

invisible ink, colored papers, liquids 

Do 65 magic tricks with chemistry. Make invisible writing ap- 
pear. Change the color of liquids. Everything you need: 6 
chemicals, alcohol lamp, test tubes. Child's instruction booklet. 
49 C 1968—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. ........- $3.99 

Beginner's Chemistry Set 
with 12 chemicals plus instructions 

Learn chemical secrets of foods, dyes, paints even rocket 
propulsion. Two-panel lab with 12 chemicals, test tubes plus 

rack, alcohol lamp. Metal storage case, adjustable shelves 

Junior manual has instructions for 429 tested experiments. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces. 

49€1986........ eee eee IH menn $6.99 

m———Ó— 

Power Microscope 

Probe the 
mini-mysteries of 
animals and plants 

50, 70, 300, 450- 

Lab Set 
with battery-operated 

stage illuminator 

Vial of shrimp eggs included 13% pore 

Two-turret metal and plastic design with battery-operated stage light. (Uses one “AA” 
battery; order pkg. below.) Study tiniest movements of life with vial of brine shrimp. 
Prepared butterfly included. 12 professionally prepared slides, identified, and ready 
to view, Four frosted slides, cover slips, dissecting needle, tweezer, dropper. 2 test 
tubes, measure. 3-wing metal cabinet. Manual 
49 C 1985—Shipping weight 7 pounds 12 ounces... ...s. s.. sss . $13.99 

49 € 21574— Brine Shrimp Kit. Shipping weight 2 ounces..............+ «1. 99e 

“AA” Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46666—Shipping weight 6 ounces . Package 99c 

Senior Mineralogy Lab 

Tests help identify $ 
unknown minerals 

Use geologist’s hammer to break up and uncover mystery minerals. Study crystals with 

plastic magnifier. Set includes alcohol lamp, test tubes and holder, rack and charcoal, 

Giant 16x26-inch geologist’s mineral identification chart helps you identify different 

substances. With 24 mineral specimens for analysis and for comparison with minerals 

you find. Big, 144-page manual gives you step-by-step instructions. 3-panel metal 
cabinet, 29 inches wide. Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
49 € 1969—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces 



Toonykins Pi 
by Ideal Lots of action and sound 

wacky Winpaips 
Wind the Wacky-Key and these 
busy animals walk, wiggle, make 
noises. Plastic, metal mechanisms. 

Your choice $ 498 

Hisar d him up. Hold 
t his ha and he flips 

S 

Your $999 
choice 

Just wind 'em up . . they swing arms 
and roll along to a merry melody 

See these rollicking little characters from TV bob up 
and down as they travel along . . while the music box 
plays a happy tune, Strong colorful plastic 

Mickey Mouse Magilla Gorilla 
Front crank of flashy red — Magilla rides in big bo: 
roadster is wind-up, Over- on hand truck. Wind-up 
all size, 8 in. long, 10 in. -at back. 10 in. high, 8 in 
high. Shpg. wt. 11b. 4 oz. — long. Shpg. wt. 11b. 5 oz 
49 N 5252 $3.99 49 N 5254 $3.99 

$1 98 without 
batteries 

Mystery Locomotive goes 
forward, sideways, backward . . 
you never know its next move 

Watch smoke puff out of smokestacl 
glow . . hear whistle blow. E 
something, it changes di 
Japan. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 4239 —shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 4660— 

Walking Hobo 

just shuffles along 

$399 wit 

Flick the switch and hobo ac 

tually walks alc owly, look 
ing for a free n Rigid plas 
tic boots, inflatable vinyl figure 
22 in. high over-all, inflated 
Order 2 "C" batteries below 
From J n. 
49N5238-Wt.11b.40z. .$3.99 

"C" Battery. Wt. ea. 2 oz 
49N4665 —Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

m—————— 

see headlight 
ry time it bumps into 

ion. 10 in. long. Steel. From 

f" Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Each 16c 

Wacky GIRAFFE 
Starts to walk, shakes his head, 
wiggles tail, stops . . pulls in 

neck, head pops up, makes noises 

Being curious and tall keeps this fellow 
busy ducking hís head. 17 in. high. 
49 N 5855—5hpx. wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz.. $4.98 

Ww 
Wacky TURTLE 

Pokes head out . . legs and tail too 
. . then slowly walks away . : and 
makes funny creaking sounds 

He's so shy . . but when he comes out of 
his shell, he's surprisingly spry. 11 in. long. 
49 N 5853 —Shpg. wt, 2 Ibs, 3 oz.. . $4,98 

REAK READ K cae 

Wacky Toys mode in British Crown Colony of Hong Kong by Cragston. Site sears 551 

Wacky MONKEY 
He's talented in many ways. See, at left, all 
that this funny fellow does, 12 in. high. 
49 N 5857 —Shpg. wt. ? lbs. 5 oz., ,.$4,98 

Wacky WORM 
Pushes front end forward . . head, 
eyes, tail, antenna wiggle . . back 
humps, pulls forward and he goes 

Big friendly 
ments as w 
49 N 5852 

worm makes friendly move- 
as sounds. He's 15 in. long. 
hpg. wt. 11b. 11 oz.. $4.98 

“Wacky DOG 
Yelps, walks with ears and tail 

down..stops..points forward . . ears 
snap up, eyes pop out, mouth opens 
Frisky dog goes through many antics to 
entertain his audience. 14 in. long, 
49 N 5854 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. $4.98 



You can actually operate the hay lift, silo filler and grain conveyor 

Huge 255.piece Farm Set. . 
includes 3 tractors, 1 truck and 1 jeep 

Hitch up 3 big tractors to plow, discs, harrow, mower or hay rake. Work out 
of big operating steel barn on platform base . . 3 levels and open back; 30x 
7x12 inches high. Use hay lift to raise bales to loft . . move them into storage 
area on conveyor system. A litter carrier moves in and out of barn on over- 
head rail. Fence in your chicken coop, animals and gardens. 

s| 049 

Deliver produce by truck or jeep. Store "feed" in the silo with hand-crank 
filler, Both silos are steel with plastic tops. Assorted barn and farm access- 
ories including feedbox, hay, livestock, fence and garden produce. Milk 
cans, saws, rake, 6 farmhands. All of rugged plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 6009C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $10.49 

— 

117-piece Farm Set 
Lift bales of hay, store them in loft. 5 29 
Haylift, tractor, truck actually work 

Center your farm activity around this open-backed metal barn that 
measures about 14x9x10 inches high. Fully equipped. Store silage in 9-inch 
steel silo with plastic top. Tractor has hitching hook for attaching scoop, 
blade, plow and harrow. Use pickup truck for moving hay. Arrange 10- 
section fence to pen-in livestock, plus birds and other fowl. Several farm- 
hands and other equipment. All plastic. Unassembled. 
79 N 6050C—Shipping weight 5 pounds...........-...-.--..-. $5.29 

CGutalo Dade scant by hia a poni 

56-piece Livestock Farm Set 
Rolling stock includes wagon, plow $36? 

and mower. Big steel barn 

Young farmhands are sure to have many hours of fun tending their 
29 farm animals. Colorful steel barn is open in back, measures about 14x9x 
814 inches high. Steel silo with plastic top is 9!4 inches high. 

Eight-section “barbed wire” fence keeps animals neatly inside, Plus 
you get 9 fowl for a diversified operation. All pieces made of durable 
plastic. Unassembled. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
79 N 6020C —Shipping weight 4 pounds $3.69 

Family of 4 beautiful Palomino Horses 

$3 93 

Every child wants his own horse—and now he can have 
a whole set of horses. Not ordinary ones either—but 
plastic replicas of a most-wanted breed—Palominos. 

So elegant looking—they’re hand-painted—that they 
would make a fine conversation piece on mantle or desk. 
"The biggest one is 10 inches tall. 

49 N 6038—Shipping weight 2 Ibs... - Set $3.93 



The solid sound of 
Downbeat 

TLL BE RIGHT BACK! IM 
GONNA GET MY DRUM | 

The sharp looks and swingin’ sound you need 
to start your own group 

Only from Sears s| 999 

A professional-like drum set with 21-inch diameter bass drum, 
11-inch diameter snare drum, 9-inch diameter tom-tom. Strik- 
ing moire design on heavy gauge steel bodies, The new “Vibra” 
cymbal adds a dramatic effect. Polished metal spring clips. 
Mylar® plastic drum heads for that deep beat. Resonant wood 
block, steel foot pedal and sturdy steel legs. Two drumsticks, 
brushes and instructions included. 
79 N 66454L— Shipping weight 14 pounds. . 

Matching Snare drum 

with “big beat” 

Mylar plastic head 

Completes beautiful set at 
left. Attractive moire pat- 
tern on plated metal, Tele- 
scopic metal legs. Drum is 
1344-inch diameter, 6 inches 
deep. 2 drumsticks, instruc- 
tions included. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs, 
49 N 66475.. .. -$5.79 

Sing Out! 
Sears Folk 

Singer Guitar 

s719 

Sing to your own strummin' with this 31-inch long guitar that 
features nylon-gear precision tuning that resists going out of 
tune. 3 nylon and 3 metal-wound nylon strings give deep, full 
sound, Two-tone molded plastic attractively grained. Comes 
complete with shoulder cord, felt pick, music book with 90 
songs, color-coded tuning record and instructions. Pick up the 
phone right now and order this one. 
79 N 6645C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . 

$19.99 

Sears Classical 

Folk Guitar 
Authentic styled for 
those mellow chords 

1—2—3 Away you go with 
London's Beat Drum Set s||99 s989 

A complete set for a big sound—21-inch diam- 
eter base drum, 9 and 6}¢-inch diameter side 
drums, and 2 free-standing brass-color cymbals, 
each with a different sound. Accessories include 
fine grain wood block, 2 cowbells, 2 drumsticks, 

*Mylar plastic head 
A professionally styled outfit that 
blends fine tone and deep resonance 
for some really great sounds. 14x614- 
inch plastic body. Adjustable drum 
head and metal tripod. Two drum- 
sticks included. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Mylar® plastic drum heads. 
79 N 66476C...... Outfit $11.99 — 79 N 66466L—Wt. 11 Ibs......... Set $9.89 Nylon-gear 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys Roc 
on pages 433 to 609 from now until August 1, 1968 guitars 

Bongo Drums 
Cymbal Outfit 3429 with Maracas 3439 

10-inch brass cymbal mounts on snare drum 

For a hobby and even musical education . . this is a really 
fun instrument. Nylon-gear precision tuning holds tune 

(79 N 66476C) above. For a sharp look and 
beat. Comes with two wire brushes. 
49 N 66477—Wt. 1 lb.4 oz. Outfit $4.29 

548 [Sears] rc 
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For that Latin beat, or the “in” jazz sound. 
Distinctive high-low beat combines with rat- 
tling rhythm of two maracas. Attractive to 

+ look at, too .. handmade drums of lacquered 
wood with 5 and $4-in. goat skin heads. 
49 N 524—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. . .$4.39 

longer with fewer adjustments. Professional-style 34}4-in. 
length, 3 strings of metal-wound nylon, 3 strings of nylon, 
help even beginners strum mellow and pleasant sounds. 
Molded plastic is sunburst-patterned to look like wood. 
Shoulder harness, pick, music book, tuning record incl. 
79 N 688L—Shipping weight 4 pounds.......... $9.89 



You can íron 

just like Mommy 

Deluxe 4-piece Ironing Set 
has a real electric iron 

4-position ironing board adjusts to 22-inch height 

Help Mother on ironing day by ironing handkerchiefs and other little 

things . . or keep your doll clothes looking fresh. Steel ironing board 

comes in avocado green enamel finish . . 30 inches long, 8 inches wide. 

Decorator-style printed cover with durable pad to resist wear. Clothes 

pins included. 10-watt iron has green plastic handle, gold-color plated 

base, simulated heat control buttons. UL listed for 110-120-volt 

60-cycle AC. 

3-piece Set. Board, pad, cover. 

Big 9-piece Cleaning Set 
with all standup-type units 

$397 32 
She'll learn to keep things really neat 

and clean with this big set. Pressed steel 

carpet sweeper with spring-loaded dust 

ejectors really works. Self-squeezing sponge 

mop helps keep floors clean, Plastic fiber 
broom for fast sweep-ups and cotton floor 
mop for getting where the dust is. Standup 
dustpan has 24-inch wood handle. Filled 

Brillo box, plastic apron, sponge, dustcloth. 

Partly assembled (just insert handles). 

| 
| 

79 N 1080C— Wt. 4 Ibs. Set $2.59 | 

79 N 1077C—4-piece Set. Shipping weight 6 pounds 
79 N 1081C— Board, pad and cover only. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 

This conventional-type floor model is so 

easy to use. Just a flick of the switch and 

the fan motor starts the cleaning action... 

a light comes on to give you a better view 

of the floor. Easy-to-empty vinyl bag in- 

flates as it picks up dirt. Steel body and 

handle. 39 inches long, 834 inches wide. 

Beige and brown. Made in Japan. Partly 

assembled. Uses 3 “D” batteries, order 2 

below. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 oz. 

49N1301.......-.--- re... + $4.97 

"D" batteries. Package of 2. Shipping 

weight 8 ounces. 
.. Pkg. 38c 

‘tains pane scuns by cheisimasdmusetecimici conn 

79 N 1303C— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. Set $3.97 

It's battery powered and comes 

with a set of accessories 

$999 zzz 
Press the foot switch to turn on the 
motor . . cleaner actually works. Sleek 
modern styling. Bright, green plastic 
body . . red, easy-to-empty vinyl bag 
catches dust. 37 inches long. 

For a “thorough” cleaning job, ac- 
cessories include plastic flexible hose, 
2 furniture cleaning attachments, cor- 
ner cleaner and converter. Uses 3 “D” 
batteries, order 2 pkgs. below. 
79 N 1228L—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $9.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 

49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 38c 

79 N 1076C—Wt. 5 lbs. Set $4.19 

5-piece 
Cleaning Set 

3[97 
set 

She'll love to help you on 
cleaning day witb a set like 
this. Metal carpet sweeper 

with fiber brush . . bottom 

opens for emptying. 24-inch 

wood handled broom has 
plastic bristles. Cotton dust- 
mop, dustpan and 
apron complete the set. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

79 N 1302C..... Set $1.97 

Friction 
Motor 
Cleaner 

:947 

Just push 25-inch high cleaner 
over the floor and friction motor 
drags in dirt .. makes a humming 
sound as it moves along. Front 

window shows harmless sparks. 
Plastic dustbag inflates. Zipper 
makes it easy to empty. Metal 
body, plastic handle. Blue. Partly 
assembled. From Japan. Ship- 
ping weight 1 pound 5 ounces. 
49 N 1280. $2.47 



Complete Senior 

Biology Laboratory 

Zoom from 75 
to 600 power 

SEE IT LIKE IT IS: Combine dissection and 
microscopic studies to explore invisible “eye- 

opening” wonders of blood and body structures 

Our most complete 3-panel biology laboratory with over 50 pieces of 
equipment. Features electric metal and plastic revolving 3-lens turret 
microscope with special ZOOM eye lens that magnifies from 75 to 600 
i. LU i oni ov egi a iade 

mal explains and illustrates dissection. Fish specimen color- 
EE Ere tel dco ieia Includes 4 other samples: Clam, 
Earthworm, Frog and Crayfish. Also included are 12 frog development 
slides, shrimp hatchery, 2 glass slides plus dissection instruments, and 
3 boxes of specimens such as protozoa mix for exciting experiments. 

opens to 29x1314x3% in. deep. 

Our finest Microscope 

*13? xz 
Metal frame microscope has twist zoom 
100 to 600-power lens and battery 
operated substage lighting. View speci- 
mens and slides through 3-lens turret. 
Precision constructed rack-and-pinion 
focusing. Specimens stay in focus even 
when zooming from one power to an- 
other. Brown enamel finish. 814 inches 
high. From Japan. Uses 2 VAN" bat- 
teries, please order pkg. belo 
49 C 1929—Shpg. wt. 3 ibs......$13.99 

"AA" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46666—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. Pkg. 99c 

300 Power Microscope 

Cut +1 558 
last Christmas Was $6.88. An 
easy-to-focus 3-lens turret micro- 
scope for beginners. Revolving tur- 
ret gives 3 views to analyze any 
number of organisms and species 
that the unaided eye could never 
see. Has excellent rack-and-pinion 
focusing and spring clip holder for 
slides. Sturdy metal frame with 
plastic substage. 714 inches high. 
From Japan. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
MUCIMEL one .. $5.88 

Scientifically-prepared Slides of actual specimens 

anti 
n 

stot $ 4” 
60 Slides 

Extend the range and depth of your 
microscopic studies with these sixty 
fascinating, professionally prepared 
and labeled slides, From Japan. 

Butterfly, Honey Bee parts (legs, 
wings, eye, antennae). Structure of 
Blood (human, dog, horse, fish, mouse, 
etc). Tiny Creatures (ants, aphis, 

spiders, fruit fly, more). Bacteria 
(streptococcus, bacillus, mycobacter- 
ium). Sea Life (scales, spicules, egg, 
and more). Why not pick up the phone 
and order this set? 

Shipping wee 15 ounces. 
49 C21609..... «Set $4.99 

Cabinet 
49 C 1956—Shipping weight 8 pounds..............--00++ Set $19.99 

Frog pides eae Od dern EDITT de, Japas, 
49 C 21573—Shipping weight 7 ounces. . 

grow. Also included for analysis are butterfly and beetle specimens. 
49 C 1966— Shipping weight 3 ounces......... sess Set 99c 

Build a 
Visible Man 

$499 
kit 

An assembly kit to analyze 
and construct 16-inch scale 
model of a man. Trans- 
parent “skin” lets you see 
bones, organs, muscles, 
nerves, digestive and circu- 
latory systems. All pieces 
are plastic, easy to take 
apart and reassemble. Illus- 
trated instructional man- 
ual, base included. Fasci- 
nating kit for ages 10 
and up. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 C 1946. ......Kit $4.99 

Cutuoü pane scans by cheisimasmasebeciudcM cond 

..Set $1.99 

Live Protozoa Set. All necessary materials to watch one-cell forms 

Microscope d kd 
Slide-preparing Kit 

Materials for preparing 25 glass-mounted slides, 
Includes bottles of Canadian balsam and methylene 
blue used to mount and stain specimens for easier 
viewing. In Styrofoam® plastic lined box. 
49 C 21575—Shipping weight 11 ounces... . Kit $1.99 

Build a Build a 
Skeleton Human Skull 

$519 ? $949 
wit Y JC€6 kit 

This astonishingly realistic 
plastic model has the same 
size and similar texture of a 
real skull. Fully detailed in- 
side and out, featuring a 
removable skull cap And 
spring action lower jaw. It 
glows in the dark! Illustrated. 
assembly instructions and 

stand included. Ivory col- 
ored, about 8 inches high. 
For ages 10 and up. Shipping 

A total of 206 plastic 
bones for you to put 
together. Complete 
with stand. Finished 
model suspended be- 
tween illustrated and 
descriptive panels. 
Glows in the dark! 
About 15 in. tall. Full 
assembly instruc- 
tions included. Ages 
9 and up. Shipping 
wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 C 1957— Kit $2.19 



ALL-NEW 

acky 
TOYS 

Exclusive with Sears 
» e P 

oeann 

HAVEA 

Wacky Fruit Train wobbles, wiggles 4 

and the bell tinkles as it's pulled along. About pear, lemon Natural color and size orange, 
apple, banana make up this 
gles, clicks, the leaves revolve, antennas jiggle 

All Wacky Toys ere plastic with squeaker im 
pull cora. From British Hong Kong, 20 inches long, 514 inches high. r 

$3.89 49 N 5353—Wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. 

d oov 
FEL eu «Ru. nz». Scoops up “food” . . 

blows it out top of head 

Whale Push Toy 

$499 

this wonderful 
As it's pushed 

Thar she blows . 
performing whale. 

aed Ut. E along the floor, its mouth makes a 

Sa CSak Seg, clean sweep" of colorful plastic 
balls . . then pops them up like 

Wacky Cheese. Three bright Wacky Apple. Two gaudy and it’s spouting water. Strong blue 

mice. see them twirlas they sassy worms revolve and bob wly plastic, 12x10 in. wide. 24-in. wood 
handle. 6 balls From Japan. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N 5210 $4.99% 

move out and in, antennas 
bobble when pulled. Gives 
clickety-clack sound. 10 in 
long. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 5356 $3.49 

up and down in the big ap 
ple with big bulging eyes 
Clicking sound. 9 in. high 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 11 oz 
49 N 5354 $3.49 

You can order toys on pages 441 to 673 until Sept. 1, 1966 

pop up and down in yellow 
cheese. Squeak and” click 
sound. 814x534 in. high. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 5355 $3.49 

Save this catalog. . 

FASCINATING 
COLOR TOPS 

; s474, 
; | S 
P.p2 —me sq | E 

iiic: - G- 

See tiny train run Clown spins, collar Rainbow color Y dea DON p 
in Choo-Choo Top whirls out to 11 inches Musical Top pes 

Happy little train seems to 
speed around track inside plas- 
tic dome as top spins. Easy- 
working lever spins top, makes 

Casio page scant by pieisiniasnmisetecinical Gom 

Colorful clown lets you ma- 
neuver him while spinning up- 
right, sideways, upside down. 
Yellow-vinyl collar returns to 

Brightly colored foil 
pieces in clear plastic 
bell make colors change, 
blend as top spins. 

The Farmer Says 

Point the farmer to any of 
the 12 animals, pull Chatty- 

The Bee Says 

Point the bee to any 
alphabet letter, pull ring. 

choral tone, Travel scene in normal when he stops. Plunger Plunger spins top. Mikes i i ar aa : Lists eee Ring. He spins, talks ..tells Bee spins, voice identi 
color on base. 9 in. high, S-in. spins top. Metal and plastic. — musical hum. 10$ in. UE esum the animal, fies letter, picture. Color- 

diam. From West Germany. 11 in. high, 534-in. diameter. high, 8-in. diam. the sound it makes. Bright ful hi-impact plastic 

Shipping weight ETb- daz. Shipping weight 11b. Goz. — Shpg: wt. 11b; 8 oz: hi-impact plastic. About 13x about 13x11 in. wide. 
49 N 4725.. $1.72 49N4728.......... $1.49 49N4796......$1.24 11 in, wide. Wt. 11b. 140z. — Wt. 11b. 14 oz 

552 SEARS x» 49 N 4508 $4.74 49 N 4509 $4.74 



GUMBY AND HIS PAL POK 
Plastic figures can be bent, twisted, made to sit 

Gumby and Pokey with Jeep $)99 
Gumby's off on another adventure in his very own jeep. And 
Pokey's sitting right next to him. Steel jeep is a replica of the one 
Gumby uses in his famous TV cartoon show, Free-rolling jeep has 
folding windshield and heavy-duty tires . . 10 inches long. Gumby 
stands 6 inches tall. Pokey is 414 inches tall. Both can be bent into 
hundreds of funny positions. See outfits below. 
49 N 1867— Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. .. ......$2.99 

4 Gumby Outfits $399 faves 
Dress Gumby up as a cowboy, spaceman, fireman 
or a knight in days of old. Store outfits in ward- 
robe closet. Cowboy outfit has hat, double holster 
set, guitar, lasso. Space outfit—helmet, oxygen 
tanks, ray gun. Fireman—hat, ax, ladder, belt. 
Knight—helmet, sword, shield. Plastic. 

Gumby, Pokey fight a fire s99 
Gumby has his own fireman's hat, ax, flashlight 
with belt and fire extinguisher. And for Pokey 
there's a horse collar. Plastic. Stand-up cardboard 
background shows the big fire that Gumby and 
Pokey have to put out. No time to waste—it looks 
like the fire is spreading! Figures included. 

Gumby and Pokey out West 99 
Dress Gumby up like a real cowboy. Outfit has 
10-gallon hat, double holster with pistols, lasso, 
guitar and badge. And there's a saddle for Pokey. 
Plastic. Stand-up cardboard background scene of 
Western town with 3 buildings, wagon. Action 
begins when both ride in. Figures included. 

49 N 1868—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz...... $3.99 79 N 1872C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs........... $2.99 79 N 1875C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs........... $2.99 
Note: Outfits from British Crown Colony of Hong Kong; jeep from Japon. 

Drive FIREBIRD *'99"' like a real car 
. . wipers, signals, horn all work 

Musical Choo-Choo $|99 Mattel's Ge-tars $| 74sec opens. Knobs on panel 
Wind it up and watch miniature train Turn crank to hear tune. Plastic body, resistant plastic. 
run around the track. Clapper under nylon strings. 14 in. long. Wt. 10 oz. Wipers swish back and 
train hits xylophone keys and out comes 49 N 561—Woody Woodpecker.$1.74 forth, signals go on 
a tune. Metal From Japan. 8x8x3 in. 49 N 588— Bugs Bunny........ 1.74 and off, horn honks to 
49 N 5601—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.....$1.99 49 N 557—Tom and Jerry..... 1.74 

Th, on page 482. 
ang Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 

Sall again 49 N 5738.....$5.99 

Pump up 20 
Looney Balloons 

s688 sios 

Talk 'n' Do Mobile 

Push the “TOTAL” lever and out comes Push down on running board and car tic pump-up 
11 cute messages like “Thank you, Call says “Take Me Apart," 9 other things. Over 100 paper feet, 
Again.” Push levers, numbers go up. Very easy to take apart, just as easy to hands and hats stick 
Crank lowers numbers . . bell rings. put back together. Horn, crank. Plastic. ‘on for funny faces. 
Plastic. Order 1 “D” battery on pg. 482. Order 1 “D” battery, pg. 482. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 4584—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. . . . .$6.88 49 N 4585—Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz.. . .$6.88 49 N 1781... .$6.77 

CGutioa pane Scans by christmas museet cons 



30 swinging 

Cartridges for 

use with tape 
players at 

right 

to 12 minutes, Dual track. Sealed in plastic 
cartridge, 314x3x14-in. Popular sounds. 
Shipping weight each 2 ounces... ..... $1.29 

49 N 66061-Mamas and Papas. Go! A Feelin’; Straight Shooter ; California Dreamin’ ;Y ou Baby. 
49 N 6606-Mamas and Papas. Monday, Mon- 

Call Your Name; Go Where Vou Wanna 
Go; Somebody Groovy. 

49 N 66029-Herman's Hermits. Hold On; I Got 
A Feeling; A Must To Avoid; | more. 

49 N 6603-Herman's Hermits. Leaning On A 
Lamp post; Gotta Get Away; 2 more, 

49N 66035-Herman'sHermits. Jm Henry VIII, 
1 Am; Can't You Hear My Heart Beat; 2 more, 
49 N 66049-Herman's Hermits. I'm Onto Some- 
thing Good; Just A Little Bit Better; 2 more. 
49 N 66064-Herman's Hermits. Thinking of Vou; Show Me Girl; I Know Why; | more, 
49 N 66021-The Animals. Don't Let Me Be Mis- 
understood; House Of The Rising Sun; 2 more. 
49 N 66027-The Animals. Is My Life; We 
Gotta Get Out Of This Place; 2 more. 

49 N 66013-Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs. 
Wooly Bully; The Memphis Beat; 2 more, 

49 N 66011-The 
Inspiration; Hey 

teous Brothers. Soul and 
;2 more, 

49 N 65026-Bobby Rydell. Wild One; Volare; 
Kissin' Time; Sway. 

49 N 66153-Frank Sinatra. All The Way; I've 
Got Vou Under My Skin; 2 more. 

49 N 66156-Frank Sinatra. Strangers In. The 
Night; Downtown; Vou're Driving Me Crazy; 
The Most Beautiful Girl In The World. 

49 N 66159-Frank Sinatra. That's Life; Sand 
And Sea; You're Gonna Hear From Me; 
Winchester Cathedral 
49 N 66154-Petula Clark. Downtown; You Be- 
long To Me; Music; In Low. 
49 N 66158-Petula Clark. J (Who Have Noth- 
ing); Why Don't They Understand; 2 more. 

49 N 66152-Dean Martin 
On Me; Nobody's Baby Aga. 

49 N 66155-Trini Lopez. Lemon Tree; This 
Train; Puff (The Magic Dragon); Michael. 

49 N 6616-Chris Montez. The More I See Vou; 
One Note Samba; Hey Baby; 1 more. 

49 N 66016-Hank Williams. Your Cheatin’ 
Heart; Hey Good. Looking; 2 more, 

49 N 66148-Herb Alpert. Girl From Ipanema; 
I've Grown Accustomed To Her Face; Adios Mi 
Corason; Fl Presidente. 
49 N 66149-Herb Alpert, Tangerine; Love Po- 
tion No. 9; Lady Fingers; Lollipops And. Roses. 

49 N 66151-Herb Alpert. // Was A Very Good 
Yea Minutes. More; What's New; 
The Shadow Of Your Smile. 

49 N 66157-Baja Marimba Band. The More T 
See Vou; Vours; Somewhere My Love; | more. 
49 N 66082-Ray Charles Singers. Consider 
Yourself; On A Clear Day; Tonight; 1 more. 

49 N 66129-Erroll Garner. You Made Me Love 
Vou; As Time Goes By; How Deep Es The Ocean; 
It's Only A Paper Moon. 

49 N 66081-Henry Mancini Hits. Moon River; 
Days Of Wine and Roses, 

49 N 66023-Antonio Carlos Jobim. Girl From 
Ipanema; To Hurt My Heart. 
49 N 66017-Fantabulous Strings. Thunderball; 
Goldfinger; Pink Panther; What's New Pussycat. 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

You can order toys on pages 433 to 609 
from now until August 1, 1968 

Some Happiness 
2 more. 

Eiai pace scans by diaaa aedini com 

Meet the Masia ol ist 
Portable Tape Cartridge X 

u Yo. Players that go where yo 
play what you want to hear 
No weak signals to tune . . 

no station breaks . . 
no commercials 

bo.’ 

nllo, 
MM M 

The "Hipster" 
Big, full-throated 3/7-inch speaker 

‘4° vak 
If you're a music lover . . this is the music machine for you. It 
electric phonographs can't go . . plays music as no portable 
So easy to use. All you do is insert a tape cartri 
around, no radio interruptions. Just your fa: where and 
when you want it. Great for beach, party, picni the car or at home. 
Many titles to choose (order some at left). Usually 4 selections per 

cartridge . . they rewind themselves. So small you can carry dozens, 
Durable plastic housing with reinforced vinyl cover, 814x514x3 in. d 

Adjustable shoulder strap snaps on. Motor, 5-transistor circuit, volum 
control and 2-track selector. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 N 6615—Shipping weight 4 pounds. $4 monthly. ,.... Cash $24.95 
Alkaline "D" Batteries. Last up to 6 to 10 times longer than regular. 
49 N 4653— Package of 2. Shipping weight 10 ounces. . . .. Pkg. $1.39 

The "1200? 
Vibrant 2!4-inch speaker . . you can also buy handy Í 

Carry Case with space for up to 12 cartridges 
Ph Goes musical as no EAS 

without ta 
or batte! 

$5 $359 

table radio ever could £* . / 

Durable plastic hosing 814x514x214 in. deep, has 
motor, S-transistor éircuit, volume control, 2-track 
selector. Uses 4 “C” batteries, order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 N 530—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz... ....$19.99 

Carry Case. Lets you play music even when closed. 
Reinforced vinyl, padded interior. 914x9x3!¢ in, deep. 
49 N 6613— Shipping wt. 1 lb. 8 oz........- .$3.59 
Alkaline "C" Batteries. Last 6 to 10 times longer, 
49 N 4654—Pkg. of 2. Shpg. wt. 4 oz... Pkg. $1.10 
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E ae 

Dry your haír 
fashíonably 

Little Miss 
Electric 

Hair Dryer 
Scaled and styled 
just for little girls. 

With a snappy, puffy 
"tam o' shanter" bonnet Set your hair in just minutes with 

Easy-Curl Quick Hair Setting Kit 

3799 $997 
Now you can set your hair and be ready to go in just a few minutes. 
No muss, no fuss, easy to use. All you do is set hair on plastic rollers Now you can have your own real 1 (filled with wax) that have been warmed in plastic roller-warmer. electric hair dryer . . just like Mom's = |) Wait just 10 minutes, then comb out. Warmer operates on one 60- . . only styled especially for you. 3 watt light bulb (not included). UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle “Tam o' shanter" scotch plaid plas- 5 AC. Set includes 8 rollers, clips, styling booklet. Sears adds a comb, tic bonnet has a wool pompon . . fits E E brush and plastic cape to complete the kit. Convenient storage case little girls' heads with ease even when ; included, covered with big rollers. Rugged 1 49 N 1226—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces... ... Kit $7.99 plastic hose is very flexible . . just | 

right for even a S-year old's friski- 
ness. Quiet dryer is extra fast . . has 

Luggage Set 3-position knob adjustment. Hand E decorated high impact styrene plas- with Umbrella tic body. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. Dryer measures 9x734x 

sr s419 344 inches high overall, 
x Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

No matter what the westhar; shel bé TADY. 40. N 1214. 2x5 si diia ia $9.97 
21-inch umbrella fits into 
holder at side of roomy SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you 
12-inch overnight case. can order toys on pages 433 
8-inch shoulder bag can 
be used separately. All 1o 605 from now until 
made of laminated vinyl. July 30, 1969. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 
49 N 1091. ..Set $4.19 } 

yp 
is 

Little Girls love 
traveling with this 
atching 3-pc. set of 
Vinyl Luggage 

í tuned Luggage 3597 2-piece Vinyl s797 
for your junior miss 29c. Set Luggage Set Set 

Flashy, “mod”-look luggage. Raspberry geo- Two travel cases of simulated leather- 
> metric pattern. Vinyl covering over wood grained sponge vinyl . . nest for storage. 

frame. Nickel-plated trim .. plastic handles. Full width outside diagonal zipper . . 
Metal closures. Measures i2xSx1014 in. molded handles, vinyl inside pocket. 
high and 14x5314x1234 in. high. Cases, 14 and 16 in. long. Blue, yellow. 
49 N 1450—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.....Set $5.97 49 N 1417—Wt. 4 lbs. 2 oz.. „Set $7.97 

Tote along your favorite ‘Jungle Book” characters* Big 15-inch travel case has handy 7-inch zippered purse that can be carried in pouch or detached and used alone. Hatbox 344 Overnighter $97 Sturdy wire frame. Matching 10-inch teardrop-style case 
has adjustable strap. Steel frame. Soft sponge vinyl cases Fill it with doll clothes or take it with you For overnight stays with a friend. Jungle have brass zippers, vinyl inside pockets and plastic studs. when you travel. Jungle Book characters* Book characters* are screened in full color Purse, travel case and teardrop case are red. Pocket is white screened in full color on white vinyl case.. ^ on white vinyl case . . lined with washable with contrasting solid-tone figures. 14 inches high. Lined with washable vinyl. vinyl. Recessed vinyl strap handle. Case is 79 N 1412C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. ..... Set $9.97 Nickel-plated locks. 1434 inches long. 7 

49 N 1451—Shpg. wt. 11b. 402...$2.44 — 49 N 1452—Wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz... . $2.97 *Q Wait Disney Productions 

Cutiod pane scans by cuisines 



Hop on the JUMP N' FLOAT 
for indoor-outdoor action 

all year 'round 

Bounce or float on it.. 
it's a trampoline or a raft 

16-piece Sail-N-Fish Float 
Attach line to sailing float . . if sail 
bobs, you've got a fish on the line 

47 3-foot : $999 4fot $ 99 Jumbo 5-foot $ 95 
Two favorite pastimes—fishing and sailing a small diameter diameter diameter 
boat—are now combined in the Sail-N-Fish Float. T 
Attach baited line to float. Watch wind catch the Develop agility » balance and with the are covered with rugged cotton duck for steady sail or see water current send it on its way . . to bouncing, foe tube. This “ rx. 'round — bouncing and balancing. Securely harnessed with 
lure & eh cc just take an. i imaginary trip. Set ERN: is pc lect for exercise and play at the strong web supports. Deiat to'a compact ae 
age hooper Sail-N-Fish Float 4-foot, 2-piece Eee Be, part, br perais or back- for convenient storage. For ages 4 and up. 

iad action reel with 80- yard. Bounce on i ie a trampoline, toss it or 
ty; 1S toot EN M line; 7 metal rud roll it around on land. Use it for sunbathing or — Jmbo Size. Inflates to about 5-feet diameter. $ Hake taed'1) Hew loader with sateen Taper Moat ok it Nko a raft in water. 49 C 2909— Shipping weight 14 pounds. . . .$21.95 

tion manual. It's an enormous heavy-duty rubber tube with 49 C 29245—4-ft. diameter. Wt. 101bs..... 14.99 
79 € 29249C—Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. . . . Set $4.99 a metal air valve. Entire top and bottom centers — 49 C 2922—3-ft. diameter. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz.. 8.99 

Campers' Pup Tent 
with Air Mattress 

and Camp Supplies 

$599 without 
batleries 

7 49 i 69 
2igames In 1 $4 Big Game Archery Set $5 Have a snug camp in your own back yard or out on trail 

-in. target has two sides . . one Go on a “pretend” safari hunt and bag big  48%80-inch polyethylene tent is tear resistant, waterproof. 
s eye for archery, the other with game. Set contains two 12x24inch detailed Raises up to 36 inches high. Tent comes equipped with ropes, 

special dart target. Complete set includes “game” targets and a 22x22-inch bull’s eye for poles and 24x48-inch vinyl mattress for sleeping comfort. Set 
six 18-in. lacquered and fletched arrows and archery. Included are six 21-inch tri-fletched includes 9-foot plastic hiker’s rope; compass, whistle; water 
four 7-in. darts. All equipped with suction. arrows—all with large suction cups. Two 42-inch Canteen with cup; mess kit; plastic dagger; nonprismatic 
cups, Also includes 42-in. fiber glass bow. ^ fiberglass bows have molded handles. Bull’seye binoculars and metal flashlight that uses 2 “D” batteries. 
Strong wood tripod base. 1 finger tab, 1 arm and targets are supported on sturdy wood Order package below, 
guard. Ages 6 to 10. Phone ordering's a tripod base. Simulated leather finger tab and — 79 € 29082C— Shipping weight 5 pounds. +++ Set $5.99 
quick and easy way to buy it. * arm guard. Ages 6 to 10. 

Shipping weight € 6 Pounds. Shipping weight 9 pounds. “D” Batteries. Package of 6. 
79 C 290956. . $449 — 79 C29094C $5.69 — 49 C 46606—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces... Pkg. 

PRO GOLF TRAINER, it's a portable $399 

indoor or backyard driving range 

Calling all golf buffs from ages six through adult. You won't have 
to wait your turn to “tee up" when you have this portable golf 
driving range available and ready for instant use. You can practice 
your “birdie” and “eagle” shots or perfect your putting stance in 
the privacy of your home or out on the back lawn. Complete set 
includes rust-resistant tubular steel driving cage with nylon net 
38x19x36 in. high, plastic-grass driving surface 6x12 in., and six 
plastic training balls. Golf clubs not included. Unassembled. 

79 C 29222C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. . . Set $9.99 

Cub page scans by cheisimias muasexcimicH com 



Lace, tie with Music Box Lacing Shoe 

Wind the chimney to play 
$349 the jolly tune. Raise the 

toc to lift out 3 "children." 
Wood and plastic. Non- 
toxic colors. Doubles as 
pull-toy on wheels. 11 in. 
long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 5324........53.49 

Plays "The Old 
Woman in the 
Shoe" while 

pictures revolve 

LI ^, 
Rice rovs 

Double-screen Music Box TV 
Imported music box plays as pictures with words move 
across curved 34x3-in. “TV screen." Smaller “Peek-A-Boo 
screen” on top provides added fascination. Center wind-up 
knob can't beoverwound. Tuner knobs make clicking sound. 
Strong wood, plastic, steel. About 7 in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
(1) 49 N5333—Hey Diddle Diddle... 2 $2.66 
(Q) 49 N 5344— Mary Had a Little Lam! .. 2.66 

Musical Clock helps tots 
learn to tell time 

$332 

Delight little ones with “tick-tock” 
sound and “Grandfather’s Clock” 
melody played by music box. Face and 
minute hand turn to show pictures of 
home life associated with times of the 
day. Sturdy wood case brightly enam- 
eled and decorated. Non-toxic colors. 
Rounded  corne Break-resistant 

“TV Radios” play nursery rhyme 
tunes, show color pictures $209 

See pictures and words move past the window in time to the 
tune. Can't overwind. Handle and “aerial.” Wood, plastic, 
steel. Non-toxic colors. 7 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
(3) 49 N 4659— Pop Goes the Weasel $2.09 plastic crystal, face and handle. Can't 
(4) 49 N 4658— Farmer in the Dell . 2.09 be overwound. Clock stands 1014 in- 
(5) 49 N4654—Ten Little Indians............... 2.09 M ches high, is 634 inches wide. 

r 49 N 4715—Wt. 2 lbs. 2 0z...$3.32 

Mattel's Musical Pop-up Boxes 
Turn the crank, music box plays . . 

then up pops a cartoon favorite 

Donald Duck plays 
music . . flies apart 

Stack the 6 plastic pieces . . 
fed nene famous. pase Bugs Bunny Woody Woodpecker Comical Clown Famous Porky. Pig 

urn the crank, musie bx What's up, doc? This Woody plays his own ^ "PopGoesthe Weasel” n F e. 
plays . . suddenly he fies funnybunnyspringsup tune “Woody Wood- and up pops the clown IA Bwanle. bow tie and. {cendly 
apart, (But easy to stack as "Hail, Hail, the  peckerSong".. thenbobs at the right time while Sin Loy humps up. whic “hac 

49N4502-Wt.11b.202.$2.17 

Ciod pane scans by dhaisimas peed com. 

Gang's All Here” fin- 
ishes. Metal box about 
6 in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 20z. 
49 N 4568....$1.93 

up to takea bow. Decor- 
ated metal box about 6 
in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 4504 $1.93 

music box plays. Met- 
al, plastic. About 6 in. 
high. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 4571 $1.93 

metal box is colorfully decorated. 
49 N 4505 —Wt. 11b. 2 oz. $1.93 
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Circus Seal 
.. tosses rings back to you Ņ 

without S519 ze 
Flip a ring at his crossed batons . . if your 
aim is true, he'll toss it back to you. Red 
ball moves up and down on his nose as he 
wiggles from side to side. Sturdy plastic 

: ESS 

ARF 
Nif 
V 

Pat his head body, ball and 3 rings. Base and mechanism 
..he walks along are metal. Stands 16 inches high. Order 2 

and wiggles “D” batteries from page 482. 
his head 49 N 111—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz... . $5.19 

Pat his back 
.. he barks, 
shakes his ears, 
wags his tail, 

moves his mouth 

7 36/9 
without batteries 

wacky Winpups 
walk, wiggle, do tricks, make funny noises À 

Your choice 3399 

Wacky MONKEY Kae 
4 His arms wind him up. Hold 
\ his hands and he flips 

i ., then he swings along, 
‘chattering all the while. 

APT ve rs tom sie to sce 

Pat the Plush Puppy 
Here's a frisky little fella you'll really love. He’ll fill every minute with cute 

little puppy frolics. His soft, shiny coat is brown and white rayon plush 

that feels just like fur. His ears are long and floppy and he’s so proud of his 

real leather collar, Pat stands 11 in. high. So easy to buy when you just use 

the phone. Order 2 "D" batteries on page 482. f 
49 N 5887—Shipping weight 1 pound 14 ounces. „$6.19 [^ 

A barrelful of fun all in one little monkey. 
His frisky antics will keep your family 

w entertained. He's 12 inches high. 
49 N 5857—Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz... $3.99 

Look out! He's heading for the edge 
of the table. . but don't worry . . he 
always turns just in time. Sniffy 
nose lights up a bright red and he 
barks, too. He's almost a foot long 
and made of colorful red and yellow 
plastic. Order 2 “D” batteries from 
page 482. 

NSA9N 5724—Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz.. 

eL, 

Sniffy, the Dog 
. . he crawls on tables 

yet never falls off 

$3.19 

Wacky DOG 

A funny little pointer just full of 
pranks. He yelps, walks with ears 
and tail down, stops, points forward, 
ears snap up, eyes pop, mouth 
opens, barks. 15 in. long. With key. 
49 N 5854—Wt. 1 Ib. 80z...$3.99 

Wacky WORM 
This wily, wonderful creeper pushes 
front end forward, wiggles head, eyes, 
tail antenna. He finally humps his 
back and pulls forward. He stretches 
out to 15 inches. With key. 
49 N 5852—Wt. 1 Ib. 5oz. ...$3.99 

Walking 
Hobo 

.. he just 
keeps 

shufflin’ 
Locomotive shoots 

along harmless sparks 
from stack 

Was $3.99 

Now 

3/99 
without 
batteries 

s499 

Wind-up 5-unit Train 

..runs for 2 minutes 
3-speed Tootsietoy Train runs for hours on battery power 

Stoke up those engines and she'll go from a slow chug to a fast clip! 
Just flick the switch and he walks 

Gear-driven engine, tender and 2 cars of die-cast metal, baked enamel 
finish . . uncouple or join 'em to make 1134-in. train. Removable plas- 
tic figures. “O” gauge metal track . . 10 curved, 2 straight pieces. 
Connector clips, battery box. Order 3 “D” batteries page 482. U.S.A. 
49 N 5749—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. ... ....... $6.49 

548 [Sears] wx Ai toys on page made in Hong Kong or Japan unless otherwise stated. 

Cutiod pane Scans by chistes nussin coe 

Steam-type plastic engine has wind-up 
clock motor with speed governor, on- 
off switch. 34-in. long train. Metal 
coal tender, gondola, box car, caboose. 
102 in. of metal track. Made in U.S.A. 
49 N 5731—Wt. 3 lbs. 2 oz...$4.99 

along. Rigid plastic boots, inflat- 
able vinyl figure. 22 in. high over- 
all, inflated. From Japan. Order 2 
“C” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 5238—Wt. 1 lb. 402.$1.99 



Front-mounted 4-inch speaker 

PLUS tone control for better music 

Phonograph 95 Phonograph with set $ 5 
without records $ 

> 9 
of 6 childrens records 

Easily plays any record, any size or speed; built-in twist-up 45-rpm ad 
Volume control; instant sound. Flip-over needle safe on any type 
All-metal turntable can't warp like plastic on many childrens phe 
saving padding. Permanently oiled motor. Washable cabinet; 634x17 4x 1034 
inches; blue and white. lar house current. UL listed. 
57 N 8252—Shipping weight 11 pounds 

s, Recor 

$18.95 

no choice 
Cash $19.95 

550 [Sears zt 
Citai pace scans by diaa miednica Gom 

Two dynamic 4-inch speakers 
A speaker on each side to surround you with 

sound equal to that of many adult phonographs 

Phonograph $ 95 Phonograph $ 95 

without records A ib E 

So simple to run children can easily play any 
record size, any record speed. Twist-up 45-rpm 

om't adapter can’t get lost. Padding on turntable 
et records slip. All-metal turntable can't crack or 

arp. Flip-over needle is safe on all records 
even delicate sterco type, Sound comes on in- 
tantly; tone control, volume control. Whisper 

quiet motor—oiled for life at the factory. Wash 
able cabinet . . aqua white, 7x1344x104 in. Runs 
on regular house current. UL listed. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
57 N 8254—$4 monthly Cash $23.95 

Phonograph plus set of 5 long-playing records 
from selection on opposite page—no choice. So 
easy to buy when you just use the phone 

Shipping weight 16 pounds 
57 N 82541 —$4 monthly Cash $26.95 

Top-mounted 4-inch speaker 

At this low price you get instant sound . . volume control 

Phonograph. $ 95 Phonograph with set $[^795 
without records of 6 childrens records 

Plays records of any size, all speeds, Includes the twist-up 45-rpm adapter 
children can't misplace. All-metal turntable (not plastic) can't warp or crack; 
its soft foam padding protects records helps prevent record slip. Lightweight 
tone arm with needle safe for all record types 

Permanently oiled bearings for whisper-quiet motor the life of the phono. 
Strong washable cabinet; 5x12!4x11 inches, brown and orange. Runs on 
regular house current. UL list 
57 N 8251 

Phonograph and six 45-rpm children's records from opp 
57 N 82511 

Cash $16.95 Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
ite page—no choice. 

Cash $17.95 Shipping weight 10 pounds. 



You'll go “out” looking glamorous ¢ 

- Beauty School . . 
all the tools you need for 

teaching yourself to set and 
style hair like a professional 

g set 
Learn hair care this fun and easy way. You can 
wash, comb, set, brush and tease the rooted nylon 
hair on the mannequin head . . get ideas for your 
own hair styles. Start with straight, wet hair . . 
design your own styles as you go along. Roll hair 
on rollers or use clips for a firmer set. Soft, vinyl 
head has moving eyes, lashes . . head swivels, Rub- 
ber suction cups hold plastic base firmly. 12 
plastic rollers, 6 metal clips and a hairbrush. 
Head is 13 inches high. 

49 N 1361—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz..... Set $8.99 

High fashion Wigs and Falls 

for little girls 

Now your little girl can have a wig or fall of her very 
own that she can set and style. Washable nylon hair 
takes a curl easily. Wig only is mounted on head- 
shaped form ready for styling; fall is unmounted. 

Fall. About 22 inches. 
49N13661—Blonde 

49 N 13663—Brunette 

Shpg. wt. 10 oz...$3.97 

] Wie. About 18 inches. 
49 N 13631— Blonde 

49 N 13633— Brunette 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib......$5.97 

399 Your very own Purse 3297 
set with these “Dress-up” accessories 

‘The best dressed little lady in town wears a rayon plush stole 

that looks like mink and a fashion-right “wig” of plastic. 

She will step out in high heels and wear an adjustable set of 

pop-it beads. Her finger tips will glisten with paste-on color 

plastic nails as she flashes her pretend diamond ring. Other 

accessories include a plastic orchid corsage for those very 
special occasions and a lorgnette. 

49 N 1349—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. .Set $3.99 

566 [Sears] me 
iubi paos Scan by naa com 

filled to the brim 

Leather-look vinyl “Mini” bag has an adjust- 
able shoulder strap. Inside you can put your 
lipstick, play powder and compact with your 
comb, brush and mirror set. You'll love wear- 
ing modern accessories such as make-believe 
glasses with eyelashes, link belt with medal- 
lion, and bangle bracelets. Set also includes 
play nail polish, play polish remover, applicator 
brush, 3 manicure aids, and polyurethane puff. 
49 N 13037—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... ..Set $2.97 

Musical Jewelry Boxes 
Winsome and modern teen doll on top bends to 
almost any position . . looks so graceful when 
snapped to top of box. Open it and a music box 

plays as a pretty ballerina twirls in time to the 
tune. Every little girl would love such a keep- 
sake. And your little one will enjoy having a 
place to put her own special trinkets. Sturdy 
wood box covered with simulated white leather 
in a modern design. Rayon satin lining keeps her 
jewelry in a queenly setting. Petite mirror in lid. 

Brass-finished snap lock. From Japan. 

9 Large. About 9xSx4 inches high. 
49 N 1375—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z.... $4.97 

A Regular. About 6x4x3 inches high. 
49 N 1378—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.......- $3.29 

Pretty Girl Travel Case 3397 
filled with cosmetics sot 

Washable vinyl “hatbox” style case, And it's 
filled with famous brand cosmetics just like 
Mom's. Tray inside contains flower shaped 
soap, Pacquins® hand lotion, Chap Stick®, 
Shower to Shower powder, ick, rain bon- 
net with case, hair clips, hair combs, 2 small 
barrettes and 1 large barrette and 2 hair rol- 
lers. Case is about 10x10x3!4 in. deep with 
handy carry strap. 

49 N 1333—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... ...Set $3.97 



Practice makes pros . . improve your pitching 

with a catcher that never gets tired . . 
great for fielder's training, too 

PITCH-BACK NET 

Junior 
Basketball Set 
Backboard may be 

mounted at any height 
to suit your boy 

“Af 3” 

e ip QUO c NE M ce Pen duy 
inflatable ball. 38x38 inches 

dea 34-inch thick exterior hardboard not wood or hardwood) 
backboard 32x24 inches wide. Mounting brackets, hard- 
ware. Sent freight (rail, m or express. 

38x56 inches 
$ id 

66x72 inches 
$ TO 

The “aim of the game" is strike 'em out 
every time. With this strike-zone pitch- 
back net you can sharpen your control of 
every pitched ball. Adjustable colored 
tape marks the zone. Ball thrown into 
tough nylon net rebounds. Ideal not only 
Pe itching practice, use it for eye rae 
elding, too. Net attached to t 

Pee. frame with live action steel springs. 

Ld. ad ire NTO WI 
met with chin cup. 

T Tits head sizes up 

forward 
for this 
2-man 

HOCKEY TRAINER 

"To 

Cutsod pagi scans by cheisimas maseteciwicd con 

6M. [rerba eer to tic ler give protection to 

young tacklers. Imitation leather football, kicking tee (not shown). Ages 6 to 10. 

49 C 2912— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces... Set $5.99 

Strong back braces hold it firmly in place 
on ground. Unassembled. 
Square model. 38x38 inches. 
79 € 29098C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.. $5.89 
Rectangular model. 38x56 inches. 
79 € 2911C— Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. 7.99 

Extra-large model. 66x72 inches. 
79 C 2920L— Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs.. . 10.99 

PEE-WEE FOOTBALL SET 
Foam padded for extra protection 

the “feel” of the game in the red, hi-imy 
tpulded at neck and 

and one 

do as well. Set up tubular steel vement will 
a8 ince deep) ) with sei 

wood hockey sticks. Unassembled embed. 

7%-in. high Arnie follows thru on shot you pick 
is on end of a 31-in. metal 

Fine-quality polyethylene 
Junior Baseball and Bat Set 

$ 69 

Almost indestructible but safer for young baseball players. 
Bat is of soft injection-molded polyethylene. Has uniform 
thickness with professional styling. Wood-reinforced handle. 
Woodgrained finish. 30 in. long. Perforated plastic baseball- 
size ball that's easier on windows and little heads. 
79 € 29247C— Shipping weight 1 pound. Set $1.69 



Preschoolers have fun as they learn to 

match up sizes, shapes and colors 

Dump Truckers 

$374 

Push truc 
in size, sl 

the right loading ion (careful, it has to n 
olor) T e wooden ball rolls k 

truck s dir Drive truck ur and back it 
matic unloadi Station has ha 

at rear for parking when da we 

schooler develop color and space pe n 
Sturdy wood and plastic construction. Finished in brilliant, no 

Station measures 12x13x6!4 inches high over-all. Three wh 

22 trucks, each with its own little driver, are 4 inches long 
F 49 N 5284— Shipping weight 3 pounds 7 ounces $3.74 

= Push Chime 
tinkles tunefully 

Hear chimes tinkle as 
tot pushes toy along. 
Ja decorated steel 
chime unit, about 9 
inches wide. Plastic bal- 
loon tires. Safety knob 
handle, 18 inches long. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 5202...... $1.69 

Popcorn Popper 

pop-pops along 
Push it along, and hear 
the popping noise of 

s hi 

dle, 18 in. long. Plastic 
tires. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 5230......$1.45 

Looky Push Car 
turns and honks 

Turn the steering wheel, 
beep the horn. Hear the 
engine go "brrrumm."" 
See headlight eyes roll 
up and down. Wood and 
plastic. About 8 in. wide. 
Handle, 20 in. long. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. 

554 SEARS rcs 49 N 5325...... $2.19 

Cutiod sac scans by chaisimas musetecindc d pou 

Fisher-Price Toys 

Tots learn numbers 
and colors 

as they play 

Es 
Press numbered keys, and nursery rhyme pictures pop up behind 
clear plastic window, Turn crank to open drawer . . bell rings, 

pictures drop back into place. Wooden construction; non- toxic 

colors. Cash register, about 8x7x8 in. With wooden “coin: 
49 N 4603— Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces 

yt 

‘ " 

Buzzes like 
a great saw! 

Pound and Saw 
Bench 

$166 
Sawing action on work bench makes a realistic “buzz-buzz" sound. 

Wooden nail squeaks when hit. Wooden bench, about 8 in. long. 

Saw and hammer of wood and plastic. Non-toxic finish. 
49 N 5285—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. .,.....-- $1.66 

Milk Wagon s958 School Bus $288 
Bell rings, driver's head 
tums. Six plastic bottles in 
removable tray. Wood and 
plastic, about 9 in. long. 

Seven passengers load through 
door. Engine goes “brrumm.” 
Driver turns head; headlights 
roll. Wood and plastic, 13 in. 
long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 5287......... $2.88 

Lacing Shoe , 
Due up boot, then drop six 
wood figures through shoe 
openings. Wood, plastic, about 
ipsom Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N5289..... ..$2.57 



<=... 
p" 

145 $519 pieces 85,5319 | 50. s[69 
pieces pieces 

Set. Here comes the Junior Cannonball Express . . right on 
ith some help from your little engineer, the hardworking 

"steam" engine pulls 3 railroad cars around “miles” of track. There are 
fast straightaways, bridges . . look out for those curves! Second engine 
hauls passenger car . . makes shuttle stops. Turntable switches cars from 
track to track. 2 car barns and 4 put-together buildings. Drawbridge 
opens and closes. Set includes 32 pieces of track, 3 bridges plus supports, 
stations, signal tower, water tower, lights, signs, windows and other ac- 

cessories every working railroad needs. Just follow the instruction sheets 
to set up many different layouts. Comes unassembled. Like everything 
else in Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 

79 N 4798C—Shipping weight 5 pounds................045 Set $5.19 
Save this catalog . . you can order toys on 
pages 467 to 638 until August 1, 1967. 

Locking Blocks by Kenner 
+. you can build trees, walls, even a fort 

105 
pieces s499 

Build a TV or a tree, or even a boat that really 
floats! These interlocking foam plastic blocks 
are lightweight and easy to handle. They'll 

'ovide hours of creative fun for the child who 
loves to build things. Blocks lock together 
snugly and won't come apart until you knock 
'em down. Each block is 3x11$x254 in. high. 
White with multicolor specks. 
79 N 4633C—Shpg. wt. 21bs......... $4.99 

tdtalon Dane Scan by ma wi 

Calling little railroaders..all ab-o-o-oard! 
ots 2 yrs. and older will want to switch and run 1 of these railroad sets of colorful, 

85-piece Set. Locomotive, 
3 cars, 23 pieces of track, 
10 bridge pieces, station, 
signal tower, water tower, 
turntable, 44 lights, signs, 
complete layout instructions. 
Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 N 4797......Set $3.19 

50-piece Set. Locomotive, 
3 cars, 17 pieces of track, 
2 bridge sections, 2 bridge 
supports, trestle, 22 lights, 
traffic signs, complete lay- 
out instructions. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 5 oz. 
49N4790...... Set $1.69 

tt 

Build a tunnel 

Build a boat 
that floats. 

4 

“Bowl” with ball 

107 
pieces s999 

Flintstones Building Boulders by Kenner 
. now in bright, new, funtime colors! * 

Build a Stone Age car . . a floating raft . . a fun home big enough to play in. 
These lightweight foam plastic pieces lock together snugly and pull apart 
easily. You'll never run out of new, fun things to build. Blocks are 234 in. high 
in varying lengths. 2 take-apart balls. Idea sheet included. 
79 N 4631C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... .........--6.000eceeeuee $9.99 

break-resistant polyethylene 

549 



4-speed Phonograph with 4-inch speaker 

xum $14.50 | simae. $1595 records 

Inexpensive fube-powered phono for children. Gives good sound and 
safely plays any record size or speed; twist-up 45-rpm adapter. Pad- 
ded metal turntable. Volume control. Strong red and white case; 
544x11x124¢ in. Uses regular house current. UL listed. 
57 N 8250—Shipping weight 9 pounds $14.50 

Phonograph and set of 6 children's records; 45-rpm, no eu 
57 N 82501—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . $15.95 

(1) Six 45-rpm records in own Tiny Tot Tote Pack _ 

RE ins—Walt Disney and other favoring 24 in all. 
—Shipping weight 1 pound Set $1.69 

E the Magic Dragon and 24 other children teens 
57 N'5827 —Shipping weight 1 pound " 

25 Fairy Tales, Songs and Stori 
57 N 5828—Shipping weight 1 pound 

Set of 6 1.69 

. Alice in Ww. onderland, Jiminy Cricket. 
Set of 6 $1.69 

25 Musical Stories. Includes Pied Piper, Peter + Pan, Cinderella. 
57 N 5829—Shipping weight 1 pound Setof 6 1.69 

25 Mother Goose Stories. Jack and Ju Simple Simon, Old King Cole. 
57 N 5830—Shipping weight 1 pound (Co Set of 6 $1.69 

(2) Five 3344 rpm long-playing Children's Records 
The Sound of Music, Mary Poppins, Alice in Wonderland, The Wizard 
of Oz, Songs from Walt Disney. 
57 N 5832—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs 4X9 « v v ann Set $3.88 

Mother Goose Favorites, Alphabet and Counting ‘Songs, Teddy Bears 
Picnic, Doggie in the Window, Peter Pan. 
57 N 5831—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs . Set $3.88 

Q Steel Record Rack and Phonograph 
Stand. Provides storage for up to 100 

records. Extra-sturdy bracing through- 
out, Useful album shelf. Rub 
legs. About 1214x2014x27 4 
57 N 8303L—Shpg. wt. 10 j lbs. 

4 Steel Record Rack and Phonograph 
Stand. Provides storage 

records. Bronze-color finish. Rubber- 
tipped legs. About 17x13x20 inches 
high. 
57 N 7303L—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs... .$4.95 

Help them 

develop good 

speaking 

habits early 

Battery-operated 
VOICE TAPE RECORDERS 
Simple to use controls . . transistorized-power 

( 5 and 6) Youngsters love to hear themselves talk. Ideally suited for 
children's use—rugged molded plastic cases with built-in carry handle, 
sealed-in transistor circuits can’t shake loose, removable top that covers 
the reels. Not recommended for recording music. See page 318 for more 
powerful recorders. Both include batteries, reels, recording tape, micro- 
phone, earphone on cord. From Japan. 

5 With manual speed-control—to adjust tape speed for lifelike sound. 
Uses two “C” type batteries, About 9x7x3 inches. 

57 N 8241—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. ............- $14.75 
6 With smooth-speed capstan-regulated drive—no speed control 

needed. Bigger amplifier and uses bigger “D” type batteries for better 
performance, push button start-stop mike. About 9x7x3 in. 
57 N 8242—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 8 oz. $3 mo...............- $23.95 

Recording Tape for use with recorders above. 3-inch reels. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
57 N 9963—225 fcet....... 76c 57 N 9964—375 feet. ... .$1.69 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells s sc sx | 

Citai pae scant by deisihiat nadseledimical com 

fees [Sears 551 
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Table-top Vanity . . s. 
Hangs on wall, too 489 

Versatile vanity has feminine, sculptured look. Hang on 
wall using pre-drilled holes. Highly polished mirror over 
storage drawer. Plastic. Comes with bath powder, powder 
puff, soap, lipstick, comb, brush, nail care aids, 
79 N 1314C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... ..Set $4.89 

4-piece Dresser Set 9] 97 

You'll be able to look your very best all the time with 
your very own dresser set that lets you brush and comb 
your own hair. Grooming aids in this four-piece set in- 
clude a plastic-backed mirror, a brush, plastic comb 
plus a handy jewelry box. 

49 N 13093—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.....Set $2.97 

4-in-1 Vanity Set comes complete 3297 
with real cosmetics. aot 

Each plastic tray contains items for four individual steps 
in beauty care. Hair care tray holds plastic comb, nylon 
bristle brush, dry shampoo, and hair creme. Nail care 
tray contains nail brush, cotton, emery board, nail polish 
and polish remover. Bath tray has soap, bubble bath, 
skin creme and talc. After-bath tray holds hand lotion, 
sachet, cologne and a powder puff. 

49 N 13091—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 3 oz.. . „Set $2.97 

Satin-lined Chest with pretend jewels 

Pretty jewel chest holds all her precious things. Comes 
filled with dress-up time jewelry . . bracelets, earrings, 
necklaces, hairbands, pins, rings. Removable tray with 
compartments. Chipboard chest (not wood or hardboard) 
is plastic coated with rayon satin-lined lid and bottom. 
About 8 inches long. 
49 N 1382—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. .....Set $3.88 

Famous Name sj 
Cosmetic Set 197 

All the things a girl needs to make 
and keep herself pretty. All famous 
brand name cosmetics in authentic 
junior-sized packaging. Plastic con- 
tainer helps keep each item neatly 
in place when not in use. Selection 
includes Cashmere Bouquet® soap 
and talc, Pacquins® hand lotion, 
Colgate® toothbrush and tooth- 

Antell shampoo, and nail polish. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

49 N 1350... 

49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Package of 2. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 

has battery-operated 
lights. (Uses 2 “D” batteries, order package below.) Side drawer. Hassock top lifts for 
extra storage area. Plastic vanity is 26x12x33 in. high. Hassock is plastic, Unassembled. 
79 N 1381L2—Vanity with Hassock and chest of pretend jewels. Shpg. wt. 121bs.$13.77 
79 N 13812L— Vonity with Hassock only. Shipping weight 10 pounds. F 9.99 

„Package 38c 

Vanity and Bench of $ 
corrugated fiberboard 459 

All the room she needs for cosmetics, 
“jewels”, and other beauty aids. Made of 
sturdy, reinforced corrugated fiberboard 
(not wood or hardboard) in attractive wood- 
grained pattern, Reflector mounted on cen- 
ter panel. 

Big 12-inch high matching bench. Vanity 
has recessed cosmetic shelf and 2 drawers. 
Measures 37x11x33 inches high overall. 
Sent unassembled. Accessories not included. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 N 1342C $4.59 



Unicycle 
with 16-inch wheel 

* Wheel tension can 
be adjusted to 
slow down speed 

* Extra-wide 
flat tread tire 
for more control 

‘Ue 

You can adjust the tension on the 16-inch wheel from 
slower to faster speed as you gain confidence and skill. 
Vinyl-covered steel seat can be raised or lowered from 
24 to 31 inches. Ball bearing wheels for a smooth, easy- 
rolling ride; 134-inch semi-pneumatic tire. Rugged steel 
construction means unicycle is extra durable. Two wood 
poles (included) help you balance while you learn; 40 
inches long. Sent unassembled. 
79 C 87599C—Shipping weight 13 pounds........ $11.99 

7 2 | 

sg” wy 

SWIVELERS® . . enjoy Shoe Top Roller Skates 
indoors or out—even at the rink 

Tough plastic uppers lace on—and they stay on. Composi- 
tion wheels are long-wearing outdoors, won't mar home 
floors. Ball bearings. Die-cast metal chassis. Rubber toe 
stops. Adjust to fit sizes 2 (junior) to 10 (adults). 
49 C 29267—Black. Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
49 C 29266—White. Shipping weight 5 pounds. . 

$8.99 
8.99 

Zip along on ZIPEES* 

Sturdy hi-impact plastic wheels can 
run indoors or out . . they're a full 
inch wide for better support and 

| good balance, self-lubricating for an 
| easy-rolling ride. Plastic shoe top 

design for a more comíortable fit. 
Pin-wheel decoration on hubs. Ad- 
justable for shoe sizes 8 (junior) to 
314 (regular). Ages 2 to 7. Buy the 
easy way . . order by phone. 
49 C 29248—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... $3.69 

Cutsoü pane scans by cheisimasmaseteciudc M oom 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Deluxe Unicycle 

Cut *l 

* Big 20-inch wheel with 

attractive whitewall 

pneumatic tire 

* Well-padded vinyl 

banana saddle 

* Chrome-plating on 

rim and fork 

* Heavy-duty crank 

assembly and bearing 

helps reduce wobble 

last Christmas wos $18.99. When 
they see you on this, they'll know 
you're going places . . super styling 
features make this a smart-looking 
champ. Detailed instruction book 
helps yow learn fast, develop super 
skill. Turns on a dime . . lets you 
balance in one place, even go in 
reverse. 

Tangent spoke wheel has 1.75-in. 
whitewall pneumatic tire. Black and 
white padded saddle adjusts from 
28 to 35 inches, tilts up or down. 
Partially assembled. 

Shipping weight 13 pounds. 
79 0 8/SEC .. cece en en e $17.99 

Sturdy Steel Balance Poles. 
Chrome-plated; white finger grips. 
40 inches long. Package of 2. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
79 C 87588C.. . «Pkg. $2.59 

16-inch front wheel.. 
extra wide rear wheels 

“25 
You get lots of traction and speed be- 
cause the big wheel is in front. Low slung 
suspension for better control . . helps 
provide more stability as it spins around 
turns. Plus you get these lifelike features 
—a detailed dashboard, real engine 
sound. Adjustable seat. Made of rugged 
plastic. Measures 38x2034x2214 inches 
high. Partly assembled. 

Takes balance to make it 
go forward, backward, do tricks 

$5929 

It's like “walking” on wheels. To operate, 
you just put your right foot on one plat- 
form, then push the other platform down 
with the left foot—then relax and pedal. 

Platforms and wheels made of brightly 
colored polyethylene. Sturdy heavy-duty 



for ages 1 to 4 

Chug-Chug Train $247 
Engine, gondola car and caboose couple mag- 
netically. Piston rods rotate, brakeman viri. 
Wood and plastic. About 20 in. long. 
49 N 5310—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 

e >- 
$2.47 

HATTER 
CHATT ER 

4 

Gabby Goofies sys 

Wings whirl, heads nod as babies wobble along 
behind their chattering Mama. Smooth wood; 
steel connectors. About 13 in. long. 
49 N 5262—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. 

2) 

-$1.75 

Brakeman ( 
swings 
lantern 

27 inches of color, sound 
and clever animation 

Engine goes “chug-chug,” head- 
light eyes roll, pistons pump and 
brakeman swings his lantern. Cou- 
plers hold fast as train is pulled, 
yet they're easy to unhook when 

Cunioa sao: scans by daisimasmuseteciudc Hd poen 

Clear the way for Hufly Puffy 
$364 

child wants to rearrange cars. 
Sturdy wood, printed and enameled 
in non-toxic colors. Steel axles; plas- 
tic cow catcher. Abt. 27 in. long. 
49 N 5256—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. $: 

Push, pull or ride the Creative Coaster . . 
build with colorful blocks and wood dowels 

The 
young 
structive 
column, plastic balloon tires. Wood seat; 
heavy steel axles. Non-toxic finish. 20x11 
in. 18 plas 
49 N 5290C —Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 

3.64 

eatures of this toy 

play 

Jolly Jalopy 
Clown's spring-connected head bobs as. 
his car careens along with putt-putt 
sound. Big plastic balloon tires won't 
mar floors, Non-toxic finish, wood body. 
About 7 in. long. 
49N ETT "t T lb. 

Best 

Horn beeps . . > 
wagon clicks 

as it rolls 

fascinate 
ldren and teach them con- 

14-inch hinged steering 

tic blocks, 6 dowels. 

$4.94 

$117 

Eyes roll 
up and down 



Keep Soo fascinated for hours 

Playskool's Bag of Colored Blocks 

85 136 5 
Blocks $319 | Blocks $519 

‘The shapes, the sizes, the colors will inspire 2-to-8-year-old builders to 

design houses, forts, train stations, castles . . anything that catches their 

imagination. Bright reds, yellows, blues, greens, violets . . smoothly 

sanded and nontoxic. Each wood block about Jé-inch thick. To order 

the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages under “Sears, 

Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 

85 Blocks. Plastic storage bag. + 136 Blocks. Plastic storage bag. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 12 oz. Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

49 N 4734.........e Bag $3.19 49 N 4737.......... Bag $5.19 

Kindergarten Blocks 
by Playskool 

39 Blocks | 71 Blocks 

3519 31044 

Basic shapes and sizes for 
creative play. Just like the 
blocks used in nursery schools. 
Made of natural finish soft 
wood, smoothly sanded. About 
1% in. thick. 

39 Blocks. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
49 N 4738............$5.19 

71 Blocks. Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs. 
79 N 4740K.. " 

100 Colorful Alphabet Blocks 
by Playskool 

49 N 4684 . ........$3.19 

Ciupa ene b a 

18 jumbo “stone” Building Blocks $519 
. . each will support 225 pounds 

These lightweight yet sturdy blocks have natural-looking stone pattern 

to inspire building of forts, castles, explorers' caves, etc. Each block. 

measures about 12x314x5!4 in. high. Corrugated paperboard . . strong 

interlocking construction. Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Unassembled. 

79 N 4440C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. . ........-...... Pkg. $5.19 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys on 
pages 467 through 638 until August 1, 1967 

3469 12 giant “brick” 
Building Blocks . . each 
will support 200 pounds 

Loads of fun to play with because 
blocks look like real bricks. Cor- 
rugated paperboard construction 
makes them amazingly strong . . 
yet they're surprisingly light- 
weight, easy for tots to handle. 

Each block measures about 3x6x 
12 inches long. Strong honeycomb 
construction. Easily wiped clean 
with damp cloth. Fully assembled. 
79N4705C-Wt. 9 lbs. Pkg. $4.69 

Toymaker Sets 

$299 to s699 

Plastic wood parts snap to- 
gether. Make push-pull toys 
that really roll. Idea book. 

81-pc. Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49N4431......... $2.99 

49N4408......... $4.99 

193-pc. Set. Wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz. 
-~ 49 N 4415.........$6.99 

tue omansa World 

INKERTO), cereus, Tinkertoy Sets 

s[99 to s599 

Make models with wood and 
plastic parts in bright non- 
toxic colors. Idea book. 

156-pc. Set. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
49 N 4401.. $1.99 

322-pc. Set. Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N4403......... $3.99 

486-piece Set. Wt. 5 Ibs. 
49 N A404......... $5.99 



The worlds of 

N and ADVENTURE 

Enjoy Snow White ahd her RSEN 
two viewer-reel sets featured below. 

Lighted Stereo Viewer 

shows every scene 

with uniform 
brightness, clarity 

3N 97619 

:475 ithout Treni :565 | $358 atodas 

This modern-design 3- Viewer with 21 Snow White scenes (3 reels) plus 1 other 
D viewer can be used reel (7 scenes). Order batteries for viewer below. 
anywhere. Get vivid, 3 N 9701—Shipping weight 13 ounce $4.75 
beautiful pictureswhen Viewer plus 49 scenes (7 reels) including Huckleberry Hound, 
you touch light-bar. Yogi Bear, Flintstones, Top Cat, and Quick Draw McGraw. 
Uses 2 batteries Batteries included 
(order at right). Justa 3 N 9759—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $5.65 
quick flip of lever Viewer and 1 reel (7 scenes). Order batteries below. 
changes scene. Sturdy 3 N 9756— Postpaid. (Shipping weight 13 oz.) $3.58 

high-impact plastic 34 N 4665 —"C" Battery. 2 needed. Wt, 2 oz..... -Each 18c 

aa. 
Unlighted Stereo 

Viewer . . great 

for small children 
because 

it's so easy to use 

die is :)78 lade $358 yi 

Hold viewer up to any light Viewer, 28 scenes. 21 Snow White, 7 other scenes. 
to see flick lever to 3 N 9702—Shipping ght 8 ounces $2.78 
change full-color 3-D ^ 
scenes, High-impact plas- Viewer, 49 scenes (7 reels) incl. Donald Duck, Mickey 
tic. Why not pick up the Mouse, Snow White, Fantasyland and Mary Poppins 
phone and order it? 3 N 9766-Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces $3.58 

Sanne] Peaku. Viewer and 1 reel (7 scene: 3N 97492 3N 97790 
552 [Sears | isst 3 N 9755— shipping weight 1.53 

‘Staind pace scans by eheisthiatnmiseledimical com 



Table-top 

Supermarket 

Sitios pane scans by chicas masetecimicM p 

3-piece All-Steel 
Kitchen Appliance Set 

Everything is at your fingertips 
in this table-top kitchen. Three- 
piece metal appliance set comes in 
avocado with coppertone trim. 11- 
inch stove has raised pretend burners 
and see-through oven door with slid- 

Working cash register and scale. 
Plastic cart holds miniature 
boxes of famous name grocerjes. 
Weigh “produce,” ring up sales 
and package “groceries” in shop- 
ping bags. Includes price tags, 
labels, 8-in. high plastic grocery 
rack, vegetable bin, 4-inch high 
counter, play money. Dolls are 
not included in set 
49 N 1424—Wt. 4 lbs.. .$5.99 

Washer-Dryer Combination 

really washes doll clothes 

3559 xus 

Fill washer with water, flick switch 
and turn on machine. Agitator swishes 
dothes around, water drainsout through 
rubber hose. Place clothes in dryer to 
watch them spin dry through plastic 
top or front. Metal body in avocado, 
yellow trim. Plastic agitator, tum- 
bler. About 9x414x8 in. high. Uses 2 
“D” batteries, order pkg. below. 
49 N 1278—Wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. $5.59 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 38c 

$797 

Elegantly furnished Colonial Doll House 

Design your own room settings with 129 plastic furniture sections . . un- 
limited combinations, You can completely furnish the 7-room house. 
Simulated red brick front, white siding, green roof and shutters. Breeze- 

h cupola adds a unique touch. Includes 4 plastic people. All-metal 
is a big 38 inches long, 10x15 inches high. Unassembled. 

79 N 1411C—Shipping weight 10 pounds $7.97 

Early American Doll House 

3497 

Comfortable Early American plastic furniture fills this lovely house. 

Six rooms include utility-laundry room . . patio above for “outdoor” 
living space. Kitchen, living-dining area, nursery, bedroom and 
bathroom—all completely furnished. House is all-metal, about 
25x9x15 inches high. Unassembled. 
79 N 1445C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. .$4.97 

Space Age Doll House 
with roof-top 

patio-sundeck 

3877 

The home of the future can be hers today with this plastic, snap-together 
house. 5 areas can be arranged in many ways. Contemporary plastic furni- 
ture fits dining room, living room, bedroom, bath, kitchen or patio. 
7 plastic figures make a large “family” for her to place where she wants. 
3-story house, about 1934 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 1448C—Shipping weight 7 pounds ifs aus anes $8.77 



Light flashes . . bell clangs as two race 

to the scene in this steel 

Hook "n Ladder 

122 eS 
Bright red 45-inch long steel truck, just 
waiting for you and your pal to board and 
race to the fire when the alarm sounds. 
Rolls smoothly on ball bearing wheels, 
molded rubber tires. Spinner hub caps add 
a dash of grand style. Adjustable pedal po- 
sitions for comfort, easier pedaling. 

Bell clangs, emergency light flashes. Two 
wood ladders. Ignition key on the dash. 
White vinyl seat pad. Windshield. Partially 
assembled. Takes 1 “C” battery, order 
package below. 
79 C 86044L—Shpg. wt. 35 Ibs....... $22.99 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46656—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. ...Pkg. 1.19 

2-wheel Motorcycle 

Use training wheels until tot 
learns balance, then detach 

Save $1 on this a | 299 
Steel Tot-Rod Racer 

Racy styling that outshines some of the grooviest “big kids’ " bikes . . 
yet this is a great “first two-wheeler" because of sturdy steel training 
wheels. Body and wheels of extra-strong linear polyethylene. Working 
parts of metal. Bright red; silver-color trim. 1134-in. wheels; training 

Lost Christmas was $13.99. Scoops in air as it zips around. Rubber tire 
wheels—10-in. rear and 8-in. front. Sturdy steel body, tubular steel 
frame. Adjustable bucket seat. Vinyl-covered roll bar. Baked-on enamel 
finish is bright emerald green; white trim. 42 in. long. Partially assembled. 

wheels with rubber tires. 1634x2034x35% in. long. Sent partly assembled. 
79 C 86039L—Shipping weight 11 pounds. ....... sees $12.99 

79 C 86011L—Shipping weight 25 pounds. ...-.........2.2220-++ $12.99 

Pedal-driven 3-wheel Skoota Bike with Trailer $ 7 

Bike has motorcycle styling, popular banana seat. Made of bright green and 
yellow polyethylene. All wheels on steel axles. Measures 2634x10x18 in. Trailer 
attaches to hitch. Made of yellow polyethylene. Has sloping dump bed. Overall 
length of unit a whopping 4834 inches. Partly assembled. 
79 C 86082L—Shipping weight 7 pounds 
79 C 86083C— Bike only. Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

.$7.99 
. 5.99 

Catalog page scans by iiiar naod Cow 



Push the Poppety- 
pop-pop Sweeper 
and hear the merry sound 
of wooden balls bouncing 

Jolly clown-faced sweeper 
makes a happy sound when 
pushed. Colorful wooden 
balls bounce inside the see 
thru “dust bag.” 
marking polyethylene ti 

Wooden base. Rubber grip 
21!4 in. high. Ages 1 to 
315. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 4707C 

$394 

$3.94 

Pay Telephone 

$399 

Deposit wooden coins (2 
nickels, 2 dimes, 2 quart- 
ers). Replace receiver— 
money returns. Dial 

Postal Station 

$999 

Child “mails” 12 wooden 
blocks in 4 shapes . . can 
learn coordination. Stringer 

dick. D m. high. for beading. About 11x6x6 
Ages 114 to 4. Wt. 4Ibs, inches. Ages 124 to 314 
49 N 4589......$3.99 F Shipping weight 

$56 Shas a 2 pounds 9 ounces. 
49 N 4719 

no pane Scans by damas masei cond 

Plays nursery rhymes . 
shows action on ““T'V’ 

Tune-A-Vision 3019 

As music plays, the story is illustrated in gay colors 
on the extra wide 23 x5-inch TV screen. Child winds 
a knob to play with toy . . can't overwind it. Spring 

adds realism. Large handle makes it easy to 
carry. High-impact styrene case can take rough play. 
About 8x8x3 inches. For ages 2 to 5 years. Shipping 

weight 1 pound. 

49 N 4686— Round the Mulberry Bush $2.19 
49 N 4687—The Cat and the Fiddle 1249 
49 N 4688—0Old MacDonald Had a Farm 2.19 

^f 
Listen to the music 
box play .. watch 
pictures on screen 

Musical TV 
Phonograph 

$374 

Wind knob to play the fine quality music 
box, As tune tinkles, 3!9x314-in. screen 
and pretend records revolve. “Movable 
tonearm, retractable “aerial.” 3 "records 
and storage slot in 8x6x7-inch wooden cab- 
inet. Toy cannot be overwound, Ages 
2 to 5 years. 
49 N 4622 

49 N 4615 
Shipping wt, 2 Ibs. 12 oz 

Parade of Wooden Soldiers 
kip to My Lou 

Each $3.74 

Hammer and Nail Set. $159 

Watch your child create original designs— 
trains, houses, cars, lots more—with ham- 
mer, nails and sticks, 12-inch square 
board, Designs included, Ages 3 to 6. 
49 N 4724—Shpg, wt. 2 lbs. $1.59 

Pound ’n Twirl Lock-up Barn 

$579 

Farm wagon totes 10 blocks (in 
4 shapes) to the wooden barn 
Child puts blocks through slots 
in roof. Four different types of 
closures lock the 2 sets of doors 

Hammer keys, see one 
of 4 bellboys sail up to 
ring a bell. Graduated 
tones sound an easily 

mallet 
up, bell jingles and gong 

carousel jumps 

peals. Then carousel 
twirlsdownward..ready ^ identified musical scale. 
for more action. Wood. Wood, about 11 im y tick the 2 sets of doo 
About 11x8x6 in. Ages high. Ages 1 to 3. Wt. and windows. Windows slide 
11$to3)é Shpg.wt.2lbs. — 2 Ibs. 6 oz. beets id Loe high. 
Mf z Ages a 49 N 4623... ...$2.34 — 49 N 4607... . $2.99 E d aide 

49 N4627........ ee $5.79 



Design and build movable models with 

constructi@neer 

282 $399 | 
pieces pieces pieces 
142 $922 | 523 $722 

Sturdy plastic gears, cranks, pulleys, wheels, tires, rods, bricks in 32 
different shap nd sizes let you build models that really move. 
Pieces together . . unlock easily for next project. Asphalt-look 
cardboard roofing, clear windows and movable doors. Pie inter- 
change with American brick sets. Storage container, instructions in 
cluded. 5; jece set builds 3 models above. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's so easy to order by telephone. 

49 N 4681—142-piece Set. Shipping weight 1 Ib... . . Set $2.22 
49 N 4682 piece Set. Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 0z.... .Set 3.99 
49 N 4683 —523-piece Set. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz....Set 7.22 

Build houses, garages, schools, hotels 

with American high-impact Plastic Bricks 

199 3322 | 343 3522 | 545 3799 
pieces pieces pieces 

ith Constructioneer sets above. 
. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
. wt, 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
. wt. 3 Ibs. 

153 pieces 

3322 

288 piec: 

475 pieces 

$722 

Work like a pioneer builder 
with world-famous Lincoln Logs 

Relive the early days of our nation. Build forts, cabins, stockades, 
trading posts, etc. Sets include *4-inch thick stained wood logs of 
varied lengths . . gable, chimney, roof pieces, 475-piece set builds 5 
cabins shown above with parts left over. Instructions. 
49 N 4696—153-piece Set. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs., . Set $3.22 
49 N 4697 —288-piece Set. Shpg. lbs. Set 5.22 
49 N 4743—475-piece Set. Shpg. Set - 7.22 

Ciltuloó page scans by chrishnias nesetecinicel Gom 

Make buildings, vehicles . . even an entire 
city . . with snap-together plastic bricks 

i Qe p 324 1622. | e 199° 
Truly a world of fun for budding young architects, mechanics, engineers. Even 
autos and machines take shape with these precision-made bricks. They're 

ed high-impact plastic . . come in various sizes in red, white, blue, black 
and clear, Just press them together . . they fit securely, yet can easily be taken 
apart to form a new structure, Helps develop skills in planning. manual dex- 
terity. Such downright fun, even parents will be drawn into building projects. 

Set $2.99 49 N 4599—151-piece Set. (no wheels). Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 4742—324-piece Set. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. VEA 
49 N 4608.—565-piece Set. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 10 0z........ 
301-piece wheel Toy Set, Interlocking brick plus 35 wheels, accessories let 
you make movable crane, train, trucks, trailers, Sturdy high-impact plastic. 
49 N 4618—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces.. .... E aR Set $6.22 

Nu UIN, 
WISE 

P 

ouo 

OWL 

sieves 
tum, 
nose 
twitches 

POWER PLANT . . 8 gears turn 

DRILL TEAM . . 3 soldiers spin around 

Build toys with fascinating movement. . 
motor-driven gears and wheels turn automatically 

418-piece LEGO :[422 
Master Mechanic Set 

There's no limit to the number of things you can build . . or the amount of fun 
you can have. High-impact plastic bricks are precision-made . . fit together 
perfectly. When finished with one toy, take it apart and start on another. 12 
assorted gears, 5 assorted studded base plates, 14 small and 4 large wheels, 29 
wheel accessories and battery motor pak. Order 3 “C” batteries on page 482. 
49 N 4598—Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces.. .. Set $14.22 

without. 
batteries 

sms Sears 551 



Select from over 180 View-Master subjects 
21 full-color stereo scenes (3 reels) in each packet. Paci 
coin (if available), stamp; those marked (*) have story folder; those marked (5) for stereo 
viewers only, NOT for 2-D projectors. Postpaid, (Shipping weight each packet, 3 ounces). 

SHOWN AT TOP OF PAGE 
3 N 97536— Peanuts* 
3 N 97388— Dennis the Menace* 
3 N 97485 —Flipper* 
3 N 97362— Winnie the Pooh* 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 
3 N 9730—Snow White* 
3 N 97471 — Bonanza* 
3 N 97483—Voy. Bottom Sea* 
3 N 97484 —U. N.C.L.E.. 
3 N 97361 — Wizard of Oz* 
3 N97617—Children's Zoo* 
3 N.97381—Littlest Angel* 
3 N 97492— Bat man* 
3 N 97376— Mary Poppins* 
3 N 97619 — Prehist. Animals* 
3 N 97875— Birth of Jesus* 
3 N 97474 —Lassie, Timmy* 
3 N 97479 — Daniel Boo: 
3 N 97383 —Christmas Story* 
3 N 97660— Santa's Shop 
3 N 97500— Barbie's Trip* 
3 N 97851 h's Ark* 
3 N 9753: cret Squirrel* # 
3 N 9740—Bambi* 
3 N 97382—Night Before Xmas* 
3 N 97318— Cinderella* 
3 N 97870—Rudolph* 
3 N 97901—7 Wonders World® 
3 N 97790 — Washington, D.C.* 

SPECIAL SUBJECTS 
N 9738— Christmas Carol*. 
N 97657 —U.S. Spaceman* 
N 97629 — Desert Flowers* 
N 97102— Eskimos, Alaska 
N 97656— Moon Rockets* 

N 97761 — World Fairs* 
N 97366— Bible H 
N 97367 —Lost. in Space* 
N 97369 —Planet Earth* 
N 97371 — Prehistoric Life* 
N 97373 — Roc 

oes 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 N 97581 —Space Secret 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 Mine 

ANIMALS AND ZOOS 
3 N 97610— Butterflies* 
3 N 97964— Marineland, Fla.* 
3 N 97188— Marin 
3 N 97965— p; 
3 
3 
3 

arrot Jungle* 
N 97173—San Diego Zoo* 
N 97192 —Sea World 
N 97615—Strange Animals* 

3 N97618—Animals, Africa* 
3 N 97614—Animals, World* 
3 N 97612— Wonders of Deep* 
3N37611—Wild Birds* 

U.S. TRAVEL 
3 N 97486— Black Hills* 
3 N 97346— Bryce Canyon 
3 N 97988— Busch 
3 N 97727 —Cape Cod, Plym. 
3 N 97813—Williamsburg* 
3 N 97969 — Cypress Gardens 
3 N 97324 — Denver-Mt. Parks 
3 N 97296— Glacier Park 
3 N 97307 —Grand Tetons 

Save . . get 49 scenes in 7-reel pack for just s2 I5 

U.S. TRAVEL (CONT.) 
N 97889 — 
N 97123— 

moky Mountains 
lonolulu, Waikiki* 

N 97127 — Island of Hawaii* 
N 97128— Kauai, Maui* 
N 97126—Island of Oahu* 
N 9739 —Lincoln Trail* 
N 97846— Mammoth Cave 
N 97827 — Monticello* 
N 97487 — Mt. Rushmore 
N 97812— Mt. Vernon* 
N 97182 —Redwood Hwy, Cal. 
N 97322 — Rocky Mt. Park 
N 97323 — Royal Gorge, Colo, 

Seq.- Kings Canyon 
N 97811—Shenandoah Park 
N 97981 Augustine* 
N 97526 — Wisconsin Dells 
N 97306 — Vellowstone Park* 
N 97347 —Zion Nat'l Park* 
N 97171 — Yosemite Nat'l Pk. 
N 97651 —United Nations 
N 97792 —Smithsonian Inst,* 
N 97793—The White House* 
N 97961 — Cypress, 
N 97655— Niagara Falls* 
N 97387 — U.S. Capitol* 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3N97174 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

WORLD TRAVEL 
3 N 97377 — Expo '67. 
3 N 97378— Expo '6; 
3 N 97003 — Acapulco* 
3 N 97288— Australia 
3 N 97027 — Bahamas 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

N 97004 —Canadían Rockies 
N 97029 — Bermuda 
N 97262 
N 97277 —London 
N 97002— Mexico City* 

3 N 97166— Paris 
3 N 97385— Tulips in Holland 

tican City 
3 N 97036— Virgin Islands 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 
3 N 97309 — Aesop's Fables* 
3 N 97177 — Adventureland 
3 N 9736—Alice, Wonderland* 
3 ales* 
3 s in Toyland* 
3 rly Hillbillies* 
3 N 97531 — Bugs Bunny* 
3 N 97515— Bullwinkle*& 
3 N97560—Capt. Kangaroo* 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

N 97533— Casper* 
N 97176— Frontierland 
N 97525— Donald Duck* 
N 97514— lintstones* # 

Idilocks* 

N 97512— Huckle. Hound* # 
3 N97314— Jack, Beanstalk* 
3 N97315—Lady and the Tramp, 

iocchio* 
3N597319—Little Red Hen* 
3N39731—Red Riding Hood* 
3 N 97528— Mickey Mouse* 
3 N9741—Mother Goose* 

Every scene is in beautiful 3-dimensional color. 
3 N 97717 —Animals of the World 
3 N 97719—Cartoon Favorites 
3 N 97705— Cities of the U.S.A 
3 N 97701— Cities of the Worl 
3 N 97708—D rtoons 
3 N 97706—U.S. National Parks 
3 N 9772— Television Subjects 

3 N 97709 — Disne: 
3 N 97716— Disneyland 
3.N97712—Fairy Tales 
3 N 97702—Faraway Lands 

ry Tales 

3 N 97707 — Huckleberry Hound Hall of Fame 
3 N 97718— Nature Subjects 
3 N 97703— Vacation Lands of the Scenic East 

3 N 97704— Vacation Lands of the Scenic West 
Shipping weight 9 ounces. 

Sistine Dabs scans by dieisimigrmiseltecimical Gon 

marked (**) have guidebook, real 

++ Pack $2.15 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES (CONT.) 
3 N 97372— Peter Pan* 
3 N 97311— Pinocchio* 
3 N 97534—0. Draw McGraw* 
3 N 97308— Sleeping Beauty* 
3 N 9737 —20,000 Leagues* 
3 N 97508— W, Woodpecker* 
3N397179 —Tomorrowland 
3 N 97364— Jungle Book* 
3 N 97365— Road Runner* 

NATIONS OF THE WORLD 
N 97057 — Brazil** 
N 9709—Canadat* 
N 97155— Denmark ** 
N 97091 — Ecuador** 

England*** 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 N 97156— 
3 N97172—F 
3 N97193—C 
3 N 9719— Holland** 
3 N 97251—Hong Kong** 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

N 97235 — India** 
N9716—Ir 
N 97224 — Modern Israele 
N 9718— Italy** 
N 97153 —Norway** 
N 97213— Russia** 
N 97124—South Afr 
N 97151 —Swede 
N 97185—Switzei 

3 N 97198— Austria** 
3 N 97205 —Greece** 
3 N 97226— Holy Land, Israel* 
3 N 97274 — Philippines** 
3 N 97386—S. Viet Nam** 

U.S. STATE TOURS 
3 N 97925— Alabama* 
3N397101—A| * 
3 N 9744—Arkansas* 
3 N 9717—North. California 
3 N $732— Colorado* 
3 N 9796—Florida* 
3 N 97915— Georgia* 
3 N9712— Honolulu, Waikiki, 

Hawaii* 
N 97550—Illinois* 
N 97540— Iowa* 

Kansas 

N 97700— 
N 97650 — New York* 
N 97890—N. Carolina* 
N 97595 —Ohio* 
N 9743—Oklahoma* 
N 97245—Oregon* 
N 97630— Pennsylvania* 
N 97690— Vermont* 
N 9727 —Washington* 
N 97835 — West. Virginia* 

'w Hampshire* 

See your favorite characters 
in the View-Master Theater 

Projector, screen, muse, 3964 
Project colorful scenes in 2 dimen- 
sions, 30-watt projector with f:3 lens. 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. NOT for stereo 
viewers. 

Disney Theater: 140 scenes (10 reels) 
including Mickey Mouse, Donald 
Duck, 20,000 Leagues Under Sea, etc. 
3 N 9780 C —Shipping wt. $ Ibs, . .$9.64 
Bugs Bunny Theater: 140 scenes (10 
reels) with Elmer Fudd, Porky Pig, etc. 
3.N9781C—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs. ..$9.64 
Extra Lamp for projector. 
3 N 8682 —Shipping wt. 3 oz. 119 

Projector with 

f:2.8 lens, . 
100-watt lamp 

31649 
Flick lever to change 2-D scenes, Plas- 
tic body. 110-120-v., 60-c, AC-DC. 
3 N 9783—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, $1649 
3 N 8683—100-w. Lamp. Wt. 1oz. 2,49 
3 N 9785— 30-w. Projector. 
Wt. 2 lbs. 11 oz... s B49 
3 N8682—30-w. Lamp, Wt. 3 oz. 1.19 

Viewer, 
library box, 
11 reels 

3689 

Hold unlighted stereo viewer up to 
any light and see full-color 3-dimen- 
sional scenes. High-impact plastic. 11 
reels include 1 special, Huckleberry 
Hound Hall of Fame and Snow White 

77 scenes in all. Box of high-im- 
pact plastic stores viewer and reels, 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
3 N 9703— Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 or: Outfit $6.89 
3 N9770—Box. Wt. 1 1b. 8 oz... 1,99 



The formal splendor of yesteryear 

COLONIAL MANSION DOLL H 
With authentic-looking scaled furniture . . converts to a carry case 

Available $Q97 
only at Sears 

She'll love running the household of this magnifi- 
cent 4-room colonial mansion. Other “rooms” are 
artfully decorated to make the house look as if 
there are actually 9 elegant rooms. 

Thirteen major pieces of hand-crafted plastic 
and cloth furniture include a queen-style bedroom 
set, real upholstered chairs and sofa, carefully 
detailed tables—even a bathroom tub, shower 
and towel rack. Furniture from Japan. 

Her doll family will like the spacious, well- 
planned patio and formal garden for play or 
entertaining purposes. Fold up patio-garden area 
to convert house to a convenient carry case . . tote 
it along to a friend’s house for hours of social 
playtime enjoyment. 

Dolls are not included, but she can complete 
the home with the doll family listed below. Vinyl 
house is 22 inches wide, 20 inches high. 

79 N 1460L—Shipping weight 6 Ibs $9.97 

389 
Bendable, poseable Doll Family 

Realistic family of 5 with plastic bend- 
able bodies that twist, turn or stay in 
any position you wish. Baby, Sis, 
Junior, Mom and Dad range from 
2 to 5 inches tall. Dressed in cotton. 
Perfectly scaled for the doll house 
above. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 1404—Shpg. wt. 4 oz... $1.89 

CumioapaQé scans by deisinas müuseteciimic com 



Dual front wheels 
for steady driving 

Wood Stake Wagons 

Remove the wooden sides 
and you have a coaster wagon 

(3 and 4 ) Extra sturdy and long wearing 
. made to give hours of fun. Finest 

hardwood construction. Heavy-duty steel 
chassis. Nylon bearings never need oiling. 
Sent unassembled, 

3 Town and Country Wagon. 38x18x10- 
in, body. Seminole red front stakes; 

natural finish rear stakes and body. 10x 
1,50-in. sure-grip artillery-type tires. 
79 C 85126L—Shpg. wt. 39 lbs. .... $18.99 

4 Rodeo Stake Wagon. 30x1514x7 44-in. 
body. Bright seminole red stakes. 7x 

1.25-in. puncture-proof tires. 
79 C 85104C—Shpg. wt. 23 lbs... . $13.99 

GT Scooter 
Sporty MAG wheels 

put it in a class 
all its own 

Mag wheels are like those on the sportiest 
cars. 10x1.50-in. semi-pneumatic tires; nylon 
bearings. Radiant metallic blue enamel finish 
with white enamel fenders, handle. Flip-down 
stand. Foot brake. Scooter measures 38x34 
inches high. Sent unassembled. 
79 € 85125C—Shipping wt. 14 Ibs....... $7.99 

Tini pan scai by na aa 

( 1 and 2) Ball-bearing chain drive means you pedal 
smooth and fast. Sturdy 12-inch semi-pneumatic deep 
tread tires on rear, 8-inch ball-bearing front wheels. 
Lifelike details, too. Exhaust stack. 8 spark plugs 
with “wires”, Motor tone gear shift. Comfortable 
adjustable seat. Trailer hitch. Trailer has 8-inch wheels 
with molded rubber tires. Tailgate opens to unload. 

Red steel 

Coaster Wagons 

The 400 The $0 

$g $6?» 

"400" Wagon. Fire engine red enamel. Ball- 
bearing wheels. 814x1.25-in. puncture-proof 
tires. 3414x16x434 inches deep. Unassembled. 
79 C 85123L—Shipping wt. 24 Ibs....... $8.99 

"300" Wagon. As above. Nylon bearings; 
7x1.25-in. tires. 2834x1334x3% in. deep. 
79 C 85122C—Shipping wt. 18 lbs.......$6.99 

Chug-chug away in this 
Chain-Drive Tractor 

made of heavy-duty steel 

|a = 

"m 392098 
Tractor is Mustang orange with black and white trim; 
38x24x27 in. Trailer is Mustang orange, white trim; 
23x11 in. Partly assembled. Tractor with trailer and 
tractor alone sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 
79 C 86076N2—Shipping weight 51 pounds. Set $29.98 
(1) 79 C 85077N— Tractor only. Wt. 40 Ibs... 26.99 
(2) 79 C 86085C—Trailer only. Wt. 11 Ibs. ... 6.49 

Racy MAG wheels 
are "in" but big! 

500 GT steel Wagon 51]?? 
Steel construction withstands rough treatment. Nylon 
bearings give smooth ride . . never need oiling. Fit-grip 
handle. 10x1.50-in. puncture-proof tires. Radiant metallic 
blue enamel finish. 36x1734x434 in. deep. Unassembled. 
79 C 85124L—Shipping weight 30 pounds 



Traffic Truck $588 
"Light" revolves, driver turns, clack- 
ety noise is made when wooden truck is 
pulled. 6 traffic signs light signal and 
barricade. 14x8x7} For ages 3 to 6. 
49 N 4643—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.....$5.88 

eS 

Indoors and out, it’s fun to scoot 

on the Playskool Tyke Byke 

Wooden Take-apart Truck 

Remove sides and back of truck to convert it into a 
flat carrier. When pulled, truck makes noise and riders 
turn their heads. Over-all: 14x8x7 in. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 4655—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 10 oz.....$4.44 

Wood-A-Motive Pull Toys 

Dump Truck . . body raises and lowers, Large 
Low to the ground, easy to hop aboard. And it has TOR Uu de. over-all, is crafted of selected 

chrome-plated handlebars with streamers—like a big bike! 
The perfect first bike. It's easy for hotrodders shaped seat with "leopard" spots. Molded 
of 1 to 3 years to maneuver. High-rise handle- ^ plastic wheels. Plastic hand grips. 18-in. 
bars let child steer easily when he walks it. — long. Seat, 8 in. high. Partly assembled. 
Wood frame with bright finish. Banana- 49 N 4726C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs.......$3.99 

wood; lacquered. Has non-marking plastic wheels. 
49 N 4435—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 10 oz........ $4.99 

Q Tow Truck. Turn the crank to raise the hoisting 
hook and derrick. Lacquered wood truck is 

15x6x5 in. over-all. Non-marking plastic wheels, 
49 N 4437—Shipping wt, 2 Ibs, 10 0z,....... $4.99 

Tool Tray $359 Big-Big 

Young carpenters stay busy with this Work Bench 
12x7x6-in. wooden tool tray. Filled $688 
with wooden hammer. screwdriver, 
saw, square; plastic nuts, bolts, wrench, 
49 N 4709—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. . . $3.59 

Work Bench $184 
Children of 2 to 5 can learn coordina- 
tion as they work. Wood bench with about 17x17x8 in. Vise, 
hammer, wrench, screwdriver, ruler, Wooden saw, claw ham- 
bolts and nuts. About 11x5 inches. mi pcrewdriver,  tty- 
49 N 4721—Wt. 2 Ìbs. 4 oz...$1.84 Square, peen hammer. Also, 10 bolting cleats, 

Nok-out Bench $188 4 wooden nails, plastic 
wrench, 3 nuts and bolts, 

Pound pegs into holes on top of bench, 5 screws. Cotton apron. 
another pops out the end. Wood. For ages 2 to 5 years. 

About 10 in. long. Ages 2 to 5. 
49 N 4727—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz.. . $1.88 

Shipping wt. 9 Ibs. 

You can order toys on pages 441 to 673 until Sept. 1, 1966 

Pound, build or tinker 
with large-scale tools on 
the bench top. Or remove 
the top and use the base 
as a saw horse. Bench, 

79 N 4710C..... $6.88 

ræ: SEARS 557 
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There goes the 

Tyke on his Truck 
Only Sears puts 32 blocks in the rumble trunk. . 

Note those jazzy, high-rise handlebars, too 

Gangway! Whimsical painted eyes "watch" where he's going. Hi-rise 
handlebars are chrome-plated . . plastic windshield attached. Strong 
wood frame. Puncture-proof wheels, About 24x17x23 in. Plastic saddle 
seat is 844 in. from floor, Cheerful nontoxic colors. Natural finish wood 
blocks in 10 shapes for creative play. 
79 N 4634L Shipping weight 11 pounds. $12.22 

Creative Coaster 
Push it... pull it.. 

build with blocks, dowels. , 
horn beeps, wagon clicks 

$622 

Begs 
Hiep ` 

E d 
CLICKETY VERO 

A fascinating toy that children enjoy hour after hour . . 
Pat ; it teaches constructive play, too. 18 plastic blocks in 

different shapes . . 6 dowels to fit into them. Hinged 

\ steering column . 14 in, Wood seat, heavy steel axles. 
Nontoxic finish. Plastic balloon tires. 20x11 in. 
79 N 5290C —Wt. 6 lbs. ..$6.22 

Playskool Walker Wagon 

$469 
Toddlers will love this toy . . it 
makes a most pleasing sound as 

balls rattle and bells jingle. Strong 
— steel handle is adjustable, helps 

Le give confidence to beginning walk- 
KEA on holds 18 gaily colored 

EN wood blocks. About 18x8 in. wide, 

p Ag e Ages 134 to 334 years. 
552 Sears wx wu" Wt 5 Ibs. 8 02.54.69 

itabi pagi scans by diaa maedit 

Looky Push Car 
5969 

It honks . . headlight 

eyes roll up and down . . and 

just listen to that engine roar! 

Grip the steering wheel, beep the horn 
Hear the engine go "brruummm." See 
headlight eyes roll up and down. Smiling 
mouth painted across "radiator" front. 

Wood and plastic make an amusing toy 
that tak lot of wear. About 8 in, wide; 
handle 20 in. long. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it's so easy to order by tele- 
phone. 
49 N 5325 Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. $2.69 

Save this catalog . . you con order toys 
on pages 467 fo 638 until August 1, 1967 

Tyke Bike with Horn 

High style chrome-plat- 

Popcorn Popper 

Push it . . hear the pop 

Poppety-pop 
Sweeper 

3469 

Listen to wood balls 
bounce inside see. 
thru "dust bag.” 
Clown-face. Poly- 
ethylene tires, wood 
base. Rubber grip 
2114 in. high. Ages 1 
to 314. Wt. 4 lbs. 
79 N 4707C..$4.69 

P sd - 

Giraffe Walker Chair is 
also a "ride 'em" toy 

Child holds on to chair back, 
pushes toy along to help gain as- 

surance in walking. He'll use it 
for TV seat, or sit on it and push 
it along, too. Sturdy wood con- 
struction. 1734x914x20 in. high, 
79 N 4522C-Wt. 6 lbs. $5.99 

Whale Push Toy 

Thar she blows! Push it, 
ed handlebars, plastic as wooden balls hit it sweeps up plastic balls, 
grips, streamers. Wooden astic dome. Wooden pops them up like water- 
“banana” seat has leop- ase, about 9 in. wide. spout, Blue plastic, 12x 
ard spots. Horn. Wood 18in.long, plastic tires. — 10 in. wide, 24-in. handle, 
frame. Wt. 6 lbs. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Japan. Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 oz. 
79 N 4720C....$5.22 49 N5230....$1.82 49N5210...... $4.99 



. » Shouts the 

sergeant in 

army fatigues 

È 3697 

Shoulders back, head 

in rugged fatigue outfit 
of green Sanforized* 

cotton (max. fabric 

you can put name on 
Trousers, 
k 
way cap included. State 

patch poc 
zip front. Ridge 

1 1b. 8 oz. 

49 N 803F 

554 Sears rc 

Gitsiod page scans by crisis nerselecinicel com 

high as he leads drills 

shrink. 1%). Jacket has 
insignia, stripes, tab 

S, M or L. Shpg. wt. 

$6.97 

When the moon is bright Zorro rides again! 

Dari hbuckler in black cotton outfit. Shirt has 

gold-color decoration. Red cummerbund tops pants. 
Cape, hat and mask. State sise S, M or L 
49 N B10F— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $5.97 

Gleeps! It's Batman to the rescue 

Zonk, Crack, Zowie! With Batsign on his chest, he's 
always fighting crime. Outfit includes cotton shirt, 

pants, belt, cape, hood and mask. State size S, M or L 
49 N 807F —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 $5.99 

Astronaut Space Gear 

3 Uniform. All set for space walks. Silvertone cotton twill 
Zipper front. Overseas cap. State S, M or L 

49 N 804F Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz $5.97 

4 Helmet. Lift-up face Microphone. Plastic 
49 N 805—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz $3.57 

A bird? A plane? It's Superman! 

Count on him to arrive just in the 
day. There's no mis 

cape. State S, M, L 
$4.99 

his 

per-strength always saves th 
taking his blue and red cotton suit 
49 N 730F —Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz 

Highway Trooper patrols the roads 

On the alert to prevent crime, make 
travel safer in gray and red cotton shirt, 

pants. Felt cap, plastic goggles, gun, whistle. 

Metal badge, handcuffs. State S, M or L. 
49 N 827F —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. $6.97 

Heigh-Ho Silver . . the Lone Ranger 

Friend to all in need. Blue cotton shirt 
pants with monogrammed pockets. Pla 

tic boots slip over your shoes. Metal badge. 
Mask and kerchief. State S, M or L 
49 N 7752F —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $5.97 

Visiting Nurse 

8 Styled for the "pretend" nurse who 
travels to treat her patients. Crisp white 

cotton belted uniform. Blue cotton cape 
with insignia. Pert little cap, handy plastic 
shoulder bag. State size S, M or L 
49 N 799F —Shipping wt. 15 oz $3.97 

SIZE CHART for all costumes 



Sew and mend your own clothes. 

Make outfits for all your dolls. 

It's fun and easy with this 

lively chain-stitching machine 

Sister 

Electric Portable 

ECCE 
e Foot pedal and hand operated 

e Aluminum head, heavy-duty motor 

e Plastic case, snap-on cover 

e Portable . . weighs just 7 pounds 

Any little seamstress can learn to mend 

and sew with this electric sewing machine 
works like a real one. 

\ Easy-to-use machine has a built-in 

light, knob-adjusted thread tension, stor- 
age drawer for thread, materials, Plastic 

| cover for toting or storage. 
_ It even has a seam guide for straight 

sewing, Comes with pincushion, extra 
needles, threader and instructions. Ma- 
chineis 11 in. long, 9 in. high. From Japan. 
Long, 6-foot cord. UL listed for 110-120. 
volt, 60-cycle AC 

49 N 1201—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs... . $19.88 

5 Extra Needles. Sister portable only. 
49 N 1225—Shpg. wt. 2 oz.. . Pkg. 39c 

Sewing Basket DN 

= and Accessories X E 

Hand-operated Sewing Machines 5299 

Beginner's Chain-stitch Machine 

Features. finger-guarding presser foot. adjust- 
able thread tension. Die-cast steel head. 8x5x6 
in. high . . clamps to any table. Uses standard "m 

rotary needles No. 24x1. Needles, thread and 
instructions included. From West 
49 N 1250—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 

For the junior seamstress all the items she. 

Advanced Chain-stitch Machine needs to sew and mend in a fully lined, hand. 
Hardwood base has storage drawer. Extension woven basket. Plastic tray holds needles, thread: 

table holds fabric. Finger-guarding presser foot er, pin cushion, tape measure, thimble, 4 spools 

| die-cast steel head. 12x5x7 in. high. Clamps of thread. 10x514x414 inches high. From Japan 

to any table. Needles, thread and instructions 49 N 1223—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. .$2.99 

included. Uses standard rotary needles No. 24x1. 

From West Germany. 
49 N 1221—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz......- $7.39 

j 
E 

EMBROIDERY ^» 

swale: 
Sew lock-stitches that won't 5 

ravel . . just like Mom's = 
Bobbin-type Sewing Machine 

44 minout 
s| 5 enis 

You'll be proud to show your work. Set includes 

Seen wi a e anally E 6 show towels, 3 of them printed and ready to be 
sb fepe ich senai and embroidered, 3 felt appliques, hoop, 22 yards of 

minum ic ES P thread, needle, threader, embroidery hoop, in- 

Due cen Plasti storage metal structions. Appliques from Japan. 

49 N 1241—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $1.99 

Embroidery and 
Applique Set s|99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order toys on pages 433 to 

605 from now until July 30, 1969 

Cutsiog babe scans by dheisimas musetecimicM pom. 



Delivery Cycle 

delivery box 

316? 

12-inch front wheel 

Red, rugged steel design. Smooth-riding 
ball bearing pedal wheel. Steel saddle. Semi- 
pneumatic tires. Polyethylene molded fen- 
ders. 34-inch handlebars. Red plastic grips, 
streamers, pedals, clear plastic windshield. 
Listed by front wheel size. 
79 C 87044L—12-inch. Wt. 26 Ibs.. . .$16.99 

79 C 87045L—16-inch. Wt. 28 lbs... 18.99 

554 [Sears] «aee 
Gaio daos Scan by cuddimatwedlbciadcal pom 

| With sturdy 20x12x3 in. 

Sears 
lowest-priced € 
First Trike 

10-inch front wheel 

Red enamel frame. 
Metal saddle, white 
enamel handlebars. 
Easy-riding nylon- 
bearing front wheel. 
Listed by front wheel size 

10-inch. Leg reach 14- 
17 in. Wt. 14 Ibs, 
79€ 87071C..... $7.99 

13-inch. Leg reach 16- 
18 in. Wt. 16 Ibs. 
79 C 87072C..... $8.99 

16-inch. Leg reach 18- 
20 in. Wt. 22 lbs. 
79 C 870691... .$10.99 

Speedy chain-driven 
Police Cycle 

With flashing light 
and handy rear 

Storage compartment 

24? 

without battery 

Rugged heavy-duty steel body, 
36 in. long . . metallic blue and 
white. Big Sin. wheels, front 
one with ball bearings. Wide- 
tracking rubber tires for sure- 
footed sidewalk traction. Padded 
vinyl seat, chrome-plated han- 
dlebars. Uses 1 "C" battery (not 
Partially assembled. 
79 C 86065L—Wt. 35 Ibs. $24.99 

"C" Batteries—Package of 6. 
49 C 46656—Wt. 12 oz. ...$1.19 

Tyke holds steering 
"rein," pushes pedal 
“stirrups” to move 
off in Sears 3-wheel 

Pony Kart 

dT iit 

Most fashionable pedal toy 
ever. Trotter design with 
strong all-steel construction, 
42 in. long. Red enamel fin- 
ish. Black pony. Slatted 
wooden seat, rubber tires. 
Front tire housed in pony's 
rear legs. Adjustable leg 
reach moves to three posi- 
tions. Unassem. England. 
79 86078L-Wt. 22 Ibs. $27.99 

Smart 13-inch 
Sidewalk Bike 

with coaster brake 
You'll coast without pedaling 
and stop on a dime . . remove 
center bar to use as girl's bike 

1 Flashy convertible bike with pedal 
coasting and braking power. Stop 

in seconds, Rear coaster brake, nylon- 
bearing front wheel. 154-in. tires. Re- 
movable 5-in. plastic training wheels, 
Sporty chrome-plated fenders, chrome- 
plated removable cross-bar. Frame in 
2-coat flamboyant lime finish. Soft 
"bucket" type vinyl saddle, 3(-in. 
chrome-plated hi-rise handlebars. Leg 
reach 16-19 in. 
79 € 87595L—Shpg. wt. 25 lbs. .$22.99 

Mod-look 

10-inch Trainer 
The perfect starter Bike 

for the small set 

2 Even young children can ride a two 
wheeler. Learning’s fun, easy with 
removable 5-inch vinyl training wheels. 
Puncture-proof 15$-inch tires on 
smooth-rolling nylon-bearing wheels. 
Sporty chrome-plated fenders. Metal 
saddle, With 34-inch handlebars and 
vinyl streamers. Two-coat flamboyant 
aqua finish. 16-18-inch leg reach. To 
order the easiest way, look in your 
phone book under “Sears Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales" for the number to 
call. 
79 € 87593L—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs. $14.99 

NOTE: All bikes, trikes on both pages 
have tubular-steel frame; vinyl grips, 
pedals; adjustable saddle; semi-pneu- 
matic tires. Partly assembled. 

Sporty 2-step Trike 
Double steps add rigidness 

make it easier for a 
small child to climb aboard 

3 Ball bearing front wheel design. 
Tires, 1% in. Chrome-plated fen- 

ders, handlebars. Metal saddle, Tur- 
quoise. Listed by front wheel sise. 
10-inch, 14-16-in. leg reach. 
79 € 87051L—Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs...$9.99 
12-inch. 16-18-in. leg reach. 
79 C 87052L—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs.. 10.99 

16-inch. 18-20-in. leg reach. 
79 C 87053L—Shpg. wt. 24 Ibs.. 12.99 

20-inch, 20-22-in. leg reach. 
79 C 87054L—Shpg. wt. 29 lbs.. 14.99 

Deluxe 2-step Trike 
Has super-wide tires, hi-rise 

handlebars, banana-type saddle 

4 No-tip wide track tires, 134-in. 
Ballbearing pedal wheels. Steel 

"flying bridge" frame, second rear 
step. Chrome-plated fenders. Simu- 
lated gearshift, shock absorbers, Ma- 
genta. Listed by front wheel size. 

10-inch, 14-17-inch leg reach. 
79 € 87081L—Shpg. wt. 19 Ibs...$15.99 
12-inch. 16-18-inch leg reach. 
79 C 87082L—Shpg. wt. 23 Ibs... 16.99 

16-inch. 18-20-inch leg reach. 
79 € 87083L—Shpg. wt. 27 Ibs... 18.99 



$, 459 

without 
headdress 

Chief's Outfit. Sanforized® cotton Frontier Outfit. Brown cotton 
twill. Multicolor yoke. Gold-color twill. Jacket, pai ve plastic, 
fringed pants. State S, M, L. cotton fringe. Elastic-waist 
49 N 832F—Wt. 1 lb. pants. Deep-pile hat for real 
Headdress. Feathered frontier effect. State S, M, L. 
79 N 830C—Wt. 1 Ib. 49 N 817F—Wt. 1 Ib... $5.89 

5-Stor General. Olive- 
green Sanforized® cot- 

;old-color buttons, 
metal insigni 

Tom-tom Set. Multicolored wood- 
fiber 8-in. tom-tom. Painted toma- 
hawk has soft rubber blade. Shield, 
2 mallets. Handsome headdress, 

= E toma trousers, 49 N 598C—Wt. 2 lbs.. .. $2.89 
zipper fly. Cap. 

ee 3 p Siole siss S, M or L. Frontier Equipment. Buckskin 
Dress right! Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. leather belt with pouch fits w 

49 N B3BF. .....$5.89 18-28 in. Canteen. Powderhorn. 
Sergeant's Outfit with name tab 

$689 
Rugged fatigue outfit of green Sanforized® 
cotton (maximum fabric shrinkage 1%). 
Jacket has insignia, stripes, name tab. Trous 
ers have bellows pockets, zipper. Ridgeway 
cap. State size S, M or L. 
49 N 803F—Shipping weight 2 Ibs.....$6.89 

49 N 840—Wt. 12 oz $2.59 

SIZE CHART |Sizeis...... |Smoll [Medium] large | 
for Playsuits, Height inches |35-42| 43.51 | 52-60 

Be a bold-looking 94 
Roman Warrior 32 

He's dressed to come, see and conquer in 

$579 

ically P H Ride again with Zorro. Western Outfits of brown and beige cotton Western Hats. Wool felt. Mach CEA I ro pn Cotton fabric. Black corduroy. Plastic gun, belt, leather holster. Sises S (fits heads 17-18 
wich head protection. Plastic: è shirt has gold-color em- Order hats at right. No boots. State S, M,orL. ^ in); M(19-20 in.); L(21- 

ERAT blem. Pants, cape, belt, Cowgirl. Skirt, vest, blous t State S, M or L. 9N |—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....... a 'owgirl. Skirt, vest, blouse, gun set. 
Bo NO25C--chipe wt 3 tbe. $294 hat, mask, StateS,M,L. 49 N 833F—Shpz. wt. 11b. 4oz......- $5.89 Shipping weight 1 lb. 

.. 558 SEARS xa Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Cowboy. Pants, vest, shirt, tie, gun set. 49 N BA2F—Gisl's. , $1.89 
E, 49NB8IOF...... $5.79 49N835F—Shpz.wt.1lb.607.......$5.89  49N843F—Boy's... 1.89 

CGutiod pane scans by cheisimasdmusetecidcH pomi 



Dump Truckers .. Kerplunk rolls the ball into 
the truck . . and tots learn to match size, shape, colors 

Push truck into right loading station—it has to match the truck in size 
hape, color—and the ball rolls in. Drive truck up ramp . . back it into dump 
tation for automatic unloading. Station has gas pump for make-believe 

refueling. Garage in rear. Toy helps to develop color and space perception 
St wood and plastic. Bright nontoxic colors, Three 4-in. long truck 
each with a c 
49 N 5284 

ute driver. Station 12x13x614 
Shipping weight 3 pound 

high over-all. 

$4.49 

v 

Mer Gree 

Tots learn numbers and Rolls its eyes and chatters 

colors as they play 

Cash Register 

$399 

Press keys—each a different color 
and number—and n 

pictures pop up behind astic 
window. Turn crank to open drawer 

bell ring: 

place. Wooden construction; nor 
toxic colors, Wooden About 
8x7x8 in. high. Buy it the easy way 

3 Ibs. 2 
$3.99 

pictures drop back into 

order by phone. Wt 
49 N 4603 

Mr, Sound Says 
f $559 

Point farmer to any of 12 
animals . . pull Chatty- 
ting. He names animals, 
makes sound. Plastic. 13x 
1L in. wide, Wt. 2 lbs, 
49 N 4508 $5.59 

*'microph 
Chatty ring 

49 N 4645 

Cuius Dade Scans by ceishnas werselededcel Conk 

Fun noises . 
engine, car,9 more. Point 

10x3 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. 

as child pulls it along 

Chatter Phone 

37 

Smiley-faced phone helps develop 
coordination, teach color id 
numbers; encourages dra: n 

play. Chatters and rolls its eyes 

when pulled. Turn dial and bell 
s. Wood with plastic receiver 

spiral fabric cord. It's so amusing 
About 
4 oz 

$1.77 

it's almost like a real friend 

6x7x4 inches high. Wt. 1 lb. 

49 N 5309 

Extra-big Work Bench 
Pound and tinker with large 679 
Scale, easy-to-use tools 

made for Sears by Playskool 

Pieces are easy 
about 17x17x8 in. high, has vise, 

So many things for the toddler to do. 

screwdriver. Also, 10 bolting c 
to handle. Bench. 
claw hammer ; 
4 wooden nails, plastic wrench, 3 nuts and bolts, 3 
screws. Helps improve coordination, provides many 
hours of fun for children 2 to 5 years old. 
79 N 4637C—Shipping wt. 8 Ibs $6.79 

Save this catalog . . you con order toys 
on pages 467 to 638 until August 1, 1967 

Work Bench $29 

Work bench has hammer, wrench 

` y 

Nok-out Bench $29 

Pound pegs into holes on top of 
screwdriver, ruler, bolts and bench . . another pops out the end 
nuts. About 11x5 in. Ages 2 to. — Wood. About 10 in. long. Ages 2 to 5 
49N4721-Wt. 2 Ibs. 40z, $2.29 49 N 4727 — Wt. 2 lbs. 4 02.$2.29 

Postal Station 
$349 

Child "mails" 12 wooden 
blocks in 4 shapes. Stringed 
for beading. About 11x6x6 
in. high. Ages 134 to 314 
years, Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 9 oz 
49 N 4719 $3.49 

. train, fire 

one," pull 
Plastic. 16x 

$5.59 

Pull and Lace Boot 
$289 

Drop “Old Woman in the Shoe” 
and her 6 children thru window, 
hole in roof. Unlace boot to get 

them back. Fun to pull. Wood 
and plastic, About 9 in. long. 
49 N 4639—Wt. 2 lbs.. $2.89 

Lock-up Barnand Farm Wagon 
$649 

Child puts blocks through roof slots. 
Lock and unlock 2 sets of doors and 
windows. Windows slide. 13x10x9 in. 

49 N 4627 —Wt. 6 Ibs $6.49 

ux Sears 553. ge 



Here comes the Bride! 

s497 

So pretty in traditional long 
white gown of brocade-like ray 

on taffeta, Net veil falls from 
satin headband trimmed with silver 
braid. Pretend pearl necklace and 
ring set, too. Carry dear bouquet 
of lilies of the valley. State S, M, L. 
49 N 7751F—Wt. 13 oz. $4.97 

Drum Majorette 

s497 

Lead the way in high-steppir 
outfit of brig 

the big brass band marches on 
Hat, baton, belt, boots that slip 
over your shoes. S/ale S. M, or L 
49 N 829F- Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. .$4.97 

X rayon satin as 

Pretty Ballerina 

s597 

Dance and pir 
cized acetate satin leotard 

frothy nylon 

tutu over-skirt floats and swishes 

as you twirl. Stale S, M, L 

49 N 820F—Wt. 12 0z....$5.97 

uette in elasti- 

Shimmering trim 

For costumes on this page, 
see Size Chart on facing page. 

Gulaloó gane scade by cuidar dwicdllcidcal poni 

Mirror, mirror on the wall 

says Snow White's the 

fairest one of all 

s497 

Skip down the block, you can't keep 
from singing in lustrous yellow and blue 
rayon acetate dress. The 7 dwarfs are 
always there, printed on your skirt. Red 
cape has stand-up collar. Red velvet 
hair bow and mask. State S. M, L 
49 N 7750F —Shpz. wt. 15 oz $4.97 

| CES 

"Take blue pills on rainy days, orange 

ones on sunny days”. . Prescribe 8 different 

candy pills in all, but first listen 

through real heart-beat stethoscope 

Deluxe Nurse and Doctor Kits 

$449 cscs 

Patients will get the best of care from nurse or doctor. 
Each kit contains over 70 pieces of "medical equipment," 
including thermometer, microscope, X-ray viewer, records 
and charts. Packed in appropriate plastic bag. Hanging 
medical cabinet with each kit stores miraculous Dr. "B" 
Happy candy pills. Stethoscope, 18 inches long has amplify 
ing diaphragm designed like a real doctor's so you actually 
hear heartbeats. Nurse kit features apron, cape, sick tray 
complete with play food and plastic silverware. Doctor kit 
(not shown) includes his medical jacket 

49 N 1647— Deluxe Nurse Kit. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs $4.49 

49 N 1646— Deluxe Doctor Kit. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs 4.49 

SAVE THIS CATALOG .. you can order toys on 
pages 429 to 609 from now until August 1, 1968 

Compact Doctor and Nurse Kits for 
all types of "emergency calls" 

$329 oson 

anding nod, young doctor reaches into his 
plastic medical bag . . puts on “glasses,” mask, stethoscope 
to examine *'patient," then prescribes one of four Dr. “B” 

Happy candy pills. Over 50 pieces in each kit. Nurse kit 
(not shown) includes cap and apron. Both so easy tobuy 
when you just use the phone. 
49 N 1648— Doctor Kit. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z......$3.29 
49 N 1653— Nurse Kit. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz ' 3.29 

With an under: 

Sexe [Sears | 599 



Design your own fabrics with 3599 
E-Z Weaver Loom 

Create simple or intricate designs in fabrics you make 
yourself. Use fabrics to make personalized purses, 
scarves, blankets and many more. 

Machine operates just like a real loom, Components 
include: shuttle, harness, warp strings and spacing 
wires. Set has 66 yards of yarn and complete instruc- 
tions. Plastic. 19x13x13 inches high. 
79 N 1372C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . Set $5.99 

set 

MM 
- 

nmt 

Learn to knit with the s288 
Knitting Jenny set 

You can make your own beautiful “Italian-knit” doll 
clothes, hats, mufflers and much more. Easy-to-use 
Knitter helps you make row after row of even stitches 
- . just lift the yarn over the double row of pegs. 

Set comes complete with knitting needle, 100 yards 
of yarn and instructions. Plastic body is 12 inches long 
and 414 inches high. 

49 N 1489—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz... Set $2.88 

Automatic Knitting Machine 3999 
Knits a row a second 

Knit almost anything. Simply slide carriage back and 
forth . . 28 needles knit to 9-inch width. Combine panels 
for extra width. Sears adds extra yarn kit to make 
turtleneck dickey. Set includes plastic machine, 8 
spools of yarn (not 9 as shown) in red, white, yellow, 
blue, threading hook, plastic stitchers, pattern forms, 
finishing tapes, instructions. Machine, 23x9x5 in. high. 
79 N 1220C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . Set $9.99 

Weaving and 

Knitting Set 

Make place mats, pot 
holders, scarves. Plastic 
weaving loom, knitting 
spool. Jersey loops, wool 
yarn, needles, looper rod. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 1235...Set $1.99 

Cutiioa gane scans by cheisimasmusebeciudcd conn 

MÀ uu at 
Mix 'n' Match $)59 

set 

Bride's Trousseau $ )99 

Dress Barbie, Francie, 
or any 11-inch doll in 

The London Look 

It's fun learning to sew 

with these Sew Simple outfits 

3? 
Mix 'n' Match Set for 1146- 
inch fashion dolls. 72-piece 
set includes clothes hangers, 
accessories, shoes, purse and 
belt. 

Instructions tell you how 
to sew pre-cut pieces into 

cight complete garments . . 
dresses, jumper, skirt, blouse, 
suit and nightie. 

Shipping weight 5 ounces. 

Bride's Trousseou Set for 
Barbie and other 11!4-inch 
dolls. 48-piece set includes 
clothes hangers, gloves, and 
high heels. 

Simple to follow instruc- 
tions tell you how to sew 
formal sheath, jacket, brides- 
maid's gown, stole, bridal 
gown, veil and panties. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

The Carnaby Street look is 
so right for 11!4-in. dolls, 
90-piece set includes clothes 
hangers, matching purse, 
belt and boot sets. 

Instructions tell how to 
sew dresses, jacket, culottes, 

pajamas, blouse, slacks, 
pants-suit, coat, kerchief, 
hat, panties. Doll not incl. 

Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49 N 1493.. Set $2.59 49 N 1457 

Knit with the speed of a 
1000 hands . . make mittens, 
sweaters, scarves and more 

19% 
Deluxe Automatic Knitting Machine. 
Extra-sturdy steel and plastic unit 

with 49 close-spaced needles 

Now you can knit professional-looking clothes 
for yourself, your dolls, even your pets. It's so 
easy and quick with this big 19-inch long ma- 
chine. All you do is slide the carriage across the 
needles to any width up to 9 inches. Combine 
panels for greater width. You can use standard 
skeins of yarn, too. 

Steel rails and moving parts cut down fric- 
tion so you knit faster . . nylon brushes on 
carriage help prevent dropped stitches. Uses 
no weights or combs to slow you down. Clamps 
to table for no-skid knitting. 

Set includes 6 ounces of fine quality yarn in 
red, blue and yellow, graduated patterns, 
personalized labels, crotchet hook, extra 
needles, sewing needles, latch tool, needle 
selector comb, instructions. 

79 N 1410C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs....Set $19.88 

.Set $2.99 — 49 N 1456.. Set $3.99 



The BIG Cycle look 
“slim and sporty” 

Sears 13-inch Spyder-type Bicycle 
Convertible . . remove chrome-plated 

crossbar and it's a girl's bike 

ders, strong wh 
ncture-proof tire 

leg reach. Partly assembi 
y . . order by phone. 

ipping weight 26 pounds. .. .. 2:9: 615-1 $19.99 

Chain drive 

Super Sonda 
Rides like a motor scooter 



— 
Dress like 

$489 
Visiting Nurse. Styled Drum Majorette .. lead wu 
for the “pretend” nurse the way in high-step- Evening Gown. Bro- it 
who travels. Crisp cot- ping costume of rayon cade-look rayon taffeta NA. 

ton belted uniform satin as the band with sheer nylon yoke. Dance, Ballerina, Dance Tiam Mes ori lack Bis THEN é 
shrinkage controlled. marches on. Hat, ba- Stole,tiara,eveningbag. ^ in elasticized acetate Poppins. Perky rayon dress with 

Cotton cape with insig- — ton, belt, tasseled boot Elegantly styled for satin outfit. 3-tier nylon rufiles, bodice-effect, print skirt 
nia, Shoulder bag. State tops. State S, M, L; see important occasions. — tutu overskirt. Bonnet, parasol. Makes you want 
S,M,L;seesizecharton size chart on opposite State S, M, L; s State S, M, L; see size to fly and fly all the way to 

opposite page. Wt. 1 Ib. — page. Wt. 1 Ib, 12 oz. size chart on opposite chart on opposite page. Cherry Tree Lane. Carpetbag (not 
49 N 799F......$3.79 49 N 829F....$4.89 page. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. — Shpg. wt. 12 oz. included) sold on page 621. State 

49 NBI3F....54.89 49 N 820F...... $5.89 S, M, L; see size chart on opposite 
page. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz 

49 N B19F . $4.89 

"It's SUP. AN!" 

Superman . , no mistaking 
We him as he speeds to the 

rescue in his suit and cape 
of Sanforized cotton, 
max, shrinkage 1%. A real 
trim, ready-for-action look. 
State S, M, L; see size chart 
on facing page. 
49N730F-Wt. 1 Ib. $4.89 

Batman . . comes alive and 
ready to fight crime when 
he wears this washable cot- 
ton outfit. Shirt, pants, 
cape, hood, mask. State S, 

$689 $599 

Marine Sergeant. Shrink- Highway Trooper. Shrink- 
age controlled cotton. In- age controlled cotton. Plas- 
cludes cap, belt, insignia. tic cap, gun, goggles. Metal ML 
Elastic back on trousers. badge, whistle, handcuffs. 49N807F-Wt. 1 1b. $4.89 
StateS, M, L. Wt.l1lb.7oz.  SíateS, M, L. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz 
49 N 837F........ $6.89 49N827F..... -$5.99 ra: SEARS 559 
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: World's 

Clear the way . . you 
won't know the next move 

of the Mystery Locomotive 

$29 ; 

Watch smoke puff out of smokestack 
. see headlight glow . . hear whistle 

blow. Every time it bumps into some- 
thing. it changes course and continues 
in ancther direction. 10 inches long. 
Steel construction. Imported from Ja- 
pan. Order 2 "D" batteries page 482. 
49 N 4239—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib....$2.29 

without 
battories 

smartest Loco! 
Actually plays xylophone as it scoots along . . and you 

can change songs simply by re-arranging track sections 

Listen to it play “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," “Oh Susanna," "Happy Birthday" and 
3 other favorites. All you have to do is put track sections together . . place loco on track 
» , and off it goes. Mallet on end of loco pounds out any of 6 songs as it chugs along. . 
without missing a beat. To change song simply re-arrange track sections as shown on song 
sheet. Locomotive 8x3x414 inches high; track measures 26 in. long by 16 in. wide. 

Set includes durable plastic loco, 24 curved and 12 straight track sections, 8 miniature 
trees and 8 lamp posts, 2 mallets and song sheet. From Hong Kong. 

Order 1 “D” battery on page 482. 
49 N 5728 —Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces............65 

554 Sears se 

Titobi Dade scans by cieisiniatnisetediical com 

eorr Outfit $4.99 

Bring 'em back alive! 
Load 9 realistic wild animals 5622 

in cage on SAFARI HUNT 

It was a rough month in the jungle, but it was worth it! You 
scinating animals that any zoo would be proud to 

sy now—turn crank slowly as you pull cage up and into 
wagon, s it. Now lift rear door and start loading. Don't 
forget to shut it so none of your prized collection escapes 

Steel truck has removable top. Steel wagon comes with slide- 
out ramp. All nine animals and the cage are made of plastic 
24x5x614 inches hig Buy it the easy way—order by pho: 
79 N 5522C—Shipping weight 6 pounds Outfit $6222 

bagge 
show. 

$499 winout 
batteries 

Squeeze each car..hear a funny sound 

. . battery-powered Animal Train 

It’s like a farm on wheels! Jumbo-size cars (414 inches 
wide by 6 inches high) are fun to play with separately 

or hook them together for a L-O-N-G train (over 

3 fect) that goes forward or backward. Soft plastic 
cars are easy for small hands to grasp and squeeze 
Order 1 “D” battery on page 482. 
49 N 4590—Shipping wt, 2 Ibs. 12 oz $4.99 

Wacky Winbups 

Wind the key, watch 'em roll along 
as their passengers bump up and down 

Your s422 
choice 

Wacky Hot Rod. The funny-faced little driver looks 

like he's rarin' to go! He's all decked out in flashy 

crash helmet and goggles and turns his head from side 

to side, High-impact plastic. 12 inches long. 
49 N 5733—Shipping weight 2 pounds 3 ounces. $4.22 

Wacky Farm Truck. Brightly-dressed scarecrow driver 
spins around and around as frisky animal ngers 

in back jog along and watch the scenery. High-impact 
plastic. 13 inches long. 
49 N 5734 —Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces...$4.22 

Mickey Mouse 
Melody Roadster 
Just turn the crank 
and that world-fa- 
mous mouse bobs up 
and down as he 
swings his arms. 
Built-in music box 
plays a happy tune. 
Flashy red roadster. 
is strong plastic, 
Over-all 8x10in. high. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 5252...$3.89 

| N 389 © 



Now at Scars. 
The Young Student's Typewriter 
that types small and CAPITAL 
letters with push-button ease 

You can learn to type like 
an adult on this Typewriter 
because of these features. 

* Ribbon reverse 

* Backspacer key 

. Contemporary-styled keyboard 

* Single and double-line spacer 

Typewriter 
only 

Typewriter 
with case 

4 pio» 

are arranged in the same order as on adult keyboards, 28 keys type a 
total of 82 chi ters, even fractions (14, 4%, 34, 14) and symbols, “High 
rise" keys let you type with push-button ease. Backspacer key, single 
or double-line space lever, margin rule, ribbon reverse and lever action 
carriage return are some adult ures of this typewriter. Ribbon and 
instructions. 11x11x5 inches. 9-in, carriage. 

‘Two-tone carry case is of soft, smooth vinyl with white vinyl lining. 
Reinforced bottom makes it sturdy and longer lasting. Folds easily 
when not in use. From J it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 1633C —With car Shipping wt. 11 Ibs. $17.88 

79 N 1634C — Without carry case. Shipping wt. 9 Ibs... 14.88 

Sears new Young Student's Typewriter combines many of the advantages of an 
adult typewriter with the sleek, scaled-to-size styling of youth. Note the handsome 
plastic case and “high rise" 

Die-cast type gives a 
work and good grades. 

ned for use by young hands 
Jean, clear-cut impression, so necessary for neat home: 
ypes both small and CAPITAL letters, and the letters 

Extra Typewriter Ribbon. Fits "Young Student's" mode 
and Easy-Touch and Easy-Read models on opposite 
49 N 1893 —Shipping weight each 3 oz. 

above 

Typewriter-shelf slides out easily on 

this sturdy steel homework Desk 

s|888 

This sturdy steel desk can take lots of hard use. 
shelf slides out to hold a typewriter. Two roomy dra 
hold school supplies. Wood-grained hardboard top has a 
walnut brown finish that resists scratches and stains. 
Desk is 32 inches long, 17 inches wide, and 26 inches high 
Matching 26-inch high chair folds easily for stor: 
Plastic-tipped legs on desk and chair won't mar flooi 

ypewriter not included.) Partly assembled. 
So easy to buy when you just use the phon 

79 N 9088L—Shipping weight 34 pounds 

556 [Sears | « 
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. $18.88 

Lots of storage space for 

stationery in this child’s Desk 

69? 
ch your child good letterwriting habits 

ght from the start with this desk set. Writing 
top has 3 cubby bins with a drop lid to keep 
pens, pencils and paper handy and neat. 

Jle can also holc "hree large 
drawers hold writing, drawing and play ac 
cessories. Smooth, walnut-grained hardboard 
surface resists stains and heat. Matching 
chair has sturdy tubular steel frame. Desk is 
30 in. long, 15 in. wide, 26 in. high. Chair is 
26 in. high. Unassembled. " 
79 N 9142L —Shpg. wt. 31 lbs... Set $16.95 

Built-in lamp and bookshelf make 

this a great reading Desk 

s1288 
This desk set was designed to help your child 
develop good reading habits. Overhead book 
shelf and large storage area keep supplies 

neat and handy. Metal lamp attaches to bot 

tom of bookshelf to give proper lighting. Desk 
and chair are walnut stained wood with tubu: 
lar steel frames. Hinged desk top of wood 

grained hardboard. Lamp uses one 40-watt 
bulb (not included). UL listed lamp. 110 
120-v, 60-c. Desk is 25x17x40-in. high. Chair 
is 21-in. high. Unassembled 
79 N 9071C-Shipping wt. 17 lbs. Set $12.88 



ALL STEEL KITCHENS 

just her size 

Now in our newest 

home appliance color 

AVOCADO 
Only make-believe. but they really work in the eyes 
of the young cook. Heavy gauge steel with knobs 
that turn, modern handles, doors that open. Floor 
protecting glides, Rigid-Lock construction . . sec 
tions snap together to help simplify assembly 

Buy a Set and Save l0% 

Range, Sink, 
Cabinet 

and 
Refrigerator 

3498 

The price of these 4 pieces when purchased separately 
totals $47.76 

Shipping weight 72 pounds. 
79 N 1119L4—Avocado, Set $42.98 
79 N 1121L4—Wood-grained Set 42.98 

3-piece Set.. 
Range, Sink 

and 
Refrigerator 

:3 [79 

The price of these 3 pieces when purchased separately 
totals $35.32. 

Shipping weight 55 pounds 
79 N 1126L3—Avocado 
79 N 1137L3—Wood-grained 

2-piece Set . . Range $939 
and Refrigerator 

Set $31.79 
Set 31.79 

Separate prices total $24.88 
Shipping weight 41 pounds. 

Avocado Set 

79N 1135L2 

Wood-grained Set 
79 N 112312 

Set $22.39 

Aluminum “Starter” Kitchen $399 
Cook and Bake Set 

23-piece set features colored roaster top, coffee pot 

‘as well as other standard pots, pans. You can bake 
cookies and muffins, and roast too. 
79 N 10089C—Shpzg. wt. 3 lbs.. .Set $3.99 

572 
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4-piece Set.. 

Set $22.39 

Completely 
stocked 

Aluminum Set with many 5999 
needed Kitchen Utensils 

You get cake pans, cookie sheet, measuring cups, 
scoop. cake turner, cookie cutters, colander, fry 
pan, mixing spoon. Also includes roaster, biscuit 
pan, a total of 22 pieces in all. 
79 N 1087C—Shpg. wt. ? lbs.. -Set $2.99 

000006:000000000000000000008 

Kenmore Classic Range 
Double ovens with see-through doors 

. . simulated control panel, “real look” burners 

Range § pu s[558 

Save $1.73 over sep. prices. Range Stylish, modern handles; doors 
with 22-pc. cooking set (79N in upper oven have plastic han: 
1087C), 24-can food set (49N- dles. 18x15x36 in. high. Unas 
1101). 18x 15x36in. Unassembled sembled. Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs 

Avocado Avocado. 
79N1138L3-Wt. 21 Ibs. $15.58 79 N 1130L $12.44 

Wood-grained Wood-grained. 
79N1139L3-Wt. 21 Ibs. $15.58 79 N 1114L $12.44 

-_ —_ 

26-piece Breakfast Set with $999 
action appliances, play food 

Plastic 4-slice toaster rings when toast pops up, 
percolator “perks”. Also play orange juicer set. 
saucepan, empty boxes of cereal, bacon and eggs, 
more—even a phone to call your friends. Plastic. 
49 N 10051—Shipping weight 1 Ib... .Set $2.99 



Settle back in the soft padded seat 

and pedal off in this 

* Hood raises 

* All 

JAGUAR 
The 42-inch Sports Car 

that’s fully equipped for fun 

* Doors open 

eel chassis * Trunk opens 

* Body of strong, molded 
polypropylene 

* Chrome-plated steel 
stamped spoke wheels 

^ 
French —@ 
horn z y A 
honks 

Rear 
view 
mirror 

nder 

Molded rubber tires 

smooth out 

sidewalk bümps 

In a class all its own, this 
rakish beauty with working 
parts all around is made for 
young sportsters . . from the 
flashy front plastic “half- 
window” to handy map 
pockets in each door. Dur- 
able molded polypropylene 
body takes all bumps, resists 
hard wear . . stays trim, new 
looking. Pull-pin release 
wheels; nylon _ bearings. 
Puncture-proof tires. Five- 

position pedal adjustment. 
Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 20 Ibs 

79 C 86026L $22.99 

Cut pan scans by christmas müasetectudc Md pin 

Extra space in this 45-inch steel Station Wagon 

Full ball-bearing construction makes pedaling and turning easy. 
Clear plastic wraparound windshield. Rear compartment and tail- 
gate. Includes vinyl seat pad, “jeweled” bulb horn, 5-position adjust- 
able pedals. 8-inch metal wheels, rubber tires. Partly assembled. 

79 C 86068L—Shipping weight 32 pounds . $19.99 

sj“ 

PRICE CUT $1.00 on this “customized” Camaro 

Last Christmas was $12.44. Embossed steel body, 33 in. long. Baked 

enamel finish. Vinyl seat pad. Pedal adjust. Nylon bearings, steel hub- 
caps, metal wheels and rubber tires are stock items. Partly assembled. 
79 € 86016L—Shipping weight 24 pounds. . " . $11.44 

sg” 

Tough little “Buddy” eyes the road ahead 

Preschooler's delight . . 28-in. long steel-chassis pedal car with molded 
polypropylene body. Knuckle-type steering makes turning easier 
Balloon-type 6-in. plastic tires. Partly assembled. 
79 € 86045L—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ....... $9.99 



The adventures of Mary Poppins 

. fun with Yogi Bear 

.a Grand Canyon sunset 

come alive in 

3-dimensional color with 

Best Stereo Viewer has its own light 

ing, $568 uns $377 
No need to hold viewer to sunlight or lamp . . touch full-length 
lightbar, bright color pictures s to life. Change scenes by just 
flipping lever, High-impact plastic. 7 reels—49 scenes—with 
Hanna-Barbera characters . . Huck Hound, Yogi Bear, Flintstones, 
Top Cat, Quick-Draw McGraw. Batteries, attractive box 
3 N 9757— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $5.68 
3 N 9765— Viewer with 1 special reel. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 3.77 

560 SEARS ftosts 
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Unlighted Stereo V; x 
with 7 EX 3978 With 4 yin, $153 

3D re 3-0 reels 

Get stereo viewer, 7 reels with Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Bambi, 
Snow White, Adventureland, Fantasyland, Tomorrowland. Colorful box. 
3 N 9766 Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces, .... ..$3.58 
Viewer plus 3-reel Mary Poppins packet and sp ciel rel 
3 N 9761—Shipping weight 9 ounces. ....... 

3.N 9755 — Viewer plus 1 special 7-scene reel. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 



Startled 
worker ducks 
back into manhole 

Surprised cop 
at crossing 

leaps to safety 

Extra Cars 

See motorcycle whiz in and out of police station ; s Watch Mickey Mouse drive through exciting 
as surprised cop pops through chimney Fantasyland, Frontierland, other famous ''lands'"' 

Crazee Cycle Raceway Disuyland® Rambling Roadway 
28 plece 31099 without 48 piece $199 x without 13epiece s419 yithout 

Gangway! That wild and wacky driver is coming through town . . and he 

won't stop for anything. Look —there's a head popping out of that man- trestles, scenery, signals, Plastic. Order 2 "C" batteries at left 

hole! Will cycle stop in time? Phew—that was close! Head went back down 79 N 4436C —Shipping weight 4 pounds Set $7.99 
just in the nick of time. Crossing gate ahead. Wow—it swung open just s 

48 piece Set, Two 4i$-in. cars. 8 cur straight tracks, Bridge 

in time. Steering track lets you switch cycle from one k section to 13 piece Set. One 4!4-in. Mickey Mouse car, 6 curved tracks, 6 pieces 

the other, Includes one 5-in. cycle, 6 curved and 3 straight tracks, 3 police- of scenery. Plastic. Car uses one " battery; order from pagi 2 

men, 12 scenic backgrounds, instr. Plastic. Order 1 * battery below. 49 N 4459 —Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $4.19 

79 N 4575C —Shipping weight 3 pounds... . Set $10.99 1 3 Extra Cars, Order tery from page 482 for each car. 
' Battery, Shpg. wt. each 2 oz Each 16c; 6 for 90c (1) 49 N 4463- Donald Duck C (2) 49 N 4464-Mickey Mouse Car 

extra Cycle. Wt. 12 oz. Order 1 "C" Btry. pg. 482. . $3.49 Shipping weight each 6 ounces... . ri Each $1.99 

79 N 4665 
49 N 4597 

Lay out your own exciting cross- 
country rally course— under furni- 
ture, around corners, and from 
room to room. 6-inch Swordfish 
racer follows course you set. Steer- 
ing track lets you switch car from 
one track section to the other. 
You also get 6 curved and 1 
straight track, 13 scenic back- 
grounds, instructions. astic con- 
struction. Order 1 "C" battery on 
page 482. Wt. 2 Ibs, 10 oz. 
49 N 4567.. «+ Set $6.19 

TRIK-TRAK 56/9 put 

Extra Cars. 6-in. Plastic. Order 
i4 battery for ea. on pg. 482. 

(3) 49 N 4570—Swordfish 
(4) 49 N 4572—Dolphin 
Shpg. wt. 8 oz.......Each $2.29 wer Sears 555 
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EASY-READ Typewriter 
types CAPITAL letters 

ws" $Q99 | xz s[[99 
Stationery 

For beginning typists—prints only capital letters for 
easy reading. 28 keys type a total of 56 characters 
with die-cast metal type . . distinct capitals, numbers 
and symbols. Single or double line spacer and ruled 
paper guide. Molded gray plastic body 11x10x4 in. 
high. Margin ruler, lever action carriage return. Gray 
vinyl case, nickel-plated lock, molded styrene handle, 
typing paper, envelopes. Typewriter from Japan. 

Typewriter with case, stationery. 
79 N 1845C2— Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.. $11.99 

Typewriter only. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. 
79 N 1602C 

Dial Typewriter . . 
for the younger set 

5549 

Gives the feel of a real typewriter. Convenient space 
bar makes typing easy, even for younger children. 
‘Types capitals and small letters, has raised keyboard, 
shift key, metal typing characters include numbers, 
symbols and punctuation, Uses regular 814x11-inch 
typing paper. Sturdy metal body, 11x10xS inches 
long. Three ribbons are included. 
49 N 1790— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 10 oz......$5.49 

Extra Ribbons. Package of four: 2 black and 2 red. 
49 N 1732— Shipping weight 2 ounces. . . . Pkg. 49c 

Big 37x26-inch 

Reversible 

Chalkboards 

Choice of 

easel or 
wall-style 

Big, practical and so much fun for the youngsters. Eye-easy 
with Disney decals on one side, non-glare black on reverse side. 
Wood frame. Chalk and eraser included. 

1 Easel style. Tubular steel stand, zinc-chromate plated. 
high. Unassembled. 

79 N 1804L— Shipping weight 12 pounds. ............-.-- 

9, Wall Style. Ready to hang. 
79 N 1865L— Allow 10 lbs. postage per postal regulations... 

tGutalo pace scane by chitinase decdllüciudca Domi 

.$3.99 

ype | of 3 Foreign Languages with 
Sears EASY-TOUCH 

Our Finest Child’s Typewriter 

Sears exclusive bd Language Type Kit 

Typewriter with case, 
: stationery. 

k thi board. Then simply remove 
intl pe E ely eee :[999 

type head. 

Type German, French or Spanish with keys. 30 keys, arranged in same order as adult 
models, type 90 characters, including 0, *, é, +, =, 34, +, !, symbols not available on our other 
machines. Die-cast type prints clearly, sharply. Lever action carriage return, single or double line 
spacer, back spacer, paper release, margin ruler, ribbon reverse. Types both small and capital 
letters, neatly, effortlessly. Molded blue and white plastic body is 1214x14x64 inches high. 2-tone 
vinyl carry case has 2 side lock closures, handle. Typewriter from Japan. 

Typewriter with case and stationery. 
79 N 1851C2—Shpg. wt. 11 lbs...... $19.99 

Typewriter 

;|799 

Tyewriter only. 
79 N 1609C—Shpg. wt. 8lbs........ $17.99 

Chalkboard reverses 
to magnetic board 

White surface 
doubles as a 

projection screen 
sm. sam pease 1322? 

o2 taco! 

Big chalkboard has eye-easy green surface decorated at the top with Disney character 
decals. Reverse side of enameled steel provides an easy-to-clean surface for magnetic 
letters and numbers . . 36 capital letters, 37 small letters, 27 numbers and symbols. 
Magnetic side can also be used as a projection screen. Chalk and eraser included. 

green 

S0 im. Partly assembled . . attach zinc-chromate plated steel stand to frame board. 
79 N 1702C—25x17-inch size. Shipping weight 9 pounds .$7.49 

$6.39 79 N 1824L—37 x26-inch size. Shipping weight 16 pounds . 9.49 

in 
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Double Sink 
. . Water flows 

UI IRPSI AU 

distet 
duct — 

Large Cabinet 
with sliding 

Refrigerator 
packed with 
play food 

rom faucet 

$|Q44 

Turn on swivel faucet—and water stored in 
reservoir flows into twin basins. Pull stoppers and 
it empt ylish modern handle y 
Storage cabinet below. 18x15x28 inches high. 

Dish rack not included. Unassembled. 
79N1131L-Avocado 79N1115L-Wood-grained 

doors on top 

:[244 

"See-through" top doors. Simulated. chopping 
block counter top. Stylish modern handles. Mea- 
sures 18x15x36 inches high. Accessories not 
included, order below. Unassembled. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79N1134L-Avocado 79N1120L-Wood. grained 

‘1458 
Save 10% . . Separately $16.20. A roomy 
18x15x36 in. high; holds 41 assorted staples, 
perishables (shown below). Doors with plastic 
shelves, 6 unfilled food boxes. Unassembled. 
79N1141L3-Avocado; 79N1144L3-Wood-grained 
Shipping weight 25 pounds. .......Each $14.58 
As above, but with only 6 unfilled food box 
79N1133L-Avocado; 79N1116L-Wood-grained Shipping weight 14 pounds 

Assorted Staples 

for your refrigerator 

Yummy-looking 19-piece set of 
assorted plastic foods: Cheese, 
butter, milk bottles, eggs in carton, 
wieners and 3 pop bottles. 
49 N 1140—Wt. 1 Ib. Set $1.88 

Each $10.44 

Even good cooks 

use Canned Goods 

Stock your shelves with the same 
high-quality brands Mom insists 
on. Set includes 24 empty card- 
board cans, each 3 in. high. 
49 N 1101—Wt. 14 oz. Set $1.88 

Shipping weight 17 pounds Each $12.44 

Perishables that 
look dewy fresh 

s[88 

Cook up some fun with 22 dairy 
delights, meats, vegetables and 
fish. Use them over and over— 
plastic is so practical. 
49N1132-Wt. 11 oz. Set $1.88 

Shipping weight 23 pounds... 

Battery-run 
Food Mixer 

$97 s 
Flip switch—metal 
beaters whirl. Port- 
able—head and bowl 
detach. Mixer tilts 
back on stand. Plas- 
tic. 8 inches high, 
Japan. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, order pkg. 
below. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 1277...$2.97 

jatteries. Package of 2. 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N4660-Package. .38c uc [Sears] 573 



Step on the accelerator..drive the LECTRA 1 
Super-wide tires provide extra traction indoors or out 

Recharges 
overnight. A 

Just plug into 
Simulated console contains stick-shift battery charger 

s forward-and-reverse lever; battery- included 
Push-button horn right on the deluxe dashboard 

zi 

Sporty electric car drives like a real car up to 2 mph! With deep-dish 
steering wheel, push-button horn, forward-rew ick shif nd 
accelerator pedal. Hi-impact plastic body and wide racing-type molded 
plastic tires. Sturdy 33x17x10 in, high chassis supports 150 Ibs. Single 
overnight charge with battery recharger (included) readies recharge- 
able 6-v. battery for hours of use. Plug one end of recharger into 110. 
120-v. AC wall outlet, the other into car. UL listed. Wi h rally stripes. personalizing label. Partly assembled. See Shpe. Nole. 
79 € 86069N—Shipping weight 21 pounds 

Replacement 6-v. Rechargeable Battery. 5S. 
79 € 86071 N—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

3 Drive 'em Cars use Rechargeable Batteries 

Only Sears has this From the roarin’ 20's.. 
me Fire Engine the famous Stutz Bearcat 

ars: 1319-v. overnight 1247 
le battery for 2 cars without battery below, UL listed. 110-120-v, AC. Moore 

Battery and Recharger 
79 € 86074C—Wt. 7 lbs.. .$21.99 
Replacement Battery 
79 € 86075C—W1. 6 lbs.. .$14.99 

Driving this pumper with bell and ladders is Zip along at a sidewalk pace of 3 mph.. 
Sure to keep any junior firefighter happy and slow down with side-mounted hand brake 

Stylish antique fire engine . . scaled in every detail, from simulated water tank © Old fashioned car with 42x14x14 inch high body of hi-impact plastic . . set and hose to bell and operating hand brake. Forward-reverse speed foot pedal on all-steel chassis. Forward-reverse foot pedal. bulb horn. Features “tufted” Hi-impact 43x14x22 in. high plastic body, All steel chassis. 51-in. plastic wheels. plastic buc simulated gas tank, tool box. Uses 1312-volt rechargeable Operates on 1312-volt rechargeable battery (order above) or 12-volt Hot Shot battery (above) or Hot Shot battery (below). Partly assembled battery (order at right). Goes 3 mph. Partly assembled 79 € 86035N—Shipping weight 29 pounds. (See Shps. Vote $31.99 79 € 86073N—Shipping weight 32 pounds. (See Shipping Note.) . $39.99 —— 79 € 8611C—Hot Shot (non-rechargeable) 12-v. Battery. Wt. $ Ibs 5.99 

SHIPPING NOTE: All “N” (as 7! t rail or truck) or express 



Three 7-scene reels are in each packet listed 
below . . 21 full-color stereo scenes. (Civil War 
packet is authentic black-and-white, taken 
during the War.) Packets marked(*) have de- 
lightful story folder . . those marked (**) have 

Select from 190 - 
i^ View-Master subjects 

in exciting color 

msi? $125 

guidebook, real coin (when available) and 
stamp. Packets marked (#) for stereo view- 
ers only. Shipping weight 3 ounces, 
State catalog number and packet tithe number. 
3 N 9750F—Postpaid, .Each packet $1.25 

SHOWN ON FACING PAGE 
B380—A Christmas Carol* 
B875—Birth of Jesus* 
B382—Night Before Christmas* 
B381—Littlest Angel* 
B383—Christmas Story* 
B376—Mary Poppins* 
B520— Pebbles, Bamm-Bamm*¥ 
BS14—Flintstones*# 
B516—Popeye*¥ 
B531—Bugs Bunny* 
B318— Cinderella* 
BS12—Huck Hound, Vogi*f 
B400—Bambi* 
B300—Snow White* 
B525—Donald Duck* 
B533— Casper* 
B500—Barbie's World Trip* 
BS15— Bullwinkle*y 
B361—Wizard of Oz* 
A177—Adventureland 
A178—Fantasyland 
A996-ST— Scenic U.S.A.* 
A655— Niagara Falls 
A362—Grand Canyon 
A306— Yellowstone 
A790—Washington D.C.* 
A654—New York City* 
A671— World's Fair 
B612—Wonders of the Deep* 
B901—7 Wonders of World* 
C166— Paris. 
B226—Holy Land* 
B178-ST—Vatican City* 
B658—Man on the Moon* 
B614—Wild Animals* 

NEW RELEASES 
B725—The American Indian* 
B470—Annie Oakley* 
B206—Athens, Greece* 
B479— Daniel Boone* 
AS84—Greenfield Village 
B480—Lassie* 
A390—Lincoln Trail* 
B851—Noah's Ark* 
A326—U.S. Air Force Academy 
B469—Zorro* 

CHILDREN’S FAVORITES 

B570— Beverly Hillbillies* 
B471—Bonanza* 
B617— Children's Zoo* 
B317—Goldilocks, 3 Bears* 
B425—Heidi* 
B314—Jack and Beanstalk* 
B310—Little Red Riding Hood* 
B315—Lady and the Tramp* 
C282—Tussaud's Waxworks* 
B528—Mickey Mouse* 
B526—Mighty Mouse & Puss*# 
B410—Mother Goose Rhymes* 
B532—101 Dalmatians* 
B372— Peter Pan* 
B619—Prehistoric Animals* 
B534—Quick Draw McGraw* 
B475—Roy Rogers Roundup*# 

B308— Sleeping Beauty* 
B509— Space Mouse* 
B615— Strange Animals* 
B316—Sword in the Stone* 
B513— Top Cat*f 
B370—20,000 Leagues” 
B618—Wild African Animals* 
B508— Woody Woodpecker* 
B360—Alice in Wonderland* 

SCENIC THRILLS 

B003—Acapulco 
B096—Africa* 
A101—Alaska* 
B657—]John Glenn's Flight* 
B288—Australia 
A004—Canadian Rockies* 
B192—Berlin* 
A486— Black Hills* 
ABSS— Blue Ridge Parkway 
A346— Bryce Canyon 
B072— Buenos Aires 
A988—Busch Gardens 
A170— California* 
B125— Capetown* 
A376— Carlsbad Caverns 
ASSI— Chicago 
AB13— Williamsburg, Va.* 
A961—Cypress Gardens 
ASBI— Detroit Zoo* 
A176— Disney Frontierland 
A175—Disneyland Main St. 
A179—Disney Tomorrowland 
B140—Egypt* 
A102—Eskimos of Alaska 
A296—Glacier Natl. Park 
A361—Grand Canyon* 
A307—Grand Teton Park 
A889—Smoky Mts. Natl. Park 
A963—Greater Miami Area 
A120—Hawaii* 
A122— Hawaii Hula Dancers 
A190— Hearst. Castle 
A123—Honolulu, Waikiki 
A158—Hoover Dam 
B262—Japan* 
A235—Knott's Berry Farm* 
A007—Lake Louise-Rockies 
A1S6—Las Vegas 
C217—London 
A876—Lookout Mountain 
A181—Los Angeles* 
A846—Mammoth Cave 
A964— Marineland, Florida* 
A188—Marineland, Pacific* 
A051— Montreal 
A487—Mt. Rushmore 
A812—Mt. Vernon* 

A653—New York City II 
A656— Niagara Falls, Canada 
A363— Painted Desert 
A965— Parrot Jungle I* 
B274— Philippines 
A321—Pikes Peak* 
B039—Puerto Rico 
A182—Redwood Highway 

A884—Rock City Gardens 
A652—Rockefeller Center 
A322—Rocky Mt. Park 
B750—Canadian Mounties* 
A323—Royal Gorge 
A173—San Diego Zoo* 
A172—San Francisco 
A966—Seaquarium 
A174—Sequoia Natl. Park 
A811—Shenandoah Park 
A413—6 Flags Over Texas 
4792— Smithsonian Inst. 
C385— Holland Tulip Time 
A651— United Nations 
B790—Civil War* (B&W) 
A967—Water Ski Show 
A991—Wachee Springs 
A793— The White House* 
A526— Wisconsin Dells 
A171— Yosemite Natl. Park 

A360—Arizona* 
A320— Colorado* 
A960—Florida* 
ASSO— Illinois* 
AS70—Indiana* 
A845—Kentucky* 
AS80—Michigan* 
A475—Nebraska* 
A650—New York* 
A890—North Carolina* 
AS9S—Ohio* 
A740—Rhode Island* 
A905— South Carolina* 
AB75— Tennessee* 
A410—Texas* 
A810—Virginia* 
AS25—Wisconsin* 

NATIONS OF THE WORLD 

B198—Austria** 
B188— Belgium** 
B057 — Brazil** 
A090— Canada** 
B079— Chile** 
B044— Colombia** 
B155—Denmark** 
B091—Ecuador** 
B156—England** 
B172—France** 
B193—Germany** 
B205—Greece** 
B190—Holland** 
B251—Hong Kong** 
A085—lIceland** 
B235—India** 
B180—Italy** 
B001—Mexico** 
B224—Modern Israel** 
B153—Norway** 
B025— Panama** 
B168— Portugal** 

B213—Russia** 

B151—Sweden** 
B185—Switzerland** 

` 3 N 9770—Library Box only. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

View-Master 7-reel Packs $917 
Each group below is 1 packet of 7 reels (49 3-D color scenes). 
3 N 9776F— State title number. Shipping wt. 9 oz.. «Pack $2.17 
002—Faraway Lands 016— Disneyland 
006— National Parks 017—Animals of the World 

Disney Cartoons 018— Nature Subjects 
009— Disney Fairy Tales 019—Cartoon Favorites 
012—Fairy Tales 020— Television Favorites 

States pace scans by dieisihiacndiselediwical com 

Your favorite cartoon characters 
come alive on a View-Master Theater 

With 140 full 
color scenes 

Projects bright 2-dimensional pictures. 30-watt pro- 
jector, f:3 lens, screen. Disney Theater has 10 reels 
(140 scenes) with Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, 
20,000 Leagues, others. Bugs Bunny Theater has 10 
reels with Elmer Fudd, Porky Pig, etc. Theaters show 
your other View-Master reels. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC- 
DC. Colorful box. 
3 N 9763— Disney Theater. Wt. 4 Ibs. 3 oz.. .$9.44 
3 N 9768— Bugs Bunny Theater.Wt. 4 Ibs.3 oz. 9.44 
3 N 8680—Extra 30-watt Lamp, Wt. 8 oz,,,. 99€ 

View-Master Starter Set with 
viewer, 8 reels, library box 

$564 

A complete gift for many fun-filled hours of cartoon 
viewing . . 56 colorful scenes. Includes unlighted stereo 
viewer plus 7 reels of Huckleberry Hound, Yogi Bear, 
Quick-Draw McGraw, Flintstones, Top Cat and 1 
special reel. (For stereo viewers only.) Styrene plastic 
library box keeps viewer and about 60 reels (8 incl.) 
dust-free. 814x5x5 in. Brown and beige finish. 
3 N 9764—Shipping weight 2 pounds... . $5.64 

. 2.09 

100-watt Projector with f:2.8 lens 

31895 

Just flick a lever to change 
scenes on View-Master 
reels. Plastic. Off-on 
switch. 110-120-v., 60-c. 
AC-DC. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
3N9771.......$18.95 

Extra Lamp. Wt. 6 oz. 
3N8681.........$2.35 



Fruit Train. . it 

wobbles, wiggles 

Leaves revolve, antennas jig 
gle and bell tinkles as it's pull 
ed along. About 20 in. long, 

514 iv. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

49 N 5353 $2.99 

Choo $399 
Choo 2 

Funny smoke 
stack hat pops 

up and down as 
o "clack- 

10 inches 

long, 8 in. high. 

Wt. 1 lb. 10 02. 

49N4528 $2.99 

Wacky Pull Toys 
are plastic with 
squeaker on pull 
cord. From Brit 
ish Hong Kong 

SqQuE^* SQUEAK 

Ice Cream $299 Lollipop $299 Wormy $299 
Truck 'N' Kids Apple 

Ice cream pops up Nutty face spins Pesty worms re 
anddown,face peeks ‘round and ‘round volve and bob up 

out of cone, Bell to *clack-clack" and down. Loud 

rings. About 8 in. sound. 8 inches clicking noise. 9 in. 
long, 11 in. high. long, 11 in. high. long, 8 in. high. 

Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49 N 4525. $2.99 49 N 4526.$2.99 49 N 5354.32.99 

556 Sears w 
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Doors Slide 

Clear the way for Huffy Puffy s419 
More than 2 feet of bright colors, 
sound and clever animation. Couplers 
hold fast as train is pulled, yet 
they're easy to unhook for re- 

arrangement of cars, Sturdy wood 
printed and enameled in nontoxic 
colors. Steel axles; plastic cow catcher. 
49 N 5256—Wt. 3lbs.......$4.19 - 

pine! DING! 

School Bus $299 Milk Wagon $279 
Bell rings, driver's. head turns. 6 

- bottles, tray, Wood, plastic. 9 in. long. 
49 N 5286—Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 ET 

7 kids load through door. Driver 
turns, Wood, plastic. 13 in, long. 
49 N 5287—Wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. $2.99 

4 EET 

- Pull-a-tune Xylo 3) 79 

Plays if pulled or hit with mallet, Col- 
or-coded to song folder. 14 in, long. 
49 N 5248-—Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. $2.79 

» CHATTER! Charreaf 
ui ( $ 

body. M in. Floppy felt cars, wood. 
49 N 5320—Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz.. .$2.79 

Gabby Y s[99 
Goofies I 

Wings whirl, heads nod as 
babies wobble along behind... | 
chattering Mama. Wood, 
13 in. long. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N5262....... $1.99 

c DES 
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Mr. Loud Alarm s|99 

Bells 

Grasshopper s|59 

le, hands spin and eyes Legs churn, antennas quiver. Chirps 
roll at each tug. Wood happily as he is pulled along. Wood 
and metal. 7 in. high. From Japan. and metal. 9 in. long. From Japan 
49 N 5213—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz...$1.99 49N Sake -Wt. 1 1b. 4 ' $1.59 

$ { et 
Railroad s[59 
Hand Car ý 

Bobbing men go faster and faster 
as car is pulled. Clicks like train. ) 
Wood, metal. 9 in. long. Japan ‘ WAILROAD 
49 N5214-Wt. 1 lb. 8oz. $1.59 TRY E en d ah, 

am © kU 
mco 

C 

27-inch Circus Train $399 
Cars put on show as train chugs along. 
pistons pump, giraffe wiggles neck, elephant and 
mouse seesaw, man boun nameled wood. From 
Japan. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 5201— Shipping weight 4 pounds 

engine rocks, 

$3.99 



Big Magnetic Board teaches letters. 99 
numbers, symbols . . 109 pieces 

Youngsters can have spelling bees, count and do basic 
math problems on this 20x23-in. board. There are 109 
capital and small letters, numbers, math signs. Poly- 
ethylene-enclosed magnet "sticks" them to metal 
board. 10 extra vowels, 10 extra consonants included 
for those who already know 3 R's. Reverse board to 
write or draw with wipe-off crayons. Also 
79 N 1621C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . 

It's easy to learn to write on this 
20x24-in. chalkboard with letters 

easel stands and a chalk holder on 
frame. Sturdy plastic frame, wood- 

open to store chalk. Ages 4 to 11. 
79N1808C-Shpg. wt. 5lbs.$4.49 

SEY DAIL LULA 
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Magnetic Board with ¢ €9 40 
104 pieces 

Name something, spell it out with. 
magnetic letters, draw it as it ap- 
pears on alphabet card. Lots of ways 
to use this 20'4x14'4-in. board. 36 
magnetic capital letters. 36 snap-in 
script letters. 26 alphabet picture 
cards. Includes wipe-off crayons. 
79 N 1866C—Shpg. wt. 31bs.$3.49 

Trace favorite characters bai: $349 
on Electric Drawing Set 

Position copy material under illuminated 
10x14-in. drawing desk . . trace favorite 
characters onto paper or copies of a design 
or picture you've made. Includes pencils, 
eraser, sharpener, 15-w. bulb. Order draw- 
ing portfolios separately below. UL listed. 
110-120-v, 60-c. AC. 
49 N 1624—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1202.$3.49 

Portfolio Kits for drawing set 

Contain guide sheets, paper. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 5006—Snow White ..79c 
49 N 5008—American Heroes. .....79c 
49N5005-Gumby and Pokey Cartoons. 79c 
49N5004-Francie, Barbie Wardrobes. 79c 
49 N 1708— Walt Disney Cartoons. 79c 

Create thousands of geometric designs with SPIROGRAPH s984 

~ SPIROGRAPH == 
558 Sears rc 

m—UHr———— 

Anyone can draw beautiful patterns im- 
mediately with fine detail. Plastic design 
wheels mesh perfectly . . you hold the pen 
and actually draw the pattern. Set con- 
tains everything you need . . wheels, rings, 
racks, 4 colored pens, baseboard, paper, 
pattern book. 
49 N 1616—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 802...$2.84 
Spirograph Ri . Baseboard, paper. 
49 N 1752—Shipping weight 5 oz.. . .49c 

Draw-A-Matic 
Lets any youngster draw $319 

all he does is trace what he sees 

Just put copy material in front of viewer. With- 
out batteries or electricity, the image is reflected 
onto paper for easy copying. Even seat your 
friends in front of the plastic viewer, then draw 
them! Includes: 8!4x9-in. high viewer, 4 car- 
toons and figures, easel, drawing paper, pencils, 
sharpener, eraser, instructions. Unassembled. 
49 N 1620—Shipping wt. 2Ibs......... $349 

ACRAS 
x 

" pn 

Bizzy buzz-buzz $927 without 
Drawing Set mim 

Make pictures, designs with 4 col- 
ored pens, drawing pad. Plastic, 
motor from Japan. Cordless. Uses 
2 “C” batteries, order 1 pkg. below. 
49N1675—Shpg. wt. 12 02.$2.27 

Refill Pens. Package of 4. 
49 N 1746—Wt. 3 oz. Pkg. 57c 

"C" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4665—Wt. 4 oz..Pkg. 36c 

Work and Play Deskette and 
Chair fold compactly for 

storage or travel 

One unit for all kinds of activity from 
schoolwork to play. Top working surface is 
mar-resistant melamine . . slides away for 
peg table . . reverses to chalkboard, flat or 
upright. Includes pegs, mallet, chalk, eraser. 
Deskette and chair is sturdy unit-built con- 
struction with 1-piece tubular steel frame. 
25x1894x22 in. high. Assembled. 
79 N 1642L—Shpg. wt. 19 lbs... ..$11.88 



Imported Porcelain 
Tea Set with merry 

MUSICAL 
TEAPOT 

Lift pot to hear happy 
little tune, adds a party 

mood to service for six 

$597 

Every little girl loves a tea 
party, and she'll be known as 
a clever and original hostess 
when she uses this exquisite 
tea set. It has its own delight- 
ful musical teapot that plays 
when she lifts it to pour, stops 
when it’s set down again. Cake 
plates, cups, saucers, sugar 
bowl, creamer, knives, forks, 
spoons. Japan. Wt. 6 Ibs. 5 oz. 

49N1150..........- 

“Bluebird” porcelain china 

with a hint of the Orient 

3249 

Miniature version of an actual full-size pattern. Service 

includes 6 plates, cups and saucers, plus teapot, sugar 
bowl and creamer. Imported from Japan. 
49 N 1142— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 

574 [Sears] as 
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.Set $2.49 

Danish-inspired china 
for young moderns 

3397 

Her table will have a real flair with this stun- 

ningly simple set. Included are covered teapot 
and sugar bowl, creamer, platter, casserole. 

6 each . . plates, cups, saucers, knives, forks 

and spoons. Imported from Japan. 
49 N 1148—Shipping weight 5 lbs. Set $3.97 

Service for 4 
Either Set 

“Fiesta” 

plastic set 
with pitcher 

Modern square 

Set a pretty buffet with 

a riot of "Spring Violets” 

3499 
Gorgeous dinner service includes 6 soup bowls, 

fluted rim plates, cups, saucers plus creamer, 

covered teapot, sugar bowl, goblets, divided 
dish, casserole, Printed plastic. Also ladle, relish 

dish, fruit centerpiece, napkins, plated cutlery. 

49 N 10055—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz.. Set $4.99 



Especially for kids — 
your kids! 

Electric Phonographs play records 

of all sizes and all speeds. 

Buy phonograph alone . . 

or with a set of 6 children's records 

to make a complete gift 

Two big end-mounted 4-inch speakers 

Pronograpn 237 | Pron 

One speaker mounted at cach end distributes full sound as you play 
all speeds, sizes, and types of records, Volume and tone controls, 

dual-point, synthe needle, Molded plastic turntable pad . , 

records won t sli 45-RPM adapter can't get lost. Integrated 
circuits. Two-to " e, matching grille material, 65x14 U4x1 in. 

1W57 C 3236— shipping weight 10 pounds. . «esee 23.95 

aph and six 45-RPM records from opposite page—no choic 

W57 € 32365—Shipping weight 11 pounds m $2545 

Big four-inch front-mounted speaker 

"9 185 | 20* 

= E 3 z 3 E F 

W57 C 3234—5hippin weight 9 pounds ...... mE 

Phonograph and six 45-RPM records from opposite page—no choice. 
W57 C 32345—Shipping weight 10 pounds weve + $20.45 

Big four-inch speaker . . solid state circuits 

"91695 | "*185 

Features similar to above model but without tone control, Mod multi 
ith blue bottom and red inner liner. 53&x12!9x1094 in. 

ping weight 8 pounds . .$16.95 

Phonograph and six 45-RPM records from opposite page—no choice, 
W57 C 32325— Shipping weight 9 pounds j $18.45 

Four-inch speaker . . tube-powered circuits 

mp $T, 4^5 | Pnonogragn wm 6/5 

4 Designed for the pre-teen. Plays all speeds, sizes and types of records. 
45-RPM adapter. Red and white striped top. 5V4x12!9x10!4 in 

W57 C 3230—Shipping weight 8 pounds $ ounces $14.75 

Phonograph and six 45-RPM records {rom opposite page—no choice 
W57 C 32305—Shipping weight 9 pounds 8 ounces $16.25 

MAKE THE TEEN SCENE 
Transistorized monaural Portable Phonographs 

. and for a dollar more, three big-name 

Golden Record Hits by such great artists as 

The Supremes, Aretha Franklin, The Ras: 

Mamas and Papas . . sorry, no choice 

( 5 and 6) Fully automatic record changer lets you play all size 
and speed records. Volume control. 45- RPM adapter included 

5 Tone control gives added depth to the sound of our finest 
monaural portable. 5-in. oval speaker. Ceramic cartridge 

with dual-point synthetic sapphire needle. High impact molded 
cabinet is durable and good looking. 1554x1534x8946 inches. 

w57 C 32521 L—Shippi weight 15 pounds $38.95 

Phonograph and three 45-RPM Golden Record Hits—no choice 

W57 C 32525L—Shipping weight 16 pounds $39.95 

Compact model with big model performance. 4-in. oval v rap Phonograph 
speaker. High impact. molded styrene cabinet. 6x13x1l in 

138” S307 

W57 C 3250 —Shipping weight 8 pounds $28.95 

Phonograph and three 45-RPM Golden Record hits—no choice $ 95 $2 95 

W57 € 32505—Shipping wcieht 9 pound $29.95 

NOTE: W items (as W57 C 32521L) from cata a US PARAD i 

log order plants or Denver, € olo. warehouse 
3 re 

Ciba abe scans by deisiiasmdsetediwical Gon 



_ Show movies again and 
— ..no threading, no rewinding 

2 Set includes 

* movies of Casper, 

ui Popeye, Bozo, 

g Dick Tracy, 
3 Alvin, Mr. Ed 

AK 

Just snap in cartridge 
and turn handle to 

show movies anywhere 

Kenner’s EASY-SHOW 
MOVIE PROJECTOR 

$469 zx: 

4 Extra Films. Magoo, Munsters, 4 Extra Films. Lassie, Roy Rogers, 
^ Lone Ranger and Superman. 3 Stooges, Rocky and Bullwinkle. 
Le 49 N 1748—Wt. 60z..Pkg. $1.69 49 N 1753—Wt. 6 oz... .Pkg. $1.69 

112 glorious-color slide scenes 

Kenner's GIVE-A-SHOW $388 Catteries 
Laugh at the antics of your cartoon Extra Kenner Shows. Each set has 84 
friends in 16 all-new shows with top TV color slides for 12 shows. 
stars including the Flintstones, Yogi 49 N 1830— Flintstones, etc. 

Bear, Magilla Gorilla and many more. 49 N 1831—Roy Rogers, etc. 
Each show complete on strip of seven — 49 N 1832— Huckleberry Hound, etc. 
35mm. slides, Projects a picture 5 feet — 49 N 1833— Popeye, etc. 
square. Projector measures about 9x2x6 SPE. wt. each 8 oz. .... Set $1,66 
in. Ages 3 to 8, Order 3 “D” batteries. "D"' Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. 
49 N 1842—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. ...$3.88 — 49 N 4660.......... 16c; 4 for 60c 

Save this catalog . . you can order foys on 
pages 441 to 673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

562 SEARS re 

Citai page scans by diiine narsetecnical com 

Dim lights, aim and “shoot” color pictures 

of comic strip adventures on most any surface 

Flashy Flickers by MARX $388 zi 
“Shoots” big 4x4-foot pictures, Includes 4 color film strips with 
29 scenes in each. Projector 15x7 in. Order 3 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 1640—Shipping weight 1 pound 9 ounces. -$3.88 
49 N 1757 — Six Extra Film Strips. Shpg. wt. 5 . 1.09 

Show 3 Mary Poppins and 7 Disney favorites 
with Tru-Vue Electric Projection Theatre 

See 70 color pictures on 11x14-in. screen or up to 3-ft. wide image 
on wall. Plastic viewer to preview shows, 6x4x5-in. projector with 
30-watt bulb, F3 focus lens. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC-DC UL listed. 
49 N 1758—Shipping weight 2 pounds. $6.74 

Pkg. of 70 Disneyland Pictures. Pkg. of 70 Casper Pictures. 
49 N1759—Wt. 4 02..$1.66 49 N 1771—Wt. 4 oz. . .$1.66 

Project your own shows 
without slides or film 

Super Show by Kenner 

$588 
Now you can enlarge small objects like butterflies, seashells, coins, 
pictures to a big 4x4-foot projection. Make up your own shows . . 
inspect stamp collections. Just slip objects onto 36-in. square play- 
ing area. See them magnified in full-color detail. Uses one 100-watt 
bulb (not incl.). 110-120-v., 60c. AC. UL listed. 
49 N 1733C—Shipping weight 4 pounds...........-...++ $5.88 

See famous TV characters 
“come alive" in full color 

Stereo Slide Viewer 

$148 

Alvin and the Chipmunks, 
Dennis the Menace, Linus 
and his friends and many 
more of your favorite TV 
cartoon characters seem to 
pop into life in full-color 
3-dimensional pictures. 15 
complete shows . . 105 
stereo scenes. Viewer 4x2x 
2in. Ready to go—no 
bulb or battery needed. 
Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 1801. A8 



3383 

2-tune Music Box TV 

7-inch 
2 

F 
screen. 

atures giant-si 
Plays 2 tunes, shows 2 

revolving stories—‘‘London 
Bridge is Falling Down" and 
“Row, Row. Row Your Boat." 
Knob can't be overwound 
Channel selector. Plastic and 
wood. 10 inches wide by 9 inches 
high. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N5312.. 

jas 2 

$3.83 

Music Box Pocket Radio 
""Yransistor"-style. Plays melo- 
dy as scenes appear. Plastic, 
wood. About 444x334 in. 
(1) 49 N 5313— Twinkle Star 
(2) 49 N 5315— Frere Jacques 
Wt. 11 oz. ..... ...Each $1.89 

Lace and tie with 
Music Box Lacing Shoe 

Wind the chimney and hear 
“The Old Woman in the Shoe" 
while pictures revolve. Raise toe 
to lift out 3 “children.” Doubles 
as pull-toy on wheels. Plasti 
and wood. Nontoxie colors. 10 
inches long, 7 inches high. 
49 N 5324-Wt. 2 Ibs. 407.$3.99 

Musical Clock helps tots ¢ 
learn to tell time 

tures of home life as clock goe: 
and music box plays 
Clock.” Can't be overwound. 
wood case h 

colors. Break-resistant plas 
face and hand 
enameled. 634 in. 
49 N 4715—Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz 

ic 

m————Óe 

399 
Face and minute hand turn to show pic 

tick-tock" 
ndfather's 

Sturdy 

rounded corners. Nontoxic 
crystal, 

Both sides brightly 
ide, 1034 in. high. 

$3.99 

3295 

2-screen Music Box TV 

Gives you 314x3-in, screen in front, 
smaller “Peek-A-Boo” screen on 
top for added fascination. See and 
hear revolving story, “Mary had a 
Little Lamb." Center wind-up 
knob can't be overwound. Tuner 
knobs make clicking sound. Strong 

ic and steel. 6 inches 
wide, 7 inches high 
49 N 5344—Wt. 1 Ib. 1407.$2.95 

wood, pla 

Bigger Music Box Radio 
Pictures, words move by window 
as music plays. “Aerial,” Plastic, 
wood, steel. 7x134x6 in. high. 
(3) 49 N 5316—Baa Black Sheep 
(4) 49 N 4659— Pop Goes Weasel 
Wt.1 lb. 4 oz Each $2.33 

Call Santa, 5 others 

. . Musical Talk 'n' See 

Dial * Mother," “Daddy,” “Grand- 
parents, * er," "Brother" or 
"Santa Claus" and . . presto. . 
you sce their faces appear on TV 
Screen. Music box plays a happy 
tune . . can't be overwound. Plas- 
tic. 13 in. wide, 814 in. high. 
49 N 4475-Wt. 1 Ib. 1007. $3.19 

:349 

New Type-A-Tune Xylophone is so easy to play .. 

just match color of note with color of key 

Helps teach colo erity. Use and number recognition . . as well as manual de 
one hand to play simple melodies . , other hand to turn roller to advance music 
sheet. Eight notes are rubber suspended, so striker mallets give crystal clear 
tones. Made of high impact plastic and metal. Includes 8 popular children's 
songs. Measures about 113óx11x5 inches high. 
49 N 4444—Shipping weight 2 pounds 6 ounces $3.49 

Save this catalog . . 
you can order toys 
‘on pages 467 to 638 
until August 1, 1967 

Whirl-A Tune $49 
Exclusive at Sears. Hold stick and 
whirl Winnie-the-Pooh above your Glide it along on hidden wheels and 
head. Listen to built-in music box it plays “This is the Way We Iron 

play a happy tune as felt ribbons Our Clothes." Eyes roll up and 
spin around. Soft plastic body, wood ^ down. Strong plastic. With cord for 
stick. Over-all length 14 inches. pull-toy play. 8 in. long, 5 in. high. 
49 N 4530—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $2.49 49 N 5327—Wt. 1 lb. $2.19 

w Sears 557 

Music Box Iron $919 
Push “steam” button . . it whistles. 



HAPPY DADDY oss 
HUGS BABY =< 

Mattel's new Talking Tiles Learning Machine 

$1999 i 
Children begin a delightful new adventure as they see, hear, learn 
words, phrases, numbers in English, French and Spanish. Just feed 
colorful talking tiles into machine, set 6-position selector bar to choose 
language, question, sound effect or music. 36 two-sided tiles. Guide 

book. Transistorized. Plastic, 25x12!éx5 inches high. Uses 4 “D” bat- 
teries, order 2 pkgs. below. 
79 N 1681C— Shipping weight 7 pounds 

Teaches English, foreign words and 
phrases with sound effects and music 

$19.99 
79 N 4660-"D" Battery. Package of 2. Shpg. wt. pkg. 8oz. .Pkg. 36c 
Alphabet Zoop Talking Tiles Accessory Set. 18 more two-sided tiles. 

„Set $4.49 49 N 1756—Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces. 

Puzzle reverses from 97 
World to U.S.A. map 

Children 7 to 13 learn names and locations of foreign 
lands and all 50 states by putting the puzzle together. 
Fiberboard pieces with wood centers. About 14x20 in. 
49 N 406— Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 

Styled like a Whaling Captain's 
Desk and Chair, this Set makes $1899 

homework much more fun 

Pretend you're in the captain’s cozy cabin writing logs on the high 
sea . . or do geography and math on this fun desk and chair set. 
‘The top is set at just the right angle for reading and writing. Opens 
to inner storage compartment. Desk front has 2 built-in book 

shelves. Walnut finish pressed wood with super hard melamine 
surface . . resists stains, ink, heat. Desk legs, chair frame tubular 
steel. Chair 23 in. high, desk 21x25x32 in. high. Partly assembled. 
79N9049N-Freight (rail, truck), express. Wt. 31 lbs.Set $18.99 

States pagi scans by dinaa maidine com 
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The fine fabric known os cashmere comes 

sheep 

goats 

camels 

Learning tacts is fun when 

you feed question card into 

THINK-A-TRON 
Toy computer gives answer on lighted screen 

300 questions cover broad subject range 

Available only $ 

at Sears 29 

Realistic, dramatic . . wheels turn, lights flash as you RE a button and 
almost instantly the answer to your question lights up on the screen. 
Just select a data card that has the question you want answered and 
feed it into computer, Answers are coded A,B,C, or T,F depending upon 
the type of question you choose. 

Fun to play with a group of friends . . try and guess the answer to the 
question before the computer tells you. 150 question cards each with 
2 questions, 3 stack-up card holders. Plastic, gray with blue trim. 84 
inches high. Operates on 2 “D” batteries, order 1 package below. 
49 N 1679—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. s... sss» $7.99 

"p" Battery. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shipping weight package 8 ounces......... Package 36c 

Be an architect with 
Etch A Sketch? 

Just turn the 2 knobs 
to design and draw 

27 

Lines, circles and diagonals ap- 
pear under frosted glass base. 
You can form anything from basic 
geometric shapes to pictures and 
very intricate designs. Use it again 
and again . . erases itself with just 
a shake. Plastic, 9% in. long. w 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. M 
401N.1878..7 205... $2.77 rcas Sears 559 



Corona Ware 
Looks just like Mom's $399 
oven-to-tableware 

Stove to table set for make-believe 
dinner party—service for four. 67-pe. 
plastic set includes coffee pot with 
warming stand, casserole serving base 
with 2 handles, 4 each: casseroles with 
clear covers, covered soup tureens, 
Plates, cups, saucers, juice tumblers, 
carafes, goblets, Cutlery and napkins 
plus fruit bowl centerpiece. 
49 N 10057—Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz,.$3.99 

Plastic Play Food 

So delicious looking you'd think 

a chef prepared it 

61-pc. set 149.pc. set 

s|49 $299 
All the courses she'll need to serve the 
most delectable gourmet meals . . buffet, 
formal dinners . . even breakfast. Appe- 
tizers, glamorous entrees, fabulous 

“Parisian Leaves" 
Breakfast service for 
4, with pop-up toaster 

“Spanish Floral” 

46-piece set in bright 
Mediterranean colors 

Magical “Perk 'n' Pour” 
coffeepot with this 

decorated aluminum set 

Set the most sparkling tea 
in town. Service for 6. 

Set includes translucent 
ruby-colored goblets and bit- 
tersweet colored cups, pitch- 
er, creamer and sugar bowl 
pick up bright pattern colors 
of saucers and S-inch diam- 
eter plates. Plastic. Com- 
plete with plastic knives, 
forks and spoons. Shipping 
weight 3 Ibs. 

79 N 10058C... Set $2.99 

Cutiod pane scans by cheidimas misebeciudci pomi 

Service for six in bright 
aluminum highlighted with 
red design on plates, saucers 
and serving tray. Red plastic 
cups, white plastic cutlery. 
Your tiny hostess will have a 
ball with the enchanting 
little coffeepot . . when she 
‘pours’ liquid disappears, 
then perks back down! 
Fascinating to watch. Ship- 
ping weight 3 Ibs. 

79 N 10085C. . . Set $2.99 

Glamour for dolly's break- 
fast. 27-piece set with metal 
miniature toaster that looks 
just like Mom's real one . . 
it even pops up. Metal plates, 
cups and saucers are gaily 
decorated with leaf design. 
Set also índudes its own 
plastic sugar bowl and 
creamer, colorful plastic 
deep blue knives, forks and 
spoons. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz. 

49 N 1003......Set $2.99 

desserts are all represented; plus such 
everyday goodies as fruit, ham, bacon and 
eggs, vegetables, even a birthday cake. 
Bound to give Mother ideas galore for her 
next party. Placemats, too. 

149-piece Set. Extra fancy foods for 6. 
Shipping weight 10 ounces. 
49N1147....... ... Set $2.99 

61-piece Set (not shown). Dinner for 4. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
49 N 1146. i » Set $1.49 

FCOKMAEG. 575 



Favorite Child's Stories 

told on 

Columbia 
Records 

Plus 24 other favorites. 
ps e hipping weight 12 ounces 

aiet Bang. Includes music from Walt 
Sinay 's hit movie about the amazing ying car. 
57 C 5851 —Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
Mary Poppins. Includes other children's vore 
57 C 5852—Shipping weight 12 ounces. .....-$1.98 
Peter Pan. Journey through Never-Never Land with our ci o D Rate Sl At dau re go d c bd. Your child will read along with the 

57 C 5853—Shipping weight 12 ounces. $1.98 ^ x 3 $ 69 texts of these beautifully illustrated 

Mother Goose Favorites. The all-time classics. & Giant Story Books as he plays the 
57 € 5854—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . . .. . .$1.98 

— "eim carefully recorded Columbia stereo 
Aesop's Fables record 

New at Sears. Let your child learn his favorite Aesop's Fobles. A perennial favorite 
stories and fairy tales by hearing the 57 C 5855—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. S oz. $3.69 

m record and seeing them in print at the san MATS : : : 
T | meon and eelne tem ien sound ocior The Bibie- The greatest stories of all time at a 

ia Cf One} will provide hours of enjoyment while the child is 87 € 5856 Poor wl Ib. rt S $2.69 

a) I learning. Each set contains a long-playing 3345 1 Dar ite 
RPM eicreo record and the accompanying text in Wizardof Oz. Share Dorothy’sadventures {rom 

| a beautifully illustrated 80 page Giant Story Book. ber Kansas home to the wondrous Land of Oz 
An approach to Icarning that the child takes him. 57 C 5857—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 c $4.69 

} <elf while also having fun. Offered in the titles Mike Mulligan. A boy and his steam shovel 
your child wants most 57 € 5858—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz $3.69 

FURRY FACE 
Hides your 45-RPM records 
for storage and protectior 

carries them safely 
and in style too 

“are 

A twist of the handle and Furry Face's head 
comes off to reveal 45-RPM adapter-type 
record holding post on the inside. Holds 60 
records safely. Nylon, non-shedding fur just 
begs to be combed: comb is even included 

form any expression. Wipes clean with 
mp cloth. Makes the perfect gift and 

even comes gift-boxed. Buy it the easy way— 
order by phone 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
57 C 5603 $4.98 

33)A-RPM long: playing record sets 
Each set includes 5 big 33!4-RPM long-playing 
records (titles listed below). Give vour child hours 
and hours of fun plus an interest in music. 
other Goose Favorites, plus The Alphabet. Peter 

Pan onward of Oz. and Puff the Magic Dragon 
pect gph weight 3 lbs. R oz.. ......93.88 

itty Chitty Bang Bang, plus Mary Poppins, Dr. 
Bootie, The Sound of Music, and Charlie Brown. 

57 C 5834—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 o7.,......$3.88 

Phono and Record Stands. . 

put these space savers 

to work for you 

] Stores up to 40 records. Steel. Bronze 
color finish. Rubber-tipped legs. About 

17x14x214% inches. 
Shipping weight 7 pounds 8 ounces. 

Disneyland Story-Book LP Records w57 C 1040 . $5.75 

“The Jungle Book" . . music and dialogue (rom the 
motion picture soundtrack of this Disney favorite. 2 Stores up to 100 records. Steel. Extra 

57 C 5943—Shipping weight 1 pound. . .$2.69 sturdy bracing. Useful album shelf 
Bronze-color finish. Rubber-tipped legs 
About 21x14x2614 inches. 
Shipping weight 11 ponpa 

W57 C 1041C 3 +++ $7.95 
3 Stores upto SO records. Strong cardboard 

“Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Da: 
with delightful tunes and. illustrations. 
57 C 5944—Shipping weight 1 pound 

“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” . . from the 
soundtrack of one of the favorite pictures of all times. $7 € 5945. Shipping weight 1 pound........ $2.69 va, iy cbedalic colored finish. About 2214x 

"Bambi" . . the complete story ig theaayltae Ship) ET eight 5 pounds. 

57 € 5946—Shipping weight 1 pound. $24 57€ po Bes or $3.98 

“The Love-Bug" . . the brand new Di PCBKM vars] 559 isney hit movie. 
57 € 5948—Shipping weight 1 pound........ $2.69 AEDSLG 
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Mold and paint your own eerie monsters 
or battle-storming troops . . quick and easy 

Emenee's Formex “7” 
Casting Sets +” 

“Create” your own Dracula, Frankenstein, Mummy and others . . 
paint them in horrifying colors! Simple to do . . just heat magic 
Formex “7” in Dyna-Cast thermal unit (comes with regular light 
bulb) . . pour liquid in casting molds . . dip in cooling tank. Formex 
"7" is a non-toxic material that can be reused again and again. 
Paint set included. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. UL listed. 
79 N 1661C—Shipping weight 4 pounds............... Set $5.55 

Military Casting Set. Like above but has soldier, jeep, tank molds. 
79 N 1662C—Shipping weight 4 pounds............... Set $5.55 

Save this catalog . . you can buy toys on 

pages 441 to 673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

Make blocks, logs, play pipes and more with 

Play-Doh® Fun Factory $988 

Mix flesh-colored plastic in cauldron . . pour into skull mold . . 

let it harden to the perfect texture, then remove. 
Watch your favorite monster face shrink before your eyes. 

Head Shrinkers Kit $299 
Just like the witch doctors of old you mix “powdered flesh" and "petrifying 
potion” . . includes enough to shrink at least 12 heads. Also 3 mask molds, 
cauldron, mixing rod, brush, paints and bag of hair. 
49 N 1769—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces............... . Kit $2.99 

‘That horrifyingly 
hilarious TV family 

Munster's 
Casting Set 

$344 
They're weird . . they're 
eerie . . they're lots of fun, 
too. Mold the whole Mun- 
ster family and paint thi 
wild. Just mix Castex “5” 
compound with water, 
pour into molds and let 
dry. Makes up to 25 fright- 
eningly funny figures with 
molds of Herman Munster, 
Lily, Eddie, Marilyn and 
Grandpa. Paints, brush in- 
cluded. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 N1734C......$3.44 

Place dough in mold 
to make your own toys 

Form-a-Toy 

$149 
Press colorful dough in molds to 
make your own horses, cars, cow- 
boys, soldiers and children. Fun 
to paint and display. Three 7-oz. 
packs of dough included. 
49 N 1777 —Wt. 2 Ibs. ...$1.49 

Color Dough 

4.99.10 999 
Make your own building and play pieces in 12 different shapes with your 
own Fun Factory. Just insert one of the interchangeable dies .. add Play- 
Doh compound to the pressing machine. Trim edges of pieces as they come 
out . . use different shapes to get unusual effects on buildings, cabins, 
fences. “Create” whole cities with animals, trees, exotic shapes of the 
future. Set includes two 7-ounce cans of clean, non-toxic Play-Doh com- 
pound, 12 dies, trimmer and instruction booklet. 
49 N 1695—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces... .... Set $2.88 

Citai pads scans by dieisiiacnmiselediwdcal Eo 

Keep damp to mold with fingers . . 
let dry for permanent objects. 

Five 7-oz. pkgs., 5 colors. 4 molds. 
49N1773-Wt. 2 Ibs. 80z....79¢ . 

Set of three 1-Ib. pkgs., 3 colors. 
49N1775-Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz....99c 



ues b 
SEWING MACHINE 

Donald Duck plays Winnie-the-Pooh 

music . . flies apart Musical Ferris Wheel 

A tie bs cu HN : 349 s5I9 
Spool turns, marbles tumble, wooden Sore TUA oles d AEPD eatin oah Chasacteo. To 

"needle'' bobs up and down you have the world's most fa seats wind knob . , watch 

u 5 mous duck. Turn the crank wheel turn as music box plays 

as tot cranks Toy Sewing Machine music box plays . . suddenly Steel base and uprights; soft 
Donald flies apart (but he’s easy plastic wheel, seats, pas 

& Marbles bounce with a lively sound'in this colorful machine tots will love, to put together). 13 inches high, ^ A934 in, high. Wt. 2 ths 
t's full of action to keep them busy for hours. Wood and plastic, brightly 49 N 4502- Wt. 1 Ib. 2 07.$2.49 49 N 4671 
painted with non-toxic colors. About 12x5x9 inches high. From Japan. 

Pick up your phone right now and order this one! 
49 N 5251 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 18 ounces... esses i 

Bell Boys. Hammer keys . . see 
one of 4 bellboys sail up to ring a 

bell, Graduated tones sound an eas- 
ily identifed musical scale. Made of 
wood and metal, About 11 in high. 
49 N 4607 — Wt. 2 Ibs, 2 oz. .$3,33 

5 Musical Blackbird 
crank amd hear “Si 

Sixpence,” Then 3 blackbirds with 
yellow hats pop up. Push button to 
reset, Plastic, metal, 844-in. diam, 
49 N 4675 —Wt. 2 lbs. 3 0z..$4.19. 

Mattel's: 
Musical 
Pop-ups 

— 

© vy 

Squeeze 'em . . blocks “talk” Your 

just like real animals choice 

s319 (Y thru 3) Turn the crank . . music box plays. then up 
* pops a cartoon favorite. Colorfully decorated metal box, 

dn zs ou pet-loving A hild A big about 6 inches high. Plastic and cloth figure. 
locks he can squeeze to hear sounds imi- n Hi il, H: il, the Gang’s All Here.” k 

tating familiar animals. Plàstic-coated $ TET T aa amet e E it Pot 'n Spoon $279 
anoen E aoe Or ateesdae 9) Tomand Jerry. Plas"ForHe'sA Jolly Good Fellow." | Helps hand-and-eye training. Six 
ie end F iy e S ks dud nearly 49 N 4674 —Shipping weight 1 40z.....92.33 wooden biok TA 3 Shapes drop jube 

3 fect high’, . nest in:8x8-in. bloc ^ in shapa 
E + the Weasel.’ i lid cover. Plastic. 10-in. diam. pot 

49 N 4439 Shps. wt. 3 $3.19 3 Iro vem Ci 4or...,92,33 49 N 4462— Wt. 1 lb. 1002, $2.79 
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in white, black or maple finish. 

All solid hardwood and smoothly 

finished for hours of comfort. 

$ 1188 

Smooth, gentle rocking 
action of the extra-long 
runners blends with the 
soft chime of imported 
music box to amuse the 
most active child. Shaped 
arms and roomy 12x13-in. 
seat for real comfort. Chair 
26% in. high overall.. 
turned arms and legs. 
Partly assembled, Buy it 
the easy way—order by 
phone. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 9094L-Maple finish 
79 N 9096L— Black 
79 N 9097L— White 
Each $11.88 

3-way Kiddie Lounge Chair 

It's a comfort chair, rocker. 
and 5-position lounger 

Amazing chair is perfect 
for the needs of any 
child. Use it as a real 

lounger, or snap it to any of 5 
upright positions to watch TV 
in comfort. Snap off base and 
you have a rocking play chair. 
Sturdy tubular steel frame. 
Non-mar plastic leg tips. Mold- 
ed plastic seat. 29 in. long. Seat 
is 12 in. high. 
79 N 9035L-Wt. 9 lbs..$8.89 

d 
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Provincial style 

Platform Rocker 

Early American charm and 
comfort for a child. Hand 
sanded hardwood, maple fin- 
ish, plastic foam padded. 
Heavy-duty coil rocker 
spring. 27 in. high overall. 
Seat 14x15 in. wide. 11 in. from 
the floor. Partly assembled. 
79N9031L-Wt.18 Ibs.$14.49 

s1249 

Modern style 

Platform Rocker 

Walnut-finished hardwood 
with soil and stain-defying 
vinyl covering. Plastic, foam 
and cotton felt padding. 22 
inches high. Seat 17x15 inches. 
Partly assembled. 
79 N 9076L— Turquoise 
79 N 9077L— Persimmon 
Shpg. wt. each 19 lbs. $12.49 

Wood-slat Rocker Musical Rocker 

Popular spindle back 
rocker has imported 
music box chime. 25 
in. high with turned 
arms and 131x1214 
in. shaped seat. All 
high-gloss maple fin- 
ished hardwood. 
Partly assembled. 

Shpg. wt.10 Ibs. * 
79 N 9130L.$8.49 

Captain's Rocker 

Ahoy there! Rock away 
in this Colonial style 
captain's rocker. Made 
of fine hardwood with 
high luster black en- 
amel finish and gold- 
color decal design. 184 
in. high. Seat 1314x1114 
in. Wt. 10 lbs.* 
79N9036L....$9.88 
*Per postal regulations 

Comfortable shaped 
seat with rounded 
arms and legs. Brad- 
ford maple finish hard- 
wood. Joints are so 
tightly fitted no glue 
or nails are used. 23 
inches high overall 
with 12x12-inch seat. 

Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. + 
79 N 9029L...$5.49 

Reversible Game Table with 2 folding Chairs 

Complete with equipment to play 

checkers, bowling, marbles, horse race, 
auto race and many more games. 

$1488 
vat 

Handsome game top with built-in storage 
well reverses to a dinette table top with 
blonde wood-grain pattern. Both sides mel- 
amine finish that resists stains and mars. 
Play accessories include checkers, tenpins, 
marbles, plastic horses, autos, number spin- 
ner. Table, chair frames are chrome-plated 
steel tubing. Plastic tips on legs. Table 25x 
25x20 in. high. Chairs, 12x13x26 in. high. 
Partly assembled. 
79 N 1701L—Wt. 12 lbs...... Set $14.88 

Extra Chairs. Carton of 2. 
79N1706C-Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. Carton 6.49 



Tabletop steel Kitchen 
looks, cooks and cools ' * $ 

like real appliances V7TT | "Two 
. . only Sears has it in Hn LAST YEAR'S 
high fashion avocado 
Oven is real party pleaser 

bakes several goodies at once. Out- 

side is always coo! to the touch, 

plastic pan-handler helps protect 

little fingers. 

Oven with s| 3?? 
36-pc. set 

All steel electric oven can bake 2 cakes or pies at 

the same time. Operates with two 75-watt light 
bulbs (not incl.), UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c., AC 

Set has 20 cake, pie, cookie, frosting mixes, plus bak 
ing pans, cookie cutters, measuring spoons, bowls. 
rolling pin, recipe book. About 11x10x14 in. high 
79 N 1030C—Shipping weight 9 lbs.. Set $13.99 

Oven only. 
79 N 1045C—Shipping weight 7 pounds.. 10.99 

“AS LONG AS vou RE REALLY 
COOKIN', I'LL S7AY!^ 

36-piece set with 
25 food mixes 

3499 

Food mix assortment includes 10 
cake mixes, 5 frosting mixes, 4 
assorted cookie mixes, gingerbread, 
pie crust and pie filling mixes. 

Utensils include cake, pie, loaf 
and cup cake pans, cookie sheet, 

cutter and cook bool 
i weight 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisinmias nusebectudc M pn 



Play popular instant 
cassettes by RCA, AMPEX, 
and others—or record your o 
music from radio or records 

(save cost of pre-recorded tapes) 

r and 3 cassettes featuring ^ oj, "34 
anklin, Tom Jones, Iron Butterfly 

Simple lever operation. Bat ed, Or order AC adapter below for hou 
pem Flashing t: Bree esf D itor. Mike with Baci stop. mu "Tan plastic: 
5x9x2 inches. From Japan. Order 4 batteries (57 C 6446) below. 
Recorder-Player, 3-Pre-recorded cassettes, 1 blonk cassette. 
57 € 34165—Shipping weight 6 
57 € 34161 —Recorder: 

prey irs ard Children love hearing sound of their own 
S voices and these Reel-type Recorders 

-Each 17e can help develop good speaking habits 
(1 and 2 ) Both complete—ready for instant fun . . batteries, 
reels, tape—even an earphone. Just 1 lever starts, stops, rewinds 
tape. Suited for children's use with rugged plastic case, sealed-in 
transistor circuits, built-in handle. From Japan 

For instant music anywhere just pop a cassette Our Best Reel-type model—works on battery, or AC house 
in and turn one lever on this AMPEX Musicmate current (order AC Adapter, below), Two speeds: 334 and 17% 

in. per sec. No adjustments needed with Sears automatic volume Portable Cassette-Player. Battery-powered control. Tan color. S913 inches. Takes up to 314 in, reels 
57 € 3402—Shipping weight 6 pounds. $28.95 

$ 95 57 C 9986—Black Vinyl Carry Bog. For (1). Wt. 1 lb. 402. 6.95 
57 € 3499—AC Adapter. For (1) above. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5.75 

Get the gang together for a swinging party . . this player has big room 2, Low cost Rim-drive Model. Makes big, clear voice recordings 
filling volume. Or use just for quiet listening alone—at home, beach, —not for recording music. 8x7x3-in. case 
in the car. Rugged solid-state electronics and precision capstan 57 € 3400—Shipping weight 4 pounds. $16.50 
drive. Fast forward. , 57 € 3470— 300-ft. Recording Tape, 3-in. reel. Wt. 8 oz... 1.15 _ Sleek plastic case with built-in handle; 6x10x214 inches. Plays any 57 € 9996— 1 50-ft. Recording Tope, 3-in. reel. Wt. 8 oz. 3 for 99c 
size pre-recorded cassette. Order 4 batteries (57 C 6446) above 

57 € 3458—Shipping weight 3 pounds $24.95 FOR MORE RECORDERS SEE PAGES 395, 396 

AN UNCOMMON VALUE. Our 
lowest price ever on this 

Four-piece Drum Outfit 

Wes $49.88 in 1968 Christmos Book. Includes many 3 
features usually found only on higher priced sets, All Kratt Super 48 Harmonica 
drums have plastic heads . . stay tuned, take hard $9 
wear. Shell-mounled Tom-Tom . . 6x10 inches with 5 5 
6 adjusting lugs. Snare Drum . . 4x10 inches with 
throw-off strainer. Bass Drum . . 12x16 inches with 
fast-action foot pedal, disappearing legs, tom-tom 
and cymbal holders. 10-inch Brass Cymbal. Sticks, 
brushes, playing instructions. From Japan. 
57 C 2651L— Shipping weight 32 pounds. .. .. $37.77 

Order regularly and get Sears catalogs 
-- regularly the year around 

Chromatic model 

Cataloó nae scans by cuidimar wecdtectid cM pom 



Big 109-pc. Magnetic Board Set 
teaches tot numbers and letters 

Long after “fad” toys are forgotten, children come back to 
this. Why? It's more than just a toy. 109 capital and small 
letters, numbers, math signs fascinate even pre-schoolers . . 
maybe because polyethylene enclosed magnet "sticks" them 
to metal board. 10 extra vowels, 10 extra consonants are 
added for those already adept in the 3 R's. If you're still 
short of letters, just reverse board and write your own using 
the wipe-off crayons. Sponge, eraser. 20x23-in. board. 
79 N 1621C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . .. ......$3.99 

Just say “Charge It" and pay later 

TOL UR 

ma: —— w| 
But foVeeagia 

Magnetic Letter Boards 
105-piece Set 

36 capitals, 38 small letters; 
26 cards for letters of alpha- 
bet, Built-in magnets. Wipe- 
off backboard, 4 crayons. 
Plastic-frame 20x14-in. 
board. Stand. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N 1847C,... Set $2.99 

Cork Bulletin Board 
Wood framed. Reverses to 
blackboard. 18x24 inches. 
79N1606C-Wt. 5 lbs. $1.99 

564 SEARS ro 
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41-piece Set 
36 capital letters. Built-in 
magnets. Steel-faced 20x14- 
inch board, plastic frame. 
Write-on backboard. 4 wipe- 
off crayons. Own stand. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
79 N 1869C.....Set $1.99 

Wall Chalk Board 
Black and green surfaces. 
Wood frame, chalk rack. 
Chalk, eraser included. 37x26 
in. Allow 10 lbs. postage. 
79 N 1865L. .......$2.99 

Sketch-A-Graph $199 
Enlarge almost any color drawing to scrap- 
book size or cut it down to wallet size . . in 
perfect proportion. Extends to 24 inches. 
3 ballpoint pens draw in red, blue or green. 
Suction cups hold copy flat. Red plastic 
graph, 14 inches high. Complete with 
paper and sketch book. 
49 N 1693—Wt. 2 lbs, 12 oz. .$1.99 

Draw like magic with 

Etch-A-Sketch 
3967 

Turn the knobs . . lines, circles 
and diagonals appear under 
frosted glass base. 

Forms anything from pictures 
and letters to very intricate de- 
signs. Use it again and again . . 
it's encased in tough red plastic 
case and cleans itself with just a 
shake. 914x7!4x1!4 inches. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49N1878......... $2.67 

Draw what you see from 

cartoons to silhouettes 

Draw-A-Matic 
$934 

Brings out the artist in anyone 
from 8 to 80 . . with or without 
talent. Whatever picture you 
want to draw, just put in front 
of viewer. Without batteries or 
electricity, the image is reflected 
onto paper for easy. copying. 
Even seat your friends in front 
of the machine, then draw them. 
And look what's included . . 
large viewer, shadow box, 4 car- 
toons and figures, easel, drawing 
paper, pencils, sharpener, eraser, 
instructions. 8x9 inches high. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

49 N1620..........-. $3.34 

Magic Designer $432 
Watch and marvel as Hoot Nanny's arms 
magically draw beautiful designs for you 
to color. Or use them as originals to em- 
broider, wood burn, etc. 7x8-inch metal 
base. Disks, pencil, instructions. 
49 N 1838—Wt. 11b. 1102......$4.32 

130 Extra Colored Paper Disks. 
49 N 1809—Wt. 6 oz....... Pkg. 89c 

nip Sy 
Make your own 3-D toys with 

SNIPPY Scissors 

$397 

Everybody can breathe easier with Snippy 
around. And this is the reason. The slim 
6-inch scissors just fit a child's hand. No 
sharp edges either. Scissors vibrate so they 
cut only the paper, not the fingers. So easy, 
fun and artful to make fancy animals and 
toys with Snippy. Runs on 110-120 v, 60 c 
AC, has 6-foot cord and comes with own 
cutouts and instructions. UL listed. 
49 N 1242—Wt. 11b, 4 oz... ...... $3.97 



Tot gets 10 things to do 

with Musical Busy Box 

3564 

Fascinating activities for infants 
and toddlers, Doors open, dials 
click, crank turns, wheel spins 

. all to the tune of delightful 
music. Made of sturdy plastic 
non-toxic, no loose parts. 

Attaches to play pen or crib. 

About 14x12 in. high. Like 
thing else in Sears book 
easy to order by telephone. 
49N4523-Wt. 2 lbs. 11 oz. $5.64 

Non-musical Busy Box. Same as 
above, but does not play music. 
49N4498-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.84 
Save this catalog . you can order toys 
on pages 467 to 638 until August 1, 1967 

Watch Choo-choo 
zip around track s|99 

Musical Crib Gym 

"Tug on center ring starts music 
for baby to enjoy while play- 

ing. Wood and plastic. Adjust 
49 N 4422—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $3.74 

Rock-a-Stack 

Ten colorful plastic rings to 
stack and unstack, Sit on 13 

inch wooden base that rocks. 

49 N 4601—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $1.64 

Snap-lock Beads 

3 64 flexible plastic beads snap 
together, pop apart. Nice for 

. 14-inch diameter. 
$1.59 

teething . 
49 N 4460—Wt. 1 Ib... 

Roly Poly Chime Ball 

aled globe contains band 
decorated horses, swans, As ball 

rolls, figures rock . . chime sounds. 
Floats on water. 634-in. diam. 

49N4669-Wt. 1 lb, 8 oz. $2.49 

Gutsiba Dade scant by dieisthiatniseledmical Gon 

FASCINATING 
COLOR TOPS 

Musical Koo-Koo Clock 

ldeal for hanging on crib, 
playpen or wall. Music plays 
as clock hands rofate, bird 
moves, Plastic. 9x3x11 in. high, 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
49 N 4470. ...... ees. $2.99 

12 Action Blocks 33 59 

Each block comes with a 
built-in activity . . such as 
spinning ball, handle that 
clicks, rings that rotate, dial 
with phone bell sound, colored 
beads that rattle. Plastic, Each 
block about 234-in. square. 

Shpg. wt, 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 4676,....,.,Set $3,59 

See Monorail speed 
uin Trucks gii Sod 3299 

Monorail train whizzes along 
raised track . . about 3 times as 
fast as the trucks below . . as top 
spins. Plastic dome, 9-in. high. 
8-in, diam. From W.. Jo 
49N4729-Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. $2.99 

Winnie-the-Pooh Musical Merry-Go-Round 
‘Turn the knob, watch Winnie and his pals . . Christopher Robin, Kanga and 
Roo, Rabbit, Eeyore, Piglet and Owl . . bounce merrily up and down as color- 
ful carousel revolves . . and plays a happy melody. Built-in music box . . can't 
be overwound. Sturdy 
49 N 4476— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. 

ic dome, metal base. 9-in. diameter, 7 in. high. 
$4.29 

Mama Bear cuddles 
her Cub as lullaby 
urges him to sleep 

s519 

Here's a soft, adorable pair 
to delight your child at play- 
time and bedtime, Swiss 
music box plays a soothing 

lullaby. Mama Bear, with 
her bright, expressive eyes, 
is 15 inches tall. Both bears 
wear bright ribbon bows. 
‘Delustered rayon plush pile. 
Cotton stuffed, 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49N4121.........$5.19 

"CHARGE IT" 
IF YOU WISH 

CRIB TOYS . . make sound or 
music when they move 

5 Musical Mobile. Plastic. 18 in. high. 
49 N 4477 —Wt. 1 lb. 10 oz... .$4.77 

Non-musical, As above, but no music. 
49 N 4482—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.. $2.82 

Crib Roll. Beads whirl, make noise, 
Wood. About 18 in. long, 6 in. high. 

49 N 4554—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $2.59 

Rail Boat. Also rocks on floor. Wood. 
About 7 in. long, 5 inches high. 

49 N 4553—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $1.39 
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Pull the Chatty® Ring and all these Mattel Toys will talk to you 

Mattel's Hand Puppets make their own skits $499 

9 Bugs poni, Rabbit says 11 fa- 
mous phrases. Gray and white 

fluffy plush body, washable vinyl 
face. 15 inches to ears. 
49 N 6174—Wt. 1 lb, 8 oz.. . .$4.99 

1 () Bozo. Colorful clown says 11 
funny phrases. Cloth body, 

vinyl face, yarn hair. 13 in. tall. 
49 N 61031—Wt. 1 lb. 802..$4.99 

11 Linus the Lionhearted. Scare- 
dy cat lion says 11 cute phrases. 

Gold-color corduroy body with pur- 
ple and gold-color crest. Vinyl face, 
whiskers; felt mane. 14 inches tall. 
49 N 6149—Wt. 1 lb. 80z...$4.99 

non-allergenic 

Cutsod pagi scans by cheisimas maseleciuicM com 

Shipping 
49 N 40472 .. 

12 Tom and Jerry. Famous cat 
and mouse exchange 10 funny 

phrases. Jerry is 342 in., vinyl 
on, off Tom’s hand. Tom has cordu- 
roy body and vinyl face. 13 in. tall. 
49 N 6150—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 

13 Popeye. Says 11 salty phrases. 
Vinyl head, hat. Blue and red 

cotton body, vinyl arms. 10 inches 
tall. Decorated spinach can. 
49 N 61032—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

14 Mr. Ed. Has 11 horsey sayings. 
Soft vinyl head, golden plush 

body, movable mouth. 13 in. tall. 
49 N 6172—Wt. 1 lb. 802... 

Naptíme pals . . 
Mattel's Talkin" 
Patter Pillows 

s $999 go 99 
Talking companions by day 

. cuddly pillows at night. 
Pull Chatty-Ring to hear 
them talk. Stuffed with 

ic foam, plastic 
cotton. Needs no batteries. 

155 Patter. Sad, 
puppy has a knot 

of yarn venei 10x13 in. tall. 
jing wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

Danny O'Day or hís fríend 
help you learn to throw your 
voice like a ventriloquist 

$ 589 and $689 

Characters look and perform like 
professional ones. Make them “talk” 
by pulling strings concealed in back 
of neck. Make them look “alive” 
by moving their heads. Instruction 
booklet gives basic steps on how to 
bea ventriloquist. Orderinstruction 
records, skits and routines below. 

Each comes fully dressed, with 
movable vinyl head, vinyl hands, 
cotton-stuffed body. 

5 Danny O'Day. 30 in. tall. Plaid 
sport coat, solid-color pants, ascot. 

49 N 6158—Wt. 3lbs..... $6.89 

6 Ventriloquist Friend. 24 in. tall. 
Solid-color coat and pants. 

White shirt front, bow tie. 
49 N 6157—Wt. 2 lbs.....$5.89 

Self-teaching Ventriloquism Aids 

Beginner's Record. 12-in., 33% rpm. 
Gives basic instructions, includes 

skit booklet. 
49 N 6204— Shipping wt. 15 oz..$2.79 

Advanced Record. 12-in., 33% rpm. 
Gives tips on putting on shows, tim- 

ing, voice control, manipulating dummy. 

49 N 6205—Shipping wt. 15 02..$2.79 

snaps 

.$4.99 

.$4.99 

$4.99 

20) 

Mattel’s Animal Talk * 99 to s1088 
( 19 thru 21 ) Mouths actually move while they talk. Each 
says 11 phrases. All have rayon plush bodies with vinyl faces. 

Bugs Bunny. Plush body, 
vinyl face, 24 in. tall. 

49N4122-Wt. 2 lbs. 7 oz.$6.99 

18 
duroy, vinyl face. 19 in. tall. 
Tiny Jerry is vinyl 
49 N 4186—Wt. 21bs..$6.99 

19 Lamy Lion. 2 Biff Bear. 2 Lilac Skunk. 
Sits 13 inch- Husky, 14 Hmm . . has a 

estall Tawny col- incher wears re-  reallilac scent. Big, 
ored plush coat, movable sweater. 14-in. size. Wt. 4 Ibs. 
mane. Wt. 4 lbs. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 79N4144C.$10.88 

79N4095C$10.88 —49N4099..$8.88 rcac Sears 561 

Tom and Jerry. They talk 
to each other. Tom is cor- 



Bake up some waffles on this Grill 

. . pancakes and hamburgers, too 

$899 

Drinks and puddings? Mix 'em up 

. . keep ‘em cool in your own Ice Box 

sags 
Electric grill and wafller of heavy-gauge metal and 

plastic works with one 150-watt light bulb (not 

included). UL listed, 110—120-v., 60-c. AC. Come: 

pancake waffle iron with handle, panca drink, gelatin and pudding mixes, milk and "pop" 
book and bottles, gelatin molds, pudding bowl and spoon plus 

labels. Ice box is about 11x10x18 in. high. 

79 N 10321C—Shipping weight 8 pounds, .Set $8.99 

in and drinks cold. Comes with 

owl, measuring spoon, coc 
instructions, Grill, about 11x10x14 in. high 
79 N 10322C—Shipping weight 6 pounds. „Set $8.99 

21-piece Set with 
12 food mixes 

3299 
2 set 

Contains 4 cake mixes, 2 frosting 
mixes, 2 cookie mixes, biscuit, 
gingerbread and brownie mixes; 
cake, loaf and cupcake pans, 
cookie sheet and cutters, ginger- 
bread man cutter, measuring 

cook book. Wt. 11b. 10 oz. Pop pastries into the oven 
49 N 1061... Set $2.99 . plastic oven bakes up a feast 

99 
set 

Set of 12 mixes alone :S 

s[99 
set 

tains 3 cake mixes, 2 
mixes, 2 cookie mixes, 

Coppertone polypropylene oven uses one 7 
light bub (not included). UL listed, 1 
volt, 60-cycle AC. Set of 12 mixes. Set has cake, 
frosting and cookie mixes, biscuit, gingerbread 
and pie mixes; spatula, cake, pie, loaf and cup. 
cake pans, cookie cutters and more. Oven is 
7x634x11 inches high. 
49 N 10323—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 6 oz..Set $8.99 

NOTE: Utensils in 
all sets of plastic 
and metal. 



hg COMPLETE 

Two ready-to-operate 

100-milliwatt Walkie- 

Talkies with batteries 

Only 25» 

Even at this low price Sears 
includes efficient "super-het" 
type circuitry for extra-clear 

voice-carrying power 

Remember, this Sears low price is for 2 
ready-to-use units . . not just a single 
walkie-talkie. Precision crystals are in- 
stalled at the factory. You're set for 
instant voice contact on channel 5. 

Chat with your pals up to a mile or 
even more. Keep in touch on hikes, out- 
ings, sports events, hunting, fishing. 

Small enough to carry easily in your 
pocket; S*íx2*4x154 inches yet packed 
with 100 milliwatts . . the most power 

you can use without buying a license. 
Circuit features, unusual at this low 

price, include c/--silicom transistors . . 
operate at maximum efficiency in all kinds 
of weather . . hot or cold. Also includes one 

Complete Walkie-Talkie System (IC) circuit for greater dependability. 
with 2-tone ‘‘Call-Alert’’ and High impact plastic case. From Japan. 

Buy it the easy way, to order just pick up 
antennas are detachable . . for the phone. 

easy carrying or for adding Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces. 
57 C 72011..... . System $25.00 

long-distance antennas below 
FOR MORE WALKIE-TALKIES SEE 
NEW, FREE HOME ENTERTAINMENT 
ELECTRONIC CATALOG FOR 1970 

Call-Alert beeps with an extra-clear, two- MAIL COUPON ON PAGE 395 
tone signal if someone calls. And there are 
two channels . . if one is busy, talk on the 
other. Channel 5 crystals included; order 
extras below. Beams your voice out with 
100 milliwatts of power—most powerful you e poe 

can use without buying a license. Flexible Send or receive calls up 
whip antenna . . base-loaded for added effi- to 66 feet. Monitor sounds 
ciency with just 18-inch length. 

For extra-clear communications and de 
pendable performance, circuitry includes baby-sitter aid. And no 
ceramic filter, all-silicon transistors. electrical installation 

Black metal case; 9x2x2 inches. Japan 
57 C 72021—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. System $59.95 

in other rooms . . a great 

needed. Works on battery 

Extra Crystal Sets. 1 transmit, 1 receive. 

Siate chamei 1 ru 23. as 279 T A TION 
1 INTERCOM 

For greater range 

add this 49-inch SYSTEM 
long-distance Antenna 

s45 Only "3 

Fits 57 C72021 above, or any Kids have fun chatting from room to room 
other Sears walkie-talkie that . even basement to attic. Use as a step 
has detachable type antenna. saver for mom and dad . . connect. kitchen 
Screws on in seconds. Adds pull- with den, living-room, nursery. Useful “tone- 
in power. Improves sending effi- signal” alert and voices are big and clear. 
ciency. Rugged solid-state circuitry. Powered by 

Center-loaded for maximum inexpensive 9-volt battery. Two stations, 
power. Telescopes down small two 66-ft. strands wire. 334x5x*4 inches 
enough to fit your pocket. thin. From Japan 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 57 C 7651—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. $13.50 
57 C 7231 57 C 6422— 9-volt battery. Wt. 2 oz.. .75c 

Cutsoa pagi scans by cheisimas maselecimicM com 
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Electric Drawing Set, Accessories $399 Giant Chalkboard reverses to a magnetic board 
10x14-in. illuminated drawing desk lights the way to creative has bet, numbers ithmeti signs 
designing of any subject. Includes pencils, eraser, sharpener, 15- aay alphal du and ari etic 
watt bulb to complement the artful fun. Order complete drawing Almost every child plays school at some time or other, and here's the perfect 
portfolios below. UL listed on 110-120-v, 60-c AC. thing to complete that classroom scene . , a really big 37x26 in, chalkboard. Eye- /| 
49 N 1624—Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces.......... $3.99 easy green surface with colorful Disney decals on one side. Reverses to enameled Ẹ 

The Portfolio Kits for d steel so it's also wipe-off writing board, a screen for projecting pictures or a mag- 
ERU etu Done ilis netic surface for 36 capital, 37 small letters, 27 numbers and arithmetic signs—all 

Contain guide sheets, drawing paper. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. included, of course. Sturdy cadmium-plated tubular-steel stand. Unassembled . . 
49 N 1717—Barbie, Midge, Ken Fashions 
49 N 1708—Walt Disney Cartoons. 
49 N 1721— Monsters Drawing Kit. 
49 N 1788—G.I. Joe Drawing Ki 

"Eas just attach stand section to framed board. You get chalk and eraser, too. 
. shee 79 N 1824L—Shipping weight 16 pounds. ........... cessere $8.99 
.78c 

MIT a Two 37x26-inch 

C af tom. ENT" Chalkboards 
E a thee in one 

tia S Ar ind 3499 Jue tsacides Fe 
f Big, practical, and sure to 

amuse, entertain and even teach 
children for years to come. 

Tubular-steel stand. Eye-easy 
green on one side. Reverses to 
non-glare black. Wood frame. 
Cadmium-plated tubing stays 
new looking. 50 inches high. 
Rack with chalk and eraser in- 
cluded, Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 N 1804L............ $4.99 

batteries 
“Monster” Enlarg-A-Graph $599 without 

Launch a “career” in art dabbling. Start by choosing 1 of 24 eerie 
transparencies of Wolfman, Frankenstein, Dracula, Hunchback 
and more. Then trace from illuminated transparency. Even achieve 
3-D effects by “dialing” images larger, smaller. Includes pencils, 
paper, etc. Order 4 “D” batteries. 
49 N 1782C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . 

General Subjects. Has 44 different transparencies, 
49 N 1655C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz... 

Here's a Chalkboard, Artist's Easel with $, 499 
Desk, Corkboard Watercolor Set 

Easel-style reversible chalkboard, Red and black adjustable Artist’s Easel 
lectroni in Art without 19x46 in. big. Corkboard ideal for grows with young artist . . board adjusts 

El ne Spin $499 batteries pictures, photos, cut-outs, trophies. from 45 to 69 in. high. Sketch board + 
Find a color-spectacular world of original art when you squeeze Opens into good-size desk with ^ doubles as a chalkboard. Steel tripod. — 
out the paint and flick on the spinning turntable. Complete green writing surface. Folds flat for Brush, board clip, 6 bottles water colors. 
with 4 re-usable squeeze bottles non-toxic paint, 3 frames, 25 storage. Chalk, thumb tacks, eraser. 79 N 1823L—Wt. 9 lbs.. ........ $4.99 
art boards 5x7 in. Plastic housing. Order 2 “D” batteries above. Partly assembled. m 
49 N 2140—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces. . .... . $4.99 79 N 1874L—Wt. 9 Ibs...... $3.99 Abas SEARS 565 20 
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is her name . . you 

can dress up like her 

s491 

You can dance, sing, and 
even look like Mary Pop- 

g^ pins, Perky rayon dress 
with ruffles, bodice-effect 

print skirt, Bonnet and 
parasol. Makes you want 
to fly all the way to Cherry 
Tree Lane. Carpet bag not 
included . . sold on pag 
592. Why not pick up the 
phone and order it? State 
S, M,L. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 402. 
49 N B19F $4.97 

Size Chart for 

all Playsuits 

Size is |f Height Is 

For brave fighters: 

THE GREEN BERET 
Special Forces Outfit 

$597 

Creep through your back- 
rd “jungle” then 

harge! Your camouflage 
coverall looks so real. It's 
cotton twill with patch 
pockets and a zipper front. 
Wear your beret at a 
jaunty angle . . it's green 
wool and rayon felt 

State S, M or L, Shi 
weight 1 p 

Citai page scans by dieisihiacniseledimical Gon 

Visiting Nurse 3387 

Styled for the “| 
who travels. Crisp white cot 
ton belted uniform shrinkage 
controlled. Blue cotton cape, 
with insignia. Plastic shoulder 
bag, pert little cap. 

State S. M or L 
49 N 799F —Wt. 1 Ib. 

retend" nurse 

$3.87 

Army Fatigues $597 
Sanforized® cotton (max. fab- 

b). Jacket has 
s. náme tab. 

Cap. State S, M. L 
49N803F-Wt. 1 lb.8 02,$6.97 

-3 

Drum Majorette s497 

Lead the way in high-stepping 
costume of rayon satin as the 
big brass band marches on. 
Hat, baton, belt, boots. Fancy 
gold-color decorations for really 
"high sty 
State S, M, L. Wt. 11b, 1207, 

49 N 829F ..$4.97 

Marine Sergeant 3687 

So handsome! Shrinkage con 
trolled cotton. Cap. belt, in 

a. Elastic back on p: 
State S, M. or L. Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz 
49 N 837F $6.87 

Pretty Ballerina 3597 

Dance, ballerina, And 
so much fun in this elas 

acetate satin outfit 
Shimmering trim fluffy 
nylon tutu over skirt flutters 
up around you as you twirl, 

State S, M or L. 
49 N 820F-Wt, 12 oz..$5.97 

» 

Highway Trooper 3689 

Shrinkage controlled cotton 

Plastic cap, gun, goggles. Metal 

badge, whistle, handcuffs. State 

S, M, L. Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz 
49 N 827F $6.89 
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Cutaloó pace Scane by eddimar naaa Dom 

d to look like a real working 
ted paperboard with plastic counter tops 

Only at Sears 

All-ín-One 

Kítchen 

SINK CABINET has 

pump faucet . . water 
recirculates from drain 

to faucet 

DOUBLE-OVEN RANGE 

realistic "glowing burn- 

ers" and "peek" window 

REFRIGERATOR has 

two shelves . . lots of 
storage room 

s099 

The sink has a pump-action 
faucet . . water drains into 
basin below, ready to re- 
circulate when you turn 
faucet on. Oven with win- 
dow and 2 shelves. Corrugat- 
ed paperboard with plastic 
counter top. In turquoise 
and white with blue trim. 
27x12x46 in. high. Unas- 

sembled. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs. 
79 N 1111L.......$9.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . order toys on 
pages 433 to 609 until August 1, 1968 

L 

vided by shelf. Plastic han- 
dles. Pink with copper and 
black trim. Unassemb! 

Sink Set for tidy cooks 

$ 14 

Here's everything you'll need 
to keep your kitchen spotless: 
dishpan, drainer, funnel, apron, 
soap boxes, measuring cup and 
spoon plus lots more. Plastic; 
scaled to fit play kitchens. 

Shipping weight 12 ounces. 
49 N 1187........ Set $1.47 

Play Pots 'n Pans Set 

$ 229 

Cook anything from stew to 
casseroles . . pans large enough 
to prepare those big meals. In- 
cludes roasting pan, two pans 
and four casseroles . . all cov- 
ered. Also fry pan, brownie 
pan. All are plastic in assorted 
colors. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 1052 .. ..Set $2.29 

Cook 'n Bake Set 

$ ]?? 

Aluminum cookware for the 
busy young cook. Set includes: 
layer cake pan, pie pan, biscuit, 
muffin and sauce pans, fry pan. 
Cookie cutters, cookie sheet, 
double boiler, egg whipper; set 
of 3 measuring cups. Handles 
with holes for hanging up pots 
and pans. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 1086........ Set $1.99 



Fold-away Aluminum Dinette Set 

with plastic foam-padded seats 
5-piece Set 3-piece Set 

36x2¢inch table 24x2-inch table 

31999 :|[99 

Wipe-clean vinyl top has colorful motif of blue, gold and silver-color sunbursts on 

white. Solid blue vinyl seat covers. Polished tubular aluminum frames and legs make 

this entire set strong enough to take the most rugged playtime use right in stride. 

Simple folding mechanism lets the children fold the set and store it away in just 

seconds. Table 20 inches high. Chair seats 12x12x13 inches high. See Shipping Note 

at bottom of page. So easy to buy when you use the phone. 

5-piece Set. 36x24-in. table, 4 chairs. 3-piece Set. 24x24-in. table, 2 chairs. 

79 N 9060N—Wt. 28 lbs.. Set $19.99 79 N 9046N—Wt. 16 lbs... Set $11.99 

79 N 9069L—Extra Chairs. Carton of 2. Shipping weight 8 Ibs. Carton 6.94 

This sturdy set is so lightweight, 

the youngsters themselves 

can fold it up and put it away 

' Fold-away Steel Dinette Set 
Gather your friends around this big 33-inch table . . 

comfortable captain's chairs have plastic foam-padded seats 

po 

Entire set folds 
easily for 

compact storage 

"us $9888 
Table top and chairs are covered in white vinyl with gold 

and silver-color flecks . . wipe it clean with just the swish 

of a damp cloth. Sturdy tubular steel frame and legs are 

finished in chip-resistant bronze-color enamel that keeps. 

looking good after years of fun-filled playtimes. T: 

21 inches high. Chair seats measure 1lxlix1214 inches 

SAVE THIS CATALOG: You can order toys on pages 

433 through 605 from now until July 30, 1969 

SHIPPING NOTE: All items ending with "N^ 

(as 79 N 9106N) shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 578 [Sears ]« 

txitaloó pace scane by euitimax aoa coma 

Wood-grained high-pressure plastic tops 

give a look of fine furniture yet 
resist heat, stains and mars 

Streamlined Walnut-look Set with 
padded vinyl seats and backrests 

This high-fashion junior dinette looks just like a costly modern 

dinette set in miniature. Big 30-in. diameter table top, brass- 

plated steel legs that snap off, fold for storage. Chair seats 
11x13x13 inches high. Table 20 inches high. Partly assembled. 

79 N 90013L—Shipping weight 37 pounds Set $29.95 

79 N 90028C—Extra Choir. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs.......Each 6.49 

Splece Set 

$3495 

Handsome Colonial style in solid hardwood 

The same maple-finish Micarta® plastic top as used in some of 
the finest adult furniture. Sturdy 28-in. diameter table ideal for 
games or homework. Wipes clean. Front spindles and legs beau- 
tifully turned. Metal corner braces reinforce legs. Chair seats 
11x13x13 inches high. Table 21 inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9021 N— (See Shipping Note). Wt. 38 Ibs.. . .Set $34.95 
79 N 9064L—Extra Coptain’s Chair. Wt. 8ibs...Each 8.89 



Turn on with a Sing-In 
Play soul, mod, folk, rock and more . . FOLK GUITARS 
sound so groovy you can play them in real combos. 

For more sound, use the play-anywhere 
solid-state amplifier sold separately below 

33%-inch long style has big body Even this 31-inch model 

for resonance . . steel reinforced has nylon-gear tuning 

neck for added strength like a professional guitar 

zd s. 

For the beginner or the hobbyist, here is a Strum and sing with this professional- 
guitar with the big sound for that big beat. 6 style guitar. Nylon-gear precision tuning 

metal strings, metal tailpiece and metal gear .. stays tuned for hours of play after initial 
precision-acting tuning give it professional-style tuning. 31-inch long guitar has 3 nylon and 
action. Rhythmic, resonant sounds are produced 3 metal-wound nylon strings over molded 
in F-clef cutaway body of molded plastic. 3314-inch plastic body . . gives deep, full-sounding 
long guitar in rich sunburst finish. Music book, notes and chords. Comes with music book 
instructions, tuning record, shoulder cord and pick. and instructions. 
79 € 66604C—Shipping weight 6 pounds... . .$10.99 79 C 66603C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. $7.99 

Amplifier. Attaches to guitar. Volume control. Transistorized. Doubles as “mike”. 

49 € 66635— Battery not included, order below. Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. . 8.99 

49 C 4667—6-volt Battery for amplifier above. Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces. " .1.09 

562 [Sears ] cx» 
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Tangle-freo 
crossbar 
control 

Pelham Puppets 

Hand-crafted in England to make 
favorite characters come to life 

$569 to 3699 

World-famous marionettes fully jointed for maximum ac- 
tion. . dance, run, hop, skip, wave their arms as you move 
strings. Crossbar keeps strings tangle-free. Wood, hand 
detailed and costumed. With instructions. Ages 8 up. 

ca 

garg OOOO! 

4 

1 
1 
1 

NET. 
151 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 PhD. $5605 paanan 

DDOD 

99995606 

From England . . 
swingin' puppet trio 

has a real beat act 

Pop Singers 
by Pelham 

$799 each 

Pull the strings, and man . . 
these puppets will swing with 
the beat of your favorite Pop. 
records. Fully jointed wood 
for life-like action, have "way 
out haircuts and costumes 
that are really "with 
About 12 in. tall. 
(13) 49 N 6127—With Guitor 
(141 49 N 6128— With Drumsticks 
(15 49 N 6129— With "Sox 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.......Each $7.99 

or. 

Just push control keys. 

Push-button Marionettes 
. . Simple to operate 

$979 each 

Control keys on the plastic paddle 
produce comic actions. Molded vinyl 
heads, cotton stuffed bodies. 12 in. 
tall. Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. 

Our simplest 99 
Puppets each 

Even toddlers can work the one-hand 
paddle control for life-like animation. 
Control, hands, feet molded of durable 
plastic. Molded vinyl heads. 12 in. 
(21) 49 N 6144— Pinocchio 
(22) 43 N 6132—Popeye 
23) 49 N 6130—Jiminy Cricket 

(24) 49 N 6131—Mickey Mouse 
Shpg. wt. ea. 10 oz 



a plane? 
It's SUPERMAN 

$589 

Startle your friends 

with a tricky disguise 

Make-up kit includes ears, 
teeth, mustache, nose and 
specs, eye patch, beard, sore 
thumb, mask, grease paint, 
nose putty, 3 hanks of hair. 
49 N 822-Wt. 12 02.$1.94 

597 

Frontier Man 

Ready to scout in brown 
cotton twill. Elastic-waist 
pants. Cotton, plastic fringe. 

Deep-pile hat. Stale S, M, L 
49 N 817F-Wt.1 Ib..$5.97 

Citai Dade scans by cheisiniainiseledimical Gom 

He speeds to the rescue in his suit and cape of shrinkage- 
controlled cotton, State size S, M 
49 N 730F Shipping weight 1 Ib. $5.89 

Batman Cape, Helmet 

and Utility Belt 

A 
3599 5 1612 

Super weapons help Batman win 
Utility belt holds Bat gun, message 
sender, gun grenade, Batarang, 
Bat cuffs. Buckle simulates 2-way 
radio . . secret compartment, 

tic helmet. 
Shipping weight 3 lbs, 3 oz. BATMAN 

to the rescue! 

$589 

Zonk! Crack! Its Batman 
fighting crime in his wash. 
able cotton outfit, Shirt, 
pants, cape, hood, mask, 
Batman symbol on front. 
State S, M, L 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 807F. Outfit $5.89 

For Outfits on this page, 
see measuring chart on facing page 

Astronaut Suit 
For the way out 

wild blue yonder . . 
you're dressed 
for a prétend 

world of rocket 
launching and 

space walks 

3589 

All ready for the thrills of 
outer space with this uniform 

. it looks so real! Silvertone 
cotton twill, All one piece, with 
patch pockets, zipper front. } 
Astronaut insignia. Overseas | 
cap. Order Helmet below. State 
S, M, L. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N804F........... $5.89 

j Astronaut Helmet 4 j ' 
3489 $339 , 

Like official helmet. Trans- 7 
parent, lift-up face shield, mi- 
crophone mouthpiece. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49:N'805.......... $3.39 

Zorro rides again! Captain America 

He fights for right! Cotton 
twill. Hood, shirt, belt, mask 
boot-effect pants. State S, M, 
L. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 808F. 

Cotton. Black shirt has gold- 
color decoration. Pants, cape, 
hat, belt, mask. State S, M, 
L. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz 
49 N 810F $5.89 

souk Sears 561 
$4.89 



Items | thru 4 . . Realistically detail 
Furniture ín sturdy molded plastic 

Wood-toned Traditional Buffet $ 129? 
1 Lots of storage space . . measures over 3 feet 

long; 23 in. high, 10 in. deep. 3 sliding draw- 
ers, 3 hinged door cabinet spaces. Handsome 
drawer and door pulls add the right touch. 
Partly assembled. Fruit and pitcher not incl. 
79 N 1096L—Shipping weight 17 lbs..$12.99 

"Grandchild" Electric Clock s899 

2 It really works! Precision engineered clock 
mounted in an 8x4'2x40-in. high plastic cabi- 

net. Simulated walnut finish . . gold-color ac- 
cents. Full-color painting insert, enclosed back. 
UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 1348L—Shipping weight 6 Ibs.. . . .$8.99 

Metal Play Toaster 

‘ s119 
Play, Pots and Pans 

3 Spanish traditional-style in simulated walnut 
finish. Shelves with plate edge for display. 

22x10x40 in. high. Back reinforced with rigid. 
laminated backboard (not wood). Unassembled. 
Plastic tea set in Danish-style modern serves 4. 
79 N 1093L—Shpg. wt. 14 lbs... .Set $12.99 

Table with Tea Service $ 9 

4 Stylish pedestal-table with round top. 12x 
12x12 inches high. Plastic, natural wood- 

color finish. Large white serving tray 94x64 
inch with Rosenthal-style tea pot, creamer 
and sugar bowl all in bright blue. Plastic. 
49 N 1054—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz... . Set $2.99 

Battery-operated Blender 

$197 $449 zzz 
Every little homemaker needs a 
toaster! Pretend-toasts 2 slices at 
once. Pop-up lever on the side. 

Brightly decorated with fruit, 
percolator and cup in blue, red 
and green. No batteries needed. 
7 inches long. 

Shipping weight 13 ounces. 
49 N 1252.............. $1.19 

Cuniod pane scans by daima: museleciudcM pin 

Prepare large and small “meals,” 
12-pc. set includes assorted fry 
pans with cover, from 4% to 6 
inches long; pots from 4'4 to 514 
inches long. Assorted colors, all 
plastic. Little girl-appliance size. 
Comes in a pretty gift box. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 1050......... Set $1.97 

Blender has 3 speeds. You 
can make milk shakes, fruit 
drinks . . even whip cream. 
The large removable mixing 
pitcher has measurements on 
side. Plastic. 9% in. high. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order 
1 pkg. at right. Wt.1 Ib, 14 oz. 
49 N 1227.......... $4.49 

Little cooks 

can mix 
cake 

batters 
or 
make 

thick, 
frothy 

drinks 

Real working 
ELECTRIC MIXER *99? 
Soft plastic blades allow it to work like a real 
portable mixer, but won't hurt fingers. In- 
cludes blender-mixer blade, egg-beater blades, 
mixing bowl, spoon and book of recipes. 

Overall 8 inches high. UL listed; 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 13 oz. 
49 N 1268.. $9.99 

Battery-operated I E 
Mixer - 

$ 299 
without batteries. 

* Portable . . both 
mixer head and 
bowl detach 

* Working mixer 
also tilts back 

* Light glows 

Flip switch and metal beaters whirl, soft light 
glows. Plastic mixer 8 in. high. From Japan. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order 1 pkg. below. 
49 N 1143—Shpg. wt. 11b........... $2.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8 oz...... Pkg. 36c 

»c Sears 563 



If you could see 
through the wall 
of this walk-in 
Playhouse . . 
you might find a 
tea party going on inside 
Your own storybook cottage . . big enough for 
a pint-size family of 4. You can even serve tea 
for two with a junior scaled table, chairs and 
l4-piece tea set. House of rugged corrugated 
Paperboard has windows on 3 sides. Interlocking 
pieces simplify assembly. 48x45x62 in. high. En- 
ameled steel table, chairs. Table has wipe-off 
scribble top; 20x15x16 in. high. Plastic utensils. 
79 N 90031L2—Shpg. wt. 26 lbs.. ..Set $16.88 
Playhouse only. 
79 N 90025L—Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs.......... 8.99 

Table and Chair Set only. 
79 N 90012C—Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs,.....Set 8.89 

ens s889 

Playhouse with 
Table Set 

695 nose 999 

Vv 

- 

35 AF e 

zi 

4 

sss ! set 

Lovable Dennis the Menace fold-away steel Set Gleaming chrome-plated steel with marbleized vinyl top 
Bright "n sassy blue enameled steel table and 2 chairs. White Sleek 3-pc. set with generous 20x30-in. table top . . room for lots of little lunchers plastic top sports pictures of Dennis and Ruff. Sturdy game or Chair seats are plastic foam padded, covered in durable stain-resistant vinyl snack table takes a lot of rough and tumble . . folds compactly Table 20 in. high. Chair seats 1234 in. high. (Dishes not incl.). Partly assembled 
to tuck away. Table 24x24x2034 in. high. Chair seats 1234 in. high. 79 N 900111—Shipping weight 24 pounds .. Set $13.88 
79 N 90029L—Shipping weight 20 pounds Set $12.95 79 N 90024C—Extra Chair. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. one Each 4.94 

»« [Bears] 579 
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Trap Drum Set 
with Lyf-Lon™ heads for 

consistent response 
4 Everything you need for profes- 

sional-style sound. 21-in. diameter 

moiré design. “Vibra” cymbal for 
“crashing finales". Polished metal 

The famous “‘Cowsills’” 
Trap Drum Set 

5 Play your favorite “rock” rhythms 

side drums all have steel frames and 
break-resistant Lyf-Lon plastic heads 
secured with metal springs. 2 brass- 
colored cymbals have different pitch. 
Accessories include plastic and steel 
drum pedal, wood block, 2 cowbells, 1 
pair of 15-inch sticks. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 €66633L..... secre eee! Set $10.99 

It's psychedelic! 
Flashing light 
Trap Drum Set 

6 Multicolored print on drum head 
and flashing 100-watt bulb inside 

sets the stage. 21-inch diameter bass 
drum with 9 and 6-inch diameter side 
drums have steel frames and break- 
resistant plastic heads. Accessories; 
foot pedal, 2 bells, 1 triangle, 1 cymbal, 
1 cowbell, 1 wood block. 6-foot cord 
with flasher attachment is UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Bracket 
inside bass drum holds 100 watt bulb 
(not included). 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. 
79 C66631L..........-..- Set $10.99 

Professionally-styled 
Snare Drum Outfit 
with Mylar® head 

7 You can blend fine tone and crisp 
response for really great percussion 

sounds. Drum has beautifully trimmed 
plastic shell and adjustable Mylar 
plastic head for fine tuning. 14-inch 
diameter, 64-inch deep drum. Steel 
tripod stand adjusts to various playing 
heights. Set includes balanced wood 
drum sticks and instructions. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds. 
79 € 66634C. Set $11.99 

Cut pau scans by cuisines maselectwdcad vom 

Portable Tape Cartridge Players 
The 1200 . . a tremendous value 

at this low price 
Instant musi¢ without interruption. Rugged 
little tape cartridges (order below) insert into 
side of tape player. Leave cartridge in to 
repeat songs. To stop playing, remove car- 
tridge. Durable plastic housing 814x514x214 
inches deep has permanent-magnet electric 
motor, 5-transistor circuit, volume control, 
2-track selector knobs. Uses 4 “C” batteries, 
order 2 packages below. 
49 C 6621—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz... .... $9.99 

Carrycase for The 1200. Reinforced vinyl case 
with padded interior . . has compartments for 
tape player and 12 cartridges (not included). 
Metal lid latch, plastic contoured carrying 
handle. 912x314x9 in. high. 
49 € 6613—Shpg. wt. 1 pound.......... $3.79 

Alkaline "C" Batteries. Last up to 6 or 10 times 
longer than regular. Package of 2. 
49 C 4654—Shpg. wt. 4 0z......... Pkg. $1.29 

The Music Machine . . our best 
Playtape can run on AC adapter 

$ without tape. 
batteries or 
AC adapter 

Plays on battery or house power. AC adapter 
(sold separately below) lets you plug it into 
any wall outlet to save batteries. For con- 
tinuous music insert tape cartridge in side of 
player. Remove cartridge to stop machine. 

Durable plastic housing 84gx8x2 inches deep 
has motor, 5-transistor circuit, volume control, 
2-track selector knobs. Uses 4 “D” batteries, 
order 2 packages below. 
49 C 6639—Shipping weight 4 Ibs... ... $14.99 

Adapter for above. UL listed for 110-120-v. 
AC. 6-ft. cord, plastic housin, 
49 C 6640—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... 
Carrycase for Music Machine. Soft, leather- 
look vinyl cover holds machine and 16 car- 
tridges (not included). 9x344x9 in. high. 
49 € 66385—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. - $3.99 

Alkaline "D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 C 4653—Shpg. wt. 60z........- Pkg. $1.69 

> 

Pre-recorded $469 
Magnetic Tapes each 

Play for 10 to 12 minutes. Sealed 
in durable plastic. Cartridge is 
34x3 Mx M-inch thick 

Shipping weight 2 oz.. . Each $1.69 

49 C 66386— The Association. 
Greatest Hits. 4 songs in all 

49 C66213—The Beatles. Magical 
Mystery Tour; 3 other songs. 

49 C66288—The Beach Boys. The 
Best of the Beach Boys. 4 songs. 

49 €66389—Glen Campbell. Gal- 
veston; 3 other songs. 

49 C 66251—Glen Campbell. By the 
Time I Get to Phoenix; 3 more. 

49066375— Glen Campbell. 
Wichita Lineman; 3 other songs. 

49 C66278—Glen Campbell. A 
New Place in the Sun; 3 other songs. 

49 C 66384—Petula Clark. Greatest 

Hits; 4 songs. 

49 C66302—Petula Clark. 
Petula; 3 other songs. 

49 C66212—The Four Tops. 
Greatest Hits. 4 songs. 

49 €66319—Marvin Gaye. 
Heard Through the Grapevine; 
3 more. 

49 c 66368—Bobbie Gentry 

and Glen Campbell. 4 songs. 

49 € 66275—Bobby Goldsboro. 
Honey; 3 other songs. 

49 C 66341—Herman's Hermits. 
The Best of Herman's Hermits; 
4 songs. 
49 C 66388— Laugh In '69. Orig- 
inal Cast Album. Laugh In 
Strikes Again; Children of 
Laugh In. 
49 C 66387—The Lettermen. 
Going out of My Head. 

49 € 66297—Trini_ Lopez. Welcome 
to Trini Country. 

49 € 66299—Deon Martin. Greatest 
Hits, Volume 2. 

49 C 66265— Smokey Robinson and 
the Miracles. Greatest Hits. 

49 66381—Diana Ross and the 
Supremes with The Temptations. 4 
songs. 

49 € 66247—Nancy Sinatra and Lee 
Hazelwood. Nancy and Lee 

49 C 66267—Temptations. Greatest 
Hits. 4 songs. 

49 C 66382— Temptations. Cloud 
Nine. 3 more. 

49066376—Dionne Warwick. 

Golden Hits, Part 1, Volume 2. 

49 € 66261— Stevie Wonder. Great- 
est Hits. 

PCBKM 



Mattel's Talking Hand Puppets 
each $394 

Pull the Chatty ring .. hear puppets’ comic phrases. You 
never know what they'll say next. No batteries required . . 
and you can make their mouths move as they talk, 

T Bugs Bunny. Vinyl face, fluffy plush body. 15 in. to ears. 
49 N 6174—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces... . $3.94 

2 Woody Woodpecker. Vinyl head, soft cloth body. 15 in. 
49 N 6162—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces.....$3.94 

3 Porky Pig. Vinyl head, soft cloth body. 12 in. tall. 
49 N 6145—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces..... 3.94 

4 Mr. Ed. Vinyl head, plush body, yarn mane. 1234 in. 
49 N 6172—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. .... 3.94 

Puppet Theater converts 
to Marionette Stage 

$, 489 

Theater of sturdy reinforced fiber- 
board is colorfully printed in red 
and blue on white background. Plas- 

Popular character 
Hand Puppets 

Each $177 
setota SI 

More fun than ever because they come in pairs, Favorite 
story and TV characters have brightly colored cotton 
bodies, soft vinyl heads. Comic performers 10 inches high. 

tic curtain hangs from top for use (8) 49 N 6147— Bozo and Alvin 
with performing marionettes. Shift (9) 49 N 6107— Magilla and Ricochet Rabbit 
curtain to bottom .. and there's a — (10) 49 N 6110— Peter Potamus and Breezly 
puppet stage. 5 feet tall .. lots of (11) 49 N 6109— Morticia and Uncle Fester 
room for young puppeteers to work. (12) 49 N 6146— Witch and Troll 
Unassembled. Puppets not included. — (13) 49 N 6108—Herman and Lily Munster 
79 N 6203C—Wt, 9 lbs... ..$4.89 Shipping weight set 8 ounces. ..... „Set of 2, $1.77 

Citai pagi scans by deisniasauiseteciwical con 

49 N 6118—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $3.99 

Winnie the Pooh and 
Tigger Hand Puppets 

Tame fellows by Walt Disney have 
cotton stuffed heads. 14 in. tall. 

G Tigger. Gold and black plush. 
49 N 6116—Wt. 12 oz. $2.57 

7 Pooh Bear. Apricot plush. 
49 N 6115—Wt. 12 oz. $2.57 

Ventriloquist 
Dummies 

$ 539 and $689 

Like the ones professional performers use. Jerry and 
Danny, the saucy dummies you've seen have strings 
you pull to make them “talk”. Learn to “throw” your 

voice, using the record below to learn how it’s done 
Fully clothed, with vinyl heads, cotton stuffed bodies. 
Instructions. 

14 Denny O'Day. About 30 inches tall. 
49 N 6158—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs 

15 Jerry Mahoney. About 24 inches tall. 
49 N 6157—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 5.39 

33% rpm Record and Skit Book by 
Jimmy Nelson. 
49 N 6204—Wt. 1 Ib. 

$6.89 

$2.79 

wat 2 SEARS 967 



Includes 44 players 

lus paints so you can 

make 4 different teams 

Hitters actually run the bases 

PRO LEAGUE BASEBALL 
Swing the bat at a pitched ball, 
crank runners around to score 

A capacity crowd fills the 

big double-deck stands . . 

Players run, pass and receive 

the ball as defensive team 

blocks and tackles. . 

[^ d 

NFL Big Bowl 
Electric 

Football Game 

EXCLUSIVELY s| > 
AT SEARS 

lly set up your formations, then watch 3-D players clash on 36x21-in. 
field. Vibrating coil beneath keeps your men in action, Kicker-passer throws 
and boots magnetic ball. 3-man yardage marker and scoreboards keep track of 
game. Includes pennants, goal posts, 3 magnetic footballs, instructions and 
NFL plays. Paints and brush for painting players. Steel frame, plastic corners. 
Cord, coil operate on 110-120-v., 60-cycle AC. UL listed. Partly assembled. 

79 N 296L —Shipping weight 12 pounds, y ert $11.99 

3999 

NFL Electric Football . 
36x21-in. gridiron 

2 full teams of 3-D players plus a 
separate kicker-passer meet on 
vibrating gridiron. 2 magnetic 
footballs, 3-man yardage marker, 
goal posts, plays and instructions. 
Steel-framed hardboard. UL listed, 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds 
79 N 301L.. ;..7..7:.22299,99 

3999 

A quick hand for turning gets men safely around bases in this multi- 
action version of pro-league baseball. Adjust table pitch control in- 

Foto-Electric Football 

creases the excitement by delivering à complete variety of hard-to-hit Ligh E ere Us I 
pitches. Just a finger controls spring-action bat so game can be played team. “Hall of Fame" game in- 

alone or with opponent. Includes 9 stationary defensive players, dudes offensive and defensive 
multicolored grandstand, 4 removable base runners, steel baseball plays, dials for kicks and runs, 

and 4-dial scoreboard. 22x22-in. plastic and hardboard base, steel scoreboard. Laminated cardboard. 
frame. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 N 120L—shipping weight 10 pounds.. ... so apoun det S pounds, o 

562 Sears sw 
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Electric Pro Football 
on 29x15-in. gridiron 

Flick switch and 2 teams 
of 3-D players plus kick- 
er-passer move to action. 
Hardboard field, 2 scoring 
devices, goal posts, magnet- 
ic ball, yardage marker. 
Steel frame. UL listed, 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79N104C-Wt.61bs.$5.99 

Arnold Palmer 3589 
Table Golf 

Mechanical club hits ball 
down fairway, past hazards 
to felt green. 

1914x1036 wide. 
“clubs,” 8 plastic hazards, 
3 rubber balls. Wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 130C...... $5.89 



Deluxe 2-piece 
Vinyl Luggage Set 

. Open vanity . . there's 
an extra compartment 
and a handy mirror 

£799) 
xargs little girl wouldn’t love to go visiting with 

matched vanity and tote bag set? 16'-in. ply- 
wood vanity has molded side panels, washable vinyl 

cover. Easy action nickel-plated locks, molded plas- 

tic handle. Plastic interior has ruffle trim, mirror in 

lid. 124-inch teardrop design tote bag . . vinyl cover, 

= washable interior. Loop handle. Blue color. 
49 N 1446—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz. . . .Set $7.99 

$ 3?» 
Luggage with umbrella ^ 3-piece set 

Rain or shine, she'll be prepared. 21-in. 
umbrella fits into holder at side of 12- 

in. case. 8-in. shoulder bag. Lam. vinyl. 
49 N 1091—Wt. 2 lbs... .Set $3.99 

Snow White 
Umbrella 

Fashion Floral 2-piece Set $599 

She'll love this pretty blue floral pat- 
terned set. Practical vinyl covers a wood 

frame, has matched and stitched bindings 
and a colorful lining. Neatly finished with 
metal tongue and groove closures, nickel- 
plated trim. 1214, 14 in. long. 
49 N 1496—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. . .Set $5.99 

Snow White Overnighter s959 

Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs are screened 
in full color on this 14-inch white vinyl 
case. Easy to keep clean, just wipe with 
a damp cloth. Lined in vinyl, with nickel- 
plated hardware and a plastic strap. 
49 N 1498—Shipping weight 21bs.$2.59 

Little Girls love 

to help Mommy iron 

coated cover and Tuflex® pad. 
ing board adjusts to 22-in. height . . silicone 

Our finest set of Child $ Q99 
Luggage nests for storage set 

3 travel cases of simulated leather-grained 
sponge vinyl. Full width outside zipper 
pockets, long pull tabs, locks, key. Molded 
handles, inside pocket, tie-tapes. Cases 14, 
15, 16 in. long. Avocado green. 
49 N 1447—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. .Set $9.99 

Mary Poppins Carpetbag $199 

Pack this “magical” bag full of the things 
you'll need for a day's adventures ora visit 
to Grandma. Tapestry print vinyl wipes 
clean, metal frame snaps shut. Perfect size 
to carry . . about 12x6x10 inches high. 
49 N 1046— Shipping weight 1 lb..$1.99 

2d 
A-piece Set $ 3% 

with Toy Iron 

"Turquoise non-electric iron, yellow 
enameled steel 27-in. perforated top 
board. Pad, cover, clothespins. 
79N1076C-Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.Set $3.99 

3-piece Set. Board, pad and cover. 

79N1080C-Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.Set $2.29 

10-watt Electric — 

s ]?? 

White vinyl with colorful decorations. 
8 steel ribs, opens to 24-inch width. 
Secret compartment in handle holds 
plastic rainhood. Steel shaft, safety tip. 
49 N 1477-Shipping wt. 1302.$1.39 

564 Sears rc 

Citi Habe scane by cddimas micallctedcal com 

Everything to do up handkerchiefs, doll clothes, or what have 
you. Steel ironing board, avocado green enamel . . 30 in. long, 
8 in. wide. Aluminized, silicone coated print cover with Tuflex* 
cellulose fiber pad, clothespins. 10-watt iron, green-plastic 
handle, gold-color plated base, simulated heat control buttons. 
UL listed for 110-120 volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 N 1077C—4-piece Set. Shipping weight 
49 N 1079— Electric Iron only. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 
79 N 1081 C— Board, ped. cover only. Shpg. wt.5lbs.. 3.49 

Play 

199 
Nicely styled iron with avocado col- 
or steel base, sole plate, yellow plas- 
tic handle. UL listed. 110-120-v., 
60-c. AC. Buy it the easy way, order 
by phone. 
49 N 1078—Wt. 11b.30z...$1.99 



Double-Dolly 
Tandem Stroller 

Carriers detach, adapt to all kinds 
of jaunts and trips 

Bright 

[s 
RIPES 

Stroller 
or Carriag 

Sleeper-Stroller 
with reclining back 

Detach second seat 
recline back Remove front seat . it becomes 

tor travel 

Vinyl body, removable 
canopy. Tubular steel 

frame, Plastic tray, tote 
bag, footrest . . all detach. 
10x17x27 in. high. Plastic 
wheels. Partly assembled. 

Á Shpe. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 82013C.....$4.99 

Just great for "twins." Basket carries 
dolly's toys and belongings or your pack- 
ages when you go shopping. Washable 
woven plaid cover of rayon . . vinyl backed 
for strength. Rugged tubular steel frame, 
adjustable molded plastic footrest. Big 

plastic tires. Sun canopy, tote bag, second 

seat detach. Overall 24x11x31 inches high 

Sent partly assembled. Dolls not included. 
79 N 82025L—Shpe. wt. 7 lbs.. .. $9.99 

$)79 

Cutsoü pace scans by cheisimas-muselecidcM com 

Carriage with 18-inch 
molded plastic body 

9, Doll gets smooth rides 
with spring suspension. 

Tubular steel frame. Em- 
bossed vinyl collapsible 
top. Plastic wheels. 18x10x 
21 in. high. Sent partly 
assembled. Wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 82012C. ....$4.99 

This Bonny Buggy 

bounces along 

on spring 

suspension 

Folds compactly for 
storage or travel 

$799 
Big 23-in. long carriage in pert woven rayon 
plaid, backed up by rugged red vinyl. Collap- 
sible hood. Tubular steel frame with hefty 
tubular undercarriage, coil springs, plastic 
wheels. 23x10x29 in. high. Partly assembled. 

79 N 82014C —Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. $7.99 

Fold-away 
Doll Buggies 
of wipe-clean 

embossed vinyl 

3 18-in. Carriage. 
Baked-enameled steel 

frame. Plastic wheels. 
18x8x22 in. high. Partly 

assembled. Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz 
49 N 8201.. $2.97 

Stroller with remov- 
able canopy, tote bag. 

Steel frame. . baked enam- 
el finish. Plastic wheels 
9x8x23 in. high. Partly 
assembled. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 82011 $2.97 

Dolly Walker with big play 
tray and bright beads 

Dolly will be proud to 
ride in this gaily enam- 
eled walker of rugged 
metal. Plastic wheels. 
16x9x19 in. high. Sent 
partly assembled. Wt. 
2 Ibs. 10 oz. 

49 N 8284 $2.79 



control 

Match letters and numbers to play $3725 
this Electric 3-octave Piano Organ 

Six major and 6 minor chords give a wide 
range of harmony at the touch of a finger. 
Keyboard with 37 black and white keys, 
volume control. Learn quickly . . just 
match the numbers and letters on the 
keyboard and the songbook. Lovely 
mahogany-colored plastic cabinet de- 

signed to blend with almost any decor. 
About 29x12x7 inches high. Songbook 
and instructions included. UL listed for 

Citao page scans by dheisinias-maselectwici com. 

3 octaves 

Mahogany- 
color 

cabinet 

Legs, bench 
not included 

any 110-120-v. AC outlet. Order legs, 
bench, extra music below. 
79 € 66518L—Shpg. wt. 21 Ibs... . $32.95 

Set of Steel Legs. 
79 € 66529C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs....... 7.99 
Bench with vinyl seat cover. 
79 € 66526C—Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs....... 9.99 
Set of 3 extra Music Books. 
49 C 66524—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.... ..Set 3.99 

Electric Chord Organ has 
18 push-button chords 

*5095 s 
You get 18 buttons for leít 

2-octave, 24-key Electric Organ $ 95 
has 12 chords 

Rich, resonant tones at the touch of a finger. 6 major and 6 
minor chords are all you need to play many of your favorite 
tunes and songs. Textured brown plastic case measures about 
23x12x7 inches high. Complete with instructions, music rack 
and chord selector system song book. UL listed for any 110-120- 
volt, 60-cycle AC outlet. 
79 C 66462L—Shipping weight 14 pounds............... $24.95 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES , Esas 
Save 14% on this portable organ without 

last Christmas wos $6.89. 25 color-coded keys and 25 brass 
reeds cover 2 full octaves. Red plastic case about 14x6x534 in. 
high. Volume control, on-off switch, music incl. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 C 66591—Uses 3 “D” batteries, order pkg. below......$5.88 
49 C 46606—“D” Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... 

Child’s Professional-styled Accordion 

i) 275 

Plays nearly 2 octaves 
with 6 basses and 6 major 
chords. 12 deep folds. Guid- 
ed key action, Swedish 
steel reeds. Metal tips pro- 
tect bellows corners. Ad- 
justable plastic straps. 
Pyroxylin-covered wood 
veneer case, bright metal 
trim. Removable grille. 
Dark red, pearlized. Closes 
to 11x6x9 in. wide. Music 
included. From Italy. 

Shipping weight S Ibs. 
49 C 66547........ $22.95 

Plays music right away . . 
just follow the coded song 
charts. Base is pressed 
board; die-cast aluminum 
body. Geared peg tuning. 
Tuning key, pick, extra 
strings and instructions 
included. Measures about 
14x18x134 inches. Gray. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 € 66536......... $6.99 



Everything you need to produce the big beat. 2 deep side drums; 2 free-standing 
brass cymbals, each with a different tone; even a separate “High Hat” sock cymbal 
that operates with a foot pedal. Bass drum, 21-in. diam.; large drum, 9-in. diam.; 
small drum, 6}4-in. diam.; sock cymbal, 25 in. high. Fine grain wooden block, 
2 cowbells, two 10-in. hardwood drumsticks. 
79 N 559L— Shipping weight 12 pounds.................00005 eee $9.89. 

Beginner Trap Drum Set 

$589 
Produces a great variety of rhythmic 
sounds—írom a drum tattoo to clacking 
of wood. Set includes 10-in. drumsticks, 
wood block, cowbells, two 6314-in. cymbals. 
Drum heads of fine-weave cloth. Bass 
21-in. diam.; Snare 9-in. diam.; and 
Tom-Tom 63j-in. diam. 
79 N 540L—Shpg. wt.10 Ibs. ... $5.89 

Mastro Snare Drum Outfit. 

$1199 
A good-looking outfit with excellent tone, deep 
resonance. 14x634-in. plastic body. Weather- 
proof Mylar® (polyester film) head regulates 
for tuning. Adjustable tripod. 2 drumsticks. 
79 N 579C-Shipping weight 7 pounds.$11.99 

Cymbal Outfit 

$399 
10-inch brass cymbal 
mounts on snare drum 
above. With 2 wire 
brushes. Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 
49 N 568...... $3.99 

Bongo Drums with Maracas 

$394 
Distinctive high-low beat combines 
with rattling rhythm of 2 maracas. 
Handmade drums of lacquered wood . . 
5 and 534-inch real goatskin heads. 
49 N 524—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz.....$3.94 568 SEARS arco. 
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“Golden Trumpet” 

Four tuned reeds produce 
rich, full tones. Complete 
with mute, two mouthpieces 
and songbook with music 
rack. Sturdy plastic, 13 
inches.long. Shipping weight 
1 pound 8 ounces. 
49:N 538..........? $2.99 

True-balance Baton 

Regulation size for smooth 
performance. Made of steel; 
with chrome-plated finish. 
26 inches long. Wt. 2 Ibs. 
79 N545C......... $1.89 

Tambourine 

Made of hardwood with a 
real white skin head. 7 pair 
of nickel-plated jingles. Lac- 
quer finish, 8-in. diam. 
49 N 601—Wt. 12 02.$3.29 

Snare Drum Set 

Real snares add resonance 
to its sound. Cloth head, 
13-in. diam. 2 drumsticks. 
49N578C-Wt. 3 lbs..$1.99 

Vibrant Xylophone 

Full sound chamber gives 
richer tone. Instruction and 
song book helps child play. 
Plastic; metal bars. 14 in. 
long. Wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz. 
49 N 510....,......$2.49 

For music, fun and happy sounds . . 
the Mickey Mouse Rhythm Band 

Youngsters can forr. their own combos or have a real old- 
fashioned marching band. Play everything from a Western 
ballad to a South American beat. 

Outfit includes 1 tambourine, 2 maracas, 2 percussion sticks, 
gourd noise maker, wrist bells, triangle with striker and 
Mickey Mouse rhythm guitar. 21 inches long. Plastic, metal. 
79 N 534C—Shipping weight 3 pounds.............. $3.99 

Wild and wacky, 
8 nutty noisemakers 

KOOKIE 

KOMBO 

$799 
Atrueone-man band. 8 nutty 
musical noisemakers all com- 
bined into 15 x 19-in. pipe 
frame of high-impact plastic. 
Three-beat selection lever 
for Fox Trot, Waltz, March 
tunes. Whistle, flute, hand- 
crank to make them all go. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N533C.......,. $7.99 



Delayed-action center SS 

Face-off gives each 

player an even start 

Puck weaves through face-off maze, ~ 

drops to ice, and the fast-action is on 

Royal Canadian Hockey d 129 
24 players—4 complete teams pelle 

Big 36x21-in. hardboard rink with curved for more play. Spring-action goalies knock 
slot skating re-creates all the thrills and from nets. Overhead score 
spills of real live hoc ] zone deflectors ic, plain and roller. 
and side bumpers keep puck moving 'til old-away legs. 
goal is scored. Lights flash for each goal, Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
then puck ejector shoots puck back to ice 79 N 295L—Shpg. wt. 12 lbs.. .. $11.99 ^ 
79 N 4660— "D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces.....,... Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

s499 

All Star Bowling . . 
flip-action pinsetter 

Make strikes, spares, splits. 
Numbered pins flip up as ball 

Ball returns auto- 
cally. Just raise tray to 

reset polyethylene pins. 234- 
in. plastic balls, Steel alley 
17 in. long x 16 in. wide. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

Shoot from 12 spots 
on 20x12-inch court 

Fiberboard surface (not wood, 
hardboard) is the scene of this 
fast-shooting basketball game. 
1 to 6 players sink shots using 
6 lever-controlled flippers. 
Scorekeeper, fold-down net 
baskets, plastic basketball and 
rules. Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

Hockey Master . . 2 teams 
play on 27x16-in. rink 

Players move up and down ice 
trying to slap puck into goal. 
Scoreboard and pressbox at side. 
Plastic legs raise game for easy 
play. Positive steel gear drive. 2 
pucks, magnetic and plain. Metal 
frame, hardboard rink. 
Shipping weight 8 pounds. 

Pro League Hockey . . 
big rink, roving ref 

Referee “faces off " anywhere 
on 32x18-in. rink. 2 teams 
slam puck at goalie. Score- 
board, plastic legs, metal 
frame, goal lights, puck 
ejector, hardboard rink. Or- 
der 2 “D” batteries above. 

79 N287C......... $4.99 79 N202C . ...,...... $3.99 79 8292€, 2 no ener $6.99 79 N 294L-Wt. 101bs.$9.99 

Pro League Action-Basketball 
Now . . a basketball game with remote-control 

roving players so you can pass, shoot and 

rebound while your opponent blocks, jumps 

and scrambles to gain control of the ball 

$1388 

Guards, centers and forwards all move fast and furiously through 
slide-action gear mechanism as steel basket flippers do the shoot- 
ing. 4-dial scoreboard hangs above colorful grandstand. Molded back- 

boards of see-through styrene. Comes with 10 metal players in offensive 
and defensive positions, 2 basketballs, 2 plastic basket nets and rules, 
36x23-in. hardboard “court” is steel framed, E 
79 N 284L—Shipping weight 14 I . $13.88 = Sears 563 
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Electric Plug-in 
Vacuum Cleaner 

for Mother's 

Little Helper.. 
it really works! 

Clean all around the house with $ 99 
this big 9-piece Cleaning Set 

Nine pieces of deluxe housecleaning equipment give your junior-size clean- 
up squad lots of help. She'll be sure to keep her room neat with this 
pressed steel carpet sweeper that really works and self-squeezing sponge 
mop. There's a plastic fiber broom for fast sweep-ups and a cotton floor 
mop that gets down and under where the dust is. The standup dustpan 
has a wood handle just like mother's. A filled Brillo box, plastic apron, 
sponge and dustcloth included. Partly assembled (just insert handles). 
79 N 1303C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . Set $3.99 

cleans powerfully. Remov- — 
able cleaning bag, dust-find- 

ing light. Sears price 3 
includes . . . broom, dustpan, apron! 

Here's a real electric vacuum cleaner that works just like Mom's, It's 
styled just like the full size models and powered by a strong induction 
motor with 12 feet of electric cord. Operates on. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 

5-piece Cleaning Set 

^ 
A 

Friction motor hums 

Just push cleaner over the floor 
and friction motor drags in dirt, 
makes humming sounds as it 
moves along . . front window 
shows harmless sparks and plas- 
tie dustbag inflates. Zipper 
makes it easy to empty. Metal 
body, plastic handle. 25 in. high. 
Blue. Partly assembled. Japan. 
49 N 1280-Wt. 11b.502.$2.49 

‘diate Das cone by uiia neiéelochdical com 

$199 

Metal carpet sweeper with fiber 
brush . . bottom opens for emp- 
tying. The 24-inch wood-handled 
broom has plastic bristles, and 
there's a dustmop, dustpan and 
plastic apron too. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. Shipping 
weight 2 pounds. 
79 N 1302C ........Set $1.99 

Battery powered Cleaner 

AC. UL listed. It's made of heavy duty, high impact plastic. Orange 
color. 30 in. high. Turn the on switch and a light goes on, to track 
down that elusive dust. The bag is removable for easy cleaning. Par- 
tially assembled. Also included . . a plastic broom, dustpan and apron, 
79 N 1068C—Shipping weight 4 pounds................. $14.95 

Battery Powered Cleaners k 
Conventional “heavy-duty” 
floor model or tank type 

Your choice 

$ 499 
without batteries. 

Floor model 
No cord to come between 
a lady and her cleaning 

Tank type 
Handy shoulder tote 
with 5 attachments 

This brightly styled vacuum re- 
ally works . . just press the foot 
switch to turn on motor. Green 
plastic body, red, easy to empty 
bag. Operates on 3“D” batteries, 
not included. Order 2 packages 
separately below. 

79 N 1228C—Wt. 5 lbs..$8.99 
“D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
79N4660-Wt. pkg. 80z.Pkg. 36c 

Just flick switch . . fan motor starts 
cleaning, light turns on. Easy to 
empty vinyl bag inflates as it picks 
up dirt. Steel body and handle. 39 
in. high, 8% in. wide. Beige and 
brown. Made in Japan. Partly as- 
sembled. Uses 3 “D” batteries. 
Order 2 packages at right. 
49 N 1301-Wt. 2 lbs. 602..$4.99 

CHARGE YOUR TOYS on Sears Revolving Charge 

Has a really powerful suction motor, and 
5 attachments to clean rugs, upholstery, 
radiators and so forth. High impact plas- 
tic case with 21%-in. flexible tube and 
12-inch extension. Aqua color. Operates 
on 4 D" batteries. Order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 N 1305—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz... .. $4.99 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49N4660-Shpg. wt. pkg. 8 oz. Pkg. 36c 

rcarmo Sears 565 



Our best Carriage 
is so much like 

a real baby carriage 
it even has 

a parking brake 

Rugged molded steel body is a full 24 inches 
long . . sparkles with chrome plating 

Dolly "travels" in style with one of these beautiful two-tone carriages, Body has high-gloss baked-on enamel finish, Trimmed with bright chrome-plated gear and hubcaps . . 734-inch spoke wheels. Spring suspension. Body is completely lined with wash- able vinyl. Folding vinyl fabric hood. About 24x11x27 inches 
high. Doll not included. 

Burgundy ond white, 
79 N 82018L—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs $13.99 

Novy ond white. 
79 N 82017L—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs 13.99 

NOTE: All carriages on this 
Charming 16-inch long page are partly assembled. 
woven fiber Carriage 

Big 24-inch 
plastic body 

te 
Old-fashioned charm js built 31049 
into this carriage. Woven fiber 
body, lined with plastic: Frilly 
trim on body, detachable hood, Modern-style plastic body on springs, 
Plastic wheels, tubular-steel Chrome-plated tubular steel frame and 
frame, handle. 16x12x22 in handle. 7-inch wheels with white tires. 
high, Doll not included. Folding hood. 24x12x28!4 inches high. 
49 N 82015—Wt. 4 Ibs.. ...$5.99 79 N 82024L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs.......$10.49 

Bedding Sets 
for doll carriages 

For carriages up to 18 in. Vinyl 
mattress; flannel cover and pil- 

low with ruffle trim. 
49 N 82022—Wt. 1 Ib...... Set $2.49 

6 For carriages up to 24 in. Cotton 
filled vinyl mattress; flannel 

blanket, floral cover and pillow. 
49 N 82023 — Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Set $2.99 

Subida Keane be dltimdr nersdlochdlcob cod 

/ d Includes name plate kit for 
>» . dolly’s or “mother's” name 

Gaily colored molded steel 
body is 17 inches long . . 
you also get a name plate 

Spring suspension. Baked enamel finish; 
lined with plastic. Tubular metal gear. 
Folding hood. Plastic wheels, vinyl tires. 
17x10x23 in, high. Doll not included. 

Red, white 
49 N 82019 

Shipping weight each 7 Ibs.... ......$7.97 

MuwARY: E 



SEARS CUTS PRICES 

25-key Spinet Piano 

Cut +1 12^ 
last Christmas was $13.99. 
Just match color-coded notes 
with keyboard to play. Cast- 
iron tone bar. Measures about 
1634x1034x18}4 inches high. 
Made of hardboard and hard- 
wood. Gold-color, black finish. 
Bench stands about 834 inches 
high. Music book included. 
79 C 66523L— Wt. 15 Ibs. $12.99 

noe pane Scans by chrisinas — —9 

Our finest junior-size Spinet Piano 

in elegantly finished blonde wood 

4 octaves plus 
49 color-coded keys 
for greater range 

$ 3975 

49 keys, including sharps 
and flats, make it possible 
Íor youngsters to play most 
of their favorite songs. 
Heavy cast iron tone bar 
with precision ground alloy 
steel tone rods for full 
sound. Color-coded song 
book and key chart make it 
easy to learn simple tunes. 
Gracefully turned legs rest 
on foot blocks. Piano, 31x 
1334x24 inches high. Match- 
ing lift-top storage bench, 
15x9x13 inches high. Hard- 
wood plywood construction. 
Shipped freight (rail or 
truck) or express. 

Shipping weight 40 Ibs. 
79 C 66636N......... $39.95 

Spinet Piano 
with 48 keys 

$ 3255 

Color-keyed music book and 
keyboard chart help teach 
youngsters how to play . . 
just match the colored notes 
in songbook to keyboard 
color chart. Soon they'll 
be playing familiar songs. 

High carbon steel tone 
rods produce a rich, resonant 
sound. Cabinet of smooth 
plywood in walnut-color 
finish. 31x26 inches high. 
Matching bench is 12 in. 
high. Both with husky 134- 
in. square legs. Sent freight 
(rail or truck) or express. 

Shipping weight 40 Ibs. 
79 C 66543N........ . $32.95 

37-key Spinet Piano 

92 4” 

Notes and keys are color-coded so you can 
play music right away. Attractive piano is 
made of sturdy plywood with a rich, honey- 
maple finish. Measures 2014x1014x23 inches 
high. Cast iron tone bar. Rugged bench is 
934 inches high. Piano comes fully assem- 
bled. Music included. Shipped freight (rail 
or truck) or express. 

Shipping weight 24 pounds. 
79 € 66546N. .. .. $24.95 

Has the sound youngsters go for 

STEEL GUITAR 

Its sleek styling with a cutaway body 

and narrow neck make it 
easier for little hands to play 

Accompany a singer, play alone only 
or with groups of your friends. 
Guitar looks like a real electric 
instrument, yet its twangy fun 
sound needs no amplifier. Steel 
body with attractive brown and 
gold-color sunburst design, 6 steel 
strings, metal strike plate. Geared 
tuning means once strings are 
tuned they stay set longer. Shoul- 
der strap, pick, instruction book. 
26 in. long. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 € 66597C. ..... eee 

Plastic body 
Jet Star Guitar 

4” 

30-in., slim-style cutaway model 
has fretted extended fingerboard, 
string-grip bridge. 3 nylon, 3 
metal-wound strings. Red body 
with white pearlized face, gold- 
color trim. Cord, music, pick incl./ 
79 C 66637C—Wt. 3 Ibs.. . . .$4.99, 

29-inch wood body 

Folk Guitar 

x» 

Guitar body has natural wood 
finish with veneer front and back. 
Produces full, resonant sound. 6 
wire and nylon strings. Plastic 
pegs and zinc-plated tailpiece. 
Shoulder cord included. 
79 C 66533C—Wt. 3 Ibs... . .$3.99 

Metal gears 
/ all in a row 

for fast tuning 

Metal gears 
well spaced for 
easier tuning 



3589 ntes, 

Play this 24-key Portable Organ anywhere 
. . it’s battery operated 

29-inch Guitar 
with wood fiber 

sound chamber for 
a deep, rich tone 

Colorful keyboard has sharps and flats. Make music by 
matching colored notes in song book to keys. Cover raises 
to turn it on . . becomes music stand, 13x6x4 in. high. 
Plastic. From Japan. Order 4 “D” batteries. 
49 N 562—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. .. .$5.89 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz.. Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

13-key 

Accordion $289 

8 white and 5 black keys— 
plays full scale with sharps and 
flats. Tuned plastic reeds give 
good tone, fast response. Easy- 
action bellows. Plastic body. 
Hand strap. 9 inches high. 
With music book. 
49 N 504—Wt. 2 1bs..$2.89 

17-key 
Piano $299 

Green and gold-color wood. 17 
plastic keys, cast iron tone 
bar. 11x10x6 inches. Comes 
with color-keyed song book. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49N502............ $2.99 

18-key 
Accordion $589 

11 white and 7 black keys. 
Range over 1 octave. Left 
hand plays rhythm, har- 
mony, on 4 bass notes. 
Tuned plastic reeds. Durable 
plastic body. Shoulder strap. 
10 inches high. Music book. 
49 N 574—Wt. 3 1bs.$5.89 

25-key 89 
Piano s4 

Walnut-finish wood “baby 
grand.” 25 plastic keys, 
heavy cast iron tone bar. 14x 
13x6 in. Color-keyed song 
book incl, Wt. 4 Ibs. 12 oz. 
49 N506........... $4.89 

Save this catalog . . you can order toys on 

pages 441 to 673 from now until di 1, 1966 

[en 
p 

Keyboard Harmonica 
Just blow into tube, press keys. Keys are color coded to 
music . . . makes learning easier, more fun. Rich full- 
bodied tone from metallic, gold-color grille, 14¢-diatonic 
octaves. Plastic. 15 in. long. e panefe es 
MER eret irine weiht ae 
—— Bm 

Stale pagi Scans by dieisiniacniseledimical Gom 

228 dorsed by Roy Rogers. Finished 
in ivory color with rich maple-toned 
shadings. Handsomely decorated in 
brown and white. Six sturdy wire and 
nylon strings, plastic pegs, shoulder 
cord. Complete with easy-to-follow 
instructions. 

79 N 583C—Wt. 3 lbs. $3.49 

Cutaway Guitar $199 Folk Guitar $479 
‘True scale, 24-inch plastic guitar, nylon Veneer front, back; natural wood finish. 
strings. Neck cord, pick, instructions. 
79 N 558C—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. . 

6 wire and nylon strings. 29 in. long. 

.4$1.99 79 N 543C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs... ... $4.79 

Electric 

Banjo 

s 499 tz? 
Push one of 8 buttons—it strums. Just 
follow numbers in music book. Plastic, 21 
in. long. Order 1 “D” battery below. 
79 N 531C—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs....$4.99 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. 4 oz.,16c 

Hootenanny Uke $299 

Removable push-button panel automat- 
ically handles 6 pre-set chords. Just use 
felt pick to strum nylon strings. White 
plastic body, 24 in. long. Song book. 
79 N 516C—Shipping wt. 2 1bs..$2.99 

'Turn crank to hear familiar tunes 
. . Mattel's Ge-tars for tots 

t 3149 
A colorful, durable musical toy. 
Famous cartoon characters on plas- 
tic body; nylon strings. Shoulder 
carrying cord. About 14 inches 
long, 5 inches wide. 
49 N 561— Woody Woodpecker 
49 N 588—Bugs Bunny 
49 N 605—Porky Pig 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz.. ....Each $1.49 

“Charge It” if you wish 
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V/A VISIT TO THE LOUVRE 

¥ A ROMP WITH WINNIE-THE-POOH 

3N97171 

UNITED 
NATIONS 

3 N 97483 3 N 97884 

dee 
ENS 
= N 97535 

Special! 

Now you 

can see 
BATMAN 

on your 

own 

stereo 

viewer 

Self-lighted Stereo Viewer shows every scene uniformly bright 

$475 sive $565 $350 xt: 

Use this modern-design Viewer with 21 Batman scenes (3 reels) plus 1 special 
3-D viewer anywhere. Pro- reel (7 scenes). Order batteries for viewer below. 
vides its own light when 3 N 9773—Shipping weight 13 oz 
you touch lightbar. Bright, 
vivid pictures, Uses 2 “C” 
batteries. Quick flip of lev- 
er changes the scene. High- 
impact ‘plas 

Viewer; special, 
3 Batman reels 

Viewer; special, 
7 other reels 

.. $4.75 

Viewer plus 49 scenes (7 reels) with Huckleberry 
Hound, Yogi Bear, Flintstones, Top Cat, Quick Draw 
McGraw, plus 1 special reel (7 scenes). Batteries incl. 
3 N 9759 — shipping weight 2 Ibs, 8 oz $5.65 
Viewer, 1 special reel (7 scenes). Order batteries below 
3 N 9756— Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 13 oz.). $3.50 
34 N 4665—“C" Battery. 2 needed. Wt. 2 oz. Each 16c 

itai Dabs scans by dhima mdselecimical Gom 

AU cone adire in 3 Aintusional EY = 

¥ A PICNIC WITH YOGI BEAR 

¥ A MOON LANDING 

3N97619 

Low-cost unlighted Stereo Viewer 

Batman res $2) 78. Tome recs $3 28 speciai reei $] 53 

So simple to use, even for a very small child. Just hold it up to any 
light to see . . flick lever to change full-color 3-D scenes. Made of 
high-impact plastic. Get one for every family member. 
Viewer with 21 Batman scenes (3 reels) plus 1 special reel (7 scenes). 
3N9778—Shipping weight 13 ounces $2.78 

Viewer plus 49 scenes (7 reels) with Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, 
Bambi, Snow White, Adventureland, Fantasyland, Tomorrowland, 
plus 1 special reel (7 scenes) 
3 N 9766—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 
3N9755—Viewer with 1 special reel (7 

$3.58 
). Wt. 80z.... 1.53 



s tells it true . . the fairest girl of all is you! a 

- Beauty Vanity with 2 lights, ¢(QQ99 winou 
storage-bench and cosmetics batteries. 

lovely vanity will help keep your little princess pretty, too. Handy set of beauty 

: orange stick, brush, comb, cuticle implement, emery board, lipstick, soap 

file. Mirror has battery-operated lights mounted on either side of frame. (Uses 

batteries, order 1 pkg. below.) Side drawer. Hassock top lifts to provide addi- 

area. Plastic. Vanity 26x12x33 inches high. Unassembled. 

1032L— Shipping weight 10 lbs... . $9.99 
E “D” Batteries. Package of 2. . Pkg. 36c 

Vanity and Bench 
of wood and metal 

. . plus cosmetics 

$1488 

top. Blond-grain top has mar- 
resistant finish. 28x10x26 in. high 
overall. Matching 15-in. high bench. 

assembled. Lipstick, nail polish, 
range stick, nail brush, comb and 

h, emery boards, facial tis- 
talc, hand lotion, hair curlers incl. 

19 N 1347L—Wt. 17 lbs....$14.88 
E 

Attractive Vanity 

and Bench of 
corrugated fiberboard 

E 499 

Plenty of room for the things she needs 
to keep herself looking pretty. Reflector 
mounted on center panel. Roomy, match- 
ing bench. Made of sturdy, reinforced 
corrugated fiberboard (not wood or 
hardboard), in handsome woodgrain 
pattern. Vanity has center cosmetic 
shelf and 2 drawers. Measures 37x11x33 
inches high overall. Accessories not in- 
cluded. Unassembled. 
79 N 1342C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. ....54.99 ~ 566 Sears rcs 

abonan Scade by dur niselocivial Con 

a 
Versatile Sculptured-look Vanity $459 

. . beautiful on wall or table 

A frilly, feminine little vanity that your little miss will 

love. Set it on a table in her room or hang it ona wall 

using the pre-drilled holes. Highly-polished center mir- 

ror over storage drawer. Plastic. Comes with bath pow- 

der, puff, lipstick, comb, brush, soap, nail care items. 

79 N 1314C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs....... Set $4.59 

4-in-1 Vanity Tray Set :999 
complete with cosmetics 

Everything imaginable to keep your little princess 

looking and feeling cute and clean and feminine as can 

be! 4 plastic storage trays contain items for hair, beau- 

ty, bath and nail care. Nail polish, polish remover, 

cotton balls, hand lotion, sachet, powder puff, sham- 

poo, brush, comb, creme, talc, soap, bubble bath and 

more. Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy 

to order by telephone. 
49 N 1313—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 302... ..... $2.99 

10-piece Pretty Girl $199 
Cosmetic Set 

A collection of beauty products . . all famous brand 
name cosmetics, carefully put up in authentic junior- 
size packaging. Plastic container helps keep each 
package in place when not in use. Selection includes 
Cashmere Bouquet® soap and talc, Jergens® hand lo- 
tion, Colgate® tooth brush and toothpaste and more. 
49 N 1350—Shipping weight 1 lb.......... Set $1.99 



FRENCH PROVINCIAL styling 
Snowy white with blue or gold-color accents 

Frilly Canopy Bed for cherished “cherubs.” Hardwood 
construction with decorated panels. 25x15x32 inches 

high, for dolls up to 23 inches, White plastic covered 
mattress, canopy with ruffle. Unassembled. Doll and bed 
ding set not included 
79 N 92031C—Shipping weight 9 pounds $11.99 

Q, Bunk-or-Twin Beds. Sleep two dolls in space-saving style 
Ladder included. With padded mattresses and pillows of 
fully patterned cloth. All-hardwood construction, About 

2x13x22 inches high for dolls up to 20 in. Unassembled. 
79 N 92034C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $9.99 

3 High Chair. Handsomely made, with smart turned legs 
teddy bear screen design. Lift up tray. Measures about 

12x8x22 inches high. Hardwood. Shipped fully assembled 
79 N 92033C— Shipping weight 3 pounds $6.99 

Musical Swinging Cradle. Lilting music box melody plays 
as suspension crib is rocked. 24x15x19 inches high for 

ills up to 18 inches. Hardwood construction. Printed 
vinyl pad. Partly assembled 
79 N 9211C—Shipping weight 8 pounds $10.49 

Luxurious Bedding Set for only s[99 
Frilly 

Canopy Bed 

:|[99 

Deliciously dainty, this pretty confection will satisfy 
© (he most feminine heart. White satin pillow and cover 
accented with yellow ruffle and bow. For all doll carriages 
cribs, cradles and beds. Cover measures 18x22 inches 

49 N 92038—Shipping weight 9 ounces Set $1.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG . . you can order toys 

on pages 433 to 605 until July 30, 1969 

x s849 
! 
ressinette opens into dressing table $389 

Open, it’s a dressing table for dolly. Closed, it holds 
all dolly's clothes, Sized to fit all dolls, it is 23 in Double-purpose Playpen 

high by 12 in. sq., opens to a 22-in. length. Unas- 
sembled, Dydee set, with soap, clothespins and Splish! Splash! Dolly's own baby bath 
line, soap box, diapers, diaper tongs and sponge 

Keeps "younger" dolls out of mis. 
chief, or acts as a toy catchall for 

j Give dolly a real bath . . water recirculates from Mom. Strong steel frame with 

Sue Aa OES DE yl tub to shower spray. Top flips down for nylon net sides. Gaily decorated 

79 N 9242C—Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 3849 dressing table. Steel tray holds soap, clothespins foam laminated to hardboard 
and line, diapers, tongs, sponge . . all included floor. For all size dolls, 18x18x12 

: 22x14x24 in. high. Doll not included. inches high. Parts snap together 

582 [Sears] me 79 N 9241C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs.,...$5.19 79 N 9214C—Wt. 4 Ibs.. $3.89 

Citai pae scans by dieisthiasmiseledimical com 



Long-lasting Plays any standard-size record! 
SAPPHIRE-TIPPED needle 4-speed Electric Phonograph 

produces unusually good tone : A * 5 
and is gentle on records with five children 8 

records and rack 

15" 
Now you can play almost any record you have . . 4 speeds 
to choose from: 78, 45, 3314 and 16-rpm. Built-in 45-rpm 
adapter converts it easily. Lightweight plastic pick-up arm 
is easy to handle. Plastic turntable, needle cup and armrest. 
Sturdy modern-style case of fiberboard (not wood or hard- 
wood) in attractive tangerine and gray tweed color. Long- 
lasting sapphire-tipped needle improves the sound . . 
reduces surface noise. Plastic carry handle, UL listed for 
110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Five favorite children’s records 
and a record rack included. Phonograph measures 12x 
10}4x5}4 inches high. 
79 € 66645C—Shipping weight 7 pounds........... $15.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG.. 

* you can order toys on pages 433 
to 611 from now until July 30, 1970 

Sturdy enough for child's first 

2-speed Electric Phonograph $4 449 \inout 2-speed Electric Phonograph 
with 5 records and record rack 14 Eq 13” 

Phonograph has red and white striped top, dancing children on inside cover. Plays 78 eat, : i 
and 45-rpm records on plastic turntable with pop-up adapter. Long-wearing sapphire- pita scr embrace ap rh saan cis 
tipped needle for improved sound. Sturdy case of fiberboard (not wood or hardwood) has features a “vin ee Hates 2) soy See Suy bon 
washable imitation leather covering. UL listed, 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 12x10!4x514 in. 2 ^ 

eni 5 turntable plays 78 and 45 rpm records. Plastic adapter. Long- 79 C 66647C— Shipping weight 7 pounds. ........cs esee $14.49 : hire-tipped needle. UL listed, 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 

Phonograph with stand. Wire-formed stand 21 in. high. 5 records and rack included. AC. Case, 12x10x5 in. 5 records, rack included. 
79 € 66646L—Shipping weight 12 pounds. ....... Lc scies $16.99 49 C 66648—Shipping weight 6 pounds................. $13.99 

This portable is a real Swinger! 
2-speed battery-operated phonograph 

so compact because it's solid state 

Even the very young can operate this 

battery-powered 45-rpm Phonograph 

Close 'n Play "6. batteries 

Place record on turntable, press “on-off” switch and 
close lid. Needle attached to lid . . tone arm sets itself 
each time lid is closed. Lightweight high-impact plastic. 
Synthetic sapphire-tipped needle. 9x9x434 inches high. 
Uses 3 “D” batteries, order package below. 

A strong, yet lightweight plastic case and solid-state Non-slip plastic turntable has spindle 
circuitry make it versatile, Completely portable, it goes adapter for 45-rpm records. Volume 
to the beach or picnic, or stays at home for those “pizza ^ control tone arm, sapphire-tipped 
parties.” Plays records 7 to 12 inches in diameter, needle. 414x914 inches long. * SOC CAGE SECO E (OR cusa a9 
either 3314 or 45 rpm speeds. 49 C 66649—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8oz...... $12.49 “p” x a D” Batteries. Package of 6. 

566 Tue "Uses 3 "D'' batteries, Order package at right. 49 C 46606— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... ..Pkg. $1.19 

m—Ó—— 



Even if you've never played a note before, you 

can play this piano. Just match colored notes in 

songbook to keyboard color chart . . and sing along! 

Our finest junior-size Piano 
has 48 keys . . full 3)4-octave range 

wm, $9979 
Color keyed music book and keyboard chart (included) help teach 
you how to play. Junior edition of an adult size spinet piaro has 48 
black and white plastic keys. Wide 334 octave range makes it easier 
to graduate to a standard piano. High carbon steel tone rods pro- 
duce rich, resonant sound. Cabinet, of finest plywood, finished in 
walnut color. Measures 31 inches long, 26 inches high. Music rack 
on top. Matching bench, 12 inches high. Both with husky 134-inch 
square legs. Shipped freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 620N—Shipping weight 40 pounds PERSE emi 

29-key spinet 

Piano plays 
24 octaves 

$1479 swe, 
Put music in your child's 
life with this junior- 
sized piano. Fun for be- 
ginners to play. 29 black 
and white plastic keys 
set up a 2}4-octave 
range. Cabinet of rigid 
plywood. Finished in 
lustrous walnut color. 
20x12x20 inches high. 
Matching bench, 8 inch- 
es high. Songbook in- 
cluded. Shpg. wt. 18 lbs. 

79 N 576L.....$14.79 

25-key spinet 
Piano with 

2-octave range 

$1179 55 
Let them play music on 
their own child-size pi- 
ano. Color-coded song 
book and keyboard chart 
simplify playing. 25 black 
and white plastic keys 
have 2-octave range. 
Chromatically tuned cast 
iron tone bar. Cabinet of 
sturdy plywood with 
solid wood sides. Semi- 
glossy black finish with 
gold color trim. About 
17x10x18- inches high. 
Matching bench, 9 inches. 
high. Surprise them with 
this piano . . further 
their interest in music. 
Shpg. wt. 17 Ibs. 
79 N 566L.....$11.79 

You con order toys on poges 
441 through 673 from now 
until September 1, 1966 

| No Money Down on anything Sears sells. 
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Who needs lessons? Not you. 

Play 18 different chords just by 
touching the buttons on Sears 

Electric Organ 

ow $4088 

Watch your children play without lessons. 
“Number Selector" organ keys match number 
strip of sheet music. Pre-set arrangement of 18 
buttons for left hand: 6 bass tones for rhythm, 
6 major and minor chords for accompaniment. 
Right hand plays the melody. Loud-soft vol- 
ume control slide bar; stainless steel reeds. 
Feather touch, finger-tip action. 3 full octaves. . 
37 treble keys, 18 bass buttons. Cabinet of 
vinyl in two-tone walnut grain, sealed on 
wood veneer. Steel legs. About 24x10x30 in. 
Music book included. Order bench at right. 
79 N 604L—Shipping weight 20 lbs.. .$49.88 

Five Extra Music Books. “Number Sel af 
method for organ above and organs 79 N 603L 
and 79 N 602C on facing page. 
49 N 616—Shipping wt. set 8 oz.. ..Set $3.49 

NOTE: All organs shown have on-off switches. UL listed 
for 110-120-volt, 60-eycle AC. 

Consolette Electric Chord Organ 

See how quickly you can learn to play this full-toned 
electric organ. With “Key Selector” method you 
play real music . . no lessons needed. Full 3-octave 
keyboard with 37 black and white standard size 

keys. Major and minor chords at finger’s reach. 
Rhythm bass deepens chords, pro 
ments. Walnut veneer cabinet; brass 
About 12x31x in. Music book. Order bench, below 

79 N 565L—Shipping weight 40 Ibs.. $69.99 

Bench, about 14 in. high. Padded seat; steel legs. 
79 N 619C—Shipping wt. 8 lbs. $7.99 

3 “Key Selector" Music Books for organ above. 
49 N 593—Shipping wt. set 1 Ib. ..........$3.89 



Select from over 180 View-Master subjects 

available), stamp; those marked (°) have story folder; those marked (F) for stereo viewers only, NOT 

21 full-color stereo scenes (3 reels) in each packet. Packets marked (**) have guidebook, real coin (if :[25 

packet for 2-D projectors. Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. Postpaid. (Wt. ea. 3 oz.) 

SHOWN AT TOP OF PAGE 

3 N 97485 —Flipper* 
3N397376—Mary Poppins* 
3 N 97362— Winnie the Pooh* 
3 N 97536—Peanuts* 

SHOWN ON OPPOSITE PAGE 

3N97492—Batman* 
3 N 97484—Man From U.N.C.L.E. 
3 N 97483— Voyage to Bottom of Sea 
3 N 97535-Secret Squirrel; Atom Ant* 
3 N 97792— Smithsonian Institution* 
3 N 97790— Washington, D.C.* 
3N97651—The United Nations 
3 N 97793— The White House* 
3 N 97198—Austria** 
3N97001—Mexico** 
3N97274—The Philippines* 
3 N 97205—Greece** 
3 N 97655— Niagara Falls; U.S. side 
3 N97171—Yosemite Nat'l Park 
3 N 97884—Rock City Gardens, Tenn. 
3 N 97961— Cypress Gardens, Florida 
3 N 97875— Birth of Jesus* 
3N97226—The Holy Land; lsrael* 
3 N 97851— Noah's Ark* 
3N37178—Vatican City* 
3 N 97619— Prehistoric Animals* 
3N397611—Wild Birds 
3 N 97615—Strange Animals* 
3N97617— Children's Zoo* 
3 N 9740—Bambi* 
3 N 97318— Cinderella* 
3N97179— Disney's Tomorrowland 
3 N 9730—Snow White* 

U. S. TRAVEL 

3 N 97486— Black Hille—Badlands* 
3 N 97346— Bryce Canyon Nat'l Park 
3 N 97988— Busch Gardens, Florida 
3 N 97727—Cape Cod and Plymouth 
3 N 97813— Colonial Williamsburg* 
3 N 97969— Cypress Gardens; floral 
3 N 97324— Denver and Mt. Parks 
3 N 97296—Glacier Nat'l Park 
3 N 97307—Grand Teton Nat'l Park 
3 N 97889—Smoky Mts. Nat'l Park 
3 N$7123—Honolulu and Waikiki* 
3 N 97127— Island of Hawaii 
3 N97128— Island of Kauai and Maui 
3N97126—1sland of Oahu 
3 N 9739—Lincoln Heritage Trail* 
3N 97846—Mammoth Cave 

Nat'l Park 
3 N 97827— Monticello 
3 N 97487 —Mt. Rushmore 
3 N 97812—Mt. Vernon 
3 N 97363— Painted Desert; 

Petrified Forest. 
3N397182—Redwood Highway, Calif. 
3 N 97322—Rocky Mt. Nat'l Park 
3 N 97323— Royal Gorge 
3 N 97174—Sequoia Nat'l Park 
3N97811—Shenandoah Nat'l Park 
3 N $7981— St. Augustine 
3N97526—Wisconsin Dells 
3 N 97306— Yellowstone Nat'l Park 
3 N 97347—Zion Nat'l Park 

Projector with f:2.8 
lens . . 100-w. lamp s1394 

Project brighter, larger 2-D View- 
Master pictures. Just flick lever to 
change scenes on View-Master reels. 
Plastic body in modern design. On-off 
Switch. 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC-DC. 
UL listed. 
3 N9783—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs....... $13.94 
3N8683—Extra Lamp. Wt. 1 oz. 2.59 

Gub sac scans by caidiimasmuseleciadcd ovn 

CHILDREN'S FAVORITES 

3 N 97488— Green Hornet 
3 N 97309—Aesop's Fables 
3 N 9736—Alice in Wonderland* 
3 N 97305—Andersen's Fairy Tales* 
3 N 97375— Babes in Toyland* 
3 N 97500— Barbie's World Trip* 
3 N 97570— Beverly Hillbillies* 
3N97471— Bonanza* 

SPECIAL SUBJECTS 

3 N 97657—America's Man in Space* 
3 N 97629— Desert Wild Flowers 
3 N 97102— Eskimos of Alaska 
3 N 97656—Moon Rockets; Missiles 
3 N 97581— Secret From Space 
3N97901—7 Wonders of the World* 
3N97761—World Fairs—VYesteryear 

Favorite characters 3 N 97531— Bugs Bunny* U. S. STATE TOURS 
3N Vou Daliri Moose*# 3 N 97925—Alabama* come alive with 3 N 97560— Captain Kangaroo — Alaska* 3 N 97533 — Casper Ghost* : Uns perma View-Master Theater 
3 N 97479— Daniel Boone* — California (A 
3.N97177—Disney's Adventureland - M CE VOU eSlor scents 3964 
3 N 97176— Disney's Frontierland 
3N537175—Main Street, U.S.A. 
3 N 97525— Donald Duck* 
3 N 97514—Flintstones* 
3 N 97317—Goldilocks and 3 Bears* 
3N97374—Gulliver's Travels 
3 N 97512—Huckleberry Hound*# 
3 N 97314— Jack and Beanstalk* 
3 N97315—Lady and The Tramp* 

3 N 9796—Florida* 
3N97915—Georgia* 
3.N9712—Hawaii* 
3 N $7550— Illinois* 
3 N 97540—1owa* 
3 N 97465— Kansas* 
3 N 97845—Kentucky* 
3 N97945—Louisiana® 
3 N$7715—Maine* 

Project colorful scenes in 2 di- 
mensions. 30-w. projector; f:3 
lens. Disney theater: 140 scenes 
(10 reels) with Mickey Mouse, 
Donald Duck, 20,000 Leagues, 
etc. Bugs Bunny theater: 140 
scenes (10 reels) with Elmer 

3 N 97474—Lassie and Timmy*# 3 N97780—Maryland® Fudd, Porky Pig, etc. 110-120-v, 
3 N9731 —Little Red Riding Hode 3 N 97580- Michigans ie SNOS Mo € 3N9751—Minnesota* for stereo viewers. 
Helene ~ oon AE 3 N 97935— Mississippi* 3N9780C-Disney Theater RI M RME 3 N97295—Montana* 3N9781C-Bugs Bunny Theater 
3 N 97311— Pinocchio Surre Nee Hh di É Shipping wt. 5 Ibs........$9.64 

N 97700—New Hampshire: 3N 97534—Quick Draw McGraw* 3 N97650—New York® baro Dep fot D 
3 N 97308—The Sleeping Beauty* 3 N97890—North Carolina* 3 N 9737—20,000 Leagues Under Sea* 97595 —Ohio* 
3 N97361—The Wizard of Oz* P Oa * 3 N 97508—Woody Woodpecker 3 N 97245—Oregon* 

NATIONS OF THE WORLD 

3N97079—Chile** 
3 N 97044— Colombia** 
3N397155—Denmark** 
3N$97091—Ecuador** 
3 N 97156—England** 
3 N97172—France** 
3 N 97193—Germany** 
3 N9719—Holland** 
3N97251—Hong Kong** 

3N 97630— Pennsylvania* 
3N 97690—Vermont* 
3N$9727—Washington* 
3 N 97835—West Virginia* 

WORLD TRAVEL 

3 N 97003—Acapulco 
3 N 97288— Australia. 
3 N 97027—The Bahamas 
3 N 97004—Banff-Canadian Rockies* 
3 N 97029—Bermuda. 
3 N 97072— Buenos Aires 
3N97262—Japan* 

rojector. 
3 N 8682—Wt. 1 oz.....$1.19 

3 N 97235—India** 3 N 97007 — Lake Louise- Rockies Each title 7 reels (3-D color). 
3 N 9716—Ireland** 3 N97277—London S N 97712 Aaimalsof the Wort 3 N 97224— Modern Israel** 3 N 97002— Mexico City 3 N 97705-Cities of th: 3N9718—Italy** 3N$97166— Paris 3N9770 A : 1-Cities of the World 3N397153—Norway' 3 N 9705— Quebec City 3 N 97708-Disney Cartoons 
3N97025—Panama** 3 N $7058—Rio de Janeiro 3 N97709-Disney Fairy Tales 3 N 97168—Portugal** 3 N 97385— Tulip Time in Holland 3N 27/15 Denerland 3 N $7213—Russia** 3 N $7036— The Virgin Islands SN Sie any Tu 3 N 97124— South Africa** Š N 97707-Huckleberry Hound 3 N 97151—Sweden** ANIMALS AND ZOOS dinctabeny! 
3 N 97185— Switzerland ** 3 N 97706-U.S. National Parks Heres R 3 N 97718-Nature Sul 3 N97964— Marineland, Fla.* CHRISTMAS STORIES er 3 N 9772-Televiaion Suec 
3 N 9738—4 Christmas Carol* 3 N 97965— Parrot Jungle, Fla, 1* the scenic 

3 N 97173—San Diego Zoo* of 

-Night Before Christmas* 
3 N 97870—Rudolph* 
3 N 97660— Santa's Workshop* 

3 N 97192— Sea World 
3 N97618—Wild Animals, Africa* 
3 N97614—Wild Animals, World* 
3 N 97612— Wonders of the Deep* 

View-Master Set with Library Box, 3689 
3 Batman, 8 other Reels, Viewer 

77 full-color stereo scenes in all include 21 Batman; 
49 of favorite TV cartoon characters; Huckleberry 
Hound, Yogi Bear, Quick Draw McGraw, Top Cat, 
Flintstones; 7 in special reel. (For stereo viewers 
only.) Library box holds viewer plus abt. 60 reels (7 
scenes each); dust-free. Brown and beige plastic. 
3N9782-Set. Shipping wt. 2lbs.......--.---..--+ .. $6.89 
389770-librory Box. INo reels or viewer) Wr. 1 Ib. 8 oz, 1.99 



Musícal Jewelry Boxes 
Bendable teen 
doll on top 

cute ballerina 

dances inside 

and tune plays 

when opened 

Learn to set hair hundreds of ways 
. . just like a professional stylist 

Beauty School $899 
What a great way for your little girl to learn hair care! Soft vinyl mannequin head has moving eyes, lashes, blonde nylon hair. Your little hair stylist can play “beauty shop" and wash, comb, brush, set and tease therooted nylon hair to get visual ideas for her own hair styles. Head swivels, rubber suction-cups anchor plastic base firmly. Set includes 12 plastic curlers, 6 metal clips and hairbrush. 13 in, overall. [2] Lej 49 N 1361—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ............. As PEEL -.. Set $8.99 

lage g 497 Regular $ 297 Fashionable Wigs and Falls 
ray oe Washable Dynel® modacrylic hair takes a curl easily. (1 and 2) Every little miss would like one of these jewel Wig only mounted on head-shaped form ready for boxes for her trinkets. Sturdy wood box covered with simu- styling; fall unmounted. lated white leather in modern design. Teen doll snaps on (3) Wig. About 18 in. — (4) Fall. About 22 in. cover . . bend her to any position. Open box and ballerina 49 N 13631—Blonde — 49 N 13661— Blonde twirls to familiar tune. Rayon satin lining. Petite mirror in 49 N 13632— Red 49 N 13662— Red lid, Brass-finished snap lock. From Japan. 

(1) 49N1375- Large. About 9x5x4 in. high. Wt. 1 Ib. 602.$4.97 
(2) 49N1378-Regular. About 6x4x3 in. high. Wt. 13 02. 2.97 

Shpg. wt. 11b....$5.99 Shpg. wt. 10 oz... .$3.99 

Re ` 
A purse just like Mommy's, $ 66 Put stars in her eyes with these $ 99 Satin-lined Chest with $ 88 filled with fascinating loot glamorous “Dress-up” accessories Set pretend jewels 'n' things 

Here are all the fascinating things that make Everything the little lady will need to dazzle her admirers. Brimming with all kinds of shiny trinkets, Mom's pocketbook so interesting to play with. She can cover her shoulders with a rayon plush stole that this chest holds all the jewelry she'll A pill box, play money, credit cards, cosmet- ^ looks like mink, flash a pretend diamond ring, wear need for dress-up play. There are brace- ics, more. Gold with black patent trim, gold- plastic finger nails with paste-on color. Other elegant lets, earrings, hair bands, pins and rings. color metal chain handle. About 15x6 in. accessories include plastic wig, high heels, pop-it beads, Removable tray with compartments 49 N 1390—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6oz...... $2.66 plastic orchid corsage and lorgnette. keeps everything handy. Chipboard 49 N 1349—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz.....Set $3.99 — chest (not wood or hardboard) is plastic- 
coated and has rayon satin-lined bottom 
and lid. About 8 inches long. Why not 
pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 1382—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 20z.$3.88 

Save this Catalog . . order toys 
on pages 433 to 609 from now 

until August 1, 1968 

rcec Sears 567 

Grown-up High-heel Shoes 

She'll step out in style. Steel shanks in arch 

makes shoes extra strong. Shoe sizes S(8-10), 
M(11-13) and L(1-3). State S, M or L. 

Jj Red cotton velveteen, crinkle center gore. 
49 N 1351F—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. Pair $2.99 

Striped with red heel strap. 
49 N 1391F—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.. Pair $1.99 

Tinin sca —— 
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3319 

Her very own 

Dolly Swing 

Here's a swing for 
dolly that looks just 
like your own. 23 
inches high. so it can 
hold dolls of most any 
size. All steel, with 
sturdy, snap together 
construction. Enamel 
finish. Bright chrome- 
plated swing chains. 
Doll not included. 

Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79N92032C- $3.19 

m Date sean by a warceleciedcalicani 

3319 
High Chair and 
Feeding Set 

Here's everything 
you'll need to have a 
happy. well fed baby: 
bottle, bottle warmer, 
dish, empty cereal box, 
spoon, cup, evena rattle. 

Steel high chair is 25 
in. high. witha pink and 
white enameled finish, 
break-resistant sliding 
tray, Unassembled. 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 9272-Set $3.19 

A Doll Crib so big 
it takes dolls up 
to 23 inches high 
Looks just like a real one, 

with bumper, mattress 

and even a drop side 

$799 

Walnut-finished hardwood frame 
and spindle side rails. White end 
panels with silk screened design on 
head, plus jumbo play discs. Plastic 
teething rails, Lucite® plastic 
casters, Cotton print mattress and 
bumper. About 26x16x20 in. high. 
Unassembled. Doll not incl 
79 N 92053C—Wi1. 10 Ibs. $7.99 
Similar, but 22x13x17 in. high. No 

teething rails, discs or casters. 

79 N 92036C—Wt. 6 lbs. . $5.99 

Colonial Doll Furniture 
Warm maple finish on hardwood 

For dolls up to 15 inches high 

Convertible Bunk-or-Twin Beds. Mattresses, rails and 
ladder included. Beds each about 17x10x7 in. high. 

15! in. high as bunk bed. Partly assembled. 
49 N 9237—Shipping weight 5 pounds t $5.99 

2 Rocking Cradle. Rock-a-bye dolly to sleep in this 
delightful cradle with shaped panel ends, steambent 

rockers. Cotton print mattress included. 17x10x11 inches 
high. Unassembled. 

49 N 9231—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . $4.49 

Swinging Crodle. Doubles as doll playpen when re 
moved from supports. Turned corner and suspension 

posts. Cotton covered mattress. 24x13x12 inches high 
Unassembled 
79 N 92037C—shipping weight 6 pounds $7.99 

High Choir, Fully assembled, with lift up tray. About 
9x8x18 in. high. Doll and bottle not included. 

49 N 9236—Shipping weight 2 pounds $3.99 

A Colonial Cradle 

big enough for a 24-inch doll 

$799 
Beautifully made cradle of hardwood 
with maple finish has well turned corner 
posts, dowel siderails and steambent 
rockers. White head panel has teddy 
bear screen. Mattress and pillow are 
covered in a bright cotton patchwork 
design print. About 26x14x18 inches 
high, runners 19 in. For dolls up to 
24 in. high. Partly assembled 
79 N 92035C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $7.99 



Bongo Drums with Maracas 

$449 4 
An easy introduction to percussion . . 
with plenty of sound. Tune in to the 
Latin feeling, jazz, today's mod-rock. 
High-low drums plus quick rhythms 
of two maracas. Drums of lacquered 
wood; 5 and 534-in. goatskin heads. 
Instructions. 
49 € 66534—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 o2..... 

au 
An octave of merry Bells 

34? 
8 musical metal bells, tuned to true 
pitch for a complete musical octave. 
Color-coded songbook lets even pre- 
schoolers ring out simple tunes on 
sight . . they'll simply match bell 
colors to code. Clear plastic handles. 5 
inches high. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 1 oz. 

TVOMCMTHTES $4.99 

$779 

Piano Keyboard Accordion 

Range of over one octave lets you 
play simple tunes, make up your own 
compositions. 11 white and 7 black 
keys. Play rhythm or harmony on 4 
bass notes . . melody on keys. Plastic 
construction. Tuned plastic reeds. 
Songbook included. 10 in. high. 
49 € 66515—Wt. 3 Ibs. 2 02......: $7.79 

Keyboard Harmonica . . 
19 color-coded keys 

a2” 
Just blow into mouthpiece, press keys 
. . they're color-coded to songbook 
(included). Tunes come through in 
rich, full-bodied tones. 134 diatonic 

49€66522........ eee $2.69 

Cätiioi pane scans —— 

Perfect for the 

budding percussionist 

Dennis the Menace 
4-piece Drum Set 

“4” 

Yes, you can beat this great 
big energy-user-upper—and \ 
get lots of rhythm, sound and X 
fun. 16-inch diameter bass 
drum, small drum, tom-tom 
and cymbal. Percussion sticks. 

Set is mounted on steel 
frame. Plastic-coated heavy 
paper heads. Wood and metal 
foot pedal. Big drum is 7 inch- 
es deep; set is 2134 in. high 
overall. Sent unassembled. 
79 € 66537C—Wt. 5 Ibs.. .$4.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

You can order toys 

on pages 433-611 
from now until 
July 30, 1970 

Archie Swinging Combo 

Your favorite wandering minstrels 
can learn rhythm, have fun almost 
anywhere. Just follow the happy, 
mad, cheery, booming sounds. You'll 
be hearing an 11-inch trumpet, 12- 
in. darinet, 10-in. slide trombone and 
tambourine with jingles, plus a snare 
drum that helps keep the rhythm. 

Wind instruments with valves that 
work. Trumpet with derby mute. 
Drum with sturdy metal stand. Drum- 
sticks included. Archie rhythm record 
helps teach the sound of combo music. 
Sent unassembled. 
79 € 66609L—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. ... $7.99, 

Archie Minitar 
. it's psychedelic 

#39 

Metal gear heads 
provide 

precision tuning 

Being seen is part of the fun of being 
heard with this 27-inch Minitar . . 
bright, glowing “‘hot-color” and 
psychedelic flower-scribbles are extra 
cheerful. Authentic guitar styling. 3 
metal-wound nylon strings and 3 
nylon strings. Songbook included. 
79 € 66601C— Shipping wt. 3 Ibs..$3.99 



Sit down on the 
matching bench 
+» and you're in s x 

concert with the For the big modern sound, just 
plug in battery-operated amplifier 

(sold separately). . and strum away 36-key 

Baby Grand Piano 

$859 

Play the grandest tunes on this child-sized baby grand. 
Lid opens like a full-size model. 36 plastic keys . . over 
2 full octaves. Sturdy wood, finished in gold-color 
enamel. 21x193x15 in. deep. Matching bench measures 
634x10x1134¢ inches. 

79 N 606C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. . .....$8.89 

Electric Organ in case $3999 
‘Superbly made 12-button portable has stainless- 
steel reeds. Volume-control slide bar. 30 keys; 6 pre- 
set chords, 6 bass tones. Number system simplifies Rich-toned 34-inch guitar fills room with music. 6 
playing. Vinyl-covered wood veneer cabinet, 22x metal and nylon strings, precision metal gear tuning. 
11x8 inches, From Italy. bens MIA oari N Shoulder harness, 

—Shippit i pick, instructions, music 79 N 603L—Shipping weight 15 Ibs...... $39.99 apy rate ees AQ HEUS 

Portable Transistorized Amplifier with mike, volume 
control. Uses 4 “D” batteries, order below. 
49 N 508—Shipping weight 2 pounds...... $11.66 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery, Wi .16c; 4 for 60c : pa say E Mo vtto ote $1 106 

Folk-Singer Guitar . . 
fun at hootenannies 

Strum 6 nylon and metal 
strings, hear the deep, 
full sound. Metal gears 
hold tune. Two-tone mold- 
ed plastic attractively 
grained . . 31 inches long. 

8-button Electric Organ $2999 

Play 4 chords and 4 bass notes with left hand . . 
right hand plays melody with help of easy num- 
bered note system. Volume-control slide bar. Stain- 
less-steel reeds. Walnut-grain vinyl over wood ve- 

neer cabinet. 18x9x7 inches. Song book with 22 With shoulder cord, felt 
selections included. $9499 N pick, music book with 90 
49 N 602C—Shipping weight 9 Ibs....... $29.99 d. T songs and instructions. Set 

Child-size Accordion from Italy of stick-on letters for per- 
umm 70 vem m. with 22 keys, hand-tuned reeds sonalistag avc De 

79 N 597C....... $7.89 
Professionaltype instrument produces rich, 
resonant tone. Swedish blue-steel reeds are 
hand-tuned. 22 keys—9 black and 13 white— 
play nearly 2 octaves. Metal tips protect corners 
of bellows. Straps adjust. Pyroxylin-covered 
wood veneer case measures 103 inches high. 
With music and instructions. 
49 N 608—Shipping wt. 5 Ibs........ $24.99 

Y [7B 
d 

6-chord Electric Organ $] 999 
Play sharps and flats, 2 full chromatic octaves on 

20-key Accordion ru 
27 full-size black and white keys. Key selector sim- Versatile, yet it's 
plifies playing. Finger-touch 6-button automatic small enough for be- 
chord player produces rich, resonant tones. Electric ginners, 12 white, 8 
organ has plastic cabinet. 19x9x8 inches high. black keys, 8 bass 

Shipping weight 10 pounds. buttons. 934-in. high 79 N 589C. . $19.99 case, Strap. Shpg. wt. 
Three Music Books for organ above. 4 lbs: 6 o. 
49 N 590—Shpg. wt. set 12 oz.. ...... Set $2.69 49 N 553...$14.99 ro SEARS 571 
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Frantic Frogs 3479 

with jumping wind-up frogs 

As frogs hop off, use wand to help guide 
yours to its cove . . and try to keep opponents’ 
frogs out of theirs. Metal frogs. For 2 to 4 
players ages 5 to 12. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it’s so 
easy to order by telephone. 
49 N 195—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz.. ..... $4.79 

Amsco's 
Marble Raceway 

s[69 

Line marbles up, let 'em go, 
and watch closely as they pass 
on quick curves, collide, drop 
lower and race for that lead 
position. Four fast plastic 
tracks on 15 inch high race- 
way. Total of 5 marbles so 2 to 
5, ages 3 to 10, racers can play. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N315.. ..$1.69 

Grand Prix $29 

Streamlined racers with their steel ball 
“engines” wildly race down a 4-ft. figure “8” 
track. For optimum speed and record-break- 
ing results, interchange 3 “engines” in the 5 
cars. Extra set of front and rear wheels in 
case of trouble. Good racers of all ages will 
want to take part. 
49 N 427—Shpg. wt. 11b. 5oz........ $2.29 

Bright eggs pop out to fill the spaces 

in this pre-A-B-C version of old time Bingo 

Chicken Lotto $59 
Fill colorful egg-laying chicken with "eggs," press her tail 
and the game is on. Player then matches the egg that pops 
out with matching-color square on his card. Just press and 
place until someone finishes his whole card and wins. 128 
plastic eggs, 4 lotto boards, and, only at Sears, a colorful 19x 
19 inch vinyl play mat. For 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 7. 
49 N 246—Shipping weight | pound 12 ounces....... $2.59 

Race marbles 

up the hill.. 

hope they 

don't tumble 

down. 

Lucky one 

reaches top 

and is crowned 

King of the Hill 
Crown pops up, and you win if you're lucky enough to get 
all the way to the top first. Tilt-move Selector directs moves. 
Randomly placed holes send marbles tumbling down. Plastic. 
10x10x6 in. high. 4 marbles, Up to 4 play, ages 5 and up. 
49 N 324—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces........ $2.99 

6 easy-to-play Card Games s|69 
Old Maid, Animal Rummy, Slap Jack, Hearts, Crazy 
Eights and Snap. . each in its own sturdy plastic box. 
Rules for all games included. For ages 5 and up. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
566 NES 49N370.. ice Set $1.69 

Gualoa nao Scane by candids waicallciudcal oda 

Tickle Bee s[59 
Tickle him, but don’t get “stung.” Magnetic 
tickler moves bee through 12-in. enclosed maze 
looking for his hive. Reach hive with fewest 
stings and you win. Any number, any age. 
49 N 362—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ... $1.59 

Candy Land $949 

Color-keyed cards tell where to move your 
“gingerbread” pawn as you race to reach Rock 
Candy Mountain. 2 to 4 players ages 4 to 8 will 
especially enjoy this kind of race. 
49 N 160—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz...$2.49 



Shop at the Supermarket! 

ee 

Design your own lovely room settings for $7799 

this elegant Country Colonial Doll House 

Entertain guests at your country home . . show them rooms that 

you've designed and arranged yourself. 129 furniture sections let you 

make unlimited combinations, completely furnish the 7-room house. 

Simulated red brick front, white siding, green roof and shutters. 

Breezeway with cupola. Includes 4 plastic people. All-metal house 

about 38x10x15 inches high. Unassembled. 

79 N 1411C—Shipping weight 10 pounds....... esee $7.99 

has working scale 
Table-top Supermarket $ 599 12! 2 

and cash register 

Have a great time shopping at this complete center. Push paperboard cart 

around, gather up miniature boxes of famous name groceries . . weigh 

fruit or vegetables . . ring up sale on register . . and package “groceries” 

in shopping bags. Includes price tags and labels, 8 inch high plastic 

grocery rack and vegetable bin, 4 inch high counter, play money Dolls 

not included. Gift boxed 
49 N 1424—Shipping weight 4 pounds. ....... $5.99 

" 

Early-American style Doll House with ¢ 499 

9-piece Laundry Set 5 rooms and patio completely furnished 

with agitator washer, 
basket. revolving dryer 

$ 299 

She'll have the whitest wash in toytown! Drop clothes into top-loading 

washer, add soap and water, turn crank and watch agitator action. Put 

wash in woven basket, transfer to revolving dryer . . 6 clothespins keep 

wash on line. Washer is made of sturdy steel, measures 1014 inches high. 

Shaded coppertone with simulated stainless steel top. 

49 N 1024—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces, . . .......-- Set $2.99 

You'll love the versatile charm of this doll house . . modern, and yet 

traditional-looking because of simulated ornamental ironwork col- 

umns and horsehead chain posts on front porch. Rooms and patio fur- 

nished with durable plastic furniture. Blue and white exterior. Metal, 

unassembled. About 26x15x16 inches high. 

79 N 1402C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . 

Jet-action Dishwasher 
with set of plastic 

dishes for 4 

2-in-1 Play House . . change furniture and 

walls to get contemporary or traditional styles! 

Your little girls will love being their own interior decorators with this 

Have a party with dishes, then load up dishwasher. Push button to add 5-room house. It’s plastic and has two complete sets of different wall 

detergent, and watch dishes spin and swirl as they wash and rinse clean. section inserts, roof and floors. She can create contemporary or tradi- 

Attaches to any ordinary faucet, runs on water power alone. Can be used tional type houses scaled for use with small dolls. 27 pieces of plastic 

in sink, tub, on drainboard. Plastic dishwasher, dishes, dish rack, faucet furniture are also interchangeable and scaled to size. House is 14x17x6 

adapter and hose, detergent included. About 15x12x11 inches high. in. high. Like everything else at Sears it’s so easy to order by telephone. 

79 N 1217L—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ....... e $7.99 79 N 1422C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ......... eee $9.99 
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“Howdy, l'm your pal Bozo!” 
Here he is—big feet and ali—with 
eleven funny sayings that will keep 

you in stitches 

Only $789 

ik ding-dong dandy.” 

TALKING 
MEET SISTER DOLLS 
LOOK 'N SAY 

She watches you with ii dy 

demure eyes that glance typical oe ter 
from side to side and tainer . . just pull his 
LED oW: .n ha talking ring and he'll 
p and dow and her talk your ear off. Made 

tiny lips move as she by Mattel only for Sears, 

recites ten He's 18 inches high 

different phrases 
stuffed with cotton. His 
bright yarn bair flops 
around his vinyl head. 

S ! Sbpg. wt. 11b. 12 oz. 
TD s|[99 ^ 49 N 3675. .....$7.89 

T r 

Baby Drowsy 
“Did you .a lovable sleepyhead who 

ever repeats 11 nighttime phrases 

“Please 

buckle 

my 
see a rm shoe” 

rainbow? “Mommu: ! o 
| did sleept we oh 

p w= X^ 

a ve 

Talking Teachy Keen 

Made by Mattel to teach little 
girls how to dress and groom 

An easy tug on the talking 
ring and she speaks 11 phrases 

Mattel's Sister Look "N Say is everything a little girl 

could want in a playmate. Just pull her talking ring 
and she'll tell you fun things to do like "Let's stand 
on our heads and look at things upside down." You'll 

er know what she'll say next. 
She's 19 inches tall, has a cloth body and legs, vinyl 

hands and head. You can even comb her rooted hair. 
79 N 3606C—Shipping weight 3 pounds $11.99 
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All set for bed in snug flannel pajamas trimmed 
with lace. But be careful—like any child she'll 
make up excuses to stay up (like "Mommy, I 

want another drink of water") when you pull 
her talking ring. Made by Mattel. 

She's 1534 in. tall, has cloth body stuffed with 
cotton, soft vinyl head and rooted hair, 

49 N 30272—Shpg. 2 49 N 3164—Shpg. 
wt. 2 lbs. $5.97 wt. 2 lbs. ... $5.97 

that tell how to use her bows, 
buttons, comb, brush, hanky 
and other accessories. . a good 
way to teach coordination. 

She's 16in. tall, allcloth with 
soft vinyl head and rooted hair 
you can comb. Painted eyes. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 3097...........$9.97. 

Betty and Bob 
The musical twins are always 

“humming" lullabies 

$97 
each 

Soft and cuddly brother-and-sister 
darlings with imported music boxes 
inside . . just wind the key and 
they make music for you. Fabric 
bodies stuffed with cotton, yellow 
yarn hair. Dressed in country 
check of blue and white. Each is 14 
in. tall . . just the right size to tuck 
under a little one's arm. 
Musical Bob. Wears overalls, cap. 
49 N 3667—Wt. 1 lb. $2.97 
Musical Betty. In dress, bonnet. 
49 N 3666 —Wt. 1 Ib.....$2.97 
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“Big enough for 4 to have - 
a cozy tea party of their own - 

THE WALK-IN 

STORYBOOK PLAYHOUSE 

Any little “princess” will feel right at home in this 
“enchanted cottage". Have a party, send out invita- 
tions to a pretend “costume ball”, or just have friends 
in for tea. Or make those “‘can’t-go out rainy days" 
into “funny-sunny” days with a picnic—indoors. 
Enameled steel table, 2 chairs fit comfortably within 
its 48x45x62-inch high walls. House of rugged 
corrugated paperboard has windows on 3 sides. 
Interlocking pieces simplify assembly. Table has 
wipe-off scribble top; 20x15x16 inches high. Plastic 
plates, cups, saucers, utensils. 
79 € 90031L2— Shipping weight 26 pounds. Set $16.99 

Playhouse only. 
79 € 90025L— Shipping weight 15 pounds...... 8.99 

Table, 2 Chairs and Tea Set only. 
79 C 90012C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. Set 8.99 

EE 
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SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Save 10% on this $469 
Cash Register 

last Christmas was $2.99. Push 
one of 13 numbered keys to show 
amount of sale . . it pops up and 
bell rings . . like a real cash regis- 
ter. Push lever and drawer opens 
to bank of plastic coins and paper 
money. 
When pretend customers re- 

quest receipts, give them Sears 

play sales checks. Side arm holds 
pad of paper, pencil. Strong red- 
enameled steel. Stands 8 in. high. 
49 C 1751—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $2.69 

\\ 

Talk 'n Tell 
Dial Phone 

A modern-looking white 
plastic phone that talks. 
Pick up receiver, turn dial 

. bell rings. Press down 
on special button and you'll 

My Own Supermarket $6? 
Have your friends shop at your Supermarket. They can pick miniature packages 
of name brand groceries off the shelves, load them into shopping cart . . then pay 
you and you'll give them change and trading stamps at the checkout counter 
Cash register has pull-out drawer with plenty of play coins, paper money and 
trading stamps. Storage compartment for bags on side of counter. Wall phone is 
on shelf section . . handy for taking orders. Store and cart constructed of sturdy, 
corrugated paperboard. Printed in colorful grocery designs. Market, 20x47 inches 
high. Counter, 24x27 inches. 2 plastic wheels on 18x8-in. cart. Unassembled. 
79 C 16283L— Shipping weight 12 pounds .$6.99 
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hear 10 different phrases. 
Release the button and 
reply. Phone is 334x8 in- 
ches long. Takes one “D” 
battery, order pkg. below. 

Shipping wt. 14 oz. 
49 C 4714. .$3.99 

"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 

49 C 46606. . . . . Pkg. $1.19 

without battery 

Press button . . it speaks to 
you with 10 different phrases 



paint with easy 

step-by-step lessons 

Jon Gnagy, artist and television personality, gives 

complete instructions in each of these kits 

De Luxe Art School Set. A complete art course with a built-in drawing 
desk and tracing box. Learn to draw and paint landscapes, learn figure 

drawing; watercolor, oil and pastel painting the simple step-by-step way. 
Set has 24 pastels, fixative, blower. One carbon, 2 drawing pencils. 

Kneaded eraser, blending stomp, 3 sketching chalks, sandpad, stick- 
figure manikin. 12 tubes watercolors, brushes, drawing paper, mixing 
palette. 12 tubes oil colors, brushes, linseed oil. Two 8x10-in. painting 
panels, turpentine. Palette, knife, cup. Carrying case with handle. 
3 N 252—Shipping weight 6 pounds 8 ounces. x ..$11.97 

9, Art Studio. For drawing, pastel, watercolor. You get 24 colored pas- 
tels, 2 palettes of 8 watercolors, brush, 12 colored pencils, 3 drawing 

pencils, sandpad, sharpener, kneaded eraser, blending stomp, 12 sheets 
12x18-inch drawing paper. Includes 48-page instruction book. 
3 N 2372— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. .......... $3.39 

4-in-1 Master Art Set. All a beginner needs to get started in oils, 
watercolor, pastels, sketching, drawing. With 12 tubes oil colors, 

linseed oil, turpentine, two 8x10-in. painting panels, 3 oil brushes, 
palette, knife, cup. 12 tubes watercolors, palette, brushes. 24 pastels, 
blower, fixative. 1 charcoal, 2 drawing pencils. Kneaded eraser, blending 
stomp. Sketching chalks, sandpad. Carrying case with handle. 
3 N 127—Shipping weight 5 pounds 12 ounces... .. $7.97 

Learn to Draw $949 

Jon Gnagy set has 12x18-in. drawing 
board, 25 sheets paper, eraser. 1 car- 
bon and 3 drawing pencils, 3 chalks, 
blending stomp, sandpad, book. 
3 N 2376—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz....$2.49 
Manila Sketching Paper. 100 sheets of 
12x18-in. paper. Plastic-wrapped. 
3 N 2377-Shpe. wt. 2 Ibs.. Pkg. 87c 

Mosaic Kits with multicolor porcelain tiles 

Design ashtrays, coasters, candy dishes, trivets with 

these decorative tiles imported from Japan . . tiles joined 
for easier assembly . . simplified instructions . . grout, glue 

Two brass-plated Four 34$x3&(-inch —— Brass-plated steel 
aluminum bases for coasters, 1 5x10-in. trivet. 6x10in. Makes 
ashtrays. 534x534 in. dish. Copper-plated attractive tray or 

Shpg. wt. 11b. steel Wt. 11b. 8 oz. dish. Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. - 
3 N 133..Kit $1.88 3N134..Kit $2.99 3N 136..Kit$1.88. 3 
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DECORATIVE MOSAIC 
Wall Panel Sets 

Just work by number to make colorful, 
dramatic decorations for your home 

Combine colorful stones, mosaic tiles, beads, braid and colorful glass 
into artistic designs of sparkling beauty. All materials numbered—just 
apply them with special adhesive to matching numbered areas on panels. 
All materials, full instructions and finished-hardwood frames included. 

(4) 3 N 360C— Golden Peacock (5 3 N100C—Golden Egret 
Size: 12}9x36 inches. Shipping weight each 7 pounds. ..... Each $7.99 
3 N 101C2— Set of (4) and (5) above. Shipping wt. 13 lbs.. .Set 14.79 

(60 3N287C—Game Birds (7) 3 N 191C—Golden Pheasants 
Size: 36x1214 inches. Shipping weight each 6 pounds. . 
3 N 330C2— Set of (6) and (7) above. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. 

(8) 3 N 355C-Oriental Tea Time (9) 3 N 354C-Oriental Lute Player 
Size: 24x814 inches. Shipping weight each 4 pounds Each $3.99 
3 N 102C2— Set of (8) and (9) above. Shipping wt. 7 lbs. ...Set 7.39 

(10) 3 N 235C— Sparkling Fountain; (11) 3 N 236C— Evening Lights 
Size: 9x24 inches. Shipping weight each 4 pounds. 
3 N 237C2— Set of (10) and (11) above, Shipping wt. 

(12) 3 N 362C—Hat Seller (13) 3 N 107C— Basket Seller 
Size: 1214x36 inches. Shipping weight each 7 pounds. .....Each $7.99 
3 N 108C2- Set of (12) and (13) above. Shipping wt. 13 lbs.. .Set 14.79 

(14) 3 N 104— Playful Kittens (15) 3 N 105—Siamese Kitten 
Size: 17x714 inches. Shipping weight each 1 lb. 14 oz... . .. Each $2.49 
3 N 106—Set of (14) and (15) above. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 12 oz....Set 4.49 

(16) 3 N 281— French Poodle (17) 3 N280—Dachshund 
Size: 17x7}4 inches. Shipping weight each 1 lb. 12 oz... ....Each $2.49 
3 N 334— Set of (16) and (17) above. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8oz.....Set 4.49 

(18) 3 N 350C—Siamese Cat (19) 3 N 145C—Poodle 
Size: 814x24 inches. Shipping weight each 4 pounds Each $3.99 
3 N 103C2— Set of (18) and (19) above. Shipping wt. 7 lbs,...Set 7.39 

(20) 3 N189—Pixie Girl Q1) 3 N282—Pixie Boy 
Size: 7}4x17 inches. Shipping weight each 1 Ib. 12 oz. ach $2.49 
3 N 336— Set of (20) and (21) above. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz.. ...Set 4.49 

Wood-grained Hardboard Wall Plaque Kits 

Gold-color accents. Parts precut; assemble by number. Instructions. 

(22) 3 N 121C-Mercer Raceabout; (23) 3 N 120C-Buick Roadster 
Size: 20* x1114 inches. Shipping weight each 4 pounds... .. Each $3.99 
3 N 122C2— Set of (22) and (23) above. Shipping wt. 7 Ibs.....Set 7.49 

(24) 3 N 126C—Evening Glow (25) 3 N 128C—Evening Mood 
Size: 1114x2034 inches. Shipping weight each 4 pounds.. . ,. Each $3.99 
3 N 129C2—Set of (24) and (25) above. Shipping wt. 7 Ibs..Set 7.49 

(26) 3 N 123C— Proud Mare (27) 3 N 124C— Mare's Pride 
Size: 1114x2034 inches. Shipping weight each 4 pounds. . . . Each $3.99 
3 N 125C2—Set of (26) and (27) above. Shipping wt. 7 Ibs..Set 7.49 

Golden Scrolls Paint-by-number Set 

On gold-color moiré fabric, with simulated jewels. Frames, instr. 

(28) 3 N 345-Oriental Teahouse (29) 3 N 344-Mountain Vista 

Size: 15x36 inches. Shipping weight each 1 pound ..Each $2.99 
3 N 346—Set of (28) and (29) above. Shipping wt. 2 ..Set 5.79 

Velvet Picturesque Wall Panel Kits 

An exquisite decoration that can look expensively custom made. Colored 
glass, stones, sequins, braid on black velour. Hardwood frames hand- 
finished in antiqued gold color. Panels, parts numbered. Hangers, instr. 

(30) 3 N 111— Prize Poodle. Size: 1334x193 in. Wt. 4Ibs...... $3.99 
(31) 3 N 115— Tragedy Mask (32) 3 N 114—Comedy Mask 
Size: 1334x1934 inches. Shipping wt. ea. 3 lbs. 8 oz... . Each $3.99 
3 N 116—Set of (31) and (32) above. Shipping wt. 7 lbs.....Set 7.39 
(33) 3 N 112— Proud Peacock. Size: 20x26% in. Shpg. wt. 6lbs. 7.99 
(34) 3 N 109— Pagoda. Size: 2614x20 in. Shpg. wt. 6lbs........ .99 



.. dashed with color, surprise shapes, excitement, too 

The Last Straw $32 

. . be careful or you'll—oops— 

break the camel's back 

So many colorful wood straws in so many different 
sizes you just can't tell which one will finally break the 
old camel's back. Break-away plastic camel will sud 
denly collapse in the middle and send straws flying and 
whoever added that last straw loses. Any number, any 
age. Why not pick up the phone and order it? 
49 N 277— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz $2.32 

Thing Ding 3499 

Colorful, clackety, bell-ringing cranking machine turns 
out parts for 2 to 4 players to assemble into 6-piece 
“things.” Parts and colors needed are determined by 
each player's “thing” plan board. 36 plastic snap- 
together pieces. Winner is first to complete “thing.” 
Ages 6 and up. 
49 N 385— Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. $4.99 

Flipper Flips $949 
2 to 4 Flipper fans guide their skin divers on a dangerous 
search for sunken treasure. When trouble comes, so must 
Flipper so search can continue. Flipper markers and shooters 
bring him to the divers and race is on. Ages 4-10. 
49 N 378—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. ..... $2.49 

Tinna seai by cddimacdwiedlciadcM oak 

Sears offers this 
build 'em, race 'em 

Cootie House $)99 
All 6 of your Cootie’s legs in place? Then you're finally 
ready to join in the race around the 28x28-in. vinyl 
play mat. Up to 8 players can build cooties then start 
them on this crazy journey from Cootie Patch to 
Cootie House. Color-coded spinner used for building 
and racing. 104 plastic Cootie parts in all. For all ages. 
49 N 274— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . .$2.99 

up all the gathered vegetables 

Spin dial to fill your garden with plastic 
corn, cabbage, carrots. But beware of the 
greedy pig. Features Sears exclusive 28x28- 
inch vinyl play mat. For 2 to 4 junior green 
thumbs, ages 3 to 10. 

49 N 263— Shipping wt. 11b. 4oz.. .$2.77 

Nibbles N' Bites $32 
Cast off with magnetic poles and pull in pike or bass. 
Dogfish catch is a penalty. Biggest catch (highest 
score) wins. 2 poles, 13x13-inch pond, timer. Plastic 
2 to 4 fishermen, 5 to 9 years. 

Noah's Ark s[85 
Spinner helps you get 10 animals 
into cardboard Ark. 40 animals. For 
2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 10. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz 

49 N 303—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. 2.32 49 N 113. $1.85 567 



For your wonderful world 
of make-believe! 

The special little lady of your house will love to entertain in this 4-room colonial home. She can play 
with it in her own room, or fold it up and take it anywhere. 

Living room, dining room, bedroom and music room contain their own perfectly scaled furnishings 
cessories. Tables, chairs, lamps, even a graceful grand piano (shown separately above so you 

can see its intricate details). More than 20 plastic pieces. Dolls not included, but she can complete 
the home with doll family below. House folds into 21x8x18-inch case. Sturdy vinyl house and patio. 
Partly assembled. Furniture from Japan. 
79 N 1403L—Shipping weight 8 pounds... ..... ccce $9.99 

A 

All Steel Kitchen Set 
r^ 3 table-top appliances 

-< Y ~ complete with apron and 
Na 4 other cooking accessories 

Realistic Doll Family with 
plastic, bendable bodies 

$ 189 

Bend and turn ‘em, twist and pose ‘em .. 
this family of 5 will stay in almost any 
position. Baby, Sis, Junior, Mom and Dad 
range from 2\4 to 5 inches tall. Perfectly 

Your dolls will love this fashion-right kitchen set . . all three pieces are 
decorator styled in avocado green with coppertone trim. 11-inch stove has 
raised "pretend" burner, see-through oven door with sliding broiler tray 
plus pots and pans. Sink is also 11 inches high, has turn-on faucet for 

scaled for doll house above. All dressed real water. 15-inch refrigerator with 3 inside shelves for “food” storage. 
in cotton. From Hong Kong. Also includes sponge, plastic “food” and miniature food boxes. 
49 N 1404—Shpg. wt. 4 02.....$1.89 79 N 1028L—Shipping weight 7 pounds i E. $7.22 rc Sears 569 
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Welcome to the land of 

RAGGEDY ANN and ANDY 

Raggedy Ann. A favorite forever, always 
loving, loyal and true. She keeps her 

friendly smile even when it rains. This good 
natured rag doll is all dressed up in print 
dress, crisp white apron 
hair, shiny button eyes. 
49N3580—15 in. toll. Wt. 1 Ib. 

49 N 3583—20 in. toll. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz 

Tousled red yarn 

$2.97 
4.97 

Roggedy Andy 
blue cotton trousers with snappy white 

buttons. Red, white checkered shirt. Jaunty 
sailor cap perches on his head 
49N3592—15 in. tall. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 3603—20 in. tall. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz 

Big-hearted Andy wears 

$2.97 
4.97 

Musical Ann or Andy—each 15 inches tall 
Same charmers as described above but with 
imported music box to make sleepytime more 
snuggly. playtime more fun . . just wind key 
49 N 3629—Ann. Wt. 1 Ib. 3 02..... $4.97 
49 N 3630—Andy. Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. 4.97 

Caton page scans by eieisiiasniselediwicaloon 

STUFFED 
DOLLS 

Raggedy Ann Pajama-bag Doll. She zips 
up the back to hold your pajamas while 

she naps on your bed. Comes with her own 
storybook so you can read about her adven. 

Shoe-button eyes look bright. Red 
yarn hair loops and loops. She's dressed in 
print dress with crisp white apron. 28 inches 

tures. 

tall. Loop for hanging her up 
49 N 3620—Shpg. wt. 14 oz $4.97 

Umbrella with secret compartment that 
holds polka-dot plastic rainhat. Umbrella 

is made of waterproof vinyl. opens to 24 
inches in diameter. Steel shaft has protective 
plastic tip. Push-button close 
49 N 1449—Shpg. wt. 13 oz $1.57 

Tote Bog. Raggedy Ann makes a bright 
carry-all or curler bag. Her pert face has 

bright button eyes and her usual charming 
smile. Yarn hair frames her face. 12 in. high 
49 N 1455—Shpg. wt. 14 oz $3.99 

15 inches tall, soft cloth body 
cowlick 
49 N 3072— Shipping weight 1 pound 3 ounces 

Meet Dennis and 

his friends 
They look innocent 

. . but you can bet 

they're up to 
mischief and fun! 

Sold only at Sears 

Rutt $497 
Ruff's a good sport, and proof that a boy's best friend is his 
dog. H à very cuddly 13 inches high with soft, long plush 

hair and a droopy red felt tongue 
49 N 30721 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz $4.97 

Dennis the Menace 3397 

This pint-sized promoter has schemes galore. You can't help 
but love him. He'l are adventures, and be a cheerful pal 

molded vinyl head and hair with 
sticking up. Removable shirt and pants. 

$3.97 

Margaret 3397 

She looks and acts prim and proper, but she 
15 inches tall with a soft cloth body 

oft and cuddly 
as can be soft vinyl 

head. Her pert little dress is removable. 
49 N 3073—Shipping weight 13 ounces $3.97 

|] 585 Ao [ 



All-aluminum Cook and $499 
Bake Set by Mirro 

"This 20-piece set will really set your kitchen hum- 
ming. You plan the menu, invite your friends and 
then prepare a wonderful variety of dishes. Includes 
roasting pan, frying pan, two sauce pans, mixing 
bowl. Also pie tin, muffin tin, cake pan, loaf pan, an- 
gel food cake pan, cookie sheet and cookie cutters, 
measuring cups, mixing utensils, 

All-in-One 
Kitchen 

RANGE has 4 simulated 
"glowing burners" 

OVEN has2 compartments, 
see-through window 

REFRIGERATOR has two 
giant storage compartments 

SINK CABINET has pump 
that recirculates water from 
drain to faucet 

TOP CABINET gives you 49 C 10166—Shipping weight 14 ounces. . . .Set $1.99 
lots of extra storage space . 

Deluxe Sink Set aj [a 
makes dishwashing easy 

Tidy cooks and would-be homemakers know how 
much they need everything in this set . . the best tea 
parties end with a spotless kitchen. Cheery apron 
makes you look super efficient while you work. Set in- 
cludes dishpan, drainer, soap boxes, soap dish, funnel, 
measuring cup plus lots more. Scaled to fit play 
kitchens. So easy to buy when you just use the phone. 

Shipping weight 14 ounces. 
49 € 10167 Set $1.79 

10-plece 

Deluxe 

Ironing Set 
Includes electric 
ironthat really works 
and a 30-inch long 
padded  ironing 
board that adjusts 
to 4 positions 

Battery-powered 
Vacuum Cleaner 

Rugged fan 
motor really 
picks up dirt 

pkg. below. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49C 1301............ $4.99 

“D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 C 46606...... Pkg. $1.19 

$449 

ut" 

Ironing Board Set 
with toy iron 

Friction motor 
Vacuum Cleaner 

4 You can help Mother on ironing day and 

—ÓÓ— 

Just push 25-in. high learn how from her . . keep your doll ded Beginner's set has sturdy clothes looking fresh. Steel ironing board 
friction motor pulls in dirt . . steel board with perforated comes in avocado green enamel finish. Bright 
lifelike humming sound as top . . bright yellow enamel printed cover with ironing pad resists wear goes. Plastic dustbag . . zip- finish is always cheery. 27 and tear. Clothespins included. 10-watt iron per makes it easy to empty. inches long. Turquoise color 

non-electric iron looks just 
like Mom's. Ironing pad, iron- 
ing board cover, clothespins. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds. 
79 C 1076C. ........ Set $4.49 

has green plastic handle, gold-color plated 
base, simulated heat control buttons. UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
79 C 1077C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. Set $7.49 
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LL. 
' You search for 12 ghastly ghosties 

among bats, snakes and bones 

Find Kelly, son of the Green Ghost. Search at night, if you dare— 
the game board glows. The Green Ghost spins, directs your moves, 
makes scary sounds. When all 12 of the little ghosts are found, he 
points to hís son. For 2 to 4 ghost hunters, ages 7 to adult. 
79 N 196C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

There's a Goat 
(^, on the Roof 

HEY PA! 

Fences, haystacks, even henhouses can't stop these 
goats from leaping. Over they jump! Each is eager to 
earn tasty tin cans or land on barn roof. Ages 8 to adult. 
79 N 239C —Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.. 

568 [Sears] «wc 
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Flip a marble into the tiger's mouth 
to keep him írom "lowering the 
boom." Build a raft, capture the 
flag, and win your escape. For 
castaways of all ages. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N 244C. ...... 

Mousetrap Game $544 
Build the trap . . catch the mouse 

The craziest contraption that ever caught 
a mouse! Throw the dice, circle the board, 
land on white and add a piece to the trap. 
Then try for a chance to turn the crank, 
watch it work. 2 to 4 players, ages 5 and up. 
79 N 293C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs........ $5.44 

Tiger Island s577 à 
Can you feed the hungry 

tiger before he clobbers you? 

($5.77 

Srakes Aline! 
You want those oriental “rubies!” 
But you must poke your finger in 

the snake basket! Will the snake 

jump out at you? Must you take 

all those baby snakes instead of 

the“rubies” you're seeking? 

PLAY and FIND OUT 

$399 

The richest player wins, so you want lots 
of “rubies.” But a sly snake guards the 
treasure. If he pops out of his basket when 
you put your finger in, you know you've been 
"bitten" and must take snakes instead of 
rubies. For 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 243— Shipping weight 3 lbs.. ... $3.99 

Flea Circus 359 
Mad magnetic fleas do 10 acts 
that display skill and daring 

These fleas can hop on a tightrope, 
ride a unicycle, perform trapeze acts, 
do other stunts. Extra points awarded 

1to4 forfast-moving fleas. Each player per- 
forms hilarious grand finale. Ages 6-12. 

Shipping t 3 pounds. 
79 N253C. Feet $5.99 

Silly Safari $539 
Catch wild animals with a 3-D trap 

Escape from the stockade, find your way 
through an exotic jungle full of crazy 
characters—Geraldine Giraffe, Cockeyed 
Crocodile, Charley Chimp in the Kookie 
Nut Tree, Goofy Bird. For 2 to 4 hunters. 
79 N 401C—Shipping weight 5 Ibs..$5.39 ES 



Bobbin-type Sewing Machine 
Sews lock-stitch s] 4° without 
that won't ravel battenes. 

Sturdy die-cast aluminum head . . sews 
with steady battery power, And the 
stitches you make won't pull out easily 
Features an adjustable stitch regulator 
and bobbin winder. Plastic storage case, 
metal base. 9/4x8 in. high. With extra 
needles. From Japan. Uses 3 "D" bat- 
teries; order 2 pkgs. below. 
49 N 1261-Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 807.$14.99 

Alkaline “D” Batteries. Package of 2. 
49N4653-Shpg. wt. 10 oz. Pkg. $1.39 

570 Sears Gre 
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"Sew-Bíg" Outfit 
Seat is storage hassock. 

sew-table converts to desk " 9?» 
Everything your child will need for 
junior sewing projects . . patterns, 
appliques, thread, needles, thimbles, 
buttons, sew guide, ruler, tape meas- 
ure, scissors and instruction book. 

Hand-operated chain-stitch ma- 
chine is die-cast metal, 7 in. long. 
Plastic sew-table . . platform folds 
under to form desk. Hassock 13 in. 
high . . sturdy plastic with remov- 
able seat top. 
79 N 1395C—Wt. 12 Ibs....$9.99 

Whip up a seam ín a wink! 
Whiz through dolly's darníng! 

Even mend and sew your own 

clothes with this lively machine 
that makes sewing really fun 

The Sister 

Flectric Portable 

mas $1977 
Foot pedal and hand-operated control 
Portable machine weighs just 7% Ibs. 

Sturdy plastic case . . snap-on cover 
Aluminum head, heavy-duty motor 

The little seamstress will whip up the latest 
fashions on this chain-stitching portable. 

It’s an easy-to-handle 11x9 in. high and 
has a built-in light, knob-adjusted thread 
tension, storage drawer and cover with han- 
dle for toting or storing. 

The Sister has a seam guide for straight 
sewing, pincushion, extra needles, threader 
and instructions. Long, 6-foot cord. UL 
listed for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. From Japan. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 1201—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs. 8 oz. .$19.77 

Five Extra Needles. Sister portable only. 
49 N 1225—Shpg. wt. 2oz...... Pkg. 39¢ 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

You can order toys on 
pages 433 to 609 

until August 1, 1968 

2 

Hand-operated Sewing Machines 

Beginner's Chain-stitch Machine s449 

] Features finger-guarding presser foot, adjust- 
able thread tension. Die-cast steel head, 8x5x6 

in. high . . clamps to any table top. Uses standard 
rotary needles No. 24x1. Needles, thread, instructions. 
49 N 1250—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz.. ...$4.49 

Advanced Chain-stitch Machine :6?7 

Extension table holds fabric. Hardwood base 
has storage drawer. Die-cast steel head and fin- 

ger-guarding presser foot. 12x5x7 in. high . . clamps 
to any table top. Needles, thread and instructions 
included. Uses standard rotary needles No. 24x1. 
49 N 1221—Shipping wt. 2 lbs.8oz....... $6.97 

NOTE: Machines (1) and(2) are from West Germany 



“BABY “PRECIOUS 
A winsome heart-stealer 

just waiting to be cuddled 

( 1 and 2 ) So soft and caressable. Vinyl legs, arms and 
head. Her rooted hair is caught with a bright bow. Bright 
eyes really close. She stands 17 inches tall. Shipping weight 
2 pounds 2 ounces. 

J All dressed up in a Q She wears a gossamer- 
perky checked play- sheer nylon dress with 

dress with lace-trimmed ribbon and lace trim. Comes 
pinafore and booties with cozy, warm booties. 
49 N 30216. .....$4.99 49 N 30215.. $4.99 

f Either Doll 

5 New arrival has white rooted hair that's 
swirled into a top curl. Tilt her and she'll 

call out for mama and papa. Soft body . . 
chubby vinyl arms and legs. 20 inches tall. 
Wears a long, frilly pleated christening dress. 
Pillow, panties, booties. 
79 N 30219C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs..,.... $8.99 

Baby rests in a quilted sleeping bag 
that opens into a blanket 

6 She cries out softly to be cradled in your 
arms. Soft, blonde rooted hair; vinyl body, 

arms and legs filled with virgin kapok. Go-to- 
sleep eyes, 16 inches tall, Wears white pajamas 
and carries her own teddy bear, Unzip the 
quilted sleeping bag for a coverlet, 
49 N 30213—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 10 oz,..$8.99 

Soft, cozy 3-piece 
bunting set. Lace- 

trimmed sacque, panties, 
and jacket with hood. 

Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 30217.....$2.19 

4 Luxurious fleece coat 
with lace-trimmed 

collar and bonnet. 
Shipping wt. 10 oz. 

49 N 30218..... $2.19 

Vinyl- 

| covered 

* ~ Trunk 

Foi time F R 
r Playti : hs | T | Keeps doll 

Perky 2-pc. playsuit; dress and coat with bonnets. For Sleepytim v e) and her 

pa i l e lot: 
49 N 30224—For 10-11 in. dolls. Wt, 11 oz, $3.99 Sassi Tu oe duc Seat M iud 3 Cer 

49 N 30225 For 12-13 in, dolls. Wt, 12 oz... 3.99 : esa Lace pleyosi 
diaper set with matching bonnets, 

49 N 30226—For 14-15 in. dolls. Wt. 13 oz... 3.99 49 30231-- For 10-113n- We M 0.63.99. 
49 N 30227— For 16-17 in. dolls. Wt. 15 oz.... 4.99 ke P eee Sturdy wood frame, plastic handle. Hang- 

" 49 N 30232— For 12-13 in. Wt. 12 oz. 3.99 i i sa 
49 N 30228—For 18-19 in. dolls. Wt. 1 Ib.... 4.99 SF coos Sune tse Weds oo 8.99 ers included. 16x9x8 inches. 1 drawer. 

49 N 30229— For 20-21 in. dolls. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 4.99 pepe ret ter gases 49 N 92047—Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz.. ...$4.99 

ais 49 N 30235— For 18-19 in. Wt. 11b.. 4.99 Same as above but 2 drawers, 20x10x9 in. 

586 [Sears ] 5: 49 N 30236-For20-21 in. Wt. 1b. Loz. 4.99 79 N 92048C— Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs... .$5.99 
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CRAFIS FOR GIRLS 
Makes creativity child's play 

Only Sears offers a set so complete 
you can fashion lovely necklaces, 
bracelets, rings . . even a handbag. 

Heating unit included 
Mod Bedroom, Desk Accessories 

. 5 easy-to-put-together projects 

Build your own room accessories . . tissue holder, 
letter rack, pencil holder, waste basket and 
memo holder. In yellow, orange, pink and white 
floral print. Die-cut chipboard and pre-cut wood. 
parts, vinyl covering, adhesive, nails, instr. 
49 C 13014—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. Set $3.99 

1 Rings "n Bags "n Things. Design and make beauti- 
ful accessories you'll be proud to wear or give as 

gifts. There's everything you need to create pins, belts, 
rings, handbag and more. Just pour the Super- 
plastic™ into the sunflower or butterfly molds, place 
mold in heating unit, remove and attach to settings. 
Set also includes four 4-oz. bottles of Superplastic, 
oscillators, safety pin, mixing stick. 

934x7x3%4 in. metal heating unit; UL listed 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 € 13021—Shipping weight 6 Ibs... ... .Set $14.99 

2 Pearl Mold Kit. Use with heating unit above to 
create beautiful imitation pearl jewelry. Includes 

pearl mold, settings, crystal-look mock jewels, three 
4-oz. Superplastic bottles, cement, thread. 

3 Dome Mold Kit. Use with heating unit above to 
make designs for jewelry or bags. Includes mold, 

settings and three 4-oz. bottles Superplastic. 
49 € 13026—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz... Kit $4.79 

Extra Superplastic. Four 4-oz. bottles. 
49 C 13028— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 9 oz.. . Pkg. $3.49 

Sew up some funny Pillows 

Decorate your room with Walt Walrus and Elly 
Elephant . . they're even fun to make. Includes 
full size patterns, needle, thread, cotton fabric, 
solid foam rubber padding. 11x12x114 in. each. 
49 C 13017—Shpg. wt. 9 oz... .. Set $3.99 

Í 
[st -— _ e [T i A 

Yarn Art Picture .. 
follow the numbers 

Paint by Number 
2 great paintings 

A lovely addition 
your 

dresser or desk.. 
and so 

easy to assemble 

SEARS 
EXCLUSIVE 

Leather Lacing 

6 © Stick-craft 

As convenient as it is 
beautiful. The detach- 
able pink jewelry box 
holds your treasures 
while the sturdy lamp 
with colorful pink flor- 
al print shade deco- 

Mosaic Tile Tray Faget n Charms 

Treasure Chest of Crafts 

6 different 
kinds of projects 

Here's a craft set that's as varied as a little 
girl's mood. One day you can paint a picture, 

Make beautiful Paper Flowers 
.. up to 11 inches across 

simple to assemble. 
Plastic; 133 in. high. 
Mer enda: Giant mums, roses and zinnias burst into 
ene: bloom; combine them for a brilliant the next you can make a bracelet, build a ps nim way—order multi-colored bouquet. Includes tissue, stick-craft pencil holder or lace a bookmark, 

purse and comb case. Enough beads and 
charms for bracelets, rings and more. 
49 € 13051—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz......... Set $3.99 

stems, cement and step-by-step instruc- 
tions. Vase not included. 
49 C 13018—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. ..Set $2.99 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49C13011—Kit $5.99 

Gutalod pens Scan by hinaa Dod 



Talk about value! 
This Electric Phonograph plays 

Slip record in . . it plays instantly 

Playskool MAGIC PHONO 
Plays anywhere . . it's battery powered 

$1977 eut 
So easy to operate that even a preschooler can play it alone. All he 
has to do is slip record in and it starts to play. When through it 
shuts off automatically. Simple, isn't it? Speed and volume control 
hidden so that just parents can change them. It's a fine sounding 
machine that boasts a transistorized circuit. "Tough plastic case 
measures 10x8x5 inches. 45 RPM record included. Takes 7-inch 333$ 
or 45 RPM records. Order 6 “D” batteries. 
49 N 4490— Shipping weight 5 pounds 10 ounces $19.77 
49 N 4660-—"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

A delightful Record Set for Magic Phono 
Here are 26 nursery rhymes on five 45 RPM records. 
Your little one will thrill to t 
collection of songs. “Twinkle, 
will catch his fancy as will: a 
“London Bridge,” “Rock-A-Bye Baby,” and more. 

4-speed Phonograph 
with metal stand plus 
6 hit records and rack 

All for 
only $1899 

Electronic phonograph with 
front mounted speaker. Dial 
O-Matic speed selector and 

vy-duty ampli High- 
gain crystal pickup, wide- 
range volume, tone control for 

Enjoy your favorite music whatever the record speed . . Di 
speed selector moves smoothly to all 4 speeds and a neutral position to best sound. Flip cartrid, 

prevent scratches when changing records. High-gain crystal pickup and dual, permanent-type syn- 

permanent-type synthetic sapphire needle pickup tones from faint treble thetic sapphire needles. Scuff- 

to rumbling ba r-pleasing clarity. Heavy-duty amplifier fea- resistant pyroxylin-coated case. 
ntifically 13x11x7 in. high. 24-place 

i record rack. Stand is shipped 
unassembled 

. $15.99 79N656C-Wt. 14 Ibs. $18.99 

tures wide-range volume control. Precision tone arm 
balanced to assure gentle treatment to your records. 13x12x6 inch scuff- 
resistant ca: n-coated to shrug off wear- 
49 N 650C ing weight 8 pounds . 

2-speed electric 

Acoustical Portable 

$1099 

Plays all 45 and 78 RPM 
records up to 12 inches, Turn: 
table tures a pop-up adap. 
ter disc for your 45's. Dial-O- 
Matic speed selector. Loud 
and soft needles control sound. 
Five 45 and 78 RPM records 
and a 24-place record rack in- 
cluded. 13x11x6 inches high. 

Shipping weight 8 pounds, 
49 N 652...........$10.99 

Mickey Mouse Aci 
Electric Phonograph 

$899 

Plays 78 RPM records up to 
12 inches. Loud and soft need 
les give volume control. Inte 
gral tone chamber for a clear 
sound. Tone arm locks into 
cup for traveling. Scuff-resist- 
int pyroxylin-coated case 
11x11x6 in. You also get 10 

records and a 24-place rack 
49 N 651— Wt. 6 Ibs..$8.99 

Sears continues to bring you the savings NOTE: All phonographs except 
resulting from applicable Manufac- 19 N 4490, UL listed for 110-120 

574 SEARS ræ turers’ Federal Excise Tax reductions volt, 60 cycle AC 
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Are you a winner or a 

BIRD BRAIN? $379 
^ cagey card game. Spin the select-o-wheel on the 
9x9-inch plastic tray. Players flip their little bird's 
tail to find where to start. Then discard franticall; 
A reverse card changes discarding sequence. If y 
top a Bird-Brain card, you become a Bird-Brain 
yourself, Play all your number cards to win. With 
60 cards. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. Why 
not pick up your phone and order it? 

49 N 234—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. $3.79 

Pump! Pump! 

Who'll make 
the balloon 

Pump up your score by pumping 
without making it Ka-Boom. You put one of the 

y colored balloons on Ka-Boom machine 
number from 1 to 10. . and start pumping. 

Look out! It could explode at any second. Will you 
win or Ka-Boom! For 2-6 players, ages 5-12 
49 N 245—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz $3.85 

Got a pair or should you bluff? 
HANDS DOWN .. last one loses 

Pick a card . . match a pair. Quick! Hit the 
“hand”! Last hand down loses a card. High 
score in points on matched pairs wins this 
slap-happy game, but watch out if joker's on 
you. For 3 to 4 players, ages 7 to adult. 
49 N 6507—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... . $3.89 

Citai Dade scans by iieisiiasnrsetediwical Gon 

Ball Toss. . 
Sears Exclusive 

$99 

Ready, aim, toss the 

ball in this saucy 
sailor's hat. He rolls 
his left eye as you 

watch the score count up 

Try your luck . . improve your 
aim. Hit the hat, and ball rolls 
out on “deck” . . set to toss 
again. About 19 in. high, 11 in. 
long. 4 balls. For ages 4 to adult. 
49 N 199—Wt. 2 lbs....$2.99 

Funny patient needs an 

OPERATION 

3389 

Do you have the steady hand 
and keen eye of a great surgeon? 
Test your skills as you doctor 
this zany patient. Use electro- 
probe to remove anatomy parts. 
If your hand slips, his big red 
nose lights up and a buzzer 
sounds. This clinic can employ 1 
or more doctors, ages 6 to 14. 
Order 2 “D” batteries page 482. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. 
49N412 .........-..- $3.89 

past Whack 
the stack 

but don’t topple it 

A real “knockout” game, Bash 
the funny man with a hammer 
.. add up points as you strike 
out sections. Score grows as he 

gets shorter. But be careful! 

If he falls over, the game ends, 
For 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 
12. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
49 N 197 Ier $2.33 

Play catch . . but get rid of 

Time Bomb before it BANGS 

Tick, tick, tick don't stop to count the 

seconds! Toss the ticking time bomb before 
it goes “bang!”—or you'll be eliminated from 
the game. You move quickly . . and so does 
everyone else. This fast-moving game is ex- 
citing for large or small groups of all ages 
49 N 206—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $2.69 

sxuc | Sears} 569 



Knít a row a second 

s999 

* Simply slide carriage back and forth 
* 28 needles automatically knit to 9 in. width 
* Knit to any length you wish 

Automatic Knitting 
Machine Set 

Whip up your own scarves, mittens, bags, doll 
clothes. Sears adds an extra yarn kit to knit a 
sleeveless sweater. Combine 9-inch panels for 
any width you need. 

Set includes automatic knitting machine, 10 
spools of yarn in red, white, yellow and blue, 
threading hook, plastic stitchers, pattern forms, 
finishing tapes, instructions and illustrated 
fashion book. Plastic, 23x9x5 inches high. 
79 N 1264C Shpg. wt. 4lbs........ Set $9.99 

GEE....MORE 
STUFF FOR GIRLS! 

For Wishniks, Heidi, PeeWee, Kiddles 

and other 24-inch. 
3%-inch and 5 %-inch dolls 

1 You'll have the best-dressed little dolls in 
town and you can save money too by 

— Ready-to-sew Wardrobes for dolls 
. . 8 complete outfits ín each set 

Your choice s944 each set 

For Barbie, Francie and 
all your 11% -inch high 

fashion dolls 

This 72-pc. set includes 
clothes hangers, accessor- 

sewing all their clothes yourself. 
61-pc. set incl. belt, purse, hat, thread, 

needle, hangers, instructions and material to to 
make dresses, slacks, coats, pajamas. Dolls 
sold on pages 598 to 600. Wt. 5 oz. 

ies, shoes, belt, purse. 
Instructions tell you how 
sew precut pieces into 

dresses, jumper, skirt, blouse, 
suit and nighty . . eight com- 

49 N 1419—2'4.inch Set. e $244 plete garments to sew. Doll 
49 N 1494—314-inch Set. 244 not included. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 1495——514-inch Set. 244 49 N 1493. Set $2.44 

E-Z Weaver Loom 

5 
Operates just like a regu- 
lar-sized loom. Compo- 
nents include: shuttle, 
harness, warp strings and 
spacing wires, 

Create your own fabrics 
and designs. . make them 
simple or intricate for 
purses, hats, scarves, 
blankets and many more. 

Set includes 66 yards of 
yarn and complete in- 
structions. Plastic. 19x 
13x13 in. high. 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
79 N 1372L. .Set $4.99 

Sewing Basket s999 

Knitting Jenny 

"28 
Even a six-year-old can 
make beautiful “Itali- 
an-knit" scarves, hats, 
doll clothes and more. 

Easy-to-use knitter 
makes row after row of 
even stitches , . just lift 
yarn over double row 
of pegs. 

Set includes needle, 
100 yards of yarn, in- 
structions. Plastic. 12x 
4% inches high, Buy it 
the easy way—order by 
phone. Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz. 
49N1489...Set $2.77 

Weaving and 
Knitting Set 

$ 199 Embroidery and Applique Set s199 

Cutsiod pace scans by diaa mledi con 

Hand-woven, satin lined. Has 
plastic tray, needles, thread, 
pin cushion, tape measure, 
thimble, threader. About 10x5 
in. high. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz. 
NT223 oak Wes teas Ve 2.99 

Plastic weaving loom and knit- 
ting spool to make pot holders, 
place mats, scarves. Includes 
nylon loops, wool yarn, needles 
and looper 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 1235......... Set $1.99 

You get 7 show towels, 3 of them printed and. 
ready to be embroidered, 4 felt appliques, hoop, 
22 vards of thread, needle, threader, instruc- 
tions. Towels from Japan. 
49 N 1241— Wt. 1 lb. 4 0z......... Set $1.99 

rcexmo: Sears 571 



Laugh along with 
Baby Giggles 

3 This curlyhead just chuckles 
with glee when you move her left 

arm up and down. She moves her 
head from side to side, rolls her eyes 

. and giggles merrily. All vinyl with 
rooted saran curls, Wears a sporty 

- play outfit with matching panties 
and vinyl sandals. 15 inches tall. 

Darling Baby Boy with 
a take-me-home smile 

A little boy for your doll family 
« «a brother to love and care for. 

Has pale blonde rooted hair and 
long-lashed, go-to-sleep eyes. Joint- 
ed vinyl body, 17 in. tall. Two baby 
teeth show through his grin. Wears 
a 2-piece suit and soft kid booties. 
Imported from Italy. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49N30109............... $9.99 

Cuddly charmer drinks and 
wets like a real baby 

4 She looks so sweet in her lace- 
trimmed percale dress you'll want 

to take her everywhere. Bright eyes 
peep out from under her frilly 
bonnet, and close when you tilt her. 
Rooted hair. Vinyl body, completely 
washable and fully jointed. 12 in. 
tall. She carries a polyethylene 
ni bottle. 
49 N 30239—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.99 

$999 

gE 

Susan loves drinking her bottle 
while she rides in her stroller 

i 
Susan is a drink and wet doll who likes to 
go for a stroll . . and you'll love taking her. 
You can push her in a sturdy molded plastic 
stroller . . has a row of colorful play beads. 
Wears a knit outfit with matching cap. Curly 
rooted hair, open and close eyes. Soft, 
vinyl body, 16 inches tall. She's carrying her 
bottle, waiting to be fed. 
49 N 3110-Shipping weight 3 Ibs. Set $5.99 

iah base scane by caidas nisdlochaicel conr 

DY-DEE :BABY 
A bundle of softness that coos 

with delight when you snuggle her 
. . drinks and wets, too 

$599 

Enchanting Dy-Dee Baby is wrapped in a cozy, soft 
bunting and sacque. Bunting and hood are trimmed 
daintily with pink shell stitching. Her sparkling 
blue eyes look up at you lovingly. She has a fully 
jointed, all vinyl body with molded light brown 
hair. Drinks from her own bottle. 14 inches tall, 
just the right size to cuddle. 

49 N 30237—Shipping weight 1 lb. 5 02,...$5.99 

AND INTRODUCING the adorable 
Dy-Dee Bunting Twins 

This darling pair drink, wet, and coo. 
Bunting bag has shell-stitch trim. Match- 
ing jackets and hoods over flannel robes 

__and diapers. 14 in. tall, fully jointed all 
vinyl. Molded hair. Bottles included. 

BE 'N30199—Shpzg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. $9.99 
Iu 



TRAVEL TIME 
FAVORITES 

3-piece Luggage Set 
of simulated leather- 
grained sponge vinyl 

in fashionable avocado 

with this elegant matching Open the 16%-inch 
set. Sturdy steel frames, vanity case 
molded plastic handles, zip- for a handy mirror 
pers with lock and key. Full 
width outside zipper pocket; 

49C14016....... Set $11.99 

2-piece vinyl Luggage Set Pretty pink flowers 
with a mod, mod look decorate this 2-piece vinyl 

2k 362 Vanity and Tote Bag Set 
and matching suitcase make Bright fashion-tuned luggage to delight any junior For little girls who love flowers and pretty things, here's one 
up this popular 3-piece set. miss. Raspberry geometric pattern; vinyl covering of the loveliest luggage sets in town. Colorful flowers bloom on 
Lime green sides, front and over wood frames, Nickel-plated trim . . plastic the vinyl covers. Plastic handles make carrying easy. Molded 
back are black and white handles. Metal closures. Measures 12x5x10M in. side panels, easy action nickel-plated lock on 16*4-inch vanity. 
checked with flowers; vinyl. high and 14x5}4x1244 in. high. Use your phone if 12}4-in. long teardrop design tote bag. 
14, 13 and 844 in. Wt. 2 Ibs. you want to order it the easiest way of all. Shipping weight 4 pounds 8 ounces. 
79 C 14018C........ Set $3.99 49 C 1450—Shipping weight 5 pounds. . . . Set $6.99 49 € 14015... 

Shoulder Purse 

d Open your purse and hear 
a tune. Modern shoulder 

purse design, covered in em- 
bossed white simulated leath- 
er with a multi-colored floral 
trim. A colorful applique 
decorates the corner. Wood 
construction with a rayon 
satin lining. 

Brass-finished lock and 
chain. Measures 214x4x7 in. 
long. Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 
49 C 1379 -..$3.99 

Stationery Chest with Doll 
Cute little Bendee doll sits 
atop this pretty 2-drawer 
chest. 10 envelopes and 20 
sheets of matching station- 
ery included. Chest is heavy 
chipboard, covered in em- 
bossed white simulated 
leather. Multi-color floral 

Jewelry Boxes with twirling Ballerinas and Bendee Dolls 
( 2 and 3 ) Teen dolls on top bend into almost any position . . snap to top of boxes. 
Open, hear tune while ballerina turns. Wood boxes covered in embossed white simu- 
lated leather, floral trim. Brass-finished snap locks. Rayon satin lined. Japan. 

2 Roomy jewelry box measures 314x 3 Large deluxe jewelry box is 5x314x9 in. 
434x6 inches long. Mirror. long. Mirror. 4 compartments. 

- 49 C 1378— Shipping wt.1302...$2.99 — 49€ 1375—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz.. . .$4.99 From Japan. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
...92.69 m 571 
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You're in the 

swingin’ generation 

with Sears own 

Fully Transistorized 4 
Record Player 

Leather-look plastic case 

goes everywhere in style 

$1966 

Electronic amplifier and top-mounted speaker 
fill the room with lively music. Tone control and 
volume control let you tune in the sound you like 
best. Dual, permanent-type synthetic sapphire. 
needle and high-gain crystal pickup to give you 
the truest tones, Tone arm balanced and turn- 
table rubber cushioned to assure "kid-glove" 
treatment for all your 16, 3344, 45 and 78 RPM. 
records, Super-silent motor. Break-resistant poly- 
propylene case 14x13x7 inches. 
49 N 680—Shpz. wt, 7 Ibs, 10 oz... ..... $19.66 

plus 5 Hit Records . . 

all big names, all teen favorites 
Wow! Wait till you hear these 45 RPM discs cut by Herman's Hermits, 
Dion, The Beatles, Gene Pitney and ‘The Four Seasons . . all included 
with above phonograph. 

NOTE: Both phonographs on this page UL listed 
for 110-120 volts, 60 cycle AC, / 

=u b s 

THE BEATLES j GENE PITNEY 

DION 

Instant play . ; no warm-up needed . . 
4-speed, solid state Portable Phonograph 

Fully transistorized so there are no tubes to replace. $2399 
Full-range sound delivered by front-mounted speaker 

Set the Dial-O-Matic speed selector to Precision tone arm with flip cartridge ex 

play any 16, 3314, 45 or 78 RPM record. pertly balanced for delicate record ti 
Heavy-duty amplifier, high-gain crystal ment. Whisper-quiet motor 
ckup and permanent-type synthetic — pyroxylin-coated case e 
sapphire needle to give you a true, clar yellow sandalwood shades. Sm 
tone. Volume and ton ntrol knobs let verted-« n front-mounted speaker. Case 
you set the sound to get e easing music 14x13x6 inches high. 
that you and your triends like best. 79 N 672C—Shipping wt. 10 lbs., .$23.99 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells | 
You con order toys from this catalog, pages 441 fo 673, until Sept. 1, 1966 Mosis SEARS 575 
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Think fast! Push buttons to switch 
either car to other track 
. . then get behind and close in 

without 
batteries 

The chase is on! Score points by banging rear bumper 
of other car .. motorized GETAWAY CHASE GAME 

Watch it! The cops are in hot pursuit. To avoid 
being caught, the bad guys try to sidetrack the 
police car . . then get behind it. These cops are 
smart. They could sidetrack the Duesenberg. Al- 
most anything can happen when each player con- 
trols both cars with 4 push buttons. The trick is to 
think fast and out-guess your opponent. 

Carnival fun in Shenanigans 344 

"Test your skill and luck as you travel this exciting 
midway. First spin the dial to see where you land— 

could be Palm Reader, Weight Guesser, Snake 
Charmer or Pie-in-the-Eye. Contests, penalties, 
surprises. For 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 201—Shipping weight 2 Ibs........ $2.44 

434-inch plastic cars come fully assembled (each 
needs 1 “C” battery; order from page 519); two- 
section plastic layout snaps together . . measures 
giant-size 32x24 inches wide; 31 unassembled 
cardboard buildings and trees plus 79 pieces of 
realistic-looking landscaping. 
79 N 159L—Shipping weight 5 Ibs. .. Set $7.99 

Get out of awful Camp Granada 
before bus breaks down 

3395 

“Hello Mudda! Hello Fadda! Here we are at 
Camp Granada!” All the zany fun of Allan 
Sherman’s famous summer camp . . where things 
are so bad everyone can't wait to get back home. 
Players collect “icky animals", they carry out 
tasks, visit Quicksand Beach and Cruddy 
Creek— but that isn't all. Players must carefully 
move bus along escape route without radiator 
dropping out along the way. Loads of fun for 
2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 14. 
49 N 198— Shipping weight 3 Ibs...... $3.95 

World crisis! Secret rocket fuel formula is 
stolen. Give witnesses spy detector test . . 
then discover and accuse guilty spy. Earn 
promotion every time you spot thief. Rise to 
"Top Secret Agent and win game. Spy detector 
box, cards, scoreboard help you analyze clues 
and testimony of 24 witness suspects. For 2 to 
4 players, ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 252—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz...... $3.99 

Get Smart with time bomb $39 
Based on popular TV show starring Don 
Adams. Players move around game board, 
taking or rejecting cards, piecing together 
picture of master criminal. But look out for 
time bomb— players can set it to blast op- 
ponent off board! For 2-4 players, ages 6-12. 
49 N 249—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz...... $2.39 

Man from U.N.C.LE. $44 
Clever as Napoleon Solo? Thrill to challenge 
of being first to find THRUSH chief card 
that matches your assignment card , . then re- 
turning it to U.N.C.L.E. headquarters. For 
2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 
49 N 403—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz.......$2.44. 

Help Dynamic Duo in Batman $244 

Gotham City's in the grip of a crime wave. The 
sinister Riddler . . the cunning Mr. Freeze . . 4 
others are in control. Players travel around in 
Batmobiles searching for them. First one to 
capture all 6 villains wins. For 2 to 4 players, 
ages 8 to 15. Like everything else in Sears books, 
it’s so easy to order by telephone. 
49 N 236—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz........$2.44 

Spy with James Bond «[69 
Face dangers lurking in back alleys, ghostly 
cemeteries and cavernous sewers. But do your 
spying before midnight to score high. Gather 
Spy cards, maneuver men, advance scoring 
disks as you race against time. *Rendevous" 
can mean extra points. Score 100 points to 
win. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 402—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz...... $1.69 Le 



Gíve her an 

all steel kitchen 

Choose new wood-grain finish 

in classic Provincial styling 

or sparkling, spotless white 

MAKE-BELIEVE APPLIANCES 

in just the right size 
for a little girl 

Built of heavy-gauge steel 

with metal handles 
Rigid-Lock construction 

makes them easier to assemble 

Buy Sets . . 

Save $2.99 to $5.97 

4-piece Set—Range. Sink. :39?9 

Cabinet and Refrigerator 

Separate prices total $45.96 Shpg. wt. 70 Ibs. 

79 N 1121L4— Woodgrained* Set $39.99 

79 N 1180L4— White . Set 39.99 

3-pc. Set—Range. Sink :9999 
and Refrigerator 

Separate prices total $33.97. Shpg. wt. 53 Ibs. 

79 N 1137L3— Woodgrained* Set $29.99 

79 N 1178L3— White .. * Set 29.99 

2-piece Set— n 99 $ 99 
Range and Refrigerator 20 

Separate prices total 

$23.98. Shpg. wt. 39 lbs. 
Woodgrained* set 
79 N 112312...Set $20.99 
White Set. 
79 N 112512. ..Set $20.99 
*Set has shaded coppertone 
range. other appliances are wood. 
grained. 

This aluminum Cook and Bake Set $999 
boasts a coffee pot. griddle, tea kettle 

22-piece set consists of pie, muffin and biscuit pans; square 
and round cake pans; measuring cups; fry pan, colander, 

roaster, pitcher, mixing bowl, cookie cutters, more. 

79 N 1084C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ....... Set $3.99 

572 Sears carmo 
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ographed burners. 18x15x36 in. high. “Foods” and accessories not 
included, order below. Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs 

Shaded coppertone Range. White Range. 

The very latest design . . see-through oven door, 

durable enamel finish in shaded coppertone or white 

Kenmore Classíc Range 
Simulated control panel, "real look" burners 

:11?? 

Plated steel handles; upper oven doors have plastic handles. 4 lith- 

79 N 1114L.........$11.99 79 N 1170L. $11.99 

Aluminum Set with many 299 Plastic "Goodies" to place :999 

"needed" Kitchen Utensils before your guests 

You get cake pans, cookie sheet, measuring ^ 38-piece set includes corn, apples, oranges, 

cups, scoop, cake turner, cookie cutter, colan- plums, lemons, asparagus, cranberry mold 

der, fry pan, mixing spoon. Also includes and bananas for "snacks" or "salads". 

roaster, biscuit pan. 22 pieces in all. Also 6-pc. pie for "dessert". 

49 N 1087—Shpg. wt. I lb. 12 oz. Set $2.99 49N 1053—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $2.99 



Washable 

ORINK aN Wwe DOLLs 

Pose her 
as you please 

/ .. 80 cuddly soft and flexible, 
she's more like a newborn baby than 

any of our other drink 'n wet dolls 

Fine, carefully-detailed features make her so realistic and lovable . . made of 

skin-soft vinyl from head to toc. Dearest One drinks from her own little bottle, 

then wets her diaper like a real baby. You can comb her baby-fine rooted hair. 

When she sleeps her eyes close. Dressed in cotton piqué topper trimmed with lace 

and embroidery, stretch rhumba leotards and matching bonnet. 19 inches tall. 

49 N 30185—Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces ..$8.97 

Randi Reader talks for a full 7 minutes 

17-inch Betsy. Dressed in her 
“polka dot and posy" sleeping 

gown, she's waiting to be rocked 
to sleep in her plastic cradle, Made 
of soft vinyl with movable arms 
and legs. Drinks, wets and cries 
real tears. Her rooted hair can be 
washed, combed, brushed. 

Comes complete with polka dot. 
blanket, bottle, pacifier and bub- 
ble pipe that really works. 
79 N 30249C-—Wt. 7 Ibs, $10.99 

44 Tote Bag. Vinyl. Use as lunch 
bag too. 9x434x7 in. high. 

49 N 92049—Wt. 11b....$1.99 

l iowa 

ae Have fun reading and learning nursery rhymes with her e «| 

o fo di Dressed like a schoolgirl, she sits in her upholstered vinyl 

Mas caet chair and recites 15 full-length rhymes. Her eyes move as 
she "reads" from her book . . and you follow in yours. Move 

s[644 Randi's arms to any other position and she starts 15 long 

conversations. 1914 in. tall, strong plastic. Starts by slight SS Ay 

ri push on back—uses 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below we Lie 

79 N 30246C2— Shipping weight 6 pounds $16.44 Á 

RaTsy warsi 

ig! 
with layett 

ad p 

5 11Ya-inch Betsy. Dressed in 
shower cap and diaper, Betsy 

plays in plastic shoofly waiting for 
bath in her plastic tub. She has 
soap, wash cloth and a bubble pipe 
to play with that really works. 

Made of soft vinyl with movable 
arms and legs, She drinks from her 
bottle, wets her diaper and cries 
too. Just like a real baby she has 
her own "polka dot and posy" 
layette . . includes receiving blan- 
ket, flannel saque, kimono, bib, 
vinyl panties, rattle, pacifier and 
comb to style her rooted hair. 
49 N 30248—Wt. 3 lbs. ..$8.99 

Little Lost Baby 
Huggable, 22-inch doll 
changes expressions 

by moving a 
oncealed switch on 

the back of her.neck 

SN Head rotates from sleeping 
expression to crying and she 
cries an authentic baby-cry 
Flick the switch again and her 

49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 8 oz... Pg. 380 ^ A$ | head turns to show a laughing 
-— face, complete with cooing and 

8-pc. Wardrobe for by s|244 babbling. Vinyl face, hands, 

Randi Reader D battery stuffed cloth body. In unre- 
lia movable snowsuit with hood. 

Consists of dress, Takes 1 “C” battery, order 
playtop with skirt pkg. below 

and matching pants 79N30207C-Wt. 41bs.$12.44 
Comb, mirror, hangers 

e Shipping wt. 7 oz 4 "C" Batteries. Package of 2 

588 [Sears] mures 49 N 30245. .,$2.99 49N4665-Wt. 4 oz. Pkg. 38c 
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Vanity Set 

Sculptured-look legs add a touch of elegance 
to the cream-colored vanity. Polished mirror 
has battery-operated lights, uses 2 “D” bat- 
teries, order pkg. at right. Side drawer holds 
her precious treasures. Plastic hassock top lifts 
for extra storage. Set of beauty aids incl.: 
comb, brush, cuticle implement, emery board, 
orange stick, lipstick, soap and nail file. Plas- 
tic vanity 26x12x33 in. high. Unassembled. 

Table-top Vanity.. $ 499 
hangs on wall, too 45 

Versatile vanity with an ultra-feminine look. 
Hangs on wall using pre-drilled holes. Highly 
polished mirror over storage drawer. Plastic. 
Accessories shown incl. 14x634x1834 in. high. 

79 € 1314C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs....... .. Set $4.99 

572 
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with pretend jewels 13 — 
Vanity with Hassock plus Ches! of Pretend 
Jewels. (Chest described below, right.) 
79 € 1381L2—Shpg. wt. 12 lbs. . Set $13.44 

Vanity wilh Hassock. Beauty aids included. 
79 € 13812L—Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs... . Set $9.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. Pkg. 1.19 

Pretty Pac Traveling Case $7299 
with full set of cosmetics 

For her overnight visits with friends or just- 
pretend trips to neverland, complete her set of 
luggage with this indispensable beauty pack. 
Set incl. plastic pack, powder, compact, bar- 
rettes, soap, lipstick, styling comb, hair pins, 
powder puff and rain bonnet. 1014x334 x10 in. 

49 C 1334—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..... .. . Set $3.99 

Large mirror 
with 2 ad- 

justable side 
mirrors 

Suzy Homemaker Vanity and d gel 
Hassock with accessories set 

Our most exquisite set has gilded-look roses decorating 
the dainty Queen Anne-style vanity and mirror. Sheet- 
glass mirror has two sides that swing out so she can get 
side and back views as well as front view. Cream-col- 
ored vanity has matching hassock with red-colored 
seat. Both in strong plastic. Shiny vanity top wipes clean 

with a damp sponge. 
Accessories include perfume decanters and spray 

bottle, comb and brush. Vanity 26x15x40 in. high. 
79 € 1384L—Shipping weight 15 pounds. . . .Set $17.99 

Four-in-one Vanity Set . . 122 
complete with real cosmetics set 

Each plastic tray contains articles for four individual 
steps in beauty care. Hair care tray holds plastic comb, 
plastic bristle brush, dry shampoo, hair creme, Nail care 
tray has brush, cotton, emery board, polish, remover. 
Bath tray and after-bath trays with accessories incl. 
49 C 13091—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 oz......Set $2.99 

Satin-lined Chest filled with $99 
precious pretend jewels sot 

Pretty jewel chest comes filled with dress-up time 
jewelry . . bracelets, earrings, necklaces, hairbands, 
pins, rings. Removable tray with compartments. Chip- 
board chest (not wood or hardboard) about 8 in. long. 

79 C 1382C—Shipping weight 2 pounds... . . Set $3.99 



Sears child-size Typewriters 

type both small and CAPITAL letters 
« Letters are arranged in the same order as on adult keyboards . . child learns good typing habits 

« Lever action returns carriage and advances paper one line « Die-cast type makes print clear, sharp 

| | | Exclusive EASY TOUCH Ni ie 
. . types neater letters , 

with effortless ease 
Typewriter Typewriter with r 

only Case and Accessories 

s1644 31944 A 

Our lowest price ever 
for a child's typewriter 

of this quality 4 

"js ico Su Sel 
$1444 s174 mM 

Schoolwork looks neater when it's typed. 28 keys type 83 characters, 
even fractions and symbols. Back spacer, space bar, paper release, line 
space lever. Leather-look plastic carrying case is metal-reinforced, foam 
rubber padded. Zips closed. With paper, pencil, eraser, envelopes, carbon 
paper, clips, ruler. Molded plastic body. 11x11x5 in. 

Easy touch means you can type longer, more accurately without tiring. 30 

keys type 90 characters, including symbols 0, *. é, @, + and =, which are 
not available on other machines shown here, Has margin ruler, ribbon re- 
verse, paper release plus all features above. Molded plastic body. 12!4x13 !4x 

79 N 1779C2— Shipping weight 14 pounds. ................- $17.44 5 inches. Leather-look plastic carrying case has latch closur ing paper, 
Typewriter only in cardboard carrying case. envelopes, carbon paper, ruler, clips and pencil included, 
79 N 1744C —Shipping weight 10 pounds...............-.-. $14.44 79 N 1780C2— Shipping weight 13 pounds. ........ esses $19.44 

Typewriter only in cardboard carrying case. 
79 N 1884C— Shipping weight 11 pounds Just say “Charge it'’ and pay later 

49 N 1886—Fits EASY 
49 N 1893—Fits other Typewriters on this page 

Even our economy-priced 
keyboard Typewriter 

OPERATES LIKE A BIG ONE 

me" $099 —. rea $1299 

st metal type and plastic key mechanism are so strong y: 
pe up to 5 carbon copies keys type 

, numbers, symbols). Controls on outside. Molded pl: 
ly. 11x10x4 inches. With vinyl carrying case, envelopes, car- 

bon paper, ruler, and paper clips. 
79 N 1796C2— Shipping weight 12 pounds $12.99 
Typewriter only in cardboard carrying case. 
79 N 1795C—Shipping weight 10 pounds $9.99 

NOTE: Typewriters on this page from Jopon; 
576 sears xit Case and Accessories made in U.S.A. 
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Ten Commandments Bible Game 3369 

An exciting and educational family game for 
children and adults of all faiths, You'll journey 
through the Holy Land . . meet a good Samaritan 
or Roman soldier along the way . . cross the River 
Jordan . . or lose your “silver” to a band of 
thieves. For 2 to 6 participants. 
49 N 272—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ... . $3.69 

Follow animal tracks in The Chase 

Go on an exciting hound and rabbit hunt in the 
wilds of Florida’s Everglades. Each hazard on 
gameboard is discussed in 40-page booklet with 
explanations as to why it’s considered dangerous. 
For nature lovers of all ages, 2 to 4 players. 
79 N 369C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . $4.49 

Race against time in GEO-graphy, U.S.A. 

Spin the dial to find your starting letter. Then 
invert the timer. While the sand runs, peg-in as 
many cities, states, islands, rivers, lakes and 
national parks as time allows. Educational fun 
for 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to teens. 
79 N 396C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . $2.88 

The Beatles Flip Your Wig Game $44 
Be John, Paul, George or Ringo and race around 
board trying to collect 4 cards: your Beatle’s 
picture, his autograph, his musical instrument 
and a hit record. For 2 to 4 players, ages 7 to 15. 
To order the easiest way, look in your phone book 
white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., 
Catalog Sales” for number to call. 

m" 49 N 387— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.. . . $2. 
pem 
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Help get Winnie-the-Pooh down from the honey tree! 
Race to tree . . drop magic marble through knot hole 

. . watch Winnie scamper down ladder 
Winnie-the-Pooh’s up to his old tricks again. 
The bees have left the honey tree and he's 
leisurely sipping the sweet nectar they've left 
behind. But they’re bound to return. So 
Winnie’s friends, Christopher Robin, Kanga, 
Owl and Eeyore, are racing to get him down. 
Players move along winding path to honey tree, 
drawing colored cards which show how far they 

Mary Poppins Game features 

merry-go-round selector that 

guides players around board 

s[97 

It's Walt Disney's lovable Nanny! Watch Mary 
and Bert gently sail down to earth to guide you 

along the fantasy path. Location of playing 
piece determines whether you ask Mary or Bert 
for instructions on next move. But beware of 
delays caused by Birdwoman, Uncle Albert, 
dead ends and such. First player to go from 
Cherry Tree Lane to Park wins the game. Lots 
of fun for 2 to 4 children, ages 5 to 9. 
49 N 460—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... . $1.97 

Have fun being a Baby Sitter 3566 

Object is to earn the most “money” while doing 
various baby sitting tasks. But be careful not to 
wake the baby . . or he'll cry and you'll lose. 
“Money” is earned each tinre player inserts 
marker in board without disturbing tot. Bonus 
cards add to the excitement. For 2 to 4 players, 
ages 6 to 12. 
79 N 275C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . $5.66 

can advance with each turn. Once a player reaches 
tree he drops magic marble through knot hole. . 
hoping to rescue Winnie. But Winnie might not 
come down. Instead, a pesty bee may force the 
player to move back onto the path. First player 
to help Winnie escape wins, For ages 5 to 10. . 
nothing to read. 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 240—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz..... $3.99 

Meet your Mystery Date $37 

Players travel around board trying to collect the 
right combination of cards to complete their date- 
time outfits. Mystery date may be dressed for 
formal dance, skiing, bowling or beach party. If 
player is “dressed” right when he calls at door . . 
she wins. For 2 to 4 players, ages 8 to 16. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz, 



Double Sink 
water flows 

from faucet 

s999 

Water stored in reservoir flows into twin basins 
when you turn on chrome-plated swivel faucet. 
Pull stoppers and it empties. Chrome-plated 
steel handles on storage cabinet below. 18x15x28 
in. high. Dish rack not incl. Unassembled. 
79N1115L-Woodgrained 79N1171L-White 

Shipping weight 14 Ibs........... Each $9.99 

Assorted Staples for $188 
your refrigerator 

Popular Canned Goods 188 
for quick “dinners” 

Large Cabinet 
with sliding 
doors in top jj l 
s119 

"See-through" top doors. Simulated chopping block 
counter top.Chrome-plated steel handles. Measures 
18x15x36 inches high. Accessories not included, or- 
der below. Unassembled. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 1120L—Woodgrained 79 N 1173L— White 
Shipping weight 17 lbs. Each $11.99 

Packaged Mixes 
for your cabinet 

E 188 

Refrigerator 
to stock with 

play food boxes 

s119 

Keep all your “perishables” in this roomy re- 
frigerator that measures a full 18x15x36 inches 
high. Doors have plastic shelves on the inside 
just like Mom's model. There's even a vegetable 
crisper and 6 unfilled food boxes. Unassembled. 
79N1116L-Woodgrained — 79N1172L-White 
Shipping weight 23 Ibs.. ... Each $11.99 

“Perishables” 10 $] 88 
refrigerate 

19-piece set of assorted foods in- 
cludes cheese, butter, milk bottles, 
and eggs in a carton. Also, frank- 
furters and 3 pop bottles. Plastic. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 1140........... Set $1.88 

‘ating nade scans by cuisines museteciadcM pin 

All the high-quality name brands 
that Mom insists on. Trimmings 
for a quick meal on those “hec- 
tic" days. 24 empty 3-in. card- 

cans. 

49 N 1101—Wt. 14 oz..Set $1.88 

40-pe. set to fill your little chef's 
shelves. Unfilled boxes are in 
perfect scale size, colorfully 
printed and carefully labeled. 

Shipping weight 11 ounces. 
49 N 1095.......... Set $1.88 

22 dairy delights, meats, vegetables. 
She can use them over and over and they'll 
still stay fresh . . plastic is so practical! 
49 N 1132—Shpg. wt. 9 oz. Set $1.88 
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cries real tears 
Even her head 

moves side to side 

6 9-inch Betsy. She's pixie 
size and cute as a button. 

Like her bigger sisters, she 
drinks, wets and cries real 
tears. Made of huggable, soft. 
vinyl —give her a bath in her 
tub. You can wash, comb 
and brush her rooted hair. 

She's dressed in a blue 
polka dot playsuit. Plastic 
tub, high chair, play pen, 
Feeding set consists of bot- 
tle, dish, spoon, pacifier and 
bubble pipe that works. 

Shipping wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 
49 N 30247........$4.99 

Baby 
Posie 
Lives in 

her nursery 
carry case 

Only at Sears 

3499 

This 9-inch tall doll has a soft vinyl body that's completely 
posable, washable. Rooted hair. Dressed in flower shift and 
matching panties. Plastic playpen, bathtub, shower cap. Vinyl 
carry case has 2 drawers; 15x6x12 in. high when closed. 
49 N 30271—Shipping weight 4 pounds 2 ounces... ...$4.99 
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[9] 17-inch tall 
Tiny Tears 

nous 
s849 

and wipe her e 

12-inch Tiny Tears. A most ex- 
quisite doll. Dressed like an angel 

in her flowing gown of domestic dotted 
swiss and gently wrapped in a lovely 
receiving blanket that matches dress. 

Only the finest workmanship is used 
for Tiny Tears and her outfit . . 
she's made of lovely, satin-soft vinyl 
that's completely washable. You can 
even wash and comb her rooted hair. 
49 N 30252—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 02..$8.49 

r] 9-inch Tiny Tears. She 
tlest, but every delicate 

makes her as lovely as can be. Made 
of satin-soft, washable vinyl . . 

She comes dressed in a tiny ruffled 
sunsuit. Layette includes receiving 
blanket, pillow, organdy dress, sun 
bonnet, diaper, ruffled panties, sponge, 
pacifier, bottle, bubble pipe. 
49 N 30251—Wt. 11b. 3 0z...$6.49 

Bathtub Baby has her own tub, drinks and wets too 
Bathtub Baby delights in taking 
a bath. Completely washable, 
very soft vinyl from head to toe. 
Rooted hair. She has her own 
plastic tub, soap, hooded bath 
towel and sponge. 

Give her her bottle and she 
drinks , . then wets her diaper 
like a real baby. 
Wardrobe includes gay 

checked dress, sunsuit, and cot- 
ton flannel robe. 20 in. tall. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N 30254C. .$7.99 

Splashes in her 
bath or hits at her 
jingling toy when 
you place it above 

her stomach 

31299 sree 
Playtime Tubsy's realistic arm action works 
netically from 2 “D” batteries (order below). 
her on her stomach or side and she sleeps. 

Convert plastic bathtub to bassinet by adding plas- 
tic top, cotton skirt. Tubsy's 18 in. tall, plastic with 
rooted hair. Comes with kimona, diaper. 
79 N 30174C— Shipping weight 6 pounds... $12.99 
“D” Batteries, Package of two. 
49 N 4660—Shipping weight 8 o2...., Package 38¢ 

- every little mother. Each one is looking for 
someone to feed her, change her diaper 

s when she cries real tears 

9 17-inch Tiny Tears. Fishnet leotards 
add just the right touch of “mod 

look” to her fashionable double knit 
coat, dress and hi 
precise stitch of this outfit shows the 
quality of workmanship that went into 
the making of this doll. 
Made of satin-soft vinyl, she's com- 

pletely washable from head to toe 
you can even wash and comb her hair, 
49 N 30253—Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. . $10,99 

ensemble, Each tiny, 

ic 
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She'll go “out” looking glamorous $7299 
with these Dress-up Accessories ost 

‘The best dressed little lady in town wears a rayon plush 
stole that looks like mink and a fashion-right “wig” of 
plastic. She will step out in high heels and wear an adjust- 
able set of snap beads. Her finger tips will glisten with 
paste-on color plastic nails as she flashes her pretend dia- 
mond ring for her friends to admire. 

Other accessories include a plastic orchid corsage for 
those very special occasions and a lorgnette so she can 
watch the opera or ballet with play sophistication. 
49 C 1349— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 0z.......... Set $3.99 

Suzy Homemaker ‘4 without] 
Hair Dryer and Manicure Set bue 

Dry your hair just like Mom. Includes pretty beehive 
bonnet, plastic curlers. Grooming brush runs air through 
your hair. 4 utensils for nails. Plastic. Uses 2 “C” batteries, 
order package below. 
49 C 1365—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz........ „Set $4.99 
49 C 46656— ^C" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 12 oz. Pkg. 1.19 

DOS ̀~ 

Your very own Purse $999 
filled to the brim “t 

Vinyl “mini” bag looks right in step with fashion. Inside 
put lipstick, play powder, compact, comb, brush and 
mirror. Set also includes glasses with fake lashes, belt, 
bracelets, manicuring aids. Strap adjusts. 

49 C 13054— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. .Set $2.99 

Citai pagi scans by drida masalida om 

Ali the tools you need 
to set hair like a professional 

High-fashion Hairpieces for girls 

Now even little girls can have stylish hairpieces 
to set and style and wear anywhere. Washable 
nylon hair , . easy to curl. Wig (only) is mounted 
on head-shaped form. Fall is unmounted. 

Wig. About 18 in. 9 Fall. About 22 in. 
49 C 13631-Blonde 49 C 13661-Blonde 

49 C 13633-Brunette 49 C 13663-Brunette 

Shpg.wt.1502..$5.99 — Shpg. wt. 9 oz... $3.99 

Easy-Curl Hairsetting Kit $4799 
sets hair in minutes 

Light-up Makeup Mirror $99 without 
with accessories m 

Daisy-shaped mirror with sturdy plastic 
carrying case comes complete with bulbs, cos- 
metic aids, brush, comb, lipstick, apothecary 
jar. Uses 2 “D” batteries . . order pkg. below. 
49 C 1362—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 1 02........$3.99 

"D" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46606—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz... Pkg. 1.19 

All you do is set hair on plastic rollers that 
have been warmed in plastic roller-warmer. 
Wait just 10 minutes, comb out. Warmer 
operates on one 60-watt light bulb (not incl.), 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. In- 
cludes 8 rollers, clips, and styling booklet. 
49 C 1364— Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... . . .... Kit $6.99 
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Dial Typewriter has easy-touch bar 
. . types 74 capital and small letters 

Gives feel of a real typewriter. Has raised keyboard, 
shift key, metal typing characters including numbers, 
symbols, punctuation. Uses regular 814xll-inch paper. 
Blue crackle finish. Sturdy metal construction. About 
11x10x5 inches high. With three ribbons. 
49 N 1790—Shipping weight 3 tbs, 10 oz. + $4.74 
49 N 1732— Extra ribbons. 2 black, 2 red. Pkg. 2 02..29¢ 

Dial Typewriter . . big and small letters 

Gold colored metal casing. 74 metal typing characters 
include letters, numbers, punctuation, symbols. Modern 
style raised keyboard, With three typewriter ribbons. 
About 11x7x5 in. high. 
49 N 1785 ipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz... . ..$2.99 
49 N 1732— Extra ribbons. 2 black, 2 red. Pkg. 2 oz..29c 

Steel Desk and Chair Set 
. . typewriter shelf slides out 

$1569 

Grade it “Excellent” for home work. Overall it's 
32x16x26 in. high. Walnut brown enamel finish, 
wood-grained hardboard top. Two roomy drawers 
plus sliding shelf for typewriter. 26-in. high match- 
ing chair folds easily. Unassembled. 
79 N 9088L—Shipping weight 34 Ibs... -Set $15.69 

Casin paGe scant by diamati Gom 

Metal Printing Press iuge $399 
prints in two colors 

Be editor and publisher of your newspaper, print 
bulletins for your club with this easy-to-use 
printing set. More than 200 pieces of rubber type 
. . letters, figures, punctuation marks and spacers 
plus pictures, picture dies. Also red ink, black 
ink, plastic type case. 8 type slots print 334x534 
in, size. Press about 9x6 inches wide. Shipping 
weight 1 pound 14 ounces. 
49 N 1787.. 

It's easy to be a master printer. 
Just dial a letter, press handle 

and punch letter on tape. 

Make “type” on plastic tape . . then print 

Mattel's Linoprinter $788 

Score news scoops . . print club ke 
tickets, play money, icates . . with this 
unusual new kind Sige that prints from 
ea De plastic tape. letters . . capital and 

. and numbers on one handy dial. Ni 
— pieces of type to handle or HAS 

Permanent ink supply is right in roller . . 
no ink to spill. ione tape, 9 special 
printing plates, supply of 5x8-inch paper. 
Size of press about 8x8x5 inches high. 
Sturdily made of plastic and metal. 
49N 1806—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 11 oz.. ..$7.88 

Just phone Sears and say, "Charge It” 

Steel Chair-Desk 

$1 489 
For school, church, 
home. Plastic topped 
plywood desk top. 

Just right for child's first set , . 
in. high. Top raises on hinges. 
plastic-laminated hardboard that wipes clean, 

Molded plastic Desk and Chair Set 

3979 
desk is 22x15x19 
Made of white 

Book box under seat. Comfort-curved chair has 12-in. high seat. 
Lacquered birch- Both turquoise with metal chrome-plated legs. 
wood seat and back. Unassembled. 
Seat height 15 in. 79 N 9020L—Shipping weight 14 Ibs...Set $9.79 Beige finish baked on B» 
steel frame. Un- Metal World Globe. 9-in. diameter, 1134 in. high. 
assembled. Shipped Round metal base. Plastic graduated arm. 
freight et go 49 N 1836—Shipping weight 2 Ibs......... $1.66 
or express. Wt. 5 
79 N9O19N.$14.89 ra SEARS 577 
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Sorry . . first player 

to reach "home" wins 

Cards decide whether pawns on board move. Fun, 
entertainment for 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 

Special rules for adults. 18-in. board, cards, pawns. 
49 N 420— Shipping weight 2 pounds......$3.27 

TEED OFF 
Bee el De to reme al eR Ce fame and tibak stratee, Clue . . the whodunit game that $32) 
the tees you can jump in your from opponent's triangle. Then flip 60- solves the crime every time 
triangle. Sears new frustration game second timer. Everyone starts jumping You're the master sleuth in this challenging game to 
" * over and removing tees, one at a time, discover the who, where and how of the crime. Use 
is fast-paced fun . . it only looks in his own triangle. the clue cards to find the answers and shuffle them 
easy to win! With perfect strategy, only one tee to give yourself a new plot every time you play. 

remains. Wrong planning leaves you with Take notes on findings as you move around the 
$ 99 fewer jumps and more tees. Play as soli- board. Weapons, notes incl. For 3 to 6. Ages 8 up. 

taire or contest for 2 to 4. Ages 9 up. 49 N 390— Shipping weight 2 Ibs, 8 oz... . .$3.22 
49 N 271—Shipping wt. 1 lb.. ...$1.99 

Clock-A-Word 

Go For Broke $796 
. . how-to-spend-a-million game . . pit your word 

5333 skill against 
other spellers 

Play to lose (all your money, that is) by 
aiming for the Poor House. Millions of “Go for 
Broke" dollars make it all pretty difficult. 
2 to 5 spenders, ages 8 to adult, squander 
money around 18-inch board using cards, 
dice, cup and spinners. 
49 N 407—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.33 

Pull lever and 9 different letters appear. Object is 
to Unscramble letters and form the longest word in 
the shortest time as clock ticks. Winning speller, 
with longest word, stops clock first by inserting key 
into slot number that matches number of letters in 
his word. For 2 to 4. Ages 10 up. 
49 N 419— Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz... ...$7.96. 

Password s[59 
5th edition . . 

all new words 

reed 

Guess word from clues. 
Over 700 words, card 
holders, 24 cards, more. 
For 4. Ages 10 up. 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49N212........$1.59 

The Game of Life . . family fun 3469 Risk . . international combat 3595 
on a highway trip of fortune awards the world to winner 

With car and $2000, start up 3-D road of life. Run Based on Napoleon's “balance of power" con- Concentration Seale tor 29 
into snags or good luck as you go through college, cept during the 1800's. Players place armies on p s3 
business and married life. Make the right deci- all 42 territories. Then roll of 1 or more dice Skill and a good memory 
sions and Wheel of Fate may spin you into Million- pits army against army. Attack neighboring New 8th edition. A real memory-tester of a game 
aire Acres as winner 24x19-inch board, 8 cars, territories with each turn . . control entire con- Match items behind numbers to solve picture-word 
$7 million in play money, cards and certificates. tinents to gain more armies. Win by occupying ^ puzzles. Each match exposes more until you guess 

2 to 8 players, ages 10 up. every territory on big 22}4x21-inch board. what picture says and win “cash” cards. 60 puzzles, 30 
79 N 169C—Shipping weight 4 pounds.....$4.69 ^ Includes 450 army pieces, game cards, 6 dice. — plastic slides. $17,000 in play money. 2 to 5 players, 
SEO For 2 to 6 players, ages 10 and up. ages 10 to adult. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 

572 | Sears | mus 79 N 214C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. $5.95 49 N 298—Shipping weight 1 lb. 12 oz.......$3.29 
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Danísh-style Modern 
Plastic service for 6 

E 4% 

The modern look for your modern-minded lit- 
tle girl. Complete set comes with many extra 
pieces, including vegetable dish, casserole, 
teapot, creamer and sugar bowl, soup dishes, 
butter dish, relish dish and napkins. Fruit- 
filled bowl makes a pretty centerpiece. 
49 N 1048—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 7 oz... .$4.99 
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She'll set a beautiful table . . 

Comes with reusable hutch 

Metal and 

for 6 

Complete set with 6 ofeverythinga 
girl could need, along with addi- 
tional serving pieces. Plates and 
saucers are decorated with pretty 
blue and white flower and butterfly 
design. Goblets, cups, knives, 
spoons and forks are all blue plas- 
tic. With 5x7-inch tray, sugar bowl 
and creamer. Cardboard hutch. 
79 N 1017C—W¢t. 3 lbs... .$4.99 

AGRIS 
N " 

ZA i 

Blue Willow Chína Set 
Service for 6 

$ 233 

Miniature version of an actual 
grownup set delights any girl. Blue 
Willow oriental design in porcelain 
is so dainty and feminine. Service 
of 6 plates, cups, saucers also in- 
cludes casserole, platter, teapot, 
sugar bowl, creamer. From Japan. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N 1092 ............- $2.33 

plastic service 

"Good Morning" 

Metal Tea Set for 4 

She'll set a cheery tea 
table with this set for 4. 
Metal dishes painted with 
perky red and brown roost- 
ers. Plates and cups have 
colorful red and yellow 
border. Comes with two 
5x7-inch trays for serv- 
ing her "guests", metal 
cups and saucers, plates, 
plastic forks, knives and 
spoons. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 1001 ...... $1.99 

Spanish Modern 

Plastic Tea Set for 4 

Her tea table will have 
the latest Spanish-mod- 
em touch with this set 
Plates and saucers have 
fluted edges, modern de 
sign. Service for 4 also 
includes cups, teapot, 
creamer, sugar bowl, 
knives, forks and spoons. 
Why not pick up the phone 
and order it? Wt. 1 lb. 7 oz. 
49 N 1037.......$1.99 

99 
each 

Multicolor Fiesta 

Plastic Set for 4 

A set to make her 
table a color delight. 
Modern square-shaped 
plates, saucers and 
cups come in four 
colors. They’re set off 
by red goblets and 
white knives, forks and 
spoons. Also included 
are teapot, sugar bowl 

and creamer. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 

49 N 1039 ...$1.99 

Sturdy aluminum 
Coffee Set for 4 

Aluminum set is strong 
and long-lasting . . 

rhyme characters dec- 
orate the plates, sau- 
cers. Also metal flat- 
ware, plastic cups, 
paper napkins, tray. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 oz. 
49 N 1082....$1.99 



Small Talk 

Pull string 
. . She says 
8 phrases 

Small Place Playhouse 
For Baby Small Talk and for 

Baby Small Walk on next page Adorable, laughing baby has rooted, curly hair and big eyes. 

She wears a sleeveless polka-dot dress trimmed with lace, 2 

daisies and a bow. Matching panties. About 1034 in. tall, 3599 VAS 
baby doll has vinyl body . . fully jointed. not included 
(1) 49 N 30016—Shipping weight 1 pound. . $5.49 
(2) 49 N 30256—Shipping weight 1 pound 5.49 Both babies love to play in 

this house built just for them 
. . their pictures are on the 
outside. Vinyl house has a bed, 
a molded styrene chair and a 
closet for their clothes. 18x6x 
15 in. high. 
79N92054C-Wt. 4 Ibs, $5.99 

5-piece Wardrobe $ | 99 

Dress-up and playtime clothes for 
Baby Small Talk. Has dress, pan- 
ties, romper, rattle, and bracelet. 
49 N 30257—Wt. 4 oz....$1.99 

Cuddly Baby crawls along . . 

stops occasionally to call 

"Mama" for help 

1599 rw 
A flick of the tiny switch and off she 
crawls in her terrycloth creeper set 
and cap. She stops, calls “Mama” for 
reassurance, then starts again. 17-inch 
metal and plastic body has bendable 
legs so she can sit up. Vinyl head 
and arms. From Japan. Uses 2 “D” 
batteries, order 1 package below. 
49 N 3004—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.. ..$5.99 

“D" Batteries. Package of two. 
49 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8 oz, Pkg. 38c 

ts E EN 
, 
J 

Turn her 
over... see 

arms and legs 
move playfully 

like a real baby 

Citai pagi scans by diaa maadili 
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She twists and turns 

while the music box inside 

lulls her to sleep with 

Brahms’ Lullaby . . 

she drinks and wets, too 

She loves to listen to the music . . and moves 
in a realistic way as her Swiss music box plays. 
12 inches tall, she wears terrycloth pajamas 
and carries a bottle. Her suedette pillow is fine 
for naptime. Fully-jointed, vinyl body is 
washable. So is her rooted hair. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. 
49 N 3266 

Baby 
Grow-a- 
Tooth 

sits up and 
plays with 
rattle toy 
in her crib 

51588 

without batteries 

Give her the pacifier. When you take it away, 
she's grown a tooth. 15 in. tall. Plastic, Uses 
3 “D” batteries; order 2 pkgs. below left. 
79 N 30208C —Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... .. $15.88 

Newborn 
Thumbelina 
Moves and 
rocks her 
own cradle 
..and she's 

only 9 
Inches tall 

5633 

Just pull string, she moves. Wears sleep suit, 
bracelet. Soft plastic foam-stuffed body with 
vinyl head, rooted hair. Plastic cradle un- 
assembled. 
49 N 30255—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz.. . . $6.33 

Cry Baby 
whimpers "Mama". . stops 

when you pick her up 

D 

cloth body, vinyl 
head and limbs, 
rooted hair. Wears 
cotton dress, 
pinafore, panties, 
booties. 20 in. tall. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
79N3018C-$9.97 
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3-piece steel 

Kitchen Appliance Set 

Everything is at your fingertips 
in this table-top kitchen. Three- 
piece metal appliance set comes 
in terra-cotta red with green 
trim. 11-inch stove has raised 
pretend burners and see-through 
oven door, sliding broiler tray. 
11-in. sink has turn-on faucet 
for real water. 15-inch refriger- 
ator has 3 shelves, Sponge, apron, 
pans and accessories included. 
79 C 1019L—Wt. 7 Ibs. Set $8.49 

Table-top 
Supermart Set with 

working cash register and scale 

$599 

Plastic cart holds miniature boxes of famous brand "groceries", Weigh 
“produce”, ring up sales, package in shopping bags. 8-inch high plastic rack, 
4inch counter. Tags, labels, bins, play money incl. Dolls not incl. 
49 C 1424—Shipping weight 4 pounds............ ....Set $5.99 

SORRY, LADY. . .. WE GOTTA BUILD A 
FREEWAY THROUGH YOUR HOUSE / 

Breezeway with cupola 
adds a unique touch 

7-room Mansion with 129 pieces of furniture $89? 

‘This is our luxury Colonial model with simulated brick front, white siding 
and green trim. Inside, you can design your own room settings by switching 
the many pieces of furniture from room to room. 4 plastic people included. 
Roomy all-metal home is 15 inches high, 38 inches long . . easily our largest 
and most exclusive residence. Unassembled. 
79 C 1411C—Shipping weight 10 pounds. ..$8.99 

Early American Doll House 
with 6 furnished rooms 

$ 5 99 

Comfortable outdoor 'patio is perched above the convenient utility- 
laundry room. Kitchen, living-dining area, nursery, bedroom and bath- 
room all furnished with miniature plastic pieces that look like Mom’s. 
Includes a family of 4 plastic people to move right in. Two-floor house is 
all-metal, colorfully decorated, about 25x9x15 inches high. Unassembled 
. . follow the directions included for easy assembling. To order the easiest 
way, look in your phone book white pages under “Sears, Roebuck and 
Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 
79 C 1445C—Shipping weight 7 pounds......... see $5.99 

Cape Cod 
Home 

Vinyl case opens to show $ 499 
living and pool areas 

Even if you don't live on Cape Cod Bay, 
you're sure to fall in love with this big 4-room 
vinyl house that converts into carrying case. 
Plastic doll family of 5 uses plastic furniture 
consisting of nursery, bedroom, living, dining 
area sets. 16x10x8 in. high, closed. 
49 C 1461—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz... . .$4.99 
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ONLY THE PRICE IS LOW 
At Sears you get a Pocket Billiards Table that has 

-inch thick composition bed, live-action cushions, 

automatic ball return, easy-adjust leg levelers. 

The weight? Only 51 pounds. . yet it’s girder sturdy 

Frame molded of firm, strong plastic in rich 
walnut-grain color. Balls roll straight on smooth, 
level bed covered with blue cotton felt. Molded 
panels keep aluminum legs rigid. 

The game of billiards is attracting more players than ever. 
Keen competition, action aplenty and smartly-styled tables, 
like this one, make billiards more appealing, even for girls. 
60x34x30 inches high . . stands sturdily, yet it needn't domi- 
nate the recreation room for long periods. Dad can fold, carry 
and store it away with ease. Resilient plastic cushions and 
pocket bumpers. 4 built-in score counters. Rigidly braced bed. 
43-inch wood and plastic cue sticks with rubber tips. 134-inch 
Belgian-style balls, plastic rack. Includes rule book. 

Shipping weight 70 pounds. 
79 N 138N,,............ 2202 Le LLLI casa ape $39.88 
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Table-top ELLIPTIPOOL 
. . the geometric billiard game 

$1 999 arin 212. 
Make unusual angle and bank shots you never thought 
you could. Play just like regular pool. Elliptical 
shape with pocket hole near the center adds a fasci- 
nating challenge to the game. 32x34 in. long . . place 
it on any table to play. Non-marring bottom. Green 
cloth playing surface, live-action gum rubber cushion 
all around. Automatic ball return. Hardboard sides 
have a simulated walnut-grain finish. Ten 134-inch 
balls of solid plastic, diamond-shape rack. Two 32- 
inch hardwood cues with rubber tips. Includes in- 
structions. For ages 10 to adult. See Shpg. Note. 
79 N 334N—Shipping weight 17 pounds. . .$19.99 

Big 5-foot size 

for all the family 

SHIPPING NOTE: 
Catalog numbers ending in “N” 
(as 79 N 135N) are shipped by 
freight (rail or truck) or express. 

y 

Billiard Balls 

99» sins 
Box of 15 numbered balls plus 
1 white cue ball. Solid plastic. 
1-inch size. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 339... -Box 99c 
114 -inch size. Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 325 Box $1.59 
14-inch size, Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 326........Box $1.99 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells | 



If you enjoy chess, 
you'll be fascinated by 

Ld 

Siege 
the new master-strategy 

game made exclusively for 
Sears by Milton Bradley 

$395 
Four mounted knights attack a medieval 
castle defended by 4 footmen and a castle 
commander. The knights move in an "L" 
pattern trying to capture the commander. He 
moves one or more spaces diagonally. His 4 
footmen move only 1 space diagonally to de- 
fend him. You must capture the commander 
or eliminate all 4 knights to win. 

Action-posed, highly detailed playing pieces 
and 3-dimensional castle are made of colorful 
sturdy: plastic. Big 18x18-inch board with 52 
squares, For 2 players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 224—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz....... $3.95 

Travel 63 spaces to Play Tray with Playing Chips 

win in Gooses Wild 

3237 

Win pot of "counters" and all 
"counters" on board by exact 
landing on 63. Bonus and penal. 
ty squares on the spiral path 
speed up or slow your trip, gain 

or lose points. Any number, 

ages 10 and up play for preset 
amount of points. 

49 N 213—Wt.1 Ib. 5 02.$2.37 

for Michigan Rummy 

s]99 

Rounded compartments in 14-inch green 
plastic playing tray keep chips in place, 
ready for easy scooping out. Even contains 
unique Poker Pool compartment which can 
help a player recoup his losses. No chip mix- 
ups plus a chance at the Poker Pool mean 
even the oldest Michigan Rummy fans can 
now enjoy it more. 80 chips. Cards not incl. 
49 N 355—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. «$1.99 

Panic . . get-rid-of-troubles game 

You've got more “troubles” 
if you Press panic button 33 79 

Anything from an open manhole to going over 
the falls threatens each player. Get or give 
trouble tokens as you travel around board. 
If button you press opens Panic Box, you own 
pot of tokens. Dispose of all your tokens to 

pick a solution card. If it solves your prob 
lem, you win. 2 to 6 play. Ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 282— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz.. . .$3.79 

Cutie pace scans by dhaisimasmaseteciadci cosh 

Monopoly . . ever-popular finance game 

Standard 

Edition $375 

Deluxe edition contains enough money and equip- 
ment so 10 can play at once or 2 can play almost in- 
definitely. Plastic tray keeps deeds, money and build- 
ings in order. Board reinforced to last for years. 
79 N 6501C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. .....$5.99 

banker's tray 
Deluxe . . with 3599 | 

Standard Monopoly. For 2 to 8 players. No tray. 
49 N 285—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.75 

AMERICAN IER 

Dogfight . . air-battle board game 

Planes maneuver and turn 95 

to fire on opposing planes s3 

You send planes out to gain strategic positions 

cards control each plane’s action, dice determine 
moves. Anti-aircraft guns defend territory. “Wipe 
out” the most enemy planes to win. Booklet on aces 
of World War I included. 2 to 4 play, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 356—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz.. $3.95 
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-—. for the daintiest miss, yet un- 
/— breakable. Lovely white lace 

design in blue on white back- 
decorates the 5x7-inch 

(— measures 14x9x5 inches. 
|. 49N1005-Wt. 2ibs.Set$2.99 

27-piece set with miniature 
toaster that looks just like 

iy i ii In 
Bee f E H 
è 22 8 oa 
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46-piece set adds a touch of 
Mexico to her party-plan- 
ning. Bold blue and pink flor- 
al print on a white back- 
ground decorates the plates, 
saucers. Cups are solid pink, 
water goblets are blue. Also 
includes pink teapot with 
cover, creamer and sugar 
bowl, white cutlery, She'll set 
a pretty table with this set. 
79N1043C-Wt.3lbs.Set$2.99 

Aluminum Set with magic 
Perk 'n' Pour Coffee Pot 

Service for 6 

Real perking action of coffee 
pot will delight youngsters 
for hours. When tipped to 
pouring position, 
disappears 

cups. with nur- 
sery-rhyme 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 1083....... Set $2.99 

Looks just like Mom's famous-name > 
bake 'n serve cookware 

Corona. Ware : 399 Lu» 

Delightful set helps your little homemaker prepare meals that go from stove to 
table. Modern coffee pot with cover and warming stand. 4 plastic servers have — Det 
clear plastic covers to show food "cooking". Server base. Also includes 2 
serving handles, soup toureens and carafes, fruit bowl filled with plastic fruit, goblets and juice tumblers, salt and pepper shakers, sugar and creamer, 
cutlery, napkins, plates, cups and saucers. Plastic 
49 N 1049— Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. .. 

hup 

-. Set $3.99 

Plastíc Play Food 
615esn $149 — 149,5. s999 

Everything looks so delicious she can hardly decide 
what to serve for dinner! 

All the courses she'll need to serve the most delectable dinners . . from appetizers 
to entreés to desserts. Includes place mats for that careful last touch. Perfect for 
the young gourmet. To order the easiest way, look in your phone book white pages 
under “Sears, Roebuck and Co., Catalog Sales” for number to call. 

61-piece Set. Serves dinner for 4. 
49 N 967—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ............6.<c00eeceeee0 ... Set $1.49 
149-piece Set. Dinner for 6 with extra-fancy foods. 
49 N 968— Shipping weight 10 ounces. ........ Lecce Set 2.99 
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Watch her go. She walks alone 
. . or rolls on her own skates. «^ 

e T 
Bright-eyed Baby Small Walk 

strolls along by herself 

$549 s 
Give her a gentle start and this petite 

1134-inch doll takes her first steps with 
tiny strides. Mirthful expression reveals 
teeth. Rooted hair. Plastic, Uses 2 
“D” batteries, order package at right. 
49 N 30021—Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz... .$5.49 

an | 

> ~ a << [ 

eal 

Baby Small Walk's 5-pc. Set. Dress, 
panties, sleeper, comb, mirror. 
49 N 30268 —Shpg. wt. 4 o7....$1.99 

Tippee-Toes sits and 
scoots herself along 

Only Sears offers 
all 3 toys 

CGitsiod Dade scant by dieisiniaxniseledimical com 

You'll find her only at Sears 
Babystep takes each little step carefully all by herself. Just 
turn her hidden switch to send her walking or skating— 
balloon in hand—all the way across the room. Plastic, 18 in. 
tall with rooted synthetic hair, Non-scuff skates included. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order 1 package below. 
49 N 30154—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz.,..... $12.44 
49 N 4660—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 2, Wt. 8 oz.Pkg. 38c 

Give Babystep 
3 pretty changes 

with this 
dainty set 

5999 

Outfits include sun 
dress with panties, 

ror. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 30267.$2.99 

WALKING DOLLS 

16-inch Walker 

This toddler needs some- 

Her eyes open and close. 
Dressed in lace-trimmed 
dress, panties, shoes, 
socks. Vinyl head; rooted 
hair. Jointed arms and 
legs. Plastic body. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 N 30155...., $3.99 

24-inch Walker 

Two feet high and filled 
with fun. She walks with 
you . . sits and poses. 
Her eyes open and close. 
Her rooted hair can be 
combed. Jointed arms 
and legs. Plastic. 

Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
79 N 30157C. . $4.99 

Life size, 32 in. tall 

Dimpled-faced doll looks 
lie a young sister. 
Walks when you guide 
her by the hand. Jointed 
arms and legs let her 
pose gracefully. Rooted 
hair you can comb and 
set. Plastic. Wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 30158C. . $6.99 

J2 

without batterles. 

Dolls that walk 

along with you 
one to walk with he. hand-in-hand like 

real friends 

sns [Sears] 591 



Bendable, poseable 

Doll Family 

$199 

Realistic family of 5 
with plastic bendable 
bodies that twist, turn 
or stay in any position 
you wish. Baby, Sis 
Junior, Mom and Dad 
ra from 244 to 5 
inches tall, Dre 
cotton ! 

both hoi 
page. I 

Shpg wt.4« 
49 C 1404 $1.99 

£xitalod sabe Scan by euitimar wc cia CM poda 

Any little gir 

house 

beautifull 
ming pool 

multi-action portable 2-story 

swim 

tional, moval 

Beautifully enished 
hand-crafted plastic 
cloth-covered furniture 

Lavish 2-story portable mansion 
has 4 large rooms completely fur- 

ished with deluxe hand-tailored 
furniture. The regal “Old World” 
interior complements the colonial 
exterior, Lovely flagstone patio 
and garden area for hours of fun 
play. Just fold up to convert vinyl 
house to a compact carry case. 
When open, estate measures 20x 
1734 inches high. 

8 major pieces of hand-crafted 
furniture include bedroom set with 
quilted bed, skirted vanity and 
mirror with gold-color frame; din- 
ing table and 2 flocked chairs, 
step tables, fabric covered curved 
couch, matching chair; plus com- 
plete bathroom set. You can com- 

family sold separately at left. Buy 
it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 C 1409L— Wt. 6 Ibs.. .... $9.99 

The 

Bc en the dal ST TT m 

m With so many great 
features, no wonder 

it's our finest 
Doll House 

Suburban 142 

Home " 

Superbly furnished estate 
closes into a compact vinyl carry case 

When open, estate measures 2414x161 inches high. Folds up 
for a handy carry case. Uses 2 "AA" batteries, order package 
be 

79 C 1408L—Shi ng weight 6 pounds $14.99 

49 C 46666 — "AA" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 6 oz 99c 

Wm. 
Sears 575 



41-inch plastic-frame Billiard Table 
| with pedestal style folding legs 

Strong, 
action 
levelers. 4 

smooth. Felted playing surface, live 
hions. Ball return, score counters, leg 
1x26x27 in. high. Two 30-in. cues, rack, 

sixteen 1-in. balls. Freight or express. 

79 N 134N—Shipping weight 17 Ibs. $15.88 

36-inch steel-frame 
Table . . folding legs 

Modern styled table with 
molded plastic corners and 
pockets. Cloth-covered hard- 
board bed, rubber cushions. Double fun by competing with a friend for accuracy and 
Return alley and tray, Alumi- points . . on the 23-inch bullseye target or the two 16x24- 
num legs. 36x21 34x29 in. high. inch colorful jungle animal targets. Wood tripod. Eight 
Includes sixteen !5í«-in. balls, 22-inch feather-fletched suction cup arrows . . 4 yellow, 4 

two 24-in. cues, plastic tri- white. Two 46-inch flat hickory bows with bow strings 
angle, rules for playing. and heavy plastic grips. Two plastic finger tabs and 2 
79N343L-Wt. 13 Ibs. $10.99 wrist guards included, 

79 N.2472L—Shipping weight 10 pounds... .. . Set $5.88 

s10% 
36-inch size 

Table-top Billiards in easy-to-store sizes 

25-inch $495 
Steel 

Pint-size table-top for pint-size players 
. . ages 5 to 9. 25x15x33 in. high . 
just right for easy shooting. Molded plas- 
tic corners. Blue-green cloth on hardboard 
bed. Steel return alley. With two 21-in 

sixteen 3-in. balls, plastic rack and 
playing rules. 
79 N 109C—Shipping wt. 6 lbs... $4.95 

Citai Dade scans by dieisthiatiseltediwdcal oon 

30-inch $699 
Plastic 

Place on any table . . lightweight, easy 
to handle. Sturdy two-tone frame. Green- 
felted playing surface, special cushions 
for lively play. 30x19x714 in. high. Table 
top has built-in ball return, score counter 
Includes two 24-in. cues, sixteen l-in. 
styrene balls and ball rack. 
79 N 345L—Shipping wt. 7 lbs... $6.99 

Exciting 5-in-1 Game Alley . . shuffleboard, 
skillball, disc pitch, bowling, horse racing 

For ages 5 to 12 and 
up to 4 players. Wood 
frame 52x11x22in. high 
with built-in automat- 
ic ball return. Rings 
bell. Includes 10 pins, 2 
balls, 2 pucks, 4 horses, 
6 discs and spinner. 
Unassembled. 

Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 
79 N 338L. ...$4.88 

2-sided target . . 2 games in 1 $495 

Shoot arrows or throw darts. Indian head bullseye on one 
side and official dart target on other of 22-inch round hard- 
board. Two 46-in. hickory bows, six 18-inch plastic-fletched 
suction cup arrows, 1 tripod, 2 wrist guards, 2 finger guards, 
4 feathered suction cup darts. 

79 N 2497C —Shipping weight 6 pounds.. 

E onm] 

Archery Set $995 
Single set for the young archer. In- 
cludes one 46-in. hickory bow, 3 plastic- 
fletched suction cup arrows, 16-in. bulls- 
eye target on tripod, arm guard, finger 
tab, decorated plastic quiver. 
79 N 2540CY—Wt. 3 lbs... . Set $2.95 x» SEARS 579 



Play [2 different games 
Including Skee Ball and $]333 

Bowling with automatic pin setter 

The fast, competitive sport of bowling is fun with two 5- 
inch balls. Automatic pin setter saves time, keeps the game 
going at a lively pace. Plastic Skee Ball attachment, “Bounce 
the Checker" game. Play Shuffleboard with 4 pushers, 8 
discs, Tic-Tac-Toe and golf. Three racing games with 4 each 
of racers, horses, jet planes. Dart toss with 4 darts and 
target. Printed linoleum strip measures 2x12 feet long. 
With sturdy plastic parts. 
79 N 2548L —Shipping weight 18 pounds. ...... $13.33 

Automatic Pin Setter 
with 2 bowling balls 

$699 

Hit pins, they flip up . . push down lever, 
they reset automatically. Plastic pins and 
parts; steel tubing. Two S-inch injection 
molded balls. 30x14x14 inches deep. 

Shipping weight 10 pounds per postal 
regulations. 
79 N 2549L $6.99 

HUCKLE- 
CHUCK 

3-in-1 Game 

:3 77 

Play ring toss, bean bag and darts. Head 
swings sideways . . snag it with 3 plastic 
rings, land 3 vinyl bean bags in mouth or 
hit target with 3 rubber suction-cup darts. 

Pressed wood. 32 in. high, 15 in. wide. 
‘Skoe-Ball unit 79 N 466C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs...... $3.77 

TWISTER . . the game that ties you up in knots! $388 inflatable Court 

for a good game of 

marbles indoors or out 

Twister has to be the greatest fun game of As players move into each other, it’s harder 
our time! Youngsters, teens, adults can play to keep balance . . first one to fall loses. 

it indoors or out in bare or stocking feet. Big — 24-spot washable vinyl playing sheet (6x434 
spinner points to color on which you place feet) can be folded up or rolled/ 
your hand or foot. 49 N 207—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.,...$3.88 

Complete with big 
bag of marbles $355 

Big 45-in. court of smooth fabric-has no lumps or 
hollows to spoil good shots. Marked off for regulation 
play, court surrounded by lightweight, easily inflated 
and deflated ring. Instruction book included. Use 
your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of 
all. Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. 

49 N 2493....... 0 LLLI ns Dese n e NERONE: 574 Sears 
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Gelatin Mixes and Molds 

s979 

Delicious fruit gelatins packaged 
in child-size boxes. Just the right 
amount in each box fills the molds. 
Plastic molds shape gelatin into 
dog, clown, boat, car, airplane and 
kitty cat 

Set includes 6 assorted fruit fla- 
vored gelatins. 6 molds, recipe 

book and measuring spoon 
49 N 1066 — Wt. 14 oz. Set $2.79 

Fully insulated Coppertone Magic-Cool Oven bakes 

so well yet the outside is always cool to the touch ̀  

geme #1499 : 
Set of 12 Food Mixes 

$199 

This set has all the ingredients to 
bake 3 yummy c: ches of 
cookies, gingerbr 
brownies and an apple pie. Also 
2 packages of frosting mix 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz 
49 N 1071 Set $1.99 

biscuits, 

Kids’ Cook-N-Snack Center 
Make your own hamburgers, shakes, hot dogs 

Cook all the drive-in treats right at home 

Bake your own hot dog and hamburger buns, too 

Sears Exclusive s1299 gae 

Shakes and grilled treats ready in a jiffy with the Cook- 
N-Snack Center. Metal grill has protective see-thru 

plastic cover . . cooks with a 150-watt light bulb (not 
incl.) Light glows when grill is on. UL listed, 110-120. 
60-c. AC. Portable mixer whips up shakes. Includes 6 
add-water shake mixes, 12 pancake mixes, syrup, 
buns; bun molds, spatula, spoon and 2 plastic glasses. 
Grill and grease trap remove for easy cleaning. Mixer 
uses 2 “D” batteries, order 1 pkg. below 
79N1257C-Cook-N-Snack Center. Wt, 7 Ibs. Set $12.99 
79N4660-“D” Batteries. Pkg. of 2. Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 36c 

Cutioà pane scans by deisimat müaselectuicu pom 
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Chwiatina. .a picture of loveliness 
created by Italian craftsmen and outfitted 

continental fashions 

$799 

Radiant 18-inch doll 
with extra-long lashes 
and pale blue open- 
and-close eyes. Silver 
blonde rooted hair. 
Print dress, patent- 
Jook shoes. Fully joint- 

. ed vinyl body. (Head- 
band not included.) 
Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 

49 N 3461 ..... $7.99 

592 BRMAES 

isthe pase — ———— 

aoaaa 
vett 

Outfits for Christina $4.99 a 
2 Sporty 2-piece slack outfit. . bright 

jacket with striped slacks. Belt, 

hanger included, 
49 N 30105—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. . $4.99 

Shimmering silver lamé color dress 
highlights Christina's silver blonde 

hair, Matching boots, too. Hanger 
included. 
49 N 3465—Shpg. wt. 5 oz... $4.99 

595*555555555h3552555 

4 Adorable green leather-look 
vinyl coat . . fully lined, Match- 

ing “mod” boots. Hanger 
49 N 30106 —Wt. 7 oz. $4.99 

5 Swinging lpiece dress com- 
bines a hot pink top with a 

stríped skirt. 6 buttons. Matching 
“mod” boots. Hanger included. 
49 N 30107—Wt. $ oz... . $4.99 

NOTE: Doll not included. 

6 Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz 
49 N 30258 

8t Outfits 
3|99 

; A 

Adorable Half-pints with bright moving eyes 

$4.99 

$499 
each 

(6 and 7 ) Pert 11-inch toddler with tiltable head. Short rooted hair, all 
vinyl body. Wears a lace-trimmed velveteen dress with bows on the sides, 
flower on front. Panties, shoes and socks. 

q Shipping weight 1 Ib. 3 oz 
49 N 30263 $4.99 

Q Perky school dress of combina- 
tion striped and dotted print. 

Rick-rack trim. Matching panties. 

49 N 30259 —Wt. 3 oz. $1.99 

Q Cuddly soft flannel nighty with 
ruffled sleeves and hem, lacy 

collar. Matching panties. 
49 N 30262—Wt. 3 oz.. . . $1.99 

]() Brightly dotted cotton coat 
with white cotton collar and 

cuffs. Matching bonnet 
49 N 30261—Wt. 3 oz. $1.99 

with Funny Kit. 
Stick on a 
funny face, 

press her hands 

together and 
you'll both 
be giggling 

:[044 

What a delight! When you press her hands to- 
gether she cocks her head from side to side, 
rolls her eyes and bursts into a cascade of 
merry giggles. Her elfin face is framed by a 

rich long bob of rooted saran hair that can 
be shampooed and set. 18-inch vinyl body. 
Wears a colorful dress and sandals. Giggles has 
her own Funny Kit which includes a funny 
pair of sun glasses, a funny nose, rouge patches 
and eyebrows. 

49 N 3140 Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. $10.44 

A pair 

of dolls 

are twice 

the fun 

Big and (f $699 
Sister Set 

Such a fashionable pair in their match- 
ing velveteen ensembles with elegant 
imitation leopard trim. Coordinated 
hats flatter their rooted side-sweep hair 
styles. Dolls are fully jointed vinyl with 
bright go-to-sleep eyes and long lashes. 
Little Sister has a splash of pert freckles. 
Big Sister is 19 inches tall, Little Sister 
is 11 inches. Both have vinyl shoes, 
rayon socks and lace-trimmed panties. 

79 N 30264C—Wt. 3 Ibs... Set $6.99 



First time ever.. 

Tutn 
knob to 

{ go. from 
zig-zag to 
straight 

Sewing Machine that’s 

so much like a real one 
a girl can now sew 

P" zig-zag or straight stitches 

2 4” 

Sew decorative zig-zag stitches while you 
make your own clothes and doll outfits. 
This easy-to-use plastic machine works just 
like real, Has stop-and-go foot pedal control, 
plastic head, seam guide, tension control, 
storage drawer and hi duty motor. In 
cludes 8 appliques, tape measure, marking 
pencils, 12x7x10 inches high with 6-foot cord 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
Japan 
49 C 1253—Shipping weight 7 pounds. $24.99 

Gaily-decorated 
plastic carry case 

with handle Sears exclusive portable 
with carry case, foot pedal 

control and accessory kit 

5 extra Needles. For either electric machine, 

49 € 1225—Shipping weight 2 ounces Pkg. 39c 

Straight-stitch 
Portable Machine 

With plastic carry case 319? 
and built-in light 

Learning to mend.and sew is such fun with 
this easy-to-use plastic electric portable. 
Comes complete with a handy built-in light, 
foot pedal control, plastic head, tension con- 
trol and heavy-duty motor. Has spool pin, 
motor light switch, seam guide and con- 
venient storage drawer. Machine measures 
12x6x10 inches high; has a 6-foot cord. UL 

"ws isted for 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. From Japan. 
^.^ 48 C 1255—Shipping weight 7 pounds. $19.99 

Without 
batteries 

$ 99 14 
Battery-powered Machine 

sews precise straight stitches 
Hand-operated Machine 

for the younger set 
Bobbin-type Machine with matching case 

. . Sew lock-stitches that won't ravel 

Sews with steady battery power . . stitches won't pull out easily. 
Has a rugged die-cast aluminum head, adjustable stitch regula- 
tor, bobbin winder and plastic case with handle. 94x8-inch 
high machine with metal base. Extra necdles included. From 
Japan. Uses 3 '"D"' batteries, order package below. 
49 C 1261—Shipping weight 5 pounds 8 ounces. ..... 
49 C 46606—"D" Batteries. Pkg. of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. 

$14.99 

1.19 

Sewing is such fun on this rugged steel 
machine. Has protective presser foot 
control and automatic clutch for hand 
operation. Clamps to table, Comes 
threaded . . ready to sew. 1136x43¢x6 in. 
high. From West Germany. Uses 2 "D" 
batteries, order package at left 

49 C 12012— Sbpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. .$6.99 

Ideal for beginners. Sturdy stecl 
machine with finger-protecting 
guard sews a straight stitch. 
Clamps to table. Comes threaded, 
ready to sew. 8x43gx634 in. From 
West Germany, Phone ordering's 
à quick and easy way to buy it. 

49C 12011—Wt. 11b. 12 oz. $3.99 CORN. Dress 576 
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Get that roving TIGER 
. . Stop him in his tracks with pistol or rifle 

Tiger Safari Hunt $399 
Don the sun helmet, pack the pistol, load the big game rifle and you're ready to 
stalk the moving 12-inch tiger . . indoors or out. When you shoot him down with 
either gun his wind-up motor stops. Just set him up again and continue the hunt, 
Adjustable travel pattern. Handsome 28-in. double-barrel rifle and 7-in. .45 pistol 
both shoot safe darts. With helmet and 6 rubber-cupped darts. 

Rabbits go ‘round . . ducks “swim” 

Carnival Gallery 
Calling all sharpshooters . . to a carnival of fun at this moving 
target shooting gallery. Knock over the ducks. Hit the rabbits. 
Strong windup motor keeps 'em moving. Sturdy metal gallery 
17x10 in. high, brightly colored. Plastic pistol, 4 cupped darts. 

49 N 264—Shipping weight 4 pounds 4 ounces .......... $3.96 

“Bag” the running rabbit 

Rabbit Hunt 

Rabbit stops when hit 

Hit the hare as he scoots about . . in circles or straight lines as 
you choose. Just wind up this mechanical rabbit and the hunt is on. 
Rabbit is 9 in. long. Game set includes 24-in. double barrel shot- 
gun of sturdy plastic and 3 suction cup darts. 
79 N 384C—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

79 N 348C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. 

Press foot release to spring 
"bird" . . bring it down with 

corkball-shooting Daisy rifle 

) Bird can be used 
over and over 

Backyard 
Skeet Shoot 9/99 

Blast soaring metalrimmed pop-apart 
"bird" with Daisy “Spittin’ Image" lever- 
action rifle. Holds 12 cork balls with one 
loading. Shoot as far as 10 feet back from 
10-in. skeet house. Handsome rifle of steel 
and plastic. With pneumatic foot release, 
24 cork balls. 
79 N 337C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs...., $7.99 

580 SEARS ses 
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Mother Hen 
Target 

$949 
Shoot suction-cup darts from 614-in. 
plastic gun. When direct hit is made on 
hen target, egg drops into basket. Colorful 
metal target 17x14 in. wide. With 3 plastic 
eggs, 3 darts as shown. 
49 N 344—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. .$2.49 

GI Joe combat 
rocket Launcher 1309 

C-o-u-n-t-d-o-w-n then fire, hit the 3 bulls- 
eye targets . . up spin the 3 flying satel- 
lites. Full color game panel 17x13 in. 
wide, 2 plastic pistol dart guns, 6 suction 
cup darts and full instructions. 
49 N 352C—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs...... $3.49 

opoccoctonb 

Crow Shoot $166 
Knock 5 pesky plastic crows off their 
farm fence perch to win points. When 
hit, birds spin then drop down. Color- 
ful farm field background 17 in. long. 
Set includes 21-in. double barrel steel 
shotgun and 10 cork bullets. 
49 N 150—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $1.66 

Set 'em up, shoot 'em 
down Bottle Buster $388 

Step up, pardner, and bust the three 
9-in. plastic bottles with the western 
^45 that shoots harmless bullets. Bottles 
re-assembled in a jiffy. Plastic and 
metal pistol, 4 plastic bullets. 
79 N 357C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.. . $3.88 



Giant 91-piece Dominoes Set s2 79 
A wonderful way to teach children numbers. Large double 
12 set of beautifully finished hardwood dominoes SSY 
black pieces with white dots. Storage tube, ins 

Deluxe Aggravation Marble Game $35 
Move 4 marbles home; aggravate opponents by landing on 
their spaces. For 2 to 6 players. 24 marbles, 6 dice. 
49 N 211—Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce. ....$2.35 

Super-size Chinese Checkers $88 
Metal board 18x1 ‘is inches. Deluxe combination Chinese 

and regular checkers. 60 marbles and 24 interlocking 

checkers made in Japan. Pull-out drawers. 2-6 players. 
79 N 192C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. ........... $2.88 

(== 

Professional-type Set $355 
Big metal cage holds 75 numbered wood balls . . selected 
automatically as cage spins. Large master board. Fun for all 
with enough cards, markers for 50 players. 
49 N 161—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces ... $3.55 

Foolproof Bingo-matic Set s[97 
Plastic machine mixes and dispenses 75 numbers one at a 
time—automatically. Cards and markers for 25 players 
49 N 183—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces... . $1.97 

Tibana scane by caidas nartelocindcel cont 
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88-GAME CHEST 
Filled with all the equipment you need 

for good, year-round game fun 

Full of action-packed games from Balloon 
Target, Chess, Pa-Chiz-Si, Bingo-matic 
to 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe! Seven colorful playing 
boards for Chinese checkers, dominoes, 
dozens more . . plus exciting games like 
Balloon Buster target complete with suction 

Scrabble for Juniors. One side has easy 
picture identification words . . advance to 
harder words on other side. Player spelling 
most words wins. 1814-in. board, 100 letter 
tiles. For 2 to 4 players from age 6. 
49 N 235—Shpg. wt. 21bs. 4 oz.. ... . $1.99 

Scribbage. Roll cubes from cup to make 
word combinations; earn points toward 
winning high score. For ages 8 to adult. 
49 N 485—Shipping wt. 12 oz. «$1.79 

(399. "serm 
cup darts, pistol and 4 balloons. 

Molded plastic Tic-Tac-Toe in 3 dimen- 
sions. Horse racing game. Store entire 
set in carrying case 14x11x5 inches. 
Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

49 N 360—Wt. 3 Ibs, 12 07........$3.99 

Scrabble s299 

Fascinating crossword game increases 
your word power. Accumulate points as 
you build words on board . . highest score 
wins. Strategy counts and knowledge. 
Board 14x14 in., 100 word tiles, 4 racks. 
Fun for 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
49 N 139—Shpg. wt. 11b. 8 oz.....$2.99 

Scrabble Turn- 
obe Rip i 9) 
base so each player 
can read words 
“topside-up.” Cork 
corners hold play- 
ing board firmly. 
Fiberboard, 20 in. 
diameter, Wt. 4Ibs. 
79 N 227C $2.99 

Turntable for Scrabble 
revolves on base. 



Everybody loves Pízza! 
Pizza Party Oven comes equipped 8697 
with all you need to make 6 pizzas 

$799 
Little chefs won't be able to resist this realistically de- 

Junior Chef 
Oven 

Your very "own" Oven 

really bakes the goodies you 

Stir-and-mix yourself . 

Newest styling in 

2-level oven . . heats 

with just 1 light bulb 

Oven with 21 food mixes 

s 999 

Oven made of polypropylene 
plastic, about 10% in. high; has 
see-thru plastic windows. Out- 
side of oven never gets hot to the 
touch. Includes: 21 cake, frost- 
ing, cookie and pie mixes and 11 
plastic and metal utensils; cake 
pie, loaf and cup cake pans, 
cookie and gingerbread man cut- 
ters. Oven uses one 75 watt light 
bulb—not included. UL listed. 
Shipping weight 4 lbs. 14 oz. 

45/871070. 7 Set $9.99 

Oven without food mixes 

Oven (same as above) with 1 each 
cake, pie, loaf and cup cake pans, 
teaspoon, tablespoon, cook book 

tailed "red brick" oven of sturdy, heat-resistant ma- 49 N 1069 .......... 
terial. Works on two 75-watt light bulbs (not included). 

fun to mix and bake your own pizza. Set equipped 
th enough mix for 6 cheese pizzas, pizza lifter-spatu- 

and cutter. UL listed. Operates on 
current. About 13x17x10 in. high. 
hipping weight 5 lbs, 

21-piece Set with :999 
12 food mixes 

Yummy assortment of 4 cake, 2 frost- 
ing, 2 cookie, 2 gingerbread, 1 brownie 
and 1 biscuit mixes. The plastic and 
metal utensils you need: cake, loaf, 
cup cake pans plus cookie sheet, 2 
cookie cutters and gingerbread man 
cutter. Set includes cook book and 
measuring spoon. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. 
SQ MOBI osc Leere rura 

‘Stated Dade scans by dieisihnias miednica com 

«+. Set $7.99 

37-piece Set with s499 
25 food mixes 4° 

Delicious goodies for you to bake and plastic 
and metal utensils to whip them up. Mixes in- 
clude: 10 cake, 5 frosting, 4 cookie, 2 ginger- 
bread, and complete ingredients (2 pie filling 
mixes, 2 pie crust mixes) for two apple pies. 
Cake, pie and loaf pans, plus muffin tin, roll- 
ing pin, cookie sheet, 2 cookie and 1 ginger- 
bread cutters; bowl, spoon, and cook book. 
49 N 1062—Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz...... Set $4.99 

and complete instructions. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

Set $6.97 

74-pc. Set with 52 food mixes :Q99 
even has pudding mixes and bowls 8 

Really great selection for little cooks. You can bake 3 pies, 
16 cakes, 4 batches of cookies, 2 batches of fortune cookies 
mix (you even get “fortunes” that you tuck inside). Also in- 
cludes 12 assorted frostings, 2 biscuit mixes, ? brownie mixes, 
2 gingerbread mixes and 6 pudding mixes. Plastic, metal. 
Utensils: 2 cake, 1 pie, loaf, cup cake pans, cookie cutters, 3 pudding bowls, mixing bow], spoons, cook book, rolling pin. 
49 N 1065—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 8 oz.............. Set $8.99 

rcoxwe Sears 577 



Snuggly Outfits for 

Angel Baby 

She's ready for sleeptime 
in her warm, washable two- 

j pajamas. Snaps 
Shipping wt. 6 oz. 

49 N 30242 $1.99 

Angel Baby can play in 
this two-piece checked 

coveralls and blouse outfit. 
Lace trimming. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 30243 $1.99 

4 She'll stay comfy warm in 
this pink ribbed nylon 

fleece two-piece pram suit 
decorated with pompons. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 N 30244 $2.99 

NOTE: Doll not included with 
items 2 through 4 

Citai pace scans by deisiiamiseledmical om 

Beguiling Littlest Angel s497 
in a whirl of ruffles 

Lovely 11-inch charmer wears a lace- 
trimmed topper and pants set with a 

sunflower motif. The matching headband 
catches her long wavy blonde rooted hair. 
She's all soft vinyl, fully jointed and 
surface washable. Has bright, sparkling, 
go-to-sleep eyes and a demure smile. Her 
shoes and socks are included. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces. 
49 N 30191 $4.97 

Angel Baby. - huggable is 
the word for this bright-eyed charmer 

This heavenly little cherub is just waiting to 
be snuggled. She has sleeping eyes and shiny 

rooted blonde hair. She's surface washable . . all 
soft vinyl with movable joints. 14-inch Angel Baby 
wears a lace-trimmed velvety topper with rosebuds 
decorating the front. Matching lined bonnet ties in 
a bow under her chin. Skirt is white polished cotton, 
Panties, shoes and socks. 
49 N 30241—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz. $6.97 

Toddler Dolls in 

Luscious 
Fed Velvelex 

Outfits 
Deeply vibrant..velvet-like dresses 
are so smoothly soft to the touch 

Little Miss Ginny $497 
wears a holiday mini 

Smiling 12-inch pre-teen has an 
embroidery and velvet trimmed 

mini dress. She wears long diamond 
patterned mesh stockings, shoes and 
panties included. Long, bouncy 
blonde rooted hair. She's all vinyl, 
fully jointed and surface washable 
Shining go-to-sleep eves. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 30189 $4.97 

Miss Ginny dressed in 
furry-trimmed ensemble 

s999 

Elegant 15-inch doll in a full. 
length period costume with match- 

ing muff, cape and bonnet. Petticoat, 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz 
49 N 30192.. $9.99 
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E > SEW a wardrobe for Barbie < 
: < 

QAUNANUNNNSSV VN VV VV VUWN'Y 
It's “SEW SIMPLE" . . because pieces are 

precut and ready to sew . . easy step-by-step 

instructions are included 

Learning to sew is such fun with these fashionable SEW SIMPLE 
outíits . . designed to fit Barbie, Stacey, Julia or any other 1134-inch 
fashion doll. Plastic accessories. Dolls not included with ensembles. 

Bride's Trousseou Set. Sew 

bridal gown, veil, bridesmaid's 
gown, stole, formal and jacket 
Hangers, gloves and shoes incl. 

49 C 1457 —Wt. 6 oz...Set $2.99 

London Look Set. Sew 3 dresses, 
pants-suit, jack 
coat, kerchief, pa. 
Hangers, p 
49 C 1456—Wt. 6 oz... Set $3.99 

slacks set, 
as and hat 

se, boots included. 

Mix 'n Match Set. Make a dress, 
2 blouses, jumper, skirt, suit- 
dress and nightie. Belt, purse, 
hangers, shoes, accessories incl 

Sun Valley Set. Sew outfits for 
tennis, swimming, skiing, cheer- 
leading, skating and ballet. 
Sports equipment included 

49 C 1493—Wt. 6 oz...Set $2.69 — 49 C 1458—Wt. 6 oz... Set $3.99 

Sewing Basket $799 

and Accessories 2 

For the junior seamstress . . everything she needs 
to sew and mend plus a fully lined, hand-woven 
basket. Spool tray holds needles, threader, tape 
measure, thimble, scissors and 4 spools of thread 
844x7x4 inches high. From Taiwan. 
49 C 1222—Shipping weight 1 pound 7 ounces. $2.99 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Save $7 on this time-saving s[255 
Automatic Knitting Machine t 

Last Christmas wos $19.88. Knit a row in one second. Make 

mittens, sweaters. Slide carriage across needles to any width up 
to 9 in. Join panels for more width; use standard skeins of 

Hand-operated 22 Mechanical-action 3522 

KNITTING JENNY " E-Z WEAVER LOOM = 

Even beginners can create stylish hats, 
mufflers, doll clothes and much more 
this easy-to-use plastic knitter makes row 
after row of even stitches. Just lift the 
yarn over the double row of pegs. 12x434 
in. high. Knitting needle, 70 yards of 
yarn, complete instructions included. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounc 
49 C 1489. . Set $2.99 

Cution sace scans by cheisimas miseteciudcM com 

Create simple or intricate designs in fabrics 
you weave yourself . . then use fabrics to 
fashion distinctive purses, scarves, blankets 
and much more. Plastic machine operates 
just like a real loom. 19x13x13 inches. Has 
shuttle, harness, warp strings, spacing wire, 
66 yards of yarn, instructions. 

Shipping weight 5 pounds, 
79 C 1372€ . Set $5.99 

yarn. Steel rails and moving parts cut down friction; nylon 
brushes help prevent dropped stitches. No weights or combs 
slow you down. Clamps to table for no-skid knitting. Extra- 
sturdy steel and plastic unit meas 0 in. 49 close-spaced 
needles. Set incl. 6-oz. fine quality yarn, graduated patterns, 
labels, hook, needles, latch tool, instructions. 
79 C 1410C—Shiy Set $12.88 

kesse (Sears 

ing weight 6 pounds. 
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Shooting 

Range 

$988 

1 Detailed molded heads of lion and 
hippo seem ready to roar at you 

from the edge of the jungle. But you 
can put shot after shot into their 
open maws to score. Or knock over 
the 5 panels in front of them. Self- 
loading automatic fires metal pel- 
lets. Nose of plastic pistol attached 
to frame. Jungle picture background 
panel. Clear plastic case over game. 
Metal legs. 14 x 6 x 5 inches high. 
49 N 372—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz.. $2.88 

Hit hat . . he Hit guns.. 
draws guns they drop ott 

Hands Up Harry 
he never wins 

He's Hilarious Harry, too, as 
you put him through his paces 
with your keen-eye shooting. 
Printed colorful cowboy garb 
mounted on hardboard. 28 in. 
high. 3 supporting legs. With 
western style plastic dart gun 
and 4 suction-cup darts. 
79 N 351C—Wt. 5 Ibs.$3.99 

Cutsioó pag scans by cheisimasauiseteciwdcal Gom 

Hit belt buckle 
++ pants fall 

Shooting 

Range 

Enemy soldiers guard the revolv- 
ing spring wound target. But with 

careful aim you blast it time and 
again. The self-loading plastic auto- 
matic pistol shoots metal pellets . . 
fires as fast as you can pull the trig- 
ger. Nose of gun is attached to steel 
frame. Colorful war scene back- 
ground panel. Clear heavy plastic 
case encloses game. Metal legs. Size 
is 20 x 7 x 12 inches high. 
49 N 259—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.. . $3.88 

Huckle-Chuck 
3-in-1 Game 

Play three different games with 
this big board . . ring toss, bean 
bag, darts. Head swings from 
side to side. Snag it with 3 plas- 
tic rings, land 3 vinyl bean bags 
jn mouth, hit target with 3 rub- 
ber suction-cup darts. Pressed 
wood. 32 in. high, 15 in. wide. 
79 N 466C—Wt. 4 Ibs. .$3.49 

Ducks fly 
around 

. . flop 
when hit 
Flying Duck 

Shooting Gallery 

$ 397 

From a standing position shoot at the 3 flying duck targets. They circle 
at least 12 times with each setting s circling lower for a variety 
of shots, When winged, ducks flop down . . as in a real shooting gallery, 
2134-inch plastic rifle shoots suction-cup darts. Three darts included. 
Sturdy metal stand 434 feet high. Unassembled. 
79 N379C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . NEN UID 

Bop the Beetle 
. . frog snaps it 

Tap a beetle just the right 
way and he “‘bops” into the 
Írog's mouth. It snaps shut . . 
and you score. Game includes 
two 4x6-in. plastic beetles, one 
12-in. frog trap, two 15-in. 
Beetle Boppers. Shipping 
weight 2 pounds 12 ounces. 
49 N392.. -$2.97 

Throw ball in hat . . eyes 
spin, nose twists, score 
adds up in mouth . . ball 

rolls out bow tie. 

. Jolly Clown 
Ball Toss 

Here's circus midway fun for , 
youngsters. The comical clown 
provides hours of enjoyment 
as each toss that scores brings 
so much action. About 19 in. 
high, 18 inches long. 4 balls. 
All plastic. Shipping weight 
1 pound 14 ounces. 
49 N 327...........- $2.97 
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Carrom Stand $)99 

Revolving top stand to use with 

your carrom board. Eliminates 
straining and reaching because it 
turns freely for perfect positioning. 
Hardwood. About 26 in. high. 
79 N 225C—Wt. 31bs.....$2.99 

54-game Carrom 3599 

125-game Super Deluxe 

CARROM 
includes big reversible board and all the 
pieces for checkers, kedo, billiardettes, 

tenpins plus complete set of chessmen 
. . 108 pieces in all 

AVAILABLE ONLY AT SEARS 

$799 

Ready, aim, and flip out your white shooter to send the 
scoring rings sliding into pockets for points. Expert 
carrom players can even challenge themselves to any of 
the more difficult variations of this same game. Just pick 
up the rule book to find all 125 games you can play with 
the 30 carrom rings, chessmen, 10 tenpins, 3 spinning 
tops, 15 numbered disks, 3 green flies, 3 yellow flies, 2 
hardwood cues and other things included in carrom 
Hardwood board 28x28 in. Up to 4 players. So easy to buy 
when you just use the phone. 
79 N 138L— Shipping weight 10 Ibs..........Set $7.99 

Box of 30 extra plastic Carrom Rings. 
49 N 459— Shipping weight 8 oz... .... sse Box 99c 

Ouija Board $288 

Man balanced 
on nose keeps 

you on your toes 

Disks are distributed 
evenly and man 
sways easily until 
first player removes 
disk. Then little man 
jerks, wobbles and 
maybe from 
his 2-ft. high perch 
if you're not steady 
in scooping disks 
from peg. Disks to- 
taling 100 points will 
win game for any of 
2 to 4 players, ages 
7 and up. 
Wt. 11b, 8 oz. 

49N158....$3.77 

Hit the Spot $)99 

It takes a steady hand and lots of patience to roll 

the steel ball uphill. Work metal rods to put ball 
in motion and try for cups with the highest score. 
Wood board 21x10x4 in. high. Any number, age8 up. 
49 N 165—Shipping weight 3 lbs...........$2.99 

Booby-Trap $2 99 

Test your skill in this 
uphill climb game 

Remove disks to collect points, but careful 
or you'll "spring" the Booby-Trap. Some 
disks cause immediate springing, others are 
safe as can be. Excitement mounts with each 
removal. For 1 to 10 players, ages 6 to adult. 
49 N 217—Shipping weight 2 Ibs......$2.99 

Fortune telling favorite comes out dif- 
ferently each time you play it. Pointer 
spells out answers to questions and is great 

.$5.99 fun at parties. 12x18-inch board with plas- 
tic pointer. For 2, ages 8 to adult. 
49 N 408—Shpg. wt. 11b. 120z.....$2.88 

26x26-inch wood-framed hardwood board reverses as in big 

set above. Complete rule book for the 2 cues, 15 numbered 

disks, and 30 plastic carrom rings. Only at 
79 N 149L—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . 
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Fold-away Alumínum Dínette Set 

with plastic foam padded seats 
This sturdy set is so lightweight, the youngsters 

themselves can fold it up and put it away 

res. $4944 2:14 
Wipe-clean vinyl top has colorful motif of blue, gold and silver-color sunbursts on 

white, Solid blue vinyl seat covers. Polished tubular aluminum frames and legs 

make this entire set strong enough to take the most rugged playtime use right in 

stride. Simple folding mechanism lets the children fold the set and store it away in 

just seconds. Table 20 inches high. Chair seats 12x12x13 inches high. See Shipping 

Note at bottom of page. So easy to buy when you use the phone. 

5-pe. Set. 36x24-in. table, 4 chairs. 3-pc. Set. 24x2 . table, 2 chairs. 

79 N 9060N—Wt.281bs..Set $19.44 79 N 9046N Wt. 16 lbs. .Set $11.44 

79 N 9069L— Extra Chairs. Carton of 2. Shipping weight8lbs....Carton 6.89 

Solid hardwood finished 
like fine furniture, yet it's 

amazingly rugged For your circle 

of special friends 

3-piece 

Maple-finish high-pressure plastic top resists 

stains, heat, mars, even pen or pencil marks 

'The same Micarta* plastic top as used in some of the finest 
adult furniture. Young friends can gather around this sturdy 

28-inch circular table for games or homework sessions. So firm 

and smooth . . wipes clean with a damp cloth. Front spindles 

and legs beautifully turned. Metal corner braces reinforce 

legs. Chair seats 11x13x13 in. high. Table 21 in. high, partly 
assembled 
79 N 9021N-See Shipping Note. Shpg. wt. 38 lbs.Set $29.95 

Solid Hardwood Set. Table and 2 chairs similar to above. 

79 N 9006N-See Shipping Note. Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs. Set $27.95 

79 N 9064L —Extra Captain's Chair. Wt. 8lbs.Each — 8.49 

ii 
n 

Fold-away Steel Dinette Set 

Gather your friends around this big 33-inch round table . . 

comfortable captain's chairs have plastic foam padded seats. 

"i $2495 
Table top and chairs are covered in white vinyl with gold 

y and silver-color flecks . . wipe it clean with just the swish 

h. of a damp cloth. Sturdy tubular steel frame and legs are 

finished in chip-resistant bronze-color enamel that keeps 

looking good after years of fun-filled playtimes. Table is 

21 inches high. Chair seats measure 11x11x12¥4 inches 

NN UU from floor. Plastic caps on all legs protect floors against | piece $ 12” 
scratches. See Shipping Note below. Dish set shown not incl. pact storage. 

79 N 9106N— Shipping weight 32 pounds. -Set $24.95 Hardwood Set in light walnut finish 

Table and 2 chairs combine strength, beauty and economy. 

Chair legs are steam bent for a graceful look. Table legs are set 

SAVE THIS CATALOG: You can order toys on pages i 
at a slant, bolted and braced to stay in place. Chair seats 11x 

433 through 609 from now until August 1, 1968. 10x10 in. from floor. Table 25x18x18'4 in. high, unassembled. 

Shipping Note: All “N” items (as 79 N 9106N) shipped freight 79 N 9062C—Shipping weight 19 pounds. ..... Set $12.79 

578 Sears rc (rail or truck) or express. 79N9063C-Extra Chairs. Carton of 2. Wt. 9 lbs.Carton 7.49 
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LIDDLE KIDDLE Talking House 

“AN These 3 1 
aboard! KIDDLES à 

Elevator = 

going bring ns 
m: you luck g 

4, 

You'll love 
all 3 adorable 

Kiddles . . 
a Lucky Locket 
Kiddle, Charm 
Bracelet Kiddle 
and scented 

Kiddle Kologne 

House and House Slips: 

i» Slipsy 3999 | Only s797 l sliddle only 3239 

“This is where the Liddle Kiddles live" says the Talking Kiddle House. Just 

pull the ring at the back of the house and it will say one of 10 phrases. Kiddles 

love riding in the clevator . . just turn the handle to go up or down. Two-story 

house has room for many Kiddles; it’s 12 x 744 x 10 inches high . . molded vinyl. 

Set includes Slipsy Sliddle dressed in sporty bell-bottom slacks, blouse and white 

shoes, Rooted hair is caught on either side in ribbons. 3}4-inch vinyl body . - 

bendable and poseable. (Other Kiddles shown, not included.) Molded slide and 

1 book included. 
49 N 30293— Talking House with Slipsy. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz.. .....Set $9.99 

49 N 92045— Talking House only. Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces... 7.97 
49 N 34404— Slipsy Sliddle only. Shipping weight 5 ounces. ........... 2.39 

Beauty Bazaar $497 
Sampler Set 

Lorelei Locket Kiddle is just 2 in. tall, but 

full of good luck. Necklace and bracelet are 

gold-color. The flower charm holds a tiny 

11X¢-inch Kiddle with rosy cheeks and 

shocking pink hair. Inside the Honeysuckle 
Kologne decanter is a 2-inch Kiddle with 

posing stand. Plastic decanter is 4!$ in. 

Bendable vinyl Kiddles are removable so 

you can play with them. Rooted hair. 

49 N 30119—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z...$4.97 

Delightful 34-inch LIDDLE KIDDLES 
with coordinated accessories 

Sears exclusive Baby 
Liddle and carriage 

$939 
You can actually push 
Baby Liddle in her plastic 
carriage . . the wheels 
really turn, Mattress and 
pillow are included for 
Baby's comfort. Baby Lid- 
dle is wearing a soft bib Tell 
and panties outfit, Her idaho $39 
rooted hair is swept up ina 

ribbon. With her big, 

Beddy Bye $39 
Biddle 

Telly can even change the channel She’s all ready for sleep in her 

594 [Sears [is^ 
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bright eyes and wistful 
smile, no wonder she looks 
so appealing. Has poseable 
vinyl body. Brush and 
comb included. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 N 30289. . $2.39 

on her TV set . . just turn the se- 
lector and full color pictures rotate 

on a drum. Telly wears a cute 
playdress, matching shoes, bow 
334-inch bendable vinyl body. 
Rooted hair. “Pretzel” box, book. 
49 N 34401—Wt. 5 oz... .$2.39 

lace-trimmed nighty and match 
ing bow. Bed is molded plastic. 
Bedspread and pillow of flower 
print. 334 in. tall, bendable 

vinyl. Rooted hair. Comb, brush 
and book included. 
49 N 3503—Wt. 5 oz....$2.39 
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Large-capacity Single Oven Set 

: 23" 
Heavy gauge steel oven is brightly colored . . sure to delight 

Set cludes mixes for yummy cakes, frosting, 

skic cuits, gingerbread, pie crust and apple pie filling 
ans, cookie cutters, bowl 

cookie gerbread man, pan holder 
oon. Oven even has see-through 

low; measures 9x74 x11 es high. Operates with two 75 
watt light bulbs (not included). Always stays cool to the touch 
UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC 

79 C 10146C—Shipping weight 7 pound Set $13.99 

Bake enough for a party in this 
Double Bake Oven Set that fits on a table 

.. and only Sears has it 

Bottom oven bakes a cake and pie while top oven $ 99 
makes a batch ot cookies . . all at the same time. s 

34 Never gets too hot for little fingers to touch 

Special see-through windows let you keep an eye on your pastries while they bake 
and there are so many goodies to make with this party-size all-steel oven. Set 
inclu!es mixes for cakes, frosting, pie crust, apple pie fill 
gingerbread and fortune cookies. Fully equipped with bakin: 

cookies, biscuits 
ns, cookie cutters 

cookie sheet, muffin tin, rolling pin, gingerbread man, pan holder, measuring spoon 
fortune cookie sayings, recipe book and instructions. Compact-size Single Oven Set 

Tabletop double open comes in high-fashion coppertone; 9x73, x16 
inches high. Plastic trim. Operates with two 100-watt light bul incl.). UL Bake some terrific desserts in this 634x534x8!4-inch steel 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. Buy it the easy way—order by phone oven. Includes mixes for cakes, frosting and batches of cook- 
79 C 10145C—Shipping weight 9 pounds....... A ainoa rie Set $18.99 ies; also a cake pan, cookie sheet and cutters, pan holder, 

spoon, recipe book and instructions. Uses 75-watt bulb (not 
for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC rcc included). UL lisi 

578 [Sears | frst. 49 € 10147—Shipping weight 3 lbs. 2.02 Set $8.99 
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Play ten fast-moving games of skill on one board . . 
includes Baseball, Bowlaround, Smack It and Duck Zoop 

A bo f fun. . from skid pool to skid tic- 
Mattel’s Smack-A-Roo formes E Pe rues ad 

Drop a ball in the shooter . . aim . . pull the 
plunger and watch your ball race around big 
23x15-in. molded plastic board. Bounce your 
ball off three corner cushions and around 

mum ——O—Ó— 

keep the whole family in 
suspense as players try to 
collect points without 
springing the Booby Trap. 

Players take turns re- 
moving colored wooden 
counters from the frame . . 
trick is to choose the right 
ones so that spring won't 
move. Excitement mounts 
as plays become more 
tricky. From 1 to 10 can 

play. Ages 6 to adult. 
Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 217. «$2.27 

Whack the stack . . 
Bash! It’s a knockout game 

Pound him in the middle . . knock his head down 
to his feet. But watch it . . Bash! He'll topple 
over if you're not careful. Learn the skill of 
using the hammer, Add up points as you strike 
out sections, Knocking good fun for ages 5 to 12. 
For 2 to 4 players. Plastic. About 12 in. high. 

49 N 197—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... ....$1.97 

Mattel’s Magnetel 

others challenging enough for adults. “Shoot” 
obstacles. Includes removable shooter, 2 glass 
balls, clown, baseball bat, spinner, ten pins, 
skeebol and pin spotter. Fun for all ages. 

with spring-loaded cues. Plastic board about 
26x16 in., has 9 magnetized spots. 6 magnetic 
and 10 non-magnetic discs. Cues, disc, rack. 

79 N 153C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs, .- $4.99 79 N 147C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs... ..... $4.66 

Hand operated 
Rock 'em Sock 'em 
Robots by Marx 

$766 

It's a knock-out . . a no-holds- 
barred sensation. Boxing robots 
are hand controlled for hours of fun 

. move around, throw left and 
right punches. When boxer is 
socked on the chin, a spring 
mechanism pops the head up. 

Miniature Pool, Flip-it Tennis 

Press head back and you're ready Spring-loaded cue sticks, automatic ball return, 
for next round. Plastic. Wt. 7 Ibs. 15 balls, plus rack for pool. 21x14-in. table con- 
TOM 168C., 05er $7.66 verts quickly for tennis. Miniature player flips 

disc over net . . opponent returns it. Score when. 
disc hits net or falls out of bounds. 

“Charge It" if you wish 



Teetering percher 
whizzes around 

to catch disks 
without toppling 

Steady your hands on Hoopla Handles and ma 

neuver unicyclist back and forth. 35 color-keyed 
disks automatically drop so percher can hook 
them. Plastic, metal. Any number, ages 8 and up. 
79 N 179C— Shipping weight 4 pounds $6.77 

Mattel’s Super Magnetel $622 
Play Skid Pool, Stack 'em up, Shootemupolis, 
7 more. 26x16-in. plastic board, magnetic and 
non-magnetic disks, rack, cues, scoring chips and 
more so any number at any age can join the fun. 
79 N 141C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . $6.22 

( ad 

FLIPPO 

3449 

the shoot and flip target game 

Spring-action swivel shooters zip out marbles 
to spinning targets. Just right number of flips 

brings all the winning color facing you. 2-foot 
board, 10 marbles, 2 shooters. Ages 5 and up. 

79 N 281C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ..$4.49 

Citai Dade Scans by dima miednica Conk 
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Aim puffer, SN 

SQUEEZE `X 
and air-propel 

into action 5 of 
the wildest games 

possible on 1 board 

All new and only at Sears 

5-in-1 PUFF BALL 
$699 

Rubber bulb puffers send cork ball racing in all 
directions as you score and keep opponents from 
scoring in Puff Ball. For Ten Pins, just set up 
wooden pins on 24-in, board then squeeze and 
shoot for strikes, If you're a real straight shooter, 
King Pin tests your skill in knocking down a 
single pin, Careful and quick squeezing is all you 
need to mount the points in Puff Skee Ball. And 
finally, Puff Putt is easily the breeziest version of 
golf you'll ever play. For 1-4, ages 8 and up. 
79 N 349L—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ...$6.99 

down game of Skittles to the 
hockey-like game of Kikit in 

just a few seconds 

Available only at Sears 

$ 87 

For Skittles, just spin the top and watch 

it ricochet wackily off sideboards, 
through holes. More tenpins knocked 
down, the higher you score. When you 
want to play Kikit, just pull out remov- 
able boards and insert kick-sticks. 30x 
14-in. board, 12 tenpins, 2 tops, 1 table 
tennis ball, rules, For ages 8 and up. 
79 N 350C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs. $8.77 [ t 

Rock 'em Sock 'em Robots 
. . the hand-operated boxers 

s955 

Plastic robots move around ring 
throwing lefts, rights and block- 
ing punches. You hand control 
punches and win round if your 

` robot bops the other on the chin 
first. Head pops up to indicate 
good sock, presses back in for 
next round. For 2, ages 5 and up. 
79 N 155C—Wt. 6 lbs.. . $9.55 
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Let your little hostess plan a mealtime party 
Chrome-plated Dinette Set seats 4 children . 
no worry over clean-ups with plastic-coated ‘19% table top and vinyl-upholstered chairs 

Roomy 30x24-inch table lets youngsters 
spread out board games or invite friends 
for lunch . . 5 square feet of table surface. 
Plastic-coated table top in ivory and gold- 
color marble design resists stains, scratches 
and mars, wipes clean easily; aluminum 
molding. Table 20% in. high. Four de- 
signer-look high-back chairs have vinyl- 

upholstered seats that match table top. 

Seats are comfortably padded. Chairs 
measure 11x11x12 inches from the floor. 
All legs on table and chairs are made of 
sturdy chrome-plated steel and have plas- 
tic tips on the ends to protect Mom's 
floors from scratches. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9058L-Shpg. wt. 36 Ibs. Set $19.99 

Captain's Chair 

ne $ 549 
Handsome added 
seating for any di- 
nette set. Vinyl-up- 
holstered seat. Tu- 
bular steel frame, 
chrome-plated fin- 
ish. Shipping wt. 
each, 6 pounds. 
79 N 9068L-Blue 
79 N 9057L-Red 

Each...... $549 

dala piace scank by cddimar wwienllctudc a com 

Chrome-plated steel Dinette 3-piece Set 
with mar-resistant table top s1588 

and 2 padded Captain's Chairs 

Here's a good-looking little set that will stand up equally 
well under brother's rough and tumble and sis’ tea parties. 
Large 30x20-inch melamine plastic table top resists stains 
scratches and mars and wipes clean easily with a damp cloth 
21 in. high. Two captain's chairs have red vinyl-covered 
padded seats. Seat 12 inches from floor. Frames and legs are 
tubular steel with chrome-plated finish. Partly assembled 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 9039N— Shipping weight 24 pounds. . ... Set $15.88 

SAVE THIS CATALOG you can order 

toys on pages 433 to 609 until August 1. 1968 
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Complete 

Dining Room 
Play Outfit 
China Cabinet, 
35-piece Dish Set and 3-pc. Dinette Set 

All for ony $ 14%” 

Save 99c . . buy the complete outfit. China cabinet is 
42 in. high, has clear plastic windows, 2 shelves . . it's 
made of corrugated paper fiberboard. Plywood dinette 
set finished in spill-resistant enamel . . table 20x15x16 in. 
high; 2 chairs have seats 8 in. from floor. Partly assembled. 

Plastic tea set looks like real milkglass. Service for 4 
with plates and saucers in red floral pattern on white; 
solid white cups, demitasse cups and hobnail pitcher, 
creamer and sugar bowl; spoons, knives, forks, napkins. 
79 N 902212—Shpg. wt. 23 lbs. Outfit $14.99 
79N9018L-3-pc. Dinette Set only. Wt. 13 lbs. Set 7.99 
79 N 985L— Cabinet, Dish Set only. Wt. 10 lbs. 7.99 

Chrome-plated Set with melamine table top 
Stain-resistant 24x18-in. table top has walnut wood- 
grain finish. About 21 in. high. Vinyl padded chairs. 
Tubular steel legs. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9053C—Shipping weight 19 lbs... .Set $10.99 
79N9054C-Extra Chair. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. Each 4.99 

rc Sears 579 
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SssSSKEDippLES- 
b. Give their 

walkers a 
push and Shirley 

and Sheila 
ve Skediddle 

go strolling 

29 
à 

(1 ond 2 ) Lovely 4-inch kiddles have detachable walk- 
ers. . the faster you push a walker, the faster a Kiddle 
will walk or run. Detach walker to play with Kiddle 
separately. Kiddles also walk when legs or head are 
moved manually. Plastic. Rooted hair, 

SCP a 

As Tracy pedals, ‘copter propeller spins, 
trike wheels turn 

, - . attach walker, 
} she walks 

4 and runs 

Hen £2 

^. 

Only Sears offers this ride and run super- 
Skediddle set .. Tracy and two vehicles 
. . at such a low price. Bouncy Tracy Trike- 
diddle wears an orange and yellow outfit 

with shoes, socks. She comes with her own 
plastic 5 in. helicopter, 334-inch tricycle 

exclusive Sot 

$397 
A Sears 

and wagon. Just push the vehicle and 
1 star Doskedid die; Sheila Skediddle. watch the wheels move as she pedals. 

Fic This Kiddle also has a detachable plas. 
i tic walker. Rooted hair and a plastic % 

body. 4 inches tall. Wt. 6 oz. 
49 N 30124.. Set $3.97 

Anabelle 
Autodiddle 

"drives" her 
own car 

Only s) 79 

A Kiddle Kaboodle of 3-dimensional homes, park and playground . 
roads, too, where Anabelle Autodiddle c. edal her car Kiddles Collector's Case holds Mab EL dE 

B dolls for storage or travel Open vinyl case and watch Liddle Kiddles town 
awaken for hours of fun sliding, riding and playing. 
Close case for storage and carry it like a suitcase 
Case is 2034 x 12 x 744 inches high . . room for lot: 
Kiddles. Set includes Anabelle Autodiddle, a 

body, rooted hair. She wears a sporty dress and puff 
bonnet. Walker included. 
Kiddle Town Set. Shipping weight 7 pounds, 

f — 79 N 30291C2.. „Set $12.66 
ke- ^ Kiddle Town only. Shipping weight 6 pounds. 

Handy carrying case has 8 individual 
Kiddle-size compartments plus 77 
square inches of accessory storage 
space. Washable vinyl case has plastic mo enc vi as plasti diddle Kiddle, with detachable walker and plastic 79 N 9339C.. 9.99 Mole, twist lock and a oora auto. (Other Kiddles shown, not included.) She Anabelle Autodiddle and car only, window. About 15x2x10 inches high actually drives by pedaling her feet. 4-in. plastic 49 N 30032—Shipping weight 7 ounces...... 2.79 (Kiddles not included.) 
49 N 92018—Shpg. wt. 6 oz..$1.97 
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Mix a different dessert 
every day of the month . . 

69-piece Food Mix Set 

$ 8” 

Prepare cakes, pies, pudding, more 
with 23 just-the-right-size utensils 

With this easy-to-make assortment the only difficulty 
will be deciding which delicious pastry to prepare first. 
Set includes enough mixes for 12 cakes, 10 frostings, 4 
cookie batches, 3 apple pie fillings and pie crusts, 2 
batches of biscuits, brownies and fortune cookies, 2 sets 
of gingerbread men and 6 yummy puddings, 

Set has 23 utensils and accessories including baking 
pans, cookie cutters and cookie sheet, rolling pin, 
measuring spoons, mixing bowls, gingerbread man, pie 
plate, pudding spoon, muffin tin, fortune cookie sayings 
and recipe book. Simple step-by-step instructions are on 
the back of each package. 
49 C 10141—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 11 oz... . Set $8.99 

Food Mix Refill Set 

10 mixes for cakes, $199 
cookies and more 

20-piece Food Mix Set 

With 11 tasty mixes $7999 
and 9 utensils 

35-piece Food Mix Set 

Make 8 cakes, 2 pies and more with $ £99 
these 23 mixes and 12 utensils 

Delicious refill set . . so you won't run 
out of treats to make. Includes 2 cake 
mixes, 2 frosting mixes, 2 cookie mixes, 
1 biscuit mix, gingerbread mix, pic crust 
mix and apple pie filling mix. Instruc- 
tions on back of each package. 
49 C 10144—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... Set $1.99 

Bake a table full of tasty treats with these easy-to- 
make mixes. Prepares 5 frostings, 8 cakes, 4 sheets of 
cookies, 2 batches of gingerbread men, 2 pie crusts and 
2 apple pie fillings. Utensils include baking pans, cookie 
sheet and cutters, muffin tin, pie plate, rolling pin, bowl, 
recipe book. Instructions on each pkg. s 
49 C 10142—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 oz... .. Set $4.99 

Set includes enough mixes for 4 cakes, 2 
frostings, 2 cookie batches, 2 sets of ginger- 
bread men and 1 batch of biscuits. Utensils 
include baking pans, cookie sheet and cutters, 
gingerbread man, muffin tin, measuring spoon 
and recipe book. 
49 C 10143—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz ..Set $2.99 

base lights up 

Remco’s “Little © Funny pots, pans and foods smile and 
Dutch Kitchen"  - |. wink while you pretend to cook 

Blender . . . . looks like 

beaters spin, it's cooking 
. . Stays cool, safe 

$ 1299 

without batteries 

um 2 
"d — D^ 

Mix a milkshake or fix a float with 
your own working blender. Safety 
plastic "blades" spin while base 
lights up. 514x314x934 inches high. 
Uses 2 “D” batteries, order below. 
49 C 1009—Shpg. wt. 14 oz... .$2,99 
“D” Batteries, Package of 6. 
49C466065— Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. Pkg. 1.19 

Tih pads scane by iia idna 

*6? 

without batteries 

Turn on stove, place pot on the burner 
and watch it "steam." Extra safe . . no 
water, no heat involved. Plastic “Little 
Dutch Kitchen" is 13 in. high. Plastic 
coffee pot and sauce pan with lids. Use 
either pot to make heatless "steam" rise. 
Uses 4 “D” batteries, order pkg. at left. 
49 € 10117—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.... .Set $6.99 

“Cook” a friendly fried egg or 2 cheery 
pancakes . . this polyethylene set will 
have you smiling too. Includes 8-inch 
diameter frying pan, 8-inch high coffee 
pot, lid, two 514-inch diameter sauce- 
pans and lid, spoon, and spatula. Card- 
board “food”. Pom 
49 C 10092—Wt 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. .Set $3.99 Aste 579 



most breathtaking 
game of balancing skill. 
Watch the man bal- 
ance on his nose as he 
weaves back and forth 

Hh d m Ẹ 

Rae ii EH Es ig 
it ‘i d 

mote control . . steer it over 2 different courses. 
21 pieces including cars, road blocks, bridges, 
tunnels. Course about 15x11 in. 
49 N 305—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8oz........ $1.67 

NEL eave. Game 
strategy 

ai myar ainest 

A. Mere we 1 I 12 a. aise $1.66 

Piba Dodd culte ty aaa 

4 push buttons switch cars to inner 
or outer lanes . . think fast or 

the gangsters will be chasing you 

Good guys chase bad guys in motorized cars 

Getaway Chase Game 
Battery-run 1932 Ford police car races full 
tilt after gangsters in a 1931 Duesenberg. They 
speed through city streets, take shortcuts by 
zipping around buildings. Each player controls 
his car by pressing buttons on panel. Just tag 
bumper of other car to score. 32x24-in. plastic 

base, 
in. wide. Plugs into any 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
AC outlet. UL listed. 
79 N 417C—Shipping weight 5 lbs.. ... $5.97 

Magnetic Pee Wee Hockey 

Players use two magnetic hockey sticks to 
shoot or block puck that's enclosed in 17x10 
toch Plast ur 10 goals win. Keep score 
with magnetic balls. 
49 N 258—Sbpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8oz........ $1.97 

layout snaps together. 3-dimensional card- 
board buildings. Plastic cars about 444 inches. 
Order 2 “C” batteries. 
79 N 159C—Shipping weight 6 Ibs. . 
"C" Battery. Shipping weight each 2 
79 N 4665......... s Each 16c; 4 for 60c 



Learn to "throw" your voice like 

a ventriloquist, carry on conversations 

with Danny and Jerry 
These saucy characters look and perform like the ones professionals use, You 

talk" by pulling strings concealed in back of neck. You make 
'alive" by moving their heads back and forth. An instruction book- 

let by Jimmy Nelson gives you basic steps on how to be a ventriloquist. And, 
you can order instruction records with skits and routines below. 

Each comes fully clothed, with movable vinyl head, vinyl hands and cotton- 
stuffed body. So easy to buy when you use the phone. 

Donny O'Day. About 30 inches 2 Jerry Mahoney. About 24 inches 
tall. Dressed in plaid sport coat, tall. Dressed in solid-color coat and 

solid-color pants, white ascot. pants, white shirt front, bow tie. 
Shipping weight 3 pounds Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz. 

49 N 6158..... We Woe ayn $7.99 49N61$7..............-- $5.99 

Self-teaching Ventriloquism Aids 

3 Beginners’ Record. 12-in., 33}4-rpm. Gives 
basic instructions, includes skit booklet. 

49 N 6204—Shipping weight 1 pound.$2.79 

4 Advanced Record. 12-in., 3334-rpm. Gives 
tips on putting on shows, timing, voice con- 

trol, manipulating dummy. Comedy routines. 
49 N 6205— Shipping weight 1 pound.$2.79 

Each has over 650 pieces 
that make a huge 19-in. 
circle when put together. 

One shows the mys- 
terious symbols of the 
Zodiac. Another is the 
surface of the moon as 
photographed through a 
telescope. The third 
shows the development 
of clocks through the 

49 N 363....Set $2.33 

Cutsiod pace scans by dieisihiainisetedimical Gom 

40-inch steel frame with 

devices plus fast-folding 

Pedestal-style 
Pool Table 

leg levelers, 2 scoring 

tubular aluminum legs 

:[599 | 

Stands firm and steady . . without wobbling as you play. Panels of 
wood-grain finish steel reinforce legs. Leg levelers let you adjust 
height of cach leg for uneven floors, Cross braces of heavy steel help 
keep bed smooth and flat . . so balls roll straight and true. 

About 40x22x29 inches high. Wood-grain finish steel frame with 
automatic ball return, Blue felt playing surface, rubber bumpers, 
molded plastic pockets. Sixteen 1-inch solid plastic balls, two 30-inch 
rubber-tipped wood-and-plastic cue sticks, plastic rack, rules. 
79 N 335L—Shipping weight 19 pounds........ cess $15.99 

Offers competition aplenty 

Compact 

Pool Table 

30-inch steel frame 

s24 

Compact size and shorter cue sticks make it perfect for smaller children. 
About 30x18x2814 inches high—but still built with rigid steel frame 
and sturdily braced aluminum legs. And you get blue-green felt play- 
ing surface with rubber bumpers for good ball action. 

Legs fold for quick, easy storage. Modern-styled frame boasts 
wood-effect finish. Built-in ball-return alley and tray. Plastic pockets 
and corners. Includes sixteen 1-inch balls, two 24-inch rubber-tipped 
wood cue sticks, plastic ball rack and playing rules. 
79 N 289L—Shipping weight 11 pounds................0- “$12.44 



BrIGHT usss 
Em 

pasts 
are ever so nice ona 

strofler and a carriage 

\ 18-inch Carriage with spring action 

1 Baby gets super-smooth rides with coil spring sus- 
pension, Carriage of molded plastic mounted to 

tubular steel frame. Embossed vinyl collapsible hood. 

18x10x21 inches high. Red and white plastic wheels. 
Sent partly assembled. 

79 N 8218C— Shipping weight 7 pound; $4.99 

Sleeper-Stroller with removable canopy 

Dolly can sit up or nap in this saucy stroller . . just 

recline back. Vinyl canopy and body. Tubular 

steel frame. Plastic play tray, tote bag, footrest . . all 

detach. 10x16x27 inches high. Red and white plastic 
wheels, Partly assembled. 
79 N 8219C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ... . $4.99 

So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

X 
` 
N 

$199 X 

Pink Frill . . 3-pc. 
Bedding Set 

So soft and cozy . . keeps 
dolly snug in 18-inch car- 
riage or crib. Cotton-filled 
satin cover and pillow 
trimmed with gy ruffle 
and bow. Includes plastic 
pad, too. 9x16x2 in. 

Shipping wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 8228..... Set $1.99 

18-inch print Carriage 

Bright floral print on quilt-look 
washable vinyl with solid color 
vinyl panel trim. Strong steel 
frame with bright-baked en- 
amel finish. Roll-easy plastic 
wheels. Foldable, sent partly 
assembled. 18x8x22 inches high. 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 8226..........- $2.99 

23 in. long 

ne 

Perky print Stroller 

Washable quilt-look vinyl 
body . . solid color vinyl 
trim. Removable canopy, 
tote bag. Steel frame with 
baked enamel finish. Plas- 
tic wheels. Folds, partly 
assembled. 9x8x23 in. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N 8227 ...... $2.99 

A Bonny Buggy 

for storage or travel 

$ 599 

fold it compactly 

p 
Remove front seat 
it becomes a roomy 
car seat for traveling 

Two for the park in a 
fun-filled Tandem Stroller 

Just great for “twins”, carry one doll and lots 
of packages when you go shopping or let one 
dolly sleep all the way home. Washable cover in 
woven rayon plaid with vinyl backing for extra 
strength. Rugged tubular steel frame and ad 
justable molded plastic footrest. Big plastic 
tires. Removable sun shade canopy and tote 
bag. Overall 24x11x31 inches high. Šent partly 
assembled. Dolls shown are not included 
79 N 8222C— Shipping weight 7 pounds.$9.99 

play tray and bright 

$ 269 

You'll love taking 
dolly out for a 
breath of fresh air 
. . made of rugged 
metal with enamel 

A beautiful carriage it is! All eyes will be on you and 
dolly when you go for walks in the park. Heavy-duty 
woven rayon plaid, red vinyl backing for added strength metal handle. 
Folding hood. Tubular steel frame, plastic wheels. 17Mx9x1834 in. 
Pusher 29 inches high. Partly assembled. i 

Why not pick up the phone and order it? OA S 
79 N 8225C—Shipping weight 6 pounds $5.99 Wt. 2 lbs 10 oz. 

49 N 8284. $2.69 

finish; plastic 
wheels. Sturdy 

580 Sears rc 
talon gone Scane by cddimardcilcia d cM Comi 



Only Sears has 

a Heidi that 

GUUS UF 

3349 

Something new has been 
added to tiny Heidi's charms 
. . her eyes open and close 
and when you push her 
‘magic’ button she winks. 
Soft jointed vinyl body . . 
rooted hair to comb, 55 in. 
tall Dressed in colorful 
outfit. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 N 30146. $3.49 

596 [Sears | ftosts 
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First she's a sweet 
young thing in her play 
clothes and then— 
presto!—she changes 
into a swinging little 
miss in a party dress. 
You won't believe your 
eyes . . she actually 
grows taller from 634 
inches to 744 inches. 
She has 2 complete 
outfits and 2 different 
hair styles. Just extend 
her body . . switch 
clothes, wig and she’s a 
whole new doll, Plastic. 

Shipping wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 30286...$3.99 

She loves to go visiting with 
you . . just pop her into the 
pocketbook case—room for 
your hanky and coin purse 
too, Soft jointed vinyl body 
.. rooted hair to comb. 514 
in. tall. In pert jumper and 
blouse. Push her button 
to make her wave. 
49N3999-Wt. 10 0z..$2.49 

$249 | LJ 

Poseable 
Tiny Teen with 
trunk of clothes 

Tiny Teen is a real 
fashion plate. She likes 
to change so often 
that she travels with 
a plastic steamer trunk 
with 6 outfits on real 
hangers and a dresser. 

She has rooted hair 
that can be combed . . 
even has eyelashes. 
Wired vinyl body is 
completely bendable. 
5 inches tall. 

Shipping wt. 11 oz. 
49N30274. Set $4.99 

Pee Wees 
and their 

trunk of clothes 

Two wee vinyl tots to 
dress in so many outfits 
. . each one has 3 extra 
outfits. And Baby Pee 
Wee drinks and wets. 
They fit in their own 
plastic steamer trunk 
that's complete with a 
dresser and real hang- 
ers, You can brush and 
comb their rooted hair. 
Dolls are 4 in. tall with 
one-piece body and 
turning head, 

Shipping wt. 12 oz, 
49N30273.Set $4.99 

Carry case 
Playhouse 
for your 
tiniest 
dolls 

s497 

Two full stories give lots of play room 
for Heidi, Pee Wee or any 4 to 6-in. 
dolls. Mediterranean styling screened 
onto vinyl house inside and out. First 
floor den has chair, table, TV and 
opens onto patio walk. Upstairs bed- 
room and baby nursery . . just perfect. 
for a Baby Pee Wee. House closes to 
13x9x74 in. high. Carrying handle. 
49 N 9257—Shpg. wt. 3 1bs..$4.97 



She’ll keep busy 
in this 

All Steel Kitchen 
styled like Mom's 

In shaded Avocado or 
Wood-grained finish 

Only make-believe, but each unit really works in the 
eyes of the young cook . . knobs that turn, doors that 
open. Floor protecting glides. Heavy-gauge steel sec- 
tions snap together , . simple Rigid-Lock assembly. 

Save 10% on any set 

4-piece set.. 

Range, Sink, 

Cabinet and 
Refrigerator 

$445 

The price of these 4 pieces when purchased separately 
totals $49.96. Shipping weight 70 pounds. 
Buy the easy way . . order by phone. 

79 C 1119L4—Avocado. . ....... 
79 C 1121L4—Wood-grained. . 

3-piece set... 
Range, Sink and 

Refrigerator 

$337 

The price of these 3 pieces when purchased separately 
totals $36.97. Shipping weight 53 pounds. 
79 € 112613—Avocado..... 

79 C 1137L3—Wood-grained 
.Set $33.27 

...Set 33.27 Kenmore Cooking Center in 
newest double-oven styles 

Completely Range 

stocked only 

$167 $12” 

2-piece set . . Range and Refrigerator 

$5308 

Separate prices total $25.98. Ship- 
ping weight 39 pounds. 
Avocado set. 

Wood-grained set. 

79 C 112302. 

Aluminum, 33-piece 

Cook and Bake Set 

Features colored covers and a whi: 
as well as other pots, pans and bakeware. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 

79 C 113502...........5et $23.38 

->e . Set 23.38 

Fully stocked range. Save 10%.. sep. $17.97. 
Incl, 22-pc. cook set (79C1027C), 24-can food 
set (79C1033C). 18x15x36 in. Unassembled. 
79 C 1102L3—Avocado 
79 C 1103L3—Wood-grained 

Shipping weight 20 pounds... Set $16.17 

Aluminum “Starter” Kitchen $299 
Cook and Bake Set 

You get colored cookie sheet, scoop and cookie 
cutters. Also includes cake pans, measuring cup, 
muffin pan, colander, fry pan, mixing spoon, cake 

Range only. Has see-through doors with simu- 
lated control panel and "real look" burners. 
18x15x36 in. Unassembled. Accessories not incl. 
79 € 1130L—A vocado 

79 C 1114L—Wood-grained 

Shipping weight 16 pounds. vee $12.99 

26-piece Breakfast Set $299 

. . appliances, play food 

Plastic 4-slice toaster rings when toast pops up, 
percolator "perks." Also saucepan, stove, 
empty boxes of rai , bacon and eggs, more— 
even a phone to "call" your friends. Plastic. 49 C 1029....... Set $3.99 turner—a total of 22 pieces in all. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. Shipping weight 1 pound. 
580 [Sears] «x 78 610276... SpA eden A TA Set $2.99  49€1025....... 0. eee .. Set $2.99 
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Play 124 games all on one board 

Ready, aim, snap your finger . . 

CARROM 
and other favorites— 

Checkers, Billiardettes, 
Backgammon, Kedo, Crokinole 

Available only at Sears 

100-Piece $656 

send a ring sliding 

1 3860 48 
11405169 174; Mie 27 

Play real Bingo $344 
Like real professional-type set . . big metal 
cage holds 75 numbered wood balls . . select- 
ed automatically as cage spins. Large mas- 
ter board. Fun for family and friends with 
enough cards and markers for 50 players. 
49 N 161—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. .. $3.44 

across the board and Carrom . . you pocket another 
point. Also play checkers, spin-top, shuffleboard and 
many more. Warp-resistant 5-ply hardwood panel 
with 8-ply hardwood corners. Solid wood frame is 
about 28 in. square. Natural finish; game designs on 

Carrom Stand $995 
A revolving top stand that's per- 
fect to use with your Carrom 

both sides of board. 
Included are: 2 cues, 15 numbered discs, 10 tenpins, 

Board. Eliminates awkward strain- 3 spinning tops, 4 metal rings, 6 fly-men, 30 plastic 
ing and reaching because it turns Carrom rings, tiddlywinks, and more. 
freely . . gives each player the 79 N 276L—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ..... $6.88 
best position for each shot. Smooth 
hardwood. About 26 inches high. Box of 30 extra plastic Carrom Rings. 
79 N 225C—Wt. 3 Ibs.. ..$2.95 49 N 459—Shipping weight 8 ounces. .. .. Box 97c 

Foolproof Bingo-matic $195 
Load the 75 plastic calling numbers into 
the Bingo-matic . . turn the crank, It mixes 
and dispenses numbers one at a time— 
automatically. Keeps game going smoothly. 
Cards and markers for 25 players. 
49 N 183—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 8 oz..... $1.95 

Fast-action Kikit $599 

Flip kick-sticks to pass ball toward opposing 
team’s goal . . block shots at own goal. Lacquered 
hardwood. 29x12x3 in. high. 2 to 6 pla: 

79 N 371C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. ..$5.99 

584 SEARS res 
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Spin with Skittles $599 
Spin the top and watch it ricochet wackily off 
sideboards, through holes. The more tenpins 
knocked down, the higher your score. Wood 
“bowling alley” 32x15x4 in. high with 2 tops, 
windup string. 12 tenpins, rules. 
79 N 374L—Shipping weight 9 pounds... 

Use skill to “Hit the Spot" $988 
Takes a steady hand and lots of patience . . make 
the steel ball actually roll uphill! Work metal rods 
to put ball in motion . . try for cup with the high- 
est score. Hours of fun for all ages. Sturdy wood 
construction . . maple finish. 21x10x4 in. 
49 N 165—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 6 oz. ..... $2.88 



Man from U.N.C.L.E. Code Wheel 

Affair . . capture 3 code keys to 

fool THRUSH . . and win a prize! 

$ 499 

Shoot three balls to 
the right slots and 
you gain entrance to 

the secret code prize 
wheel of THRUSH 
. . 18 prizes included. 

Metal base is en- 
closed with a trans- 
parent plastic top. 
8 marbles, spring 
trigger. 24x10x12 in. 
high. Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 N 177C...$4.99 

Try your own luck on the Midway . . 

battery-operated table top Pinball 

lights up and sounds like an arcade 

All the fun of the midway 
right in your own home. 
Light flashes, bell rings. 
Score is recorded auto- 
matically on back panel 
Steel body with clear 
plastic top, spring trigger. 
5 steel balls. Hand-oper- - 
ated kicker. 
Measures 26x12 Vax17 in. 

high. Uses 4 "D" bat- 
teries (not included, order 
on page 519). Pick up your 
phone right now and 
order this one! Wt. 12 Ibs. 
79 N 299C........ $9.99 

"Exploding" lights flash 
behind 3 aircraft targets 

Bell rings, lights blink and your score mounts 

as you defend against enemy planes . . you 
gain points by wiping out sky invaders 

Sears Interceptor Electric Pinball 

The action moves fast as you try to guide the ball to 
the scoring bumpers. Hand-operated kicker adds ex- 
citement to the game . . helps keep ball in play. Colorful 
direct-hit blast high-lights the invader targets for bonus 
points to add up score. Clear plastic cover. Blue plastic 
case and legs. Partly assembled. 31x16x45 in. high. 
UL listed. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 N 291L—Shipping weight 25 pounds. ..... . 

Super Pool by Idéal . . it's actually 

20 games in one with 66 playing pieces 

Always a new game to play on this molded plastic 
table model with reversible top. New automatic cue 
sticks for soft, medium or hard shots. Includes 
16 pool balls, 1 rack, 2 automatic cues, 1 chalker, 
12 checkers, 2 shooter checkers, 10 bowling pins, 
8 bumpers, 6 pocket inserts, 1 skill ball, 6 obstacles. 
Rules. Blue cloth-on pool side, red lacquered carom 
side. 40x26x5 in. Freight (rail, truck), exp. 
79 N 230N—Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs, Set $29.33 

s769 Battery-operated Road Race Pinball 

3629 xs: 
This big table-model pinball has the same 
operating mechanisms as the pinball above 

. except it has no flashing targets. Light 
flashes and bell rings, score totals auto- 
matically, Re-play lever. 31x16x24 inches 
high. Made of high-impact plastic. Uses 4 

M “D” batteries sold on page 519. 
j 79 N 163L—Shipping wt. 22 Ibs....,$16.99 

30-inch Table Top Pool 

Steel frame with woodgrain finish. Blue felt cloth- 
covered hardboard bed with rubber cushions. Steel 
automatic ball return, scoring device. Molded pock- 
ets of high-impact styrene plastic, 15 numbered 1-in. 
balls and cue ball. 2 wood cues, 30x1714x3%4 in. 
79 N 333L—Shipping weight 9 pounds. . . . . $7.69 

An entirely different idea in pool . . Elliptipool lets you 2) | 50 

make pool shots from angles you never thought possible 

Elliptical shape, pocket near center. Non- Automatic ball return. Ten 1}4-in. balls of solid plastic, 
marring bottom. Green cloth playingsurface rack, Two 32-in. hardwood cues with rubber tips. 
.. gum rubber cushion. Hardboard sides, ^ Rules. For ages 10 to adult. Freight (rail, truck), exp. 
simulated walnut-grained finish. 32x34 in. 79 N 334N— Shipping weight 16 pounds. . . . ..§21.50 

liste pac scade by dubia nicelócivical cont 



Put your dolly in this deluxe 24-inch Carriage 

sparkles with chrome, gives a safe, smooth ride 

thanks to its hand brake and spring suspension 

Either color-style 

:13?? 

(1 and 2 ) Pamper your dolly in style with one of these handsome two- 
tone carriages. Rugged steel body with high-gloss baked-on enamel fin- 
ish. Trimmed with bright chrome-plated gear, fenders and hubcaps 
TW-inch wire wheels. Roomy body completely lined with tough vinyl. 
Folding vinyl fabric hood. About 24x11x27 inches high. Partly assem 
bled. Doll not included with carriage 

White coach with navy hood. 9) Aqua blue coach; white hood. 
Shpg. wt. 13 Ibs. Shpg. wt, 13 Ibs. 

79 N 8224L .......... $13.99 79 N 8223L.......... $13.99 

Here's a big 
24-inch 

Steel Carriage 
for only 

s999 

outside of bright blue Roomy body lined with white vinyl 
and white baked-on enamel finished steel. Long lasting good 
looks. Chrome-plated tubular gear. Spring suspension for 
smooth rides. Hand brake, 7-in. plastic wheels, vinyl tires, 
metal hubcaps. 24x11x27 in. high. Partly assembled. No doll 
79 N 8231C—Shipping weight 14 pounds. $9.99 

$999 

5 For 24. in. 6 pieces. Yellow vi- 
nyl mattress; doll blanket 

trimmed in satin. Quilted yellow 
cotton-filled cover with ruffle, 
matching pillow. 2 carriage clips. 
49 N 8230— Wt. 1 lb. 40z,$2.99 

aati pads scone by d blinidtniddlocidical cont 

Bedding Sets for 24 and 20-inch carriages 

While little mothers stroll and 
chat, dolls ride comfortably in «^ 

English-style steel Prams. 
each with name plate.kit ̂ i 
"for dotly or * 

"mother's" name 

A remarkable low price for 
a 20-inch Steel Carriage 
with spring suspension 

( 3 and 4 ) Sporty carriages so han. 
dy for little mothers. Smooth riding, 
brightly colored and built to stay 
beautiful, Sculptured steel body has 
baked enamel finish. Washable vinyl 
folding hood. Chrome-plated tubular 
gear. 6-inch plastic wheels, gay hub 
caps. 20x20x22 inches high. 

6 For 20-in. 3 pieces. White vi- 
nyl mattress; white flannel 

carriage cover lined with taffeta. 
Trimmed with blue bow and ruf- 
fle. Matching pillow. 
49 N 8229-Wt. 1 Ib. 4 0z.$1.99 

3 Red and white body; white hood. 
Sent partly assembled, Doll not in- 

cluded Shipping weight 9 pounds. 
79 N 8220€ $7 

4 Blue and white body; white hood. 
Sent partly assembled. No doll is 

included Shipping weight 9 pounds 
79 N 8221C $79 



Flowers "bloom" for fun with the 

‘Pull stem down, petals open to reveal 
è a spritely 2%-inch cutie that you 

can lift out, bend and pose . 
X sulin, playtime is over, put her back, 

push stem up and petals close 

It's play time Vy AC re 

Show off your 
to play with. Petal People y bendablé, wired vinyl bodies with rooted hair 

flower and pot 12 incl in their own j . . 26—Ti $ M9 N'3012 
FLOWER y Eigen eae py. 1.049 N 3012 
SHOPPE ; : a Each $1.99; Any 2 for $3.80 

3 à TER ABE Caly KIN vii cary and Show case. 1244x5x15% in. gre {Re "high, lcs on shelf house 3 Petal People (not included). Tote strap s499 N 920550- Shippifig weight 2 Ibs. ...... SEA TET 
"Shoppe: with Tiny Tulip, Daffi Dill ond sony Flower. 

LN 
St h ] 3 Petal People j e FON 30287C4- Shipping weight 4 Ibs Set 9.99 
$999 . e with Rosy Rose, Polly Poppy and Dizay Doisy. 

—Shipping weight 4 Ibs. s Set 9.99 

E 
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Double Sink 
. . water flows 
from faucet 

Turn on swivel faucet 
reser 
and it empties 
roomy storage 

79 € 1131L—A vocado 
79 C 1115L— Wood-grained 
Shipping weight 14 pounds. 

Assorted Staples $199 

for refrigerator 

19-piece t of assorted pl. 
cheese, butter, milk 

eggs, wieners and 3 
ottles. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds, 
79 C1140C., .. Set $1.99 

Stylish. mod 

107 
and water stored in 

ir flows into twin basins. Pull stoppers 

i n handles on 
abinet below. 18x15x28 inches 

high. Dish rack not included. Unassembled. 
cessories 

79 C 1134L 

The neat homemaker's dream 
for storing utensils and supplies as well as a work 
counter to fix up meals. 18 

not included. Unassembled. 
Buy it the easy way 

Avocado 

Large Cabinet 
with sliding 

doors on top 

$12” 

. ample shelf space 

15x36 inches high. Ac- 

order by phone. 

79 € 1120L— Wood-grained 

Shipping weight 17 pounds 

Even good cooks 

use Canned Foods 

Stock your shelves with the same 
high-quality brands Mom insists 
on. Set includes 24 empty metal 

cans, each 3 inches high, 
hipping weight 3 pounds 

79 C 1033C...... Set $1.99 

Each $12.99 

Fresh-looking $199 
“yummy” Perishables 

Cook up fancy dishes with 22 
dairy delights, meats, veg 
tables, fish. Use them over and 
over—plastic is so practical. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
79 C 1132C. .. Set $1.99 

Refrigerator 
packed with 

play food 

5" 
Save 10% . . separately $16.97. Holds 41 assorted 
staples, perishables, 6 empty food boxes. 18x 

15x36 in. Plastic door shelves. Unassembled. 
79C114113-Avocado ^ 79C1144L3-Wood-grained 
Shipping weight 25 pounds. Each $15.27 

As above, but with only 6 empty food boxes. 
79C1133L-Avocado — 79 C 1116L-Wood-grained 
Shipping weight 23 pounds... Each $12.99 

Battery-powered 

Food Mixer 

T2 

without batteries 

Portable—head and 
bowl detach. Flip 
switch—metal beaters 
whirl. Mixer tilts back 
on stand. 8 in. high. 
Plastic. From Japan. 

2" D" batt > 
order package below. 

Shipping wt. 14 oz. 
49 1277.. .$2.99 

"D" Batteries. Pack- 
age of 6. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 46606. . Pkg. $1.19 



3 games on one board $132 
All time family favorites . . Chess, Checkers and 
Backgammon . . play all three on this 2-sided 
board. 32 plastic chessmen, 24 plastic inter- 
locking checkers, 2 wooden dice. 
49 N 365— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.. .. $1.32 

Global Chess and Checkers $399 
A new, exciting way to play two old favorites. 
Circular shaped playing board adds new dimen- 
sions to games. Same basic moves as regular sets. 
Ages 10 to adult. Molded plastic pieces. 
79 N 397C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs....... $3.99 

Regular, Chinese Checkers $169 
Play either exciting game on this 2-sided metal 
board. Thin as a magazine. Packs its own playing 
pieces right inside. 60 marbles, 24 checkers. 
1534-in. diameter. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 399— Shipping weight 3 lbs........ $1.69 

Hardwood Dominoes 95o s ccs, 
A wonderful way to teach children numbers, 
55-piece set. Plays up to double 9's. 
49 N 367—Shipping wt. 14 oz... ..:.......95c 
91-piece set. Plays up to double 12's. 
49 N 323—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. -$1.99 

m————á 

68 Game Chest. $197 
Such fun favorites as Chess, Bingo, 
Chinese Checkers, racing games and 
others. 7 heavy playing boards. 
Storage chest about 14x11x2 in. 
49 N 364—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 02...$1.97 

Stadium Checkers $199 
Marbles shift rows as players turn plastic rings. 
But watch out. It takes skill to move your 
marbles without nudging your opponent's marbles, 

too. First to sink his 5 marbles in the center 
wins. For 2 to 4 players. Ages 8 and up. 
49 N 156—Shipping weight 1 lb.. .$1.99 

88 GAMES . . from 
Balloon Target, Chess, 

Pa-Chiz-Si, Bingo-matic 
to 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe 

388 

Seven colorful playing boards for old friends 
like Chinese checkers, dominoes, dozens more . . 
plus exciting new games like Balloon Buster 
target complete with safety cup darts, pistol 
and 4 balloons, Molded plastic Tic-Tac-Toe 
lets you this favorite in three dimensions. 
Horse racing game adds to hours of fun. Store 
entire set in carrying case 14x11x5 inches. 
49 N 360— Shipping weight 4 pounds.. $3.88 

Tiny Tot Games $495 

Here's a treasure chest of games especially 
for the little ones . . Mom will love to have 
it around for parties, rainy days, sick days. 
Contains 12 amusement items . . 4 games, 
assorted puzzles, paper doll cutouts, color- 
ing books, "Old Maid" card game and more. 
Carrying case chest, about 18x16x5 in. high. 
79 N 375C— Shipping weight 8 lbs. ..$4.95 

De luxe Aggravation $927 
. aggravate your 

opponents by landing on their spaces, sending 
their marbles back. For 2 to 6 players. All ages. 
49 N 211—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz. ..... $2.27 

Move your 4 marbles home . 

rce SEARS 585 



So easy to operate that even a preschooler 
can play it alone. All he has to do is slip record 
in and it starts to play. When through, it 
shuts off automatically. Side-mounted volume 
control. Fully transistorized . . no tubes to resistant pyroxylin-coated case, 11x 

11x6 inches high. Includes 10 children's 
records and 24-space plastic rack. UL 
listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 651—Shpg. wt. 61bs....$9.99 

replace. Plays 7-inch 45-rpm records. Tough 
plastic case measures 10x8x5 inches high. 45- 
rpm record included. Needs 6 “D” batteries; 
order from page 482. Gives about 24 hours of 

New . . WINNIE-the-POOH 
Electric Phonograph 

* Two speeds—plays all 45 and 78-rpm records 
* Built-in 45-rpm record adapter—pops up for use 
* Ten delightful children's 45-rpm records 
* Sturdy plastic rack has space for 24 records 

am $89 "ums [622 
] Dial-A-Matic speed selector with neutral position helps prevent damage to 

drive wheel. Tone arm locks in place when not in use. Acoustical-type volume 
control t switch needles (included) to make loud or soft. Integral tone 
chamber gi clear sound, Scuff-resistant pyroxylin-coated case, 13x11x5 inches 
high. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
49 N 682—Shipping weight 8 pounds T +++ $12.89 

As above, but with 14x12x21-inch metal stand. 
79 N 683 C—Shipping weight 13 pounds... Ud Cee 

Save this catalog . . you can order toys 
on pages 467 to 638 until August 1, 1967 

Just slip a record in slot 
. . it plays instantly 

s2|79 ees 3999 

MAGIC PHONO plays anywhere Mickey Mouse 78-rpm Electric 
. . it's battery-powered Phonograph, 10 records, rack 

continuous play. So easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 
49 N 640—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 10 oz.. ..$21.79 No Money Down on 

580 Sears | ux 

Citai page scans by dieisihiainaiselediwical com 

Loud and soft needles give acoustical- 
type volume control Integral tone 
chamber for a clear sound. Tone arm. 
locks into cup for traveling. Scuff- 

ANYTHING Sears sells 

Grab a Dolly 
and dance! 

They follow your every 
move because you strap 

their feet to yours 

New “Go Go" Doll Musical Raggedy Ann Doll 

Built-in music box plays a gay nur- 
3599 3 sery tune. Giant 39-inch size. Red 

x s wig and locked-in eyes. Multicolor 
Dressed in colorful dis- print dress, pretty white apron. 
T E vl kn 79 N 3662C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. .$10.22 
the way from "pop art” Musical Raggedy Andy. (Not shown.) 

tton arint dres (thats Blue pants, red-and-white checked 
POE e and. ante! BE Gap: 39 in: tall! Red wig. 
stockings to hair curlers 79 N 3663C— Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. .$10.22 
and sunglasses. “Bleach- 
ed blonde” hair of acrylic Patti, the golden haired Doll 
fabric can be combed 4 A full 39 inches from head to toe. 
and set, 36 inches tall. Cotton print skirt. Painted plastic 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. face, cotton yarn hair. 
79 N 3625C.....$5.99 49 N 3530— Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz.....$3.54 

12-button Electric Organ in case $4595 
Boasts stainless steel reeds, 30 keys, 6 pre-set chords, 6 bass 
tones. Volume-control slide bar. Number system simplifies 
playing. Vinyl-coated wood veneer cabinet, 22x11x8 in. high. 
Book of 22 songs. From Italy. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 
79 N 603L-Shipping weight 18 Ibs. $5 monthly. Cash $45.95 

8-button Electric Organ 33) 50 

Play 4 cords, 4 bass notes with left hand . . melody with right. 
25 keys. Stainless steel reeds. Volume-control slide bar. 
Walnut-grain vinyl over wood veneer cabinet, 18x9x7 in. 
high. Book of 22 songs. 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

79 N 602C—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. $5 monthly.Cash $32.50. 



582 Sears rc 

Elegant Doll Furniture 
Designed and finished in the 

traditional white with gold-color 

trim of French Provincial 

Solidly built of hardwood 

ne gh Chair $ 5 Fs 

1 Musical ‘rock cradle and lilting music box melody sends baby off to 

dreamland. ion cradle 24x15x19 inches high. Printed vinyl pad included. 

For real nap-time luxury add bedding set below. Unassembled. Doll not included. 

79 N 9211C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . ...... $9.99 

Bunk-or-Twin Beds. Sleeps two dolls in space-saving style. Ladder and vinyl pads 

included. About 22x13x22 in. high. Unassembled. 

79 N 9210C—Shipping weight 8 pounds... iie ove nee S9.99 

3 High Chair. Dolly will hardly be able to wait for mealtimes. Gracefully styled high 

chair features turned and braced legs, lift-up tray. Seat 14 inches from floor. 

Measures about 23 inches high overall. Fully assembled. 
79 N 9209C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. T ODNRE SCREENS AT UD 

a DOT EAR CE uS 

18x24-in, 

2-piece Bedding Sets in 2 sizes 
for carriage, crib or cradle 

Posies snatched from a sunny meadow 
make the print for this comfy cotton-filled 
quilt and pillow. Rayon crepe covering 
rustles when you tuck your dolly under 
for a dreamy nap. Acetate rayon ruffle trim. 

49 N 9227— 18x24 in. Wt. 10 oz...$1.99 
49 N 9229— 24x30 in. Wt. 14 oz. 2.99 

Cutsion Dade scans by diaa menica Gon 
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Cozy naps and nights for baby doll in this BIG 

walnut-finished drop-side crib with cotton-padded 

bumper and matching mattress 

Sturdy hardwood frame and spindle side rails. End 
panels have screen-printed design. Plastic beads and 
disc decorations to catch baby doll's eye. Right drop 
side. Plastic teething rails. Cotton-padded mattress, 

3-sided bumper included. Lucite* plastic casters. About 
26x16x20 in, high. Partly assembled. Doll not included. 

79 N 9218C—Shipping weight 10 lbs. .$7.99 

To order the easiest way, look in your phone 

book white pages under "Sears, Roebuck and 

Co., Catalog Sales" for number to call. 

] 

8 
i INEST TL 

Brighten the NE * »—- j 
nursery with p € 
a dainty pink 

Panel Crib 

$ 49? 

All hardwood frame has natural varnish finish. Hard- 
wood end panels are painted pastel pink with colorful 
screen-printed design. Right drop side. Print mattress 

pad included. Easy-rolling casters. Measures 24x14x19 

in. high. Partly assembled 
79 N 9213C—Shipping weight 10 lbs $4.99 

Steel Crib with Nursing Set s499 

Sturdy steel frame and panels with baked-on 
enamel finish and decoration. Adjustable 
spring. Polyurethane foam mattress. Crib 
about 19x12x16 in. Nursing set has 2 bottles, 
warmer funnel, spoon, bottle brush, cup, rattle. 
49 N 9274-Shipping weight 5 lbs. Set $4.99 



TIME Now Tutti and Chris have their own Patio Picnic House . . 

sturdy vinyl case opens into scenic area with pop-up table, benches 

Set sold $799 
oni 

at AS 

Cheerful play area for Tutti and 
her friend Chris . . bright and gay 
as summertime. Molded plastic in- 
terior includes hanging area and 
hangers for clothes. Case opens to 
1114x7x9 in. high, closes neatly. 

To get in a picnic mood, Tutti is 
wearing a brightly flowered dress. 
Chris has on a little yellow and 
pink skimmer. Both dolls are 7 
inches tall, made of poseable vinyl 
and have rooted hair . . use their 
comb and brush to style it. 
49 N 30094—Wt. 3 Ibs. Set $7.99 

Patio Picnic House only. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

49 N 92044 ..$3,99 

Tuni Doll only. Described above. 
49 N 3902—Wt. 6 oz...... $2.19 
Chris Doll only. Described above. 
49 N 3031—Wt. 6 oz......$2.19 

L^ 

s[19 

=~ 
Pink P.J.'s. For Chris or Tutti 
For sleeping, lounging. Slip 
pers, tiny baby, brush, comb. 
49 N 34333—Wt. 3 oz. $1.19 

Flower Girl. Costume 
for Tutti or Chris 
Might wear to garden 
party on patio 

Shpg. wt. 3 oz 
49 N 34332 $1.19 

Our biggest 

Doll Trunk 
Room for Barbie, 
Francie, Stacey 
and Skipper Doll Trunk for Barbie, Francie, Stacey 

Great for taking your dolls along or for securely in place by vacuum formed plastic Each doll “lives” in her own compartment and 

storage because there's lots of room for inserts. All vinyl reinforced by steel bands. there's lots of room for clothes and accessories. 

clothes and accessories ..hangerbarhas 5 Steel fittings plated with nickel. Plastic Case is washable vinyl with aluminum frame 

plastic hangers, Storage shelf has doors handle with snap-lock that stays securely Hanging area comes with S plastic hangers, storage 

That actually open and close. Dolls are held ` closed when you carry case. 11x7x13in.high. drawers slide out. 10x7x13in. high. Dolls, clothing 
Dolls, clothes, accessories not included. accessories not included 

598 [Sears] sess 49 N 92043—Shpg. wt. 3 bs. 1002... $6.99 49 N 92042—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz........$4.99 
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Blue Bird imported 
Porcelain Set with 
a hint of the Orient 

TARO 
A young hostess can set a beautiful 
table with this elegant service for 
six. The fragile “blue bird” design 
gives this traditionally-styled din- 
ner set an Oriental flair. 

Set includes a teapot with cover, 
6 cups and saucers, creamer, sugar 
bowl with cover, six 434-in. diam. 
plates and 6 plastic knives, forks 
and spoons. Imported from Japan. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
49.6 1011. ........- eee Set $3.99 

“Water Bubbles” 
Porcelain Tea Set 

a da 
Modern bubble design . . perks up 
any table. Set includes porcelain tea- 
pot, sugar bowl, creamer, 6 cups 
and saucers and six 4-inch plates. 
Imported from Japan. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 2 oz. 
4$01010: 51:9 76e Set $2.99 

Imported Porcelain Set with Musical Teapot 
has a charming red rose blooming on each piece 

«oleo se 9477 99 Aluminum and Plastic 
V Coffee Set 

So totally feminine, who could resist this beautiful tea set? The delightful 
musical teapot plays a soft tune as the hostess lifts it to pour. Set includes yy 1323 
6 extra-large 534-inch plates; 6 cups and saucers; sugar bowl 
6 plastic knives, forks, spoons. From Japan. Buy it the easy way ‘Time for a coffee break . . and you're 
phone. all set with this perk "n pour coffee 
49 C 1014—Shipping weight 5 pounds... ...... cese. Set $6.99 pot. Perks safely, without heat. Set 

incl. 6 aluminum 414-in. plates, 6 
saucers, tray; 6 plastic cups, goblets, 
knives, forks, spoons and coffee pot. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 C 10119. ........ seve Set $2,99 

Cabaret Tea Set 
with napkins and holder 

Soc. Set 129 
serves 6 

Colorful daisies decorate this plastic 
holloware tea set. Includes teapot, 
creamer, sugar bowl, 6 cups, saucers, 
6 goblets, tumblers, six 414-inch 
plates, napkins, holder, butter 
knife, cake server, 6 knives, forks, 
spoons. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49C 10111.. „Set $2.99 

A gaily-decorated Carry Case and Set . . 

perfect for picnics and on-the-go lunches "Roosterrific" Set . . 
Breakfast service for 4 
plus a pop-up toaster 

17-piecoset $7299 99 giri nA sees $2) 
Wow-Now styling . . a bright Start the day off right with this 
“mod” carry case that doubles cheery plaid breakfast set. Metal 
as a purse. Plastic handle and mechanical toaster has "pop-up" 
secure lock. Metal case, trays action; measures 734x4Xx5 in. 
and 4in. plates; 2 plastic high. Set s 4 metal saucers, 4 

H H cups, goblets, creamer and BIG 5%-in. plates; 4 plastic cups, 
MAYBE JM BEGINNIN' TO Sugar bowl. 2 plastic knives, goblets, knives, forks, spoons, 
LIKE YA, MARGARET! forks and spoons. Case is 10x creamer, sugar bowl. 

AMxTÀ in. Wt. 4 Ibs. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 
582 [Sears | sts 49 C 10099. . .......Set $3.99 49.6 LOLS itso veins» Set $2.99 
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Great crossword game that 
increases your word-power 

SA SCRABBLE 
FOR JUNIORS TS 

Scrabble? for Juniors $159 
Lots of fun, and educational, too, for children 
from 6 up. Game is played with picture iden- 
tification words on one side, advancing to 
harder words on other side. Player spelling 
most words wins. 1814-inch board, 100 letter 
tiles. For 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 235—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. . .$1.89 

mo I E 

Accumulate points as you build words on the 
board . . highest score wins. Strategy counts, and 
so does knowledge . . and you'll build your 
vocabulary. Fun for 2 to 4 players, ages 8 and up. 
14x14-in. board, 100 wood tiles, 4 racks. 
49 N 139—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz......$2.33 

Turntable for Scrabble $999 

No more reading “upside down” . . turntable re- 
volves on base so players can read words as they 
play Scrabble. Cork corners hold playing board 
firmly. Fiberboard. 20-inch diameter. 
79 N 227C—Shipping weight 3 Ibs........ $2.99 

You can make countless combinations of words 
as you roll 13 cubes from the Scribbage cup. 
Timer gives you about 2!4 minutes to spell 
out two words and earn points toward win- 
ning high score. Great fun, and educational, 
too, for any number of players ages 8 to adult. 
49 N 485—Shipping weight 12 oz... .:$1.79 

GEO-graphy . . U.S.A. $979 
Fun for 2 to 4 players as they race against. 

ERE OK 
Scrabble" #238 

PASSWORD 

scoring dial, score pad, 24 word cards, 2 card hold- 
ers. For 4 players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 212—Shipping weight 12 ounces......$1.32 



52295 
Our best child's Accordion 18 key 
..22 keys, hand-tuned reeds Accordion 
Produces rich, resonant tone. Swedish 11 white, 7 black keys. 
blue-steel reeds. 9 black, 13 white keys Range over 1 octave. 
play nearly 2 octaves. Metal tips pro- Play rhythm, harmony 
tect corners of bellows. Straps adjust. on 4 bass notes, Tuned 
Pyroxylin-covered wood veneer case — plastic reeds. Plastic 
about 9x6x11 in. high. Music, instruc- — body. 10 in. high. Song 
tions. From Italy. Wt. 5 lbs. book. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 608.. $4 mo. Cash $22.95 — 49N 574....... $6.29 

Keyboard Harmonica 

$)49 

Just blow into mouthpiece, press 
keys . . they're color-coded to 
music for easier learning, more 

Get that 
twangy 

STEEL 
GUITAR 
sound 

This Guitar has 6 steel strings and 
a sturdy steel body 

* Metal gears mean once strings 
are tuned they stay tuned longer 

* Narrow neck lets small fingers 
play chords more easily 

Only 6 TI 

Now you can achieve that exciting new 
“pop” sound . . accompany singing, 
play solo or with groups of your 
friends. Guitar is shaped like a real 
electric instrument . . yet its twangy 
fun sound needs no amplification. At- 
tractive wood-grain finish with bright 
metal strike plate, Shoulder strap, 
playing pick, instruction booklet. 26 
in. long. Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79N513C... $6.77 

Wood fiber sound chamber 
gives deep, vibrant tone 

Endorsed by Roy Rogers. Finished in 
fun. Rich full-bodied tone from 
metallic, gold-color grille. 134- 
diatonic octaves. Plastic. 14 
inches long. Comes complete 
with instruction book and music. 

"Baby Grand" Piano 
25 plastic keys, cast iron tone 
bar. Dark finished wood. 14x 
13x6 in. high. Color-keyed 
song book. Wt. 4 Ibs, 12 oz. 

ivory color with maple-toned shadings. 
Six strong wire and nylon strings, 
plastic pegs, shoulder cord. 29 inches 
long. With easy-to-follow instructions. 

$4.99 49 N 580—Wt.11b.802.$2.49 49 N506.. 

12-chord Electric Organ $) 633 

6 major and 6 minor chords give rich, resonant tones at finger's 
touch. 24 full-size black and white keys play sharps and flats. 
Wood-grained plastic case, 23x1234x7 4 in. high. With instructions, 
chord selector song book. UL listed for 110-120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 
Order more song books (Cat. No. 49 N 593) on page 582. 
79 N 572L— Shipping weight 16 pounds. $4 monthly. Cash $26.33 

cca e E ——— 5 

E a ay it anywhere! $79 

Portable battery-operated Organ without batteries 

24 keys with rust-proof brass reeds, including sharps and flats, 
Raise clear plastic cover to turn organ on. Case is cream colored 
with simulated walnut finish in front. 12}4x6x3%4 in. high. Color 
coded music book. Order 4 “D” batteries from page 482. 
49 N 521— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces........... $6.79 

Citai ade scans by dieisiniaxnisetediaucal Gom 

79 N 583C—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs...$3.59 

Gives a resonant sound. Plastic body with shaded ^ Removable push-but- 
Veneer front and back. top and 6 casy-to-finger ton panel handles 6 
Natural wood finish; nylon strings. Comes pre-set chords. Plastic 
white trim. 6 wire and complete with neck cord, body, nylon strings 
nylon strings, plastic pick and easy-to-follow and felt pick. Song 
pegs, plated tailpiece. instructions. 24 in. long. — book included. 24 inch- 
ho: Shoulder cord. 29 in. long. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. pounce 

79 N 543C...... $4.79 79 N 558C 

Mickey Mouse Band 

Youngsters can form their own 
combos or have a real march- 
ing band. Includes 1 tam- 
bourine, 2 maracas, 2 percus- 
sion sticks, gourd noise maker, 
wrist bells, triangle with strik- 
er and rhythm guitar. Plastic, 
metal. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
79 N534C........-. $4.33 

Shipping weight 2 es long. 
ds. shipping wt. 2 Ibs. Shi 

DT $2.19 79 N 516C. ...$3.29 



Doll Furniture 
with 

OLD-FASHIONED 

CHARM 

strong hardwood 

with a warmtoned 

maple finish 

Bunk-or-twin Beds. Beautifully-turned posts. Mat- 
tresses, pillows, rails and ladder included. 17x10x15 in. 

high as bunk bed. Partly assembled. 
49 N 9237—Shipping weight 5 lbs............... $5.99 

2 High Chair. Sparks up dolly's mealtime. Handy lift-up 
tray. Gracefully-turned posts, braced legs. Measures 

9x8x18 inches high. Doll not included. Assembled. 
49 N 9236—Shipping weight 2 lbs. .............. $3.99 

Cradle. Rock-a-bye baby to dreamland in this charm- 
ing cradle with panel ends and steambent rockers. Pad- 

ded mattress and matching print pillow incl. 17x10x11 in. 
high. Unassembled. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 9231—Shipping weight 4 Ibs............... $3.99 

Wardrobe. Clothes (not included) hang on plastic 
hangers. Sliding Masonite Presdwood® doors. Drawer 

6x13x6 in. high. Overall 14x6x17 in. high. Assembled. 
79 N 9238C—Shipping weight 8 lbs... ........... $5.99 

High Chair Set = 
. . everything for 

dolly's meals 

s 299 

Here's all you'll need 
to have a happy, well- 
fed baby: bottle, bot- 
tle warmer, dish, cere- 
al box, spoon and 
even a rattle. Steel 
high chair has pink 
enamel finish, break- 
resistant sliding tray. 
25 in. high. Unassem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 9272.Set $2.99 

Just wind up 

Swyngomatic Jr. 

and it swings 
A—— OXÀ 

- Splish! Splash! Dolly gets Dressinette keeps clothes so you your dolly for 
à real bath in this Bathinette can dress the squirmiest doll 5 minutes or more 

Water recirculates from vinyl tub to Styled like a regular-size dressinette . . sized 99 
shower spray. Flip top down it's a dress- to fit all dolls. Open it’s a dressing table; Zi 
ing table. Steel tray holds soap, clothes- closed it's an end table with dolly's things 
pins and line, diapers, tongs, sponge in- inside. Complete with Dydee Set. 12x12x23 Nothing is more fun for cluded. 22x14x24 in. high. Doll not incl. in. high. Steel and plastic. Doll not incl. dolly then a/ticé siooth 
79 N 9241L—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs..$4.99 79 N 9242C—Shpg. wt. 81bs.....$7.99 swing that’s all her very 

own. She'll be so comfy 
in the doll-sized little 

à plastic chair. Sturdy 
> construction features 

$ tubular steel legs. 
vorri” Measures 25x15x25 in. 
Suny 5.7 high overall. Partly as- 

SÀ sembled. Doll not in- 

Feeding and Dydee Set with Magic Bottle $97 = 

Everything a little mother needs to keep mi @ d ` 
— * ; baby well-fed, clean and fresh. Magic bottle 

empties when tilted, refills itself when set 
down. Included are: bottle warmer, dish, cluded. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. pn orenk: i e baby powder, 79 N 9347C....$4.99 
49 N 9239— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz....$197 - rc Sears 583 
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Sleep 'n Keep Case 

for Barbie and Stacey 
A flower-bright bedroom with a closet for hanging 

clothes, a place for shoes and purses 

(right behind real open-close doors) 

So pretty you can be sure Barbie and Stacey had their interior decorator 
plan their room. Twin beds have vinyl bedspreads that match the wall. Case 
is washable vinyl—closes compactly when you want to take Barbie and 
Stacey traveling, measures 1744x344x1314 inches high. Dolls, clothes or 
accessories not included 
49 N 92041—Shipping weight 1 pound 10 ounces. ..... $5.97 

LÀ CY Set of 3 Houses 
A fashionable 

"neighborhood" 
for Barbie, Francie 

and Tutti 

m 
Set 3999 

Easy to carry and store . . use vinyl cases alone or as a se 
hasa closet, couch, bed and hasso (12x4x14 in. high—for 11-in. dolls). 

Tutti house ha beds, table, and 2 chairs (9x7x9 in. high. 7-in. dolls) 
Francie house has bed that can be folded up, desk and chair (12x4x 14 inches 

high—for 11-in. dolls). Dolls. clothes not included 
79 N 92039C—Shipping weight 5 pounds 

The Barbie house 

Set $9.99 

Cutsiod paie scans by dieisthigsnasetediaical Gom 

and VELVETEEN 
A lovely Sears exclusive .. Twist’n Turn 
Skipper with her yammy party outfit 

$549 

Skipper will look enchanting in her “Perfectly 
Pretty" outfit of softest cotton velveteen and 
ruffly lace. Outfit includes coat, dress, hat, shoes 

and hanger. Skipper has twist n turn waist and 
flexible legs. Clear plastic posing stand. She 
comes dressed in a playsuit 

Skipper is 914 in. tall and has rooted saran 
hair that you can comb, brush and style. She's 
made of vinyl that resembles soft skin. 
49 N 30092—Shipping wt. 14 oz Set $5.49 

', dressed in playsuit. 
pping wt. & ot.. 

“Confetti Cutie” 
for Skipper 

$79 
Only at Sears will 
you find this sporty 

mod outfit. Jump- 
er, knit top, knee 

socks, cap, shoes, 
hanger. Wt. 4 oz. 
49N30093-$1.79 

“Posie Party” 
also for Skipper 

s[27 
Splashy print with ele 
gant lace cuffs. Lace 
stockings (not shown]. 

Shpg. wt. 5 ox 
49N34231 $1.97 

rcr ec yc 
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5 : i 3 
5 Watch this motorized Mini-kitchen in action 

Blender 
SPINS Automatic, see-thru plastic 

appliances plus accessories 

From s3“ to $977 Batteries 

Dishwasher 
SPRAYS 

not included 

Mini-appliances are 8 to 9 in. high. All use 
2 batteries except Sink, order pkg. below. 

1 Range and Oven. Switch on, watch bur- 
ner light. Has play food, pots, pans. 

49 € 10191—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz......$344 

Dishwasher. With spray action; easy to 
fill and empty. Dish set included. 

49 € 10193—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 02......$3.77 

9 Sink. "Turn tap off and on. Dish set incl. 
49 C 10192—5hpe. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. .$3.44 

4 Refrigerator. Ppa door, light goes on. 
2 shelves. Play food set included. 

49 C 10194—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... ... $3.77 

B Cabinet. Includes working blender. 
49 C 10195—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz., .$3.77 

6 Clothes Dryer. Tumble action. Basket. 
49 C 10197—Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. $3.77 

7 Clothes Washer. Agitator action. Sponge 
and clothes basket incl. 

49 C 10196—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz...... $3.77 

"C" Batteries. Package of 6. 
49 C 46656—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.....Pkg. 1.19 

Plastic Play Food Sets Corona Ware 

trece $1 59 voice $7999 Out largest tablevare $4 99 
Set Set set has 60 pieces 

Full course gourmet “meals” . . appetizers, delicious- Complete service for 4. Even has a 
looking entrees, fabulous desserts. Includes fruit, play dock with movable hands, an 
ham, bacon, eggs, vegetables and much more . . even a Tan ay and: a nick fopra 
birthday cake. All so delectable you'd think a chef kitchen utensils. Also incl teapot, 
prepared them. Placemats included too. creamer, sugar bowl, 4 plates, ‘saul. 

149-piece Set. Extra fancy foods for 6. cers, cups, goblets, tumblers, bowls, 
49 C 1147—Shpg. wt. 1202....... sse Set $2.99 dishes, eri cora 

6 1-piece Set (not shown). Tasty-looking meals for 4. more. Plastic, Wt. 2 Ibs. 13 oz. 
49 C 1146—Shpg. wt. 6 OZ.. n.se sees Set $1.59 49€ 10165.........-.--- Set $4.99 
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AMEMAN (RET 

Be a World War I Ace. . 

“shoot down" enemy planes 

Dogfight 
$966 

American Heritage game recreates the air battles 
of the first World War. Each player is an ace who 
tries to “shoot down" the enemy’s planes, win the 
game. Colorful board represents battlefield. In- 
cludes dice, flight cards, 16 guns, 12 planes, and 32 
page booklet “Air Fighters", by the editors of 
American Heritage magazine, tracing the history 
of this era. For 2 to 4 players, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 356—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. . . .....$3.66 

Save this catalog . . you can order 
toys and games on page 441 to 673 

from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

Stratego $395 Risk $566 Hit the Beach $388 
Smart tactics, cool nerves count as players ad- Intriguing game of conquests, with players rolling New American Heritage game reenacts Pacific 
vance armies across the field, challenging oppon- dice to pit their armies against opponents . . win- battles of World War II. Players control air, sea 
ent, guessing where men and bombs are placed, ning territories, controlling continents. 2214x21- and land forces racing to island objective. With 
forcing lesser ranks out of play. 80 wood pieces, in. board, 450 army pieces, game cards, 6 dice. defense and attacking pieces, board, dice, 32-page 
18x15-in. board. For 2 players, ages 10 and up. For 2 to 6 players, ages 10 up. booklet. For 2 to 4 players, ages 10 and up. 
49 N 167—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz... .$3.95 79 N 214C—Shipping weight 4 lbs... ....$5.66 49 N 409— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz...$3.88 

e 

Fast-playing card game for 2 to 4 players, ages 
10 to adult. Object of game, to line up cards in 
rack in numerical order, drawing and discarding 
from deck. Set includes 60 cards, 4 racks. board, dice, tokens, playing pieces, “money”. 
49 N 404—Shipping weight 12 oz......... $1.67 49 N 285— Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. ..$2.72 

Go For Broke $997 
Here's a switch. Losers strike back! Players 
aim for the Poor House . . and it's not easy 
to get there. Game of spend-a-million for 2 to 
5 players, ages 8 up. 18-inch square board, 

scripment for 10 players, handsome plete 106 rin mite of "Go He PENG aa ; 

ble, reinforced board lasts for years. 49 N 407 —Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz... . $2.97 
79 N 6501C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.......$5.66 rao sears 587 
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Play it in minutes . . just match 3 
Simply match 

colored notes i numbggs on keyboard and songbook 
^ in songbook 

] to keyboard 

color chart 

Our finest 

junior-size 

spinet Piano 

48 keys . . full 

3Y-octave range 

s3088 
with bench 

Color-keyed music book and keyboard chart (included) help teach young- 
sters how to play this junior edition of an adult-size spinet piano. Wide 
range (314 octaves) makes it easier to graduate to a standard piano. High 
carbon steel tone rods produce rich, resonant sound. Cabinet of finest ply- 
wood is finished in walnut color. Measures 31 inches long, 26 inches high. 
Music rack on top. Matching bench, 12 inches high. Both with husky, 134- 

Organ only 

Electric Chord Organ 
You get 18 buttons for left hand: 6 bass tones for rhythm plus 6 major and 
6 minor chords for accompaniment. Right hand plays the melody. Loud-soft 
volume control slide bar; stainless steel reeds. Full 3-octave keyboard . . 
37 black and white treble keys. 

Cabinet of vinyl in 2-tone'walnut grain, sealed on wood veneer. Steel legs. 
About 24x10x30 inches high. Music book. Order bench 79 N 619C below. 
79 N 604LY—Shipping weight 20 pounds. $5 montily........Cash $49.99 

Five Extra Music Books. "Number Selector" method for organ above and 
organs 79 N 603L and 79 N 602C on page 580. 
49 N 616—Shipping weight 8 ounces. ...... eee Set $3.49 

Our finest toy 
Electric Chord Organ 

Looks as rich as it sounds. Cabinet 
boasts hand-rubbed oiled finish on 
solid walnut and walnut veneers. 
Chord player even has easier-to- 
reach, piano-like keys—6 major and 
6 minor. Volume control, too. 

Full—3 octave keyboard . . 37 
black and white treble keys. Brass- 
finished steel legs. 28x14x31 inches 
high. Music book. $8 monthly. 

Order matching bench below. 
79 N 560L—Wt. 32 Ibs. Cash $71.95 
Bench. 14 in. high. Padded seat. 
79 N 619C—Shpg. wt. 8 lbs... 
3 Music Books for organ 79 
49 N 593— Wt, 1 Ib,....... Set $3.94 

NOTE: Organs hove on-off switches. 
UL listed 110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

Gutsioa pade scans by eeisthianmiseltediical Gom 

inch square legs. 

rre 

36-key spinet Piano 
plays 2% octaves 

3:229 

Match colored notes in songbook 
to keyboard color chart (included). 
High carbon steel tone rods. Music 
rack, Plywood and tempered hard- 
board (not wood). White with 
gold-color trim. Piano 23x12x21 
in. high. Bench, 104 in. high. 
79 N 599L—Wt. 23 Ibs. .$22.95 

with 
bench 

36-key, concert-style 
Baby Grand Piano 

sQ77 bench 

Raise the lid, sit down on the bench 
. and you're ready to "perform." 

Plays 244 full octaves. Cast iron tone 
bar. Sturdy wood cabinet finished in 
gold-color enamel. 

About 17x1536x2034 inches high. 
Matching bench, 934 inches high. 
Wire music stand. Like everything 
else in Sears books, it’s so easy to 
order by telephone. 
79 N 548C—Wt. 10 lbs.. ...$9.77 

ent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 620N—Shipping weight 34 pounds. $5 monthly... .. .Cash $30.88 

25-key spinet Piano 
with 2-octave range 

s|39 

Color-coded songbook and keyboard 
chartsimplify playing. Chromatically 
tuned cast iron tone bar. Cabinet of 
sturdy plywood with solid wood sides. 
Semi-glossy black finish, gold-color 
trim. 17x10x18 inches high. Match- 
ing bench, 9 inches high. Music rack. 
79 N 566L—Wt. 15 lbs, ^" 

with 
bench 



(e 
The collie loved by millions. 

So soft, so beautiful, 

you'll think she's alive 

s799 

Lassie. the friendliest, brav- gin. Animated Sleepyhead — 14-in. Musical Sleepyhead 

p^ SRL to ove aaa care stirs as she plays a tune dreams the day away 

for . . just like a real canine Sleepyhead is waking up. Q Sleepyhead looks so drowsy 

pal. Soft, shaggy body is Wind the key and her head with her sleeping eyes. She 
covered with long-pile moves as she wakes. Imported plays a soothing melody with 

acrylic. Realistic flocked music box helps amuse you and imported music box to send 
vinyl head is finely de- her as it plays lullaby tune. you to dreamland. 
tailed by expert craftsmen. You'll love this cuddly soft And Sleepyhead is so soft 

About 21 in. long. doll, Her wide awake eyeswatch and cuddly. She has a rayon 

Like everything else in you as you tenderly care for plush body and soft vinyl 
Sears books, it's so easy to her. Rayon plush body, soft vinyl face. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 
order by telephone. face. Fits easily in your arms. 49 N 4016 eee $3.89 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. Shipping weight 11 ounces. — Sleepyhead without music. 
79 N4187C....... $7.99 49 N 4147 ...........$2.99 49 N 4017—Wt.1407..$2.79 

“as 

Playful ] 
4 Handsome little bear 

tive black and white 
Imported music box plays pp) 
tune. Rayon plush stuffed with cot- 
ton and plastic foam. Plastic eyes. 
Felt nose. And he's around 124 
inches tall. 
49 N 4321—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. .$3.99 

Cuddly Teddy Bear 
5 Lullaby soothes tykes to sleep. 

Wind the imported music box hid- 
den inside. Soft felt nose, plasticeyes. 
Rayon plush stuffed with cotton and 
plastic foam. 12' inches tall. 
49 N 4320 Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. .$3.99 

Lovable Red Pony 

6 Wind him up and his imported 
music box plays. Nods his head in 

time to the tune. Rayon plushstuffed 
with cotton and plastic foam. Yarn 
mane, tail. Doleful eyes. 12 in. long. 
49 N 4192— Shpg. wt. 1 lb..$3.99 

to delight you 

1” 

Just wind up the spring motor and he'll dance 
in circles to his own rhythm. Soft, plush body 

is fine quality rayon. Bear is 7'4 inches tall sitting 
down. 
49 N 4189—Shipping weight 10 ounces. .$1.99 

Dancing Bear 

Mama Mouse with Dancing Baby s34 

Cute and cuddly mother mouse has an active 
baby. Wind the baby mouse up and she dances 

around in a circle. Mama Mouse is rayon plush, 
with polka dot fabric trim, 15 inches tall. Baby is 
flocked vinyl, 41% inches tall. 
49 N 4092 —Shipping weight 1 pound. . . .$3.44 

Flipper moves! 

He's TV's favorite dolphin. His 

mouth moves ashe “swims” along, 
while imported music box plays mer- 
ry tune. Rayon plush with felt bot- 
tom , . cotton stuffed. Big button 
eyes. 17 inches long. 
49 N 4177—Wt. 11b.202...$3.99 

Musical Humpty Dumpty $299 
3, This Humpty Dumpty chimes when he falls. 

Knock him over . . drop him, he plays a tune. 
Plush with corduroy, vinyl trim. 12 in. tall. 
49 N 4188— Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. . .$2.99 

584 Sears ecermc 
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The spotlight is on New 

LKING 
BARBIE 
in a fur-trimmed 

dinner suit that’s a 

Sears exclusive 

‘accented with sumptuous fur collar. Hot 
has trim and rhinestone buttons. 

FASHION DOLL 

ACCESSORIES SWINGING P ji 
SPORTS CAR 

Riding fun for slim 
= 9 to 11%-inch dolls 

i $)97 

mA 

5 \ 

ties j 

Barbie's a fashion 
girl on the go in 
this travel ensemble 

10-piece 
Barbie Gift Set 

s497 

Barbie goes cosmopolitan with this stylish 
floral print coat, matching mod-length skirt, 
knit shell, sheer blue hose and shoes. The 
fashion hat box adds a finishing touch to the 
outfit. 1114-inch vinyl Barbie wears a sporty 

swimsuit. Clothes hanger and clear posing 
stand included. 
49 N 30086— Shpg. wt. 11b.. .Set $4.97 

A i / sf 

g^ 

/ M / /, d Fats: "NE 97: jeceseenig 97: 
A complete shoe ward- “Change-abouts” for 

Barbie 5 ss Lp robe for Barbie and 1134-inch fashion 
Hair Fair her 1134-inch friends. dolls, Includes: um- 

New hairdos for Barbie Set includes flats, slip- brella, net stockings, 
A sleek sports car for the teen-age dolls. Plastic body with clear mMdsintenda with ons, open-toes, high long braided hair- 
windshield, Bucket seats. Whitewall tires with silver-color Braided switch. crown and low. hosli. 13 pats piece, and two purses 
hubcaps. Steel axles. Silver-color decorated grill. Bumper and ette, wiglet, fall. All of plastic shoes in è with matching pairs 
headlights. 714 x 18 inches long. Doll not included. Saran, One Barbie head rainbow of colors to of shoes. A real addi- 

49 N 9320—Shipping weight 2 pounds : +. $2.97 with rooted hair, hair match any outfit. tion to any outfit. 
accessories. Wt. 6 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 oz. 

600 [Sears] ss 49 N 3561..... $2.97 49 N3559...... 97c 49 N 3560......97c 
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Plenty of elbow 

room around here 

Tee 12095 Sgiece 32; 4” 

Seat a crowd around this big 24x36-inch Table 
.. bonded plastic surface guards the beauty 

High-styled table top combines the charm of a colonial 
heritage print with theeaseof care that only a pressure- 
bonded vinyl surface can give. Just wipe away crayon, 
paint, grape juice. Embossed texture hides mars. 
Gleaming chrome-plated tubular steel legs on table 
and chair frames are tipped with plastic caps to pro- 
tect floors. Plastic foam padded seats. Table is 21 in. 
high. Yellow chair seats, about 11x13x1234 in. high. 
Brown, orange, yellow print. Legs detached. 

7-piece Set. Includes table 
and 6 chairs. 

Shipping weight 50 Ibs 
79 C 9004L.......Set $29.95 

5-piece Set. Includes table 
and 4 chairs, 

Shipping weight 40 Ibs. 
79 C 9003L.......Set $24.95 

Seglece "F 4? 

20x30-inch top . . the perfect size for 

"just-pretend" bridge and afternoon tea parties 

Chrome-plated tubular steel legs and frames provide 
sturdy support to this modern dinette set. Avocado 
marble tone table top is tough laminated plastic, 
co-ordinates with the high-density floral print 
padded seats. Polyurethane filled seat cushions. 
Resist spills and stains. Table stands 21 
floor. Seat is 11x13x1214 in. high. Legs detached. 

Gutiod pane Scans by cuisines masaket pomi 

5-piece Set. Includes table 
and 4 chairs. Wt. 34 Ibs. 
79 C 90057L. . . .Set $19.99 

3-piece Set. Includes table 
and 2 chairs. Wt. 24 lbs. 
79 C 90058L. ...Set $14.99 

Both chairs and 
table are hinged 

Gather your circle of friends around this 
big 33-in. Steel Table Set with 4 chairs 

Table top and chairs are covered in white vinyl with gold and 
silver-color flecks . . wipe it clean with just the swish of a damp 
cloth. Tubular steel legs and frames are finished in chip-resist- 
ant bronze-color enamel. Table is 21 inches high. Polyurethane 
foam padded seats and backs. Seats 11x11x1214 inches from 
floor. Plastic caps protect floors against scratches. Dishes not 
included. Sce Shipping Note below. 
79 C 9106N—Shipping weight 32 pounds. ...5-picce Set $27.95 

Just the size for tea for two . . chrome-plated 
steel with modern floral vinyl Table top 

Picture-pretty daisies in gold-color, avocado, yellow and orange on 
white background. 18x24-in. table top stands 21 in. from floor. 

Foam padded avocado seats 11x11}4x1234 in. from floor. Tubular 
steel legs, frames capped to protect floors. Legs detached, 
79 C 90027C—Shipping weight 20 pounds. * -piece set $12.99 

79 C 90068C—Carton of 1 extra chair. Wt. 6 Ibs....Carton 4.99 

SHIPPING NOTE FOR BOTH PAGES 

Items ending with "N" (as 79 C 9106N) shipped by freight 
(rail or truck) or by express. 

qu 
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Save this catalog . . you can order 
toys on pages 441 to 673 from now 

until Sept. 1, 1966 

Be John, Paul, George or Ringo and race 
around the board trying to be first to acquire 
game cards associated with your Beatle. 
Lots of swingin’ action as you gain, lose, 
trade cards, For 2 to 4 players, 7-14 yrs., who 
like the “yeah, yeah" fun of Beatles. 
49 N 387—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9oz,....-.- $2.22 

A real memory-tester of a game. Match items 
behind numbers to solve picture-word puzzles. 
Each match exposes more until you guess what 
picture says and win “cash” cards. 60 puzzles, 
30 plastic slides, 2-5 players, age 10-adult. 
49 N 298—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 1202.......$2.97 

Titipa scans by deistiacauisetediwical oon 

Let magic spinner 
direct your play. 

Stop at carpetbags, 
umbrellas, 

j race from Cherry | 
A, Tree Lane to Park | 

as you 

; $197 

Mary Poppins Game 
Bert and Mary team up on opposite ends of Magic 
Spinner to guide you along this fantasy path. 
Simply ask one or the other directions, then make 
move indicated. Beware of delays caused by 
Birdwoman, Uncle Albert and such. Includes 
board, magic spinner, 4 plastic playing pieces and 
full instructions for 2 to 4 players. 

49 N 460—Shpg. wt. 11b. 100z... .. $1.97 

Bewitched $157 

Ever found a tiger at your door? It can happen 
when you play this bewitching game. As you're 
trying to reach Vacation Land first, you'll 
have to watch out for the antics of Samantha 
and Endora. 2 to 4 players, ages 6 to 12. 

49 N 389—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 120z.........$1.57 

The Match Game $999 

Extra-sensory perception would really come in 
handy to win this fun game. Write down most 
likely answer to questions with many correct 
answers . . only a match wins. 550 questions in 
all. For 3-7 matcher-uppers, ages 10 to adult. 
49 N 283—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1202.........$2.99 

Patty Duke Game $7189 

Join TV's look-alike cousins in this contest 
to match the Patty and Cathy cards as you 
travel round the board. All it takes is a little 
luck, skill and memory. Ages 7 to 14. 
49 N 458—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 120z,...... $1.89 

Play your cards right and you, as Barbie, 
can be elected Queen of the Prom. You'll shop, 
spend play money, have parties to win title, 
Includes board, dice, cards, 2-4 players. 
49 N 222—Shpg. wt. 11b. 12oz....... $2.86 

Game of Life $482 

With car and $2000, start up 3-D road of life. 
Make the right decisions, and the “Wheel of 
Fate” may spin you into Millionaire Acres as 
winner. 24-inch board, 8 cars, $7 million in 
play money, cards, certificates. 2 to 8 players, 

ages 10 years and up. 
79 N 169C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .$4.32 

Red, white and green vinyl plastic layout 
turns any table.top into perfect base for 
Hearts, Poker or Michigan Rummy. It's 27x27 
inches. Keeps 2 to 9 players interested for 
hours. Cards and poker chips not included. 
49 N 358—Shpg. wt. 1lb............ $1.88 



Sears Classic Folk Guitar 
Authentic styling, 

almost professional sound 

A hobby and even a music edu- 
cation are yours in this fun 
instrument. Mctal-gear precision $ | | 89 
tuning holds tune longer with 

fewer adjustments. Professional- 
style 34!4-inch length. 3 strings 
of metal-wound nylon, 3 strings 
of nylon, so even beginners strum 
mellow and pleasant sounds. 
Beautifully molded plastic is 
sunburst-patterned in 2 tones to 
look like wood. Shoulder har- 
ness, pick, music book and color 
coded tuning record. 
79 N 688C—Wt. 4 lbs..$11.89 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
.. you can order toys 
on pages 467 to 638 
until August 1, 1967 

Folk Singer Guitar 
Sing to your own 

strummin' . . 

s829 

31 inch long guitar features metal-gear precision tuning 
to resist going out of tune. 3 nylon and 3 metal-wound 
nylon strings give deep, full sound. Two-tone molded 
plastic attractively grained. Comes complete with 
shoulder cord, felt pick, music book with 90 songs, 
color-coded tuning record and instructions. Set of 
stick-on letters for personalizing . . just add your name 
and you're set for a hootenanny. 
79 N 597C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs............ $8.29 

Cutie pane scans by christmas naeetecindcal pvo 

Strong, long lasting Mylar® drumheads 
take all the beats today's music demands 

Everything you need for a really swingin' sound—21-inch diameter bass drum, 9 and 
614-inch diameter side drums, foot-operated “High Hat" soek cymbal that's 25 inches 
high and 2 freestanding brass-color cymbals, each with a different tone. Accessories 
include fine grain wooden block, 2 cowbells, two 10-inch hardwood drumsticks. Freight 
(rail or truck) or express. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 544N—Shipping weight 12 pounds. ........ cen Set $11.49 

Beginner Trap Drum Set 
Produces a great variety of rhythmic 
sounds—from a drum tattoo to clack- 
ing of wood. Set includes 10-in. drum- 
sticks, wood block, two 6}4-in. cym- 
bals. Drum heads of plastic coated 
parchment paper. Bass 21-in. diam.; 
snare 9-in.; tom-tom 6}4-in. 
79 N 520L— Wt. 10 Ibs. . Set $6.95 

Mastro Snare Drum Outfit 

Mylar? (polyester film) drum head 
adjusts to regulate tone 

A professionally styled outfit that blends ex- 
cellent tone and deep resonance for some really 

great sounds. 14x61é-inch plastic body. Ad- 
justable tripod, two drumsticks. See cymbal 
outfit below. Shipping weight 7 pounds. 
70 N GIO eis ccs nicatdesce Outfit $11.99 3439 

set 

= Cymbal Outfit 
Bongo Drums with Maracas 

"» Distinctive’ highlow best Goines 
10-inch brass cym- with rattling rhythm of 2 maracas, 

bal mounts on Handmade drums of lacquered wood 
snare drum above. with 5 and 5}¢-in. real goatskin heads. 
Comes with two Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
ice boules. 49 N524...........sss. Set $4.39 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 568.. $4.39 



Giant Turtle . . the 
perfect TV pal 

SH 

Beautiful wide-eyed turtle is 
as tame as a lamb. Giant size, 
80 you can ride him or use him 
as your favorite TV seat. He 
won't mind a bit, and you'll 
love his soft rayon plush body, 
with colorful polka dots of ray- 
on and acrylic. Firmly stuffed 
with cotton. 30 inches long 
79 N 4061L — Wt. 5 lbs. $8.44 

Plush Donkey 
on casters 

79 

This pint-size burro is great 
for gliding, scooting or just sit 
ting. He’s stuffed with cotton 
has a soft rayon plush coat 
Smooth riding casters attached 

to wood base. About 18 in. long 
Seat is 8% in. from floor. Buy it 
the easy way, order by phone 
79 N 4330C—Wt. 6 lbs.$5.79 

Favorite Cuddly 

Animals . . treated 

to resist stains 

m AL 

Rock: a: Long s999 
each ki 

The gentlest plush-pony on the play ranch ( 1 thru 3 ) Huggable ani . ; f ; 
mals are extra safe for r Rockers are plush covered, $99 
tots. Sı hgard* Brand too. for gentle, quiet rides 
Fabric Protector proc 

essed to repel water and 
oil born stains. Made of 
soft plush fabric. Stuffed 
with cotton and foam 

A cute little palomino to canter for trail riding . . hitch to a chair or 
stay in the saddle to watch TV. His back is 10 in. high. Soft coat is 
rayon plush over cotton padding. Plush-covered sturdy steel rock 
ers. Mane and tail are yarn. Plastic saddle, bridle, 30 inches long 

Felt nose, tongue. 15 to 79 N 4328C —Shipping weight 7 pounds $8.99 

16% in. tall. Wt. 11b. 5 oz. 

Floppy Dog. 1 by ? 
1 4o N dotes. 52 99 i Í Hand Puppets of Dennis 

Cuddly Cat. ^ - : 7 s 
4 49 N 40843. ..$3.99 , his family and his friends 
3 Cutey Bear T3 j 

49 N 40841...$3.99 

Straight from 

Walt Dísney's 
"Jungle Book" 

459 
each 

(4 and 5) These two lov 
able jungle animals are as 
tame as kittens. Jungle 
Boy played with them 
now you can, too. Plush 
bodies cotton filled. Bear 
11 in. tall. Panther 18 in 
long. 

4 Baloo Bear. Shipping 
weight 1 lb. 4 oz 

49 N 41121 .....$4.89 
Bagheera Panther. 
Shipping wt. 1 lb. 6 oz 

49 N 41122 ..... $4.89 

ith these realistic-looking pu; Each puppet 
Giant Plush Piggy Bank has a soft Viel bead with cloth body and beads. AB 10 te coll 

s A99 (6) 49 N 6163—Dennis. Shipping weight 8 ounces. ..$1.39 
4° (7) 49 N 6164—Henry. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 1.39 

Felt trimmed bank makes saving (8) 49 N 6165—Alice. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 1.39 
money fun. Just drop coins in slot, V (9) 49N 6166—Margaret. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 1.39 
metal container catches them. Re ^ "m a (10) 49 N 6167—Joey. Shipping weight 8 ounces..... 1,39 
move coins through zipper in bot h (11) 49 N 6168—Mr. Wilson. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 1.39 
tom. 10 inches high. Shipping ^s gu y 
weight 2 pounds 2 ounces. vi SAVE THIS CATALOG 
Lodo s CPEPTTETLITTSTE $4.99 You can order toys on pages 433 to 

> 609 from now until August 1, 1968 va Bears 585 
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Francie's fashions fit Casey. Barbie shares her clothes 

with Stacey and Christie. Dolls not included. 

tue, 

eet 

j 
1 ( . , 

The Mod Look 
for Francie . . 

a Sears | 
exclusive 

"t s249 
Orange Zip. Day 
coat with the look 

of leather. Dress has 
matching orange 
skirt and a striped 
knit top. With hang- 
er, shoes. 

Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 
49 N30091..$2.49 

Glimmer Glamour 

A Sears s 97 
exclusive. 

Fashion Favorites for Barbie and Stacey 

Ej Sparkly blue dress and fully-lined lamé coat 
Gold-color hose, clear shoes. Hanger 

49 N 30089— Shipping weight 8 ounces. $2.97 

Francie Outfits 
with slippers 

9, Slumber Number. 
Nylon nightgown 

with a sleep shade. 
Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 

49 N34351..$1.49 

Knit Hit. Dress in two colors with accent on 
the top. Hanger and footwear included. 

49 N 34371—Shipping weight 5 ounces. $1.49 

corduroy pantsuit with blouse 
. Hanger and shoes included. 
ipping weight 7 ounces... $2.89 

Trailblazers, 
and sunglas: 

49 N30104—S 

Hill-Riders. 
Ribbed knit 

sweater and rayon 
slacks. Wt. 6 oz. 
49N30098. .$2.19 

Wedding Wonder with train, ribbons and 
flowers. Satin slip, sheer veil. Hanger, shoes. 

49 N 34387— Shipping weight 10 ounces. .$2.99 
Night Blooms. 
Filmy negligee 

and gown. Wt. 7 oz 
49N34321..$2.79 

Jump into Lace. Elegant hostess pajamas. 
Plastic hanger and shoes included. 

49 N 34375-Shipping weight 6 ounces....$1.97 

CTDIDEC 
Danann Exi 

are 

happening -~= 
Only Sears combines this 

super new outfit with 

Twist'n Turn Stacey 

tmm $ 597 Francie and Barbie have $333 
each 

ancie and Barbie hay Barbie, Stacey and Christie TALK $477. 

() Francie with a striped knit swim- (12+thru 14 ) Listen in on the gabfest. Each doll says Stacey loves this madly mod sports ensemble. Wide 
suit and long, bouncy rooted hair. many full-length, ‘tore plirses < al] atraendo striped shell, skirt and socks. Jacket top and match- 

Plastic stand included. Vinyl, 1134 in. Stacey has a British accent. Just pull the talking ing ankle boots. Vinyl, 1114-in. Stacey doll has twist 
tall with bendable legs, “real” lashes. ring, no batteries needed. Clear stand combines with ^n turn waist and bendable legs. Rooted hair, “real” 
49 N 3550—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. $3.33 box cap ta facta metai, Vinyl dolia ase 11i inca eyelashes. Clothes hanger and a clear plastic posing 

ee 2 EH Rooted hair, “real” lashes and bendable legs. stand included. Stacey comes dressed in a fashion- 
] Barbie in a luscious swimsuit. Shipping weight each 12 ounces. SUID. uit. 

Long, rooted hair. Plastic stand. (12) 49 N 30015— Talking Barbie $4.77 49 N 20087 Shipping WE 11b. $5.97 
Vinyl, 1114 in, tall with bendable legs. (13) 49 N 30014— Talking Stacey. ........ 4.77 pbi e ipe 
49 N 3549—Shpg. wt. 11 oz, $3.33 (14) 49 N 30072— Talking Christie .437 NOTE, both pags: Doll clothing from Japan. Ses" [Sears] 601 

Cushion Dabs scans by deias msema con 



Only at Sears.. 

Dazzling Daisies 
Furniture 

[7$ E 
l, an. Lu 

AM i 
Y $11” splece 

Aluminum Dinette Set with padded seats . . 
light enough so a youngster can fold it up, put it away 

Wipe-clean blue vinyl table top is color-cued to the pretty floral motif seat. 
covers. Polished tubular aluminum frames and legs make this entire set so 
strong it takes rugged playtime right in stride. Simple folding mechanism 
lets the children fold the set for storage. Table 20 in. high. Seats 12x12x13 
in. high. polyurethane foam fill. Completely assembled. See Shipping Note 
on opp. page. Props not incl. Buy it the easy way . . order by phone. 

5-piece Set, 36x24-inch tableand 3-piece Set. 24x24-inch table and 
a 4 chairs. - y 2 chairs. (see small view). 

- . 79090059N-Wt.271bs.Set$19.99 — 79 C 90069L-Wt. 15 Ibs, Set $11.99 
79 € 90070—Extro Chairs. Carton of 2. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs...... Carton $6.99 
XE 

LETTERE : = 

Bookshelf Storage Unit 313? 

Delightful child-sized furniture of sturdy 
hardboard . . reinforced with strong wood framing 

(1 thru 3 ) Off white units with bright, cheery daisies screen-printed 
in multi-hued colors. Unassembled. Props not included. 

] Desk and Chair. Desk 24x16x24 inches high with lots of writing 
space and convenient storage drawer located out of youngster's 

The warmth of Colonial styling in maple-finish hardwood way. Sturdy tubular steel frame chair; seat height 11 inches. 
with Micarta? plastic top that resists stains and heat 79 € 90072c—Shipping weight 20 pounds.............--.++--+ $14.99 

Q Toy Chest. Use also as a bench. Stands 32x16x15 in. high. ‘The same maple-finish laminated plastic top as used in some of the finest adult 
furniture. Sturdy 28-in. diameter table is ideal for games or homework. Most 79 C 90073L— Shipping weight 17 pounds..................$12.99 

spills and spots wipe clean. Front spindles, legs beautifully turned. Metal cor- 3 Bookshelf Storage Unit. Two large shelves display brica-brac, 
ner braces. Table 21 in. high. Seats 11x13x13 in. high. Partly assembled books and favorite toys while the large chalk board sliding doors 

79 € 9021N— (See Shpg. Note, opposite page). Shpg. wt. 38 Ibs. 3-pc. set $34.95 conceal storage area behind. Unit stands 32x1634x34 in. high. 
79 C 9064L—Extra Captain's Choir. Shipping weight 10 Ibs. Each 8.99 79 € 90071L—Shipping weight 24 pounds $13.99 

rcu [Sears] 585 
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DCTCCTIeK 
GAME 

Clue $997 

You're the sleuth in this challenging detective game 
to discover the who, where and how of the crime. Use 
the clue cards to find the answers and enjoy a new 
plot every time. Weapons, notes included. Intrigue 
for 3 to 6 players, ages 8 to adult. 

49 N 390—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz........$2.97 

Mystic Skull $384 
Skull dances on end of limb, then stops. The idea's 
to put “hex” on the other fellow by sticking pins in 
his voodoo doll. To win, just keep some pinholes in 
your doll open. Board, bone stirrer, tokens, dolls com- 

bine to tingle the spines of 2-4 players. 

.« $3.84 

Addams Family Game $196 
Time for the annual Addams family midnight picnic 
in the cemetery, but nobody's there. Horrors! That's 
why you must round up 4 of them in front of their 
beautiful mansion to win this game. 2 to 4 players 
shouldn't find the obstacles to eerie. 
49 N 395— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... .. $1.66 

Combat $152 

You're in command in this big battle, and it's a 
challenge to keep your men free while capturing 6 
enemy soldiers. Your men have to occupy his head- 
quarters to do it. Spin to see who captures or escapes. 

12 soldiers, cards, board. 2 play. Ages 7 to 14. 
49 N 297—Shipping weight 11b. 12 oz.......- $1.52 

BOND 
nt 007- EGRET AGENT O07, 

As an agent of James Bond, start mission 
from points you select on board. Now plan 
your moves. Gather spy cards, maneuver men, 
advance scoring disks. “Rendezvous” can 

Get “Hot Tip" clues 
» . track down agents 

Agent Zero M Spy Detector 

$932 

The secret Rocket Fuel formula is gone. 
You'll be Top Secret Agent and win the 
game if you can unmask the thief. It's easy, 
exciting. Spy Detector, cards, scoreboard 
help you analyze clues and testimony of 
the 24 witness suspects. For 2 to 4 rather 
deductive agents. 
49 N 221—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz....$3.32 

Just call Sears 
and say “Charge It" 

Man from U.N.C.L.E. $222 
Clever as Napoleon Solo? You'll thrill to 
challenge of being first to find THRUSH chief 
card that matches your assignment card and 
returning it to U.N.C.L.E. headquarters. 
Turns 2-4 players into U.N.C.L.E. agents. 
49 N 403—Shpg. wt. 11b. 1202... ....$2.22 

You actually race the clock in this E^ 
high-spying James Bond game of strategy. Place 
your 3 men carefully, score with each "spy" 

mean extra points. First one to score 100 
points is winner. 2 to 4 "agents" can play. 

‘Thrilling intrigue; for ages 10 up. 
49 N 402—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 0z.......$1.32 

Lie Detector $372 
Scene: a TV studio. Crime: serious and un- ———— 
solved. You: 1 of 2 to 4sleuths trying to go — 
from detective to Chieftain by accumulating — 
facts and suspects to nail the culprit. And only = 
the Lie Detector knows truth of it all. 
49 N 193—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 az... ... $3.72 
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GIANT Chalkboard flips to a magnetic board 

that comes with 2 alphabets, numbers, signs 

$ . . white surface makes handy projection screen 

Just the kind of board your youngster would like to play school with 
. . it's fun and educational, too. Big 37x26-inch chalkboard has an 
eye-easy green surface decorated at top with bright Disney decals. 
Reverse side of enameled steel provides an easy-to-wipe-off writing 

board. It's an instant screen for projecting pictures. Includes 36 capi- 
tal letters, 37 small letters and 27 numbers and arithmetic signs . . all 
magnetic. There's even chalk and an eraser. Attach zinc-chromate- 
plated steel stand to framed board. Unassembled. 
79 N 1824L — Shipping weight 16 pounds See $9.33 

n" goriari E 

s479 | 
Gives you 

two large 37x26-in. 

writing surfaces 
Chalk 'n' Note Board 

converts to desk 

Big, practical and so much fun for 
the youngsters. They'll have hours 
of educational fun with this board. 

Tubular steel stand, zinc-chro- 
mate plate 'asy green with 
Disney decals on one side, non- 
glare black on reverse side. Wood 
frame. Chalk and eraser included. 
50 inches high. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 N1804L..... ...$5.99 

Easel-style chalkboard re- 
verses to desk board . . pro- 
vides writing surface 1534x 
13 in. wide. Corkboard at 
top is 1714x10 in. high . . 
for pinning pictures, photos, 
cut-outs, trophies. Folds flat. 
Chalk, thumb tacks, eraser. 
41 in. high overall Fully 
assembled. Wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 1811L........$4.79 

Dial Typewriter 
types capital and 

small letters 

Raised keyboard, shift 
key. Metal type charac- 
ters. Uses standard 8}4x 
11-in. paper. Blue-enam- 
eled;all-steel. 11x 10x5 in. 
high. 3 ribbons. Wt. 3 
Ibs. 10 oz. 
49 N 1790...... $5.19 
Extra ribbons. 2 black, 2 
red. Shipping wt. 2 oz. 
49 N 1732... Pkg. 39c 

s5I9 

584 [Sears] e 
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Deluxe Typewriter 
* types both small and CAPITAL letters 
* new single or double line spacing 

* now has ruled paper guide E - g 
— 499 ense 99 C j 
Every assignment looks neater when it's typed. 28 keys type a total of 82 
characters . . including 4, 4, 3, @, 34. Metal die-cast type leaves a clear, neat 
impression. Lever action carriage return. Aqua, molded plastic body is 111x 
1144x5 in. high. Color-matched carry case is vinyl with nickel-plated locks and. 
molded styrene handle, Typewriter from Japan. 

Typewriter with vinyl cose, stationery 
79 N 1848C2—Wt. 10 Ibs.....$17.99 

Typewriter only. 
79 N 1605C—Wt. 8 Ibs. . $14.99 

Our Easy-Read Typewriter types CAPITAL letters . . 
priced low yet has 1 or 2 line spacer, ruled paper guide 

Typewriter 
only s| 0% case, stationery 

28 keys type a total of 56 characters with die cast metal type . . distinct capitals, 
numbers, symbols. Molded gray plastic body is 11x10x4 in. high. Margin ruler 
and lever action carriage return. Gray vinyl carry case has nickel-plated lock 
closures, molded styrene handle. Typewriter from Japan. 

Typewriter with $399 

Typewriter, with vinyl case, stationery. 
79 N 1845C2—Wt. 10 lbs. . . $13.99 

Typewriter only. 
79 N 1602C—Wt. 7 Ibs....$10.99 

Typewriter Desk 

with side drawer 

3559 

A sturdy typing desk or study 
table designed to be an attrac- 
tive piece of modern furniture. 

Recessed typewriter well, pencil 
well. Full sliding drawer stores 
typing supplies. High-impact 
plastic in cream finish. 26x13x23 
in. high. Partly assembled. 
(Typewriter not included.) 
79 N 9032C—Wt. 7 lbs.$5.59 —Á 



2 plush favorítes from 

TV's "Daktarí" adventures 
Clarence the Cross-Eyed Lion s11% 

] Romps with Judy on the fun-filled “Daktari” 
TV series. One look tells you his eyes are really 

crossed . . just makes good natured Clarence even 
dearer. He's 30 inches of rayon plush with long 
shaggy mane of modacrylic fiber. Wears satin bow. 
79 N 4064L—Shipping weight 10 Ibs.*. . ..$11.99 

9 
Judy the Chimp s6? 

Dr. Tracy never knows what she'll get into 
next. Lovable imp stands 20 inches. Comb her 

long black plush “hair” of modacrylic fiber, Face 
and ears are vinyl. Felt, feet, hands. 
49 N 4065— Shipping weight 2 lbs. $6.99 

She's “kicky 
She's “hippy 

She's 

GO-GO MOUSE 

s699 

She's the mouse you'll 
want to live in your 

A gangly 32 

inches tall, mostly legs. 
Bob her by the arms, 

those little high-heeled 

boots love to jive. Her 
bright checked mini 
dress twirls and twirls, 

trimmed with fluffy 

acrylic at hem and 
shoulder. Locked-in 
eyes with big felt 
lashes. Rayon plush 
body. W Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N 4196 $6.99 

house! 

aloG Habe scone by duidimar a pow 

Great Big Elephant s149 

3 Cute as you please with saucy pink ears and 

daisy bow. With a little tug on both front feet 
chances are she'll do a jig. 32 in. of soft rayon 
plush that's a lot of elephant to hug. 

Locked-in eyes with sparkle lashes glint of fun. 

79 N 4083L-Shipping weight 10 lbs.* $14.99 

Slinky Snake 3939 

5 Curl him up, hang him straight . . 65 in. of 
black rayon plush snake. Bright yellow 

eyes, yellow bow. Felt nostrils and tongue 
79 N 4310C—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. .$2.39 
*Per postal regulation, 

= lovable 

So irresistible with his big soulful eyes 
he's 19 in. high sitting down. His cheeks 

droop and his brow is furrowed just like 
a real bloodhound. He's even got freckles 
on his nose. Born hunter, he'll help you 
track down “wild” P.J.'s, lost slippers 
or books. Made of extra-soft acrylic fiber. 
79 N 4030C —Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.. . . $5.99 

Lounging Tiger 

4 All sprawled out . . 33 inches. This young 
tiger never learned to roar . . he'd much 

rather lie on bed or floor. His “skin” is rayon 
plush with long white pile sideburns and chin 
whiskers. Rolling green eyes and bow 
79 N 4307C— Shipping weight 5 Ibs..$5.99 

Friendly ‘Gator 3999 

G Creeps through "brush" mouth open wide. 
Felt teeth and claws are just a disguise. 

Rayon plush alligator loves to play. 35 in. 
79 N 4312C—Shpg. wt.3lbs.......-. $2.99 

Glamorous 

Lady 

Poodle 

We 

Sits a pretty 
behaved. Big shiny eyes trimmed 
with flirtatious plastic lashes. She 
looks so chic in her sequined collar. 
“Poodle cut" body of rayon plush 
head, ears, feet and tail trimmed 
with long color-tipped acrylic fiber. 
79 N 4313C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $5.99 

Elegant Angora Cat s899 

Lounges dreamily wherever she’s placed. 
Fluffy soft coat of pure white lamb’s 
wool and lustrous acrylic fiber. Perky 
ears satin-lined, ribbons on head and 
tail. Locked-in green eyes, embroidered 

» pink nose, whiskers. 28 in. long. So easy 
\ to buy when you just use the phone. 
pe 49 N 4198—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 07.$8.99 



Who can compare with 

SIMONA 
the glamorous I$-inch 
Italian beauty with 
radiant features, long 
eyelashes and cascading 
silver-blonde hair.. 
she'll win you over 

Twist-waist Juli and 

fashionable gift set 

3597 
What a beautifully crafted doll . 
with long eyelashes, blue open-and- 
close eyes and long rooted hair. She 
wears a striped dress, carries her 
own pui et also includes a stylish 

, boots and a 
even has a little "record 

T.” Glamorous Juli stands 12 
s tall, all vinyl. Poseable twist- 
fashion doll was made in Italy. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 30033 Set $5.97 

hanger. Sh 
pla: 
inc 

Ensembles for Juli 
imported 

from Italy 

Elegant evening dress 
has a shimmering 

lamé top, long skirt. 
Shoes, stockings, hanger, 
gold-color purse incl. 

Shipping weight 5 oz. 
49 N 30036 $4.99 

Frilly white blouse 
has ruffled trim, A- 

line skirt has chain belt 
Shoes, stockings, hanger 
and a phone included 

Shipping weight 5 oz. 
49 N 30035.....$4.99 

8 Dazzling golden yel- 
low coat and boots 

beautifully complement 
Juli's hair. Coat is fully 
lined, buckles at waist, 
collar. Hanger, sunglasse: 
included. Shpg. wt. 5 02. 
49 N 30034 $4.99 
NOTE: Dolls not Included 
with Items 6 through 8. 

l Her delicate features and blue eyes make Simona unforget- 
table. Beauty mark on her cheek . . gently curved arms and 

‘shapely legs. All vinyl body, fully jointed, Comb or twist her 
rooted hair. Wears smock with initial pin and sandals. 
Simona is 18 inches tall. Wire stand included. Made in Italy. 
449 N 3260—Shipping weight 2 pounds.............,,..$5.99 

Outfits for Simona (doll not included) 

FA Bright sport coat in apple 3 Tailored hip hugger pants 
green with a high collar and matching jacket with a 

and low belt over the hips. turtleneck knit shirt. A go-any- 
Brown boots included. where outfit. White shoes in- 

Shipping weight 8 oz. cluded. Shipping wt. 15 oz. 
PP 49 N 30069............$7.99 

5 Full-length gown, perfect for 
those formal occasions. Gown 

of rose velvet material . . neck- 

re slippers. 

Me n sim tous! TURN THE PAGE!” 

‘disks pase Scire by diuidit nerielaciedcalicant 
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Superman. He "flies" to the rescue in his authentic 
costume of red and blue shrinkage-controlled 

cotton with sweeping cape. Slate S, M or L. 

49 C 7747F —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. $5.99 

Bride. Long, brocade-like rayon taffeta gown. Net 
veil falls from lace-trimmed satin headband. Pre- 

tend pearl necklace and ring set; tiny bouquet in- 

cluded. State S, M or L. Shipping weight 13 oz. 
49 C 7751F... $4.99 

3 Princess with light-up wand. Starry gown of rayon 
acetate. Sparkling headpiece; detachable wings 

have translucent glow. Bulb and battery for wand 
included. State S, M or L. 

49 C 77024F—Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz.. ..$5.99 

Ballerina. Dance and twirl in elasticized acetate 
satin bodice trimmed with shimmery edging. 

Frothy nylon tutu over-skirt. State 5, M or L 

49 C 77025F—Shipping weight 12 ounces... . $5.99 
pcoxu Sears AEDSLG SEE SIZE CHART, PAGE 587. 
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WHOS YOUR 
Play the part in the 

Drum Majorette. Be the hit of the parade in 
your bright red and white outfit of shrink-con- 

trolled cotton and rayon satin. Set includes hat 
belt and high-rising “spats” that slip over shoes. 
Fancy, gold-color decorations on visored hat and 

shoulder epaulets. State S, M or L 
49 C 7748F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... . .$4.99 

Astronaut Helmet. Designed to look like a 
real outer-space helmet. Made of strong plas- 

tic with tinted, transparent lift-up face shield 
Pretend microphone mouthpiece included 
49 C 77029—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz.. . .$3.59 

Astronaut Uniform. Dress for a pretend world 
of rocket launching, space walks and lunar ex- 

ploration . . it looks so real, One-piece silvertone 
cotton twill (fabric shrinkage controlled to 1%) 
suit has large pockets, zipper front for quick 
changes. Overseas cap and badge included. Order 
astronaut helmet above. State S, M or L. 
49 C 77028F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz... .$5.99 

n DOTT 

Fatigue Outfit. Green Sanforized? cotton 
(maximum fabric shrinkage 1%). Jacket has 

insignia, stripes and tab to write your name on. 
Trousers have bellows pockets, zipper. Cap is 
included. State S, M or L 
49 C 77021F—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... .$6.99 
Q Highway Trooper. Be on patrol and make 

travel safer your outfit of gray and red 

cotton (fabric shrinkage controlled to 1%) shirt 
and pants. Plastic cap and goggles. Set includes 

al badge and handcuffs plus plastic whistle 
to direct traffic. State S, M or L. 

49 C 77022F —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz...$6.99 

10 U. S. Marine. There's no mistaking this dash- 
ing Marine sergeant as he marches briskly 

along in his regulation-type uniform. Made of 1% 
shrinkage-controlled cotton. Includes cap, belt 
and insignia. Pants have elastic back. State S. M. 
or L. Buy it the easy-way—order by phone. 
49 C 77035F —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz. $6.99 



Wackiest way 
to wake up a sleeping man 

Crazy Clock 
Cards dealt to players guide clock assem- 
bling. Person holding last card wins chance to 
wind crazy clock . . action makes man leap 

. . 890 SEARS ra 
anion Habs Scane bi cuidas wxicnblciidcal com 

It’s full of surprises! Just wait 
"til whale swallows fisherman 

fish bait 
A zany way of fishing for fun. For 2 to 4 players . . ages 5 and up. 
Fishermen move around the board as they piece together the Fish- 
bait contraption. Land on the wrong square and your "man" could 
get caught and be tossed into the open mouth of the whale. Game 
board about 15x12 in. Plastic “machine” pieces, movers, 1 dice. 
49 N 219—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces. ............- $2.66 

Save this catalog . . you can order toys on 
ARRS AAT Jo 079 from ow ents Bape, 3, 1066 

F Play catch as it ticks . 
[S3 but get rid of Time Bomb 

before it goes BANG! 
Thrilling game for small or large groups. One 
player sets the timer, tosses bomb to another. 
Each player tries to get rid of it before it 
“explodes.” One who's holding it when it does 
is eliminated from the game. S-inch bomb is 
made of black break-resistant plastic. 

49 N 206—Shipping weight 1 pound. . 

A roll of single dice determines moves. Land on 

79 N 293C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . $3.99 

“Stormy weather" 
could destroy your 

Bug House 
It's a race to see who can build his Bug 
House first. chains trade playing cards 
for buildi: - face obstacles like 
“tornado, “building inspection” and 
“stormy weather” cards. Crafty players 
can withhold cards that others need to 
complete their houses. Deck of cards, 
plastic and cardboard building pieces. 
2 to 4 players. 

49 N 377—Shipping weight 1 Ib. $1.88 

Travel Magooland with 
help of magic viewers 

Mr. Magoo 
Move your colored marker through the 
perils of Magooland . . be the first to 
reach the safety square. Land in the _ 
square with a magic viewer and you can 
see secret messages on the 24 magic 
cards. 2 to 4 players; ages 7 and up. 
49 N 386—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. $1.66 



a child-size Typewriter from Sears 
V for playtime fun ¥ for neater homework and letters ¥ for better grades 

Parlez-vous frangais? 
4 Habla usted Espafiol? 
Möchten Ste Deutsch sprechen? 

Hr teh tists til 

Easy-Touch . . Our Finest Child’s Typewriter 

* NEW Foreign Language Type Kit—an exclusive at Sears—lets your child type 
French, German and Spanish by snapping on a set of keys 

» NEW double or single line spacer plus back spacer for neater typing 

* Use just light pressure on keys to type both small and CAPITAL letters 

uc :[799 
Designed to let you type longer, more accurately without tiring. 30 

EXAMPLE: !! you want to type Spanish, place red 
Spanish key cover over 34 key shown depressed on key Typewriter wit $ 99 
board above. Then remove 5; metal type head and slip case and stationer 
on corresponding Spanish metal type head. 

ys, arranged in same 

order as on adult keyboards, type 90 characters, including 0, *, & +, =, 34, +, ! symbols 
Extra not available on machines on facing page. Die-cast type prints clearly, sharply. Lever action 

Typewriter Ribbon 69c carriage retum, margin ruler, ribbon reverse, paper release plus other features listed above. 
Molded blue and white plastic body is 1244x14x64¢ in. high. Typing paper, envelopes included. 

ts Ea above and Deluxe 2-tone vinyl carry case, 2 side closures, handle. From Japan. 

l Ea: el 79 N 1851C2— Typewriter with case, stationery. Shpg. wt. 11 Ibs $20.99 
49 N 1893-Wt. each, 3 oz. F 79 N 1609C—Typewriter only. Shipping weight 8 pounds. 17.99 

Wood-grain Desk Set Sturdy Steel Desk Set 
3 drawers, sectioned top typewriter shelf slides out 

s|599 s|744 

enamel 

Chair 26 
l emble 

79 N 91421 

Cii Dae scane by cisimar naoa com 



Just meant to be held 
in coat soft as pussy willow . . snuggle her tight 

1 Eyes bright with wonder, cheeks kissed by sun .. she 
loves going anywhere with you in raspberry rayon 

fleece coat . . matching bonnet, muff trimmed in white 
rayon fleece. Under coat she wears dainty crepe dress, 
panties . . lace trimmed. Satin shoes, socks. 18-in. kapok 
filled body fits right in your arms. Soft vinyl legs, arms, 
head. Comb her glossy rooted hair. Eyes close at end of day. 
49 N 3092—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 6 0z......... $9.99 

Party Dress. For special outings. Crisp white organdy 
with rows of lace, ribbon bow. Lacy pink slip, panties. 

49 N 3095—Shipping weight 11 ounces........$3.99 

3 Sleepytime Outfit. Print flannelette pajamas. Cotton 
fleeced white robe with flannelette binding. 

49 N 3093— Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz.. $3.99 

Pretty Playsuit. Scalloped velveteen top with white 
cotton collar, sleeves. Long white jersey tights. 

49 N 3094— Shipping weight 10 ounces. ....... $3.99 

NOTE: Doll, hair ribbons. shoes and socks not included 
with outfits (2), (3), (4). 

nm———m 
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rom romantioftaly : 
come these statuesque " 
signorinas with 
classic features 
and lavish gowns 
all designed 

to captivate 

any girl 

i ese uperbly crafted beauties make unforgettable gifts 
You can sense the careful attention to detail, the quality workmanship of Italian arti: : 
doll is irresistibly appealing. Sparkling open-and-close eyes (except bride) are veiled with luxuri- 
ously long lashes. The blonde rooted hair was carefully hand arranged and se! 
arms and legs . . all fully jointed. Panties, shoes and socks include 

1 Beautiful Bride in white satin bordered 

with silk embroidery. Train and bow in 
back. Daisy trimmed headpiece, veil. Lace 
gloves, Fixed eyes. 18 inches tall, vinyl 
49 N 30123-— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs.....$14.99 

Q Elegant Tonia wears a regal velvet dress 
with white feathery trim at hem and 

collar, Gold color chain decorates her gown. 
Her hair is caught in shiny braids under a 
pert bonnet. White fluffy muff and petticoat 
included. 15 inches tall, all vinyl. 
79 N 30121C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs....$17.99 

each 

Movable head, 
rom 15 to 2134 inches tall. 

3 Bewitching Paola in a swirl of rainbow stripes. 
Lovely rooted hair falls!in soft ringlets be- 

neath a flower trimmed hat. Matching umbrella. 
Flouncy petticoat. 17 inches tall, all vinyl. 
79 N 30108L—Shipping weight 4 lbs... .$17.99 

4 Breathtaking Marion looks superlatively 
beautiful in her long flowing gown. Gossamer 

sheer scarf, cuffs, petticoat, pantaloons and 
umbrella decorate her outfit. Her large rimmed 
hat tilts forward atop soft, bobbing curls. This 
statuesque lady stands 2134 inches tall, vinyl. 
79 N 30122L— Shipping weight 5 lbs... . $29.99 



FAVORITE? 
costume of your choice 

buckle, cape, hood and mask. 
State S, M or L. 

49 € 7746F-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $5.99 

12 Spidermon. Crime is on the wane 
after the super-hero, Spiderman, 

appears on the scene in his scary play- 
suit of shrinkage-controlled cotton 
(max. fabric shrink. 1%). Authentic- 
looking outfit includes shirt with offi- 
cial “Spiderman” insignia, trousers, 
plastic hood and full-face mask. 

State S, M or L. 
49C77027F—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. $5.99 

miens satin pompons. 
Wide neck rufle has colorful braid 

Long sleeves have wide 
white cuffs with Bozo name stenciled 
on them. Comes with full-face plastic 
mask, fake red hair, rubber head band. 

State S, M or L. 
49 C 77036F—Wt. 11b. 2oz...... 

14 Visiting Nurse. Designed just right 
for the little pretend" nurse who 

goes out to treat her "patients." 
White belted uniform is crisp cotton 
(fabric won't shrink over 1%) 
cludes blue cotton cape with 
nia, perky little cap and handy plastic 
shoulder bag. State S, M or L. 
49 C 7749F—Shpg. wt. 1502.. ...$4.99 

SIZE CHART for oll costumes on these two poges 
Size is. Small. ..Medium.... -Large 
Height inches :3542...... ES 43-51 [:....-52-00 

Titipa scane bw euttimar mwienllüctudtal com 

LISTEN, DON'T STICK OUT YOUR 
TONGUE UNLESS I TELL YOU TO! 

UNDERSTAND ? 

fax 32.3 
"Take blue pills on rainy days, orange ones on sunny 

days" . . prescribe 8 different candy pills in all, but 
first listen through real heart-beat stethoscope 

$499 
ach Deluxe Nurse and Doctor Kits 

Patients will get the best of care from nurse or doctor. Each kit con 
tains over 70 pieces of “medical equipment,” including thermometer, 
microscope, X-ray viewer, records and charts, in plastic bag. Hanging 
medical cabinet with cach kit stores tasty Dr. “B” happy candy pills. 
18-inch long stethoscope, designed like the one a doctor uses, amplifies 
sound so that you actually hear heartbeats. Nurse kit has apron, c 
sick tray with play food and plastic utensils. Doctor kit (not shown) 
has sleeveless medical jacket. Little “patient” not included. 
49 C 1647— Deluxe Nurse Kit. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. $4.99 
49 C 1646— Deluxe Doctor Kit. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. r 4.99 
Extra Dr. "B" Happy Candy Pills. Package of 10 boxes 
49 C 16326—Shipping weight 12 ounces Package 99c 

, — ec 

© 
SEARS CUTS PRICES 14% on these s@999 

popular Doctor and Nurse Kits = 

A great buy last Christmas at $3.49. Young doctor reaches into his 
plastic medical bag, carefully takes out and puts on "glasses," mask, 
stethoscope to examine his “sick” patient, then prescribes one of four 
Dr. *B" happy candy pills. Over 50 pieces in each kit, including micro- 
scope, thermometer, plastic syringes. Nurse kit (not shown) includes 

cap and apron. Order extra candy pills above. 
49 C 1648—DoctOr Kit: Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.99 
49 € 1653— Nurse Kit. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz................ 2.99 

com 
Sess, [ Sears] 587 



$322 

Slap-happy card game . . 
grand slammin’ fun for all 

Hands Down Play to escape awful 
Plenty of action and lots of laughs. Pick Camp Granada 
a card . . match a pair—quick, hit “hand” : T. : 
on the 11}4-inch plastic Slam-o-matic unit. Pick up and hide “icky animals" before bus breaks down 
Last “hand” down loses a card. The most 
points for card pairs collected wins . , but All the zany fun of the famous Camp Granada .. ^ Cruddy Creek. But the dilapidated Camp Granada 
watch out if the joker’s on you, For 3 to 4 and players are campers! They must collect a bus hampers their every move by breaking down all 
players. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 4 oz. 

49:N,680777. 1-29. S $3.22 

Parcheesi Sorry 1 or more players. Order 2 
ae “D” batteries. Wt. 

Player rolls dice and moves 4 pawns around Cards decide moves of pawns on board. Fun and 2lbs. 5 oz. 

board into center win space. 2 to 4 players. entertainment for 2 to 4 players, ages 6 and up. 49 N 412......... $3.66 

With dice, dice cups, board, pawns. 
49 N 194—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz. 

Special adult rules. 18-in. board, cards, pawns. — "D" Battery, Wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 420— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 

number of odd "animals" as they carry out as- along the route. For 2 to 4 players. Ages 6 to 16. 
signed tasks, visit places like Quicksand Beach and 49 N 198—-Shipping weight 3 pounds. . .. . .$2.99 

$366 without 
batteries 

Zany Operation 
“Operate” on patient . . 
slip, nose lights up; buzzes. 

$2.64  49N4660-Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

$197 2) 3 
Carnival midway fun . . test skill at games of chance 

Shenanigans 
A thrilling surprise at every move. Spin the dial to see where you land. Visit 
Palm Reader, Weight Guesser, Snake Charmer . . try your luck at Pie-in-the- 
Eye. Get contests, penalties, prizes galore. Stack up Shenaniganzas to win. 
3-dimensional board. Side show ‘excitement for 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 201—Sbipping weight 2 pounds..........-..-+5 Bee eee rns cals $1.97 

tSütsloó pase scire by eubdimiar miselocivical codi 

Wind 'em up . . guide frolicking, 
hopping frogs into their coves 

Frantic Frogs 
They're off and hopping . . and you have to guide them. Use your wand 
to direct your frog into his cove . . also hinder your opponents from 
reaching theirs. Metal wind-up frogs. 2 to 4 players, ages 5 to 12. 
49 N 195—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. . . .......... $3.67 

ta SEARS 591 



.. she can bake them 
all with this 79-piece 
Magic-Cool Electric Oven Set 

Complete set includes Magic-Cool Oven, 

27 tasty food mixes, 14 baking utensils 

a cookbook and 36 birthday candles 

A Sears aia 
Exclusive 

exterior never get 

ns US K e2aeaa 
f snow t YS 

119-pc. Junior Chef Food Mix Set 76-pc. Junior Chef Cake Mix Set 

22 delicious cakes, 7 batches of cookies, $0022. 20 frosted cakes in 11 different :522 

pancakes, gingerbread men and more flavors plus all the needed utensils 

From the chocolate, yellow and white to the apple and 
, you're sure to make a delicious cake 
dessert every time you bake. Decorator 

r, nozzles and even Pes make it espe 
celebrate birthdays. Cake and loaf cake 

pans, bowl, spoons and cookbook complete the set 
49 N 1295— Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 « Set $5.22 

Besides the 5 es in all you also get cake. pie, muff 
bread pans; cookie sheet, r 

CU, cu 
EE t pas eve 

cherry « 

Gulaloó pans Scant by euitiimar weiedltctudca com 



face, press her 
hands together . . 
GIGGLES laugh: 
and laughs and so 
will you 

GIGGLES 
with Funny Kit 

:099 * 

Snuggles against your shoulder H i É i i f $ 
. . tilt her slightly, her head, rolls her bright blue eyes, giggles, giggles 

hear her say Mama ud pies. With fanny conga ea 

made of adhesive felt. Elfin face framed by long 

99 blonde hair to wash and comb, 18-inch vinyl body. 
$ She wears bright mod knit and sandals. 

49 N 3140—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs, 4 oz......$9.99 

$ 

1 So cuddly you'll just want to hold her always. She has a soft shredded foam body and vinyl legs, 

arms and head. Her bright blue eyes really close and her rooted hair is caught with a bow. She 

wears a perky pink poplin dress with embossed velveteen pinafore and knit booties. She’s 17 in. tall. 

49 N 3101— Shipping weight 2 pounds 1 ounce...... sse $4.99 

2 Dreamy Bunting. Taffeta jacket .. lace trimmed. Blanket. 
49 N 3107—Shipping weight 8 ounces.......- $1.97 

3 Pajamas. Two-piece flannel . . print top, solid bottoms. 
49 N 3102—Shipping weight 6 ounces. . $1.97 

4 Party Dress. So frilly . . yellow nylon trimmed with lace. 
49 N 3103—Shipping weight 6 ounces. ......... $1.97 F 

Doll not included with outfits (2), (3), (4) 

Oh so pretty baby says Mama and Papa x 

$ T 99 s MB ph 

5 Straight from the stork's 
bundle . . this sweet cherub. 

Tilt her forward then backward 
to say Mama then Papa. Rooted 
hair. Soft body filled with 
shredded foam . . chubby arms, 
legs. Go-to-sleep eyes. 20 in. 
tall. Pleated nylon and pol- 
ished cotton christening dress 
. . pillow. Panties, booties, 
79N3079C-Shpg.wt.4lbs.$7.99 

(6) 

SNUGGLEBUN 
and her  $ 99 

PLAYALL 6 

Baby Snugglebun . . a darling doll. Pick her up, she 
says "Mama". You can comb her rooted hair .. 
eyes open and close. 15 in. tall, fully jointed plastic. 
She wears gay striped dress. Her Playall 6 can bea 
swing, playpen, stroller, highchair, rocker, car seat, 
Colorful plastic, 13x13x16 in. Unassembled, 
79 N 3059C—Shipping weight 7 pounds. . .$9.99 

Playtime and Sleeptime Clothes for 10 to 21-inch Dolls 

G Dollies often need new clothes . . like — "7 Soft, snuggle clothes for dolly's naps 
this 3-outfit set for dress and playtime. or creeping. 3-outfit set includes cover- 

Dress, coat and bonnet plus 2-pc. play- all and bonnet, three-piece sacque, two- 

suit. Dress all your dolls alike for fun. piece bunting outfit. 
49 N 3472-For 10-11 in. Wt. 1102.93.99 49 N 3478- For 10-11 in. Wt. 11 07.3.99 
49 N 3473-For 12-13 in. Wt. 120z. 3.99 — 49 N 3479- For 12-13 in. Wt. 120z. 3.99 
49 N 3474-For 14-15 in. Wt. 130z. 3.99 49 N 3480- For 14-15 in. Wt. 1302. 3.99 
49 N 3475-For 16-17 in. Wt. 150z. 4.99 49N 3481- For 16-17 in. Wt. 1502. 4.99 

22x 49 N3476-For 18-19 in. Wt. 1 lb. 4.99 49N 3484-For 18-19 in. Wt. 1 lb. 4.99 
588 Sears ote" : 1 49 N 3477-20-21 in. Wt. 1 lb. 1oz. 4.99 49 N 3485-20-21 in. Wt. 1 lb. loz. 4.99 

sod pane scans Dy cuisines waste iude con 



‘BABY ‘BU TTON Ni OSE ..so helpless i 

you want to pick her up, then she cries and steals your heart away 

Citali paga scant by dieisimasnisetedinical Gon 

ps 

‘Who could resist protecting such a 
precious baby? Her imploring look 
seems to beg “Pick me up, snuggle 
me close.” And her cuddly-soft ka- 
pok filled body is just meant to be 
held. Tip her and she cries. Soft 
vinyl arms and legs. Brush and comb 
her baby-blonde hair . . it’s rooted. 
Eyes close when you put her to bed. 
She comes in a corded-fleece chris- 
tening coat with matching bonnet, 
lace tipped crepe gown, flannel dia- 
per and knit booties. She even arrives 
on her own frothy pillow. Doll is 
18 inches high. 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 3017B........ .$11,99 



Looks so 
much like 
a real crib! 

so BIG, too.. 
it takes 

dolls up to 
23 inches tall 

Comes with bumper, 
mattress . . has drop side 

"n 
Distinctively styled white end 
panels with screen print on head. 
Walnut finished hardwood frame 
and spindle side rails. Jumbo 
play discs and teething rails are 
plastic. Lucite® plastic casters roll 
smoothly. Cotton print mattress 
and bumper pad. About 26x16x20 
inches high. Unassembled. Doll 
not included. 
79 € 92088C— Wt. 10 Ibs. 

588 [Sears] resnu 

‘thing vade scans by cheisinas masetectadcM com 

.$7.99 

Save this Catalog 

3 Rocking Cradle. Delightful cradle 
has shaped panel ends, steambent 

rockers and delicately turned posts. 
Floral print cotton mattress. 17x10x11 
inches high. Unassembled. 
49 C 92092— Shipping wt. 4 Ibs... . $4.99 

4 Convertible Bunk or Twin Beds. Mat- 
tresses, rails, ladder included. Beds 

each about 17x10x7 in. high. 15 in. high 
as bunk bed. Partly assembled. 
49 C 92089— Shipping wt. 5 Ibs... .$6.49 

buy toys on pages 433-611 until July 30, 1970 

Double-purpose Playpen 

$399 

It can be a play area for very 
young dolls . . or a handy toy 
catch-all. Gaily decorated hard- 
board floor and steel frame with 
nylon net sides. Accommodates 
most size dolls. Playpen measures 
about 18x17x12 inches high. Comes 
unassembled. Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

Phone ordering's a quick and 
easy way to buy it. 

AA T $3.99 

Dolly's Play 

Canopied 
Doll Swing 339» 

I» 

or Nap Time 

Dolly has her own swing that looks 
just like yours. 24 inches high. 
Removable canopy protects her 
from the sun. Sturdy steel frame is 
casily assembled. Enamel finish. 
Swing is suspended on steel rods. 
Unassembled. Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. — 
79 € 92093. ..............$3.992 

Sit 'n Rock Her 
$599 

Now little “mothers” can read or 
relax while rocking dolly to sleep. 
Unusual rocking chair and cradle 
combination is compact and prac- — 
tical. Comes complete with nursery — 
set that has 2 bottles, 1 empty — 
Gerber Oatmeal box, 1 rattle, 1 
funnel, Steel frame with baked 
enamel finish. 30xl4x17 inches 
high. Unassembled. E E 
79 C 92094C — Wt. 6 Ibs... . . $5.99 



Climb the stalk 
" ..wake the 

Colorful 18-in. Beanstalk has hol- 
low trunk to hold set of leaves that 
fit into outside slots. Each leaf has 
special slot, and leaves must be 
fitted in order taken from bottom 
up. Giant pops up when winner in- 
serts last leaf in top slot. Plastic. 
Made for 2 “Jacks” to climb. 
49 N 266—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz...$3.44 

Amsco's Marble Raceway 

Marbles are all lined up . . and it's 
ready, set, go. Watch closely as they 
pass on those quick curves, collide, 
then drop lower and lower as they 
keep racing for that lead position. 
First one down is the winner. 4 
plastic tracks. 15 inches high. 5 
marbles. For 2 to 5 racers. 
49 N 315—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. .$1.47 

Marbles race to climb hill, 
tumble down, start again, reach top to be 

King of the Hill 
Crown pops up, and you win if you're the lucky one who gets all the way to 
the top . . and you get there first. Tilt-move Selector directs your move up 
the winding hill. Treacherous holes randomly placed to send your friend's 

just like Jack and Jill. Plastic. 10x10x6 or your marbles tumbling down . . 
in. high. 4 marbles. For 2 to 4 players 
49 N 324—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces... 

Tickle Bee $ 122 

Tickle him, but don’t get “stung.” Right, left, 
up, back . . bee buzzes through 12-in. enclosed 
maze, looking for his beehive. Magnetic - 
ler" moves bee. Player reaching hive with fewest 
stings wins. Any number, any age can play. 
49 N 362—Shipping weight 8 ounces... . $1.32 

SDN 

Candyland $944 
No reading. Just draw cards and match colors to 
move pawn. First to reach Rock Candy Mountain 
wins. For 2 to 4 players, ages 4 to 8. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 160...... $2.44 

592 SEARS rce 
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needeseusns . $2.66 

$266 

Nibbles N’ Bites $197 
Cast off with magnetic poles; pull in “sailfish” or 
“perch” to score. Catch a "shark," and you're 
penalized. Biggest catch (highest score) in limited 
time wins. 2 poles. 13x13-in. pond. Timer. Plastic. 
For 2 or 4 fishermen, 5 to 9 years. 
49 N 303—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.......... $1.97 

CHILDREN'S 
HOURI gj 

Children's Hour $179 

Three delightful games in one by Parker. Peanut 
the Elephant; Porky the Pig; ABC Fishing. De- 
signed to interest and amuse the very young. No 
complicated rules involved. 
49 N 411—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz... $1.79 

IBS iis ^ 

Chicken Lotto . . a new fun-way 

for pre-schoolers to play bingo 

Nothing to read. Just fill colorful 
egg-laying chicken with "eggs" . . 
press her tail and the game is on. As 
each player presses chicken's tail, a 
colored egg pops out. Place egg on 
matching-color square on card. 
First to fill card wins. For 2 to 4 
players, ages 4 to 7. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 257............s- ..$2.22 

Noah's Ark $177 
Great for pre-school tots because no reading or 
number knowledge needed. Each player has 10 
animals to get into colorful cardboard ark. Spin- 
ner shows which to put in. First to get all 10 in 
wins. 40 stand-up animals. 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 113—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. ..,$1.77 

Winnie the Pooh $169 
Pooh, Piglet, and others move along storybook 
path according to color drawn from grab-bag. 
Designed for pre-schoolers . . no need to read or 
count. 17x19-in. board. Up to 4 players. 
49 N 320—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz... $1.69 



For thick, frosty drinks 

and well-mixed batters. 

Electric Mixer 

Has soft plastic blades so it 
works like a real portable but q 
can't hurt fingers. H 
blender-mixer blade, 
beater blades, bowl, spoon 
and recipes. 8 in. high. UL 
listed; 110-120-v., 60-c. AC 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz 
49 N 1268 $6.99 

CGusboa pane Scans by cheisimas müaseteciudc d pom 

40-piece Sweet Set 
makes brownies, cakes 

and even fortune cookies 

3399 

24 mixes make 9 different good 
treats in all. Cookie and ginger- 
man cutters, cookie sheet, spoons 
and bowl, cake pan, cookie sheet, 
rolling pin, cookbook and the 
fortune cookie sayings come, too. 
49N1294-Wt.21bs.1202.$3.99 

10 mixes make 6 frosted 
and decorated delicious 
cakes. Spoons, pan, dec- 
orator, nozzles and recipe 
book also included. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
Set $1,99 

Bi 
4 mixes for cakes, 

cookies, gingerbread, 
pudding and. biscuits. 
Pans, cutters and other 
needed utensils. Cook- 
book. Wt. 1 lb. 13 oz. 
49 N 1291. 
n 

late and vanilla cookies. 
Shpz. wt. 1 lb. 

49 N 1270 $1.49 

Za. Maker 

Chocolate ! 
Factory 
4 

Chocolate treats in 7 different 
shapes, assorted flavors. Melt 
chocolate base over “oven,” add 
concentrate, stir and cast into 
mold. All utensils. Heated by 
electric bulb included, 
79 N 1385C — Wt. 4 1b«..$6.99 

Refills. Base, concentrate, molds, 
49N1386-Wt. 2Ihs. 1202.82.94 

* 

£2Sno-Cone!? 

3393" 

Sno-Cones, 

they're still the most 
fun things ever made 
from shaved ice topped 

in 9-in. high mach 
crank and out comes 
ice ready for flavoring 
4 syrups, paper cups. 
dispensers, funnel 
molds, candy. Plastic Y 
machine, metal grind. 
er. Wt. 2 Ibs, 12 oz 
49 N 1629 ....$3.93 igos 

Coke and Kool-Aid 
at your fingertips 

11-in. Coke Machine $29 

Holds up to 12-oz. Coke bottles, 
4 glasses. All plastic. 
49 N 1676-Wt. 2 Ibs $2.29 

11-in. Kool-Aid Dispenser$ )29 

Holds 1 qt. Glass jar. Plastic base- 
2 mixes, 20 paper cups. 
49 N 1720- Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 02.$2.29 

Everything tastes better when 
it comes from your 

very own snack maker 

v D 

4^ Ejeelric Corn, Popper, ̂  

34 

E PER 
E 

W 
, 

$722 

In just a few fun minutes, 
you'll have popcorn . . all fresh 
and ready for buttering. Red 
enameled steel case has see- 
through top and spout for 

pouring into bags. 14 in. high. 
Corn included. Wt. 7 Ibs. 

79 N 1669C $7.22 

NOTE: Electrical items on pg 
UL listed; 110-120v., 60c. AC. 

tton Kandy[" Ex 
Machine | 
— e € 

ix or 
cleaning 

brush, too. Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 5028 $9.99 
Refills, 2 mix pkgs., 2 col 
ors. Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 N 5027... 89c 



zx s10% 

SPLISH-SPLASH 
TUBSY'S in her bath . . she slaps 
the water with both her hands and 
turns her head from side to side 

No baby loves a bath more than Tubsy. Fill her 
vinyl tub with water, bubble bath, too. when 
it reaches her tummy she'll start to splash. Take 
her out . . in diaper and terrycloth robe, she's 
ready for a nap. Eyes close. Rooted hair you 
can wash and comb. Tubsy is 18 in. tall, vinyl. 
Two “D” batteries (order 79N4660 below) 
tucked safe and dry within her body make her 
splash. 
79 N 3318C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibi 

“D” Batteries. Package of 
79 N 4660—Shpg. wt. 8 oz... 

CRAWLING BABY . . into everything, 
when she stops she calls "Mama" 

In terrycloth creeper set and cap. Crawl- 
ing Baby looks so real. Flick tiny switch, 

she crawls forward, stops when she reaches an 
obstacle and says “Mama.” Then starts again. 
16-in. metal and plastic body, soft vinyl head 
and arms. Order two “D” batteries, below. 
49 N 3312 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs.. . .$5.88 

"D" Batteries. Package of 2. 
49 N 4660— Shpg. wt. Boz........ Pkg. 36c 

Just like a real baby . . 
TINY THUMBELINA squirms and 
stretches on her back or tummy 

9 Just wind the key in her back, her soft 
cloth body moves like a baby learning to 

crawl. So cuddly . . vinyl arms, legs, head. 
Rooted hair. Tiny Thumbelina wears a dear 
pink crepe dress, booties. She's bound to bring 
out the mommy in every little girl. 14 in. tall. 
49 N 3088—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 140z..... $7.99 

Mattel's New Baby Cheerful Tearful 6-in. smiling 

imp but press her tummy and see her pout 

Only at Sears 4?? 
in case with nightie 

Such a cutie . . smiles with glee. But just press her 
tummy, vinyl palm-size personality frowns, makes 
crying noise as real tear trickles down her cheek 
Drinks from her bottle, wets. Rooted hair. Wears 
pink cotton dress, pants, booties. Fits right in oval 
carry case with frilly nightie. 
49 N 3309— Doll in case. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 07.4.99 
49 N 3308— Doll only. Shpg. wt. 12 0z...... 2.99 

Catan Habe scane by cidin adia cóm 

Only at Sears . . Mattel's "Baby's Hungry” with 

Feed and Carry Case plus 9-piece Wardrobe 

m * La NAI 

: E 155 
Her mouth moves . . she chews 
food" or sucks on her bottle 
And her eyes look all around 

Baby's really hungry. Put spoon 
in her mouth, then withdraw it 

she actually chews. Give her 
a "magic" bottle . . milk disap 
pears as she nurses. Give her 
feeding bottle . . she drinks, 

s 17 inches . . jointed vi 
nyl with rooted hair. A polka 
dot clear plastic bib wipes clean 
when she dribbles. Plus a frilly 
cap, diaper and booties. 

Vinyl carry case opens to a 
feeding chair with tray, sun 
awning and plastic accessory 
pouch. Dish has pretend car 
rots, peas, soup. For other out 
ings, dress Baby’s Hungry in 
cotton dress, poplin coat and 
bonnet or flannel sleeper. Hang 
er, rattle, bracelet, 2 cookies, 
too. Uses 2 “D” batteries, or 
der 1 package below. 
49 N 3568—Shipping weight 
5 Ibs. 2 oz Set $15.88 
"D" Batteries. Package of 2 
49N4660-Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 36c 
Baby's Hungry only. Uses 2 
"D" batteries, order package 
above. 
49N3315-Wt.3lbs.1007.$10.97 
Feed and Carry Case only 
49N9318-Wt. 1 Ib. 807..$4.99 
9-piece Wardrobe Set only 
49N3471-Wt. 8 oz. Set $2.99 

without battenes 

bs 
EAS a » 

I YR 
BABY DOLLS 
that do things 



Sleepytime or 

stroll time Togs 

for Baby Button Nose 

or Dy Dee Darlin' 

Sweater Set keeps baby cozy 
crocheted acrylic sweater, hat. 

on outings. Hand 
Dress 

not included. 
and booties. 

49 N 30212— Shipping weight 10 ounces....$3.99 +” A Pajamas ond Robe. Print fanndlette pajamas, # 
Cotton fleece robe with flannelette binding. 49 N 30211—Shipping weight 12 ounces. . ..$3.99 
NOTE: Doll not included with outfits above 

t 

e 
* 
* 

Cutüiod pane scans by cheisimas maseteciudcil pou 

49 N 3141—Shipping weight 10 oz......Set $3.99 Om 
Q Bunting Outfit. Snug as a bug in this fluffy pink »- fleece outfit, trimmed with shell stitchi 

DY DEE DARLIN’ 
dressed like the little angel she is.. 

drinks her own bottle, wets her diaper . . 
when you pick her up she coos with delight 

s099 

Eyes bright with wonder, cheeks kissed by sun . . and all decked out for special occasions in a tiered cotton batiste dress that's lavished with dainty eyelet em- broidery. Matching cap topped with delicate rose bud. Flannel diaper. Satin sl socks. 18-inch vinyl body fits right into your arms. Soft vinyl head, arms, legs Comb her glossy rooted hair. Eyes open and close 
49 N 30194—Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces $9.99 

PCHKM. 
AEDSLS 2 



panels. 25x15x32 inches high 
23 inches. W 

rafes. Ur 
sold at bottom of page. 

Bunk or Twin Beds. For more “grown up" dolls, 
Padded mattress and pillows: 

nt cotton. Hardwood construction, — 
21x12x22 inches high as bunk. Holds dolls up to 20 

Ladder included 
in lovely floral p 

inches. Unassembled, 
79 € 92083¢—Shipping weight 6 pounds 

High Cha 

inches, Shipped fully assembled, 
79 € 92033C—Shipping weight 3 pounds 

Rocking Cradle. White enamel finished hard 
beautifully turned corner posts, dowel 

n. high. Floral 
print cotton mattress and pillow. Unass 
79 € 92084C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. ... . 

cradle has 
ides, steam-bent rockers. 26x14x1 

™ Bath and Dydee Set 
Dolly loves 
culates from vinyl tub to shower spray 
Top flips down for dressing table. Steel 

her bath water recir 

tray holds soap. clothespins and line 
diapers, tongs, sponge . . all included 
21x13x24 in. high. Doll not included 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone 
79 € 92086L—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.. . .$5.99 

italoó Basi beans by caries neicelocivicali cont 

79 € 92031C—Shipping weight 9 pounds 

] Frilly Canopy Bed for your loveliest dolls. Ha 
wood construction with beautifully deco 

. ideal for dolls up! 
e plastic-covered mattress, canopy Wil 
embled, Doll not included. Bedding $ 

+» $12 

E 

n Has smartly turned legs, teddy bear 
screen design. Lift up tray. About 8x12x22 inches. — 

high. Hardwood construction. For dolls up to 20 - 

0.99 5 

Crib and Bath Set 

A portable crib that doubles asan Everything you need for dolly's 
after-bath playpen. Tubular steel ing time. 2414-in. high chair has tubu 
frame, nylon net siding. 21x12x17 lar steel legs, molded plastic seat 
inches high. Bath set has soap, a and tray lolls up to 18 inche 

assembl 
79 C 920; 

rattle, a ch 

-Shpg. wt 

thes line and 6 
g bottles. 
> 20 in 

3 Ib: 

French Provincial Styling 
Snowy white with elegant 
blue or gold-color 
accents 

“TELE 

High Chair, Feeding Set 

Bottle 
Un- empty cereal t 

cluded. Unassembled 
$4.99 — 49 C92087—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz 

ottle warmer," spoon 
attle in 

wy 
* w 

Luxury Bedding Set 
Only $799 

Soft, smooth, pretty and dainty 
just what you want to show 

off your dolls. White rayon 
satin pillow and cover accented 
with yellow ruffle and bow. For 
all doll carriages, cribs, cradles 
and beds. The cover me 
about 18x22 inches long. 
49 € 92038—Wt. 8 oz.. . $1.99 

pess [Sears] 589 

res 



Build a 
Cootie 3132, size 

“Just one more leg to go," players 
shout as you roll the dice to see which 
piece you win next. Four 4!4-in. cute 
plastic cooties to build. For 1 to 4 
players of any age. 
49 N 176—Shpg. wt. 12 oz....$1.32 

Deluxe Cootie for 6 players. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N410....... eere $2.77 

Great for pre-schoolers.. 

nothing to read 

j 
Magnetic fun . . $997 
Cat and Mouse 2 

Be the mouse, or be the cat. Cat 
chases mouse around walls and ob- 
stacles in enclosed plastic house. 
Mouse enters 1 of 3 holes to score; cat 
scores if he nabs him. 6 holes or 6 nabs 
win. 2 magnetic wands, scoreboard. 
For two players, all ages. 
49 N 309—Wt. 11b. 80z...... $2.97 

Pull Chatty-Ring? to 
hear animals “speak” 

Animal Talk 
Move “Farm Truck" around to 
build complete animal and win. 

Fill patch with vegetables . . 
try to keep hungry pig out 

Pig in the Garden $966 
Fill your garden with plastic corn, cabbage, carrots, other vegetables 
to win the game. Just spin the dial to gather them up. But watch out for 
that pig . . some spins of the dial bring him tramping through your 

garden hungrier than a real pig. Game features Sears exclusive 28x28-in. 
vinyl play mat. For 2 to 4 junior green thumbs, ages 3 to 10. 
49 N 263—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

If you land on lucky square, pull 
Talking Barn ring and take any 
opponent's cards showing ani- 
mal that speaks. Delight to 
hours of chattering fun. For 2 
to 4 players, 5 years and up. 
49N288-Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. $3.99 

wie 

McMurtle Turtle $167 

Pick the color peg you want, spin the spinner, 
then see how many times you can flip-flop Mc- 
Murtle right over. For each flip, you move 1 
space. Flip McMurtle the most, finish first, and 
win. For 2 to 4 McMurtle flippers, 5 to 10 yrs. 
49 N 381—Shpg. wt. 1b. 80z,. ......... $1.67 

TUS KeDaDDLO PN, 

IIS 

Build a Choo Choo $999 

Easy and fun to build your train first and win. 
Twirl the spinner . . watch it point to number and 

color that show which railroad car you get. 
(Children who can't read match colors.) 12 plas- 
tic cars, vinyl play-mat. 2 to 4 players, 4 to 10 yrs. 

49 N 313—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 8 oz.. 

Monkeys & Coconuts $088 

Spin the hut full of “chattering” monkeys, throw 
dice, move around the "jungle" play mat. You 
win some coconuts, lose some coconuts, and it's 

all part of this laugh-wonderful game. So are the 
plastic markers, baskets. Fun for 2 to 4, ages 4 up. 
49 N 267—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz... . . $2.88 

Skedaddle $179 

From start to finish, you'll be racing against the 
fastest horses imaginable and over the highest 
hurdles around. Includes 4 horses, 39-in. long 
track. For 2 to 4 players, 5 to 12 years. 

49 N 380—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.. . ..$1.79 

‘iain paod scole tyr diuini a 

Magilla Gorilla $157 

Help Magilla return the animals to Mr. Peebles 
Pet Shop. First one to get them back wins. All 
you need are the board, spinner, pawns and 
cards. For 2 to 4 players, ages 5 and up. 
49 N 393—Shpg. wt. 11b. 120z.......... $1.57 

Lassie $147 

Television star Lassie helps recover stolen objects 
from the poachers in forest. For 2 to 4 players. 
49 N 382—Shpg. wt. 11b. 120z.. ........ $1.47 

ra SEARS 593 



Jest lke Mom 
. scaled and detailed to the needs of the 

junior seamstress by one of the largest manufacturers 

of full-size sewing machines . 

and it's made exclusively for Sears :[988 

The Sister Electric Portable 
e a working replica of one of Sears own Kenmore machines 

€ foot pedal automatic control leaves hands free to guide garment 

* big manual control wheel for intricate patterning 

* die-cast aluminum head and heavy duty motor for hours of fun 

and dependability 

Doll clothes and other light sewing are a whiz 
on the chain-stitching Sister portable. Just an 
easy-to-handle 11 in. long x 9 in. high, yet 
the 5 rs faithfully detailed with built-in 
light, knob-adjusted thread tension, storage 
drawer and even a snap-on cover with handle 
for toting and storing. To help even a first 

588 Sears sxus 

Cutbod pace scans by cuisines muaseleciadcM comb 

try come out a success, the Sister also includes 
seam guide for straight sewing. needle threader, 
extra needle, pincushion, thread and complete 
instruction booklet. Long 6-ft. cord. UL listed 
for 110-120 volts, 60 cycle AC. Made in Japan 
Shipping weight 8 pound 
49 N 1201. $19.88 

Sewing Basket 

$)99 

Hand-woven basket 
with satin lining, plastic 

ieedles, 4 spools 
pin cushion. tape 

measure, thimble, threader. 
916x6x4 inches high 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 
49 N 1223 $2.99 

Weaving Loom 

$j92 

9 Adjusts to make 
scarves, potholders, etc 

Steel loom, yarn, loopers 
hook. Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 
49 N 1490 $1.92 

Knitting Set 

s|[89 

Make coloríul and use 
ful things with 2 knit 

ting spools, 2 knitting 
needles, 12 wool 
yarn. Wt. 1 Ib. 

49 N 1488 Set $1.89 

E-Z Weaver Loom 3557 

Like a big loom. 

aris. Come 
yarn, instructions. Plastic. 19x13x13 in. high 
79 N 1372L Shipping weight 5 Ibs. 

Knitting Jenny $79 

Lets even a 6-year-old e 
hats, blankets, doll cloth 
you just lift yarn over pe 
even stitch eedle, 2 sk 
tic. Buy it the easy wa 
49 N 1489 —Shpz. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 

“Italian knit” 
nd more. Easy to use 

it has shuttle, harness, warp strings, 
Design simple or complex weave fal 

with about 200 feet of 
rics 

$5.57 



steals your heart away. 
Feels so REAL.. 

looks so REAL .. 

even drinks and y 

wets like a à 

REAL BABY 

:099 

This lovable, realistic-looking infant 
drinks from her own little bottle. 
"Then she'll wet her didy. Lil Sweetie 
is all soft vinyl and fully jointed. 
Her soft, blonde baby hair is rooted, 
can be brushed or combed. She comes 
in a long christening gown with lace 
and embroidered rosettes. Sweater, 
cap and booties are hand-crocheted. 
Pillow trimmed with embroidery, or- 
gandy ruffle. 18 in. tall. 
49 N 3160— Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.$9.99 

Three different outfits 

1 Bunting Outfit. Take Lil Sweetie 
for an outing in this warm blan- 

ket, jacket and cap. All are trimmed 
with lovely satin binding. 
49 N 3287—Shpg. wt. 12 0z..$3.99 

2 Robe. Made of soft printed flan- 
nelette to keep Lil Sweetie warm 

after her daily nap. 
49 N 3286—Shpg. wt. 10 02.$1.99 

3 Bath Towel. White terry cloth. 
Has its own hood to keep Lil 

Sweetie warm after a bath. Shell 
stitch trim. 
49 N 3285—Shpg. wt. 10 02.$1,.19 

590 Sirs Ped 
NOTE: Doll not included with outfits 

iki Dake scane by cidimas aa coda 



Double-Dolly 
Sleeper-Stroller 

Detaches for 
a car seat 

Folds 
down 
for 
recliner 

18-inch Carriage 

with molded 
plastic body 

27-inch high Stroller 

with reclining back 
4 Glide smoothly 

m4 T n 
along with spring 

"T LL Handy sleeper-stroller with de- suspension cushioning 
Even has à tachable canopy and tote bag. the ride. The decorated 

“peek-a-boo” Plastic tray and footrest. Tubular vinyl hood folds down, 
steel frame, vinyl body, plastic Tubular steel frame, window 

inches high. Partly plastic wheels. 18x10x wheels, 11x18: 

assembled. Like everything else in 21 inches high. Partly 
Sears book, it's so easy to order by assembled. 

telephone, Shipping wt. 5 Ibs, 
79 C 82031C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $5.99 79 C 82032C. ....$5.99 

Foldaway Stroller 
and Buggy of 

easy-care vinyl 

Stroller. Sturdy 
steel frame, chrome- 

plated pusher, plastic 
wheels. Removable 
canopy and bag. 9x10x 
25 in. high. Partly as- 
sembled. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 C 82043......$3.99 

Buggy. Steel frame, 
chrome-plated 

pusher, plastic wheels. 
18x8x23 inches high. 
Partly assembled. 

Shipping wt. 4 Ibs 
49 C 82042 .$3.99 

Matching 
Carriage 

r holds a 
A «cee apa erie at xs 
"plastic seat, footrest, wheels; tubular — — 

—. steel frame; Stewart plaid vinyl cover. - 
22x14x32 in. high. Partly assembled. — 
79 C 82033C—Shpg. wt. 8 Ibs.. 7.$10.99 

22-inch Carriage with 
tote bag and springs Š 

2 Matching carriage with folding hood; 
detachable tote bag and shield of 

bold Stewart plaid vinyl. Plastic body, 
wheels; tubular steel frame. 22x12x26 ^ 

$ ^ inches high. Partly assembled. - 
> 79 C 82034C—Shpg. wt, 8 lbs....$10.99 

c. 6 Note: Dolls not included with any item on this page. 
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Just for the play pen set . . 
sturdy *"Touch-and-Feel" Books 

Children actually see full-color pictures come 

to life . . the illustrations are textured! 

$165 
each 

Books contain objects (sand, sponge, etc.) that teach preschoolers the nature 
of things. Children can actually feel the scratchy sand . . pet the furry bunny 
or find the frog in the pond. Books are 43§x5}9 inches, have strong bindings 
and large, easy-to-read text 
3 N 500-Touch Me 3 N 501-Who Lives Here? 3 N 564-Good Night 
3 N 565-Good Morning 3 N 661-Patthe Bunny 3N 563-Look Look 

3 N 660-What's In Mommy's Pocketbook? 3 N 663-Tickle the Pig 
Shipping weight each 8 ounces... . Each $1.65 

WASHABLE CLOTH BOOKS 

These sets have bright, fast, nontoxic colors . . baby 

can chew on them harmlessly. Books picture simple 

objects and gay playthings . . have widening pages 

tiny fingers can turn easily 

Three-book Set $137 

Here’s lots of fun with Up We Go, Down 
We Go and Step by Step, Each book has 
six pages, measures 634x834 inches. 
3 N 860—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $1.37 

Five-book Set $199 
Fun-filled books include Up We Go, Tell 
Me, Show Me, Down We Go, Play With 
Me. Six illust. pages each. 614x834 inches. 

3 N 861—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... Set $1.99 

Tiny-shape Set 89« 

Sixteen tiny, wonderfully fun to handle 
shaped books perfect for the little hands of 
toddlers. Each book is a different shape, 
written and illustrated by Richard Scarry, 
one of the best-loved creators of children's 
books. Each book has eight full-color pages, 
measures 2x2 inches. 
3 N 862—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. -Set 89c 

First Story Library $929 set 
Twenty-book Set . . weeks of story telling 

to young children. Books include eight fairy 
tales, eight nursery tales, 2 Uncle Wiggily 
stories and 2 animal stories. Titles include 
Cinderella, Peter Rabbit, Tom Thumb and 
other children's favorites. Large clear type. 
Half of the illustrations are in full color. 
Books measure 674x8 inches. 

594 sears "Sas 3 N 402— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... .Set $2.29 

Calista Dade scum by deisimazmisetediwical om 

Baby's First Set of Cloth Books 

6 in Set $165 

Wonderful stories baby loves . . about kitties, doggies, babies. Safe 
clean with a damp 

y Rhymes, Find Kitty Cat, T 

Things That Baby Sees, Baby's Playthings, 3 Little Kittens. 8 pgs 

big books with large ures, nontoxic colors 
cloth. Titles Mother Goose Nurs 

3 N 657—Shipping weight 12 ounces. 

"I Learn To". $465 
Books 1 

Set of 3. These books combine 
interesting fun with important 
learning. They teach your child 
to button clothes, lace shoes, 
tell time, Include shoelace and 
button, clock face with movable 
hands. Three sturdy books, 9x8 
in. Fully illustrated in full color. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3 oz. 
3 N 659. Set $1.65 

Learn and Play $947 
Wheel Books _ setots 

Set of 3. These books are in the 
shape of a fire engine, truck 
and train and each has four 
wheels that actually turn. The 
text explains what children want 
to know about the illustration 
on the cover. Fully illustrated, 
sturdy covers, large type. 
Two books measure 734x124 

inches and have 24 and 18 pages 
each; one book measures 634x14 
inches and has 24 pages. Shpg 
wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
3N 656 Set $2.47 

Fun to hold . 57 
Block Books ?" *3° 

Set of 4. Each book in shape of 
a block that even tiny fingers 
can grip easily. Contain words 
a child needs to know in his 
early years . . teaches words by 
illustrated, labeled objects. 24 
pages ca. 274x214x234 inches. 
Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
3N 655. Set $3.57 

V atia A $357 

Set of 4. Children follow Tim 
the tiger through his adventures. 
Wonderfully funny full-color 
pictures, sturdily bound, large 
type. Titles Little Tiger Takes a 
Trip, Little Tiger Colors Every- 
thing, Little Tiger Learns His 
ABC and Listen Little Tiger. 
32 pages each. Sx6}4 inches. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
3N 654. Set $3.57 



Sewing Cabinet 

$399 

Wood-framed cabinet made 
from corrugated fiberboard 
(not wood or hardboard), 2 
top drawers have organizer 

__ plastictrays.2 jumbodrawers 
Íor your bulky sewing ma- 
terials. 20 in. high x 9 in. 

i in. deep. Wipes 
5 lbs. s. 

+ $3.99 
© clean. Shpg. wt. 

79 N 1266C... 

ONLY AT SEARS.. 
a set that includes 
14 spools of yarn 

and 2 kits for making 
many things with 

Kenner's Automatic 
Knitting Machine 

s|366 

Make a sleeveless sweater, 
hat, scarf, doll hat and coat, 
dog sweater and more with 
this easy, speedy knitting 
machine kit. Just slide car- 
riage back and forth to knit 
row after neat row for the 
9-in. wide panels. Combine 
panels for widths required 
by the different pattern 
forms, fit, then stitch and 
fashion into shape. 

High-impact plastic ma- 
chine 23x6x4}4 in. 14 spools 
yarn, hook, stitchers, trim- 

, mings, findings, pompon 
maker, 5 forms, 2 complete 
extra kits and easy instruc- 
tions all included. 

Shipping weight 8 lbs. 

79 N 1344C....... $13.66 

Other Kenner Knitting Kits 
to make your own clothes 

Sweater withhalf-length Hat, Scarf, Mittens Kit. 

Ready-to-sew Wardrobes for Dolls $74 
Each outfit is pre-cut and ready to sew 

Buttons, thread 
and trim included 

Mix-n-Match for Fran- 
cie, Barbie and all their 

liV£in. fashion friends. 
72-pc. set has color-coordi- 
nated outfits, matching ac- 
cessories, thread, needle, 
instructions. Wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 1493. ...Set $2.44 

2 For Babystep, Baby First 
Step, Cheerful Tearful and 

other 13 and 18-in. Walkers 
and Babies. 54-pc. wardrobe 
with accessories, instructions. 

Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49 N 1491—13-in. Set $2.44 
49N1492—1&in. Set. 2.44 

Dolls sold 
"ees 

For Wishniks, PeeWees, Tutti, 
Heidi and other 214 to 314-inch 

and 5% to 6%-inch Miniatures. 
61-piece wardrobe includes acces- 

sories, thread, instructions. 
Shipping weight 8 ounces, 

49N1494-214-3M4-in. Set $2.44 
49N1495-514-614-in. Set 2.44 

Hand-operated Sewing Machines 

Beginner's $399 
Chain-stitching machine features 
safety guard and protective presser 

sleeves. Attractive two- 
tone styling. Kit includes 
yarn, trim, sized pattern 
forms, instructions. 

Shpg. wt. 13 oz. 

Yarn, cute pompom 
and animal trim, pat- 
tern forms, instruc- 
tions. 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
Cutulon pace scr by cieisimas nmarsetechwücalcon 

Íoot. Thread tension adjustment. 
Die-cast steel head with plated 
trim. Complete with instructions, 
needle and thread. Clamp holds it 
to table top. About 6x4x6 inches 
high. From West Germany. 

Advanced $699 
Extension table (not shown) 
holds fabric. Hardwood 
base, drawer. Presser foot. 
Needle and thread. About 
12x5x6 inches high. Extra 
needle, thread, clamp. From 
West Germany. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. — 

Battery operated 
Sewing Machine 

s899 
Free-arm design. Automatic 
clutch permits battery or hand 
operation. Chain stitches. Rips 
wood base, steel head. 8x4!9x 
in. high. W. Germany. nde 1 
“D” batteries p. 482. 

$8.99 49 N 1265—Wt. 3 lbs.. 
F5 ran 



she drinks..she wets.. 

she cries real tears 

Betsy s crib is convertible 
to a bathtub 

14-inch Betsy with a travel F 
bag full of accessories * 

s799 11% -inch Betsy has receiving 
blanket and feeding accessories 

Betsy's all ready for her christen- 
ing and she actually COOS happily $ 499 
when you press her stomach. Dressed 

in a long, lace-trimmed nylongown Just like a real baby, Betsy is hungry and 
with matching slip. She wears à oh, so thirsty. Feed her, then press her stom- 
diaper and booties, hasvinyldiaper ach. She coos contentedly. Soft vinyl body 
bag, diaper, two pins, two bottles, with sleeping eyes and rooted saran hair 
plastic rattle, and pacifier. Soft vi- that can be combed or brushed. Dressed in 
nyl body. Rooted saran hair. flannel diaper, she comes with 4 bottles and 
49 N 3134—Wt.11b.100.$7.99 a bottle holder, measuring cup, spoon, 

baby shirt with flower applique, and flannel 
receiving blanket. 
49 N 3132—Shpg. wt. 1 lb, 9 oz... . -$4.99 

p Wi 
VAD PED j 9%-inch Betsy Wetsy with high chair, $ *9 99 
It NEY M i1 crib-tub and accessories 

, ; A So tiny, so adorable, yet she acts just like a real baby. She has a 
arana tor 4099 35 /* washable body. Her rooted saran hair can be washed, combed and 

20 PU. Layette for brushed to keep it shiny and soft. She's dressed in a lovely lace- 
Polka-dot sacque, striped kimona, 11 -inch Bets 3299 trimmed sleeping sack and diaper. Her nursery furniture consists 
plastic bib, cotton knit shirt, 3 dia- Y of a cute plastic crib that converts easily to a bathtub, a plastic 
pers, 6 pins, terry wash cloth and Kimona, cotton shirt, flannel sacque, 3 dia- high chair, bottle, bubble pipe that really works, a dish anda 
towel, blanket and sponge. pers, 6 pins, towel, wash cloth, bib, blanket. spoon for her meals. 
49 N 3135-Shpg. wt. 120z.$3.99 — 49 N 3133—Shpg. wt. 1202........ $2.99 49 N 3130—Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz... ....... sss $3.99 

Little "mothers" love bathing 
Betsy in her own tub 25 "d - 

$ 1” Gol not = P 5 j EM J| 4 
included — b y ~~ £ "P" 

What fun you'll have bathing Betsy y pa 99 Wetsy. Wash her with soap and E 
wash cloth. Dry her with the tow- - * Layette for 9%-inch Betsy Wetsy $ 

el. Bath powder, pacifier and rat- y Polka-dot kimona, so soft to dress her in. 3 multicolored diapers, 
tle keep her happy. Sponge, plastic - 6 pins, plastic bib, flannel sacque, blanket. 
apron, two clothespins. Plastictub. e 49 N 3131— Shipping weight 12 ounces. ......... sees $1.99 
(Doll not included.) 11 in. diam. 
49 N 3139— Wt. 11b.202..$1.99 St x SY WeTsE IES Sears 591 
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RUGGED STEEL CARRIAGES 
with spring 

enon Only Italian craftsmen 
~ could create such a 

nu a) luxurious carriage with an 
Z elegant 26-inch vinyl body, 

curtain-draped hood, 
N BIG 24-inch spring suspension.. even a 

ong body; protective storm cover: Y / chrome- 

» plated trim 

Lay ef and parking 
brake 

Bright molded steel body; baked 
31. 4” 

enamel finish; vinyl lining. Tubu- 
lar metal gear. Handy folding Roomy steel carriage . . so much like real it even has a brake. 
hood. Plastic wheels with vinyl ^ Baked enamel finish; vinyl lining. Folding hood. Sparkling 
tires. Measures 17x10x23 inches chrome-plated trim . . all tubular gear; metal spoke wheels 
high. Partly assembled. with vinyl tires, hub caps. 24x11x27 in. Partly assembled. 
49 C 82019—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs..$8.99 79 € 82039L—Shipping weight 12 Ibs. $14.99 

w 

Gaily-colored 

17-inch long body 

sga 

23-inch Foldaway Carriage 
with vinyl body and spring 
suspension 

14-inch long woven-fiber 

Carriage with lace trim, 
detachable 

hood 

$6” 

So perfectly feminine 
. woven-fiber body 

with quilted print vinyl 
lining. Tubular steel \ r p Lift-out 
frame, plastic wheels. À j (à 
14x10x19 in. Partly 7 f body converts 
assembled. Wt. 4 Ibs. d easily to bassinet 
79 € 82041L..... 

How convenient . . a folding 
carriage with a sturdy 2-ply 
tufted-vinyl cover; white vinyl 
lining. Tubular steel frame; plas- 
tic wheels. 23x10x29 inches high. 
Partly assembled. 
79 € 82035C —Wt. 6 lbs. . .$8.99 

Rugged metal Doll Walker 

Gaily enameled. With play 
tray, beads. 16x9x19 in 
Plastic wheels. Partly as- a 
sembled. Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. & , H 
49 C 8284............$2.99 a. ‘a O 

Midnight blue luxury Carriage 

"'Bellissima"—the Italian word for "beauti- 
ful?—is just the term to describe this elegant 
Italian import. From the gossamer-sheer cur- 
tain to the protective vinyl storm shield, 

..this carriage bespeaks quality craftsmanship. $ 99 
The lift-out vinyl body becomes a bassinet; 
carriage handle folds for easy storage. Mea- 
‘sures 26x13x28 inches high. Tubular steel 
frame; metal spoke wheels. Partly assembled. 
79 C 82038L—Shipping wt. 12 Ibs......$18.99 f 

Bedding Set : ; 
fits every carriage NOTE: Dolls not included with any 

2 item on this page. 
on these 2 pages 

$299 

Includes cotton-filled vinyl 
mattress, blanket, cover 
and pillow. Shipping > 
weight 11b. ` 
49 C 82023......Set $2.99 

Celo page scum by deisimatniseteciwical cnn 



“Tell-A-Tale” Series 
for tots . . 15 books 

15-book $967 
Set 

Hard-covered—easy to hold, fun 
to read. Baby’s very own library. 
Each book has 28 pages, each with 
a full-color picture. Titles include 
3 Little Pigs, Mother Goose, 3 
Bears, Bugs Bunny, Lassie and 10 
other old and new nursery rhymes, 
fairy tales and TV favorites. 5*/(ex 
63$ in. Sleeve-type box. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 
3N600........... ^. Set $2.67 

LE STORIES 

Religious Stories 
for youngsters 

6'1c each 

By Mary Alice Jones. Illust. Wash. 
covers. 32 pgs. 8x10 in. Titles 11 
(Baby Jesus), 12 (Bible Stories for 
Little Children), 13 (The Ten Com. 
mandments), 14 (The Story of 
Jesus), 15 (God's Plan for Growing 
Things), 16 (Jesus Who Helped 
People). State title no. 
3 N 447F—Wt. ea. 10 oz. 
Set of 6 above titles. 
3 N 448— Wt. 4 Ibs. 14 oz. Set $3,57 

Each 67c 

Giant Story Books 
Big, beautiful books for quiet 87° 
reading hours or to read aloud 2 

ci 

- . they measure 75$x1014 in. All have large, 
-to-read type and hundreds of beautiful illustrations. Your child will want 

you to read the delightful stories again and again. Deluxe-quality bindings 
with hard, full-color covers. Each book has 232 pages except 3N680 which has 
392 pages, and 3N686 which has 200 pages. 

3 N 681 —Mother Goose 
3 N 683—Fairy Tales 

Larger than many story books 

3 N 680—365 Bedtime Stories 
3 N 682— Big Big Story Book 
3 N 684—Animal Stories 3 N 685— The Christmas Book 
3 N 686—Huckleberry Hound 3 N 687—Bedtime Bible Stories 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 8 ounces.. ....sssssssssssserreresens Each 87c 

A magnificent child's library 
in one large volume. 250 nursery. 

rhymes, fairy tales, legends — 
Golden Book of My First ing Lib 

Story Time Tales iliret Learning Library and other favorite stories 
$427 

16-volume Set. Interesting knowledge 
for the child who is just learning to 
read. Over 500 pages and 1,500 full. 
color illustrations, Each 5 !/(ex7 4 inches. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds 4 ounces. 
3N652 wee * ere ea Set $4.27 

A varied collection of best- 
loved stories, fairy tales and 
poems. Includes selections 
by Carl Sandburg, Hans 
Christian Andersen. 168 
pages. 81x103% in. Illust. 
3 N 551—Wt. 1 Ib......$2.67 

$497 
Here's a gift your child can use now and in the future, The age-old stories 
can be read again and again, even when he grows older. Written by 165 
authors. 550 beautiful illustrations. 528 pages. Book measures 734x103 in. 
3 N 567—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. ...... 

The Children’s Bible 
Written simply so that 

children can understand $427 

Topically arranged, narrative style, Each page 
has color illust. Approved by editorial board 
of leading clergymen. 512 pgs. 103x7346 in. 
3N449—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 15 oz... ....$4.27 

Gift Books for young children 

The Littlest Angel. A Christmas 
classic. Beautifully illustrated in full 
color. 32 pages. 83¢x1134 inches. 
3N450—Wt. 1 Ib. 202........$1.66 

Grimm's and Andersen's Fairy Toles. 
Their most beloved fairy tales. 2-book 
set. Ea. 8}4x11}4 in., 72 pgs. Illust. 
3 N 464—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. ... Set $1.77 

Little Visits with God, 
Contains 200 devo- 
tions to guide young 
children. 134 illust., 

The Real Mother Goose. 300 beloved 
verses. Illust. by B. F. Wright. 9%¢x 
1114 inches. 130 pages. 
3 N 1647—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz..$347 

A Child's Garden of Verses. By 

Robert Louis Stevenson. A 66-poem 
classic. Ilust. 83x123 in. 
3N571—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz 

Treasury of Catholic 
Children's Stories. 
Contains over 60 fav- 
orite religious stories. 

Young People's Book 
of Bible Stories. This 
book contains 121 

+» $2.57 religious stories and 
52 illustrations. 319 71 helpful illustra- 63x8% in. 304 pgs. 

A Bedtime Treasury of Children's Favorite Stories for the Children's pages. Measures 534x tions and maps. 298 Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
Stories. 101 selections, both old and Hour. Over 90 legends, fables, stories. 334 inches. pages 63x103% in. 3N2094......- $277 
new. Ilust. 512 pages. 6x9 in. 350 pgs. 534x834 in. Ilust. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 
3N 476—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs....... $347  3N489—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.....$2.57 3N618..........$4.57 — 3N2092. $277 Mets SEARS 595 
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Cosmetic Set by Tussy s[99 \ 
in handy dispenser tray c 

Even has a beauty hint booklet to help girls learn 

good grooming. Includes 11 Tussy cosmetics: lip- 
stick, 2 beauty soaps, 3 bubble baths, bath powder. 
toilet water, hand lotion, nail polish and remover, plus 

soft powder puff, all in fitted tray. 
49 N 1379— Shipping weight 10 oz....... Set $1.99 

Seat lifts 
for storage 

Only at Sears, Budding Beauty Vanity $1833 
with a chest full of pretty “jewels” 

An intriguing assortment of rings, bracelets, pins, earrings and more 
—23 pieces in all. “Jewels” come in a plastic-coated chipboard chest 
(not wood or hardboard), with fitted tray and lined bottom and in- 
side lid. Provincial-style vanity of sturdy plastic is 23x24 in. wide. 
Center compartment has lift-up mirror, fitted with comb and brush 
set. Tufted-look plastic hassock 1214 inches high. Partly assembled. 
Shipping weight 12 pounds. 
79 N 139212...... m . . Set $18.33 

^ d Satin-lined Chest 

x d ya — Y of *'Jewels" filled 

Only at Sears $999 
with rings 'n' things 

nly a $388 

Beauty Vanity with 2 Lamps, 
H C4 

Filled with 23 jewelry items 

Manicure Set and Real Cosmetics decide ud 

a " 2 £ rings, dre pins, hair ban- 

Room for everything to keep her looking pretty. Vanity has center cosmetic esu iin P ROTE SU 

shelf, 2 drawers. Reflector mounted on center panel. 3744x33}4x11 in. deep. need for dress-up play. 

Made of sturdy, reinforced corrugated fiberboard (not wood, hardboard), 

woodgrain pattern. Roomy, matching bench. Two plug-in lamps (see 49 N 1380 

below). Accessories include cosmetics, hair dressing aids, mirror, brush, comb, 

perfume, 6-pc. manicure set and scissors. 

79 N 1387C4—Save $1.06 on set. Separately $11.05. Wt. 11 Ibs. Set $9.99 

Vanity and Bench only. Accessories only (see above). 

79 N 1342C-Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.$5.22 49 N 1384-Wt. 12 oz....Set $1.89 

“Debutante” 
3-pc. Dresser Set s[99 

Colorful printed designs on backs of 
mirror and nylon bristle brush have 
a hand-painted look. 414-inch diam- 
eter glass mirror, 10 inches long from 
tip to handle. Plastic. 
49 N 1337-Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz.Set $1.99 

EON [Gu 
Cutuloa pane scans by chrsimas mnuseleciudcHl com. 

Plug-in Vanity Lamp s[97 

Same lovely lamps that are included 
with beauty vanity above. 934-inch 
lamp has turquoise plastic base, 
shade screen-printed in pink and 
red. C714 lamp bulb included. 4-ft. 
cord. UL listed. 110-120-v, 60-c AC. 
Why not buy two? 
49 N 1380— Wt. 12 oz. Each $1.97 

Beauty Set for girls 

Lovely vinyl case holds compact, 
rouge, lipstick, mirror, perfume, 
atomizer, comb, cuticle scissors, 
nail buffer and emery board. 

Roomy carrying case with dec- 
orated front, carrying strap. Mea- 

sures 934 in. long, 514 in. wide. 
49 N 1339—Wt. 14 oz. .$2.79 

Handy fitted, removable 
tray. 84-inch long plastic- 
coated chipboard chest (not 
wood or hardboard). Lined 
bottom and lid. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 1382......... $3.88 

Mary Poppins Hair Dryer 

Two plastic dryer bonnets . . one 
for dolly, one for you. Battery- 
operated air gun sends cool flow of 
air through hose. Comb and brush, 
1034x8-in. plastic case. Order two 
“D” batteries page 482. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz. 
TEET e $3.99 



There's a Tiny Tears just right for every 

little "mother". . each doll cries real tears 

17-inch Tiny Tears comes with cradle and accessories 

$ 1 Such a love . . she'll be your best doll friend. In flannel sleeper trimmed with 
lace and ribbons. Rock her in her cradle. When she cries, don't worry, she 

won't be unhappy for long if you give her a hug. Soft vinyl body, rooted hair. 
Comes with bubble pipe, bottle, pacifier, magic sponge, shampoo paper. 

set 79 N 3118C—Shipping weight 6 pounds.. ........ Set $9.99 
49 N 3268— Tiny Tears and accessories on): . 879 

12-inch Tiny Tears comes with trunk, layette, bath accessories 

2 Ready for a bath in polka dot terrycloth robe, towel. Vinyl body so real 
looking from expressive fingers to tiny toes. Rooted hair. Trunk holds party 

dress, diaper, bubble pipe, bottle, pacifier, magic sponge, shampoo. 
49 N 3267 —Shipping weight 2 pounds 8 ounces. . -Set $7.39 
49 N 3116— Tiny Tears and bath accessories only, S .llb..... 439 Pg- 

9-inch Tiny Tears comes with two party dresses 

Winsome little thing in cotton romper. Vinyl body. Bow-topped dress, 
pantaloons, dress with strawberry on skirt. Diaper, bottle, pacifier, magic 

sponge. shampoo. 
49 N 3113—Shipping weight 10 ounces. ..... cese „Set $4. 

a 

B —————4 
They love their 

bottles and they 

wet their diapers 

^ ———/. dud 

~ 
(t — —— 

Bathtime is funtime . + 

wash them with 

bubbly soap 

Lullaby Baby s599 Cutie 14 inches tall. 33 9 Baby Sweetums s999 
. 12 inches tall has her own cradle 15 inches tall 

Happy baby .. she'll make F Rock her off to dreamland. She's a little red haired 
you smile. A music box inside 

her plays Brahm's Lullaby. When 
the music plays she twists and 
turns like real baby. Wears terry- 
cloth pajamas, carries a bottle. 
Takes a nap wherever she is on 
her suedette pillow. Rooted hair. 
Vinyl body, Washable. 

When you lower her from your 
shoulder to the cradle she'll say 
Mama. Pixie cut rooted hair and 
chubby face peek out from cozy 
flannel sacque. Vinyl body, 
fully jointed. With her own bot- 
tle, she'll go to sleep. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

girl in yellow nylon dress 
with white pin dot ruffles, 
panties and white knit boot- 
ies. Curly rooted hair can be 
washed and combed. Soft 
plastic body; eyes that close. 
She drinks her own bottle. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 3266— Wt.21bs....$5.99 49 N 3109.............$3.99 49 N3123... . + « -$2.99 

s R99 
d set 

16-inch Susan and her Stroller 

This little sunshine loves to be pushed down 
the block or through the park . . she has her - 
own stroller. Susan's dressed in knit outfit: 
with matching cap. Her rooted hair is ever 
so curly. Go-to-sleep eyes. Vinyl body. 
Stroller is molded plastic with a row of col- 
ored play beads. With bottle. 
49 N 3110— Shipping weight 3 lbs. .$5.99 

592 Sears rc 
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B 

bies—with satin smooth skin and 
[à 

Sweetie Pie .. our soft-bodied 
infant, just meant to be 

cuddled and loved and 
taken care of. 

But be careful— 
she’ll start to 

cry if you tilt 
her forward 

blonde rooted hair you can brush and comb. Tilt her and she cri lay her down 
jillow and her eyes close. Beautifully dressed in an eyelet-embroi 1 on her prett 

ribbon-trirhmed christening coat and hat, with a lace-trimmed crepe romper und 
neath; knit booties. 18 inches tall 
49 C 30557—Shipping weight 3 pounds $12.99 

592 [Sears 
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Bots, * 

Big Picture Readers 
youngsters really love 87° E 

These entertaining books w 
be read again and again, 
learned by heart by tots who 
want to pretend to read. 

There's a beautiful, ful 
color illustration on each 
page that will delight the 
eye of the young reader. High 
luster laminated covers, 
sewed bindings. 1034x1254 
in. Each book has 32 pages. 
Shipping weight each 14 oz. 

596 SEARS cess 

tolus paGé scant by dieisimarmdsetedaical oom 

ill 3 N 710— Cinderella 87c 
3N711—3LittlePigs..... " 87c 
3 N 712—Animal ABC * 87c 
3 N 713—Counting with Rhymes 87c 

i- 3N714—Mary Poppins 87c 
3 N 715— Gingerbread Man 87c 
3 N 716— Three Bears 87c 
3 N 717—1 Want to Read 87c 
3 N 718—Christmas Book .87c 
3 N 719—Come Play with Me 87c 
3 N 720— Mother Goose > * 87c 
3 N 721— Disneyland 1.876 
3 N 722—Wild Animal Babies. . .......87c 

Tiny Golden Library $947 
36-book Set 

Three sets of 12 books each, 36 miniatures, each 
an enchanting little book in a compact slip case. 
12 of the books are the creations of the Walt Disney 
Studio, 12 about the jungle animals and 12 about 
animals dressed up and living in houses. Illust. in 
color. 22 pgs. ea. 2x3! in. 
Titles Donald Duck; Pinocchio; Bongo; Brer 
Rabbit; Dumbo; Bambi; Cinderella; Three Little 
Pigs; Seven Dwarfs; Mi ouse; Bottle Beetle; 
Pablo the Pengu ter Bunny; Poor 
Frightened Mr. Pig; Happy Valentine; April Fool; 
Uncle Quack; Roger Mouse's Wish; Little Squirrel's 
Santa Claus; The Wonderful Silly Picnic; Mrs. 
Sheep's Little Lamb; The Cowboy Kitten; The 
Two Snowballs; The Naughty Little Guest; Baby 
Camel and His Naughty Father; The Little Leopard 
and his Fat Stomach; Why the Little Elephant Got 
Spanked; The Little Giraffe Wants to Play; I 
Out, Baby Bear, Here : 
in-the Mud Rhinoceros; The Bra 
The Baby Hippopotamus' Adventure; Hop, Hop, 
Little Kangaroo; Meow” Said the Fierce Baby Lion; 
Shame On You, Baby Whale; The Tiger Kitten's 
Poor Tail. 
3 N 601—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz....Set $3.47 

'The Nutshell Library $967 
Each 4-book Set 

Each set of 4 books is delightfully tiny (2146x3746 
in.). Full-color storage box. lust. in 3 colors. 
Maurice Sendak Library includes: Alligators All 
Around (an alphabet book); One was Johnny (a 
counting book); Chicken Soup with Rice (a book of 
months); Pierre (a tale in the best tradition), 
3 N 471—Shpg. wt. ea. set 1 Ib, 14 oz.. .Set $2.67 

Christmas Library by Hilary Knight includes: A 
Firefly in a Fir Tree (a unique version of 12 days of 
Christmas); Night Before Christmas; Angels and 
Berries and Candy Canes (Christmas in fairyland); 
‘A Christmas Stocking Story. 
3 N 472—Shpg. wt. ea. set 1 Ib. 14 oz...Set $2.67 

Child's Garden of Verses $967 
3-book Set 

Set of 3 volumes. By Robert Louis Stevenson. 35 
selections of favorite children’s classic poems. Illust. 
by Gyo Fujikawa. Each book 32 pgs., abt. 4x4 in, 
3 N 611—Shipping weight 9 oz. Set $2.67 

Humorous children's books by 
Richard Scarry, world-famous author 

iwa $177 

Only Richard Scarry's whimsical sense of humor 
could delight children throughout the world. Each 
book is fun for children, and the illustrations enter- 
tain and amuse even the younger readers. 

Richard Scorry's Busy World. Humorous children's 
stories from around the world. 96 pgs. 1014x117 in. 
3 N 701—Shipping weight 2 pounds... .....$3.47 

Is This the House of Mistress Mouse? There's a hole 
cut in the book . . Mr. Mouse looks for Mistress 
Mouse. . and so does your child. 20 board pgs. 8x8 in. 
3 N 702—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 2 oz....... $1.77 

The Best World Book Ever. Your child explores the 
world of words . . and it's fun! 96 pgs. 1034x1174 in. 
3 N 703—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. -$3.47 

First Reader Books 

Shape Books $293 

Set of 12. Each book is shaped like the subject . . 
and children love them! Illust. 24 pgs. ea. 8x8 in. 
Titles Dog Book; Cindy and Her Kittens; Baby 
Animal Book; Fish Book; Apple Book; Farm Book; 
Sand Pail Book; Smiley Lion Book; Sunshine Book; 
Ball Book; Humpty Dumpty Book; Donald Duck. 
3 N 704—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz......Set $2.93 

Little Golden Books $993 

Set of 12 books. Characters from the world of Walt 
Disney. All the children’s favorites are in these 
beautifully illustrated books. 24 pgs. ea. 634x8 in. 
Tilles Mary Poppins; Donald Duck; Mickey Mouse; 
Peter Pan; Mother Goose; Cinderella; The Sword 
and the Stone; Dumbo; Scamp; The Three Little 
Pigs; Lucky Puppy; Winnie the Pooh. 
3 N 705—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . .Set $2.93 

Tell-A-Tale Books $043 

Set of 10 books. Children's old favorites and TV 
and movie characters. Lacquered hard-cover books 
with full-color illustrations. Each book has 32 
pages, measures 576x8346 inches. 

Titles include Casy, the Clumsy Colt; Boo Boo 
and the V.I.V.; Yogi Bear Takes a Vacation; The 
Flintstones Picnic Panic; Five Star General; One 
Boy Lives in My House; A Visit to Disneyland; 
Uncle Scrooge and the Rainbow; My Father Can 
Fix Anything; A Little Boy in Schicksheny. 
3 N 708—Shipping weight 3 pounds... . .Set $2.43 

Wonder Books $993 

Set of 12 books. Christmas stories for youngsters. 
Titles Little Cowboy's Christmas; Raggedy Ann's 
Merriest Christmas; Kewtee Bear Santa’s Helper; 
Mighty Mouse Santa’s Helper; Littlest Angel; 
December is for Christmas; Merry Christmas, Mr. 
Snowman; Polly's Christmas Present; Merry 
Christmas. 6x9 in. 24 pgs. 
3 N 445— Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . . Set $2.93 

Special because they more than just tell a story . . they demonstrate 
something important to your child—about the meaning of Christmas, 
about the world around them . . about the beauty of childhood. Delight- 
fully illustrated. Each 414x654 in., has 32 pages. Shpg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 

ossa S ABS. 3 N 666—Childhood is a Time of Innocence. ... . . 
3 N 667—A Friend is Someone Who Likes You. e 
3 N 668—Christmas is a Time of Giving.....- 

Y 



Complete Dress-up Set 

with everything you need 

for that'‘big evening out” 

$422 

Every little girl loves “jewels” and 
s. These are the prettiest dress-ups 

Set includes luxurious rayon plush 
stole, realistic plastic orchid, chic 
high-heeled shoes and alacy-look eve- 
ning bag. 

Also a sparkly ring, lorgnette, long 
plastic fingernail caps with bright 
paste-on colors, a tiara, plastic be 
high-fashion plastic wig for evening. 
49 N 1343—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 o2,,.$4,22 

Secret Susy Q 3379 

A must for those secret assignr 
Includes vinyl shoulder-strap carrying 
case that holds pistol lipstick with 
dainty garter holster, pretend com- 

pact radio with telescoping antenna, 
secret decoding and disguise glasses, 
pencil, ID and passport necklac 
49 N 1393—Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz...,$3.79 

Synthetic-hair Wig 

Pixie-styled wig of saran and 
acetate feels like real hair, 

s soft luster and sheen 
Easy to comb, set and restyle. 

band inside for snug 
. Platinum blonde with 

Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

Waiting for her 
car and escort 

‘saat $799 
For those big dress-up occa- 
sions every little girl loves, a 
graceful, long bright red ace- 
tate taffeta gown with 
matching evening bag. Pret- 
ty hat, artificial corsage. 
Ring, necklet complete this 
evening outfit. Shoes not in- 
cluded. 

Dress sizes S(1-4), M(5-7), 
L(8-10). State size S, M, or L. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 N 1281F..... Set $2.99 

Set of 4 
Plastic Wigs 

:[89 

Be a top-knotted brunette, 
a sophisticated blonde, a 
dramatic redhead or Cleo- 
patra with jet black hair. 
In soft plastic; all ready to 
pop on without combing. 
Fits smoothly on girls 3 to 8. 
Pick up your phone right 
now and order this one! 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz.> 

All dressed up and ready to go 
All set to walk 
down the aisle 

um $399 
A gown to dream about. Ace- 
tate taffeta with long, nylon- 
net train with a finger loop to 
hold and a luxurious lace- 
trimmed nylon net veil. Bridal 
extras, too . . glitter mitts, 
wedding band ring, artificial 
corsage and bridal bouquet, a 
lacy hanky. No shoes. 

Dress sizes S(1-4), M(5-7), 
L(8-10). State size S, M, or L. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 N 1431F. Set $3.99 

Ballerina twirls as 
music box plays 

Musical Jewel Box with 
Bendee Teen Doll and 

Dancing Ballerina 

Any girl would be proud to display 
this on her dresser. All wood con- 
struction, covered with decorated 
white simulated leather. Open it . . 
music plays, ballerina dances. Doll 
snaps on. 6x4 !4x34 inches, Buy it 
the easy way —order by phone. 
49 N 1378—Wt. 14 oz......$2.99 

ag 

Mommy's Purse $39 
Here are all the things that make 

y's purse so interesting. Play 
pill box, credit cards, cos- 

ck patent -look 
15x53, inches, with clear 

front, gold-color metal chain. 
Shipping weight 15 ounces. 

49 N 1306.. . -$2.39 

High-heeled Shoes low as. s[99 

Extra strong with steel shanks in arch. Shoe sizes 
S(8-10), M(11-13), L(1-3). State sise S, M, or L. 

Striped with red heel strap. 
49 N 1391F—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... . Pair $1.99 
Red-tipped rayon plush. 
49 N 1389F—Shpg. wt. 12 oz....Pair 2.35 
Gold and silver color. Innersole, arch liner. 
49 N 1365F—Shpg. wt. 12 oz....Pair 2.99 

Nee 



Cuddly Dy-Dee Baby in cozy bunting 

and sacque..listen to her coo 

She's a bundle of softness just meant for loving 
little arms to rock and hug. Squeeze her, she'll coo 
with delight. She wears a flannelette sacque and 

ting 
tily with pink shell stitching. Bright blue eyes 
don't miss a trick. 14 in. tall. All vinyl body, fully 
jointed, molded hair. Drinks from her own bottle. 
49 N 3099— Shipping weight 11b. 5 oz.. . . $5.99 

ip 
ta Se eal 

t Eyes close à 

pedtime when you 
tuck them in 

Scamp .. Charmer . . 
titer 12? 16 in tall SO? 
Blue-eyed, curly 2 Plays hard, works 

upanappetite. When 
looks so sweet in bright she drinks her “magic” 
pink dress with white bottle “milk” level gets 
pin dots, black velvet lower, In 3-piece cotton 

knit outfit. Bottoms 
Fully jointed vinyl have feet. Boat “sails” 

brings along her bottle. 
Shipping weight 10 oz. 

49 N 3098.....$1.99 .$3.99 

Cutsod pace scans by cheisinas-musetecimici pom 

MISS PEEP 
So soft and snuggly she looks 

and feels like a real baby 
Hug her, she coos with delight 

$ 5?9 

Hold her in your arms, she makes 
baby cooing sounds when you hug 
her body and arms. 16 in. tall, she's 
made of soft vinyl, molded hair so 
you can take her in the tub with 
you. Dressed in soft flannel infant 
kimono, diaper and booties all 
trimmed with pink satin bows. 
There’s a fluffy receiving blanket 
to wrap her in. So easy to buy 

when you just use the phone. 

49 N 3089-Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 07.$5.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

You can order toys 
on pages 433 to 609 

from now until 

August 1, 1968 

Bareskin Baby 

She has her own 
make-believe | 

bearskin rug. à 

wardrobe and 

go-visiting trunk 

Available only at Sears, 14- 
inch tall vinyl baby loves fo 
lie on her shaggy rug. Usu- 
ally she wears only a jersey 
undershirt . . but with a 
little coaxing she'll wear 
matching pants, diaper, 
dress, creeper set or pa- 
jamas. Go-to-sleep eyes 

sories, clothes and baby 
arrive all tucked inside doll 

trunk. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 5 oz. 
49 N 3087. ........ $7.99 

Molded hair. Bath acces- N E 79 

Every doll family 
needs a smiling 

Baby Boy 

$ 999 

Lovable little brother for all 
your dolls. His adorable face 
wil make you smile, too. 
Glowing cheeks, bright long- 
lashed eyes that close for 
sleeping. Two baby teeth 
show through his grin. Pale 
blonde rooted hair, Soft joint- 
ed vinyl body . . 17 in, tall. 
He wears navy blue knit suit, 
sporty white jacket, kid 
booties. Imported from Italy. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. 
49 N 3454.......... $9.99 

»c Sears 593 



Suzie Sunshine ) 

Or bend 'g position. 
! winsome baby 
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G.I. Joe Battle Action Playhouse $387 
Big, action-packed box of 17 different activities. Heavy board “play- 
house” box has auto-lock, button-tuck top. 

Playhouse contains: Big Battle Punchout book . . 36 different 
punchout pieces . , you can build battle scenes, planes, tanks, much 
more; 128-pg. Attack coloring book; 48-pg. G.I. Joe tracing book; 
G.I. Joe magic slate; G.I. Joe card game; G.I. Joe Play Fun set; 9x12- 
in. magic paint board; packet of 32 daisy chains; two extra coloring 

; crayon and paint set; plastic scissors; 32 pages to color or 
paint; 4 sewing cards and 4 laces; 4 sheets construction paper; 4 
sheets of weaving strips; four 8x10-in. sticker sheets. 
3 N 723—Shipping weight 4 pounds 10 ounces............. $3.87 

Modern Monster House $387 
Houseful of mischievous monster fun, featuring some of your favorite TV 
“spooks.” Entertains your children for hours and hours. Sturdy cardboard 
monster house has handle, closes and stores easily. 

Monster house includes: 128-page Munster coloring book; Munster magic 
slate; 100-piece Munster jigsaw puzzle; Junior Banker play kit; 24-page Tiny 
Tale story book; card game with 45-card deck; 32 pages to color or paint; four 
sewing cards and 4 laces; paint and crayon color set; three 48-page coloring and 
paint books; four 8x10-inch sticker sheets; packet of daisy chains; four 8x11- 
inch sheets of color construction paper; plastic scissors; 9x12-inch magic 
paint-with-water board. 
3 N 726—Shipping weight 4 pounds 6 ounces, .$3.87 

Barn Full of Fun $147 
Hours of entertainment for any child. 
Includes fourteen 714x5}4-inch col- 
oring and activity books . . 16 pages 
each; three 734x5}4-inch color-by- 
number books with 16 pages each, 
plus 8 crayons; metal scissors; self- 
erasing slate with wood stylus; daisy 
chains; colorful palette with 6 paints 
and 1 brush. Barn stores everything. 

Happy Circus Days $997 

A specially designed set to make 
children especially happy . . it's just 
like being at a real live circus! In- 
cludes: 60-page coloring book, puz 
zle; activity set with punchout 
boards, 30x30-inch backdrop; stick 
er fun; magic slate; six crayons; 
eight paints, brush; 32 pages to color 
or paint; four sewing cards, four 

Daniel Boone $997 
With Fess Parker. Big 21-piece fun- 
filled cabin incl.: coloring book, 
activity book; Treasure slate; fron- 
tier village punchout book; 4 paint- 
by-number boards; 2 paint palettes, 
brush; "Our Heritage" coloring 
book; jacket emblem; woodland 
whistle, message code card; Daniel 
Boone photo; 56-page 8x11-in. color- 

Gadget Box $997 
Big 17-piece box contains these 
varied items: Peg board; Presto-slate; 
clock board; make-your-own pic- 
ture book; paint-by-number board; 
paint palette, brush; magic trick 

board; Switch-A-Roo board; Wet- 
the-brush book; trace and color 
book; Rub-A-Pencil book; Anagrams 
game; Wipe-off board; Animal 

Shipping weight 2 pounds. laces. 
3 N 693—Wt, 4 Ibs. 4 oz... .$2.97 8N700.......... eene $1.47 

ing book. 
3 N 727—Wt. 3 Ibs. 

Change-About board. 
3 N 730—Wt. 3 Ibs. 6 07....$2.97 

Santa's Fun Box $197 

A chimney full of merry things to make and 
do before and after Christmas. Fun-box in- 
cludes: Night Before Christmas coloring book 
-.. 128 pages with Santa in a fuzzy suit on the 
cover; 24-page Christmas stencil fun book; 
28-page Night Before Christmas Tell-A-Tale 
book; 3 Christmas coloring, paint books; 12 
sheets construction paper; 32 pages to color or 
paint; box of 256 pages to color or paint; 4 
sewing cards and 4 laces. 

3 N 468—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 oz.. .....$1.97 

m—M———— MÁ 

Mary Poppins Magic $444 

So many things for children. Includes: 128-pg. 
coloring book; Mary Poppins, Jane and Michael 
dolls with 19th century costumes; Mary Pop- 
pins jigsaw puzzle; 3 coloring and paint books; 
magic slate; 8 board stencils; 8-color paint pal- 
ette, brush; 256 activity pages to color or paint; 
6 Tiny Tale picture story books; 3 magic paint- 
with-water colored boards; sewing cards; yarn 
laces; daisy chains; weaving strips; four 8x10-in. 
sticker sheets. 

3 N 477—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 8 oz.........$4.44 

Super Fun Maker $967 

Has 58 pieces, includes: pencil; paint tray with 8 colors; 
scissors; 20 activity books; 16 pgs. ea.; 3 sewing cards; 
three 18-in. yarns; super slate; “Ouch” game; 2 puzzles; 
ball-point pen; dot-to-dot book; scrap book; wet-the- 
brush book; trace and color book; 2 ABC stencil cards; 
16-pg. blank text for stencil boards; 8 crayons; Memory- 
game; wipe-off cards; eraser; 12-color paint palette; 2 
paint-by-number boards; 3 activity books. 
3 N 729—Shipping weight 2 pounds 14 ounces. . . $2.67 
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Matched Luggage for little travelers 
i 2-pc. . . sturdy styling, veneer frames, metal closures ^ Pt 3599 

To take you where the fun is . . 12 and 14-inch cases with veneer frames, 
washable vinyl-coated paper linings. Tongue-and-groove closures seal out 
dust, Stitched bindings. Red and white vinyl coverings wipe clean with 
damp cloth. Nickel-plated hardware. Snap catches. Plastic handles. 

hipping weight 5 pounds... .. eee Set $5.99 

2-piece Fashion Luggage Set 

$857 

] She'll travel in style. Fiber side 
panels stitched to veneer frames, 

reinforced with plastic overlap bind- 
ing. Washable quilted lining. 1634- 
in. vanity has aluminum closure, 
mirror on lid, 2 locks and keys. Full 
opening zipper on 1234-in. teardrop 
shape. Both in red viny! 
79 N 1035C—Wt. 6 Ibs. Set $8.67 

Plaid Case plus Umbrella 

$282 

2 Compact and so practical, too . . 
the perfect accessory for little 

girls who like to travel. In case of a 
cloudburst, she'll just whip out the 
handy umbrella holstered at side. 
12-in. red plaid fabric case has zip- 
pered closure. 21-inch umbrella has 
6sturdy metal ribs. 
49 N 1033—Wt. 21bs.......$2.82 

Winnie-the-Pooh Overniter 

$279 

3 Winnie and friends are screened 
in full color on this 14-inch white 

vinyl case . . wipes clean with just a 
swish of a damp cloth. Completely 
lined in vinyl. Nickel-plated hard- 
ware. Plastic handle. 
49 N 1042—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.79 

Mary Poppins® Umbrella 

s|' 

4 Mary's official 24-in. umbrella in 
colorful vinyl plastic with 8 steel 

ribs. Sturdy steel shaft with plastic 
tip. Closing ring. 
49 N 1036—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $1.19 

Mary Poppins Carpetbag 

s[99 

5 Hold on tight and close your 
eyes . . this “magical” carpetbag 

will take you to Mary Poppins’ 
Land. Tapestry-print vinyl wipes 
clean. Metal frame snaps shut. Pack 
it full of the “little girl things" you 
need for a day’s adventure or an 
overnight at Grandma's house. 
1214x514x10 inches high. 

Big 13-piece Laundry Set 

. . a cabinet full of wash day fun that includes 
everything from clothespins to an electric iron 

A little woman's work is never done . . 
T-inch chrome-plated electric iron really works! (UL listed; 

but with this set it’s really fun! 
10-120-v. 

60-c. AC.) Plenty of ironing area on the 30-inch perforated stecl ironing 
board . . it pink and aqua and adjusts to 3 convenient heights. Pad and 
cover are included. There's a removable endboard hamper for soiled 
clothes, 6 ft. of clothesline, plastic clothespins and even an apron, When 
the wash is pressed, everything stores in a compact 3!4-foot high, 3-ply 

fiberboard (not wood or hardboard) cabinet. As: 
79 N 1027C—Shipping weight 7 pounds . . . 

4-piece Ironing Set . . 

iron, board, pad, cover 

s499 

30-in. ironing board. 6-inch elec- 
tric iron UL listed-110-120-volt, 

60-cycle AC. Aluminized pad and 

cover. 
79 s 1056C—Wt. 7 Ibs. Set $4.99 

embled. 
TTT Set $7.77 

Deluxe Electric Iron . . 

for neat pressing, touchups 

$33 

i SR rad chrome-plated hood is 
34 in. long. Smart ivory-col- 

oed plastic handle. 3 movable 
“controls.” UL listed, 110-120-volt, 
60-cycle AC. Buy it the easy way 

order by phone. 
4n M 1020 We 11h Ine €2 22 
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The li'l’ darling who walks by herself 
What fun! She roller skates, too 

hoec ma s119 cv ene 

Babystep takes amet little step orn all by 
herself. Just by turning her hidden switch, 
you'll send her walking or skating—balloon in 
hand—all the way across the room. Plastic, 18 
in. tall with rooted, synthetic hair. Non-scuff 
roller skates are included. Uses 2 “D” batteries, 
order 1 pkg. at bottom of page. 
49 N 3019—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. 10 oz.. $11.99 

3-outfit 
Wardrobe for 
Babystep and 

Baby Walk'n See 

+288 
Darling little outfits 
in this set include pa- 
jamas, sunsuit, party 
dress, comb, mirror. 

Shipping wt. 8 oz. 
49 N3074.Set $2.99 

Dolls that walk along 
wíth you hand-ín-hand 

[à WALKING 
DOLLS 

a l 
She alia lí by herselt 516° 
and roller skates, too 

Baby Walk 'n' See is a fast stepping toddler whose 

e = 
26-inch Walker 5979 19-inch Walker $499 16-inch Walker $ 399 

measured steps begin with just a turn of her hidden 
switch. Her “look-around” eyes seem to really see as 
they move up, down and from side to side as she 
walks. A perky bow tops her curly blonde rooted hair. 
Plastic, 18 in. high. Dressed in pinafore-type white 
peek-a-boo eyelet dress with bright pink lining. Bal- 
loon not incl. Uses 2 “D” batteries. Order 1 pkg. below. 
49 N 3037—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 10 02....$16.99 

49 N 4660—"D” Batteries. (2) Wt. 8 oz. Pkg. 36c 
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‘Take her hand and lead your 
sweet little friend for a walk. 
Lovely, bright-eyed Annette 
has rooted, silky-soft blonde 
hair. Her eyes open and close. 
"Mod" outfit with harlequin- 

79N3254C— Wt. 31bs.$6.79 

This sloe-eyed beauty will 
walk with you as you hold 
her hand. Lustrous, thick 

and fuschia jacket, matching 
slacks. Thickly lashed eyes 
open and close. Vinyl head, 
plastic, full-jointed body. 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49 N 3253 ......... $4.99 

"This fair-haired toddler needs 
someome to walk with her. 
Her eyes open and close. She 
wears the latest ‘A’ line shift. 
Vinyl head with silky-soft 
long rooted hair that you'll 
love to ‘set’ for her. Jointed 
arms and legs; plastic body. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 6 oz. 
49 N 3187.........- $3.99 



*Mama 
Papa” 

SEARS ROLLS BACK PRICES 

Newborn Baby 

s=y99 

Save‘! “7 
So cuddly and cute . . dressed in 
an exquisite christening outfit 

Last Christmas was $8.99. Her sweet round face, 
chubby life-like arms and legs, and soft foam-filled 
body will make you want to hold her forever. Tilt 
her and she calls out for Mama and Papa. Rooted 
hair is swirled into a little pixie curl. Eyes go-to- 
sleep when she lays on her pretty pillow. She wears 
a sheer nylon christening dress, slip, diaper, booties. 
Vinyl arms, legs, head. 20 inches tall. 
79 € 30219C—Shipping weight 4 Ibs........... $7.99 

Casino pase Sane by dift qwEdsélocidical Cont 

Won't close her eyes $ 
till you rock her 

(1 and 2 ) Rock her and she sleeps, tilt her and 
she cries “Mama”, This bright-eyed baby has a 
soft, shredded foam-filled body; vinyl arms, legs, 

99 
^ 

head; rooted hair. 14 inches tall. 
1 Wears a nylon party dress, diaper, booties. 
49 C 30688— Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 8oz....... $4.99 
2 E UR pur Maite sleeper. 
49 C 30689—Shpg. wt. 11b 8 oz.. . «$4 

Outfits for 10 to d | Baby Dolls 

Miss Peep® 
A bundle of joy— 

andwhen you hug her, 
she coos with delight 

$ Fé 99 

Here’s a real-looking 
baby to hug and love. 
Just press her soft 

vinyl body and she 
makes delightful little 
cooing sounds . . cries 
when you pinch her 
arms. 1814 inches tall; 
molded hair. Dressed 
in a soft flannel ki- 
mono, diaper, booties. 
Wrapped in her own 
fluffyreceiving blanket. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs, So easy 
to buy when you just 
use the phone, 
49 € 30713....... $7.99 

Vinyl-covered 
Trunk 

Wood frame, nickel-plated hard- 
ware, plastic handle. Hangers. 

16x9x8 inches. 1 drawer. 
49 C 30691-Wt. 4 Ibs. 8 oz. $4.99 

20x10x9 inches. 1 drawer. 
79 C 306920—Wt. 6 lbs.. .. 5.99 



Here's the wonderful, wacky, 

make-believe world of DR. SEUSS 
that makes it fun to learn to read 

DE 
These laugh-packed books have imaginative verse and drawings that 
have charmed children for over 27 years. Each fun-filled book has 
about 60 pages (except 3 N 733). 

Colorfully illustrated throughout with all of those zany Dr. Seuss 
drawings. For children 4-10 (and any adults who want to peek). Each 
book measures about 814x1114 inches. 

3 N 732—I Had Trouble in Getting to Solla Sollew (His newest book) 
3 N 733—Cat in the Hat Beginner's Dictionary (words defined; 144 pgs.) 
3 N 735—Horton Hatches the Egg (a 100% faithful elephant) 
3 N 736—How the Grinch Stole Christmas (a bright and cheery fantasy) 
3 N 737—1f I Ran the Zoo (McGrew's zoo has the oddest creatures) 
3 N 738— Yertle the Turtle, Other Stories (3 tales of amazing animals) 
3N 741— The Sneetches and Other Stories (meet a Sneetch, or a Zax) 
3 N 742—Happy Birthday to You (birthdays in the land of Katroo) 
3 N 743—If I Ran the Circus (the Circus McGurkus—wow!) 
3 N 746—Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book (one little yawn, then off to sleep) 

Each $2,14 

Cat in the Hat French Dictionary 

3997 
A whimsical, fun-to-read presentation of basic 
French words and phrases. Dr. Seuss takes the 
reader through the elements of the language 
and before your child knows it he will have 
learned a basic French vocabulary. Illustrated. 
134 pages. 8x11 inches. 
3 N 731—Shipping weight 1 pound $2.97 

598 SEARS Ass 
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Books especially for the beginner 

Children love these books . . each has a 

controlled vocabulary that makes reading 

easier . . and Dr. Seuss is even here! 

Each $144 

Each of these children’s favorites is written by famous authors. Some 
are in rhyme and all have enchanting colorful illustrations. Each book 
measures 634x914 inches, has about 64 pages. 

NOTE: Controlled vocabulary books marked (f) have 50-100 words; 

(tt) 100-200 words; (ff) over 200. 

(3N747 to 3N783 by Dr. Seuss) 
3N747-Fox in Socksttt 
3N748-Hop on Poptt 
3N749-The Cat in the Hattft 
3N750-One Fish, Two i 

Red Fish, Blue Fishttt 
3N753-Green Eggs and Hamt 
3N780-Dr. Seuss's ABCH 
3N781-Cat in Hat Comes Backttt 
3N783-Put Me in the Zoot 

3N691-King, Mice and Cheesettt 
3N782-A Fly Went Bytt 
3N784-Go Dog. Got 
Shipping weight each 10 ounces. 

WERE 09 
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3N785-Are You My Mother?t 
3N787-Big Honey Huntt 
3N790-Little Black Goes to 

the Circusttt 
3N698-Wish I 
3N795-B. Cerf" 
3N756-10 Apples Up on Topt 
3N796-Little Black, a Ponytt 
3N797-B. Cerf's Book of Riddles 
3N798-Snowtt 
3N800-Robert the Rose Horsett 
3N801-Why I Built Boogle Houset 
3N803-Bike Lessonstt 
3N805-How to Make Flibbersttt 

Each $1.44 

My Very First Set of Readers 

10 books 
For children who are ready to, $347 set of 
explore reading ‘‘on their own” 

Beginning readers enjoy these books because of their lively stories with a color 
picture on every page. Written simply in words young readers recognize and under- 
stand, yet include important words that will stimulate your child’s curiosity. 
Titles include Where Do You Live?; Belling the Cat; The Wonderful House; The 
Whale Hunt; Too Many Bozos; A Pickle for a Nickel; Turtles; Bird Nests; The 
King Who Learned to Smile; and Pear-Shaped Hill. Each book 32 pgs., 51x8 in. 
3 N 612—Shipping weight 2 pounds 9 ounces. -Set $3.47 
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Big, New 9-piece Cleanup Set 
. . everything a little girl could need 

to help her mommy with the housework 

s419 

Nine pieces of deluxe housecleaning equipment give your junior-size cleanup 
squad lots of help, She’ll be sure to keep her room nice and neat with a metal 
carpet sweeper and self-squeezing sponge mop. There's a plastic fiber broom for 
fast sweep-ups and a cotton floormop that really gets down and under where 

the dust is. Also includes filled Brillo box, plastic apron, sponge and dust cloth 
Partly assembled, 

79 N 1335C—Shipping weight 4 pounds 

Only Sears has this set which includes a self-squeezing 
sponge mop and extra-long handles on sweeper and dust 
mop to make sure she “gets in" where the dirt hides 

«Set $4.19 

Vac-U-Fun by Marx.. 

handy shoulder-tote cleaner 

s79 

with Has a really-powerful suction 
motor. 4 attachments will clean 

etc. High-im 
2115.in. flexible 

Five-piece 

Cleaning Set 

s[99 
Metal carpet sweeper 
fiber brush really picks up 
hard-to-get dirt . . bottom 
opens for emptying, 24-in. 
wood-handled broom with 
plastic bristles, dust mop, pan, 
plastic apron. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

without 
batteries 

4“D” batteries below. anism. 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 

79 N 1305C..... $7.94 
wt. each 4 oz. 

musetechnicalcom — — 

Friction-powered 

Vacuum Cleaner 

Just push the cleaner over floor 
and friction motor drags 
from bottom slit . . plastic dust 
bag inflates. Handy zipper lets you 
empty bag. Metal body and mech- 

Plastic 3-part handle. 25 
inches high. Rubber wheels. Blue. 

ssembled. Made in Japan. 
Shps. wt. 1 1b. 5 oz. 

Electric Vacuum 

Cleaner 

Strong motor 
really picks up dirt 

* Electric light mounted on front 

shows you where the dirt hides 

* Dust bag inflates. . and it's remov- 
able for easy emptying 

$999 

tch it on and watch 
a miniature version of 

Sears big Kenmore vacuum . , has a 5-in, 
turbine and plastic “Sure-Grip” handle. — 
Vacuum is 30 in. high and made of high- 
impact beige-color plastic. Steel upright 
handle. 12-ft. electric cord. UL listed, 
110-120-v., 60-c. Partly assembled, 

79 N 1354C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. .$9,99. 

A SEARS 
EXCLUSIVE 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
. . you can order toys on 

pages 467 to 638 from 
until August 1, 19 

Battery-powered Vacuum 

.. no cord to come between 
a lady and her cleaning 

Fan motor starts clean- 
ing and light turns on 
with a flick of the 
switch to find the dirt 
for you. Vinyl bag in- 
flates as it picks up 
dirt. Easy to empty. 
Steel body and handle. 
39 inches long, 8!4 | 
inches wide, Beige and i 
brown finish. Made in 
Japan. Order 3 “D” j 
batteries from page 7 

482. `] 
Partly assembled. / | 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. j 

i 

ete 

49 N 1301... .$4.99 

$4.99 witout N | 

= ri 

$49 

in dirt 

S M 



& & 

Your fashionable friend, Carol 

is 16 inches tall . . fully jointed 

$ 47? 

1 Perky doll in colorful green and yellow pinafore. Her open-and-close 
eyes have long and curly eyela 

49 N 3255—Shipping weight 1 po 

Fashionable Outfits for 

A-line 
orange 

Yellow cotton sued- 
ette coat with or- 

ange wool trim. Match- 
ing hat. Wt. 5 oz 
49 N 3256 $1.69 

ette with pleated trim. 
Shpg. wt.50z. 

49 N 3258....$1.69 

shes. Rooted hair. Vinyl body 
ound 14 ounces 

Caro $169 to $499 
dress of 

cotton sued- 

$4.79 

Mandarin lounging 
pajamas. Chic white 

quilted top over black 
velvet pants. Wt. 5 oz 
49 N 3257 ...$1.99 

NOTE: Doll, shoes, socks not included with outfits above. 

baby face 

16-inch toddler 369 

This darling baby-faced toddlerhas 
creamy-smooth complexion, go-to- 

sleep eyes and a dimple in her chin. 
Outfitted in a white nylon party 
dress over baby pink lace-trimmed 
taffeta slip and panties. She has 
rooted blonde hair topped with 
a pink bow. Fully jointed vinyl 
49 N 3259—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz..$6.99 

Tinipon Scant by cddiimar weleabecinde sl Dni 

Mattel’s Singin’ Chatty 

17-inch Vocalist s999 

Pull the Chatty-Ring® and hear 
the sweetest voice ever sing your 
favorite songs. You'll never know 
which song will be next . . it might 
be “Farmer in the Dell" or “Row, 
Row, Row Your Boat” or another 

happy song. Plastic, fully jointed 
body with rooted hair, moving eyes. 
49 N 3518—Wt. 3 lbs $9.99 

Christina 
An 18-inch Italian Doll 

with real-look eyelashes 

5 Beautifully detailed with silver 
blonde rooted hair and pale blue 

open-and-close eyes. Geometric 

vinyl body. not included). 
49 N 3461—Wt. 21bs.....$7.99 

Outfits for Christina 

Textured woven suit with dou- 
ble-breasted jacket, covered 

buttons. Skirt has attached white 
blouse. Mesh hose, scarf. Hanger. 
49 N 3463—Wt.60z...... $3.99 

17 Textured jacket, fully lined . . 
knit collar, patch pockets. Plaid 

cuffed slacks; red socks. Hanger. 
49 N 3462—Wt. 6oz...... $3.99 

8 Double-breasted “mod” coat . . 
vinyl, full lining, covered but- 

tons and matching "mod" boots. 
Hanger. 
49 N 3464—Wt.60z...... $4.99 

Silver-colored lamé mini-dress 
- . fully lined .. with matching 

hip-belt and zippered vinyl boots. 
Hanger. 
49 N 3465— Wt. 5oz...... $4.99 

Note: Doll and pennant not 
included with outfits, (6) thru (9) 



. . just look at her big bright eyes, 

chubby cheeks, and 

little pug nose—she's adorable! 

6» 
(1 ond 2) Wouldn't you love to give her a great big hug? Shiny rooted hair frames the 
most angelic face we've ever seen, Vinyl; fully jointed; moving eyes. 14 inches tall. 

Dressed in a lace-trimmed velvet dress and bonnet; pantie, shoes, socks, 
49 C 30707—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces... . - $6.99 

2 Wears lace-trimmed knit creepers and bonnet; polished cotton topper with kitten. 

49 € 30712—Shipping weight 1 pound 11 ounces... . m ht) 

Outfits for Angel Baby 
(3) 49 € 30711—Knit creepers, bonnet; polished cotton blouse, Wt. 6 oz.. . .....$2.99 
(4) 49 C 30709— Long jersey nightgown with pompons. Shpg. wt. 6 oz.......... 1.99 
(8) 49 €.30708— Lace-trimmed knit creepalongs, cotton blouse, Shpg. wt. 6 oz... 1.99 
(6) 49 € 3071—2-pc. nylon fleece pram suit with set-in hood, mittens. Wt. 6 oz... 249 

a. z 

(4) [5] 
NOTE: Doll not included with outfits. 

Baby Boy 
Take her along A lovable companion 
shoulder strap f with a great big orir 

Isn't she darling? Dreamy Dee Bee's a Every doll family needs a baby 
chubby little cloth-bodied baby with bright brother, and you'll love caring for — She’s a life-size doll who sits in a real plastic infant seat—you'll want to 
eyes and natural rooted hair on her vinyl him. Rooted hair frames his glow take her everywhere. Her soft, huggable body is cotton; arms, legs, head 
head. Clothed from head to toe in wild ing cheeks and go-to-sleep eyes are vinyl. Blonde rooted hair can be combed and brushed. Go-to-sleep eves 
jungle-print flannelette sleepers. Match- Two baby teeth show through his Dressed in a warm nylon snowsuit and bonnet. 25 inches tall. 
ing blanket bag and shoulder strap are grin. Vinyl; jointed; 17-in. Cotton 79 C 30699C—Shipping weight 5 pounds $8.99 
attached. 15 in. tall. Made by Shindana knit suit, jacket, booties. Italy 2 > PCBKM 49 C 30714—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.....$5.99 49 C 3454—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. .$9.99 A£6scs [Sears] 595 

Cutiod gabe scans by dhrisias-maseleciwdcid com. 
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Harper Blue Ribbon Books and Others 

Famous award-winning children's books for both 

content and illustrations . . lively, interesting 

reading for children age 4-8 

eon $ |77 

"This is the famous series of books children can read to themselves by them- 
selves. Titles with asterisk (*) are educator-approved Blue Ribbon books. 
Each book maintains the highest standard in content and illustration, and 
each has been created by a distinguished author and artist. 

The Golden Children's Encyclopedia 
. . 16 volumes beautifully illustrated 

va 81.288 
Created for grade-school children , . an invaluable help in schoolwork. 
16 volumes cover 1,375 topics in simple, accurate language. The text, 
about 500,000 words in all, is illustrated with more than 6,000 color 
pictures . . 375 maps in color. The binding is Smyth-sewn laminated 
board. The arts, business, communications, famous persons, govern- 
ment, history, language, music, religion, sports, transportation—just 
a few of the subjects covered. Each volume 734x103, inches. 
3 N 623K —16-volume Encyclopedia. Shipping weight 23 Ibs. Set $12.88 

Save . . Buy both Sets for only $1988 
Save $2.88. Priced separately both sets are $22.76. When 
you buy both sets you get a complete 28-volume reference 
library. Includes atlas and dictionary, plus encyclopedia, 
3 N 624K2—Shipping weight 38 pounds......... Set $19.88 

There are four categories of books: Sports; Science; Mystery; and General 
Basic Reading . . something of interest for every child. ICTIONARY 

DICTION 

1 Each book js colorfully illustrated, has about 64 pages and measures || 
544x834 inches. ? 

Mystery General 
3 N 848—Sammy the Seal* 3 N 849— Morris is a Cowboy 
3 N 846— Prove It* 3 N 828— Little Bear* 
3 N 847— The Secret Three* 3 N 808— Tomand the Two Handlers 
3N813—Case of the Cat's Meow 3 N B21—Happy Birthday Present 

Sports 3 N 829—.Little Bear's Friend* 5 
3N806—Here Comes Strike Out 3 N 831— Father Bear Comes Home* r 

ce 3 N 836—Danny and the Dinosaur* 2 
3 N 807— Let's Get Turtles 3 N 842—Little Bear's Visit ji 
3 N B14—Gregg's Microscope* 3N834 
3 N 827—Seeds and More Seeds 3 N 83l 

Shipping weight each 8 ounces. .... ....... . Each $1.77 ^ 

The Golden Illustrated Atlas 
and Dictionary . . 12 volumes 

Set $988 

Created to make the grade-school youngster's study easier, more in- 
teresting. Large easy-to-read text. Definitions and explanations appro- 
iate to the age group. Colorful, de luxe-style binding 744x104 in. 
‘he Golden Book Illustrated Dictionary. More than 10,000 of the words 

most often encountered in grade-school classes. Illustrations are in full - 
color— 3,000 of them. A total of ops in 6 volumes, 
The Golden Picture Atlas of the World. More than 1,000 maps and pic- 
tures in full color. Includes cities, countries, rivers, oceans, manufac- 
turing centers, just to name a few of the many, many offerings of this ae 

New! Step-Up Books . . for “in-between” readers 

Books that bridge the gap between beginning 
books and the more advanced reading az $177 

Exciting reading for children about second or third grade level. Easy-to- 
read text, fully illustrated. Each book has about 70 pages, 634x834 in. 

3N850- Meet J. F. Kennedy 
3N852-Meet Abraham Lincoln — 3N853-Animals Do the Strangest Things 
3N851-Meet George Washington 
Shipping weight each 15 ounces. ;..... 

mem €— toni 

JT Each $1.77 

wonderful set. À total of 6 volumes, 1,140 pages. 

3N622C-12 volumes: Atlas and Dictionary. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. Set $9.88 

My First Dictionary. For pre- 
school first grade. Each word 

illustrated in color. 600 words, 600 pic- 
tures. Measures 63x9 in. 144 pgs. 
3 N 453—Shpg. wt. 12 oz..... $1.37 

Q Picture Dictionary for Children. 
Tested and educator-approved for 

grades 3-5. Contains 5,079 words and 
1442 color illustrations. Measures 
836x11 inches. 384 pages. 
3 N 456—Shpg. wt. 2"Ibs. 2 oz. $2.67 



All you need to dress up and play $399 
. . 70-piece Doctor and Nurse Kits 

vw 

each 

Both kits include real-heartbeat stethoscope, with 

amplifying diaphragm designed like your doctor's 

Stethoscope is plastic, rubber . . 18 in. long. Kits also contain play 
X-ray with slides, microscope, hypo needle, thermometer, watch, 
eyeglass frames, pan, insignia . . all plastic. Candy pills, cotton 
and many charts, certificates, signs, prescription blanks included. 

Doctor Kit features a tunic, plastic 
medical cabinet, head reflector, ham- 
mer, more. Black plastic bag. 
49N1802-Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz.. it$3.99 

Nurse Kit features apron, cap, 
cape, tray, play food, utensils, 
scissors, more, Red plastic bag. 
49N1805-Wt. 2 lbs, Kit$3.99 

40-piece Doctor 
and Nurse Kits 

Both sets have play stetho- 
scope, thermometer, watch 

and more . . in plastic bag. 

Doctor. Play microscope, 
hypo needle, earoscope, di- 
ploma, doctor’s shingle, arm- 
band, more. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 1807.......Kit $1.99 

Nurse. Cap, tweezers, hot 
water bottle, charts, records, 
more. Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 N 1810.. Kit $1.99 

Winnie the Pooh's 
House at Pooh Corner 

3999 

Just the kind of homey 
place Pooh, Christopher 
Robin, Roo and the others 
would really like. Vinyl house 
is 4x4x5 ft. high and grandly 
decorated with “original” 
Disney-Pooh artwork. Even 
has a clear plastic window 
and ventilated gables. Rigid 
frame of steel tubing. Sets up 
easily indoors or out. Unas- 
sembled. 

Why not pick up the phone 
and order it? 

Shipping weight 13 Ibs. 
79 N 1815C........ $9.99 

Fold-away 
Crawl-in Cottage 

s419 
Neat little cottage is de- 
lightful place to gather for 
meetings and games of "'pre- 
tend." Corrugated fiber- 

ard (not wood or hard- 
1) is light and strong. 

3 big window openings and 
double doors. Snap-on plas- 
tic straps for storing. 30x 

Shipping weight 8 Ibs, 
79 N 5018L. ....... $4.19 

Over-the-card-table 

Playhouse 

$399 

Drape brightly patterned 
cloth over any 30-in. square 
card table and PRESTO 
you've got a playhouse. 
Flaps at 1 corner so it's easy 

to join the fun inside. Just 
fold y at end oi 
it sets up again in ji 

Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 8 
49 N 5019.. 

Pretty Pink Play Kitchen 
of corrugated paper fiberboard 

Each piece very strong, yet so light a child can lift 
it. Unassembled. Accessories not included. 

You Save by Ordering a Set 

Save $1.36 on 3 piece Save $1.82 on 4 piece 
Set. Includes range, Set. Includes range, 
sink, refrigerator. Costs sink, refrigerator, cup- 
$13.65 if purchased board. Costs $18.20 if 
separately. Order 2 purchased separately. 
“D” batteries, pg. 519. Order 2 “D” batteries, 
Shpg. wt. 16 Ibs. pg. 519. Shpg.wt.22 Ibs. 
79N1118C3-Set $12.29 79N 1124C4-Set $16.38 

Range. Burners “glow” (order 2 “D” batteries, 
page 519.) Clear plastic window, 18x12x28 in. 

79 N 1109C—Shpg. wt. 5Ibs............5 $4.54 

2 Sink. Recirculating faucet action. 18x12x28 in. 
79 N 1112C—Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs.......... $4.54 

3 Refrigerator. Crisper, freezer. 18x12x42 in. 
79 N 1113C—Shpg. wt. 7 lbs... ....... $4.57 

4 Cupboard. Top, bottom storage, tray for silver- 
ware. Lots of counter space. 18x12x42 in. 

79 N 1117C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.. ........ $4.55 



From up above the 

sky 80 high came the 

MINI-MARTIANS 

ij marians > 
“pinky” high 

Professor Pook Marti 

Offered nowhere in the universe 

: Martían Star House 3.99 
— Far beyond earth's bustling pace $ 

A Mini-Martians dwell at ease 
X Zooming around in “outer space", Mini- Two elevated bunks for sleeping. Video 

Martians live and play. Nestledamongthe scanner to check on pals. All furnishings 

w NS, stars and comets , . a home so streamlined, vacuum formed. Vinyl house closes for 
` all their own. Brightly colored outside and visits to “other planets” . . 1512x5x9 in. 

im. Space car parks on terrace platform, 49 N 9203 —Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz.$3.99 

, vw v Mini-Martians not included with Star House 

nme ~~ Men Teenie 
Carnaby Comet” Clothes for Mini-Martians 

Two outfits in each space-age set 
] Star Time Togs. For all the Mini 

Martian girls. Bright colored stripes 
one tent dress and hostess pajamas 

49 N 3296-Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ..Set 98c 

€ 
Mini-Martians * EE = 

Futuristic sprites a mere 4% inches tall. They'll take 
you to their world above where make-believe is somuch 
fun. Made 
and wash their rooted hair. Remove boots for barefoot 
space walks. Dressed in supersonic styles. From Japan 

f soft vinyl, their arms and head move. Comb 

€) Zoom Suits. Just the thing when 

Collect all 6 and have your own Mini-Martian community the girls take the scooter for a spin 
2 d has matching helmet 

i 49N3246- Prof. Pook. Painted glasses. Wt. 3 07.$1.49 (y erroe mr uud ES 

49N3247-Marti. Space lad. Shpg. wt. 3 oz 149 
49N3248-Mini. In silver-color cape. Wt. 30z... 1.49 9 Stellar Shifts. Just meant for spe 
49N3249-Bonnie. In lunar sarong. Wt. 3 oz 149 Y cial parties. Gold-color dress has 

49N3250-Meri. In solar shift. Shpg. wt.307... 1.49 gold-color headband. Blue dress has 
49N3251- Teenie. In cosmic tent dress. Wt. 30z. 1.49 star trimmed headpiece 

49 N 3298-Shpg. wt. 30z...Set 98c 

4 lunar Leisure Wear. For loung 
ng. games of star tag. Yellow, red 

jumper, headband. Blue, white jumper. 
49 N 3299-Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ..Set 98c 
K Galaxy Garb. For Marti or Professor 
O Pook. Full cape for cold weather, 
short jacket and helmet for scooter rides. 
49 N 3292-Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ..Set 98c 

6 Jet Jumpers. Professor Pook wears 
them, Marti can too. Silver-color is 

ever so dashing for Martian parties. 
49 N 3293-Shpg. wt. 3 oz. ..Set 98c 
Dolls not included with above outfit sets 

Sporty Space Scooter for errands on the run 

s199 One Mini-Martian drives this 
scooter for trips to a “meteor 
grocery” or “lunar laundromat”. 
It’s great for just buzzing around 
in, too. Made of molded plastic, 
about 8 inches long. Runs on 3 
wheels. Has clear plastic wind- 
shield. Mini-Martian not included 
with space scooter. So easy to 

VR N buy when you just usethephone. 
596 Sears {Este 49 N 9247— Wt. 12 oz...$1.99 

s299 

Jet Car for jaunts from star to star 

‘Two Mini-Martians can take a trip in this round car. Clear 
plastic dome top lets them see everything along the way. 
Made of molded plastic . . 714 in. long. Travels on three 
wheels. Mini-Martians not included. 
49 N 9208 —Shipping weight 1 pound............ $2.99 

nee———Ó— 



SPLASH 
Baby Nancy 

$ 4? 

This pert, bright-eyed 
little baby is a real 
angel. She drinks from 
her own bottle, wets, 
but never cries. 13-in. 
tall Nancy wears a vi- 
brant print dress, 

matching panties. Car- 
ries a comb and brush, 
so you can style her 
long rooted hair. Vinyl. 
By Shindana. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 C 30715 «$4.99 

Tiny Tubber 
Twins 

aj ai^ 

Identical twins—so 
soft and cuddly and 
adorably helpless. They 
drink "n wet, and coo 
when you hug them 
tenderly. Wrapped in 
soft bunting bag with 
shell-stitch trim. They 
wear fluffy jackets, 
hoods, diapers. 11 in, 
tall, jointed, vinyl. 
Bottles included. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 C 3056. . .....$7.99 

Carrie Crib only 

1299 

sacque and 
bunting and hood with 

iubi pad scane by euitimarellctedcal Com 



NANCY DREW MYSTERY STORIES 

The Secret of the 

The Hidden 
Staircase 

3N15002— Phantom at Pine Hill (New) 
3N15003—Clue of Whistling Bagpipes 
3N15004— Mystery at Lilac Inn 
3N15005— Secret of the Old Clock 
3N15006— Hidden Staircase 
3N15007—Clue in the Diary 
3N15008- 

3N15012— Bungalow Mystery 
3N15013— Message in the Hollow Oak 
3N15014—M ystery of the Tolling Bell 
3N15016— Whispering Statue 
3N15017— Moonstone Castle Mystery 
3N15018— Clue in the Jewel Box 
3N15019—Secret of the Wooden Lady 
3N15021—Secret in the Old Attic 

‘Trixie Belden Mysteries 
3-b« tet $199 | 82c 

Set each 

Starter Set. Save 19%. Titles 11, 
12, 14. 
3 N 855—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... Set $1.99 
Single Books. 288 pgs. 554x774 in. 
State title number 11(Secret of the 
Mansion); 12(The Red Trailer Mys- 
tery); 13(The Gatehouse Mystery); 
14(The Mysterious Visitor); 15(Mys- 
tery Off Glen Road); 16(The Mystery 

in Arizona); 24(N Mystery of the 
Emeralds); 25(New—Mystery on the 

Mississippi). 
3 N 416F—Wt. ea. 12 07... . Ea. 82c 

Nancy's Mysterious Letter 
3N15009—Sign of the Twisted Candle 
3N15011— Password to Larkspur Lane 

The exciting mystery 
adventures of an 
all-time favorite 

Nancy Drew 

when you buy 
3-book starter set 

se 8248 | 99 
Nancy Drew Starter Set plus My- 
stery Decoder. Famous young 
detective solves mysteries. Includes 
3N15005, 3N15006, and 3N15012. 
3 N 15001 —-Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz, Set $248 

Single Books. Abt. et hee crie 
Shpg. wt. ea. 14 oz.. e 

3N15022— Clue in the Crumbling Wall 
3N15023—Haunted Bridge 
3N15024—Clue of the Black Keys 
3N15025— Mystery at the Ski Jump 
3N15026—Clue in the Old Album 
3N15027—Witch Tree Symbol 
3N15028—Ghost of Blackwood Hall 
3N15029—Hidden Window Mystery 
3N15031 —Clue of Leaning Chimney 
3N15032—Haunted Showboat 
3N15033—Secret of Golden Pavilion 
3N15034—Clue of Old Stagecoach 
3N15035—Myatery of Fire Dragon 
3N15036—Clue of Dancing Puppet 
3N15037—Scarlet Slipper Mystery 
3N15038—Secret of Red Gate Farm 
3N15039—Clue of Broken Locket (New) 

Cherry Ames 
2.book ge $948 | 99c 

Cherry Ames Starter Set plus Mystery 
A young nurse's 

service to humanity. Includes 3N15055, 
Decoder. Save 16%. 

3N15057, 3N15071. 
3 N 15051 —Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
Single Books. 200 pgs. 5x734 in. 
Shipping wt. ea. 12 oz......... Ea. 
3 N 15052— Jungle Nurse (New) 
3 N 15053— Companion Nurse 
3 N 15054— Veteran's Nurse 
3 N 15055—Army Nurse 

3N15058—Clinic Nurse 
3N15059—Dude Ranch Nurse 
3 N 15061 —Department Store Nurse 
3N15062—Rest Home Nurse 
3N15063—Camp Nurse 
3 N 15064—At Hilton Hospital 
3 N 15065— [Island Nurse 
3 N 15066—Rural Nurse 
3N15067—Country Doctor's Nurse 
3N15068—Staff Nurse 
3 N 15069—At Spencer 
3N15071—Student Nurse 
3 N15072—Flight Nurse 

Set $2.48 

Bobbsey Twins 

Sater $048 99c Starter 
each 

Starter Set plus Decoder. Sove 16% 
Adventure and humor in the twin 
travels. Includes 3N15085, 3N15086, 
3N15088. 
3N15076—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. .Set $2.48 

Single Books. Abt. 200 pgs. 5x7*4 in. 
Ea. 9 99c Shipping wt. ea. 12 oz..... Ie 

3 N 15077—Search for Green Rooster (New) 
3 N 15078—The Greek Hat Mystery 
3 N 15079—Mystery at School 
3N15081—At Snow Lodge 
3N15082—0On a Houseboat 
3 N 15083—In the Great City 
3N15084—Camping Out 
3 N 15085—Adventure in the Country 
3 N 15086—Of Lakeport 
3N15087—Big River Mystery 
3 N 15088—Secret at the Seashore 
3 N15089—At Pilgrim Rock 
3N15091—The Horseshoe Riddle 
3 N 15092— Forest Adventure 
3N15093—At London Tower 
3 N 15094—1n the Mystery Cave 
3 N 15095—In Volcano Land 
3'N15096—The Goldfish Mystery 
3N15097— Big Adventure at Home 

No Money Doun 

on anything Sears sells 

The adventures of 

Barbie, Ken and Midge 

Barbie Starter Se! 

books for yoi ER for 
merica's favorite doll 

3 N 15102—Happy Go Lucky Skipper 
3 N 15103—Easy as Pie Cook Book 
3N15104— Barbie, Midge and Ken 
3 N 15105— Fashion Success 
3 N 15106—New York Summer 
3N 15113—Candy-Striped Summer 
Shipping weight each 1 pound. .... 

The Little House Series by Laura Ingalls Wilder 

Each $329 

600 SEARS Reste 
= 

Pinoi diode cane by diim cd selochdical bank 

Based upon the authors own life, 
these books describe the fun and ex- 
citement, the hardships and difficul- 
ties of daily living in pioneering days. 
Illust. 238-370 pgs. 554x8 in. 

3 N 15141—Shores of Silver Lake 
3 N15142—Farmer Boy 
3 N 15143—Little House in Big Woods 
3 N 15144— Little House on the Prairie 
3 N 15145— Little Town on the Prairie 
3 N 15146—On the Banks of Plum Creek 
3 N 15147—The Long Winter 
3 N 15148—These Happy Golden Years 
Shipping weight ea. 1 Ib. 1 oz. Each $3.29 

, Save 30%. Incl. 3N15102, 3N15103, meee 
3N 15101—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs..... 

readers. Follow the. Cure adventures of 
all her pals. Take a 

the fashion world and to tropical holiday fun. 
to New York, 

‘tock 544x834 in. 

3N15107—Barbie and Ken 
3N15108— Barbie Solves Mystery 
3N15109—Hawaiian Holiday 
3N15111—Barbie's Secret 
3N15112— Barbie in Television 
3N15114— The Ghost Town Mystery 

LEES Each $1.57 

Books for girls by the 
American Girl Magazine 

American Girl Starter Set. Save 30%. 
A collection of exciting stories for 
young people . . romance, dating, 
sports, Includes 3N15122, 3N15123 
3N15124, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
SWISII....... e nens Set $3.27 

Single Books. Each is illustrated. 
Each has 192 pages 554x834 in. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. «Ea. $1.57 

3 N 15122—Stories of Romance (New) 
3 N 15123—Sport Stories (New) 
3 N 15124—First Date 
3 N 15125—Pat Downing 

N 15126— Beauty Book 
15127—Mystery and Suspense 
15128— Mystery of Water Witch 
15129 — Teen-Age Questions 
15131— When Girls Meet Boys 

3 
3N 
3N 
3N 
3N 

A children’s favorite—Mary Poppins 

Mary Poppins. Mary Poppins blows in with 
the east wind to the Banks family. 
3N15161—Shipping weight 1 pound.. .$3.29 

Mary Poppins from A to Z. A funny episode 
for each letter of the alphabet. 
3 N 15162—Shipping weight 1 pound.. -$2.67 
Mary Poppins Opens the Door. Mary Pop- 
pins comes back to the Banks family. 
3 N 15163—Shipping weight 1 pound.. .$3.29 
Mary Poppins in the Park. More magical 
adventures with the amazing Mary Poppins. 
3 N 15164—Shipping weight 1 pound... $3.29 



l 

Rich limed-oak 

finish Play Kitchen 

Each unit wood-reinforced for strength and made from 

sturdy fiberboard (not wood or hardboard) for lightness 

Cupboard with run- s899 

ning water sink 

9 

Just 1 piece, yet so much to do. 

Cabinet has plenty of room for 
utensils . . double storage below, 
overhead cabinet, back panel with 
painted-on utensils. Double-basin 
sink has plastic drainboard, lots 
of working space and a pump fau- 
cet that really works. About 28x 
12x46 in. high. Accessories not in- 
cluded. Sent unassembled. 
79 N 1128L—Wt. 121lbs... $8.99 

46-piece s899 Coldspot s6!9 
Range Set without Refrigerator 
Q Burners glow red when 

"on." Eye-level oven. 
With 22-pc. plastic food 
and 23-pc. pots and pans 
set. Order 2 "D" batteries, 
page 519, for glow burn- 
ers. 18x12x46 in. high. 
Unassembled. Wt. 11 Ibs. 
79 N 1218L3. .Set $8.99 
Range only. Wt. 9 Ibs. 
79 N 1127L....... $6.19 

Has two shelves on 
door, two inner 

shelves, 2 c 
for fruits and vegetables. 
Lower “freezer” com- 
partment divided by 
shelf. About 20x12x46 in. 
high. Accessories not in- 
cluded. Sent unassem- 
bled. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 1129L..... $6.19 

sper drawers ` 

Save $1.52 or $2.14 on a Set 
without batteries 

3-piece Set. Range, sink 
cupboard combination and 
refrigerator together at one 
low price. Separate prices 
total $21.37. Accessories 
not included. Order 2 “D” 
batteries page 519. Sent 
unassembled. 

Shpg. wt. 30 Ibs. 
79 N 1151L3-Set $19.23 

2-piece Set. Combines the 
2-in-1 sink, cupboard unit 
and the "glow" burner 
range. You save $1.52 be 
ause bought separately 

th two cost $15.18. 
Order 2 “D” batteries on 
page 519, Sent unassem 
bled. Shpg. wt. 20 Ibs. 
79 N 1152L2-Set $13.66 

Amsco Magic ad " 
Cooking Set — i 

4-slice pop-up s|[35 

Toastmaster 

Replica of famous Toast- 
master “toasts” 4 pretend 

slices of toast at once. 
"Ready" button rings. 
Needs no winding, bat- 
teries or heat. High-impact 
styrene. 6x55 6x4! in. high. 

Shi wt. 11b. 4 
imas averted 

Wonder s| 44 
Perk 

Just add water and watch 
it perk to serve you and 
your friends. Weight of 
liquid makes it perk. Needs 
no batteries, wires or heat. 
All plastic and 6 inches 
high. 

ipping weight 1 Ib. 

24-piece Cook s|99 

and Bake Set 

Includes everything needed to 
prepare good meals for friends 
and dollies. Cake, muffin, loaf 
pans; cookie sheet; double boiler; 
saucepans; covered bowl; measur- 
ing spoons, cup; colander; cake 
turner and cookie cutters. 

Shipping weight 1 lb, 4 oz 

. . teakettle whistles, 

saucepan “sizzles” 

$385 

A completely no-heat 
stove for hours of fun! 
Makes all pretend 
cooking more exciting 
and real by using air to 
create the sounds. 
Stove, teakettle and 
saucepan all made of 
high-impact styrene. 
Stove 8x6 inch wide. 

Wt. 2 Ibs. 3 oz. 
49 N 1260... . $3.85 



Deep in the forest 
your Trolls are happy 

in their own cozy home 

Two rooms furnished just the way 3-inch trolls like. Bedroom has 
bed with dresser. Living room has tree stump table, chairs, pot- 
bellied stove. Patio has pot-and-pan seats, table. Troll not includ- 
ed. All furnishings vacuum formed. Vinyl house closes up when 
you and trolls decide to move. Carry case 10x8x9 inches high. 
49 N 9344— Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces. $249 
49 N 3664— Troll only. 3 in. high. Vinyl. Shpg. wt. 2 o: 69c 

t 
E “<3 1 

og" ] 

| *) ô 

Wardrobes for 3-inch Trolls $189 

E 

Glamour Wardrobe. Lady troll Housewife Wardrobe. For the 
steps out in style. Evening homemaker. Housedress, apron, 
gown, skirt, leotard, tutu, cookbook, utensils, phone, shoes, 
bikini. Hat, jewelry, shoes curlers, comb, brush, nightie 
49N3608-Shpg. wt.20z.$1.89 . 49N3611-Shpg. wt. 2 0z..$1.89 

Holy Hideouts! 
It's a Bat Cave 
for 3-in. Trolls 

$499 zz 
One side of the great 
“rock” opens and in 

"m side atomic ener 
-- 3 NETS gizer, computers, vid 

Fearless Batman Troll Granny Wishnik has 3 outfits eo-scan machine plus 
fights against crime loves the circus and parades famous Batnik-Mobile. 

Furnishings vacuum $199 $399 formed. Cave closes 
into handy vinyl carry 
case, 18x6x11 in. Bat Vinyl, 6-inch tall dynamo is Not too old to really kick up her heels, this Troli mot jacked ready to track down villains lovable wishnik has a clown-nik outfit Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz. and keep law and order for that’s sure to bring laughs when you have 49 N 3957 ...$4.99 

all your trolls. a circus. For parades she's twopenny pinch 
Nothing stops his grin! In nik, a Scottish lassie ready for the highland 

felt costume with cape and fling. She comes in granny dress prim and 
face mask. Thick shock of proper. 6 in. tall, all vinyl. Her genuine 
hair pops out from the topof sheepskin hair is long and thick . . shoots 
his head right out from the top of her head 
49 N 3966-Wt. 10 0z.$1.99 49 N 3224 —Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $3.99 

Lovable Mouse Twins 
Elly and Andy and their 

3-story Tree House 

s899 

Everything for happy mouse- 
keeping in this cozy metal and 
plastic “tree trunk”, 15 in. high. 
Working mouse-size elevator to 

table and 2 log chairs, a dresser 
with drawers mice can nap in. 

Elly and Andy can sit on 
their terrace or ride in their 
swing. Each mouse is 3 in. tall, 
made of vinyl, dressed in red 
felt play clothes. So easy to 
buy when you use the phone. 
79 N 9245C-Wt. 5 lbs. $8.99 

Busy little Trolls. $ 44 
work together. play together 

"The day starts early in Troll Village with crops and fields 
to tend. But there's always time for a dip in the stream, 
dancing and fun. Miniature village inhabited by 12 de- 
lightful trolls (114 in. tall) and their 9 animals. Also 
mountains, houses, furniture . . all pieces, trolls, village 
of sturdy plastic. Set it up anywhere. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 9389— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 40z...... Set $344 rc Sears 597 

Tini pa seni by inaa 



SP LASH let's give them a bath . . Washable Drink 'n Wet Dolls 

Take her along.. BETSY WETSY 
[ j the most famous of all the drink 'n 

: wet dolls. She cries real tears . . b 
j comes ready to go traveling 

| ee 
\ : 

E r 11-inch Betsy Tie. 
À with Tote Bag 

; > (2) $ 8” 

ET. 
[Ow 17-inch Betsy 

with Car Seat 

nte 

9-inch Betsy 

] 17-inch Betsy with Car Seat. She's a big €—— 
and so adorable, Loves to go bye-bye with $599 

“mommy”, and she's all dressed for it. Wears a [3] 
corduroy snowsuit, hat, wool scarf to keep her 

warm and happy. She’s all vinyl; drinks, wets, - > 
cries real tears. Rooted hair. Comes with diaper, 
bottle, and sturdy car seat. 
49 C 30732— ipping weight 3 Ibs. 8 oz.. . $11.99 

117A -inch Betsy with Tote Bag. Such a darling 
little tyke—she'll keep you busy all day long 

She drinks, wets, cries real tears. All vinyl, so you 8, 
can give her a bath. Wash and comb her rooted 4 
hair. Accessories include bottle rack, 2 bottles, ) M 
plastic cup, spoons, pacifier, soap, sponge, wash- 
cloth, diaper, flannel kimono, vinyl tote bag 
49 C 30719—Shipping weight 3 pounds. .. . .$8.99 

9-inch Betsy with Car Bed. She's pixie size and 
as cute as a button. And like her bigger sisters, 

she drinks, wets, cries real tears. Made of soft 
vinyl. With rooted hair you can wash, comb, and 
brush. She's dressed in a lace-trimmed flannel 
jacket and diaper. Brings her own folding car 
bed that converts to a tote. Plus cozy recei! 
blanket and bottle. Á 
49 C 30519— Shipping weight 14-ounces. .. . $5.99 

pm B. x 

April Shower — — » À 
++ areal action doll Li \,\ 

t She splashes in her tub. 

| 

Cutiod pane scans by cheisimasmusetecimical com. 



Chip Hilton 

3948 | 99c 
Each 

Starter Set plus Mystery Decoder. 
Save 16%. A champion in the world 
of sports. Includes books 3N15266, 
3N15268, 3N15269. 
3 N 15261—Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. . Set $2.48 

Single Books. Abt. 192 pgs. 5x734 in. 
Shpg. wt. each 12 oz. Each 99c 
3N15263—Home Run Feud 
3N15264— Clutch Hitter 
3N15265—H. 
3 N 15266- 
N 15267- 
N 15269- 
N 15271 
N 15272—Tournament Crisis 
N 15273—Hardcourt Upset 
N 15274— Payoff Pitch 
N 15275—Tokyo No Hitter 
N 
N 
N 
N 

3-book 
starter 

set 

-A Pass and a Prayer 
Touchdown Pass 
Fourth Down Showdown 

15276—Triple Threat 
15277—Backcourt Ace 
15268— Championship Ball 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 N 15278— Buzzer Basket 

ALLAMOUT 
al R50 STATE 

ABOUT 

Tom Swift Jr. 

see $ c se $048 | 99¢ 

Starter Set plus Mystery Decoder. 
Save 16%. Outer space adventures. 
Includes books 3N15288, 3N15289, 
3N15291. 
3 N 15281—Wt. 2 Ibs, 4 oz... Set. $2.48 

Single Books. 192 pgs. 5x734 inches. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 12 oz...... Each 99c 
3 N 15282-Polar-Ray Dynasphere (New) 
3 N 15283—Aquatomic Tracker 
3 N 15284—His Giant Robot 

N 15285— His Atomic Earth Blaster 
15286—Outpost in Space 
15287—His Diving Seacopter 

is Rocket Ship 
Jetmarine 

His Flying Lab. 
15292— The Electronic Hydrolung 
15293— Cosmic Astronauts 
15294— The Visitor from Planet X 
15295— Asteroid Pirates 
15296— His Triphibian Atomcar 
15297 —His Megoscope Space Prober veoveusouusye ZZZZZZZZZIZZ 

Award-winning 
All About Books 

A Abe DO. 
[ A UNUS 

All About Books Starter Set. Save — All About Books Starter Set. Save 
305. 
3N15174, 3N15175. 
3N15171—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz... 

3 N 15173—All About Dogs 
3 N 15174—All About the 50 States 
3 
3N 
3 N 15177—AlI About Biology 
3 N 15178—All About Dinosaurs 
; "| 5179 —AlI About Elephants 

3N 

1; 
15181—All About Light, Radiation 
1 |5182—All About Chemistry 

Includes books 3N15173, 

$3.27 

Single Books. 7x914 in. 160 pages. Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 1 oz...... 

TV Fiction Books 

Exciting adventures of your 
favorite television stars 

49c each 

State title number 10(Lassie and the 
Secret of the Summer); 
Forbidden Valley); 
sters); 13(Voyage to the Bottom of 
the Sea); 14(Dr. Kildare-The Magic 

12(The Mun- 

30%. Includes books 3N 15176, 
3N 15177, 3 N 15178. 
3N15172—Wt. 3 Ibs. 302..... $3.27 

„Ea. $1.57 
3 N 15183—All About the Atom 
N 15184—All About the Birds 

15185—All About Insect World 
5186—All About Electricity 
5187—All About Rockets, S; t Barth 
|5189—All About Aviation. 
|5191—All About Map Making 

3 
3N 
3N): 
3NI. 
3 N 15186—-All About the Plane! 
3NI 
3NI 
3 N 15192—All About Butte: 

11(Lassie 

Thrilling mystery, 
fascinating 

adventure tales.. 

the Hardy Boys 

when you buy 3- 
book starter set 

iy $48 | 99c 
Starter Set plus Mystery De- 
coder. Young detectives solve 
mysteries. Incl. 3N15218, 
3N15219, 3N15221. 
3815201-Wt. 2 lbs.4 oz. Set $2.48 

Single Books. 192 pgs. 5x73 in. 
Shpg. wt. ea. 12 oz... Each 99c 

aN ler? Msg ‘Under the 

1 
1 
15211— Mystery of Cabin Island 
15212—Great Airport Mystery 
15213—What Happenedat Midnight 
15214—While the Clock Ticked 
15215—Clue in the Embers 
15216—Secret of the C; 
15217— Clue in the Broken Blade 
15218— Tower Treasure 
15219— House on the Cliff 
15239— Viking Symbol Mystery 

/ 
rx « m b 

THE HARDY BOY: 

THÈ SECRET "OF 
THE OLD Mikk” 

THE HARDY BOYS 
THE HOUSE ON 

A 

15221— Secret of the Old Mill 
15222— Secret Panel 

15226— Yellow Feather Mystery 
15227 —H. Hawk Mystery 
15228— Phantom Fi 
15229— Secret of Skul 
15231— Sign of the Crooked Arro: 
15232— Secret of the Lost Tunnel 
15233— Secret of Pirates’ Hill 
b $234 Ghost at E at Skelton, E 

Mystery of 's Paw. 
[rm etary me the Chinese ba 
15237—M; Desert 
13238— Clue of t of ‘he 

15241—Shortwave Mystery €9 SeUseuousuveuveuuueN Z ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZL 

Exciting fiction from Boy’s Life Magazine 

Starter Set. Save 30%. 
3N 15302, 3N15303, 3N15304. 
3N15301—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. . . Set $3.27 

Single Books. Illust. 192 pgs. 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 

3N15302—World War IJ Series (New) 
3N15303— Sports Stories (New) 

3N15304—Wild Animal Stories (New) 
3N15305— Mystery Stories 

3N15306—Football Stories 
3N15307—Flying Stories 

3N15308—Mutinyinthe Time Machine 

3N15309—Outer Space Stories 

Includes 

Alfred Hitchcock Key); 15(Combat! The Counter- . . the best suspense Punt, Kick, Pass Series attack); 16(Walt Disney s The Little League Series 
MS Duke Sud the ones: - - baseball thrills . . football adventures $167 
Mansion); 18(Janet Lennon at $167 $167 h 
Can Annita Jot Lan ad IS Each 192 pages, 594x814 in. and the Angels). 
3 N 864F—Wt. ea. 11 oz... Ea. 49c Eray boy loves baseball, citing, information- The Mystery of the Stuttering 

and he'll enjoy these books al. aut ai Jost te Lind of books for the ranas Mero egeo 
followers ^ game. —Wt. 1 Ib........$1. 

The Official You Meca: rot emt Fea- The Secret of Terror Castle. 
Boy Scout Encyclopedia tured too, are your favorite 3 N 15322—Wt. 1 Ib.. $1.67 

$367 heroes. Illust. About 554x814 in. The Mystery of ore wi 

3 980; How ta Tont Eee Kiek; IR MR LAE 
More than 450 subjects of interest, "loneito:: 0:000 00,700 a s ere E Mystery of the Green Ghost. 

3N15324—Wt. 1 Ib.. $167 

Ass SEARS 601 

accurately presented and illustrated 
by nearly 200 drawings and pic- 
tures. Size: 73 x10 in. Ages 8-16. 
3 N 956—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $3.67 

Ctsioó pain cune by d nicelociviiaL codi 

3N951—The Big Play 
3 N952—Heroes of the NFL 
Shpg. wt. ea. 14 oz....Each $1.57 



Tot-sized Playhouse! *[Q^9 72: 
Fun-to-assemble interlocking plastic logs . . in perfect 

scale for make believe appliances at right 

Just by interlocking logs they can build this dream cottage themselves. On 
rainy days it's great for indoor play . . when the weather's fair, they love to 
invite friends over for outdoor cookouts and pint-sized picnics. Inside measure- 

ments are 39x39x49 inches high. 
77-piece set includes assorted plastic timbers in light green to brighten up all 

her play hours. Also includes brown, plastic-coated roof. Girls are sure to want 
the doll-sized kitchen and laundry sets sold at right. Like everything else in 
Sears books, it’s so easy to order by phone. Shipped freight (fail or truck) or 
express. Kitchen appliances not included. 

79 N 5003N—Shipping weight 13 pounds..........-.. — $10AS 

complete! 
furnishes Doll House 

» 4 Like Magic! Dolls and car follow 

awe magnetic wand as you move it 

This realistic set lets you move a family of 5 dolls . . make them rearrange 

furniture, accessories. Get Dad off to work, the kids off to school, help Mom 

do housework and drive the car just by directing the magic magnetic wand. 

Watch all the action through an open roof. 20x26-in. Masonite Presdwood® 
base contains modern, ranch-type house, is decorated with driveway and walk. 

Stands on 4 sturdy plastic legs. Partly assembled. Sets up on table or floor. 

79 N 1433C—Shipping weight 7 pounds............ cens $3.99 

rne ta —1 
Catalog page scans by chaisimas masebechmicil com. 

Complete with running water . . $5122 
9-piece Kitchen Appliance Set 

She'll whip up a delicious pretend dinner on the 11-inch high stove 
with see-thru oven window and sliding sherves. ny pots and pans 
(included) can be washed conveniently at the sink . . just turn on faucet 
and sink fills with water from reservoir at back. And there's even a 
sponge and apron to help with cleanup 

15-inch high refrigerator has 2 shelves to keep plastic food and minia- 
ture boxes (included) handy. Heavy-ga! steel appliances finished in 
lustrous coppertone and turquoise to brighten up any playtime kitchen. 

79 N 1019L ipping weight 7 pound: i t $7.22 

Her 10-piece Laundry Set . . $322 
agitator-washer has "'see-thru'"' lid 

She'll have the whitest wash in toytown! Drop clothes into top-loading 
washer, add spap and water, turn crank and watch through “see-thru” 
lid as agitator scrubs. Put wash in woven basket and transfer to re- 
volving dryer . . 6 tiny clothes pins keep your wash on the lines. Steel 
washer is 1014-in. high . . coppertone with simulated stainless steel top. 

49 N 1024—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces............ Set $3.22 

FOR SALE: 
Completely furnished 5-room Early American House 

for only $399 

One of toytown’s best real estate buys . . and ready for immediate oc- 

cupancy. Just open the front door and move right in. Furnishings in- 

clude 24 pieces for you to rearrange to your own tastes. There are 
chairs, tables, sofa, TV set, bed, dresser, crib, playpen, refrigerator, 
bathtub and so many more in detailed plastic. Two-story metal house 

has bedroom, bathroom, living room, kitchen and nursery. Exterior is 

a lovely blue and white with twin dormers and bay window. Painted 
landscaping and flowers. 20x1134 in. high. Unassembled. 
AQ N1412__Chinnine weicht & nannds 4 ounces. - -$3.99 



Be a fairy godmother and change humble 

Cinderiddle into a beautiful princess 

$499 Cinderiddle, case. 
2 outfits. storybook 

In rag dress and scarf she sweeps stepmother's hearth with her tiny broom. 
Your “Magic” fingers change her dress and make her the prince's dream in ball 
gown trimmed with silver color lace and of course “glass slippers.” She can 
dance till twelve in the ballroom of her molded vinyl and plastic playhouse. 
‘Then back to hearth-side she must go to wait for the fitting of that one lost slip- 
per. Cinderiddle 314 in. high, vinyl. Playhouse case 10 in. high, closes securely 
for carrying. Read all of her enchanting story in kiddle-size storybook. 
49 N 3515—Cinderiddle, playhouse case, 2 outfits, storybook. Wt. 12 oz.. .$4.99 
49 N 3528—Cinderiddle only with 2 outfits, storybook. Shpg. wt. 7 oz.. 2.77 

598 Sears “roti 

m— — —— 

Who will awaken lovely Sleeping 
Biddle in her castle chamber 

s499 Sleeping Biddle. couch. 
case, storybook 

She sleeps serenely on plastic couch. Her velvet gown is trimmed with 
gold color lace. Three rows of pretend pearls crown her flowing hair. 
"Throw open the sash, let breezes blow in from charming balcony 
Sleeping Biddle 3!4 in. high, vinyl. Has “real” eyelashes. Read kiddle- 
size storybook to find out who wakes her. Molded vinyl and plastic 
playhouse case 10 inches high, closes for storage, travel. 
49 N 3509 Sleeping Biddle, couch, case, storybook. Wt. 12 02.. .$4.99 
49 N 3513— Sleeping Biddle, couch, storybook. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. 2.77 

More Storybook Kíddles . . 
each with its own illustrated book 

334 inches high. Like all kiddles . . bendable, poseable vinyl. Rooted hair. 

| Liddle Biddle Peep. In pink shepherdess dress, bonnet, slippers. 
Holds shepherd's crook to keep poseable 2:4-in. furry lamb at her side. 

$2.77 49 N 3521—Shipping weight 8 ounces 

2 Liddle Middle Muffet. On yellow tuffet. Orange floral skirt, panta- 

loons. White shoes. Green bows. Bowl, spoon. 2-in. poseable spider. 
49 N 3526— Shipping weight 8 ounces. .........-.-.-200+++ $2.77 

3 Liddle Red Riding Middle. In red hood, blue felt skirt, white apron, 
shoes. Carries basket with check cloth. Poseable 5-in. furry wolf. 

49 N 3527—Shipping weight 8 ounces. ..... csse $2.77 



317» without 
batteries 

She's pure enchantment in her fluffy tutu, dancer's 
tights, and laced toe shoes. A pretty tiara tops her 
rooted hair and hides the control knob you turn or 
push to direct each ballet step. Viny); 24 in. tall. Needs 
2 “D” batteries sold on facing page. 
79 € 30426C—Shipping weight 5 pounds, . . ... .$17.99 

Ballet Case $249 
Washable vinyl case has 2 openings, 2 
compartments inside for ballerina slippers, 
toe shoes. Carry strap. 10x10x3 inches. 
49 C 30763—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

Squirms and fusses 
till the music box 
inside lulls her 

to sleep . . drinks 
and wets, too 

15 

Looks so real in every 
way—even her fingers 
form a little fist like 
a reallife baby. Pull 
her string and she 
moves while her music 
box plays Brahm's 
Lullaby. Comes with 
terry cloth pajamas, 
bottle, suedette pillow 
for naptime. 12 inches 
tall. Jointed vinyl body, 
rooted hair. 

Wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. 
49 € 30753. $5.99 

Cuni pane scans by cuisines muselectudc M Dn 

Tippee Toes 

514? 

She rides her plastic tricycle 
or horse all by herself. . 
toddles like a real youngster when 

you hold her hands . . kicks when you put her on the floor 

without 
batteries 

This cute little tyke has curly rooted hair and a big smile. Ready for 
playtime in a knit blouse and leotards with rubber soles. Vinyl; 17 inches 
tall. Uses 2 “D” batteries sold on facing page. 
79 C 30026C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . .... «$14.99 

Tumbling 

Tomboy 

*12» 
17-inch pixie drives her 
plastic go-cart . . stands 

on her head . . and 
turns somersaults 

without 
battories 

Just push the button in 
her purse and this freckle- 
faced little imp will per- 
form for you. She's ready 
for play in slacks, sweat- 
shirt, cap; rooted pigtails. 
Vinyl. Needs 3 “D” bat- 
teries, see facing page. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 C 30631C..... -$12.99 

Tiny Little 
Thumbelina . . 
9 inches tall 

Pull their strings and these cloth-bodied 
darlings move. Vinyl head; rooted hair. 
1 Newborn Thumbelino, leotards, blouse. 

49 C 30756—Wt. 11b. 2 oz . -$5.99 She's a toddler 
who walks with . 

Toddler Thumbelina dressed as Indian, her toys. 
49 C 30768-Shpg. wt. 1 1b.. .$5.99. 

" 3 Crib, horso , 
Toddler Thumbelina dressed as Sailor. or walker 
49 C 30754—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $5.99 $149 

Crib. All plastic. 10x5x8 in. high. 
49 € 30757—Shpe. wt. 12 oz... . .$1.49 
Rocking Horse. Plastic. 8x8x3 in. high. 
49 € 30758—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.....$1.49 

6 Walker. Plastic. 7x6x6 inches high. 
4S C 30769—Shpg. wt. 12 oz...,.$1.49 



snoory 

Books of the Classics 

Junior Classics 

Outstanding titles . . 
your children will want to 

$157 each 

This series includes the most popular titles in children’s literature, 
written especially for your children’s enjoyment and understand- 
ing. They'll be enchanted with the magic of Lewis Carroll's Alice 
In Wonderland and they'll be thrilled with the gripping suspense 
of A Tale Of Two Cities by Charles Dickens. These books are won- 
derful values not only because of their outstanding time-honored 
titles, but also because of their fine quality . . handsome full-color 
covers . . deluxe cloth bindings. They're made to last years and years 
because they'll be read again and again by your children, Each 
book illustrated, 514x834 inches, about 350 pages. 
3 N 897—Huckleberry Finn 3 N 920—Heidi 
3 N 899— Pinocchio 3 N 923—Robin Hood 
3 N 901—Tom Sawyer 3 N 924—Robinson Crusoe 
3 N 906—Arabian Knights 3 N 928—Swiss Family Robinson 
3 N 915—Alice In Wonderland 3 N 932— Tale of Two Cities 
3 N 916—Gulliver’s Travels 3 N 933—Little Men 
3N917—]Jungle Book 3 N 934—Little Women 
3 N 918—Kidnapped 3 N 940— Three Musketeers 
3 N 919—Hans Brinker 3 N 941— Treasure Island 
Shipping weight each 1 pound 8 ounces....,...,.....Each $1.57 

\ 
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Children age 4 to 10 can entertain themselves 
with books about magic, jokes, crafts and more 

Magic—Crafts 

Golden Book of Magic. Every child can 
be a magician. The Great Merlini pro- 
vides young people with a variety of 
tricks Ilust, 112 pages. 824x034 in. 
3 N 676— Shpg. wt. 11b. 2 oz... $1.73 
McCall's Giant Make-It-Book. 700 illus- 
trations and step-by-step instructions 
show children how to make a thousand 
things from common materials, Book 
Hss 224 pasen measures 814x10% inches. 
3 N 1598—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.57 

McCall's Do-It Book. More than 200 
things to do . . fully illust. Usec mmon 
materials. 156 pgs. 844x103 in. 
3 N 947—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz.. ..$2.57 

Crafts and Hobbies. Information for 
things to do; 112 pages. 844x10% in, 
3 N 615—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $02.....$1.73 

My Origami Books. The ancient art of 
folding paper. Instr., paper incl. Illust. 
3-book set. 18 pgs. 71x8 in. 
3 N 620—Shpg. wt. í Ib, 14 02. Set $2.77 

Peanuts Series 

A popular children's favorite featuring 
all the Peanuts characters. Each book 
has approx. 128 pgs. Illustrated. State 
title number: (11)You Can Do It 
Charlie Brown; (12) It's A Dog's Life, 
Charlie Brown; (13) You Can't Win, 
Charlie Brown; (14) Snoopy; (15) Good 
Grief, More Peanuts; (16) More Pea- 

(17) You're Out Of Your Mind, 
Charlie Brown; (18)Peanuts; (19)Pea- 
nuts Every Sunday; (20)Go Fly A Kite, 
Charlie Brown; (21)But We Love You, 
Charlie Brown; (22)5noopy Come Home; 
gua 's Fun Day, oe Brown. 

Wt. ea. 80 oz.... ..Each 89c 

. the world's greatest stories presented 

in easy-to-read, illustrated editions 

Companion Library of Classics 

Jokes—Riddles 

The Big Book of Tongue Twisters and 
Double Talk. Edited by Arnold Arnold. 
Tipapa: 8x11 in, Fully illustrated. 

79—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz «$1.67 

The Limerick Book. Ninety-six pages of 
limericks to amuse children. 8546291 in. 
3 N 891—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. -..$1.73 

Tell Me Another Joke. Favorite jokes 
Bm past . . new ones of the future. 
160 pages. 814x1034 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 2 oz.. 

Nonsense Book Of Nonsense. 
ARE in. 

++ $1.73 

Jokes, Riddles and Funny Stories. 108 
Lp 81x11 in. Gaily illustrated. 

N 457—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..... $1.73 

Ask Me Another Riddle. Approx. 300 
sy riddles to make you laugh. 

ictures. 160 pgs. 814x103 inches. 
$$ N B92—Shpg. wt. RET tbe. 201....$2.67 

The 
Songs, verse. Illust. 72 
3 N'B95  Shpg. wi. 1 b: 3 oz. 

Answers and More Answers. Over 200 
funny questions with hilarious answers. 
160 pages. 814x1034 inches. Illustrated. 
3 N 639—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 0z...$3.47 

Fun-time Books. Educational entertain- 
ment for children of all ages. 674x8 in. 
a es. Whimsically illustrated. 

‘My First Crossword Puzzle Book 
unior Crossword Puzzle Book 
un-TimeCrosswordPuzzleBook 

3N484- Jokes and Riddles 
3N485-1001 Riddles 
Shipping weight each 6 oz. . 

Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang. By Ian Flem- 
ing. About a remarkable car and four 
villians . . an adventure thriller. 
3 N 865 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. .$3.27 

.Each $1.07 

Time-honored stories that every child should read 

3947 Sater 
Illust., permanent ie covers. 
Each has 234 pages. 544x754 in. 
3-book Starter Set. Save 16%. 
Incl.: Ton Sawyer Abroad; 
(12)Tom Sawyer Mage (10) 
Adventures of Tom Sawy: 
3N688-Wt. 3 ibs, 702. Set $2. 47 

99<., 
State tiile number: (10)Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer; (11)Tom Sawyer 
Sawyer Detective; 

Abroad; (12)Tom 
(13)Pinocchio; (14)King 

Knights; (15)Robin Hood; Ae 
; (17)Little Lame Princess; (18)Prince, 

19)Dog of Flanders; QU jungle 3 le Book. 
—— Shpg. wt. each 14 oz. 

Classic Fiction Series 

The world's best-loved stories 
that have thrilled generations 

198; 
Written by world-famous authors and 
illustrated in beautiful full-color through- 
out. Deluxe style-bindings. Hard covers. 
554x814 inches. 288 pages. 

State title number: (15)Little Women; 
(16)Little Men; (17)Huckleberry Finn; 
(18)Tales of Edgar Allen Poe; (19)Frec- 
kles, the story of a boy and his horse; 
(24)Tom Sawyer; (25)Beautiful Joe; the 
story of a dog; (26)Sherlock Holmes, 
exciting mystery; (27)Treasure Island. 
3 N 537F—Wt. ea. 12 oz.....Each 79c 



The Finest Doll House 
ever offered by Sears ^ 

a beautifully-designed 2- 

story House that closes and 

totes just like a suitcase . 

and it's complete with the most 

superb, hand-crafted Furniture 

ever to win a little girl's heart. 

All this elegance at a price 
so low. 

"wu O22. S] 
A luxurious setting for her own wonderful world 
of make-believe. The special little lady of your 
house will love to entertain in this 4-room sturdy 
vinyl colonial house and on the patio. 

Living room, dining room, bedroom and music 
room contain their own perfectly scaled furnish- 
ings and accessories. There are tables, chairs, 
lamps, even a graceful grand piano (shown sepa- 
rately below so you can see its intricate detai 
More than 20 plastic pieces to rearrange. Dolls 
not included . . complete the home with posing 

ily sold below at right. House folds into a 
inch case. Partly assembled. Buy it the 

easy way—order by phone. 
79 N 1403L— Shipping weight 8 lbs.. ...$10.22 

SEES 

i. braai 

Furnished Colonial Doll House with sundeck $788 without 
. . porch light and doorbell really work 

Four play people and 41 pieces of exactly scaled furni- 
ture fully occupy this lovely 2-story house. Extra 
spacious with so much to do for many hours of li 
play fun. There’s a master bedroom, bath, another 
bedroom and sundeck on upper floor . . a utility 
room, kitchen, living-dining room andden onlowerfloor. 

When the doorbell rings, just flick on the porch light 
and welcome the neighbors for an “open house”. 
Aren’t you glad all the beds are made, the tables, 

Catalo page scans by chrisinias-masetechmicM vom 

battery 

chairs and other furniture all in their proper 
place? Room decor includes Traditional, Contem- 
porary and French Provincial to provide realistic 

10x15 inches high. Order 1 “D” battery. 
79 N 1420C—Shipping weight 9 lbs. .. 
“D” Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces. 
79JN/A660: 775. LL Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

uA 

| perreterttter feenennereeny terrenet 

These Realistic Dolls 
pose any way you wish 

s|89 = 

Bend and turn 'em, twist and pose 

‘em. . they'll stay in almost any posi- 
tion. Baby, Sis, Junior, Mom and Dad 
range from 21 to 5 inches tall. Per- 
fectly scaled for doll house above. 
They're cotton and plastic, all neatly 

dressed. Imported from Hong Kong. 
49 N 1404—Wt. 8 oz..., Set $1.89 

sues [Sears] 597 



Original home of all Kíddles — 
A self-contained Kiddle kaboodle of 3-dimensional 

homes, park, playground with Trikey Triddle and 

Sizzly Friddle . . made exclusively for Sears by Mattel 

Open vinyl case and waken Kiddles for hours of 22x14x8 in. high so there's room for lots more Kid- 
sliding, riding, working and rollicking good times. dles, too. Extra Sizzly Friddle doll shown not incl. 
Close it for storage or carry it like a suitcase. Set 79N3501C3-Kiddle City Set. Wt. 61bs. $12.99 Not one but three Kiddles 
consists of 2 vinyl Kiddles and case that’s a big — 79N9339C—Kiddle City only. Wt. 6lbs. 9.99 bring you good luck in 

Sears Locket Kiddle Set 

Busy Liddle Kíddles — 

a 
3] 

Each has fully bendable 
vinyl body, rooted hair. 

1 Soapy Siddle. In terry- 
cloth bath outfit with 

"suds"-filled tub. Comb, 
brush. She's 3'4 in. tall. 
49 N 3506—Wt. 5 oz.$1.85 

9 Windy Fliddle. Wears hel- 

Windy's 3^-in. tall. 
49 N 3507—Wt. 5 02.$1.85 

3 Liddle Diddle. 2*4 in. tall. 
Sides of crib slide up, down. 

Beads, duck, comb, brush. 
49 N 3691—Wt. 5 02.$1.85 

CGutsioa pane scans by chaidimas nusebeciudcMd pui 

Only at Sears will you fínd these 

three kookie Liddle Kiddles 

> Ol 

4 Beat-A-Diddle. Groovy little singer all ready to entertain you in 
floral print bell-bottom pants suit. This 3-in. high Kiddle even brings 

her own microphone and guitar. Her swinging rooted hair can be 
combed and brushed. Pose her vinyl body to suit the beat. 
49 N 3685—Shipping weight 5 ounces. ..................-. $1.85 

Bj Pretty Priddie. Primps and preens in front of her very own vanity 
with real mirror and stool. Bend her legs, she'll sit for hours in ice 

blue slip trimmed with lace. Comb her rooted hair with her own comb 
and brush set. 3 in. high. Bendable vinyl body. 
49 N 3505— Shipping weight 5 ounces.................... $185 

6 Beddy-Bye Biddle. Little lady has such a pretty bed to snooze on. 
Pillow and bedspread of matching floral print. Beddy-Bye wears 

floral nightie and long pink robe closed with a bow. Give her rooted 
hair 100 strokes with her very own brush and comb. Bend her 3-inch 
vinyl body any way so she can sleep cozy and snug. 

49 N 3503—Shipping weight 5 ounces. ........---..20e0000 $1.85 

Lilac, Larky and Liz .. 
ticklishly small . . just 
2-in. tall . . take turns 
bringing you luck. Wear 
them in fake jeweled 
locket around neck or 
wrist. Remove gold- 
color chain and clip 
locket on headband, 
belt, purse or book. 

Easel on back of 
locket lets you stand 
it on bureau or hang it 
on wall. Play with Kid- 
dies out of locket, too. 
Bendable vinyl bodies, 
rooted hair. Wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 3529 ....$3.99 



Baby Bunny 
Waves her arms and legs 

. rocks from side to side 

31799 ce 
Such a love—just put her in her 

) bunny swing or interchangeable 
seat, blow the magic whistle, 
give her a little pat, or speak 

Here's Swingy 
20-inch tall 

darling swings 
her body, arms 

and head while 
she dances to 
her own 33% 

rpm record 

Baby 

Catch-a-Ball 
Catches her ball . . throws 

it right back to you 

31 99 without 
batteries 

She's so much fun to play with— 
never gets tired of catching and 
throwing her ball, Looks like 
such a little angel, too, with her 
big blue eyes, blonde rooted hair, 
soft vinyl s and cotton dress, 
18 in. tall. Needs 2 “D” bat- 
teries, order package below. 
49 C 30633-W t. 3 Ibs. 4 oz. $12.99 

[/ 

loudly to her and she starts 
) moving. Wears flannel pajamas. 

Vinyl; rooted hair, 18 in, Use 3 
“D” batteries, order pkg. below. 
79 C 30632C—Wt. 4 Ibs...$17.99 

Baby - 
Kicks Ed P hid 

wy queeze her Forward, backward, every which way—Swingy's got the — 
beat and moves when you flip the switch on her back ~ rm and she ( h 5 

— You'll want to join in and dance the hours away. Vinyl; ) 
kicks up rooted hair. Use 2 “D” batteries, order pkg. below ZZ (f 

— her leg (1) 49 C 30663—Shipping weight 4 Ibs, 8 oz.. ...$14.99 
$ 7” (2) 49C 30429—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 8 oz... .. 14.99 

Moves like a real baby. Squeeze her left arm, she kicks up her right Wardrobe for Swingy $39 y 5 
leg . . squeeze her right arm and up goes the left leg. She wears a Includes 2-pc. pajamas, lace-trimmed dress and panties, Ty 
lace-trimmed cotton dress, diaper, booties. Vinyl; rooted hair; 19 in. — 2-pc. play set, play dress, 3 hangers, comb, mirror. Ay 
79 € 30636C—Shipping weight 3 pounds........-.-... +++ 49 C 30764—Shipping weight 9 ounces. $3.99 
49 C 46606—"D" BATTERIES, Package of 6, Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. UE Package 1.19 

18-in. Christina toddler Doll 
Created by Italian craftsmen 

and outfitted with "grown-up" WC 
designer fashions 

She's a natural pti ghe 

open-and-close eyes, rooted . Joint 
vinyl body. Cotton dress, patent-look shoes, socks. 
49 C 3461—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs... $7.99 

Outfits for Christina 

The Walkers 

Real friends to walk along 
with you hand-in-hand 

18-inch $599 
Walker 

7 This chubby tod- 
dler needs someone 

zi Silver-color lamé mini-dress. Boots. Hanger. to walk with her, Vinyl; 
49 C 3465—Shpg. wt. 5 oz....-......--$4.99 open- ends ea; 

rooted hair. 
4 Lined, aches E ME EE NE Shpg. wt. 1 Ib, 8 oz. 

3499. 49 C 30761. .....$5.99 
1-pc, dress . . leather-look. 
49 C 30107—Shpg. wt. 5 oz.. 

2-pe. sport outfit: slacks, jacket. Belt. Hanger. 
[^ 6 esu tape wt OU ($499 O 8 Big enough to be 

someone's precious 
little sister. Walks 
when you hold her 
hand. Moving eyes. 
Rooted hair you can 
comb. Vinyl, So easy to 
buy when you just use 
the phone, 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79 € 30762C. . ... $7.99 

Citai Dade scans by cieistmasniseledical com 



Save 32% . . buy Starter Sets 

"um $917 $157 

Each of these books is fully illustrated, some in full- 
color. Many include maps, drawings and photos 
that help explain the text. 192 pages. 534x834 in. 

Starter Set. Includes: West Point Story; From 
Casablanca to Berlin; Medal of Honor Heroes. 
3 N 15331—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.........Set $3.17 

Starter Set. J. F. Kennedy P.T. 109; Americans 
In Orbit; Great American Fighter Pilots. 

Each 
volume 

_ 8N 15332—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs,....-... Set $3.17 

Starter Set. Includes: The Flying Tigers; The 
War In Korea; U.S. Frogmen. 

__3.N 15333—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs.........Set $3.17 

iano Bas a by elu biliidk nuicdlbcivlcal ont 

Shadowof a Boll 1964.Wojei 
chowska. 165 pgs. 5343 
3N 15401-We 1302. <3. 37 

A Wrinkle In Time. 1963. By 
Tom Tumy.316pgs. 514x8 Léin. 
3 N 15402-Wt. 13 02..$3.09 

CER Bow. 1962. „Elizabeth 

Island of Blue Dolphins. 1961 
O'Dell. 312 pgs. 516x814 in. 
3 N 15404-Wt. 14 oz..$2.77 

Onion John. yt do 
siop res. 53x8 
N'15405- Wt. T ‘Ib. 

'rowell. 

$4.37 

May I Bring A Friend? 1964. 
De Regneiers. 48 pgs. 8x9 in 
3 N 15421-Wt. 13 oz. $3.37 

The Snowy Day. 1963. By Ezra 
Keats, 32 pgs. 934x734 inches. 
3 N 15422-Wt. 13 oz. $2.77 

Once A Mouse. 1962, Marcia 
Brown. 32 pgs. 914x914 in. 
3 N 15423-Wt. 14 oz. $3.09 

Baboushka and the 3 Kings. 
1961. Eggert. 154 pgs. 7x64 in. 
3N15424-Wt. 10 oz. $2.77 

Nine Days To Christmas. 1960. 
Ets, Labastida, 48 pgs, 8x11 in. 
3N15425-Wt.11b.102.$3.09 

Newberry Medal Books 

Caldecott Medal Books 

Witch of Blackbird Pond, 1959. 
Speare. 256 pgs. 514x834 in. 
S'N 15406 Wr. 1 1b. $3.09 

Rifles for Watie. 1958. By 
Keith. 192 pages. 534x8 in 
3N15407-Wt.11b.202.$4.37 

Miracles on Maple Hill. 1957. 
Sorensen. 173 pgs. 534x8 in. 
3N15408—Wt.1302.$2.77 

Carry On Mr. Bowditch. 1956. 
Latham. 294 pgs. 514x814 in. 
3N15409-Wt.i Ib. 102.$3.27 

Wheel On The School. 1955. 
DeJong. 245 pgs. 53¢x8 in. 
3N15411-Wt.11b.202.$3.77 

Chanticleer and the Fox. 1959. 
Wiese. 129 pgs. 754x10 inches. 
3 N 15426-Wt. 1 1b.. .$2.77 

Time of Wonder. 1958, By 
McCloskey. 64 pgs. 914x12 in. 
3N15427-Wt.1lb.60z.$3.27 

A Tree Is Nice. 
Smokey, 34 pgs 
3N15428-W 

1957. By 
x11 inches. 
lb...$2.77 

Frog Went A-Courtin. 1956. 
Moritz. 156 pgs. 894x1074 in. 
3N15429-Wt. 1 1b...$2.77 

Cinderella. 1955. Brown. 32 
ppa 8x10 inches. 

N 15431-Wt. 14 0z. $3.09 

the most distinguished children's books for c 
honored by the American Library Association as 

ent 

And Now Miguel. 1954. 
old. 156 pgs. $34x8 in, 

SN eae wee 63.75 

Secret of the Andes. 1953, 
Clark. 234 pages. 634x914 in. 
3N15413-We.1ib,802.$2.77 

Ginger Pye. 1952. By Estes. 
325 pages. 584x8 inches. 
3N 15414-Wt. 11b...$3.37 

Amos Fortune, Free Man. 1951. 
Yates. 182 pages. 534x8 inches. 
3 N 15415-Wt. 11 oz. $3.09 

The Door In the Wall. 1950. 
deAngeli. 234 pgs. 574x874 in. 
3N 15416-Wt i 1b. $3.77 

honored by the American Library A 
the finest children's ooks for illustrations 

Madeline's Rescue. 1954. By 
Bemelmans. 56 pgs. 834x12 in. 
3N15432-Wt.11b.407.$3.37 

The Biggest Bear. 1953, Ward, 
Lynd. 84 pgs. 734x1034 inches. 
I'N 15433-Wt. 1 Ib... $3.09 

Tinder Keeps 1952. Karen 
Graves. 
3N TEYA W > 

The Egg Tree. 1952 Katherine 
Milhous. 32 pgs. 774x934 
3 N 15435-Wt. 12 oz. $3.09 

Song of the Swallows. 1951 
Politi. 32 pgs. 844x974 inches. 
3 N 15436-Wt. 12 oz. $3.09 

Here are the great events of world history told in dramatic, 
fast-moving books specially edited for children ages 8 to 14 

3 N 15335—Into Orbit 
3 N 15336—Great American 

Fighter Pilots 
3 N 15337— The Great Flood 
3 N 15338— Thomas Edison 
3 N 15339—Adolf Hitler 
3 N 15341— Churchill 
3 N 15342— Eisenhower 
3 N 15344—Story of Subs 
3 N 15345—Seabees of 

World War II 
3 N 15346— Border Patrol 
3 N 15347—Lawrence of 

Arabia 
3 N15348—U.S. Marines 
3 N 15349—Americans First 

Each................. $1.57 
w www ww www ww www www z 

15351—Parat 
15352—U.S. Air Force 
15353—The FBI 
15356— Bat. of Britain 
15357— The Alamo 
15358— Custer's Last Stand 
15359— Lincoln 
15361— The Witchcraft 

of Salem Village 
N 15355— Battle For the Atlantic 
N 15343—"D" Day 
N 15362—Swamp Fox of 

Revolution 
15363— The West Point Story 
15364—From Casablanca 

to Berlin 
N 15365—Medalof Honor Heroes 
N 15366—SinkingoftheBismarck 
N 15367— Pearl Harbor to 

Okinawa 
15368— The Flying Tigers 
. wt. each 1 ]b.....Ea. $1.57 

22222222 

22 

í 

3N 
3N 
3N 
3 N 15373—30 Seconds Over 
3 N 15374—S! 

3N 
3N 

3N 
3N 

(New 
15377—Flying Aces (New) 
15378—Gettysburg (New) 

3 N 15379—Story of the Secret 
Service 

3N Ee Barton of the 
Cross (New) 

3N 15382—U. S Coast Guard (New) 
3 N 15383—Robert E. Lee and the 

Road of Honor (New) 
3 N 15354—American Revolution 
Shipping weight each 1 pound. 

Each. - oM C CIEN 
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For the cute little cook 

at your house. . 

ALL STEEL 
MAKE-BELIEVE 

KITCHENS 
Built of heavy-gauge steel with 

metal handles . . 

Rigid-Lock construction makes 

them easier to assemble p ! 
xm 
T AA 

Buy Sets and 

Save $2.28 to 4.60 

4-piece Set—Range, Sink, s4|44 

Cabinet, Refrigerator 

Separate prices total $46.04, Shpg. wt. 70 Ibs 

79 N 1169L4 —Coppertone Set $41.4 

79 N 1180L4 —White Set 41.4 

She'll love this double-oven range with see-through doors, 

6 control knobs to turn . . burners look so real 

= Kenmore Classic Range 

3-piece Set . . Range, Sink s3099 

and Refrigerator 

Separate prices total $34.71. Shpg. wt. 53 Ibs 
79 N 1168L3—Coppertone Set $30.99 
79 N 1178L3 —White Set 30.99 la 1 " 

i : Durable enamel finish in coppertone or white 

2-piece Set . . includes s[999 E n. ý s[549 "- s[233 

— Range and Sink — ai 

1 de risp: Dal ze plus 22-pe. food Just the right size for your little 
: We 30 ibs et (49N1132) and 34-pc. cook miss. Plated steel handles; upper 

r e i mue set (49N938) both shown below oven doors have plastic. handle 

CDpRHODnE Sa 18x15x36 in. high. Unassembled 18x15x36 in. high. Unassembled. 

79 N 1149L2 $19.99 79 N 1198L3— Coppertone 79 N 1163L— Coppertone 
White. Set. 79 N 1199L3—W hitc 79 N 1170, —White 
79 N 1176L2-$19.99 Shpg. wt. 18 lbs Set $15.49 — Shpz. wt. 16 lbs Set $12.33 

A WELL-SUPPLIED KITCHEN IS A HOUSEWIFES BEST FRIEND . 
(T <= nm E N Ma gi SA 

ES 

34-piece aluminum Cook 'n' Bake Set $)99 “Perishables” to refrigerate Plastic Foods to serve 

- Delectable foods fully molded of 
c to give her table a real, full- 

nal look. Set of 44 items in- 
cludes fruits, bles, meats and 
tempting gelatin desserts. 
49 N 1136—Wt. 13 oz... Set $2.99 

She can whip up a fast snack or an 8-course dinner with this set. Includes 
whistling teakettle, roaster, double boiler. saucepan, colander, fry pan. Also 
measuring cup, spoons, cookie cutters, pie pan, cake pans. 
49 N 938—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. . . ........-Set $2.99 — into her refrigerator. U: 

as and over . . plastic 
KAR [Sears avu 49 N 1132—Wt. 9 oz... 

Rna Davies CEANA Wa LUNAN AAAS NAE SE 

- and so-fresh- 
he'll want to pop them right 



Tiny tykes with a go-everywhere wardrobe 
. . travel by pocket . . live on a shelf 

5 

" 

JN 

2 Dols  $ 599 
5 Extra Outfits 

4 Two wee vinyl tots to dress in so many outfits: ballerina, 

ie 

& 
J 

BABY PEE WEES 
Teeniest drink 'n' wet Dolls ever 

Two babies for you to care for. . each 
her own bottle. One comes dressed in yel- 
low bunting, one wears pink checked 
dress and kerchief. Switch their clothes 

PEE WEES +499 ist " 
Vanity Set 

nurse’s uniform, wedding dress, nightgown and cap, school 
dress, beach outfit, formal gown, party dress and hat, mod 
gear, blue denim outfit. Plus 6-piece vanity set . . comb, 
brush, mirror, scissors, curlers. Dolls are 4 in. tall; rooted 
hair, one-piece body, turning head. 
49 N 3229— Shipping weight 8 ounces........ Set $4.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order toys on pages 433 

to 609 until August 1, 1968 
or — 

HEE WEE 
w 8 heroes in one 

Doll in sailor suit 
with 7 other outfits 

s 299 

Hee Wee is 4 in. of tough, rugged vinyl, 
hi x i it, christen- bead turns. Tiny but tough enough to be 

Missae eit feme eth bib and hat, any of 8 favorite heroes. He comes dressed 
party nba Lined hat, cradle blanket. Out. — for the high seas with binoculars. Also po- 
fits fit both babies. Fully jointed vinyl, liceman suit, hat and club, fireman suit 

600 Sears .rc 

Cibi Habe scane by euitimar wmcalecindead pom 

they're just 4 in. tall, have rooted hair. 
49 N 3231—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $5.99 

and hat, soldier uniform, golfer outfit and 
cub scout uniform, quarterback jersey 
and helmet, baseball suit, hat and glove. 
49 N 3228—Shpg. wt. 8 oz...Set $2.99 

Love to go visiting, do errands 
with you . . just carry them in 
their pocketbook cases . .there's 
room for your hanky and coin 
purse, too. Soft jointed vinyl, 
rooted hair to comb. 

Heidi. lass in pert 
jumper. white blouse. Press 

her magic button, she waves 
"Hi" or “Bye.” 
49 N 3999 — Wt. 12 oz.$2.49 

2 Spunky. Red-haired, 5'-in, 
cutie. Don't let glasses fool 

you, she’s full of mischievous 
fun. In slacks, T-shirt. Press 
her tummy, she waves to you. 
49 N 3213—Wt. 14 02.$2.49 

3 Pip. Plenty of zip in this 3499 j 
4\-in. pixie. In blue and 

white pinafore she loves to play 
with her pocketbook pals. 
49 N 3208—Wt.902...$1.99 

Party Dresses for Three Changes 

Heidi and Spunky for Pip 

3 us tI p 
Three coordinated out- 
fits make these 2 charm- 
ers wherever they go. 
Each dress is trimmed 
with a bow, has match- 
ing shoes, panties. Red, 
blue and yellow . . an 
outfit for every kind of 
party. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 N 3221—8et $1.99 

Bright colors, checks 
and stripes make Pip's 
little dresses as cute as 
can be. Each one is 
topped with a matching 
hat . . sunbonnet, pill- 
box or skimmer. So 
easy to buy when you 
just use the phone. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 N 3223..... $1.99 



* Urs 
midnight!” 

Baby 
Small 
Walk 

Our tiniest 
walking doll . . 
only 11 inches 

tall, yet she 
actually walks 
all by herself 

$599 vt» 
Just give her a gen- 

~ JO tle push and this 
» grinning little girl 

toddles along like a 
real youngster. All 

— vinyl; rooted hair. 
TEF hair. Needs 1 “C” 

battery; order pkg. 
below. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
s T 49 € 30021. . . . $5.99 

& "C" Batteries, Pkg. 
A of 6. 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 C 46656-Pkg.$1.19 
7-pc. Wardrobe. 
Skirt, blouse, jacket, 
shorts, flower basket, 
2 hangers. 

Shpg. wt. 6 oz. 
49 C 30268. . . .$1.99 

Tatai page scans by dieisintainiselediwical com 

bears live 

Talking 
Buffy 

Repeats 8 phrases 
to Mrs. Beasley 
when you pull 
her talking ring 

: 1 

She's freckle-faced 
and 

- ed Mrs. 
Beasley doll. 10 

They're absolutely enchanting! 

Each doll says 8 phrases 
when you pull her 

talking ring . . comes 

with her own 16-page 

illustrated storybook 

Each °6” 

3 little darlings . . each 
11 inches tall, vinyl; 
rooted hair. 

Cinderella. Ready 
to meet her prince 

in a gold lamé ball 
gown with sheer puff 
sleeves; gold-color 
headband. On her feet 
—clear-as-glass plastic 
slippers. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 
49 C 30423. .....$6.99 

Q Goldilocks. Such a 
pretty little maiden 

in her long cotton dress 
with print collar and 
pouf panels. Panta- 
loons. Shoes. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 30425. . 

little Bo P. 
real dear in 

ham bodice and *'bus- 
tles"; pantaloons, 
shoes, bonnet. Wt. 1 Ib. 
49 C 30424. ..... $6.99 

you” bue bye?” 

D Baby Small 
Talk 

just pull her 
talking ring— 
she knows 

TV 
A little bundle of sunshine with wide eyes and a 
great big smile on her chubby baby face, She 
wears a sleeveless polka-dot dress trimmed with 
lace, daisies, and a pretty bow; matching panties, 
Jointed vinyl body, curly rooted hair. 10 in. tall. 
(4) 49C 30016—Shpg. wt, 1 Ib, 
(S) 49€ 30256—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.. 

8-piece Wardrobe. Includes play dress and pan- 
ties, nightgown, 2 hangers, comb, brush, mirror. 
49 € 30257— Shipping wt. 6 oz............$1.99 

Baby Bouncy 
Pick her up and she 

wiggles and jiggles 

36? v 
She's so active—waves her baby rattle, 
nods her head, swings her arms, and kicks 
up her heels. Dressed in a brushed nylon 
dress with lace-trimmed collar, attached 
panties. Vinyl; rooted hair; 11 inches tall. 
49C 30737— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. .$6.99 



604 sears Ses, 

For horse lovers of all ages . . 
Album. of Horses by Marguerite Henry 

Fascinating accounts of twenty-two important breeds of horses plus the 
mule and burro, Each account is accompanied b; y & gorgeous full-page 
portrait in full color. 112 pages. 934x114 md 

3 N 1651— Shipping weight 12 ounces,............. a 2110: 82,23 

Wesley Dennis Album of Horse Paintings. 16 beautiful full-color paintings 
from the Album of Horses (above). 40 pages, 125¢x 14% inches each. 

3 N 446—Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces.............-.. . $3.67 

Books by Marguerite Henry . . superbly illustrated 

Stormy. How Misty's foal was 
born after a storm. 7x9}¢ 
inches. 224 pages. — 
3 N 635—Wt. 11b.802.$2.97 

Misty of Chincoteague. 

ponies. 714x934 in. 176 pages. 
3 N953—Wt.11b.4oz.$2.97 

3 N955—Wt.11b.40z.$2.97 

Block Gold. Award-winning 
bled about the famous Ken- 

Derby winner. Measures 
THEN inches 176 pages. 
3 N1652-Wt.11b.8oz. $2.97 

King of the Wind. Ni 
award winner about an 
734x93 inches. 176 fum 
3 N 954—Wt.11b.402.$2.97 

cor nes Naa 

pages. 
3 N 724—Wt.11b.802.$2.97 

Born to Trot, True story about 
a boy and a great trotter. 714x 
934 inches. 224 pages. 
3 N 633—Wt IIb. 80z. $2.97 

All About Horses. 68 illustra- 
tions. 714x934 in. 160 pages. 
3N725—Wt.11b.10z. $1.73 

Five O'Clock Charlie. Charlie 
jumps the fence to sample 
cherry tarts. 77¢x9 ( in. 48 pgs. 
3 N 634—Wt. 8 oz... .$1.73 

New! White Stallion of 
lipizza. Me eye story 
the famous whit of 

Lipizza, 112 ane. 9x11 in. 
3 N 958—Wt. { lb. 802. $2.97 

3 N 959—Wt.11b.402. $2.97 

Stele naQ scans by dieisimasmiseledimital Gon 

| The Island 2277 
Stallion's 
Fury 

Black Stallion Series 

by Walter Farley 

Exciting stories about the 

great Arabian stallions . . 

handsomely illustratrated 

$947 
oach 

What child won’t enjoy these entertaining stories about the adventures 
of the famous black stallion? And kids, write Mr. Farley to join the 
Black Stallion Club . 
Ave. New York 
3N1631-Black Stallion 
3N1641-Black Stallion My: 
3N745-Black Stallion's Sull 
3N913-Black Stallion Challes 

3N981—New 
Shipping weight each 1 pound... 

ery 

Fury, Stallion of Broken Wheel 
Ranch, A heartwarming story 
which introduces Fury to the 
reader, and tells how the young 
stallion becomes an important 
part of the Broken Wheel Ranch. 
Written by Albert G. Miller. Tilus- 
trated by James Schucker. 192 pgs. 
5x74 in. For children ages 9-14. 
3 N 960—Shpg. wt. 10 oz... 99c 

Fury ond the Mustangs. This 
story revolves around the fight to 
outlaw the inhuman killing of the 
magnificent wild mustangs that 
roam the ranges of the west. Writ- 
ten by Albert G. Miller. Vividly 
illustrated by James Schucker. 192 
pages. 5x714 inches. For children 
ages 9-14 
3 N 961—Shpg. wt. 100z.. .. 99c 

Fury and the White Mare. The 
arrival of a spirited white mare at 
Broken Wheel Ranch leads to un- 
expected trouble—and danger— 
for Fury's owner, fourteen-year 
old Joey. Written by Albert G. 
Miller. Illustrated by James 
Schucker. 192 pages. 5x734 inches. 
For children ages 9-14. 
3 N 962—Shpg. wt. 10 oz.. .. 99c 

Famous Horse Stories. Good sports. 
manship and a concern for animal 
life are some of the qualities em- 
phasized in these novels. Some of 
the finest fiction written about 

horses. Each book has about 250 
pages, measures 556x834 inches, 
3 N 963—Capture of the Golden 

Stallion 
3 N 964— Golden Stallion and the 

‘olf Dog 
3 N965—Golden Stallion’s Re- 

venge 
3 N 966— Golden Stallion to the 

Rescue 

3N968-Golden Stallion's Victory 

Shpg. wt. each 14 oz... ... $1.77 

Golden Stallion's Adventure at 
Redstone. An exciting story about 
the Wyoming horse country. 225 
pgs. 534x834 inches. For young 
teens, ages 12-16. 
3 N969—Wt. 14 0z...... $1.77 

Colt 

he Island Stallion's Fury 

get an official membership button. 457 Madison 
. Each about 514x844 inches. 320 page: 

3N1633-Son of Black Stallion 
3N1639-Black Stallion Revolts 
3N912-Black Stallion and Flame 
3N982-Black Stallion Returns 

Each $2.47 

RIDE 
AMERICAN 

Winning Your Spurs. Information 
for riders of all ages and all levels 
of experience. ion on horse 
manship discusses gait, conforma. 
tion, temperament and care of 
horse. Section on showmanship. 
35 drawings. 124 pgs. 84x11 in. 
3'N 15499. Wt. 11b.4 oz. $1.67 
Golden Stallion. 824x11 X in.64 pgs. 
3 N 432—Wt. 14 o; BSc 

National Velvet. A heart-warming 
story. Illustrated. 836x12 in. 108 
pages. Abridged edition. 
3 N 436—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... $2.74 

All Horses Go to Heaven, 30 fa- 
mous illust. stories. 6x9 in. 512 pgs. 
3 N437—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.. $4.67 

Black Beauty. Best-loved story by 
Anna Sewell. 834x124 in. 96 pgs. 
3 N 653—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz... $1.37 
Ride American. Guide for all types 
horsemanship. 534x83 in. 288 pgs. 
3.N 475—Wt. 1 lb....... $4.67 
Boys' Life Book of Horse Stories. 
10 exciting tales. 534x8 in. 192 pgs. 
3 N 487 —Shpg. wt. 1 lb... $1.57 
American Girl Book of 10 Horse 
Stories, 514x834 in. 192 pgs. 
3 N 488—Shpg. wt. 1 lb...$1.57 
Cavalcade of American Horses, 
Light b ds, conformations, per 
formapce, history. 674x9 in. 311 pgs. 
3 N 628—Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. $2.83 

The Western Horse. For the West- 
ern rider. 624x914 in. 111 pgs. 
3N627—Wt. 12 oz. .. $2.67 

Horses, Horses. 32 full-color pgs. 
Over 300 illust. 8x103 in. 160 pgs. 
3 N 629 —Wt. 1 Ib. 11 oz.. $2.83 

Snowman. Greatest American 
jumper. Ilust. 614x934 in. 131 pgs. 
3 N751—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $3.27 
Man o'War. Walter Fark 
winning story. 634x934 in. 320 pgs. 
3 N914—Wt. 1 lb. 9 oz... $3.67 

Learn to Ride, Hunt and Show. 
Gordon Wright. Illustrated guide. 
814x1134 in. 128 pages. 
3 N911—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz... $3.27 
Horse Fever. Pat Johnson. C 
feeding, etc. 814x1l in. 92 pgs 
3 N 967 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib... $1.67 



Double Sink 
. . Water flows 

from faucet 

3994 Es 

Water stored in reservoir flows into twin basins 
when you turn on chrome-plated swivel faucet 
empties when you pull stoppers. Colorful counter 

top. Chrome-plated steel handles. Storage cabinet 
below is so handy. Unassembled. 18x 15x28 in. high. 

79 N 1164L— Coppertone 79 N 1171L— White 
Shipping weight 14 pounds. Each $9.94 

Large Cabinet 

. . Sliding doors 

in storage top 

E 
Cabinet comes stocked with 6 food cartons. 

drawer holds kitchen odds and ends. Colorful counter 

ssembled. 18x15x36 

order by phone. 
Chrome-plated steel handles. 
in. bigh. Buy it the 

Shipping weight 17 pounds 

Refrigerator P, 
. . well-stocked > 

with play food 

$1397 

Save $1.55 Separately $15.52. Get 22 foods, 40 
grocery boxes shown below. 18x15x36 in. high 
79 N 1174L3-Coppertone 79 N 1181L3-White 
Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs. Set $13.97 
Stocked with 12 food boxes only. Unassembled. 
79 N 1165L— Coppertone 79 N 1172L—White 
Shipping weight 23 pounds Set $12.44 

You can order toys from this catalog, pages 467 to 638, from now until August 1, 1967. 

STOCK UP ON ACCESSORIES, GROCERIES, APPLIANCES 

Farm and Dairy Foods Packaged Groceries 

So fresh-looking and realistic . . Groceries just like the real ones 
look good enough to eat! 22 items Mom bu 
including meats, eggs, dairy and shelf. 40 w 
bakery treats . . all of molded scale si 
plastic to stay “fresh.” 

Popular Canned Goods 

All the name brands that Mom tilting head and 
always insists on buying. All the mixing bowl. Order 
trimmings for a perfect meal in 2- 2 “D” batteries on 
dozen empty, 3-in. high cans in page 482. 
small scale. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

..Set $1.89 49 N 1143.52.99 

your grocer's 

filled boxes in small 

are colorfully printed 
and carefully labeled. 

49 N 1182—Wt. 1 Ib..Set $1.59 49 N 1102—Wt. 1 lb..Set $1.49 
Cutaiod pace scans by chrisimas-maseteciwicil com 

Battery- 

$)99 s, 

> Operated J 
ES Mixer 

~ a 

Flip switch and 
metal beaters whirl, — 
light glows. 8m. I 
high plastic mixer 
has removable, 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
ars] 599 



Trav-A-Long House for your littlest 

dolls . . available only at Sears 

s 4? 

"Two full stories give lots of play room 
for Heidi, Pip, Pee Wee or any 4 to 6- 
in. dolls. Mediterranean styling 
screened onto vinyl house inside and 
out. First floor den has chair, table, 
TV and opens onto patio walk. Up- 
stairs bedroom and baby nursery . . just. 
perfect for a Baby Pee Wee. House 
closes to 13x9x7^ in. high. Carrying 
handle. Dolls not included. 
49 N 9257 —Shpg. wt. 31bs..$4.97 

CRY 
J 

The Little Red 
Schoolhouse 

$ 5?» 

Spunky makes a perfect teacher for 
Pip, Pee Wees. Write on blackboard 
with real chalk and eraser. 2 school 
desk "n' chair sets. Teacher's desk, 
chair. In the play yard . . make-be- 
lieve shrubs, tiny birdhouse. Closes 
to case 13%4x5x10 in. high. Colorful 
plastic, metal. Dolls not included. 
79N9243C-Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs..$5.99 

$ 599 

Little dolls love their Swimming Pool 
Heidi, other tiny dolls can take re- 
freshing dips, sunbathe on sun deck 
or chaise lounge. But diving's the 
most fun . . just press button and 
watch them flip. Shower in cabana 
really works. Raft, 3 ladders, safety 
line, life preserver. Plastic. 19x13x9 
in. high. Dolls not included. 
79 N 9244C—Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.$5.99 

Tinlad pane Scane by caidas waienlüciudca poni 

PIP SWAG 
Yeah 

df 
A rock "n' roll group that’s sure to be number one. 
Cleo, Mark, Anthony and Patty . . each one with a 
different "singing" expression so intent vou can 
almost hear their song. Squeeze each one's arm for 
a real sound. 13 inches tall, they're made of vinyl, 
fully jointed. Girls have real eyelashes. 

All have stylish rooted hair to comb . . just a little 
bit mod. You'll want all four for your very own 

HONEYBALL 
She bends most any way 5389 

even has a puppy 

5 Fun's in store with Honeyball around 
She can hang on a jungle gym, sit 

Indian fashion at a picnic. 9-in. body 
of soft vinyl foam makes her so lim 
ber. Rooted hair. In polka dot dress, 
she brings her soft vinyl puppy 
49 N 3202—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. $3.89 
Honeyball Playroom Case 3399 

available only at Sears 

Complete with bathtub and play- 
pen. 2 drawers keep Honeyball's 

clothes handy. Colorful vinyl out 
15x6x12 inches high closed 

49 N 9249— Wt. 3 lbs. 14 07...$3.99 

Honeyball Playtime Outfits 
available only at Sears 

‘7 Coat and Hat. Orange velveteen 
lace trim, white collar, brim, pants. 

49 N 3205— Shipping wt. 207.$1.99 

Party Dress. Crisp dotted swiss 
lace trim, scalloped velveteen collar. 

Slip, velveteen pants. Pert daisy hat 
49 N 3203— Shipping wt. 2 oz.$1.44 
Q Creeper Set. Garden green over 

alls with rick rack trim. Posey print 
blouse. Straw cartwheel with ribbon 
49 N 3206— Shipping wt. 202.$1.99 

1) Cat Pajamas. She'll love bed- 
time in l-pc. flannel P.J. Orange 

yam tail, velveteen ears on matching hat 
49 N 3204—Shipping wt. 202.$1.44 

Dolis not included with outiits 

Squeeze their arms 

cuties squeak the beat 49 

yeah . . yeah! 
these "singing 

1 Cleo. In shaw! collared tent dress, stockings, shoes. 
49 N 3233— Shipping wt. 1 lb. 5 oz $4.49 
Mark. Houndstooth pants; shirt, shoes, socks. 
49 N 3235— Shipping wt. 1 lb. 507... ..$4.49 

3 Anthony. Pants, soft turtleneck, shoes, socks 
49 N 3236— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 $4.49 

4 Patty. Frilly-topped dress, stockings, shoes. 
49 N 3234— Shipping wt. 1 lb. 5 oz... ...$4.49 



for you to play 
with, sleep with, ~ 
and love 

RAGGEDY 
ANN & ANDY 
We come in 3 

Hansel wears corduroy “lederhosen,” cotton blouse, 
jacket, and a feathered felt hat. Gretel comes dressed in a 
cotton skirt, blouse, apron; corduroy bib top. Her ker- 
Chief ties in a big bow, Rag bodies, shaggy plush hair. 
(1) 49C 30438—Hansel. 15 in. tall. Wt. 13 oz... .$3.49 
(2) 49 € 30437—Gretel. 15 in. tall. Wt. 13 oz. . 349 

(3 and 4) Musical Bob and Betty. Soft and cuddly 
brother and sister darlings have imported music boxes 
inside—wind the key and they make music for you. 
Stuffed fabric bodies, yellow yarn hair. Dressed in look- 
alike country gingham outfits. Bob wears overalls, shirt, 
cap; Betty is dressed in a dainty dress and bonnet. 
(3) 49 C 3667—Bob. 14 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib.. ..$2.99 
(4) 49€ 3666—Betty. 14 in. tall. Wt. 1Ib........ 2.99 

F Raggedy Ann. A favorite forever. Always loyal, lov- 
ing and true. This good-natured rag doll wears a pretty 

print dress, crisp white apron. Tousled yarn hair, locked- 
in button eyes give her a personality all her own. 
49 C 3580—15 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 13 oz.. .......$2,99 
49 C 3583—20 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 02...... 4,99 
79 C 30621L—38 inches tall Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 15.99 

Raggedy Andy. Big-hearted Andy wears blue cotton 
trousers with snappy white buttons, checked shirt, a 

jaunty cap. Red yarn hair; locked-in button eyes. 
49 C 3592—15 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 13 oz.. ..$2.99 
49 C 3603—20 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..... 4.99 
79 C 30739L—38 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs... ....15.99 

Musical Ann and Andy. Same charmers as above, with 

imported music boxes to entertain you—wind the key 
49 C 3629—Ann. 15 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $4.99 
49 C 3630—Andy. 15 in. tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4.99 

Raggedy Ann Pajama-bag Doll. What a friend to have! 
She zips up the back to hold your pajamas while she naps 
on your bed or travels to Grandma's. Comes with her 
own storybook that tells about her adventures. She's a 
love in her print dress, apron, bright red yarn hair, and 
shiny, locked-in button eyes. Loop for hanging her up. 

Pooky 49 C 3620—28 inches tall. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz $4.99 font [Sears] 601 

m— ———S 



Fascinating books written by noted 
authors. Pages range from 128 to 
336 . . beautifully illustrated in 
color. Measure about 7x10 inches. 

silver Chicf 

"C 

Muley Ears, Nobody's Dog. The inter- 
esting story of a lovable dog who finally 
found a home and someone to love him 

. written by the famous author Mar- 
guerite Henry. Illustrated with full- 
color pictures. 68 pages. 734x104 in. 
3 N 986— Shipping wt. 12 oz....$2.47 

Cinnabar, The One O'Clock Fox. Here's 
a fox who's always on time to lead the 
hunters on the chase. And the chase is 
wild. Written by Marguerite Henry 
Illustrated. 160 pages. 734x944 inches. 
3 N 987—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 40z....$2.67 

Complete Dog Book. Contains just 
about everything a dog owner wants to 
know about caring for and feeding dogs. 
Illustrated. 528 pages. 614x934 inches. 
3 N 998—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... $4.67 

The American Girl Book of Dog Stories. 

Ten best-loved stories from the Ameri. 
can Girl Magazine. 192 pgs. 554x814 in. 
3 N 997 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. .$1.79 

THE WORLD OF 
NATIONS | 

Best-loved stories about 
the world of animals 

‘er $129 

3N15491-Book of Kittens and Cats. 
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
3N15492-Wild Cats. Wt. 13 oz. 
3N15493-Birds, Birds. Wt. 1 Ib. 140z. 2.67 
3N15494-Facing the Big Cats (co-author 
Clyde Beaty). Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz....... $5.37 
3 N 15495— Livi 
dom of animals). 5 
3 N 15496—Stories about Dogs. 
eight 1 DOWIE... ss sos dene 1.29 

.$3.67 

. 3.67 

Free (about the free- 
t. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.....$5.37 

Wild Dogs. The author deals with the 
popular concept of what specific wild 
dogs look like and recalls interesting 
stories about them. Fully illustrated 128 
pages, measures 6x9 inches. 
3 N 15482—Shpg. wt. 13 oz... .....$3.67 

Famous Dog Stories. Dogs are among 
the best loved animals and these stories 
have been favorites of children over the 
years. Some books include black and 
white drawings. Each book has 192-280 
pages, measures 634x834 inches, 
3 N 989—Beovtiful Joe. Wt. 14 oz. $179 
3 N 991— Coll of the Wild. Wt. 14 oz... 179 
3 N 992—Juneau the Sled Dog. Wr. 4 oz. 1.79 
3 N 993.—Kazon the Wolf Dog. Wt. 14 oz. 1.79 
3N 994—Losiie Come Home. Wi. 14 oz. 1.79 
3 N 990—Bob, Son of Bottle, Wi. 14 oz. 1.79. 
3 N 995—Silver Chief's Revenge. WI.I4 oz. 1.79 
3N 996— White Fong. Wt. 14 oz. 179 
IN 15484— Silver. Chief, Dog of the North 
Shipping weigh! 14 ounces. $179 
3 N 15485— Silver Chief to the Rescue 
Shipping weight 14 ounces. P 179 
3N15486-Baree, Son of Kozon. Wt. 14 oz. 179 

Whitman World Library Series $]79 rach 

Interesting facts about. 
the world of man and 
nature, Full-color illus- 
trations on every page. 
Beautifully designed 
covers with laminated 

112 pgs., except 3N 15475, 3N 15476, 3N 15477 96 pgs. 
IN 15471—World of Nations. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. $179 
3N 15472— Birds Everywhere. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 15 oz. 179 
3N 15473 —World of Animals. Shpg. wi. 1 Ib. 15 oz. . 179 
IN 15474— Astronomy. Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 15 02... 179 
3 N 15475— Insects in Our World, Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz...... 179 

THE POND 
The story of a 14-year- 

old boy's discovery of 

the delights in the 

woods and of a pond 

which comes to have 

a special meaning 

$. 467 

This heartwarming story tells 
how a boy develops a sympathy 
and understanding for nature 
and wild creatures in it. 256 
pages. 534x8 inches. 
3 N 983—Wt. 14 oz....$4.67 

Rascal $367 

The hero is a raccoon, while 
the author recalls his boy- 
hood. 192 pgs. 534x8 inches. 
3 N 984—Wt. 14 oz. ..$3.67 

Little Rascal $333 

A shortened, simplified version 
of the above book. For readers 
5-8. 80 pgs. 734x94 in. 
3 N 985—Wt. 1 1b.....53.33 

Ring of Bright Water $547 

About life in Scotland and its 
animals, 224 pgs. 
3 N 636—Wt. 11b. 202.$5.47 

Care of Water Pets $387 

Complete information. Index. 
68 illust. 119 pgs. 65¢x8 in. 
3 N 999—Wt. 1 Ib. $3.67 

Peta' Cookbook $467 

Complete basic information 
for feeding conventional house 
pets. 238 pgs. 534x854 in. 
3N15481—Wt. 11b..$4.67 

Golden Handbooks 
and Nature Guides 86 

.. for every age each 

Anybody who loves the out- 
doors will enjoy these books. 
Pocket size. Excellent refer- 
ence books for both the expert 
and amateur. By leading ex- 
perts in each field. Many full- 
color illustrations. Paper- 
bound. Each book has 160 
pages. 4x6 inches. 

Set of 4. Incl.: Birds; Insects; 
Rocks, Minerals; Trees. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
3N15451 Set $3.09 

N 15452— Birds 

15453— Insects 

15454— Rocks, Minerals 
15455 —Trees 

15456— Mammals 

15457 —Wild Flowers 

15458—Fishes 

15461— Stars 
15462—Reptiles and 

Amphibians 
15463— Zoology 

3 

3 

3 
3 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

finish. Back-sewed 
binding. Each book 
1034x125 inches. 

3 N 15476— Nature— Introduction to the World. 
Shipping weight 1 pound 12 ounces. .. 
3 N 15477—Dogs of the World. Shpg. wi. 

No money down on Anything Sears sells 

Citai pae scans by dieisthiandseledimical Gom 

15464— Fossils 

15465—Seashells 
15466—Game Birds 

N 

N 
N 
N 

N 

N 

N 15459—Weather 
N 
N 

N 
N 
N 

N 



30-pc. Mary Poppins Tea Set . . her proper pre- 
scription for a lovely tea. Right from her magi 
carpetbag to you comes metal tray, cups, 

plates, cutlery, napkins and a teakettle you 3 
Everything's here but the chimne; 'eep, mum! 
49 N 914—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. Set $1.99 

c —— ei 
37-pc. Fiesta Tea Set in bright, cheery colors to 
spark up any party. Plastic teapot, sugar bowl, 
creamer and tumblers, Cutlery includes butter and 
cake knives, forks, spoons. Don’t forget the nap- 
kins! Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 926—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz........Set $1.99 

CNN [Gases] BxM 
Cual pie scans by duisirmas maseteciwacal com. 

ONLY AT SEARS.. 

All-in-One 
Kitchen 

V A SINK with running water 
and recirculating ''drain'" 

V A RANGE with “burners that 
glow,ovenwith “peekwindow”’ 

V AREFRIGERATOR with 2 con- 
venient shelves tor storage 

V A CABINET for dishes, pans 

Handy work center of sturdy, corru- 
gated fiberboard (not wood or hard- 
board). The sink has a pump-action 
faucet . . water drains into basin below. 
ready to recirculate. Turn on the “heat” 
and red plastic burners glow. (Order 2 
“D” batteries below.) 28x12x46 in. high 
when set up. Comes unassembled. 

Complete :[323 without. 
Kitchen Set batteries. 

Save $1.47 Scparately $14.70 Includes 
unit described above plus 22-pc. set of 
“perishables” (pg. 598), 23-pc. pots ’n 
pans set and 17-pc. sink set both shown 
at right. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. 
79 N 1107L4— Turquoise Set.$13.23 
79N1108L4-Bleached Birch.Set 13.23 

batteries Kitchen 
Unstocked $933 without 

79N1145L-Turquoise 5 ..$9.33 

79N1177L—Bleached Birch Set 9.33 

"D" Battery. Sh 
79 N 4660 

pg. wt. ea. 4 oz. 

17-pc. Sink Set . . everything a 
little housekeeper needs to keep 
her kitchen spic and span . . 
dishpan, drainer, funnel, apron, 

ap boxes, measuring cup and 
spoon and lots more. Plastic 
scaled to fit her play kitchen. 
49 N 1187-Wt. 1 lb. Set $1.49 

23-pc. Pots 'n Pans Set . . plastic 
utensils help her rustle up some- 
thing good from stew to cass 
role, Roaster, frypans, mixing 
bowls and more. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49N1110.... Set $1.99 

17-pc. Aluminum Bake Set in- 
cludes coffee pot and whistling 
teakettle. Cake and muffin pans 
and much more. 
49 N 1122-Wt. 1 Ib. Set $1.99 

33-pc. Burgundy and Lace Set for “for- 
mal" gatherings. Exquisite trim on metal 
plates, saucers, trays. Plastic pitcher, 

mer, cutlery. Vase 
s enterpiece. 

49 N 916—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz... . .Set $1.99 

Let your “little lady” 

set a lovely table 

Complete 
Service tor 4. 

Only ‘| 99 a set 

. . includes cups, saucers, plates 
choose from 5 favorite patterns 

27-pc. Breakfast Set with a miniature 
metal pop-up toaster that looks just like 
Mom's real one! Leaf pattern adds charming 
trim to metal plates, cups, saucers. Plastic 
pitcher, spoons, forks, knive 
49 N 963—Wt. 2 lb. 4 oz... Set $1.99 

37-pc. Autumn Leaf Set lends the grace of b 
Italy to your tea times. Covered teapot and 
sugar bowl, creamer, plates, saucers, cups 
and juice tumblers all styled in the graceful 
continental tradition. Also included are 
knives, forks, spoons and napkins 
49 N 918—Wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz... 



Only at Sears . . Tuttí and Chrís 

with Sleep ’n Play House 

Sturdy vinyl carry-case 

opens into bedroom and 

patio complete with sandbox 

and hopscotch game 

$ 87 
set 

A modern new playhouse for Tutti 
and her friend, Chris. Molded plas- 
tic interior is a bright splash of 
color. Includes matching twin 
beds, a big storage space for doll 
clothes, hangers, and picnic table 

with bench. Case is 11x7x7 in 
high. Chris is dressed in a reversi- 
ble pink party dress; Tutti is wear- 
ing an "op-art"-patterned dress. 
Both are vinyl, have bendable legs 
and rooted hair. Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz. 
49 N 3531. 

Playhouse only. Wt. 1 lb. 
49 N9306.......... ss. 
Tutti Doll only. 7 inches tall. 
49 N 3902—Shpg. wt. 6 0z. $1.99 
Chris Doll only. 7 inches tall. 
49 N 3031—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $1.99 

Chris Gift Set 
with 5 outfits 
for any event 

$ 487 

Chris is dressed in a multi-color 
print dress. She can wear a "mod" 
3-piece vinyl suit and boots. Also 
includes a striped dress, a party 
dress with panties, a shift, boots, 

; „i 

Tutti can wear all of these outfits, 
too. 7 in. tall. Vinyl. 
49 N 3534— Wt. 13 oz.. . . .$4.87 

602 Sears rc 

CGutiod pane Scans by cheisimas museleciwcM cons 

with red seat. Tutti has 
bendable knees, a dress, 
head-band, socks and 
shoes. Comb, brush. 7 in. 
tall. Vinyl. Wt. 14 oz. 
49N3540....... $3.39 

Tutti and Chris Carry Case 

s 1° Carry case for Chris and her 
friend Tutti, or for any of your 
7-inch dolls. Spacious vinyl 
case with metal clasp and plastic 
handle. Inside are 3 divided com- 
partments for dolls or clothes. 
Dolls, clothing not included. 
49N9307-Wt. 2 lbs. 5 oz..$1.99 

V 
Tuni” “9% 

Outfits en. 

1 Clowning Around. Dress, 
clown. panties, shoes, : 

49 N 3537— Wt. 4 02.....99c 

Plantin' Posies. Gardening 
2 tutt. garden tools. 
49 N 3538—Wt. 40z.....99c B. 

9 Skippin’ Rope. Smock, 
hts, shoe 4 X PII MO 

as 3838 We don idee 
(1 thru 4) Tutti not 
included with outfits 



“Oh where, 

oh where “Please 

has my little buckle 

dog gone” my shoe 

Peachy 
Keen 

She actually teaches 
little girls good 
grooming and 

coordination = 

sO”? 4 

This clever little doll will ask you to button her 
coat, tie her shoes, comb her hair and use all the 

other accessories she brings with her. Knows 11 

phrases in all—just pull her talking ring. She's 

16 inches tall, with a cloth body, arms, legs and blue 

painted eyes, blonde rooted hair on her vinyl head. 

49 C 3097— Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz $9.99 

“| go sleep now “Mommy, kiss me 

—night, good 

x night” night” — 

wt Yy 

Baby Drowsy 
With half-closed eyes and a sleepy little voice 

she repeats 11 bedtime phrases 

tee s6” 

What a tired baby she is—all set for bed in her snug 
flannel sleeper with lace trim. But she doesn’t want 
to stop talking. Just pull her talking ring. Looks so 
cuddly and feels that way, too, because she has a 
soft cloth body, arms, legs and a soft vinyl head 
with rooted hair. 1514 inches tall. So easy to buy 

when you just use the phone. 
49 C 3164—Shpg 49 C 30272— Shpg. 
wt. 2 Ibs...... $6.49 wt. 2 Ibs.... $6.49 

Wardrobe Set for 
Baby Sing-a-Song - 

2 
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Great Writers Collection 
Great writers for young people to know and 
enjoy . . a treasury of great literature for readers 

12 and older. Each book includes 
a biographical sketch of the famous author 

Reon Sey $481 set 

You'll thrill to the exciting adventure and mystery of these widely 
= read books . . Jules Verne takes you on a voyage under the sea and 
to the moon . . Mark Twain gives you an intimate look into the 
lives of children along the Mississippi River . . and much more. 
- Each book contains itely 480 554x844 in. 
eA TE Shipping weight 3 p jave 13%. Incl..3N16007, 3N16014. 

$4.81 
5002. Starter Set, Sane 13%. Tnd: 3N16009, rot 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. Set $4.81 

Sunrise uay $129 «^ 

Classics, semi-classics, and biographies presented in 
a form that will readily intrigue children ages 9 to 15 

Educational books that are expressly designed to appeal to young readers. Each 
volume contains many illustrations. Clear, legible type that makes reading easier 
for children. Each book measures 6x8}4 

3N16021-Great Detective Stories 
3N16022-Great Tales of Escape 
3N16023-Great Suspense Stories 
3N16024-Great Mystery Stories 
3N16025-Great Adventure Stories 
3N16026-Great Short Stories 

Shipping weight each 1 pound ........ 

inches, has 192 pages. 
3N16027-Great Humorous Stories 
3N16028-Great Men of Science 
3N16029-Great American Heroines 
3N16031-Myths, Legendsof Many Lands 
3N16032-Myths, Legends of the Greeks 

Sat se teu seenaeeckupsinisatias Each $1.29 

No Money Down on anything . . see page 268 

Interesting and informative for young adults 3 N 16003—Mark Twain 3 160080 Hu Ls; 

* N 16005 Kipling 3N 16011—Bret Harte Science Fiction, Mystery Thrillers Art ond Literature 
6006— 3N16012 Science. ries. ti Pantheon of Art ier 

3 N 16007— ‘Allan Poe 3 N 16013—Jules Verne (new) edt authors, 5 in People. eee e history of m] 
192224 pes. State title 1(At- color, 

Atlantis); 12(Ọutpost of 3 N 16041—Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz.. . $5.97 
Joke 13(Spacemen Go Home); 

Hum Beyond the Stars); 15(Star 
); I6 (Rockets to Nowhere); 

Fan ons re ota the Post. Great 

SN 16042—We. 1 Ib. 12 oz...$5.47 

| PRESIDENT 'orld d Bay)i Ox Fomous Paintings. 186 reproductions 

RH a Plana) 190Mising Men turn), of cherished paintings. text, 
MIS m koe a $2, 77  3N16043—Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz.,.$5.47 

Award Messner Books 

Fascinating biographies of the greatest personal- 
ities of our country. Read about men and women 
whose personal lives played an important part 

Alfred Hitchcock's Haunted 
3 N 706—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 ozs... $3.37 

Yov Come Too. Poena by R- Frost. 
3 N 16083—Wt. 2 Ibe. 2 oz.. .$2.67 

PN SIS pe. wt. 2 Iba... .. -$3.37 ane M of Baseball. Complete ~ 
Alfred Hitchcock's lory, N 777—Shpg: wt. 2 Ibs..... l S585 
3 N 540—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs... ...$3.3 Story of Football. Colorful ; 
Alfred Hitchcock's Mons! Mer li SN16088—Shpg. wt. 2 1bs...$3.37 
BIN T6036 Sipe. wt 2 Ibe. $5.87 
T Zone. 13 weird tales. For girls, ages 8-13 
aCe ets carts ates! $3.37 

Zone Revisited. 13 stories. 
1e we. 2 Ibs. 3 oz...... $3.37 

History, Geography, Government 

dead in Courage. J. ets 
Reader’s edition. 1! 

SND ae we rate Bees 
Memorial edition. 
3 N 774—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz... $3.67 

Walks the Campus. Ficti 
ak 101017 Wt 11:4 pe.. $2.97 

lannah. Story of a 
55 N VTeloco wi 1]b.4 ie 2 97 
N in Town. He helps a gi SN PaO eT. 1 Io dos 552.57 
Green Girl-editor of 2 
3N16 Ser ep bese 2.57 

AN Bryce A Are -$2.97 
" hs ` The Capitol and the Lawmakers Old House. 

in our history. Entertaining, educational. 16091 Shpg. wt. 14 02...$1.73 3N De ee QE M oz...$2.97 
The White Hove US His 

Each $177 

Children ages 11 and up will find these books about the lives of 
famous individuals very enjoyable reading. Both boys and girls 
will thrill to the life stories of famous presidents and their difficult 
accomplishments. Girls will especially enjoy the heroic deeds of 
nurses such as Florence Nightingale . . for everyone there are 
famous heroes such as Douglas MacArthur. Books have 182-224 
pages and measure approximately 534x814 inches. 

3N16051-Abraham Lincoln 3N16056-Douglas MacArthur 
3N16052-Harry S. Truman 3N16057-George Patton 
3N16053-John F. Kennedy 3N16058-Alice Fitzgerald 

16092—Shp«. wt. pre $3.47 
Book of Nations. Facts about world. 
3N16093—Wt. 2 Te 202...$3.67 
FOROA ical World rca 

94—Wt. 1 Ib. S oz....$2.67 

For the “Small Set," oges 4-8 
A Rocket in Pocket. 400 ji 
3N16081—Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz... ins 
1 Sow o Rocket Walk a Mile. 
SWIERE. a ae HD 

wari 

Stories about Baseball Heroes 

Exciting stories about the lives of famous baseball 
players and managers . . any would-be baseball player 

| P. | TE and baseball fan ages 11 and up will enjoy them. Each 
book measures 534x814 inches and has 192 pages. 
3 N 16071—The Stan Musial Story 
3N16072— The Willie Mays Story 
3 N 16073—The Jackie Robinson Story 
3 N 16074—Mickey Mantle: Yankee Slugger 
3 N 16075—The Whitey Ford Story 
3 N 16076—Casey Stengel: Greatest Manager 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces. ....... Each $1.77 

3N16054-F. D. Roosevelt 3N16059-Florence Nightingale 
3N16055-Presidents 3N16061-Edith Cavell 
Shipping weight each 14 ounces.......... sees Each $1.77 

606 sears Tests 
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3) Traditional English Tea Set 
. . for those “formal” occasions 

76-pc. Set $4.99 service for 6 

The little lady will proudly set her table with this 
set of break-resistant plastic . . looks, feels, washes 
like real china! Service includes vegetable dish, 
soup toureen, butter dish, teapot and sugar bowl 
with covers. Also creamer, salt and pepper shakers, 

bowl make a lovely centerpiece. 
49 N 907— Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 4 oz.. Set $4.99 

The “princess” is having a party 
at the palace tonight with her 

Gold and Burgundy Tea Set 

41-pc. Set $388 service tor 4 

Her banquet table will sparkle like a king's crown 
when her royal highness decks it with this luxury- 
look plastic set. Service includes gold-color tea 

d sugar bowl, cruet holder, cutlery 
and an elegant pair of candelabras, Also cups, clear 
goblets, 2 cruets. Delicate, lace-like edging on plates 
and saucers adds a final touch of regal elegance. 
Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 965— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 7 oz..Set $3.88 

SR 
M 

Magic-Perc Coffee Set 
Blue Willow China Set 

26-pc. Set 3) 39 service for 6 
49-pc. Set $)99 Service for 6 

She can see the coffee disappear as she "fills" 
Real porcelain, oriental designed for a each cup . . just set the Magic-Perc down and it 
dainty miss. Casserole, platter, teapot, refills! Set includes French-styled creamer and 
cover, sugar bowl, creamer. Japan. sugar bowl with cover, plus cutlery and napkins. 
49 N 932— Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz..Set $2.39 49 N 947—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. ... Set $2.99 

Plastic Play Food 
..and everything looks so delicious, 

she can't decide what to serve for dinner! 

$]49 to $289 

All the courses she'll need to serve delectable dinners 
. . from appetizers, to entrees, to desserts, Each set 
includes lovely place mats for that careful last touch. 

60-piece Set. Serves dinner for 4. 
49 N 967—Shipping weight 6 ounces. .... Set $1.49 
90-piece Set. Serves dinner for 6. 
49 N 966—Shipping weight 7 ounces. .....Set $1.99 
149-piece Set. Dinner for 6 with extra-fancy foods. 
49 N 968—Shipping weight 10 ounces. 

Cutslod pace scans by cheisimat musebecimical. conn 

napkins, dinner bell. Candlesticks and filled fruit- . 

Every little hostess 

deserves a special 

set of dishes 

Corona Ware 
* Styled in high-impact plastic 
* Stays good looking because 

it's break-resistant 

* Looks like Mom's famous- 
name cookware 

79-pc. Set $399 Service for 4 

Delightful set helps your little homemaker 
prepare meals that go from stove to table. 
She can watch the “cooking” through clear 
plastic covers on servers. Set has filled 
fruit bowl, mixing bowls, candles in holders, 
server base and handles. Also coffee pot 
with warmer and carafe oup toureen, 

goblets, juice tumblers, creamer, sugar bowl, 
salt and pepper shakers, cutlery and napkins. 
49 N 911—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.. Set $3.99 

=< = 
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o easy to store and carry. Plastic handles. Dolla not included with any house. 
] Barbie house. Couch, bed, hassock seat. 12x4x14 in. high. For 11-in. dolls. 

49 N 9313— Playhouse only. Shipping weight 2 pounds. 79 

Tutti house. With 2 beds, table, 2 chairs. 9x7x9 in. 
: Shipping weight 1 

8 Francie house. Bed that can be folded, desk and chair. 12x4x14 inches 
high. For any 11-inch dolls, Why not pick up the phone and order it? 

Playhouse only. Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

A 2 

49 N 9311— Playhouse only. $ 

49 N 9315—| 

You can make clothes for Skipper $199 
and Scooter without any sewing 

Just cut out fabric patterns, press edges together, 
add trim. So easy! Includes 94-inch straight-leg 
Skooter in 2-piece swimsuit ai "N Button 
outfits; play dress, dress-coat, “Granny” nightie 
and cap. Shoes, slippers. Clothes fit Skipper, too. 
49 N 3839— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 0z....$1.99 

‘Gutuiod pane scans by cheisimasmuseteciadcM con 

un; 

[25979 E 

For 7-in. dolls. - 
8 ounces. .$3.79 ~ 

eren $479 

You get all of this for one low price! 4 

Sears own Skipper and $799 
Skooter Gift Set 

* Skipper doll with bendable legs 

* Skooter doll with straight legs 

* 15x3x10-inch high vinyl carrying case 

* Extra outfits for Skipper and Scooter 

Both dolls have rooted hair and are 9% inches tall. Skipper comes 
dressed in a red and white swimsuit, and Scooter is wearing a nau- 
tical two-piece swimsuit. “Beachy-peachy” outfit has a print dress, 
shorts and top, tote bag and a headband. “‘All-prettied Up” set 
has a chiffon dress with crocheted-look skirt, lacy hose, shoes and 
headband. The vinyl carry case has a plastic handle, space for two 
94-in. dolls and plenty of storage space for clothes and accessories. 
49 N 3035— Complete Outfit. Shipping weight 3 pounds.$7.99 
49 N 3563—Skooter Doll only. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 1.97 
49 N 3835—Skipper Doll only. Shipping weight 8 ounces. 2.97 vc: Sears 603 



23 SKIDDOO 
*That's a Here are the 
real rootin’, Roaring 20's Girls! 

tootin' trick" Each 1174 inches tall and as 
cute as can be. They look 

like real “flappers”. . 

sound like them, too 

“Can you dance 
the Charleston?” 

y phrases 
you laughing 

only at Sears 

72 

Here he is—big feet and all—the most lovable, laugh- 
able clown around. And what a show-off! Just pull his 
talking ri nd he'll be happy to entertain you. He's 

18 inches tall, stuffed with cotton, and has bright, 
floppy yarn hair on ted vinyl head. 
49 C 3675—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

“It would be 

Such fun to 

plau jump rope, 
don't you think?” 

“Oooh, Boop 
boopy-doo” 

Such a nice 
friend to have! 
She's 22 inches 

tall and says 

11 different 
phrases 

10” 
Mrs. Beasley just loves little girls, and the n 
everything about her—the nice things Flossie 
you pull her talking her soft doth b 
in its rem B t apron, her kin 
with its : eyes and “granny-style 
and her rooted 

- OIN 



HF-TEEN GUITAR) 
Fi 

JOUN 
ENNON 

Books about the world of music . . your favorite 

folk songs, Christmas songs . . even books written 

by popular musical personalities and scholars 

IN HIS 

OWN WRITI 

“Have Fun . 
Folk Songs of North America. By Allen 
Lomax. Over 300 best-known American 

The Josh White Song Book. 57 songs es- 
pecially arranged for piano and guitar to 

In His Own Write. Beatle John Len- 
non’s witty and hilarious collection of 
poems and parodies and drawings in s folk songs. Includes: complete piano reflect White's spectacular style. 192 an Ka 

Instruction arrangements for 100 songs; melody pages. 9x12 inches. ho ae ee A oed 
Books lines with guitar and banjo chords. 3N16121—Wt. 1 Ib. 8 0z.....$2.77 Twelve decorations by Lennon. 

Have Fun Playing the 3 N 792—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 6 oz..$7.67 Sia yy RE PT 3 N 830—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. .$2.37 

an alg Best Loved American Folk Songs. 117 America's favorite female folk singer ingering diagrams for : A singer . . 
108 folk songs 160 pgs. popular American folk songs with guitar with historical-musical annotations. Ar- Discothèque Dances. A complete 
9x12 in. Wt. 14 oz. and banjo chords. Short history of songs. course in the latest dances . . including 

3 N 16125.....$1.57 

Have Fun Singing. 
Piano, guitar arrange 
ments , . 82 songs. 142 
pgs. 9x12 in. Wt. 12 oz. 
3 N 16126.....$1.57 

Have Fun Playing 
Piano, Easy, familiar 
melodies. 112 pgs. 9x12 
in, Wt. 11 oz. 
3 N 16127.....$1.57 

Eleven topical sections. 424 pgs. 
3 N 16129—Wt. 2 lbs. 14 oz. . .$5.47 

The Weavers' Song Book. Nearly 90 of 
the Weavers' best songs all with piano 
arrangements and simple guitar chords. 
192 pages. 8x11 inches. 
3 N 16124—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. $2.77 

Tom Glazer's Folk Song Treasury for 
the Family. 131 songs. Arrangements for 
piano, guitar, banjo. 
3 N 433—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs $4.37 

rangements for voice and piano with 
chord progressions for all levels. 
3 N 16122—Wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. $3.67 

Hootenanny Song Book. Official book 
of the former ABC-TV show. 165 famous 
songs, tuning and playing the guitar. 
3 N 793—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. $2.37 

Hi-Teen Hootenanny Guitar. Teaches 
you the right way to play a guitar. 10 
extensive lessons, 100 songs. 
3 N 794—Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz....... $4.77 

The best 

in reading 
for teens, 

children 

$397 

the Watusi, the Frug . ..seven more. 
112 pages. Over 100 illust. 514x8 in. 
3 N 16131—Shpg. wt. 1 lb.....89c 

Christmas Sing Along. Words and 
music for Christmas songs featuring 
the “Carollers’ Companion": a set of 
eight separate lyric sheets in color for 
use at party, church or song fest, in 
addition to the songs in the binding. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
3N16128.. $1.57 

For every **Miss Teen-ager” 
Deac Teen-Ager. T “Dear esr 

N 1294— Shipping weight 1 Ib. . 
Ps ‘e's to You, Miss Teen. Good 
3 N 16135—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.. 
Verse eaa Diet Book. How to lose weight. 
3 N 16136—Shipping wt. 1 1b. 10 0z..... 
Catholic Youth Guide to Life and Love. 
3 N 804—Shipping weight 14 ounces..... 
Seventeen Cookbook. By editors of Seven! 
3N16137—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 3 02.....$6.57 
Seventeen Book of Etiquette and Entertain 
3 N 16138—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz.. ..$6.5 
Seventeen Book of Decorating. Chic ideas, 
3 N 16139—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz... . ..$4. 

NFL eu to met dee Aj 
President' 
3N 16161 Shpg wt. I erm 

m Canadian Air Force Exercise Plans 
for Physical Fitness. Only 11 min. a 
SN TEIG- Shipping weight Rr... Doc 
The Last Loud Roar. Bob Cousy, 
peste! tells all about bask 

63—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz.. ...$5.47 
How to Exercise Without Moving a Muscle. 

..89c 

Each book is lavishly illustrated . . many 
with full-color—by award winning "artists. 

Easy-to-read t; sturdy binc Critic 
and. author ion Fadina i judes in- 
formation about the author of the book. 
Books have about 375 to 680 pgs., 6x9 inches, 
Titles (10) Jungle TES. (11) Scarlet Pim- 

Tales of Poe; 

rhe she, ur eem 
and ts; Seventeen Party Book. For successful parties. this wi sport. Prejudice; (18) Wuthering 

3 N 1614; ng weight 15 ounces. .$3.67 3 Er epee 2 cepa -$5.47 (19) Jane Eyre. 
Seventeen Book Hing. jinner's Guide to Skin Diving. State title number. Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 13 oz. 
SN Total cSnioping we ra ox. 5.47 16172—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 10 o2... 2.99 3N16191F...,..... usse Bach $3.57 

Books about the Fine Arts 

sT7 to $399 

Folio Art Books. Each has 12 tipped-on color plates, 
many drawings . . introduction, commentary by noted 
authority. 9x12 in. State title number (10) Van Gogh; 
1n) Utrillo; (12) Picasso; (13) Chagall. 

N 16181F—Shipping weight ea. 7 oz... ..Each $1.27 
Joy of Music. Leonard Bernstein.The world of music 
from the symphony to musical comedy and cool jazz. 
Illustrated, musical quotes. 554¢x834 in. 320 pages. 
3 N 16185—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz.........$1-77 
Music Lovers’ Encyclopedia. Standard reference book 
on music. By recognized authorities. 928 pes. SAA in. 
S'N 16186- Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz. 

Everybody’sfavorite .. PEANUTS 

Each book about 5x5 inches, 32 to 164 pages. 
New! The Gospel According to Peanuts, 
3 N 16151—Shipping weight 6 ounces 
New! Love is Walking Hand in Hand. 
3 N 16152—shipping weight 6 ounces 
New! Christmas is Together-Time. 
3 N 16153—Shipping weight 6 ounces. 
I Need All the Friends | Can Get. 
3 N 411—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 

Happiness is a Warm Puppy. 
3 N 755. shipping ‘aah! iion: sade 

Security is a Thumb and a Blanket. 
3 N 802 Shipping weight 7 ounces...... 

-$1.37 

. 1.67 

1.67 

. 1.67 

1.67 

1.67 
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Only the size tells you this deluxe brass-plated 

fold-away Set was made for children 
* Stain, heat, and mar-resistant 

melamine top takes all the spills 

and rough use children can 

give, yet it's handsome as walnut 

* Tubular steel leg and metal frame 

construction with baked lacquer 

finish that protects the beauty 

of the metal surfaces 

* All chairs thickly padded then 

upholstered in leather-tough vinyl 

5-pc. Set :3088 

Boys can build on it, hit it, even stage wild 
shooting games around it . . yet rich walnut 
grain finish still stays like new for Sis’s best 
friends and fanciest teas. 30x24-inch table is 
21 inches from floor with pedestal legs that 
remove and fold, Chairs have 12-inch high 
seats and also fold compactly. All legs are 
equipped with non-marring caps to protect 
floors. Other toys shown not included. Like 
everything else in Sears books, it’s so easy 
to order by telephone, 

Shipping weight 40 pound 
79 N 9040L. m 

SHIPPING NOTE: All “N” items (as 79 N- 
9106N) sent freight (rail or truck) or express. 

Save this Catalog: You can order toys on pages 
467 through 638 from now until August 1, 1967 

Good old-fashioned 

fun begins 

with richly 

finished Hardwood 

Walnut-finished Set 
with captain's chairs 

3-pc. Set $2866 

Gather your friends around 
this 30-inch table again 
and again. It’s solid wood 
with high pressure plastic 
top . . strong and beauti- 
fully detailed and even has 
metal braces at leg corners. 
Chair seats are 12 inches 
from floor to just fit the 21- 
inch high table. Table un- 
assembled. See Note. 

Table, 2 Chairs. Wt. 35 lbs. 
79 N 9055N. .Set $28.66 

Extra Chair. Wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 9056L. .. Ea. $8.69 

Maple-finished Set 
with slat-back chairs 

For your circle of special friends . . 66 

a big, round 33-inch Table $9c Set $23 
and 4 comfy, padded Captain's Chairs Finely detailed for Early 

xdi " 3575 American charm, then 
A steel-framed,  5.pc. Set $ stained, sealed and var- 

vinyl-covered Set nished to protect mellow 
The table top and chairs are all in easy-to-clean vinyl. Tubular steel finish. 26x20-inch table is 

21 inches high to com- legs and steel frame are finished in chip-resistant bronze-color enamel / 
fortably fit 12-inch high so they stand up proudly through years and years of happy pl 

Table is 21 inches high with just-right 13-inch high seats on chairs. seats on chairs. Table un- 
Plastic caps on both table and chair legs protect floors, and the assembled. See Shipping 
entire set folds for quick, compact storing. Dishes shown are not Note above. 
included. See Shipping Note above. Table, 2 Chairs. Wt. 33 lbs. 
79 N 9106N—Shipping weight 32 Ibs... ..... 0...5... Set $25.75 79 N 9004N. Set $23.66 

Extra Chair. Wt. 10 Ibs. 
£00 Gane | aa ni annes 6 
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Exclusively at Sears 
Smartly-styled Barbie 

ensemble outfits 

Red Fantastic. Satin empire — More Barbie 
dress with gold and white un- 

derskirt. Plush pile stole, gold Fashion Outfits 

49 N 3542—Shpg. wt.602.$297 — |. 5 Patio Party.Pants- 

9) Weekenders. Mad “mod” print — dress with green 

slacks, shirt, hat, striped jacket. || and blue satin coat. 

49 N 3545—Shpg. wt. 6 oz.$2.87 | Shipping eee 6 oz. 
i 49 N 3547 ...$2.49 

3 Velvet-Teens. Slacks, jacket, 4 
frilly white blouse with redand — Travel. Togethers. 

HT white trim and red shoes. D coe 3223 “x oral print. Hat to 49 N 3544— Shpg. wt. 6 02.$2.97 xr rene ios 
A The Yellow Go. Coat with print 49 N 3546 ... $1.69 

lining, hat with scarf, yellow net 
stockings, shoes and shoulder bag. = r- Satin gown, flock 
49 N 3543—Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $2.87 netting. Veil and bou- 

NOTE: Doll not included quet. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
with outfits on this page. 49 N 3548....$2.99 

Beautiful Bride. 

sw 
Teleco” aa rur" 

Barbíe Gíft Set A E seg Barbie Footnotes 97 e 
" Barbie Hair Fair Toss 

Complete shoe wardrobe for Barbie and her 11-in. 
friends. Includes pink flats, brown slip-ons, red Be Barbie's hair stylist! Includes: one Barbie 
(2 pair), blue, black, beige and whiteheels; pink, head with rooted hair, long braided fall, curled 

f white, green and blue open-toe heels. Plastic. wiglet, double braided crownette. Saran hair. 
-$2.88 49 N 3559—Shipping weight 202. ...... 49 N 3561—Shipping weight 4 oz... 

Barbie Fancy Trimmings 97€ 
Accessories for 11-inch fashion dolls. Red um- 
brella, white net stockings, long braided hair 
piece, red purse with matching heels, white 
gloves and blue purse with blue shoes. 
49 N 3560—Shipping weight 2 ounces. .97c 

Barbie and her friends will love this sleek sports 
car. Plastic body with clear windshield. Bucket 
seats. Rubber-like tires, steel axle. 75x18 in. 
long. Doll not included. 
49 N 9320—Shipping wt. 2 lbs. ....... $2.87 

Cut pane scans by cheisimasmusetectwdcH pom 



17-inch tall Crissy 

has hair that “grows” 

from a short flip to 

a floor length cascade 

4-piece $ 99 
Gift Set 

Crissy with the wide, wide go-to-sleep eyes 
and thick, shiny hair. She's a dream of a 

beauty queen. Press her tummy to make her 
hair grow . . turn the knob on her back to make 
it short again, Hair is rooted, so you can comb, 
brush, and set it, Vinyl Crissy wears a lace 
party dress, panti hoes. Her formal-length 

organza gown is trimmed with marabou 
feathers. Hair-styling booklet, comb included. 

49 C 30748—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. Set $12.99 

Pajamas, quilted robe with lace trim. 
49€ 30752—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. $3.99 

3 Hooded cape with fur-look trim, pompons. 
49 C 30751—Shpg. wt. 5 oz. $3.99 

Note: Dolls not included with outfit 

4 Hair Core Kit. Incl. all setting, styling needs 
49 C 30749— Shipping weight 6 oz.. . . . $1.99 

Cuts pane scans by cheisimas musetecimicd pmi 
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Datti 
Dill 

MINIATURE 

DOLLS 

4-inch tall Pee Wee ¢ 499 
and Baby Pee Wee 4 

Two wee vinyl tots with go-everywhere 
wardrobes of 3 extra outfits for each. 
They travel in their own plastic steamer 
trunk with dresser, hangers. Or fit in 

your pocket. 4 inches tall with 1-piece 
body, turning head, rooted hair you can 
comb. Baby Pee Wee drinks ^n wets, too. 
49€ 30742—Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Set $4.99 

5-inch tall Tiny Teen $ 499 
with trunk and clothes 4 

The tiniest teen in town is a real fashion 
plate. Likes to change clothes so often 
that she travels with her own plastic 
steamer trunk with dresser and 6 outfits, 
hangers. 5 inches tall; rooted hair; long 
eyelashes; vinyl body you can bend 
and pose. Comes dressed in a lovely 
bridal gown and veil. 
49 € 30741—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $4.99 

2%-inch PETAL PEOPLE 

Petals open—these cuties 

lift out, bend and pose 

Petals close—to keep them 
safe the whole night through 

Each $199 

Each vinyl pixie has rooted 
hair; "lives" in a 12-in. tall 
plastic flower and pot. 
(5) 49630127—Rosy Rose 
(6) 49c3013— Dafi Dill 

(7) 49¢30129-SunnyFlower 
(8) 49C30131-Dizzy Daisy 
(9) 49C30128-Polly Poppy 
(10) 49c30126-Tiny Tulip 
Wt. ea. 10 oz. Each $1.99 

10 
Tiny Tulip 

Chubby little Nana, 
our Italian baby 

She looks so real, so 
adorable . . 6 inches tall 

]] You'll fall in love with her 
rosy cheeks, dimpled hands, 

little legs with’ their creases of 
baby fat. Vinyl; rooted hair 
49 C 30755—WL. 8 oz. $2.49 

]9 Knit slacks, jacket, hat 
49€ 30765— Wt. 5 oz. $1.99 

hooded cape. 
t. 5 oz. $1.99 mot 

ao ]4 Cenepy Bed. Frame, mat- 
outfits tress, canopy and spread. 

49 C 30767—Wt. 12 oz. .$2.99 

ES Complete Set. Includes doll, 2 
extra outfits, canopy bed. 
49 C 30759- Wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. $8.99 



Help your child learn about the 

fascinating world of science 

Golden Adventure Kits 

"Each kit includes an educator- 
approved fact-filled textbook 
with equipment for making 

pretested experiments! 

Adventure Hobby Kits 
with helpful guide books 

£167 smn 
Rock Science Kit. With this kit you can quickly learn 
to identify rocks, and their uses. Kit includes a tripod 
magnifier for close study of specimens, streak plate, 20 
rock and mineral specimens, complete instructions. 
3 N 591—Shipping weight 11 ounces... ......- $1.67 

- Weather Science Kit. Construct eight weather-measur- 
— ing instruments. Conduct 21 experiments demonstrat- 
a ing important facts about weather and its causes. 
* 3 N 587—Shipping weight 11 ounces.......... $1.67 

t - p * 

; h^ S Time and Space Kit. Includes four instruments, six 
^ aem il 4 working models, 20 experiments. 

it a 3 N 588—Shipping weight 11 ounces.......... $1.67 

Machine Science Kit, Simple machines and how they 
work. Directions for constructing nine working models; 
20 experiments on wheels, friction and other subjects. 
3 N 589—Shipping weight 11 ounces.......... $1.67 

Seed Science Kit. Includes 24 experiments; tripod 
magnifier to watch seeds grow. 
3 N 590—Shipping weight 11 ounces.......... $1.67 

TS Magnet Science Kit. Make your own compass and three $2.36 3 ~ " P 
P magnets. Six working models, thirty experiments show 

Drda: This Mc for Dir ihe. Chemistry. Includes a 100-page book of simple what magnetic force is, how to make and test magnets. 
E judes bird-feeder, Audubon bird experiments, and school-tested home labora- 3 N 592—Shipping weight 11 ounces.......... $1.67 

^ calendar, wild ER ele e caller, à tory Test tubes, testing candle, 

3N 1915 Shipping we 11b. Son....$2.36 oN 151 i wt. 1]b. 15 oz.. .$2.36 Just call Sears and say "Charge It” 

12-inch 
“Talking 
Globe” 

Raised-relief globe 
comes with two 33⁄5- 
rpm records "The 

Story of Mr. World” 
narrated by Lowell 
Thomas, Jr. and 
“The Oceans of the 
World” . . interest- 
ing, important facts 

7 Whirling Derby 12-inch Political 12-inch Raised Relief 
95 Magnetic Globe Globe with cradle Globe . . 400-page Atlas 

$499 $7757 $1797 
"True-to-life land and sea map. Globe ball has matte 4 7 17 
finish which gives an unbroken view of the land and Young and old alike will Thousands of place names Globe has true-to-life land and sea 
sea topography . . helps to emphasize the relief and get lots of fun out of this are shown in easy-to-read map. Brass-finished semi-meridian cal- 
shading of the map and makes the colors more in- **Round-the-World'" type. Defines ocean depths ibrated on one side with degrees, the 
teresting to the eye. New pictorial presentation on game. in four shades of color for other statute miles. Atlas contains de- 
ocean floor is in a shaded relief effect. Danish Includes 8 inch globe, raised relief effect. “Free- tailed U.S. and foreign country maps, 
modern-style base. Accessories include Story of the 4 magnetized miniature style" mounting . . you can valuable world information . . stores 
Globe booklet, two 3314-rpm 7-inch records. Over- jet planes, plastic dis- pick it up out of the walnut- in base. Top and bottom of base have 
all height 16 inches. tance finder, flight plan finish hardwood base. In- mar-resistant high-pressure plastic 
3 N 1194C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. ... . $9.57 country cards. Height 10 cludes Story of Globe book- finish in walnut wood grain . . sides 

inches. let. Height 13 inches. solid walnut. Includes Story of Globe 
Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. Shipping weight 5 Ibs. booklet. Height 1614 in. 

608 sears "nas 3N 1199C..... $4.99 3NII95C......... $7.57  3N 1196C—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. $17.97 
Citi pats Scant by chitimas weicdlictudcal pom 



“Dainty. Lady Teahouse Set 

39 pieces include China Cabinet, Tea 

Setting for 4 and 3-pc. Dinette Set 

s| 399 

S9-pc. set 

What little girl could ask for more than 
this unique set offers? Its cabinet is 
42 in. high, has clear plastic windows, 
shelves, storage and is made from cor- 
rugated paper fiberboard. Plywood 
dinette set is finished in spill resistant 
enamel . . table 20x15x16 in. high; 
chair seats 8 in. high. Plastic tea set 
looks like real milkglass, serves 4. 
Doll not included. Partly assembled. 
Save $1.47 on this set. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 
79 N 9022L2—Wt. 23 lbs. Set $13.99 

5 Cabinet, Dishes only. Wt. 10 Ibs 
79N9B5L..... „Set $7.77 

E 3-pc. Dinette Set only, Wt. 13 Ibs. 
0S) SOLS reinsan Set $7.49 

Kitchen right, kitchen bright 
chrome-plated Dinette Sets 

Melamine table top, vinyl chair Set 

Melamine plastic top with pretty white 
decorative design resists scratches, stains, 

heat and measures 30x24 inches. Matching pat- 
terned vinyl chairs have 12-in. seat height to go 
with table's 21-in. height. Tubular steel leg and 
frame construction. Unassembled. 

3-pc. Set. Extra Chair. 
Shpg. wt. 27 lbs. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 

79 N 9008L..$16.66 79N9009C..$5.29 

All vinyl covered, fold-away Set 

Made so youngsters can fold and put it 
away. Easy-clean vinyl table top is 24x24 in. 

and attractively patterned in Dolton white and 
gray. Thickly padded chairs have matching 
upholstery and have 12-in. high seats for 21- 
in. high table. Tubular steel construction. 

3-pc. Set. Extra Chair. 
Shpg. wt. 24 lbs. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs. 

79 N9111L..$13.66 79N9112C..$5.29 

Fold-away steel Set 
White, easy-care vinyl 
attractively accents the 

bronze-colored steel 

208 in tible naain table 

s2066 s[244 

So light and uncomplicated, even 
small children can fold and put these 
sets away. Tubular steel construction 
so they're strong enough for any play- 
time activity. Tables 20 in. high with 
chair seats 11x11x13 in. high. Chairs 
are form shaped. Shpg. Note, page 602. 

Table and modern-flair Chairs of 
24x36-in. Table and 4 Chairs. 

light maple-finished hardwood 

Here you'll find the strength and beauty of hard- 
wood at a low price. Table legs bolted and braced 
to stay in place. Chair legs steam bent for graceful 
look. Table 25x18x18 in. high. Unassembled. 
79 N 9148L—3-pc. Set. Wt. 19 Ibs... .. Set $11.44 
79 N 9120C—2 extra Chairs. Wt. 9 lbs. Ctn. 6.79 

etalon page scans by chrisimas museleciwdcl. com 

79 N 9133N—Wt. 33 lbs. Set $20.66 

24x24-in. Table and 2 Chairs. 
79 N 9001L—Wt. 18 Ibs. .Set $12.44 

Extra Chairs. Carton of 2. 
79 N 9003C—Wt. 10 Ibs. Ctn. $6.99 
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Francie and Sears Francie and Casey Outfits 
Casey Outfits for going places and doing things Casey Goes Casual 

] Slumber Number. Suits Me, 3-piece weekender. Slacks, skirt and 7-piece Gift Set 
Shortie pajama set jacket with lace trim on collar, cuffs. Shoes. 

comes with yellow sleep 49 N 3553—Shipping weight 5 ounces....$2.87 $ 97 

arrela agare Pink and dress with ipping weight 4 oz. Prom Pinks. Pink satin coat wit Mon er esit Vicari inae tere ra Only Sears offers Barbie's bendable 
with bow and veil. Pink shoes also included. friend with new Twist "n Turn waist à 

Q Summer Frost. Eye- — 49 N 3556— Shipping weight 8 ounces...$2.97 and a complete 6-piece wardrobe | qe we with rated Casey is all ready for hours of carefree fun. | ivf B beeline ; B Go Gold. Jacket, skirt, slacks, belt, shoes. She's jointed vinyl, 11 in. tall, dressed in her f À 
premiara 49 N 3554— Shipping weight 5 ounces. .$2.87 gold color lamé swimsuit. Includes pink coat ims 

ipping weight 5 oz. with green trim, co-ordinated pink, green and 
49 N 3558.....$1.69  Furry-Go-Round. Orange coat tiered with fake orange striped dress, 1-piece capri outfit in | 
Note: Dolls not "fur". Stockings, hat and clear plastic boots. floral print, shoes, plastic stand. 
with outfits (1) thru (6). 49 N 3555— Shipping weight 8 ounces... .. $2.97  49N3552-Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. Set $5.97 

Our finest 
Carry Case 

big enough 
for Barbie, 
Francie, Casey 
and Skipper 

$699 

Lots of room for doll clothes, accessories in this trunk. Vacuum-formed plastic 
inserts hold four dolls snugly side-by-side. All-plastic reinforced with steel bands 
for extra strength. Steel fittings plated with nickel; 5 plastic hangers. Storage 
shelf has doors. Plastic handle with snap lock. 11x7x13 inches high. Dolls, cloth- 
ing not included. For 9 to 12 in. dolls. 
79 N 9302C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. .................. 

Carry Case holds 3 dolls 
Barbie, Francie and Casey 

$ 497 

Holds 3 dolls plus lots of room for their clothes. Washable vinyl 
with aluminum frame. Nickel-plated fittings, 2 storage drawers, 

5 plastic hangers. 10x7x13 in. high. Dolls, clothing not included. 
Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

(C CS OF a O La AII doli clothing on this page made in Japan rc Sears 605 
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3%-in. Kiddles. Vinyl, 
rooted hair. Weight 
ea. 7 oz. 
(1) Rosemary and 1909 LR] 
Roadster. a 
49 C 30405...... e 
(2) Lenore drives a 
1912 Limousine, _ - ^ 
49 C 30406...... $2.99 ^ 
(3) Henrietta in her E ov 
1900 Horseless Car- 
riage. i 
49 C 30404. .....$2.99 D. 
Gift Set. Ind. Rose- pond Limousine ? mary and all 3 cars. 
Wt. 10 oz. 
49 C 30587...... $4.99 

Teeny Boppin' Skediddles 

Push their walkers and these 
little darlings walk, run, swing 
their heads and arms. Detach 
walkers and they'll sit down. 4 
inches tall. Vinyl, rooted hair. 
(4) Rah Rah. Lively cheerleader 
shakes her pompons. 
49 C 30323—Wt. 5 oz.....$2.99 
(5) Swingy. Sashays along 
with swingin' earrings and purse. 
49 C 30324—Wt. 5 oz..... $2.99 

a illt z 

ji rmm € 
ur 

Kiddles Collector's $949 
Case holds 8 dolls 
15x2x10-in. vinyl case for stor- 
age or travel. Has 8 Kiddle-size 
compartments plus lots of space 
for accessories. Plastic handle, 
twist lock, showcase window. 
Kiddles shown not included. 
49 C 30599-Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $2.49 

Stated pads scans by deisihiasnmiseledimical com 

Tessie Tractor Gift Set 

Rides her own horse and 
tractor . , walks and runs when 

you attach her walker 

14^ 

Freckle-faced Tessie is a real 
country miss—loves her plastic 
tractor and horse, Just slip her 
feet onto the pedals and push. As 
wheels move, she looks like she's 
pedaling all by herself. Comes 
with plastic walker, too. 4 inches 
tall. Vinyl body, rooted hair. 

Shipping weight 8 ounces. 
49 C 30586................. $449 

Tessie with 2 vehicles 
Sold only at Sears 

Henrietta 
Horseless 
Carriage 

Kute Kuddly Kiddles 

"etis 1199 | waren 409 
It's a wonderful world of Kiddles! Just open vinyl case and 
you'll have hours of fun in this 3-D town with homes, shops, 
park, playground. 20x12x7-inch case closes like a suitcase 
for storage or traveling. Set includes Teresa with her own 
touring car that actually rolls along. Vinyl, 334-in. tall 
Teresa wears a sailor dress. Her long auburn hair is rooted. 
(Other Kiddles shown, not included). 

Kiddle Town Set . . Teresa Touring Car. 
79 € 30735C2— Shipping weight 6 pounds. ...$11.99 
Kiddle Town only. 
79 C 30733C—Shipping weight 5 pounds. 9.99 

Teresa. 
Touring Car 

2 

Character Skediddles Each $29 

Famous cartoon characters come to life as the 
cutest Skediddles ever. Their oversized heads 

49 C 30418—Mickey Mouse. Wt. 5 oz.. 2.99 
49 C 30413—Snoopy. Shpg. wt. 5 oz.. 2.99 
49 C 30414—Lucy. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 
49 C 30415—Charlie Brown. Wt. 5 

Disney characters 6, 7, 8 GWALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS 
Peanuts characters 9, 10, 11 © 1968 United Features Syndicate 

Sears Exclusive Kiddle Sweet Shop $599 
set 

So many treats for a 
little girl—and only Sears 

them. There's a 
plastic lollipop, bottle 
of soda pop, and ice 
cream cone, And inside 
each a tiny, bright- 
eyed, scented Kiddle 
who comes right out to 
play. Each Kiddle is 2 
in. tall, vinyl. Comb and 
brush their rooted hair. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 C 30588... . Set $5.99 

xa^ [Sears] 605 

P 

a 
wiggle from side to side when you attach their D 
walkers and push. Each is 434 in. tall; vinyl. d 

6) 49C 30416— Goofy. Shpg. wt. 5 oz... $2.99 i 
7) 49C 30417—Donald Duck. Wt. 5 oz... 2.99 "X V ̂  

P. 



World Stamp Album Kit 
with 100 assorted 

world stamps 

$467 
Perfect for the beginner or as an 
addition to your present collection. 
Includes: Scott's world stamp album, 
that has 6,500 illustrations, 11,000 
spaces for stamps; 500 stamp hinges; 

on 
collection . . the advanced collector will find. 

Packet of Stamps. . all different. 
a) 1o00 siena, . world wide. 
3 N 18216—Wt. 1 1b....$2.89 
(2) 333 stamps . . world wide. 
3 N 18215—Wt. 1 1b...$1.89 

Grand emu uw 40,000 
illust., 
BNT8ZDA WC Sibe hor. $62 310.97 
National Album. 2,000 illustra- 

SNTb 20S Wine tor 10.77 
Americon Album. 2,000 illustra- 

SN eE wink izon $4.67 

12-inch stereo relief globe . . 

convert it to a floor model by 

adding the walnut-finished post 

Brilliant coloring of the globe is in raised relief 

= of Nations Holds 
500 stam; ilust. 
SR T6209 We bot. .89c 
U.S. Album. Holds 1,700 

ie 

wood 

matic 

Large 16-inch 

Adapts from table 
model to floor model by 
adding walnut-finished 

modern base 

Family Reto 
Stamp Album Kit 
This economical album 
has spaces for 5,000 
stamps, 3,500 illustra- 
tions. Includes: $00 

foratlon gauge; 100 as- 
sorted world bes 
magnifying glass; stamp. 
tongs; 121 odd 
stamps. Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
3N18203......$2.57 

Political 

Globe 

post to Danish- 

$1975 

This extra big-size globe combines 
detailed reference with greater 
placement convenience in home or 
office. Popular brass finished gyro- 

assembly swings any area 
of the map into closer view for 

Our Finest Coin Collectors Outfit 
with 6 rare coins to start your collection 

31077 
Assembled with the real coin collector in mind. It includes 
ten Whitman coin folders; a 128-page book on U.S, coin 
values; U.S. and Canadian inventory and check list; six 
coin tubes; 100 coin holders; two satin-black coin storage 
boxes; pocket magnifier and case; 837 professional coin 
terms; six mounted hard-to-find coins, 1943 P-D-S re- 
processed Lincoln cents, 1955-5, 1960-D Sm. Dte. Lincoln 
cents and 1942-D Jefferson nickel. 
3 N 18225—Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces. . $10.77 

Coin Collector’s Starter Kit 

$444 

guide to coin val- 
s; Lincoln cent album; Jef- 

ferson nickel album; Roose- 
velt dime album; U.S. and 
Canadian inventory and 
check list; ass'td. plastic coin 
tubes; pocket magnifier and 
case; self-seal coin holders; 
1943 P-D-S Lincoln steel 
coin set. 

Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
3N18226......... $4.44 

Coin supplies 

Coin Folders. These fold- 
ers display all coins at 
one time. All coin o 
ings are labeled . 
coin information in cach 
album. 534x734 inches. 

Folder Set (3). Lincoln 
Cent album, Jefferson 
Nickel and Roosevelt 
Dime albums. 

Shippi 
3 N 18227. 
Folder Set (4). Includes 
the Washington Quarter, 
Franklin Half-dollar, 
and As Half-dollar 

em wt. 12 oz. 
2 B... ..Set 89c 

- Kenody oM Moidec 
Beautiful embossed 

plastic case. Comes com- 
plete with table top 
easel. 454x354 in. 

Shipping wt. 2 oz. a NER. aac 
.. you can actually feel the mountains! Through 
a special artistic treatment in its ocean coloring, 
the globe is able to show you at a glance the 
flow and direction of ocean currents and the 
names of the major currents . . you can quickly 
identify the deepest spots of the oceans. Acces- 
sories include Story of the Globe and Story of 
the Moon booklets, distance finder, magnifying 
glass, instructions. Floor model height 34 inches. 
Table model height 16 inches. 
3N1198C—Shpg. wt. 9 Ibs.......... $12.97 

Citi pas scans by dieisthias niseledimical Gon 

detailed study. Map scale 500 miles 
to inch. Accessories include See The 
World On A Globe and Story Of 
The Moon booklets that add to 
your appreciation of the study of 
the globe. Also included are instruc- 
tions for converting from table 
model to floor model. Floor model 
height 3734 in. . . table model 
height 2056 in. 
3N1197L—Wt. 14Ibs.. $19.75 

6 Scan-O-Matic. Elec- 
tric Coin Viewer. 

Helps you sort, examine 
coins faster. UL listed. 

Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
3N18235....$11.47 

Giant Coin “Magnifier 
(not shown). Examine 
minute details of coins, 

Wt. 6 oz. 
3N18236...... $2.67 



Removable seat . . 
use it as a turn-around 

stroller or car seat 

Mattress 
included 

with carriage 

Carriage Both for 
or Stroller only 

mer q0* 
Save 1.00 
on our Candy Stripe Combination 

18-inch Candy-stripe Carriage of molded "Lustralac" plastic is 
mounted to tubular steel chrome-plated frame . . your doll gets 

smoothest ride. Embossed vinyl collapsible hood, mattress, shopping 
bag trimmed in plastic lace. 18x10x21 in. long. 6-in. wheels. 
79 N 8207C— Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs....... ...$5.99 

9) Candy-stripe Stroller with plastic footrest. play rings and lock 
dip. Chrome-plated tubular steel handle. Embossed vinyl canopy. 

shopping bag with plastic lace trim. 1034x11x29 inches high. 
79 N 8208C— Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. $5.99 

Candy-stripe Combination 2-pc. Set . . Carriage, stroller listed above. 
79 N 8217C2—Partly assembled. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs.......Set $10.98 

cna 
Cutalod pabe scans by cheisimas musetecimicH vom 

Child-size, 3-piece Supermarket 3689 

Fill your shopping cart from shelves of make-believe 
groceries. Pay bill at check-out counter. 

in cash register holds play money. Handy plastic wall 

phone. Store counter and cart of corrugated fiberboard (not 

wood, hardwood). Market 20x47 inches high. Counter 
24x27x15 inches high. Cart 20x8 inches wide. 
79 N 5002 C—Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs... .. $6.89 

Ringing Cash Register 399 

Ring up every sale with this precision-action steel cash 
register. Handy 

so cashier can give each customer a Sears sales check with 
every purchase. Push one of the 13 numbered keys . . 
amount pops up to show in window and bell rings. Push 
lever and drawer slides open to bank of plastic coins and 
paper money. Red enamel finish. 8 inches high. 
49 N 1751— Shipping weight 3 pounds. 12 ounces. $2.99 

17-inch 
Doll 

Carriages 
s Sturdy 

N sculptured steel 
.. name plate kit 

is included 
So you can put 

Dolly's name 

on her carriage 

6% 
( 3 thru 5) She'll push dolly along proudly in one of these little beauties. So 

dainty, so brightly-colored . . yet they're built to stay beautiful. Welde el 

body finished with high-gloss baked enamel. Chrome-plated tubular gear, Coil 

spring suspension. Strong, 6-inch plastic wheels roll smoothly, easily. 3-bow 
hood. 1714x914x21 in. high. Name kit included. Partly assembled. 

Red body with 
matching vinyl hood 

Sat. 

\ » Sey 
QUON A 

4 Blue body with Yellow body has 
matching vinyl washable 3 

fabric. No doll washable fabric hood. gold print viny 
Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 7 Ibs, 

79 N 8209C...5$6.49 79 N 8211C...$6.49 79 N 8212C $6.49 

< So wonderfully soft and cozy 
: Monpiece Bedding Set ^ $199 

All dolly's dreams will be sweet 
when she's tucked into this cud- 
dly set of printed rayon crepe. 
Dainty ruffle edge. Soft cotton 

filling. 22x18 inches. Sun yellow. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 

79 N 8204C..... ..$1.99 

ling drawer 

side arm holds pad of paper and pencil 
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Simone... 
18 inches tall. . and lovely as 

only an Italian doll can be. 

Delicate face accented with 

long thick eyelashes. Wondrous 

hair cascades like moonlight 

606 Sears src 

tinii Habe Scant by duidimar ameeslüci dca pom 

Simona . . a portrait of grace from 
head to toe. Finely featured face bears 

a beauty mark. Gently curved arms and 
slender legs. All vinyl body, fully jointed. 
Such hair to comb, to twist and knot. 

In mini-smock with gold-color initial 
pin, white sandals. She'll make any 
young miss smile with pride. 18 inch. 
Wire stand included. 
49 N 3260-Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 02.$5.99 

Outfits for Simona . . 

beautifully styled and finished 

Sun Valley. On the slopes or aprés ski 
. . knit mini dress, matching scarf hat. 

White knit tights. Lacing vinyl boots. 
49 N 3262— Shpg. wt. 1002.....$6.99 

3 Summer night . . a peignoir strewn 
with daisies and a circlet for her hair. 

Long, lace trimmed nightgown. Slippers. 
49 N 3264—Shpg. wt. Boz...... $799 
4 Hamburg. Foreign intrigue in plaid 

belted coat, high white vinyl boots. 
49 N 3261—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $4.49 

Geneva. Harlequin mini, terribly 
chic. Check knit sweater, matching 

hose set off vinyl jumper and boots. 
49 N 3263— Shpg. wt. 80z......$6.99 

NOTE: Doll not included with outfits. 

Tressy the aon 
with hair that "grows" 

and legs that pose 

Comes in her own 

beauty-care case 

Tressy Gift Set ™ 

s699 f 

A turn of the magic key in Tressy's back 
makes her hair long, then short for st 
shown above or one you design. Tres: 
knees bend for kicky dancing, graceful 
ting. She stands 11 in. tall, wears red knit 

dress, high heels. Vinyl. All her grooming 
needs in 7x3x14-in. high case . . rollers, c 

Neat ^n Sweet 

qu 

an 

Glamor Flip 

P 
London-Look 

yles 

sit 

url & 
ers, rubber bands, hair coloring, comb, p 
brush, Booklet and lipstick 

49 N 3237 —Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz.. .$6.99 

49 N 3238— Tressy only. Wt. 7 oz.. 2.99 " 

Tressy's mod-fashion Wardrobe 

fits s499 

There's a Tressy outfit just right for 

Set of 

every occasion. At home she wears striped 
slacks topped with crisp white blouse 
Green print dress for afternoon, turquoise 
dinner dress with scarf and purse. On 
the-town in evening gown with accessor 
ies. Polka dot dress for a ladies’ lunch 
Stripe dress and telephone to set plans 
straight. Dolls and shoes not included 
with wardrobe set 
49 N 3240— Shpg. wt.5oz.. Set $4.99 

Hair, Cosmetic Kit 

$ 339 
€ 

To keep Tressy lovely 
For hairstyling: curl 
ers, rollers, color ap. 
plicator, pins, atomiz 
er, bottle, comb, brush 
lotion refill. Beauty 
xids: lipstick, eyeliner 
eyebrow pencil, nail 
polish, sponges. Tressy 
key. Shpg. wt. 10 oz 
49 N 3803....$3.39 
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FASHION DOLLS 
“ 

; “Mommy, these must be the 
Two 15-inch Italian Beauties with skin 

that feels like real . . waists that 
twist 'n turn . . and limbs that 
pose any way you want them to 

r d 
à 

Spirited, stylish and beautiful— they've captured the look of today! With gently curved arms and 
shapely legs . . bright, clear eyes shining from beneath their long, long lashes . . and silky, rooted 
hair you can comb and style again and again. Made by Furga of a new, supple vinyl that's softer, 
more bendable than ever before. Dressed in mini wrap-arounds fastened with an initial pin; sandals. 
49 C 30369—Brown-haired Vittoria. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces a $6.99 
49 C 30368— Blonde Valentina. Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces 

Italian-inspired Outfits . . 

designed to turn Vittoria and Valentina 

into the prettiest swingers to hit any scene 

Elegant blue velvet evening dress with 
organdy rufiles on collar, sleeves, hem. 

Gold-color chain belt and sandals. 
49 C 30642—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $6.99 

Leather-look vinyl coat has plush orange 
pile front lining, matching hat. Boots. 

49 C 30639—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $5.99 

Lounging pajamas in a pretty cotton 
print with contrasting band trim. Sandals. 

49 C 30637—Shpg. wt. 8 oz.. ..$4.99 

Delicious apricot velvet evening pants 
and tunic with long sleeves edged in 

marabou, gold-color chain belt. Sandals. 
49 C 30641—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $6.99 

Perky linen dress has a painted daisy . . 
contra: g collar, cuffs. Boots, purse, 

49 C 30638—Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $3.99 

Note: Dolls not included with items 1 through 5. 



5 Jesus s 
ACTUAL SIZE TY! 

Catholic Family Bible 
Confraternity edition. A large-size, beautifully bound Biblé you'll be proud 
to show your friends. Richly bound in padded, white simulated leather. Edges 
gilded in 14K gold. There are over 2,000 pages . . 64 full-color illustrations and 
over 30 more black-and-white illustrations. 

Old and New Testaments, including Apocrypha. Other features include family 
record section, Bible stories, Catholic life in Bible, Catholic doctrinal guide, 
manual of prayer, indulgences for Bible reading. Bible measures 9x11 34 inches. 
Your name printed in 23K gold. 
R3 N 2137XF— Prin! name. Shipping weight 9 pounds............-. $17.95 

ib Catholic Ed. RSV New Testa- 
ment. Preface by the late 

Cardinal Meyer. Imprimatur. 
Translated from the original 
languages. 266 pgs., notes. Ma- 
roon cloth cover. 534x834 in. 
3 N 2143—Wt. 12 oz... ..$3.39 

PARS VIDLS Gift Bible. Confrat. 
Frontispiece of Pope Paul 

VL 4 ‘color illust. Family record 
section. Gold-color backbone. 
Black cloth cover. 1,332 pgs. 
6x834 in. 
3N2144—Wt. 3 Ibs...... $4.39 

3 Maryknoll Catholic Diction- 
ary. Guide to Catholic life 

today. Over 10,000 terms, 750 
pages. Clothbound. 634x914 in. 
3 N 2108—Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02.$8.99 

4 Sick- et Crucifix. Simulated 
pearl inlaid in walnut. With 

2 candles, holy water bottle. 

\ JONN CARTER 

m 6 Jesus sait 
‘the way, / 

ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 

Journal of a Soul. This reveal- 
ing diary by Pope John XXIII 
contains his various writings 
Írom 1895 to 1963 which record 
his personal spiritual develop- 
ment. 544 pgs, 44 illust. 634x 
94 inches. 
3N2120-Wt. 2 lbs. 6 oz. $6.47 

The Power of Love, Essays of 
the Most Rev. Fulton J. 
Sheen. 160 pgs. 454x6 in. 
3 N2119—Wt. 10 oz...$3.29 

Peace on Earth. The words of 
Pope John XXIII's Encyclical 
“Pacem In Terris” are drama- 
tized in photography by the 

.159 pgs. 151 

3N2118-Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 02.$4.97 

Dialogues: Reflections on God 
and Man. Writings, addresses, 

Large-print King James Bible. 
1,572 pages. 96-page concordance, 
16-page Bible atlas with ind. 
15 color maps, 4-page daily read- 
ing calendar. 16 color illustrations. 
60,000 center-column references. 
Self-pronouncing type. Pronunci 
tion guide. Christ's words in red. 
Purple ribbon marker. Gold edges. 
Black cover of Fabrikoid (Regis- 
tered DuPont Trademark) arti- 
ficial leather. 

Four-page family record. Color 
presentation pg. 7x10 in. Your 
name printed on front of book in 
23K gold. Please print name. 
R3 N 1912XF—Wt. 4 Ibs. $9.95 

The Prophet. A meaningful 
message to people of all faiths 
is found in the philosophy of 
Kahlil Gibran. Illust. by 
author. 434x634 in. 117 pgs. 
3 N 2075—Wt. 1 ib.. ..$3.47 

Markings. A personal spiritual 
and historical work by the late 
secretary general of the U.N., 
Dag Hammarskjold. 224 pgs. 
5%x8% in. 
3 N 2076—Wt. 1 lb.....$4.27 

The Whole Amplified Bible. 
Complete in one volume, a 
modern English translation for 
the whole family. 1,536 pgs. 
5534x834 in. 
3 N 2077—Wt. 3 Ibs... $8.77 

Concordance to the New En- 
glish Bible-New Testament. 
Based on most recent printing 
of the New English Bible. 534x 3 N 2201—Wt. 2 Ibs. $4.39 letters of Pope Paul VI. 254 

pgs. 534x8% inches. 
3N2117—Wt. 1 Ib... 

8% in. 256 pages. 
$4.27 3 N 2078—Wt. 2 lbs....$4.39 

'Tree of Life Personal Bible Designed to be a part of your child's daily life . . as 
much a part of your child in 20 years as it is today. Includes personal and family history, church 

hip, marriage record section. Choice of King James or Revised Standard Version. 

Sears exclusive Tree of Life Bibles make beautiful lifelong companions for your children. Personal and 
family records section has presentation page, family tree, baptismal record and much more. 

So your child can gain a better understanding of the Bible, there are 64 pages of study aids and a verse 
finder (concordance) over 90 pages long. Events become more meaningful with full-color maps and 16 
pgs. of full-color illustrations not found in any other Bibles. 534x734 in. Words of Christ in red. Presen- 
tation box. Name in 23K gold. Print name. Shipping weight each 1 pound 13 ounces. 

RSV—1,188 pogos King Jomes—1,300 pages 
lesen Caislog No. | Each | 10 for | Catalog No. | Eoch |10 for 

25 » T Block imitation leather, 
BREED. ELIT Ted edges, marker R3 N 1968XF |$3.57 |$32.10 | R3 N 1903XF |$3.39 |$30.50 3 

ACTUAL SIZE TYPE Sano ps obora ipae: z getun E ME S ‘closure, no morker — | R3 N 1969XF | 3.99 | 3670 | n3 N 1904xF | 379 | 34.10 
NEMUS White imitotion leather, om- 

25 Jesus said ber edges, white marker | R3 N 1984XF | 3.57 | 32.10 | R3 N 1908xF | 3.39 | 30.50 
Same os above, zipper 

resurrection, and closure, no marker — | R3 N 1985xr | 3.99 | 3670 | ra N 1909xF | 379 | 34.10 
ACTUAL SIZE TYP! 
KING JAMES VERSION NOTE: For Personalized Bible, print name clearly. Not returnable unless. 

incorrectly, No C.O.D.'s. King James Bible not offered for sale Great Brian 
Cielo pagi scans by diaaa miednica o 
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Removable front seat 
converts to car seat 

Stroller fun for 2 dolls at once s989 

Tandem stroller for the little mother with “twins” . . or carries one doll 
and lots of packages. Frame and adjustable footrest are chrome plated. 
Washable vinyl seat and fringed canopy. 23x11x31 in. high. Dolls shown 
not included. Plastic tires. Buy it the easy way —order by phone. 
79 N 8216C— Red plaid 79 N 8215C—Blue solid 
Partly assembled. Shipping weight 7 pounds. i Each $9.89 

Name plate 
kit lets you 
personalize 
Dolly’s own 
carriage 

Sculptured Steel 

20-inch Doll Carriages «e i esf o ^ T 
. with vinyl lining and name plate kit s| p9 

(1 thru 3 ) She'll really pamper her doll in one of these handsome, 17%-in. Doll Carriage $319 Perky Stroller $319 
2-tone carriages, Steel body has high-gloss baked enamel ion Shi in pert rosebud print in rosebud print chrome-plated gear and wire wheels. Hand brake. Spri : cese redes aes 
for smooth ride. Name kit, 20x11x2415 in. high. Partly abled Bright as a summer afternoon is this Flower motif covers vinyl. Sun 

blossomy print on washable vinyl. shade canopy. shopping bag. 
T Navy and white Peaches 'n cream Maroon and Strong steel frame with aluminum. Steel frame with aluminum-col- 

body with vinyl body with print white body, vinyl colored nel finish. 5-in. plastic — ored enamel. 9!óx8x23 in. high. 
hood and lining, vinyl hood, lining. lining, quilted’ hood. wheels. 17 in. high. Fold- 5-in. plastic wheels, Partly as 

2 Ibs. No doll. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. Shpg. wt. 12 Ibs. able. Partly - sembled. Wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
pom Nu 29 79N8213C-$11.29 79 NB2146. $11.29 49 N8205—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $3.19 49 N 8206 $3.19 

FUN WITH PHONES . . plug 1 to 4 phones into 

Switchboard below. Select Lift receiver . . 
— these extensions from Princess-style dial lights up. 

EF Phones at right. BE A RECEPTIONIST! Dial number . . 

other phone rings. 

Venitons. Plug Iu You can talk for hours on $379 without 
phones at right for your Princess-style Phone each batteries 

real calls, room-to. Mom won't mind a bit because you'll be prac: 
room conversations. ticing telephone manners and how to take 
Sturdy plastic set in- messages for her on the real phone. Buy 2 
cludes operator's phones and you can call Sis, Brother or your 
phone, headband. 11x friend = . 30-foot wire lets you place “long dis- 
9x6 in. high. Order 2 tance" room-to-room calls. Receiver is B in. 
"D" batteries on page long. Plastic. Order 2 “D” batteries on page 482. 
482. Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz. 49 N 6420— Pink 49 N 6429. = 
49 N6419....$7.99 Shinning weight ea. 1 Ib. 6 oz. u [Sears] Rf 
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Oh, Oh, Here comes DENNIS 
to romp through your neighborhoo, 

. . SO full of mischief, so full of fun $ 397 

.. and he's available only at Sears 

No one knows what he'll be up to next. This pint-sized promoter has 
schemes galore. And you can't help but love him. He's ready to share all 
your adventures, cheer you if you're sick. 14 inches tall, soft cloth body, 
molded vinyl head and hair with cowlick sticking up. Removable striped 
T-shirt and pants. Prop him against your pillow when you go to school. 

49 N 3460—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. ... .$397 

RAGGEDY ANN and ANDY 
Favorites forever and ever . . always ready 

for adventure always loving, loyal and true 

s994 $494 
each 

Happy times with 

- Betty or Bob 

each tucked under 

15-inch 
Ann or Andy 

20-inch 
Ann or Andy 

Raggedy Ann. Good natured 
rag doll all dressed up in dear 
print dress, crisp white apron 
Red yarn hair, shiny button 

15-inch Raggedy Ann 
49 N 3580—Wt. 13 07.$2.94 
20-inch Raggedy Ann. 

Raggedy Andy. Brave boy wears 
blue cotton trousers with snappy 
white buttons. Red, white checked 
shirt, ribbon bow tie. Jaunty sail- 
or cap perches on his head. 

15-inch Raggedy Andy. 
49N3592-Shpg. wt. 13 02.$2.94 
20-inch Raggedy Andy. 

an arm . . their 

musical "hearts" 
play lullabies 

| eyes. Gay striped stockings. 

49N3583-Wt. 1 lb.40z.$4.94 49N3603-Wt. 1 lb. 4 0z.$4.94 

15-inch Musical Ann or Andy s494 
ch 

Same charmers as shown above but with imported music box tomake 
sleepytime more snuggly, playtime more fun . . just wind key 
49N3629-Ann. Wt.11b.$4.94 — 49N3630-Andy. Wt. 11b.$4.94 

Soft and cuddly brother-and-sister darlings with imported music boxes 
inside . . just wind the key, they make music for you. Stuffed fabric 
bodies, yellow yarn hair. Dressed in country check of blue and white. 
Each 14 inches tall. So easy to buy when you just use the phone 

Shipping weight each, 1 pound. 
(1) 49 N 3667— Musical Bob. Wears overalls and cap $2.99 
(2) 49 N 3666—Musical Betty. In dainty dress and bonnet., 2.99 

Raggedy Ann Storybook Doll 
She zips up the back to hold your pajamas 

naps on your bed or travels to Grandma's. 

Read her adventures from her very own book 

Not many dolls carry your things inside them like Raggedy Ann 
does. But when she’s your friend, she’s really your friend. Shoe- 
button eyes look bright. Red yarn hair loops and loops. In print 
dress, crisp white apron. 28 in. tall. Loop for hanging her up. 
49 N 3620— Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces.....-.... $494 rc Sears 607 

iboon scie ty chinese wc ci MCM Code 



Catalog page 

most beautiful Dolls in the whole wodd? — 

arranged into the most romantic style 

d Vincé looks marvellously chic in her vibrantly 
patterned cotton dress accented with pure white 

organdy bell sleeves and a tucked bib and ruffled 
collar in the same crisp organdy. Her deep pink vel. 
vet cape has a marabou-edged hood. Crisp petti- 
coats, cotton panties, socks, black "patent" shoes 
help make this doll a dream come true. 15 in. tall. 
79 C 30371C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . . $19.99 

Paola looks absolutely enchanting in her tiered 
cotton gown with its swirl of rainbow stripes and 

lace trim. Her wide-brimmed hat is decked with 
flowers and ties with a lovely sheer veiling. Match- 
ing parasol, flouncy petticoat, panties, socks and 
"patent" shoes complete the outht. 17 in. tall 
79 C 30108L—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . . .$17.99 

m— 

Magnificent in every detail. Each doll has delicate features . . long, thick lashes.. rooted hair that's been hand- 
and breath-taking clothes of the finest fabrics. Vinyl; jointed. 

From Italy 
lavishly gowned Dolls 

she'll remember 
a lifetime 

Q Sophie is a real enchantress in her romantic lav 
ender blue gown with its ruffled organdy sleeves 

and bodice. Hem and matching wide-brimmed hat 
are trimmed in luxurious marabou. Fancy under- 

s are petticoat, hoop skirt, organdy panta- 
otton pants, socks, “patent” shoes. Organdy 

parasol; chain necklace. 18 in. tall. 
79 C 30372C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. . ..$24.99 

Here Comes Simona the Bride in a long white 
satin gown bordered with silk embroidery and 

detailed in back with a flowing train and bow. A 
matching satin headpiece catches the fingertip 
length, daisy appliqued veil. Lace gloves, cotton 
panties, white shoes. Bridal bouquet incl. 18 in. tall 
49 C 30123—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . . ..$14.99 



the ; a ep 
Michelangelo 

Bible 
"VLL i. ainia areni orth im 80 al 

Designed to be placed at ] Vemm p. RUE I ind 
the center of family thought j Ma. 
and living. Beautifully 
brings together the worlds r 

of art and religion into one Sad sod ja M 

great inspirational work . . . EN vm “nis 
illustrated by. works of the j| 

Renaissance master— 
Saith the L 

~, "J4 And a the 
"M Cen any "hide himealt 2, the priest, and the 

Michelangelo. want qui aal pot 207 ial ta, The 
asd earth” 77 man a is house, 35 Thus shall ye 

‘Fe heo his nes ay Big Ee fea hin elena SAY re No cost was spared to 

make this one of the most 

beautiful Bibles ever . . 
photographers traveled 

thousands of miles all over 

Europe . . the artwork was 

printed by the world's finest 

art printer—Albert Skira of 

Geneva, Switzerland . . and 
each illustration is accom- 

panied by an explanatory text. 

25] have 
prophets said, that propheti 

6 Jesus saith unt 
the way, ‘the tru 

ACTÜAL SIZE TYPE 
KING JAMES VERSION 

5 Jesus said to him 
and the truth, an 

ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 
REVISED STANDARD VERSION 

Michelangelo Personal Bibles 

‘Jesus said to hi) 
way, and the tn 

ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 
REVISED STANDARD VERSION 

6 Jesus saith ur 
way, the truth, ar| 

ACTUAL SIZE TYPE 
KING JAMES VERSION It was Vincent Price’s idea: To combine the world’s greatest literary 

work with the art of Michelangelo, who captured all the grandeur and 
majesty of its stories. To further your enjoyment of this exclusive work, 
notes by Vincent Price accompany each illustration and explain how Revised Standard Version. 32 beautiful illustrations—22 in color. 
the Bible stories inspired Michelangelo’s masterpieces. 

King James Version with black 
imitation leather cover. 1,472 

pages of text, 96-page concor- 
dance, 96 pages of study aids. 16 
pages of maps, atlas. 121 pgs. of 
illustrations—50 in full color. Six 
presentation and 8 family record 
on parchment pages. Pages have 
23K gold-over-amber color edges. 
Gift box. 644x914 in. Words of 
Christ in red. 
3 N 1943—Wt. 5 Ibs.. ...$18.95 

9, King James Version with 23K 
gold-embossed leather cover. 

This beautiful cover enhances your 
Bible's majesty. Presentation box 
is adorned with view of Sistine 
Chapel ceiling in color, surrounded 
with gold-color background. Fea- 
tures same as (1) above. 
3 N 1941—Wt. 6 lbs... .. $29.00 

‘asi pase scade by didliiarnwiselochaical con 

Revised Standard Version with 
black imitation leather cover. 
Beautifully illustrated with 121 
pages of artwork . . among the 
finest reproductions in the world 

. notes by Vincent Price with 
each illustration. 50 full-color il- 
lustrations. 1,312 pages of text, 96- 
page concordance, 32 pages of 
study aids, 12 of maps, atlas, 12- 
page family record and presen- 
tation section on parchment. 
Pages have 23K gold-over-amber 
color edges. Gift box. 634x934 in. 
3 N 1944—Wt. 5 Ibs... .. $18.95 

Revised Standard Version with 
23K gold-embossed leathercover. 
Beautifully adorned presentation 
box and cover as Bible at left. 
Features same as RSV above. 
3 N 1942—Wt. 6 Ibs... ..$29.00 

92-pg. concordance, presentation pg., 4-pg. family record, 12 colored 

maps. 1,208 pgs. 534x734 in. Gift box. Shpg. wt. ea. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 

King James Version. 1,216 pages with words of Christ in red. 96-pg. 
concordance. 32 illustrations—22 in color. Presentation pg., 4-page 
family record, 8 color maps. Gift box. 514x734 inches. Shipping 
weight each 1 pound 12 ounces. 

Genvine leather covers with gold edges and silk ribbon markers. 
| Revised Standard V. King James Version 
Catalog No.| Ee. | 10 for|Cotolog No.| Eo. | 10 for E) E CHLIS z 

3 

Cover style 

N2010 |$8.49 $76.40| 3 N 2008 |$7.97/$71.70 
N2011 | 8.49| 76.40| 3 N 2009 | 7.97| 71.70 

Black, semi-overlapping 
White, semi-overlapping 

Imitation leather covers. 

Revised Standard Version King James Version 
Catalog No.| Eo. 10 for ||Catalog Eo. | TO for 

Block, semi-overlapping 4 [$5.29 2a IN 2000 |$4.79|$43.10 
5:97 

Cover style 

IN 200. 
Black, zipper. .... 3N 2005 5371 5.47| 49.20 
White, semi-overlapping| 3 N 2006 | 5.29 | 47.6 479| 43.10 

3N2003 | 5.47| 49.20 White, zipper 3N 2007 | 5.97 | 53.71 
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Rock the cradle 
.. gentle melody 
lulls Baby Doll 
to dreamland 

{1} s999 

For dolls 
Up to 

23 inches 

s799 

It's BIG! Hardwood Crib just like a real 

drop side baby crib . . cotton-padded 

bumpers, mattress protect her baby doll 

25x15x20 inches high. And like a real crib, it has jumbo 
play beads, too. Drop side easy to work . . has plastic 
“teething” top. Natural color solid hardwood, smooth 
wax finish, Easy-rolling plastic casters. Charming and 
colorful teddy bear design. Partly assembled. 
79 N 9271C—Shipping weight 11 lbs.. $7.99 

Dainty Panel Crib s499 
For dolls up to 22 in. Dolly’s drop-side 

hardwood. 
Hardboard end panels. Cloth-covered 
mattress. Casters. About 24x14x18 in. 

crib in natural-finish 

Partly assembled. 
bai ‘Shpg. wt. 101bs 9 

| 

Elegant Doll Furniture 
Designed and finished in the white 

enamel and gold-color trim of French 

Provincial. Solidly built of hardwood 

Musical Cradle. Lull a doll to sleep with tinkling 
melody .. rock her gently as the music box plays. 

Suspension cradle, 24x15x19 in. high. Printed vinyl pad , . 
for luxury, add bedding set, below. Unassembled. 
79 N 9221C—Shipping weight 8 lbs.. $9.99 

Drop-side Crib. Sets a doll to dreaming. Solid ends 

Sides lower to make it easy to reach "baby". Vinyl 

covered pad wipes clean. 22x 12x19 in. high. Unassembled. 
$7.99 79 N 9220C—Shipping weight 7 Ibs. . 

Bunk-or-Twin Beds. Sleeps 2 dolls comfortably. Lad 
der, vinyl pads, 21*,x123(x21*j in. high 

79 N 9226C —Shipping weight 8 Ibs. $9.99 

High Chair. Wish “Bon appetit" to dolls who eat. in 
this chair. Lift-up tray, seat 14-in. high. Gracefully 

turned and br: 24 in, high over-all. Assembled 
79 N 9264 weight 4 lbs $5.99 

Bedding Set. . 2 pretty pieces — ¢ 99 

for doll carriage or crib 

Sweet and dreamy quilt and pillow in washable crepe with 
ruilly acetate trim. Cotton filled. Overall 18x24 in. Makes 
any doll crib or carriage a royal bed! You'll like the sunny 
yellow color, too. Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 9250—Shipping weight 12 ounces... ..Set $1.99 

iced legs 
— Shipping 

Dolly's Economy Crib s249 
Drop-side crib sleeps dolls up to 20 
inches in comfort. Natural varnish- 
finish, fibreboard mattress, play beads, 
decal. About 22x12x17 inches. Partly 
assembled. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 
79 N 93050... ssp ceses ass eas $2.49 

Musical Cradle $499 
Turn the key in the nursery-decorated foot panel . . a 
soothing lullaby plays as baby doll rocks to sleep. Natural. 
finish wood cradle, pastel hardboard end panels. Overall 
21x12x11 inches. Shipped unassembled 
79 N 9288C —Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
NOTE: Dolls shown on this ot included with furniture 

Just call Sears . . "Charge it"' if you wish 

$4.99 



Mattel's Talking 
Teachy Keen 
She actually tells 
little girls how to 
dress and groom, 

teaches coordination 
..and she's sold 

only at Sears 

3999 

An easy tug on Teachy's 
Y Chatty® Ring and she 

A | speaks 11 different phrases 
that tell how to use her 
bows, buttons, comb, brusb, 
hanky and other accessories. 

She's 16 in. tall, all cloth 
with soft vinyl head, rooted 
hair you can comb and big 
blue painted eyes. 

She arrives all dressed and 
eager to teach her first class 

am " the fun of dressing all by 
a themselves. Buy it the easy 

way—order by phone. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 3 oz. 

49 N 3097.........$9.99 

“Hi there r - ; H 
ms CERO attel’s two Talkative 

Mattel’s new s| p? 

Sister Look'n Say 

4 ^? 

She watches everything you do with eyes 

that glance side to side, up and down . . Ew pM rss 

even moves her lips as she talks. Just smiling clown—made 
pull her Chatty® Ring—she'll say 10 

phrases and she's sold only at Sears. 

She's cute, she's cuddly, she's everything a 
little girl could want in a playmate. And she's 
full of suggestions on funny things to do like 
"Let's stand on our heads and look at things 
upside down." You'll never know what she'll 
say next! You can even comb her rooted hair. 

Sister Look'n Say is 19 inches tall, has a cloth 
body and legs, vinyl hands and head with a 
kerchief that matches her colorful frock. 
79 N 3606C—Shpe. wt. 3 lbs. $11.99 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. 
49 N 3675....$7.79 

Hey! Now Bozo can travel along $ 79 Bozo not 
with you in his own Circus Car Case 

(WB) Beep! Beep! Make way for the funniest car a circus ever saw. Bozo's 
Dd 'a EE hilarious clown car is molded plastic and vinyl with a see-through 

windshield and has a convenient handle. Open it up and there's a 
rumble seat for Bozo. About 6x9x12 inches high closed. 
49 N 9317— Shipping weight 1 pound 13 ounces. .. $3.79 608 [Sears] «x 
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Look to Sears for 
UNCOMMON VALUE. 

LIKE THIS 
8-PIECE 
BARBIE 
Gift Set 

All for $ 4“ 
B only 

She's the original Bar- 
bie doll with a brand 
new evening outfit that 
is really sharp. 2-pc. 
dress has satin skirt, 
silver lamé overblouse 
with sheer sleeves and 
rufiled V-neck. Match- 
ing hose, shoes. 1134- 
in. vinyl Barbie wears 
a2-pc. swimsuit. 
Hanger incl. Wt. 1 1b. 
49 C 30441. ..... $4.44 

4-Doll Trunk 
+- It's our largest 

! $6 99 
y 

Without dolis, accessories Bes | Plastic inserts hold dolls į 99 T atecompartment hash, jf, shelf with 
n place, Stor- 

anger bar, hang. 

Single Doll 
+. lots of Space gee 

$499 19 

accessories 
Vinyl case h A olds any inch doll plus accessories, p 
std With hanger bar, hangers 
hardware. NCE Nickel plated INWATe. Molded hang] 
high. asp. 10x3x12 pe M ipe athe i not included. and accessories 

iA foe! $4.99 Shipping weight 1 jy 8 - - 49 C 30468... : Sam 
e 19 1 1 y 

Hair Fair $379 j J ` \ A 
Exciting hair wardrobe for 4 

© Barbie and friends, Incl. 1 
head with short rooted b Accessory Pak $499 

Y DN hair, plus wiglet, ringlets, : E à 
= NN ponytail, extra wig. All A Glamorous change-abouts for all 1134-inch fash- 

hx » Saran. Hair accessories in- ion dolls. Ind. 7 pairs of high heels, 3 pairs of 
N cluded. Shpg. wt. 6 oz. flats; silver-color glitter stockings, purse, belt. 

608 Rost yo 49 C 30329.........$3.29 t x NN 
itabi Dade scans by cieisthiasniseledimical com 

Shipping weight 2 ounces. . .. .$1.99 



Actually hear heartbeats with stethoscope 

70-pc. Doctor and Nurse Kits $359 
each 

Stethoscope has amplifying diaphragm . . designed like those used 
by a family doctor. Made of plastic, rubber, 18 in. long. Kits also 
include health records, eye charts, microscope, slides, watch, head 
reflector, reflex hammer, microbe-meter, wash pan, spoon, vaseline 
can, candy pills, cotton, measles and chicken pox patches. 

Nurse Kit also includes cap, 
cape, apron, hot water bottle, 
scissors, red plastic bag. 
49N1628-Wt. 1 lb. 6oz. $3.59 

Doctor Kit also includes arm 
band, nose shield, medical book 
and more. Black plastic bag. 
49 N 1614-Wt. 1 lb. 6 02.83.59 

$949 
Helps youngsters learn about dental care as they keep charts, make 
reports, and give "check ups". Young “dentists” can learn to name 
all the teeth by studying the Healthy Tooth chart. Set also includes 
giant 12-inch toothbrush, 4}4-inch plastic tooth containing 6 non- 
toxic crayons, Toothland ABC coloring book, apron, 4 plastic 
instruments, mouth molds and clay, 12 report cards, gold-color 
stars in plastic case, charts and membership certificate. 
49 N 1754—Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces... ....... $2.49 

Children can set up their own hospital or 
medical offices . . use play stethoscope to 
check patients, play hypo needle for shots. 

Doctor Kit includes microbe-meter, head 
slides and more. 

Carry everything in the black plastic bag. 
49 N 1622—Shpzg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz....$2.59 

Nurse Kit includes cap, arm band, tweezer, 
vaseline can and more. The little nurse can 

reflector, microscope, 

carry it all in the red plastic bag. 
49 N 1632—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.. . .$2.59 

li ii 
e» 

Candy Striper Set $399 

Tote your over-the-shoulder bag às a 
visiting nurse . . distribute coloring books 
and crayons in the wards. Plastic tray with 
carafe and assorted plastic foods to serve 
for lunch. Charts and records to diagram 
the patient's progress. Set also includes 
striped apron, cape and cap, hot water 

bottle, "pills", spoon, cotton, bandages 
and much more. 
49 N 1755—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 10 0z..$3.99 

ijece Doctor 26-piece à $159 
and Nurse Kits each 
“Patients” will be in good hands 
with this little “doctor” or “nurse.” 
Realistic plastic bag holds play 
stethoscope, play hypo needle for 
shots, thermometer, microscope, 
slides, diploma, head reflector, 
wash pan, spoon, eye chart, pre- 
scription blanks, candy pills, cer- 
tificates and other items, also 
instructions. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 1627 — Doctor Kit.. .$1.59 
49 N 1652—Nurse Kit.... 1.59 

Civilian Defense Set $399 
Send "messages" over the plastic 
walkie talkie set . . tack up signs and 
set up your own shelter. Dress up in 
your white helmet, belt and arm band 

like a regular civilian defense worker. 
Set also includes bag with emergency 
rations, play gas mask respirator, play 
radiation tester, canteen, flashlight, 
whistle, first aid manual and more. 

49 N 1793—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.. .$3,99 

These Banks make saving so much more fun 

Put a coin in slot, strike lever 
and watch “Muscles” slam down 
hammer. Coin rings bell . . then 
falls into bank. Key to open. 

u Plastic. About 12x7x11 in. high. 
4 49N1814-Wt. 11b. 1002.$3.49 
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Sylvester Bank 

Elephant's trunk raises, de 
posits coin when button is 
pushed. Takes coins up to a 
quarter. Key unlocks base. 
High-impact plastic. About 
5x9x7 inches high. 

Shipping weight 1 pound. 
49 N 1815......... $1.99 

Gum Ball Bank 
Get a gum ball for every coin 
saved. Plastic. 7 in. high. 
Key to open bank. 200 gum 
balls. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 N 1666........... 99c 

Refill Gum Balls. 200 in pkg. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 N5191...... Pkg. 79c 

Uncle Sam Bank 
Deposit nickels, dimes, 
quarters . . pull lever, total 
registers in window, bell 
rings. 25c locks it . . opens 
when total reaches $10. 
Bill slot. Steel. 6 in. high. 

Sbpg. wt. 2 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 5117........ $2.88 

Mosler Jr. Safe 
Keep the combination a 
secret and only you can 
open this safe. Top slit for 
coins. rings when 

49 N 1768........$2.95 

aiit 
Ed Ns 



Doll Furniture with old-fashioned charm . . 

strong hardwood with a warmtoned maple finish 

The favorite Colonial look in doll-sized furniture built of strong solid hardwoods for durability. Every piece 

has a nontoxic finish . . lovely maple color. Several pieces make a doll nursery sure to please a little mother. 
Bunk-or-twin Beds. Beautifully turned posts. 
Rails, ladder, Mattresses and pillows. 17x10x16 

in. Partly assembled. 

49 N 9258 —Shipping weight 5 lbs. 

Cradle. Rock-a-bye baby in cradle with panel 

ends and steambent rockers. Padded mattress 
and pillow, print cover. 17x10x11 in. Unassembled. 

49 N 9390— Shipping weight 3 pounds. ....$3.99 $5.99 

Wardrobe. Clothes (not incl.) hang on plastic 
hangers. Ivory-colored sliding Masonite Presd- 

wood* doors. Drawer 6x13x16 in. high. Assembled. 
79 N 9262C—Shipping weight 8 pounds... $5.69 

High Chair. Makes mealtime funtime. Handy 
lift-up tray, graceful posts. Braced legs. 18 in. 

high, Seat 7x7 in. Assembled 
49 N 9259— Shipping weight 2 pounds. $3.99 

Dolls shown are not included with the items on this poge. 
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Feeding and Dydee Set 99 

with Magic Bottle $I 
Magic bottle "cries" as it's emptied. Set includes 
warmer, dish, spoon, rattle, powder, soap, and more. 
49 N 9204—Shpg. wt. 11 oz. Set $1.99 

Steel Crib with Nursing Set $497 

Frame has pink and white baked-on enamel finish, 
clown decoration. Adjustable spring, foam mattress. 
Nursing set has 2 bottles, warmer, cup, funnel, spoon, 
bottle brush and baby rattle. About 19x12x16 in. high. 
49 N 9274—Shipping weight 5 Ibs.........Set $4.97 

Play Pen $319 

Keeps dolls out of mischief. m À 
Sturdy Steel frame, nylon 
net sides, hardboard floor. 
18x18x12 in. Wt. 4 Ibs. 
79 N 9214C $3.19 

Cutulod page scans by cheisinias-museteciwicil com 

Just wind it up! 

Swyngomatic Jr.® 

swings your doll for 
5 minutes or more 

s559 

a doll than a swing of 

High 

Chair 
Nothing's more fun for 

Set af her own . . this one is a smooth-swinging 
automatic, Tubular steel legs, comfy plastic 

" J chair. 25x15x25 hes high. Partly assem- No eating Ba & chair. 25x15x25 inches high. Partly assem 

problems D^ * 79 N 9347C—Wt. 4 Ibs... .$5.59 

for dolly — 

$297 

Everything for nice meals even a rat- 
tle, warmer, bottle, mug, dish, cereal 
box, spoon. Steel chair has pink and 
white enamel finish, break-resistant 
Mk tray. 28 inches high. Unassem- 

led. 
49 N 9272—Wt. 3 Ibs.....Set $2.97 

SPLISH! SPLASH! 
Dolly gets a real bath in this 

Bath-Dressing Table complete 

with a real shower spray 

s497 

ulates in watertight vinyl tub. 
it’s a dressing table. Diapers 



- Sweet zm 95r 
Adriana 

Was there 

ever a Bride 

so exquisitely 

gowned? 

3995 
PU DOSE Italia 

r stylishl 
patent-lool 

1 oc Adriana. Reíreshingl 
taloons. A lane 

nd 

icoat, Nylon 
h blue gar- 
pers, Simu- 

necklace, 

79 N 3265C. Shippin, 

2 Demure Monica. 

bracelet. Even 
bouquet with streamers. 

in. tall t Made in U.S.A C. 0 2 $14.95 Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz, k. / é A M 49 N 3379. $9.95 | ry. ` tots . [Sears] 609 k 
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Sleek Sportster 

10 A teenage dream of a car for all 
11}4-inch fashion dolls. Plastic 

body has steel axles, bucket seats, 
clearview windshield, and chrom: 
color grill, headlights, hubcaps. White- 
wall tires. About 8x18 inches long. 

49 C 9320—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. $2.99 

Mad, Mod Sand Buggy 

11 It's the rage! Great-looking and 
rugged. Perfectly-sized for slim 

1134-inch dolls. Bright plastic body 
has steel axles, chrome-color grill and 
lights, windshield that raises and low- 
ers. Heavy-duty whitewall tires. 9x20 
inches long. Doll not included. 
49 C 30683—Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz....$2.99 

xa [Sears] 609 
P 



Spina Pf treat with 

your Kotton Kandy Machine 

Use instant mix (included) or plain 
| sugar, 12-in. plastic bowl, electric motor, 

` 6-ft. cord. 3 plastic fork holders, scraper, 
/ cleaning brush, instructions. 

49 N 5028— Wt. 4 lbs. 8 oz.. ...$8.88 
Refills. T wo 8-oz. pkgs. in 2 colors 
49 N 5027 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 0z...89c 

—R MS nd 

Sno-Cone Maker 
for frosty treats 

$949 

Enjoy Sno-Cones, Sno 
Pops, Sno-Balls 
shaved ice topped with 
syrup or candy. Place 
ice cubes in machine 

turn crank . . out 
comes a fro: 
delight an 
4 packs syrup, paper 
cups, dispensers, fun- 
nel, molds, candy. Plas 
tic machine 914 in. 
high . . metal grinder. 
Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs 
49 N 1629... .$3.49 

youngster. 

m—H—HE——" 

well, stacking pole 

Ice Cream Freezer Set . . $488 
makes 3 delicious flavors 

Bucket operates with cubes or crushed ice, 
table salt . . has creamer, dasher, turning han- 
dle, 6 mixes (chocolate, strawberry, vanilla), 
4 toppings, 4 bowls, 6 spoons, recipes. 
49 N 5025—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 12 oz $4.88 
Refills. 6 mixes (3 flavors), 2 toppings. 
49 N 5026—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib Set $1.49 

d Mellie gy \ | 
Whiz Fizz Soda Fountain 

Sodas that really fizz. Dispense flavor into 

glass, pump in water. 50 drinks, orange, grape, 
or cherry. 16-in. fountain, 2 glasses. Plastic. 
49 N 1688— Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.....$3.44 

Refills. Two sets of three flavors each. 
49 N 1747 —Sbipping weight 11 oz........94c 

Mix 'em . . twist ’ 
PRETZEL JETZEL .. 

Such fun, so easy to operate 

Lickin’ good lollypops 
you can make yourself 

. . Just mix ingredients, 
cook, pour into molds 

Lollypop Factory 
by Emenee 

$799 

Peg "The answer to a child's dreams . . now 
JM she can make up to 6 delicious lollypops 

at a time—in 6 different shapes, 3 fla- 

vors. Factory includes conveyor, elec- 
tric cooker, push-button pensers, 

mixer, mold, measuring spoon, alumi- 
num cooking container . . plus pure in- 
gredients, sticks, wrappers, instructions. 
Plastic. 21 inches long. UL listed 
49 N 1234C— Shpy. wt. 8 lbs.. $7.99 
Refill Kit. Strawberry, orange, cherry 
flavors; syrup, sticks, wrappers. 
49 N 1220—Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.. ...$2.44 

. bake pretzels yourself with 

bakes with light in just minutes 

ust add water to mix included, stir, pour into 
molds, crank into oven, watch it bake. Then crank out pretzels, salt 'em and eat 
House-shaped oven takes 100-watt bulb (not included). Set includes disposable 

z CUPS, spoons, squeeze container, moving belt with 5 molds attached, 
4 packages mix, cord. Plastic. 30x12x10 in 

79 N 1236C— Shipping weight 5 pounds...g.. $5.99 

Electric Corn Popper 

pops corn in minutes 

Makes corn popping quick, simple, fun to do 
Watch corn pop under glass cover. Spout on 
hopper for easy flow into bags. Red-enameled 
steel. 14 inches high. Corn included. 
79 N 1669C —Shipping weight 7 Ibs, .$6.66 
NOTE: Electric items UL list ) v., 60c. AC, 

$199 

Coke and Kool-Aid Dispensers 
Coke. Holds up to Kool-Aid. 1-quart 
12-0z. Coke bottle. glass jar, plastic 
4 gl AIL plas- 11 in. high. 2 
tic. 11 in. high. Wt. 20 paper cups. 
2 Ibs. 8 oz. Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N1676...51.99 . 49 N 1720... $1.99 

«9 SEARS 613 
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Sugar Plum 

Velveteen 
or 

Frost Pink 

Pleats 
Al A winsome, round-cheeked 

seem 
ance. All 

dressed up to go along with you in a 

sugar plum velveteen coat with 
maribou trim. Matching bonnet. 
Under the coat . . a lovely pink and 

he's 18 inches tall, Cuddly, 
kapok filled body, vinyl arms, 

legs, head. You can comb her gl 
rooted hair. 
49 N 3002—Shpg. wt. 2 1bs,$9.99 

Sleepytime Outfit. Flannelette 
pajamas. Fleeced white robe with 

sugar plum trim and floral buds. 

49 N 3081—Shpg. wt. 12 02.82.99 

3 Pretty — Playsvit. let em- 
broidered top of white batiste. 

Sugar plum velveteen slacks. 
49 N 3083—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.$3.29 

Party Dress, Spun sugar beauty. 
Fine white organdy with tucks 

and lace. Lacy pink slip, panties. 
49 N 3082—Shpg. wt. 12 oz.$3.69 
Note: Dolls, hair ribbons not included with 
outfits (2), (3), (4). 



Barbie and Friends . . they talk, they bend, they pose 
Ken, Stacey, Christie, and Barbie 

AT THE BEACH 

"Let's go id b^ 

shopping | (1 thro 4) Each doll says 6 full-length teen phrases . . just 
with Barbie pull the talking ring. All vinyl; 1119 inches tall. 

(1) 49 € 30373— Talking K: hpg. wt. 10 oz. $4,99 

(2) 49 c 30014— Talking Stac Shpg. wt. 10 oz... 4.99 

(3) 49 € 30072— Talking C Shpg. wt. 10 oz..... 4.99 
(4) 49 C 30015— Talking Ba Shpg. wt. 10 oz.. 4.99 

“Why don't 
we all go 

to the movies?" 

“Would you 
3 like to have 

a fashion 
show?"  $ 

“What shall 
| wear to the prom?” 8 new Fashion Outfits 

Take them along -- Barbie and Stacey 

love to go travelin
g in their 

SLEEP 'N KEEP CASE 
lls, 

Romantic Victorian 
bedroom stores dolls, 

clothes, accessories 
F, 

< 

5, Town Turtle. Snazzy blazer, bell-bottoms, pullover. Shoes 
49 € 30377—Shipping weight 8 ounces $2.99 

6 Firelights. Brocade evening jumpsuit. Silver-color slippers 
49 € 30385—Shipping weight 7 ounces $1.99 

7 Winter Wow. 2-pc. costume with belt. Hood, long boots. 
49 C 30389—Shipping weight 8 ounces $2.99 

B Winter Wedding. Brocade gown, headpiece. Shoes, bouquet 
49 € 30362—Shipping weight 9 ounces $3.49 

Q Dream-ins. Sheer peignoir. matching shorty gown. Slippers 
49 € 30686—Shipping weight 8 ounces $1.99 

ersey. top, leatherette skirt. Shoes 10 Hooray for Leather 
49 C 30382—Shipping weight 6 ounce $1.49 

and isn't tT 1l jj 020685. Stipaing weight 7 wameenea aeS. HN 
| Stacey have a brand i s Daten draped canopy. Co à 12 Breakfast at 7. Pajamas, robe with ey hing lining. Shoes. 

Barbie Headboards vinyl spread 2 dol compar accessories not included. X. 49 € 30375— Shipping weight 8 ounces $2.99 

Roe abie vinyl |en iel snap Jock. diede Extra Hangers. Pkg. of 18 plastic hangers with filigree design 
shelf. Plastic SA ing weight 1 poun“ 49 € 30681—Shipping weight 3 ounce Pkg. 99¢ 

OS aie 610 [Sears] Xoste NOTE: Dol fits. 
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Cookie Mix, Cookie Mix Cookie Mix | Coskie MIX. Cookie Mix | Cookie Mix 

9$ tex 

123-pc. Jr. Chef Food Mix Set 
. . everything she needs to make 
over 60 mouth-watering treats 

* 24.frosted cakes ina dozen flavors 
* 7 batches of cookies apple pies $888 

#2 batches of pancakes with syrup ; 
* Corn muffins, biscuits, pudding, and 
brownies—even gingerbread men 36 canc 

e cake, T Besides mixes, there 

grill, turner, cutters, decorator with nozzles, recipe book. 
49 N 1292 Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 2 oz... ........ 

614 sears XE, Just call Sears and say “Charge It” 
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, mufün and bread pans; 
cookie sheet, rolling pin, bowls, measuring spoons, pancake 

U 
* Chocolate Fy, !Ous FLAVORS 
* Apple s dge — * Cher, pice ry Del 5 Orange Delignt © Holiday Mpe t * White 

* Chocolate F * Devil’. * Lemon lake S Food Š 
Yellow 

* Banana 

Cakes, cakes and more cakes! And they're 

extra delicious when you make them yourself 

80-pc. Jr. Chef 
Cake Mix Set 
makes scrumptious 

decorations, too 

$499 

Young chefs can bake 20 yummy 
cakes in 11 luscious flavors. 9 
packages of frosting mix give 
a choice of topping. Decorator 
with 3 noz lets them. add 
pretty touches. 8 other utensils 

(2 cake pans, loaf pan, 3 mea- 
suring spoons, 2 bowls) make the 
job easy. With recipe book, 36 
candles. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 9 oz. 
49 N 1215... $4.99 

42-pc. “Sweet” Set 

makes brownies, cakes, 

even fortune cookies 

$399 

Cook up goodies galore with 25 
, cakes and 

ies, Plus i bool 
as shown and fortune cookie 
sayings. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1282 $3.99 

20-pc. Cake Mix Set 

for beginning chefs 

$199 
Easy to fix, good to eat: 6 

desserts. With 
ing pans, 6 other 

. wt. 11b. 6 oz. 



. . each Baby Doll 

a wish come true 

.. to cuddle, dress, 1 

love, and 

remember always 

Pert cutie sets off for a party in a frost 
pink nylon dress . . a burst of fluttering 

pleats . . wash in lukewarm water, drip dry, 
pleats stay in. Matching bonnet írames 
her lovely rooted hair . . shows off her moving 
eyes. Lacy cotton slip, panties. Shoes, socks. 
Kapok filled body, vinyl arms, legs, head. 
Soft cry voice. 18 inches tall. 
49 N 3054—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. .$11.99 

She's a sweetie pie napping on her rufily 
pillow. Lovely eyes open and close. Soft 

cry voice, Exquisite dress . . crystal pleated 
nylon, lace trimmed. Wash in lukewarm 
water, drip dry . . pleats stay in. White crepe 
slip, panties. Socks. Kapok body . . vinyl 
arms, legs, head. Rooted hair. 16 in. tall. 
49 N 3043—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8oz...... $9.99 

7 Let cold winds blow . . this life-size 
baby is snuggly warm in her travel sui 

Sugarplum velveteen leggings. Fleecy white 
rayon-nylon jacket and hat are prettily 
trimmed. White broadcloth romper. Lovely 
moving eyes . . rooted hair you can brush. 
Soft cry voice. Cuddly kapok body. Vinyl 
arms, legs and head. 24 inches tall. 
49 N 3063—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz... . . $12.99 

POBKWA [Onnan 1 enn 
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and now they're dressed in the most smashing outfits ever! 

“What are 

you doing 
next weekend?” 

“Would you 
like to be 

an actress?” m 

19 “Stacey and y "| have 
l are having a date 

tea" tonight" 

Julia with 
Jumpsuit 

375° 

Barbie Dresses for | 
Barbie and Ken go Formal Julia Joins the Group a Special Occasion 

In California- I 99 Barbie's newest *9?? Her lavish brocade $99 
inspired Outfits 1 friend and star of TV CF el ‘suit is fur trimmed B-pleco 

gift set olft set gilt set 

What a handsome couple—just full of things to say when Julia’s a livin’ doll, with Diahann Car- Wow! Look at Barbie in her new evening outfit. 

you pull their talking rings. Barbie's ready for the prom in roll's voice and sparkling good looks. The 2-piece brocade suit has a real mini-skirt 

her long, tiered gown with its sashed, flower-trimmed Pull her ring and she talks. Her high- and long jacket with fur-trimmed sleeves and 

Empire waist. Purse, shoes, flower earrings complete the fashion outfit has knit skirt, jacket; gold-color chain closures. Snazzy hip-high boots 

outfit. Ken’s her fashionable escort in pants and shirt satin bodice, Shoes, hanger. Vinyl, 1134- are the perfect accessory. Vinyl Barbie stands 

accented by an ascot tie, brocade vest, Nehru-style coat. in. Julia wears a lamé jumpsuit. 1134 inches tall and says many phrases when you 

Shoes, socks included. Vinyl, 1134-inch tall Barbie and 49 C 30445—Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz... ....$9.99 pull her talking ring. She comes to you dressed in 

Ken come to you dressed in bright swimwear. Julia only, Dressed in jumpsui a flattering knit swimsuit. 

79 C 304430—Shipping weight 3 pounds... ....Set $17.99 49 C 30328—Shpg. wt. 10 oz...... 7.99 49 C 30442—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz... ..$8.99 

[T 6H 
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Add water to mix, fill cookie 

press...and bake golden brown 

heart, star or animal cookies 

. then frost and decorate them 

Jr. Chef Cookie Factory with 
> oven and moving conveyor belt 

Caf em up 

$088 
When you turn the sand timer, conveyor automatically moves cookies 
through steel oven. With 8 mix 
utensils, easy-to-read r 
79 N 1131C—Ship| 

cookie press, cookie decorator, 14 
ipe book. Plastic, 20x714x5 inches. 

ng weight 6 pounds. 
49 N 1138.—12-pc. Cookie Mix Refill Set. Wt. 11b. 202... . .....1.97 

Whip up drinhs, 
cake batters 

Electric Mixer 
$688 

Works like a big portable 
mixer, Makes frothy milk 

a beats cake and 
je batters. With mixer 

blade, 2 egg-beater blades, 
bowl, measuring spoon, 
recipes. 8 in. high with 
blades. Wt. 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 

49 N 1268........$6.88 

can bake 
pancakes, cookies, pudding, ginger- 
bread, pie, lots more. Also 16 baking 
utensils including pans, cookie 
sheets, cutters. Recip 

49 N 1214—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. $2.99 

Guteioa Dade scans by diimaman 

Soft plastic 
blades are safer 

12 refills—2 
and frosting mixes, 

pancakes, pie, biscuits, 
gingerbread, and cook- 
ies. Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. 
49 N 1249......,$1.49 

Magic-Cool Electric Oven 
Knobs move pan to oven —hands stay 

away from heat. Takes pans up to 4 inch 

Put pan in open-loading chamber. . it automatically 
feeds into oven. Child never touches heated portion 
of oven (outside temperature never exceeds a 
warm 100*F.) Double window lets cook watch 
foods. When done, twist knob and pan slides into 

amic and wire heati 
deep. With 6 food mixe: 

Easy-Bake Oven . . 
now with corn popper 

513% 
Pour corn in popper, push in 
knob. Corn: pops in enclosed. 
oven (window lets you watch 
the action). Pull knob out, 
com empties automatically 
into bowl, Oven and cooling 
chamber takes pans up to 4 in, 
Bakes c pizza, candy, ete 
With 12 mixes, 3 bags of pop: 
corn, 2 caramel syrup mixes, 
3 baking pans, 4 utensils, 
recipe book. High-impact plas- 
tic, 14x12x7 in. deep. Uses two 
100-watt bulbs, not included, 
Shipping weight 9 Ibs. 
79 N11B6L.... $13.33 

Big Electric Oven 
with thermostat . . 
takes pans to 7 in. 

$1 499 

Bakes bigger cakes 
than other ovens. 
Heats from 200° to 
4007. Fiber glass insu- 
lation. Double glass 
window. Steel, 1114x12 
x13 in. high. Shipping 
weight 18 Ibs. 
79 N 1226L. .$14.99 

You con order toys from 
pages 441 to 673 from this 
cotalog until Sept. 1, 1966 

ling chamber. Heavy gauge metal with porcelain 
element. 11x10x6 inches 

8 utensils and cook book. 

49 N 1222 — Shipping weight 8 pounds. ... 

NOTE: Electrical items 
on page UL listed, 110- 
120-volt, 60-cycle AC. 

$9.77 

rco SEARS 615 



BABY LU 
in her Shoofly Rocker 

Offer her a spoon of spinach, 

she turns her head away .. but 

turns to milk like a good baby 

$994 

Like a living doll 
from side to s 
down. Ref spina ve 

Rock her gently in cute plastic 
Shoofly. Soft vinyl 13-inch doll . . painted 
eyes. Rooted hair you can wash and comb 
Lace-trimmed sun outfit, bonnet. 
49 N 3070—Wt. 2 lbs, 12 oz...... $9.94 

she turns her head 

She stops cry- 
ing when you 
cover her or 
turn off light 

s1499 sod 

Pacifier stops her crying too . , no buttons to prt 
Soft polyethylene . . 21 in. tall, rooted hair, eyes 
ch 23-inch bed, handy night table. Romper, 
booties, bow. Order 2 “D” batteries, page 519. 
79 N 3029C—Shpg. wt. 6 lbs... et $14.99 

BABY PATTABURP 
by Mattel 

Pat her back gently 

to hear her burp 

$799 

Feed her, place her on your 
shoulder, pat her back . . she 
burps. Rooted hair. Soft body 
Eyes close. Dressed in pink 
dress, panties, bootees. 16 in. 
tall. Feed her. . milk disappears 
. . then bottle refill: 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
A0 N 3119 .$7.99 410! Sears | suc 

Catalog page scans by cisimas.narsetechrücul ron 

REAL LIVE LUCY 

Nods her head and 
turns it from side to side 

s1379 
Lively doll bobs her head around 
when you pick her up. Turns 
away from her spoon, but takes 
to her bottle right away! 20 in. 
tall. Jointed vinyl, rooted hair. 
79 N 3051C-Wt. 4 Ibs. $13.79 

Her Playall 
changes into 
6 different 
dolly playthings 

s[|22 

SNUGGLEBUN and her PLAYALL 6 
Baby Snugglebun . . a darling doll. Pick her up, she says 
“Mama.” You can comb rooted hair . . eyes open and close. 
15 in. tall of plastic and jointed to be movable. Striped dress. 
Her Playall 6 is wonderful! It can be a swing, playpen, stroller, 
high chair, rocker or car seat. 
79 N 3059C—shipping weight 5 pounds............ $11.22 

BABY 
SPANK ME 

She sheds real tears 

5622 

When you spank, she 
fusses like a real baby. Feeds 
from her own bottle, too . . 
and what an appetite she 
has. Soft rooted hair . . sleep- 
ing eyes . . soft chubby arms. 
Vinyl. Dressed in bright red 
play outfit. 20 inches tall. 

Shipping wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N 3126. ........ $6.22 

I'm COLORFUL CINDY . . 

color my bib and apron, 

wash them, color again. 

| drink and wet, too 

Accent her red dress with what- 
ever color suits your mood . . 
color the stenciled flower outline 
on her apron, or the kitten on 
her bib. 8 non-toxic, wash-off 
crayons, 16-inch fully-jointed 
vinyl baby doll has moving eyes, 
rooted hair. Baby bottle. 
49 N 3078-Wt. 11b. 8oz. $4.99 



$597 Battery. 

Spacious fully furnished Colonial Doll House 
with electric light, front door that opens . . 

Admire simulated wrought iron grillwork, porch. Open door, flick on living 
room light, see enchanting interior. Rumpus room with table-tennis set and 
TV, living-dining room, kitchen, bathroom and 2 bedrooms, 32 pieces of 
plastic furniture; 4-doll family. Steel house, about 26x1444x1534-in. high. 
Unassembled. Uses one “D” battery, order below. 
79 N 1410C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. ........-........40ss00s $5.97 
79 N 4660—"D" Battery. Shipping wt. each 4 oz. . Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

616 SEARS ses 
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At the touch of the magic 
wand, you can move the 79 N 1433C......... 

5 dolls from room to room, 

indoors and outdoors . . or 

send the car into action! 

Magnetic 
Doll House 

$384 
Point a Magic Mover wand, and 
the magnetized doll family 

glides into motion without being 

touched. Open roof lets you 
watch the action. Modern 5- 
room house with over 40 pieces 
of furniture and accessories can 
be arranged many ways. Set in- 
cludes 15 walls, 5 dolls and a 
snappy little car. 36x20-inch 
Masonite Presdwood base, col- 
orfully decorated with drive- 
way, walk, landscaping. 4 sturdy 
plastic legs, Two plastic wands 
included. Partly assembled 
Easily sets up on table or on 
floor. Shipping weight 6 lbs. 

$3.84 

Save this catalog . . . you 
can order toys on 

pages 441 to 673 from 
now until Sept. 1, 1966 

For Sale: Furnished Colonial Doll House 
with sundeck. The purchase price is low 

One of the best buys in toytown real estate, Classic Colonial house 
has a spacious living-dining room with stereo set, fully equipped 
kitchen and utility room with appliances, 2 bedrooms, bathroom . . 
even a sundeck. Complete with 30 pieces of plastic furniture and —— 
accessories. 4-doll family eager to move in. Tastefully decorated 
house, of steel, is about 2434 x8x16 inches high. Unassembled, 

79 N 1458C—Shipping weight 7 pounds,........... rire PAD d 

You're free to roam in this furnished 

MOBILE HOME vwith truck tractor 

$899 : assembled | $699 rm. 

Travel the countryside or set up housekeeping in a trailer court 

with this modern mobile home. Free-wheeling polyethylene truck 
tractor moves the trailer wherever you like. Colorful plastic furni- 
ture can be taken apart and rearranged in designs you alone dream 
up. You can make various style chairs, tables, stools . . parts 
interlock; no glue or tools needed. Frames for walls can be moved 
to vary the size of rooms. Roof with skylight removes for playtime 
Transparent plastic windows give the doll family (included) a view 
of the outdoors. Tiny flowerpots add cheer to the front windows. 
Trailer with tractor about 3834x10x9 in. high. Trailer is brightly 
decorated, high-impact plastic and heavy paper chipboard 
79 N 1412L— Shipping weight 8 pounds $8.99 
79 N 1480C— Mobile home only. (28 in. long). Wt. 4 Ibs... 6.99 

Just say ''Charge it’’ 

when you phone your order 



Sleepy Lullabye Baby 

As music box inside plays 
"Brahms  Lullabye", this 
12-inch baby stretches and 
turns with life-like move- 
ments. s open and close. 

Natural looking, curled-up 
fingers. Molded hair. Vinyl. 

Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 2 oz. 

49 N3145.. 

, 13-in, baby has a soft 
. perfect for lov 
nothers" to hug. 

Vinyl arms, legs, head. She 
as rooted curly hair, Open- 

and-shut eves. 
Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 402, 

49 N3058......... $2.99 

Baby Snoozie stretches, 
her eyes open, close . 

squeeze her, she cries 

3988 

Wind up this 14-in. doll and she 
Cuddly 

dressed for 
Vinyl head, arms, and 

ash, 

behaves like a real baby 
cloth body she’ 
playtime 

legs, an hair you can 
comb, set. Buy it the easy w 
order by phone. Wt. 1 Ib. 1 oz. 
Aa N anan ea oc 

Cutslod nace scans Dv cieisipias nmarseleciwicul or 

Girl or boy S 

399 
each 

TWINS for twice the fun 
We drink, wet, hold our bottles, 

and you can comb our pretty hair 

Buy both little look-ali or the child who 
likes lots of company. Dressed in cotton out- 
fits for parties and play. Each is 12 inches tall 
with jointed plastic body. Vinyl head. arms, 
legs. Go-to-sleep eyes, 

little Girl Twin. In pert 2-pc. outfit. 

49 N 3085—Shipping wt. 12 oz.. . . $2.99 

Q Little Boy Twin. In dapper 2-pe. suit. 
49 N 3084— Shipping wt. 12 oz.. . . $2.99 

SLEEPY 
BABY 

A life-size 20 in. long. . 
she stretches, squirms 

+. snuggles against you 

when you hold her . . 
when she sleeps, her 
head, arms are limp as 
a real infant's 

s899 

What pleasant 
dreams could. have 
brought that sweet 

smile to her chubby 
face? Her sleepy eyes. 
are always shut as 
she slumbers on her 
ownlace-trimmed ~ 
pillow. Sometimes 
she cries. Wind her 
up, she moves like 
a real sleeping child. 
Huggable cloth body 
filled with shredded 
foam. Vinyl head, 
arms, legs. Wispy — 
rooted hair. 

Shipping — weight. 
2 pounds 14 ounces. 
49 N 3057.. . $8.99 

SAVE THIS 
CATALOG... 

You can order to; 
on Bes 467 
638 from now. 

until Aug. 1, 1967 

TEARFUL THUMBELINA 
She moves, cries real tears 

* Rock her gently . . she opens and closes her eyes 
* Press her tummy . . real tears roll down her checks 
* Wind her up . . she stretches and squirms about 

3947 

What a pretty baby girl, all dressed up in a la 
dress, knit booties, and lacy bib! A frisky, real-acting baby, 
she'll need all the love and care you can give her. Shiny 
rooted Saran hair can be brushed and combed. Washable 
vinyl face, arms, legs. Cuddly cloth body. Comes with her 
own bottle. 14 inches tall 
Gabe vein I s EAE 

rimmed 

(an on anus 



Wash and dry dolly's clothes with Md p 
this 10-piece Laundry Set doll-sized metal Stove, Sink and Refrigerator 

wees, $099 Ws 599 
Have the whitest wash in toytown with this laundry set. Add soap Cook up a pretend dinner on the 11-inch high stove with sce-thru oven window 

and water to the washer, turn the crank and the agitator does the and sliding shelves. Then wash the tiny pots and pans (included) at the sink. 

scrubbing for you. Adjustable rubber roller wringer gets the clothes "Turn on the faucet, and sink fills up with water from reservoir in back. Faucet 

, ready for hanging on the revolving dryer. 6 tiny clothes pins has positive shut-off. 15-inch high refrigerator with 2 shelves will keep make- 

n basket help make laundry day more fun. Steel washer, believe food fresh. Heavy-gauge steel appliances are finished in lustrous copper- 

finished in white with turquoise trim. 12 inches high. tone and turquoise . . pretty in any playtime kitchen. 

49 N 1030— Shipping weight 2 pounds 10 ounces... . . . . . Set $2.99 79 N 1094C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. Set $5.99 

ture Supermarket 
. . 125 pieces in all 

Weigh “fresh” fruits and vegetables on the scale that really works. 

` (is Fill up the shopping cart with tiny soda pop, jam, mustard and 
aw ketchup bottles, Pay the bill at the counter, where there’s a working 

Furniture for every $ 7 cash register. Supermarket has & large inventory of famous brand 

5 doll ho: play grocery boxes and food cans; pri play money, shopping 
room in the use bags. Counter, cart, shelves, bins of plastic. Imported from Japan 

es gen] like ier Locis deret 49 N 1482—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces. . .... $5.97 

kitchen, nursery, den, bedroom, bath, living 
room, dining room, utility room and patio. Plus a It's fun to pose 

tiny 26-pc. dish set and 9-pc. kitchen utensil set. these Bendable Dolls 
Appealing designs, of plastic. 
49 N 1481—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz... Set $2.97 $189 

Bend these 5 Twistoys into al- 
Three Table Lamps 97° most any position, and they'll 

to light up her doll house stay put. Gaily dressed dolls, of 
Shining success in any doll room. Only 234 in. plastic, are 234 to 5 in. high . . 

high, but they really work on 3 batteries included. perfect size for use with a doll 

Three lamps, of plastic. With 3 bulbs. house. From Hong Kong. 

49 N 1426—Shipping weight 8 oz...... Set 97c 49N1404-Wt. 8 oz..Set $1.89 

^ Arrange 5 rooms, build 
furniture . . move right in and play 

Homemaker set with 236 pieces . . 99 

interlocking walls and furniture to design as you like $7 

Be creative with 5 rooms and furniture. Make sculpture, 5-piece doll family—even towels for 

tables, chairs, cabinets, fixtures. . hundreds of bathroom are included. About 39x10x6 inches 

designs. Interlocking plastic parts are inter- high. Accurately scaled throughout. 

changeable. . no toolsor glue needed. Decorated 49 N 1469—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 6 oz..Set $7.99 
cardboard wall panels can be moved to vary size 
of rooms. Floors with fabric rugs. Paintings, «s SEARS 617 
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S > Magic Thimble 
makes baby RSEN 

] c. open and eg RN 
Close her eyes 

Pull her arm down 

. . she cries real 

tears. Pull it up, 

she smiles 

like sunshine 

Only at Sears can you get 
this 31-piece Wardrobe 

and Accessory Set with 

Baby Magic s[4,99 

Move the magic thimble and without touching doll, vou make her do 
life-like things . . she'll cry real tears, stop crying, sleep, wake, raise arms, 

and lift bottle to her mouth. By pressing her arms down, her ex 
on changes from smile to pout. White and red romper outfit, 

booties. Also includes: dish, hangers, rattle, comb, mirror, nail file, 
buffer, compact, bottles, brush, measuring cup, spoon, clothes pins, 
funnel. Plus pink cotton pajamas and bib. 18 in. tall. Vinyl 
79 N 3067C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. Set $14.99 

Baby Glad'n Sad 

3599 

Lay her down, she smiles . . sit her 
up, she looks sad. Here's a doll 
that loves being put to bed. She 
smiles contentedly. Soft huggable 
vinyl. . with pretty rooted blonde 
hair. Painted eyes. She wears a 
dress and booties. 15 inches tall. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N3076......... $5.99 

Baby Nancy has her own 

Cradle, Bath and Table 

< Pretty pink cotton s599 
print dress with lace 

button trim. Love- You can bathe her and comb her rooted hair. 14-in. tall; jointed plastic 
-piece playsuit, body. She drinks her bottle, wets her diaper, closes her eyes. Dressed in 
and white hat and snugely cotton pajamas. Plastic 16x10x10-in. cradle, 7x8x8-in. table, 

h | sweater. Shpg. wt. 7 oz. e, spoon, bubble bath, sponge. Unassembled. 
/40N an&2 cz t2 AQ t & naunde Set $5.99 

‘Gutuiod page scans by daisiniat-imseteciwdcl pom 



Turned arms, shaped seat. 
and backrest all hardwood. 
Smart spindle back. Im- 
ported musical movement. 
25 inches high. Seat 1334 
by 124 inches. as 

igh-gloss finish. Pai 
assembled. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs, 

postal is. 
79N9130L-Maple finish 
79N9132L-Black enamel 
Each... .$6.99 

618 SEARS rcs 
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Aperi 
i i ight Partly bled. ping weig! assem! 10 pounds, 
79 N 9029L. ..$4.99 

A WHA 

Extra-tall Boston-style 
Rocker in white, black or 

maple finish . . all smoothly 
finished solid hardwoods 

What a wonderful way to 
relax. Just rock and listen to 
soothing music. Rocker is a 
full 28 inches high over-all. 

Richly decorated with 
hand stenciling and gold 
Ru trim. Turned posts, 

s si arms 
com; le sitting. Booth 
Tocking action because of 
the extra long runners. 

xps t 
assembled. 

Shipping weight 10 Ibs. 

lack. 
9 N 9145L— White 
N 9146L— Maple finish 

Solid Hardwood 

Richlooking Bradford Quaint Early Ameri- 
poer rd eir hardw E 

C ULM Sipe i t is stur so tigl 
rocker. 

Finished in Ameri- 
can maple. 21 in. 
high. Seat 14x12 
in.; 12 in. from floor. 

Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs. 
79 N 9010L..$7.99 

Just flip the back down. 
Chair becomes Step Stool ` 

$999 

Helps tots reach the top of the 
sink to brush their teeth shiny 
bright. Converts to sturdy chair 
for TV watching just by flipping 
up the lower step. 

Strong and useful. Brightly 
decorated wood decked out with 
the Mickey Mouse club emblem. 
16x13x8 inches high. Unassembled. 
49 N 9027— Wt. 4 Ibs...... $2.99 

Batiste 139 rei 10° 

Soft foam padding takes 
bounces in stride while 
vinyl covering wipes clean. 
Trim and neat welting give 
it a grown-up look. 

Cushiony plastic foam 
padding. Coppertone-en- 
ameled steel tubing. Wal- 
nut-finished hardwood arm- 
rests. Sent unassembled. 

Walnut-finished hardwood 
frame. Neatly welted vinyl 
covering defies soil and stains. 
Plastic foam and cotton felt 
padding. 22 inches high. Seat 
measures a roomy 17x15. 
inches. Sent partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 19 Ibs. 
79N9076L-Turquoise. $10.89 
79N9077L-Persimmon 10.89 

Big on comfort . . 

ding gives d. 
eroe rare 

steel me. 21 

Chair just like rocker 
above, but no rocking rails. 

Shipping weight 7 I 
79 N 9061C........$7.89 

Upholstered 
Furniture 

M ——nÀ 

$679 

iy $1499 

$469 

Chair. Tan. 15x12x23 inches high. 
79 N 9080C—Wt. 61bs........$4.69 

Lounge. Persimmon. 29x12x23 in. high. 
79 N S082C—Wt. 10 lbs.. .$6.79 

Rocker. Turquoise. 15x12x2 
79 N 9081C—Wt. 8]bs........ $4.89 

Chair, Lounge and Rocker. Save $1.38. 
79 N 9099C3—Wt. 24 Ibs..Set $14.99 
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TEENY TINY TEARS has a 1 

Wardrobe and 

magic shampoo to 3499 

make bathtime more 

fun. Drinks, cries 

tears and wets X 

TEENIE WEENIE 

TINY TEARS 

Wee one with a 4 

tub that's also i 

a cradle. Drinks, 

wets and cries 

s427 

Teeny Tiny Tears . . 12 inches tall. She closes her eyes when you rock her. 
She drinks her bottle, cries real tears. Wets, blows bubbles. Wears frilly 

bloomers, has a bib, dress, panties, sponge, shampoo, bubble pipe, pacifier, 
bottle, Corduroy overalls, shirt set. Lovely rooted hair. Vinyl. 
49 N 3170—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 

Tiny Teors . . 17 inches tall. Chubby vi 
drinks, wets,'cries, blows bubbles. Dressed in cotton flannel sleeper. 

Wardrobe includes diapers, blue dress, pique dress, bottle, pipe, pacifier. 
49 N 3169—Shipping weight 3 pounds 12 ounces................. $10.99 

Teenie Weenie . . 9 in. tall. So small . . yet she drinks, wets, cries tears. 
She's dressed for her bath, and has her own plastic tub . . turn it over, 

and presto! it's a cradle. Rock her to sleep . . her eyes close. Terry robe, 
towel. Bottle, pacifier, sponge, shampoo. She's vinyl, with smooth, rooted hair. 
49 N 3176—Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. 

4 Dy-Dee Baby . . 14 in. tall. Drinks, wets, coos. Shuts her eyes. . dozes 
off to sleep in cotton flannel sacque and fleecy bunting with pink trim. 

All vinyl, fully jointed, pretty molded hair. Flannelette robe, diaper, bottle 
for feeding. 

49 N 3064—Shipping weight 1 pound 5 ounces.................006 $5.99 

vl body . . rooted hair. She 

met 
Tiny Tears Talkin ace | lay > sleep 
Cradle 6 CES s[O99 Battery New do to sh 

Insert record in side of cradle, press 
lever . . listen to nursery rhymes, 
prayers, lullabyes as you rock 
cradle. Built-in phonograph has 
automatic shutoff. Plastic cradle, 

18x12x11 in. Mattress cover. For 
dolls up to 17 in. Order 1 “D” bat- 
tery, page 519. Buy it the easy 
way—order by phone. 

BUBBLE Up 
with lots of soap . . scrub them, splash 
them . . and they're all ready to dry, 
dress and cuddle. These dolls love it! 

TINY TEARS is almost life-size.. 

She drinks her bottle, 

wets diaper. She has 

a pretty wardrobe, too 

[4] s599 

DY-DEE BABY. She's 

cozy in a 

Soft flannel sacque. 

"Coos, drinks her 

bottle, wets 

her diaper 

"n, eoo, nch me | en 

MISS PEEP. . take her in your arms . . she looks 
and feels like a real baby . . so soft and snuggly 

And she makes baby sounds when you hug her body and arms. She's 18 
inches tall, made of soft, sanitary vinyl so she can be bathed. Just like 
a real baby, she’s dressed in an infant kimono, diaper and booties. 
There's a fluffy receiving blanket to wrap her i 
49 N 3066—Shipping weight 3 pounds 2 ounces. . ........- +++- $5.99 

~- [Soare l A12 



Beatle Dolls. These swingers are 434-inch carica- 
tures, made of lifelike vinyl plastic. Rooted hair, 
in that famous Beatle cut 
49 N 8445—Ringo Starr 
49 N 8446—Paul McCartney 
49 N 8447—John Lennon 
49 N 8448—George Harrison 
Shipping weight each 8 ounces. ...... Each $1.66 

Barbie and Midge Trov- 
el Case. Just the thing 
for the well-outfitted 
doll who travels a bit. 
Very roomy inside . 
gleaming black vinyl 
| outside, with handle and 
“zipper top. Measures 
6x10x7 34 inches high. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N B451......$1.66 

Goofy Klock Kit. Put it 
together, tap switch— 
dock will ding, klank, 
wheeze. Do all but keep 
time. Plastic, 12 in. high. 
Order 2 “D” batteries. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz. 
49 N 8488. .$1.66 

"D" Battery. 
49 N 4660-Wt. ea. 4 oz. 
Each 16c.. ..4 for 60c 

Janie Reg Doll, Shy 
Janie is all dressed up 
in red-and-white checked 
cotton with a white 
blouse. She's a soft, lov- 
able crib companion for 
babies and tots. Yarn 
hairdo. Painted face. 15 
inches tall. 

Shipping wt. 15 oz. 
49 N8485...... $1.66 

Flintstone Circus. Fred, 
Wilma and the whole 
gang as daredevil acro- 
bats, Ten characters and 
nine accessory pieces, 
pecially designed to 

ip together into limit- 
less combinations. High- 
impact plastic. 

Shipping wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 8486. .$1.66 

Stains pagi scans by dieisihiasmidsetedwical tom 

col 
at naptii 
Our coats 

Dog and Musical Beor. Wind us up 
ime, and we'll play you a pretty song. 
are made of soft, huggable rayon 

plush, and mee Sach ERE CM CR PRIOR 
satin ribbon bow and cotton felt ears. Sparkly 

Shipping weight each 
49 N 8484—Bear 

120... Each $1.66 

TREASURES 
Priced Low 

SS: 

Jet-Copter. Pull the 
100 ft. Can also fly 
skim along the ground— 

m$ 2 

66 
EACH 

cord and see it soar to 
horizontally, in circles, 

then land perfectly. 
18-in. blade span. Plastic; no battery needed. 
49 N 8487—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz..... $1.66 

Carpenter's Tool Box. 
Everything for the lit- 
tle do-it-yourselfer . . 
indudes 13 carpentry 
items “justlike Dad's," 
in high-impact plastic. 
Comes in handy stor- 
age box of sturdy cor- 

Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 
49 N 8492-Set $1.66 

49 N 8456— Dog. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. 
49 N 8491— Elephant. Shpg. wt. 1 

Little Big Indian Chief. 
Heap snazzy outfit 
includes elasticized 
headdress ablaze with 
feathers; decorated 
tom-tom; 30-in. hick- 

79N8493C-Set $1.66 

Fashion Doll Boudoir Set. An elegant setting 
for Barbie, Tammy, Tressy and other dolls up 
to 12 inches tall. Includes comfy upholstered 
bed with floral printed vinyl spread and solid 
color pillow. Gracefully skirted dressing table 
for primping. And matching hassock that 
doubles as a dressing table stool.. 
49 N 8449—Shipping weight 1 pound. .$1.66 

Mr. Potato Head and 
Friends . . Oscar the 
Orange, Pete the Pep- 
per, Katie the Carrot 
and Cooky the Cucum- 

parts. Plastic, 85 parts. 
Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 

49 N 8489-Set $1.66 

Wind-up Tractor. 
Zooms over all obsta- 
cles in its way, shoot- 
ing off harmless sparks. 
Very efficient tractor 
has steel body, rubber 
treads. Clock-spring 
motor with large key. 
834 inches long. 

Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 8454... .$1.66 

Amsco's Magic Gas 
Pump with tiger tail. 
Fill'er up. Attach suc- 
tion cup nozzle to car 

or truck; turn handle, 
and it looks just like 
gas is pumping. Refills 
automatically. Durable 
plastic, 634 in. high. 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. 
49 N B458....51.66 

Aet SEARS 619 



N 
14-in. Thirstee Tears 

with wardrobe 

3529 
Tears roll down cheeks when 
she cries. Eyes close to sleep; 
she drinks and wets, too. 
body, rooted hair. In ch 

jamas, jacket, play dress, sun- 
suit, dressy diaper, accessories, 
49N3106-Wt. LIb.402. $5.29 

15-inch Toddler 
with wardrobe 

499 
From checked dress ie well- 
shined vinyl shoe: 
fectly dressed for visiting. 
brings hat, coat, jacket, 2 

slack set, skirt, hair needs. 
i Fully jointed vinyl with sleep- 

| ing eyes, rooted hair, 
49N3432-Wt. 1 lb. 40z,$4.99 

Catalog pace scans by crisiimasqmasetechrücal com 

Perfect Patient 
needs your loving care 

$399 

A spunky little doll who's sometimes sick 
and forever getting hurt. And because of 
this, she comes with arm and leg ci 
crutches, bandages, toy hypodermic, charts 

and candy pills. She's 13 inches tall, has 
rooted hair in pony tail style, moving eyes. 
All plastic and vinyl so she recovers quickly. 
49 N 3424— Shipping wt. 1 Ib, 14.07.$3.99 

You can order toys on pages 467 to 638 
from now until August 1, 1967 

Clothes for 8 to 21-in. 
dolls keep them 
warm and stylish 

Nothing makes "playing dolls” 
more fun than having lots of dif- 
ferent outfits to dress them in. To 
find the correct size to order, 
simply measure the doll’s height 
from top of head to foot. 

Travel Wardrobe. Coat, hat, 
2-piece play set, dress, diaper, 

shoes, socks, bottle, toys, 
Shipping weight each 12 oz. 

49 N 3210—8 to 11 in,...$2.99 
49 N 3136—12 to 15 in... 3.29 
49 N 3137—16 to 17 in... 3.79 
49 N 3138—18 to 21 in... 3.89 

Layette. Bunting, romper, 
sweater and pants, diaper, 

em to; 

Shipping j 
49 N 3209.8 to 11 in... $2.99 
49 N 3564—12 to 15 in... 

49 N 3566—16 to 17 in 

49 N 3567—18 to 21 in 

3 Dress-up Set. Three full-skirt- 
ed dresses, er, shoes, socks, 

bottle, rattle, pacifier. 
Shipping weight each 12 ounces. 

49 N 3215—8 to 11 in.. . .$2.99 
49 N 3216—12 to 15 in... 3.29 
49 N 3217—16 to 17 in... 3.79 
49 N 3218—18 to 21 in... 3.89 

Striped Trunk s 
for dolly and clothes 499 

For dolls up to 16 inches. Colorful vinyl 
covers steel-reinforced wood frame. 

ribbon holds doll. 16 in. high x 9 in. wide x 
8 in. deep. Hangers, too, for all of dolly's 
clothes. Clothing not included, 
49 N 9275—Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 14 oz.. . .$4.99 

Bareskin Baby 

Brings along her own make-believe 

bearskin rug, complete wardrobe 

and go-visiting trunk 

Complete Set $799 
with carry case. 

Available only at Sears 

14-inch vinyl baby with moving eyes loves to lie on her own 
shaggy rug. Usually she wears only a white jersey shirt . . but 
with a little coaxing she'll wear her matching pants, diaper, 
dress, slack set or pajamas. Bath accessories, clothes, and baby 
arrive all snuggled together i in roomy doll trunk. 



Works like a big 
Vacuum Cleaner 
Turn on switch, 

see dirt disappear 

Wheat little girl really 
enjoys clean-up time? 

Get her a Sears Vacuum 
and let her think 
she's playing. 
We won't tell. 

Electric Vacuum Cleaner Cordless Vacuum Cleaner 

3097 $497 zs 
Unusually efficient cleaner just the right Flick switch to start fan motor and turn 
size for mother's proud helper. Powered on light in front that acts as dirt finder. by a strong electric motor. Light shines Steel body and handle 39 in, long, 84 
while vacuum actually picks up dirt. in, wide. Finished in beige and brown. Dust bag is removable for emptying. 30 From Japan, Battery operated, order 3 inches high. High-impact plastic. Steel “D” batteries. Sent partly assembled. 
handle, Stores upright. With 12-foot ^ 49 N 1301— Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 02,..... $4.97 
long electric cord. Assembled. 

Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs, "D" Battery. Shipping wt. each 4 oz. 
79 N 1354C........... ss... $9.97 49 N 4660. ......Ea. 16c; 4 for 60c 

Friction-powered 

Mr An \ \ 

5-piece Cleaning Set Run it across the floor, 
motor hums and a 
sparkle-light flashes as $197 
brush scoops up dirt 
Dust bag inflates. slips 
off to empty. Metal 
construction, 2134-inch 
plastic handle. From 
Japan. Partly assem- 

Pick up hard-to-get dirt with metal 
carpet sweeper's fiber brush, Bottom 
opens for emptying. 24-in. wood 
handled broom with plastic bristles, 
dust mop and pan. And how could 

bled. 24 in. high. she work without the plastic apron 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. we include? Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 

49 N 1203... .$1.99 79 N 1302C...........Set $1.97 

620 SEARS rs 

Sitaiog ade scunt by dieisiiatmaseltediaical com 

This Laundry Set makes 
washdays fun . . from hanging 
up clothes to ironing them 

13-plece set 

$699 

€ 
Now I can really iron clothes on an adjustable, 30-inch long iron 
ing board in pink and turquoise (pad and cover included). It’s 
easy with my big, 7-inch electric iron that's chrome plated. 
There's an endboard hamper, 6 feet of clothesline, plastic 
clothespins and apron. And I store everything in my 314-foot 
high 3-ply fiberboard (not wood) cabinet. 
79 N 1027C—Shipping weight 7 pounds....... 

4-pc. Ironing Set. 22x 
30 in. steel table with 
pad, cover. 6-inch elec 
tric iron. Wt. 6 Ibs, 
79N1056C Set $3.99 
Table, pad and cover. 
Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
79N1021C....$2.77 
Ironing Table only. 
Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 
79N1002C....$1.99 

Deluxe Electric Iron. 

Chrome-plated. Plastic 
handle. 734 in. long. 
Wt. 1 Ib, 3 oz. 
49 N 1038 $1.99 

Kleen-A-Kart 
totes a lot of 

clean-up tools 

$499 

Sweep dirt up with 
a real broom—right 
into a plastic dust 
pan. Whisk dust 
away with dust cloth 
or dust mop. Then 
wash the floor with a 
rayon wet mop. 

Stash toys or laun- 
dry in a cotton bag. 
28-inch high metal 
wire cart rolls on 
plastic wheels. 
You can take off 

your apron now, 
you've earned a rest. 
Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N 1345C.$4.99 

NOTE. All electrical 
items UL listed for 
110-120-v., 60-c. AC. 

Set $6.99 



Trav-A-Long House 
for all little dolls 

A SEARS 3389 
EXCLUSIVE 

Two full stories give lots of play 
room for Heidi, Jan, Pee Wee, or 
any 4 to 6-inch dolls. Lifelike de- 
tails and realistic room scenes are 
screened onto the vinyl house both 
inside and out. First floor kitchen 
has a tiny oven and hideaway 
table and chair. There’s a studio 
couch in the den. Upstairs bed- 
room has a bed, night table, chest 
of drawers. Folds to 13x9x744 
inches high. Dolls not included. 
49N9345—Wt. 3 Ibs. 4 0z.$3.89 

Heidi’s Accessories 

3-outfit Wardrobe will make 
Heidi the best-dressed little doll on 
the block. Whether her day will be 
dress up or play, she has just the 

right fashion for it h dress is 
smartly-styled of cotton d has 
color-cued panties and cute little 
plastic shoes. 
49 N 3978—Wt. 4 oz. t $1.69 

Hats 'n Dresses . . 3 stylish little 
outfits for Heidi and Jan to switch 
and Th ‘mod” fash 
ions include a Mondrian shift with 
pillbox topper; a low-slung hip- 
hugger and cute skimmer hat 
A-line polka dot dress with an: 
sailor bonnet. 
49 N 3961—Wt. 4 oz... 

ty 

$1.99 

Bedroom Set . . great fun for a 
pajama party! Double bunk bed 
with ladder, spreads bolsters, even 
a tiny poodle, The dresser has 
drawers you can open and a real 
mirror. At bedtime, switch the 
lamp off! Order one "AA" bat- 
tery from page 482. 
49 N 9364—Wt. 1 lb. 8oz. $3.69 

Pretty pink Jeep takes her on her 
merry way with a cute little poodle 
forcompany. Handy outdoor phone 

Tiny parking meter really 
you even get a make-be- 

lieve coin to put in the meter. All 
in plastic. 
49 N 9398— Wt. 1 Ib. 4 07.$1.99 

Magic House-n-Garden. Wa 
with Heidi as real grass 
“bushes” grow in the garden 
you do is plant magic seeds. 
messy, and it’s fun to rake, hoe 
and cut the grass with tiny garden 
tools. Cottage has window boxes 

to plant, too. Inside there's an 
easy chair, sofa-bed. Sturdy metal, 
plastic, 38 in. long. Unassembled. 
79 N 9366C—Wt. 5 Ibs..$10.99 

Backyard Swing Set. Suzy 3-outfit Dress-up Wardrobe 

loves to be pushed on fits Suzy and all your other 7 
the swing or down the to 8-in. dolls. Sacque, match- 
slide. There's a seesaw, ing blanket, dress, panties, 
pail, and ball coat, bonnet, rattle, bracelet. 
Plastic.l3in.long.Wt.3lbs. ^ Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
79 N 9225C...... $2.79 49 N 3212. $1.99 

Tataloo pace seans by chrisinias marsetecimical cont 

HEIDI 
. - the friendly 

I 

Doll i 

Pocketbook 

.. press the magic button 
and she waves good-by 

and here's Jan 
. «just like Heidi, she has 
her own carry-case and 
gives a cheery wave 

Heidi's 534 in. tall and a pocket- 
book full of fun. She wears a 

plaid jumper and white blouse. You 
can comb her pretty blond hair and 
move her plastic arms and legs. 
49 N 3999 —Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $2.59 

Jan is Japanese and wears a 
charming oriental dress, She can 

wear and do everything Heidi does. 
49 N 3959—Shpg. wt. 14 02.$2.59 

Meet Heidi's little 
sis and brother . . 

Hildy and Billy 
A tiny pair so little, 
so lovable, so lifelike! 

Hildy has shiny blond > 
hair that you can 
comb and wears a 
bright little striped 

dress. Billy wears long 
pants, sweater and cap 
and has a jaunty scarf 
knotted at his neck. 
Both twins are 414 in 
high, are made of pla 
tic, and have movable 
arms and legs 

Like everything else 
in Sears books, it's so 
easy to order by 
phone. Shipping weight. 
5 ounces, 
49 N 3960-Set $3.49 

Suzy Cute . . loves to be cuddled 
.. press her tummy, she lifts her arms 

She's 734 in. tall and all 
dressed in blue. 
bottle but don't go away . . 
won't you change her wet 
diaper? Move her soft plastic 
head, arms, legs, Comb her 
rooted Saran hair. Flip her mat- 
tress, give her therattle to play 
with . . soon she'll be napping 

. $-s-h-h-h, don't wal the 
baby! Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 3156... ..$2.19 

Zo 

j 
Í 
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Mary Poppins? Carpetbag $197 
by WALT DISNEY 

Fly away to adventures, with a Mary Poppins “magi- 
cal" carpetbag in your hand. Colorful, tapestry print 
vinyl satchel has a snap-shut metal frame. Wipes 
clean. 1234x10x5}4 inches . . there's room for all the 
odds and ends a girl and her doll need for a day's out- 
ing or an overnight jaunt to grandma's. 
49 N 1046—Shipping weight 1 pound. ..51.97 

Plaid Case with Umbrella $966 

Practical for girls who love to travel. If she runs into 
rain on her trip, the umbrella, contained at the side of 
this case, will come in handy. 12-inch red plaid fabric 
case has zippered closure. Metal-ribbed umbrella is 21 
inches long. 
49 N 1033—Shipping weight 2 pounds. . $2.66 

Ballet Box 

$187 

To dancing school she'll 
go, with her tutu and 
shoes packed in two com- 
partments of this 10x 

1014-in. box. Vinyl pat- 
ent, brightly trimmed 
with graceful ballet mo- 
tif. Full-length carry 

strap. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 

49 N 1004 $1.87 

Waterproof Tote 
with zipper top 

1297 
A young gadabout will 
carry this big, flower- 
splashed tote to beach 
or slumber parties. 
Washable vinyl, inside 
and out. Welted edges; 
double carrying han- 
dles. Spacious 934x3}4 
x14 inches. Shpg. wt. 
11b. 9 oz. 

49 N 1099....$2.97 

Cutie pan scans by deidiimas: 

Designed for girls 
yet built just like 
grown-up luggage 

Veneer frames withstand 
bumps and thumps of travel 

2- piece $588 

Pack up matched luggage . . and 
off to fun. 133{-inch and 124 
cases have extra rugged veneer frames. 
Washable vinyl-coated kraft lining. 
Tongue-and-groove metal closures seal 
out dust. Stitched bindings. Red and 
white vinyl coverings. Nickel-plated 
hardware. Snap catches. Plastic han 
dies, Bright decal trim. Luggage wipes 

dean with a damp cloth. Shpg. wt. 
5 Ibs. 2 oz. 
49 N 1029 Set $5.88 

Save this catalog . . You con 
order toys on pages 441 to 673 
from now until September 1, 1966 

79 N 1047C—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs.. .Set $3.88 

gage priced to reflect the elimina- 
f the Retailers’ Federal Excise Tax 

Zippered Vinyl Cases ` 2-piece Fashion Set $844 
Gaily styled in coral color vinyl, printed Rugged molded fiber and veneer, covered 
with travel stickers. Molded handles. with vinyl, Washable quilted vinyi ning 
Overnighter, 16x11x5 inches. Tincli Rene ino. 
49 N.1096-—Shpg. wt. Tib. 8.0.,..$2.97  “#ppered 12-ht teardrop case; Shipping weight set 6 pounds. 
Dress Pak, 18x32 in. opened. Hanger hook. 49 N 1023C—White. p 
49 N 1097 —Shpg. wt. 4 lbs........$4.44 49 N 1022C— Blue.. . 

3-piece Logesgo Set $388 
A little lady takes off in style with this trio 
of matched play cases. Washable vinyl, in 
a sprightly houndstooth print. Set: large 
12-inch hat box and 1434-inch overnighter 
with zipper openings and ID tags. Plus 
8-inch train case for carrying accessories. 

Set of 3 Plaid Cases $466 
For girls on the go, bonny plaid printed 
vinyl luggage. Full-length zipper openings 
make packing easy. Soft sides; nickel-plated 
hardware. Set: 16-inch weekender, 14-inch 
overnighter, 12-in. travel case. Ideal for 
vacation or overnight trips. 
49 N 1012—Wt. 3 Ibs. 3 oz..... Set $4.66 

ra SEARS 621 



Mattel's Babystep 

$|84 

without batteries 

Bright, bouncy and so 
energetic she walks and even 

roller skates by herself 

New Babystep takes cach little step. 
carefully and perfectly all by herself. 
Just by turning her hidden s 
you'll send her walking or skating- 
balloon in hand—all the way across 
the room or down the sidewalk. Pl 
tic, 18-in. high, with soft rooted s 
thetic hair and big painted eyes that 

em to be smiling. She ar- 
in a perky little outfit that 

matches her own sparkle . . she looks 
out for Mother’s floors with skates 
that won't scuff. Uses 2 “D” bat- 
teries, order on page 482. 
49 N 3019—Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. $12.84 

r 

For Babystep and Baby First Step s2 99 

S.piece clothing ensemble includes coat, hat, 2-piece 
pajama set and sunsuit 
49 N 3048—5hipping weight 7 ounces. . 

Can y 

aNd e, ‘lk 

Mattel's Talking 

Baby First Step 

s[999 
without batteries 

Baby First Ste grown 
up just a little so she can 
now talk, walk and even 
skate by herself. Pull Chat 
ty Ring? for 10 phrases. 
18 in. of plump plastic 
with rooted hair, moving 

nd her own red no- 
. Order 2 “D” 
page 482. Wt 

4 lbs. 2 oz. 

49 N 3406 $19.99 

.Outfit $2.99 

Baby 

Stroll-A-Long s76 

Walks by herself. Her spark 
ling eyes close when you lay 
her down. Plastic body, 14 i 
tall; rooted hair. Order 
battery, pz. 482. Wt. 1b. 12 oz. 
49 N 3027 .$7.69 

without 
battery 

Life-size Walker 
brings her own 

Poodle along 

s994 

Carry the plush pup, take your 

32-in. walker by the d, and 
you're set for strolling fun. 
Doll and 14-in. dog in match. 
ing outfits, Doll has plastic 
body. moving eyes, rooted 
hair and can wear a child's 
size 3 clothing. Wt. 6 Ibs 
79 N 3504C. ..$9.94 

18-inch Walker 

3499 
Take her hand in 
yours, lift her arm 

and you're all set for 
walking in the park. 
Her red n outfit 
is perfect for home or 
visiting. Rooted hair, 
moving eves, plastic 
body. Wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 
49 N 3517......$4.99 

16-inch Walker 

$399 

A long-haired little 
lass who needs some 

one to walk with her. 
Plastic body; vinyl head, 
arms; jointed arms, legs. 
Wears trimmed 
shift over dainty lace 
panties. Has moving 
cyes, Wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N3187...... $3.99 

Dolls who stroll 

hand-in-hand 

with you 

|- oi 

20-inch 
Terry Talks 399 [^ 

A lively girl who's. always 
ready to walk and talk with 
you. Press her talking button 
for 11 different phrases, Plas 

tic doll. dressed for walking in 
a red paisley white trimmed 

dress. Order 1 "D" battery, 
pg. 482. Wt, 2 Ibs. 10 oz 
49 N 3408.. $9.94 



Child size 

Hair Dryer 

really 

blows air 

Everything she needs to keep herself 
well groomed . . from a comb-and-brush set 

to her very own cosmetics by Tussy 

A real Vanity Lamp 
ready to plug in 

$197 

Just the thing to brighten a 
little girl's vanity or bedside 
table. 93-inch lamp has tur- 
quoise plastic base, shade- 
screen printed in pink and 
red. C734 lamp bulb includ- 
ed. 4-ft. cord. UL listed. 
110-120-v, 60-c AC. Buy a 
pair at this price. Wt. 12 oz. 
49 N 1380. ... Fach $1.97 

Budding Beauty Vanity 

with Hassock $099 

Provincial style vanity by Marx in sturdy 
plastic is 23x24 inches wide . . designed to 
make a young lady feel grown up. Center 
compartment has lift-up mirror, is fitted with 

comb-and-brush. set, jewelry (bracelet, ring 
and locket). Cosmetics include: lipstick, 2 
beauty soaps, 3 bubble baths, bath powder, 
toilet water, hand lotion, nail polish and re- 

mover, beauty hint booklet. “Tufted” plastic 

mate. pe hassock, 1234 inches high, has storage com- 
ba partment. Partly assembled. 
49N1379—$1.97 79 N 1304L—Shipping weight 11 Ibs. .$9.99 

Cosmetic Set 
for Girls 

Has all 11 Tussy 
cosmetics as in 
vanity at right plus 

" PENT Canes TE 

Girl-sized Dresser and Bench Set $4.44 
There's plenty of room for all her beauty aids and even for her books . . to 
encourage neatness. Center cosmetic shelf, 2 drawers, 4 open shelves. 
Plastic-framed glass mirror. About 37x33x12 inches deep, made of sturdy 
reinforced corrugated fiberboard with natural wood finish. Unassembled, 
parts lock together easily. Accessories not included. 
79 N 1342C— Shipping weight 8 pounds........... eee $4.44 

With Bendee Teen Doll and dancing Ballerina 

Cutsog pan 

Chest of “Jewels” $377 
Filed with 23 jewelry items—necklaces, 
bracelets, earrings, etc. for dress-up play. 
Satin-lined 8-inch chipboard chest. 
49 N 1382—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz....$3.77 

622 SEARS ma 

OROEN, 

A real jewel for a girl's dresser. All wood con- 
struction, covered with decorated white simulated 
leather. Open it . . music plays, the ballerina 
dances. Doll snaps on. 6x434x3X inches high. 
49 N 1378— Shipping weight 14 02.......$2.97 

Made ’specially for little girls who want make-up 
like Mother's. Vinyl case holds miniature dresser 
with 3-way mirror, play cologne, bubble bath, 
scissor, white nail pencil, lipstick, puff. 
49 N 1383—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz... .$2.97 



Talking Dolls by Mattel 
Just pull their Chatty-Rings® 
to hear 11 different phrases 

Baby Colleen $777 

] Although she's alway 
bedtime, Colleen's impish little face 

tells vou she really wants to stay up and. 
play. Even when she's dressed in pajamas 
or nightgown, her wide-awake painted 
eyes let you know she’s not yet ready for 
bed. Tangerine- colored rooted hair tops 
this 15-inch soft-bodied bundle of sweet 
talk, Vinyl face and hands. 

Shipping weight 2 pounds, 
49 N3096......... Ense ent $7.77 

alking about 

Baby Secret.. her lips s[[77 
move as she whispers 

9 18-inch Secret charms you with her ex- 
pectant look, little voice. 

body is 
; pajamas 

$11.77 49 N 3091- Shpz. wt. 3 bs. 5oz 

Drowsy 3597 

3 A 15-inch little rag doll who asks you 
to fuss over her and put her to sleep. 

Vinyl head, rooted hair and the sleepiest 
painted eyes you've seen, 
49 N 3164—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs..... $5.97 

Little 

Miss Echo 
Talk to her, 

| sing to her.. 
she'll record and 

i repeat everything 

you want her to say 

:[539 

without batteries 

7 

Here's a big and beautiful 30-in. doll who "learns" then 
says all the new phrases you teach her. Her built-in mag. 

c tape recorder does some of the work, but you have 
to do the teaching. Plastic with jointed a dod and. legs 
and casy-to- 
Order 2 “D” batteri 

Like everything 
order by telephone. 

Gn 

79 N 3665CM—Shipping weight 8 pounds $15.99 
79 N 4660 —"D'"' Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz... 16c; 6 for 90c 
79 N 6417M—9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 407... 35c 

Catalo paige scan by cheisiniasmasetechnical com 

“Tell me 

A 
Mattel's 
Singin' 
Chatty 

Pull my 

Chatty-Ring® 
and sing 

along with me 

Lili 

a; in. mn sur 
you never know what 

next t be "Farmer in 
or "Row, Row, Row Your 

or another old favorite. Plastic, 
jointed with rooted hair, moving 

eye 
49 N 3518—Wt. 2 Ibs. 1002..... $9.99 

Mattel's new 
Talking Teachy Keen 
A SEARS EXCLUSIVE. She actually 

teaches little girls how to dress and 
groom as she encourages coordination 

of tiny fingers . . buttoning, snapping, 
tying and more are all a part of learning 

from Teachy Keen. 

Ho” 

Tug on Teachy's Chatty Ring and 11 different phrases 
tell how to use her buttons, bows, comb, brush, hanky 
and other accessories, She's sixteen inches tall, all cloth 
with vinyl head, rooted hair you can comb and big 
painted eyes, Arrives dressed for school a 
show the fun of dressing by e your phone 
if you want to order her the ea siest way of all, 
Shipping weight 2 pounds 

49 N 3097..... ARS ..$10.99 
rs|617 



Elegant *dress-ups" made just for her 

Every little girl adores jewels and the 
fur look. Grant her wish with this elegant. 
stole of deep-pile rayon and cotton with 
rayon lining. Plastic ring, simulated pearls 
and orchid pin add glamour. 

49 N 1360—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz...$2.66 

Look like real hair $097 
styles of Saran and acetate 

feel like real hair, have soft luster and 
Sheen. She'll love combing, setting and 
restyling her wig. Elastic band inside for 
snug fit. With red bow. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 

49 N 1353— Platinum blonde. 2.97 

49 N 1358—Ginger blonde....... 2.97 

Musical Purse $997 
A love of a handbag in patent-leath- 
er-like plastic, with a Swiss music 
box to play a delightful tune when 
the purse is opened. Has snap clos- 
ing. 6}4x434x3 inches wide. —— 
49 N 1432— Shpg. wt. 1 Ib..$2.97 

ish pace Scane by cuitimax wmienllctudcal pom 

Little girls love to wear Wigs, too 

Prettiest dress-ups ever . . deep pile 
printed plush fabric headband made of 
rayon and cotton and matching muff look 
like fur. Rayon satin lined. Simulated 
pearls, matching bracelet, poodle pin. 

49 N 1430—Shpg. wt. 6 oz..... $1.77 

NUN 

Four plastic wigs $188 
A change of a wig . . she can be a top- 
knotted brunette, a sophisticated 
blonde, a dramatic redhead, or Cleo- 
patra with jet black hair. Styled in soft 
plastic, ready to wear without combing, 
fit smoothly on girls 3 to 8. 

49 N 1356—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. Set $1.88 

All the things that make mommy’s purse so 
interesting. Play money, pill box, credit 
cards, cosmetics, and more. Black patent-look 
vinyl, 15x53 inches, with clear front, gold- 

lor metal chain. 

Waiting for her 
car and escort 

$999 
For those “formal” dress- 
up occasions every little 
girl loves, a long flame red 
acetate taffeta gown with 
matching bag. Pretty hat, 

artificial orchid corsage, 
ring and necklet complete 
the outfit. Shoes not incl. 
Dress sizes S(1-4), M(5-7), 
L(8-10). State size S, M 
or L. 

Shipping weight 8 oz. 
49 N 1281F...5Set $2.99 

Formal 
Outfit 

High-heeled Shoes 
Made extra strong with steel 

S (8-10), M (11-13), L (1-3). 
State S, M, L. Wt. pr. 12 oz. 

1 Red straps, flower center. 
49 N 1388F....... $1.99 

2 Red-tipped rayon plush. 
49 N 1389F....... $1.99 

3 Striped, withred heelstraps, 
49 N1391F....... $1.99 

4 Gleaming gold and silver color. 
Strong steel shank arch plus thick 

innersole and arch liner. Siste size 
S, M, or L (see above). 
49 N 1365F—Shpg. wt. 12 oz. $2.99 

shanks in arch. Shoe sizes ` 

— — 

Here comes the 
radiant bride 

$397 

A costume to dream about. 
Acetate taffeta gown, long 
nylon net train with a 
finger loop to hold, and a 
luxurious lace-trimmed ny- 
lon net veil. Extras too . . 
glitter mitts, wedding band 
ring, corsage, bridal bou- 
quet, a lacy hanky. Dress 
sizes S(1-4), M(5-7), 
L(8-10). Stale sise S, M 
or L. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. 
49 N 1431F.......$3.97 

Bridal 
Outfit 

RICE 
rea SEARS 623 



Unforgettable Ladies of Fashion 
Dolls dressed for a promenade in beruffled finery . . 

their bobbing ringlets all hand set and hand arranged. 

Beautifully designed . . exquisitely crafted in Italy 

DAMINA $1495 

Picture of perfection in her large hat 
trimmed with fabulous feathers, Dainty 

parasol . . in case the sun gets too bright. 
Flounced dress has a hoop skirt and 
ruffled pantaloons beneath. Rooted blonde 
hair hangs in luxurious curl twists. Long- 
lashed eyes open and close. 14 im. tall. 

| Jointed vinyl body. From Italy 
79 N 3499C—Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. $14.95 

618 [Sears | oss. 
rette pietas i errem eec tn 

GUENDALINA $1495 

2 Ruffle after ruffle spills out around her 
tiny feet, Dainty flower trim accents her 
ls s. Hoop petticoat makes it flare out 

beautifully. Pantaloons have flower trim, too. 
You'll love her picture hat that softly shades 
her moving, long-lashed eyes. She's 14 in. tall 

. of jointed vinyl. Her hair is shiny-dark 
and rooted. From Italy. 
79 N 3498C—Shipping wt. 3 lbs. «$14.95 

Joy Bride... 11% in. 
starry-eyed and 

romantic in lace 

$595 

A little girl dreams of be- 
ing as pretty a bride as 
Joy. Nylon tulle gown 
beautifully trimmed with 
shirred lace. Matching veil, 
slip, panties, slippers, bou- 
quet. Rooted h u can 

le. Vinyl body, Painted 
eyes. Wt. 11b. 10 oz. 
49 N 3496 «$5.95 

Brigitte . . 21-in. miss 
from France . . lovely 

homespun-look gown 

s[995 

‘The natural beauty of a pro- 
vincial French maiden. 
Dressed in a sheer white cot- 
ton bodice, with lacy trim. 
Her skirt in multi-striped 
cotton with the look of home- 
spun ed witha floune 
Jointed vinyl, Ch 
with rooted ha 
79 N 3493C 

Tina . . 21-inch belle of the ball 
in rich, lush red velveteen 

s999° 

To love, to admire, to cherish a lifetime . . a doll of enchanting 
beauty. Her finely shaped features—from dreamy opaline 
eyes that open and close, to pert dimpled chin—are sculp- 
tured with Italian finesse. Tina is luxuriously dressed in a 
sweeping gown and big bonnet of rich red velveteen, trimmed 
in white eyelet lace and plaid bands. Attached petticoat . . 
plus separate hoop skirt. s, socks and patent-look 
shoes. With plaid parasol. S lene, 
79 N 3495C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. . 



Ready-to-Sew Wardrobes 

Sew a wardrobe for your favorite doll . . 
the easy way. Each outfit is pre-cut and 

ready to sew. Even buttons, thread, trim 

are included with all these sets 

54-piece Fashion Set for Barbie, 

Tammy, Mary Poppins, 12-in. dolls 

It’s more fun to dress a doll in clothes you make 
yourself. Set includes school, party and holiday 
dresses, blouse, skirt, pajamas, panties, shoes, 
belts, gloves, other accessories, plus needles, 

thread, instructions. Easy to sew. 
49 N 1262—Shipping weight 6 oz.. . .Set $2.44 

Dolls not included with wardrobes 

E-Z Weaver Loom by Marx. . 
with shuttle and harness 

Just like a big loom, with shuttle, harness, warp 
strings, spacing wires . . makes simple or com- 
plex weave fabrics 10 in. wide. Plastic, with 
wood-grain finish, 19x13x13 in. A fascinating . . 
and useful hobby. With 400 ft. of colorful 
Bernat yarn, instruction book. 
49 N 1372C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs........ $4.97 

624 sears Seas 

iloi Dabs scone by cidimas weedliciedca com 

44-pc. Trousseau Set 

Sew for Barbie, Tammy, Tressy, 
Midge, other 11}4-in. dolls. Taf- 
feta and flocked nylon net bridal 
gown, veil, two dresses, panties, 
shoes, belt, gloves, purse. 
Needles, thread and instructions. 
49N1455-Wt. 6 oz.. Set $2.44 

74-pc. Little Girl Set 
Fit Penny Brite, Pepper, Dodi 
and other 9-inch dolls. Dresses 
for every occasion: blouse, skirt, 
panties, pajamas, shoes, belt, 
purse, hangers, needle, thread, 
instructions and much more. All 
ready to sew. Shpg. wt. 9 oz. 
49 N 1484.. -Set $2.44 

80-pc. Boy doll Set 

Makes wardrobe to fit Ken, 
Alan, other 12-inch dolls. 
Sport shirt, jacket, tuxedo 
with accessories, pajamas, 

shoes, more. Needle, thread, 
instructions included. Wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 1263.......Set $2.44 

62-pc. Baby Set 

Make pretty things for 9-in. 
baby dolls like Teenie Weenie 
Tiny Tears, Tearie Dearie and 
others. Sew dresses, panties, 
pajamas. Accessories, needle, 

Pom Pom Pets 

Create animals, deco- 
rations with automatic 
pompon makers in 3 
sizes. Yarn, chenille 
stems, felt included. 
Knitting spool too. 
Instructions. Wt. 13 oz. 
49 N 1487....$2.47 

71-pe. Pre-teen Set 

Fit 9-inch dolls: Skipper, 
Cricket, others. School, dress- 
up, play clothes, shoes, 
purse, more, needle, thread, 

Shipping 
49 N1483...... Set $2.44 

66-pc. Baby Set 

Cute outfits for 714 to 8-inch 
baby dolls like Susie Cute, 
Baby Ginger, Marie, others. 
Dresses, a play set, pajamas, 
shoes, socks, hangers. Nee- 
dle, thread, instructions in- 
cluded. Wt. 9 oz. 
49 N 1486...... Set $2.44 

Knitting Set 
A beginning knitter can 
make pretty things right 
away. Set has two knitting 
spools, pair of wooden nee- 
dles, 12 skeins of colorful 
wool yarn. Easy-to-follow in- 
structions. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 
49 N 1488. ..... Set $1.77 



Cutalod pane scans by chuisimas ausebeciwici pom. 

Pert and pretty . . the spirit 

of today in swinging new 

fashions . . long, long hair 

Chipper and 
her wardrobe 

3999 

] Dressed for all the important 
teen doings. Long blonde hair 

rooted. Plastic body, soft vinyl head, 
arms. Moving eyes. 15 in. tall. “Wet 
look" outfit: black vinyl raincoat 
hat . . piped in white. White fishnet 
hose, go-go boots, dress, panties. 

Sport outfit: Orange bell-bottom hip 
hugger pants. Polka-dot blouse 
Matching kerchief, slippers. Dress: 

Floral knee-knocker skirt, hot pink 
bodice, panties. Fishnet stockings, 
floral print slippers 
49 N 3420—Wt. 1 lb. 2 oz.. . $9.99 

Vandina in flowered 

“total look” outfit 

s899 

2 Whimsical and quaint flowers on 
her top and leotard set the style. 

Her jumper is A-line. Luxuriously 
long rooted blonde hair to wear in 
a pig tail or hanging loose. 
sive closing eyes, finely detailed face 
and hands. Jointed vinyl. She's 16 
in. tall. From Italy. 
49 N 3421—Wt. Ib. 10 oz.. $8.99 

S “e Stephanie knows checks 

and waif-knits are “in” 

s999 
ost op-art black and white 

checks . . sharp and chic . . espe- 
cially so over beautifully knit po 
boy er. Matching visor hat 
Long, swinging blonde hair that's 
rooted. Pretty eyes open and shut 
White knee socks. Vinyl. She's 16 
inches tall. From France. 
40 N 3422 Wt 1Ih 14az $9.99 

Every doll family 
needs a Baby Boy 

Smiling Tot s[298 

An adorable baby with face 

designed by Bonomi, top 
name in Italian doll craft. Pale 
blonde hair is rooted, go-to-sleep 
eyes have long lashes. Vinyl, 
fully jointed. Shaggy coat, blue 
knit suit, kid booties. 17 in. tall 
49 N 3147—Wt. 2 lbs. .$12.98 

Impish Lad s[598 

Charming baby boy stays 

snugly warm in his beautiful 

ly knit jacket. It's white and 
double breasted. White knit hat 
has puffy pompon trim. Under- 
neath, a light blue leotard. Shiny 

blonde hair, eyes that open and 
close. Jointed vinyl. 20 inches 
tall. From Italy 
49N3065-Wt. 3 lbs.20z.$15.98 

Tiny Kissy 

kisses you to 

return your love 

s794 

Squeeze her hands to. " 
gether . . she puckers 

up to give you a sweet 
kiss. A doll you'll love. 
Pretty shift with ric-rac 
t rocking horse ap 
pliqué, Shiny hair, win 
some eyes that close. 
Vinyl. 16 in. tall. Buy it 
the easy way . . order by 
phon 
Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz 
49 N 3009......$7.94 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 

You can order toys on pages 467 
ta FAR fram naw nnti Ana 1 1087 



Sears Kenmore design 

. . it’s battery powered 

$997 vith 

Easy to operate . . both hands are 
free to control fabric; safety guard 

Adjustable 
thread tension and presser foot 
Sews attractive 
Raised base, 

helps protect fingers 

chain stitch 
die-cast steel sewing 

head. Converts to hand operation. 
Thread, needle (Kenmore 6025), 
clamp included. 9x614 
Made in West Germany 
“D” batteries below 
49 N 1248-Wt. 3 lbs 

inches. 
Order 2 

2 02.$9.97 

"D" Battery. Shpg. wt. each 4 oz 
49 N 4660—Fa. 16c..4 for 60c 

Even a 6-year-old can make 

"Italian Knits” this easy way 

KNITTING JENNY 

$966 

Just lift the yarn over the pegs to make even 
stitches , . in widths up to 8 inches, Set with 
plastic “Knitting Jenny” needle, 2 skeins of 
wool yarn, instructions, 
49 N 1489 1 Ib. $2.66 Shpg. wt 4 oz, 

Girls love to sew on 

the Sears Electric 

Steady electric power makes it easy for a 

ic Sewmaster 

little girl to learn to sew on this machine 

Sturdy 
accessories. 

hardwood base h: drawer for 

Head of stamped s 
contoured to allow fabric to move easily 

Chain stitches 

adjustable thread ter 
more 

About 10x5x7 
Germany 
49 N 1299 Shpg. 

6025 needles 

h 

on most 

wt 

l 
ras included) 

Operates on 110-120-volt, 60-cycle 
Made 

4 Ibs 
You can ord D 

Ke 

Creative Weaving Loom Set 

Weave squares, rectangles with wool or 
arís, lots of loopers . . make potholder 

colorful things! Steel loom is adjustable, 

boxed set has yarn, wool. loopers. 
49 N 1490— Wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz. 

gift 

$1.77 

Citai pace scans by deisihiasnmiselediaical com 

Sewing Basket $988 

Hand-woven basket with satin lin 

ing, plastic tray 
pools of threac 

Ha 

eel is 

AC 

in West 

$14.97 
s from this 

Great sewing with Singer Machines 

Streamlined machines modeled after real ones great for 

young seamstresses. Both have safety presser foot guides. 
adjustable upper tension and seam-guide . . both sew a beaut 

ful chain stitch, Plastic carrying and stor case, With 
needle threader, pin cushion an uction booklet 

Manual Model has balanced 

wheel, sturdy metal base. A 
Electric. Plastic head, base, 

on-off switch. 110-120-volt 
fine machine for a beginner. — 60-cycle AC, plug-in cord 
11x5x8 inches high. Shipping — 12x6x9 in. high. Made in 
weight 5 Ibs. 2 o. England. Wt. 6 lbs. 6 oz. 
49 N 1269 $9.97 49 N 1267 $16.88 

catalog, p 41 to 673, from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

Manual » 
Sewing Machines 

Beginner's. Has safety 
thread tension adj 
ser foot. Die-c 
plated trim. 

guard, 
stment, pres- 

t steel head 
Uses 12x! size 14 

needle. About 8x444x6 in. With 

needle, thread, clamp. From 
West Germany. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz 
49 N 1250 $3.97 

Advanced. Has extension table 

to hold fabric, hardwood base 

with accessory drawer. Uses 
12x1 size 14 needle About 

12xSx7 in. With extra needle, 
thread, clamp. Made in West 

any. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 
49 N 1221 $6.97 s SEARS 625 



BIG KIDS 

Round cheeks, pudgy vinyl bodies 

.. they look so cute all decked out 
in feathers and fancy hats 

$399 
399 

Wash and comb rooted Saran hair. 
Jointed arms. 8 inches tall. Painted 
eyes, features. 

Bikini Babe dreamed she was a beach 
queen in lamé suit, straw hat, lei. 

49 N 3595—Shpg, wt. 11 oz... $3.99 

2 GiGi dreamed she was a beauty 
queen in leotard and feather stole. 

49 N 3594— Shpg. wt. 11 oz.. ..$3.99 

Hansel and Gretel. . 
direct from 
famous S 
German 

craftsmen | € 

3599 R 
each 

Artfully-designed 
to play with. E 
blonde hair. Plastic bodies, jointed. 113 

Hansel. In shirt, pants, 7 Gretel. 
jacket, jaunty Tyrolean hat 

49 N3510—Wt. 14 oz. $5.99 

RN [«. PCERM 
Cultulod pace scans by pisimas puisetechmical Gom 

storybook dolls lovely to look at and such fun 
es open and close, have soft lashes. Rooted 

4 inches tall. 
In cotton dre 

apron, hat 
49 N 3511— 

Two-by-two . . little Softies 

you'll want to squeeze 

s[99 “is! 
Q Mother's Helpers. Crying boy with 

broken dish. 534 in. tall. Girl in apron 
with pot, spoon, phone. 6 in. tall. Vinyl. 

49 N 3590— Shpg. wt. 12 oz... Set $1.99 
Puppy Love. Girl with high heels and 
purse. Bashful boy with bow tie and 

flowers behind back. Vinyl. Each 6 in. tall. 
49 N 3591—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... Set $1.99 
5 Chubby Cherubs, Angelic little girl 

with baby, and little girl with pretty 
bird. Vinyl. Each 5% in. tall. 
49 N 3593—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... Set $1.99 

Ps, EN Pebbles and 
1 Bamm-Bamm 

rock on crocodile 

3599 ox 

flower basket. 
t. 14 oz. $5.99 

It's that Poppins woman! 
All ready to walk right in and 

take charge of your smaller dolls 

:[988 

‘The most supercalifragilisticexpialidocious nanny 
Face, beautifully detailed 

Rooted hair in sensible bun. She carries an umbrella. 
that opens and closes . , and her famous "magical" 
carpetbag, of course. She's dressed in a coat and 
bonnet, dress and high-button sh Nanny outfit 
includes striped cotton dress, white apron, stockings 

and boots. 
79 N 3523L —Shipping weight 8 Ibs 

* Her head turns 
* She is 36 inches tall 
* Nanny dress and apron 
* Umbrella and carpetbag 

ever! fingers, toes, 

$19.88 

AY Im 

Pretty Pebbles Flintstone with a choice bone in her rooted hair loves rocking on her 

." Her friend Bamm-Bamm Rubble like: 

are jointed plastic with charming painted faces. 8 inches tall. Dressed in f 
stone-age style. Rockadile is vacuum formed plastic with 2 

it, too. 

ats for coz; 

49 N 3668—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. .,,.....+.+..+-+05-+ * 

hey both 

| WY, 
Wad 

M, 

vade: Sr i 



ALL STEEL 
MAKE-BELIEVE 

KITCHENS 
Heavy gauge play kitchens 

have Rigid-Lock construction for 

simple assembly . . metal handles 

Save $2.33 to $4.64 on sets 
EUM i 

4-pc. Set—Range, Sink, $ 66 
Cabinet, Refrigerator 39 

Separate prices total $44.30. Shipping wt. 70 Ibs. 
79 N 1169L4— Coppertone. . . $39.66 
79 N 1180L4—White....... sse . 39.66 

3-pc. Set with Range, 39 99 
Sink and Refrigerator ` 8 

Separate prices total $33.31. Shipping wt. 53 lbs. 
79 N 1168L3— Coppertone. . . $28.99 
79 N 1178L3—White, .........- 28.99 

New range has TWO ovens with see-through doors, 
6 control knobs that turn . . real-looking burners 

Kenmore Classic Range 
Coppertone or white enamel finish lasts and lasts 

sarea $1 388 nsore $1188 

2-piece Set witb 2-piece Set with 318 
Range and Sink $ 99 

Separate prices total $21.32. Shipping wt. 30 Ibs 
79 N 1149L2— Coppertone $18.99 
79 N 1176L2—White 9«3 sd cues 28,99 

Save $1.76. Range with 22-piece 
food set (49 N 1132) and 17-pc 
cook set (49 N 1122) both on 
page 634. 18x15x36 inches high. 
Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 18 Ibs. 
79N1167L3-Coppertone. $13.88 
79N1175L3-White 13.88 

No Money Down on anything Sears sells 

To complete her dream of a kitchen 

BATTERY OPERATED APPLIANCES : 

Flick the switch, 
soft plastic beaters 
whirl, light glows. 

Plastic, 8 ir 
Removable tilt 

head. Mixing bowl 

Order 2 “D” bat 
teries 

Shipping weight 
1 Ib. 2 oz 
49N1143..$2.97 

"D" Battery. 
49N4660-Wt.4oz. 
Each 16c;4for60c 

m—— —— À— 

Blender 

$933 
a 

Metal blades 
n clear plastic 
pink-topped 
container 

2 "D" batter- 
ies at left 

Can-o-Matic, 8 reusable cans 

Child-size steel range looks so real. 
Plated steel handles; doors in 
upper oven have plastic handles. 
18x15x36 in. high. Unassembled. 
Wt. 16 Ibs. 
79 N 1163L-Coppertone. $11.88 
79 N 1170L-White...... 11.88 

Was Now $197 hout 
$3.97 

n in Can-o-Matic, press lever, see it 
ops up. No sharp 

ve built-in “food” . . can 
Shipping wt. be re-used. Order 2 “C” batteries 

12 oz 49 N 1040—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs $1.97 

49N1144 "C" Battery. Shpg, wt. each 2 oz. 
$2.33 49 N4665....... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 



© v 
The adventurous three! 

Just bend them gently 

: s899 
Mary Poppins only 

$4.66 

Jane, Michael and Mary Poppins 
.. plus her extra Nanny uniform 

Ready for more jolly tea parti 
legs. Attractively dressed. Lov 
has an extra dress, apron and measuring tape for 

Mary Poppins 12 in. tall. 
49 N 3822—Shipping weight 1 pound 2 ounces 
up." Jane, Michael 8 in. 

Mary Poppins only . . with umbrella 
49 N 3853—Shipping weight 13 oun: 

Praying Baby $)99 

Pretty little baby kneels to say her prayers 
before she goes to bed. Her soft legs bend, her 
little hands go together. Vinyl head and hands, 
bendable plastic foam body. Blonde rooted hair 

is braided. She wears cotton flannel pajamas 
floral print. Large, innocent eyes. 12 in. tall. 

IS «^» oa RUINA 

nd carpet-b; 

Poppins 
measuring 

Set $8.99 1 

$4.66 — T 

" * e 

N $ 

Impish Elfy 
He'll sit on a shelf, or cling to a chair $99 

So cunning and clever, you'll pose him everywhere . . peeping 'round a 
corner, swinging from a shelf, Whimsical vinyl face has brightly 
painted eyes and sculptured hair in gay colors. Bending plastic foam 
body. Elfy’s playsuit is tricot. Jumper and hat are felt . . trimmed 
with flowers, leaves and feathers. Elfy is a cute 12 inches tall 
49 N 3190—Pink and green 49 N 3191— Yellow and blue 
Shinnine weight each 15 ounces Fach €2 aa 

POSING DOLLS. 
flexible wire in soft foam 

keeps them in 

their positions 

Posi Playmate . . 

so soft you'll love her 

Her movable eyes have a 
beguiling glance her 

pixie-cut hair is rooted. Hands 
and head are vinyl, and she 
wears a pert 1-piec 
trimmed cotton ov 
cuddly 19 inches tall, 
49 N 3189—Wt. 2 Ibs. $4.99 

Christopher Robin 
and Winnie-the-Pooh 

9 And they're off to catch the 

Heffalump . . and raid the 
Huny Pot, and do all the things 
boys and Pooh-bears do. Flexi 
ble. plastic bend for fast 
adventure. Colorfully deco. 
rated. Christopher Robin is 12 
in., Winnie-the-Pooh is 8 in. 

49N3626-Wt, 11b.202.$2.99 

Samantha 
the Witch $399 

She has her own broomstick, like 
a good TV witch would. In be- 
witching flocked velvet costume 
and hat. She's 12 in. tall. Vinyl 
head, flexible arms and legs 
49 N 3714—Wt. 14 oz. 



Double Sink = Big Cabinet Refrigerator 
.. water flows has sliding i stocked with 

from faucet ll i doors on top Ji food, boxes 

$944 go’ $1099 geo $1333 

Water stored in reservoir flows into basins when Storage cabinet with cutlery drawer holds all her little Save $4.62. Get 22 refrigerator “foods,” 50 play 
chrome-plated swivel faucet is turned on, empties — kitchen "gadgets," comes with 12 bright food cartons. grocery boxes. Latest model, 18x15x36 in. high 
when the stoppers are pulled. With colorful Colorful counter top, “see-through” doors on top, — 79 N 1174L3-Coppertone 79 N 1181L3-Whiite 
counter top, chrome-plated steel handles. Storage roomy storage below. Chrome-plated steel handles, — Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 25 Ibs Each $13.33 
space beneath. Unassembled. 18x15x28 in. high. — Unassembled. 18x15x36 inches high. Stocked with 12 food boxes only. 
79 N 1164C-Coppertone 79 N 1171C-White 79 N 1166L— Coppertone 79 N 1173L—White 79 N 1165L— Coppertone 79 N 1172L—White 
Shipping welght 14 pounds Each $9.44 Shipping weight 17 pounds Each $10.99 ^ Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 24 Ibs Each $11.99 

You can order toys from this catalog, pages 441 to 673, from now until September 1, 1966 

4-slice Pop-up 

TOASTMASTER 

$133 
Even has 

pretend “toast 

Breakfast toast for the whole doll family. Replica of 20-pe. Sink Set $144 13-piece Fiesta Ware Set $999 
the famous Toastmaster “toasts” 4 slices at once. "Ready" ~ 

button rings when the golden Styro-foam® plastic Everything a housekeepe Gaily decorated steel and plastic utensils scaled 
toast pops up. Needs no winding, no batteries, no heat 1 er kitchen spic and spa: to use with metal kitchen appliances above 
Gleaming white high-impact styrene toaster with gold dishr rainer, mat, brush, spoo Skillet, covered &aucepan and dutch avem mid 
color trim. 6x5%<x424 inches hi funnel, apron, soap boxes and lots bowl, 3 small mixing bowls, spatula, ladle, mixi 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz more. Sized to fit her big play kitchen spoon, rack. Shipp ght 1 Ib. 8 o; 
49 N 1184 " . ^ $1.33 adc of stu 49 N 1183 > Set $2.99 

Shippir ound 
“Charge lt” if you wish 49 N 1187 Set $1.44 xe» SEARS 627 

cibi paa ———; 



Were come the CLOWNS 

Only at Sear: ist 
pull the Chatty® 

Bozo talks to you 

. . he's cuddly, too 

Set of 3 Bendy Monkey Clowns. They hear no evil, 
see no evil, speak no evil . . they're too good to be 

bad. Gaily costumed, wired to bend every whichw 
Their heads are plush. Felt faces. Each 12 in, tall, 
49 N 3661— Shipping weight 12 ounces... . Set $3.29 

Cheery Cha a jaunty hat perched atop 
his mop of Acrilan® acrylic hair. Charlie's costume 

is vivid plush and satin with a giant ruff. See his happy 
vinyl face, 18 in. tall. 
49 N 3649— Shipping weight 2 Ibs...... 

4| Seiler Twins. Snappy sailor uni- 
forms nicely detailed with red and 

white piping. Pleasant painted faces. 
Perky hats sit atop yellow yarn hair. 
Cuddly and soft . . limber limbed for 
go-every where play. Each 15 in. tall. 

Shipping weight 1 pound 8 ounces. 
49 N3604...... EET Set $3.99 

Ej Musical Gingerbread Man. This 
one won't run away . . he'll 

and play tunes for you. Imported 
music box. Brown plush. Ric-rac trim. 
14 inches tall. 
49 N 3605—Shpg. wt. 1 lb... $4.27 

Ding Dong Popeye. Shake him and 
you'll hear musical chimes in his 

body. He'sa hero and a spinach-eating 
champion . . cotton stuffed, with 
vinyl head, hat, arms. 21 in. tall. 
49 N 3639— Wt. 2 lbs... .....$4.99 

SAVE THIS CATALOG 
You can order toys on pages 467 

Your very own Bozo. He's always happy . . makes 
you happy too. Vinyl head . . flame-red hair. 
Stuffed with cotton. Gay polka dot clown suit. 

Shipping weight 2 1 
49 N 3675 

Cuddly Curtis. He's a happy clown . . patches and 
all Soft and huggable, in a bright cotton percale 

costume. He has a gay face with starry eyes. Soft 
plush hair, bright pompon nose. 14 in. tall. (^ 
49 N 3658— Shipping weight 12 ounces........$2.24 @ 

to 638 from now until Aug. 1, 1967 

E (cio bomo 

8 28 
CARNIVAL ANIMALS c mezanz musie 352 7^ make ring-a-ding music 

Boo Bear. His lul- Panda Bear. Hand- Flipper. You'll flip over Dinosaur. Maribou- Mousie. A rasce 
laby soothes tykes some little bear with your own huggable dol- trimmed head moves with musical ta 

s Swiss music distinctive black and white phin. He opens his mouth round as Swiss music box ent. Polka-dot fabri 

de. Soft vinyl markings. Swiss music box as his music box pla; plays. Lace ripples from lines cars, feet. The 

nose, charming bright plays a happy tune. Made — He's soft blue and white head to midtail Look at is rayon plush. He's s 
plastic eyes. Rayon of rayon plush stuffed rayon plush . . stuffed those felt lashes! Bow on soft! Stuffed with cot 

plush, stuffed with cot- with cotton and plastic with cotton. Button eves neck, daisy in mouth. ton and plastic foam 

ton, plastic foam. 13 foam. Plastic eyes, vinyl on white felt patches. 17 Rayon plush stuffed with 15 inches high. Ship- 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. nose. 13 in. tall. in. long. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. cotton. 1lin.tall,14in.long. ^ ping weight 1 lb. 

$200  AQNA4176-Wt ilh $399 — 49 N 4177 $3.99  49N4179-Wt.11b.$3.99 — 49 N 4096, £22 [Spare]... T 
Catalog page scans by christmas.mt 

$3.95 



Shell find everything she 
needs in this handsome 

All-in-One Kitchen 
of Corrugated Fiberboard 

(not wood or hardboard) 

Sink has running water, ''drain" system 

Range has ''burners'"' that glow, 
oven with see-through window 

Refrigerator has 2 storage shelves 

Cabinet stores pots, pans, dishes 

Kitchen complete with sink set, pots 'n pans 

$1099 rm 

Save $1.41 on combination. Almost everything she could ask for 
jn a dream of a kitchen, Includes l-unit kitchen described below 
plus 20-pc. plastic sink set (page 627), plus 23-pc. plastic pots 'n pans 
‘set (page 634). Order 2 “D” batteries below. Unassembled. 
79 N 1147L3-— Bleached birch finish 79 N 1146L3— Turquoise 
Shipping weight 14 pounds,... cn Each set $10.99 

Kitchen alone $899 siis 
Plastic sink top has pump-action faucet . . water recirculates from 

‘waterproof basin underneath. Printed decorati has burners 

‘that glow when “heat” is turned on. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
28x12x46 inches high. Unassembled. 
79 N 1177L-— Bleached birch finish 79 N 1145L — Turquoise 

7 Shipping weight 11 pounds. ..... see YES ea Each $8.99 

“D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces, 

Dial turns, bell rings. So 
handy for kitchen. Suc- 
tion cups hold it to wall, 
cabinet. Sturdy plastic. 
Memo book and pencil 

Shpg. wt. 11 oz. 
49 N 1141........99c 

Pink Play Kitchen of corrugated paper fiber . . very strong, yet light 
Range, sink, window unit. 

scenic view, plastic curtains 
Clear plastic window with Save $1.29 on set. Ran 

Order 2 “D” batteries above. frigerator. Separately $12. 
ink, window unit plus re- 
Order 2 “D” batteries. 

79 N 1188L— Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 14 Ibs.,... .$8.99 79 N 1189L2 —Unassembled. Wt. 21 Ibs... Set $11.58 Spice Rack Set 

] Ronge. Plastic “burn. Q Sink with running water — 9 Refrigerator with 4 Cupboard. Has ample VIS" 
ers" glow. (Order 2 *D" .. pump-action faucet roomy “freezer” com- counter space for work- For little gourmet cooks. 

batteries.)15x11x27in. high. recirculates water. Water- partment. Plastic handles. ing. 2 big compartments Philippine mahogany 
Unassembled. Wt. 5 Ibs. proof basin-tray. Storage Metal door catches. 17x for pots, pans. Silverware racks8 plastic spice jais 
79 N 1133C... ...$3.88 shelves 16x11x27 in. high. 11x37 inches high. Un- drawer. 16x11x40 in. high. aron ape GC. 

Unassembled. Wt. 6 Ibs. assembled. Wt. 7 Ibs. Unassembled. Wt. 7 lbs. ZO N 940... ST 
628 SEARS rcs 79 N 1135C $3.88 79 N 1134C $3.88 79 N 1139C $3.88 5 
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Raggedy Ann Storybook Doll 
She zips up the back. Use her on your 
bed to hold your pajamas. Pack her 
like a suitcase for visits to 
Grandma . . read the book on the way! e 
Raggedy Ann is so nice to take 
along or use every day to hold 
pajamas. Dressed in a print 
dress, white apron. Wonderful 
red yarn wig and "shoe-button" 
eyes. Plastic loop for hanging her 
up. Storybook tells Raggedy 
Ann adventures, 28 in. long. 
49N3620-Wt. 1 Ib. 8 02.54.99 

RAGGEDY ANM and ANDY 
Favorites forever and ever . . always ready for 

adventure . . always snuggly and soft 

15-inch $97 20-inch $497 
Ann or Andy each Ann or Andy euch 

Raggedy Ann. Good natured rag Raggedy Andy. Brave boy wears 
doll all dressed up in print dress and blue cotton trousers with snappy 
white apron. Red yarn hair, white buttons. Red, white checked 
button eyes. Gayly striped sto s. shirt, bow tie. Jaunty sailor cap. 
15-inch Raggedy Ann. 15-inch Raggedy Andy. 
49 N 3580—Shpg. wt. 13 02.82.97 49 N 3592—Shpg. wt. 13 07.$2.97 
20-inch Raggedy Ann. 20-inch Raggedy Andy. 
49 N 3583—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz. 4.97 49 N 3603—Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.. 4.97 

15-inch Musical 
Ann or Andy $497 

Same charmers as shown above but with imported music box to make 
sleeptime even more welcome and playtime even more fun. . just wind the key. 
49 N 3629—Ann. Wt. 1 Ib. .$4.97 49 N 3630—Andy. Wt. 1 Ib. $4.97 

wos 499 

JÉaETTY and BOB Wi 
make music for you A 

. . happy faces and 
soft bodies like 
old fashioned 

rag dolls 

$389 $379 
each 

without music 

$379 

Little Bo-Peep looks Musical Suzy Sleepyhead plays 

for her sheep.. loves to wiggle a lullaby to send 

just listen to her music as music plays you to dreamland 

She'll lull you with a Soft and cuddly musical brother 
home to such a winsome Bo- — watch!Suzys gentle melody. She darlings with imported music boxes 

' Mother Goose and wiggles like a looks and is so cuddly 1 
e. Dressed in lace and real baby while Swiss and soft. Vinyl face. 

rufiles little girls love, Pretty ^ music box plays a on-plush body. 14 tumes, Yellow yarn wig: 

Surely the sheep will come Wind the 

ns in matching blue and white cos- 
Each 14 inches tall. 

bonnet. Cotton stuffed . . tune. Rayon plush in. tall. Wt. 1 Ib. Musical Bab weazs'averalls anda. : 
vinyl face and acrylic hair. — body, ving] 497N'401 6.29.58 oo a wet e N woe Wind up music box. 15 in. face, 11 in, tall. Sleepyhead without E 
tall. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. Shpg. wt, 11b.2oz. — music. Shpg. wt. 14 oz. Q Musical Betty in dainty dre 1 bonnet. TG——Àlea5 AO M ocan eana anmannan ennan 
Cululon page scans by cleiainiat misetetiwical GON 



Save 51.75 to 32.41 on a Set 
3-pc. set. Separately $20.40. 

refrigerator, sink-cup 
] combination. Gadgets 

shelves galore keep jr 
homemakers hopping. Order 2 
D" batteries on opposite 

page. Unassembled. Wt. 30 Ibs. 

79 N 115113 Set $17.99 

2-pc. set. Separately $14.74. 
You get range, sink-cupboard 
combination . . enough kitchen 
fun for any girl. Orc , 
batteries on opposite page. 
Unassembled 

Shipping weight 20 Ibs 
79 N 115212... Set $12.99 

Here's a natural wood-grain finish Play Kitchen that is 

STRONGER BECAUSE IT'S WOOD REINFORCED 
yet tough paper fiberboard is so lightweight a child can move units 

Treat little cooks to this Cooking Range, $871 
Pots n’ Pans and Play Food Combination 

] Seve $1.00. Everything a pretend 
below, 22-pc. plastic play food set an 

page 634. Order 2 “D” 
79 N 1218L3 Separa; 
Range only. Burners glow when 
Order 2 “D” batteries op} 
79 N 1127L—Shipping 

Two-in-one 
Cupboard, Sink $87 f 

P; 
2 p 

has pl 

Coldspot 
Refrigerator 

wer “freezer” 

space. Cabinet has plenty of s shelf. About 
for utensil embled. Ac 

ories not inclu 
79 N 1128L—Wt. 12 lbs... .$8.77 

led. Unassei 
79 N 1129L— Wt. 10 lbs... $5.66 

24-piece aluminum Bake Set . . $199 
for delicious cookies and cakes 

Bake set includes just the things she'll need 

lies well fed cake, muffin, 

boiler, saucepans, covered 

f she to keep her friends 
kie sheet 

up, colander 
and c vle 

owl, mea: 
always somethi; cake turner, cookie cutters. There g new she can "prepare 

with this set, always something to keep her busy. 
49 N 964— Shipping weight 1 lb. 4 oz. Set $1.99 

Tipa Scant by chines was Mciu dcin poda 

34-piece aluminum Cook 'n Bake Set $999 
with whistling teakettle, roaster M 

Breakfast, lunch 
satile set. Incl 
pans. Also 
49 N 938 

nacks . . she c ke them all with this ver- 
skie cutters; pie pan; cake 

aucepan, colander. 
Set $2.99 

“Charge It’’ if you wish xs» SEARS 629 



Here's Jressy 

the Doll with hair that **grows" . . 

she's lots of fun and you may pose 
her any way you want! 

& 
Princess 

s 
5 outfits 

Tressy's New "Mod" Wardrobe 

a Tressy outfit for every occasion. 

ual, empire-style dress with red, white dots 

and check skirt and striped outfit in red, white 

and blue. Sporty red and white polka dot and 

striped blouse with solid-color slacks. Party 

dress with Chelsea collar. Career-girl skirt and 

blouse. 3 pairs of hose. Shoes not included, 

i Shipping weight 5 
Tressy Gift Set $699 AREE $4.99 

Tre: just waiting for you to comb NOTE: Other 11 4-inch fashion dolls can wear 

her hair in your favorite new style, or alot Tressy's clothes, too. Dolls not included 
in any set shown above, Her hair with wardrobe sets above and below. 
“grows” when you turn the magic E 

Fashion-conscious Tressy is 1114 in. 
high and poses as you place her. She's 
dressed in chic knit and high heels. 
14x7x3-in. carryall case holds her hair 

. spray lotion refills, lotion 
applicator bottle, comb, brush, roll- 
ers. Also lipstick, eyebrow pencil. 
49 N 3764—Wt. ! lb. 12 oz. $6.99 

It's Cricket! 
.. She's Tressy's little sis 

—style her “growing” hair, 

pose her any way you like 

AW E: Gift Set 
Carry Case 3699 

Adorable 9-inch Cricket wears a 
Tressy alone T cute checked suit and has 2 “Mod” 

$379 Tressy's s219 outfits: linen dress in red, white 

ne e and blue; red suspender dress with 
Posable Tressy Everyday Wardrobe black, white check top and tights 

Neat-looking black and white check dress and to match. Shoes, TV set, photo, 

vest; red suit, black purse, shoes; red and , pennant, mop wig with sun- 

incl. Wt, 9 oz. white checked shirt and blue denim slacks. s. All packed in a carry case. 

49N3923..$3.79 49 N 3745—Shipping weight 4 oz. ...$2.19 49 N 3744—Wt. 11b..... $6.99 

. . ie Doll Case 

—_ s499 

So sturdy. . solid wood frame with strong Deluxe Hair and Cosmetic Kit $99 Hair Dryer Set $)79 M: 
vinyl cover. Plastic handles, nickel- 
plated trim. Hangers, separators, draw- 

ers, 14x6x10 in. Doll, access. not incl. 
49 N 9370—Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. $4.99 

For hairstyling: curlers, rollers, color applicator, Looks like a real dryer . . blows cool air. Roomy 
pins, atomizer, bottl bonnet plus comb, brush, mirror, hairset, curl. 

Beauty aids: lipsi ers. Order two “D” batteries on page 482. 

Buy it the easy way—order by phone. 
49 N 9369—Shne. wt. 12 oz. $2.79 naa [c 5 

{Sitaiod page scant by chriinias marselediwical Gon 



NORTHERN HARDWOOD 
Only in wood do you find the natural beauty | 

.. . the deep-down strength that have | 

long endeared it to 

adults. Now children 

can enjoy its elegance 

and amazing durability. 

One of the nicest ways 

to teach your “‘little 

ones” to appreciate 

fine furniture 

Chrome-plated Dinette Set 
features wear-resistant top 

| 

"$1498 
Walnut-finished Set Melamine plastic top with white quartz design re- 

| 
f 

I 

f | 
l 

i in's chai sists scratches, stains and heat, Table 30x20x21 in. 
YUHLCSDUSTUN CHAIR high. Tubular steel legs and frames, Tawny beige 

seats, comfortably padded, vinyl covered. Designer- 
ook chairs, 1234-inch seat height. Unassembled. 
Toble and 2 chairs 
79 N 9104L.—shpe. wt, 24 Tbs. 
Extro chair 
79 N 9105€ — Shpg. wt. 6 ths. 

Just like adult furniture in 
every detail. Shaped legs are | 
carefully lathe-turned. Com- 
fortable chairs have full-sweep 
curved backs. Table legs given 
added strength with iron cor. 
ner braces. Round 28-in. table, 
21 in. high. Chair seat 11x13x | 
12 in. high. Table unassembled. 
Dish set not included. Sce 
shipping note below. 

Table and 2 Chairs. Wt. 35 Ibs. 

79 N 9028N Set $24.98 

Extra Choir. Shpg. wt. 10 Ibs 
79 N 9030L..... Each $6,98 

Maple-finished Set, 

with slat-back chairs 

f 

j 
i 
i 

Early American charm for 
your youngster, Sealer and 
varnish help protect the mel. 
low maple finish trom mars 
and scratches. Lathe-turned 
legs, back and arms lend 
colonial charm, Precision 
milled joints cemented with 
fine furniture glue. 

Table 26x20x21 in. high 

J 

Dinette folds away for easy storage 
Chair seats 12x14x12 in. high. when the party's over 
Table unassembled. See ship- 
ping note below. 1 rare $1198 
Table and 2 Chairs. Wt. 33 Ibs 
79 N9004N...... Set $19.98 
Extra Chair. Shpz. wt. 10 Ibs 
79 N9005L..... Each $6.89 

Folds so easily even youngsters can store it away. 
Table top in sunburst and gold-color Neck design 
on white vinyl coating; 24x24x21 in. high. Vinyl 
covered chairs thickly padded with cellulose fiber. 
Seats 114x12x12 in. high. Tubular steel frames. 
Table and 2 Chairs 
79 N 9128L—Shpg. wt: 23 Ihs..... Set $11.98 
Extra Choir 
79 N 9129C— Ship. wt 6 Ibs. Fach 4.98 

Fun gathers ‘round this Dinette Set with 
tough vinyl-coated top, chrome-plated legs 

and you get 
l5 pce BS 

Here's enough seating room for 4 to play the most interesting 
games or enjoy the most delightful meals, Round 28-inch table 
stands on tubular steel legs that gleam with chrome plating- 
Top in a marblcized ivory and gold-color design . . protected 
by a tough vinyl coating Table 21 inches high, Designer-look, 
high-back chairs feature comfortable, vinyl-covered seats that 
measure 11x11x12 jn. high. Unassembled. 
79 N-9101L—Shipping weight 34 pounds... .. Set $19.98 

JSHIPPING NOTE: All “N” items (such as 19 N 9028N) sènt 
m by freight (rail or truck) or express, 

No Money Down on Sears sells 

Cutioa nabs scans by chaisimasamusebeciudcM poen 
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Change her hair and swimsuit colors . . instantly 

. . over and over again. 

Non-toxic, no mess 

- . color crystals 

do the trick! 

3 New! Barbie COLOR MAGIC ~: 

NE 
b2 ux ab 

New! Barbie 

and Francie? Watch her hair and 
Color Magic her clothes change! 
Designer Set f 

— a5? 
Have a different-looking 
Barbie almost every day! 
She’s the only doll that 
changes hair and wardrobe — | 
color back and forth, over — | 

Drop Color Magic crystals in water. 
As soon as they d 

solution to specially-treated fabric. and over again! Set includes ( 
Watch color change instantly ei bendable Barbie in swimsuit, 
three sew-free costumes and one ready 3-piece ensemble, hair-styl- 

to-wear costume, molded dress form, ing kit, instruction book, 
bowl, 2 sponge dabbers. Also flocking, Color Magic crystals, sponge 

glitter and floral pattern adhesives for dabbers. Make new solutions 
decorating dresses. Make new solu- with vinegar or baking soda, 

tions with vinegar or baking soda. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

49 N 3703—Wt. 11b. 1202....$5.29 49 N3702.........$5.99 ` 

k "n 

Barbie 
and her Friends 

Hidden-joint legs 
bend in 3 positions 

en and Midge seem more life- : - ; 
-— 2 4 Color 'n Curl ! Bendable legs have invisibl 

Glamour Misty Doll by Ideal 2 $799 xi knee joints to make them look like they're 
EE. batteries running, walking, dancing or even crossing 

. change her from a blonde to a brunette 99. 4 3 E e Sem N tus 
M $. - «d their legs. Dressed in bright beachwear. 

or redhead . . in her own Salon Y ñ Doll head with 4 spe- Barbie and Midge are 1134 inches tall with 
x . 5 f : " cially-treated wigs wi dudar ades t eee ae 

It’s easy with non-toxic color applicators. Style her hair, too, with change colors. Dryer rooted Saran hair that’s easy to comb and 
curlers, comb and brush. 12-inch Misty wears a sheath dress, shoes; (order 2 “D” batteries, brush. Ken is 1214 inches tall with molded 
can wear most 12-inch doll outfits. Chipboard beauty shop with page 482) rollers: hair. Of sturdy vinyl; heads, arms, legs move. 
chair, dryer, counter, sink and other items. Unassembled. Shop 11 in. comb, brush, activator Dolls, clothing from Japan. 
high. Use your phone if you want to order it the easiest way of all. RN "Ee Wia (1) 49 N 3340—Barbie. Wt. 12 oz... . $2.99 
e T ia stand. Wt. 21b 13 c (2) 49 N 3343—Ken. Wt. 1307...... 2.99 

49 N 3882. Hae EN coe ee Re olan $4.99 49 N 3817... $7.99 (3) 49 N 3341—Midge. Wt. 12 oz.. .. 2.99 

: d 
Eames 97° N É 4 wg Barbie's Wig Wardrobe $94 4 » A M, 

S$ T 
Vinyl shoes to match Barbie's Three differently styled Saran wigs. 
clothes. Dressy, casual styles. n Molded head fits on Barbie, Wig stand. W -= 
49 N 3273. 49 N 3969—Shne. wt. 5 oz. . $2.94 mus | Sears | 625 7. . 1 oz. 

tation toos scans ter EEA mus 



4 modern Captain's Chairs with padded backs 
surround our biggest Table . . that's 33 inches across 

Soleco Let the party begin . . round table top upholst 
frame finis] in baked-on bron: 

high, rests on flared, tubu- 

set not included. reight (rail or truck) or express. 

79 N 9106N— Table, 4 Chairs. Shpg. wt. 32 Ib: 

^ IM PPM V, 



Meet francie.. 
Barbie’s Mod’ern Cousin 

She has bendable legs, realistic rooted shoulder-length 

hair .. even long eyelashes and her own eyelash brush! 

Francie has the perfect slim, teen figure 

for her swinging MOD” OUTFITS 
Sa 

Mix 'n 
match any 
way you 
want 

LORS 

UR 
» 
» 
- 
+ 
» 
» 
» 
É 

GARE 

Francie Gift Set $599 

Francie with her attractive girlish figure, looks 
marvelous in the vivid colors of her "mod" 
wardrobe. Sears exclusive set features 1134 
in. doll with bendable arms and legs wearing a 
one-piece checked swimsuit. Clothing includes 
slacks, two tops, skirt, shoes. 
49 N 3938—Shpg. wt. 1 1b. 5 oz... Set $5.99 

Š Francie Doll only. 
Doli only Ey 49 N 3402— Shipping weight 11 oz... $2,99 
$99 NOTE: Francie can wear Barbie's clothes! 

Swinging 
Outfits 

10 Style Setter. Your 
Francie will look 

great in these bright co- 
ordinates, She can wear 
the multi-color floral 
shift and matching hose 
in nylon tricot . . then 

outdoors she'll add her 
rich blue velveteen cape 
and hood with decora- 
tive front. Matching blue 
heels, hanger. Doll not 
incl. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 
49 N3950..... $2.79 

w 

Cutalod pace scans Dy chere 

Fur-Out. Go-go gaiters and 
fake-fur coat plus hood, 

mittens, stockings, shoes, 

hanger. 
49 N 3941—Wt. 4 oz. $2.79 

Gad-abouts. Sweater, 
skirt, hose. Hat, sunglasses 

49 N 3942—Wt. 3 oz. $1.77 

3 Go Granny, Go. Long 
shift, flats. Phono, record 

49 N 3944—WL. 4 oz. $1.77 

I's a Date. Hi-waisted 
dress, textured hose. Shoes 

49 N 3943—Wt. 4 oz. $1.73 

5 Polka Dots 'n Raindrops. 

Plastic coat with zip pock- 
ets, kerchief. Boots. 
49 N 3945—Wt. 3 oz. $1.77 3 | uk 

itimas Dursolochalcsl cant 

6 Leather Limelight. Mix and 
match the floral tricot 

blouse, skirt, boots with vinyl 
capris, skirt, hood, flats. 

49 N 3946—Wt. 4 oz. $2.79 

Clam Diggers. Vinyl jack 
et, hat. Knit top, stretch 

pants, shoes, sunglasses. 
49 N 3948—Wt. 5 oz. $2.47 

B First Formal, Long gown. 
ruffled cape. Gloves. shoes. 

49 N 3949—Wt. 5 oz. $2.49 

Q Dance Party. Dress, hat 
Slip, hose, shoes. Records, 

player, parfait, spoon, napkin 
49 N 3947—Wt. 5 oz. $2.39 

NOTE: Dolls not included with 

clothing above. 

1l Ken a-Go-Go. Your 
Ken is ready for fun 

in a black “Beatle” wig; 
guitar and microphone. 
Outfit includes brightly 
striped shirt with red 
sleeves and collar. Gold- 
color twill slacks, red 
socks; white tennis shoes. 
Doll not incl. 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

49 N 3699......$2.66 

Sports Car s) 89 

Plastic body with sparkling 
chrome-color fittings, 

clear windshield and buck- 
et seats, Rubber-like tires, 
steel axle. 73x18 in. No 
doll incl. Wt. 2 Ibs. 1 oz 

49 N 9320... $2.89 



34-piece "Storybook" Tea Set. Colorfully 
decorated metal service shows and tells all 
about "The Three Little Pigs." Charming set 
includes 1034-in. “storybook” tray, teapot too. 

49 N 902—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 9 oz... .. Set $1.88 

27-piece Breakfast Set. Mechanical metal and 
plastic toaster pops up, ticks like a real one. 
Gay leaf pattern on metal 10-inch tray, plates, 
cups, saucers, Plastic pitcher, cutler 

49 N 963—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. . Set $1.88 

39-piece Cherry Jubilee Set, Bright pattern on 
white plastic complements her every meal. 
Italian-style teapot, creamer, sugar bowl. 
Butter dish, tumblers. Cutlery. 
49 N 960 —Shpy. wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. „Set $1.88 

set delig 

on white 

for 6 

632 SEARS r 49N932 
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26-piece Blue 

Willow China Set 

Miniature version oi 

in actual grown 

Tradition, 
low oriental desig: 

dainty 
and feminir 

also includes 
role, platter 

amer. From 4 
Japan, Boxed 
Wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz 

t $1.99 b Jj 49N942 

. Including cups, saucers, 

plates and tableware 

for your little hostess 

$188 

Choose from seven patterns 

32-piece Aluminum "Electric" Perk 
Set. Looks like Mom's, Percolator 
has suction-cup “plug.” Chip "n dip 
tray for snacks, Edges smooth, safe. 

49 N 969 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $1.88 

[ erve pi 
irl ~ ins 

1Blue Wil =s 

e. Service 

Wonder Perk . 

water and watch it perk 

í ae Now 

. just add 

come call 

of liquid makes it 
perk so it works 

$1.33 

Da ek alas Plastic Set. . T colored 
then set off with silver-color cutlery, butter and | 
cake knives. Includes teapot, sugar bowl, creamer, 
tumblers, napkins, so she's all set for party time. 
49 N 956— Shipping weight 1 lb. 3 oz... Set $1.88 

32-piece "First Lady" Tea Set, Stately service for 
afternoon tea and crumpets with friends and digni- 
taries. Metal plates, saucers. Plastic cups, goblets, sug- 
ar bowl, creamer, teapot; silver-look cutlery. Napkins, 
49 N 943 —Shipping weight ! Ib. 10 oz.. . Set $1,88 

AM ay ah AS 

44-piece Soup 'n Sandwich Set. Quaint flower car- 
riage design on white plastic for little lunchers. 
Soup bowls, luncheon plates, cups, saucers. 
includes soup tureen and ladle. Shakers, too. 
49 N 901—Shipping weight 1 pound... . Set $1.88 

House Party Perk 

m serves 16 cups 

Ideal for serving 
; 28 7 of 

friends. Fill, tur 
ors spigot and watch 
No it pour. Top re 
no moves for refill 
ght ing. Coated metal 

conta r holds 

any liquid so you 
can serve milk 
tea, etc. 9 inches 
high. 

wt. 11b. 
49N945. ,$1.44 
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Barbie and her friends Just perfect for an afternoon 
love to dress up or evening date in town 

Fashion Luncheon. Dress, Seein' the Sights. Jacket, slacks, shirt 
jacket. Pin, hat, gloves, shoes. 49 N 3896—Shipping weight 6 oz. ... $2.57 

49 N 3779-Shpg. wt. 6 oz. $2.69 
It's Cold Outside. Coat, hat. 

Music Center Matinee. Tunic 49 N 3729—Shipping weight 
dress, hat, gloves, pin, shoes. 

49 N 3785-Shpg. wt. 605 $2.64 9 

Garden Wed 

A: d, colors 
0z....$1.99 

Lunch on the Terrace. Cotton dress, hat 
49 N 3789— Shipping weight 4 oz... $1.37 

ig. Dress with ]() Summer Job. Suit, irt, tie, socks, shoes. 
POE EN 3 bs Au 49 N 3893— shipping weight 6 oz.. . $2.67 -Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

SE V lers Come ac ERE negate a " lere Comes the Bride. Gown, veil, etc. ashions fil 
49 N 3778-Shpg. wt. 8 oz. $3.49 ll 49 N 3820—Shipping weight 6 oz.. . $2.49 - Francio and Midge 

T, E 
Debutante Ball. Gown, fur cape. Here Comes the Groom. Tuxedo, hat, etc. 4 B 
Purse, gloves, shoes, neckla 12 $9 N Seer Shipping weight 7 oz. $3.43 Glittering Gown with stole $)99 

COWSEERAS PUR IU E e a | Best) Man MTuxedonabitiy Barbie looks great in this exciting costume. Pink satin formal 
Benefit Performance. Formal, N 3892—$ $3.44 gown embroidered with a pattern of silver glitter. Pink feath 
underskirt, gloves, shoes. ]4 Junior. Bridesmaid. Gown, flowers, etc. cred boa stole. High-heeled shoes. 

49 N 3765-Shpg. wt. 8 oz, $3.47 49 N 3885—Shipping weight 5 oz... $2.69 49 N 3710—Shipping weight 7 oz... dux $2.99 

Opens to 5 feet 
. closes into a 

compact carryall 

Barbie and 
Francie Uwe Play Set 

EXCLUSWE s399 " 

enes for hours of ~ 
ancie, and friends. 2 

4 true-to-life college 
play with Barbie, 
Open it, set up Sweet Shop with booth, Xe 
soda bar, stools, phone booth. Dormitory A 
room has twin beds, rug, lamp, nights p Bt 
built-in dressing t i] i 
chair. separate closets 
On reverse side: football stadium, drive-in jn 
movie, other campus scenes, Colorful chip- NOTE: 
board (not wood) unit closes to store . . Dolls not included with 
everything fits inside. Campus Set or an A. Qar €2 aa AARAA tite si PAoa [Sears] 827 ve Nhe 

usotorheleslcom 



Coffee “disappears” as you pour 

Magic Perc $997 
Coffee Set 

Perc magically refills itself when you set 
it down. Delectable onion design on white 
lends sparkle to 49-piece plastic service 
for 6. French style teapot, creamer, sugar 
bowl are strictly continental. 
49 N 947—Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz.. . „Set $2.97 

Looks like real pottery 

60-pc. Fallen Leaves 
Tea Set 3297 

Little gals treasure the modern styling, 
warm colors of this graceful tea set. 
Rounded teapot highlights plastic service 
for 6. Includes salad server, bowls. 
49 N 977—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... . Set $2.97 

Caaloó pans scade ty duPmdtmNEselocidical cont 

SS 
Now Barbie's sister has dishes 

ae Sir" $997 
Sure to please every Barbie and Skipper fan 
as she sets her table for 6. Plastic set includes 
all the necessities for dinner and tea plus 
soup tureen, ladle, soup plates, goblets and 
salt and pepper shakers. Break-resistant. 

49 N 951—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz.. . Set $2.97 

“Coffee” drips without heat . . 

-pc. Fizz-a-i i Terr A 
Real lip-smacking fun for a young hostess and 
her coffee-time mates. 12 tasty tablets of Fizzies 
do “perking.” Plastic service for 6.Serving tray, 
snack plates for goodies. 
49 N 948—Shpe. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz... Set $2.97 

Sears knows what little girls like.. 
A complete dinner service 

for 6 including 14 serving 

pieces—styled to look like 

Mom's famous-name cookware 

Corona Ware 
Made of high-impact plastic 
so it's highly break-resistant 

92-piece Set $399 

Dishes galore to delight the little homemaker. 
Modern coffee pot with cover and warming 
stand, Meals go right from stove to table . . 4 
servers have clear plastic covers to show food 
"cooking." Server base, soup ladle, too. Other 
features for fine dining include 3 serving bowls, 
6 casseroles and carafes; fruit bowl, plastic fruit; 
goblets, salt and pepper shakers. 
49 N 946—Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 4 oz.. .Set $3.99 

All the splendor of a palace 

banquet hall.. here's regal 

elegance for your little queen 

She'll feel like a real grown-up lady at tea time. 
Rich looking 41-piece plastic set is designed just for 
little girls who love beautiful things. t 

Includes gold-color tea urn, creamer and sugar 
bowl; cruet holder, 2 bottles; cutlery; clear goblets; 
salt, pepper shakers. Full service for 4, Lace-like 
plate and saucer edges are rich gold color. And 2 
gold-color candelabras form the piéce de résistance 
of this indeed royal setting. 
49 N 965— Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz..... Set $3.66 



SKIPPER 

GIFT 

SET 

$699 

Available only at Sears, this special value set 
includes 93-inch bendable Skipper doll that 
you can pose in lifelike action, plus three play 
time outfits, all with coordinating shoes, plus 
a scooter, a skate board and a pair of roller 
skates—all with wheels that roll. She even has 
sunglasses and a yo-yo. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz 
49 N 3698 ES Set $6.99 

Skipper's 

Schoolroom 

$499 

Almost 4 feet long . . 
with a playground 

School is fun when Barbie’s the teacher 
and Skooter and Skipper are her pupils! 
Lifelike chipboard (not wood) schoolroom 
contains desks, chairs, learning aids . . 
and a blackboard wall you can write on. 
Outside, there's a playground with slide 
and gym equipment plus a lunch patio. 
4714x1014x13 inches. Folds into carrying 
case. Dolls not included. Made exclusively 
for Sears by Mattel. Buy it the easy way 

—order by phone. Shipping weight 6 Ibs. 
79 N 9343C... Set $4.99 

R | Sears | suc 

Set 

Make clothes for 

SKOOTER and 
SKIPPER 

without any sewing 
just cut out fabric pat- 
terns, press edges to- 

gether; add trimmings 

Includes 914-inch straight-leg Skooter in 2 
pc. swimsuit plus 3 Cut 'N Button outfits; 
play dress, dress-coat, “Granny” nightgown, 
cap. Shoes, slippers. Clothes fit Skipper, too. 
49 N 3839—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... Set $3.97 

Bendable Skooter 

and Skipper Dolls 

27 A 
They can wear thes 
same costumes! Both 
with rooted hair 
Comb, brush incl. with 
each doll. Both 934 in 
tall; dressed in cute 
bathing suits. 
Skooter Skipper 

49N3859 49N3835 
Wt. 11 oz. Each $2.97 A1 

V we tat € 

Skipper and Skooter Outfits 
for school and play 

Chill Chaser. Fuzzy coat. Hat, shoes 
49 N 3874—Wt. 4 oz. Outfit $1.74 

Rainy Day Checkers. Dress, checker set. 
49 N 3873—Wt. 4oz. Outfit $1.74 

3 Dog Show. Outfit, dog and dog food. 
49 N 3864—Wt. 5oz.. .. Outfit $1.77 

Town Togs. Belted coat, jumper, blouse, 
hat, hose and shoes, 

49 N 3357—Wt. Soz........Outfit $2.49 
School Days. Outfit; bowl with varn. 
49 N 3276—Wt. 4 oz. Outfit $2.15 

6 CanYou Play? Outfit; jump rope, baseball 
49 N 3862—Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Outfit $1.39 

Sledding Fun. Ski outfit, boots, sled. 
49 N 3877-Shpg. wt. 6oz. Outfit $2.47 

Country Picnic. Dress, shoes. Complete 

picnic set included. 
49 N 3879—Shpg. wt. 5 oz... .Outfit $2.24 

Shoe Pack (not shown). 12 prs. in colors. 
49 N 3720—Shpg. wt. 1 oz. Pack 97c 

NOTE: Dolls not included with clothing 
Clothes from Japan 



Proudly serve these tempting “foods” . . 
so real-looking you'll hardly believe they're just for fun 

PLASTIC PLAY FOOD 514 to :297 
Set a table with yummy looking meats, fish, bread, vegetables, rolls, eggs, desserts and more. You 

even get plastic place mats and candles to cast a lovely mood. Dinner will be served eight, do come, 

Plastic Foods . . look so delicious 
Fully-molded plastic gives a real, full-dimen- 
sional look. Fruits, vegetables, meats and 
favorite gelatin creations . . 44 in all. 
49 N 1136—Shipping weight 11 oz. et $2.97 

. Can't do without canned goods 

Here are two dozen empty, 3-inch high cans in 
scale size. You'll know the famous names 
on the labels . . the ones Mom insists on, 
49 N 1101—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz... Set $1.77 

149 pieces. Service for 6 
49 N 968-Shpg. wt. 10 0z. Set $2.87 

Fresh-from-the-farm Play Food 

Meats, eggs, dairy and bakery goodies. 22 
items you'd expect to find in the refrigerator. 
"True-to-life look in molded plastic. 
49 N 1182—Shipping weight 1 Ib...Set $1,52 

Packages from the grocery 
40 unfilled boxes in small scale size. Colorfully 
printed to look like vou picked them right 

off the grocer's shelf. 
49 N 1102— Shipping weight 1 lb..Set $1.44 

90 pieces. Service for 6. 
49 N 966-Shpz. wt. 6 oz. Set $1.97 

60 pieces. Service for 4 
49 N 967-Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set $1.47 

Refrigerator-kept “perishables” 

22 dairy delights, vegetables and meats that. 
look so delicate you'd expect them to melt 
away, but they won't. Plastic is tough. 
49 N 1132— Shipping weight 10 oz.Set $1.77 

Coppertone kitchen Set 

Aluminum molds, salt and pepper shakers, 
cookie cutter, measuring spoons and more. 
16 pieces. Adult size . . big enough to use. 
49 N 1119—Shipping weight 8 oz..Set $1.92 

15-piece apple design Cookware 

Gaily decorated steel. Casseroles and pans, tea 
kettle, too. Plastic kitchen tool set. 
49 N 949—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.....Set $1.97 

634 SEARS re 
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17-pe. aluminum Cook, Bake Set 

Brew a pot of “coffee” or if your guests like 
tea, heat the water in a teakettle. Roaster, 
cake and muffin pans and more. 
49 N 1122— Shipping wt. 1 Ib... Set $1.99 

23-piece Pots N' Pans Set 

Rustle-up something good with these play 
utensils. Plastic roaster, double boiler, iry- 
pans, casseroles, pan mixing bowl and more 
49 N 1110—Shpz. wt. 2 lbs Set $1.97 



TUTTI and TODD's em 
PLAYHOUSE 
complete with PA 

"'sandpile'' and Á 

hopscotch game (SA x 
A Sears 

EXCLUSIVE 

s399 » 

Barbie teaches Skipper to ride a Pony 

iding Outfits include checked Palomino Pony. Hard 
sculptured plastic. 10 in. j et, breeches, hat, gloves, 

boots and crop. long, 9 in. high. Separate 
1 Skipper's outfit. bridle, saddle. Wt. 1 Ib, 4oz. 

49 N 3883-Wt.60z.$2.54 49 N 9375... $2.79 
NOTE: All Barbie's outfits 
fit Midge and Froncie. All 
Skipper's fit Skooler. 

Barbie's outfit. 
49 N 3719-Wt.707.$3.33 

[2 
Save on 
complete Set 

$799 Playhouse 
plus 2 Dolls 

Quality vinyl € richly decorated inside and out. 
House includes twin beds plus play setting outside with 
sandbox, umbrella and table. Hanging space for clothes, 
Measures 7 !4x9*4x15 inches long. 

Bendable Tutti and Todd come fully dressed, Includes 
2 parfait desserts; comb and brush. Dolls 6% tall. 

Tutti is. Barbie's 
49 N 9337— Playhouse only. Wt. 3 Ibs. 207..... $3.99 tiny sister.. Todd 
49 N 3951—2 dolls, house. Wt. 41bs. 5 oz.. Set 7.99 is Tutti's brother 
49 N 3808—Tutti, Todd only. Wt, 11b. 3 4.57 ER ESAE FA 

Skating fun 

Colorful skating outfits for 

outdoor fun, Skates included. 

Barbie's outfit. 

Blue cotton candy 

Bulky knit sweaters, match- 
ing slacks, shoes. 
6 Skipper's. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

49 N 3840-Wt.502.$2.39 49 N 3322.......$1.74 
Skipper's outfit. Barbie's. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

5 49 N 3275-Wt.50z.$1.89 7 49 N 3323 $1.89 . Bendable 
[ arms and e - bendable 

legs 24 
This charming little Raincoat, hat Dress, hat and 

n 14 imp brings lots of and boots. Shpg. panty. Shipping 
wt. 3 oz. wt. 3 oz. fashion-doll fun. Tutti 
49 N3918 ..$1.19 49 N 3897 ..$1.15 wears cotton playdress 

; H d hat with ruffled Smock, tights Sunsuit, hat, anu DAC 
Daa e. CDM ean NEENA 
wt. 3 oz. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 4 dum 5t $n 
49 N 3921 ..$1.14 49 N3899..$1.09 ` 49 N 3902. ...51.97 

Dolls not included with outfits above, 

Lovely coral tricot gown with 

white lace trim. Open-toed 

slippers with pompons. Hair- 
brush and comb. 
49 N 3762—Wt. 4 oz....$1.37 

Woolly, warm pajamas with 
buttons and dainty trim. 

Hairbrush included. 

49 N 3303—Wt. 2 oz......99c 

Blue tricot pajamas, quilted 
robe, and scuffs make the per- 

fect lounging outfit for Skipper. 
49 N 3887 —WLt. 5 oz.. ...$2.27 

Pretty pink brushed tricot 
robe, satin pajamas and slip- 

pers. Brush, comb, hair rollers, 
bobby pins. “Diet” book. 

49 N 3723—Wt. 6 oz.....$2.59 

NOTE: Dolls not included with clothing. Clothes from Japan. 
Catalog page scans by phrisinias darsetechwical con 

Me 'n My Dog. Tutti in Walkin’ my Dolly. Tutti 
red and white coat, bon- wears dress, hat, panties, 

Night-night, Sleep Tight. 
Tutti in nightie, robe, 

net, tights, shoes. Fuzzy shoes, socks. Baby wrapped slippers. Bed, spread, 
dog is fully poseable, in blanket;canberemoved comb, brush. Wt. 12 oz. 
Comb, brush included. from buggy. Hairbrush, 49 N3916......$3.79 

Shpg. wt. 12 oz. comb. Wt. 12 oz a 
49 N3917. $3.79 49 N3915 $3.79 wc | Sears] 629 
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Ring up sales 
++ hand out 
trading stamps 

My Own Supermarket $599 

Pick miniature packages of name brand items off the shelves, put them in 
the shopping cart . . then pay for groceries and get trading stamps at the 
realistic check-out counter. Cash register works like a real one. Sliding drawer 
opens to reveal plenty of play coins, paper money and trading stamps. Storage 

compartment for bags on side of counter. Wall phone hangs on shelf section 
so handy for taking orders. Store and cart constructed of sturdy, reinforced 

corrugated fiberboard. Printed in colorful grocery motifs. Market, 20x47 inches 
high. Counter, 24x27 inches. Cart, 18x8 inches wide. Unassembled. 
79 N 5002L— Shipping weight 12 pounds A $5.99 

Every store needs $988 
a Cash Register 
Ring up sales and write sales checks 
with this precision-action steel cash 
register. Side arm holds pad of paper 
and pencil so cashier can give a Sears 
sales check with every purchase. 
Push one of 13 numbered keys— 
amount pops up in window and 
bell rings. Push lever and drawer 
opens to bank of plastic coins and 
paper money. Red enamel finish. 

high. 
49 N 1751—Wt. 3 Ibs. 12 02.$2.88 

*uacT 
ahi, Im 

Mickey 

Meuse" Be 
Mickey Mouse $442 
Talking Phone without battery 

Dial the phone and hear the voice of 
Mickey Mouse . . talk back to him. 
Hear Mickey’s pals too . . Donald 

"w/ Duck, Jiminy Cricket, Goofy, Ludwig 
Von Drake, Minnie. Talk to them all. 
Plastic phone is 12 in. high. With 2 
interchangeable records. Order 1 “D” 
battery below. 
49 N 5030C—Wt. 3 Ibs.. ....$4.42 

Talk ’n Tell Phone 
. . talks back to you 

$999 x 

Push button, phone says "Do you 
love me?" 10 different sayings. Dial 
turns, bell rings. Plastic. 3}4x8 in. Or- 
der 1 “D” battery below right. 
49 N 4714—Wt. 11b. 4 oz.....$2.99 

t 
y 

Musical Telephone $] 49 
Turn handle, phone plays "London 
Bridge". Rings, too. Plastic. 8 in. 
49 N 4751—Wt. 11b... .......$1.49 

iaoi pan scare ty climat niéelochical Com 

an 

oy 

Be a Receptionist 
Dial numbers . . ring bells . . plug in keys 

. . take “messages”. Switchboard lights up 
automatically—just like an office model 

$ without 
batteries 

"Mr. Smith's line is busy,” “Hold the line, please.” Operating this 
realistic switchboard will keep a young receptionist busy for hours. 
Add extension phones below, and you can plug in real calls, have room- 
to-room conversations. Sturdy plastic toy, 11x9x6 inches. Operator’s 
phone with removable headband included. Order 2 “D” batteries below. 
49 N 6419— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 12 oz. 

1 to 4 phones can be plugged 

into Switchboard above. Select your own 

colors by ordering Princess-style phones 

below or dial phones on page 517 

Lift receiver 

dial lights up 
Dial number 
other phone rings 

Talk for hours on 
your own phone ; 

Authentic size Princess-style phone transmits voice clearly. Buy 
two phones; have your own private phone system. 8-in. long receiver. 
Plastic. 30-ft. wire. Order 2 “D” batteries (below) for each phone. 

49 N 6428 — Beige 

Each $366 22 - 

Shipping weight 1 pound 6 ounces... . . Each $3.66 
49 N 4660—"D" Battery. Wt. each 4 oz....... Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It” 

reas SEARS 635 



Barbie and Skipper's Deluxe Dream House 
Opens in a jiffy to a 24x27 inch play area 3044 

. . available only at Sears 

Heat-sealed vinyl doll house large enough to accommodate Mattel? doll family. 
Decorator interior contains storage closet for wardrobe, furniture items permanently 
molded in place in v um formed plastic. "Mod" style furnishings, colors. In- 
cludes: sofa, swivel chair, end table, lamp, hassoc et, 3-D fireplace, dinette TV 
set, bed, vanity, outdoor patio sce es modern house; has plastic 
handle for easy carrying. When closed, 7x18 inches high. 
79 N 9342L— Shipping weight 10 pounds. .. Set $10.44 

Francie's “Mod” Room $797 
Strong vinyl playhouse with molded interior in. 
bright colors. Individual play areas with desk, 
phonograph, typewriter. Chairs, table, TV set, 
hone, lamp, bulletin board, sofa-bed, pillows. 
oom for doll, clothing, accessories. Closed 
6x7 V 9x12) 4-inches high, 
79 N 9341C—Shipping weight 5 lbs.. . .$7.97 

Francie's "Mod" a-go-go Bed s2 89 

Includes TV, telephone, radio, pin-ups, taf- 
feta spread, costumer. For dolls up to 12 in. 
49 N 9368—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz..Set $2.89 

Barbie, Skipper or Francie can entertain at 
this 9-inch piano. Jewel case hidden under lid. 
Wind-up musical movement. Durable white 
plastic, gold-color trim. Accessories incl. 
49 N 9383—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 02....$5.99 

Our Finest 
Carry Case 
Holds Barbie 
and 3 of her 
friends, plus 
wardrobes and 
accessories 

3733 

Vacuum-formed plastic inserts hold dolls snugly. 
All-plastic trunk reinforced with steel bands for 
extra strength, Steel fittings plated with nickel, 
plastic hangers, shelf, wig rack. About 11x7x13 
inches. For 9 to 12-inch dolls. 
49 N 9302—Shipping weight 4 lbs. 5 oz. $7.33 

i 

Three-doll Cose. Molded vinyl 
body. Two storage drawers, Lots 

NOTE: Dolls, clothing on this page not included. 

630 [Sears lu 
PN as octane Gos caria Hu TOREM IT 

You can order Toys on pages 467 through 638 

from now until August 1, 1967 

Two-doll Case. Garment bag, 
hangers, drawe 

of hangers. Vacuum-formed com- 49 N 9310—Shpg. wt.4lbs. $4.19 — plated turn lock. 
partments, Nickel-plated hardware. 3 One-Doll Trunk. T 

49 N 9331—Shpz. wt. 41bs.$4.88 49 N 9309—Wt. 1 lb. 80z.$1.99 — 49 N9312....... $2.49 

Skipper's 
Bunk Beds 

s984 
Convert to twin beds, Sew-Free? decorator 
accessories: foam mattresses, pillows. Spreads, 
pillow covers, rug. Unassembled. 
49 N 9372—Shpg. wt. 12 oz... ...Set $2.84 

Store 
Barbie, 

Skipper 
and 
Francie's 
clothes 

3599 

2 sliding rods with 6 hangers; 4 drawers. 
Secret lock in top drawer. Real perfume 
sachet, shoe rack, basket. Sturdy polystyrene. 
79 N 9384C—Shipping weight 5 lbs. $5.99 

Francie $49 

Carry Cases for dolls up to 12 inches Case 
Vinyl; stretch band holds 

i doll in place. Hangers, 
Vinyl body. accessory box. Nickel- 

Hangers. — Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 



Sculptured 

finish . . 

17-inch Carriages . . sturdy, 3589 
low-priced transportation for dolls each 

It costs so little to travel in style. Welded sculptured steel body (9 in. 
wide) with chrome-plated gear, 20-in. high pusher. 3-bow hood of wash- 
able vinyl. Coil spring suspension. Vinyl wheels. Partly assembled. 

] Matador Red body with bright hood. 
49 N 8240C—Shipping weight 8 pounds. . ................ $5.89 

9, White body with gaily printed hood. 
49 N 8232C— Shipping weight 7 pounds... ....... $5.89 

3 Green body with colorful hood 
49 N 8271C—Shipping weight 8 pounds ES ..$5.89 

Our most elegant sculptured steel Carriage 

A walk becomes a promenade with this 24-in. version of a Continental 
doll pram. Finished in metallic golden brown, trimmed with gold- 

color plume. 7-bow folding hood and welt-edged lining of tapestry pat- 
terned vinyl. Gold-color pusher is 27 inches high. Body is 1249 inches 
wide. Brake; rubber tires. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8201L—Shipping weight 22 pounds. ù...» ù «sees $14.95 

FIÑ SFARS suc 
Falk Sé ocu tis Hit i RN 

Steel Doll \ 

Carriages . . 

built to stay 

beautiful 

through 

years of play 

All carriages on this 
page have a husky 

welded-steel chassis 
with baked enamel 

plus spring 
suspension for 

easing over bumps. 
NOTE; Dolls not Included with 
any item on these 2 pages 

Big 20-inch Carriages with 3997 
washable print vinyl linings Sach 

Abloom with flowers, from the 3-bow hood to the lining. Sculptured steel car- 
riages with two-tone bodies (12 in. wide). Chrome-plated tubular steel frame, 
fenders, 2434-in. high pusher. Rubber tires. Brake; coil springs. Partly assembled. 

4 Blue body with posy printed lining and — hood. 
79 N 8283C— Shipping weight 12 pounds. ...... Ee or 

5 Bright red body with garden-gay print hood and 
79 N 8272C—Shipping weight 12 pounds. ....... esee ..$9.97 

6 Pesches-and-cream body with coordinated floral print hood and lining. 
79 N 8282C—Shipping weight 12 pounds... ...... csse $9.97 

3-in-1 Carriage with removable enameled steel body 

8 Carries big dollies in comfort. 25x15-in. body with chrome-plated crest. 
4-bow hood, lining of embossed vinyl. Undercarriage, 31-in. high pusher of 

chrome-plated tubular steel. Fenders, brake. Rubber tires. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8257L—Shipping weight 24 pounds. $17.95 

Buggy at right has 
an easily removable body. 

Lift it out . „ use it as a 
car bed or bassinet when 
traveling with your doll 



KIDDLE The original home t 

CiTY of all the Kiddles . : >F 

made exclusively 

for Sears by Mattel 

A self-contained Kiddle kaboodle of 
3-dimensional homes, parks, play- 

ground, with Lola, Florence, Babe and 

Bunson Burnie . . all the play excite- 

ment of Liddle Kiddleland, plus a tote 

for visiting 

Open vinyl case to waken 
s Kiddles for hours of sliding, 

5 pieco giftset ^ ding, working and rollicking 
s| 799 good times. Close it and carry 

it like a suitcase. Set consists 
of 4 Kiddles and case that's 

Kiddle City only — , big: 22x14x8 in. high so 
$ ikeen for more Kiddles 

5-pc. Gift Set. Wt. 6 Ibs. 
79 N3683C........ $17.99 
Kiddle City only. Wt. 4 Ibs 
79 N 9339C.......... 89 

Separate 

Kiddles 

"These Kiddles are 3 to 314 
all with fully bend 
nyl torsos, brushes, 

a ,] teletiddle. Comes wi ti 
[3] -- own floating s 
V7 49 N 3686........ Y y 

Beat-A-Diddle 
$29 

A swingin’ little singer all dressed for 

the stage and ready to entertain you. 
This 3-in, high Kiddle even brings her 

Florence Niddle. 
= Wheels baby in buggy. 

49 N 3687. ++ $2.29 

Babe Biddle in her car. 
Menai [4] 491 3688.....52.29 [ 

uj 
Bunson Burnie. With *x own microphone and guitar. Rooted 

v» plastic Are euge hair can be combed and brushed. Vinyl. 
WU 49.N3690....... $2.29 à Like everything else in Sears books, 

it’s so easy to order by phone. 

ow 49 N 3685—Shpg. wt. 5 0z......$2.29 
NANE { 

ie -- n à Kiddles s497 

rS. č Gift Set Kiddle s299 
1 - When they dine, Greta Griddle shares her 3-piece Klub House 

dinette and her dishes with Howard “Biff” Compact vinyl 
Boodle. So “Biff” always lets Greta use his wagon Klub House fur- 
and sandbox as the two play together in this nished and deco- 

3 t Kiddles set. Vinyl. 3 to 314 in rated inside and 
Liddle Diddle $29 49 N 3684—Shpz. wt. 1 ib.. .. Set $4.97 out, 12x9x6 inches 

so many Kiddles 
Littlest Kiddle of all . . just 224 in. tall. Bend- can meet here. 
able, Vinyl. Sides of crib slide up and down. Wt. 11b. 7 oz. 

a1 "ci Aa Masse 20 An cs 
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Quilted vinyl Doll Carriage or Stroller 

Only $498 
‘each 

Roomy 21x10-inch carriage. Has space 10x10¥4-in. Stroller-Car seat. 
for dolly and her pals. 3-bow hood is Just lift out quilted vinyl 
adjustable. Quilted vinyl body, in body for use as car scat. Re- 
bright print. Chrome-plated pusher,  movableshopping bag. canopy 
26!5 inches high. Steel frame. Plastic — 28-in. chrome-plated pusher. 
wheels. Foldable. Partly assembled Partly assembled 

$4.98 79 N 8278C-Wt. 6Ibs. $4.98 
Removable 
front seat 

79 N 8277C—Shpx. wt. 6 lbs. 

Stroller fun for 2 dolls 
Front seat lifts out for use in the car 

Tandem stroller carries doll sisters in style . . or one doll and bundles. 
Front seat is easy to remove for use in car. Spring-suspended frame and 
adjustable footrest are chrome-plated. Washable vinyl seats and canopy. 
30-inch high pusher. Plastic tires. 20x11 inches overall. Partly as- 
sembled. Dolls shown are not included 
79 N 8285C—Shipping weight 10 pounds....... $9.98 

Only 

2 *298 3-piece Bedding Set for dolls carriage or crib 

were ow s197 
Sweet and dreamy in daintily 

printed rayon crepe with 

rufily trim. Soft cotton filling. 
22x18 inches. Sunny yellow 

Embossed vinyl Doll Carriage or Stroller 
Foldable 17x8-inch carriage. Petite 9x8¥2-in. stroller. 23-in. 
3-bow hood adjusts. Aluminum pusher . . the right height for 
painted steel frame. 21-inch tots. Removable shopping bag, Shipping weight 2 pounds. 

pusher. Gay print. Partly as- canopy. Steel frame. Folds. 79 N8204C..... Set $1.97 
sembled. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. Partly assembled. Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz. * 
49 N 8275 $2.98 49 N8276 ... $2.98 Save his catalog... you can order toys 

E ‘on pages 441 to 673 from now 
until September 1, 1966 

26x13-inch Carriage of heavy duty vinyl 
. . folds compactly for storage 

This red plaid beauty will attract everyone's eye when you 
take dolly visiting. Big springs make it easy to guide car 
riage over curbs. Roomy body has soft padded box edge. 
Folding 4-bow hood. Chrome-plated frame, gear, hubcaps. 
7-in. wheels; rubber tires. 32-in, pusher. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8266C—Shipping weight 12 pounds .$9.95 

Woven Fiber Buggies with adjustable hoods 

Cuius sane scant by dieiiiniqiniseleciaical onn 

Peppermint pink 18x9-inch buggy. Rolls 
merrily along on white spoke wheels with 
pink plastic tires. Hood tilts to front and 
back. Tubular steel gear. Pusher is 25 
inches high. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8265C—Shipping wt. 6 Ibs. $5.99 

Attractive 20x10-inch doll buggy. Hood 
tilts to front and back. Plated tubular- 
steel gear. 27-inch high pusher. White 
with red and blue trim on sides. Red 
plastic tires. Partly assembled. 
79 N 8267C—Shipping wt. 7 Ibs. $6.99 

Kost. SEARS 637 



Whether fighting crime, winning 

wars or games 

DROLL TROLL HEROES 
keep smiling 

Holy Open Sesame! It's a Bat Cave 
with a brave little Bat Troll s499 

] Atomic energizer, computers, video-scan machine plus famous 
Batnik-Mobile . . complete fake rock laboratory for use against 

crime, All furnishings vacuum formed. 3-inch vinyl Bat Troll included. 
Folds into handy vinyl carry case, 18x6x11 inches high. Assembled, 

4 

Superman 
Troll 

SAVE THIS CATALOG, 

You can order toys 

on pages 467 to 638 

from now until 

August 1, 1967 

632 [Sears | »suc. pon TP RET T OTE mm grae gem test en 

Great Green 
Wasp Troll 

(2 thru 4) Pleasant Trolls in full costumi 
are smooth v 

49 N 3957— Shipping weight 2 pounds 12 ounces, «Set $4.99 

Brave 6-inch Troll Heroes $]99 each 

ady for adventure. They 

(2) 49 N 3956 $1.99 
(3) 49 N 3966— Batman Troll. Shipping wt. 10 0z........ 1.99 
(4) 49 N 3955—Superman Troll. Shipping wt. 10 oz... 1.99 

Wardrobes for 
3-inch Trolls 

Glamour Wardrobe. Evening 
gown and jewelry. Fancy dress- 

up items. 
49 N 3672—Wt. 3 oz..Set $1.79 

Housewife Wardrobe, Nightie, 
apron, telephone, kitchen and 

boudoir accessories for the house 
troll. 
49 N 3681—Wt. 3 oz. Set $1.79 

GI Outfit. Army fatigues, sailor 
suit and all the military equip- 

ment your fighting troll needs. 
Even special-assignment things 
like diving equipment and swim- 
ming trunks! 

Shipping weight 4 ounces. 
49 N 3650.. Outfit $1.99 

m) own 2-Room Furnished Home s999 
Move your Trolls into their 

A Wishnik’s own shanty shack with living room an 
bedroom furnished for a 3-inch troll. Bunk beds, tre 

stump chairs, table and fireplace . . all furnishings va 
cuum formed. House locks closed, folds into vinyl carr, 
case, 10x8x9 in. high. Completely assembled. 
49 N 9344—Shipping weight 2 lbs. 8 oz... . Set $2.9! 

Sporty Wishnik and Wardrobe 389 

baseball home-run-nik . . a golfer . . and a fisher 
vinyl troll, 3 outfits, play accessories. 

hipping weight 10 oz.. 

Wishnik only. 3 inches high. Vinyl. 
49 N 3664—Shipping weight 2 oz... ........ sss. 79 

Bride 'n Groom Log Car 
10 So romantic! She wears ll Free-rolling wheel 

a frilly lace dress, veil really move on stet 
and carries flowers. He’sin axles. Fits all 3-inch troll: 
tie, tails and top hat. 3 in. | Measures 11x6}4xSin. high 
high. Wt. 5 oz. No dollincluded. Wt. 12 02 
49 N 3669....Set $2.89 49 N 9363.. +918! 



Bunk or Twin Beds $697 

Sleep TWO dolls up to 23 inches. Full end panels of 
varnished plywood, wood frame. Ladder, rails, plastic 

covered mattress, Partly assembled. 27x14x25 in. 
79 N 9273C—Shipping weight 11 pounds. . 

Pink panel Crib $499 

Dream-land special for dolls up to 22 inches. Natural- 
finish hardwood. Drop side, pink hardboard end pan- 

els. Print cloth-covered mattress, bumper. Casters. About 
24x14x18 in. Partly assembled. 

79 N 9319C—Shipping weight 9 pounds. 

Dolly’s economy Crib $199 

Drop-side crib sleeps dolls up to 20 inches in colorful 
comfort. Natural varni: wooden slats, play 

$6.97 

-$4.99 

beads, decal. Partly assembled. About 22x12x17 in. 
79 N 9305C— Shipping weight 4 pounds. .. $1.99 

Note: Dolls shown on this page not included with furniture 

Musical Cradle 

$399 
Turn the key in the foot 
panel . . a soothing lullaby 
plays as you rock baby 
doll to sleep. Natural- 
finish wood cradle, pastel 
hardboard end panels. 21x 
12x11 in. Unassembled. 

Shipping weight 4 Ibs. 
79 N 9288C 

Budget Cradle 

$729 
For sleepyhead dolls up to 
20 inches. Natural-var- 
nished wood, about 20x10x 
12 in. Partly assembled. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
79 N 9276C $1.29 

49 N 9240—Wt. 5 02.97c 



Push the 

Magic Button . . 

TV Jones turns his 
head and barks 

Tiny Tykes you'll delight in dressing 

up in their go-everywhere Wardrobe 

35-piece 

PEE WEE SET $599 ^: 
. . Pussy Meow turns 
her head and meows Two wee vinyl tots for. you to take complete care of. 

Outfits: ballerina, nurse’s uniform, wedding dress, 
nightgown, sleeping cap, school dress, beach outfit, 
formal gown, waif outfit, blue denim outtit, plus 6-pc. 
grooming set . . comb, brush, mirror, scissors, curlers. 
Dolls 4 in, tall; rooted hair. 
49 N 3963—Shipping weight 8 ounces..... Set $5.99 

PEE WEE 
Bride and Groom 

399 

Bride has flower-topped 
rooted hair, full-skirt » 5 

i y J dress. Groom wears top (1and 2) Funny  6-inch-high Lies c 
vinyl pets; legs move . . each comes PEE WEE Girl's Wardrobe s[89 ORAS e ue : 
EU duas apu dd For dress up or play . . includes coat, bonnet, party dress, vinylShpg.wt.60z. —— a 4 
J Viens 9 Pussy Meow sunsuit, shoes, doll, rattle and barrette. 49 N 3953.. Set $2.99 

49 N 3694 49 N 3695 49 N 3954—Shipping weight 3 ounces. .... Outfit $1.89 s 
Shipping weight 14 oz.. each $4.44 

Baby Joy's Tiny Room 
. . carry-all case s747 

becomes a nursery et 
Petite 4-in. vinyl doll has movable head, arms, legs. Plastic 
carryall nursery case has removable top; 13x16x614 in. high 
79 N 3411C— Shipping weight 3 pounds Set $7.47 

Mr. & Mrs. Mouse 

and their House 

$777 
set 

Troll Village . . population of 12 

A miniature 3-dimensional village plus 12 delightful 
trolls (144 in. tall) and their 9 animals . . you'll enjoy 

setting it all up again and again on table, floor . . any- A sleepy pair. . 4 in. high; 
where. Includes mountains, houses, furniture, cart, sign . . vinyl. Arms, legs move. 
all pieces, trolls, village of sturdy plastic. From Hong Kong. Furnished house folds into 
49 N 9389— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. . ... Set $3.99 case about 13x5x10 in. 

Assembled. Wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 

Gentle Troll Giraffe Fierce Troll Lion 49 N 3693.....Set $7.77 

5399 s399 
Ideal pet for desk, And he's funny . . his 
shelf, or dresser . . kids silly grin will make the 

love this tall fellow. Stands youngsters laugh. He's 8 
12 in. tall. Vinyl. inches long and 5 in. tall. 
Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 3 oz. Smooth vinyl. Wt. 15 oz. 

suc! Sears] 833 49 N 3651 $399 49 N 3654 $3 aa 
Cutilua page scans by chrisinias aseleciadcal com 



Just right for dolls 11 to 15 inches tall . . 
Early American Furniture with maple finish 

"That Colonial look in doll-sized furniture built of strong solid woods 
for durability. Every piece has non-toxic maple finish. 

Cradle. It's so much fun to rock a doll baby to sleep in her 
Colonial cradle. With graceful panel ends, steambent rockers. 

Padded mattress and pillow, print cover. 17x10x11 in. Unassembled. 
49 N 9390—Shipping weight 4 pounds. . $3.89 

2 High Chair. No feeding problems when dolly has this chair. It 
has a lift-up tray, graceful posts, sturdy braced legs. It's 18 

inches high, has 7x7-inch seat. Assembled. 
49 N 9259C— Shipping weight 3 pounds..........-.....-+ $3.89 

3 Bunk Beds. Complete with rails and ladder. They're twin beds, 
too. Vinyl-covered pads, pillows. 17x10x16 in, Partly assembled. 

49 N 9258—Shipping weight 4 pounds 3 ounces, .. . .. ...... $5.99 

4 Wardrobe, Clothes (not included) hang neatly on plastic hangera 
behind ivory-colored sliding Masonite Presdwood® doors. 244-in, 

deep accessory drawer. About 6x13x16 in. high, Assembled. 
49 N 9262C —Shipping weight 8 pounds ....... 6.6.6.0. $4.99 

NOTE: Dolls shown on this page not included 

ar 

Watch it boil . . 
Wonder Sterilizer 

Play Pen for baby doll ^ i Just like a real sterilizer . . 4 
99 | A bottles included. Just add 

$2 | Swyngomatic Jr.® $ water, watch it “boil.” Stops 
To keep little dolls out of mischief swings a doll Hi emasa p rar oe 

. a sturdy play pen that looks 
like the latest model for real 
babies. Strong steel frame, nylon 
net, colorfully patterned hard- $ 499 m 

board floor. 18x18x12 in. a 
LE Ln ee i c Nothing's more fun for a doll p 

bled, Shpg. wt. 4 Ibs. 

Spread and Pillow Set 

$189 

All pretty and rufy . . in pink 
rayon satin and white lace. 20x23- 
inch cotton-lined spread, with 
7x1 1-inch cotton felt-filled pillow. 
Shipping weight 12 oz. 

‘tated Dade Scans by dieisiasnisetedaical om 

10 minutes under 
its own power 

than a swing of her very own 
.. and this one is automatic. 
Just wind it up. „it swings for 
10 minutes. Tubular steel 
legs, comfy plastic chair. 
25x15x25 in. Partly assem- 

79 N9347C....... $4.99 

No batteries, no heat, no 
winding. 444x5 in. Plasti 
49 N 9206 —Wt. 15 oz.$1.57 

Magic Feeding Dish 
empties as she eats 

Dip the “silver” spoon in the 
dish, the food “disappears” as 
dolly eats. It’s safe, non-toxic, 
won't spill. 534-in. diam. 
49 N 9222—Wt 11 oz.. .72c 

Cry Baby Bottle 
Turn the bottle over . . hear the crying 
voice as baby's fed. It stops as the 
bottle empties and refills itself . . like 
magic. No mess, no spills. Non-toxic 
plastic, 6 inches long. 
49 N 9201—Shipping wt. 5 oz.. 72c 

Bath-dressing Table 

with real shower-spray 

$487 

Dolly's bath time is fun time . . when 
the bathinette is just like baby’s. 
Water recirculates in the watertight 
vinyl tub, Top down, it’s a dressing 
table. Diaper tongs, sponge, diapers, 
soap, and more in accessory pockets. 
14x22x24 inches high. Assembled. 

79 N 9283C—Shpg. wt. 5 1bs.$4,87 

High Chair Set 
with all a doll's feeding 
needs . . even a warmer 

$997 

Everything a doll needs for pleasant 
meals . . except the food. Steel chair 
has pink-and-white enamel finish . . 
break-resistant sliding tray. With 
rattle, warmer, bottle, mug, dish, 
cereal box, spoon. 28 inches high. 
Unassembled. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 8 oz. 
49 N.9272:; i2: os Set $2.97 

«s SEARS 639 



He's a real show put 
in rich antique gold. Long shaggy 
and plastic nose; felt tongue. G 
streamer reading “First Prize” 

Here is 

this year's 
Blue Ribbon 

Winner . . 

Sears Grand 

Champion 
Maximillian 

Shagg III 

s? 

! Made of two-tone blend of luxurious acrylic fabric 
ars, big plastic eyes with long lashes 

aming gold-color collar with blue ribbon 
sets him apart from h r dogs. 

He sits a full 21 inches tall. Get this bit of Christmas shopping done— 
just dial Sears and order it right now. 
79 N 4199C—Shipping weight 4 pounds. 

Glamour Puss s2 95 

She's silky, soft . . stylish as can be. 
Purry kitten with extra-long acrylic 
pile coat that you can brush any 
way you want, in as many styles as 

you want. Realistic green plastic 
eyes. Black rayon plush ears and 
tail. Cute ribbon trim. Stands 12 
in. tall. Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. 
T T AE E . $2.95 

£24 [Anasa]... 
Citala page scans Dv phrbsinas maseledwical con 

(0511.79 

Pretty Poodle s2 95 

Chic French poodle with long pile 
acrylic trim, rayon plush body. Big 
plastic eyes with long felt lashes. 
Pompon nose and felt tongue. Rayon 
ribbon bow. It's so easy to groom 
your poodle . . brush his hair in the 
style you like. Stands 15 inches tall. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 2 oz. 
49 N 4194.. $2.95 

Elegant Angora cot of 
pure white soft lamb's 

wool and lustrous acrylic 
fiber. Satin-lined ears; rib- 
bons at head and tail. Real- 

Adorable Skunk of the finest quality rayon 
plush. Locked-in eyes. Dainty lace collar and 

daisy ined shapeable ears. Stands 19 inches 
tall. Black and white color combination. 
49 N 4123— Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 2 oz $5.79 

istic locked-in eyes, em- 
broidered nose and long Long-haired Cat with coat of rayon plush and 
whiskers. Great gift as a long-fiber acrylic. Shapeable ears, luxuriant 
room decoration or stuffed 
toy. Measures 28 inches long 
overall. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs, 
49 N 4198........ 

lamb's wool braids with ribbon bows. Long-lashed 
plastic eyes. Stands 25 inches tall. Freight (rail 
or truck) or express. 
79 N 4197N—Shipping weight 6 pounds. .$8.79 

Little Mouse s) 69 
Cotton-stufied mouse in orchid- 
color rayon plush. Big cotton felt 
paws and floppy ears. Locked-in 
plastic eyes, Extra-long 18-inch black 
velvet tail with pompon trim. Stands 
9 inches tall. Get this bit of shopping 
done—just dial Sears and order it 
right now! 
49 N 4193—Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz...$2.69 

Sleepy Sam $319 

He's the laziest dog in the whole wide 
world! Sam dded, halí- 
closed eyes, a long swishy tail and big, 
floppy ears. Rich, deep yellow rayon pile 
body stuffed with extra soft, pure poly- 
foam. Ribbon trim, felt tongue, cute 
black pompon nose. Measures a full 17 
inches long. Shipping weight 1 Ib. 6 oz. 
49 N 4180. «$8.19 



Sears knows what little girls like.. 



Big John... 19 inches 

high sitting down 

3597 

Loving Big John is easy, he’s so 
irresistible with those big soulful 

Nearly lifelike in size and 
detail . . made of extra-soft acrylic 
fiber. His cheeks droop down and 
his brow is furrowed just like a real 
bloodhound . . he's even got freckles 
on his nose (one that’s big enough 
for all kinds of tracking). Big John 
is a champ among stuffed dogs. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
79 N 4030C ($5.97 

SAVE THIS CATALOG.. 

You can order toys on pages 

467 thru 638 from now until 
August 1, 1967 

Citai pace scans by chieisimasmiseledinical Gon 

Cuddly Animals that almost come alive! Pick them up—they 

make a lifelike sound and actually vibrate .. no batteries needed 

‘These cuties will continue to “talk” as long as you 
pick them up and play with them! Hidden mechan- 
ism enables you to hear animal sounds and feel vibra- 
tions from Rory, Purr-rie and Growlie instantly. 

Each pet is of luxurious rayon plush . . all cotton 
stuffed for extra softness. Jointed hind legs and care- 

Rory Lion s899 

He's as tame as a lamb. Long, 2 She looks so real! Glassene 
eyes, felt tongue, bow trim. 

12 in. long; 10 in. high. 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz. 

49N4182...... 

silky mane; felt tongue, 19 
inches long, 12 inches high. 

Shipping weight 4 pounds. 
79 N4183C. . ..........:$8.99 

Purr-rie Cat 3599 

fully detailed bodies make it easy to pose them in 
many positions. Big, locked-in eyes; floppy tails. 
Bright print percale inner ears on lion and püp; 
velvety ears on kitten, These animals are available 
only at Sears, and like everything else in Sears books, 
it’s so easy to order by telephone. 

Growlie Pup $699 

3 He almost sits up and begs. Percale 
mouth, tongue. Felt eye patches, 

vinyl collar. 15 in. long; 11 in. high, 
Shipping weight 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

49 N 4184. 2 $5.99 

HERE THEY ARE.. 

Aren't they lovely? Both overflowing 

with good looks, personality and 

lustrous, extra-long pile coats 

They're delightful enough to intrigue teen-agers and 
small fry alike. Vivacious Vera and Sophisticated 
Sophie wear plastic curlers in their hair. Romper 
clad Vera has bewitching cat eyes; Be-robed Sophie 
has drooping eyelids securely fastened. 

"Their long acrylic pile coats can be brushed and 
groomed to stay fluffy. Both have cute pompon 
noses, stand 16 inches high; have ribbon trim. 

Like everything else in Sears books, it's so easy 

to order by telephone. 

Vivacious Vera. In rayon satin pants and com 
bination rayon and cotton smock. 

49 N 4175—Shipping weight 2 pounds, ... . $5.79 

Sophisticated Sophie. In rayon jumper with 
matching lace-trimmed quilted robe. 

49 N 4104—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.. .. $5.79 

Just call Sears and say "Charge It" 

reaxns | Sear 635 



Dolls daintily dressed in parfait colors 

Peaches'n Cream 

AMT 
"E ES vinyl; Dope pons Molded yummy pedi 

49 30 83172. Shpa weight 2 Ibs. 

Sweetie Pie . . gives a coy, side- 
glance, Coos, puts her rae int into her cer 

Ready to go out in a peach velveteen coat and 
lace-edged bonnet. Lace-kissed white polished 
cotton dress, bloomers, Shoes, socks. Soft vinyl 
with cuddly kapok-filled body, Rooted hair, 18 
inches tall. 
49 N 3175 —Shipping weight 2 Ibs... ....$9.99 

Platinum-heired Gumdrop. Dimpled 16-inch 
ing in na chic coat and e of 

ite polished cotton De 
. Fully pod all vinyl. Rooted hair. 

49 N 3173—Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. ...$6.99 

Auburn-tressed Gumdrop . . sets off toa s 
in a white velveteen dress, bursting wil 

gandy raffles at the hemline. 
with peach velveteen ribbon, Panti wm 
socks. Rooted long hair is fun to comb, A vinyl; 
fully jointed. 16 inches tall. 
49 N 3174—Shpg. weight 1 Ib. 6 02......$5.99 

Tibtts SEARS 641 - 
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It's Sears versatile 4-in-l 

Communications Center 

vus s9620 monthly 

€ Walkie-Talkie transmitter operates up to 1 mile . . no license 

needed, so youngsters of any age can use it 

@ AM Radio covers the entire standard broadcast band—so 
youngsters can listen to their favorite local station 

© CB Shortwave Receiver picks up all 23 Citizens Band channels, 

mobile radio, ship-to-shore and emergency calls 

@ Wireless Code Sender taps out messages up to 1 mile . . you 

even get a booklet that helps you learn the Morse Code 

Now your youngster can act like a ham operator. He can tune in conversations from the 
world of action, talk to friends within range by walkie-talkie or telegraph, even listen to 

music and the latest news. Just turn the on-off volume control knob and tuning knob, then 

flick 2 switches to transmit or receive, to hear CB or AM radio. 
Solid-state circuitry with 6-transistor, 2-diode crystal transmitter-receiver, sensitive 

variable tuning capacitor, and chrome-plated brass antenna that extends 50 inches. Trans- 
mits over Channel 14 . . receives from all CB channels. Switch changes circuitry for AM 

radio. 16x6x7-inch high molded plastic cabinet with 234-inch speaker, earphone for private 
listening. For 2-way wireless chats with friends, use another communications center or any 
Sears walkie-talkie that operates on Channel 14. Order 6 D" batteries below 

49 N 6397—Shipping weight 3 pounds 8 ounces. .. .. e .. $26.50 
49 N 4660— "D" Battery. Shipping weight each 4 ounces... Each 16c; 6 for, 90c 

“AT'S | saxwacs 

Trans-Talk 600 
operates up to | mile 

@ Sends and receives messages clearly 

6-transistor solid-state circuitry 

contains a 2-diode noise squelcher 

9 9-volt crystal-controlled transmitter- 

receiver ..no license needed, can be 

used by youngsters of any age 

© Chrome-plated die-cast metal case 

takes abuse . . wrist strap totes it 

Great fun for pal-to-pal chats, games like cops-and- 
robbers. ringo-le junior secret 
time military maneuvers. Super ri 
tran 

High-efficiency output helps c 
With wrist strap and talk-li button. Operates 

on Channel 14. 6x244x134 inches thick 
Order 9-volt battery below. For 

use with any Sears walkie-talkie or 
that operates on Channel 14. 
49 N 6396M— Shipping weight 1 pound...... $14.44 
49 N 6417M —9-volt Battery. Shpg. wt. 4 oz... .. 35c 

wireless talks, 
y walkie-talkie 

[ No Money Down on anything Sears sells 



Her lamp lights . . 
Her bottle warmer 
has a glowing 
“ready light” 
Bottle empties 

and refills, too 

Snuggles up to you . . 
"ries “Mommy, Mommy” 

Snugglebun 

$7795 cient 
So appealing in her 2-piece pa- 
jamas you'll hug her . . when 
you. dò: she'll snuggle up to 
you. Give her a little squeeze, 
her head moves, she cries 
"Mommy, Mommy." Night 
table has 10-in. lamp, be- 
lieve bottle warmer, “magic” 
bottle. Plastic. 16 inches tall 
Order 2 "D" batteries. Wt 
? Ibs. 6 oz. 
49N3183 $7.95 

“D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 
49 N 4660—Fa. 16c; 4/60c 642 fuos 
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Three charming dolls in a group that will 

Our pink and pretty doll family . . $1 499 

includes two Big Sisters and Baby 
diaper. Babykin is a drink-and-wet doll 

capture any girl's heart. Big sister Gum 
drop, 16 inches tall and little sister 
Candy, 11 inches tall, wear pink-and- 
white checked flannel nighties, with match 
ing panties, white slippers. 8-inch Baby 
kin has a checked flannel nighty and 

with a feeding bottle, nipple. In a 10x7x9- 
in, high white wire frame cradle with bow 
trimmed dotted nylon ruffled skirt and 
lining, matching hood cover. Polished cot 
ton mattress, pillow lace-trimmed 
79 N 3178C—Shpg. wt. 4 bs. Set $14.99 

Gia . . in knit PJ's 

$499 

Captivating 12-inch doll 
has Jong-lashed open-and- 
shut eyes, a rooted pixie 
hair-do, and curled up toes. 
In pink knit pajamas, white 
pom-pon cap. Vinyl. From 
Italy. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 

49 N 3193 $4.99 

Happy and Nappy in their bunk beds 

$599 sa 

leep eyes and sleepy Nappy 
air you can comb, vinyl heads, 

ed in lace-trimmed checked 

Smiling Happy with g 
10-inch dolls with rooted h 
cotton-stuffed bodies. Dre 
flannel nighties and diapers. They sleep in pretty white 
plastic beds that can be stacked or separated, have ladder, 
lace-trimmed rayon blankets and pillows. Beds are 14x12x 
7 inches high, are unassembled 
49 N 3185—Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 8 oz $5.99 



lay recorded mus 
of your own choice— 
instantly—anywhere 

Just insert tape 
cartridge and listen 
to the big names 
the musical world 

i 
i 
3 

i 
T SLINWAH There isn't another 

EM (à (M CARTRIDGE 
"av i : = a TAPE PLAYER 
way in 

M ue 
| i ke i t 

musıc 

sounds so faithfully 

Even the price is amazingly low $ 99 

for a Player that reproduces 

Pop in a cartridge and hear music anywhere you gc 
h. Get the gang together ar ju'll have a 

imple it’s child's play . . so entertaining it's adul 

me, in the car or at peed for consistent sounc aality 

t made by a leading electre 

features a 
the be 

verful circuitry with 5 long-life transistors send Pre-recorded magnetic tic t 

no warm-up. 214-inch speaker delivers full-bodie 314x3x! e of | € 
plays for 10 to 12 minute a performance ust leaving joyment 

the cartridge in. Removing c c y stops tape play. It's pc Solid 1 low-cost *'C 
ibly the best thing to happe usic since the ph batterie ler it 
Only two knot turn—one for volume control r ce of 49 N 530—Shippi $19.99 

track on the 2-track tapes. Permanent-magnet electric motor provides steac 49 N 4665—"C" Battery. Shipping wt. each 2 o Each 16c; 6 for 90c 

Pre-recorded 2-track Tape Cartridges for use with Tape Player above s|29 

49 N 66029 —Herman's Hermits, Hold On, 49 N 66019—The Gentrys. Let's Dance, 49 N 66047—Comnie Francis, Everything immy Smith, Got My Mojo 
I Got A Feeling, 2 more, Everyday I Have To Cry, 2 more: I Have Is Yours, 3 more 1 Il, Mustard Greens. 

49 N 66011—Righteous Bros, Soul and 49 N 6605— The Gentrys, Keep on Danc 49 N 6603—Herman's Hermits, Leaning 49 N 66038—Ston Get Chorlie Byrd, 

Inspiration, 3 more. ing, Little Girl Next Door, 2 more On A Lamppost, 3 more. Desafinado, One Note Samba. 

49 N 66012— Righteous Bros, Bring It On 49 N 66021—The Animals. omma Send 49 N 66035—Herman's Hermits. I'm 49 N 66039 — Pel CE Who Killed 

Home, He, Rat Race, 1 more You Back to Walker, 3 m Henry VIII, 1 Am, 3 more Norman Jean, Thresher, 2 more. 
49 N66013—Sam The Sham ond The 49 N 66027 dez Animals, Don't Let Me 49 N 66049 —Herman's Hermits, I'm Into 49 N 66041 —Johnny UOS LEE Strange 

Pharaohs. Wooly Bully, 3 more Be Misunde j, 2 more Something Good, 3 more Things Happen, Our We re. 

49 N 66014— Dovid Rose. and Tan 49 N 66022—Ella Fitzgerald, All the 49 N 66032—Lou Christie, Since I Fell, 49 N 66043 —Loving read: There She 

Fantasy, Night Tra Things You Ave, Yesterday, 2 more. Lightnin’ Strikes, 1 more. Is, Jug Music, 2 more. 

49 N 66015—Haonk Williams, Im So 49 N 66025—Dee Dee Sharp, Mashed 49 N 66034—Ray Charles. September 49 N 66044. Don't Get 

Lonesome I Could Cry, 3 more Polatoe Time, Ride, 2 more. Song, Mountain Greenery, 2 more. Around Much e 

pes. Hani Williams, € ati 49 N 66036— Dee Dee Shorp. Any Day 49 N 66031 — Astrud Gilberto. Love 49 N 66052— Batman Adventures, 

Heart, He 1 Lookin Now, The Wah-Watusi, 2 more. Theme from The Sandpiper, 3 more. AS Neissira Wile Pate AT 

49 N 66017—The Fantabulous Strings. 49 N66026—Bobby Rydell, Wild One, 49 N é602—lohn Gary. How Can My 49 N 66055— Cinderella, Parts I and II 
Thunderball, Goldfinger, 2 more Volare, Kissin’ Time, Sway Heart Forget You, 3 more Inderello, Parts I and II. 

49 N é6018—The Fantabvlous Strings. — 49 N 66028— Connie Francis. Among My — 49 N 6604—Sound Orchestrals. Love Let- ADIN GEORG Western Sons. 7 timen 
Nothing But Heartaches, 3 more. Souvenirs, Malaguena, 2 more. ters, wn, 2 more, 49 N 66059 —Superman Adventures, 

Shippin 
See more selections in Sears 1967 $ 

ht each 2 ounces Each $1 
ng and Summer Catalog a Sears 1967 Toy Catalog av lable in Januory 

e" 



Baby Snoozie 
3893 

14-inch sleepyhead will 
‘open, close her eyes, 
squirm, move her head, 
and cry when control 
knob is turned. Vinyl 
limbs, cloth body, Saran 
hair. Wt. 1 1b. 8 oz. 
49 N 3040. . . .$8.93 

Sleepy twins from Italy $629, leach 

Wind her up. . 

she opens and 

closes her eyes. . 

wriggles, turns like 

a real live baby 

Snoozie 
on a pillow 

$1997 

Turn the control knob and 
watch as she moves her 
head and wriggles, She'll 
cry, too, until she's picked 
up and cuddled. With 
Saran hair that can be 
washed, combed and set, 
and vinyl arms and legs, 
cloth body. Has a ruffled 
pillow, wearsa cute pajama 

20 in. long, 
Shpg. wt, 3 Ibs. 12 ox. 

49 N 3122. $12.97 

Annetta and Felicino, exquisitely detailed darlings 1134 
inches high, are made-of vinyl, fully jointed. Both have 
rooted hair for you to comb and brush, carry real candles. 
With bright go-to-sleep eyes. 
49 N 3489 — Girl in nightie, lacy cap. Wt. 1 Ib. oz. $6.99 
49 N 3488— Boy in pajamas, knitcap. Wt. 11b. 8o 
49 N 3487 — Boy and Girl set. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs 

CGitsioa pae scans by chistes miseledimical Gom 

Hug me, I coo . . pinch me, 

I cry . . I’m Miss Peep 

She's so soft and cuddly, and she m: 

blanket to wrap her in. 18 inches tall. 

49 N 3066—Shipping weight 3 pounds, 2 ounces 

Lullabye Baby turns 

and snuggles cozily 
as music box plays 

$399 

Sleepy 12-inch baby is all vinyl, with curled-up 
fingers and toes that look so natural As the 
tinkling music box inside her plays soothing 
“Brahms Lullaby," she stretches and turns with 
life-like movements, She has molded hair. is 
dressed in an adorable candy-striped cotton flan- 
nel sleeper, with matching night cap. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib: 4 oz. 
49 N3145. lv. 4. $3.99 

se 
es baby sounds when you 

hug her body and arms, Miss Peep looks like a lovable new 
baby. She's made of vinyl. filled with soft cotton and foam, and 
she can be bathed. Just like a real baby, she's dressed in an infant. 
kimono, diaper and booties, and she has a big, soft, fluffy receiving 

$5.99 

Drowsy's all ready for bed 

. . just pull her Chatty ring 
and she'll talk with you 

$483 

Soft 'n cuddly in pink print pajamas, 
with plastic head, sleepy painted eyes, 
rooted hair. Pull the Chatty ring . . she 
may ask for a goodnight kiss or another 
drink of water . . she says 11 different 
things. 15 inches tall. 
49 N 3164 Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. $4.83 

rca SEARS 643 



WALL 
STORAGE 

RACK 

Holds balls, 
cue sticks, 
ball-rack 

triangle . . 
has built-in 
utility tray 

You can play 
BILLIARDS 

on 

You can play 
BUMPER POOL 



Beauties from abroad 

5 Carola from Italy. So fes- 
tive in her velveteen ball 

gown, adorned with flowers 
and 9 rows of lace. Lined with 
taffeta. 14-inch plastic doll 
Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 
49 N 3470C $14.99 

Nicolette from France. Ele- 
gant in velveteen jumper, 

lace-lavished blouse-slip and 
fancy mesh tights. Jointed 
plastic body. Rooted upswept 
hairdo. 18 inches tall With 
shoes, nosegay. Shipping 
weight 3 pounds 
79 N 3194C. m $19.99 

Kitty from Italy. Stunning 
doll wears a lace-bedecked 

lveteen dress, full petti-slip. 
Rooted hair. Jointed vinyl. 15 
in. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 
49 N 3369....... $7.99 

644 sears Ass 

Citai pagi scans by deiam masael Gom 

Demure 11!4-inch Bride Doll 
a vision in white lace 

“Charge It” if you wish 

Baby Cupcake . . takes a snooze on her 
own lace-trimmed velveteen pillow. When 

awake, she opens her eyes, drinks her bottle, 
wets and coos, Pose-able jointed vinyl doll 
wears rufily lace can-can panties and velveteen 
topper. Rooted hair can be combed, 12-in 
49 N 3195—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 oz $4.99 

Toddler Cupcake . . as sweet as her name, 
Dimpled 13-in. doll has rooted hair, go-to- 

sleep eyes, jointed vinyl body. Wears a lace- 
frosted dress and posy-trimmed velveteen 
jerkin. Shoes, socks, taffeta panties. 
49 N 3198—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 6 02.....$4.99 

Q Sweet Sue. She's off to a tea-party in a 
pretty blue dress with rows of lace all 

around, Dainty 14-inch doll has rooted hair 
you can comb, Sparkly eyes that open and 
close. Jointed vinyl body. Panties, shoes. 
49 N 3197 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz $4.99 

Baby Sue. Who could resist this pixyish 
12-inch dolly? Dressed for company in an 

A-line dress with tiered lace front, panties, 
booties and hairbow. She has rooted hair, 
jointed vinyl body, moving eyes. 
49 N 3196—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz... .$3.99 I 



476 
y n 

“gg 
A ME EU. 
Ma Va. Jas 

Stunning 24-inch platinum blonde is belle 
of the ball in her hoop-skirted 

velveteen gown and rustling petticoats 

s9995 

To love, to admire, to 
cherish a lifetime . . a doll 
of superb beauty. Her finely 
chiseled features— from 
dreamy opaline eyes to pert 
dimpled chin—are sculp- 
tured with Italian finesse. 
Tina is luxuriously dressed 
in a sweeping gown and big 
bonnet of rich red velveteen, 
trimmed with white eyelet 
lace and bright plaid bands. 
Attached rufile-edged petti- 

coat . . plus separate hoop- s L 

skirt. Panti um v 

patent-look shoes. With plaid 
Y 

parasol. Enchanting doll of 1 d 

polyethylene. n ^ : = 
Shipping wt. 10 Ibs. E Y . 

5 . EA Liu. SEARS 645 
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Teenie Weenie 
Tiny Tears with trunk $499 

Only 9 inches tall, but what a charmer, 
She weeps real tears, closes her rock-a-bye 
eyes. Drinks, wets. Soft vinyl with rooted 
hair. Wears a dainty dress. Comes with 
trunk, clothes and accessories shown. 
49 N 3168—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 2 oz....$4.99 

SEARS frosts 

Citali Dade scans by dieisihiaxnisatediwical com 

17-inch Tiny Tears 
. . almost life-size 

Feels like a real baby cuddled in your arms. 
She drinks, wets, blows bubbles, cries real sound of nursery rhymes, prayers, lul 
tears. Chubby, soft vinyl body. Rooted hair. 
Dress in cotton flannel sleeper. Layette in- 

s and diaper, plus red pique 
dress with giraffe applique, and diaper. In- 
struction book, bubble pipe, acifi 
49 N 3169C—Shipping weight 4 Ib: 

cludes blue dr 

Teeny with trunk 

$794 
12-inch cry baby travels with 
trunk and layette, drinks, wets, 
cries real tears, blows bubbles. 
Soft vinyl with rooted hair. 
Wears lace-trimmed apron 
dress with applique, booties, 
panties. Lacy A-line dress, pol 
ka dot panties, pacifier, bubble 
pipe, bottle packed in trunk, 

Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 oz. 

49 N 3167 $7.94 

2 
TP 

ifier. 79 N 9224C- 

$9.97 49N4660-'D" Battery 

Teeny Doll only 

$393 
Like a real baby, 12-inch 
Teeny sheds big tears when 
she's sad. Slowly closes her 
rock-a-bye eyes when she's 
sleepy. Drinks, wets, blows 
bubbles too. Of soft vinyl 
with rooted hair. Wears cape 
dress. Bottle, bubble pipe, 
diaper and pacifier incl. 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 5 oz 
49 N 3166.........53.93 

Outfits for Teeny 

1 Travel-time Knit Set . . 
sweater, leggings and 

bonnet keep 12 inch doll 
warm. Doll not included. 
49N3077-Wt. 6 oz. $2.77 

2 Sheer Apron Dress with 

leotards, For 12-inch ba- 
by doll (not included). 
49N3041-Wt. 6 oz. $2.77 

Tiny Tears Talking Cradle withou 
997 with 6 records $977 iy 

Insert record in side of cradle press lever . 

bys. Dolly 
soundasleep as you rock her. Built-in phonograph has auto 
matic shut-off. Plastic cradle, 18x12x11 in 
cover. Sweet dreams for dolls up to 17 in. tall. Uses one 
“D” battery, order below 

hipping weight 3 Ibs. . 
Wt. ea. 4 oz. Each 16c; 4 for 60c 

batter 

. and listen to the 

With mattress 



Falls sound asleep 

after you feed her 

11/4-in. Betsy Baby 

by Ideal 

8599 

Betsy drinks her bottle, 
grows sleepy . . and slowly 
closes her eves. Cries real 
tears and wets, too. Of 
soft vinyl with rooted 
Saran hair you can comb. 
and brush. Wears 2-piece 
play-suit. Rattle, pacifier, 
bottle and extra diaper 

vis. included. 
oe Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 3 oz. 

49 N3052........ 

Dolly Travel Case with Baby Bath $477 

Take dolly and her bath with you wherever you go. Bath, with 
spray hose, fits in vinyl carrying case; folds out when dolly needs 
to freshen up. Separate compartments hold clothing and any 
doll up to 14 in. tall. Drawer holds odds and ends. With plastic 
hangers. Doll and clothing not included. Case, 18x4x14 in. 
49 N 9219—Shipping weight 4 pounds................06 $4.77 

Travel Wardrobe. Coat, bonnet, 2-piece play set, dress, 
diaper, shoes, socks, bottle, toys. Shipping weight each 12 oz. 

49N3210-8tollin.....$2.89  49N3136-12 to15 in. $2.99 

49 N3137-16 to 17in.... 3.59 49 N3138-18to2lin. 3.89 

2 Layette. Quilted bunting, romper, knit sweater and pants, 
diaper, shoes, socks, bottle, toys. Shipping weight each 12 oz. 

49 N3209-8tollin.....$2.89 49 N 3564-12 to I5in.. $2.99 
49 N3566-16tol7in... 3.59  49N3567-1$to2lin. 3.89 

Q Dress-up Set. Three full-skirted dresses, diaper, shoes, socks, 
bottle, rattle, pacifier. Shipping weight each 12 oz. 

49N3215-Stollin....$2.89 49 N3216-12 to 15i 
49 N3217-16to17 in... 3.59 49 N3218-18 to21 i 

Casino pada iee tv ca a 

Baby Nancy has her own cradle, 
baby bath and feeding table 

14-inch doll 99 ust sA 
With ali the nursery equipment needed to give her tender, loving care. And 
she acts so real . . she drinks her bottle, wets her diaper, closes her eyes, Her 
rooted pixie hair-do can be combed and brushed. Her fully jointed plastic 
body can be bathed. In snuggly cotton pajamas. With layette including plastic 
16x10x10-inch cradle, 7x8x8-inch feeding table, l0x1Sxll-inch baby bath. 
Bottle, soap, bubble bath, sponge and blanket. Furniture unassembled. 
49 N 3186C—Shipping weight 5 pounds... ..............5. 

Just call Sears and say “Charge It" 

Drinks, wets, cries 
real tears . . loves baths 

TEARIE DEARIE 

Sait, $974 
This active 9-inch baby doll keeps 
her sitter busy every minute, She 

drinks her bottle, wets her diaper, 
closes her eyes and cries real tears. 
Has rooted hair to comb. Fully 
jointed, soft vinyl body. Comes with 
plastic carrying case that converts 
to a rocking cradle, crib with legs. 
or bath. In dainty outfit. 
49 N 3163—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. .$2.74 

Tearie Dearie 
Gift Set *644 

All the fun of the Tearie Dearie doll 
above—plus extra clothing. Gift 
set includes: 9-inch Tearie Dearie, 
Scotch lass outfit, sleepyhead outfit, 
vinyl wardrobe case with 3 hangers 
and 2 storage drawers, bottle. 
Plastic carrying case converts to a 
cradle, crib or bath. 
49 N 3184—Wt. 3 Ibs.. 36,44 

rca SEARS 647 
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16-in. Ps doll 
with wardrobe 

Little Thirstee Tears actually 
drinks, wets and cries tears. 
Dressed in cotton playsuit. Her 
wardrobe includes cotton dress 
and bonnet, bed jacket with 
diaper, cotton sunsuit, cotton 
flannel pajamas, extra diaper, 

.. booties, bottle and sponge. 
Doll is fully jointed. Made of 

vinyl Rire with rooted hair, 

Shipping v weight 2 2 pea 
49 N 3106.. ...$4.99 

Bareskin Baby with 
rug, wardrobe, trunk 

$799 

All set for her classic portrait 
. so cute and comfy on her 

make-believe bearskin rug. Tra- 
vel trunk holds slack set, dress, 
pajamas, pants, shirt, bath ac- 
cessories and 3 hangers. 

Doll is of vinyl, 14 in. long, 
fully jointed. Eyes close when 
she “sleeps”. 

Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 3087. ...........$7.99 
You con order toys on pages 441 to 
673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

15-inch Toddler with her $499 
ready-for-school wardrobe 

Ann” is a new school-time tot 
dressed in cotton dress, long stockings 
and vinyl shoes. Her school clothes in- 
clude 3 dresses, leatherette jacket, felt 

, smock, coat, hat, plus purse, 
, brush, mirror and 2 curlers. 

h le of vinyl plastic with glassine eyes. 

Rooted hair in a curly bob style. Fully 

jointed, head also turns. For a conven 
ient carry case, see trunk at bottom of 
this page 
49 N 3432—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz. $4.99 

Perfect Patient 
needs your aid 

38 

This cheerful little pa- 
tient is sometimes sick 
and she needs you to cure 
her. This pony-tailed 
lass comes with arm and 
leg casts, crutches, ban- 
dages, toy hypodermic 
and candy pills. She's 13 
inches tall, has rooted 
hair and moving eyes. 
Made of sturdy plastic. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 14 oz. 
49 N 3424...... $3.99 

Nurse with trunk 
is ready to travel 

3499 
This 13-inch toddler 
looks so crisp and clean 
jn white percale uniform, 
matching hat, blue cape. 
For off-duty hours, a cot- 

ers. Wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. 
49 N 3512.....$4.99 

Striped Trunk for dolly 

$499 

For dolls up to 16 inches. Non-toxic 
vinyl lithographed steel covering 
over wood frame. 16x9x8 inches. 
Hangers. 

Shpg. wt. 5 Ibs. 14 oz. 
49 N 9275. 



Suzy Cute raises her arms when you. $194 
press her tummy . . just like a real baby Day and 

Doll and Crib. A picturepretty baby in blue and white blouse and 
panties. She drinks from her bottle and wets her diaper, too. Durable 

plastic case along with crib, mattress, bottle and rattle. Doll is 714 inches 
tall. Rooted Saran hair, Movable head, arms, legs. Made of soft plastic. 
49 N 3156— Shipping weight 2 pounds 4 ounces $1.94 
Q Swing Set. Swing, seesaw, slide, plus pail, shovel, ball. Plastic. 13 in. long. 

49 N 9225C—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ..... eese $3.94 
3 Carriage. Free-rolling, movable hood. Bottle. Plastic. 13 in, long. 

49 N 9228— Shipping weight 1 pound, 6 ounces....... * $2.92 

Hassock, animal, plus feeding accessories, 7 in. long 
Shipping weight 1 pound pe RS .. $2.67 

3-outfit dress-up 
wardrobe 

Fits Suzy Cute and all 7 
and Sinch dolls. Saque, 
matching blanket, dress, 
panties, coat, bonnet, rat- 
tle, bracelet. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 3212.. ..$1.99 

9-inch Baby Dimples with 
her wardrobe and accessories 

Sleeps peacefully when lying down . . 
drinks and wets, too. Wardrobe includes 
bib, dress, bed jacket, 3 diapers, blanket, 
booties, pajamas, playsuit, plus acces- 
sories. Doll is washable vinyl. Rooted hair. 
49 N 3161—Shpg. wt. 11 oz......$3.99 

TD 

- - Ael 7 

Wash me in my baby bath 

Baby has fun in her bath with bubble bath, soap 
and plastic duck. She even drinks and wets, too. 
Dressed in diaper and terry cloth bath outfit. 
Comes with change of clothes, clothespins. Rooted 
hair, Jointed plastic. About 12 inches tall. 
49 N 3128—Shpg. wt 2 lbs... ......... $3.99 

£itsioó paw care tr didi dt a 

YOUR 
CHOICE 

$ 3° 

Girl or $099 
each boy 

We're twin brother and sister . . 

we drink, wet and hold our own bottles 

You'll have lots of fun playing with brother and sister look-alikes. 
Each is 15 inches tall with jointed plastic body, vinyl head, arms 
nd legs. They have go-to-sleep eyes and rooted hair you can comb. 

Little Girl Twin. Wears dress, panties, socks and shoes. 
49 N 3085— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. . $2.99 

Little Boy Twin. Dressed in suit, matching cap, socks and shoes. 
49 N 3084— Shipping weight 1 pound 4 ounces. $2.99 

— 

Take little sister traveling j 

Take her and clothes along in her trunk, 
Dressed in tennis outfit with plastic racket, 
Trunk holds 2 dresses, playsuit, comb. 
Vinyl doll, bending knee. 9 in. 
49 N 3271—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 0z...$3.99 

M Rock baby to sleep 
y in her own plastic cradle 

Feed the baby doll with her own bottle . . she drinks and wets, too. 
Dressed in diaper and kimono. Includes pillow and coverlet with 
cradle. Doll is 14 inches tall, has rooted hair and moving eyes. 
Fully jointed. Vinyl and polyethylene. Cradle unassembled. 
49 N 3114—Shipping weight 2 pounds 11 ounces........ $3.99 

kenste SEARS 649 
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| $1499 

I'm 30 inches tall 

What a wonderful doll. She 
has a magnetic tape recorder 
built in. She's plastic, has 
jointed arms and legs, and 
rooted hair. Order 2 "D" 
batteries, one 9-volt battery. 

Shipping weight 8 Ibs. 
79 N 3665CM ....$14.99 

"D" Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 

79 N 4660...... Each 16c 
for 

9-volt Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 
79 N 6417M......: ea. 35c 

You con order toys on pages 441 
through 673 until Sept. 1, 1966 

I'm Singin' 
Chatty .. 
won't you 

sing along 
with me? 

3977 
Mattel's 17-inch sweet-voiced doll is just 
waiting for you to pull the Chatty® ring 
so she can sing for you. You never know 
what she'll sing next . . it might be 
“Rock-a-bye Baby” or “London Bridge,” 
or another nursery favorite. Sings many 
songs. Plastic. 
49 N 3518—Wt. 2 lbs. 8 oz.. ..$9.77 

650 SEARS feasts 

Citai paQe scans by imaa aedini com 

and Modestino 
from Italy 

ME: 
15-inch twins have rooted 

. hair, go-to-sleep blue eyes. 
Plastic. Wt. ea. 2 Ibs. 8 oz. 

Mariannina. Pigtailed and 
pretty in plaid dress, shoes, 
- "wears a gay smile. 
49 N 3483........$7.99 

Modestino. Cute, kissable 
in his jeans, carries a 4-leaf 
clover for luck. 

40. NBER MEE RR. 

Mama’s Baby wears a lacy 
christening dress and hat 

] Sweet baby doll dressed with the 
lace and ribbons all little mothers 

adore. 20 inches long with cotton 
stuffed body, vinyl limbs and head, 
sleeping eyes, rooted hair. Wears dress, 
hat and slip. Has real-baby cry, too. 
49 N 3055—Wt. 2 lbs. 12 oz..$4.99 

Pretty Baby Doll is Lovable 
Dressed in polka dots 

9, A doll girls love to hug, because her 
body is soft cloth. Arms, legs and 

head are vinyl, she has rooted pixie hair, 
go-to-sleep eyes. In knit booties, pretty 
dress with matching ruffled bonnet, she’s 
13 inches tall. 
49 N 3058—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. $2.99 

M Y 

«a 

Smiling Baby Boy 

$1298 

From Italy an adorable baby 
with face designed by Bonomi, 
top name in Italian doll craft. 
Pale blonde hair is rooted, go-to- 
sleep eyes have long lashes. In 
vinyl, fully jointed, 17 inches tall. 
Wears fleece coat, knit suit, kid 
booties. Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz. 

49 N 3147.. .$12.98 



Here's an 18-inch Toddler Doll 
who'd just love to stroll with you 

A chubby little sweetheart who has rooted hair 
with bangs and cute pigtails. Her eyes open and 
shut, and she wears a pretty red velveteen dress 
with long white lace-trimmed nylon sleeves, 
panties, shoes and sacks. See how well she walks 
when you hold her hand. 
49 N 3517—Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 6 oz......$4.99 

italoó sate scne tio ciuieliidk naiéolociical Cont 

.— a sweet vinyl face, open-and-shut eyes. 
A A cute 17 inches tall. 

Hold her hand, and this 
pretty 16-inch Miss 

walks along with you 

So charming—and so low 
priced. Vinyl, with jointed arms 

movable head, sleepy 
vears a bright red velvet 

dress with a white yoke, lace 
trim. Has long hair that combs 
beautifully. 
49 N3187 —Wt. 1 Ib. 7 oz.$3.99 

36-inch Walking Doll 
She's almost as big as you when 
she walks at your side. Even 

vinyl head, open-ai 
Dressed in blue velve 
hat, lawn dress, and panties, 
shoes, socks. 
79 N 3497L—Wt. 7 Ibs... .$9.99 

Walks by herself, 
like a real baby! 

we Baby 
; First Step 

by Mattel 

Pre mh tm $999 xis 

Her realistic walking motion is battery-powered 

‘The first and only doll to walk all by herself . . clear across the room! 
Just turn on the hidden switch and watch Bal irst-Step toddle to 
you. She's a plump little dear, with rooted synthetic hair, big open- 
and-shut eyes. Adorable toddler wears a pink taffeta dress with 
sheer overskirt, socks, shoes, and she's 18 inches tall. Order 2 “D” 
batteries below. 
49 N 3018—Shipping weight 3 Ibs. 3 o 
49 N 4660—“D” Battery. Wt. ea. 4 oz. 

-— 

($9.99 
Each 16c; 4 ‘for 60c 

t 

So pudgy and so 

soft and supple 

. you can pose 
her in so many 

cute and 
impish ways 

slip, shoes, socks. 15 in. ti AY 
49 N3181—Wt. 11b. 8 oz., . .$4.99 

4| Posy Baby. Dressed in blue, from 
the tip of her pixie hat to the toes 

Posi 
er and bonnet. Made of soft bendable 
foam over a wire frame to pose and Playmate 
bend and twist any way you want. With 

$499 

49 N 3180—Wt. 1 Ib. 14 oz.. .$6.97 

Posi Playmate is made of soft foam over a flexible 

5 Angel Baby. Plump and pretty wire form . . to pose in so many different ways, 
little girl with sweet rooted hairdo and to stay where you pose her until you move her 

wears a lace-embroidered dress in again. Hands and head are vinyl, pixie-cut hair is 
sheer nylon and velvetex, a slip, plas- rooted. She has movable eyes with a beguiling side 
tic shoes, socks, a blue bow in her hair. glance, and wears a pert one-piece embroidered 
14 in. tall, with sleeping eyes. cotton coverall. 19 inches tall. 

49 N 3189—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz..........$4.99 

feasts SEARS 651 



Tearful 

Tiny 

Thumbelina 

The spot you spank Eyes open, close when 
vide P she moves . . sheds real " 

A very precious looking tears after her bottle x 
doll and really quite spe- 
cial. When you turn her 8888s 
over and spank, she fusses 
like a real baby. Feeds 14-inch Tearful Tiny Thumbelina. All you do is rock her gently and she 
from her own bottle, too opens and closes her pretty eyes. Press her stomach to see her eyes fill up 
and what an appetite she with tears, When you wind her, Thumbelina moves and stretches as live 
has. Soft rooted hair. sleep. babies do, This wistful bundle of joy arrives gaily dressed in blue stripe outfit 
ing eyes . . soft, chubby with pink bib. Beautifully created with vinyl head, arms and legs, and baby: 
arms, Vinyl. Dressed in soft cloth body. Fully rooted hair. And because Thumbelina's such a frisky, 

V" bright red play outfit. And real acting baby, she's going to need a whole lot of love and care. 
£ all 20 inches of her are as ^ 
a 49 N 3121—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz. s * E 
— tender and lovable as they weich ae x goar 

y can be: 14-inch Tiny Thumbelina. Wind her up . . she moves like a real baby. 
is. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 5 oz. Pretty painted eyes. Organdy dress, cotton slip, diaper, bootie 

49 N3126 ..$5.99 49 N 3211—Shipping weight 1 lb. 8 oz. .. 

Pat her on 
the back to 
burp her j f 

r 

What’s more magical to a little girl than a Mattel’s Baby Pattaburp Even baby-talks nursery rhymes 
d a "S a is and ei T 
enia he HAMI. Sa ei Wouldn't it be exciting to own a doll like this? This is Mattel’s Baby Cheryl. Just listen 
ethylene. 21 in. tall. Boo comes with own Feed her, place her on your shoulder, pat her on to what she has to say . . “Jack and Jill, up 

asia ig em seinen ni Ha back . . and she burps. Eyes close when you lay the hill” . . "Three little kittens, meow.” All 
, her down. Rooted hair. Soft body. All dressed up you dois pull her Chatty-Ring®. And what a “D” batteries below. 

49 N 3026—Wt. 3 lbs. 9 oz. $9.99 , all dressed in in a pink dress, panties, booties. 16 inches of cuddle-wonderful doll she 
was ei sweetness in all. As you feed her with her own daisy-print dress, panties, booties. Eyes 

eter Sapa: we cack A0 special bottle, the milk disappears . . then bottle close. Rooted hair can be combed. Although 
fete ict) Each 16c;4 for 60c magically refills itself. a baby, Cheryl’s still 16 in. tall 

652 SEARS rasis 49 N 3119—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 oz. ...$7.99 49 N 3024—Wt. 1 lb. 8 oz. ...$7.67 
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Wishnik Troll 65c 

What's a Troll? It's 214 inches of plastic 
doll with big buggy eyes and a wild 
mop of hair you rub for luck. It's a 
toy, a good luck charm, it's fun! 
49 N 3664—Shpg. wt. 2 oz .65c 

"Troll 
Dress-up Set 

$ 167 

A Bikini and a tutu. . 
+ hat and jewelry, and 

clothes for a well-dressed 
lady Troll. Shipping 
weight 3 oz. 
49 N 3672...... $1.67 

Career Dress-ups 

$ 167 

Troll can be doctor, law- 
yer or Indian chief. Set 
of 3 outfits for Trolis, 
Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 3680.,.... $1.67 

Housewife Set 

$187 

Cookbook and curlers, 
negligee, princess phone 
~. all the things a good 
Troll housewife needs. 
Shpg. wt. 3 oz. 
49 N 3681...... 

Bride-and-Groom Trolls, She wears — Doctor-and-Nurse Trolls. . neat and 

L - - a white lace dress, has a veil and efficient, He wears a white jacket, a 
flowers . . he’s in white tie, tails and stethoscope. She has blue uniform, 

Th s ehi a top hat. Romantic pair, 234 in. tall. hypodermic needle, 234 in. tall. 
Every Troll needs a home of his own 49N3669-Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set$2,77 — 49N3671-Shpg. wt. 502. Set $2.77 

and only Sears has this one! 
Sportnik Set has 

Prehistoric model home — $€9 99 4 Outfits and Troll Doll 
furnished in true Troll decor se $977 

Golf anyone? Or maybe a football 
Our Troll house of vinyl plastic h: weathered tree exterior complete with 

potted plants and a name over the door. The cozy interior has every com 
fort a 2 14-inch Troll could want . . including a fake marble bath. There's a game? Our Sportnik Troll is 

blazing fireplace with cooking pot, a comfy bed, a big tub chair and hassock. equipped for both . . has a sporty 
a dining table and chairs. We've even added "animal skin" rugs for a beret, golf clubs, his own football. 

homey touch, All furnishi e vacuum formed, House locks closed, has He has an outfit for fishing (com- 
plete with fish), and one for baseball, 
too. With accessories. 

Shipping weight 10 oz. 
49 N3673.....-..-.-- ...$3.27 

carrying handle, 12x6x9 in. high. Completely assembled. Doll not included. 

49 N 9352 —Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz $2.99 

Save this catalog . . . you can order toys from this 

book, pages 441 to 673, from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

It's a great life in this 
miniature Troll Village 

Includes 12 Trolls $ 3 
.. sold only at Sears 

Set up a Troll land all your own . . on a table, on. 
the floor, anywhere. Let your imagination run riot 
as you plan activities for 12 Trolls (114-in. tall) and 
their 9 animals. See what you get: mountains, 

houses, furniture, trees, a cart, a sign for "Wild 
Horses Canyon" and many morc delightful pieces, 
in sturdy plastic. From Hong Kong. 
49 N 9389—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz.....$3.99 

Kem. sears 653 
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$7 44 

\cEXPIALIDOCIOUs ; 
Walt Disney's 

Mary Poppins Doll 
. that's what! 

S 
0 
mom n 

In a Gift Set with umbrella, 
carpetbag and wardrobe 

p She's here . . 
$ wonderful nanny that ever popped up a 

Mary Poppins, the most 

^ chimney. 12 inches tall, with jointed 
aN vinyl body, in sensible cotton coat, hat 

S * and dress, she carries her familiar carpet- 
». and her umbrella. It really opens. 

A wardrobe for work . . striped dress 
and apron, and for partying . . dress, 
hat, shoes, gloves, sheer stockings. And 
her famous ruler .. for measuring up! 
49N3816-Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. Set $7.44 

Walt Disney’s Cinderella Doll 

12-inch doll dressed elegantly for the ball, in pink 
satin and silvery lace, “jewels” and upswept hairdo 

. and glass slippers. Presto! At midnight (or maybe 
earlier) you change her back to a hardworking scul 
lery maid with pail, broom, working clothes, extra 
head with long straight hair. Vinyl plastic 
49 N 3522—Shipping weight 15 ounces. . . .$7.44 

654 SEARS rca 
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the Witch 

Samantha, the cha 
you see on TV, is a dc 
inches tall, with her own broom 
stick. In bewitching flocked vel 
vet costume and hat all a-spar 
kle, with flexible arms and le 
for magical poses. Vinyl plastic. 
49 N 3714—Wt. 14 oz. . $3.94 

Samantha . . 

Patty Duke Teen Doll 

$997 

You can tell she's a teen-age doll 
.. she has her own phone. She's 12 
inches of vinyl plastic with Super- 
flex arms and legs that bend, pose 
in teen-age manner. Rooted hair. 
49 N 3881—Wt. 12 oz..,.$2.97 

Celeste . . 97 

. the Formal Don 9497 
Every little girl wants a 

A really dressed-up doll 
and that’s Celeste. In 

ose velvet gown and 
atching hat, with muff 

ole of fur-like fabric, 
as rooted hair with 

finger" curls. 12 
es tall 

Shipping weight 1 Ib. 
49 N 3508 $4.97 

HANSEL AND GRETEL 
Artfully designed by $ 599 

famous German craftsmen each 

From the land of the Black Forest, the land of Hansel and 
Gretel, come these two charming storybook dolls. Beauti- 
fully made, beautifully dressed, lovely to look at and to 
play with. Their eyes open and close, have soft eyelashes. 
‘Their blonde hair is rooted, their bodies are sturdy plastic, 
fully jointed. Each is 1114 inches tall. 
Hansel. Wears suspender pants, jacket, straw hat. 
49 N 3510—Shipping weight 14 oz... ........... $5.99 
Gretel. Dressed in cotton print dress, with hat, apron. 
49 N 3511— Shipping weight 14 oz..............- $5.99 

Just call Sears and say “Charge It" 



She comes with 
a shower bath 

that really works 

E $997 

Heidi’s Hospital Room 

Heidi can be a nurse, or a patient in this 

modern hospital room. It’s so well equipped 
. . with bed, chest of drawers, reading 
light, snuggly blanket, even 12 self-sticking 
bandages for first aid. Everything Heidi- 
sized, in sturdy plastic. 
49 N 9397 —Shpg. wt. 9 oz.......$1.74 

Heidi . . our 
Pocketbook Doll 
Press the magic button . . 
she'll give a friendly wave 

Heidi and Shower 

Heidi's so small she fits in a purse. She's 
only 6 inches tall, but she's so much fun. 
She has her own lovely lavender shower 
bath that sprays real water when you 
squeeze the rubber bulb. Or, if you pre- 
fer, turn on the elegant gold color faucets 
to fill the tub. Heidi with her long, comb- 
able blonde hair is all ready for her bath.. 
she wears her own terry robe and shower 
cap. 
49 N 3995—Shpg. wt. 9 0z.....$2.97 

Heidi in her Pocketbook 

Here she is . . petite Heidi in a little 
purse, so you can take her with you 
wherever you go. Dressed in a perky 
red-and-white dress, has long blonde 
hair for you to comb. Room in the 
8x8-in. purse for her dresses, too. 
49 N 3999—Shpg. wt. 14 oz.. .. $1.84 

Heidi's Wardrobe Set 

Heidi will be the best-dressed doll in 
her crowd with this sweet little ward- 
robe set. For work, for play and for 
dress-up she has an appropriate cotton 
dress, matching panties and cute plastic 
shoes, all color coordinated, and smart 
as can be. 
49 N 3978—Wt. 1 oz.......Set $1.27 

Heidi's gay pink Jeep 

With a wave of her hand Heidi's off for 
a ride in her own jeep, with her very own 
poodle to keep her company. There's an 
outdoor phone booth and a parking meter 
that works, and a make-believe coin for 
any emergencies. 
49 N 9398—Shpg. wt. 11 oz......$1.74 

Walt Disney's 
Small World Dolls 

8-inch friends in costumes 
of far-away lands 

$997 each 

Adorable dolls in beautifully detailed 

costumes have bending legs, charming 
faces. Start a collection. 

French Con-Can. Her skirt’s a 

whirl of red satin and ruffles, her 
stockings black lace. She wears a 
glamorous hat of black feathers. 
49 N 3623—Shpg. wt. 9 oz $2.97 

Dutch Girl. Has long blonde braids 

and bangs, wears a brocaded skirt, 

embroidered apron. Her hat is white 
felt, her shoes are plastic. 
49 N 3631—Shpg. wt. 9 oz $2.97 

South American. Full of color, with 
a basket of fake flowers on her 

head, a colorful "patchwork" skirt 
yellow blouse, contrast trim. 
49 N 3628—Shpg. wt. 9 oz $2.97 

African. Wears a colorful toga, 

bracelets on wrist and ankles, 

bright beads on neck, head band 
49 N 3633—Shpg. wt. 9 oz $2.97 

Ej Japanese. In a flowered silk 
kimono, with contrasting obi sash 

and sleeves. Carries a fan. 
49 N 3640—Shpg. wt. 9 oz $2.97 

Only 434 inches tall. 
DOLLY DARLINGS 

wih te own tee Ea 

Cathy Goes to a Party. 
All dressed up, Cathy Stone-age 

Pebbles $477 
The Flintstones’ pride and 

joy is 12 inches high, of soft 
plastic, wears smock and 
bikini. Her bone-trimmed 

hair is rooted. Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

49 N 3655 2.84.77 

Just call Sears and say “Charge It” 

Cutie sace scans by cheisimasduseteciaici Divi 

Stone-agers 
with cradle $599 

Pebbles and her friend 

Bamm-Bamm, 8 in. high, of 

jointed plastic, with rooted 
hair. Sturdy plastic rocking 
“log” cradle. 

49 N 3668. 

She's here! 
It's Honeymoon $758 

Newest celebrity from the 
comics is a 14-in. baby doll 
with soft body, vinyl arms, 
legs, head, bow-tied anten- 
nae. Wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz. 
49 N 3682 $7.66 

if you wish 

even a plastic apple for 
her favorite teacher! 
In plastic hat box case. 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 3619......$1.93 

wears a lacy starched 
skirt, black velvet top. In 
her hat box with so many 
fun things for a tiny 
party, including a “gift” 
anda tiny birthday cake. 
Shpg. wt. 10 oz. 
49 N 3616...... $1.93 



656 SEARS» Senses 

cabe oy 

seem more lifelike than ever 

Hidden-joint legs bend in 3 positions 
. pose in all kinds of lively actions 

Mattel's bendable-leg dolls have invisible knee 
joints that let you pose them like they're running, 
walking, dancing . . even cross their legs while sit- 
ting. Dressed in bright beachwear, 1114-in. girls 
have rooted Saran hair; 12}4-in. boys, molded hair. 
Of sturdy vinyl; heads, arms, legs move. 
(1) 49 N 3340— Barbie. Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$2.33 

1 E 2.33 

Basic dolls with movable arms, 
legs and heads 

Same sizes as above but without bendable legs. 
Dressed in different style beachwear. 
(5) 49 N 3701— Barbie. Shpg. wt. 12 oz...$1.76 
(6) 49 N 3806— Midge. Shpg. wt. 12 oz... 1.76 
(7) 49 N 3731—Ken. Shpg. wt. 12 oz 2.19 
(8) 49 N 3716—Allan. Shpg. wt. 12 oz.... 2.19 

No choice of color or hair style on dolis. 

Color ’n curl Barbie's hair . . 
set it with battery-powered Dryer 

$ without 
batteries 

No dyes needed . . 4 specially treated wigs change to 
8 colors. Also includes heads for Barbie and Midge, 
dryer, rollers, comb, brush, activator solution, wig 
stand, spray. Order Z “D” batteries, page 666. 
49 N 3817—Shipping weight 3 pounds. ... $6.97 

Cutiiod pane scans by cheisimas.musetediwdcu com 

~ Now Barbie frie her friends 

Skipper introduces 
her new playmates . . 
Skooter and Ricky 

. Skipper with bendable legs 

9 Now Skipper has invisible-joint knees 
like Barbie. Dressed in navy swimsuit, 

red shoes, headband. 9% inches tall 
Jointed vinyl. Brush, comb, wire stand 
included. 

49 N 3835—Shipping wt. 11 0z...$2.33 

Red-haired, freckle-faced Ricky 

10) A friend for Skipper, . 934 inches tall. 
He's dressed in beach jacket, bathing 

trunks, sandals. Has movable arms, legs, 
head. Sturdy vinyl. Wire stand. 
49 N 3345—Shipping wt. 10 oz.. $1.76 

Skooter , . Ponytailed Pixie 

]] A Pretty little 934 inches tall. Makes 
play with Skipper more fun. Dressed 

in 2-piece swimsuit, shoes. Wears Skip- 
per’s size. Jointed vinyl. Wire stand. 

49 N 3971—Shipping wt. 10 oz. .. $1.76 

Note: Borbie, her friends and their 
clothing were made in the Orient. 

Basic Skipper 

Similar to adorable Skip- 
per at left—only without 
bendable legs. Wears 
smart red and white 
swimsuit, shoes. Has own 
comb, brush and head- 
band. 914 inches tall 
Sturdy vinyl. Wirestand. 

Shipping weight 10 oz 
49 N 3706 $31.76 

Skipper $497 
Gift Set 

Skipper in red and white 
swimsuit plus a party out- 

fit. . "Silk 'N Fancy” dress 

with red velvet top, white 
satin skirt with ruffe, gold- 
color braid trim. Also red 
velvet coat with button 
trim, matching hat, purse, 
white shoes, socks, gloves, 
gold-color headband, 

Shipping weight 12 oz. 

49 N 3773........ $4.97 



YOURE THE DRESSMAKER 
Now you can make fashion outfits 

for Barbie and Skipper without 

any sewing at all. Just cut out 

z fabric patterns, press edges 

together, add trimmings . . and 

garments are ready to wear 

Skooter Gift Set $ 397 
Skooter in her two-piece swim suit plus 
3 Cut 'N Button outfits gham play 
dress, high fashion dress-coat, “Granny” 
nightgown with nightcap. Set includes 
shoes, slippers. Also fit Skipper. 
49 N 3839—Shpg. wt. 120z........$3.97 

You can order toys from this catalog, pages 441 
to 673, from now until September 1, 1966 

i 

Travel fun $187 Day-night $966 Gala ball. $177 Coordinates$ 177 
Two Sew-Free sheaths — Dayti € blue dress, Floor-length evening ^ Dotted-taffeta outfits cc with matching bags. ^ whitejacket,scarf,bag. skirt withsateenbod- — ..evening skirt, blouse, J. 
Blue afternoon dress Sateen evening skirt, ice. Matching coat black bag and jewelry. b 7044.) 
with jacket. Striped stole, taffeta bodice. and purse. Silver- Dress, matching hat 3 
dress has short coat, Gloves, shoesincluded. glitter clear-plastic and bag, coat, gloves. 
scarf. Wt. 8 oz. Wt. 8 oz. shoes,gloves.Wt.50z. Shipping weight 5 oz. 
49 N 3399....$1.87 49 N 3740 $2.66 49N3736...$1.77 49N3734.... 

Four Sew-Free sels above fit Barbie or Midge . . dolls not included 

Design feathery, flowery, 
frilly Tressy’s hats yourself 

Tressy’s 

Millinery Shoppe 

$299 
Barbie Patterns. 12 designs, sewing guide. 8 Barbie's Wig-wardrobe. Three differently- 
49 N 3804 — Shipping weight 1 oz. $1.00 styled Saran wigs, molded head, wig stand. For Tressy and all 11 and 12-inch 

Q Skipper Patterns. 7 outfits plus guide 49 N 3969— Shipping weight 5 ounces. 108257 — dolls . . a complete hat shop with 5 
49 N 3721— Shipping weight | oz. S5 Q Skipper Shoe-pak. 12 pairs, assorted colors. crowns, and ribbons, flowers, 

(3) 49 N 3294— Sewing Accessories, Wt. 1 oz. 89% 49 N 3720— Shipping weight 1 oz... -89¢ — feathers and veils galore. Also hat- 
(4) 49 N 3273—Borbie Shoe Wardrobe. Wi.1or.89c — (10) 49 N 3718—Skipper's Hats. Wi. 1 oz... ..89c box, hat-stand, hatpins, hairpins, 
AS) SY'N 329 5-—Porne, Shoe Salt: WI. ] ox. sae ]] Barbie, Skipper Baby-sit Set. Jointed baby- stool, vanity, built-in cupboards, 
(6) 49 N 3733— jewelry Set. Wr. | oz..... 89c doll, diapers, gown, bunting, bottle, basket. shelves. Chipboard. 20x3x15 in. 
(7) 49 N 3722 Barbie Dress-up Hats. Wi. | oz...89c — 49 N 3848— Shipping weight 6 ounces........... $1.97 

m——ÉI— 

79 N 9316C—Wt.3 lbs... $2.99 koste 657 



All set for instant fun 
Barbie and Skipper's 

Deluxe Dream House — Ls 
Nothing to assemble p E 

$ 9 99 A 

Made only for Sears 

Durable plastic interior with 
built-in furniture opens in sec- 
onds to make a luxurious home 
for Barbie and her friends. Bed- 
room, living room, kitchen. All 
scaled for teenage dolls. 

TV set, bedroom vanity and 

closet, bed, table, lamps, chair, 
kitchen sinl creened stove, 
bookcase, built-in breakfast 
nook, outdoor patio scene. 

Folds into sturdy vinyl carry 
case about 27x7x18 in. high. 
Perfect storage place for doll, 
accessories. No dolls, clothing. 
79 N 9342L—Wt. 11 1bs.$9.99 

Opens in a jiffy to 
a roomy play area 

about 24x27x18 inches high. 

You con order toys from this catalog, pages 441 
to 673, from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

Plastic Furniture Set . . $477 
Barbie's Dream House $499 pieces snap together 4 

A 3 " Delight Ba 
Mrd eum Flo md vato Movie casual settings that include rugged plastic 
rae, eh SUUS pw pantie due furniture, indoor or outdoor backdrops and 
Furniture unassembled. Sturdy chipboard. Folds to about accessories. Pieces are convertible 

je and her friends with four 

quM 4 " hair, ottoman, chaise loun: 21x10x15 in. high. Dolls, clothing not included. i x fet sess planter. Also telephone, magazines, i 79 N 9304C—Shipping weight 9 pounds.......... $4.99 radio, TV, tumblers, tray, pictures. 
658 SEARS 5tosts 49 N 9376— Shipping weight 2 Ibs....$4.77 
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Almost 4 feet 
long when open 

Skipper 
Wheel Set 

$497 

Gift set indudes a 
scooter, skate board, 
skates, yo-yo. Two 
costumes, sunglasses, 
hat, shoes. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
49 N 3717....$4.97 

Caltalod page scans by dieisnasnmiselediwical com 

1 Student Teacher Bar- 

bie. Dress, globe, book, 
glasses. Wt. 4 oz. 

49 N 3348 $1.27 

School Girl. Wt. 4 oz. 

49 N 3349 $2.44 

3 School Days. Wt. 4 oz. 

49 N 3276 $1.94 

4 Ricky’s Sunday Suit. 
Blazer, slacks, shoes. 

Shirt not incl. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 3350. $1.66 

Skipper's Schoolroom 

—— 

Land and Sea. Pedal 
pushers, jacket, hat, 

shoes. Wt. 4 oz 
49 N 3354 $1.97 

Fun Time. Capris, jack- 
et, 2 blouses, shoes and 

croquet set. Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 3355 $2.47 

" Little Leaguer Ricky. 

Jeans, shirt, cap, mitt, 
ball, high socks, sneakers. 
Wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 3356 $1.66 

Outfits on this page (except 1, 4 and 7) fit 
Skipper, Skooter, Cricket—all 9-inch dolls. 

Made exclusively 
For Sears by Mattel 

School can be fun with Barbie as teacher and Skooter, Skipper and 

learning 

M 
m-—- 

$ 497 

pupils. Lifelike chipboard schoolroom contains desks, chairs, 
ids . . and a blackboard wall you can write on. Outside, 

s a playground with slide and gym equipment 
patio. 47}4x10}4x13 in. Folds into carrying c 
79 N 9343C— Shipping weight 6 pounds. . 

plus a lunch 
Dolls not included. 

$4.97 

E CN 

Skipper and her pals dress up for parties 

Town Togs. Jaunty jumper, 
coat, blouse, hat, hose, shoes. 

49 N 3357—Wt. 5 oz.. .$2.16 

Red Sensation. Vivid dress, 
hat, gloves, shoes, socks. 

49 N 3282—Wt. 4 oz.. .$1.24 

10 Silk 'm Fancy. ‘Two-tone 
full-skirted dress, headband, 

shoes and socks, 
49 N 3281— Wt. 4 oz.. .$1.27 

] Happy Birthday. Dress, hat, 
gloves, petticoat, gift—and 

a yummy pretend cake. 
49 N 3358—Wt. 5 oz.. . $2.47 

Party Pink. Poufly dress . . 
aflutter with ribbons. 

49 N 3359—Wt. 2 oz.. . ..99c 

NOTE: Dolls not included with out- 
fits on this page. 

Clothes are 
made in Japan. reat SEARS 659 
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Matchables for 

dress-alike sisters 

Blue Cotton Candy. Bulky 
knit sweaters, matching 
slacks, knit dickeys, shoes. 
Shpg. wt. each 5 oz. 
Outfit for Barbie 
49N3323 .$2.67 

Outfit for Skipper 
49N3322 serae 1407 

Dog 'N Duds. Adorable 
plush dog for Barbie and 
Skipper to walk. Comes 
with dress-up outfits, sun- 
glasses, collar, leash, bone, 
bowl and otheritems shown 
below. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. 

Set $2.44 

Bride's Dream. Traditional 
satin with chiffon overskirt. 

49N3820-Shpg. wt. 5 0z..$2.47 

Flower Girl. Dress with white 
lacy overskirt. 

49N3279-Shpg. wt. 2 oz..$1.44 

Aboard Ship. Dress, camera, 
travel folders, poster, book. 

49N3319-Shpg. wt. 5 oz..$1.99 

Ship Ahoy. Skirt, top, jacket, 
camera, folders, sailboat. 

49N3311-Shpg. wt. 4 0z..$1.99 

5 Sunny Pastels. Striped shift 
with matching purse. 

49N3328-Shpg. wt. 3 oz..$1.19 

G Fun 'N Games. Sport dress plus 
mallet, ball, stake. 

49N3329-Shpg. wt. 4 oz..$1.19 

Barbie and Skipper . . fashion look-alikes 

Red Flore. Velveteen flared 
coat, hat and purse. 

49N3823-Shpg. wt. 6 0z..$2.44 

Dress Coat, Similar to Barbie's 
but in fitted style. 

49N3277-Shpg. wt. 4 02..$1.97 

9 Stormy Weather. Belted trench 
coat, hat, umbrella, boots. 

49N3850-Shpg. wt. 5 oz..$1.99 

10 Rain or Shine. Just like 
Barbie's . . visor on hat 

49N3324-Shpg. wt. 4 oz.,$1.64 

Hi Fun ot the Fair, Wrap-around 
skirt, blouse, kerchief, candy. 

49N3332-Shpz. wt. 5 oz..$1.66 

12 Dey ot the Fair. Pocket in 
skirt holds tiny Barbie doll. 

49N3330-Shpg. wt. 3 oz..$1.24 

13 Ballerina Barbie. 
49 N 3735—Wt. 502..$2.47 

]4 Ballet Class. 
49 N 3278—Wt. 4oz,.$1.99 

15 Skating Fun. 
49 N 3275— Wt. 4oz.. $1.69 

16 Skater's Waltz. 
49 N 3840—Wt. 502..$1.99 

1 Under-Pretties. 
49 N 3283—Wt. 2oz....94c 

19 Dancing Doll Outfit. 
49 N 3333—Wt. 5 oz..$1.69 

20 Me-N-My-Doll. 
49 N 3336—Wt. 3 0z..$1.69 =- 



Barbie's Dream Kitchen-Dinette 
Lots to do . . from making Sew-Free® 

curtains to setting the table 

Set table with plastic flatware, metal 
dishes. Make curtains, tablecloth, nap- 
kins, “Cook” with percolator, casserole, 
saucepan. Toaster with 2 slices toast. 

Table, chairs, stools unassembled. Color- 
ful chipboard. Folds easily to carrying 
case about 22x7x14 inches high. 
79 N9388C—Shpg. wt. 6 Ibs,.$4,97 

You con order toys on pages 441 through 673 from now until Sept. 1, 1966 

Skipper’s 
Dream Room 
You make all the 

accessories yourself 

$497 
Curtains, dust ruffle, pillows, bed- 
spread . . fun to make with Sew-Free 
and Cut 'N Button fabrics. Bed. van- 
ity, lamp, TV . . all furniture simple to 
fold together. Great for storage . . 
everything folds away into neat carry- 
ing case about Sx18x16 inches high. 
Chipboard, 
79 N 9348C—Wt. 6 lbs....... $4.97 

Dolls not included with 
items on this page 

Dreamtime. For Skooter, Skipper. 
49 N 3274 —Shpg. wt. 4 oz..$1.84 

E Wooly P.1's. For Skooter, Skipper. 
49 N 3303—Shpg. wt. 2 oz....99c 

Casio page scunt by dieisihiazniseledimical om 

6 Slumber Party. For Barbie, Midge. 
49 N 3310—Shpg. wt. 5 oz..$2.89 

q Pajama Party. For Barbie, Midge. 
49 N 3867—Shpz. wt. 3 oz..$1.24 

Busy Homemaker Outfits. With utensils. 1 for Skipper, 2 for Barbie. 

(1) 49 N 3325— Cookie Time for Skipper. Shpg. wt. 3 oz. Set $1.27 
(2) 49 N 3326—Barbie Learns to Cook. Shpg. wt. 5 oz. Set 1.97 
(3) 49 N 3327— Brunch Time for Barbie. Shpg. wt. 4 oz. Set 1.69 

$964 

Sports Car. Plastic with 
chrome-color fittings, 
clear windshield, bucket 
seats. Rubber-like tires, 
steel axle. 7}4x18 in. 
long. Wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 9320C. . ..$2.64 

Speedboat. Floats in water or moves across 
floor on free-rolling wheels. Plastic, chrome- 
color trim. Bucket seats, steering wheel, 
windshield. About 20 in. long. 
49 N 9314—Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 1 oz.. .$2.99 

Ss SEARS 661 
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Entire campus 
fits into this case 

by Mattel 

Four campus scenes in one unit. 

Exclusive with Sears 
$ 999 

Barbie and Midge will enjoy all the activities on this realistic 

chipboard campus. Open it, set up the Sweet Shop with booth, 
soda bar, stools and phone booth. Dormitory room with twin 

beds, rug, lamp, nightstand, built-in dressing table, chair, desk 

with chair. Separate closets for dolls’ wardrobes. On reverse side 

are football stadium and drive-in movie theater plus other 

campus scenes. Folds for storage; everything fits inside carrying 
case with handle. Dolls and clothes not incl. 

79 N 9303C—Shipping wt. 8 Ibs. Was $4.99. ..$2.99 

- ax - 

Pep Rally Gift Set 

Complete set for Barbie, Ken and Midge. In- 
cludes three costumes listed below. 
49 N 3750— Shpz. wt. 1 Ib. 4 oz.... Set$5.97 

] Drum Major. Ken sets the pace with plush 
hat, trousers, jacket, shoes, socks, baton. 

49 N 3753— Shipping weight 6 ounces. .$2.77 

2 Drum Majorette. Skirt, jacket, sheer tights, 
hat, boots, gloves and baton. 

49 N 3752—Shipping weight 5 ounces. .$2.43 

Cheerleader. Full skirt, sweater, socks, 
shoes, pompons and a megaphone. Rah-rah! 

49 N 3751 Shipping weight 5 ounces. .$1.84 

m—H———— 

4 Campus Corduroys. 
Ken's casual in jacket, 

slacks. (Shirt not incl.) 
49N3739-Wt. 3 oz. $1.69 

5 Outdoor Life. Jacket, 

capris, hat, sneakers. 
49N3360-Wt. 5 oz. $2.44 

Roving Reporter. 
Outfit and camera. 

49N3361-Wt.502.$2.47 

Fashion Editor. Dress, 
hat, shoes, camera. 

49N3362-Wt.4 oz. $1.97 

B College Student. Ken 
leads his class. Sports 

jacket, slacks, shirt, tie 
shoes, socks, typewriter. 
49N3363-Wt. 5 oz. $2.47 

Knit Hit, Stunning two- 
piece knit dress, flats, 

and newspaper. 
49N3364-Wt. 3 oz. $1.27 
10 Invitation to Tec. 

lamorous one-pc 
ss pajama, lamé tunic, 

belt, shoes and tea service. 
49N3365-Wt.4 oz. $1.94 

1 Poodle Parade. Knit 

coat, sheath dress. 

Poodle-trimmed tote, sun 

glasses, dog-show award. 

49N3366-Wt. 5 oz. $2.99 

12 Sleeping Pretty. Ny 
lon peignoir, gown. 

Pillow, brush, comb, mules. 
49N3798-Wt. 50z. $2.44 
13 Junior Designer. Dress 

with flowers to press 

on. Belt, shoes, Barbie's 
own design book. 
49N3367-Wt. 3 oz. $1.27 

Barbie's clothes also fit Midge, Tressy, all 1134 -in. dolls. Ken's fit Allan. Dolls not incl. Clothes from Japan. 
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Special Date, Ken looks handsome in his well 
tailored suit. Shirt, tie, shoes, socks included. 

49 N 3738— Shipping weight 5 ounces. $2.97 

Gold 'n Glamour, Gold-color lamé tweed ensemble. 

Stole and hat with fur trim. Accessories. 

49 N 3370— Shipping weight 6 ounces. 

On the Avenve . 
49 N 3371 

$2.99 

. chic knit suit with accessories. 
Shipping weight 5 ounces. . . .$2.87 

Black Magic. Sheath, tulle cape, gloves, purse. 
49 N 3757 —Shipping weight 5 ounces. $1.66 

5 Matinee Fashion. Suit, hat, scarf . . luxury trim. 

49 N 3378—Shipping weight 5 ounces. $2.47 

6 Disc Date. E vening skirt, blouse, record player. 
49 N 3380. Shipping weight 5 ounces. . ..$1.97 

Y Country Club Dance. Bouffant dress, long gloves 
49 N 3381—Shipping weight 4 ounces. .. .$1.67 

8 It's Cold Outside. Coat, hat. Assorted colors. 

49 N 3729—Shipping weight 5 ounces. $1.57 

Tatai Dade scans by daidan malecia con 

Barbie and her 

Ken's Tuxedo satin-faced la- 
pels. With tie, shirt, boutonniere. 

49 N 3821—Shpg. wt. 7 oz..$2.96 

1 Junior Prom. Romantic gown, 

stole, necklace, gloves, shoes. 

49 N 3391— Shpg. wt. 6 oz..$2.43 

]] Midnight Blue. Lamé-topped 
gown, cape, accessories. 

49 N 3754—Shpg. wt. 8 oz..$2.99 

]Q Fraternity Dance. Full-length 
skirt with lace bodice. Gloves, 

sash, necklace with pendant, shoes. 

49 N 3396—Shpg. wt. 5 oz..$2.33 

13 Golden Glory. Brocade gown, 
evening coat, purse, shoes. 

49 N 3393— Shpz. wt. 7 oz..$2.99 
NOTE: Dolls on this poge not in 

Es 

friends love to dress in 

legant Joshi t 
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14 Natural Mink Jacket. The trea- 

sure of Barbie’s wardrobe. Tai 

lored of natural mink sections. 

49 N 3755—Shpg. wt. 4 oz..$7.89 

]5 Holiday Dance. Gala striped 
gown with long chiffon sash 

Evening bag, gloves and shoes. 
49 N 3385— Shpg. wt. 5 oz..$2.37 

1G Compus Queen. Satin gown with 
boufant net overskirt. Trophy, 

roses, long gloves, jewelry, shoes. 
49 N 3728—Shpg. wt. 5 oz..$2.66 

]] Magnificence. Satin and chiffon 
gown with applique and glitter 

trim. Luxurious satin coat with fur 
collar. Slip, shoes. 
49 N 3383—Shpg. wt. 8 oz..$3.74 

cluded with outfits. Outfits made in Japan. 

Men 
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Barbie's lovely bedroom . . 
Bed, Chifferobe, Vanity, 
all in hi-impact plastic 

] Colonial 4-poster Bed. Pink plastic 
with pink striped plastic spread, can- 

opy and pillow. Also for Tressy, all 1134- 
in. dolls. Unassembled, 1254x934x7 in. 
49 N 9248—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz... . . $2.67 

2 Chifferobe, 2 sliding rods, 12 hang- 
ers. 4 sliding drawers, one with 

"secret lock," Perfumed sachet. Pink 
and white. Plastic. 13x5x14 inches high. 
49 N 9384 —Wt. 4 Ibs, 12 02... $5.47 

3 French Provinciol Vonity, Has real- 
glass mirror, telephone, picture, tis- 

sue holder, bright plush pile covered 
bench. About 7x4x13 inches high. 
49 N 9326—Wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. ... $2.47 

Barbie's Music-box Piano 

Barbie or Skipper can entertain on 
her own 9-inch piano, jewel case hidden 
under lid. Wind-up musical movement. 
Durable white plastic, gold-color trim, 
Accessories included. 
49 N 9383—Wt. 2 lbs. 4 02.....$5.87 

Note: Dolls, clothing on this page not Included. 

664 SEARS sr 
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$157 

For Skipper's own room . . 
Bed, Vanity, Wardrobe 
trimmed with “jewels” 

4 "Jewel-studded" Bed, Taffeta, 
white lace spread and pillow. Ame- 

thyst rhinestone “jewels” at head, foot. 
Colorful photo insets. 11x7x9 in. 
49 N 9349—Shpg. wt. 13 oz. $2.54 

5 Dotted Swiss-skirted Vanity. 
Bright pile bench seat, real glass 

mirror, removable drawer. Photo and 
telephone included. 10x7x5 inches. 
49 N 9350— Shpg. wt. 14 oz. $2.54 

6 Matching Wardrobe. 2 removable 
drawers with pink photo insets. 

"Gold" and "jewel" trim on white. 
6 hangers included. 10x6x3 inches. 
49 N 9351—Shpg. wt. 15 oz..$1.57 

Skipper's Bunk Beds 

Plastic pieces snap together for bunks; 
convert to twin beds. Sew-Free® 
decorator accessories include foam 
mattresses, foam pillows, bedspreads, 
pillow covers, plush rug. Full-color selí- 
standing background. Unassembled. 

49 N 9372—Shpg. wt. 11b.402.$2.54 

"Charge it" if you wish 

"Trunk for Barbie and her friends . . 
holds 4 . miniature dolls, clothes 

For dolls 9 through g 597 
12 inches . . plastic wig rack 

Vacuum-formed plastic inserts snugly hold Barbie, 
Ken, Midge and Skipper. All-plastic trunk is rein- 
forced with steel bands for extra strength. Steel fit- 
tings plated with nickel, plastic hangers, shelf. About 
11x7x13 in. Store Barbie's things—or let her travel. 
49 N 9302— Shipping weight 4 Ibs.. . x $5.97 

7 Vanity Case. Trav 
el vanity case for 

Barbie and Skipper 
with their own sepa- 

rate dressers, cameo- 
shaped mirrors, plastic 
chairs. Vinyl trunk, 
aluminum frame clos 
ure, Accessory drawers, 
clothing rack, plastic 
hangers. 1034x7x13 in. 
high. Wt. 3 Ibs. 5 oz. 
49 N 9340 $4.79 

Trunk for 3 dolls. 
Holds Barbie, Ken 

and Skipper, plus lots 
of room for their cloth: 
ing, accessories, Elec- 
tronically sealed wash- 
able vinyl with alumi- 
num frame, nickel- 
plated fittings, acces- 
sory drawers, plastic 
hangers. 1034x7x13 in. 

Wt. 3 Ibs. 5 oz. 

49 N 9331 $3.97 

Q Skipper- Skooter 
cose. Roomy enough 

for two 914 inch dolls, 
Washable vinyl with 
look of leather. 2 
clothes racks with 12 
plastic hangers. Twin 
accessory drawers. Pic- 
turesonexterior. About 
15x3x10 inches. 

Wt. 2 lbs. 4 oz. 
49 N 9387 $2.67 

3987 — 

Single-doll case. Room 
for Skipper or Barbie, 
plus clothing and ac- 
cessories. Washable 
vinyl. Plastic hangers 
Wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. 

10 Skipper. 10x7 in. 4 
49 N 9301- $1.87 

]] Barbie. 13x10 in. 
49 N 9309-$1.87 

12 Extra hangers. Set 
of 48 hangers of 

high-impact styrene in 
assorted colors. 

Shipping wt. 4 oz. 
49 N 9382. . Set 97c 



6 Sun 'n Surf. Suit, beach dress, beach gear. 
49 N 3982—Wt. 4 oz. Outfit only..$1.69 

Anchors Aweigh. Dress, tam, radio, more. 
49 N 3984—Wt. 4 oz. Outfit only.$ 1.69 

Snowflake. Ski pants, parka, mittens, sled. 
49 N 3316—Wt. 4 oz. Outfit only.$2.97 

9 Winter Wonderland. Furry coat and hat. 
49 N 3985—Wt. 4 oz. Outfit only.$2.44 

Cui Dabs cunt by deisinasisetecinical on 

10 Teacher's Pet. Dress, bulletin board, bag. 
49 N 3986-Wt. 4oz. Outfit only.$1.33 

ll After School. Hooded sweater, slacks, 
ping-pong paddles, net and balls. 

49 N3314—Wt. 4 oz. Outfit only. .$1.67 

12 3-Piece Wardrobe. Sportswear outfit, 
dress and coat to fit Pepper and Dodi. 

49 N 3980—Wt. 9 oz. Outfits only.$2.77 

Who has fun in this tree house? 

Pepper and her playmates 
T Pepper's Tree House. Fun for all 8 and 9-inch dolls (in- 

cluding Skipper and Penny Brite). Plastic, with sturdy 
board tree foliage, 32 in. high. Furniture, ladder, tire-swing, 
teeter-totter, even a bird house. Unassembled, No dolls. 

79 N 9385L —Shipping weight 6 pounds...........$6.97 

Pepper's Pony. Perky palomino pony just right for 
Pepper and her 9-inch pals, 10 inches long, 9 inches 

bigh, made of sturdy sculptured plastic. Without doll. 
49 N 9375—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 4 oz............ $2.44 

 Pos'n Pepper. Looks and poses like a lively little girl, 
because her legs and arms are completely bendable. 9 in. 

tall, she wears a sailor suit with bell-bottom trousers, blue 
midriff top, cap, wears all the Pepper clothes. No swing. 
49 N 3872—Shipping weight 8 ounces...........+ $2.37 

4 Pos'n Dodi. Pepper’s new friend has a cute plastic pre- 
teen figure, can wear Pepper's clothes. She has a smiling 

face and long Saran hair you can comb and style. Dodi wears 
a pretty 2-piece slack set. 9 inches tall. 

49 N 3871—Shipping weight 8 ounces............ $2.37 

Pos'n Salty. Little 8-inch play pal for Pepper and Dodi, 
wears a rugged slack-and-shirt outfit, has baseball cap, 

catcher's mitt and mask. He loves the tree house! 
49 N 3979—Shipping weight 8 ounces...........+ $1.93 

Pepper's Case $159 

Attractive vinyl traveling 
case has room for Pepper 
or Dodi, and her clothes, 
Compartmented, with acces- 
sory drawer and 5 hangers. 
10 inches high. Doll not incl. 
49 N 9377-Wt. 1 Ib. $1.59 

clothes on this 
page. Plastic ward- 

ieste SEARS 665. | 



TRESSY . . the doll with hair that “grows” . . 
and legs that pose. Now her knees bend! 

ai Os TENER 

ny G $994 

b. & Tressy's more fun than ever . . 
fal "n Suec J "cause now she can pose any way 

London Look you want. And her hair is just 
wonderful. First it's short and 
then it's long! You make it grow 
when you turn the magic key. 
Style it to go with her outfits. 

Princess Pouf "Tressy is 1134 inches tall, can 
wear other fashion-dolls' clothes. 
She wears a fashionable shift, 
panties, shoes. Wt. 8 oz. 

49 N 3923............. $2.94 

Tressy ina 99 
new Gift Set $5 

Here’s Tressy in her own case, 
with a hairdressing set all ready 
for her beautician (you) to 
style her hair. Set includes hair- 
set lotion, comb, brush, curlers, 
rollers, rubber bands, extra mag- 
ic key, hair-glamour book, pins. 
You'll have great fun fixing 
"Tressy's hair . . short or long. 
Doll wears blue shift, shoes. 
Case is 14x7x3 inches. 
49N3764—Wt. 11b.202.$5.99 

Outfits below for Tressy, other 11⁄2 -inch dolls 
if) 

] Hootenanny. Slack set, bag, guitar. | Blue Ribbon Winner. Tailored suit, 
49N3782—Wt. 40z....... $1.97 dog on leash, book. 

49N3746—Wt. 4 oz....... $2.39 
9, Black Magic. Gown, stole, more. 

49N3828—Wt. 4 oz.......$1.97 p 3-piece Wardrobe. Three gay out- 
fits with accessories . . even a fish- 

On Fifth Avenve. Coat, hat, more. ing pole, checker board and checkers. 
49N3747—Wt. 4 oz....... $2.39 49 N 3745—WL. 8 oz. ..... .$1.99 

Note: Dolls not included with outfits. E 

All the hairdressing supplies you Now, Tressy has her Blows air like a real 
need to give Tressy exciting and very own make-up . . dryer. Bonnet, comb, 
fashionable new hairdos. Styling set and YOU can apply it. brush, mirror, hairset, 
has doll-sized rollers and curlers, Kit has lipstick, rouge, curlers. Order 2 “D” 
lotion, applicator bottle, atomizer eye-liner, eyebrow pen- batteries below. Ship- 
with spray, pins, brush, comb, hair- cil, make-up remover ping wt. 12 oz. 
care booklet, carryall. Shpg. wt. 8 oz. and puffs, cosmetics 49 N9369..... $2.66 

40 7B... eee $1.99 Seat Eke real, and casy "D" Batteries- 
to use. Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 49 N4660-Wt.ca.4oz. 

666 SEARS rcs 49 N 3756. . . -$2.44 Each 16c; 4 for..60c 
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It's Tressy's 
little sister 

Cricket .. Her 
hair grows, too 

$987 
Perky as . . a cricket, 
she’s an adorable 9- 
inch doll with legs 
that pose, hair that 
“grows.” Cricket has 
a magic key, just like 
Tressy, and you can 
style her hair any way 
you like . . she always 
looks so cute. She wears 
a white ballet dress, 
hair band and shoes. 
Other 9-inch costumes 
fit her. Wt. 7 oz. 
49 N 3843....$2.87 

Pretty 9-inch Cricket, in a 
case, wears a neat suit, has 
two other smart outfits, ex- 
tra shoes, miniature phono- | 
graph, records, fashion book, 
stand. Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 6 oz. 

6 School Days. Jumper, books, apple, shoes. 
49 N 3743—Wt. 3 oz. Outfit only...$1.27 

ft Hootenanny. Jersey, skirt, music, guitar. 
49 N3742—Wt. 3 oz. Outfit only. ..$1.27 

8 3-piece Wardrobe for 9-in. dolls. Dress-up 
outfit with accessories, sailing outfit with 

sport coat with scarf, handbag, shoes. 
49 N 3741—Wt. 6 oz. Outfits oaly..... $1.99 

Doll Case $499 
Strong 13-inch wood 
case with vinyl cover- 
ing, nickel trim . . holds 
two fashion doll. For 
Tressy, Cricket, Misty, 
Barbie, others; has 
drawers for accessories, 

hangers for clothes. 
keeps them neat. Wt. 4 
Ibs. 8 oz. : 
49 N 9370.... $4.99 



Pert "n pretty 
Pos'n Tammy 

$994 
Teenage Tammy 
with flexible arms 
and legs will pose 
any way you want. 
12 in. tall, with wash- 
able, stylable Saran 
hair. She wears a red 
jump suit, comes in 

Smart, new 
Pos'n Misty 

$994 
Misty wears most 
Tammy and 12-in. 
doll outfits. She's 12 
inches tall, is flexible 

. poses for you. 

Smart in white jump. 
suit with bell-bottom 
trousers, has her own 

herown phonebooth. phone booth case. 
Shpg. wt. 15 oz. Shpg. wt. 15 oz. 

49 N 3977...$2.94 49 N 3889...$2.94 

SUMI 

Outfits for Tammy and Misty 
1 On the Avenue. 3-pc. suit, accessories, dog. 

49 N 3770—WL. 6 oz. Outfit only.$2.99 

2 Private Secretary. Includes typewriter. 

49 N 3769 —Wt. 6 oz. Outfit only $2.47 

Qj 3-pc. Wardrobe. For sports, dress-up. 
49 N 3768—Wt. 9 oz. Outfits only.$2.77 

Vinyl Travel 
Case $ 18? 
Tammy, Misty, other 
teen-age fashion dolls 
can travel in style in 
this handsome vinyl case 

| with big compartments 
for clothing, accessory 
drawer, 5 hangers. Gaily 
lined, has sturdy handle. 

$ | 13 inches high. 
Se Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 5 oz. 

49 N 9332 -$1.89 
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Color her hair “pretty” in Sears exclusive $499 

Glamour Beauty Shop..with 12-inch doll 
"Turn the platinum blonde doll into a 
honey blonde, a stunning brunette, a 
striking red head , . in her own beauty 
salon. It's easy, with safe, non-toxic 
color applicators. Style her hair, too, 
with curlers, comb and brush. 

Exciting new Glamour Misty 
. . the “Miss Clairol” Doll 
with hair you can color 

$373 

"Only her hairdresser knows for sure” 
. . and that’s you. You color Glamour 
Misty's hair blonde, brunette, red. 
You can streak it, too. It's easy and 
safe with non-toxic colors that wash 
out for re-coloring. Set includes 12-inch 
doll in 3-pc. lacy sleep set, robe, comb, 
3 color applicator tubes. 
49 N 3884—Shpg. wt. 13 oz....$3.73 

4 Satin and Fur, Green 
shift, coat, fur trimmed. 

Brocade hat, long gloves. 
49N3777-Wt. 90z. $3.44 

stole, 

Misty's Tip-to-Toe Fashions. Only at Sears, glamorous 
costumes with matching hair-color tubes. Dolls not incl. 

Pink Ice. Satin skirt, 

49N3786-Wt. 9 oz. $3.37 = 

Our sophisticated beauty wears slim 
sheath dress, shoes, can wear most 
12-in. doll outfits. Shop of sturdy chip 
board, 11-in. high has chair, dryer, 
counter, sink, more. Unassembled. 

49 N 3882 — Wt. 1 Ib. 12 oz. $4.99 

beaded top. 

Formal Feathers. Green 
Afternoon date. Blue 
and white . . overskirt. 

49N3771-Wt.80z.$1.97 

gown, white net flounce, 
ostrich cape stole. 
49N3715-Wt.8oz. $1.99 
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15-inch 
non-musical 

15-inch 
osea $4.77 

15-inch Musical Raggedy Ann. This 
charming rag doll favorite will make sleep- 
time more welcome and playtime more 
fun . . just wind up the imported music 
box and it plays a soft tinkling lullaby to 
the pleasure of all. She's dressed in a 
colorful flowered cotton dress topped with 
a sparkling white apron. 
49 N 3629 —Shpg. wt. 1 lb.......$4.77 

15-inch Raggedy Ann. No music box. 
49 N 3580—Shpg. wt. 13 oz......$2.94 
20-inch Raggedy Ann. No music box. 
49 N 3583—Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 4 02..$4.77 

sweet 

A 39-inch doll that dances 
along. Bands on feet attach 
to child's shoes . . floppy 
body moves as she moves. 
Lightweight fabric body, 
cotton stuffed, yarn hair. 
Shipping wt. 3 Ibs. 8 oz. 

49 N 3530........$3.17 

Gingham 
Gin $29 

A pert little miss in 
colorful gingham and 
ruffles, She has bright 
yellow yarn braids and 

Cotton filled. 18 inches 
long. Shipping weight 
1 pound 8 ounces. 
49 N 3635. ....$2.94 

RAGGEDY AN1 and AVIDY 
20-inch 

$994 | non-musical 4L T 
15-inch Musical Raggedy Andy. The 
lovable twin to Raggedy Ann. He, too, 
has an imported music box to delight a 
boy or girl. He’s wearing bright blue cot- 
ton trousers with snappy white buttons, 
gay red and white checked shirt and blue 
ribbon bow tie. A jaunty blue-and-white 
sailor cap perches on his head. 
49 N 3630— Shipping weight 1 Ib..$4.77 

15-inch Raggedy Andy. No music box. 
49 N 3592—Shpg. wt. 13 oz......$2.94 

20-inch Raggedy Andy. No music box. 
49 N 3603—Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 4 02...$4.77 

painted face, 

A fon doll bed your child will love. Spring mounted 
legs give it a gleeful bounce. Native white birch, 
With pillow, cover. Holds dolls up to 18 in. No doll. 
49 N 9223—Shipping weight 1 pound 8 oz.. .$2.94 



Talking Tatters 
by MATTEL 

Pull the Chatty ring 

—she says II phrases 

$666 

Her name is Tatters . 
"if it matters," a ragged 
waif who'll tug at your 
heart strings every time 
you pull the Chatty ring. 

Soft, cuddly, 18 in. tall 
Her patched dress comes 
off to wash. Wt. 1 ib, 12 oz. 

49 N 3602 . $6.66 

Only Sears has these Pixie-face dolls 
you can pose in ’most any position 

Impish Posing “Elfy” $299 
So cunning and clever, you’ll want 
to have them everywhere . . sitting 

on a shelf, swinging from a chair, 
peeping ‘round a corner. Soft, 
cuddly body of molded foam 
with a flexible-wire form. Whimsi- 
cal vinyl face has bright-painted 
eyes and sculptured hair in gay 
colors to go with each outfit. 
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Musical Suzy loves to stretch 

Wind the key . . watch! Suzy stretches 
and wiggles like a real live baby while a 

little Swiss music box plays a tune. Rayon. 
plush body, a sleepy vinyl face. 11 in. tall. 
49 N 4009 —Shpg. wt. 1 Ib. 2 oz.. ..$2.99 

Sleepyhead plays a lullaby 

9, Shell lull you to sleep with a melody! 
Sweet vinyl face, rayon-plush body. Music 

box zips out so you can wash her. 14 in. tall. 
49 N 4016— Shipping weight 1 1b.. $3.89 
Sleepyhead without music. 
49 N 4017 —Shipping weight 14 oz..$2.89 

Elfy’s playsuit is tricot. Jumper 
and hat are felt. Imaginatively 
trimmed with flowers, leaves and 
feathers, Elfy is a cute 12 inches 
tall. 
49 N 3190— Pink and green 
49 N 3191— Yellow and blue 
49 N 3192— Yellow and green 
Shipping weight ea. 15 oz.. .$2.99 

Meet Betty and Bob 
They're our own musical darlings $997 

Wind the key . . they'll play a tune 

Soft and cuddly brother-and-sister musical dolls with imported 

music boxes. Stuffed fabric bodies, dressed in matching blue- 
and-white costumes, they're each 14 inches tall. 

Musical Betty wears bows in her yellow hair. 
49 N 3666—Shipping weight 1 pound...............$2.97 

Musical Bob wears overalls and a jaunty cap. 
49 N 3667—Shipping weight 1 pound............... $2.97 

You can order toys on pages 441 through 673 
Írom now until September 1, 1966 

They'll play 

their own tunes 
for you.. 

LITTLE 
BO-PEEP 

AND 

p MISTRESS 

Mother Goose favor- 
ites; cuddly, cotton- 
stuffed with vinyl faces -^ 
and acrylic hair, ' 
Dressed in the lace and 
ruflles little girls love. 
Each has a wind-up 
music box, is 15 inches 
tall. Wt. 1 Ib. 10 oz. 

(3) Little Bo-Peep. 
49 N 3641. ...$4.97 

(4) Mistress Mary. 
49 N 3643, ...$4.97 



The Sophisticates 
Overflowing with personality 

Tied 
Frolicking Floppy Pup $399 > Afghan $999 

y with closed felt eyes . . rayon ribbon 
up her hair. 14 inches long with &-inch shagey 
yon plush, acrylic fiber. Cotton stuffed. 

49 N 4005—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz.. 

670 SEARS xs 

$2.99 

A comical little character who's really a clown. 
Loves to flop in crazy positions. Bright button 

s and pompon nose, dress-up felt collar and 
ribbon bow. Acrylic fiber and rayon plush. 
About 21 inches of soft tlexibility 
49 N 4119—Shipping wt. 1 Ib. 8 oz. ...$3.99 

se the soft 
ask for. 

nose. Cotton It tongue, g 
satin bow. 16 inches long. 
49 N 4070—Shpz. . 1 Ib. 12 oz.. 

t coat a dog could 
Rayon plush muzzle with button 

eyes. Rayon 

$4.59 



Come on 

BIGJOHN AO 
please smile! 

Big John is so very big 

-.19in. high sitting down 

- . SO light, so soft, 

lovin' him is easy 

3589 

He's so irresistible with those 
wide soulful eyes that he's 
bound to be a huge, huggable 
hit with the young . . as well 
as the young-at-heart. 

Big John is nearly life-like 
in size and detail. Made of 
super-soft acrylic just right 

for cuddle-hugging. 
His cheeks droop down 

and his brow is furrowed in 
true bloodhound tradition. 

With freckles on his nose 
(one that's big enough for 
all kinds of tracking), Big 
John is a champion among 
stuffed dogs. 

Shipping weight 3 pounds. 
49 N 4030C $5.89 

You con order toys on pages 
441 through 673 from now until 

Seplember 1, 1966 

Lassie . . of TV fame $389 
A shaggy plush dog that looks so real she'll bring 
back memories of all of Lassie’s adventures. Vinyl 
head is intricately styled to resemble Lassie in realistic 
detail. From her rich coloring to her long 21-in. body, 
Lassie's a masterpiece of toy craftsmanship. 
49 N 4116— Shipping weight 2 pounds... ... $3.89 



Won Just pull the CHATTY-RING® 
VA C KE RS and hear all these Mattel Toys 

Our mouths move talk, talk, talk. No batteries. 

THAT'S A REAL 
ROOTIN’ TOOTIN 
TRICK / 
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Crackers Larry Chester O'Chimp 

the plush parrot the plush lion the plush chimp 

$899 $899 $899 
] Wait ‘til you see 9 He’sabig old 'fraidy 9 More fun than a bar- 

what a pearl of a cat, 13-in. tall and rel of monkeys be- 
parrot he is. Pull Chat- just shy enough to need cause he’s a chimp you 
ty-Ring Crackers you to take care of him. know. Pull Chatty-Ring 
spouts 11 phrases. And Vinyl mouth “growls” . he says 11 different 
he’s a bold 1534 in. when 11 phrases . . still he's things. Rayon plush and 
standing on own perch. gentle as a lamb. Rayon huggable. About 14 in. 
Rayon plush, Wt. 4 Ibs. — plush. Wt. 4 Ibs, tall. Shpg. wt. 3 Ibs. 
49 N 4094C.....$8.99 49 N4095C.....$8.99 49 N4128..... $8.99 

Herman Munster $787 

One of TV's biggest oddballs creeps right from screen 
to you. He's a “monstrous” 21 in. tall, dryly groans 10 

phrases and has perfectly abnormal green skin. Vinyl face. 
49 N 3607— Shipping weight 1 Ib. 12 oz.... $7.87 

Woody Woodpecker $677 

5 Its wild and frantic Woody all set to peck his way into 
your home. Outfitted in corduroy, 18 in. tall, Woody 

will talk your head off as soon as you let him in. Vinyl face. 
49 N 4117—Shipping weight 1 Ib. 8 oz........... $6.77 

Porky Pig $677 

Here's Porky, and he’s all fun. You'll laugh as he 
squeaks 10 famous phrases. Bright, happy-featured 

vinyl face. Cotton stuffed. He's a real chuckle, all right. 
49 N 4127—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 22. $6.77 

T-Bone® the Hound Dog $677 

Only a hound, but she “southern drawls” 11 phrases that 
are nothing to sniff at. Cuddly cotton body. Vinyl face, 

plastic collar, bone. A peachy “best friend.” 
672 SEARS :xs E: 49 N 4125—Shipping weight 2 pounds. 2:219. SOIT 
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And in this ring . . Sears presents a circus full of Clowns 
Bright clowns and gay ones . . . clowns to hug, to pose, to bring you laughs. 
Who wants a clown? Tots, teens and in-betweens . . everybody wants a clown! 

Big Happy Pat. A wonderful 29 inches 
tall, And what a personality! His 

is vinyl, his wild wigis Acrilan® 
y ars a plush suit, a satin ruff 

Sports a gay flower in his absurd hat 
79 N 3645C—Shipping wt. 4 Ibs... .$9.95 

2 Cheery Charlie. There's a jaunty hat 
perched atop his mop of Acrilan® hair. 

Charlie's costume is vivid plush and satin 
with a giant ruff, and he has a happy vinyl 

face. A bountiful 18 inches tall 
49 N 3649—Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs. 4 02.. $4.95 

Just say “Charge It” 

Bendie Bennie, All felt 
pants and top hat. F 

to pose, because hi irec 
you want. A colorful 14 inch 
49 N 3660—Shipping wt. 8 c 

with b: 

n to look at 

Bendy Monkey Clowns. A set of t 
They hear no evil, see no evil, 

evil . . they're too good to be b 
costumed, wired to bend ev 
Their heads are plush and their p 
monkey faces are felt. Each 12 in. tall 
49 N 3661— Shpg. wt. 12 oz... Set $2.95 

hen you phone 

Ej Cuddly Curtis. He's a happy clown . 
Soft and huggal 

With gay face, plush hair, 
49 N 3658—Shipping » 

bright pom 
ight 12 ounc 

Funny Face Flip. From the tips of his bi, 
y hat . . he's comical. Dressec 

felt, with wild-and-wooly Acrilan® 
79 N 3648C—Shippi ht 3 pounds. . . 

g Sam. Jointed to sit how you want him to. 
hair, a pom-pon nose. 14 inches tall. 

49 N 3653—Shipping weight 14 ounces 

PCHKM. 
AEDSLG 

. patches and all! 
, in a bright cotton percale costume, 

n nose. 14 in, tall. 

$1.95 

s to the top 
n corduroy and 

rylic hair. 22 in. tall. 
$6.95 

Hasa 

$2.95 
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